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China's Biological Warfare Programme 
An Integrative Study with Special Reference to Biological 
Weapons Capabilities 

Dany Shoham* 

This study attempts to profile China's biological warfare programme 
(BWP), with special reference to biological weapons (BW) capabilities 
that exist in facilities affiliated with the defence establishment and the 
military. For that purpose, a wide variety of facilities affiliated with the 
defence establishment and with the military are reviewed and profiled. 
The outcome of that analysis points at 12 facilities affiliated with the 
defence establishment, plus 30 facilities affiliated with the PLA, that are 
involved in research, development, production, testing or storage of 
SW. This huge alignment might be regarded as superfluous, ostensibly; 
yet, considering the various thctors discussed in the present study, the 
overall derived picture of the Chinese 8W-related alignment is not at 
all surprising. The chances that an outstanding state like China would 
ignore new avenues of BW designing and deployment are a priori slim, 
if any. China, in all likelihood, is and will persist as a paramount BW 
possessor. 

In 2010, the Monitor Group, a prominent international management 
consulting partnership, predicted that China would, within a decade, 
become the world leader in discovery and innovation in life sciences. 
Some research is seen as less controversial in China than elsewhere, such 
as research regarding the genetic causes of intelligence, which is just one 
example. An outstanding facility—Beijing Genomics Institute (presently 
located in Shenzhen)—has connectedly been described as having the 
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world's largest deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequencing installations.' 
The DNA sequencing might refer to any organism, be it man, a germ or 
a virus, either for analysing its full genome or specific parts of the genome 
that are responsible for certain properties. 

It so happens that this paramount prediction made by the Monitor 
Group is currently being realized by China. The range and magnitude of 
consequences and implications are vast, including military-oriented ones. 
Among the latter is the sphere of biological warfare agents (BWA), with 
the obvious option of being upgraded by genetic engineering techniques 
on the one hand, and the tentative option of modifying certain BWA 
(in theory, at the least) so as to increase their impact against particular 
ethnic groups, on the other hand. Chinese scientists, and resultantly 
strategists, are most probably aware of those two options; and while it is 
clear, according to the present study, that they are actually implementing 
the first option of the two, the excludability of the second option appears 
to be uncertain. 

Fundamentally, it is assumed that China would not miss, skip, or 
give up any highly advanced technology, especially when it is military-
oriented. This postulation refers to BW, among other disciplines. And 
it seems that once targeted, the upgrading of BW by Chinese military 
scientists will persist for long. This article discusses the various factors 
shaping Beijing's attitude to BW, and covers dozens of non-civilian 
facilities in China having the capacities, at the least, to be involved in 
research, development, testing and production of BW. 

HISTORICAL AND GEOSTRATEGIC FACTORS 

A combination of past and present geostrategic factors distinctly affect 
the Chinese approaches and outlooks with regard to BW. The first major 
factor is the relapsing Japanese BW attacks against and human BW 
experimenting on Chinese populations, which took place from 1933 to 
1945, killing and injuring tens of thousands, without the Chinese being 
able to cope or retaliate. The employment of BW against the Chinese by 
the Japanese military had a long-lasting impact in China. The Chinese 
official news agency, Xinhua, reported in 2002, that 'at least 270,000 
Chinese soldiers and civilians were slaughtered by Japanese germ-warfare 
troops between 1933 and 1945', according to an 'in-depth study by 
Chinese and Japanese scholars.'2

The second factor is the Chinese belief (whether sound or unsound) 
that the United States (US) conducted BW offensive operations in China 
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(and North Korea) during the Korean War (1950-53), alongside with the 
evident fact that between 1950 and 1972, the US possessed an operational 
BW arsenal.3

The third factor concerns the then Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR). Allegedly, near the end of World War II, USSR 
conducted experiments with plague, anthrax and cholera in Soviet-
occupied Mongolia. Later on, tests with various vaccines were conducted 
by the USSR in Mongolia for a long period of time, concomitantly 
with the persisting communist brotherhood between China and USSR 
and their strategic cooperation in general, and Chinese awareness and 
following (to a certain extent) of the colossal BW programme run by 
the USSR in particular. A comprehensive study of the aspects pertaining 
to those geostrategic factors was published in 1999—entitled China and 
Weapons of Mass Destruction: Implications for the United States—within 
the framework of a conference sponsored by the US National Intelligence 
Council and Federal Research Division.4

Collectively, these solidly formed Chinese perspectives shaped the 
People's Liberation Army's (PLA) approaches and outlooks pertaining 
to BW, and yielded, naturally, a wide Chinese BWP which still persists 
fully viably—if appreciably concealed—and comprises both defensive 
and offensive sub-programmes. Often located and working conjunctively, 
each of the two sub-programmes, however, constitutes a strategically 
distinct entity. 

CHINA AND THE BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION 

China joined the BWC in 1984,12 years after the Convention was opened 
for signature by the international community. From 1998 to 2009, two 
waves expressing China's declared attitude to the BWC can be observed. 
The first one, from 1998 to 2002, was apparently a result of increasing 
accusations made by the US in regard to an ongoing offensive BW 
programme conducted by Beijing. Unsurprisingly, the first wave China 
generated within that context begun with a `Joint Statement on Biological 
Weapons Convention', issued by Presidents Jiang Zemin and Bill Clinton 
during the Sino-US summit meeting that took place in China in June 
1998, as follows: 

Recognizing the threat posed by biological and toxin weapons, 
the United States and China reaffirm their strong support for the 
complete global elimination of biological weapons. As States Parties 
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to the Biological Weapons Convention, the two sides stress the 
importance of the Convention to international peace and security, 
fully support the purposes and objectives of the Convention, 
and favor comprehensively strengthening the effectiveness and 
universality of the Convention.5

Various further steps were taken by China, so as to manifest a 
supportive—if not entirely favourable—attitude towards the BWC.6 In 
its 17 October 2002 announcement on the promulgation of 'Regulations 
on Export Control of Dual-use Biological Agents and Related Equipment 
and Technologies', China stated that it 'has never developed, produced 
or stockpiled any biological weapons, and never assisted any country to 
acquire or develop these weapons.'7

The second wave coincides with the period 2006 to 2009, widely 
accentuated by Chinese diplomacy with respect to the BWC. Once again, 
so it seems, this was in response to accumulating American accusations 
regarding an ongoing BW programme run by China. 

The aspect of widening cooperation among state parties was largely 
pointed at as well by China, in 2007: 

All States Parties should make full use of the Convention as an 
important platform to strengthen cooperation and communication, 
promote implementation and other capacity of the Convention. 
China believes that adopting effective national implementation 
measures in accordance with the Convention and respective national 
situations constitutes basic obligations for the States Parties, as 
well as the important prerequisite and guarantee for effective 
implementation of all articles of the Convention.8

In a white paper on China's National Defence issued in 2008 by the 
Chinese State Council, the chapter on arms control and disarmament 
emphasized adherence to the BWC: 

China observes in good faith its obligations under the BWC, 
and supports the multilateral efforts aimed at strengthening the 
effectiveness of the Convention. China has actively participated 
in the meetings of the parties to the Convention and the meetings 
of experts in a pragmatic manner. China has already established a 
comprehensive legislation system for the implementation of the 
Convention, set up a national implementation focal point, and 
submitted its declarations regarding confidence-building measures 
to the Implementation Support Unit of the Convention in a timely 
fashion.' 
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In 2009, China accentuated its approach concerning Article X of 
the BWC, noting, All provisions including Article X of the Convention 
are equally important and should be fully implemented. To strengthen 
international cooperation helps improve the implementation capability 
of States Parties, promote the effectiveness of the Convention and finally 
enhance the universalization of the Convention:L° 

China also referred, in 2009, to the aspect of tackling the spread of 
hazardous infectious diseases as being closely related to the objectives of 
the BWC: 'Information about any outbreak of acute infectious diseases 
should be shared in accordance with the current practice of relevant 
international organizations." Although the latter constitutes a self-
evident rule for long, the opposite conduct was exhibited by China from 
November 2002—when a sever acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) 
epidemic broke out in the country—till February 2003, when China 
reported it for the first time to the World Health Organization (WHO), 
disclosing the seriously threatening event (the causative virus spread from 
China to 37 countries) during three months.L2

China declared that there is only one biohazard installation with 
maximal safety level (P4) throughout the country, although this is 
doubtful. Uniquely, across China, and officially, the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology is the sole facility that is equipped with such biohazard measure, 
furnished by a French supplier.' 3 The Institute investigates highly virulent 
viruses, such as SARS14, influenza H5N115, Japanese encephalitis'6, and 
dengue.L7 Besides this, the germ causing anthrax is studied at the Institute 
too's (which is beyond the discipline of virology). 

During the last five years, China has reiterated various BWC aspects 
and declarations it had previously mentioned, as described. All in all, its 
diplomacy regarding the BWC is consistent and noticeably in favour of 
the Convention. And yet, it stands in contradiction to the Chinese BWP, 
which is both defensive and offensive. At any rate, China legitimately 
adheres, outwardly, to the requirements posed by the BWC in terms of 
defensive profile and biosecurity implementation. The relevance and 
characteristics of those aspects in relation to China have been discussed 
in detail, fairly professionally, by senior Chinese scientists within two 
notable reviews'9, forming, nevertheless, a screen of vagueness over the 
core components of the Chinese BWP, especially those dealing with bio-
weapon ry. 
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TiE RISE AND PERSISTENCE OF THE CHINESE BWP 

During the Korean War (1950-53), the earliest semblance of routinized 
defence against BW in the PLA were the 1952 sanitation/anti-plague 
units, formed through the involvement of the Chinese People's Volunteer 
Army in Korea. At the same time, intensive educational campaigns to 
rid disease-carrying pests were conducted, combined with experience of 
supposed BW casualties treated during the Korean War. Consequently, 
in 1954, PLA delegations and students visited the USSR for training in 
microbiology and infectious diseases." Officially, China declared that 
its BWs defence programme was initiated in 1958.21 It was based on a 
network of anti-plague stationary and mobile facilities (similar to the 
Soviet one), aiming to cope with plague and further hazardous infectious 
diseases. 

The defensive programme had considerably been evolving 
during the 1960s, while an offensive BW programme was initiated in 
conjunction. By the mid-1970s, a comprehensive, orderly defensive 
alignment had been already operating within the Chinese BWP, while an 
effective offensive BW programme was run concurrently. The latter was 
formed as an outcome of the influential geostrategic factors mentioned 
earlier, yet, presumably, was no less a result of an innate Chinese will 
to possess an arm of high strategic value, in terms of sub-nuclear 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Such motive seems to typically 
reside in the Chinese national outlook regarding nearly any advanced 
weaponry. 

China acceded to the BWC in 1984, but in a report entitled Adherence 
to and Compliance with Arms Control Agreements, the US Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency contended: 'China maintained an offensive 
biological weapons program throughout the 1980s. The program 
included the development, production, stockpiling or other acquisition 
or maintenance of biological warfare agents.'22 The Pentagon also 
published a similar paper, entided 'Proliferation: Threat and Response', 
which claimed that China's BWP includes manufacturing of infectious 
microorganisms and toxins.23

In 1993, US intelligence officials stated that it was highly probable 
that China had an active and expanding offensive BWs programme, 
following assessment that two civilian-run biological research centers 
were actually controlled by the Chinese military.24 The research centres 
were known to have engaged previously in production and storage of BW. 
The American suspicions intensified in 1991 when one of the suspected 
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biological centres was enlarged. Suspicions heightened further after 
Beijing made, according to a US official, a 'patently false' declaration to 
the United Nations (UN) that it had never made any germ weapons or 
conducted any work to bolster defences against a biological attack The 
Chinese Foreign Ministry subsequently described all this as groundless, 
denying that China had a germ weapons programme.25

In 1995, President Clinton transmitted to the US Congress his 
statutory annual report, Adherence to and Compliance with Arms Control 
Agreements. On China, it said: [There are strong indications that China 
probably maintains its offensive BW program.'26 In its Chemical and 
Biological Defense Program Annual Report and the Chemical and Biological 
Defense Program Performance Plan for 2001, the US Department of 
Defense was even more specific, contending: 'China possesses the 
munitions production capabilities necessary to develop, produce and 
weaponize biological agents'? 

Convening a hearing on China's proliferation practices in 2003, the 
US—China Economic and Security Review Commission was informed as 
follows: 

The US believes that despite being a member of the Biological 
Weapons Convention, China maintains a BW program in violation 
of its BWC obligations. The United States believes that China's 
consistent claims that it has never researched, produced or possessed 
BW are simply not true, and that China still retains its BW program.28

Although China has submitted its voluntary annual BWC confidence-
build ing measure (CBM) data declarations every year, the US Department 
of State assessed in 2005 that the information submitted therein continued 
to be 'inaccurate and misleading'. Further, 'BWC CBMs since 1991 have 
called on the States Parties to declare, among other things, their past 
offensive activities, which China has not done. On the contrary, China 
insists it never had such a program at all.'" 

Likewise, in 2007, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) testimony for 
the US Senate, the Select Committee on Intelligence, entitled 'Current 
and Projected National Security Threats' (in both open and closed 
sessions), contended that the DIA believes China 'continues to maintain 
some elements of an offensive biological weapons program.'3° 

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the DIA and intelligence 
agencies in other countries most probably continue to carefully follow 
and monitor the Chinese BWP. Irrespective of publicly bringing out their 
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findings—if partially—or totally keeping them, Beijing's BWP entirely 
persists in all likelihood. It is assumed that it includes an extremely 
secretive operational, sizable BW arsenal, extremely hidden, which is 
steadily being upgraded. 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM 

The Chinese system shaping the geostrategic concept, policy, resources, 
capabilities and preparedness regarding sub-nuclear WMD is fairly 
complicated, yet coherent, in its own way. Within that context, the two 
main bodies under the Politburo are the State Council and the National 
Security Advisory Council, while the various relevant components 
affiliated with those two bodies are as follows. 

State Council 

1. National Development and Reform Commission: It is responsible—
among other things—for studying the relationship between national 
defence and national economic mobilization, coordinating related 
major issues, and organizing the implementation of related work of 
national economic mobilization. 

2. State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission 
(SASAC): It is a special commission overseeing various defence 
research and development (R&D) plus industry facilities, apparently 
in conjunction with the following body. 

3. State Administration for Science, Technology and Industry for 
National Defense (SASTIND): This is a subordinate agency of the 
Chinese Ministry of Industry and Information Technology and the 
superseding agency of the Commission for Science, Technology and 
Industry for National Defense (COSTIND). Conjunctively included 
in that ministry is the Department of Civil—Military Technology 
Integration. 

4. Ministry of Science and Technology and the Chinese Academy of Sciences: 
Irrespective of directly defence-granted budgets, this ministry 
commonly funds research projects exclusively for military institutions, 
including in the biomedical and the biotechnological fields. 

5. National Office of the Third Front Industries: Although this body 
(which was very strong and predominant in the past) became officially 
non-existent at the central level of the state establishment, it still gives 
patronage to highly sensitive facilities at peripheral levels. 
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National Security Advisory Council 

1. Central Military Commission: Five members (either permanent 
or alternate) within this commission are apparently involved in 
conceptual and practical aspects relating to all types of sub-nuclear 
WIvID, including BWs: 
(a) Chief of General Staff and Commander of the PIA; 
(b) Director of the General Armament Department; 
(c) Director of the General Logistics Department; 
(d) Commander of the Second Artillery Corps; and 
(e) Commander of the Air Force. 

2. Two additional administrative organs that might have influence are: 
(a) The National Defense Mobilization Commission: This is an 

organization under the State Council and the Central Military 
Commission, having responsibility for coordinating decisions 
concerning military strategic plans, military affairs and defence 
mobilization. 

(b) The NA Central Committee. 

THE FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM 

The functional system comprises three main categories: 

1. governmental defence and ostensibly civilian facilities; 
2. military-owned facilities; and 
3. integral military facilities. 

In the present study, 53 facilities that are controlled and/or owned 
by, or are integral to defence administrative bodies or the PLA, with 
direct or indirect relatedness to biological warfare, were reviewed. Of 
those 53 relevant facilities (RF), about 30 are presumably involved in 
research, development, production, testing or storage of BW (listed later). 
'Involved' here means that even if one scientific team (out of all scientific 
teams of a given RF) deals with BW-related aspects, even if latently, the 
facility is methodically defined as being 'involved'. Also, some of the 
involved facilities are located in the same compound, for example, the 
main five facilities of the Academy of Military Medicine that are located 
in Beijing. 

In general, it is well known that portions of the facilities affiliated in 
China with the defence and military establishments deal with ordinary 
civilian disciplines. However, the 53 RFs reviewed and profiled here are 
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such that, according to presumed Chinese concepts, they embody one of 
the following three possibilities: 

1. shaped from the outset to currently meet BWP needs, either 
defensive and/or offensive; 

2. shaped from the outset to meet BWP needs, either defensive and/ 
or offensive, towards or during emergencies; and 

3. unrelated to the BWP, but possessing capacities to readily become 
related to (somewhat or largely). 

The R&D activities of the reviewed facilities are funded by various 
resources, of which the main ones are compiled in Appendix A. 

Governmental Defence and Ostensibly Civilian Facilities 

A main facility of the National Development and Reform Commission is 
the State Research Center for Viro-Biotechnology Engineering, Beijing, 
affiliated with Beijing Kawin Technology Share-Holding Company 
(founded in 1999). It is mostly engaged with highly ranked special 
national '863' and '973' key R&D projects.31 Previously named 'National 
Laboratory of Molecular Virology and Genetic Engineering' and affiliated 
with the 'Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Preventive Medicine', 
this facility stopped publishing—either scientifically or commercially—in 
2001, but remained fully active. Its scientific publications until 2001 deal 
with several human viruses, of which the vaccinia virus is predominant 
since the 1980s, and are sophisticatedly handled (for instance, reference 
number).32 Elsewhere, the centre is mentioned within the context of the 
members of the International Risk Governance Council, Geneva, where 
the centre appears as and headed by 'Prof. Dr. Hou Yunde, Director, 
State Center for Viro-Biotech Engineering and State Key Laboratory for 
Molecular Virology and Engineering233 It is assumed that most of the 
activities of the centre are classified and connected to BW. 

A main facility of SASTIND is the Biological Engineering Design 
Institute, affiliated with the so-called 'Eleventh Design and Research 
Institute' of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. 
Elsewhere, the Biological Engineering Design Institute has been 
mentioned but twice: 

1. In a publication on automatic control biohazard P3 laboratory 
ventilation and air conditioning systems (together with the RFs 
Wuhan Institute of Biological Products and Lanzhou Institute of 
Biological Products).34
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2. Within the context of a Japanese encephalitis vaccine project 
(together with the RF Chengdu Institute of Biological Products).35

The latter reference—the Institute's website—notes that it deals with 
multiple aspects pertaining to planning and construction of biological 
installations, and has productive interfaces with various Chinese 
biotechnological facilities and foreign institutions. 

A main body of SASAC is the China National Biotech Corporation 
(CNBC). The latter has an R&D centre in Beijing and various 
manufacturing sites affiliated with a system called 'Institutes of Biological 
Products' (in principle, vaccines and blood derivatives, officially), 
which are strategically located in various cities across China. Included 
are Changchun Institute of Biological Products, Chengdu Institute of 
Biological Products, Lanzhou Institute of Biological Products, Shanghai 
Institute of Biological Products, Wuhan Institute of Biological Products, 
and the National Vaccine and Serum Institute, Beijing.36 The CNBC 
is apparently linked to the SASAC exclusively owned 'China Poly 
Group Corporation' and its subsidiary, that is, 'Poly Technologies', a 
defence manufacturing company.37

Several universities and institutes are supervised by COSTIND, 
namely, Nanjing University of Science and Technology, Northwestern 
Polytechnical University, Beijing Institute of Technology, Harbin Institute 
of Technology, Harbin Engineering University, Nanjing University of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and Beijing University of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics. Interestingly, relevant biotechnological and biomedical 
R&D activities are carried out in all the mentioned seven universities and 
institutes, and follow a certain pattern: concentrating mainly on epidemic 
modelling, space microbiology, and, occasionally, medical microbiology. 
The activities in Beijing Institute of Technology and in the Northwestern 
Polytechnical University, in particular, are attention drawing. 

Many universities and institutes are supervised by the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, such as the Beijing Institute of Genomic, of which 
some programmes are military-oriented. The Institute of Biophysics, 
affiliated as well with this Academy, and the Institute of Microbiology and 
the Institute of Hydrobiology are notable too. Of note, too, are Harbin 
Veterinary Research Institute (Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences) 
and the Institute of Medical Biology (Chinese Academy of Medical 
Science). 

The overseeing by the SASAC-owned China National Biotech 
Group—the predominant Chinese national sector of vaccine production 
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and research—is meaningful, in that it designs, controls and regulates 
the activities of a cardinal component of the Chinese BWP, namely, a 
component possessing large-scale production capacities at large, for 
both defensive and offensive purposes. The geographical distribution of 
the facilities is clearly regional, overall constituting strategically a huge 
biohazard technological infrastructure with enormous BW-oriented 
potential, either during routine or emergency conditions. Although the 
Lanzhou facility is clearly more BW oriented than the other SASAC-
owned China National Biotech Group biotechnological facilities, the 
latter, or most of them, may similarly be profiled, and possess industrial 
production capacities. This applies to those located in Changchun and 
Wuhan, in particular. 

The vaccines produced by the SASAC-owned China National Biotech 
Group facilities, and not produced by the civilian vaccine manufacturers 
in China at large38, include anthrax, plague, brucellosis, botulinum, SARS, 
yellow fever, Hantan virus, Japanese encephalitis, tick-borne encephalitis, 
typhoid, and dysentery. Most, if not all of them, can be regarded as 
essential pathogens within any BWP. The segment of R&D conducted by 
the facilities, in addition to their major production capacities, is marked, 
secondarily. 

Facilities Owned by or Integral to the Military 

The PLA General Logistics Department controls and operates `Shenzhen 
999 Conglomerate'—also called `Sanjiu (999) Enterprise Group'—a 
key conglomerate that operates `Sanjiu (999) Pharmaceuticals Group', 
the largest pharmaceutical manufacturer in China. The group conducts 
R&D as well. 

The concerned RF are located in different sites, and their affinity to the 
PLA as well as their actual activities are often masked (sometimes heavily), 
one way or another. Altogether, they comprise a potent, appreciably 
self-sustained biotechnological system, while the main area of relevance 
that was indirecdy brought out is toxins. At least, it can be conjectured 
that part of them are presumably engaged in research, development and 
production of BWA and protective means. 

A wide spectrum of RFs that are integral to the PLA constitute a 
component of paramount importance within China's BWP. They are 
militarily inbuilt institutions organized in several sub-systems, yet 
frequently appear as civilian-like entities. The scope of their relevant 
R&D activities is enormous and includes medical microbiology, 
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veterinary microbiology, aerobiology, epidemiology, genetic engineering, 
biotechnology, and toxicology. An entire list of the presumably BW-
involved facilities, either affiliated with the defence establishment or the 
PLA, is presented next. 

CONFIGURING A BW-ORIENTED ALIGNMENT 

In an article on chemical and biological weapons in China39, the author 
notes that information provided to him by a 'security specialist in Taipei, 
in April 2001' included: 

1. Four unnamed BWA production facilities in Lanzhou, Shenyang, 
Shanghai and Guangzhou. 

2. Four named BWA production facilities (mentioned as 'factories), 
affiliated, in general, with the 'Institutes for Biological Products' 
system in: Kunming—dealing with research and cultivation of 
BWA; Chongqing—research and cultivation of BWA; Wuhan—
Wuchang—cultivation of BWA; and Changchun—cultivation 
and experimentation of BWA. 

3. One named facility—Yan'an Bacteriological Factory—which 
produces warheads containing bacterial BWA, such as smoke-
type (probably aerosol) bombs as well as paper canister-type 
containers. 

Irrespective of the credibility of this information, it does contain the 
most concrete data published thus far on China's BWP alignment. However, 
the entire Chinese BWP alignment pointed to in the present study is much 
wider. Specifically, it is assessed that the RF listed next are involved in research, 
development, production, testing or storage of BW, while, as mentioned 
earlier, 'involved' means here that even if one scientific team our of all the 
scientific teams of a given facility deals with BW-related aspects, the facility 
is listed as such. Frequently, it was found that the names of the facilities were 
inconsistent during the two recent decades. 

Facilities affiliated with the defence establishment are as follows: 

1. State Research Center for Viro-Biotechnology Engineering; 
2. Biological Engineering Design Institute; 
3. China National Biotech Corporation; 
4. Lanzhou Institute of Biological Products; 
5. Changchun Institute of Biological Products; 
6. Wuhan Institute of Biological Products; 
7. Chengdu Institute of Biological Products; 
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8. Beijing Institute of Technology; 
9. Northwestern Polytechnical University; 

10. National University of Defense Technology; 
11. Shenyang Pharmaceutical University; and 
12. Shenzhen Jiusheng Biotechnology Products Plant. 

Facilities affiliated with (owned by or integral to) the PLA are: 

1. Zibo Baoding Biological Engineering Company; 
2. Oriental Scientific Instruments Corporation; 
3. Research Institute of Chemical Defense; 
4. Institute of Biotechnology; 
5. Institute of Bioengineering; 
6. PLA Institute of Disease Control and Prevention; 
7. Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology; 
8. Beijing Hu ifenglong Biotechnology Development; 
9. Institute of Medical Equipment; 

10. Institute of Environment and Health; 
11. PLA Key Genetic Engineering Laboratory; 
12. Military Veterinary Institute; 
13. General Hospital Number 301; 
14. Infectious Diseases Hospital Number 302; 
15. Second Military Medical University; 
16. Third Military Medical University; 
17. Institute of Military Medicine, Beijing (and/or Institute of 

Military Medicine, Lanzhou); 
18. Institute of Military Medicine, Nanjing; 
19. Center of Disease Control and Prevention, Shenyang; and 
20. Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Chengdu. 

Another category of facilities that has not been considered in the 
present study (due to lack of relevant publications) is a group of several 
corporations administered by COSTIND and/or SASAC, which deals, 
among other things, with warheads and delivery systems. It is assumed that 
part of those corporations are engaged in development and production of 
sub-nuclear WMD, including BW. 

All in all, the entire amplitude of facilities included in or connected to 
China's BWP comprises some dozens, an amount that might be regarded 
to be superfluous, yet does not essentially exceed the then Soviet BW 
programme amplitude. The latter—constituting until the 1990s, at the 
least, the largest BW programme worldwide—in all probability was 
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appreciably followed by China. To this significant factor should be added 
the magnitude of the Chinese state, its military-oriented potency, and its 
technological ambitiousness. 

Notably, some of the mentioned facilities have frequent and systematic 
interactions with American scientists, often aiming to absorb—ostensibly 
academically—advanced know-how from the concerned scientists. Those 
interactions appear to represent an inherent line within China's scientific 
international interfaces. It is directed primarily by COSTIND and by the 
PLA Military Intelligence Department.4° 

Considering the entire profile of activities of the 32 listed facilities 
profiled in the present study, one can conclude that China is capable of 
developing, producing and weaponizing, on the whole, some 40 anti-
human pathogens and toxins (P&T), either intact or genetically upgraded, 
if not largely engineered. In actuality, it is highly plausible that, at present, 
China possesses a lessened inventory of employable weaponized BWA. 
Presumably, it comprises a first generation of BWA (for example, plague 
and brucellosis germs) in an operational state; a second generation of 
BWA (for example, Hantan and Japanese Encephalitis viruses) in an 
operational state; plus a third generation of BWA (for example, SARS, 
Ebola and Influenza viruses) still under development, in part or entirely. 
Included are a considerable variety of P&T, both classic BWA and 
emergent P&T. Anti-livestock and anti-crop BWA are included as well 
in the Chinese BW inventory. A spectrum of toxins has been weaponized 
and others are under development as well, and might replace chemical 
warfare agents (CWA). 

DISPERSAL AND DELIVERY SYSTEMS 

In spite of lack of concrete information regarding this vital aspect, it is fairly 
clear that certain RF have fully mastered the aerobiological technologies 
needed for effective dispersal of BWA, both pathogens and toxins, and 
probably infected vectors (insects) as well. The quality, extensiveness and 
characteristics of aerobiological works—including the component of 
nano-aerobiology—conducted by the related facilities, unambiguously 
lead to that postulation. They are also able, in all likelihood, to construct 
the functional conjunction combining dispersal devices, various warheads 
and delivery systems—including surface-to-surface missiles—in terms of 
operational biological weaponry. 

The concerned system, partially, has the following three components 
and functions: 
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1. The Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology in Beijing, 
which is responsible for developing dispersal systems at the 
laboratory level. 

2. The Beijing Huifenglong Biotechnology Development company 
in Beijing, which is apparently responsible for technical upgrading 
and production of instrumentation for laboratory and field tests. 

3. The Institute of Medical Equipment in Tianjin, which seems to 
be involved in field tests as well, presumably with live, virulent 
BWA, in addition to published studies with model/stimulant 
bacteria and viruses. 

As mentioned earlier, another important category of facilities that is 
not actually inquired into in the present study (due to lack of relevant 
publications) comprises the five corporations administered by COSTIND 
and/or SASAC, which deals with warheads and delivery systems, at large. 
It is assumed that part of those corporations are engaged in development 
and production of warheads and delivery systems for BWA as well. 

Several pieces of information independently refer to dispersal devices, 
warheads and delivery systems, somewhat more specifically, as follows. 

As mentioned, in its Chemical and Biological Defense Program Annual 
Report and the Chemical and Biological Defense Program Performance Plan 
for 2001, the US Department of Defense contended that 'China possesses 
the munitions production capabilities necessary to develop, produce and 
weapon ize biological agents'. ' 

Warheads containing bacterial BWA, specifically smoke-type 
(probably aerosol) bombs as well as paper canister-type containers, are 
produced in China by a facility called Tan'an Bacteriological Factory'.42

By 2010, China was predicted to have cruise missiles possessing some 
stealth capability with biological warheads, according to a US Department 
of Defense report.'" 

Collectively, it can be concluded that China is capable of producing 
effectual and operational BW warheads and delivery systems, and that it 
has most probably implemented this capability in actuality, so as to form 
a deployable BW arsenal. 

ESTIMATE AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This study covers China's BWP, with special reference to BW capabilities 
that exist in facilities affiliated with the defence establishment and the 
military. Subsequent to discussing historical and geostrategic factors, 
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China's attitudes in relation to the BWC, the rise and persistence 
of China's BWP and the present relevant administrative system, the 
functional system has been looked into in detail. For that purpose, 19 
facilities affiliated with the defence establishment, 34 military facilities 
(affiliated with the PLA; either owned by or integral to the PLA) as well 
as a sample of 12 civilian facilities were reviewed and profiled. 

The outcome of that analysis points at 12 facilities affiliated with the 
defence establishment (governmental defence facilities), plus 30 facilities 
affiliated with the PLA, that are involved (whether somewhat or largely) 
in research, development, production, testing or storage of BW. This huge 
alignment might be regarded as superfluous, ostensibly; yet, considering 
the magnitude of the Chinese state, its military-oriented potency, its 
technological ambitiousness and its past, lasting inclination to follow 
military concepts and programmes of the then USSR (with its enormous 
BW alignment44), the overall derived picture of the Chinese BW-related 
alignment is not at all surprising. 

The structure of the latter is as well outstanding, comprising—
beyond the differentiation between facilities affiliated with the defence 
establishment and facilities affiliated with the PLA—various interlinked 
sub-systems that follow a domestic, strategically designed concept. In 
addition to organizational and geographical considerations, that concept 
is presumably shaped by a methodological approach aiming to mask, 
conceal or mislead—whether elegantly or heavily—as to the essence, 
affiliation or modus operandi of at least part of the mentioned facilities. 
This line is observable with regard to some of the sampled civilian 
facilities, too, and is conceivably reckoned to be well crystallized. Within 
the framework of the available open information, the existence of such 
line cannot be proved; it is supported mainly by indirect evidence. 

Albeit postulated independently, such covert framework applied 
by Chinese apparatuses within the sphere of BW stands in conformity 
with repeated accusations made throughout the 1990s, and later on by 
the US intelligence community and related American administration 
organs, contending that an active BWP, with existing BW arsenal, 
is being maintained in China—this being the case in spite of the fact 
that China joined the BWC in 1984. The accusations made by the US 
intelligence community persisted much beyond 1984, while China was 
consistently denying ever running a BWP at any point of time. It seems 
as if those accusations relied on sound intelligence, and that the alleged 
BW programme and arsenal did exist, and have been retained intact—
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and currently upgraded—until present by China. Soberly, China chose 
to totally deny a BWP, rather than acknowledging it and thereafter being 
compelled to consequently demonstrate the elimination of its programme. 
Such rationale was successfully adopted for many years by USSR, and 
was eventually refuted thanks to the geopolitical shifts that took place in 
USSR, towards and subsequent to its disintegration.45

One major factor utilized by China within that context is 'dual-
use' biotechnological and biomedical disciplines. Sophisticatedly vague 
at times, and at times in a recognizable manner, the various concerned 
Chinese systems, sub-systems and facilities apply dual-use biotechnological 
and biomedical disciplines that pertain to both conventional or defensive 
essentials, but are BW oriented. This line is apparently being implemented 
in China at both the strategic and tactical levels, namely, within the 
organizational pattern of the BWP run by China at large as well as 
in respect to various research, development and production projects 
conducted for specific objectives. An example, in terms of applicable 
research, is illustrated in Appendix B, with reference being made to the 
Second Military Medical University, Shanghai. 

Another major element is the prevalent presentation of the concerned 
Chinese facilities as being ostensibly civilian, or belonging to ostensibly 
civilian entities. This conduct has further advantage in that it supports 
the formation of international, fruitful interfaces with technological 
suppliers and with top scientific institutions abroad. The practice of 
that conduct is often assisted by Chinese scientists who are situated for 
a long time, or permanently, at various foreign universities and scientific 
institutes, particularly in the US. It is directed by COSTIND and by 
the PLA Military Intelligence Department.46 The latter department, also 
known as the Second Department, is China's pre-eminent intelligence 
agency in regard to collecting foreign high technologies bearing apparent 
or latent military applications. Based on the limited number of People's 
Republic of China (PRC) military attaches, the Second Department 
does not appear to have the overseas presence necessary to be the nation's 
primary collector of foreign high technologies, but since many Second 
Department personnel serve undercover as consular officers, the number 
of collectors may be quite high. Thus, due to close relationship with the 
consumer, namely, China's military industrial complex and armed forces, 
the military intelligence is appreciably authorized to plan and conduct 
operations aiming at obtaining foreign high technologies.47

Taking into account the entirety of the R&D activities brought out 
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by the concerned Chinese facilities, it is fairly evident that a wide range 
(about three dozens) of various P&T can be developed by those facilities 
as BW. That range constitutes a large variety of bacteria, viruses and 
toxic bio-substances, plus several parasites and fungi. Included are lethal, 
incapacitating, epidemic, non-epidemic and toxin BWA, either intact 
or genetically modified. Conceivably, toxins might replace part of the 
Chinese chemical weapons arsenal. It is of note that, practically, research, 
development or production projects have been systematically conducted 
in at least two Chinese RF, thereby gaining, both techno-scientifically and 
strategically, extra validation and backup. 

The extent and meticulousness of the published Chinese military 
R&D activities in the domain of aerobiology—including field tests, 
inferentially—seem to be far beyond what is needed for merely protective 
preparedness. This observation applies for bacteria, viruses and toxins 
altogether. Moreover, those activities appreciably reflect—as far as openly 
published—a high techno-scientific level attained by Chinese scientists, 
as well as the BW batdefield environmental circumstances assumed 
by them, ostensibly within the context of defensive practicing. In that 
connection, a complex of several facilities in the area of Tianjin appear to 
be involved in ongoing field tests, with both model and virulent BWA. 

This, in conjunction with the evident advanced capacities China 
has in regard to a large variety of warheads and delivery systems—either 
conventional and unconventional, in general—particularly within 
the corporations under COSTIND and/or SASAC, rather lead to the 
postulation that China likely applies appropriate technologies for the 
construction and production of effectively deliverable BW. Chinese 
achievements attained by certain RF in the fields of space microbiology 
(particularly in terms of microgravity effects), nano-aerobiology and 
biotechnology are are probably significantly contributory in that respect. 

All in all, the magnitude, scope and activities of the Chinese BW 
alignment, as described in this article, might seem exceedingly expedient; 
yet, in actuality, they are in coherence with the immenseness of life 
sciences at large, as brought out during the last two decades in particular, 
worldwide, in conjunction with fundamental strategic faculties marking 
China. The chances that an outstanding state like China would ignore new 
avenues of BW designing and deployment—either genetically engineered 
or otherwise biotechnologically upgraded—are a priori slim, if any, in 
spite of being a party to and outwardly a big supporter of the BWC. 
China, in all likelihood, is and will persist as a paramount BW possessor. 
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APPENDIX A 

Chinese R&D Funding Resources 

A large variety of national and military funding resources support the overall 
Chinese R&D activities reviewed throughout the present study. The significant 
funding resources appear to be the following ones (variations in their names are 
common): 

1. Military Basic Research Foundation; 
2. Major Scientific Research Project of the PLA General Logistic 

Department; 
3. Key Pre-research Foundation of Military Equipment of China; 
4. Military Medical and Technology Twelfth Five-Year Science and 

Research Key Programme; 
5. National 973 Programme of the Mega-projects of Science and 

Technology Basic Research of China; 
6. National 863 Programme of High Technology Research and 

Development of China; 
7. National 853 Programme of KeyTechnology Research and Development; 
8. State Key Laboratory of Space Medicine Fundamentals and Application, 

Chinese Astronaut Research and Training Center; 
9. National Key Subjects of Scientific and Technological Foundation; 

10. National Major Special Programme of Science and Technology of China; 
11. National Science and Technology Supporting Programme of China; 
12. Important National Science and Technology Special Projects for 

Prevention and Treatment of Major Infectious Diseases; 
13. National Key Programme for Infectious Diseases of China; and 
14. Genetically Modified Organisms Breeding Major Projects. 

APPENDIX B 

The Second Military Medical University, Shanghai 

Among the units included in that university are the following: 

1. Shanghai Key Laboratory of Medical Biodefense (also named Shanghai 
Key Laboratory of Medical and Biological Protection); 
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2. Department of Pathogen Biology and State Key Laboratory for Medical 
Immunology; and 

3. International Joint Cancer Institute (covering toxinological subjects as 
well). 

Listed below are examples of works published by those units. 

Shanghai Key Laboratory of Medical Biodeense (also named Shanghai Key 
Laboratory of Medical and Biological Protection 

The human, highly pathogenic, avian-derived H7N9 influenza virus was studied 
and the plausible binding site change underling acquired infectivity towards man 
was pointed at.48

The process enabling infection by Japanese encephalitis virus (in Huh7 cells) 
was studied and it was found that association of heat-shock protein 70 with lipid 
rafts is required for productive infectivity." 

A highly virulent fungal pathogen—Cryptococcus—was investigated in 
diseased patients with meningitis and clinical features were compared about 
persistent and non-persistent cryptococcal meningitis.5° Of 106 patients enrolled, 
16 were identified as persistent cases. The distinction between persistent and non-
persistent cases, particularly considering that this pathogen is a potential BWA, 
is significant. 

Multidrug-resistant Streptococcus pneumoniae was investigated, in terms of 
developing a specific benzoxaborole-based derivative as effective inhibitor against 
that airborne pathogen." 

Department of Pathogen Biology and State Key Laboratory for Medical 
Immunology 

Further work on Japanese encephalitis virus (JRV) was done in that department. 
Monoclonal antibody against a specific epitope of JEV (a mosquito-borne virus) 
was experimentally produced, and then administrated into mice, in order to 
appraise the antibody efficacy to protect against JEV. It was thereby found that 
protection was attained and that the antibody is useful for JEV diagnosis as well." 

Another mosquito-borne disease—Malaria—was studied. Experimental 
infection ofAnopheles stephensi mosquitoes with the malaria pathogen, Plasmodium 
yoelii, was conducted. An enriched cDNA pool of the mosquito genes, which 
up-regulated responsively at the early stage of infection, was obtained, and it 
was concluded that expression screening against the pool indicated that various 
biochemical processes and mechanisms might be involved in the response of 
mosquito to infection." 

A chimeric protein of a different species of the malaria pathogen, Plasmodium 
falciparum, was established—at a structural level—as a potential malaria vaccine." 

Also, a review article was published by the department, which focused on the 
methods of isolation and cultivation of pathogenic free-living Acanthamoebae, 
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including sample treatment, culture conditions, passage culture, pathogen 
detection and maintenance." 

International Joint Cancer Institute 

The highly potent plant toxin ricin was investigated for its particular toxicity. Mice 
were randomized into several groups, and intraperitoneally injected with ricin 
holotoxin diluted in 0.2 ml of PBS (50 pg/kg). The results clearly demonstrated 
that the flexibility of the a-helix is responsible for controlling the depurination 
activity of ricin and determining the extent of protein synthesis inhibition.% 

Botulinun toxin type B was studied in terms of potent neutralization by 
synergistic action of antibodies recognizing protein and ganglioside receptor 
binding domain. For cross-protection assays, 100 pg of the neutralizing 
preparation was pre-incubated with 20 LD5Os of four botulinum toxin types, 
namely, A, B, E and F (provided by Lanzhou Institute of Biological Products), 
for 1 hour respectively. The mixtures were injected into mice, and the final death 
tally was determined four days after injection.57

Staphylococcus enterotoxin B (SEB) was investigated in terms of the 
structural basis for its neutralization and specificity against its MHC Class II 
binding site. Native SEB was used, and recombinant SEB (plus SEA) were 
expressed in Escherichia coil BL21 (DE3) under the induction of isopropyl-b-d-
thi ogalactopyranoside.% 
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From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 2:31 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin;Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Re: Letter to CAS re dialogue meeting with in Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Agree with Jim on that second point about timing. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 16, 2019, at 3:20 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, 

Thanks for preparing the draft letter. I made a couple of minor edits on the attached for your 
consideration. Specifically, a suggestion that the next meeting be held in the "vicinity of Wuhan" as we 
may wish to go to a more leisure site since we have been in Wuhan a couple of times already. This was 
suggested by Zhiming I believe when he last spoke to Pei-Yong. 

The larger question is, Is now the right time to be asking to set up a formal MOU and standing 
committee for this initiative? Gwen the sour political environment and the fact that Kunming has 
already bowed out, I'm a little concerned that requesting to formalize things at this time may just 
provide the CAS with an excuse to bump up a decision to higher political levels and thereby delay a 
decision, or worse, result in a negative reply. I wonder if we should ask Zhiming or George Gao their 
opinion before finalizing the letter. 

Maybe we can have a quick conference call to discuss? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 1:40 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <ivvieducOUTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davicirfranz@gmail.com)
<davidrfranzazmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlovve.nthfnas„edu> 
Subject: Letter to CAS re dialogue meeting with in Wuhan 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

Here is the draft letter to seek approval to hold the next U.S. China bio dialogue meeting with NIV in 
Wuhan. The letter would be signed by Peggy Hamburg and Diane Griffin (and I will reach out to them in 
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a separate email) but I wanted to send it to you for final review first. I have been told by our leadership that 
Chunli Bai is no longer the president of CAS, Pei-yong could you ask Zhiming who this should go to after 
it gets signed? 

Note that the letter also includes a request to formalize the dialogue (via memorandum of understanding 
and the appointment of a standing organizing committee) as a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM 
and CAS. It makes sense to do this now for several reasons. Was thinking that the standing committee could 
include Americans and the Chinese scientists/leaders we have been working with but happy to hear your 
thoughts on this. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Letter to CAS from Griffin and Hamburg v2-jwl.docx> 

2 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 11:00:53 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
Thanks for letting us know. I'm occupied with other meetings at that time. Perhaps Ben could be available. 
There will be no NASEM public posting about this by then. What we sent was only for talking with USG audiences. As part of the 
USG, Senator Toomey's office can be briefed. I would not send in writing any of what we have been sending back and forth. 
If there are questions about NASEM's role here, I'll try to exit my meeting or get back to the staffer after I'm done. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10:57 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 
Importance: High 

I was just contacted by Senator Toomey's office and have a conference call scheduled for 1:30 pm ET to chat with one (or more) of 
his staffers about these issues. Will the summary of our dialogue be available either formally or informally by then? Should I refer 
the staffer to Ben or Micah for comments? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 9:43 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

See a suggested slight addition/clarification about locations and a comment to Jim's comment in green below. 

1. An NASEM group that includes Academy members and other top-flight 
American researchers, current and former directors of BSL-4 labs, former CDC, 
and former uniform military biodefense experts, has met with China's BSL-4 
lab directors and other Chinese experts four times over about four and a half 
years. These meetings were organized as part of a U.S. - China bilateral 
dialogue focused on infectious disease research, the challenges of combating 
emerging infections, and laboratory safety and security. The next meeting was 
planned for April in the Wuhan area, but was postponed. 

2. In 2017 the NASEM group visited the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) BSL-4 
lab (but not the downtown CCDC facility or its reported biocontainment 
laboratories in ti._ ) before research in the BSL-4 laboratory spaces began. 
The BSL-4 is a French design and French engineers helped with design and 
construction. The facility was impressive; as modern as anything the U.S. has. 
The NASEM team was also impressed with the quality of the research 
presented during the dialogue meeting. 

3. The dialogue focused on infectious diseases of concern to China and the 
United States, on best practices for management of biocontainment labs, 
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including biosafety and biosecurity, as well as the research going on in them. 
NASEM thinks it is important to foster and encourage the best management 
and safety and security standards of laboratories working with the most 
dangerous pathogens. Connecting labs through research and training 
partnerships helps ensure best practices and also provides some transparency 
into their work. A collaboration was established between the WIV and with the 
University of TexasMedical Branch Galveston National Lab and there continues 
to be good connectivity. 

4. Scientists at the Wuhan biocontainment laboratories do cutting-edge 
research on the nature and evolution of zoonotic coronaviruses, including bat-
borne coronaviruses. This has been seen as important work, especially 
following the SARS outbreak and current discoveries have been discussed by 
both Chinese and US experts during each of our dialogue meetings. 

5. Unlike many Chinese institutes, the WIV is open to international 
collaborations, with visitors and joint research. Many of the meetings and 
exchanges are listed on their website. 

6. Accidents can happen anywhere, but the NASEM experts who visited had no 
reason to think it was more likely at the Wuhan BSL-4 than at many other 
operational BSL-4s around the world. In fact, it was probably less likely. They 
had no basis to judge the BSL-2 or BSL-3, and they generally feel that it is 
harder to get a laboratory acquired infection, and especially one with offsite 
consequences, in a BSL-4 than in a BSL-2 or BSL-3. [Not sure that this bullet is 
necessary. i ti: _ . .7.-- is vat,' but I ar,ree with Jim, it's probably 
a stet( ent thr _ _ rivr - r )it hole.] 

7. NASEM is trying to continue this engagement with Chinese counterparts, but 
it has become difficult. The scientists want to continue to pursue the science in 
an international, collaborative way and likely have important information to 
share about the nature of SARS CoV-2, but central authorities are constraining 
interactions and information sharing at this time. 

On Apr 16, 2020, at 10:33 AM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See comments below in red. I think we need to remember that a lot of the work, especially on coronaviruses, has 
been done (presumably) at BSL3. Our discussions have not been limited to BSL4 studies or pathogens, so using a 
more generic "biocontainment laboratories" may be appropriate. 

What's the plan for distribution of this information? Getting something posted quickly on the NASEM website would 
be very helpful. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmaiLcom>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 9:04 AM 
To: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Benjamin Rusek 
<13Rusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

We don't need to 'focus' on geography; just important for people to know the BSL-4 lab isn't downtown near 
the university. Maybe "45 min drive" is enough. I was thinking this distinctive building might be discoverable 
on overheads, but I don't see it. 
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On Apr 16, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hard to find these things on google maps, but here are my best guesses. 

The wet market has been reported to be the Huanan seafood market, which may be 
herehttps://www.google.com/maps/place/Huanan+Seafood+Market/@ 30.6165888,I14.2611992,. 
364m/data=!3m1! I e3 !4m12!1m6!3m5!Is0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7d I fe8e8fb7!2sHuanan+S 
eafood+Market!8m2!3d30.6165888!4d I 14.2622935!3m4! I s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7d I fe8 
e8fb7!8m2!3d30.6165888!4d114.2622935 
The WloV website reports that the Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory is located in Zhengdian 
Scientific Park of Wuhan Institute of Virology ,CAS in Jiangxia District, Wuhan, Hubei Province. Maybe 
around 
here https://www.google.com/maps/place/Zhengdian+Subdistrict,+Jiangxia+District,+Wuhan,+H 
ubei,+China/@30.3533157,114.2232614,13178m/data=!3m1! 1 e3!4m22! I m16!4m15! I m6! I m2! I 
s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7dIfe8e8fb7!2sHuanan+Seafood+Market,+Fazhan+Avenue,+Jiang 
han+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+China!2m2!Id114.2622935 !2d30.6165888!1m6!1m2!Is0x342ec9 
968f3e523d:OxI8b5a54d58cOeefc!2sZhengdian+Subdistrict,+Jiangxia+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+ 
China!2m2!1d114.259398!2d30.329875!3e1!3m4!1s0x342ec9968f3e523d:Ox18b5a54d58cOeefc! 
8m2!3d30.329875!4d114.259398 

These locations are 32km apart as the crow flies, and that includes crossing the Yangtze River. This is not 
my area of expertise, but I suspect that focusing too much on geography is misleading. My guess is that 
the most likely accidental pathways out of a lab are in contaminated waste, LAls, and possibly failed 
filtration on the air handling system (just guessing). Only the last depends on the physical proximity to 
the facility; people and trash move, although one wouldn't expect the trash to go to the center of town. 
Micah 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 7:17 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Rusek, 
Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

I think that's a good start. My primary continued concern is that confusion between the two labs. 
I think we need to add something about the fact the '4' is XX km (I always say 45 mm , but we 

should be able to get the exact milage from the WIV) from the main campus in the city. People 
are still confusing the two...and, while anything is possible, I have not read anything that leads me 
to think about the '4' as being the potential problem. You do mention the reduced likelihood of 
an accident in the '4', but I think we need to include the word-map as well. We, rightly, comment 
on the '4' because that's what we saw, but I think it focuses the readers' mind on that lab. d 

On Apr 15, 2020, at 10:29 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth nas.edu> wrote: 

Jim, Dave, Raymond, 
Given the questions that are swirling in Washington (and I guess elsewhere) and the 
possibility that we'll be asked by people in the U.S. government, Ben and I thought it would 
be prudent to work up a brief set of talking points that address some of those questions. 
Just to be clear, we're being asked these questions by people outside or at the margins of 
government now, but not yet by people in government. 
If you can find some time, please take a look at these and correct errors, add important 
points, and improve this any way you see fit. 
Thanks. 
Micah 

1. An NASEM group that includes Academy members and other top-flight 
American researchers, current and former directors of BSL-4 labs, former CDC, 
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and former uniform military biodefense experts, has met with China's BSL-4 
lab directors and other Chinese experts four times over about four and a half 
years. These meetings were organized as part of a U.S. - China bilateral 
dialogue focused on infectious disease research, the challenges of combating 
emerging infections, and laboratory safety and security. The next meeting was 
planned for April in the Wuhan area, but was postponed. 

2. In 2017 the NASEM group visited the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) BSL-4 
lab (but not the downtown CCDC facility or its reported biocontainment 
laboratories) before research in the BSL-4 laboratory spaces began. The BSL-4 
is a French design and French engineers helped with design and construction. 
The facility was impressive; as modern as anything the U.S. has. The NASEM 
team was also impressed with the quality of the research presented during the 
dialogue meeting. 

3. The dialogue focused on infectious diseases of concern to China and the 
United States, on best practices for management of biocontainment labs, 
including biosafety and biosecurity, as well as the research going on in them. 
NASEM thinks it is important to foster and encourage the best management 
and safety and security standards of laboratories working with the most 
dangerous pathogens. Connecting labs through research and training 
partnerships helps ensure best practices and also provides some transparency 
into their work. A collaboration was established between the WIV and with the 
University of TexasMedical Branch Galveston National Lab and there continues 
to be good connectivity. 

4. Scientists at the Wuhan hiocontainment laboratories do cutting-edge 
research on the nature and evolution of zoonotic coronaviruses, including bat-
borne coronaviruses. This has been seen as important work, especially 
following the SARS outbreak and current discoveries have been discussed by 
both Chinese and US experts during each of our dialogue meetings. 

5. Unlike many Chinese institutes, the WIV is open to international 
collaborations, with visitors and joint research. Many of the meetings and 
exchanges are listed on their website. 

6. Accidents can happen anywhere, but the NASEM experts who visited had no 
reason to think it was more likely at the Wuhan BSL-4 than at many other 
operational BSL-4s around the world. In fact, it was probably less likely. They 
had no basis to judge the BSL-2 or BSL-3, and they generally feel that it is 
harder to get a laboratory acquired infection, and especially one with offsite 
consequences, in a BSL-4 than in a BSL-2 or BSL-3. [Not sure that this bullet is 
necessary.] 

7. NASEM is trying to continue this engagement with Chinese counterparts, but 
it has become difficult. The scientists want to continue to pursue the science in 
an international, collaborative way and likely have important information to 
share about the nature of SARS CoV-2, but central authorities are constraining 
interactions and information sharing at this time. 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
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240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth@nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanloz[jeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Uwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmailcorn] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 9:43:56 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
nd know the content is safe. 

On Apr 16, 2020, at 10:33 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleducaUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See comments below in red. I think we need to remember that a lot of the work, especially on coronaviruses, has 
been done (presumably) at BR.3. Our discussions have not been limited to BRA studies or pathogens, so using a 
more generic "biocontainment laboratories" may be appropriate. 

What's the plan for distribution of this information? Getting something posted quickly on the NASEM website would 
be very helpful. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 9:04 AM 
To: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Benjamin Rusek 
<BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

We don't need to 'focus' on geography; just important for people to know the BSL-4 lab isn't downtown near 
the university. Maybe "45 mm drive" is enough. I was thinking this distinctive building might be discoverable 
on overheads, but I don't see it. 

On Apr 16, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth a nas.edu> wrote: 

Hard to find these things on google maps, but here are my best guesses. 

The wet market has been reported to be the Huanan seafood market, which may be 
herehttps://www.google.com/maps/place/Huanan+Seafood+Market/Ct30.6165888,114.2611992, 
364m/data=!3ml!le3!4m12! I m6!3m5! I s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7d I fe8e8fb7!2sHuanan+S 
eafood+Market!8m2!3d30.6165888!4d114.2622935!3m4!1s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7d1fe8 
e8fb7!8m2!3d30.6165888!4d114.2622935 
The WloV website reports that the Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory is located in Zhengdian 
Scientific Park of Wuhan Institute of Virology ,CAS in Jiangxia District, Wuhan, Hubei Province. Maybe 
around 
here https://www.google.com/maps/place/Zhengdian+Subdistrict,+Jiangxia+District,+Wuhan,+H 
ubei,+China/@30.3533157,114.2232614,13178m/data=!3ml!le3I4m22!1m16!4m15!1m6!1m2!1 
s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7dIfe8e8fb7!2sHuanan+Seafood+Market,+Fazhan+Avenue,+Jiang 
han+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+China!2m2!Id114.2622935!2d30.6165888!1m6!Im2!IsOx342ec9 
968f3e523d:Oxl8b5a54d58cOeefc!2sZhengdian+Subdistrict,+Jiangxia+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+ 
China!2m2!1d114.259398!2d30.329875!3e1!3m4!IsOx342ec9968f3e523d:Ox18b5a54d58cOeefc! 
8m2!3d30.329875!4d114.259398 
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These locations are 32km apart as the crow flies, and that includes crossing the Yangtze River. This is not 
my area of expertise, but I suspect that focusing too much on geography is misleading. My guess is that 
the most likely accidental pathways out of a lab are in contaminated waste, LAls, and possibly failed 
filtration on the air handling system (just guessing). Only the last depends on the physical proximity to 
the facility; people and trash move, although one wouldn't expect the trash to go to the center of town. 
Micah 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmaitcorn>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 7:17 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Rusek, 
Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

I think that's a good start. My primary continued concern is that confusion between the two labs. 
I think we need to add something about the fact the '4' is XX km (I always say 45 min, but we 

should be able to get the exact milage from the WIV) from the main campus in the city. People 
are still confusing the two. . .and, while anything is possible, I have not read anything that leads me 
to think about the '4' as being the potential problem. You do mention the reduced likelihood of 
an accident in the '4', but I think we need to include the word-map as well. We, rightly, comment 
on the '4' because that's what we saw, but I think it focuses the readers' mind on that lab. d 

On Apr 15, 2020, at 10:29 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth nas.edu> wrote: 

Jim, Dave, Raymond, 
Given the questions that are swirling in Washington (and I guess elsewhere) and the 
possibility that we'll be asked by people in the U.S. government, Ben and I thought it would 
be prudent to work up a brief set of talking points that address some of those questions. 
Just to be clear, we're being asked these questions by people outside or at the margins of 
government now, but not yet by people in government. 
If you can find some time, please take a look at these and correct errors, add important 
points, and improve this any way you see fit. 
Thanks. 
Micah 

1. An NASEM group that includes Academy members and other top-flight 
American researchers, current and former directors of BSL-4 labs, former CDC, 
and former uniform military biodefense experts, has met with China's BSL-4 
lab directors and other Chinese experts four times over about four and a half 
years. These meetings were organized as part of a U.S. - China bilateral 
dialogue focused on infectious disease research, the challenges of combating 
emerging infections, and laboratory safety and security. The next meeting was 
planned for April in the Wuhan area, but was postponed. 

2. In 2017 the NASEM group visited the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) BSL-4 
lab (but not the downtown CCDC facility or its reported biocontainment 
laboratories in tL ) before research in the BSL-4 laboratory spaces began. 
The BSL-4 is a French design and French engineers helped with design and 
construction. The facility was impressive; as modern as anything the U.S. has. 
The NASEM team was also impressed with the quality of the research 
presented during the dialogue meeting. 

3. The dialogue focused on infectious diseases of concern to China and the 
United States, on best practices for management of biocontainment labs, 
including biosafety and biosecurity, as well as the research going on in them. 
NASEM thinks it is important to foster and encourage the best management 
and safety and security standards of laboratories working with the most 
dangerous pathogens. Connecting labs through research and training 
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partnerships helps ensure best practices and also provides some transparency 
into their work. A collaboration was established between the WIV and with the 
University of TexasMedical Branch Galveston National Lab and there continues 
to be good connectivity. 

4. Scientists at the Wuhan hiocontainment laboratories do cutting-edge 
research on the nature and evolution of zoonotic coronaviruses, including bat-
borne coronaviruses. This has been seen as important work, especially 
following the SARS outbreak and current discoveries have been discussed by 
both Chinese and US experts during each of our dialogue meetings. 

5. Unlike many Chinese institutes, the WIV is open to international 
collaborations, with visitors and joint research. Many of the meetings and 
exchanges are listed on their website. 

6. Accidents can happen anywhere, but the NASEM experts who visited had no 
reason to think it was more likely at the Wuhan BSL-4 than at many other 
operational BSL-4s around the world. In fact, it was probably less likely. They 
had no basis to judge the BSL-2 or BSL-3, and they generally feel that it is 
harder to get a laboratory acquired infection, and especially one with offsite 
consequences, in a BSL-4 than in a BSL-2 or BSL-3. [Not sure that this bullet is 
necessary. ___ is true, but I with Jim, i probably a statement 
the' —id t-' _ e m another rati'.. Ie.] 

7. NASEM is trying to continue this engagement with Chinese counterparts, but 
it has become difficult. The scientists want to continue to pursue the science in 
an international, collaborative way and likely have important information to 
share about the nature of SARS CoV-2, but central authorities are constraining 
interactions and information sharing at this time. 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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To: Raymond JEANLOZ[jeanloz©berkeley.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Cc: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 12:27:04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

I just got off the phone with NIH who says that they are preparing a fact sheet for Secretary Pompeo on this subject...does not 
directly involve the NASEM-CAS collaborations, rather our training center and collaborative research. 

From: Raymond JEANLOZ <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11:29 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

The attached is for your consideration and includes my suggestions, with text simplified and trimmed back to what is absolutely 
essential — mainly facts. I fear that the original §7 could be used against counterparts and agree with Jim and Dave that original §6 
could be taken in a confusing direction, so include those deletions; §2 is a renumbering. I think it's also important not to imply the 
US/NASEM telling WIV how to do their work (hence "identify and foster" rather than "foster and encourage"). 

Hope this helps... 

Raymond 

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 9:01 AM Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 
Jim, 
Thanks for letting us know. I'm occupied with other meetings at that time. Perhaps Ben could be available. 
There will be no NASEM public posting about this by then. What we sent was only for talking with USG audiences. As part of the 
USG, Senator Toomey's office can be briefed. I would not send in writing any of what we have been sending back and forth. 
If there are questions about NASEM's role here, I'll try to exit my meeting or get back to the staffer after I'm done. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10:57 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 
Importance: High 

I was just contacted by Senator Toomey's office and have a conference call scheduled for 1:30 pm ET to chat with one (or more) of 
his staffers about these issues. Will the summary of our dialogue be available either formally or informally by then? Should I refer 
the staffer to Ben or Micah for comments? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 9:43 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 
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See a suggested slight addition/clarification about locations and a comment to Jim's comment in green below. 

1. An NASEM group that includes Academy members and other top-
flight American researchers, current and former directors of BSL-4 labs, 
former CDC, and former uniform military biodefense experts, has met with 
China's BSL-4 lab directors and other Chinese experts four times over about 
four and a half years. These meetings were organized as part of a U.S. - China 
bilateral dialogue focused on infectious disease research, the challenges of 
combating emerging infections, and laboratory safety and security. The next 
meeting was planned for April in the Wuhan area, but was postponed. 
2. In 2017 the NASEM group visited the Wuhan Institute of Virology 
(WIV) BSL-4 lab (but not the downtown CCDC facility or its 
reported biocontainment laboratories jr :ty) before research in the BSL-4 
laboratory spaces began. The BSL-4 is a French design and French engineers 
helped with design and construction. The facility was impressive; as modern 
as anything the U.S. has. The NASEM team was also impressed with the 
quality of the research presented during the dialogue meeting. 
3. The dialogue focused on infectious diseases of concern to China and 
the United States, on best practices for management of biocontainment labs, 
including biosafety and biosecurity, as well as the research going on in them. 
NASEM thinks it is important to foster and encourage the best management 
and safety and security standards of laboratories working with the most 
dangerous pathogens. Connecting labs through research and training 
partnerships helps ensure best practices and also provides some transparency 
into their work. A collaboration was established between the WIV and with 
the University of TexasMedical Branch Galveston National Lab and 
there continues to be good connectivity. 
4. Scientists at the Wuhan biocontainment laboratories do cutting-edge 
research on the nature and evolution of zoonotic coronaviruses, including bat-
borne coronaviruses. This has been seen as important work, especially 
following the SARS outbreak and current discoveries have been discussed by 
both Chinese and US experts during each of our dialogue meetings. 
5. Unlike many Chinese institutes, the WIV is open to international 
collaborations, with visitors and joint research. Many of the meetings and 
exchanges are listed on their website. 
6. Accidents can happen anywhere, but the NASEM experts who visited 
had no reason to think it was more likely at the Wuhan BSL-4 than at many 
other operational BSL-4s around the world. In fact, it was probably less likely. 
They had no basis to judge the BSL-2 or BSL-3, and they generally feel that it is 
harder to get a laboratory acquired infection, and especially one with offsite 
consequences, in a BSL-4 than in a BSL-2 or BSL-3. [Not sure that this bullet is 
neces.:ary. t! '—'• :1P-' but I with Jim, it's probably 
a statemery ' ' ' _* _:e.] 
7. NASEM is trying to continue this engagement with Chinese 
counterparts, but it has become difficult. The scientists want to continue to 
pursue the science in an international, collaborative way and likely have 
important information to share about the nature of SARS CoV-2, but central 
authorities are constraining interactions and information sharing at this time. 

On Apr 16, 2020, at 10:33 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See comments below in red. I think we need to remember that a lot of the work, especially on coronaviruses, has 
been done (presumably) at BSL1 Our discussions have not been limited to BSL4 studies or pathogens, so using a 
more generic "biocontainment laboratories" may be appropriate. 
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What's the plan for distribution of this information? Getting something posted quickly on the NASEM website would 
be very helpful. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 9:04 AM 
To: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Benjamin Rusek 
<BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

IWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

We don't need to 'focus' on geography; just important for people to know the BSL-4 lab isn't downtown 
near the university. Maybe "45 min drive" is enough. I was thinking this distinctive building might be 
discoverable on overheads, but I don't see it. 

On Apr 16, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hard to find these things on google maps, but here are my best guesses. 

The wet market has been reported to be the Huanan seafood market, which may be 
herehttps://www.google.com/maps/place/Huanan+Seafood+Market/@,30.6165888,114.2611992 
,364m/data=!3ml!le3!4m12!1m6!3m5!1s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7d1fe8e8fb7!2sHuanan+ 
Seafood+Market!8m2!3d30.6165888!4d1 I 4.2622935!3m4! I s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355fild I f 
e8e8fb7!8m2!3d30.6165888!4d114.2622935 
The WloV website reports that the Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory is located in Zhengdian 
Scientific Park of Wuhan Institute of Virology ,CAS in Jiangxia District, Wuhan, Hubei Province. Maybe 
around 
here hups://www.google.com/maps/place/Zhengdian+Subdistrict,+Jiangxia+District,+Wuhan,+ 
Hubei,+China/@30.3533157,114.2232614,13178m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m22! I m I 6!4m 15! I m6! I m2 
!Is0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7dIfe8e8fb7!2sHuanan+Seafood+Market,+Fazhan+Avenue,+Ji 
anghan+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+China!2m2!Id114.2622935 !2d30.6165888!1m6!1m2!Is0x34 
2ec9968f3e523d:Oxl8b5a54d58cOeefc!2sZhengdian+Subdistrict,+Jiangxia+District,+Wuhan,+H 
ubei,+China!2m2!1d114.259398!2d30.329875!3e1!3m4!IsOx342ec9968f3e523d:Oxl8b5a54d58 
cOeefc!8m2!3d30.329875!4d114.259398 

These locations are 32km apart as the crow flies, and that includes crossing the Yangtze River. This is 
not my area of expertise, but I suspect that focusing too much on geography is misleading. My guess is 
that the most likely accidental pathways out of a lab are in contaminated waste, LAls, and possibly 
failed filtration on the air handling system (just guessing). Only the last depends on the physical 
proximity to the facility; people and trash move, although one wouldn't expect the trash to go to the 
center of town. 
Micah 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 7:17 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>; Rusek, 
Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

I think that's a good start. My primary continued concern is that confusion between the two 
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labs. I think we need to add something about the fact the '4' is XX km (I always say 45 min, but 
we should be able to get the exact milage from the WIV) from the main campus in the city. 
People are still confusing the two. . .and, while anything is possible, I have not read anything that 
leads me to think about the '4' as being the potential problem. You do mention the reduced 
likelihood of an accident in the '4', but I think we need to include the word-map as well. We, 
rightly, comment on the '4' because that's what we saw, but I think it focuses the readers' mind 
on that lab. d 

On Apr 15, 2020, at 10:29 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth nas.edu> wrote: 

Jim, Dave, Raymond, 
Given the questions that are swirling in Washington (and I guess elsewhere) and the 
possibility that we'll be asked by people in the U.S. government, Ben and I thought it 
would be prudent to work up a brief set of talking points that address some of those 
questions. Just to be clear, we're being asked these questions by people outside or at the 
margins of government now, but not yet by people in government. 
If you can find some time, please take a look at these and correct errors, add important 
points, and improve this any way you see fit. 
Thanks. 
Micah 

1. An NASEM group that includes Academy members and other top-
flight American researchers, current and former directors of BSL-4 labs, 
former CDC, and former uniform military biodefense experts, has met with 
China's BSL-4 lab directors and other Chinese experts four times over about 
four and a half years. These meetings were organized as part of a U.S. - China 
bilateral dialogue focused on infectious disease research, the challenges of 
combating emerging infections, and laboratory safety and security. The next 
meeting was planned for April in the Wuhan area, but was postponed. 
2. In 2017 the NASEM group visited the Wuhan Institute of Virology 
(WIV) BSL-4 lab (but not the downtown CCDC facility or its 
reported biocontainment laboratories) before research in the BSL-4 
laboratory spaces began. The BSL-4 is a French design and French engineers 
helped with design and construction. The facility was impressive; as modern 
as anything the U.S. has. The NASEM team was also impressed with the 
quality of the research presented during the dialogue meeting. 
3. The dialogue focused on infectious diseases of concern to China and 
the United States, on best practices for management of biocontainment labs, 
including biosafety and biosecurity, as well as the research going on in them. 
NASEM thinks it is important to foster and encourage the best management 
and safety and security standards of laboratories working with the most 
dangerous pathogens. Connecting labs through research and training 
partnerships helps ensure best practices and also provides some transparency 
into their work. A collaboration was established between the WIV and with 
the University of TexasMedical Branch Galveston National Lab and 
there continues to be good connectivity. 
4. Scientists at the Wuhan biocontainment laboratories do cutting-edge 
research on the nature and evolution of zoonotic coronaviruses, including bat-
borne coronaviruses. This has been seen as important work, especially 
following the SARS outbreak and current discoveries have been discussed by 
both Chinese and US experts during each of our dialogue meetings. 
5. Unlike many Chinese institutes, the WIV is open to international 
collaborations, with visitors and joint research. Many of the meetings and 
exchanges are listed on their website. 
6. Accidents can happen anywhere, but the NASEM experts who visited 
had no reason to think it was more likely at the Wuhan BSL-4 than at many 
other operational BSL-4s around the world. In fact, it was probably less likely. 
They had no basis to judge the BSL-2 or BSL-3, and they generally feel that it is 
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harder to get a laboratory acquired infection, and especially one with offsite 
consequences, in a BSL-4 than in a BSL-2 or BSL-3. [Not sure that this bullet is 
necessary.] 
7. NASEM is trying to continue this engagement with Chinese 
counterparts, but it has become difficult. The scientists want to continue to 
pursue the science in an international, collaborative way and likely have 
important information to share about the nature of SARS CoV-2, but central 
authorities are constraining interactions and information sharing at this time. 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth@nas.edu] 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz[jeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 9:33:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

See comments below in red. I think we need to remember that a lot of the work, especially on coronaviruses, has been done 
(presumably) at BSL3. Our discussions have not been limited to BRA studies or pathogens, so using a more generic 
"biocontainment laboratories" may be appropriate. 

What's the plan for distribution of this information? Getting something posted quickly on the NASEM website would be very 
helpful. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 9:04 AM 
To: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
ender and know the content is safe. 

We don't need to 'focus' on geography; just important for people to know the BSL-4 lab isn't downtown near the 
university. Maybe "45 mm drive" is enough. I was thinking this distinctive building might be discoverable on overheads, 
but I don't see it. 

On Apr 16, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hard to find these things on google maps, but here are my best guesses. 

The wet market has been reported to be the Huanan seafood market, which may be 
herehttps://www.google.comimaps/place/Huanan+Seafood+Market430.6165888,114.2611992,364m/data=! 
3m1!1e3!4m12!1m6!3m5!1s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7d1fe8e8fb7!2sHuanan+Seafood+Market!8m2!3d3 
0.6165888!4dI 1 4.2622935!3m4! I s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x355ff7d I fe8e8fb7!8m2!3d30.6165888!4d I 14.262 
2935 
The WioV website reports that the Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory is located in Zhengdian Scientific Park of 
Wuhan Institute of Virology ,CAS in Jiangxia District, Wuhan, Hubei Province. Maybe around 
here hups://www.google.com/maps/place/Zhengdian+Subdistrict,+Jiangxia+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+China/ 
@30.3533157,114.2232614,13178m/data=!3m1! I e3!4m22! Im16!4m15! Im6! Im2! I s0x342eaeb553b58fd7:0x 
355ff7dIfe8e8fb7!2sHuanan+Seafood+Market,+Fazhan+Avenue,+Jianghan+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+China! 
2m2! I d I 14.2622935!2d30.6165888! I m6! I m2! I s0x342ec9968f3e523d:Ox I 8b5a54d58cOeefc!2sZhengdian+S 
ubdistrict,+Jiangxia+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+China!2m2!Id114.259398!2d30.329875!3e1!3m4!1s0x342ec9 
968f3e523d:OxI8b5a54d58cOeefc!8m2!3d30.329875!4d I 14.259398 

These locations are 32km apart as the crow flies, and that includes crossing the Yangtze River. This is not my area of 
expertise, but I suspect that focusing too much on geography is misleading. My guess is that the most likely accidental 
pathways out of a lab are in contaminated waste, LAls, and possibly failed filtration on the air handling system (just 
guessing). Only the last depends on the physical proximity to the facility; people and trash move, although one 
wouldn't expect the trash to go to the center of town. 
Micah 

From: Dave Franz <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 7:17 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
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Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

I think that's a good start. My primary continued concern is that confusion between the two labs. I think we 
need to add something about the fact the '4' is XX km (I always say 45 min, but we should be able to get the 
exact milage from the WIV) from the main campus in the city. People are still confusing the two. . .and, while 
anything is possible, I have not read anything that leads me to think about the '4' as being the potential 
problem. You do mention the reduced likelihood of an accident in the '4', but I think we need to include the 
word-map as well. We, rightly, comment on the '4' because that's what we saw, but I think it focuses the 
readers' mind on that lab. d 

On Apr 15, 2020, at 10:29 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth nas.edu> wrote: 

Jim, Dave, Raymond, 
Given the questions that are swirling in Washington (and I guess elsewhere) and the possibility that we'll 
be asked by people in the U.S. government, Ben and I thought it would be prudent to work up a brief set 
of talking points that address some of those questions. Just to be clear, we're being asked these 
questions by people outside or at the margins of government now, but not yet by people in government. 
If you can find some time, please take a look at these and correct errors, add important points, and 
improve this any way you see fit. 
Thanks. 
Micah 

1. An NASEM group that includes Academy members and other top-flight American 
researchers, current and former directors of BSL-4 labs, former CDC, and former uniform 
military biodefense experts, has met with China's BSL-4 lab directors and other Chinese 
experts four times over about four and a half years. These meetings were organized as part 
of a U.S. - China bilateral dialogue focused on infectious disease research, the challenges of 
combating emerging infections, and laboratory safety and security. The next meeting was 
planned for April in the Wuhan area, but was postponed. 

2. In 2017 the NASEM group visited the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) BSL-4 lab (but not 
the downtown CCDC facility or its reported biocontainment laboratories) before research in 
the BSL-4 laboratory spaces began. The BSL-4 is a French design and French engineers 
helped with design and construction. The facility was impressive; as modern as anything the 
U.S. has. The NASEM team was also impressed with the quality of the research presented 
during the dialogue meeting. 

3. The dialogue focused on infectious diseases of concern to China and the United States, on 
best practices for management of biocontainment labs, including biosafety and biosecurity, 
as well as the research going on in them. NASEM thinks it is important to foster and 
encourage the best management and safety and security standards of laboratories working 
with the most dangerous pathogens. Connecting labs through research and training 
partnerships helps ensure best practices and also provides some transparency into their 
work. A collaboration was established between the WIV and with the University of Texas 
Medical Branch Galveston National Lab and there continues to be good connectivity. 

4. Scientists at the Wuhan biocontainment laboratories do cutting-edge research on the 
nature and evolution of zoonotic coronaviruses, including bat-borne coronaviruses. This has 
been seen as important work, especially following the SARS outbreak and current 
discoveries have been discussed by both Chinese and US experts during each of our dialogue 
meetings. 

5. Unlike many Chinese institutes, the WIV is open to international collaborations, with 
visitors and joint research. Many of the meetings and exchanges are listed on their website. 

6. Accidents can happen anywhere, but the NASEM experts who visited had no reason to 
think it was more likely at the Wuhan BSL-4 than at many other operational BSL-4s around 
the world. In fact, it was probably less likely. They had no basis to judge the BSL-2 or BSL-3, 
and they generally feel that it is harder to get a laboratory acquired infection, and especially 
one with offsite consequences, in a BSL-4 than in a BSL-2 or BSL-3. [Not sure that this bullet 
is necessary.] 
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7 NASEM is trying to continue this engagement with Chinese counterparts, but it has become 
difficult. The scientists want to continue to pursue the science in an international, 
collaborative way and likely have important information to share about the nature of SARS 
CoV-2, but central authorities are constraining interactions and information sharing at this 
time. 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Yuan Zhiming [yzm@wh.iov.cnj 
11/6/2019 8:08:42 PM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU] 
CI :Re: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 
BSL4 Wuhan_Manuscript-20191107_track.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James, 

I really think about to have another article with you about the safety management in the laboratory. Sony I 

can not go to WHO meeting this time, and I hope to see you soon, maybe in CAS-NAS meeting. 

By the way, I write a small paper on Wuhan P4 lab. My attention is to let outside to know a little bit the 

laboratory and understand why we need the lab. and how to operate the lab. I hope you could have a look 

and help me to revise it. 

Thanks for you help and I am sure your revision will do me a great favor for the publication of this article. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: LeDuc. James W. 
Date: 2019-11-06 10:20 
To: Yuan Zhiminq 
Subject: Re: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 
Wonderful! Thanks for the good news. Hopefully we will have another one out soon. 

Are you going to the WHO meeting on biocontainment labs next week in Geneva? Perhaps I' ll see you 

there. 

Jim 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 5, 2019, at 5:44 PM, Yuan Zhiming <yzm@whiov.cn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi, James , 

The article Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology has been published on line. Thanks for 

your contribution and hope to meet you soon. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: Elsevier - PDF Offprint 
Date: 2019-11-06 04:50 
To: yzm 
Subject: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 

Please note this is a system generated email from an unmanned mailbox. 

If you have any queries we really want to hear from 

you via our 24/7 support at http://service.elseviercom 

Article title: Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology 

Article reference: JOBB26 
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Journal title: Journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity 

Corresponding author: Dr. Zhiming Yuan 

First author: Dr. James W. LeDuc 

PDF offprint dispatch: 5-11-2019 

Dear Dr. Yuan, 

We are pleased to inform you that a PDF file of your published article Safety and Security in the Age of 

Synthetic Biology is attached to this e-mail for you to view and download. Please note that this article is 

published, therefore content updates are no longer possible at this point. 

If you wish to order paper offprints, please go to 

https://authors.elseviencom/authorforms/JOBB26/88b5eb54513e722e9a6a67bd55c2f754 

You can also order a copy of the issue on the Elsevier Webshop: http://webshop.elseviercom. 

To view and print PDF files you will need Adobe Reader. This program is freely available and can be 

downloaded from https://get.adobe.com/reader/. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8:53 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) 
Subject: FW: wsj 

Just FYI 

From: James T. AREDDY <james.areddy@wsj.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: wsj 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim 
Hi. We spoke several weeks ago when I did a story for The Wall Street Journal about BSL-4 labs. 
Since then the Washington Post has had two stories suggesting fears in USA that there could have 
been an accident in Wuhan. I'm curious to know what you think about these reports? 
(FWIW. I, along with a number of American reporters, have been kicked out of China so I'm now 
working for WSJ in the U.S.) 

Editorial-Opinion 

State Department cables warned of safety issues at Wuhan lab studying bat 
coronaviruses 
Josh Rogin 

By Josh Rogin 

1480 words 
14 April 2020 
Washington Post.com 
WPCOM 
English 
Copyright 2020, The Washington Post Co. Aii Rights Resented. 

Two years before the novel coronavirus pandemic upended the world, U.S. Embassy officials 
visited a Chinese research facility in the city of Wuhan several times and sent two official 
warnings back to Washington about inadequate safety at the lab, which was conducting risky 
studies on coronaviruses from bats. The cables have fueled discussions inside the U.S. 
government about whether this or another Wuhan lab was the source of the virus — even 
though conclusive proof has yet to emerge. 
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In January 2018, the U.S. Embassy in Beijing took the unusual step of repeatedly sending 
U.S. science diplomats to the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV), which had in 2015 become 
China's first laboratory to achieve the highest level of international bioresearch safety (known 
as BSL-4). WIV issued a news release in English about the last of these visits, which 
occurred on March 27, 2018. The U.S. delegation was led by Jamison Fouss, the consul 
general in Wuhan, and Rick Switzer, the embassy's counselor of environment, science, 
technology and health. Last week, WIV erased that statement from its website, though it 
remains archived on the Internet. 

What the U.S. officials learned during their visits concerned them so much that they 
dispatched two diplomatic cables categorized as Sensitive But Unclassified back to 
Washington. The cables warned about safety and management weaknesses at the 
WIV lab and proposed more attention and help. The first cable, which I obtained, also warns 
that the lab'S work on bat coronaviruses and their potential human transmission represented a 
risk of a new SARS-like pandemic. 
"During interactions with scientists at the WIV laboratory, they noted the new lab has a serious 
shortage of appropriately trained technicians and investigators needed to safely operate this 
high-containment laboratory," states the Jan. 19, 2018, cable, which was drafted by two 
officials from the embassy's environment, science and health sections who met with the WIV 
scientists. (The State Department declined to comment on this and other details of the story.) 
The Chinese researchers at WIV were receiving assistance from the Galveston National 
Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch and other U.S. organizations, but the 
Chinese requested additional help. The cables argued that the United States should give the 
Wuhan lab further support, mainly because its research on bat coronaviruses was important 
but also dangerous. 
As the cable noted, the U.S. visitors met with Shi Zhengli, the head of the research project, 
who had been publishing studies related to bat coronaviruses for many years. In November 
2017, just before the U.S. officials' visit, Shi's team had published research showing that 
horseshoe bats they had collected from a cave in Yunnan province were very likely from the 
same bat population that spawned the SARS coronavirus in 2003. 

"Most importantly," the cable states, "the researchers also showed that various SARS-like 
coronaviruses can interact with ACE2, the human receptor identified for SARS-coronavirus. 
This finding strongly suggests that SARS-like coronaviruses from bats can be transmitted to 
humans to cause SARS-like diseases. From a public health perspective, this makes the 
continued surveillance of SARS-like coronaviruses in bats and study of the animal-human 
interface critical to future emerging coronavirus outbreak prediction and prevention." 

The research was designed to prevent the next SARS-like pandemic by anticipating how it 
might emerge. But even in 2015, other scientists questioned whether Shi's team was taking 
unnecessary risks. In October 2014, the U.S. government had imposed a moratorium on 
funding of any research that makes a virus more deadly or contagious, known as "gain-of-
function" experiments. 

As many have pointed out, there is no evidence that the virus now plaguing the world was 
engineered; scientists largely agree it came from animals. But that is not the same as saying 
it didn't come from the lab, which spent years testing bat coronaviruses in animals, said Xiao 
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Qiang, a research scientist at the School of Information at the University of California at 
Berkeley. 
"The cable tells us that there have long been concerns about the possibility of the threat to 
public health that came from this lab'S research, if it was not being adequately conducted and 
protected," he said. 
There are similar concerns about the nearby Wuhan Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention lab, which operates at biosecurity level 2, a level significantly less secure than the 
level-4 standard claimed by the Wuhan Insititute of Virology lab, Xiao said. That's important 
because the Chinese government still refuses to answer basic questions about the origin of 
the novel coronavirus while suppressing any attempts to examine whether either lab was 
involved 
Sources familiar with the cables said they were meant to sound an alarm about the grave 
safety concerns at the WIV lab, especially regarding its work with bat coronaviruses. The 
embassy officials were calling for more U.S. attention to this lab and more support for it, to 
help it fix its problems. 
"The cable was a warning shot," one U.S. official said. "They were begging people to pay 
attention to what was going on." 

No extra assistance to the labs was provided by the U.S. government in response to these 
cables. The cables began to circulate again inside the administration over the past two 
months as officials debated whether the lab could be the origin of the pandemic and what the 
implications would be for the U.S. pandemic response and relations with China. 
Inside the Trump administration, many national security officials have long suspected either 
the WIV or the Wuhan Center for Disease Control and Prevention lab was the source of the 
novel coronavirus outbreak. According to the New York Times, the intelligence community 
has provided no evidence to confirm this. But one senior administration official told me that 
the cables provide one more piece of evidence to support the possibility that the pandemic is 
the result of a lab accident in Wuhan. 
"The idea that is was just a totally natural occurrence is circumstantial. The evidence it leaked 
from the lab is circumstantial. Right now, the ledger on the side of it leaking from the ilab .S 

packed with bullet points and there's almost nothing on the other side," the official said. 
As my colleague David Ignatius noted, the Chinese government's original story — that the 
virus emerged from a seafood market in Wuhan — is shaky. Research by Chinese experts 
published in the Lancet in January showed the first known patient, identified on Dec. 1, had 
no connection to the market, nor did more than one-third of the cases in the first large cluster. 
Also, the market didn't sell bats. 

Shi and other WIV researchers have categorically denied this lab was the origin for the novel 
coronavirus. On Feb. 3, her team was the first to publicly report the virus known as 2019-
nCoV was a bat-derived coronavirus. 
The Chinese government, meanwhile, has put a total lockdown on information related to the 
virus origins. Beijing has yet to provide U.S. experts with samples of the novel coronavirus 
collected from the earliest cases. The Shanghai lab that published the novel coronavirus 
genome on Jan. 11 was quickly shut down by authorities for "rectification." Several of the 
doctors and journalists who reported on the spread early on have disappeared. 
On Feb. 14, Chinese President Xi Jinping called for a new biosecurity law to be accelerated. 
On Wednesday, CNN reported the Chinese government has placed severe restrictions 
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requiring approval before any research institution publishes anything on the origin of the novel 
coronavirus. 

The origin story is not just about blame. It's crucial to understanding how the novel 
coronavirus pandemic started because that informs how to prevent the next one. The Chinese 
government must be transparent and answer the questions about the Wuhan labs because 
they are vital to our scientific understanding of the virus, said Xiao. 

We don't know whether the novel coronavirus originated in the Wuhan lab, but the cable 
pointed to the danger there and increases the impetus to find out, he said. 
"I don't think it's a conspiracy theory. I think it's a legitimate question that needs to be 
investigated and answered," he said. "To understand exactly how this originated is critical 
knowledge for preventing this from happening in the future." 

James T. Areddy 

The WalLStreet )(pump!, 
-86 1.'70 1700 594 

Imes.arecls_lyftwsi.com 
Imes.ared_gyl_ggacaltyp_,_com (1=r3Z) 
Imesareddv@yahoo.com 
2Imeslarec!dy 
WeChat/Signal/Telegram/FacetimeMMatsApp 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas a[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 2/3/2020 8:40:12 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: People in Authority May Need to Speak Out Against This 

Alternate facts I guess. Sad reflection of the world we live in 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 8:22 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm suddenly getting a lot of this in my inbox. I just happened to read the 1989 legislation this summer while 
doing a DTRA TRAC study, but I had never heard of Boyle. Thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 6:55 PM, Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

There's been quite a bit of this stuff out there, guess this is just more???? 

Tom K 

From: Dean Erdman [mailto:derd ma nO5 gma il.corn] 
Sent: 3 February, 2020 16:46 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: People in Authority May Need to Speak Out Against This 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Creator Of US BioWeapons Act Says Coronavirus 
Is Biological Warfare Weapon 
Via GreatGamelndia.com, 

In an explosive interview Dr. Francis Boyle, who drafted the 
Biological Weapons Act has given a detailed statement admitting that 
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the 2019 Wuhan Coronavirus is an offensive Biological Warfare 
Weapon and that the World Health Organization (WHO) already 
knows about it. 

Dr. Francis Boyle Creator Of BioWeapons Act Says Coronavirus Is 
Biological Warfare Weapon 

Francis Boyle is a professor of international law at the University of 
Illinois College of Law. He drafted the U.S. domestic implementing 
legislation for the Biological Weapons Convention, known as the 
Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989, that was approved 
unanimously by both Houses of the U.S. Congress and signed into law 
by President George H.W. Bush. 

In an exclusive interview given to Geopolitics and Empire, Dr. Boyle 
discusses the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan, China and the Biosafety 
Level 4 laboratory (BSL-4) from which he believes the infectious 
disease escaped. He believes the virus is potentially lethal and an 
offensive biological warfare weapon or dual-use biowarfare 
weapons agent genetically modified with gain of function 
properties, which is why the Chinese government originally tried 
to cover it up and is now taking drastic measures to contain it. 

The Wuhan BSL-4 lab is also a specially designated World Health 
Organization (WHO) research lab and Dr. Boyle contends that the 
WHO knows full well what is occurring. 
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Dr. Boyle also touches upon GreatGamelndia's exclusive 
report Coronavirus Bioweapon — where we reported in detail how 
Chinese Biowarfare agents working at the Canadian lab in Winnipeg 
were involved in the smuggling of Coronavirus to Wuhan's lab from 
where it is believed to have been leaked. 

Watch Dr. Francis Boyle's interview with Geopolitics and Empire below: 

Dr. Boyle's position is in stark contrast to the mainstream media's 
narrative of the virus being originated from the seafood market, 
which is increasingly being questioned by many experts. 

Recently, American Senator Tom  Cotton of Arkancas alqo dismantled 
the mainstrinam I's claim on Thursday that pinned the coronavirus 
outbreak on a market selling dead and live animals. 

In a video accompanying his post, Cotton explained that the Wuhan wet 
market (which Cotton incorrectly referred to as a seafood market) has 
been shown by experts to not be the source of the deadly contagion. 

Cotton referenced a Lancet study which showed that many of the first 
cases of the novel coronavirus, including patient zero, had no 
connection to the wet market — devastatingly undermining mainstream 
media's claim. 

"As one epidemiologist said: 'That virus went into the 
seafood market before it came out of the seafood market.' 
We still don't know where it originated," Cotton said. 

"I would note that Wuhan also has China's only bio-safety 
level four super laboratory that works with the world's 
most deadly pathogens to include, yes, coronavirus." 

China claimed—for almost two months—that coronavirus had 
originated in a Wuhan seafood market. That is not the 
case. @TheLancer published a study demonstrating that of 
the original 40 cases, 14 of them had no contact with the 
seafood market, including Patient 
Zero. pic.twitier.com/FuyLigHjkGy 

— Tom Cotton (©SenTomCotton) January 30, 2020 
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Such concerns have also been raised by J.R. Nyquist, the well 
known author of the books "Origins of the Fourth World War" and 
"The Fool and His Enemy," as well as co-author of "The New 
Tactics of Global War". In his insightful article he published secret 
speechs given to high-level Communist Party cadres by Chinese 
Defense Minister Gen. Chi Haotian explaining a long-range plan for 
ensuring a Chinese national renaissance — the catalyst for which would 
be Choars secret pian to weaponiz viruses. 

Nyquist gave three different data points for making his case in 
analyzing Coronavirus. He writes: 

The third data point worth considering: the 
journal GreatGamelndia has published a piece titled 
"Coronavinis /yea on — How China Stole Corona virus 
From Canada And Weaponized It." 

The authors were clever enough to put Khan's Virology 
Journal article together with news of a security breach by 
Chinese nationals at the CanHoian (P4) National Microbiology 
Lab in Winnipeg, where the novel corona virus was allegedly 
stored with other lethal organisms. Last May, the Royal 
C(• qadian Mout two Police were called in to investigate; by late 
July the Chine si-  n ̀ cked  out of the facility. The chief 
Chinese scientist ( sr, Al Qiu) was allegedly making 
trips between Winnipeg and Wuhan. 

Here we have a plausible theory of the NCoV organism's 
travels: first disilivHtflu.in th-iudi Arabia, then studied in 
 from whence it was 61 Ion by a Chinese scientist and 
brought to Wuhan. Like the .>1 ement of Taiwan's intelligence 
chief in 2008, the GreatC, story has come 
under iniwisivics i-ittack. Whatever the truth, the fact of 
proximity and the unlikelihood of mutation must figure into our 
calculations. 

It's highly probable that the 2019-nCoV organism is a 
weaponized version of the NCoV discovered by Saudi doctors 
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in 2012. 

Meanwhile, the mainstream media's narrative still maintains that 
the origin of the 2019 Coronavirus is the Wuhan Seafood 
Market. After Grf-L tGarnelndia published the story on Goronavirus 
Bioweapon — not only were our databse tinkered with and our reports 
blocked by Facebook on the flimsy reason that they could not 
find GreatGarYielndia Facebook page, but the report itself was viciously 
attacked by Foreign Policy magazine, PolitiFact (known widely as 
Facebook's propoydrioa arm) and BuzzFeedNews. 

NEVER MISS THE NEWS THAT MATTERS MOST 

ZEROHEDGE DIRECTLY TO YOUR INBOX 

Receive a daily recap featuring a curated list of must-read stories. 

It is not GreatGamelndia alone which is being viciously attacked. Zero 
Hedge, a popular alternate media blog was suspended by Twitter for 
publishing a story related to a study by Indian scientists finding 2019 
Wuhan Coronavirus to be not naturally evolved, raising the possibility of 
it being created in a lab. Shockingly, the study itself came under intense 
online criticism by Social Media experts resulting in the scientists 
withdrawing the paper. 

In retaliation In i has l*. hed a f investiaatil inst 
m a's Wuhan iistitul v irology. The Indian government has 

ordered an inquiry into a study conducted in the Northeastern state of 
Nagaland (close to China) by researchers from the U.S., China and 
India on bats and humans carrying antibodies to deadly viruses like 
Ebola. 

The study came under the scanner as two of the 12 researchers 
belonged to the Wuhan Institute of Virology's Department of Emerging 
Infectious Diseases, and it was funded by the United States 
Department of Defense's Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA). 

The study, conducted by scientists of the Tata Institute of Fundamental 
Research, the National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), the 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, the Uniformed Services University of the 
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Health Sciences in the U.S. and the Duke-National University in 
Singapore, is now being investigated for how the scientists were 
allowed to access live samples of bats and bat hunters (humans) 
without due permissions. 

The results of the study were published in October last year in 
the PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases journal, originally established 
by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 

As the author J.R. Nyquist puts it: 

We must have an investigation of the outbreak in 
Wuhan. The Chinese must grant the world total transparency. 
The truth must come out. If Chinese officials are innocent, 
they have nothing to hide. If they are guilty, they will refuse to 
cooperate. 

The real concern here is whether the rest of the world has 
the courage to demand a real and thorough 
investigation. We need to be fearless in this demand and not 
allow "economic interests" to play a coy and dishonest game 
of denial. We need an honest inquiry. We need it now. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 2/1/2020 1:16:40 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Checking in 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Beth Cameron <cameron nti.org> 
Date: February 1, 2020 at 12:51:34 PM CST 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Checking in 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim - this also serves to make the point about how important it is to have the cooperative activities in 
place that you have built with Wuhan during a crisis. 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Saturday, February 1, 2020 11:26 AM 
To: Beth Cameron 
Subject: Re: Checking in 

Hi Beth 
Thanks for checking in. We are in frequent contact with the group in Wuhan and I'm not sure what anyone 
can do at this stage to help. They are busy focusing on the research activities and doing wonderful science in 
the midst of the crisis. Thanks for the offer if help. I'll pass it along 

Best wishes. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2020, at 9:25 AM, Beth Cameron <cameron nti.org> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTIMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I have been thinking a lot about you and our colleagues in Wuhan. I haven't sent messages 
directly to them but am sure you're in contact. Is there anything you think they need or that we 
(NGO/US community) should be doing? 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 2/1/2020 3:04:31 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Checking in 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2020, at 2:16 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Beth Cameron <cameron n Lorg> 
Date: February 1, 2020 at 12:51:34 PM CST 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Checking in 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim - this also serves to make the point about how important it is to have the cooperative 
activities in place that you have built with Wuhan during a crisis. 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Saturday, February 1, 2020 11:26 AM 
To: Beth Cameron 
Subject: Re: Checking in 

Hi Beth 
Thanks for checking in. We are in frequent contact with the group in Wuhan and I'm not sure 
what anyone can do at this stage to help. They are busy focusing on the research activities and 
doing wonderful science in the midst of the crisis. Thanks for the offer if help. I'll pass it along 

Best wishes. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2020, at 9:25 AM, Beth Cameron <cameron .org> wrote: 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
ttachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I have been thinking a lot about you and our colleagues in Wuhan. I haven't sent 
messages directly to them but am sure you're in contact. Is there anything you think 
they need or that we (NGO/US community) should be doing? 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; Kadlec, Robert 
(0S/ASPR/10)[Robert.Kadlec@hhs.gov] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 1/23/2020 12:27:47 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Brief note to facilitate call 
C1SAC Bio Engagements since 2007.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Colleagues, 

Here's a one-pager, actually narrowed to about 1/4 page which summarizes what Jim and I have been doing in China since '07. It was 
very slow—essentially 'make-work' to keep conversation going until we got Jim's lab linked with Zhiming's lab (Wuhan). They have 
established a strong set of relationships...initially built on policy issues and now involving science as well. 

Talk soon, dave 
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CISAC Bio Engagements since 2007 

Multi-national 
Pivotal 2011 Istanbul Meeting. 32 Countries. High Containment Lab Focus 

China. (Ben Lead)---High-Containment Lab and Science (Virology) focus 
2007. Peggy and Dave Beijing Began discussions with CBSG under CPCFP&D 

AMMS, lnst of Biophysics, lnst of Micro & lmmuno 
Dave and Jim stayed in touch and conducted 'busy-work' for 4-5 years 

Ca. 2012-2013. Jim and Dave attended meeting in Wuhan 
Met Zhiming and post-doc who trained in Galveston 
Jim and Dave visit Kunming 'new' CAMS BSL-4 Lab 

Sep 2015—Organized meeting in Beijing...included science 
May 2017—Organized meeting in Wuhan new CAS BSL-4--science and high-containment 

(Jim and Dave on Editorial Board of two new Chinese/English Journals) 
Wuhan: BS and BS. China CDC: BS and Health 

Jan 2018----Organized meeting in Galveston at UTMB 
Three BSL-4 directors & China CDC director attended 

Oct 2018---Jim and Zhiming Science OpEd on Containment Lab Networking 
Jan 2019---Organized meeting at Harbin new CAAS BSL-4 Lab 
Apr 2020--P armed Meeting for Kunming (CAMS BS1-4). then Wuhan (CAS BS1-4), now limbo.... 

India (Rita & Ben Lead)--Regulatory support and BS/BS focus 
2012-2014—Several scoping trips and with NAS other USG parties (Ben, Rita or Dave) 
Nov 2014---Indo-US workshop on Challenges EID and GI-I Security in Delhi 
May 2016----Indo-US Regional Meeting in Seychelles. 15 countries 
[Funding stopped; Indo-US dialogue begun by JHU Center for Health Security] 

Pakistan (Rita & Ben Lead)---Clinical Lab upgrades and education focus 
Sep 2016---Islamabad Mtg, Strengthening PH Clinical Labs in Pakistan 
Apr 2017 —Rita, Ben & Dave visit Islamabad to organize Clinical Manual preparation 
Jan 2018---Bangkok meeting to bring Pak and US authors together 
Mar 2019---Meeting in Islamabad for official release of 240p Clinical manual 

[Pak first authors and US co-authors] 

Russia 
No organized meetings after March 2014 
Rita visits regularly and staying in touch with US Embassy and RAS key personnel 
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From: Yuan Zhiming [yzm@wh.ioy.cn] 
Sent: 1/18/2020 7:33:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. [jwleduc@UTM13.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Subject: CI FW: WIRED interview: new coronayirus in Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMEI's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim, 

Thanks for your information and we are working hard now on the related works. Hopefully some results 

could be relaesed soon. 

The lab is under operation during the holiday and I will let you know the situation at the convenient time. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Date: 2020-01-14 03:44 
To: Shi, Pei yong; Yuan Zhiming 
Subject: FW: WIRED interview: new coronavirus in Wuhan 
See link below on a story just released this morning in Wired Magazine. I tried to stress the dramatic 
improvements in PH and technology between 2003 and now—note title. 

Too bad she misspelled my name... 

Nice work, Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
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Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Molteni, Megan <megan_molteni@wired.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2020 1:07 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: WIRED interview: new coronavirus in Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Here's a link to the story, which published this morning. Thanks again for sharing your story with 
me, very cool to see how much has changed in 20 years. If you've ever got any interesting 
infectious pathogen story tips going forward, don't hesitate to reach out. 

Best regards, 
Megan 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 8:35 AM Molteni, Megan <megan molteni@wired.com> wrote: 
Got it. Thanks again, Jim. 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 7:54 AM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 
Megan, I have not spoken to anyone in China about the techniques they used, but I suspect that 
they used the same traditional methods to isolate the virus—inoculation of cell cultures. To 
determine the sequence, I suspect that they did next generation sequencing (see Armstrong, GL 
et al. Pathogen genomics in public health. NEJM, 26 Dec 2019, 381;26:2569-2580 for an 
overview of genomics applications in public health. Greg is at CDC). 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Molteni, Megan <megan molteni@wired.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2020 9:27 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: WIRED interview: new coronavirus in Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, thank you so much for this. And Tom, thank you for helping to reconstruct these 
events. I know it was a long time ago! 

My only question is based on the news reporting you've seen out of Wuhan (or 
correspondence you've had with folks over there), is it fair to assume they used similar 
set of steps to isolate the virus and get a sequence? If not, where do you think they 
diverged, from a methods standpoint? 
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Thanks again, 
Megan 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 7:03 AM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 
Megan, I spoke to Tom Ksiazek who conducted the original SARS isolation. As mentioned 
below, he was able to isolate the virus from a throat swab taken from Dr Urban on his 
arrival into Thailand where he was hospitalized and later died. The specimens were 
immediately sent to CDC and arrived the evening of 13 Mar and were inoculated into cell 
cultures that same evening. Evidence of virus growth was first seen on day 5 post-
inoculation and a sample of the replicating virus was sent that same day to the electron 
microscopy laboratory where a coronavirus-like particle was visualized by Cynthia 
Goldsmith. Based on this preliminary information, Dr Dean Erdman and his team designed 
consensus primers for coronavirus and were able to amplify a product by RT-PCR, which 
was then sequenced, further supporting that the isolate as a coronavirus. Virus RNA was 
sent to the DeRisi lab in California where he confirmed coronavirus identity using his then 
state-of-the-art array. 

Tom Ksiazek is copied here and can correct any errors and provide additional details if 
needed. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Molteni, Megan <megan molteni@wired.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2020 8:57 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: WIRED interview: new coronavirus in Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, super helpful. Great to chat with you today. Much appreciated! 

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 6:19 PM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Time from receipt of clinical samples to isolation of virus was 5 days; EM 
identification was done that same day, Inoculated cells on 13 Mar 2003 and had 
isolate on 18 Mar. More tomorrow. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Molteni, Megan <megan molteni@wired.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2020 1:56 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: WIRED interview: new coronavirus in Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Great, talk soon. Thanks! 
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On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 11:54 AM LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmh.edu>
wrote: 

Perfect—I'll be in my office at 3 CT. Call to 409-266-6516. If by chance I 
don't/can't answer, the office number is 409-266-6500 and someone should 
answer. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Molteni, Megan <megan molteni@wired.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2020 1:50 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: WIRED interview: new coronavirus in Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is 
safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I do appreciate that this kind of science is a massively collaborative effort. 
But hard to talk to everyone on a daily deadline so I very much appreciate 
your willingness to describe the work of the team. Can I give you call 
around 3pm CT today? Which number is better for you? 

Many thanks, 
Megan 

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 11:32 AM LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Megan, 

I'm happy to chat with you later today or tomorrow. Julie's kind words 
reflect the combined work of many, many people as I'm sure you 
appreciate, and all done under her able leadership during a very stressful 
time. I was coordinating the lab efforts of several talented folks on the 
front lines actually doing the work. 

I have a meeting today from 2:00-2:30 CT and again at 4:00-5:00 
CT. Tomorrow is generally open from about 10:00 am to 4:00 pm CT. My 
direct line is 409-266-6516. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: Molteni, Megan <megan molteni@wired.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2020 1:13 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: WIRED interview: new coronavirus in Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not 
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the 
content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

You probably saw Julie's email a little while ago. Any chance you're 
free today or tomorrow to reminisce about your work identifying 
SARS and talk about the current situation in Wuhan? 

Many thanks, 
Megan 

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 11:12 AM Molteni, Megan 
<megan molten' wired.com> wrote: 

Thanks Julie, this is hugely helpful. And I appreciate you 
providing the context in the midst of a retreat. Will follow up 
with Jim off-thread. 

All the best, 
Megan 

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 11:01 AM Gerberding, Julie 
<iulie.gerberding@merck.com> wrote: 

Thanks for tracking this story Megan. I am tied up in a 
retreat unfortunately. The person who led this work is a 
brilliant global expert, Dr. James (Jim) LeDuc (copied 
above) who is now a Professor in charge of emerging 
pathogens at the University of Texas in Galveston. If you 
recall, with SARS Canadian scientists initially claimed that 
the infections were caused by a metapneumovirus but that 
proved to be a false positive. CDC took a more 
conservative approach. Though we strongly suspected we 
had isolated the causative coronavirus very early by 
observing its corona-like structure under an electron 
microscope, Dr. LeDuc made sure we first essentially 
satisfied Koch's postulates of disease causality and proved 
that we could isolate the virus from infected people, 
inoculate it into a non-human host and recapitulate the 
disease, and then isolate it from sites of infection in that 
host. Our approach involved collaborators in Europe who I 
believe did the actual animal work at the same time we 
were doing the genetic sequencing. (One lesson learned 
from the Canadian experience is that virus are ubiquitous 
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and that isolating and sequencing one does not necessarily 
mean it is causing the disease.). Hope this background 
helps. Dr. LeDuc can correct any lapses in my memory. 
Best, 
jlg 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 9, 2020, at 12:30 PM, Molteni, Megan 
I <megan molteni@wired.com> wrote: 

EXTERNAL EMAIL — Use caution with any 
links or file attachments. 
Dr. Gerberding, 

I'm a reporter at WIRED and today I'm writing a 
quick-turn story about how scientists in China 
have been able to quickly sequence the 
infectious agent causing pneumonia-like 
symptoms in about a dozen patients in Wuhan. 
Specifically, I'm interested in how those methods 
compare to the search for the pathogen behind 
SARS in 2003. I reached out to the CDC to 
speak to someone on the agency's task force at 
the time and they recommended I get in touch 
with you. Do you have any time today for a quick 
phone interview? 

Many thanks, 
Megan 

Megan Molteni 
Staff Writer I WIRED 
co: 415-276-4924 
0: 332-205-1724 
@MegartMolteni 

Notice: This e-mail message, together with any 
attachments, contains 
information of Merck & Co., Inc. (2000 Galloping Hill 
Road, Kenilworth, 
New Jersey, USA 07033), and/or its affiliates Direct 
contact information 
for affiliates is available at 
http://www.merck.com/contact/contacts.html) that may be 
confidential, 
proprietary copyrighted and/or legally privileged. It is 
intended solely 
for the use of the individual or entity named on this 
message. If you are 
not the intended recipient, and have received this message 
in error, 
please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then 
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delete it from 
your system. 

Megan Molteni 
Staff Writer I WIRED 
o: 415-276-4924 
o: 332-205-1724 
@MeganMolteni 

Megan Molteni 
Staff Writer I WIRED 
o: 415-276-4924 
o: 332-205-1724 
@MeganMolteni 

Megan Molteni 
Staff Writer I WIRED 
o: 415-276-4924 
o: 332-205-1724 
@MeganMolteni 

Megan Molteni 
Staff Writer I WIRED 
o: 415-276-4924 
o: 332-205-1724 
@MeganMolteni 

Megan Molteni 
Staff Writer I WIRED 
o: 415-276-4924 
o: 332-205-1724 
@MeganMolleni 

Megan Molteni 
Staff Writer I WIRED 
o: 415-276-4924 
o: 332-205-1724 
@MeganMolteni 

Megan Molteni 
Staff Writer I WIRED 
o: 415-276-4924 
o: 332-205-1724 
@MeganMolteni 
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Megan Molteni 
Staff Writer WIRED 
o: 415-276-4924 
c: 332-205-1724 
@MeganMolteni 
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rT 

qk ag [zhanghan@whiov.cn] From: 
Sent: 4/4/2019 1:49:34 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU) 
Subject: 2019 Call Announcement - Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS 
Attachments: 2019 Call Announcement.pdf; Application Form.doc 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 

the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Prof. LeDuc, 

Hope this letter fmds you well. 

Wuhan National Biosafety (P4) Laboratory of Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) has been put into operation 
from 2018. 

Relying on the major science and technology infrastructure, the Advanced Customer Cultivation 
Project (ACCP) initiated by Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV), CAS aims to cultivate national high-level biosafety 
talents, to output significant scientific and technological breakthroughs and achievements, and to promote the 
scientific and technological support capabilities for biosafety and public health. 

Now this project is calling for application in 2019 globally, and the submission deadline is on May 5th. Here we are 
writing to request your consideration to help to promote this project. If available, could you please review the call 
announcement and help to forward this notice to the relevant research fellows at your side? 

We welcome your potential application and thank you very much for your attention and great support. 

Notice website: http ://englis h. whio v. ca s.cn/N otice2016/201904/t20190404 207607. html 

With best wishes, 

ZHANG Han 
Research Planning Office 

Wuhan Institute of Virology 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Xiao Hong Shan 44, Wuchang, Wuhan 430071, Hubei, China 

Tel: +86-27-87197115 

Email: zhanghan@wh.iov.cn 
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Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

2019 Call Announcement 

Relying on the major science and technology infrastructure, this project aims to 

cultivate national high-level biosafety talents, to output significant scientific and 

technological breakthroughs and achievements, and to promote the scientific and 

technological support capabilities for biosafety and public health. According to the 

scientific and technological development programs of China, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences (CAS) and Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV), CAS, the 2019 Call 

Announcement of Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National 

Biosafety Laboratory, CAS is released. Please apply for the project accordingly. The 

specific contents are as below: 

I. Background 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS (hereinafter referred to as Wuhan 

P4 laboratory) mainly includes protective facilities and experimental equipment for 

researches on highly pathogenic pathogens. It is incorporated into the management of 

national major science and technology infrastructure. The project is guided by the 

principle of "P4 scientific and technological innovation" which means to conduct 

scientific experimental activities by utilizing Wuhan P4 laboratory or to conduct 

scientific researches on the biosafety level 4 (P4) pathogens. 

II. Management 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project is funded by CAS. The application, 

review, management and budget implementation are conducted according to 
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Measures of Academy-Level Scientific Research Projects of CAS and according to 

relevant measures of WIV, CAS. 

III. Qualification 

1. The project leader shall be professor or principal investigator with the doctoral 

degree. 

2. The project leader and team members shall be equipped with high-level 

research capability, solid research foundation and reliable time commitment. Team 

application is encouraged. 

3. To better cooperate and utilize resources of the sharing research platform, 

research team at home and abroad is encouraged to jointly apply with the research 

group from WIV, CAS. 

IV. Budget 

1. Funding 

The project application is globally oriented. The categories of the projects 

include general project and key project with the budget of RMB 250,000/project/year 

and RMB 500,000/project/year respectively while dynamic adjustment shall be made 

according to the total budget appropriated by CAS. 

2. Period 

(1) The implementation period of the project can be 1 to 3 years while the 

assessment period is 1 year. The project with excellence in the annual assessment can 

be further funded preferentially. 

(2) The budget will be implemented in WIV, CAS. The budget implementation 

period is 1 year. During the project execution, the project team shall accept the review 

and examination on task and budget implementation organized by WIV, CAS, and 

complies with the relevant measures of project prescribed by our institute. 

V. Guideline 
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1. Application 

(1) The applicant's organization should provide the opinions and agreement to 

the application while providing support for the project implementation. 

(2) For research project involving ethics in human tissue and biological samples, 

the applicant should provide the paper version and the electronic version of approval 

certificate from ethics committee in his/her organization or superior department in 

charge. The approval certificates of animal welfare and ethics, experimental animal 

program and biosafety will be completed by the project implementation organization. 

(3) For research project in pathogenic microorganism, the application must be 

complied with the Regulation on the Biosafety Management of Pathogenic Microbe 

Labs regulated by the State Council of China and provisions on ethics and biosafety 

by relevant ministries and departments. 

(4) The applicant should be responsible for the truthfulness and legality for the 

submitted materials, and should not provide the project application involving the 

confidential information. 

2. Approval 

(1) Under the guidance of Science and Technology Steering Committee of 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, a review committee consisting of 7 to 9 

experts shall be organized for Advanced Customer Project, which will include experts 

on microbiology, biosafety, ethics, animal experiments and P4 laboratory 

management. The review committee shall obey the avoidance principle. 

(2) The review committee will conduct the proposal selection and after the 

opinion passed the review by the Science and Technology Steering Committee of 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, results of project approval will be 

released publicly. 

3. Implementation and Assessment 

(1) The project leader assumes full responsibility for the Advanced Customer 

Cultivation Project. The project leader shall fulfill the responsibility as an organizer 

and shall take charge of the preparation of research plan and implementation scheme 

for this project and be responsible for the timely accomplishment of the project tasks. 
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(2) Within 1 month before the end of budget implementation period/project 

conclusion, the project leader shall submit to WIV, CAS the annual assessment 

report/summary report for project conclusion and assessment. WIV, CAS will 

organize the review committee to carry out the project conclusion and assessment, 

and submit the assessment opinions to the Science and Technology Steering 

Committee of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS. 

(3) The project leader could apply for further funding support while submitting 

the assessment report. The project with excellence in the annual assessment can be 

further funded preferentially by the review committee. 

(4) The research achievements attained during the project implementation, 

including theses, monographs, patents, software and database etc. shall be marked 

with "Funded by Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National 

Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences". Any achievements unmarked 

will not be counted in the assessment. 

VI. Submission 

The applicant shall download the 2019 Application Form of Advanced Customer 

Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, fill in the form 

according to the instruction, submit the paper version (including signature and 

organization seal) of the application form, relevant attachments including the approval 

certificate of human ethics, and the electronic version of the corresponding materials 

before May 5th, 2019 (subject to the posting time). The paper version of the materials 

shall be submitted in duplicate. The applicant shall send the electronic version of the 

materials to chendd(&,wh.iov.cn.

Address: 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Room 105, No.3 Building 
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No.44, Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan, Hubei, China 

Postcode: 430071 

Contact: CHEN Doudou, +86-27-87197115 

Attachment: 2019 Application Form of Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS 

Wuhan Institute of Virology 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

April 4th, 2019 
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No. 

Grant No. 

Confidentiality Level 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

Application Form 

Project name: 

Project leader (Signatum): 

Organization: 

Phone number: 

E-mail: 

Made by Research Planning Office of Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Filled in on (dimly) 

[PAGE 1 
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Instruction for Form Filling 

1. Each item of the application form must be true, complete, accurate and clarified. 

2. The "Confidentiality Level" on the cover shall be filled in with "Open". 

3. All the application materials shall be submitted in duplicate in A4 book size in print (double page). 

4. After the form is filled in completely, the applicant's organization shall review the truthfulness, 

completeness and effectiveness of the information filled in. 

5. The application form shall only be considered effective with the signature of the principal of the 

applicant's organization. 
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Basic Information 

Project name 

Type of project 
E Frontline of the fundamental E Major common key technology 0 Application 

demonstration research 0 Others 

Funding Category 0 Key Project Project • General 

Budget Total estimate: (RMB 10,000 yuan) (Note: please calculate for one year only) 

Implementation period 

(one year) 
From (dimly) to (dimly) 

Assessment period From (dimly) to (dimly) 

Project leader 

Name Sex Birthday 

Title Duty Highest degree 

Organization 

Research group 

in WIV, CAS 

Principal 

Investigator 

(Signature) 

Person to contact 

(Signature) 

Project 

Implementation 
0 Authorization 0 Cooperation E Independent Completion 

Project team 

Total 

number 
Senior Intermediate Junior 

Assistant 

personnel 
Post-doctor 

Doctor 

candidate 

Master 

candidate 

Main 

participants of 

the project 

implementation 

Name Age Title Organization 

Time 

Commitment 

( Months ) 

Task Assignment Signature 

_ 

[PAGE ] 
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Text 

[ = 1 \* ROMAN ]. Research Background 

1. Research purpose 

2. Foreign and domestic research background, trend of development 

3. References 

[ = 2 Ve ROMAN 1. Research Contents 

I. Research contents 

2. Research methods and experimental program 

(If the "Project Implementation" is filled in with "Independent Completion", the applicant shall provide 

the risk assessment report on pathogen experiments.) 

3. Expected outcome 

4. Key problems and technical difficulties to be solved 

5. Innovations of the research proposal 

= 3 \* ROMAN 1. Research Plan 

I. Research schedule 

2. Conditions necessary to conduct the research (including lab equipments, instruments and etc.) 

IV. Introduction of Leader and Participants 

1. Education background 

2. Working experience 

3. Training experience (including experiments involving biosafety, animal infections and etc.) 

[PAGE 1 
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[ = 7 \* ROMAN 1. Budget 

Unit: RMB 10,000 yuan 

Budget Form of Project Expenditure 

Item Amount 
Detailed 

calculation 

I. Equipment 

(1) Equipment purchase 

(2) Trial-manufacture purchase 

(3) Equipment modification and rent 

2. Reagents and consumables 

3. Analysis 

4. Fuel and power 

5. Travel/meeting/international cooperation and exchanges 

6. Publication/literature/information dissemination/intellectual property 

7. Labor costs 

8. Expert consultation 

9. Other expenditure 

Total 

Note: Budget preparation and expenditure execution are conducted according to Measures of Academy-Level 

Scientific Research Projects of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

[PAGE ] 
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= 8 \* ROMAN ]. Review opinions of applicant's organization 

(Note: Please indicate in the opinions that the contents for this project application are 

non-confidential.) 

Organization (official seal) Principal (Signature) 

(dimly) 

I = 9 Ve ROMAN I. Opinions of the Biosafety Committee in Project Implementation 

Organization 

Chairman of Committee (Signature) 

(di111/y) 

= 10 \* ROMAN J. Opinions of Science and Technology Steering Committee of Wuhan 

National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS 

Chairman of Committee (official seal) 

(d/111/Y) 

[PAGE ] 
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Attachment 

(Only for the "Project Implementation" filled in with "Independent Completion") 

Risk Assessment Report on Pathogen 

I. Pathogenicity and infective dose to human and animal 

2. Routes of infection and potential future exposure 

3. Epidemiologic data 

4. Stability in the environment 

5. Prevention and therapeutic program 

6. Main contents of the experiments 

7. Personal protective measure and accident treatment 

H. Qualification Certificates from Applicant or Operating Personnel 

(including certificates on biosafety training, animal experiments, and etc.) 

[PAGE ] 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 9:04:28 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Good to see, Jim! Well done. . .and the journalist's name suggests he can be trusted. Dave 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 9:52 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Just FYI from our local newspaper. 

From: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:42 AM 
To: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwIeducPLJTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@LJTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<stepca mp@UTMB.EDLJ>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. My husband brought the paper to me this morning and 
said "hey, there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today." He is not aware of our struggling with how best 
to handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducPUTMBIDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila 
<shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>;
Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 
• By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 
• 33 min ago 

• 0 

Facebook 

Twitter 

WhatsApp 

SMS 

Email 

Save 

GALVESTON 
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In a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, Dr. James 
LeDuc, director of the Galveston National Laboratory said. 

People can unintentionally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected animal, causing 
a breach of even the most secure lab protocols. 

But as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global coronavirus 
pandemic circulates at the highest level of the U.S. government, LeDuc was cautious about 
placing blame on the Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

"I certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get released out of 
our laboratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc said. "I can say there are 
redundant safety mechanisms in place both here, and certainly in Wuhan, that guard 
against that. 

"But sometimes accidents happen," he said 

LeDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the office 
responsible for preventing deaths from viral disease. 

LeDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston National 
Lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long relationship with the 
facility and its researchers. 

LeDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said it is 
comparable in quality and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and Europe. 

Questions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days because of 
statements by President Donald Trump and other political leaders. A widely read column 
in The Washington Post also raised new questions about where the virus originated. 

Wuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the coronavirus. 
Speculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been fueled by multiple 
factors, including its location and by the efforts of the Chinese government to tamp down 
on reporting about the virus outbreak. 

Recent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston National 
Laboratory and the medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 
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WHAT IS THE CONNECTION? 

The Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began on the 
Wuhan laboratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities operate Biosafety 
Level 4 laboratories, which are designed to safely contain the most lethal and infectious 
pathogens for research, LeDuc said. 

While the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-term 
training experiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also hosted two Chinese 
post-doctoral students, who were trained to work safely in BSL-4 laboratories and who 
returned to China to work in the Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

Those students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the Wuhan 
lab, LeDuc said. 

The National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. Between 
2008 and 2016, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training Center was funded 
the by U.S. Department of Defense to teach researchers from about 70 countries on 
laboratory safety techniques. 

Defense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, the 
Galveston National Laboratory hasn't offered training to international researchers, LeDuc 
said. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

Claims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about the Wuhan 
lab's connection to the coronavirus outbreak. 

On April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. State 
Department cables, written in 2018, that warned about safety management weaknesses at 
the Wuhan lab. 

Rogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning shot" meant 
to bring more attention and support to the lab. The cables said the Wuhan lab had a 
shortage of trained technicians and researchers. Despite the cables, no extra U.S. 
assistance was given to the lab, Rogin said. 

In recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration officials as 
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possible evidence the coronavirus was released in China as the result of a lab accident, 
Rogin said. On the same day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News published its own report 
about the Trump administration's speculation about the Wuhan Lab that emphasized 
there was no hard evidence for the connection. 

The intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the origins of 
the virus, the Yahoo story said. 

LeDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He didn't think 
the comments about training were a direct reference to the Galveston National Laboratory 
or its programs, he said. 

Rogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo article and 
the CDC's own website note that coronavirus samples can be handled safely in 
laboratories with lower safety levels. 

The Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for research in 
February. Since then, researchers have worked with the virus in the medical branch's BSL-
3 and BSL-4 laboratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

After the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news organizations, 
including Fox News, reported about "increased confidence," again from unnamed U.S. 
officials about the Wuhan lab being the origin of the virus. On Saturday, Trump said 
China should face consequences if it was "knowingly responsible" for releasing the virus. 

The director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the lab and the 
outbreak. Also on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said evidence shows the virus 
likely originated in animals and that it was not manipulated or constructed in a laboratory. 

LeDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

"There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of intentional genetic 
engineering and that it almost certainly originated from nature, given its high similarity to 
other known bat-associated coronaviruses," LeDuc said. 

John Wayne Ferguson: 409-683-5226; john.ferguson@galvnews.com or on Twitter @johnwferguson. 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 
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WhatsApp 

SMS 

Email 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, 
Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgraimer@UTMI3.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc 
essentially said that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety redundancies that the lab there and 
the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter "You do your best 
to prevent it. All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of safety redundancies...it would be 
foolish to say that there are no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he hadn't seen the 
cables and could not speak to that specifically. 

Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc provided some 
good explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is important because we want 
everyone to be safe and no one wants to have an accident or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W. 
From: Microsoft Outlook[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MICROSOFTEXCHANGE329E71EC88AE4615BBC36AB6CE41109E1F8FAAA8] 
Sent: Sat 5/18/2019 10:01:52 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Undeliverable: Global biocontainment labs 
Global biocontainment labs 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

Newman, Carl I. D. CIV (carL ne, ,'n rrà dna [1111) 
Your message couldn't be delivered. Despite repeated attempts to deliver your message, querying the Domain 
Name System (DNS) for the recipient's domain location information failed. 

For more information and tips to fix this issue see this article: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?Linkld=389361. 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 

Generating server: BYAPRO2MB5064.namprd02.prod.outlook.corn 
Receiving server: BYAPRO2MB5064.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 

carl.newman@dtra.mil 
5/18/2019 3:01:52 PM - Server at BYAPRO2MB5064.namprd02.prod.outlook.com returned '550 5.4.312 Message expired, DNS query 
failed(InfoNoRecords)' 
5/18/2019 2:51:52 PM - Server at dtra.mil (0.0.0.0) returned '450 4.4.312 DNS query failed [Message—InfoNoRecords] 
[LastAttemptedServerName—dtra.mil] [SN1NAMO1FT045.eop-nam01.prod.protection.outlook.corni(InfoNoRecords)' 

Original message headers: 

DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; 
d=liveutmb.onmicrosoft.com; s=selector2-liveutmb-onmicrosoft-com; 
h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-SenderADCheck; 
bh=PeVGHNbJJ2V24CbEZT9ZY2hN+VQYJng+vPFwhiHt7KU=; 

b=ACTVYJgON7tfkDroHHDvfMTOarEMQHmdxXePGTOeLVqttaMRVEhw64MuQc2a1JMBztA0i1/2bHad+17RXel4YbnN5HSF3ZtLaMvQV 
wb9/kneIFZFiumqAo7dEYWr4IC28hxliMuszOG9HhUQRzSoXX8EDzbgvFHZ1w/d3JqePsHw= 
Received: from BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com (52.135.237.26) by 
BYAPRO2MB5064.namprd02.prod.outlook.com (20.176.253.225) with Microsoft SMTP 
Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 
15.20.1900.17; Fri, 17 May 2019 14:56:25 +0000 

Received: from BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 
((fe80::44b0:3b01:9049:1e6c]) by BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 
((fe80::44b0:3b01:9049:1e6c%7]) with mapi id 15.20.1900.010; Fri, 17 May 2019 
14:56:25 +0000 
From: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
To: "Newman, Carl I. D. CIV" <carl.newman@dtra.mil> 
Subject: Global biocontainment labs 
Thread-Topic: Global biocontainment labs 
Thread-Index: AdUMvcYWZpRjVeYgQa00YcUk9UnmWg== 
Date: Fri, 17 May 2019 14:56:25 +0000 
Message-ID: <BYAPRO2MB4325B3EA9CFC142F2F61C727C8OBO@BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com> 
Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
authentication-results: spf=none (sender IP is ) 
smtp.mailfrom=jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; 
x-originating-ip: [129.109.36.62] 
x-ms-publictraffictype: Email 
x-ms-office365-filtering-correlation-id: fffca2de-78ca-453b-c2da-08d6dad7d59d 
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x-microsoft-antispam: 
BCL:0;PCL:0;RULEID: (2390118) (7020095)(4652040) (8989299) (4534185) (4627221) (201703031133081) (201702281549 
075) (8990200)(5600141) (711020) (4605104) (2017052603328) (49563074) (7193020);SRVR:BYAPRO2MB5064; 
x-ms-traffictypediagnostic: BYAPRO2MB5064: 
x-ms-exchange-purlcount: 2 
x-microsoft-antispam-prvs: 
<BYAPRO2MB506429527CE17151FE6489E5C8OBO@BYAPRO2MB5064.namprd02.prod.outlook.com> 
x-ms-oob-tic-oobclassifiers: OLM:10000; 
x-forefront-prvs: 0040126723 
x-forefront-antispam-report: 
SFV:NSPM;SFS:(10019020) (366004) (346002) (39860400002) (136003) (376002) (396003) (199004) (189003) (6506007) (7 
116003) (256004) (8936002) (7696005) (5024004) (786003) (316002) (6436002) (81156014) (71190400001) (54896002) (96 
86003) (81166006) (86362001) (6916009) (9326002) (88552002) (102836004) (55016002) (71200400001) (6306002) (29060 
02)(8676002) (99286004) (68736007) (478600001) (7736002) (74316002) (186003) (66066001) (26005) (53936002) (52536 
014) (5660300002) (66616009) (76116006) (33656002) (66446008) (14454004) (64756008) (66946007)(3846002)(6116002 
) (790700001) (75432002) (486006) (476003) (66476007) (3480700005) (66556008) (25786009) (73956011) (99936001);DI 
R:OUT;SFP:1102;SCL:1;SRVR:BYAPRO2MB5064;H:BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com;FPR:;SPF:None;LANG:en 
;PTR:InfoNoRecords;A:0;MX:1; 
received-spf: None (protection.outlook.com: UTMB.EDU does not designate 
permitted sender hosts) 
x-ms-exchange-senderadcheck: 1 
x-microsoft-antispam-message-info: 
ugJJr92SznirOwUAFPFtga3glEt+MIjpX0M6yag5ofvhTJ+Nx3kTLjk+7QxNLRrWmlufgjedPL8JATDtaaMuBNZpyczudAZz24m+LbF 
II7k7HswCYwxwL6OUzs/bFv175LdNwzrDdQJ/5S9GM/DM1nOuDBvIvcuOXSpfYMnGtw9TD32J7+Yd8e7KgGjusF/+004eGOOcA9QN3A 
Rc80oCdwuAEBiEHDo8reXVVkB2oWnm+QVufctdZSWSMGQZR5WimWoDsy0qjZ4fbhtojxNH9wBwd2iskXqKhVPTUPN8y92YXEE2k5/wH 
GyV9HF61pMirXgg5UnVD2weMenEVOrwEgyUjgcddUXbdjmWR5yBujwz9tiyWbN6hoj2128iUlrNYnTA7btTY5Acv5Nx3yo/+Nk8Np+h 
GDNxnXUE/ABGWz0= 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 

boundary="_004_BYAPRO2MB4325B3EA9CFC142F2F61C727C8OBOBYAPRO2MB4325namp_" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-OriginatorOrg: utmb.edu 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-Network-Message-Id: fffca2de-78ca-453b-c2da-08d6dad7d59d 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-originalarrivaltime: 17 May 2019 14:56:25.1406 
(UTC) 
X-MS-Exchange CrossTenant-fromentityheader: Hosted 
X-MS-Exchange CrossTenant-id: 7bef256d-85db-4526-a72d-31aea2546852 
X-MS-Exchange CrossTenant-mailboxtype: HOSTED 
X-MS-Exchange Transport-CrossTenantHeadersStamped: BYAPRO2MB5064 
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To: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carl.newman©dtra.mil] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/17/2019 9:56:25 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Global biocontainment labs 
Science editorial 2018.pdf 

Hi Carl, 

It's been a while; I hope this finds you well. I'm looking for a point of contact in DTRA to discuss a growing concern of mine 
regarding the global proliferation of biocontainment labs. There are now over 50 BSL4 labs either built, under construction or 
planned and there is a distinct need for sharing of best practices and safe and transparent conduct of research. I've been working 
with our US National Academy of Sciences to engage with the 3 new BSL4 labs in China and elsewhere, and I recently published an 
editorial in Science (attached) with the director of the lab in Wuhan calling for greater communications among the leadership of 
these facilities. Is this an area of interest to DTRA? We are attempting to implement a strategy that will productively engage 
international BSL4 scientists and enhance transparency of activities while helping to ensure best practices in biosafety and 
biosecurity. If you are not the appropriate POC, could you refer me to that person? 

Thanks and best regards, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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EDITORIAL 

Network for safe and secure labs 

I
he current outbreak of Ebola virus in the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo is a reminder that 
dangerous diseases exist in many corners of the 
world and that they can cause substantial human 
suffering and financial devastation locally and 
internationally. In response, institutions and na-
tions are constructing maximum biocontaininent 

laboratories (MCLs) to address these threats. MCI„s oper-
ate at the highest level of biological containment to di-
agnose, perform research on, and validate cures for life-
threatening diseases like Ebola. There are more than 50 
MCLs that are operational, under construction, or in ad-
vanced planning around the world. The global prolifera-
tion of these facilities raises 
questions about how to en-
sure their safe and secure 
operations while enhancing 
their contributions to sci-
ence and global health. One 
solution is to establish an 
MCL network that enables 
the sharing of best practices, 
collaboration, transparency, 
and exchange of specimens 
and technology. 

A multitude of challenges 
are associated with MCIs. 
Even at the idea stage, a se-
rious issue is the objection 
of local communities to the 
construction of an MCI. in 
their neighborhood. Several 
MCL operations were delayed 
or never realized because of 
public concern. Gaining com-
munity trust and support is 
therefore vital to planning and operating MC1s, so a net-
work of such labs would be valuable for sharing experi-
ences and providing guidance in these situations. 

Besides the millions of dollars that it costs to build 
a modern MCI„ there are annual operations—mainte-
nance, utility, and security—that can amount to 5 to 10% 
of the construction costs. Moreover, there is a need for 
experienced guidance and qualified oversight to ensure 
that an MCL is built and operated safely and securely. Yet, 
few such resources exist, and available training opportu-
nities are inconsistent and often costly. An MCL network 
could fill the personnel pipeline more efficiently by con-
necting experienced personnel and professional societies 
to develop standards for globally accepted training and 
create mentoring opportunities. 

"These labs handle the world's 
most dangerous pathogens..." 

Importantly, MCLs must share a culture of respon-
sibility. These labs handle the world's most dangerous 
pathogens known, and there must be safeguards to pre-
vent theft or misuse. At the same time, security must be 
balanced against mechanisms that support collaboration, 
including specimen sharing. Again, by working together 
through an MCL network to develop standards and 
guidelines, a culture of responsibility could be fortified. 

We direct a newly constructed MCL in Wuhan, China 
(Z.Y.), and an established MCL in the United States 
(J.W.L), in Galveston, Texas. In preparation for the open-
ing of the new China MCL, we engaged in short- and 
long-term personnel exchanges focused on biosafety 

training, building operations 
and maintenance, and col-
laborative scientific investi-
gations in biocontaininent 
We succeeded in transfer-
ring proven best practices 
to the new Wuhan facility. 
Both labs recently signed 
formal cooperative agree-
ments that will streamline 
future scientific and opera-
tional collaborations on dan-
gerous pathogens, although 
funding for research and the 
logistics of exchanging sped-
inens are challenges that 
we have yet to solve. Ours 
is a promising first step in 

MCL partnerships; however, 
wider national, regional, and 
international cooperation is 
needed. We benefited from 
meetings jointly sponsored by 

the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese 
National Academy of Sciences, and from World Health Or-
ganization initiatives, but stakeholders are not limited to 
human and animal health. Our partnership still requires 
input from foundations and governmental agencies that 
are involved in security, commerce, and transportation, as 
well as from the commercial sector. 

Not every country requires an MCL, but every country 
can benefit from the collaborative operation of these labs. 
We encourage existing MCLs to convene a forum that 
brings together all stakeholders to conceive of an MCL 
network so that these critical labs can tackle urgent global 
health needs safely, secureN and productively. 

-James W. Le Due and Miming Yuan 

James W. Le Duc 
is the director of the 
Galveston National 
Laboratory and 
a professor in the 
Department of 
Microbiology and 
Immunology at the 
University of Taus 
Medical Branch, 
Galveston, Texas, 
USA. jwleduc@ 
utrnb.edu 

Zhiming Yuan 
is the director 
of the Wuhan 
National Biosafety 
Laboratory of the 
Chinese Academy 
of Sciences and a 
professor at the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Wuhan, 
china. yzm@ 
whiov.cn 
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Cc: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 4/15/2020 1:13:29 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: WSJ query 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

How about your oped with Zhming? I haven' t read it lately... 

On Apr 15, 2020, at 2:00 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See note below. This is typical of the many inquiries I'm receiving as a result of the Washington Post article. Having 
the dates and programs of our past dialogue meetings since September, 2015, would be valuable as we are asked to 
comment. 

From: Donati, Jessica <jessica.dona wsjcorn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11:32 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: WSJ query 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. LeDuc, 

I hope this finds you well. I cover the State Department for the WSJ and wanted to reach out to ask for insight 
into the media reports about the Wuhan virology lab that was studying bat coronaviruses. 

I understand the Wuhan lab was working with the Galveston National Laboratory, and I was wondering if you 
or one of your colleagues might be able to speak about the partnership. 

Thanks and best, 
Jessica 

Reporter 
The Wall Street Journal 
CelUSignal +1 240 281 0174 
@jessdonati 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy 
Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Fran Sharples (FSharples@nas.edu)[FSharples@nas.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Thur 5/14/2020 11:48:02 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Draft topics for future collab from Day 2 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Jim - Thanks for doing this task. 

I know they have found viral RNA, but didn't catch that there was infectious virus. Maybe Fran will be able to extract from 
the transcript. I couldn't understand all that she said. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 11:44 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Fran Sharples (FSharples@nas.edu) <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Draft topics for future collab from Day 2 

Please see attached and modify as needed. I'm sure I missed some important comments. 

Did Dr Shi from Wuhan say that they found infectious virus in sperm among those in convalescence? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 4/22/2020 9:30:31 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: On Behalf of Christian Brechot - interview request - Le Point - investigation on Wuhan P4 Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

This is an interesting question I have wondered about... 
- My main angle is trying to understand why France, after investing a lot in the french-chinese cooperation agreement and 
helping China to build the P4 Lab, didn't develop any scientific collaboration, that would have been very useful in this 
pandemic especially. 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 9:43 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

- My main angle is trying to understand why France, after investing a lot in the french-chinese cooperation 
agreement and helping China to build the P4 Lab, didn't develop any scientific collaboration, that would have 
been very useful in this pandemic especially. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 4/15/2020 9:29:55 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Summarizing China bio interactions to address USG questions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Dave, Raymond, 
Given the questions that are swirling in Washington (and I guess elsewhere) and the possibility that we'll be asked by people in the 
U.S. government, Ben and I thought it would be prudent to work up a brief set of talking points that address some of those 
questions. Just to be clear, we're being asked these questions by people outside or at the margins of government now, but not yet 
by people in government. 
If you can find some time, please take a look at these and correct errors, add important points, and improve this any way you see 
fit. 
Thanks. 
Micah 

1. An NASEM group that includes Academy members and other top-flight American researchers, current and former 
directors of BSL-4 labs, former CDC, and former uniform military biodefense experts, has met with China's BSL-4 lab 
directors and other Chinese experts four times over about four and a half years. These meetings were organized as part 
of a U.S. - China bilateral dialogue focused on infectious disease research, the challenges of combating emerging 
infections, and laboratory safety and security. The next meeting was planned for April in the Wuhan area, but was 
postponed. 

2. In 2017 the NASEM group visited the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) BSL-4 lab (but not the downtown CCDC facility 
or its reported BSL-2 facility) before research in the BSL-4 laboratory spaces began. The BSL-4 is a French design and 
French engineers helped with design and construction. The facility was impressive; as modern as anything the U.S. has. 
The NASEM team was also impressed with the quality of the research presented during the dialogue meeting. 

3. The dialogue focused on infectious diseases of concern to China and the United States, on best practices for 
management of BSL-4 labs, including biosafety and biosecurity, as well as the research going on in them. NASEM thinks 
it is important to foster and encourage the best management and safety and security standards of laboratories working 
with the most dangerous pathogens. Connecting labs through research and training partnerships helps ensure best 
practices and also provides some transparency into their work. A collaboration was established between the WIV and 
with the University of Texas Galveston National Lab and there was good connectivity. 

4. Scientists at the Wuhan BSL-4 do cutting-edge research on the nature and evolution of zoonotic coronaviruses, 
including bat-borne coronaviruses. This has been seen as important work, especially following the SARS outbreak. 

5. Unlike many Chinese institutes, the WIV is open to international collaborations, with visitors and joint research. Many 
of the meetings and exchanges are listed on their website. 

6. Accidents can happen anywhere, but the NASEM experts who visited had no reason to think it was more likely at the 
Wuhan BSL-4 than at many other operational BSL-4s around the world. In fact, it was probably less likely. They had no 
basis to judge the BSL-2, and they generally feel that it is harder to get a laboratory acquired infection, and especially 
one with offsite consequences, in a BSL-4 than in a BSL-2. 

7. NASEM is trying to continue this engagement with Chinese counterparts, but it has become difficult. The scientists 
want to continue to pursue the science in an international, collaborative way and likely have important information to 
share about the nature of SARS CoV-2, but central authorities are constraining interactions and information sharing at 
this time. 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 7:42 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;David Franz 
Cc: 'Raymond JEANLOZ';Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 
Attachments: U.S. China dialogue meetings v6.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, sounds like your session with the House subcommittee went well and I am glad to that they are generally 
supportive of engagement. assume that the subcommittee has access to the two cables cited by the wapo.) I like the 
utmb statement as well. 

Thanks for the edits. I have attached what I think is the final version of the China dialogue blurb for the NASEM website. 
Can still use the bulleted list we created last week when/if we talk about the dialogue with gov folks. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6:10 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 

Attached has some suggestions. Looks fine to me. 

I had an hour plus telecon with the House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on Oversight & Investigations to discuss the 
Washington Post article about the possible leak from WV and the State Department inspection and cable. 5-6 
participants from theft side and all engaged. I provided them with the attached summary before the meeting and we 
had a good discussion about our relationship. The NASEM-CAS ties were of interest to them and they seemed to 
appreciate our efforts at engagement. As much detail as you can provide on the posting will be useful I suspect. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:04 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwle.duc.@LJTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <eanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 
Importance: High 

1 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Dave, 

Here is the latest draft of the website text for your review. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Raymond JEANLOZ <eanloz@berkeley.edu>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowqnthenas.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; David Franz 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>
Subject: Re: NASEM China Bio discussion 

I made a new copy of the transcript of the NPR interview -- attached. 

Raymond 

On Mon, Apr 20, 2020 at 8:46 AM Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi there, 

Micah Lowenthal is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https:Thasem.zoom.ush/95438044518?pwd=1 552.136 

Password 552.1361 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https:Thasem.zoom.usitest 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 

2 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 8:04:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I heard from someone in government this evening that Senator Rubio is starting to push for AN 
investigation regarding Wuhan lab. Just found it on the web at Forbes by Kenneth Repoza. Title of article 
is "eight senators call for investigation into coronavirus origins" 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 8:57 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Shi 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm tied up until probably 2pm EDT. Let me give this a little more thought and suggest an approach. 
Micah 

 Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9:28 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Shi 

Given all the attention to Dr Shi and the Wuhan lab, I think it would benefit our efforts to have some publically available 
links that shows our sustained engagement. Can we at least post the agenda and titles of the dialogue? Or are the 
reports to our sponsors available publically? We created a unique science-based exchange that is very relevant today; 
we just need to find a way to share what we have accomplished. Added Dave for his perspective/comments. 

Let me know if you want to discuss. I'm free from about 10:30 am CT--or at least less busy! 

Thanks, Jim 

 Original Message 
From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10:07 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Shi 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

They are not posted on the web, we can't post them on the NAS website because they are reports from the dialogue and 
do not undergo review. The Wuhan meeting reports were on the WIV website for a while and I had links to those but the 
links were removed sometime in the last year or so. 
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Micah do you have thoughts? I wrote the memo about Dr. Shi's statements at the dialogue meetings to show that she 
has been warning about a coronavirus pandemic for years but the statements and the document would most certainly 
be taken out of context if posted on the web. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

 Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 9:39 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Shi 

Ben, are the abstracts or agendas from our NAS-CAS dialogue available on the academy website? Given today's story it 
would be good to have them accessible to show that Dr Shi had been warning about the possibility of a novel 
coronavirus for some time. Please send me the link if available. 

Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanloz[jeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.pwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 4/21/2020 5:55:33 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: NASEM China Bio discussion 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
nd know the content is safe. 

Your UTMB piece is helpful in describing the geography Jim. Dave 

On Apr 21, 2020, at 6:09 PM, LeDuc, James W. <j_wleducaUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached has some suggestions. Looks fine to me. 

I had an hour plus telecon with the House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on Oversight & Investigations to discuss the 
Washington Post article about the possible leak from WIV and the State Department inspection and cable. 5-6 
participants from their side and all engaged. I provided them with the attached summary before the meeting and we 
had a good discussion about our relationship. The NASEM-CAS ties were of interest to them and they seemed to 
appreciate our efforts at engagement. As much detail as you can provide on the posting will be useful I suspect. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:04 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 
Importance: High 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Dave, 

Here is the latest draft of the website text for your review. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Raymond JEANLOZ <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; David Franz 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: NASEM China Bio discussion 

I made a new copy of the transcript of the NPR interview -- attached. 

Raymond 

On Mon, Apr 20, 2020 at 8:46 AM Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 
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Hi there, 

Micah Lowenthal is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or 
Android: http_s://nasem.zoom.us/j/95438044518?pw 

Password 552.136 
552.136 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.usttest 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or 
damages arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. 
If you do not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 

<U.S. China dialogue meetings v5-jwl.docx><Media Statement UTMB and WIV-4-20-20.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanioneanioz@berkeley.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 3:53:21 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Statement from UTMB 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Looks ok to me. d 

On Apr 16, 2020, at 4:31 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See attached, FYI. This is about to be released in response to numerous inquiries. 

Let me know if you have comments or suggestions/concerns. The Fox News stories are terrifying, btw. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<GNL and WIV-DRAFT Statement 4.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 4/25/2020 10:57:20 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Ellen N 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

I had a nice visit with her on background yesterday afternoon. Talked about a number of things including press's lack of 
clarity about what 'lab' one is talking about when discussing WIV. Also the State Dept visitors "Jan 2018". My suspicion 
after visiting with her about the DoS guys is that they got their idea regarding 'problems' at the BSL-4 lab was from what 
Zhiming told them they needed at that time, NOT from what they observed. 

Note below that they appear not to have gone hot in September of '17 

References this article from September 2017 saying that the lab would go hot later that year but not specific date 
mentioned: http://www.sixthtone.com/news/1000921/in-fight-against-diseases%2C-china-to-open-top-safety-biology-lab 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 11:25 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Shi, Pei yang 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Tracking Down the Origin of the Wuhan Coronavirus 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Well that was a wild ride. So much dramatic music. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 11:39 AM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FW: Tracking Down the Origin of the Wuhan Coronavirus 

Watch the video if you haven't seen it already. 

Jim 

From: Watts, Doug <ciwatts2@utep.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 10:37 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwieclimPUTNIB.EDI.i>
Subject: FW: Tracking Down the Origin of the Wuhan Coronavirus 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim. 

I hope you and family are doing well in these troubling times, couldn't find your email address when I sent this 
information to others at UTMB — watch this video, certainly very ugly food for thought 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bXWGxhd7ic 

All the best and stay safe 

Doug 
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To: Charles W. Rice (cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice©ksu.edu]; davidrfranz©gmail.com[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman©med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Mormile, Melanie 
R.[mmormile@mst.edu]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry©STJUDE.ORG] 
Cc: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker©asmusa.org]; Gabel, Lauren[LGabel©asmusa.org]; 
Corby,Amalia[ACorby©asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 2/7/2020 12:17:33 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: 2/7 ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear PSAC members, 

Microbiology is front and center as nCov2019 continues to make headlines. The outbreak has been the subject of Congressional 
hearings and even a brief mention in the President's State of the Union address. This Monday, the fiscal year (FY) 2021 budget and 
appropriations process officially kicks off, as we expect to see, at a minimum, a "top-line" budget proposal from the President. It is 
possible that agency-specific details may be released over the coming weeks. White House Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) Acting Director Russ Vought will testify before the House Budget Committee next Wednesday. 

ASM engages Congress on the nCov2019, House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee holds hearing on the outbreak 

With heightened Congressional interest in outbreaks and emergency preparedness, we have been proactive in sharing science-
based information and resources with Congressional offices. On Wednesday, the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Asia, the 
Pacific, and Nonproliferation held a hearir, on the coronavirus outbreak and response. ASM issued a statement in conjunction with 
the hearing, which featured experts from Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security, the Rand Corporation, and the Obama 
Administration. The Subcommittee is chaired by Rep. Ami Bera (D-CA), a physician, and the ranking member is Rep. Ted Yoho (R-
FL), a veterinarian, who both employed their medical knowledge in their questioning. Given the purview of the Subcommittee, the 
hearing focused less on science and more on communications, best practices for containing the outbreak, and the role of diplomacy 
with the Chinese. Members of Congress present and the witnesses appeared to be in alignment, however, that science should 
guide action, and there likely will be a need for an emergency supplemental funding bill to address the outbreak. We are keeping a 
close eye on these and related developments, and we will continue to engage with Members of Congress and their staff on this 
important issue. 

PCAST meets to review progress on key focal areas 

The President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST 1 met this week. The 3genda included updates from the four 
PCAST subcommittees, as well as continued discussion around the areas identified as the "five industries of the future:" (1) artificial 
intelligence (Al); (2) quantum information science; (3) wireless communications; (4) biotechnology; and, (5) advanced 
communications. This meeting focused on Al, quantum science, and convergence across the five areas. 

Al and quantum are seen as creating new frontiers for other industries because these mechanisms create opportunities to generate 
and analyze vast quantities of data. The national laboratories were provided as an example of federal assets that can be further 
leveraged to work with both academia and private industry to stimulate further advances. Council members raised concerns about 
maintaining U.S. leadership in safety and ethical standards while leading in scientific discovery, and it was generally agreed that 
both goals are necessary and important. Although biotechnology was not a main topic of this week's meetings, members discussed 
the fragmentation of biotech and raised the possibility of suggesting a National Biotechnology Laboratory to provide leadership in 
certain key areas. These include our understanding of biological and chemical transformations within cells, how climate change 
interacts with the biosphere, and how we can leverage renewable energy sources to address the increasing amount of energy 
needed to support all five industries of the future. 

PCAST subcommittees are preparing reports with further details of their deliberations. The first two reports are expected to outline 
non-federal contributions to science and industry and opportunities of convergence, and we will share the reports as they become 
available. 

Engineering Biology Research and Development Act advances to Senate 

Last year, ASM expressed support for the Engineering Biology Research and Development Act (H.R. 4373), which passed the House 
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at the end of last year. The goals of this legislation include the creation of a national initiative to advance engineering biology, and 
provisions to strengthen the ability to translate scientific discoveries into tools, technologies, and therapies. These goals align with 
ASM's priorities given the multidisciplinary nature of the field, and the bill's support for cross-agency collaboration. At their 
request, ASM met with the staff of Sen. Ed Markey (D-MA) this week to discuss his plans to introduce a companion bill to H.R. 
4373. Senate staff reached out to ASM and requested our help in pushing it forward on the Senate side. Sen. Markey is partnering 
with Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) on the legislation, which they hope to introduce soon pending a Republican cosponsor. We will 
keep you posted on these developments. 

House Appropriations Committee explores the role of the Department of Energy in advancing biomedical science 

This week, the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development held a hearin- to highlight the role of the 
Department of Energy (DOE) research in advancing human health. The committee invited a trio of esteemed scientists to share 
their experience working on projects supported by DOE Office of Science. Nobel laureate and former NIH Director Dr. Harold 
Varmus noted past scientific discoveries fueled by DoE research and discussed the possibilities of further understanding cancer 
outcomes through high-performance computing. Other researchers shared advances in studying and understanding the human 
brain, and the use of DoE funded synchrotrons to advance drug and device development. Members of Congress and the panelists 
also discussed the need for coordination on these projects, particularly between NIH and DoE, which have vastly different cultures 
and funding. The hearing suggests Congressional interest in the benefits of cross-agency research funding, which could in turn 
provide opportunities for areas of the microbial sciences, including microbiome. 

House Republicans introduce legislation to strengthen the science and technology workforce 

Last week, Rep. Frank Lucas (R-OK), the ranking member of the House Science, Space, and Technology Committee, and his 
Republican colleagues on the Committee introduced the "Securing American Le.3dership in Science and Technology Act." Among 
other promising provisions, the legislation requires a National Science and Technology Strategy and lays out a 10-year plan for 
doubling federal investment in research funding authorizations (allowed funding) for the National Science Foundation, the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the DoE Office of Science. Lucas's staff informed ASM that his primary goal upon 
introducing the bill was to lay out a Republican vision for advancing basic science in a number of areas. ASM is reviewing the bill to 
ensure it aligns with ASM priorities. Congressional staff for both the majority and the minority have expressed a committed to 
continue working together on science and technology workforce issues, although their priorities and approach may differ at times. 
ASM met with both majority and minority committee staff in early February, and will continue to work closely with the committee. 

ASM responds to RFI on the Research Environment 

ASM submitted its •- sponse to a request for information (RFI) issued by the Joint Committee on the Research Environment 
(JCORE). The responses focuses on three areas outlined in the RFI: (1) rigor and integrity in research; (2) security of the research 
and technology enterprise; and, (3) safety, inclusivity and equity in science. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Best, 
Allen 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Parker Jr, Gerald 
W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; Kadlec, Robert (0S/ASPR/10)[robert.kadlec@hhs.gov] 
From: Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker©cvm.tamu.edu] 
Sent: Thur 1/23/2020 1:25:30 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Brief note to facilitate call 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Conference call 1700 EST 

866-713-2977 

Participant code 1587894 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 1:29 PM 

To: James W. LeDuc; Parker Jr, Gerald W; Kadlec, Robert (OS/ASPR/10) 

Subject: Brief note to facilitate call 

Colleagues, 

Here's a one-pager, actually narrowed to about 1/4 page which summarizes what Jim and I have been doing in China since '07. It was very slow—
essentially 'make-work' to keep conversation going until we got Jim's lab linked with Zhiming's lab (Wuhan). They have established a strong set 
of relationships. . . initially built on policy issues and now involving science as well. 

Talk soon, dave 
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To: Franz, D (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Erdman,D 
(derdman05©gmail.com)[derdman05@gmail.com]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Mark R. Denison[mark.denison©vanderbilt.edu]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin,P 
(pierrerollin2019©gmail.com)[pierrerollin2019@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 
Tesh,R(Home)[rbtesh22©gmail.comlirbtesh22©gmail.com]; Tesh, Robert B.[rtesh©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 2/13/2020 10:28:12 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Milbank 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
IVIllbank-2020-As health experts sound the alarm.pdf 

Excerpts: 

"By the way, the virus," Trump told supporters at a political rally this week. "Looks like by April, 
you know, in 
theory, when it gets a little warmer, it miraculously goes away." 
He told a meeting of governors that he "had a long talk with President Xi" of China. "He feels very 
confident. 
And he feels that, again, as I mentioned, by April or during the month of April, the heat, generally 
speaking, 
kills this kind of virus. So that would be a good thing. But we're in great shape in our country. We 
have ii, and 
the 11 are getting better. Okay?" 

Instead, Trump this week proposed cutting U.S. funding for the World Health Organization in half. 
He has also 
proposed a nearly 16 percent cut to the CDC and a nearly 8 percent cut to the National Institutes of 
Health, 
though officials say they won't cut from infectious-disease work. Trump's budget director says the 
virus isn't 
being taken into account in economic forecasts. And Trump is parroting advice from the Chinese 
regime. 

Bob Tesh sent this article over earlier. Some of you may have already received it, I apologize for any duplication. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Milbank D. (2020, 20200212 1854 EST). As health experts sound the alarm, Trump fights coronavirus with 
alternative facts. Washington Post, 

https://wvvw.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-
alternative-facts/. 
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2/13/2020 As health experts sound the alarm, Trump fights coronavirus with alternative facts - The Washington Post 

Ijctvasilinoton post 
Democracy Dies in Darkness 

As health experts sound the alarm, Trump fights 
coronavirus with alternative facts 

By Dana Milbank 

Feb. 12, 2020 at 5:54 p.m. CST 

President Trump's governing strategy is on a collision course with a novel foe. Can alternative facts stop a 

pandemic? 

Some of the nation's leading public-health experts assembled before the Senate Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs Committee on Wednesday morning with some worrisome warnings: The dangerous 

Wuhan novel coronavirus is probably already in the United States in greater numbers than we know and 

should show itself in clusters in the coming weeks. There's reason to doubt its spread will die down when the 

weather warms. And it could ultimately affect hundreds of thousands of Americans. 

But Trump has never been one to embrace expert opinion, whether on climate change or on windmill cancer. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 1/12 
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AD 

"By the way, the virus," Trump told supporters at a political rally this week. "Looks like by April, you know, in 

theory, when it gets a little warmer, it miraculously goes away." 

He told a meeting of governors  that he "had a long talk with President Xi" of China. "He feels very confident. 

And he feels that, again, as I mentioned, by April or during the month of April, the heat, generally speaking, 

kills this kind of virus. So that would be a good thing. But we're in great shape in our country. We have ii, and 

the 11 are getting better. Okay?" 

Okay! 

Maybe he's right. We should all pray that he is. But the experts have a rather different take. 

Luciana Borio, the former director for medical and biodefense preparedness at the National Security Council, 

said the number of actual cases is "much, much higher" than reported and "very concerning for a pandemic." 

She said it is "sufficiently lethal to stress severely the health-care system" and "we need to brace ourselves for 

difficult weeks or months to come. ... 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 2/12 
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AD 

"We're going to see a lot more cases in the United States in the near future." 

Julie Gerberding, former director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, said she is "very 

concerned about the prospects for long-term containment" and warned that "we simply don't have the surge 

capacity" to handle a widespread outbreak. Now is the time to be "leaning in," she said. 

And Scott Gottlieb, former commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, said there are "certainly cases 

we don't know about" in the United States, and he called for expanded testing because we're "capturing 25 

percent of cases at best." Gottlieb predicted: "We're going to see those outbreaks start to emerge in the next 

two to four weeks." 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 3/12 
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AD 

This is the time for a Manhattan Project, to put all public and private energy into vaccine and antiviral 

development, diagnostics and expanded hospital capabilities. If the worst happens, we'll be better prepared. If 

not, we'll be prepared for the next pandemic. 

Instead, Trump this week proposed cutting U.S. funding for the World Health Organization in half. He has also 

proposed a nearly 16 percent cut to the CDC and a nearly 8 percent cut to the National Institutes of Health, 

though officials say they won't cut from infectious-disease work. Trump's budget director says the virus isn't 

being taken into account in economic forecasts. And Trump is parroting advice from the Chinese regime. 

Maybe he'll also endorse North Korea's plan to fight the virus with "burdock roots." 

AD 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 4/12 
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Trump administration officials were asked to participate in the Senate hearing; they refused, instead 

cooperating in a closed briefing later with senators. 

"I'm disappointed," said the chairman, Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.). "I thought I had convinced them to come. 

... It's extremely important the public understands these things." 

Had they come, they would have heard the experts knock down Trump's claims that we're in great shape, that 

there are only ii cases here and that China has handled the outbreak well. 

Asha George, executive director of the Bipartisan Commission on Biodefense, said there are generally seven or 

eight unseen cases for every known case. "It may be hundreds of thousands of cases" here ultimately, she 

warned. 

AD 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 5/12 
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Gottlieb warned that even if the fatality rate drops from the current 2 percent to 0.2 percent, that could still "be 

quite devastating." 

As for the virus receding in warm weather, Gottlieb pointed out that there's been some spread in Singapore, 

where it's 90 degrees. 

They also cautioned that they can't be sure that current antiviral drug trials will be successful or that a vaccine 

will be available in a year. And many raw materials for drugs come from China — a gaping vulnerability. 

Johnson seemed alarmed. "This ought to be a huge wake-up call," he said, for domestic medical 

manufacturing. 

In one of the few bright points, Gottlieb (who is on Pfizer's board) said that "we probably could do this quickly 

if we wanted to" and avoid China's "critical choke-point in supply." 

AD 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 6/12 
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Alternatively, we can wait for the virus "miraculously" to disappear. 

The Washington Post is now the only place you can read my columns online. Sign up for this 

special subscription offer to keep reading. And thank you! 

Read more: 

Robert Gebelhoff: An epidemic expert: Are we past the point of containment for coronavirus? 

Richard Haass: Why the coronavirus should change the way we think about China 

David Ignatius: How the coronavirus threatens Xi's 'Chinese dream' 

John Pomfret: The coronavirus reawakens old racist tropes against Chinese people 

The Post's View: In combating coronavirus, slamming the door to China will hurt more than help 

What you need to know about coronavirus 

Updated February 13, 2020 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 7/12 
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The latest: China revised the total case numbers in Hubei province by an additional 15,000 — and raised 

the death tally by 242 after it took into account cases in which doctors are allowed to diagnose patients 

based on clinical methods. 

in the United States, the latest confirmed coronavirus patient was mistakenly discharged from a 

San Diego hospital because of a laboratory error. 

Are you in isolation or quarantine because of the coronavirus? We want to hear about it. 

Have you seen or experienced, any discrimination, racism or xenophobia connected to the ongoing 

coronavirus epidemic? Share your story. 

Mapping the spread of the new coronavirus: The United States, Germany, Sri Lanka, France, 

Cambodia, the Philippines, India, Thailand, Japan, Nepal, Hong Kong, Singapore, the United Arab 

Emirates, Canada, Vietnam, Macao and South Korea have all confirmed cases of the infection. 

What is coronavirus and how does it spread? Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses whose 

effects range from causing the common cold to triggering much more serious diseases, such as severe acute 

respiratory syndrome, or SARS. Here's what we know so far. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 8/12 
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AD 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 9/12 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 10/12 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 11/12 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/02/12/health-experts-sound-alarm-trump-fights-coronavirus-with-alternative-facts/ 12/12 
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To: Charles W. Rice (cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice©ksu.edu]; davidrfranz©gmail.com[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@guinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@guinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman©med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Mormile, Melanie 
R.[mmormile@mst.edu]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry©STJUDE.ORG] 
Cc: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker©asmusa.org]; Corby,Amalia[ACorby©asmusa.org]; 
Gabel, Lauren[LGabel©asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 1/24/2020 12:33:58 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: 1/24 ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear PSAC members, 
Although impeachment is taking center stage in Congress, work continues on Capitol Hill and in the community as 2020 gets 
underway. A main focus for ASM and our peers in the community over the past couple of weeks has been to develop funding 
recommendations for fiscal year (FY) 2021 for research and public health programs. 

Novel Coronavirus makes headlines, and ASM responds 
Dominating health headlines this week was the emergence of a novel coronavirus,nCoV201, in Wuhan, China, with cases diagnosed 
in countries around the world, including the United States. ASM has responded to this outbreak by establishing a preliminary 
resources page that will be updated as the situation unfolds and more information is learned. 

We also are sharing this information and pertinent links with Congressional staff, who have shown an interest in the topic, and on 
which Senators are being briefed this morning by the Administration. We anticipate that there could be a supplemental funding bill 
in Congress to address the threat, and will be watching the situation, looking for opportunities to advocate for additional resources 
to government entities like the CDC and NIH. We will keep you posted. 

Gearing up for the FY 21 Appropriations Fight 
The President's budget proposal is expected be released on February 10. The proposal is largely a symbolic effort outlining the 
Administration's budgetary priorities for the year. But it does serve as the official "kick off" of the annual budget and appropriations 
process on Capitol Hill. Budget hearings in the House and Senate will commence in late February and run through most of the 
spring. 

ASM works closely with coalition partners on the overall requests for individual agencies, with those overall funding levels serving 
as the "jumping off" point for advocacy on specific programs. The coalitions advocating for the National Institutes of Health (NI H) 
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have established their budget requests for the year: 

• For the NIH, ASM sits on the steering committee for the Ad Hoc Group for Medical Research, which will recommend a $3 
billion increase for the agency, for a total funding level of $44.7 billion. In addition, the Ad Hoc group will include ASM-
drafted language on antimicrobial resistance research in its advocacy materials. 

• The CDC Coalition has arrived at a recommended funding level of $8.3 billion for the agency in FY 2021. This is about a $400 
million increase over current program funding levels. 

More coalition requests are forthcoming, including those for the National Science Foundation, Agriculture and Food Research 
Initiative at the USDA, the Food and Drug Administration, and the Department of Energy Office of Science. We will share more 
information on advocacy efforts for these agencies in the next update. 

This Week in Virology features "Galveston Virus Hunters", including PSAC member Jim LeDuc 
ASM's This Week in Virology (TWIV) features PSAC's own Jim LeDuc and his colleagues talking about their work before a live 
audience when TWIV hit the road back in October 2019. Check it out here. 

CDC updates AR Investment Map 
This week, CDC released the fiscal year 2019 update to the Antibiotic Resistance (AR) Investment Map, highlighting CDC's 
investments in innovative solutions to address AR. In FY19, CDC invested more than $14 million in academic and healthcare 
innovators to discover, test, and scale up strategies to combat the emergence and spread of antibiotic resistance —totaling more 
than $125 million toward innovation since 2016. 
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As a part of these investments, CDC awarded more than $5 million in 2019 to domestic and international partners through CDC's 
Broad Agency Announcement  to find innovative approaches to addressing AR through projects that are furthering work on vaccines 
to prevent infections, adding to the knowledge base about the microbiome, and controlling the spread of resistant pathogens like 
C. auris across healthcare settings to name a few. 

National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity Meets this week 
The National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB)  meeting is underway with an agenda that includes an updated charge 
to the NSABB, a discussion of transparency and security, and a panel discussion on enhanced Potential Pandemic Pathogens (PPPs). 
ASM members Dr. Jim Le Duc and Dr. Rozanne Sandri-Goldin serve on this Board, and ASM member Dr. Vincent Racaniello was part 
of the panel discussion. Of particular interest was that the ASM's journal policy on Gain of Function (GoF) and PPP manuscripts, 
introduced by Dr. Sandri-Goldin. Our policy was shown to align with NSABB recommendations and it was recommended that the 
policy should be followed by other journals. The meeting continues today with a panel discussion on community engagement on 
pathogen research. 

National Academies Releases Report on Safeguarding the Bioeconomy 
The National Academies' new Consensus Study Report "Safeguarding the Bioeconomy" was released on January 14. The report 
provides a series of recommendations to quantify, coordinate, protect, and invest in the bioeconomy, starting with a broad 
definition that includes all disciplines driving research and innovation in the life sciences and biotechnology. The Committee 
included representatives from diverse scientific disciplines. The report can be accessed at: http://nas-
sites.oradels/studies/bioeconomvi. 

This report is timely given the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy's (OSTP) focus on ways to advance the 
bioeconomy, and interest from Congress in legislation to promote it. You will recall that last October, Stefano Bertuzzi and Tim 
Donohue represented ASM at the White House Bioeconomy Summit, and ASM submitted comments to OSTP on the topic in 
response to a request for information. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Best, 
Allen 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 
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To: Carter Mecher[cmecher@charter.net]; to: Dr. Eva Lee[eva.evalee.lee64@gmail.com]; William 
Lang[wlang@worldclinic.com]; cc: Jerry Mothershead[jmothershead@patronusmedical.com]; Richard 
Hatchett[richard.hatchett@cepi.net]; Richard Tubb[bg.richard.tubb@gmail.com]; Dr. Eva K Lee[evalee-gatech@pm.me]; McDonald, 
Eric[Eric.McDonald@sdcounty.ca.gov]; Caneva, Duane[duane.caneva@hq.dhs.gov]; Mark Keim, MD MBA[mark@disasterdoc.org]; 
Jerry Mothershead[1974usna@gmail.com]; Tom Bossert[tom.bossert@me.com]; Rob Darling, MD[rdarling@patronusmedical.com]; 
Callahan, Michael V.,M.D.[MVCALLAHAN@mgh.harvard.edu]; Madad, Syra[syra.madad@nychhc.org]; Baric, Ralph 
S[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; Hanfling, Dan[DHanfling@iqt.org]; McGinn, Tom[Tom.McGinn@hq.dhs.gov]; Gruber,David 
(DSHS)[David.Gruber@dshs.texas.gov]; Ciottone,Gregory (HMFP - Emergency Medicine)[gciotton@bidmc.harvard.edu]; 
reddawn@mphise.us[reddawn@mphise.us]; Arthur Kellermann[arthur.kellermann@usuhs.edu]; Jamison 
Day[jamison.day@gmail.com]; Logan, Linda L[Ilogan@cvm.tamu.edu]; Venkayya, Rajeev[rajeev.venkayya@takeda.com]; Eastman, 
Alexander[alexander.eastman@hq.dhs.gov]; Mansoura, Monique K.[mmansoura@mitre.org]; James Lawler[jvlawler92@gmail.com]; 
LLogandakar[llogandakar@gmail.com]; Walters, William (STATE.GOV)[walterswa2@state.gov]; Parker Jr, Gerald 
W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; Kevin Montgomery[kevin@collaborate.org]; DC[michelle.colby@usda.gov]; Matthew JtClVtUSARMY 
(USA)[matthew.j.hepburn.civ@mail.mill; Andy Desjardins, MD[adesjardins@patronusmedical.com]; Fantinato, Jessica 
(USDA.GOV)[jessica.fantinato@usda.gov]; Martin, Greg (state.gov)[MartinGJ@state.gov]; Ryan 
Morhard[Ryan.Morhard@weforum.org]; Borio, Luciana[LBorio@iqt.org]; KAUSHIK, SANGEETA[sangeeta.kaushik@hq.dhs.gov]; 
CHRISTOPHER ALLEN[chrisallen_10@msn.com]; Cordts, Jerome (CTR)[jerome.cordts@associates.hq.dhs.gov]; Schnitzer, Jay 
J.[jschnitzer@mitre.org]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; HARVEY, MELISSA[melissa.harvey@hq.dhs.gov]; Larry 
G[PadgetLG@state.gov]; Ignacio, Joselito[joselito.ignacio@fema.dhs.gov]; David[DMarcozzi@som.umaryland.edu]; Hassell, David 
(Chris) (0S/ASPR/10)[David.Hassell@hhs.gov]; Will Gaskins[will.gaskins@efiia.com]; Lauren 
Johnston[ljohnston@patronusmedical.com]; Steven Jt(tCHFStDPH )[steven.stack@ky.gov]; HAMILTON, 
CAMERON[cameron.hamilton@hq.dhs.gov]; Wade, David[david.wade@hq.dhs.gov]; Lewis Hofmann[lewhof@mac.com]; 
WILKINSON, THOMAS[THOMAS.WILKINSON@hq.dhs.gov]; WOLFE, HERBERT[HERBERT.WOLFE@hq.dhs.gov]; 
CharitytA@CDPH[Charity.Dean@cdph.ca.gov]; Marinissen, Maria (HHS/OS/OGA)[Maria.Marinissen@hhs.gov]; Sutter, 
Mark[mark.sutter@hq.dhs.gov]; McLeod James[jmcleod@patronusmedical.com]; Wine G.C.[gcwine@patronusmedical.com]; Dan 
Carlin[dcarlin@worldclinic.com]; Krohmer, Jon (NHTSA)jjon.krohmer@dot.gov]; Hart,Alexander (APHMFP - Emergency Medicine 
)[ahart1@bidmc.harvard.edu]; You, Edward H. (WMD) (FBI)[ehyou@fbi.gov] 
From: Richard Tubb[bg.richard.tubb@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 5/2/2020 7:36:43 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: COVOD G6PD deficiency and oxidative stress—an endothelial basis for disease...and treatment 
imageOlpect 
imageajpect 
62b17ae0-3076-456b-9238-8818d3908773.ono 
t. 6PDd and COVID Observations-4.13.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

 Forwarded message 
From: Richard Tubb <bg.richard.tubb@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, May 2, 2020 at 8:34 AM 
Subject: Fwd: COVOD G6PD deficiency and oxidative stress—an endothelial basis for disease... and treatment 
To: bg.richard.tubb <bg.richard.tubb@gmail.com>

All,( Long note of pieced together forward emails regarding theory of COVID as an endothelial 
disease initiated by oxidative stress with significant hat tip to Dr. Seheult of Medcram.com.) 
Again, no need to respond. If nothing else, just look at the screen shot that follows. 

A follow up on my G6PD deficiency observation in COVID. Have added a few people but moved everybody 
to bcc since I didn't ask your permission. That said, feel free to forward as you see fit. 

(Briefly, for those new to this, a while back I raised the question as to whether people with G6PD deficiency 
were at increased risk of the worst manifestations of COVID 19, and if so did it suggest a final common 
pathway to destruction, or even a common beginning. I won't belabor it beyond that, but if you want me to 
forward the earlier email, I will do so.) 

For now, if you're wondering whether to read the rest of this, look at the screenshot first then decide.). I 
welcome your thoughts. 
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Increasingly I believe some of the worst manifestations of COVID are best explained by endothelial disorder 
brought about by oxidative stress via reactive oxygen species. 

If that is the case, it might explain what the intensivists have noted about managing what often looks like 
ARDS but all too often doesn't behave like ARDS. 

Epidemiologically (and by observation) it might also explain why the Comorbid conditions Presenting the 
greatest risks for the worst outcome—obesity, obesity, obesity, diabetes, hypertension, and coronary artery 
disease (and I believe if it was looked for, we would also add NAFLD/NASH)—all conditions thought to be 
associated with oxidative stress. What we don't see as clear of an association, for a presumed respiratory 
disease, is COPD, RAD, or tobacco use. 

With that foundation, if you quickly review the highlighted sections in the attached screenshot of a dated 
paper, you will find a possible pathophysiological explanation for an apparent association between COVID19 
and G6PD deficiency—increased oxidative stress and inactivated nitric oxide resulting in endothelial disease. 

(Although he hasn't yet drawn the link between COVID and G6PDd, an interim doctor MedCram.com is 
speaking to the endothelial hypothesis, and is the origin of the screen shot as noted). Dr. Seheult view 
episodes 61, 63, 65 (as of this date 5/2; more to follow i am certain) 

Again, no need to reply. Somebody smarter than me is undoubtedly working on it (maybe the medcram 
doctor will talk about it in next episode). 

Thank you for all that you all do. 

V/R 

Dick Tubb 

PS 

PS—it would be easy epidemiologically and then by rapid diagnostic test or central lab test to identify those with G6PD 
deficiency. 

Why is it IMPORTANT? 

Doing so might help validate an endothelial basis for what I call a COVID crisis (ala cytokine Storm, ARDS, and 
respiratory, circulatory, and thrombotic collapse)...and there bye direct a treatment. 

If validated, it would help to alert at risk communities, a focus of the President—e.g. African American, African-Caribbean-
American, and Mediterranean Americans, and those known to be G6PD deficient—both for the ravages of COVID (and the 
need to reprioritize self isolation), and if ever treated with chloroquine. 

It would also identify individuals with oxidative stress mediated disease to redouble their remedial efforts. 
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PSS 

I would strongly encourage you to look at the 15' video below (and ideally the two related episodes preceding it—you have 
to register but it's free and they don't send you stuff). It's pretty thick pchem but it all makes total sense to me, explains 
many things heretofore unexplained about COVID (and your work with HCQ), identifies those at risk, and points the way to 
a treatment (??? ACE, NAD+, niacinamide/nicotine, certain diets, nitric oxide active medications, etc). 

https://www.mcdcram.com/coursesitakeicoronavirus-outbreak-symptoms-treatment/lessons/1 2463438-update-65-covid-19-
and-oxidative-stress-prevention-risk-factors 
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Figure 1 

Dietary imake patterns affect human health state. High-carbohydrate and an 

animal-based protein dim and excessive fat consumption will eventually 

lead to obesity as well as other obesity-related diseases such as 

Poye z ,o.fi )1. 

Sent from my iPad 

Richard J. Tubb, MD 
Brigadier General (retired) 
White House Physician Emeritus 
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Update 65: COVID-19 and Oxidative Stress (Prevention & Risk Factors) 

g002S4p0o0;32(5-6)16940 

Abstract Send to 

Oxidative stress in endothelial cell dysfunction and thrombosis. 
.osrai7o J1. 

+ Author information 

Abstract 
Er idottiatial dyefuncition (&O) is the eartiest pher otypic change in the vasculature following ex 
atherothrombotic risk factors. ECD is associated with decreased synthesis and increa ' ative inacti ion of 

nitric oxide (NO). Critical antioxidant enzymes essential for eliminating reactive o gen species that can in tivate 

NO include the superoxide dismutases, the glutathione peroxidases, catalase, a cArres.-e4-phosphs 

dtfitydrOgenase4 Defidencies of these enzymes increase °kir:lett:hie stress an NO mau   ;iuctlf can 
A  

eithil* lead to -E.C:D or adsount-tbrthe Undertying mechanism of ECD associated with: a -given atherothrOrnbatic risk 
factor, Selected antioxidants improve intracellular reclox state and reverse ECD by improving the bloavailability of 
NO. These observations provide mechanistic insights into the molecular basis of ECD in vascular disease and its 

treatment. 

MID: 13679676 DO: 101159/000073600 

[indexed for MEDLINE] Free full text 

COMPLETE & CONTINUE 
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dtfitydrOgenase4 Defidencies of these enzymes increase °kir:lett:hie stress an NO mau   ;iuctlf can 
A  

eithil* lead to -E.C:D or adsount-tbrthe Undertying mechanism of ECD associated with: a -given atherothrOrnbatic risk 
factor, Selected antioxidants improve intracellular reclox state and reverse ECD by improving the bloavailability of 
NO. These observations provide mechanistic insights into the molecular basis of ECD in vascular disease and its 

treatment. 

MID: 13679676 DO: 101159/000073600 

[indexed for MEDLINE] Free full text 

COMPLETE & CONTINUE 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 8/28/2019 4:39:51 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: CISAC SWOT analysis 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Sure. I had a long talk with Micah yesterday. Mostly about my current study but a bit about the call. I think this would 
encourage him. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 28, 2019, at 5:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Good additions. Should we share with those on the call? 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2019 4:02 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: CISAC SWOT analysis 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Excellent Jim! I think it's a great idea. I made a few suggestions in red. A couple may be inappropriate or 
poorly worded; feel free not to use. Also importantly, I was easily able to spot you handsome young guys in 
the photo. Thanks! dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Aug 28, 2019, at 4:24 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dave, I started on the attached SWOT analysis following yesterday's CISAC call. Please take a look and 
add items as you see fit. I think we should be proposing a big, multi-million dollar, multi-year set of 
activities that builds on the natural linkage between the NAS and other Academies of Science to 
systematically address biothreats. The elements of the strategy could build around the proliferation of 
biocontainment labs (and biosafety/biosecurity) and the rapidly changing scope of technological 
advancement that represent new opportunities/challenges in this space. We should budget for an 
adequate staff to do it properly. We've been hampered by thinking small while our competition (JHU, 
NTI) has gone big. Given our successes with China, we might actually try to partner with CAS.... 

I didn't share with others but we could if you think there's value in the approach. 

Also attached is a classic photo from 1986 in Wuhan when Jim Meegan and I spoke at a virology 
conference. We do have some history in the area! Jim is retiring at the end of the month from NIH. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
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Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<JMN4 in China 1986.pdf><NAS CISAC SWOT analysis-2019.docx> 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Fri 7/12/2019 5:07:07 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Kunming update 

Thanks, Ben 
Have a good weekend! 
Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2019 5:06 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Kunming update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I have also been out some this week. Working on the letter, it would be wise for us to formalize the NASEM - CAS dialogue 
relationship at this meeting so I am trying to incorporate that into the note. I should have something for you over the weekend or 
on Monday. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@ EDU>
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2019 5:20 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Kunming update 

Hi Ben, 

Please let me know once you have sent the letter to Dr. Chunli Bai, President of CAS. I will then follow up with Zhiming. 

Thanks. 

Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2019 12:17 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Kunming update 

I have been out all last week; have we had a follow up teleconference on this? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmal 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2019 8:00 AM 
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To: Shi, Pei yong <,—, „CDUTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Kunming update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Pei-yong! It sounds like you have done what you can re. Kunming. I'm in La Jolla today, in meetings 9-5. Fly out at 0800 
(pacific) in the morning. Free before that, should you all want to do a call. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jul 1, 2019, at 5:15 AM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dear all, 

Sorry for the slow update. Here is the current status. 

1. After two emails to Dr. Qihan Li, General Director of the Kunming Institute, I have not heard anything back 
from him. I also consulted with Zhiming about the Kunming situation. The feedback is to move onto the next 
plan. 
2. I spoke to Zhiming this weekend. He remains very interested in hosting the next joint meeting in Hubei 
province. The location could be in a city nearby Wuhan (so that we could discuss science and collaborations in a 
more relaxed place). If so, we need to act on the following. 

a. Send a request letter to Dr. Chunlin Bai, President of CAS, for the US NAS and China CAS joint meeting. 
b. Emphasize the next meeting on collaboration and partnership on biosafety and biosecurity between 
the two academies and scientists. Avoid BSL-4 facility as this would be viewed a sensitive topic. 

3. For the manuscript from Jim, I explained the rationale to Zhiming. Zhiming is interested in adding the 
information/viewpoints from the Chinese side to the manuscript. He will respond to Jim shortly. 

Let's discuss how we want to move. 

Best, Pei-Yong 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Mon 7/1/2019 5:04:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Kunming update 

Hi Ben, 

This would be great. Please let me know once you have send the letter to Dr. Bai. We will then follow up with Zhiming. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2019 5:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Kunming update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 

Thanks for the update and for all your work to contact Qihan Li. I suppose it's time to move on and start planning to hold the 
meeting in Wuhan or the Wuhan area. I will draft a letter to Chunlin Bai. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. < educ@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2019 11:56 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <FIRusek@nas.edu>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Kunming update 

Thanks Pei Yong. Great job. I'm sorry things are not working out for Kunming but I think they will with time. I'm out this week but 
can call in as needed. 

I did get a positive reply from Zhiming that I think you were copied on. Nothing yet from Zhigao. 

Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jul 1, 2019, at 6:15 AM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dear all, 

Sorry for the slow update. Here is the current status. 

1. After two emails to Dr. Qihan Li, General Director of the Kunming Institute, I have not heard anything back 
from him. I also consulted with Zhiming about the Kunming situation. The feedback is to move onto the next 
plan. 

2. I spoke to Zhiming this weekend. He remains very interested in hosting the next joint meeting in Hubei 
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province. The location could be in a city nearby Wuhan (so that we could discuss science and collaborations in 
a more relaxed place). If so, we need to act on the following. 

a. Send a request letter to Dr. Chunlin Bai, President of CAS, for the US NAS and China CAS joint 
meeting. 

b. Emphasize the next meeting on collaboration and partnership on biosafety and biosecurity between 
the two academies and scientists. Avoid BSL-4 facility as this would be viewed a sensitive topic. 

3. For the manuscript from Jim, I explained the rationale to Zhiming. Zhiming is interested in adding the 
information/viewpoints from the Chinese side to the manuscript. He will respond to Jim shortly. 

Let's discuss how we want to move. 

Best, Pei-Yong 
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From: Shi, Pei yong [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 

Sent: 1/3/2020 2:03:30 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. [tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU]; David Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W. 

[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
Subject: RE: Wuhan News 

I'm not sure about the nature and status of the pathogen identification, but know Wuhan Institute of Virology is working 
on it. 

Pti.-yoito 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, January 2, 2020 9:17 AM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Wuhan News 

One of our Chinese scientists sent me a cryptic note just saying that they had suspected SARS cases in Wuhan. Hope 
that the lab has nothing to do with it. 

Tom 

From: David Franz [mailto:davidrfranz@gmail.com]
Sent: 2 January, 2020 08:35 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
<tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Wuhan News 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Chinese officials probe unidentified pneumonia outbreak in Wuhan 

CID RAP 

December 31,2019 

Health officials in China are investigating the cause of a pneumonia outbreak in the city of Wuhan in Hubei province that 
has sickened 27 people and seems to be linked to a seafood market. 

Government officials in Hong Kong and Taiwan detailed what's known from mainland sources, and infectious disease 
news reporting sites such as FluTrackers, Avian Flu Diary, and ProMED Mail have been tracking official and media 
reports. 

In a statement today, Hong Kong's Centre for Health Protection (CHP), citing provincial health commission sources, said 
that, of 27 patients, 7 are in serious condition and the rest are stable. The main symptom is fever, but some patients have 
had shortness of breath. 

Wuhan health officials said the pneumonia appears to be viral and that the patients are in isolation. No obvious human-to-
human transmission has been observed, and no healthcare worker infections have been reported. 

So far, the cause of the outbreak is still under investigation. News of the outbreak triggered rumors of possible severe 
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). Virologist Leo Poon, DPhil, a SARS expert from Hong Kong University, told Radio 
Television Hong Kong (RTHK), a public broadcasting service in Hong Kong, that it's too early to say the outbreak is a 
SARS event. He added that the emergence of atypical pneumonia cases requires identifying the responsible pathogen and 
ruling out SARS or other types of coronmiruses. 
Dec 31 CHP statement 
Dec 31 RTHK report 
Dec 39 FluTrackers thread 
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Dec 31 Avian Flu Diary post
Dec 30 ProMED Mail post 

http://www.cidrap.timn.eduinews-perspective/2oto/i2/news-scan-dec-31-2019 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 4/15/2020 1:00:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: WSJ query 

See note below. This is typical of the many inquiries I'm receiving as a result of the Washington Post article. Having the dates and 
programs of our past dialogue meetings since September, 2015, would be valuable as we are asked to comment. 

From: Donati, Jessica <jessica.donati@wsj.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11:32 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: WSJ query 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. LeDuc, 

I hope this finds you well. I cover the State Department for the WSJ and wanted to reach out to ask for insight into the 
media reports about the Wuhan virology lab that was studying bat coronaviruses. 

I understand the Wuhan lab was working with the Galveston National Laboratory, and I was wondering if you or one of 
your colleagues might be able to speak about the partnership. 

Thanks and best, 
Jessica 

Reporter 
The Wall Street Journal 
CelUSignal +1 240 281 0174 
@jessdonati 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 10:07:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Rubio 

Thanks for the heads up. Clearly the topic of the day. Time to pile on and find a scapegoat. BBC 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Apr 16, 2020, at 8:04 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> I heard from someone in government this evening that Senator Rubio is starting to push for AN 
investigation regarding Wuhan lab. Just found it on the web at Forbes by Kenneth Repoza. Title of article 
is "eight senators call for investigation into coronavirus origins" 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10:07 PM 
To: zengli Shi 
Subject: Fwd: Rubio 

Hi Zheng-Li. I hope you are well as surviving all the COVID19 drama. I wonder if you would have time for a 
phone call sometime soon. Let me know a good number and time and I'll call. The email below is relevant. 

I will certainly understand if you are not available but Pei-Yong keeps encouraging me to call. 

With all good wishes. 

Jim. 

My office line is 1 409 266 6516 or cell is 1 409 789 2012 if it's easier for you to call me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Date: April 16, 2020 at 8:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I heard from someone in government this evening that Senator Rubio is starting to push for AN 
investigation regarding Wuhan lab. Just found it on the web at Forbes by Kenneth Repoza. Title 
of article is "eight senators call for investigation into coronavirus origins" 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 
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To: KM[hanxia©wh.iov.cn] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 4/3/2020 8:22:42 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: RE: Greetings from Han 

Hi Han, 

I'm so glad to hear from you and learn that you and your family are well after this terrible epidemic. We are busy as you can 
imagine, and so far we have not had too many cases here in Galveston. Houston is starting to fill their hospitals and I expect that 
over the coming several weeks we will have many, many more cases. 

Please pass along our best wishes to your husband and all our friends at the Institute. Stay safe! 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Miff! <hanxia@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2020 5:53 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: RE: Greetings from Han 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr.Leduc, 

It seems getting worse for COVID-19 in the US, I really hope you and your famliy are safe and doing well! 

We went through very bad time at Jan-Feb in Wuhan, but my famliy and I has been healthy, and well controlled now. 

Hope things will get back to normal soon all over the world. 

All the Best, 

Han 

EUti4M1 
RftA :"LeDuc, James W." <Nedi—q,UTMB.EDU> 
Ri FivrIA:2o19-12-18 03:44:13 (MIME) 

"NM" <hanxia@wh.iov.cn>
kkiX: "Holubar, Connie J." <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>
1E: RE: Greetings from Han 

Dear Han, 
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Thank you so much for the update and good wishes for the Holidays. It's wonderful to hear from you and to learn that your baby is 
growing up to be a joy to you and your family. 

I'm pleased to hear about your work on the mosquito virome and I would love to learn more about your discoveries! Very cutting-
edge work! 

As you probably know, Shan Chao just returned to China earlier this week after working here at UTMB for several years in Dr Shi's 
laboratory. While here, Chao also worked with Dennis on CCHF and he was able to complete all his training for BSL4 entrance. 
Hopefully his experiences here will help as he begins his independent research in Wuhan. We have outlined a joint project that 
we will be doing, hopefully both here in the GNL and also in Wuhan. Ideally, we will be able to have students and investigators 
rotate between both labs as they do the study. 

With all good wishes to you and your family for a joyous Holiday Season and a very prosperous New Year. I look forward to seeing 
you soon, perhaps in spring, 2020, when we have another joint meeting in or near Wuhan. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Iffi <hanxia@whiov.cn>
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2019 9:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwlecluc@UTMB , > 

Subject: Greetings from Han 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. Leduc, 
I hope everything is going well with you ! Just want to let you know my recent progress and say greetings in Wuhan to you. 

Over the past year, my work are most related to the mosquito virome and the characterization of the newly identified viruses from 
mosquito, and have several publications. My little baby grows up to a big kid bringing my family a lot of fun and happiness! 
Christmas is coming soon, wishing you and your family good health and happiness in the holiday season and the coming New Year! 

Hope to see you again soon I (Dr.Yuan and Dr. Mifang Liang told me you will visit China for the US-China biosafety meeting next year.) 

all the best, 
Han 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/31/2020 9:55:59 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Outbreak Comparison 

Thanks. It will be interesting to see how this nCoV plays out. With some adaption to more efficient human-to-human transmission, 
this could be the big one. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 7:15 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Outbreak Comparison 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I can't remember if you guys get Jim Kvach's notes. Pretty interesting chart. Dave 

One chart shows how the Wuhan coronavirus compares to other major outbreaks and pandemics in the last 50 
years 

Business Insider 

Aylin Woodward and Shayanne Gal 

January 30, 2020 

Here's how the Wuhan outbreak compares to other major virus outbreaks in the last 50 years. So far, the coronavirus has 
the lowest fatality rate. 
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Wuhan coronavirus compared to other major viruses 

tiRUS 
YEAR 
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Shayanne Gal/Business Insider 

The chart above does not include mosquito-borne viruses like Zika, malaria, and Dengue fever. 

hups://www.businessinsider.com/how-wuhan-coronavirus-compares-to-other-outbreaks-pandemics-2020-1 

1Dhy DNA to Advance Platform, Now Including NoVc1 Coronavo 

By Alex Philippidis 

January 29, 2020 

Genetic Engineering & Biotechnology News 

L' ( rc al Op tots 

DER, 

With $20 million raised in Series B financing, the developer of a metagenomics platform for microorganism detection 
plans to further develop its technology—which can now detect novel coronavirus infection (2019-nCoV)—and expand its 
operations, including a CLIA-approved commercial laboratory at the company's Salt Lake City facility. 

IDbyDNA said proceeds from the financing are set to be used toward advancing its next-generation sequencing (NGS)-
based platform, designed to simultaneously detect and analyze tens of thousands of microorganisms and pathogens in any 
sample. 

IDbyDNA markets the Explify platform, designed to identify more than 50,000 microorganisms, and more than 3,000 
known common and rare pathogens. The platform uses a proprietary database of curated DNA and RNA reference 
sequences to identify 35,000+ viruses, 13,000+ bacteria, 4,000+ fungi, and 150+ parasites. 

https://www.genengnews.cominews/idbydna-to-advance-plat form-now-including-novel-coronavirus-expand-commercial-
operations ?titm inedium=newsletter&litin source=GEN—Dailv—tiews—Hiuhlidits&litin content=() I &turn campai 1=G 
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House panel to hold hearing on response to coronavirus 

The Hill 

BY CRISTINA MARCOS - 01/30/20 02:12 PM EST 

A House panel announced Thursday that it will hold a hearing next week on how the federal government is handling the 
global coronavirus outbreak. 

Next Wednesday's hearing in the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Asia, the Pacific, and Nonproliferation will be 
the first congressional hearing on the coronavirus, which has killed at least 170 people. 

The hearing is currently slated to feature testimony from a group of experts on China and public health. Rep. 
Bera (D-Calif.), the subcommittee's chairman, said that he had also invited witnesses from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) and State Department to testify, but it's unclear if they will attend. 

https://thehill.com/policyThealtheare/480724-house-panel-to-hold-hearing-on-response-to-coronavirus 

Wuhan coronavirus compared to other major viruses 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 2/3/2020 3:10:14 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: ASPR Call 

Thanks Dave. I was on conference calls all weekend with ASPR work group and a couple of times with Bob K personally and these 
same issues were discussed, only in more details with a smaller group. Clearly a lot of folks are very concerned—rightly so in my 
opinion. 

I did get strong encouragement from Bob to try to initiate real collaborative studies between our lab and Wuhan. Folks are 
recognizing the value of the engagement we have developed—hopefully this will translate into some sustained funding. We 
should be thinking about what are the appropriate next steps. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2020 2:58 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: ASPR Call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, I listened in on the conference call. Wasn't sure when I got the notice just before, that I should be on, but they read 
both your name and mine. Just sort of a organizational call for what sounds like 'loose ends' resource for a couple please 
of scenarios, at this point small ones. 

Discussed: 
Repatriation issues 
Overlapping flu season 
MCM Supply issues. . . .already thinking about shortages and how to deal with 
Increased demand on health care community 
How to deal with use of drug supplies and who to treat (sort of peripheral) 
InQtel will be working with industry to look for Digital tools to help with 'information' 

That was about it. I didn't say anything. They plan to meet again in a week or so. 

FYI, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Bente, Dennis A.[dabente©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 8/12/2019 1:32:35 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject FW: Visitor from Pakistan 
Furclan CV.pdf 

Ben, Dave, 

We may be hosting a visiting scientist from Pakistan. Attached is his cv; is he part of the dialogue that the NAS has developed with 
Pakistan? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2019 10:40 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Visitor from Pakistan 

Hi Jim, 

As requested for your records, here are the documents on the potential visitor from Pakistan. 

Thanks, 
Dennis 

From: Mr. Muhammad Furcian Shahid <furqan.shahid@uvas.edu.pk>
Sent: Wednesday, August 7, 2019 9:02 AM 
To: Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.edu>
Cc: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Visa Application Process 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Miss Romas 

Thanks for your response. 
I have applied for credential evaluation (Document by document evaluation) for DVM and Master degree and after getting 
evaluation report, I shall send those reports to you. 
Except that I shall have to purchase health insurance. But the insurance agent told me that health insurance will be of 6 months 
duration only and I can purchase it after I got US VISA. 
Meanwhile if you want I am sending you all other documents in the attachment. 

Best regards 
Furcian 
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On Tue, Aug 6, 2019 at 7:49 PM Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.edu> wrote: 
Dr. Furcian, 

Most companies will evaluate all your degrees Masters and DVM for the same price. The document by document is the one 
needed. 
You will have to submit and request the credential evaluation. 

Thank you 
Ana Laura Ramos 
Sr. Administrative Manager 
Microbiology & Immunology 
301 University Blvd., Galveston, TX 77555-1019 
P 409.772-2724 
F 409.772-2366 E anramos@utmb.edu 

111111111J 

From: Mr. Muhammad Furcian Shahid <furqan.shahid@uvas.edu.pk>
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2019 11:23 PM 
To: Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.edu>
Cc: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Visa Application Process 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Miss Romas 

Thanks your mail. Can you please guide me regarding degree equivalency statement. 
1. I have Master of Philosophy (M.Phil) as my highest degree after DVM. So should I have to get equivalency statement of my 
M.Phil degree or DVM? 
2. I have gone through the links which you have provided. So I want want to that which type of statement is needed as there are 
different statements provided by these companies including General statement, Document by document, GPA document etc 
(Attached snip of form). 
3. Would I have to do this equivalence by myself or you will do it? 

Regards 
Furcian 

On Tue, Aug 6, 2019 at 1:58 AM Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.eciu> wrote: 

Good afternoon Dr. Furclan, 

I will be assisting you in gathering all documentation for issuance of DS2019 form. The Form DS-2019, 
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"Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor (J-1) status is required to apply for a J-1 visa stamp from a US 
consular post in the country of residence. 

J-1 Exchange Visitor Visa Information 
The purpose of the J-1 Exchange Visitor visa is to promote an academic exchange of education, information, or 
training of mutual benefit to the U.S. and the country of origin. 
The Office of International Affairs is authorized by the U.S. Department of State to administer a J-1 Exchange Visitor 
Program for UTMB. 

Please send me the highlighted items on the attached J1 visa checklist. You can send them 
electronically via email. 

• Pre-arrival data sheet (word doc) attached 
• Credential equivalency statement. For persons who received a foreign degree, this documentation must 
include a U.S. credential equivalency evaluation prepared by an independent agency. 

Prospective J-1 individuals must obtain a credential equivalency evaluation before reporting to UTMB. Here 
is a partial listing of credential evaluation agencies that will prepare the required degree equivalency 
statement. 

Partial Listing of Credential Evaluation Agencies 

Global Credential Evaluators 

World Education Credential Evaluators 

AACRO Foreign Education Credential Service 

SPANTRAN 

TRUSTFORTE 

Education Evaluators International, Inc. 

Career Consultant International 

Thank you 
Ana Laura Ramos 
Sr. Administrative Manager 
Microbiology & Immunology 
301 University Blvd., Galveston, TX 77555-1019 
p Arlo 770_ 170A 

'72-2 os©utmb.edu 

From: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2019 12:37 AM 
To: Mr. Muhammad Furcian Shahid <furban.shahid@uyas.edu.pk>
Cc: Ramos, Analaura <a nramos@utmb.edu> 
Subject: RE: Visa Application Process 

Dear Furcian, 
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Your DVM degree is enough. You don't need to have your PhD completed. 
Ms. Ramos will reach out soon with a checklist of items and more instructions. 

Best wishes, 

Dennis 

From: Mr. Muhammad Furcian Shahid [mailto:furcian.shahid@uvas.edu.pk]
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2019 12:34 AM 
To: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.edu>
Subject: Re: Visa Application Process 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dennis 

Thanks for your reply. I will provide my educational documents. 
Please guide me which educational documents I have to provide. As my PhD is not completed so I can not provide my PhD 
degree. But I have transcript of 1st two semesters of my PhD degree. Beside that I have all other my educational documents 
including Degree and Transcripts of my MPhil degree, Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM) degree, Intermediate and 
Matriculation degree. 

Regards 
Furcian 

On Fri, Aug 2, 2019 at 1:06 AM Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@utmb.edu> wrote: 
Dear Muhammad, 

Apologies for the long silence. I hope all is well with you. 

I want to start the visa process by introducing you to our departmental senior Administrative Manager, Ms. Ana Laura Ramos 
(copied on this email). She will be your point of contact when it comes to the visa application. 

The first step that we always take is to get your education accredited meaning that you have to show that the degree you 
received in Pakistan is the same as it is in the USA. You will have to send your education documents to a company who will 
evaluate it for a fee. The education degree evaluation can take a few weeks, and that's why we start this very early in the 
process. 

Ms. Ramos will send you a "pre-arrival checklist email" very soon, which has more information on every step, including a 
suggestion of companies that will help you with the credential evaluation. 

I know the visa process can be quite confusing, so please do not hesitate if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Dennis 

Dennis A. Bente, D.V.M., Ph.D., 
Assc - ' -  -'rofessor 
Bente Laboratory 

Department of Microbiology & Immunology 
The University of Texas Medical Branch 
301 University Blvd. Route 0610, Galveston, TX 77555-1019 
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M .4( 99 
E dabente@utmb.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail transmission contains confidential or legally privileged information that is intended for the individual or entity named in the e-mail 
address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender and delete the message from your system. 

Muhammad Furgan Shahid 
DVM, Mphil, PhD Scholar (Microbiology) 
University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences 
Cell:00923454266492 

Muhammad Furgan Shahid 
DVM, Mphil, PhD Scholar (Microbiology) 
University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences 
Cell:00923454266492 

Muhammad Furgan Shahid 
DVM, Mphil, PhD Scholar (Microbiology) 
University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences 
Cell:00923454266492 
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MUHAMMD FURQAN SHAHID 
Date of Birth: 23-03-1990 
Contact: 0092-345-4266492 
Email: furcian.shahid@uvas.edu.pk, furciandvm@gmail.com 
Address: House No 49/A Street No 2, Faisal Town Mian Channu, District 
Khanewal. 

QUALIFICATION 

University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences (3.91) 
Doctor of Philosophy (Microbiology) 
- Research Topic: Seroprevalence and molecular characterization 

Hemorrhagic Fever (CCHF) in Pakistan 
University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences (3.73) 
Master of Philosophy (Pathology) 
- Research Topic: Pathological Investigations of Different Isolates 

Broiler Chicken 
- Worked as Researcher in Influenza Laboratory 
Bahauddin Zakariya University (3.04) 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine 
Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education (825/1100) 
F.Sc 
Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education (735/850) 
Matriculation 

Lahore, Pakistan 
2016-ongoing 

of Crimean-Congo 

Lahore, Pakistan 
2014-2016 

of H9N2 Prevalent in 

Multan, Pakistan 
2007-2012 

Multan, Pakistan 
2005-2007 

Multan, Pakistan 
2003-2005 

EXPERIENCE 

INFLUENZA LAB, DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY, UVAS Lahore, Pakistan 
Combating avian influenza through systematic analysis of antigenic drift, genetic 
variation, and development of novel diagnostic tools and vaccines 
Research Associate: (April 2017 -Ongoing) 

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY, UVAS Lahore, Pakistan 
Development and Evaluation of Thermostable Vaccine against Peste des petits ruminants 
Research Associate: (October 2015 -March 2017) 
Research: Development of Live attenuated PPR vaccine using different formulations of 
thermostabilizers and evaluated on Cell culture and animals. 

INFLUENZA LAB, DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY, UVAS Lahore, Pakistan 
Combating avian influenza through systematic analysis of antigenic drift, genetic 
variation, and development of novel diagnostic tools and vaccines 
M.Phil Researcher: (January 2015 -June 2016) 
Research: Collaborating with 10 team members to Isolate and Confirm samples of Avian 
Influenza Viruses subtype H9N2 

HI-TECH POULTRY BREEDERS 
Well established organization in Poultry Industry of Pakistan. 
Intern: (February 2012-May 2012) 
Farm Manager: (February 2013-August 2014) 
Farm Management: Supervised and managed all the operations on broiler breeder farm which 
increased my management skills. 

GRAND POULTRY BREEDERS 
Developing organization in Poultry Industry of Pakistan 
Farm Manager: (June 2012-February 2013) 

Lahore, Pakistan 

Mansehra, Pakistan 
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PUBLICATIONS 

• Yaqub, T., Oneeb, M., Mukhtar, N., Tahir, Z., Furcian Shahid, M., Subhan, S., 
Salman, M., 2019. Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever: Case-study analysis of a 
sporadic outbreak from Chakwal, Pakistan. Zoonoses and Punlic Health. 
(IF=2.688) 

• ul-Rahman, A., Yaqub, T., Imran, M., Habib, M., Sohail, T., Mukhtar, N., Furcian 
Shahid, M., Munir, M. and Shabbir, M.Z., 2019. Sequence analysis and biological 
characterization of virulent Avian avulavirus 1 isolated from asymptomatic 
migratory fowl. Acta Virologica, 63: 223-228. (IF=1.280) 

• Ali, M., Yaqub, T., Mukhtar, N., Imran, M., Ghafoor, A., Shahid, M.F., Naeem, M., 
lqbal, M., Smith, G.J. and Su, Y.C., 2019. Avian Influenza A (H9N2) Virus in Poultry 
Worker, Pakistan, 2015. Emerging infectious diseases, 25(1), p.136. (IF=7.422) 

• Aziz-ul-Rahman, Yaqub, T., Imran, M., Habib, M., Sohail, T., Furcian Shahid, M., 
Munir, M. and Shabbir, M.Z., 2018. Phylogenomics and Infectious Potential of 
Avian Avulaviruses Species-Type 1 Isolated from Healthy Green-Winged Teal 
(Anas carolinensis) from a Wetland Sanctuary of Indus River. Avian 
Diseases, 62(4), pp.404-415. (IF=1.328) 

. Ali, M., Yaqub, T., Mukhtar, N., Imran, M., Ghafoor, A., Shahid, M.F., Yaqub, S., 
Smith, G.J., Su, Y.C. and Naeem, M., 2017. Prevalence and phylogenetics of H9N2 in 
backyard and commercial poultry in Pakistan. Avian Diseases, 62(4), pp.416-424. 
(IF=1.328) 

. Yaqub, T., Shahid, M. F., Munir, M., Ali, M., & Mukhtar, M. (2016). Comparative 
Efficacy of Stabilizers on the Thermostability of Peste des Petits Ruminants 
Vaccine. Journal of Vaccines and Vaccination, 7(344), 2. (IF=1.8) 

. "Antibiotic Susceptibility Pattern of Lactobacillus spp Isolated from yogurt samples 
collected from three different places of Lahore" published in International Journal of 
Scientific & Engineering Research, Volume 7, Issue 10, October 2016. ISSN 2229-5518 

AREAS OF RESEARCH 

• Seroprevalence of Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever in persons having close 
contact with animals in Pakistan. 

• Molecular Characterization of Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever virus isolated from 
ticks in Pakistan. 

• Seroprevalence of MERS Coronavirus in Dromidaire camels and in contact persons in 
Pakistan. 

• Isolation, identification, demographic distribution and characterization of avian 
influenza virus prevalent in different avian species in Pakistan. 

. Evaluation of pathogenic potential of avian influenza virus isolated from Pakistan. 

AREA OF INTEREST 

• Virology 
• Molecular Pathobiology 
• Molecular Biology and Biotechnology 
• Bioinformatics 

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOPS AND TRAININGS 

• Participated in "International Conference on Transboundary-Diseases of 
Veterinary and Public Health Importance" organized by University of Veterinary 
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and Animal Sciences Lahore, Pakistan on 4th - 6th October, 2018. 
• Participated in "International Poultry Expo, 2018" organized by Pakistan Poultry 

Association at Lahore Expo Centre on 27th to 29th September 2018. 
• One and half month training on "Next generation sequencing technology, 

molecular and serological technique for virus diagnosis, and other basic virology 
and cell biology laboratory skills" from Wuhan Institute of Virology, Wuhan, 
China from 22nd June 2018 - 2nd August 2018. 

• Participated as a Resource Person in International training course on "Poultry 
Viral Diagnostics" organized by Department of Microbiology, University of 
Veterinary and Animal Sciences Lahore, Pakistan collaborating with Royal 
Veterinary College, UK on 5th - 12th March 2018. 

• Participated 6th 'International Halal Conference & Exhibition 2017 on "Halal 
Trade and Islamic Financing - Way Forward to Sustainable Economic 
Development" organized by Punjab Halal Development Agency in Flatti's Hotel, 
Lahore, Pakistan on 10th - 11th April 2017. 

• Facilitated and Participated an International Workshop on "Devise Strategies to 
control Emerging Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers in Pakistan" organized by 
Department of Microbiology, University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences 
Lahore, Pakistan, 14th - 16th November 2016. 

• Facilitated and Participated an International Seminar on "Emerging Pathogens & 
BSL-III Facility" held under research project "Combating Avian Influenza through 
systematic analysis of antigenic drift, genetic Variation and developments of novel 
diagnostic tools and vaccines" in University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences 
Lahore, Pakistan, 25th October 2016. 

• Facilitated and Participated an International Seminar on "Avian Influenza: A 
Disease of Economic Importance" held under research project "Combating Avian 
Influenza through systematic analysis of antigenic drift, genetic Variation and 
developments of novel diagnostic tools and vaccines" in University of Veterinary 
and Animal Sciences Lahore, Pakistan, 02nd — 03rd May 2016. 

NATIONAL WORKSHOPS AND TRAININGS 

• Participated in workshop on "Scientific Writing" organized by Department of 
Microbiology, University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences Lahore, Pakistan, on 
April 18, 2018. 

• Participated in "National Workshop on Intellectual Property Protection for the 
Inventions Related to Agriculture and Animal Sciences" organized by Office of 
Research, Innovation and Commercialization (ORIC), University of Veterinary and 
Animal Sciences Lahore, Pakistan, 9th _ 10th October 2017. 

• Participated in "One Day Biosafety Cabinet Hands on Workshop" organized by 
Department of Biology, Lahore University of Management Sciences, Lahore, 
Pakistan on 21st May 2017. 

• Participation in National Workshop on "Controlling Biorisk in Lab" organized by 
Department of Microbiology, University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences 
Lahore, Pakistan and Bacteriology Department, Institute of Public Health Lahore, 
Pakistan, 11th - 13th May, 2015. 

• Participate in National Training on "Recent Advances in Necropsy Practice in 
Livestock and Poultry and its Vetrolegal Implications" organized by Department 
of Pathology University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences Lahore, Pakistan, 25th - 
27th February 2015. 
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• Participate in National Conference on "The Strategies to Improve Red Meat 
Production in Pakistan" organized by Faculty of Veterinary Science, Bahauddin 
Zakariya University, Multan, Pakistan, 13th October, 2010. 

SKILLS 

. Laboratory Skills: SDS, PAGE, Western Blotting, TA Cloning, Immunofluorescence 
assay (IFA), Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), Cell culture techniques, TCIDso 
calculation, Virus culture techniques, Microscopy, Histopathology, Serum 
Chemistry analysis, Handling of Lab animals, Immunohistochemistry, 
Hemagglutination assay, Hemagglutination inhibition assay, Egg inoculation, ElDso 
calculation, Virus harvesting, ELISA, DNA/RNA Extraction, Agarose Gel 
Electrophoresis, PCR, ELISA and Biosafety. 

• Programming Tools: Statistics Tools (MiniTab, Graphpad Prism), Bioinformatics 
Tools (Bioedit, MEGA, Geneious, Snapgene, Ugene, RDP, SimPlot), MS Office (Word, 
Excel, and Power Point) and Operating systems. 

• Languages: English, Urdu, Punjabi. 
• Others: Good Communication/Interpersonal, Negotiation, Team-working and 

Leadership Skills. Technical Report Writing, Presentation Skills, Consistent 
Working Temperament, Creative Thinking, Analytical & Logical Approach to 
Understand Practical Problems. 

OBJECTIVES 

• To work on pathogens related to public health concern 
• Development of novel diagnostic methods and control strategies for emerging 

diseases 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 8/28/2019 3:24:53 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: CISAC SWOT analysis 
JMM in China 1986.pdf 
NAS CISAC SWOT analysis-2019.docx 

Dave, I started on the attached SWOT analysis following yesterday's CISAC call. Please take a look and add items as you see fit. I 
think we should be proposing a big, multi-million dollar, multi-year set of activities that builds on the natural linkage between the 
NAS and other Academies of Science to systematically address biothreats. The elements of the strategy could build around the 
proliferation of biocontainment labs (and biosafety/biosecurity) and the rapidly changing scope of technological advancement that 
represent new opportunities/challenges in this space. We should budget for an adequate staff to do it properly. We've been 
hampered by thinking small while our competition (JHU, NTI) has gone big. Given our successes with China, we might actually try 
to partner with CAS.... 

I didn't share with others but we could if you think there's value in the approach. 

Also attached is a classic photo from 1986 in Wuhan when Jim Meegan and I spoke at a virology conference. We do have some 
history in the area! Jim is retiring at the end of the month from NIH. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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NASCISAC next steps. 

1. Strengths 
a. National Academy prestige 
b. Natural linkage to otherAcademies of Science around the world 
c. Unparalleled access to outstanding scientists 
d. In-depth expertise in technical fields 

e. Unique expertise at interface between biological sciences and security 
f. Deep expertise in biocontainnnent research and lab operations 

i. Proven track record of effective engagement with Chinese biocontainnnent labs 

2. Weaknesses 

a. Lack of sustained funding 
b. Erosion of political/financial support annongtraditional partners/sponsors 
c. Political chal lenges independent of focus, i.e. China trade war 
d. Aging cadre of leaders in CISAC; contacts/partners aging as well —ourcontacts are 

becoming less relevant as they age out of leadership positions 
e. Limitations on areas where USG can invest 

3. Opportunities 
a. Global proliferation of biocontainnnent laboratories 
b. Rapidly changingtechnical advances (i.e. CRISPR) with security implications 
c. Entry of new donors into the space, i.e. Open Philanthropy, Gates 

4. Threats 

a. Biological threats a low priority of current USA national leadership 
b. Erosion of NAS progress made to date due to lack of continued engagement 
c. Unintended consequences of political turmoil, i.e. inability to get visas 
d. Competition in this space from others, i.e. J HU center, NTI 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 7/11/2019 12:17:24 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Kunming update 

I have been out all last week; have we had a follow up teleconference on this? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2019 8:00 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Kunming update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Pei-yong! It sounds like you have done what you can re. Kunming. I'm in La Jolla today, in meetings 9-5. Fly out at 0800 
(pacific) in the morning. Free before that, should you all want to do a call. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jul 1, 2019, at 5:15 AM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dear all, 

Sorry for the slow update. Here is the current status. 

1. After two emails to Dr. Qihan Li, General Director of the Kunming Institute, I have not heard anything back 
from him. I also consulted with Zhiming about the Kunming situation. The feedback is to move onto the next 
plan. 

2. I spoke to Zhiming this weekend. He remains very interested in hosting the next joint meeting in Hubei 
province. The location could be in a city nearby Wuhan (so that we could discuss science and collaborations in 
a more relaxed place). If so, we need to act on the following. 

a. Send a request letter to Dr. Chunlin Bai, President of CAS, for the US NAS and China CAS joint 
meeting. 

b. Emphasize the next meeting on collaboration and partnership on biosafety and biosecurity between 
the two academies and scientists. Avoid BSL-4 facility as this would be viewed a sensitive topic. 

3. For the manuscript from Jim, I explained the rationale to Zhiming. Zhiming is interested in adding the 
information/viewpoints from the Chinese side to the manuscript. He will respond to Jim shortly. 

Let's discuss how we want to move. 

Best, Pei-Yong 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 7/1/2019 10:55:48 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Kunming update 

Thanks Pei Yong. Great job. I'm sorry things are not working out for Kunming but I think they will with time. I'm out this 
week but can call in as needed. 
I did get a positive reply from Zhiming that I think you were copied on. Nothing yet from Zhigao. 

Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 1, 2019, at 6:15 AM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dear all, 

Sorry for the slow update. Here is the current status. 

1. After two emails to Dr. Qihan Li, General Director of the Kunming Institute, I have not heard anything back 
from him. I also consulted with Zhiming about the Kunming situation. The feedback is to move onto the next 
plan. 

2. I spoke to Zhiming this weekend. He remains very interested in hosting the next joint meeting in Hubei 
province. The location could be in a city nearby Wuhan (so that we could discuss science and collaborations in 
a more relaxed place). If so, we need to act on the following. 

a. Send a request letter to Dr. Chunlin Bai, President of CAS, for the US NAS and China CAS joint 
meeting. 

b. Emphasize the next meeting on collaboration and partnership on biosafety and biosecurity between 
the two academies and scientists. Avoid BSL-4 facility as this would be viewed a sensitive topic. 

3. For the manuscript from Jim, I explained the rationale to Zhiming. Zhiming is interested in adding the 
information/viewpoints from the Chinese side to the manuscript. He will respond to Jim shortly. 

Let's discuss how we want to move. 

Best, Pei-Yong 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDU[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 10:07:46 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Rubio 

Thanks for the heads up. Clearly the topic of the day. Time to pile on and find a scapegoat. BBC 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Apr 16, 2020, at 8:04 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> I heard from someone in government this evening that Senator Rubio is starting to push for AN 
investigation regarding Wuhan lab. Just found it on the web at Forbes by Kenneth Repoza. Title of article 
is "eight senators call for investigation into coronavirus origins" 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 8/28/2019 4:01:40 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: CISAC SWOT analysis 
drfNAS CISAC SWOT analvsis-2019.docx

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Excellent Jim! I think it's a great idea. I made a few suggestions in red. A couple may be inappropriate or poorly worded; 
feel free not to use. Also importantly, I was easily able to spot you handsome young guys in the photo. Thanks! dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Aug 28, 2019, at 4:24 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwledue@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dave, I started on the attached SWOT analysis following yesterday's CISAC call. Please take a look and add items as 
you see fit. I think we should be proposing a big, multi-million dollar, multi-year set of activities that builds on the 
natural linkage between the NAS and other Academies of Science to systematically address biothreats. The elements 
of the strategy could build around the proliferation of biocontainment labs (and biosafety/biosecurity) and the rapidly 
changing scope of technological advancement that represent new opportunities/challenges in this space. We should 
budget for an adequate staff to do it properly. We've been hampered by thinking small while our competition (JHU, 
NTI) has gone big. Given our successes with China, we might actually try to partner with CAS.... 

I didn't share with others but we could if you think there's value in the approach. 

Also attached is a classic photo from 1986 in Wuhan when Jim Meegan and I spoke at a virology conference. We do 
have some history in the area! Jim is retiring at the end of the month from NIH. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<JMM in China 1986.pdf><NAS CISAC SWOT analysis-2019.docx> 
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NASCISAC next steps. 

1. Strengths 
a. The prestige of the National Acadies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
b. Natural linkage to otherAcademies of Science around the world 
c. Unparalleled access to outstanding US scientists across the 'biological' space 
d. In-depth expertise in technical fields 

e. Unique expertise at interface between biological sciences and security 
f. Deep expertise in biocontainment research and lab operations 

i. Proven track record of effective engagement with Chinese biocontainment labs 
g. Long-term open and frank relationships with senior Chinese professionals 

2. Weaknesses 
a. Lack of sustained funding 
b. Erosion of political/financial support annongtraditional partners/sponsors 
c. Political chal lenges independent of focus, i.e. China trade war 

d. Aging cadre of leaders in CISAC; contacts/partners aging as well —ourcontacts are 
becoming less relevant as they age out of leadership positions 

e. Limitations on areas where USG can invest 

f. Overextended support staff at NAS 

3. Opportunities 
a. Global proliferation of biocontainment laboratories, chal lenging to operate/maintain 

i. Leaders of these complex facilities easily form professional bonds 
b. Rapidly changingtechnical advances (i.e. CRISPR) with security implications 

c. Entry of new donors into the space, i.e. Open Philanthropy, Gates 

4. Threats 
a. Biological threats a low priority of current USA national leadership 
b. Failure of potential funders to understand the benefits of such engagement 
c. Erosion of NAS progress made to date due to lack of continued engagement 

d. Unintended consequences of political turmoil, i.e. inability to get visas 
e. Competition in this space from others, i.e. J HU center, NTI 
f. Lack of high-level USG support or interest 
g. Belief by some in government that all relationships with China pose undue risk 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 2:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Peggy Hamburg';Frances Sharples;Bowman, Katherine 
Cc: Dave Franz;Diane Griffin;Boright, John;Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Attachments: Oxley-2020-Large-Vessel Stroke as a Presenting.pdf 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including dotting complications see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics. Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 
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Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 

Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 
• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 

variability in incubation period? 
• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 

in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 
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2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
• 11.1111111111111111111111111.111.11177,11111,11111111 11<)11111L11711111111111" tow

11,11111, I NAM \\ 
• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
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5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
• \\ i t LANNI ( III Ha 'Cal IIC(1 LI1)0L11 ULU III and 1 11C CC0110111\ 10 a 1101 mal 

111! 

• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 
preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pqggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<glgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.eclu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 
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Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 
groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 
topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6Pihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmaii.corn) <davidrfranzEogmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<figriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@Mblam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <Isharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
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Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Relman, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <01educ@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranze9gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <juvleducCoUTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
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Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3@hotmaii.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmari@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMoNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edu <dgriffj.6Pj -ld>; 
'peggy(lphbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam„net,>; John Hildebrand 

ennail.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <jBoright@nas.edu>;
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwieducti)UTMB.EDU>; 'ih-cao@cashcbac.cn' 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gp of (7)  inac.cn>; liyin <iiyi Ca shq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

68 

-hq.ac.cn 
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http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA: 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.cri'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof©im„ac.cn'; 'sunhui©cashq.ac.cni 

: McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu1; 'peggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; ijwleducPUTMB.EDV 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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The NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL of MEDICINE 

CORRESPONDENCE 

COVID-19 CASES 

To rapidly communicate information on the global clinical effort against Covid-19, the Journal has initiated a 
series of case reports that offer important teaching points or novel findings. The case reports should be viewed as 
observations rather than as recommendationsfor evaluation or treatment. In the interest oftimeliness, these reports 
are evaluated by in-house editors, with peer review reserved for key points as needed. 

Large-Vessel Stroke as a Presenting Feature 
of Covid-19 in the Young 

We report five cases of large-vessel stroke in 
patients younger than 50 years of age who pre-
sented to our health system in New York City. 
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 
(SARS-CoV-2) infection was diagnosed in all five 
patients. 

Cough, headache, and chills lasting 1 week 
developed in a previously healthy 33-year-old 
woman (Patient 1) (Table 1). She then had pro-
gressive dysarthria with both numbness and 
weakness in the left arm and left leg over a pe-
riod of 28 hours. She delayed seeking emergency 
care because of fear of Covid-19. When she pre-
sented to the hospital, the score on the National 
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) was 19 
(scores range from 0 to 42, with higher numbers 
indicating greater stroke severity), and computed 
tomography (CT) and CT angiography showed a 
partial infarction of the right middle cerebral 
artery with a partially occlusive thrombus in the 
right carotid artery at the cervical bifurcation. 
Patchy ground-glass opacities in bilateral lung 
apices were seen on CT angiography, and testing 
to detect SARS-CoV-2 was positive. Antiplatelet 
therapy was initiated; it was subsequently switched 
to anticoagulation therapy. Stroke workup with 
echocardiography and magnetic resonance im-
aging of the head and neck did not reveal the 
source of the thrombus. Repeat CT angiography 
on hospital day 10 showed complete resolution 
of the thrombus, and the patient was discharged 
to a rehabilitation facility. 

Over a 2-week period from March 23 to April 7, 

2020, a total of five patients (including the afore-
mentioned patient) who were younger than 50 
years of age presented with new-onset symptoms 
of large-vessel ischemic stroke. All five patients 
tested positive for Covid-19. By comparison, every 
2 weeks over the previous 12 months, our ser-
vice has treated, on average, 0.73 patients 
younger than 50 years of age with large-vessel 
stroke. 

On admission of the five patients, the mean 
NIHSS score was 17, consistent with severe 
large-vessel stroke. One patient had a history of 
stroke. Other pertinent clinical characteristics 
are summarized in Table 1. 

A retrospective study of data from the 
Covid-19 outbreak in Wuhan, China, showed 
that the incidence of stroke among hospitalized 
patients with Covid-19 was approximately 5°/0; 
the youngest patient in that series was 55 years 
of age.i Moreover, large-vessel stroke was re-
ported in association with the 2004 SARS-
CoV-1 outbreak in Singapore.' Coagulopathy 
and vascular endothelial dysfunction have been 
proposed as complications of Covid-19.3 The 
association between large-vessel stroke and 
Covid-19 in young patients requires further in-
vestigation. 

Social distancing, isolation, and reluctance to 
present to the hospital may contribute to poor 
outcomes. Two patients in our series delayed 
calling an ambulance because they were con-
cerned about going to a hospital during the 
pandemic. 
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Thomas). Oxley, M.D. 
J. Mocco, M.D. 
Shahram Majidi, M.D. 
Christopher P. Kellner, M.D. 
Hazem Shoirah, M.D. 
I. Paul Singh, M.D. 
Reade A. De Leacy, M.D. 
Tomoyoshi Shigematsu, M.D. 
Travis R. Ladner, M.D. 
Kurt A. Yaeger, M.D. 
Maryna Skliut, M.D. 
Jesse Weinberger, M.D. 
Neha S. Dangayach, M.D. 
Joshua B. Bederson, M.D. 
Stanley Tuhrim, M.D. 
Johanna T. Fifi, M.D. 
Mount Sinai Health System 
New York, NY 
thomas.oxley@mountsinai.org 

Disclosure forms provided by the authors are available with 
the full text of this case at NEJM.org. 

We dedicate this case to our inspiring colleague Gary Sclar, 
M.D., a neurologist who died of Covid-19. 

This case was published on April 28, 2020, at NEJM.org. 

1. Li Y, Wang M, Zhou Y, et al. Acute cerebrovascular disease 
following COVID-19: a single center, retrospective, observational 
study. March 13, 2020 (https://papers.ssrn.comIso131papers.cfm 
>abstract_id=3550025) (preprint). 
2. Umapathi T, Kor AC, Venketasubramanian N, et al. Large 
artery ischaemic stroke in severe acute respiratory syndrome 
(SAKS). J Neurol 2004;251:1227-31. 
3. Zhou F, Yu T, Du R., et al. Clinical course and risk factors for 
mortality of adult inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: 
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2020;395:1054-62. 

DOI: 10.1056/NEJIMc2009787 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Diane 
Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Fran Sharpies (FSharples@nas.edu)[FSharples@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 5/14/2020 10:44:31 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Draft topics for future collab from Day 2 
NAS-CAS Topics for future collab on COVID-day 2 drft.docx 

Please see attached and modify as needed. I'm sure I missed some important comments. 

Did Dr Shi from Wuhan say that they found infectious virus in sperm among those in convalescence? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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NASEM-CAS Topics for Future Collaborations on COVID-19, Day 2 discussions 

14 Mary 2020 

1. Viral shedding 
a. Duration of shedding 
b. Does PCR positive result correspond to infectious virus shedding, especially 

among specimens drawn late in disease or in convalescence? 
c. Role of children in transmission of SARS CoV-2 transmission, especially as we 

consider reopening schools 
2. Immunity 

a. Characterization of the humoral immune response 
b. Characterization of cellular immune response 
c. Durability of neutralizing antibody 
d. Is there reactivation of latent virus or re-infection among survivors? 

3. Immunotherapy 
a. Discussion of human monoclonal antibodies for treatment (and prevention?) 
b. Efficacy of immune plasma for the treatment of severely ill patients (not 

discussed but relevant with clinical trials underway) 
4. Vaccines 

a. Various candidate vaccines are in development, some of which are already into 
human phase 1 or phase 2 clinical trials. 

b. Strategies for accelerated efficacy testing of vaccines 
c. Strategies to detect adverse impact of vaccination on the course of disease 

5. Animal models 
a. Small animal models (mice; transgenic mice; others not discusses such as 

hamsters, ferrets) 
b. Non-human primates 

6. Animals as possible novel reservoir hosts for SARS CoV-2 virus in nature 
a. Felines 
b. Mink in Netherlands 

7. Virus evolution 
a. Genomic mutations and their possible association with resulting clinical disease 

and/or transmission characteristics 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Fran Sharpies (FSharples@nas.edu)[FSharples@nas.edu] 
From: Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net] 
Sent: Thur 5/14/2020 12:36:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Draft topics for future collab from Day 2 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks. List looks good to me. Will keep us busy for a while. A few things: 
Under immunity, I was interested in what they said about asymptomatic kids mounting a very weak antibody response. Has 
that been found here or in Europe? 

Key to determine how isolation of viral RNA relates to infectivity. Not my area of expertise but seems to me that there must 
be some studies that can be done to provide further insights. The lack of clear animal models adds to challenge I guess, but at 
an animal study level and with some deeper epi analysis I should think we could move the ball some. Is this an area where we 
might develop a shared research agenda? 

I would like to delve more deeply into both therapeutics and vaccines. Really get a better sense of what is their state of the art 
with respect to studies, finding arms and "standards of care" with respect to drugs. For vaccines, would like to learn more 
about their testing strategies...including whether they are doing-plan to do human challenge studies. 

Not on the list, but I would like to stay in touch with them on their "re-opening" strategy and how it is going. Interested in 
getting additional transparency over time if we can about numbers, how they identify and target new cases and limit 
community spread. I would also be curious what they are finding to be the best screening tools: things like temp taking, 
symptom questions etc and how much routine testing in workplaces and community they think is both feasible and desirable 

George brought up the idea of a joint statement. I can definitely see value in this but would clearly need to be run up through 
Academy leadership because would be quickly framed by some as a slap at the Trump Administration. Nonetheless, the need 
for collaboration is strong and the value of scientific collaboration across nations even at times of political tension is an 
important principle of CISAC and vital to the mission of NASEM. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 14, 2020, at 11:44 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jw1educ@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Please see attached and modify as needed. I'm sure I missed some important comments. 

Did Dr Shi from Wuhan say that they found infectious virus in sperm among those in convalescence? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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<NAS-CAS Topics for future collab on COVID-day 2 drft.docx> 
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To: 'NancyConnell©jhu.eduThlancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
'dgriffi6@jhu.eduldgriffi6©jhu.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; leanloz@berkeley.eduljeanloz@berkeley.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese©mssm.edu]; 
'relman@stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, 
Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 8/23/2019 3:39:09 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject CISAC Bio Conf Call 11am-1pm Monday Aug 26 

Bio Engagements since 2007.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC Members and Friends, 

We have a call on Monday, August 26th from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM ET. This e-mail has the dial-in info and the agenda with notional 
times. We want your input both in real time on the call and your thoughts afterward. 

ZOOM or DIAL IN 
If you would like to join by video, please use Zoom by clicking on this link: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/407611109?pwd: 552.136 

• You may be asked to download a Zoom app file if you haven't already used Zoom. 
To call in instead of participating online, dial 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

• The meeting ID is 407 611 109 
Please contact Hope Hare (hhare@nas.edu) if you have any questions or requests. 

AGENDA 
A. Introduction Raymond Jeanloz and Dave Franz to say a few words on goals (5 min or less) 
B. Banner, Conducting some bio activities under "International Networks & Cooperation" section of the NASEM Policy and 

Global Affairs Division Micah (just a few minutes) 
C. Update on bilateral dialogues and projects (40 min overall) NOTE: Dave Franz drafted a bullet list of CISAC bio 

engagements since 2007, which is attached to this e-mail 
1. China, 

a. brief summary of recent developments in the dialogue 
b. plans for next meeting in Wuhan 
c. should we formalize the dialogue with CAS/CCDC? 
d. future directions and strategy, how do we capitalize on accomplishments and are there other lines of work to 

pursue? 
2. Pakistan 

a. brief summary of recent work 
b. plans for upcoming meeting in Doha 
c. funding 
d. future directions: close out work but maintain relationships; hand off work; develop new work? 

3. India 
a. brief update on State Dept-sponsored meetings and workshop on emerging biotech 
b. partners 
c. funding 
d. future directions? 

4. Russia 
a. ideas for rebuilding relationship (Ebola West Africa response, influenza, ...) 

5. Update on study on international biological and health security engagement 
6. Update on workshop on norms for provision of laboratories to developing countries 
7. Discussion of global network of BSL-4 lab leaders 

D. Goals, Topics, and Strategy (- 60 min) 
1. Overall goals? 
2. Topics we should be working on (some suggestions below to start the discussion) 

a. Managing infectious disease research (high-containment labs and related issues) 
b. Emerging technologies including editing of viruses and other pathogens (gain of function, gene drives, ...?) 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0000185 



c. Securing manufacturing of biological therapeutics and gene therapies 
d. Disease surveillance technologies and networks 
e. Helping plan U.S. engagement of science/security sectors of other countries 
f. Helping to develop life-science-related advisory functions in other countries/orgs 

3. Parties we should be engaging (Americans and foreign counterparts) 
4. Cooperation and competition with other organizations working in the space (NTI, JHU, other parts of NASEM, etc.) 
5. Membership 
6. Funding opportunities post BEP and PASCC 

E. Other issues? (balance of time) 

We look forward to talking with you on Monday. Have a good weekend. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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CISAC Bio Engagements since 2007 

Multi-national 
Pivotal 2011 Istanbul Meeting. 32 Countries. High Containment Lab Focus 

China. (Ben Lead)----High-Containment Lab and Science (Virology) focus 
2007. Peggy and Dave Beijing Began discussions with CBSG under CPCFP&D 

AMMS, Inst of Biophysics, Inst of Micro & I mmuno 
Dave and Jim stayed in touch and conducted 'busy-work' for 4-5 years 

Ca. 2012-2013. Jim and Dave attended meeting in Wuhan 
Met Zhiming and post-doc who trained in Galveston 
Jim and Dave visit Kunming 'new' CAMS BSL-4 Lab 

Sep 2015—Organized meeting in Beijing...included science 
May 2017—Organized meeting in Wuhan new CAS BSL-4--science and high-containment 

(Jim and Dave on Editorial Board of two new Chi nese/Englis h Journa Is) 
Wuhan: BS and BS. China CDC: BS and Health 

Jan 2018----Organized meeting in Galveston at UTMB 
Three BSL-4 directors & China CDC director attended 

Oct 2018---Ji m and Zhiming Science OpEd on Containment Lab Networking 
Jan 2019---Organized meeting at Harbin new CAAS BSL-4 Lab 

India (Rita & Ben Lead)---Regulatory support and BS/BS focus 
2012-2014---Several scoping trips and with NAS other USG parties (Ben, Rita or Dave) 
Nov 2014---Indo-US workshop on Challenges EID and GH Security in Delhi 
May 2016----Indo-US Regional Meeting in Seychelles. 15 countries 
[Funding stopped; Indo-US dialogue begun by JHU Center for Health Security] 

Pakistan (Rita & Ben Lead)---Clinical Lab upgrades and education focus 
Sep 2016---Is la ma bad Mtg, Strengthening PH Clinical Labs in Pakistan 
Apr 2017 ---Rita, Ben & Dave visit Islamabad to organize Clinical Manual preparation 
Jan 2018---Bangkok meeting to bring Pak and US authors together 
Mar 2019---Meeting in Islamabad for official release of 240p Clinical manual 

[Pak first authors and US co-authors] 

Russia 
No organized meetings after March 2014 
Rita visits regularly and staying in touch with US Embassy and RAS key personnel 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 2:07:02 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: On Behalf of Christian Brechot - interview request - Le Point - investigation on Wuhan P4 Lab 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/us-china-bilateral-dialogue-on-the-challenges-of-emerging-infections-laboratory-
safety-and-global-health-security 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:44 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: FW: On Behalf of Christian Brechot - interview request - Le Point - investigation on Wuhan P4 Lab 

Below is one of many similar requests to talk about the interactions with the WIV. Having something on the web accessible to 
these folks will help answer questions and credit the Academy for reaching out long before there was press interest. 

I will decline the interview but send the statement I share with you earlier. 

Jim 

From: Jeremy Andre <jandregepoint.fr>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 7:33 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Subject: On Behalf of Christian Brechot - interview request - Le Point - investigation on Wuhan P4 Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Professor, 
As Asia correspondent of French newsmagazine Le Point, I am working on an investigation about the Wuhan P4 Lab. I 
interviewed former French Prime Ministers and members of former governments, and top scientists like Pr. Christian 
Brechot, who developed the project. He advised me to contact you, as you have been collaborating with Wuhan Institute 
of Virology in the last couple of years. 

Would you be available for a short interview? 

20 minutes would be enough. The point would be to discuss the training that your institute provided to Chinese researchers 
from Wuhan in the last couple of years. I would especially be interested to know why France hasn't developed a similar 
program. 
I want you to be sure that I am working in a very serious way. 
- I am not mixing the story of the Wuhan P4 Lab with conspiracy theories about the origin of the virus. 
- I am applying very strict fact checking standards to my article. 
- My main angle is trying to understand why France, after investing a lot in the french-chinese cooperation agreement and 
helping China to build the P4 Lab, didn't develop any scientific collaboration, that would have been very useful in this 
pandemic especially. 
I would be available until next Sunday, for a call. 
Le Point is France's leading newsmagazine, with 300 000 printed copies weekly and 5 million online readers per month. We 
have a strong focus on science and medecine, and will be making the cover of the magazine next week about China. This 
investigation will be included in the cover section of this printed issue. 
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Kindest regards, 

Jeremy Andre 

Correspondant Asie 

+33 (0)1 44 10 10 10 

FR: +33 6 69 17 80 85 / HK 852 6752 0829 
lmmeuble Le Barjac 
1 boulevard Victor, 75015 Paris 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMS.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 5/6/2019 12:01:08 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Call Announcement - Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Beth C @ NTI? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 6, 2019, at 12:42 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utrnb.edu> wrote: 

FYI—Looking for possible funders. Any suggestions would be very welcome! I spoke to NIH and sent them a similar 
note, but they do not have a relevant program in place at this time. 

Jim 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2019 11:41 AM 
To: Chris Park (parkch2@state.gov) <parkch2@state.gov> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: Call Announcement - Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Hi Chris, 

As you know, we have been working closely with the Chinese maximum biocontainment laboratories to help instill 
best practices and ensure safe and secure operations in their newly build facilities. Much of our outreach has been 
facilitated by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and through this we have organized a series of joint NAS-Chinese 
Academy of Sciences meetings, the most recent being in Harbin in January of this year. 

The BRA lab in Wuhan is now open and operational and they recently announced a funding opportunity sponsored by 
the CAS as summarized in the attached announcement, application form and note below. We have responded to this 
opportunity proposing joint studies to be conducted by a Chinese post-doctoral fellow who trained with us and will be 
returning to Wuhan later this year. He has worked in our BRA facilities on projects jointly developed and 
implemented, and we propose to continue this work under the new CAS initiative. 

Funding for the CAS project is limited to the Chinese side and we would like to identify a comparable opportunity to 
allow US-side support. Our ultimate goal is to have an arrangement where full collaborations are in place with each 
side funding their own expenses but working in true partnership with shared IP, publications and technical 
exchanges. Such an arrangement would clearly help ensure best biosafety and biosecurity practices, transparency 
and establish a model for future engagement. 

Is there a program in your shop that might entertain such a proposal for US-side funding? Any suggestions on other 
possible funding sources? We are not talking about a large dollar amount, but we feel strongly that this could be a 
very successful model for future engagement with China. 

Thanks, and best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
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University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: <zhanghan@wh.iov.cn>
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 9:40 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Call Announcement - Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Dear Prof. LeDuc, 

Wuhan National Biosafety (P4) Laboratory of Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) has been put into 
operation recently. Relying on the major science and technology infrastructure, the Advanced Customer Cultivation 
Project initiated by Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS aims to cultivate national high-level biosafety talents, to 
output significant scientific and technological breakthroughs and achievements, and to promote the scientific and 
technological support capabilities for biosafety and public health. 

Now this project is open for application globally. Here we are writing to request your consideration to help to 
promote this project. If available, could you please review the call announcement and help to forward this notice to 
the relevant research fellows in your side? 

We welcome your potential application and thank you very much for your great support. 

project website : http://english.whiov.cas.cn/Notice2016/201805/t20180518 192593 .html 

With best wishes, 

ZHANG Han 

<Call Announcement.pdf.pdf> 

<Application Form.doc> 
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From: IEIn [zIshi@wh.ioy.cr] 
Sent: 4/19/2020 6:13:32 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. Owleduc@UTMB.EDUI 
CC: Yuan Zhiming [yzm@wh.ioy.cn]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Subject: Re: RE: CI : RE: Fwd: Rubio 
Attachments: a nCoV and WIV-drf2-zl.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sorry, I forgot the reviewed document. 

{4A: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Ag11-1114:2020-04-20 01:55:34 (Mni —) 

"45 Egg" <zishi@wkiov.cn>, "Yuan Zhiming" <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 
#31: "Shi, Pei yong" <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 

RE: LI : RE: Fwd: Rubio 

Thank you Zhengli and Zhiming for your comments and the reference publications. I did not receive the 
document I sent for your review so if you made comments on that, please resend. afraid that this discussion 
will continue for some time regarding where early coronavirus work was being done, the role, if any, of the 
Wuhan CDC in research on bat-associated coronaviruses, and exactly when scientists at WIV first became 
aware of the new coronavirus and had possession of specimens in the WIV and where was that work done (level 
of biocontainment). Next week will be busy... 

Best wishes, Jim 

From: EEflii <zIshi@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 11:30 PM 
To: Yuan Zhiming <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: DI: RE: Fwd: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James, 

Thank you for your clarifying. 

I've added some detailed information for your reference. I'm also sending you some papers published for your 
reference. 

Best regards, 
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Zhengli, 

 MOitElff  
afPA:"Yuan Zhiming" <yzm@wh.iov.cn>

MA Ht J:2020-04-19 10:55:33 (i 19) 

JIMA: "James LeDuc" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, zlshi <zIshi@whiov.cn>
Oa: "Shi Peiyong" <peshi@UTMB.EDU>

till: HI: RE: Fwd: Rubio 

Dear Jim, 

Thanks for your informaiton. I really appreciate your help and your action, we need to let some people 
understand well the the mission of high-level biosafey lab, what we do, and how we do inside. We all know 
that the labs were built not for causing epidmic, but for proventing the epidemic, and the labs are managed 
according to interantional guildline and national accquirement, Wuhan's lab is among the others. 

I will contact Zhengli to see what she can do for your report. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 

Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 

President of Wuhan Branch 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Wuhan 430071, China 

Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 

86-27-87197242(L) 

Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: LeDuc, James W. 

Date: 2020-04-19 00:44 

To: )6 

CC: Sal, Pei yong; Yuan Zhiming 

Subject: RE: Fwd: Rubio 
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Dear Zhengli, 

Thank you for your response. I understand completely and I certainly do not wish to compromise you 
personally or your research activities. Given our long history of collaborations between the GNL and the 
WIV, I have been approached repeatedly for details on our work. Attached is a draft summary that I will 
be providing to the leadership of our University of Texas system and likely to Congressional committees 
that are being formed now. Please review carefully and make any changes that you would like. I want 
this to be as accurate as possible and I certainly do not want to misrepresent any of your valuable 
contributions. I need to submit this on Monday, 20 April, so your prompt reply would be very much 
appreciated. I have copied Zhiming for his comments as well. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

From: EM Eff <z1shi@wh.iov.cn>
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 9:20 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Fwd: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James, 

Thank you for your email and consideration our communication. 

Due to the complicated situation, I don't think it's a right time to communicate by the call. 

What I can tell you is that this virus is not a leaky from our lab or any other labs.It's a shame to make this 
scientific question so complicated. 

I hope to talk with you whenever the COVID-19 is over and world is calme and believe in the science. 

Best regards, 

Zhengli, 

Et134 

*ft A:"LeDuc, James W." <jwieducOi 'NIEB EDI> 
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&ig VA:2020-04-17 11:06:38 (EXIIE) 

"zengli Shi" <zls iCipwkiov.cn> 

*A: 
Fwd: Rubio 

Hi Zheng-Li. I hope you are well as surviving all the COVID19 drama. I wonder if you would have 
time for a phone call sometime soon. Let me know a good number and time and I'll call. The email 
below is relevant. 

I will certainly understand if you are not available but Pei-Yong keeps encouraging me to call. 

With all good wishes. 

Jim. 

My office line is 1 409 266 6516 or cell is 1 409 789 2012 if it's easier for you to call me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@mail corn> 
Date: April 16, 2020 at 8:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <iwleduceLITMB.EDU>
Subject: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I heard from someone in government this evening that Senator Rubio is starting to push for AN 
investigation regarding Wuhan lab. Just found it on the web at Forbes by Kenneth Repoza. Title 
of article is "eight senators call for investigation into coronavirus origins" 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Zhenei;) j [d.zheng@wh.iov.cn] 
11/11/2019 10:01:49 PM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU) 
Re:RE: Re:RE: Re:RE: Re:RE: Re:Chinese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Prof. LeDuc, 

Just now, actually five minutes ago, Prof. Yuan Zhiming tells me that he is not suitable for strongly recoomend me to 
your laboratory and that I could choose somewhere else to visit. The tone "not suitable for" reminds me of the reply 
to my transferring proposal of international collaboration between GNL and WNBL in June and July of 2016. 

So far I have to look for other opportunities to USA. Thank you very much for the sincere assistance to me all the 
time. 

Best Regards, 

Dasheng 

7J-IENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 
Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 
Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

At 2019-10-17 00:49:34, "LeDuc, James W." <jwIeduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Dasheng, 

As I tried to explain in my earlier message of 2 Oct 2019, I need additional information on the objective of your trai ning 
and how it will contribute to your position in Wuhan and our ongoing collaborations. I cannot commit to a one year visit 
without knowing what the expectations will be for your fel lowship. Pei-Yong Shi will be in Wuhan soon and I suggest 
that you meet with him and Zhiming Yuan to discuss how your fellowship will build on our . ongoing work together. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 4/11/2019 1:14:47 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: BSL4 funding opportunity 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

552.002 I have time for a call, but fully booked this coming Mon and Tue, chairing a 
DTRA task force. Is Fogerty an option? dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Apr 11, 2019, at 2:04 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Dave and Ben, 

Attached is an announcement recently released from Wuhan and the CAS seeking collaborative research activities to 
be undertaken in the new Wuhan BSL4 lab. We will be responding to this in partnership with the Chinese scientists 
that have trained here and are still affiliated with our faculty—Pei-Yong Shi and Dennis Bente. We are optimistic that 
we will be successful in our proposal, but the funding will be limited mostly to activities that take place in China. I'm 
wondering if we can identify a funding source here in the US to provide complementary funding for US-side research 
linked to this partnership? We are not talking about a lot of money and I think it would set an excellent precedent for 
future collaborations. Can we discuss sometime soon? I have some ideas but want to coordinate efforts before 
reaching out. 

Fortunately: 552.002 and I am now spending a half day or so in the office. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<2019 Call Announcement.pdf> 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5:10 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;David Franz 
Cc: 'Raymond JEANLOZ';Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 
Attachments: U.S. China dialogue meetings v5-jwl.docx; Media Statement_UTMB and 

WIV-4-20-20.docx 

Attached has some suggestions. Looks fine to me. 

I had an hour plus telecon with the House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on Oversight & Investigations to discuss the 
Washington Post article about the possible leak from WV and the State Department inspection and cable. 5-6 
participants from theft side and all engaged. I provided them with the attached summary before the meeting and we 
had a good discussion about our relationship. The NASEM-CAS ties were of interest to them and they seemed to 
appreciate our efforts at engagement. As much detail as you can provide on the posting will be useful I suspect. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:04 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Dave, 

Here is the latest draft of the website text for your review. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Raymond JEANLOZ <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; David Franz 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>
Subject: Re: NASEM China Bio discussion 
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I made a new copy of the transcript of the NPR interview -- attached. 

Raymond 

On Mon, Apr 20, 2020 at 8:46 AM Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi there, 

Micah Lowenthal is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https:llnasem.zoom.ys/i/95438044518?pwc1=1 552.136 i i i i 

Password: I 552.136 I 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.usitest 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 
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Draft v5 April 21, 2020 

U.S. - China Bilateral Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory 
Safety, and Global Health Security 

Since 2015, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) has organized a 
Iseries  of meetings on the challenges of emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health 
security with the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), Chinese Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CCDC), and other Chinese life science and public health organizations. Academy members 
and other top-flight American researchers in human and animal virology and immunology participated, 
including current and former directors of BSL-4 laboratories, former CDC, and former uniform military 
biodefense experts. They have met with China's BSL-4 laboratory directors and researchers from top 
universities and research centers across CHni, The topics discussed included b and applied 
research on infectious ,diseaseiii,; the challenges of combating emerging infections; life-science 
collaboration and research-data sharing; high-containment biological laboratory management, safety 
and security; and responsible conduct in the use of vne editing ir\ infectious disease research. 

The meetings enabled scientists from the United States and China to discuss research findings on 
diseases of mutual concern to China and the United States, to share best practices and lessons learned 
for managing and operating high containment biological laboratories, and to establish new 
collaborative research and institutional partnerships. NASEM promotes international scientific 
collaboration to address important issues for the United States a nd the world. These activities lead to 
better practices and increased transparency. Connecting scientists in China and the United States 
allows those working to combat emerging infectious disease to identify and implement the best 
management, safety, and security standards in their laboratories, and to create research collaboration 
and training partnerships to improve laboratory safety and security and to further basic and applied 
science on emerging inl . s dise, 

„Ben Rusek, Senior Program Officer 

1 
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Galveston National Laboratory's Role with International Laboratories; 
Including Chinese Laboratories 
Dr. James W. Le Duc, Director 
20 April 20 

Introduction 
The Galveston National Laboratory (GNL) held its grand opening in November 2008. It 
is one of 14 laboratories based on university campuses in the U.S. that belong to the 
NIAID Biodefense Laboratory Network. 

The GNL has been fully operational at all levels of biocontainment (Biological Safety 
Level-2, BSL3 and BSL4) since 2010. Our faculty members are involved in basic and 
translational research on emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases that require 
purpose-built containment facilities and specially-trained staff to handle these high 
consequence pathogens. We have been heavily involved in research and diagnostic 
testing on the new coronavirus since it was first recognized, and we have had 
longstanding research programs for both Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) coronaviruses. 

The GNL Training Mission 
The Galveston National Laboratory benefited greatly in building the GNL workforce 
through two projects funded through the Department of Defense (W81XWH-09-2-0053 
and W81XWH-11-2-0148) that allowed us to establish the National Biocontainment 
Training Center at UTMB. This Center provided individualized, hands-on training in 
biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory operations to our own staff and to 
international partners from around the world who had built or were building new 
biocontainment laboratories. Parenthetically, during a World Health Organization 
(WHO) sponsored meeting in December 2017, representatives from more than 50 BSL4 
laboratories were present. Each of these laboratories was presumably being built to 
conduct research on especially dangerous pathogens such as Ebola virus, and the 
need for high quality training from experienced instructors was obvious. 

The DoD funding for the National Biocontainment Training Center ended in 2016, and 
by that time, the GNL had provided training through more than 10,000 encounters for 
participants from about 70 different countries, as well as from universities, government 
agencies and industry personnel throughout the U.S. Training was provided in the 
training center and laboratories at UTMB as well as on-site at international locations 
where a greater number of personnel could be reached and we could provide a 
customized learning experience for trainees within their own familiar laboratory setting. 
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We continue to provide training to our own staff and faculty, but without dedicated 
funding we are now unable to provide training for international partners. 

Training Support for China 
In 2013 the Galveston National Laboratory began to engage with the staff of the BSL4 
laboratories under construction in China, which included the Wuhan Institute of Virology 
(WIV) laboratory located in the outskirts of Wuhan and affiliated with the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences. A second BSL4 laboratory remains under construction in 
Kunming and is associated with the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, and the 
third BSL4 laboratory is now fully operational in Harbin, where it serves the Chinese 
Academy of Agricultural Sciences. 

In addition to providing short-term training experiences to staff from the WIV, the GNL 
also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral scientists, who completed the nearly year-long 
training needed to gain independent access to our BSL4 facilities. This includes 
mentored work at BSL3 and at least 100 hours of mentored training at BSL4. Both 
young scientists worked on cutting-edge scientific projects on Crimean Congo 
hemorrhagic fever virus in partnership with GNL faculty members, and their results were 
published in high-impact international scientific journals. Both have since returned to 
WIV in China, where they were instrumental in establishing their biosafety and 
biosecurity training program for the new BSL4 laboratory and where they continue their 
independent research in the new facility. Our faculty and staff maintain contact and 
continue to collaborate scientifically with these two scientists. 

These training efforts had two primary goals: To ensure that all scientists working in 
biocontainment anywhere in the world are exposed to proven best practices in biosafety 
and biosecurity as well as in the safe and secure operations of these complex facilities; 
and second to engage in scientific collaborations. The director of the Wuhan BSL4 
laboratory, Zhiming Yuan and I jointly published an editorial on the need for global 
collaboration among biocontainment laboratories in Science on 19 October 2018. 

A second area of engagement has been an ongoing scientific dialogue facilitated by our 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine and the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences. Through this partnership, the Galveston National Lab has 
participated in joint meetings on emerging infectious diseases, biocontainment 
laboratory safety and security, and, more recently, gene editing. Meetings alternate 
between the US and China and have occurred about annually, with the first being held 
in Beijing in September 2015. The Galveston National Lab hosted one of the meetings 
in Galveston in January 2018. 

Specific Coronavirus Discussions 
Importantly, during each of these NASEM/CAS meetings, we have held a session on 
the coronaviruses with presentations by the foremost American leaders in this field. At 
each of these sessions, Dr. Zhengli Shi has presented her most recent work. During the 
September 2015 meeting, she described her studies of bat-associated coronaviruses 
and concluded that there was significant potential risk of transmission of some of these 
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viruses to humans. She is the research scientist who discovered the link between bats 
and the original SARS virus that caused disease world-wide in 2003. She has 
participated in each of our dialogues; in every session, she has been fully engaged, 
very open and transparent about her work, and eager to collaborate. 

There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of intentional genetic 
engineering and that it almost certainly originated from nature given its high similarity to 
other known bat-associated coronaviruses. Dr Shi was among the first to identify the 
new virus, to determine its genetic sequence, and to share it publicly. She was also 
among the first to publish about the new virus in the international scientific literature. 

The Wuhan Institute of Virology Lab 
have visited and toured the new BSL4 laboratory in Wuhan, prior to it starting 

operations in 2017. The facility was built in partnership with the French and it is 
modeled after the BSL4 laboratory in Lyon, France. It is of comparable quality and 
safety measures as any currently in operation in the US or Europe. 
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To: Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 3:31:02 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Statement from UTMB 
GNL and WIV-DRAFT Statement 4.docx 

See attached, FYI. This is about to be released in response to numerous inquiries. 

Let me know if you have comments or suggestions/concerns. The Fox News stories are terrifying, btw. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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The Galveston National Laboratory is one of two 
university-based maximum containment laboratories in 
the U.S. focused on the study of highly infectious diseases 
and the development of medical countermeasures. The 
GNL and UTMB have one of the country's most active 
programs to safely and securely study emerging and re-
emerging high consequence pathogens and collaborate 
with scientists around the world. The lab is part of NIAID's 
Biodefense Laboratory Network, and as part of its mission 
assists the U.S. in the event of a national emergency. 
Currently the lab is focused on diagnostic, and vaccine 
development for COVID-19, as well as testing of existing 
and new antiviral and antibody therapies. 

According to Dr. James Le Duc, Director of the Galveston 
National Lab, "As a university-based lab, training the next 
generation of scientists to work safely and securely in high 
containment facilities to study dangerous pathogens and 
conduct pre-clinical studies is a major mission. 

Through our Biosafety Training Center, UTMB has 
provided laboratory safety and security training for 
scientists and operations personnel in more than 70 
countries. The relationship with Wuhan Institute of 
Virology and the GNL dates back to 2013 and has been 
facilitated through an ongoing dialogue co-sponsored by 
the Chinese Academies of Science and National Academies 
of Science, Engineering and Medicine with cooperation 
from the Chinese CDC and others. 
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In recent years, we have provided training to scientists, 
biosafety and engineering professionals from Wuhan, as 
well as from other biocontainment labs in China and the 
China CDC. This included operations training as the 
Wuhan Institute of Virology prepared to open their BSL4 
facility. 

Academic research is a global pursuit, and collaboration, 
cooperation and support has always been the process for 
quickly developing countermeasures against the world's 
most dangerous public health threats." 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 1:26 PM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.;Murphy, Frederick A. 
Cc: 'Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com)';Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Wuhan 

Hi Fred, 

I agree with Tom's assessments (of course!) and would add that through the US National Academy of Science working in 
partnership with the Chinese Academy of Sciences, we have maintained a dialogue on emerging infectious diseases, 
biosafety and biosecurity. Dave Franz and I are very active in the group, as has been Diane Griffin. We have held joint 
meetings about annually since 2015 in both China (Wuhan, Harbin, Beijing) and in the US, including here at the GNL. 
During these discussions we have always had a session on coronaviruses and Zheng-Li Shi has participated in each 
meeting during which she has shared her most recent findings. The US side has been represented by Ralph Baric and 
Linda Sail, both solid, serious scientists. Even during the first meeting in 2015, Dr Shi was discussing bat-associated 
coronaviruses that likely held the ability to infect humans. I have no information on the lab conditions under which she 
conducted her experiments, although it was not at BSL4 since that lab only opened officially in 2017 or so. 

Second, you may recall the training center that we established at UTMB with earmark funding from Kay Bailey 
Hutchinson that ran until 2016. Using funds from that program and later my funding, we offered training in both 
biosafety and biocontainment lab operations to participants from around the world, including from the new lab in 
Wuhan. In addition, we supported two Chinese post-docs who went through the complete training program and gained 
independent access to work in our BSL4. Both have returned to Wuhan and have been involved in standing up the new 
lab and designing their biosafety training program. We continue to maintain contact with these scientist and are 
implementing joint research projects. 

The first I learned about the State Department reports of safety concerns from the Wuhan lab was in the Washington 
Post article. While we usually had some level of dialogue with folks in the embassy as we arranged our joint meetings, I 
do not recall the individuals mentioned in the article and I don't recall anyone from the embassy expressing concern 
about the safety of the lab in Wuhan. The comments that they discovered bat coronaviruses likely capable of infecting 
humans has been known for quite some time. 

Stay safe! 

Jim 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12:33 PM 
To: Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com)' <rbtesh22@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Wuhan 

Fred, 

As you know there have been no end to the stories on the origin of the virus. The paper by Andersen et al pretty much 
puts an end to the stories that the virus was cooked up in the lab. Other scenarios are that they had the virus and that it 
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escaped from the lab, another I have not seen mentioned is that someone got infected in the field and they were patient 
0. I don't know, but don't think they were working with live bats, don't think they would have been doing this in the 
BSIA. From Pei-Yong's discussions with the "bat lady", Dr. Shi, I don't believe that they had this virus in the lab before 
this started. One thing that a lot of people don't appreciate is that most of the viruses identified in bats have not been 
able to be grown...there are a few exceptions; but most that you see in publications are done by PCR and NGS 
sequencing. 

The Chinese central government has clamped down on investigations and work on the origin of the virus, some might 
interpret that as part of a cover up. However, after SARS and the small lab escape they had, they pretty much shut 
down SARS work in China, maybe that was part of a cover up, but most folks don't believe it was. 

I'm a lot more worried about the US status as a leader in world public health and science than Chinamen hiding behind 
every tree. Not that there isn't some level of industrial espionage occurring, but we're killing ourselves in terms of how 
we're seen by others. 

Andersen KG, Rambaut A, Lipkin WI, Holmes EC and Garry RF. 2020. The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2. Nat Med 26(4): 450-452. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32284615 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0820-9.pdf 

From: Murphy, Frederick A. 
Sent: 15 April, 2020 11:03 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. < I I 1..)t i>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Tesh, Robert (i L ( I <I btesh22@gmail.com> 
Subject: Wuhan 

Tom, Jim, 

I know you are very busy, but I could use your advice re the WP article that the CoV came from 
the Wuhan lab. Although I am in lockdown, of course, emails from good friends here are asking 
about the WP article and the conspiracy theory website that has carried the same/similar 
article. 

These friends are Jon and Emily Reynolds - Jon F-105 pilot shot down over Hanoi, 7 years in the 
Hilton with John McCain, later PhD (Duke), rose to 07, he and his wife spent years in US 
Embassy in Beijing, Air Attaché, having spent two years in Taipei learning Chinese (I Emily still 
takes advanced Chinese lessons) - Jon also served in Secretary of the Air Force as #2. 
Reasonable folk, Republicans, but we don't talk politics. They really know and care about 
China, but I think they are easily led toward some of the conspiracy theory stuff. Led by Emily, 
they are really into this story and ready to believe the stuff about the source of the virus. I need 
some advice / fodder to deal with this, as the stuff spreads around here - several retired 
ambassadors live here (stuffy, arrogant types). Does GNL / UTMB have public statements on all 
this? Counterpoints? 

https://www.washingtonpost.comiopinions/2020/04/14/state-department-cables-warned-
safety-issues-wuhan-lab-studying-bat-coronaviruses/ 
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He  ;- rny n the WP 
<< File: State Dept problems China containment labs WP 14Apr highlight annotate.docx >> 

‘Freta 

Frederick A. Murphy 
8300 Burdette Road Unit B661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409 739 3332 
(Tel) 301 968 4798 
(Email) famurphy utrnb.edu 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 3:18:35 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: On Behalf of Christian Brechot - interview request - Le Point - investigation on Wuhan P4 Lab 

Thanks very much, Ben. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 2:14 PM 
To: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: Re: On Behalf of Christian Brechot - interview request - Le Point - investigation on Wuhan P4 Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Ben. Looks good. Dave 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 3:07 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

https://www.nationalacademies.orgiour-work/us-china-bilatera I-dialogue-on-the-challenges-of-emerging-infections-
laboratory-safety-and-global-health-security 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:44 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmaiLcom) <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanlozPberkelev.edu>
Subject: FW: On Behalf of Christian Brechot - interview request - Le Point - investigation on Wuhan P4 Lab 

Below is one of many similar requests to talk about the interactions with the WIV. Having something on the web 
accessible to these folks will help answer questions and credit the Academy for reaching out long before there was 
press interest. 

I will decline the interview but send the statement I share with you earlier. 

Jim 

From: Jeremy Andre <jandre@lepointfr>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 7:33 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducPUTMB.EDU>
Subject: On Behalf of Christian Brechot - interview request - Le Point - investigation on Wuhan P4 Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Professor, 
As Asia correspondent of French newsmagazine Le Point, I am working on an investigation about the Wuhan 
P4 Lab. I interviewed former French Prime Ministers and members of former governments, and top scientists 
like Pr. Christian Brechot, who developed the project. He advised me to contact you, as you have been 
collaborating with Wuhan Institute of Virology in the last couple of years. 

Would you be available for a short interview? 
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20 minutes would be enough. The point would be to discuss the training that your institute provided to 
Chinese researchers from Wuhan in the last couple of years. I would especially be interested to know why 
France hasn't developed a similar program. 
I want you to be sure that I am working in a very serious way. 
- I am not mixing the story of the Wuhan P4 Lab with conspiracy theories about the origin of the virus. 
- I am applying very strict fact checking standards to my article. 
- My main angle is trying to understand why France, after investing a lot in the french-chinese cooperation 
agreement and helping China to build the P4 Lab, didn't develop any scientific collaboration, that would have 
been very useful in this pandemic especially. 
I would be available until next Sunday, for a call. 
Le Point is France's leading newsmagazine, with 300 000 printed copies weekly and 5 million online readers 
per month. We have a strong focus on science and medecine, and will be making the cover of the magazine 
next week about China. This investigation will be included in the cover section of this printed issue. 
Kindest regards, 

<image002.jpg> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

Jeremy Andre 

Correspondant Asie 

+33 (0)1 44 10 10 10 

FR: +33 6 69 17 80 85 / HK: +852 6752 0829 
lmmeuble Le Barjac 
1 boulevard Victor, 75015 Paris 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 8:52:45 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Just FYI from our local newspaper. 

From: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:42 AM 
To: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. My husband brought the paper to me this morning and said "hey, 
there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today." He is not aware of our struggling with how best to handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducPUTIVREDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>;
Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. 
<dlramire@UTM13.EDU>

Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 
By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 

33 min ago 
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a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, Dr. James LeDuc, 
[rector of the Galveston National Laboratory said. 

eople can unintent )nally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected animal, causing a breach 
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even the most secure lab protocols. 

ut as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global coronavirus pandemic 
rculates at the highest level of the U.S. government, LeDuc was cautious about placing blame on 
re Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get released out of our 
boratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc said. "I can say there are redundant safety 
techanisms in place both here, and certainly in Wuhan, that guard against that. 

3ut sometimes accidents happen," he said 

aDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the office responsible for 
reventing deaths from viral disease. 

aDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston National Lab at th 
niversity of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long relationship with the facility and its 
!searchers. 

aDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said it is comparable in 
may and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and Europe. 

uestions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days because of statements by 
resident Donald Trump and other political leaders. A widely read column in The Washington Pos-
so raised new questions about where the virus originated. 

Tuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the coronavirus. 
peculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been fueled by multiple factors, 
tcluding its location and by the efforts of the Chinese government to tamp down on reporting 
)out the virus outbreak. 

ecent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston National Laboratory an 
re medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 

THAT IS THE CONNECTION? 

he Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began on the Wuhan 
boratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities operate Biosafety Level 4 laboratorie 
hich are designed to safely contain the most lethal and infectious pathogens for research, LeDuc 
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riffle the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-term training 
cperiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral 
udents, who were trained to work safely in BSL-4 laboratories and who returned to China to wonl 
L the Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

hose students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the Wuhan lab, LeDui 
lid. 

he National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. Between 2008 ani 
D16, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training Center was funded the by U.S. 
epartment of Defense to teach researchers from about 70 countries on laboratory safety 
!chniques. 

efense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, the Galveston 
ational Laboratory hasn't offered training to international researchers, LeDuc said. 

UESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

laims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about the Wuhan lab's 
mnection to the coronavirus outbreak. 

n April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. State Department 
ibles, written in 2018, that warned about safety management weaknesses at the Wuhan lab. 

ogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning shot" meant to bring 
Lore attention and support to the lab. The cables said the Wuhan lab had a shortage of trained 
!chnicians and researchers. Despite the cables, no extra U.S. assistance was given to the lab, Rogh 
lid. 

recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration officials as possible 
ridence the coronavirus was released in China as the result of a lab accident, Rogin said. On the 
tme day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News published its own report about the Trump 
iministration's speculation about the Wuhan Lab that emphasized there was no hard evidence fo 
re connection. 

he intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the origins of the virus 
re Yahoo story said. 
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aDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He didn't think the 
Huments about training were a direct reference to the Galveston National Laboratory or its 
rograms, he said. 

ogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo article and the CDC's 
Arn website note that coronavirus samples can be handled safely in laboratories with lower safety 
vels. 

he Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for research in February. 
ince then, researchers have worked with the virus in the medical branch's BSL-3 and BSL-4 
boratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

fter the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news organizations, includin, 
ax News, reported about "increased confidence," again from unnamed U.S. officials about the 
ruhan lab being the origin of the virus. On Saturday, Trump said China should face consequences 
it was "knowingly responsible" for releasing the virus. 

he director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the lab and the outbreal 
lso on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said evidence shows the virus likely originated in 
limals and that it was not manipulated or constructed in a laboratory. 

aDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

['here is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of intentional genetic 
lgineering and that it almost certainly originated from nature, given its high similarity to other 
lown bat-associated coronaviruses," LeDuc said. 

,hn Wayne Ferguson: 409-683-5226; johnierguson@galynews.com or on Twitter @johnwferguson. 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

• WhatsApp 

• SMS 

• Email 

• 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu> wrote: 
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Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareves@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducP UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila 
<shlidstoPUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <steocamp@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kek000rna@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <diramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said 
that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety redundancies that the lab there and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter "You do your best to prevent it. 
All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of safety redundancies...it would be foolish to say that there are 
no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he hadn't seen the cables and could 
not speak to that specifically. 

Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc provided some good 
explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is important because we want everyone to be safe and 
no one wants to have an accident or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLED UC] 
4/11/2019 1:04:20 PM 
Dave Franz (davidrfra nz@gma il.com) [davidrfra nz@gma il.com]; Benja min Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) 

[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Bente, Dennis A. [da bente@UTMB.EDU]; Shan, Chao [chsha n@UTMB.EDU] 
BSL4 funding opportunity 

2019 Ca I I Announcement.pdf 

Hi Dave and Ben, 

Attached is an announcement recently released from Wuhan and the CAS seeki ng col laborative research activities to be 
undertaken in the new Wuhan BSL4 lab. We wil l be respondingtothis in partnership with the Chinesescientists that 
have trained here and are stil l affiliated with ourfaculty —Pei-YongShi and Dennis Bente. We are optinnisticthat we wil l 
be successful in our proposal, but the fundingwil l be limited mostly to activities that take place in China. I'm wondering 
if we can identify a fundingsource here in the US to provide complementary funding for US-side research linked tothis 
partnership? We are not tal king about a lot of money and I think it would set an excellent precedent forfuture 
col laborations. Can we discuss sometime soon?! have some ideas but want to coordinate efforts before reaching out. 

Fortunately, Maryellen is recoveringwell and I am now spendinga half day or so in the office. 

Than  Jinn 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

2019 Call Announcement 

Relying on the major science and technology infrastructure, this project aims to 

cultivate national high-level biosafety talents, to output significant scientific and 

technological breakthroughs and achievements, and to promote the scientific and 

technological support capabilities for biosafety and public health. According to the 

scientific and technological development programs of China, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences (CAS) and Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV), CAS, the 2019 Call 

Announcement of Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National 

Biosafety Laboratory, CAS is released. Please apply for the project accordingly. The 

specific contents are as below: 

I. Background 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS (hereinafter referred to as Wuhan 

P4 laboratory) mainly includes protective facilities and experimental equipment for 

researches on highly pathogenic pathogens. It is incorporated into the management of 

national major science and technology infrastructure. The project is guided by the 

principle of "P4 scientific and technological innovation" which means to conduct 

scientific experimental activities by utilizing Wuhan P4 laboratory or to conduct 

scientific researches on the biosafety level 4 (P4) pathogens. 

II. Management 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project is funded by CAS. The application, 

review, management and budget implementation are conducted according to 
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Measures of Academy-Level Scientific Research Projects of CAS and according to 

relevant measures of WIV, CAS. 

III. Qualification 

1. The project leader shall be professor or principal investigator with the doctoral 

degree. 

2. The project leader and team members shall be equipped with high-level 

research capability, solid research foundation and reliable time commitment. Team 

application is encouraged. 

3. To better cooperate and utilize resources of the sharing research platform, 

research team at home and abroad is encouraged to jointly apply with the research 

group from WIV, CAS. 

IV. Budget 

1. Funding 

The project application is globally oriented. The categories of the projects 

include general project and key project with the budget of RMB 250,000/project/year 

and RMB 500,000/project/year respectively while dynamic adjustment shall be made 

according to the total budget appropriated by CAS. 

2. Period 

(1) The implementation period of the project can be 1 to 3 years while the 

assessment period is 1 year. The project with excellence in the annual assessment can 

be further funded preferentially. 

(2) The budget will be implemented in WIV, CAS. The budget implementation 

period is 1 year. During the project execution, the project team shall accept the review 

and examination on task and budget implementation organized by WIV, CAS, and 

complies with the relevant measures of project prescribed by our institute. 

V. Guideline 
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1. Application 

(1) The applicant's organization should provide the opinions and agreement to 

the application while providing support for the project implementation. 

(2) For research project involving ethics in human tissue and biological samples, 

the applicant should provide the paper version and the electronic version of approval 

certificate from ethics committee in his/her organization or superior department in 

charge. The approval certificates of animal welfare and ethics, experimental animal 

program and biosafety will be completed by the project implementation organization. 

(3) For research project in pathogenic microorganism, the application must be 

complied with the Regulation on the Biosafety Management of Pathogenic Microbe 

Labs regulated by the State Council of China and provisions on ethics and biosafety 

by relevant ministries and departments. 

(4) The applicant should be responsible for the truthfulness and legality for the 

submitted materials, and should not provide the project application involving the 

confidential information. 

2. Approval 

(1) Under the guidance of Science and Technology Steering Committee of 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, a review committee consisting of 7 to 9 

experts shall be organized for Advanced Customer Project, which will include experts 

on microbiology, biosafety, ethics, animal experiments and P4 laboratory 

management. The review committee shall obey the avoidance principle. 

(2) The review committee will conduct the proposal selection and after the 

opinion passed the review by the Science and Technology Steering Committee of 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, results of project approval will be 

released publicly. 

3. Implementation and Assessment 

(1) The project leader assumes full responsibility for the Advanced Customer 

Cultivation Project. The project leader shall fulfill the responsibility as an organizer 

and shall take charge of the preparation of research plan and implementation scheme 

for this project and be responsible for the timely accomplishment of the project tasks. 
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(2) Within 1 month before the end of budget implementation period/project 

conclusion, the project leader shall submit to WIV, CAS the annual assessment 

report/summary report for project conclusion and assessment. WIV, CAS will 

organize the review committee to carry out the project conclusion and assessment, 

and submit the assessment opinions to the Science and Technology Steering 

Committee of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS. 

(3) The project leader could apply for further funding support while submitting 

the assessment report. The project with excellence in the annual assessment can be 

further funded preferentially by the review committee. 

(4) The research achievements attained during the project implementation, 

including theses, monographs, patents, software and database etc. shall be marked 

with "Funded by Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National 

Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences". Any achievements unmarked 

will not be counted in the assessment. 

VI. Submission 

The applicant shall download the 2019 Application Form of Advanced Customer 

Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, fill in the form 

according to the instruction, submit the paper version (including signature and 

organization seal) of the application form, relevant attachments including the approval 

certificate of human ethics, and the electronic version of the corresponding materials 

before May 5th, 2019 (subject to the posting time). The paper version of the materials 

shall be submitted in duplicate. The applicant shall send the electronic version of the 

materials to chendd(&,wh.iov.cn.

Address: 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Room 105, No.3 Building 
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No.44, Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan, Hubei, China 

Postcode: 430071 

Contact: CHEN Doudou, +86-27-87197115 

Attachment: 2019 Application Form of Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS 

Wuhan Institute of Virology 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

April 4th, 2019 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/12/2019 1:19:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Thanks for the prompt reply. Enjoy your travels. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 1:18 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

All, I just read Pei-yong's version and it looks good to me. Nothing to add. dave 

On Wed, Jun 12, 2019 at 6:48 PM Shi, Pei yong <peshi utmb.edu> wrote: 
I have made very minor suggestions. 
Thanks. 
Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 11:16 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Please see attached draft incorporating some edits. Please check footnote (1) on AAALAC certification—Is it CAS or CAMS? I 
deleted specific reference to BSL4 and just used "biocontainment" given their response to Pei-Yong. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTIVREDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 9:40 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenkaPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Thanks, Jim 

If possible, let's aim to send the final meeting proposal to Longding by the end of today so that he could initiate the approval 
process. This is because their summer break will start in three weeks. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 8:50 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Excellent job, Pei-Yong! Thank you. I suggest we not make an issue of the BSL4 visit. This may resolve itself with time (or get 
worse...). Let's review Ben's draft again with the goal of sending a final out by the end of this week. I'd be interested in the 
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thoughts of others, but my personal opinion is that it still might be of value to have a face-to-face conversation with their 
leadership in Kunming. 

Thanks again for taking the lead in this dialogue. 

Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 7:25 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>., Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Finally, Longding got back to me. We talked over phone this morning. Here are the updates. 

1. Their institute leadership team is fully supportive for the joint meeting in Kunming 

2. Due to the current US-China situation, they will not be able to show us the P4 facility 

3. We need to send them the one-page summary/proposal for the joint meeting for approval 

4. They will cover the expenses for all Chinese participants and meeting facility 

Please let me know if we want to move forward. If so, we should send Longing our one-page summary/proposal that Ben has 
already prepared. 

Given the current condition, it is not critical for me to visit Kunming in July. I will cancel my trip to the other conference in 
Kunming. 

Please advise the next steps. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 1:17 AM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>., Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim. 

Sorry for the delay sending this. Attached a doc for comment/editing that includes a possible topics list, please refine 

Of Dave's dates, I probably can't do the week before Thanksgiving week (will likely be in India). 

PS I am at the labs all week so will have limited email access until Friday evening. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2019 7:56 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Great Pei-yong! Good that's moving forward. The following are my conflicts in Oct and first half of Nov: 

Oct 22-23—A committee meeting in DC (I could skip if I had to, but prefer not) 
Nov 7-8—Lecture at Dartmouth that is locked in 
Nov 18-19 or 20 (not sure which day)—Keynote at ABSA national meeting (also locked in) 

Thanks again for all you do, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jun 3, 2019, at 7:17 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I had a good discussion with Longding this morning. He will talk to his institute leadership team and get back to us. 

Meanwhile, I think we should narrow down the meeting dates, at least from our side. At our last week's TC, Ben 
proposed October or the first two weeks of November. Is this good for all of us? 

I will let you know as soon as I hear back from Longding. 

Best, 
Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek nas.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, June 02, 2019 4:32 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, 

Good call. I am putting together a one page document that details the plan for Kunming (should be done with 
it in a few hours). I will add these topics to the list. 
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Ben 
On Jun 2, 2019, at 11:29 AM, David Franz <davidrfr gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Ben, Did you come up with a tentative list for Kunming on the call? I'm sure you will 
have talked about advanced development of MCMs. Also NHP models of disease. Sorry I 
missed it, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On May 31, 2019, at 10:37 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Pei-yong, Jim and Dave, 

Here are the topics from Galveston and Harbin. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Cervenka, Nicole < 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2019 10:26 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Topic lists for Galveston & Harbin 

-› 

Galveston 2018 
Opening Remarks and Keynote Addresses 

• Host jump of emerging viruses: Flu, MERS-CoV and Ebola 

• "Going digital:" Opportunities and challenges for safety and security 
when life and advances in life sciences are expressed as O's and l's 

Clinical Care and Product Development in Biocontainment 
• The care and management of Ebola patients 
• Challenges of medical product development in biocontainment 
• Ensuring data quality and integrity on studies supporting the 
advancement of medical countermeasures 

Vector-borne Diseases 
• Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 
• Vaccines for Alphaviruses 
• Story of Arboviral Lifecycle: Acquisition Mechanism from Hosts to 
Mosquitoes 
• Imported Yellow Fever and other important viral pathogens in China 
• Zika vaccine development 
• Flaviviral RNAs and host proteins: a love-hate relationship 

Agricultural Research in Biocontainment 
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• Research and operations at the Biosecurity Research Institute: an 
agriculture biocontainment laboratory 
• Development of candidate vaccines against MERS-CoV for camel and 
human 
• Rift Valley fever virus 
• Nipah virus 
• Ecology and Epidemiology of Recent Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 
Outbreaks 

Recent Advances in Research on High Hazard Pathogens 
• Coronaviruses 
• Coronavirus from bats 
• Interplay between coronaviruses and nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 
pathway 
• Mammalian RNAi antiviral and host-virus interaction 

Biosafety, Biosecurity and Biocontainment Facilities Operation 
• Training in biosafety and biosecurity 
• Training program for facilities operations 
• National biosafety laboratory in China 
• Next Steps: Building on the workshop for future cooperation and 
collaboration 

Harbin 2019 
During the discussion the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the 
leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated 
that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a network 
and have started planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take 
place later in 2019. 

Keynote addresses 
• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — 
the Perspective from China 
• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their Interspecies Transmission 
• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in 
China 

Influenza 
• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 
• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 
• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host 
Cellular Factors 

African swine fever 
• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 
• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 
• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live 
Attenuated Vaccines 
• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 
• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 
• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for 
Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 
• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 
• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen 
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Research and Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of 
Research 
• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - 
China's Efforts and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 
• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 
• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that 
Serve as Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene 
Drive Modified Vectors 
• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 
• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in 
Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid 
Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 
• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens 
with Pandemic Potential - a U.S. Perspective 
• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to 
steer toward behavior changes 
• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 
• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to 
Understand and Address Viral Pathogens in China 

Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 
• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in 
China 
• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral 
Infection 
• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 
• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and 
Effectiveness of Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccine 
• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and 
Pathogenic Study of EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 
• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 

Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 
• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the 
Cryptic Natural Product Clusters in Streotomvces 
• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

<China Bio topics.docx> 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMEEDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/12/2019 11:16:26 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 
Draft Kunming plan v2-jwl.docx 

Please see attached draft incorporating some edits. Please check footnote (1) on AAALAC certification—Is it CAS or CAMS? I 
deleted specific reference to BSL4 and just used "biocontainment" given their response to Pei-Yong. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 9:40 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Thanks, Jim 

If possible, let's aim to send the final meeting proposal to Longding by the end of today so that he could initiate the approval 
process. This is because their summer break will start in three weeks. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 8:50 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Excellent job, Pei-Yong! Thank you. I suggest we not make an issue of the BSL4 visit. This may resolve itself with time (or get 
worse...). Let's review Ben's draft again with the goal of sending a final out by the end of this week. I'd be interested in the 
thoughts of others, but my personal opinion is that it still might be of value to have a face-to-face conversation with their 
leadership in Kunming. 

Thanks again for taking the lead in this dialogue. 

Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 7:25 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTM13.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Finally, Longding got back to me. We talked over phone this morning. Here are the updates. 

1. Their institute leadership team is fully supportive for the joint meeting in Kunming 
2. Due to the current US-China situation, they will not be able to show us the P4 facility 
3. We need to send them the one-page summary/proposal for the joint meeting for approval 
4. They will cover the expenses for all Chinese participants and meeting facility 
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Please let me know if we want to move forward. If so, we should send Longing our one-page summary/proposal that Ben has 
already prepared. 

Given the current condition, it is not critical for me to visit Kunming in July. I will cancel my trip to the other conference in Kunming. 

Please advise the next steps. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek nas.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 1:17 AM 
To: 'David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducPUTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim. 

Sorry for the delay sending this. Attached a doc for comment/editing that includes a possible topics list, please refine 

Of Dave's dates, I probably can't do the week before Thanksgiving week (will likely be in India). 

PS I am at the labs all week so will have limited email access until Friday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2019 7:56 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Great Pei-yong! Good that's moving forward. The following are my conflicts in Oct and first half of Nov: 

Oct 22-23—A committee meeting in DC (I could skip if I had to, but prefer not) 
Nov 7-8—Lecture at Dartmouth that is locked in 
Nov 18-19 or 20 (not sure which day)—Keynote at ABSA national meeting (also locked in) 

Thanks again for all you do, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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On Jun 3, 2019, at 7:17 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshiaUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I had a good discussion with longding this morning. He will talk to his institute leadership team and get back to us. 

Meanwhile, I think we should narrow down the meeting dates, at least from our side. At our last week's TC, Ben 
proposed October or the first two weeks of November. Is this good for all of us? 

I will let you know as soon as I hear back from longding. 

Best, 
Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu]
Sent: Sunday, June 02, 2019 4:32 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, 

Good call. I am putting together a one page document that details the plan for Kunming (should be done with 
it in a few hours). I will add these topics to the list. 

Ben 
On Jun 2, 2019, at 11:29 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Ben, Did you come up with a tentative list for Kunming on the call? I'm sure you will 
have talked about advanced development of MCMs. Also NHP models of disease. Sorry I 
missed it, davc 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On May 31, 2019, at 10:37 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Pei-yong, Jim and Dave, 

Here are the topics from Galveston and Harbin. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Cervenka, Nicole < 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2019 10:26 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin < 'clusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Topic lists for Galveston & Harbin 

i > 

Galveston 2018 
Opening Remarks and Keynote Addresses 

• Host jump of emerging viruses: Flu, MERS-CoV and Ebola 
• "Going digital:" Opportunities and challenges for safety and security when 

life and advances in life sciences are expressed as O's and l's 
Clinical Care and Product Development in Biocontainment 

• The care and management of Ebola patients 
• Challenges of medical product development in biocontainment 
• Ensuring data quality and integrity on studies supporting the advancement 

of medical countermeasures 
Vector-borne Diseases 

• Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 
• Vaccines for Alphaviruses 
• Story of Arboviral Lifecycle: Acquisition Mechanism from Hosts to 

Mosquitoes 
• Imported Yellow Fever and other important viral pathogens in China 
• Zika vaccine development 
• Flaviviral RNAs and host proteins: a love-hate relationship 

Agricultural Research in Biocontainment 
• Research and operations at the Biosecurity Research Institute: an 

agriculture biocontainment laboratory 
• Development of candidate vaccines against MERS-CoV for camel and 

human 
• Rift Valley fever virus 
• Nipah virus 
• Ecology and Epidemiology of Recent Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 

Outbreaks 
Recent Advances in Research on High Hazard Pathogens 

• Coronaviruses 
• Coronavirus from bats 
• Interplay between coronaviruses and nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 

pathway 
• Mammalian RNAi antiviral and host-virus interaction 

Biosafety, Biosecurity and Biocontainment Facilities Operation 
• Training in biosafety and biosecurity 
• Training program for facilities operations 
• National biosafety laboratory in China 
• Next Steps: Building on the workshop for future cooperation and 

collaboration 

Harh n 2019 
During the discussion the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the 
leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated 
that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a network 
and have started planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take 
place later in 2019. 
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Keynote addresses 
• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the 

Perspective from China 
• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their Interspecies Transmission 
• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in 

China 
Influenza 

• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 
• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 
• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host 

Cellular Factors 
African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 
• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 
• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live 

Attenuated Vaccines 
• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 
• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 
• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 
• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 
• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen 

Research and Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of 
Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - 
China's Efforts and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 
• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 
• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that 

Serve as Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive 
Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 
• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 
• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with 

Pandemic Potential - a U.S. Perspective 
• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer 

toward behavior changes 
• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 
• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to 

Understand and Address Viral Pathogens in China 
Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 

• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 
• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral 

Infection 
• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 
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• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and 
Effectiveness of Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccine 

• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and 
Pathogenic Study of EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 

• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 
Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 

• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic 
Natural Product Clusters in Streotomvces 

• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 
China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

<China Bio topics.docx> 
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DRAFT v1 5/31/19 

U.S. China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 

Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 
[October or November 2019] 

Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 
Kunming, China 

To address the interconnected life science challenges associated with infectious diseases and further 
enhance cooperation between China and the United States in the areas of global health, biosafety, 
and biosecurity, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS), and the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences (CAMS) in partnership with representatives from other Chinese institutions are organizing a 
U.S.-China dialogue meeting on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global 

Health Security to be held at the Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences,1 in Kunming, China (in 
October or November) 2019. 

The NAS and CAMS organizations recognize the benefits of dialogue to increase understanding, 
improving scientific and technical cooperation in areas of mutual interest to China and the United 

States and to build bridges between Chinese and American scientists. At the meeting, experts will 
share both scientific research to address public health threats of common interest and lessons 
learned to ensure the safe and secure operation of high containment biological laboratories. A special 
focus will be on rapid vaccine development and on non-human primate research in biocontainment. 

The most recent dialogue meeting, held in Harbin, China had a special focus on the use of gene-
editing technology in pathogen research and participants discussed ways to create norms a nd reduce 
risks when using these new tools for research. Topics that may be covered at the Kunming meeting 
include: medical countermeasure development, especially advanced development of vaccines, 
therapeutics and diagnostics; development and use of animal models of high-consequence diseases 
in biocontainment; host-pathogen interactions; the special challenges on the conduct of regulated 
studies (i.e. GLP for FDA review) in biocontainment; response to disease outbreaks; risk assessment 
of gene editing and other advanced biotechnology in pathogen research; institutional oversight of 
biosafety and biosecurity training and facilities operations; and vector borne disease research. 

This dialogue has led to new collaborations and relationships between Chinese and American 
scientists as well as American and Chinese institutions. Following a dialogue meeting held in the U.S. 
in January 2018, the directors of the Galveston National Laboratory and the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology (of the Chinese Academy of Sciences) signed a formal Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) to streamline future collaboration between their laboratories. In October 2018, the directors 
of the laboratories jointly published an editorial in [ HYPERLINK 

1 
The Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences, National High-level Biosafety Research Center, CAMS, operates the newest of 

china's biocontainment laboratories. Its National Medical Primate Research Centre was establ ished in 2005 and is the 
first institute in both the Chinese Aca demy of Sciences and Yunnan province to gain AAALAC certification. 
http://www.i mbca ms .a c.cn/Category_2143/Index.a spx 
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2 
Duringthe most recent dialogue meeting in Harbin the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the leadership 

of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated that they supportthe idea and wi l l work with NAS 
to develop and create a network. The groups have started pla nning a n international meeting to take place soon. 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'David Franziclavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/12/2019 8:50:23 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Excellent job, Pei-Yong! Thank you. I suggest we not make an issue of the BRA visit. This may resolve itself with time (or get 
worse...). Let's review Ben's draft again with the goal of sending a final out by the end of this week. I'd be interested in the 
thoughts of others, but my personal opinion is that it still might be of value to have a face-to-face conversation with their 
leadership in Kunming. 

Thanks again for taking the lead in this dialogue. 

Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 7:25 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Finally, Longding got back to me. We talked over phone this morning. Here are the updates. 

1. Their institute leadership team is fully supportive for the joint meeting in Kunming 
2. Due to the current US-China situation, they will not be able to show us the P4 facility 
3. We need to send them the one-page summary/proposal for the joint meeting for approval 
4. They will cover the expenses for all Chinese participants and meeting facility 

Please let me know if we want to move forward. If so, we should send Longing our one-page summary/proposal that Ben has 
already prepared. 

Given the current condition, it is not critical for me to visit Kunming in July. I will cancel my trip to the other conference in Kunming. 

Please advise the next steps. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 1:17 AM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim. 

Sorry for the delay sending this. Attached a doc for comment/editing that includes a possible topics list, please refine 

Of Dave's dates, I probably can't do the week before Thanksgiving week (will likely be in India). 

PS I am at the labs all week so will have limited email access until Friday evening. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2019 7:56 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Great Pei-yong! Good that's moving forward. The following are my conflicts in Oct and first half of Nov: 

Oct 22-23—A committee meeting in DC (I could skip if I had to, but prefer not) 
Nov 7-8—Lecture at Dartmouth that is locked in 
Nov 18-19 or 20 (not sure which day)—Keynote at ABSA national meeting (also locked in) 

Thanks again for all you do, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jun 3, 2019, at 7:17 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I had a good discussion with Longding this morning. He will talk to his institute leadership team and get back to us. 

Meanwhile, I think we should narrow down the meeting dates, at least from our side. At our last week's TC, Ben 
proposed October or the first two weeks of November. Is this good for all of us? 

I will let you know as soon as I hear back from Longding. 

Best, 
Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [rnailto:BRusek nas.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, June 02, 2019 4:32 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, 
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Good call. I am putting together a one page document that details the plan for Kunming (should be done with 
it in a few hours). I will add these topics to the list. 

Ben 
On Jun 2, 2019, at 11:29 AM, David Franz <daviddranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Ben, Did you come up with a tentative list for Kunming on the call? I'm sure you will 
have talked about advanced development of MCMs. Also NHP models of disease. Sorry I 
missed it, dave 

David R Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On May 31, 2019, at 10:37 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Pei-yong, Jim and Dave, 

Here are the topics from Galveston and Harbin. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Cervenka, Nicole < 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2019 10:26 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin < Rusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Topic lists for Galveston & Harbin 

Galveston 2018 
Opening Remarks and Keynote Addresses 

• Host jump of emerging viruses: Flu, MERS-CoV and Ebola 
• "Going digital:" Opportunities and challenges for safety and security when 

life and advances in life sciences are expressed as O's and 1's 
Clinical Care and Product Development in Biocontainment 

• The care and management of Ebola patients 
• Challenges of medical product development in biocontainment 
• Ensuring data quality and integrity on studies supporting the advancement 

of medical countermeasures 
Vector-borne Diseases 

• Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 
• Vaccines for Alphaviruses 
• Story of Arboviral Lifecycle: Acquisition Mechanism from Hosts to 

Mosquitoes 
• Imported Yellow Fever and other important viral pathogens in China 
• Zika vaccine development 
• Flaviviral RNAs and host proteins: a love-hate relationship 
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Agricultural Research in Biocontainment 
• Research and operations at the Biosecurity Research Institute: an 

agriculture biocontainment laboratory 
• Development of candidate vaccines against MERS-CoV for camel and 

human 
• Rift Valley fever virus 
• Nipah virus 
• Ecology and Epidemiology of Recent Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 

Outbreaks 
Recent Advances in Research on High Hazard Pathogens 

• Coronaviruses 
• Coronavirus from bats 
• Interplay between coronaviruses and nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 

pathway 
• Mammalian RNAi antiviral and host-virus interaction 

Biosafety, Biosecurity and Biocontainment Facilities Operation 
• Training in biosafety and biosecurity 
• Training program for facilities operations 
• National biosafety laboratory in China 
• Next Steps: Building on the workshop for future cooperation and 

collaboration 

Harbin 2019 
During the discussion the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the 
leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated 
that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a network 
and have started planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take 
place later in 2019. 

Keynote addresses 
• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the 

Perspective from China 
• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their I nterspecies Transmission 
• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in 

China 
Influenza 

• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 
• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 
• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host 

Cellular Factors 
African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 
• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 
• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live 

Attenuated Vaccines 
• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 
• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 
• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 
• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 
• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen 
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Research and Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of 
Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - 
China's Efforts and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 
• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 
• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that 

Serve as Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive 
Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 
• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 
• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with 

Pandemic Potential - a U.S. Perspective 
• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer 

toward behavior changes 
• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 
• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to 

Understand and Address Viral Pathogens in China 
Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 

• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 
• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral 

Infection 
• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 
• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and 

Effectiveness of Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccine 
• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and 

Pathogenic Study of EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 
• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 

Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 
• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic 

Natural Product Clusters in Streotomvces 
• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

<China Bio topics.docx> 
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To: Carrie L. Hunt[Carrie.Hunt@ag.tamu.edu] 
Cc: Guerra, Analilia[anaguerr©UTMB.EDUL Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 4/1/2019 12:17:01 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Agenda for High-Containment Lab Workflow Meeting in DC, April 3-4 
TAMU OHS conf Apr2019.pptx 

Carrie, attached please find my slides for the meeting later this week. I'll plan on calling—could you please send the call in 
information—date, time, number and code. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Carrie L. Hunt <Carrie.Hunt@ag.tamu.edu> 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2019 4:06 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Guerra, Analilia <anaguerr@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Agenda for High-Containment Lab Workflow Meeting in DC, April 3-4 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
That sounds great- I will set up a conference line and provide the details prior to the meeting. The prompt that we have been 
distributing for the lab overview presentations is below, and we can definitely advance the slides from our end. 
Thanks and have a great weekend! 
Carrie 

To introduce the meeting participants and laboratories represented, we would like to open the meeting with a 
brief overview of each facility. As such, we request that you provide a 10-minute PowerPoint presentation 
introducing Galveston National Laboratory. 

To facilitate discussion around the meeting objectives, we ask that your presentation address the following topics: 
• Logistics: location, size, focus/specialization, BL3/BL4 capacity 
• Brief elaboration of research and/or diagnostic functions 
• Overview of laboratory model 

o Academic/industry/government/international partnerships or collaborations 
o Resource planning 
o Funding sources 

• Infrastructure: local vs. cloud-based, communication, data storage network, LIMS, access to high-performance computing, 
etc. 
• Any perspectives or emergent use cases for IT or OT in your facility (and disciplines involved) 

o Does the laboratory handle genomics/proteomics internally or source sequencing and/or bioinformatic 
interpretation to a specialist? 

Please email your presentation to Carrie carrie.hunt ag.tamu.edu) by Friday, March 29. 

From: LeDuc, James W. < ecluc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2019 2:21 PM 
To: Carrie L. Hunt <Carrie.Hunt@ag.tamu.edu>
Cc: Guerra, Analilia <anaguerr2UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Agenda for High-Containment Lab Workflow Meeting in DC, April 3-4 
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Hi Carrie, 

Thank you for the note and update on meeting preparations. I had blocked the dates for this meeting and I should be able to 
participate by phone and make the brief presentation as requested. I presume that others will be using slides and I can send you a 
set in advance of the meeting in hopes that someone on your end can advance them for me. In addition to Dave Franz, Krista 
Versteeg is a recent graduate and she also knows our program well and can help answer questions. I reviewed the agenda and the 
information provided originally, but please let me know if there are specific areas that you would like me to stress in my brief 
overview. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Carrie L. Hunt <— rrie.Hunt mu.eciu> 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2019 1:38 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwledue@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Guerra, Analilia <anaguerrPUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Agenda for High-Containment Lab Workflow Meeting in DC, April 3-4 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I wanted to provide you with the (draft) agenda for the upcoming high-containment laboratory meeting in Washington DC on April 
3-4, as well as to gauge your interest level in participating remotely. Regretfully the meeting room does not have video 
conferencing capability; however we have a couple of other options, if you are interested: we can set up a conference line and 
leave it open all day, so you are able to dial-in and participate (audio only), coming and going as you are available. We can also set 
up a WebEx call and use a laptop in the room for both audio and visual connectivity. 

Additionally, if you choose to participate remotely- we have an agenda item early on the first day which is comprised of each 
laboratory represented giving a 10-minute overview of their enterprise (touching on a few key topics which we provide). We 
currently have Galveston National Laboratory on this list, but this is entirely up to you whether you'd like to participate. (Note: 
Dave Franz will be in attendance and has offered to help provide on-site commentary/facilitation.) 

We regret that you are unable to attend this meeting and are more than willing to accommodate your remote participation- please 
let me know your preferences on the topics above. (And if your personal commitments prevent you from remote participation in 
the meeting, this is completely understandable as well.) 

Thanks, 
Carrie 

Carrie L. Hunt PhD, PMP 
Program Manager 
Institute for Infectious Animal Diseases (IIAD) 
Texas A&M AgriLife Research 
1500 Research Parkway, Suite B270 
College Station, TX 77843-2129 
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carrie.hunt@ag.tamu.edu
Office 979.458.8684 
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This is the Galveston National Lab 
WW.

Health. 
GalVcraisval Nativnal 1..nhvrntvry 
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The GNL: A National Resource 

Galveston National 
Laboratory 

• Project cost: $173.6 million 
• Federal Grant amount: $115 million 
• State of Texas match: $58.6 million 
• One of only two fully operational 

BSL4 labs on a college campus in US 
• - 300,000 gross sq ft
• >14,000 sq ft BSL4 
• - 30,000 sq ft BSL3 

Health. 
GalVcraisval Nativnal 1..nhvrntvry 
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Health 

Biosafety Levels BSL2 — BSL4 

BSL-4 (Ebola, Crimean 

B S L-3 
Congo Hemorrhagic 
 

(SARS, West Nile viruses) 
fever) 

B S L-2 
(Hepatitis C and 

Influenza viruses) 
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World Reference Center for Emerging 
Viruses and for Arboviruses (WRCEVA) 
Mission: 
Maintain >8,000 virus strains, cDNA clones g 
and reagents to support international 
research. 

Assist with outbreak investigations, 
diagnostics 

Discover and characterize new viruses and 
assess in vitro and in vivo host range. 

Sequencing and phylogenetic analyses to 
determine evolutionary histories and 
emergence mechanisms. 

Train scientists in the identification and 
characterization of emerging viruses. 
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Basic and Translational Research Projects — BSL4 

• Advancement of drug and monoclonal antibody treatments for Ebola and Marburg Virus 
• rVSV and other vectored vaccines to protect against viral hemorrhagic fevers 

Study of hearing loss associated with survivors of Lassa Fever (Nigerian partnership) 
• Development of anti-virals targeting filoviruses 
• Assess and validate diagnostics for high-hazard pathogens 
• Tick-borne hemorrhagic fever research (Crimean-Congo HF, TBE) 
• Comparative immunology of Egyptian Fruit Bats with filoviruses 
• Aerosol challenge studies with pathogens at high containment (BSL3, BSL4) 
• Pre-clinical efficacy evaluations of vaccine and drug candidates 

Development of "needle free" vaccine candidates 

Health 
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More than 100,000 hours spent in BSL4 Lab in first 10 years of operation 
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fiealth • Entries into BSL4 111 Hours Spent in Lab 
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Highly Trained and Qualified Personnel 

March 2019 
94 individuals who are trained 
for independent BSL4 access 
or are in the training pipeline. 
335 individuals approved to 
work with Select Agents (at all 
biosafety levels). 
694 employees (includes 
students). 
1003 people with access to 
the building. 

mat, 
• 
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IBTC Mock Training Laboratory 
Fully equipped for biocontainment training at BSL2/3/4 levels. 

Health 

. ...... .. ................... 

G.:h.°. NO.:0 iabovutry 
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Preparing Staff for Caring for Patients with Ebola or other 
Infectious Diseases 

• UTMB biosafety team and training 
staff, among the most experienced 
in the world at dealing with 
dangerous pathogens. 

• UTMB collaborated with the CDC 
and biocontainment units_in 
Montana, Nebraska and Emory 
University to develop best practices 
and protocols. 

UTMB hospital and clinic staff have 
had extensive training in appropriate 
use of Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE; especially donning 
and doffing), specialized patient 
care procedures, infection control 
and waste disposal. 

Ebola Patient Drills have been 
staged and have included hospital 
staff and regional responders 

CmuolutUy 
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Laboratory Business Model 
Basic Research on Pathogens Requiring Biocontainment (N IH and other sponsors) 

• Investigator initiated research 
• Student-involved basic research—Academic Mission 
• Reference reagents 

Translational Research (USG and some commercial sponsors) 

• Pre-clinical test and evaluation 

• Animal model development and validation 
• Formal regulated studies (GLP) 

Partial Operations Support for BSL4 from NIH 

Operations Support for BSL2 and 3 from University Indirect Costs 

Partial Security Supportfrom NIH 

Specialized Capabilities in Service Centers, i.e. Aerobiology (fee for service) 

utmb th Department Name Goes Here 
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UTMB Assay Development Service Division 

High-throughput Liquid Handling 
Tecan Evo 

High-throughput Magnetic-bead Based 
Assays 

MagNA Pure 96 

Health 

Real-time (413CR and PCR Arrays 
Bio-Plex- Analysis 

Next-Generation Sequencing 
PyroMark 96 ID and Ion Torrent 
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High-Throughput Nucleic Acid/Protein 
Extraction 

• MagNA Pure 96 system (VD) — 8-96 samples in 20 minutes 
• Automated, magnetic bead systems for high-throughput 

DNA/RNA/protein purification 
• Reproducible sample preparation 
• Located in dedicated clean room 

• Assays established for extraction from 
Tri-Pure aqueous phase 
of BSI3 and 4 samples 

Health 
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Next Generation Sequencing 

Ion Torrent Ion Chef and S5 

Pvromark Q96ID 

Health 
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Past projects: 
-Tick health screening PCR array — UTMB Insectary (BSL2-4) 
-ATCC repository reagent QA contract — BSL4 viruses 
-Arbovirus repository molecular stock evaluations — BSL4 viruses 
-Ion Torrent full genome pathogen sequencing: 

Viral: BSL2-4 
Bacterial: BSL2-3 

-Ion Torrent microbiome characterization: animal and human mucosae samples 
-guinea pig immune response transcriptional array 

other animal model assays in process (NHP, ferret) 
-Legionella decontamination monitoring 
-Zika surge capacity for clinical and mosquito sampling. 

Created QA'd datasets for 4 human biomatricies and selected mosquito species 
Created QA panels for lab validation 

-Clinical material screening for flaviviruses 

Health 
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Bioinformatics &Genomics Facilities and Capabilities 

Laboratory 

• Dedicated BSL2 Space 
• SOPs for isolation of DNA 

from complex 
environmental samples 

• Sequencing Instruments 

• IIlumina Miseq 

• Oxford Nanopore MinION 

• IIlumina HiSeq1500 

• IIlumina NextSeq550 

• IIlumina MiniSeq 

4.4tintt 1.1.e;.) I t.11 

• Computational 
Dedicated Local Servers128 
cores, 1 TB RAM, 40 TB Storage 

Developed Bioinformatics 
AlgorithmsQuality Control 

• Storage and Compression 

• Detection of Unknown 
Organism 

Characterization of 
Pathogens 

Collaboration with the Texas 
Advanced Computing Center 
(TACC) 

• U.S. Center for 
Computational Excellence 

• LEARN 
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Staff are Involved in Supporting International 
Science (Scientific Diplomacy) 

National/International Policy Development 
• World Health Organization 
• GOARN 
• National Academies of Science 
• Scientific and Policy Meetings: India, Croatia, 

Georgia, South America, Cuba 

International BiosafetyTraining 

KOI n CDC St off 
RSV Loo OpLoUoos Tra '1g 
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 Series 1 Series 2 Series 3
2011 3898 5584 2
2012 6469 11291 2
2013 7098 13181 3
2014 7970 13404 5
2015 10489 17780
2016 9700 16500
2017 6755 16589
2018 5693 14536



From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

Location: video conference: dial 888 475 4499 (Toll Free), 407 611 109 

Importance: Normal 

Subject: CISAC call 

Start Time: Mon 8/26/2019 10:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Mon 8/26/2019 12:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: LeDuc, James W. 

RE: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects Aug 26 11-1 

CISAC Bio Conf Call llam-1pm Monday Aug 26 

Ben and Hope organizing 
Dear Committee Members, 

The best time to hold the call is on Monday, August 261! from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM ET. I will send out a reminder, with 
information on how to join via Zoom (video) and a call in phone number before the call. 

To follow up on our request for your availability for a 2-hour conference call to discuss the future of CISAC's bio efforts, Ben and 
Rita have prepared the following agenda of items for discussion 

-Introduction 
-Idea to incorporate bio work under new "International Networks" section of PGA Division of NASEM 
-Update on bilateral dialogues and projects 

1) China, brief summary of recent history of the dialogue, plans for next meeting in Wuhan and proposed formalization with 
CAS/CCDC, strategy, and future directions 
2) Pakistan, brief summary of recent work, plans for upcoming meeting in Doha, discussion of funding issues, and future 

directions 
3) India, update on Department of State sponsored meeting and workshop, future directions 
4) Russia, ideas for rebuilding relationship 

-Update on CBEP project 
-Discussion of global network of BSL-4 lab leaders 
-Overall strategy and priorities, cooperation and competition with other organizations working in the space (NTI, JHU, other parts of 
NASEM, etc.) 
-Membership, funding opportunities post BEP and PASCC 
-Other issues 

Ben will invite David Reiman and Pei-yong Shi to join the call. Please send us any suggestions of other people whom you feel it 
would be beneficial to join the call and we will reach out. 
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To: 'NancyConnell©jhu.edulNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
'dgriffi6@jhu.eduldgriffi6©jhu.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; leanloz@berkeley.eduljeanloz@berkeley.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese©mssm.edu]; 
'relman@stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; 
Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 8/16/2019 12:02:56 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects Aug 26 11-1 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

The CISAC bio discussion will be will be on Monday, Aug 26 at 11:00 AM (ET). 

If you would like to join by video (NAS staff will be on video) please use Zoom, a cloud platform for video and audio conferencing, 
which will allow us to share documents and files and also to see one another via the cameras on our computers. Of course, if you do 
not wish to have your face displayed, you need not activate the camera. You can find out more about Zoom and test it here: 
https://support. zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115002262083 -How-Do-I- Test-Prior-to-Joining-a-Meeting 

• To join the meeting, please click on this lipk: 
https://nasem. om. u '407611109?pwcH 552.136 

• You may be asked to download a Zoom app file if you haven't already used Zoom. 
• To call in instead of participating online, dial 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 
• The meeting ID is 407 611 109 

Please feel free to let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Best wishes, 
Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Tuesday, August 6, 2019 4:27 PM 
To: 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhu.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 'jeanloz@berkeley.edu' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; 'LeDuc, James 
W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' <peter.palese@mssm.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>; 
Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects Aug 26 11-1 

Dear Committee Members, 

The best time to hold the call is on Monday, August 261! from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM ET. I will send out a reminder, with 
information on how to join via Zoom (video) and a call in phone number before the call. 

To follow up on our request for your availability for a 2-hour conference call to discuss the future of CISAC's bio efforts, Ben and 
Rita have prepared the following agenda of items for discussion 

-Introduction 
-Idea to incorporate bio work under new "International Networks" section of PGA Division of NASEM 
-Update on bilateral dialogues and projects 

1) China, brief summary of recent history of the dialogue, plans for next meeting in Wuhan and proposed formalization with 
CAS/CCDC, strategy, and future directions 
2) Pakistan, brief summary of recent work, plans for upcoming meeting in Doha, discussion of funding issues, and future 

directions 
3) India, update on Department of State sponsored meeting and workshop, future directions 
4) Russia, ideas for rebuilding relationship 
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-Update on CBEP project 
-Discussion of global network of BSL-4 lab leaders 
-Overall strategy and priorities, cooperation and competition with other organizations working in the space (NTI, JHU, other parts of 
NASEM, etc.) 
-Membership, funding opportunities post BEP and PASCC 
-Other issues 

Ben will invite David Reiman and Pei-yong Shi to join the call. Please send us any suggestions of other people whom you feel it 
would be beneficial to join the call and we will reach out. 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

he Nationai Anthem', 

• ENGIN r n.! NG 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 4:17 PM 
To: 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhu.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 'jeanloz@berkeley.edu' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>;
'jwleduc@utmb.edu' <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <13Rusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects 

Dear CISAC Members, 

We would like to schedule a two-hour Zoom (video) or teleconference call during the last week of August to update you on our current 
bio-related projects and to hold a more strategic discussion on the future of CISAC's bio projects/activities in China, India, and 
Russia. To complement the perspectives of long-time CISAC members, we would also like to include a small number of additional 
experts (e.g., David Relman, Pei-yong Shi, and/or others); please let us know if you have any concerns with including experts beyond 
CISAC members. 

To schedule the call at a time convenient for the majority of you, please send me the times you are NOT available during that week 
(August 26-30), between 9 am and 6 pm ET. 

Thank you in advance. We look forward to a productive, forward-looking discussion. 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

The National Academies o.," 

S ENU!N' NGMtLi. ' 
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To: 'NancyConnell©jhu.eduThlancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
'dgriffi6@jhu.eduldgriffi6©jhu.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; leanloz@berkeley.eduljeanloz@berkeley.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese©mssm.edu]; 
'relman@stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, 
Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 8/23/2019 3:39:09 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject CISAC Bio Conf Call 11am-1pm Monday Aug 26 

Bio Engagements since 2007.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC Members and Friends, 

We have a call on Monday, August 26th from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM ET. This e-mail has the dial-in info and the agenda with notional 
times. We want your input both in real time on the call and your thoughts afterward. 

ZOOM or DIAL IN 
If you would like to join by video, please use Zoom by clicking on this link: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/407611109?pwci; 552.136 

• You may be asked to download a Zoom app Tile if y- odhaveria arready used Zoom. 
To call in instead of participating online, dial 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

• The meeting ID is 407 611 109 
Please contact Hope Hare (hhare@nas.edu) if you have any questions or requests. 

AGENDA 
A. Introduction Raymond Jeanloz and Dave Franz to say a few words on goals (5 min or less) 
B. Banner, Conducting some bio activities under "International Networks & Cooperation" section of the NASEM Policy and 

Global Affairs Division Micah (just a few minutes) 
C. Update on bilateral dialogues and projects (40 min overall) NOTE: Dave Franz drafted a bullet list of CISAC bio 

engagements since 2007, which is attached to this e-mail 
1. China, 

a. brief summary of recent developments in the dialogue 
b. plans for next meeting in Wuhan 
c. should we formalize the dialogue with CAS/CCDC? 
d. future directions and strategy, how do we capitalize on accomplishments and are there other lines of work to 

pursue? 
2. Pakistan 

a. brief summary of recent work 
b. plans for upcoming meeting in Doha 
c. funding 
d. future directions: close out work but maintain relationships; hand off work; develop new work? 

3. India 
a. brief update on State Dept-sponsored meetings and workshop on emerging biotech 
b. partners 
c. funding 
d. future directions? 

4. Russia 
a. ideas for rebuilding relationship (Ebola West Africa response, influenza, ...) 

5. Update on study on international biological and health security engagement 
6. Update on workshop on norms for provision of laboratories to developing countries 
7. Discussion of global network of BSL-4 lab leaders 

D. Goals, Topics, and Strategy (- 60 min) 
1. Overall goals? 
2. Topics we should be working on (some suggestions below to start the discussion) 

a. Managing infectious disease research (high-containment labs and related issues) 
b. Emerging technologies including editing of viruses and other pathogens (gain of function, gene drives, ...?) 
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c. Securing manufacturing of biological therapeutics and gene therapies 
d. Disease surveillance technologies and networks 
e. Helping plan U.S. engagement of science/security sectors of other countries 
f. Helping to develop life-science-related advisory functions in other countries/orgs 

3. Parties we should be engaging (Americans and foreign counterparts) 
4. Cooperation and competition with other organizations working in the space (NTI, JHU, other parts of NASEM, etc.) 
5. Membership 
6. Funding opportunities post BEP and PASCC 

E. Other issues? (balance of time) 

We look forward to talking with you on Monday. Have a good weekend. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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CISAC Bio Engagements since 2007 

Multi-national 
Pivotal 2011 Istanbul Meeting. 32 Countries. High Containment Lab Focus 

China. (Ben Lead)----High-Containment Lab and Science (Virology) focus 
2007. Peggy and Dave Beijing Began discussions with CBSG under CPCFP&D 

AMMS, Inst of Biophysics, Inst of Micro & I mmuno 
Dave and Jim stayed in touch and conducted 'busy-work' for 4-5 years 

Ca. 2012-2013. Jim and Dave attended meeting in Wuhan 
Met Zhiming and post-doc who trained in Galveston 
Jim and Dave visit Kunming 'new' CAMS BSL-4 Lab 

Sep 2015—Organized meeting in Beijing...included science 
May 2017—Organized meeting in Wuhan new CAS BSL-4--science and high-containment 

(Jim and Dave on Editorial Board of two new Chi nese/Englis h Journa Is) 
Wuhan: BS and BS. China CDC: BS and Health 

Jan 2018----Organized meeting in Galveston at UTMB 
Three BSL-4 directors & China CDC director attended 

Oct 2018---Ji m and Zhiming Science OpEd on Containment Lab Networking 
Jan 2019---Organized meeting at Harbin new CAAS BSL-4 Lab 

India (Rita & Ben Lead)---Regulatory support and BS/BS focus 
2012-2014---Several scoping trips and with NAS other USG parties (Ben, Rita or Dave) 
Nov 2014---Indo-US workshop on Challenges EID and GH Security in Delhi 
May 2016----Indo-US Regional Meeting in Seychelles. 15 countries 
[Funding stopped; Indo-US dialogue begun by JHU Center for Health Security] 

Pakistan (Rita & Ben Lead)---Clinical Lab upgrades and education focus 
Sep 2016---Is la ma bad Mtg, Strengthening PH Clinical Labs in Pakistan 
Apr 2017 ---Rita, Ben & Dave visit Islamabad to organize Clinical Manual preparation 
Jan 2018---Bangkok meeting to bring Pak and US authors together 
Mar 2019---Meeting in Islamabad for official release of 240p Clinical manual 

[Pak first authors and US co-authors] 

Russia 
No organized meetings after March 2014 
Rita visits regularly and staying in touch with US Embassy and RAS key personnel 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 2:26 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Topics for China bio meeting 
Attachments: Wuhan 2020 draft program Chinese and English.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

As promised, here is the agenda we received from Zhiming. They propose: 

Session 1: Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 
Session 2: Reality and Challenges of the Prevention and Control of African Swine Fever 
Session 3: Gene Editing and Synthetic Biology 
Session 4: Management and Operation of Biosafety Laboratory 

On the phone you proposed to add talks on: 
1) The BruceIla outbreak (in Longzhou?) 
2) Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever final clearance 
3) Tree shrew animal model (highlighting the work done at the Kunming lab). 
4) and a session about the future of the U.S. China partnership and future collaboration (maybe as an invitation only 
final session). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 11:42 AM 
To: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 

Subject: RE: METE! 1-tfr&IVArg, -11-"s1VA ) 20191119 
Importance: High 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim, 

Pei-yong, sounds like good news! Thanks for continuing to work this. 

I used Google translate to quickly translate the email text and the Chinese portions of the proposed program agenda (attached). It's 
essentially an initial modification of the program agenda from the last meeting we held in Wuhan. Yes it would be good to do this 
sooner than May of 2020. I am available to talk this afternoon or tomorrow late afternoon. 
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Ben 

*** 

Challenges - Conference Program (Discussion Draft) 

Dear Professor, 

Hello! 

After discussion, we further revised the meeting plan of the 5th China-US Symposium 

on Newly Communicable Infectious Diseases, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 

Challenges. Please see the attachment for your review. After the topic of the meeting is 

finalized, we will send an invitation to the expert and confirm the subject of the 

report. 

please know this, thanks! 

Chen teasing 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Research Planning Office 027-87197115 

Mobile: 18963869921 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1 202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc:@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>

Subject: RE: MEr191=1=Ijfi&IV IA, ( -1,4-005 ) 20191119 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Here are two highlights about Zhiming's meeting proposal. 

1. The meeting will continue to focus on emerging infectious diseases, laboratory operation and safety, synthetic 
biology in infectious diseases, and control of African swine fever virus. 

2. Although the proposed date is on May 13-14, Zhiming agrees to change it to an earlier time. 

Jim and I would like to invite an expert on tree shrew animal model from Kunming to present at the upcoming meeting. 
UTMB is initiating a collaboration with the Institute of Medical Biology on using tree shrew as new models for viral 
infections. 

Let's have a TC to discuss when you have time. 

Best, PeE-yoiA,g 

2 
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From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@LIIEMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <lwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>

Subject: Re: MEr191:1=1 J ,fr&IV )14 -g, ( -1,1-005 ) 20191119 

Thanks, Jim 
I just communicated with Zhiming again. He still hasn't received the final approval, but is very optimistic about receiving 
it soon. I will keep my fingers on him. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@IUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:37:23 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranzegmail.corn) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: MEr191:1=1 J ,fr&IV )14 -g, ( -11-04 ) 20191119 

Good news. Let's get a translation so we can understand the details. 

Thanks very much for pushing this through. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2019, at 8:24 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 
After several rounds of follow up with Zhiming, I have just received their meeting proposal. This 
proposal has been included for their approval process in China. We could discuss, modify, and give them 
our feedbacks. 
Best wishes, 
Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: chencld@whiov.cn <chencid@whiov.cn> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:42:02 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>

Cc: *,,_±,s1E1)] <yzmpwh.iov.cn>; <zhan zc wh.iov.cn>; zhangyh <zhangvh@wh.iov.cn>

Subject: METH ,=1=, ,t,fr&f 1,1-g, ( ) 
20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

3 
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cc ant 

research, timely communicating and undentanding the new situations and new problems in the field of global health 

and safety, andgiving full play to the advantages of Sino-US cooperation and joint research, better Responding to new 
outbreaks of infectious diseases, ensuring laboratory safety and global health security, and contributing to the cause of 

China and the United states and even human health. 

Deleted: ¶ 
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*IRMA*: A ( fAffVfi, K±) 
THS/A (11:11114*IRARM*OVifi, fifi-lk) 

ON (11:11114*IRARM*OVifi, Agfifilk) 
IE (11:11114*IRARM*OVifi, .filMY1) 

*11L-W*FM 
11,5(XA: i I s /1, 41.-14it 

Organizer: Chinese Academy of Sciences. American Academy of Sciences 

Organizer: Center for Biosafety Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Chairman of the meeting: Yuan Zhiming (Researcher, Wuhan Institute of Virology. Chinese 

Academy of Sciences) 

Conference Organizing Committee: US. to be determined 

Gao Fu (Academician. Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Wang Yanxi (Director, Wuhan Institute of Virology. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Gong Peng (Deputy Director. Wuhan Institute of Virology. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Shi Zhengli (Researcher, Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

US. to be determined 

VS,...!c!.**.tcrmittc4 

VS,...!c!.**.tcrmittc4 

English 

1. ffiR4**Affl 4/zAT.t "3k-
Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 

2. 1Pfrlitt IMIleftWMA41/ttiti 
Reality and Challenges of The Prevention and Control of African Swine Fever 

3. 411140#1*/ittlt* 

Gene Editing and Synthetic Biology 

4. tfAl-r•MtAIIVIllfflitAi-
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Management and Operation of Biosafety Laboratory 

Diane E. Griffin ( X fi I- 44- , PJ ) 
(X -) Linda Saif X El IR A" Ifid+ I )44- , ±) 

David Reiman ( X El M 44- , ±) 
James W. Le Due (X111,MAPM)44-)JritiMfii 111*" .-KA, ral) 
Thomas Ksiazek ( X ErtbArM)C44-ittliMffM+CIF KA", ftt1) 
David R. Franz ( X 11113-&47*;0A-- E.-44-63+ Vfi, 
Benjamin J. Rusek ( X111f444- , tK I ) 
Shi Peiyong ( X ErtbArM)C44-, ectu 
David swayne X IIIVAM****fMAK , 

(I'll IIKABMI-41J 'tub, r11111fil-IA VA±) 
(rIIIIKABMIlliitub*V-Mff)Mt$10fi, IllifiTAV±E±) 

• (r11111VAkfil-44-VA*VPL4K-61MW, 63M) 
(r11111E.4444444AE:44-teA44-61MPfi, 

Wt (r111114--Vfil-44A47VE.44-6/MIA, tfl) 
IJJ (IAAL1)(44-, 4IMYI) 

laV't? ( 1=11111)C44-, *AR) 

tT.t SV1) 

6/Mk,' ) 
(r1111KANI -Vr11,LAWANI -$10fi, 6/Mk,' ) 

qKtE (r11111f4lAtUMNV+Vfi, 6/Mk,' ) 
• r11111f4444A_MEAMNIMPfi, 631MM ) 
AZ4-- (r11111f4lAiatIt6IMPfi, VMM) 
• (r11111f4444ADIAMIt6IMPfi, 6/Mk,' ) 
.041 (r11111f444A -AaA4V+Vfi, 6/Mk,' ) 

4)IVI (r11111f444A-AaA-461MW, 6IMM ) 
• * (r11111f444A-AaA-461MW, VMM) 
AVIA (r11111f444A-AaA-461MW, 6/Mk,' ) 
• (r11111f444A111R4- 1 ,N) 

Gao Fu (Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Xu Jianguo (Infectious Disease Prevention and Control Institute, Chinese Center for Disease 
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Control and Prevention, Academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering) 

Bu Zhigao (Researcher. Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, Chinese Academy of 

Agricultural Sciences) 

III.... .whartf-'...(RcaTcbc•,....blqit.Ptc.....P(....Nlqdic4...000.8.1,.....chjfic. .c.....,),P4c1.9Y.....0...NIcSI.i4 

sci.qici;0 

Niititary.Sciencci;) 

Tp..I.N..sic!cppipc4.(7,!los)mn...!.,!ri. .'crsity..ql.V„cpppltligs and 1.4,W) 

Wu Guizhen (Researcher. Institute of Viral Disease Control and Prevention. Chinese Center 

for Disease Control and Prevention) 

Liang Mifang (Researcher. Institute of Viral Disease Control and Prevention. Chinese Center 

for Disease Control and Prevention) 

Zhang Xianen (Researcher. Institute of Biophysics. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Tang Hong (Researcher. Shanghai Pasteur Institute, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Liu Wenjun (Researcher. Institute of Microbiology. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Zheng Yonatang (Researcher. Kunming Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Shi Zhengli (Researcher, Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Hu Zhiliong (Researcher. Wuhan Institute ofVirology hincsc Academ f Sciences) 

YOIp1110)11.112 

I Deleted: I 
• 

*A 

Date 

Tuesday 

12" May 

Time Agenda 

14:00-21:00 

19:00-21:00 

Registration 

Address: Island International Hotel Huanggang 

No.8 Xingang 2nd Road, Huangzhou District, Huanggang 

I Wednesday 09:00-10:00 

Dinner 

Welcome and opening remarks 
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13' May Chair — Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

China: Yanyi Wang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, CAS) 

U.S.: ,Academician, National Academy of 

Sciences) 

10:00-10:30 Tea break and group photo 

Session 1: Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 

Chair— Peiyong Shi ( Professor, University of Texas) 

10:30-10:50 

10:50-11:10 

George F. Gao (Academician, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

Linda Saif (Academician, Ohio State University) 

11:10-11:30 Zhengli Shi (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

11:30-11:50 James Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

11:50-14:00 Lunch 

Session 1: Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 
Chair —Zhiming Yuan ( Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Jianguo Xu (Academician, National Institute for Communicable 
Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

14:00-14:20 

14:20-14:40 Peiyong Shi (Professor, University of Texas) 

14:40-15:00 
Yunzhang Hu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Medical Biology, 
CAMS) 

15:00-15:30 

15:30-15:50 

Gong Cheng (Professor, Tsinghua University) 

Rui Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

15:50-16:10 

16:10-16:30 

Tea break 

Chengfeng Qin (Professor, The Academy of Military Medical 

Sciences) 

16:30-16:50 
David Swayne (Director, USDA Southeast Poultry Research 

Laboratory) 

16:50-17:10 Jiahai Lu (Professor, Sun Yat-sen University) 

17:10-17:30 

17:30-17:50 

Hong Tang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Institut Pasteur 

Shanghai, CAS) 

Peng Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 
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17:50-19:00 Dinner 

Thursday 

14th May 

Session 2: Reality and Challenges of The Prevention and Control of African Swine Fever 

Chair—Peng Gong ( Deputy Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

08:30-08:50 Diane E. Griffin (Academician, National Academy of Sciences) 

08:50-09:10 Xian'en Zhang (Principle Investigator, Institute of Biophysics, CAS) 

09:10-09:30 

09:30-09:50 

Zhigao Bu (Director General/Principle Investigator, Harbin Veterinary 
Research Institute, CAAS) 

Guizhen Wu (Principle Investigator, National Institute for Viral 
Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

09:50-10:10 

10:10-10:30 

Yanyi Wang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Tea break 

Session 3: Gene Editing and Synthetic Biology 
Chair —James Le Duc ( , Professor, University of Texas) 

Mifang hang (Principle Investigator, National Institute for Viral 

Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 
10:30-10:50 

10:50-11:10 

11:10-11:20 

Thomas Ksiazek (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

Weiwen Zhang (Professor, Tianjin University) 

11:20-11:40 Zhihong Hu (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

11:40-12:00 

12:00-14:00 

(Zhongnan University of Economics and Law) 

Lunch 

Session 4 : Management and Operation of Biosafety Laboratory 

Chair —Yanyi Wang ( , Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

14:00-14:20 David Reiman (Academician, Stanford University) 

14:20-14:40 Wenjun Liu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

14:40-15:00 
Yongtang Zheng (Principle Investigator, Kunming Institute of Zoology, 
CAS) 

Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, 

CAS) 
15:00-15:20 

15:20-15:50 Tea break 

15:50-16:50 

Round Table Discussion 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

—James Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 
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16:50-17:30 

Conclusions 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

- Conclusions from the meeting and discussion on possible roles of 

CAS and NAS to enhance cooperation between the U.S. and China on 

Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 

- Concluding remarks 

17:30-19:00 

Friday 
15th may

Dinner 

Leave 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 12:13 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: MET1911=' ,Ifi&IM'rg, ( ttg

)20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ok, let's talk at 3:30 ct 4:30 et today. 

(Call 1-888-537-7715 and enter code 12223052#) 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 1:11 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 

Subject: RE: MErla 1=1 1-tfr&IVArg, ( -11-rait ) 20191119 

I meant Central time in my email. 

- 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 11:31 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <inlowenth@nas.edu>

Subject: RE: MErla 1=1 -tfr&f rg, ( -1,4-005 ) 20191119 

Thanks, Ben 

I am available before 2:00 pm and after 3:30 pm afternoon. I'm fully booked tomorrow afternoon. 

Best, PeE-yoiA,g 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:42 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRLITMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Cc: Dave Franz (davidaranz@Rmail.corn) <davidrfranz@Rmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>

1 
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Subject: RE: MEr19 1=P itfr&V4',1-g, ( ) 20191119

Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim, 

Pei-yong, sounds like good news! Thanks for continuing to work this. 

I used Google translate to quickly translate the email text and the Chinese portions of the proposed program agenda (attached). It's 
essentially an initial modification of the program agenda from the last meeting we held in Wuhan. Yes it would be good to do this 
sooner than May of 2020. I am available to talk this afternoon or tomorrow late afternoon. 

Ben 

* * * 

Challenges - Conference Program (Discussion Draft) 

Dear Professor, 

Hello! 

After discussion, we further revised the meeting plan of the 5th China-US Symposium 

on Newly Communicable Infectious Diseases, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 

Challenges. Please see the attachment for your review. After the topic of the meeting is 

finalized, we will send an invitation to the expert and confirm the subject of the 

report. 

please know this, thanks! 

Chen teasing 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Research Planning Office 027-87197115 

Mobile: 18963869921 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranzegmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>

Subject: RE: MEr19 1=1 ,fr&IVO -g, ( -1,1-005 ) 20191119 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Here are two highlights about Zhiming's meeting proposal. 

2 
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1. The meeting will continue to focus on emerging infectious diseases, laboratory operation and safety, synthetic 
biology in infectious diseases, and control of African swine fever virus. 

2. Although the proposed date is on May 13-14, Zhiming agrees to change it to an earlier time. 

Jim and I would like to invite an expert on tree shrew animal model from Kunming to present at the upcoming meeting. 
UTMB is initiating a collaboration with the Institute of Medical Biology on using tree shrew as new models for viral 
infections. 

Let's have a TC to discuss when you have time. 

Best, PeE-yog 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(Et?UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTNABIDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranzegmail.corn) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>

Subject: Re: MEr19 1=1=1 J ,MVO -g, -1,1-005 ) 20191119 

Thanks, Jim 
I just communicated with Zhiming again. He still hasn't received the final approval, but is very optimistic about receiving 
it soon. I will keep my fingers on him. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTNAB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:37:23 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRLITNA B. EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranzegmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: MET191:1=1 ,E&IVO-g, -11-04 ) 20191119 

Good news. Let's get a translation so we can understand the details. 

Thanks very much for pushing this through. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2019, at 8:24 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 
After several rounds of follow up with Zhiming, I have just received their meeting proposal. This 
proposal has been included for their approval process in China. We could discuss, modify, and give them 
our feedbacks. 
Best wishes, 
Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 
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From: chendd@whiov.cn <chendd@whiov.cn>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:42:02 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>

Cc: g,_±,,Eljj <yzmRwhiov.cn>; <zhanggc@wh.iov.cn>; zhangyh <zhangyh@wh.iov.cn>

Subject: MEr19 1=P itfr&IVO-g, ( ) 
20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

n_titn_VR , 

TAT ! 

, Rina—b5lit-fl7METI91:1=i ctMVA, 
, 92,1311-it, MINTAN. "4-VSC ZE.AZI , , irii , ;= 14A-i,MR 

lent , Atimt ! 

chendd@wiliov.cn 

vi*A  
jntI i : 2019-10-29 09:05 

filz4A: peshi 

:  
: : ME.011=IPMMV,millt ( fiq ) 

-Utitn_VR 

TAT ! 

(ET191:1=i Ctfr&f rg, 
(f4 ) ) , &AM: ! 
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chendd@whiov.cn 

<MET191:1=1 1,̀MV4',1-g, ( -11-04 ) 
20191119.docx> 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 12:11 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: METH ( ttg

4'3)20191119 

I meant Central time in my email. 

- PeE-yovi,g 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 11:31 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 

Subject: RE: MEr19 1=1=I itfr&IVO-g, ( ) 20191119 

Thanks, Ben 

I am available before 2:00 pm and after 3:30 pm afternoon. I'm fully booked tomorrow afternoon. 

Best, PeE-yog 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.eclu> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:42 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz2gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>

Subject: RE: MEr19 1=1= f-tfr&IV )-0 -g, ( ) 20191119 

Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim, 

Pei-yong, sounds like good news! Thanks for continuing to work this. 

I used Google translate to quickly translate the email text and the Chinese portions of the proposed program agenda (attached). It's 
essentially an initial modification of the program agenda from the last meeting we held in Wuhan. Yes it would be good to do this 
sooner than May of 2020. I am available to talk this afternoon or tomorrow late afternoon. 

Ben 

* * * 

Challenges - Conference Program (Discussion Draft) 
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Dear Professor, 

Hello! 

After discussion, we further revised the meeting plan of the 5th China-US Symposium 

on Newly Communicable Infectious Diseases, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 

Challenges. Please see the attachment for your review. After the topic of the meeting is 

finalized, we will send an invitation to the expert and confirm the subject of the 

report. 

please know this, thanks! 

Chen teasing 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Research Planning Office 027-87197115 

Mobile: 18963869921 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(FrUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>

Subject: RE: MEr191=1=Ijfi&IV IA, ( -1,4-005 ) 20191119 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Here are two highlights about Zhiming's meeting proposal. 

1. The meeting will continue to focus on emerging infectious diseases, laboratory operation and safety, synthetic 
biology in infectious diseases, and control of African swine fever virus. 

2. Although the proposed date is on May 13-14, Zhiming agrees to change it to an earlier time. 

Jim and I would like to invite an expert on tree shrew animal model from Kunming to present at the upcoming meeting. 
UTMB is initiating a collaboration with the Institute of Medical Biology on using tree shrew as new models for viral 
infections. 

Let's have a TC to discuss when you have time. 

Best, PeE-yoiA,g 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>

Subject: Re: MEr191=1=1 J ,MVO -g, -11-04 ) 20191119 

Thanks, Jim 
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I just communicated with Zhiming again. He still hasn't received the final approval, but is very optimistic about receiving 
it soon. I will keep my fingers on him. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:37:23 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRLITMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: MEr191:1=1 J ,fr&IV )14 -g, ( -1,1-005 ) 20191119 

Good news. Let's get a translation so we can understand the details. 

Thanks very much for pushing this through. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2019, at 8:24 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 
After several rounds of follow up with Zhiming, I have just received their meeting proposal. This 
proposal has been included for their approval process in China. We could discuss, modify, and give them 
our feedbacks. 
Best wishes, 
Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: chencld@whiov.cn <chencid@whiov.cn> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:42:02 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>

Cc: *,,_±,s1E1)] <yzmpwh.iov.cn>; <zhan zc wh.lovxn>; zhangyh <zhan h wh.iov.cn> 

Subject: METH ,=1=, ,t,fr&IV,1-g, ( ) 
20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

n_tRinvR , 

;MT ! 
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, Rina—b51-1,17MEg bAs 
, TuMit , MAtVN0 Rinwp - mmn , 41 14A-WR 

i Eso 

AM , At& ! 

chendd@wiliov.cn

Vi4A : chendd@wh.iov.cn 

intI i : 2019-10-29 09:05 

JIMA : peshi 

DiX : *ZHJJ;  

tErR • ViliZVZ : MEIMEPPM&W,mi-brA, ( ) 

, 

TAT ! 

(ET191:1=1 1-tfr&IVIA, 
) ! 

chendd@whiov.cn

<MET191:1=1 1,̀MV41,1-g, ( -11-04 ) 
20191119.docx> 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 11/20/2019 1:51:37 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: MEN! 1:1=1 ufit4iAms ( i41P ) 20191119 

I'm available 2:30-4:00 pm CT. Maybe we should shoot for Friday given P-Y is not available tomorrow? 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 12:51 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 

Subject: Re: Malriali34V WrA   ( ) 20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I will be in the air from about 245 to 445 or 5 o'clock central time; same time as Jim and Pei-yong. Feel free to go ahead without 
me. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2019, at 11:31 AM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Ben 

I am available before 2:00 pm and after 3:30 pm afternoon. I'm fully booked tomorrow afternoon. 

Best, Pei,--yowg 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:42 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>

Subject: RE: ME Fla ( ) 20191119 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim, 

Pei-yong, sounds like good news! Thanks for continuing to work this. 

I used Google translate to quickly translate the email text and the Chinese portions of the proposed program agenda (attached). 
It's essentially an initial modification of the program agenda from the last meeting we held in Wuhan. Yes it would be good to 
do this sooner than May of 2020. I am available to talk this afternoon or tomorrow late afternoon. 

Ben 

* * * 

Challenges - Conference Program (Discussion Draft) 

Dear Professor, 

Hello! 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0000292 



After discussion, we further revised the meeting plan of the 5th China-US 

Symposium on Newly Communicable Infectious Diseases, Laboratory Safety and Global Health 

Security Challenges. Please see the attachment for your review. After the topic of the 

meeting is finalized, we will send an invitation to the expert and confirm the subject 

of the report. 

please know this, thanks! 

Chen teasing 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Research Planning Office 027-87197115 

Mobile: 18963869921 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfran7a,,mail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>

Subject: RE: mEriEliti ,m&i%izi-m, ) 20191119 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Here are two highlights about Zhiming's meeting proposal. 

1. The meeting will continue to focus on emerging infectious diseases, laboratory operation and safety, 
synthetic biology in infectious diseases, and control of African swine fever virus. 
2. Although the proposed date is on May 13-14, Zhiming agrees to change it to an earlier time. 

Jim and I would like to invite an expert on tree shrew animal model from Kunming to present at the upcoming 
meeting. UTMB is initiating a collaboration with the Institute of Medical Biology on using tree shrew as new models 
for viral infections. 

Let's have a TC to discuss when you have time. 

Best, Pei,--yowg 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmall.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>

Subject: Re: mErlialti,i-tfr&IVA, (W ) 20191119 

Thanks, Jim 
I just communicated with Zhiming again. He still hasn't received the final approval, but is very optimistic about 
receiving it soon. I will keep my fingers on him. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@ UTM B. EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:37:23 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
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Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranzrA •InPil.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>

Subject: Re: MEJTEM=1 ,M&IVATM, ( -1404 ) 20191119 

Good news. Let's get a translation so we can understand the details. 

Thanks very much for pushing this through. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2019, at 8:24 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 
After several rounds of follow up with Zhiming, I have just received their meeting proposal. This 
proposal has been included for their approval process in China. We could discuss, modify, and give them 
our feedbacks. 
Best wishes, 
Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: chendd@wh.iov.cn <chendd@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:42:02 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: ..*,,+_,BA <yzm@wn.iov.cri>; 3f+E=1<zhangzc@wh.lov.cn>; zhangyh <zhangyh@wh.lov.cn>

Subject: ME Fult,,i-tfr&IV'Al,'`A, ( 
) 20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

n_arrgPlm , 

ItaT ! 

, Rina—tHitiTTMET0=1,i-tfr&IVrg, 
, 92,13141t, tRieSISTRO , , n140C-AfR 

1.4n1;it , Ali% ! 

MHZ 
itiFI*Rftarg.IF5-1,'Ph 
f-Utii.TVJP.12 027 -87197115 
T-41, • 18963986921 
chendd@wh.iov.cn 

VI4A: chendd@wh.iov.cn 
um : 2019-10-29 09:05 

Lliz4A: peshi 
:  W747=3 
: was& : MELTEEEP Ifi&iVq, 5-0 ( fa ) 

V-MnP.130 , 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 1:54 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;David Franz;Shi, Pei yong 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: MET1911=' ,Ifi&IVWg. ( ttg

4 7 ) 20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I can't join on Friday I am afraid. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 2:52 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 

Subject: RE: MEr19 1=1 1-tfr&IVArg, -11-rait ) 20191119 

I'm available 230-4:00 pm CT. Maybe we should shoot for Friday given P-Y is not available tomorrow? 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 12:51 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>

Subject: Re: MEW 1:1:14gaiWA- ' ( ) 20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I will be in the air from about 245 to 445 or 5 o'clock central time; same time as Jim and Pei-yong. Feel free to go ahead 
without me. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2019, at 11:31 AM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Ben 

I am available before 2:00 pm and after 3:30 pm afternoon. I'm fully booked tomorrow afternoon. 
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Best, PeE-yog 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nasRdu>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:42 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong<peshiRLJTMB.EDU>; LeDuc,JamesW. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<nilommft@nas.edu>

Subject: RE: MEr191:1=1 J ,fr&IVO -g, ( -11-04 ) 
20191119 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim, 

Pei-yong, sounds like good news! Thanks for continuing to work this. 

I used Google translate to quickly translate the email text and the Chinese portions of the proposed program 
agenda (attached). It's essentially an initial modification of the program agenda from the last meeting we held in 
Wuhan. Yes it would be good to do this sooner than May of 2020. I am available to talk this afternoon or tomorrow 
late afternoon. 

Ben 

* * * 

Challenges - Conference Program (Discussion Draft) 

Dear Professor, 

Hello! 

After discussion, we further revised the meeting plan of the 5th China-

US Symposium on Newly Communicable Infectious Diseases, Laboratory Safety and 

Global Health Security Challenges. Please see the attachment for your review. 

After the topic of the meeting is finalized, we will send an invitation to 

the expert and confirm the subject of the report. 

please know this, thanks! 

Chen teasing 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Research Planning Office 027-87197115 

Mobile: 18963869921 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

2 
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From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(FrUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc.@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>

Subject: RE: MEr191:1=1 ,E&IVO -g, ( -11-04 ) 
20191119 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Here are two highlights about Zhiming's meeting proposal. 

1. The meeting will continue to focus on emerging infectious diseases, laboratory operation and 
safety, synthetic biology in infectious diseases, and control of African swine fever virus. 

2. Although the proposed date is on May 13-14, Zhiming agrees to change it to an earlier time. 

Jim and I would like to invite an expert on tree shrew animal model from Kunming to present at the 
upcoming meeting. UTMB is initiating a collaboration with the Institute of Medical Biology on using tree 
shrew as new models for viral infections. 

Let's have a TC to discuss when you have time. 

Best, PeE-yog 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc.@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>

Subject: Re: MEr191:1=1 ,E&IVO -g, ( -11-005 ) 
20191119 

Thanks, Jim 
I just communicated with Zhiming again. He still hasn't received the final approval, but is very optimistic 
about receiving it soon. I will keep my fingers on him. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc.@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:37:23 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com> 

Subject: Re: MEr191:1=1 ,E&IVO -g, ( -11-005 ) 
20191119 

Good news. Let's get a translation so we can understand the details. 

Thanks very much for pushing this through. 

3 
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Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2019, at 8:24 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 
After several rounds of follow up with Zhiming, I have just received their meeting 
proposal. This proposal has been included for their approval process in China. We could 
discuss, modify, and give them our feedbacks. 
Best wishes, 
Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: chendd@whiay.cn <chendd@whiay.cn> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:42:02 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@LJTMB.EDU>

Cc: ,t m+,13)] <yzm@whiov.cn>; <zhangzc@whiov.cn>; zhangyh 

<zhangyhCowhiev.cn>

Subject: MET191:1=1 ,1MA, 
) 20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

, 

TAT ! 

, Ikfria—lit-so-7MEJF91:1=1 1-tfr&i rg, 
, 9aRitit, MINTAN. , 

, 41 14A-iMR, ZE . 

lent , AtAt! 

chendd@whicw.cn 
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V4A : chendd@whiov.ch 

vigEgrog: 2019-10-29 09:05 

filz4A: peshi 

001 :  ir+E,

IR : : MEIP=1:445MV;.mi-brA, kiS4 

, 

(ET191:1=1 1-tMVA, 
(f4 ) ) , 

chendd@wh.iov.cn 

<MET191:1=1 1,̀MV4',1-g, ( 
frg, ) 20191119.docx> 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:42 AM 

To: Shi, Pei yong;LeDuc, James W. 

Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Lowenthal, Micah 

Subject: RE: METI91=1=' ,I.MVWg. ( ttg
)20191119 

Attachments: Wuhan 2020 draft program Chinese and English.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim, 

Pei-yong, sounds like good news! Thanks for continuing to work this. 

I used Google translate to quickly translate the email text and the Chinese portions of the proposed program agenda (attached). It's 
essentially an initial modification of the program agenda from the last meeting we held in Wuhan. Yes it would be good to do this 
sooner than May of 2020. I am available to talk this afternoon or tomorrow late afternoon. 

Ben 

* * * 

Challenges - Conference Program (Discussion Draft) 

Dear Professor, 

Hello! 

After discussion, we further revised the meeting plan of the 5th China-US Symposium 

on Newly Communicable Infectious Diseases, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 

Challenges. Please see the attachment for your review. After the topic of the meeting is 

finalized, we will send an invitation to the expert and confirm the subject of the 

report. 

please know this, thanks! 

Chen teasing 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Research Planning Office 027-87197115 

Mobile: 18963869921 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

202-334 3975 

1 
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From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 10:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: MEr19 1=1 1-tfr&IVArg, ( ) 20191119 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Here are two highlights about Zhiming's meeting proposal. 

1. The meeting will continue to focus on emerging infectious diseases, laboratory operation and safety, synthetic 
biology in infectious diseases, and control of African swine fever virus. 

2. Although the proposed date is on May 13-14, Zhiming agrees to change it to an earlier time. 

Jim and I would like to invite an expert on tree shrew animal model from Kunming to present at the upcoming meeting. 
UTMB is initiating a collaboration with the Institute of Medical Biology on using tree shrew as new models for viral 
infections. 

Let's have a TC to discuss when you have time. 

Best, PeE-yog 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTNAB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>

Subject: Re: MEr19 1=1=1 J ,MVO -g, ( -11-04 ) 20191119 

Thanks, Jim 
I just communicated with Zhiming again. He still hasn't received the final approval, but is very optimistic about receiving 
it soon. I will keep my fingers on him. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTNAB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:37:23 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRLITNAB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmaii.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: MET191:1=1 ,E&IVO-g, ( -11-04 ) 20191119 

Good news. Let's get a translation so we can understand the details. 

Thanks very much for pushing this through. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2019, at 8:24 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 
2 
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Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 
After several rounds of follow up with Zhiming, I have just received their meeting proposal. This 
proposal has been included for their approval process in China. We could discuss, modify, and give them 
our feedbacks. 
Best wishes, 
Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: chendd@whiov.ch <chendd@whiov.ch> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:42:02 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTiVIB.EDU>

Cc: *,,_±,JEIA <yzm@whiov.cn>; <zhanggc@whiov.cn>; zhangyh <zhangvh@wh.iov.cn>

Subject: MEirl9It l itfr&IVO-g, ( 04 ) 
20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

, Rina—b51-1,17MET 6A, 
TuMit , MAti&N. Rinwp - mmn , 41 14A-WR 

AM , At& ! 

chendd@whiov.cn 

Vi4A : chendd@wh.iov.cn 
vigen : 2019-10-29 09:05 
JIMA: peshi 

:  w7g.,
: : MEIMEPPM&W,mi-brg ( ) 

, 

TAT ! 
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(ET191:1=1 1,̀MVO-g, 
f05 ) ) , ! 

chendd@witiov.cn 

<MET191:1=1 1,̀MV4',1-g, ( -11-04 ) 
20191119.docx> 
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Seminar meclin n plan (ASCUSsion draft) 
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Security citaikeim,, witt be held in Huaneeana. ilubet.0111 May 13-1.4. 2020. Held. The conference will focus on issues 

such as alobal public health security. African ho a virus_prevent ion and control research. synthetic biology and 

cc ant 

research, timely communicating and undentanding the new situations and new problems in the field of global health 

and safety, andgiving full play to the advantages of Sino-US cooperation and joint research, better Responding to new 
outbreaks of infectious diseases, ensuring laboratory safety and global health security, and contributing to the cause of 

China and the United states and even human health. 
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*IRMA*: A (11:11114*KiliktfAffVfi, K±) 
THS/A (11:11114*IRARM*OVifi, fifi-lk) 

ON (11:11114*IRARM*OVifi, Agfifilk) 
IE (11:11114*IRARM*OVifi, .filMY1) 

*11L-W*FM 
11,5(XA: i I s /1, 41.-14it 

Organizer: Chinese Academy of Sciences. American Academy of Sciences 

Organizer: Center for Biosafety Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Chairman of the meeting: Yuan Zhiming (Researcher, Wuhan Institute of Virology. Chinese 

Academy of Sciences) 

Conference Organizing Committee: US. to be determined 

Gao Fu (Academician. Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Wang Yanxi (Director, Wuhan Institute of Virology. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Gong Peng (Deputy Director. Wuhan Institute of Virology. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Shi Zhengli (Researcher, Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

US. to be determined 

VS,...!c!.**.tcrmittc4 

VS,...!c!.**.tcrmittc4 

English 

1. ffiR4**Affl 4/zAT.t "3k-
Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 

2. 1Pfrlitt IMIleftWMA41/ttiti 
Reality and Challenges of The Prevention and Control of African Swine Fever 

3. 411140#1*/ittlt* 

Gene Editing and Synthetic Biology 

4. tfAl-r•MtAIIVIllfflitAi-
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Management and Operation of Biosafety Laboratory 

Diane E. Griffin ( X fi I- 44- , PJ ) 
(X -) Linda Saif X El IR A" Ifid+ I )44- , ±) 

David Reiman ( X El M 44- , ±) 
James W. Le Due (X111,MAPM)44-)JritiMfii 111*" .-KA, ral) 
Thomas Ksiazek ( X ErtbArM)C44-ittliMffM+CIF KA", ftt1) 
David R. Franz ( X 11113-&47*;0A-- E.-44-63+ Vfi, 
Benjamin J. Rusek ( X111f444- , tK I ) 
Shi Peiyong ( X ErtbArM)C44-, ectu 
David swayne X IIIVAM****fMAK , 
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laV't? ( 1=11111)C44-, *AR) 

tT.t SV1) 

6/Mk,' ) 
(r1111KANI -Vr11,LAWANI -$10fi, 6/Mk,' ) 
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• * (r11111f444A-AaA-461MW, VMM) 
AVIA (r11111f444A-AaA-461MW, 6/Mk,' ) 
• (r11111f444A111R4- 1 ,N) 

Gao Fu (Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Xu Jianguo (Infectious Disease Prevention and Control Institute, Chinese Center for Disease 
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Control and Prevention, Academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering) 

Bu Zhigao (Researcher. Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, Chinese Academy of 

Agricultural Sciences) 

III.... .whartf-'...(RcaTcbc•,....blqit.Ptc.....P(....Nlqdic4...000.8.1,.....chjfic. .c.....,),P4c1.9Y.....0...NIcSI.i4 
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Niititary.Sciencci;) 

Tp..I.N..sic!cppipc4.(7,!los)mn...!.,!ri. .'crsity..ql.V„cpppltligs and 1.4,W) 

Wu Guizhen (Researcher. Institute of Viral Disease Control and Prevention. Chinese Center 

for Disease Control and Prevention) 

Liang Mifang (Researcher. Institute of Viral Disease Control and Prevention. Chinese Center 

for Disease Control and Prevention) 

Zhang Xianen (Researcher. Institute of Biophysics. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Tang Hong (Researcher. Shanghai Pasteur Institute, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Liu Wenjun (Researcher. Institute of Microbiology. Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Zheng Yonatang (Researcher. Kunming Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Shi Zhengli (Researcher, Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 

Hu Zhiliong (Researcher. Wuhan Institute ofVirology hincsc Academ f Sciences) 

YOIp1110)11.112 

I Deleted: I 
• 

*VtlEIR 

Date 

Tuesday 

12" May 

Time Agenda 

14:00-21:00 

19:00-21:00 

Registration 

Address: Island International Hotel Huanggang 

No.8 Xingang 2nd Road, Huangzhou District, Huanggang 

I Wednesday 09:00-10:00 

Dinner 

Welcome and opening remarks 
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13' May Chair — Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

China: Yanyi Wang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, CAS) 

U.S.: ,Academician, National Academy of 

Sciences) 

10:00-10:30 Tea break and group photo 

Session 1: Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 

Chair— Peiyong Shi ( Professor, University of Texas) 

10:30-10:50 

10:50-11:10 

George F. Gao (Academician, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

Linda Saif (Academician, Ohio State University) 

11:10-11:30 Zhengli Shi (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

11:30-11:50 James Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

11:50-14:00 Lunch 

Session 1: Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 
Chair —Zhiming Yuan ( Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Jianguo Xu (Academician, National Institute for Communicable 
Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

14:00-14:20 

14:20-14:40 Peiyong Shi (Professor, University of Texas) 

14:40-15:00 
Yunzhang Hu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Medical Biology, 
CAMS) 

15:00-15:30 

15:30-15:50 

Gong Cheng (Professor, Tsinghua University) 

Rui Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

15:50-16:10 

16:10-16:30 

Tea break 

Chengfeng Qin (Professor, The Academy of Military Medical 

Sciences) 

16:30-16:50 
David Swayne (Director, USDA Southeast Poultry Research 

Laboratory) 

16:50-17:10 Jiahai Lu (Professor, Sun Yat-sen University) 

17:10-17:30 

17:30-17:50 

Hong Tang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Institut Pasteur 

Shanghai, CAS) 

Peng Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 
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17:50-19:00 Dinner 

Thursday 

14th May 

Session 2: Reality and Challenges of The Prevention and Control of African Swine Fever 

Chair—Peng Gong ( Deputy Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

08:30-08:50 Diane E. Griffin (Academician, National Academy of Sciences) 

08:50-09:10 Xian'en Zhang (Principle Investigator, Institute of Biophysics, CAS) 

09:10-09:30 

09:30-09:50 

Zhigao Bu (Director General/Principle Investigator, Harbin Veterinary 
Research Institute, CAAS) 

Guizhen Wu (Principle Investigator, National Institute for Viral 
Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

09:50-10:10 

10:10-10:30 

Yanyi Wang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Tea break 

Session 3: Gene Editing and Synthetic Biology 
Chair —James Le Duc ( , Professor, University of Texas) 

Mifang hang (Principle Investigator, National Institute for Viral 

Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 
10:30-10:50 

10:50-11:10 

11:10-11:20 

Thomas Ksiazek (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

Weiwen Zhang (Professor, Tianjin University) 

11:20-11:40 Zhihong Hu (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

11:40-12:00 

12:00-14:00 

(Zhongnan University of Economics and Law) 

Lunch 

Session 4 : Management and Operation of Biosafety Laboratory 

Chair —Yanyi Wang ( , Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

14:00-14:20 David Reiman (Academician, Stanford University) 

14:20-14:40 Wenjun Liu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

14:40-15:00 
Yongtang Zheng (Principle Investigator, Kunming Institute of Zoology, 
CAS) 

Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, 

CAS) 
15:00-15:20 

15:20-15:50 Tea break 

15:50-16:50 

Round Table Discussion 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

—James Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 
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16:50-17:30 

Conclusions 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

- Conclusions from the meeting and discussion on possible roles of 

CAS and NAS to enhance cooperation between the U.S. and China on 

Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 

- Concluding remarks 

17:30-19:00 

Friday 
15th may

Dinner 

Leave 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy 
Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/15/2020 10:13:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Xiao 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
Xiao-2020-lsolation of SARS-CoV-2-related coro.pdf 

Interesting... 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 9:21 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Xiao 2020 reference from my EndNote library 

Dean Erdman pointed me to this pre-print released paper—not the virus, but a close relative... 

Xiao K, Zhai J, Feng Y, Zhou N, Zhang X, Zou J-J, Li N, Guo Y, Li X, Shen X, Zhang Z, Shu F, Huang W, Li Y, 
Zhang Z, Chen R-A, Wu Y-J, Peng S-M, Huang M, Xie W-J, Cai Q-H, Hou F-H, Chen W, Xiao L and 
Shen Y. 2020. Isolation of SARS-CoV-2-related coronavirus from Malayan pangolins. Nature. 

The outbreak of COVID-19 poses unprecedent challenges to global health1. The new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-
2, shares high sequence identity to SARS-CoV and a bat coronavirus RaTG132. While bats may be the 
reservoir host for various coronaviruses3,4, whether SARS-CoV-2 has other hosts remains ambiguous. 
In this study, one coronavirus isolated from a Malayan pangolin showed 100%, 98.6%, 97.8% and 
90.7% amino acid identity with SARS-CoV-2 in the E, M, N and S genes, respectively. In particular, the 
receptor-binding domain within the S protein of the Pangolin-CoV is virtually identical to that of SARS-
CoV-2, with one noncritical amino acid difference. Results of comparative genomic analysis suggest 
that SARS-CoV-2 might have originated from the recombination of a Pangolin-CoV-like virus with a Bat-
CoV-RaTG13-like virus. The Pangolin-CoV was detected in 17 of 25 Malayan pangolins analyzed. 
Infected pangolins showed clinical signs and histological changes, and circulating antibodies against 
Pangolin-CoV reacted with the S protein of SARS-CoV-2. The isolation of a coronavirus that is highly 
related to SARS-CoV-2 in pangolins suggests that they have the potential to act as the intermediate 
host of SARS-CoV-2. The newly identified coronavirus in the most-trafficked mammal could represent a 
future threat to public health if wildlife trade is not effectively controlled. 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-2313-x 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2313-x reference.pdf 
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Isolation ofSARS-CoV-2-related coronavirus 
from Malayan pangolins 
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Kangpeng Junqiong Zhai37, Yaoyu Fengu, Niu Zhou', Xu Zhangu, Jie-Jian Zote, 
Na Yaqiong Guou, Xiaobing Li1, Xuejuan Shen', Zhipeng Zhangl, Fanfan ShuI2, 
Wanyi Huang", Yu Us, Ziding Zhang4, Rui-Ai Chen", Ya-Jiang Wu3, Shi-Ming Peng3, 
Mien Huang3, Wei Jun Xie3, Qin-Hui Cai3, Fang -Hui Hous, Wu Chen3', Uhua Xiaou'& 
Yongyi ShenI2' 

The outbreak of COVID-19 poses unprecedent challenges to global health'. The 

new coronavirus,SARS-Coy-2, shares high sequence identity to SARS-CoV and 

a bat coronavirus RaTG132. While bats may be the reservoir host for various 

coronavirusesm, whether SARS-CoV-2 has other hosts remains ambiguous. In this 

study, one coronavirus isolated from a Malayan pangolin showed 100%, 98.6%, 97.8% 

and 90.7% amino acid identity with SARS-CoV-2 in the E,M, N and S genes, 

respectively. In particular, the receptor-binding domain within the S protein of the 

Pangolin-CoV is virtually identical to that of SARS-CoV-2, with one noncritical amino 

acid difference. Results of comparative genomic analysis suggest that SARS-Coy-2 

might have originated from the recombination of a Pangolin-Coy-like virus with a 

Bat-Coy-RaTG13-like virus. The Pangolin Coy was detected in 17 of 25 Malayan 

pangolins analyzed. Infected pangolins showed clinical signs and histological 

changes, and circulating antibodies against Pangolin-CoV reacted with the S protein 

of SARS-CoV-2. The isolation of a coronavirus that is highly related to SARS-CoV-2 in 

pangolins suggests that they have the potential to act as the intermediate host of 

SARS-CoV-2. The newly identified coronavirus in the most-trafficked mammal could 

represent a future threat to public health if wildlife trade is not effectively controlled. 

As coronaviruses (CoVs) are common in mammals and birds5, we used 
the whole genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2 (WHCV: GenBank acces-
sion No. MN908947) in a Blast search of SARS-relate CoV (SARSr-CoV) 
sequences in available mammalian and avian viromic, metagenomic, 
and transcriptomic data This led to the identification of 34 highly 
related contigs in a set of pangolin viral metagenomes (Extended 
Data Table 1). Therefore, we have focused our subsequent search of 
SARSr-CoV in pangolins. 

We obtained the lung tissues from four Chinese pangolins (Manis 
pentadactyla) and 25 Malayan pangolins (Manisjavanica) in a wild-
life rescue center during March-August 2019, and analyzed them 
for SARSr-CoV using RT-PCR with primers targeting a conservative 
region of (3 CoVs. RNA from 17 of the 25 Malayan pangolins generated 
the expected PCR product, while RNA from the Chinese pangolins 
failed toamplify. The positive Malayan pangolins were all from the 
firsttransport. They were brought into the rescue center at the end of 
March, andgradually showed signs of respiratory disease, including 
shortness of breath, emaciation, lack ofappetite, inactivity, and crying. 
Furthermore, 14 of the 17 pangolins that tested positive died within a 
time-interval of 1.5 month. Plasma samples of four PCR-positive and 
four PCR-negative Malayan pangolins were used in the detection of 
IgG and IgM antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 using a double-antigen 

sandwich ELISA. One of the PCR positive sample reacted strongly with 
an 0E1450 value of 2.17 (cutoff value = 0.11, Extended Data Table 2). The 
plasma remained positive at the dilution of 1:80, suggesting that the 
pangolin was naturally infected a SARS-CoV-2-like virus. The other 
three PCR-positive pangolins had no detectable antibodies against 
SARS-CoV-2.1t is possible that they died during the acute stage of 
disease before the appearance of antibodies. Comparing with one 0 
Coy-negative Malayan pangolin, histological examinations of tissues 
from fourf3CoV-positive Malayan pangolins revealed diffuse alveolar 
damage of various severity in the lung. In one case, alveoli were filled 
with desquamated epithelial cells and some macrophages with hemosi-
derin pigments, with significantly reduced alveolar space, leading to the 
consolidation of the lung. In othercases such changes were more focal 
(Fig land Extended Data Fig 1). The severe case also had exudate with 
red blood cells and necrotic cell debris in bronchioles and bronchi. Focal 
mononuclear cell infiltration was seen in the bronchioles and bronchi 
oftwo of the cases, and hemorrhagewas seen in bronchioles and small 
bronchi of one case (Extended Data Figs 1-3). Hyaline membrane and 
syncytia were not detected in alveoli of the four cases examined. 

To isolate the virus, supernatant from homogenized lung tissue from 
one dead Malayan pangolin was inoculated into Vero E6 cells. Clear 
cytopathogenic effects were observed in cells after 72 hours incubation. 

'College of Veterinary Medicine, South China Agricultural University, Guangzhou, 510642, China. 'Guangdong Laboratory for Lingnan Modern Agriculture, Guangzhou, 510642, China. 
'Guangzhou Zoo, Guangzhou, 510070, China. 'State Key Laboratory of Agrobiotechnology, CoUege of Biological Sciences, China Agricultural University, Beijing, China. 'Guangdong Provincial 
Wildlife Rescue Center, Guangzhou, 510520, China. eZhaoqing Branch Center of Guangdong Laboratory for Ungnan Modern Agricultural Science and Technology, Zhaoqing, 526238, China. 
'These authors contributed equally: Kangpeng Xiao, Junqiong Zhai. guangzhouchenwu@sina.corn; lxiao@scau.edu.cn; shenyy@scau.edu.cn 
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Viral particles were detected by transmission electron microscopy 
mostly inside double-membrane vesicles, with a few outside them. 
They showed the typical coronavirus morphology (Fig le). RT-PCR 
targeting the spike (S) and RdRp genes produced the expected PCR 
products. The PCR products had -84.5% and 92.2% nucleotide sequence 
identity to the partial Sand RdRpgenes of SARS-CoV-2, respectively. 

Illumina RNAseq was used to identify viruses in the lung from nine 
pangolins. The mapping of sequence data to the reference SARS-CoV-2 
(WHCV) genome identified CoV sequence reads in seven samples 
(Extended Data Table 3). For one samples, higher genome coverage 
was obtained by remapping the total reads to the reference genome 
(Extended Data Fig 4). We obtained the completed CoV genome 
(29,825 Bp), which was designated as Pangolin-CoV, using the assem-
bled contigs, short sequence reads, and targeted PCR analysis. The 
full S gene in six PCR-positive samples were sequenced, revealing the 
presence of only four nucleotide differences in the sequence align-
ment (Extended Data Figs), indicating the presence of only one type 
ofcoronavirus in thebatch of study samples. The predicted S, E, M and 
N genes of Pangolin-CoV are 3,798, 228, 669 and 1,260 bp in length, 
respectively, and share 90.7%,100%, 98.6% and 97.8% amino acid iden-
tity to SARS-CoV-2 (Table 1). 

In a Simplot analysis of whole genome sequences, Pangolin-CoV 
was highly similar to SARS-CoV-2 and Bat SARSr-CoV RaTG13, with 
sequence identity between 80 and 98%, except for the S gene (Fig 2). 
Further comparative analysis of the S gene sequences suggests that 
there were recombination events among some of the SARSr-CoV 
analyzed. In the region of nucleotides 1-914, Pangolin-CoV is more 
similar to Bat SARSr-CoV ZXC21 and Bat SARSr-CoVZC45, while in the 
remaining part ofthegene. Pangolin-CoV is more similar toSARS-CoV-2 
and Bat-CoV-RaTG13 (Fig 2). In particular, the receptor-binding 
domain (RBD) of the S protein of Pangolin-CoV has only one amino 
acid difference from that of SARS-CoV-2. Overall, these data indicate 
that SARS-CoV-2 might have originated from the recombination of 
a Pangolin-CoV-like virus with a Bat-CoV-RaTG13-like virus (Fig 2). 
To further support this conclusion, we assessed the evolutionary 
relationships among (3 coronaviruses in the full genome, RdRp and S 
genes, and different regions of the S gene (Fig 2c and Extended Data 
Fig 6). The topologies mostly showed the clustering of Pangolin -CoV 
with SARS-CoV-2 and Bat SARSr-CoV RaTG13, with SARS-CoV-2 and 
Bat SARSr-CoV RaTG13 forming a subclade within the cluster (Fig 2c). 
In the phylogenetic analysis of the RBD, however, Pangolin CoV and 
SARS-CoV-2 grouped together. Conflicts in cluster formation among 
phylogenetic analyses of different regions of the genome serve as 
a strong indication of genetic recombination, as previously seen in 
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV''. 

As the S proteins of both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 have been shown 
to specifically recognize angiotensin converting enzyme ll (ACE2) 
during the entry of hostcells", weconducted molecular bindingsimu-
lations of the interaction of the S proteins of the four closely related 
SARSr-CoVs with ACE2 proteins from humans, civets and pangolins. 
As expected, theRBD of SARS-CoV bands ACE2 from humans and civets 
efficiently inthe molecular bindingsimulation. In addition, it appears 
to be capable ("Minding ACE2 of pangolins. In contrast, the S proteins 
of SARS-CoV-2 and Pangolin CoV can potentially recognize ACE2 of 
only humans and pangolins (Extended Data Fig 7). 

TheSARS-CoV2 is one ofthree zoonotic coronaviruses (the other two 
are SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV) infecting the lower respiratory tract and 
causing severe respiratory syndromes in humans'. It has been more 
contagious but less deadly than SARS-CoV thus far', with the total 
number of human infections far exceeding that caused by SARS-CoV". 
Epidemiological investigations of the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak showed 
that some of the initial patients were associated with the Huanan Sea-
food Market, where live wildlife was also sole. No animals thus far have 
been implicated as carriers of the virus.SARS-CoV-2 form clusters with 
SARS-CoV and bat SARS-related coronaviruses (Figure 2c). In addition, 

a bat coronavirus (Bat SARr-CoV RaTG13) has -96% sequence identity 
to SARS-CoV-2 at the whole-genome level'. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assume that bats are the native host of SARS-CoV-2, as previously 
suggested for SARS-CoVs and MERS-CoVsal". The SARSr-CoV virus 
identified in the present study and the metagenomic assemblies of 
viral sequences from Malayan pangolins' are genetically related to 
SARS-CoV-2, but are unlikely directly linked to the outbreak because 
of its substantial sequence differences from SARS-CoV-2. A virus 
related to Pangolin CoV however, appears having donated the RBD 
to SARS-CoV-2.SARSr-Coy sequences were previously detected an dead 
Malayan pangolins's.These sequences appear to be from Pangolin -CoV 
identified in the present study judged by their sequence similarity. 
In the present study, we have provided evidence on the potential for 
pangolins as the zoonotic reservoir of SARS-CoV-2-like coronaviruses. 
However, these pangolins showed clinical signs or disease. Generally, a 
natural reservoir host does not show severe disease, whilean interme-
diate host may have clinical signs of infection's .Because of the lack of 
evidence from immunohistochemistryor in situ hybridization experi-
ments, although a SARS-CoV-2-like coronavirus was detected in the lung 
of these pangolins, a direct association between the clinical signs or 
pathology and active virus replicationisstilinot available. Experimental 
infection of healthy pangolins with pangolin-CoV would give us more 
definitiveanswers. However, pangolins are protected animals, making 
it difficult to carry out such experiments Further studies are needed 
to confirm their roles in the transmission of SARSr-CoVs. 

As the RBDof Pangolin-CoVisvirtually identical tothatofSARS-CoV-2, 
the virus in pangolinspresentsa potential future threat to public health. 
Pangolins and batsareboth nocturnal animals, eat insects, and share 
overlapping ecological niches'', which make pangolins the ideal inter-
mediate host for some SARSr-CoV. Therefore, more systematic and 
long-term monitoring of SARSr-CoV in pangolins and other related 
animalsshould be implemented to identify the potential animal source 
of SARS-CoV-2 in the current outbreak. 

Findings in the study support thecall for stronger ban of illegal pan-
golin trade. Due to the insatiable demand for their meat as a delicacy 
and scales for use in traditional medicine in China, the illegal smuggling 
of other pangolins from Southeast Asia to China is rampant's. Interna-
tional co-operation and stricter regulations against illegal wildlife trade 
and consumption of game meat should be implemented. They can offer 
stronger protection of endangered animals as well as the prevention 
of major outbreaks caused by SARSr-CoVs. 

Online content 

Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reportingsum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 
acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author con-
tributions and competing interests; and statements of data and code 
availability are available at https://dolorg/10.1038/s41586-020-2313-x. 
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Fig. ii Pathological changes in the lungs of pangolins potentially induced by 
Pangolin-CoV. Histological changes in the lung tissues are compared between a 
negative Malayan pangolin (a> and three Malayan pangolins naturally infected 
with Pangolin-CoV (b-d, original magnification x1000). Proliferation and 
desquamation ofalveolar epithelial cells and hemosiderin pigments are seen in 
tissues from all three infected pangol ins and severe capillary congestion is seen 
in one of them (c). Viral particles are seen in double-memb rane vesicles in the 
transmission electron microscopy image (bar = 200nm) taken from Verno E6 cell 
culture inoculated with supernatant of homogenized lung tissue from one 
pangolin (e), with morphology indicative of coronavirus (inserts at the upper 
right corner of e). 
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Fig. 2 1 Genome characterization of Pangolin-CoV. (a) gin)i laay plot of the 
full-lengthgenomes and Sgene sequences of Pangolin -Coll against sequences 
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among the outcomesof p logene4analysesof different regions of the S 

is 

,/ 

100 Bat CoV RaTG13 

100 --- SARS-CoV-2_WIVO2 

 *Pangolin-GeV 

100 rat SARSr-CoV ZC45 

Bat SARSr-CoV ZXC21 

 SARS-CoV GDO1 

Region: 1534-3825 

gene. (c) Phylogeny of coronayiruses closely related to SARS-CoV-2 based on 
full genome sequences. The phylogenetic tree was constructed using RAxML 
with the substitution model GTRGAMMAI and 1,000 bootstrap replicates. 
Numbers (>70) above or below branches are percentage bootstrap values for 
the associated nodes. The scale bar represents number ofsubstitutions per 
site. Red circles indicate the pangolin coronavirus sequences generated in this 
study, while blue triangles indicate SARS-CoV-2 sequences from humans. 
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Table ii Genomic comparison of Pangolin-CoV with SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoVs and Bat SARSr-CoVs (nt/aa %) 

Full-Length genome 

SARS-CoV-2 WHCV 84.5/90.7 99.1/100 93.2/98.6 96.1/97.8 90.1 

SARS-CoV GDO1 72.2/77.2 93.5/93.5 85.8/90.0 87.5/90.0 81.6 

Bat SA RSr-CoV Ra TG13 88.5/89.8 99.6/100 93.6/99.1 94.0/96.7 88.9 

Bat SA RSr-CoV ZC45 83.1/86.1 98.7/100 94.2/99.6 88.9/93.3 88.0 

Bat SA RSr-CoV ZXC21 81.1/85.4 98.7/100 94.2/99.6 88.9/93.3 88.4 

6 I Nature I www.nature.com 
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Methods 

Metagenomic analysis and viral genome assembly 
We collected viromic, metagenomic, and transcriptomic data of differ-
ent mammals and birds in public databases, including NCBI Sequence 
Read Archive (SRA)and European Nucleotide Archive (ENA), for search-
ing potential coronavirus sequences. The raw reads from the public 
databases and some inhouse metagenomic datasets were trimmed 
using fastp (v0.19.7)82 to remove adaptor and low-quality sequences. 
The clean reads were mapped to the SARS-CoV-2 reference sequence 
(MN908947) using BWA-MEM (v0.7.17)2° with > 30% matches. The 
mapped reads were harvested for downstream analyses. Contigs 
were de novo assembled using Megahit (v1.0.3)2I and identified as 
SARS-CoV-2-related using BLASTn with E-values < le-5 and sequence 
identity > 90%. 

Samples 
Pangolins used in the study were confiscated by Customs and Depart-
ment of Forestry of Guangdong Province in March and August 2019. 
They included four Chinese pangolins (Manis pentadactyla) and 25 
Malayan pangolins (Manisjavanica). The first transport confiscated 
contained 21Malayan pangolins, while the second transport contained 
4 Malayan pangolins and 4Chinese pangolins. These animalsweresent 
tothe wildlife rescue center, and were mostly inactive and sobbing, and 
eventually died in custody despite exhausting rescue efforts. Tissue 
samples were taken from the lung of pangolins that had just died for 
histological and virological examinations. 

Pathological examinations 
Histological examinations were performed on lung tissues from five 
Malayan pangolins. Briefly, the tissues collected were cut into small 
pieces and fixed in10% buffered formalin for 24 hrs. They were washed 
freeof formalin, dehydrated in ascending gradesofethanol, and cleared 
with chloroform, and embedded with molten paraffin wax in a template. 
The tissue blocks were sectioned with a microtome. The sectionswere 
transferred onto grease free glass slides, deparaffinized, and rehy-
drated through descendinggrades of ethanol and distilled water.They 
were stained with a hematoxylin and eosin staining kit (Baso Diagnostics 
Inc., Wuhan Servicebio Technology Co., Ltd.). Finally, the stained slides 
were mounted with coverslips and examined under an Olympus BX53 
equipped with an Olympus PM -C 35 camera, 

Virus isolation and RT-PCR analysis 
Lung tissue extract from pangolins wasinoculated into Vero E6 cells for 
virus isolation. The cell line was tested free of mycoplasma contamina-
tion using LookOut Mycoplasrna PCRDetection Kit (SIGMA), and was 
authenticated by microscopic morphologic evaluation. Cultured cell 
monolayers were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium 
(DMEM)/Ham's F-12. The inoculum was prepared by groundingthe lung 
tissue in liquid nitrogen, diluting it L2 with DMEM, filtered through 
a 045 pm filter (Merck Millipore), and treated with 16 pg/mItrypsin 
solution. After incubation at 37°C forl hour, the inoculum was removed 
from theculture and replaced with freshculture medium.Thecellswere 
incubated at 37 °Cand observed daily for cytopathic effects. 

Viral RNA was extracted from the lung tissue using the QIAamp® 
ViraIRNA Mini kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer recommended 
procedures, and examined for CoV by RT-PCR using a pair of prim-
ers (F:5'-TGGCWTATAGGTTYAATGGYATTGGAG-3', R: 5'-CCGTCGATT 
GTGTGWATTTGSACAT-3') designed to amplify the S gene of 13 CoV. 

Transmission electron microscopy 
Cell cultures that showed cytopathic effects were examined for the viral 
particles using transmission electron microscopy. Cells were harvested 
from the culture by centrifugation at 1,000x g for 10 min, and fixed 
initially with 2.5%glutaraldehyde solution at4 °C for4 hours, and again 

with 1% osmium tetroxide. They were dehydrated with graded ethanol 
and embedded with PON812 resin. Sections (80 nm in thickness) were 
cut from the resin block and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate 
sequentially. The negative stained grids and ultrathin sections were 
observed under a HT7800 transmission electron microscope (Hitachi). 

Serological test 
Plasma samples from eight Malayan pangolins were tested for 
anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies using a double antigen ELISA kit for the 
detection ofantibodies against SARS-CoV-2 by Hotgen(Beijing,China), 
following manufacturer recommended procedures The assay was 
designed for the detection of both IgG and IgM antibodies against 
SARS-CoV-2 in humans and animals, and marketed as supplemental 
diagnostic tool for COVID-19. It employs the captureof antibodies 
against SARS-CoV-2 by the Si antigen precoated on ELISA plates, 
and the detection of the antibodies through the use of horseradish 
peroxidase-conjugated RBD. Both the Si antigen and RBD fragment 
were expressed in eukaryotic cells Data generated by the test devel-
oper have shown a 95% detection ratein theanalysis of sera from over 
200 COVID-19 patients The assay has an inter test variation of 15°,‘, 
and no cross reactivities with sera/plasma from patients positive for 
SARS-CoV,common and avian influenza viruses, mycoplasma, and chla-
mydia. Fifty microlitersofplasma was analyzed in duplicate, together 
with two negative controlsand one positive control. The reaction was 
read on a Synergy HTXMulti-Mode Microplate Reader (BioTek, USA) 
at 450/630 nm, with OD values being calculated. The cutoff OD value 
for positivitywas 0.105 mean OD from the negative controls, while 
the OD for the positive control should be ?..03. Positive samples were 
tested again with serial diluted plasma. 

Metagenomic sequencing 
The lung tissue was homogenized by vortex with silica beads in 1 
inL of phosphate buffered saline. The homogenate was centrifuged 
at 10,000x g for 5 min, with the supernatant being filtered through 
a 0.45 pm filter (Merck Millipore) to remove large particles. The fil-
trateor virus culture supernatant was used in RNA extraction with the 
QIAamp® Viral RNA Mini kit.cDNA wassynthesized from the extracted 
RNA using PrimeScriptScript II reverse transcriptase (Takara) and ran-
dom primers, and amplified using Klenow Fragment (New England 
Biolabs). Sequencing libraries were prepared with NEBNext® UltraTM 
DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina® (New England Biolabs), and 
sequenced paired-end (150-bp) on an Illumina NovaSeq 6000. Spe-
cific PCR assays were used to fill genome sequence gaps, using primers 
designed based on sequences flanking the gap. 

Phylogenetic analysis 
Multiple sequence alignments of all sequence data were constructed 
using MAFFT v7.22122. The phylogenetic relationship of the viral 
sequences was assessed using RAxML v.8.0.1423. The best-fit evolu-
tionary model for the sequences in each dataset was identified using 
ModelTest24. Potential recombination events and the location of possi-
ble breakpoints in (3 coronavirus genomes were detected using Simplot 
(version 3.5.1)25 and RDP 49926 

Molecular simulation of interactions between RBD and ACE2 
The interaction between the RBD of the S protein of SARSr-CoV and 
ACE2 of humans, civets, and pangolins was examined using molecular 
dynamic simulation. The crystal structure of SARS-CoV RBD domain 
binding to human ACE2 protein complex was download from Protein 
Data Bank (PDB entry: 2Ajr). The structures of the complexes formed 
by ACE2 ofcivets or pangolins and RBD of SARS-CoV-2, Bat-CoV-RaTG13, 
and Pangolin-CoV were made using the MODELLER program28, and 
superimposed with the template (PDB: 2AjF). The sequence identity 
of SARS-CoV RBD (PDB: 6ACD) to RBD of SARS-CoV-2, Bat-CoV and 
Pangolin-CoV was 76.5%, 76.8% and 74.2%, respectively, while the 
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sequence of ACE2 protein of humans to that of pangolins and civets 
was 85.4% and 86.9%, respectively. 

The molecular dynamic simulations on RBD-ACE2 complexes were 
carried out using the AMBER 18 suite' and ffl4SB force field'. After 
two stage minimization, NVT and NPT-MD, a 30-ns production MD 
simulation was applied, with the time step being set to 2fs and coordi-
nate trajectories being saved every 3ps. The MM-GBSAmapproach was 
used to calculate the binding free energy of each ACE2 protein to the 
RBD of S protein, using the python script MMPBSA.py'in the build-in 
procedure of AMBER 18 suite. The last 300 frames of all simulations 
were extracted to calculate the binding free energy that excludes the 
contributions of disulfide bond. 

Reporting summary 

Further information on research design is available in the Nature 
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper. 

Data availability 
Sequence reads generated in this study are available in the NCB! 
Sequence Read Archive (SRA) database under the BioProject accession 
PRINA607174. The complete genome sequence of pangolin-CoV has 
been deposited in GISAID with the accession numbers EPLISL_410721. 
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Extended Data Fig.11Pathological changes in the lungs of pangolins. Three 
Malayan pangolins naturally infected with Pangolin-CoV(b-d, original 
amplification x100) in comparison with the lung from a negative Malayan 

pangolin (a). Different degrees of consolidation are seen in the lung tissues 
from three infected pangolins (13-c1), exudate isseen in the bronchi of one 
infected animal (b), and severecongestion isseen in the lung of one animal (d). 
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Extended Data Fig.2 1Pathological changes in the bronchiole of pangolins. 
Three Malayan pangolins positive for Pangolin-CoV (b-d, original amplification 
400) in comparison with that from a negative Malayan pangolin (a). Red blood 
cells areseen in the bronchiolesof two infected animals (b and d), mononuclear 

cell infiltration is seen in the bronchiole wall ofone infected animal (c), and 
severe congestion is seen in the alveolar tissue (in close proximity of the 
bronchiole)of one animal (d). The respiratory epithelium in the bronchioles is 
still intact. 
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Extended Data Fig. 3 IPathological changes in the bronchus of pangolins. macrophages with hemosiderin pigments and mononuclear cell infiltration arc 
Three Malayan pangolins positive for Pangolin-CoV (13-d, original amplification seen in the bronchus wall of two infected animals (c and d, respectively). The 
400) in comparison with that from a negative Malayan pangolin (a). Exudate respiratory epithelium in the bronchi is st ill intact. 
with red blood cells is seen in the bronchus of one infected animal (b), 
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Extended Data Fig. 61Phylogeny of coronaviruses closely related to 
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RdRp genes. The phylogenetic trees were constructed by RAxML with the 
substitution model GTRGAMMAI and 1,000 bootstrap replicates. Numbers 
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Extended Data Fig. 71 Molecular binding simulations of the interaction of 
the S proteins of four closely related SARSr-CoVs with ACE2 proteins from 
humans, civets and pangolins. (al Free energy (kcal/mol) for the binding 
of the RBD of S proteins of four SARSr-CoVs to ACE2 of potential hosts; 
(b) Alignment of the RBDvquenc (keyainino acids involved in interactions 

with ACE2 are boxed) of the S proteins from several genetically related 
SARSr-CoVs; (c) Alignment of partial ACE2 amino acid sequences (key amino 
acids involved in interactions with RBD are marked with arrowheads) from 
humans, pangolins and civets at their interface with the RBD of S proteins. 
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Extended Data Table ii Results of Blast search of SARSr-CoV sequences in available mammalian and avian viromic, 
metagenomic, and transcriptomic data using the SARS-CoV-2 sequence (GenBank accession No. MN908947) 

Contig name Sequence identity (%) Length (bp) E-value Data source 
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Extended Data Table 210D values (450/630 nm) of ELISA 
testing of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in eight pangolin plasma 
samples 

Repetition 

Sample 
Repetition 1 Repetition 2 Average 

1 2.253 2.088 2.1705 

2 0.014 0.012 0.013 

3 0.013 0.012 0.0125 

4 0.023 0.025 0.024 

5 0.01 0.012 0.011 

6 0.011 0.011 0.011 

7 0.028 0.028 0.028 

8 0.053 0.052 0.0525 

Negative control 0.01 0.01 0.01 
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Article
Extended Data Table 31Identification of SARSr-CoV 
sequence reads in metagenomes from the lung of pangolins 
using the SARS-CoV-2 sequence (GenBank accession 
No. MN908947) as the reference 

Sample ID Animal species Total reads* No. mapped 

M1 Malayan pangolin 107,267,359 496 

M2 Malayan pangolin 38,091.846 302 

M3 Malayan pangofin 79.477,358 14 

M4 Malayan pangolin 32,829.850 1,100 

M5 Malayan pangolin 547,302,862 56 

M6 Malayan pangolin 232433,120 10 

M8 Malayan pangolin 44,440,374 12 

M10 Malayan pangolin 227,801,882 0 

Z1 Chinese pangolin 444,573,526 0 
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Reporting Summary 

Corresponding author(s): Yongyi Shen, Lihua Xiao, Wu Chen 
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Nature Research wishes to improve the reproducibility of the work that we publish. This form provides structure for consistency and transparency 
in reporting. For further information on Nature Research policies, see Authors & Referees and the Editorial Policy Checklist. 

Statistics 
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section. 

n/a Confirmed 

The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement 

A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly 

The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one- or two-sided 
Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section. 

A description of all covariates tested 

A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality arid adjustment for multiple comparisons 

A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient) 
AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals) 

For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted 
Give P values as exact values whenever suitable. 

For Bayesian analysis, information on the choice of priors and Markov chain Monte Carlo settings 

For hierarchical and complex designs, identification of the appropriate level for tests and full reporting of outcomes 

Estimates of effect sizes (e.g. Cohen's d, Pearson's r), indicating how they were calculated 

Our Web collection on ctotistic, forbioinist,  contains articles on mom/ of the points above. 

Software and code 
Policy information about availability of computer code 

Data collection 

Data analysis 
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Data 
Policy information about availability of data 

All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable: 
- Accession codes, unique identifiers, or web links for publicly available datasets 
- A list of figures that have associated raw data 

A description of any restrictions on data availability 

Sequence data that support the findings of this study have been deposited in GISAID with the accession numbers EPIJSL.__410721. Raw data of RNAseq are available 
from the NCBI SRA under the study accession number PKINA607174. 
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Fie d-specific reporting 
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Materia s & experirnenta systems Methods 
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X Antibodies 
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L Animals and other organisms 

  Human research participants 

X [  Clinical data 
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Involved in the study 

11 ChIP-seq 

Flow cytometry 

1 MRI-based neuroimaging 
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From: LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

Sent: 5/3/2019 2:27:04 PM 
To: David Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek [BRusek@nas.edu] 
CC: Micah Lowenthal [mlowenth@nas.edu]; Katherine Bowman [KBowman@nas.edu] 
Subject: RE: Quarterly progress report NAS grant FA7000-18-1-0007 
Attachments: Harbin meeting short summary-drf-jwl.docx 

Agree—I used Dave's version and made a couple of additional comments. Nicely done. 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2019 11:06 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Katherine Bowman 
<KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Quarterly progress report NAS grant FA7000-18-1-0007 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good job guys. Here are some comments on the short one. Will try to do the other one over the 
weekend. Thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On May 1, 2019, at 4:08 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(&,nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dave and Jim, 

We recently completed final drafts of the long and short summaries of the Harbin meeting, sorry for the delay. 
The docs are attached for your review. After your review I will send these to Zhigao Bu and request that he post 
one or both (or edited versions) on the HVRI website. Please keep that in mind when you read the drafts (maybe 
highlight points that you don't think should be posted on the web). 

I will also reach out to Longding and try to resume the discussion about a meeting in Kunming. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Draft long summary of Harbin Meeting.docx><Harbin meeting short summary.docx> 
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U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 
Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing 

in Viral Infectious Disease Research 

Harbin Veterinary Research Institute I Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

January 8-10, 2019 
Harbin, China 

To address the interconnected life science challenges associated with combating infectious 
diseases and further enhance cooperation between China and the United States in the areas of 
global health, biosafety, and biosecurity, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS), and the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS) in partnership with representatives from 
other Chinese institutions held the fourth U.S. China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security in tandem with a Workshop on 
Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Pathogen Research on January 8-10, 2019 at 
the CAAS Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) in Harbin, China. HVRI is one of three 
institutes in China that operate a Biological Safety Level-4 (BSL-4) laboratory. 

The meeting, ultimately titled U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of 
Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research was the latest in a series designed to share 
information on research relevant to combating emerging diseases of concern to the U.S. and 
China, promote common understanding of high biological containment laboratory safety, 
security and responsible research risk management, and build relationships among members of 
the U.S. and Chinese research communities who conduct infectious disease research. The 
special focus on research that uses gene-editing technology provided angavc tho opportunity te 
al-I-G*4°r participants to discuss ways to create norms and reduce risks when using these tools 
for research. 

Several themes emerged during the workshop. The first was a focus on the importance of 
pursuing an integrated, One Health-based approach to understanding the causes and 
addressing the effects of animal and human diseases. Some of the issues raised included the 
short-term intended and unintended effects of recent disease control strategies, as well as a 
need for collaboration amongst experts and across regions on medical, ecological and 
ecosystems science to ensure human and animal health. 

The second was a growing appreciation for the widespread use of gene-editing tools, 
particularly those based on the CRISPR-Cas9 system, that are being integrated into many new 
research efforts. New gene editing techniques to cut, edit, activate and repress genes with 
greater accuracy and at much lower costs go well beyond longstanding methods of selective 
breeding of hosts and pathogens and allow researchers to quickly explore changes not readily 
achieved in the past. Although the benefits to society are potentially enormous, there is the 
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potential for malevolent application or for the technology to contribute to  potentially (?) 
dangerous "bioerror," that is, for researchers to inadvertently create a modified organism that 
has an unintended disastrous impact. Many of the technical talks including those on vaccine 
development, vector engineering, host engineering, and synthetic biology included details on 
the researchers' use of gene editing tools and techniques. During the presentations the 
importance of gene editing to facilitate genetic modifications wasere highlighted but 
participants also discussed how they assessed risks and untended consequence of using the 
tools as well as best practices to ensure the appropriate and safe use of this technology in the 
future. See box on Gene Editing below. 

A third theme was the importance of establishing and maintaining strong institutional cultures 
and norms to support the safe and responsible conduct of science. The sessions included 
several discussions on possible collaborations between Chinese and American scientists and 
institutions to ensure the responsible conduct of scientific research, ways to reduce research 
risk, and ways to ensure that gene editing techniques are used safely and ethically across the 
life science enterprise in the future.' 

Throughout the workshop and during tours of the HVRI high containment security and training 
centers, experts also shared information to cnsuroregarding the safe and secure operation of 
high containment biological laboratories. Topics discussed included combating emerging 
infectious diseases in livestock, safely doing research on insect vectors in high biological 
containment, inactivation/decontamination procedures for African swine fever virus, improving 
the public health response to disease outbreaks, training and vetting high containment 
laboratory workers, and the safe and sustainable operation of high containment laboratories 
more broadly. 

NAS has helped to shape the international dialogue on the risks and the multitude of challenges 
associated with planning for, building, sustaining, and safely and securely f-unning operating 
high containment laboratories. Before the meeting the directors of the Galveston National 
Laboratory (of the University of Texas Medical Branch) and the Wuhan Institute of Virology (of 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences) jointly published an editorial in iScience that calls for the 
creation of a global network to bring together the leaders of institutes that operate laboratories 
at the highest biological safety level, BSL-4, to ensure the safe, secure and sustainable 
operation of these facilities.2 The final session of the meeting included a discussion on of the 
idea led by the authors of the editorial. During the discussion the director of China's Centers for 

'Although the meeting agenda was not designed to focus on human gene editing, the research project led by He 
Jiankui, formally an associate professor in the Department of Biology of the Southern University of Science and 
Technology in Shenzhen, China that lead to the birth of two children with edited DNA was universally condemned 
by the meeting participants. 
2 "One solution is to establish an [BSL-4] network that enables the sharing of best practices, collaboration, 
transparency, and exchange of specimens and technology." The authors noted that their partnership "benefited 
from meetings jointly sponsored by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese National Academy of 
Sciences..." Network for Safe and Secure Labs. James W. Le Duc and Zhiming Yuan, Science. 19 Oct 2018. Vol. 362, 
Issue 6412, pp. 267 [ HYPERLINK "http://science.sciencemag.org/content/362/6412/267" I. 
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Disease Control and the leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 
labs indicated that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a 
network. After the workshop the group started planning (and raising funds to support) an 
international meeting of BSL-4 laboratory leaders to take place in the near future4a-ter in 2019 
or in 2020 at a location to be determined. The next bilateral dialogue between the groups will 
likely take place in Kunming, China at the Kunming National Primate Research Center, another 
Chinese institute that is in the  process of openingotaer•ate6 a BSL-4 laboratory, towards the end 
of 2019. 

********** 

BOX 1 

GENE EDITING 

Gene editing involves altering the DNA of a cell or organism. Modifications can include 
deletions, insertions, or other changes to the genetic code, generally carried out to change 
characteristics of a gene's expression. A particular edit might aim to "knock out" the gene and 
render it non-functional. Alternatively, precise changes to the nucleic acid sequence may be 
made to affect properties of the protein that results from the gene's transcription and 
translation. Edits are carried out for a number of other purposes, as well. 

Researchers have been making alterations to nucleic acid sequences for many years, but tools 
developed since approximately 2012 — particularly the CRISPR-Cas9 editing system — have 
significantly increased the flexibility, efficiency, accuracy, speed, and ease (including lower cost) 
of making these changes. CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) 
and Cas9 (CRISPR-associated protein 9) were discovered in bacteria, where they form part of an 
immune mechanism for responding to infection. The basic system has since been adapted and 
repurposed as a key research tool and the use of gene editing is now widespread in research 
laboratories (Doudna and Charpentier 2014). A designed guide RNA sequence aligns with and 
binds to a target DNA sequence in the genome. The Cas9 protein then makes a double strand 
DNA cut. This cut can be repaired in various ways, including end joining or filling in with a donor 
DNA template to lead to sequence alterations. 

Approximately a third of the presentations during the workshop referred to CRISPR and Cas9-
based gene editing tools in some fashion. The key areas discussed during the workshop 
included: 

• Vaccine development efforts. Use of gene editing to generate an attenuated version of 
a double-stranded DNA virus (Gladue) 

• Vector engineering. Use in generating a mosquito that lacks an immune system 
associated enzyme (Han) 
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• Host engineering. Introduction of a human receptor domain into the mouse to create a 
model for viral infection (Baric); Creation of a pig designed to be resistant to a viral 
disease of interest (Ouyang) 

• Synthetic biology. Design of gene circuits in bacteria to produce or respond to signaling 
molecules (Lou); Changes to eukaryotic genome organization to create a single 
chromosome yeast (X. Xue). 

• Ethics. Considerations for responsible use and governance of gene manipulations in 
synthetic biology (W. Zhang) and in human genome editing applications (Y. Xue). 

Professor Steven Higgs also briefly discussed a special use of CRISPR-Cas9 in the creation of a 
gene drive. Gene drives "are systems of biased inheritance in which the ability of a genetic 
element to pass from a parent to its offspring through sexual reproduction is enhanced" 
(NASEM 2016). The design of these systems includes a mechanism in which an edited gene can 
be copied to its homologous chromosome and will continue to spread as the organism 
reproduces (Esvelt et al. 2014). The advent of CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing enabled scientists to 
create a gene drive and the field has continued to progress rapidly, with gene drive modified 
mosquitos reported by late 2015 (Gantz et al., 2015). Scientists are exploring genetically 
modified and/or even gene drive modified insect vectors as one strategy for control of 
devastating insect-borne diseases. But if used in this way, modified insects ultimately would be 
released from the laboratory into an ecosystem. Special considerations arise from use of 
modified species in open field trials and potential deployment. Researchers will need to 
understand not only how a modification affects the target population, but also how it affects 
the broader ecological community. A number of reports have discussed scientific, ethical and 
social considerations, particularly around gene drives (for example, NASEM 2016), while 
funders and scientists are developing norms to guide responsible use (Emerson et al. 2017). Dr. 
Higgs highlighted these special considerations in his presentation on the use of insect vectors 
for infectious disease research. 
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******** 

Sessions and Presentations 

Keynote addresses 

• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the 

from China 

• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their Interspecies Transmission 

• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in :Ana 

Perspective 

Influenza 

• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 

• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 

• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular Factors 

African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 

• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 
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• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live Attenuated 

Vaccines 

• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 

• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 

• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 

• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen Research and 

Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - China's Efforts 

and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 

• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 

• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that Serve as 

Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 

• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 

• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic 

Potential - a U.S. Perspective 

• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer toward 

behavior changes 

• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 

• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to Understand and 

Address Viral Pathogens in China 

Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 

• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 

• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 

• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 

• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 

• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot 

and Mouth Disease Vaccine 

• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and Pathogenic Study of 

EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 

• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 
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Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 

• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic Natural 

Product Clusters in Streotomvces 

• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

American Participants 

Ralph Baric, Professor 
Department of Epidemiology, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

David Franz, Professor 
USAMRIID (retired) 

pouglas Gladue, Scientist, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Diane Griffin, Professor 
Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology of Johns Hopkins Bloomberg 
School of Public Health 

Stephen Higgs, Professor 
Department of Diagnostic 
Medicine/Pathobiology, College of Veterinary 
Medicine, Kansas State University 

Joseph Kanabrocki, Professor 
Microbiology in the Biological Sciences Division 
of the University of Chicago 

James Le Duc, Professor 
Galveston National Laboratory, Department of 
Microbiology and Immunology, University of 
Texas Medical Branch, Galveston 

George F. Gao, Academician, 

David Reiman, Professor 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, 
Stanford University School of Medicine 

Linda Salt Professor 
Department of Veterinary Preventive Medicine, 
Food Animal Health Research Program, Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center, 
The Ohio State University 

Pei-Yong Shi, Professor 
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, University of Texas Medical Branch 

pavid Swayne, Center Director
Agricultural Research Service, United States 
Department of Agriculture 

Katherine Bowman, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Benjamin Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Chinese Participants 

Director-General Chinese Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention 
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Zhigao Bu, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Wen Dang, Doctor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Wuxiang Guan, Professor Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, CAS 

Yunzhang Hu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Mifang Liang, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Chunbo Lou, Professor Institute of 
Microbiology, CAS 

Hongsheng Ouyang, Professor 
Jilin University 

Chengfeng Qin, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Huaian Chen, Academician 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Gong Cheng, Professor 
Tsinghua University 

Rui Gong, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Qian Han, Professor 
Hainan University 

Chengjun Li, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Longding Liu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Jiahai Lu, Professor 

4/30/19 

Sun Yat-sen University 

Jiancheng Qi, Professor 
National Biological Protection Engineering 
Center 

Zhengli Shi, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Dayan Wang, Professor 
Institute of Pathogen Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences & Peking Union Medical 
College 

Jianwei Wang, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Changjiang Weng, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Kongming Wu, Vice President 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

Xiaodong Wu, Professor 
China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center 

Xaoli Xue, Professor 
Laboratory of Synthetic Biology, Shanghai 
Institute of Plant Physiology, CAS 

Yang Xue, Associate Professor 
Tianjin University 

ARuifu Yang, ))rofessoli 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Zhiming Yuan, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Peijun Zhai, Professor 
China National Accreditation Service for 
Conformity Assessment (CNAS) 

Pingping Zhang, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 
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Tietao Zhang, Professor 
International bureau, CAAS 

Weiwen Zhang, Professor 
Tianjin University 

Chihong Zhao, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Tongyan Zhao, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Yong Zhao, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Haixue Zheng, Professor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Sunday, October 27, 2019 8:03 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin;David Franz 
Subject: Re: Have a great trip to China! 

Thanks Pei-Yong. Sounds like a very exciting and productive trip. We can discuss this week if you're in the office. 
Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 27, 2019, at 5:43 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

> I'm on my way back to Galveston. The trip to China was packed with events and fun. 

> Oct. 14-17: Conference on "Plants for personalized medicine and aging" in Kunming. The conference focused on the 
development of Chinese traditional medicine for cancer, chronic disease, and infectious disease. Besides presentations 
from local and international speakers, the conference also organized hospital visits to discuss with physicians about 
Chinese medicine as well as field trips to Chinese medicine plantation. 

> Oct. 18: Visit to "Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences" in Kunming. Besides giving a 
seminar, I had meetings with Qi-Han Li (Director-general), Yan-Chun Che (Head of Research Management), Long-Ding Liu 
(Group Leader of Vaccine Development), and other Pls. Here are a few take home messages. (i) Their P4 was under final 
certification in the week of Oct. 20. George Gao, Zhiming Yuan, and other experts were at their institute for the 
certification. (ii) The Institute mainly focuses on vaccine development and commercialization, with full capability from 
early development, GMP scale up to product manufacture. This is somewhat like Zhigao Bu's institute in Harbin. (iii) The 
institute is scheduled to change its leadership next year. (iv) Compared with CAS, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 
is quite conservative and closely follows the instructions from Beijing Central Government. Points (ii) to (iv) explained 
why they were hesitant to host the US-China joint meeting. After the leadership transition next year, we may still re-
engage them for future US-China joint meetings. 

> In addition, I brought up the possibility to collaborate on using tree threw as a model for viral pathogen studies. They 
were supportive and asked us to send brief proposals. 

> Oct. 19-20: Visit to "Wuhan Institute of Virology." I had meetings with Zhiming Yun, Yanyi Wang (new Director General 
of the institute), and Xinwen Chen (previous Director General of the institute). The leadership team remained 
enthusiastic and fully supportive of the next US-China joint meeting. Zhiming said that, due to the current US-China 
relationship, although CAS had already approved the joint meeting, a special extra step was being processed for the final 
approval. Zhiming was very optimistic about receiving the final approval soon. He proposed to have the meeting early 
next year in Huang Gang, a city next to Wuhan (about one hour drive from Wuhan airport). 

> Oct. 24: Visit to "Nanjing Medical University." I gave a seminar and discussed potential collaborations between UTMB 
and their institute on research and training. I was also honored to be a visiting professor at Nanjing Medical University. 

> Oct. 25: Visit to "Southeast University" in Nanjing. I gave a seminar and discussed potential collaborations. 
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> Oct. 26: Visit to "Nanjing Normal University" where I attended college from 1985-1989. We had 30th anniversary 
college reunion. 
> 
> I will follow up with Zhiming about the joint meeting again next week. Please let me know if we need a TC to discuss 
more details. 
> 
> Best regards, 
> Pei-Yong 
> 
> Original Message 
> From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
> Sent: Friday, October 25, 2019 11:20 AM 
> To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
> Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 
> 
> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
> 
> 
> Hi Pei-yong, 
> 
> Hope your trip is going well. Any update from visit to Wuhan? 
> 
> Kind regards, 
> 
> Ben 
> 
> Benjamin Rusek 
> The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
> 1-202-334-3975 
> 
> Original Message 
> From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
> Sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 10:26 PM 
> To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
> Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 
> 
> Thanks, Ben 
> Will do. 
> Best, Pei-Yong 
> - 
> Original Message 
> From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
> Sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 9:05 PM 
> To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
> Subject: Re: Have a great trip to China! 
> 
> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
> 
> 
> Thanks Pei-Yong, 
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> 
> Sorry about the delay. Good luck in Kunming and Wuhan. If you need any NAS branded info about our planned 
meeting let me know and I will email. Tell Zhiming I said hi and that I hope he is doing well. 
> 
> Ben 
> 
>> On Oct 11, 2019, at 9:38 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 
» 
» Hi Ben, 
>> 
>> Thanks for the email. 
>> 
>> My flight got delayed because of the weather in Dallas this morning. They switched me to a very early flight 
tomorrow morning. So, I'm staying at a hotel near the airport. 
>> 
>> The meetings in Wuhan and Kunming have been well planned. Besides Zhiming, I will meet the new director Yanyi 
Wang (an immunologist) and the previous director Xinwen Chen (who attended the UTMB meeting). In Kunming, I will 
meet director Qihan Li and give a seminar at his Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. 
There are other institutions I will visit in Kunming and Nanjing. I will brief you when the trip unfolds. 
>> 
» Have a great weekend! 
» 
» Pei-Yong 
» 
» Original Message 
>> From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
» Sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 6:28 PM 
» To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
» Subject: Have a great trip to China! 
» 
>> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
>> 
>> 
» Hope all goes well. Safe travels. 
» 
» Ben 
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To: 'David A RelmanTrelman@stanford.edu]; 'Baric, Ralph Slrbaric@email.unc.edu]; 'Perlman, Stanley[stanley-
perlman©uiowa.edu]; 'Peter DaszakIdaszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'Harvey V. FinebergTharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 'Diane 
GriffinIdgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'Peggy HamburgTheggy©hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
From: Saif, Linda[saif.2@osu.edu] 
Sent: Tue 5/12/2020 4:28:58 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: final docs 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

From: Linda Saif <saif.2@osu.edu>
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:44 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>, 'rbaric@email.unc.edu" <rbaric@email.unc.edu>, "Stanley-Perlman@uiowa.ed 
<Stanley-Perlman@uiowa.edu>, 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>, "Harvey V. Finebergl" 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>, 'Diane Griffin' <dgriff16@ihmi.edu>, 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>, "  Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU" 
<jwleducP UTM B. EDU>, "Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)" <davidrfranz@gmail.com>, "Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)" 
<peshiPUTNAB.EDU> 
Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: final docs 

Hi All, 
Attached is a link to a document from Zhejiang University that was shared with me by a Chinese colleague. 
Han( COVID-19+Prevention+and+Treatn . 

This may be what was referred to during our talks on Mon with our Chinese colleagues. 
Regards, 
Linda 

Linda J. Saif, PhD 
Distinguished University Professor 
Food Animal Health Research Program 
OARDC/The Ohio State University 
1680 Madison Ave 
Wooster C.,r1 z 4691 
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From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 10:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.;Rusek, Benjamin;Diane Griffin;Dave Franz;Shi, Pei yong;Raimer, Ben 

G.;Niesel, David W.;Urban, Randall J.;Weaver, Scott;Boright, 
John;JohnHildebrand;Peggy Hamburg;Turekian, Vaughan 

Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
Thanks, and yes. 
With the approval from Diane, Peggy, and John Hildebrand, and this endorsement by you (Jim), Dave, and Pei-Yong on 
the general text, Ben and I will do some minor editing to correct typos, grammar, and formatting according to Diane and 
Peggy's preferences. Peggy is also going to consult Victor Dzau. Further e-mails may be to a reduced distribution. 
Because Ben and I are on travel and don't have access to some of our old e-mails or addresses, could you send the 
address you have for George Gao? 
Thanks to all. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 11:10 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. <rurban@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, 
Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

BEI is Biodefense and emerging infections research resources repository. 

Don't you think the the letter should originate from NASEM rather than from UTMB? 

Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 9:29 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

All, 
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I'm modifying the thread slightly to include Peggy's preferred address and some of the e-mails that she 
may have missed. Note that both Diane Griffin and John Hildebrand have weighed in in favor of the idea 
to send such a letter, 
Also, sorry to be ignorant, but what is a BEI partner? 
Micah 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB EDU>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 10:25 AM 
To: Dave Franz < 1.avidrfranz@gmail.com>, Ksiazek, Thomas G. <taksiaze@LTMB EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(a),nas.edu>, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@.,L IMB.EDU>, Diane 
Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <MargaretAHamburg@aol.com>, Raimer, Ben 
G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurban@UTMB.EDU>, Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>, Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBorightgnas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<j)-"-lebr@email.arizona.edti>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Thanks, Tom and Dave 

Hi Ben, 
I have included Tom's suggestion. Please use this version. 

Best, 
Pei,-yovug 

 Original Message 
From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 10:19 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <LwIerhic@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <MargaretAHamburg@aol.corn>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; Tom Ksiazek <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDLI>; Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.ED1.1>;
Urban, Randall J. <rurban@UTIVIE„EDU>; Scott C. "Curtis" Weaver <sweaverpUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; Boright, John <iBoright@nas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<INIdebr@ernail.arizona.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

Concur with Jim and Pei Yong's thoughts/edits. Dave 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <itgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Margaret Hamburg 
<MargaretAHamburg@aol.corn>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraIrner@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU>;
Urban, Randall J. <rurbanpll„.JTIViB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweavenp UTM IELEDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<rniowenth@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihcidebr@ernail.arizona.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 
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In this paragraph 

The University of Texas Medical Branch has volunteered to serve as both home to the 
virus reference center and as a BEI partner to assist China in distribution of any 
isolates you wish to share. NASEM would be willing to facilitate another arrangement 
if you wish. 

Should probably be modified 

The University of Texas Medical Branch has volunteered to serve as home to the virus 
in its capacity as the World Reference Center for Emerging Viruses and Arboviruses 
and as a BEI partner to assist China in distribution of any isolates you wish to 
share. NASEM would be willing to facilitate another arrangement if you wish. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 10:11 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@I.TTMB.EDIT>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Margaret Hamburg <MargaretAHamburg@aol.corn>;
Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>, Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU>, Urban, 
Randall J. <rurban@UTM.B.EDU>, Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTm13.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Boright, John <.T.Borightgnas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<j1-.; ebr@emall.arizona.edb.>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Hi Ben, 

Please see my edits of the letter. I just spoke to Zhiming. I agree with Jim that we should not 
mention Zhiming's name in this letter. 

Please send it to George Gao and President Bai. 

Thanks. 

- Pei,-yovuo 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 00:49, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Great idea Jim, 

Since this is urgent Micah and I have drafted text of a letter (that includes text 
explaining the dialogue) that could be sent to CCDC and CAS. Feel free to 
modify. 

Have also looped in John Boright, the executive director of the NAS and John 
Hildebrand, the NAS foreign secretary. Peggy might want to include Victor Dzau 
in the next email. 

FYI Micah and I are in India right now and will be online for the 12 hours or so. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing Griffin and Hamburg.docx> 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 7:56 AM, LeDuc, James W. 
<iwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Ben, Diane, Peggy 
I'm sure you have been following the emergence of the new 
Coronavirus in China and beyond with concern. While much is 
being done to prepare nations for possible cases, the global 
scientific community remains hampered by the lack of access to an 
isolate of the new virus. Sequences data has been provided, but 
despite repeated inquiries isolates have not been made available 
although Chinese front line scientists appear to be eager to share. 

With this background, may I suggest that we explore an Academy 
to Academy request to share the isolates? Within a very few days 
this will likely be a moot point given that cases are now occurring 
outside China and isolation attempts are underway. The window 
for Chinese global leadership is rapidly closing. Our dialogue over 
the past several years has focused in the very situation we now face 
and it seems appropriate for the academies to work together to help 
address this growing threat. 

We have volunteered to use UTMB's stature as both home to the 
virus reference center and as a BEI partner to assist the Chinese in 
distribution of any isolates they wish to share. Repeating this offer 
more formally by the NASEM to CAS may help the Chinese 
government appreciate the global importance of harnessing the 
world's scientific capacity to help address this emerging threat. 

Can we urgently draft an official letter for Diane or Peggy's 
signature? 
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Thanks for your consideration and help. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

<Edited letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing Griffin and Hamburg Jan 26 2020.docx> 
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From: Shi, Pei yong VO=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 

Sent: 1/26/2020 9:10:42 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. [jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu] 
CC: Diane Griffin [dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; Margaret Hamburg [MargaretAHamburg@aol.com]; Dave Franz 

[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Raimer, Ben G. [bgraimer@UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G. [tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU]; 
Niesel, David W. [dniesel@UTMB.EDU]; Urban, Randall J. [rurban@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, Scott 
[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu]; Boright, John [JBoright@nas.edu]; JohnHildebrand 
Uhildebr@emaiLarizona.edu] 

Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 
Attachments: Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing Griffin and Hamburg Jan 26 2020.docx 

Hi Ben, 

Please see my edits of the letter. 1 just spoke to Zhiming. I agree with Jim that we should not mention Zhiming's name in 
this letter. 

Please send it to George Gao and President Bai. 

Thanks. 

Pei-iotsve 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 8:26 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Margaret Hamburg <MargaretAHamburg@aol.com>; Dave Franz 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. <rurban@UTMB.EDU>; 
Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; 
JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

I think the letter is fine although I'm concerned about calling out Zhiming by name. I welcome others thoughts if this 
might call undue attention to him personally 

Thanks for your rapid response. Suggest sending asap. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 12:49 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(cpnas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Great idea Jim, 

Since this is urgent Micah and I have drafted text of a letter (that includes text explaining the dialogue) 
that could be sent to CCDC and CAS. Feel free to modify. 
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Have also looped in John Boright, the executive director of the NAS and John Hildebrand, the NAS 
foreign secretary. Peggy might want to include Victor Dzau in the next email. 

FYI Micah and I are in India right now and will be online for the 12 hours or so. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing Griffin and Hamburg.docx> 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 7:56 AM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Ben, Diane, Peggy 
I'm sure you have been following the emergence of the new Coronavirus in China and 
beyond with concern. While much is being done to prepare nations for possible cases, 
the global scientific community remains hampered by the lack of access to an isolate of 
the new virus. Sequences data has been provided, but despite repeated inquiries 
isolates have not been made available although Chinese front line scientists appear to 
be eager to share. 

With this background, may I suggest that we explore an Academy to Academy request 
to share the isolates? Within a very few days this will likely be a moot point given that 
cases are now occurring outside China and isolation attempts are underway. The 
window for Chinese global leadership is rapidly closing. Our dialogue over the past 
several years has focused in the very situation we now face and it seems appropriate for 
the academies to work together to help address this growing threat. 

We have volunteered to use UTMB's stature as both home to the virus reference center 
and as a BEI partner to assist the Chinese in distribution of any isolates they wish to 
share. Repeating this offer more formally by the NASEM to CAS may help the Chinese 
government appreciate the global importance of harnessing the world's scientific 
capacity to help address this emerging threat. 

Can we urgently draft an official letter for Diane or Peggy's signature? 

Thanks for your consideration and help. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 12:48 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Diane Griffin;Margaret Hamburg;Dave Franz;Shi, Pei yong;Raimer, Ben G.;Ksiazek, 

Thomas G.;Niesel, David W.;Urban, Randall J.;Weaver, Scott;Lowenthal, Micah;Boright, 
John;JohnHildebrand 

Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 
Attachments: Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing Griffin and Hamburg.docx; ATT00001.htm 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Great idea Jim, 

Since this is urgent Micah and I have drafted text of a letter (that includes text explaining the dialogue) that 
could be sent to CCDC and CAS. Feel free to modify. 

Have also looped in John Boright, the executive director of the NAS and John Hildebrand, the NAS foreign 
secretary. Peggy might want to include Victor Dzau in the next email. 

FYI Micah and I are in India right now and will be online for the 12 hours or so. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES• ENGINEERING • MEDICINE 

RE: Sharing of isolates of the 2019 Novel Coronavirus 

Dr. Gao Fu 
Director-General, 
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President, Academician 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

We are writing to urge the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention and the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences (CAS), either together or in coordination, to share isolates of the 2019 Novel 
Coronavirus (2019 nCoV) with experts in other countries for collaborative analysis and furtherance 
of public health. We are still relatively early in the outbreak and China has taken important steps to identify 
and contain the outbreak and to share sequence data to study the strain, but the global scientific community 
remains hampered by the lack of access to an isolate of the new virus. China has the opportunity to show 
global leadership in response to such cases, but the window for doing so is closing rapidly. 

As you know, over the past several years, we along with Dr. James Le Duc, Dr. David Franz, and other 
representatives of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) have worked 
with both of you, Dr. Yuan Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS, 
and other Chinese scientists to organize a series of meetings, now an informal dialogue among experts 
designated by NASEM, the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), the China Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CCDC), the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), the Chinese Academy of 
Medical Sciences. These dialogue meetings have been designed to allow scientists from China and the 
United States to share research findings, best practices, and lessons learned and to create collaborative 
partnerships in areas identified during the meetings. Meetings have been held in Beijing, Wuhan, Galveston, 
Texas, and the CAAS Veterinary Institute in Harbin, China, and we plan to hold the next meeting near 
Wuhan in the spring, if circumstances allow. 
Our dialogue over the past several years has focused in the very situation we now face and it seems 
appropriate us to work together to help address this situation. 

The University of Texas Medical Branch has volunteered to serve as both home to the virus reference center 
and as a BEI partner to assist China in distribution of any isolates you wish to share. NASEM would be 
willing to facilitate another arrangement if you wish. 

We hope that you will embrace this approach and that China will not miss this opportunity for leadership. 

Sincerely, 

Diane E. Griffin 
Vice President, NAS 

Margaret Hamburg 
Foreign secretary, NAM 
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Additional points of contact: 

James Le Duc Ph.D. 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
jwleduc(&utmb.edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
brusekgnas.edit 1.202.334.3975 
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On Jan 26, 2020, at 7:56 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleducgutmb.edu > wrote: 

_ Ben, Diane, Peggy 
I'm sure you have been following the emergence of the new Coronavirus in China and beyond with 
concern. While much is being done to prepare nations for possible cases, the global scientific community 
remains hampered by the lack of access to an isolate of the new virus. Sequences data has been provided, 
but despite repeated inquiries isolates have not been made available although Chinese front line scientists 
appear to be eager to share. 

With this background, may I suggest that we explore an Academy to Academy request to share the 
isolates? Within a very few days this will likely be a moot point given that cases are now occurring 
outside China and isolation attempts are underway. The window for Chinese global leadership is rapidly 
closing. Our dialogue over the past several years has focused in the very situation we now face and it 
seems appropriate for the academies to work together to help address this growing threat. 

We have volunteered to use UTMB's stature as both home to the virus reference center and as a BEI 
partner to assist the Chinese in distribution of any isolates they wish to share. Repeating this offer more 
formally by the NASEM to CAS may help the Chinese government appreciate the global importance of 
harnessing the world's scientific capacity to help address this emerging threat. 

Can we urgently draft an official letter for Diane or Peggy's signature? 

Thanks for your consideration and help. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=UTMB/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SHI, 
PEI YONGCBA] 
Sent: Thur 1/3/2019 12:16:09 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

Thanks, Ben and all 

I have a conflict and won't be able to attend. 

For the close-door discussion, the high level discussion about global network, Kunming product development, and China CDC BSL4 
is excellent. In addition, we may probe some real scientific project collaborations. Another open ended question could be "how do 
the Chinese side see the bilateral/multilateral interaction/cooperation to further enhance the productivity and outcome?" 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: David Franz [mailto:davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 11:41 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Harbin closed-door discussions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Got it. Thanks, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 3, 2019, at 11:54 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Great, thanks 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 10:53 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Let's talk today at 4:00PM ET / 3:00 PM CT. At that time please call 1-888-537-7715 and when prompted, enter 
passcode 12223052# 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 10:48 AM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
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Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

Thursday afternoon is good for me as well. Friday is also OK. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 9:32 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Harbin closed-door discussions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

These look good Jim. Let's talk about how long to keep it US-China on 4's and how to transition to a larger 
group but maintain working relationships with our Chinese colleagues. My guess is they would be happy to 
expand. Would be nice to get some funding specifically for developing a network, meetings etc. I'm free 
Thursday afternoon and Fri for a call. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jan 2, 2019, at 7:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Ok. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jan 2, 2019, at 4:56 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim and Dave, 

FYI David Swayne let me know that due to the government shutdown it is unlikely that he 
will be able to make the meeting. He plans to put a 10 min slide presentation together for 
one of you (maybe Jim?) to present in his absence. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 4:54 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong <peshipUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

Hi Jim, 

Thank you so much for starting this conversation. It is a great time to think about what we 
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want to get out of the Harbin meeting and the future activities/meetings we want to 
undertake with our Chinese partners bilaterally and multilaterally. I am looping in Katie 
and Micah for their thoughts. 

Happy to organize a call tomorrow afternoon or Friday. Let me know what time you prefer. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 3:52 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, 
Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Harbin closed-door discussions 

In preparation for our closed door discussions in Harbin, I am forwarding this string of 
emails that you all received previously. Before we are all trying to discuss next steps 
through a jet lag induced haze, I wonder if we might identify a few key points of desired 
outcome for our closed door discussions. 

Some questions are: 

• Should we limit our discussions with the Chinese to bilateral activities? 

• If yes, what are the next steps? We have discussed a joint meeting at Kunming. If 
we follow this track, the Kunming folks are most interested in product 
development, so we might emphasize these activities as well as the 
biosafety/biosecurity/operations/scientific collaborations. We spoke a bit about 
doing regulated studies (i.e. GLP for FDA review) in biocontainment during the 
meeting at UTMB, but the Kunming folks were not here. This would expand the 
group of experts we could draw upon for our discussions. 

• Kunming also has a large non-human primate colony co-located and there might be 
some topics of common interest to discuss about use of nhp in biocontainment. 

• We might explore with them how much genetic engineering/gene drive work they 
have and if there is sufficient interest to focus on this. 

China CDC BSL4 laboratory? 

• Gao Fu has mentioned his desire to construct a new BSL4 lab for the China CDC, 
perhaps to be located in the south of China. Would this be a useful topic for 
discussion? We could talk about how checkered history of communications with 
the public and some of the local infrastructure (like where to manage a possible 
exposure) issues to be considered before committing to construction. 

Global Network of BSL4 labs (as per editorial) 

• If we agree to expand beyond just bilateral discussions, we might consider next 
steps in making the global BRA lab director network a reality. 

• Should we seek Chinese co-sponsorship in developing such a network? 
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• Ideally, a first step might be to host a face-to-face meeting with the 
representatives of all the BRA labs. If there are over 50 such labs, this could be 
quite expensive. 

• Were such a meeting to be organized, we could get a brief summary of each labs 
capabilities and anticipated mission (similar to what was done in the Seychelles), 
and create work groups to focus on specific areas of interest (such as maintenance 
and operations; scientific collaborations/reagents & virus exchanges, others). 
Having a global index along these lines would be extremely useful and I suspect of 
interest to potential (US) funders. (Does partnering with the Chinese complicate 
this?) 

• How to engage WHO and coordinate with their activities (as well as other partial 
networks with similar interests). 

• Where such a meeting might be held? Both China and the US might be challenging 
for international travelers. Our successful meetings in Istanbul and Seychelles 
might serve as a good model. 

I'm sure that there are many other topics to be discussed (especially scientific 
collaborations). Should we try for a conference call later this week? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 9:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong < shi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Excellent! I've known Mark for some time, in his role at FIND. Good guy and I'm 
happy he's in that job at WHO. d 
David R. Franz DVM, Ph.D 

Gettysburg, PA 17325 
240-674-0797 

On Dec 19, 2018, at 7:36 AM, LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleducqMirTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Please see string below just FYI 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: ,A,, ,,13)] <yzm@wh.iov.cn>
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Date: December 18, 2018 at 
9:15:34 PM CST 
To: "LeDuc, James W." 
<jwleduc@UIT" > 
Cc: "PERKINS, Mark" 
<I ic!rkinsm vho.int>, "BRIAND, 
Sylvie" <briands@who.int>,
"KOJIMA, Kazunobu" 
< imirtiak@who.int>, "Mike Ryan 
(ryanm@who.int)" 
<ryanm@who.int>
Subject: Re: RE: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email 
system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi, Jim, 
I totally agree with your suggestion 
to establish a global biosafety 
laboraotry network to assure the 
safe, secure and effective operation 
of the laboratory, and to 
coordinately response to the 
emergin disease outbreak 
worldwide.I am willing to work with 
you and othere experts to the 
establishement of this kind of 
newrok or forum. 
If there is anything I can do, please 
let me know. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

 r . tt Elf  
&gA:"LeDuc, James W." 
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<jwleduc UTMB.EDU>
&31IMR:2018-12-19 00:28:14 (V 
VIE) 
18ziA: "PERKINS, Mark" 
<perkinsm@who.int>
ti.M: "BRIAND, Sy!vie" 
<briands@who.int>, "KOJIMA, 
Kazunobu" <kojimak@who.int>,
"Mike Ryan (ryanm©who.int)" 
<ryanm©who.int>, "Yuan Zhiming" 
<yzm©wh.ioy.cn>
1E: RE: GLAD-HP 

Hi Mark, 

Thanks for the follow up. As I 
mentioned to Sylvie, we have been 
working closely with colleagues in 
China where new BSL4 
laboratories have been constructed 
and are now becoming operational. 
These collaborations have been 

facilitated by the US National 
Academy of Sciences and the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences. At 
a meeting hosted by WHO in Lyon 
last December and organized by 
Kaz Kojima, I was struck by the 
global proliferation of BSL4 
biocontainment laboratories (not to 
mention the BSL3s), and the 
attached editorial followed. The 
editorial has gained some traction 
and hopefully over the coming year 
there will be an opportunity to 
establish a more active global 
network of directors of these 
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facilities. I discussed this in 
general terms with Mike Ryan 
following last week's GOARN 
meeting and agreed to keep him 
abreast of activities and to 
coordinate with WHO as closely as 
possible. 

My thoughts going forward with a 
network would be to: 

• Establish a functional network so 
that points of contact are known for 
each facility and general 
information about capabilities and 
proposed scope of activities. 
Ideally this would involve a face-to-
face meeting. 

• Facilitate information exchange 
among network members on both 
operational issues and scientific 
opportunities. 

• Offer a credible source of 
information from experienced 
leaders for those considering the 
construction a new BSL4 facility 

• Provide hands on training and 
capacity building in: 

o Biosafety—working in 
biocontainment 

o Biosecurity—ensuring the 
security of pathogens 
under their control 

o Building operations and 
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maintenance—this is 
especially challenging 
and expensive 

• Identify areas of possible 
scientific collaborations. 

• Facilitate personnel exchanges. 

• Create a forum where 
international rules, regulations, 
norms and standards can be 
discussed and allow credible feed-
back to policy development. 

I look forward to learning how 
these thoughts might align with 
your plans. I'm happy to discuss 
further, although it may be easier 
by email given the Holidays. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: PERKINS, Mark 
<perkinsm©who.int>
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Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 
10:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc U> 
Cc: BRIAND, Sy!vie 
<hriHrici who.int>
Subject: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email 
system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 

Sy!vie Briand, under who's 
direction I work at WHO, 
suggested that I contact you. I 
recently joined WHO to lead lab 
networks in the WHO Health 
Emergencies cluster in the IHM 
department, and specifically to 
establish an umbrella network for 
high-threat pathogens that would 
try to answer some of the 
unresolved sample and data 
sharing issues, and more broadly 
to prepare WHO to offer leadership 
and a forum for engagement of the 
scientific community in a rapidly 
evolving technical and social 
landscape. If you have a half hour 
in the coming two weeks, it would 
be great to connect by phone to 
get your thoughts and share ideas. 

Mark Perkins 

Dr Mark D. Perkins 
Leader, Laboratory Networks 
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Infectious Hazards Management, 
WHO Health Emergencies 
Programme 
Email: perkinsm@who.int 
Desk phone: +4122-7911649 
Cell: +4179-2011369 
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Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; 
Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 1/3/2019 11:41:10 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Harbin closed-door discussions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Got it. Thanks, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 3, 2019, at 11:54 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Great, thanks 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 10:53 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Let's talk today at 4:00PM ET / 3:00 PM CT. At that time please call 1-888-537-7715 and when prompted, enter 
passcode 12223052# 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 10:48 AM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowrnan@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <nnlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

Thursday afternoon is good for me as well. Friday is also OK. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 9:32 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowrnan@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <rinlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Harbin closed-door discussions 
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1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

These look good Jim. Let's talk about how long to keep it US-China on 4's and how to transition to a larger 
group but maintain working relationships with our Chinese colleagues. My guess is they would be happy to 
expand. Would be nice to get some funding specifically for developing a network, meetings etc. I'm free 
Thursday afternoon and Fri for a call. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jan 2, 2019, at 7:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduQUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Ok. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jan 2, 2019, at 4:56 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim and Dave, 

FYI David Swayne let me know that due to the government shutdown it is unlikely that he 
will be able to make the meeting. He plans to put a 10 min slide presentation together for 
one of you (maybe Jim?) to present in his absence. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 4:54 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

Hi Jim, 

Thank you so much for starting this conversation. It is a great time to think about what we 
want to get out of the Harbin meeting and the future activities/meetings we want to 
undertake with our Chinese partners bilaterally and multilaterally. I am looping in Katie 
and Micah for their thoughts. 

Happy to organize a call tomorrow afternoon or Friday. Let me know what time you prefer. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB EDU> 
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Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 3:52 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, 
Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Harbin closed-door discussions 

In preparation for our closed door discussions in Harbin, I am forwarding this string of 
emails that you all received previously. Before we are all trying to discuss next steps 
through a jet lag induced haze, I wonder if we might identify a few key points of desired 
outcome for our closed door discussions. 

Some questions are: 

• Should we limit our discussions with the Chinese to bilateral activities? 

• If yes, what are the next steps? We have discussed a joint meeting at Kunming. If 
we follow this track, the Kunming folks are most interested in product 
development, so we might emphasize these activities as well as the 
biosafety/biosecurity/operations/scientific collaborations. We spoke a bit about 
doing regulated studies (i.e. GLP for FDA review) in biocontainment during the 
meeting at UTMB, but the Kunming folks were not here. This would expand the 
group of experts we could draw upon for our discussions. 

• Kunming also has a large non-human primate colony co-located and there might be 
some topics of common interest to discuss about use of nhp in biocontainment. 

• We might explore with them how much genetic engineering/gene drive work they 
have and if there is sufficient interest to focus on this. 

China CDC BSL4 laboratory? 

• Gao Fu has mentioned his desire to construct a new BSL4 lab for the China CDC, 
perhaps to be located in the south of China. Would this be a useful topic for 
discussion? We could talk about how checkered history of communications with 
the public and some of the local infrastructure (like where to manage a possible 
exposure) issues to be considered before committing to construction. 

Global Network of BSL4 labs (as per editorial) 

• If we agree to expand beyond just bilateral discussions, we might consider next 
steps in making the global BSL4 lab director network a reality. 

• Should we seek Chinese co-sponsorship in developing such a network? 

• Ideally, a first step might be to host a face-to-face meeting with the 
representatives of all the BSL4 labs. If there are over 50 such labs, this could be 
quite expensive. 

• Were such a meeting to be organized, we could get a brief summary of each labs 
capabilities and anticipated mission (similar to what was done in the Seychelles), 
and create work groups to focus on specific areas of interest (such as maintenance 
and operations; scientific collaborations/reagents & virus exchanges, others). 
Having a global index along these lines would be extremely useful and I suspect of 
interest to potential (US) funders. (Does partnering with the Chinese complicate 
this?) 

• How to engage WHO and coordinate with their activities (as well as other partial 
networks with similar interests). 
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• Where such a meeting might be held? Both China and the US might be challenging 
for international travelers. Our successful meetings in Istanbul and Seychelles 
might serve as a good model. 

I'm sure that there are many other topics to be discussed (especially scientific 
collaborations). Should we try for a conference call later this week? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 9:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not crick links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Excellent! I've known Mark for some time, in his role at FIND. Good guy and I'm 
happy he's in that job at WHO. d 
David R. Franz DVM, Ph.D 

Gettysburg, PA 17325 
240-674-0797 

On Dec 19, 2018, at 7:36 AM, LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Please see string below just FYI 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: tuit,JEIJI <Nam whiov.cn> 
Date: December 18, 2018 at 
9:15:34 PM CST 
To: "LeDuc, James W." 
<iut F NAr > 

Cc: "PERKINS, Mark" 
<Derkinsm@who.int>, "BRIAND, 
Sylvie" <  riands no.int>, 
"KOJIMA, Kazunobu" 

who.int>, "Mike Ryan 
ry rho.int)"
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<ryanm@who 'nt> 
Subject: Re: RE: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email 
system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi, Jim, 
I totally agree with your suggestion 
to establish a global biosafety 
laboraotry network to assure the 
safe, secure and effective operation 
of the laboratory, and to 
coordinately response to the 
emergin disease outbreak 
worldwide.I am willing to work with 
you and othere experts to the 
establishement of this kind of 
newrok or forum. 
If there is anything I can do, please 
let me know. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

 IgtiftElf4 
&%A:"LeDuc, James W." 
<jwieduc@r0 -1=1)U> 
&3184R:2018-12-19 00:28:14 (M 
MIE) 
iliz#A: "PERKINS, Mark" 

y ry 'hr),int>

"BRIAND, Sy!vie" 
_   "KOJIMA, 

Kazunobu" <Kojimak6 drio.int>, 
"Mike Ryan (ryanm@wriu it)" 
<ryanm@who.int>, "Yuan Zhiming" 
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<yzm©wh.iov.cn>
1E: RE: GLAD-HP 

Hi Mark, 

Thanks for the follow up. As I 
mentioned to Sylvie, we have been 
working closely with colleagues in 
China where new BSL4 
laboratories have been constructed 
and are now becoming operational. 
These collaborations have been 

facilitated by the US National 
Academy of Sciences and the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences. At 
a meeting hosted by WHO in Lyon 
last December and organized by 
Kaz Kojima, I was struck by the 
global proliferation of BSL4 
biocontainment laboratories (not to 
mention the BSL3s), and the 
attached editorial followed. The 
editorial has gained some traction 
and hopefully over the coming year 
there will be an opportunity to 
establish a more active global 
network of directors of these 
facilities. I discussed this in 
general terms with Mike Ryan 
following last week's GOARN 
meeting and agreed to keep him 
abreast of activities and to 
coordinate with WHO as closely as 
possible. 

My thoughts going forward with a 
network would be to: 
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• Establish a functional network so 
that points of contact are known for 
each facility and general 
information about capabilities and 
proposed scope of activities. 
Ideally this would involve a face-to-
face meeting. 

• Facilitate information exchange 
among network members on both 
operational issues and scientific 
opportunities. 

• Offer a credible source of 
information from experienced 
leaders for those considering the 
construction a new BSL4 facility 

• Provide hands on training and 
capacity building in: 

o Biosafety—working in 
biocontainment 

o Biosecurity—ensuring the 
security of pathogens 
under their control 

o Building operations and 
maintenance—this is 
especially challenging 
and expensive 

• Identify areas of possible 
scientific collaborations. 

• Facilitate personnel exchanges. 

• Create a forum where 
international rules, regulations, 
norms and standards can be 
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discussed and allow credible feed-
back to policy development. 

I look forward to learning how 
these thoughts might align with 
your plans. I'm happy to discuss 
further, although it may be easier 
by email given the Holidays. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duo, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: PERKINS, Mark 
<perkinsm©who.int>
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 
10:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc©UTMB.EDU>
Cc: BRIAND, Sylvie 
<briands@who.int>
Subject: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email 
system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Jim, 

Sy!vie Briand, under who's 
direction I work at WHO, 
suggested that I contact you. I 
recently joined WHO to lead lab 
networks in the WHO Health 
Emergencies cluster in the IHM 
department, and specifically to 
establish an umbrella network for 
high-threat pathogens that would 
try to answer some of the 
unresolved sample and data 
sharing issues, and more broadly 
to prepare WHO to offer leadership 
and a forum for engagement of the 
scientific community in a rapidly 
evolving technical and social 
landscape. If you have a half hour 
in the coming two weeks, it would 
be great to connect by phone to 
get your thoughts and share ideas. 

Mark Perkins 

Dr Mark D. Perkins 
Leader, Laboratory Networks 
Infectious Hazards Management, 
WHO Health Emergencies 
Programme 
Email: perkinsm whoint 
Desk phone: +4122-7911649 
Cell: +4179-2011369 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, January 3, 2019 5:32 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph [MIC]';'David A Relman';'Dave Franz 

(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';LeDuc, James W.;Shi, Pei yong;'Stephen Higgs';'Diane 
Griffin';'Saif, Linda';'Baric, Ralph S' 

Cc: "Baric, Toni C' (antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';Hare, Hope;Bowman, 
Katherine;Cervenka, Nicole;'Swayne, David';'Gladue, Douglas';Lowenthal, Micah;'Doris 
R. Merrill' 

Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - travel memo and final agenda 
Attachments: NAS SOS International_PrintCard.pdf; From -hvrizj- AGENDA_CAAS_NAS _JAN 2019 

(20190103) from NAS clean.docx; Harbin Meeting Travel Memo for Jan 2019.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Happy new year! The (hopefully) final version of the Harbin meeting agenda (2019-1-03) is attached for your 
information, sorry for the delay. The agenda includes a visit to the 731 museum and a group tour of the Harbin 
International Ice and Snow Sculpture Festival on the last day of the meeting. 

Due to the ongoing U.S. Government shutdown it is unlikely that Doug Gladue and David Swayne will be able to travel to 
the meeting. This is unfortunate and we will miss therm However they have provided their slides and other members of 
the delegation have volunteered to give their presentations on their behalf. 

I have attached the latest version of the travel memo for your information. When you arrive in Harbin you will be met at 
the airport and driven to the Aoluguya Hotel (I do not have hotel room confirmation numbers yet, if get those before 
Saturday I will send them in a second email.) Please print out the memo and bring it with you. It includes additional 
information that you may need before you leave. 

FYI All travelers funded by NAS have been placed in the International SOS Global Assistance Program 
http://www.intemationalsos.com/en/, (member number 11BMMS000238) while in Harbin (see attached card). Please 
also enroll in the US. Department of State Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) https://step.state.gov/step/ 
before you travel. 

I will be in the office all day tomorrow if you have any final questions. Thanks again for agreeing to patriciate and I look 
forward to seeing you in China! 

PS Some early photos of the festival: 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2019/ian/01/preparations-for-the-harbin-ice-and-snow-festival-in-pictures 
https://v --N.cnn.com/travel/article/harbin-ice-and-snow-festival-2019-china/index.html 
https://v..w.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/kidspost/ice-becomes-works-of-art-atannual-festival-in-harbin-
china/2018/12/31/d53b2c18-0326, 11e9-9122-82e98f9lee6f story.html?utm term=.f5f170cf1c21 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
Cell 1-202-839-0075 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 9:04 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph [MIC]' <jkanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Swayne, David' 
<David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Gladue, Douglas' <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 
Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - conference call on 12/18 at 2 PM ET docs 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Just a reminder that we are having a conference call to discuss the Harbin trip tomorrow Tuesday, December 18th at 
2:00 PM ET. 

At 2:00 PM ET please call 1-888-537-7715 and when prompted, enter passcode 552.136 

Conference call agenda: 
-Introduction 
-Discussion of meeting and workshop goals (see attached one pager) 
-Discussion of 12-11-18 agenda (attached) 
-Discussion of DRAFT travel memo and logistics questions (attached) 
-Other issues 

We have attached a DRAFT travel memo for your initial review. We are missing a bit of information /detail so plan to 
send you the final memo (with more information about evening activities) the week before the meeting. 

We look forward to talking to you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Cervenka, Nicole 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 5:04 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph [MIC]' <ikanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.conj <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>; iwleduc@UTME, EMI; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDLI) 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Swayne, David' 
<David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Gladue, Douglas' <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
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Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.ec >; Rusek, Benjamin <RRusek@nas.edii>
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - conference call on 12/18 at 2 PM ET 

Good Afternoon, 

We will hold a 1-hour conference call for the Harbin trip on Tuesday, December 18th at 2 PM ET. 

At 2:00 PM ET please call 1-888-537-7715 and when prompted, enter passcode: 552.136 

We will also be sending out a conference call agenda and draft travel memo before the conference call. 

Best regards, 

Nicole 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 201.8 5:41 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph [MIC]' <ikanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <dzwidrfranz@gmail.corn>; jweduc@U ELi Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs&ri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'Swayne, David' 
<David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Gladue, Douglas' <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edig) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - update and conference call 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) and 
the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS) U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Viral 
Infectious Disease Research. 

As you know the meetings will take place on January 8-9-10, 2019 on the campus of CAAS's Harbin Veterinary Research 
Institute in Harbin, China. The U.S. group will stay at the Aoluguya Hotel (No. 800, the 3rd Road of Chuangxin, Harbin) 
during the meeting. 

I have attached the latest DRAFT of the agenda for your review and information. It includes the names of confirmed 
Chinese speakers and possible session goals and discussion questions. Please review (and propose modifications to) the 
talk titles we proposed. 

We would like to hold a conference call next week to discuss the agenda and other issues associated with the meeting. 
Please send Nicole Cervenka (cced) your availability to participate in a one hour call from 9 AM to 6 PM ET, Monday 
Dec 17 to Thursday December 20th. We will provide conference call in information when we send you the time for the 
call. 

Thank you for working with Hope Hare (also cced) to make your flight arrangements and submit your visa application. 
We are working on the applications and will get passports back to you as soon as possible. We will also send you a travel 
memo with full logistical details before the conference call. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
Senior Program Officer 
Policy and Global Affairs 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
Room 526 
500 5th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone 1.202.334.3975 
Fax 1.202.334.1730 
Cell 1.202.839.0075 
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INTERNATIONAL 
SOS 

Welcome 
To your medical and travel 
security assistance service. 

PROTECTING YOU IS OUR PRIORITY 
When you are away from home and in unfamiliar or remote locations, there are some events that you cannot 
predict. If you feel unwell, unsafe or have lost something important to you, simply contact us. 
Your membership gives you access to 24/7 worldwide medical, security, travel and emergency assistance. 
Rest assured, we will do everything possible to make your trip memorable for all the right reasons. 

YOU ARE IN SAFE HANDS 
Contact our multilingual nurses, doctors, logistics and travel security experts whatever your problem, 
wherever you are. Our advice is unlimited and it is free to call and speak to us. Collect calls are accepted. 

NOW THAT YOU HAVE YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD, KEEP IT SAFE AND WITH YOU AT ALL TIMES. 

INTERNA7)L 
SOS 

MEDICAL AND TRAVEL SECURITY EISTANCE 

National Academy of Sciences 

11BMMS000238 

Call our medical and travel securrty experts 24/7 tor all 
enguirleS, be they 07 a renfilne or emergency nature 

Control 

Download the free Assistance App from app.internationalsos.com 

Call our medical and travel security experts 24/7 for all enquiries. 
be they of a routine or emergency nature. 

al lMF420 18 171jr .  .49 6102 35811100 ,10,11.8150,..11' 
a!!!!iilEIRP•irfliFIEF° *852 2521 9900 

111111111111123
+62 21 750 6001 *27 11 541 1300 *603 2767 3128 

=1111111MINEI=9111111101121=12=all 

LONDON 110111111111121131:1111111111111111111111111111ESTIMINIO 
.44 20 3762 6008 .34 91 572 4365 .63 2 6870909 

1111111111•12=3111111111111 
.7 495 9376477 +91 11 4189 8800 .33 155 635 155 

111011111131:2111111111111111111=E0=1111111111 
.1 215 942 8226 +82 2 3140 1700 465 6338 7800 

WORLDWIDE REACH. HUMAN TOUCH. Interlla1101181505.com/members 

LOG ON TO: 
internationalsos.com/members to 
sign up for health and security email 
alerts using your membership 
number or: 

4/ 
DOWNLOAD: 
the free Assistance App* from 
app.internationalsos.com to contact 
us and help you make more 
informed travel decisions based on 
our online medical and security 
reports and country 
travel risk guides. 

Available on Android., 
BlackBerry", Windows. 
& iPhone.. ck-RETV4 

WORLDWIDE REACH. HUMAN TOUCH. INTERNATIONALSOS.COM 
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WHEN DO I USE INTERNATIONAL SOS? 

Prepare before you 
leave home 

> Keep your membership card 
safe and with you at all times 

> Call an aSsistance center for 
pre travel information (i.e., 
vaccination, required medication 
and trav'el security concerns) 

> Download the Assistance App, log 
in using your membership number 
to help you make more informed 
travel decisions based on our online 
medical and security reports and 
country trave1 risk guides 

> Sign up for health and security 
email alerts 

> Inform friends and family that you 
are with International SOS, so they 
can get in touch with us should 
they have any concerns for your 
welfare while you are away. 

While abroad, contact us for 
all medical and travel security 
enquiries, be they of a routine 
or emergency nature: 

> Free and unlimited health, safety, 
and security advice 

Find a local nurse, internationally 
-trained doctor or security 
specialist near you 

) Find medication or 
medical equipment 

> Travel advice on loss of travel 
documents or legal assistance 

> Assistance paying your 
medical fees 

u4r1L 

0 

In an emergency, we provide 
all necessary emergency 
services, including: 

> Arranging medical 
transportation and care 

> Monitoring your condition 
and provide advice along 
the way 

> Evacuate you when necessary 

> Contacting your family, so 
they know you are in good 
hands. 

26 
Assistance 
Centres 

• •I s
OWE 

5,200 
Medical 
Professionals 

2,300 
Security 
Professionals 

A GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE YOU CAN DEPEND ON 
Local medical and security expertise provided globally in any language, anytime 24/7/365. 

83100 
Accredited 
Providers 

24/7 
LiveChat 
Service 

24/7 
Real Time 
Access 

WORLDWIDE REACH. HUMAN TOUCH. INTERNATIONALSOS.COM 
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2019-01-03 

U.S.-China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 

Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of 
Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research 

Harbin Veterinary Research Institute 

Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

Harbin, China 

8-10 January 2019 

Monday, 7 January 

Some participants arrive at the Aoluguya Hotel (No. 800, the 3rd Road of Chuangxin, Harbin) 

Evening activity for those that have arrived: group tour of the Harbin Ice Festival (proposed) 

Tuesday, 8 January 

7:50 Shuttle bus from Aoluguya Hotel to Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) 

(No 678 Haping Road, Xiangfang Qu, Haerbin, Heilongjiang Province, China 150060) 

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS 

9:00 Welcome, Introductions, and Opening Remarks 

Chairs: Zhigao Bu 

1. Welcome on behalf of Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS): , Kongming Wu, 

Vice-President of CAAS 

2. Remarks on Behalf of U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine: 

Benjamin Rusek, Policy and Global Affairs, U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and 

Diane Griffin, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and Vice-President of NAS 

9:15 Session 1. Keynote Addresses [20 min each] 

Chairs: Benjamin Rusek 

1. Prof. George F. Gao, Director-General, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the Perspective from 

China 

2. Prof. Linda Saif, Ohio State University 

Emerging swine coronaviruses and their interspecies transmission 

Q&A/Discussion [15-20 min] 

10:15 Coffee and Tea Break 
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EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
Goal for Sessions 2 and 3: Consider progress in understanding two diseases of concern to China and the 

U.S., including the health and economic implications and what advances in understanding may be 
enabled by recent scientific and technical developments such as gene editing. 

10:30 Session 2. Swine Fever [15 min each] 
Chairs: Linda Saif and Hualan Chen 

1. Prof. Xiaodong Wu, China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center) 
Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 

2. Prof. Zhigao Bu, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS Characterization of African 

Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 

3. Dr. Douglas Gladue, U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Editing African swine fever virus field isolates for live attenuated vaccines: Current live 
attenuated vaccine status 

4. Prof. Hengsheng Ouyang, Jilin University 

Genome-edited pigs protected from classical swine fever virus 
Q&A/Discussion [10-15 min] 

Proposed discussion questions 

• What is known about the epidemiology, health, and economic impacts of Africa Swine 
Fever? 

• What is the latest progress on developing effective countermeasures and limiting the spread 
of this disease? 

• What critical areas remain unknown or what are key challenges to preventing and 
responding to Africa Swine Fever outbreaks? How can new scientific and technical advances 

contribute to research and development? 

11:45 Session 3. Influenza 
Chairs: Linda Saif and Hualan Chen 
1. Overview: Perspectives on international collaborations for influenza research [10 min 

each] 
Prof. Hualan Chen Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
Influenza Vaccine Research in China and Globally 

Prof. David Swayne, U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 

2. Panel Discussion 
Speakers provide 5 minutes opening remarks on the topics identified below, followed by 
discussion facilitated by the session Chairs 

Prof. Dayan Wang, National Institute for Viral Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC 
Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 
Prof. Chengjun Li, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular Factors 

Proposed discussion questions 
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• What is known about the epidemiology, health, and economic impacts of Influenza? 

• What is the latest progress on developing effective countermeasures? 

• What critical areas remain unknown or what are key challenges to preventing and 
responding to influenza outbreaks? How can new scientific and technical advances 

contribute to research and development? 

12:45 Group Photo 

13:00 Lunch 

VIRAL PATHOGENS: SCIENCE AND RESPONSIBILITY 
Goal for Sessions 4, 5, and 6: Discuss relevant pathogen properties that researchers may seek to alter, 

and why, as part of studying viral pathogens with pandemic potential. Illustrate challenges and 
opportunities posed by new strategies such as use of gene editing, rational design approaches, other 

strategies enable by advancing biotechnology. Discuss the associated issues in the ethical planning and 
conduct of such research so that it can be conducted safety and securely. 

14:30 Session 4. Understanding and Engineering Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential 
[20 min each] 

Chairs: Diane Griffin and George F. Gao 
1. Ralph Baric, University of North Carolina 

Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 

2. Prof. Weiwen Zhang, Tianjin University 
Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

15:10 Coffee and Tea break 

15:45 Session 5. Bioethics and Responsible Planning for Pathogen Research [15 min each] 
Chairs: Diane Griffin and George F. Gao 
/. Prof. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Biosafey and Bioethics in Medical Research 
2. David Reiman, Stanford University 

Tradeoffs between benefits and risks in pathogen research 

3. Prof. Jianwei Wang, Institute of Pathogen Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences & 
Peking Union Medical College 

Biosafety Management of Synthetic Biology: Challenges and Progress 

4. Associate Prof. Yang Xue, Tianjin University 
Biosafety and Bioethis Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management— China's Efforts and 

Future Works 

16:45 Session 6. Panel on Science and Ethics in Research with Pathogens with Pandemic Potential 

Chairs: Diane Griffin and George F. Gao 
Chairs facilitate a discussion between Ralph Baric, Weiwen Zhang, Zhiming Yuan, David 

Reiman, Jianwei Wang, Yang Xue and the audience. [45 min] 
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Proposed discussion questions 

• What do recent advances in biotechnology, such as genome editing, enable researchers to 
achieve in improved characterization and alteration of the properties of pathogenic viruses? 

• What do you see coming in the near term? What still remains very challenging and why? 

• Because research on viral pathogens can raise security concerns, how do you think about 
making decisions on whether or not to conduct such research or about modifying research 
proposals? What are the responsibilities and best practices of the PI to ensure that pathogen 
research is conducted safely and securely over the course of the project? 

• What ethical and policy challenges remain and what actions do you think are needed to help 
overcome these challenges? 

17:30 Transportation from HVRI 

18:30 Dinner at Restaurant 

Wednesday, 9 January 

07:50 Transportation to HVRI 

VECTOR AND HOST ENGINEERING 
Goal for Session 7: Research to understand and prepare for viral pathogens may also involve work 
conducted on the hosts or vectors of such pathogens, for example to better understand host-pathogen 

responses and vector transmission. Discuss how advances in areas such as gene editing are affecting 
such research and best practices for safely and responsibly conducting such studies 

9:00 Session 7. Vector and Host Engineering: Safety and Security [15-20 min each] 
Chair: Jim Le Duc and Zhiming Yuan 
1. Prof. Qian Han, Hainan University 

Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 
2. Stephen Higgs, Kansas State University 

Best practices in safety and security for working with arthropods that serve as pathogen 
vectors, including responsible research with gene drive modified vectors 

Q&A/ Discussion [20 min] 

10:00 Coffee and tea break 

10:30 Session 7 resumes 
3. Highlights of Recent Research: 

Prof. Tongyan Zhao, Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, Academy of Military 

Medical Sciences 
Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 

4. Prof. Gong Cheng, Tsinghua University 

A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 
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Q&A/ Discussion [30 min] 

Proposed discussion questions 

• What do recent advances in biotechnology, such as genome editing, enable researchers to 
achieve in studying and manipulating hosts and vectors of viral pathogens 

• What do you see coming in the near term? What still remains very challenging and why? 

• What are the responsibilities and best practices of the PI to ensure that pathogen research is 
conducted safely and securely over the course of the project? 

• What ethical and policy challenges remain and what actions do you think are needed to help 
overcome these challenges? 

12:00 Lunch 

EFFECTIVE OVERSIGHT SYSTEMS 
Goal for Session 8:  Discuss the systems of institutional review and oversight in China and in the 
US for safe and secure conduct of laboratory research on viral pathogens with pandeminc 

potential. Focus on the institutional systems including the important role of leadership in 
promoting institutional cultures that support responsible research practices. 

13:30 Session 8. Best Practices in Laboratory Safety and Security for Pathogen Research 
Chairs: Mifang Liang and Joe Kanabrocki 

1. Joseph Kanabrocki, University of Chicago [20 min] 
Institutional review and oversight for research on viral pathogens with pandemic potential — 
a U.S. perspective 

2. David Franz and Zhiming Yuan [20 min together] 
The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer toward behavior 

changes 
Facilitated Discussion 
Chair facilitates a discussion with the speakers and audience [25 min] 

Proposed discussion questions 
If assessment of anticipated risks and benefits results in the decision to undertake an experiment 

that involves characterizing or manipulating a pathogen with pandemic potential: 
1. How should the research-conducting institution oversee this research to ensure that it is 

conducted safely and securely over the course of the project? Does this oversight happen at 
one point or at multiple points over the course of the project? 

2. What are the responsibilities of institutional leadership in promoting the culture of 

responsible conduct of science? 
3. Are there particular scientific or experimental practices that should be incorporated into 

research design and conduct that can maximize safety and security for studies carried out to 

understand or alter the properties of pathogens with pandemic potential? 

14:40 Special Topic: One Health in China [20 min] 
Chairs: Mifang Liang and Joe Kanabrocki 
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Understand how a One Health approach is shaping research to understand and address viral 

pathogens in China 

Prof. Jiahai Lu, Sun Yat-sen University 

Q&A/Discussion [10 min] 

15:10 Coffee and Tea Break 

RECENT RESEARCH AND PERSPECTIVES 

Goal for Sessions 9 and 10:  Gain further shared insights into how research communities are addressing 

issues in biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics, particularly as applied to research on emerging infectious 

diseases caused by viral pathogens 

15:30 Session 9. Chinese Biosafety, Biosecurity, and Bioethics [15 min each] 

Chair: Mifang hang and Joe Kanabrocki (give some opening comments) 

1. Dr. Peijun Zhai, CNAS 

Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

2. Prof. Jiancheng Qi, National Biological Protection Engineering Center, China 

Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 

3. Prof. Yunzhang Hu, Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 

Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

4. Prof. Ruifu Yang, Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, Academy of Military Medical 

Sciences 

Microbial Forensics: Building Capability for Source Tracing of Bioterrorism Pathogen. 

Q&A/Discussion [30 min] 

17:00 Transportation from HVRI to Restaurant 

18:30 Dinner and optional group outing 

Thursday, 10 January 

7:50 Hotel shuttle bus transport to HVRI 

9:00 Special Topic: Update on Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Diane Griffin, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health [20 min] 

Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Q&A/Discussion [10 min] 

9:30 Session 10: Chinese Perspectives on Emerging Infectious Diseases [15 min each] 

Chair: Pei-yong Shi and Zhengli Shi 

1. Prof. Changjiang Weng, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 

2. Prof. Zhengli Shi, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Risks of MERS-cluster coronaviruses in China 
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3. Prof. Haixue Zheng, Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS, 

Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot and 

Mouth Disease Vaccine 

10:15 Coffee and Tea Break 

10:45 Session 10, cont'd 

4. Prof. Rui Gong, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Development of Neutralizing Antibodies Domains as Therapeutic Candidates Against 

Infectious Diseases 

5. Prof. Longding Liu, Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 

Development of inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human diploid cell) and Pathogenic Study of EV71 

Infection in Rhesus Macaque 

6. Prof. Chengfeng Qin, Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, Academy of Military 

Medical Sciences 

Zika Virus Neurotropism the Bad and the Good 

Q&A/Discussion [30 min] 

12:00 Special Session 11 

Chair: Pei-yong Shi and Zhengli Shi 

1. Prof. Chunbo Lou, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 

Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic Natural Product 

Clusters in Streptomyces 

2. Prof. Xiaoli Xue, Key Laboratory of Synthetic Biology, Shanghai Institute of Plant Physiology, 

CAS 

Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

12:30 Lunch 

13:00 Visit the Unit 731 Museum 

LOOKING FORWARD (CLOSED SESSION, BY INVITATION ONLY) 

Goal for Sessions 12:  Identify shared priorities and potential opportunities for future discussions to 

advance safety and security 

14:30 Session 12: China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

Chairs: James Le Duc, Zhiming Yuan, Diane Griffin, and Zhigao Bu 

Cooperating to combat emerging infectious diseases that affect China and the U.S. - 

Cooperation on laboratory safety: biocontainment research and collaboration across borders 

(including discussion on building a network of BSL-4 laboratories concept 

http://science.sciencemag.oracontent/362/6412/267 and other collaborations between 

Chinese and American scientists) 

16:00 Visit Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival 
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18:30 Transport to Restaurant 

Friday, 11 January 

AM and PM: transportation provided to airport 
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U.S.-CHINA DIALOGUE AND WORKSHOP ON THE CHALLENGES OF EMERGING 

INFECTIONS, LABORATORY SAFETY, GLOBAL HEALTH SECURITY AND 

RESPONSIBLE CONDUCT IN THE USE OF GENE EDITING IN VIRAL INFECTIOUS 

DISEASE RESEARCH 

TRAVEL MEMORANDUM 

TO: Harbin Travelers 
FROM: Nicole Cervenka 
SUBJECT: Travel Information for Harbin, January 2019 

ARRIVALS 

Traveler Flight Number Arrival Time Ticket Number Cell Number 
Gladue, Douglas* MU 5197 January 6 9:25 PM 

Bowman, 
Katherine 

CA 1639 
January 6 

10:15 PM 999 7270588053 001-443-415-5281 

Rusek, Ben CA 1639 January 6 10:15 PM 999 7270588052 001-202-839-0075 

Higgs, Stephen CA 1639 January 6 10:15 PM 999 7270588051 001-785-341-9004 

Baric, Ralph MU 5619 January 7 12:10 AM 006 726776464647 001-336-266-5433 

Swayne, David* MU 5619 January 7 12:10 AM 

Franz, David CA 1623 January 7 2:50 PM 890 0745539926 001-240-674-0797 

Shi, Pei-yong G1205 (Train) January 7 4:56 PM (Train) 

Griffin, Diane MU 5197 January 7 9:40 PM 781 7267764604 001-410-491-6059 

Kanabrocki, Joseph CA 1639 January 7 10:15 PM 999 7270587808 001- 773-612-6804 

LeDuc, James -1-1 CA 1639 January 7 10:15 PM 999 7267764578 001-409-789-2012 

Relman, David CA 1639 January 7 10:15 PM 999 7267764580 001-650-407-0172 

Saif, Linda CA 1639 January 7 10:15 PM 890 0745523287 001-330-466-3444 

*May not be able to attend (due to USG shut down) If for some reason you are delayed or rerouted onto 
another flight, please e-mail or text Ben Rusek (brusek@nas.edu 001-202-839-0075) and let him know 
your new flight information. 

IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS PROCEDURES 

While on the plane to your first destination in China, you will receive a landing card to complete. You will 
need some of the information in this memo to fill out the card so please print it and take it with you. After 
departing the plane, you will pass through immigration, following the signs for foreign citizens. China has 
now started requiring fingerprinting of travelers at immigration checkpoints so you may need to go to a 
machine to do this before entering the immigration line. The immigration officer will check your passport 
and visa. After you clear immigration if you checked a bag you will then collect your luggage. After you 
have your bags, you will go through customs. You should select the "GREEN" channel if you have nothing 
to declare. If you go through the Green channel, you will not be asked to complete a Baggage Declaration 
Form. From there, you will enter the transfer hall, recheck your baggage, go through security for domestic 
flights, and go to your gate. When you arrive in Harbin, you can pick up your rechecked bag at baggage 
claim. 
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GROUND TRANSPORTATION TO HOTEL 

Upon arrival in Harbin, you will be met at the airport by a driver and an English-speaking volunteer 
from the Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI). They will be holding a sign with HVRI, your 
name written in English or "NAS," and will take you to the Aoluguya Hotel (see address in hotel section) 
where you will stay while in Harbin. The area immediately outside of baggage claim may be crowded, you 
may have to take a second look, but the driver will be there. Should your flight be delayed, a driver will 
wait for you. Some people arrive on the same flights (see arrivals table) or at the same time so you may 
wish to communicate before arriving in Harbin and meet up on the plane or at the airport. 

If you cannot find the driver after having thoroughly looked for the sign with your name, please take an 
OFFICIAL TAXI ONLY (do not take a taxi van) to the Aoluguya Hotel (see address below). The airport 
taxi stand is well marked after you leave the customs and immigration part of the airport. The cost of a taxi 
ride to the hotel from HRB is RMB 120 (approximately $18). The Chinese currency is the Renminbi, 
abbreviated RMB, and the unit is the Yuan, abbreviated as or CNY; currently 1 USD = 6.88 CNY/RMB. 
You can use the currency exchange offices at the airports. Please ask for a receipt from the driver as you 
will need it for reimbursement. It is not customary to tip the drivers. Please pay by the meter in the taxi. 
DO NOT ACCEPT offers from unofficial drivers under any circumstances. 

EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS 
Ben Rusek, traveling to Harbin 
Katie Bowman, traveling to Harbin 
Micah Lowenthal, in Washington, D.C. 
Rita Guenther, in Washington, D.C. 
Nicole Cervenka, in Washington, D.C. 

U.S. Cell Phone (phone and data): +1-202-839-0075 
U.S. Cell Phone +1-443-415-5281 
U.S. Cell Phone: +1-202-527-4467 
U.S. Cell Phone: +1-202-430-2828 
U.S. Office Phone: +1-202-334-2615 

Kentlands Travel 
1-800-552-6425, after hours: 1-888-565-9174, 1-301-948-2448 (NAS Travel Code PGA190018) 

U.S. Embassy in China 
No. 55 An Jia Lou Lu 
Beijing, China, 100600 
U.S. Consulate General in Shenyang 
U.S. Consulate General in Shanghai 
1469 Huai Hai Zhong Road 
Shanghai, China, 200031 

YOUR HOTEL IN HARBIN 

Aoluguya Hotel 
Address: No. 800 Chuangxin 3rd Road 
Harbin, China, 150001 

RXV-Xit v, at. " himEy.- - 800 1,Y, 
Telephone: +86 451 85932358 

SEE MAP AT THE END OF THIS MEMO 

(86-10) 8531-3300 (in Beijing, China) 
(86-10) 8531-4000 (Emergency Contact Number) 
Beittn„ SAstate.gov 
(86-24) 2322-1198 
(86-21) 8011-2200 
ShanghaiACS4statesov 
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Aoluguya Hotel Information 

Traveler Arrive Depart Confirmation # of nights 
Gladue, Douglas* January 6 January 11 5 
Bowman, Katherine January 6 January 11 5 
Higgs, Stephen January 6 January 11 5 
Rusek, Ben January 6 January 12 6 
Baric, Ralph January 7 January 11 5 (early AM arrival) 
Swayne, David* January 7 January 11 5 (early AM arrival) 
Relman, David January 7 January 10 3 
Shi, Pei Yong January 7 January 10 3 
Griffin, Diane January 7 January 11 4 
Franz, David January 7 January 11 4 
Kanabrocki, Joseph January 7 January 11 4 
LeDuc, James +1 January 7 January 11 4 
Saif, Linda January 7 January 11 4 

*May not be able to attend. Again if for some reason you are delayed or rerouted please e-mail or text 
Ben Rusek (brusek@nas.edu 001-202-839-0075) and let him know. 

MEETING LOCATION 
The workshop will be held at the Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI), a —45-minute drive from 
the hotel. A shuttle bus will take you from the hotel to HVRI each morning and return you to the hotel 
every evening. The shuttle bus will leave the hotel for the HVRI at 7:50 AM on the first day of the 
meeting. The HVRI campus is located at: 

Harbin Veterinary Research Institute 
Weihai N Rd, Xiangfang Qu, Haerbin Shi, Heilongjiang Sheng, China, 150060 

/1‘olkft719"triftiVIAP- fF YOE 
FINALIMi<gc:- XtihJLM- FIMWN: 150060 

SEE MAP AT THE END OF THIS MEMO 

MEALS 

The Aoluguya Hotel has restaurants on the premises. Breakfast each morning is included with your room. 
Most lunches and dinners will be provided. We will reimburse reasonable expenses for other meals up to 
$101 per full day and $75 for the first and last days (travel days). 

TRAVEL ISSUES 

If you have any issues during travel (e.g., weather delays), inform Ben and to rebook contact: 
Kentlands Travel, 1-800-552-6425, after hours: 1-888-565-9174 
na imiglobekentlands.com 
Reference number: PGA190018 
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DEPARTURE INFORMATION 

HVRI has arranged drivers to take you from the hotel to the airport to leave Harbin. Specific departure 
information will be provided by HVRI staff or Ben during the meeting. Please confirm your departure 
details with Ben at least one day prior to your departure. 
DEPARTURES 

Traveler Flight Number Departure Time Ticket number 
Relman, David CA 1644 January 10 11:50 AM 999 7267764580 

Shi, Pei Yong CZ 6318 January 10 3:30 PM 784 7270588034 

Swayne, David* MU 5620 January 11 7:15 AM 

Baric, Ralph CZ 6219 January 11 8:25 AM 006 726776464647 

Gladue, Douglas* CZ 6219 January 11 8:25 AM 

Kanabrocki, Joseph CA 1640 January 11 8:30 AM 999 7270587808 

Saif, Linda CA 1640 January 11 8:30 AM 890 0745523287 

Franz, David CA1644 January 11 11:50 AM 890 0745539926 

Griffin, Diane CA 1644 January 11 11:50 AM 999 7267764606 

Bowman, Katherine CA 1644 January 11 11:50 AM 999 7270588053 

LeDuc, James +1 CA 1644 January 11 11:50 AM 999 7267764578 

Higgs, Stephen HU 7786 January 11 5:25 PM 

Rusek, Ben CA 1644 January 12 11:50 AM 999 7270588052 

*May not be able to attend 

TRAVEL TIPS 

Getting Around 

Taxis are inexpensive and convenient to use. To make communication easier, have the hotel write your 
destination in Chinese. Be aware that some drivers will attempt to negotiate the price of a ride and that 
asking them to run the meter will help avoid potential conflicts. 

You can also use the app DiDi, which is similar to Uber of Lyft in the U.S. If you plan on using the app, 
download it from your smart phone's app store and set it up on your phone before you leave. 

The bus system in Harbin is the most convenient public transportation option. Signage is in Chinese, but 
the stops should be announced in both Chinese and English. Passengers can pay by touching on with an 
"IC" card or by putting ¥1 or ¥2, into the fare box as they board the bus. 

If for some reason you need a car and driver while in Harbin, you may request a car at the hotel front desk. 
Please arrange for payment directly with the hotel or with the car and driver service. Taxis can also be 
called by the concierge. It is helpful to have the hotel concierge write your destination in Chinese for the 
driver. Likewise, have the hotel address in Chinese for your return. 

What to Pack 
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The weather will likely be cold at around 15°F. Therefore, it is a good idea to bring plenty of warm 
clothes, a hat, gloves, etc. The meeting will begin with business attire (coat and tie) and hope that it becomes 
less formal as the meeting proceeds. 

Be sure to bring any medications or other items you will need, preferably in a carry-on just in case your 
luggage is delayed. Many common over the counter medications are not available in China. 

A list of useful items includes: plenty of business cards, a travel alarm clock, warm layers, a hat, gloves, a 
small flashlight, pocket-packs of tissues and wet wipes, cold medication, Imodium, a camera and chapstick. 
It is best not to bring anything that would be an attractive target for thieves, such as expensive camera 
equipment. You will have to decide whether to bring a laptop computer. If you do bring one, it is generally 
a good idea to keep it with you at all times. 

Money 

You may want to obtain some Chinese money of your own for souvenir shopping, drinks, entertainment, 
and sightseeing. The exchange rate on December 12, 2018 was 6.88 Yuan per dollar. For purchases or 
exchanges, please bring cash, debit cards, or credit cards. Traveler's checks are much less useful and very 
inconvenient — only a few banks in China will change them — so we do not recommend that you bring them. 
Some ATM machines will accept international cards, including Bank of China and China Merchants Bank, 
and provide instructions in English. If an ATM requires a six-digit PIN, try adding two zeros to the front of 
your number. There are also Western Union locations in almost every China Post 1111 171 FC IA and 
Agricultural Bank V)IkWil; look for the yellow western union sign. 

Some shops and restaurants will accept international credit cards. However some only accept Union Pay 
branded cards. It's always good to have one with you in case of emergency, but you should not rely on 
being able to use credit cards for all your purchases. Even some businesses that say that they take credit 
cards only take Chinese network credit cards (not Visa, MasterCard, or Amex). If you bring cash, please 
make sure that the bills are clean. Worn, stained, marked, or old bills are often rejected in China. When 
carrying Chinese currency an assortment of denominations is useful, as you might not always be able to 
change large bills. (Many people use their phone and the Chinese app WeChat to pay for purchases.) 

Health Concerns 

Drinking tap water in China is not recommended. Please drink bottled water whenever possible. The air 
quality in Harbin averaged around 100AQI (moderate) in December and January 2018, but has recently 
reached the 300s (hazardous). The U.S. Department of State recommends sensitive individuals should 
consider limiting prolonged outdoor activities, and that everyone should avoid outdoor exertion when the 
air quality is at hazardous levels. 

Global Assistance for Travelers 

Before you travel please enroll in the U.S. Department of State Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) 
https://step.state.gov/step/. All travelers funded by NAS have been placed on the International SOS Global 
Assistance Program http://www.internationalsos.comieni, (member number 11BMMS000238) while in 
Harbin. As a traveler for NAS, you can utilize this resource by calling an International SOS Assistance 
center, which has physicians, multilingual coordinators, operations managers, logistics support personnel 
and medical and security professionals on hand to speak with you 24/7. SOS can give medical advice, 
arrange for you to be seen at a nearby medical center (pre-evaluated for quality), arrange for prescription 
medications, or even arrange for evacuation, if needed. Note that this is assistance, not insurance, but SOS 
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and NAS can arrange payment for services and work out reimbursement from your insurance later. The 
NAS membership number is 11BMMS000238. Your closest assistance center in China will be the Beijing 
office (+86-10-6462-9100). SOS International Alarm Centers can also be contacted in Hong Kong at (852) 
2528 9900 and in the United States at (215) 942 8226. See the International SOS card or download the SOS 
App before you travel, which is the fastest way to access help in case of an emergency. NAS staff has 
experience working with International SOS and can provide assistance if requested; please ask for our 
assistance should you have medical concerns. Ben will have hard copies of SOS cards. 

International SOS Recommended Hospital in Harbin 

HEILONGJIANG PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL HARBIN, CHINA 
No.82 Zhongshan Road 
Xiangfang District, 
Harbin 
P.R. China 150036 
Tel: + 86 0451 8802 5770 

International SOS Affiliated Medical Joint Venture Clinics & Assistance Center 

BEIJING OFFICE 
Suite 105, Wing 1 
Kunsha Building, No 16 Xinyuanli 
Chaoyang District 
Beijing 
P.R China 100027 
Tel: +86 (0) 10 6462 9199 
Fax: +86 (0) 10 6462 9117 

Additional information on medical providers specializing in treating foreigners for general medical, dental 
and orthodontic problems are available at littps://china.usembassy-china.org.cni 

Information on vaccinations and other health precautions, such as safe food and water precautions and 
insect bite protection, may be obtained from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's hotline for 
international travelers at 1-877-FYI-TRIP (1-877-394-8747) or via the CDC's Internet site 
at: https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinationsttravelednone/china 

For information about outbreaks of infectious diseases abroad consult the World Health Organization's 
(WHO) website at http://www.who.intien. Further health information for travelers is available at: 
http://www.who.int/counties/chnien/ 

REIMBURSEMENT INFORMATION 

For travel being funded by NAS, after you return to the United States, you will use an electronic Travel 
Expense Report (eTER) to request reimbursement for reasonable travel expenses, including: 

• Taxi cabs, shuttles, and public transportation expenses for meeting related trips are 
reimbursable. Sedan 

services are only reimbursable if the cost is comparable to a taxi fare. 
• Meal costs (based on actual expenses not paid by NAS; NAS does not reimburse for alcohol). 
• Incidental expenses 
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Please retain all receipts for any expenses over $75 incurred during travel on Academy business, including 
original airline receipts, even if they were direct billed to NAS. No charges over $75 can be reimbursed 
without an accompanying receipt. This includes items such as airfare, taxi charges, and meals as described 
above. It is Academies policy that all travel expense reports (TER) are completed within 25 days of travel. 
Sponsors may reject expenses not submitted on time. If you have questions, or trouble completing your 
TER, please contact your travel coordinator for assistance. 

Please complete your Travel Expense Reimbursement (TER) via Concur, our online reimbursement tool 
(https://www.concursolutions.com) or download the mobile app (https://www.concur.com/en-us/mobile). 
Your Concur sign-in information, password, and detailed instructions for completing your TER will be sent 
in a separate email from your travel coordinator. 
*If you are having trouble logging in to Concur, please contact the Travel Office traveloffice@nas.edu. 

Your pre-populated TER will contain your itinerary and all items billed directly to the Academies. Please 
enter all out-of-pocket expenses and upload a PDF (when using the Concur website) or a picture (when 
using the Concur app) of receipts for all transportation costs and all other expenses over $75. When you 
have entered your reimbursable expenses, please notify your travel coordinator. Please DO NOT CLICK 
"Submit Report". 

The Travel code for this trip is PGA190018. 

Map of the airport, hotel and HVRI: 

Hotel location, zoomed in: 
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From: gaof <gaof@im.ac.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, January 3, 2019 6:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek 

(BRusek@nas.edu);Yuan Zhiming 
Subject: Re: Harbin meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim 
Great to hear from you. Lets meet up on the 8th, either lunch or dinner time. 
Best 
George 

11 uoig iPhone 

Ati George F Gao 

2019 11 4 H, 06:07, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>

Dear George, 

We are excited to see you again at the upcoming meeting in Harbin next week. It looks like we have a 
great group of speakers and very timely topics to discuss. 

I'm wondering if we might be able to set aside 30 minutes or so to meet with you to discuss next steps 
towards creating the global network of BSL4 laboratories as suggested in the recent Science editorial 
(attached) that Zhiming Yuan and I published. We could meet during lunch or at a coffee break as 
convenient for you. I just want to ensure that we are well coordinated before suggesting next steps. 

With best wishes, 

m 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409- 789-2012 

<Editorial MCLs 2018 Final.pdf> 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, January 3, 2019 11:19 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Shi, Pei yong;Bowman, 

Katherine 
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meeting Title Change 
Attachments: From -hyrizj-AGENDA_CAAS_NAS _JAN 2019 (20190103)(1).docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Yes, I asked him to send slides so we could present on his behalf. 

I was sent what I think is the final version of the agenda this morning. It is attached for your information. 

We will send it out to the group without markup) this evening with the final travel memo. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 11:54 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meeting Title Change 

Thanks Ben. It would be good if we could get his presentation, if he's willing to share. It would send a nice message to 
our hosts of our commitment. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 10:46 AM 
To: Dave Franz (ciavidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <IwleducPUTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei 
yong <1.22.swg „.„.7,1ELEDIJ> 
Subject: FW: NASEM bio meeting Title Change 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Gladue, Douglas <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 11:45 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <EiRusek@nas.e(h
Cc: Hare, Hope lare@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meeting Title Change 

Hi Ben, 

I wanted to update you on my situation Unfortunately I cannot travel on official business during a government 
shutdown, I was hopeful that the government would open today, but it is not looking that this will be the case. I talked 
to Kentlands and because flights are non-refundable it seemed best not to fully book the flight, unless the government 
opens. 

Currently they have me scheduled for a Saturday morning departure, but I could still make my presentation if I leave on 
Sunday morning. 

I am hopeful that the government opens in time and they make an agreement at the Friday meeting, otherwise I won't 
be able to attend. But, you are probably reading the same news I am.. 

Doug 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <RRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2018 6:11 PM 
To: Gladue, Douglas <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>
Cc: Hare, Hope lare@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meeting Title Change 

Great news, thanks for the update. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Gladue, Douglas <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2018 6:10 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edii
Cc: Hare, Hope <i lare@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meeting Title Change 
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Hi Ben, 

I now have my visa. I will contact Kentland's to finish booking the flights. 

Doug 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2018 10:10 PM 
To: Gladue, Douglas <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>
Cc: Hare, Hope <I lare@nas.edu›; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: NASEM bio meeting Title Change 

Hi Doug, 

Did you get your visa? Also if you have not please contact Kentlands travel and book your flights. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

On Dec 20, 2018, at 5:29 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, will do. 

If you have not already please do contact Kenlands to book your flights. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Gladue, Douglas <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 9:56 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCerverika, nas.eciu> 
Subject: NASEM bio meeting Title Change 

Hi Ben, 

Can you change my title to: 

"ASFV vaccine status: Rapid production of recombinant ASFV for live attenuated vaccines" 

Thank you, 
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Doug 

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended 
recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the 
information it contains may violate the law and subject the violator to civil or criminal penalties. 
If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and delete the 
email immediately. 
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2019-01-02 

U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 

Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of 

Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research 

Harbin Veterinary Research Institute 

Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

Harbin, China 

8-10 January 2019 

Monday, 7 January 

Some participants arrive at the Aoluguya Hotel (No. 800, the 3rd Road of Chuangxin, Harbin) 

Evening activity for those that have arrived: group tour of the Harbin Ice Festival (proposed) 

Tuesday, 8 January 

l0  Shuttle bus from Aoluguya Hotel to Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) 

Xiangfang Qu, Haerbin, Heilongjiang , China 150060) 

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS 

9:00 Welcome, Introductions, and Opening Remarks 

1. Welcome on behalf of Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS):‘,.. i 

2. Remarks on Behalf of U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine: 

Benjamin Rusek, Policy and Global Affairs, U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and 

Diane Griffin, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and Vice-President of NAS 

9:15 Session 1. Keynote Addresses [20 min each] 

1. Prof. George F. Gao, Director-General, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the Perspective from 

China 

2. Prof. Linda Saif, Ohio State University 

Emerging swine coronaviruses and their interspecies transmission 

Q&A/Discussion [15-20 min] 

10:15 Coffee and Tea Break 
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EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

Goal for Sessions 2 and 3: Consider progress in understanding two diseases of concern to China and the 

US, including the health and economic implications and what advances in understanding may be 

enabled by recent scientific and technical developments such as gene editing. 

10:30 Session 2. Swine Fever [15 min each] 
A 

1. Prof. Xiaodong Wu, China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center) 

Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 
2. Prof. Zhigao Bu, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS Characterization of African 

Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 

3. Dr. Douglas Gladue, U.S. Department of Agriculture 

ASFV vaccine status: Rapid production of recombinant ASFV for live attenuated vaccines 

4. Prof. Hengsheng Ouyang, Jilin University 

Genome-edited pigs protected from classical swine fever virus 

Q&A/Discussion [10-15 min] 

Proposed discussion questions 

• What is known about the epidemiology, health, and economic impacts of Africa Swine 

Fever? 

• What is the latest progress on developing effective countermeasures and limiting the spread 
of this disease? 

• What critical areas remain unknown or what are key challenges to preventing and 

responding to Africa Swine Fever outbreaks? How can new scientific and technical advances 

contribute to research and development? 

11445 Session 3. Influenza 

Chairs: 

1. Overview: Perspectives on international collaborations for influenza research [10 min 
each] 

Prof. Hualan Chen Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Influenza Vaccine Research in China and Globally 

Prof. David Swayne, U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 

2. Panel Discussion 

Speakers provide 5 minutes opening remarks on the topics identified below, followed by 
discussion facilitated by the session Chairs 

Prof. Dayan Wang, National Institute for Viral Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC 

Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 

Prof. Chengjun Li, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular Factors 

Proposed discussion questions 

• What is known about the epidemiology, health, and economic impacts of Influenza? 
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• What is the latest progress on developing effective countermeasures? 

• What critical areas remain unknown or what are key challenges to preventing and 

responding to influenza outbreaks? How can new scientific and technical advances 

contribute to research and development? 

12:45 Group Photo 

13:00 Lunch 

VIRAL PATHOGENS: SCIENCE AND RESPONSIBILITY 

Goal for Sessions 4, 5, and 6: Discuss relevant pathogen properties that researchers may seek to alter, 
and why, as part of studying viral pathogens with pandemic potential. Il lustrate chal lenges and 

opportunities posed by new strategies such as use of gene editing, rational design approaches, other 

strategies enable by advancing biotechnology. Discuss the associated issues in the ethical planning and 

conduct of such research so that it can be conducted safety and securely. 

14:30 Session 4. Understanding and Engineering Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential 

[20 min each] 

Chairs: Diane Griffin and George F. Gao 

1. Ralph Baric, University of North Carolina 

Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 

2. Prof. Weiwen Zhang, Tianjin University 

Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

15:1' , Coffee and Tea break 

15:45 Session 5. Bioethics and Responsible Planning for Pathogen Research [/5 min each] 

Chairs: Diane Griffin and George F. Gao 
/. Prof. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS Biosafey and Bioethics in Medical 

Research 

2. David Reiman, Stanford University 

Proposed title: Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen 

Research and Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of Research 

3. Prof. Jianwei Wang, Institute of Pathogen Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences & 

Peking Union Medical Col lege 
Biosafety Management of Synthetic Biology: Challenges and Progress 

4. Associate Prof. Yang Xue, Tianjin University 

Biosafety and Bioethis Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management — China's Efforts and 
Future Works 

16:45 Session 6. Panel on Science and Ethics in Research with Pathogens with Pandemic Potential 

Chairs: Diane Griffin and George F. Gao 

Chairs facilitate a discussion between Ralph Baric, Weiwen Zhang, Zhiming Yuan, and David 

Reiman, Jianwei Wang, Yang Xue and the audience. [45 min] 
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Proposed discussion questions 

• What do recent advances in biotechnology, such as genome editing, enable researchers to 

achieve in improved characterization and alteration of the properties of pathogenic viruses? 

• What do you see coming in the near term? What still remains very challenging and why? 

• Because research on viral pathogens can raise security concerns, how do you think about 

making decisions on whether or not to conduct such research or about modifying research 

proposals? What are the responsibilities and best practices of the PI to ensure that pathogen 

research is conducted safely and securely over the course of the project? 

• What ethical and policy challenges remain and what actions do you think are needed to help 
overcome these challenges? 

17:30 Transportation from HVRI to 

14: 0 Dinnew 

Wednesday, 9 January 

O: : 0 Transportation to HVRI 

VECTOR AND HOST ENGINEERING 

Goal for Session 7: Research to understand and prepare for viral pathogens may also involve work 

conducted on the hosts or vectors of such pathogens, for example to better understand host-pathogen 

responses and vector transmission. Discuss how advances in areas such as gene editing are affecting 

such research and best practices for safely and responsibly conducting such studies 

9:00 Session 7. Vector and Host Engineering: Safety and Security [15-20 min each] 

Chair: Jim Le Dug and Zhiming Yuan 
1. Prof. Qian Han, Hainan University 

Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 
2. Stephen Higgs, Kansas State University 

Best practices in safety and security for working with arthropods that serve as pathogen 
vectors, including responsible research with gene drive modified vectors 

Q&A/ Discussion [20 min] 

10:00 Coffee and tea break 

10:30 Session 7 resumes 

3. Highlights of Recent Research: 
Prof. Tongyan Zhao, Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, Academy of Military 

Medical Sciences 

Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 

4. Prof. Gong Cheng, Tsinghua University 

A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 
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Q&A/ Discussion [30 min] 

Proposed discussion questions 

• What do recent advances in biotechnology, such as genome editing, enable researchers to 

achieve in studying and manipulating hosts and vectors of viral pathogens 

• What do you see coming in the near term? What still remains very challenging and why? 

• What are the responsibilities and best practices of the PI to ensure that pathogen research is 

conducted safely and securely over the course of the project? 

• What ethical and policy challenges remain and what actions do you think are needed to help 

overcome these challenges? 

12:00 Lunch 

EFFECTIVE OVERSIGHT SYSTEMS 

Goal for Session 8:  Discuss the systems of institutional review and oversight in China and in the 

US for safe and secure conduct of laboratory research on viral pathogens with pandeminc 

potential. Focus on the institutional systems including the important role of leadership in 
promoting institutional cultures that support responsible research practices. 

13:30 Session 8. Best Practices in Laboratory Safety and Security for Pathogen Research 

1. Joseph Kanabrocki, University of Chicago /15 min] 

Institutional review and oversight for research on viral pathogens with pandemic potential — 

a U.S. perspective 

2. David Franz and Zhiming Yuan [20 min together] 

The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer toward behavior 

changes 
Facilitated Discussion  

Chair facilitates a discussion with the speakers and audience [2„. min] 

Proposed discussion questions 
If assessment of anticipated risks and benefits results in the decision to undertake an experiment 

that involves characterizing or manipulating a pathogen with pandemic potential: 

1. How should the research-conducting institution oversee this research to ensure that it is 

conducted safely and securely over the course of the project? Does this oversight happen at 

one point or at multiple points over the course of the project? 

2. What are the responsibilities of institutional leadership in promoting the culture of 

responsible conduct of science? 

3. Are there particular scientific or experimental practices that should be incorporated into 

research design and conduct that can maximize safety and security for studies carried out to 

understand or alter the properties of pathogens with pandemic potential? 

14:40 Special Topic: One Health in China [20 min] 
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Understand how a One Health approach is shaping research to understand and address viral 

pathogens in China 

Prof. Jiahai Lu, Sun Yat-sen University 

Q&A/Discussion [10 min] 

15:10 Coffee and Tea Break 

RECENT RESEARCH AND PERSPECTIVES 

Goal for Sessions 9 and 10:  Gain further shared insights into how research communities are addressing 
issues in biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics, particularly as applied to research on emerging infectious 

diseases caused by viral pathogens 

15:30 Session 9. Chinese Biosafety, Biosecurity, and Bioethics [15 min each] 

Chair: Mifang Liang and Joe Kanabrocki (give some opening comments) 

1. Dr. Peijun Zhai, CNAS 

Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

2. Prof. Jiancheng Qi, National Biological Protection Engineering Center, China 

Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 

3. Prof. Yunzhang Hu, Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 
Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

4. Prof. Ruifu Yang, Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, Academy of Military Medical 

Sciences 
Microbial Forensics: Building Capability for Source Tracing of Bioterrorism Pathogen. 

Deleted:, China CDC 
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Q&A/Discussion [30 min] 
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9:00 Special Topic: Update on Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Diane Griffin, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health [20 min] 

Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Q&A/Discussion [10 min] 

9:30 Session 10: Chinese Perspectives on Emerging Infectious Diseases [15 min each] 

Chair: Pei-yong Shi 

1. Prof. Changjiang Weng, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 

2. Prof. Zhengli Shi, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
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3. Prof. Haixue Zheng, Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS, 

Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot and 

Mouth Disease Vaccine 

10:15 Coffee and Tea Break 

10:45 Session 10, cont'd 

4. Prof. Rui Gong, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Development of Neutralizing Antibodies Domains as Therapeutic Candidates Against 
Infectious Diseases 

5. Prof. Longding Liu, Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 

Development of inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human diploid cell) and Pathogenic Study of EV71 

Infection in Rhesus Macaque 

6. Prof. Chengfeng Qin, Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, Academy of Military 

Medical Sciences 

Zika Virus Neurotropism the Bad and the Good 

Q&A/Discussion [30 min] 

12:00 Special Session 11 

Formatted: Indent:  Left 0.5", Hanging: 0.5" 
1. Prof. Chunbo Lou, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 

Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic Natural Product 
Clusters in Streptomyces 

2. Prof. Xiaoli Xue, Key Laboratory of Synthetic Biology, Shanghai Institute of Plant Physiology, 

CAS 

Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

12:30 Lunch 

LOOKING FORWARD (CLOSED SESSION, BY 1),BillrA-O0 ONLY) 
Goal for Sessions 12:  Identify shared priorities and potential opportunities for future discussions to 

advance safety and security 

1 :30 Session 12: China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

Chairs: James Le Duc, Zhiming Yuan, Diane Griffin, and Zhigao Bu 

Cooperating to combat emerging infectious diseases that affect China and the U.S. - 

Cooperation on laboratory safety: biocontainment research and collaboration across borders 

(including discussion on building a network of BSL-4 laboratories concept 

ncema;  'content/362/6412/26; and other collaborations between 

Chinese and American scientists) 

14,'. :00 nternational lc 
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Transport to 

Friday, 11 January 

AM and PM: transportation provided to airport 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDUL David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 1/2/2019 3:54:12 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Thank you so much for starting this conversation. It is a great time to think about what we want to get out of the Harbin meeting 
and the future activities/meetings we want to undertake with our Chinese partners bilaterally and multilaterally. I am looping in 
Katie and Micah for their thoughts. 

Happy to organize a call tomorrow afternoon or Friday. Let me know what time you prefer. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 3:52 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Harbin closed-door discussions 

In preparation for our closed door discussions in Harbin, I am forwarding this string of emails that you all received previously. 
Before we are all trying to discuss next steps through a jet lag induced haze, I wonder if we might identify a few key points of 
desired outcome for our closed door discussions. 

Some questions are: 

• Should we limit our discussions with the Chinese to bilateral activities? 

• If yes, what are the next steps? We have discussed a joint meeting at Kunming. If we follow this track, the Kunming folks 
are most interested in product development, so we might emphasize these activities as well as the 
biosafety/biosecurity/operations/scientific collaborations. We spoke a bit about doing regulated studies (i.e. GLP for FDA 
review) in biocontainment during the meeting at UTMB, but the Kunming folks were not here. This would expand the 
group of experts we could draw upon for our discussions. 

• Kunming also has a large non-human primate colony co-located and there might be some topics of common interest to 
discuss about use of nhp in biocontainment. 

• We might explore with them how much genetic engineering/gene drive work they have and if there is sufficient interest to 
focus on this. 

China CDC BSL4 laboratory? 

• Gao Fu has mentioned his desire to construct a new BSL4 lab for the China CDC, perhaps to be located in the south of 
China. Would this be a useful topic for discussion? We could talk about how checkered history of communications with 
the public and some of the local infrastructure (like where to manage a possible exposure) issues to be considered before 
committing to construction. 

Global Network of BSL4 labs (as per editorial) 
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• If we agree to expand beyond just bilateral discussions, we might consider next steps in making the global BRA lab director 
network a reality. 

• Should we seek Chinese co-sponsorship in developing such a network? 

• Ideally, a first step might be to host a face-to-face meeting with the representatives of all the BRA labs. If there are over 
50 such labs, this could be quite expensive. 

• Were such a meeting to be organized, we could get a brief summary of each labs capabilities and anticipated mission 
(similar to what was done in the Seychelles), and create work groups to focus on specific areas of interest (such as 
maintenance and operations; scientific collaborations/reagents & virus exchanges, others). Having a global index along 
these lines would be extremely useful and I suspect of interest to potential (US) funders. (Does partnering with the Chinese 
complicate this?) 

• How to engage WHO and coordinate with their activities (as well as other partial networks with similar interests). 

• Where such a meeting might be held? Both China and the US might be challenging for international travelers. Our 
successful meetings in Istanbul and Seychelles might serve as a good model. 

I'm sure that there are many other topics to be discussed (especially scientific collaborations). Should we try for a conference call 
later this week? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 9:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Excellent! I've known Mark for some time, in his role at FIND. Good guy and I'm happy he's in that job at WHO. d 
David R. Franz DVM, Ph.D 

Gettysburg, PA 17325 
240-674-0797 

On Dec 19, 2018, at 7:36 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleducgUTNIB.EIDU> wrote: 

Please see string below just FYI 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: tuil,,FIA <yzm@wh.ioy.cn>
Date: December 18, 2018 at 9:15:34 PM CST 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <iwleduc UTMB.EDU>
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Cc: "PERKINS, Mark" <perkinsm@who.int , "BRIAND, 
Sylvie" <briands@who.int>, "KOJIMA, Kazunobu" 
<kulimP who.int>, "Mike Ryan (ryanni 
<rya Nho.int> 
Subject: Re: RE: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi, Jim, 
I totally agree with your suggestion to establish a global 
biosafety laboraotry network to assure the safe, secure 
and effective operation of the laboratory, and to 
coordinately response to the emergin disease outbreak 
worldwide.I am willing to work with you and othere experts 
to the establishement of this kind of newrok or forum. 
If there is anything I can do, please let me know. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

 IgtiftElf4 
&nA:"LeDuc, James W." <jwleducgUT B.EDU> 
MAINIQ:2018-12-19 00:28:14 (MIME) 
iliz#A: "PERKINS, Mark" < erkinsm who.int> 

"BRIAND, Sylvie" <briands@who.int>, "KOJIMA, 
Kazunobu" <kojimA' - vim It>, "Mike Ryan 
(ryanm@who.int)" Y"' no.int>, "Yuan Zhiming" 
<vzmwh.iov.cn>
I'M RE: GLAD-HP 

Hi Mark, 

Thanks for the follow up. As I mentioned to Sylvie, we 
have been working closely with coiieaques in China 
where new Es6L4 iaporatones have been constructed and 
are now becoming operational. These collaborations 
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have been facilitated by the US National Academy of 
Sciences and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. At a 
meeting hosted by WHO in Lyon last December and 
organized by Kaz Kojima, I was struck by the global 
proliferation of BSL4 biocontainment laboratories (not to 
mention the BSL3s), and the attached editorial followed. 
The editorial has gained some traction and hopefully over 
the coming year there will be an opportunity to establish a 
more active global network of directors of these facilities. 
I discussed this in general terms with Mike Ryan following 
last week's GOARN meeting and agreed to keep him 
abreast of activities and to coordinate with WHO as 
closely as possible. 

My thoughts going forward with a network would be to: 

• Establish a functional network so that points of contact 
are known for each facility and general information about 
capabilities and proposed scope of activities. Ideally this 
would involve a face-to-face meeting. 

• Facilitate information exchange among network 
members on both operational issues and scientific 
opportunities. 

• Offer a credible source of information from experienced 
leaders for those considering the construction a new 
BSL4 facility 

• Provide hands on training and capacity building in: 

o Biosafety—working in biocontainment 

o Biosecurity—ensuring the security of pathogens 
under their control 

o Building operations and maintenance—this is 
especially challenging and expensive 

• Identify areas of possible scientific collaborations. 
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Facilitate personnel exchanges. 

Create a forum where international rules, regulations, 
norms and standards can be discussed and allow 
credible feed-back to policy deveiopment. 

I look forward to learning how these thoughts might align 
with your plans. I'm hapoy to discuss further, although it 
may be easier by email given the Holidays. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of lexss medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 7/ bob-WI 0 
(t) 4119-21-i6-6h00 
(f) 4(19-zhh-6610 
(m) 409-7b9-2012 

From: PERKINS, Mark <., sm t> 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 10:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <'‘jALle-ri l i i i. .ED U> 
Cc: BRIAND, Sylvie <brian IL> 
Subject: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMI3's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 

Sylvie Briand, under who's direction I work at WHO, 
suggested that I contact you. I recently joined WHO to 
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lead lab networks in the WHO Health Emergencies 
cluster in the IHM department, and specifically to 
establish an umbrella network for high-threat pathogens 
that would try to answer some of the unresolved sample 
and data sharing issues, and more broadly to prepare 
WHO to offer leadership and a forum for engagement of 
the scientific community in a rapidly evolving technical 
and social landscape. If you have a half hour in the 
coming two weeks, it would be great to connect by phone 
to get your thoughts and share ideas. 

Mark Perkins 

Dr Mark D. Perkins 
Leader, Laboratory Networks 
Infectious Hazards Management, WHO Health 
Emergencies Programme 
Email: pf-IrKirisn r l int 
Desk phone: +4122-7911649 Cell: +4179-2011369 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.VO=UTMB/OU=EMAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 1/3/2019 10:54:05 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

Great, thanks 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 10:53 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Let's talk today at 4:00PM ET/ 3:00 PM CT. At that time please call 1-888-537-7715 and when prompted, enter passcode 12223052# 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 10:48 AM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

Thursday afternoon is good for me as well. Friday is also OK. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 9:32 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Harbin closed-door discussions 

WARNING: This ennail originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

These look good Jim. Let's talk about how long to keep it US-China on 4's and how to transition to a larger group but 
maintain working relationships with our Chinese colleagues. My guess is they would be happy to expand. Would be nice to 
get some funding specifically for developing a network, meetings etc. I'm free Thursday afternoon and Fri for a call. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jan 2, 2019, at 7:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Ok. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jan 2, 2019, at 4:56 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 
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1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim and Dave, 

FYI David Swayne let me know that due to the government shutdown it is unlikely that he will be able to 
make the meeting. He plans to put a 10 min slide presentation together for one of you (maybe Jim?) to 
present in his absence. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 4:54 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Harbin closed-door discussions 

Hi Jim, 

Thank you so much for starting this conversation. It is a great time to think about what we want to get 
out of the Harbin meeting and the future activities/meetings we want to undertake with our Chinese 
partners bilaterally and multilaterally. I am looping in Katie and Micah for their thoughts. 

Happy to organize a call tomorrow afternoon or Friday. Let me know what time you prefer. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 3:52 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Harbin closed-door discussions 

In preparation for our closed door discussions in Harbin, I am forwarding this string of emails that you all 
received previously. Before we are all trying to discuss next steps through a jet lag induced haze, I 
wonder if we might identify a few key points of desired outcome for our closed door discussions. 

Some questions are: 

• Should we limit our discussions with the Chinese to bilateral activities? 

• If yes, what are the next steps? We have discussed a joint meeting at Kunming. If we follow this 
track, the Kunming folks are most interested in product development, so we might emphasize 
these activities as well as the biosafety/biosecurity/operations/scientific collaborations. We 
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spoke a bit about doing regulated studies (i.e. GLP for FDA review) in biocontainment during the 
meeting at UTMB, but the Kunming folks were not here. This would expand the group of experts 
we could draw upon for our discussions. 

• Kunming also has a large non-human primate colony co-located and there might be some topics 
of common interest to discuss about use of nhp in biocontainment. 

• We might explore with them how much genetic engineering/gene drive work they have and if 
there is sufficient interest to focus on this. 

China CDC BSL4 laboratory? 

• Gao Fu has mentioned his desire to construct a new BSL4 lab for the China CDC, perhaps to be 
located in the south of China. Would this be a useful topic for discussion? We could talk about 
how checkered history of communications with the public and some of the local infrastructure 
(like where to manage a possible exposure) issues to be considered before committing to 
construction. 

Global Network of BSL4 labs (as per editorial) 

• If we agree to expand beyond just bilateral discussions, we might consider next steps in making 
the global BSL4 lab director network a reality. 

• Should we seek Chinese co-sponsorship in developing such a network? 

• Ideally, a first step might be to host a face-to-face meeting with the representatives of all the 
BSL4 labs. If there are over 50 such labs, this could be quite expensive. 

• Were such a meeting to be organized, we could get a brief summary of each labs capabilities and 
anticipated mission (similar to what was done in the Seychelles), and create work groups to 
focus on specific areas of interest (such as maintenance and operations; scientific 
collaborations/reagents & virus exchanges, others). Having a global index along these lines 
would be extremely useful and I suspect of interest to potential (US) funders. (Does partnering 
with the Chinese complicate this?) 

• How to engage WHO and coordinate with their activities (as well as other partial networks with 
similar interests). 

• Where such a meeting might be held? Both China and the US might be challenging for 
international travelers. Our successful meetings in Istanbul and Seychelles might serve as a 
good model. 

I'm sure that there are many other topics to be discussed (especially scientific collaborations). Should 
we try for a conference call later this week? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 9:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <Leshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GLAD-HP 

!WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Excellent! I've known Mark for some time, in his role at FIND. Good guy and I'm happy he's in 
that job at WHO. d 
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David R. Franz DVM, PhD 

Gettysburg, PA 17325 
240-674-0797 

On Dec 19, 2018, at 7:36 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Please see string below just FYI 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: tt,,,,,I3J1 <yrr _L-dh.iov.cn>
Date: December 18, 2018 at 9:15:34 PM 
CST 
To: "LeDuc, James W." 
lwleduc@UTM 
Cc: "PERKINS, Mark" 
<pf-q-kinsm@who.int>, "BRIAND, Sy!vie" 
<briands@who.int>, "KOJIMA, Kazunobu" 
<kojimak@who.int>, "Mike Ryan 
(ryanm@who.int)" <ryanm@who.int> 
Subject: Re: RE: GLAD-HP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is 
safe. 

Hi, Jim, 
I totally agree with your suggestion to 
establish a global biosafety laboraotry 
network to assure the safe, secure and 
effective operation of the laboratory, and to 
coordinately response to the emergin 
disease outbreak worldwide.I am willing to 
work with you and othere experts to the 
establishement of this kind of newrok or 
forum. 
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If there is anything I can do, please let me 
know. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

 gtif4E1134 
&ftA:"LeDuc, James W." 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
V3AFI4R:2018-12-19 00:28:14 (V VIE) 
ilizfA: "PERKINS, Mark" 
<perkinsm@who.int>
OA: "BRIAND, Sy!vie" 
<briands@who.int>, "KOJIMA, Kazunobu" 
<kojimak@who.int>, "Mike Ryan 
(ryanm©who.int)" <ryanm@who.int>,
"Yuan Zhiming" <yzm©wh.iov.cn>
In: RE: GLAD-HP 

Hi Mark, 

Thanks for the follow up. As I mentioned 
to Sylvie, we have been working closely 
with colleagues in China where new BSL4 
laboratories have been constructed and 
are now becoming operational. These 
collaborations have been facilitated by the 
US National Academy of Sciences and the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences. At a 
meeting hosted by WHO in Lyon last 
December and organized by Kaz Kojima, 
was struck by the global proliferation of 
BSL4 biocontainment laboratories (not to 
mention the BSL3s), and the attached 
editorial followed. The editorial has gained 
some traction and hopefully over the 
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coming year there will be an opportunity to 
establish a more active global network of 
directors of these facilities. I discussed 
this in general terms with Mike Ryan 
following last week's GOARN meeting and 
agreed to keep him abreast of activities 
and to coordinate with WHO as closely as 
possible. 

My thoughts going forward with a network 
would be to: 

• Establish a functional network so that 
points of contact are known for each 
facility and general information about 
capabilities and proposed scope of 
activities. Ideally this would involve a face-
to-face meeting. 

Facilitate information exchange among 
network members on both operational 
issues and scientific opportunities. 

Offer a credible source of information 
from experienced leaders for those 
considering the construction a new BSL4 
facility 

Provide hands on training and capacity 
building in: 

o Biosafety—working in 
biocontainment 

o Biosecurity—ensuring the security 
of pathogens under their control 

o Building operations and 
maintenance—this is especially 
challenging and expensive 
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• Identify areas of possible scientific 
collaborations. 

• Facilitate personnel exchanges. 

• Create a forum where international rules, 
regulations, norms and standards can be 
discussed and allow credible feed-back to 
policy development. 

I look forward to learning how these 
thoughts might align with your plans. I'm 
happy to discuss further, although it may 
be easier by email given the Holidays. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: PERKINS, Mark 
<perkinsm©who.int>
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 10:48 
PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc©UTMB.EDU>
Cc: BRIAND, Sylvie <briands©who.int>
Subject: GLAD-HP 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do 
not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe 

Jim, 

Sy!vie Briand, under who's direction I work 
at WHO, suggested that I contact you. I 
recently joined WHO to lead lab networks 
in the WHO Health Emergencies cluster in 
the IHM department, and specifically to 
establish an umbrella network for high-
threat pathogens that would try to answer 
some of the unresolved sample and data 
sharing issues, and more broadly to 
prepare WHO to offer leadership and a 
forum for engagement of the scientific 
community in a rapidly evolving technical 
and social landscape. If you have a half 
hour in the coming two weeks, it would be 
great to connect by phone to get your 
thoughts and share ideas. 

Mark Perkins 

Dr Mark D. Perkins 
Leader, Laboratory Networks 
Infectious Hazards Management, WHO 
Health Emergencies Programme 
Email: perkinsm@who.int 
Desk phone: +4122-7911649 Cell: +4179-
2011369 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 4:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';'Harvey 

V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yang 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET tomorrow, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdi_ 552.136 
Meeting I 934_18_p 7725 
Password: I 552.136 I 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pw&I 552.136 L. 

Password: 552.1361 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 
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US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +16027530140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting 1p; 9, 7725 
Password: 552.136 
Internationai iikinibe'rs available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:34 AM 
To: 'Dave Franz';LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Diane Griffin;Peggy Hamburg;Lowenthal, Micah;Sharples, Fran 
Subject: RE: Future collaborations 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, thanks for putting this framework together in advance, it looks good to me. 

PS Peter Dazak and others on 60 mins last night 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news trump-administration-coronavirus-vaccine-researcher-covid-19-cure-60-minutes/ 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Future collaborations 

I was thinking the same thing re. taking notes along the way to be prepared for the 'collaborations'. Good list. 

What about something on understanding what 'recovery' and 'protection' means. Do you know, for example, if 
anyone has done viral isolations or animal challenges with with materials from 'recovered' patients with IgG 
who are still PCR positive? 

On May 11, 2020, at 11:47 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

The last topic for both days is "Future Collaborations." I will take notes during the discussion to capture 
topics as they arise; however, we should probably have a back-up plan as well. Pasted below is a start 
based on general headings relevant to day 1 Please review, add/delete/share with others, etc Or let 
me know if you think it's not needed 

Thanks, Jim 

Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-19, Day 1. 
1. Clinical Disease—Acute and Convalescence 

a. Long-term sequela seen in survivors, especially lung function, cardiac disease. 
b. Better definition of Pediatric Inflammatory Syndrome of COVID 
c. Neurologic complications?? 
d. Psychiatric issues?? 
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2. Pathogenesis and Treatment options 
a. Antiviral drug targets and development 
b. Monoclonal antibody therapies 
c. Immune modulators and management of inflammation 

3. Prophylactics and Preventatives 
a. Passive antibody therapy 
b. Vaccine development 

i. Various techniques under development 
ii. Animal models 
iii. Clinical testing 
iv. Production capacity 
v. Ethics considerations 

From: Diane Griffin < 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:31 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. < >; 'Dave Franz 

>; Lowenthal, Micah < >; Sharpies, Fran 

Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I don't think so other than to confirm that he plans to do it. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:47 AM 
To: ' ' < 
Cc: ' ' < 

,>; Lowenthal, Micah < 

>; Diane Griffin < 
>; 'Dave Franz 

Sharpies, Fran 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

Peggy, thanks for sending the info and a note to Victor Dzau. 

Diane/Peggy, do we need to talk to Harvey Fineberg re his proposed 5 min U.S. situational overview? 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:00 AM 
To: ' ' < 
Cc: ' >; ; Dave Franz 

>; Lowenthal, Micah < >; Sharpies, Fran 

Subject: FW: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 
Importance: High 

Greetings Peggy, 

Can you make sure that Victor Dzau has what he needs for the call tonight? 

The Zoom link is below and the revised American agenda and participant lists are attached. Please let 
him know that we have asked the Chinese to lead the discussion, Americans are listed after each 
question to ensure that we get an answer to that question during the discussion. The Chinese have the 
version of the agenda without names listed after the questions. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < le:,edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszakl
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( < m?; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < >; Lowenthal, Micah < .>; "Baric, 
Toni C' ( >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < ..„.>; Bowman, Katherine 
>; Hare, Hope < 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

rn 
mald. ay, may-film 161mme6 ll5tinuif

Meeting i k: 
ss word 552.1361 
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PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was clear 
and I could hear everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < >; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz < )rn>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < ,>; Lowenthal, Micah < "Baric, 
Toni C' ( < >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < .b.>; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszakl
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz < m?; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < >; Lowenthal, Micah < .›; "Baric, 
Toni C' ( < >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < .b.>; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 
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We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during 
the call on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that 
Harvey Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American 
delegation member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead 
but we hope that those listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your 
information only, we will send an agenda without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) 
Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening before I test 
the Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszakl 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( < m?; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < >; Lowenthal, Micah < .›; "Baric, 
Toni C' ( < >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < ..„.>; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to 
hold the two sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day 
they want to push the second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim 
Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but 
move the second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new 
time for the second session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a 
dozen Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < >; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( < )rn>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < ,>; Lowenthal, Micah < "Baric, 
Toni C' ( >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call 
(with input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, 

Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we 

should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question 

(Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, 

etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your 
information. Also the Zoom call in information is below: 

552.136 
Meeting IQ: 934 I,B6 7725 
Password .i 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < >; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz < )rn>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < ,>; Lowenthal, Micah < "Baric, 
Toni C' ( < >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: z001
Meeting ID:_934.1863 7725 
Password: 552.136 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you 
again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

* * * 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting, 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC. Mac, tin; OS or 
Android: 

Password!: 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 
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US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 
9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 
2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 
853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting I 3 7725 
Password i 552.1361 
internationai flUtilberS available: h on u

Would yot..1 like to test :our Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 

Jr, 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < >; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; Harvey V. Fineberg < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( < )rn>; Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < ,>; Lowenthal, Micah < u>; 'Baric, 
Toni C' ( ) < >; Alison Andre 

>; Jennifer Ryan Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the 
group is connected by email and 2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American 
participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion is to fill you in on the dialogue background, 
discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we should probably 
avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 
7. 1f this time does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me 
know. Also if Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime 
on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have 
proposed that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the 
first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the 
second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if 
these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day holidays end on 
the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Diane Griffin;Benjamin Rusek;Peggy Hamburg;Micah Lowenthal;Fran Sharpies 
Subject: Re: Future collaborations 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I was thinking the same thing re. taking notes along the way to be prepared for the 'collaborations'. Good list. 

What about something on understanding what 'recovery' and 'protection' means. Do you know, for example, if 
anyone has done viral isolations or animal challenges with with materials from 'recovered' patients with IgG 
who are still PCR positive? 

On May 11, 2020, at 11:47 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

The last topic for both days is "Future Collaborations." I will take notes during the discussion to capture 
topics as they arise; however, we should probably have a back-up plan as well. Pasted below is a start 
based on general headings relevant to day 1. Please review, add/delete/share with others, etc. Or let 
me know if you think it's not needed. 

Thanks, Jim 

Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-19, Day 1. 
1. Clinical Disease—Acute and Convalescence 

a. Long-term sequela seen in survivors, especially lung function, cardiac disease. 
b. Better definition of Pediatric Inflammatory Syndrome of COVID 
c. Neurologic complications?? 
d. Psychiatric issues?? 

2. Pathogenesis and Treatment options 
a. Antiviral drug targets and development 
b. Monoclonal antibody therapies 
c. Immune modulators and management of inflammation 

3. Prophylactics and Preventatives 
a. Passive antibody therapy 
b. Vaccine development 

i. Various techniques under development 
ii. Animal models 
iii. Clinical testing 
iv. Production capacity 
v. Ethics considerations 
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From: Diane Griffin < 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:31 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. < >; 'Dave Franz 

>; Lowenthal, Micah < >; Sharples, Fran 

Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I don't think so other than to confirm that he plans to do it. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:47 AM 
To: ' < >; Diane Griffin < 
Cc: ' ' < >; 'Dave Franz 

,>; Lowenthal, Micah < Sharples, Fran 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

Peggy, thanks for sending the info and a note to Victor Dzau. 

Diane/Peggy, do we need to talk to Harvey Fineberg re his proposed 5 min U.S. situational overview? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:00 AM 
To: ' ' < 
Cc: ' >; 

,>; Lowenthal, Micah < 
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Subject: FW: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 
Importance: High 

Greetings Peggy, 

Can you make sure that Victor Dzau has what he needs for the call tonight? 

The Zoom link is below and the revised American agenda and participant lists are attached. Please let 
him know that we have asked the Chinese to lead the discussion, Americans are listed after each 
question to ensure that we get an answer to that question during the discussion. The Chinese have the 
version of the agenda without names listed after the questions. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < 
Toni C' ( 

>; 'Baric, Ralph S' < Ic.e.du>; 'Saif, Linda' 
>; 'Peter Daszakl

>; 'Diane Griffin' 

m?; 'Shi, Pei yong 

>; Lowenthal, Micah < .›; "Baric, 
>; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < ..„.>; Bowman, Katherine 
>; Hare, Hope < 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

Tim : Mo ay, May 11 202 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting i 

s,worc. 552.136 
552.136 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was dear 
and I could hear everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < ›; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( < )rn>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < >; Lowenthal, Micah < "Baric, 
Toni C' ( >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < >; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( < ?rn›; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < ,>; Lowenthal, Micah < "Baric, 
Toni C' ( >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < „.,>; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during 
the call on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that 
Harvey Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American 
delegation member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead 
but we hope that those listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your 
information only, we will send an agenda without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) 
Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 
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FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test 
the Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < >; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz < )rn>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < ,>; Lowenthal, Micah < "Baric, 
Toni C' ( < >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to 
hold the two sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day 
they want to push the second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim 
Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but 
move the second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new 
time for the second session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a 
dozen Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
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To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < >; 'Saif, Linda' 
>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszak' 

>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 
>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 

>; 'Dave Franz ( < rn>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < >; Lowenthal, Micah < "Baric, 
Toni C' ( >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call 
(with input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, 

Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we 

should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question 

(Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, 

etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your 
information. Also the Zoom call in information is below: 

552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: L552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( >; 'Shi, Pei yong 

< 
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Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <I. ,>; Lowenthal, Micah < "Baric, 
Toni C' ( >; 'Alison Andre' 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: z001
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: I 552.136 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you 
again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting, 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC. Mac, tin; OS or 
Android: i• 552.136 

Password! 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 
9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 
2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 
853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: 552.136! _ 
Internationai hLHA.)ers available: 

Wouid you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < >; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < 'Peter Daszak' 
>; Harvey V. Fineberg < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( < )rn>; Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < ,>; Lowenthal, Micah < Li>; 'Baric, 
Toni C' ( >; Alison Andre 

Jennifer Ryan < Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the 
group is connected by email and 2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American 
participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion is to fill you in on the dialogue background, 
discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we should probably 
avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 
7. If this time does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me 
know. Also if Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime 
on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have 
proposed that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the 
first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the 
second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if 
these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day holidays end on 
the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 5:23 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin';'peggy@hbfam.net';LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz 

(dayidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah;Sharples, Fran;Bowman, Katherine;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 
Attachments: Immunity topics for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue fs br.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Fran pulled together a list of possible discussion questions for the next call. It is attached for your review and comment. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 8:18 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'frjqfP <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Cc: 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Looks good 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dr_gAW@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 12:56 AM 
To: 'Pi\ <sunhulOcashq.ac.cn>
Cc: Diane Griffin <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
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<iwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Sun Hui, 

Thank you for your note consulting us regarding the draft press release proposal. Dr. McNutt and Dr. Dzau proposed in 
their letter dated April 22 that we not include government officials or members of the press: "Information and insights 
from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those government 
officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the meeting, but remarks and discussion 
comments would not be attributed without permission of the speaker." This practice continues the approach that we 
have taken over several years. 

Since we are just at the start of valuable dialogue sessions between Chinese and American experts designed to learn 
about and improve efforts to mitigate the impact of COVID-19, efforts that we hope will continue, we consider it best 
not to issue a press release at the present time. If there is a reason why you think we really should inform news media 
now, please tell us and we can discuss this matter further. 

As stated in the last Zoom meeting, NAS and NAM hope that CAS will be able to assemble a group of experts so that we 
can hold a third smaller Zoom meeting on the morning of May 27 (9:00-11:00 AM Beijing time). The American group 
proposes having a detailed exchange about what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship 
between previous infection, antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma, preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. We plan to send you a more detailed list of questions about these topics very soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Tii\iN <sunhui@cashcLacch>

Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:06 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(a)naseciu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<blvieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the draft of news report about the virtual dialogue. If you agree, we are going to post it on 
the CAS English website, and push the link to the news through the CAS Linkedin account. as well 

We quote the remarks by Drs. Griffin and Fineberg in the news report. Please help check if it is fine with your 
side. Thank you very much in advance. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 
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momvit 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-15 08:34:46 (EME) 
IIk41 A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.en> 
tyitX: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriff16@jhmi.edu>, "Ipeggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
"jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" lwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Hui, 

Thanks for the ppt. We have put the Zoom produced audio recordings of the two meetings here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x8ii8kj86ykmb30/AABREPedljj1U5iz 03777-Xa?d1=0 

Access is password protected [pw 552.136 L. 
As I noted Zoom also auto generates and produces a transcript (from the recorded audio file) but it's not very good. We 
a re editing it a bit and will send those Word files to you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuiRcashcLaccn <sunhuiRcashcbac.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 5:10 AM 
To: sunhuiRcashcLac.cn; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nns.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the presentation of Dr. Guiqiang Wang during the 1st session. I am sorry for sending 
you the wrong document yesterday. 

Would you please share with us your notes by recording? Thank you. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 
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Tel: +864O68597282 

sunhul@cashq.ac.cn 
httq://encilish.cas.c.n/ 
httg://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : sunhui©cashq.ac.cn 

: 2020-05-13 17:09:41 
ilk•WA: Rusek, Benjamin 
kka : 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 1gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 

'tongting@cashq.ac.cn'; T/Hif 

: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Dear Ben, 

Thank you for efforts in organizing this vitual dialogue. Per your request, please find attached the 
slide presentations for Drs. Gao and Wang. I have not received any presentations from other participants. 

I am also sending you the updated list of the participants from the Chinese side for the 2nd session. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +864O68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
httq://encilish.cas.cn/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : Rusek, Benjamin 

: 2020-05-13 06:28:58 

ilk•WA : 
kka : 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 1gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 
'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 

: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Greetings Mr. Sun, 

‘lere is the Zoom link for the second session: 

Meeting Time: Thursday, May114, 2020 91:00 -11:00 AM (Beijing time)
Meeting link: /101indgMai 552.136 
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Meeting ID: 987 3032 2332 
Meeting Password: 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:02 AM 

To: ' d\ ' <sunhui@casho.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <rigriffi6(cDihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' < ggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; 'liyin' <livin@casho.ac.cn>; 'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 
<tout' ngt) cashcLac.cn> 
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Mr. Sun, 

Thank you again for setting up the dialogue session today with an outstanding group of Chinese experts. 
Would it be possible to get copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group? 

For the next session we might want to start discussing the questions right away, we can still use the existing 
agenda/list of questions. We prefer a discussion format but if during the next session members of the Chinese 
delegation have formal slide presentations, could you send the slides to us in advance so I can distribute them 
to the American group? 

Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants but we should try to move on quickly if a speaker's 
audio is not working. I will send you the new Zoom link tomorrow morning ET. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:40 PM 

To: ' d\ ' <sunhui@casho.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <cigriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <oggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<Nvieduc.@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gofeAm.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cDcashq.ac.cn>; tongting@casho.ac.cn 
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings Mr. Sun, 
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Thank you for the updated Chinese participant list. I have attached an updated (reordered) American version. 

We thought that at the beginning of the call, since both sides have these lists, we could ask that the Chinese and the 
American very briefly introduce themselves in the order that they appear on the participant lists. There will be many 
people on the call so it can get a bit chaotic if everyone is trying to talk at once. 

Here is the Zoom link again with the password and meeting ID 
May 12, 9:00 AM (Beijing time) meeting Link:.

552.136 
(Passwo0 552.136 I Meeting ID: 948 6152 537371501-Vbilin-durernot 

FYI In case 'he-- a problem with Zoom and wP ne d to abandon the -all and reconvene by phr.- we have set Lin an 
al' .latIvi..... • ,ce „Al in line ., ./ith a co. .p,• if :c 'or th;7 ic„. dre: 

. nth .a. -141861 and China South 1C .,2221_ 1E :ar —)ts 
- . ' • . via a tc • free IJ.S. phone number. ,-,6ch., this is just a uack up, and wL. .iould only act,— „his line if 

Att. —we to ...uandon the Zoom call. 

will join the Zoom call one half hour before the meeting starts as we discussed. See you soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: E <sunhui@cashcLac.cn>

Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:44 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek )nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' cc riffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pqm@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright(a)nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <geoft)im.accn>; liyin <liyin(cDcashcLac.cn>; tongtinapcashq.accri 
Subject: Re: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for sending us the Zoom link for the 1st session of the China-US vitural dialogue. Attached please 
find the updated list of the Chinese participants. Please note that some participants could only be available at 
one of the two sessions.We look forward to the dialogue tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

 mtItilf4 
<sunhui cashq.ac.cn> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-10 20:30:03 (MitA H) 
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IIk41 A: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 
ty5X: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDUI" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof@im.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, "tonging@cashq.ac.cn" <tonging@cashq.ac.en> 

Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for agreeing to accommodating the change of schedule and sharing with us the information of 

American participants. FYI, please find attached the list of the Chinese participants. Please note that 

some participants may only be available for one of the sessions. I am still waiting for the confirmation 

of Dr. Chen Wang, who might only be available on the 14th. 

I don't see any problem of your using the feature of recording/transcription during the dialogue. We would 

be happy if you could share the notes with us. 

We will do the test of connection with the zoom link you sent to us. See you tomorrow morning online. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

momvit 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-09 05:53:57 (MitAA) 

"' /J " <sunhui@cashq.ac.en>

ty5X: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edul" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDUI" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof im.ac.en>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.en>, "tonging@cashq.ac.cn" <tongting@eashq.ac.en> 

RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

(3reetings Mr. Sun, 

hank you for your email. We are pleased to hear that your group will be able to participate for two sessions. 

With regards to the exact timing, let's move the second session back 24 hours as you suggest. We can keep the first 
session scheduled for 9-ham on May 12 (Beijing time) and then reschedule the second session for 9-11 am on May 
14 (Beijing Time). 

Thank you for agreeing to conduct the call in English. One question: Zoom has a bunt in recording/transcription 
feature, does your group mind if we use this feature during the sessions? As noted in the letter "Information and 
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insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those 
government officials and researchers who need the information, .but remarks and discussion comments would not be 
attributed without permission of the speaker," The transcript would only be used for internal notes and we would be 
happy to share it with you, 

would be happy to test the connection with you at 9:00 AM on Monday, May 11 Beijing time (9:00 PM on Sunday, 
May 10 in Washington, DC). I will send you a Zoom link/meeting invitation for that test call after this email 

have attached the list of American participants for your information, we look forward to seeing the list of Chinese 
participants. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S, National Academy of Sciences 
L-202-334-3975 

From: E <sunhui@cashcLac.cn>

Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 8:58 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <cjigiffi6PihmLedu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pizggy,@, hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<Olildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright.Pnas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gof@)im.accn>; liyin <liyin(a)caslicLac.cn>; tongting@cashq.acen 
Subject: Re: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

I am writing to follow up on the virtual dialogue meeting next week on behalf of Dr. George Gao. The topical agenda sent by Dr. 
Griffin to Dr. Gao looks fine to us. 

With regard to the timing of the dialogue, we could have two 2-hour sessions as you suggested. However, Dr. Gao has some other 
emergent commitment on May 13, so we would like to suggest the dialogues be rescheduled to 9-11am on May 11 and 12, or 9-
1 lam on May 12 and 14, or 9-11am on May 12 and 15 (all Beijing Time). Please let us know which time slot you would prefer. We 
are sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

The dialogue could be in English, and we could use the zoom videoconference. We will test it 24 hours in advance following your 
guidance. 

FYI, we have sent invitations to potential speakers on our side, hopefully we could finalize the list of speakers very soon. We will 
have no more than 13 speakers on each side as you suggested. Please share with us the name and title of participants from the US 
side when it becomes available, and we will do the same. 

Best wishes, 

SUN Hui(Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
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momvit 
anA:NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

a Ell[Q:2020-05-01 21:42:08 (MIME) 

A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.en> 
P.M: "McNutt, Marcia K." <MiMcNutt@nas.edu>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>,
"dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6gihmi.edu>, Theggy@hbfam.nef" <peggye@hbfam.net>, JohnHildebrand 
111i I d obr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBorightgrias.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu>, "Ijwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwleduc@ITTMB.EDU>, "'jh-cao@cashq.ac.ce <jh-
caogeasbq.ac.cn>, "elbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, mgaof@im.ac.cni" <gaof  liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Colleagues: 

Please find the attached ietter from Drs. McNutt and Dzau„ 

Best regards, 

An

Anna Bashkirova 
Assistant to the President 
National Academy of Sciences 
Office: 2101 Constitution Ave NW Washington, DC 20418 
Mailing address: 500 5th St NW, NAS 215 Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 334-2635 abashkirova@nas.edu www.nasonline.org 

From: sunhuiRcashq,pc.cn <sunhuiRcashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. < McNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauPnas.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<figriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <ihildebr@emaiLarizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBoright@Mas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleducHOUTMB.EDU>; 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <Th-cao@cashcbac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gof@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cpcashq,ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 
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Tel: +8640-68597282 

F.;unhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://enolish.cas.cri/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffki.X : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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3" U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection 

o How is immune response being measured: via binding assays or via neutralization 
tests? 

o Was there standardization of testing tools? 
• What can be said about the characterization of the 

o humoral immune response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies in 
the treatment of COVID-19 patients and for prevention of further spread of disease? Is 
the use of immune plasma effective? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, do patients have immunity? 
• How protective is this immunity? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and is there evidence for the 

persistence of immunity? 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern a preventing a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0000457 



From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 8:42 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 

(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;Bowman, Katherine;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Attachments: Draft Covid-19 US-China dialogue agenda v3.docx; Bias for Americans.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - Attached are my suggestions and some edits to the participants list. 

1. I agree that we should ask Harvey to provide the US overview. 
2. I rearranged the topics somewhat to group similar questions so we can assign one discussion leader to 

these "groups" e.g. clinical, treatment, immunity, epidemiology, etc. 
3. I also thought that "future collaborations" should be last for each section. 
4. I wasn't sure how much to assign to those new to this dialogue, but have options for involving 

everyone or restricting to fewer people. 
5. I was most uncertain about the clinical section. We have several MDs (me, Reiman, Dzau, Hamburg, 

Perlman, Fineberg), but I'm not sure any of us are seeing/caring for these patients. Suggestions 
appreciated. 

6. I wasn't sure how much Victor wants to be involved vs "attending". 

Suggestions/edits from the group on these issues or others are welcome. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 12:18 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
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Hi Diane, 

Following up from the call, I assume that we want to ask Harvey Fineberg to give the proposed 5 min U.S. situation 
overview. Linda Saif has offered to shepherd answers to the CoV immunity questions. Who should we ask/task with 
taking on the responsibility for the other questions/issues? I attached a revised agenda. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eth,.:>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flinebelig.Pmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi!i@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.nei:>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (pg:shi@Lrl-MB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.rvan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlar: nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, 

Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwthi 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: 562.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<h a niEn!„..1k1 e be m oore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.con)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:311I@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
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'Jennifer Ryan' <J,pnnifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https://nasem.zoom.us/i/93418637725?pwd 
Meeting 19:_934.18.6.3 7725 
Password: I 552.136 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic; Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem,7oormus/i/93418637725?pw 

Password l 552.136 I
552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: q1/1 1863 7725 
Password: 1 552.136 I 
Internationai numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please dick on the link below, 
https://nasem.zoom.usitest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' elman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@asu.edu>;
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'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey.flinebenzmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffl5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.nei.>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU1 <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (pesilioi3LTIMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@rnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <(Bowrnan@n du>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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Day 1 

Introductory remarks and group introductions: George Gao and Diane Griffin 

China situational overview: George Gao (5 mins) 

U.S. situational overview: Harvey Fineberg (5 mins) 

Clinical Issues Related to Treatment and Management of Patients 

• Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 disease: What range of clinical, end-organ, 
organ, and other body system manifestations of disease has been documented in China? 
(Relman or Dzau) 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health 
condition, or other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NPIs, or best practices? 
How was this determined? (Relman or Dzau or Perlman) 

• Protection of Medical Personnel: What measures have proven most effective in 
preventing infection of medical personnel? (Le Duc) 

• Drug Treatments: What has been the Chinese experience with developing drug 
treatments or using existing drugs in treatment of patients, from prophylaxis to pre-
symptomatic patients to patients with severe symptoms? (Hamburg) 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions: Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions 
(NPIs) for patient care identified? Were there other best practices for management of 
COVID-19 patients that emerged from the pandemic experience? (Hamburg) 

• Immune plasma: What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other 
antibody-based therapies in the treatment of COVID-19 patients or prevention of further 
spread of disease? (Hamburg) 

• Lessons Learned: Were other lessons learned from China's pandemic experience that 
should be applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other patient care 
facilities? (Dzau or Griffin) 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? (Le Duc) 

Day 2 

Limiting the Spread of COVID-19 and Steps Toward Restarting Society 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? 
What variability may exist and can factors be identified that may influence such 
variability? (Baric) 

• Viral Load: What is known about magnitude of viral load required to initiate infection? 
Has it been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? (Baric) 
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• Viral shedding: What is the degree of shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 
individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how 
long? Has post-infection viral shedding been demonstrated to result in new infections? 
Has an explanation regarding pathogenesis leading to apparent recrudescence of disease 
in previously positive, then negative patients been arrived at? (Shi) 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays 
versus neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an 
indicator of protection? Was there standardization of your testing tools? (Saif) 

• Immunity: After recovery, do patients have immunity? How protective is this immunity? 
Is there indication of persistence of such immunity? (Saif) 

• Vaccines: Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of 
COVID-19 vaccines? (Saif) 

• Exposure routes: Has progress been made in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19—air, water, and surfaces, both indoors and outdoors? (Fineberg) 

• Contact with Animals: Would increased surveillance of or interventions to reduce 
contact with pets, wild, or livestock animal species help limit the future spread of 
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses? (Daszak) 

• Halting Spread: What measures have proven most effective in halting viral spread in 
China? (Fineberg) 

• Preventing a Fall Resurgence: What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall 
resurgence in transmission? (Fineberg) 

• Reestablishing Normality: What lessons has China learned about returning society and 
the economy to a "normal" state? (Fineberg) 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? (Franz) 
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Ralph Baric: Dr. Ralph Bar , PhD, is a Professor in the Department of Epidemiology at the 
University of North Carolina's School of Public Health. 

Peter Daszak: Dr. Peter Daszak, PhD, is president of EcoHealth Alliance, a nonprofit non-
governmental organization that supports various programs on global health. 

Victor Dzau: Dr. Victor Dzau, MD, is currently president of the U.S. National Academy of 
Medicine of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine. He was 
previously the president and CEO of Duke University Medical Center. 

David Franz: Dr. David R. Franz, DVM, PhD, is currently retired, but served in the U.S. Army 
Medical Research and Materiel Command for 23 of 27 years on active duty and as Commander 
of the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) 

Harvey Fineberg: Dr. Harvey Fineberg, MD, is currently president of the Gordon and Betty 
Moore Foundation, immediately prior to which he was President of the Institute of Medicine 
(now the National Academy of Medicine). 

Diane Griffin: Dr. Diane Griffin, MD, PhD, is University Distinguished Service Professor in the 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology at Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health and the current vice-president of the U.S. National Academy 
of Sciences. 

Peggy Hamburg: Dr. Margaret (Peggy) Hamburg, MD, is an American physician and public 
health administrator. She served as the 21st Commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration from May 2009 to April 2015 and is currently foreign secretary for the U.S. 
National Academy of Medicine. 

James Le Duc: Dr. James Le Duc, PhD, is the director of the Galveston National Laboratory, 
professor, Microbiology and Immunology and the John Sealy Distinguished Chair in Tropical 
and Emerging Virology, University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston Texas. 

Stanley Perlman: Dr. Stanley Perlman, MD, PhD, is Professor of Microbiology and 
Immunology and of Pediatrics at the University of Iowa Health Care. 

David Relman: Dr. David Relman, MD, PhD is a microbiologist and the Thomas C. and Joan 
M. Merigan Professor in Medicine and in Microbiology & Immunology at the Stanford 
University School of Medicine. 

Linda Saif: Dr. Linda J. Saif, PhD, is Distinguished University Professor, Department of 
Veterinary Preventive Medicine, Food Animal Health Research Program, Ohio Agricultural 
Research and Development Center of the Ohio State University. 

Pei-Yong Shi: Dr. Pei-Yong Shi, PhD, is I.H. Kempner Professor of Human Genetics, 
University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston Texas. 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 11:18 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 

(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;Bowman, Katherine;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Attachments: Draft Covid-19 US-China dialogue agenda v2.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Diane, 

Following up from the call, assume that we want to ask Harvey Fineberg to give the proposed 5 min U.S. situation 
overview. Linda Saif has offered to shepherd answers to the CoV immunity questions. Who should we ask/task with 
taking on the responsibility for the other questions/issues? attached a revised agenda. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 
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So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flineben;05),, moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffI5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.nei:>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:311I@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.equ>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBownTamfnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 

Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

httos:finasem.zoom.us/V93418637725?pwdi 552.136 
Meeting ID:. 934 .1863 7725 
Password: I 552.136 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.Pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flineheuipmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffl5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.nei:>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong(E 1„TIMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedunc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrnan nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: litt_ps1/nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd=1 552.136 
Meeting ID:.934_1863 7725 
Password: I 552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.7oom.us/V93418637725?pwdd 552.136 

Password: I 552.1361 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
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US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 
Or Telephone: 

Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 
US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 

558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +16027530140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting I 3 7725 
Password i 552.1361 
Internation7ZEL'aiers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakPecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<haricy,,fIneberii@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (22:3i1:65)UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rrlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(pntoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@rned„ unc.eciu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <iennifersyan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 
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Day 1 

Introductory remarks and group introductions: George Gao and Diane Griffin 

China situational overview: George Gao (5 mins) 

U.S. situational overview: Harvey Fineberg (5 mins) 

Clinical Issues Related to Treatment and Management of Patients 

• Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 disease: What range of clinical, end-organ, 
organ, and other body system manifestations of disease has been documented in China? 

• Drug Treatments: What has been the Chinese experience with developing drug 
treatments or using existing drugs in treatment of patients, from prophylaxis to 

presymptomatic patients to patients with severe symptoms? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions: Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions 
(NPIs) for patient care identified? Were there other best practices for management of 
COVID-19 patients that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Protection of Medical Personnel: What measures have proven most effective in 
preventing infection of medical personnel? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any other lessons learned from China's pandemic 
experience that should be applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other 
patient care facilities? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health 
condition, or other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NPIs, or best practices? 
How was this determined? 

• Immune plasma: What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other 
antibody-based therapies in the treatment of COVID-19 patients or prevention of further 
spread of disease? (Sail) 

• Vaccines: Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of 
COVID-19 vaccines? 

Day 2 

Limiting the Spread of COVID-19 and Steps Toward Restarting Society 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? 
What variability may exist and can factors be identified that may influence such 
variability? 
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• Viral Load: What is known about magnitude of viral load required to initiate infection? 
Has it been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 
individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how 
long? Has post-infection viral shedding been demonstrated to result in new infections? 
Has an explanation regarding pathogenesis leading to apparent recrudescence of disease 
in previously positive, then negative patients been arrived at? 

• Immunity: After recovery, do patients have immunity? How protective is this immunity? 
Is there indication of persistence of such immunity? (Saif) 

• Halting Spread: What measures have proven most effective in halting viral spread in 
China? 

• Preventing a Fall Resurgence: What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall 
resurgence in transmission? 

• Reestablishing Normality: What lessons has China learned about returning society and 
the economy to a "normal" state? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Exposure routes: Has progress been made in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19—air, water, and surfaces, both indoors and outdoors? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays 
versus neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an 
indicator of protection? Was there standardization of your testing tools? (Saif) 

• Contact with Animals: Would increased surveillance of or interventions to reduce 
contact with pets, wild, or livestock animal species help limit the future spread of 
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses? 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 1:31 PM 
To: 'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';'Harvey 

V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yang 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
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Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 

Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725Th
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 

Password:[552.:1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<ha M 00 re.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:31U @UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(ilApfinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@medd.inc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBow man @ nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: ht.1 ://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwci 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
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Password 552.136

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https:Thasern„zoorn, 10/93418637725?pw

Password: 552.136 
552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 186.3 7725 
Password:: -552.1361 
International numbers available: https:finasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https:finasem.zoom.usitest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <:saif.2@asu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-periman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszAPecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 

a ry ev n e be rgl m oore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.con. )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi(PUTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(a ntoin ette baric@med.uncedu) <antoinette baric@med„Lmc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre ecohealthalliance.org>; 
Jennifer Ryan <lennifer.ryanfoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.eth..i>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 5:30 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Dave Franz;Lowenthal, Micah;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Re: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim and Dave, thank you for the quick and useful comments and edits, I will take a final look and send the note 
and letter later tonight. 

Ben 

On Jul 24, 2019, at 6:18 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

No problem in using my name if you think it would be helpful 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 24, 2019, at 4:38 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.corn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I will not attend Tom's meeting. Do we have a list of Chinese attendees? 

Oh, and Jim, I used your name in vein on a comment in the draft email to Diane 
and Peggy. Maybe it's not appropriate—and you can take Jim's name off Ben, if 
you think appropriate but Jim doesn't want to. I just thought it was worth 
mentioning to them that we are aware and thinking about the greater political 
climate. Dave 

On Jul 24, 2019, at 4:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Ben I made a couple of minor comments in the attached, but I 
think it's fine. RE the title of the standing committee, is "global health 
security" an acceptable phrase in this group? 

Will you or Dave be attending Tom Inglesby's US-China meeting on 
synthetic biology in DC on Friday? I will be there and scheduled to 
speak in the morning session. 

Thanks, Jim 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin < i> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 3:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. < >; Dave Franz 

) < 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah < 

Subject: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan 
Importance: High 

>; Shi, Pei yong 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not 
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the 
content is safe. 

Dave and Jim, 

Sorry for the delay, was out of town for other work last week, I have 
attached a note for Diane and Peggy along with a revised latter. 

I wanted to make sure you are ok with the language in the letter and in 
the note before I send it to them for signature. I understand your 
rational for caution but would still like to try and formalize the 
relationship (reasons in the note) but toned down the sentence about it 
in the letter. Let me know what you think. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

*** 

Greetings Diane and Peggy, 

I have attached a letter detailing a request to hold a dialogue meeting in 
Wuhan, China between NASEM and the Chinese Academy of Science 
(CAS) in cooperation with the Wuhan National Institute of Virology (NIV) 
of the CAS. Yuan Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director of the NIV, is 
very supportive but has let us know that we need to send a formal letter 
to the President of CAS (as we done before the 2017 meeting in Wuhan) 
to get approval for the meeting. Zhiming says that the president is still 
Bai Chunli but this may have changed recently. 

More broadly (as Diane knows) we had hoped to hold a dialogue 
meeting with the of Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences, Chinese 
Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) but the Kunming Institute 
leadership is unwilling to seek approval from CAMS to hold a bilateral 
with NASEM at this time. 

The letter includes details about the recent dialogue meetings and 
outlines the topics we plan to address at the next dialogue meeting. It 
also includes a proposal nothing that this dialogue meeting could be 
used to formalize the dialogue as a regular, ongoing activity between 
NASEM and CAS. I think it's the right time to propose this because it has 
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taken many years to get to the point, after a long period of struggling 
unsuccessfully to organize meetings between CISAC and the Chinese 
Biological Scientists Group, we have now held several useful dialogue 
meetings between NASEM and CAS (with CCDC, CAAS and other 
institutions involved) and could use those to justify a more formal 
relationship, we are working with a committed group of Chinese 
scientists and leaders who recognize the importance of dialogue and 
communication that are tied formally to CAS (Zhiming, George Gao, 
others) who could serve on a Chinese organizing committee, the 
political relationship between the U.S. and China has started to affect ad 
hoc activities like these as well as the willingness of American scientists 
to travel to China and of Chinese scientists to travel to the U.S. without 
more formal sanction. I wrote the text so that the CAS leadership could 
decline this part of the request if they do not think it is the right time to 
do this. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts on the letter, the meeting 
and the proposal to formalize the dialogue under NASEM and CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Letter to CAS from Griffin and Hamburg for review-jwl.docx> 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2019 3:25 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;David Franz 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks, Ben 
I have already emailed Dr. Qinhan Li for a phone call. 
Cheers, 
Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2019 2:49 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good to talk to you all today 

FYI Xuetao Cao, M.D., Ph.D.. president, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences and Peking Union Medical College, 
Beijing, China was elected a foreign member of NAM in 2017 https://nam.edu/national-academy-of-medicine-elects-80-
new-members/ 

Qi Han Li, is listed as the Director, Kunming Institute of Medical Biology, Kunming, People's Republic of China (from 
2013) 

There was a Virology con in Kunming in 2017 http://www.imbcams.ac.cniltem/17194.aspx. Lists De Yin Guo„ George Fu 
Gao, and Qi Han Li as the meeting Chairmen. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@LJTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2019 10:12 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRLJTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Kungmin update 

Thanks Pei Yong. Good to know that Zhiming is still willing to work with us. 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0000480 



Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 20, 2019, at 6:31 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sounds good Pei-Yong. Thanks! Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 20, 2019, at 6:41 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I talked with Longding and Zhiming. Here is the summary. 

Longding was reluctant to go back to Kunming's leadership team for another trial. This is 
because their new Party Secretary (who makes the decision) is newly appointed from 
Beijing. So, I was not able to get the name from Longding whom the NAS letter should 
address to. We will discuss this further at our TC tomorrow. 

Zhiming was very supportive to host the next meeting under CAS. The location could be 
Wuhan or any other cities in China If we decide to work with Zhiming for the next 
meeting, NAS needs to send a letter to President of CAS (Dr. Chunli Bai), as we did for 
the Wuhan meeting in 2016. 

I have not talked with George Gao yet and am planning to do so after our TC tomorrow. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu]
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2019 4:38 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwledi.K.VUTMB.EDU>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
Shi, Pei yong <peshipUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I have attached a draft letter for Diane and Peggy for your review, Pei-yong, we will 
need to know who to send it to. 

Re the call tomorrow, please call 1-888-537-7715 and enter participant code 12223052# 
at 1:00 PM ET 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 2:45 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

OK—added to my calendar. Please share call in information when available. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 12:52 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <daviclrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Pei-yong and I spoke on the phone, he is on vacation until Thursday. Lets plan to talk on 
Friday. How about 1 PM ET? 

In the interim, I will write a draft letter and contact Peggy and Diane. 

And yes I will leave the funding support offer out of the letter. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 1:49 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Kungmin update 

If I don't make it on the call, the only thing I'm not comfortable with is offering 
them funding support. Whatever you guys decide is fine. I like Pei-Yong talking 
to Zhiming or George. Home tomorrow afternoon, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Jun 18, 2019, at 4:18 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi all, 

Longding's institution is very conservative. This has limited their growth. 
I'll be back to office on Thursday. We could have a TC on Thursday or 
Friday. 

One suggestion is to talk to Zhiming and George for options. We could 
decide after our TC. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 9:11 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong; Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks for the update Pei-Yong. This is very sad and frustrating, but 
certainly understandable from their perspective. We should probably 
have a brief teleconference to discuss options. I'm available all day. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRLITIVIB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 7:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@Rmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<NvIeduc@LJTMB.EDU>
Subject: Kungmin update 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I just received a negative response from Longding that, due to the 
current China-US relationship, their institute has decided not to 
host our next meeting. I personally understand why they are 
changing their position. Let's talk about it through a TC or email. 

Sorry about the negative development. Since Longding wrote to 
me in Chinese through WeChat. I am not forwarding it to you. 
However, I have asked him to email us about it in English. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

On Jun 17, 2019 5:27 PM, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRUSek 11E1S. edu> wrote: 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do 
not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know 
the content is safe. 
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Hi Jim, 

Here are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie 
Bowman (Bowman, Katherine KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@LITMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiRLITMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the 
adjustments. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz 
<davidrfi-anz gmail.corn> wrote: 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's 
email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm 
still a little unsure. Let me know if a marked up 
version comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

<Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 
16 2019.docx> 
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From: Yuan Zhiming <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 8:03 PM 

To: Shi, Pei yong;LeDuc, James W. 

Cc: brusek;David Franz;George F GAO;mifangl 

Subject: RE: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear all, 

Thanks for your suggestion and I do agree with you. I will try my best to promote the sharing of strain and 

experience betweet us and let you know later. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: „. . . 
Date: 2020-01-22 23:56 
To: Le[) ::, - E. - ", • 
CC: • 
Subject: RE: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 
I totally agree with Jim. The timing is critical here. 

• PeE-yovi,g 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 9:29 AM 

To: ,t m±,NIEIA <yzm@whiov.cn> 

Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; George F GAO <gaof@im.ac.cn>; Mifang Liang <mifangl@hotmail.com>; Shi, 
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Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 

Thanks Zhiming. You are in a very challenging position and doing a great job. I would however recommend 
that you organize and quickly implement a way to share reference isolates. With cases occurring outside 
China, others will soon have their own isolates and China will have lost the opportunity for leadership. And 
if scientific publications start appearing from Chinese investigators without the world having independent 
access to a strain, China will likely be heavily criticized. 

Keep up the good work 

Jim 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 22, 2020, at 6:30 AM, ,t m+,,IEIA <yzm@wh.iov.cn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim, 
Thanks for your information and your positive attitute to Chinese public health response 
system and the practice. We are still work hard the on the novel coronovirus and hope to get 
the help from your team. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

TEME1113it 
V{tA:"LeDuc, James W." <)ll duc@LJTMB.EDU>

VW:07:2020-01-22 06:33:54 AVE) 

LIMA: "Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)" <BRusek@nas.eciii>, "Dave Franz 

(cLividrfranz@gmail.com)" <davidrfranz@gmail.com>, "Yuan Zhiming" 
< rzm@wh.iov.cn>, "George F GAO" <gaof@im.ac.cn>, "Mifang Liang" 
< nifangl@hotmail.com>, "Shi, Pei yong" <peshi©UTMB.EDLi>

±E: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 

Ben, Dave, Zhiming, George, Mifang and Pei-Yong 

The attached, slightly modified to include mention of the new case in Washington State, 
is scheduled to appear in Wednesday 22 Jan's Houston Chronicle. Note mention of the 
NASEM/CAS collaborations. 

Just FYI, 
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Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: Dave Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.corn] 
Sent: 4/14/2020 10:16:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. Uwleduc@UTMB.EDUI 
Subject: Re: Suggestions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I missed this yesterday, Jim. Good note. . .and timely on your part. I haven't worried much about the BSL-4 
lab, but certainly the one downtown. I just hate for our friends to have to deal with all this, as you 
note. . .particularly in their world. 

On Apr 13, 2020, at 3:47 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Please do not forward---below and attached is the message I sent to Zhiming early in the outbreak as 
questions began to surface about the origin of the new virus. Unfortunately, I never received a 
response. As we explore trying to reengage our dialogue, some of these questions might be discussed. 

Jim 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2020 4:15 PM 
To: Yuan Zhiming <yzm@wh.iov.cn>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshiPUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Suggestions 

Dear Zhiming, 

I am devastated to see the evolving nCoV epidemic unfolding in Wuhan and I just hope that you, your 
family and the larger Institute colleagues are well and surviving this very difficult time. 

I want to suggest that you conduct a thorough review of the laboratory activities associated with 
research on coronaviruses so that you are fully prepared to answer questions dealing with the origin of 
the virus. I'm sure that you have considered this already, but attached are some areas where you may 
wish to investigate and be prepared to address. You might even consider preparing a manuscript that 
addresses these topics in an effort to be transparent and proactive. I would be pleased to work with you 
on such a paper if you think that would be helpful. 

I raise these issues since I am receiving questions along these lines more and more frequently. Initially 
they came from social media and other "alternate information sources" but in the last few days I have 
been approached by senior officials and major reputable newspapers. Most link the opening of the new 
BSL4 lab as a possible source of the virus. Clearly addressing this will be essential, with any kind of 
documentation you might have available used to back up your comments. (It's not clear to me where 
the coronavirus work was/is actually being conducted.) 

I have the utmost respect and admiration for Dr Shi and I am in no way casting doubt on her or her 
colleagues. I just think that we need to aggressively address these rumors and presumably false 
accusations quickly and provide definitive, honest information to counter misinformation. If there are 
weaknesses in your program, now is the time to admit them and get them corrected. 

I trust that you will take my suggestions in the spirit of one friend trying to help another during a very 
difficult time. 
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Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(0 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<Questions on nCoV in Wuhan lab.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Peter Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:00 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Dayid A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, 

Stanley';'Haryey V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Daye 
Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';Alison Andre;'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: Re. List of Chinese participants - Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: 
planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Well done on getting confirmation of this meeting from CAS, and a very impressive list of senior people who will attend. 
Having so many senior academicians, including Chen Zhu - a former VP of CAS and essentially former Minister for Health 
is particularly important and shows that they are taking this meeting extremely seriously. 

I look forward to seeing some familiar faces on the calls and to two great sessions! 

Cheers, 

Peter 

Peter Daszak 
President 

EcoHealth Alliance 
460 West 34th Street 
New York, NY 10001 
USA 

Tel.: +1-212-380-4474 
Website: www.ecohealthalliance.org 
Twitter: @PeterDaszak 

EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; Peter Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
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'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ech.1>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<haniey,ffinebergpmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6f ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (pes,N liTM B. EDU)1 <peshi @ UTM B. EDI.J> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@meddmc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrna...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@emall.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.Pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flinebeuiPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffI5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.nei:>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong 013)1„1,"1-MB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rmA.unc..edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <j,ennifer.rvan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlar: nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvq1lInebeaPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.con)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22shIfliTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(.? ntofi matte baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@m ed c.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBownia...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 

Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?p
Meeting ID: 934_18637725 
Password 552.136 I 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ed..:>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,ffinebergpmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshjOijTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBownia...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: httgslinasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdi 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password i 552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: ! 
httios://nasern„zoorri.us/j/93418637725?pwde: 552.136 

Password.i 552.136! 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 9.34 1863 7725 
Passwordl 552.136 I 
Internationai ,ibers' available: https:finasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https:finasem.zoom.usitest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <:saif.2@asu.eth.i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<Ill and ev nabe[glmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cory)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (psili(PUTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(mtoinette baric@med.uncedu) <antoinette baric@med.Linc.equ>; Alison Andre <andre ecohealthalliance.org>; 
Jennifer Ryan <lennifer.ryanfoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
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2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 11:06 PM 
To: 'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';'Harvey 

V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yang 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, 
Katherine;Hare, Hope 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link: htitas://nasem.zoontus/I/94861525373?p 552.136 
Password: 552.136 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was dear and I could hear 
everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eciu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<ha riey.fi neheuiip moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (psniii6pUTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinethe baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedunc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBown ?in nas.ert..i> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszafr ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvq:Ilinebeapmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshifUTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(entoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@medd.inc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
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Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvqv,,IInebeul@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:311I@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.equ>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBownia...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
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5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 
Diane) 

6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

http_Onasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd-A 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Passwordli 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvql.flnebeaPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:311I@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@meddInc.equ>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrna...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: httolinasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdd 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Passwords, 552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 
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Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android:
https://nasern,zoorn.us/j/93418637725?pwdl 552.136 i i ,..-  i 

Password:I 552.136 i 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +16027530140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID:_934.1863 7725 
Password:. 552.136 
Internatio'figiiTi75i'rs available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakPecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
< h E --7)moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (22:3i1:65)1„11-MB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mIowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(mtoinette baric@med.uncedu) <antoinette baric@med,uncedu>; Alison Andre <andre ecohealthalliance.org>; 
Jennifer Ryan <lennifer.ryanfoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBownian@nas.erlu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 
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Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2020 4:43 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek;Zhiming Yuan;George F GAO;Mefang Liang;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Re: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Well done, Jim...and our friends in China. Dave 

> On Jan 21, 2020, at 5:33 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

> <Chinese Response to New Virus_Le Duc 21Jan revised.docx> 
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From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Sent: Saturday, May 2, 2020 3:54 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Diane Griffin';LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz' 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah;'Frances Sharpies' 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

looks good to me. thanks 
Peggy 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 2, 2020 3:26 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'LeDuc, James W.' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Diane and Peggy, 

Do others have comments on the draft documents (specifically the topic list and email note) before Diane sends the 
email to George Gao? 

Please let us know by 5 PM CT/ 6PM ET today, would like to get the note out to George tonight so he has it his time 
Sunday morning. 

I will start sending invitations to the Americans (using the letter, will cc this group) tonight as well. Diane, thanks for the 
spelling corrections. 

PS Linda Saif said she could participate. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 2, 2020 8:28 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'LeDuc, James W.' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
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<fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Ben - I think that this looks fine. 

A couple of name spelling edits for our invitees that you have probably already discovered: Perlman, Fineberg 

Thanks for reworking the agenda. Let me know when ok to email to George. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
ic g ivi6(F:91hu.edu 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pegEy@Mbfam.net>
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 6:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranze9gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <p_eshi( UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3C4)hotmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Terrific. This is all good news. I think you have a good mix of invitees on our side. If we add too many more it 
will be hard to have much of a dialogue. Will reflect on if we are missing someone or a category of person 
though 

All best, 
Peggy 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 5:18 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwieduc@UTIMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<figriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pei2gy@likylam.net>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi(4) TMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3C4)hotmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi everyone, 

Looping in Peggy. After the call today Fran, Micah and revised the topic list. The list is now split into two in case we are 
able to hold two sessions on two back to back days as will be proposed The shaded bullets are "secondary" questions. 
We also drafted a letter for George Gao (for Diane to send as an email once the topic list is final) and a draft letter to 
inform and invite additional American participants that I can send on behalf of the group. So far, in addition to everyone 
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on this email the invite list I have is Linda Saif, David Reiman, Ralph Baric, Peter Daszak, Stan Perlman, as well as Harvey 
Finberg and Victor Dzau. Should we invite others? 

Please review the attached documents as soon as you can, would like to get the note out to George asap and the invite 
to the other Americans as soon as possible. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 12:13 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc.@pUTMB.EDU>; Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3@hotmail.corn> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharpies 
<fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshiRUTIVIB.EDLI>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including clotting complications see NOM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 
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I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <pfiaye)hbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharples <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<AEI viffi6Pihmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiRUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics. Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 

Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 
• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 

variability in incubation period? 
• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 

in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 
1)0 \ CILd 1 ici c 111111 IL I I1C I WIC IOLIS \ si t I t vLi,,k h) I 
\ttLi el\ U i *Li Ki tt_ L i 11 11111 i I I sti )11_ H I i i t immit ii i it l i l;ct 

)crinititeitt or 1 i2 ji , 

2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
h (it ill441111ifOR hp1;1;1111K,IlLti 1,11, \\ pi411111plillPt11141;11141p114411111 1\ ti,,tt IAN 

• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 
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3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 

,„„„„„„„„„„„ -,„-„„„„„-„„„„  ,• \N T; ILL Int)10.1% It i sm \ 1 I t I idt (.1\ SI/l 11. L (ILINLI(ItC I 1 iio1 

\ ( 'ILI' 01 IlL\1 LIL 11 IL \\ LI L hLlpt I I 1. \ 11 L 'I t it11 •1 11 I L but II L' 

• I ' 11 11L ' I ci i h 01111 1L11111\ II I I\Ld (It dl t111t1 1 It11 (.1 111„. I ll( 2.(211LISI ICt1(11 11I2 to 

CL I Lk L I C 1 I &k. 1 11 \ •( L \ p L L (.2_dt pdt Lii

• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
• I 1L( I 1 11LISL FLISLt 'L C H 111 I tiiI\ 1kL I I )I21. ti I I 111C L1( HIll iii ( L CIL I i Ll to 1.LIdt 

)\ I I) I \\ LILI I IIII ' \II I IL tO . htII'L 1L110 \ IL L 111 I t 11111t1 

t_ 1 (.21 t 1 vut LI i I 

• 1 t i ( 'I IC dICI L( 11111111 1111 . H I L C i i lic \ L1 ULM 01( ()\ I I) 1 • \ ICCi IiC I 
\ ( 11111(1 I)C 1\ 11111 1( Ii lI ' i i IlL11 Li \\ L it" t, t. ( hind sLi tit tic 
pai t ML I . 

• N ( h ilt '; c't )L I ICHLLI in LIS. lu 1 111111 I CH 1 ' I I ci 11 1 111( k. )asc(I iIiciapic in i ll 

I tItHILIlt 01 ()\ II) ptlt 'I K I p1 111 1011 1 1 \\ I I HI d I 01 

5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
• \\ hdt lc oii ha ( I in Iciincj tt-)0Li t [dui ni i ocict\ tal Itc cLottonk to a moi mai ,,tatc 

• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 
preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 

• \\ IVA N 1,„ ‘, NM It ,11(-1 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pqggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<glgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@)nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 
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Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman@nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 
groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 
topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 
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Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 

Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6(aihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@LITMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@Vmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6(q)ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pei. 2gye)hbfam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDILJ>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Relman, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. < ,.wleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.ech.r>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(clavidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranzegpail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 

. arples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: stinhui@cashd.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edui <dgriffjq@jhall,,edu>;
'peggyphbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <iBoright@nas.edu>;
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Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; iiwleduc@UTMB.EDLY 
<jwleduc@U'IMB.EDU>; iih-cao@casho.ac.cni <1a7, 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cni <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gaofplm.ac.cn>; liyin <flyiru7cashq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

're

surthulC1%.- hq.ac.cn 

http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&ftA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA: 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn1; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof@im,ac.cro'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cni 

McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu1; 'peggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; ijwleducftUTMB.EDU1
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 2, 2020 2:26 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin';Peggy Hamburg;LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz' 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah;'Frances Sharpies' 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Diane and Peggy, 

Do others have comments on the draft documents specifically the topic list and email note) before Diane sends the 
email to George Gao? 

Please let us know by 5 PM CT / 6PM ET today, would like to get the note out to George tonight so he has it his time 
Sunday morning. 

I will start sending invitations to the Americans (using the letter, will cc this group) tonight as well. Diane, thanks for the 
spelling corrections. 

PS Linda Sail said she could participate. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 2, 2020 8:28 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'LeDuc, James W.' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Ben - I think that this looks fine. 

A couple of name spelling edits for our invitees that you have probably already discovered: Perlman, Fineberg 

Thanks for reworking the agenda. Let me know when ok to email to George. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
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Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pf,ggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 6:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin qjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <.agshiPUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Terrific. This is all good news. I think you have a good mix of invitees on our side. If we add too many more it 
will be hard to have much of a dialogue. Will reflect on if we are missing someone or a category of person 
though 

All best, 
Peggy 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 5:18 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc.@UTIMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Diane Griffin' 
qjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pfjEgy@hbfam.net>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi(a) TMB.EDIJ>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples 3 )hotmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi everyone, 

Looping in Peggy. After the call today Fran, Micah and I revised the topic list. The list is now split into two in case we are 
able to hold two sessions on two back to back days as will be proposed. The shaded bullets are "secondary" questions. 
We also drafted a letter for George Gao (for Diane to send as an email once the topic list is final) and a draft letter to 
inform and invite additional American participants that I can send on behalf of the group. So far, in addition to everyone 
on this email the invite list have is Linda Saif, David Reiman, Ralph Baric, Peter Daszak, Stan Perlman, as well as Harvey 
Finberg and Victor Dzau. Should we invite others? 

Please review the attached documents as soon as you can, would like to get the note out to George asap and the invite 
to the other Americans as soon as possible. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 12:13 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1 202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwiecluc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <. .ggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharpies 
<fsharples 3Cohotmaii.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <figriffi6Pihmi.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including dotting complications see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nns.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <p_piagShbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3C4Thotmaii.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
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<peshiRUTIMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentheDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics. Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 

Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 
• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 

variability in incubation period? 
• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 

in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 
I p l icM ill i ti ft hcd i i IL‘L i ;'.' h ) 

tt l 
. liLi \ Li \- (.1( 1 ! ill a L 111L1 1 I " I I \\ 1_2 IS 11 1 S 11 1 1 1(11111 ," 1 1 I, 11 1 1 1;(211" to tti
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2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
, 111M11111111111111411111111HH, , , 14111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11110111111111111114111111111111111 , , , • \\ 11,0 11,1 ocLII t (.2 pc' \\ (II L1,4 1 1C,11111C11H 01 pat icrit, 

• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-1 9 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• 
• 
11111111.111111111111.1 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-1 9 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 
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• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 1,11,111 I, 11111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I IIIIIIIIIIII 11111 1111111111 11111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ""' """' """IIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIII 1111111' I 1111Iftl 111111 11111 111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111 1111 II I II II I II II III"""" 
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5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What ste s should be taken in anticipation of a fall resur uence in transmission? 

m, um• \\ Ildt lig oil ,. I ( h IcHill il-)0Li t [ctiu (pill . ,,ocictil HO thc cLillin\ to ill nal ',laic 
[I 

• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 
preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 

• 
rumugjoop , ni , mIll lm c , c\\ I it ti c Ilk' 110 i p ini tica', 01 lulu! c ,,L icilt i tic col lalN ,i it ior m(!i!\ c i i 'pi conimic,, in t ilk 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pgggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(a)nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<glgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <jwieduc@utmLeciu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi )utmLedu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 
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Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 

groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 

topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 

Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
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615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@LITMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@Vmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<cigriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggye)hbfam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(Dnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Reiman, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334 3975 
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From: LeDuc, James W. <wleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranzegpail.corn>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 

. arples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. Nation& Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: st„mhui@casho.ac.cn <surthui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MNIcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edui <dgriffjS12,111m u>; 
'peggyphbfam.net' <peggv@hbfari.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<11-dIdebr(pernail.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <iBori,;.:,,ht@, nas.edu>; 
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU1
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; iih-cao@cashd.ac.cni <1a7, 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gdoff7,1m.ac.cn>; liyin <ftyinPcashq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 
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Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

Te 

sunhuP_1q.ac.cn 
http:Henglish.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA : 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.cri'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof@im.ac.cro'; 'sunhui©cashq.ac.cni 

: McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu1; 'peggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; ijwleducPUTMB.EDV 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Shi, Pei yong VO=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 

Sent: 4/14/2020 7:26:12 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W. [jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 

[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
CC: Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu] 
Subject: RE: China bio grants and project plan 

Dear all, 

I spoke to Zhiming last night. It is not possible to have the proposed tele/web meeting from his side under the current 
situation. I will elaborate more during our TC. I'm available at 12:30-3:30 pm tomorrow. 

Talk to you soon! 
Pet-yong 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:54 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: China bio grants and project plan 

Hi Ben, 
I will talk to Zhiming, Zhengli, and other colleagues in China to see if they could participate such meeting. My schedule is 
open tomorrow afternoon. 
Best, Palma 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:42 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducPUTIVIB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTIV1B.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: China bio grants and project plan 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim and Pei-yong, 

Wanted to update you about China bio. Overarching issue is that after several attempts, we were unable to extend the 
funding for the projects to the end of the year.* We have a good chance of getting another grant, but the two grants 
that support our bio activities with China are set to expire on May 31 and on July 22. Although the grants end soon I still 
think we can do some useful (virtual) work using the funds. 

Last week I worked with Micah to draft work plans for the remaining grant funds. For the first grant that expires on 
5/31/20 we thought we would try and hold one or two virtual U.S. China biological dialogue meetings (topics, mitigating 
the impact of Covid-19 and preventing future pandemics, other related topics that build on past bio dialogue 
discussions, etc.). I know this is a tight timeline but Fran Sharpies (former head of BLS and on phased retirement) has 
enthusiastically agreed to help set up the meetings and can work on this full time starting this week. 
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Fran and I will need your help to design productive —2-3 hour agendas (note topics above) for the call. We thought that 
the tele/video cons could include you all, additional invited American participants (Diane, Peggy, David Re!man, Ralph 
Baric, Linda Saif, others tbd) and a select group of invited Chinese participants (Gao Fu, Zhiming Yuan, Zhengli Shi, 
Mifang Li, Zhuguo Bu, others tbd). Pei-yong, do you think that our Chinese friends would be willing to 
participate? Meetings would not be public and all discussion would be off the record. After each call staff would write 
up an nonpublic report/memo for internal use only (could be briefed to the NASEM pandemic committee via Diane, 
Peggy and David). Ideally we would do two of these before the end of May but more than one might be too ambitious. 

For the second grant, since we have more time, we thought we would hold a virtual workshop on gene editing 
technology to combat SARS-CoV-2 and other infectious diseases with pandemic potential and include some of our 
Chinese partners in the workshop. Katie Bowman has done lots of work in this area and knows the landscape well so 
would lead the staff effort here. She and I would need your help to design and finalize the workshop agenda and invite 
American and Chinese experts. This funding expires on 7/22/20 so we hope the virtual workshop could take place in late 
June or early July. 

Do you have time later this week to discuss all this? I am available to do a conference call at just about any time 
tomorrow or Wednesday. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

* The lack of extension is unfortunate but not substantive, the period of performance on these have already been 
extended once and the grants program that supports this work is transitioning from the Air Force Academy to the 
National Defense University. 
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From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 1:02 PM 

To: LeDuc, James W. 

Subject: Re: Global Public Health with George F. Gao 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

THanks Jim. I hadn't seen. dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Aug 16, 2019, at 9:59 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See interview with George Gao 

From: ASM NewsDigest <news@asmusa.org>
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 8:40 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Jwleduc@)Lirm .EDL„l> 

Subject: Global Public Health with George F. Gao 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

<image001.jpg> 

Friday, August 16, 2019 
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Global Public Health with George F. Gao 

AUGUST 15, 2019 

George F. Gao discusses how China CDC promotes global public health during outbreaks 
SARS and Ebola. He also talks about running a structural biology lab, the importance of 
both basic and translational... READ MORE 

Forging  the Trail for Polio Vaccination: Isabel Morgan and 
Dorothy... 

AUGUST 10, 2019 

Polio vaccines have successfully eradicated polio from most countries; here we highlight 
two scientists, Morgan and Horstmann, who played key roles in the polio research that led 
to vaccines. READ MORE 

Bacteriophage Interactions in the Gut with Jeremy Barr 

AUGUST 09, 2019 

Bacteriophage are viruses that infect specific bacteria. Jeremy Barr discusses his 
discovery that phage interact with (but don't infect) mammalian epithelial cells. READ 

MORE 

TWiV 560: CEIRS, influenza and comp 

AUGUST 11, 2019 

From the meeting of the Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance, 
Vincent speaks with Alan, Florian and Jennifer about their careers, the purpose of 
CEIRS, universal influenza... READ MORE 

How vaginal microbiome can elicit resistance to chlamvdia 

AUGUST 13, 2019 
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The vaginal microbiome is believed to protect women against Chlamydia trachomatis, the 
etiological agent of the most prevalent sexually transmitted infections (STIs) in developed 
countries. New... READ MORE 

Killer cells the key to potentially life-savinq  cancer vaccines 

AUGUST 09, 2019 

"I'll be honest, when I first started working on this I didn't fully accept it." That's Dr. Andrew 
Makrigiannis, head of the Department of Microbiology & Immunology, discussing his 
groundbreaking... READ MORE 

Two Ebola Dnqs Show Promise amid Ongoivq Outbreak 

AUGUST 13, 2019 

A child receives a vaccine against Ebola from a nurse in Goma, Democratic Republic of 
the Congo, on August 7, 2019. READ MORE 

The first chlamydia vaccine has passed a nnalor test 

AUGUST 15, 2019 

A clinical trial for a vaccine against the sexually transmitted disease found that the 
product provoked an immune response. READ MORE 

For the  first time, clinical trial results show Ebola drug! 
irriPa uve... 

AUGUST 12, 2019 
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The NIH and WHO say that clinical trial data show experimental drugs improved survival 
rates in people who contracted Ebola. READ MORE 

Would You Trust Anyone With Your Genetic Information? This 
Company... 

AUGUST 11, 2019 

This company does privacy differently, and may have figured out a way to earn your trust 
in storing your genetic data. READ MORE 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:35 AM 
To: Hare, Hope;'relman@stanford.edu';'rbaric@email.unc.edu';'saif.2@osu.edu';'stanley-

perlman@uiowa.edu';'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org';'haryey.fineberg@moore.org';'d 
griffi6@jhmi.edu';'peggy@hbfam.net';LeDuc, James W.;'dayidrfranz@gmail.com';Shi, 
Pei yong;Dzau, Victor J.;'fsharples_3@hotmail.com';Lowenthal, 
Micah;'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu';'andre@ecohealthalliance.org';'jennifehryan@ 
moore.org';Bowman, Katherine;Kanarek, Morgan;'Raymond JEANLOZ' 

Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting 
on COVID-19 

Attachments: News draft.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Here is the copy of the CAS draft website posting. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1 202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-
perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 
'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; 
Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today). 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 
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I have attached the dialogue agenda American version for reference along with Jim's summaries of future collaboration 
ideas from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

.r 

552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email, unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanlev-pEmiman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliancerorg>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.finebea@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<eff6@jbm1„.„edu>; ' peggy@hbfam. net' <peggy@hbfarn,net>; 'jwleduc@UTM B.EDU' <jwieducP 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavIcirfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDLI>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<vDzaw7Has,„edul>; 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <ridowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette: baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifermyran@mc >; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <IViKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRus:A.P.mas„eclu> 
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 
18th, at 11:30 AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting:  

0 
..1 141 i

gurollimuNoororrolmoroo 552.136 ml.pkiNai.,imat.d,,„A,,,Num mama mt[t, _ 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday at 11:30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there 
was not a time that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting 
between 9AM - 6PM ET, Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
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Phone: 202-334-3435 
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Scientists from China and US Share Experience in COVID-19 Prevention and 

Control 

About 30 scientists from China and the United States held an online dialogue to share 

their experience in COVID-19 prevention and control and opinions on the prevention 

of future pandemic on May 12th and 14th (Beijing time). 

The virtual dialogue was jointly organized by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), 

the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and the National Academy of Medicine 

(NAM). 

Participants shared their experience in fighting against COVID-19 and exchanged 

views on such topics as clinical issues related to treatment and management of patients, 

and limiting the spread of COVID-19 and steps towards restarting society. 

COVID-19, an infectious disease caused by the most recently discovered coronavirus, 

has so far spread to 216 countries, areas and territories, with over 4.5 million confirmed 

cases and claiming 300 thousand deaths globally, according to the World Health 

Organization. 

"The pandemic will not really be controlled in any country, until it is ultimately 

controlled in every country. So it's in our mutual interest to do our best to learn as 

rapidly and as effectively as we can from one another," said Dr. Harvey Fineberg, 

President of the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, one participant of the dialogue. 

Experts taking part in the dialogue agreed that it is of great importance to have a 

discussion to promote exchanges between the scientific communities of the two 

countries. 
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"It's an extension of a dialogue that's been going between scientists in China and the 

U.S.. We are very happy to be able to continue this dialogue in this time when actually 

all the work we are doing becomes very important," said Diane Griffin, Vice President 

of NAS, in the dialogue. 

Dr. George F. Gao, convener from the Chinese side, Director-General of the Chinese 

Center for Disease Prevention and Control, said, "This is a great dialogue. We hope that 

both sides could continue to organize dialogues like this, and contribute to the global 

efforts in fighting against the COVID-19 pandemic from the scientific perspective." 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:13 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;Hare, Hope;'relman@stanford.edu';'rbaric@email.unc.edu';'saif.2 

@osu.edu';'stanley-
perlman@uiowa.edu';'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org';'haryey.fineberg@moore.org';'pe 
ggy@hbfam.net';LeDuc, James W.;'dayidrfranz@gmail.com';Shi, Pei yong;Dzau, Victor 
J.;'fsharples_3@hotmail.com';Lowenthal, 
Micah;'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu';'andre@ecohealthalliance.org';'jennifehryan@ 
moore.org';Bowman, Katherine;Kanarek, Morgan;'Raymond JEANLOZ' 

Subject: Re: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting 
on COVID-19 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben et al - They changed the time of my student's presentation, now ends at 11:45, so I will be late. Start 

without me and i'll join as soon as I can. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-
perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 
'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; 
Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Greetings, 
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Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today). 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda American version for reference along with Jim's summaries of future collaboration 
ideas from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 
18th, at 11:30 AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: 

1,1,11,111,1 552.136 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday .hr .171:3-0 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
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Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there 
was not a time that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting 
between 9AM - 6PM ET, Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 9:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope;'relman@stanford.edu';'rbaric@email.unc.edu';'saif.2@osu.edu';'stanley-

perlman@uiowa.edu';'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org';'harvey.fineberg@moore.org';'d 
griffi6@jhmi.edu';'peggy@hbfam.net';LeDuc, James W.;'davidrfranz@gmail.com';Shi, 
Pei yong;Dzau, Victor J.;'fsharples_3@hotmail.com';Lowenthal, 
Micah;'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu';'andre@ecohealthalliance.org';'jennifehryan@ 
moore.org';Bowman, Katherine;Kanarek, Morgan;'Raymond JEANLOZ' 

Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting 
on COVID-19 

Attachments: Draft Covid-19 US-China dialogue agenda v4.docx; Topics for future collaborations 
between the NAS and CAS on COVID-draft 1 Day 1 and 2.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today). 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda American version) for reference along with Jim's summaries of future collaboration 
ideas from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

1/01111 1 1 111‘: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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11111111 

siDon, 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
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<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 
18th, at 11:30 AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: 

ismiginome mom 552.136 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday ATF30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there 
was not a time that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting 
between 9AM - 6PM ET, Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 
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Day 1 

Introductory remarks and group introductions: George Gao and Diane Griffin 

China situational overview: George Gao (5 mins) 

U.S. situational overview: Harvey Fineberg (5 mins) 

Clinical Issues Related to Treatment and Management of Patients 

• Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 disease: What range of clinical, end-organ, 
organ, and other body system manifestations of disease has been documented in China? 
(Relman or Dzau) 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health 
condition, or other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NPIs, or best practices? 
How was this determined? (Relman or Dzau or Perlman) 

• Protection of Medical Personnel: What measures have proven most effective in 
preventing infection of medical personnel? (Le Duc) 

• Drug Treatments: What has been the Chinese experience with developing drug 
treatments or using existing drugs in treatment of patients, from prophylaxis to pre-
symptomatic patients to patients with severe symptoms? (Hamburg) 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions: Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions 
(NPIs) for patient care identified? Were there other best practices for management of 
COVID-19 patients that emerged from the pandemic experience? (Hamburg) 

• Immune plasma: What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other 
antibody-based therapies in the treatment of COVID-19 patients or prevention of further 
spread of disease? (Hamburg) 

• Lessons Learned: Were other lessons learned from China's pandemic experience that 
should be applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other patient care 
facilities? (Dzau or Griffin) 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? (Le Duc) 

Day 2 

Limiting the Spread of COVID-19 and Steps Toward Restarting Society 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? 
What variability may exist and can factors be identified that may influence such 
variability? (Baric) 

• Viral Load: What is known about magnitude of viral load required to initiate infection? 
Has it been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? (Baric) 
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• Viral shedding: What is the degree of shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 
individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how 
long? Has post-infection viral shedding been demonstrated to result in new infections? 
Has an explanation regarding pathogenesis leading to apparent recrudescence of disease 
in previously positive, then negative patients been arrived at? (Shi) 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays 
versus neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an 
indicator of protection? Was there standardization of your testing tools? (Saif) 

• Immunity: After recovery, do patients have immunity? How protective is this immunity? 
Is there indication of persistence of such immunity? (Saif) 

• Vaccines: Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of 
COVID-19 vaccines? (Perlman or Baric) 

• Exposure routes: Has progress been made in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19—air, water, and surfaces, both indoors and outdoors? (Fineberg) 

• Contact with Animals: Would increased surveillance of or interventions to reduce 
contact with pets, wild, or livestock animal species help limit the future spread of 
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses? (Daszak) 

• Halting Spread: What measures have proven most effective in halting viral spread in 
China? (Fineberg) 

• Preventing a Fall Resurgence: What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall 
resurgence in transmission? (Fineberg) 

• Reestablishing Normality: What lessons has China learned about returning society and 
the economy to a "normal" state? (Fineberg) 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? (Franz) 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 3:58 PM 
To: 'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';'Harvey 

V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yang 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Attachments: Draft Covid-19 US-China dialogue agenda.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 

Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd=1 552.136 
Meeting 111_934.1U3 7725 
Passwordi 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
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<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: httpslinasem.zoom.us/V93418637725?p
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: I 552.136 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https:finaserr,7onm.us/V93418637725?pwcH 552.136 

Passwordl 552.136! 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting 1p; 9/:1 Jp§,3 7725 
Password. 552.1361 
Internationai numbers available: httbs://nasem.zoom.usju/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please dick on the link below, 
https://nasem.zoom.usjtest 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@emall.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eciu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.Pecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey,flinebeuiPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffl5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.nei:>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (pg:shi p)LTIMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med,unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifersyanPrfloore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.e.,du>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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Clinical Issues Related to Treatment and Management of Patients 

• Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 disease: What range of clinical, end-organ, 
organ, and other body system manifestations of disease has been documented in China? 

• Drug Treatments: What has been the Chinese experience with developing drug 
treatments or using existing drugs in treatment of patients, from prophylaxis to 
presymptomatic patients to patients with severe symptoms? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions: Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions 
(NPIs) for patient care identified? Were there other best practices for management of 
COVID-19 patients that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Protection of Medical Personnel: What measures have proven most effective in 
preventing infection of medical personnel? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any other lessons learned from China's pandemic 
experience that should be applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other 
patient care facilities? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health 
condition, or other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NPIs, or best practices? 
How was this determined? 

• Immune plasma: What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other 
antibody-based therapies in the treatment of COVID-19 patients or prevention of further 
spread of disease? 

• Vaccines: Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of 
COVID-19 vaccines? 

• 

Limiting the Spread of COVID-19 and Steps Toward Restarting Society 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? 
What variability may exist and can factors be identified that may influence such 
variability? 

• Viral Load: What is known about magnitude of viral load required to initiate infection? 
Has it been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 
individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how 
long? Has post-infection viral shedding been demonstrated to result in new infections? 
Has an explanation regarding pathogenesis leading to apparent recrudescence of disease 
in previously positive, then negative patients been arrived at? 

• Immunity: After recovery, do patients have immunity? How protective is this immunity? 
Is there indication of persistence of such immunity? 
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• Halting Spread: What measures have proven most effective in halting viral spread in 
China? 

• Preventing a Fall Resurgence: What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall 
resurgence in transmission? 

• Reestablishing Normality: What lessons has China learned about returning society and 
the economy to a "normal" state? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Exposure routes: Has progress been made in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19—air, water, and surfaces, both indoors and outdoors? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays 
versus neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an 
indicator of protection? Was there standardization of your testing tools? 

• Contact with Animals: Would increased surveillance of or interventions to reduce 
contact with pets, wild, or livestock animal species help limit the future spread of 
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses? 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 11:56 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);LeDuc, James W.;'Peggy 

Hamburg' 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 12:12 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
jwleduc@UTMB.EDU <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

I drafted an agenda for tonight's bio dialogue call with the American group. Since Diane is the U.S. chair I thought she 
should lead the call with help from others. Draft is below, comments welcome. 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue, brief background, meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-

yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up virtual dialogue sessions, issues we should probably avoid like origin questions, 

politics (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discuss topics/questions on the list, assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact [no long, presentations, we want the Chinese to do most of the talking], Zoom 

issues, recording the call?, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 
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FYI we received a brief note from George Gao last night that said he was working to assemble the Chinese delegation for 
the call next week. No comments about times or the agenda though. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET tomorrow, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: littps:Thasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdl 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password 552136] 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/V93418637725?pwd=1 552.136 
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PasswordL.552:136 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +16027530140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password[ _552.136 j 
International numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakPecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<'''`KIEVE2tElThe E . --7)moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corr)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (22sh:65)UTMB.EDIJ) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rrlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(pritcAnette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med„unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifersvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 2, 2020 7:28 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg;Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz' 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah;'Frances Sharpies' 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - I think that this looks fine. 

A couple of name spelling edits for our invitees that you have probably already discovered: Perlman, Fineberg 

Thanks for reworking the agenda. Let me know when ok to email to George. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 6:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Terrific. This is all good news. I think you have a good mix of invitees on our side. If we add too many more it 
will be hard to have much of a dialogue. Will reflect on if we are missing someone or a category of person 
though 

All best, 
Peggy 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 5:18 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Diane Griffin' 
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<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi everyone, 

Looping in Peggy. After the call today Fran, Micah and I revised the topic list. The list is now split into two in case we are 
able to hold two sessions on two back to back days as will be proposed. The shaded bullets are "secondary" questions. 
We also drafted a letter for George Gao (for Diane to send as an email once the topic list is final) and a draft letter to 
inform and invite additional American participants that I can send on behalf of the group. So far, in addition to everyone 
on this email the invite list I have is Linda Saif, David Reiman, Ralph Baric, Peter Daszak, Stan Perman, as well as Harvey 
Feinberg and Victor Dzau. Should we invite others? 

Please review the attached documents as soon as you can, would like to get the note out to George asap and the invite 
to the other Americans as soon as possible. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 12:13 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Frances Sharpies <fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1 202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwlecluc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <. ggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharpies 
<fsharples 3Cohotmail.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <figriffi6Pihmi.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshiRLITMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. if you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 
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Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including clotting complications see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <pfinye)hbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharples <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<LIElviffi6(q)ihmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiRUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics. Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 

• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 
Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 

• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 
variability in incubation period? 

• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 
in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 
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2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
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• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 
antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 

• \\ hit .111s Il -/CL 11 111C ( 11111C1 IN1rErl \\ ith dl LI2 1 1 C111111CIlls 101 Sid\ p111H 

• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
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5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

\\ hat illg0101.11L, ha, ( glitgp ),,,Egaq L'icI\ , lifuvwcupt,„, to tt

• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 
preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Peggy Hamburg <pgggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharples <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<glgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <Iwleduc.@utmb.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman _nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 
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On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 
groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 
topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@Vmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<cjgriffi6(q)ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pimgye)hbfam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright.G)nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 
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1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Reiman, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <ivvieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranze9gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth(Dnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <j3eshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(Dnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <3Rusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>, Dave Franz 
(d icirfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranzpgmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples 3@hotmaii.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowniari@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@casho.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MNIcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edui <dgriffigalbrylLedu>;
'peggyphbfam.neti <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<Thildebr(pernail.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <jBurij.:,,ht@, nas.edu>; 
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU1
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; iih-cao@casho.ac.cni <*la7, 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cni <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gaofpim.ac.cn>; liyin <flyinpcashq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

-J 

http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn1; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof©im,ac.c.n1; 1sunhui©cashq.ac.cni 
kka : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu1; 'peggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; ijwleducPUTMB.EDLY 

: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 5:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz';'Diane Griffin' 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah;'Frances Sharpies' 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Terrific. This is all good news. I think you have a good mix of invitees on our side. If we add too many more it 

will be hard to have much of a dialogue. Will reflect on if we are missing someone or a category of person 

though 

All best, 

Peggy 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 5:18 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi everyone, 

Looping in Peggy. After the call today Fran, Micah and I revised the topic list. The list is now split into two in case we are 
able to hold two sessions on two back to back days as will be proposed. The shaded bullets are "secondary" questions. 
We also drafted a letter for George Gao (for Diane to send as an email once the topic list is final) and a draft letter to 
inform and invite additional American participants that I can send on behalf of the group. So far, in addition to everyone 
on this email the invite list I have is Linda Saif, David Reiman, Ralph Baric, Peter Daszak, Stan Perman, as well as Harvey 
Feinberg and Victor Dzau. Should we invite others? 

Please review the attached documents as soon as you can, would like to get the note out to George asap and the invite 
to the other Americans as soon as possible. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 12:13 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Frances Sharples <fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
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Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' coggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharpies 
<fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmall.com>; Diane Griffin <fjEriffi6Pihmi.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including clotting complications see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <pffyiKShbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <Isharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<glgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.eciu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiRUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics. Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 

Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 
• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 

variability in incubation period? 
• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 

in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 
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2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? • \\ „ „ RH, to] 
• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• 
• 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
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5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
• \\ hit iPP4 ha, c'hina PlikLituR 111,2 ,ocick agu*Ptuirkl, to a
• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 

preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <per,g,gy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanConas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3C4)hotmail.com>; Dave Franz <dzwidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<Ligriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <jwleducgutmb.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBorightEL)nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
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SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman rias.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 
groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 
topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc.@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranzE9gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<cigriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pei. 2,-gy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDLJ>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Relman, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <ivvIeduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranzE9gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
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<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <13Rusek@nas.edi,...:>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc(spUTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.ecii...i> 
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashd.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MNIcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzaultSnas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edit <dgriff;VD'
'peggyphbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net.>; John Hildebrand 
<INdebrOpernail.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <jBorigl.Tignas.edu>;
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU1
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; iih-cao@cashcbac.cni 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cril 
<gpofftjm.ac.cn>; liyin <ll:yjntPcashq.accn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 
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TEd 

http:Henglish.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1g.adf@im.ac.cn.'; 'su_nhu cashqac.cn' 

: McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
dqriffi6Thjhrni du 'pe_ggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jyyleducPLITMB,BDU1

: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 4:12 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Diane Griffin;Daye Franz;Sharples, Fran;Peggy Hamburg 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Do you know someone who could add additional clinical expertise? They would need to be available on very short 
notice. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Excellent. Do we have sufficient front line clinicians on our side? 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 10, 2020, at 11:15 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edlu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley7pEyirnan@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.rEg>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg.Ornoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KRowrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during 
the call on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that 
Harvey Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American 
delegation member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead 
but we hope that those listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your 
information only, we will send an agenda without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) 
Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening before I test 
the Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-rerh-nan@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance„q1>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberFffrnoore.olg>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU.
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)1 <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
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Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to 
hold the two sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day 
they want to push the second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim 
Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but 
move the second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new 
time for the second session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a 
dozen Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@ulowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance„q1>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvev.fineberg@rnoore.olg>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU.
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davicirfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)1 <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call 
(with input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, 

Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we 

should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
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4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question 
(Diane, others) 

5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, 
etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 

6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your 
information. Also the Zoom call in information is below: 

htl-pc://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdi 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password :L552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relrnan@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-rerlrnan@ulowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance„o:1>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg@moore,org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU.
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)1 <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd--4 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password 552.136, 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you 
again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic. Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasern„zoom.us/V93418637725?pw 

Password i 552.1361 
552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 
9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 
2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 
853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password— 552.136 -I 
International i YLM bers available: https:finasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https:finasem.zoom.usitest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlrnan@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.qm>; Harvey V. Fineberg <harvey.finebeteDmoore.cu>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
cjwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi©UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric©med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.ore; Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBawman@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the 
group is connected by email and 2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American 
participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion is to fill you in on the dialogue background, 
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discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we should probably 
avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 
7. If this time does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me 
know. Also if Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime 
on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have 
proposed that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the 
first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the 
second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if 
these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day holidays end on 
the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Chinese Participants-05 10. docx> 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: 5/12/2020 3:10:07 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' [relman@stanford.edu]; 'Baric, Ralph S' [rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 'Saif, Linda' [saif.2@osu.edu]; 

'Perlman, Stanley' [stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 'Peter Daszak' [daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'Harvey V. 
Fineberg' [harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 'Diane Griffin' [dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'Peggy Hamburg' [peggy@hbfam.net]; 
LeDuc, James W. [jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' [davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J. [VDzau@nas.edu] 

CC: 'Frances Sharpies' [fsharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu]; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' [antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'Alison Andre' [andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
'Jennifer Ryan' Dennifer.ryan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine [KBowman@nas.edu]; Hare, Hope 
[HHare@nas.edu]; Kanarek, Morgan [MKanarek@nas.edu]; Clark, David [DClark@nas.edu] 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 
Attachments: Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-draft 1.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in and asking thoughtful questions during the Zoom call last night. Thanks especially to Diane 
Griffin for outstanding moderating, to Harvey Fineberg for giving a clear and concise overview of the U.S. situation and 
to Jim Le Duc for drafting a list (see attachment) of possible future areas of collaboration that came up during the 
discussion. 

Although Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants I asked CAS staff to help the group move on quickly if a 
Chinese speaker's audio is malfunctioning. I let CAS know that during the next session we want to start discussing the 
agenda / remaining list of questions right away. I reiterated that we find a discussion format to be the most useful and 
asked that they send any slide presentations to me in advance of the call (so I can send them to you). I also asked CAS 
for copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group last night. Please let me know if you have any thoughts on 
how to make the Zoom session tomorrow night more productive. 

Here is the Zoom link for the next session 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting link: htipsfinasem,zoon-Lusiji98730322332.?pmil 552.136 i i Meeting ID: 987 3032 2332 i 

Meeting Password 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:13 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
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(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DClark@nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: final docs, Zoom link (and back up phone number) 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached all the documents that you need for the first U.S. China dialogue Zoom call tonight [Monday, May 11 
from 9:00 PM — 11:00 PM (ET)] so you have them all in one place. They are 1) the slightly updated Chinese participant 
list (availability is Beijing time) 2) the American participant list and 3) the American version of the agenda. Please 
remember that because we want the Chinese participants to lead the discussion their version of the agenda does not 
include your names after the questions. 

At the beginning of the call Diane Griffin will ask each person to introduce themselves briefly (just say your name and 
affiliations). Please do this in the order that you appear on the American participant list. (FYI Peter Daszak and Victor 
Dzau will join the call later.) George Gao and then Harvey Fineberg will give the brief overviews and then we will discuss 
the Day 1 questions. Re this discussion, please try and prompt the Chinese participants to answer and address the 
questions and issues on the agenda, we will also need to mind the time closely if we are going to get through the entire 
Day 1 question list. 

The Zoom link is here again: 
Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link: LtIailjnasentzoorn.usia794.861525:373?pwdi 552.136 
(Password! 552.136 !Meeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you shOad-Fi6-fifeed-if-,.If fi-TiRe.Tra) .-----------.

Re logistics, CAS agreed to allow us to use the Zoom record feature to produce a transcript of the call. I will have host 
access to Zoom and there will be an NAS IT professional (David Clark) in the Zoom call in case there is a problem. If for 
some reason we need to abandon the Zoom call and reconvene over the phone we have set up an alternative 
conference call in line (with Conference America). That number is 1-888-537-7715 (and then enter 12223052#), CAS will 
also be able to access the line via a toll free Chinese phone number. We will only activate this line if we decide to 
abandon the Zoom call. 

If you have any final questions or concerns please feel free to email or call me (at the number below) before the 
meeting. Thank you again for agreeing to participate in the virtual dialogue, I looks forward to seeing and hearing you all 
later this evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlmanPuiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakPecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvevJineberg moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffiGqhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
lwleduc@UTM B. EDL1' <jwleduc UTM B.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranzegmail.com)' <davidrfranzegmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshil.PUTM B.F.DU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
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(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette hariciPmed.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <FIHare@nassedu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link: httpsjinasem.zoorn.usii/94861525373?pwdl 
Password 552.136 

552.136 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was clear and I could hear 
everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman...stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@ernallunc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@esu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-periman@ulowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg:Vmoore.orE>; 'Diane Griffin' <4griffi6(02ihrni.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy2hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cotr)' <davidrfranzgigmait.corn>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshl@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi©UTIVIB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <Isharples 3@hotmail.corn>; Lowenthal, Micah <rrilowenth@nas.c.Au>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@rnectunc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andregiecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBol.vman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@emall.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <salf.2@osusedu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-periman@ulowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' «iaszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6:Dihmi.eclu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam,net>;
ljwieduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@y,mail.com)' <davidrfranzPgmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@LITMB.EDU)' <peshiPUTIVIBIDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nassedu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette barictpmed.unc.edu)' <antoinette baricCa)med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andreCa)ecohealthalliance.ora>;
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'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@emall.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakPecohea tha liance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberamoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <pegay2hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleducPUTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UIMB.EDU)' <peshi -.LITIV1B.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmait.corn>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette b;.4ric@med.uncetit# <antoinette imricPrned,unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <antirePecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 
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I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@emall.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanietperiman@Puiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harve.y.finebel.g(Tmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6Pihrni.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy(e,Phbfam.net>;
lwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <jwieducicPUTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@grnail.com)'<davidrfranz©gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi  Oi UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharoles 3@holmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric(EP.med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryanRmoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 
Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 
avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 
Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdi 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password i 552.1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relmanebstanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S <rbaricEpemail.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.20posu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perimanPtiio.wa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fiiieberp@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <rtgriffiG0jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
lwleduc@UTMB.EDU1 <jwieducCcOUTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@grnail.com)' <davidrfranz(eDgmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi ...,UTMB.EDU)'<peshi(FIUTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baricOpmed.unc.edu)' <antoinette bariceDmed,uncedu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre(cpecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryanq,5)moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https:Thasem.zoorn.us/V9341.8637725?pwd 
Meeting ID: .934._1863 7725 
Password: 552.136 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.,zpqm,00/93418637725?pwd=1 552.136 

Password i 552.136 L. 

Or 'Phone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +19712471195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting Ipi.9_11_1853 7725 
Password i 552.136 
InternatioLiTJHCiFFers available: https://nasern.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 
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Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.usitest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <reiman@stanfordedu>; IBaric, Ralph S' <rbaric@emallunc.edu>; 'SA Linda' <saif.2P edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanietperiman@ulowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakqpecohealthalliance.orE>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey.fineberg@rnoore,org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihrni.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfarn.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davicirfranzfEgmail.com)' <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (peshiPUTMB.EDU) <peshiPUTIVIBIDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3Photmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth -.nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryanPrnooreu)rg>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(a)nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-19, Day 1. 

1. Natural experiment underway in the USA as states implement various strategies of 
public health response to address COVID-19 and resume normal activities 

2. Clinical Disease—Acute and Convalescence 
a. Early predictors of severe disease/cytokine storm 
b. Long-term sequela seen in survivors 
c. Better understanding/recognition of Pediatric Inflammatory Syndrome of COVID 

3. Pathogenesis and Treatment options 
a. Antiviral drug targets and development (not really discussed but important for 

future dialogue) 
b. Monoclonal antibody therapies (anti-IL-6 monoclonal antibody treatment; 

"balance" with coagulation dysfunction) 
c. Clinical trial of chloroquine treatment (preliminary results shared) 

4. Prophylactics and Preventatives 
a. Passive antibody therapy (raised question but not really discussed) 
b. Vaccine development 

i. Various techniques under development (not discussed) 
ii. Animal models (mentioned but details not shared) 
iii. Clinical testing (not discussed) 
iv. Production capacity (not discussed) 
v. Ethics considerations (not discussed) 

c. Isolation of contacts (Wuhan lock-down) 
d. Educational tools for communications with populations at risk 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 4:19 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg' 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah;'Frances Sharpies' 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Attachments: Draft email from DG to GG re virtual dialogue.docx; Draft Covid-19 US-China dialogue 

agenda v3 ml fs br.docx; Draft invite letter re virtual dialogue May1 2020 v2.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi everyone, 

Looping in Peggy. After the call today Fran, Micah and revised the topic list. The list is now split into two in case we are 
able to hold two sessions on two back to back days as will be proposed. The shaded bullets are "secondary" questions. 
We also drafted a letter for George Gao (for Diane to send as an email once the topic list is final) and a draft letter to 
inform and invite additional American participants that can send on behalf of the group. So far, in addition to everyone 
on this email the invite list have is Linda Saif, David Reiman, Ralph Baric, Peter Daszak, Stan Perman, as well as Harvey 
Feinberg and Victor Dzau. Should we invite others? 

Please review the attached documents as soon as you can, would like to get the note out to George asap and the invite 
to the other Americans as soon as possible. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 12:13 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Frances Sharples <fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <Mieritac@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharpies 
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<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin <figriffi6PIhmi.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including dotting complications see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <p_piagShbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <Isharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<Ligriffi6@ihmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.eclu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiPUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics. Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 

• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 
Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 

2 
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• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 
variability in incubation period? 

• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 
in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 
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2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
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• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 
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5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
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• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 
preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pf.2ggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharples <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<Ligriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc.@utmb.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
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Email: kbowman@nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 
groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 
topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@ihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <Iwleduc@LITMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@)gmail.com) <davidrfranz@Vmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pei. 2gye)hbfam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
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sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Relman, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranze9gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth(Dnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(ciavidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples 3@hotrnail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: amht.li@cashg.ac.cn <EAmhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edui <dgriffMjtalLectl>; 
'peggy(Ephbfam.neti <peggy@hbfam.net>; John Hildebrand 
<MikiebrPernaiLarizona.edu>; Boright, John KilBorigiTi@nas.edu>;
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU1
<iwleductOUTMB.EDU>; iih-cao@cashq.ac.cni
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cni <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cni 
<gpof(71m.ac.cn>; liyin <H:yijnPra5ha.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

_ nh u V"":77..Lhq.ac. cn 
hLe:_://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

V4A : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
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Jik•WA: 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof@in.Lac.c.n1; 1sunhui©cashq.ac.c.ni
ffki.X : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu1; 'peggy_@hbfarmnet'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; ijwleducPUTMB.EDU1

: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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May 1, 2020 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear George, 

I am very happy to learn that you will be the lead coordinator for the planned virtual dialogue meeting 
on both mitigation of COVID-19 impacts and prevention of future pandemics. 

I am writing to get your thoughts on the logistical and substantive agenda. The NASEM group has come 
up with a more consolidated topical agenda for your review. We are interested in your thoughts on these 
topics and questions and are happy to make adjustments as necessary. 

Your proposal to hold the first meeting on May 12 or 13 works well for the NASEM group. However 
considering all the topics proposed for discussion, perhaps two 2 hour sessions on back-to-back days 
would allow us to address the topics more substantially and give the group time to consider and ask 
follow up questions during the second session? We might hold the first session from 9:00-11:00 AM on 
May 12 (9:00-11:00 PM ET May 11 for the Americans) and the second session at 9:00-11:00 AM on 
May 13 (9:00-11:00 PM ET May 12 for the Americans). Of course we could push this schedule back by 
one day or even hold the meeting in the evening your time depending on the availability of Chinese 
experts, please let me know your preference. 

We propose that the format of the dialogue be a guided question and discussion session with designated 
participants giving very brief (less than 5 mins) topical introductory remarks for each subtopic/question 
and then letting the participants have a moderated conversation. 

It will be difficult (technical and substantively) to accommodate more than about 25 people total on the 
video call. We anticipate that the NAS meeting delegation will consist of about 12 experts, including 
Jim Le Duc, David Franz, Peggy Hamburg and myself, as well as other members of the NASEM 
Standing Committee on Emerging Infectious Diseases and 21st Century Health Threats and other 
experts. 

NASEM has the ability to facilitate the virtual dialogue discussion using Zoom video conference 
software however we are open to using another software platform if you prefer. Whatever platform we 
decide to use we may want to test the connection 24 hours before the call. Holding the discussion in 
English is of course easier for the Americans but we can work with you to incorporate Chinese English 
translation if that is necessary. 

We are happy to hear your thoughts on these proposals. I am pleased that our Academies are addressing 
this international crisis in an open and collaborative manner based on facts and science. I look forward 
to working with you to organize a substantial and useful dialogue. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Griffin 
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Clinical Issues Related to Treatment for and Management of Patients 

• Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 disease: What range of clinical, end-organ, 
organ, and other body system manifestations of disease has been documented in China? 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health 
condition, or other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NPIs, or best practices? 
How was this determined? 

• Drug Treatments: What has been the Chinese experience with developing drug 
treatments or using existing drugs in treatment of patients, from prophylaxis to 
presymptomatic patients to patients with severe symptoms? 

• Immune plasma: What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other 
antibody-based therapies in the treatment of COVID-19 patients or prevention of further 
spread of disease? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions: Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions 
(NPIs) for patient care identified? Were there other best practices for management of 
COVID-19 patients that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Protection of Medical Personnel: What measures have proven most effective in 
preventing infection of medical personnel? 

• Vaccines: Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of 
COV1D-19 vaccines? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any other lessons learned from China's pandemic 
experience that should be applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other 
patient care facilities? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

Limiting the Spread of COVID-19 and Steps Toward Restarting Society 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? 
What variability may exist and can factors be identified that may influence such 
variability? 

• Viral Load: What is known about magnitude of viral load required to initiate infection? 
Has it been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Exposure routes: Has progress been made in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19—air, water, and surfaces, both indoors and outdoors? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 
individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how 
long? Has post-infection viral shedding been demonstrated to result in new infections? 
Has an explanation regarding pathogenesis leading to apparent recrudescence of disease 
in previously positive, then negative patients been arrived at? 
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• Immunity: After recovery, do patients have immunity? How protective is this immunity? 
Is there indication of persistence of such immunity? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays 
versus neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an 
indicator of protection? Was there standardization of your testing tools? 

• Contact with Animals: Would increased surveillance of or interventions to reduce 
contact with pets, wild, or livestock animal species help limit the future spread of 
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses? 

• Halting Spread: What measures have proven most effective in halting viral spread in 
China? 

• Preventing a Fall Resurgence: What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall 
resurgence in transmission? 

• Reestablishing Normality: What lessons has China learned about returning society and 
the economy to a "normal" state? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES ENGINEERING • MEDICINE 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting with Chinese experts fighting and studying COVID-19 

I am writing to ask you to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting' between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. 

As China begins to recover and reopen, China's scientists, doctors, and public health officials have 
extensive experience dealing with COVID-19 and have much to share as the rest of the world continues 
to battle the virus. Chinese scientists now have unique knowledge about responding to and mitigating 
COVID-19, so are in a position to help the American scientific and clinical communities to better 
understand and combat the pandemic. 

The Presidents of NAS (Marcia McNutt) and NAM (Victor Dzau), along with the leadership of the 
CCDC and the CAS have agreed to designate American and Chinese experts to participate in an 
invitation only virtual dialogue meeting (video teleconference) to discuss what has been learned thus far 
from the pandemic, how to mitigate its impact, and preventing future pandemics. Diane Griffin, Vice 
President of the NAS and George Gao, Director of the CCDC will chair the dialogue. They have agreed 
to hold the meeting on May 11, 12 and/or 13. The meeting (two, 2 hour sessions on back to back days 
proposed) will likely take place during the evening/night hours of May 11 and May 12 for Americans 
and on the morning of May 12 and 13 for the Chinese. NASEM will facilitate the virtual dialogue 
discussion using Zoom video conference software or another mutually acceptable medium to be 
determined. 

In general the dialogue meeting will address: (1) The biology of COVID-19; (2) Managing COVID-19 
in patients; (3) Limiting the spread of COVID-19; (4) Drug and vaccine development; and (5) Preventing 
and managing future epidemics and pandemics. A draft agenda with more detailed subtopics/questions 
we expect to address is below this letter. 

We expect that the Chinese participants will include scientists, laboratory directors, and medical officials 
who are leading the response as well as those who have participated in previous dialogue sessions. 
American meeting participants will include Academy members and other top-flight American 
researchers, some who are serving on the NASEM Standing Committee on Emerging Infectious Diseases 
and 21st Century Health Threats, but not government officials or members of the press. Information and 
insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic will be shared with 
those government officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the 
meeting, but remarks and discussion comments would not be attributed without permission of the 
speaker. If you are interested and agree to participate please let us know as soon as possible. The 
American participants plan to hold a preparatory discussion on the evening of May 7. 

'Over the past five years, the U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) lead by Dr. James 
Le Duc and several other representatives have worked with Chinese organizations and experts to organize a series of 
dialogue meetings on disease research; combating emerging infections; collaboration and data sharing; and laboratory 
management. The dialogue meetings have been attended by leading scientists from NASEM, the Chinese Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CCDC), the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), the Chinese Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences, and the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. The meetings have enabled scientists from China and the United 
States to exchange research findings; share best practices in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainnnent laboratory 
operations; reflect on lessons learned; and establish new collaborative partnerships in areas identified during the 
meetings. 
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We hope that you will embrace this opportunity to discuss these issues and question with key Chinese 
experts and that this effort ultimately helps the world combat and recover from this terrible pandemic. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Griffin 
Vice President 
National Academy of Sciences 

Additional points of contact: 

James Le Duc 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
jwleduc utmb.edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Margaret Hamburg 
Foreign secretary 
National Academy of Medicine 

Benjamin Rusek 
Senior Program Officer, NASEM 
brusek nas.edu 1.202.334.3975 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 1/17/2020 8:23:13 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Op Ed to Houston Chronicle 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

They've got to be taking this One seriously this time... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2020, at 5:47 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I hope I'm not overstating their competence in responding... 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 3:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Mefang Liang <mifangl@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Op Ed to Houston Chronicle 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good job Jim! Thanks, dave 

On Jan 17, 2020, at 4:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Mifang, please see Op Ed pasted below that was sent today to the Houston Chronicle. I don't know if 
they will accept it, but I hope they do. I tried to stress the positive impact of the Chinese investments in 
public health and laboratory capacity that has been made since SAR& P' - e know if you see 
anything in the article that is in error. I am a little concerned about the sentence below since 
I don't have specific examples to note if asked. Can you provide any? Cius.-6 m market is one I 
presume. 

We obviously would like to receive a reference strain for study here. Please let me know if there is a 
way to get an isolate. We would welcome someone from China CDC to collaborate with our folks here 
on testing if you like. 

Best wishes, 

m 

Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 
By James W. Le Duc 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from another devastating 

infectious disease outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in the spring of 2003 when Asia and 

the world were threatened by the appearance of a new virus disease, Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome, or SARS, which first appeared in southern China and quickly spread to other countries 

around the world, ultimately causing over 8000 cases with nearly 10% of those ending in death. 
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SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical science. There was no 

known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of where it came from or how it was 

spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious as health care workers treating the 

first cases were themselves among the early victims. Initially, China was reluctant to share 

information or alert the international community of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to 

international criticism and a dangerous global health situation. Fortunately, under pressure, China 

reversed its position, opened its borders to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. and others, and the 

epidemic was eventually controlled. 

Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, this time, less 

than two decades later, things are very different. Chinese health officials recognized that a new 

disease had emerged, quickly isolated the patients, and instituted an impressive set ofi 

itterventions to limit the spread of disease and characterize the new pathogen. Importantly, they 

have been transparent in sharing their findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to be 

on the lookout for the new disease. The genome of the new virus was completely sequenced and 

posted for easy access by international experts, allowing rapid exploration of possible treatments, 

development of diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 

The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary results suggest that the new 

virus may not be easily transmitted from person-to-person. While only about 40 patients have 

been identified, there has been at least two deaths and spread of infected persons from the 

epicenter in Wuhan to Thailand and Japan. Our CDC is initiating screening at select U.S. airports 

of travelers arriving from Wuhan. 

China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of nearly two 

decades of investments and collaborations to improve public health in China. The Chinese 

Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the strengths of our own CDC, but is designed 

to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. In addition, China has invested in building a 

robust scientific capacity and partnered with containment laboratories such as ours to incorporate 

best practices when studying dangerous pathogens. 

The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information sharing with the 

global community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute healthcare providers able to 

recognize when something new or unusual is occurring; however, clinical recognition alone is 

meaningless if there is no capacity to investigate the cases or characterize the disease-causing 

agent. 

For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine 

has worked with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information on 

emerging diseases and advancements in the development of vaccines and treatments. In 

Galveston, we have welcomed leading Chinese health officials to learn about biocontainment 

facility design and construction, biosafety training and laboratory operations. These 

collaborations, along with U.S.-based educational opportunities for Chinese students, benefit us 

all. 

China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments both in 

physical laboratories and scientific diplomacy over the past decade are paying dividends, not only 

to China, but the entire world. Since infectious diseases do not recognize international borders, 

much must still be done with this current and quickly evolving situation, including the sharing of 
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clinical material, information on containment and treatment options. The international community 

can assist with studies to determine the original source of infection, assumed to be zoonotic. 

At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that relations within 

the public health and scientific research arenas remain positive, which is a success story worth 

sharing. 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of 

Texas Medical Branch and a professor in UTMB 's Department of Microbiology and 

Immunology. 

686 words in body 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareves@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 2:51 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: U.S. to screen passengers arriving from China 

https://apnews.com/5e42ddf6414d214a8d86a8ba153d82a1 

From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 1:57 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Japan and Thailand Confirm New Cases of Chinese Coronavirus - The New York Times 

Please update as per your previous email. 

Thank you. 

Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 

By James LeDuc 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from 
another devastating infectious disease outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in 
the spring of 2003 when Asia and the world were threatened by the appearance of a 
new virus disease, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which first 
appeared in southern China and quickly spread to other countries around the world, 
ultimately causing over 8,000 cases with nearly 10 percent of those ending in 
death. 
SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical science. There 
was no known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of where it came 
from or how it was spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious as 
health care workers treating the first cases were themselves among the early 
victims. Initially, China was reluctant to share information or alert the international 
community of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to international criticism and a 
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dangerous global health situation. Fortunately, under pressure, China reversed its 
position, opened its borders to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. and others, and 
the epidemic was eventually controlled. 
Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, 
this time, less than two decades later, things are very different. Chinese health 
officials recognized that a new disease had emerged, quickly isolated the patients, 
and instituted an impressive set of interventions to limit the spread of disease and 
characterize the new pathogen. Importantly, they have been very transparent in 
sharing their findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to be on the 
lookout for the new disease. 
The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary results suggest 
that the new virus is not easily transmitted from person-to-person. While only about 
40 patients have been identified, there has been at least one death, and a patient is 
now hospitalized in Thailand, having traveled from the outbreak site in Wuhan, 
China. The genome of the new virus was completely sequenced and posted for easy 
access by experts around the world, allowing rapid exploration of possible 
treatments, development of diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 
China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of 
nearly two decades of investments and collaborations to improve public health in 
China. The Chinese Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the strengths 
of our own CDC, but is designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. 
In addition, China has invested in building a robust scientific capacity and partnered 
with containment laboratories such as ours to incorporate best practices when 
studying dangerous pathogens. 
The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information 
sharing with the global community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute 
healthcare providers able to recognize when something new or unusual is occurring; 
however, clinical recognition alone is meaningless if there is no capacity to 
investigate the cases or characterize the disease-causing agent. 
For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Sciences has worked 
with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information 
on emerging diseases and advancements in the development of vaccines and 
treatments. In Galveston, we have welcomed leading Chinese health officials to 
learn about biocontainment facility design and construction, biosafety training and 
laboratory operations. These collaborations, along with U.S.-based educational 
opportunities for Chinese students, benefit us all. 
China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments 
both in physical laboratories and scientific diplomacy over the past decade are 
paying dividends, not only to China, but the entire world. Since infectious diseases 
do not recognize international borders, much must still be done with this current and 
quickly evolving situation, including the sharing of clinical material, information on 
containment and treatment options. The international community can assist with 
studies to determine the original source of infection, assumed to be zoonotic. 
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At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that 
relations within the public health and scientific research arenas remain positive, 
which is a success story worth sharing. 

James LeDuc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of 

Texas Medical Branch and a professor in UTMB 's Department of Microbiology and 

Immunology. 

681 words 
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From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 8:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
Subject: Another story; More errors 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

There continue to be geographic and other errors in these stories and accusations 

thc ce: t ofhc ear 

Axios 

Bethany Allen-Ebrahimian 

China's highest-security virology center is at the center of debate, speculation and misinformation 
about how, where and when the novel coronavirus emerged. 

Why it matters: Knowing the origin of the novel coronavirus is key to efforts to prevent future 
possible pandemics and will shape China's role in the post-pandemic world. 

In the U.S., two similar-sounding theories link the Wuhan Institute of Virology and the origin of the 
coronavirus. One is very unlikely; the other is plausible but unverified. 

Theory 1: The coronavirus was created as part of a Chinese bioweapons research program allegedly 
linked to the WIV. 

• Virologists have determined this is highly unlikebr. By looking at a virus' genetic material, it is 
possible to tell if it has been engineered in a lab. The coronavirus shows no such signs, as the 
World Health Organization also emphasized on April 21. 

• Some U.S. officials previously showed interest in this theory, but the scientific evidence 
debunking it has been persuasive. 

0 There is also growing scientific evidence the virus originated in a bat and spread to 
humans via an intermediary animal, which would make it less likely it came from a lab. 

Theory 2: The novel coronavirus was being studied at the WIV, and a lab accident resulted in the 
virus' accidental transmission to an employee who then unknowingly spread the virus in the city after 
leaving the institute premises. 

• This is plausible, but as yet there is no direct evidence to support it. 
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• It isn't possible to tell from looking at the coronavirus' genetic sequence if it jumped from 
animal to human in a lab or in a wet market (or somewhere else). Confirmation would 
therefore have to come from contact tracing and related measures by Chinese authorities. 

• This theory has gained significant traction within U.S. government circles. 

Context: There is precedent in China — and other countries, including Singapore — where breaches 
in lab safety procedures resulted in disease outbreaks. 

• In 2004, the coronavirus that causes SARS was accidentally leaked from a facility in Beijing, 
infecting nine people and killing one. 

• Yes, but: That was a known pathogen studied in numerous labs around the world. The novel 
coronavirus that causes COVID-19 was previously unknown to the scientific community. 

What they're saying: Yuan Zhiming, the director of the Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory and 
vice director of the WIV, denied the novel coronavirus had any connection to the lab in an April 
18 interview with Chinese state broadcaster CGTN. 

• "There is no way this virus came from us," said Yuan. "People can't help but make associations, 
which I think is understandable. But it's bad when some are deliberately trying to mislead 
people." 

• Shi Zhengli, a highly respected scientist who also works at the institute and who has long 
studied coronaviruses that come from bats, said in February that she could "guarantee on my 
life" that the novel coronavirus did not come from the lab, according to the Wall Street Journal. 

• A version of the second theory, which claims that "patient zero" was an intern at the facility, 
has also made the rounds on the Chinese internet, prompting state news agency Xinhua to 
publish a Feb. 16 article stating that the person in question had never been infected. 

Here are three key facts about the WIV: 

1. It houses the Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, which is China's only Biosafety Level-4 (BSL-4) 
lab. That means it is the only facility in China permitted to handle the most dangerous known 
pathogens, including the Ebola and Lassa viruses. 

• It is the first of several BSL-4 labs that China is planning to build. 
• BSL-4 labs are rare and confer a degree of prestige on the countries that have them. Taiwan 

has two such labs; Japan's first BSL4 lab wasn't approved to handle top-tier pathogens until 
2015. 

• By comparison, the U.S. has about a half-dozen BSL4 labs, with several more planned. 

2. The lab is located just under 9 miles from the wet market where some scientists say the outbreak 
may have originated. 

• Its proximity to the first known cluster of cases at the Huanan market has fueled 
speculationthe lab could somehow be involved. 

3. The WIV is home to the Chinese scientists who sequenced the complete novel coronavirus genome 
in early January and who are now working on a vaccine. 

• Scientists affiliated with the institute have studied coronaviruses for years, but it's not the only 
lab in China where coronaviruses are studied. 
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The bottom line: As China seeks to demonstrate scientific heft, a spillover event at China's most 
prestigious virology lab — and subsequent cover-up — would be "another nail in the coffin of Xi's 
personal reputation and the CCP's reputation on the global stage," Elizabeth Economy, director for 
Asia studies at the Council on Foreign Relations, said on a media call last week. 

• "Globally, it would certainly be very harmful, Domestically, I think it would probably reinforce 
people's impressions who are already distrustful of the regime." 

https://www.wdos.com/wuhan-institute-of-virology-china-coronavirus-79ad2d32-9834-4099-8a94-
5df5o1845e3d.html 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin;Diane Griffin 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben and Diane, 

A thought about introductions. If you were planning to have everyone introduced themselves very very briefly like we 
did the other night, it might be useful for one of you to call out the name and then have that person speak. As you know, 
if we are just asked introduce ourselves there is often confusion as to who goes next. A minor detail but it might save us 
a little time. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 10, 2020, at 12:36 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Excellent. Do we have sufficient front line clinicians on our side? 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 10, 2020, at 11:15 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
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'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter 
Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' (antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' 
<antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on 
May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we 
discussed during the call on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in 
China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the 
situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the 
names of American delegation member after each question. We have asked and expect 
the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those listed can ensure that each 
question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an 
agenda without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me 
know if you have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday 
evening (before I test the Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu?; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.eck:>;
'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanleyTerlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter 
Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.ora>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.coa)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.ED11)1
<peshi@UTMB,EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andrOPecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@mooreorg>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on 
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May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. 
They agreed to hold the two sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is 
not available on the second day they want to push the second session back by one day. 
That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) 
as planned but move the second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13 th (from

9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there 
would about a dozen Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stwiford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanligy7perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter 
Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance,org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.con)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' 
<peshi@UTMB„EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.rvan@moore„org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on 
May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so 
will lead the call (with input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
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2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese 
participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 

3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call 
and issues we should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 

4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each 
question (Diane, others) 

5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan 
between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 

6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next 
week for your information. Also the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdl 552.136 
QT09
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanligy7perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter 
Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance,arg>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.con)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' 
<peshi@UTMB„EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.rvan@moore„arg>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on 
May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: 
https://nasem.zoom. us/ j/934186377 25?pwd 552.136 
Q109 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password 552.136 
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Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you 
need it). Thank you again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue 
meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: -, 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdi 552.136 i i i 
QT09 

Password : I 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 
9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 
8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 
9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID:_934 1863 7725 
Password l 552.1361 
International unibers available: https:finasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.usjtest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <reiman@stanford.edu.>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <staniErv-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter 
Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.om>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<liarvey.fineberg@mooremrp; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.con)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) 
<peshi@UTMB,EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) 
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<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <lennifer.ryan@moore,org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.ech.:>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between 
Chinese and American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am 
reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 2) to organize the 
planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the 
May 7 discussion is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the 
topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we should 
probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or 
concerns you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on 
Thursday, May 7. If this time does not work for someone we could push the time up or 
back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you 
on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes 
we have proposed that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, 
May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to 
ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM 
ET for the Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but 
we should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Chinese Participants-05 10. docx> 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 11:15 AM 
To: 'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';'Harvey 

V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yang 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Attachments: Chinese Participants-0510.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan. 
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FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flinebenz, moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffI5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (pethi p)LITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoInette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedunc..edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBown ?in nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <caif.2@osu.e(t
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.orA>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
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<harvf!y.fineherg9moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' Ogriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmall.con)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (pg:shi Lrl-MB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pintonette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@mEAunc..eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.rvan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBown linfnas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 

Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdl 552.136 i i i 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password! 552.136 i 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszPly(i,)ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.fineberg9. moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6jjhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (p .shi@I„STMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
Gultoinette barie@med.unceduY <antoinette baricPmeM,...mc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: htt_ps://nasem.zoom.us/i/93418637725?pwdi 552.136 
Meeting 111_9.34.180 7725 
Password: 552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasern„zoom.us/j/93418637725?owthir 552.136 

L . 
Password; 552.1361 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID:_934 1863 7725 
Password: I 552.1361 
Internationai numbers available: httos://nasem.zoom.usiu/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please dick on the link below, 
https://nasem.zoom.usttest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@asu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 

a ry ev rpaberglmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cory)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
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Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@rneckunc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@rnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrnan@nas.e.,du>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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Chinese Participants 

Bin Cao: Dr. Bin Cao is a physician and professor at the China-Japan Friendship 
Hospital. 

Zhu Chen: Dr. Zhu Chen is president of the Red Cross Society of China, CAS 
member. He was previously minister of the National Health Commission of China. 
(Only available on the 14th) 

George F. Gao: Dr. George F. Gao is Director-General of CCDC, a professor at the 
CAS Institute of Microbiology, CAS member. 

Dongfeng Gu: Dr. Dongfeng Gu is Vice President of Southern University of Science 
and Technology, CAS member. 

Hualiang Jiang: Dr. Hualiang Jiang is a professor at the CAS Shanghai Institute of 
Materia Medica, CAS member. 

Lanjuan Li: Dr. Lanjuan Li is a physician and professor in infectious diseases, a 
member of the Chinese Academy of Engineering, and she is currently director of the 
State Key Laboratory for Diagnosis and Treatment of Infectious Diseases. (Only 
available on the 12th) 

Zhengli Shi: Dr. Zhengli Shi is a professor at CAS Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

Wenjie Tan: Dr. Wenjie Tan is a professor at the National Institute of Viral Disease 
Control and Prevention, CCDC. 

Chen Wang: Dr. Chen Wang is Vice President and a member of the Chinese Academy 
of Engineering, and President of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. (To be 
confirmed) 

Haiming Wei: Dr. Haiming Wei is a professor at the University of Science and 
Technology of China. 

Zhiming Yuan: Dr. Zhiming Yuan is a professor at CAS Wuhan Institute of Virology, 
Director of Wuhan P4 lab. 

Yongqing Zhang: Dr. Yongqing Zhang is Deputy Director General of CAS Bureau of 
Frontier sciences and Education, a Professor at CAS Institute of Genetics and 
Developmental Biology. 

Guoping Zhao: Dr. Guoping Zhao is a professor at CAS Shanghai Institutes for 
Biological Sciences, CAS member. 

Qi Zhou: Dr. Qi Zhou is Deputy Secretary-General of CAS, Director of CAS Institute 
of Zoology, CAS member. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

C: 
Subject: 

Yuan Zhiming [yzm@wh.iov.cnj 
6/30/2019 7:12:52 PM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU]; [buzhigao@caas.cn) 
Shi, Pei yang [pes hi @UTMB.EDU]; David Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.comj; brusek [BRusek@nas.eduj 
E X :Synthetic biology commentary 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi, Jim, 

You have done a great preparation of this manuscript and I hope I could contributed my effeort. As you 

indicated, we should show our understanding and principle for the mangement of the biosafety laboratory, 

with a aim to promote the global cooperation in the related field. I will return you back this week. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: LeDuc, iamesW. 
Date: 2019-06-22 03:58 
To: Yuan Zhirning; Znigao Bu (buznigag(6caas.cn) 
CC: Shi, Pei yong; Dave Franz  .(ciavidrfranzftmail )).; Benjamin Rusek  C.FiRusekceplas edul 
Subject: Synthetic bbbgy commentary 
Dear Zhi mi ng and Zhigao, 

I hope this note finds you well on this fi rst day of summer. I write to propose a joi nt commentary to be submitted 
for publication in Zhiming's of Journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity on the topic of biosafety and biosecurity in the 
age of synthetic biology. This is a relevant topic and our shared publication would offer an excellent example of 
the benefits of our joint China-USA dialogue. Havi ng such a co-authored publication would be tangible evidence of 
the importance we all place on workingtogetherto solve challenges of global importance. I have taken the liberty 
of preparing a first draft of such a manuscript and I invite you both to be co-authors. Dave, Ben and Pei-Yong have 
reviewed and I have incorporated their comments. Your additions, deletions and modifications will certainly 
further improve the quality of the piece and make it most relevant to the issues we all face daily in managing a 
large biocontainmentfacility. (Please use track change as you edit the piece.) 
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As you will see, I tried to address fourseparate areas that impact current and future work in synthetic biology, 
startingfronn the position that many of the relevant safeguards needed are already in place through ourexisting 
programs in biosafety and biosecurity. I then talk about the importance of leadership at al l organizational levels, as 
Dave Franz has so eloquently spoken about in the past. The last area is the importance of /nstitutiona/leadership, 
and here I would especially value your input. At the GNL and elsewhere in the USA, we rely heavily on the 
Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) forfi nal review and approval for studies involving recombinant DNA, and 
more broadly to studies involving pathogens in general. I don't know if a sinnilarconnmittee exists in China or in 
othercountries around the world. Your thoughts and input particularly on this point would certainlyinnprove the 
nnanuscript and make it more relevantto a broadercommunity of scientists. 

Attached please find a first draft foryour review and consideration. I hope that you will agree to work with me on 
this important project. I look forward to hearingfronn you soon. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 10:24 PM 
To: 'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';'Harvey 

V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yang 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Attachments: Draft Covid-19 US-China dialogue agenda v3.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this pan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
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Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvqv,,IInebeul@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:311I@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.equ>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBownia...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
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5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 
Diane) 

6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

http_Onasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdi 662.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: I 562.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eth,...:>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<Ilarvqv,,Ilneberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:311I@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@meddInc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrna...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: littps://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd4 552.136 
Meeting ID:.934_1863. 7725 
Passwords 552.136

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 
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Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasemz.onnaus/j/93418637725?pwthi 552.136 

Password! 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +16027530140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password.1552.136i 
International !!umbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakPecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
< h E --7)moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (2.!!!!iillPl..„11-MB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mIowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(mtoinette baric@med.uncedu) <antoinette baric@mEd,!,..mc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre ecohealthalliance.org>; 
Jennifer Ryan <lennifer.ryan(moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.eck.J>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 
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Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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Day 1 

Introductory remarks and group introductions: George Gao and Diane Griffin 

China situational overview: George Gao (5 mins) 

U.S. situational overview: Harvey Fineberg (5 mins) 

Clinical Issues Related to Treatment and Management of Patients 

• Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 disease: What range of clinical, end-organ, 
organ, and other body system manifestations of disease has been documented in China? 
(Relman or Dzau) 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health 
condition, or other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NPIs, or best practices? 
How was this determined? (Relman or Dzau or Perlman) 

• Protection of Medical Personnel: What measures have proven most effective in 
preventing infection of medical personnel? (Le Duc) 

• Drug Treatments: What has been the Chinese experience with developing drug 
treatments or using existing drugs in treatment of patients, from prophylaxis to pre-
symptomatic patients to patients with severe symptoms? (Hamburg) 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions: Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions 
(NPIs) for patient care identified? Were there other best practices for management of 
COVID-19 patients that emerged from the pandemic experience? (Hamburg) 

• Immune plasma: What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other 
antibody-based therapies in the treatment of COVID-19 patients or prevention of further 
spread of disease? (Hamburg) 

• Lessons Learned: Were other lessons learned from China's pandemic experience that 
should be applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other patient care 
facilities? (Dzau or Griffin) 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? (Le Duc) 

Day 2 

Limiting the Spread of COVID-19 and Steps Toward Restarting Society 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? 
What variability may exist and can factors be identified that may influence such 
variability? (Baric) 

• Viral Load: What is known about magnitude of viral load required to initiate infection? 
Has it been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? (Baric) 
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• Viral shedding: What is the degree of shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 
individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how 
long? Has post-infection viral shedding been demonstrated to result in new infections? 
Has an explanation regarding pathogenesis leading to apparent recrudescence of disease 
in previously positive, then negative patients been arrived at? (Shi) 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays 
versus neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an 
indicator of protection? Was there standardization of your testing tools? (Saif) 

• Immunity: After recovery, do patients have immunity? How protective is this immunity? 
Is there indication of persistence of such immunity? (Saif) 

• Vaccines: Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of 
COVID-19 vaccines? (Saif) 

• Exposure routes: Has progress been made in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19—air, water, and surfaces, both indoors and outdoors? (Fineberg) 

• Contact with Animals: Would increased surveillance of or interventions to reduce 
contact with pets, wild, or livestock animal species help limit the future spread of 
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses? (Daszak) 

• Halting Spread: What measures have proven most effective in halting viral spread in 
China? (Fineberg) 

• Preventing a Fall Resurgence: What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall 
resurgence in transmission? (Fineberg) 

• Reestablishing Normality: What lessons has China learned about returning society and 
the economy to a "normal" state? (Fineberg) 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? (Franz) 
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From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, August 2, 2019 10:46 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Subject: Re: Follow up 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Agree, Maybe we'll have something back in response to the letter before Micah returns. Thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Aug 2, 2019, at 10:06 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See string below from Andrew Snyder Beattie, new program officer for Open Philanthropy, I think we 
should engage with Dave Reiman, Pei Yong and a few others (George Gao?) to come up with a strategy 
to suggest to them that builds on the NAS-CAS partnership. Perhaps this will come from our 
teleconference at the end of the month. Hopefully the letter from Ben will lead to a more formal 
agreement which could be foundational to continued efforts. We need to have science at the core of 
the strategy given that Ingleby's group is already well funded by OP for dialogues. 

Jim 

From: Andrew Snyder-Beattie <andrew@openphilanthropy.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2019 7:40 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <ivvIeduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Follow up 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim (if I may), 

Thank you so much for reaching out, and apologies about the delay getting back to you. It was 
great meeting you in DC—I appreciated your contributions to the discussion and agree that 
continuing the dialogues could be very important. 
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Thank you as well for giving me an overview of the topics you're working on, this is great to 
see. My initial hunch is that these projects are not a good fit for Open Phil at this time, but

st i l l i ll thc proccs,ol I i LI I i I out oii i- st raft- \\.hich is st i l l \ cr\ much up ii thc a' ir. I will 
certainly let you know if I end up needing more information as 1 learn more about the space and 
get a better sense of our strategy. Thank you again and hope to cross paths again soon! 

All the best, 
Andrew 

On Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 2:32 PM LeDuc, James W. <jw1educutmbedu> wrote: 

Dear Andrew, 

It was a pleasure to meet you at the recent US-China dialogue on biosafety and biosecurity in 
the era of synthetic biology. I enjoyed to talks and discussions and I was pleased to see this 
dialogue continue in spite of the difficult relations now in place between our two 
countries. Clearly we need to maintain the strong collaborations that we have worked so hard to 
develop. 

I wanted to take a minute to list a few of the topics on which we are working to see if there is 
anything that might be of interest to you and Open Philanthropy. All the activities listed are 
focused on building global capacity in biosafety, biosecurity and the safe and secure operations 
of biocontainment laboratories. 

• Training in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment facilities operations. For nearly a 
decade we enjoy DOD support for our National Biocontainment Training Center and during that 
time we provided more than 10,000 hands-on training opportunities to staff associated with 
biocontainment labs from around the world, often providing the training at their own 
facility. This included extensive collaborations with the BSL4 labs in China which are 
continuing today through scientific collaborations. See table pasted below 

• Global proliferation of biocontainment laboratories. There are more than 50 BSL4 labs 
built, under construction or in advanced planning located around the world. There is a clear 
need to engage with the leadership of these new facilities to share best practices and sustain safe 
and secure operations. See our recent editorial attached from Science co-written with Zhiming 
Yuan from Wuhan. We have a second joint commentary that will appear soon focused on 
synthetic biology. There is a great opportunity to establish global best practices. 

• Building on the partnerships that we have established with international collaborators 
(especially in China and Turkey), we feel that the best way to sustain best practices and promote 
transparency is to jointly conduct scientific research on relevant endemic pathogens of mutual 
interest. I envision such studies would be scientifically meritorious, conducted in true joint 
partnership with shared work, expenses and credit. We have begun such a model in 
collaborations with investigators in the Wuhan BSL4 and their side's expenses are being 
covered by the Chinese government. We need to identify a similar funding source for the USA, 
and further, we need to create a model program that can be replicated with other partnerships 
around the world. 

• Working with the US National Academy of Sciences in partnership with the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, we have hosted a series of joint meetings both here in the USA (one here 
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at the GNL that Jaime attended) and at biocontainment labs in China. These discussions have 
resulted in official meeting reports and more importantly, valuable contacts and 
friendships. The most recent joint meeting was earlier this year in Harbin entitled: U.S. China 
Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global 
Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Viral Infectious 
Disease Research. Continuation of this dialogue would likely be managed by our NAS directly. 

Let me know if any of these are of interest to you and Open Philanthropy and we can provide 
you with as much detail as you would like. Similarly, if you have ideas as to how we might 
contribute to your successful tenure at OP, please let me know. 
<image001.png> 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

Andrew Snyder-Beattie 
Program Officer, Biosecurity and Pandemic Preparedness 
www.openphilanthropy.org 
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From: Saif, Linda <saif.2@osu.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 7:28 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter 

Daszak';'Harvey V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yong;Dzau, Victor J. 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, 
Katherine;Hare, Hope;Kanarek, Morgan;Clark, David 

Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 
13 call 9pm et 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Only available 3-4 pm on Fri 
Linda 
Linda J. Saif, PhD 
Distinguished University Professor 
Food Animal Health Research Program 
OARDC/The Ohio State University 
1680 Madison Ave 
Wooster, Oh 44691 

From: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas„ecii,„i>
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2020 1:33 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>, "rbaric email.unc.edu" <rbaric@email.unc.edij>, Linda Saif 
<saif.2@osu.edu>, "Staniev-Periman@uiowa.edil" <Staniev-Periman@uiowa.edu>, 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthaliiance.ciEg>, "Harvey V. Fineberg" <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>, 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>, —iwleduc@UTMB.EDU— <iwieducPUTMB.EDU>, "Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmaii.coa)" <davidrfranz@gmail.com>, "Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)" <peshi@UTMB.EDU>, 
"Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>, "Lowenthal, Micah" <rrlowenth@nas.edu>, "Baric, Toni C' 
(pittoineist2 baric@med.unc.edu)" <antoinette baric@med,unc.edu>, 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>,
'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>, "Bowman, Katherine" <KBowman@nas.edu>, "Hare, Hope" 
<HilarET)nas.edu>, "Kanarek, Morgan" <MKanarek@nas„ecii,i>, "Clark, David" <DClark@nas.edi,...i>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in the call tonight We thought it would be useful to have an American group conversation 
about the calls and discuss potential next steps. 

Please let me know what times you are available between 2:00 PM 6:00 PM ET today (Thursday, May 14) and on 
Friday, May 15 between 11:00 AM 3:00 PM ET for a 30-45 min discussion 

Once we find the least worst time for folks will send out a Zoom linic 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@medunc.eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu,>; Clark, David <12glark@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 

Greetings, 

I have attached two ppts from the Monday evening Zoom call and an updated Chinese participant list for the Zoom call 
tonight. I look forward to seeing and speaking with you all again tonight. 

Here is the Zoom link for the session tonight: 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting link: 1,1 "1141. 11," 1.1111 

Meeting ID: 987 3p22332 
Meeting Password 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 4:10 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Iwieduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (plavidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DClark@nas.edu>
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Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in and asking thoughtful questions during the Zoom call last night. Thanks especially to Diane 
Griffin for outstanding moderating, to Harvey Fineberg for giving a clear and concise overview of the U.S. situation and 
to Jim Le Duc for drafting a list (see attachment) of possible future areas of collaboration that came up during the 
discussion. 

Although Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants I asked CAS staff to help the group move on quickly if a 
Chinese speaker's audio is malfunctioning. I let CAS know that during the next session we want to start discussing the 
agenda / remaining list of questions right away. I reiterated that we find a discussion format to be the most useful and 
asked that they send any slide presentations to me in advance of the call (so I can send them to you). I also asked CAS 
for copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group last night. Please let me know if you have any thoughts on 
how to make the Zoom session tomorrow night more productive. 

Here is the Zoom link for the next session 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM
Meeting link: 1 1111 i, ' it  552.136 : i 
Meeting ID: 987 3032 .2332___ 
Meeting Password ._. 552..136_1 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:13 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eck.:>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszafr ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'iwieduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (plavidrfranz@gmail.corn)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarekfonas.edu>; Clark, David <Daarkenas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: final docs, Zoom link (and back up phone number) 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached all the documents that tint" need for the first U.S. China da ue 7 call tonight rMrtrifialf, "-^"f 11 
11. F-.  'm all in • . ace. They update, ' • p. -1,ant 

li . k D ng t. an partirpant : and 7. L. : • n of the • _ . Plea
r . ,ese participants to lead tne discussion theil version of the agenda does not 

your narr=s
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At th- '. - ning -,ft call Mlne Griffin ,m'll ask each person tch introduce themselvec k* 'lust say ,,our name and 
aft 'lea_ • .,le order th, t you ar.,o.r •-articir . :'et. .. - •• 7al._ and Victor 
D : • ir the ill 16, .. George Gao and thci • .ir • the -f ove .iews and thr , will discuss 
th.... ,..,, '' Re 0-,- discussico, .- le•• -...e f . ,, k.n_ par its to answer and the 
questior — is.„.als on the agenda, we will also need to mind the -Li. ..,„ ,,,isely ii „„., are going to get thi:,i,g,i the entire 
Day 1 question list. 

Th 7 agni• 

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link:1 Rim ImN191 0111 

mah,g44,41, ,, 
Eipoinupv 552.136 

(Password:1552.136 iMeeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should not need it, it's in the link) 

Re logistics, "'AC. agreed to allow us to use the 7oom recor 
ac..2SS to 

SO7 reasa 
prt., 

csn en, 

produce a transrrip of 4.,e :all, will 'we. host 
Zoor i c,„.. . or Jn. If for 

set „tive 
cor'-• ,ne 'off . •,1ce • . . :a). I, tat os.anbe— . „.7 , 15 (ane • 7 17. . 7 -̀ r 7 1, CAS will 
al . be .) Z.', . S the ilr le via a toll ti L-...e +—mese phone number„ We will only activa,..-: Lias line if mit: det. Je to 
aludndon the Zoom ti call. 

If you have any final questions or concerns plea co ' -- 'free to ermil or call me (at the numb-, be' w1 befo.r the 
meeting. Thank you again for agreeing to particlud‘„e !lithe virtual dialogue, I looks forward Lu seeug ano ing you all 
later this evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.erh..i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakftecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'iwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong toeshi@UTMB.EDUY <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowimanConas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link: httias://nasem.zoom.us/i/94861525373. pwdr 552.136 

L. 
Password: 552.136 

1 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was clear and I could hear 
everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@medunc.eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlan nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
Iwieduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDIJ> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 

ntofi matte baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@meddmc.eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrila...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
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listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eciu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszaknPecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <clgriff5@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'iwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi )UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanfnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi!i@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.nei:>; 
'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.curn)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@ryted.unc.eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.rvan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlar: nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 

Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

! i 
https://nasem.zoom.ush/93418637725?pwth-1 552.136 i i ! i ._._ Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: I 552.136 I ._ 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <telman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <tharic@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ed::>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'iwieduc@UTMB.EDLY <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.culI )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshire)UTMB.EDUY <peshi@UTMB.EDIJ> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rrIowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
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'Jennifer Ryan' <J,pnnifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: ht ://nasem.zoomus/I/93418637725?pwd 
Meeting ID:_934.1863 7725 
Password:i 552.136 I 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic; Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https:finasem 7nrImus/V93418637725?pwdf 552.136 

Password:1552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password[ 552.136 
InternationE nurnkers available: https://nasem.zoom.usiu/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please dick on the link below, 
https://nasem.zoom.usitest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' elman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@asu.edu>;
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'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffl5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.nei.>; 
'iwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.coa)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (peshieUTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@rned,unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryanPrnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <(Bowrnan@n du>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Baric, Toni C <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 7:25 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'David A Relman';Baric, Ralph S;'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter 

Daszak';'Harvey V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yong;Dzau, Victor J. 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, 
Katherine;Hare, Hope;Kanarek, Morgan;Clark, David 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 
13 call 9pm et 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

HI Ben, 
Ralph has availability only between 11-12 on Friday. 
Toni 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 1:33 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; Baric, Ralph S <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Baric, Toni C 
<antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' 
<jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Kanarek, 
Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DClark@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in the call tonight We thought it would be useful to have an American group conversation 
about the calls and discuss potential next steps. 

Please let me know what times you are available between 2:00 PM - 6:00 PM ET today (Thursday, May 14) and on 
Friday, May 15 between 11:00 AM - 3:00 PM ET for a 30-45 min discussion 

Once we find the least worst time for folks will send out a Zoom link. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edi,...i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.Pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,fineherg.pmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffI5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.curn)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (psniii02)1„i"1-MB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
Cantofinette baric@med.unc.eduY <antoinette baric@rneiii..inc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DCiark@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 

Greetings, 

I have attached two ppts from the Monday evening Zoom call and an updated Chinese participant list for the Zoom call 
tonight I look forward to seeing and speaking with you all again tonight 

Here is the Zoom link for the session tonight: 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM (ET) . 

nvligiipumv4plii,1 pm! i 552.136 i i Meeting link: iliwiwii.digkzeimotA, 
......aiiiimim 1:
iimohimitmQ . i 

Meeting ID: 987 3092_2992._._..
Meeting Password 552.1361 ... 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 4:10 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ech.i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<ilarvey,,fInebergpmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (plavidrfranz@gmail.corri)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@m ed c.eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas,edu?; Clark, David <Daark@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in and asking thoughtful questions during the Zoom call last night. Thanks especially to Diane 
Griffin for outstanding moderating, to Harvey Fineberg for giving a clear and concise overview of the U.S. situation and 
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to Jim Le Duc for drafting a list (see attachment) of possible future areas of collaboration that came up during the 
discussion. 

Although Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants I asked CAS staff to help the group move on quickly if a 
Chinese speaker's audio is malfunctioning. I let CAS know that during the next session we want to start discussing the 
agenda / remaining list of questions right away. I reiterated that we find a discussion format to be the most useful and 
asked that they send any slide presentations to me in advance of the call (so I can send them to you). I also asked CAS 
for copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group last night. Please let me know if you have any thoughts on 
how to make the Zoom session tomorrow night more productive. 

Here is the Zoom link for the next session 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting link: 

,01111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Itullang 552.136 
Meeting ID: 987 3032.2332,_._._, 
Meeting Password l 552.1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:13 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ech..i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<ilarvey,fineberil@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (plavidrfranz@gmail.corn)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (neshl@LITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@medd.inc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarefrPnas.eclu?; Clark, David <DClarkenas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: final docs, Zoom link (and back up phone number) 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attnrin0 all the r "iments that un'i need for the first I IS China dialorn.ie Zoom call tr&-Tht r-•"1-.--ito.200. May 11 
f- • . • o ,, • .: ,?.m all in ark_ • They art . '• . btly u, cipant 
li . an participant -.• • " • • • • • ,t., 7 .)n of
r . ,ese participants to lead tne discussion the.ii version of the agenda does not 

your names

At thn beginning of .1-ina call rnne Griffin -801 ask onit person to introduce themselves b-'1fItt (lust say your name and 
affil .• • - .). r'euse — zhis ii ,ie orde: . . Jr c• can r 4" :11' • . • et -"as. •;k ant .ctor 
Dzau will joi- . lter ' "eorge Gao . .. Aarvey '1 give i..: .. brie, 'd . • discuss 
the Day - : nussion, .. . ..: try anci ..rt: •• ,se pi • :pan .., 
questi. .• .;ues un ‘. L.;eilda, we will also need to n•iii.0 ,....ie .,... ,..e closely if we are guii le, Lt.) ,,.. : „ uugh tile snitire 
Day 1 quez,uui) list. 
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7r-hrhr— •7. hare! war--

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link: IMJIPIP "901w4L !MIRIAM! 

twe goinwp1 552.136 
(Password: 552.136 Meeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should not need it, it's in the link) 

Re logistic.. CAS agreerl t'- ) allow us to use tha 7oom r 2--wri feature to produce a transcript of the call will 1--.n- ve host 
access ii anc th... 'T i_ • .sioi 
some • ve - .-ed m " 3nd re . . 
cc . That 

• -4 r " in " • - om call in r-1SE s a prc If for 
.• wet-- alterna : • 

. '715 (a_ . 1777- CAS will 
al . be stht lir le via a toll fi +—mese phone number„ We will only activa,..-: tills line if wt. get. Je to 
aludndon the Zoom ti call. 

ft you have any final questions or concerns plea co free to ermil or call me (at the numb,  be' w1 befir the 
meeting. Thank you again for agreeing to participd..‹: !lithe virtual dialogue, I looks forward ICJseeng an ing you all 
later this evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ech..i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,,finebertipmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (oesh Li)i_„iTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@meddInc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@na...edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting !rink: Nnasem.zoom.us/1/94861525373?pwcH 552.136 
Password, 552.136 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was dear and I could hear 
everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ech.1>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,finebeuipmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong(E LITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedunc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBown ?in nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ech.1>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,finebenz,p!moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (pesilioi LTIMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedunc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@mo g.>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowr .:Infunas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.Pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flinebelyiPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffI5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.nei:>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong(E 1„TIMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rned.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlan nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ecIu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvqy,,IIneberg,Pmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ Ledu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
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Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rned.unc.eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBown LInfnas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 

Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd--4 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password i 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ech..:>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,finebergPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.con)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@LITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette barie@med.unceduY <antoinette baricPmeM,...mc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.et:I>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 
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Zoom link: httas:linasem.zoom.usjj/93418637725?p
Meeting I D:_934 1863 7725 
Password: 552.136 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasern„ zoom. us/j/93418637725?pwthi 552.136 L. 

Passwordi 552.1361 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ip_;_93/ ta03 7725 
Password i 552.136 
International numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please dick on the link below, 
https://nasem.zoom.usttest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <:saif.2@asu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<ha ry ev n e be rgl m oore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB. EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (pesili(PUTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(a ntoin ette baric med.uncedu) <antoinette baric@med„uric.edu>; Alison Andre <andre ecohealthalliance.org>; 
Jennifer Ryan <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
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Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 7:01 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter 

Daszak';'Harvey V. Fineberg';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yong;Dzau, Victor J. 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, 
Katherine;Hare, Hope;Kanarek, Morgan;Clark, David 

Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 
13 call 9pm et 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - busy time right now so only: 

5-6 today 

1:30-2:30 tomorrow 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 1:33 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DClark@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 

Greetings, 
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Thank you for participating in the call tonight We thought it would be useful to have an American group conversation 
about the calls and discuss potential next steps. 

Please let me know what times you are available between 2:00 PM - 6:00 PM ET today (Thursday, May 14) and on 
Friday, May 15 between 11:00 AM - 3:00 PM ET for a 30-45 min discussion 

Once we find the least worst time for folks I will send out a Zoom link. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DClark@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 

Greetings, 

I have attached two ppts from the Monday evening Zoom call and an updated Chinese participant list for the Zoom call 
tonight. I look forward to seeing and speaking with you all again tonight. 

Here is the Zoom link for the session tonight: 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM (gT) 

" """"""111 : Meeting link: I lumgm 
anagMt 552.136 i ii,,, t

Meeting ID: 987 30 _ .4Z_._,
Meeting Password 552.136 I 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 4:10 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <caif.2@osu.e(t
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.orA>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
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<harvf!y.fineberg9moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <Igriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong Lrl-M B.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
Guntohlette baric@med.unc.eduY <antoinette baric@med.unc.eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DClark@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in and asking thoughtful questions during the Zoom call last night. Thanks especially to Diane 
Griffin for outstanding moderating, to Harvey Fineberg for giving a clear and concise overview of the U.S. situation and 
to Jim Le Duc for drafting a list (see attachment) of possible future areas of collaboration that came up during the 
discussion. 

Although Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants I asked CAS staff to help the group move on quickly if a 
Chinese speaker's audio is malfunctioning. I let CAS know that during the next session we want to start discussing the 
agenda / remaining list of questions right away. I reiterated that we find a discussion format to be the most useful and 
asked that they send any slide presentations to me in advance of the call (so I can send them to you). I also asked CAS 
for copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group last night. Please let me know if you have any thoughts on 
how to make the Zoom session tomorrow night more productive. 

Here is the Zoom link for the next session 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM MT.1 -.. 
Meeting link: 1 iIMAIIOR II 41._ 552.136 : 
Meeting ID: 987 3032 2332 
Meeting Password: I 552.136: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:13 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakPecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.finebergg. moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@IITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette bark med.uncedu)' <antoinette baricPmeM,...mc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecchealthalliance.orR>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David < nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: final docs, Zoom link (and back up phone number) 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

I have attached all the documents that you reed for the. first U.S. China dialog' 'l Zoom call tonight r pay,  May 11. 
frc 3 NV " K/P r  ET hem all le place. - , re 1, a sligt. f update, parti °pant 
Hs' 
re, 

e) i 'ican p ant list and 3)11 • Arm 3n ye . • of the 
• a t • L,,,nese pat dcipants to lead the discussion their vt, on of the .,,,nda does not 

inc. •r aur names suer ,.he questions. 

At i.L.e L. nning of the call Diane "-- ffin will ask each person to introduce themselvec bri- . .0. ,,a,‘ • lur name and 
af . ,. Pie,- • . .' • in P ,. appear I--  ...,erica.: artick • . _se.. :ctor 
Dz, . join thi „II GE an Harvc th- lf overvie, ., 411.4 I, I, discuss 
the i . qui . disi : . try and r _ 7nts to am. 7" and ack. . ....,,, the 
que . ,, ant E ;,s on die agenda, wei.„, ,so need to min the u, He ciu,..,e,y if we are going to get through the entire 
Day i question list, 

The 700r- "ik :- hr -,a aoai-
Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) : 

k ii! 552.136 . Meeting Link:II 
(Password: I 552.136:Meeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should not need it, it's in the link) 

Re logistics, "'AC agreed to allow us t'o use the 7oom recor 
ac..2SS to Z.S_ — T pn., 
SO7 .R reasol cln 

nt. n produce a transrrip of .4,e 'we. host 

en, 
. Zoor c „.. . 

set 
or mi. If for 

11.4 I ,tive 
cor'- :ne 'off . •,Ice • . . :E,). I, tat numbe— _,7 , 15 (anr. ':" 17. . 717 1 CAS will 
al . be . ', S the lli le via a toll flee +—mese phone number We will only activa,..-: tills line if wt: det. Je to 
auandon the Zoo' u call. 

If you have any final questions or concerns plea co ' -- 'free to ermil or call me (at the numb-, be' rwv1 befo.r the 
rr •, ting. Thank you again for agreeing to participa,.‹: !lithe virtual dialogue, I looks forward Lu seetng ano ing you all 
laLer this evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.erh..i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszPly(i,)ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvevilneberg9moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6jjhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.con4 <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@LITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
Gaitoinette bark med.uncedu)' <antoinette baric@rriedi,...inc.edd>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecchealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 
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Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link: h' /nasem zoom usJI94861525373?pwd 552.136 
Passwordi 552.136! 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was dear and I could hear 
everyone well, Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.finehenz,p!moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22shi @UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmailfnas.eth...i>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,,ffinebergpmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@LITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowma...'"nas.eth...i>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 
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We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relrnan@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvq:11InEibeapmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22shi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.Linc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowria...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edi,..i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flineberEiPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.nei.>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (qs.:sili013)LTIMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rned.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBown- Lln nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, 

Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pw 552.136 
Meeting ID:.934_1863 7725 
Password: 552.l36 ,

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
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To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eth,..1>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<har-vey,fineheligpmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (psniii0;31„1,"1-MB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedunc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanf nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

• 
Zoom link: IlItps:linasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd=1 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: l 552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/i/93418637725?pwthl 552.136 

, Passworu:! 552.1361 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting IR. 9 ,6.1_1.8.§,3 7725 
Password, 552.1361 
InternatibNiFiTiii7fArs available: https://nasem.zoom.usju/a5XnNJEND 
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Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edi,...i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.Pecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey.finebeiliiPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cpa)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong(E LTIMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(pntoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@rned.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@rnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrnan@nas.e.,du>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 3:02 PM 
To: Sharpies, Fran;'Daye Franz';LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Diane Griffin;Peggy Hamburg;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Future collaborations 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Re intros tonight, both sides will have the American and Chinese lists of participants. Maybe we could simply ask folks to 
very briefly introduce themselves in the order that they appear on their list? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 1:39 PM 
To: Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Future collaborations 

Thanks Fran. 

FYI the CAS agreed to allow the use of the record/transcribe feature on Zoom (and would like a copy) but I am unsure 
how dear the transcript it produces will be. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Sharpies, Fran <FSharplesPnas.edu>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 1:35 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc 
<iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Future collaborations 
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Yes, and I am supposed to be writing these calls up, so I would very much appreciate it if all you good 
notetakers could share what you put together. It would help me immensely! 

Best, 
Fran 

Fran Sharpies, PhD 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:33 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz'; James W. LeDuc 
Cc: Diane Griffin; Peggy Hamburg; Lowenthal, Micah; Sharpies, Fran 
Subject: RE: Future collaborations 

Hi Jim, thanks for putting this framework together in advaince, it looks good to me. 

PS Peter Dazak and others on 60 mins last night 
httris://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-administration-coronavirus-vaccine-researcher-covid-19-cure-60-minutes/ 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. Nation& Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6PIhmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Future collaborations 

I was thinking the same thing re. taking notes along the way to be prepared for the 'collaborations'. Good list. 

What about something on understanding what 'recovery' and 'protection' means. Do you know, for example, if 
anyone has done viral isolations or animal challenges with with materials from 'recovered' patients with IgG 
who are still PCR positive? 

On May 11, 2020, at 11:47 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

The last topic for both days is "Future Collaborations." I will take notes during the discussion to capture 
topics as they arise; however, we should probably have a back-up plan as well. Pasted below is a start 
based on general headings relevant to day 1. Please review, add/delete/share with others, etc. Or let 
me know if you think it's not needed. 

Thanks, Jim 

Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-19, Day 1. 
1. Clinical Disease—Acute and Convalescence 

a. Long-term sequela seen in survivors, especially lung function, cardiac disease. 
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b. Better definition of Pediatric Inflammatory Syndrome of COVID 
c. Neurologic complications?? 
d. Psychiatric issues?? 

2. Pathogenesis and Treatment options 
a. Antiviral drug targets and development 
b. Monoclonal antibody therapies 
c. Immune modulators and management of inflammation 

3. Prophylactics and Preventatives 
a. Passive antibody therapy 
b. Vaccine development 

i. Various techniques under development 
ii. Animal models 
iii. Clinical testing 
iv. Production capacity 
v. Ethics considerations 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:31 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; ' , <peggv@hbfam.net>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jjLvirfAt LITNI B.r > 'Dave Franz (Javdrfranz(c or :y 
<davidrfranz nall.corri>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(0)nas.ed14>; Sharpies, Fran 
<1.5h;lrples@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I don't think so other than to confirm that he plans to do it. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:47 AM 
To: 'peggv@hbfam.ner <peggyffhbfam.net>; Diane Griffin < luiffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: 'iwieduc@LJTMB.EDUI <iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (*fvidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <v,iowenth@nas.eciu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FS1131 ptty, r,c1( 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

Peggy, thanks for sending the info and a note to Victor Dzau. 
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Diane/Peggy, do we need to talk to Harvey Fineberg re his proposed 5 min U.S. situational overview? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:00 AM 
To: ' ' <oeggw@hbfam.n >
Cc: ' ' <cign f >; 

>; Lowenthal, Micah < 
; Dave Franz ( 
>; Sharpies, Fran 

Subject: FW: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 
Importance: High 

Greetings Peggy, 

Can you make sure that Victor Dzau has what he needs for the call tonight? 

The Zoom link is below and the revised American agenda and participant lists are attached. Please let 
him know that we have asked the Chinese to lead the discussion, Americans are listed after each 
question to ensure that we get an answer to that question during the discussion. The Chinese have the 
version of the agenda without names listed after the questions. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < ,iman@stanford.eth,>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.ecIL >; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.ecit >; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edc>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg@rnoore.oro; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <,'teRgvtiihbfam.net>; 'iwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.F >; 'Dave Franz ( Arfranz@gmail.cot )'<davidrfranz@gmail.co >; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(rieshiPUTIVIB, ED L)' < sh@ UTM B. E. DU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <tsharoles 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlovventhPnas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc < -1toinette baric@med.unc.ed( >; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.or: >; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifersvan@moore.oi >; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope < 1Hare@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 
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Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 pm (ET 
Meeting Lints:
Password: 552.136 : 

552.136 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was clear 
and I could hear everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < ) nford cdu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' < ; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < ; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( )' < >; 'Shi, Pei yong 

)' <   > 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < harpies 3@hoi - (01-1>; Lowenthal, Micah < >; "Baric, 
Toni C' CAntoinette bar ic@mPci   < tnette baric@med.unc.ec, >; 'Alison Andre' 
<,-mdr@ecohealthalliance.or,y,>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KRowyranPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < ,Lanicqr 
<>,.311.2Qwu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < 
<daszak@ecohealth 111,9nce.oH,›; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvev.fineberw&moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>, 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbiaiwnet>; siwieduc@UTMB.EDLP 
<iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (ciavidrfranz@gmail.con)' <davidrfranz@gmail.corr>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDL)' <:::eshig_DUTIVIB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <:-sharoles 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.eth..1>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre(cPecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.rvan@moore.oft>; Bowman, Katherine 

; 'Baric, Ralph S' <L >; 'Saif, Linda' 
,3. s.alowa.eciu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
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<KBown-lanPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during 
the call on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that 
Harvey Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American 
delegation member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead 
but we hope that those fisted can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your 
information only, we will send an agenda without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) 
Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test 
the Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < , iman@stanford.eth,>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.ecIL >; 'Saif, Linda' 
<sail.2@osu.edt >; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg@rnoore.oro; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <eggytiihbfam.net>; 'iwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.F >; 'Dave Franz ( Arfranz@gmail.cot )'<davidrfranz@gmail.co >; 'Shi, Pei yong 

(oeshiPUTIVIKEDL)' < ,--sh;(cPUTNIB.E.DU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <tsharoles 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlovventhPnas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc )' < -1toinette baric@med.unc.ed( >; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orJ >; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.ol >; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to 
hold the two sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day 
they want to push the second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim 
Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but 
move the second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new 
time for the second session works for most of you. 
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In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a 
dozen Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbi:o ; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < Doi Iti >; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' -,c >; 'Diane Griffin' 

; 'Peggy Hamburg' < >; 

>; 'Dave Franz ( < >; 'Shi, Pei yong 

< 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' ‹' .  >; Lowenthal, Micah < >; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edn)' < ntoinette baric@med.unc.ed( >; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orp>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.ol >; Bowman, Katherine 

eciu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call 
(with input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, 

Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we 

should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question 

(Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, 

etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your 
information. Also the Zoom call in information is below: 

Meeting ID:_934.1863 7725 
Password: I 552.136 

Kind regards, 

I ; 552.136 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < ) ,t-anforci  c-citi>; 'Baric, Ralph S' < ; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < ; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( )' < >; 'Shi, Pei yong 

)' < 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < Lowenthal, Micah < >; "Baric, 
Toni C' )' < %ort- >; 'Alison Andre' 

; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: http5://nasern.zoom.usii/93418637725?pwcij
Meeting I p.:..934_185 7725 
Password: I 552.1361 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you 
again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or 
Android: htt_EgLnasem.zoom.usjj/93418637725?p c. 552.136 

Password: 552.136 
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Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 
9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 
2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 
853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password l 552.136 
InternationTit ii5ers available: https:llnasem.zoom.usiu/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.usitest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < n  ford eciu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric(iDemail unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
< 1 f 2 (u)0U.edt.i>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < ulowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg <harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihrni.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'iwleduc@UTMB.EDUI 
<iwleduc@UTMD >; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)' <davidrfranz@gmail.corl>; Shi, Pei yong 
( - -shi@UTMB.EDt!) <peshiPUTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotinail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah < ; 'Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@merl !Tic eci) ‹intoinette baric@med.unc.ecit >; Alison Andre 
<,-)ncirt.:@ecohealthalliance.org>; Jennifer Ryan <jennifer ryan@moore.oro; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the 
group is connected by email and 2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American 
participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion is to fill you in on the dialogue background, 
discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we should probably 
avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 
7. 1f this time does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me 
know. Also if Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime 
on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have 
proposed that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the 
first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the 
second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if 
these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day holidays end on 
the 5th). 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 7:23 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);LeDuc, James W. 
Subject: FW: potential follow-up meetings 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

fyi 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 8:13 PM 
To: George GAO <gaof@im.ac.cn> 
Cc: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Subject: Re: potential follow-up meetings 

George - Great - maybe at the end of tonight's meeting we can include this as a part of future collaborations. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6ajhu,e .11 

From: George GAO <
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 7:36 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>
Cc: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashd.ac.cn>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<ir.--..1.hbfam.net>
Subject: Re: potential follow-up meetings 

Diane, Yes, lets plan it. 
George 
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2020 5 1419, 06:12, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jbmi.edu>

George - I'm looking forward to our discussions tonight. Members of the U.S. dialogue 
delegation feel that it would be valuable if CAS and NASEM continued to hold 
collaborative virtual meetings to address this international crisis. Keeping a channel of 
communication open between Chinese and American experts based on facts and 
science is critically important as China and the United States continue to mitigate the 
effects of COVID-19. 

Therefore, we would like to propose holding a third, smaller session between a subset 
(no more than 6 experts on each side) of our CAS and NASEM expert groups on the 
morning of May 26 or 27 from 9:00-11:00 AM Beijing time. If you agree, then CAS and 
NAS staff will work together to outline topics for the next discussion (that builds on the 
two previous sessions) and designate appropriate experts to participate. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 10:08 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Thanks, Ben 

I will let Zhiming know. 

- 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 10:03 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

The letter went out today. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1 202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 7:18 PM 
To: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentch(Fonas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Thanks, if that's the case it will come from John Boright on Monday. Should he cc Zhiming? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 7:15 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidaranz@gmail.com)' <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>
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Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Hi Ben, 

I'm fine with the letter. Zhiming told me he did not need to see the letter. So, you could send the letter to Chunli Bai 
now. I will inform Zhiming that the letter has been sent. 

Have a great weekend! 

Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi(OUTIVIB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlavventh(Fonas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings Pei-yong, 

I have attached the letter. Dave and Jim do you have any final thoughts/edits? If not it is ok from my perspective. Pei-
yong is the plan for you to send this to Zhiming for review and then he will send to Chunli Bai? Of should this come from 
NASEM directly? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: Hamburg, Margaret < amburg@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi )UTMB.EDU) <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Thanks for your notes about the letter, we will send it with your electronic signatures (I think we have them on file but 
will get back to you if we don't). And yes timing will be tight. 

Re Kunming and CAMs unwillingness to host, Pei .Yong (cced) may know more but our contact at Kunming noted that Dr. 
Qihan U, General Director of the Kunming Institute, is reluctant to seek permission from their Party Secretary (who 
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makes the decision noting that he is newly appointed from Beijing. We may have more luck at a later time. We have 
had Kunming lab scientists at most of the dialogue meetings so they are not reluctant to participate, I expect that some 
will join the Wuhan meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 7:49 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <figriffi6Pihmi.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )grnail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utrnb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@Dnas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

I agree with Diane that this looks fine. Lays out good case for collaboration. 

I am puzzled by reluctance of Kunming Institute to approach CAMS about this. Do you understand why this 
might be? 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 25, 2019, at 6:54 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think this is a good idea and the letter looks fine to me. 
Depending on the rapidity of the response, it may be tough to get something organized by the 
end of the year, but it's worth a try. 

Diane 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 9:10:30 PM 
To: Diane Griffin; Hamburg, Margaret 
Cc: blvieduc@UTIVIB.EDUJ Dave Franz (davidrfranz@Rmail.com); Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU);
Lowenthal, Micah; Boright, John 
Subject: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Greetings Diane and Peggy, 

I have attached a letter detailing a request to hold a dialogue meeting in Wuhan, China between NASEM 
and the Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) in cooperation with the Wuhan National Institute of Virology 
(NIV) of the CAS. Yuan Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director of the NIV, is very supportive but has let 
us know that we need to send a formal letter to the President of CAS (as we did before the 2017 
meeting in Wuhan) to get approval for the meeting. (Zhiming says that the president is still Bai Chunli 
but this may have changed recently.) 
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More broadly (as Diane knows) we had hoped to hold a dialogue meeting with the Kunming Institute of 
Medical Sciences, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) but the Kunming Institute leadership is 
unwilling to seek approval from CAMS to hold a bilateral with NASEM at this time. 

The letter includes details about the recent dialogue meetings and outlines the topics we plan to 
address at the next dialogue meeting. It also includes a proposal to use this meeting to formalize the 
dialogue as a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM and CAS. I think it's the right time to propose 
this. It has taken many years to get to this point, after a long period of struggling unsuccessfully to 
organize meetings between CISAC and the Chinese Biological Scientists Group we have now held several 
useful, well attended dialogue meetings between NASEM and CAS (with CCDC, CAAS and other 
institutions involved) and could use those to justify a more formal relationship. We are working with a 
committed group of Chinese scientists and leaders that are tied formally to CAS (Zhiming, George Gao, 
others) who recognize the importance of dialogue and communication and who could serve on a 
Chinese organizing committee. In addition, the current political relationship between the U.S. and China 
has started to affect ad hoc activities like these as well as the willingness of American scientists to travel 
to China and of Chinese scientists to travel to the U.S. without more formal sanction. This climate 
only adds to the value of these technical dialogues and frank and open communication among 
expert colleagues from both sides. I should add that Jim and Dave did mention some concern about this 
being the right time to seek a formal agreement establishing a formal dialogue. Therefore, I have written 
the draft text so that the CAS leadership could decline this part of the request if they do not think it is 
appropriate or the right time to do this. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts on the letter, the meeting and the proposal to formalize the 
dialogue under NASEM and CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 6:34 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Thanks, Ben 
I just spoke to Zhiming. He does not need to be copied. 
Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 6:18 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks, if that's the case it will come from John Boright on Monday. Should he cc Zhiming? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 7:15 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranzE)gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@ymail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Hi Ben, 

I'm fine with the letter. Zhiming told me he did not need to see the letter. So, you could send the letter to Chunli Bai 
now. I will inform Zhiming that the letter has been sent. 

Have a great weekend! 

Pei-Yong 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi(OUTIVIB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentheDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings Pei-yong, 

I have attached the letter. Dave and Jim do you have any final thoughts/edits? If not it is ok from my perspective. Pei-
yong is the plan for you to send this to Zhiming for review and then he will send to Chunli Bai? Of should this come from 
NASEM directly? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: Hamburg, Margaret < amburg@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <clgriffi6Pihmi.edu>
Cc: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )f4mail.com) <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi )UTMB.EDU) <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Thanks for your notes about the letter, we will send it with your electronic signatures (I think we have them on file but 
will get back to you if we don't) And yes timing will be tight. 

Re Kunming and CAMs unwillingness to host, Pei-Yong (cced) may know more but our contact at Kunming noted that Dr„ 
Qihan U, General Director of the Kunming Institute, is reluctant to seek permission from their Party Secretary (who 
makes the decision) noting that he is newly appointed from Beijing.. We may have more luck at a later time. We have 
had Kunming lab scientists at most of the dialogue meetings so they are not reluctant to participate, expect that some 
will join the Wuhan meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 
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From: Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 7:49 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <_dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.eclu>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@LITMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@Dnas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

I agree with Diane that this looks fine. Lays out good case for collaboration. 

I am puzzled by reluctance of Kunming Institute to approach CAMS about this. Do you understand why this 
might be? 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 25, 2019, at 6:54 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think this is a good idea and the letter looks fine to me. 
Depending on the rapidity of the response, it may be tough to get something organized by the 
end of the year, but it's worth a try. 

Diane 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nasedu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 9:10:30 PM 
To: Diane Griffin; Hamburg, Margaret 
Cc: blvieduc@UTMB.EDUi Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU);
Lowenthal, Micah; Boright, John 
Subject: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Greetings Diane and Peggy, 

I have attached a letter detailing a request to hold a dialogue meeting in Wuhan, China between NASEM 
and the Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) in cooperation with the Wuhan National Institute of Virology 
(NIV) of the CAS. Yuan Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director of the NIV, is very supportive but has let 
us know that we need to send a formal letter to the President of CAS (as we did before the 2017 
meeting in Wuhan) to get approval for the meeting. (Zhiming says that the president is still Bai Chunli 
but this may have changed recently.) 

More broadly (as Diane knows) we had hoped to hold a dialogue meeting with the Kunming Institute of 
Medical Sciences, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) but the Kunming Institute leadership is 
unwilling to seek approval from CAMS to hold a bilateral with NASEM at this time. 

The letter includes details about the recent dialogue meetings and outlines the topics we plan to 
address at the next dialogue meeting. It also includes a proposal to use this meeting to formalize the 
dialogue as a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM and CAS. I think it's the right time to propose 
this. It has taken many years to get to this point, after a long period of struggling unsuccessfully to 
organize meetings between CISAC and the Chinese Biological Scientists Group we have now held several 
useful, well attended dialogue meetings between NASEM and CAS (with CCDC, CAAS and other 
institutions involved) and could use those to justify a more formal relationship. We are working with a 
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committed group of Chinese scientists and leaders that are tied formally to CAS (Zhiming, George Gao, 
others) who recognize the importance of dialogue and communication and who could serve on a 
Chinese organizing committee. In addition, the current political relationship between the U.S. and China 
has started to affect ad hoc activities like these as well as the willingness of American scientists to travel 
to China and of Chinese scientists to travel to the U.S. without more formal sanction. This climate 
only adds to the value of these technical dialogues and frank and open communication among 
expert colleagues from both sides. I should add that Jim and Dave did mention some concern about this 
being the right time to seek a formal agreement establishing a formal dialogue. Therefore, I have written 
the draft text so that the CAS leadership could decline this part of the request if they do not think it is 
appropriate or the right time to do this. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts on the letter, the meeting and the proposal to formalize the 
dialogue under NASEM and CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 9:23 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;David Franz;Shi, Pei yong;Rusek, Benjamin 
Subject: Fwd: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Micah 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hamburg, Margaret" <MIlamburg@nas.edu> 
Date: January 30, 2020 at 2:11:31 AM GMT+5:30 
To: George GAO <gaof@im.ac.cn> 
Cc: "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>, "jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn" <jh-cao@cashq.ac.en>, "clbai@cas.cn" 
<clbai@cas.cn>, "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui@cashq.ac.en>, "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>, 
Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>, "Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu)" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, 
"jwleduc@nas.edu" <jwleduc@nas.edu>, JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

George, thanks for your amazingly rapid and constructive response, especially during these challenging times! 
This is very good news. We look forward to collaborating with you and your colleagues. 

All best, 
Margaret (Peggy) Hamburg 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 29, 2020, at 2:41 PM, George GAO <gaof@im.ac.cn> wrote: 

We are happy to share and President Bai will write you soon. 

HRIligiPhone 

2020 1 29 El , 02:50, Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>

Dear Colleagues, 
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Please find a letter to President Bai Chuni and Dr, Gao Fu, with regard to an urgent 
request. 

John Boright 
On behalf of Diane Griffin and Margaret Hamburg 
<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing Griffin and Hamburg Jan 28 
2020.pdf> 
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From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 9:22 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;David Franz;Rusek, Benjamin 
Subject: Fwd: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Dave, 
Good news! 
So sorry for the email mixup. 
Best from Bangalore, 
Micah 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Date: January 30, 2020 at 3:12:14 AM GMT+5:30 
To: George GAO <gaof@im.ac.cn>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu> 
Cc: "jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn" <jh-cao@cashq.ac.en>, "clbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" 
<sunhui@cashq.ac.en>, "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>, 
"jwleduc@nas.edu" <jwleduc@nas.edu>, JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu>, "Hamburg, Margaret" <MHamburg@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

Thanks George - fantastic news! 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: George GAO <gaof@im.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 2:39 PM 
To: Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu> 
Cc: jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn <jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; clbai@cas.cn <clbai@cas.cn>; sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
<sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; jwleduc@nas.edu <jwleduc@nas.edu>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Rusek, 
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Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

We are happy to share and President Bai will write you soon. 

HRIligiPhone 

2020 1 29 El , 02:50, Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find a letter to President Bai Chunli and Dr. Gao Fu, with regard to an urgent request. 

John Boright 
On behalf of Diane Griffin and Margaret Hamburg 
<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing Griffin and Hamburg Jan 28 2020.pdf> 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:39 PM 
To: Sharpies, Fran;'Daye Franz';LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Diane Griffin;Peggy Hamburg;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Future collaborations 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Fran. 

FYI the CAS agreed to allow the use of the record/transcribe feature on Zoom (and would like a copy) but I am unsure 
how clear the transcript it produces will be. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 1:35 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Future collaborations 

Yes, and I am supposed to be writing these calls up, so I would very much appreciate it if all you good 

notetakers could share what you put together. It would help me immensely! 

Best, 

Fran 

Fran Sharples, PhD 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:33 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz'; James W. LeDuc 
Cc: Diane Griffin; Peggy Hamburg; Lowenthal, Micah; Sharpies, Fran 
Subject: RE: Future collaborations 

Hi Jim, thanks for putting this framework together in advaince, it looks good to me. 
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PS Peter Dazak and others on 60 mins last night 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-administration-coronavirus-vaccine-researcher-covid-19-cure-60-minutes/ 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Future collaborations 

I was thinking the same thing re. taking notes along the way to be prepared for the 'collaborations'. Good list. 

What about something on understanding what 'recovery' and 'protection' means. Do you know, for example, if 
anyone has done viral isolations or animal challenges with with materials from 'recovered' patients with IgG 
who are still PC]  positive? 

On May 11, 2020, at 11:47 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

The last topic for both days is "Future Collaborations." I will take notes during the discussion to capture 
topics as they arise; however, we should probably have a back-up plan as well. Pasted below is a start 
based on general headings relevant to day 1. Please review, add/delete/share with others, etc. Or let 
me know if you think it's not needed. 

Thanks, Jim 

Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-19, Day 1. 
1. Clinical Disease—Acute and Convalescence 

a. Long-term sequela seen in survivors, especially lung function, cardiac disease. 
b. Better definition of Pediatric Inflammatory Syndrome of COVID 
c. Neurologic complications?? 
d. Psychiatric issues?? 

2. Pathogenesis and Treatment options 
a. Antiviral drug targets and development 
b. Monoclonal antibody therapies 
c. Immune modulators and management of inflammation 

3. Prophylactics and Preventatives 
a. Passive antibody therapy 
b. Vaccine development 

i. Various techniques under development 
ii. Animal models 
iii. Clinical testing 
iv. Production capacity 
v. Ethics considerations 
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From: Diane Griffin <. 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:31 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusei4filas.edu>; 'peggv@hbfam.net' <peggs2hbfam.ne>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMBIDU>; 'Dave Franz (clavidrfranz@gmail.corl'

.,>; Lowenthal, Micah < >; Sharpies, Fran 

Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I don't think so other than to confirm that he plans to do it. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:47 AM 
To: 'peggv(whbtam.n.,1' <peggy_scohbtam.ne.>; Diane Griffin < 
Cc: 'twleduc@UTNAB.EDUI  !TM F >; 'Dave Franz 

Nidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <Howent, >; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharpies@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

Peggy, thanks for sending the info and a note to Victor Dzau. 

Diane/Peggy, do we need to talk to Harvey Fineberg re his proposed 5 min U.S. situational overview? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:00 AM 
To: ' 
Cc: ' 

n6,1-1

>; wleclurt HIM ; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)
>; Lowenthal, Micah <   >; Sharpies, Fran 
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Subject: FW: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 
Importance: High 

Greetings Peggy, 

Can you make sure that Victor Dzau has what he needs for the call tonight? 

The Zoom link is below and the revised American agenda and participant lists are attached. Please let 
him know that we have asked the Chinese to lead the discussion, Americans are listed after each 
question to ensure that we get an answer to that question during the discussion. The Chinese have the 
version of the agenda without names listed after the questions. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman < 0.,tanford.edi >; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email >; 'Saif, Linda' 
<,ati.2@osu.eci >; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stani ,,=7uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohedith lianc,, ›; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg@mouie >; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.eth >; 'Peggy Hamburg' <pi._ggyEL-Ibi-,.1111.net>; 'Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU.
<iwleduc@UTMB.i >; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.con >; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@LJTMB.EDI )' < eshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <, harpies 3@hotmail.corr>; Lowenthal, Micah <Nlowenth@nas.edii>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edil)' <n ntoinette baric@med.unc.ecii >; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.oi,,,>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.rvan@moore.oi >; Bowman, Katherine 
<!.,' rr >; Hare, Hope < 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

552.136 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was clear 
and I could hear everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < unIoR >; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rtnrir(,F7)email.unc,edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < ›; 'Diane Griffin' 

; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( 

)' < 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < 
Toni C' ( < 

>; Lowenthal, Micah <' 

; 'Jennifer Ryan' < 

>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

>; "Baric, 
>; 'Alison Andre' 
>; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < ; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < ; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
>; 'Dave Franz ( < >; 'Shi, Pei yong 

)' < 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < nn>; Lowenthal, Micah < >; "Baric, 
Toni C' ' < >; 'Alison Andre' 

cu ›; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during 
the call on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that 
Harvey Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American 
delegation member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead 
but we hope that those fisted can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your 
information only, we will send an agenda without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) 
Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 
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FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test 
the Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < ; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <  >; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg(6,2t >; 'Diane Griffin' 

; 'Peggy Hamburg' <1.1. .gg,,,,,,72)111)t,w, m-t>; ivv!eduC@U 103.EULis 
>; 'Dave Franz (    )' <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

) < t.) 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < harpies 3@hotmail.corn>; Lowenthal, Micah < --lowenth@nas.edti>; "Baric, 
Toni C' ( )' < >; 'Alison Andre' 

; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to 
hold the two sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day 
they want to push the second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim 
Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but 
move the second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new 
time for the second session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a 
dozen Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
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To: 'David A Relman' <roirnar(iDctanforci  'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric9err.4 unc.edu>; `Saif, Linda' 
>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < anOuiowa.erit  >; 'Peter Daszak' 

>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <' >; 'Diane Griffin' 
; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 

>; 'Dave Franz ( 

)' < 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < 
Toni C' ( )' < 

>; Lowenthal, Micah <' 

; 'Jennifer Ryan' < 

>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

>; "Baric, 
>; 'Alison Andre' 
>; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call 
(with input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, 

Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we 

should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question 

(Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, 

etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your 
information. Also the Zoom call in information is below: 

httpslinasem.ZOOTTI.us/j/93418637725?p 
Meeting ID;.9341J3.63 7725 
Password: I 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < ; 'Baric, Ralph S' <   ; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < >; 'Peter Daszak' 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
 >; 'Dave Franz ( >; 'Shi, Pei yong 
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Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fcharples
Toni C' ( 

hotrn.ail.core>; Lowenthal, Micah <irlowenthOnas.edu>; "Baric, 

.)' < .>; 'Alison Andre' 
; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: link: https:finasem.zoom.us/i/93418637725?pwcil
L. 

Meeting 19.1.2214. 3 7725 
Password: 552.136 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you 
again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or 
Android: .zoomA...611. .8637/ p d 552.136 

Password:Ii52.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 
9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 
2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 
853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting 11 ._23.1113.63 7725 
Password: I 552.1361 
International numbers available: https:gnasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.usitest 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < 
>; Harvey V. 

>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 
U>; 'Dave Franz ( 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < 
Toni C' ( 

Fineberg < 

) < 
>; Jennifer Ryan < 

>; 'Baric, Ralph S' < ; 'Saif, Linda' 
; 'Peter Daszak' 

>; 'Diane Griffin' 

)' < >; Shi, Pei yong 

>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlommthfilmls.edt .>; 'Baric, 
Alison Andre 

>; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the 
group is connected by email and 2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American 
participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion is to fill you in on the dialogue background, 
discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we should probably 
avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 
7. If this time does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me 
know. Also if Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime 
on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have 
proposed that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the 
first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the 
second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if 
these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day holidays end on 
the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:35 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Daye Franz';LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Diane Griffin;Peggy Hamburg;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Re: Future collaborations 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Yes, and I am supposed to be writing these calls up, so I would very much appreciate it if all you good 

notetakers could share what you put together. It would help me immensely! 

Best, 

Fran 

Fran Sharples, PhD 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:33 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz'; James W. LeDuc 
Cc: Diane Griffin; Peggy Hamburg; Lowenthal, Micah; Sharpies, Fran 
Subject: RE: Future collaborations 

Hi Jim, thanks for putting this framework together in advaince, it looks good to me, 

PS Peter Dazak and others on 60 mins last night 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-administration-coronavirus-vaccine-researcher-covid-19-cure-60-minutes/ 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Future collaborations 

I was thinking the same thing re. taking notes along the way to be prepared for the 'collaborations'. Good list. 

What about something on understanding what 'recovery' and 'protection' means. Do you know, for example if 
anyone has done viral isolations or animal challenges with with materials from 'recovered' patients with IgG 
who are still PCR positive? 
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On May 11, 2020, at 11:47 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

The last topic for both days is "Future Collaborations." I will take notes during the discussion to capture 
topics as they arise; however, we should probably have a back-up plan as well. Pasted below is a start 
based on general headings relevant to day 1. Please review, add/delete/share with others, etc. Or let 
me know if you think it's not needed. 

Thanks, Jim 

Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COV1D-19, Day 1. 
1. Clinical Disease—Acute and Convalescence 

a. Long-term sequela seen in survivors, especially lung function, cardiac disease. 
b. Better definition of Pediatric Inflammatory Syndrome of COVID 
c. Neurologic complications?? 
d. Psychiatric issues?? 

2. Pathogenesis and Treatment options 
a. Antiviral drug targets and development 
b. Monoclonal antibody therapies 
c. Immune modulators and management of inflammation 

3. Prophylactics and Preventatives 
a. Passive antibody therapy 
b. Vaccine development 

i. Various techniques under development 
ii. Animal models 
iii. Clinical testing 
iv. Production capacity 
v. Ethics considerations 

From: Diane Griffin < 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:31 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; ' }e1 <peggv@hbfam.net>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. ctwierkic@UTMB ,J>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@9mall cor )' 
<   •-inz:(,: mail.corri>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlovifenli r, nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I don't think so other than to confirm that he plans to do it. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 
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410-955-3459 
d,griffi6  

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:47 AM 
To: ' ' < >; Diane Griffin < 
Cc: ' ' < >; 'Dave Franz 

>; Lowenthal, Micah < >; Sharpies, Fran 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

Peggy, thanks for sending the info and a note to Victor Dzau. 

Diane/Peggy, do we need to talk to Harvey Fineberg re his proposed 5 min U.S. situational overview? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:00 AM 
To: ' ' < 
Cc: ' ' < >; ; Dave Franz ( 

>; Lowenthal, Micah < >; Sharpies, Fran 

Subject: FW: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 
Importance: High 

Greetings Peggy, 

Can you make sure that Victor Dzau has what he needs for the call tonight? 

The Zoom link is below and the revised American agenda and participant lists are attached. Please let 
him know that we have asked the Chinese to lead the discussion, Americans are listed after each 
question to ensure that we get an answer to that question during the discussion. The Chinese have the 
version of the agenda without names listed after the questions. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
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To: 'David A Relman' <rolrnan(-Dstanforci edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaricPemaitunc edu>; `Saif, Linda' 
>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < an(iDuiowa.erit  >; 'Peter Daszak' 

>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <' _„.7.; 'Diane Griffin' 
; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 

>; 'Dave Franz ( 
)' < 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < 
Toni C' ( < 

>; 'Jennifer Ryan' < 
>; Hare, Hope < 

>; Lowenthal, Micah <' 

>; 'Shi, Pei yong 

>; "Baric, 
>; 'Alison Andre' 
>; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (Ell 

552.136 Meeting Link: 
PasSword'i 552.136 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was clear 
and I could hear everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' <ibarico >; 'Saif, Linda' 

I.2&usu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < uluwa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthaltiriM >; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvev.fineberg@mouie.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihrni.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <2gy@hbfam.net>; 'i\Nieduc@UTMB.EDLP 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranzPgmail.cot )' <tividrfranz@gmail.cor,>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi©UTMB.EDt!)' < eshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < harpies 3@hotmail.corr>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.eciu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <-,ntoinette baric@med.unc.ed(,>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orp>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.rvan@moore.ol >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' < ; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < 
>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' < >; 'Diane Griffin' 

<dgriftibtothmi.edt,>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < >; 

<jwleduc@UTMB.E >; 'Dave Franz ( IcirirariL@ginall.cot  )' < ›; 'Shi, Pei yong 
  y < (-shi@Ll i iv b.LDU> 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < •harplec 1@hotmail cor-.>; Lowenthal, Micah <rrlowonthrionc ecit >; "Baric, 
Toni C' ( )' < >; 'Alison Andre' 

; 'Jennifer Ryan' < >; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowmantn, > 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

; 'Peter Daszak' 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during 
the call on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that 
Harvey Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American 
delegation member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead 
but we hope that those fisted can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your 
information only, we will send an agenda without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) 
Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test 
the Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbarico >; 'Saif, Linda' 

i.2@)usu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < uluwa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthaltion, ›; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvev.fineberg@moure.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ibmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <2L'Av@hbfam.net>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU1
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (ciavidrfranz(ngmail.cot )' < -iavidrfranz@gmail.coir>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi©UTMB.EDU)' < eshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < harpies 3@hotmail.corr>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.eclu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <,,ntoinette baric@med.unc.ed(,>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orp>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.ol >; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
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Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to 
hold the two sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day 
they want to push the second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim 
Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but 
move the second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new 
time for the second session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a 
dozen Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' < !Irnan@stanford.ecil .>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.ecic>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<salf.2@osu.ed >; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthOt ›; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg@moore.oi 'Diane Griffin' 
<qgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < ,'te_agyffhbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB. >; 'Dave Franz ( Arfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshiPUTMB.EDIT < •-. (1TIVIB LDIJ> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <,.nharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.eth < ntoinette baric@med.unc.ed( >; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.or 7; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.rvan@moore.ol >; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.e(11,>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call 
(with input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, 

Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we 

should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
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4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question 
(Diane, others) 

5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, 
etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 

6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your 
information. Also the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/1/93418637725?pwdl. 552.136 
Meeting ID:.934.1863..7725 
Password:: 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman < >; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbarico >; 'Saif, Linda' 
<,ai 1.2@)usu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' < taluwa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthn!tinr, ›; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvev.fineberg@ moor e.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <pjill.-;gy@hbfam.net>; 'i\,vieduc@UTMB.EDLP 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz(ngmail.con )' <Aavidrfranz@gmall.cor ,>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi©LJTMB.EDt )' < eshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' < _haroles 3@hotmall.corr>; Lowenthal, Micah <rniowenth@nas.eciu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <-,ntoinette baric@med.unc.ed(,>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orp>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.rvan@moore.ol >; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: zoom.us/1/93418637725?pwc14 552.136 
Meeting 1,p: 934_3.w. 7725 
Password i 552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you 
again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or 
Android: httbs://nr-i-,em.zoom.us/1/93418637725?pwdd 552.136 

Password:1552.1361 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 
9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 
2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 
853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Passworg 552.136 
internatioii-ar iitiFiFers available: https...:finasem.zoom.uVLila5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
l...Ittps a se m . 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' < 'Baric, Ralph S' 
< ecIti>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <   ; Peter Daszak' 

>; Harvey V. Fineberg < 
>; 'Peggy Hamburg' < 

 >; 'Dave Franz ( 

) < 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' < 
Toni C' ( ) < 

>; Jennifer Ryan < 

 >; 'Saif, Linda' 

>; 'Diane Griffin' 

>; Shi, Pei yong 

>; 'Baric, 
>; Alison Andre 

>; Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the 
group is connected by email and 2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American 
participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion is to fill you in on the dialogue background, 
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discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we should probably 
avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 
7. If this time does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me 
know. Also if Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime 
on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have 
proposed that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the 
first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the 
second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if 
these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day holidays end on 
the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 3:00 PM 
To: 'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';'Harvey 

V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yong;Dzau, Victor J. 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, 
Katherine;Hare, Hope;Kanarek, Morgan;Clark, David 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 
13 call 9pm et 

Attachments: NAS-CAS+meeting-Dr. Gao.pptx; Wang Gui-Qiang+in+COVID-19.pptx; Chinese 
Participants-0513.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I have attached two ppts from the Monday evening Zoom call and an updated Chinese participant list for the Zoom call 
tonight. I look forward to seeing and speaking with you all again tonight. 

Here is the Zoom link for the session tonight: 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM (EIL 
M eeting link: 10141 mglimup m Col,„,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,„,,,,,,,,,,,„40,111•End 552.136 

i i 
k $4,1%.41 IMM. !II . MintIlIMVIMMIINdlagAtaaMg i 

Meeting ID: 987 3032.2332_, i 
Meeting Password: i 552.1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1 202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 4:10 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DClark@nas.edu> 
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Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in and asking thoughtful questions during the Zoom call last night. Thanks especially to Diane 
Griffin for outstanding moderating, to Harvey Fineberg for giving a clear and concise overview of the U.S. situation and 
to Jim Le Duc for drafting a list (see attachment) of possible future areas of collaboration that came up during the 
discussion. 

Although Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants I asked CAS staff to help the group move on quickly if a 
Chinese speaker's audio is malfunctioning. I let CAS know that during the next session we want to start discussing the 
agenda / remaining list of questions right away. I reiterated that we find a discussion format to be the most useful and 
asked that they send any slide presentations to me in advance of the call (so I can send them to you). I also asked CAS 
for copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group last night. Please let me know if you have any thoughts on 
how to make the Zoom session tomorrow night more productive. 

Here is the Zoom link for the next session 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM 
Meeting link: 1 11"--  Ro 

gekIIAAR. 552.136 
Meeting ID: 987 3032_2332_1
Meeting Password l 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:13 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edl..:>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<Ilarvqy,,,IlnE.:bea@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (plavidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:311I TMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarekfonas.edu,>; Clark, David <DClarkenas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: final docs, Zoom link (and back up phone number) 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached all the documents that you need for the first U.S. China da ue 7 call tonight rMrtrifialf, "-^"f 11 

—11. F-. 'm all in • . ace. They update, ' • p, -1,ant 
li . k D ng t. an partirlpant : and 7'. L. : • i of the • _ . Plea
r . ,ese participants to lead tne discussion theil version of the agenda does not 

your narr=s
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At th- '. - ning -,ft call mlne Griffin R4,'ll ask each person to introduce themselvec k* 'lust say ,,our name and 
aft 'lea_ • .,le order th, t you ar..,o.r •-articir . el,. .. - •• 7al._ and Victor 
D : • ir the ill 16, .. George Gao and thci • .ir • the -f ove .iews and thr , will discuss 
th.... R,, '' Re 0R- discussico, -le •• 7.e R ,, k.n_ par its to answer and the 
questior - is.„.als on the agenda, we will also need to mind the -Li. ..„.. ,,,isely ii ,R.,.. are going to get thi:,i,g,i the entire 
Day 1 question list. 

Th - 7 -LI apnr• 

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link :1 Rim limoll 0111mompv 

WiihVO4,41, E,  .14[ItiMMR , 552.136 i i i L. . (password:i 552.136 iMeeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should-not need-it, irS-in theliiikl-

Re logistics, "'AC. agreed to allow us to use the 7oom recor 
ac.. 2SS to Li 
so 7 reasa 

prt., 
csn en, 

produce a transrrip of 4,e :all. will 'we host 
Zoor i c. . or mi. If for 

R set „tive 
cor'-• ,ne 'off . RIce • . . :a). I, tat osAnbe— . „.7 , 15 (ane • 7 17. . 7 -̀ r 7 1, CAS will 
al . be .) Z.', . S the ilr le via a toll fit:e +-mese phone number„ We will only activa-1 Lias line if wt: det. Je to 
aludndon the Zoom ti call. 

If you have any final questions or concerns plea co ' --'free to ermil or call me (at the numb-, be' w1 befo.r the 
meeting. Thank you again for agreeing to particlud‘R: !lithe virtual dialogue, I looks forward Lu seeug ano ing you all 
later this evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.erh..i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<•••‘K,),rvq2t,,Ilnebellipmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conV <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22s,N TM B. EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.ED1J> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edo>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmangrias.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link:.l. i_ip,Rhinasem.zoom.us/i/94861525373. pwdi 552.136 
Password1652.1361 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was clear and I could hear 
everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ethl>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineheuiipmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong(E L„TIMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedunc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlan nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ethl>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<liarvq:K,Iinebeapmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22s,N TM B. EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.ED1J> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(.? ntofi matte baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@meddInc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrila...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
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listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.Pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<har-vey.flinebenz,p!moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriff5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (ueship)IIIMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanfnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eth,.:>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flinebelig.Pmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi!i@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.nei:>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong 013)1„1,"1-MB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rrlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlar: nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 

Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwcd 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934).B63 7725 
Password: I 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<h a niEn!„..1k1 e be m oore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com)' <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:311I@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
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'Jennifer Ryan' <j,pnnifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https://nasem.zoom.us/V93418637725?pwdi 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Passwords 552.136 I 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android:
https:finasem.zoom.us/i/93418637725?pwd1._ 552.136 i i i , ! i 

Passworal 552.136 I i 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting 93A laq3 7725 
Password: i 552.136 I 
International iiuiribers available: https://nasem.zoom.usju/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please dick on the link below, 
https://nasem.zoom.usjtest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <:elman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@asu.edu>;
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'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey.flinebenzmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffl5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.nei.>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU1 <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (pesilioi3LTIMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@rnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <(Bowrnan@n du>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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China Situational 
Overview 

Where are we now in China after a successful lock-down 

George F Gao 
China CDC 
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What we did between the end 
of Dec 2019 and early Jan 

2020 

Distinguished the PUE from common cold 

Seq the viral genome 

Isolated the virus 

Shared the data 
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COVID-19 Virus under EM 

Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Electron micrograph of SARS-CoV-2 
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• 1" Line-Wuhan and 
Hubei 

• 2"d Line-Beijing 
• 3rd Line-Hubei's 

surrounding regions 
• 4th Line-nationwide 

• Early Detection 
• Early Reporting 
• Early Isolation 
• Early Treatment 

• Community engagement 

• Community health 
education 

• Communities hygiene & 
Disinfection 

• Resources allocation 
(HCW, PPE, etc) 

• Logistic support 
• Public understanding & 

Infodemic response 
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Epidemic of COVID-19 in China 

Lab confirmed (as of April 18) Imported cases "Asymptomatic infections" 
• Cumulative cases: 82735 • Jan 31, the 1st imported • By April 18, 1105 
• Cumulative recovered: 77062 case individuals, including 44 
• Cumulative deaths: 4632 • By April 18, 1575 newly report, 999 under 
• Crude CFR: 5.60% confirmed, 44 possible medical observation 
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Timely Risk-based Precise Strategy 
Science-driven timely adjustment 

• Low-risk areas -- strictly prevent importation 
• No confirmed cases were reported, or no new confirmed cases 

were reported for 14 consecutive days. 

• Middle-risk areas -- prevent importation, stop local 
transmission 

• Cumulative number of confirmed cases does not exceed 50, and 
there are new confirmed cases reported within 14 days; Or 

• Cumulative number of confirmed cases exceeds 50, and 
there are new confirmed cases reported within 14 days but 
without clustering outbreaks. 

• High-risk areas -- stop local transmission, prevent exportation, 
implement strict measures 

• There are more than 50 confirmed cases with a clustered 
outbreak within 14 days. 
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Development and Revisions of 
Technical Documents 

Science-driven timely adjustment 

Diagnostic and Treatment Protocols 

Version-1 Version-2 Version-3 Version-4 

Version-1 

1.20 
 • 

1.18 1.22 

Notifiable Dis 
Type B / 

Managed A 

Version-2 

Prevention and Control Protocols 

1.28 

1.27 

Version-5 Version-6 
• 

Version-7 

2.6 2.21 3.7 

2.4 2.18 3.4 

Version-3 Version-4 Version-5 Version-6 

 '  

5 days 8 days 6 days 15 days 15 days 
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Traditional Containment Measures 
(Non-pharmaceutical intervention) 

Avoiding 
crowding; 
Extending holiday 

Social 
Distancing 

Personal 
Protective 
Measures 

Hand hygiene 
Mask wearing 

Screening and isolation of Case 
Quarantine of Contacts (4 Earlys) 

Detection, 
Isolation 
uaranti 

• .. • • i • I Containment i 

• 
• Strategies / • ,,..... ... --. - - .... - 

Social 
Mobilization 

Health Education 
Risk Communication 

•••• m•Or 

Suspending public 
transport for Wuhan, 
Entry and exit screening 

Movement 
Restriction 

Environmental 
Measures 

Infection 
revention & 

Control Nosocomial infection 
control; 
Preview and triage 
Restriction of visitors 

Routine cleaning, Reducing public 
goods sharing, Increased ventilation 
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Mask Wearing 

Protect yourself, Protect others 
Wearing a mask based on risk assessment 
• For general public 

• No need in general, e.g., at home, in open areas. 
• Wearing a surgical mask when gathering, in an 

elevator or public vehicle, face-to-face interact, 
high risk area (hospital, clinics) 

• For Occupational exposure 
• Settings: Health care settings; airplane, public 

vehicle (e.g., train, bus), supermarket, restaurant, 
etc. 

• KN95/N95 for health professionals, surgical mask 
for others 
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Proactive Defense Strategy 
"Dance" with the virus 

Strictly prevent importation and community resurgence 

• Control strategy for imported cases 

• Tailored control measures at varied risk levels 

• Four early measures in new situation 

Strengthen case reporting and surveillance 

Enhance laboratory test capability in county level 

Maintain gridded community prevention and control measures 

• Resuming production and work 

• Prevention and control protocols at varied risk levels 
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Control Strategy for Imported Cases 

• Whole chain management from border to community to home 

• Entry Screening 
• 14-day history and health status reporting 
• Temperature screening 
• Four categories of persons: confirmed case, suspicious case, 

person with fever, close contacts 
• Medical examination for suspected symptoms 
• Transfer 

• Suspected cases to designated hospitals 
• Close contacts to designated hotels for quarantine 

• Quarantine policy for travelers 
• 2 weeks' quarantine in the designated hotels 
• Depending on the risk evaluation and local policy 
• Regardless of domestic or foreigners 
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Resuming Measures 

• Health code and travel cards 

• Jointly promote travel card service; provide different colors of "health 

codes" for the accurate management of people with different risk 

score results to provide support for the orderly flow of personnel 

• "point-to-point" labor cooperation 

• Organize migrant workers to return to work in an orderly manner 

through cross-regional "point-to-point" labor cooperation; 

implement "point-to-point" one-stop direct chartered car (railway and 

highway) transportation services; 

• Carry out the mode of "delivering labor to the door" in the labor 

export place and "returning to the factory" in the labor input place 

• Prevention & control guidance for work resumption in enterprises 

• Health monitoring & reporting; workplace and individual precautions 

mgrAIL-A-cluurcEls5An-Aatnumutilvm ± EP &I'LMILE VA kik r- ammtilmatRm0193-kM 
1=I&IEREg (2020) 4 http://www.gov.cnizhengce/content/2020-02/22/content_5482025.htm 
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Learned from Transition Stage 

• Risk-based adjustment of strategies and measures adapted 
to local context by local government 

• Adhere to Four Early Measures: 

• Control importation (cross boarder and province), esp. in 
key and big cities 

• Prevent local spread (epidemiological investigation, close 
contact tracking and management) 

• Fine-tune approaches to balance the reponses and economic 
development 

• strengthen the surveillance to and response measures by 
employers/workplaces while resuming work 

• Utilize hi-tech such as big data and Al technologies to carry 
out targeted measures (e.g. tracing of travel history, close 
contacts, transmission chain, etc.) 
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Thank You 
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Email: 
john131212@sina.com 
Mobile: +86 13911405123 

Gui-Qiang Wang, MD 
Professor, Chief physician 
Chairman, Department of infectious diseases, 
Director, Center for liver disease, Peking University first hospital; 
President, Society of Infectious Diseases, Chinese Medical Association; 
Chairman, Antimicrobial Stewardship Working Committee, Chinese hospital association; 
Vice President, Infectious Disease Physicians Branch, Chinese Medical Doctor 
Association; 
Vice President, General Practitioner Education College, Chinese Medical Association; 
Member, National Immunization Program Expert Advisory Committee; 
Member, National Health Commission Infectious Diseases Standards Committee; 
Member, National Health Commission COVID-19 Medical Treatment Expert Group; 
Member, National Health Commission COVID-19 Convalescent Plasma Therapy Expert 
Group; 
Member, National Advisory Board of Overseas Anti-epidemic Medical Expert Group; 
Member, The State Council Expert Group on Joint prevention and control mechanism of 
COVID-19; 
Member, COVID-19 International Cooperation Expert Group, Ministry of Science and 
Technology 
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Email: 
john131212@sina.com 
Mobile: +86 13911405123 

• Since the outbreak of COVID 19, professor wang guiqiang, as a 
member of the medical treatment expert group of the national health 
commission, has guided clinical diagnosis and treatment, and 
participated in the compilation and update of the fifth, sixth and 
seventh version of the Chinese COVID 19 diagnosis and treatment 
protocol. Participated in the preparation of the convalescent plasma 
therapy protocol for COVID-19; 

• On behalf of the National Health Commission, he introduced China's 
diagnosis and treatment protocol to more than 160 countries in the 
world. On behalf of the National Health Commission, he participated in 
the press conferences of the state council on joint prevention and 
control for many times, presented the Protocol, answered questions 
from the public and the media, and explained COVID-19 prevention 
and control knowledge to the public. 

• Leading the emergency project of the ministry of science and 
technology "Favipiravir Combined Tocilizumab in the Treatment of 
Corona Virus Disease 2019-A Multicenter, Randomized and Controlled 
Clinical Trial Study", and leading "The study on the mechanism, 
outcome and therapeutic intervention of COVID -19 convalescent 
natiantc that tha ni irlair arid ravarcinn" 
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Chinese Participants 

Ling Chen: Dr. Ling Chen is a professor and founding director of CAS Guangzhou 
Institute of Biomedicine and Health, former deputy director of State Key Lab of 
Respiratory Disease. 

Zhu Chen: Dr. Zhu Chen is president of the Red Cross Society of China, CAS 
member. He was previously minister of the National Health Commission of China. 

George F. Gao: Dr. George F. Gao is Director-General of CCDC, a professor at the 
CAS Institute of Microbiology, CAS member. 

Dongfeng Gu: Dr. Dongfeng Gu is vice president of Southern University of Science 
and Technology, CAS member. 

Zhengli Shi: Dr. Zhengli Shi is a professor at CAS Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

Chen Wang: Dr. Chen Wang is vice president and a member of the Chinese Academy 
of Engineering, and president of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. 

Haiming Wei: Dr. Haiming Wei is Vice President of College of Life Sciences, the 
University of Science and Technology of China. 

Guoping Zhao: Dr. Guoping Zhao is a professor at CAS Shanghai Institutes for 
Biological Sciences, CAS member. 

Xi Zhou: Dr. Xi Zhou is a professor at CAS Wuhan Institute of Virology , Deputy 
Director of State Key Laboratory of Virology 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Yuan Zhiming [yzm@wh.iov.cri] 
11/27/2019 5:56:04 PM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU] 
CII :draft manuscript 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James , 

Thanks for your comments and your revision and I will revise the manuscript according to your suggestion. 

Hopefully this paper will be published soon and let the outside understand our lab and our mission. 

Thanks 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: LeDuc, :lames W. 
Date: 2019-11-26 05:42 
To: Yuan Zhiminu 
CC: Shi, Pei yong 
Subject: draft manuscript 
Hi Zhiming, 

Sorry forthe delay in responding to your request for comments on your draft manuscript. I finally had a chance to 
review it and my comments are attached. I think the paper is nicely written and will be of interest to readers 
followingthe development of biocontainment labs in China. You have done a good job in recording capabilities, 
and you may wish to expand a bit more by mentioningthe maximum number of small or large (non-human 
primates) you are able to manage at a single time in the facility. We are frequently asked these questions, and 
most product developers want sufficiently large single studies to have statistical significance, so many of our larger 
studies involve about 20 N HP. There may be good reasons not to quantify your capabilities as well, which !fully 
understand. 

You rightly credit the collaborations with the French in buildingthe laboratory; however, if yourgoal is to have a 
truly international impact, you may wish to broaden comments on potential collaboration/collaborators as 
mentioned in one comment. 

If I understand you correctly, you will be publishi ng the paper in your biosafety journal. If so, you may wish to 
expand your comments on yourtraining efforts to prepare your staff to safely and securely work in the new 
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facility. You may also wish to mention something about yoursecurity profile. As I recal l, the entire campus has 
limited access with guards at entrances. You may wish to comment on other mechanisms in place to limit access 
to high-risk pathogens—card-key access to labs, security personnel, etc. You will not want to go i nto too much 
detail, but it might be appropriate, especially given the focus of yourjournal, to let readers know that security is an 
important aspect of your program. 

Very nicely done! Thank you forthe opportunity to review the draft. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Tue 10/1/2019 9:28:39 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Two new Chinese Journals 

Thanks, Dave and Jim 

Congratulations, Jim! 

Best, 
• Pei,--yo0 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 1, 2019 9:07 AM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Two new Chinese Journals 

The editorial that Zhiming and I wrote was published in the Wuhan journal. A copy is attached just FYI. 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@grnai Lcom> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2019 7:00 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDIJ>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>;
Gerald T Keusch <keusch@bu.edu>; Greg Gray <gregory.gray@duke.edu>; Kenneth W. Bernard <kkbernard@comcast.net>; Kavita 
Berger <kberger@gryphonscientific.coni>; John E. Lange <ilange@unfoundation.org>
Subject: Two new Chinese Journals 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

All, 

Two new Chinese journals published their first issues recently. Biosafety and Health is from the China CDC and can be 
accessed from the email below. 

Biosafety and Biosecurity is from the Wuhan Inst of Virology and can be accessed from this web link. 
http://www.keaipublishing.com/en/journals/journal-of-biosafety-and-biosecurity/ 

dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Elsevier Journals" <stirilsemarketinci@elseviercom>
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Subject: Invitation to submit your paper to open access journal Biosafety and Health 
Date: September 24, 2019 at 5:00:06 AM EDT 
To: davidrfranz@cimail.com 
Reply-To: stjnIsemarketinci@elsevier.com 

Enjoy the first issue of Biosafety and 
Health and submit your research too 

We are proud to announce the first issue of open access journal, Biosafety and 

Health (BSHEAL). Below you can read a selection of articles which are immediately 

accessible and free to download. Should you be interested to submit your paper to 

BSHEAL, please find more information on our website. 

For a better world: Biosafety strategies to protect global health 

"Biological threats, whether naturally occurring, accidental, or deliberate in origin, 

can result in disasters that are regional, national, or even global in scope if not 

properly contained." [Read full Editorial] 

Intra-host Ebola viral adaption during human infection 

"Our data indicate that short stretches of T>C substitutions are part of the 

convergent evolution during the infection process of EVD patients, shedding light 

on the dynamic intra-host genomic variation of EBOV during the 2013-2016 

epidemic." [Read full article] 
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Disinfection efficiency of positive pressure respiratory protective hood using 

fumigation sterilization cabinet 

"We have developed and described reliable disinfection equipment based on VHP, 

which not only achieves thorough disinfection, but also does not affect the material 

properties and protective properties of treated PPRPHs. Thus our study provides a 

universal solution for the reuse of respiratory protective equipment." [Read full 

article] 

Submit your paper for consideration and your article could be among those 

published in the next issues of Biosafety and Health. Read the full Guide for 

Authorsfor more information on the article types accepted in the journal and on how 

to make a submission. 

View first issue 

Biosafety and Health is an open access journal. Find out more. 

How do you ensure you are submitting to a trusted journal? Visit Think-Check-Submit 

This message has been sent to davidrfranz@gmail.com from Elsevier Communications on behalf of Elsevier 
Journals. 
Elsevier B.V. Registered Office: Radarweg 29, 1043 NX Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Reg. No. 33158992 - 
Netherlands. VAT No. NL 005033019601. Copyright © 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. I Elsevier Privacy 
Policy 
You are receiving this email using data supplied by Medlist International in the belief that it will be of interest to 
you. 

To amend your details or areas of interest, please click here 
If you wish to be removed from this list, please click here 
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From: Peter Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 7:59 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Dayid A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';Haryey 

V. Fineberg;'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz 
(dayidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu);Alison Andre;Jennifer Ryan;Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

That time works for me and look forward to the discussion. 

A great initiative and great timingt 

Cheers, 

Peter 

Peter Daszak 
President 

EcoHealth Alliance 
460 West 341" Street 
New York, NY 10001 
USA 

Tel.: +1-212-380-4474 
Website: www.ecohealthalliance.orR 
Twitter @PeterDaszak 

EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; Peter Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 

1 
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'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

2 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 5:15 PM 
To: 'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';Harvey V. 

Fineberg;'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yong 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu);Alison Andre;Jennifer Ryan;Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Attachments: Draft Covid-19 US-China dialogue agenda.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

1 
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Clinical Issues Related to Treatment and Management of Patients 

• Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 disease: What range of clinical, end-organ, 
organ, and other body system manifestations of disease has been documented in China? 

• Drug Treatments: What has been the Chinese experience with developing drug 
treatments or using existing drugs in treatment of patients, from prophylaxis to 
presymptomatic patients to patients with severe symptoms? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions: Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions 
(NPIs) for patient care identified? Were there other best practices for management of 
COVID-19 patients that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Protection of Medical Personnel: What measures have proven most effective in 
preventing infection of medical personnel? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any other lessons learned from China's pandemic 
experience that should be applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other 
patient care facilities? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health 
condition, or other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NPIs, or best practices? 
How was this determined? 

• Immune plasma: What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other 
antibody-based therapies in the treatment of COVID-19 patients or prevention of further 
spread of disease? 

• Vaccines: Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of 
COVID-19 vaccines? 

• 

Limiting the Spread of COVID-19 and Steps Toward Restarting Society 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? 
What variability may exist and can factors be identified that may influence such 
variability? 

• Viral Load: What is known about magnitude of viral load required to initiate infection? 
Has it been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 
individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how 
long? Has post-infection viral shedding been demonstrated to result in new infections? 
Has an explanation regarding pathogenesis leading to apparent recrudescence of disease 
in previously positive, then negative patients been arrived at? 

• Immunity: After recovery, do patients have immunity? How protective is this immunity? 
Is there indication of persistence of such immunity? 
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• Halting Spread: What measures have proven most effective in halting viral spread in 
China? 

• Preventing a Fall Resurgence: What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall 
resurgence in transmission? 

• Reestablishing Normality: What lessons has China learned about returning society and 
the economy to a "normal" state? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Exposure routes: Has progress been made in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19—air, water, and surfaces, both indoors and outdoors? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays 
versus neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an 
indicator of protection? Was there standardization of your testing tools? 

• Contact with Animals: Would increased surveillance of or interventions to reduce 
contact with pets, wild, or livestock animal species help limit the future spread of 
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses? 
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From: EiT9 <zIshi@wh.ioy.cn> 

Sent: Friday, March 6, 2020 8:05 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Yuan Zhiming;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Re: Vox article 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim, 

Thank you for your information. 

It's a difficult time for us. We will be fine. 

The rumors always ran faster than the reality. That's problem of internet world. 

Best regards, 
Zhengli, 

 Jg FC11 
"LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 

MAIrtliii:2020-03-05 22:50:33 (EitAn) 
A: "Yuan Zhiming" <yzm@whiov.cn>, zlshi <z1shi@whiov.cn> 

"Shi, Pei yong" <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
iit: Vox article 

Dear Zhiming and Zhengli, 

hope you are both well during this very difficult time. 

The link below is to an article just published that may be of interest to you. 

With all good wishes for your personal health and safety as we all work together to control the new virus. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(0 409-266-6810 
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(ni) 409-789-2012 

From: Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2020 8:49 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
The story went up today. Thanks so much for your help with it, and let me know if you see any inaccuracies to 
fix or updates I should make. 
Very best, and hope to stay in touch, 
Eliza 
https://www.vox.com/2020/3/4/21156607/how-did-the-coronavirus-get-started-china-wuhan-lab 

On Fri, Feb 28, 2020 at 3:06 PM Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.com> wrote: 

Sure, will do. 

On Feb 28, 2020, at 12:16 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Better to call after about 4 pm CT, We're kinda busy... 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclays@vox.com>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:07 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc.@LJTMB.EDU>
Cc: Keusch, Gerald T <keusch@bu.edu>
Subject: Re: Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for the connection, Jerry. 
2 
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And thanks so much for the quick response, Jim. I will give you a call in about an hour. 

Best, 

Eliza 

On Fri, Feb 28, 2020 at 10:50 AM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

:Fli Jerry, 

Thanks for the introduction and happy to meet you, Eliza, I'm happy to chat about this issue 
tt your convenience My direct office line is 409-266-6516. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W Le Due, Ph.D. 

:Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

.Jniversity of Texas Medical Branch. 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-20U 

From: Keusch, Gerald T Aceusch bu.edu> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:48 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.com>
Subject: Wuhan 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I was talking to Eliza Barclay from Vox (copied above) who was referred to me by our friend 
Peter Daszak. Eliza is working on a story to address the various conspiracy theories being 
bandied about on the origin of the Covid19 virus. One of the issues, of course, was the 
Wuhan laboratory as a source — whether accidental or deliberate — and the questions being 
raised about it biosecurity and biosafety protocols. I said that I was absolutely confident that 
they had proper protocols and trained people in place, in part because I am was aware that 
GNL had connections with that lab, had trained many of their staff, and that you have been 
there. 

Eliza will follow up and if you have the time she would like to talk with you. She is trying to 
gather the scientific argument and be able to translate it for a general audience to be able to 
distinguish between evidence and conspiracy. 

Hope all is well. 

Jerry 

Gerald T. Keusch, M.D. 

Professor of Medicine and International Health 

Boston University School of Medicine 

Associate Director, National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories 

620 Albany Street 

Boston, MA 02118 
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Eliza Barclay • Science Editor 

<—WRD363.jpg> 

Follow Vox on Twitter • Instagram • Facebook 

- 

Eliza Barclay • Science Editor 

Follow Vox on Twitter • Instagram • Facebook 
- 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth@nas.edu]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Gerald T Keusch[keusch@bu.edu]; Greg Gray[gregory.gray@duke.edu]; Kenneth W. Bernard[kkbernard@comcast.net]; Kavita 
Berger[kberger@gryphonscientific.com]; John E. Lange[jlange@unfoundation.org] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 10/1/2019 7:00:05 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Two new Chinese Journals 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

All, 
Two new Chinese journals published their first issues recently. Biosafety and Health is from the China CDC and can be 
accessed from the email below. 

Biosafety and Biosecurity is from the Wuhan Inst of Virology and can be accessed from this web link. 
http://www.keaipublishing.com/en/journals/journal-of-biosafety-and-biosecurity/ 

dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Elsevier Journals" <stinIsem-r incaelsevier.corn>
Subject: Invitation to submit your paper to open access journal Biosafety and Health 
Date: September 24, 2019 at 5:00:06 AM EDT 
To: davidrfranzAcimail.com 
Reply-To: stjnisernarketing@elseviercom 

open online version 

Enjoy the first issue of Biosafety and 
Health and submit your research too 

We are proud to announce the first issue of open access journal, Biosafety and 

Health (BSHEAL). Below you can read a selection of articles which are immediately 
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accessible and free to download. Should you be interested to submit your paper to 

BSHEAL, please find more information on our website. 

For a better world: Biosafety strategies to protect global health 

"Biological threats, whether naturally occurring, accidental, or deliberate in origin, can 

result in disasters that are regional, national, or even global in scope if not properly 

contained." [Read full Editorial] 

Intra-host Ebola viral adaption during human infection 

"Our data indicate that short stretches of T>C substitutions are part of the convergent 

evolution during the infection process of EVD patients, shedding light on the dynamic 

intra-host genomic variation of EBOV during the 2013-2016 epidemic." [Read full 

article] 

Disinfection efficiency of positive pressure respiratory protective hood using 

fumigation sterilization cabinet 

"We have developed and described reliable disinfection equipment based on VHP, 

which not only achieves thorough disinfection, but also does not affect the material 

properties and protective properties of treated PPRPHs. Thus our study provides a 

universal solution for the reuse of respiratory protective equipment." [Read full 

article] 

Submit your paper for consideration and your article could be among those published 

in the next issues of Biosafety and Health. Read the full Guide for Authorsfor more 

information on the article types accepted in the journal and on how to make a 

submission. 

View first issue 

Biosafety and Health is an open access journal. Find out more. 

How do you ensure you are submitting to a trusted journal? Visit Think-Check-Submit 

This message has been sent to davidrfranz@gmall.com from Elsevier Communications on behalf of Elsevier Journals. 
Elsevier B.V. Registered Office: Radarweg 29, 1043 NX Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Reg. No. 33158992 - Netherlands. VAT Nn 
NL 0050330191301. Copyright © 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. I Elsevier Privacy Policy 
You are receiving this email using data supplied by Medlist International in the belief that it will be of interest to you. 

To amend your details or areas of Interest, please click here 
If you wish to be removed from this list, please click here 
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From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:42 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek;LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Micah Lowenthal 
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I talked with Bill last week. I've known him for 25 years and trust him. Met him originally when he worked 
with Judy on "Germs". He's always kept 'background' as 'background' with me. 

Having said that, I'm guessing we might need some higher NAS authority to share this with the press???? Or 
not? 

Dave 

On Feb 27, 2020, at 10:27 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dave and Jim, 

Thanks for your notes. I trust that the text and descriptions of her scientific work is accurate from your 
perspective? I am waiting on comments from Katie Bowman and then will send this along to Diane and 
Peggy (and cc you all). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202.334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

I just read it as well. At my level of understanding, it looks like you did a nice technical job of 
digesting her ppt sets. I don't know where we, US, would have learned the details of her insights 
and understanding of the viruses and the ecology without those meetings. Individual scientists, 
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possibly from EcoHlth etc, and, of course pubs, might have, but our meetings brought this to the 
NAS enterprise and thus the greater US science enterprise. Agree with Jim, Dave 

On Feb 27, 2020, at 10:04 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
wrote: 

Ben, thanks so much for pulling this information together, This is really a nice summary 
of Dr Shi's brilliant work and clearly demonstrates the value of the dialogue that we 
have hosted. Please do send forward to Peggy and Diane. We should discuss how best 
to use this information to everyone's advantage. Let me know how I can help. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 8:02 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>;
Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenthIpnas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

No not requested, I briefed a group at state two weeks ago on NAS China bio 
dialogue and NAS efforts to get isolates to utmb (the letter) and noticed her 
extraordinary predictions while reviewing memos and putting briefing material 
together. Thought it would be useful to highlight. 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 8:44 PM, David Franz 
<davidrfiunz gmail.corn> wrote: 

Hi Ben and thanks, I will read tomorrow. Can you give us a little 
more background? Was this requested by someone or did you 
guys just think it would be good information to highlight our 
efforts over the years? dave 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 7:02 PM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

We put together a memo detailing Zhengli Shi's 
contributions during our dialogue meetings related to 
COVID-19. Unfortunately her presentations now read as 
somewhat predictive. After you take a look I will send to 
Diane and Peggy. 

No plans for distribution but we thought it would be 
useful to have this complied for sponsors and other 
interested government folks. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Zhengli Shi's presentations at the NASEM U.S. 
China dialogue clean draft vl.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Yuan Zhiming <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 

Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 9:56 PM 

To: LeDuc, James W.;zIshi 

Cc: Shi, Pei yang 

Subject: RE: Fwd: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim , 

Thanks for your informaiton. I really appreciate your help and your action, we need to let some people 

understand well the the mission of high-level biosafey lab. what we do, and how we do inside. We all know 

that the labs were built not for causing epidmic, but for proventing the epidemic, and the labs are 

managed according to interantional guildline and national accquirement, Wuhan's lab is among the others. 

I will contact Zhengli to see what she can do for your report. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: 
Date: 2020-04-19 00:44 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: RE: Fwd: Rubio 
Dear Zhengli, 

Thank you for your response. I understand completely and I certainly do not wish to compromise you 
personally or your research activities. Given our long history of collaborations between the GNL and the 
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WIV, I have been approached repeatedly for details on our work. Attached is a draft summary that I will be 
providing to the leadership of our University of Texas system and likely to Congressional committees that 
are being formed now. Please review carefully and make any changes that you would like. I want this to 
be as accurate as possible and I certainly do not want to misrepresent any of your valuable contributions. I 
need to submit this on Monday, 20 April, so your prompt reply would be very much appreciated. I have 
copied Zhiming for his comments as well. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

From: NN <zIshi@whiov.cn> 

Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 9:20 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James, 

Thank you for your email and consideration our communication. 

Due to the complicated situation, I don't think it's a right time to communicate by the call. 

What I can tell you is that this virus is not a leaky from our lab or any other labs.It's a shame to 

make this scientific question so complicated. 

I hope to talk with you whenever the COVID-19 is over and world is calme and believe in the 

science. 

Best regards, 

Zhengli, 

fgteNq 
&ftA:"LeDuc, James W." <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

M± :2020-04-17 11:06:38 (EME) 

"zengli Shi" <zIshi@wh.iov.cii>

kka: 
±E: Fwd: Rubio 

Hi Zheng-Li. I hope you are well as surviving all the COVID19 drama. I wonder if you would have time 
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for a phone call sometime soon. Let me know a good number and time and I'll call. The email below 
is relevant. 

I will certainly understand if you are not available but Pei-Yong keeps encouraging me to call. 

With all good wishes. 

Jim. 

My office line is 1 409 266 6516 or cell is 1 409 789 2012 if it's easier for you to call me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 
From: David Franz <dlvidrfranz@gmail.com>
Date: April 16, 2020 at 8:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Rubio 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links 
or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I heard from someone in government this evening that Senator Rubio is starting to push 
for AN investigation regarding Wuhan lab. Just found it on the web at Forbes by 
Kenneth Repoza. Title of article is "eight senators call for investigation into coronavirus 
origins" 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Shi, Pei yong [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DCSD6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 

Sent: 4/18/2020 3:31:45 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W. [jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 

[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
CC: Sharpies, Fran [FSharples@nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu] 
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 

Thanks, Ben 
I'm glad Zhiming is speaking up. I have been encouraging him and Zhengli Shi to speak up. Their direct engagement is 
essential. Otherwise, all we do is secondary. 
Best, PeL-yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 3:03 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI re origin, this was just posted: Yuan Zhiming speaking on behalf of the WVI: https://news.cgtn.cominews/2020-04-
1.81Institute-of-Virology-Man-ma e-coronavirus-beyond-human-intelligence-PMUg5P6wTejindex.html. Notes the 
relationship between WVI and UTBM at the end. 

Already some stories about it: https://www.nbcnews.cominews/world/laboratory-wuhan-breaks-silence-deny-claims-
coronvarius-originated-there-n1186856 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 9:48 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRuseq?nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranzegmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@LIIMB.EDU>
Cc: Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 

Nicely done. Please see attached with some comments and suggestions. I think it's important to highlight our 
discussions on biosafety and biosecurity training and facilities operations as very practical contributions from the 
dialogue. I note that there is no discussion on the origin of the virus, which is probably wise at this stage. 

Jim 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10:39 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranzSgmailcom) <davidrfran24,1?Lmaii.cor»; LeDuc, James W. cjwieduc@liTivlB.EDU>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshiPUTiviB.EDU>
Cc: Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMEI's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim and Pei-yong, 

We have drafted the attached letter proposing the virtual China bio dialogue. Fran and Katie helped come up with the 
questions under the five topics. Please review those carefully. 

After your review we will send it to Peggy and Diane for review and comments. Staff will also need to coordinate with 
the NASEM Standing Committee on Emerging Infectious Diseases and 21st Century Health Threats (maybe via Julie 
Pavlin). And coordinate or at least inform whomever has arranged for George Gao to speak at the NASEM annual 
meeting on the 25th. 

Thanks in advance for you attention. If this goes out I hope that the reply to the proposal is positive but I think there is 
merit to proposing even if the response is negative. 

PS I see a lot of support for cooperation in this °pied by the Chinese Ambassador to U.S., we could cite it in the letter or 
as part of the email that goes with the letter: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/05/opinion/coronavirus-china-us.html. Also were you aware of this website: 
https:ficovid19.21wecan.comi 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 8:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Dave Franz;Sharples, Fran;Peggy Hamburg 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - I could ask Paul Auwaerter who is head of the clinical ID operations at JH - professor of 
medicine/infectious diseases, past president of the IDSA, a former postdoc in my lab. 

Let me know if you want me to contact him. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 5:11 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; 
Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Do you know someone who could add additional clinical expertise? They would need to be available on very short 
notice. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:36 PM 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Excellent. Do we have sufficient front line clinicians on our side? 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 10, 2020, at 11:15 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <rell man @stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.uncedu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perirnan@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthallianCe , 911g>; Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg(pnloor(?.gs:g>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDLY 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranzPgmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDI„JT <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edt# <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance,sn>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during 
the call on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that 
Harvey Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American 
delegation member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead 
but we hope that those listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your 
information only, we will send an agenda without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) 
Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 
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FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test 
the Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.ediu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley7pOrnan@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.oEg>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg.OmoorE. -:-.rg>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@Rmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to 
hold the two sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day 
they want to push the second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim 
Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but 
move the second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new 
time for the second session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a 
dozen Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <rellman©stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.ediu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev7pEyiroan@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance,olg>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.finebergOmoore,org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call 
(with input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, 

Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we 

should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question 

(Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, 

etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your 
information. Also the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/i/93418637725?pwdi 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password! 552.136 L. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlinan@ulowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance„oil>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineb@ig@moore,org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
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<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KRowrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https://nasem.zoom.us/V93418637725?pwd4 552.136 L._ 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password i 552.136 I 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you 
again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https:finasem.zoom.us/V93418637725?pwcH 552.136 

Password: 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 
9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 
2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 
853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting I p.! _931_18.63 7725 
Password.1552.136 _ 
Internationai numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
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https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relrhan@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.ediu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-pOrnan@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliancemEg>; Harvey V. Fineberg <harvey.finebergEmoore,org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<cigriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@Rmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, 
Toni C' (zintoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; Jennifer Ryan <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the 
group is connected by email and 2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American 
participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion is to fill you in on the dialogue background, 
discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we should probably 
avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 
7. If this time does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me 
know. Also if Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime 
on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have 
proposed that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the 
first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the 
second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if 
these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day holidays end on 
the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Chinese Participants-05 10. docx> 
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From: David A Reiman <relman@stanford.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 9:18 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';'Harvey V. 

Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yong;Dzau, Victor J. 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, 
Katherine;Hare, Hope;Kanarek, Morgan;Clark, David;David A Reiman 

Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 
13 call 9pm et 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Ben-
Today and tomorrow are tight for me. Monday and Tues are much better for me. 
My availability: 
Today 4-5 pm ET 
Tomorrow 2:30-3:00 pm ET 
Best, David 

From: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 at 10:33 PM 
To: David A Relman <relman@stanford.edu>, "'Baric, Ralph S'" <rbaric@email.unc.edu>, "'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>, "'Perlman, StanleyTT' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>, 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>, T'THarvey V. FinebergTT' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>, 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>, lwleduc@UTMB.EDUT" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, 
T'TDave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)TT' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>, T'TShi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)TT' 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>, "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>, T'TTBaric, Toni 
C' (antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)TT' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>, 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>, 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>, "Bowman, Katherine" 
<KBowman@nas.edu>, "Hare, Hope" <HHare@nas.edu>, "Kanarek, Morgan" <MKanarek@nas.edu>, "Clark, 
David" <DClark@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in the call tonight. We thought it would be useful to have an American group conversation 
about the calls and discuss potential next steps. 

Please let me know what times you are available between 2:00 PM - 6:00 PM ET today (Thursday, May 14) and on 
Friday, May 15 between 11:00 AM - 3:00 PM ET for a 30-45 min discussion. 

Once we find the least worst time for folks I will send out a Zoom link. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DClark@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 

Greetings, 

I have attached two ppts from the Monday evening Zoom call and an updated Chinese participant list for the Zoom call 
tonight. I look forward to seeing and speaking with you all again tonight. 

Here is the Zoom link for the session tonight: 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM (ET.)._ 
Meeting link: 552.136 
Meeting ID: 987 3032 2332 
Meeting Passwordh 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 4:10 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eth.:>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,ffinebergpmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (plavidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshI@LITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@meddInc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas,edu?; Clark, David <Daark@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: Zoom link for Wednesday May 13 call 9pm et 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in and asking thoughtful questions during the Zoom call last night. Thanks especially to Diane 
Griffin for outstanding moderating, to Harvey Fineberg for giving a clear and concise overview of the U.S. situation and 
to Jim Le Duc for drafting a list (see attachment) of possible future areas of collaboration that came up during the 
discussion. 

Although Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants I asked CAS staff to help the group move on quickly if a 
Chinese speaker's audio is malfunctioning. I let CAS know that during the next session we want to start discussing the 
agenda / remaining list of questions right away. I reiterated that we find a discussion format to be the most useful and 
asked that they send any slide presentations to me in advance of the call (so I can send them to you). I also asked CAS 
for copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group last night. Please let me know if you have any thoughts on 
how to make the Zoom session tomorrow night more productive. 

Here is the Zoom link for the next session 
Meeting Time: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:00 -11:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting link: 552.136 L._ 
Meeting ID: 987 3032 2332 
Meeting Password 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:13 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ech.1>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,fineberg5moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (plavidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (peshIOLITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@meddmc.eciu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek.@nas.edu>; Clark, David <DClarkenas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: final docs, Zoom link (and back up phone number) 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached all the documents that You need for the first U.S. China dia'-- lie 7 call tonight IMnrifialf, "=" 11 

11. F-, -' 1.1 • all in • . ace. ney • update, • : •• • . • p. -1,ant 
li . k D ng t. an partirpani. : and 7. ' : • n of the _ • . - . Plea
r . 

your narr=s 
,ese participants to lead tne discussion tilting version of the agenda does not 
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At th- '. - ning -,ft call mlne Griffin ,m'll ask each person to introduce themselvec k* 'lust say ,,our name and 
aft 'lea_ • .,.te order th, t you ar.,o.r - •,articir . el,. .. - •• 7al.. and Victor 
D : ir the ill 16, George Gao and thci • .ir • the -f ove •iews and thr , will discuss 
th...• ,,,i, '' Re 0-,- discussico, -le •• 7.e f- • ,, al_ par its to answer and the 
questior - is.„.als on the agenda, we will also need to mind the ti ,... „;.isely ii „„•,.. are going to get thi:..i...6,1the entire 
Day 1 question list. 

hT, c Zoom !7,"!. 
Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link: w1 AIWA' iLINV 5ELLim 

(Password?. 552:136 Meeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should not need it, it's in the link) 

552.136 

Re logistics, "'AC. agreed to allow us to use the 7oom recor 
act. 2SS to a — T prt., 
SO7 reaso csn en, 

n produce a transrrip of e :all. wilt'we. host 
. Zoor „.. . 

set
or Jn. If for 

%AI ,tive 
cor'-• ,ne 'off . •,1ce • . . :a). I, tat os„inbe,-  , 15 (anr. ':" 17. . 77 1 CAS will 
al . be .) L . S the ili le via a toll fit...e +-mese phone number We will only activa,..-: tills line if wt. det. Je to 
aludndon the Zoom ti call. 

If you have any final questions or concerns plea co ' -- 'free to ermil or call me (at the numb-, be' w1 befir the 
meeting. Thank you again for agreeing to participd„,e. !lithe virtual dialogue, I looks forward Lu seeug ano ing you all 
later this evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.erlti>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszafr ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<barvq:K,Iinebeapmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor4 <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (2,2•si-J@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.Linc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowiman@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

Time: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:00 PM (ET) 
Meeting Link: httias.1Ynasem.zoom.us/i/94861525373. pwcli 552.136 
Password i 552.136 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was clear and I could hear 
everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ecki>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineheuiipmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong(E L„TIMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedunc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlan nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ecki>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvq:K,..finebeapmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6f ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22s,N@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 

ntofi matte baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@meddmc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrila...'"nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
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without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eth...i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.Pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineheiliipmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <Ogriffi5@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cpa)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong(E LITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med„unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrna. ..'"nas.edi...i>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eth,.:>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flinebelig.Pmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi!i@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.nei:>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (psniii@Lrl-MB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.rvan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlar: nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, Micah, 

Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdl
_ 552.136 -1 i i ; Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 

PasswordI 552.136 -I 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<h a niEn!„..1k1 e be m oore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.con)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22:311I@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
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'Jennifer Ryan' <J,pnnifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https://nasem.zoom.us/i/93418637725?pwdj- 552.136 L. 
Meeting 7725 
Password:: 552.1361 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https:finaseiThz.oqm,u_yi/93418637725?pwd 

Passwords 552.136 ! 
552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID:_934.1863 7725 
Password!, 552.1361 
InternatidaZirffil',715-4s available: https://nasem.zoom.usiu/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please dick on the link below, 
https://nasem.zoom.usitest 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' elman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@asu.edu>;
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'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey.flinebenzmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffl5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.nei.>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU1 <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (pesilioi3LTIMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@rnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <(Bowrnan@n du>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.ED11]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.ED11]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 2/8/2019 5:26:23 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Update on BSL-4 lab leaders network 

ik of BSL-4 Labs white paper.docY 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

As I mentioned in an earlier email we submitted a proposal to DOS BEP that would partially support an initial meeting of BSL-4 
laboratory leaders. However, I would be surprised if BEP funded the proposal, it is an international as opposed to a bilateral project, 
the idea does not really overlap with their current priority countries, and it would involve work with China (that they can't fund). 

A modified version of the text of the proposal is attached as a "white paper" for your review and input. I thought we could use a 
finalized version of this document to pass to our partners and possible funders. 

While we were putting the proposal together I spoke to Krista Versteeg (former CISAC fellow and GNL alumna) who now works at 
ERINHA (erinha.eu) the European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents. She is based in Paris at ERINHA 
headquarters (the director of ERINHA is also the director of the BSL4 in Lyon, France). ERINHA started five years ago, is funded by 
the European Commission, now includes BSL4 labs in France, Portugal, the Netherlands, and Sweden, and is designed to be a 
research infrastructure between BSL4 labs. Although Krista just started her job she is supportive of the lab leaders network idea 
and noted that ERINHA would like to work with more organization outside of the EU in the coming years. 

In addition to ERINHA, there have been a few other attempts to create BSL4 networks. Krista pointed me to this poster detailing 
BSL4ZNet (a network of gov labs in Canada, the U.S., Germany, the UK and Australia): 
http://www.oie.int/eng/BIOTHREAT2017/posters/14 CEMMA-poster.pdf and I also found this article on Euronet-P4 (from 10 years 
ago) https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1198743X14604572 

After you have a chance to edit the white paper I plan to send it back to Krista for her thoughts. (When we are ready she would be 
happy to set up a conference call between us and the director of ERINHA.) We should also reach out to our friends in Beijing, 
Wuhan, Harbin and Kuming and to Kaz Kojima at WHO (but it might be best of Jim did that) when we finalize the white paper. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin i 552.117 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2019 3:27 PM 
To: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Trip report and final agenda from Harbin 
Importance: High 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

Jim I hope you ad a wonderful trip to Antarctica! 

I have attached a brief draft trip report from the Harbin meeting. I used this as part of recent funding quarterly report but please 
add your edits and additions so we can finalize it for briefings. 
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We are also working on a longer version with more detail on each of the presentations and a draft statement on the gene-editing 
portion of the meeting. 

PS We submitted a funding proposal to DOS BEP that would cover an initial BSL-4 leadership network meeting. I will write a 
separate email noting the progress we have made to develop that idea. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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A Network of BSL-4 Laboratory Leaders: Meeting of Leaders 

Project Proposal 

Project Summary: The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) working 
in partnership with other academies of sciences, institutes of health, and international organizations, will 
organize and convene a workshop to bring together leaders of maximum biocontainment laboratories 
(MCLs) / BSL-4 labs as the first step in an effort to develop a sustainable network where the leaders of 
these labs can regularly meet to share best practices for biosafety and biosectuity, improve collaboration, 
increase transparency, and work to improve specimen exchange. These labs do diagnostic work and 
research on pathogens that could easily be transmitted to humans and cause severe or fatal disease for 
which there is no available cure. Institutions that operate these labs take the highest biosafety precautions 
but the labs are complex systems with inherent risks. As these type of labs proliferate globally, it will be 
important to take steps to ensure that they operate safely and securely while contributing to science and 
global public health. 

Project description: Countries and institutions operate Biological Safety Level-4 maximum 
biocontainment laboratories (MCLs) to address the threat of infectious disease. The number of BSL-4 
capable facilities in the world is growing; the World Health Organization (WHO) recently counted more 
than 50 BSL-4 labs operating, under construction, or being planned around the world. Even in advanced 
technological societies like the United States, this trend has been challenged and criticized as posing 
unnecessary threats to populations by potentially enlarging the number of locations from which biological 
materials could be obtained by those wishing to cause harm. In less developed countries, the potential for 
increasing, rather than decreasing, biological threats through the establishment of BSL-4 MCLs is even 
greater. Recently the leaders of two MCLs wrote an op/ed in the journal Science calling for the creation 
of a network to bring together the leaders of MCLs to enable "the sharing of best practices, collaboration, 
transparency, and exchange of specimens and technology." NASEM has helped to shape the 
international dialogue on the risks and the multitude of challenges associated with planning for, building, 
sustaining, and safely and securely running a BSL-4 MCL. The 2012 NASEM report2 established a 
baseline for NASEM's more recent bilateral work around the world on this topic, including NASEM 
organized workshops that brought the leaders from the U.S. and China's MCLs together and the leaders 
of the U.S. and India's MCLs together. 

NASEM proposes to organize and convene a workshop to bring together leaders of maximum 
biocontainment laboratories (MCLs) / BSL-4 labs as the first step in an effort to create a sustainable 
network where the leaders of these labs can regularly meet to share best practices for biosafety and 
biosecurity, improve collaboration, increase transparency, and work to improve specimen exchange. An 
international network of MCLs leaders has several positive features that could contribute to the safe and 
secure operation of these facilities. It will provide a forum to discuss best practices for laboratory 
leadership, approaches to regulatory frameworks, training and capacity development, strengthening 
surveillance of dangerous pathogens and sample transfer. It will also provide far greater transparency into 
plans as countries develop labs, the types of research being done at existing facilities, and the reasoning 
behind the research. It will allow leaders of operating labs to illustrate the unique challenges associated 
with these labs and even discourage the construction of unnecessary facilities by countries where the 
demand does not warrant the investment. 

I "Network tor Safe and Secure Labs" James W. Le Due and Zhiming Yuan, Science. 19 Oct 2018. Vol. 362, Issue 
6412, pp. 267 [ HYPERUNK "http://science.sciencemag.org/content/362/6412/267" 
2 "Biosecurity Challenges of the Global Expansion of High -Containment Biological Laboratories" NASEM 2012 [ 
HYPERUNK "https://www.na p.edu/cata I og/13315/bi osecurity-challenges-of-the-gl obal-expa ns ion-of-high-
conta nment-bi ol ogi cal-la bora tories" 
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Scope of Work: The NASEM will appoint a steering committee consisting of approximately three 
members to guide this work and develop the workshop agenda and invitee list. The project will consist of 
one international workshop. The invitee list will be developed in consultation with the European Research 
Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents (ERINHA), the World Health Organization (WHO), and 
other relevant organizations. NASEM staff will make the logistical and administrative arrangements 
necessary for the meeting, including scheduling the dates, selecting the venue, and inviting the speakers 
and participants. 

The workshop will be held in a location that facilitates the participation by key leaders and stakeholders. 
NASEM will invite experts from approximately 20 countries and organizations (up to 25 experts total) to 
the workshop. During the workshop, laboratory leaders will discuss topics such as the following: an 
overview of the 2012 NASEM report, subsequent developments to bring leaders from BSL-4 MCLs 
together since 2012, unique challenges with building, operating and sustaining BSL-4 MCLs, such as 
leadership, regulation, training, and sample transfer, as well as nonproliferation, biosecurity and biosafety 
considerations. In addition to allowing participants to share best practices, improve collaboration, and 
increase transparency, the workshop will also identify topics for future meetings and ways to fund and 
sustain the network after the initial international workshop. The organizers will share a directory of 
participants, to facilitate continuation of contact after the end of the workshop. 

Schedule/Time line: 
Months 1-2 Nomination and appointment of members of steering committee 

Months 3-4 

Months 5-6 

Months 7-8 

Months 9-10 

Months 1 1-12 

Development of draft vision statement and workshop agenda for discussion 
Select location of workshop 
Proposed dates for workshop 
Refinement of agenda 
Invitations to workshop participants 
Begin to develop meeting background materials 

Travel arrangements, venue planning, and other logistics 
Finalize the agenda 
Begin to circulate meeting background materials and presentation materials 

Final arrangements for the workshop 
Workshop takes place 

NASEM staff meet with additional experts to get perspectives on the workshop 
proposals. 

Technical summary report finalized. 

Point of Contact: 
Name: 
Position: 
Affiliation: 
Address: 
Office Phone: 
Mobile Phone: 
Fax Number: 
Email Address: 

Benjamin Rusek 
Senior Program Officer 
Policy and Global Affairs Division, NASEM 
500 Fifth St, NW 
202-334-3975 
202-839-0075 
202-334-1730 
brusek@nas.edu 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2019 1:07 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Re: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Thanks Pei-Yong. Good news that CAS remains supportive. We'll need to revisit schedule as it looks like 
holding the meeting this year is going to be problematic. 

Glad you're going to Kunming. Let's chat before you leave. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2019, at 12:56 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

This is great news, thanks for the update. 

On Aug 22, 2019, at 12:47 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Zhiming updated me today that CAS is supportive of the next meeting, but it takes some 
time to go through the paperwork at CAS. 

I plan to visit Kunming in the middle of October and will arrange a meeting with the 
director and their leadership team there. 

I will keep you updated of any progress. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 10:03 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRLJTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranzE)gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(Dnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

The letter went out today. 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 7:18 PM 
To: 'Shi, Pei yong' <oshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.comY <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Thanks, if that's the case it will come from John Boright on Monday. Should he cc 
Zhiming? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202• 334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <p(shi@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 7:15 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRuseke)nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmall.comY <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Hi Ben, 

I'm fine with the letter. Zhiming told me he did not need to see the letter. So, you could 
send the letter to Chunli Bai now. I will inform Zhiming that the letter has been sent. 

Have a great weekend! 

Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranzG/gmall.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings Pei-yong, 
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I have attached the letter. Dave and Jim do you have any final thoughts/edits? If not it is 
ok from my perspective. Pei-yong is the plan for you to send this to Zhiming for review 
and then he will send to Chunli Bai? Of should this come from NASEM directly? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: Hamburg, Margaret < amburg@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong (pshi@LJTMB.EDU) <pgshi@utmb.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Thanks for your notes about the letter, we will send it with your electronic signatures 
think we have them on file but will get back to you if we don't). And yes timing will be 
tight. 

Re Kunming and CAMs unwillingness to host, Pei-Yong (cced) may know more but our 
contact at Kunming noted that Dr, Qihan Li, General Director of the Kunming Institute, is 
reluctant to seek permission from their Party Secretary (who makes the decision) noting 
that he is newly appointed from Beijing. We may have more luck at a later time. We 
have had Kunming lab scientists at most of the dialogue meetings so they are not 
reluctant to participate, I expect that some will join the Wuhan meeting, 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 7:49 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <figriffi6Pihrni.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong (peshiPUTMB.EDU) 
<pfshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

I agree with Diane that this looks fine. Lays out good case for collaboration. 
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I am puzzled by reluctance of Kunming Institute to approach CAMS about this. 
Do you understand why this might be? 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 25, 2019, at 6:54 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think this is a good idea and the letter looks fine to me. 
Depending on the rapidity of the response, it may be tough to get 
something organized by the end of the year, but it's worth a try. 

Diane 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 9:10:30 PM 
To: Diane Griffin; Hamburg, Margaret 
Cc: jwleduc.@LITMB.EDUi Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com); Shi, Pei 
yong (peshiRLITMB.EDUJ; Lowenthal, Micah; Boright, John 
Subject: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Greetings Diane and Peggy, 

I have attached a letter detailing a request to hold a dialogue meeting in 
Wuhan, China between NASEM and the Chinese Academy of Science 
(CAS) in cooperation with the Wuhan National Institute of Virology (NIV) 
of the CAS. Yuan Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director of the NIV, is 
very supportive but has let us know that we need to send a formal letter 
to the President of CAS (as we did before the 2017 meeting in Wuhan) 
to get approval for the meeting. (Zhiming says that the president is still 
Bai Chunli but this may have changed recently.) 

More broadly (as Diane knows) we had hoped to hold a dialogue 
meeting with the Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences, Chinese 
Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) but the Kunming Institute 
leadership is unwilling to seek approval from CAMS to hold a bilateral 
with NASEM at this time. 

The letter includes details about the recent dialogue meetings and 
outlines the topics we plan to address at the next dialogue meeting. It 
also includes a proposal to use this meeting to formalize the dialogue as 
a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM and CAS. I think it's the right 
time to propose this. It has taken many years to get to this point, after a 
long period of struggling unsuccessfully to organize meetings between 
CISAC and the Chinese Biological Scientists Group we have now held 
several useful, well attended dialogue meetings between NASEM and 
CAS (with CCDC, CAAS and other institutions involved) and could use 
those to justify a more formal relationship. We are working with a 
committed group of Chinese scientists and leaders that are tied formally 
to CAS (Zhiming, George Gao, others) who recognize the importance of 
dialogue and communication and who could serve on a Chinese 
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organizing committee. In addition, the current political relationship 
between the U.S. and China has started to affect ad hoc activities like 
these as well as the willingness of American scientists to travel to China 
and of Chinese scientists to travel to the U.S. without more formal 
sanction. This climate only adds to the value of these technical 
dialogues and frank and open communication among 
expert colleagues from both sides. I should add that Jim and Dave did 
mention some concern about this being the right time to seek a formal 
agreement establishing a formal dialogue. Therefore, I have written the 
draft text so that the CAS leadership could decline this part of the 
request if they do not think it is appropriate or the right time to do this. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts on the letter, the meeting 
and the proposal to formalize the dialogue under NASEM and CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:47 AM 
To: Diane Griffin;Rusek, Benjamin;'peggy@hbfam.net 
Cc: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Lowenthal, Micah;Sharples, Fran 
Subject: Future collaborations 

The last topic for both days is "Future Collaborations." I will take notes during the discussion to capture topics as they 
arise; however, we should probably have a back-up plan as well. Pasted below is a start based on general headings 
relevant to day 1. Please review, add/delete/share with others, etc. Or let me know if you think it's not needed. 

Thanks, Jim 

Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-19, Day 1. 
1. Clinical Disease—Acute and Convalescence 

a. Long-term sequela seen in survivors, especially lung function, cardiac disease. 
b. Better definition of Pediatric Inflammatory Syndrome of COVID 
c. Neurologic complications?? 
d. Psychiatric issues?? 

2. Pathogenesis and Treatment options 
a. Antiviral drug targets and development 
b. Monoclonal antibody therapies 
c. Immune modulators and management of inflammation 

3. Prophylactics and Preventatives 
a. Passive antibody therapy 
b. Vaccine development 

i. Various techniques under development 
ii. Animal models 
iii. Clinical testing 
iv. Production capacity 

v. Ethics considerations 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:31 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I don't think so other than to confirm that he plans to do it. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
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Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffiAalhil Pri°! 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <B: 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:47 AM 
To: 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <tigriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' cjwleduc@UTMB.EIDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <F5har*.spnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

Peggy, thanks for sending the info and a note to Victor Dzau. 

Diane/Peggy, do we need to talk to Harvey Fineberg re his proposed 5 min U.S. situational overview? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1 202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:00 AM 
To: 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@grnail.corn>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 
Importance: High 

Greetings Peggy, 

Can you make sure that Victor Dzau has what he needs for the call tonight? 

The Zoom link is below and the revised American agenda and participant lists are attached. Please let him know that we 
have asked the Chinese to lead the discussion, Americans are listed after each question to ensure that we get an answer 
to that question during the discussion. The Chinese have the version of the agenda without names listed after the 
questions. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 12:06 AM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,finebelyipmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.coa)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (pSnili013)LJTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pintonette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@medunc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBowr. linff nas„edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: ZOOM link for first call 

And here is the Zoom link for the call on Monday night. 

'WVAnday, may 11 25161111buyiti 0611111tET)
Meeting i  H 

P -,ssworc: 552.136: 

552.136 

PS I tested Zoom with CAS and many of the Chinese group members earlier tonight, the video was dear and I could hear 
everyone well. Hopefully it will work well when we are all connected. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvq:K,..finebeapmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6f ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22s,NfliTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pabofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@medd.inc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowma. .. nas.edi..i>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ecki>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<ha riey.fi neheuiip moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (pSni1 013)LIIMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDLI>

Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rn ecL ilc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.ryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBown ?in nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call on 
Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey Fineberg can give a 
(very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American delegation 
member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we hope that those 
listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your information only, we will send an agenda 
without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about 
this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the Zoom 
connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ech..i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakRecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<Ilarvq:K,Iinebeapmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (22shifUTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDIJ>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(.? ntofi matte baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrna. ..'"nas.eth...i>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,finebergpmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (pes,N@LiTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antofinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrna. ..'"nas.eth...i>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, 

Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 
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httpOnasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwdd 552.136 
Meeting I PL.934.18.63, 7725 
Passwordi 552.136 L. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.Pecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.flineheuipmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffI5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong(E LITMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pintoInette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedwlcedu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrna. ..'Thr7s.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: httpslinasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd 
Meeting ID: 934_1863 7725 
Password i 552.1361 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 
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Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd4 552.136 , L. passworal 552.136! 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +16027530140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting Icts_9311R§3 7725 
Password: I 552.136: 
Internationai Humbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.eclu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszakPecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<haEVEEJ InEE E --7)moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corr)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (pesiiI6-LITMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@rned„ unc.eciu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <iennifersyan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:28 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg;Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: David Franz;Diane Griffin;Sharples, Fran 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

No problem. Thanks, Jim 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:06 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I think not necessary for this call. Perhaps at another time would be good to drill 
More deeply into clinics experiences in echo country 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 11, 2020, at 10:03 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

I am fine either way, Jim also suggested a Dr. from UTBM but it sounds like the group does not think 
another participant is necessary. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:41 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy'lhbfam.net>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. 

Sharpies, Fran <FSharP!eS@Flee.edd>
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Agree as well. dave 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On May 11, 2020, at 9:30 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Peggy - I think that you are correct and that an additional person is not really 
necessary. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhuedu 

From: Peggy Hamburg <neggv(PhIat)m„r t> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:25 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <thzriffi6@ihmi.eciu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edi...i>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; Dave 
Franz <clavArfranz@gmaH.corn>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharbles@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on 
May 7 

I did ask David Relman if he is seeing patients but have not heard back. Will pin 
him again. To be honest, although I think I may have suggested bringing in 
someone with a clinical background, I am now wondering if it will just add to the 
clumsiness of the call... .a lot of people and not a lot of time. Also, the context, 
format and language issueS add challenges. I suspect that we all have enough 
"exposure" to the clinical concerns to discuss even if not Doing clinical care. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 11, 2020, at 9:04 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>
wrote: 

Ben - I could ask Paul Auwaerter who is head of the clinical ID 
operations at JH - professor of medicine/infectious diseases, past 
president of the IDSA, a former postdoc in my lab. 
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Let me know if you want me to contact him. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 

Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6aihu.Pdu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <13fius - Th>
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 5:11 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDI„...l>
Cc: Diane Griffin <cigriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz 

• Hthfranz@gmail.corn>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning 
discussion on May 7 

Do you know someone who could add additional clinical expertise? 
They would need to be available on very short notice. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The US. National Academy of Sciences 
1 .202- 334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. 4wleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz 
<thnicirfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning 
discussion on May 7 

Excellent. Do we have sufficient front line clinicians on our side? 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On May 10, 2020, at 11:15 AM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<DrWsek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's 
email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <Aaniev-
periman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthaliiance.oiA>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.finebergPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
'Shi, Pei yong (isieshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(dntoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' 
<iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KPowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on 
COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 

We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics 
slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during the call 
on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the 
situation in China and the U.S. We hope that Harvey 
Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the situation 
in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the 
discussion, we have listed the names of American 
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delegation member after each question. We have asked 
and expect the Chinese group to take the lead but we 
hope that those listed can ensure that each question is 
covered, (FYI this version is for your information only, 
we will send an agenda without the names listed after 
the questions to the Chinese.) Please let me know if you 
have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS 
and George Gao on Sunday evening (before I test the 
Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET), 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <I elman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <AanleY-
perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
'Shi, Pei yong (p?shi@UTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orp; 'Jennifer Ryan' 
<jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<Kilovvrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on 
COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good 
news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the 
two sessions as we requested. However because 
George Gao is not available on the second day they 
want to push the second session back by one day. 
That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc 
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and Harvey Fineberg were not available at that time 
anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on 
Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but 
move the second session back one day to Wednesday, 
May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for 
the second session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list 
we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen 
Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on 
their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <AanleV-
perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<cigriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
'Shi, Pei yong (p?shi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orp; 'Jennifer Ryan' 
<jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KRowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on 
COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) 
call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with 
input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, 

previous meetings and key Chinese participants 
(Jim, Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 

3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual 
dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues 
we should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 

4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), 
assign discussion leaders for each question 
(Diane, others) 

5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom 
call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, 
etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 

6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of 
topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week 
for your information. Also the Zoom call in information 
is below: 

https://nasemzoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd: 552.136: 

552.136 ! ! i '-- NI -eri rig 1 M-934 11563- 77-Z5 

Passwordt _552.136_ 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <telman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <AanieV-
periman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.or; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz gmail.com>; 
'Shi, Pei yong (7- shi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <:nlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
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antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)1
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' 
<jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KRokAfman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on 
COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM 
ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: 
hitps://nasem.zoom.1!0/93418637725Thw '1552.136

552.136 
"Nceeting-113T934-1863 
Password 552.136 552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is 
below my email signature if you need it). Thank you 
again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual 
dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom 
meeting. 

Topic Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and 
Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.zoorm usA/93418637725? w 

552.136 
Password: 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or 

+13017158592„93418637725# 
Or Telephone: 
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Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your 
current location) 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 
626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or 
+1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 
8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 
669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 
1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll 
Free) 

Meeting D: 934 1863 7725 
Password 552.136 I 
Internationai numbers available: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please 
click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.ecfi:>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <AanleV-
perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmLedu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong (p—hi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.uncedu) 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; Jennifer Ryan 
<iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KRowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-
19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual 
bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 
pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group 
is connected by email and 2) to organize the planning 
teleconference for the American participants on May 7. 
The purpose of the May 7 discussion is to fill you in on 
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the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions 
(list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we 
should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), 
logistics, and address any other questions or concerns 
you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take 
place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If 
this time does not work for someone we could push the 
time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if 
Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you on the 
discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese 
group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed 
that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of 
Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet 
points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to ask/answer follow-
up questions and address the second set of bullet 
points), at 9:00 PM ET for the Americans. George Gao 
has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we 
should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day 
holidays end on the 5th ). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Chinese Participants-05 10. docx> 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 3:52 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan 
Attachments: Letter to CAS from Griffin and Hamburg for review-jwl.docx 

Thanks Ben. made a couple of minor comments in the attached, but I think it's fine. RE the title of the standing 
committee, is "global health security" an acceptable phrase in this group? 

Will you or Dave be attending Tom Inglesby's US-China meeting on synthetic biology in DC on Friday? I will be there and 
scheduled to speak in the morning session. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 3:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dave and Jim, 

Sorry for the delay, was out of town for other work last week, I have attached a note for Diane and Peggy along with a 
revised latter. 

I wanted to make sure you are ok with the language in the letter and in the note before I send it to them for signature. I 
understand your rational for caution but would still like to try and formalize the relationship (reasons in the note) but 
toned down the sentence about it in the letter. Let me know what you think. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

*** 

Greetings Diane and Peggy, 

I have attached a letter detailing a request to hold a dialogue meeting in Wuhan, China between NASEM and the 
Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) in cooperation with the Wuhan National Institute of Virology (NIV) of the CAS. Yuan 
Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director of the NIV, is very supportive but has let us know that we need to send a formal 
letter to the President of CAS (as we done before the 2017 meeting in Wuhan) to get approval for the meeting. Zhiming 
says that the president is still Bai Chunli but this may have changed recently. 
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More broadly (as Diane knows) we had hoped to hold a dialogue meeting with the of Kunming Institute of Medical 
Sciences, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) but the Kunming Institute leadership is unwilling to seek 
approval from CAMS to hold a bilateral with NASEM at this time. 

The letter includes details about the recent dialogue meetings and outlines the topics we plan to address at the next 
dialogue meeting. It also includes a proposal nothing that this dialogue meeting could be used to formalize the dialogue 
as a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM and CAS. I think it's the right time to propose this because it has taken 
many years to get to the point, after a long period of struggling unsuccessfully to organize meetings between CISAC and 
the Chinese Biological Scientists Group, we have now held several useful dialogue meetings between NASEM and CAS 
(with CCDC, CAAS and other institutions involved) and could use those to justify a more formal relationship, we are 
working with a committed group of Chinese scientists and leaders who recognize the importance of dialogue and 
communication that are tied formally to CAS (Zhiming, George Gao, others) who could serve on a Chinese organizing 
committee, the political relationship between the U.S. and China has started to affect ad hoc activities like these as well 
as the willingness of American scientists to travel to China and of Chinese scientists to travel to the U.S. without more 
formal sanction. I wrote the text so that the CAS leadership could decline this part of the request if they do not think it is 
the right time to do this. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts on the letter, the meeting and the proposal to formalize the dialogue under 
NASEM and CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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RE: Proposed Chinese-U.S. dialogue meeting on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory 
Safety 8z Global Health Security in Wuhan, China 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President, Academician 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

We are writing to formally request your permission and support to hold the next in a series of China-
U.S. meetings on emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security co-convened by 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) and the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) in Wuhan, China in late 2019  or early 2020. 

Over the past several years, Dr. David Franz and Dr. James Le Duc have worked with Dr. Yuan Zhiming, 
Professor and Deputy Director, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS, and other Chinese officials to organize 
a series of meetings, a dialogue between experts designated by the CAS, China Center for Disease Control 
(CCDC), the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), and the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences and the NASEM. These dialogue meetings have been designed to allow scientists from China and 
the United States to share research findings, best practices, and lessons learned and to create collaborative 
partnerships in areas identified during the workshops. Meetings have been held in Beijing, Wuhan, 
Galveston, Texas and most recently the CAAS Veterinary Institute in Harbin, China. In addition to 
ourselves, participants have included esteemed senior Chinese and American Scientists, such as Gao Fu 
(CAS, CCDC, NAM), Yi Shi (CAS), Linda Saif (NAS), David Reiman (NAM), Bu Zhigao, (CAAS), and 
many others. 

During the meeting in Harbin in January 2019, Dr. Le Duc and Dr. Yuan discussed holding a second 
dialogue meeting in the vicinity of Wuhan. Topics that are proposed for discussion at the meeting include: 
medical countermeasure development, especially advanced development of vaccines, therapeutics, and 
diagnostics; development and use of animal models of high-consequence diseases in biocontainment; host-
pathogen interactions; the special challenges associated with the conduct of regulated studies in 
biocontainment; response to disease outbreaks; risk assessment of gene editing and other advanced 
biotechnologies in pathogen research; appropriate institutional oversight of biosafety and biosecurity 
training and facilities operations; and vector-borne disease esardi. _ 

With your approval, NASEM and CAS will establish an informal joint organizing committee to plan the 
next dialogue meeting, invite workshop speakers and participants, and make workshop logistical 
arrangements. NASEM will pay the air, lodging, and ancillary costs of all the American participants and 
can contribute financial support for meeting costs in China, if necessary. 

The meeting could also be used to formalize, via memorandum of understanding and the appointment 
of a standing organizing committee of Chinese and American experts, the China-U.S. dialogue on the 
challenges of emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security as a regular, ongoing 
activity between our two organizations. 

China and the United States are world leaders in life science research and development, have large 
populations that may be susceptible to emerging infections, and are world leaders in public health and 
response to infectious disease. Both of our countries operate complex high biological containment 
laboratories that are critical to responding to outbreaks of especially dangerous pathogens. It is important 
to cooperate and discuss these and other key areas of interest and concern for our two countries and as the 
life sciences advance, continue to exchange best practices to ensure the safe and secure conduct of the life 
science enterprise going forward. We hope that you approve and will support this activity. 

Commented [LJIN1]: among others. May wish to cut down the 
laundry list of possible topics to maybe 3 key, overarching themes 
of broad international interest. 
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We look forward to your thoughts on the organization, content, and substance of the dialogue meeting, your 
thoughts on the proposal to formalize the dialogue and any other issues that you and your colleagues wish 
to address. 

Sincerely, 

Diane E. Griffin Margaret Hamburg 
Vice President, NAS Foreign secretary, NAM 

Additional points of contact: 
James Le Duc Ph.D. 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
jwleducAutmb.edu 1.409.266.6500 

Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
brusekanas.edu 1.202.334.3975 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12:48 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Yuan Zhiming;zIshi 
Subject: How did covid-19 begin? Its initial origin story is shaky. from The Washington Post 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinionsiglobal-opinions/how-did-coyid-19-begin-its-initial-origin-story-is-
shaky/2020/04/02/1475d488-7521-11ea-87da-77a8136cla6d story. html 

Please see link to article that appeared today in the Washington Post. I've has inquiries already. Any information you 
might have to address the work done in the Wuhan CDC would be helpful. BSL2 work there on coronaviruses? True? 

Thanks, and I hope you are all well. Things are heating up here but so far everyone is well. 

Best wishes, Jim 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 9:00 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) 
Subject: FW: Global Public Health with George F. Gao 

See interview with George Gao 

From: ASM NewsDigest <news@asmusa.org> 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 8:40 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Global Public Health with George F. Gao 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Friday, August 16, 2019 

Global Public Health with Geor e F. Gao 

AUGUST 15, 2019 

George F. Gao discusses how China CDC promotes global public health during outbreaks 
SARS and Ebola. He also talks about running a structural biology lab, the importance of 
both basic and translational... READ MORE 

Forging the Trail for Polio Vaccination: Isabel Morgan and 

AUGUST 10, 2019 

Polio vaccines have successfully eradicated polio from most countries; here we highlight 
two scientists, Morgan and Horstmann, who played key roles in the polio research that led 
to vaccines. READ MORE 
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AUGUST 09, 2019 

Bacteriophage are viruses that infect specific bacteria. Jeremy Barr discusses his 
discovery that phage interact with (but don't infect) mammalian epithelial cells. READ 

MORE 

TVVIV 560 CF tS, influenza and company 

AUGUST 11, 2019 

From the meeting of the Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance, 
Vincent speaks with Alan, Florian and Jennifer about their careers, the purpose of 
CEIRS, universal influenza... READ MORE 

How vacfnal microbiome can elicit resistance to chlamydia 

AUGUST 13, 2019 

The vaginal microbiome is believed to protect women against Chlamydia trachomatis, the 
etiological agent of the most prevalent sexually transmitted infections (STIs) in developed 
countries. New... READ MORE 

Killer ce.lis the key to potentially life-saving cancer vaccines 

AUGUST 09, 2019 

"I'll be honest, when I first started working on this I didn't fully accept it." That's Dr. Andrew 
Makrigiannis, head of the Department of Microbiology & Immunology, discussing his 
groundbreaking... READ MORE 

Two Lo la rugs Show Promise amid Onqoinq Outbreak 

AUGUST 13, 2019 

A child receives a vaccine against Ebola from a nurse in Goma, Democratic Republic of 
the Congo, on August 7, 2019. READ MORE 

The Hrst chlamydia vaccine has passed a major test 

AUGUST 15, 2019 

A clinical trial for a vaccine against the sexually transmitted disease found that the 
product provoked an immune response. READ MORE 
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For the first time, clinical trial results show Ebola drugs 
improve... 

AUGUST 12, 2019 

The NIH and WHO say that clinical trial data show experimental drugs improved survival 
rates in people who contracted Ebola. READ MORE 

Would You Trust Anyone With Your Genetic Information? This 
Company... 

AUGUST 11, 2019 

This company does privacy differently, and may have figured out a way to earn your trust 
in storing your genetic data. READ MORE 
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From: LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPOLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DF08E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLEDUC] 

Sent: 2/12/2020 8:41:52 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU]; df@wh.iov.cn; zlshi [zIshi@whiov.cn] 
CC: yzm [yzm@whicw.cn]; wangyy [wangyy@whiov.cn]; Ksiazek, Thomas G. Rgksiaze@UTMB.EDUI 
Subject: RE: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

I strongly agree. We need to show international scientific collaborations at this time of potentially global crisis. 

Thank you Fei for your continued efforts. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 7:10 AM 
To: df@wh.iov.cn; zlshi <zIshi@wh.iov.cn> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; yzm <yzm@wh.iov.cn>; wangyy <wangyy@wh.iov.cn>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
<tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

Thanks, Fei 
Although US CDC has already shared the virus isolate with a number of US institutions (including UTMB) last week, it is 
still important to successfully transfer and share the isolate(s) from China. 
Best, 

pet,y0Kg

From: df@wh.iov.cn <df@wh.iov.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 3:34 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; zlshi <zIshi@whiov.cn>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; yzm <yzm@wh.iov.cn>; wangyy <wangyy@wh.iov.cn>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
<tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

No prompt reply from the Custom until today. President Bai is trying to push it in 
Beijing. Please wait for a while. 
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With best 

Dr. Fei Deng 
Virus Resource and Bioinformation Center, 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
Tel/Fax:0086-27-87198465 
Email: df@wh.iov.cn 

From: Shi. Pei yong 
Date: 2020-02-05 20:41 
To: df@wh.iov.cn; zlshi 
CC: LeDuc, James W.; tz_n_n; wangvv; Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
Subject: RE: FW: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 
Hi Fei, 
Thanks for the update. We look forward to further progress. 
Best, 
• Pet-yottg 

From: df@wh.iov.cn <df@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 5:57 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; zlshi <zIshi@whiov.cn>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; yzm <yzm@whiov.cn>; wangyy <wangyv@whiov.cn>; Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: FW: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for your information. 
We are trying to discuss this with the General Administration of Customs in Beijing directly. 
I will keep on contacting with you. 

Best wishes, 
Fei 

Dr. Fei Deng 
Virus Resource and Bioinformation Center, 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
Tel/Fax: 0086-27-87198465 
Email: df@wh.iov.cn 

From: Shi, Pei yonti 
Date: 2020-02-04 22:52 
To: df@wh.iov.cn; zlshi 
CC: LeDuc., James W.; Yuan Miming; wangyv,ffmt ov.cn; Ksiaelç  Moms G. 
Subject: FW: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 
Dear Fei and Zhengli, 
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Please see the response from President Bai. Zhiming and Yanyi were copied on the original email. Let 
us know anything we could help to facilitate the isolate transfer. 

Best regards, 

• Pti,-yowg 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:39 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTIV1B.EDU>
Subject: FW: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

From: "president-officeacas.en" <president-offieeribeas.en>
Date: February 3, 2020 at 11:20:56 PM EST 
To: dgriffi6 <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, MHamburg <1\41-Lambur nas.edu>
Cc: mlowenth <mlowenth@nas.edu>, Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>, jwleduc <jwleduc@nas.edu>, jhilderbr 
<i hi 1 derbraari zona.edu>, BRsek <BR.sektraThas.edu>, jboright 
<jborightenas.edu>, clbai <clbaiacas.en>, zhangyp 
<zhangspacashq.ac.cn.>, gaof <gaof@im.a.c.cn>, jh-cao <1h-
eaotribcashq.ac.cn>, liyin <liyitacashq.ac.en>, sunhui 
<sunhui.(ikashq.ac.cn>, wangyy <wangyy(&,wh.iosi..en>, yzm 
<yzmqp,wh.iov.en>
Subject: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

Diane E. Griffin, Vice President, NAS, 

Margaret Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, NAM 

Dear Prof. Griffin and Prof. Hamburg, 

Thank you for your concerns on the recent outbreak of the 2019 novo-coronavirus 

epidemic. Upon receiving your letter dated January 28, my colleagues have 

discussed with Dr. George Fu Gao and other experts and we are willing to share 

isolates of the 2019 nCoV with the international community. We believe this is 

critical to engaging joint international efforts to contain the spread of the virus. 

The National Biosafety Laboratory Wuhan of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is 

prepared and willing to work with The University of Texas Medical Branch and 

other international research institutions on the specifics for the sharing and 

distribution of the isolates. We are in the process of getting it ready. 

I look forward to hearing your further advice on this matter. 

With best regards, 
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Chunli Bai 

Chunli Bai 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
The Alliance of International Science Organizations (ANSO) 
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To: Yuan Zhiming[yzm@wh.iov.cn] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 7/15/2019 9:47:53 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: LIM: Synthetic biology commentary 

Hi Zhiming, 

Thanks for resending the commentary. I was out of the office at a beautiful wedding high in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado and I 
am just now getting back to it. I'll review your suggestions and get a final back to you later this week with the goal of submitting to 
your journal. 

I hope your summer is going well. I always remember Wuhan being referred to as one of the four ovens of China. I hope the 
weather is not too uncomfortable! 

Jim 

From: Yuan Zhiming <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2019 1:22 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: MX : Synthetic biology commentary 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim , 

I am afraid you did not recevied my last mail and send you again. 

Zhiming 

Dear Jim, 

Sorry for my delayed feedback. As you explained, the developemnt of synthetic biology bring us some challenge on 
biosafety and biosecurity management, and we could show our understanding this challenge and your concern. You have 
well organized the draft, and I am sure the readers could benefit for it. 

I have insert some words in the text for your consideration. 

If there is anything needed my attention, please let me know. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Dear Zhiming and Zhigao, 

I hope this note finds you well on this first day of summer. I write to propose a joint commentary to be submitted for 
publication in Zhiming's of Journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity on the topic of biosafety and biosecurity in the age of 
synthetic biology. This is a relevant topic and our shared publication would offer an excellent example of the benefits of 
our joint China-USA dialogue. Having such a co-authored publication would be tangible evidence of the importance we all 
place on working together to solve challenges of global importance. I have taken the liberty of preparing a first draft of 
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such a manuscript and I invite you both to be co-authors. Dave, Ben and Pei-Yong have reviewed and I have incorporated 
their comments. Your additions, deletions and modifications will certainly further improve the quality of the piece and 
make it most relevant to the issues we all face daily in managing a large biocontainment facility. (Please use track change 
as you edit the piece.) 

As you will see, I tried to address four separate areas that impact current and future work in synthetic biology, starting from 
the position that many of the relevant safeguards needed are already in place through our existing programs in biosafety 
and biosecurity. I then talk about the importance of leadership at all organizational levels, as Dave Franz has so eloquently 
spoken about in the past. The last area is the importance of Institutional leadership, and here I would especially value your 
input. At the GNL and elsewhere in the USA, we rely heavily on the Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) for final review 
and approval for studies involving recombinant DNA, and more broadly to studies involving pathogens in general. I don't 
know if a similar committee exists in China or in other countries around the world. Your thoughts and input particularly on 
this point would certainly improve the manuscript and make it more relevant to a broader community of scientists. 

Attached please find a first draft for your review and consideration. I hope that you will agree to work with me on this 
important project. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2:42 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) 
Subject: Not+wearing+masks+to+protect+against+coronavirus+is+a+'big+mistake,'+top+Ch 

inese+scientist+says 

Interview with George Gao 

https://www.sciencemag.orgjnews/2020/03/not-wearing-masks-protect-against-coronavirus-big-mistake-top-chinese-
scientist-says 
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From: LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLEDUC] 

Sent: 4/13/2020 2:47:19 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) [davidrfranz@grnail.corn] 
Subject: FW: Suggestions 
Attachments: Questions on nCoV in Wuhan lab.docx 

Please do not forward---below and attached is the message I sent to Zhiming early in the outbreak as questions began to 
surface about the origin of the new virus. Unfortunately, I never received a response. As we explore trying to reengage 
our dialogue, some of these questions might be discussed. 

Jim 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2020 4:15 PM 
To: Yuan Zhiming <yzm@whiov.cn> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Suggestions 

Dear Zhiming, 

I am devastated to see the evolving nCoV epidemic unfolding in Wuhan and I just hope that you, your family and the 
larger Institute colleagues are well and surviving this very difficult time. 

I want to suggest that you conduct a thorough review of the laboratory activities associated with research on 
coronaviruses so that you are fully prepared to answer questions dealing with the origin of the virus. I'm sure that you 
have considered this already, but attached are some areas where you may wish to investigate and be prepared to 
address. You might even consider preparing a manuscript that addresses these topics in an effort to be transparent and 
proactive. I would be pleased to work with you on such a paper if you think that would be helpful. 

I raise these issues since I am receiving questions along these lines more and more frequently. Initially they came from 
social media and other "alternate information sources" but in the last few days I have been approached by senior 
officials and major reputable newspapers. Most link the opening of the new BSL4 lab as a possible source of the 
virus. Clearly addressing this will be essential, with any kind of documentation you might have available used to back up 
your comments. (It's not clear to me where the coronavirus work was/is actually being conducted.) 

I have the utmost respect and admiration for Dr Shi and I am in no way casting doubt on her or her colleagues. I just 
think that we need to aggressively address these rumors and presumably false accusations quickly and provide 
definitive, honest information to counter misinformation. If there are weaknesses in your program, now is the time to 
admit them and get them corrected. 

I trust that you will take my suggestions in the spirit of one friend trying to help another during a very difficult time. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Investigation into the possibility that the nCoV was the result of a release from the Wuhan 
Institute of Virology (main campus or new BSL3/BSL4 facilities). 

The questions below deal with the period 1 October 2019 to the present: 

Where is coronavirus research conducted? 

What level of biocontainment? 

How many different laboratories actually handle live virus? 

Where are coronavirus stocks stored? 

Is there an inventory record of each isolate of each coronavirus kept? If so, are there 
any discrepancies between the record and actual current inventory number (i.e., is there 
evidence to suggest that virus stocks may have been stolen or used without proper record?) 

Physical Security 

Is there controlled access to the laboratories and freezers where coronavirus stocks are 
held? (Locked doors; card-key access; biometric readers; others?) Were any breaches in 
security noted/access to the facility by unauthorized individuals? 

Is the laboratory constantly monitored by security personnel (24/7)? If not, you could 
briefly summarize your physical security program during the period in question. 

Is there any evidence to suggest a mechanical failure in biocontainment during the time 
in question? 

-were biological safety cabinets used and appropriately certified? 

-Exhaust air filtration systems working correctly? 

-Autoclaves and waste stream disinfection systems working properly? 

-Animal husbandry and management? 

-Waste stream integrity (think of FMD leak in UK a few years ago) 

Virus Stocks (You may wish to explain that many novel coronaviruses are known only from 
their sequence and are not able to replicate in culture) 

When was the nCoV first handled in your laboratory? 

What was the source of that virus? (patient specimen or field collected animal or other?) 

During the period in question, what other coronaviruses (that replicate in culture) are 
stored/handled in your laboratories? 

What are the coronaviruses in your possession that are most closely related to nCoV 
based on genetic sequences and are able to replicate in culture? 
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Is anyone on your team conducting gain of function studies, recombination studies or 
any other studies that may have resulted in the creation of the nCoV? 

Personnel 

How many people have access to the coronavirus stocks and laboratory? 

Senior investigators? Junior investigators? Technical support staff? Post-docs? 
Students? Animal handlers? Janitors and other cleaning staff? Building support personnel? 
Others? 

Is there any evidence to suggest that a disgruntled employee may have had access to 
the coronavirus stocks? (Recently fired or reprimanded individual(s), for example.) 

Does the Institute have an occupational health clinic where employees and students can 
go to seek medical care? If so, was there any indication of unusual illness similar to that seen 
for nCoV among Institute staff? If yes, when were cases first seen relative to the nCoV 
outbreak. 

Does a serum bank exist for staff and students working on infectious agents? If yes, 
could a current serum and the most recent banked sera be serologically tested for antibody to 
nCoV in an effort to document seroconversion? (If positive, this would not be able to 
differentiate between community acquired and occupational acquired infection, but absence of 
evidence of infection would be helpful in ruling out the lab as a source of infection.) 

Have any of individuals working at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (main campus or 
BSL4 campus) been infected with the nCoV? Family members of employees? 

If yes, when was the date of onset of illness for the first case recognized? (How does 
this date compare with the progress of the epidemic; that is, was this among the first cases 
recognized or later after the outbreak was well underway? How does this compare to the first 
recognition of nCoV in the greater Wuhan community?) 

Where the individuals infected involved in coronavirus research? 

Geography 

(These questions deal with any association between the physical location of the lab(s) and the 
districts in Wuhan where the illness was first seen. The assumption is that someone suffering 
an occupational exposure would go to their local hospital for treatment.) 

Where and when were the first Wuhan (or Hubei Province) residents infected with the nCoV first 
identified (hospital or clinic name/date of earliest cases)? 

Do staff members of the Institute reside in the district serviced by this (these) hospital/clinic (s)? 

Were any Institute staff members seen for clinical illness at this/these hospital (s) during the 
time in question? 
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Do staff members of the Wuhan Institute of Virology frequent the sea food/live market first 
associated with the nCoV outbreak? 

Did any staff member visit the market in the weeks prior to it being closed? 

If so, how many staff frequent the market? How often would they visit the market during the 
period of interest? Have any become infected with nCoV? 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:59 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Rusek, Benjamin;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: China bio grants and project plan 

I'm free tomorrow after about 1:30 pm CT 

Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:54 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: China bio grants and project plan 

Hi Ben, 
I will talk to Zhiming, Zhengli, and other colleagues in China to see if they could participate such meeting. My schedule is 
open tomorrow afternoon. 
Best, PelpyolApq 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek©nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:42 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi LITM B.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: China bio grants and project plan 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim and Pei-yong, 

Wanted to update you about China bio. Overarching issue is that after several attempts, we were unable to extend the 
funding for the projects to the end of the year.* We have a good chance of getting another grant, but the two grants 
that support our bio activities with China are set to expire on May 31 and on July 22. Although the grants end soon I still 
think we can do some useful (virtual) work using the funds. 

Last week I worked with Micah to draft work plans for the remaining grant funds. For the first grant that expires on 
5/31/20 we thought we would try and hold one or two virtual U.S. China biological dialogue meetings (topics, mitigating 
the impact of Covid-19 and preventing future pandemics, other related topics that build on past bio dialogue 
discussions, etc.). I know this is a tight timeline but Fran Sharpies (former head of BLS and on phased retirement) has 
enthusiastically agreed to help set up the meetings and can work on this full time starting this week. 
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Fran and I will need your help to design productive —2-3 hour agendas (note topics above) for the call. We thought that 
the tele/video cons could include you all, additional invited American participants (Diane, Peggy, David Reiman, Ralph 
Baric, Linda Saif, others tbd) and a select group of invited Chinese participants (Gao Fu, Zhiming Yuan, Zhengli Shi, 
Mifang Li, Zhuguo Bu, others tbd). Pei-yong, do you think that our Chinese friends would be willing to 
participate? Meetings would not be public and all discussion would be off the record. After each call staff would write 
up an nonpublic report/memo for internal use only (could be briefed to the NASEM pandemic committee via Diane, 
Peggy and David). Ideally we would do two of these before the end of May but more than one might be too ambitious. 

For the second grant, since we have more time, we thought we would hold a virtual workshop on gene editing 
technology to combat SARS-CoV-2 and other infectious diseases with pandemic potential and include some of our 
Chinese partners in the workshop. Katie Bowman has done lots of work in this area and knows the landscape well so 
would lead the staff effort here. She and I would need your help to design and finalize the workshop agenda and invite 
American and Chinese experts. This funding expires on 7/22/20 so we hope the virtual workshop could take place in late 
June or early July. 

Do you have time later this week to discuss all this? I am available to do a conference call at just about any time 
tomorrow or Wednesday. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

* The lack of extension is unfortunate but not substantive, the period of performance on these have already been 
extended once and the grants program that supports this work is transitioning from the Air Force Academy to the 
National Defense University. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:51 AM 
To: Diane Griffin;Peggy Hamburg 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek;Micah Lowenthal;John Boright;John Hildebrand;Shi, Pei yong;Dave 

Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu);Micah Lowenthal 
(mlowenth@NAS.EDU) 

Subject: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

This is indeed good news! Thank you all for your help and support. 

Concurrent with the NAS-CAS communications, we have been dealing directly with the Wuhan Institute of Virology and 
as of last week they were in the process of seeking government approval to share the virus (see note pasted 
below). Hopefully this will be settled soon and we can arrange shipment. 

We will keep you posted. 

Thanks again, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D, 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: dletwhiov.cn <df whiov.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 4:30 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <pfjshiPUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: MTA to receive New coronavirus 2019 isolate: nCoV-2019 (IVCAS 6.7512) 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I contacted with Wuhan custom, then they send our application message to the General Administration of 

Customs in Beijing. Today I asked them the progress, they said they should ask for 

the General Office of the State Council. So please wait for the fed back with me. 

Best wishes, 

Fei 
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Dr. Fei Deng 

Virus Resource and Bioinformation Center, 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Tel/Fax:0086-27-87198465 

Email: df@whiov.cn 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2020 7:51 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; John Boright <JBoright@nas.edu>; John Hildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu> 
Subject: Re: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Agreed! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 4, 2020, at 5:33 AM, Peggy Hamburg <pgggy(a).,hbfam.net> wrote: 

Hello. This is good news... .and seemed to be a most surprisingly straightforward process. Let's 
see how the next steps go. 

Jim, keep u up to date on how this all unfolds. Hopefully some good work can proceed swiftly. 

All best, 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "nresident-office@eas.en" <president-office cas.cn> 
Date: February 3, 2020 at 11:20:56 PM EST 
To: dgriffi6 <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, MiHamburg <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Cc: mlowenth <mlowenth@nas.edn>, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>,
jwleduc <jwledue@nas.edu>, jhilderbr <jhilderbr@arizona.edu>, BRsek 
<BRsek@nas.edu>, jboright <jboright@nas.edu>, clbai    zhangyp 
<zhangyp@cashq.ac en>, gaof<gaof@Nin.ae.en>, jh-cao <j_b_-cao@eashq.ac.ch>,
liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, sunhui <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>, wangyy 
< , Tqngyy@wh.ioy.cn>, yzm < 
Subject: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 
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Diane E. Griffin, Vice President, NAS, 

Margaret Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, NAM 

Dear Prof. Griffin and Prof. Hamburg, 

Thank you for your concerns on the recent outbreak of the 2019 novo-coronavirus 

epidemic. Upon receiving your letter dated January 28, my colleagues have discussed 

with Dr. George Fu Gao and other experts and we are willing to share isolates of the 

2019 nCoV with the international community. We believe this is critical to engaging joint 

international efforts to contain the spread of the virus. 

The National Biosafety Laboratory Wuhan of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is 

prepared and willing to work with The University of Texas Medical Branch and other 

international research institutions on the specifics for the sharing and distribution of the 

isolates. We are in the process of getting it ready. 

I look forward to hearing your further advice on this matter. 

With best regards, 

Chunli Bai 

Chunli Bai 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
The Alliance of International Science Organizations (ANSO) 
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Cc: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
To: Mifang Liang[mifangl©hotmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/17/2020 8:43:01 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Op Ed to Houston Chronicle 

Thanks very much Mifang. We are in communication with Zhiming and maybe we'll get access to the virus sometime. 
Thanks too for the check on the op ed. I hope it appears soon. This is starting to hit the national news with screening of 
arriving passengers from Wuhan. 
Best wishes for as the New Year approaches. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2020, at 7:47 PM, Mifang Liang <mifangl@hotmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim , 

The article is fine, I do not see any problem even the highlighted part. I am not evolved in this virus, If you 
want to do any collaborations on 2019-nCov, you better ask Dr.Zhimin Yuan , their institute ( Wuhain) has 

been working on theses coronaviruses for long time. 

Best wishes, 

Mifang 

Liang 
i13* mifangl©h( tmail.com 

On 01/18/2020 05:41. wrote: 

Good job Jim! Thanks, dave 

On Jan 17, 2020, at 4:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Mifang, please see Op Ed pasted below that was sent today to the Houston Chronicle. I don't know if 
they will accept it, but I hope they do. I tried to stress the positive impact of the Chinese investments in 

public health and laboratory capacity that has been made since SARS me know if you see 
anything in the article that is in error. I am a little concerned about the sentence below since 

I don't have specific examples to note if asked. Can you provide any L.— the market is one I 
presume. 

We obviously would like to receive a reference strain for study here. Please let me know if there is a 
way to get an isolate. We would welcome someone from China CDC to collaborate with our folks here 

on testing if you like. 

Best wishes, 
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Jim 

Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 
By James W. Le Duc 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from another devastating 

infectious disease outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in the spring of 2003 when Asia and 

the world were threatened by the appearance of a new virus disease, Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome, or SARS, which first appeared in southern China and quickly spread to other countries 

around the world, ultimately causing over 8000 cases with nearly 10% of those ending in death. 

SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical science. There was no 

known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of where it came from or how it was 

spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious as health care workers treating the 

first cases were themselves among the early victims. Initially, China was reluctant to share 

information or alert the international community of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to 

international criticism and a dangerous global health situation. Fortunately, under pressure, China 

reversed its position, opened its borders to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. and others, and the 

epidemic was eventually controlled. 

Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, this time, less 

than two decades later, things are very different. Chinese health officials recognized that a new 

disease had emerged, quickly isolated the patients, and instituted an impressive set ot4 

Fiterventions to limit the spread of disease and characterize the new pathogen. Importantly, they 

have been transparent in sharing their findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to be 

on the lookout for the new disease. The genome of the new virus was completely sequenced and 

posted for easy access by international experts, allowing rapid exploration of possible treatments, 

development of diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 

The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary results suggest that the new 

virus may not be easily transmitted from person-to-person. While only about 40 patients have 

been identified, there has been at least two deaths and spread of infected persons from the 

epicenter in Wuhan to Thailand and Japan. Our CDC is initiating screening at select U.S. airports 

of travelers arriving from Wuhan. 

China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of nearly two 

decades of investments and collaborations to improve public health in China. The Chinese 

Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the strengths of our own CDC, but is designed 

to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. In addition, China has invested in building a 

robust scientific capacity and partnered with containment laboratories such as ours to incorporate 

best practices when studying dangerous pathogens. 

The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information sharing with the 

global community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute healthcare providers able to 

recognize when something new or unusual is occurring; however, clinical recognition alone is 

meaningless if there is no capacity to investigate the cases or characterize the disease-causing 

agent. 

For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine 

has worked with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information on 
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emerging diseases and advancements in the development of vaccines and treatments. In 

Galveston, we have welcomed leading Chinese health officials to learn about biocontainment 

facility design and construction, biosafety training and laboratory operations. These 

collaborations, along with U.S.-based educational opportunities for Chinese students, benefit us 

all. 

China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments both in 

physical laboratories and scientific diplomacy over the past decade are paying dividends, not only 

to China, but the entire world. Since infectious diseases do not recognize international borders, 

much must still be done with this current and quickly evolving situation, including the sharing of 

clinical material, information on containment and treatment options. The international community 

can assist with studies to determine the original source of infection, assumed to be zoonotic. 

At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that relations within 

the public health and scientific research arenas remain positive, which is a success story worth 

sharing. 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of 

Texas Medical Branch and a professor in UTMB 's Department of Microbiology and 

Immunology. 

686 words in body 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 2:51 PM 

To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.ED1.1>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: U.S. to screen passengers arriving from China 

https://apnews.com/5e42ddf6414d214a8d86a8ba153d82a1 

From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 1:57 PM 

To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@LJTMB.EDLI>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Japan and Thailand Confirm New Cases of Chinese Coronavirus - The New York Times 

Please update as per your previous email. 

Thank you. 

Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 

By James LeDuc 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from 

another devastating infectious disease outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in 

the spring of 2003 when Asia and the world were threatened by the appearance of a 
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new virus disease, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which first 
appeared in southern China and quickly spread to other countries around the world, 

ultimately causing over 8,000 cases with nearly 10 percent of those ending in 
death. 

SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical science. There 

was no known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of where it came 

from or how it was spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious as 

health care workers treating the first cases were themselves among the early 

victims. Initially, China was reluctant to share information or alert the international 

community of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to international criticism and a 

dangerous global health situation. Fortunately, under pressure, China reversed its 

position, opened its borders to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. and others, and 

the epidemic was eventually controlled. 

Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, 

this time, less than two decades later, things are very different. Chinese health 

officials recognized that a new disease had emerged, quickly isolated the patients, 

and instituted an impressive set of interventions to limit the spread of disease and 

characterize the new pathogen. Importantly, they have been very transparent in 

sharing their findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to be on the 

lookout for the new disease. 

The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary results suggest 

that the new virus is not easily transmitted from person-to-person. While only about 

40 patients have been identified, there has been at least one death, and a patient is 

now hospitalized in Thailand, having traveled from the outbreak site in Wuhan, 

China. The genome of the new virus was completely sequenced and posted for easy 

access by experts around the world, allowing rapid exploration of possible 

treatments, development of diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 

China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of 

nearly two decades of investments and collaborations to improve public health in 

China. The Chinese Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the strengths 

of our own CDC, but is designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. 

In addition, China has invested in building a robust scientific capacity and partnered 

with containment laboratories such as ours to incorporate best practices when 

studying dangerous pathogens. 

The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information 

sharing with the global community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute 

healthcare providers able to recognize when something new or unusual is occurring; 
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however, clinical recognition alone is meaningless if there is no capacity to 
investigate the cases or characterize the disease-causing agent. 

For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Sciences has worked 

with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information 

on emerging diseases and advancements in the development of vaccines and 

treatments. In Galveston, we have welcomed leading Chinese health officials to 

learn about biocontainment facility design and construction, biosafety training and 

laboratory operations. These collaborations, along with U.S.-based educational 

opportunities for Chinese students, benefit us all. 

China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments 

both in physical laboratories and scientific diplomacy over the past decade are 

paying dividends, not only to China, but the entire world. Since infectious diseases 

do not recognize international borders, much must still be done with this current and 

quickly evolving situation, including the sharing of clinical material, information on 

containment and treatment options. The international community can assist with 

studies to determine the original source of infection, assumed to be zoonotic. 

At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that 

relations within the public health and scientific research arenas remain positive, 

which is a success story worth sharing. 

James LeDuc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of 

Texas Medical Branch and a professor in UTMB 's Department of Microbiology and 

Immunology. 

681 words 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/17/2020 8:38:27 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Op Ed to Houston Chronicle 

I think (hope) they are. The investments made in lab and PH are substantial and they have good people in place. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2020, at 8:23 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

They've got to be taking this One seriously this time... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2020, at 5:47 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I hope I'm not overstating their competence in responding... 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 3:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Mefang Liang <mifangl@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Op Ed to Houston Chronicle 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good job Jim! Thanks, dave 

On Jan 17, 2020, at 4:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Mifang, please see Op Ed pasted below that was sent today to the Houston Chronicle. I 
don't know if they will accept it, but I hope they do. I tried to stress the positive impact of 
the Chinese investments in public health and laboratory capacity that has been made since 
SARS. Please let me l< '4 —.. see anything in the article that is in error. I am a little 
concerned about the I sentence below since I don't have specific examples to 
note if asked. Can you pi OViuc any? Closing the market is one I presume. 

We obviously would like to receive a reference strain for study here. Please let me know if 
there is a way to get an isolate. We would welcome someone from China CDC to 
collaborate with our folks here on testing if you like. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 
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Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 
By James W. Le Due 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from 

another devastating infectious disease outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in the 

spring of 2003 when Asia and the world were threatened by the appearance of a new 

virus disease, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which first appeared in 

southern China and quickly spread to other countries around the world, ultimately 

causing over 8000 cases with nearly 10% of those ending in death. SARS was 

caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical science. There was no 

known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of where it came from or 

how it was spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious as health 

care workers treating the first cases were themselves among the early victims. 

Initially, China was reluctant to share information or alert the international 

community of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to international criticism and a 

dangerous global health situation. Fortunately, under pressure, China reversed its 

position, opened its borders to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. and others, and 

the epidemic was eventually controlled. 

Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, this 

time, less than two decades later, things are very different. Chinese health officials 

recognized that a new disease had emerged, quickly isolated the patients, and 

instituted an impressix e set of interventions to limit the spread of disease and. 

rharacterize the new pathogen.  Importantly, they have been transparent in sharing 

their findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to be on the lookout for the 

new disease. The genome of the new virus was completely sequenced and posted for 

easy access by international experts, allowing rapid exploration of possible 

treatments, development of diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 

The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary results suggest 

that the new virus may not be easily transmitted from person-to-person. While only 

about 40 patients have been identified, there has been at least two deaths and spread 

of infected persons from the epicenter in Wuhan to Thailand and Japan. Our CDC is 

initiating screening at select U.S. airports of travelers arriving from Wuhan. 

China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of 

nearly two decades of investments and collaborations to improve public health in 

China. The Chinese Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the strengths 

of our own CDC, but is designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. 

In addition, China has invested in building a robust scientific capacity and partnered 

with containment laboratories such as ours to incorporate best practices when 

studying dangerous pathogens. 

The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information 

sharing with the global community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute 

healthcare providers able to recognize when something new or unusual is occurring; 

however, clinical recognition alone is meaningless if there is no capacity to 

investigate the cases or characterize the disease-causing agent. 
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For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Science, Engineering and 

Medicine has worked with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships 

and share information on emerging diseases and advancements in the development of 

vaccines and treatments. In Galveston, we have welcomed leading Chinese health 

officials to learn about biocontainment facility design and construction, biosafety 

training and laboratory operations. These collaborations, along with U.S.-based 

educational opportunities for Chinese students, benefit us all. 

China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments 

both in physical laboratories and scientific diplomacy over the past decade are paying 

dividends, not only to China, but the entire world. Since infectious diseases do not 

recognize international borders, much must still be done with this current and quickly 

evolving situation, including the sharing of clinical material, information on 

containment and treatment options. The international community can assist with 

studies to determine the original source of infection, assumed to be zoonotic. 

At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that 

relations within the public health and scientific research arenas remain positive, which 

is a success story worth sharing. 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the 

University of Texas Medical Branch and a professor in UTMB 's Department of 

Microbiology and Immunology. 

686 words in body 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareves@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 2:51 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: U.S. to screen passengers arriving from China 

https://apnews.com/5e42ddf6414d214a8d86a8ba153d82a1 

From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 1:57 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Japan and Thailand Confirm New Cases of Chinese Coronavirus - The New York 
Times 

Please update as per your previous email. 

Thank you. 

Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 

By James LeDuc 
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Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world 
from another devastating infectious disease outbreak. Many will recall 
the dark days in the spring of 2003 when Asia and the world were 
threatened by the appearance of a new virus disease, Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which first appeared in southern China 
and quickly spread to other countries around the world, ultimately 
causing over 8,000 cases with nearly 10 percent of those ending in 
death. 
SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical 
science. There was no known cure, no diagnostic tests and little 
understanding of where it came from or how it was spread, although 
person-to-person transmission was obvious as health care workers 
treating the first cases were themselves among the early victims. 
Initially, China was reluctant to share information or alert the 
international community of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to 
international criticism and a dangerous global health situation. 
Fortunately, under pressure, China reversed its position, opened its 
borders to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. and others, and the 
epidemic was eventually controlled. 
Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; 
however, this time, less than two decades later, things are very different. 
Chinese health officials recognized that a new disease had emerged, 
quickly isolated the patients, and instituted an impressive set of 
interventions to limit the spread of disease and characterize the new 
pathogen. Importantly, they have been very transparent in sharing their 
findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to be on the lookout 
for the new disease. 
The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary 
results suggest that the new virus is not easily transmitted from person-to-
person. While only about 40 patients have been identified, there has 
been at least one death, and a patient is now hospitalized in Thailand, 
having traveled from the outbreak site in Wuhan, China. The genome of 
the new virus was completely sequenced and posted for easy access by 
experts around the world, allowing rapid exploration of possible 
treatments, development of diagnostics and epidemiological 
investigations. 
China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the 
result of nearly two decades of investments and collaborations to improve 
public health in China. The Chinese Centers for Disease Control 
incorporates many of the strengths of our own CDC, but is designed to 
meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. In addition, China has 
invested in building a robust scientific capacity and partnered with 
containment laboratories such as ours to incorporate best practices when 
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studying dangerous pathogens. 
The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health 
information sharing with the global community. To diagnose an outbreak 
early requires astute healthcare providers able to recognize when 
something new or unusual is occurring; however, clinical recognition 
alone is meaningless if there is no capacity to investigate the cases or 
characterize the disease-causing agent. 
For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Sciences has 
worked with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and 
share information on emerging diseases and advancements in the 
development of vaccines and treatments. In Galveston, we have 
welcomed leading Chinese health officials to learn about biocontainment 
facility design and construction, biosafety training and laboratory 
operations. These collaborations, along with U.S.-based educational 
opportunities for Chinese students, benefit us all. 
China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their 
investments both in physical laboratories and scientific diplomacy over 
the past decade are paying dividends, not only to China, but the entire 
world. Since infectious diseases do not recognize international borders, 
much must still be done with this current and quickly evolving situation, 
including the sharing of clinical material, information on containment and 
treatment options. The international community can assist with studies to 
determine the original source of infection, assumed to be zoonotic. 
At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to 
note that relations within the public health and scientific research arenas 
remain positive, which is a success story worth sharing. 

James LeDuc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the 

University of Texas Medical Branch and a professor in UTMB 's Department of 

Microbiology and Immunology. 

681 words 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/17/2020 4:47:25 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Op Ed to Houston Chronicle 

I hope I'm not overstating their competence in responding... 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 3:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Mefang Liang <mifangl@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Op Ed to Houston Chronicle 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Good job Jim! Thanks, dave 

On Jan 17, 2020, at 4:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Mifang, please see Op Ed pasted below that was sent today to the Houston Chronicle. I don't know if they will accept 
it, but I hope they do. I tried to stress the positive impact of the Chinese investments in public health and laboratory 
capacity that has been ma ' 'IS. Please let me know if you see anything in the article that is in error. I am a 
little concerned about tht. sentence below since I don't have specific examples to note if asked. Can you 
provide any? Closing the Mill Mel 10 one I presume. 

We obviously would like to receive a reference strain for study here. Please let me know if there is a way to get an 
isolate. We would welcome someone from China CDC to collaborate with our folks here on testing if you like. 

Best wishes, 

m 

Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 
By James W. Le Duc 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from another devastating infectious 

disease outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in the spring of 2003 when Asia and the world were 

threatened by the appearance of a new virus disease, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which 

first appeared in southern China and quickly spread to other countries around the world, ultimately causing 

over 8000 cases with nearly 10% of those ending in death. SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then 

unknown to medical science. There was no known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of where 

it came from or how it was spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious as health care 

workers treating the first cases were themselves among the early victims. Initially, China was reluctant to 

share information or alert the international community of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to 

international criticism and a dangerous global health situation. Fortunately, under pressure, China reversed its 

position, opened its borders to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. and others, and the epidemic was 

eventually controlled. 

Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, this time, less than two 

decades later, things are very different. Chinese health officials recognized that a new disease had 

emerged, puickly isolated the patients, and instituted an impressix e set of interventions to limit the spread ol 
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Iiisease and characterize the new, pathoueil Importantly, they have been transparent in sharing their findings 

with the world, thus allowing other nations to be on the lookout for the new disease. The genome of the new 

virus was completely sequenced and posted for easy access by international experts, allowing rapid exploration 

of possible treatments, development of diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 

The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary results suggest that the new virus may not 

be easily transmitted from person-to-person. While only about 40 patients have been identified, there has been 

at least two deaths and spread of infected persons from the epicenter in Wuhan to Thailand and Japan. Our 

CDC is initiating screening at select U.S. airports of travelers arriving from Wuhan. 

China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of nearly two decades of 

investments and collaborations to improve public health in China. The Chinese Centers for Disease Control 

incorporates many of the strengths of our own CDC, but is designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus 

population. In addition, China has invested in building a robust scientific capacity and partnered with 

containment laboratories such as ours to incorporate best practices when studying dangerous pathogens. 

The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information sharing with the global 

community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute healthcare providers able to recognize when 

something new or unusual is occurring; however, clinical recognition alone is meaningless if there is no 

capacity to investigate the cases or characterize the disease-causing agent. 

For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine has worked 

with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information on emerging diseases and 

advancements in the development of vaccines and treatments. In Galveston, we have welcomed leading 

Chinese health officials to learn about biocontainment facility design and construction, biosafety training and 

laboratory operations. These collaborations, along with U.S.-based educational opportunities for Chinese 

students, benefit us all. 

China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments both in physical 

laboratories and scientific diplomacy over the past decade are paying dividends, not only to China, but the 

entire world. Since infectious diseases do not recognize international borders, much must still be done with 

this current and quickly evolving situation, including the sharing of clinical material, information on 

containment and treatment options. The international community can assist with studies to determine the 

original source of infection, assumed to be zoonotic. 

At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that relations within the public 

health and scientific research arenas remain positive, which is a success story worth sharing. 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical 

Branch and a professor in UTMB 's Department of Microbiology and Immunology. 

686 words in body 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareves@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 2:51 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: U.S. to screen passengers arriving from China 

https://apnews.com/5e42ddf6414d214a8d86a8ba153d82a1 
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From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 1:57 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jyyleduc@UTMB.EDLI>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Japan and Thailand Confirm New Cases of Chinese Coronavirus - The New York Times 

Please update as per your previous email. 

Thank you. 

Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 

By James LeDuc 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from another 
devastating infectious disease outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in the spring of 2003 
when Asia and the world were threatened by the appearance of a new virus disease, Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which first appeared in southern China and quickly 
spread to other countries around the world, ultimately causing over 8,000 cases with nearly 10 
percent of those ending in death. 
SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical science. There was no 
known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of where it came from or how it was 
spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious as health care workers treating the 
first cases were themselves among the early victims. Initially, China was reluctant to share 
information or alert the international community of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to 
international criticism and a dangerous global health situation. Fortunately, under pressure, 
China reversed its position, opened its borders to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. and 
others, and the epidemic was eventually controlled. 
Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, this time, less 
than two decades later, things are very different. Chinese health officials recognized that a new 
disease had emerged, quickly isolated the patients, and instituted an impressive set of 
interventions to limit the spread of disease and characterize the new pathogen. Importantly, 
they have been very transparent in sharing their findings with the world, thus allowing other 
nations to be on the lookout for the new disease. 
The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary results suggest that the new 
virus is not easily transmitted from person-to-person. While only about 40 patients have been 
identified, there has been at least one death, and a patient is now hospitalized in Thailand, 
having traveled from the outbreak site in Wuhan, China. The genome of the new virus was 
completely sequenced and posted for easy access by experts around the world, allowing rapid 
exploration of possible treatments, development of diagnostics and epidemiological 
investigations. 
China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of nearly two 
decades of investments and collaborations to improve public health in China. The Chinese 
Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the strengths of our own CDC, but is 
designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. In addition, China has invested in 
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building a robust scientific capacity and partnered with containment laboratories such as ours 
to incorporate best practices when studying dangerous pathogens. 
The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information sharing with 
the global community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute healthcare providers able 
to recognize when something new or unusual is occurring; however, clinical recognition alone 
is meaningless if there is no capacity to investigate the cases or characterize the disease-
causing agent. 
For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Sciences has worked with the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information on emerging 
diseases and advancements in the development of vaccines and treatments. In Galveston, we 
have welcomed leading Chinese health officials to learn about biocontainment facility design 
and construction, biosafety training and laboratory operations. These collaborations, along 
with U.S.-based educational opportunities for Chinese students, benefit us all. 
China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments both in 
physical laboratories and scientific diplomacy over the past decade are paying dividends, not 
only to China, but the entire world. Since infectious diseases do not recognize international 
borders, much must still be done with this current and quickly evolving situation, including the 
sharing of clinical material, information on containment and treatment options. The 
international community can assist with studies to determine the original source of infection, 
assumed to be zoonotic. 
At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that relations within 
the public health and scientific research arenas remain positive, which is a success story worth 
sharing. 

James LeDuc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical 

Branch and a professor in UTMB 's Department of Microbiology and Immunology. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Sunday, May 10, 2020 11:36 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Diane Griffin;Daye Franz 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Excellent. Do we have sufficient front line clinicians on our side? 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 10, 2020, at 11:15 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

The list of Chinese participants is attached. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 11:24 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Greetings, 
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We have created a proposed draft agenda (with topics slightly rearranged) that, as we discussed during 
the call on Thursday, starts with a brief introduction of the situation in China and the U.S. We hope that 
Harvey Fineberg can give a (very) brief overview of the situation in the U.S. 

To ensure that each question is addressed during the discussion, we have listed the names of American 
delegation member after each question. We have asked and expect the Chinese group to take the lead 
but we hope that those listed can ensure that each question is covered. (FYI this version is for your 
information only, we will send an agenda without the names listed after the questions to the Chinese.) 
Please let me know if you have thoughts or concerns about this plan. 

FYI I plan to send a new version of the agenda to CAS and George Gao on Sunday evening before I test 
the Zoom connection with CAS at 9:00 PM ET). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <reIman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-rerIman@ulowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance„q1>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvev.fineberFffrmpore.olg>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU.
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDL1)1 <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to 
hold the two sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day 
they want to push the second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim 
Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but 
move the second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new 
time for the second session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a 
dozen Chinese experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 

I will send you more info later today. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relrnan@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.ediu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev7pffirnan@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance,TE>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@Rmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call 
(with input from others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, 

Dave, Diane, Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we 

should probably avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question 

(Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, 

etc.) (Ben, Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your 
information. Also the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: 552.1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <reIman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.aju>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley7perIman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance,rn>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' <harvey.finebergOrnoore,or:g>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@Rmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharbles 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu›; "Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Jennifer Ryan' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https://nasemzoom.us/jJ93418637725?pwd 
Meeting IR:A.11.1263,7725 
Password 552.136 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you 
again for agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting, 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasni.zoorn.us/j/93418637725?pwdi : 552.136 

: 
i 

Passwor 552.136 : ..._ i 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 
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US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 
9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 
2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 
853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting 1p:.7 :11:1.8.6. 7725 
Password1552.136 
InternatIonai numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
httos://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Relman' <relrnan@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.ediu>; 'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perIrnan@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.olg>; Harvey V. Fineberg <harvev.finebemEmomLiTing>; 'Diane Griffin' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@Rmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples' <fsharoles 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, 
Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and 
American experts studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the 
group is connected by email and 2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American 
participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion is to fill you in on the dialogue background, 
discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and issues we should probably 
avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 
7. If this time does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me 
know. Also if Thursday evening is impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime 
on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have 
proposed that the dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the 
first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the 
second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if 
these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the Chinese May day holidays end on 
the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Chinese Participants-05 10. docx> 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2019 11:21 AM 
To: George F GAO 
Subject: Congratulations! 

Dear George, 

I read with great pleasure that you were elected as a foreign associate of the U.S. National Academy of Science. This is 
absolutely fantastic news! Congratulations!! The international recognition of your outstanding contributions and strong 
leadership is very well deserved. You have been a valued ambassador for excellence in science for many years and it is 
gratifying to see your accomplishments and dedication appropriately recognized. This is wonderful news and I am 
genuinely pleased for you! 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, August 2, 2019 9:07 AM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Subject: FW: Follow up 

See string below from Andrew Snyder-Beattie, new program officer for Open Philanthropy. I think we should engage 
with Dave Reiman, Pei Yong and a few others (George Gao?) to come up with a strategy to suggest to them that builds 
on the NAS-CAS partnership. Perhaps this will come from our teleconference at the end of the month. Hopefully the 
letter from Ben will lead to a more formal agreement which could be foundational to continued efforts. We need to 
have science at the core of the strategy given that Ingleby's group is already well funded by OP for dialogues. 

Jim 

From: Andrew Snyder-Beattie <andrew@openphilanthropy.org> 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2019 7:40 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Follow up 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim (if I may), 

Thank you so much for reaching out, and apologies about the delay getting back to you. It was great meeting 
you in DC—I appreciated your contributions to the discussion and agree that continuing the dialogues could be 
very important. 

Thank you as well for giving me an overview of the topics you're working on, this is great to see. My initial 
hunch is that these projects are not a good fit for Open Phil at this time, but \\.k.iwc t i l l i ii thc proc t)1' 
lit4Litli out mil tit cti.\ \\ Inch \ civ much up in lhc ui . I will certainly let you know if I end up needing 
more information as I learn more about the space and get a better sense of our strategy. Thank you again and 
hope to cross paths again soon! 

All the best, 
Andrew 

On Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 2:32 PM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dear Andrew, 

It was a pleasure to meet you at the recent US-China dialogue on biosafety and biosecurity in the era of 
synthetic biology. I enjoyed to talks and discussions and I was pleased to see this dialogue continue in spite of 
the difficult relations now in place between our two countries. Clearly we need to maintain the strong 
collaborations that we have worked so hard to develop. 
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I wanted to take a minute to list a few of the topics on which we are working to see if there is anything that 
might be of interest to you and Open Philanthropy. All the activities listed are focused on building global 
capacity in biosafety, biosecurity and the safe and secure operations of biocontainment laboratories. 

• Training in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment facilities operations. For nearly a decade we enjoy 
DOD support for our National Biocontainment Training Center and during that time we provided more than 
10,000 hands-on training opportunities to staff associated with biocontainment labs from around the world, 
often providing the training at their own facility. This included extensive collaborations with the BSL4 labs in 
China which are continuing today through scientific collaborations. See table pasted below 

• Global proliferation of biocontainment laboratories. There are more than 50 BSL4 labs built, under 
construction or in advanced planning located around the world. There is a clear need to engage with the 
leadership of these new facilities to share best practices and sustain safe and secure operations. See our recent 
editorial attached from Science co-written with Zhiming Yuan from Wuhan. We have a second joint 
commentary that will appear soon focused on synthetic biology. There is a great opportunity to establish 
global best practices. 

• Building on the partnerships that we have established with international collaborators (especially in China 
and Turkey), we feel that the best way to sustain best practices and promote transparency is to jointly conduct 
scientific research on relevant endemic pathogens of mutual interest. I envision such studies would be 
scientifically meritorious, conducted in true joint partnership with shared work, expenses and credit. We have 
begun such a model in collaborations with investigators in the Wuhan BSL4 and their side's expenses are 
being covered by the Chinese government. We need to identify a similar funding source for the USA, and 
further, we need to create a model program that can be replicated with other partnerships around the world. 

• Working with the US National Academy of Sciences in partnership with the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, we have hosted a series of joint meetings both here in the USA (one here at the GNL that Jaime 
attended) and at biocontainment labs in China. These discussions have resulted in official meeting reports and 
more importantly, valuable contacts and friendships. The most recent joint meeting was earlier this year in 
Harbin entitled: U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory 
Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Viral Infectious 
Disease Research. Continuation of this dialogue would likely be managed by our NAS directly. 

Let me know if any of these are of interest to you and Open Philanthropy and we can provide you with as 
much detail as you would like. Similarly, if you have ideas as to how we might contribute to your successful 
tenure at OP, please let me know. 
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Training 
Course/Module 

May- i 
Dec !,
2009 i 

Jan- 
Dec 
2010 

, Mn- 
Dec 
2011 

Mn- 
Dec 
2012 

Jan- 
Dec 
201.3 

Jan- 
Dec 
2014 

Jain- 
Dec 
2015 

Ian- 
Mar 
2616 

Apr-
Jul 

2016 
Total 

851.2 theoretical 107 144 251 160 133 165 158 19 68 1205,
135L2 hands-on 64 76 92 117 102 134 219 13 36 353 

149 284 116 172 28 55 384 
ast.2 r,  :: : _ 76 ' 105 116 148 30 40 556 

86 1:"-:: 1 48 29 i',3 720 
- -',.. 57 4,1 1 5 548 
14 :3 14 - E. - 6 184 

Class Ili canmet 
theoretical Nev., 
course; 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2 
N/A N/A N/A 2 

Class 111 cantle: N/A 
hands-on 141_,,,, 

NIA N/A NIA N/A 2 
N/A N/A N/A 2 

A651.3 t-e - e 29 55 47 73 76 ES 13 Z0 AM 
46513 -a - :::-:r 50 46 

' 

37 53 2, _ _ . 303 
46513 rre, tcr:-ic ' - NIA 38 19 26 34 7 124 
BSL4 Traming, 
..: entatfOr) and 
, E.1-.:•-sh o 

r 28 59 47 41 59 
26 4 2 275 

N/A N/A N/A N/A NIA 18 22 0 14 54 
16 15 60 41 20 24 

9 9 3 197 

N/A 90 41. 28 23 
2D 0 7 209 

N./ NIA 37 114 89 108 
N/A N/A 468 

NIA N/A 22 75 39 27 
16 9 8 196 

G'ad...azt 
Program 

39 36 32 13 18 25 
44 0 8 215 

1 r - .7 3 :-: : - • : 18 0 6 4 0 0 0 1 NIA 29 

5 2 8 0 2 0 0 0 36 
27 46 30 25 14 0 0 0 337 

Sett* trainolg 
8 11 3 2 17 12 

53 

PAPR If espgater 
training) 

N/A 10 49 52 78 82 
23 12 16 327 

e.€6.1...).,..am 
Lc 4- :,..- -:• 

84 175 87 207 181 137 
184 18 30 1,153 

, ..3.• •1' :,-..i.:'.: N/A N/A NIA N/A 186 141 
0 N/A NIA 327 

5 o:a•e:. -:.:,,, fe3 
N/A : N/A N/A N/A N/A 71 

113 NIA N/A 184 

N/A : N/A NIA N/A N/A 177 

206 32 75 490 

Total! tvaineol 743 895 1,304 1,494 1458 1,754 1491 254 518 10369 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 
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Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

Andrew Snyder-Beattie 
Program Officer, Biosecurity and Pandemic Preparedness 
www.openphilanthropy.org 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 10:36 AM 
To: Diane Griffin;Rusek, Benjamin;'Peggy Hamburg';'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;Bowman, Katherine;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Looks good to me. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 8:42 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - Attached are my suggestions and some edits to the participants list. 

1. I agree that we should ask Harvey to provide the US overview. 
2. I rearranged the topics somewhat to group similar questions so we can assign one discussion leader to 

these "groups" e.g. clinical, treatment, immunity, epidemiology, etc. 
3. I also thought that "future collaborations" should be last for each section. 
4. I wasn't sure how much to assign to those new to this dialogue, but have options for involving 

everyone or restricting to fewer people. 
5. I was most uncertain about the clinical section. We have several MDs (me, Reiman, Dzau, Hamburg, 

Perlman, Fineberg), but I'm not sure any of us are seeing/caring for these patients. Suggestions 
appreciated. 

6. I wasn't sure how much Victor wants to be involved vs "attending". 

Suggestions/edits from the group on these issues or others are welcome. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
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410-955-3459 

lc griffi6@jhu,edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BIlusek@nas.eci:.„:>
Sent: Saturday, May 9, 2020 12:18 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6ghmI.E:du>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jydlioducCUTMELEDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharoFes 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBownTarZnas.ech„:>; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDI.,,,9' <beshiPUTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

Hi Diane, 

Following up from the call, assume that we want to ask Harvey Fineberg to give the proposed 5 min U.S. situation 
overview. Linda Saif has offered to shepherd answers to the CoV immunity questions. Who should we ask/task with 
taking on the responsibility for the other questions/issues? I attached a revised agenda. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: 'David A Re!man' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.e >;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@dowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvev.„fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (p!,:sj1::PUTMB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(pntoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnech„.:nc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance. >;
'Jennifer Ryan' <jenniferryan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrnanfnns.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thanks for joining the call last night. We received good news from CAS this morning. They agreed to hold the two 
sessions as we requested. However because George Gao is not available on the second day they want to push the 
second session back by one day. That's not bad because as I noted on the call, Jim Le Duc and Harvey Fineberg were not 
available at that time anyway. 

So for the Americans we will keep the time on Monday, May 11 (from 9-11:00 PM ET) as planned but move the 
second session back one day to Wednesday, May 13th (from 9-11:00 PM ET). I hope the new time for the second 
session works for most of you. 

In addition they said that the topical agenda (topic list we sent) looks fine and that there would about a dozen Chinese 
experts (said no more than 13) on the call on their side. 
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I will send you more info later today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 7, 2020 4:58 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.ecki>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<harvey,fl nebefriPmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.nei:>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (qsnili013)LTIMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rned.unc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <lennifer.rvan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBown ?in nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for tonight's (8:00 PM ET) call. Diane is the U.S. chair so will lead the call (with input from 
others). 

1) Introductions (Diane, Ben, group) 
2) The China bio dialogue: brief background, previous meetings and key Chinese participants (Jim, Dave, Diane, 

Peggy, Pei-yong, Ben, others) 
3) Recent work (2020) to set up the virtual dialogue sessions, purpose of the call and issues we should probably 

avoid (Diane, Ben, others) 
4) Discussion topics/questions (see attachment), assign discussion leaders for each question (Diane, others) 
5) Call logistics (best way to interact on the Zoom call, recording the sessions, plan between calls, etc.) (Ben, 

Micah, Diane) 
6) Other questions or concerns (group) 

I have re attached the "agenda" (list of topics/questions) for the dialogue meetings next week for your information. Also 
the Zoom call in information is below: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwth 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934_1863 7725 

Password:1552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 5:42 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak.@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'Harvey V. Fineberg' 
<har-vey,fli nebeligpmoore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.nei:>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cor )' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Shi, 
Pei yong (ps. ..:ili@l„:1"1-MB.EDU)'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; "Baric, Toni C' 
(p into nette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@rnedAmc.edu>; 'Alison Andre' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'Jennifer Ryan' <j,ennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBownlanf nas.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https://nasem.zoom.us/1/93418637725?p
Meeting l9L.9.34.1.8.63 7725 
Passwords 552.136 

552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: ._ 
https://nasern„Toom.us/j/93418637725?pwdt_ 552.136 i i i 

Password! 552.1361 i 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 

US, +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
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Password: 552.136 
Internationai numbers available: https://nasem.zoomus/u/a5XnNJEND

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edi,...i>;
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<har-vey,finenenz, moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi5@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.nei:>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cua)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (peship)LTIMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@rneckunc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@rnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowrnan@nas.e.,du>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

LeDuc, James W. 
Wednesday, May 1, 2019 12:34 PM 
David Franz 
Benjamin Rusek;Micah Lowenthal 
Re: George Gao, NAS 

Very well deserved. Great news! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 1, 2019, at 9:49 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Excellent! Thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On May 1, 2019, at 10:31 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

George Gao was elected as a NAS foreign associate this year. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah < 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2019 9:40 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Subject: George Gao, NAS 

Congratulations are in order. 
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Newly elected foreign associates, their affiliations at the time of election, and their 
country of citizenship are: 

Gao, George F.; director general, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention; 
dean, medical school, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences; vice president, 
National Natural Science Foundation of China; and professor, Institute of Microbiology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, People's Republic of China (People's Republic of China) 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 
20001 USA 

I +1.202.334.3074 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 8:52 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;Dayid Franz 
Cc: Raymond JEANLOZ;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 

The House Committee had NOT seen the memo and quipped that the only one that had seen it was the reporter. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8:54 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Raymond JEANLOZ <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: NASEM China Bio discussion 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Balanced article on Zhengli Shi by the WSJ reporter who contacted Jim 
httpsfiwww.wsj.com/articlesichinas-bats-expert-says-her-wuhan-lab-wasnt-source-of-new-coronavirus-11587463204 

On Apr 21, 2020, at 8:42 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Jim, sounds like your session with the House subcommittee went well and I am glad to that they 
are generally supportive of engagement. (I assume that the subcommittee has access to the two cables 
cited by the wapo.) I like the utmb statement as well. 

Thanks for the edits. I have attached what I think is the final version of the China dialogue blurb for the 
NASEM website. Can still use the bulleted list we created last week when/if we talk about the dialogue 
with gov folks. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202.334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <wleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6:10 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; David Franz <davickfranz@Rmail.com>
Cc: 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <eanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 

Attached has some suggestions. Looks fine to me. 
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I had an hour plus telecon with the House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on Oversight & Investigations to 
discuss the Washington Post article about the possible leak from WIV and the State Department 
inspection and cable, 5-6 participants from their side and all engaged. I provided them with the 
attached summary before the meeting and we had a good discussion about our relationship. The 
NASEM-CAS ties were of interest to them and they seemed to appreciate our efforts at engagement. As 
much detail as you can provide on the posting will be useful I suspect. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:04 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <NvIeduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <eanloz@berkelev.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Dave, 

Here is the latest draft of the website text for your review. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1- 202-334- 3975 

From: Raymond JEANLOZ <ieanloz@berkelev.edu>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@_nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; David Franz 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>
Subject: Re: NASEM China Bio discussion 

I made a new copy of the transcript of the NPR interview -- attached. 

Raymond 

On Mon, Apr 20, 2020 at 8:46 AM Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi there, 

Micah Lowenthal is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 
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Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https:llnase m.zoom.us/j/95438044518?pwcH 552.136 

Password! 552.136 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.usitest 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the 
session to be recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you 
consent to your voice, likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and 
dissemination, without payment of any compensation for such use, in any language, format, or 
media now known or later devised, and you release the National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages arising from any such 
use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do not 
consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 

<U.S. China dialogue meetings v6.docx> 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 10:20 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;Shi, Pei yong;'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Great, thanks. Perhaps we should consider hosting the next meeting here in the USA rather than revisiting Wuhan? The 
visa challenges may make that impossible, but something to consider, 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 10:03 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

The letter went out today. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 7:18 PM 
To: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(ronas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Thanks, if that's the case it will come from John Boright on Monday. Should he cc Zhiming? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 7:15 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.comY <davidrfranzagmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mllowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 
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Hi Ben, 

I'm fine with the letter. Zhiming told me he did not need to see the letter. So, you could send the letter to Chunli Bai 
now. I will inform Zhiming that the letter has been sent. 

Have a great weekend! 

Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi(OUTIVIB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(Fonasedu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings Pei-yong, 

I have attached the letter. Dave and Jim do you have any final thoughts/edits? If not it is ok from my perspective. Pei-
yong is the plan for you to send this to Zhiming for review and then he will send to Chunli Bai? Of should this come from 
NASEM directly? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: Hamburg, Margaret < amburg@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <clgriffi6Pihmi.edu>
Cc: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.comj <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
(peshiRLITMB.EDU) <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlovventh@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Thanks for your notes about the letter, we will send it with your electronic signatures (I think we have them on file but 
will get back to you if we don't) And yes timing will be tight. 

Re Kunming and CAMs unwillingness to host, Pei-Yong (cced) may know more but our contact at Kunming noted that Dr„ 
Qihan U, General Director of the Kunming Institute, is reluctant to seek permission from their Party Secretary (who 
makes the decision) noting that he is newly appointed from Beijing,. We may have more luck at a later time. We have 
had Kunming lab scientists at most of the dialogue meetings so they are not reluctant to participate, expect that some 
will join the Wuhan meeting. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 7:49 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <figriffi6Pihrni.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

I agree with Diane that this looks fine. Lays out good case for collaboration. 

I am puzzled by reluctance of Kunming Institute to approach CAMS about this. Do you understand why this 
might be? 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 25, 2019, at 6:54 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think this is a good idea and the letter looks fine to me. 
Depending on the rapidity of the response, it may be tough to get something organized by the 
end of the year, but it's worth a try. 

Diane 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nasedu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 9:10:30 PM 
To: Diane Griffin; Hamburg, Margaret 
Cc: IwIeduc@UTIVIB.EDUi Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU);
Lowenthal, Micah; Boright, John 
Subject: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Greetings Diane and Peggy, 

I have attached a letter detailing a request to hold a dialogue meeting in Wuhan, China between NASEM 
and the Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) in cooperation with the Wuhan National Institute of Virology 
(NIV) of the CAS. Yuan Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director of the NIV, is very supportive but has let 
us know that we need to send a formal letter to the President of CAS (as we did before the 2017 
meeting in Wuhan) to get approval for the meeting. (Zhiming says that the president is still Bai Chunli 
but this may have changed recently.) 
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More broadly (as Diane knows) we had hoped to hold a dialogue meeting with the Kunming Institute of 
Medical Sciences, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) but the Kunming Institute leadership is 
unwilling to seek approval from CAMS to hold a bilateral with NASEM at this time. 

The letter includes details about the recent dialogue meetings and outlines the topics we plan to 
address at the next dialogue meeting. It also includes a proposal to use this meeting to formalize the 
dialogue as a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM and CAS. I think it's the right time to propose 
this. It has taken many years to get to this point, after a long period of struggling unsuccessfully to 
organize meetings between CISAC and the Chinese Biological Scientists Group we have now held several 
useful, well attended dialogue meetings between NASEM and CAS (with CCDC, CAAS and other 
institutions involved) and could use those to justify a more formal relationship. We are working with a 
committed group of Chinese scientists and leaders that are tied formally to CAS (Zhiming, George Gao, 
others) who recognize the importance of dialogue and communication and who could serve on a 
Chinese organizing committee. In addition, the current political relationship between the U.S. and China 
has started to affect ad hoc activities like these as well as the willingness of American scientists to travel 
to China and of Chinese scientists to travel to the U.S. without more formal sanction. This climate 
only adds to the value of these technical dialogues and frank and open communication among 
expert colleagues from both sides. I should add that Jim and Dave did mention some concern about this 
being the right time to seek a formal agreement establishing a formal dialogue. Therefore, I have written 
the draft text so that the CAS leadership could decline this part of the request if they do not think it is 
appropriate or the right time to do this. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts on the letter, the meeting and the proposal to formalize the 
dialogue under NASEM and CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

4 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2019 4:49 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Shi, Pei yong;Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) 
Subject: NAM new members 

Newly elected international members: 

George Fu Gao, D.V.M., D.Phil., director-general, Chinese Center for Disease Control & Prevention (China CDC); and 
director and professor, CAS Key Laboratory of Pathogenic Microbiology and Immunology, Institute of Microbiology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China. For his contributions to the study of pathogen infection, interspecies 
transmission, and pathogen-host interaction, and revealing the origin and mechanisms of important pathogens including 
avian influenza, MERS-CoV, and Zika and Ebola virus. 

I guess this is different from his previous recognition. 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

1 
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From: LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

Sent: 4/10/2020 1:03:20 PM 
To: Dave Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Subject: RE: Potential topics for discussion with Russian colleagues. 

Thanks Dave. I don't know what to make of Rita's lack of engagement with us, especially if she is calling for an ID work 
group meeting in less than 2 weeks. 

If we have a dialogue with the Russians, I think we should focus on the current COVID-19 pandemic and raise a few 
serious scientific issues such as a strategy for vaccine development and production for a global need. I think that there is 
a lot we do not know about immunity to this virus and we need to be very careful as we design and test vaccines. We 
need to address the question of re-infection/re-occurrence of illness. Is this an artifact of PCR testing or represent a real 
issue. 

Also, basic public health questions about how effective—or not—certain interventions have been and how sustainable 
they are. Contact tracing is the current big challenge and the question about individual rights to privacy versus society 
need to interrupt transmission in the context of cell phone GPS tracking and other modern tools that have been used in 
other parts of the world. 

There is also emerging information on genetic variability of the virus and what the impact might be on transmission and 
disease. 

Pasted below is a string of email between Phil Russell and me following his viewing of the video we discussed 
yesterday. Read from the bottom up. This is not going away—and it probably shouldn't. 

Happy Easter, 

Jim 

I admire your desire to avoid an adversarial situation but the seem to be impossible with the Chinese communists. 

—Original Message—
From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
To: pkrussellaaol.com <pkrussell@aol.com>
Sent: Fri, Apr 10, 2020 9:11 am 
Subject: RE: Very scary. You must watch this 

I agree that it is certainly possible that a lab accident was the source of the epidemic and I also agree that we 
can't trust the Chinese government. I sent a rather detailed plan to investigate the possibility that the lab might 
have been the source of the outbreak to Zhiming Yuan early in the event, but never heard back from him. It's 
good that folks are pressing the issue, but we need to strike a balance such that we are not in an adversarial 
situation. That's why we have focused on the NAS-CAS linkage as an appropriate forum. 

From: pkrussellaaol.com <pkrussell@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. lwleducOUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Very scary. You must watch this 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Jim, 

I have no doubt that Zheng Li Shi is a brilliant scientist and very charming. That does not rule out the possibility that one 
of the many bat coronaviruses isolated in the Wuhan lab infected a technician who walked out the door. No need for 
engineering the virus. 
The flimsiness of the epidemiology pointing to the wet market, the absence of bats in the market, the failure to identify an 
intermediate animal host, the extraordinary measures taken by the Chinese government, including persecution and 
probable killing of two brave physicians, to cover up the outbreak, the steps taken to silence the laboratory personnel,. the 
change in leadership of the lab, all point to the lab as the source of the outbreak. 

This reminds me of the efforts by Matt Messelson and many colleagues to coverup up the Sverdeslosk anthrax outbreak. 
They succeeded for many years aided and abetted by many in academia until Ken Alibek defected and the truth came 
out. 

I bought the wet market story for months but now am very skeptical of anything information coming from the Chinese 
government. 

Phil 

----Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
To: pkrussell©aol.com <pkrussell©aol.com>
Sent: Thu, Apr 9, 2020 4:06 pm 
Subject: RE: Very scary. You must watch this 
Yes. I just received the link this morning from Doug Watts. I don't believe that the virus originated from the lab 
in Wuhan and I think the attached paper makes a strong argument that it came from nature, a conclusion with 
which I concur. 

We have been working with Zheng Li Shi through a dialogue established between the US National Academy of 
Sciences and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Dr Shi has presented at each of these meetings starting with 
the first in Beijing in 2015, and her message has consistently been that these bat coronaviruses hold the ability 
to infect humans through the hACE2 receptor. She's a very talented scientist and a charming person. Our 
meetings have included Ralph Baric and Linda Saif, two of the premier coronavirologist in the US and the 
discussions have always been open and frank. See attached summary prepared by NAS at the end of 
February, 2020 as the pandemic was unfolding. PLEASE DO NOT FORWARD. 

I can't argue with the comments against the Chinese communist party. It's too bad that the global pandemic is 
being conflated with the challenges the world faces from the Chinese communist party. They are both 
important issues, but I'm not convinced that they are linked. 

Hope you and Connie are staying well through all this, 

Jim 

From: pkrussell@aol.com <pkrussell@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 4:33 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Fwd: Very scary. You must watch this 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 

This is gaining credibity. What do you think? 

Phil 
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From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 12:39 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: Potential topics for discussion with Russian colleagues. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, This is what I sent Rita. Neither she nor Micah have acknowledged it, so I'm just going to leave it at 
that. See the blue type at the bottom. This is what Rita sent our to the nuc CISACers plus me. Matt Bunn, in 
one of his responses suggested that I put something together, thus this list. I was trying to stay away from a 
focused discussion on their response to the pandemic...but maybe that was being too cautious. As I said, if we 
forward it to 'expert' in CISAC, it would probably change significantly. ...but not a peep from anyone except 
Dick Garwin who wrote me and then asked me to call him this morning, which I did. He didn't say anything 
about this, but just wanted to know what I had going on these days and what I thought a bout a couple of 
things. d 

P.S. Note at the bottom Rita has proposed an ID meeting for 4/22; you know as much as I do about that. If we 
were going to do that, I would think we might start putting a list of participants together. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: Potential topics for discussion with Russian colleagues. 
Date: April 8, 2020 at 5:55:26 PM EDT 
To: Rita Guenther <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Cc: "Bunn, Matthew" <Matthew Bunn@hks.harvard.edu>, James Timbie <jotimbie@gmail.com>, Linton 
Brooks <linton.brooks@cox.net>, Jill Hruby <jillhruby@gmail.com>, Robert Latiff <rlatiff@nd.edu>, Richard 
Mies <miesrw@verizon.net>, "Richard L. Garwin" <rIg2@usibm.com>, Raymond Jeanloz 
<ieanloz@berkelev.edu>, Steve Fetter <sfetter@umd.edu>, Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>,
"Cervenka, Nicole" <NCervenka@nas.edu>, Rose Gottemoeller <gottemoeller@stanford.edu>

Colleagues, Matt suggested I draft something from the bio subgroup. 

I don't know how much involvement CISAC leadership is seeking from the `bio'... or "Infectious Disease" 
Working Group. Each of us is officially, or unofficially in my case, spending a lot of time on the 
pandemic. Because they are probably nearly overwhelmed with work, we may not get a lot of time from the 
other four or five members of the bio subpanel just now, but I'm happy to coordinate a short paper with a list of 
suggested topics for collaboration if Rita and Micah are interested. I've taken a first cut at some bullets below, 
but the list might change significantly if I run it by the real experts. 

Russia, as of yesterday, has reported about 40% as many 'tests' as the US and about 2% as many cases. My 
sense would be to start with a few rather generic, yet relevant, topics that don't get into the fine details of their 
response to or reporting of COVID19 pandemic. Some potential examples: 

- Observations from the current COVID19 pandemic relevant to planning and preparations for a future highly 
contiguous and virulent influenza pandemic 
- The effect of climate change on vector-borne infectious disease 
- Timely recognition and public health response to emerging diseases 
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- Antimicrobial resistance 
- Laboratory safety, security, regulation and progress in infectious disease research 
- Human and Animal Health relationships. Zoonotic disease and the "One Health" concept. 
- The Biotech Revolution: Safety, security and progress 
- Managing the Health Impacts of natural disasters 

I welcome thoughts of comments from anyone...and, Rita, let me know if you want me to continue down this or 
another track. 

Stay well all, dave 

Proposed Working Groups: 
New START and arms control 
Cyber Security 
Space Security 
Infectious Disease 
China and Strategic Stability 

Proposed Schedule of Virtual Meetings ('plenary' and 'working group' meetings): 
4/15: Beyond New START (non-strategic weapons, verification, monitoring, trade-offs, etc.) — Plenary 
Meeting 
4/22: Infectious Disease Working Group Meeting 
4/29: Cyber — Plenary Meeting 
5/6: Possible Working Group Meeting (this date falls over the Russian May Holidays, so this may not be 
feasible for most Russians) 
5/13: Space — Plenary Meeting 
5/20: Possible Working Group Meeting 
5/27: Strategic Stability and Arms Control — Plenary Meeting 
6/3: Possible Working Group Meeting 
6/10: China and Strategic Stability — Plenary Meeting 
(FYI: The IMEMO Primakov Readings, a major conference which includes arms control issues, is scheduled 
for June 15-17) 

<Bunn Further Reactions to Sergei Rogov paper RG comments.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 4/12/2019 12:53:51 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Bits: We Might Be Regulating the Web Too Fast 

From: NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2019 8:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Bits: We Might Be Regulating the Web Too Fast 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytirnes.corn to your addref b k 
View in Brows( 1.11 to your address book. 

Thursday, April 11, 2019 lytimes. corn/bits » 

We Might Be Regulating the Web Too Fast 

A Facebook advertisement in London Britain is proposing sweeping new government powers to 
combat tha Ir l.‘nt and extremist content, false information and harmful material aimed at 
children. 

Each week, we review the week's news, offering analysis about the most important 
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developments in the tech industry. 

Hi, I'm Jamie Condliffe. Greetings from London. Here's a look at the week's tech 
news: 

Web regulators are getting into their groove. But are they going too quickly? 

This past week, the British government proposed new powers to issue fines and 
make individual executives legally liable for harmful content on their platforms. My 
colleague Adam Satariano said it "would be one of the world's most aggressive 
actions to rein in the most corrosive online content." 

Days earlier, Australia passed legislation that threatens fines for social media 
companies that fail to rapidly remove violent material. And there's a growing 
pipeline of other internet regulation, along with existing laws like the 
European Union's sweeping General Data Protection Regulation. 

"We're entering a new phase of hyper regulation," said Paul Fehlinger, the deputy 
executive director of the Internet and Jurisdiction Policy Network, an organization 
established to understand how national laws affect the internet. 

This flurry of content rules is understandable. Much of the material they would 
police is abhorrent, and social media's rapid rise has caught lawmakers off guard; 
now the public wants something done. 

But the regulations could have unintended consequences. 

Difficulties in defining "harmful" mean governments will develop different 
standards. In turn, the web could easily look different depending on your location — 
a big shift from its founding principles. (This is already happening: The Chicago 
Tribune's website, for example, doesn't comply with 
General Data Protection Regulation, so there's no access to it from Europe.) 

There may be less visible effects. If regulation required differences at a hardware 
level, that could fragment the infrastructure, said Konstantinos Komaitis, a senior 
director at the nonprofit Internet Society, which promotes the open development 
and use of the internet. That could make the internet less resilient to outages and 
attacks. 

And bigger, richer companies will find it easier to comply with sprawling regulation, 
which could reinforce the power of Big Tech. 
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"There is a major risk that we end up in a situation where short-term political 
pressure trumps long-term vision," Mr. Fehlinger said. 

Mr. Komaitis said avoiding unintended consequences was "very simple, yet very 
difficult." 

"It is all about collaboration," he added. The idea: lawmakers work together across 
borders to ensure rules are more consistent. 

The challenge is that collaboration could slow the pace of regulation that lawmakers 
desire. But Mr. Komaitis said many proposed regulations lack clear plans for 
implementation, and envisions snags when governments come to apply them. If 
they struggle, he said, collaboration and sharing of expertise may be the only way to 
make their plans work. 

[How is technology blurring the lines between public and private? Sign up to 
Charlie Warzel's new limited-run newsletter to find out more — and what you can 
do stop it.] 

A.I. ethics: Work in progress 

Artificial intelligence could make our lives easier and more efficient. But, like any 
powerful technology, it's more complicated than that. A.I. can be used for 
surveillance. To control autonomous weapons. It can be biased. It could erode jobs. 
The list goes on. 

None of those are reasons to reject A.I. outright. But they underscore how its 
development must be approached with care. 

Big Tech has struggled to publicly demonstrate that care. Amazon, Google and 
Microsoft have all drawn criticism for their A.I. work with military and government 
agencies. Just this month, Google's plan to create an A.I. ethics board ended 
disastrously when backlash about board members led to its dissolution. 

Missteps should be called out, especially when they're made by such powerful 
corporations. But in an emergent field, mistakes also serve as lessons. And a new set 
of A.I. ethics guidelines from the European Commission is a good example of how 
trial and error will be a fundamental part of ethical A.I. development. 

The guidelines, developed by 52 experts, contain seven requirements that A.I. 
systems should meet to be deemed trustworthy. What stands out about them for 
Charlotte Stix, a policy officer at the Leverhulme Center for the Future of 
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Intelligence at Cambridge University, is that they're designed to be carried out. 

Unlike other A.I. ethics guidelines, they attempt to join ethical principles to firm 
recommendations — something that has divided opinions among some people 
working in the field. That's why the European Commission hopes companies will 
adopt and test them between now and 2020, so that they can beimproved. 

Frank Buytendijk, a vice president in Gartner's data and analytics group, said the 
guidelines sent a message to big tech companies that may have struggled with A.I. 
ethics in the past: "Here's your chance to do the right thing." 

Why Big Tech loves satellites 

Amazon joined the ranks of tech companies wanting to blanket the world 
with the interne. 

Its Project Kuiper plan, which came to light in filings made by the Federal 
Communications Commission, would put 3,236 satellites into low Earth orbit to 
deliver the interne to "underserved communities around the world." It has been 
likened to a network under development by SpaceX. Facebook has plans 
for a similar system, and Google has teamed up with the satellite operator Telesat 
along the same lines. 

These initiatives seek to provide affordable interne connections to people who 
currently lack it — from Alaska to sub-Saharan Africa. Satellites appear to be a front-
runner: Christopher Mims of The Wall Street Journal noted that, according to the 
satellite industry veteran Shayn Hawthorne, "some kind of affordable satellite 
interne now appears inevitable." 

For big tech companies, this is not selfless. A good example of why is the Free Basics 
program offered by Facebook's nonprofit Internet.org: a zero-cost data service that 
provides access in some developing countries to a curated group of websites, 
including Facebook. In locations that are essentially untapped markets, its provision 
of the web can help it secure new users. 

Other Big Tech players are unlikely to want to miss out. 

And some stories you shouldn't miss 

• Does privacy matter? What do companies know, and how do they know it? 
And what can we do about it? The New York Times is trying to answer those 
questions for you. 
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• What you've heard about Chinese Al. may be bluster. Jeff Ding from 
Oxford University says the West has overhvped China's abilities. 

• China might ban Bitcoin mining. A government agency added it to a list of 
industries that it proposes to eliminate. 

• It's all I.P.O.s. Uber and Pinterest are the next big tech unicorns to go public, in 
the coming month. 

• Amazon's cloud might be a potent spy tool for the United States. That's 
why it's unsuitable for storing German police data, Germany's top data protection 
officer told Politico. 

• Big Tech's data tricks are under scrutiny. Facebook will change its terms of 
service to explain its use of data in response to pressure from the European 
Commission. And Senators Mark Warner and Deb Fischer introduced a bill aimed at 
clamping down on user-interface tricks that encourage data sharing. 

• Amazon or Microsoft will build the Pentagon's cloud. They were the 
only bidders to meet the "minimum requirements- to win the $10 billion contract. 
One will be chosen. 

• YouTube had to shut down comments on a House hearing about social 
media. The live stream of the event, focused on white nationalism, was overrun by 
racist comments. 

• The House passed a bill to revive net neutrality. But the legislation 
faces long odds in the Republican-led Senate. 

• Amazon workers are listening to our Alexa commands. They even share 
some amusing ones in an internal chat room. 

Jamie Condi& is editor of the DealBook newsletter. He also writes the weekly Bits 
newsletter. Follow him on Twitter here: Ojme c. 

HOW ARE WE DOING? 
We'd love your feedback on this newsletter. Please email thoughts and suggestions to 
bits newsletter nytimes.com  . 
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ADVERT 31 MENT 

LIKE THIS EMAIL? 
Forward it to your friends, and let them know they can sign up here.

In Case You Missed It 

Uber, Losing $1.8 Billion a Year, Reveals I.P.O. Filing 
B: 

Thu world's la,.gest .ide-hailing service unveiled its prospectus for what is likely to be the biggest 
initial public offering for years. 

Over 4,200 Amazon Workers Push for Climate Change 
Action, Including Cutting Some Ties to Big Oil 
133
They say Amazon should stop offering custom cloud computing services that help the oil and gas 
industry explore for and extract more fossil fuels. 
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Disney Prepares to Unveil Its Streaming Service 
1; ! !!:{)()KS 1;ARNI!, ! \ JOEL\ r1;1 ,1 1\ 

In a lavish presentation, the company is expected to offer long-awaited details about its counter to 
the tech giants that have moved into entertainment. 

DEALBOOK 

To Purge Some of Social Media's Ugliness, an Unlikely 
Lesson From Wall St. 
Uv 0,1 )1\1 

A simple rule that bolsters the banking system — "know your customer" — could help combat fake 
news and hate speech online if companies like Facebook and Twitter embraced it. 

TIMES INSIDER 

When Trash Is a Journalist's Treasure 
I;! cAlAS FULLER 

Jake Orta was not aware he was searching the bins of Mark Zuckerberg's house until we told him 
who owned the place. 
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China, a Major Bitcoin Source, Considers Moving 
Against It 

\old 
China, whose initial enthusiasm about cryptocurrencies has waned, may order its local governments 
not to support the industry. 

Pinterest Dials Down Expectations as I.P.O. Nears 
1 (,R11 1 ti \E) \II( ft 1)1 \II Rt 1) 

The digital pin board company set a price range for its I.P.O. that would value the business below its 
last private market valuation of $12 billion. 

_1 1,11,!1"11''11.11111-1y1y6-141. . 

The Hottest App in China Teaches Citizens About Their 
Leader — and, Yes, There's a Test 

\VIER C.II1'AN \N1)1 

Millions of Chinese are using the app as part of President Xi's efforts to strengthen ideological 
control in the digital age. Critics say it fuels a personality cult. 
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The Privacy Project 
The New York Times is launching an ongoing examination of privacy. We'll dig into the ideas, 
history and future of how our information navigates the digital ecosystem and what's at stake. 

NEED HELP? 
Review our newsletter help page or contact us for assistance. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

FOLLOW BITS @nytimesbits 

Get more NYTimes.com newsletters Get unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our 
NYTimes apps. Subscribe » 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL 
You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com's Bits newsletter. 

Unsubscribe Manage Subscriptions Change Your Email Privacy Policy Contact Advertise 

Copyright 2019 The New York Times Company 
620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 11/19/2019 4:01:58 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject FW: WHO BSL-4/high containment network meeting - report 
WHO-Biocontainment labs mtg-2018.40-eng.pdf 

See note below from Kaz regarding the final report for his meeting and the link to the report. Attached is a copy as well. 

I spoke to Tom but he has not maintained an updated list and says that it's unchanged since the one he sent recently. 

Good luck with the new Commander. At least he's seeking input. 

Jim 

From: KOJIMA, Kazunobu <kojimak@who.int> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 8:07 AM 
To: Eroqueiro@senasa.gob.ar; James.Watson@csiro.au; Schammas.juan@inta.gob.ar; cosivio@paho.org; 
Julian.Druce@mh.org.au; Bradley.Pickering@inspection.gc.ca; vitali.sintchenko@sydney.edu.au; david.safronetz@canada.ca; 
Primal.Silva@inspection.gc.ca; mireilledosso@pasteur.ci; mireilledosso@yahoo.fr; buzhigao@caas.cn; m.kroca.mk@gmail.com; 
liujinxiong@caas.cn; drevinek@sujchbo.cz; yzm@wh.iov.cn; kitj@vet.dtu.dk; herve.raoul@inserm.fr; zhaoch@chinacdc.cn; 
c.uhlenhaut@oie.int; eickmann@staff.uni-marburg.de; directorniv@gmail.com; martin.groschup@fli.bund.de; 
director.nihsad@icar.gov.in; vijendra61@gmail.com; guenther@bni.uni-hamburg.de; antonino.dicaro@inmi.it; KurthA@rki.de; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; kis.zoltan@oki.antsz.hu; mariarita.gismondo@unimi.it; palyi.bernadett@oki.antsz.hu; 
hayasaka@nagasaki-u.acdp; msaijo@niid.go.jp; snshchel@vector.nsc.ru; j-yasuda@nagasaki-u.acdp; walsalelm@moh.gov.sa; 
douwe.kuperus@wur.n1; Amadou.sall@pasteur.sn; januszp@nicd.ac.za; universe364@korea.kr; xavier.abad@irta.cat; 
haesunyun@korea.kr; asa.bjorndal@folkhalsomyndigheten.se; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk; 
asa.rosenquist@folkhalsomyndigheten.se; michael.johnson@pirbright.ac.uk; Pascal.Cherpillod@hcuge.ch; mslever@dstl.gov.uk; 
Huber.Michael@virology.uzh.ch; allen.roberts@phe.gov.uk; Kathrin.Summermatter@ivi.admin.ch; Wendy.Shell@apha.gsi.gov.uk; 
christine.bruce@phe.gov.uk; Matthew.Smith@nibsc.org; sina.bavari.civ@mail.mil; Elaine.Haddock@nih.gov; 
Eugene.Cole@fletc.dhs.gov; lisa.hensley@nih.gov; rbcorley@bu.edu; jhilliard@gsu.edu; rdavey@txbiomed.org; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Joseph.Fitch@nbacc.dhs.gov; charles.e.lewis@aphis.usda.gov; vao9@cdc.gov; 
se_thoe_su_yun@moh.gov.sg; relus_kek@moh.gov.sg; Gary.Lum@health.gov.au; thomas.binz@bag.admin.ch; 
Yann.Meslier@ansm.sante.fr; Keith.Stephenson@hse.gov.uk; isogai-tatsuhiro@mhlw.go.jp; mhq2@cdc.gov; 
marylouise.graham@canada.ca; Joseph O'Keefe (Joseph) <Joseph.O'Keefe@mpi.govt.nz> 
Cc: Kasloff, Samantha (PHAC/ASPC) <samantha.kasloff@canada.ca>; Matthew Huante (mthte1@aol.com) <mthte1@aol.com>; 
Huante, Matthew B. <mbhuante@UTMB.EDU>; COGNAT, Sebastien Bruno Francois <cognats@who.int>; ZINSKY, Rica 
<zinskyr@who.int>; STEVENS, Lisa <stevensl@who.int> 
Subject: RE: WHO BSL-4/high containment network meeting - report 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear colleagues, 

It's been a while since my last communication to you all but I hope this e-mail finds you well. With administrative constraint and 
unexpected requirements for technical editing, it took considerable longer than I expected to fully finalise and then upload the 
meeting report. Kindly accept my sincere apologies for this inconvenience. Many thanks should be directed Dr Kasloff of the 
Canadian Science Centre for Human and Animal Health in Winnipeg, who kindly volunteered as the rapporteur as you may recall. 
I'm anyway very glad to share with you the link below: 
https://www.who.int/ihr/publications/WHO-WHE-CPI-2018.40/en/ 

It would be great if we could revitalise the communication, or a sort of networking, in this opportunity. I've been in talks with some 
of you to identify the needs and how best WHO could meet with your expectations. One idea was to facilitate information sharing 
among the closed community with eligible professionals, e.g. training opportunities and documents/standards. Admittedly we can 
offer support only to the extent our available resources permit, any suggestions will be most welcome and indispensable for the 
programme to be shaped better. 

Making the most of this opportunity, I'd like to update you a bit about WHO biosafety/laboratory biosecurity related activities. 
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Some of you may be aware, we are now in the final stretch to revise the WHO Laboratory Biosafety Manual (LBM). With the 
release of its 4 ' edition hopefully by the end of this year, we'd like to promote evidence- and risk-based approach in biosafety built 
upon the foundation of local risk assessment. Your leading expertise in this area and further collaboration will be much 
appreciated, not only for your own facility but also for others in the country and beyond where appropriate. 

In addition to LBM4, we are also about to finalise the WHO guidance document for biosafety and biosecurity regulatory framework 
that I hope will be of help for countries without effective oversight mechanisms in place. 

Lastly, the following video clips were uploaded to the WHO YouTube site late last week. This series of video footage is to promote 
proper usage of BSCs, which is no doubt the most critical biocontainment apparatus. Knowing some requests of the participants of 
the WHO's basic biosafety Training-of-Trainer course in Africa last year, we decided to develop visual aids suitable to facilitate 
training. Another series for Good Microbiological Practices & Procedures (GMPP) is being finalised and should also be available 
soon...so stay tuned! Although the content was developed bearing in mind the resource-limited settings, please feel free to share 
the links with anybody who may be interested in. 

Biological safety cabinet (BSC) 1: Introduction 
Biological safety cabinets (BSCs) are primary containment devices designed to protect laboratory workers and the 
surrounding environment from potential expos... 

Biological safety cabinet (BSC) 2: Preparatory 
steps 
Prior to working with infectious material inside BSCs, there are a few 
important steps to take to make sure that work will be done safely and 
the cabinet is ... 

Biological safety cabinet (BSC) 3: Best practices 
for safe usage 
It is always important to follow best practices while working in BSC to 
help maintain adequate airflow within the cabinet, leading to 
prevention of exposures... 

Biological safety cabinet (BSC) 4: Incident management 
In the event of an emergency or cabinet malfunction, operators must be prepared to quickly react in a safe and 
secure manner. This video highlights the impor... 

Thank you and regards, 
Kaz 

From: KOJIMA, Kazunobu 
Sent: 15 June 2018 13:04 
To: Eroqueiro@senasa.gob.ar; James.Watson@csiro.au; Schammas.ivan@inta.gob.ar; cosivio@paho.org; 
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Julian.Druce@mh.org.au; Bradley.Pickering@inspection.gc.ca; vitali.sintchenko@sydney.edu.au; david.safronetz@canada.ca; 
Primal.Silva@inspection.gc.ca; mireilledosso@pasteur.ci; mireilledosso@yahoo.fr; buzhigao@caas.cn; m.kroca.mk@gmail.com; 
liujinxiong@caas.cn; drevinek@suichbo.cz; yzm@whiov.cn; kitj@vet.dtu.dk; herve.raoul@inserm.fr; zhaoch@chinacdc.cn; 
c.uhlenhaut@oie.int; eickmann@staff.uni-marburg.de; directorniv@gmail.com; martin.groschup@fli.bund.de; 
director.nihsad@icar.gov.in; vijendra61@gmail.com; guenther@bni.uni-hamburg.de; antonino.dicaro@inmi.it; KurthA@rki.de; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; kis.zoltan@oki.antsz.hu; mariarita.gismondo@unimi.it; palyi.bernadett@oki.antsz.hu; 
havasaka@nagasaki-u.ac.jp; msaijo@niid.go.jp; snshchel@vector.nscsu; j-vasuda@nagasaki-u.ac.jp; walsalelm@moh.gov.sa; 
douwe.kuperus@wur.n1; Amadou.sall@pasteur.sn; januszp@nicd.ac.za; universe364@korea.kr; xavier.abad@irta.cat; 
haesunyun@korea.kr; asa.bjorndal@folkhalsomyndigheten.se; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk; 
asa.rosenquist@folkhalsomyndigheten.se; michaellohnson@pirbright.ac.uk; Pascal.Cherpillod@hcuge.ch; mslever@dstl.gov.uk; 
Huber.Michael@virology.uzh.ch; allen.roberts@phe.gov.uk; Kathrin.Summermatter@ivi.admin.ch; Wendy.Shell@apha.gsi.gov.uk; 
christine.bruce@phe.gov.uk; Matthew.Smith@nibsc.org; sina.bavari.civ@mail.mil; Elaine.Haddock@nih.gov; 
Eugene.Cole@fletc.dhs.gov; lisa.hensley@nih.gov; rbcorley@bu.edu; jhilliard@gsu.edu; rdavey@txbiomed.org; 
jwleduc@utmb.edu; Joseph.Fitch@nbacc.dhs.gov; charles.e.lewis@aphis.usda.gov; vao9@cdc.gov; se thoe su yun@moh.gov.sg; 
relus kek@moh.gov.sg; Gary.Lum@health.gov.au; thomas.binz@bag.admin.ch; Yann.Meslier@ansm.sante.fr; 
Keith.Stephenson@hse.gov.uk; isogai-tatsuhiro@mhlw.go.jp; mhq2@cdc.gov; marylouise.graham@canada.ca; Joseph O'Keefe 
(Joseph) <Joseph.O'Keefe@mpi.govt.nz> 
Cc: Samantha.Kasloff@inspection.gc.ca; HUANTE, Matthew Benjamin <huantem@who.int>; COGNAT, Sebastien Bruno Francois 
<cognats@who.int>
Subject: WHO BSL-4/high containment network meeting - report 

Dear colleagues, 

It's been a while since the meeting last December but I hope this e-mail finds you all well. 

Thanks to the efforts of our rapporteur, Dr Kasloff, a comprehensive meeting report was drafted earlier and now being finalized. In 
the light of the inherent sensitivity of our common subject, I thought it would be worth circulating the final draft to you all 
exceptionally for potential security redaction. 

I would greatly appreciate your timely perusal of the portion that relates to you. I have taken the liberty of setting the turnaround 
time for just one week, given that it would take only some 5 minutes or so for you to have a look at the relevant paragraph. Please 
note that the intent is security redaction. I would therefore appreciate your comment only when you have serious concerns 
related to security or factual errors by next Friday, 22 June. Unless I hear from you by then, I assume that the silence procedure 
has not been broken and move forward for the release of this report to the WHO website. 

If in case, you wish to request a modification, please send back your comment only to me/WHO secretariat, but refrain from 
"Reply All", so as to avoid unnecessary e-mail traffic. 

I have been in serious consideration of preserving the momentum and major recommendations created by this meeting in 
collaboration with some of you. I would greatly and genuinely appreciate any comment, suggestion or request anytime so that we 
can meet your needs better. 

I now wish you all a relaxing week-end. 

Warm regards, 
Kaz 

Kazunobu Kojima, MD, PhD 
Scientist 
Country Health Emergency Preparedness & IHR (CPI) 
World Health Organization 
20 avenue Appia, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 
Tel : +41 22 791 35 07 
Fax: +41 22 791 13 88 
GPN: 13507 
E-mail : kojimak@whoint 
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Executive summary 

Bringing together experts from more than 20 countries and representing 53 institutions, WHO 
held the inaugural Consultative Meeting on High/Maximum Containment (Biosafety Level 4) 
Laboratories Networking in Lyon, France on 13-15 December 2017. The participants 
included facility operators, engineers, lead scientists and representatives of national 
regulatory authorities; they identified shared challenges, opportunities for collaboration and 
potential solutions to improve the design, maintenance, regulations and operations of 
maximum-containment laboratories (biosecurity level 4 — BSL-4). 

The participants repeatedly emphasized the importance of BSL-4 laboratories in their ability 
to carry out highly specialized work during the Meeting. Public perception can significantly 
influence where and how these laboratories can operate, and concerns were expressed about 
how an incident in any BSL-4 laboratory would have direct implications for the reputation of 
the entire community. Key factors in dispelling misconceptions about and establishing public 
trust in this community included the promotion of scientific research, transparency, 
highlighting of biosafety achievements and strong community liaison committees. 

A global shift from prescriptive to performance-based biosafety has occurred in recent years. 
To reflect these realities, the revised WHO Laboratory biosafety manual Laboratory 
biosafety manual will emphasize the use of practical measures to mitigate risks, including 
thorough risk assessments and evidence-based approaches to biosafety, rather than reliance 
on rigid classification systems. Much discussion focused on the consequences of this shift in 
approach, as many countries lacking formal regulatory requirements rely on the Laboratory 
biosafety manual as their sole guidance document. 

Significant attention focused on best practices in the design of high-containment facilities. 
Selection of suit laboratories vs cabinet lines and planning for surge capacity through design 
flexibility must be considered at an early stage. Countries with limited resources have added 
restraints arising from the lack of well-trained biocontainment engineers, poor access to 
relevant engineering information and difficulty in reaching effective supplier networks. The 
participants, particularly those from lower-income countries, gave significant importance to 
the identification of mechanisms for the global dissemination of know-how and good practice 
relating to containment laboratory design. They received updates on high-containment 
laboratories that were planned, newly constructed or operational, which pushed discussions to 
develop a consensus on global standards or requirements for such facilities. 

The need to share best practices in laboratory procedures and training programmes was a 
common theme of the Meeting. Many networks of high-containment laboratories presented 
their charters and activities to strengthen BSL-4 laboratories in their regions. This and other 
discussion mapped numerous opportunities for training at the local, regional and international 
levels, although many gaps remained to be addressed. 

A final objective of the Meeting was to strengthen relations between regulators and operators, 
finding common solutions to enhance biosafety while furthering scientific progress. Through 
both separate breakout sessions and joint discussions, the two groups raised common 
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concerns on issues related to laboratory safety and expressed a desire to address them 
together. 

The participants identified several gaps for WHO to prioritize as part of its continued 
commitment to strengthening the global BSL-4 community. These included the coordination 
of networks of high-containment laboratories to avoid duplication of effort, the fostering of 
the development of a BSL-4 training curriculum, the dissemination of best practices and the 
sharing of materials. Most important was a need to establish benchmarks and official 
verification mechanisms for BSL-4 laboratories, to ensure that all such facilities operate to a 
global standard of biosafety and biosecurity, building trust within the scientific community 
and public alike. 

ix 
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Introduction 

BSL-4 laboratories represent the highest level of biological containment, offering 
unparalleled protection for the user, sample and environment. At present, more than 50 
maximum- and high-containment facilities around the globe handle some of the world's most 
hazardous pathogens to human and animal health for research and diagnostic purposes. BSL-
4 laboratories are located in all WHO regions. While most are in North America or western 
Europe, a number have been built in Asia, and construction projects are underway in China, 
Japan and sub-Saharan Africa, raising questions related to sustainability in low-income 
countries. Irrespective of geography, all high-containment laboratories share numerous issues 
regarding training opportunities, maintenance and the building of confidence in the broader 
community. Many regional initiatives, but limited international efforts, have aimed to create a 
global forum to identify best practices, standards and opportunities for collaboration. 

The WHO Consultative Meeting on High/Maximum Containment (Biosafety Level 4) 
Laboratories Networking aimed to further solutions to the challenges faced by all such 
laboratories. It had eight objectives: 

1. to foster bilateral or multilateral collaboration of BSL-4 laboratories around the world, to 
work with WHO on the common mission of strengthening laboratories to maintain 
biosafety and biosecurity; 

2. to discuss best practices employed at facilities and identify mechanisms for sharing and 
disseminating them to others; 

3. to review challenges to consider in the development, expansion and maintenance of 
facilities and identify measures used to overcome them; 

4. to strengthen relations between regulators and scientists relating to oversight and identify 
means to earn confidence from the global scientific community; 

5. to address public perceptions of the risks associated with BSL-4 facilities and mitigate 
these concerns through outreach; 

6. to explore the possibility of forming an international review mechanism to provide 
international recognition of new BSL-4 facilities through on site observation and 
guidance; 

7. to facilitate material transfer to/between laboratories that have demonstrated competence; 
and 

8. to update the global audience on planned and newly developed BSL-4 facilities and 
discuss the support required to ensure their success and safe operation. 

Annexes 1-3 to this report give the agenda of the Meeting, list BSL-4 laboratories worldwide 
and list the Meeting's participants, respectively. 

Welcoming remarks by Dr Guenael Rodier, Dr Florence Fuchs and Dr Sebastien Cognat 
(WHO headquarters) emphasized the importance of BSL-4 capacity in the context of the 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme, where they played a central role in diagnostics and 
countermeasure development against the world's most dangerous biological agents. This 
networking meeting aimed to build a community of practice and encourage participants to 
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take active roles in future world health emergencies. Most important, it provided a venue for 
the BSL-4 community to express its expectations of WHO in maintaining and strengthening 
joint activities to enhance biosafety and biosecurity at the global level. 

Global BSL-4 laboratories — unprecedented opportunities 
and unique challenges 

In the keynote address, Dr Jim LeDuc (University of Texas Medical Branch, United States of 
America) highlighted the specialized role played by BSL-4 laboratories in the advancement 
of science and the battle against high-consequence pathogens, as well as the particular 
challenges encountered in the planning, operation and upkeep of these facilities. BSL-4 
laboratories provide an environment where diagnostics, research, and assessment of novel 
diagnostic tests and therapeutics can be carried out on the actual target agents of disease, 
rather than surrogates. They allow for characterization of newly emerging pathogens and 
provide appropriate biocontainment levels for particular types of gain-of-function research. 
As the field of synthetic biology moves forward, high-containment facilities may be required 
to accommodate resulting new agents. 

With all of their potential, maximum-containment facilities come with many associated 
challenges, including extraordinary running costs. A 2017 report from the Science and 
Technology Policy Institute revealed average annual operating costs of US$ 8-13 million in 
the four BSL-4 laboratories in the United States of America that were surveyed. Operations 
and maintenance, required for constant upkeep and rapid response to breakdowns, account for 
the greatest proportion of laboratory spending. Security, utilities, staff training, animal care 
and use, pathogen inactivation and waste stream management all have high associated costs 
for BSL-4 laboratories. In addition to these costs, the repair of highly specialized instruments 
and equipment located inside the BSL-4 space has an extra layer of complication: service 
contracts are often not honoured when equipment is housed in maximum-containment zones, 
leaving laboratory staff with additional training costs for inhouse maintenance. 

Managing public perception through strong and positive community relationships is crucial 
for laboratory success. So-called not-in-my-backyard movements can have devastating 
consequences for a facility's capacity to carry out important work. Laboratories working with 
both Risk Group 4 (RG4) pathogens and live animals have extra responsibilities to dispel 
myths to community members and animal rights activists. A strong community liaison 
committee (CLC) — with membership from community leaders in the business, religion and 
education sectors — is the best means of achieving all of this. As CLC members learn about 
activities at the laboratory, they become important advocates and educate the public through 
formal and informal interactions. For example, the Galveston laboratory of the University of 
Texas Medical Branch has taken a proactive approach to CLC engagement, informing the 
members of any incident prior to announcements from the press. 

Additional challenges faced by BSL-4 laboratories include complying with numerous 
national regulations (sometimes from more than one governing agency), ensuring secure yet 
convenient access to and storage of pathogens, developing robust training programmes for 
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both research and engineering/maintenance staff, and devising detailed plans for safety and 
accident response through close collaboration between laboratory administrators and 
occupational health partners. 

BSL-4 facilities should be promoted as a source of pride; they are unique resources to many 
organizations and countries, and provide global benefits through safe and secure cutting-edge 
responses to high-consequence pathogens. The BSL-4 community as a whole must work to 
enhance its public image, publicize its excellent track record for safety and security, and 
realize that any newsworthy incident in any facility, positive or negative, will have direct 
influence on all facilities in the global BSL-4 enterprise. 

Update on the revision of WHO's Laboratory biosafety 
manual 

Dr Kazunobu Kojima (WHO headquarters), focal point for biosafety and laboratory 
biosecurity, described the progress made in revising the 2004 edition of the WHO Laboratory 
biosafety manual.' The new edition will feature a significant change from a prescriptive to an 
evidence- and risk-based approach. The manual will also have a new format: a concise 
central core accompanied by annexes published as monographs on specific topics. 

The WHO biosafety audience varies. While many scientists and biosafety practitioners come 
from highly specialized facilities, others come from very different realities. For some, even in 
national infectious disease hospitals, access to personal protective equipment (PPE) and 
regular certification and maintenance of critical equipment are luxuries with limited 
availability. The concept of a BSL also varies greatly by location and even within countries. 
Some BSL-3 laboratories, for example, are very similar to BSL-4 laboratories, while others 
resemble BSL-2 or are modular BSL-3 with varying designs. For maximum-containment 
facilities, average annual operational costs upwards of 10% of total construction costs 
demonstrate challenges in sustainability for many who consult the Laboratory biosafety 
manual for guidance. During outbreaks, even Ebola virus has been safely manipulated in a 
makeshift glove box in a field laboratory setting, without a positive pressure suit. 

Rather than equating RGs with BSLs, both the pathogens (hazards) and associated processes 
(likelihood) should dictate appropriate containment measures. Risk does not arise from the 
pathogen alone, but results from the process, each having its own likelihood of generating 
harm with varying degrees of severity. Procedures involving animal inoculations and aerosol 
generation come with higher inherent risks than running enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assays (ELISAs) and preparing serial dilutions. 

The new edition of the Laboratory biosafety manual would therefore focus on practicality, 
taking a more evidence- and risk-based approach to biosafety to enhance flexibility. The new 
manual's three key elements would be: a renewed focus on good microbiological practices, 

' Laboratory biosafety manual, third edition. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2004 
(http://www.whoint/csr/resources/publications/biosafety/WHO_CDS_CSR_LY0_2004_11/en, accessed 14 
November 2018). 
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emphasis on staff competence and training, and highlighting of the importance of proper risk 
assessments. Specifically, the manual intended to remove the focus on risk groups and BSL at 
the global level to allow for appropriate and practical measures to mitigate risks. Instead, risk 
assessments must determine core requirements, referring to a combination of elements to 
implement as minimum requirements for working with any given pathogen. 

As assessed risk increases owing to processes, additional safety measures must be in place. 
Maximum containment might be required with eradicated diseases such as smallpox, known 
agents of high consequence or unknown agents and procedures with a high likelihood of 
exposure and impact on the environment if released. 

Ultimately, the Laboratory biosafety manual was not intended to replace or compete with 
national regulatory frameworks, which would dictate how to deal with benign versus high-
consequence agents. Instead, the preference was to be risk/performance based and for 
ultimate decisions to come from each government. Countries such as the United States, which 
relied on Biosafety in microbiological and biomedical laboratories (BMBL)2 for biosafety 
guidance, were not expected to abandon their national regulations. Instead, the Laboratory 
biosafety manual would be important for the resource-limited audience. 

Varying approaches to high-containment facilities 

Dr Kathrin Summermatter (Institute of Virology and Immunology, Switzerland) described 
varying approaches to high-containment facilities, highlighting the absence of a one-size-fits-
all solution. The Institute of Virology and Immunology decided to upgrade an existing 
facility, rather than undertake a new construction project. Project planning discussions with 
architects raised many questions that are common to the global BSL-4 community and 
warrant discussion for shaping future facilities. 

Containment laboratory terminology is not universal, with interchangeable terms used by 
different countries, regions and international organizations. These include containment level 
4 (used in the European Union (EU) and Canada), BSL-4 and animal biosafety level 4 
(ABSL-4) (United States, WHO), and Physical Containment Level 4 (PC4) (Australia). 
Practices within different maximum-containment facilities also vary, with human pathogen 
BSL-4 laboratories consisting of suit laboratories or glove boxes while Containment Level 4 
Agriculture (CIA Ag) (BSL 3 agriculture — BSL3Ag) lack such special protection for 
workers. Beyond the facility level, classification schemes for biological material also vary by 
region, field (human versus veterinary) and endemicity. In dealing with globally eradicated 
agents, specific regulatory control and higher containment levels may be required out of fear 
of reintroduction, as with rinderpest and smallpox. While classification schemes may be 
useful at the national level, they may therefore not be applicable internationally. 

2 Biosafety in microbiological and biomedical laboratories (BMBL), 5th edition. Atlanta: US Department of 
Health and Human Services; 2009 (https://www.cdc.gov/biosafetylpublicationsibmb15/index.htm, accessed 18 
November 2018). 
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Moving from this traditional approach, the selection of appropriate containment levels and 
controls should focus on risk-based approaches, taking account of the activities and 
procedures to be carried out. According to BMBL, hantavirus, for example, can be safely 
handled in BSL-2 facilities with BSL-3 practices for diagnostic purposes. If the same agent 
will be used for chronic infection studies in rodents, however, then ABSL-4 is required. 
Giving careful consideration to realistic needs is especially important, given the high 
associated costs and issues of sustainability with high-containment facilities. This becomes 
even more critical with the tendency to gravitate towards new to market containment 
technologies whose added benefits are yet to be proved. 

On a simplified level, all forms of maximum-containment laboratories have many 
commonalities. Design features include air handling units, breathing air systems for suit 
laboratories, supply and exhaust high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters, material 
transport docks (dunk tanks, pass-through chamber, autoclaves), shower barriers, effluent 
treatment systems and built-in redundancy for critical systems. Areas of debate include the 
precise placement of HEPA filters, the specific type to use and the installation of fixtures 
entirely within or outside the containment zone. 

In large-animal facilities, the room itself becomes the primary containment barrier, putting 
greater requirements on the whole building. Building flexibility into the facility is highly 
desirable to enable unexpected needs during outbreaks of emerging and re-emerging 
infectious disease to be met. 

While establishing a standard definition for BSL-4 laboratories may be difficult, exchanging 
information on how best to integrate safe systems will assist the building of new facilities that 
are sustainable and allow the scientific programme to continue. Whether new technologies 
and engineering requirements are beneficial or burdens to laboratory operations and 
sustainability, and how best to integrate experiences and lessons learned into new projects 
were additional areas to address. 

Update on BSL-4 facilities 

Planned high-containment laboratories 

Nagasaki University, Japan 

In 2010, the President of Nagasaki University publicly announced that the possibility of BSL-
4 construction was being explored. Since 2011, the University had actively engaged with 
community members to educate the public and establish trust prior to the start of 
construction. These activities included over 50 briefing sessions for neighbourhood residents, 
12 community meetings since 2016 and 38 science seminars open to the public. By 2016, the 
Government had provided official support and set aside money in the 2017 national budget. 

The planned facility would be five storeys high, with 1000 1112 divided between two 
independently operated BSL-4 units, each with a laboratory and animal room. While 
Nagasaki does not sit on active earthquake fault lines, seismic isolation layers for building 
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construction on a vertical isolation device were being planned as an extra precaution. The 
proposed timeline consisted of construction in 2018-2019, commissioning in 2020 and 
commencement of operations by 2021. 

Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention BSL-4 Laboratory, China 

The Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC) was established in 
Beijing in 2002, housed numerous WHO reference laboratories and collaborating centres on 
viral and vector-borne diseases, and had the largest BSL-3 facility in China, yet lacked a 
maximum-containment facility. Given China's enormous population and increasing pressure 
from infectious diseases as the economy shifted, China CDC recognized the need for and 
obtained government funding to construct a BSL-4 facility. 

The China CDC BSL-4 would be a suit laboratory, designed in accordance with Chinese and 
international standards (including the WHO Laboratory biosafety manual), with activities 
including diagnostics, the evaluation of new kits and vaccines, and research into 
pathogenicity and animal models. Thus, the facility would include both a laboratory and an 
animal suite capable of housing nonhuman primates, pigs, rabbits and rodents. The project 
was at the very beginning of planning and a suitable construction site had yet to be 
determined. 

Public Health England, United Kingdom 

Public Health England planned a world-class, f400-million new construction project, 
relocating staff and facilities from Porton Down and London. In 2017, it purchased a vacant 
site in Harlow, and the Harlow district council approved construction plans in December. 

The new facility at Harlow would house a number of laboratories, particularly the first BSL-4 
suit laboratory in the United Kingdom, which had previously permitted only cabinet lines for 
work with RG4 pathogens. To obtain approval, a tripartite working group was established to 
address multiple regulatory issues surrounding a suit laboratory. A great deal of work 
remained in the planning stages, from addressing issues relating to the chemical shower, 
selection of disinfectants and technologies for room decontamination, communications and 
ergonomics, ways to continue business as usual in this transition phase, handling of health 
surveillance questions, mock-ups for training and external suit training opportunities for staff. 

The Harlow facility was hoped to be operational by 2024, with construction work beginning 
in 2019 and retrofitting of an existing building for BSL-3 starting in 2021. 

High-containment laboratories under construction 

Research Centre for Emerging Pathogens with High Infectious Risk, Pasteur 
Institute Cote d'Ivoire 

The Pasteur Institute currently operated two facilities in Abidjan, C6te d'Ivoire, housing 
recently constructed BSL-2 laboratory space for virology work, the biobank and the 
molecular biology unit. The need for a BSL-4 facility in the region was identified following 
recent outbreaks of dengue fever in Cote d'Ivoire and Ebola yin's disease in neighbouring 
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countries. A call for funding was made in 2015 to construct a new laboratory, the Research 
Centre for Emerging Pathogens with High Infectious Risk (CEPRIS), to include a BSL-4 suit 
laboratory and a BSL-3 laboratory, plus an animal suite and insectarium at BSL-3. Built-in 
flexibility would come from the ability to convert the BSL-4 facility to BSL-3 as required by 
the work volume. The scientific programme of CEPRIS would take a One Health approach, 
focusing on pathogens of human, animal and environmental origin. Planned activities 
included surveillance and diagnosis, research and characterization of pathogens; biobanldng; 
and hosting and training of local and international teams. 

Cote d'Ivoire's national budget provided about 90% of the funding required, and the 
remaining 10% came from international organizations such as WHO; the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC), United States of America; and the Pasteur Institute, Paris, 
France. Construction began in 2016, after consultation and planning with architects and 
industrial partners, and establishing compliance with national and international laws and 
conventions on such issues as ethics, biosecurity and privacy. Many partners at the national 
level (the ministries of health and defence) and the international level (CDC, WHO and the 
Jean Merieux BSL-4 laboratory, in Lyon, France) also played significant roles in project 
planning and implementation. The project was predicted to be completed in 2019. 

National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility, United States of America 

The National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility,a state-of-the-art BSL-3 and -4 facility, was 
being constructed in Manhattan, Kansas, following a presidential directive in 2003 to replace 
the Plum Island laboratory. The facility was a joint project of the US Department of 
Homeland Security, the US Department of Agriculture and the Agricultural Research Service 
and Foreign Animal Disease Research and Diagnostic programmes, and would thus offer a 
One Health approach to detect, diagnose and develop countermeasures against high-priority 
foreign animal disease. 

The phase of facility design ran from 2007 to 2012. Site preparation started in 2010 and was 
completed in August 2012, and construction began in 2015. About 45% of the budget of 
US$ 1.25 billion had been spent. The main laboratory building would offer 174 955 m2 of 
laboratory space, largely occupied by a BSL-3 laboratory and large-animal areas, as well as 
BSL-2 and biologicals development module for in-house vaccine manufacturing. The BSL-4 
suite would cover about 4 084 m2, and be the first BSL-4 facility in the United States to 
accommodate large animals. The building design would also allow for flexibility, where the 
large-animal BSL-4 suite can be operated at BSL-3Ag. If progress continued on schedule, 
NBAF would be commissioned by May 2021. 

Facilities at the Pirbright Institute, United Kingdom 

The Pirbright Institute is an international centre of excellence for livestock pathogens of 
economic significance, as well as exotic zoonotic agents. For nearly nine years the United 
Kingdom Government and the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council 
(BBSRC) had made major investments to replace aging facilities, some being up to 100 years 
old. The BBSRC National Centre for Virology was constructed entirely to BSL-4 standards 
to allow for diagnostic activity and in vitro research with RG3 and 4 animal pathogens 
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(Specified Animal Pathogens Order level 4 — SAP04) and Advisory Committee on 
Dangerous Pathogens level 3 (ACDP3) according to the United Kingdom's human and 
animal health classification scheme), as well as zoonotic agents (ACDP4). The Plowright 
Building cost £135 million, had been occupied since 2015 and employed entirely cabinet 
lines for work with ACDP4 pathogens. An additional facility, the BBSRC National Centre 
for Vaccinology (the Jenner Building) had been operational for about a year. 

Several additional construction projects were planned or underway at Pirbright. A new 
hatching facility for specific pathogen free (SPF) poultry had been designed and was 
expected to be operational by 2019. Updates to current animal facilities would create a 
poultry experimental facility, with open pens capable of ACDP3 animal work with isolators, 
that was expected to be operational by 2019. Finally, a new SAP04/ACDP3 (BSL-3Ag+) 
large-animal facility had been designed and the contractor selected, and operations were set 
to begin by February 2021. This high-containment facility would be built to BSL-4 standards, 
with the potential to add air lines for a future suit laboratory. 

National High Containment Facilities for Animal Diseases Control and 
Prevention, Harbin, China 

The Harbin Veterinary Research Institute houses numerous facilities for research and 
diagnostics of animal diseases. The campus includes a veterinary school, veterinary 
biotechnology development company, a BSL-1/2 facility with 8000 m2 of laboratory space, a 
BSL2/3Ag facility of 17 000 m2, and a facility with capabilities for housing small animals in 
isolators and large animals in modular open pens. There are also facilities for breeding SPF 
pigs, ducks and chickens. 

China has the largest population in the world, hosts hundreds of millions of tourists each year 
and has become the largest and fastest-growing import market. It is also home to over 20% of 
the world's poultry and 50% of the world's pigs, and has a fast-growing cattle industry. 
These facts, combined with China's limited natural resources, created major biosecurity 
concerns about the accelerated replication, mutation and transmission of infectious 
pathogens. As a result of the 2003 outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), the 
Chinese Government planned to build three BSL-4 facilities to address these issues. 

The National High Containment Facilities for Animal Diseases Control and Prevention, 
constructed at the Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, would be China's only facility 
capable of large-animal BSL-4 studies. Nearly 4500 m2 were dedicated to high-containment 
laboratories, including four BSL-3 spaces, four ABSL-3 rooms, one necropsy room, four 
BSL-4 laboratories and four ABSL-4 suites. Construction was completed in December 2016 
and the facility obtained accreditation for work with pathogens in RG3 from the China 
National Accreditation Service for Conformity Assessment. By the end of 2017, the facility 
was hoped to have accreditation for RG4 pathogens, and work on these was hoped to start in 
2018. 
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Recently constructed BSL-4 laboratories that are operational 

National High-level Biosafety Laboratory, China 

The National High-level Biosafety Laboratory, in Wuhan, represents one of China's major 
investments in strengthening the public health system and biosafety management following 
the SARS outbreak. The building features 3000 m2 of BSL-4 space, including four 
independent laboratories areas and two animal suites, in addition to 20 BSL-2 and two BSL-3 
laboratories. The Laboratory's main objective is to work for the prevention and control of 
emerging infectious diseases through diagnostic activities, as well as research and 
development in the areas of pathogenesis studies and antiviral drugs/vaccines. 

The Laboratory is the result of a 2004 memorandum of understanding between China and 
France, which collaboratively engaged in the design and commissioning of the project. Both 
French and Chinese companies validated the Laboratory, which was fully accredited by both 
countries as of December 2016 and certified to International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) standards. 

During the commissioning process, much investment was made in staff training. Researchers 
were trained in Australia, Canada, France and the United States of America and then in house 
before the Laboratory became operational. A validation system for training was then 
established to demonstrate staff competency for work or maintenance in the BSL-4 
laboratory, establishing management systems and drafting of guidelines and standard 
operating procedures (SOPs). The BSL-4 laboratory could carry out projects on many 
diseases, would work as a national centre for research and development and aimed to become 
a WHO reference laboratory or collaborating centre. 

The BSL-4 laboratory was not currently operating at full capacity, as animal experimentation 
would commence only after significant hands-on experience with in vitro work, owing to 
increased risk. The Laboratory was intended to be a transparent public platform for China. 

Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention BSL-4 Laboratory, Republic 
of Korea 

The Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC) BSL-4 laboratory, located in 
Cheongju, was established to respond rapidly to public health emergencies through the 
diagnosis of high-risk pathogens and development of vaccines and drugs against emerging 
infectious diseases. 

The construction project for the Laboratory was launched in 2009, with design completed in 
2012 and construction in 2014. Biosecurity was a major consideration in all stages of the 
project, from the geographic location selected to facility access. By June 2016, the 
Laboratory had been accredited and begun operation. The facility housed BSL-2 and -3 
laboratories, as well as 300 m2 of BSL-4 laboratory space. 

The Division of Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response operated the BSL-4 laboratory, 
which had undertaken immense work in the area of biological risk management, the 
development and continuous revision of SOPs and the establishment of emergency response 
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drills to ensure safe operation of the facility. Facility staff attended international training 
courses in collaboration with the Public Health Agency of Sweden, the University of Texas 
Medical Branch and CDC. A rigorous internal programme was established that provided 
BSL-4 training to researchers, operations staff and maintenance personnel; this included task-
specific theoretical, practical and mentoring components prior to certification. 

Victorian Infectious Diseases Reference Laboratory, Australia 

The Victorian Infectious Diseases Reference Laboratory (VIDRL) is part of the Royal 
Melbourne Hospital and housed at the Doherty Institute. It is a national public health 
laboratory with diagnostic functions, performing about 300 000 serological, molecular and 
microbiological tests per year. VIDRL houses many national reference laboratories and WHO 
collaborating centres and is home to over 700 scientists, educators, clinicians and students. 

In 2014, the National High Security Quarantine Laboratory at VIRDL was commissioned as a 
high-containment diagnostic laboratory to detect imported viral haemorrhagic fevers, as well 
as diagnose smallpox and other high-threat pox viruses. 

The BSL-4 laboratory at V1RDL is a single suite of about 90 m3 located in a high-
containment facility with seven BSL-3 laboratories. Particular design features include an off-
the-shelf chemical shower, built-in vaporized hydrogen peroxide (VHP)/gas decontamination 
pipework, a pass-in chamber and a dunk tank. Ultimately a decision was made to switch from 
VHP to the more gas-like ionized hydrogen peroxide, so the laboratory uses a stand-alone 
unit for decontamination and the VHP piping remains unused. In addition, the laboratory was 
designed with an adjacent control room with a large window. This room is constantly staffed 
whenever BSL-4 laboratory work is carried out, with the controller acting as a biosafety 
practitioner, as well as record keeper and note taker for the laboratorian. During the Ebola 
virus crisis of 2014-2016, the laboratory was activated 33 times for diagnostics on suspect 
cases. In the absence of diagnostic work, the laboratory is involved in assay development, 
testing, antiviral drug screening; it is open to future collaboration. 

BSL-4 laboratory at the Robert Koch Institute, Germany 

The Robert Koch Institute, in Berlin, is a federal institute under the Federal Ministry of 
Health, working to safeguard public health in Germany. The final designs for its BSL-4 
laboratory were approved in 2006, with construction taking place in 2010-2015. German 
legislation requires all authorizations and permissions to come from state or federal 
regulators. This resulted in the laboratory approaching multiple authorities for permissions in 
accordance with the Genetic Engineering Act, Biological Agents Ordinance, Animal Welfare 
Act and Protection against Infection Act. As of July 2017, the laboratory satisfied all external 
review committees and authorities for compliance with nearly 140 regulations, and obtained 
licences to work with mice, guinea pigs and hamsters. 

The 330-m2 BSL-4 facility is subdivided into two suites that can operate independently, each 
with a laboratory space, animal room and necropsy room. In total, the laboratory contains 
eight Class II biosafety cabinets and can accommodate up to 10 operators at a time. All 
processes were validated, including the chemical shower via use of fluorescent material to 
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show coverage of entire suite, and the necropsy room autoclave by embedding spores in 
carcases prior to runs. The BSL-4 laboratory was running in a mock phase, using BSL-2 
agents, and expected to begin work with RG4 pathogens in March 2018. 

Established high-containment laboratories — moving to the future 

Australian Animal Health Laboratory, Australia 

The Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL), operated in Geelong under the 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, had been operational since 
1985 and played a vital part in the Australian biosecurity infrastructure. It was designed to 
carry out research and diagnostic activities to protect Australia's livestock and general public 
from emergency and zoonotic disease threats, with approximately 400 m2 of BSL-4 
laboratory space plus 127 m2 of BSL-4 animal suites. AAHL's uniqueness lies in its ability to 
conduct high-containment research at all levels, from in vitro through insects to large 
animals. While the building was designed for a 100-year lifespan, changing research demands 
and technologies made this goal unrealistic. The cost of construction was approximately 
A$ 185 million in 1985, whereas the current cost to rebuild would be over A$1 billion. As the 
annual budget was A$ 63 million, a new construction project was unlikely. 

AAHL was designed with a modular concept, and contained numerous suites. It also 
contained a large training laboratory that provided critical training for staff involved with 
large-animal work, providing technical training while suited prior to working with RG4 
agents. Major refurbishing projects in recent years had greatly added to AAHL's capacity for 
BSL-4 research: BSL-3 spaces were upgraded to BSL-4. A 350-m2 BSL-4 zoonosis suite had 
recently been added that contained laboratory space and insectary, two small-animal rooms, 
and a bioimaging facility. A BSL-3 insectary had also been built, with space for rearing and 
feeding insects, as well as animal accommodation for transmission studies. A new, extensive 
expansion project being planned and funding negotiations were underway. 

US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases, United States of 
America 

The US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) at Fort 
Detrick, in Frederick, Maryland, is arguably the oldest high-containment facility. Its mission 
is to provide leading-edge medical capabilities to deter and defend against biothreats, and its 
vision is to be a leader in advancing medical biodefence to protect US military forces and the 
nation. Its core competencies are to prepare for uncertainty and emerging infectious diseases, 
achieved through: 

1. developing, testing and evaluating medical countermeasures; 
2. providing world-class expertise in medical biological defence; 
3. rapidly identifying biological agents; 
4. training and educating the force; 
5. maintaining biosafety, biosecurity and biosecurity standards; and 
6. preparing for technological uncertainty. 
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Through these competencies and with the efforts of subject matter experts from a variety of 
fields, USAMRBD fulfils its vision. Using appropriately developed animal models, it 
generates data on medical countermeasures of such quality that they can go directly to the US 
Food and Drug Administration for licencing when human clinical trials are not possible. 
Vaccines and countermeasures had been developed at USAMRBD targeting a range of 
biological threats, including anthrax, plague, hanta- and filoviruses, ricin toxin and 
Staphylococcal enterotoxin B. 

USAMRIID planned to move from its current facility to a newly constructed site in the 
coming years. The new building would be the largest, most complex biocontainment facility 
ever designed, nearing 304 800 m2. Scientific capacity was expected to be 4-5 times as large, 
and new capabilities for BSL-4 studies would include positron emission tomography (PET), 
computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and structural biology. 

New laboratories and public opinion: earning public trust 
and support 

The many challenges and lessons learned in earning public support, and the link between 
public perception and concerns and mistrust were discussed, using the examples of 
laboratories in the United States and Japan. 

National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories, United States 
of America 

The mission of the National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories (NEIDL), in Boston, 
is to conduct research on infectious disease for the local, national and global good. Messaging 
around this and other national biocontainment laboratories included a mission to develop 
countermeasures against bioterrorism agents, which often overshadowed the real public 
health concerns surrounding emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases. While initial 
local press releases seemed quite favourable, messaging on NEIDL gradually became more 
negative, and the use of terms such as bioterror lab and bioweapons lab increased public 
mistrust. 

NEIDL is in a populated area, near Boston University Medical Campus and many residences, 
ranging from low-income public housing to multimillion-dollar condominiums. Despite the 
diverse income levels, the public's underlying assumption was that NE1DL's site had been 
selected because many poor people lived in that area. Specific concerns raised in Boston were 
that BSL-4 laboratories pose unacceptable public risk, that secret work on bioweapons would 
be done and that there were more than enough other BSL-4 laboratories to handle the existing 
scientific problems. Movies, books and even news releases gave sensational accounts of the 
public's exposure to high-consequence pathogens, and there was a misperception that any 
breach in containment would result in a major pathogen release. Incidents in any high-
containment laboratory further add to public unease about any nearby facilities. 
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The city of Boston had a long history of community activism by neighbourhoods and of 
questioning government and other authorities. Federal and state lawsuits filed against the 
National Institutes of Health and the State of Massachusetts in 2005 and 2006 stated that risk 
assessments for NE1DL had failed to address worst-case scenarios. A supplemental risk 
assessment was requested and undertaken shortly afterwards. It required nearly four years to 
complete, considered 13 pathogens and 300 failure scenarios, and addressed environmental 
justice issues. Once the lawsuits were favourably resolved in 2014, NEIDL began actively 
inviting members of the public for tours and conversation inside the facility. These events 
allow personnel to provide information addressing their specific concerns. As a result, almost 
3000 people had visited NE1DL; in addition, scientific staff regularly attended public 
meetings and participated in other outreach activities, and the community liaison committee 
was active. 

Many lessons were learned on the path to gaining acceptance for NEIDL in Boston. In 
particular, the personnel were not fully prepared to communicate effectively with the public 
about either science or risk. As misperceptions are difficult to predict, they must be drawn out 
of people in order to be addressed. People's beliefs and individual histories influence how 
well they listen and what they truly hear. 

No laboratory can promise that no incident will ever occur. If/When one does happen, 
however, communicating about it and using the opportunity to teach the public about 
redundancies and maintaining safety are critical. Scientists and safety professionals need to 
engage more actively in communicating why their work is important and how safe and secure 
science is carried out, and helping to distinguish minor from serious incidents. 

National Institute of Infectious Diseases Laboratory, Japan 

The National Institute of Infectious Diseases Laboratory, in Tokyo, constructed a laboratory 
was in 1981 with a cabinet line for BSL-4 capabilities. It had been used only as a BSL-3 
laboratory since that time, however, owing to the lack of approval from the Ministry of 
Health, Labour and Welfare, compounded by lack of mutual understanding between the 
Laboratory and the local government. 

The Laboratory's responsibilities included preparing against viral haemorrhagic fevers and 
the threat of bioterrorism associated with these fevers and smallpox, preparing for emerging 
virus infections such as SARS and Middle East respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus, 
and training scientists to develop surge capacity to work with diagnostic specimens 
containing highly pathogenic agents in the event of an outbreak. The Laboratory was also 
involved in many research projects, including the development of diagnostic systems and 
vaccines for viral haemorrhagic fevers and other emerging viruses, studies on virus therapies 
for monkeypox and severe fever with dirombocytopenia syndrome, and studies of the 
efficacy of a highly attenuated smallpox vaccine in a nonhuman primate model. 

In 2015, the National Institute of Infectious Diseases Laboratory finally received approval to 
use the gloveboxes for work with RG4 agents. It pursued a long process to promote mutual 
understanding with local communities and understanding of BSL-4 work. Activities to 
engage the public included open houses, inviting local community members to tour the BSL-
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4 laboratory, and regular meetings of the communication committee with local residents, 
local municipal government, the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare and medical 
experts. Transparency was essential in obtaining support and trust from the public, and the 
National Institute of Infectious Diseases Laboratory was committed to playing a role in 
controlling, combating and managing infections associated with highly pathogenic agents in 
Japan and abroad. 

Activities of other organizations and high-containment 
laboratory networks 

World Organisation for Animal Health 

The World Organisation for Animal Health (01E), located in Paris, France, is an 
intergovernmental organization aiming to deliver timely, high-quality information and 
services to allow the management of risks to the health and welfare of terrestrial and aquatic 
animals, minimize associated dangers to human health and economy, and protect the 
environment and biodiversity, using a One Health approach. Founded in 1924 in response to 
rinderpest, 01E currently had 181 Members (countries), 12 regional and subregional 
representatives, 73 partner organizations, 267 reference laboratories with expertise on 
designated pathogens or diseases, and 55 collaborating centres with expertise on specialty 
knowledge areas, such as biosafety. 

01E's major responsibility is to ensure transparency of the global situation of animal disease 
through gathering and sharing information. When Members notify 01E of important disease 
events, it makes official reports and disseminates them to national delegates and the public 
via the World Animal Health Information Database. Members have an obligation to report on 
over 100 01E-listed diseases, as well as emerging diseases and significant epidemiological 
events. 

In addition, 01E aims to improve veterinary services by preventing and controlling the spread 
of important animal diseases, setting international standards, and sharing data and core 
competencies. 01E's science-based standards, including the terrestrial animal health code3
and the manual of diagnostic tests and vaccines for terrestrial animals,' include specific 
sections related to biosafety. As outlined in Chapter 1.1.4 of the manual, "individual 
biosafety and laboratory biosecurity measure or composite measures, rather than a designated 
biosafety level ... guides a laboratory in the safe and secure handling of any individual 
biological agent or toxin". While 01E does not have a particular BSL-4 focus group, it is a 
standard-setting organization, an information hub and a very valuable network with reference 
centres in 38 countries. 

Terrestrial animal health code 2018. Paris: World Organization for Animal Health; 2018. 
4 Manual of diagnostic tests and vaccines for terrestrial animals 2018, Vol. I and II, eighth edition. Paris: World 
Organization for Animal Health; 2018. 
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International Experts Group of Biosafety and Biosecurity 
Regulators 

The International Experts Group of Biosafety and Biosecurity Regulators (lEGBBR) is an 
informal group of biosafety and biosecurity regulators from 11 different countries, as well as 
observers from WHO and 01E. Its mission is: 

1. to provide a forum for the sharing of knowledge and experience with issues related to the 
oversight of human and animal pathogen biosafety and biosecurity; 

2. to promote international cooperation among competent regulatory authorities to 
strengthen and advance global regulatory mechanisms for the oversight of biosafety and 
biosecurity; and 

3. to support more global or mutually complementary responses to emerging issues and 
threats posed by human and animal pathogens. 

All members have oversight functions in their countries on biosafety biosecurity or both. 
New memberships are discussed with a steering committee (comprising a chair, co-chair and 
member) and there are no restrictions on the geographical location of members. 

IEGBBR meets on a biannual basis, with its first meeting in Canada in 2007. Topics 
discussed include updates in member countries on issues such as regulatory revisions, dual 
use, and the regulation of technologies (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 
repeats (CRISPR), synthetic biogy), incidents and inspection regimes . Current activities 
included constructing a website, preparing a compendium of regulation and oversight of 
biosafety and biosecurity in different countries, sharing information on the oversight of dual-
use research and outreach to the European Commission on the revision of directives and to 
WHO on poliovirus containment. 

In addition, lEGBBR is willing to provide expertise to international groups and organizations 
— from the International Genetically Engineered Machine Competition Foundation to ISO and 
the Global Partnership against the Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction — to 
promote the building of capacity for global biosafety and biosecurity. 

Biosafety Level 4 Zoonotic Laboratory Network 

The Biosafety Level 4 Zoonotic Laboratory Network (BSL4ZNET) was established in March 
2016 to strengthen international coordination, improve knowledge sharing and leverage 
partnering capacity to respond to current and emerging high-consequence zoonotic biodireats 
through partnerships between animal health and public health laboratories. It emphasizes the 
word zoonotic, as the initiative stemmed from the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, 
national regulators of food safety and animal health. 

BSL4ZNET consists of 12 member organizations from five countries: Australia, Germany, 
Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom. Activities centred on four main strategic 
focus areas, each with its own working group: knowledge sharing and institutional 
cooperation, international response and surge capacity, scientific excellence and training. 
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After its inception, BSL4ZNET established direct and efficient communication lines between 
BSL-4 professionals in 60 active members, with over 100 documents shared and hundreds of 
participant hours invested in working groups' teleconferences. Key outcomes achieved 
through BSL4ZNET included creating partnerships and sharing best practices between 
international animal and public health laboratories, facilitating international staff exchanges 
and a process map for material transfer and exchange between network partners, addressing 
critical gaps in research knowledge via the DISCONTOOLS database and building capacity 
for BSL-4 laboratories through a systematic evaluation of positive pressure suits. 

BSL4ZNET planned to continue building capacity through a workshop on high-containment 
necropsy, develop broader partnerships to address critical research gaps and develop effective 
countermeasures, and transfer knowledge and technology globally to areas of particular need. 

Group of High Containment Laboratories Directors 

The Group of High Containment Laboratories Directors (GOHLD) provides an informal 
trusted environment in which laboratory directors can meet and openly discuss operational 
and management issues in their high-containment laboratories working with animal 
pathogens and/or high-threat zoonotic agents. The Group's members provide mutual support, 
facilitate the sharing of best practices for biological risk management and have the 
opportunity to harmonize top-level procedures. Further, the Group enables facility directors 
from around the globe to provide a united response on issues related to high-containment 
laboratories to, for example, WHO and 01E. In 2016, the Group published Guidelines for 
Livestock Biosafety Manual Development, which covered topics ranging from general 
directives on biological safety to special safety arrangements, stretching from PPE to risk 
management and laboratory inspections. Further direct benefits included collaboration 
between members during laboratory commissioning, decommissioning and demolition 
projects with the Pirbright Institute, United Kingdom and the US Department of Agriculture. 

In addition to its role as forum for directors, the Group promotes cooperation in the area of 
applied research on laboratory biosafety and biosecurity and facilitates national and 
international training in biocontainment, biological risk management, biosafety and 
laboratory biosecurity. It also cooperates with external groups in facilitating access to BSL-3 
animal facilities across Europe, should an outbreak of animal or zoonotic disease occur. 

Efficient response to highly dangerous and emerging pathogens at 
EU level 

Efficient response to highly dangerous and emerging pathogens at EU level (EMERGE) is an 
EU-funded joint action with 38 partner institutes from 25 countries, created to address the 
need for an efficient, rapid and coordinated response to high-threat pathogens causing serious 
cross-border outbreaks. Coordinated by the Robert Koch Institute and with funding for 2015-
2018, EMERGE contains seven work packages and stems from previous joint actions that 
linked existing EU-funded networks on highly infectious bacteria and viruses with a 
European BSL-4 network. 
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EMERGE has three main objectives: to ensure efficient responses to emerging and re-
emerging cross-border events, to ensure coordinated and effective responses to such 
outbreaks by linking up laboratory networks and institutions, and to perform external quality 
assurance exercises and provide appropriate training that ensure laboratory preparedness to 
perform diagnostics and manage biological risks in case of an outbreak. Annual assessments 
are carried out to determine the priority agents, viruses and bacteria in RG3 and RG4 that 
have the greatest cross-border potential. If gaps in diagnostic capabilities are not addressed 
and no other networks are engaged in such activities, the agent is prioritized under the joint 
action. 

In line with its objectives, EMERGE has two operational modes. For the interepidemic mode, 
priorities include the development of protocols and guidelines, and the assessment and 
enhancement of laboratory performance. For the outbreak response mode, dedicated funding 
is released to support network interoperability, the development of recommendations for 
diagnostic approaches, quality assurance for diagnostics, the provision of ad hoc training, and 
the validation and improvement of biological risk management. The switch from one mode to 
the other follows initial input from international organizations such as 01E and WHO, 
followed by evaluation by the EMERGE steering committee. 

European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 

The European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents (ERINHA) is an EU 
research infrastructure dedicated to RG4 pathogens and the study of emerging highly 
infectious microorganisms. It is a distributed research infrastructure that links members and 
external users, including scientists from academe and industry, with European BSL-4 
laboratories and complementary facilities, to allow for high-calibre research and development 
projects and services that could not be provided by a single national infrastructure or BSL-4 
network. ERINHA was initiated before 2008 and entered its formal preparatory phase in 
2010. As of July 2017, it was recognized as an international non-profit-making association 
under Belgian law and had a central administrative hub in Paris. It was planned to become 
operational in 2018. ERINHA would have a general assembly (decision-making body), 
executive board (executive body and source of proposals) and a director-general. 

ERINHA's research portfolio particularly prioritized RG4 pathogens based on the WHO 
Research and Development (R&D) Blueprint. Its internal research agenda focused on 
increasing its capabilities, expertise and competitiveness, while its external research agenda 
addressed external collaboration, project hosting and research contracts. 

The central coordination unit would be the access point for any requests to use ERINHA. It 
would perform scientific management, and provide access to services, advice and project 
coordination. 

Current ERINHA activities included finalizing operational frameworks and recruiting the 
central coordination unit. Proposals for new scientific programmes (internal and external) 
were being developed; new European members countries were being recruited and 
international collaboration was being established. In addition, ERINHA advocated on the EU 
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and international levels to keep research on highly infectious diseases a high priority on 
funding agendas. 

Unique opportunities to advance global health enabled by 
high-containment facilities 

Next the participants discussed the unique opportunities offered by BSL-4 facilities to 
advance health, using the examples of facilities in the United States, India and Spain. BSL-4 
laboratories are expensive to run and difficult to construct and bring online, and require 
tremendous investment for maintenance, but the need for such facilities cannot be 
understated. While some studies can be performed in the field, others really require a BSL-4 
facility. Similarly, studies utilizing surrogates do not necessarily provide data that are fully 
applicable for the agent in question. BSL-4 laboratories provide added benefits at a global 
level, where the highly trained biocontainment workforce can be deployed in emergency 
outbreaks and provide expertise based on experience with diagnostics, packaging of samples 
for shipping, and correct PPE usage for people at risk. Further, deployments may evolve into 
partnering opportunities, in which where laboratorians and clinicians from areas receiving 
outside assistance obtain training in biocontainment not only during outbreaks but also in-
house at host high-containment facilities. 

BSL-4 laboratories offer additional benefits, including the isolation and characterization of 
unknowns, testing of novel inactivation products and procedures, and modifications of assay 
parameters as new discoveries are made. For example, the Ebola-virus-specific ELISA was 
originally developed for use with whole blood and later modified for testing of semen 
samples. In addition, animal models are being developed to mimic the persistent infections 
observed in the most recent Ebola virus outbreak. 

Integrated Research Facility, National Institute for Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases, United States of America 

Construction of the Integrated Research Facility (IRF) of the National Institute for Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases, which is located at Fort Detrick and houses two BSL-4 laboratories, 
began in 2005; it began operations in 2012 and obtained CDC select agent approval in 2014. 

IRF's mission is to manage, coordinate and facilitate research on emerging infectious 
diseases, to develop medical countermeasures that directly benefit patient management. IRF 
projects vary widely in scope, including the discovery of candidate countermeasures, in vitro 
and in vivo drug screens, the identification of candidate immune-therapeutics, the 
development of candidate vaccines and clinical care paradigms, and the identification of host-
directed therapeutics. IRF undertakes research in a way that ensures that all aspects of any 
given model, from in-vitro and in-vivo models to the assays selected to analyse results, are 
developed to most accurately reflect human disease. Results should always be translational, 
with real meaning at the bedside. Critically questioning every project as to whether the 
research questions are valid and results generated will be truly useful, is paramount. 
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In addition to its variety of study areas and subject matter experts, IRF was unique in the 
BSL-4 community for its imaging suite, designed with animal loading zones in BSL-4 and 
manning stations in the adjacent clean area. Medical imaging capabilities include PET/CT, 
single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)/CT, X-ray fluoroscopy and MRI. 
Through these technologies, disease progression and response to therapeutics in animal 
models can be followed and quantified in real time without reliance on animal sacrifice and 
pathology reports. Medical imaging has been used with animal infections with the Nipah, 
Hendra, Marburg and Ebola viruses, and numerous animal models are well developed for 
each pathogen under study. Likewise, IRF also has vast in vitro drug screening capabilities 
through the use of fluorescently labelled viruses. 

Microbial Containment Complex, National Institute of Virology, 
India 

The Microbial Containment Complex of the National Institute of Virology, located in Pune, 
India, conducts research on pathogens of high consequence, which provides an opportunity 
for supporting public health programmes. 

The BSL-4 facility in India was built with a mandate to handle clinical samples from 
outbreaks caused by highly pathogenic RG4 agents. It detects, identifies, propagates and 
manipulates these viruses in the laboratory to develop diagnostics, therapeutics and vaccines. 
The 848-m2 BSL-4 facility was accredited in 2012, one year after the first cases of Crimean 
Congo haemorrhagic fever (CCHF) were found in India. Owing to the unprecedented nature 
of the outbreak, molecular evolution studies were undertaken to investigate whether cases 
resulted from a bioterrorist attack. The BSL-4 laboratory developed ELISA kits and 
performed serosurveillance of livestock in different districts; it noted seropositivity over the 
country, especially in sheep and goats. Results indicated that the CCHF virus had probably 
circulated for many years, but perhaps was masked by some other disease and not properly 
detected. As differential diagnosis is a problem with this virus, due to the short incubation 
period combined with similar clinical signs to dengue, the National Institute of Virology 
developed an algorithm for segregating suspected CCHF patients based on retrospective 
clinical and biomedical data. The laboratory provides continuous CCHF diagnostic support to 
the state of Gujarat. 

In addition to CCHF, the Institute has done extensive work with Kyanasur Forest disease, 
which causes significant human disease and mortality. It developed multiple disease-specific 
assays, including polymerase-chain-reaction(PCR)-based and serological (IgG and IgM 
ELISA) tests. Through extensive epidemiological studies in wildlife, humans and ticks, the 
Institute also provided critical information on seasonality of the vim in different tick species 
and risky behaviour that increases the likelihood of infection. 

The Institute's BSL-4 laboratory provided multiple unforeseen benefits to the country after its 
commissioning, working on outbreak investigations, testing referred clinical samples and 
responding to public health emergencies, including those caused by Zika, Ebola and yellow 
fever viruses. It became a poliovirus repository, including laboratory confirmation of the first 
identified human cases of several viruses in India, provided the first report of H5N8 avian 
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influenza virus in India and characterized two novel virus species. In addition, it provides 
technical support to medical colleges in improving laboratory infrastructure and diagnosis 
and developed protocols for maintaining biosafety measures for performing tests in the 
colleges. 

Centre de Recerca en Sanitat Animal, Institut de Recerca i 
tecnologia Agrolimentaries, Spain 

Centre de Recerca en Sanitat Animal (CReSA), located in the Bellaterra quarter of Barcelona, 
was created in 1999, with a biocontainment unit commissioned in 2005. The facility was 
constructed as an animal BSL-3/4 facility but works with RG3 pathogens, inspired by the 
Institute of Virology and Immunology Mittelhausern design. The box-in-a-box design strictly 
differentiates BSL-3 and -2 spaces. CReSA gave top priority to quality assurance from the 
beginning, and received Good Laboratory Practice certification since 2009 in viral safety, 
immunogenicity, administration of test products and obtaining of samples, and 
immunological drug safety. CReSA was have ISO 17025 accredited in2009 in molecular and 
immunological diagnosis of numerous viral diseases and prions, and earned IS09001 
certification in 2015. 

The CReSA biocontainment facility was designed with flexibility and redundancy. Rather 
than being built to house a specific pathogen or animal model, it is able to take up a broad 
range of studies to accommodate requests from government and or researchers. Animal suites 
can be modified if necessary to add equipment for work with vector-borne diseases. This 
flexibility allowed CReSA to take up unforeseen opportunities; for example, although the 
initial plans did not include work with vectors, requests arrived for this type of work and now 
the laboratory has breeding facilities for Aedes aegypti and Anopheles stephensi for dengue 
fever, yellow fever and malaria studies. In addition, it has conducted vector studies with 
chikungunya fever, West Nile fever and Rift Valley fever viruses. 

The biocontainment unit has designated management staff, comprising six animal care 
workers and one technical coordinator. Four technical staff and a coordinator operate the 
BSL-2/ 3 laboratory, and a subcontracted company provided engineering service. 

The CReSA biocontainment facility serves over 70 internal users, participates in multiple 
national and EU-funded projects, and provides services through private contracts. Looking to 
the future, CReSA hopes to increase the participation of the BSL-3 unit in EU projects by 
offering the space and expertise of the facility and to enhance relationships with private 
industry for research and development work, particularly in testing vaccines and 
prophylactics. Finally, the laboratory aims to be enrolled in initiatives on biocontainment, 
biosafety and international biological risk management (including life-long education). 
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Issues in biosafety and biosecurity in high-containment 
laboratories 

Establishing and maintaining biosafety and biosecurity: the 
National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility, United States of America 

The National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility, in Manhattan, Kansas, carried out significant 
amounts of evidence-based facility engineering through the use of mock-up laboratories. This 
ensured the long-term functionality of the laboratory by providing an opportunity to correct 
any details with lower quality levels than expected. 

As the Facility is located in a geographical area nicknamed Tornado Alley, significant 
structural integrity testing was performed to evaluate the building's ability to withstand high 
wind speeds and possible projectiles without compromising negative pressure. A mock-up 
laboratory space was built within a stainless-steel-and-concrete frame, containing ductwork, 
electrical lines and plumbing. Pressure decay testing compared different types of concrete 
with varying cure times (90 versus 180 days) and assessed varied embed types and sizes and 
amounts of water stop material for their ability to maintain negative pressure. 

Fibre-optic-cable installations and trench-drain options were also evaluated. Multiple readers 
were utilized for the analysis, including a differential pressure manometer, temperature 
thermocouple and particle counters. Overall the percentage of volume lost or gained per hour 
for embeds was similar to that of a Class III Biosafety Cabinet, although atmospheric 
temperature affected the phenomenon. 

In addition to structural resistance against wind and projectiles, engineers at the Facility 
constructed mock-ups of large-animal holding facilities to test numerous other factors, 
including load testing and finishings on penning and gating materials. Further, they 
performed multiple studies using tribology and tribometry to determine the best flooring for 
large-animal cubicles using the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) F2913-
11 testing method. Analyses were carried out with both the animals and workers caring for 
them in mind, and resulted in precise formulas for the needs of different species of animals. 

All the analyses carried out were compiled in a document to assist select agent regulators 
during the eventual accreditation phases. Finally, the Facility's engineering team made a 
traceability matrix as a tool for regulators to disseminate best design practices. 

Cooperation between scientists and engineers on laboratory 
design: National Biosafety Laboratory, Hungary 

The National Biosafety Laboratory, in Budapest, experienced challenges during construction 
of its maximum-containment facility that pointed to ways forward. The lack of highly 
specialized biocontainment engineers, combined with limited published information on the 
best engineering practices and difficulty in accessing supplier networks, creates great 
difficulties when constructing maximum-containment facilities in many regions of the world. 
Close cooperation between scientists, engineers and designers/architects is required 
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throughout all stages of laboratory creation to ensure that the construction project takes 
account of users' needs. 

During initial planning stages, the creation of a user requirement specification (URS) 
document can greatly facilitate understanding between scientists and engineers. The URS 
reflects the primary needs of the users, taking input from management, scientists, engineers 
and safety staff, and lists all features, components, process flows, and operating parameters 
needed. When shared with the design team, the URS will translate to a feasible, sustainable, 
safe and functional facility able to carry out its objective. As such, the scope of the facility 
must be set out prior to construction, as laboratories intended for diagnostic work without 
culture, and in vitro and/or in vivo research will have significantly different footprints. 

Even with a well-defined URS, engineers face many challenges with high-containment 
facilities. Reliance on engineering aspects (such as heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC) systems and biosafety cabinets) with increasing degrees of complexity is rising, 
although little evidence is available to quantify the additional safety benefits of these layers 
for staff and the environment in comparison to good microbiological practices. In addition, 
while national and international guidelines on facility design may exist, they often disagree. 
Energy consumption must be carefully considered for its environmental implications, as well 
as operational costs. Cost-reduction strategies can include reducing the number of air changes 
during off hours, use of renewable energy and power saving options, and flexibility with 
HVAC, so that conditioned air is slightly warmer in the summer and cooler in the winter. The 
availability of evidence-based information detailing the best methods to test the effects of 
such energy-saving mechanisms on containment integrity will be critical for future 
construction projects, especially in lower-resource settings. 

Many challenges in the realm of maximum-containment engineering must be addressed. The 
theoretical, practical and biosecurity training of engineers, upgrades of relevant international 
guidelines, dissemination of evidence-based practices and increased access to supplier 
networks would all facilitate the construction process. Combined with cooperation between 
scientific and engineering teams, these would ensure that facilities are designed with the 
primary needs of users in mind, to successfully carry out their intended mission. 

Cabinet line systems: Public Health England, United Kingdom 

The example of the High Containment Microbiology Department at Public Health England, 
in Salisbury, provided an overview of the biosafety measures offered by the cabinet lines and 
the changes required in switching to positive-pressure suits. There were currently no active 
suit laboratories in the United Kingdom. The guidance of the country's Health and Safety 
Executive on the principles, design and operation of CL4 laboratories had greatly influenced 
high-containment environments. While not necessarily legally binding, the guidance covered 
many aspects of the requirements for BSL-4 laboratories and animal cubicles, as well as the 
expectations of health and safety management. 

BSL-4 cabinet lines were the current design standard for maximum-containment facilities in 
the United Kingdom. Legislation required that these laboratories undergo servicing every six 
months, at which time all systems were tested to EU or Public Health England standards. At 
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that time, everything in the laboratory was checked and certified: including BSL-4 suite 
supply and exhaust HEPA filters, pressure decay, effluent systems and autoclaves. Cabinet 
lines underwent thorough testing as well, from thermal mapping of motors, testing 
uninterrupted power supply, and checking seals, pressure decay, electrical and air change 
rates. Worker competency was also assessed during these periods. 

Frequently performing such rigorous testing basis provides many benefits. It ensures 
reliability and continued operation of a laboratory; ensures protection of staff, the general 
public and the environment; and provides an opportunity to trend data over time to predict the 
lifetime of any given component of the laboratory. In addition, the comprehensive service 
reports generated as a result provide evidence for review during regulatory audits and 
demonstrate compliance with the law. The High Containment Microbiology Department's 
planned switch to a suit laboratory in its newly planned facility would require extensive 
servicing and testing regimes and in-depth training of engineers to allow for maintenance and 
servicing during operations. 

Evidence-based biosafety: BSL-4 OIE laboratory at the Institute of 
Virology, Centre for Research in Veterinary and Agronomic 
Sciences, National Institute of Agricultural Technology, Argentina 

The BSL-4 OIE laboratory at the Institute of Virology, Centre for Research in Veterinary and 
Agronomic Sciences (CICVyA), National Institute of Agricultural Technology (1NTA), in 
Buenos Aires, followed evidence-based biosafety and engineering provisions at INTA. 
Numerous regulatory authorities oversaw the Institute, including an Argentinian regulatory 
authority that reports to 01E, and many design features and procedures were set to BMBL 
and Laboratory biosafety manual standards. 

The BSL-4 OIE laboratory contained two high-containment spaces, including a laboratory 
and large-animal vivarium. This facility was constructed for work with many high-
consequence agricultural pathogens, although work with RG4 pathogens was not permitted. 

All aspects of the laboratory were subject to a high degree of control through a building 
automation system that constantly monitored and reported on critical systems, such as 
airlocks, pass-throughs, security access, autoclaves and effluent treatment tanks. Redundancy 
was a key theme to many of these systems, involving duplication of not only pieces of 
equipment (for example, two effluent decontamination tanks) but also their key components, 
such as pumps and crushers. 

The BSL-4 laboratories in Argentina invested significant efforts in developing their design 
and operating standards. Using OIE recommendations as a baseline, pressure differentials, 
HEPA filters and other biosafety measures were selected after significant in-house testing to 
ensure no loss of containment or mixing of air between rooms. For example, an air pressure 
differential of —50 Pa was selected for the laboratory, even though standards require only —35 
Pa. Higher air differentials were similarly selected for centrifuge rooms, viral seeding rooms 
and animal suites. All air pressures were registered every two seconds, with alarms alerting to 
variations of ± 10 Pa from set points. Based on its experience, 1NTA specifically 
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recommended the use of two different pressure references in the physical space of interest, as 
opposed to ducts, relative to the outside. In addition, testing revealed that Class II A 
Biosafety Cabinets were preferable to those in Class 1:1 B to avoid fluctuations in laminar 
flow resulting from fluctuations in room pressure. 

Detailed protocols and rationale for the transport of samples from animal cubicles to the 
laboratory, selection of decontamination methods for solid effluent and large-animal waste, 
disinfection of containment suites and establishment of quarantine times for vivarium staff 
were also developed and described in detail. Most important was the sharing of such in-house 
data with the authorities, to provide regulators with access to them. 

Surge capacity: Animal and Plant Health Agency, United Kingdom 

The Animal and Plant Health Agency took various engineering and procedural steps in 
ramping up from a CL2 to an SAP04 facility in the event of an outbreak. 

The Agency focused on livestock production sectors, including diagnostic work, United 
Kingdom surveillance, regional laboratory network, training and response to outbreak 
emergencies. The facility in Weybridge, Surrey contained two high-containment laboratory 
facilities operating at SAP04/ACDP3 levels, as well as a large-animal high-containment 
facility. In addition to these spaces, the building was designed with an outbreak contingency 
plan in mind, where facilities normally operating at CL2 could ramp up to SAP04 during 
outbreaks of, for example, foot-and-mouth disease, classical and African swine fever, African 
horse sickness vim and bluetongue virus. This was accomplished by a specially designed 
CL2 facility, which operated under negative pressure at all times and contained HEPA filters 
fitted to the air supply. Sealability was tested every six months to ensure that the facility 
could be fumigated if needed, and effluent treatment plants, autoclaves and the incinerator 
were regularly tested. The facility had not been activated to CL4 in 10 years, so training to 
maintain staff competency was important. Regular, semiannual training was given for two-
week periods in mock-hot situations. 

Using a two-phase activation process, the Agency could accommodate the testing of tens of 
thousands of SAP04 required-suspected samples. The first phase involved the activation of a 
smaller, core suite, in which nonessential materials were removed, appropriate signage was 
affixed, biosecurity was enhanced through restricted access and showers were activated, and 
an effluent treatment plant switched to CIA mode. This process required about four working 
days to complete, and processing capacity could reach 40 000-60 000 samples per week. 
Procedural changes accompanied the facility changes, including completely changing all 
clothing, showering out, utilizing a lunchroom inside for breaks, and using pass-through 
boxes and disinfectants. Sample receiving rooms and robot rooms for automated sample 
processing were also utilized. When sample numbers were too high, a second extended CIA 
laboratory space was added. This process required about two weeks and led to processing 
scales of up to 120 000 samples per week. The Government would eventually make the 
decision for the Agency to downscale and come out of outbreak mode. 
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Training for high-containment laboratories: networks, 
requirements and opportunities 

BSL4ZNET 

The training work group within BSL4ZNET had regular teleconferences with invited guest 
speakers, covering topics from training and onboarding procedures, certifications and annual 
refreshers, to comparisons of train-tracking software, training needs and available 
opportunities. It supported laboratory exchanges between partner institutes, enhancing 
personnel competency levels and promoting collaboration and capacity building between 
partners. By mapping training needs and current opportunities, it identified specific gaps. In 
particular, needs were identified for training in best practices in handling sharps and 
conducting large-animal necropsy in BSL-4. As a result, a necropsy workshop with an 
experienced pathologist was planned for February 2018 to provide hands-on training and 
establish guidelines and a community of practice. Additional capacity-building projects were 
planned through twinning NBAF with the National Centre for Foreign Animal Disease 
laboratory in Winnipeg, Canada, where future NBAF research staff would gain practical 
experience in the BSL-4 laboratory and animal cubicle through supported long-term stays. 

Public Health Agency of Sweden 

The Public Health Agency of Sweden, in Stockholm, developed a comprehensive BSL-4 
training programme. The Swedish BSL-4 laboratory, operational since 2001, designated 
training as one of its core capacities under biological risk management. The training 
programme covered all appropriate laboratory personnel, including researchers, engineers 
and maintenance staff, as well as biosafety professionals and laboratory managers. The 
Agency organized training courses and awareness-raising campaigns for both local and 
international partners, assisted the development of training tools and provided advice on 
aspects of biodreats and preparedness. 

Before the BSL-4 training programme was established, Agency staff visited several sites in 
Europe and North America. All the trainers had experience in BSL-3 but not BSL-4; 
nevertheless, many had previous scuba experience that was utilized for developing suit 
training. 

Several general factors should be considered in developing BSL-4 training programmes. 
First, training should be integrated with specific personnel tasks, be based on scenarios, build 
capacity and utilize a know—feel—do approach. In addition, it should contain both biosafety 
and biosecurity components. Consideration must also be given to timing, perhaps treating 
training as a continuous learning process, rather than a requirement for access. Finally, 
checklists should be used to ensure that learning objectives are covered and measurable 
outcomes are reached, such as enhanced individual capacity, improved teamwork and/or 
greater compliance with regulations. Laboratories intending to launch external in-house 
training programmes for international visitors should be aware of potential financial, legal 
and security challenges. 
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Further to the continuing capacity-building activities for biosafety and biosecurity, the Public 
Health Agency of Sweden prioritized the development of a training curriculum for BSL-4 
laboratories and the recognition of best practices. This could include a BSL-4 training 
handbook, sharing of training tools and tutorials. 

IEGBBR member countries 

An overview of regulatory requirements related to training in 1EGBBR member countries 
showed that, in Asia-Pacific countries, both Australia and Singapore required training and 
competency assessments for any person with access to security-sensitive biological agents, 
and the regulations of both countries described the scope of training. In Japan, personnel 
handling pathogens and toxins must have relevant knowledge and skills, although the specific 
scope of training was not laid out. 

In the Americas, Canadian regulations similarly specified the training areas required for 
anyone with access to select agents and toxins, while regulations in the United States require 
that any individuals approved through security risk assessment received relevant training, 
though its scope was not strictly defined. 

Of the European 1EGGBR member countries, France had a ministerial order on training, and 
Denmark required training as a licensing condition. The Netherlands Biosecurity Office 
provided training workshops and electronic learning toolkits for stakeholders, and 
Switzerland offered a biosafety curriculum for biosafety officers and subject-specific 
curricula for various topics. Finally, the United Kingdom required safety training under the 
Health and Safety Executive, though this was not specific to biosafety and biosecurity. 

All 1EGBBR member countries offered multiple, varied approaches to training in biosafety 
and biosecurity, including formal courses, public resource documents and in-house, 
institutional-level courses. National biosafety associations, the International Federation of 
Biosafety Associations and EU centres of excellence offered additional training opportunities 
and efforts to enhance competency in biosafety and biosecurity. 

High-containment laboratories in Novosibirsk, Russian Federation 

The Russian regulatory framework for high-containment facilities required national- and 
institutional-level inspections of all facilities. As these facilities contained one of the two 
WHO-designated smallpox reference laboratories, they were subject to annual WHO expert 
review of biosafety and biosecurity. As a national mandate, all people working with highly 
pathogenic organisms must go through training at least once every five years. The biosafety 
department at the Russian State Research Centre for Virology and Biotechnology carried out 
training of Centre personnel and researchers from other Russian federal institutes. It delivered 
both site- and agent-specific training and conducted training assessments and monitoring of 
personnel awareness through annual examinations. In the Russian Federation, only people 
who passed these examinations were permitted to work with highly pathogenic organisms. 
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BSL-4 laboratory oversight 

Introduction 

Speakers with diverse roles and geographical locations extensively covered the role of 
competent regulatory bodies in oversight and enhancement of biosafety and biosecurity in 
BSL-4 laboratories. Regulatory authorities have many public health responsibilities and 
accountabilities as government or multinational agencies. Their mandates include protecting 
public health, ensuring the availability and delivery of timely diagnosis and treatment, and 
promoting the advancement of science and research. Their policies should advance public 
health by helping to speed innovations that make diagnostics, drugs and vaccines more 
effective, safe and affordable. Finally, they assist in the diffusion of accurate, science-based 
information to the general public. 

Federal Select Agent Program, United States of America 

The Federal Select Agent Program had an important role in the regulation and oversight of 
high-containment laboratories. It was a list-based regulatory programme that oversaw the 
possession, use and transfer of select biological agents and toxins considered to pose severe 
threats to human, animal or plant health. The list of select agents covered 66 pathogens and 
toxins, with Tier- 1-classified agents presenting the greatest risks of deliberate misuse with the 
most significant potential consequences for public health or the economy. Any agency 
wishing to work with a listed agent or toxin must be officially registered and certified. 

The Division of Select Agents and Toxins of CDC was involved in the oversight of BSL-4 
laboratories on numerous levels, splitting attention evenly between issues of biosafety and 
biosecurity. It carried out facility inspections prior to issuing certificates of registration, upon 
recommissioning of a facility, during annual inspections and following incidents or 
mitigation of major containment issues. Through these inspections the Division ensured that 
registered entities had appropriate measures in place to protect staff, the public and the 
environment. Accordingly, it also took appropriate actions on regulatory violations, to 
address identified risks and increase future compliance with the regulations of the Federal 
Select Agent Program. 

The inspection process reviewed several areas, including records and checks of HVAC 
systems, effluent decontamination systems, building automation systems, security systems 
reviews and inventory access records. Inspections were carried out to BMBL standards to 
ensure that appropriate biosafety measures were in place, emphasizing proof of agent-specific 
training, the use and availability of appropriate PPE, equipment certification records 
(including primary containment, equipment with potential for aerosols generation and 
decontamination technologies) and all specialized support systems for BSL-4 suit laboratories 
and ABSL-4 facilities. 

From a biosecurity perspective, the Division of Select Agents and Toxins: 

• carried out security risk assessments in conjunction with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation prior to granting individual access to select agents and toxins; 
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• supported continuous monitoring and self- and peer reporting; 
• had guidelines for physical laboratory security; 
• oversaw agent inventory and accountability; and 
• handled reports of theft, loss or release of select agents or toxins. 

Since 2003, there had been no reported thefts of a select agent or toxin from a registered 
entity, no deaths among laboratory workers and no reported cases of illness or death in the 
general public due to work with these agents in regulated laboratories. The Federal Select 
Agent Program provided guidance, training and outreach to help entities meet the 
requirements of the regulations, and collaborated nationally and internationally on the 
development of biosafety and biosecurity oversight programmes. 

Regulators and institutional review committees in the promotion of 
responsible science, Switzerland 

Swiss legislation did not require an institutional biosafety committee, but every institution 
must have at least one biosafety officer who liaised between national regulators, principal 
investigators and laboratory personnel. A national biosafety committee of 15 experts advised 
the competent regulatory agency and issued recommendations in all biosafety-related areas, 
from required training to major decisions on new facility construction projects. 

National regulators were well aware of what went on in which institution, but did not 
influence the type of research carried out. Through their oversight roles, they aimed to 
harmonize practices between laboratories through strong communication with the biosafety 
officers and evaluation of institutional risk assessment and mitigation measures. Regulators in 
Switzerland handled numerous authorization requests from laboratories that informed them of 
the particular organisms utilized, the volumes used, genetic modifications and the publication 
of scientific papers. They were also involved in making major decisions on national biosafety 
issues. Examples included requirements for any future gain-of-function research with highly 
pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) to be conducted in BSL-4 facilities, despite other 
countries allowing such work under enhanced BSL-3 conditions, and the designation of Spiez 
as the new site for a BSL-4 facility with human pathogen capacity and of a national high-
containment laboratory network that included Spiez and the Mittelhausern site of the Institute 
of Virology and Immunology. 

Regulators' perspective 

A break-out session held exclusively for regulators enabled them to discuss common 
challenges and concerns in BSL-4 laboratory oversight. The discussions touched on 
numerous topics, such as national standards, prescriptive versus performance-based biosafety, 
training requirements, inspections, inventory control and reporting of laboratory incidents. As 
legal systems and national laws and bureaucratic processes varied greatly around the world, 
so did the regulatory regimes governing high-containment facilities. The regulators pointed to 
numerous differences in the guidelines that shaped laboratory design and operations, the 
frequency with which conformity to such regulations was officially inspected and the nature 
and depth of such inspections. 
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The inspection process could comprise internal audits, federal- or state-level inspections or a 
combination of both. In some cases, national frameworks granted laboratories flexibility 
regarding internal audits, granting each institution the right to determine the frequency at 
which they occurred. In other cases, the requirement was altogether absent. The frequency of 
national BSL-4 inspections was also highly variable, ranging from twice per year to annually 
to every three years. 

The availability of national standards or guidelines varied greatly in different regions of the 
world. Some countries, such as Canada, had established extensive legally binding standards 
covering biosafety at the user, institutional and even engineering levels. Others had less 
detailed national guidelines, which may or may not include requirements for facility 
construction, and yet others had no specific national requirements. In many of these 
instances, the WHO Laboratory biosafety manual served as an important guidance document. 
The countries that had national standards varied widely in the intervals at which these were 
revised. 

The shift from prescriptive to performance-based regulatory approaches to biosafety was a 
challenge for many regulatory bodies. Inspecting laboratories through a performance-based 
approach was much more difficult for the regulator. Adding more flexibility gave more room 
for interpretation; this could often lead to confusion for management and operators, which in 
turn resulted in some facilities taking a more stringent approach than necessary out of fear of 
possible noncompliance. 

Approaches to training oversight also varied. These ranged from a requirement for agent-
specific training in some countries to a general, nonprescriptive requirement for training in 
others. For countries without specific requirements, national systems allowed for institutions 
to interpret international guidelines relating to the training of personnel, but each institution 
was responsible for organizing training sessions and decided on content on the basis of its 
own priorities. Thus, the review of documentation to ensure that training had taken place was 
not a set part of all national inspection processes. 

Regulations around laboratory inventory control were widely discussed. Many national 
systems had diverse regulatory bodies for work with human and animal pathogens, while 
zoonotic agents were often regulated on both sides. In certain countries with BSL-4-trained 
inspectors, the inspection process included physical inventory checks. Depending on the 
country and agency in question, there might be requirements for precise titres and volumes of 
all RG4 agents, the specific number and physical locations of receptacles, passage history and 
user access records. In general, even if the regulatory agency did not hold specific details of 
an institute's inventory, a designated officer within the entity was expected to have the 
information accessible. 

Most countries represented at the breakout session required notification of laboratory 
incidents and exposures to regulating bodies, with distinctions often made between incidents 
and LAIs. The timeframe within which notifications were required ranged from immediate 
(made by telephone) to within two days or longer. In other cases, written records of incidents 
were sufficient and provided to regulatory bodies during the auditing process, although 
national records were not kept. As a result of these discussions, the regulators noted an 
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opportunity for WHO to collate global information on LAIs as a contribution to evidence-
based approaches to biosafety. Further, owing to differences in methods and attempts to carry 
out root-cause analyses, WHO could further play a role in the sharing of best practices. 

Operators' perspective 

In another breakout session, laboratory operators and leaders discussed aspects of the 
oversight of laboratory personnel and operations, in order to compare and contrast institutes' 
diverse approaches and identify best practices and common concerns to share with their 
regulatory counterparts. 

With the shift towards performance-based biosafety allowing laboratories more freedom, 
laboratory operators had a common desire for increased interaction and discussion with 
regulators, to help shape policies satisfactory to both. Operators noted that both top-down and 
bottom-up approaches were employed to ensure adherence to regulations and safe laboratory 
operations: some regulations came from within while others came from above. 

The group considered a combination of self-auditing for continued improvement (including 
yearly SOP evaluations, consultations with biosafety officers and review of laboratory 
procedures to take corrective action), internal institutional reviews and external audits to be 
beneficial in proactively tackling operational issues. 

Inventory management systems varied greatly among BSL-4 laboratories, with each using 
diverse systems with varying degrees of complication for tracking pathogen stocks. The 
participants overall felt satisfied with the systems they had in place, although most felt there 
was room for improvement. In addition, while no specific requirements were laid out as to 
types of acceptable systems for inventory management, operators recognized the importance 
of using a system that could easily be audited and said they would appreciate input on 
preferences from their regulatory partners 

Operators and regulators showed a major difference when pathogen-specific training was 
discussed. For the operator, working safely in the environment was more important than 
focusing on a specific pathogen. Some institutes had scientists working with only one 
pathogen and others had groups that worked with many different agents. Thus, specific 
training on the processes being carried out should have the greatest importance. The 
participants in the operators' session suggested a role for WHO in identifying potential 
partners to facilitate training or establish a training network for BSL-4 facilities across the 
globe, in order to harmonize best practices. 

The laboratory operators were interested in the establishment of best practices for incident 
response, as they were concerned about how a major incident in any BSL-4 facility could 
negatively affect the entire high-containment laboratory community. They agreed that the 
development of standardized plans to respond to emergencies must involve input from the 
institutional biosafety committee, occupational safety and health, the CLC and local first 
responders. In addition, the establishment of mechanisms and checks to ensure that laboratory 
personnel were fit to work as key to incident prevention. The operators noted a large range of 
approaches to making such decisions, with personality, performance and overall health as 
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influencing factors. For those granted access to BSL-4, a high level of trust between 
supervisors and personnel, combined with nonpunitive reporting systems, were shared ideals 
to encourage communication and ensure that laboratory personnel avoided work in 
containment if they felt unwell for any reason. 

Pressing issues in sharing pathogens 

Nagoya Protocol 

From WHO's perspective, the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair 
and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization,5 a supplementary 
agreement to the Convention on Biological Diversity, has the objective of ensuring fair and 
equitable sharing of the benefits that arise from use of genetic resources, including access to 
them. This formal agreement creates a global framework in which Member States commit 
themselves to fulfilling two basic requirements: 

1. prior informed consent: entities wishing to access genetic resources first obtain 
permission from their country of origin; and 

2. mutually agreed terms: bilateral agreement between provider and recipient on how 
benefits arising from use of this material are shared with the country of origin. 

At present, 101 governments had officially signed on to the Nagoya Protocol. WHO is not a 
Party, but an observer of intragovernmental meetings, and provides expert scientific advice 
on issues surrounding the Protocol. In response to concerns about the implications of this 
agreement, WHO worked to identify areas where the Nagoya Protocol may affect public 
health programmes that require access to pathogens. Study questions specifically examined 
the Protocol's implications for access to: influenza virus with pandemic potential, seasonal 
influenza viruses and other pathogens that affect human health. In addition, WHO examined 
the functionality of a bilateral approach versus a multilateral approach in terms of potential 
bureaucratic delays that could affect response times to health emergencies. 

WHO received about 30 responses from Member States, nongovernmental organizations and 
vaccine companies. The results showed that the Nagoya Protocol had implications for public 
health responses to infectious diseases: some positive and others causing concern. Particular 
issues surrounded legal uncertainty resulting from the implementation of the Protocol, where 
bilateral agreements between countries with highly diverse laws could prove highly complex 
and the increased costs associated with this legal uncertainty could result in delayed 
development of health countermeasures. In addition, the broad principles set out by the 
Nagoya Protocol allow individual Member States to dictate how implementing legislation 
will address pathogens and how to implement health emergency measures. 

As article 4.4 of the Protocol specifies that, where specialized international access and 
benefit-sharing frameworks exist for any particular genetic resource and are consistent with 

5 The Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit-sharing. In: Convention on Biological Diversity [website]. 
Montreal, Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity; 2018 (https://www.cbd.int/abs/, accessed 10 
December 2018). 
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the objectives of the Protocol, such a framework would supersede the Nagoya Protocol for 
that particular genetic resource. The Pandemic Influenza Preparedness (PIP) Framework, for 
example, recognized by the EU as a specific framework for the transfer of pandemic 
influenza virus strains, would allow EU countries to bypass the legal aspects of the Nagoya 
Protocol for sharing of influenza viruses. Aside from the PIP Framework and the WHO 
advisory committee presiding over all live-variola-related decisions, however, no other 
pathogen-specific oversight groups existed. 

The WHO report set out a number of specific actions to implement the Nagoya Protocol in 
harmony with public health programmes requiring access to pathogens. These included the 
promotion of dialogue, consultation, international cooperation and public awareness around 
the Protocol. Articles 19 and 20 of the Protocol require each signing country to develop 
guidelines, standard templates, common sets of principles and codes of conduct to clarify 
rules for access to pathogen samples, and others to accelerate the sharing process. 

Member States showed considerable interest in the results of the WHO study, which also 
provoked further questions. These included the implications of the PIP Framework for non-
EU countries and implications for establishing sharing practices for non-influenza pathogens 
and genetic data. To answer these questions, WHO worked closely with the Secretariat of the 
Convention on Biological Diversity and focused particularly on genetic data. WHO also 
convened consultations on the PIP Framework, had the R&D Blueprint and was developing 
a tool for material transfer agreements (MTAs) that would help countries protect their 
interests when bilateral agreements are made. 

WHO strongly encouraged stakeholders to better understand the Protocol, as it might have 
great implications for public health. The global issue of the Nagoya Protocol relating to 
pathogen sharing was still at a preparatory phase, providing an opportunity to shape policy 
decisions surrounding its implementation. The decisions in the future meeting relating to 
pathogen sharing could have unintended consequences for public health and how 
laboratories can share pathogens and/or their sequence data. The scientific community 
needed to share its questions and concerns with government ministries and agencies involved 
in decision-making. 

The participants discussed their concerns about the consequences of the Nagoya Protocol. 
For example, it might require the revision of existing arrangements between academic or 
research laboratories, including memorandums of understanding and MTAs, though this 
would depend on the laws of the countries concerned. Even contracts made prior to 2014 
might require examination to ensure their terms were compliant with the Protocol. The 
ability to access and share reference collections, critical to laboratory work around the world, 
was another serious concern. While the Protocol was unlikely to affect strains pre-2014, this 
would depend on regulations set out by each member country; added complications would 
arise when a third country requested a genetic resource from a recipient country, rather than 
the original supplier/donor country. Other potential issues arising from metagenomics 
analyses and unexpected results from diagnostic samples must also be addressed. 

As the number of countries that were Parties to the Nagoya Protocol continued to increase, 
others would likely be constrained to join, although some developing nations might be 
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unable to do so, owing to the lack of government infrastructure. Mechanisms to assist 
pathogen sharing between Parties and other countries must therefore be devised. 

Shipping of Category A Infectious Substances 

A review of issues surrounding the shipment of Category A (Cat A) Infectious Substances 
fostered discussion on possible solutions to its overregulation. The recommendations of the 
United Nations Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods established 
tightly regulated guidelines for shipping hazardous agents and materials, with varying 
requirements depending on the particular agent and sample matrix. 

The most stringent regulations applied to Cat A agents, which were defined as infectious 
substances transported in a form capable of causing permanent disability or life-threatening 
or fatal disease in otherwise healthy human beings or animals upon exposure. Within this 
category, pathogens classified as United Nations 2814 (affecting humans) and United 
Nations 2900 (affecting animals only) were subject to the strictest requirements, regardless 
of their form, including cultures, clinical specimens, and even suspected clinical specimens, 
depending on the pathogen. Category B (United Nations 3373) material, on the other hand, 
refers to biological substances, including patient specimens from HPAI infections or anthrax. 

Combining the Committee of Experts' specifications with the diverse shipping regulations of 
each mode of transportation (air versus sea or land) made the transport of Cat A agents 
highly complex. Very few couriers were licenced to handle these packages and enormous 
paperwork and financial requirements often resulted in shipment delays. In addition, even 
licenced couriers might decline to transport specific Cat A substances, which had occurred 
with packages containing Ebola virus samples. On the other hand, shipping Cat B agents did 
not require licenced carriers, was timely and less costly, and could be done even through 
postal services. Further, aside from a difference in drop-test resistance, the packaging 
requirements for Cat A and Cat B agents were essentially identical, suggesting that the same 
level of risk protection was achieved in either scenario. 

No documented cases had ever been recorded of accidents involving shipped infectious 
substances resulting in infection of personnel. Combined with the abovementioned facts, this 
raised the question as to whether the regulations surrounding Cat A shipments were truly 
essential and helpful for protecting public health. If the Cat A classification were re-
examined, and agents could be shipped with the same degree of safety as Cat B agents, the 
greater number of capable shippers, combined with the decreased cost, might have 
significant public health benefits. As far as clinical specimens are concerned, Cat B practices 
should perhaps be seriously considered for the shipping of Cat A agents. WHO hoped to 
organize a stakeholder meeting on the shipment of infectious substances in the near future to 
address these issues. 

MTAs 

MTAs needed to be well constructed, and the strategy adopted by the Institute of Novel and 
Emerging Infectious Diseases at the Friedrich Loeffler Institute, in Germany, exemplified its 
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commitment to public sharing. MTAs between high-containment laboratories serve many 
important purposes, from virus discovery, to the development and validation of assays, to 
animal studies. They should be designed for two different scenarios — normal business and 
emergency situations — as stated in the Nagoya Protocol. Material to be shared includes 
samples, pathogens, antibodies and genetic constructs. Ultimately, the capability for material 
exchange and transfer is a key performance indicator of international research agencies; 
those incapable of it are probably not fit to play a great role in international interventions. 

In the past, collaboration had often been collegial; materials were transferred based on 
mutual trust, scientific interest and ethical values. This sort of collaboration was more 
difficult at present, as institutions usually had formal systems, profit interests and reputations 
to uphold. Governance issues could also complicate material transfers, as the ultimate 
signing authority was not always clear and responsibilities towards third parties might come 
into play. In addition, issues surrounding the place of jurisdiction, claims for damages and 
guarantees of material fitness might have legal implications. Further, approaches to dealing 
with legal issues varied between continents. 

The Friedrich Loeffler Institute was a recently constructed facility for research and diagnosis 
of high-risk animal pathogens. In addition to significant BSL-3 and BSL-3+ large-animal 
cubicle spaces, the Institute was the only maximum-containment facility in Europe with 
capacity for large-animal BSL-4 work. In addition to work in Europe, the Institute 
participated in several international collaborations and had received a total of 25 000 
mammalian samples from African partner countries between 2013 and 2017. This was 
largely achieved through the Institute's simplified approach to MTAs, which had removed 
any clauses related to profit orientation and government issues. An MTA contained 10 
simple clauses pertaining to ownership of original material, use for noncommercial purposes, 
liability for fitness of the material, confidentiality and proprietary aspects of the results 
obtained. In its MTA, the Institute granted the beneficiary ownership of all research results, 
sought no royalties, permitted publications with written approval and stated that material 
should be destroyed at the study's conclusion, although no time stipulations were attached. 

The use of simplified MTAs with plain language that regulate only truly relevant issues can 
greatly facilitate collaboration. Having a streamlined internal MTA process with downgraded 
authorization procedures can shorten timelines, simplify negotiations and increase the 
likelihood of successful collaboration. 

Building confidence between high-containment 
laboratories and the global community: cultivating a 
safety-oriented culture 

Public Health Agency of Sweden 

Intensive risk communication by the Public Health Agency of Sweden changed the 
community's perception of its BSL-4 laboratory from a high-risk to a high-security facility, 
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seen as a resource rather than a threat. Since opening the laboratory 2001, the Agency had 
invested heavily in promoting biosafety and training through many activities, including the 
establishment of a Nordic biosafety network, development and delivery of the first 
postgraduate biosafety course in Sweden, capacity-building projects and involvement in 
workshops of the European Committee for Standardization (CEN). 

The BSL-4 laboratory had been fully operational for 16 years, contained two fully functional 
BSL-4 units and had hosted eight onsite training courses for international participants. During 
this period, it had had zero shutdowns, zero biosecurity breaches and zero major staff 
incidents. There was a nearly 100% (assumed) reporting of deviations in the BSL-4 
laboratory, a much higher rate than in lower-containment areas. Having the right people in all 
areas of laboratory operations and ensuring their willingness to interact were key to success. 
Other critical factors included a solid research, diagnostics and biosafety infrastructure; 
permanent financial support through government funding; long-term strategies for national 
preparedness; and international collaboration. 

BSL-4 laboratories should prioritize particular areas to increase confidence with the global 
community. The first was performance-based validation of risk management. Having 
validation mechanisms in place increased the implementation of a safety-oriented culture and 
the likelihood of collaboration with other laboratories. Sharing of best practices, from 
biosafety measures to inactivation procedures and training resources to facility operations, 
was another key means for BSL-4 laboratories to build trust. Participating in formal 
laboratory networks and establishing bilateral memoranda of understanding were excellent 
means to this end. 

Finally, as described by CEN workshop agreement 15793 on laboratory biorisk management 
provisions, BSL-4 laboratories must make personnel reliability assessments to ensure that 
staff are fit for the job and would promote the Agency. The Agency employed a thorough 
screening process, generating an overall candidate profile based on health checks and medical 
examinations, background checks and behaviour-based screening. Psychological assessments 
were included to assess emotional stability, capacity for communication and cooperation, 
judgment, integrity and capacity to resist external pressure, acceptance of and capacity to 
follow instructions, and an active approach to safety and security management. 

KCDC, Republic of Korea 

National and institutional systems fostered a culture of biosafety in the Republic of Korea. 
Biosafety and biosecurity were part of the national budget and were governed by numerous 
regulatory acts. All laboratories in the country must be registered with the appropriate 
ministries governing the use of pathogens with which they worked. 

Laboratories required ministerial approval before starting work with RG3 and RG4 
pathogens, and must apply for reauthorization every three years. Those dealing with high-
consequence pathogens were subject to regular inspections of facilities, operations and 
biosafety and biosecurity management. 
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The county made significant investments in enhancing biosafety and biosecurity. Numerous 
published national guidelines specified containment levels, standards for animal facilities and 
biosafety and security in general, and even the verification processes for high-containment 
facilities. Annual education and training were required for all research and laboratory staff, 
and biosafety training workshops and conferences were regularly held for research personnel. 
Targeted efforts to enhance institutional biosafety committees included professional training 
and national workshops for their members, and the development and distribution of 
guidelines for the committees. 

At KCDC, biosafety systems were governed at the national (BSL-4 certification, revalidation, 
inspection, biosafety education) and institutional levels (SOP development, education, 
training, and emergency-response drills). The BSL-4 training process was highly structured, 
with general theoretical training provided to all new staff, followed by practical training in a 
mock laboratory and significant onsite training by experienced supervisors. Overall, scientific 
staff participated in over 80 hours of training prior to testing and task-specific certification. 
Regular incident-response training and emergency drills familiarized workers with 
emergency procedures and evacuation routes, and periodic reassessment and retraining of 
existing staff ensured that knowledge and skills remained up to date. Within the institution, 
management and biosafety officials ensured attention to biosafety during the development of 
SOPs, by holding periodic meetings for dialogue between stakeholders, and continuing to 
improve the expertise of the institutional biosafety committee. 

Through a combination of national, institutional and internal regulations, the KCDC BSL-4 
laboratory was committed to a culture of biosafety, leading to safer science and building 
confidence and trust in the global high-containment community. 

CDC, United States of America 

The BSL-4 research groups at CDC took a particular approach to achieving a safety-focused 
culture. Many research groups studying diverse pathogens occupied CDC's high-containment 
facility. To improve coordination between the many stakeholders, CDC established a high-
containment laboratory operations group as a forum to discuss scheduling requirements, set 
standards for routine training, guide protocol and manual development, and ensure safe 
working practices. Members included representatives of research staff, the sections dealing 
with animal care, engineering and security, the internal select agent programme and linked 
parties. CDC linked the high-containment operators with upper management by creating a 
high-containment laboratory governance council with representatives of CDC management, 
biosafety and security, and the high-containment laboratory operations group. This council 
approved policies, set priorities for the high-containment laboratory and resolved issues on 
which the operations group could not reach consensus. 

CDC applied a standard training regimen for the BSL-4 laboratory. All staff received initial 
training on general entry/exit and emergency procedures from the office of laboratory safety, 
and annual refresher training thereafter. Each research programme then offered pathogen-
specific training, beginning with practical training in BSL-2 and followed by closely 
monitored, mentor-based training in BSL-3 and -4. CDC stipulated a minimum number of 
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required hours or training sessions prior to granting individual access, although mentors 
might require additional entries before deeming a person competent to work alone. 

CDC enforced a regular standard review procedure for many critical procedures. A laboratory 
safety review board examined all SOPs on an annual basis, conducted quarterly reviews on 
records of material inactivation and removal from BSL-4, assessed validation data for 
inactivation protocols and approved inactivation SOPs. Drills on emergency procedures were 
reviewed annually, and staff competency was regularly assessed; other BSL-4 research 
groups peer reviewed the study plans of BSL-4 research programmes. 

Biosafety controls for newly emerging pathogens in a 
limited-resources setting 

The final speaker challenged the participants to resolve a scenario-based dilemma: the 
selection of biosafety controls and laboratory handling procedures for the diagnosis of an 
unknown pathogen in a limited-resource setting. 

The selection of biosafety and containment measures is usually based on an understood or 
assumed level of risk associated with the material, and greatly influenced by a number of 
factors, such as the location of testing (in the field versus on site), availability of resources 
and information to work with, cost considerations, time pressures to provide results, political 
and community consent, and legislative requirements. When the agent is unknown, the 
determination of risk is often based on extrapolation from what is known of similar 
pathogens. In other cases, even this may not be possible. Well-equipped BSL-4 laboratories 
allow for a broader range of manipulations than work in the field, where limited risk 
mitigation measures accommodate only methodologies that do not require pathogen 
propagation. 

In countries such as New Zealand, which had no RG4 endemic organisms, laboratorians 
neither expected nor were accustomed to handling materials containing such organisms. 
Nevertheless, increasing border pressure due to international travel (where ill visitors or 
returning travellers may present with symptoms questionable for high-consequence 
pathogens) presented a need for RG4 diagnostic capabilities in nonendemic countries. In 
response to this pressure, New Zealand was building a high-containment enhanced CL3+ 
facility, to contain a separate high-biosafety laboratory suite with BSL-4 design features, 
where initial diagnostic screening using inactivation methods could be performed. In 
anticipation of future activities, the participants were asked to describe appropriate biosafety 
controls and guidance to laboratorians dealing with suspected diagnostic samples of 
potentially uncharacterized RG4 agents. 

The participants strongly recommended that a rigorous training programme, including risk 
assessment training and biosafety cabinet training, be required. Building on this, pairing staff 
inexperienced in high-containment work with experienced mentors would build the former's 
confidence in using enhanced PPE and other procedures specific to high containment. 
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The majority of participants strongly encouraged the use of inactivating agents, with 
suggestions including immediate inactivation at the field collection site or the use of partial 
inactivation methods, such as Triton X-100 in the case of Ebola virus, which greatly reduce 
virus titre and infectivity without interfering with biochemical tests. Other options include the 
addition of inactivating buffers directly to vacutainer tubes, and a method developed by the 
National Centre for Virology in India: a one-minute inactivation method that does not 
interfere with downstream nucleic acid or serological testing. Alternatively, and perhaps 
ideally, initial samples from an unknown suspected outbreak situation should be immediately 
aliquoted with a portion inactivated and sent for next-generation sequencing characterization, 
while the remainder is stored safely in its nascent form until further information is acquired. 

While some participants felt that attempts to propagate unknown samples could be considered 
when associated case fatality rates are not unusually high, others called for caution in testing 
samples for known/expected agents, rather than the unknown. For example, at the US 
Department of Agriculture attempts to propagate suspected porcine reproductive and 
respiratory syndrome virus samples in cell culture revealed co-infection with Reston 
ebolavirus, an agent with no prior history of swine or other livestock infection. Ultimately, 
having well established SOPs in place that account for process-associated risks in different 
scenarios is key to guiding staff in their initial decision-making. Beyond the facility level, 
having well established relationships between laboratories would provide remarkable strength 
to collaborative international responses to outbreaks. 

Collaboration between high-containment facilities and 
WHO: moving forward 

The coming together of participants from over 50 countries for the WHO Consultative 
Meeting on High/Maximum Containment (Biosafety Level 4) Laboratories Networking 
resulted in intense discussions from operators' and regulators' perspectives. All participants 
showed keen interest in collaborative opportunities in areas ranging from scientific research 
and training to recruitment strategies, operations and facility design. Discussions highlighted 
several critical points where commitment from networking partners and WHO is required to 
strengthen the global BSL-4 community in moving forward. 

Creation of a community of practice 

With the unprecedented expansion of BSL-4 laboratories worldwide, opportunities and 
mechanisms to promote the sharing of best practices would lead to enhanced biosafety and 
biosecurity as early as the planning stages. Many critical areas were noted, including: 

• the efficacy of inactivation methods, with a focus on effects on infectious dose; 
• the environmental impact of chemically inactivated waste; 
• the validation of chemical showers; 
• waste disposal plans for emergency situations, such as excessive waste from Ebola 

patients; 
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• information on facility engineering, operations and maintenance for new projects in the 
design stage; 

• facility decommissioning; 
• strategies for community engagement and messaging on working together for responsible 

science; 
• the availability of countermeasures or postexposure protocols for LAIs; 
• recruitment strategies for new laboratories; 
• inventory management systems; 
• incident response plans; 
• auditing and regulations; and 
• tools and metrics for risk assessment. 

Facility sharing 

Collaborative facility sharing for operator cross-training would increase capacity and 
confidence building in the BSL-4 community. It would be especially important when new 
laboratories were constructed, so that new recruits could gain real experience prior to 
working in their own facilities. Participants suggested twinning through bilateral agreements 
as the best approach. Further, a commitment from BSL-4 laboratories to provide surge 
capacity for other countries was warranted in anticipation of future emergencies. 

Mapping of training opportunities 

The importance of training for laboratory operators and facility staff was among the most 
discussed topics at the Meeting. The participants identified numerous gaps in BSL-4 training, 
from the identification of best training practices and maps of training opportunities and 
rosters of expert trainers to institutional assessment mechanisms to demonstrate 
comprehensive and effective training programmes. They repeatedly stressed the value of 
creating a platform to map training opportunities and share best practices. 

Sample sharing 

With complications likely to arise from the ratification of the Nagoya Protocol, there was a 
need to establish sample sharing frameworks that include legal conditions. Suggestions 
included placing certain pathogens in the public domain, and establishing a set of laboratory 
strains without consensus on ownership that could be shared without any conditions. 

International recognition of BSL-4 laboratories 

Differences in national regulatory systems and guidelines led to varied interpretations of 
requirements for BSL-4 facilities and programming between countries using the WHO 
Laboratory biosafety manual as a guidance document and those employing particular 
national frameworks. The rapid expansion of BSL-4 laboratories, combined with a lack of 
internationally designated inspection teams, had resulted in a certain level of mistrust 
between well established and newly operational facilities. New facilities in countries without 
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strong international research networks met hesitation from international partners about 
admission to cooperative and collaborative agreements, particularly on material sharing, 
even when significant investments in biological risk management had been made. As a 
result, there was a clear need to establish baseline standards for an acceptable BSL-4 facility. 
The participants encouraged WHO to take part in designating a formal group of international 
experts to perform site visits and officially vouch for facilities and their operations. 

Suggested future roles and responsibilities for WHO 

The participants suggested that WHO take on or continue several initiatives to support the 
global BSL-4 community of practice. These included: 

• facilitating collaboration between high-containment laboratories; 
• identifying competent partners to provide global biosafety training; 
• mapping and coordinating existing networks; 
• continuing messaging on the revised Laboratory biosafety manual; 
• gathering data on LAIs and incidents on a global scale; and 
• designating and deploying experts for validation of and expertise sharing with new BSL-4 

laboratories. 

The participants expressed an overwhelming interest in a WHO-coordinated, designated web 
space to serve as an information hub for BSL-4 laboratories, which would facilitate the 
dissemination of data and access to network partners to all members of the BSL-4 
community. 
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Annex 1. Agenda 

Day 1: Wednesday, 13 December 

Topics Speakers 
Registration of participants 
Opening remarks 

• Meeting objectives and expected outcomes 
• Introduction of chairperson for the day and rapporteur 
• Housekeeping announcement 

Guenael Rodier 

Florence Fuchs 
Sebastien Cognat 
Kazunobu Kojima 

Keynote talk Jim LeDuc 

WHO Laboratory biosafety manual revision and high-
containment approaches 

• Revision principles, concepts, and updates 
• Biosecurity level 4 (BSL-4)/high-containment/varying 

approaches 
• Open discussion 

Kazunobu Kojima 
Kathrin Summermatter 

Activities of other organizations, networks and their role 
regarding high containment work 

• World Organization for Animal Health 
• International Expert Group on Biosafety and Biosecurity 

Regulation 
• Biosafety Level 4 Zoonotic Laboratory Network 
• Group of High-Containment Laboratory Directors 
• Quality Assurance Exercises and Networking on the Detection 

of Highly Infectious Pathogens 
• European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic 

Agents 

Christine Uhlenhaut 
Thomas Binz 

Primal Silva 
Christine Bruce 
Antonino Di Caro 

Herve Raoul

Activity update: planned, under construction, newly 
constructed and established high-containment laboratories 

• High-containment laboratories planned 
0 Nagasaki University, National Research Centre for the 

Control and Prevention of Infectious Diseases BSL-4, 
Japan 

0 Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, China 
0 Centre for Emergency Preparedness and Response, Public 

Health England, United Kingdom 
• High-containment laboratories under construction 

o Institute Pasteur de COte d'Ivoire, Ministry of Higher 
Education and Scientific Research, Ceite d'Ivoire 

0 National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility, Department of 
Homeland Security, United States of America 

Jiro Yasuda 

Zhao Chihong 
Allen Roberts 

Mireille Dosso 

Eugene Cole 
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o High Containment Large Animal Facility, Pirbright Institute, 
United Kingdom 

• Newly constructed high-containment laboratories 
o Chinese National High Containment Facilities for Animal 

Diseases Control and Prevention, Harbin Veterinary 
Research Institute, China 

o National Biosafety Laboratory, Wuhan Institute of Virology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, China 

o Osong BSL-4 Laboratory, Korea Centers for Disease 
Control & Prevention, Republic of Korea 

Michael Johnson 

Zhigao Bu 

Yuan Zhiming 

Min Woo Park 

o Victorian Infectious Diseases Reference Laboratory, 
Australia 

o Centre for Biological Threats and Special Pathogens, 
Robert Koch Institute, Germany 

• Established high-containment laboratories moving into the 
future 
o Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organization, Australia 
o US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious 

Diseases, United States of America 

Julian Druce 

Andreas Kurth 

James Watson 

Sina Bavari 

New laboratories and public opinion: earning support and 
trust of the public 

• Allocation of funds for construction and operation 
• Addressing diverse opinions of citizens 
• Communication with community 
• Maintaining support through showing a safety record to the 

public and good laboratory practice 

Ronald B. Corley 
Masayuki Saijo 

Unique opportunities enabled by high-containment facilities to 
advance global health 

• Research on pathogens of high consequence 
• Capacity to develop and test novel therapeutics 
• Ability to address recently identified global health threats 
• Opportunities to safely conduct high-risk research 

Lisa Hensley 
D.T. Mourya 
F. Xavier Abad 
Morej6n de Gir6n 

Day 2: Thursday, 14 December 

Topics Speakers 
Recap of Day 1 

Appointment of chairperson 

Day 1 chairperson 
(Bryan Charleston) 
Kazunobu Kojima 

Overview of the Nagoya Protocol and how it relates to high- 
containment laboratories 

Jakob Quinn 
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Shipment of Category A infectious substances 

• Associated challenges 
• Perceived benefits and enhancements to safety 
• Value in expanding or limiting the scope of the programme 

Kazunobu Kojima 

Establishing and maintaining biosafety and biosecurity in 
high-containment laboratories: engineering 

• Evidence-based facility engineering 
• Adaptability to meet changing scientific needs 
• Dissemination of best laboratory design practices 

Eugene Cole 

Zoltan Kis 

Selection of biosafety measures approved, validated and 
implemented at high-containment laboratories 

• Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system and air 
pressure cascade 

• Positive pressure suit system 
• Cabinet line system 
• Chemical shower system 
• Access controls implemented to maintain security 
• Discussion on best containment practices for vivariums 

Samuel Edwin 

Allen Roberts 

Juan Manuel 
Schammas 

Shared challenges and opportunities for strengthening high-
containment laboratories 

• Surge capacities 
o Readiness strategies for sample influx 
o Streamlined processing of samples 
o Lines of communication for laboratory coordination 

• Roles of regulators and institutional review committees in the 
promotion of responsible science 
o Improved communication among stakeholders 
o Value of diligence by an institutional review committee 
o Mitigated risks in favour of scientific benefits 

Steve Lever 

Wendy Shell 

Thomas Binz 

Giuseppe 1ppolito 

Laboratory oversight and biosafety enhancement: the 
regulator's perspective (meeting room 1) 

• Laboratory oversight: compliance monitoring and verification 
o Intercountry comparison of standards for effective and 

achievable engineering controls 
o Oversight of laboratory training programmes 
o Inventory management systems for dangerous pathogens 
o Inspections 

• Laboratory incident and exposure response 
o Identification of best practices for incident reporting 
o Identification of best practices for exposure reporting 
o Corrective actions to address the root cause 
o Encouraging reporting while discouraging non-reporting 

Session chair: 
Mary Louise Graham 
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Laboratory oversight and biosafety enhancement: the 
operator's perspective (meeting room 2) 

• Oversight of laboratory personnel 
o Adherence to regulations and safe laboratory operation 
o Inventory management policies that reflect regulations 
0 Mentored pathogen-specific training 

• Plan—do—check—act of laboratory operations 
o Identification of best practices for incident response 
o Establishment of trust between the supervisor and 

laboratory personnel 
o Reviews of laboratory procedures to correct deficiencies 
o Self-/internal auditing mechanism to ensure continual 

improvement 

Session chair: 
Bradley Pickering 

Laboratory oversight and biosafety enhancement plenary 
session 

Breakout session 
chairpersons 

Establishing and maintaining biosafety and biosecurity in 
high-containment laboratories 

• Training 
o Identification of best training practices 
o Institutional assessment mechanisms to improve training 
o International network of training: mapping of training 

opportunities and roster of trainers 
o Evidence demonstrating establishment of comprehensive 

and effective training programmes in a laboratory 
0 Regulatory requirements in different countries 

Primal Silva 
Sergei N. 
Shchelkunov 
Asa Szekely Bjorndal 

Su Yun Se Thoe 

Confidence building between high-containment laboratories 
and global community 

• Framing the recognition of laboratories with demonstrated 
proficiency in biosafety and biosecurity 
o Metric utilized to assess safe laboratory operation 
0 Assessment of laboratory personnel training 
0 Framework for recognition of laboratories 

• Cultivating a safety-oriented culture in high-containment 
laboratories 
o Guidance establishing laboratory review committees and 

biosafety offices 
0 Approach to support laboratories 

• Material transfer between high-containment laboratories 
0 Procedures to facilitate the development of research 

programmes in the growing high containment community 

Asa Szekely Bjorndal 

Haesun Yun 

Victoria Olson 

Martin Groschup 
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Day 3: Friday, 15 December 

Topics Speakers 
Recap of Day 2 

Appointment of chairperson 

Day 2 chairperson 
(Stephan Gunther) 
Kazunobu Kojima 

Biosafety controls for newly emerging pathogens 

• Consensus on initial biosafety controls employed 
• An optimized approach to handling clinical samples and 

conducting research in varying settings 

Joseph O'Keefe 
Amadou Alpha Sall 

Collaboration between high-containment facilities and WHO: 
open discussions for identifying mechanisms that promote: 

• increased access through collaborative facility sharing 
• sharing of best biosafety and biosecurity practices 
• mapping of training opportunities 
• global consensus outlining biosafety and biosecurity 
• identification of WHO's role in facilitating collaboration between 

high-containment laboratories 

Day 3 chairperson 
(Mary Louise Graham) 

Summary, recommendations and plan of action 

• Summary 
• Discussion 
• Conclusions and recommendations 
• Future plan of action 

Mary Louise Graham 

Adjournment 
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Annex 2. Summary of biosecurity level 4 (BSL-4) 
laboratories in the planning or operational phases as of 
December 2017, based on available information 

Institute/Organization Country BSL Operational 
status 

Laboratory 
type 

Human 
or 

animal 

WHO 
region 

Institute of Virology, National Argentina 3+ Operational - Animal Americas 
Institute of Agricultural 
Technology (INTA) 

National Food Safety and Argentina 3+ Operational Animal Americas 
Quality Service (SENASA) 

Australian Animal Health Australia 4 Operational Suit Animal Western 
Laboratory, Commonwealth (ABSL4) Pacific 
Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organization 
(CSIRO) 

Emerging Infectious Diseases 
and Biohazard Response Unit 

Australia 4 Operational Suit Human Western 
Pacific 

(EIBRU), Westmead Hospital 

Victorian Infectious Diseases 
Reference Laboratory 

Australia Newly 
constructed 

Suit Human Western 
Pacific 

(VIDRL), Peter Doherty 
Institute for Infection and 
Immunity 

Pan American Foot-and- Brazil 3+ Operational Animal Americas 
Mouth Disease Center 
(PANAFTOSA) 

National Centre for Foreign Canada Operational Suit Human Americas 
Animal Disease, Canadian 
Food Inspection Agency 

National Microbiology Canada 4 Operational Suit Human Americas 
Laboratory (NML), Public (ABSL4) 
Health Agency of Canada 

Chinese Center for Disease China 4 Planned Suit Human Western 
Control and Prevention, Pacific 
Beijing China BSL-4 

Chinese National High China 4 Newly Suit Animal Western 
Containment Facilities for 
Animal Diseases Control and 

(ABSL4 
and 

constructed Pacific 

Prevention, Harbin Veterinary BSL4) 
Research Institute 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

China 4 Newly 
constructed 

Suit Human Western 
Pacific 

Institut Pasteur de Cote 
d'Ivoire, Ministry of Higher 

Cote d'Ivoire 4 Under 
Construction 

Suit Human Africa 

Education and Scientific 
Research 
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Institute/Organization Country BSL Operational Laboratory Human WHO 
status type or 

animal 
region 

Department for Biological Czech 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Defence, Military Institute of Republic 
Health 

Laboratory for Biological Czech 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Monitoring and Protection, Republic 
National Institute for Nuclear, 
Chemical, and Biological 
Protection 

National Veterinary Institute, Denmark 3+ Operational Animal Europe 
Technical University of 
Denmark 

Jean Merieux Laboratory P4, France 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
National Institute of Health 
and Medical Research of 
France (INSERM) 

Bernhard Nocht Institute for Germany 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Tropical Medicine 

Fredrich Loeffler Institute Germany 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
(FLI), Federal Research 
Institute for Animal Health 

Institute for Virology, Philipps Germany 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
University of Marburg 

Robert Koch Institute Germany 4 Newly 
constructed 

Suit Human Europe 

National Biosafety Laboratory Hungary 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
(OKI), National Public Health 
Institute (former National 
Center for Epidemiology) 

Microbial Containment India 4 Operational Suit Human South-East 
Complex (MCC), National Asia 
Institute of Virology 

High Security Animal Disease India 3+ Operational Animal South-East 
Laboratory, National Institute 
of High Security Animal 

Asia 

Diseases (NIHSAD) 

Lazzaro Spallanzani National Italy 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Institute for Infectious 
Diseases 

L. Sacco University Hospital, Italy 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
University of Milan 

Nagasaki University BSL-4, 
Nagasaki University 

Japan 4 Planned Suit Human Western 
Pacific 

National Institute of Infectious Japan 4 Operational Cabinet line Human Western 
Diseases (NIID) Pacific 

National Biocontainment New 3+ Operational Animal Western 
Laboratory, Ministry for Zealand Pacific 
Primary Industries 

Osong BSL-4 Laboratory, 
Korea Centers for Disease 

Republic of 
Korea 

4 Newly 
constructed 

Suit Human Western 
Pacific 
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Institute/Organization Country BSL Operational Laboratory Human WHO 
status type or 

animal 
region 

Control and Prevention 
(KCDC) 

Federal Budgetary Research Russian 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Institution — State Research Federation 
Centre of Virology and 
Biotechnology VECTOR, 
Russian Federal Service for 
Surveillance on Consumer 
Rights Protection and Human 
Wellbeing (Rospotrebnadzor) 

National Health Laboratory, 
Saudi Ministry of Health 

Saudi Arabia 4 Planned Suit Human Eastern 
Mediterran 

ean 

Special Pathogens Unit, South Africa 4 Operational Suit Human Africa 
National Institute for 
Communicable Diseases 
(NICD) in South Africa 

Centre for Research into Spain 3+ Operational Animal Europe 
Animal Health (CReSA), 
Autonomous University of 
Barcelona (UAB) and the 
Institute of Agri-food 
Research and Technology 
(IRTA) 

Unit of Highly Pathogenic Sweden 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Microorganisms, Department 
of Preparedness, Swedish 
Institute for Communicable 
Disease Control 

Institute of Medical Virology, Switzerland 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
University of Zurich 

Institute of Virology and Switzerland 3+ Operational - Animal Europe 
Immunology (IVI), Federal 
Department of Home Affairs 

Laboratory of Virology, Switzerland 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Geneva University Hospitals 

Animal and Plant Health United 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Agency (APHA), Department 
for Environment, Food, and 

Kingdom 

Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 

Centre for Emergency United Operational Cabinet line Human Europe 
Preparedness and Response, Kingdom 
Public Health England (PHE) 

Defence Science and United 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Technology Laboratory Kingdom 
(DSTL), Ministry of Defence 

High Containment Large United 4 Under Suit Human Europe 
Animal Facility (HCLAF), Kingdom Construction 
Pirbright Institute 
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Institute/Organization Country BSL Operational Laboratory Human WHO 
status type or 

animal 
region 

National Institute for United 4 Operational Suit Human Europe 
Biological Standards and Kingdom 
Control (NIBSC), Department 
of Health 

Rocky Mountain Lab (RML), 
National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases 

United 
States of 
America 

Operational Suit Human Americas 

(NIAID) 

National Biodefense Analysis 
and Countermeasures Center 

United 
States of 

4 Operational Suit Human Americas 

(NBACC) America 

Foreign Animal Disease United 3+ Operational - Animal Americas 
Diagnostic Laboratory States of 
(FADDL), Plum Island America 

Galveston National United 4 Operational Suit Human Americas 
Laboratory, University of 
Texas Medical Branch 

States of 
America 

(BSL4 
and 

ABSL4) 

Viral Immunology Center, 
Georgia State University 

United 
States of 

4 Operational Cabinet line Human Americas 

America 

Integrated Research Facility at United 4 Operational Suit Human Americas 
Fort Detrick, National Institute 
of Allergy and Infectious 

States of 
America 

Diseases (NIAID) 

Special Pathogens Branch, 
Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention 

United 
States of 
America 

4 Operational Suit Human Americas 

Texas Biomedical Research United 4 Operational Suit Human Americas 
Institute States of 

America 

National Emerging Infectious 
Diesease Laboratories 

United 
States of 

4 Newly 
constructed 

Suit Human Americas 

(NEIDL), Boston University America 

US Army Medical Research United 4 Operational Suit Human Americas 
Institute of Infectious States of 
Diseases (USAMRIID), US America 
Department of Defense 

Plum Island Animal Disease United 3+ Operational Animal Americas 
Center, US Department of States of 
Homeland Security America 

National Bio and Agri-Defense United 4 Under Suit Animal Americas 
Facility (NBAF), US States of (ABSL4) Construction Laboratory 
Department of Homeland America 
Security 
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Annex 3. Participants6

Argentina 

Mr Ezequiel Matias Roqueiro, Biosafety Officer, National Food Safety and Quality Service 
(SENASA), Buenos Aires 

Mr Juan Manuel Schammas, Biosafety Responsible Official, Institute of Virology, National 
Institute of Agricultural Technology (INTA), Buenos Aires 

Australia 

Dr Julian Druce, Head of Virus Identification Laboratory, Victorian Infectious Diseases 
Reference Laboratory (VIDRL), Peter Doherty Institute for Infection and Immunity, 
Melbourne 

Dr Vitali Sintchenko, Director, Centre for Infectious Diseases and Microbiology — Public 
Health, University of Sydney, Westmead 

Dr James Watson, Veterinary Investigation Leader, Australian Animal Health Laboratory, 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO), Geelong 

Brazil 

Dr Ottorino Cosivi, Director, Pan American Foot-and-Mouth Disease Center 
(PANAFTOSA), Rio de Janeiro* 

Canada 

Dr Bradley Pickering, Lead Scientist BSL-4 Program, National Centre for Foreign Animal 
Disease, Canadian Food Inspection Agency, Winnipeg 

Dr David Safronetz, Chief of Special Pathogens, National Microbiology Laboratory (NML), 
Public Health Agency of Canada, Winnipeg 

Dr Primal Silva, Chief Science Operating Officer, Science Branch, Canadian Food Inspection 
Agency. Ottawa and Biosafety Level 4 Zoonotic Laboratory Network (BSL-4ZNET) 

China 

Professor Zhigao Bu, Director-General, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, Chinese 
Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

Dr Jinxiong Liu, Associate Professor, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, Chinese 
Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

Dr Zhiming Yuan, Director, National Biosafety Laboratory, Wuhan Institute of Virology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

6 Participants listed with an asterisk were invited but unable to attend. 
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Dr Chihong Zhao, Director, Office of Laboratory Management, Chinese Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention, Beijing 

Cote d'Ivoire 

Professor Dr Mireille Dosso, Director, Institute Pasteur Cote d'Ivoire, Abidjan 

Czech Republic 

Dr Michal ICroca, Director, Department for Biological Defence, Military Institute of Health, 
Techonin 

Dr Michal Dtevfnek, Laboratory for Biological Monitoring and Protection, National Institute 
for Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Protection, Milin 

Denmark 

Dr Kirsten Tjornehoj, Senior Advisor Biosafety, National Veterinary Institute, Technical 
University of Denmark, Lindholm 

France 

Dr Herve Raoul, Director, Laboratory P4 Jean Merieux, National Institute of Health and 
Medical Research of France (1NSERM), Lyon 

Germany 

Dr Markus Eickmann, Head of BSL-4 Containment Laboratory, Institute for Virology, 
Philipps University of Marburg* 

Professor Dr Martin H. Groschup, Head, Institute of Novel and Emerging Infectious 
Diseases, Friedrich Loeffler Institute, Federal Research Institute for Animal Health, Isle of 
Riems 

Professor Dr Stephan Gunther, Head of Department of Virology, Bernhard Nocht Institute for 
Tropical Medicine, Hamburg 

Dr Andreas Kurth, Head, Biosafety Level-4 Laboratory, Centre for Biological Threats and 
Special Pathogens, Robert Koch Institute, Berlin 

Hungary 

Dr Zoltan Kis, Head, National Biosafety Laboratory, National Public Health Institute (NPHI), 
Budapest 

Dr Bemadett Palyi, Biosecurity Officer, NPHI, Budapest 
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India 

Dr D.T. Mourya, Director, Microbial Containment Complex (MCC), National Institute of 
Virology, Pune 

Dr V.P. Singh, Director, National Institute of High Security Animal Diseases, Anand Nagar, 
Bhopal 

Italy 

Dr Antonino Di Caro, National Institute for Infectious Diseases, Lazzaro Spallanzani, Rome 

Professor Maria Rita Gismondo, Chief of Clinical Microbiology, Virology and 
Bioemergency, L. Sacco University Hospital, Milan 

Dr Giuseppe Ippolito, Scientific Director, National Institute for Infectious Diseases Lazzaro 
Spallanzani, Rome 

Japan 

Professor Daisuke Hayasaka, Associate Professor, National Research Center for the Control 
and Prevention of Infectious Diseases (CCPlD), Nagasaki University 

Dr Masayuki Saijo, Director, Department of Virology, National Institute of Infectious 
Diseases (NIID), Tokyo 

Professor Jiro Yasuda, Director, BSL-4 Facility Project Office, CCPlD, Nagasaki University 

Netherlands 

Mr Douwe Kuperus, Biosafety Officer, Wageningen Bioveterinary Research 

New Zealand 

Dr Joseph O'Keefe, Director, National Biocontainment Laboratory Project, Wallaceville 

Republic of Korea 

Mr Min Woo Park, Staff Scientist, Division of Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response, 
Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC) 

Dr Haesun Yun, Scientist, Division of Biosafety Evaluation and Control, KCDC, Korea 
National Institute of Health 

Russian Federation 

Professor Sergei N. Shchelkunov, Head, Department of Genome Studies and Development of 
DNA Diagnostics of Poxviruses, Federal Budgetary Research Institution — State Research 
Centre of Virology and Biotechnology VECTOR, Russian Federal Service for Surveillance 
on Consumer Rights Protection and Human Wellbeing (Rospotrebnadzor), Koltsovo 
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Saudi Arabia 

Dr Waleed Saleh Alsalem, Chief Executive Officer, National Health Laboratory, Ministry of 
Health, Riyadh* 

Senegal 

Dr Amadou Alpha Sall, Institut Pasteur in Dakar (WHO Collaborating Centre for Reference 
and Research of Arboviruses and Viral Haemorrhagic Fever Viruses) 

South Africa 

Professor Janusz T. Paweska, Head, Centre for Emerging Zoonotic and Parasitic Diseases, 
National Institute for Communicable Diseases (NICD), Sandringham-Johannesburg* 

Spain 

Dr F. Xavier Abad Morej6n de Gir6n, Head, Biocontainment Unit, Centre for Research into 
Animal Health, Institute of Agri-food Research and Technology, Barcelona 

Sweden 

Dr Asa Szekely Bjomdal, Officer/Senior Expert Advisor, Institutional Biosafety, Public 
Health Agency of Sweden (PHAS), Stockholm 

Dr Asa Rosenquist, Head, Unit for Diagnostic Preparedness of Notifiable and High 
Consequence Pathogens, PHAS, Stockholm 

Switzerland 

Dr Pascal Cherpillod, Biosafety Officer, Laboratory of Virology, Geneva University 
Hospitals 

Dr Michael Huber, Institute of Medical Virology, University of Zurich 

Dr Kadirin Summermatter, Head Biosafety and Deputy Director, Institute of Virology and 
Immunology (IVI), Federal Department of Home Affairs, Mittelhausern 

United Kingdom 

Dr Christine Bruce, Head of Operational Delivery, National Infection Service, Public Health 
England (PHE), Salisbury 

Dr Bryan Charleston, Director, National Institute of Bioscience, Pirbright Institute 

Dr Michael Johnson, Director of Capability, National Institute of Bioscience, Pirbright 
Institute 

Dr Steve Lever, Principal Scientist, Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL) 
Porton Down, Salisbury 
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Dr Allen Roberts, Director, High Containment Microbiology Department, PHE, Salisbury 

Dr Wendy Shell, Bio Risk Manager, Safety, Health and Well-being (SHaW), Animal and 
Plant Health Agency (APHA), Addlestone 

Dr Matthew Smith, SAP04 Facility Manager/Head of Pandemic Flu Are, National Institute 
for Biological Standards and Control (NIBSC), Potters Bar 

United States of America 

Dr Sina Bavari, Chief Scientific Officer/Scientific Director, US Army Medical Research 
Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMMID), Frederick 

Mr L. Eugene Cole II, Program Technical Director, Program Executive Office, National Bio 
and Agri-Defense Facility (NBAF), Science and Technology Directorate, US Department of 
Homeland Security, New York 

Dr Ronald B. Corley, Director, National Emerging Infectious Disease Laboratories (NEIDL), 
Boston University 

Dr Robert Davey, Director ABSLA, Department of Virology and Immunology, Texas 
Biomedical Research Institute, San Antonio 

Dr J. Patrick Fitch, Director, National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center 
(NBACC), Fort Detrick 

Dr Elaine Haddock, Senior Research Assistant, Rocky Mountain Laboratories (RML), 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), Hamilton 

Dr Lisa Hensley, Associate Director for Science, Integrated Research Facility, NIAID, Fort 
Detrick 

Dr Julia Hilliard, Director, Viral Immunology Center, Georgia State University, Atlanta 

Dr James LeDuc, Director, Galveston National Laboratory, University of Texas Medical 
Branch 

Dr Charles Lewis, Foreign Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratory (FADDL), United States 
Department of Agriculture, Plum Island 

Dr Victoria A. Olson, Chief, Poxvirus and Rabies Branch, National Center for Emerging and 
Zoonotic Infectious Diseases, Division of High-Consequence Pathogens and Pathology, 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Atlanta 

Other organizations 

International Expert Group on Biosafety and Biosecurity Regulation (IEGBBR) 

Dr Thomas Binz, Head, Section Biological Safety and Human Genetics, Federal Office of 
Public Health, Federal Department of Home Affairs, Liebefeld, Switzerland 

Dr Samuel S. Edwin, Director, Office of Public Health Preparedness and Response, Division 
of Select Agents and Toxins, CDC, Atlanta, United States of America 
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Dr Tatsuhiro Isogai, Director, Infectious Diseases Information Surveillance Office, 
Tuberculosis and Infectious Disease Control Division, Health Service Bureau, Ministry of 
Health, Labour and Welfare, Tokyo, Japan 

Ms Relus Kek, Public Health Group Biosafety Branch, Ministry of Health, Singapore 

Dr Gary Lum, Principal Medical Adviser, Office of Health Protection, Department of Health, 
Canberra, Australia 

Dr Yann Meslier, Inspector, Inspection Division, French National Agency for Medicines and 
Health Products Safety (ANSM), Saint-Denis, France* 

Dr Keith Stephenson, Intervention Programme Manager, Microbiology and Biotechnology 
Unit, Health and Safety Executive, Leeds, United Kingdom 

Dr Su Yun Se Thoe, Deputy Director, Public Health Group Biosafety Branch, Ministry of 
Health, Singapore 

World Organization for Animal Health (01E) 

Dr Christine Uhlenhaut, Coordinator, Scientific Committee, Paris, France 

WHO Collaborating Centre for biosafety and biosecurity 

Ms Mary Louise Graham, Director, Centre for Biosecurity, Office of Biosafety and 
Biocontainment Operations, Public Health Agency of Canada, Ottawa, Canada 

Rapporteur 

Dr Samantha Kasloff, Postdoctoral Fellow, National Centre for Foreign Animal Disease, 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency, Winnipeg, Canada 

World Health Organization 

Headquarters 

Dr Guy Boivin 

Dr Sebastien Cognat 

Dr Pierre Formenty*

Dr Florence Fuchs 

Dr Matthew Huante 

Dr Kazunobu Kojima 

Ms Dhamari Naidoo*

Mr Jakob Quinn 

Dr Guenael Rodier, Director, Country Health Emergency Preparedness and MR 

** unable to attend 
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Regional Office for Europe 

Dr Joanna Zwetyenga, Division of Communicable Diseases and Health Security 
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From: LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLED UC] 

Sent: 11/8/2019 4:56:47 PM 
To: Yuan Zhimi ng [yzm@wh.iov.cn] 
Subject: RE: E X : Re: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 

Thanks Zhiming. !wintry to look at your manuscript while in Geneva next week. 

Best wishes, 

m 

From: Yuan Zhi ming ryzm@whjoy.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 8:09 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <j wleduc@ UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: CI X : Re: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James , 

I really think about to have another article with you about the safety management in the laboratory. Sorry I 

can not go to WHO meeting this time, and I hope to see you soon, maybe in CAS-NAS meeting. 

By the way, I write a small paper on Wuhan P4 lab. My attention is to let outside to know a little bit the 

laboratory and understand why we need the lab, and how to operate the lab. I hope you could have a look 

and help me to revise it. 

Thanks for you help and I am sure your revision will do me a great favor for the publication of this article. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Date: 2019-11-06 10:20 
To: Yuan Zhimind 
Subject: Re: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 
Wonderful! Thanks for the good news. Hopefully we will have another one out soon. 

Are you going to the WHO meeting on biocontainment labs next week in Geneva? Perhaps I' ll see you 

there. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 5, 2019, at 5:44 PM, Yuan Zhiming <yzm@wh.iov.cn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments un less you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi, James, 

The article Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology has been published on line. Thanks for 

your contribution and hope to meet you soon. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: Elsevier - PDF Offprint 
Date: 2019-11-06 04:50 
To: vim 
Subject: The PDF offprint of your article pOBB_26] is attached to this email 
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Please note this is a system generated email from an unmanned mailbox. 

If you have any queries we really want to hear from 

you via our 24/7 support at http://service.elsevier.com 

Article title: Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology 

Article reference: JOBB26 

Journal title: Journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity 

Corresponding author: Dr. Zhiming Yuan 

First author: Dr. James W. LeDuc 

PDF offprint dispatch: 5-11-2019 

Dear Dr. Yuan, 

We are pleased to inform you that a PDF file of your published article Safety and Security in the Age of 

Synthetic Biology is attached to this e-mail for you to view and download. Please note that this article is 

published, therefore content updates are no longer possible at this point. 

If you wish to order paper offprints, please go to 

https://authors.elseviencom/authorforms/JOBB26/88b5eb54513e722e9a6a67bd55c2f754 

You can also order a copy of the issue on the Elsevier Webshop: http://webshop.elseviercom.

To view and print PDF files you will need Adobe Reader. This program is freely available and can be 

downloaded from https://get.adobe.com/reader/.

Please read and take note of the copyright stipulations in the PDF file. 

Kind regards, 

Elsevier Author Support 

25% BOOK DISCOUNTS for authors! 

All Elsevier authors are eligible for a 25% discount on most Elsevier books, serials, references, textbooks 

and can also receive a 10% discount on multi-volume reference works. 

Take advantage today! www.elsevier.com/bookdiscounts 

HAVE QUESTIONS OR NEED ASSISTANCE? 
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For further assistance, please visit our Customer Support site where you search for solutions on a range 

of topics and find answers for frequently asked questions. You can also talk to our customer support 

team by hone 24 hours a day from Monday-Friday and 24/7 by live chat and email. 

Get started at > http://service.elseviercom 

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd I Privacy Policy http://www.elsevier.com/privacypolicy 

Elsevier Limited, The Boulevard, Langford Lane, Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 1GB, United Kingdom, 

Registration No. 1982084. This e-mail has been sent to you from Elsevier Ltd. To ensure delivery to your 

inbox (not bulk or junk folders), please add article_status@elseviercom to your address book or safe 

senders list. 

[T-13a-20151509] 

<JOBB26.pdf> 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 10/1/2019 9:07:10 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Two new Chinese Journals 
Safety & security in the age of synthetic biology-Ed-JBSBS 2019.pdf 

The editorial that Zhiming and I wrote was published in the Wuhan journal. A copy is attached just FYI. 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2019 7:00 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; 
Gerald T Keusch <keusch@bu.edu>; Greg Gray <gregory.gray@duke.edu>; Kenneth W. Bernard <kkbernard@comcast.net>; Kavita 
Berger <kberger@gryphonscientific.com>; John E. Lange <jlange@unfoundation.org> 
Subject: Two new Chinese Journals 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

All, 

Two new Chinese journals published their first issues recently. Biosafety and Health is from the China CDC and can be 
accessed from the email below. 

Biosafety and Biosecurity is from the Wuhan Inst of Virology and can be accessed from this web link. 
http://www.keaipublishing.com/en/journals/journal-of-biosafety-and-biosecurity/ 

dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Elsevier Journals" <stjnIsemarketincarinPAAPT_PrIm>
Subject: Invitation to submit your paper to open access journal Biosafety and Health 
Date: September 24, 2019 at 5:00:06 AM EDT 
To: davidrfranz omail.com 
Reply-To: stjnIsernarketing@elsevier.com 

open online version 
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Enjoy the first issue of Biosafety and 
Health and submit your research too 

We are proud to announce the first issue of open access journal, Biosafety and 

Health (BSHEAL). Below you can read a selection of articles which are immediately 

accessible and free to download. Should you be interested to submit your paper to 

BSHEAL, please find more information on our website. 

For a better world: Biosafety strategies to protect global health 

"Biological threats, whether naturally occurring, accidental, or deliberate in origin, 

can result in disasters that are regional, national, or even global in scope if not 

properly contained." [Read full Editorial] 

Intra-host Ebola viral adaption during human infection 

"Our data indicate that short stretches of T>C substitutions are part of the 

convergent evolution during the infection process of EVD patients, shedding light 

on the dynamic intra-host genomic variation of EBOV during the 2013-2016 

epidemic." [Read full article] 

Disinfection efficiency of positive pressure respiratory protective hood using 

fumigation sterilization cabinet 

"We have developed and described reliable disinfection equipment based on VHP, 

which not only achieves thorough disinfection, but also does not affect the material 

properties and protective properties of treated PPRPHs. Thus our study provides a 

universal solution for the reuse of respiratory protective equipment." [Read full 

article] 

Submit your paper for consideration and your article could be among those 

published in the next issues of Biosafety and Health. Read the full Guide for 

Authorsfor more information on the article types accepted in the journal and on how 

to make a submission. 

View first issue 
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Biosafety and Health is an open access journal. Find out more. 

How do you ensure you are submitting to a trusted journal? Visit Think-Check-Submit 

This message has been sent to davidrfranz@gmail.com from Elsevier Communications on behalf of Elsevier 
Journals. 
Elsevier B.V. Registered Office: Radarweg 29, 1043 NX Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Reg. No. 33158992 - 
Netherlands. VAT No. NL 005033019601. Copyright @ 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. I Elsevier Privacy 
Policy 
You are receiving this email using data supplied by Medlist International in the belief that it will be of interest to 
you. 

To amend your details or areas of interest, please click here 
If you wish to be removed from this list, please click here 
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Contents lists available at ScienceDirect 

Journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity 

NI FR journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/jobb 

lawn:41ot 
11.1notkrtyanil 
Stasn,purtry 

Editorial 

Safety and security in the age of synthetic biology 

ARTICLE INFO 

Article history: 
Available online xx 'az =ay 

Keywords: 
Synthetic biology 
Biosafety 
Biosecurity 
Institutional biosafety committees 
Leadership in science 

ABSTRACT 

Synthetic biology offers great potential for benefit to society, human health and agriculture: however, it 
also raises new concerns about safety and security. Application of established tools of biosafety and 
biosecurity along with strong individual and institutional leadership will help alleviate risks, but these 
may require refinement to address successfully the potential challenges of synthetic biology. 
Institutional biosafety committees (IBC) are key to providing institutional oversight and as technology 
evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology where many different specialized fields may play a 
role. Membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient knowledge and experience is avail-
able to evaluate projects and recognize potentially dangerous experiments. Recommendations regarding 
avian influenza gain of function studies may offer a valuable framework of points to consider relevant 
future studies involving synthetic biology. 
CO 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co.. Ltd. This is an open access article 

under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http:licrea Li ,/,:c0ro tool Is.orgi icei Isesi by-nc•

The rise of synthetic biology, employing novel techniques like 
gene editing, can create new biological pathways and even 
microbes not known to exist in nature. As we consider the safety 
and security challenges that may be associated with this rapidly 
advancing field, we should not ignore the proven tools that have 
kept scientists and society safe and secure for decades. These tools 
are biosafety and biosecurity, a set of biocontainment precautions 
that make it safe to manipulate dangerous biological agents in an 
enclosed laboratory facility, along with the physical security con-
trols that protect the research environment. In addition, equally 
critical are the fundamentals of individual leadership and institu-
tional oversight. Together, the pragmatic use of these tools and 
measures ensures that research on microbes, including the modifi-
cations of known microbes, or even the recreation of extinct patho-
gens or the de novo construction of a completely novel microbe 
remains safe and secure while allowing researchers the freedom 
necessary to advance life science for the benefit of society. These 
tools have evolved and improved to meet the changing demands 
of researchers, and they remain essential resources to control the 
dynamic landscape heralded by synthetic biology. Any attempt to 
mitigate against new risks associated with microbiological 
research will rely on this foundation; however, these tools may 
need additional refinement to address successfully all the potential 
challenges associated with synthetic biology. 

Biosafety: Ensuring that those working in microbiology are well 
prepared to work safely with microbes is essential. Such training is 
not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked when preparing 
budgets or scheduling projects, yet the risks of human error are 
arguably the greatest threat to the investigators, their laboratory 
and the community at large. Besides the physical biocontainment, 
a laboratory specific biosafety procedures manual and the associ-

ated training ensures that the entire workforce. from the individual 
investigators and staff to the animal care personnel and building 
maintenance and engineers understands and appreciates the need 
for mitigating risk through safe techniques for handling potentially 
dangerous microbes and associated equipment. In labs that work 
with dangerous pathogens, such individuals may receive formal 
training through academic coursework. This is often augmented 
by facility-specific safety orientation and perhaps followed by a 
period of mentorship provide by an experienced individual work-
ing side-by-side with the trainee. Unfortunately, such training 
may be a luxury in many programs, and novel approaches are 
needed to adapt and make available core biosafety training to 
everyone involved in synthetic biology. 

Biosecurity: Similarly, it is essential to ensure that the research 
enterprise operates with access controls and physical security 
and that a trusted workforce is implementing the studies as 
designed. In recent years, there has been a global proliferation of 
biocontainment laboratories. In most cases, these biocontainment 
facilities are well-designed and constructed to meet the modern 
demands of biosecurty. To ensure research and product develop-
ment conducted on dangerous pathogens occurs in a safe and 
secure environment, these facilities must have controlled access 
that limits admittance to only vetted persons. This ensures that 
only known individuals enter the facility and limits access to 
pathogens to only those who are essential and properly trained, 
thereby mitigating the risks of nefarious use of technology or 
pathogens. Some programs may also attempt to inventory quanti-
ties of pathogens: however, given that by their nature they repli-
cate easily, this measure has limited value in terms of security. 
Biosecurity in synthetic biology is largely dependent on the trusted 
workforce in the laboratory, and therefore a great deal of attention 

11). 0 (iij.joi>1).20 I i.08.(x) I 
2588-9338/0 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecoinmons.orgilicensesiby-nc-nd14.0/). 
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must be paid to a culture of safety, as well as careful personnel 
recruitment, background screenings, and adherence to strict poli-
cies and procedures regarding laboratory access. 

Leadership: Enhancing physical security is relatively easy: how-
ever, assuring that researchers and workers are reliable is more 
challenging. This requires that leaders manage the laboratory in 
full compliance with all regulations and safe management prac-
tices. know their team members well and ensure that an appropri-
ate safety and security culture pervades their institution. 
Leadership is a shared responsibility that involves engaging anyone 
with supervisory responsibility, be it a team leader, a principal 
investigator or the institution's director. 

Leadership in synthetic biology extends beyond the laboratory 
itself and ideally includes a second level, engagement by the bio-
tech industry and service providers. Commercial partners provide 
technical support and products such as oligonucleotides that may 
encode potentially pathogenic attributes or may be used to modify 
or construct a dangerous or extinct pathogen. Many commercial 
providers are part of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium 
(https:SigenesyntheAsk onsorlhomorgi) a group of gene synthesis 
companies that routinely screen requests and vet customers to 
ensure that requests for potentially dangerous sequences are care-
fully reviewed. They make it a practice to know their customers 
and their research needs. As this commercial sector expands glob-
ally. competition for market share and a desire to reduce costs may 
lead to less rigorous screening of requests, possibly resulting in 
greater availability of potentially dangerous sequences and a 
decrease in the industry's ability to maintain a familiarity between 
the gene synthesis providers and their customers. As synthetic 
biology activities expand, it will be important to sustain these best 
practices established by the gene synthesis industries to mitigate 
against possible misuse. 

Institutional oversight: As part of their leadership responsibili-
ties, laboratory directors, principal investigators and independent 
scientists provide direct oversight to their immediate staff. Many 
organizations have an additional formal review process that pro-
vides institutional oversight of research activities. This may come 
from an Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) or another com-
mittee with equivalent responsibilities. IBCs are a requirement 
for institutions receiving U.S. National Institutes of Health funding 
and they provide local review and oversight of research involving 
recombinant DNA studies (https://osp.od.mh.govIbiot•-- -hoologyi 
instautional•blosalety•corntnittees1). In China, the 1BCs play an 
increasing role in the oversight and biorisk assessment of novel 
techniques and experiments concerning the manipulation of 
pathogens and recombinant DNA, and only projects that pass a rig-
orous review can be implemented in the laboratory. These com-
mittees ensure that work conducted within a facility is done 
safely, securely, and in a responsible manner. Historically, this 
model has been instrumental in providing local institutional over-
sight of research activities and in establishing a national frame-
work for consistent conduct of nearly all forms of research 
involving recombinant studies or synthetic biology. 

However, globally, all institutions may not have an IBC, and 
those that do may face challenges in ensuring that their committee 
members represent a sufficiently broad array of technical skills 
necessary to provide effective oversight and perform an adequate 
risk assessment that is needed for many synthetic biology projects. 
As technology evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology 
where many different specialized fields may play a role, member-
ship of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient knowledge 
and experience is available to evaluate projects and recognize 
potentially dangerous experiments. 

Challenge and perspectives: One area of research that received 
considerable attention recently is gain of function studies, espe-
cially those investigations attempting to identify key molecular 

changes that might lead to efficient person-to-person transmission 
of avian influenza viruses. In the U.S.A., the National Science Advi-
sory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) considered the risks associated 
with gain of function studies, focusing especially on those studies 
that may hold potential to increase the virulence or transmissibil-
ity of a pathogen. After more than a year of careful consideration, 
the NSABB proposed the following points to be considered when 
reviewing the risk of planned gain-of-function experiments 
(Imps :flosp.od.nitt.goviwp • content/uploads/20 I 6106iNSABB_Finai_ 
Report...Rec. 0111111eTIChlt hation...Oversig ht „Proposed ...Gain... 
of_Fel nction • Research.pdf). 

Such research would be of special concern and warrant addi-
tional review if: 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and 
likely capable of wide and uncontrollable spread in human 
populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely 
to cause significant morbidity and/or mortality in humans. 

In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following princi-
ples be considered prior to initiating the study: 

• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifi-
cally meritorious 

• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise naturally 
• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to 

society are justified 
• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative meth-

ods to address the same scientific question. 
• The investigator and institution have demonstrated capacity 

and commitment to conduct the study safely and securely. 
• The results will be broadly shared to realize full potential 

benefits. 
• Management of risks and ongoing oversight will be in place 

throughout the course of the study. 
• The proposed research is ethically justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to 
meet the challenges of synthetic biology. Expertise that may be 
required includes a full understanding of biohazardous agents: bio-
logical containment structure and operations: care and use of lab-
oratory animals (or plants, if appropriate) in containment; the 
conduct of a comprehensive risk-benefit assessment: ethics: legal 
concerns as reflected in local, state and national laws; ecological 
considerations: and the potential public health impact of proposed 
investigations. Establishing an IBC that is competent in these many 
fields represents a significant challenge to program leadership. 

Many countries are relying on regulations targeting Genetically 
Modified Organisms to regulate synthetic biology (see: Imps:// 
wwwioc.gov/Iaw/he1p/vestrcflons•on • gmoslusa.php for relevant 
laws in the U.S.A.). As synthetic biology advances, these regulations 
may be insufficient to meet future oversight needs, given their 
focus only on known organisms. 

A path forward for countries and institutions engaged in 
research involving synthetic biology but lacking a framework for 
oversight might include ensuring that a solid foundation for train-
ing in biosafety is available, coupled with appropriate laboratory 
facilities where adequate biosecurity precautions are in place. 
Leaders at all levels should be expected to ensure that best safety 
and security practices are used in a culture of open and honest 
communication, and commercial suppliers of synthetic genes 
should screen requests and know their customers and their 
research. These attributes are already in place in many organiza-
tions working with highly-hazardous pathogens and may be easily 
refined to address the unique challenges of synthetic biology. The 
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greatest unmet need of many research organizations may be in 
having an adequately experienced institutional oversight capabil-
ity such as the IBC. If absent, one should be established. If present, 
it may be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and 
composition so that the diversity of technical skills and experience 
is available to help institutions ensure that their research in 
synthetic biology is done in a safe and secure manner that will 
ultimately benefit society. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 10:39 AM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu);Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: FW: Tracking Down the Origin of the Wuhan Coronavirus 
Attachments: Menachery_NatMed_2015_A SARS-like cluster of circulating bat coronaviruses shows 

potential for human emergence.pdf; Butler_Nature_2015_Engineered bat virus stirs 
debate over risky research _ Nature News & Comment.pdf 

Watch the video if you haven't seen it already. 

Jim 

From: Watts, Doug <dwatts2@utep.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 10:37 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FW: Tracking Down the Origin of the Wuhan Coronavirus 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim. 

I hope you and family are doing well in these troubling times, couldn't find your email address when I sent this 
information to others at UTMB — watch this video, certainly very ugly food for thought 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bXWGxhd7ic 

All the best and stay safe 

Doug 
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A SARS-like cluster of circulating bat coronaviruses 
shows potential for human emergence 
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Jessica A Plante', Rachel L Graham', Trevor Scobeyl, Xing-Yi Get Eric F Donaldson', Scott H Rande113,6, 
Antonio Lanzavecchia7, Wayne A Marasco", Zhengli-Li Shi4 & Ralph S Baricl'2
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The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and Middle East respiratory 
syndrome (MERS)-CoV underscores the threat of cross-species 
transmission events leading to outbreaks in humans. Here we 
examine the disease potential of a SARS-like virus, SHC014-
CoV, which is currently circulating in Chinese horseshoe bat 
populations'. Using the SARS-CoV reverse genetics system2, 
we generated and characterized a chimeric virus expressing 
the spike of bat coronavirus SHC014 in a mouse-adapted 
SARS-CoV backbone. The results indicate that group 2b 
viruses encoding the SHC014 spike in a wild-type backbone 
can efficiently use multiple orthologs of the SARS receptor 
human angiotensin converting enzyme II (ACE2), replicate 
efficiently in primary human airway cells and achieve in vitro 
titers equivalent to epidemic strains of SARS-CoV. Additionally, 
in vivo experiments demonstrate replication of the chimeric 
virus in mouse lung with notable pathogenesis. Evaluation of 
available SARS-based immune-therapeutic and prophylactic 
modalities revealed poor efficacy; both monoclonal antibody 

s. and vaccine approaches failed to neutralize and protect from 
infection with CoVs using the novel spike protein. On the basis 
of these findings, we synthetically re-derived an infectious 
full-length SHC014 recombinant virus and demonstrate robust 
viral replication both in vitro and in vivo. Our work suggests a 
potential risk of SARS-CoV re-emergence from viruses currently 
circulating in bat populations. 

The emergence of SARS-CoV heralded a new era in the cross-species 
transmission of severe respiratory illness with globalization leading to 
rapid spread around the world and massive economic impact3,4. Since 
then, several strains—including influenza A strains FISN1, H1N1 and 
H7N9 and MERS-Co V—have emerged from animal populations, 
causing considerable disease, mortality and economic hardship for 

the afflicted regions5. Although public health measures were able to 
stop the SARS-CoV outbreak4, recent metagenomics studies have 
identified sequences of closely related SARS-like viruses circulating 
in Chinese bat populations that may pose a future threatl>6. However, 
sequence data alone provides minimal insights to identify and prepare 
for future prepandemic viruses. Therefore, to examine the emergence 
potential (that is, the potential to infect humans) of circulating bat 
CoVs, we built a chimeric virus encoding a novel, zoonotic CoV spike 
protein—from the RsSHC014-CoV sequence that was isolated from 
Chinese horseshoe bats'—in the context of the SARS-CoV mouse-
adapted backbone. The hybrid virus allowed us to evaluate the ability 
of the novel spike protein to cause disease independently of other 
necessary adaptive mutations in its natural backbone. Using this 
approach, we characterized CoV infection mediated by the SHC014 
spike protein in primary human airway cells and in vivo, and tested 
the efficacy of available immune therapeutics against SHC014-CoV. 
Together, the strategy translates metagenomics data to help predict 
and prepare for future emergent viruses. 

The sequences of SHC014 and the related RsWIVI-CoV show that 
these CoVs are the closest relatives to the epidemic SARS-CoV strains 
(Fig. 140); however, there are important differences in the 14 resi-
dues that bind human ACE2, the receptor for SARS-CoV, including 
the five that are critical for host range; Y442, L472, N479, T487 and 
Y491 (ref. 7). In WIV1, three of these residues vary from the epidemic 
SARS-CoV Urbani strain, but they were not expected to alter binding 
to ACE2 (Supplementary Fig. la,b and Supplementary Table 1). 
This fact is confirmed by both pseudotyping experiments that meas-
ured the ability of lentiviruses encoding WIVI spike proteins to enter 
cells expressing human ACE2 (Supplementary Fig. 1) and by in vitro 
replication assays of WIVI-CoV (ref. 1). In contrast, 7 of 14 ACE2-
interaction residues in SHC014 are different from those in SARS-CoV, 
including all five residues critical for host range (Supplementary 
Fig. lc and Supplementary Table 1). These changes, coupled with 
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Figure 1 SARS-like viruses replicate in human airway cells and 
produce in vivo pathogenesis. (a) The full-length genome sequences 
of representative CoVs were aligned and phylogenetically mapped as 
described in the Online Methods. The scale bar represents nucleotide 
substitutions, with only bootstrap support above 70% being labeled. 
The tree shows CoVs divided into three distinct phylogenetic groups, 
defined as a-CoVs, P-CoVs and y-CoVs. Classical subgroup clusters are 
marked as 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d for the p-CoVs and as la and lb for the 
cc-CoVs. (b) Amino acid sequences of the Si domains of the spikes of 
representative p-CoVs of the 2b group, including SARS-CoV, were 
aligned and phylogenetically mapped. The scale bar represents amino 
acid substitutions. (c,d) Viral replication of SARS-CoV Urbani (black) 
and SHC014-MA15 (green) after infection of Calu-3 284 cells (c) or 
well-differentiated, primary air-liquid interface HAE cell cultures (d) 
at a multiplicity of infection (M01) of 0.01 for both cell types. Samples 
were collected at individual time points with biological replicates (n = 3) 
for both Calu-3 and HAE experiments. (e,f) Weight loss (n = 9 for 
SARS-CoV MA15; n = 16 for SHC014-MA15) (e) and viral replication 
in the lungs (n = 3 for SARS-CoV MA15; n = 4 for SHC014-MA15) (f) 
of 10-week-old BALB/c mice infected with 1 x 104 p.f.u. of mouse-
adapted SARS-CoV MA15 (black) or SHC014-MA15 (green) via the intranasal (in.) route. (g,h) Representative images of lung sections stained for 
SARS-CoV N antigen from mice infected with SARS-CoV MA15 (n = 3 mice) (g) or SHC014-MA15 (n = 4 mice) (h) are shown. For each graph, the 
center value represents the group mean, and the error bars define the s.e.m. Scale bars, 1 mm. 
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the failure of pseudotyped lentiviruses expressing the SHC014 spike 
to enter cells (Supplementary Fig. Id), suggested that the SHC014 
spike is unable to bind human ACE2. However, similar changes in 
related SARS-CoV strains had been reported to allow ACE2 bind-
ing7,8, suggesting that additional functional testing was required for 
verification. Therefore, we synthesized the SHC014 spike in the con-
text of the replication-competent, mouse-adapted SARS-CoV back-
bone (we hereafter refer to the chimeric CoV as SHC014-MA15) to 
maximize the opportunity for pathogenesis and vaccine studies in 
mice (Supplementary Fig. 2a). Despite predictions from both struc-
ture-based modeling and pseudotyping experiments, SHC014-MA15 
was viable and replicated to high titers in Vero cells (Supplementary 
Fig. 2b). Similarly to SARS, SHC014-MA15 also required a func-
tional ACE2 molecule for entry and could use human, civet and bat 
ACE2 orthologs (Supplementary Fig. 2c,d). To test the ability of the 
SHC014 spike to mediate infection of the human airway, we examined 
the sensitivity of the human epithelial airway cell line Calu-3 2B4 (ref. 
9) to infection and found robust SHC014-MA15 replication, compa-
rable to that of SARS-CoV Urbani (Fig. 1c). To extend these findings, 
primary human airway epithelial (HAE) cultures were infected and 
showed robust replication of both viruses (Fig. 1d). Together, the 
data confirm the ability of viruses with the SHC014 spike to infect 
human airway cells and underscore the potential threat of cross-spe-
cies transmission of SHC014-CoV. 

To evaluate the role of the SHC014 spike in mediating infection 
in vivo, we infected 10-week-old BALB/c mice with 104 plaque-
forming units (p.f.u.) of either SARS-MA15 or SHC014-MA15 
(Fig. le-h). Animals infected with SARS-MA15 experienced rapid 

weight loss and lethality by 4 d post infection (d.p.i.); in contrast, 
SHC014-MA15 infection produced substantial weight loss (10%) 
but no lethality in mice (Fig. le). Examination of viral replica-
tion revealed nearly equivalent viral titers from the lungs of mice 
infected with SARS-MA15 or SHC014-MA15 (Fig. If). Whereas 
lungs from the SARS-MA15-infected mice showed robust staining 
in both the terminal bronchioles and the lung parenchyma 2 d.p.i. 
(Fig. 1g), those of SHC014-MA15-infected mice showed reduced 
airway antigen staining (Fig. 1h); in contrast, no deficit in antigen 
staining was observed in the parenchyma or in the overall histology 
scoring, suggesting differential infection of lung tissue for SHC014-
MA15 (Supplementary Table 2). We next analyzed infection in 
more susceptible, aged (12-month-old) animals. SARS-MA15-
infected animals rapidly lost weight and succumbed to infection 
(Supplementary Fig. 3a,b). SHC014-MA15 infection induced robust 
and sustained weight loss, but had minimal lethality. Trends in the 
histology and antigen staining patterns that we observed in young 
mice were conserved in the older animals (Supplementary Table 3). 
We excluded the possibility that SHC014-MA15 was mediating 
infection through an alternative receptor on the basis of experiments 
using Ace2-1 mice, which did not show weight loss or antigen stain-
ing after SHC014-MA15 infection (Supplementary Fig. 4a,b and 
Supplementary Table 2). Together, the data indicate that viruses with 
the SHC014 spike are capable of inducing weight loss in mice in the 
context of a virulent CoV backbone. 

Given the preclinical efficacy of Ebola monoclonal antibody 
therapies, such as ZMApp 1°, we next sought to determine the 
efficacy of SARS-CoV monoclonal antibodies against infection with 
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Figure 2 SARS-CoV monoclonal antibodies 
have marginal efficacy against SARS-like CoVs. 
(a-d) Neutralization assays evaluating efficacy 
(measured as reduction in the number of 
plaques) of a panel of monoclonal antibodies, 
which were all originally generated against 
epidemic SARS-CoV, against infection of 
Vero cells with SARS-CoV Urbani (black) or 
SHC014-MA15 (green). The antibodies tested 
were fm6 (n = 3 for Urbani; n = 5 for SHC014-
mAi5)1 1,12 230.15 (n = 3 for Urbani; 
n = 2 for SHC014-MA15) (b), 227.15 (n = 3 for 
Urbani; n = 5 for SHC014-MA15) (c) and 109.8 
(n = 3 for Urbani; n = 2 for SHC014-MA15)13 (d). 
Each data point represents the group mean 
and error bars define the s.e.m. Note that the 
error bars in SARS-CoV Urbani-infected Vero 
cells in b,c are overlapped by the symbols and 
are not visible. 

SHC014-MA15. Four broadly neutralizing 
human monoclonal antibodies targeting 
SARS-CoV spike protein had been previously 
reported and are probable reagents for immu- Antibody concentration (pg/m1) 
notherapy11-13. We examined the effect of 
these antibodies on viral replication (expressed as percentage inhibi-
tion of viral replication) and found that whereas wild-type SARS-CoV 
Urbani was strongly neutralized by all four antibodies at relatively 
low antibody concentrations (Fig. 2a-d), neutralization varied for 
SHC014-MA15. Fm6, an antibody generated by phage display and 
escape mutants 11'12, achieved only background levels of inhibition 
of SHC014-MA15 replication (Fig. 2a). Similarly, antibodies 230.15 
and 227.14, which were derived from memory B cells of SARS-CoV-
infected patients", also failed to block SHC014-MA15 replication 
(Fig. 2b,c). For all three antibodies, differences between the SARS 
and SHC014 spike amino acid sequences corresponded to direct or 
adjacent residue changes found in SARS-CoV escape mutants (fm6 
N479R; 230.15 L443V; 227.14 K390Q/E), which probably explains 
the absence of the antibodies' neutralizing activity against SHC014. 
Finally, monoclonal antibody 109.8 was able to achieve 50% neutrali-
zation of SHC014-MA15, but only at high concentrations (10 ig/m1) 
(Fig. 2d). Together, the results demonstrate that broadly neutralizing 
antibodies against SARS-CoV may only have marginal efficacy against 
emergent SARS-like CoV strains such as SHC014. 

To evaluate the efficacy of existing vaccines against infection with 
SHC014-MA15, we vaccinated aged mice with double-inactivated 
whole SARS-CoV (DIV). Previous work showed that DIV could 
neutralize and protect young mice from challenge with a homolo-
gous virus14; however, the vaccine failed to protect aged animals in 
which augmented immune pathology was also observed, indicating 
the possibility of the animals being harmed because of the vaccina-
tion15. Here we found that DIV did not provide protection from chal-
lenge with SHC014-MA15 with regards to weight loss or viral titer 
(Supplementary Fig. 5a,b). Consistent with a previous report with 
other heterologous group 2b CoVs", serum from DIV-vaccinated, 
aged mice also failed to neutralize SHC014-MA15 (Supplementary 
Fig. Sc). Notably, DIV vaccination resulted in robust immune pathol-
ogy (Supplementary Table 4) and eosinophilia (Supplementary 
Fig. 5d-f). Together, these results confirm that the DIV vaccine would 
not be protective against infection with SHC014 and could possibly 
augment disease in the aged vaccinated group. 
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In contrast to vaccination of mice with DIV, the use of SHC014-
MA15 as a live, attenuated vaccine showed potential cross-protec-
tion against challenge with SARS-CoV, but the results have important 
caveats. We infected young mice with 104 p.f.u. of SHC014-MA15 and 
observed them for 28 d. We then challenged the mice with SARS-
MA15 at day 29 (Supplementary Fig. 6a). The prior infection of 
the mice with the high dose of SHC014-MA15 conferred protection 
against challenge with a lethal dose of SARS-MA15, although there 
was only a minimal SARS-CoV neutralization response from the 
antisera elicited 28 d after SHC014-MA15 infection (Supplementary 
Fig. 6b, 1:200). In the absence of a secondary antigen boost, 28 d.p.i. 
represents the expected peak of antibody titers and implies that there 
will be diminished protection against SARS-CoV over time ' 6,17. 
Similar results showing protection against challenge with a lethal dose 
of SARS-CoV were observed in aged BALB/c mice with respect to 
weight loss and viral replication (Supplementary Fig.6c,d). However, 
the SHC014-MA15 infection dose of 104 plu. induced >10% weight 
loss and lethality in some aged animals (Fig. I and Supplementary 
Fig. 3). We found that vaccination with a lower dose of SHC014-MA15 
(100 plu.), did not induce weight loss, but it also failed to protect aged 
animals from a SARS-MA15 lethal dose challenge (Supplementary 
Fig. 6cf). Together, the data suggest that SHC014-MA15 challenge 
may confer cross-protection against SARS-CoV through conserved 
epitopes, but the required dose induces pathogenesis and precludes 
use as an attenuated vaccine. 

Having established that the SHC014 spike has the ability to 
mediate infection of human cells and cause disease in mice, we next 
synthesized a full-length SHC014-CoV infectious clone based on the 
approach used for SARS-CoV (Fig. 3a)2. Replication in Vero cells 
revealed no deficit for SHC014-CoV relative to that for SARS-CoV 
(Fig. 3b); however, SHC014-CoV was significantly (P < 0.01) attenu-
ated in primary HAE cultures at both 24 and 48 h after infection 
(Fig. 3c). In vivo infection of mice demonstrated no significant 
weight loss but showed reduced viral replication in lungs of full-
length SHC014-CoV infection, as compared to SARS-CoV Urbani 
(Fig. 3d,e). Together, the results establish the viability of full-length 
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Figure 3 Full-length SHC014-CoV replicates in human airways but 
lacks the virulence of epidemic SARS-CoV. (a) Schematic of the 
SHC014-CoV molecular clone, which was synthesized as six 
contiguous cDNAs (designated SHC014A, SHC014B, SHC014C, 
SHC014D, SHC014E and SHC014F) flanked by unique Bgll sites 
that allowed for directed assembly of the full-length cDNA expressing 
open reading frames (for la, lb, spike, 3, envelope, matrix, 6-8 and 
nucleocapsid). Underlined nucleotides represent the overhang 
sequences formed after restriction enzyme cleavage. (b,c) Viral 
replication of SARS-CoV Urbani (black) or SHC014-CoV (green) after 
infection of Vero cells (b) or well-differentiated, primary air-liquid interface HAE cell cultures (c) at an MOI of 0.01. Samples were collected at 
individual time points with biological replicates (n = 3) for each group. Data represent one experiment for both Vero and HAE cells. (d,e) Weight loss 
(n = 3 for SARS-CoV MA15, n = 7 for SHC014-CoV; n = 6 for SARS-Urbani) (d) and viral replication in the lungs (n = 3 for SARS-Urbani and 
SHC014-CoV) (e) of 10-week-old BALB/c mice infected with 1 x 105 p.f.u. of SARS-CoV MA15 (gray), SHC014-CoV (green) or SARS-CoV Urban) 
(black) via the i.n. route. Each data point represents the group mean, and error bars define the s.e.m. **P< 0.01 and *P<*"  0.001 using two-tailed 
Student's t-test of individual time points. 
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SHC014-CoV, but suggest that further adaptation is required for its 

replication to be equivalent to that of epidemic SARS-CoV in human 
respiratory cells and in mice. 

During the SARS-CoV epidemic, links were quickly established 

between palm civets and the CoV strains that were detected in 
humans4. Building on this finding, the common emergence paradigm 

argues that epidemic SARS-CoV originated as a bat virus, jumped to 
civets and incorporated changes within the receptor-binding domain 

(RBD) to improve binding to civet Ace2 (ref. 18). Subsequent expo-
sure to people in live-animal markets permitted human infection with 

Figure 4 Emergence paradigms for 
coronaviruses. Coronavirus strains are 
maintained in quasi-species pools circulating 
in bat populations. (a,b) Traditional 
SARS-CoV emergence theories posit that host-
range mutants (red circle) represent random 
and rare occurrences that permit infection 
of alternative hosts. The secondary-host 
paradigm (a) argues that a nonhuman host is 
infected by a bat progenitor virus and, 
through adaptation, facilitates transmission 
to humans; subsequent replication in humans 
leads to the epidemic viral strain. The direct 
paradigm (b) suggests that transmission 
occurs between bats and humans without the 
requirement of an intermediate host; selection • 9 : 0 
then occurs in the human population with Recombinatio mpr 

•closely related viruses replicating in a secondary events 

host, permitting continued viral persistence and 

SARS-like viruses argue that the quasi-species Generalists: 

0 
receptor orthologs 

0 

pools maintain multiple viruses capable of 
infecting human cells without the need for • • Epidemic strain 

mutations (red circles). Although adaptations in 
secondary or human hosts may be required for 
epidemic emergence, if SHC014 spike—containing viruses recombined with virulent CoV backbones (circles with green outlines), then epidemic disease 

may be the result in humans. Existing data support elements of all three paradigms. 
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(Fig. 4a). However, phylogenetic analysis suggests that early human 
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strains18. Therefore, a second paradigm argues that direct bat-human 

transmission initiated SARS-CoV emergence and that palm civets 
served as a secondary host and reservoir for continued infection 
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both random and rare, reducing the likelihood of future emergence 
events in humans. 

Although our study does not invalidate the other emergence routes, 
it does argue for a third paradigm in which circulating bat CoV 
pools maintain 'poised' spike proteins that are capable of infecting 
humans without mutation or adaptation (Fig. 4c). This hypothesis is 
illustrated by the ability of a chimeric virus containing the SHC014 
spike in a SARS-CoV backbone to cause robust infection in both 
human airway cultures and in mice without RBD adaptation. Coupled 
with the observation of previously identified pathogenic CoV back-
bones3,2°, our results suggest that the starting materials required 
for SARS-like emergent strains are currently circulating in animal 
reservoirs. Notably, although full-length SHC014-CoV probably 
requires additional backbone adaption to mediate human disease, the 
documented high-frequency recombination events in CoV families 
underscores the possibility of future emergence and the need for 
further preparation. 

To date, genomics screens of animal populations have prima-
rily been used to identify novel viruses in outbreak settings21. The 
approach here extends these data sets to examine questions of viral 
emergence and therapeutic efficacy. We consider viruses with the 
SHC014 spike a potential threat owing to their ability to replicate in 
primary human airway cultures, the best available model for human 
disease. In addition, the observed pathogenesis in mice indicates a 
capacity for SHC014-containing viruses to cause disease in mamma-
lian models, without RBD adaptation. Notably, differential tropism 
in the lung as compared to that with SARS-MA15 and attenuation 
of full-length SHC014-CoV in HAE cultures relative to SARS-CoV 
Urbani suggest that factors beyond ACE2 binding—including spike 
processivity, receptor bio-availability or antagonism of the host 
immune responses—may contribute to emergence. However, further 
testing in nonhuman primates is required to translate these finding 
into pathogenic potential in humans. Importantly, the failure of 
available therapeutics defines a critical need for further study and 
for the development of treatments. With this knowledge, surveil-
lance programs, diagnostic reagents and effective treatments can 
be produced that are protective against the emergence of group 
2b-specific CoVs> such as SHC014, and these can be applied to other 
CoV branches that maintain similarly heterogeneous pools. 

In addition to offering preparation against future emerging 
viruses, this approach must be considered in the context of the 
US government-mandated pause on gain-of-function (GOF) 
studies22. On the basis of previous models of emergence (Fig. 4a,b), 
the creation of chimeric viruses such as SHC014-MA15 was not 
expected to increase pathogenicity. Although SHC014-MA15 is 
attenuated relative to its parental mouse-adapted SARS-CoV, simi-
lar studies examining the pathogenicity of CoVs with the wild-type 
Urbani spike within the MA15 backbone showed no weight loss in 
mice and reduced viral replication23. Thus, relative to the Urbani 
spike-MA15 CoV, SHC014-MA15 shows a gain in pathogenesis 
(Fig. 1). On the basis of these findings, scientific review panels may 
deem similar studies building chimeric viruses based on circulating 
strains too risky to pursue, as increased pathogenicity in mammalian 
models cannot be excluded. Coupled with restrictions on mouse-
adapted strains and the development of monoclonal antibodies using 
escape mutants, research into CoV emergence and therapeutic effi-
cacy may be severely limited moving forward. Together, these data 
and restrictions represent a crossroads of GOF research concerns; 
the potential to prepare for and mitigate future outbreaks must be 
weighed against the risk of creating more dangerous pathogens. 

In developing policies moving forward, it is important to consider 
the value of the data generated by these studies and whether these 
types of chimeric virus studies warrant further investigation versus 
the inherent risks involved. 

Overall, our approach has used metagenomics data to identify a 
potential threat posed by the circulating bat SARS-like CoV SHC014. 
Because of the ability of chimeric SHC014 viruses to replicate in 
human airway cultures, cause pathogenesis in vivo and escape cur-
rent therapeutics, there is a need for both surveillance and improved 
therapeutics against circulating SARS-like viruses. Our approach also 
unlocks the use of metagenomics data to predict viral emergence and 
to apply this knowledge in preparing to treat future emerging virus 
infections. 

METHODS 
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper. 

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper. 
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ONLINE METHODS 
Viruses, cells, in vitro infection and plaque assays. Wild-type SARS-CoV 
(Urbani), mouse-adapted SARS-CoV (MA15) and chimeric SARS-like CoVs 
were cultured on Vero E6 cells (obtained from United States Army Medical 
Research Institute of Infectious Diseases), grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's 
medium (DMEM) (Gibco, CA) and 5% fetal clone serum (FCS) (Hyclone, 
South Logan, UT) along with antibiotic/antimycotic (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA). 
DBT cells (Baric laboratory, source unknown) expressing ACE2 orthologs have 
been previously described for both human and civet; bat Ace2 sequence was 
based on that from Rhinolophus leschenaulti, and DBT cells expressing bat 
Ace2 were established as described previously8. Pseudotyping experiments 
were similar to those using an HIV-based pseudovirus, prepared as previously 
described°, and examined on HeLa cells (Wuhan Institute of Virology) that 
expressed ACE2 orthologs. HeLa cells were grown in minimal essential medium 
(MEM) (Gibco, CA) supplemented with 10% FCS (Gibco, CA) as previously 
described". Growth curves in Vero E6, DBT, Calu-3 2B4 and primary human 
airway epithelial cells were performed as previously described8,25. None of the 
working cell line stocks were authenticated or tested for mycoplasma recently, 
although the original seed stocks used to create the working stocks are free from 
contamination. Human lungs for HAE cultures were procured under University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Institutional Review Board-approved proto-
cols. HAE cultures represent highly differentiated human airway epithelium 
containing ciliated and non-ciliated epithelial cells as well as goblet cells. 
The cultures are also grown on an air-liquid interface for several weeks before 
use, as previously described". Briefly, cells were washed with PBS and inocu-
lated with virus or mock-diluted in PBS for 40 min at 37 C. After inoculation, 
cells were washed three times and fresh medium was added to signify time '0'. 
Three or more biological replicates were harvested at each described time point. 
No blinding was used in any sample collections nor were samples randomized. 
All virus cultivation was performed in a biosafety level (BSL) 3 laboratory with 
redundant fans in the biosafety cabinets, as described previously by our group2. 
All personnel wore powered air purifying respirators (Breathe Easy, 3M) with 
Tyvek suits, aprons and booties and were double-gloved. 

Sequence clustering and structural modeling. The full-length genomic 
sequences and the amino acid sequences of the Si domains of the spike of rep-
resentative CoVs were downloaded from Genbank or Pathosystems Resource 
Integration Center (PATRIC), aligned with ClustalX and phylogenetically 
compared by using maximum likelihood estimation using 100 bootstraps or 
by using the PhyML (https://code.google.corn/p/phym1/) package, respectively. 
The tree was generated using maximum likelihood with the PhyML package. 
The scale bar represents nucleotide substitutions. Only nodes with bootstrap 
support above 70% are labeled. The tree shows that CoVs are divided into 
three distinct phylogenetic groups defined as a-CoVs, 13-Co Vs and 7-CoVs. 
Classical subgroup clusters are marked as 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d for 13-CoVs, and 
la and lb for the a-CoVs. Structural models were generated using Modeller 
(Max Planck Institute Bioinformatics Toolkit) to generate homology models 
for SHC014 and Rs3367 of the SARS FLBD in complex with ACE2 based on 
crystal structure 2AJF (Protein Data Bank). Homology models were visualized 
and manipulated in MacPyMol (version 1.3). 

Construction of SARS-like chimeric viruses. Both wild-type and chimeric 
viruses were derived from either SARS-CoV Urbani or the correspond-
ing mouse-adapted (SARS-CoV MA15) infectious clone (ic) as previously 
described22. Plasmids containing spike sequences for SHC014 were extracted 
by restriction digest and ligated into the E and F plasmid of the MA15 infec-
tious clone. The clone was designed and purchased from Bio Basic as six 
contiguous cDNAs using published sequences flanked by unique class II 
restriction endonuclease sites (Bg11). Thereafter, plasmids containing wild-
type, chimeric SARS-CoV and SHC014-CoV genome fragments were ampli-
fied, excised, ligated and purified. In vitro transcription reactions were then 
preformed to synthesize full-length genomic RNA, which was transfected into 
Vero E6 cells as previously described2. The medium from transfected cells was 
harvested and served as seed stocks for subsequent experiments. Chimeric and 
full-length viruses were confirmed by sequence analysis before use in these 

studies. Synthetic construction of chimeric mutant and full-length SHC014-
CoV was approved by the University of North Carolina Institutional Biosafety 
Committee and the Dual Use Research of Concern committee. 

Ethics statement. This study was carried out in accordance with the recom-
mendations for the care and use of animals by the Office of Laboratory Animal 
Welfare (OLAW), NIH. The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
(IACUC) of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC, Permit 
Number A-3410-01) approved the animal study protocol (IACUC #13-033) 
used in these studies. 

Mice and in vivo infection. Female, 10-week-old and 12-month-old BALB/ 
cAnNHsD mice were ordered from Harlan Laboratories. Mouse infections 
were done as previously described". Briefly, animals were brought into a 
BSL3 laboratory and allowed to acclimate for 1 week before infection. For 
infection and live-attenuated virus vaccination, mice were anesthetized with a 
mixture of ketamine and icylazine and infected intranasally, when challenged, 
with 50 µI of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) or diluted virus with three or 
four mice per time point, per infection group per dose as described in the 
figure legends. For individual mice, notations for infection including failure 
to inhale the entire dose, bubbling of inoculum from the nose, or infection 
through the mouth may have led to exclusion of mouse data at the discre-
tion of the researcher; post-infection, no other pre-established exclusion or 
inclusion criteria are defined. No blinding was used in any animal experi-
ments, and animals were not randomized. For vaccination, young and aged 
mice were vaccinated by footpad injection with a 20+1 volume of either 0.2 jig 
of double-inactivated SARS-CoV vaccine with alum or mock PBS; mice 
were then boosted with the same regimen 22 d later and challenged 21 d 
thereafter. For all groups, as per protocol, animals were monitored daily for 
clinical signs of disease (hunching, ruffled fur and reduced activity) for the 
duration of the experiment. Weight loss was monitored daily for the first 
7 d, after which weight monitoring continued until the animals recovered 
to their initial starting weight or displayed weight gain continuously for 3 d. 
All mice that lost greater than 20% of their starting body weight were ground-
fed and further monitored multiple times per day as long as they were under 
the 20% cutoff. Mice that lost greater than 30% of their starting body weight 
were immediately sacrificed as per protocol. Any mouse deemed to be mori-
bund or unlikely to recover was also humanely sacrificed at the discretion 
of the researcher. Euthanasia was performed using an isoflurane overdose 
and death was confirmed by cervical dislocation. All mouse studies were 
performed at the University of North Carolina (Animal Welfare Assurance 
#A3410-0 I) using protocols approved by the UNC Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee (IACUC). 

Histological analysis. The left lung was removed and submerged in 10% 
buffered formalin (Fisher) without inflation for 1 week. Tissues were embed-
ded in paraffin and 5-lim sections were prepared by the UNC Lineberger 
Comprehensive Cancer Center histopathology core facility. To determine 
the extent of antigen staining, sections were stained for viral antigen using 
a commercially available polyclonal SARS-CoV anti-nucleocapsid antibody 
(Imgenex) and scored in a blinded manner by for staining of the airway 
and parenchyma as previously described". Images were captured using an 
Olympus BX41 microscope with an Olympus DP71 camera. 

Virus neutralization assays. Plaque reduction neutralization titer assays were 
performed with previously characterized antibodies against SARS-CoV, as 
previously described' 13. Briefly, neutralizing antibodies or serum was seri-
ally diluted twofold and incubated with 100 p.f.u. of the different infectious 
clone SARS-CoV strains for 1 h at 37 C. The virus and antibodies were then 
added to a 6-well plate with 5 x 105 Vero E6 cells/well with multiple replicates 
(n 2). After a 1-h incubation at 37 °C, cells were overlaid with 3 ml of 0.8% 
agarose in medium. Plates were incubated for 2 d at 37 °C, stained with neutral 
red for 3 h and plaques were counted. The percentage of plaque reduction 
was calculated as (1 - (no. of plaques with antibody/no. of plaques without 
antibody)) x 100. 
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NATURE I NEWS 

Engineered bat virus stirs debate over risky research 
Lab-made coronavirus related to SARS can infect human cells. 

Editors' note, March 2020: We are aware that this story is being used as the basis for unverified theories that the novel 

coronavirus causing COVID-19 was engineered. There is no evidence that this is true; scientists believe that an animal is the 

most likely source of the coronavirus. 

Declan Butler 

12 November 2015 

An experiment that created a hybrid version of a bat coronavirus — one related to the virus that causes SARS (severe acute 

respiratory syndrome) — has triggered renewed debate over whether engineering lab variants of viruses with possible 

pandemic potential is worth the risks. 

In an article published in Nature Medicinel on 9 November, scientists investigated a virus called SHC014, which is found in 

horseshoe bats in China. The researchers created a chimaeric virus, made up of a surface protein of SHC014 and the 

backbone of a SARS virus that had been adapted to grow in mice and to mimic human disease. The chimaera infected human 

airway cells — proving that the surface protein of SHC014 has the necessary structure to bind to a key receptor on the cells 

and to infect them. It also caused disease in mice, but did not kill them. 

Although almost all coronaviruses isolated from bats have not been able to bind to the key human receptor, SHC014 is not the 

first that can do so. In 2013, researchers reported this ability for the first time in a different coronavirus isolated from the same 

bat population2. 

The findings reinforce suspicions that bat coronaviruses capable of directly infecting humans 

(rather than first needing to evolve in an intermediate animal host) may be more common 

than previously thought, the researchers say. 

But other virologists question whether the information gleaned from the experiment justifies 

the potential risk. Although the extent of any risk is difficult to assess, Simon Wain-Hobson, a • US suspends risky 

virologist at the Pasteur Institute in Paris, points out that the researchers have created a disease research 

novel virus that "grows remarkably well" in human cells. "If the virus escaped, nobody could • Biosafety in the balance 

predict the trajectory," he says. 

Related stories 

• Viral-research 

moratorium called too 

broad 

Creation of a chimaera 

The argument is essentially a rerun of the debate over whether to allow lab research that increases the virulence, ease of 

spread or host range of dangerous pathogens — what is known as 'gain-of-function' research. In October 2014, the US 

government imposed a moratorium on federal funding of such research on the viruses that cause SARS, influenza and MERS 

(Middle East respiratory syndrome, a deadly disease caused by a virus that sporadically jumps from camels to people). 

The latest study was already under way before the US moratorium began, and the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

allowed it to proceed while it was under review by the agency, says Ralph Banc, an infectious-disease researcher at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, a co-author of the study. The NIH eventually concluded that the work was not so 

risky as to fall under the moratorium, he says. 
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But Wain-Hobson disapproves of the study because, he says, it provides little benefit, and reveals little about the risk that the 

wild SHC014 virus in bats poses to humans. 

Other experiments in the study show that the virus in wild bats would need to evolve to pose any threat to humans — a change 

that may never happen, although it cannot be ruled out. Baric and his team reconstructed the wild virus from its genome 

sequence and found that it grew poorly in human cell cultures and caused no significant disease in mice. 

"The only impact of this work is the creation, in a lab, of a new, non-natural risk," agrees Richard Ebright, a molecular biologist 

and biodefence expert at Rutgers University in Piscataway, New Jersey. Both Ebright and Wain-Hobson are long-standing 

critics of gain-of-function research. 

In their paper, the study authors also concede that funders may think twice about allowing such experiments in the future. 

"Scientific review panels may deem similar studies building chimeric viruses based on circulating strains too risky to pursue," 

they write, adding that discussion is needed as to "whether these types of chimeric virus studies warrant further investigation 

versus the inherent risks involved". 

Useful research 

But Baric and others say the research did have benefits. The study findings "move this virus from a candidate emerging 

pathogen to a clear and present danger", says Peter Daszak, who co-authored the 2013 paper. Daszak is president of the 

EcoHealth Alliance, an international network of scientists, headquartered in New York City, that samples viruses from animals 

and people in emerging-diseases hotspots across the globe. 

Studies testing hybrid viruses in human cell culture and animal models are limited in what they can say about the threat posed 

by a wild virus, Daszak agrees. But he argues that they can help indicate which pathogens should be prioritized for further 

research attention. 

Without the experiments, says Baric, the SHC014 virus would still be seen as not a threat. Previously, scientists had believed, 

on the basis of molecular modelling and other studies, that it should not be able to infect human cells. The latest work shows 

that the virus has already overcome critical barriers, such as being able to latch onto human receptors and efficiently infect 

human airway cells, he says. "I don't think you can ignore that." He plans to do further studies with the virus in non-human 

primates, which may yield data more relevant to humans. 

Nature doi:10.1038/nature.2015.18787 
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I totally don't understand the logic of how Gain of function is a dangerous experiment, when done in a well contained 

lab lead by responsible scientists. Even if we consider that this strain is dangerous (Apparently not) , people are 

questioning the authenticity of Bio-safety procedures. Labs have worked on Ebola recently and not a single outbreak 

has been reported which originated from lab. People are just obsessed with the wrong understanding of GOF (Gain of 

function) research. Go listen to all TVViV episodes 1. http://varuncnmicro.blogspot.in/2014/07/ferrets-are-not-

humans.html 2. http://www.twiv.tv/ 
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Safety and security in the age of synthetic biology 
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ABSTRACT 

Synthetic biology offers great potential for benefit to society, human health and agriculture: however, it 
also raises new concerns about safety and security. Application of established tools of biosafety and 
biosecurity along with strong individual and institutional leadership will help alleviate risks, but these 
may require refinement to address successfully the potential challenges of synthetic biology. 
Institutional biosafety committees (IBC) are key to providing institutional oversight and as technology 
evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology where many different specialized fields may play a 
role. Membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient knowledge and experience is avail-
able to evaluate projects and recognize potentially dangerous experiments. Recommendations regarding 
avian influenza gain of function studies may offer a valuable framework of points to consider relevant 
future studies involving synthetic biology. 
CO 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co.. Ltd. This is an open access article 

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http:licreativicorotoolis.orgilicelisesiby-ric•iidA0/). 

The rise of synthetic biology, employing novel techniques like 
gene editing, can create new biological pathways and even 
microbes not known to exist in nature. As we consider the safety 
and security challenges that may be associated with this rapidly 
advancing field, we should not ignore the proven tools that have 
kept scientists and society safe and secure for decades. These tools 
are biosafety and biosecurity, a set of biocontainment precautions 
that make it safe to manipulate dangerous biological agents in an 
enclosed laboratory facility, along with the physical security con-
trols that protect the research environment. In addition, equally 
critical are the fundamentals of individual leadership and institu-
tional oversight. Together, the pragmatic use of these tools and 
measures ensures that research on microbes, including the modifi-
cations of known microbes, or even the recreation of extinct patho-
gens or the de novo construction of a completely novel microbe 
remains safe and secure while allowing researchers the freedom 
necessary to advance life science for the benefit of society. These 
tools have evolved and improved to meet the changing demands 
of researchers, and they remain essential resources to control the 
dynamic landscape heralded by synthetic biology. Any attempt to 
mitigate against new risks associated with microbiological 
research will rely on this foundation; however, these tools may 
need additional refinement to address successfully all the potential 
challenges associated with synthetic biology. 

Biosafety: Ensuring that those working in microbiology are well 
prepared to work safely with microbes is essential. Such training is 
not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked when preparing 
budgets or scheduling projects, yet the risks of human error are 
arguably the greatest threat to the investigators, their laboratory 
and the community at large. Besides the physical biocontainment, 
a laboratory specific biosafety procedures manual and the associ-

ated training ensures that the entire workforce. from the individual 
investigators and staff to the animal care personnel and building 
maintenance and engineers understands and appreciates the need 
for mitigating risk through safe techniques for handling potentially 
dangerous microbes and associated equipment. In labs that work 
with dangerous pathogens, such individuals may receive formal 
training through academic coursework. This is often augmented 
by facility-specific safety orientation and perhaps followed by a 
period of mentorship provide by an experienced individual work-
ing side-by-side with the trainee. Unfortunately, such training 
may be a luxury in many programs, and novel approaches are 
needed to adapt and make available core biosafety training to 
everyone involved in synthetic biology. 

Biosecurity: Similarly, it is essential to ensure that the research 
enterprise operates with access controls and physical security 
and that a trusted workforce is implementing the studies as 
designed. In recent years, there has been a global proliferation of 
biocontainment laboratories. In most cases, these biocontainment 
facilities are well-designed and constructed to meet the modern 
demands of biosecurty. To ensure research and product develop-
ment conducted on dangerous pathogens occurs in a safe and 
secure environment, these facilities must have controlled access 
that limits admittance to only vetted persons. This ensures that 
only known individuals enter the facility and limits access to 
pathogens to only those who are essential and properly trained, 
thereby mitigating the risks of nefarious use of technology or 
pathogens. Some programs may also attempt to inventory quanti-
ties of pathogens: however, given that by their nature they repli-
cate easily, this measure has limited value in terms of security. 
Biosecurity in synthetic biology is largely dependent on the trusted 
workforce in the laboratory, and therefore a great deal of attention 
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must be paid to a culture of safety, as well as careful personnel 
recruitment, background screenings, and adherence to strict poli-
cies and procedures regarding laboratory access. 

Leadership: Enhancing physical security is relatively easy: how-
ever, assuring that researchers and workers are reliable is more 
challenging. This requires that leaders manage the laboratory in 
full compliance with all regulations and safe management prac-
tices. know their team members well and ensure that an appropri-
ate safety and security culture pervades their institution. 
Leadership is a shared responsibility that involves engaging anyone 
with supervisory responsibility, be it a team leader, a principal 
investigator or the institution's director. 

Leadership in synthetic biology extends beyond the laboratory 
itself and ideally includes a second level, engagement by the bio-
tech industry and service providers. Commercial partners provide 
technical support and products such as oligonucleotides that may 
encode potentially pathogenic attributes or may be used to modify 
or construct a dangerous or extinct pathogen. Many commercial 
providers are part of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium 
(https:SigenesyntheAsk onsorlhomorgi) a group of gene synthesis 
companies that routinely screen requests and vet customers to 
ensure that requests for potentially dangerous sequences are care-
fully reviewed. They make it a practice to know their customers 
and their research needs. As this commercial sector expands glob-
ally. competition for market share and a desire to reduce costs may 
lead to less rigorous screening of requests, possibly resulting in 
greater availability of potentially dangerous sequences and a 
decrease in the industry's ability to maintain a familiarity between 
the gene synthesis providers and their customers. As synthetic 
biology activities expand, it will be important to sustain these best 
practices established by the gene synthesis industries to mitigate 
against possible misuse. 

Institutional oversight: As part of their leadership responsibili-
ties, laboratory directors, principal investigators and independent 
scientists provide direct oversight to their immediate staff. Many 
organizations have an additional formal review process that pro-
vides institutional oversight of research activities. This may come 
from an Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) or another com-
mittee with equivalent responsibilities. IBCs are a requirement 
for institutions receiving U.S. National Institutes of Health funding 
and they provide local review and oversight of research involving 
recombinant DNA studies (https://osp.od.mh.govIbiot•-- -hoologyi 
instautional•blosalety•corntnittees1). In China, the 1BCs play an 
increasing role in the oversight and biorisk assessment of novel 
techniques and experiments concerning the manipulation of 
pathogens and recombinant DNA, and only projects that pass a rig-
orous review can be implemented in the laboratory. These com-
mittees ensure that work conducted within a facility is done 
safely, securely, and in a responsible manner. Historically, this 
model has been instrumental in providing local institutional over-
sight of research activities and in establishing a national frame-
work for consistent conduct of nearly all forms of research 
involving recombinant studies or synthetic biology. 

However, globally, all institutions may not have an IBC, and 
those that do may face challenges in ensuring that their committee 
members represent a sufficiently broad array of technical skills 
necessary to provide effective oversight and perform an adequate 
risk assessment that is needed for many synthetic biology projects. 
As technology evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology 
where many different specialized fields may play a role, member-
ship of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient knowledge 
and experience is available to evaluate projects and recognize 
potentially dangerous experiments. 

Challenge and perspectives: One area of research that received 
considerable attention recently is gain of function studies, espe-
cially those investigations attempting to identify key molecular 

changes that might lead to efficient person-to-person transmission 
of avian influenza viruses. In the U.S.A., the National Science Advi-
sory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) considered the risks associated 
with gain of function studies, focusing especially on those studies 
that may hold potential to increase the virulence or transmissibil-
ity of a pathogen. After more than a year of careful consideration, 
the NSABB proposed the following points to be considered when 
reviewing the risk of planned gain-of-function experiments 
(Imps :flosp.od.nitt.goviwp • content/uploads/20 I 6106iNSABB_Finai_ 
Report...R cc 0111111eTIChlt hation...Oversig ht „Proposed ...Gain... 
of_Fel nction • Research.pdf). 

Such research would be of special concern and warrant addi-
tional review if: 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and 
likely capable of wide and uncontrollable spread in human 
populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely 
to cause significant morbidity and/or mortality in humans. 

In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following princi-
ples be considered prior to initiating the study: 

• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifi-
cally meritorious 

• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise naturally 
• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to 

society are justified 
• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative meth-

ods to address the same scientific question. 
• The investigator and institution have demonstrated capacity 

and commitment to conduct the study safely and securely. 
• The results will be broadly shared to realize full potential 

benefits. 
• Management of risks and ongoing oversight will be in place 

throughout the course of the study. 
• The proposed research is ethically justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to 
meet the challenges of synthetic biology. Expertise that may be 
required includes a full understanding of biohazardous agents: bio-
logical containment structure and operations: care and use of lab-
oratory animals (or plants, if appropriate) in containment; the 
conduct of a comprehensive risk-benefit assessment: ethics: legal 
concerns as reflected in local, state and national laws; ecological 
considerations: and the potential public health impact of proposed 
investigations. Establishing an IBC that is competent in these many 
fields represents a significant challenge to program leadership. 

Many countries are relying on regulations targeting Genetically 
Modified Organisms to regulate synthetic biology (see: Imps:// 
www.locgovi pirestrict Ions.•On • gmoslusa.php for relevant 
laws in the U.S.A.). As synthetic biology advances, these regulations 
may be insufficient to meet future oversight needs, given their 
focus only on known organisms. 

A path forward for countries and institutions engaged in 
research involving synthetic biology but lacking a framework for 
oversight might include ensuring that a solid foundation for train-
ing in biosafety is available, coupled with appropriate laboratory 
facilities where adequate biosecurity precautions are in place. 
Leaders at all levels should be expected to ensure that best safety 
and security practices are used in a culture of open and honest 
communication, and commercial suppliers of synthetic genes 
should screen requests and know their customers and their 
research. These attributes are already in place in many organiza-
tions working with highly-hazardous pathogens and may be easily 
refined to address the unique challenges of synthetic biology. The 
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greatest unmet need of many research organizations may be in 
having an adequately experienced institutional oversight capabil-
ity such as the IBC. If absent, one should be established. If present, 
it may be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and 
composition so that the diversity of technical skills and experience 
is available to help institutions ensure that their research in 
synthetic biology is done in a safe and secure manner that will 
ultimately benefit society. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 9:35 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah;'Daye Franz';Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

Thanks Ben. The specific accomplishments that would be shared are an infectious done of the new coronavirus and a 
reporter virus labeled with luciferase (or GFP) that allows rapid neutralization testing that could be applied to vaccine 
development or epidemiological studies. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 9:22 AM 
To: 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Jim's lab has developed some technology that would be very useful for studying the virus and combating the outbreak 
and Dr. Shi would like to use it. He is curious about the politics around sharing it. 

Do you have time to briefly talk on the phone early this afternoon? If so would 1 PM ET or 2 PM ET work for you? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <figriffi6(roihmi.edu>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <pgggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' < .,s.,hi(4)LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranzE9gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

Ben - Thanks - good idea and nice summary! 
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I just returned from the US-Japan CMSP Emerging Viral Diseases meeting in Bangkok - lots of masks and 
thermal screening and a few talks by Skype, but no real problems. Apparently, we were the only meeting that 
wasn't cancelled, but considering the topic, we thought that it was important to carry on and added several 
talks on CoV19. 

The Thais seem to be handling it well so far and I'm back without infection or quarantine. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:22 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <pfshiRLITMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' <iwlecluc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

When I was preparing to brief a group at State three weeks ago on the NASEM China bio dialogue and NASEM efforts to get isolates 
to UTMB (your letter) I noticed Dr. Zhengli Shi's extraordinary predictions re the ongoing COVID-19 epidemic. I thought it would be 
useful to highlight her contributions to the dialogue meetings so with Nicole Cervenka's help we pulled a memo together detailing 
what she said. 

No plans for distribution (and due to the political sensitivity of the ongoing epidemic it should probably not be distributed beyond 
NASEM) but we thought it would be useful to have for future reference. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLEDUC] 

Sent: 2/27/2020 5:28:35 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu] 
CC: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

I spoke with Pei-Yong and understand the situation. We should discuss after Diane and Peggy have a chance to review. 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:58 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmailcom>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I agree with Ben. Maybe connect with him by phone. There's more context. 
Micah 

On Feb 27, 2020, at 10:45 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

OK. Unfortunately, P-Y is out today but I'll check with him tomorrow. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:42 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Bill Broad is as serious a reporter as there is on international security. However I would feel very uncomfortable sharing 
this summary with him. 

Pei-Yong has some info that he should share with you. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:35 AM 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

I have been contacted by Bill Broad of the NT!' several times as he is developing a story on the role of the Wuhan lab in 
all this. What do you think of sharing the summary Ben prepared with him? We could set conditions on use as 
appropriate. Pasted below is an early inquiry from him and I have since spoken to him as well. He seems to be a serious 
reporter. 

Thanks, Jim 

William J. Broad 

1<image001 Pg> 

Science Department 

620 8th Avenue 
New York, NY, 10018 

My phone: 212-556-7144 

My articles: 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/b/william j broad/index.html 

<OSTP Coronavirus Request to NASEM_02.06.2020.pdf> 
<NASEM Response to OSTP re Coronavirus_February 6, 2020.pdf> 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:28 AM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave and Jim, 

Thanks for your notes. I trust that the text and descriptions of her scientific work is accurate from your perspective? I am 
waiting on comments from Katie Bowman and then will send this along to Diane and Peggy (and cc you all). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

I just read it as well. At my level of understanding, it looks like you did a nice technical job of digesting her ppt 
sets. I don't know where we, US, would have learned the details of her insights and understanding of the 
viruses and the ecology without those meetings. Individual scientists, possibly from EcoHlth etc, and, of course 
pubs, might have, but our meetings brought this to the NAS enterprise and thus the greater US science 
enterprise. Agree with Jim, Dave 

On Feb 27, 2020, at 10:04 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleducAUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Ben, thanks so much for pulling this information together. This is really a nice summary of Dr Shi's 
brilliant work and dearly demonstrates the value of the dialogue that we have hosted. Please do send 
forward to Peggy and Diane. We should discuss how best to use this information to everyone's 
advantage. Let me know how I can help. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 8:02 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

No not requested, I briefed a group at state two weeks ago on NAS China bio dialogue and NAS 
efforts to get isolates to utmb (the letter) and noticed her extraordinary predictions while 
reviewing memos and putting briefing material together. Thought it would be useful to 
highlight. 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 8:44 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 
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Hi Ben and thanks, I will read tomorrow. Can you give us a little more 
background? Was this requested by someone or did you guys just think it would 
be good information to highlight our efforts over the years? dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 7:02 PM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

We put together a memo detailing Zhengli Shi's contributions during our 
dialogue meetings related to COVID-19. Unfortunately her 
presentations now read as somewhat predictive. After you take a look I 
will send to Diane and Peggy. 

No plans for distribution but we thought it would be useful to have this 
complied for sponsors and other interested government folks. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Zhengli Shi's presentations at the NASEM U.S. China dialogue 
clean draft vl.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:45 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Daye Franz' 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

OK. Unfortunately, P-Y is out today but I'll check with him tomorrow. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:42 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Bill Broad is as serious a reporter as there is on international security. However I would feel very uncomfortable sharing 
this summary with him. 

Pei-Yong has some info that he should share with you. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:35 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

I have been contacted by Bill Broad of the NYT several times as he is developing a story on the role of the Wuhan lab in 
all this. What do you think of sharing the summary Ben prepared with him? We could set conditions on use as 
appropriate. Pasted below is an early inquiry from him and I have since spoken to him as well. He seems to be a serious 
reporter, 

Thanks, Jim 

William J. Broad 
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Science Department 

620 8th Avenue 
New York, NY, 10018 

My phone: 212-556-7144 

My articles: 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/b/williamj_broad/index.html 

<OSTP Coronavirus Request to NASEM 02.06.2020.pdf> 
<NASEM Response to OSTP re Coronavirus February 6, 2020.pdf> 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek©nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:28 AM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranzegmaii.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave and Jim, 

Thanks for your notes. I trust that the text and descriptions of her scientific work is accurate from your perspective? I am 
waiting on comments from Katie Bowman and then will send this along to Diane and Peggy (and cc you all). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi(FPUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

I just read it as well. At my level of understanding, it looks like you did a nice technical job of digesting her ppt 
sets. I don't know where we, US, would have learned the details of her insights and understanding of the 
viruses and the ecology without those meetings. Individual scientists, possibly from EcoHlth etc, and, of course 
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pubs, might have, but our meetings brought this to the NAS enterprise and thus the greater US science 
enterprise. Agree with Jim, Dave 

On Feb 27, 2020, at 10:04 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Ben, thanks so much for pulling this information together This is really a nice summary of Dr Shi's 
brilliant work and clearly demonstrates the value of the dialogue that we have hosted. Please do send 
forward to Peggy and Diane. We should discuss how best to use this information to everyone's 
advantage. Let me know how can help. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409- 789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.eclu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 8:02 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
< M OW e nth 1p S.edu> 

Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

No not requested, I briefed a group at state two weeks ago on NAS China bio dialogue and NAS 
efforts to get isolates to utmb (the letter) and noticed her extraordinary predictions while 
reviewing memos and putting briefing material together. Thought it would be useful to 
highlight. 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 8:44 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Ben and thanks, I will read tomorrow. Can you give us a little more 
background? Was this requested by someone or did you guys just think it would 
be good information to highlight our efforts over the years? dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 7:02 PM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 
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Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

We put together a memo detailing Zhengli Shi's contributions during our 
dialogue meetings related to COVID-19. Unfortunately her 
presentations now read as somewhat predictive. After you take a look I 
will send to Diane and Peggy. 

No plans for distribution but we thought it would be useful to have this 
complied for sponsors and other interested government folks. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Zhengli Shi's presentations at the NASEM U.S. China dialogue 
clean draft vl.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;David Franz 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

Ben, thanks so much for pulling this information together. This is really a nice summary of Dr Shi's brilliant work and 
clearly demonstrates the value of the dialogue that we have hosted. Please do send forward to Peggy and Diane. We 
should discuss how best to use this information to everyone's advantage. Let me know how can help. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(0 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 8:02 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

No not requested, I briefed a group at state two weeks ago on NAS China bio dialogue and NAS efforts to get 
isolates to utmb (the letter) and noticed her extraordinary predictions while reviewing memos and putting 
briefing material together. Thought it would be useful to highlight. 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 8:44 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Ben and thanks, I will read tomorrow. Can you give us a little more background? Was this 
requested by someone or did you guys just think it would be good information to highlight our 
efforts over the years? dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Feb 26, 2020, at 7:02 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

We put together a memo detailing Zhengli Shi's contributions during our dialogue 
meetings related to COVID-19. Unfortunately her presentations now read as somewhat 
predictive. After you take a look I will send to Diane and Peggy. 

No plans for distribution but we thought it would be useful to have this complied for 
sponsors and other interested government folks. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Zhengli Shi's presentations at the NASEM U.S. China dialogue clean draft 
vl.docx> 
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Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Organizer: 

NAS-CAS dialogue organizing meeting 
Zoom or Skype 

Thu 5/7/2020 7:00 PM 
Thu 5/7/2020 8:00 PM 

(none) 

LeDuc, James W. 

Zoom link: hqp_sd/nasem.zoom.us/i/93418637725?pwd-1._ _ _ _ 552.136 : 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: 552.136 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.,10.0mAis/j/93418637725?pw

Password: 1 552.1361 
552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: 552.136 
International Hkunbers available: https://nasem.zoormus/u/a5XnNiEND 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 4:42 PM 
To: 'David A Relman';'Baric, Ralph S';'Saif, Linda';'Perlman, Stanley';'Peter Daszak';'Harvey 

V. Fineberg';'Diane Griffin';'Peggy Hamburg';LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yang 

Cc: 'Frances Sharples';Lowenthal, Micah;"Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)';'Alison Andre';'Jennifer Ryan';Bowman, Katherine 

Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Information on how to join the planning call at 8:00 PM ET tomorrow, Thursday, May 7 is below: 

Zoom link: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pw0 552.136 
Meeting ID: 934 1863 7725 
Password: 552.13 1 

Please join by Zoom (but the call in phone number is below my email signature if you need it). Thank you again for 
agreeing to participate in the planned virtual dialogue meeting next week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Zoom meeting to discuss U.S. China dialogue 
Time: May 7, 2020 08:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/93418637725?pwd=1 552.136 

Password 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap 
US: +16513728299„93418637725# or +13017158592„93418637725# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) 
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US +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +16027530140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 
720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 9R4_1863 7725 
Password: 552.1361
Internationa nunbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/a5XnNJEND 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 6:15 PM 
To: 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'Perlman, Stanley' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'Peter Daszak' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; Harvey V. Fineberg 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
Jennifer Ryan <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19: planning discussion on May 7 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a virtual bilateral dialogue meeting between Chinese and American experts 
studying and fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. I am reaching out to you now so 1) the group is connected by email and 
2) to organize the planning teleconference for the American participants on May 7. The purpose of the May 7 discussion 
is to fill you in on the dialogue background, discuss the topics/questions (list in your invitation letter and attached) and 
issues we should probably avoid (origin questions, politics), logistics, and address any other questions or concerns you 
may have. 

We are proposing that this —1 hour discussion take place over Zoom at 8:00 PM ET on Thursday, May 7. If this time 
does not work for someone we could push the time up or back slightly. Please let me know. Also if Thursday evening is 
impossible I can brief you on the discussion over the phone sometime on Friday. 

Re the actually dialogue meeting with the Chinese group, as your invitation letter notes we have proposed that the 
dialogue meeting take place on the evenings of Monday, May 11th (to address the first set of bullet points) and Tuesday, 
May 12th (to ask/answer follow-up questions and address the second set of bullet points), at 9:00 PM ET for the 
Americans. George Gao has not yet let us know if these exact times work but we should hear back from him soon (the 
Chinese May day holidays end on the 5th). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 3:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan 
Attachments: Letter to CAS from Griffin and Hamburg for review.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dave and Jim, 

Sorry for the delay, was out of town for other work last week, I have attached a note for Diane and Peggy along with a 
revised latter. 

I wanted to make sure you are ok with the language in the letter and in the note before I send it to them for signature. I 
understand your rational for caution but would still like to try and formalize the relationship (reasons in the note) but 
toned down the sentence about it in the letter. Let me know what you think. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

*** 

Greetings Diane and Peggy, 

I have attached a letter detailing a request to hold a dialogue meeting in Wuhan, China between NASEM and the 
Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) in cooperation with the Wuhan National Institute of Virology (NIV) of the CAS. Yuan 
Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director of the NIV, is very supportive but has let us know that we need to send a formal 
letter to the President of CAS (as we done before the 2017 meeting in Wuhan) to get approval for the meeting. Zhiming 
says that the president is still Bai Chunli but this may have changed recently. 

More broadly (as Diane knows) we had hoped to hold a dialogue meeting with the of Kunming Institute of Medical 
Sciences, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) but the Kunming Institute leadership is unwilling to seek 
approval from CAMS to hold a bilateral with NASEM at this time. 

The letter includes details about the recent dialogue meetings and outlines the topics we plan to address at the next 
dialogue meeting. It also includes a proposal nothing that this dialogue meeting could be used to formalize the dialogue 
as a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM and CAS. I think it's the right time to propose this because it has taken 
many years to get to the point, after a long period of struggling unsuccessfully to organize meetings between CISAC and 
the Chinese Biological Scientists Group, we have now held several useful dialogue meetings between NASEM and CAS 
(with CCDC, CAAS and other institutions involved) and could use those to justify a more formal relationship, we are 
working with a committed group of Chinese scientists and leaders who recognize the importance of dialogue and 
communication that are tied formally to CAS (Zhiming, George Gao, others) who could serve on a Chinese organizing 
committee, the political relationship between the U.S. and China has started to affect ad hoc activities like these as well 
as the willingness of American scientists to travel to China and of Chinese scientists to travel to the U.S. without more 
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formal sanction. I wrote the text so that the CAS leadership could decline this part of the request if they do not think it is 
the right time to do this. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts on the letter, the meeting and the proposal to formalize the dialogue under 
NASEM and CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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RE: Proposed Chinese-U.S. dialogue meeting on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory 
Safety & Global Health Security in Wuhan, China 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President, Academician 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

We are writing to formally request your permission and support to hold the next in a series of China-
U.S. meetings on emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security co-convened by 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) and the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) in Wuhan, China in late 2019. 

Over the past several years, Dr. David Franz and Dr. James Le Duc have worked with Dr. Yuan Zhiming, 
Professor and Deputy Director, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS, and other Chinese officials to organize 
a series of meetings, a dialogue between experts designated by the CAS, China Center for Disease Control 
(CCDC), the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), and the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences and the NASEM. These dialogue meetings have been designed to allow scientists from China and 
the United States to share research findings, best practices, and lessons learned and to create collaborative 
partnerships in areas identified during the workshops. Meetings have been held in Beijing, Wuhan, 
Galveston, Texas and most recently the CAAS Veterinary Institute in Harbin, China. In addition to 
ourselves, participants have included esteemed senior Chinese and American Scientists, such as Gao Fu 
(CAS, CCDC, NAM), Yi Shi (CAS), Linda Saif (NAS), David Relman (NAM), Bu Zhigao, (CAAS), and 
many others. 

During the meeting in Harbin in January 2019, Dr. Le Duc and Dr. Yuan discussed holding a second 
dialogue meeting in the vicinity of Wuhan. Topics that are proposed for discussion at the meeting include: 
medical countermeasure development, especially advanced development of vaccines, therapeutics, and 
diagnostics; development and use of animal models of high-consequence diseases in biocontainment; host-
pathogen interactions; the special challenges associated with the conduct of regulated studies in 
biocontainment; response to disease outbreaks; risk assessment of gene editing and other advanced 
biotechnologies in pathogen research; appropriate institutional oversight of biosafety and biosecurity 
training and facilities operations; and vector-borne disease research. 

With your approval, NASEM and CAS will establish an informal joint organizing committee to plan the 
next dialogue meeting, invite workshop speakers and participants, and make workshop logistical 
arrangements. NASEM will pay the air, lodging, and ancillary costs of all the American participants and 
can contribute financial support for meeting costs in China, if necessary. 

The meeting could also be used to formalize, via memorandum of understanding and the appointment 
of a standing organizing committee of Chinese and American experts, the China-U.S. dialogue on the 
challenges of emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security as a regular, ongoing 
activity between our two organizations. 

China and the United States are world leaders in life science research and development, have large 
populations that may be susceptible to emerging infections, and are world leaders in public health and 
response to infectious disease. Both of our countries operate complex high biological containment 
laboratories that are critical to responding to outbreaks of especially dangerous pathogens. It is important 
to cooperate and discuss these and other key areas of interest and concern for our two countries and as the 
life sciences advance, continue to exchange best practices to ensure the safe and secure conduct of the life 
science enterprise going forward. We hope that you approve and will support this activity. 
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We look forward to your thoughts on the organization, content, and substance of the dialogue meeting, your 
thoughts on the proposal to formalize the dialogue and any other issues that you and your colleagues wish 
to address. 

Sincerely, 

Diane E. Griffin Margaret Hamburg 
Vice President, NAS Foreign secretary, NAM 

Additional points of contact: 
James Le Duc Ph.D. 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
jwleduc@_,utmb.edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
brusekgnas.edu 1.202.334.3975 
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From: LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLEDUC] 

Sent: 1/23/2020 9:20:12 PM 
To: Yuan Zhiming [yzm@whiov.cni 
CC: Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU]; brusek [BRusek@nas.edd David Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.com]; George F GAO 

[gaof@im.ac.cn]; mifangl [mifangl@hotmail.com] 
Subject: Re: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 

Wonderful news. This is the right decision at the right time. Let me know if we can help. 

Keep up the great work! Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2020, at 9:03 PM, Yuan Zhiming <yzm@wh.iov.cn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear all, 
Thanks for your suggestion and I do agree with you. I will try my best to promote the sharing of 
strain and experience betweet us and let you know later. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Date: 2020-01-22 23:56 
To: LeDuc, James W.; *VIA 
CC: Beniamin Rtsek (6RusekOnas.edu); Dave Franz  (davidrfranz@grnail.com); George F GAO; 
frilfang  Lianq 
Subject: RE: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 
I totally agree with Jim. The timing is critical here. 

• Peii-yoKg 
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From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 9:29 AM 

To: rt,L.,,HA <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; George F GAO <gaof@im.ac.cn>; 
Mifang hang <mifangl@hotmailcom>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 

Thanks Zhiming. You are in a very challenging position and doing a great job. I would 
however recommend that you organize and quickly implement a way to share reference 
isolates. With cases occurring outside China, others will soon have their own isolates and 
China will have lost the opportunity for leadership. And if scientific publications start 
appearing from Chinese investigators without the world having independent access to a 
strain, China will likely be heavily criticized. 

Keep up the good work 

Jim 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 22, 2020, at 6:30 AM, ;CV)] <yzm@wh.iov.cn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is 
safe. 

Dear Jim, 
Thanks for your information and your positive attitute to Chinese public 
health response system and the practice. We are still work hard the on the 
novel coronovirus and hope to get the help from your team. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

 JEMill5ft 
aftA:"LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

sinint2020-01-22 06:33:54 ( E) 
IMA: "Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)" <BRusek@nas.edu>,

"Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)" <davidrfranz@gmail.com>,
"Yuan Zhiming" <yzniPwhiov.en>, "George F GAO" <gacf@im.ac.cn>,
"Mifang hang" <rnifangl@hotmail.com>, "Shi, Pei yong" 
<peshi@UTMS.EDU>

Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 
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Ben Dave, Zhiming, George, Mifang and Pei-Yong 

The attached, slightly modified to include mention of the new case in 
Washington State, is scheduled to appear in Wednesday 22 Jan's 
Houston Chronicle. Note mention of the NASEM/CAS collaborations. 

Just FYI, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 6:30 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu);Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);George F 

GAO;Mifang Liang;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Re: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim, 
Thanks for your information and your positive attitute to Chinese public health response system and the practice. We 
are still work hard the on the novel coronovirus and hope to get the help from your team. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

fgteNq 
&ftA:"LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 

M± :2020-01-22 06:33:54 ( ME) 

.11k4A: "Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)" <BRusek@nas.edu>, "Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)" 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>, "Yuan Zhiming" <yzm@whiov.cn>, "George F GAO" <gaof@im.ac.cn>, "Mifang Liang" 
<mifangl@hotmail.com>, "Shi, Pei yong" <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 

kka: 
±E: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 

Ben, Dave, Zhiming, George, Mifang and Pei-Yong 

The attached, slightly modified to include mention of the new case in Washington State, is scheduled to appear in 
Wednesday 22 Jan's Houston Chronicle. Note mention of the NASEM/CAS collaborations. 

Just FYI, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com)';Shi, Pei yang 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 
Attachments: Letter to CAS re Wuhan from Griffin and Hamburg.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings Pei-yong, 

I have attached the letter. Dave and Jim do you have any final thoughts/edits? If not it is ok from my perspective. Pei-
yong is the plan for you to send this to Zhiming for review and then he will send to Chun Bai? Of should this come from 
NASEM directly? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 5:47 PM 
To: Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Cc: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Thanks for your notes about the letter, we will send it with your electronic signatures (I think we have them on file but 
will get back to you if we don't). And yes timing will be tight. 

Re Kunming and CAMs unwillingness to host, Pei-Yong (cced) may know more but our contact at Kunming noted that Dr. 
Qihan U, General Director of the Kunming Institute, is reluctant to seek permission from their Party Secretary (who 
makes the decision) noting that he is newly appointed from Beijing. We may have more luck at a later time. We have 
had Kunming lab scientists at most of the dialogue meetings so they are not reluctant to participate, I expect that some 
will join the Wuhan meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 7:49 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <figriffi6Pihmi.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) 
<davidrfranze9gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@Dnas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

I agree with Diane that this looks fine. Lays out good case for collaboration. 

I am puzzled by reluctance of Kunming Institute to approach CAMS about this. Do you understand why this 
might be? 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 25, 2019, at 6:54 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think this is a good idea and the letter looks fine to me. 
Depending on the rapidity of the response, it may be tough to get something organized by the 
end of the year, but it's worth a try. 

Diane 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 9:10:30 PM 
To: Diane Griffin; Hamburg, Margaret 
Cc: iwieduc@UTIVIB.EDUi Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.corn); Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU);
Lowenthal, Micah; Boright, John 
Subject: Letter to CAS to hold next dialogue meeting in Wuhan? 

Greetings Diane and Peggy, 

I have attached a letter detailing a request to hold a dialogue meeting in Wuhan, China between NASEM 
and the Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) in cooperation with the Wuhan National Institute of Virology 
(NIV) of the CAS. Yuan Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director of the NIV, is very supportive but has let 
us know that we need to send a formal letter to the President of CAS (as we did before the 2017 
meeting in Wuhan) to get approval for the meeting. (Zhiming says that the president is still Bai Chunli 
but this may have changed recently.) 

More broadly (as Diane knows) we had hoped to hold a dialogue meeting with the Kunming Institute of 
Medical Sciences, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) but the Kunming Institute leadership is 
unwilling to seek approval from CAMS to hold a bilateral with NASEM at this time. 

The letter includes details about the recent dialogue meetings and outlines the topics we plan to 
address at the next dialogue meeting. It also includes a proposal to use this meeting to formalize the 
dialogue as a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM and CAS. I think it's the right time to propose 
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this. It has taken many years to get to this point, after a long period of struggling unsuccessfully to 
organize meetings between CISAC and the Chinese Biological Scientists Group we have now held several 
useful, well attended dialogue meetings between NASEM and CAS (with CCDC, CAAS and other 
institutions involved) and could use those to justify a more formal relationship. We are working with a 
committed group of Chinese scientists and leaders that are tied formally to CAS (Zhiming, George Gao, 
others) who recognize the importance of dialogue and communication and who could serve on a 
Chinese organizing committee. In addition, the current political relationship between the U.S. and China 
has started to affect ad hoc activities like these as well as the willingness of American scientists to travel 
to China and of Chinese scientists to travel to the U.S. without more formal sanction. This climate 
only adds to the value of these technical dialogues and frank and open communication among 
expert colleagues from both sides. I should add that Jim and Dave did mention some concern about this 
being the right time to seek a formal agreement establishing a formal dialogue. Therefore, I have written 
the draft text so that the CAS leadership could decline this part of the request if they do not think it is 
appropriate or the right time to do this. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts on the letter, the meeting and the proposal to formalize the 
dialogue under NASEM and CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES ENGINEERING U MEDICINE 

RE: Proposed Chinese-U.S. dialogue meeting on the challenges of emerging infections, laboratory 
safety and global health security in Wuhan, China 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President, Academician 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

We are writing to formally request your permission and support to hold the next in a series of China-
U.S. meetings on emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security co-convened by 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) and the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) in Wuhan, China in late 2019 or early 2020. 

Over the past several years, Dr. James Le Duc, Dr. David Franz and other representatives of NASEM have 
worked with Dr. Yuan Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS, and 
other Chinese scientists to organize a series of meetings, now an informal dialogue, between experts 
designated by the CAS, China Center for Disease Control (CCDC), the Chinese Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences (CAAS), the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences and the NASEM. These dialogue meetings 
have been designed to allow scientists from China and the United States to share research findings, best 
practices, and lessons learned and to create collaborative partnerships in areas identified during the 
meetings. Meetings have been held in Beijing, Wuhan, Galveston, Texas and most recently the CAAS 
Veterinary Institute in Harbin, China. In addition to ourselves, participants have included esteemed senior 
Chinese and American Scientists, such as Gao Fu (CAS, CCDC, NAM), Yi Shi (CAS), Linda Saif (NAS), 
David Relman (NAM), Bu Zhigao, (CAAS), and many other experts. 

During the meeting in Harbin in January 2019, Dr. Le Duc and Dr. Yuan discussed holding a second 
dialogue meeting in the vicinity of Wuhan. Topics that are proposed for discussion at the meeting include: 
the special challenges associated with the conduct of regulated studies in biocontainment; response to 
disease outbreaks; risk assessment of gene editing and other advanced biotechnologies in pathogen 
research; appropriate institutional oversight of biosafety and biosecurity training and facilities operations; 
and vector-borne disease research. 

With your approval, NASEM and CAS will establish an informal joint organizing committee to plan the 
next dialogue meeting, invite speakers and participants, and make logistical arrangements. NASEM will 
pay the air, lodging, and ancillary costs of all the American participants and can contribute financial support 
for meeting costs in China, if necessary. 

This excellent series of meetings could also be used to formalize, via memorandum of understanding 
and the appointment of a standing organizing committee of Chinese and American experts The 
China-U.S. Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health 
Security as a regular, ongoing activity between our two organizations. 

China and the United States are world leaders in life science research and development, have large 
populations that may be susceptible to emerging infections, and are world leaders in public health and 
response to infectious disease. Both of our countries operate complex high biological containment 
laboratories that are critical to responding to outbreaks of especially dangerous pathogens. It is important 
to cooperate and regularly discuss these and other key areas of interest and concern for our two countries 
and as the life sciences advance, continue to exchange best practices to ensure the safe and secure conduct 
of the enterprise going forward. 
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We look forward to your thoughts on the organization, content, and substance of the dialogue meeting, the 
proposal to formalize dialogue and any other issues that you and your colleagues wish to address. 

Sincerely, 

Diane E. Griffin 
Vice President, NAS 

Additional points of contact: 

James Le Duc Ph.D. 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
jwleduc(&utmb.edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Margaret Hamburg 
Foreign secretary, NAM 

Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
brusekgnas.edit 1.202.334.3975 
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From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 1:18 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Subject: Re: Potential topics for discussion with Russian colleagues. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, You are probably right and it's certainly worth a try. I was probably trying to hard to assure they 
were willing to start a discussion. Sergey (from several years ago now) had me a little gun-shy about what we 
should try. . . . my sense is that they aren't reporting cases accurately so, similar to china, scientists might be 
muzzled regarding this pandemic right now. I will write Rita, copy Micah and ask about the 22nd. 

BTW, I've been pretty close to Phil's interpretation thus far. If someone credible would write something that 
happened before the Lancet paper's 1 Dec 'index case' I would breathe a sigh of relief for Zhengli. 

Will let you know what Micah and Rita have to say. Thanks, dave 

On Apr 10, 2020, at 2:03 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Dave. I don't know what to make of Rita's lack of engagement with us, especially if she is calling 
for an ID work group meeting in less than 2 weeks. 

If we have a dialogue with the Russians, I think we should focus on the current COVID-19 pandemic and 
raise a few serious scientific issues such as a strategy for vaccine development and production for a 
global need. I think that there is a lot we do not know about immunity to this virus and we need to be 
very careful as we design and test vaccines. We need to address the question of re-infection/re-
occurrence of illness. Is this an artifact of PCR testing or represent a real issue. 

Also, basic public health questions about how effective—or not —certain interventions have been and 
how sustainable they are. Contact tracing is the current big challenge and the question about individual 
rights to privacy versus society need to interrupt transmission in the context of cell phone GPS tracking 
and other modern tools that have been used in other parts of the world. 

There is also emerging information on genetic variability of the virus and what the impact might be on 
transmission and disease. 

Pasted below is a string of email between Phil Russell and me following his viewing of the video we 
discussed yesterday. Read from the bottom up. This is not going away--and it probably shouldn't. 

Happy Easter, 

m 
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I admire your desire to avoid an adversarial situation but the seem to be impossible with the Chinese 
communists. 

 Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducpUTMB.EDU>
To: I<pkrusselleaol.com>
Sent: Fri, Apr 10, 2020 9:11 am 
Subject: RE: Very scary. You must watch this 

I agree that it is certainly possible that a lab accident was the source of the epidemic and I also 
agree that we can't trust the Chinese government. I sent a rather detailed plan to investigate 
the possibility that the lab might have been the source of the outbreak to Zhiming Yuan early in 
the event, but never heard back from him. It's good that folks are pressing the issue, but we 
need to strike a balance such that we are not in an adversarial situation, That's why we have 
focused on the NAS-CAS linkage as an appropriate forum, 

From: pkrussell(a)aol.com <pkrussell aol.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. '. 1TMR E 
Subject: Re: Very scary. You must watch this 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 

I have no doubt that Zheng Li Shi is a brilliant scientist and very charming. That does not rule out the 
possibility that one of the many bat coronaviruses isolated in the Wuhan lab infected a technician who 
walked out the door. No need for engineering the virus. 
The flimsiness of the epidemiology pointing to the wet market, the absence of bats in the market, the 
failure to identify an intermediate animal host, the extraordinary measures taken by the Chinese 
government, including persecution and probable killing of two brave physicians, to cover up the outbreak, 
the steps taken to silence the laboratory personnel,. the change in leadership of the lab, all point to the 
lab as the source of the outbreak. 

This reminds me of the efforts by Matt Messelson and many colleagues to coverup up the Sverdeslosk 
anthrax outbreak. They succeeded for many years aided and abetted by many in academia until Ken 
Alibek defected and the truth came out. 

I bought the wet market story for months but now am very skeptical of anything information coming from 
the Chinese government. 

Phil 

 Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducpUTMB.EDU>
To: p ru SS e () CO M <pk russelip aol.com> 
Sent: Thu, Apr 9, 2020 4:06 pm 
Subject: RE: Very scary. You must watch this 
Yes, just received the link this morning from Doug Watts. I don't believe that the virus 
originated from the lab in Wuhan and I think the attached paper makes a strong argument that it 
came from nature, a conclusion with which I concur„ 

We have been working with Zheng Li Shi through a dialogue established between the US 
National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Dr Shi has presented at 
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each of these meetings starting with the first in Beijing in 2015, and her message has 
consistently been that these bat coronaviruses hold the ability to infect humans through the 
hACE2 receptor. She's a very talented scientist and a charming person. Our meetings have 
included Ralph Baric and Linda Saif, two of the premier coronavirologist in the US and the 
discussions have always been open and frank. See attached summary prepared by NAS at the 
end of February, 2020 as the pandemic was unfolding. PLEASE DO NOT FORWARD. 

I can't argue with the comments against the Chinese communist party. It's too bad that the 
global pandemic is being conflated with the challenges the world faces from the Chinese 
communist party. They are both important issues, but I'm not convinced that they are linked. 

Hope you and Connie are staying well through all this, 

Jim 

From: ilkrussell <okrussell aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 4:33 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <MI P 
Subject: Fwd: Very scary. You must watch this 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 

This is gaining credibity. What do you think? 

Phil 

From: Dave Franz <ciavidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 12:39 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <INvIeduc@UTMB.ED>
Subject: Fwd: Potential topics for discussion with Russian colleagues. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, This is what I sent Rita. Neither she nor Micah have acknowledged it, so I'm just going to 
leave it at that. See the blue type at the bottom. This is what Rita sent our to the nuc CISACers 
plus me. Matt Bunn, in one of his responses suggested that I put something together, thus this 
list. I was trying to stay away from a focused discussion on their response to the pandemic. . . but 
maybe that was being too cautious. As I said, if we forward it to 'expert' in CISAC, it would 
probably change significantly. . . .but not a peep from anyone except Dick Garwin who wrote me 
and then asked me to call him this morning, which I did. He didn't say anything about this, but 
just wanted to know what I had going on these days and what I thought a bout a couple of 
things. d 

P.S. Note at the bottom Rita has proposed an ID meeting for 4/22; you know as much as I do 
about that. If we were going to do that, I would think we might start putting a list of participants 
together. 
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Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dave Franz <davidrftanz umail.corn> 
Subject: Potential topics for discussion with Russian colleagues. 
Date: April 8, 2020 at 5:55:26 PM EDT 
To: Rita Guenther <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Cc: "Bunn, Matthew" <Matthew_Bunn@hks.harvard.edu>, James Timbie 
<jptimbie@gmail.com>, Linton Brooks <linton.brooks@cox.nt :>, Jill Hruby 
<jillhruby@gmail.com>, Robert Latiff <rlatiff@nd.edu>, Richard Mies 
<miesrw@verizon.net>, "Richard L. Garwin" <r1g2@us.ibm.com>, Raymond 
Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>, Steve Fetter <sfetter@umd.edu>, Micah 
Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>, "Cervenka, Nicole" <NCervenka nas.edu>, 
Rose Gottemoeller <gottemoeller stanford.edu> 

Colleagues, Matt suggested I draft something from the bio subgroup. 

I don't know how much involvement CISAC leadership is seeking from the 
`bio'. . . or "Infectious Disease" Working Group. Each of us is officially, or 
unofficially in my case, spending a lot of time on the pandemic. Because they are 
probably nearly overwhelmed with work, we may not get a lot of time from the 
other four or five members of the bio subpanel just now, but I'm happy to 
coordinate a short paper with a list of suggested topics for collaboration if Rita 
and Micah are interested. I've taken a first cut at some bullets below, but the list 
might change significantly if I run it by the real experts. 
Russia, as of yesterday, has reported about 40% as many 'tests' as the US and 
about 2% as many cases. My sense would be to start with a few rather generic, 
yet relevant, topics that don't get into the fine details of their response to or 
reporting of COVID19 pandemic. Some potential examples: 
- Observations from the current COVID19 pandemic relevant to planning and 
preparations for a future highly contiguous and virulent influenza pandemic 
- The effect of climate change on vector-borne infectious disease 
- Timely recognition and public health response to emerging diseases 
- Antimicrobial resistance 
- Laboratory safety, security, regulation and progress in infectious disease 
research 
- Human and Animal Health relationships. Zoonotic disease and the "One 
Health" concept. 
- The Biotech Revolution: Safety, security and progress 
- Managing the Health Impacts of natural disasters 

I welcome thoughts of comments from anyone. . .and, Rita, let me know if you 
want me to continue down this or another track. 

Stay well all, dave 

Proposed Working Groups: 
New START and arms control 
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Cyber Security 
Space Security 
Infectious Disease 
China and Strategic Stability 

Proposed Schedule of Virtual Meetings (plenary' and 'working 
group' meetings): 
4/15: Beyond New START (non-strategic weapons, verification, 
monitoring, trade-offs, etc.) — Plenary Meeting 
4/22: Infectious Disease - Working Group Meeting 
4/29: Cyber — Plenary Meeting 
5/6: Possible Working Group Meeting (this date falls over the 
Russian May Holidays, so this may not be feasible for most 
Russians) 
5/13: Space — Plenary Meeting 
5/20: Possible Working Group Meeting 
5/27: Strategic Stability and Arms Control — Plenary Meeting 
6/3: Possible Working Group Meeting 
6/10: China and Strategic Stability — Plenary Meeting 
(FYI: The IMEMO Primakov Readings, a major conference 
which includes arms control issues, is scheduled for June 15-17) 

<Bunn Further Reactions to Sergei Rogov paper RG 
comments.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:43 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Sharples, Fran;Rusek, Benjamin;'Dave Franz' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 

Thanks, Jim 
When I spoke to Zhengli Shi this morning, she suggested someone at higher level will be more effective. She did mention 
Tony Fauci. 

- PeE-yovi,g 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:40 PM 
To: Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 
'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 

Pei-Yong, thoughts? 

From: Sharpies, Fran <F5harplesPnas.edu>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:37 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwieductolliMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>;
'Dave Franz' <davidrfranzEogmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: Re: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I would think Diane and Peggy fit that description. 

Fran Sharples, PhD 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 2:28 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong; Rusek, Benjamin; 'Dave Franz' 
Cc: Sharpies, Fran; Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
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We may wish to have the most senior person possible from the NASEM to sign the letter given the sensitivity of the 
situation. 

Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 12:17 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharpies@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<rnlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 

Hi Ben and all, 
The letter looks good! 
Zhengli Shi called me this morning. As a scientist, she looks forward to this type of communication/conference. 
Cheers, Pel—yoKg 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 12:13 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@LIIMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthConas.edu>
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you Dave and Jim, I have attached a revised draft. Jim I tried to work your points at the end into the bulleted list. 
Bullet 1 under point 2 and bullet 4 under point 3 could use some attention. 

Pei-yong do you have thoughts before this goes to Peggy and Diane for review? 

Also I asked Fran to take a look at the Chinese portal https://covid19.21wecan.com/ in case some of the questions we 
are asking have already been answered. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 10:33 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <iwiecluc@LJTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
Importance: High 
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I think it looks good Ben and Fran. Just a couple of comments for consideration: 

Non-technical: Be consistent in the acronyms for the academies (CAMS left out) 
Last line of penultimate paragraph of letter body ("follow-on") 

Technical: Part 1. Third bullet—Could say, "Has it been determined at what point in the course of infections 
the patient is most infectious." 

Part 3. Third bullet—We refer to diagnostics here. Might say, "....testing for viral infection and 
antibody response adequate?" Might want to mention in a bullet, maybe right after that one talking about 
testing, "Have your scientists arrived at an explanation regarding the pathogenesis (?) leading to apparent 
recrudescence of disease in previously positive, then negative patients?" (Someone can wordsmith that better.) 

Use what's useful, dave 

On Apr 16, 2020, at 11:38 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

<Draft Letter to CCDC CAS re virtural dialgoue Griffin and Hamburg April 16 2020 v2.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8:48 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Shi, Pei yang 
Cc: Sharpies, Fran;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
Attachments: Draft Letter to CCDC CAS re virtural dialgoue Griffin and Hamburg April 16 2020 v2-

jwl.docx 

Nicely done. Please see attached with some comments and suggestions. 1 think it's important to highlight our 
discussions on biosafety and biosecurity training and facilities operations as very practical contributions from the 
dialogue. I note that there is no discussion on the origin of the virus, which is probably wise at this stage. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10:39 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim and Pei-yong, 

We have drafted the attached letter proposing the virtual China bio dialogue. Fran and Katie helped come up with the 
questions under the five topics. Please review those carefully. 

After your review we will send it to Peggy and Diane for review and comments. Staff will also need to coordinate with 
the NASEM Standing Committee on Emerging Infectious Diseases and 21st Century Health Threats (maybe via Julie 
Pavlin). And coordinate or at least inform whomever has arranged for George Gao to speak at the NASEM annual 
meeting on the 25th. 

Thanks in advance for you attention. If this goes out I hope that the reply to the proposal is positive but I think there is 
merit to proposing even if the response is negative. 

PS I see a lot of support for cooperation in this °pied by the Chinese Ambassador to U.S., we could cite it in the letter or 
as part of the email that goes with the letter: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/05/opinionicoronavirus-china-us.html. Also were you aware of this website: 
https://covid19.21wecan.com/ 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

1 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

2 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES • ENGINEERING • MEDICINE 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting April 16, 2020 

Dr. Gao Fu 
Director-General, 
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President, Academician 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Please accept our sympathies for the hardship and loss of life in China. We in the United States are now deep into 
our own suffering under the COVID-19 pandemic. As China begins to recover and reopen after unprecedented 
efforts to control its cases, China now knows more about dealing with COVID-19 than any other country and 
Chinese scientists have much to share as the rest of the world continues to battle the virus. We are writing to ask 
you, as leaders of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CCDC) and the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences (CAS) to approve and designate Chinese scientists to participate in a virtual dialogue meeting to discuss 
mitigating the impact of COVID-19 and preventing future pandemics. 

As you know, over the past five years, we along with Dr. James Le Duc, Dr. David Franz, Dr. Pei-Yong Shi, and 
several other representatives of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) have 
worked with both of you and other Chinese scientists to organize a series of dialogue meetings on disease research, 
combating emerging infections, collaboration and data sharing, and laboratory management. The dialogue 
meetings have been well attended by leading scientists from NASEM, CAS, CCDC, the Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), and the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. The meetings have enabled 
scientists from China and the United States to exchange research findings IR ; • I , j ft nonn, I Formatted: Highlight

OWINEWOMNIENIVERROM 1.1.0.1.1541.111111101.1K  lessons learned, and to establish new I  Deleted: 
collaborative partnerships in areas identified during the meetings. Our dialogue has focused on preparing for and 
mitigating the very situation we now face. 

Chinese scientist now have unique knowledge about responding to and mitigating COVID-19, so they are in a 
position to help American scientists better understand and combat the outbreak in the United States. We hope that 
a meeting between our scientists can address: (1) The biology of COVID-19: (2) Managing COVID-19 in patients: 
(3) Limiting the spread of COVID-19: (4) Drug and vaccine development: and (5) Preventing and managing future 
epidemics and pandemics. A list detailing questions related to these five topics is appended to the end of this letter. 

NASEM is willing to facilitate and host a virtual discussion using Zoom video conference software or another 
mutually acceptable medium. We hope that Chinese participants can include scientists and laboratory lirectors, ( Deleted: leaders
who are leading the response as well as those who have participated in previous dialogue sessions. American 
meeting participants would include Academy members and other top-flight American researchers, but not 
government officials or members of the press. Information and insights from the meeting that may promote 
improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those who need the information, as that is the purpose 
of the meeting, but remarks and discussion comments would not be attributed without permission of the speaker. 
After your approval we would like to hold the virtual meeting as early as possible. The first week of May would 
be ideal and if the participants feel it would be useful.a follow on meeting could be held later in the month. 

Thank you for your efforts and leadership during this remarkably difficult period. We hope that you will embrace 
this opportunity to assist the United States and the rest of the world combat and recover from this terrible 
pandemic. 

Sincerely, 

IDeleted: , 
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Diane E. Griffin 
Vice President, NAS 

Additional points of contact: 

James Le Duc Ph.D. 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
j leduc@unnb.cdu, 1.409.266.6500 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

Margaret Hamburg 
Foreign secretar . NAM 

Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
brusek@nas.c  la 1.202.334.3975 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 
Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment?1,,,,,,,REPERMINI 
Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for the 
variability in incubation period?  

• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 
the virus is most infectious?i[im,,,diiimmagnaganikommomogoosompo 

NAM 
• Do - recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how long? 
• After recovery, do patients have immunity? How strong is this immunity and is it likely to be 

permanent or might it eventually disappear? 

Formatted: Highlight 

-f Formatted: Highlight 

2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• What has been the Chinese experience with drug treatments for sick patients? 
• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, oi okra- characteris- •: ?  _ _ -1- Deleted: etc 

• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 
equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
• Was available technology for testing for viral infection adequate? If not, what other or new 

technologies would be helpful or even essential in the future? 
• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 

SARS-CoV-2 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 
• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses i i i ,‘14 wild or livestock animal 

species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and i p,m, wild or livestock animal 
species have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 

-1- Commented [UW1]: Cats have been shown to become 
infected and able to transmit the virus in work done in Harbin lab 
and also by Dr Shi !think. 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of effective drugs to treat 
COVID-19? If yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a U.S.-China 
scientific partnership? 

• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of COV1D-19 vaccines? If 
yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a U.S.-China scientific 

ershi ? 
• 

5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
•  What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 

preventinn, detecting. and managing future epidemics pandemics? Based on the answers  to 1-4. how 
can the. lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so !hr be used to alk.it another pandemic?, 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10:39 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);LeDuc, James W.;Shi, Pei yang 
Cc: Sharpies, Fran;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
Attachments: Draft Letter to CCDC CAS re virtural dialgoue Griffin and Hamburg April 16 2020 

v2.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim and Pei-yong, 

We have drafted the attached letter proposing the virtual China bio dialogue. Fran and Katie helped come up with the 
questions under the five topics. Please review those carefully. 

After your review we will send it to Peggy and Diane for review and comments. Staff will also need to coordinate with 
the NASEM Standing Committee on Emerging Infectious Diseases and 21st Century Health Threats (maybe via Julie 
Paylin). And coordinate or at least inform whomever has arranged for George Gao to speak at the NASEM annual 
meeting on the 25th. 

Thanks in advance for you attention. If this goes out I hope that the reply to the proposal is positive but I think there is 
merit to proposing even if the response is negative. 

PS I see a lot of support for cooperation in this °pied by the Chinese Ambassador to U.S., we could cite it in the letter or 
as part of the email that goes with the letter: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/05/opinionicoronavirus-china-us.html. Also were you aware of this website: 
https://covid19.21wecan.com/ 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

1 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES . ENGINEERING U MEDICINE 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting April 16, 2020 

Dr. Gao Fu 
Director-General, 
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President, Academician 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Please accept our sympathies for the hardship and loss of life in China. We in the United States are now deep into 
our own suffering under the COVID-19 pandemic. As China begins to recover and reopen after unprecedented 
efforts to control its cases, China now knows more about dealing with COVID-19 than any other country and 
Chinese scientists have much to share as the rest of the world continues to battle the virus. We are writing to ask 
you, as leaders of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CCDC) and the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences (CAS) to approve and designate Chinese scientists to participate in a virtual dialogue meeting to discuss 
mitigating the impact of COVID-19 and preventing future pandemics. 

As you know, over the past five years, we along with Dr. James Le Duc, Dr. David Franz, Dr. Pei-Yong Shi, and 
several other representatives of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) have 
worked with both of you and other Chinese scientists to organize a series of dialogue meetings on disease research, 
combating emerging infections, collaboration and data sharing, and laboratory management. The dialogue 
meetings have been well attended by leading scientists from NASEM, CAS, CCDC, the Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), and the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. The meetings have enabled 
scientists from China and the United States to exchange research findings, best practices, and lessons learned, and 
to establish new collaborative partnerships in areas identified during the meetings. Our dialogue has focused on 
preparing for and mitigating the very situation we now face. 

Chinese scientist now have unique knowledge about responding to and mitigating COVID-19, so they are in a 
position to help American scientists better understand and combat the outbreak in the United States. We hope that 
a meeting between our scientists can address (1) The biology of COVID-19 (2) Managing COVID-19 in patients 
(3) Limiting the spread of COVID-19 (4) Drug and vaccine development (5) Preventing and managing future 
epidemics and pandemics. A list detailing questions related to these five topics is appended to the end of this letter. 

NASEM is willing to facilitate and host a virtual discussion using Zoom video conference software or another 
mutually acceptable medium. We hope that Chinese participants can include scientists and laboratory leaders who 
are leading the response as well as those who have participated in previous dialogue sessions. American meeting 
participants would include Academy members and other top-flight American researchers, but not government 
officials or members of the press. Information and insights from the meeting that may promote improved response 
to the pandemic would be shared with those who need the information, as that is the purpose of the meeting, but 
remarks and discussion comments would not be attributed without permission of the speaker. After your approval 
we would like to hold the virtual meeting as early as possible. The first week of May would be ideal and if the 
participants feel it would be useful, a follow on meeting could be held later in the month. 

Thank you for your efforts and leadership during this remarkably difficult period. We hope that you will embrace 
this opportunity to assist the United States and the rest of the world combat and recover from this terrible 
pandemic. 

Sincerely, 
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Diane E. Griffin 
Vice President, NAS 

Additional points of contact: 

James Le Duc Ph.D. 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
j wleducautmb edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

Margaret Hamburg 
Foreign secretary, NAM 

Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
brusekgnas.edu 1.202.334.3975 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 

Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment? 
• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for the 

variability in incubation period? 
• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 

the virus is most infectious? 
• Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how long? 
• After recovery, do patients have immunity? How strong is this immunity and is it likely to be 

permanent or might it eventually disappear? 

2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• What has been the Chinese experience with drug treatments for sick patients? 
• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, etc.? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
• Was available technology for testing for viral infection adequate? If not, what other or new 

technologies would be helpful or even essential in the future? 
• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 

SARS-CoV-2 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 
• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in wild or livestock animal species 

or interventions to reduce contact between humans and wild or livestock animal species have a role 
in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of effective drugs to treat 

COVID-19? If yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a U.S.-China 
scientific partnership? 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of COVID-19 vaccines? If 
yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a U.S.-China scientific 
partnership? 

5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 

preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, 
Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 10/2/2019 9:25:17 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: checking in 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks, re the meeting that's essential what we heard via John Boright as well. 

Ben 

On Oct 2, 2019, at 7:19 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

See note below from Zhiming, just FYI. It looks like progress on the proposed meeting. We should know more after 
Pei-Yong's visit later this month. 

Jim 

From: _tull,s13JEJ <yzm@wh.lov.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2019 2:09 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: checking in 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi, Jim, 

The paper has been accepted for publication and now is send to the production. I think you will receive the proof 
soon. If there is any news abotu this paper, I will let you know. 
As the CAS-NAS meeting, we are still in the aprroval procesure. As I knew, there will be no obstacle to have this 
meeting be organised in Wuhan by our institute. I have discussed with the responsibles from CAS and National 
Committee of Health about this meeting, there is no negative response from them. Hope to get the approval soon. 

Regards. 

Zhiming 

mpani 
*4A:"LeDuc, James W." <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

*gill -R:2019-09-30 21:39:43 (E1A— ) 
ilk#A: "Yuan Zhiming" <yzm@wh.jov.cn>

"Shi, Pei yong" <peshi@UTMB.EDU>

±E: checking in 

Hi Zhiming, 

Has our manuscript submitted to the Biosafety and Biosecurity Journal been published? I saw that it was accepted 
but I haven't seen the final reference. Thanks for check, 

Hope all is well with you, 
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Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Wed 11/6/2019 10:15:14 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 

Congrats, Jim! 

Hi all, I will check with Zhiming about our meeting status and topic proposal today. 

Best, Pei-yowg 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 6, 2019 10:11 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, 
Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FW: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 

Just FYI from Zhiming. 

From: Yuan Zhiming <vzm wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 5:43 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

Subject: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi, James , 

The article Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology has been published on line. Thanks for your 
contribution and hope to meet you soon. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: Elsevier - PDF Offprint 
Date: 2019-11-06 04:50 
To: yzm 
Subject: The PDF offprint of your article [JOBB_26] is attached to this email 

Please note this is a system generated email from an unmanned mailbox. 
If you have any queries we really want to hear from 
you via our 24/7 support at http://service.elsevier.com 
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Article title: Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology 
Article reference: JOBB26 
Journal title: Journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity 
Corresponding author: Dr. Zhiming Yuan 
First author: Dr. James W. LeDuc 
PDF offprint dispatch: 5-11-2019 

Dear Dr. Yuan, 

We are pleased to inform you that a PDF file of your published article Safety and Security in the Age of 
Synthetic Biology is attached to this e-mail for you to view and download. Please note that this article is 
published, therefore content updates are no longer possible at this point. 

If you wish to order paper offprints, please go to 
https://authors.elseviercom/authorforms/JOBB26/88b5eb54513e722e9a6a67bd55c2f754 

You can also order a copy of the issue on the Elsevier Webshop: http://webshop.elsevier.com . 
To view and print PDF files you will need Adobe Reader. This program is freely available and can be 
downloaded from nttps://getadobe.com/readerf 

Please read and take note of the copyright stipulations in the PDF file. 

Kind regards, 
Elsevier Author Support 

25% BOOK DISCOUNTS for authors! 
All Elsevier authors are eligible for a 25% discount on most Elsevier books, serials, references, textbooks 
and can also receive a 10% discount on multi-volume reference works. 
Take advantage today! www.elsevier.com/bookdiscounts 

HAVE QUESTIONS OR NEED ASSISTANCE? 
For further assistance, please visit our Customer Support site where you search for solutions on a range of 
topics and find answers for frequently asked questions. You can also talk to our customer support team 
by hone 24 hours a day from Monday-Friday and 24/7 by live chat and email. 
Get started at > http://service.elseviercorn 

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd I Privacy Policy http://www.elsevier.com/privacypolicy 
Elsevier Limited, The Boulevard, Langford Lane, Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 1GB, United Kingdom, 
Registration No. 1982084. This e-mail has been sent to you from Elsevier Ltd. To ensure delivery to your 
inbox (not bulk or junk folders), please add article status@elseviercom to your address book or safe 
senders list. 

[T-13a-20151509] 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:40 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Raymond 

Jeanloz;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Thanks, Ben 
I attended Saturday's event. It was very successful. 
Best, PeE-yog 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:37 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, it went out on April 23, 2020 at 8:50 AM ET, I just sent you the fw, 

PS Good to see George speak at the NAS annual meeting on Saturday. FYI the session is archived here, George starts at 
about 47 min int https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQaK2JSOKc4&feature=emb logo 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTIV1B.EDU>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:24 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <leanloz@berkelev.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth()nas.edu>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Hi Ben, 
Let me pin George today and let you know. 
When did we send the letter to them? 
Thanks! 

- PeE-yovi,g 

1 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:22 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranze9gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <eanloz@berkeley,edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 

Did you get the impression that we would get a formal response from George Gao and Bai Chunli soon? The letter asks 
them to support a virtual meeting in May to discuss important and time sensitive questions/issues associated with 
Covid-19. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(EpUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 7:42 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwlethac UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@grnail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Hi Ben, 
I discussed the virtual conference with Zhiming. His response is that later this year might be possible. I think George Gao 
and Chunli Bai are the rights targets to discuss the feasibility. 
Have a good weekend! 

- PeE-yovi,g 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 1:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <eanloz@berk.eley,edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

Pei-yong have you mentioned the virtual dialogue letter to Zhiming? 

FYI George Gao is scheduled to be on a virtual pan& with Toni Fauci at the NAS annual meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2 
pm. 
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http://www.nasonline.orejabout-nasievents/annual-meetinanas157/covid19-update.html 

Anyone can listen in 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 5:27 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <ieanloz@berk.eleyz:Au>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

From the Houston Chronicle just posted. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rarevesPUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoRUTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholybaCoUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopmaEDUTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <d1ramire@ TMB.EDU> 
Subject: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese 
lab doing coronavirus research 

By Nick Powell 
Houston Chronicle 

A leading Texas scientist who visited a Chinese laboratory conducting coronavirus research acknowledged that 
while that facility made security a priority, it is possible that an accident could have led to the global virus 
outbreak. 

James Le Duc, the director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch 
(UTMB) in Galveston, has had a professional relationship with several Chinese biocontainment labs since 2013, 
including the Wuhan Institute of Virology laboratory, which studies some of the world's most lethal infectious 
diseases, including coronaviruses in bats. 

The Wuhan laboratory's research has prompted speculation by Trump administration officials and others that it 
may have had a role in causing the coronavirus outbreak in China's Hubei Province, the virus's epicenter. 
Administration officials have also called on China to close its "wet markets," more widely viewed as the source 
of the COVID-19 outbreak linked to more than 183,000 deaths worldwide. 
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Le Due visited the Wuhan lab in 2017, shortly before it opened, and even hosted the lab's building engineers at 
the Galveston National Laboratory for a training program on building operations and maintenance while it was 
under construction. While Le Due said he did not see anything during that visit to the lab that alarmed him or 
hinted at lax safety protocols, he acknowledged that even laboratories with the highest level of security are 
prone to accidents. 

Related Stories 
Diplomatic cables from 2018 obtained by The Washington Post warned about questionable safety and 
inadequate training at the lab and the risk potential of coronaviruses from bats being transmitted to humans and 
causing a pandemic similar to SARS in 2003. 

"Accidents happen," Le Due told the Houston Chronicle. "You do your best to prevent it, and you prepare for 
an eventuality if it should happen. So all I can say is (the Wuhan lab) was built comparable to ours, with a 
whole series of redundant safety measures in place. We did our best to share best practices so that they knew 
how to drive it and keep it safe. But it would be foolish to say there's no risk, because there's risk in 
everything." 

Senior officials at the Wuhan lab have consistently denied any link between their facility and the coronavirus 
outbreak. Yuan Zhiming, a top scientist at the Wuhan facility, told Chinese state television recently, "There is 
absolutely no way that the virus originated from our institute." 

Shi Zhengli, a virologist at the Wuhan lab and one of the world's leading researchers on bat coronaviruses, told 
Scientific American last month that she initially feared the virus could have originated at her facility, but was 
relieved that none of the genetic sequences taken from infected patients matched the viruses her team had 
sampled from bat caves. 

"That really took a load off my mind," Shi said. "I had not slept a wink for days." 

Yet the coronavirus research at the Wuhan lab so alarmed American science diplomats that they requested the 
United States provide further support beyond the assistance that the lab was getting from UTMB. In another 
cable, diplomats noted "the new lab has a serious shortage of appropriately trained technicians and investigators 
needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory." 

As part of a team at UTMB that helped train staff from the Wuhan lab, Le Due was hesitant to ascribe blame or 
speculate on any specific cause of the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan. He did, however, acknowledge China's 
relative lack of experience in establishing high-security biocontainment labs. 

"I can say that this was a brand-new laboratory that was working at a level of biocontainment that they had not 
worked at in the past, so it's not surprising that they don't have a whole lot of people with experience in it," said 
Le Due, who joined UTMB in 2006 from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "I don't think that 
that means that they were any less appreciative of safety and security than anyone else." 

UTMB's relationship with China dates back to 2013, when the medical branch opened discussions with three 
labs that were under construction, including the facility in Wuhan. Through the Galveston National 
Laboratory's federally-funded national training center, Le Due led a team that provided individualized, hands-
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on training in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory operations to international partners from 
around the world who had built or were building new biocontainment laboratories. 

As part of this engagement with the Chinese, the Galveston National Laboratory hosted a team of engineers that 
was building the lab in Wuhan to train them specifically on maintenance and operations of biocontainment labs. 
The national laboratory also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral scientists from the Wuhan lab. They completed 
the nearly year-long training needed to gain independent access to the Galveston facility and collaborated with 
UTMB faculty on Crimean Congo hemorrhagic fever virus research. 

UTMB did not provide the specific dates when the Chinese staffers came to Galveston, but Le Duc said they 
arrived in the years prior to the Wuhan facility opening in 2017. The medical branch also declined to release the 
names of the two Chinese scientists from the Wuhan lab, citing federal law that protects the privacy of student 
records. 

"We wanted to make sure that we were engaged with (China) because they're a huge country, they've got 
tremendous intellectual power, and a lot of ongoing scientific collaborations," Le Duc said. "We just wanted to 
make sure that as they stood up their new biocontainment labs, that they were aware of our experiences and 
kind of open up a dialogue so that we could share best practices." 

Le Duc spoke highly of Shi, a professional colleague whose research he admires. Both scientists attended 
annual meetings hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, 
where Le Duc listened to Shi warn of the dangers of coronaviruses jumping from animals to humans as far back 
as 2015. Shi's presentations at these meetings have not been made public. 

While one of the 2018 diplomatic cables obtained by The Post warned of the public health risk of bat-associated 
coronaviruses, Le Duc said the dangers of these viruses have been common knowledge in the scientific 
community for years, in large part because of Shi's research. 

"I've never seen the cable but it's kind of being implied that this is breaking news," he said. "Well, in the 
scientific community we had been talking about this for at least five years. It wasn't breaking news and it 
wasn't a surprise to the scientists that are working in this field." 

He has kept in touch with Shi since the outbreak and is saddened her integrity has come into question. Le Duc 
said he believes Shi's account of when she was first notified of the first coronavirus infections and that the 
timeline of events suggests to him that the virus did not originate in the Wuhan lab. 

"It's all speculation that the lab was involved and I think it's very appropriate that people look into this because 
that's where some of the work is done, but the timeline doesn't make sense," he said. "I'm not at all trying to 
defend her or the laboratory, and frankly I think the Chinese government has done themselves and the global 
community a big disservice by not being more transparent as to what's going on, but that's a whole different set 
of issues." 

Federal officials had hoped UTMB's unique relationship with the Wuhan lab might led to an exchange that 
would help U.S. officials develop a diagnostic test for COVID-19, but Chinese officials nixed the idea in late 
January, The Post has reported. 

Le Duc also dismissed conspiracy theories suggesting that the coronavirus was man-made in the Wuhan lab, 
saying it "almost certainly originated from nature" given its similarity to other known bat-associated 
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coronaviruses. But he conceded that working with infectious diseases, even in the most secure facilities, is 
inherently risky. 

"We as scientists try and use the best practices," he said. "Nobody wants to get sick, nobody wants to take their 
work home with them. Like anything, it's a highly specialized field, there are tools and procedures that protect 
the individuals working in the field and we all try and use them." 

nickpowell chron.corn 

Nick Powell covers Galveston and the Bay Area for the Houston Chronicle. 

Past Articles from this Author: 

• Galveston, Montgomery counties will not mandate face coverings 

• UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese lab doing coronavirus research 

• State parks reopen, giving Texans a much-needed break from cabin fever 

NEWSLETTER 

Coronavirus updates 

Get breaking news alerts and a morning briefing with the latest on COV1D-19 and other local news. 

SIGN UP 

Most Popular 

From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:45 AM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoe)UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@LTIMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <hyleduc@UTIMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<ciholubaCcpUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>;
Ramirez, Donna R. <diramire(cpUTM.EDLJ>
Subject: Re: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Good to hear Sheila. 

Thank you. 

Raul 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 
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On Apr 23, 2020, at 8:41 AM, Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. My husband brought the paper to me this 
morning and said "hey, there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today." He is not aware of 
our struggling with how best to handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes(CoUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgrairner@UTNAB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTNAB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholyba@UTMB.EDU>: Lidstone, 
Sheila <shlidsto(DUTNAB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcampLoUTNAB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. 
<kekoopmaEDUTNAB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <diramire@LJTMB.EDU>
Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 

• By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 
• 33 min ago 

• 0 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

• WhatsApp 

• SMS 

• Email 

• Save 

GALVESTON 

In a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, 
Dr. James LeDuc, director of the Galveston National Laboratory said. 

People can unintentionally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected 
animal, causing a breach of even the most secure lab protocols. 

But as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global 
coronavinis pandemic circulates at the highest level of the U.S. government, 
LeDuc was cautious about placing blame on the Wuhan Institute of Virology. 
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"I certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get 
released out of our laboratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc 
said. "I can say there are redundant safety mechanisms in place both here, and 
certainly in Wuhan, that guard against that. 

"But sometimes accidents happen," he said 

LeDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the 
office responsible for preventing deaths from viral disease. 

LeDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston 
National Lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long 
relationship with the facility and its researchers. 

LeDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said 
it is comparable in quality and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and 
Europe. 

Questions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days 
because of statements by President Donald Trump and other political leaders. A 
widely read column in The Washington Post also raised new questions about 
where the virus originated. 

Wuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the 
coronavirus. Speculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been 
fueled by multiple factors, including its location and by the efforts of the 
Chinese government to tamp down on reporting about the virus outbreak. 

Recent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston 
National Laboratory and the medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 

WHAT IS THE CONNECTION? 

The Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began 
on the Wuhan laboratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities 
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operate Biosafety Level 4 laboratories, which are designed to safely contain the 
most lethal and infectious pathogens for research, LeDuc said. 

While the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-
term training experiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also 
hosted two Chinese post-doctoral students, who were trained to work safely in 
BSL-4 laboratories and who returned to China to work in the Wuhan lab, LeDuc 
said. 

Those students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the 
Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

The National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. 
Between 2008 and 2016, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training 
Center was funded the by U.S. Department of Defense to teach researchers from 
about 70 countries on laboratory safety techniques. 

Defense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, 
the Galveston National Laboratory hasn't offered training to international 
researchers, LeDuc said. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

Claims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about 
the Wuhan lab's connection to the coronavirus outbreak. 

On April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. 
State Department cables, written in 2018, that warned about safety 
management weaknesses at the Wuhan lab. 

Rogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning 
shot" meant to bring more attention and support to the lab. The cables said the 
Wuhan lab had a shortage of trained technicians and researchers. Despite the 
cables, no extra U.S. assistance was given to the lab, Rogin said. 
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In recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration 
officials as possible evidence the coronavirus was released in China as the result 
of a lab accident, Rogin said. On the same day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News 
published its own report about the Trump administration's speculation about 
the Wuhan Lab that emphasized there was no hard evidence for the connection. 

The intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the 
origins of the virus, the Yahoo story said. 

LeDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He 
didn't think the comments about training were a direct reference to the 
Galveston National Laboratory or its programs, he said. 

Rogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo 
article and the CDC's own website note that coronavirus samples can be 
handled safely in laboratories with lower safety levels. 

The Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for 
research in February. Since then, researchers have worked with the virus in the 
medical branch's BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

After the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news 
organizations, including Fox News, reported about "increased confidence," 
again from unnamed U.S. officials about the Wuhan lab being the origin of the 
virus. On Saturday, Trump said China should face consequences if it was 
"knowingly responsible" for releasing the virus. 

The director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the 
lab and the outbreak. Also on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said 
evidence shows the virus likely originated in animals and that it was not 
manipulated or constructed in a laboratory. 

LeDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

"There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of 
intentional genetic engineering and that it almost certainly originated from 
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nature, given its high similarity to other known bat-associated coronaviruses," 
LeDuc said. 

John Wayne Ferguson: 4'39-683-5226; iohniergusonPgalynews.com or on Twitter @johnwferguson. 

• Facebook 
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• WhatsApp 
• SMS 
• Email 

• 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes(EDUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc.@LJTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<ciholuba@LJTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoRLITMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<st,epcamp2LJTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <1:2graimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. 
<diramire(cpUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in 
Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety 
redundancies that the lab there and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I 
have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter 
"You do your best to prevent it. All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of 
safety redundancies...it would be foolish to say that there are no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he 
hadn't seen the cables and could not speak to that specifically. 
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Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc 
provided some good explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is 
important because we want everyone to be safe and no one wants to have an accident 
or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:37 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Raymond 

Jeanloz;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, it went out on April 23, 2020 at 8:50 AM ET, I just sent you the fw. 

PS Good to see George speak at the NAS annual meeting on Saturday. FYI the session is archived here, George starts at 
about 47 min in: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQaK2JSOKc4&feature=emb_logo 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:24 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Hi Ben, 
Let me pin George today and let you know. 
When did we send the letter to them? 
Thanks! 

- PeE-yovi,g 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:22 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <ieanloz@berkeley,edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 
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Did you get the impression that we would get a formal response from George Gao and Bai Chunli soon? The letter asks 
them to support a virtual meeting in May to discuss important and time sensitive questions/issues associated with 
Covid-19. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 7:42 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Hi Ben, 
I discussed the virtual conference with Zhiming. His response is that later this year might be possible. I think George Gao 
and Chunli Bai are the rights targets to discuss the feasibility. 
Have a good weekend! 

- 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 1:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <eanloz@berk.eley..gdu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

Pei-yong have you mentioned the virtual dialogue letter to Zhiming? 

FYI George Gao is scheduled to be on a virtual panel with Toni Fauci at the NAS annual meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2 

http://www.nasonline.ordabout-nasievents/annual-meetinanas157/covid19-update.html 

Anyone can listen in. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieciuc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 5:27 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz )rmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <ieanloz@berk.eley..gdu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

From the Houston Chronicle just posted. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyesPUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <stilidstoRUTNAB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTIMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<Nvieduc@UTNAB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholubaCoUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopmaEDUTNAB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <thramire@ TMB.EDU> 
Subject: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese 
lab doing coronavirus research 

By Nick Powell 
Houston Chronicle 

A leading Texas scientist who visited a Chinese laboratory conducting coronavirus research acknowledged that 
while that facility made security a priority, it is possible that an accident could have led to the global virus 
outbreak. 

James Le Duc, the director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch 
(UTMB) in Galveston, has had a professional relationship with several Chinese biocontainment labs since 2013, 
including the Wuhan Institute of Virology laboratory, which studies some of the world's most lethal infectious 
diseases, including coronaviruses in bats. 

The Wuhan laboratory's research has prompted speculation by Trump administration officials and others that it 
may have had a role in causing the coronavirus outbreak in China's Hubei Province, the virus's epicenter. 
Administration officials have also called on China to close its "wet markets," more widely viewed as the source 
of the COVID-19 outbreak linked to more than 183,000 deaths worldwide. 

Le Duc visited the Wuhan lab in 2017, shortly before it opened, and even hosted the lab's building engineers at 
the Galveston National Laboratory for a training program on building operations and maintenance while it was 
under construction. While Le Duc said he did not see anything during that visit to the lab that alarmed him or 
hinted at lax safety protocols, he acknowledged that even laboratories with the highest level of security are 
prone to accidents. 

Related Stories 
Diplomatic cables from 2018 obtained by The Washington Post warned about questionable safety and 
inadequate training at the lab and the risk potential of coronaviruses from bats being transmitted to humans and 
causing a pandemic similar to SARS in 2003. 
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"Accidents happen," Le Duc told the Houston Chronicle. "You do your best to prevent it, and you prepare for 
an eventuality if it should happen. So all I can say is (the Wuhan lab) was built comparable to ours, with a 
whole series of redundant safety measures in place. We did our best to share best practices so that they knew 
how to drive it and keep it safe. But it would be foolish to say there's no risk, because there's risk in 
everything." 

Senior officials at the Wuhan lab have consistently denied any link between their facility and the coronavirus 
outbreak. Yuan Zhiming, a top scientist at the Wuhan facility, told Chinese state television recently, "There is 
absolutely no way that the virus originated from our institute." 

Shi Zhengli, a virologist at the Wuhan lab and one of the world's leading researchers on bat coronaviruses, told 
Scientific American last month that she initially feared the virus could have originated at her facility, but was 
relieved that none of the genetic sequences taken from infected patients matched the viruses her team had 
sampled from bat caves. 

"That really took a load off my mind," Shi said. "I had not slept a wink for days." 

Yet the coronavirus research at the Wuhan lab so alarmed American science diplomats that they requested the 
United States provide further support beyond the assistance that the lab was getting from UTMB. In another 
cable, diplomats noted "the new lab has a serious shortage of appropriately trained technicians and investigators 
needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory." 

As part of a team at UTMB that helped train staff from the Wuhan lab, Le Duc was hesitant to ascribe blame or 
speculate on any specific cause of the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan. He did, however, acknowledge China's 
relative lack of experience in establishing high-security biocontainment labs. 

"I can say that this was a brand-new laboratory that was working at a level of biocontainment that they had not 
worked at in the past, so it's not surprising that they don't have a whole lot of people with experience in it," said 
Le Duc, who joined UTMB in 2006 from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "I don't think that 
that means that they were any less appreciative of safety and security than anyone else." 

UTMB's relationship with China dates back to 2013, when the medical branch opened discussions with three 
labs that were under construction, including the facility in Wuhan. Through the Galveston National 
Laboratory's federally-funded national training center, Le Duc led a team that provided individualized, hands-
on training in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory operations to international partners from 
around the world who had built or were building new biocontainment laboratories. 

As part of this engagement with the Chinese, the Galveston National Laboratory hosted a team of engineers that 
was building the lab in Wuhan to train them specifically on maintenance and operations of biocontainment labs. 
The national laboratory also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral scientists from the Wuhan lab. They completed 
the nearly year-long training needed to gain independent access to the Galveston facility and collaborated with 
UTMB faculty on Crimean Congo hemorrhagic fever virus research. 

UTMB did not provide the specific dates when the Chinese staffers came to Galveston, but Le Duc said they 
arrived in the years prior to the Wuhan facility opening in 2017. The medical branch also declined to release the 
names of the two Chinese scientists from the Wuhan lab, citing federal law that protects the privacy of student 
records. 
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"We wanted to make sure that we were engaged with (China) because they're a huge country, they've got 
tremendous intellectual power, and a lot of ongoing scientific collaborations," Le Duc said. "We just wanted to 
make sure that as they stood up their new biocontainment labs, that they were aware of our experiences and 
kind of open up a dialogue so that we could share best practices." 

Le Duc spoke highly of Shi, a professional colleague whose research he admires. Both scientists attended 
annual meetings hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, 
where Le Duc listened to Shi warn of the dangers of coronaviruses jumping from animals to humans as far back 
as 2015. Shi's presentations at these meetings have not been made public. 

While one of the 2018 diplomatic cables obtained by The Post warned of the public health risk of bat-associated 
coronaviruses, Le Duc said the dangers of these viruses have been common knowledge in the scientific 
community for years, in large part because of Shi's research. 

"I've never seen the cable but it's kind of being implied that this is breaking news," he said. "Well, in the 
scientific community we had been talking about this for at least five years. It wasn't breaking news and it 
wasn't a surprise to the scientists that are working in this field." 

He has kept in touch with Shi since the outbreak and is saddened her integrity has come into question. Le Duc 
said he believes Shi's account of when she was first notified of the first coronavirus infections and that the 
timeline of events suggests to him that the virus did not originate in the Wuhan lab. 

"It's all speculation that the lab was involved and I think it's very appropriate that people look into this because 
that's where some of the work is done, but the timeline doesn't make sense," he said. "I'm not at all trying to 
defend her or the laboratory, and frankly I think the Chinese government has done themselves and the global 
community a big disservice by not being more transparent as to what's going on, but that's a whole different set 
of issues." 

Federal officials had hoped UTMB's unique relationship with the Wuhan lab might led to an exchange that 
would help U.S. officials develop a diagnostic test for COVID-19, but Chinese officials nixed the idea in late 
January, The Post has reported. 

Le Duc also dismissed conspiracy theories suggesting that the coronavirus was man-made in the Wuhan lab, 
saying it "almost certainly originated from nature" given its similarity to other known bat-associated 
coronaviruses. But he conceded that working with infectious diseases, even in the most secure facilities, is 
inherently risky. 

"We as scientists try and use the best practices," he said. "Nobody wants to get sick, nobody wants to take their 
work home with them. Like anything, it's a highly specialized field, there are tools and procedures that protect 
the individuals working in the field and we all try and use them." 

nick.powell chron.com 

Nick Powell covers Galveston and the Bay Area for the Houston Chronicle. 
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From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:45 AM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoRUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>;
Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire(cpUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Good to hear Sheila. 

Thank you. 

Raul 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 8:41 AM, Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. ::irought the paper to me this 
morning and said "hey, there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today." Mis not aware of 
our struggling with how best to handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes(CoUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTINAB.EDU>: Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, 
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Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. 
<kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <diramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 

• By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 
• 33 min ago 
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GALVESTON 

In a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, 
Dr. James LeDuc, director of the Galveston National Laboratory said. 

People can unintentionally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected 
animal, causing a breach of even the most secure lab protocols. 

But as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global 
coronavirus pandemic circulates at the highest level of the U.S. government, 
LeDuc was cautious about placing blame on the Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

"I certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get 
released out of our laboratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc 
said. "I can say there are redundant safety mechanisms in place both here, and 
certainly in Wuhan, that guard against that. 

"But sometimes accidents happen," he said 
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LeDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the 
office responsible for preventing deaths from viral disease. 

LeDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston 
National Lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long 
relationship with the facility and its researchers. 

LeDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said 
it is comparable in quality and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and 
Europe. 

Questions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days 
because of statements by President Donald Trump and other political leaders. A 
widely read column in The Washington Post also raised new questions about 
where the virus originated. 

Wuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the 
coronavirus. Speculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been 
fueled by multiple factors, including its location and by the efforts of the 
Chinese government to tamp down on reporting about the virus outbreak. 

Recent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston 
National Laboratory and the medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 

WHAT IS THE CONNECTION? 

The Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began 
on the Wuhan laboratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities 
operate Biosafety Level 4 laboratories, which are designed to safely contain the 
most lethal and infectious pathogens for research, LeDuc said. 

While the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-
term training experiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also 
hosted two Chinese post-doctoral students, who were trained to work safely in 
BSL-4 laboratories and who returned to China to work in the Wuhan lab, LeDuc 
said. 
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Those students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the 
Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

The National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. 
Between 2008 and 2016, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training 
Center was funded the by U.S. Department of Defense to teach researchers from 
about 70 countries on laboratory safety techniques. 

Defense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, 
the Galveston National Laboratory hasn't offered training to international 
researchers, LeDuc said. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

Claims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about 
the Wuhan lab's connection to the coronavirus outbreak. 

On April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. 
State Department cables, written in 2018, that warned about safety 
management weaknesses at the Wuhan lab. 

Rogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning 
shot" meant to bring more attention and support to the lab. The cables said the 
Wuhan lab had a shortage of trained technicians and researchers. Despite the 
cables, no extra U.S. assistance was given to the lab, Rogin said. 

In recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration 
officials as possible evidence the coronavirus was released in China as the result 
of a lab accident, Rogin said. On the same day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News 
published its own report about the Trump administration's speculation about 
the Wuhan Lab that emphasized there was no hard evidence for the connection. 

The intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the 
origins of the virus, the Yahoo story said. 
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LeDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He 
didn't think the comments about training were a direct reference to the 
Galveston National Laboratory or its programs, he said. 

Rogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo 
article and the CDC's own website note that coronavirus samples can be 
handled safely in laboratories with lower safety levels. 

The Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for 
research in February. Since then, researchers have worked with the virus in the 
medical branch's BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

After the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news 
organizations, including Fox News, reported about "increased confidence," 
again from unnamed U.S. officials about the Wuhan lab being the origin of the 
virus. On Saturday, Trump said China should face consequences if it was 
"knowingly responsible" for releasing the virus. 

The director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the 
lab and the outbreak. Also on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said 
evidence shows the virus likely originated in animals and that it was not 
manipulated or constructed in a laboratory. 

LeDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

"There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of 
intentional genetic engineering and that it almost certainly originated from 
nature, given its high similarity to other known bat-associated coronaviruses," 
LeDuc said. 

John Wayne Ferguson: 409-683-5226; john.ferguson@galvnews.com or on Twitter @johnwferguson. 
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• WhatsApp 
• SMS 
• Email 

• 
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Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareyesPUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc.@LITMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<cjholubaCcpLITMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoRLITMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<st,epcamp2LITMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. 
<diramire(cpUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in 
Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety 
redundancies that the lab there and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I 
have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter 
"You do your best to prevent it. All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of 
safety redundancies...it would be foolish to say that there are no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he 
hadn't seen the cables and could not speak to that specifically. 

Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc 
provided some good explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is 
important because we want everyone to be safe and no one wants to have an accident 
or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:24 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Raymond 

Jeanloz;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Hi Ben, 
Let me pin George today and let you know. 
When did we send the letter to them? 
Thanks! 

- PeE-yovi,g 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:22 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 

Did you get the impression that we would get a formal response from George Gao and Bai Chunli soon? The letter asks 
them to support a virtual meeting in May to discuss important and time sensitive questions/issues associated with 
Covid-19. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 7:42 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Hi Ben, 
I discussed the virtual conference with Zhiming. His response is that later this year might be possible. I think George Gao 
and Chunli Bai are the rights targets to discuss the feasibility. 
Have a good weekend! 
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- PeE-yovi,g 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 1:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <Ieanloz@berk.eley..gdu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

Pei-yong have you mentioned the virtual dialogue letter to Zhiming? 

FYI George Gao is scheduled to be on a virtual panel with Toni Fauci at the NAS annual meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2 

http://www.nasonline.oreabout-nasjevents/annual-meetinanas157/covid19-update.html 

Anyone can listen in. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 5:27 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz mail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <eanloz@berk.eley..gdu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlovventliPnas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

From the Houston Chronicle just posted. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes(CoUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoRUTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<Nvieduc@UTNAB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cIholybaG/UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopmaEDUTNAB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <d1ramire@ TMB.EDU> 
Subject: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese 
lab doing coronavirus research 

By Nick Powell 
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Houston Chronicle 

A leading Texas scientist who visited a Chinese laboratory conducting coronavirus research acknowledged that 
while that facility made security a priority, it is possible that an accident could have led to the global virus 
outbreak. 

James Le Duc, the director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch 
(UTMB) in Galveston, has had a professional relationship with several Chinese biocontainment labs since 2013, 
including the Wuhan Institute of Virology laboratory, which studies some of the world's most lethal infectious 
diseases, including coronaviruses in bats. 

The Wuhan laboratory's research has prompted speculation by Trump administration officials and others that it 
may have had a role in causing the coronavirus outbreak in China's Hubei Province, the virus's epicenter. 
Administration officials have also called on China to close its "wet markets," more widely viewed as the source 
of the COVID-19 outbreak linked to more than 183,000 deaths worldwide. 

Le Duc visited the Wuhan lab in 2017, shortly before it opened, and even hosted the lab's building engineers at 
the Galveston National Laboratory for a training program on building operations and maintenance while it was 
under construction. While Le Duc said he did not see anything during that visit to the lab that alarmed him or 
hinted at lax safety protocols, he acknowledged that even laboratories with the highest level of security are 
prone to accidents. 

Related Stories 
Diplomatic cables from 2018 obtained by The Washington Post warned about questionable safety and 
inadequate training at the lab and the risk potential of coronaviruses from bats being transmitted to humans and 
causing a pandemic similar to SARS in 2003. 

"Accidents happen," Le Duc told the Houston Chronicle. "You do your best to prevent it, and you prepare for 
an eventuality if it should happen. So all I can say is (the Wuhan lab) was built comparable to ours, with a 
whole series of redundant safety measures in place. We did our best to share best practices so that they knew 
how to drive it and keep it safe. But it would be foolish to say there's no risk, because there's risk in 
everything." 

Senior officials at the Wuhan lab have consistently denied any link between their facility and the coronavirus 
outbreak. Yuan Zhiming, a top scientist at the Wuhan facility, told Chinese state television recently, "There is 
absolutely no way that the virus originated from our institute." 

Shi Zhengli, a virologist at the Wuhan lab and one of the world's leading researchers on bat coronaviruses, told 
Scientific American last month that she initially feared the virus could have originated at her facility, but was 
relieved that none of the genetic sequences taken from infected patients matched the viruses her team had 
sampled from bat caves. 

"That really took a load off my mind," Shi said. "I had not slept a wink for days." 

Yet the coronavirus research at the Wuhan lab so alarmed American science diplomats that they requested the 
United States provide further support beyond the assistance that the lab was getting from UTMB. In another 
cable, diplomats noted "the new lab has a serious shortage of appropriately trained technicians and investigators 
needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory." 
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As part of a team at UTMB that helped train staff from the Wuhan lab, Le Due was hesitant to ascribe blame or 
speculate on any specific cause of the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan. He did, however, acknowledge China's 
relative lack of experience in establishing high-security biocontainment labs. 

"I can say that this was a brand-new laboratory that was working at a level of biocontainment that they had not 
worked at in the past, so it's not surprising that they don't have a whole lot of people with experience in it," said 
Le Due, who joined UTMB in 2006 from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "I don't think that 
that means that they were any less appreciative of safety and security than anyone else." 

UTMB's relationship with China dates back to 2013, when the medical branch opened discussions with three 
labs that were under construction, including the facility in Wuhan. Through the Galveston National 
Laboratory's federally-funded national training center, Le Due led a team that provided individualized, hands-
on training in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory operations to international partners from 
around the world who had built or were building new biocontainment laboratories. 

As part of this engagement with the Chinese, the Galveston National Laboratory hosted a team of engineers that 
was building the lab in Wuhan to train them specifically on maintenance and operations of biocontainment labs. 
The national laboratory also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral scientists from the Wuhan lab. They completed 
the nearly year-long training needed to gain independent access to the Galveston facility and collaborated with 
UTMB faculty on Crimean Congo hemorrhagic fever virus research. 

UTMB did not provide the specific dates when the Chinese staffers came to Galveston, but Le Due said they 
arrived in the years prior to the Wuhan facility opening in 2017. The medical branch also declined to release the 
names of the two Chinese scientists from the Wuhan lab, citing federal law that protects the privacy of student 
records. 

"We wanted to make sure that we were engaged with (China) because they're a huge country, they've got 
tremendous intellectual power, and a lot of ongoing scientific collaborations," Le Due said. "We just wanted to 
make sure that as they stood up their new biocontainment labs, that they were aware of our experiences and 
kind of open up a dialogue so that we could share best practices." 

Le Due spoke highly of Shi, a professional colleague whose research he admires. Both scientists attended 
annual meetings hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, 
where Le Due listened to Shi warn of the dangers of coronaviruses jumping from animals to humans as far back 
as 2015. Shi's presentations at these meetings have not been made public. 

While one of the 2018 diplomatic cables obtained by The Post warned of the public health risk of bat-associated 
coronaviruses, Le Due said the dangers of these viruses have been common knowledge in the scientific 
community for years, in large part because of Shi's research. 

"I've never seen the cable but it's kind of being implied that this is breaking news," he said. "Well, in the 
scientific community we had been talking about this for at least five years. It wasn't breaking news and it 
wasn't a surprise to the scientists that are working in this field." 

He has kept in touch with Shi since the outbreak and is saddened her integrity has come into question. Le Due 
said he believes Shi's account of when she was first notified of the first coronavirus infections and that the 
timeline of events suggests to him that the virus did not originate in the Wuhan lab. 
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"It's all speculation that the lab was involved and I think it's very appropriate that people look into this because 
that's where some of the work is done, but the timeline doesn't make sense," he said. "I'm not at all trying to 
defend her or the laboratory, and frankly I think the Chinese government has done themselves and the global 
community a big disservice by not being more transparent as to what's going on, but that's a whole different set 
of issues." 

Federal officials had hoped UTMB's unique relationship with the Wuhan lab might led to an exchange that 
would help U.S. officials develop a diagnostic test for COVID-19, but Chinese officials nixed the idea in late 
January, The Post has reported. 

Le Duc also dismissed conspiracy theories suggesting that the coronavirus was man-made in the Wuhan lab, 
saying it "almost certainly originated from nature" given its similarity to other known bat-associated 
coronaviruses. But he conceded that working with infectious diseases, even in the most secure facilities, is 
inherently risky. 

"We as scientists try and use the best practices," he said. "Nobody wants to get sick, nobody wants to take their 
work home with them. Like anything, it's a highly specialized field, there are tools and procedures that protect 
the individuals working in the field and we all try and use them." 

nick.powell chron.corn 

Nick Powell covers Galveston and the Bay Area for the Houston Chronicle. 
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From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:45 AM 
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552.117 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>;
Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Good to hear Sheila. 

Thank you. 

Raul 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 8:41 AM, Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. irought the paper to me this 
morning and said "hey, there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today." Ms not aware of 
our struggling with how best to handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes(CoUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgrajimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc:@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, 
Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp2UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. 
<kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 

• By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 
• 33 min ago 
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In a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, 
Dr. James LeDuc, director of the Galveston National Laboratory said. 

People can unintentionally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected 
animal, causing a breach of even the most secure lab protocols. 

But as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global 
coronavirus pandemic circulates at the highest level of the U.S. government, 
LeDuc was cautious about placing blame on the Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

"I certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get 
released out of our laboratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc 
said. "I can say there are redundant safety mechanisms in place both here, and 
certainly in Wuhan, that guard against that. 

"But sometimes accidents happen," he said 

LeDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the 
office responsible for preventing deaths from viral disease. 

LeDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston 
National Lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long 
relationship with the facility and its researchers. 

LeDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said 
it is comparable in quality and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and 
Europe. 

Questions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days 
because of statements by President Donald Trump and other political leaders. A 
widely read column in The Washington Post also raised new questions about 
where the virus originated. 

Wuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the 
coronavirus. Speculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been 
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fueled by multiple factors, including its location and by the efforts of the 
Chinese government to tamp down on reporting about the virus outbreak. 

Recent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston 
National Laboratory and the medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 

WHAT IS THE CONNECI ION? 

The Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began 
on the Wuhan laboratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities 
operate Biosafety Level 4 laboratories, which are designed to safely contain the 
most lethal and infectious pathogens for research, LeDuc said. 

While the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-
term training experiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also 
hosted two Chinese post-doctoral students, who were trained to work safely in 
BSL-4 laboratories and who returned to China to work in the Wuhan lab, LeDuc 
said. 

Those students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the 
Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

The National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. 
Between 2008 and 2016, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training 
Center was funded the by U.S. Department of Defense to teach researchers from 
about 70 countries on laboratory safety techniques. 

Defense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, 
the Galveston National Laboratory hasn't offered training to international 
researchers, LeDuc said. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

Claims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about 
the Wuhan lab's connection to the coronavirus outbreak. 
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On April 14., Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. 
State Department cables, written in 2018, that warned about safety 
management weaknesses at the Wuhan lab. 

Rogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning 
shot" meant to bring more attention and support to the lab. The cables said the 
Wuhan lab had a shortage of trained technicians and researchers. Despite the 
cables, no extra U.S. assistance was given to the lab, Rogin said. 

In recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration 
officials as possible evidence the coronavirus was released in China as the result 
of a lab accident, Rogin said. On the same day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News 
published its own report about the Trump administration's speculation about 
the Wuhan Lab that emphasized there was no hard evidence for the connection. 

The intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the 
origins of the virus, the Yahoo story said. 

LeDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He 
didn't think the comments about training were a direct reference to the 
Galveston National Laboratory or its programs, he said. 

Rogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo 
article and the CDC's own website note that coronavirus samples can be 
handled safely in laboratories with lower safety levels. 

The Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for 
research in February. Since then, researchers have worked with the virus in the 
medical branch's BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

After the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news 
organizations, including Fox News, reported about "increased confidence," 
again from unnamed U.S. officials about the Wuhan lab being the origin of the 
virus. On Saturday, Trump said China should face consequences if it was 
"knowingly responsible" for releasing the virus. 
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The director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the 
lab and the outbreak. Also on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said 
evidence shows the virus likely originated in animals and that it was not 
manipulated or constructed in a laboratory. 

LeDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

"There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of 
intentional genetic engineering and that it almost certainly originated from 
nature, given its high similarity to other known bat-associated coronaviruses, 
LeDuc said. 

John Wayne Ferguson: 4'39-683-5226 iohn.fergusonPgalvnews.com or on Twitter @johnwferguson. 
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Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareves(CoUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<ciholuba@LJTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@LITMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<stepcamE@LITMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. 
<diramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in 
Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety 
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redundancies that the lab there and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I 
have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter 
"You do your best to prevent it. All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of 
safety redundancies...it would be foolish to say that there are no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he 
hadn't seen the cables and could not speak to that specifically. 

Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc 
provided some good explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is 
important because we want everyone to be safe and no one wants to have an accident 
or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 
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From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 5:01 PM 

To: LeDuc, James W. 

Subject: Re: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ok. Thanks! d 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 5:59 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I spoke to Ellen several times when she was working on the big article about the early stages of the pandemic She 
seems very nice and competent. Giver her my regards. 

I don't know where Zhengli worked. I had some email exchange with her last weekend but she didn't volunteer much 
and declined a call. I think they are under pretty strict orders to keep quite. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. qwleducPUTMBEDLI>
Subject: Re: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Pretty balanced from you. Do you know Ellen Nakashima from the Wash Post. Michael Callahan apparently 
gave her my name. I'll talk with her only on background, if it might be helpful and it would be comparable 
with what you say in the Houston Chronicle. Do we know if Zhengli worked BOTH on campus and in the 
BSL-4? 

See below; 

Hello, David, 

I hope you are managing to stay safe and sane during these trying times. 

Dr. Michael Callahan, whom I've been speaking to about various issues surrounding the USG response to the 
pandemic, suggested I reach out to you. I'm interested in sounding out experts in BSL-4 labs. Here's the issue. 
It's been pretty well established that Covid-19 wasn't bioengineered in a lab. But how plausible is the theory 
that the virus was ACCIDENTALLY released from the Wuhan Institute of Virology, where a great amount of 
research was being done on coronaviruses and bat viruses? 

As you've seen, the USG had concerns about the biosafety of the lab. And we know from open sources that 
since 2017 the lab participated in about 35 studies, published in English-language journals, pertaining to 
coronaviruses or other viruses carried by bats (or in a couple of cases, looking at other vectors carrying the 
same viruses). Scientists collected bats and guano not only in China but in Singapore and Malaysia (at least), 
but most of the work was laboratory based, using bats or bat tissues, cells and live viruses. 
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None of the studies point to bad science. They just illustrate the fact that that the Wuhan lab was doing a truly 
extraordinary amount of work with live bats and bat viruses. 

I know Shi Zhengli has said the lab did no work on that virus strain before it was discovered. But is it possible 
that one of the other strains they were working on mutated there and got out? Is that a silly question? 

What would the questions be that you would ask in order to determine that the virus was there and 
accidentally jumped, as opposed to originating somewhere else? 

Would you be willing to speak to me about this? I'm not on deadline. 

Thanks very much, 
Ellen Nakashima 
202-841-3655 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 5:26 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

From the Houston Chronicle just posted. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareves@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto(PLIT"MB.ENj>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@i,JTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<weclucgt...,FrivaEDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <clholu b a (FDISIMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <1.,;:ekooprnzug)LITNIB.EDI1>; Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTIVIB.EDU>
Subject: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese 
lab doing coronavirus research 

By Nick Powell 
Houston Chronicle 
• 

A leading Texas scientist who visited a Chinese laboratory conducting coronavirus research acknowledged that 
while that facility made security a priority, it is possible that an accident could have led to the global virus 
outbreak. 

James Le Due, the director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the 
University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) in Galveston, has had a 
professional relationship with several Chinese biocontainment labs since 
2013, including the Wuhan Institute of Virology laboratory, which studies 
some of the world's most lethal infectious diseases, including 
coronaviruses in bats. 
The Wuhan laboratory's research has prompted speculation by Trump 
administration officials and others that it may have had a role in causing 
the coronavirus outbreak in China's Hubei Province, the virus's epicenter. 
Administration officials have also called on China to close its "wet 
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markets," more widely viewed as the source of the COVID-19 outbreak 
linked to more than 183,000 deaths worldwide. 
Le Duc visited the Wuhan lab in 2017, shortly before it opened, and even 
hosted the lab's building engineers at the Galveston National Laboratory 
for a training program on building operations and maintenance while it 
was under construction. While Le Duc said he did not see anything during 
that visit to the lab that alarmed him or hinted at lax safety protocols, he 
acknowledged that even laboratories with the highest level of security are 
prone to accidents. 

Diplomatic cables from 2018 obtained by The Washington Post warned about questionable safety and 
inadequate training at the lab and the risk potential of coronaviruses from bats being transmitted to humans and 
causing a pandemic similar to SARS in 2003. 

"Accidents happen," Le Duc told the Houston Chronicle. "You do your 
best to prevent it, and you prepare for an eventuality if it should happen. 
So all I can say is (the Wuhan lab) was built comparable to ours, with a 
whole series of redundant safety measures in place. We did our best to 
share best practices so that they knew how to drive it and keep it safe. But 
it would be foolish to say there's no risk, because there's risk in 
everything." 
Senior officials at the Wuhan lab have consistently denied any link 
between their facility and the coronavirus outbreak. Yuan Zhiming, a top 
scientist at the Wuhan facility, told Chinese state television recently, 
"There is absolutely no way that the virus originated from our institute." 
Shi Zhengli, a virologist at the Wuhan lab and one of the world's leading 
researchers on bat coronaviruses, told Scientific American last month that 
she initially feared the virus could have originated at her facility, but was 
relieved that none of the genetic sequences taken from infected patients 
matched the viruses her team had sampled from bat caves. 
"That really took a load off my mind," Shi said. "I had not slept a wink for 
days." 
Yet the coronavirus research at the Wuhan lab so alarmed American 
science diplomats that they requested the United States provide further 
support beyond the assistance that the lab was getting from UTMB. In 
another cable, diplomats noted "the new lab has a serious shortage of 
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appropriately trained technicians and investigators needed to safely 
operate this high-containment laboratory." 
As part of a team at UTMB that helped train staff from the Wuhan lab, Le 
Duc was hesitant to ascribe blame or speculate on any specific cause of the 
coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan. He did, however, acknowledge China's 
relative lack of experience in establishing high-security biocontainment 
labs. 
"I can say that this was a brand-new laboratory that was working at a level 
of biocontainment that they had not worked at in the past, so it's not 
surprising that they don't have a whole lot of people with experience in it," 
said Le Duc, who joined UTMB in 2006 from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. "I don't think that that means that they were any 
less appreciative of safety and security than anyone else." 

UTMB's relationship with China dates back to 2013, when the medical branch opened discussions with three 
labs that were under construction, including the facility in Wuhan. Through the Galveston National Laboratory's 
federally-funded national training center, Le Duc led a team that provided individualized, hands-on training in 
biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory operations to international partners from around the world 
who had built or were building new biocontainment laboratories. 

As part of this engagement with the Chinese, the Galveston National 
Laboratory hosted a team of engineers that was building the lab in Wuhan 
to train them specifically on maintenance and operations of 
biocontainment labs. The national laboratory also hosted two Chinese 
post-doctoral scientists from the Wuhan lab. They completed the nearly 
year-long training needed to gain independent access to the Galveston 
facility and collaborated with UTMB faculty on Crimean Congo 
hemorrhagic fever virus research. 
UTMB did not provide the specific dates when the Chinese staffers came 
to Galveston, but Le Duc said they arrived in the years prior to the Wuhan 
facility opening in 2017. The medical branch also declined to release the 
names of the two Chinese scientists from the Wuhan lab, citing federal law 
that protects the privacy of student records. 
"We wanted to make sure that we were engaged with (China) because 
they're a huge country, they've got tremendous intellectual power, and a 
lot of ongoing scientific collaborations," Le Duc said. "We just wanted to 
make sure that as they stood up their new biocontainment labs, that they 
were aware of our experiences and kind of open up a dialogue so that we 
could share best practices." 
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Le Due spoke highly of Shi, a professional colleague whose research he 
admires. Both scientists attended annual meetings hosted by the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, where 
Le Due listened to Shi warn of the dangers of coronaviruses jumping from 
animals to humans as far back as 2015. Shi's presentations at these 
meetings have not been made public. 
While one of the 2018 diplomatic cables obtained by The Post warned of 
the public health risk of bat-associated coronaviruses, Le Due said the 
dangers of these viruses have been common knowledge in the scientific 
community for years, in large part because of Shi's research. 
"I've never seen the cable but it's kind of being implied that this is 
breaking news," he said. "Well, in the scientific community we had been 
talking about this for at least five years. It wasn't breaking news and it 
wasn't a surprise to the scientists that are working in this field." 
He has kept in touch with Shi since the outbreak and is saddened her 
integrity has come into question. Le Due said he believes Shi's account of 
when she was first notified of the first coronavirus infections and that the 
timeline of events suggests to him that the virus did not originate in the 
Wuhan lab. 
"It's all speculation that the lab was involved and I think it's very 
appropriate that people look into this because that's where some of the 
work is done, but the timeline doesn't make sense," he said. "I'm not at all 
trying to defend her or the laboratory, and frankly I think the Chinese 
government has done themselves and the global community a big 
disservice by not being more transparent as to what's going on, but that's a 
whole different set of issues." 
Federal officials had hoped UTMB's unique relationship with the Wuhan 
lab might led to an exchange that would help U.S. officials develop a 
diagnostic test for COVID-19, but Chinese officials nixed the idea in late 
January, The Post has reported. 
Le Due also dismissed conspiracy theories suggesting that the coronavirus 
was man-made in the Wuhan lab, saying it "almost certainly originated 
from nature" given its similarity to other known bat-associated 
coronaviruses. But he conceded that working with infectious diseases, 
even in the most secure facilities, is inherently risky. 
"We as scientists try and use the best practices," he said. "Nobody wants 
to get sick, nobody wants to take their work home with them. Like 
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anything, it's a highly specialized field, there are tools and procedures that 
protect the individuals working in the field and we all try and use them." 
nick.powell@chron.corn 

Nick Powell covers Galveston and the Bay Area for the Houston 
Chronicle. 

or 

• Galveston, Montgomery counties will not mandate face coverings 
• UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese lab doing coronavirus research 
• State parks reopen, giving Texans a much-needed break from cabin fever 

NEWSLETTER 

:Or 

Get breaking news alerts and a morning briefing with the latest on COVID-19 and other local news. 

SIGN UP 

From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:45 AM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimerPlJTMB„EDi..„l>; LeDuc, James W. cjwleduc@UTIVIB.ED!,.„1>; Holubar, Connie J. 

  MB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>;
Ramirez, Donna R. <cilrarnfte@LJTMEI.EDU>
Subject: Re: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Good to hear Sheila. 

Thank you. 

Raul 
Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 8:41 AM, Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. brought the paper to me this morning and 
said "hey, there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today."1111111s not aware of our struggling with how best to 
handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EN„,1>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
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To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UM1F, EP! I> 

Cc: LeDuc, James W.  !>; Holubar, Connie J. <:- H. 1>; Lidstone, Sheila 
Fi', i 1>; Campbell, Stephen El l! .1>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <!  !>; 

Ramirez, Donna R. <d EP! I> 

Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 

• By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 

• 33 min ago 

• 0 
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• WhatsApp 

• SMS 

• Email 

• Save 

GALVESTON 
In a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, Dr. 
James LeDuc, director of the Galveston National Laboratory said. 
People can unintentionally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected animal, 
causing a breach of even the most secure lab protocols. 
But as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global 
coronavirus pandemic circulates at the highest level of the U.S. government, LeDuc 
was cautious about placing blame on the Wuhan Institute of Virology. 
"I certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get released 
out of our laboratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc said. "I can say 
there are redundant safety mechanisms in place both here, and certainly in Wuhan, 
that guard against that. 
"But sometimes accidents happen," he said 
LeDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the office 
responsible for preventing deaths from viral disease. 
LeDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston 
National Lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long 
relationship with the facility and its researchers. 
LeDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said it is 
comparable in quality and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and Europe. 
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Questions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days because of 
statements by President Donald Trump and other political leaders. A widely read 
column in The Washington Post also raised new questions about where the virus 
originated. 
Wuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the 
coronavirus. Speculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been fueled 
by multiple factors, including its location and by the efforts of the Chinese 
government to tamp down on reporting about the virus outbreak. 
Recent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston National 
Laboratory and the medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 
WHAT IS THE CONNECTION? 
The Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began on 
the Wuhan laboratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities operate 
Biosafety Level 4 laboratories, which are designed to safely contain the most lethal 
and infectious pathogens for research, LeDuc said. 
While the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-
term training experiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also hosted 
two Chinese post-doctoral students, who were trained to work safely in BSL-4 
laboratories and who returned to China to work in the Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 
Those students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the 
Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 
The National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. 
Between 2008 and 2016, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training 
Center was funded the by U.S. Department of Defense to teach researchers from 
about 70 countries on laboratory safety techniques. 
Defense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, the 
Galveston National Laboratory hasn't offered training to international researchers, 
LeDuc said. 
QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 
Claims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about the 
Wuhan lab's connection to the coronavirus outbreak. 
On April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. State 
Department cables, written in 2018, that warned about safety management 
weaknesses at the Wuhan lab. 
Rogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning shot" 
meant to bring more attention and support to the lab. The cables said the Wuhan lab 
had a shortage of trained technicians and researchers. Despite the cables, no extra 
U.S. assistance was given to the lab, Rogin said. 
In recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration officials 
as possible evidence the coronavirus was released in China as the result of a lab 
accident, Rogin said. On the same day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News published its 
own report about the Trump administration's speculation about the Wuhan Lab that 
emphasized there was no hard evidence for the connection. 
The intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the 
origins of the virus, the Yahoo story said. 
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LeDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He didn't 
think the comments about training were a direct reference to the Galveston National 
Laboratory or its programs, he said. 
Rogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo article 
and the CDC's own website note that coronavirus samples can be handled safely in 
laboratories with lower safety levels. 
The Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for 
research in February. Since then, researchers have worked with the virus in the 
medical branch's BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 
After the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news 
organizations, including Fox News, reported about "increased confidence," again 
from unnamed U.S. officials about the Wuhan lab being the origin of the virus. On 
Saturday, Trump said China should face consequences if it was "knowingly 
responsible" for releasing the virus. 
The director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the lab 
and the outbreak. Also on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said evidence 
shows the virus likely originated in animals and that it was not manipulated or 
constructed in a laboratory. 
LeDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 
"There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of intentional 
genetic engineering and that it almost certainly originated from nature, given its 
high similarity to other known bat-associated coronaviruses," LeDuc said. 
John Wayne Ferguson: 409-683-5226; john.fergusonOgalvnews.com or on Twitter @johnwferguson. 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

• WhatsApp 
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• Email 
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Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <LiFraL-ner@u-t 

Thank you Raul. 
u> wrote: 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <i evesPUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila 
<shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 
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Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said 
that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety redundancies that the lab there and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter "You do your best to prevent 
it. All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of safety redundancies...it would be foolish to say that there are 
no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he hadn't seen the cables and could 
not speak to that specifically. 

Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc provided some good 
explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is important because we want everyone to be safe and no 
one wants to have an accident or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: calisher@cybersafe.net 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 11:39 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.;Holubar, Connie J.;'Erdman Dean';Murphy, Frederick A.;LeDuc, 

James W.;'Denison Mark';Shi, Pei yong;'Rollin Pierre';'Tesh Robert';Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.;Menachery, Vineet'Folks Thomas';'Nichol Stuart';'Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)';'Franz David' 

Subject: RE: Director of maximum-security Wuhan lab denies being source of coronavirus 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

The photo looks fake. 

I do not see how anyone could definitively state that the virus could not possibly have come from that 
lab. An incidental/accidental error infecting a lab worker who subsequently and asymptomatically 
shed virus could have occurred. I'm not suggesting that it did occur, only that it is possible. 

Charlie 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 12:34 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean 
<derdman05@gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
Denison Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rollin Pierre 
<pierrerollin2019@gmail.com>; Tesh Robert <rbtesh22@gmail.com>; Tseng, Chien-Te K. <sktseng@UTMB.EDU>; 
Menachery, Vineet <vimenach@UTMB.EDU>; Folks Thomas <Virusdoctom@aol.com>; Calisher Charles 
<calisher@cybersafe.net>; Nichol Stuart <stn1@CDC.GOV>; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED) <ccs8@cdc.gov>; 
Franz David <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Director of maximum-security Wuhan lab denies being source of coronavirus 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/04/19/coronavirus-latest-
newsnp9w22b2p=b2p22p9w0009884titha classic-iphone&no nav=true#Iink-RTFRG73KVJAFXKAH6FQC7XQZ3M 

1:19 a.m. 

Director of maximum-security Wuhan lab denies being 
source of coronavirus 
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This photo taken 
on February 23, 2017 shows Chinese virologist Shi Zhengli inside the P4 laboratory in Wuhan, capital 
of China's Hubei province. (Johannes Eisele/Afp Via Getty Images) 
The director of the research unit at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, in the Chinese city at the center 
of the coronavirus outbreak, has rejected the "conspiracy theory” that the virus originated in his lab. 
In his first public remarks since the world became aware of the virus in January, Yuan Zhiming said 
that it was "impossible" that the virus began in his lab. 
"As people who carry out viral studies, we clearly know what kind of research is going on at the 
institute and how the institute manages viruses and samples," he told CGTN, the Chinese state 
broadcaster's international arm. "As we said early on, there is no way this virus came from us. We 
have a strict regulatory regimen and we have a code of conduct for research, so we are confident of 
that." 
Yuan heads the top-security-level P4 lab at the Wuhan institute, which 2018 become the first lab in 
Asia equipped to handle "Class 4" pathogens like Ebola. 
Washington Post columnist Josh Rogin last week wrote that American officials were expressing 
concerns about inadequate safety at the lab as far back as January 2018. 
Shi Zhengli, a scientist at the institute known for her work on viruses that stem from bats, as this new 
coronavirus is thought too, also initially wondered if it had escaped from the lab. 
If coronaviruses were the culprit, "could they have come from our lab?" she recalled thinking in 
an interview with Scientific American. (She concluded it had not.) 
Conspiracy theories about the virus's origins have been rife, and have moved into official spheres. 
After President Trump repeatedly called the coronavirus the "Chinese virus," Foreign Ministry 
spokesman Zhao Lijian suggested that the pathogen could have been planted in Wuhan by American 
soldiers who attended the World Military Games, held in the city last October. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:59 PM 
To: Dave Franz 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

I spoke to Ellen several times when she was working on the big article about the early stages of the pandemic. She 
seems very nice and competent. Giver her my regards. 

I don't know where Zhengli worked. I had some email exchange with her last weekend but she didn't volunteer much 
and declined a call. I think they are under pretty strict orders to keep quite. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Pretty balanced from you. Do you know Ellen Nakashima from the Wash Post. Michael Callahan apparently 
gave her my name. I'll talk with her only on background, if it might be helpful and it would be comparable 
with what you say in the Houston Chronicle. Do we know if Zhengli worked BOTH on campus and in the 
BSL-4? 

See below; 

Hello, David, 

I hope you are managing to stay safe and sane during these trying times. 

Dr. Michael Callahan, whom I've been speaking to about various issues surrounding the USG response to the 
pandemic, suggested I reach out to you. I'm interested in sounding out experts in BSL-4 labs. Here's the issue. 
It's been pretty well established that Covid-19 wasn't bioengineered in a lab. But how plausible is the theory 
that the virus was ACCIDENTALLY released from the Wuhan Institute of Virology, where a great amount of 
research was being done on coronaviruses and bat viruses? 

As you've seen, the USG had concerns about the biosafety of the lab. And we know from open sources that 
since 2017 the lab participated in about 35 studies, published in English-language journals, pertaining to 
coronaviruses or other viruses carried by bats (or in a couple of cases, looking at other vectors carrying the 
same viruses). Scientists collected bats and guano not only in China but in Singapore and Malaysia (at least), 
but most of the work was laboratory based, using bats or bat tissues, cells and live viruses. 

None of the studies point to bad science. They just illustrate the fact that that the Wuhan lab was doing a truly 
extraordinary amount of work with live bats and bat viruses. 
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I know Shi Zhengli has said the lab did no work on that virus strain before it was discovered. But is it possible 
that one of the other strains they were working on mutated there and got out? Is that a silly question? 

What would the questions be that you would ask in order to determine that the virus was there and 
accidentally jumped, as opposed to originating somewhere else? 

Would you be willing to speak to me about this? I'm not on deadline. 

Thanks very much, 
Ellen Nakashima 
202-841-3655 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 5:26 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

From the Houston Chronicle just posted. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoP Lam B. EDI,,„„i>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@LITMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjiloluba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<stepcarnp@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@LJTMB.EM,„„i>; Ramirez, Donna R. <diramire UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at 
Chinese lab doing coronavirus research 

By Nick Powell 
Houston Chronicle 

• 

A leading Texas scientist who visited a Chinese laboratory conducting coronavirus research 
acknowledged that while that facility made security a priority, it is possible that an accident 
could have led to the global virus outbreak. 

James Le Due, the director of the Galveston National 
Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) 
in Galveston, has had a professional relationship with several 
Chinese biocontainment labs since 2013, including the Wuhan 
Institute of Virology laboratory, which studies some of the 
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world's most lethal infectious diseases, including coronaviruses 
in bats. 

The Wuhan laboratory's research has prompted speculation by 
Trump administration officials and others that it may have had a 
role in causing the coronavirus outbreak in China's Hubei 
Province, the virus's epicenter. Administration officials have 
also called on China to close its "wet markets," more widely 
viewed as the source of the COVID-19 outbreak linked to more 
than 183,000 deaths worldwide. 

Le Duc visited the Wuhan lab in 2017, shortly before it opened, 
and even hosted the lab's building engineers at the Galveston 
National Laboratory for a training program on building 
operations and maintenance while it was under construction. 
While Le Duc said he did not see anything during that visit to 
the lab that alarmed him or hinted at lax safety protocols, he 
acknowledged that even laboratories with the highest level of 
security are prone to accidents. 

Diplomatic cables from 2018 obtained by The Washington Post warned about questionable 
safety and inadequate training at the lab and the risk potential of coronaviruses from bats being 
transmitted to humans and causing a pandemic similar to SARS in 2003. 

"Accidents happen," Le Duc told the Houston Chronicle. "You 
do your best to prevent it, and you prepare for an eventuality if it 
should happen. So all I can say is (the Wuhan lab) was built 
comparable to ours, with a whole series of redundant safety 
measures in place. We did our best to share best practices so that 
they knew how to drive it and keep it safe. But it would be 
foolish to say there's no risk, because there's risk in everything." 

Senior officials at the Wuhan lab have consistently denied any 
link between their facility and the coronavirus outbreak. Yuan 
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Zhiming, a top scientist at the Wuhan facility, told Chinese state 
television recently, "There is absolutely no way that the virus 
originated from our institute." 

Shi Zhengli, a virologist at the Wuhan lab and one of the 
world's leading researchers on bat coronaviruses, told Scientific 
American last month that she initially feared the virus could 
have originated at her facility, but was relieved that none of the 
genetic sequences taken from infected patients matched the 
viruses her team had sampled from bat caves. 

"That really took a load off my mind," Shi said. "I had not slept 
a wink for days." 

Yet the coronavirus research at the Wuhan lab so alarmed 
American science diplomats that they requested the United 
States provide further support beyond the assistance that the lab 
was getting from UTMB. In another cable, diplomats noted "the 
new lab has a serious shortage of appropriately trained 
technicians and investigators needed to safely operate this high-
containment laboratory." 

As part of a team at UTMB that helped train staff from the 
Wuhan lab, Le Duc was hesitant to ascribe blame or speculate 
on any specific cause of the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan. He 
did, however, acknowledge China's relative lack of experience 
in establishing high-security biocontainment labs. 

"I can say that this was a brand-new laboratory that was working 
at a level of biocontainment that they had not worked at in the 
past, so it's not surprising that they don't have a whole lot of 
people with experience in it," said Le Duc, who joined UTMB 
in 2006 from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "I 
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don't think that that means that they were any less appreciative 
of safety and security than anyone else." 

UTMB's relationship with China dates back to 2013, when the medical branch opened 
discussions with three labs that were under construction, including the facility in Wuhan. 
Through the Galveston National Laboratory's federally-funded national training center, Le Duc 
led a team that provided individualized, hands-on training in biosafety, biosecurity and 
biocontainment laboratory operations to international partners from around the world who had 
built or were building new biocontainment laboratories. 

As part of this engagement with the Chinese, the Galveston 
National Laboratory hosted a team of engineers that was 
building the lab in Wuhan to train them specifically on 
maintenance and operations of biocontainment labs. The 
national laboratory also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral 
scientists from the Wuhan lab. They completed the nearly year-
long training needed to gain independent access to the Galveston 
facility and collaborated with UTMB faculty on Crimean Congo 
hemorrhagic fever virus research. 

UTMB did not provide the specific dates when the Chinese 
staffers came to Galveston, but Le Duc said they arrived in the 
years prior to the Wuhan facility opening in 2017. The medical 
branch also declined to release the names of the two Chinese 
scientists from the Wuhan lab, citing federal law that protects 
the privacy of student records. 

"We wanted to make sure that we were engaged with (China) 
because they're a huge country, they've got tremendous 
intellectual power, and a lot of ongoing scientific 
collaborations," Le Duc said. "We just wanted to make sure that 
as they stood up their new biocontainment labs, that they were 
aware of our experiences and kind of open up a dialogue so that 
we could share best practices." 
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Le Due spoke highly of Shi, a professional colleague whose 
research he admires. Both scientists attended annual meetings 
hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the U.S. 
National Academy of Sciences, where Le Due listened to Shi 
warn of the dangers of coronaviruses jumping from animals to 
humans as far back as 2015. Shi's presentations at these 
meetings have not been made public. 

While one of the 2018 diplomatic cables obtained by The Post 
warned of the public health risk of bat-associated coronaviruses, 
Le Due said the dangers of these viruses have been common 
knowledge in the scientific community for years, in large part 
because of Shi's research. 

"I've never seen the cable but it's kind of being implied that this 
is breaking news," he said. "Well, in the scientific community 
we had been talking about this for at least five years. It wasn't 
breaking news and it wasn't a surprise to the scientists that are 
working in this field." 

He has kept in touch with Shi since the outbreak and is saddened 
her integrity has come into question. Le Due said he believes 
Shi's account of when she was first notified of the first 
coronavirus infections and that the timeline of events suggests to 
him that the virus did not originate in the Wuhan lab. 

"It's all speculation that the lab was involved and I think it's 
very appropriate that people look into this because that's where 
some of the work is done, but the timeline doesn't make sense," 
he said. "I'm not at all trying to defend her or the laboratory, and 
frankly I think the Chinese government has done themselves and 
the global community a big disservice by not being more 
transparent as to what's going on, but that's a whole different set 
of issues." 
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Federal officials had hoped UTMB's unique relationship with 
the Wuhan lab might led to an exchange that would help U.S. 
officials develop a diagnostic test for COVID-19, but Chinese 
officials nixed the idea in late January, The Post has reported. 

Le Duc also dismissed conspiracy theories suggesting that the 
coronavirus was man-made in the Wuhan lab, saying it "almost 
certainly originated from nature" given its similarity to other 
known bat-associated coronaviruses. But he conceded that 
working with infectious diseases, even in the most secure 
facilities, is inherently risky. 

"We as scientists try and use the best practices," he said. 
"Nobody wants to get sick, nobody wants to take their work 
home with them. Like anything, it's a highly specialized field, 
there are tools and procedures that protect the individuals 
working in the field and we all try and use them." 

nick.powell@chron.corn 

Nick Powell covers Galveston and the Bay Area for the Houston 
Chronicle. 

• Galveston, Montgomery counties will not mandate face coverings 

• U'TMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese lab doing coronavirus research 

• State parks reopen, giving Texans a much-needed break from cabin fever 

NEWSLETTER 

Get breaking news alerts and a morning briefing with the latest on COVID-19 and other 
local news. 

SIGN UP 
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552.117 : 

From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:45 AM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimerel,„„ITMB,EDL„I>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDI,,„„l>; Holubar, Connie 
J. <clholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. 
<kekoopma@LITMB„Ent,„„l>; Ramirez, Donna R. <d1ramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Good to hear Sheila. 

Thank you. 

Raul 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 8:41 AM, Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. ::prought the 
paper to me this morning and said "hey, there's a great story on the GNL on the front 
page today." •is not aware of our struggling with how best to handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDI,,„„I> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <*wleduc.(PUTYPIEDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<clholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, 
Donna R. <diramirePUTME,ED>
Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to 
Wuhan 

• By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 

• 33 min ago 
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GALVESTON 

In a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something 
going wrong, Dr. James LeDuc, director of the Galveston National 
Laboratory said. 

People can unintentionally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an 
infected animal, causing a breach of even the most secure lab 
protocols. 

But as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the 
global coronavirus pandemic circulates at the highest level of the 
U.S. government, LeDuc was cautious about placing blame on the 
Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

"I certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something 
to get released out of our laboratory or any other lab around the 
world," LeDuc said. "I can say there are redundant safety 
mechanisms in place both here, and certainly in Wuhan, that guard 
against that. 

"But sometimes accidents happen," he said 

LeDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once 
led the office responsible for preventing deaths from viral disease. 
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LeDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The 
Galveston National Lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch 
has a years-long relationship with the facility and its researchers. 

LeDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 
2017, said it is comparable in quality and safety to biosafety labs in 
the United State and Europe. 

Questions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent 
days because of statements by President Donald Trump and other 
political leaders. A widely read column in The Washington Post also 
raised new questions about where the virus originated. 

Wuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major 
outbreak of the coronavirus. Speculation about the lab as the source 
of the outbreak has been fueled by multiple factors, including its 
location and by the efforts of the Chinese government to tamp down 
on reporting about the virus outbreak. 

Recent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the 
Galveston National Laboratory and the medical branch's connection 
to the Chinese lab. 

WHAT IS THE CONNECTION? 

The Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when 
construction began on the Wuhan laboratory. Both the Galveston 
and Wuhan research facilities operate Biosafety Level 4 laboratories, 
which are designed to safely contain the most lethal and infectious 
pathogens for research, LeDuc said. 

While the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab 
provided "short-term training experiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. 
The Galveston lab also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral students, 
who were trained to work safely in BSL-4 laboratories and who 
returned to China to work in the Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 
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Those students started a biosafety and biocontainment training 
program for the Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

The National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China 
isn't unusual. Between 2008 and 2016, the National Lab's National 
Biocontainment Training Center was funded the by U.S. Department 
of Defense to teach researchers from about 70 countries on 
laboratory safety techniques. 

Defense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. 
Since then, the Galveston National Laboratory hasn't offered 
training to international researchers, LeDuc said. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

Claims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest 
news about the Wuhan lab's connection to the coronavirus outbreak. 

On April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin 
reported on U.S. State Department cables, written in 2018, that 
warned about safety management weaknesses at the Wuhan lab. 

Rogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a 
"warning shot" meant to bring more attention and support to the 
lab. The cables said the Wuhan lab had a shortage of trained 
technicians and researchers. Despite the cables, no extra U.S. 
assistance was given to the lab, Rogin said. 

In recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump 
administration officials as possible evidence the coronavirus was 
released in China as the result of a lab accident, Rogin said. On the 
same day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News published its own report 
about the Trump administration's speculation about the Wuhan Lab 
that emphasized there was no hard evidence for the connection. 
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The intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," 
about the origins of the virus, the Yahoo story said. 

LeDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he 
said. He didn't think the comments about training were a direct 
reference to the Galveston National Laboratory or its programs, he 
said. 

Rogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. 
The Yahoo article and the CDC's own website note that coronavirus 
samples can be handled safely in laboratories with lower safety 
levels. 

The Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the 
coronavirus for research in February. Since then, researchers have 
worked with the virus in the medical branch's BSL-3 and BSL-4 
laboratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

After the Washington Post column was published, some conservative 
news organizations, including Fox News, reported about "increased 
confidence," again from unnamed U.S. officials about the Wuhan lab 
being the origin of the virus. On Saturday, Trump said China should 
face consequences if it was "knowingly responsible" for releasing the 
virus. 

The director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection 
between the lab and the outbreak. Also on Tuesday, the World 
Health Organization said evidence shows the virus likely originated 
in animals and that it was not manipulated or constructed in a 
laboratory. 

LeDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

"There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result 
of intentional genetic engineering and that it almost certainly 
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originated from nature, given its high similarity to other known bat-
associated coronaviruses," LeDue said. 

John Wayne Ferguson: 409-683-5226; john.fergusonPgalvnews.com or on Twitter 
@johnwferguson. 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

• WhetsApp 

• SMS 

• Email 

• 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu>
wrote: 

Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@LITMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <IwleduripUTfyl3.,EDU>: Holubar, Connie J. 
<CM Cfl ba im  B.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlicistoP LFINI1 B. EDU>: 
Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<hgra 13.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. 
<d 3.ra fre kyrm
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped 
from a lab in Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said that we don't 
know. He pointed out all the safety redundancies that the lab there 
and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that 
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happen here? I have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the 
Chronicle reporter "You do your best to prevent it. All I can say is that 
their lab was built with a bunch of safety redundancies...it would be 
foolish to say that there are no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc 
said that he hadn't seen the cables and could not speak to that 
specifically. 

Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided 
and Dr. Le Duc provided some good explanations. He also stressed why 
we think that the training is important because we want everyone to be 
safe and no one wants to have an accident or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:22 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Raymond 

Jeanloz;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 

Did you get the impression that we would get a formal response from George Gao and Bai Chunli soon? The letter asks 
them to support a virtual meeting in May to discuss important and time sensitive questions/issues associated with 
Covid-19. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 7:42 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Hi Ben, 
I discussed the virtual conference with Zhiming. His response is that later this year might be possible. I think George Gao 
and Chunli Bai are the rights targets to discuss the feasibility. 
Have a good weekend! 

- 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 1:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@ TMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <Ieanloz@berk.eleyz:Au>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(Dnas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@LJTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 
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Pei-yong have you mentioned the virtual dialogue letter to Zhiming? 

FYI George Gao is scheduled to be on a virtual panel with Toni Fauci at the NAS annual meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2 
pm. 
http://www.nasonline.orejabout-nasievents/annual-meetinanas157/covid19-update.html 

Anyone can listen in 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 5:27 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <ieanloz@berk.eley,edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

From the Houston Chronicle just posted. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyesPUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoRUTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTINAB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<iwleduc:@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholubaCoUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopmaEDUTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <thramire@ TMB.EDU> 
Subject: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese 
lab doing coronavirus research 

By Nick Powell 
Houston Chronicle 

A leading Texas scientist who visited a Chinese laboratory conducting coronavirus research acknowledged that 
while that facility made security a priority, it is possible that an accident could have led to the global virus 
outbreak. 

James Le Duc, the director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch 
(UTMB) in Galveston, has had a professional relationship with several Chinese biocontainment labs since 2013, 
including the Wuhan Institute of Virology laboratory, which studies some of the world's most lethal infectious 
diseases, including coronaviruses in bats. 

The Wuhan laboratory's research has prompted speculation by Trump administration officials and others that it 
may have had a role in causing the coronavirus outbreak in China's Hubei Province, the virus's epicenter. 
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Administration officials have also called on China to close its "wet markets," more widely viewed as the source 
of the COVID-19 outbreak linked to more than 183,000 deaths worldwide. 

Le Duc visited the Wuhan lab in 2017, shortly before it opened, and even hosted the lab's building engineers at 
the Galveston National Laboratory for a training program on building operations and maintenance while it was 
under construction. While Le Duc said he did not see anything during that visit to the lab that alarmed him or 
hinted at lax safety protocols, he acknowledged that even laboratories with the highest level of security are 
prone to accidents. 

Related Stories 
Diplomatic cables from 2018 obtained by The Washington Post warned about questionable safety and 
inadequate training at the lab and the risk potential of coronaviruses from bats being transmitted to humans and 
causing a pandemic similar to SARS in 2003. 

"Accidents happen," Le Duc told the Houston Chronicle. "You do your best to prevent it, and you prepare for 
an eventuality if it should happen. So all I can say is (the Wuhan lab) was built comparable to ours, with a 
whole series of redundant safety measures in place. We did our best to share best practices so that they knew 
how to drive it and keep it safe. But it would be foolish to say there's no risk, because there's risk in 
everything." 

Senior officials at the Wuhan lab have consistently denied any link between their facility and the coronavirus 
outbreak. Yuan Zhiming, a top scientist at the Wuhan facility, told Chinese state television recently, "There is 
absolutely no way that the virus originated from our institute." 

Shi Zhengli, a virologist at the Wuhan lab and one of the world's leading researchers on bat coronaviruses, told 
Scientific American last month that she initially feared the virus could have originated at her facility, but was 
relieved that none of the genetic sequences taken from infected patients matched the viruses her team had 
sampled from bat caves. 

"That really took a load off my mind," Shi said. "I had not slept a wink for days." 

Yet the coronavirus research at the Wuhan lab so alarmed American science diplomats that they requested the 
United States provide further support beyond the assistance that the lab was getting from UTMB. In another 
cable, diplomats noted "the new lab has a serious shortage of appropriately trained technicians and investigators 
needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory." 

As part of a team at UTMB that helped train staff from the Wuhan lab, Le Duc was hesitant to ascribe blame or 
speculate on any specific cause of the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan. He did, however, acknowledge China's 
relative lack of experience in establishing high-security biocontainment labs. 

"I can say that this was a brand-new laboratory that was working at a level of biocontainment that they had not 
worked at in the past, so it's not surprising that they don't have a whole lot of people with experience in it," said 
Le Duc, who joined UTMB in 2006 from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "I don't think that 
that means that they were any less appreciative of safety and security than anyone else." 
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UTMB's relationship with China dates back to 2013, when the medical branch opened discussions with three 
labs that were under construction, including the facility in Wuhan. Through the Galveston National 
Laboratory's federally-funded national training center, Le Duc led a team that provided individualized, hands-
on training in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory operations to international partners from 
around the world who had built or were building new biocontainment laboratories. 

As part of this engagement with the Chinese, the Galveston National Laboratory hosted a team of engineers that 
was building the lab in Wuhan to train them specifically on maintenance and operations of biocontainment labs. 
The national laboratory also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral scientists from the Wuhan lab. They completed 
the nearly year-long training needed to gain independent access to the Galveston facility and collaborated with 
UTMB faculty on Crimean Congo hemorrhagic fever virus research. 

UTMB did not provide the specific dates when the Chinese staffers came to Galveston, but Le Duc said they 
arrived in the years prior to the Wuhan facility opening in 2017. The medical branch also declined to release the 
names of the two Chinese scientists from the Wuhan lab, citing federal law that protects the privacy of student 
records. 

"We wanted to make sure that we were engaged with (China) because they're a huge country, they've got 
tremendous intellectual power, and a lot of ongoing scientific collaborations," Le Duc said. "We just wanted to 
make sure that as they stood up their new biocontainment labs, that they were aware of our experiences and 
kind of open up a dialogue so that we could share best practices." 

Le Duc spoke highly of Shi, a professional colleague whose research he admires. Both scientists attended 
annual meetings hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, 
where Le Duc listened to Shi warn of the dangers of coronaviruses jumping from animals to humans as far back 
as 2015. Shi's presentations at these meetings have not been made public. 

While one of the 2018 diplomatic cables obtained by The Post warned of the public health risk of bat-associated 
coronaviruses, Le Duc said the dangers of these viruses have been common knowledge in the scientific 
community for years, in large part because of Shi's research. 

"I've never seen the cable but it's kind of being implied that this is breaking news," he said. "Well, in the 
scientific community we had been talking about this for at least five years. It wasn't breaking news and it 
wasn't a surprise to the scientists that are working in this field." 

He has kept in touch with Shi since the outbreak and is saddened her integrity has come into question. Le Duc 
said he believes Shi's account of when she was first notified of the first coronavirus infections and that the 
timeline of events suggests to him that the virus did not originate in the Wuhan lab. 

"It's all speculation that the lab was involved and I think it's very appropriate that people look into this because 
that's where some of the work is done, but the timeline doesn't make sense," he said. "I'm not at all trying to 
defend her or the laboratory, and frankly I think the Chinese government has done themselves and the global 
community a big disservice by not being more transparent as to what's going on, but that's a whole different set 
of issues." 

Federal officials had hoped UTMB's unique relationship with the Wuhan lab might led to an exchange that 
would help U.S. officials develop a diagnostic test for COVID-19, but Chinese officials nixed the idea in late 
January, The Post has reported. 
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Le Due also dismissed conspiracy theories suggesting that the coronavirus was man-made in the Wuhan lab, 
saying it "almost certainly originated from nature" given its similarity to other known bat-associated 
coronaviruses. But he conceded that working with infectious diseases, even in the most secure facilities, is 
inherently risky. 

"We as scientists try and use the best practices," he said. "Nobody wants to get sick, nobody wants to take their 
work home with them. Like anything, it's a highly specialized field, there are tools and procedures that protect 
the individuals working in the field and we all try and use them." 

nick.powell chron.corn 

Nick Powell covers Galveston and the Bay Area for the Houston Chronicle. 

Past Articles from this Author: 

• Galveston, Montgomery counties will not mandate face coverings 

• U'TMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese lab doing coronavirus research 

• State parks reopen, giving Texans a much-needed break from cabin fever 

NEWSLETTER 

Coronavirus updates 

Get breaking news alerts and a morning briefing with the latest on COVID-19 and other local news. 

SIGN UP 

Most Popular 

From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:45 AM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <kuleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>;
Ramirez, Donna R. <diramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Good to hear Sheila. 

Thank you. 

Raul 
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Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 552.117 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 8:41 AM, Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. brought the paper to me this 
morning and said "hey, there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today." Ms not aware of 
our struggling with how best to handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes(CoUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgrairner@UTNAB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <Nvieduc@UTNAB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholyba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, 
Sheila <shlidsto(DUTNAB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcampLoUTNAB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. 
<kekoopmaEDUTNAB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <diramire@LJTMB.EDU>
Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 

• By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 
• 33 min ago 

• 0 
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• WhatsApp 

• SMS 

• Email 

• Save 

GALVESTON 

In a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, 
Dr. James LeDuc, director of the Galveston National Laboratory said. 

People can unintentionally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected 
animal, causing a breach of even the most secure lab protocols. 
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But as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global 
coronavirus pandemic circulates at the highest level of the U.S. government, 
LeDuc was cautious about placing blame on the Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

"I certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get 
released out of our laboratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc 
said. "I can say there are redundant safety mechanisms in place both here, and 
certainly in Wuhan, that guard against that. 

"But sometimes accidents happen," he said 

LeDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the 
office responsible for preventing deaths from viral disease. 

LeDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston 
National Lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long 
relationship with the facility and its researchers. 

LeDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said 
it is comparable in quality and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and 
Europe. 

Questions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days 
because of statements by President Donald Trump and other political leaders. A 
widely read column in The Washington Post also raised new questions about 
where the virus originated. 

Wuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the 
coronavirus. Speculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been 
fueled by multiple factors, including its location and by the efforts of the 
Chinese government to tamp down on reporting about the virus outbreak. 

Recent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston 
National Laboratory and the medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 

WHAT IS THE CONNECTION? 
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The Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began 
on the Wuhan laboratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities 
operate Biosafety Level 4 laboratories, which are designed to safely contain the 
most lethal and infectious pathogens for research, LeDuc said. 

While the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-
term training experiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also 
hosted two Chinese post-doctoral students, who were trained to work safely in 
BSL-4 laboratories and who returned to China to work in the Wuhan lab, LeDuc 
said. 

Those students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the 
Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

The National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. 
Between 2008 and 2016, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training 
Center was funded the by U.S. Department of Defense to teach researchers from 
about 70 countries on laboratory safety techniques. 

Defense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, 
the Galveston National Laboratory hasn't offered training to international 
researchers, LeDuc said. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

Claims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about 
the Wuhan lab's connection to the coronavirus outbreak. 

On April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. 
State Department cables, written in 2018, that warned about safety 
management weaknesses at the Wuhan lab. 

Rogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning 
shot" meant to bring more attention and support to the lab. The cables said the 
Wuhan lab had a shortage of trained technicians and researchers. Despite the 
cables, no extra U.S. assistance was given to the lab, Rogin said. 
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In recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration 
officials as possible evidence the coronavirus was released in China as the result 
of a lab accident, Rogin said. On the same day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News 
published its own report about the Trump administration's speculation about 
the Wuhan Lab that emphasized there was no hard evidence for the connection. 

The intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the 
origins of the virus, the Yahoo story said. 

LeDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He 
didn't think the comments about training were a direct reference to the 
Galveston National Laboratory or its programs, he said. 

Rogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo 
article and the CDC's own website note that coronavirus samples can be 
handled safely in laboratories with lower safety levels. 

The Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for 
research in February. Since then, researchers have worked with the virus in the 
medical branch's BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

After the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news 
organizations, including Fox News, reported about "increased confidence," 
again from unnamed U.S. officials about the Wuhan lab being the origin of the 
virus. On Saturday, Trump said China should face consequences if it was 
"knowingly responsible" for releasing the virus. 

The director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the 
lab and the outbreak. Also on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said 
evidence shows the virus likely originated in animals and that it was not 
manipulated or constructed in a laboratory. 

LeDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

"There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of 
intentional genetic engineering and that it almost certainly originated from 
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nature, given its high similarity to other known bat-associated coronaviruses," 
LeDuc said. 

John Wayne Ferguson: 4'39-683-5226; iohniergusonPgalynews.com or on Twitter @johnwferguson. 
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Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes(EDUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc.@LJTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<ciholuba@LJTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoRLITMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<st,epcamp2LJTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <1:2graimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. 
<diramire(cpUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in 
Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety 
redundancies that the lab there and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I 
have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter 
"You do your best to prevent it. All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of 
safety redundancies...it would be foolish to say that there are no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he 
hadn't seen the cables and could not speak to that specifically. 
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Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc 
provided some good explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is 
important because we want everyone to be safe and no one wants to have an accident 
or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 6:42 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Raymond 

Jeanloz;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Hi Ben, 
I discussed the virtual conference with Zhiming. His response is that later this year might be possible. I think George Gao 
and Chunli Bai are the rights targets to discuss the feasibility. 
Have a good weekend! 

- 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 1:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

Pei-yong have you mentioned the virtual dialogue letter to Zhiming? 

FYI George Gao is scheduled to be on a virtual panel with Toni Fauci at the NAS annual meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2 

http://www.nasonline.oreabout-nasievents/annual-meetinanas157/covid19-update.html 

Anyone can listen in 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwlecluc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 5:27 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <eanloz@berk.eleyz:Au>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

From the Houston Chronicle just posted. 
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From: Reyes, Raul <rareyesPUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoRUTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTIMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholubaCoUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopmaEDUTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <thramire@ TMB.EDU> 
Subject: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese 
lab doing coronavirus research 

By Nick Powell 
Houston Chronicle 

A leading Texas scientist who visited a Chinese laboratory conducting coronavirus research acknowledged that 
while that facility made security a priority, it is possible that an accident could have led to the global virus 
outbreak. 

James Le Duc, the director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch 
(UTMB) in Galveston, has had a professional relationship with several Chinese biocontainment labs since 2013, 
including the Wuhan Institute of Virology laboratory, which studies some of the world's most lethal infectious 
diseases, including coronaviruses in bats. 

The Wuhan laboratory's research has prompted speculation by Trump administration officials and others that it 
may have had a role in causing the coronavirus outbreak in China's Hubei Province, the virus's epicenter. 
Administration officials have also called on China to close its "wet markets," more widely viewed as the source 
of the COVID-19 outbreak linked to more than 183,000 deaths worldwide. 

Le Duc visited the Wuhan lab in 2017, shortly before it opened, and even hosted the lab's building engineers at 
the Galveston National Laboratory for a training program on building operations and maintenance while it was 
under construction. While Le Duc said he did not see anything during that visit to the lab that alarmed him or 
hinted at lax safety protocols, he acknowledged that even laboratories with the highest level of security are 
prone to accidents. 

Related Stories 
Diplomatic cables from 2018 obtained by The Washington Post warned about questionable safety and 
inadequate training at the lab and the risk potential of coronaviruses from bats being transmitted to humans and 
causing a pandemic similar to SARS in 2003. 

"Accidents happen," Le Duc told the Houston Chronicle. "You do your best to prevent it, and you prepare for 
an eventuality if it should happen. So all I can say is (the Wuhan lab) was built comparable to ours, with a 
whole series of redundant safety measures in place. We did our best to share best practices so that they knew 
how to drive it and keep it safe. But it would be foolish to say there's no risk, because there's risk in 
everything." 
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Senior officials at the Wuhan lab have consistently denied any link between their facility and the coronavirus 
outbreak. Yuan Zhiming, a top scientist at the Wuhan facility, told Chinese state television recently, "There is 
absolutely no way that the virus originated from our institute." 

Shi Zhengli, a virologist at the Wuhan lab and one of the world's leading researchers on bat coronaviruses, told 
Scientific American last month that she initially feared the virus could have originated at her facility, but was 
relieved that none of the genetic sequences taken from infected patients matched the viruses her team had 
sampled from bat caves. 

"That really took a load off my mind," Shi said. "I had not slept a wink for days." 

Yet the coronavirus research at the Wuhan lab so alarmed American science diplomats that they requested the 
United States provide further support beyond the assistance that the lab was getting from UTMB. In another 
cable, diplomats noted "the new lab has a serious shortage of appropriately trained technicians and investigators 
needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory." 

As part of a team at UTMB that helped train staff from the Wuhan lab, Le Duc was hesitant to ascribe blame or 
speculate on any specific cause of the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan. He did, however, acknowledge China's 
relative lack of experience in establishing high-security biocontainment labs. 

"I can say that this was a brand-new laboratory that was working at a level of biocontainment that they had not 
worked at in the past, so it's not surprising that they don't have a whole lot of people with experience in it," said 
Le Duc, who joined UTMB in 2006 from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "I don't think that 
that means that they were any less appreciative of safety and security than anyone else." 

UTMB's relationship with China dates back to 2013, when the medical branch opened discussions with three 
labs that were under construction, including the facility in Wuhan. Through the Galveston National 
Laboratory's federally-funded national training center, Le Duc led a team that provided individualized, hands-
on training in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory operations to international partners from 
around the world who had built or were building new biocontainment laboratories. 

As part of this engagement with the Chinese, the Galveston National Laboratory hosted a team of engineers that 
was building the lab in Wuhan to train them specifically on maintenance and operations of biocontainment labs. 
The national laboratory also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral scientists from the Wuhan lab. They completed 
the nearly year-long training needed to gain independent access to the Galveston facility and collaborated with 
UTMB faculty on Crimean Congo hemorrhagic fever virus research. 

UTMB did not provide the specific dates when the Chinese staffers came to Galveston, but Le Duc said they 
arrived in the years prior to the Wuhan facility opening in 2017. The medical branch also declined to release the 
names of the two Chinese scientists from the Wuhan lab, citing federal law that protects the privacy of student 
records. 

"We wanted to make sure that we were engaged with (China) because they're a huge country, they've got 
tremendous intellectual power, and a lot of ongoing scientific collaborations," Le Duc said. "We just wanted to 
make sure that as they stood up their new biocontainment labs, that they were aware of our experiences and 
kind of open up a dialogue so that we could share best practices." 
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Le Due spoke highly of Shi, a professional colleague whose research he admires. Both scientists attended 
annual meetings hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, 
where Le Due listened to Shi warn of the dangers of coronaviruses jumping from animals to humans as far back 
as 2015. Shi's presentations at these meetings have not been made public. 

While one of the 2018 diplomatic cables obtained by The Post warned of the public health risk of bat-associated 
coronaviruses, Le Due said the dangers of these viruses have been common knowledge in the scientific 
community for years, in large part because of Shi's research. 

"I've never seen the cable but it's kind of being implied that this is breaking news," he said. "Well, in the 
scientific community we had been talking about this for at least five years. It wasn't breaking news and it 
wasn't a surprise to the scientists that are working in this field." 

He has kept in touch with Shi since the outbreak and is saddened her integrity has come into question. Le Due 
said he believes Shi's account of when she was first notified of the first coronavirus infections and that the 
timeline of events suggests to him that the virus did not originate in the Wuhan lab. 

"It's all speculation that the lab was involved and I think it's very appropriate that people look into this because 
that's where some of the work is done, but the timeline doesn't make sense," he said. "I'm not at all trying to 
defend her or the laboratory, and frankly I think the Chinese government has done themselves and the global 
community a big disservice by not being more transparent as to what's going on, but that's a whole different set 
of issues." 

Federal officials had hoped UTMB's unique relationship with the Wuhan lab might led to an exchange that 
would help U.S. officials develop a diagnostic test for COVID-19, but Chinese officials nixed the idea in late 
January, The Post has reported. 

Le Due also dismissed conspiracy theories suggesting that the coronavirus was man-made in the Wuhan lab, 
saying it "almost certainly originated from nature" given its similarity to other known bat-associated 
coronaviruses. But he conceded that working with infectious diseases, even in the most secure facilities, is 
inherently risky. 

"We as scientists try and use the best practices," he said. "Nobody wants to get sick, nobody wants to take their 
work home with them. Like anything, it's a highly specialized field, there are tools and procedures that protect 
the individuals working in the field and we all try and use them." 

nick.powell chron.corn 

Nick Powell covers Galveston and the Bay Area for the Houston Chronicle. 

Past Articles from this Author: 

• Galveston, Montgomery counties will not mandate face coverings 

• UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese lab doing coronavirus research 

• State parks reopen, giving Texans a much-needed break from cabin fever 
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NEWSLETTER 552•117 

Coronavirus updates 

Get breaking news alerts and a morning briefing with the latest on COVID-19 and other local news. 

SIGN UP 

Most Popular 

From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:45 AM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto(DUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bF4raimer@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <kuleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>;
Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire(cpUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Good to hear Sheila. 

Thank you. 

Raul 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 8:41 AM, Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. brought the paper to me this 
morning and said "hey, there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today." is not aware of 
our struggling with how best to handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes(CoUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgrairner@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc:@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholyba@UTMB.EDU>: Lidstone, 
Sheila <shlidsto(DUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcampLoUTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. 
<kekoopmaEDUTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <diramire@LJTMB.EDU>
Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 
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• By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 
• 33 min ago 

• 0 

GALVESTON 
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• Save 

In a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, 
Dr. James LeDuc, director of the Galveston National Laboratory said. 

People can unintentionally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected 
animal, causing a breach of even the most secure lab protocols. 

But as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global 
coronavirus pandemic circulates at the highest level of the U.S. government, 
LeDuc was cautious about placing blame on the Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

"I certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get 
released out of our laboratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc 
said. "I can say there are redundant safety mechanisms in place both here, and 
certainly in Wuhan, that guard against that. 

"But sometimes accidents happen," he said 

LeDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the 
office responsible for preventing deaths from viral disease. 

LeDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston 
National Lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long 
relationship with the facility and its researchers. 
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LeDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said 
it is comparable in quality and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and 
Europe. 

Questions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days 
because of statements by President Donald Trump and other political leaders. A 
widely read column in The Washington Post also raised new questions about 
where the virus originated. 

Wuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the 
coronavirus. Speculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been 
fueled by multiple factors, including its location and by the efforts of the 
Chinese government to tamp down on reporting about the virus outbreak. 

Recent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston 
National Laboratory and the medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 

WHAT IS THE CONNECTION? 

The Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began 
on the Wuhan laboratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities 
operate Biosafety Level 4 laboratories, which are designed to safely contain the 
most lethal and infectious pathogens for research, LeDuc said. 

While the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-
term training experiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also 
hosted two Chinese post-doctoral students, who were trained to work safely in 
BSL-4 laboratories and who returned to China to work in the Wuhan lab, LeDuc 
said. 

Those students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the 
Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

The National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. 
Between 2008 and 2016, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training 
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Center was funded the by U.S. Department of Defense to teach researchers from 
about 70 countries on laboratory safety techniques. 

Defense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, 
the Galveston National Laboratory hasn't offered training to international 
researchers, LeDuc said. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

Claims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about 
the Wuhan lab's connection to the coronavirus outbreak. 

On April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. 
State Department cables, written in 2018, that warned about safety 
management weaknesses at the Wuhan lab. 

Rogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning 
shot" meant to bring more attention and support to the lab. The cables said the 
Wuhan lab had a shortage of trained technicians and researchers. Despite the 
cables, no extra U.S. assistance was given to the lab, Rogin said. 

In recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration 
officials as possible evidence the coronavirus was released in China as the result 
of a lab accident, Rogin said. On the same day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News 
published its own report about the Trump administration's speculation about 
the Wuhan Lab that emphasized there was no hard evidence for the connection. 

The intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the 
origins of the virus, the Yahoo story said. 

LeDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He 
didn't think the comments about training were a direct reference to the 
Galveston National Laboratory or its programs, he said. 
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Rogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo 
article and the CDC's own website note that coronavirus samples can be 
handled safely in laboratories with lower safety levels. 

The Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for 
research in February. Since then, researchers have worked with the virus in the 
medical branch's BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

After the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news 
organizations, including Fox News, reported about "increased confidence," 
again from unnamed U.S. officials about the Wuhan lab being the origin of the 
virus. On Saturday, Trump said China should face consequences if it was 
"knowingly responsible" for releasing the virus. 

The director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the 
lab and the outbreak. Also on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said 
evidence shows the virus likely originated in animals and that it was not 
manipulated or constructed in a laboratory. 

LeDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

"There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of 
intentional genetic engineering and that it almost certainly originated from 
nature, given its high similarity to other known bat-associated coronaviruses," 
LeDuc said. 

John Wayne Ferguson: 409-683-5226; john.ferguson@galvnews.com or on Twitter @johnwferguson. 

• Facebook 
• Twitter 

• WhatsApp 
• SMS 
• Email 

• 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 
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On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes(EOUTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc:@LITMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<ciholyba@LITMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlidstoRUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<stepcamp2LITMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@ TMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. 
<diramire(cpUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in 
Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety 
redundancies that the lab there and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I 
have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter 
"You do your best to prevent it. All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of 
safety redundancies...it would be foolish to say that there are no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he 
hadn't seen the cables and could not speak to that specifically. 

Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc 
provided some good explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is 
important because we want everyone to be safe and no one wants to have an accident 
or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.VO=UTMB/OU=EMAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/4/2019 10:46:20 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Anything else I could do/help 

552.117 

Thanks Ben for reminding me about Doug's talk. I tried to reach P-V yesterday but missed him and have not yet spoken to him. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2019 10:29 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Anything else I could do/help 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 

Not sure if Jim asked you yet but could you give Doug's talk (on day 1 at 10:30 AM in Session 2, Swine Fever) since he can't attend 
due to the USG shutdown? It is attached. 

PS wonderful to hear that twill be on the trip. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong  
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2019 11:07 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: David Franz <clavidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Anything else I could do/help 

Dear Ben and all, 

Sorry I was not able to attend yesterday's TC. Is there anything I could do/help? I will leave tomorrow morning. 

By the way, will also come with me to Harbin. 

All the best, 
Pei-Yong 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 1/24/2019 5:56:24 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Scientists find deadly Ebola virus for first time in West African bat - The Washington Post 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2019/01/24/scientists-find-deadhfrebola-virus-first-time-west-african-
bat/?utm term=.c94bf4b7dce8 

Wonderful to see Tom quoted in the Post. 

Ben 
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To: 'rbaric©email.unc.edulrbaric@email.unc.edu]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
'dgriffi6@jhu.eduldgriffi6©jhu.edu]; 'shiggs@k-state.edulshiggs@k-state.edu]; 
'kanabrocki@uchicago.edulkanabrocki@uchicago.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Uwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
'relman@stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; 'saif.2@osu.edulsaif.2@osu.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 'Baric, Toni C' 
(antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)[antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 1/17/2019 4:51:14 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: National Academies Travel Reimbursement: Harbin 2019 meeting - docs and photos 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I trust that everyone made it back to the U.S. safely. Please do send Hope any expenses that you might have incurred during your 
travel. 

Please also send me the final version of your presentation as delivered. We will not post your slides publically but will create and 
send you a PDF document that contains the final agenda, participant list and the presentations. I have about half of the Chinese 
presentations right now and am working to get as many of the rest as HVRI will release. Katie and I are working on meeting reports 
and summary documents. 

I put the photos I took during the trip in a Google Photo album (Friday trip to the snow festival and my indoor ski slope adventure is 
at the end): https://photos.app.goo.gl/rayKqR4X46ZLND7g7 

Feel free to add your pictures to the album or email pictures and I will add them. 

Thank again for making the trip. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2019 2:02 PM 
To: 'rbaric@email.unc.edu <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhu.edu>; 'shiggs@k-state.edu' <shiggs@k-state.edu>; 'kanabrocki@uchicago.edu' <kanabrocki@uchicago.edu>; 
'jwleduc@utmb.edu' <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 
'peshi@utmb.edu' <peshi@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: National Academies Travel Reimbursement: Harbin 2019 meeting 

Thank you for participating in our meeting! Please let me know if you incurred any expenses during this trip that you would like 
reimbursed. If so, please send me a list so that I can enter them onto your travel report. 
I will need the following details for each expense: 

• Date incurred 
• Type of expense 
• Amount of expense 

If the expense is over $75, please include a receipt. If it is not over $75, I only need the details. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
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500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

National Acaderni, 

RING 
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To: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 1/3/2019 3:13:47 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: New WHO larger doc for 2019 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

WHO is planning to publish 
Biosafety bible in 2019. 
https://‘‘ w .nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07847-3?WT.ec_id=NATURE-
20190103&utm_source=nature_etoc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20190103&sap-outbound-
id=672D6F080AC2016EF2A1F6A1E173F99827CDBFAB 

David R. Franz DVM, Ph.D 

Gettysburg, PA 17325 
240-674-0797 
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To: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 1/17/2019 8:00:19 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Interesting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Chin_ Direct Inv .stment in tit U.S Is Plummetin -and Likely ti Fall Further 

By DAVID MEYER 

January 15, 2019 

Chinese foreign direct investment in the U.S. totalled a paltry $4.8 billion last year, according to analysts at Rhodium Group. 

As the research outfit noted in a new analysis, that's a whopping 84% drop from the $29 billion investment seen during 2017. In 2016, 
Chinese companies invested $46 billion in the U.S. Last year's figure is the lowest since 2011. 

http://fortune.com/2o19/01/15/china-us-direct-investment-total/ 
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Cc: Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin@jhsph.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 1/4/2019 9:20:24 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Recent Chinese comments on human gene editing--Lancet 5 Jan 19 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Pretty clear. One of the CAMS signatories, De-pei Liu, was the key person Peggy and I first met with and negotiated the 
CISAC-CBSC relationship. Thanks, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 4, 2019, at 9:39 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

From today's Lancet, just FYI 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<SKM C36819010409170.pdf> 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:27 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;'Dave Franz' 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Sharples, Fran;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks everyone, I will send this to Diane and Peggy for comment. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:34 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 

Looks good to me, thanks. Need to remove an " at the end of one of the bullets. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 12:13 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you Dave and Jim, I have attached a revised draft. Jim I tried to work your points at the end into the bulleted list. 
Bullet 1 under point 2 and bullet 4 under point 3 could use some attention. 

Pei-yong do you have thoughts before this goes to Peggy and Diane for review? 

Also I asked Fran to take a look at the Chinese portal https://covid19.21wecan.com/ in case some of the questions we 
are asking have already been answered. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 10:33 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc.@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>: Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharplesPnas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: Re: Draft letter proposing virtual China bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

I think it looks good Ben and Fran. Just a couple of comments for consideration: 

Non-technical: Be consistent in the acronyms for the academies (CAMS left out) 
Last line of penultimate paragraph of letter body ("follow-on") 

Technical: Part 1. Third bullet—Could say, "Has it been determined at what point in the course of infections 
the patient is most infectious." 

Part 3. Third bullet—We refer to diagnostics here. Might say, ". . . .testing for viral infection and 
antibody response adequate?" Might want to mention in a bullet, maybe right after that one talking about 
testing, "Have your scientists arrived at an explanation regarding the pathogenesis (?) leading to apparent 
recrudescence of disease in previously positive, then negative patients?" (Someone can wordsmith that better.) 

Use what's useful, dave 

On Apr 16, 2020, at 11:38 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

<Draft Letter to CCDC CAS re virtural dialgoue Griffin and Hamburg April 16 2020 v2.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Fran Sharpies 
(FSharples@nas.edu)[FSharples@nas.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Tue 5/12/2020 10:44:17 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 11:37 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Fran Sharples (FSharples@nas.edu) <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

Attached is a brief outline of some of the topics we discussed (or not). 

Thanks Ben and Diane for leading the dialogue. I found it quite useful in spite of some of the hic ups with the technology. I was 
very pleased by George's closing comments. We may wish to consider ways to continue the dialogue as the pandemic evolves. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 

Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; LeDuc, James W. 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/96607597727?pwdi 552.136 
Normal 

Benjamin Rusek's Zoom Meeting 

Tue 4/14/2020 2:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Tue 4/14/2020 3:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; LeDuc, James W. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there, 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/96607597727?pwd 

Password: I 552.136 
552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +14702509358 96607597727# or +16465189805 96607597727# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 720 928 9299 
or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 
651 372 8299 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll 
Free) 

Meeting ID: 966 0759 7727 
Password: 1 552.136 
International numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/azTZQxGoH 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Turekian, 
Vaughan[VTurekian@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 5/18/2020 8:41:41 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Reply to CAS about press release 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for finalizing Micah, looks great to me too. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 9:14 PM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu) <dgriffin@jhsph.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 
Turekian, Vaughan <VTurekian@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Reply to CAS about press release 

Looks fine to me. 

Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2020, at 7:21 PM, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Very good. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2020, at 7:53 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

Diane, Peggy, Raymond, Dave, and Jim, 
Attached is a quick draft of a note that could be sent back to Sun Hui at CAS. This is trying to capture our 
preferred approach and Marcia's concern that CAS may decide to go ahead and do something without 
our further input. There is a paragraph at the end with Vaughan's suggestion. We would not propose 
that in this correspondence, especially considering that we have not run the idea by Marcia and Victor, 
but it is a draft for the future. 
Ben and I will wait for your instructions. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) and 
International Networks & Cooperation Theme 
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Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

<Dear Sun Hui.docx> 
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To: Diane Griffin (dgriffin©jhsph.edu)[dgriffin©jhsph.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Turekian, Vaughan[VTurekian@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 5/18/2020 6:52:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Reply to CAS about press release 
fl' '3un Hui.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Diane, Peggy, Raymond, Dave, and Jim, 
Attached is a quick draft of a note that could be sent back to Sun Hui at CAS. This is trying to capture our preferred approach and 
Marcia's concern that CAS may decide to go ahead and do something without our further input. There is a paragraph at the end 
with Vaughan's suggestion. We would not propose that in this correspondence, especially considering that we have not run the 
idea by Marcia and Victor, but it is a draft for the future. 
Ben and I will wait for your instructions. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) and 
International Networks & Cooperation Theme 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 

Attendees: Rusek, Benjamin; LeDuc, James W.; David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Raymond Jeanloz 

Location: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/95438044518?pwthi 552.136 L. 
Importance: Normal 

Subject: NASEM China Bio discussion 

Start Time: Mon 4/20/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Mon 4/20/2020 12:30:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: Rusek, Benjamin; LeDuc, James W.; David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Raymond Jeanloz 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi there, 

Micah Lowenthal is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem,zoom.ms/j/95438044518?pw 

Password:: 552.136 
552.136 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be recorded and 
shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, likeness, and any materials you 
provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any compensation for such use, in any language, 
format, or media now known or later devised, and you release the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance 
upon such consent and release. If you do not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 
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To: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; Nancy 
Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Palese, Peter[peter.palese©mssm.edu] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 3:38:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

I'd be happy to participate as well. 

Dr. Peter Palese 
Horace W. Goldsmith Professor and Chair 
Department of Microbiology 
Professor, Department of Medicine 
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai 
One Gustave L Levy Place, Box 1124 
New York, New York 10029-6574 
Tel 212-241-7318 
Fax 212-722-3634 
e-mail: peter.palese@mssm.edu 
http:filabsicahn.mssm.edu/paleselab/ 

From: Guenther, Rita [mailto:RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:16 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); 'LeDuc, James W.'; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu); Hamburg, Margaret; Palese, Peter; 
Nancy Connell 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Cervenka, Nicole 
Subject: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 
Importance: High 

USE CAUTION: 
External Message. 

Dear Dave, Jim, Diane, Peggy, Peter, and Nancy, 

I hope this message finds you and your family and friends well in these challenging times. 

Although I know are all incredibly busy, I am writing to gauge your interest in and ability to participate in an effort to initiate 
cooperation on infectious disease with our Russian colleagues. Specifically, we would like to form a working group to meet with 
Russian counterparts via Zoom, email, or phone approximately once every two or three weeks. The working group would be 
composed of those of you who are interested, along with other CISAC members who have expressed an interest (Maj. Gen. Bob Latiff, 
Dick Garwin, and Matt Bunn). If this effort is successful, we may invite participation of experts beyond CISAC membership. If you 
are interested in participating in a working group of this nature, please let me know as soon as possible as we would like to 
begin our Zoom meetings in the very near future. 

By way of background, a large group of CISAC members and staff were scheduled to travel to Moscow the week of March 30 to hold 
a series of dialogue meetings on nuclear and cyber security. When that trip was indefinitely postponed, we pivoted to Zoom meetings; 
the first of which was held on March 30. That virtual meeting opened with a dedicated session on U.S.-Russian cooperation on 
infectious disease beginning with SARS-CoV-2. Dave was the CISAC member present for that portion of the meeting, and who 
presented updates on COVID-19 in the United States and provided suggestions for cooperation. This session was followed by 
repeated expressions of interest in cooperation in these areas. Dave, in discussions with Sergey Netesov in Novosibirsk, put together a 
first list of possible topics for further discussion attached here. I have also attached the summary of the first meeting of new NASEM 
standing committee on infectious disease as it provides a fairly comprehensive set of research topics appropriate for joint discussion. 

Thank you in advance for your attention to this invitation to participate in a working group with our Russian colleagues. I look 
forward to hearing if you are able to participate. Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time should you have any suggestions 
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and/or questions. 

Please take care and stay well, 

Rita 
Rita S. Guenther, Ph.D. 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Keck 527 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Cell: +1-202-430-2828 
Office: +1-202-334-2359 
E-Mail: rguenthergnas.edu 
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To: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; 
'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese©mssm.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 3:22:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Dear Rita, 
Happy to join. 
Be safe and well, 
nancy 

From: "Guenther, Rita" <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Date: Friday, April 17, 2020 at 1:18 PM 
To: "David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)" <davidrfranz@gmail.com>, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, 
Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "Hamburg, Margaret" <MHamburg@nas.edu>, Theter.palese@mssm.edul" 
<peter.palese@mssm.edu>, Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Cc: "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>, "Cervenka, Nicole" <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

Dear Dave, Jim, Diane, Peggy, Peter, and Nancy, 

I hope this message finds you and your family and friends well in these challenging times. 

Although I know are all incredibly busy, I am writing to gauge your interest in and ability to participate in an effort to initiate 
cooperation on infectious disease with our Russian colleagues. Specifically, we would like to form a working group to meet with 
Russian counterparts via Zoom, email, or phone approximately once every two or three weeks. The working group would be 
composed of those of you who are interested, along with other CISAC members who have expressed an interest (Maj. Gen. Bob Latiff, 
Dick Garwin, and Matt Bunn). If this effort is successful, we may invite participation of experts beyond CISAC membership. If you 
are interested in participating in a working group of this nature, please let me know as soon as possible as we would like to 
begin our Zoom meetings in the very near future. 

By way of background, a large group of CISAC members and staff were scheduled to travel to Moscow the week of March 30 to hold 
a series of dialogue meetings on nuclear and cyber security. When that trip was indefinitely postponed, we pivoted to Zoom meetings; 
the first of which was held on March 30. That virtual meeting opened with a dedicated session on U.S.-Russian cooperation on 
infectious disease beginning with SARS-CoV-2. Dave was the CISAC member present for that portion of the meeting, and who 
presented updates on COVID-19 in the United States and provided suggestions for cooperation. This session was followed by 
repeated expressions of interest in cooperation in these areas. Dave, in discussions with Sergey Netesov in Novosibirsk, put together a 
first list of possible topics for further discussion attached here. I have also attached the summary of the first meeting of new NASEM 
standing committee on infectious disease as it provides a fairly comprehensive set of research topics appropriate for joint discussion. 

Thank you in advance for your attention to this invitation to participate in a working group with our Russian colleagues. I look 
forward to hearing if you are able to participate. Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time should you have any suggestions 
and/or questions. 

Please take care and stay well, 

Rita 
Rita S. Guenther, Ph.D. 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Keck 527 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Cell: +1-202-430-2828 
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Office: +1-202-334-2359 
E-Mail: rguenthergnas.edu 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 

Attendees: LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; Diane Griffin; Lowenthal, Micah; 
Sharpies, Fran 

Location: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/99562175584?pwdi 552.136 

Importance: Normal 

Subject: Zoom meeting to discuss virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting 

Start Time: Fri 5/1/2020 11:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Fri 5/1/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; Diane Griffin; Lowenthal, Micah; 
Sharpies, Fran 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there, 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: r_ 
https://nasenzoorn.us/1/99562175584?Owdi 552.136 

Password:: 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +14702509358 99562175584# or +16465189805 99562175584# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 
or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 
213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) or 888 475 4499 (Toll 
Free) 

Meeting ID: 995 6217 5584 
Password:_ 552.136 
International numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/ac7YlDwll i 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 
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To: Raymond Jeanloz[jeanloz©berkeley.edu]; mladams©tamu.edu[mladams@tamu.edu]; Linton Brooks 
(linton.brooks@cox.net)[linton.brooks@cox.net]; Bunn, Matthew (Matthew_Bunn©hks.harvard.edu)[Matthew_Bunn@hks.harvard.edu]; 
'Nancy ConnellThiancyConnell@jhu.edu]; Steve Fetter[sfetter©umd.edu]; David Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Richard Garwin (RLG2@us.ibm.com)[RLG2©us.ibm.com]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; jillhruby@gmail.com[jillhruby@gmail.com]; Alastair 
lain Johnston (johnston©fas.harvard.edu)jjohnston@fas.harvard.edu]; robert latiff (rlatiff@msn.com) [rlatiff@msn.com]; LeDuc, 
James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Meserve, Richardirmeserve@carnegiescience.edu]; Richard Mies [miesrw@verizon.net] 
(miesrw@verizon.net)[miesrw@verizon.net]; 'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese@mssm.edu]; 
jptimbie@gmail.compptimbie@gmail.com] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 2/20/2019 5:35:43 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Welcome new CISAC Members Nancy Connell and Jill Hruby 
CISAC Bios Feb 2019.docx 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC Member: 

I am delighted to announce that the President of the National Academy of Sciences has appointed two new members to CISAC and 
they have accepted. Nancy Connell is both a life scientist who has conducted research and taught about infectious disease for many 
years, and an expert on biosafety and biosecurity, engaged both domestically and internationally on those issues. We worked with 
Nancy on a workshop to develop norms for providing biological laboratories in developing countries. Jill Hruby is an engineer who 
has spent her career conducting and leading research and development for national security. Jill is best known for her service as 
director of Sandia National Laboratories. Jill participated in our India dialogue, addressing issues around nuclear safety and 
security, which is leading to additional, more in-depth interactions in India on this topic. I have included a brief biographical sketch 
for each of them below my signature block. Biographical sketches of all of the members of CISAC can be found in the attachment. 

We are very fortunate to have them join the group. I also want to express my gratitude to those of you who have agreed to extend 
your terms of service. You are truly an outstanding set of volunteers and the Academies appreciate all you do to work on CISAC's 
mission for the nation and for the world. 

Best, 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

Nancy D. Connell is a Senior Scholar at the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security and a visiting Professor in the 
Department of Environmental Health and Engineering at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. She is a 
microbial geneticist by training. Dr. Connell's work at the Center is focused on advances in life sciences and technology 
and their application to a number of developments in the areas of biosecurity, biosafety and biodefense. In addition to 
being a member of CISAC, she is also a member of the Board on Life Sciences and is a National Associate of the National 
Academies of Sciences, and she completed a six-month sabbatical as Visiting Scholar at the Board on Life Sciences. Dr. 
Connell is a member of the US-CDC's Biological Agent Containment Working Group in the Office of Public Health 
Preparedness and Response and was recently appointed to serve on the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity. 
Before joining Johns Hopkins University, Dr. Connell was Professor and Director of Research in the Division of Infectious 
Disease in the Department of Medicine at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School (NAAS) and the Rutgers Biomedical Health 
Sciences. Her major research focus was antibacterial drug discovery in respiratory pathogens such as M. tuberculosis and 
B. anthracis. Dr. Connell chaired the Institutional Biosafety Committee of Rutgers University and directed NJMS's 
biosafety level three containment laboratory beginning in 1997. Her recent work focused on the use of predatory 
bacteria as novel therapeutics for treatment of Gram negative bacterial infections, including MDR strains and select 
agents. 

Jill Hruby is currently the inaugural Sam Nunn Distinguished Fellow at the Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI). Her work at NTI 
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focuses on the intersection of technology and nuclear non-proliferation policy. Ms. Hruby served as the Director of 
Sandia National Laboratories from July 2015 to May 2017, heading Sandia's broad national security missions, including 
nuclear weapons, cyberspace, energy, non-proliferation, biological defense, and space sensors and systems. 
Ms. Hruby spent 34 years at Sandia in a variety of roles, including as vice president of the Energy, Nonproliferation, and 
High-Consequence Security Division, and leader of Sandia's International, Homeland, and Nuclear Security Program. Her 
research was in thermal and fluid sciences, solar energy, materials, micro-technologies, and nuclear weapon 
components. Ms. Hruby earned her bachelor's degree from Purdue University and her master's degree from the 
University of California at Berkeley, both in mechanical engineering. She has authored numerous publications, holds 
three patents, and received an R&D 100 Award. In 2016, she received the Suzanne Jenniches Upward Mobility Award 
from the Society of Women Engineers. In 2017, Business Insider named her the second most powerful female engineer. 
Ms. Hruby has received the Department of Energy Secretary's Exceptional Service Award, the National Nuclear Security 
Administrator's Distinguished Service Gold Award, and Office of the Secretary of Defense Medal for Exceptional Public 
Service. In addition to CISAC, she currently serves on boards and advisory committees for the NNSA, Association of 
Universities for Research in Astronomy, several DOE labs, Purdue University, and the University of California at Berkeley. 
Ms. Hruby is also a member of the Defense Science Board. 
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

Committee on International Security and Arms Control 

Committee Member Biosketches 

Raymond Jeanloz (NAS) (Chair) is a professor of Earth and planetary science and astronomy 
and a senior fellow at the Miller Institute for Basic Research in Science at the University of 
California (UC) at Berkeley. In addition to his scientific research on the evolution of planetary 
interiors and properties of materials at high pressures, he works at the interface between 
science and policy in areas related to national and international security, resources and the 
environment, and education. Jeanloz is a member of the JASON group that provides technical 
advice to the U.S. government, and serves on the Secretary of State's International Security 
Advisory Board; he is past chair of the National Research Council (NRC) Board on Earth 
Sciences and Resources. Recent NCR studies in which he has participated include Technical 
Issues Related to the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (2002), Monitoring Nuclear 
Weapons and Nuclear-Explosive Materials (2005), Effects of Nuclear Earth-Penetrators and Other 
Weapons (2005), English-Chinese, Chinese-English Nuclear Security Glossary (2008), Managing 
for High-Quality Science and Engineering at the NNSA National Security Laboratories (2012), and 
The Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty: Technical Issues for the United States (2012); all are 
available through National Academies Press. Jeanloz's scientific research has been recognized 
by a MacArthur Fellowship, an American Geophysical Union Macelwane Award, a 
Mineralogical Society of America Award, and the National Academy of Sciences Cozzarelli 
Prize; his policy-related work, by the American Physical Society Leo Szilard Prize and the 
Federation of American Scientists' Hans Bethe Award. He has been elected a fellow of the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, American Association for the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS), American Geophysical Union, American Physical Society (APS), and 
Mineralogical Society of America. Jeanloz holds a Ph.D. from the California Institute of 
Technology and was on the faculty at Harvard University before moving to UC Berkeley. 

Marvin Adams is Heat Transmission Research, Inc. Professor of Nuclear Engineering and 
Director of the Institute for National Security Education and Research at Texas A&M 
University, where he has been since 1992. While at Texas A&M, he has served as Associate 
V.P. for Research, Associate Head of Nuclear Engineering, and Director of the Center for 
Large-scale Scientific Simulations. He was a computational physicist at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL) for nnore than five years before joining Texas A&M. Prior to this he 
worked at Tennessee Valley Authority's Sequoyah Nuclear Plant and its support office. He has 
served as a consultant to LLNL, Sandia National Laboratories, and Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, and has served on a variety of review and advisory committees and panels for 
these laboratoriesand the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA). He has led or co-
led numerous studies related to nuclear weapons and the U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile and 
has participated in many others. He earned his B.S. from Mississippi State University in 1981, 
his M.S. from the University of Michigan in 1984, and his Ph.D. from the University of Michigan 
in 1986, all in nuclear engineering. 
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Linton F. Brooks is an independent consultant on national security issues, a Senior Advisor at 
the Center for Strategic and International Studies, a Distinguished Research Fellow at the 
National Defense University, an advisor to six DOE National Laboratories, and a member of 
the State Department's International Security Advisory Board. From 2002 to January 2007, he 
served as Administrator of the U.S. DOE's National Nuclear Security Administration. 
Immediately prior to his appointment, he served as Deputy Administrator for Defense Nuclear 
Nonproliferation at the National Nuclear Security Administration, a post he assumed in 
October 2001. Ambassador Brooks has over five decades of experience in national security, 
much of it associated with nuclear weapons. As a career Navy officer, he deployed on four 
nuclear-equipped ships, serving as Weapons, Executive, and Commanding Officer. In 
Washington, he had assignments in the office of the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for 
Atomic Energy, where he was responsible for all Navy nuclear programs and for international 
nuclear weapons cooperation, as Director of the Navy's Strategic and Theater Nuclear Warfare 
Division, and as Director of Defense Programs and Arms Control on the staff of the National 
Security Council. In addition to his security and weapons background, Ambassador Brooks has 
extensive arms control experience. During the George H.W. Bush Administration, he served as 
Assistant Director for Strategic and Nuclear Affairs at the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency, and in the State Department as Head of the U.S. Delegation on Nuclear and Space 
Talks and Chief Strategic Arms Reductions (START) Negotiator. In this latter capacity, he was 
responsible for final preparation of the START I Treaty, signed by Presidents H.W. Bush and 
Mikhail Gorbachev in Moscow on July 31, 1991. In December 1992, he performed a similar 
function during the final preparation of the January 3, 1993, START ll Treaty. Ambassador 
Brooks holds a B.S. in physics from Duke University and an M.A. in government and politics 
from the University of Maryland and is a Distinguished Graduate of the U.S. Navy War College. 
He is the author of numerous articles on national and nuclear strategy. 

Matthew Bunn is a Professor of Practice at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of 
Government. His research interests include nuclear theft and terrorism; nuclear proliferation 
and measures to control it; the future of nuclear energy and its fuel cycle; and policies to 
promote innovation in energy technologies. Before moving to Harvard, Bunn served as an 
adviser to the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), as a study director 
at NAS, and as editor of Arms Control Today. He is the author or co-author of more than 20 

books or major technical reports, and over a hundred articles in publications ranging from 
Science to The Washington Post. He is an elected Fellow of AAAS; a recipient of APS's Joseph 
A. Burton Forum Award for "outstanding contributions in helping to formulate policies to 
decrease the risks of theft of nuclear weapons and nuclear materials"; and the recipient of the 
Hans A. Bethe Award from the Federation of American Scientists for "science in service to a 
more secure world." Bunn has a Ph.D. in Technology, Management, and Policy from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 

Nancy D. Connell is a Senior Scholar at the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security and a 
visiting Professor in the Department of Environmental Health and Engineering at the Johns 
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Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. She is a microbial geneticist by training. Dr. 
Connell's work at the Center is focused on advances in life sciences and technology and their 
applicationto a number of developments in the areas of biosecurity, biosafety and biodefense. 
In addition to being a member of CISAC, she is also a member of the Board on Life Sciences 
and is a National Associate of the National Academies of Sciences, and she completed a six-
month sabbatical as Visiting Scholar at the Board on Life Sciences. Dr. Connell is a member of 
the US-CDC's Biological Agent Containment Working Group in the Office of Public Health 
Preparedness and Response and was recently appointed to serve on the National Science 
Advisory Board for Biosecurity. Before joining Johns Hopkins University, Dr. Connell was 
Professor and Director of Research in the Division of Infectious Disease in the Department of 
Medicine at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School (NJMS) and the Rutgers Biomedical Health 
Sciences. Her major research focus was antibacterial drug discovery in respiratory pathogens 
such as M. tuberculosis and B. anthracis. Dr. Connell chaired the Institutional Biosafety 
Committee of Rutgers University and directed NJMS's biosafety level three containment 
laboratory beginning in 1997. Her recent work focused on the use of predatory bacteria as 
novel therapeutics for treatment of Gram negative bacterial infections, including MDR strains 
and select agents. 

Steven Fetter has been a professor in the University of Maryland's School of Public Policy 
since 1988, serving as dean from 2005 to 2009. He is currently Associate Provost for Academic 
Affairs. His research and policy interests include nuclear arms control and nonpro liferation, 
nuclear energy and releases of radiation, and climate change and low-carbon energy supply. 
Fetter is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) and an APS Fellow. He has been a 
member of the Director of National Intelligence's Intelligence Science Board, DOE's Nuclear 
Energy Advisory Committee, the board of directors of the Arms Control Association, and the 
board of editors of Science and Global Security. He also served as president of the Association 
of Professional Schools of International Affairs and vice chairman of the Federation of 
American Scientists. Fetter served as principal assistant director for national security and 
international affairs in the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), after 
serving from 2009 to 2012 as assistant director at-large in OSTP. From 2011 to 2012, he 
directed OSTP's environment and energy division. From 1993 to 1994, he served as special 
assistant to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Policy, and he worked 
in the State Department as an American Institute of Physics fellow and as a CFR international 
affairs fellow. He has been a visiting fellow at Stanford University's Center for International 
Security and Cooperation, Harvard University's Center for Science and International Affairs, 
MIT's Plasma Fusion Center, and LLNL. Fetter is a recipient of the APS's Joseph A. Burton 
Forum Award, the Federation of American Scientists' (FAS) Hans Bethe 'Science in the Public 
Service' award, and the Secretary of Defense Medal for Outstanding Public Service. Fetter 
received a S.B. in physics from MIT in 1981 and a Ph.D. in energy and resources from UC 
Berkeley in 1985. 

David Franz served in the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command for 23 of 27 
years on active duty and retired as Colonel. He served as Commander of the U.S. Army Medical 
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Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) and as Deputy Commander of the 
Medical Research and Materiel Command. Prior to joining the Command, he served as Group 
Veterinarian for the loth Special Forces Group (Airborne). Franz was the Chief Inspector on 
three United Nations Special Commission biological warfare inspection missions to Iraq and 
served as technical advisor on long-term monitoring. He also served as a member of the first 
two U.S.-U.K. teams that visited Russia in support of the Trilateral Joint Statement on 
Biological Weapons and as a member of the Trilateral Experts' Committee for biological 
weapons negotiations. Franz was technical editor for the Textbook of Military Medicine on 
Medical Aspects of Chemical and Biological Waif-are released in 1997. Franz's current standing 
committee appointments include NAS's Committee on International Security and Arms 
Control (CISAC), the NRC Board on Life Sciences, the Department of Health and Human 
Services National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity, and the Senior Technical Advisory 
Committee of the National Biodefense Countermeasures Analysis Center. Franz serves as a 
Senior Mentor to the Program for Emerging Leaders at the National Defense University. He 
also serves on the Board of Integrated Nano-Technologies, LLC. Franz holds an adjunct 
appointment as Professor for the Department of Diagnostic Medicine and Pathobiology at the 
College of Veterinary Medicine, Kansas State University. The current focus of his activities 
relates to the role of international engagement in the life sciences as a component of global 
biosecurity policy. Franz holdsa D.V.M. from Kansas State University and a Ph.D. in Physiology 
from Baylor College of Medicine. 

Richard L. Garwin (NAS, NAE, NAM) is IBM Fellow Emeritus at the Thomas J. Watson 
Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York. In addition, he is a consultant to the U.S. 
government on matters of military technology, and arms control among many other areas. 
After three years on the faculty of the University of Chicago, he joined IBM Corporation in 1952 
where he served as IBM Fellow until 1993. He was director of the IBM Watson Laboratory, 
director of Applied Research at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, a member of the 
IBM Corporate Technical Committee, adjunct research fellow in the Kennedy School of 
Government, Harvard University, and adjunct professor of physics at Columbia University. 
Garwin has made contributions in the design of nuclear weapons, in instruments and 
electronics for research in nuclear and low-temperature physics, in the establishment of the 
nonconservation of parity and the demonstration of some of its striking consequences, in 
computer elements and systems, including superconducting devices, in communication 
systems, in the behavior of solid helium, in the detection of gravitational radiation, and in 
military technology. Garwin's work for the U.S. government has included studies on 
antisubmarine warfare, new technologies in health care, sensor systems, military and civil 
aircraft, and satellite and strategic systems, from the point of view of improving such systems 
as well as assessing existing capabilities. He has published more than soo papers and been 
granted 47 U.S. patents. Dr. Garwin is a member of the National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering, and Medicine (all three). He has testified before many Congressional committees 
on matters involving national security, transportation, energy policy and technology, and the 
like. He is coauthor of many books, among them Nuclear Weapons and World Politics (1977), 
Nuclear Power Issues and Choices (1977), Energy: The Next Twenty Years (1979), Science Advice 
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to the President (1980, Managing the Plutonium Surplus: Applications and Technical Options 
(1994), Feux Follets et Champignons Nucleaires (1997) (in French with Georges Charpak), 
Megawatts and Megatons: A Turning Point in the Nuclear Age? (2001) (with Georges Charpak), 
and "De Tchernobyl en tchernobyls," (with Georges Charpak and Venance Journe) (2005). 
Garwin received the B.S. in Physics from Case Institute of Technology, Cleveland, in 1947, and 
the Ph.D. in Physics from the University of Chicago in 1949. 

Diane Griffin (NAS, NAM) is University Distinguished Service Professor and Alfred and Jill 
Sommer Chair of the W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. She is also Vice President of 
the National Academy of Sciences. Dr. Griffin is a virologist recognized for her work on the 
pathogenesis of viral infections. She is known particularly for her studies on measles and 
alphavirus encephalomyelitis that have delineated the role of the immune response in virus 
clearance, vaccine-induced protection from infection, tissue damage and immune suppression. 
She was a postdoctoral fellow in virology and infectious diseases at Johns Hopkins University 
School of Medicine and joined the faculty in 1974. Griffin's laboratory is interested in the 
pathogenesis of viral infections and has studied the determinants of outcome and the host 
responses to infection. They have examined disease caused by acute infection with two 
different types of RNA viruses: encephalomyelitis due to a mosquito-borne alphavirus and the 
rash disease measles. Griffin has been president of the American Society for Virology and of 
the American Society for Microbiology and is a member of both NAS and the National 
Academy of Medicine (NAM). Dr. Griffin graduated from Augustana College, Rock Island, 
Illinoiswith a degree in biology and from Stanford University School of Medicine in 1968 with a 
Ph.D. in immunology and M.D., followed by a residency in internal medicine. 

Margaret Hamburg (NAM) is an internationally recognized leader in public health and 
medicine, including expertise in public health preparedness, biological threats, and infectious 
disease. She previously was Commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (F.D.A.) 
until April 2015, after almost six years of service. As FDA Commissioner she was known for 
advancing regulatory science, streamlining and modernizing FDA's regulatory pathways, and 
globalization of the agency. Before joining F.D.A., Dr. Hamburg was founding vice president 
and senior scientist at the Nuclear Threat Initiative, a foundation dedicated to reducing 
nuclear, chemical, and biological threats. Previous government positions include Assistant 
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Health 
Commissioner for New York City, and Assistant Director of the National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health. Dr. Hamburg earned her B.A. from 
Harvard College and her M.D. from Harvard Medical School, and she completed her medical 
residency at Weill Cornell Medical Center. She is a Fellow of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science (AAAS), where she serves a President -Elect, and the American 
College of Physicians, and is an elected member of the Council on Foreign Relations and the 
National Academy of Medicine (NAM), where she is currently the Foreign Secretary. Within the 
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, Dr. Hamburg has served on 
numerous committees, chaired the IOM Board on Global Health and co-chaired the Forum on 
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Emerging Microbial Threats to Health. As an Officer of NAM, she participates on the NAM and 
National Research (NRC) Councils. She is a current member of CISAC and also serves on the 
Committee on Human Rights. Dr. Hamburg currently sits on the board of the Commonwealth 
Fund, the Simons Foundation, the Urban Institute, and the American Museum of Natural 
History. She is also a member of the Harvard University Global Advisory Council, the Glo bal 
Health Scientific Advisory Committee for the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Harvard 
Medical School Board of Fellows, and the World Dementia Council. She is the recipient of 
multiple honorary degrees and numerous awards. 

Jill Hruby is currently the inaugural Sam Nunn Distinguished Fellow at the Nuclear Threat 
Initiative (NTI). Her work at NTI focuses on the intersection of technology and nuclear non-
proliferation policy. Ms. Hruby served as the Directorof Sandia National Laboratories from July 
2015 to May 2017, heading Sandia's broad national security missions, including nuclear 
weapons, cyberspace, energy, non-proliferation, biological defense, and space sensors and 
systems. Ms. Hruby spent 34 years at Sandia in a variety of roles, including as vice president of 
the Energy, Nonproliferation, and High-Consequence Security Division, and leader of Sandia's 
International, Homeland, and Nuclear Security Program. Her research was in thermal and fluid 
sciences, solar energy, materials, micro-technologies, and nuclear weapon components. Ms. 
Hruby earned her bachelor's degree from Purdue University and her master's degree from the 
University of California at Berkeley, both in mechanical engineering. She has authored 
numerous publications, holds three patents, and received an R&D 100 Award. In 2016, she 
received the Suzanne Jenniches Upward Mobility Award from the Society of Women 
Engineers. In 2017, Business Insider named her the second most powerful female engineer. Ms. 
Hruby has received the Department of Energy Secretary's Exceptional Service Award, the 
National Nuclear Security Administrator's Distinguished Service Gold Award, and Office of the 
Secretary of Defense Medal for Exceptional Public Service. In addition to CISAC, she currently 
serves on boards and advisory committees for the NNSA, Association of Universities for 
Research in Astronomy, several DOE labs, Purdue University, and the University of California 
at Berkeley. Ms. Hruby is also a member of the Defense Science Board. 

Alastair lain Johnston is the Governor James Albert Noe and Linda Noe Laine Professor of 
China in World Affairs at Harvard University. His research and teaching interests include 
ideational sources of foreign policy behavior, socialization in international institutions, and the 
analysis of identity in the social sciences, mostly with reference to China and East Asia. He is 
the author of Cultural Realism: Strategic Culture and Grand Strategy in Chinese History 
(Princeton 1995) and Social States: China in International Institutions, 1980-2000 (Princeton 
2008). He is also co-editor (with Robert Ross) of Engaging China: The Management of an 
Emerging Power (Routledge 1999); New Directions in the Study of China's Foreign Policy 
(Stanford 2006) (with Robert Ross); Crafting Cooperation: Regional Institutions in Comparative 
Perspective (Cambridge 2007) (with Annitav Acharya); Chinese-English English-Chinese 
Glossary on Nuclear Security Terms (Mianyang: Atomic Energy Press, 2008) (with NAS CISAC 
and the Chinese Scientists Group on Arms Control); and Measuring Identity: A Guide for Social 
Scientists (Cambridge 2009) (with Rawi Abdelal, Yoshiko Herrera, and Rose McDermott). 
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Johnston co-directs the Princeton-Harvard China and the World program. Prof. Johnston holds 
a B.A. from the University of Toronto, an M.A. in East Asian Studies from Harvard University, 
and a Ph.D. in political science from the University of Michigan. 

Robert H. Latiff is a private consultant, providing advice on advanced technology matters to 
corporate and government clients and universities. He retired from the U.S. Air Force (USAF) 
as a Major General in 2006. General Latiff is an adjunct faculty member with the John J. Reilly 
Center for Science, Technology, and Values at the University of Notre Dame and a research 
professor at George Mason University. He is the author of the 2017 book Future War: Preparing 
for the New Global Battlefield. His last active duty assignment was at the National 
Reconnaissance Office, where he was director, advanced systems and technology, and deputy 
director for systems engineering. Latiff has also served as the vice commander, USAF 
Electronic Systems Center, and commander of the NORAD Cheyenne Mountain Operations 
Center. While in the U.S. Army, he served in both the infantry branch and the ordnance corps, 
where he commanded a tactical nuclear weapons unit. Latiff received his commission from the 
Army ROTC program at the University of Notre Da me and later transferred to the Air Force. He 
received his Ph.D. and his M.S. in materials science and his B.S. in physics from the University 
of Notre Dame and is a graduate of the National Security Fellows Program at Harvard 
University's John F. Kennedy School of Government. Latiff is a recipient of the National 
Intelligence Distinguished Service Medal and the Air Force Distinguished Service Medal. He is 
currently a member of the NRC Air Force Studies Board, the Intelligence Community Studies 
Board, and the Committee on Ballistic Missile Defense in the Context of Strategic Stability. 

James Le Duc is the director of the Galveston National Laboratory, the only full-suit BSL4 
laboratory in operation on an academic campus in the US, and Professor in the Department of 
Microbiology and Immunology at University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) in Galveston. He 
holds the John S. Dunn Distinguished Chair in Global Health and the Principal Investigatorfor 
the National Biocontainnnent Training Center at UTMB. He joined UTMB in 2006 from the 
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta where he was the Influenza Coordinator. Before 
moving to UTMB, he served as CDC's Director of the Division of Viral and Rickettsia! Diseases 
and as the Associate Director for Global Health in the Office of the Director at the National 
Center for Infectious Diseases. Earlier he was a Medical Officer in charge of arboviruses and 
viral hemorrhagic fevers at the World Health Organization in Geneva. He also spent 23 years as 
a U.S. Army officer in the medical research and development command, with assignments in 
the United States and abroad, including the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research and 
USAMRIID. His career began as a field biologist with the Smithsonian Institution in West 
Africa. He is a fellow with the Infectious Diseases Society of America and has published over 
200 scientific articles/book chapters. He is a recognized expert in virus diseases, biodefense 
and global health. 

Richard A. Meserve (NAE) is President Emeritus of the Carnegie Institution for Science, where 
he served from 2003 to 2014. Prior to that, he served as Chairman of the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission under both Presidents William J. Clinton and George W. Bush. Before 
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joining the Commission, Meserve was a partner in the Washington, D.C. law firnn of Covington 
& Burling LLP, and he now serves as Senior Of Counsel to the firm on a part-time basis. He 
served on the Blue-Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future and currently serves as 
Chairman of the International Nuclear Safety Group, which is chartered by the International 
Atomic Energy Agency. He is a member of the National Academy of Engineering, the 
American Philosophical Society, and Sigma Xi, and he is a fellow of the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences, the AAAS, the APS, and the Phi Beta Kappa Society. He is a Foreign 
Member of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Meserve serves on the Council of the NAE and of 
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the Secretary of Energy Advisory Board. He is 
on the Board of Directors of PG&E Corporation and the Universities Research Association, Inc. 
He is a member of the Visiting Committee to the MIT department of nuclear science and 
engineering. He received a J.D. from Harvard Law School and a Ph.D. in applied physics from 
Stanford University. 

Richard Mies completed a distinguished 35-year career in the U.S. Navy. He commanded U.S. 
Strategic Command for four years prior to retirement. As Commander in Chief, he was directly 
responsible for the command and control of U.S. strategic nuclear forces supporting the 
national security objective of strategic deterrence. Admiral Mies has a unique breadth and 
depth of operational and policy experience in undersea and strategic warfare. He has held 
both U.S. and Allied commands at senior military levels. He served on two nuclear attack 
submarines and a ballistic missile submarine before commanding the nuclear attack 
submarine, USS SEA DEVIL. He subsequently served in a wide range of distinctive command 
and staff positions. Admiral Mies is one of a few flag officers to complete qualification as both 
a submariner and naval aviation observer. In addition to unit and service awards, his 
decorations include the Defense Distinguished Service Medal, Navy Distinguished Service 
Medal, Defense Superior Service Medal (two awards), Legion of Merit (four awards), National 
Intelligence Distinguished Service Medal, Meritorious Service Medal (two awards), Navy 
Commendation Medal (four awards), Navy Achievement Medal, and Secretary of Energy Gold 
Medal. Following retirement from the Navy, Mies served as a Senior Vice President and Deputy 
Group President of Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) and as the President 
and Chief Executive Officer of Hicks and Associates, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of SAIC. 
He presently serves as the CEO and President of The Mies Group, LTD. Admiral Mies served as 
the Chairman of the Department of Defense Threat Reduction Advisory Committee from 2004 
to 2010 and Chairman of the Board of the Navy Mutual Aid Association from 2003 to 2011. He 
presently serves as the Chairman of the Strategic Advisory Group for U.S. Strategic Command 
and Chairman of the Board of the Naval Submarine League. He is a member of NAS CISAC, 
the Boards of Governors of Los Alamos National Laboratory and LLNL, and the Board of 
Directors of Babcock and Wilcox Company, Exelon Corporation and the U.S. Naval Academy 
Foundation. He also serves on numerous advisory boards. A distinguished scholarand athlete, 
he graduated first in his class with highest honors from the U.S. Naval Academy. He holds a 
B.S. degree with majors in mechanical engineering and mathematics. He has completed post-
graduate education at Oxford University, the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, and 
Harvard University. He holds an M.A. in government administration and international 
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relations; he also holds an Honorary Doctorate of Law degree from the University of Nebraska. 
His professional education includes the Flag Officers' Capstone course, the program for Senior 
Executives in National and International Security at Harvard University, and the Joint Flag 
Officer Warfig hting course. 

Peter Palese (NAS, NAM) is a professor of microbiology and chair of the department of 
microbiology at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York. His research is in the 
area of RNA-containing viruses with a special emphasis on influenza viruses. Specifically, he 
established the first genetic maps for influenza A, B, and C viruses, identified the function of 
several viral genes, and defined the mechanism of neuranninidase inhibitors (which are now 
FDA-approved antivirals). He was also a pioneer in the field of reverse genetics for negative 
strand RNA viruses, which allows the introduction of site-specific mutations into the genomes 
of these viruses. This technique is crucial for the study of the structure and function 
relationships of viral genes, for investigation of viral pathogenicity, and for development and 
manufacturing of novel vaccines. In addition, an improvement of the technique has been 
effectively used by Palese and his colleaguesto reconstruct and study the pathogenicity of the 
highly virulent, but extinct, 1918 pandemic influenza virus. His recent work in collaboration 
with Adolfo Garcia-Sastre has revealed that most negative strand RNA viruses possess 
proteins with interferon antagonist activity, enabling them to counteract the antiviral response 
of the infected host. A member of both National Academy of Sciences and the National 
Academy of Medicine, he currently serves on the editorial board for the Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences. Palese was president of the Harvey Society in 2004, president 
of the American Society for Virology in 2005, a recipient of the Robert Koch Prize in 2006, a 
recipient of the European Virology Award in 2010, and a recipient of the 2012 Sanofi-lnstitut 
Pasteur Award. 

James Timbie is a retired senior advisor to the Under Secretary for Arms Control and 
International Security with the United States Department of State. He received his Ph.D. in 
nuclear physics from Stanford University in 1971. Dr. Timbie has held several positions since 
receiving his Ph.D., all within the Department of State. According to Secretaries of State 
George Shultz and and John Kerry, Timbie has played an important role in the negotiations of 
every arms controls agreement since 1974, including the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks 
(SALT), SALT II, Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), New START, and the Intermediate - 
Range Nuclear Forces Treaty. Most recently, he was essential to negotiation of the Joint 
Comprehensive Plan of Action with Iran, working closely with both Secretary Kerry and 
Secretary of Energy Ernest Moniz. He has directly advised every secretary of state since the 
first Ronald Reagan administration. His contributions to arms control and non-proliferation at 
the Department of State are considered invaluable and his work was recognized by the APS as 
they awarded him the Leo Szilard Lectureship. 

Ex-officio Member 
John Hildebrand (NAS) is the Regents Professor of Neuroscience in the College of Science at 
the University of Arizona, Tucson and Foreign Secretary of the National Academy of Sciences, 
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responsible forthe international activities of the Academy. Hildebrand is a Neurobiologist and 
his laboratory research combines anatomical, behavioral, chemical-ecological, developmental, 
molecular, and neurophysiological approaches in a multidisciplinary approach to problems of 
the behavioral roles, functional organization, information-processing mechanisms, and 
postembryonic development of the olfactory system in insects to discover fundamental 
principles and mechanisms common to many or all nervous systems through studies of the 
experimentally favorable nervous systems of insects. Areas of principal interest currently 
include processing of olfactory information in intra- and interglornerular neural circuits in the 
primary olfactory center in the brain; sensory control of insect-host interactions, including 
feeding, mating, and oviposition behaviors; chemical ecology and behavioral aspects of insect - 
hostplant interactions; chemosensory influences on host -oriented behavior of disease-vector 
insects; functional organization of neurosecretory systems; and hybrid insect-MEMS systems. 
Hildebrand's interdisciplinary approach has enabled him to address diverse questions, 
including how plant odors influence pollination and predation, how certain disease -vector 
insects use odors to track down humans for a blood meal, and how to create machine/animal 
interfaces. Hildebrand has received many honors and awards, and was elected to the German 
National Academy of Sciences and Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters in 1998 and 
3.999, respectively, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2001. He was elected to 
the National Academy of Sciences in 2007 and currently leads the Department of Neuroscience 
at the University of Arizona in Tucson. Afterjoining the university in 1985, Hildebrand and two 
colleagues founded the University's Center for Insect Science, a unique and world-renowned 
academic enterprise. 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg©nas.edu] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 2/19/2020 11:45:57 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: China biosecurity 

You probably already saw this, but just in case. Perhaps our past dialogues will be helpful going forward. 

OW to fast 4--* biosecurity law in r—rnnavi--- -"ermath (South China Morning Post via Yahoo! News) China plans to 
fast-track biosecurity legislation and elevate it to a national security issue in the wake of a coronavirus epidemic that has killed 
more than 1,700 and sickened over 70,000. 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Cc: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 5/12/2020 10:50:22 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

Sure, of course. David Reiman had additional questions that he was not able to ask, so including his comments would be useful for 
future discussions. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 10:46 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

This is great, can I send it to the broader American group as part of my next email update? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwledu 00.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 11:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edy>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6eihmi du›; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharpies, Fran <F5harples@nas.edu>
Subject: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

Attached is a brief outline of some of the topics we discussed (or not). 

Thanks Ben and Diane for leading the dialogue. I found it quite useful in spite of some of the hic ups with the technology. I was 
very pleased by George's closing comments. We may wish to consider ways to continue the dialogue as the pandemic evolves. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL Fran Sharpies 
(FSharples©nas.edu)[FSharples@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 8:53:28 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: ACTIV 

Just in—relevant to our video conf plans. 

From: Mouton, Charles P. <cpmouton@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8:52 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. <rurban@UTMB.EDU>; 
Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FW: ACTIV 

Hi Folks, 

I just received this from NIH. I wanted to give you a heads up if you haven't heard. 

Charles 

From: Anderson, James (NIH/OD) [E] <james.anuerson2@nih.goy>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8:02 AM 
To: Maria Acebal <MLACEBAL@gmail.com>; haraneta@ucsd.edu; Ardlie, Kristin <kardlie@broadinstitute.org>; 
ieffrey.botkin@hsc.utah.edu; linda.chang@umm.edu; colditzg@wustl.edu; afeinbergPihu.edu; rickh@alleninstitute.org; 
phurn@med.umich.edu; kevin.iohnson@vumc.org; rpaul.iohnson@emory.edu; Kenny, Paul <paul.kenny@mssm.edu>; Kheterpal, 
Sachin <sachinkh@med.umich.edu>; gak36@cornell.edu; richard.krugman@urdenveredu; mdlairmore@ucdavis.edu; 
idli@gsu.edu; trm4@med.unc.edu; edith.mitchell@jefferson.edu; Mouton, Charles P. <cpmouton@UTMB.EDU>; 
meganoboyle@gmail.com; rrobinsonbeale@gmail.com; ssanchez@uga.edu; iean.schaffer@joslin.harvard.edu; scout@cancer-
network.org; asiegariz@umass.edu; russvg@uw.edu 
Cc: heathersudbury@hsc.utah.edu; Nichole.Harvey@umm.edu; repkot@wustl.edu; graziano@ihmi.edu; 
Debbie.countryman@alleninstitute.org; dmgi@med.umich.edu; teresa.gillespie@vumc.org; dwardlo@emory.edu; 
nora.mclaughlin@mssm.edu; David Clark <davidrcl@med.umich.edu>; mas357@cornell.edu; atsoukrell@ucdavis.edu; 
diackson83 gsu.edu; Bridget Riordan <briordan@unc.edu>; charmaine.green@iefferson.edu; Young, Claudia H. 
<ciyoung  —MB.EDU>; ifutter@uga.edu; maya.yosub@ioslin.hervard.edu; csimos@schoolph.umass.ed• ; Kawazoe, Robin 
(NIH/OD) [E] <kawazoer@mail.nih.gov>; Grieder, Franziska (NIH/OD) [E] <griederf@mail.nih.gov>; Orezzoli, Betina (NIH/OD) [E] 
<betina.orezzoli@nih.gov>; Vonkollmar, Desiree (NIH/OD) [E] <clrat@mail.nih.gov>; Denise Hoffman <DHOFFMAN@scgcorp.com>
Subject: ACTIV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Council of Councils members, 

This morning, NIH will announce efforts underway to establish a public-private partnership to develop an international 
strategy for a coordinated research response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The planned Accelerating COVID-19 
Therapeutic Interventions and Vaccines (ACTIV) partnership will bring together many government health agencies and 
more than a dozen biopharmaceutical companies to prioritize vaccine and drug candidates in review and connect clinical 
trial networks to test new and repurposed compounds quickly and efficiently. 

I encourage you to read the NIH announcement to learn more about this important collaboration. NIH will keep the 
community apprised as these efforts develop. 

Best wishes, 

Jim Anderson 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin©jhsph.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 3/25/2020 11:50:27 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Origin of SARS CoV-2 

Nice paper on the origin of the new coronavirus, just FYI in case you haven't seen already. 

htt s: www.nature.com articles s41591-020-0820-9 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Rusek, 
Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Turekian, Vaughan[VTurekian@nas.edu] 
To: Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 5/18/2020 8:13:37 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Reply to CAS about press release 

Looks fine to me. 
Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2020, at 7:21 PM, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Very good. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2020, at 7:53 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

Diane, Peggy, Raymond, Dave, and Jim, 
Attached is a quick draft of a note that could be sent back to Sun Hui at CAS. This is trying to capture our 
preferred approach and Marcia's concern that CAS may decide to go ahead and do something without 
our further input. There is a paragraph at the end with Vaughan's suggestion. We would not propose 
that in this correspondence, especially considering that we have not run the idea by Marcia and Victor, 
but it is a draft for the future. 
Ben and I will wait for your instructions. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) and 
International Networks & Cooperation Theme 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

<Dear Sun Hui.docx> 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Maryellen Leduc[melleduc©gmail.com]; David A Relman[relman©stanford.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 1/7/2020 5:23:20 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: COOL!!! CNN had this today on the Harbin Ice Festival 

Great memories! 

From: Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2020 4:37 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: COOL!!! CNN had this today on the Harbin Ice Festival 

https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/harbin-ice-and-snow-festival-2020-
china/index.html?utm source=CNN+Five+Things&utm campaign=06ac226bdf-
EMAIL CAMPAIGN 2020 01 07 02 38&utm medium=email&utm term=0 6da287d761-06ac226bdf-96945121 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 4/24/2020 4:00:47 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: A TRAC report on the DoD's CBDP 

Dave, I just read your report—nicely done. I hope it has an impact, but it's troubling when your concluding comment is that the 
TRAC no longer exists. Keep up the good fight, nonetheless, 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:11 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Rita 
Guenther <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>; Nancy Connell <nancyconnell@jhu.edu>; Richard Mies <miesrw@verizon.net>; Richard L. Garwin 
<rIg2@us.ibm.com> 
Subject: A TRAC report on the DoD's CBDP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC Colleagues, 

Over the summer, Mim John and I co-chaired a DTRA TRAC study requested by USD Ellen Lord. We submitted our 
report in October and it was released for public distribution today. The title describes what we were asked to do; look at 
the implications on our Chemical and Biological Defense Programs (CBDP) in DoD of the treaties. Note that we do cover 
the BWC and CWC questions up front, but then explore and make recommendations regarding issues the panel concluded 
were more constraining to successful implementation of the mission(s) of the CBDP than are the treaties. Some of the 
report may be of interest to some of you. (Pages numbered 11-12 focus on the tech base and advanced development of 
medical countermeasures. ) 
Best, dave 

P.S. The DTRA TRAC no longer exists after December 2019. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 4/11/2020 1:22:13 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Updated Thoughts 

Good job. Sounds like progress. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 11, 2020, at 12:58 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I think early discussion by you and then a preliminary meeting with those you suggest is good idea. How do 
you read this quote (below) from Sergey per his involvement. He clearly believes he shouldn't be the lead, but 
should we first just talk with Paltsev...and maybe flu institute (since you and maybe Jim have been in recent 
touch) or do you think Sergey is comfortable being involved from the beginning? 
But I am not the best person to organize it It should be somebody from Moscow, and Academician 
Michael Paltsev may be the most suitable person. He is now Directnr of the Research Center of 
Immunology and Molecular Biomedicine of the Biological Department of the Moscow State 
lniyersity named after M.A.Lomonosoy. Rita should now him, as I suggest. 

On Apr 11, 2020, at 1:10 PM, Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> wrote: 

Thank you, Dave! This is excellent. I very much appreciate all of your hard work, and for that of Jim as 
well. 
I absolutely agree that we can include Academician Paltsev. 
As for the next steps, shall we see if we can set up a Zoom call with Sergey and Academician Paltsev 
within the next week? 
In parallel, I will contact the director of the Influenza institute in St. Petersburg, with whom I was trying to 
organize a workshop on diagnostics, and also with Olga from the Embassy. She is still in touch with all of 
our friends from our previous work. 
More soon, 
Rita 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2020 12:12 PM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Updated Thoughts 

Dear Rita, 

I happened to have the opportunity to visit with Sergey N. last night and this morning. (He and 
his family are well and he sent his greetings.) 

I am now convinced that I was being too conservative when I sent out (to the whole CISAC 
group involved in the RAS-NAS call last week) a list of potential topics for Zoom discussions on 
your 'infectious disease' category. 
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My visits with Sergey yesterday and this morning suggest any of what I talked about in that zoom 
call, focused on COVID19—and now what I've added below after visiting with Jim-- would be 
appropriate to suggest to our colleagues. BTW, Sergey suggests the best POC for the ID Zoom 
discussions would be Academician Michael Paltsev, Director of the Research Center of 
Immunology and Molecular Biomedicine, Biological Department at MSU. I don't know 
if that is the same Paltsev that I remember from years ago, but you will know. 

The list I mentioned in my brief intervention on the call: 

A lot we don't know... 
About the Virus 

Stability in the environment 
Most likely transmission mode (aerosol or droplet) 
Is the virus mutating and how much 
Best parctical way of cleaning surfaces or materials 

Viral interaction with humans 
Infective dose 
Incubation period 
When do patients start sheding virus and when do they stop 
Are recoved patients protected by their antibody response 
Some work on antibody assays that will allow in-depth epidemiological studies 

I've attached my whole page of notes that I used for the 5 min talk on the call here. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 3/25/2020 4:22:29 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: The New Yorker: Why is Russia's coronavirus case count so low? 

FYI—some familiar names. 

From: gail.h.cassell@gmail.com <gail.h.cassell@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 3:59 PM 
To: Janet Bausili <jasmusa97@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: The New Yorker: Why is Russia's coronavirus case count so low? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Why is Russia's coronavirus case count so low? 
The New Yorker 

It is unclear whether the Russian state, in combatting the spread of COVID-19, has been lucky, smart with preemptive 
measures, or dangerously incompetent. Read the full story 

Shared from Apple News 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 7/31/2019 5:10:22 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects 

We should discuss the agenda for this meeting sometime. It would be nice to know what's driving this and the anticipated 
outcomes. (I note that Pakistan isn't even listed... 

Jim 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 3:17 PM 
To: 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhu.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 'jeanloz@berkeley.edu' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; LeDuc, James 
W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' <peter.palese@mssm.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC Members, 

We would like to schedule a two-hour Zoom (video) or teleconference call during the last week of August to update you on our current 
bio-related projects and to hold a more strategic discussion on the future of CISAC's bio projects/activities in China, India, and 
Russia. To complement the perspectives of long-time CISAC members, we would also like to include a small number of additional 
experts (e.g., David Relman, Pei-yong Shi, and/or others); please let us know if you have any concerns with including experts beyond 
CISAC members. 

To schedule the call at a time convenient for the majority of you, please send me the times you are NOT available during that week 
(August 26-30), between 9 am and 6 pm ET. 

Thank you in advance. We look forward to a productive, forward-looking discussion. 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

National Acaderni, 

A\IGINEERING. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sun 4/19/2020 12:41:04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Whether and what to post 

I'm available 10-noon and 3-5 CT on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 9:12 AM 
To: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Whether and what to post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I can be available anytime on Monday, Micah. Dave 

On Apr 19, 2020, at 12:59 AM, Raymond JEANLOZ <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> wrote: 

Micah: I have windows of flexibility 11-3 and 4-6 EDT on Monday. 

Raymond 

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:11 PM Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 
Hi Jim, Dave, Raymond, Ben, 
I think that it would be useful to have a brief meeting to resolve the issue around what, if anything, NASEM should 
post about the China Bio dialogue. I feel like we've laid out some reasoning, but we never came to a shared 
conclusion. 
I can be available anytime on Monday except 2-3pm EDT. Is there any daylight in your schedules? 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 9/18/2019 2:39:11 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Bipartisan Commission on Biodefense replaces name for Blue Ribbon Study Panel on Biodefense 

Link: https://homelandprepnews.com/stories/36650-bipartisan-commission-on-biodefense-replaces-name-for-blue-ribbon-study-
panel-on-biodefense/?utm campaign=shareaholic&utm medium=email this&utm source=email 

Relevant to our earlier exchanges on the blue ribbon panel for biodefense—name changed 

Shared via Shareaholic 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 4/10/2020 2:08:57 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Russia Zoom Meetings 

Thanks. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 2:07 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: Russia Zoom Meetings 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

FIY, dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Guenther, Rita" <RGuenther nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Russia Zoom Meetings 
Date: April 10, 2020 at 2:36:08 PM EDT 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz qmail.com> 
Cc: "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>

Hi Dave, 
Yes, you are correct. That was the date I included in the proposed schedule. Given that there are so many moving parts, 
we will need to push back the date of the Infectious Disease call a bit. In the meantime, I will send out more detail on 
that call, and on the Russia dialogue/working groups in general today. This week I have been working on a few other 
Russia-related items, and finalizing the publication version of the BTRP report. 
Please stay tuned for a more detailed message from me very soon! 
Thank you for your diligence and willingness to engage on these issues with our Russian colleagues! 
Take care, 
Rita 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 2:21 PM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Russia Zoom Meetings 

Hi Rita, 

I noticed that you have proposed an "infectious disease" meeting with our colleagues for 22 April. If that is 
going to go forward, don't you think we should start getting on calendars here and also over there? I just 
don't know what you guys are thinking. I'm happy to just stand by, but someone needs to do something soon 
if CISAC bio is having a meeting in less than two weeks. 

Thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 10/1/2019 4:10:57 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Doha with Pakistanis 

Sorry, I can't help on this one. 

Best wishes, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 11/7/2019 10:12:18 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Chinese Journal Articles 

Dave, thanks for sharing your articles. These are both quite relevant and a real contribution to the 
biocontainment enterprise. Thanks for taking time to write these important messages. 

 Original Message 
From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 4:43 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi©UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Chinese Journal Articles 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Nice Jim! I got a couple as well in the last two weeks. I had forgotten that I'd sent the one to Zhiming's 
journal, almost one year ago. They did a nice job with them. Best, dave 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 5/30/2019 9:04:50 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject FW: NAS teleconference RE; Kunming meeting 
NAS teleconference RE; Kunming meeting 

Attached is the string of messages and the calendar invite. 10:30 am ET. I haven't seen a call in number yet. 
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From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

teleconference 

Normal 

NAS teleconference RE; Kunming meeting 

Fri 5/31/2019 9:30:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Fri 5/31/2019 10:30:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

LeDuc, James W. 

Great! I will get you some info about point 1 and 2 before the conference call next Friday the 31', how about 10:30 am ET? 

Hope will set up a travel code for your flights (she will be back in the office on Tuesday) and send you instructions on how to book. 
She will need meeting and travel dates from you. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2019 3:18 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Kunming 

Hi Ben, 

This is wonderful! I will be available for TC next Friday. 

Before reaching out to the team in Kunming, it would be great that we have some consensus on the following. 
1. The topic of dialogue 
2. Some preferred meeting dates from our side 

Thank you for help with the flight. I will work with Hope for the booking. 

Please let me know if we could have a TC next Friday. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2019 1:45 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Kunming 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 
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Wonderful to hear from you. Good to know that you are still planning to go to Kunming in July. It would be very helpful if you could 
work out the scope and details for a Kunming dialogue meeting while you are there. (I would like to try to hold the meeting before 
the end of the 2019 calendar year but the timing will be up to the leaders in Kunming.) 

I have some work travel coming up (June 3-9), is sometime next week a good time to talk on the phone about this? 

PS If other funding is not available to pay for your air travel we could cover that. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 9/16/2019 4:28:33 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Vector explosion 

See below 

From: Bukreyev, Alexander <abukreye@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 4:27 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Motin, Vladimir <vImotin@utmb.edu> 
Subject: Re: Vector explosion 

Yes, I saw. Base on what I red in other sources, nothing serious. Gas cylinder, during preparation for paining of walls in 
the change room (if this is true, of course). 

AB 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <jwk-ssLu( I>
Date: Monday, September 16, 2019 at 3:54 PM 
To: "Motin, Vladimir" <vlmotin utmb.edu>, "Bukreyev, Alexander" <abukreye@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: Vector explosion 

FYI 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 3:42 PM 
To: Rita Guenther <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Glenn Schweitzer <gschweitzer@nas.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Vector explosion 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

Amy Mackinnon* ((&,ak mack) 

9/16/19, 2:37 PM 
Meanwhile in Russia... There was an explosion at a research center which stores one of the 
world's largest collections of viruses including small pox & ebola. All glass in the building was 
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shattered per RFE/RL, but Russian gov't says no biohazards released 
svoboda.org/a/30167061.html 

Download the Twitter app 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 9/16/2019 4:07:41 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Vector explosion 

Thanks Dave. It will be interesting to hear the rest of the story.. 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 3:42 PM 
To: Rita Guenther <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Glenn Schweitzer <gschweitzer@nas.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Vector explosion 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

Amy Mackinnon* ((&,ak mac 

9/16/19, 2:37 PM 
Meanwhile in Russia... There was an explosion at a research center which stores one of the 
world's largest collections of viruses including small pox & ebola. All glass in the building was 
shattered per RFE/RL, but Russian gov't says no biohazards released 
svoboda.org/ai.0 67O6 

Download the Twitter app 
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To: Bowman, Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Hodgson, Andrea[AHodgson@nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 9/16/2019 3:18:04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Bioeconomy study 

Thanks very much Katie. These are great suggestions and we will follow up on them. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 2:37 PM 
To: Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Hodgson, Andrea <AHodgson@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Bioeconomy study 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Dave, Fran, and Micah, 

While I think there may be only a limited mention of high containment pathogen research in the forthcoming bioeconomy report, I 
agree with Fran that it would be great if there were an opportunity to explore a new stand-alone effort on capitalizing on the value 
of the existing substantial US investments / not letting those resources go to waste. For a completely different purpose, I was just 
looking at the August 2019 OMB memo to agencies with administration priorities, linked at https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-
content/uploads/20 1 9/08/FY-2 1 -RD-Budget-Priorities.pdf 

Based on your emails below, I was struck by a couple of the memo's sections: a) "advanced military capabilities" and "critical 
infrastructure resilience" on page 2. I don't think the memo is necessarily conceiving of BSL labs as the critical infrastructure they 
mean here, but that may be an interesting angle to explore? Also b) under Biomedicine the areas of "rapid detection and 
containment of infectious diseases, anti-microbial resistance, medical countermeasures and public health preparedness" on 
page 5. I suppose an activity around investments in high containment research would likely need to be funded by HHS and DoD, 
but perhaps you could use words from the new budget priority memo to help make the case that it is needed? 

Cheers, 
Katie 

From: Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 11:35 AM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hodgson, Andrea <AHodgson@nas.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Bioeconomy study 
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Yes, I think a study focused on that issue alone, and how the government's huge investment in this is going to waste, 
would be a great study. But as always we will need to get it funded. Perhaps you two can think of paths toward finding 
money for it. We woulr' live to do it! 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 11:20 AM 
To: Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <iwleducPUTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Hodgson, Andrea <AHodgson@nas.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Bioeconomy study 

Thanks Fran and Hi, 

Jim's is a serious issue. . .and other labs with fewer real SMEs than he is so fortunate to have in Galveston are likely in 
more peril than Jim's. Some of the 10 BSL-3 labs that Tony built with post-911 money have, I believe, already gone 
under. Jim's and the one at BU are the two BSL-4s he funded. They are all very expensive to operate and our grant and 
funding systems don't seem to acknowledge these realities. Might this be a topic for another, more focused, study after 
you get this current one in print? 

Best, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Sep 16, 2019, at 11:13 AM, Sharpies, Fran <FSharples nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Jim, Nice to hear from you. Unfortunately, the Bioeconomy study is currently in review and is nearly 
completed. Andrea Hodgson (copied here) is the RSO (Katie was too busy with other things to lead it, but 
has been working on it, too) if you want to contact her. The study requires that the committee look at 
options for safeguarding the bioeconomy, but to be honest, I don't think your issue is included. (I could be 
wrong.) I suggest you contact Andrea about it. 

Hope you are wel l! 

Best, 

Fran 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 11:07 AM 
To: Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Bioeconomy study 

Hi Fran, Katherine 
Dave Franz and I heard a briefing last week from OSTP about an upcoming study they are doing on the 
bioeconomy and when we mentioned this to Micah, he shared that NASEM has a similar study underway. I 
see that you two are engaged in leading that study. I'm wondering if it might be possible to 
include biodefense and response to emerging infectious diseases as an element of your study. As we 
discussed with Paige Waterman and Ian Wilson from OSTP, the USG has invested over $1B in the 
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construction of biocontainment laboratories on academic campuses to address the risk of dangerous pathogens 
and to develop countermeasures against them, yet the sustainability of this investment is at risk due to the high 
costs of operations and the regulatory burden placed on them by the select agent rules. Waterman and Wilson 
actually used the phrase "critical national infrastructure" when we were discussing this and it would be nice to 
further develop this element of the bioeconomy. I'm wondering if there is a way that we could include this 
topic in your bioeconomy study? 
Thanks, Jim 

Safeguarding the Bioeconomy: Finding Strategies 
for Understanding, Evaluating, and Protecting the 
Bioeconomy while Sustaining Innovation and 
Growth 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 11/6/2019 3:20:17 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: CSU and Swine Flu 

See link below, just FYI. 

From: Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 3:08 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: CSU and Swine Flu 

https://www.thedenverchannel.cominews/front-rangegort-collinsicsu-ground-zero-this-week-for-biodefense-meeting-on-threats-
to-livestock-crops-and-human-life 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Nicole Cervenka[NCervenka@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/5/2019 8:47:27 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Good idea on the occupational safety. Nationally, we have developed the NETEC (national Ebola training and education centers) 
that have clinical capacity. We could have a session summarizing those investments and discuss some of the challenges we've 
faced. Our clinical rooms just opened, and Nebraska (Ali Khan) has a big facility under construction as well as experience in 
managing a few patients from the West African outbreak. 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 5:49 PM 
To: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Nicole Cervenka <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Ben, 

Jim, remember when we were there, Dr. Bo (??), Longdings boss, was very interested in what might be called 
'occupational safety'. I think we sort of talked him out of putting a 'stammer' in his facility. Do you have thoughts on 
something in that area as a topic as well? dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jun 4, 2019, at 2:17 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

<Draft Kunming plan vl.docx> 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 11/1/2019 12:46:58 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

Ben, thanks for digging these out. It looks like we have plenty of topics to build a very productive and interesting meeting. Pei-
Yong and I talked briefly after the call today and it occurs to me that we will have two young investigators back in China by the time 
the meeting is held that have completed our formal BSL4 training and conducted joint research with investigators here at the GNL. 
Having a way to involve them as a demonstration of realizing the goals of true partnerships as outlined in the last paragraph of the 
meeting summary might offer a tangible example of our joint progress already made. Something to think about as we develop the 
agenda for our next meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 12/16/2019 3:44:17 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: View as we speak 

Beautiful! Looks very peaceful—perfect for the Holidays! 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2019 3:24 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: View as we speak 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Like Harbin but not as cold. :-) 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 8/1/2019 9:55:52 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects 

If he's asking for a two hour block of time, he must have something in mind. I'm available to chat all day except noon-1 pm and 
after 4:30 CT. let me know when's convenient for you. 

thanks 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 5:23 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

On a call about our current study last week—at the end—Micah asked me for open dates and said he wanted to have a 
`bio' call. He didn't say anything about 'what'. He's gone all this week and all of next week, returning the following 
Monday. He's hiking in Denali in Alaska and out of touch. I think I'll have a note for him (copying you) when he returns, 
asking for some explanation. I guess we can give him dates, but let's also talk. d 

On Jul 31, 2019, at 6:10 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We should discuss the agenda for this meeting sometime. It would be nice to know what's driving this and the 
anticipated outcomes. (I note that Pakistan isn't even listed...) 

Jim 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 3:17 PM 
To: 'NancyConnell@ihu.edu' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
'dgriffi6@ihu.edu' <dgriffi6@ihu.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; leanloz@berkeley.edu' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' 
<peter.palese@mssm.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC Members, 

We would like to schedule a two-hour Zoom (video) or teleconference call during the last week of August to update you 
on our current bio-related projects and to hold a more strategic discussion on the future of CISAC's bio 
projects/activities in China, India, and Russia. To complement the perspectives of long-time CISAC members, we would 
also like to include a small number of additional experts (e.g., David Relman, Pei-yong Shi, and/or others); please let us 
know if you have any concerns with including experts beyond CISAC members. 

To schedule the call at a time convenient for the majority of you, please send me the times you are NOT available during 
that week (August 26-30), between 9 am and 6 pm ET. 

Thank you in advance. We look forward to a productive, forward-looking discussion. 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
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500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 3/18/2019 2:14:41 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject interesting report 
Arms Control & emerging technology-Bio Plus X 2019.pdf 

You may have seen the attached in today's Center for Health Security headlines. I skimmed through it and it contains some 
interesting observations and recommendations relevant to CISAC. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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STOCKHOLM INTERNATIONAL 

PEACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

SIPRI is an independent international institute dedicated to research into 
conflict, armaments, arms control and disarmament. Established in 1966, 
SIPRI provides data, analysis and recommendations, based on open sources, 
to policymakers, researchers, media and the interested public. 

The Governing Board is not responsible for the views expressed in the 
publications of the Institute. 

GOVERNING BOARD 

Ambassador Jan Eliasson, Chair (Sweden) 
Dr Dewi Fortuna Anwar (Indonesia) 
Dr Vladimir Baranovsky (Russia) 
Ambassador Lakhdar Brahimi (Algeria) 
Espen Barth Eide (Norway) 
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Executive summary 

Technological advances in the biological sciences have long presented a challenge to 
the governance frameworks that focus on biosecurity and preventing the proliferation 
of biological weapons. Advances in biotechnology have, for example, made the 
manipulation of the genetic make-up of organisms—from bacteria to humans—
faster, cheaper and easier. However, these developments often interact with or are 
enabled by other technologies, including by those categorized as 'emerging'. This 
process of convergence of recent developments in biotechnology with other emerging 
technologies holds tremendous promise but also increases the possibilities for misuse 
of biotechnology and for the proliferation of biological weapons. Specifically, the 
convergence of technological developments could affect the development, production 
or use of biological weapons and thereby challenge governance approaches that aim 
to prevent the proliferation of biological weapons to both states and non-state actors. 

Advances in three specific emerging technologies—additive manufacturing (AM), 
artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics—could facilitate, each in their own way, the 
development or production of biological weapons and their delivery systems. This could 
be by enabling the automation of developmental or production steps that previously 
required manual manipulation or analysis by a human. They could also provide new 
possibilities for biological weapon use and increase the exposure of digitized biological 
data and operating parameters to cyberattacks. All three technologies are difficult to 
control, not least due to their dual-use nature, their digitization, and the fact that they 
are mainly developed by the civilian and private sectors. However, the impact of these 
technologies on the engineering of biological weapons and their delivery systems 
should not be exaggerated, as the expertise required to exploit these technologies for 
the purpose of developing and producing biological weapons remains significant and 
continues to pose a barrier to most actors. 

The 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC) is the central 
governance instrument for biological arms control. It is complemented by—or 
implemented through—a whole range of instruments, including export and import 
control measures; legislation, guidelines or standards on biosecurity and biosafety; 
regulations for the transportation of dangerous goods; and mechanisms to monitor 
relevant technological developments. However, the existing governance mechanisms 
provide only limited and often indirect coverage of the applications of AM, AI and 
robotics. The governance frameworks either have not used, or cannot fully use, 
their potential to explore connections between biotechnology and these emerging 
technologies. Treaty regimes and other governance instruments typically interact 
with each other much less than the respective technologies that they cover. An 
overarching question when viewing governance in the field of biosecurity through 
the lens of technological development and convergence is therefore how to better 
connect the relevant governance mechanisms. There is a lack of understanding of 
these technologies, the associated risks and their potential impact on the activities, 
transfers or behaviour governed by the existing frameworks. Dealing with 
developments in science and technology is far from a new issue. However, measures 
to address their impact must keep up with the dynamics of current developments. 
Therefore, improvements to governance instruments need to address the structural 
factors and new characteristics of new technologies that have a possibly significant 
impact through convergence with biotechnology. 

The main conclusion is that, while new developments in these three emerging 
technologies could have an enabling effect in different steps of the development and 
use of biological weapons, the existing governance frameworks are ill-equipped to 
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comprehensively address these risks. To improve the ability to govern the convergence 
of biotechnology with other emerging technologies, concrete steps could be taken by 
national governments, regional organizations such as the European Union (EU) and 
international institutions, and by academia, the private sector and the DIY community. 

National governments should more systematically assess technological 
developments, map domestic stakeholders, make use of parliamentary assessment 
mechanisms, increase resources for relevant authorities, and strengthen research 
on the detection, prevention, response and attribution of biological incidents. The 
EU should enhance engagement with the biotechnology industry and biosafety 
associations in the context of dual-use risks. 

The BTWC regime should reform some of its elements, including its working 
practices and stakeholder engagement, and create a BTWC Scientific Advisory Board. 
It could also raise the issue of convergence on its agenda and better address the 
potential for misuse of commercial biotechnology and emerging technologies. 

Academic institutions should introduce obligatory courses on ethics, law and 
biosafety in all natural science curriculums, encourage work on interdisciplinary 
technology assessments and further strengthen the collaboration between national 
academies of sciences, particularly on addressing risks resulting from technological 
convergence. The private sector should continuously strengthen its self-governance 
and compliance standards. The DIY community could organize workshop series on 
biosecurity for community laboratories and strengthen international efforts to foster 
responsible science and biosecurity awareness. 
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1. Introduction 

Technological advances in the biological sciences have long presented a challenge to 
international and national governance frameworks, particularly those geared towards 
preventing the proliferation of biological and chemical weapons and other biological 
risks such as the accidental release of pathogens. The United Nations Secretary-
General's disarmament agenda published in 2018 raises specific concerns about 'the 
ability of new technologies to ease barriers to the access and use of prohibited weapons, 
such as may be the case with synthetic biology and gene editing'.' Recent advances in 
biotechnology—such as those that make it faster, cheaper and easier to manipulate 
the genetic make-up of organisms, from bacteria to humans—interact with or are 
enabled by other technologies, including those that are often categorized as 'emerging 
technologies' (see box 1.0.2 This report analyses this interactive process: the trends for 
convergence between biotechnology and other technologies (see box 1.2). 

Discussions on the convergence between advances in biotechnology and established 
fields of science and technology, such as chemistry, computer science or engineering, 
have long informed debates on developments in science and technology, among others 
in the framework of the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC).3
However, the existing governance architecture around the BTWC has been shown to 
have a limited ability to comprehensively review and appropriately address the risks 
and challenges arising from the speed and complexity of technological advances in 
particular areas. 

More recently, the convergence of biotechnology with emerging technologies—
includi ng additive manufacturing (AM, often also referred to as 3D printing), artificial 
intelligence (Al) and robotics—has become a particular focus since these technologies 
hold tremendous promise but also increase the possibilities for misuse of biotechnology 
and the proliferation of biological weapons.4 However, analyses and reporting by 
popular media, industry outlets and, to some extent, academic publications, tend 
to either over- or underestimate the current applications, capabilities and risks 
of new developments in biotechnology. These reports often cite advanced gene-
editing techniques such as clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats 
(CRISPR), but also other major emerging technologies such as AM or robotics. 

This report provides a detailed and balanced analysis of the risks and challenges 
posed by the convergence of recent developments in biotechnology with other 
emerging technologies. It focuses on the impacts on arms control, non-proliferation 
and international security, given that the technological developments potentially have 
wide-ranging implications in these areas. Specifically, the report explores how the 
convergence of technological developments could affect the development, production 
or use of biological weapons and could thereby challenge the governance approaches 
that aim to prevent the proliferation of biological weapons to both states and non-
state actors. It focuses on the convergence of biotechnology with three emerging 
technologies: additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence and robotics. These 
technologies cover a range ofproduction-, automation- and analysis-related capabilities 

1 United Nations, Office for Disarmament Affairs, Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament 
(United Nations: New York, 2018), P. 52. 

2 Lentzos, F., 'Strengthen the taboo against biological and chemical weapons'. Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 
26 July 2018. 

3 Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and 
Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction (Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention, BTWC), opened for signature 
10 Apr.1972, entered into force 26 Mar. 1975, United Nations Treaty Series, vol. 1015 (1976). 

4 Hart, J. and Trapp, R., Science and Technology and Their Impacts on the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention:A 
Synthesis Report on Preparing for the Seventh Review Conference and Future Challenges (SIPRI: Stockholm, Dec. 2011), 
pp. 24-25. 
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Box 1.1. Emerging technologies 
Emerging technologies are usually understood to have new elements that display disruptive potential but 
have not yet developed their full potential.a The 'disruptive potential' depends on the specific technology 
and industry as it can mean a variety of changes. These include offering new, previously unavailable 
capabilities, replacing existing machines or manual labour, changing global supply chains, restructuring 
industries, revolutionizing or making obsolete certain classes of weapon systems. It generally represents a 
shift from a prevailing paradigm.b 

Emerging technologies are rapidly developing, are usually at the centre of targeted research and development 
efforts, and are increasingly being adopted by economically and militarily important industries.° 
International arms control and non-proliferation frameworks have usually not developed agreed technical 
standards to define the qualities of emerging technologies that raise proliferation concerns but that lack 
a conclusive common risk assessment.d Technologies routinely placed in this category include additive 
manufacturing, artificial intelligence, biotechnology, quantum technology and robotics.' 

Although the term 'emerging technologies is in common usage and is used in this report, it has limitations, 
particularly in the arms control context. The qualification 'emerging' is commonly taken to refer to the 
technology as such, which by definition is always developing and not standing still, while in this report it is 
used to refer to emerging applications of that technology, in particular in the military and security context. 

a On the different definitions of 'emerging technology' see Rotolo, D., Hicks, D. and Martin, B. R., ̀ What is an 
emerging technology?', Research Policy, vol. 44. no. 10 (Dec. 2015), pp. 1827-43, p.1831. 

b See e.g. Brimley. S., FitzGerald, B. and Sayler, S., Game Changers: Disruptive Technology and U.S. Defense 
Strategy (Center for a New American Security: Washington, DC, Sep. 2013), pp. 4,11. 

C Brockmann, K., `Drafting, implementing, and complying with export controls: the challenge presented by 
emerging technologies', Strategic Trade Review, vol. 4, no. 6 (spring/summer 2018), pp. 5-28, pp. 7-8. 

d Brockmann (note c). 
C See e.g. US Department of Commerce. Bureau of Industry and Security, 'Review of controls for certain 

emerging technologies', Federal Register, vol. 83. no. 223 (29 Nov. 2018), pp. 58 201-202. 

that form part of what is commonly termed the fourth industrial revolution. They 
provide clear cases where technological advances at the interface with biology are 
most likely to have a significant impact on biosecurity and biological arms control, and 
they are generally perceived to be key emerging technology areas. 

This report continues in chapter 2 by exploring the interaction of biotechnology with 
AM, AI and robotics, considering the current state of each technology, and identifying 
the developments and trends most relevant to the proliferation of biological weapons. 
Chapter 3 briefly introduces the existing treaties, institutions and other frameworks 
that govern biological arms control. It then analyses the extent to which the existing 
governance frameworks address the risks and challenges identified in chapter 2 and 
the areas where new policy approaches may be needed. Chapter 4 summarizes the key 
findings and conclusions and outlines policy recommendations for the most relevant 
stakeholders and governance frameworks. 

5 Schwab, K., The Fourth Industrial Revolution (Penguin: London, 2017) 
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INTRODUCTION 3 

Box 1.2. Convergence 

There is no agreed definition of the concept of'technological convergence'. While some definitions focus on 
the merging of several technologies into a new discipline, others stress the novel character of the conduct of 
science and the interactions of technology that transcend interdisciplinarity.a 

For the purpose of this report, convergence describes a process with different degrees of intersection, 
interaction and alignment of technologies and scientific conduct that result from technologies and 
disciplines moving closer together. However, this neither presumes the direction of the process nor does it 
predict that these technologies will necessarily merge. 

While chemistry and biology are commonly understood to have reached a high degree of convergence, 
other technologies are intertwined to lesser degrees. Partial overlaps and limited interaction only lead to 
convergence in specific applications of the latter technologies. 

Convergence is therefore best understood as a spectrum that covers the different degrees of this process, 
which is bound to be continuously evolving, as are the technologies that are part of it. For example, three-
dimensional printing of biological materials is aligning additive manufacturing with tissue engineering, 
which is increasingly referred to as bioprinting. 

Bajema. N. E., WMD in the digital age: understanding the impact of emerging technologies'. Emergence & 
Convergence Research Paper no. 4, National Defense University, Oct. 2018. pp. 15-17: Coenen. C., Konvergierende 
Technologien end Wissenschaften: Der Stand der Debatte and politischen Aktivitdten zu ,,Converging Technologies. 
[Converging technologies and sciences: the state of the debate and political activities on "convergingtechnologies'1, 
Miro fur Technikfolgen-Abschatzung beim Deutschen Bundestag (TAB) Background Paper no. 16 (TAB: Berlin, 
Mar. 2008), with English summary: and National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, Biodefense in 
the Age of Synthetic Biology (National Academies Press: Washington, DC, 2018). 
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2. The convergence of advances in biology and 
emerging technologies 

Biotechnology is generally defined as the field of study that seeks to exploit biological 
processes for industrial, medical or other production purposes, such as the genetic 
manipulation of microorganisms for the production of antibiotics.6 Advances in 
biotechnology promise significant benefits to society in general, including specific 
biosecurity benefits in terms of supporting surveillance, detection, prevention and 
response to pathogens. Yet they also raise significant concerns (see box 2.1). 

Advances in biotechnology are expanding the techniques available to modify 
genes and organisms at a staggering pace, making it easier to make pathogens more 
dangerous. Disease-causing organisms can now be modified to, for instance, increase 
their virulence, expand their host range, increase their transmissibility or enhance 
their resistance to therapeutic interventions. Scientific advances have also made it 
theoretically possible to create entirely novel biological weapons in a number of ways 
(see box 2.2): by synthetically creating or recreating existing, extinct or entirely new 
pathogens; by modifying the immune system, nervous system, genome or microbiome; 
by weaponizing 'gene drives' that could rapidly and cheaply spread harmful genes 
through animal and plant populations; and by delivering pathogens and biological 
systems by novel means. These developments are discussed in detail elsewhere.8

This chapter outlines some of the key security challenges that arise where advances 
in biotechnology intersect with the emerging technologies of additive manufacturing, 
artificial intelligence and robotics. These three technologies are predominant in 
contemporary discussions of technologies with emerging military applications. 
Their impact on international security, including in relation to biological weapons, 
is often either underestimated or exaggerated and requires clarification. Several 
other technologies, including nanotechnologies, would also match these criteria, 
but discussing them in depth is beyond the scope of this report. The broad range of 
possible applications of these three technologies in the development and production 
of biological agents and their delivery systems illustrates the risks and challenges that 
governance frameworks need to address. 

For each of the three emerging technologies, the following sections introduce 
the current state of the art, the impact on and interconnection with biology and 
biotechnology, and the opportunities and challenges posed for biosecurity and the 
proliferation of biological weapons. The final section then compares these risk profiles 
and provides an overview of the common types of challenge and risk that governance 
frameworks need to address. 

6 Oxford Dictionaries, ̀ Biotechnology', Oxford University Press, 
7 Watson, C. et al., Technologies to Address Global Catastrophic Biological Risks (Johns Hopkins Center for Health 

Security: Baltimore, MD, Oct. 2018). 
8 World Economic Forum (VVEF). The Global Risks Report 2079, 14th edn (VVEF: Geneva, 2019), pp. 44-53; 

Kirkpatrick, J. et al., Editing Biosecurity: Needs and Strategies for Governing Genome Editing (Institute for Philosophy 
and Policy et al.: Dec. 2018); National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, Biodefense in the Age of 
Synthetic Biology (National Academies Press: Washington. DC, 2018); InterAcademy Partnership (IAP). Assessing the 
Security Implications of Genome Editing Technology, Report of an international workshop, Herrenhausen, Germany, 
11-13 Oct. 2018 (IAP: Washington DC, 2018); Royal Society and National Academy of Sciences. Sackler Forum 2075: 
Trends in Synthetic Biology and Gain of Function and Regulatory Implications (Royal Society: London, Sep. 2016): and 
InterAcademy Partnership (IAP), The Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention: Implications of Advances in Science 
and Technology (IAP: Dec. 2015). 
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CONVERGENCE IN BIOTECHNOLOGY AND OTHER EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES 5 

Box 2.1. Key trends in biotechnology and implications for security 

Key trends in biotechnology 

Substantial investments required, but once discoveries are made they become reproducible almost 
immediately and at minimal cost 

Easier access to the knowledge, tools and components for creating living organisms 

Amateurs, DIY scientists and other new actors entering biosciences 

Rapidly evolving toolbox to modify genes and organisms (e.g. CRISPR) 

Convergence with other areas of science and technology (e.g. chemistry, engineering, computer 
science) 

Digitization and automation of biological experiments, production and data 

Implications for security 

Novel biological weapons 

• Easier for a larger range of people to misuse the science 

• New misuse potential through convergence with other emerging technologies 

• Larger attack surface and increased vulnerabilities that could be exploited to cause harm' 

• Expanding grey area between permitted defensive activities and banned offensive activities 

• Harder to detect and attribute use of biological weapons 

a Kirkpatrick, J. et al., Editing Biosecurity: Needs and Strategies for Governing Genome Editing (Institute for 
Philosophy and Policy et al.: Dec. 2018). 

Source: Lentzos, F., Poster presentation, '2019. Capturing Technology. Rethinking Arms Control.' 
conference, Berlin, 15 Mar. 2019. 

Biology plus additive manufacturing 

What is additive manufacturing? 

Additive manufacturing, often referred to as 3D printing, is an emerging technology 
that has generated both positive hopes (particularly its applications in medicine) 
and negative publicity (e.g. regarding 3D printed guns) in recent years. It is 
frequently characterized as a 'disruptive technology' or as a 'game changer'. 9 AM 
has the potential to decentralize production capabilities, reduce the necessity for 
physical transportation of goods and deskill aspects of manufacturing.'° Some of the 
technological developments in AM are still in their infancy, while others have already 
matured to the extent that they are commonly deployed in commercial settings. As 

such, it is necessary to consider both the current and the projected impact of the 
resulting risks, as well as the urgency with which they need to be addressed by the 
relevant governance instruments. 

AM describes a broad category of advanced automated manufacturing techniques. 
It can produce objects of virtually any shape or form by depositing layer upon layer 
of material and fusing them together using a variety of techniques, such as liquefied 
extrusion, inkjet printing, stereolithography, sintering, and laser or electron beam 
melting (see figure 2.1)." Compared to most subtractive manufacturing technologies, 
which cut away excess material from a larger block, less material is lost with AM since 
it involves assembling material. In addition, AM promises to produce complex parts, 
resulting in products that are lighter and consist of fewer individual components 
than those built using established manufacturing processes. One of the particular 

9 Brimley, S.. FitzGerald, B. and Sayler, S., Game Changers: Disruptive Technology and U.S. Defense Strategy (Center 
for a New American Security: Washington. DC. Sep. 2013), pp. 14-15. 

1° E.g. Bromley, M., Brockmann, K. and Maletta. G., `Controls on intangible transfers of technology and additive 
manufacturing', SIPRI Yearbook 2018: Armaments, Disarmament and International Security (Oxford University Press: 
Oxford. 2018). 

11 For a comprehensive overview of AM techniques see German Bundestag. Committee on Education, Research and 
Technology Assessment, Technikfolgenabschatzung (TA): Additive Fertigungsverfahren (3 -D-Druck)' [Technology 
assessment (TA): additive manufacturing (3D printing)], Drucksache no.18/13455, 29 Aug. 2017. pp. 60-70. 
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Box 2.2. Defining a biological weapon 

In general, a biological weapon consists of a weaponized biological agent and a delivery system. 

The weaponization of an agent—that is, selecting, designing, developing and manipulating an agent for 
a specific (usually military) purpose—should be distinguished from simply using biological materials, 
including pathogens or toxic agents, for malicious ends.a Weaponization seeks to ensure the effectiveness 
of a biological weapon by obtaining a suitable pathogen that can infect the target and cause illness or death 
after dissemination, without being affected by environmental conditions or being significantly mitigated by 
medical treatment and biodefence measures. 

A delivery system for a biological weapon is a device that facilitates the appropriate dissemination and 
dispersion of the agent in a way that makes the target susceptible to its effect. Examples of dissemination 
include use of a spray tank on an aeroplane for area denial, injection of an agent, possibly covered in a 
capsule or pellet, or use of a handheld spray for targeted killings. In the case of aerosol dispersion, the 
effectiveness depends on ensuring that particles of the agent are of the right size to be absorbed by the 
target's respiratory system. 

It is often more helpful to consider biological weapon capabilities—whether a state is in a position to threaten 
or perpetrate a biological attack—rather than actual possession and stockpiles.b A distinction between an 
actor having biological weapons and having access to weapon-related technologies that enable a biological 
weapon programme is therefore key to risk assessment and control efforts. These capabilities can be gained 
not only by operating an offensive weapon programme, but also from legitimate biodefence activities, life 
science research, and the industrial development and formulation of biological agents: the processes and 
knowledge required for each are often difficult to distinguish. 

Zanders,J.P.,'Assessingthe risk ofchemical andbiological weapons prol iferation to terrorists',Nonproliferation 
Review, vol. 6, no. 4 (fall 1999), pp. 17-34, pp. 18-19. 

b Bohm, E. and Lentzos, E, ̀ Technical briefing note on developments in science and technology and governance 
in relation to biological weapons', Unpublished briefing paper. SIPRI, Nov. 2018. 

advantages of AM is its ability to produce objects that are hollow or that have precise 
cavities or channels in an otherwise solid part. For example, the ability to build precise 
cooling channels has made it a particularly attractive technology for the manufacture 
of motors and even rocket engines.'2

The convergence of AM and synthetic tissue production techniques into what is 
often referred to as bioprinting is one of the most promisingtechniques for regenerative 
medicine.' Bioprinting has the potential to print anything from living tissue to entire 
organs. In contrast to the materials used as feedstock in other AM machines, such 
as plastics, metals or other inanimate materials, bioprinting involves the added 
complexity of using living cells that are highly sensitive to environmental conditions, 
their growth and differentiation factors, and the particularities of the construction of 
tissues.'4

In bioprinting, the biological materials, or bioinks, are deposited using, for example, 
small nozzles to achieve precisely layered arrangements of cells and support structures. 
These then grow into functional tissue based on the cells' own biological processes 
and the addition of growth factors.'s A number of AM techniques that are also 
applied with plastics, metals and other materials have been adapted for bioprinting. 
For example, hydrogel bioinks can be deposited by extrusion or in droplets using 
an inkjet. Stereolithography—which uses photoinduced polymerization to solidify 
a precise pattern of a liquid resin by exposure to, for example, ultraviolet light—can 
be used to build precise porous scaffolds for tissue engineering.'6 The capabilities of 

12 Brockmann, K. and Bauer. S., '3D printing and missile technology controls', S1PR I Background Paper, 
Nov. 2017, pp. 6-8; and Aerojet Rocketdyne, 'Aerojet Rocketdyne successfully tests engine made entirely with additive 
manufacturing'. 23 June 2014. 

13 Chowdhury, H., 'Liver success holds promise of 3D organ printing'. Financial Times, 5 Mar. 2018. 
14 Murphy, S. V. and Atala, A., '3D bioprinting of tissues and organs', Nature Biotechnology, vol. 32, no. 8 (Aug. 2014), 

pp. 773-85, p. 773. 
15 German Bundestag (note 11), pp. 43-44. 
16 Miller, J. S. and Burdick, J. A., 'Editorial: special issue on 3D printing of biomateri a ls', ACS Biomaterials Science Et 

Engineering, vol. 2, no. 10 (Oct. 2016), pp. 1658-61, p.1658; and Derakhshan far, S. et al., '3D bioprinting for biomedical 
devices and tissue engineering: a review of recent trends and advances', Bioactive Materials, vol. 3. no. 2 (June 2018), 
pp. 144-56, pp. 150-51. 
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Extrusion Printing 

Extruder 
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(bioink) 

Selective Laser Sintering 
Laser 

Objective Powder Bed 

Inkjet Printing 

Inkjet 
Cartridge 

Projection Stereolithography 
Projection Photosensitive 

System Material 

Figure 2.1. Selected additive manufacturing techniques 
Source: Miller, J. S. and Burdick, J. A., 'Editorial: special issue on 3D printing of biomaterials', ACS Biomarerials 
Science et Engineering, vol. 2, no. 10 (Oct. 2016), pp. 1658-61, p. 1658. 

these AM techniques vary according to their suitability for different types of tissue 
and the tissue-construction techniques used, particularly depending on the support 
structures and matrices used to simulate or scaffold cell tissue structures. 

Three main components of AM are key to its capabilities and therefore also the 
elements considered for control: (a) the AM machines; (b) the AM feedstock materials; 
and (c) the digital build files that provide the information on the object to be printed. 

AM machines are usually multipurpose machines. The image of a rather simple 
desktop device, as implied by the often-used term '3D printer', is somewhat 
misleading when used to describe the entire range of contemporary AM techniques 
and production machines. There are vast differences in the product range and 
performance characteristics, size and technical sophistication between inexpensive 
desktop printers using plastics, bioprinters using bioinks and the often large machine 
centres that house AM machines that use metal feedstock. 

The materials used as feedstock in different AM techniques include polymers, 
metals (such as steels and alloys), high-strength carbon fibres, bioinks and a range 
of specialized corrosion-resistant superalloys. Commercially available bioinks can 
contain cells, biocompatible materials and supporting components for the production 
of functional living tissue.'7 

AM machines rely on digital build files, initially in the form of computer-aided 
design (CAD) files or similar formats, which can encode the dimensions of the desired 
object, and subsequently in machine-specific formats that include the operating 
parameters and commands that the AM machine needs to execute in order to produce 
the object's desired performance characteristics (see figure 2.2).18 The digitization of 
the blueprints and commands—the information that is necessary for the production 

17 Murphy and Atala (note 14), p. 773. 
18 German Bundestag (note 11). pp. 57-59. 
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Figure 2.2. The additive manufacturing process 
Notes: AM = additive manufacturing; CAD = computer-aided design. 

Source: Adapted from Heil, J. E., 'Quantitative, modellbasierte Analyse der Wirkungen generativer 
Fertigungsver- fahren auf die Wertschopfungskette des deutschen Maschinen- und Anlagenbaus', Master's 
thesis, Institute of Production Science, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, 2014, as reproduced in German 
Bundestag, Committee on Education, Research and Technology Assessment, 'Technikfolgenabschatzung 
(TA): Additive Fertigungsverfahren (3-D-Druck)' [Technology assessment (TA): additive manufacturing (3D 
printing)], Drucksache no. 18/13455, 29 Aug. 2017, p. 57. 

of an item—allows for easy transferability of the technology using electronic media 
(e.g. email) or decentralized information-sharing platforms (e.g. cloud storage)." 

The state of the art in additive manufacturing 

AM technology is rapidly developing, and only a small number of applications have 
matured to the extent of reaching the mainstream." A number of challenges remain 
before AM can produce objects with the same quality, characteristics and precision 
that traditional manufacturing processes can achieve. The speed of production, 
the speed-quality relationship and the reliability of individual pieces still limit the 
productivity of AM. For example, many metal AM techniques that could be used to 
print parts or equipment for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, or drones) are similar 
to a continuous welding process, which inherently suffers from small defects that 
cannot be reliably predicted, and non-destructive quality-control methods are still 
being developed.22

Despite increased automation and digitization, the exploitation of the full potential 
of AM technology requires a considerable amount of specific expertise and tacit 
knowledge. This tacit knowledge comprises information and skills that cannot be 
acquired simply by reading written records or instructions, such as a laboratory 
protocol: to develop the skills, know-how and sensory cues to execute a particular 
step of a procedure requires practical experience.22

AM does not deliver specialized high-end products 'at the touch of a button' but 
involves a process whose different stages require a variety of skills (see figure 2.2). 
While the creation of a digital three-dimensional blueprint can often be facilitated 
by scanning the desired shape, specialized engineering knowledge and experience 

19 Stewart, I. J., Examining Intangible Controls. part 2. Case Studies, Project Alpha, Centre for Science and Security 
Studies (King's College London: London, June 2016), pp.19-21. 

" Park, R., ̀ Hype, hype cycles and applying reason', Disruptive Magazine. 28 July 2017. 
21 Spiez Laboratory, Spiez Convergence: Report on the Second Workshop, 5-8 September 2016 (Spiez Laboratory: 

Spiez, Oct. 2016), p.19. 
22 Vogel. K. M.. 'Framing biosecurity: an alternative to the biotech revolution model?', Science and Public Policy, 

vol. 35, no. 1 (Feb. 2008); and Vogel. K. M., ̀ Biodefense: considering the sociotechnical dimension', eds A. Lakoff and 
S. J. Collier, Biosecurity Interventions: Global Health and Security in Question (Columbia University Press: New York, 
2008). 
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are required for the further steps before an object with the desired performance 
characteristics can be produced: developing a model in a specific AM machine's 
format, encoding the commands and process parameters, and finally processing this 
information to code for every single layer that is deposited and fused by the machine. 
Although the physical manipulation is entirely automated, the operation, handling 
and cleaning of advanced AM machines and the removal of necessary support 
structures can all affect the quality and uniformity of products. In addition, most 
AM techniques require the application of finishing procedures to meet precision and 
surface smoothness requirements. Repeatability—especially in the case of high-end 
metal AM—is therefore also dependent on a variety of skills and practical knowledge. 

Both the range of AM technologies and the industries that produce AM machines 
continue to expand. The distributions of these industries vary considerably between 
low-end, consumer-level polymer printers, high-end metal AM machines and 
experimental bioprinting equipment. A major share of the market for polymer printers 
is held by manufacturers in the United States and China, but states from many other 
regions are entering this market. High-end metal AM machines and feedstock 
materials are mostly produced by companies based in Germany, the USA, the United 
Kingdom, Canada, Japan and a few other European states, which are all members 
of the multilateral export control regimes.23 In contrast, research into bioprinting is 
much more dispersed worldwide, including in states that do not participate in the 
export control regimes. This is in part because it remains at the experimental stages 
and has not yet reached industrial scale, but also because it builds on more widely 
diffused technologies for production of synthetic tissue. 

Opportunities arising from the convergence of biology and additive manufacturing 

AM could offer increased adaptability and enhance logistics for both military 
operations and disaster- or crisis-response by enabling on-the-spot manufacturing 
during deployment. For example, the US military deploys mobile laboratories with AM 
machines in conflict zones for repair and the production of replacement parts.24 While 
the impact on logistics is already materializing, in the future AM could potentially 
increase the capabilities of medical units in the field by providing on-the-spot tissue 
or implant production. 

AM has already been adopted by the biomedical sector for a variety of applications. 
The main advantage that many of the applications seek to exploit is the ability of AM 
machines to produce individualized items without the need to produce new moulds 
each time, to reconfigure machine tools or to draw on extensive manual manufacturing 
skills. AM is established as a production technology for customized biomedical 
implants or prostheses, such as hip and dental implants.2s These applications use a 
spectrum of AM machines, ranging from high-end metal AM machines to simpler, 
cheaper machines that use thermoplastics and other polymers. The price of AM 
production has been particularly attractive. For example, lower priced equipment 
and production using polymers is used to produce relatively inexpensive customized 
artificial limbs for children.26 This is a significant advantage as prosthetics otherwise 
commonly cost thousands of dollars and require long production times by a skilled 
prosthetist or orthopaedic technician. The easy sharing of build files and the ability 
to customize or personalize products using more accessible techniques have enabled 

23 Brockman n, K. and Kelley, R., The Challenge of Emerging Technologies to Non-proliferation Efforts: Controlling 
Additive Manufacturing and Intangible Transfers of Technology (SIPRI: Stockholm, Apr. 2018), p. 8. 

24 Hallex, M., ̀ Digital manufacturing and missile proliferation'. Public Interest Report, vol. 66, no. 2 (spring 2013). 
25 Ventola, C. L., 'Medical applications for 3D printing: current and projected uses', Pharmacy and Therapeutics, 

vol. 39, no. 10 (Oct. 2014), pp. 704-11, p. 708. 
26 Birrell,I..1D-printed prosthetic limbs: the next revolution in medicine'. The Observer.19 Feb. 2017. 
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wider engagement and have built a community among doctors, engineers and affected 
families. 

The use of bioprinting is less mature, but a variety of applications are in the 
developmental phase or the early stages of commercialization." While the ability to 
print fully functional donor organs that can be implanted and sustained in a human 
body is probably decades away, the production of different kinds of tissue for medical 
research and testing is more advanced." 

The sophistication of AM machines and the range of marketed products continue to 
increase, and the biomedical AM sector is expected to grow significantly in the coming 
years. There are nevertheless some remaining technical hurdles and uncertainties. 
While most of the prosthetics applications have been certified by the appropriate 
medical oversight bodies, long-term clinical studies of possible side-effects and the 
durability of implants are still ongoing." Bioprinting is not yet able to reliably produce 
thicker or complexly vascularized tissues, as would be required for major organs. 
Nevertheless, research and development (R&D) in this field of engineering and 
medicine continues and will probably further drive advances of the technology. 

Risks and challenges arising from the convergence of biology and additive 
manufacturing 

AM applications have caused proliferation concerns related to both conventional 
weapons and biological, chemical and nuclear weapons, particularly in relation to 
the possibility of using AM to circumvent the barriers imposed by national export 
control systems.3° The UN disarmament agenda highlights AM as an example that 
demonstrates 'the ability of new technology to assist in the undesirable or undetected 
dissemination of controlled or sensitive items'— a particular challenge that needs to be 
addressed as part of international disarmament and non-proliferation efforts.3' 

AM technology provides a multipurpose manufacturing capability that can 
potentially substitute for other, controlled production equipment. In addition, the 
digitization in build files of much of the information required for the production of 
a controlled product means that it can now be more readily transferred—whether 
electronically, without having to pass through customs in a material form, or through 
the travel of a person with the necessary expertise. Advances in AM could thus have a 
significant impact on the effectiveness of export control as a non-proliferation tool as it 
could increase the reliance on transfers of data, which are assumed to be more difficult 
to track and control by licensing and enforcement agencies." Moreover, the degree of 
digitization and automation also makes AM equipment and build files susceptible to 
cyberattack and manipulation. Experiments have shown that the manipulation of the 
software of an AM machine or a build file can result in material fatigue or faults that 
cannot be readily detected.33

Developments in the printing of drone components and laboratory equipment 
and in bioprinting continue to be driven by commercial and scientific interests and 

27 Zilinskas, R. A. and Manger, P., Biotechnology E-commerce: A Disruptive Challenge to Biological Arms Control, 
James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies (CNS) Occasional Paper no. 21 (Middlebury Institute of International 
Studies: Monterey, CA, Mar. 2015), p. 36. 

28 Ferrari, A. et al., Additive Bio-manufacturing: 3D Printing for Medical Recovery and Human Enhancement, 
European Parliamentary Research Service, Science and Technology Options Assessment, IP/G/STOA/FWC/2013-
001/LOT5/C2 (European Parliament: Brussels, July 2018), pp. 63-65 

29 Ventola (note 25), pp. 710-11. 
30 On the challenge that AM poses to export controls see Brockmann and Kelley (note 23). 
31 United Nations (note 1). p. 52. 
32 Palmer, M., 'Ship a design, not a product! Is 3D printing a threat to export controls?'. World ECR, no. 43 

(Sep. 2015), pp. 30-31; and Kroenig, M. and Volpe, T., '3D printing the bomb? The nuclear nonproliferation challenge', 
Washington Quarterly, vol. 38, no. 3 (fall 2015), pp. 7-19. pp. 11-12. 

33 Irving, D.. 'Four ways 3D printing may threaten secur ity', RAND Biog. 8 May 2018. 
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by the active do-it-yourself (DIY) community, rather than by the possible military 
applications. Thus, the interaction and convergence of biotechnology and AM currently 
only produce moderate risk of proliferation of biological weapons. Nonetheless, it 
is necessary for the arms control community to monitor these developments and 
consider appropriate governance measures. 

Three types of AM application are of particular concern: (a) the printing of 
production or laboratory equipment; (b) bioprinting; and (c) the printing of delivery 
systems or their components. 

AM can be used to print a range of specific parts for production and laboratory 
equipment and other items relevant to the production of biological weapons. In this 
way, AM could be used to help conceal a clandestine biological weapon development 
or production effort." Recent studies on the capabilities of laboratory equipment 
produced using AM have shown promising results. However, especially when using 
polymers, chemical compatibility and resistance limit the range of materials that can 
be used. Moreover, there has been limited testing of relevant properties and therefore 
how printed items interact with chemicals and biomaterials.35 Certification for safe use 
presents a high hurdle, especially if parts or equipment are destined for application in 
facilities with a high biosafety level. Indeed, much of the equipment that is of concern 
can already be easily acquired, often online, through channels that lack controls." 
This means that, while AM may offer an alternative production pathway for some 
parts, it may involve additional hurdles—technical, knowledge-based or in process 
development—that would not justify the effort for most actors if there are other ways 
to acquire or produce these parts.37 As the use of AM for the printing of production 
or laboratory equipment is still limited, it may only present advantages for making a 
limited set of laboratory equipment, without simplifying production significantly for 
any type of actor. 

Among the many positive applications of bioprinting in medicine, the printing of 
tissue or organelles (cell compartment with specific functions) for the purpose of 
pharmacological testing is potentially also relevant in the context of the development 
of biological or chemical weapons." Such synthetic tissue is already commonly used to 
test pharmaceutical compounds for toxicity.39 As the technology matures, bioprinted 
materials may be used in this way for some of the biomedical research and specific 
testing that is involved in development of biological weapons.4° For example, according 
to one expert, bioprinted tissue could be used to assess specific interactions between 
biological agents and certain tissue types under conditions that are otherwise difficult 
to simulate.4' However, these techniques are not uniquely enabling; established 
methods, such as animal testing, are currently more accessible and require a more 
common set of skills." While bioinks and suitable printers are commercially accessible, 

34 Bajema , N. E., 'WMD in the digital age: understanding the impact of emerging technologies'. Emergence 
&Convergence Research Paper no. 4, National Defense University, Oct. 2018, pp. 12-14. 

85 Heikkinen, I. T. S. et al., 'Chemical compatibility of fused filament fabrication-based 3-D printed components 
with solutions commonly used in semiconductor wet processing', Additive Manufacturing. vol. 23 (Oct. 2010, 
pp. 99-107. 

36 Zilinskas and Mauger (note 27). 
87 Fairchild, S. et al., Findings from the 2016 Symposium on Export Control of Emerging Biotechnologies, James 

Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies (CNS) Occasional Paper no. 26 (Middlebury Institute of International 
Studies: Monterey, CA. Apr. 2017), pp. 18-19. 

88 Meeting of the States Parties to the BTWC, Meeting of Experts, 'Advances in science and technology related to 
the Convention', 2 June 2014, BWC/MSP/2014/MX/INF.3, p. 5. 

89 Zilinskas and Manger (note 27). p. 36. 
4° National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (note 8), pp. 114-15. 
41 Trapp, R., Independent consultant on chemical and biological weapon issues. Author correspondence, 11 Dec. 

2018. 
42 Fairchild et al. (note 37), pp.18-19. 
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Box 2.3. Machine learning and deep learning 

Machine learning—which has been responsible for a rapid expansion in applications of artificial intelligence 
(A1)—is an approach to Al engineering that consists of building systems that can teach themselves to 
do a specific task. It differs from traditional Al programming methods, in which a human hard-codes 
(i.e. defines in fixed, mathematical terms) the way in which a task has to be executed by the systems.' 

The machine learning approach has been around since the beginning of AI research but remained a marginal 
subfield in the 1960s and 1970s as it was of limited practical use.' In the 1980s and 1990s the digitization of 
many industries and the development of large data sets reignited interest in it and inspired the development 
of new machine learning techniques. These include refined versions of the 'artificial neural network' 
method, which draws on knowledge of the human brain, statistics and applied mathematics. 

The real breakthrough for machine learning came in the early 2010s due to a successful adaptation to 'deep 
learning': a machine learning technique that involves large, or 'deep', artificial neural networks. The advance 
of deep learning was itself supported by two trends. One was the widespread commercialization of graphic 
processing units (CPUs), a type of computer chip that is well suited for machine learning operations. The 
second, and perhaps more important, trend was the development of the Internet and social media, which 
led to an explosion in the volumes of digital data on which machine learning algorithms can be trained. 

a Knight, W., ̀ There is a big problem with Al', MIT Technology Review, 11 Apr. 2017. 
b Knight (note a). 

Source: Boulanin, V. and Verbruggen, M., Mapping the Development of Autonomy in Weapon Systems (SIPRI: 
Stockholm, Nov. 2017). 

the advantages that methods based on AM technology may offer remain below those 
of more established testing approaches. 

The use of AM to produce components of drones means that their designs can be 
adapted to increase their capabilities and make them more suitable for use as a delivery 
system for biological weapons. Plans and build files for printable parts of drones are 
commonly exchanged in the DIY community, and these may provide an attractive 
option for non-state actors. Simultaneously, the capabilities and customizability of off-
the-shelf drones have also increased." Certain sizes of spray tank and types of nozzle 
that are already subject to export controls may be produced using AM.44 However, the 
level of sophistication of these parts is not high enough to present a major obstacle to 
their acquisition by either a state or a non-state actor. No state or state-sponsored actor 
will have a problem in producing, for example, spray tanks or nozzles, while other less 
technologically sophisticated production pathways are available to non-state actors. 

Biology plus artificial intelligence 

What is artificial intelligence? 

The concept of Al was coined in the mid-1950s by John McCarthy, who defined it 
broadly as the 'science and engineering of making intelligent machines'." Today 
it is used as a general term for a wide set of computational techniques that allow 
computers and robots to mimic capabilities that are usually associated with human 
intelligence, such as observing the world through vision, processing natural language 
and learning." Al is not a definite, singular technology in the way that, for instance, 
nuclear weapon technology is; rather, it is a general-purpose (or 'portfolio') technology 
that encompasses a wide variety of enabling applications that may be used to give some 
form of cognitive capabilities to (i.e. tognify') multiple types of technology, including 
weapon systems. 

43 Dura. K., 'The reality of armed, commercial drones', National In terest,13 Oct. 2018. 
44 Australia Group, 'Control list of dual-use biological equipment and related technology and software', May 2017. 
43 Pearl. A., 'Homage to John McCarthy. the father of artificial intelligence (Al)', Artificial Solutions, 2 June 2017. 

See also Dale, R., `An introduction to artificial intelligence', ed. A. M. Din, SIPRI, Arms and Artificial Intelligence: 
Weapons and Arms Control Applications of Advanced Computing (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1987), p. 33. 

46 International Panel on the Regulation of Autonomous Weapons (IPRAW), Focus on Computational Methods 
in the Context of LAWS, "Focus on" Report no. 2 (German Institute for International and Security Affairs: Berlin, 
Nov. 2017). 
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Since the 1950s, the field of Al has gone through several 'hype cycles': each period of 
major success was inevitably followed by a period of disillusion as the new and promising 
approach of Al eventually failed to match its early expectations:" These troughs in 
expectation typically resulted in cutbacks in the funding of research programmes and 
in the investment in commercial applications. Since the early 2010s the field of Al 
has been experiencing a new peak in expectations, due to the conjunction of several 
factors: (a) major progress in computational power; (b) rapid advances in machine 
learning, in particular 'deep learning' (see box 2.3); and (c) increasing availability of 
the digital data on which machine learning systems can be trained. 

The state of the art in artificial intelligence 

As in previous peaks in enthusiasm for Al, success stories about what current Al 
systems can achieve have channelled major interest and investment towards the most 
promising approach to Al engineering—which is currently machine learning. The 
strength of machine learning lies in its ability to abstract statistical relationships from 
data. It is an extremely powerful approach to Al engineering for automating tasks that 
require advanced pattern recognition. These tasks include (a) machine perception, 
(b) data classification, (c) prediction, (d) anomaly detection, (e) optimization and 
(f) creative data generation." 

The ability of computers and robots to perceive the world has been dramatically 
improved by advances in machine learning." In the field of computer vision, the 
significance of deep learning was concretely measured by a tenfold decrease in the 
error rate of image recognition systems between 2010 and 2017—from 25 per cent to 
around 2 per cent.5° Computer vision systems that are powered by deep learning can 
now compete with—or simply outperform—humans in object and face recognition.51
In the health sector, deep learning is creating new possibilities for automating the 
analysis of medical imaging such as X-rays and magnetic resonance imaging.52 For 
instance, a team at the US technology company Google uses deep learning to diagnose 
symptoms of blindness by reading retina scans.53

Machine learning methods can be used to classify any type of digital data by making 
sense of large and heterogenous sets of data, from images to medical records. Large 
Internet service providers such as Google, Facebook and YouTube use machine 
learning to label and organize content, from text to images and videos." 

The way that machine learning finds correlations in data can also be used to 
make statistical predictions about future behaviour. E-commerce companies such as 
Google, Amazon and Netflix use machine learning to generate recommendations for 
customers, for example by auto-filling search terms or through targeted marketing.55
The medical field is experimenting with machine learning to process patient records 
to discover people at heightened risk of, for example, a heart attack or diabetes." 

47 On hype cycles see Gartner, ̀ Gartner hype cycle', [n.c1j; and Kit, P., 'What should we learn from past Al forecasts?', 
Open Philanthropy Project, May 2016. 

45 As identified by Scharre, P. and Horowitz. M. C., Al: What Every Policymaker Needs to Know (Center for New 
American Security: Washington DC, June 2018). 

49 Gershgorn, D., 'See the difference one year makes in artificial intelligence research',Popular Science, 31 May2016. 
5° Gershgorn, D.. 'The data that transformed Al research—and possibility the world', Quartz, 26 July 2017. 
51 Dodge, S. and Karam, L., 'A study and comparison of human and deep learning recognition under visual 

distortions', May 2017. 
52 Kiang. E.. 'Deep learning and medical imaging'. Journal of Thoracic Disease,vol. 10, no. 3 (Mar. 2018,) pp. 458-63. 
53 Regalado, A. 'Look how far precision medicine has come; MIT Technology Review, 23 Oct. 2018. 
54 Marr, B., The amazing way Google uses deep learning Al', Forbes, 8 Aug. 2017. 
55 Marr (note 54). 
56 Shu,C.,'Amazon's newest service uses machine learning to ex tract medical data from patient record'. Teclicrunch, 

27 Nov. 2017. 
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The ability of machine learning to identify patterns can also be used to detect 
anomalies in large data sets. For example, in order to improve cybersecurity, machine 
learning could be used to improve the detection of zero-day vulnerabilities in computer 
systems and of new malware with a signature that is not yet well known." 

Machine learning can be used to optimize the performance of complex systems or 
tasks. Machine learning is, for instance, used to improve the control of robot swarms, 
which are groups of identical, and generally small and low-cost, systems that operate 
as a coherent entity.58

A more recent achievement of machine learning relates to creativity. Experiments 
with a machine learning approach known as generative adversarial networks (GAN) 
have led to the creation of AI systems that create original, ultra-realistic images, sounds 
or written stories.59 This breakthrough has both positive and negative implications. 
On the one hand, it could help a machine learning system to generate new data to 
train itself; on the other hand, it could create digital fakery for criminal or information 
warfare purposes. 

Machine learning holds great promise, but like other approaches to Al engineering 
it has limitations. The first—and perhaps most salient—is its dependence on training 
data. Data is the 'fuel that powers the engine of machine learning'." To be taught, 
machine learning systems need to be provided with large volumes of real-world 
examples. In order to recognize a type of object in an image (e.g. a car, a bus or a dog), 
a computer vision system would need to be trained with millions of pictures of that 
type of object. The quality of the data on which the systems are trained is equally 
important: systems powered by machine learning are only as good as the data on which 
they are trained.° If the training data set is not representative, the system might fail 
or perform poorly. Research has shown, for instance, that facial recognition systems 
trained with data sets that primarily include images of white-skinned men are more 
likely to misidentify the faces of women or people with darker skin.° Nonetheless, if 
trained with a sufficiently large and representative data set, machine learning can 
effectively identify errors. 

Second, machine learning systems, like traditional AI systems, are brittle: that is, 
they are limited by the boundaries of their programming and they only work reliably 
for the intended tasks and operating environment. Even if they can outperform humans 
for many narrow tasks, they still lack what humans understand as basic common 
sense. That means that they can be easily fooled or that they may fail in idiotic or 
unpredictable ways—according to human standards. One facial recognition system, 
for instance, could not tell the difference between an actual person and a picture of a 
picture of a person." 

Third, machine learning remains an immature technology from a safety and 
security standpoint, because machine learning systems, particularly those that rely 
on deep neural networks, operate like black boxes—the internal workings are hidden 
or hard to understand. It is particularly difficult for humans to understand what such 
systems have learned and hence how they might react to input data that is different 

37 Polyakov, A. 'Machine learning for cybersecurity 101', Towards Data Science, 4 Oct. 2018. 
38 Hilttenrauch. M., 'Guided deep reinforcement learning for robot swarms', Master's thesis, Technische Oniversi tat 

Darmstadt, Aug. 2016. 
Condliffe, J., 'Dueling neural networks: by playing cat-and-mouse games with data, a pair of AI systems can 

acquire an imagination', MIT Technology Review, vol. 121, no. 2 (Mar./Apr. 2018). 
" Scharre and Horowitz (note 48), p. 5. 
61 Gershgorn (note SO). 
62 Lohr, S., 'Facial recognition is accurate if you are a white guy', New York Times, 9 Feb. 2018. 
63 Nguyen, A., Yosinski, J. and dune J., 'Deep neural networks are easily fooled: high confidence predictions for 

unrecognizable images',20/5 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR 201$), Proceedings, 
7-12 June 2015 (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE): 2015), pp. 427-36, p. 427. 
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from the data used during the training phase. In other words, machine learning 
systems are potentially unpredictable. They might fail in ways that humans could not 
have foreseen at the design stage." 

Recent advances in AI have been driven by the civilian sector. Companies with 
backgrounds in information and communications technology (ICT), such as Apple, 
Intel and Microsoft, and Internet giants, such as Google, Amazon, Baidu and Facebook, 
are leading innovation." They have large financial resources at their disposal, which 
allow them to recruit the most talented Al researchers and engineers and to acquire 
innovating start-up companies. They also have access to gigantic data sets that allow 
them to train powerful machine learning algorithms. Many of these companies are 
based in the USA or China. However, there are also innovative companies in other 
countries, and important R&D is carried out around the world, including in developing 
countries. Al is a technology with a low barrier of entry, as it does not necessarily 
require large financial resources or infrastructure. An Al student could develop a 
game-changing algorithm from her or his bedroom.66 The Al community is also open 
with regards to disseminating findings. The information to design Al tools, such as 
facial recognition systems, is widely available online. Only two factors limit an actor, 
whether a state or a non-state actor, from making advances in Al: access to Al experts 
and access to data. Countries that lead in Al are those that have the universities, 
research institutions and companies that can train and retain competent AI engineers 
and have a large volume of high-quality data on which systems can be trained. 

Recent advances in machine learning have unlocked major possibilities in the field 
of biology as they can help researchers make sense of complex sets of biological data. 
The ability of machine learning to link, correlate and analyse data is, for instance, 
particularly useful for interpretation of the functions of genes and the identification of 
genetic markers responsible for certain diseases.° It is now possible to predict how li kely 
someone is to develop diseases such as type I diabetes or breast cancer or to develop 
certain traits and capabilities—such as height or resistance to specific pathogens—
that result from complex genetic influences.68 Machine learning also unlocks many 
new and varied possibilities for the analysis of the vast amount of health data to 
which hospitals and health authorities have access. Pattern recognition capabilities 
can unravel how patients react to different viruses, chemicals or environments and 
can detect which patients are more likely to be affected by specific diseases based 
on genomic, physiological, health, environmental and lifestyle data. A number of 
hospitals have digitized their patient records for that purpose." Several companies, 
including Apple, are also considering merging data contained in individuals' medical 
records with lifestyle-related data from their smartphone (e.g. data about how much 
they walk, exercise or sleep) to develop AI systems that improve the accuracy of 
health predictions. However, such efforts are being met by increasing concern from 
individuals, civil society organizations and states about privacy protection." 

64 Righetti, L., 'Emerging technology and future autonomous systems', Autonomous Weapon Systems: Implication of 
Increasing Autonomy in the Critical Functions of Weapons. Report of expert meeting, Versoix, Switzerland, 15-16 Mar. 
2016 (International Committee of the Red Cross: Geneva. Aug. 2016), pp. 36-39. 

65 Boulan in, V., Mapping the Innovation Ecosystem Driving the Advance of Autonomy in Weapon Systems, SIPRI 
Working Paper (SIPRI: Stockholm, Dec. 2016). 

66 Condi iffe (note 59). 
67 Regalado, A., 'Will you be among the first to pick your kids' genes', MIT Technology Review, vol. 121, no 1 (Jan./ 

Feb. 2018), pp. 16-18. 
68 Torkamani, A. and Topol, E., 'Your genome. on demand', MIT Technology Review, 23 Oct. 2018. 
69 Sennaar, K., 'How America's 5 top hospitals are using machine learning today', TechEmergence, 13 Apr. 2018. 
70 Bresnick, J.. 'Top 10 disrupting companies to watch the healthcare space', Health IT Analyt les, 5 July 2018: and 

Pauwels, E. and Vidyarthi. A., ̀ Who will own the secrets in our genes? A U.S.-China race in artificial intelligence and 
genomics', Wilson Briefs, Wilson Center. Nov. 2017. 
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The use of machine learning for biological and medical analysis could have many 
societal benefits. To begin with, it facilitates the earlier detection and treatment of 
major and complex diseases. The earlier a disease is diagnosed, the more likely it will 
be cured or controlled. Genomics experts hope to be able to identify genetic markers 
responsible for cancer or to detect cancer DNA in a simple blood test.n Machine 
learning analysis of genomic and health data could also improve the possibility of 
developing personalized treatments, including personalized vaccines and antibiotics, 
personalized treatment relying on virology and microbe research, personalized cancer 
treatments, and treatment involving in vivo gene editing." Personalized medicine is 
in its early days but a number of companies, such as Tempus, IBM and Pfizer, are 
actively exploring the possibilities." However, these efforts remain mostly focused 
on understanding how machine learning could help identify genetic markers or 
patients that should or could be targeted by personalized treatments.74 According to 
two observers, there is 'still pervasive uncertainty about how accurate deep machine-
learning will be in drawing useful interferences between the different datasets that 
make our biology'." Moreover, biotechnology experts have much more work to do 
before they can exploit the full potential of new genetic technologies, such as gene 
therapies and genome-editing techniques. While both technologies have made great 
strides in the past five years, to develop and test them for therapeutic use in humans is 
still so complex that they might not benefit patients for a decade." 

Opportunities arising from the convergence of biology and artificial intelligence 

For governments, the convergence of biology and artificial intelligence creates a wide 
range of opportunities. 

In the military realm, it could generate new possibilities for human enhancement: 
'the process of endowing an individual with an ability that goes beyond the typical 
level or statistically normal range of functioning for humans generally'.77 The use of 
machine learning for DNA analysis and genomic prediction could help to better identify 
appropriate candidates for human enhancement procedures, particularly those that 
involve gene editing. AI could enable the military to identify what a soldier needs and 
then to predict how that soldier might react to enhancement. Based on genomic and 
health data, the military could also determine what types of personalized medical 
treatment (vaccine, antibiotics or other drug treatment) a soldier would require for a 
specific mission. The treatment could, for example, enhance the soldier's resistance to 
a specific pathogen and even, potentially, a specific type of biological weapon. Machine 
learning and traditional AI algorithm could be used to make predictive models that 
would help predict the impact of the enhancement on the soldier's genome and health. 

Recent advances in Al also hold great promise in biosecurity. AI could help the 
national and international authorities in charge of preventing and managing biological 
incidents—be they intentional or naturally occurring—to gain better situational 
awareness and increase their ability to make informed decisions in critical situations. 
For instance, machine learning could be used to merge data from multiple sources, 

71 Dunlap, C. and Pauwels, E., 'The intelligent and connected bio-labs of the future: promise and peril in the fourth 
industrial revolution', Wilson Briefs, Wilson Center, Sep. 2017, p. 4. 

72 Regal ado (note 53). 
73 Pauwels and Vidyarthi (note 70). 
74 Pauwels and Vidyarthi (note 70). 
75 Pauwels and Vidyarthi (note 70), p. S. 
76 Pauwels, E., ̀ The new bio-citizen: how the democratization of genomics will transform our lives from epidemics 

management to the internet of living things', Wilson Briefs, Wilson Center, May 2017. 
77 Harrison Dinniss. H. A. and Kleffner. J. K., 'Soldier 2.0: military human enhancement and international law'. 

International Law Studies, vol. 92 (2016), pp. 432-82, p. 434. See also Boulanin, V. and Verbruggen, M., Article 36 
Reviews: Dealing with the Challenges Posed by Emerging Technologies (SIPRI: Stockholm, Dec. 2017). 
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including social media, in order to detect, track or forecast biological incidents." 
A group at Carnegie Mellon University has designed a program that detects new 
symptoms by scanning keywords in social media sources." The program assigns a 
significance value to new and old symptoms. If new symptoms occur repeatedly in 
the data, then scientists can assess whether they are significant. Machine learning 
could also help with the integration of data collected in a disease-affected zone by 
portable genomic-sequencing laboratories, such as the laboratory-in-a-box used in 
Guinea and Brazil to track the evolution of the Ebola and Zika viruses." With regard 
to forecasting, machine learning could also be used to predict which diseases are likely 
to emerge or spread in a specific area based on the combination of historical or real-
time data on disease outbreaks with variables such as climate changes, movements of 
people, agricultural patterns or water sources.8' 

Machine learning has great potential in investigating biological incidents. The 
increased digitization of pathogen data has allowed for the development of baseline 
data and pathogen reference data that facilitate the identification and characterization 
of biological incidents." In that context, machine learning algorithms could be used 
for what cybersecurity professionals call 'outlier detection'.83 In the same way that 
machine learning is used by ICT security experts to discover unknown computer 
viruses and suspicious online activities, a biosecurity professional could use it to detect 
and characterize unknown biological agents." Machine learning could also support 
the determination of whether a biological incident is the result of deliberate action 
or is naturally occurring by, for example, facilitating the identification of genetically 
engineered biological weapons. Detecting genetically engineered organisms is al ready 
feasible, but it can take weeks using current capabilities and available resources, 
which is a substantial time when responding to a biological incident. Machine 
learning could significantly speed up the detection process. The use of AI for what 
the independent expert Ralf Trapp calls 'intelligent black box investigations' may, 
however, cause problems related to interpreting evidence and demonstrating links 
between an incident, any evidence and the responsible party to a political (or legal) 
audience." The above-mentioned black box problem means that AI cannot yet be 
used to demonstrate culpability. In an investigation, a conclusion arrived at by Al 
cannot be understood easily since the process by which the conclusion was drawn 
is not necessarily transparent or explainable to humans. According to Trapp, the 
conclusions may therefore not be acceptable in international compliance-assessment 
forums (e.g. the UN Security Council when scrutinizing the results of a mission under 
the UN Secretary General's Mechanism for Investigation of Alleged Use of Chemical 
and Biological Weapons") and they may only be acceptable in national criminal 
proceedings subject to certain conditions." 

"Awad, M., 'Artificial intelligence for biosurveillance/real-time situational awareness/US Department of 
Homeland Security', Pandora Report, 3 Mar. 2018. 

76 Carnegie Mellon University. Event and Pattern Detection Laboratory (EPD Lab), 'Projects', [n.dj. 
8° Pauwels (note 76). 
81 For concrete examples see Chae, S., Kwon, S. and Lee, D., ̀ Predicting infectious diseases using deep learning and 

big data', International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health. vol. 15, no. 8, article 1596 (July 2018); and 
Brockmann. D., Schaade. L. and Verbeek. L.. 42014 Ebola outbreak: worldwide air-transportation, relative import risk 
and most probable spreading routes', Research on Complex Systems, Robert Koch Institute for Theoretical Biology, 
Humboldt University of Berlin, 4 Aug. 2014. 
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relation to biological weapons'. Unpublished briefing paper, SIPRI. Nov. 2018. 
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Risks and challenges arising from the convergence of biology and artificial intelligence 

Applications of Al in the field of biotechnology raise multiple risks related to the 
development and use of biological weapons. 

First, the use of Al for biological and medical analysis could open up the possibility 
of ultra-targeted biological warfare. In past biological weapon programmes, the 
targeting was simply by the geographic location of the intended victims. Advances in 
biotechnology may mean that a malicious actor could deploy a biological agent over a 
broad geographic area but only affect targeted individuals. Using the knowledge gained 
through Al from genomics and health data, a malicious actor could engineer biological 
weapons that would harm only a specific individual or group of individuals, based 
on their genes, prior exposure to vaccines or known vulnerabilities in their immune 
systems.88 According to a recent US report on the biodefence vulnerabilities posed 
by synthetic biology, that possibility—which has been feared but deemed implausible 
for decades—may become increasingly feasible due to the widespread availability of 
health and genomic data and the increased sophistication of AI." There are, however, 
some barriers that could reduce the effectiveness of such targeted biological weapons. 
The level of funding and expertise and the technical base required for the design of a 
targeted biological weapon mean that only a resourceful and motivated actor would 
be likely to explore this possibility." If the purpose is to harm a specific individual or 
group, most malevolent actors would surely resort to more low-tech or direct methods, 
such as firearms or poison. In other words, the application of Al for ultra-targeted 
biological warfare may not represent an urgent or major risk. 

Second, Al could make the development of advanced biological agents easier, at 
least theoretically. The digitization of biological data combined with the increasing 
accessibility of synthetic biology has already drastically reduced the barrier of 
entry into the development of biological weapons. A malevolent actor can already 
tamper with characteristics of a pathogen without having direct access to a physical 
laboratory. With machine learning, that malevolent actor could optimize mutations 
of that pathogen that would increase, for instance, the transmissibility or virulence." 
Fortunately, there are still a number of barriers that would limit the ability of non-
state actors to effectively produce highly transmissible or targeted viruses. To begin 
with, a laboratory or some other facility would still be needed to produce the pathogen 
(but see below on cloud laboratories). More importantly, developing a viable virus 
requires significant expertise, which most terrorist groups do not have or would have 
difficulties accessing. Converting DNA into a viable virus is hard, with the degree of 
difficulty depending on the type of virus and the process of inserting bacteria DNA 
into a living cell (i.e. booting). Succeeding in this and then scaling up the synthetic 
organism in the laboratory is even more difficult and requires a significant level of 
expertise." 

Third, the proliferation of Al applications in biotechnology increases the exposure 
of digitized biological data to cyberattacks. As explained by two expert observers, 
companies that store genomic or health data or use Al to process that data for 
commercial purposes could be targeted by malevolent actors who are seeking to 
steal raw genomic and health data or the data and algorithms arising from the data 
analytics." This risk is aggravated by the fact that companies that gather genomic and 

88 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (note 8), p.109. 
89 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (note 8), p.109. 
90 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (note 8), p.108. 
91 Dunlap and Pauwels (note 71). 
92 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (note 8), pp. 108 -109. 
93 Pauwels, E. and Vidyarthi, A., 'How our unhealthy cybersecurity infrastructure is hurting biotechnology', 
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heath data using smartphone apps often use cloud-based data storage, which might 
be more vulnerable to cyberattacks due to their connectivity. The stolen data could 
then be exploited by criminals who may seek to use it for industrial espionage or fraud 
(e.g. identify theft) or to extort money. Bioterrorists could use such stolen data when 
engineering the hypothetical ultra-targeted biological weapons described above. 

Biology plus robotics 

What is robotics? 

Robotics is a field of science and engineering dedicated to the development of robots—
that is, 'self-contained artificial machine[s] that [are] able to sense [their] environment 
and purposefully act within or upon that environment'.94 As a scientific discipline, 
robotics is at the crossroads between mechanical engineering, electrical engineering 
and computer science.95 As an industrial sector, robotics is hard to delineate as it can 
be applied in almost all industries, from automotive and aerospace manufacturing, via 
arms production to the pharmaceutical industry. 

Most existing studies in the field of robotics make a distinction between industrial 
robots and interactive and service robots. An industrial robot is an 'automatically 
controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulator' that can be programmed to 
execute tasks in a controlled environment." It has no decision-making intelligence 
or autonomy—it only executes scripted actions. A service or interactive robot is any 
other robot that is intended to assist humans in various tasks." Service or interactive 
robots come in all shapes and sizes—from small robotic insects to large self-driving 
cars—and have a wide range of military and commercial applications. When they need 
to evolve in dynamic conditions, they usually require some level of autonomy in their 
functioning. 

Both types of robot can be usefully applied in the field of biotechnology. Industrial 
robots can be programmed to execute laboratory experiments in an automated 
fashion, while service robots can be used to transport within or between laboratories 
or to disseminate biological substances in predefined areas. 

The state of the art in robotics 

Broadly speaking, R&D in robotics can be divided into two generic categories." The 
first consists of efforts that focus on the development and integration of the hardware 
parts of robots. R&D efforts in the second category focus on the development of the 
hardware and software that control robot behaviour. 

R&D in the first category has most impact on the actuators and the end-effectors 
of a robot. End-effectors are 'the physical devices that assert physical force on the 
environment: wheels, legs and wings for locomotion, as well as grippers and, of 
course, weapons', while actuators are 'the "muscles" that enable the end-effectors 
to exert force, and include things such as electric motors, hydraulic cylinders and 
pneumatic cylinders'. 99 Overall, this R&D aims to improve, among other things, the 
agility, endurance, flexibility, hardiness, size or velocity of robots. 

94 Winfield, A., 'What is a robot', Alan Win field's Web Log. 31 May 2006. 
95 This introduction to robotics is based on Boulan in (note 65), pp.19-26. 
96 International Federation of Robotics (IFR), 'Industrial robots', [n.dj. The IFR definition is, in turn, based on the 

ISO definition. 
97 International Federation of Robotics (IFR), 'Service robots'. [n.c1J. 
95 The discussion on robotics R&D is based on Boulanin, V. and Verbruggen, M., Mapping the Development of 

Autonomy in Weapon Systems (SIPRI: Stockholm, Nov. 2017), pp. 90-92. 
99 Boulan in and Verbruggen (note 98), p.11. 
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Through this research, robots have also become increasingly cheaper, smaller, 
softer and more connected in recent years. 

1. Cheaper. Robots are becoming less and less expensive to produce, partly due to the 
boom in the smartphone industry, which has had a major impact on the availability 
and size of key components: batteries, computer chips and sensors, from video cameras 
to inertial measurement units.'" Recreational drones that include advanced features 
such as GPS waypoint navigation and video-based sense-and-avoid capability can be 
purchased for only a few hundred dollars. The projected growth of the driverless car 
market is also expected to further reduce the cost of larger robotics components, such 
as light-detection and ranging (LIDAR) systems or large batteries. 

2. Smaller. The development of small and miniature robots has been facilitated 
by the miniaturization of electronic components, which is a wider trend within the 
ICT industry. Moreover, progress in nanotechnology has enabled the creation of 
nanorobots: robots with a size of 0.1-10 micrometres that are constructed at nanoscale 
from molecular components.m 

3. Softer. Opportunities for the development of soft robots have arisen from advances 
in additive manufacturing. It is now feasible to develop robots that are made entirely 
from soft and transformable material, such as silicone.m 

4. More connected. Advances in the Internet of things and cloud computing have also 
unlocked many possibilities in robotics. The Internet of things allows robots to share 
computational power and data in real time, through machine-to-machine (M2M) 
and machine-to-cloud (M2C) communication. Cloud computing removes the need to 
build a computing device within the robotic system, which allows engineers to build 
cheaper and potentially more sustainable robotic platforms, as these may not need to 
be regularly upgraded with new and more powerful computer chips.'" Cloud robotics 
has opened up new possibilities for online learning as it enables robots to directly 
share what they have learned with each other: when a robot learns something, all the 
robots that are connected to that cloud learn it too.'" 

R&D efforts in the second category—the development of hardware and software 
that control robot behaviour—can be further divided into two subcategories: those 
that seek to improve the ability of humans to remotely control the behaviour of the 
robot ('telerobotics) and those that seek to develop robots capable of governing their 
own behaviour ('Al robotics', 'cognitive robotics' or 'autonomous robots research'). 

Great strides have been made in the field of telerobotics in recent years, notably 
due to the widespread availability of virtual reality (VR) devices that give the human 
controller an increasingly immersive experience. VR glasses allow a user to see 
through a robot's cameras, while haptic control devices recreate the sense of touch 
by applying force, vibration or motion to the user as the robot's sensors respond to 
its environment. The emergence of brain-computer interfaces—devices that allow 
a human to control prosthetics or other devices, including drones, with his or her 
mind—is also notable because of their convergence with the field of biotechnology 105
Such a device can also be used to monitor or exert control over the mental state of the 

1°41 Boulan in (note 65), pp. 21-26. 
101 Diamandis, P. H.. ̀ Nanorobots: where we are today and why their future has amazing potential', Singularity 
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person that wears it. For example, extracranial interfaces—that is, electrodes placed 
on the outside of the skull (as opposed to intracranial interfaces inside the skull)—are 
used to monitor stress levels or stimulate part of the brain to increase concentration. 

The field of autonomous robot research has largely benefited from the recent 
advances of machine learning as these have enhanced the perceptual intelligence 
of robots. The fact that autonomous robots are increasingly good at perceiving their 
environment means that they can recognize objects and people and also (simple) 
situations with an increasing degree of certainty.106 Progress made in optimal control 
theory (a branch of engineering and mathematics that deals with the behaviour of 
dynamic systems) has also made autonomous robots increasingly agile.'°2 Boston 
Dynamics, a company that develops robots with legs, regularly makes headlines when 
it unveils the latest achievement of its humanoid robot Atlas. Its successes include 
walking outdoors on an uneven terrain, jumping over obstacles, doing a backflip, and 
jumping upwards and sideways.'" Combined, these achievements unlock important 
possibilities for the deployment of robots in unstructured environments that are 
difficult to access with wheeled robots. 

The limited durability of batteries remains a major engineering challenge. Robots 
that run on a battery can rarely operate for extended periods. For instance, Atlas 
cannot conduct missions that last longer than an hour.'°9 Small drones, such as the DJI 
Phantom, can only fly for half an hour.'"" For power-intensive tasks, robots need to be 
tethered to an energy source or use a fuel engine, which makes their use in certain 
environments difficult." 

Programming robots to do tasks autonomously is hard when the tasks to be executed 
are abstract and ill-defined or if the environment in which the system will operate is not 
highly predictable."2 As tasks become more abstract or ill-defined, it becomes harder 
to formulate them in mathematical terms, and hence in programming terms. The less 
predictable the environment, the harder it is to model and the more perceptual and 
decision-making intelligence the systems need to have. In the field of biotechnology, 
this means that automating a task, such as manipulating an object, is much easier to 
achieve inside a laboratory than outside. This is the reason why the robots that are used 
to manipulate hazardous (chemical, biological or radiological) material in emergency 
operations are generally teleoperated by humans. The technology is not at the stage 
where autonomous robots can reliably execute complex operations in unstructured 
environments outdoors. 

The barriers to entry in the robotics sector are increasingly low. Programming a 
robot has become fundamentally easier thanks to the introduction of open-source 
software architectures, such as Robot Operating System (ROS)."3 ROS is not 
operating software per se, but 'a collection of tools, libraries, and conventions that 
aim to simplify the task of creating complex and robust robot behavior across a wide 
variety of robotic platforms'." 4 It provides a basic software architecture on which 
researchers and companies can build their robotics applications (including proprietary 
applications)." 5 Open-source software is popular because it allows companies to 

1°6 Boulanin and Verbruggen (note 98), p.15. 
1°7 Boulanin and Verbruggen (note 98), p. 92. 
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focus their research efforts on the final application layer rather than the underlying 
software infrastructure—and hence to save cost. It also permits them to build on each 
other's applications. 

Components are increasingly accessible because commercial off-the-shelf robotics 
systems are increasingly a ffordable."9 This is particularly true for small robotics 
devices. These systems do not need a large support infrastructure and can be 
developed using relatively inexpensive civilian off-the-shelf components or directly 
acquired as pre-assembled platforms. This means that these systems are accessible 
to any state, but also that they are available to non-state actors and individuals. High-
end robotic products, such as large military-grade UAVs or industrial robots that 
can manipulate material at a nanoscale, are harder to develop or acquire, given that 
they require more advanced programming (which itself requires human expertise), 
expensive components and infrastructure to operate. 

Opportunities arising from the convergence of biology and robotics 

Advances in robotics have already had a palpable impact on the field of biotechnology, 
beginning with how experiments are conducted in the laboratories of universities, 
research centres and biotechnology companies. An increasing number of tasks that 
would previously have required the physical work of a researcher (e.g. transferring 
miniscule volumes of DNA or separating proteins on a gel) are handed over to robots."7 
The benefits of robotization of laboratory work are manifold. 

First, robots can make the laboratory increasingly automated, which in turn 
improves the efficiency and reproducibility of experiments.",

Second, it improves productivity as robots can potentially run experiments for 
24 hours a day, every day of the week, without the intervention of a human worker. 

Third, robotization offers researchers the possibility to decouple themselves from 
the laboratory. A researcher can now conduct an experiment remotely via a cloud 
laboratory—a robotic laboratory that can be controlled over the Internet. Cloud 
laboratories are a small revolution in the field of biotechnology as they open up the 
opportunity to conduct advanced laboratory experiments to an increasing number of 
actors."9 According to Emerald Therapeutics, a US company that provides this type 
of service, its robots can perform over 60 different task (with a nearly equal number 
of tasks currently under development).'2° The only requirement is that the scientist 
sends samples to the company and orders online the types of task she or he would like 
to conduct. 

Finally, robotization of laboratory work is also generating opportunities to exploit 
advanced Al in the biological sphere. Robotic laboratories generate massive amounts 
of data (e.g. through automated screening of pathogen genomic data) that can then 
be analysed by Al systems. In April 2018 the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA), an agency of the US Department of Defense, awarded a contract 
to two US companies, Transcriptic and Ginkgo Bioworks, to conduct a project that 
aims to improve the engineering of biological systems through the analysis of data 
produced by robotic laboratories." 

Advances in robotics are also important for biosecurity. Robotic systems in general 
can support the detection, surveillance, prevention and response to pathogens that 

116 For a detailed discussion on this see Boulanin and Verbruggen (note 98), pp. 77-80. 
117 Dunlap and Pauwels (note 71), p. 4. 
118 Check Hayden, E., The automated lab'. Nature, 3 Dec. 2014, pp. 131-32. 
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present biosecurity risks. They thereby enhance the global ability to detect and treat 
disease, whether caused by a naturally occurring pathogen or an accidental release or 
as the result of a malevolent act.122

In the detection and monitoring of biological incidents, one emerging technology 
holds great promises: 'laboratory on a chip' (LOC) technology.'23 LOC devices 
integrate laboratory functions in a single computer chip.124 LOCs are able to handle 
fluid volumes less than picolitres (10-12 litres) and conduct automatically a wide 
range of tasks including detecting and monitoring pathogens. In addition to saving 
humans the effort of conducting the complex manipulation required, LOC technology 
can speed up the detection of biological incidents by enabling medical diagnostics at 
the point of care. By removing the need to send test samples for laboratory analysis, 
LOC technology permits medical doctors to detect pathogens in a patient in a matter 
of minutes rather than days.'25 LOC technology promises to be particularly useful 
when diagnostics need to be conducted in a remote or resource-poor location or in 
a situation that requires rapid treatment (e.g. where exposure to biological warfare 
agents is suspected). 

Advances in robotics also provide new possibilities for the prevention and response 
to biological incidents. Drones can, for instance, be used to quickly deliver medicines 
and blood supplies to remote locations. Some companies already offer this service 
in the USA, Switzerland and some countries in Africa.'26 Robots can also be used to 
handle hazardous (chemical, biological or radiological) material in an emergency 
situation. Modern law enforcement agencies usually already have such systems. 

Risks and challenges arising from the convergence of biology and robotics 

The robotization of laboratory work has the potential to make the development of 
biological weapons easier, faster and possibly more accessible to a wider range of 
actors. A report from the US National Academies of Sciences notes that: 

Automation tools allow researchers to screen ever-larger collections of genetic sequences or 
physical samples for a wide variety of properties; it is now possible to produce and screen hundreds 
of thousands of clones and variants in a matter of weeks. Malicious actors could take advantage 
of these capabilities to, for example, streamline testing of agents, increase fidelity and fine-tune 
targeting... 

By enabling massively scaled-up experimentation and testing, these tools can significantly shorten 
the time frame of the Design-Build-Test cycle overall and potentially improve the likelihood of 
producing the desired biological functionality.'" 

Certainly, such malicious actors would still need resources to acquire this robotics 
technology and significant expertise to further develop the toxin into a viable biological 
weapon. Actors that do not have access to a laboratory could use cloud laboratory 
services; however, these services require a formal affiliation with a company or 
university and so do not permit total anonymity.128 

122 Meeting of the States Parties to the BTWC, Meeting of Experts on Review of Developments in the Field of 
Science and Technology Related to the Convention. `Report of the Scientific Advisory Board of the Organisation 
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124 Volpatti, L. R. and Yetisen, A. K., `Commercialization of inicrofluidic devices', Trends in Biotechnology, vol. 32. 

no. 7 (July 2014), pp. 347-50. 
125 Gorjikhah, F. et al., 'Improving "lab-on-a-chip" techniques using biomedical nanotecluiology: a review', 

Artificial Cells, Nanomedicine, and Biotechnology, vol. 44, no. 6 (Jan. 2016), pp. 1609-14. 
126 g Swiss Post, 'Drone to transport laboratory samples across Lake Zurich'. Press release. 22 June 2016: and 

CyPhy Works. 'UPS and CyPhy Works test drone for urgent commercial delivery', 23 Sep. 2016. 
122 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (note 8), pp. 89-90. 
124 Dunlap and Pauwels (note 71). 
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Robotics also provides new and worrying possibilities for the delivery of biological 
weapons. Commercial off-the-shelf drones could be easily repurposed to deliver 
biological weapons both in a targeted way and on a large scale. It is not difficult to 
image that agricultural drones that are used for crop monitoring and crop dusting 
could be used for agroterrorism (i.e. terrorist acts targeting the agricultural industry 
or food supply of a population, in particular by using biological agents against livestock 
or crops). Recreational drones, such as the DJI Phantom, could also be fitted with spray 
tanks and used to spray a pathogen in public or crowded spaces. It should be stressed, 
however, that if drones make the delivery of biological weapons easier, the preparation 
of the actual delivery vector remains difficult. If the attack involves aerosol dispersal 
of a biological agent, which would be most likely in the case of delivery by drone, the 
attacker would have to make sure that the agent not only has the optimal particle 
size for inhalation but is also able to withstand freeze drying packaging processes, 
long-term storage and adverse environmental conditions such as ultraviolet sunlight 
or extreme temperatures. Such requirements may impose significant barriers to 
development of biological weapons, even with available biotechnology—especially for 
a non-state actor. 

Miniaturized robotics systems could theoretically be used for more targeted use 
of biological weapons. Insect-sized drones could be used to contaminate a specific 
individual. Nanorobots or nanodevices that are capable of tissue diagnosis or repair 
could also be repurposed for the delivery of pathogenic agents.'29 Fortunately, micro-
and nanorobots remain, for now, experimental systems.'3° They have not yet found 
large commercial application, so it would be difficult (albeit not impossible) for a 
terrorist group to access them. The risk of their use in biological weapons therefore 
remains low.'3' 

The risk landscape of the convergence of biology and emerging technologies 

The convergence of modern biotechnology with technologies such as additive 
manufacturing, artificial intelligence and robotics is bound to have an impact on the 
landscape of risk in biological arms control and biosecurity. While the applications 
and possibilities offered by the convergence of biotechnology with these other areas of 
technology may vary greatly, they raise a common set of risks and challenges as far as 
the development, production and use of biological weapons is concerned. 

First, they have in common the ability to facilitate steps in the development or 
production of bi ological weapons and their delivery systems. Each emergingtechnology 
could, in its own way, enable the automation of specific operations that previously 
required manual manipulation or analysis by a human. Al could facilitate the analysis 
of genetic information that identifies the genetic markers or base pairs that need to 
be edited or mutated in order to alter the transmissibility of a pathogen, while a cloud 
laboratory could be used to automate certain laboratory tasks and thereby reduce the 
need for facilities and trained laboratory staff. AM could make the production of drone 
components for the delivery of biological weapon more accessible. Fortunately, some 
tacit knowledge barriers remain in place. However, the steps that can be simplified by 
automation could enable many of the development, production and delivery processes 
for biological weapons. Moreover, further technological advances in AM, Al, robotics 

129 Patra, J. K. et al., 'Nano based delivery systems: recent development and future prospects'. Journal of 
Nanobiotechnology, vol. 16, no. 71 (19 Sep. 2018). 

13° Diamandis (note 101). 
131 Kasai. M. E., 'The security implication of nanotechnology', Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, vol. 66. no. 4 (July/ 

Aug. 2010), pp. 58-69. 
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and other emerging technologies such as nanotechnology could decisively amplify 
this simplification. 

Second, AM, Al and robotics could enable more targeted delivery of biological 
weapons. Recent advances in Al could enable the design of a pathogen that would 
affect only specific individuals or groups of people. Meanwhile, progress in AM 
and robotics have made new and more advanced delivery mechanisms available to 
an increasing number of actors—including terrorist organizations. While these 
technologies may not pose an imminent risk at this stage, the gathering of and access 
to the necessary genomic data, for example, has already become a field of competition 
for some companies, which also poses ethical and privacy risks. Although this may 
prove to be the first step towards the development of genetically targeted weapons, 
such data has not yet been successfully used in this way. Meanwhile, although drones 
have already become more common in asymmetric warfare, there are no known cases 
of their use to disperse weaponized biological agents. 

Third, each of these emerging technologies is vulnerable to cyberattacks due to 
increased digitization. This means that their systems or the data that they require 
could be stolen, misused or manipulated, including for activities that could facilitate 
the developments, production or delivery of biological weapons or cause critical 
malfunctions in related equipment. 

Fourth, none of these emerging technologies is easy to control, notably because their 
development is mainly driven by the civilian and private sectors and is therefore beyond 
direct governmental control. Governments are trying to exert control, for instance 
by funding R&D directly or by controlling the funding of and foreign investment in 
key firms, but they may not have the influence that they previously held in strategic 
industries. This problem of control is further complicated by the fact that a large portion 
of these technologies is digital information that can be easily transferred. Traditional 
export and customs controls and visa screening may no longer pose sufficient barriers. 
Verifying and controlling digital or other types of intangible transfer of technology 
are more difficult than controlling traditional transfers of goods, as measures such as 
digital forensics, recordkeeping requirements and audit procedures are often weaker 
and less commonly applied. Moreover, the speed of development of most of these 
technologies makes the definition of long-lasting technical parameters for possible 
export controls or transparency measures elusive. This not only inhibits effective 
regulation but also creates considerable difficulties for scientists and developers when 
classifying and handling any risks created by transferring or making their technology 
available—and thus inhibits effective compliance practices. 

Existing frameworks for the governance of biological weapons currently only 
provide limited coverage of the direct and indirect risks and challenges associated 
with the convergence of biotechnology with these emerging technologies. Chapter 3 
discusses the governance frameworks and their efforts to address these risks in more 
detail. In addition to increasing understanding of ongoing developments in science 
and technology, each of these frameworks needs to raise awareness among a growing 
number of actors and develop measures to address issues that they may have only just 
started to consider in the biosecurity context. For example, establishing standards for 
genomic data security and privacy would be critical to reducing the risk of misuse 
of data for biological weapon development. However, companies and governments 
involved in collection and analysis of genomics data have barely started considering 
this issue for personal data protection, let alone biosecurity. 
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3. Governing the risks of the convergence of biology 
and emerging technologies 

This chapter explores the extent to which the main governance frameworks for 
biosecurity and biological arms control are adequately equipped to deal with the 
risks and challenges identified in chapter 2. It starts with a brief introduction to 
the governance frameworks. It then explores the extent to which these governance 
frameworks currently cover additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence and 
robotics. Finally, it identifies the main challenges and limitations to the effectiveness 
of these governance approaches and discusses a number of good practices that could 
help mitigate them. 

Governance frameworks for biosecurity and biological arms control 

The current governance frameworks in the field of biosecurity and biological arms 
control include a wide range of treaty regimes and other oversight and self-regulatory 
instruments (see table 3.1). They include international and regional agreements; 
national laws and regulations and, in the case of the European Union (EU), also 
E'U legislation; policies and guidelines; codes of conduct; terms and conditions of 
funding instruments; and education and awareness-raising exercises on biosafety and 
biosecurity.132

The main contemporary multilateral arms control treaty on biological weapons is 
the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention. The convention, which entered 
into force in 1975, builds on the 1925 Geneva Protocol.' 33 The BTWC prohibits the 
development, production, acquisition, transfer and stockpiling of 'microbial or other 
biological agents, or toxins ... that have no justification for prophylactic, protective or 
other peaceful purposes' and 'weapons, equipment or means of delivery designed to 
use such agents or toxins for hostile purposes or in armed conflict')." 

There are also several types of measure that states can implement at the national level 
to prevent the development, transfer and use of biological weapons and associated risks. 
These include export and import control measures; legislation, guidelines or standards 
on biosecurity and biosafety along with penal provisions regarding biological weapons; 
regulations for the transportation of dangerous goods including biological agents 
and materials; and mechanisms to monitor relevant technological developments, for 
example through parliamentary technology assessment mechanisms.'35

Current coverage of emerging technologies by the governance frameworks 

Additive manufacturing 

AM is currently discussed in all the multilateral export control regimes, including 
the Australia Group and the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), either as a 
possible subject of dedicated control or as part of the review of science and technology 

132 On the distinction between biosafety and biosecurity see Clevestig, P., Handbook of Applied Biosecurity for Life 
Science Laboratories (SIPRI: Stockholm, 2009). 

133 Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological 
Methods of Warfare, signed 17 June 1925. Geneva, entered into force 8 Feb. 1928, League of Nations, Treaty Series, 
vol. 94 (1929), pp. 65-74. 

134 BTWC (note 3), Article I. 
1350n parliamentary technology assessment see Grunwald, A.. Hennen. L. and Sauter, A., 'Parlamentarische 

Technikfolgenabschatzung in Deutschland und Europa' [Parliamentary technology assessment in Germany and 
Europe], Aus Politik und Zeitrschichte. vol. 64, nos 6-7 (27 Jan. 2014), pp. 17-24: and European Parliamentary 
Technology Assessment (EPTA), 'What is technology assessment?',[n.d.). 
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Table 3.1. The main international and multilateral governance frameworks relevant to the 
production, trade and use of biological weapons 

Geneva Protocol 

Biological and Toxin 
Weapons Convention 

WHO Laboratory Biosafety 
Manual 

Australia Group 

Missile Technology Control 
Regime 

UN Secretary-General's 
Mechanism for Investigation 
of Alleged Use of Chemical 
and Biological Weapons 

UN Security Council 
Resolution 1540 

WHO Laboratory Biosecurity 
Guidance 

UN Security Council 
Resolution 2325 

Amendment to Article 8 
of the Rome Statute of the 
International Criminal Court 

Stated scope 

The use in war of asphyxiating, 
poisonous or other gases, and of 
bacteriological methods of warfare 

The development, production 
and stockpiling of bacteriological 
(biological) and toxin weapons and 
on their destruction 

Practical guidance on biosafety 
techniques for use in laboratories 
at all levels 

The export of materials, technology 
and software that could contribute 
to chemical and biological weapon 
activities 

The export of unmanned aerial 
vehicles capable of delivering weapons 
of mass destruction 

Authorization to investigate any 
alleged incident at the request of a 
UN member state, including dispatch 
of a fact-finding team to the site 

The involvement of non-state actors 193d
in nuclear, biological, chemical and 
radiological weapons 

Detailed guidance on biosecurity in a 
biological laboratory 

Keeping terrorists and other non-state 193d
actors from acquiring weapons of mass 
destruction 

Defining as a war crime the use of 
weapons which use microbial or other 
biological agents or toxins 

No. of 
participants 
as of 1Jan. 2019 Year initiated 

143 Signed: 1925 
In force: 1928 

183" 

43b

35 

Signed: 1972 
In force: 1975 

1st edn: 1983 
3rd edn: 2004 

1985 

1987 

1987c

2004 

2006 

2016 

2017 

UN = United Nations; WHO = World Health Organization. 

a Five states have signed the BTWC but have yet to fully ratify it. One of these—Tanzania—having approved 
ratification on 14 Nov. 2018, is expected to deposit its instrument of ratification soon. Ten states have neither 
signed nor ratified the convention. The figure 183 includes both the People's Republic of China (China) and the 
Republic of China (Taiwan), which have separately deposited instruments of ratification. 

'This includes 42 participatingstates and the European Union. One additional state has unilaterally declared 
its adherence to the Australia Group guidelines and control lists. 

The mechanism has been subsequently updated. 
d As a resolution adopted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, this is binding on all 193 member states of 

the UN. 

in their information exchange.136 No dedicated control or other governance tool 
specifically addresses the development of, use of or trade in bioprinters or AM 
equipment for the production of controlled equipment related to biological weapons. 
Export controls on technology required for the production of controlled goods (e.g. 
in the form of electronic build files) already apply, as do catch-all controls triggered 
by biological weapon end-uses. The precise legal wording and practice for list-based 
controls and catch-all controls differ from country to country, which may have an 
impact on their specific applicability to AM and bioprinting.137 

136 See e.g. MTCR, Public statement from the plenary meeting of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), 
Busan, 21st October 2016', 21 Oct. 2016. 

137 Brockmann and Kelley (note 23), P. 32. 
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Box 3.1. Governance of artificial intelligence 
The conversation on the risks associated with civilian applications of artificial intelligence (Al) seems to be 
mainly driven by the private sector. 

The largest industrial actors—including Google, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft—joined forces in 
September 2016 to create the Partnership on Al, which aims to investigate societal challenges posed by Al 
and propose relevant principles and best practices for the design and use of Al systems.' The Partnership on 
Al now includes the participation of more than 80 companies and non-profit organizations in 13 countries. 
The creation of the Partnership on Al was allegedly at least in part motivated by the fear that, if companies 
did not take proactive steps to reduce the societal risk posed by the systems they design, then national, 
regional or international regulatory bodies would introduce measures that could limit the companies' 
ability to innovate or force them to change their product lines.' 

In April 2016 the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the world's largest association 
of engineers, launched its Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems.c The purpose 
of the initiative is to come up with recommendations for possible ethical standards for the design, use 
and control of Al systems, from self-driving cars to autonomous weapons. It has involved more than 
850 professionals with mixed regional and disciplinary backgrounds (including computer science, 
electronic and mechanical engineering, and the social sciences). It has published and updated a report on 
feedback from a public request for information.d 

a Partnership on Al. 'About us', [n.dj. 
B Vogt, H., 'Artificial intelligence rules more of your life. Who rules Al?', Wall Street Journal,13 Mar. 2018. 
C IEEE Standards Association, 'The IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems', 

[n.c1J. 
d IEEE Global Initiative. Ethically Aligned Design: A Vision for Prioritizing Human Well-being with Autonomous 

and Intelligent Systems, version 2 (IEEE: New York, Dec. 2017). 

In the BTWC framework, while no state party or observer has submitted a 
dedicated working paper on AM to the regular meetings of experts, the issue has been 
raised in side events organized by a variety of organizations. The Spiez Convergence 
conferences—informal review meetings of technical, academic and policy experts 
that have taken place biennially since 2014—have repeatedly discussed the topic and 
have subsequently briefed, among others, the Australia Group on AM and bioprinting, 
alongside other convergence topics.138 

Codes of conduct drafted by the DIY AM community have invoked broader ethical 
standards, with discussion of concerns related to biological weapons being at best 
peripheral. This reflects the limited maturity of applications of AM that potentially 
pose such risks. 

Artificial intelligence 

The conversation on how risks posed by Al should be dealt with is still very young.'39
It is also fragmented in multiple ways. 

In some areas of application (e.g. self-driving cars), the policy discussion is primarily 
taking place at the national level or, in the case of the EU, the regional level, while in 
others (e.g. autonomous weapon systems) it is coordinated by the UN directly. 

The policy options that are discussed differ depending on who is leading the 
conversation. In areas where the conversation is led by the private sector—which 
is generally the case for civilian applications of AI—the focus tends to be on self-
governance via the definition of shared principles and norms (see box 3.1). In areas 
where the discussions are driven by civil society organizations and lawmakers—which 
is the case for security or military applications such as autonomous weapon systems—
the focus is generally on the adoption of new regulations.'" These can be ̀ hard'—legally 
binding, top-down regulations (i.e. international treaties or government-imposed 
regulation)—or `soft'—non-binding, informal, often bottom-up measures (i.e. codes 

138 Spiez Laboratory (note 21). 
139 Cath, C. et al.. `Governing artificial intelligence: ethical, legal and technical opportunities and 

challenges', Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A, vol. 376, no. 2133 (Nov. 2018). 
149 Boulanin, V., ̀ Mapping the debate on LAWS at the CCW: taki ng stock and inov ing forward', EU Non-proliferation 

Paper no. 49. EU Non-proliferation Consortium, Mar. 2016. 
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of conduct or best practices documents)—depending on the issue and national or 
historical regulatory preferences. 

In the area where Al and biotechnology converge, the discussion on risk governance 
is still in its early days. Companies at the cutting edge of genomics and Al research 
have acknowledged that there are a number of ethical and regulatory issues that 
will require governance to be developed in the near future, so they have taken small 
steps towards the development of common principles. Questions of data privacy and 
data security seem to be the primary concern. Among the issues discussed by these 
companies are possible standards for encryption for activities related to genome 
sequencing and storage."' 

The community of experts that follow issues related to biological weapons for the 
BTWC and the Australia Group seems increasingly aware that the convergence of Al 
and biotechnology will pose new risks with regard to the development and control 
of such weapons. At the same time, these experts also see new opportunities for 
increasing biosecurity and biodefence.142

Robotics 

The discussion on the governance of risks posed by robotics resembles that for AI, 
mainly because Al and robotics are intertwined technologies. Both discussions are 
divided along several lines. Drones, autonomous weapons and care robots, for instance, 
each prompt their own set of concerns and discussions about regulatory requirements 
at the national, regional and international levels. 

For the community of experts that follows issues related to biological weapons, one 
of the major challenges created by the convergence of robotics and biotechnology is 
that the traditional tools and approaches developed over many decades to prevent the 
design and use of biological weapons are ill-equipped to control the use of robotics 
for biological weapon-related purposes. For example, while the BTWC science and 
technology review mechanism has considered the implication of cloud laboratories 
and drones for the development and use of biological weapons, it has so far failed to 
produce concrete new guidance for the states parties.'" 

It would be difficult to limit malicious actors' access to robotic technologies using 
current export control mechanisms given that widely available commercial products 
with legitimate applications can be so easily repurposed for military or terrorist 
purposes. Among the export control regimes, only the MTCR currently restricts 
large UAV platforms, while smaller commercial off-the-shelf drones are not subject 
to regulation.'" However, the problem of smaller drones with capabilities to serve 
as delivery systems for biological weapons has been discussed within the MTCR. In 
accordance with the MTCR Guidelines, there is a 'strong presumption to deny such 
transfers' if there is persuasive information that such drones are intended for the 
delivery of weapons of mass destruction, even if they are not explicitly listed on the 
MTCR's control list.'" These smaller drones are thus subject to catch-all controls if 
they may be intended for use in connection with biological weapons. 

One method to limit the misuse of commercial drones by terrorists that is currently 
being explored by industry is to embed specific no-fly-zones into drones at the 
programming phase. DJI, the Chinese company that produces the most popular 

141 Pauwels and Vidyarthi (note 93). 
142 Pauwels, E., The promises and perils of "bio-intelligence": rethinking the governance of emerging and 

converging technologies that revolutionize the engineering of life'. Unpublished briefing paper, SIPRI, Nov. 2018. 
143 Pauwels (note 142). 
144 Horowitz, M. C. and Mathewson. A.. 'A way to rein in drone proliferation', Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 

30 Nov. 2018. 
145 Missile Technology Control Regime, 'Guidelines for sensitive missile-relevant transfers', [n.dj. 
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hobbyist drone on the market, the DJI Phantom, has done this to limit the use of its 
drones in Syria and Ukraine."6 

Adequately equipping the governance frameworks to deal with the risk of 
biological weapon proliferation or use 

The extent to which the existing governance frameworks can, and do, address the 
challenges of emerging technologies in relation to biotechnology varies. In some 
cases there are specific shortcomings in the arms control, export control and self-
governance activities to address emerging technologies and convergence. In other 
cases these activities overlap. Some of the frameworks require a major rethinking of 
their governance structure. 

Limitations of the international treaties 

A key challenge for effective biological arms control is the fact that treaty structures 
and the institutional arrangements in ministries and government agencies do not 
correspond to technological realities, which are far more complex and fluid and which 
interact more freely with each other. This has resulted in the absence of discussions 
on convergence in most forums, largely due to questions of mandate. The initiative to 
highlight emerging technology through the UN's 2018 disarmament agenda is a step 
towards recognizing the need for a cross-cutting approach.'7 

The BTWC prohibitions are formulated as a general-purpose criterion in order for 
the convention to remain relevant despite developments in science and technology. 
In order to better keep up with scientific and technological developments, the BTWC 
states parties have been more systematically reviewing developments, starting 
with the intersessional meetings of 2012-15.148 Previously, only an ad hoc group 
had reviewed technological developments in 1992-93, as part of a wider mandate 
on possible verification measures)" The current science and technology review 
activities involve states parties submitting—if they wish to do so—national working 
papers, which are discussed during the intersessional meetings of experts and of 
states parties, as well as during side events at these meetings. The official BTWC 
meetings allow for presentations or interventions by international organizations or 
technical experts at the invitation of the chair or as part of the delegation of a state 
party and generally allow for a joint statement by civil society organizations. However, 
substantial discussions with all these stakeholders, especially from industry, research 
and academia, is limited to the side events and poster sessions that take place during 
the meetings. 

The three-person BTWC Implementation Support Unit (ISU) was established in 
2007 to undertake certain administrative and support functions mandated by the 
states parties. The underfunding of the budget dedicated to the ISU and official 
meetings has affected the effective functioning of the BTWC. In 2018 the significant 
outstanding payments from states parties resulted in the shortening of the meeting of 
states parties as part of the intersessional programme and cast further doubts on the 
sustainable operation of the ISU.16° There is a risk that discussions about biological 

146 Dn., 'Fly safe geo maps zone'; and Corfield. G., 'Drone maker DJI quietly made large chunks of Iraq and Syria 
no-fly zones', The Register. 26 Apr. 2017. 

147 United Nations (note 1). 
148 Seventh BTWC Review Conference, 'Final Document of the Seventh Review Conference', BWC/CONF.VII/7, 

13 Jan. 2012, p. 21. 
149 Hart. J. and Trapp, R., `Science, technology, and the Biological Weapons Convention'. Arms Control Today. 

vol. 42. no. 8 Oct. 2012). 
United Nations Secretariat, 'Status of contributions of BWC, CCW, CCM, OTW as at 30 September 2018', 

30 Sep. 2018; and Meeting of BTWC States Parties, 'Biological Weapons Convention: letter from the Chairman', 8 Nov. 
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terrorism, biosafety and biosecurity could move from the BTWC to other forums, 
due to a lack of meeting time or the absence of an adequate science and technology 
review mechanism. The diffusion of debates and fracturing of centralization around 
the BTWC as the main governance framework is further demonstrated by the stark 
disparity between the ISU's resources and its range of tasks."' Moreover, the ISU's 
current tasks do not include specific responsibilities in the science and technology 
review process.152

While the current science and technology review process has significantly increased 
the discussions on technological developments under the auspices of the BTWC, it 
provides for a highly formalized process that suffers from the often short lead times 
for submissions of working papers or distribution of other information. In addition, 
only a small, unvarying group of states parties frequently submit working papers and 
are highly active in the discussions. However, if there was more participation or deeper 
discussion it is questionable if the time allocated for meetings would be sufficient. 
This issue would become even more acute if the financial problems that the BTWC 
currently faces were to persist and result in more shortened meetings in the future. In 
addition, the fact that the BTWC only prohibits development of biologica I weapons but 
is much vaguer with regard to research activities means that it is not well equipped to 
address the security applications of rapidly developing scientific research.'' 

Unlike the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), the BTWC is not supported by 
a scientific advisory board."4 The Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) of the Organisation 
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW)—the CWC's implementing body—
provides regular reports on relevant developments in science and technology and 
gives further advice on request.'55 In addition, it prepares a larger report for the 
quinquennial CWC Review Conferences. The SAB is composed of 25 experts who 
serve in their personal capacities and it can also establish temporary working groups 
to bring in broader expertise. A number of experts have argued for a dedicated forum 
in support of the BTWC to assess treaty implications of scientific advances and a more 
systematic and regular review of science and technology.156 Recent discussions under 
the framework of the BTWC have signalled general support among the states parties 
for enhancements to science and technology review processes, but a failure to agree 
on the practicalities continues to hamper the effectiveness of addressing scientific and 
technological developments."' 

The challenges to the BTWC control framework are therefore the lack of focus, 
so far, on technological convergence; the lack of funding; the lack of mechanisms for 
monitoring science and technology; and geopolitical tensions. 

Limitations of the multilateral and national export control measures 

All of the main challenges in the general field of export controls are also of specific 
relevance in the biological field: adapting to new technologies, including their 

2018. 
151 Koblentz. G. D. and Lentzos, E, 'It's time to modernize the bioweapons convention', Bulletin of the Atomic 

Scientists, 4 Nov. 2016. 
152 UN Office at Geneva, ̀ Role of the Implementation Support Unit', [n.d.j. 
153 KOblentZ and Lentzos (note 151). 
154 Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and 

on their Destruction (Chemical Weapons Convention, CWC). opened for signature 13 Jan. 1993, entered into force 
29 Apr.1997. 

iss Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, 'Scientific Advisory Board: keeping pace with scientific 
and technological change', [n.dj. 

156 Koblentz and Lentzos (note 151): and Revill, J.. 'Could gene editing tools such as CRISPR be used as a biological 
weapon?'. The Conversation, 31 Aug. 2017. 

157 Revill (note 156). 
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cross-cutting nature; handling of intangible transfers of technology; making all 
stakeholders aware of controls; and limiting the negative side-effects of controls.'" 

By definition, export controls are constantly seeking to catch up with or anticipate 
technological developments. This was the reason behind the creation of catch-all or 
end-use-based controls. Moreover, the dominant cross-regime theme in recent years 
has been adjusting to technological developments, including the opportunities and 
vulnerabilities of digitization.159 The challenge relates not only to the types of item to 
be made subject to control, but also to the types of transaction or means of transferring 
technology. It also relates to the types of actor that need to be the target of awareness-
raising, preventive engagement and, potentially, control. In the biological field, these 
include academics and the DIY community among others. 

Despite the cross-cutting and interlinked nature of technology, having joint 
discussions on the—clearly overlapping—control lists in the export control regimes 
has met resistance, primarily due to the regimes' different memberships. However, 
the regimes have recently explored practical and pragmatic cooperation through 
informal initiatives.'" 

The increase in intangible transfers of technology, including in the biological 
field, creates specific challenges to the enforceability of controls and a need to 
adjust the current prevention and enforcement toolbox.16' This relates not only to 
the electronic transfer of biotechnology (e.g. digitized biological information sent 
to cloud laboratories, which in turn conduct experiments), but also the transfer of 
potentially sensitive knowledge through lectures and publications by academics, 
science education, scientific exchanges in all forms (e.g. research visits or collaborative 
projects) and development assistance in science. 

Moreover, the diffusion of manufacturing centres and their (intended) closeness 
to end-users is expected to lead to a shift from moving materials, equipment and 
technologies to moving data (e.g. specifications of desired properties of products) 
and manufacturing tools to be at or near the site of intended use. If this development 
towards the fourth industrial revolution materializes, as many believe, today's export 
control model may require a significant transformation."62 

A tension between security-driven controls and health has been added to the existing 
tension between such controls and the freedom of trade. On the one hand, export 
controls may delay the delivery of diagnostic equipment during health crises unless 
specific emergency procedures are in place. On the other hand, the regular transfer of 
diagnostic and reference samples between countries, regions and continents is both 
an element of routine global health protection activity and fundamental in scientific 
exchanges. In turn, these transfers contribute to safeguarding both human and 
animal health, but they simultaneously pose biosecurity and biosafety risks.'63 With 
the growing interest in global health activities in many countries, these aspects will 
not diminish. 

Reaching out to all relevant types of stakeholder to create awareness of security 
risks and control requirements continues to be difficult for the governments of 
many, if not all, countries seeking to engage in such efforts, regardless of their size. 

158 On these general challenges see e.g. Bauer, S. et al., 'The export control regimes', S1PR1 Yearbook 2018 (note 10). 
159 Bromley et al. (note 10). 
16° Candano. D., 'Export controls and emerging threats: a view from the Nuclear Suppliers Group', Intervention at 

the Export Control Forum 2018, Brussels, 13 Dec. 2018, 00:26:00-00:35:30. 
161 Bromley, M. and Maletta, G., The Challenge of Software and Technology Transfers to Non-proliferation Efforts: 

Implementing and Complying with Export Controls (SIPRI: Stockholm, Apr. 2018); Brockmann and Kelley (note 23); 
and Stewart (note 19), p. 34. 

162 Bromley and Maletta (note 161). 
163 SIPRI and Ecorys. Data and Information Collection for EU Dual-Use Export Control Policy Review, Final Report 

(European Commission: Brussels, 6 Nov. 2015). 
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While most key stakeholders in the nuclear, conventional arms, missile or even 
chemical fields are in the private sector, in the biological field many are also based in 
academia, research institutions and the health sector. This complexity and diversity 
of stakeholders is further reinforced through technological developments in different 
areas that enhance or change biological risks. The biotechnology service industries 
may present an additional layer of complexity as the steady decline in costs for basic 
and advanced biotechnological services provides both the private and public sectors 
with the attractive alternative of outsourcing expensive and time-consuming work. 

Identifying these stakeholders and engaging with them in a tailored and targeted 
manner poses the practical challenge of keeping up with a moving target and requires 
that government agencies and licensing authorities have substantial resources and 
specific knowledge of a range of sectors. This difficulty is reinforced by the lack of 
dedicated industry and scientific associations for the emerging and converging 
technologies. 

Alongside the tensions between export controls on the one hand and trade and 
health on the other, there is a tension between security interests and the freedom of 
science. The experience of academic scientists when publishing their work illustrates 
how application of export controls can vary from country to country and case to 
case. In a 2012 case involving research on the transmissibility of highly pathogenic 
avian influenza A (A/H5N1) in mammals, the Dutch licensing authority applied 
export control to a scientific paper deemed to be carrying sensitive information. The 
academic who was required to apply for an export licence unsuccessfully challenged 
the application of export control in court (although he did eventually apply for and 
obtain a licence)."4 It seems that this court case is so far unique in Europe and probably 
also globally. The work of US scientists who conducted similar research in parallel was 
also published, without the intervention of the US licensing authority but following 
involvement of the US National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB). The 
different approach of the US authorities may have been due to differences between 
the research approaches of the two teams and the substance of the publications, and 
not just differences in control approaches between the Netherlands and the USA."5
Concerns may therefore not only relate to the publication of the information as such, 
but to the biosafety and biosecurity measures taken during the experiments. In 
2013 two researchers decided to withhold some methodology information required 
to permit others to reproduce their research on botulinum toxins until effective 
treatments have been developed.'66

The Australia Group control list states that 'Controls on "technology" do not apply 
to information "in the public domain" or to "basic scientific research" or the minimum 
necessary information for patent application', where basic scientific research is 
defined as 'Experimental or theoretical work undertaken principally to acquire new 
knowledge of the fundamental principles of phenomena or observable facts, not 
primarily directed towards a specific practical aim or objective'." The EU Dual-use 

164 Clevestig. P. and Hart. J., `Oversight of dual-purpose research in the life sciences', SIPRI Yearbook 2013: 
Armaments, Disarmament and International Security (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2013), pp. 384-88; Herfst, S. 
et al., ̀ Airborne transmission of influenza A/H5N1 virus between ferrets', Science, vol. 336, no. 6088 (22 June 2014, 
pp.1534-41; Russell. C. A. et al.. ̀ The potential for respiratory droplet-transmissible A/H5N1 influenza virus to evolve 
in a mammalian host', Science, vol. 336, no. 6088 (22 June 2012), pp. 1541-47; and Enserink, M., 'Dutch appeals court 
dodges decision on hotly debated H5N1 papers', Science.16 July 2015. 

165 Imai. M. et al., `Experimental adaptation of an influenza H5 HA confers respiratory droplet transmission to 
a reassortant HS HA/HIN1 virus in ferrets'. Nature, vol. 486 (21 June 2012), pp. 420-28. See also SIPRI and Ecorys 
(note 163), p. 38. 

166 Barash, J. R. and Arnon. S. S., `A novel strain of Clostridium botulinum that produces Type B and Type H 
botulinum toxins', Journal ofinfectious Diseases, vol. 209, no. 2 (15 Jan. 2014), pp. 183-91; and Clevestig, P. and Hart. 
J., `Oversight of dual-purpose research in the life sciences', SIPRI Yearbook 2014: Armaments, Disarmament and 
International Security (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2014), pp. 414-16. 

167 Australia Group (note 44). 
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Regulation uses identical language.168 In practice, the line between basic and applied 
research has proven difficult to draw, and this has highlighted the tension between 
the freedom of academia and security considerations." Concerns about the impact 
on academic freedom relate not only to the need to publish in the academic world, but 
also to the ambition inherent in academia to be the first to publish a new methodology 
or approach. 

Limitations of the self-governance frameworks 

Industry self-governance. Self-governance in the biotechnology industry has increased 
significantly in recent years. A notable example is the screening procedures against 
potential misuse implemented by the International Gene Synthesis Consortium 
(IGSC). The IGSC was established in 2009 and currently comprises seven partners 
that are responsible for approximately 80 per cent of international commercial gene 
synthesis."° The companies involved in these screening measures rely on the 'know 
your customer' principle and a documentation system that permits questionable cases 
to be examined individually to confirm end-use."' However, such screening tools are 
expensive and thus less easily available to smaller companies. Moreover, increasingly 
complex global supply chains make it difficult to identify the ultimate end-user and to 
connect related orders. 

In the gene-synthesis industry, the self-regulatory screening standards could 
be globalized beyond the IGSC.172 Spreading such approaches to a wider field of 
biotechnology companies that provide goods, technology or services of potential 
biosecurity concern could reduce risks associated with the biotechnology industry 
without significantly expanding top-down regulatory measures, such as export 
controls. Developing standards for genomic data privacy at the international level 
could enable a more level playing field for companies and more ethical conduct. At the 
same time, they could also moderate possible future risks that could result from the 
exploitation of genomic data sets using machine learning and Al. 

Codes of conduct and ethics training. Efforts to develop and promulgate norms of 
responsible conduct take different, often overlapping, forms and have different names: 
codes of ethics, codes of conduct, codes of practice and so on. They can govern a wide 
range of issues, such as responsible science, vigilance against misuse, ethics, privacy 
and sometimes specifically technology transfers or biological weapons. They provide 
an essential tool in the governance of science and technology motivated by security 
concerns because the scientists conducting the research, or considering doing so, are 
best placed to understand the implications of their work and, potentially, to impose 
limits.'" 

The many codes of conduct, in particular in academic institutions, have been 
discussed and promoted systematically as part of international and national arms 
control efforts (e.g. as a key agenda item of the BTWC) since at least 2005. However, 
outreach to and engagement with academia on security risks either do not receive 
enough attention and resources from governments or are still works in progress that 

168 Council Regulation (EC) no. 428/2009 of 5 May 2009 setting up a Community regime for the control of exports, 
transfer, brokering and transit of dual-use items, Official Journal of the European Union, L 134.29 May 2009, 'General 
technology note'. 

169 Bauer. S. and Bromley, M., 'Dual-use export control policy review: balancing security, trade and academic 
freedom in a changing world', EU Non-proliferation Paper no. 48, EU Non-proliferation Consortium, Mar. 2016. 

178 Morris. C., Jefferson, C. and Lentzos. F.. 'Negotiating the dynamics of uncomfortable knowledge: the case of 
dual use and synthetic biology', Biosocieties, vol. 9. no. 4 (Nov. 2014). pp. 393-420. 

171 Bauer, S. et al., Challenges and Good Practices in the Implementation of the EU's Arms and Dual-use Export 
Controls:A Cross-Sector Analysis (SIPRI: Stockholm, July 2017), pp. 22-23. 

172 International Gene Synthesis Consortium, 'About IGSC', [n.c1j; and Bauer et al. (note 171), pp. 22-23. 
173 Bohm and Lentzos (note 82). 
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require further improvements, in particular in finding the appropriate way to engage 
effectively. These efforts need to build on existing codes of conduct for research 
ethics, biosafety measures and so on in order to take advantage of the existing sense of 
ownership and to speak a language that is already understood. Indeed, the likelihood 
of standards and codes being effective is considerably higher if they are developed 
by or in conjunction with the scientific community through a continuous process 
of review and exchange that is able to respond to rapid scientific developments and 
public opinion.'" 

There currently seem to be few, if any, obligatory university courses on research 
ethics, biosafety and biosecurity, or international law and regulations, whether driven 
by university initiatives or governments. However, in order for the culture to change, 
awareness and acceptance of the responsibilities of scientists regarding biosecurity 
risks—especially in cutting-edge research at the intersection of d i fferent technologies—
need to be simultaneously embraced by creative hubs, the DIY community, university 
institutes and company R&D programmes. Voluntary courses about responsible 
science that specifically consider potential misuse of biotechnology are offered by a 
number of institutions (e.g. Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm).'" 

The DIY community. As developments in biotechnology have lowered barriers to 
access, the role of the DIY community has increased. Contrary to the often-propagated 
image of DIY biology as an ungoverned space populated by flippant biohackers and 
amateurs experimenting without restraint, the DIY community has developed a range 
of community standards and codes of ethics. It thus actively engages with concerns 
over biosafety and possible misuse of biotechnology.'" For example, in 2011 several 
congresses were organized in Europe and North America that brought together 
individuals from the community and delegates from established DIY community 
regional groups to collaboratively develop and ultimately agree on codes of ethics 
for their community.'" One expert who was involved in convening these congresses 
claims that 'when it comes to thinking proactively about the safety issues thrown up by 
biotechnology, the global DIY-biology community is arguably ahead of the scientific 
establishment')." 

The DIY community codes include commitments to use biotechnology only for 
peaceful purposes. However, compliance- and norm-building effects depend on 
this principle being operationalized, which requires a sufficient understanding of 
possible security implications, beyond the more well-known safety aspects. Moreover, 
these communities and their codes have not paid as much attention to monitoring, 
forecasting and appropriately addressing relevant technological changes and their 
risk implications. 

Conditionality for research funding and publication standards. As part of the modalities 
for obtaining a grant or publishing new research, momentum has grown for the 
introduction of specified standards that reflect concerns about the dual-use nature 
of some research. This reflects the increasing importance of knowledge transfer in 
synthetic biology. If, for example, sufficient detail is provided in a scientific article, 
this could help someone with malicious intentions to reconstruct an extinct pathogen, 

1" Gutmann, A. and Moreno, J. D., 'Keep CRISPR safe: regulating a genetic revolution', Foreign Affairs, May/June 
2018. 

175 Human Brain Project. 'Research, ethics & societal impact', [n.dj. For a list of BTWC-related e-learning courses 
see UN Office at Geneva, 'Resource repository', [n.dj. 

176 Skerrett, P., 'Is do-it-yourself CRISPR as scary as it sounds', STAT, 14 Mar. 2016. 
177 DIYbio, 'Codes', [n.dJ; and Kuiken, T., 'Learn from DIY biologists', Nature, vol. 531. no. 7593 (Mar. 2016), 

pp. 167-68. 
175 Kuiken (note 177), p.167. 
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modify an existing pathogen to make it more lethal or transmissible, or create a 
dangerous new pathogen. 

In February 2003 the Journal Editors and Authors Group, comprising 31 scientists 
and editors of leading journals, published a Statement on the Consideration of 
Biodefence and Biosecurity.'" This was sparked by increased appreciation of the 
risks posed by terrorist attacks involving biological weapons after the 11 September 
2001 attacks on the USA and the lethal incident that followed soon after involving 
letters sent to US media and politicians containing Bacillus anthracis (anthrax) 
spores.'s° The statement addressed the possibility that new information published 
in research journals might unintentionally assist malicious actors. Today, most 
reputable journals have some form of advisory or review board that can be called 
on in cases where a publication prompts potential biosecurity concerns. 

In 2005 a number of British funders of life sciences research—the Wellcome 
Trust, the Medical Research Council (MRC) and the Biotechnology and 
Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC)—made changes to their funding 
application forms to take into account concerns about dual-use research. They 
jointly developed guidance for applicants, reviewers and funding committees and 
modified organizational guidelines for research.'' Conditionality for research 
funding has also, more recently, been developed for specific areas within the life 
sciences that have been associated with new risks. One such area is gene drives, 
which speed up the propagation of a particular gene or group of genes through a 
population. In December 2017 the Wellcome Trust, along with other funders such 
as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the Institut Pasteur, developed the 
Guiding Principles for Sponsors and Supporters of Gene Drive Research."82

In 2014 the EU included an ethics self-assessment in the application procedure 
of its new Horizon 2020 funding programme. Applicants are required to declare 
if their research involves dual-use goods or transfers of technology that require 
an export authorization and to provide explanations of how they will ensure 
compliance with export controls and international law and avoid negative 
outcomes, such as misuse.'83

Such efforts could be both more broad and systematic to cover more funding 
schemes in more countries, and more focused on areas of research that have not 
previously been a focus of attention but which carry the greatest risks.'" While 
recent developments have enhanced awareness of potential misuse of scientific 
research, much remains to be done to introduce relevant questions into the research 
cycle at the point of funding and of publication globally and to strengthen other 
entry points, such as the teaching and doctoral supervision stages. There remains 
an inherent tension between the freedom of academia and security concerns, as well 

179 Atlas, R. et al., 'Statement on the consideration of biodefence and biosecurity', Nature, vol. 421, no. 6925 (20 Feb. 
2003), p. 771. 

180 On the anthrax incident see e.g. Koblentz, G. D., Living Weapons: Biological Warfare and International Security 
(Cornell University Press: Ithaca. NY, 2009), pp. 205-12; and Zanders, J. P., Hart, J. and Kuhlau, F., 'Chemical and 
biological weapon developments and arms control'. SIPRI Yearbook 2002: Armaments, Disarmament and International 
Security (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2002), pp. 665-708, pp. 696-703. 

181 Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC), Medical Research Council (MRC) and 
Wellcome Trust, ̀ BBSRC, MRC and Wellcome Trust position statement on dual use research of concern and research 
misuse', July 2005: Lentzos, F., 'Genetic engineering and biological risks: policy formation and regulatory response', 
eds R. Brownsword, E. Scotford and K. Yeung, The Oxford Handbook of the Law and Regulation of Technology (Oxford 
University Press: Oxford, 2017), pp. 1118-42; and Emerson, C. et al., 'Principles for gene drive research'. Science, 
vol. 358, no. 6367 (1 Dec. 2017), pp. 1135-36. 
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183 European Commission, Directorate-General for Research and Innovation, `Horizon 2020 programme: 

guidance—how to complete your ethics self-assessment', version 6.0,23 July 2018. 
184 European Commission, ̀ Explanatory note on the control of "export" for "dual-use items", including technology 

transfers, under Council Regulation (EC) No 428/2009 setting up a Community regime for the control of exports, 
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as a knowledge gap as to what could be misused. One of the questions that requires 
resolving relates to the common exemption of fundamental or basic research from 
trade control requirements, since the line between basic and applied research is 
not clearly defined in regulations or not sufficiently explained in accompanying 
guidance notes.'" 

The adequacy of the response mechanisms and implications for them 

New technologies can both reinforce traditional biological risks (e.g. a disease 
being spread, no matter if created through synthetic biology or existing viruses) 
and create new risks. This includes the specific risk of agroterrorism, where an 
intentional incident could seriously undermine food security and health for a 
country or region and may even have global implications."86 The reinforcement 
of traditional risks means that broader biosafety and biosecurity awareness and 
disease surveillance and response mechanisms are still equally, if not more, 
applicable. New risks require dedicated oversight and control mechanisms (e.g. for 
cloud laboratories). 

The impact and management of a natural disease is similar to that of a non-
natural disease to the extent that in both cases the public, animal or plant health 
systems are affected. The linkages between biosafety, disease surveillance and the 
global health infrastructure that are relevant to traditional biological risks remain 
relevant for new or reinforced risks. Natural disease outbreaks and outbreaks due 
to intentional release of a naturally occurring pathogen are similar in management 
(but probably not in impact if the release is large or in many places simultaneously). 
However, management of engineered pathogens can be quite different, for example 
if a normally foodborne disease is delivered as an aerosol. 

There is a difference between the responses to natural, accidental and deliberate 
biological incidents. In the case of a natural disease, treatment takes place and the 
further spread is monitored through epidemiology and limited through research 
and countermeasure development (i.e. vaccines, which may be produced more 
rapidly due to advances in science and technology). In the case of an accidental 
or deliberate spread of disease caused by a safety or security failure, an additional 
investigation would aim to determine the origin or seek to attribute responsibility 
and learn to plan for any future occurrence of such an incident. However, detection 
of an engineered biological weapon may be delayed, making effective response 
more difficult. An investigation into the use of a biological weapon (e.g. using the 
UN Secretary-General's Mechanism for Investigation of Alleged Use of Chemical 
and Biological Weapons) would also seek to attribute blame and recommend 
possible prosecution or, in case of successful attribution to a state sponsor, a UN 
Security Council resolution with or without sanctions. Such an attribution may 
also be made easier through advances in microbial forensics.'" 

Several efforts are currently under way to try to strengthen the assistance 
and response mechanism provided for by Article VII of the BTWC. For example, 
a project sponsored by Canada and hosted by the ISU intends to develop an 

188 Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and Nederlandse Orpnisatie voor toegepast-natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek 
(TNO, Dutch Organisation for Applied Scientific Research). From a practical view: the proposed Dual-use Regulation 
and export control challenges for research and academia', 18 Dec. 2017. 

186 Zavriev, S. K., 'Biosecurity and bioterrorisin risks: agriculture and food safety—implications of technological 
advances', Unpublished briefing paper. Nov. 2018. See also Monke, J.. Agroterrorism: Threats and Preparedness, 
Congressional Research Service (CRS) Report for Congress RL32521 (US Congress, CRS: Washington, DC: 12 Mar. 
2007). 

187 National Research Council, Science Needs for Microbial Forensics: Initial International Research Priorities 
(National Academies Press: Washington, DC. 2014). 
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International Bio-emergency Management Plan for Deliberate Events.188 There are 
further efforts to strengthen the UN Secretary-General's investigation mechanism 
through the expansion of the roster of experts and the network of laboratories that 
can be called on for impartial investigations of biological weapon use.189

188 Santori, V., BTWC Implementation Support Unit. 'Strengthening global mechanisms for responding to 
deliberate use of disease', Presentation at the 2nd OIE Global Conference on Biological Threat Reduction, Ottawa, 
31 Oct.-2 Nov. 2017. 

189 United Nations (note 86). 
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4. Conclusions and recommendations 

This report explores the security concerns associated with the convergence of 
biotechnology with new developments in three emerging technologies: additive 
manufacturing, artificial intelligence and robotics. It also analyses the extent to which 
concerns arising from new technological developments can be dealt with through 
existing governance mechanism and identifies the limitations that persist. 

The main conclusion is that, while new developments in these three emerging 
technologies could have an enabling effect in different steps of the development, 
production and use of biological weapons, the existing governance frameworks are 
ill-equipped to comprehensively address the resulting risks. This chapter summarizes 
the other key findings and presents a series of recommendations for policymakers at 
various levels. 

Key findings 

The enabling effect on the development, production and use of biological weapons 

Advances in AM, Al and robotics raise a common set of issues as far as the development, 
production and use of biological weapons are concerned. 

First, they could facilitate, each in their own way, the development or production 
of biological weapons and their delivery systems by enabling the automation of 
developmental or production steps that previously required manual manipulation or 
analysis by a human. AM could make the production of drone components for the 
delivery of biological weapon more accessible. Al could be used to find new ways to 
optimize the transmissibility or virulence of a biological agent. Robots in laboratories 
reduce the need for trained laboratory staff, while permitting major productivity gain 
in the design-build-test cycle of biological agents. 

Second, these technologies could provide new possibilities for biological weapon 
use, for example through highly targeted delivery. Al could enable the design of 
a pathogen that would affect only specific individuals of groups of people, while 
nanorobots could enable the delivery of biological agents to specific cells in the human 
body. Meanwhile, AM could make the production of advanced delivery mechanisms 
available to an increasing number of actors—including terrorist organizations. 

Third, these technologies increase the exposure of digitized biological data and 
operating parameters to cyberattacks. The data that these systems generate or rely on 
could be stolen, misused or manipulated, including for activities that could facilitate 
the development, production or delivery of biological weapons or cause critical 
malfunctions in related equipment. 

Fourth, none of these technologies is easy to control, notably because their 
development is mainly driven by the civilian and private sectors and is therefore less 
susceptible to governmental steering and control than previous relevant technological 
developments. This issue is further complicated by the ease of transferring digital and 
digitally enabled technologies. For example, traditional export and customs controls 
may no longer pose sufficient barriers and adequate investigative and compliance 
audit measures are rare. 

Fortunately, there are a number of reasons not to exaggerate the risk. The impact of 
these technologies on the engineering of biological weapons and their delivery systems 
is nuanced. The operations that can be simplified or enhanced by automation account 
for only a subset of the development and production processes. The expertise required 
to exploit these technologies for the purpose of developing and producing biological 
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weapons remains significant and continues to pose a barrier to most actors. With regard 
to the delivery of biological weapons, most of the applications of Al and nanorobotics 
remain experimental or hardly feasible for non-state actors. Developing genetically 
targeted weapons with the help of AI or developing nanorobots for biological weapon 
delivery would require substantial resources (i.e. data, know-how, infrastructure and 
time) that most non-state actors would not be able or willing to mobilize given that 
there are much simpler and cheaper means to target specific individuals or groups. In 
the case of drones, while the use of small hobby drones has already become common 
in asymmetric warfare, developing, stabilizing and formulating a biological agent for 
delivery by drone remains challenging. 

It is also important to consider that, alongside the risks, these technologies provide 
new opportunities to prevent the development and use of biological weapons and to 
manage biological incidents and disease outbreaks. For example, the data-processing 
capabilities of Al could help national and international authorities in charge of 
preventing and managing biological incidents—be they intentional or naturally 
occurring—to gain better situational awareness and increase their ability to make 
informed decisions in critical situations. A number of new robotic applications, such 
as LOCs, could speed up the detection of biological incidents by enabling point-of-care 
medical diagnostics, while AM may offer increased adaptability and enhance logistics 
by enabling on-the-spot manufacturing in disaster or crisis response situations. 

The shortcomings of existing governance frameworks 

Existing governance frameworks exhibit a number of shortcomings that make them 
ill-equipped to comprehensively and effectively review and address the risks posed 
by the convergence of innovation in biotechnology and other areas of science and 
technology. 

First, the frameworks either have not used, or cannot fully use, their potential 
to explore connections between biotechnology and other emerging technologies. 
Several governance frameworks capture, or are designed to capture, developments in 
science and technology, in particular the BTWC and the Australia Group. However, 
their mandates, political differences, working practices and levels of stakeholder 
engagement can affect their ability to review and ensure adequate coverage of relevant 
technologies. They might not be able to tackle risks deriving from the interaction with 
other technologies of the technology that they are meant to address. In the realm 
of export control, for instance, components or certain applications may be covered 
incidentally due to other proliferation risks (e.g. lasers used in AM machines may 
be subject to controls based on potential uses in conventional weapons), but their 
coverage in control lists may not be sufficiently informed by risks related to biological 
weapons or delivery systems, resulting in the possibility of inadvertent gaps in control. 

Second, treaty regimes and other governance instruments typically interact with 
each other much less than the respective technologies that they cover. An overarching 
question when viewing governance in the field of biosecurity through the lens of 
technological development and convergence is therefore how to better connect the 
relevant governance mechanisms—including the BTWC, the CWC, the export control 
regimes and the UN investigation mechanism—where discussions on this are ongoing 
at different levels of intensity. 

Third, governance institutions and frameworks, including the states involved in 
their discussions and decision-making processes, also struggle to develop a sufficient 
understanding of a technology, the associated risks and its potential impact on the 
activities, transfers or behaviour that they govern. It is therefore a significant challenge 
to allocate appropriate resources, leverage institutional linkages, develop novel 
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instruments within existing structures or identify the need for, let alone establish, 
entirely new governance mechanisms. 

Fourth, many emerging technologies with various degrees of convergence 
with biotechnology that pose potential biological weapon proliferation risks are 
not developed through dedicated state-controlled programmes, but instead in a 
competitive commercial environment. It is therefore indispensable to not only 
maintain and strengthen norms in research and state contexts, but to broaden and 
build more inclusive approaches. Norm-building in the private sector and in less 
formalized contexts, such as the DIY community, forms a major component of such 
efforts. 

While dealing with developments in science and technology is far from a new 
issue, measures to address their impact must keep up with the dynamics of these 
developments. Thus, improvements to governance instruments need to address 
the structural factors and new characteristics of new technologies that have a 
possibly significant impact through convergence with biotechnology. To address 
these limitations, the above analysis shows that efforts to improve the capability 
of existing governance frameworks to address technological change will require 
serious rethinking and have to be supported by a range of complementary measures, 
in particular such soft measures as codes of conduct, education and outreach. These 
efforts, in particular those that are bottom-up and involve the next generation of 
scientists and engineers, need to transcend any artificial divisions that the traditional 
scientific communities still impose on those working in these fields. It is thus a positive 
sign that multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary initiatives involving biotechnology 
experts are on the rise. 

Recommendations 

There are a number of options that could be explored to deal with these governance 
issues. The following recommendations propose both (a) ways to strengthen and 
amend existing governance instruments to address the identified intersection and 
convergence of biology with emerging technologies, and (b) entirely new policy 
options and instruments. These are addressed at national governments, regional 
organizations and international institutions, academia, the private sector and the DIY 
community. 

Recommendations for national governments at the national level 

Systematically monitor and assess developments in science and technology. 
For example, a national 'Biology Plus X' working group could be created composed 
of representatives with a relevant portfolio from the ministries of foreign affairs, 
economy, health, science and education (depending on national divisions of 
competences) and export licensing and enforcement authorities. This would strengthen 
their linkages and enable a continuous exchange and coordination of national 
monitoring, awareness-raising and governance measures. Such working groups could 
break down the operational barriers between government agencies and allow for 
more comprehensive and inclusive discussions of the implications of scientific and 
technological developments and convergence—and appropriate measures to address 
them. 

2. Map relevant universities, research institutes and companies working in 
the fields where the convergence of biotechnology and emerging technologies is 
of particular concern. Such a mapping exercise would enable states to establish a 
baseline and understanding of the size and characteristics of relevant research efforts 
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and domestic industries. It would be a first step towards facilitating the effective 
targeting and tailoring of national outreach, engagement and control efforts (see 
below). 

3. Task parliamentary technology assessment mechanisms with conducting 
studies on convergence. These studies could address both the connections between 
technologies and the resulting security implications, including for biological weapons, 
to provide policymakers with accessible scientific information on the risk landscape 
at the national level. 

4. Increase resources for and improve approaches to outreach and 
engagement with the diverse field of stakeholders in academia, industry and 
the DIY community. That could include (a) working with biosafety associations to 
raise awareness about how technological convergence affects biological weapon 
proliferation and broader biological risk; (b) developing information material and 
training courses about risk-mitigation mechanisms (e.g. export control, cybersecurity 
and self-regulation); or (c) organizing or sponsoring sessions, side events and booths 
informing about risks, relevant legislation or contact points during related academic, 
DIY or industrial community events. 

S. Increase resources and expertise in export licensing and enfircernent 
authorities for dedicated company audits. These could improve the ability to verify 
compliance with controls on tangible and intangible technology transfers. Many states 
still lack the capacities to verify and enforce controls on transfers of technology. Those 
with more advanced capacities could consider introducing sector-specific audits, for 
example in the biotechnology sector or for gene synthesis providers in particular. 

6. Support scientific research into strengthening the detection, prevention. 
response and attribution of incidents involving biological weapons or other 
intentionally modified biological agents. This could involve strengthening efforts to 
explore and harvest positive implications of developments in science and technology, 
such as advances in microbial forensics that could enhance the ability to discern and 
attribute biological incidents. 

Recommendations for national governments in multilateral contexts and international 
institutions 

Support the creation of a BTWC Scientific Advisory Board. This could draw 
on the example of the Scientific Advisory Board of the OPCW. The new board would 
convene experts from a broad range of fields to review on a regular basis advances 
in science and technology (not only those directly connected to biotechnology). It 
would assess how these could have an impact on the development and potential use 
of biological weapons. When appropriate, it could be tasked to suggest policies and 
practical measures to manage the associated risks and opportunities. 

2. Reform elements of the BTWC. This could include developing new working 
practices in the BTWC that, for instance, would permit some decision-making during 
intersessional meetings and would enable different kinds of meeting report where 
consensus recommendations and proposals are prominently noted, but where those 
that do not achieve consensus are also clearly stated and acknowledged.'" It could 
also involve increased stakeholder involvement in BTWC meetings and consultation 
with regard to developments in science and technology. It could further explore new 
mechanisms for building trust and managing perceptions of intent in biodefence. The 
role of the BTWC in developing guidelines on biological research with high potential 
for misuse could also be further strengthened. 

190 See e.g. Lentzos, F., 4Biological disarmament and non-proliferation'. SIPS' Yearbook 2019: Armaments, 
Disarmament and International Security (Oxford University Press: Oxford, forthcoming 2019). 
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3, Organize or sponor events that would raise the issue of convergence and 
inrereonneetivity on the agenda of discussions on science and technology in 
the IUTVVC forums and the export control regimes. In addition to increasing 
awareness, these events (conference, workshops, side-events) would aim to strengthen 
institutional linkages between relevant international governance instruments, for 
instance by involving national experts. These events could bring in experts from other 
processes with relevant expertise (e.g. on Al, cybersecurity or robotics). 

4. Initiate or support a discussion in relevant inter nationalforums on measures 
that could limit the misuse of commercial biotechnology. This could include 
discussing cybersecurity standards and customer-screening guidance for companies 
that provide laboratory services through the cloud. 

5. At the EU level, enhance engagement with the biotechnology industry and 
biosafety associations in the context ofdual-use risks. In addition, the requirements 
for self-assessment, research ethics and codes of conduct in EU funded projects could 
be further strengthened, including adequate guidance for their implementation. 
Moreover, the EU should invest in biosafety and biosecurity measures in the EU and 
globally through its financial instruments. 

Recommendations for academic institutions 

1. introduce obligatory 'ores on research ethics, biosafety, international law 
and national regulations for all natura I science disciplines. This would be driven by 
university initiatives, not governments, and would apply already at the undergraduate 
level, in more elaborate form at the master's level and then at an even more advanced 
level for doctoral students. Governments could support awareness-raising initiatives 
through funding development of specific courses or modules. 

2. Encourage interdisciplinary cooperation on technology assessment. 
including between the social and natural sciences. Forums and other avenues for 
such engagement could be created, such as interdisciplinary doctoral seminars or 
academic workshops or by including courses from other disciplines in curriculums. 

3. Further strengthen the collaboration between national academies ofsciences, 
bilaterally, regionally and globally. This collaboration could particularly focus on 
codes of conduct and facilitate dialogue and the exchange of good practices. They 
would be well placed to consider the risks arising from the convergence of various 
technologies and disciplines and design the necessary self-regulatory approaches to 
address their impact, in particular with regard to emerging technologies such as those 
discussed in this report. 

Recommendations for the private sector 

I. Strengthen self-go vernanceandcompliancestandards. For example, companies 
that produce commercial drones could develop international industry standards for 
embedding, and regularly updating, specific no-fly-zones at the programming phase 
to prevent the misuse of their systems in conflict zones or other sensitive areas. In 
another example, companies that sell automated laboratory services could create 
databases of orders that would enable them to develop a list of legitimate and trusted 
customers. They could also work together to identify cyber- and physical security 
standards that would limit the risks related to sabotage of robotic laboratories. 

Recommendations for the DIY community 

I. Organize a dedicated workshop series on biosecurity for community 
laboratories. This could raise awareness of regulations, biosafety and biosecurity and 
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of the risks of biological terrorism. It could also strengthen the understanding of how 
oversight functions in community laboratories can take account of these risks. 

2. Strengthen international efforts to foster responsible science and biosecurity 
awareness. These efforts could include inclusive initiatives and competitions that 
emphasize responsible science, biosafety and biosecurity, as the International 
Genetically Engineered Machine (iGEM) competition already does for university 
students. They could involve schools, universities, amateur scientists, DIY corn munities 
and self-declared biohackers. Such initiatives would also support the UN Secretary-
General's efforts 'to encourage responsible innovation of science and technology, to 
ensure its application for peaceful purposes'.'9' 

191 United Nations (note 1). p. 54. 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMEEDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 11/22/2019 8:05:21 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

I don't have anything scheduled for April that cannot be moved. Any date would be fine with me. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. Could we propose the 
dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 

Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Dave 
Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 5/4/2020 11:16:13 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Another invitation.., join a US-China Dialogue? 

Great—Dick Garwin 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 11:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Subject: RE: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

All, 
I don't mean to complicate things further, but I note that the letter from Bai and Gao said "Apart from scientists from CAS and 
CCDC, we also plan to bring some members of the Chinese Academy of Engineering into the dialogue." Perhaps we could ask NAE 
to identify an appropriate set of possible participants and we could see if we could get one of them to join the call. 
What do you think? 
Micah 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 11:47 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; Dave Franz <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharples, 
Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peuy@hbfam.net>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Good news re Harvey Fineberg. We have now heard from everyone we invited except for Ralph Baric, all can participate at the 
tentative, proposed time. 

Ben 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harvey V. Fineberg" <'-,aryey.fineberg@moore.org>
Date: May 4, 2020 at 11:29:36 AM EDT 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>
Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>, Jennifer Ryan <j_enniferryan@moore.org>
Subject: Re: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Dear Peggy, 

In principle, I am happy to do this, schedule permitting. Those days immediately precede our foundation 
board meeting, and I hope I will be available at the time the dialogue is scheduled. Jennifer Ryan, copied on 
this reply, can help with my calendar. 

At this time, especially, I applaud your efforts to maintain a science dialogue between China and the U.S. On 
the question of vaccines in the background note, the Chinese reportedly have four vaccines in human trials. 
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It would be interesting to gain perspective on strategies for evaluation of effectiveness and risk, and on the 
question of global access for the successful vaccine or vaccines. 

Best, 

Harvey 

Harvey V. Fineberg, MD, PhD 
President 
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 

1661 Page Mill Rd 
Palo Alto CA 94304 

T: 650.213.3100 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfarn.net>
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 at 7:24 AM 
To: "Harvey V. Fineberg" <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>
Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Hello. Hope you are well. It is finally Spring in DC...but challenges in keeping people from thronging to the 
National Mall and hanging out at odds with social distancing guidelines! 

Attached is an invitation to join a US-China dialogue on COVID-19 which will build on the ongoing work 
between the two countries of the CISAC group at NAS. Your wisdom, experience and voice would obviously 
add enormously to the conversations, as well as the importance of your role chairing the Standing 
Committee on Emerging infections and 21st Century Microbial Threats. Please take a look and see if you 
might be interested and available to participate. We certainly hope so!! 

All best, 
Peggy 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 1:45 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Dayid Franz';Shi, Pei yong 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

OK —added to my calendar. Please share call in information when available. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 12:52 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Pei-yong and spoke on the phone, he is on vacation until Thursday. Lets plan to talk on Friday, How about 1 PM ET? 

In the interim, I will write a draft letter and contact Peggy and Diane. 

And yes will leave the funding support offer out of the letter. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 1:49 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Kungmin update 

If I don't make it on the call, the only thing I'm not comfortable with is offering them funding support. 
Whatever you guys decide is fine. I like Pei-Yong talking to Zhiming or George. Home tomorrow afternoon, 
dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2019, at 4:18 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi all, 

1 
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Longding's institution is very conservative. This has limited their growth. I'll be back to office on 
Thursday. We could have a TC on Thursday or Friday. 

One suggestion is to talk to Zhiming and George for options. We could decide after our TC. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 9:11 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong; Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks for the update Pei-Yong. This is very sad and frustrating, but certainly understandable from their 
perspective. We should probably have a brief teleconference to discuss options. I'm available all day. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <02shiOTUTIVIB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 7:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Kungmin update 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I just received a negative response from Longding that, due to the current China-US relationship, 
their institute has decided not to host our next meeting. I personally understand why they are 
changing their position. Let's talk about it through a TC or email. 

Sorry about the negative development. Since Longding wrote to me in Chinese through WeChat. 
I am not forwarding it to you. However, I have asked him to email us about it in English. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

On Jun 17, 2019 5:27 PM, "Rusek, Benjamin" <BR1  ek a nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

-lere are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie Bowman (Bowman, Katherine 
KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 

2 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the adjustments. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail. com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. Let me 
know if a marked up version comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

3 
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Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

<Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019.docx> 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 9:11 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks for the update Pei-Yong. This is very sad and frustrating, but certainly understandable from their 
perspective. We should probably have a brief teleconference to discuss options. I'm available all day. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 7:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Kungmin update 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I just received a negative response from Longding that, due to the current China-US relationship, their institute 
has decided not to host our next meeting. I personally understand why they are changing their position. Let's 
talk about it through a TC or email. 

Sorry about the negative development. Since Longding wrote to me in Chinese through WeChat. I am not 
forwarding it to you. However, I have asked him to email us about it in English. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

On Jun 17, 2019 5:27 PM, "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek a nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Here are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie Bowman (Bowman, Katherine 
KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the adjustments. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail. corn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. Let me know if a marked 
up version comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

2 
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(f) 409-266-6810 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/31/2019 9:02:50 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: From today's Science 

FYI 

From: Bukreyev, Alexander <abukreye@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2019 8:15 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: From today's Science 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/364/6443/811 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 4/24/2019 12:08:20 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: New NAS members 

Hi Micah, 

I reviewed the list as well and I don't know any others that were selected. Several seem to be working in areas of potential interest 
and we could explore further if you feel obliged to identify someone from this class of new members. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 11:24 AM 
To: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: New NAS members 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Micah, the only one I know fairly well is Dennis Kasper. He was good to work with when I knew him and he's a 
micro/immuno person. I don't know his interest in things international. I think he was on the charter group of the 
NSABB, so has thought about security. dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Apr 24, 2019, at 10:53 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dave, Jim, 
On Saturday, I will participate in the NAS new members orientation. I'm looking through the list to see whom I should 
target for exploring whether they might be interested in CISAC activities. Could you skim through the list, too? The 
members elected last year can be found here: ,ittp://www.nasonline.ordnews-and-multimedianews/May-1-2018-
NAS-Election.html 
Thanks. 
Micah 
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Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenroal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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To: 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 
Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 11:35:28 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Webinar 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks, Dave. This is very helpful. Maybe I can try to join for a while. 
Take care, 
Rita 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 12:13 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Webinar 

SR may have sent this to you as well. FYI, if not. dave 

1230 ET tomorrow morning. . 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: raghavendra rao <srraodbt@vahoo.com>
Subject: Fw: Webinar 
Date: April 23, 2020 at 11:58:35 AM EDT 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz qmail.com>
Reply-To: "srraodbt@yahoo.com" <srraodbt@yahoo.com> 

ear Dave 

am hosting a webinar on latest research highlights on Covid disease dynamics and medical research 
tomorrow on 24th April 2020 at 10 am ISI 
The details attached .For information pl 
S.R.Rao 
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Presentation on 
Moderated by 

PONDICHERRY 

Webinar - Panel Discussion 
" AN UPDATE ON RESEARCH TO COMBAT ON COVID 9" 

"Disease Dynamics & Medical Innovations" 

24th April 2020 Friday 10 am 

An update on research to combat COV1D 19 
Dr. S. R. Rao, Vice President, SBV 

Dr. Abhijit Poddar, Assistant Professor, SSSMCRI 

Symptom based Diagnosis - How different from other flues and fevers? 

Disease dynamics -How and when it will end??? Variation across 
countries? 

Diagnostic methods and platforms - 

How Specific and Sensitive they are??? 
How to deal with false positives and negatives??? 

Vaccines - When will be available and how it will be used? 
Is BCG effective? 

Raising general immunity with Comprehensive Nutrition-
Is it true and Does it Help? 

Repurposing of drugs or New Drug discovery - Is repurposing 
possible? How quick it can be??? 
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Dr. S. R. Rao 
Vice President of SBV and was former Senior Advisor in the department 
of Biotechnology and Ministry of Science and Technology. Specializes in cross 
cutting areas of biotechnology Policy, research, regulations and biosecurity. 

Dr. P.M Murali 
was Successful serial entrepreneur was former president. Association of 
Biotechnology Led Enterprises (ABLE). Founder of lananom a full-service 
CRO in Synthetic Biology. Founder of Natural Nutrition making evidenced-
based plant blends for health and wellness in modern food delivery form 
https:Mananom.com 

Dr. Ashok Kumar 
president- Center for Research & Development, IPCA Labs,. He has yeas 
expertise in the areas synthetic organic chemistry, Synthetic chemistry. 
Chirality, and Stereochemistry. He is now leaving no stone unturned to exploit 
the biotech and drug discovery space. 
https://www.ipca.com/ 

Dr. Ramanan Laxminarayanan 
is the founder and director of the Center for Disease Dynamics, Economics & 
Policy in Washington, D. C., and He is an affiliate professor at the University of 
Washington and a visiting professor at the University of Kwazulu Natal.. He is 
engaged now in COVID 19 diseases dynamics and potential impact of lock 
downs and long-term policy in India. 
https://cddep.org/ 

Dr. Rathanagiri Polavarapu 
is the President & CEO Genomix Biotech Inc & Genomix Molecular Diagnostic 
Pvt. Ltd. He was well experienced in Molecular biology, Cell biology, Pathology 
Oncology, Signal transduction pathways, functional Genomics, Proteomics, 
Gene expression and regulation research, Therapeutic intervention of Disease 
processes, Micro-arrays, Developing rapid detection Diagnostic kits and 
customer care. 
http:llgenomixbiotech.comf 

Dr. Umesh Shaligram 
is the Director of the Research and Development in the Serum Institute. 
His is basically focusing on the new vaccine development, regulation and 
international partnerships. 
https://ww w.serurninstitute. 

Dr. Suresh Kuchipudi 
is the Clinical Professor and Head of Microbiology Section Associate Director, 
Animal Diagnostic Lab. He is on American College of Veterinary 
Microbiologists (ACVM) board and certified specialist in virology and 
immunology. 
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Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
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BY NAAC 

PONDICHERRY 

DEEMED TO BE UNTV RSITY 
DEci.Aito WS 3 OF T Mit UGC ACT.19316 

Webinar - Panel Discussion 
AN UPDATE ON RESEARCH TO COMBAT ON COVID-19" 

"Disease Dynamics & Medical Innovations" 

24`h April 2020 Friday 10 am 

Presentation on — An update on research to combat COVID 19 
Moderated by Dr. S. R. Rao, Vice President, SBV 

Dr. Abhijit Poddar, Assistant Professor, SSSMCRI 

Symptom based Diagnosis - How different from other flues and fevers? 

Disease dynamics -How and when it will end? Variation across 

countries? 

Diagnostic methods and platforms - 

How Specific and Sensitive they are??? 

How to deal with false positives and negatives??? 

Vaccines - When will be available and how it will be used? 
Is BCG effective? 

Raising general immunity with Comprehensive Nutrition-
Is it true and Does it Help? 

Repurposing of drugs or New Drug discovery - Is repurposing 
possible? How quick it can be??? 
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Dr. S. R. Rao 
Vice President of SBV and was former Senior Advisor in the department 
of Biotechnology and Ministry of Science and Technology. Specializes in cross
cutting areas of biotechnology Policy, research, regulations and biosecurity. 
ht ll AntVolcini

Dr. P.M Murat; 
was Successful serial entrepreneur was former president, Association of 
Biotechnology Led Enterprises (ABLE). Founder of Jananom a full-service 
CRO in Synthetic Biology. Founder of Natural Nutrition making evidenced-
based plant blends for health and wellness in modern food delivery form 
ht-tps://jananorn.com 

Dr. Ashok Kumar 
president- Center for Research & Development, IPCA Labs,. He has yeas 
expertise in the areas synthetic organic chemistry, Synthetic chemistry, 
Chirality, and Stereochemistry. He is now leaving no stone unturned to exploit 
the biotech and drug discovery space. 
https://www.ipca.com/ 

Dr. Ramanan Laxminarayanan 
is the founder and director of the Center for Disease Dynamics, Economics & 
Policy in Washington, D. C., and He is an affiliate professor at the University o 
Washington and a visiting professor at the University of Kwazulu Natal.. He is 
engaged now in COVID 19 diseases dynamics and potential impact of lock 
downs and long-term policy in India. 
https://cddep.org/ 

Dr. Rathanagiri Polavarapu 
is the President & CEO Genomix Biotech Inc & Genomix Molecular Diagnostic 
Pvt. Ltd. He was well experienced in Molecular biology, Cell biology, Pathology 
Oncology, Signal transduction pathways, functional Genomics, Proteomics, 
Gene expression and regulation research, Therapeutic intervention of Disease 
processes, Micro-arrays. Developing rapid detection Diagnostic kits and 
customer care. 
latmfigenornis tech.comi 

Dr. Umesh Shaligram 
is the Director of the Research and Development in the Serum Institute. 
His is basically focusing on the new vaccine development, regulation and 
international partnerships. 

tys://www.serurninstitute.corry 

Dr. Suresh Kuchipudi 
ti le Clinical Professor and Head of Microbiology Section Associate Dire 

Animal Diagnostic Lab. He is on American College of Veterinary 
Microbiologists (ACVM) board and certified specialist in virology and 
immunology. 
svkll(aipsu.edu 

ctor 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rita Guenther[RGuenther@nas.edu]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah 
Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 11:13:01 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Webinar 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

SR may have sent this to you as well. FYI, if not. dave 
1230 ET tomorrow morning. :-( 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: raghavendra rao <srraodbtAvahoo.com>
Subject: Fw: Webinar 
Date: April 23, 2020 at 11:58:35 AM EDT 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz qmail.com>
Reply-To: "srraodbt@yahoo.com" <srraodbt@yahoo.com> 

Dear Dave 
I am hosting a webinar on latest research highlights on Covid disease dynamics and medical research 
tomorrow on 24th April 2020 at 10 am ISI 
The details attached .For information pl 
S.R.Rao 
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PON DICI1ER RN' 

DEEMED TO BE UNIVERUTY 
Dir,+REJt1/5301.11,11/GCACI T956 

Webinar - Panel Discussion 

" AN UPDATE ON RESEARCH TO COMBAT ON COVID-19" 

"Disease Dynamics & Medical Innovations" 

24th April 2020 Friday 10 am 

AGENDA 

Presentation on — An update on research to combat COV D 19 
Moderated by : Dr. S. R. Rao, Vice President, ssv 

Dr. Abhijit Poddar, Assistant Prolessor, SSSMCRI 

• Symptom based Diagnosis - How different from other flues and fevers? 

Disease dynamics -How and when it will end??? Variation across 

countries? 

Diagnostic methods and platforms - 

How Specific and Sensitive they are??? 
How to deal with false positives and negatives??? 

Vaccines - When will be available and how it will be used? 
Is BCG effective? 

Raising general immunity with Comprehensive Nutrition-
Is it true and Does it Help? 

Repurposing of drugs or New Drug discovery - Is repurposing 
possible? How quick it can be??? 

Please join us through the link - 

http://sbvu.ac.in/webinar-covid19/ 
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Dr. S. R. Rao 
Vice President of SBV and was former Senior Advisor in the department 
of Biotechnology and Ministry of Science and Technology. Specializes in cross 
cutting areas of biotechnology Policy, research, regulations and biosecurity. 

c9d/sbvy.ac in/ 

Dr. P.M Murali 
was Successful serial entrepreneur was former president. Association of 
Biotechnology Led Enterprises (ABLE). Founder of Jananom a full-service 
CRO in Synthetic Biology. Founder of Natural Nutrition making evidenced-
based plant blends for health and wellness in modern food delivery form 
https://jananom.com 

Dr. Ashok Kumar 
president- Center for Research & Development, IPCA Labs,. He has yeas 
expertise in the areas synthetic organic chemistry. Synthetic chemistry, 
Chirality, and Stereochemistry. He is now leaving no stone unturned to exploit 
the biotech and drug discovery space, 
https://www.ipca.corn/ 

Dr. Ramanan Laxminarayanan 
is the founder and director of the Center for Disease Dynamics, Economics & 
Policy in Washington, D. C., and He is an affiliate professor at the University of 
Washington and a visiting professor at the University of Kwazulu Natal.. He is 
engaged now in COVID 19 diseases dynamics and potential impact of lock 
downs and long-term policy in India. 
https://ccIdep.org/ 

Dr. Rathanagiri Polavarapu 
is the President & CEO Genomix Biotech Inc & Genomix Molecular Diagnostics 
Pvt. Ltd. He was well experienced in Molecular biology, Cell biology, Pathology, 
Oncology, Signal transduction pathways, functional Genomics, Proteomics, 
Gene expression and regulation research, Therapeutic intervention of Disease 
processes, Micro-arrays, Developing rapid detection Diagnostic kits and 
customer care. 

plige_rigmhbripiesh.corril

Dr. Umesh Shaligrarn 
is the Director of the Research and Development in the Serum Institute, 
His is basically focusing on the new vaccine development, regulation and 
international partnerships. 
https://www.seruminstitut 

Dr. Suresh Kuchipudi 
is the Clinical Professor and Head of Microbiology Section Associate Director, 
Animal Diagnostic Lail He is on American College of Veterinary 
Microbiologists (ACVM) board and certified specialist in virology and 
immunology. 
$v1(11,apsu.edu 

Dr. S. Lokesh 
is the Professor and Head, Department of General Medicine. He Specializes in 

Ethics in Bio-Medical Research, Nephrology, Communicable and Non-
communicable disease. His area of interest is in Diabetes Mellitus, Infectious 
diseases, Nephrology, Connective tissue disorders / Rheumatology, Clinical 
Trials, Ethics in biomedical research 
iokeshs a mgrricri.acin 
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Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
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AGENDA 

VIED TO BE UNIVERSiTY 
OF 1 ,1f UGC ACT, 1956 

PONDICHERRY 

Webinar - Panel Discussion 

AN UPDATE ON RESEARCH TO COMBAT ON COVID 9" 
"Disease Dynamics & Medical Innovations" 

24th April 2020 Friday 10 am 

Presentation on — An update on research to combat COVID 19 
Moderated by : Dr. S. R. Rao, Vice President, SBV 

Dr. Abhijit Poddar, Assistant Professor, SSSMCRI 

• Symptom based Diagnosis - How different from other flues and fevers? 

• Disease dynamics -How and when it will end??? Variation across 

countries? 

• Diagnostic methods and platforms - 

How Specific and Sensitive they are??? 

How to deal with false positives and negatives??? 

Vaccines - When will be available and how it will be used? 
Is BCG effective? 

Raising general immunity with Comprehensive Nutrition-
Is it true and Does it Help? 

Repurposing of drugs or New Drug discovery - Is repurposing 
possible? How quick it can be??? 

Please join us through the link 

http://sbvu.ac.ini  webinar covidi 
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Dr. S. R. Rao 
Vice President of SBV and was former Senior Advisor in the department 
of Biotechnology and Ministry of Science and Technology. Specializes in cross 
cutting areas of biotechnology Policy, research, regulations and biosecurity. 
htp;a5Dym,a,c,ini 

Dr. P.M Murali 
was Successful serial entrepreneur was former president, Association of 
Biotechnology Led Enterprises (ABLE). Founder of lananom a full-service 
CRO in Synthetic Biology. Founder of Natural Nutrition making evidenced-
based plant blends for health and wellness in modern food delivery form 
https://i,inarton, cnrn 

Dr. Ashok Kumar 
president- Center for Research & Development, IPCA Labs,. He has yeas 
expertise in the areas synthetic organic chemistry. Synthetic chemistry, 
Chirality, and Stereochemistry. He is now leaving no stone unturned to exploit 
the biotech and drug discovery space. 
https://www.ipca.com/ 

Dr. Ramanan Laxminarayanan 
is the founder and director of the Center for Disease Dynamics, Economics & 
Policy in Washington, D. C. and He is an affiliate professor at the University of 
Washington and a visiting professor at the University of Kwazulu Natal.. He is 
engaged now in COVID 19 diseases dynamics and potential impact of lock 
downs and long-term policy in India . 
https://cddep.org/ 

Dr. Rathanagiri Polavarapu 
is the President 8( CEO Genomix Biotech Inc & Genomix Molecular Diagnostic 
Pvt. Ltd. He was well experienced in Molecular biology, Cell biology, Pathology 
Oncology, Signal transduction pathways, functional Genomics, Proteomics, 
Gene expression and regulation research, Therapeutic intervention of Disease 
processes, Micro-arrays, Developing rapid detection Diagnostic kits and 
customer care. 
http,//genor_nixbiotech.com/ 

Dr. Umesh Shaligram 
is the Director of the Research and Development in the Serum Institute. 
His is basically focusing on the new vaccine development, regulation and 
international partnerships. 
https://www.seruminsriture.com 

Dr. Suresh Kuchipudi 
is the Clinical Professor and Head of Microbiology Section Associate Director, 
Animal Diagnostic I ab. He is on American College of Veterinary 
Microbiologists (ACVM) board and certified specialist in virology and 
immunology. 

®psu.edu 

Dr. S. Lokesh 
is the Professor and Head, Department of General Medicine. He Specializes in 

Ethics in Bio-Medical Research, Nephrology, Communicable and Non-
communicable disease. His area of interest is in Diabetes Mellitus, Infectious 
diseases, Nephrology, Connective tissue disorders / Rheumatology, Clinical 
Trials, Ethics in biomedical research 
Iokeshsmcrncri.ac.in 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Lowenthal, Micah;'Frances 
Sharpies' 
Bowman, Katherine 
FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Letter to NASEM Presidents.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu> 
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@emaiLarizona.edu>; 
Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn> 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

1 
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Tel:4-8640-68597282 

F.;unhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://encilish.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn1; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 

2 
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CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 16Alk: t IN • lb 
44: 100864 
Add: 52 Sanlihe Rd., Beijing, China 
Postcode: 100804 

April 28, 2020 

Dr. Marcia McNutt 
President 
National Academy of Sciences 

Dr. Victor Dzau 
President 
National Academy of Medicine 

Dear Drs. McNutt and Dzau, 

Thank you for your letter dated April 22. Please accept our deepest sympathies for the 

enormous suffering and loss of life in the United States. We appreciate the great 

efforts and leadership of NASEM during the unprecedented crisis. 

The battle against COVID-19 has made us more aware that we are in a community 

with shared future. The pressing pandemic requires us to rise to the occasion and meet 

this challenge with solidarity and concerted efforts. Nevertheless, we also notice that 

the bilateral scientific exchange and cooperation between our two nations has been 

adversely affected by politics and biased arguments recently. As science academies, 
we should seek truth with evidence and fulfill our responsibilities of jointly 

addressing this international crisis in an open and collaborative manner. 

We are pleased to accept your proposal to jointly organize a virtual dialogue meeting 

on mitigation of COVID-19 impact and prevention of future pandemics. Apart from 

scientists from CAS and CCDC, we also plan to bring some members of the Chinese 

Academy of Engineering into the dialogue. Dr. Fu Gao could serve as the lead 
coordinator from our end. We agree with the principle of not inviting high-level 

government officials or press to the videoconference, and not attributing remarks and 

discussion comments without permission of speakers. For your information, the health 

ministers from our two countries have recently agreed to hold a virtual dialogue to 

share expertise and experience on COVID-19 prevention and control in the coming 

weeks. 

As China will have a national holiday during May 1-5, we propose that the first online 

dialogue be held in the week of May 10, preferably on May 12 or 13. Please let us 

know the lead coordinator from the US side, so that Dr. Gao will follow up with 
him/her on topics of mutual interest and corresponding speakers soon. My colleagues 
from CAS Bureau of International Cooperation will assist Dr. Gao on the specifics of 
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the videoconference preparation. In the meantime, please feel free to let us know 
should you have any further concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Prof. Chunli Bai Prof. Fu Gao 
President Director 
Chinese Academy of Sciences CCDC 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTM13.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTM13.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Sharples, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 9:16:59 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: ACTIV 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Perhaps this should just be mentioned in the letter itself? 

Fran Sharples, PhD 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 9:53 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah; Sharples, Fran 
Subject: FW: ACTIV 

Just in—relevant to our video conf plans. 

From: Mouton, Charles P. <cpmouton@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8:52 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. <rurban@UTMB.EDU>; 
Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FW: ACTIV 

Hi Folks, 

I just received this from NIH. I wanted to give you a heads up if you haven't heard. 

Charles 

From: Anderson, James (NIH/OD) [E] <james.anderson2@nih.gov>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8:02 AM 
To: Maria Acebal <MLACEBAL@gmail.com>; haraneta@ucsd.edu; Ardlie, Kristin <kardlie@broadinstitute.ore; 
jeffrey.botkin@hsc.utah.edu; linda.chang@umm.edu; colditzg@wustLedu; afeinberg@jhu.edu; rickh@alleninstitute.org; 
phurn@med.umich.edu; kevin.johnson@vumc.org; rpauLiohnson@emory.edu; Kenny, Paul <paul.kenny@mssm.edu>; Kheterpal, 
Sachin <sachinkh@med.umich.edu>; gak36@cornell.edu; richard.krugman@ucdenver.edu; mdlairmore@ucdavis.edu; 
idli@gsu.edu; trm4@med.unc.edu; edith.mitchell@jefferson.edu; Mouton, Charles P. <cpmouton@UTMB.EDU>; 
meganoboyle@gmail.com; rrobinsonbeale@gmail.com; ssanchez@uga.edu; jean.schaffer@ioslin.harvard.edu; scout@cancer-
network.orp.,; asiegariz@umass.edu; russvg@uw.edu 
Cc: heather.sudbury@hsc.utah.edu; Nichole.Harvey@umm.edu; repkot@wustLedu; graziano@ihmi.edu; 
Debbie.countryman@alleninstitute.orp.,; dmgi@med.umich.edu; teresa.gillespie@vumc.org; dwardlo@emory.edu; 
nora.mclaughlin@mssm.edu; David Clark <davidrcl@med.umich.edu>; mas357@cornell.edu; atsoukrall@ucdavis.edu; 
djackson83@gsu.edu; Bridget Riordan <briordan@unc.edu>; charmaine.green@iefferson.edu; Young, Claudia H. 
<clyoung@UTMB.EDU>; jfutter@uga.edu; maya.yosub@joslin.harvard.edu; csimos@schoolph.umass.edu; Kawazoe, Robin 
(NIH/OD) [El <kawazoer@mail.nih.gov>; Grieder, Franziska (NIH/OD) [E] <griederf@mail.nih.gov>; Orezzoli, Betina (NIH/OD) [E] 
<betina.orezzoli@nih.gov>; Vonkollmar, Desiree (NIH/ON [E] <cirat@mall nEH gov>; Denise Hoffman <DHOFTMAN@scgcorp com> 
Subject: ACTIV 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Council of Councils members, 
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This morning, NIH will announce efforts underway to establish a public-private partnership to develop an international 
strategy for a coordinated research response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The planned Accelerating COVID-19 
Therapeutic Interventions and Vaccines (ACTIV) partnership will bring together many government health agencies and 
more than a dozen biopharmaceutical companies to prioritize vaccine and drug candidates in review and connect clinical 
trial networks to test new and repurposed compounds quickly and efficiently. 

I encourage you to read the NIH announcement to learn more about this important collaboration. NIH will keep the 
community apprised as these efforts develop. 

Best wishes, 

Jim Anderson 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU]; Fran 
Sharples[FSharples©nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 8:55:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: ACTIV 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good. Agree, dave 

On Apr 17, 2020, at 9:53 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jlk lec Lic/p t I\ > wrote: 

Just in—relevant to our video conf plans. 

From: Mouton, Charles P. <cpmouton@UTMR FDU> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8:52 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 

ut L JTM F r)[ J>; Niesel, David W. <dii H L JTM r D[ 1> 

Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <hgryynif-r j UTMF; Du> 
Subject: FW: ACTIV 

Hi Folks, 

I just received this from NIH. I wanted to give you a heads up if you haven't heard. 

Charles 

From: Anderson, James (NIH/OD) [E] <iatne andet on2 DniIigov>

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8:02 AM 
To: Maria Acebal <NI L/1LPKA :7)F,r1hil l_coin>; Fi r r i-t iu dedu; Ardlie, Kristin 
<le?rci l iefbroddin, t1tute.org>;ieffrey Finn ln J 1 c utdll edu; hud.ri r ilang@umm edu; colci ltzF,(cpwuctl edu; feinberg@ 

edu; org; phurn0l)rryd urnIch edu; Ireyin.johnson@vurnc.org; rpaul.ohnson@ernory edu; 
Kenny, Paul <pauh e iy(prn,:yri.eciu>; Kheterpal, Sachin 
<sachinkh@mPcl t.rdu>; p,ak36@corneltedu; richard.krugman@ucdenver.edu; mdlairmore@ucdavis.edu; jdli@ 
gsu.tciu; trin4(L:)1-ried.unc.edu; edith.inItchell&jeffer on -du, Mouton, Charles P. 
<cpmouton@UTMB.EDU>; meganoboyle@gmal l.com; i robi isohtale&qindl l corn; ssanchez@uga.edu; jean.schaffer 
@joslin.harvard.edu; scout@cancer-network.org; asiegariz@umass.edu; rucYc,vp-J,(01-1\N CHU 

Cc: heather.sudbury@hsc.utah.edu; Nichole.Harvey@umm.edu; repkot@wusti.edu; graziano@ihmi.edu; Debbie rou 
ntryrnan@aiieninstitute.org; dmgi@med.umich.edu;teresa.gillespie@vumc.org; dwardlo@emory.edu; nora.mrlaugh 
in(L-prnyyn edu; David Clark 
<clavIci lc Vryied.umch eciu>; mas357@corne}}.edu; atsoukra}}@ucdavis.edu; djackson83@gsu.eciu; Bridget Riordan 
<brlotcLinE(Z)uric edu>; m in grPenEc:piefferc,on edu; Young, Claudia H. 
<c. hy, (DUriF.,&[J -I-MB FDLJ>;ifuttet (r:pugo. edu; m H yo-ub&to-Jin 1 v dedu; edu; Kawazoe, 
Robin (NIH/OD) [E] <1,,dwazoer jj nn 1. 1111 gov>; Grieder, Franziska (NIH/OD) [E] <i t ftj i 1 I I hi p,(Dv>; Orezzoli, 
Betina (NIH/OD) [E] <betirid F,ov>; Vonkollmar, Desiree (NIH/OD) [E] <di ru nihEov>; Denise 
Hoffman <DI-10 F FMAN Or,cp,corp cam> 

Subject: ACTIV 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Council of Councils members, 

This morning, NIH will announce efforts underway to establish a public-private partnership to develop an 
international strategy for a coordinated research response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Theplanned 
Accelerating COVID-19 Therapeutic Interventions and Vaccines (ACTIV) partnership will bring together 
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many government health agencies and more than a dozen biopharmaceutical companies to prioritize vaccine 
and drug candidates in review and connect clinical trial networks to test new and repurposed compounds 
quickly and efficiently. 

I encourage you to read the NIH announcement to learn more about this important collaboration. NIH will 
keep the community apprised as these efforts develop. 

Best wishes, 

Jim Anderson 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 4/14/2020 4:45:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: NEW CISAC Report Just Released: A Strategic Vision for Biological Threat Reduction: The U.S. Department of 
Defense and Beyond 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
Great to hear from you. Of course, you will receive a hard copy! 
Please take care, 
Rita 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 3:07 PM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: NEW CISAC Report Just Released: A Strategic Vision for Biological Threat Reduction: The U.S. Department of Defense 
and Beyond 

Thanks Rita, and good job Dave! 

Yes, I would like a hard copy of the report when it is available. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: This is the CISAC-Committee list <CISAC-C( SW.NAS.EDU> On Behalf Of Guenther, Rita 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1:50 PM 
To: CISAC-COMMITTEE@LSW.NAS.EDU 
Subject: NEW CISAC Report Just Released: A Strategic Vision for Biological Threat Reduction: The U.S. Department of Defense and 
Beyond 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Committee Members, 

This morning, the NASEM Committee on Enhancing Global Health Security through International Biosecurity and Health 
Engagement Programs, co-chaired by David Franz and Gerald Keusch, released a consensus report entitled, A Strategic Vision for 
Biological Threat Reduction: The U.S. Department of Defense and Beyond. This report was requested by the Defense Threat 
Reduction Agency's Biological Threat Reduction Program (BTRP), and is the result of a two-year study process. 

Through a series of seven recommendations, the report offers a five-year strategic vision for BTRP and identifies the need for greater 
coordination among all federal agencies that work on global health security. Key messages from the report include the following: 
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• There is need for greater coordination among all federal agencies that work on global health security. 
• There are advantages to addressing natural disease outbreaks, accidental releases, and intentional incidents as different 

manifestations of the same family of challenges. The capabilities needed to prevent, detect, and respond to them overlap. 
• To be effective, U.S. global health security programs need to anticipate, detect, and respond rapidly to threats, and BTRP has 

a unique important role. 
• The Office of the Secretary of Defense for Policy and BTRP should monitor and identify likely future potential infectious 

disease vulnerabilities in the changing threat landscape, identifying opportunities to bolster local partner countries' capabilities 
to detect aberrations from the norm early in an event or outbreak. 

• A diverse team of federal agencies and organizations is needed to address the complex landscape of threats — including CDC, 
the State Department, and BTRP, among other agencies and programs. An interagency mechanism is needed to coordinate 
their efforts. 

• The interagency mechanism should draw upon on medical, military, diplomatic, scientific, and other expertise from federal 
agencies — as well as expertise from NG0s, the private sector, and academia -- to address natural, accidental, and intentional 
biological threats, using the agency best suited to each task. 

• BTRP establishes critical lines of communication about biological risks and threats, from any origin, with individuals and 
governments in other nations. When an outbreak occurs, such relationships can cut through the chaos of the moment and 
streamline the rapid implementation of a healthcare and containment response. 

• BTRP needs greater geographic and programmatic flexibility to fulfill its mission and to broadly address the current and 
anticipated biosecurity and biosafety needs of each country where it engages. 

• BTRP needs to recruit and retain the most effective professionals for its mission, including those with greater scientific 
expertise, and communication, interpersonal, and diplomatic skills. 

• DOD and the broader U.S. government need more awareness about BTRP's experience and expertise. 

CISAC staff members Micah Lowenthal, Hope Hare, Nicole Cervenka, and Rita Guenther were pleased to facilitate the committee's 
work. We hope that you will join us in thanking Dave and Jerry for their leadership, and the entire committee for their hard work and 
diligence in producing this very timely and relevant report. Please feel free to share this report with others who may be interested in 
global health security in general, and BTRP in particular. When we are able to receive the final hard copies of the book, we can 
provide them to interested CISAC members. 

Happy reading, 

Rita 

Rita S. Guenther, Ph.D. 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Keck 527 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Cell: +1-202-430-2828 
Office: +1-202-334-2359 
E-Mail: rguenthergnas.edu 

############################ 

To unsubscribe from the CISAC-COMMITTEE list, click the following link: 
http ://forums nas edu/script s/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3NTU5 IGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi 5 FRFUOOITQL1MtQ09NTLTILTV 

EVFIEnoWswSqq9e&c=SIGNOFF 
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From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 3:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu';'rbaric@email.unc.edu';'saif.2@osu.edu';'stanley-

perlman@uiowa.edu';'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org';'haryey.fineberg@moore.org';'d 
griffi6@jhmi.edu';'peggy@hbfam.net';LeDuc, James W.;'dayidrfranz@gmail.com';Shi, 
Pei yong;Dzau, Victor J.;'fsharples_3@hotmail.com';Lowenthal, 
Micah;'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu';'andre@ecohealthalliance.org';'jennifehryan@ 
moore.org';Bowman, Katherine;Kanarek, Morgan;'Raymond JEANLOZ' 

Cc: Rusek, Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting 

on COVID-19 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 
le, at 11:30 AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: 
https.finasem.zoom.us/j/99353621-709pwcil._ 552.136 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday a' t 11:30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there 
was not a time that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting 
between 9AM - 6PM ET, Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

S( 1 ! NLI I1. ".\,(:1 • .N.1 I I
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 7:57 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'Daye Franz';LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg;Sharples, Fran;Lowenthal, Micah;Bowman, Katherine 
Subject: Re: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - I think that it is a good idea. Do you want to propose that to George? 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 5:47 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

Greetings, 

I would be happy to help set up additional, smaller virtual dialogue sessions. We might want to propose that idea to 
George before the call tomorrow night and if he agrees use the final portion of the call to discuss topics. My preference 
would be to try and do another session before the end of the month if possible. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:38 PM 

1 
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To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

I too thought it went very well and like Jim's idea of trying to set up additional visits with those involved who 
are interested on both sides. We might be able to do it with a smaller group and focus a little more on specific 
science quesitons. The Zoom meeting was of real value beyond what we learned technically, in my opinion. 

Good list Jim. I see I'm listed to do the wrap up on tomorrow's meeting, but think it might be a good idea for 
you to continue what you started last night, if you don't mind. You are much closer to the science and potential 
for collaborations than I. 

The one topic that I would hope we discuss with them is, under your category P&P: What have you learned 
about 'recovered' patients, with positive serology (IgG) who are still PCR positive? Have you tested 
them—or looked at animal models—to see if the PCR is picking up intact virions or simply 'left-over' 
viral RNA? 

I also think Pei Youg was interrupted in the middle of his question last night. Diane, we should try to give him 
a priority slot to ask his question tomorrow. We wouldn't be where we are without him. 

One question for Fran (or others). Am I correct in believing that I heard the following: 

In Wuhan there were/are 9% seropositive in community serological surveys 
Over-all in China. . , or maybe outside Wuhan there were 1/1,000 seropositive in similar surveys 

Thanks Ben for pulling it all together! 

Best to all, dave 

On May 12, 2020, at 11:37 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

<Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-draft 1.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

2 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Wed 12/11/2019 3:22:38 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming know today or tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 

• Pei—yowg 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. Could we propose the 
dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 

Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 

Attendees: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; LeDuc, James W. 

Location: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/96607597727?pwd.: 552.136 : ,._ i 
Importance: Normal 

Subject: Benjamin Rusek's Zoom Meeting 

Start Time: Tue 4/14/2020 3:15:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Tue 4/14/2020 4:15:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; LeDuc, James W. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Time change to 4:15 PM ET 

Hi there, 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/96607597727?pwd4 552.136 

Password 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +14702509358 96607597727# or +16465189805 96607597727# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 720 928 9299 
or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 
651 372 8299 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll 
Free) 

Meeting ID: 966 0759,7727 
Password__ 552.136 
International numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/azTZQxGoH 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://licmel n.zoom. us/test 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Cc: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 4/20/2020 10:07:54 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Whether and what to post 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
I'm sorry, I misread the availability e-mails. I definitely want you on this call. Let's do 3pm CT, which is to say 4pm EDT and 1pm 
PDT. I will revise the invitation. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10:54 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: Whether and what to post 

Please let me know what's decided. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 8:19 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: Whether and what to post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Okay. I know that this might not work for all, but let's go with 1pm EDT, noon CDT, 10am PDT. 
Thanks. 
Micah 

Topic: NASEM China Bio discussion 
Time: Apr 20, 2020 01:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/95438044518?pwd 
Password i 552.136 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 8:57 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Whether and what to post 

Anytime is fine with me. 

On Apr 19, 2020, at 1:41 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 
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I'm available 10-noon and 3-5 CT on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 9:12 AM 
To: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek 
<BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Whether and what to post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I can be available anytime on Monday, Micah. Dave 

On Apr 19, 2020, at 12:59 AM, Raymond JEANLOZ <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> wrote: 

Micah: I have windows of flexibility 11-3 and 4-6 EDT on Monday. 

Raymond 

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:11 PM Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 
Hi Jim, Dave, Raymond, Ben, 
I think that it would be useful to have a brief meeting to resolve the issue around what, if anything, 
NASEM should post about the China Bio dialogue. I feel like we've laid out some reasoning, but we 
never came to a shared conclusion. 
I can be available anytime on Monday except 2-3pm EDT. Is there any daylight in your schedules? 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sun 4/19/2020 7:56:32 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Whether and what to post 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Anytime is fine with me. 

On Apr 19, 2020, at 1:41 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jw1educ@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I'm available 10-noon and 3-5 CT on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 9:12 AM 
To: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek 
<BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Whether and what to post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I can be available anytime on Monday, Micah. Dave 

On Apr 19, 2020, at 12:59 AM, Raymond JEANLOZ <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> wrote: 

Micah: I have windows of flexibility 11-3 and 4-6 EDT on Monday. 

Raymond 

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:11 PM Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 
Hi Jim, Dave, Raymond, Ben, 
I think that it would be useful to have a brief meeting to resolve the issue around what, if anything, 
NASEM should post about the China Bio dialogue. I feel like we've laid out some reasoning, but we 
never came to a shared conclusion. 
I can be available anytime on Monday except 2-3pm EDT. Is there any daylight in your schedules? 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 4/24/2020 4:26:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: A TRAC report on the DoD's CBDP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, it's been years of working with Mim John to get her to even support the idea that there is a problem at the 
service labs, so it was a small victory. 

I was just on a short walk outside and listening to NPR's report of the president proposing disinfectant and UV treatments, 
and suddenly realized that I had talk to George Korch about three weeks ago and he said they were pulling together those 
data. The NPR report said it was DHS data so it just about Hass to be from NBACC. That's got to make George a little sick. 
The results were apparently briefed to the president in a close meeting but then he brought it up in the public news 
conference. 

Unbelievable, Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 24, 2020, at 5:00 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dave, I just read your report—nicely done. I hope it has an impact, but it's troubling when your concluding comment 
is that the TRAC no longer exists. Keep up the good fight, nonetheless, 

m 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:11 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek 
<BRusek@nas.edu>; Rita Guenther <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>; Nancy Connell <nancyconnell@jhu.edu>; Richard Mies 
<miesrw@verizon.net>; Richard L. Garwin <rIg2@us.ibm.com> 
Subject: A TRAC report on the DoD's CBDP 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC Colleagues, 

Over the summer, Mim John and I co-chaired a DTRA TRAC study requested by USD Ellen Lord. We 
submitted our report in October and it was released for public distribution today. The title describes what we 
were asked to do; look at the implications on our Chemical and Biological Defense Programs (CBDP) in DoD 
of the treaties. Note that we do cover the BWC and CWC questions up front, but then explore and make 
recommendations regarding issues the panel concluded were more constraining to successful implementation 
of the mission(s) of the CBDP than are the treaties. Some of the report may be of interest to some of you. 
(Pages numbered 11-12 focus on the tech base and advanced development of medical countermeasures. ) 

Best, dave 

P.S. The DTRA TRAC no longer exists after December 2019. 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 4:48 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz';LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Diane Griffin;Peggy Hamburg;Sharples, Fran;Lowenthal, Micah;Bowman, Katherine 
Subject: RE: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I would be happy to help set up additional, smaller virtual dialogue sessions. We might want to propose that idea to 
George before the call tomorrow night and if he agrees use the final portion of the call to discuss topics. My preference 
would be to try and do another session before the end of the month if possible. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:38 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

I too thought it went very well and like Jim's idea of trying to set up additional visits with those involved who 
are interested on both sides. We might be able to do it with a smaller group and focus a little more on specific 
science quesitons. The Zoom meeting was of real value beyond what we learned technically, in my opinion. 

Good list Jim. I see I'm listed to do the wrap up on tomorrow's meeting, but think it might be a good idea for 
you to continue what you started last night, if you don't mind. You are much closer to the science and potential 
for collaborations than I. 

The one topic that I would hope we discuss with them is, under your category P&P: What have you learned 
about 'recovered' patients, with positive serology (IgG) who are still PCR positive? Have you tested 
them—or looked at animal models—to see if the PCR is picking up intact virions or simply 'left-over' 
viral RNA? 

I also think Pei Youg was interrupted in the middle of his question last night. Diane, we should try to give him 
a priority slot to ask his question tomorrow. We wouldn't be where we are without him. 

One question for Fran (or others). Am I correct in believing that I heard the following: 
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In Wuhan there were/are 9% seropositive in community serological surveys 
Over-all in China. . , or maybe outside Wuhan there were 1/1,000 seropositive in similar surveys 

Thanks Ben for pulling it all together! 

Best to all, dave 

On May 12, 2020, at 11:37 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

<Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-draft 1.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

2 
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From: Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 2:31 PM 
To: Dave Franz:LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin:Diane Griffin:Peggy Hamburg 
Subject: Re: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Yes, I like Dave's question, too. 

Fran Sharples, PhD 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 
500 Fifth St. NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
202-334-2187 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:38 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin; Diane Griffin; Peggy Hamburg; Sharpies, Fran 
Subject: Re: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

I too thought it went very well and like Jim's idea of trying to set up additional visits with those involved who 
are interested on both sides. We might be able to do it with a smaller group and focus a little more on specific 
science quesitons. The Zoom meeting was of real value beyond what we learned technically, in my opinion. 

Good list Jim. I see I'm listed to do the wrap up on tomorrow's meeting, but think it might be a good idea for 
you to continue what you started last night, if you don't mind. You are much closer to the science and 
potential for collaborations than I. 

The one topic that I would hope we discuss with them is, under your category P&P: What have you learned 
about 'recovered' patients, with positive serology (IgG) who are still PCR positive? Have you tested them—
or looked at animal models—to see if the PCR is picking up intact virions or simply 'left-over' viral RNA? 

I also think Pei Youg was interrupted in the middle of his question last night. Diane, we should try to give him 
a priority slot to ask his question tomorrow. We wouldn't be where we are without him. 

One question for Fran (or others). Am I correct in believing that I heard the following: 

In Wuhan there were/are 9% seropositive in community serological surveys 
Over-all in China...or maybe outside Wuhan there were 1/1,000 seropositive in similar surveys 

Thanks Ben for pulling it all together! 

1 
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Best to all, dave 

On May 12, 2020, at 11:37 AM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

<Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-draft tdocx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

2 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 10/28/2019 9:06:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 

Welcome back and thanks for the update. A TC sounds good, I can do either time but let's try for Wed afternoon. low about 2 PM 
ET / 1 PM CT? We can use the CISAC number (Call 1-888-537-7715 and enter code 12223052#) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2019 10:03 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

Thanks Pei-Yong. I think it would be valuable to have a teleconference on either Wednesday or Friday afternoon to learn more 
about your trip. I'm available either afternoon. Some specific areas we may wish to discuss include: 

-Status of next meeting and necessary action items to get started, if any. 
-Discussion of agenda/focus of next meeting and possible invitees. 
-Overview of discussions with Kunming and possible next steps, if any. 
-Specific to Kunming, discussion of possible collaborations on tree shrew work, including point of contact on their side for 

implementation. 

I'm sure that there are many other topics of interest as well. 

Thanks again, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 7/31/2019 5:13:10 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Yes; we should talk. I'm guessing Pak is just an oversight. We still have funding for another meeting. . .which Rita is 
supposed to be working, but I haven't heard anything for some months. Want to try tomorrow or Friday? dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jul 31, 2019, at 6:10 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We should discuss the agenda for this meeting sometime. It would be nice to know what's driving this and the 
anticipated outcomes. I note that Pakistan isn't even listed...) 

Jim 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 3:17 PM 
To: 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
'dgriffi6@ihu.edu' <dgriffi6@ihu.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MI--lamburg@nas.edu>; leanloz@berkeley.edu' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' 
<peter.palese@mssm.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC Members, 

We would like to schedule a two-hour Zoom (video) or teleconference call during the last week of August to update you 
on our current bio-related projects and to hold a more strategic discussion on the future of CISAC's bio 
projects/activities in China, India, and Russia. To complement the perspectives of long-time CISAC members, we would 
also like to include a small number of additional experts (e.g., David Relman, Pei-yong Shi, and/or others); please let us 
know if you have any concerns with including experts beyond CISAC members. 

To schedule the call at a time convenient for the majority of you, please send me the times you are NOT available during 
that week (August 26-30), between 9 am and 6 pm ET. 

Thank you in advance. We look forward to a productive, forward-looking discussion. 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
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Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

<image001.png> 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Mon 10/28/2019 8:49:39 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

Hi Dave, Jim, and Ben, 
Please let me know if we need a TC later this week. My schedule is open in the afternoons of 
Wednesday and Friday. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

 Original Message 
From: David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, October 27, 2019 8:37 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi©UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Have a great trip to China! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for the good note Pei Yong. It sure does sound like it was a good trip. I had a couple of rounds of 
emails with George after I sent him congratulations. He mentioned he hopes we can schedule a next 
meeting soon. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 27, 2019, at 9:03 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Bente, Dennis A.[dabente©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 8/12/2019 9:40:15 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Visitor from Pakistan 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
I don't recognize him. I stay in touch with a DVM, PhD (PhD from Wuhan. . .where I originally met him) who is now at the/a 
veterinary school in Lahore. I looked at Furcian's cv and don't recognize anyone he's published with either. 

Dave 

On Aug 12, 2019, at 12:32 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Ben, Dave, 

We may be hosting a visiting scientist from Pakistan. Attached is his cv; is he part of the dialogue that the NAS has 
developed with Pakistan? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2019 10:40 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Visitor from Pakistan 

Hi Jim, 

As requested for your records, here are the documents on the potential visitor from Pakistan. 

Thanks, 
Dennis 

From: Mr. Muhammad Furcian Shahid <furcian.shahid@uvas.edu.pk>
Sent: Wednesday, August 7, 2019 9:02 AM 
To: Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.edu>
Cc: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Visa Application Process 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Miss Romas 

Thanks for your response. 
I have applied for credential evaluation (Document by document evaluation) for DVM and Master degree and after 
getting evaluation report, I shall send those reports to you. 
Except that I shall have to purchase health insurance. But the insurance agent told me that health insurance will be of 
6 months duration only and I can purchase it after I got US VISA. 
Meanwhile if you want I am sending you all other documents in the attachment. 

Best regards 
Furcian 

On Tue, Aug 6, 2019 at 7:49 PM Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Furcian, 

Most companies will evaluate all your degrees Masters and DVM for the same price. The document by document is 
the one needed. 
You will have to submit and request the credential evaluation. 

Thank you 
Ana a Ramos 
Sr. Administrative Manager 
Microbiology & Immunology 
301 University Blvd. Galveston, TX 77555-1019 
P 409.772-2724 
F 409.772-2366 E anramos@utmb.edu 

From: Mr. Muhammad Furcian Shahid <furqan.shahid@uvas.edu.pk>
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2019 11:23 PM 
To: Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.edu>
Cc: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Visa Application Process 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Miss Romas 

Thanks your mail. Can you please guide me regarding degree equivalency statement. 
1. I have Master of Philosophy (M.Phil) as my highest degree after DVM. So should I have to get equivalency 
statement of my M.Phil degree or DVM? 
2. I have gone through the links which you have provided. So I want want to that which type of statement is needed 
as there are different statements provided by these companies including General statement, Document by 
document, GPA document etc (Attached snip of form). 
3. Would I have to do this equivalence by myself or you will do it? 

Regards 
Furcian 

On Tue, Aug 6, 2019 at 1:58 AM Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon Dr. Furcian, 

I will be assisting you in gathering all documentation for issuance of DS2019 form. The Form DS-
2019, "Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor (J-1) status is required to apply for a J-1 visa 
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stamp from a US consular post in the country of residence. 

J-1 Exchange Visitor Visa Information 
The purpose of the J-1 Exchange Visitor visa is to promote an academic exchange of education, 
information, or training of mutual benefit to the U.S. and the country of origin. 
The Office of International Affairs is authorized by the U.S. Department of State to administer a J-1 
Exchange Visitor Program for UTMB. 

Please send me the highlighted items on the attached J1 visa checklist. You can send 
them electronically via email. 

• Pre-arrival data sheet (word doc) attached 
• Credential equivalency statement. For persons who received a foreign degree, this 
documentation must include a U.S. credential equivalency evaluation prepared by an independent 
agency. 

Prospective J-1 individuals must obtain a credential equivalency evaluation before reporting to 
UTMB. Here is a partial listing of credential evaluation agencies that will prepare the required 
degree equivalency statement. 

Partial Listing of Credential Evaluation Agencies 

Global Credential Evaluators 

World Education Credential Evaluators 

AACRO Foreign Education Credential Service 

SPANTRAN 

TRUSTFORTE 

Education Evaluators International, Inc. 

Career Consultant International 

Thank you 
Ma L—...1 Ramos 
Sr Administrative Manager 
Microbiology & Immunology 
301 University Blvd. Galveston, TX 77555-1019 
P 409.772-2724 
F 409.772-2366 E anramosautmb.edu 

From: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2019 12:37 AM 
To: Mr. Muhammad Furclan Shahid <furdan.shahid@uvas.edu.pk>
Cc: Ramos, Analaura <anramos@utmb.edu>
Subject: RE: Visa Application Process 

Dear Furcian, 

Your DVM degree is enough. You don't need to have your PhD completed. 
Ms. Ramos will reach out soon with a checklist of items and more instructions. 
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Best wishes, 

Dennis 

From: Mr. Muhammad Furcian Shahid [mailto:furqan.shahid@uvas.edu.pk]
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2019 12:34 AM 
To: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Ramos, Analaura <anramosPutmb.edu>
Subject: Re: Visa Application Process 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dennis 

Thanks for your reply. I will provide my educational documents. 
Please guide me which educational documents I have to provide. As my PhD is not completed so I can not provide 
my PhD degree. But I have transcript of 1st two semesters of my PhD degree. Beside that I have all other my 
educational documents including Degree and Transcripts of my MPhil degree, Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM) 
degree, Intermediate and Matriculation degree. 

Regards 
Furcian 

On Fri, Aug 2, 2019 at 1:06 AM Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dear Muhammad, 

Apologies for the long silence. I hope all is well with you. 

I want to start the visa process by introducing you to our departmental senior Administrative Manager, Ms. Ana 
Laura Ramos (copied on this email). She will be your point of contact when it comes to the visa application. 

The first step that we always take is to get your education accredited meaning that you have to show that the 
degree you received in Pakistan is the same as it is in the USA. You will have to send your education documents to 
a company who will evaluate it for a fee. The education degree evaluation can take a few weeks, and that's why we 
start this very early in the process. 

Ms. Ramos will send you a "pre-arrival checklist email" very soon, which has more information on every step, 
including a suggestion of companies that will help you with the credential evaluation. 

I know the visa process can be quite confusing, so please do not hesitate if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Dennis 

Dennis A. Bente, D.V.M., Ph.D., 
Ass :late 'rofessor 
Bente Laboratory 

Department of Microbiology & Immunology 
The University of Texas Medical Branch 
301 University Blvd. Route 0610, Galveston, "rX 77555-1019 
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P +1.4C M +1.4( i99 
E dabente@utmb.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail transmission contains confidential or legally privileged information that is intended for the individual or entity named in 
the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or reliance upon the 
contents of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender and delete the message 
from your system. 

Muhammad Furgan Shahid 
DVM, Mphil, PhD Scholar (Microbiology) 

University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences 
Cell:00923454266492 

Muhammad Furgan Shahid 

DVM, Mphil, PhD Scholar (Microbiology) 
University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences 
Cell:00923454266492 

Muhammad Furgan Shahid 
DVM, Mphil, PhD Scholar (Microbiology) 
University of Veterinary and Animal Sciences 

Cell:00923454266492 

<Furcian CV.pdf> 
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To: 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 10/1/2019 1:39:34 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Doha with Pakistanis 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim, 

Dave, thank you for these recommendations! Melissa Miller is unavailable, and we are awaiting response from Jamie Henningson. 
There is room for 2, so if either of you have any additional recommendations from ag clinical labs we would be very happy to hear 
them. 

Best, 
Nicole 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 28, 2019 11:50 AM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: Meeting in Doha with Pakistanis 
Importance: High 

Wow, I didn't know you had done anything beyond looking at dates for a meeting! Looks good. I do have meetings in 
DC that week, so unfortunately can't join you. Is Ben not helping either this time? 

I really think you need to take some real clinical lab expertise!! 

One recommendation: Melissa Miller from UNC, who is a colleague on the ASM PCAS committee on which Jim and I 
serve. She heads-up Clinical Micro issues for ASM and I've enjoyed working with her...and gave her the web-link to the 
Pak lab manual at our last ASM meeting. https://www.med.unc.edu/pathology/faculty-2/biosketch-of-dr-miller/.

A possibility for "ag" clinical path is Jamie Henningson. Pat and I had lunch with her last time we were in Manhattan and 
liked her a lot. I think she's Brian Luber's boss, as Dir of the Clin Path lab at KSU vet med. https://www.vet.k-
state.edu/education/dmp/faculty-staff/faculty/henningson/index.html 

Jim may. have other ideas. dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Guenther, Rita" <RGuenther nas.edu> 
Subject: Meeting in Doha with Pakistanis 
Date: September 27, 2019 at 5:26:51 PM EDT 
To: "David Franz ( Ividrfranz cimail.corny <davidrfranz gmail.com> 
Cc: "Cervenka, Nicole" <NCervenka@nas.edu>

Hi Dave, 
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I know that we have mostly been writing to you about the BTRP report, but I wanted to shift gears and update you on 
the Doha workshop with our Pakistani colleagues. 
Attached here, you will find the main documents associated with the meeting, including the workshop agenda and overall 
schedule of meetings. I recall that you have meetings on the front and back end of the week of October 21. Given that 
the workshop will now be only on Oct. 23 and 24, I don't know if you are interested in attending. I hope you will be able 
to in person or as a least-optimal solution, via Skype or Zoom. 
Also, we will be joined by Ali Khan, Moe Sullivan, and Affan Shaikh. We weren't successful in recruiting Corrie 
Brown or Brian Lubbers on the ag side; Julie is also unavailable. Do you know anyone whom you think we could invite 
to attend? Any other suggestions of folks to join us in general would be great. 
Our next steps are to hold a call with Aamer to finalize the agenda, and with the American group to explain more about 
the workshop and their roles. Even if you can't join us in Doha, we would very much welcome and value your input on 
those calls since you have been involved from the beginning. 
Please feel free to us know if you have any questions or if you have any other suggestions for us. 
Thanks! 
Take care and have a great weekend, 
Rita 

Rita S. Guenther, Ph.D. 
Senior Program Officer 
The National Academy of Sciences 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2359 
Fax: 202-334-1730 
E-Mail: rguenthergnas.edu 
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Cc: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.pwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rita Guenther[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 8/7/2019 8:50:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Hall Pass 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Got one from Ron Lehman for 11-1 on the 26th, so will join the call. . .probably from the pentagon, so don't know what my 
computer access will be yet. Worst case will be phone, but will try to get on line, if that's what you plan to use. dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: 'NancyConnell©jhu.edulNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIclavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
'dgriffi6@jhu.eduldgriffi6©jhu.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; leanloz@berkeley.eduljeanloz@berkeley.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'peter.palese©mssm.edulpeter.palese@mssm.edu] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; 
Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 8/6/2019 3:27:02 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects Aug 26 11-1 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Committee Members, 

The best time to hold the call is on Monday, August 261!  from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM ET. I will send out a reminder, with 
information on how to join via Zoom (video) and a call in phone number before the call. 

To follow up on our request for your availability for a 2-hour conference call to discuss the future of CISAC's bio efforts, Ben and 
Rita have prepared the following agenda of items for discussion 

-Introduction 
-Idea to incorporate bio work under new "International Networks" section of PGA Division of NASEM 
-Update on bilateral dialogues and projects 

1) China, brief summary of recent history of the dialogue, plans for next meeting in Wuhan and proposed formalization with 
CAS/CCDC, strategy, and future directions 
2) Pakistan, brief summary of recent work, plans for upcoming meeting in Doha, discussion of funding issues, and future 

directions 
3) India, update on Department of State sponsored meeting and workshop, future directions 
4) Russia, ideas for rebuilding relationship 

-Update on CBEP project 
-Discussion of global network of BSL-4 lab leaders 
-Overall strategy and priorities, cooperation and competition with other organizations working in the space (NTI, JHU, other parts of 
NASEM, etc.) 
-Membership, funding opportunities post BEP and PASCC 
-Other issues 

Ben will invite David Reiman and Pei-yong Shi to join the call. Please send us any suggestions of other people whom you feel it 
would be beneficial to join the call and we will reach out. 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

National Acaderni, 

A\IG I 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 4:17 PM 
To: 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu <NancyConnell@lhu.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhu.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHarnburg@nas.edu>; 'jeanloz@berkeley.edu' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>;
'jwleduc@utmb.edu' 4wleduc@utmb.edu>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' <peter.balese@mssm.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekPnas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: CISAC Conference Call on Current and Future Bio Projects 

Dear CISAC Members, 
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We would like to schedule a two-hour Zoom (video) or teleconference call during the last week of August to update you on our current 
bio-related projects and to hold a more strategic discussion on the future of CISAC's bio projects/activities in China, India, and 
Russia. To complement the perspectives of long-time CISAC members, we would also like to include a small number of additional 
experts (e.g., David Relman, Pei-yong Shi, and/or others); please let us know if you have any concerns with including experts beyond 
CISAC members. 

To schedule the call at a time convenient for the majority of you, please send me the times you are NOT available during that week 
(August 26-30), between 9 am and 6 pm ET. 

Thank you in advance. We look forward to a productive, forward-looking discussion. 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

The National Acaderni, 

ENCES • ENGINEERING 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy 
Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Fran Sharples[FSharples©nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 5/14/2020 11:51:39 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Draft topics for future collab from Day 2 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 

That's what I think I heard her say (re. sperm). It wasn't very clear, but sounded like that to me. 
How about a sub-bullet under, 2. Immunity? 

At the population level, serosurvey comparisons and what they meal 

I don't think we have enough US data to contribute yet, but hope we do later. This thought was triggered by their mention, 
during our first meeting, of 9% in Wuhan and 0.1% in what sounded like the rest of China (?) 

Dave 

On May 14, 2020, at 11:44 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

<NAS-CAS Topics for future collab on COVID-day 2 drft.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 8/1/2019 5:40:47 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Micah's Call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Yep. Sounds good. d 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 1, 2019, at 6:30 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for the summary. This is good. We may wish to make a serious push to Open Philanthropy since they are 
interested in this space, but they are already heavily invested in Ingleby's center and unlikely to fund just meetings. 
Our strength may be in more hard science based work, so maybe sponsoring some NAS-CAS studies that would result 
in a formal report developed by scientists from both countries. Might even take head-on the current challenges of 
scientific espionage... 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz gr

Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2019 4:51 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Micah's Call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 

I talked to Rita for a bit. She will send out a note with more information. Micah will be back either 12 or 16 
Aug; she doesn' t know which. 

Some of the issues: Two funding sources dry up shortly: BEP (state) and maybe the Naval Post-Graduate 
school (not sure that is correct, but BEP is) from which we have been getting month. She says it all has to do 
with DoDs refocusing on 'big nation threats'. . .although I think the work we do does impact those as much (if 
a bit indirectly) as terrorist threats DoD has focused on since 911. 

We have the following funds in hand: 
Pakistan: one small meeting 
India: Two small meetings on synthetic bio and risk analysis (I think) 
China: Just the one we are planning now 
Russia: None 

They want to talk about the way ahead re. funding and whether we need different/new members etc 

I said I would put together a ca. 2-page bulleted summary of what we've done over the past 10 years, run it by 
you, Rita and Ben and then make it available to the others on the call to save some time and maybe stimulate 
questions or comments. 

Rita is, as the result of my questions, planning to send out a little more descriptive email. 

For what it's worth, dave 

David R. Franz 
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Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sat 4/18/2020 9:11:06 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Whether and what to post 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Dave, Raymond, Ben, 
I think that it would be useful to have a brief meeting to resolve the issue around what, if anything, NASEM should post about the 
China Bio dialogue. I feel like we've laid out some reasoning, but we never came to a shared conclusion. 
I can be available anytime on Monday except 2-3pm EDT. Is there any daylight in your schedules? 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Rusek, 
Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 3/18/2019 3:29:33 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: interesting report 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks, Jim. I don't know these names. I'll take a look and maybe you can highlight for CISAC what you think is most interesting and 
useful. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2019 3:15 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: interesting report 

You may have seen the attached in today's Center for Health Security headlines. I skimmed through it and it contains some 
interesting observations and recommendations relevant to CISAC. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu]; David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; 'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese@mssm.edu]; Nancy 
Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 4:35:51 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Rita - I too, am very interested in participating. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:16 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Nancy 
Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

Dear Dave, Jim, Diane, Peggy, Peter, and Nancy, 

I hope this message finds you and your family and friends well in these challenging times. 

Although I know are all incredibly busy, I am writing to gauge your interest in and ability to participate in an effort to initiate 
cooperation on infectious disease with our Russian colleagues. Specifically, we would like to form a working group to meet with 
Russian counterparts via Zoom, email, or phone approximately once every two or three weeks. The working group would be 
composed of those of you who are interested, along with other CISAC members who have expressed an interest (Maj. Gen. Bob Latiff, 
Dick Garwin, and Matt Bunn). If this effort is successful, we may invite participation of experts beyond CISAC membership. If you 
are interested in participating in a working group of this nature, please let me know as soon as possible as we would like to 
begin our Zoom meetings in the very near future. 

By way of background, a large group of CISAC members and staff were scheduled to travel to Moscow the week of March 30 to hold 
a series of dialogue meetings on nuclear and cyber security. When that trip was indefinitely postponed, we pivoted to Zoom meetings; 
the first of which was held on March 30. That virtual meeting opened with a dedicated session on U.S.-Russian cooperation on 
infectious disease beginning with SARS-CoV-2. Dave was the CISAC member present for that portion of the meeting, and who 
presented updates on COVID-19 in the United States and provided suggestions for cooperation. This session was followed by 
repeated expressions of interest in cooperation in these areas. Dave, in discussions with Sergey Netesov in Novosibirsk, put together a 
first list of possible topics for further discussion attached here. I have also attached the summary of the first meeting of new NASEM 
standing committee on infectious disease as it provides a fairly comprehensive set of research topics appropriate for joint discussion. 

Thank you in advance for your attention to this invitation to participate in a working group with our Russian colleagues. I look 
forward to hearing if you are able to participate. Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time should you have any suggestions 
and/or questions. 
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Please take care and stay well, 

Rita 
Rita S. Guenther, Ph.D. 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Keck 527 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Cell: +1-202-430-2828 
Office: +1-202-334-2359 
E-Mail: rguenthergnas.edu 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; 
'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese@mssm.edu]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 3:42:24 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Of course, Jim! We are always happy to count you in! 
Please stay well, 
Rita 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 4:16 PM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' 
<peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

Hi Rita, 

Good to hear from you. Count me in please. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Guenther, Rita <  
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 12:16 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' 
<peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah < lowenthOnas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dave, Jim, Diane, Peggy, Peter, and Nancy, 

I hope this message finds you and your family and friends well in these challenging times. 

Although I know are all incredibly busy, I am writing to gauge your interest in and ability to participate in an effort to initiate 
cooperation on infectious disease with our Russian colleagues. Specifically, we would like to form a working group to meet with 
Russian counterparts via Zoom, email, or phone approximately once every two or three weeks. The working group would be 
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composed of those of you who are interested, along with other CISAC members who have expressed an interest (Maj. Gen. Bob Latiff, 
Dick Garwin, and Matt Bunn). If this effort is successful, we may invite participation of experts beyond CISAC membership. If you 
are interested in participating in a working group of this nature, please let me know as soon as possible as we would like to 
begin our Zoom meetings in the very near future. 

By way of background, a large group of CISAC members and staff were scheduled to travel to Moscow the week of March 30 to hold 
a series of dialogue meetings on nuclear and cyber security. When that trip was indefinitely postponed, we pivoted to Zoom meetings; 
the first of which was held on March 30. That virtual meeting opened with a dedicated session on U.S.-Russian cooperation on 
infectious disease beginning with SARS-CoV-2. Dave was the CISAC member present for that portion of the meeting, and who 
presented updates on COVID-19 in the United States and provided suggestions for cooperation. This session was followed by 
repeated expressions of interest in cooperation in these areas. Dave, in discussions with Sergey Netesov in Novosibirsk, put together a 
first list of possible topics for further discussion attached here. I have also attached the summary of the first meeting of new NASEM 
standing committee on infectious disease as it provides a fairly comprehensive set of research topics appropriate for joint discussion. 

Thank you in advance for your attention to this invitation to participate in a working group with our Russian colleagues. I look 
forward to hearing if you are able to participate. Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time should you have any suggestions 
and/or questions. 

Please take care and stay well, 

Rita 
Rita S. Guenther, Ph.D. 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Keck 527 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Cell: +1-202-430-2828 
Office: +1-202-334-2359 
E-Mail: rguenther@nas.edu 
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To: 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; 
'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese@mssm.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 3:41:43 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks, Nancy, I am very glad you can join us! 
Take care, 
Rita 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 4:22 PM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W.' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 
'peter.palese@mssm.edu' <peter.palese@mssm.edu> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

Dear Rita, 
Happy to join. 
Be safe and well, 
nancy 

From: "Guenther, Rita" <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Date: Friday, April 17, 2020 at 1:18 PM 
To: "David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)" <davidrfranz@gmail.com>, "LeDuc, James W." <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>,
Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "Hamburg, Margaret" <MHamburg@nas.edu>, "peter.palese@mssm.edu" 
<peter.palese@mssm.edu>, Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Cc: "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>, "Cervenka, Nicole" <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

Dear Dave, Jim, Diane, Peggy, Peter, and Nancy, 

I hope this message finds you and your family and friends well in these challenging times. 

Although I know are all incredibly busy, I am writing to gauge your interest in and ability to participate in an effort to initiate 
cooperation on infectious disease with our Russian colleagues. Specifically, we would like to form a working group to meet with 
Russian counterparts via Zoom, email, or phone approximately once every two or three weeks. The working group would be 
composed of those of you who are interested, along with other CISAC members who have expressed an interest (Maj. Gen. Bob Latiff, 
Dick Garwin, and Matt Bunn). If this effort is successful, we may invite participation of experts beyond CISAC membership. If you 
are interested in participating in a working group of this nature, please let me know as soon as possible as we would like to 
begin our Zoom meetings in the very near future. 

By way of background, a large group of CISAC members and staff were scheduled to travel to Moscow the week of March 30 to hold 
a series of dialogue meetings on nuclear and cyber security. When that trip was indefinitely postponed, we pivoted to Zoom meetings; 
the first of which was held on March 30. That virtual meeting opened with a dedicated session on U.S.-Russian cooperation on 
infectious disease beginning with SARS-CoV-2. Dave was the CISAC member present for that portion of the meeting, and who 
presented updates on COVID-19 in the United States and provided suggestions for cooperation. This session was followed by 
repeated expressions of interest in cooperation in these areas. Dave, in discussions with Sergey Netesov in Novosibirsk, put together a 
first list of possible topics for further discussion attached here. I have also attached the summary of the first meeting of new NASEM 
standing committee on infectious disease as it provides a fairly comprehensive set of research topics appropriate for joint discussion. 

Thank you in advance for your attention to this invitation to participate in a working group with our Russian colleagues. I look 
forward to hearing if you are able to participate. Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time should you have any suggestions 
and/or questions. 
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Please take care and stay well, 

Rita 
Rita S. Guenther, Ph.D. 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Keck 527 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Cell: +1-202-430-2828 
Office: +1-202-334-2359 
E-Mail: rguenther@nas.edu 
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To: 'Palese, Peteripeter.palese@mssm.edu]; David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; Nancy 
Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 3:41:04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Terrific, Peter, I am glad to hear that you will join us; I will always remember your command performance at the Influenza Institute in 
St. Petersburg. 
Stay well, 
Rita 

From: Palese, Peter <peter.palese@mssm.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W.' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 
Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 

I'd be happy to participate as well. 

Dr. Peter Palese 
Horace W. Goldsmith Professor and Chair 
Department of Microbiology 
Professor, Department of Medicine 
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai 
One Gustave L Levy Place, Box 1124 
New York, New York 10029-6574 
Tel 212-241-7318 
Fax 212-722-3634 
e-mail: peter.palese@mssm.edu 
http:filabsicahn.mssm.edu/paleselab/ 

From: Guenther, Rita [mailto:RGuenther©nas.edu]
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:16 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranzagmail.com); 'LeDuc, James W.'; Diane Griffin (dgriff16@jhmi.edu); Hamburg, Margaret; Palese, Peter; 
Nancy Connell 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Cervenka, Nicole 
Subject: RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 
Importance: High 

USE CAUTION: 
External Message. 

Dear Dave, Jim, Diane, Peggy, Peter, and Nancy, 

I hope this message finds you and your family and friends well in these challenging times. 

Although I know are all incredibly busy, I am writing to gauge your interest in and ability to participate in an effort to initiate 
cooperation on infectious disease with our Russian colleagues. Specifically, we would like to form a working group to meet with 
Russian counterparts via Zoom, email, or phone approximately once every two or three weeks. The working group would be 
composed of those of you who are interested, along with other CISAC members who have expressed an interest (Maj. Gen. Bob Latiff, 
Dick Garwin, and Matt Bunn). If this effort is successful, we may invite participation of experts beyond CISAC membership. If you 
are interested in participating in a working group of this nature, please let me know as soon as possible as we would like to 
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begin our Zoom meetings in the very near future. 

By way of background, a large group of CISAC members and staff were scheduled to travel to Moscow the week of March 30 to hold 
a series of dialogue meetings on nuclear and cyber security. When that trip was indefinitely postponed, we pivoted to Zoom meetings; 
the first of which was held on March 30. That virtual meeting opened with a dedicated session on U.S.-Russian cooperation on 
infectious disease beginning with SARS-CoV-2. Dave was the CISAC member present for that portion of the meeting, and who 
presented updates on COVID-19 in the United States and provided suggestions for cooperation. This session was followed by 
repeated expressions of interest in cooperation in these areas. Dave, in discussions with Sergey Netesov in Novosibirsk, put together a 
first list of possible topics for further discussion attached here. I have also attached the summary of the first meeting of new NASEM 
standing committee on infectious disease as it provides a fairly comprehensive set of research topics appropriate for joint discussion. 

Thank you in advance for your attention to this invitation to participate in a working group with our Russian colleagues. I look 
forward to hearing if you are able to participate. Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time should you have any suggestions 
and/or questions. 

Please take care and stay well, 

Rita 
Rita S. Guenther, Ph.D. 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Keck 527 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Cell: +1-202-430-2828 
Office: +1-202-334-2359 
E-Mail: rguenther@j)nas.edu 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; LeDuc, 
James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
Sent: Mon 5/4/2020 11:06:42 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Another invitation.., join a US-China Dialogue? 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

We certainly could bring someone in from Engineering, but the Chinese Medical academy is embedded in CAE as I 
understand it, so I think so may just mean some medical experts 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 12:03 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Dave Franz 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Subject: RE: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

All, 
I don't mean to complicate things further, but I note that the letter from Bai and Gao said "Apart from scientists from CAS and 
CCDC, we also plan to bring some members of the Chinese Academy of Engineering into the dialogue." Perhaps we could ask NAE 
to identify an appropriate set of possible participants and we could see if we could get one of them to join the call. 
What do you think? 
Micah 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 11:47 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharples, 
Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Good news re Harvey Fineberg. We have now heard from everyone we invited except for Ralph Baric, all can participate at the 
tentative, proposed time. 

Ben 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harvey V. Fineberg" <1-1rvev.fineberg@moore.org>
Date: May 4, 2020 at 11:29:36 AM EDT 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.e-hi>, Jennifer Ryan <tennifersyan@moore.org>
Subject: Re: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Dear Peggy, 

In principle, I am happy to do this, schedule permitting. Those days immediately precede our foundation 
board meeting, and I hope I will be available at the time the dialogue is scheduled. Jennifer Ryan, copied on 
this reply, can help with my calendar. 

At this time, especially, I applaud your efforts to maintain a science dialogue between China and the U.S. On 
the question of vaccines in the background note, the Chinese reportedly have four vaccines in human trials. 
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It would be interesting to gain perspective on strategies for evaluation of effectiveness and risk, and on the 
question of global access for the successful vaccine or vaccines. 

Best, 

Harvey 

Harvey V. Fineberg, MD, PhD 
President 
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 

1661 Page Mill Rd 
Palo Alto CA 94304 

T: 650.213.3100 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfarn.net>
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 at 7:24 AM 
To: "Harvey V. Fineberg" <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>
Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Hello. Hope you are well. It is finally Spring in DC...but challenges in keeping people from thronging to the 
National Mall and hanging out at odds with social distancing guidelines! 

Attached is an invitation to join a US-China dialogue on COVID-19 which will build on the ongoing work 
between the two countries of the CISAC group at NAS. Your wisdom, experience and voice would obviously 
add enormously to the conversations, as well as the importance of your role chairing the Standing 
Committee on Emerging infections and 21st Century Microbial Threats. Please take a look and see if you 
might be interested and available to participate. We certainly hope so!! 

All best, 
Peggy 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 11:13 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Frances Sharpies 
Cc: Dave Franz;Diane Griffin;Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Attachments: Agenda draft MAH edits Covid-19.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharples 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including clotting complications (see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <Leiay@hbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharples <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@_gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<AEI viffi6@ihmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <1Boright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiRUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 

Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 
• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 

variability in incubation period? 
• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 

in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 111111 
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2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
• \\ Hat lid, hccii t 1,116;. pc! \ t dl l Ic 1 111C 1\ i l1 1 01 , cLilln CC C \ 

• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-1 9 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Wereu otherHbestupractices for containment used and proven tou be effective? 
• \\ H AJUI 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
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5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
• , HpopHomummum • • , 11111111111111111111110 , \\ hat (Thina war ilL(i ,1)oLi [ SOCICt 1 1C CC0110111\ 10 a 1101-111a11 1 sialC 

• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 
preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pqggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<glgriffi6@ihmi.eciu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekConas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.eciu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <pfjshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 
3 
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Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 

groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 

topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 
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W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 

Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@ihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranzEogmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<cjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pqayeAlbfam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Relman, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. Nation& Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edi,...i>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(clavidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranzegpail.corn>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 

. arples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: stinhui@cashci.ac.cn <si...inhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edit <dgriffjqajhrni,,edu>;
'peggyphbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net.>; JohnHildebrand 
<11-iiidebilpernail.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <iBorij.:Tht@, nas.edu>; 
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDLY 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; iih-cao@cashcbac.cni <L, 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gofpim.ac.cn>; liyin <iiyin@cashq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 
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Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

r 

sunhui©cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA. : 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.cri'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof@im,ac.cro'; 'sunhuiChcashq.ac.cni 

: McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu1; 'peggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; ijwleducPUTMB.EDU1
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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4-30-20 v1 

Discussion of the Biology of Covid-19 

May 12 or 13 

Introductions: Participants give brief descriptions of their background and areas of expertise 

Focus on Scientific Questions (1 hour): 

• Evolution of the virus: Have there been estimates the rate of evolutionary change in the virus 

and how quickly it accumulates mutations? Are ther indications ithilcmutations impacted the 

efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? What 

variability may exist and ycan /actors he. identifigd lhat_roay inf o.nc:p„sucfl yvariability? 

• Viral Load: What is known abm  It magnitude of viral load ,required to initiate infection? Has it 

been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of virus shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 

individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how long? Has 

viral shedding post infection been dernonstri : MNew ink o - 

• Post-recovery: After recovery, do patients have i c u nity? How protecti is this immunity? 

Any indication of persistem  e such IMMUT! ? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays versus 

neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acut isease and as an indicator of 

protection? W 

15 minute break 

Focus on Treatment for and nageme tients (1 hour): 

• Drug Treatments: What h 

sick patients? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Intervention1Jjre effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for 

patient care identified? 

__Other Best Practices: Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients 

that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Clinical manifestations of COVR)19 disease: what range of clinical, end-organ organ and other 

rdii of_yipiiii tesfine tecityl

experience with developing  drug treatments for 

body sic:  ros titostations of disease have you btUnielltedl?, 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health condition, or 

other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NP1s, or best practices influenced? How was 

this determined? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic experience that should be 

applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

Wrap up discussion and next steps 

Deleted: Have 

Deleted: Is there 

Deleted: variability in incubation period? If yes, what 

Deleted: have been shown to be or 

Deleted: are likely to be responsible for this 

Deleted: is 

Deleted: strong 

Deleted: Is it likely to be permanent 

Commented II)1111: Would we want to include vaccines 
here too? Or address in a later discussion 

Formatted: Font: Bold 

Commented [PM]: We have been seeing a broader 
spectrum of end-organ dmage, clotting disorders etc than 
initially appreciated but there is data from China that they 
were seeing these too 

Formatted: Font: Bold 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:47 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Peggy 

Hamburg 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine;Boright, John;'Frances Sharples';Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the groups it will be getting late (could we start 
at 8?). Therefore, 2 topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane 
Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to the attached letter that includes proposing a date 
and agenda in consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor sending the response back. I am looping 
Diane and Peggy into this thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 
2 (Scientific Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 areas listed at the end of the original letter 
(also attached) with the idea that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual meeting. A few initial 
questions to consider: 
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1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do what topics do you think are the most 
important to cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a 
good time to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to 
David Re!man, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S, National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(Dnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuiPcashgLac.cn <sunhuiPcashcbac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
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Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauPnos.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
qjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggye)hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <ihildebr@emaiLarizona.edu>;
Boright, John <Thoright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU 
<iwleduc.@LITMB.EDU>; Ih-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <ih-cao@cashcbac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-,)of@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cDcasticLac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +8640-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
htto://enolish.cas.cn/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 4/30/2020 9:29:24 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: NAS-CAS mtg 
Letter to CCDC CAS re virtual dialogue April 30 2020.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sounds great to me. how about noon ET? Should I reach out to Diane and others? 

I like the idea of asking to do two sessions for 2-3 hours on the 12th and the 13th. 

FYI I attached the response letter, it should go back to CAS and CCDC tonight or early tomorrow 
morning. 

Jim, Micah and I had a good friendly chat with Sid and other House staff today. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

 Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 10:02 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi©UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: NAS-CAS mtg 

Can we have a brief conf call on Friday to discuss the meeting format and participants? I'm free most of 
the day after about 10 am ct. 

Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES • ENGINEERING • MEDICINE 

April 30, 2020 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dr. Gao Fu 
Director-General 
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Dear Drs. Gao and Bai: 

We were very pleased to receive you letter dated April 28, 2020, agreeing to conduct virtual dialogue 
meetings on mitigation of COVID-19 impact and prevention of future pandemics. For these meetings, 
Dr. Diane Griffin will lead the U.S. participation and Mr. Ben Rusek will be the staff contact supporting 
Dr. Griffin to coordinate schedules, the medium (what software platform will be used), and 
correspondence on the agenda. A meeting on May 12 or 13 will work for our group. We will leave it to 
Drs. Griffin and Gao and Mr. Rusek to work out the details. 

We agree that our Academies should address this international crisis in an open and collaborative manner 
based on facts and science. This is a critically important role for scientists to fulfill at times of global 
threat and need. We look forward to the results. 

Sincerely, 

Marcia McNutt Victor Dzau 
President President 
National Academy of Sciences National Academy of Medicine 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 4:53 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Rusek, Benjamin;'Peggy Hamburg';Frances Sharples;Bowman, 

Katherine 
Cc: Dave Franz;Boright, John;Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

All - I think that Peter Daszak is a good idea. Also, the idea of a 2-day dialogue is attractive - lots of issues and 
will make things a little less rushed. I like the topics of control (what worked and didn't), how to go back to 
normal, evidence of late transmission, what do we know about Ab, did anyone with a previous Hx of SARS 
become infected/sick, unusual complications/virus replication outside the/ respiratory tract/autopsy data, 
etc? We have a lot to learn from their experience. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharpies 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including dotting complications see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 
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I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics. Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 

• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 
Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 

• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 
variability in incubation period? 

• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 
in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 
)0 Ic \ p 't 1 c l ' imL to ,-,11 ls ‘ io \II ) I L 
\ Ito r I V 0 -) 1 1 Ii mi I I \ l i1 I Il mmunit II I it I i IKL•ly to
-)CI ill I t i I i F t it L\ CI tuLi l l\ dis -))L,ti 

2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
1g11111111111111111\ im, mmilliTlegrfnc„ c\  pc, \\ th LI, ,1111111i111111151111iIIIMIcili,,

101 ',ICI\ 1\11 1 (2111 , 

• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
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• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 
pandemic experience? 

• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 
general health condition, or other characteristics? 

• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 
equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
1g11111111111111111\ .1\ • i I L ri m[r) , ,in t in_ is( )1 \ •L i rift lion, nd 

1\ 1 11 L 1 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
H , n Ill mit\ nl,a(_, )1 _IC, J1,111111v 1ff 
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5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
1111111 1111  , , m111111%111 am11011111  11111111142 111111111111111111R
• Nk I 1 I. . .Id, .<_--,',<)(P, Mt-. ( 111(m Ic<ii ilc<1 wpm ictut min,  ,,ocia mid tlic cLo \ to -im ,,tmc 
• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 

preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 

• \\ Ildt ii c itigH ki Ii Hit ft' i a i ca, 01 lil t <i t c IL AOOPPili* MI 0 ilPf* 44R mi l comilt I lc, in 111k ,ggi gg

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmami)nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharples <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Boright, John 
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<JBorip,ht@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: knowman _nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 
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Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 

groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 

topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 

Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmaii.com) <davidrfranz@Vmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<cigriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pei. 2gye)hbfam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright.G)nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDLJ>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 
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2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Re!man, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducCTUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmall.com) <davidrfranze9gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlovventh(Dnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <j3eshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBovvman(Dnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(isjavidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@f7mail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3@hotrnail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanOnas.edii>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: sunhui@cashcpc.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MNId\lutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edui <dgriffjElEjhrt,edu>;
'peggyphbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.nep; John Hildebrand 
<11-dIdebr(pernail.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <jB ht@, nas.edu>; 
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleductoU'IMB.EDU>; iih-cao@casho.ac.cni <1a7, 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gaofp, m.ac.cri>; liyin <ftyiru7cashq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

86-- 1 0
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&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.cri'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof©im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui©cashq.ac.cni 
kka : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu'; 'peggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleducPUTMB.EDLY 

: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: David A Relman[relman©stanford.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
mlowenth@nas.edu[mlowenth@nas.edu] 
From: David A Relman[relman©stanford.edu] 
Sent: Mon 8/26/2019 12:29:23 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: CISAC Bio Conf Call 11am-1pm Monday Aug 26 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim-
Sorry I couldn't join sooner, and couldn't figure out the system muting function. Sounds like a useful conversation. I'd be happy to 
join subsequent ones. 
Re the manuscript, he's planning to send it to Science, along with the Perspective on which I am a middle author in a long string, 
and although they say they are interested in general, it is just beginning what is likely to be a long review process. I'll try to 
remember to keep you updated. 
Best, David 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <jw1edue@utmb.edu> 
Date: Monday, August 26, 2019 at 10:08 AM 
To: David A Reiman <re1man@stanford.edu> 
Subject: RE: CISAC Bio Conf Call llam-lpm Monday Aug 26 

Glad you joined the call. Where is Church's paper and your comments to be published? I don't want to miss it. 

Hope all is well with you, 

Jim 

From: David A Relman <relman@stanford.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 11:49 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: NancyConnell@jhu.edu; davidrfranz@gmail.com; dgriffi6@jhu.edu; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 
jeanloz@berkeley.edu; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; peter.palese@mssm.edu; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: CISAC Bio Conf Call 11am-1pm Monday Aug 26 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I can hear you all, and my phone is not muted, but it doesn't seem I can be heard.... 
David 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Aug 23, 2019, at 1:39 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth cbnas.edu> wrote: 

Dear CISAC Members and Friends, 

We have a call on Monday, August 26th from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM ET. This e-mail has the dial-in info and the agenda 
with notional times. We want your input both in real time on the call and your thoughts afterward. 

ZOOM or DIAL IN 
If you would like to join by video, please use Zoom by clicking on this link: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/407611109?pwd2: 552.136 

• You may be asked to download a Zoom app file if you haven't already used Zoom. 

To call in instead of participating online, dial 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 
• The meeting ID is 407 611 109 
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Please contact Hope Hare (hhare@nas.edu) if you have any questions or requests. 

AGENDA 
A. Introduction Raymond Jeanloz and Dave Franz to say a few words on goals (5 min or less) 
B. Banner, Conducting some bio activities under "International Networks & Cooperation" section of the 
NASEM Policy and Global Affairs Division Micah (just a few minutes) 
C. Update on bilateral dialogues and projects (40 min overall) NOTE: Dave Franz drafted a bullet list of CISAC 
bio engagements since 2007, which is attached to this e-mail 

1. China, 

a. brief summary of recent developments in the dialogue 
b. plans for next meeting in Wuhan 
c. should we formalize the dialogue with CAS/CCDC? 
d. future directions and strategy, how do we capitalize on accomplishments and are there other lines of 
work to pursue? 

2. Pakistan 

a. brief summary of recent work 
b. plans for upcoming meeting in Doha 
c. funding 
d. future directions: close out work but maintain relationships; hand off work; develop new work? 

3. India 

a. brief update on State Dept-sponsored meetings and workshop on emerging biotech 
b. partners 
c. funding 
d. future directions? 

4. Russia 

a. ideas for rebuilding relationship (Ebola West Africa response, influenza, ...) 

5. Update on study on international biological and health security engagement 
6. Update on workshop on norms for provision of laboratories to developing countries 
7. Discussion of global network of BSL-4 lab leaders 

D. Goals, Topics, and Strategy NO min) 

1. Overall goals? 
2. Topics we should be working on (some suggestions below to start the discussion) 

a. Managing infectious disease research (high-containment labs and related issues) 
b. Emerging technologies including editing of viruses and other pathogens (gain of function, gene drives, 

?) 

c. Securing manufacturing of biological therapeutics and gene therapies 
d. Disease surveillance technologies and networks 
e. Helping plan U.S. engagement of science/security sectors of other countries 
f. Helping to develop life-science-related advisory functions in other countries/orgs 

3. Parties we should be engaging (Americans and foreign counterparts) 
4. Cooperation and competition with other organizations working in the space (NTI, JHU, other parts of NASEM, 
etc.) 
5. Membership 
6. Funding opportunities post BEP and PASCC 
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E. Other issues? (balance of time) 

We look forward to talking with you on Monday. Have a good weekend. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mloweli tio.-11@nos.edu 1 +1.202.334.3074 

<CISAC Bio Engagements since 2007.docx> 
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Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Sharpies, 
Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 5/4/2020 1:06:14 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Agree regarding Dick. If you haven't seen it he's put together a two page detailed sort of an SOP for protecting one's family. 
If anyone's interested I can send you a copy. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 4, 2020, at 12:16 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Great—Dick Garwin 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 11:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Subject: RE: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

All, 
I don't mean to complicate things further, but I note that the letter from Bai and Gao said "Apart from scientists from 
CAS and CCDC, we also plan to bring some members of the Chinese Academy of Engineering into the dialogue." 
Perhaps we could ask NAE to identify an appropriate set of possible participants and we could see if we could get one 
of them to join the call. 
What do you think? 
Micah 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek a nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 11:47 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Good news re Harvey Fineberg. We have now heard from everyone we invited except for Ralph Baric, all can 
participate at the tentative, proposed time. 

Ben 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harvey V. Fineberg" <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>
Date: May 4, 2020 at 11:29:36 AM EDT 
To: Peggy Hamburg <PeggV@hbfam.net>
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Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>, Jennifer Ryan <tennifer.rvan@moore.org>
Subject: Re: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Dear Peggy, 

In principle, I am happy to do this, schedule permitting. Those days immediately precede our 
foundation board meeting, and I hope I will be available at the time the dialogue is scheduled. 
Jennifer Ryan, copied on this reply, can help with my calendar. 

At this time, especially, I applaud your efforts to maintain a science dialogue between China and 
the U.S. On the question of vaccines in the background note, the Chinese reportedly have four 
vaccines in human trials. It would be interesting to gain perspective on strategies for evaluation 
of effectiveness and risk, and on the question of global access for the successful vaccine or 
vaccines. 

Best, 

Harvey 

Harvey V. Fineberg, MD, PhD 
President 
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 

1661 Page Mill Rd 
Palo Alto CA 94304 

T: 650.213.3100 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfarn.ne  > 
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 at 7:24 AM 
To: "Harvey V. Fineberg" <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>
Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Another invitation.. ..join a US-China Dialogue? 

Hello. Hope you are well. It is finally Spring in DC...but challenges in keeping people from 
thronging to the National Mall and hanging out at odds with social distancing guidelines! 

Attached is an invitation to join a US-China dialogue on COVID-19 which will build on the 
ongoing work between the two countries of the CISAC group at NAS. Your wisdom, experience 
and voice would obviously add enormously to the conversations, as well as the importance of 
your role chairing the Standing Committee on Emerging infections and 21st Century Microbial 
Threats. Please take a look and see if you might be interested and available to participate. We 
certainly hope so!! 

All best, 
Peggy 
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To: 'Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; 'mladams©tamu.edulmladams@tamu.edu]; 'Linton Brooks 
(linton.brooks©cox.net)'[linton.brooks@cox.net]; 'Bunn, Matthew 
(Matthew_Bunn@hks.harvard.edu)'[Matthew_Bunn@hks.harvard.edu]; 'Nancy ConnellThiancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Steve 
Fetterlsfetter©umd.edu]; 'David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 'Richard Garwin 
(RLG2@usibm.com)'[RLG2@usibm.com]; 'Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)'[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Hamburg, 
Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; lillhruby@gmail.cornillhruby@gmail.com]; 'Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston©fas.harvard.edu)'[johnston@fas.harvard.edu]; 'robert latiff (rlatiff@msn.com) Irlatiff©msn.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Meserve, Richardirmeserve@carnegiescience.edu]; 'Richard Mies [miesrw@verizon.net] 
(miesrw@verizon.net)'[miesrw@verizon.net]; 'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese©mssm.edu]; 
Iptimbie@gmail.com'Optimbie©gmail.com]; Hildebrand, John[JHildebrand@nas.edu] 
Cc: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, 
Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Burkey, Mary[MBurkey©nas.edu]; Boright, John[JBoright@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 2/20/2019 6:11:22 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Welcome new CISAC Members Nancy Connell and Jill Hruby 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

I am resending with apologies to my colleagues on the CISAC and NASEM staff, whom I accidentally left off the original e-mail. 
Micah 

From: Lowenthal, Micah 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 6:36 PM 
To: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; mladams@tamu.edu; Linton Brooks (linton.brooks@cox.net) 
<linton.brooks@cox.net>; Bunn, Matthew (Matthew_Bunn@hks.harvard.edu) <Matthew_Bunn@hks.harvard.edu>; 'Nancy 
Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Steve Fetter <sfetter@umd.edu>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Richard Garwin (RLG2@us.ibm.com) <RLG2@us.ibm.com>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; jillhruby@gmail.com; Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston@fas.harvard.edu) <johnston@fas.harvard.edu>; robert latiff (rlatiff@msn.com) <rlatiff@msn.com>; 'LeDuc, James W.' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Meserve, Richard' <rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu>; Richard Mies [miesrw@verizon.net] 
(miesrw@verizon.net) <miesrw@verizon.net>; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; jptimbie@gmail.com 
Subject: Welcome new CISAC Members Nancy Connell and Jill Hruby 

Dear CISAC Member: 

I am delighted to announce that the President of the National Academy of Sciences has appointed two new members to CISAC and 
they have accepted. Nancy Connell is both a life scientist who has conducted research and taught about infectious disease for many 
years, and an expert on biosafety and biosecurity, engaged both domestically and internationally on those issues. We worked with 
Nancy on a workshop to develop norms for providing biological laboratories in developing countries. Jill Hruby is an engineer who 
has spent her career conducting and leading research and development for national security. Jill is best known for her service as 
director of Sandia National Laboratories. Jill participated in our India dialogue, addressing issues around nuclear safety and 
security, which is leading to additional, more in-depth interactions in India on this topic. I have included a brief biographical sketch 
for each of them below my signature block. Biographical sketches of all of the members of CISAC can be found in the attachment. 

We are very fortunate to have them join the group. I also want to express my gratitude to those of you who have agreed to extend 
your terms of service. You are truly an outstanding set of volunteers and the Academies appreciate all you do to work on CISAC's 
mission for the nation and for the world. 

Best, 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowei ... lal@nas. cit, J +1.202.334.3074 

Nancy D. Connell is a Senior Scholar at the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security and a visiting Professor in the 

Department of Environmental Health and Engineering at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. She is a 

microbial geneticist by training. Dr. Connell's work at the Center is focused on advances in life sciences and technology 
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and their application to a number of developments in the areas of biosecurity, biosafety and biodefense. In addition to 
being a member of CISAC, she is also a member of the Board on Life Sciences and is a National Associate of the National 
Academies of Sciences, and she completed a six-month sabbatical as Visiting Scholar at the Board on Life Sciences. Dr. 
Connell is a member of the US-CDC's Biological Agent Containment Working Group in the Office of Public Health 
Preparedness and Response and was recently appointed to serve on the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity. 
Before joining Johns Hopkins University, Dr. Connell was Professor and Director of Research in the Division of Infectious 
Disease in the Department of Medicine at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School (NAAS) and the Rutgers Biomedical Health 
Sciences. Her major research focus was antibacterial drug discovery in respiratory pathogens such as M. tuberculosis and 
B. anthracis. Dr. Connell chaired the Institutional Biosafety Committee of Rutgers University and directed NJMS's 
biosafety level three containment laboratory beginning in 1997. Her recent work focused on the use of predatory 
bacteria as novel therapeutics for treatment of Gram negative bacterial infections, including MDR strains and select 
agents. 

Jill Hruby is currently the inaugural Sam Nunn Distinguished Fellow at the Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI). Her work at NTI 
focuses on the intersection of technology and nuclear non-proliferation policy. Ms. Hruby served as the Director of 
Sandia National Laboratories from July 2015 to May 2017, heading Sandia's broad national security missions, including 
nuclear weapons, cyberspace, energy, non-proliferation, biological defense, and space sensors and systems. 
Ms. Hruby spent 34 years at Sandia in a variety of roles, including as vice president of the Energy, Nonproliferation, and 
High-Consequence Security Division, and leader of Sandia's International, Homeland, and Nuclear Security Program. Her 
research was in thermal and fluid sciences, solar energy, materials, micro-technologies, and nuclear weapon 
components. Ms. Hruby earned her bachelor's degree from Purdue University and her master's degree from the 
University of California at Berkeley, both in mechanical engineering. She has authored numerous publications, holds 
three patents, and received an R&D 100 Award. In 2016, she received the Suzanne Jenniches Upward Mobility Award 
from the Society of Women Engineers. In 2017, Business Insider named her the second most powerful female engineer. 
Ms. Hruby has received the Department of Energy Secretary's Exceptional Service Award, the National Nuclear Security 
Administrator's Distinguished Service Gold Award, and Office of the Secretary of Defense Medal for Exceptional Public 
Service. In addition to CISAC, she currently serves on boards and advisory committees for the NNSA, Association of 
Universities for Research in Astronomy, several DOE labs, Purdue University, and the University of California at Berkeley. 
Ms. Hruby is also a member of the Defense Science Board. 
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To: Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 5/4/2020 11:20:36 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Another invitation.., join a US-China Dialogue? 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Peggy, 
You would know better than I would because of IAP-H and Depei Liu. Thanks. 
Micah 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; James W. 
LeDuc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

We certainly could bring someone in from Engineering, but the Chinese Medical academy is embedded in CAE as I 
understand it, so I think so may just mean some medical experts 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 12:03 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; Dave Franz 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.nei>
Subject: RE: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

All, 
I don't mean to complicate things further, but I note that the letter from Bai and Gao said "Apart from scientists from CAS and 
CCDC, we also plan to bring some members of the Chinese Academy of Engineering into the dialogue." Perhaps we could ask NAE 
to identify an appropriate set of possible participants and we could see if we could get one of them to join the call. 
What do you think? 
Micah 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek 
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 11:47 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Sharples, 
Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Good news re Harvey Fineberg. We have now heard from everyone we invited except for Ralph Baric, all can participate at the 
tentative, proposed time. 

Ben 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harvey V. Fineberg" <1nrvey.fineberg@moore.org>
Date: May 4, 2020 at 11:29:36 AM EDT 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@n?. Jennifer Ryan <tenniferryan@moore.org>
Subject: Re: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 
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Dear Peggy, 

In principle, I am happy to do this, schedule permitting. Those days immediately precede our foundation 
board meeting, and I hope I will be available at the time the dialogue is scheduled. Jennifer Ryan, copied on 
this reply, can help with my calendar. 

At this time, especially, I applaud your efforts to maintain a science dialogue between China and the U.S. On 
the question of vaccines in the background note, the Chinese reportedly have four vaccines in human trials. 
It would be interesting to gain perspective on strategies for evaluation of effectiveness and risk, and on the 
question of global access for the successful vaccine or vaccines. 

Best, 

Harvey 

Harvey V. Fineberg, MD, PhD 
President 
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 

1661 Page Mill Rd 
Palo Alto CA 94304 

T: 650.213.3100 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfarn.net>
Date: Monday, May 4, 2020 at 7:24 AM 
To: "Harvey V. Fineberg" <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>
Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Another invitation....join a US-China Dialogue? 

Hello. Hope you are well. It is finally Spring in DC...but challenges in keeping people from thronging to the 
National Mall and hanging out at odds with social distancing guidelines! 

Attached is an invitation to join a US-China dialogue on COVID-19 which will build on the ongoing work 
between the two countries of the CISAC group at NAS. Your wisdom, experience and voice would obviously 
add enormously to the conversations, as well as the importance of your role chairing the Standing 
Committee on Emerging infections and 21st Century Microbial Threats. Please take a look and see if you 
might be interested and available to participate. We certainly hope so!! 

All best, 
Peggy 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2019 1:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Rusek, Benjamin;'Dayid Franz' 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks, Ben 
It is on my calendar,
Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 1:45 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

OK—added to my calendar. Please share call in information when available. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 12:52 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Pei-yong and I spoke on the phone, he is on vacation until Thursday. Lets plan to talk on Friday. How about 1 PM ET? 

In the interim, I will write a draft letter and contact Peggy and Diane. 

And yes I will leave the funding support offer out of the letter,

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranzetgmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 1:49 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiPutmliedu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Kungmin update 

1 
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If I don't make it on the call, the only thing I'm not comfortable with is offering them funding support. 
Whatever you guys decide is fine. I like Pei-Yong talking to Zhiming or George. Home tomorrow afternoon, 
dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2019, at 4:18 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi all, 

Longding's institution is very conservative. This has limited their growth. I'll be back to office on 
Thursday. We could have a TC on Thursday or Friday. 

One suggestion is to talk to Zhiming and George for options. We could decide after our TC. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 9:11 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong; Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks for the update Pei-Yong. This is very sad and frustrating, but certainly understandable from their 
perspective. We should probably have a brief teleconference to discuss options. I'm available all day. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTIVIB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 7:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Kungmin update 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I just received a negative response from Longding that, due to the current China-US relationship, 
their institute has decided not to host our next meeting. I personally understand why they are 
changing their position. Let's talk about it through a TC or email. 

Sorry about the negative development. Since Longding wrote to me in Chinese through WeChat. 
I am not forwarding it to you. However, I have asked him to email us about it in English. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

On Jun 17, 2019 5:27 PM, "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRuse1,6-Anas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
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Here are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie Bowman (Bowman, Katherine 
KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidaranzegmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the adjustments. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail. com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. Let me 
know if a marked up version comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

<Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019.docx> 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 9:19 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Shi, Pei yong 
Cc: Dave Franz;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Yes, disappointing, Kunming has always been a bit difficult to work with. 

I propose that we send them a formal letter, signed by Diane Griffin (VP NAS) and Peggy Hamburg (Foreign Secretary, 
National Academy of Medicine, CAMS counterpart) that lays out the reasons for holding this meeting, explains that this 
is a Track II activity (not government) and asks them when would be a good time to host (and get us visa letters). We 
could also offer 10k to cover local expenses and translation if necessary. 

Pei-yong do you think this would help? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-2O2-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 10:11 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks for the update Pei-Yong. This is very sad and frustrating, but certainly understandable from their 
perspective. We should probably have a brief teleconference to discuss options. I'm available all day. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(c?UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 7:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Kungmin update 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 
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I just received a negative response from Longding that, due to the current China-US relationship, their institute 
has decided not to host our next meeting. I personally understand why they are changing their position. Let's 
talk about it through a TC or email. 

Sorry about the negative development. Since Longding wrote to me in Chinese through WeChat. I am not 
forwarding it to you. However, I have asked him to email us about it in English. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

On Jun 17, 2019 5:27 PM, "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Here are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie Bowman (Bowman, Katherine 
KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the adjustments. 
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Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail. corn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. Let me know if a marked 
up version comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

<Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019.docx> 
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From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 9:16 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Rusek, Benjamin 
Subject: Re: Kungmin update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I get in to IAD about 1430hr tomorrow (Wed). Can also Skype in later today... Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2019, at 4:11 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for the update Pei-Yong. This is very sad and frustrating, but certainly understandable from their 
perspective. We should probably have a brief teleconference to discuss options. I'm available all day. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 7:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Kungmin update 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I just received a negative response from Longding that, due to the current China-US relationship, 
their institute has decided not to host our next meeting. I personally understand why they are 
changing their position. Let's talk about it through a TC or email. 

Sorry about the negative development. Since Longding wrote to me in Chinese through WeChat. 
I am not forwarding it to you. However, I have asked him to email us about it in English. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

On Jun 17, 2019 5:27 PM, "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusel.,6-Anas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
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Here are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie Bowman (Bowman, Katherine 
KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <wleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the adjustments. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail. com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. Let me 
know if a marked up version comes through. d 
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James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

<Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019.docx> 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 2/22/2020 1:18:58 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: BBC MONITORING Russian expert says 'US bioterrorism' behind coronavirus 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Yes, I had BBC on all morning while I was working outside. On the hour and half hour they reported this and included the 
fact that the false information suggested the CIA had released a virus. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 22, 2020, at 12:38 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

See note below. Disconcerting.. 

From: Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2020 10:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; 'Tesh, Robert 
(rbtesh22@gmail.com)' <rbtesh22@gmail.com>; Vasilakis, Nikolaos <nivasila@utmb.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret 
(Peggy@hbfam.net) <Peggy@hbfam.net>; Schweitzer, Glenn (gschweitzer@nas.edu) <gschweitzer@nas.edu> 
Subject: BBC MONITORING Russian expert says 'US bioterrorism' behind coronavirus 

I suppose you'all see this kind of stuff all the time, but this one was sent to me by an retired 
high-ranking State Dept officer with the rejoinder that this may be the beginning of a big 
pitch by the Russians... 
\Fred 

Frederick A. Murphy 
8300 Burdette Road Unit B661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409 739 3332 
(Tel) 301  968 4798 
(Email) famurphy@utrnb.edu 

<BBC MONITORING Russian expert says US bioterrorism behind spread of coronavirus.pdf> 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 

LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; Diane Griffin; Lowenthal, Micah; 
Sharpies, Fran 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/99562175584?pwdi 552.136 
Normal 

Zoom meeting to discuss virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting 

Fri 5/1/2020 11:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Fri 5/1/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Rusek, Benjamin; LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; Diane Griffin; 
Lowenthal, Micah; Sharpies, Fran 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there, 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasenzoorn. us/j/99562175584?pwdi 552.136 

Passwordi 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +14702509358 99562175584# or +16465189805 99562175584# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 
or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 
213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) or 888 475 4499 (Toll 
Free) 

Meeting 11:):_9.95fi217 5584 
Password: i 552.136 
International numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/ac7YlDwll i 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 

Attendees: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; LeDuc, James W. 

Location: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/96607597727?pwd 552.136 
Importance: Normal 

Subject: Benjamin Rusek's Zoom Meeting 

Start Time: Tue 4/14/2020 3:15:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Tue 4/14/2020 4:15:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: Rusek, Benjamin; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Shi, Pei yong; LeDuc, James W. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Time change to 4:15 PM ET 

Hi there, 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: r
https://nasenzoom.us/j/96607597727?pwd4 552.136 

Password i 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +14702509358 96607597727# or +16465189805 96607597727# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 720 928 9299 
or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 
651 372 8299 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll 
Free) 

Meeting ID _90Q_C)75p 7727 
Password:1552.1361 
International numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/azTZQxGoH 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://1 icmel n.zoom. us/test 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 
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To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; 
'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese@mssm.edu]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 4/17/2020 12:16:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RESPONSE REQUESTED: Participation in Working Group with Russian Colleagues 
SCE1D21CHT Meeting 1 Recap of Research Topics F1NAL.pdf 
Infectious Disease Working Group Proposed Discussion Topics.doc 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear Dave, Jim, Diane, Peggy, Peter, and Nancy, 

I hope this message finds you and your family and friends well in these challenging times. 

Although I know are all incredibly busy, I am writing to gauge your interest in and ability to participate in an effort to initiate 
cooperation on infectious disease with our Russian colleagues. Specifically, we would like to form a working group to meet with 
Russian counterparts via Zoom, email, or phone approximately once every two or three weeks. The working group would be 
composed of those of you who are interested, along with other CISAC members who have expressed an interest (Maj. Gen. Bob Latiff, 
Dick Garwin, and Matt Bunn). If this effort is successful, we may invite participation of experts beyond CISAC membership. If you 
are interested in participating in a working group of this nature, please let me know as soon as possible as we would like to 
begin our Zoom meetings in the very near future. 

By way of background, a large group of CISAC members and staff were scheduled to travel to Moscow the week of March 30 to hold 
a series of dialogue meetings on nuclear and cyber security. When that trip was indefinitely postponed, we pivoted to Zoom meetings; 
the first of which was held on March 30. That virtual meeting opened with a dedicated session on U.S.-Russian cooperation on 
infectious disease beginning with SARS-CoV-2. Dave was the CISAC member present for that portion of the meeting, and who 
presented updates on COVID-19 in the United States and provided suggestions for cooperation. This session was followed by 
repeated expressions of interest in cooperation in these areas. Dave, in discussions with Sergey Netesov in Novosibirsk, put together a 
first list of possible topics for further discussion attached here. I have also attached the summary of the first meeting of new NASEM 
standing committee on infectious disease as it provides a fairly comprehensive set of research topics appropriate for joint discussion. 

Thank you in advance for your attention to this invitation to participate in a working group with our Russian colleagues. I look 
forward to hearing if you are able to participate. Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time should you have any suggestions 
and/or questions. 

Please take care and stay well, 

Rita 
Rita S. Guenther, Ph.D. 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Keck 527 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Cell: +1-202-430-2828 
Office: +1-202-334-2359 
E-Mail: rguenthergnas.edu 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES • ENGINEERING • MEDICINE 
Health and Medicine Division 

Disclaimer: This list of research topics was prepared by Health and Medicine Division (HMD) staff as an 
informal record of issues that were discussed during the public session of the Standing Committee on 
Emerging Infectious Diseases and 21sr Century Health Threats meeting, held on March 11, 2020. This 
document was prepared for information purposes only. It has not been peer reviewed and should not be 
cited or quoted, as the views expressed do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Academies of 
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine's Standing Committee on Emerging Infectious Diseases and 21st 
Century Health Threats. 

Standing Committee on Emergink Infectious Diseases and 21s` Century Health Threats 

Meeting #1: March 11, 2020 

Research Topics Discussed 

The following research topics were discussed at the first meeting of the Standing Committee on Emerging 
Infectious Diseases and 21' Century Health Threats with the sponsors (Office of Science and Technology 
Policy and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response). Please note this is a first 
cut at many of the very important questions regarding the current COVID-19 outbreak, if you would like 
to submit additional questions or topics, please submit them to SCEID@nas.edu.

Virus Characteristics 
• Virus genetics, origin, and evolution 

o Examples of short-term research needs 
• Real-time tracking of whole genomes and a mechanism for coordinating the rapid 

dissemination of that information to inform the development of diagnostics and 
therapeutics and to track variations of the virus over time. 

• Access to geographic and temporal diverse sample sets to understand geographic 
distribution and genomic differences, and determine whether there is more than one 
strain in circulation. Multi-lateral agreements such as the Nagoya Protocol could 
be leveraged. 

o Examples of long-term research needs 
• Evidence that livestock could be infected (e.g., field surveillance, genetic 

sequencing, receptor binding) and serve as a reservoir after the epidemic appears to 
be over. 

• Evidence of whether farmers are infected, and whether farmers could have 
played a role in the origin. 

• Surveillance of mixed wildlife- livestock farmsfor SARS-CoV-2 and other 
coronaviruses in Southeast Asia. 

• Experimental infections to test host range for this pathogen. 
• Transmission, incubation, and environmental stability 

o Examples of short-term research needs 
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• Range of incubation periods for the disease in humans (and how this varies across 
age and health status) and how long individuals are contagious, even after recovery. 

• Prevalence of asymptomatic shedding and transmission (e.g., particularly children). 
. Seasonality of transmission. 
• Physical science of the coronavirus (e.g., charge distribution, adhesion to 

hydrophilic/phobic surfaces, environmental survival to inform decontamination 
efforts for affected areas and provide information about viral shedding). 

• Persistence and stability on a multitude of substrates and sources (e.g., nasal 
discharge, sputum, urine, fecal matter, blood). 

• Persistence of virus on surfaces of different materials (e,g., copper, stainless steel, 
plastic). 

• Risk factors 
o Examples of short-term research needs 

• Data on potential risks factors 
• Smoking, pre-existing pulmonary disease 
• Co-infections (determine whether co-existing respiratory/viral infections 

make the virus more transmissible or virulent) and other co-morbidities 
• Neonates and pregnant women 
• Socio-economic and behavioral factors to understand the economic impact 

of the virus and whether there were differences. 

Diagnostics and Surveillance 
• Systematic, holistic approach to diagnostics (from the public health surveillance perspective to 

being able to predict clinical outcomes) 
o Examples of short-term research needs 

• Evaluate how widespread current exposure is to be able to make immediate policy 
recommnedations on mitigation measures. Denominators for testing and a 
mechanism for rapidly sharing that information, including demographics, to the 
extent possible. Sampling methods to determine asymptomatic disease (e.g., use of 
serosurveys (such as convalescent samples) and early detection of disease (e.g., use 
of screening of neutralizing antibodies such as ELISAs), 

• Efforts to increase capacity on existing diagnostic platforms and tap into existing 
surveillance platforms. 

. Recruitment, support, and coordination of local expertise and capacity (public, 
private—commercial, and non-profit, including academic), includinglegal, ethical, 
communications, and operational issues. 

• National guidance and guidelines about best practices to states (e.g., how states 
might leverage universities and private laboratories for testing purposes, 
communications to public health officials and the public). 

• Development of a point-of-care test (like a rapid influenza test) and rapid bed-side 
tests, recognizing the tradeoffs between speed, accessibility, and accuracy. 

• Rapid design and execution of targeted surveillance experiments calling for all 
potential testers using PCR in a defined area to start testing and report to a specific 
entity. These experiments could aid in collecting longitudinal samples, which are 
critical to understanding the impact of ad hoc local interventions (which also need 
to be recorded). 

• Separation of assay development issues from instruments, and the role of the 
private sector to help quickly migrate assays onto those devices. 

Meeting Research Topics Modified 3/14/20 Version: FINAL 
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• Establish efforts to track the evolution of the virus (i.e., genetic drift or mutations) 
and avoid locking into specific reagents and surveillance/detection schemes. 

• Latency issues and when there is sufficient viral load to detect the pathogen, and 
understanding of what is needed in terms of biological and environmental 
sampling. 

• Use of diagnostics such as host response markers (e.g., cytokines) to detect early 
disease or predict severe disease progression, which would be important to 
understanding best clinical practice and efficacy of therapeutic interventions. 

• Policies and protocols for screening and testing. 
• Policies to mitigate the effects on supplies associated with mass testing, including 

swabs and reagents. 
o Examples of long-term research needs 

• Technology roadmap for diagnostics. 
• Barriers to developing and scaling up new diagnostic tests (e.g., market forces), 

how future coalition and accelerator models (e.g., Coalition for Epidemic 
Preparedness Innovations) could provide critical funding for diagnostics, and 
opportunities for a streamlined regulatory environment. 

• New platforms and technology (e.g., CRISPR) to improve response times and 
employ more holistic approaches to COVID-19 and future diseases. 

• Coupling genomics and diagnostic testing on a large scale. 
• Enhance capabilities for rapid sequencing and bioinformatics to target regions of 

the genome that will allow specificity for a particular variant. 
. Enhance capacity (people, technology, data) for sequencing with advanced 

analytics for unknown pathogens, and explore capabilities for distinguishing 
naturally-occurring pathogens from intentional. 

• One Health surveillance of humans and potential sources of future spillover or 
ongoing exposure for this organism and future pathogens, including both 
evolutionary hosts (e.g., bats) and transmission hosts (e.g., heavily trafficked and 
farmed wildlife and domestic food and companion species), inclusive of 
environmental, demographic, and occupational risk factors. 

Medical Care 
• Surge capacity and nursing homes 

o Examples of short-term research needs 
• Resources to support skilled nursing facilities and long term care facilities. 
• Mobilization of surge medical staff to address shortages in overwhelmed 

communities 
• Efforts to inform allocation of scarce resources 

o Examples of short-term research needs 
• Age-adjusted mortality data for Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) 

with/without other organ failure — particularly for viral etiologies 
• Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) outcomes data of COVID-19 

patients; and, 
• Outcomes data for COVID-19 after mechanical ventilation adjusted for age. 
. Knowledge of the frequency, manifestations, and course of extrapulmonary 

manifestations of COVID-19, including, but not limited to, possible 
cardiomyopathy and cardiac arrest. 

Meeting Research Topics Modified 3/14/20 Version: FINAL 
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• Application of regulatory standards (e.g., EUA, CLIA) and ability to adapt care to 
crisis standards of care level. 

• Personal Protective Equipment 
o Example of short-term research needs 

• Approaches for encouraging and facilitating the production of elastomeric 
respirators, which can save thousands of N95 masks. 

• Alternative methods to advise on disease management 
o Examples of short-term research needs 

• Best telemedicine practices, barriers and faciitators, and specific actions to 
remove/expand them within and across state boundaries. 

• Guidance on the simple things people can do at home to take care of sick people 
and manage disease. 

• Oral medications that might potentially work. 
o Example of long-term research needs 

• Use of Al in real-time health care delivery to evaluate interventions, risk factors, 
and outcomes in a way that could not be done manually. 

• Processes of care 
o Example of short-term research needs 

• Best practices and crticial challenges and innovative soluations and technologies in 
hospital flow and organization, workforce protection, workforce allocation, 
community-based support resources, payment, and supply chain management to 
enhance capacity, efficiency, and outcomes. 

Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions 
• Effectiveness 

o Examples of short-term research needs 
• Guidance on ways to scale up NPIs in a more coordinated way (e.g., establish 

funding, infrastructure and authorities to support real time, authoritative (qualified 
participants) collaboration with all states to gain consensus on consistent guidance 
and to mobilize resources to geographic areas where critical shortfalls are 
identified) to give us time to enhance our health care delivery system capacity to 
respond to an increase in cases. 

• Rapid design and execution of experiments to examine and compare NPIs currently 
being implemented. DHS Centers for Excellence could potentially be leveraged to 
conduct these experiments. 

• Rapid assessment of the likely efficacy of school closures, travel bans, bans on 
mass gatherings of various sizes, and other social distancing approaches. 

• Equity and barriers to compliance 
o Example of short-term research needs 

• Methods to control the spread in communities, barriers to compliance and how 
these vary among different populations.. 

o Examples of long-term research needs 
• Models of potential interventions to predict costs and benefits that take account of 

such factors as race, income, disability, age, geographic location, immigration 
status, housing status, employment status, and health insurance status. 

• Policy changes necessary to enable the compliance of individuals with limited 
resources and the underserved with NPIs. Research on why people fail to comply 

Meeting Research Topics Modified 3/14/20 Version: FINAL 
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with public health advice, even if they want to do so (e.g., social or financial costs 
may be too high). 

• Research on the economic impact of this or any pandemic. This would include 
identifying policy and programmatic alternatives that lessen/mitigate risks to 
critical government services, food distribution and supplies, access to critical 
household supplies, and access to health diagnoses, treatment, and needed care, 
regardless of ability to pay. 

Vaccines & Therapeutics 
• Research and development and evaluation efforts 

o Examples of short-term research needs 
• Evaluate/investigate effectiveness of drugs being developed and tried to treat 

COVID-19 patients. 
• Clinical and bench trials to investigate less common viral inhibitors against 

COVID-19 such as naproxen, clarithromycin, and minocyclinethat that may 
exert effects on viral replication. 

• Methods to evaluate potential complication of Antibody-Dependent Enhancement 
(ADE) in vaccine recipients. 

. From a clinical development perspective, explore use of best animal models and 
their predictive value for a human vaccine. 

• Capabilities to discover a therapeutic (not vaccine) for the disease, and clinical 
effectiveness studies to discover therapeutics, to include antiviral agents. 

• Alternative models to aid decision makers in determining how to prioritize and 
distribute scarce, newly proven therapeutics as production ramps up. This could 
include identifying approaches for expanding production capacity to ensure 
equitable and timely distribution to populations in need. 

o Example of long-term research needs 
• Efforts targeted at a universal coronavirus vaccine. 

Risk Communication 
• Communicating with high-risk populations 

o Examples of short-term research needs 
• Modes of communicating with target high-risk populations (elderly, health care 

workers). 
• Risk communication and guidelines that are easy to understand and follow (include 

targeting at risk populations' families too). 
. Communication that indicates potential risk of disease to all population groups. 

• Clarifi, community measures 
o Example of short-term research needs 

• Clarify misunderstanding around containment and mitigation. 

Equity Considerations 
• Problems of inequity 

o Examples of short-term research needs 
• Action plan to mitigate gaps and problems of inequity in the Nation's public health 

capability, capacity, and funding to ensure all citizens in need are supported and 
can access information, surveillance, and treatment. 

Meeting Research Topics Modified 3/14/20 Version: FINAL 
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• Measures to reach marginalized and disadvantaged populations. 
• Data systems and research priorities and agendas incorporate attention to the needs 

and circumstances of disadvantaged populations and underrepresented minorities. 
. Understand and mitigate threats to incarcerated people from COVID-19, assuring 

access to information, prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. 
• Understand coverage policies (barriers and opportunities) related to testing, 

treatment, and care 

Information Sharing & Inter-sectoral Collaboration 
• Data standards and nomenclature 

o Examples of short-term research needs 
• Methods for coordinating data-gathering with standardized nomenclature. 
• Consistent platform for sharing response information among planners, providers, 

and others. 
. Understand and mitigate barriers to information-sharing. 

• Governmental public health 
o Example of short-term research needs 

• Determine how to recruit, support, and coordinate local (non-Federal) expertise and 
capacity relevant to public health emergency response (public, private—
commercial and non-profit, including academic). 

o Examples of long-term research needs 
• Better integration of federal/state/local public health surveillance systems. 
• Value of investments in baseline public health response infrastructure preparedness 

capacity and capability. 

Meeting Research Topics Modified 3/14/20 Version: FINAL 
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

U.S.-Russia CISAC Dialogue 
Infectious Disease cooperation 

INSTITUTE FOR THE U.S. AND CANADIAN STUDIES, RAS 
U.S. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (NAS) 

COMMITTEES ON INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AND ARMS CONTROL (CISAC) 

Proposed Topics of Discussion for Zoom Meetings 
Pre pared by D. Fninz (4/11/2020) 

• Means of Global Transmission 
• Didn't present as a wave across the country; appeared to be seeded by travelers 

• Attributes of Community Transmission 
• Rapid transmission in high-population areas creating hot spots: e.g., Seattle, NYC, parts of 

Califorinia, Chicago, Midwest, etc. 

• Diagnostic Challenges 
• Flu season at the same time and flu and COVID-19 symptoms have similar symptoms 

• Treatment Challenges 
• Risk factors: age, underlying conditions (respiratory/lung; CV, obesity, gender, history of 

smoking) 
• Late and less stringent social distancing than was used in China 
• Shortages of PPE (e.g., masks, gowns, gloves) 

• Response Challenges 
• Late deployment of accurate PCR diagnostic assays 
• Late and less stringent social distancing than was used in China 
• Shortages of PPE (e.g., masks, gowns, gloves) 

• Vaccine Development 
• Many drug trials underway 
• Several vaccine trials underway (Moderna. DNA vaccine) 

• Science Questions 
• Related to Virus 

• Stability in the environment 
• Most likely transmission mode (aerosol or droplet) 
• Is the virus mutating and how much 
• Best parctical way of cleaning surfaces or materials 

• Interaction with humans 
• Infective dose 
• Incubation period 
• When patients start and stop sheding virus 
• Are recoved patients protected by antibody response; some work on antibody assays that 

will allow in-depth epidemiological studies 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:47 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;Lowenthal, Micah;Daye Franz;Shi, Pei yong;Sharples, Fran;Bowman, 

Katherine 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Great Job! Thanks very much. At least we can say that we gave it our best shot. I hope it's well received on their end. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:22 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Date: April 23, 2020 at 8:50:30 AM EDT 
To: "h-cao@cashq.ac.cn" <Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn>, "clbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, gaof@im.ac.cn" 
<gaof@im.ac.cn>, "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Cc: "McNutt, Marcia K." <MMcNutt@nas.edu>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>, "dgriffi6@ihmi.ed 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfarn.net" <peggy@hbfam.net>, JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@ernail.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<B,R115,21sfri2,12tj>, "Iy.,,r1,21hIcjainVallar 
Subject: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 

1 
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To: Rita Guenther[RGuenther©nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 8:11:45 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Screenshot 2020-04-23 at 9.10.08 AM 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Andrew going to NTI 
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I Mail so 9:10 AM 80% III 

Andrew Hebbeler, Ph.D. • 1st 
Deputy Director for Science and 

0 Technology Cooperation at U.... 
4d • 

It's totally surreal, but today is my last 
day at the State Department. The last 
decade+ of federal service has been 
absolutely extraordinary, and I feel so 
lucky to have had the rare opportunity 
to support and advance U.S. interests 
internationally as an American diplomat 
- and for a period as a White House 
staffer. While sad to be leaving an 
organization I love so much, I'm beyond 
excited to be joining Beth Cameron and 
her infectious disease group at Nuclear 
Threat Initiative. Looking forward to 
this next chapter! 

g% Leave your 
thoughts here... 

- 7 " At". 

rEi Message 

20+ 

Home My Network Post Notifications Jobs 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Wed 3/25/2020 12:16:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Origin of SARS CoV-2 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

thanks 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 12:50 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane 
Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu) <dgriffin@jhsph.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Origin of SARS CoV-2 

Nice paper on the origin of the new coronavirus, just FYI in case you haven't seen already. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0820-9 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 

Rusek, Benjamin; LeDuc, James W.; David Franz; Raymond Jeanloz 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/95438044518?pw& 552.136 L. 
Normal 

NASEM China Bio discussion 

Mon 4/20/2020 3:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Mon 4/20/2020 3:30:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Lowenthal, Micah; Rusek, Benjamin; LeDuc, James W.; David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); Raymond 
Jeanloz 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi there, 

Micah Lowenthal is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasem.zoom.us/j/95438044518?pw 

Password:: 552.136 _ 

552.136 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be recorded and 
shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, likeness, and any materials you 
provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any compensation for such use, in any language, 
format, or media now known or later devised, and you release the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance 
upon such consent and release. If you do not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDUOwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Sat 4/11/2020 1:22:11 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Updated Thoughts 

Good job. Sounds like progress. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 11, 2020, at 12:58 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I think early discussion by you and then a preliminary meeting with those you suggest is good idea. How do 
you read this quote (below) from Sergey per his involvement. He clearly believes he shouldn't be the lead, but 
should we first just talk with Paltsev...and maybe flu institute (since you and maybe Jim have been in recent 
touch) or do you think Sergey is comfortable being involved from the beginning? 
But I am not the best person to organize it It should be somebody from Moscow, and Academician 
Michael Paltsev may be the most suitable person. He is now Director of the Research Center of 
Immunology and Molecular Biomedicine of the Biological Jebartment of the Moscow State 
lniyersity named after M.A.Lomonosoy. Ri4 3 should now him, as I suggest. 

On Apr 11, 2020, at 1:10 PM, Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> wrote: 

Thank you, Dave! This is excellent. I very much appreciate all of your hard work, and for that of Jim as 
well. 
I absolutely agree that we can include Academician Paltsev. 
As for the next steps, shall we see if we can set up a Zoom call with Sergey and Academician Paltsev 
within the next week? 
In parallel, I will contact the director of the Influenza institute in St. Petersburg, with whom I was trying to 
organize a workshop on diagnostics, and also with Olga from the Embassy. She is still in touch with all of 
our friends from our previous work. 
More soon, 
Rita 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2020 12:12 PM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Updated Thoughts 

Dear Rita, 

I happened to have the opportunity to visit with Sergey N. last night and this morning. (He and 
his family are well and he sent his greetings.) 

I am now convinced that I was being too conservative when I sent out (to the whole CISAC 
group involved in the RAS-NAS call last week) a list of potential topics for Zoom discussions on 
your 'infectious disease' category. 

My visits with Sergey yesterday and this morning suggest any of what I talked about in that zoom 
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call, focused on COVID19—and now what I've added below after visiting with Jim-- would be 
appropriate to suggest to our colleagues. BTW, Sergey suggests the best POC for the ID Zoom 
discussions would be Academician Michael Paltsev, Director of the Research Center of 
Immunology and Molecular Biomedicine, Biological Department at MSU. I don't know 
if that is the same Paltsev that I remember from years ago, but you will know. 

The list I mentioned in my brief intervention on the call: 

A lot we don't know. 
About the Virus 

Stability in the environment 
Most likely transmission mode (aerosol or droplet) 
Is the virus mutating and how much 
Best parctical way of cleaning surfaces or materials 

Viral interaction with humans 
Infective dose 
Incubation period 
When do patients start sheding virus and when do they stop 
Are recoved patients protected by their antibody response 
Some work on antibody assays that will allow in-depth epidemiological studies 

I've attached my whole page of notes that I used for the 5 min talk on the call here. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 10/7/2019 12:34:09 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Did you see this? RE: Chinese collaboration 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks. Good! dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Oct 7, 2019, at 1:08 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 
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To: GHSAC Leadership[Information@ghsacngs.org]; mmorland@umaryland.edu[mmorland@umaryland.edu]; Sherry 
Bohn[sbohn1@umd.edu]; Diana_Siliperi@abtassoc.com[Diana_Siliperi@abtassoc.com]; 
catherine_thompson@abtassoc.com[catherine_thompson@abtassoc.com]; afish@advameddx.org[afish@advameddx.org]; 
tsathiamoorthy@advameddx.org[tsathiamoorthy@advameddx.org]; 
cbeastman@africabioenterprises.com[cbeastman@africabioenterprises.com]; ccrosbie@amazon.com[ccrosbie@amazon.com]; 
jed@amazon.comped@amazon.com]; nicole.duffee@aalas.org[nicole.duffee@aalas.org]; 
nick.vandevelde@aalas.org[nick.vandevelde@aalas.org]; georges.benjamin@apha.org[georges.benjamin@apha.org]; 
npuntambekar@asmusa.org[npuntambekar@asmusa.org]; Dominique[dstokes@asmusa.org]; tpeter@aslm.org[tpeter@aslm.org]; 
Robyn I APHL[robyn.sagal@aphl.org]; Sherrie I APHL[sherrie.staley@aphl.org]; Lucy I APHL[lucy.maryogo@aphl.org]; Chris I 
APHL[chris.mangal@aphl.org]; Peter.Kyriacopoulos@aphl.org[Peter.Kyriacopoulos@aphl.org]; 
nisha.quasba@aphl.org[nisha.quasba@aphl.org]; sm6@bcm.edu[sm6@bcm.edu]; 
sstraughter@baziliocobb.com[sstraughter@baziliocobb.com]; renuka.gadde@bd.com[renuka.gadde@bd.com]; 
scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org[scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org]; jdent@bvgh.org[jdent@bvgh.org]; 
piers@biosecu.re[piers@biosecu.re]; parthur@bio.org[parthur@bio.org]; pvu@bio.org[pvu@bio.org]; 
awalker@bio.org[awalker@bio.org]; cdsharp@blackemergmanagersassociation.org[cdsharp@blackemergmanagersassociation.org]; 
jrusk@bu.edu[jrusk@bu.edu]; nbhadeli@bu.edu[nbhadeli@bu.edu]; nyozwiak@broadinstitute.org[nyozwiak@broadinstitute.org]; 
jmonroe@cdcfoundation.org[jmonroe@cdcfoundation.org]; ekogan@cghd.org[ekogan@cghd.org]; Joanne 
Manrique[jmanrique@cghd.org]; Yang[LIY@cna.org]; creynolds@gmail.com[creynolds@gmail.com]; 
CMillard@csis.org[CMillard@csis.org]; smorriso@csis.org[smorriso@csis.org]; Andrew Defor[adefor@cghsd.org]; 
keithmartin.md@gmail.com[keithmartin.md@gmail.com]; mfoote2420@aol.com[mfoote2420@aol.com]; 
jrockwood@iphadvisors.comprockwood@iphadvisors.com]; jlemmings@cste.org[jlemmings@cste.org]; 
dshah@cste.org[dshah@cste.org]; atruxon@crdfglobal.org[atruxon@crdfglobal.org]; 
mlamborn@crdfglobal.org[mlamborn@crdfglobal.org]; kendall.l.hoyt@dartmouth.edu[kendall.l.hoyt@dartmouth.edu]; 
maureen.oleary@dartmouth.edu[maureen.oleary@dartmouth.edu]; 
kathryn.millett@disarmamentdynamics.org[kathryn.millett@disarmamentdynamics.org]; marquez@drexel.edu[marquez@drexel.edu]; 
William B. Karesh[karesh@ecohealthalliance.org]; Catherine Machalaba[machalaba@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
pelicank@umn.edu[pelicank@umn.edu]; FishR@ebsi.com[FishR@ebsi.com]; 
patricia.olinger@emory.edu[patricia.olinger@emory.edu]; fparekh[fparekh@epipointe.com]; cbrigham@esri.com[cbrigham@esri.com]; 
tmichaelides@fhi360.org[tmichaelides@fhi360.org]; emily.penrose@fondation-merieuxusa.org[emily.penrose@fondation-
merieuxusa.org]; akircher@umn.edu[akircher@umn.edu]; elsie@forzley.associates[elsie@forzley.associates]; 
mforzley@comcast.net[mforzley@comcast.net]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
david.barash@ge.com[david.barash@ge.com]; g.lindstrom@gcsp.ch[g.lindstrom@gcsp.ch]; Jamechia Hoyle[jhoyle19@gmail.com]; 
gkoblentz@gmail.com[gkoblentz@gmail.com]; rhamel@georgetownresource.com[rhamel@georgetownresource.com]; Julie 
Fischer[julie.fischer@georgetown.edu]; Rebecca Katz[rk952@georgetown.edu]; Aurelia Attal-Juncqua[afa44@georgetown.edu]; Jim 
Welch[jmwelch2@gmail.com]; dr123@georgetown.edu[dr123@georgetown.edu]; eva.lee@gatech.edu[eva.lee@gatech.edu]; 
sloubser@globalbiorisk.org[sloubser@globalbiorisk.org]; a.brach@gcsp.ch[a.brach@gcsp.ch]; f.andalibi@gcsp.ch[f.andalibi@gcsp.ch]; 
Danielle Heiberg[dheiberg@globalhealth.org]; Jamie[jnishi@ghtcoalition.org]; akahn@ghtcoalition.org[akahn@ghtcoalition.org]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; nmercer@gvn.org[nmercer@gvn.org]; 
Gabrielle.fitzgerald@gmail.com[Gabrielle.fitzgerald@gmail.com]; pwalker@globalgreen.org[pwalker@globalgreen.org]; Kavita 
Berger[kberger@gryphonscientific.com]; Margaret Rush[mrush@gryphonscientific.com]; Corey 
Meyer[cmeyer@gryphonscientific.com]; rebecca_caruso@hms.harvard.edu[rebecca_caruso@hms.harvard.edu]; 
mary_corrigan@harvard.edu[mary_corrigan@harvard.edu]; gabriella_norena@harvard.edu[gabriella_norena@harvard.edu]; 
ara_tahmassian@harvard.edu[ara_tahmassian@harvard.edu]; mario@healthsecuritypartners.org[mario@healthsecuritypartners.org]; 
jlowe@hjf.org[jlowe@hjf.org]; allison.neale@henryschein.com[allison.neale@henryschein.com]; 
gdowner@howard.edu[gdowner@howard.edu]; wbarron@immap.org[wbarron@immap.org]; 
sweekly@hotmail.com[sweekly@hotmail.com]; don_ihan@hotmail.com[don_ihan@hotmail.com]; 
maurizio.martellini@uninsubria.it[maurizio.martellini@uninsubria.it]; jennifer.m.espisoto@intel.com[jennifer.m.espisoto@intel.com]; 
Maureen Ellis[m.ellis@internationalbiosafety.org]; Serge Duss[sduss@internationalmedicalcorps.org]; Mary 
Pack[mpack@internationalmedicalcorps.org]; guycollyer@ioirc.org[guycollyer@ioirc.org]; 
megan.coffee@rescue.org[megan.coffee@rescue.org]; lara.ho@rescue.org[lara.ho@rescue.org]; 
cmonahan@irex.org[cmonahan@irex.org]; hvirji@start.org[hvirji@start.org]; vblaser@intrahealth.org[vblaser@intrahealth.org]; 
tpalmer@janegoodall.org[tpalmer@janegoodall.org]; Anita Cicero[acicero@jhu.edu]; Diane Meyer[dmeyer10@jhmi.edu]; Gigi 
Gronvall[ggronvall@jhu.edu]; Jennifer Nuzzo[jnuzzo1@jhu.edu]; rmillan2@jhu.edu[rmillan2@jhu.edu]; trbeckham@vet.k-
state.edu[trbeckham@vet.k-state.edu]; keithhamilton@vet.k-state.edu[keithhamilton@vet.k-state.edu]; ellenkim@vet.k-
state.edu[ellenkim@vet.k-state.edu]; dsangare@icermali.org[dsangare@icermali.org]; Ashley[aarabasadi@msh.org]; David 
Humphries[dhumphries@msh.org]; Anton Luchytsky[aluchytsky@msh.org]; 
d.t.s.hayman@massey.ac.nz[d.t.s.hayman@massey.ac.nz]; raad.fadaak@mail.mcgill.ca[raad.fadaak@mail.mcgill.ca]; 
blake.k.hudson@gmail.com[blake.k.hudson@gmail.com]; pajares0180@gmail.com[pajares0180@gmail.com]; 
nick.schoenmann@gmail.com[nick.schoenmann@gmail.com]; Brittany Linkous[linkous.britt@gmail.com]; 
samantha.dittrich@merrick.com[samantha.dittrich@merrick.com]; kdodd@metabiota.com[kdodd@metabiota.com]; 
kyeh@mriglobal.org[kyeh@mriglobal.org]; alubit@naccho.org[alubit@naccho.org]; mbatchelor@nastad.org[mbatchelor@nastad.org]; 
Habatmu Girmu[hgirma@nastad.org]; jhusband@nas.edu[jhusband@nas.edu]; athevenon@nas.edu[athevenon@nas.edu]; 
hshangarai@gmail.com[hshangarai@gmail.com]; Taylor Winkleman[t.winkleman.dvm@gmail.com]; 
fdsmith@msh.org[fdsmith@msh.org]; Hayley Severance[severance@nti.org]; Michelle Nalabandian[nalabandian@nti.org]; Beth 
Cameron[cameron@nti.org]; Deborah Rosenblum[rosenblum@nti.org]; 
cstroud@onehealthcommission.org[cstroud@onehealthcommission.org]; 
anna.segelman@opensocietyfoundation.org[anna.segelman@opensocietyfoundation.org]; 
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michael.d.mcdonald@mac.com[michael.d.mcdonald@mac.com]; Carol[carol.miller@thepalladiumgroup.com]; 
Heather[hignatius@path.org]; Ishields@path.org[Ishields@path.org]; Brandon[bball@path.org]; Ivenczel@path.org[Ivenczel@path.org]; 
creynolds@path.org[creynolds@path.org]; Matt[mrobinson@path.org]; sduale20@gmail.com[sduale20@gmail.com]; 
eahmed@projecthope.org[eahmed@projecthope.org]; aogunwale@projecthope.org[aogunwale@projecthope.org]; 
bsmith@projecthope.org[bsmith@projecthope.org]; atredon@projecthope.org[atredon@projecthope.org]; 
Imadoff@gmail.com[Imadoff@gmail.com]; tddlr@purdue.edu[tddlr@purdue.edu]; 
tina.flores@rabinmartin.com[tina.flores@rabinmartin.com]; katie.zabronsky@rabinmartin.com[katie.zabronsky@rabinmartin.com]; 
cshahpar@resolvetosavelives.org[cshahpar@resolvetosavelives.org]; Marine Buissonniere[mbuissonniere@resolvetosavelives.org]; 
Erin Sykes[esykes@resolvetosavelives.org]; amcclelland@resolvetosavelives.org[amcclelland@resolvetosavelives.org]; 
mmyers@rockfound.org[mmyers@rockfound.org]; Gretchen[gvanvliet@rti.org]; Lauren Courtney[lcourtney@rti.org]; 
rclay@savechildren.org[rclay@savechildren.org]; pnorris@scripps.edu[pnorris@scripps.edu]; 
dcook@shoreland.com[dcook@shoreland.com]; mlibel@skollglobalthreats.org[mlibel@skollglobalthreats.org]; 
jshao@skollglobalthreats.org[jshao@skollglobalthreats.org]; mark@skollglobalthreats.org[mark@skollglobalthreats.org]; 
cooperL@si.edu[cooperL@si.edu]; sholtss@si.edu[sholtss@si.edu]; jschumacher@tableau.com[jschumacher@tableau.com]; Walker, 
Erika Milia[ewalker@cvm.tamu.edu]; gerry.parker@ag.tamu.edu[gerry.parker@ag.tamu.edu]; 
davis@mytu.tuskegee.edu[davis@mytu.tuskegee.edu]; cjames@mytu.tuskegee.edu[cjames@mytu.tuskegee.edu]; 
CBarrett@unfoundation.org[CBarrett@unfoundation.org]; jlange@unfoundation.orgplange@unfoundation.org]; 
nsavage@unfoundation.org[nsavage@unfoundation.org]; tshallcross@unfoundation.org[tshallcross@unfoundation.org]; 
donald.donahue@umuc.edu[donald.donahue@umuc.edu]; kkh@uw.edu[kkh@uw.edu]; krisebi@uw.edu[krisebi@uw.edu]; 
perronel@uw.edu[perronel@uw.edu]; cpolyak@hivresearch.org[cpolyak@hivresearch.org]; 
scott.spence@vertic.org[scott.spence@vertic.org]; Icohen@wghalliance.org[lcohen@wghalliance.org]; 
ktetteh@wghalliance.org[ktetteh@wghalliance.org]; raelyncampbell@gmail.com[raelyncampbell@gmail.com]; 
tvlasaty@wghalliance.org[tvlasaty@wghalliance.org]; Danielle Zielinski[dzielinski@wateraidamerica.org]; 
1.bethke@wellcome.ac.uk[I.bethke@wellcome.ac.uk]; cmoreno@wellspringadvisors.com[cmoreno@wellspringadvisors.com]; Bonnie D 
Jenkins[bonniedjenkins@gmail.com]; sulzhan@gmail.com[sulzhan@gmail.com]; 29.Michel@gmail.com[29.Michel@gmail.com]; 
gavinms@gmail.com[gavinms@gmail.com]; snesbyodell@gmail.com[snesbyodell@gmail.com]; 
WeberAndrew@gmail.com[WeberAndrew@gmail.com] 
From: Jorge Saavedra[Jorge.Saavedra@aidshealth.org] 
Sent: Thur 8/15/2019 9:08:25 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: I am trying to join today's call Re: GHSAC Membership Call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear all, according to my calendar there is a GHSAC call right now but I do not have a Zoom link of a phone number to join 

Can someone share it with me? 

Jorge 

Jorge Saavedra me MPH Me 
Executive Director 
AHF Global Public Health Institute at the University Of Miami 
Don Soifer Clinical Research Center Bldg. 
1120 NW 14th Street, Office 1026 
Miami, Florida 33136 
Office: +1-305-243-1172 
Mobile: +1-323-420-5493 
Email jorge.saavedra@aidshealth.org 
Web htto://vvww.aidshealth ora 

From: GHSAC Leadership <Information@ghsacngs.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019 11:45 
To: mmorland@umaryland.edu <mmorland@umaryland.edu>; Sherry Bohn <sbohn1@umd.edu>; Diana_Siliperi@abtassoc.com 
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<Diana_Siliperi@abtassoc.com>; catherine_thompson@abtassoc.com <catherine_thompson@abtassoc.com>; 
afish@advameddx.org <afish@advameddx.org>; tsathiamoorthy@advameddx.org <tsathiamoorthy@advameddx.org>; 
cbeastman@africabioenterprises.com <cbeastman@africabioenterprises.com>; Jorge Saavedra <Jorge.Saavedra@aidshealth.org>; 
ccrosbie@amazon.com <ccrosbie@amazon.com>; jed@amazon.com <jed@amazon.com>; nicole.duffee@aalas.org 
<nicole.duffee@aalas.org>; nick.vandevelde@aalas.org <nick.vandevelde@aalas.org>; georges.benjamin@apha.org 
<georges.benjamin@apha.org>; npuntambekar@asmusa.org <npuntambekar@asmusa.org>; Dominique <dstokes@asmusa.org>; 
tpeter@aslm.org <tpeter@aslm.org>; Robyn I APHL <robyn.sagal@aphl.org>; Sherrie I APHL <sherrie.staley@aphl.org>; Lucy I 
APHL <lucy.maryogo@aphl.org>; Chris I APHL <chris.mangal@aphl.org>; Peter.Kyriacopoulos@aphl.org 
<Peter.Kyriacopoulos@aphl.org>; nisha.quasba@aphl.org <nisha.quasba@aphl.org>; sm6@bcm.edu <sm6@bcm.edu>; 
sstraughter@baziliocobb.com <sstraughter@baziliocobb.com>; renuka.gadde@bd.com <renuka.gadde@bd.com>; 
scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org <scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org>; jdent@bvgh.org <jdent@bvgh.org>; piers@biosecu.re 
<piers@biosecu.re>; parthur@bio.org <parthur@bio.org>; pvu@bio.org <pvu@bio.org>; awalker@bio.org <awalker@bio.org>; 
cdsharp@blackemergmanagersassociation.org <cdsharp@blackemergmanagersassociation.org>; jrusk@bu.edu <jrusk@bu.edu>; 
nbhadeli@bu.edu <nbhadeli@bu.edu>; nyozwiak@broadinstitute.org <nyozwiak@broadinstitute.org>; 
jmonroe@cdcfoundation.org <jmonroe@cdcfoundation.org>; ekogan@cghd.org <ekogan@cghd.org>; Joanne Manrique 
<jmanrique@cghd.org>; Yang <LIY@cna.org>; creynolds@gmail.com <creynolds@gmail.com>; CMillard@csis.org 
<CMillard@csis.org>; smorriso@csis.org <smorriso@csis.org>; Andrew Defor <adefor@cghsd.org>; keithmartin.md@gmail.com 
<keithmartin.md@gmail.com>; mfoote2420@aol.com <mfoote2420@aol.com>; jrockwood@iphadvisors.com 
<jrockwood@iphadvisors.com>; jlemmings@cste.org <jlemmings@cste.org>; dshah@cste.org <dshah@cste.org>; 
atruxon@crdfglobal.org <atruxon@crdfglobal.org>; mlamborn@crdfglobal.org <mlamborn@crdfglobal.org>; 
kendall.l.hoyt@dartmouth.edu <kendall.l.hoyt@dartmouth.edu>; maureen.oleary@dartmouth.edu 
<maureen.oleary@dartmouth.edu>; kathryn.millett@disarmamentdynamics.org <kathryn.millett@disarmamentdynamics.org>; 
marquez@drexel.edu <marquez@drexel.edu>; William B. Karesh <karesh@ecohealthalliance.org>; Catherine Machalaba 
<machalaba@ecohealthalliance.org>; pelicank@umn.edu <pelicank@umn.edu>; FishR@ebsi.com <FishR@ebsi.com>; 
patricia.olinger@emory.edu <patricia.olinger@emory.edu>; fparekh <fparekh@epipointe.com>; cbrigham@esri.com 
<cbrigham@esri.com>; tmichaelides@fhi360.org <tmichaelides@fhi360.org>; emily.penrose@fondation-merieuxusa.org 
<emily.penrose@fondation-merieuxusa.org>; akircher@umn.edu <akircher@umn.edu>; elsie@forzley.associates 
<elsie@forzley.associates>; mforzley@comcast.net <mforzley@comcast.net>; jwleduc@utmb.edu <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; 
david.barash@ge.com <david.barash@ge.com>; g.lindstrom@gcsp.ch <g.lindstrom@gcsp.ch>; Jamechia Hoyle 
<jhoyle19@gmail.com>; gkoblentz@gmail.com <gkoblentz@gmail.com>; rhamel@georgetownresource.com 
<rhamel@georgetownresource.com>; Julie Fischer <julie.fischer@georgetown.edu>; Rebecca Katz <rk952@georgetown.edu>; 
Aurelia Attal-Juncqua <afa44@georgetown.edu>; Jim Welch <jmwelch2@gmail.com>; drI23@georgetown.edu 
<drI23@georgetown.edu>; eva.lee@gatech.edu <eva.lee@gatech.edu>; sloubser@globalbiorisk.org <sloubser@globalbiorisk.org>; 
a.brach@gcsp.ch <a.brach@gcsp.ch>; f.andalibi@gcsp.ch <f.andalibi@gcsp.ch>; Danielle Heiberg <dheiberg@globalhealth.org>; 
Jamie <jnishi@ghtcoalition.org>; akahn@ghtcoalition.org <akahn@ghtcoalition.org>; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu 
<rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; nmercer@gvn.org <nmercer@gvn.org>; Gabrielle.fitzgerald@gmail.com 
<Gabrielle.fitzgerald@gmail.com>; pwalker@globalgreen.org <pwalker@globalgreen.org>; Kavita Berger 
<kberger@gryphonscientific.com>; Margaret Rush <mrush@gryphonscientific.com>; Corey Meyer 
<cmeyer@gryphonscientific.com>; rebecca_caruso@hms.harvard.edu <rebecca_caruso@hms.harvard.edu>; 
mary_corrigan@harvard.edu <mary_corrigan@harvard.edu>; gabriella_norena@harvard.edu <gabriella_norena@harvard.edu>; 
ara_tahmassian@harvard.edu <ara_tahmassian@harvard.edu>; mario@healthsecuritypartners.org 
<mario@healthsecuritypartners.org>; jlowe@hjf.org <jlowe@hjf.org>; allison.neale@henryschein.com 
<allison.neale@henryschein.com>; gdowner@howard.edu <gdowner@howard.edu>; wbarron@immap.org 
<wbarron@immap.org>; sweekly@hotmail.com <sweekly@hotmail.com>; don_ihan@hotmail.com <don_ihan@hotmail.com>; 
maurizio.martellini@uninsubria.it <maurizio.martellini@uninsubria.it>; jennifer.m.espisoto@intel.com 
<jennifer.m.espisoto@intel.com>; Maureen Ellis <m.ellis@internationalbiosafety.org>; Serge Duss 
<sduss@internationalmedicalcorps.org>; Mary Pack <mpack@internationalmedicalcorps.org>; guycollyer@ioirc.org 
<guycollyer@ioirc.org>; megan.coffee@rescue.org <megan.coffee@rescue.org>; lara.ho@rescue.org <lara.ho@rescue.org>; 
cmonahan@irex.org <cmonahan@irex.org>; hvirji@start.org <hvirji@start.org>; vblaser@intrahealth.org 
<vblaser@intrahealth.org>; tpalmer@janegoodall.org <tpalmer@janegoodall.org>; Anita Cicero <acicero@jhu.edu>; Diane Meyer 
<dmeyer10@jhmi.edu>; Gigi Gronvall <ggronvall@jhu.edu>; Jennifer Nuzzo <jnuzzo1@jhu.edu>; rmillan2@jhu.edu 
<rmillan2@jhu.edu>; trbeckham@vet.k-state.edu <trbeckham@vet.k-state.edu>; keithhamilton@vet.k-state.edu 
<keithhamilton@vet.k-state.edu>; ellenkim@vet.k-state.edu <ellenkim@vet.k-state.edu>; dsangare@icermali.org 
<dsangare@icermali.org>; Ashley <aarabasadi@msh.org>; David Humphries <dhumphries@msh.org>; Anton Luchytsky 
<aluchytsky@msh.org>; d.t.s.hayman@massey.ac.nz <d.t.s.hayman@massey.ac.nz>; raad.fadaak@mail.mcgill.ca 
<raad.fadaak@mail.mcgill.ca>; blake.k.hudson@gmail.com <blake.k.hudson@gmail.com>; pajares0180@gmail.com 
<pajares0180@gmail.com>; nick.schoenmann@gmail.com <nick.schoenmann@gmail.com>; Brittany Linkous 
<linkous.britt@gmail.com>; samantha.dittrich@merrick.com <samantha.dittrich@merrick.com>; kdodd@metabiota.com 
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<kdodd@metabiota.com>; kyeh@mriglobal.org <kyeh@mriglobal.org>; alubit@naccho.org <alubit@naccho.org>; 
mbatchelor@nastad.org <mbatchelor@nastad.org>; Habatmu Girmu <hgirma@nastad.org>; jhusband@nas.edu 
<jhusband@nas.edu>; athevenon@nas.edu <athevenon@nas.edu>; hshangarai@gmail.com <hshangarai@gmail.com>; Taylor 
Winkleman <t.winkleman.dvm@gmail.com>; fdsmith@msh.org <fdsmith@msh.org>; Hayley Severance <severance@nti.org>; 
Michelle Nalabandian <nalabandian@nti.org>; Beth Cameron <cameron@nti.org>; Deborah Rosenblum <rosenblum@nti.org>; 
cstroud@onehealthcommission.org <cstroud@onehealthcommission.org>; anna.segelman@opensocietyfoundation.org 
<anna.segelman@opensocietyfoundation.org>; michael.d.mcdonald@mac.com <michael.d.mcdonald@mac.com>; Carol 
<carol.miller@thepalladiumgroup.com>; Heather <hignatius@path.org>; Ishields@path.org <Ishields@path.org>; Brandon 
<bball@path.org>; Ivenczel@path.org <Ivenczel@path.org>; creynolds@path.org <creynolds@path.org>; Matt 
<mrobinson@path.org>; sduale20@gmail.com <sduale20@gmail.com>; eahmed@projecthope.org <eahmed@projecthope.org>; 
aogunwale@projecthope.org <aogunwale@projecthope.org>; bsmith@projecthope.org <bsmith@projecthope.org>; 
atredon@projecthope.org <atredon@projecthope.org>; Imadoff@gmail.com <Imadoff@gmail.com>; tddlr@purdue.edu 
<tddlr@purdue.edu>; tina.flores@rabinmartin.com <tina.flores@rabinmartin.com>; katie.zabronsky@rabinmartin.com 
<katie.zabronsky@rabinmartin.com>; cshahpar@resolvetosavelives.org <cshahpar@resolvetosavelives.org>; Marine Buissonniere 
<mbuissonniere@resolvetosavelives.org>; Erin Sykes <esykes@resolvetosavelives.org>; amcclelland@resolvetosavelives.org 
<amcclelland@resolvetosavelives.org>; mmyers@rockfound.org <mmyers@rockfound.org>; Gretchen <gvanvliet@rti.org>; Lauren 
Courtney <lcourtney@rti.org>; rclay@savechildren.org <rclay@savechildren.org>; pnorris@scripps.edu <pnorris@scripps.edu>; 
dcook@shoreland.com <dcook@shoreland.com>; mlibel@skollglobalthreats.org <mlibel@skollglobalthreats.org>; 
jshao@skollglobalthreats.org <jshao@skollglobalthreats.org>; mark@skollglobalthreats.org <mark@skollglobalthreats.org>; 
cooperL@si.edu <cooperL@si.edu>; sholtss@si.edu <sholtss@si.edu>; jschumacher@tableau.com <jschumacher@tableau.com>; 
Walker, Erika Milia <ewalker@cvm.tamu.edu>; gerry.parker@ag.tamu.edu <gerry.parker@ag.tamu.edu>; 
davis@mytu.tuskegee.edu <davis@mytu.tuskegee.edu>; cjames@mytu.tuskegee.edu <cjames@mytu.tuskegee.edu>; 
CBarrett@unfoundation.org <CBarrett@unfoundation.org>; jlange@unfoundation.org <jlange@unfoundation.org>; 
nsavage@unfoundation.org <nsavage@unfoundation.org>; tshallcross@unfoundation.org <tshallcross@unfoundation.org>; 
donald.donahue@umuc.edu <donald.donahue@umuc.edu>; kkh@uw.edu <kkh@uw.edu>; krisebi@uw.edu <krisebi@uw.edu>; 
perronel@uw.edu <perronel@uw.edu>; cpolyak@hivresearch.org <cpolyak@hivresearch.org>; scott.spence@vertic.org 
<scott.spence@vertic.org>; Icohen@wghalliance.org <lcohen@wghalliance.org>; ktetteh@wghalliance.org 
<ktetteh@wghalliance.org>; raelyncampbell@gmail.com <raelyncampbell@gmail.com>; tvlasaty@wghalliance.org 
<tvlasaty@wghalliance.org>; Danielle Zielinski <dzielinski@wateraidamerica.org>; I.bethke@wellcome.ac.uk 
<I.bethke@wellcome.ac.uk>; cmoreno@wellspringadvisors.com <cmoreno@wellspringadvisors.com>; Bonnie D Jenkins 
<bonniedjenkins@gmail.com>; sulzhan@gmail.com <sulzhan@gmail.com>; 29.Michel@gmail.com <29.Michel@gmail.com>; 
gavinms@gmail.com <gavinms@gmail.com>; snesbyodell@gmail.com <snesbyodell@gmail.com>; WeberAndrew@gmail.com 
<WeberAndrew@gmail.com> 
Subject: GHSAC Membership Call 

Dear Members, 
Please review the attached letter which has organizational updates and requested feedback (due 1 SEP 2019). 
We would like to confirm whether your organization wishes to be or remain a member. 
Look forward to hearing back and let us know any questions (information@ghsac.org).
Many thanks, 
Julie, Kavita, Kenny, and Falgu 
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To: 'Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry©STJUDE.ORG]; 'Charles Ricelcwrice@ksu.edu]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIdavidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
'melissa.miller@unchealth.unc.edulmelissa.miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Mormile, Melanie R.[mmormile©mst.edu]; 'Boucaud, Dwayne 
W. Pror[Dwayne.Boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; 'Goldman, William Evanlwilliam_goldman@med.unc.edu] 
Cc: Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org] 
From: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org] 
Sent: Thur 10/3/2019 12:28:17 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: ASM PSAC: Requesting your input on the RFI on the Bioeconomy 
Sioeconomv RH outline v4.docx 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear PSAC members, 

One of the major follow up items from our meeting last month is to develop a response to the White House Office of Science and 
Technology's Request for Information on the Bioeconomy published in the Federal Register. 

We have reviewed the RFI with an eye toward the specific perspective ASM brings to this broad discussion, and we drafted the 
attached outline as a starting place for pulling together our response. The outline is organized around the four main questions 
posed in the RFI, with relevant sub-questions. 

Our ask of you is to please consider any and all of the questions (below) that pertain to scientific gaps and barriers. (Highlighted in 
yellow in the attached outline). Please provide any thoughts or suggestions you may have in response to these questions, even if 
just as bullet points. Your diverse perspectives will be invaluable to helping us put together a response that reflects the Society's 
membership and multi-disciplinary nature. 

Key questions for consideration in crafting our response: 

• What knowledge gaps exist in the microbial sciences that need to be filled in order to speed the translation of basic science 
discoveries into products that will transform and expand the bioeconomy? Likewise, are there successful academic 
institutional models we can cite that have accomplished this and have resulted in bringing commercial applications to 
market? 

• As a global scientific society, how do we speak to the role of international collaboration in this effort, both in terms of public 
health and also in areas like biodefense, energy and agriculture? 

• What challenges and barriers exist to growing the bioeconomy from the perspective of the microbial sciences? 

• What needs exist at the education and training levels to advance the bioeconomy and tomorrow's scientific workforce? 

• What infrastructure needs exist including with respect to data and technology? This can be thought of in terms of both 
promotion and protection of information. 

The deadline to submit comments is October 22, 2019. Therefore, we kindly request that you respond with your suggestions by 
October 15. This will give us the requisite time to incorporate your thoughts and turn around a final version of the comments for 
review before the deadline. 

If you have any questions, please let us know. 

Best, 
Mary Lee 

Mary Lee Watts, MPH, RD 
Director, Federal Affairs 
Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N St., NW 
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Washington, DC 20036 
Direct: 202-942-9203 
mwatts@asmusa.org 
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Outline for ASM Response to 

White House OSTP Request for Information (RFI) on the Bioeconomy 

Request for Information on the Bioeconomy, 84 Fed. Reg. 175: 47561-2, September 10, 2019 

Introductory Paragraphs (1-2): 

• What is ASM 

The American Society for Microbiology (ASM) is one of the oldest and largest life sciences societies, with 
more than 30,000 members, and its mission is to promote and advance the microbial sciences. ASM 
advances the microbial sci ences through conferences, publications, certifications, educational 
opportunities and advocacy. We enhance laboratory capacity around the globe through training and 
resources, and we provide a network for scientists in academia, industry and clinical settings. 
Additionally, ASM promotes a deeper understandingof the microbial sciences to diverse audiences. Our 
members bringthe basic, translational and clinical research expertise that plays an instrumental role in 
developingthe bio-based economy of the 21't century. 

• How do the microbial sciences fit into the bioeconomy and connect to the RFI narrative 
o Innovation, products, technology and data derived from biologically-related processes 

and science 
o Promotes economicgrowth (jobs) 

o Promotes health 
o Public benefit and safety 
o Agriculture 

The central importance of the microbial sciences to understandingthe world around us and solving 
major problems of our time cannot be overstated. Thanks to past investments in basic research, we now 

understand that microbial communities exist on, in, and around people, plants, animals, soil, oceans, 
and the atmosphere. Thus making microbiology and concepts likethe microbiome relevant to almost 
everything, includinggrowingthe emerging U.S. bioeconomy. There are myriad reasons forthis. 

Microbes serve as the ultimate model organisms for molecularand cel lular biology research thatalready 
has generated breakthrough technologies, from increasing crop yields to CRISPR-Cas gene editing 
technology. Microbes are the source of industrial catalysts, and they drive the development of 

pharmaceuticals such as antimicrobials. Microbes form the basis of nextgeneration bio-based fuels and 
chemicals, and as innovative food producers adaptable to changing environments and the climate, they 
are central to the earth's geochemical cycle and environmental change. The interdisciplinary nature of 

the microbial sciences positions the field to play a pivotal role in further developing a robust 
bioeconomythat provides jobs, economic benefits, and new uses for renewable materials from 
agriculture, food and manufacturing activities. 

• Past work informing future work 
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Microbes have a strong and productive history of providing prod ucts for soci ety, especial ly when one 
considers thei ri mpact on the food, beverage, pharmaceutical, biotechnology, wastewatertreatment, 

and other industries. Research on microbes routinely benefits science and technology well beyond the 
initial areas of study, and the federal government plays an instrumental role in fundingthat research. 
Continued advances made by microbiologists focused on the conversion of renewable resources into 
fuel and chemicals could propel work by private sector entities to produce products that are not based 
on fossil fuels, plus those that cannot currently be produced at industrial scale. Basic research on 
microbial physiologyand ecology could translateinto revolutionary applied research in multiple 

economically -important fi elds, including synthetic biology. TheiNational Microbiome Initiattv is 
evidence of this potential and with appropriate support, can continue to catalyze this area of study. 

The bioeconomy has the potential to create new sources of income forfamilies and communities, 
possi bly tens of mill ions of jobs nationwide, yield not only new and unique products, but also 
sustainable replacements for high value products from resources that are often considered wastes. The 
creation of this new bioeconomy has the potential to have a profound and everlasting positive impact 
on human and animal health, air, soil and water quality, food production and safety, national security, 
and environments across the United States and around the world. 

Ql: What specific actions could the U.S. Government (USG) take to reinforce a values-based 

ecosystem that will guide the transformation and expansion of the U.S. bioeconomy, in both short 
and long term? 

• Gaps in basic science translation 

Robust, continued federal investmentin fundamental microbial research and its applications across 
multiple agencies is required to further develop and refine the use of microbes in a bioeconomy. To 
capitalize on this investment, fundamental advances must be translated to industrial scales, and this will 
require continued refinement of inventions, collaboration with economists, social and political 
scientists, as well as policies that supportthe commercialization and global protection of these 
technologies. 

What knowledge gaps exist in the microbial sciences that need to be filled in orderto speed the 
translation of basic science discoveries into products that will transform and expand the bioeconomy? 

• International opportunities 

How do we wantto speakto thisas a global Society with a presence in 112 countries around the world, 
both in terms of publichealth, butalso in areas like biodefense, energy and agriculture? 

• Challenges to these actions orimplementing change 

The traditional organizational structures of academia, industry, and the government make cross-
collaboration difficult. Transcendingthese structural challenges to build a sustainable bioeconomy will 
require a set of coordinated activities, i ncluding the integration of expertise across disciplines, reduction 
of the existing barriers that discourage these sectors from workingtogetherto achieve common goals, 

and systems to promote the kind of transformational breakthroughs that often best occurwhen experts 
and expertisefrom different domains come togetherto solve a problem. 

Comment [WIAL1): include reference here 
to the Interagency Microbiome report 
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What are other barriers and challenges to growi ng the bioeconomy from the perspective of the 
microbial sciences? 

02: In what ways can the USG partner with the private sector, industry, professional organizations 
and academia to ensure the trainirg and continued development of a skilled workforce to support the 
growth of the Bioeconomy? 

• Potential needs and solutions at the skilled technical, undergraduate, professional master's 
program or graduate level; 

To fully realize the potential of the bioeconomy, support for an inclusive and diverse scientificworkforce 
is essential. Federal support is needed forthe development of infrastructural resources, such as training 
programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels for new leaders in this growingfield. With strong 
publicsupport, multidisciplinaryteams can be assembled at the institutional level that include scientists, 
engineers, economists and policy experts to develop the learning systems needed to grow a beneficial 
bioeconomy. 

Academicsocieties can serve as conveners for scientists across multiple disciplines to come togetherto 
share research, data and to solve complex problems. 

What other needs atthe training and educational levels to advance the bioeconomy and 
tomorrow's scientific workforce? (ABRCMS conference (undergraduate), physician-scientists) 

• Specific needs within basic science, translational research, product development, and 
commercialization; 

Clear intellectual property policies and incentives forcommercialization of these new products are 
required. 

Are there more examples here with respectto makingthis "scalable?' 

• Approaches forthe development of non-traditional, multi-disciplinary educational backgrounds 
that address the convergent nature of emerging technologies and integrate core values 
including safety and security; 

• The development of a publicand private ecosystem that will attract and retain domesticand 
foreign talent within the U.S. at all skill levels; 

Q3: In what ways can the USG partner with the private sector, industry, professional organizations, 
and academia to establish a more robust and efficient Bioeconomy infrastructure? 

• Current infrastructure—from databases to world-class technology and manufacturing 
capabilities. 

• Institutional models for achievingtranslation of basic science discoveries to application and/or 
entry into the marketplace; 
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Are there successful academic institutional models we can cite that have accomplished this and have 
resulted in bringing commercial applications to market? 

Q4: Across the spectrum, from basic discovery to practical application, what data policies, 
information-sharing mechanisms, and safeguards will be necessary for a prosperous U.S. 
Bioeconomy? 

• Scientific, regulatory, manufacturing standards and/or bench marks and/or best practices around 
data that should be developed to best accelerate Bioeconomy growth; 

• Possible safeguards fortechnology, data, and emergent products, such as patent/intellectual 
property protection, data quality and provenance validation, and privacy and security 
assurances. 

What infrastructure needs exist with respect to data and technology? This can be thought of in terms of 
both promotion and protection of information. 

Conclusion

Adva n ci ng the microbial sciences is required to advance the bi oecono my. Include additional conduding 
text here. 
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To: mmorland@umaryland.edu[mmorland@umaryland.edu]; Sherry Bohn[sbohn1@umd.edu]; 
Diana_Siliperi@abtassoc.com[Diana_Siliperi@abtassoc.com]; 
catherine_thompson@abtassoc.com[catherine_thompson@abtassoc.com]; afish@advameddx.org[afish@advameddx.org]; 
tsathiamoorthy@advameddx.org[tsathiamoorthy@advameddx.org]; 
cbeastman@africabioenterprises.com[cbeastman@africabioenterprises.com]; Jorge Saavedra[Jorge.Saavedra@aidshealth.org]; 
ccrosbie@amazon.com[ccrosbie@amazon.com]; jed@amazon.com[jed@amazon.com]; 
nicole.duffee@aalas.org[nicole.duffee@aalas.org]; nick.vandevelde@aalas.org[nick.vandevelde@aalas.org]; 
georges.benjamin@apha.org[georges.benjamin@apha.org]; npuntambekar@asmusa.org[npuntambekar@asmusa.org]; 
Dominique[dstokes@asmusa.org]; tpeter@aslm.org[tpeter@aslm.org]; Robyn I APHL[robyn.sagal@aphl.org]; Sherrie I 
APHL[sherrie.staley@aphl.org]; Lucy I APHL[lucy.maryogo@aphl.org]; Chris I APHL[chris.mangal@aphl.org]; 
Peter.Kyriacopoulos@aphl.org[Peter.Kyriacopoulos@aphl.org]; nisha.quasba@aphl.org[nisha.quasba@aphl.org]; 
sm6@bcm.edu[sm6@bcm.edu]; sstraughter@baziliocobb.com[sstraughter@baziliocobb.com]; 
renuka.gadde@bd.com[renuka.gadde@bd.com]; scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org[scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org]; 
jdent@bvgh.org[jdent@bvgh.org]; piers@biosecu.re[piers@biosecu.re]; parthur@bio.org[parthur@bio.org]; 
pvu@bio.org[pvu@bio.org]; awalker@bio.org[awalker@bio.org]; 
cdsharp@blackemergmanagersassociation.org[cdsharp@blackemergmanagersassociation.org]; jrusk@bu.edu[jrusk@bu.edu]; 
nbhadeli@bu.edu[nbhadeli@bu.edu]; nyozwiak@broadinstitute.org[nyozwiak@broadinstitute.org]; 
jmonroe@cdcfoundation.org[jmonroe@cdcfoundation.org]; ekogan@cghd.org[ekogan@cghd.org]; Joanne 
Manrique[jmanrique@cghd.org]; Yang[LIY@cna.org]; creynolds@gmail.com[creynolds@gmail.com]; 
CMillard@csis.org[CMillard@csis.org]; smorriso@csis.org[smorriso@csis.org]; Andrew Defor[adefor@cghsd.org]; 
keithmartin.md@gmail.com[keithmartin.md@gmail.com]; mfoote2420@aol.com[mfoote2420@aol.com]; 
jrockwood@iphadvisors.com[jrockwood@iphadvisors.com]; jlemmings@cste.org[jlemmings@cste.org]; 
dshah@cste.org[dshah@cste.org]; atruxon@crdfglobal.org[atruxon@crdfglobal.org]; 
mlamborn@crdfglobal.org[mlamborn@crdfglobal.org]; kendall.l.hoyt@dartmouth.edu[kendall.l.hoyt@dartmouth.edu]; 
maureen.oleary@dartmouth.edu[maureen.oleary@dartmouth.edu]; 
kathryn.millett@disarmamentdynamics.org[kathryn.millett@disarmamentdynamics.org]; marquez@drexel.edu[marquez@drexel.edu]; 
William B. Karesh[karesh@ecohealthalliance.org]; Catherine Machalaba[machalaba@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
pelicank@umn.edu[pelicank@umn.edu]; FishR@ebsi.com[FishR@ebsi.com]; 
patricia.olinger@emory.edu[patricia.olinger@emory.edu]; fparekh[fparekh@epipointe.com]; cbrigham@esri.com[cbrigham@esri.com]; 
tmichaelides@fhi360.org[tmichaelides@fhi360.org]; emily.penrose@fondation-merieuxusa.org[emily.penrose@fondation-
merieuxusa.org]; akircher@umn.edu[akircher@umn.edu]; elsie@forzley.associates[elsie@forzley.associates]; 
mforzley@comcast.net[mforzley@comcast.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
david.barash@ge.com[david.barash@ge.com]; g.lindstrom@gcsp.ch[g.lindstrom@gcsp.ch]; Jamechia Hoyle[jhoyle19@gmail.com]; 
gkoblentz@gmail.com[gkoblentz@gmail.com]; rhamel@georgetownresource.com[rhamel@georgetownresource.com]; Julie 
Fischer[julie.fischer@georgetown.edu]; Rebecca Katz[rk952@georgetown.edu]; Aurelia Attal-Juncqua[afa44@georgetown.edu]; Jim 
Welch[jmwelch2@gmail.com]; dr123@georgetown.edu[dr123@georgetown.edu]; eva.lee@gatech.edu[eva.lee@gatech.edu]; 
sloubser@globalbiorisk.org[sloubser@globalbiorisk.org]; a.brach@gcsp.ch[a.brach@gcsp.ch]; f.andalibi@gcsp.ch[f.andalibi@gcsp.ch]; 
Danielle Heiberg[dheiberg@globalhealth.org]; Jamie[jnishi@ghtcoalition.org]; akahn@ghtcoalition.org[akahn@ghtcoalition.org]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; nmercer@gvn.org[nmercer@gvn.org]; 
Gabrielle.fitzgerald@gmail.com[Gabrielle.fitzgerald@gmail.com]; pwalker@globalgreen.org[pwalker@globalgreen.org]; Kavita 
Berger[kberger@gryphonscientific.com]; Margaret Rush[mrush@gryphonscientific.com]; Corey 
Meyer[cmeyer@gryphonscientific.com]; rebecca_caruso@hms.harvard.edu[rebecca_caruso@hms.harvard.edu]; 
mary_corrigan@harvard.edu[mary_corrigan@harvard.edu]; gabriella_norena@harvard.edu[gabriella_norena@harvard.edu]; 
ara_tahmassian@harvard.edu[ara_tahmassian@harvard.edu]; mario@healthsecuritypartners.org[mario@healthsecuritypartners.org]; 
jlowe@hjf.orgplowe@hjf.org]; allison.neale@henryschein.com[allison.neale@henryschein.com]; 
gdowner@howard.edu[gdowner@howard.edu]; wbarron@immap.org[wbarron@immap.org]; 
sweekly@hotmail.com[sweekly@hotmail.com]; don_ihan@hotmail.com[don_ihan@hotmail.com]; 
maurizio.martellini@uninsubria.it[maurizio.martellini@uninsubria.it]; jennifer.m.espisoto@intel.com[jennifer.m.espisoto@intel.com]; 
Maureen Ellis[m.ellis@internationalbiosafety.org]; Serge Duss[sduss@internationalmedicalcorps.org]; Mary 
Pack[mpack@internationalmedicalcorps.org]; guycollyer@ioirc.org[guycollyer@ioirc.org]; 
megan.coffee@rescue.org[megan.coffee@rescue.org]; lara.ho@rescue.org[lara.ho@rescue.org]; 
cmonahan@irex.org[cmonahan@irex.org]; hvirji@start.org[hvirji@start.org]; vblaser@intrahealth.org[vblaser@intrahealth.org]; 
tpalmer@janegoodall.org[tpalmer@janegoodall.org]; Anita Cicero[acicero@jhu.edu]; Diane Meyer[dmeyer10@jhmi.edu]; Gigi 
Gronvall[ggronvall@jhu.edu]; Jennifer Nuzzo[jnuzzo1@jhu.edu]; rmillan2@jhu.edu[rmillan2@jhu.edu]; trbeckham@vet.k-
state.edu[trbeckham@vet.k-state.edu]; keithhamilton@vet.k-state.edu[keithhamilton@vet.k-state.edu]; ellenkim@vet.k-
state.edu[ellenkim@vet.k-state.edu]; dsangare@icermali.org[dsangare@icermali.org]; Ashley[aarabasadi@msh.org]; David 
Humphries[dhumphries@msh.org]; Anton Luchytsky[aluchytsky@msh.org]; 
d.t.s.hayman@massey.ac.nz[d.t.s.hayman@massey.ac.nz]; raad.fadaak@mail.mcgill.ca[raad.fadaak@mail.mcgill.ca]; 
blake.k.hudson@gmail.com[blake.k.hudson@gmail.com]; pajares0180@gmail.com[pajares0180@gmail.com]; 
nick.schoenmann@gmail.com[nick.schoenmann@gmail.com]; Brittany Linkous[linkous.britt@gmail.com]; 
samantha.dittrich@merrick.com[samantha.dittrich@merrick.com]; kdodd@metabiota.com[kdodd@metabiota.com]; 
kyeh@mriglobal.org[kyeh@mriglobal.org]; alubit@naccho.org[alubit@naccho.org]; mbatchelor@nastad.org[mbatchelor@nastad.org]; 
Habatmu Girmu[hgirma@nastad.org]; jhusband@nas.edu[jhusband@nas.edu]; athevenon@nas.edu[athevenon@nas.edu]; 
hshangarai@gmail.com[hshangarai@gmail.com]; Taylor Winkleman[t.winkleman.dvm@gmail.com]; 
fdsmith@msh.org[fdsmith@msh.org]; Hayley Severance[severance@nti.org]; Michelle Nalabandian[nalabandian@nti.org]; Beth 
Cameron[cameron@nti.org]; Deborah Rosenblum[rosenblum@nti.org]; 
cstroud@onehealthcommission.org[cstroud@onehealthcommission.org]; 
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anna.segelman@opensocietyfoundation.org[anna.segelman@opensocietyfoundation.org]; 
michael.d.mcdonald@mac.com[michael.d.mcdonald@mac.com]; Carol[carol.miller@thepalladiumgroup.com]; 
Heather[hignatius@path.org]; Ishields@path.org[Ishields@path.org]; Brandon[bball@path.org]; Ivenczel@path.org[Ivenczel@path.org]; 
creynolds@path.org[creynolds@path.org]; Matt[mrobinson@path.org]; sduale20@gmail.com[sduale20@gmail.com]; 
eahmed@projecthope.org[eahmed@projecthope.org]; aogunwale@projecthope.org[aogunwale@projecthope.org]; 
bsmith@projecthope.org[bsmith@projecthope.org]; atredon@projecthope.org[atredon@projecthope.org]; 
Imadoff@gmail.com[Imadoff@gmail.com]; tddlr@purdue.edu[tddlr@purdue.edu]; 
tina.flores@rabinmartin.com[tina.flores@rabinmartin.com]; katie.zabronsky@rabinmartin.com[katie.zabronsky@rabinmartin.com]; 
cshahpar@resolvetosavelives.org[cshahpar@resolvetosavelives.org]; Marine Buissonniere[mbuissonniere@resolvetosavelives.org]; 
Erin Sykes[esykes@resolvetosavelives.org]; amcclelland@resolvetosavelives.org[amcclelland@resolvetosavelives.org]; 
mmyers@rockfound.org[mmyers@rockfound.org]; Gretchen[gvanvliet@rti.org]; Lauren Courtney[lcourtney@rti.org]; 
rclay@savechildren.org[rclay@savechildren.org]; pnorris@scripps.edu[pnorris@scripps.edu]; 
dcook@shoreland.com[dcook@shoreland.com]; mlibel@skollglobalthreats.org[mlibel@skollglobalthreats.org]; 
jshao@skollglobalthreats.org[jshao@skollglobalthreats.org]; mark@skollglobalthreats.org[mark@skollglobalthreats.org]; 
cooperL@si.edu[cooperL@si.edu]; sholtss@si.edu[sholtss@si.edu]; jschumacher@tableau.com[jschumacher@tableau.com]; Walker, 
Erika Milia[ewalker@cvm.tamu.edu]; gerry.parker@ag.tamu.edu[gerry.parker@ag.tamu.edu]; 
davis@mytu.tuskegee.edu[davis@mytu.tuskegee.edu]; cjames@mytu.tuskegee.edu[cjames@mytu.tuskegee.edu]; 
CBarrett@unfoundation.org[CBarrett@unfoundation.org]; jlange@unfoundation.orgplange@unfoundation.org]; 
nsavage@unfoundation.org[nsavage@unfoundation.org]; tshallcross@unfoundation.org[tshallcross@unfoundation.org]; 
donald.donahue@umuc.edu[donald.donahue@umuc.edu]; kkh@uw.edu[kkh@uw.edu]; krisebi@uw.edu[krisebi@uw.edu]; 
perronel@uw.edu[perronel@uw.edu]; cpolyak@hivresearch.org[cpolyak@hivresearch.org]; 
scott.spence@vertic.org[scott.spence@vertic.org]; Icohen@wghalliance.org[lcohen@wghalliance.org]; 
ktetteh@wghalliance.org[ktetteh@wghalliance.org]; raelyncampbell@gmail.com[raelyncampbell@gmail.com]; 
tvlasaty@wghalliance.org[tvlasaty@wghalliance.org]; Danielle Zielinski[dzielinski@wateraidamerica.org]; 
1.bethke@wellcome.ac.uk[I.bethke@wellcome.ac.uk]; cmoreno@wellspringadvisors.com[cmoreno@wellspringadvisors.com]; Bonnie D 
Jenkins[bonniedjenkins@gmail.com]; sulzhan@gmail.com[sulzhan@gmail.com]; 29.Michel@gmail.com[29.Michel@gmail.com]; 
gavinms@gmail.com[gavinms@gmail.com]; snesbyodell@gmail.com[snesbyodell@gmail.com]; 
WeberAndrew@gmail.com[WeberAndrew@gmail.com] 
From: GHSAC Leadership[Information@ghsacngs.org] 
Sent: Fri 7/26/2019 10:45:45 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: GHSAC Membership Call 
r ' Ll°  C member letter 26Jul19.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Members, 
Please review the attached letter which has organizational updates and requested feedback (due 1 SEP 2019). 
We would like to confirm whether your organization wishes to be or remain a member. 
Look forward to hearing back and let us know any questions (information ghsac.org). 
Many thanks, 
Julie, Kavita, Kenny, and Falgu 
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Officers

Chair, Jul e Fischer lin bell R. Gr  
Program at CGHSS 

Deputy Chair, Kavita Berger, Gryphon 

Scientific 

Communications Officer, Kenneth Yeh, 

MRIGI oba 1 

Treasurer, la I gunee Pa rekh, Bpi poi nte 

26 July 2019 

Subject: GHSAC Membership Call 

Dear GHSAC Members and Global Health Security 
Stakeholders at-large, 

The Global Health Security Agenda Consortium 
(GHSAC) is a collective of non-governmental entities 
committed to supporting and implementing the Global 
Health Security Agenda. This letter contains important 
updates on the organizational development of GHSAC 
and requests input from you by 1 September 2019. 

Non-governmental entities began meeting informally in 
2014 to consider ways that civil society could help to 
promote the goals of the newly established Global Health 
Security Agenda (GHSA). The number of non-
governmental entities (non-profit organizations, academic 
institutions, businesses, and faith-based and civil society 
organizations) involved grew over time, and we eventually 
formed the consortium known as GHSAC. Through the 
efforts of volunteers from member organizations, GHSAC 
has consistently supported GHSA implementation, 
including attending Ministerial meetings, hosting 
workshops, and sharing the technical expertise and 
experiences of our diverse membership during GHSA 
planning processes. 

In 2019, GHSAC became a permanent member of the 
multinational GHSA Steering Group. By participating in 
the Steering Group and taking part in the work of its Task 
Forces and Action Packages, GHSAC now has even 
greater potential to inform international efforts to prevent, 
detect, and respond to infectious disease threats. 

The increasingly formal roles for GHSAC require a 
corresponding formalization of GEISAC's governance 
structures. Working groups of GHSAC volunteers have 
taken on the tasks of drafting bylaws, contemplating a 
reasonable annual fee structure to support GHSAC's 
work, and considering whether to establish GHSAC as a 
501 (c) (3). Final action on these items will be made in the 
coming weeks and months. Following a nomination 

[ PAGE ] of [ NUMPAGES ] 
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process, the consortium's Steering Committee also selected new officers of GHSAC, who are listed 
in the attached. 

At this point in time, we are reaching out to organizations like yours which have been involved 
previously in GHSAC. We would like to confirm that your organization is still interested in 
participating as a GHSAC member, and if so, ask you to identify a specific point of contact for your 
organization to serve as the primary liaison to the GHSAC Steering Committee. 

Once we confirm GHSAC members, we can keep members apprised of key developments, solicit 
your input in various GHSAC activities, and ensure that your organization has a voice in GHSAC 
decisions. Please reply no later than 1 September 2019, using the voting buttons to indicate 
whether your organization wishes to be (or remain) a GHSAC member. We need to hear 
from all recipients of this letter. 

Please be assured that once the fee structure is finalized, all members will be informed and have a 
chance to withdraw from GHSAC. We would like to solicit input from all potential GHSAC 
member organizations before finalizing this structure. 

The attached page includes some basic information about GHSAC for your review. Considering the 
relatively informal origins of GHSAC, we've had many collective successes already, and we're 
excited about the great potential of a more organized GHSAC to improve health security as we 
move forward. If you have any questions, please contact the GHSAC Steering Committee leadership 
at [ HYP ERLI N K " mai Ito:I nformation@ghsac.org" [. Thank you, and we look forward to hearing from 
you. 

Sincerely, 

e/7

Julie E. Fischer, PhD 
Chair, GHSAC Steering Committee (2019-20) 

[ PAGE [ of [ N UMPAGES 
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Background on the Global Health Security Consortium 

GHSAC's mission is to leverage the expertise and interests of civil society (non-governmental 
organizations) from many different countries and sectors to support global preparedness and 
response to emerging infectious diseases. GHSAC fosters the values of collaboration, 
excellence, innovation, and commitment, which are needed for implementing the Vision, 
Mission, and Core Principles expressed in the GHSA 2024 Framework. GHSAC members have 
opportunities to learn about and inform international global health security efforts through 
conferences, meetings, and working groups. 

This year, the GHSAC's activities include: 

• Service as a member on the Steering Group of the GHSA 
• Public comment to support the US Global Health Security Strategy, released May 2019. 
• Contributions to the GHSA Ministerial meeting, Steering Group discussions, and Task 

Forces, including serving as lead on the Advocacy and Communications Task Force. 
• Participation in international conferences such as the 2019 Global Health Security 

Conference in Sydney. 

GHSAC provides value to its members through the following objectives: 

1) Establish a forum and network for civil society to voice perspectives to the GHSA 
Steering Group and member countries, and to allow non-governmental stakeholders to 
align their respective global health security efforts strategically by communicating, 
networking, and engaging various organizations, partners, and stakeholders. 

2) Engage nongovernmental stakeholders globally through communications, coordination, 
and collaboration on GHSA-relevant activities. 

3) Promote multi-sectoral and multi-stakeholder partnerships among civil society and 
between government and non-governmental entities. 

4) Grow civil society membership through continued GHSAC outreach to global audience. 

The website for GHSAC can be found at [ HYPERLINK"http://www.ghsacngs.org"]. P 
underway to upgrade the website when resources become availab e, 

2019 GHSAC Leadership 

Chair 
Deputy Chair 
Communications Officer 
Treasurer 

Julie Fischer 
Kavita Berger 
KennyYeh 
Falgunee Parekh 

ans are 

Georgetown University 
Gryphon Scientific 
MRIGlobal 
EpiPointe 
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GHSAC Working Groups, which support the GHSAC as well as support various Task Forces set up 
by the international Steering Group of the Global Health Security Agenda: 

GHSAC WG on Advocacy and Communications 

Name 
Andrew Defor 
Hayley Severance 
Catherine Machalaba 
Billy Karesh 
Ashley Arabasadi 
Diane Meyer 
Robyn Sagal 
Lindsay Shields 
Danielle Zielinski 

Taylor Wi nkleman 

Affiliation 
CGHSD 
Nuclear Threat Initiative 
EcoHealth Alliance 
EcoHealth Alliance 
MSH 
Johns Hopkins University 
APHL 
PATH 
WaterAid 
Next Generation Global Health Security 
Network 

GHSAC WG on Multi-Stakeholder Engagement 

Name 
Margaret Rush 
Kavita Berger 
Julie Fischer 

Affiliation 
Gryphon Scientific 
Gryphon Scientific 
Georgetown University 

GHSAC WG on Accountability and Results 

Name 
Hayley Severance 
Falgunee Parekh 

Affiliation 
NuclearThreat Initiative 
Epi Poi nte 

GHSAC WG on Action Package Coordination 

Name 
Hayley Severance 
Billy Karesh 
Julie Fischer 
Ashley Arabasadi 
Samantha Dittrich 
Danielle Zielinski 
Sherrie Staley 

Affiliation 
Nuclear Threat Initiative 
EcoHealth Alliance 
Georgetown University 
MSH 
Merrick and Company 
WaterAid 
APHL 

GHSAC Lead 

GHSAC Lead 

GHSAC Lead 

GHSAC Lead 
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GHSAC WG for the Steering Group and Ministerial Meetings 

Name Affiliation 
Hayley Severance NuclearThreat Initiative 
Billy Karesh EcoHealth Alliance 
Julie Fischer Georgetown University 
Diane Meyer Johns Hopkins University 
Lucy Ma ryogo-
Robi nson APHL 

GHSAC WG for the Alliance for Health Security Cooperation 

Name Affiliation 
Beth Cameron Nuclear Threat Initiative 
Julie Fischer Georgetown University 
Ashley Arabasadi MSH 
Samantha Dittrich Merrick and Company 
Lucy Ma ryogo-
Robi nson APHL 

Ad-Hoc Group tasked with developing draft GHSAC By-laws 

GHSAC Liaison 

GHSAC Liaison 

Anita Cicero, JHU 
Diane Meyer, JHU 
Don Callihan, ABSA 
Bonnie Jenkins 
Jim Welch, Elizabeth R. Griffin Program, Georgetown University 
Julie Fisher, Elizabeth R. Griffin Program, Georgetown University 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.corn] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 5/2/2019 1:59:36 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: BSL-4 meeting report (RE: Season's Greetings) 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thank you! I am glad to hear that this report is finally out. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2019 2:11 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: FW: BSL-4 meeting report (RE: Season's Greetings) 

Referenced below is the meeting report that brought together the directors of many BSL4 labs from around the world. This 
documentation of the proliferation of BSL4 labs is the concern that I have been raising and the justification for greater coordination 
and communications between the facilities. I have only skimmed through the report but it may be of use should we decide to seek 
funding for the network we discussed in Harbin. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: KOJIMA, Kazunobu <kojimak@who.int>
Sent: Saturday, April 27, 2019 12:50 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: BSL-4 meeting report (RE: Season's Greetings) 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim, 

It's been a while since our last conversation but I hope this e-mail finds you well and you had some time to enjoy the Easter break. 

Admittedly it took quite a long time for coping with WHO's incredible red tape including the unexpectedly imposed technical 
editing for WHO style. But I'm glad to report you back eventually that the BSL-4/high containment meeting report is now uploaded 
to the WHO's site as follows: 
https://www.who.int/ihr/publications/WHO-WHE-CPI-2018.40/en/ 

I'm going to write a collective e-mail to the participants of this meeting. 

As you might have heard but we are now in the midst of "WHO transformation", which is the latest branding of reshuffling and led 
by DG, claimed to be the most significant in WHO's history. This also means that considerable uncertainties and a plethora of 
internal meetings, for almost a year now without tangible chart as of now. 

I'd love to materialise your insightful suggestions in terms of high containment facilities and networking. But such sheer 
uncertainties would not make me optimistic in increment in staffing level and senior management support to my activities. 

I've just started organisational consultation of the semi-final draft of the WHO laboratory biosafety manual (LBM4), aiming at 
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eventual publication later this year. Also being finalised is WHO's guidance document for helping Member States establish national 
regulatory framework for biosafety and biosecurity. Should you be interested in such activities and deliverables, please let me 
know. 

With thanks and regards, 
Kaz 

From: KOWA, Kazunobu 
Sent: 24 December 2018 17:24 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>
Subject: Season's Greetings 

Dear Jim, 

It was a good catch up with you the week before last. I hope you've had a pleasant journey back home. I would like to wish you 
and your beloved family a wonderful festive season and a happy new year! 

I feel this year has been another hectic yet productive year. In addition to the revised WHO Laboratory Biosafety Manual and the 
regulatory framework development guidance document, a series of video clips for biosafety awareness raising are in the pipeline to 
be uploaded to WHO's channel in YouTube sometime next year. Also, the outcome of the operational study should become 
available soon. Stay tuned! 

I would greatly appreciate your continuing support to WHO's biosafety programme and myself in the year to come. 

Warm regards, 
Kaz 
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To: LeDue, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 2/20/2020 8:51:36 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: China biosecurity 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks. I did see this.i think this was originally developed for gene-editing after He Jiankui incident, but now has broader 
implications.... 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2020, at 12:46 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

You probably already saw this, but just in case. Perhaps our past dialogues will be helpful going forward. 

cast-track biosec!.!rtr 17, f!f”-f”,.ivirus aftermath (South China Morning Post via Yahoo! News) 
China plans to fast-track biosecurity legislation and elevate it to a national security issue in the wake of a 
coronavirus epidemic that has killed more than 1,700 and sickened over 70,000. 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 12/17/2019 9:48:16 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: ASF in China 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

A nightmare... 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Dec 16, 2019, at 5:04 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Below is the note I mentioned. This should be a link to the story. 

Chinese criminal gangs spreading African swine fever to force farmers to sell pigs cheaply so they can 
profit (South China i.. ig Post) Chim,:s ...? been exploiting the country's African swine fever crisis 
by intentionally spreading the disease to rorce rarnr,Jis to sell their pigs for a low price before smuggling the meat 
and selling it on as healthy stock, state media has reported. 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.corn] 
Sent: Mon 12/16/2019 11:05:18 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Got it. dave 

On Dec 16, 2019, at 11:24 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Fine 
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From: Frances Sharpies <fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 1:38 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine;Peggy Hamburg;Dave Franz;Diane Griffin;Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, 

James W.;Boright, John;Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Peter Daszak has, in fact, been collecting corona viruses in China. Perhaps he should be on the call? 

From: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:44 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharples <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Dave Franz 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc 
<jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given the many 
immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic in case it could be of 
interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have had some of the most direct 
experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from 
animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains of coronaviruses out in the environment that could 
potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it could be possible 
to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus strains, and if so what targets or 
strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could 
consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman@nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 
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Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and viral shedding 
be of interest as one of the topics. . .or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the groups it will 
be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 topics seems a reasonable 
plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy Ca) h bf a m n et> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>;
'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to the attached letter 
that includes proposing a date and agenda in consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy 
with Marcia and Victor sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into 
this thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at my request. The 
agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific Questions and Treatment for and 
Management of Patients) of the 5 areas listed at the end of the original letter (also 
attached) with the idea that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second 
virtual meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do what topics do 
you think are the most important to cover? 

2 
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2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 am or pm ET on 
the 12th or the 13th might be a good time to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned the meeting to 
Linda Saif but can reach out to David Reiman, Ralph Baric and others at 
your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwlethacCcUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@Vmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cpnas.edu>; 'Frances 
Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducpLymilN > Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.coni) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rniowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances 
Sharpies' <fsharbles 3@hotmail.corn>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: stiiihui@cashq.ac.ca <stAnhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;

3 
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'clgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffiWinmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John 
<1Boright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwleduc@LJTMB.ED  ' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Th-cao@casho.ac.cni <Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 
'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cni <gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin 

Pcasho.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu 
Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

2 

S unhui cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA: 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cro'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'aaof@im.ac.cre; 
1sunhui(.3)cashq.accni 

McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'd_griffi6@ihmi.edu';
' eg.gy_Callbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 
lwleducPUTMB.EDU'
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

4 
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From: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 10:45 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg;Frances Sharples;Daye Franz;Diane Griffin;Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, 

James W.;Boright, John;Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given the many 
immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic in case it could be of 
interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have had some of the most direct 
experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from 
animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains of coronaviruses out in the environment that could 
potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it could be possible 
to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus strains, and if so what targets or 
strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could 
consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman@nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and viral shedding 
be of interest as one of the topics. . .or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the groups it will 
be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 topics seems a reasonable 
plan. 
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Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<pimgy Ca) h bf a m . net> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>;
'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to the attached letter 
that includes proposing a date and agenda in consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy 
with Marcia and Victor sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into 
this thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at my request. The 
agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific Questions and Treatment for and 
Management of Patients) of the 5 areas listed at the end of the original letter (also 
attached) with the idea that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second 
virtual meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do what topics do 
you think are the most important to cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 am or pm ET on 
the 12th or the 13th might be a good time to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned the meeting to 
Linda Saif but can reach out to David Relman, Ralph Baric and others at 
your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

2 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The US. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwlecluc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmaiLcom) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances 
Sharpies' <fsharples lehotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducp t...„iTiVIB.,EDi,„„i>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.con") 
«lavicirfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rniowenth@nas.edu>., 'Frances 
Sharpies' <fsharpies 3@hotmail.com>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.ecit„i> 
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: si.mhui@cashq.ac.cn <si,„inhui@cashp.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>, Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;

  <dgriffii3Plilmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, Boright, John 
<JBoright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>, 'ji-i-cao@cashcbac.cn' <Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 
'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin 
<I iyi n @cashci.ac.co>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 
3 
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Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu 
Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

'Tel : 86-'10-68 

sunhui©eashq.ac.cn 
l'ittp://english.cas.cni 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

EllfR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA : 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.dn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; idaof@im.ac.cni; 
1sunhui(.71)cashq.ac.cni 

McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'd_griffi60Thmi.edu1; 
'peg.gyPhbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 
ijwleducPUTMB.EDLY 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 6/17/2019 5:27:18 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Draft editorial 
Biosecuritv in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019 bir docx 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Here are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie Bowman (Bowman, Katherine KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the adjustments. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail corn wrote: 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. Let me know if a marked up version 
comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(0 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019.docx> 
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Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology 

Premise: 
th. °. has-beero•o•itigoing-fois-det,-ades T :3:: e 
1 i ke  ogle edit na  n .. V•i•A4.0.riew biological pathways and t:e. 
po•ss•lb•iiity40-eFeeteeven microbes not known to exist in nature.Fwe-rtonet leas-As we consider the 

;ecutitv ggsjmiggy challenges that may be associated with this ra pidiustaindng f . aft Ld. 
stre ngthenfte•t-igeore-tnese-proven tools,-re4on-the-sFisree-tools to protect ourselves and our 
environment that have kept scientist and society safe and secure for decades. These tools are •l 

•'• • • •• •• •• • biosafety a nd biosecurity, along with two operational measures [of 
'fundamentals;'), individual leadership and   e  institutional [So important, but I'm afraid reader 
won't get it unless institutional is highlighted in some way] oversight. Together, -s-h-e<3 . -  Hi' 

0 H.  ef t ensuieforttizt.. ..-,: Zir.d :Ci..354,t research on microbes, 
including the modifications of known microbes, or even the recreation of extinct pathogens, or the de 
novo construction of a completely novel microbe 
  These tools have evolved and been 
improved to meet ,•,H ,• changing demands : •-,.:, and H essential 

landscape heralded by synthetic biology.  vve thv• sef;uf:ty 4.4nci
eititt+en.ges 1-11,0 -{Nwiw iifysof; -ted With flt pifilyiidvinf;!-{* flOt tgft-of*.1 Pft3VV it 

Wok, Any a ttemptto mitigate against new risks associated with microbiological research will rely on 
this foundation; however, these tools may need additional refinement to successfully address all the 
potential 1` challenges associated with synthetic 
biology. 

Biosafety: Ensuring that those working in microbiology are well preparedee to 
work safely with microbes is essential. Such training is not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked 
when preparing budgets or scheduling projects, yet the risks of human error are arguably the greatest 
threat to the investigators themselves, their parent p rogra m or labora tory a nd indeed [could soften it a 
bit bysaying 'even' instead of 'indeed'] to the co mmunity a t large. A skilled workforce (to include 
si ngle[probably don't need both 'single' and 'individual'] individual investiga tors) that understands and 
a ppreciates the need for safe techniques when handling potentially dangerous microbes is critical to 
mitigati ng risks I .. . . . individuals receive formal 
tra ining through a ca demic coursework. This augmented by 
fa cility-specific safety o rientation and perhaps followed by a period of mentorship provide by a n 
experienced individual working side-by-side with the trainee. Unfortunately, such training may be a 
I uxury in many programs and novel approathes are needed to adapt and make available core biosafety 
tra ining to everyone involved in synthetic biology. 

Bioseurity: Si milarly, ensuring that the research enterprise operates in a secure environment and that 
a trusted workforce is implementing the studies  is essential. In recent years there has been 
a global proliferation of bioconta in ment laboratories designed to allow research and product 
development to be conducted  secure envi ronment.[sentence 
is a little cumbersome] These facilities often have controlled access that limits admittance to only 

Comment [RB11: Define maybe? 
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vetted persons. This ensures that only known individuals enter the faci lity a nd limits access to 
pa thogens to only those who are    thereby mitigating the risks of nefarious use of 

tech nology or pathogens. Programs may a lso attemptto inventory quantities of pathogens; however, 
given that they are easily replicated [or'bytheir nature replicate'] this    : . limited 
value in terms of security. 

Leadership: Assuring physical securityis relativelyeasy; 

reliab is more challenging. -- requires that leaders know their team well and 
that they ensure that a   of safety and security cLii .oi-e  ..,, key 

---- -- Leadership is a shared responsibilitythat involves 

angaginKanyone with supervisory responsibility, be it a team leader, a principal investigator o r the 
institution's director. - - -- : - . . .. . . : .. .. .. ... . . . : . . . .. .. ...... ... 

extends beyond the laboratory 

itself and ideally i ncl udes a second level, engagement by the biotech industry. Commercial partners 
provide technical support and products such as oligonucleotides that may encode potentially pathogenic 
attributes or be used to modify or construct a dangerous or extinct pathogen. Ma ny commercial 
providers are part of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium, a group of gene synthesis companies 

that routinelyscreens requests and vets customers to ensure that requests for potentially dangerous 
sequences are carefully reviewed. They make it a practice to know their customers and their research 
needs. As this commercial sector expands globally, competition for market share and a desire to reduce 

costs may lead to less rigorous screening of requests, possibly  resultingi- in greater availability of 
potentially da ngerous sequences a nd a decrease in the industry's ability to maintain a familiarity 
between the gene synthesis provider and their customers. It will be important to sustain the best 

pra ctices established bythe gene synthesis industries to mitigate against the misuse of synthetic 
biology. 

Oversight:   directors, principal investigators 
a nd independent scientists ma y provide direct oversight ; to their immediate staff:;

--. '..:ianyorganizations have a formal review process that provides institutional oversight of research 
a ctivities. This may co me from  Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) or another committee 
with equivalent responsibilities. I BCs are a requirement for institutions receiving NIH [US] funding and 

they provide local review and oversight of research involving recombinant DNA studies. Their job is to 
ensure that work conducted within the fa dlity is safe, secure, and conducted in a responsible manner. 
Historically, this model has been instrumental in providing local institutional oversight of research 

a ctivities and a national framework for consistent conduct of nearly all forms of research involving 
recombinant studies or synthetic biology. 

However, globally, not all institutions have an IBC, and those that do mayface challenges in ensuring 
that their committee members represent a sufficiently broad array of technical skills necessaryto 

provide effective oversight and perform an adequate risk assessment that is needed for  riv synthetic 
biology projects. As technology evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology where many different 
technical fields I.  role, membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure 
that sufficient knowledge or experience is ava ilable to recognize potentiallydangerous experiments. 

One area of research that gained considerable attention is gain of function studies, especial ly th ose 
investigations attempting to identify key molecular changes that might lead to efficient person-to-

Comment WWI: Maybe put another 
sentence or two here to balance the 
importance of facility leadership with the 
longer section on bio tech leadership? 
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person transmission of avian influenza viruses. In the USA, the National Sdence Advisory Board for 
Biosecurity(NSABB) considered the risks associated with gain of function studies, focusing especially on 

those studies that may hold potential to increase the vi rulence or transmissibility of a pathogen. After 
more than a year of careful consideration, the NSABB proposed the following points to be considered 
when reviewing the risk of planned gain-of-function experiments. Such research would be of special 
concern and warrant additional review if: 

• The pathogen generated is likely highlytransmissible and likely ca pable of wide and 
uncontrollable spread in human populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly vi rulent and likely to cause significant morbidity a nd/or 
morta lity in humans. 

In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following principles be considered prior to initiating the 
study: 

• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifically meritorious 

• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise naturally 

• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to sod ety are justified 
• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same sdentific 

question. 

• The investigator and institution have demonstrated capacity and commitment to conduct the 
study safely a nd securely. 

• The results will be broadly shared to realize full potential benefits. 

• Ma nagement of risks and ongoing oversight will be in place throughout the course of the study. 
• The propose research is ethica Ily justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to meet the challenges of synthetic biology. 
Expe rtise that may be required includes a complete understanding of biohazardous agents; biological 
containment structure and operations; care and use of laboratory animals (or plants, if appropriate); the 

conduct of a comprehensive risk assessment; ethics; legal concems as reflected in local, state and 
na tional laws; ecological aspects; and potential public health impact. Establishing an IBCthat is 
competent in these many fields fr, represents a significant challenge to program leadership. 

Ma ny countries rely on regulations targeting Genetically Modified Organisms to regulate synthetic 

biology. As synthetic biology a dva nces, these regulations may be i nsuffi de nt to meet future oversight 
needs, given their focus on known organisms. 

A pa th forward for countries and institutions engaged in research involving synthetic biology but lacking 
a fra mework for oversight might include ensuring that a solid foundation for training in biosafety is 

available, coupled with appropriate laboratoryfacilities with biosecuritypreca utions is in place. Leaders 
at all levels should be expected to ensure that best safety a nd security pra ctices are used in a culture of 
open and honest communication, and commercial suppliers of synthetic genes should screen requests 

a nd know their customers and their research. These attributes are a !ready in place in many 
organizations working with highly-hazardous pathogens and may be easily refined to address the unique 
challenges of synthetic biology. The greatest unmet need  of rria ny cesearch 
orgar aLionsm.  be in having an institutional oversight capabilitysuch as the IBC. If a bsent, one 

should be established. If present, it may be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and 
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composition so that the diversityof technical skills and experience is available to help institutions ensure 
that their research in synthetic biology is done in a safe and secure manner that will ultimately benefit 
society. 
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To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 4/24/2019 9:53:54 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: New NAS members 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim, 
On Saturday, I will participate in the NAS new members orientation. I'm looking through the list to see whom I should target for 
exploring whether they might be interested in CISAC activities. Could you skim through the list, too? The members elected last year 
can be found here: ,ittp://www.nasonline.orenews-and-multimedia/news/May-1-2018-NAS-Election.html 
Thanks. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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From: LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

Sent: 5/12/2020 10:37:05 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) [BRusek@nas.edu] 
CC: Diane Griffin [dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg [peggy@hbfam.net]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 

[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Fran Sharpies (FSharples@nas.edu) [FSharples@nas.edu] 
Subject: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 
Attachments: Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-draft 1.docx 

Attached is a brief outline of some of the topics we discussed (or not). 

Thanks Ben and Diane for leading the dialogue. I found it quite useful in spite of some of the hic ups with the 
technology. I was very pleased by George's closing comments. We may wish to consider ways to continue the dialogue 
as the pandemic evolves. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-19, Day 1. 

1. Natural experiment underway in the USA as states implement various strategies of 
public health response to address COVID-19 and resume normal activities 

2. Clinical Disease—Acute and Convalescence 
a. Early predictors of severe disease/cytokine storm 
b. Long-term sequela seen in survivors 
c. Better understanding/recognition of Pediatric Inflammatory Syndrome of COVID 

3. Pathogenesis and Treatment options 
a. Antiviral drug targets and development (not really discussed but important for 

future dialogue) 
b. Monoclonal antibody therapies (anti-IL-6 monoclonal antibody treatment; 

"balance" with coagulation dysfunction) 
c. Clinical trial of chloroquine treatment (preliminary results shared) 

4. Prophylactics and Preventatives 
a. Passive antibody therapy (raised question but not really discussed) 
b. Vaccine development 

i. Various techniques under development (not discussed) 
ii. Animal models (mentioned but details not shared) 
iii. Clinical testing (not discussed) 
iv. Production capacity (not discussed) 
v. Ethics considerations (not discussed) 

c. Isolation of contacts (Wuhan lock-down) 
d. Educational tools for communications with populations at risk 
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From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 11:38 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek;Diane Griffin;Peggy Hamburg;Fran Sharpies 
Subject: Re: Notes from Day 1 NAS-CAS 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I too thought it went very well and like Jim's idea of trying to set up additional visits with those involved who 
are interested on both sides. We might be able to do it with a smaller group and focus a little more on specific 
science quesitons. The Zoom meeting was of real value beyond what we learned technically, in my opinion. 

Good list Jim. I see I'm listed to do the wrap up on tomorrow's meeting, but think it might be a good idea for 
you to continue what you started last night, if you don't mind. You are much closer to the science and potential 
for collaborations than I. 

The one topic that I would hope we discuss with them is, under your category P&P: What have you learned 
about 'recovered' patients, with positive serology (IgG) who are still PCR positive? Have you tested 
them—or looked at animal models—to see if the PCR is picking up intact virions or simply 'left-over' 
viral RNA? 

I also think Pei Youg was interrupted in the middle of his question last night. Diane, we should try to give him 
a priority slot to ask his question tomorrow. We wouldn't be where we are without him. 

One question for Fran (or others). Am I correct in believing that I heard the following: 

In Wuhan there were/are 9% seropositive in community serological surveys 
Over-all in China. . , or maybe outside Wuhan there were 1/1,000 seropositive in similar surveys 

Thanks Ben for pulling it all together! 

Best to all, dave 

On May 12, 2020, at 11:37 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

<Topics for future collaborations between the NAS and CAS on COVID-draft 1.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 2, 2020 7:08 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah;Frances Sharples;Dave Franz;LeDuc, James W.;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Fwd: Dialogue plans 
Attachments: Draft Covid-19 US-China dialogue agenda.docx; ATT00001.htm; email letter from DG 

to GG re virtual dialogue.docx; ATT00002.htm 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Fyi 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Date: May 2, 2020 at 8:06:04 PM EDT 
To: "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof@im.ac.cn> 
Cc: "jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn" <jh-cao@cashq.ac.en>, "clbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, "jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwleduc@utmb.edu>, Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Dialogue plans 

Dear George, 

I'm looking forward to our dialogue tentatively planned for about 10 days from now. Attached 
find an explanatory letter proposing 2 sessions and draft list of topics. 
I look forward to hearing your thoughts on how we can best use our time. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

1 
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Clinical Issues Related to Treatment and Management of Patients 

• Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 disease: What range of clinical, end-organ, 
organ, and other body system manifestations of disease has been documented in China? 

• Drug Treatments: What has been the Chinese experience with developing drug 
treatments or using existing drugs in treatment of patients, from prophylaxis to 
presymptomatic patients to patients with severe symptoms? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions: Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions 
(NPIs) for patient care identified? Were there other best practices for management of 
COVID-19 patients that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Protection of Medical Personnel: What measures have proven most effective in 
preventing infection of medical personnel? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any other lessons learned from China's pandemic 
experience that should be applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other 
patient care facilities? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health 
condition, or other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NPIs, or best practices? 
How was this determined? 

• Immune plasma: What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other 
antibody-based therapies in the treatment of COVID-19 patients or prevention of further 
spread of disease? 

• Vaccines: Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of 
COVID-19 vaccines? 

• 

Limiting the Spread of COVID-19 and Steps Toward Restarting Society 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? 
What variability may exist and can factors be identified that may influence such 
variability? 

• Viral Load: What is known about magnitude of viral load required to initiate infection? 
Has it been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 
individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how 
long? Has post-infection viral shedding been demonstrated to result in new infections? 
Has an explanation regarding pathogenesis leading to apparent recrudescence of disease 
in previously positive, then negative patients been arrived at? 

• Immunity: After recovery, do patients have immunity? How protective is this immunity? 
Is there indication of persistence of such immunity? 
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• Halting Spread: What measures have proven most effective in halting viral spread in 
China? 

• Preventing a Fall Resurgence: What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall 
resurgence in transmission? 

• Reestablishing Normality: What lessons has China learned about returning society and 
the economy to a "normal" state? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Exposure routes: Has progress been made in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19—air, water, and surfaces, both indoors and outdoors? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays 
versus neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an 
indicator of protection? Was there standardization of your testing tools? 

• Contact with Animals: Would increased surveillance of or interventions to reduce 
contact with pets, wild, or livestock animal species help limit the future spread of 
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses? 
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May 2, 2020 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear George, 

I am very happy to learn that you will be the lead coordinator for the planned virtual dialogue meeting 
on both mitigation of COVID-19 impacts and prevention of future pandemics. 

I am writing to get your thoughts on the logistical and substantive agenda. The NASEM group has 
come up with a more consolidated topical agenda for your review. We are interested in your thoughts 
on these topics and questions and are happy to make adjustments as necessary. 

Your proposal to hold the first meeting on May 12 or 13 works well for the NASEM group. However 
considering all the topics proposed for discussion, perhaps two 2 hour sessions on back-to-back days 
would allow us to address the topics more substantially and give the group time to consider and ask 
follow up questions during the second session? We might hold the first session from 9:00-11:00 AM 
on May 12 (9:00-11:00 PM ET May 11 for the Americans) and the second session at 9:00-11:00 AM 
on May 13 (9:00-11:00 PM ET May 12 for the Americans). Of course we could push this schedule 
back by one day or even hold the meeting in the evening your time depending on the availability of 
Chinese experts, please let me know your preference. 

We propose that the format of the dialogue be a guided question and discussion session with 
designated participants giving very brief (less than 5 mins) topical introductory remarks for each 
subtopic/question and then letting the participants have a moderated conversation. 

It will be difficult (technically and substantively) to accommodate more than about 25 people total on 
the video call. We anticipate that the NAS meeting delegation will consist of about 12 experts, 
including Jim Le Duc, David Franz, Peggy Hamburg and myself, as well as other members of the 
NASEM Standing Committee on Emerging Infectious Diseases and 21st Century Health Threats and 
other experts. 

NASEM has the ability to facilitate the virtual dialogue discussion using Zoom video conference 
software however we are open to using another software platform if you prefer. Whatever platform we 
decide to use we may want to test the connection 24 hours before the call. Holding the discussion in 
English is of course easier for the Americans but we can work with you to incorporate Chinese English 
translation if that is necessary. 

We are happy to hear your thoughts on these proposals. I am pleased that our Academies are 
addressing this international crisis in an open and collaborative manner based on facts and science. I 
look forward to working with you to organize a substantial and useful dialogue. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Griffin 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/30/2020 10:55:43 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: The Washington Post: Chinese lab conducted extensive research on deadly bat viruses, but 
there is no evidence of accidental release 

I thought you might like this story from The Washington Post. 

Chinese lab conducted extensive research on deadly bat viruses, but there is no evidence of accidental 
release 
Many epidemiologists believe that a natural transmission of the virus from animal to human remains the 
most likely explanation. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/chinese-lab-conducted-extensive-research-on-deadly-
bat-viruses-but-there-is-no-evidence-of-accidental-release/2020/04/30/3e5d12a0-8b0d-11ea-9dfd-
990f9dcc71fc_story.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/30/2020 8:00:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Trump contradicts US intel community by claiming he's seen evidence coronavirus originated 
in Chinese lab 

Trump contradicts US intel community by claiming he's seen evidence coronavirus originated in Chinese 
lab 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/trump-intelligence-community-china-coronavirus-
origins/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Sun 5/17/2020 11:54:21 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: China Told Labs to Destroy Samples to Cut Risks - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

China Told Labs to Destroy Samples to Cut Risks 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 2/7/2020 4:33:04 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW U.S. still awaits China's acceptance of scientists to help respond to the outbreak 

ARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
nd know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

It seems obvious that we are not going to be able to hold our dialogue meeting in Wuhan in mid April. Do you have time to chat on 
Monday or Tuesday re next steps? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

*** 

3:40 p.m. 
U.S. still awaits China's acceptance of scientists to help respond to the outbreak 

WASHINGTON — China still has not accepted the United States' offer to send personnel from the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention to help with the coronavirus outbreak, officials said Friday. 

"At this point, it's a decision for the Chinese," Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar told reporters. "We're ready, willing 
and able to support the Chinese government" in learning more about the virus. 

It was not clear why the Chinese were not accepting the assistance of CDC scientists and others. Azar said the World Health 
Organization provided the Chinese with the names of 25 scientists; 13 of them are from U.S. agencies such as the CDC, the National 
Institutes of Health and the HHS Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority. 

"We continue to expect fully that President Xi will accept that team," Azar said. 

At the same briefing, Deputy Secretary of State Stephen Biegun said aircraft used to bring medical supplies to China had evacuated 
additional Americans from Wuhan. 

After the briefing, a State Department spokesman said two flights that brought the evacuees back to the United States on Friday 
were the last scheduled for now, though that could change "as events arise." 
By Lenny Bernstein 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Ben Rusek <brusek@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2020 5:28 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Coronavirus live updates: Four Royal Caribbean cruise passengers hospitalized in New Jersey - The Washington Post 

httpsiiwww.washingtonpost.com/world/asia pacific/coronavirus-china-live-updates/2020/02/07/0a3 I cae6-4933- I I ea-
9164-d3154ad8a5cd story.html 
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Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.corn] 
Sent: Fri 12/13/2019 7:15:55 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

I have a 1pm call on Monday that could take an hour, but free the rest of the day. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 13, 2019, at 7:54 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Fine for me. I'm free most of the afternoon. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 13, 2019, at 4:49 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sorry for the late response. If possible let's chat on Monday, just about any time works for me but how 
about 1:30 PM ET? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 7:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

I visited and gave a talk at that Lanzhou lab 12+ years ago. Huge FMD operation and we're building a 
new lab at the time. I recall brucellosis was the most common occupational exposure in our old 
offensive program....pre '69. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2019, at 4:42 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Pei-Yong and I met today to discuss various issues, one of which was the proposed next 
meeting in China. Should we have a brief teleconference before the Holidays to discuss 
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dates and potential topics? Not sure if I shared the link below with others, but the recent 
episode of lab-associated brucellosis in China might be worth discussing. Texas A&M 
University had a similar problem several years ago and perhaps we could get someone 
from there to share their experiences and resolution of the problem. 

Thanks, Jim 

https://www.sixthtone.cominews/1004935/96-chinese-veterinary-researchers-

infected-with-brucellosis 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 3:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming 
know today or tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 

- PeL-yo v1,0 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.et.  ›; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the 
meeting to April. Could we propose the dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 

Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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To: 'David FranzIdavidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 12/13/2019 4:49:07 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Sorry for the late response. If possible let's chat on Monday, just about any time works for me but how about 1:30 PM ET? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 7:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

I visited and gave a talk at that Lanzhou lab 12+ years ago. Huge FMD operation and we're building a new lab at the time. I recall 
brucellosis was the most common occupational exposure in our old offensive program....pre '69. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2019, at 4:42 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Pei-Yong and I met today to discuss various issues, one of which was the proposed next meeting in China. Should we 
have a brief teleconference before the Holidays to discuss dates and potential topics? Not sure if I shared the link 
below with others, but the recent episode of lab-associated brucellosis in China might be worth discussing. Texas 
A&M University had a similar problem several years ago and perhaps we could get someone from there to share their 
experiences and resolution of the problem. 

Thanks, Jim 

https://www.sixthtone.cominews/1004935/96-chinese-veterinary-researchers-infected-with-brucellosis 

From: Shi, Pei yong <pes1 VIB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 3:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James W. <jwlecluc@LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming know today or tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James W. <iwleduc@l1TMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. Could we 
propose the dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 

Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMEEDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 12/11/2019 6:45:32 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

I visited and gave a talk at that Lanzhou lab 12+ years ago. Huge FMD operation and we're building a new lab at the time. I 

recall brucellosis was the most common occupational exposure in our old offensive program... .pre '69. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2019, at 4:42 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Pei-Yong and I met today to discuss various issues, one of which was the proposed next meeting in China. Should we 
have a brief teleconference before the Holidays to discuss dates and potential topics? Not sure if I shared the link 
below with others, but the recent episode of lab-associated brucellosis in China might be worth discussing. Texas 
A&M University had a similar problem several years ago and perhaps we could get someone from there to share their 
experiences and resolution of the problem. 

Thanks, Jim 

https://www.sixthtone.cominews/1004935/96-chinese-veterinary-researchers-infected-with-brucellosis 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 3:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming know today or tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 

- PeL-yog 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James W. <iwleduc@LIFV1B.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. Could we 
propose the dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 
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Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick Affamurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 6:43:09 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: US explores possibility that coronavirus started in Chinese lab, not a market 

US explores possibility that coronavirus started in Chinese lab, not a market 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/15/politics/us-intelligence-virus-started-chinese-lab/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 3:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Subject: Re: A good example of the value of engagement. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

One possibility would be to make a couple of ppts to add to the slide set we will use to market the BTRP study 
which Jerry Keusch and I just finalized and sent to internal NAS editorial review. We just had a conf call re. 
where to take it on the hill. d 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jan 30, 2020, at 3:30 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We need to leverage this situation to gain sustained support for our dialogue with China. Not sure 
where to look but the time is right! 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 2:24 PM 
To: Boright, John <„!Boright@nas.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal 
<rn owenit@nas.edu>; rtiliamburg@nas.ec*„1; Peggy Hamburg <margaretahamburg@aol.com>
Subject: A good example of the value of engagement. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for facilitating John! So glad we heard from George. I was in a situation yesterday that 
allowed me to compare the ability to communicate with our Russian ID colleagues with our 
much greater options in China...when we face common health challenges. The last 13 years of 
engagement with Chinese colleagues which Peggy and Jim will recall began slowly and with 
small steps in '07 with the CBSG--have expanded to make quite a positive difference. And the 
lack of similar continued engagement in Russia has taken its toll. Thanks again, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Jan 28, 2020, at 1:59 PM, Boright, John <JBoright nas.edu> wrote: 

Jim, 

I sent this at the request of Micah, when Dianne had not been online for a couple 
days. I got a "undeliverable" message re your address, 

And Dave, I did not see you on it. 

Dianne, I hope this is ok with you. 

Best, 
John 

From: Boright, John 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 1:50 PM 
To: ih-cao@gashuic.crC; clbaacas„cri; 'oof©Irmac.crC; sun lui cashq.ac.cn 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Boright, John; 'Peggy Hamburg'; Diane Griffin 
( )jhrni.edu); 'jwleducanas.edif; JohnHildebrand; Rusek, Benjamin; Hamburg, 
Margaret 
Subject: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find a letter to President Bai Chunli and Dr, Gao Fu, with regard to an urgent 
request. 

John Boright 
On behalf of Diane Griffin and Margaret Hamburg 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing Griffin and Hamburg Jan 28 
2020.pdf> 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Tue 12/17/2019 6:35:04 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi All, 

I just spoke to Zhiming. Here is the summary. 

1. He agrees with the meeting time at the week of April 20. 
2. He agrees with the formation of the standing committee. He will talk to the CAS leadership team to finalize the list of 
committee members from the Chinese side. 
3. He suggest to invite the Director of Boston P4 lab to attend the meeting. 
4. He still has not received the final approval of the meeting, but does not think it a problem. 

Please let me know if anything else we need to communicate with the Chinese side. 

Best, Pei,-yowg 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2019 10:22 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Ok, let's talk at 4 ET (3 CT) 
(Call 1-888-537-7715 and enter code 12223052#) 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <p MB.EDU> 
Sent: Saturday, December 14, 2019 6:48 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

I'm free at the following time on Monday 
Before 12:30 pm ET 
4-5 pm ET 

Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2019 4:49 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.cor 1>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@ UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@LIFV1B.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Sorry for the late response. If possible let's chat on Monday, just about any time works for me but how about 1:30 PM ET? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 7:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@utmb.edu>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshl@utmb.eciu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

I visited and gave a talk at that Lanzhou lab 12+ years ago. Huge FMD operation and we're building a new lab at the time. I recall 
brucellosis was the most common occupational exposure in our old offensive program....pre '69. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2019, at 4:42 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Pei-Yong and I met today to discuss various issues, one of which was the proposed next meeting in China. Should we 
have a brief teleconference before the Holidays to discuss dates and potential topics? Not sure if I shared the link 
below with others, but the recent episode of lab-associated brucellosis in China might be worth discussing. Texas 
A&M University had a similar problem several years ago and perhaps we could get someone from there to share their 
experiences and resolution of the problem. 

Thanks, Jim 

https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1004935/96-chinese-veterinary-researchers-infected-with-brucellosis 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 3:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James W. <iwleduc@LJTMB EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming know today or tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 

• Pei,- yot4,9 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 1H I II <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
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James W. <jwlecluc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <rr„ hi> 
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. Could we 
propose the dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 

Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:14 AM 
LeDuc, James W.;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);'Diane Griffin';Peggy Hamburg 
Bowman, Katherine;Boright, John;'Frances Sharples';Shi, Pei yong;Lowenthal, Micah 
RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Letter to CCDC CAS re virtual dialogue April 22 2020.pdf; Letter to NASEM 
Presidents.pdf; Agenda draft v1 for Biology and Treatment of Covid-19.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to the attached letter that includes proposing a date 
and agenda in consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor sending the response back. I am looping 
Diane and Peggy into this thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 
(Scientific Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 areas listed at the end of the original letter 
(also attached) with the idea that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual meeting. A few initial 
questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do what topics do you think are the most 
important to cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a 
good time to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to 
David Re!man, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
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Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1202-3343975 

From: sunhuiPcashuc.cn <sunhuiRcashp.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. < McNutt()nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauPrias.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pfji. ay@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <01ildebr@email.arizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBoright@Mas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduct&UTMB.EDU>; Ih-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <Th-cao@cashcbac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <cibai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<g,,-,)of@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cpcaslicLaccn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
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http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffki.X : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 

: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES • ENGINEERING • MED 

April 22, 2020 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dr. Gao Fu 
Director-General 
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Dear Drs. Gao and Bai: 

NE 

Please accept our sympathies for the hardship and loss of life in China. We in the United States are now 
deep into our own suffering under the COV1D-19 pandemic. As China begins to recover and reopen, 
China now has extensive experience dealing with COV1D-19 and Chinese scientists have much to share 
as the rest of the world continues to battle the virus. We are writing to ask you, as leaders of the Chinese 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CCDC) and the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) to 
approve and designate Chinese scientists to participate in a virtual dialogue meeting (video 
teleconference) to discuss mitigating the impact of COV1D-19 and preventing future pandemics. 

As you know, over the past five years, we along with Dr. James Le Duc, Dr. David Franz, Dr. Pei-Yong 
Shi, and several other representatives of the U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine (NASEM) have worked with both of you and other Chinese scientists to organize a series of 
dialogue meetings on disease research; on combating emerging infections; on collaboration and data 
sharing; and on laboratory management. The dialogue meetings have been attended by leading scientists 
from NASEM, CAS, CCDC, the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, and the Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences. The meetings have enabled scientists from China and the United States to exchange 
research findings; share best practices in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory 
operations; reflect on lessons learned; and establish new collaborative partnerships in areas identified 
during the meetings. Our dialogue has focused on preparing for and mitigating the very situation we face 
with COV1D-19. 

Chinese scientists now have unique knowledge about responding to and mitigating COV1D-19, so are in 
a position to help the scientific community to better understand and combat the outbreak. We hope that 
a meeting between our scientists can address: (1) The biology of COV1D-19; (2) Managing COV1D-19 
in patients; (3) Limiting the spread of COV1D-19; (4) Drug and vaccine development; and (5) Preventing 
and managing future epidemics and pandemics. A list of more detailed questions related to these five 
topics is appended to the end of this letter. 
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NASEM is willing to facilitate and host a virtual dialogue discussion using Zoom video conference 
software or any other mutually acceptable medium. We hope that Chinese participants can include 
scientists and laboratory directors who are leading the response as well as those who have participated 
in previous dialogue sessions. American meeting participants would include Academy members and 
other top-flight American researchers, but not government officials or members of the press. Information 
and insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared 
with those government officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the 
meeting, but remarks and discussion comments would not be attributed without permission of the 
speaker. After your approval we would like to hold the virtual meeting as early as possible. The first 
week of May would be ideal; and, if the participants feel it would be useful, a follow-on meeting could 
be held later in the month. 

Thank you for your efforts and leadership during this remarkably difficult period. We hope that you will 
embrace this opportunity to assist the United States and the rest of the world to combat and recover from 
this pandemic. 

Sincerely, 

V.kcastr—kb—,

Marcia McNutt 
President 
National Academy of Sciences 

Diane Griffin 
Vice President, 
National Academy of Sciences 

Additional points of contact: 

James Le Duc 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
jwleduc utmb.edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Victor Dzau 
President 
National Academy of Medicine 

Margaret Hamburg 
Foreign secretary 
National Academy of Medicine 

Benj amin Rusek 
Senior Program Officer, NASEM 
bmsek@nas.edu 1.202.334.3975 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate 

mutations? Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the 
clinical course of disease? 

2 
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• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible 
for any variability in incubation period? 

• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at 
what point in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of 
virus shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 

• Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how long? 
• After recovery, do patients have immunity? How strong is this immunity and is it likely to 

be permanent or might it eventually disappear? 

2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use 

of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
• What has been the Chinese experience with drug treatments for sick patients? 
• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from 

the pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, 

gender, general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing 

and equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
• Was available technology for testing for viral infection and antibody response adequate? If 

not, what other or new technologies would be helpful or even essential in the future? 
• Has the Chinese research community arrived at an explanation regarding pathogenesis 

leading to apparent recrudescence of disease in previously positive, then negative patients? 
• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of 

exposure to COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 
• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock 

animal species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or 
livestock animal species have a role in limiting the spread of COV1D-19 or in preparing for 
future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of effective drugs 

to treat COVID-19? If yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a 
U.S.-China scientific partnership? 

• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of COVID-19 
vaccines? If yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a U.S.-
China scientific partnership? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies in 
the treatment of COVID patients or prevention of onward spread of disease? 

5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

3 
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• What lessons has China learned about returning society and the economy to a "normal" 
state? 

• What observations and determinations from the COV1D-19 pandemic are most important 
for preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers 
to 1-4, how can the lessons learned in dealing with COV1D-19 so far be used to avert 
another pandemic? 

• What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations between our countries in 
this area? 

4 
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CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 16Alk: t IN • lb 
44: 100864 
Add: 52 Sanlihe Rd., Beijing, China 
Postcode: 100804 

April 28, 2020 

Dr. Marcia McNutt 
President 
National Academy of Sciences 

Dr. Victor Dzau 
President 
National Academy of Medicine 

Dear Drs. McNutt and Dzau, 

Thank you for your letter dated April 22. Please accept our deepest sympathies for the 

enormous suffering and loss of life in the United States. We appreciate the great 

efforts and leadership of NASEM during the unprecedented crisis. 

The battle against COVID-19 has made us more aware that we are in a community 

with shared future. The pressing pandemic requires us to rise to the occasion and meet 

this challenge with solidarity and concerted efforts. Nevertheless, we also notice that 

the bilateral scientific exchange and cooperation between our two nations has been 

adversely affected by politics and biased arguments recently. As science academies, 
we should seek truth with evidence and fulfill our responsibilities of jointly 

addressing this international crisis in an open and collaborative manner. 

We are pleased to accept your proposal to jointly organize a virtual dialogue meeting 

on mitigation of COVID-19 impact and prevention of future pandemics. Apart from 

scientists from CAS and CCDC, we also plan to bring some members of the Chinese 

Academy of Engineering into the dialogue. Dr. Fu Gao could serve as the lead 
coordinator from our end. We agree with the principle of not inviting high-level 

government officials or press to the videoconference, and not attributing remarks and 

discussion comments without permission of speakers. For your information, the health 

ministers from our two countries have recently agreed to hold a virtual dialogue to 

share expertise and experience on COVID-19 prevention and control in the coming 

weeks. 

As China will have a national holiday during May 1-5, we propose that the first online 

dialogue be held in the week of May 10, preferably on May 12 or 13. Please let us 

know the lead coordinator from the US side, so that Dr. Gao will follow up with 
him/her on topics of mutual interest and corresponding speakers soon. My colleagues 
from CAS Bureau of International Cooperation will assist Dr. Gao on the specifics of 
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the videoconference preparation. In the meantime, please feel free to let us know 
should you have any further concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Prof. Chunli Bai Prof. Fu Gao 
President Director 
Chinese Academy of Sciences CCDC 
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4-30-20 v1 

Discussion of the Biology of Covid-19 

May 12 or 13 

Introductions: Participants give brief descriptions of their background and areas of expertise 

Focus on Scientific Questions (1 hour): 

• Evolution of the virus: Have there been estimates the rate of evolutionary change in the virus 

and how quickly it accumulates mutations? Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, 

transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? Is there 

variability in incubation period? If yes, what factors have been shown to be or are likely to be 

responsible for this variability? 

• Viral Load: What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been 

determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of virus shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 

individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how long? 

• Post-recovery: After recovery, do patients have iraR) unity? How strong is this immunity? Is it 

likely to be permanent? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measbre ? Is it via binding assays versus 

neutralization tests. use pf antibody assays in diagnosis of acute isease and as an indicator of 

protection? 

15 minute break 

Focus on Treatment for and Management of Patients (1 hour): 

• Drug Treatments: What has.. n the Chlr experience with drug treatments for sick 

patients? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions. re effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for 

patient care identified? 

• Other Best Practices: Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients 

that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health condition, or 

other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NP1s, or best practices influenced? How was 

this determined? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic experience that should be 

applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

Wrap up discussion and next steps 
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From: Shan, Chao [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3306114A447E496CB9EBA019AE29AE6E-SHAN, CHAO] 

Sent: 4/11/2019 9:20:11 AM 
To: Bente, Dennis A. [dabente@UTMB.EDU]; Nat [hanxia@whioy.cn]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 

W. [jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
CC: m-r, [yzm@wh.ioy.cn] 
Subject: RE: Application for collaboration funding 

Hi Han, 

We can talk over the phone to discuss how to write the proposal, Looking forward to talking with you. 

Best, 
Chao 

From: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2019 12:09 AM 

To: NM <hanxia@whiov.cn>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shan, Chao 

<chshan@UTMB.EDU> 

Cc: SALC- <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 

Subject: RE: Application for collaboration funding 

Dear Han, 

Thank you very much for sending the CAS funding opportunity. We discussed this amongst us today, and we believe that 
the production for horse anti-CCHFV serum based on VSV-CCHFV-GP is a good idea. However, we think it should be a part of a 
larger applications which will include Chao's vaccine platform as well. We believe that this will make it more 
competitive. Chao will reach out to you in the next days. 
Dr. LeDuc will also try to find a US based funding mechanism to see if we can match the Chinese funds with US funds (if the 
project gets funded). 

Best wishes, 

Dennis 

From: NM <hanxia@wh.lov.cn>
Sent: Monday, April 8, 2019 9:48 PM 
To: Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMBID11>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<iwleducPUTIVIKEDU>

Cc: gliA-K <yzm@wh.iov.cn>

Subject: Application for collaboration funding 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dennis, Dr.Peiyong Shi and Dr. Leduc 

Hope you are doing well! 
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We missed the funding application support by CAS for the collaboration study of BSL-4 agent last year. The new round 
application for 2019 is opening and the deadline is May 5 
(httnillendish.whiov.cas.cniNotice2016/201904/t20190404 207607.html). The application information attached (English). 

Based on Dennis and I discussed previously, I am thinking about if we can try to put the "Production for horse anti-CCHFV 
serum based on VSV-CCHFV-GP" as a proposal if Dr. Tom Geisbert agreed. The VSV-CCHFV-GP has constructed in the UTMB 
and the horse immunizing will conducted in Wuhan. The neutralization work for the horse serum in cells of Chinese strains will 
be done in Wuhan and other strains in UTMB. If it worked in vitro, then we can test it in the mice. 

Please let me know what's your thought. 

Thanks, 
Han 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 2/8/2019 2:26:06 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: NTI and China 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good. The only thing I have is a 15-20 min call at 4. Otherwise free. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 8, 2019, at 3:22 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I'll call you in an hour or so. 
Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 8, 2019, at 1:28 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good idea. You available for a call anytime this afternoon or weeken? Have something else I 
wanted to mention. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 8, 2019, at 2:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dave, Maybe you and I should write or organize a call with OP, JHU and NTI to try 
to head off this competition and build a real collaboration where everyone has a piece 
of the program. Not sure who is leading OP now but they have the money and 
could maybe benefit from our input as non-funded volunteer experts who have 
invested heavily in building the relationships that are now being threatened. 
Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Date: February 7, 2019 at 3:21:02 PM CST 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu>, "David Franz 
(davi z um ail. corn)" <davidrfranz gmail.com> 
Subject: NTI and China 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is 
safe. 
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Hi Jim, 
I understand that Beth Cameron reached out to talk to you and Ben about 
China. I think Beth is great and we're trying to have a more collaborative 
relationship with NTI, but I also need you to know about the difficulties we've 
had with NTI and with the JHU CHS folks in the past. This is a bit lengthy. 
During NTI's first decade, there were a few cases where CISAC proposed 
some projects to NTI for funding and NTI decided to simply do the proposed 
work themselves. Collaborations didn't go so well, in part because they took 
credit for everything or used the joint activities to develop offshoots that cut 
out NAS. 
More recently, with OpenPhil money as the foundation for JHU work, Gigi 
decided that because India was a priority country, she would propose to do 
some biosecurity dialogue work there, unaware of the years of interactions 
we had before then, working with NIAS, INSA, DBT, and MEA to lay the 
groundwork for biosecurity discussions when the government of India was 
previously against such discussions. When she found out that CISAC had done 
work there, she talked with Rita and Ben and got suggestions for who could 
be involved (Indira Nath, S.R. Rao, Dave, others). After all that hard work that 
you and Dave and Rita and Ben did to open that up, CISAC denied funding for 
India bio work to build on previous activities because a sponsor wanted us to 
work through the "pre-existing biosecurity dialogue" that they were funding 
at JHU. I like Gigi and I don't think that she tried to undermine us or steal the 
work, but this is one of multiple examples where her program has decided to 
do something that NAS has done for years and the program uses the 
foundation we have built and never acknowledges our work, I think in part 
because there is pressure for the OpenPhil work to be unique and innovative, 
even when it's not. JHU (led by Anita Jean Cicero) using OpenPhil money is 
now also doing bilateral biosecurity work in China with plans to hold a U.S. 
China dialogue meeting in Washington, D.C. this summer; they have invited 
some of the Chinese scientists that we have been working with. 
There is a lot of work to be done and we're all in favor of these groups 
helping each other to make progress overall. We just want to make sure that 
this is mutually beneficial. We would like to pursue our goals in China and 
we'd rather not promote their goals at our expense. 
Again, I think Beth is wonderful. She does great work, we're all safer for the 
efforts she has made, and she now also has a large amount of OpenPhil 
funding to work with. If we're going to work together with them or help them 
out, I'd like to have us work together well, complementing rather than 
supplanting each other. 
Thanks for your patience. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, 
DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu .202.334.3074 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Mon 4/20/2020 5:31:21 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: 2020 reference from my EndNote library 

Anonymous. (2020, 20200420). Head Of Laboratory In China Denies Coronavirus Originated There I 
TODAY. Today Retrieved 0420, 2020, 

Video report from Today 

TODAY brings you the latest headlines and expert tips on parenting, food, home, style, and health and 
wellness. 

WIKI: Today, also called The Today Show, is an American news and talk morning television show that airs on 
NBC. The program debuted on January 14, 1952. It was the first of its genre on American television 
and in the world, and after 68 years of broadcasting it is the fifth-longest-running American television 
series. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V60ABj75-FQ 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 2/7/2020 4:52:49 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: FW U.S. still awaits China's acceptance of scientists to help respond to the outbreak 

Sure, I'm free before 10 am CT and 2-3 pm on Monday and from about 10 am to 1:30 pm on Tuesday. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2020 4:33 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: FW U.S. still awaits China's acceptance of scientists to help respond to the outbreak 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

It seems obvious that we are not going to be able to hold our dialogue meeting in Wuhan in mid April. Do you have time to chat on 
Monday or Tuesday re next steps? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

*** 

3:40 p.m. 
U.S. still awaits China's acceptance of scientists to help respond to the outbreak 

WASHINGTON — China still has not accepted the United States' offer to send personnel from the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention to help with the coronavirus outbreak, officials said Friday. 

"At this point, it's a decision for the Chinese," Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar told reporters. "We're ready, willing 
and able to support the Chinese government" in learning more about the virus. 

It was not clear why the Chinese were not accepting the assistance of CDC scientists and others. Azar said the World Health 
Organization provided the Chinese with the names of 25 scientists; 13 of them are from U.S. agencies such as the CDC, the National 
Institutes of Health and the HHS Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority. 

"We continue to expect fully that President Xi will accept that team," Azar said. 

At the same briefing, Deputy Secretary of State Stephen Biegun said aircraft used to bring medical supplies to China had evacuated 
additional Americans from Wuhan. 

After the briefing, a State Department spokesman said two flights that brought the evacuees back to the United States on Friday 
were the last scheduled for now, though that could change "as events arise." 
By Lenny Bernstein 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Ben Rusek <brusek@email.com>
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2020 5:28 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekPnas.edu>
Subject: Coronavirus live updates: Four Royal Caribbean cruise passengers hospitalized in New Jersey - The Washington Post 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/coronavirus-china-live-updates/2020/02/07/0a3lcae6-4933-11ea-
9164-d3154ad8a5cd_story.html 
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Cc: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 12/13/2019 6:54:55 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

Fine for me. I'm free most of the afternoon. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 13, 2019, at 4:49 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sorry for the late response. If possible let's chat on Monday, just about any time works for me but how about 1:30 PN 
ET? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 7:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

I visited and gave a talk at that Lanzhou lab 12+ years ago. Huge FMD operation and we're building a new lab at the 
time. I recall brucellosis was the most common occupational exposure in our old offensive program... .pre '69. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2019, at 4:42 PM, LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Pei-Yong and I met today to discuss various issues, one of which was the proposed next meeting in 
China. Should we have a brief teleconference before the Holidays to discuss dates and potential topics? 
Not sure if I shared the link below with others, but the recent episode of lab-associated brucellosis in 
China might be worth discussing. Texas A&M University had a similar problem several years ago and 
perhaps we could get someone from there to share their experiences and resolution of the problem. 

Thanks, Jim 

https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1004935/96-chinese-veterinary-researchers-infected-with-

brucellosis 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 3:23 PM 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin <— usek@i ,>; Dave Franz (±, 
<davidrfranz,gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@n lclu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming know today or 
tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 

Pei,-y 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. 
Could we propose the dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 

Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 12/11/2019 3:42:29 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Pei-Yong and I met today to discuss various issues, one of which was the proposed next meeting in China. Should we have a brief 
teleconference before the Holidays to discuss dates and potential topics? Not sure if I shared the link below with others, but the 
recent episode of lab-associated brucellosis in China might be worth discussing. Texas A&M University had a similar problem 
several years ago and perhaps we could get someone from there to share their experiences and resolution of the problem. 

Thanks, Jim 

https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1004935/96-chinese-veterinary-researchers-infected-with-brucellosis 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 3:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming know today or tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 

- Pei,-yowg 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.ec. >; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<ivvieducPUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. Could we propose the 
dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 

Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 9:17 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

This is a perfect example of the exceptional value of having the dialogue with China that you and the NAS have 
pioneered. I hope that we can leverage this experience into some sustained funding to keep the relationship vibrant. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:59 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Very happy to help, sounds like with this change it's ready to go. Diane will likely send it out soon. 

Ben 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 8:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

I think Peggy's suggested change is appropriate and otherwise it's ready to go. There are other efforts 
underway to get the isolates as well, so hopefully we'll get this done soon. 

Thanks for your help in moving this along! Enjoy India 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:53 AM 
To: Diane Griffin qigriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg 
<pf,agy(q)hbfam.net>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim could you take a final look? 

Ben 
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On Jan 27, 2020, at 7:09 PM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Do we think that it is ready? 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

pig rifiri6@ihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:02 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthrDnas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <kuleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

And when this is ready Diane should send it to Bai Chunli [using clbai@cas.cn, JH-
cao@cashu.ac.cn, sunhui@cashu.ac.cn] and Gao Fu [using of im.ac.cn]

Probably want to cc Peggy and Jim and maybe John Hildebrand and John Boright 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentheDnas.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 6:27 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <ppiay@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin (clgriffi6@ihmi.edu)
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: NCoV isolate 

Jim, 
Connecting you back to the discussion here. See below. 
Micah 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pe,,ggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:01 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthrDnas.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (clgriffi6@ihmi.edu 
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

Jim, 
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Any thoughts on my question below. I am fine with letter as is, but does Iswem like 
situation has evolved a bit but still crucial to encourage Chinese to share isolates. 

Peggy 
Sent from my iPhone 

From: Diane Griffin <cligriffi6(roihmi.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:06 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

Micah, Peggy, Jim et al - I think that the letter is fine to send. I agree that the situation is 
changing, but it is still going to be important to compare the viruses that emerge in 
other countries with Chinese isolates over time. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@ihu.edu 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 2:10 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
wrote: 

Peggy, 
Perhaps I closed down discussion too early. Please feel free to reopen 
with Jim Le Duc. You can include others, but I would focus on the people 
you want to hear from. 
Also, we might want to note the MOU signed between UTMB and 
Chinese virology research organizations as the rationale for promoting 
UTMB as the partner. But that's up to you and Diane to decide. 

Micah 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 9:20 AM, Peggy Hamburg 
<Peggv@hbfam.net> wrote: 

Hello. I think it is a strong letter. However, has the argument shifted 
somewhat? Given that cases are occurring in many places now the 
opportunity to gather isolates does not depend on Chinese, however 
the ability to get full understanding of the virus and it's evolution would 
be greatly advanced by expanded sharing of isolates. 

Peggy 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 9:29 PM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Here is a dean copy for your review, we are working to 
get you the correct email addresses and email routing 
for Gao Fu and Bai Chunli. 

Micah notes that at the top of the letter, we say that 
work is hampered by the lack of an isolate. Lower down, 
we refer to sharing isolates. Should this be consistently 
plural? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 11:30 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <p_qfay@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin 
(figriffi6(EDihmi.edu) <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Here is a version with these changes and a few other 
small edits. 

Ben 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@)nas.edu>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:08 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <pqmr@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin 
(figriffi6(EDihmi.edu) <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Ben, 
We'll have to do some minor editing on the letter to 
correct typos from our original draft (replace focused in 
with focused on, near the end), to make it read a little 
better ("China has taken important lead to identify" just 
isn't good English), and some formatting according to 
Diane and Peggy's preferences. I would suggest 
unbolding the text and possibly formatting it more like a 
regular letter with return address, but that decision is 
up those who sign it. 
Micah 
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From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(FrUlEMB.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 10:25 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzE9gmail.com>; Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <Iffksiaze(cpUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekE)nas.edu>; LeDuc, James 
W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<LIgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<MargaretA amburgeDaol.com>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgrajmer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. 
<dnieseleL)UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurbanPUTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth(c)nas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Thanks, Tom and Dave 

Hi Ben, 
I have included Tom's suggestion. Please use this 
version. 

Best, 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:21 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgKsiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusekEonas.edu>; LeDuc, James 
W. <iwleducCoUTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<elgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<MargaretA amburgeDaol.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<E3shiRUTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgrajmer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. 
<dnieseleL)UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurbanPUTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<svveaver@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; John Boright 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's 
email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

...and think Tom's point strengthens the letter as 
well. dave 
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On Jan 26, 2020, at 9:17 AM, Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
wrote: 

In this paragraph 

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch has volunteered 
to serve as both home to the virus 
reference center and as a BEI 
partner to assist China in 
distribution of any 
isolates you wish to 
share. NASEM would be willing 
to facilitate another arrangement 
if you wish. 

Should probably be modified 

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch has volunteered 
to serve as home to the virus in its 
capacity as the World Reference 
Center for Emerging Viruses and 
Arboviruses and as a BEI partner 
to assist China in distribution of 
any isolates you wish to 
share. NASEM would be willing 
to facilitate another arrangement 
if you wish. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 
00:49, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu>
wrote: 

WARNING: This email 
originated from outside of 
UTMB's email system. Do 
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not click links or open 
attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe. 

Great idea Jim, 

Since this is urgent 
Micah and I have 
drafted text of a letter 
(that includes text 
explaining the dialogue) 
that could be sent to 
CCDC and CAS. Feel free 
to modify. 

Have also looped in 
John Boright, the 
executive director of 
the NAS and John 
Hildebrand, the NAS 
foreign secretary. Peggy 
might want to include 
Victor Dzau in the next 
email. 

FYI Micah and I are in 
India right now and will 
be online for the 12 
hours or so. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re 
nCoV isolate sharing 
Griffin and 
Hamburg.docx> 

On Jan 
26, 
2020, 
at 7:56 
AM, 
LeDuc, 
James 
W. 
<iwledu 
c@utm 
b.edu> 
wrote: 
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Ben, 
Diane, 
Peggy 
I'm 
sure 
you 
have 
been 
followi 
ng the 
emerge 
nce of 
the 
new 
Corona 
virus in 
China 
and 
beyond 
with 
concern 
. While 
much is 
being 
done to 
prepare 
nations 
for 
possibl 
e cases, 
the 
global 
scientifi 
c 
commu 
nity 
remains 
hamper 
ed by 
the lack 
of 
access 
to an 
isolate 
of the 
new 
virus. S 
equenc 
es data 
has 
been 
provide 
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d, but 
despite 
repeate 
d 
inquirie 
s 
isolates 
have 
not 
been 
made 
availabl 
e 
althoug 
h 
Chinese 
front 
line 
scientis 
ts 
appear 
to be 
eager 
to 
share. 

With 
this 
backgro 
und, 
may I 
suggest 
that we 
explore 
an 
Acade 
my to 
Acade 
my 
request 
to 
share 
the 
isolates 
? Withi 
n a very 
few 
days 
this will 
likely 
be a 
moot 
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point 
given 
that 
cases 
are 
now 
occurri 
ng 
outside 
China 
and 
isolatio 
n 
attemp 
ts are 
underw 
ay. The 
window 
for 
Chinese 
global 
leaders 
hip is 
rapidly 
closing. 
Our 
dialogu 
e over 
the 
past 
several 
years 
has 
focused 
in the 
very 
situatio 
n we 
now 
face 
and it 
seems 
approp 
rate 
for the 
academ 
ies to 
work 
togethe 
r to 
help 
address 
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this 
growin 

g 
threat. 

We 
have 
volunte 
ered to 
use 
UTMB's 
stature 
as both 
home 
to the 
virus 
referen 
ce 
center 
and as 
a BEI 
partner 
to 
assist 
the 
Chinese 
in 
distribu 
tion of 
any 
isolates 
they 
wish to 
share. 
Repeati 
ng this 
offer 
more 
formall 
y by the 
NASEM 
to CAS 
may 
help 
the 
Chinese 
govern 
ment 
appreci 
ate the 
global 
importa 
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nce of 
harness 
ing the 
world's 
scientifi 
c 
capacit 
y to 
help 
address 
this 
emergi 
ng 
threat. 

Can we 
urgentl 
y draft 
an 
official 
letter 
for 
Diane 
or 
Peggy's 
signatu 
re? 

Thanks 
for your 
conside 
ration 
and 
help. 

Jim 

Sent 
from 
my 
iPhone 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing 
Griffin and Hamburg Jan 27 2020.docx> 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 2/22/2020 11:38:18 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: BBC MONITORING Russian expert says 'US bioterrorism' behind coronavirus 

MONITORING Russian expert says US bioterrorism behind spread of coronavirus.pdf 

See note below. Disconcerting.. 

From: Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2020 10:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; 'Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com)' 
<rbtesh22@gmail.com>; Vasilakis, Nikolaos <nivasila@utmb.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret (Peggy@hbfam.net) <Peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Schweitzer, Glenn (gschweitzer@nas.edu) <gschweitzer@nas.edu> 
Subject: BBC MONITORING Russian expert says 'US bioterrorism behind coronavirus 

I suppose you'all see this kind of stuff all the time, but this one was sent to me by an retired high-ranking 
State Dept officer with the rejoinder that this may be the beginning of a big pitch by the Russians... 
\Fred 

Frederick A. Murphy 
8300 Burdette Road Unit B661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409 739 3332 
(Tel) 301 968 4798 
(Email) famurphy@utrnb.edu 
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MONITORING 

Report 
ivIOSKOVSKY KOMSOMOLETS I MOSCOW 
REPORTED 27 JAN 2020 00:00 GMT I PUBLISHED 29 JAN 2020 07:11 GMT 

Russian expert says 'US bioterrorism' behind 
spread of coronavirus 

TExT OF REPORT BY MASS-CIRCULATION RUSSIAN NEWSPAPER MOSKOVSKY KOMSOMOLETS ON 27 ,IANUAFRY 

[Interview by Sergey Valchenko with Igor Nikulin, former member of the UN Commission on 
Biological and Chemical Weapons (1998-2003): "Expert sees signs of US bioterrorism in 
spread of coronavirus: 400 laboratories under suspicion"] 

The scale of the spread of coronavirus infection in China is increasing. The count of infected 
people nears thousands. Beijing is undertaking extraordinary steps to mitigate the disaster. 
Meanwhile, a number of experts note the strange coincidences in the circumstances of the 
appearance of the new virus, against which we have no vaccine for the time being and will not 
exclude its manmade origin. MK requested that Igor Nikulin, a former member of the UN 
Commission on Biological and Chemical Weapons (1998-2003), comment on the situation. 

[Valchenko] Igor Viktorovich, coronaviruses that are dangerous to man have been appearing 
more frequently in recent years. With what can this be associated? 

[Nikulin] The situation with these coronaviruses is actually very strange. Prior to 2000, none of 
them had "jumped" to man. They have been living alongside man for millions of years, but 
were always only parasites on some animals. For example, on camels, as in the case with the 
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome. Or on bats, birds, or whatever else, but this virus did not 
transfer to man. And suddenly eight lethally dangerous viruses in the last 20 years. There is 
clearly overkill. 

[Valchenko] In other words, is it impossible to exclude the human induced origin of these 
infections? 

[Nikulin] You understand, if this would be the first outbreak, then one could also think that this 
is a natural mutation. But this is unlikely to be natural, because these incidents repeat every 
several years. That atypical pneumonia, the bird flu, swine flu, and whatever else. 

[Valchenko] Some experts point out that it was as if the time of the outbreak of the infection in 
China was specially selected in order to inflict maximum harm. Precisely on the eve of the New 
Year based upon the Eastern Calendar, when there are massive internal migration for the 
holidays and also events with the involvement of a large number of people in China. 

[Nikulin] And it is as if they specially picked out the location. 
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[Valchenko] Do you have in mind Wuhan with a population of 12 million people and the 
densely populated province? 

[Nikulin] Not only. All roads in China historically and geographically lead to this Wuhan. This is 
the largest transportation hub and a major international airport. They fly to the United States, 
Australia, Japan, to the Middle East, to Paris, London, and Moscow via this airport. 

[Valchenko] Besides these coincidences, what can prove the manmade origin of the virus? 

[Nikulin] The breakdown of the genome alone. Its results can show that this is a virus with a 
natural origin or a laboratory origin, when some sort of recombinant "piece" has been 
integrated into a gene. Right now, there are state-of-the-art computer programmes and 
automated research methods. They can do in two weeks what took researchers a year to do 
30 years ago. The software programmes permit them to calculate all of this, to decipher and 
compare with the models that are in the databases. 

[Valchenko] Is that possible that the new coronavirus only affects individuals of the Chinese 
nationality? In other words, is it assigned to certain characteristics of a human gene? 

[Nikulin] If it is determined that this is actually so, it precisely cannot be of that natural mutation. 
There is mathematical proof that this is an artificially created virus. 

[Valchenko] In which laboratories can it appear? 

[Nikulin] I, of course, can only guess. But, well, look: China just like Russia is surrounded by 
US bio research laboratories. They exist in various countries along the perimeter of China's 
borders - in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Taiwan, the Philippines, South 
Korea and Japan. They were in Indonesia, but they have been closed there. 

And, outbreaks of new diseases, frequently unknown diseases, are occurring everywhere 
where there are these US bio laboratories, or in close proximity to them. Americans simply 
ignore the threats to the local population. The main thing is so that they would be a bit farther 
from US territory. 

[Valchenko] How many of those foreign bio laboratories does the US have? 

[Nikulin] Already 400. 

[Valchenko] Does the Pentagon oversee them? 

[Nikulin] Of course. This is all being financed from the Pentagon's budget. Therefore, you can't 
say that peaceful humanitarian research is being conducted there. Do you think that the 
Pentagon spends money on peaceful research? 

[Valchenko] For example, can a simple scientist from Russia familiarise himself with the results 
of the research, which is being conducted in these US laboratories? 
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[Nikulin] They don't permit anyone there. These are military laboratories. When more than 100 
people died over the course of one month near that laboratory in Georgia, do you think that 
they let some outsider in there? They didn't permit anyone. They showed journalists only the 
pharmacies, which are subordinate to the Georgian Ministry of Public Health. In general, no-
one was permitted into the US laboratory. There is differential access there. 

[Valchenko] What does Russia need to do, while having in mind that this threat exists? 

[Nikulin] We need to investigate what kind of virus this is. How to treat it. Develop a vaccine. 
There is no other solution. And, in general, we need to strengthen the country's biosecurity. So 
that it would in general be no lower than it was in the Soviet Union. 

[Valchenko] There is an international agreement on the prohibition of biological weapons. Did 
the United States sign it? 

[Nikulin] The US signed it. But they categorically oppose the creation of that same international 
agency as the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons - the OPCW - to monitor 
the work in the biological weapons sphere. 

We need to do something because many people are already suffering from this. 

Since 2000, they have blocked all initiatives on the creation of that organisation. 

I think that we need to create some sort of international organisation on preventing a biological 
threat. Perhaps, an agency. For example, within the CSTO (Collective Security Treaty 
Organisation), perhaps within Brics [Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa]. 

Those countries, which consider themselves to be victims of bioterrorism, must investigate all 
of these cases and submit them for international discussion. For example, at the UN Security 
Council. Raise the issue about the activity of US biolaboratories outside the US. 

SOURCE: MOSKOVSKY KOMSOMOLETS IN RUSSIAN 27 JAN 20 

0 British Broadcasting Corporation 2020 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
David Relman[relman©stanford.edu] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 8/9/2019 10:41:38 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Bio-warfare experts question why Canada was sending lethal viruses to China 

Dave, Dave and Ben, 

Please see link below to a news article discussing Canada's sharing of Ebola and Nipah viruses with China. Pei-Yong and I met 
earlier today and briefly discussed the article. I'm wondering if this might open an opportunity for us under the NAS-CAS dialogue. 
As mentioned previously, one of the best tools available to us to increase transparency and build mutual confidence is by 
conducting research collaboratively, working side-by-side on joint projects in true partnership, including working in each other's 
biocontainment labs. Undertaking such collaborative studies would be a logical next step in the work we've been doing here in the 
GNL to share best BSL4 practices with our partners in China. Is this something we might explore in our upcoming teleconference? I 
wonder if we might structure a proposal that would be of interest to Open Philanthropy? Other potential donors with an ability to 
work in China? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Geisbert, Thomas W. <twgeisbe@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2019 7:17 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; 
Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU>; Cross, Robert W. <rwcross@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Bio-warfare experts question why Canada was sending lethal viruses to China 

Interesting. 

https://beta.canada.com/health/bio-warfare-experts-question-why-canada-was-sending-lethal-viruses-to-
china/wcm/fce2a521-4ce1-4eb0-8ccf-43f165713c0b/amp/ 

Bio-warfare experts question why Canada was sending lethal viruses to China 
Canada.com 
Scientists from Canada's National Microbiology Laboratory (NML) have also said the highly lethal bug is a potential 
bio-weapon, But this March that same lab shipped samples of the henipavirus family and of Ebola to China, which has 
long been 

beta a am 
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Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/17/2019 9:49:18 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

Thanks Pei Yong. Sounds like progress. We should discuss the Boston lab invite to better understand his wishes. There are 
other BSL4 labs to consider as well. 
Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2019, at 6:35 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi All, 

I just spoke to Zhiming. Here is the summary. 

1. He agrees with the meeting time at the week of April 20. 
2. He agrees with the formation of the standing committee. He will talk to the CAS leadership team to finalize 
the list of committee members from the Chinese side. 
3. He suggest to invite the Director of Boston P4 lab to attend the meeting. 
4. He still has not received the final approval of the meeting, but does not think it a problem. 

Please let me know if anything else we need to communicate with the Chinese side. 

Best, Pei,--yo v1,0 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2019 10:22 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ok, let's talk at 4 ET (3 CT) 
(Call 1-888-537-7715 and enter code 12223052#) 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <pesl 
Sent: Saturday, December 14, 2019 6:48 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleciuc UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
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Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

I'm free at the following time on Monday 
Before 12:30 pm ET 
4-5 pm ET 

Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2019 4:49 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sorry for the late response. If possible let's chat on Monday, just about any time works for me but how about 1:30 PM 
ET? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 7:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.eclu>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshig, utmb.eclu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.eclu>

Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

I visited and gave a talk at that Lanzhou lab 12+ years ago. Huge FMD operation and we're building a new lab at the 
time. I recall brucellosis was the most common occupational exposure in our old offensive program....pre '69. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2019, at 4:42 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Pei-Yong and I met today to discuss various issues, one of which was the proposed next meeting in 
China. Should we have a brief teleconference before the Holidays to discuss dates and potential topics? 
Not sure if I shared the link below with others, but the recent episode of lab-associated brucellosis in 
China might be worth discussing. Texas A&M University had a similar problem several years ago and 
perhaps we could get someone from there to share their experiences and resolution of the problem. 

Thanks, Jim 

https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1004935/96-chinese-veterinary-researchers-infected-with-
brucellosis 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 3:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
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.> 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming know today or 
tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 

• Pei,-yog 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.ec,  >; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. 
Could we propose the dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 

Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 12/16/2019 10:24:14 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Fine, thanks 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2019 10:22 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Ok, let's talk at 4 ET (3 CT) 
(Call 1-888-537-7715 and enter code 12223052#) 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Saturday, December 14, 2019 6:48 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

I'm free at the following time on Monday 
Before 12:30 pm ET 
4-5 pm ET 

Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2019 4:49 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Sorry for the late response. If possible let's chat on Monday, just about any time works for me but how about 1:30 PM ET? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: David Franz <dam 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 7:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

I visited and gave a talk at that Lanzhou lab 12+ years ago. Huge FMD operation and we're building a new lab at the time. I recall 
brucellosis was the most common occupational exposure in our old offensive program....pre '69. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2019, at 4:42 PM, LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Pei-Yong and I met today to discuss various issues, one of which was the proposed next meeting in China. Should we 
have a brief teleconference before the Holidays to discuss dates and potential topics? Not sure if I shared the link 
below with others, but the recent episode of lab-associated brucellosis in China might be worth discussing. Texas 
A&M University had a similar problem several years ago and perhaps we could get someone from there to share their 
experiences and resolution of the problem. 

Thanks, Jim 

https://www.sixthtone.cominews/1004935/96-chinese-veterinary-researchers-infected-with-brucellosis 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 3:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming know today or tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 

- Pei-yowg 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James W. <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. Could we 
propose the dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 

Thanks! 
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Pei-Yong 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Bowman, 
Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.VO=UTMB/OU=EMAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 2/9/2019 8:21:48 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Update on BSL-4 lab leaders network 

Thanks Ben. Good follow up with Krista. I had discussed this with her briefly as she was transitioning to her new job and 
sent her a copy of the editorial. It would be good to partner with them. The CNadian network presented at the WHO 
meeting in Lyon last year and would also be a good partner although I don't know much about them other than the Canadians 
sponsored the Lyon meeting and Kaz' project. 
I mentioned to Dave yesterday that after we published the editorial NIAID suggested that I apply for funding from them to 
host the meeting and consider holding it at NIH. This may be our best option for a number of reasons. I'll look at your draft 
with the NIH in mind. There is a process involved that we will need to follow. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 8, 2019, at 5:28 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

As I mentioned in an earlier email we submitted a proposal to DOS BEP that would partially support an initial meeting 
of BSL-4 laboratory leaders. However, I would be surprised if BEP funded the proposal, it is an international as 
opposed to a bilateral project, the idea does not really overlap with their current priority countries, and it would 
involve work with China (that they can't fund). 

A modified version of the text of the proposal is attached as a "white paper" for your review and input. I thought we 
could use a finalized version of this document to pass to our partners and possible funders. 

While we were putting the proposal together I spoke to Krista Versteeg (former CISAC fellow and GNL alumna) who 
now works at ERINHA (erinha.eu) the European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents. She is based in 
Paris at ERINHA headquarters (the director of ERINHA is also the director of the BSL4 in Lyon, France). ERINHA started 
five years ago, is funded by the European Commission, now includes BSL4 labs in France, Portugal, the Netherlands, 
and Sweden, and is designed to be a research infrastructure between BSL4 labs. Although Krista just started her job 
she is supportive of the lab leaders network idea and noted that ERINHA would like to work with more organization 
outside of the EU in the coming years. 

In addition to ERINHA, there have been a few other attempts to create BSL4 networks. Krista pointed me to this 
poster detailing BSL4ZNet (a network of gov labs in Canada, the U.S., Germany, the UK and Australia): 
http://www.oie.int/eng/BIOTHREAT2017/posters/14 CEMMA-poster.pdf and I also found this article on Euronet-P4 
(from 10 years ago) https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1198743X14604572 

After you have a chance to edit the white paper I plan to send it back to Krista for her thoughts. (When we are ready 
she would be happy to set up a conference call between us and the director of ERINHA.) We should also reach out to 
our friends in Beijing, Wuhan, Harbin and Kuming and to Kaz Kojima at WHO (but it might be best of Jim did that) 
when we finalize the white paper. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 
552 .117 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2019 3:27 PM 
To: iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Trip report and final agenda from Harbin 
Importance: High 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

Jim I hope you iad a wonderful trip to Antarctica! 

I have attached a brief draft trip report from the Harbin meeting. I used this as part of recent funding quarterly report 
but please add your edits and additions so we can finalize it for briefings. 

We are also working on a longer version with more detail on each of the presentations and a draft statement on the 
gene-editing portion of the meeting. 

PS We submitted a funding proposal to DOS BEP that would cover an initial BSL-4 leadership network meeting. I will 
write a separate email noting the progress we have made to develop that idea. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Network of BSL-4 Labs white paper.docx> 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.VO=UTMB/OU=EMAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 2/7/2019 6:35:54 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: NTI and China 

Thanks Micah. I was aware of some of these unfortunate moves and agree we need to be cautious going forward. 
Hopefully Ben will be able to join the call and we can speak honestly and frankly with Beth. 

Good meeting in Harbin, btw. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2019, at 3:21 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
I understand that Beth Cameron reached out to talk to you and Ben about China. I think Beth is great and we're trying 
to have a more collaborative relationship with NTI, but I also need you to know about the difficulties we've had with 
NTI and with the JHU CHS folks in the past. This is a bit lengthy. 
During NTI's first decade, there were a few cases where CISAC proposed some projects to NTI for funding and NTI 
decided to simply do the proposed work themselves. Collaborations didn't go so well, in part because they took credit 
for everything or used the joint activities to develop offshoots that cut out NAS. 
More recently, with OpenPhil money as the foundation for JHU work, Gigi decided that because India was a priority 
country, she would propose to do some biosecurity dialogue work there, unaware of the years of interactions we had 
before then, working with NIAS, INSA, DBT, and MEA to lay the groundwork for biosecurity discussions when the 
government of India was previously against such discussions. When she found out that CISAC had done work there, 
she talked with Rita and Ben and got suggestions for who could be involved (Indira Nath, S.R. Rao, Dave, others). After 
all that hard work that you and Dave and Rita and Ben did to open that up, CISAC denied funding for India bio work to 
build on previous activities because a sponsor wanted us to work through the "pre-existing biosecurity dialogue" that 
they were funding at JHU. I like Gigi and I don't think that she tried to undermine us or steal the work, but this is one 
of multiple examples where her program has decided to do something that NAS has done for years and the program 
uses the foundation we have built and never acknowledges our work, I think in part because there is pressure for the 
OpenPhil work to be unique and innovative, even when it's not. JHU (led by Anita Jean Cicero) using OpenPhil money 
is now also doing bilateral biosecurity work in China with plans to hold a U.S. China dialogue meeting in Washington, 
D.C. this summer; they have invited some of the Chinese scientists that we have been working with. 
There is a lot of work to be done and we're all in favor of these groups helping each other to make progress overall. 
We just want to make sure that this is mutually beneficial. We would like to pursue our goals in China and we'd rather 
not promote their goals at our expense. 
Again, I think Beth is wonderful. She does great work, we're all safer for the efforts she has made, and she now also 
has a large amount of OpenPhil funding to work with. If we're going to work together with them or help them out, I'd 
like to have us work together well, complementing rather than supplanting each other. 
Thanks for your patience. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowe. ... .al@nas.ea, J +1.202.334.3074 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 10/7/2019 12:08:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Did you see this? RE: Chinese collaboration 
s41587-019-0285-x.pdf 

Here's the pdf 
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correspondence 

Chinese scientists and US leadership in the 
life sciences 
To the Editor — We, the undersigned, 
are leaders in US academic and industrial 
biomedical research and drug development. 
We are concerned that recent actions by 
government agencies and universities with 
respect to Chinese scientists in the United 
States could threaten US leadership in 
biomedical science. 

Recently, some scientists from China, 
or American-born researchers of Chinese 
heritage, have been summarily dismissed 
from their university positions, creating 
a climate of fear and uncertainty in our 
biomedical communities. 

Let us be clear: we must absolutely guard 
against foreign espionage and intellectual 
property theft, and prosecute those who 
engage in it, whatever their origins. At 
the same time, actions that more broadly 
limit collaboration between Chinese and 
American scientists and companies would 
be deleterious to our national interests; so 
too would limitations on American residents 
of Chinese origin receiving government 
research funding or being employed by the 
US National Institutes of Health. 

In military wars between national 
adversaries, leaders often vilify 'the 
other'. Our ̀ war' unifies an international 
community of medical researchers to fight 
a common adversary, disease: cancers, 
immune diseases, Alzheimer's disease and 
infections, to name just a few. Vilifying or 
excluding any group as 'the other' limits our 
ability to win this war. 

The United States' unique constitution 
as a nation of immigrants has been 
fundamental to our world leadership in 
biomedical research and drug development. 
Our nation most prolifically attracts the 
best, most diverse talent from the entire 
world. This has enriched our economy and 
society. As a case in point, our preliminary 
research indicates that, since 1999, over 
400,000 US patents have been issued to 
inventors of Chinese descent resident in 
the United States (Fig. I ), and —28% of US 
biomedical science publications in 2018 
included an author of Chinese descent (see 
Supplementary Methods and Supplementary 
Data 1 and 2). 

An atmosphere of intimidation will 
encourage many outstanding scientists of 
Chinese origin to leave the United States or 
never to come. In addition, scientists from 
other countries who are working in the 
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Fig. 1 Estimating the contribution of Chinese-ethnic researchers to the US patent landscape. 
US-resident inventors with top 200 Chinese ethnic names as a percentage of total US inventors. 

United States cannot fail to get the message 
that they may well be next. 

We also note that the vast majority of 
the results of academic biomedical research 
are not secret; their publication and open 
exchange are the cornerstone of our success 
against our common enemy of human 
disease and suffering. Thomas Jefferson 
wrote, "He who receives an idea from 
me, receives instruction himself without 
lessening mine; as he who lights his taper at 
mine, receives light without darkening me." 

We support the opinions recently 
published by the editors of Nature (571, 
297, 2019) and Nature Biotechnology (37, 
827, 2019) and by former US National 
Institutes of Health director Elias Zerhouni 
in Science (365, 9, 2019), and advocate for 
measured policies that will both protect US 
intellectual property and continue to foster 
the diversity and collaboration that fuel our 
ability to advance science and cure disease. 
At a minimum, universities must effectively 
communicate and consistently apply their 
rules governing scientific collaborations 
and intellectual property obligations, and 
they, as well as government agencies, must 
clearly justify their actions when they accuse 
scientists of malfeasance or seek to dismiss 
them from their positions. 

Ronald Reagan said, "We lead the world, 
because unique among nations, we draw 
our people, our strength from every country 
and every corner of the world:' and, "If we 

ever close our door to new Americans, our 
leadership in the world will soon be lost." 

Nowhere are these thoughts more 
pertinent than in biomedical science. If 
we are to prevail in humanity's common 
quest to conquer disease, our surest route 
is to include any person able to contribute, 
regardless of country of origin, religion, 
race, gender or other identity. The US 
biomedical community stands for the 
principles of diversity and unity embedded 
in the founding principles of our country, 
without which our leadership indeed will 
soon be lost. CI 

Steven H. HoRzmanta, Ron Cohen 0 2, 

Jeremy M. LevintD3*, John Maraganore and 
Signatories to the Statement' 
'Decibel Therapeutics, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA. 
2Acorda Therapeutics, Inc., Ardsley, NY, USA. 
'Ovid Therapeutics, New York, NY, USA. 4Alnylam 
Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA, USA. 
5A list of members and affiliations appears at the end 
of the paper. 
"e-maik jlevinOoridrx.com 

Published online: 03 October 2019 
https://doi.org/10.1038/01587-019-0285-x 

Conveting intece0.s 
S.H.H. is president, CEO and board member of Decibel 
Therapeutics and on the board of Molecular Partners. 
R.C. is president and CEO of Acorda Therapeutics and a 
board member of VBL Therapeutics and the Biotechnology 

NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY I www.nature.comlnaturebiotechnolny 
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Innovation Organization. J.M.L. is an officer at 
Ovid Therapeutics and on the board of 
Lundbeck A/S, Biocon Limited and the Biotechnology 
Innovation Organization. J. Maraganore is CEO and 
board member of Alnylam Pharmaceuticals and on the 
board of Agios Pharmaceuticals and the Biotechnology 
Innovation Organization. The appended signatures do not 
necessarily reflect the policy or position of any agency, 
organization, employer or company with which the 
signatories are affiliated. 

Additional information 
Supplementary information is available for this paper at 
htips://doLorgil 0.10.38:01 587-014-0285-x. 

Signatories to the Statement 

Jeff Albers6, Joseph E. Aoun7, James E. Audia8, 
Michael P.Bailey9,PeterBarrett°, David Bartel-2, 
Jean-Jacques Bienamie.', Robert I. Blum , 
Joshua Boger 6, Jim Bollenbacher'7, 
Michael W. Bonney 8.9, Bruce Booth'°, 
Daniel M. Bradbury2°, Olivier Brandicourt2 .22, 
Eugene Braunwald", Anne E. Carpenter24, 
Henry E. Chang2', Pavan Cheruvu26, 
Gustav Christensen27, George Church", 
Michael D. Clayman28, Charles L. Cooney29, 
Gerald F. Cox'°3., Sally J. Curley", 
Bassil Dahiyat", Ronald A. DePinho", 
John Diekman", Douglas Doerfler36, 
Daniel Dornbusch", Richard H. Douglas18, 
Deborah Dunsiren, Richard H. Ebright'°, 
Wayne Eskridge , Gregory J. Flesher'2, 
Kenneth Fong", Jean-Francois Formela °, 
Kaye Foster-Cheek", Cedric Francois", 
Michael P. Franken"6, Heather Franklin", 
Yang-XinFu'8,L.PatrickGage'9,PhyllisGardner'°, 
Jason Gardner.8, Mohamed Genead'., 
James A. Geraghty'2, Leo Gerweck", 
Simba GilP, Steven Gillis55, David V. Goeddel'6, 
Mark Goldsmith", Kurt Graves'8, 
Mary Ann Gray'9, David Grayzel °, Barry Greene, 
Richard J. Gregory6°, Carol A. Greve-Philips6., 
David-AlexandreGros62,MargaretA.Hamburg", 
Michael Hammerschmidt6', Yuan Hao6', 
Haro Hartounian66, Faheem Hasnain", 
Paul J. Hastings68, Elma S. Hawkins69, 
Wei-Wu He7°,WeiHe7', Alan Hirzel', Zhi Hong", 
Hervel-loppenot",WilliamJia7',JohanneKaplan76, 
Jeb Keiper", Vanessa Kingm, Peter Kolchinsky79, 
Daphne Koller8°, Paul Laikind8, Eric S. Lander24, 
Robert S. Langer29, Donna L. LaVoie82, 
Alison Lawton .9, John J. Lee, Jonathan S. Leff", 
John Lepore8", Nick Leschly", Qingsheng Li86, 
Matthew H. Liang23.8788, Judy Lieberman'', 
Johnathan Lim89, Martin Lindenberg9°, 
Stephen J. Lippard29, David R. Liu9., 
Yan Liu92, Shan-Lu Liu", Harvey Lodish 
Brad Loncar94, Uri Lopatin9', Ted W. Love96, 
Derek Lowe97, Israel Lowy98, Hongbo Lu99, 
Liqun Luo'°, Nagesh K. Mahanthappa 00, 
Paul W. Martin Jr..°., Ann Martini.°2, 
W. Eddie Martucci", James McArthue°4, 
Corey M. McCann .°', Sean McCarthy 06, 

David McLachlan 07. 08, Craig Mello'l'°9, 
Steven J. Mento .°, James Meyers °63", 

Rachel Meyers"2, Ken Mills-3, Kenneth I. Moch 
Walter H. Moos m, Michael Narachi..6, 
Amir Nashat-7, William J. Newell"8, 
Oleg Nodelman-9, Bernat 011e.20, 
John E. Osborn.2., John V. Oyler 22, William Pao:023, 
Neil Patel'2', Rob Perez.2', Doris Peterkin.26, 
Alice Pompino'27, Mark Pruzanski'28, 
Dan Quinn' , Amina Ann Qutub", 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Mon 12/16/2019 10:45:53 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Yes. Thanks. 

• Pei--yowo 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2019 10:22 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Ok, let's talk at 4 ET (3 CT) 
(Call 1-888-537-7715 and enter code 12223052#) 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Saturday, December 14, 2019 6:48 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

I'm free at the following time on Monday 
Before 12:30 pm ET 
4-5 pm ET 

Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekPr 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2019 4:49 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.cor->; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Sorry for the late response. If possible let's chat on Monday, just about any time works for me but how about 1:30 PM ET? 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <clam 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 7:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Meeting dates in April 

I visited and gave a talk at that Lanzhou lab 12+ years ago. Huge FMD operation and we're building a new lab at the time. I recall 
brucellosis was the most common occupational exposure in our old offensive program....pre '69. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2019, at 4:42 PM, LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Pei-Yong and I met today to discuss various issues, one of which was the proposed next meeting in China. Should we 
have a brief teleconference before the Holidays to discuss dates and potential topics? Not sure if I shared the link 
below with others, but the recent episode of lab-associated brucellosis in China might be worth discussing. Texas 
A&M University had a similar problem several years ago and perhaps we could get someone from there to share their 
experiences and resolution of the problem. 

Thanks, Jim 

https://www.sixthtone.cominews/1004935/96-chinese-veterinary-researchers-infected-with-brucellosis 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2019 3:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James W. < . 1cluc@LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Meeting dates in April 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Do we have a consensus on when the meeting should occur in April? I plan to let Zhiming know today or tomorrow. 

I don't have to be there, but will do everything to facilitate it. 

Thanks! 

• Pei,--yowg 

From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 7:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James W. <jwleduc@LIIMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Meeting dates in April 

Dear all, 

I communicated with Zhiming about the meeting dates. He has agreed to change the meeting to April. Could we 
propose the dates? 

My schedule is open on April 5-11 and 17-30, but I don't have to attend this time. 
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Thanks! 

Pei-Yong 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Peter Palese 
(peter.palese@mssm.edu)[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; David A Relman[relman©stanford.edu]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 8/30/2019 9:55:52 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: CISAC SWOT analysis draft 
NAS CISAC SWOT analysis-2019-drftl.docx 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Jim, Dave, 
Thanks so much for doing this. Nancy is now in the To: line and I have kept the document attached. 
We agree that the SWOT analysis should help us focus our thought and sharpen our presentation of ourselves. We also have notes 
from the call that we're polishing and will send out probably early next week. This is all to underscore that the call was just the 
beginning of a push to build on the great work that you all have done and to realize the extraordinary potential of the group to 
address the most important biological security challenges. 
Have a great Labor Day weekend. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D  I Director 
  c urity & Arms Control (CISAC) 

The of es I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2019 10:48 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Peter Palese (peter.palese@mssm.edu) 
<peter.palese@mssm.edu>; David A Relman <relman@stanford.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu) <dgriffin@jhsph.edu>; 
Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: CISAC SWOT analysis draft 

Dave and I devekoped the draft SWOT analysis attached and pasted below following our CISAC conference call earlier this week. 
Please feel free to add/delete/modify as appropriate. This might help us focus our thoughts for future engagement. Please share 
with Nancy; I don't have her new email address. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

NAS CISAC next steps—draft SWOT analysis, 29 Aug 2019. 

1. Strengths 
a. The prestige of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
b. Natural linkage to other Academies of Science around the world 
c. Unparalleled access to outstanding US scientists across the 'biological' space 
d. In-depth expertise in technical fields 
e. Unique expertise at interface between biological sciences and security 
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Deep expertise in biocontainment research and lab operations 
i. Proven track record of effective engagement with Chinese biocontainment labs 

ii. Long-term open and frank relationships with senior Chinese professionals 

2. Weaknesses 
a. Lack of sustained funding 
b. Erosion of political/financial support among traditional partners/sponsors 
c. Political challenges independent of focus, i.e. China trade war 
d. Aging cadre of leaders in CISAC; contacts/partners aging as well—our contacts are becoming less relevant as they 

age out of leadership positions 
e. Limitations on areas where USG can invest 
f. Overextended support staff at NAS 

3. Opportunities 
a. Global proliferation of biocontainment laboratories, challenging to operate/maintain 

i. Leaders of these complex facilities easily form professional bonds 
b. Rapidly changing technical advances (i.e. CRISPR) with security implications 
c. Entry of new donors into the space, i.e. Open Philanthropy, Gates 

4. Threats 
a. Biological threats a low priority of current USA national leadership 
b. Failure of potential funders to understand the benefits of such engagement 
c. Erosion of NAS progress made to date due to lack of sustained engagement 
d. Unintended consequences of political turmoil, i.e. inability to get visas 
e. Competition in this space from others, i.e. JHU center, NTI 
f. Lack of high-level USG support or interest in global engagement/cooperation 

i. Belief by some in government that all relationships with China pose undue risk 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:04 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;David Franz 
Cc: 'Raymond JEANLOZ';Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: NASEM China Bio discussion 
Attachments: U.S. China dialogue meetings v5.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Dave, 

Here is the latest draft of the website text for your review. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Raymond JEANLOZ <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; David Franz 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: NASEM China Bio discussion 

I made a new copy of the transcript of the NPR interview -- attached. 

Raymond 

On Mon, Apr 20, 2020 at 8:46 AM Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi there, 

Micah Lowenthal is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https:llnasem.zoom.us/j/95438044518?pw 

Password l 552.136 
552.136 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

1 
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NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 
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Draft v5 April 21, 2020 

U.S. - China Bilateral Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory 
Safety, and Global Health Security 

Since 2015, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) has organized a 
series of meetings on the challenges of emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health 
security with the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), Chinese Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CCDC), and other Chinese life science and public health organizations. Academy members 
and other top-flight American researchers in human and animal virology and immunology participated, 
including current and former directors of BSL-4 laboratories, former CDC, and former uniform military 
biodefense experts. They have met with China's BSL-4 laboratory directors and researchers, among 
others. The topics discussed included infectious-disease research; the challenges of combating 
emerging infections; life-science collaboration and research-data sharing; high-containment biological 
laboratory management, safety and security; and responsible conduct in the use of gene editing in viral 
infectious disease research. 

The meetings enabled scientists from the United States and China to discuss research findings on 
diseases of mutual concern to China and the United States, to share best practices and lessons learned 
for managing and operating high containment biological laboratories, and to establish new 
collaborative research and institutional partnerships. NASEM promotes international scientific 
collaboration to address important issues for the United States and the world. These activities lead to 
better practices and increased transparency. Connecting scientists in China and the United States 
allows those working to combat emerging infectious disease to identify and implement the best 
management, safety, and security standards in their laboratories, and to create research collaboration 
and training partnershi s to improve laboratory safety and security. 

pen Rusek, Senior Program 0 

1 

Commented [RI111]: Maybe delete this part 

Commented [RB2]: Raymond recommended that we 
delete the list of meetings but he wanted to hear your 
thoughts... 

Deleted: First) China-U.S. Workshop on the Challenges of 
Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety, and Global Health 
Security (September 2015, Beijing, China)11 

11 
(Second)China-U.S. Workshop on the Challenges of 
Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health 
Security (May 2017, Wuhan, China)11 

11 
(Third) U.S.-China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 
(January 2018, Galveston, Texas, USA)11 

11 
(Fourth) China-U.S. Dialogue on the Challenges of 
Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global Health 
Security and workshop on Responsible Conduct in the Use 
of Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research 
(January 2019, Harbin, China)11 

Deleted: 11 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 8:52:45 AM (UTC-05:00) 552.1171 
Subject: FW: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Just FYI from our local newspaper. 

From: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:42 AM 
To: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen 
<stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. brought the paper to me this morning and said "hey, 
there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today." Ms not aware of our struggling with how best to handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducPUTIVREDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>;
Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. 
<dlramire@UTM13.EDU>

Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 
By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 

33 min ago 

0 

Facebook 

Twitter 

WhatsApp 

SMS 

Email 

Save 

ALVESTON 

a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, Dr. James LeDuc, 
[rector of the Galveston National Laboratory said, 

eople can unintent )nally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected animal, causing a breach 
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even the most secure lab protocols. 

ut as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global coronavirus pandemic 
rculates at the highest level of the U.S. government, LeDuc was cautious about placing blame on 
re Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get released out of our 
boratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc said. "I can say there are redundant safety 
techanisms in place both here, and certainly in Wuhan, that guard against that. 

3ut sometimes accidents happen," he said 

aDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the office responsible for 
reventing deaths from viral disease. 

aDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston National Lab at th 
niversity of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long relationship with the facility and its 
!searchers. 

aDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said it is comparable in 
may and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and Europe. 

uestions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days because of statements by 
resident Donald Trump and other political leaders. A widely read column in The Washington Pos-
so raised new questions about where the virus originated. 

Tuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the coronavirus. 
peculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been fueled by multiple factors, 
tcluding its location and by the efforts of the Chinese government to tamp down on reporting 
)out the virus outbreak. 

ecent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston National Laboratory an 
re medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 

THAT IS THE CONNECTION? 

he Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began on the Wuhan 
boratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities operate Biosafety Level 4 laboratorie 
hich are designed to safely contain the most lethal and infectious pathogens for research, LeDuc 
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riffle the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-term training 
cperiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral 
udents, who were trained to work safely in BSL-4 laboratories and who returned to China to wonl 
L the Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

hose students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the Wuhan lab, LeDui 
lid. 

he National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. Between 2008 ani 
D16, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training Center was funded the by U.S. 
epartment of Defense to teach researchers from about 70 countries on laboratory safety 
!chniques. 

efense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, the Galveston 
ational Laboratory hasn't offered training to international researchers, LeDuc said. 

UESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

laims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about the Wuhan lab's 
mnection to the coronavirus outbreak. 

n April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. State Department 
ibles, written in 2018, that warned about safety management weaknesses at the Wuhan lab. 

ogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning shot" meant to bring 
Lore attention and support to the lab. The cables said the Wuhan lab had a shortage of trained 
!chnicians and researchers. Despite the cables, no extra U.S. assistance was given to the lab, Rogh 
lid. 

recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration officials as possible 
ridence the coronavirus was released in China as the result of a lab accident, Rogin said. On the 
tme day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News published its own report about the Trump 
iministration's speculation about the Wuhan Lab that emphasized there was no hard evidence fo 
re connection. 

he intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the origins of the virus 
re Yahoo story said. 
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aDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He didn't think the 
Huments about training were a direct reference to the Galveston National Laboratory or its 
rograms, he said. 

ogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo article and the CDC's 
Arn website note that coronavirus samples can be handled safely in laboratories with lower safety 
vels. 

he Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for research in February. 
ince then, researchers have worked with the virus in the medical branch's BSL-3 and BSL-4 
boratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

fter the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news organizations, includin, 
ax News, reported about "increased confidence," again from unnamed U.S. officials about the 
ruhan lab being the origin of the virus. On Saturday, Trump said China should face consequences 
it was "knowingly responsible" for releasing the virus. 

he director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the lab and the outbreal 
lso on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said evidence shows the virus likely originated in 
limals and that it was not manipulated or constructed in a laboratory. 

aDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

['here is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of intentional genetic 
lgineering and that it almost certainly originated from nature, given its high similarity to other 
lown bat-associated coronaviruses," LeDuc said. 

,hn Wayne Ferguson: 409-683-5226; johnierguson@galynews.com or on Twitter @johnwferguson. 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

• WhatsApp 

• SMS 

• Email 

• 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu> wrote: 
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Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareves@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducP UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila 
<shlidstoPUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <steocamp@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kek000rna@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <diramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Duc has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said 
that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety redundancies that the lab there and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter "You do your best to prevent it. 
All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of safety redundancies...it would be foolish to say that there are 
no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he hadn't seen the cables and could 
not speak to that specifically. 

Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc provided some good 
explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is important because we want everyone to be safe and 
no one wants to have an accident or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 11:44 AM 
To: EiT] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong;Yuan Zhiming 
Subject: RE: Fwd: Rubio 
Attachments: a nCoV and WIV-drf2.docx 

Dear Zhengli, 

Thank you for your response. I understand completely and I certainly do not wish to compromise you personally or your 
research activities. Given our long history of collaborations between the GNL and the WIV, I have been approached 
repeatedly for details on our work. Attached is a draft summary that I will be providing to the leadership of our 
University of Texas system and likely to Congressional committees that are being formed now. Please review carefully 
and make any changes that you would like. I want this to be as accurate as possible and I certainly do not want to 
misrepresent any of your valuable contributions. I need to submit this on Monday, 20 April, so your prompt reply would 
be very much appreciated. I have copied Zhiming for his comments as well. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

From: NN <zIshi@whiov.cn> 

Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 9:20 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James, 

Thank you for your email and consideration our communication. 

Due to the complicated situation, I don't think it's a right time to communicate by the call. 

What I can tell you is that this virus is not a leaky from our lab or any other labs.It's a shame to make this 
scientific question so complicated. 
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I hope to talk with you whenever the COVID-19 is over and world is calme and believe in the science. 

Best regards, 

Zhengli, 

fgteNq 
&ftA:"LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

M± :2020-04-17 11:06:38 (EME) 

"zengli Shi" <zIshi@wh.lov.cn>

kka: 
±E: Fwd: Rubio 

Hi Zheng-Li. I hope you are well as surviving all the COVID19 drama. I wonder if you would have time for a phone call 
sometime soon. Let me know a good number and time and I'll call. The email below is relevant. 

I will certainly understand if you are not available but Pei-Yong keeps encouraging me to call. 

With all good wishes. 

Jim. 

My office line is 1 409 266 6516 or cell is 1 409 789 2012 if it's easier for you to call me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@grnaiLcorn>
Date: April 16, 2020 at 8:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I heard from someone in government this evening that Senator Rubio is starting to push for AN 
investigation regarding Wuhan lab. Just found it on the web at Forbes by Kenneth Repoza. Title of 
article is "eight senators call for investigation into coronavirus origins" 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Zhengnictt[d.zheng©wh.iov.cn] 
Cc: Yuan Zhiming[yzm©whiov.cn]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 10/16/2019 11:49:34 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Re:RE: Re:RE: Re:RE: Re:Chinese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

Dear Dasheng, 

As I tried to explain in my earlier message of 2 Oct 2019, I need additional information on the objective of your training and how it 
will contribute to your position in Wuhan and our ongoing collaborations. I cannot commit to a one year visit without knowing 
what the expectations will be for your fellowship. Pei-Yong Shi will be in Wuhan soon and I suggest that you meet with him and 
Zhiming Yuan to discuss how your fellowship will build on our ongoing work together. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: Shan, Chao [/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=3306114a447e496cbgeba019ae29ae6e-Shan, Chao] 

Sent: 5/3/2019 11:04:38 AM 
To: LeDuc, Ja mes W. [jwl educ@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Bente, Dennis A. [dabente@UTMB.EDU]; 

yzm@wh.iov.cn; ha nxia @wh.i ov.cn 
Subject: Wuhan CCHFV application 
Attachments: Appl ication Form Wuha n-UTMB May 3 2019.doc 

Dear All, 

Here is the application I wrote with help from Han for Wuhan collaboration. Please take a look and let me 
know if anything needs to be changed. 

Thanks very much for all the supports from you. 

Best, 
Chao 
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No. 

Grant No. 

Confidentiality Level Open 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

Application Form 

Project name:  Vaccine Development and Polyclonal :Antis e null for 

C rime a n-Co ago Ile morrhagic Fe e r Virus 

Project leader (Signature): 

Organization:  University of Texas 11edical Branch, Texas, USA 

Phone number:  +1(409) 266-650() 

E-mail: iwleducla tut Cdii d 

Made by Research Planning Office of Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Filled in on 30/4/2019 

[PAGE 1 
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Instruction for Form Filling 

1. Each item of the application form must be true, complete, accurate and clarified. 

2. The "Confidentiality Level" on the cover shall be filled in with "Open". 

3. All the application materials shall be submitted in duplicate in A4 book size in print (double page). 

4. After the form is filled in completely, the applicant's organization shall review the truthfulness, 

completeness and effectiveness of the information filled in. 

5 The application form shall only be considered effective with the signature of the principal of the 

applicant's organization. 
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Basic Information 

Project name Vaccine Development and Polyckmal Antiserum for Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever Virus 

Type of project 
E Frontline of the fundamental E Major common key technology 4 Application 

demonstration research 0 Others 

Funding Category 4 Key Project • General Project 

Budget Total estimate: 50 (RMB 10,000 yuan) (Note: please calculate for one year only) 

Implementation period 

(one year) 
From (01/07/2019) to (31/12/2019) 

Assessment period From (01/07/2019) to (31/12/2021) 

Project leader 

Name James Le Duc Sex M Birthday 11/23/1945 

Title Professor Duty Direc tor Highest degree Ph.D. 

Organization University of Texas Medical Branch, Texas, USA 

Research group 

in WIV, CAS 

Princ ipal 

Investigator 

(Signature) 

Zhiming Yuan 

,..4?:; Q::')

Person to contact 

(Signature) 

Chao Shan 

Project 

Implementation 
0 Authorization 4 Cooperation E Independent Completion 

Project team 

Total 

number 
Senior Intermediate Junior 

Assistant 

personnel 

Post- 

doctor 

Doctor 

candidate 
Master candidate 

6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Main 

participants of 

the project 

implementation 

Name Age Title Organization 

Time 

Commitment 

( Months ) 

Task Assignment Signature 

James 

Le Duc 

73 Professor UTMB 3 Project leader 

Pei-Yong 

Shi 

53 Professor UTMB 3 Co-Project leader 

Dennis 

Bente 

43 Associate 

professor 

UTMB 3 Co-Project leader 

[PAGE ] 
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Zhiming 

Yuan 

56 Professor WHIOV 3 Project Leader

in WHIOV 

; . _ 

Chao 

Shan 

34 Professor WHIOV 6 Vaccine 

development and 

efficacy test 

Han 

X ia 

36 Associate 

professor 

WHIOV 6 Anti-CCHFV 

polyclonal 

antibody 

generation 

1 I 

[PAGE ] 
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Text 

[ = 1 \* ROMAN ]. Research Background 

1. Research purpose 

The purposes of the project (1) Develop a replicon-based DNA vaccine for Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic 

fever virus (CCHFV). (2) Generation horse source polyc tonal antibody for anti-CCHFV therapy. 

2. Foreign and domestic research background, trend of development 

Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever (also known as Xinjiang hemorrhagic fever) is caused by CCHFV in 

humans. CCHFV is a tick-borne virus with a wide geographical distribution, including Africa, the 

Balkans, the Middle East, Russia, western Asia and eastern Asia and needs high containment laboratory 

to conduct research. There are currently no licensed vaccines to prevent CCHFV-associated disease. 

CCHFV causes severe disease in human beings with a reported mortality rate of 3%-30% [ ADDIN 

EN. CITE 

<EndNote><C ite>< Author> Bente</Author><Ye ar>2013</Ye ar><RecNum>110</Rec Num><Dis playTe 

xt>(1)</DisplayText><record><rec-number>110</rec -number>< foreign-keys ><key app="EN" 

db- id="fw 5 a0favmxvOw 2ex9w qvw xwnz9pat9zOs zft" times tamp="1556812014" 

guid="a4688135-8d5c-4363-a3ef-afb1028964bb">110</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal 

Artie le>17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Bente, D. A. </author><author>Forrester, N. 

L.</author><author>Watts, D. M.</author><author>McAuley, A. J.</author><author>Whitehouse, C. 

A.</author><author>Bray, M. </author></authors></c ontributors><titles ><tit le>Cr imean -Congo 

hemorrhagic fever: history, epidemiology, pathogenesis, clinical syndrome and genetic 

diversity</t itle><s ec ondary - title> Antiv ira 1 

Res </s ec ondary-title></t itles><periodic a I><full-tit le> Ant iv ira 1 

Res </full-t itle></periodic al><pag es >159-89</pages ><volume>100</volume><number>1</number><ecl 

it ion>2013/07/29</edit ion><keyw ords><keyword>Anima Is </keyw ord><keyw ord>Genetic 

Variation</keyword><keyword>Hemorrhagic Fever Virus, 

Crimean-Congo</keyword><keyword>Hemorrhagic Fever, Crimean</keyword><keyword>fristory, 

20th Century</keyword><keyword>History, 21st 

Century</keyword><keyw ord>Humans</keyword><keyw ord>Phylogeny</keyw ord><keyw crd>Arbovi 

rus</keyword><keyword>Btuwavirus</keyw ord><keyw ord>Crimean—Congo hemorrhagic fever 

virus </keyw ord><keyw ord>Nairovirus</keyw crd><keyword>Tic k -borne 

virus </keyw ord><keyw ord>Viral hemorrhagic 

fever</keyword></keyw ords><dates><year>2013</year><pub-dates><date>OcKdate></pub-dates><1 

dates><isbn>1872-9096</isbn><acc ession-num>23906741</accession-num><urls><related-urls><url>h 

ttps ://www nc bi nth. gov/pubmed/23 906741</ur1></related-urls ></urls ><el ec tonic -resource-num>1 

[PAGE 1 
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0.1016/j. antiv ira1.2013.07.006</elec tonic -resource-num><language>eng</language></record></Cite>< 

/EndNote>]. 

Currently, mainly two forms of the vwcine of CCFHV. Inactivated CCHF V vaccine: the vaccine is made 

on suckling mouse brain and used only in Bulgaria and is not approved for use in other countries 

ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><C ite><Author>Mous avi-Jaz i</ Author><Year>2012</Year><RecNum>106</RecNum><Di 

splayText>(2)</DisplayText><record><rec-number>106</rec-number><foreign-keys><key app="EN" 

db- id="fw 5 a0favmxvOw 2ex9w qvw xwnz9pat9zOs zft" times tamp="1556812014" 

guid="9eda4adb-313b-4322-9da6-36fc el6d1a95">106</key></foreign-keys><ref-type name="Journal 

Art ic le ">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Mousavi-Jazi, M. </author><author>Karlberg, 

H.</author><author>Papa, A. </author><audior>Chris tova, I. </author><author>Mirazim 

A. </author></authors ></c ontributors ><titles ><tit le> Healthy ind iv iduals&apos ; immune response to the 

Bulgarian Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 

vac c ine</title><s econdary- title> Vacc ine</secondary-title></t itles><periodic al><full-t itle> Vac c ine</full 

-title></per iodic al><pages>6225-9</pages><vohune>30</volume><number>44</number><edition>20 

12/08/14</edition><k eyw ords><keyword>AdulK/keyword><keyword>Antibodies, 

Neutraliz ing</keyword><keyword>Antbodies, Viral</keyword><keyword>Enzyme-Linked 

Immunospot Assay</keyword><keyword>Female</keyword><keyword>Hemorrhagic Fever Virus, 

Crimean-Congo<keyw ord><keyw ord>Humans</keyword><keyw ord>Interferon-gamma</keyword><k 

eyword>Male</keyword><keyword>Middle Ag ed</keyw ord><keyw crd>Neutralizat ion 

Tests</keyword><keyw ord>T-Lymphoc ytes</keyw ord><keyword>Vacc ines, 

Inac tivated</keyw ord><keyw ord>Vira 1 

Vacc ines</keyword></keywords><dates><year>2012</year><pub-dates><date>Sep</date></pub-dates 

></dates><isbn>1873-2518</isbn><acc es s ion-num>22902680</acc es sion-num><urls><related-urls><ur 

1>https ://w ww .ncbinhn.nih.gov/pubmed/22902680</ur1></relatecl-urls></urls><elec tronic -resourc e-num 

>10.1016/j. vacc ine. 2012. 08.003 </elec tronic -res °um e-num><language>eng</languag e></record></Cite> 

</EndNote>]. A formalin- inactivated preparation of CCHFV was also found to be protective against 

CC HF V infection in mice[ ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><C ite>< Au thor>Canakog lu< Author><Ye ar>2015 </Ye ar><RecNtun>121</RecNum><Dis pl 

ayText>(3)</D is playText><rec ord><rec-number>121</rec -number><fcreign-keys><key app="EN" 

db- id="fw 5 a0favmxvOw 2ex9w qvw xwnz9pat9zOs zft" times tamp="1556812016" 

gu id= "2 fe103c e-96a5-46c 6-9 f76-59e484a88 lc d">121</key></foreign- keys ><ref-type name="Journal 

Art ic le>17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Canakoglu, N.</author><author>Berber, 

E.</author><author>Tonbak, S.</author><author>Ertek, M.</author><author>Sozdutinaz, 

I.</author><author>Aktas, M.</author><author>Kalkan, A.</author><author>Ozclarendeli, 

A.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Immunization of knock-out a/13 interferon receptor 

mice against high lethal dose of Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus with a cell culture based 
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vaccine</title><secondary-title>P LoS Negl Trop 

Dis</secondary-title></titles><periodic al><fu ll-t it le>PLoS Negl Trop 

Dis</full-tit le></per iodic al><pages>e0003579</pages><voltune>9</vo lume><ntunber>3</number><ed 

it ion>2015/03/11</edit ion><keywords><keyword>Animals</keyword><keyword>Cell Culture 

Techniques </keyword><keywcird>Female</keyw ord><keyword>Hemorrhagic Fev er Virus, 

Crimean-Congo<keyw ord><keyword>Htunans</keyword><keyword>Inznunizat ion</keyword><keyw 

ord>Mic e</keyword><keyw ord>Mic e, Knockout</keyword><keyword>Rec eptor, Interferon 

alpha-beta</keyw ord><keyw ord>Viral 

Vacc ines</keyw ord></keyw ords><dates><year>2015 </year><pub-dates><date>Mar</date></pub-dates 

></dates ><is bn>1935 -2735 </is bn><acc es s ion-num>25760444</acc es s ion-num><urls><related-urls ><ur 

1>https ://w ww .ncbinhiri.nii.gov/pubmed/25760444</url></related-urls></urls><c us tom2>PMC4356576 

</custom2><elec tronic -resourc e-num>10. 1371/journal. pntd.0003579</elec tron ic -resourc e-mun><langua 

ge>eng</languag e></record></Cite></EndNote>] . Subunit CCHFV vacc ine. Since CCHFV 

glycoproteins are displayed on the surface of the virion, it was used as the target to develop vaccine. 

Using vaccinia virus as vehicle to deliver the glycoproteins of CCHFV was shown to provide 100% 

protection to lethally challenged mice [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. DNA vaccine 

expressing nucleoprotein (NP) and ubiquitin-linked versions of GPC-derived On and Gc or virus-like 

particle vaccination has been shown to confer protection against lethal CCHFV challenge [ ADDIN 

EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. Mice fed transgenic plants expressing the CCHFV 

glycoproteins and immunized with purified glycoprotein from Drosophila insect cell developed 

antibodies against the glycoproteins, while the latter did not confer the protection[ ADDIN EN.CITE 

ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. 

Polyclonal antibody was widely used for antiviral treatment. The FDA has approved the production of 

anti-rabies virus polyclonal antibodies for commeirial use. The polyclonal anti-Ebola antibody from 

horse can effectively protect mice from lethal Ebola virus infection. During the 2014 Ebola outbreak, the 

antibody was used to treat Ebola virus infection and rescued patient life. Those cases indicate that 

antibody therapy plays an important role in prevention and control outbreaks of emerging 

diseases[ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. 

3. References 

[ADDIN EN.REFLIST 
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[ = 2 \* ROMAN 1. Research Contents 

1. Research contents 

Aim 1 Develop a replicon-based DNA vaccine for Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 

(CCHFV). We will first develop the DNA-launched replicon of alphavinis due to its rapid replication 

capacity in mammalian cells to deliver foreign genes (Figure 1A). The replicon will be launched by 

eukaryotic cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter or SV40 promoter. After the rcplicon built, we will 

engineer the CCHFV glycoproteins GN and Gc (e.g., GPC open-reading frame) into the replicon DNA 

plasmids and characterize the immunogenicity and vaccine efficacy in a mouse model (Figure 1 13&C). 

We choose CCHFV as a target vaccine because (i) CCHFV represents the second most widespread of all 

medically important arboviruses (after dengue virus) and (ii) WHO and NIAID have classified it as an 

R&D Blueprint priority disease and Category A priority pathogen, respectively. 

Aim 2 Generation horse source polyclonal antibody for anti-CCHFV therapy. VSV-CCHFV-GPC 

recombinant virus will be generated and used to immunized the horse. Multiple doses may be used to 

A 

bi• SV40 or CMV promoter Replicase from alphavirus 

0 
0 

HDVr 

Transcription termination signal 

0  Plasmid 

Replicon RNAs 

Immunize Challenge 
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boost horse and facilitate the immune 

response. The polyclonal antibody from 

horse will be analyzed. Once positive 

antibody was confirmed, the antibody will 

be purified from horse and used for mice 

efficacy study. 

2. Research methods and 

experimental program 

Figure 1 Experimental scheme. (A) A 

CHIICV (alphavirus) replicon-based 

antigen deliver system. CHIKV replicon 

RNA containing one or two 
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antigen-expressing subgenomes is launched through DNA plasmid using eukaryotic promoter (red 

triangle) to transcribe CHIKV replicon RNA inside mammalian cells. An HDVr (hepatitis delta 

rthozyme; orange box) and a transcription termination signal sequence (white box) are engineered at the 

3' end of viral RNA. (B) DNA plasmid is delivered into cells to launch CHIKV replicon. The replication 

of replicon RNAs results in robust expression of antigens. (C) Immunization of mice with CHIKV 

replicon DNA. The plasmid DNA is delivered to animals. The vaccinated animals are analyzed for 

immunogenicity and challenged for efficacy testing. 

Aim 1 Develop a replicon-based DNA vaccine for Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 

(CCHFV). 

(1) Construct alphavirus replicon as delivery system. Alphavirus replicons are genomes with one or 

more of the structural protein genes deleted, but with all nonstructural genes and cis-wting sequences 

retained such that they replicate once introduced or produced in the cytoplasm (Fig. 1A). However, 

because the compatible alphavirus structural proteins are missing, infectious virus cannot be 

produced. The alphavirus replicon subgenomic promoter can be left intact such that subgenomic 

RNA is produced, which for alphaviruses is in high molar excess compared to the genomic RNA. 

Thus, if a foreign gene is used to replace the alphavirus structural polyprotein encoded by the 

subgenomic RNA, large amounts are expressed but viral spread cannot occur. Here we choose 

chikungunya virus (CH1K'V) replicon among other alphaviruses in this proposal. 

(2) Antigen selection of CCLIFV vaccine. Like other 11.myavinises, CCHFV contains a In -segmented, 

negative sense RNA genome: small (S), medium (M), and large (L) segments. Among the six 

genetically distinct clades of CCHFV, there arc 20, 31, and 22% sequence divergence for S, M, and 

segment, respectively ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndN ote><C ite>< Author> Bente</Author><Ye ar>2013</Ye ar><RecNum>110</Rec Num><Dis pl 

ayText>(1)</DisplayText><record><rec-number>110</rec-number><fcreign-keys><key app="EN" 

db-id="fw 5 a0favmxvOw 2ex9wqvw xwnz9p at9rOs zft" times tamp="1556812014" 

guid="a4688135-8d5c-4363-a3ef-afb1028964bb">110<key></foreign-keys><ref-type 

name="Journal Art ic le ">17<ref-type><c ontrthutors><authors><author>Bente, D. 

A.</author><author>Forrester, N. L.</author><author>Watts, D. M.</author><audior>McAtiley, A. 

J.</author><author>Whitehouse, 
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M.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title> Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever: history, 

epidemiology, pathogenesis, clinical syndrome and genetic 

divers ity</t itle><s ec ondary-title> Antiv iral 

Res </s econdary-title></t itles><periodic al><full-tit le> Ant iv iral 

Res </full-t itle></periodic al><pag es >159-89</pages ><voltune>100</voltune><number>l</number 

><edition>2013/07/29</eclit ion><keywords><keyword>Animals</keyword><keyword>Genetic 

Variation</keyword><keyword>Hemorrhagic Fever Virus, 

Crimean-Congo</keyword><keyword>Hemorrhagic Fever, Crimean</keyw ord><keyw ord>Fris tory, 

20th Century</keyword><keyw ord>His tory, 21st 

Century</keyword><keyword>Htunans</keyword><keyword>Phylogeny</keyword><keyword>Ar 

bovirus</keyw ord><keyword>Bunyavirus</keyword><keyword>Crimean—Congo hemorrhagic 

fever virus </keyword><keyword>Nairovirus </keyword><keyword>Tick-borne 

virus </keyword><keyword>Viral hemorrhagic 

fever</keyword></keywcrds><dates><year>2013</year><pub-dates><date>OcKdate></pub-dates 

></dates><isbn>1872-9096</isbn><acc es s ion-num>23906741</acces sion-num><urls><related-urls 

><url>https ://www. ncbi. nlm. gov/pubmed/23906741</ur1></related -ur ls></urls><elec tronic -reso 

urc e-num>10.1016/j.antivira1.2013.07.006</electronic -resoutt e-num><1anguage>eng</language></r 

ecord></Cite></EndNote>]. The M segment encodes the glyc °protein precursor (GPC) that is 

processed to two structural glycoproteins GN and Gc, along with several non-structural glycoproteins. 

GN and Gc are the major antigenic proteins that elicit protective immune response in humans, as 

observed with other Btmyav iruses ADDIN EN. CITE 

<EndNote><Cite><Author>Faburay</Author><Year>2016</Year><RecNum>131</RecNum><Dis 

playText>(12)</DisplayText><record><rec-number>131</rec-number><foreign-keys><key 

app="EN" db-id= "fw 5 a0favmxvOw 2ex9wqvw xwnz9pat9-Aszft" times tamp="1556820677" 

guid="3638de14-24e8-4407-8efe-5a76314e8107">131</key></foreign-keys><ref- type 

name="Journal Art ic le>17</ref-type><c ontibutors ><authors><author>F aburay, 

B.</author><author>Wilson, W. C.</author><author>Gaudreault, N. N.</author><author>Davis, A. 

S. </author><author>Shivarma, V. </author><author>Baw a, B. </author><author>Stmwoo, S. 

Y. </author><author>Ma, W.</author><author>Drolet, B. S.</author><author>Morozov, 

I.</author><author>McVey, D. S.</author><author>Richt, J. 
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A. </author></authors></contrthutois><titles><tit le> A Recombinant Rift Valley Fever Virus 

Glycoprotein Subunit Vaccine Confers Full Protection against Rift Valley Fever Challenge in 

Sheep<title><secondary-title>Sci Rep<secondary-title></t itles><periodical><full-title>Sc i 

Rep<full-title></per iodical><pages>27719<pages><voltune>6<vo lume><ed ition>2016/06/14<ed 

it ion><keywords><keyw ord>Animals </keyw ord><keyw ord>Antbodies, 

Neutral iz ing<keyword><keyword>Antthody 

Formation<keyword><keyword>Glycoproteins<keyword><keyword>Immunoglobul in 

G</keyword><keyword>Liver<keyword><keyword>Lymph 

Nodes </keyword><keyword>Recombinant Proteins </keyw ord><keyword>Rift Valley 

Fever<keyword><keyword>Rift Valley fever 

virus </keyword><keyword>Sheep<keyw ord><keyw crd>Sheep 

Diseases<keyword><keyword>Temperature<keyword><keyword>Vacc ines, 

Subunit<keyword><keyword>Viremia</keyword><keyword>Virulenc e<keyword></keywords>< 

dates><year>2016<year><pub-dates><date>06<date></pub-dates></dates><isbn>2045-2322<isb 

n><acc es s ion-num>27296136<acc es s ion-num><urls ><related-urls ><url>https ://w ww. nc 

gov/pubmed/27296136<ur1></related-ur ls ></urls ><c us tom2>PMC4906348</c us tom2><elec tonic - 

resource-num>10.1038/srep27719<elec tonic -resourc e-num><language>eng<language></rec ord> 

</Cite><EndNote>]. Monoclonal antibodies against CCHF V GN and Gc potently neutralize diverse 

CCHF V strains in vitro ADDIN EN. CITE 

<EndNote><C ite><Author>Zivc ec<Author><Year>2017</Year><RecNum>132</RecNum><Disp 

layText>(13)<DisplayText><rec ord><rec-number>132<rec-number><foreign-keys><key 

app="EN" db-id="fw5a0favmxv0w2ex9wqvw xwnz9pat9zOszft" times tamp="1556820738" 

guid="1092b9f5-fd56-4d1e-ab08-64c4c8Olea82">132<key></foreign-keys><ref-type 

name="Journal Art ic le ">17<re f-type><c ontrthutors ><authors><author>Ziv c ec, 

M. </author><author>Guerrero, L. I. W.</author><author>Albarifio, C. 

G.</author><author>Bergeron, E</authcr><author>Nichol, S. T.</author><author>Spiropoulou, C. 

F. </author></authors ></c on tr ibu tors ><t itles><t it le>Identific at ion of broadly neutral it ing 

monoc lonal antibod ies against Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever 

v irus <kid e><s ec ondary-title> Antiv iral 

Res </s ec on dary-title></t itles ><periodic al><full-tit le> Ant iv iral 
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Res </full-t itle></periodical><pag es >112- 120</pages ><volume>146</volume><ed it ion>2017/08/24 

</edit ion><keywords><keyw ord>Animals</keyw ord><keyword>Antbodies, 

Monoc lonal</keyw ord><keyw ord>Antibodies, Neutral iz ing</keyword><keyword>Antthodies, 

Viralcz/keyword><keyword>Epitopes</keyword><keyword>Glycoproteins<fkeyword><keyword>H 

emorrhagic Fever MIMS, Crimean-Congo</keyword><keyword>Hemorrhagic Fever, 

Crimean</keyw ord><keyword>Htunans</keyw ord><keyword>Mutation</keyw ord><keyw ord>Ne 

utralizat ion Tes ts </keyw ord><keyw crd>Phylogeny</keyword><keyword>Sequenc e Analysis, 

DNA</keyword><keyword>Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever 

virus </keyw ord><keyw ord>Monoclonal antibodies</keyword><keywcrd>Neutralizat ion 

as say</keyw ord><keyw ord>Virus -lik e 

partic les </keyw ord></keyw ords><dates><year>2017</year><pub -dates ><date>0c t</date></pub-d 

ates></dates><isbn>1872-9096</isbn><wc es s ion-num>28842265 </x c ess ion-num><urls><related-

urls><url>https ://ww w. ne bi. nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28842265</url></related-ur ls></urls><elec tronic -r 

es ourc e-num>10. 1016/j. ant ivira L 2017.08.014</electronic -resource-num><language>eng</langu age 

></record></Cite></EndNote>], and adoptive transfer of these antibodies confer in vivo protection 

in suckling mice [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. These results support the 

possibility of cross-protection against all strains from the six CCHFV clades. The results also justify 

expression of the complete GPC polyprotein for vaccine development. 

(3) Construction of CCFHV vaccine candidates. We will engineer the full open-reading frame of 

CCHFV GPC into the CHIKV replicon plasmid. The complete GPC is selected to ensure the correct 

processing and conformation of the individual GN and Gc proteins. The GPC sequence from clinical 

CCHFV strain FK16116 (China) [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ] and 

Turkey200406546 (UTMB), rather than laboratory strain IbAr10200, will be used for human codon 

optimization and inserted into the replicon plasmids. The resulting GPC-replicon plasmids will be 

evaluated in cell culture for the expression and processing of GN and GC proteins using Western 

blot. Once the protein expression has been confirmed, we will test the GPC-replicon plasmid in a 

CCHFV mouse model. 

(4) Testing CCHFV vaccine candidates in vivo. We will test the GPC-replicon plasmids for 

immunogenicity, safety, and efficacy in a mouse model. Over the last seven decades, attempts have 
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been made to establish an animal model for CCHF in adult mice, rats, guinea pigs, hamsters, rabbits, 

and other laboratory animals. They met with very limited success showing little or no signs of 

infection or disease when infected with CCHFV. Until 2010, the only animal that manifested disease 

after CCHFV infection was the newborn suckling mouse. In recent years, small animal models have 

been developed using STAT-1-/- ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><Cite><Author>Bente</Author><Year>2010</Year><RecNum>115</RecNum><Displ 

ayText>(16)</DisplayText><record><rec-number>115</rec-number><fcreign-keys><key 

app="EN" db-id= "fw 5 a0 favmxvOw 2 ex9w qvw xw nz9pat9zOszft" times tamp="1556812015" 

guid= "3 fl f6230-804e-46e3-8483-dx Oc 54e f730">115</key></foreign-keys><ref-type 

name="Journal Art ic le ">17</ref-type><c ontrthutors><authors><author>Bente, D. 

A.</author><author>Alimonti, J. B.</author><author>Shieh, W. J.</author><author>Camus, 

G.</author><author>Stroher, U.</author><author>Zaki, S.</author><author>Jones, S. 

M. </author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Pathogen esis and immune response of 

Crimean-Congo hemorrhag ic fever virus in a STAT-1 knockout mouse 

model</t itle><secondary-title>J ViroKsecondary-title></titles><periodical><full-t it le>J 

Viro le></per iodic al><pages>11089-100</pages><volume>84</volume><number>21</nu 

mber><edition>2010/08/25 </ed it ion><keyw ords ><keyw ord>Anima Is </keyw ord><keyw ord>Dis ea s 

e Models, Animal</keyword><keyword>Disease Susceptibility</keyword><keywcrd>Hemorrhagic 

Fever Virus, Crimean-Congo</keyword><keyword>Hemorrhagic Fever, 

Crimean</keyw ord><keyword>Humans</keyw crd><keyw ord>Mice</keyw ord><keyword>Mic e, 

Knockout</keyword><keyw ord>STAT1 Transcription 

Factor</keyword></keywords><dates><year>2010</year><pub-dates><date>Nov</date></pub-dat 

es></dates><isbn>1098-5514</isbn><aec es sion-num>20739514</acc es s ion-num><urls><related-ur 

Is><url>https://www.ncbinhn.nih.gov/pubmed/20739514</ur1></related-urls></urls><custom2>PM 

C2953203</c us tom2><elec tonic -resource-num>10.1128/JVI.01383-10</elec tonic -res ourc e-num> 

<language>eng</language></record></Cite></EndNote>] or IFNAR"'" (type-I interferon receptor) 

knockout mice [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. Since these mice succumb to 

CCHFV infection, we will test our vaccine candidates in the IFNAle" mice. More recently, transient 

depletion of interferon receptors through intraperitoneal injection with a monoclonal antibody (Mab 

MAR1-5A3, Leinco Technologies) immediately prior to challenge has been shown to allow efficient 
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viral replication [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. We will also use the wild-type 

C57BL/6 mice to evaluate the vaccine efficacy since this model allows a full immune response to 

immunization while allowing the virus replicate after challenge. The mouse efficacy experiments 

with CCHF V will be performed by Dr. Chao Shan and Dr. Han Xia at the BSL-4 facility at Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Using the IFNAle- mice, we will intramuscularly immunize different doses of replicon-GPC 

plasmid (1, 5, 10, and 20 jig; n=12 per group, male and female) or PBS (as sham control) using the 

TriGrid Delivery System. On day 28 post-immunization, the immuniied mice will be bled and 

measured for antibody titers using CCHF V VLP ELISA [ ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><Cite><Author>Zivc ec</Author><Year>2015</Year><RecNum>136</RecNum><Disp 

layText>(20)</DisplayText><record><rec-number>136</rec-number><foreign-keys><key 

app="EN" db-id= "fw 5 a0favmxvOw 2ex9w qvw xwnz9pat9zOszft" timestamp="1556821443" 

guid="951bec17-5bed-4e75-80a1-9f1b854c e673">136</key></foreign-keys><ref-type 

name="Journal Art ic le ">17</ref-type><c ontr ibutors><authors><author>Zivcec, 

M.</author><author>Metcalfe, M. G.c/author><author>Albarifio, C. G.</author><author>Guerrero, 

L. W.</author><author>Pegan, S. D.</author><author>Spiropoulou, C. 

F.</author><author>Bergeron, t</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Assessment of 

Inhibitors of Pathogenic Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever Virus Strains Using Virus-Like 

Partic les </t it le><secondary-title>PLoS 

Dis</secondary-title></titles><periodical><ffill-title>PLoS 

Negl Trop 

Negl Trop 

Dis</full-title></periodical><pages>e0004259</pages><volume>9</voltune><number>12</number 

><eclition>2015/12/01</edition><keywords><keyword>Antibod ies, 

Monoclonal<keyword><keyword>Antibodies, Neutral izing<keyword><keyword>Antibodies, 

Viral</keyword><keyword>Drug Evaluation, PreclinicaKkeyword><keyword>Genes, 

Reporter</keyword><keyword>Hemorrhagic Fever Virus, 

Crimean-Congo</keyword><keyword>Molecular Sequence Data</keyword><keyword>Sequence 

Analysis, DNA</keyword><keyword>Transcription, 

Genetic</keyword><keyword>Virion</keyword><keywcrd>Vrus 

Internalization</keyword><keyword>Vrus 
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Replic at ion</keyw ord></keyw ords><dates><year>2015</year><pub-dates ><date>Dec </date></pu 

b-dates></dates><isbn>1935-27354isbn><acc ession-num>26625182</accession-num><urls><relat 

ed-urls><url>https://www .ncbinhn.nth.gov/pubmed/26625182</url></related -urls></urls><c us tom 

2>PMC4666410</c us tom2><elec tronic-resourc e-num>10.1371/journal.pntd.0004259</elec tonic-re 

soture-num><1anguage>eng</language></record></Cite></EndNote>]. On the same day, the 

animals will be challenged with 100 PFU of clinical CCHFV strain FK16116 (China). The 

challenged animals will be measured for the following parameters for efficacy: (i) Viremia and viral 

loads in different organs using qRT-PCR and plaque assays, (ii) weight loss, (iii) survival (Deaths are 

expected on days 2-6 post-challenge in the sham group), (iv) antibody titers on 28 days after 

challenge, and (v) T cell activation. Comparison of the antibody titers before and after challenge will 

indicate if the vaccine elicits sterilizing immunity (ie., no detectable viremia and no increase in 

antibody titers after challenge). Using the wild-type mice, we will immunize C57BL/6 mice with the 

GPC-replicon plasmid and measure the five parameters described above. The immunized mice will 

be challenged with 100 PFU of clinical CCHFV strain FK16116 (China) by the intraperitoneal route; 

however, to facilitate viral infection and replication, the animals will be pretreated with 2 mg of 

interferon receptor-blocking antibodies one day before the CCHFV challenge, and further treated 

with 0.5 mg of antibody at 24 h after challenge [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. 

These in vivo studies will reveal the immunogenic ity, safety, and efficacy of the vaccine candidates. 

Comparison of the results from different dosage groups (1, 5, 10, and 20 us DNA) will also allow us 

estimate the correlates of protections against CCHFV infection in the mouse model 

Aim 2 Generation horse source clonal antibody for anti-CCHFV therapy. 

(I) Production of VSV-CCHFV-GPC recombinant virus. 

(2) Immunization horse for polyclonal antibody. VSV-CCHFV-GPC recombinant virus (1x106

PFU) will be used to immunized horse by intramuscularly (multi-point injection) route. On day 

28 post-immunization, the immunized mice will be bled and measured for antibody titers using 

CCHFV VLP ELISA ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><Cite><Author>Zivc ec</Author><Year>2015</Year><RecNum>136</RecNum>< 

DisplayText>(20)</DisplayText><record><rec -number>136</rec -ntunber><foreign-keys><key 

app="EN" db-id="fw 5a0 favmxvOw 2ex9w qvw xw nz9pat9zOs zft" times tamp="1556821443" 
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guid= "951bec 17-5 bed-4e75-80a1-9f1b854e e673">136</key></foreign-keys><ref-type 

name="Journal Art ic le ">17</ref-type><c onirthutors ><authors ><author>Zivc ec, 

M.</author><author>Metcalfe, 

G.</author><author>Gueirero, 

D.</author><author>Spiropouloti, 

M. 

L. 

G.</author><author>Albar C. 

W.</author><author>Pcgan, S. 

C. F.</author><author>Bergeron, 

t</author></authors></c on tribu tors ><titles ><tit le> Assessment of Inhibitors of Pathogenic 

Crimean-Congo Hemorrhag ic Fever Virus Strains Using Virus -Like 

Partic les </tit le><s econdary-title>PLoS Negl Trop 

Dis</s econdary-title></tit les><period ic al><full-t it le>PLoS Negl Trop 

Dis </full-tit le></per iodic al><pages>e0004259</pages><voltune>9</vo lume><ntunber>12</nu 

mber><edition>2015/12/01</ed it ion><keyw ords ><keyw ord>An tibodies, 

Mon oc lonal</keyword><keyword>Antthodies, Neutral iz ing</keyword><keyw ord>Antibod ies, 

Viral</keyword><keyword>Drug Evaluation, 

Reporter</keyw ord><keyw ord>Hemorrhagic 

Crimean-Congo</keyw ord><keyword>Molec ular 

Data</keyword><keyword>Sequenc e Analys is, 

Preclinical</keyword><keyword>Genes, 

Fever Virus, 

Sequence 

DNA</keyword><keyword>Transcription, 

Genetic </keyw ord><keyw ord>Vir ion</keyw ord><keyword>Virus 

Internali zat ion</keyw ord><keyw ord>Virus 

Replic at ion</keyw ord></keywords><dates><year>2015</year><pub-dates><date>Dec </date> 

</pub-dates ></dates ><is bn>1935-2735 </isbn><acc ession-num>26625182</acc ess ion-num><ur 

ls><related-urls><url>https ://w ww .ncbinhia.nth.gov/pubmed/26625182</url></related-ur ls></u 

r ls ><c us tom2>PMC4666410</c us tom2><elec tronic -resotue e-num>10. 1371/journal. pntd. 00042 

59</electronic-resource-num><language>eng</language></record></Cite></EndNote>]. If the 

antibody titer reaches desired point, the blood will be bled for antibody purification. If not, the 

boost will be happened to facilitate immune response and wait another 28 days. 

(3) Polyclonal antibody purification from horse blood. Once desired anti-CCHFV antibody titer 

reached, the horse blood will be bled. Protein G Agarose will be used to purify the horse 

polyclonal antibody based on the manufacture manual. The eluted polyclonal antibody will be 
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dialyed in PBS and aliquoted. Purified polyclonal antibody will be measured by CCHFV VLP 

ELISA to confirm antibody titer. 

(4) Mice efficacy study. 

Using the IFNAle" mice, we will intraperitoneal inject different doses of purified antibody (or 

PBS (as sham control) one day before CCHFV FK16116 infection. On the day of infection, the 

blood will be collected and 100 PFU CCHFV will be injected subcutaneously. The challenged 

animals will be measured for the following parameters for efficacy: (i) Viremia and viral loads in 

different organs using qRT-PCR and plaque assays, (ii) weight loss, (iii) survival (Deaths are 

expected on days 2-6 post-challenge in the sham group). 

3. Expected outcome 

The proposed experiments will generate CCHFV vaccine candidate built upon the FK16116 and 

Turkey200406546 strain. The cross-protection against different stain will be evaluated after 

challenge. Comparison of the immunogcnicity and efficacy from the mouse experiments will allow 

us down select the final candidate. In an unlikely situation that a single-shot immunization of the 

replicon-GPC pbsmid is not sufficient to elicit protective antibody titers or full protection against 

CCHFV infection, we will boost the animals with a second dose of replicon-GPC plasmid. The 

mouse efficacy results will allow us stratcgize further preclinical development, including efficacy 

test in a non-human primate model. In addition, by selecting the polyclonal antibody from horse will 

allow us have the potential candidate for anti-CCHFV treatment. 

4. Key problems and technical difficulties to be solved 

Vaccine development. The proposed study will establish a DNA replicon platform for CHIKV. And 

the platform will be served as the vehicle to deliver the CCHFV-GPC for vaccine candidate. The cell 

culture and mouse study will define the expression pattern. This information will be critical to guide 

vaccine and therapeutics development. We will also explore the cross-protection when use two 

different antigens to immunize mice. The polyclonal antibody will provide potential treatment option 

for CCHFV infection. 

5. Innovations of the research proposal 

The innovation of this project derives from the research plan that integrates three powerful 

components into a translational product: (i) the robust self-amplifying ability of alphavirus replic on, 
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(ii) the ease of DNA plasmid as a vector to launch the replicative RNAs (using the mammalian 

transcription machinery), and (iii) the cutting-edge device for DNA delivery in clinical use. Although 

alphavirus replicon has been used for protein expression and vaccine development for almost three 

decades, previous efforts have mainly focused on the virus-like particle-RNA packaging (VLP) 

approach ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><Cite><Author>Lundstrom<Author><Year>2017</Year><RecNum>137</RecNum>< 

DisplayText>(21)<DisplayText><record><rec -number>137<rec-number><foreign-keys><key 

app="EN" db-id="fw5a0favmxv0w2ex9wqvw xw nz9pat9zOszft" timestamp="1556823011" 

guid="45f9f958-084b-4a4f-al3b-67585a1d3c8d">137<key></foreign-keys><ref-type 

name="Journal Article>17<ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Lundstrom, 

K </author></authors></contributors><titles><tit le>Oncolyt ic Alphav irus es 

Immunotherapy<title><secondary-title> Vac c ines 

( Bas el)</s ec ondary-title></tit les ><period ic al>< full-t it le> Vaccines 

(Bas e 1)</full-t it le></per iodical><vo kune>5 </vokune><numb e r>2 </num ber> <edit ion>2017/04/12< 

edit ion><keyw ords><keyword>c anc er immunotherapy<keyword><keyword>oncolytic 

alphav iruses<keyword><keyword>tumor 

eradication<keyword></keywords><dates><year>2017<year><pub -dates ><date>Apr<date></pub 

-dates></dates><isbn>2076-393X</isbn><accession-num>28417936<acc ess ion -num><urls ><relat 

ecl-urls><url>https ://www.ncbinhn.nih.gov/pubmed/28417936<url></related-ur ls></urls><cus tom 

2>PMC5492006</c us tom2><elec tronic-resourc e-num>10.3390/vwcines5020009<elec tronic -res our 

ce-num><language>eng<language></record><Cite><EndNote>]. For the VLP approach, viral 

structural proteins are supplied in trans to package the viral replicon RNA (carrying an antigen of 

interest) into VLPs; such VLPs are used to immunize animals. The drawbwks of the VLP approach 

include the requirement of eukaryotic cell culture electroporation for VLP production, moderate 

yield of VLP manufacture (when compared with the doses required for vaccination and treatment), 

pre-immune inhibition when multiple rounds of VLP infection are needed, and the "cold chain" 

transportation from manufac tures to clinics. All the above drawbacks of the VLP approach could be 

mitigated by the proposed DNA-launched replicon in this project. 
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Despite the potential concern of integration of exogenous DNA into the cellular chromosome, the 

DNA plasmid approach has been actively pursued fcr vaccine development and cancer therapy. For 

example, the current frontrunner ZIICV vaccine in the phase H clinical trial is built upon a DNA 

plasmid (expressing two viral structure proteins prM and E). This type of traditional DNA vaccine 

requires multiple high doses to achieve protective immunity. For the ZIKV DNA vaccines, each 

human volunteer requires three shots, with 1 to 5 mg of DNA per shot, to achieve short-teiiii

neutralizing antibody titers [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. It should be noted 

that the adverse potential of DNA integration into the cellular genome remains to be determined in 

clinics. Compared with the traditional non-amplifying DNA vaccine, our DNA-launched replicon is 

self-replicative, and requires a much lower dose to achieve efficacy. The significantly reduced dose 

will minimize the risk of potential DNA integration. In addition, due to the self-amplifying nature of 

the proposed replicon DNA platform, protective immunity and efficacy could potentially be achieved 

with a single dose to control explosive outbreaks, which is particularly important when responding to 

public health emergency. Therefore„ the replicon DNA platform has the potential to overcome the 

most critical weakness of the traditional DNA vaccine, and could be developed into a transformative 

new DNA delivery technology. 

Collectively, we hypothesize that, in combination with the cutting-edge device for delivery, the 

DNA-launched replicon platform will transform into robust translational products for vaccine and 

therapeutics development. Since the goal of the Advanced Customer Cultivation Project to develop 

solutions to prevent and control human diseases, the combination of the well-proven alphaviral 

replicon system with the ease of DNA engineering and the state-of-the-art DNA delivery represents a 

practical innovation for vaccine platform development. 

Passive immunotherapy with sera of animal origin has been used for over 120 years to treat bacterial 

and viral infections, envenomations and drug intoxications. The lower manufacturing costs of 

hyperimmune equine antiscra therefore represents an attractive alternate avenue of treatment, 

especially to developing and third-world countries, compared to the more costly production process 

of viral specific mAbs. However, currently the study of anti-CCHEV antisera via the immunization 

of horses and the safety and efficiency has not been reported. Since the highly replication efficiency 
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and the safety of the VSV vector, in this study the VSV-CCHFV-GP will be chose as the antigen for 

horse. 

[ = 3 \* ROMAN J. Research Plan 

1. Research schedule 

Aim Tasks and milestones 2019 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 Clone CH IKV replicon and SEAP reporter X X X X X X 
Characterize SEAP replicons in cell culture 

Characterize SEAP replicon in mice 
Clone GPC CH IKV replicon 
Test GPC replicon in cell culture 
Test efficacy in mouse model 

2 Generation VSV-CCHFV-GP recombinant 
virus 

X X X X X X 

Immunization horse and characterization 
antibody response 
Purify antibodyfrom horse 

 Testefficacy in mouse model 

Aim Tasks and milestones 2020 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 Clone CH IKV replicon and SEAP reporter 
Characterize SEAP replicons in cell culture X X X 

Characterize SEAP replicon in mice X X X X 
Clone GPC CH IKV replicon X X X X 

Test GPC replicon in cell culture X 

Testefficacy in mouse model 
2 Generation VSV-CCHRLGP recombinant 

virus 
Immunization horse and characterization 
antibody response 

X XXX X X X X 

Purify antibodyfrom horse X X X X 

Test efficacy in mouse model 
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Aim Tasks and milestones 2021 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 Clone CH IKV replicon and SEAP reporter 

Characterize SEAP replicons in cell culture 

Characterize SEAP replicon in mice 

Clone GPC CH IKV replicon 

Test GPC replicon in cell culture X X X 

Testefficacy in mouse model X X X X X X X X 

2 Generation VSV-CCHFV-GP recombinant 
virus 
Immunization horse and characterization 
antibody response 
Purify antibody from horse 

Testefficacy in mouse model X X X X X X X X 

2. Conditions necessary to conduct the research (including lab equipments, instruments and etc.) 

Biosafety cabinet 

PCR thermal cycler 

Real-Time PCR thermal cycler 

Table top centrifuge 

Water bath 

DNA gel electrophoresis system 

Protein gel electrophoresis system 

TriGrid Delivery System (Ichor, for DNA vaccine delivery) 

ChemiDoc System 

Pipettes 

CO2 incubators 

Microscopy 

Refrigerator 

-80 freezer 

-30 freezer 

Liquid nitrogen tank 
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IV. Introduction of Leader and Participants 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the director of the Galveston National Laboratory, one of the largest active 

biocontainment facilities on a U.S. academic campus. Dr. Le Duc joined UTMB in late 2006 from the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta, where he was the influenza coordinator and 

director of the Division of Viral and Rickettsial Diseases. With more than four decades of experience 

working in the fields of biodefense and public health, his work has taken him around the world, from 

West Africa, where he began his professional career as a field biologist working for the Smithsonian 

Institution, to Brazil and Panama during a 23-year career as a U.S. Army officer in the medical research 

and development command. 

Pei-Yong Shi, PhD, is I.H. Kempner Professor of Human Genetics, University of Texas Medical Branch, 

Galveston Texas, USA. He is an elected Fellow of American Academy of Microbiology, adjunct 

Professor of Emerging Infectious Diseases at the Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School in Singapore, and 

Honorary Professor at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. He received his 

Ph.D. in virology in 1996 from Georgia State University. After postdoctoral training at Yale University, 

he joined Bristol-Myers Squibb as a Principal Scientist to develop HIV and HCV therapeutics from 1998 

to 2000. He then moved to the Wadsworth Center, New York State Department of Health, to study West 

Nile virus. From 2008 to 2015, he served as Dengue Unit Head and Executive Director to lead drug 

discovery at Novartis Institute for Tropical Diseases. His group developed the first infectious clones of 

the epidemic strain of West Nile virus and Zilca virus, discovered two RNA cap methylation activities of 

flavivirus NS5 protein, identified essential RNA elements for flavivirus replication, established various 

platforms for flavivirus vaccine and drug discovery, and pioneered therapeutics development for dengue 

virus. He is internationally recognized for his scholar and administrative accomplishments at leading 

research institution, public health sector, and pharmaceutical industry. Dr. Shi has more than 20 years 

experiences in handling BSL2 and APSL2 agent. 

Dennis A. Bente, DVM, PhD., is an associate professor from University of Texas Medical Branch, 

Galveston Texas, USA. Dr. Bente received his DVM in 2000 and Ph.D. in 2003 from University of 

Veterinary Medicine at Germany. The goal of Dr. Bente's research is to bettcr undeistand the 
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transmission and pathogenesis of tick - borne hemorrhagic fever viruses and to develop countermeasures 

to combat the disease. The intersection between arbovirology and hemorrhagic fever research requires an 

interdisciplinary approach, involving virology (classical techniques as well as molecular techniques such 

as reverse genetics), immunology (human and animal models), and tick physiology. Dr. Bente's is the 

first laboratory in the world to establish a tick - host transmission model in a BSL-4 setting. A number of 

collaborations have been established with other virologists at UTMB, including Drs. Alan Barren, 

Thomas Ksiazek, David Beasley, Alexander Freiberg and Thomas Geisbert, that include studies on 

Crimean - Congo hemorrhagic fever virus, Kyasanur forest disease virus, Allchurma hemorrhagic fever 

virus, and West - Nile virus. Dr. Bente has more than 10 years experiences in handling BSL2, 13SL3, 

BSL4, ABSL2, ABSL3 and ABSL4 agent. 

Zhiming Yuan, Ph.D., professor from Wuhan Institute of Virology, the director of the Wuhan National 

biosafety laboratory (BSL-4), and the President of Wuhan Branch, Chinese Academy of Sciences. His 

research interest including: (1) Diagnosis, evolution, and pathogenesis of aborviruscs, (2) Tropical 

Disease vector control with microbial agents, and (3) Laboratory biorisk management and applied 

biosafety research. 

Chao Shan, PhD., professor from Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Wuhan, 

China. Dr. Shan Received his Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences in China in 2014. And he joined Novartis Institute for Tropical 

Diseases (NITD) from 2013 to 2015. He served as postdoctoral fellow in University of Texas Medical 

Branch from 2015 to 2019. During his training at Wuhan Institute of Virology and NITD, he worked with 

Dengue virus, Japanese encephalitis virus and EV71 virus in vitro. After joining in UTMB in December 

2015, Dr. Shan has completed BSL3, BSL4, ABSL2, ABSL3 and ABSL4 training in University of Texas 

Medical Branch. He built the first reverse genetic system for Zika virus and developed the first 

live-attenuated Zika vaccine in the world. 

Han Xia, PhD., is associate professor from Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Wuhan, China. Dr. Xia received his Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences in China in 2014. And she served as postdoctoral fellow and the 
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complete the BSL-4 training in University of Texas Medical Branch from 2013 to 2016, working with the 

reverse genetic system developing of CCHF V and CCHFV-vector-host interaction through NGS strategy. 

Currently, her research interest is the epidemiology, diagnoses, and evolution of arbovirus. 
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[ = 7 \* ROMAN ]. Budget 

Unit: RMB 10,000 yuan 

Budget Form of Project Expenditure 

Item Amount Detailed calculation 

1. Equipment 

(1) Equipment purchase 0 

(2) Trial-manufac ture purchase 0 

(3) Equipment modification and rent 0 

2. Reagents and consumables 15 
Cloning and related reagent, kit, sequencing, cell culture 

reagent and consumables 

3. Analysis 
15 

Horse purchase, immunization, antibody purification, DNA 

synthesis 

4. Fuel and power 3 Transport 

5. Travel/meeting/international 

cooperation and exchanges 
5 Project meeting for WHIOV and UT MB, hotel etc. 

6. Publication/literature/information 

dissemination/intellectual property 
3 Publication and patent 

7. Labor costs 5 Subsidy 

8. Expert consultation 1 Project consultation 

9. Other expenditure 3 Shipping fee about reagent and material 

Total 50 

Note: Budget preparation and expenditure execution are conducted according to Measures of Academy-Level 

Scientific Research Projects of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
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[ = 8 \* ROMAN J. Review opinions of applicant's organization 

Our joint proposal, "Vaccine Development and Polyclonal Antiserum for Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever 

Virus" represents the culmination of many years of collaboration between the Galveston National Laboratory, 
the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Wuhan Institute of Virology, Wuhan National Biosafety 

Laboratory of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. We are very exc ited about the possibility of collaborating in 

the implementation of this important study and making use of the unique resources of both our biocontainment 

laboratories. 

The study is non-confidential and we anticipate that our findings will be published in the peer reviewed 

scientific literature under shared co-authorship. 

Organization (official seal) Principal (Signature) 

03/05/2019 

1= 9 \* ROMAN J. Opinions of the Biosafety Committee in Project Implementation 

Organization 

Chairman of Committee (Signature) 

(dimly) 
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I = 10 \* ROMAN ]. Opinions of Science and Technology Steering Committee of Wuhan 

National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS 

Chairman of Committee (official seal) 

(dimly) 

[ ADDIN EN.REFLIST ] 
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From: LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLED UC] 

Sent: 5/3/2019 1:56:10 PM 
To: Shan, Chao (chs ha n@UTMB.EDU); Shi, Pei yang [pes hi @UTMB.EDU]; Bente, Dennis A. [da bente@UTMB.EDU]; 

yzm@wh.iov.cn; ha nxia @wh.i ov.cn 
Subject: RE: Wuhan CCHFV a ppl icati on 
Attachments: Appl icati on Form Wuha n-UTMB May 3 2019-jwl.doc 

Please see attached with some minor edits and questions in track change. Very nicely done! Good luck to us all! 

Jim 

James W. Le DUIC, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Shan, Chao <chshan@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2019 11:05 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bente, Dennis A. 
<dabente@UTMB.EDU>; yzm@wh.iov.cn; hanxia@whiov.cn 
Subject: Wuhan CCHFV application 

Dear All, 

Here is the application I wrote with help from Han for Wuhan collaboration. Please take a look and let me 
know if anything needs to be changed. 

Thanks very much for all the supports from you. 

Best, 
Chao 
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No. 

Grant No. 

Confidentiality Level Open 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

Application Form 

Project name:  Vaccine Development and Polvc lonal Antiserum for 

Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Few r Virus 

Project leader (Signature): 

Organization:  Unisers itv of Texas Medical BraIlCh, Texas. USA 

Phone number:  +I (409)266-6500 

E-mail: iWieduc (a utmb.c du 

Made by Research Planning Office of Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Riled in on 30/4/2019 
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Ins truction for Form Filling 

1. Each item of the application form mtst be true, complete, accurate and clarified 

2. The "Confidentiality Level" on the cover shall be filled in with "Open". 

3. All the application materials shall be submitted in duplicate in A4 book size in print (double page). 

4. After the fonn is filled in completely, the applicant's organization shall review the truthfulness, 

completeness and effectiveness of the infonnation filled in. 

5. The application fonn shall only be considered effective with the signature of the principal of the 

applicant's organization. 
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Basic Information 

Project name Vaccine Developmat and Polyclonal Antisertun for Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever Vitus 

Type of project 
0 Frontline of the fundamental 0 Major common key technology ./ Application 

demonstration research 0 Others 

Funding Category ./ Key Project OGeneral Project 

Budget Total estimate: 50 (RMB 10,000 yuan ) (Note: please calculate for one year only) 

Implementation period 

(one year) 
From (01/07/2019) to (31/12/2019) 

Assessment period From (01/07/2019) to (31/12/2021) 

Project leader 

Name James Le Due Sex M Birthday 11/23/1945 

Title Professor Duty Director Highest degree Ph.D. 

Organization Universi y of Texas Medical Branch, Texas, USA 

Research group 

in WIV, CAS 

Principal 

Investigator 

(Signature) 

Zhiming Yuan 

- • 
•• _ 

Person to contact 

(Signature) 

Chao Shan 

Project 

Implementation 
0Authorization J Cooperation OIndependent Completion 

Project team 

Total 

number 
Senior Intermediate Junior 

Assistant 

personnel 

Post- 

doctor 

Doctor 

candidate 
Master candidate 

6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Main 

participants of 

the project 

implementation 

Name Age Title Organization 

Time 

Commitment 

(Months) 

Task Assignment Signature 

James 

Le Due 

73 Professor UT MB 3 Project leader 

Pei-Yong 

Shi 

53 Professor UT MB 3 Co-Project leader 

Dennis 

Bente 

43 Associate 

professor 

UT MB 3 Co-Project leader 
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Zh im in g 

Yuan 

56 Professor WHIOV 3 Project Leader

in WHIOV 

Chao 

Shan 

34 Professor WHIOV 6 Vaccine 

development and 

efficacy test 

Han 

Xia 

36 Associate 

professor 

WHIOV 6 Ant i-CCIIIN

polyclonal 

antibody 

gen eration 
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Text 

[ = 1 \* ROMAN I. Research Background 

1. Research purpose 

The puiposes of the project (1) Develop a replicon-based DNA vaccine for Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic 

fever virus (CCHFV). (2) Generation horse source polyclonal antibody for anti-CCHFV therapy. 

2. Foreign and dom est ic research background, trend of development 

Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever (also known as Xinjiang hemonhagic fever) is caused by CCHFV in 

humans. CCHFV is a tick-borne virus with a wide geographical distribution, including Africa, the 

Balkans, the Middle East, Russia, western Asia and eastern Asia and needs high containment laboratory 

to oanduct research. There are currently no licensed vaccines to prevent CCHFV-associated disease. 

CCHFV causes severe disease in human beings with a reported mortality rate of 3%-30% [ ADDIN 

EN.CITE 

<EndNote><Cit e><Author>Bente</Author><Year>2013 </Year><RecNum >110 </RecNum><Disp layT e 

xt>(1)4DisplayText><record><rec-number>110</rec-nunber><foreign-keys>4ey app="EN" 

db-ic "fw5a0 favmxv0 w2ex9wqv wxwnz9pat9zOszft" tim estamp =" 1556812014" 

gui &"a4688135-8 d5 c-4363 -a3 ef-afb1028964 bb">110 </k ey ></foreign ey s><ref-type n am e-"Journal 

Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Bente, D. A.4author><author>Forrester, N. 

1-</author><author>Watts, D. M.</author><author>McAuley, A. J.</author><author>Whitehouse, C. 

A.</author><author>Bray, M.</autho r>e-/autho rs></cont iibuto rs>‹ it les>‹ it le>Crim ean -Congo 

hemorrhagic fever: history, epidemiology, pathogenesis, clinical syndrome and genetic 

div ersi ty </title><secon dary itle>Ant iviral 

Res4secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Antiviral 

Res4full-title></periodical><pages>159-89</pages><vo hune>100</volume><munber>l</ntanber><ed 

it ion >2013 AY7/29 </edit ion ><=key words><Ic ey worct>An imals</key worc1><key worct>Gen et ic 

Variation<lkeyword><Iceyworct>Hemonhagic Fever Virus, 

Crimean -Cbn go </k eywo rd><key wo rd>Hemonti agic Fever, Crimean </key worct>‹1 ey word>Histoiy, 

20th Centuiy<4ceyworct><keywor&Histoiy, 21st 

Century </key worct><k eywo rct>Hum an s<Aceyworct><keyword>Phy lo geny </key word><key worct>Arbo v i 

rus4k ey word>4 ey worct>Bun yav irus4k eywo rd><keywo rd>Crim ean- Con go hemorrhagic fever 

v irus</k ey worct>4 eyworct>Nairov irusUkeyworth<keyword>T ick-bome 

virus<Jkeyworct><keyworct>Viral hemorrhagic 

fever<ikeywo rd></keywo rds><dat es><year>2013 </year dates><date>Oct</date></pub-dates></ 

dates><isbn>1872-9096</isbn><accession-num>23906741<accession-num><urls>4elated-urls><url>h 

ttp s: //www.n chin hn.n th.gov Ipubmeda 3906741 Uur1></related-urls></urls><electronic-resource-n um>1 
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0 .1016/j .ant iv ira1.2013 .07.006 </eledronic-reso urce-n um><lan guage>engUlan guage></reco rd></Cite>< 

/EndNote>]. 

Currently,  there are mainly two fonns of the vaccine of CCFHV. Inactivated CCHFV vaccine: the 

vaccine is made on suckling mouse brain and used only in Bulgaria and is not approved for use in other 

countries ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><Cit e><Author>Mousavi-Jazi</Author><Year>2012 </Year><RecNum>106 </RecNum><Di 

sp layText>(2)</Disp layText><recorct><rec-number>106</rec-number><foreign-keys><Icey app ="EN" 

db-i&"fw5a0 favnucv0w2ex9wqv wxwnz9pat9zOszft" tim estamp =" 1556812014" 

gui&"9eda4adb-313 b-4322-9da6-36 feel 6d1 a95 ">106 </key></fo reign -key s><ref-typ e narn e="Jo um al 

Art icle">17</ref-type><contribut ors><authors><author>Mousav i-Jazi, M.</author><author>Karlberg, 

H.</author><author>Papa, A.</author><author>Christova, I.</author><author>Mirazimi, 

A.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Healthy individuals8capos; immune response to the 

But garian Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 

vaccin ee--/tit le><secondary -title>Vaccin eUseco n dary-t it le></t itles>e-p erio dical><ful 1-t it le>Vaccin e</full 

-title></per cal><pages>6225-9 </pages><vo lume>30 </vo lun e><n unber>44 </n um ber><edit ion>20 

12/08/14 </edit ion><Icey words><1cey worcI>Adult <Aceyword><keyworct>Ant ibodies, 

NeutralizingUkeymorct><keyword>Antibodies, ViralUkeyword><Iceyword>Enzyme-Linked 

Inuntnospot Assay<Ikeyworct><keyworct>Female</keyworcI><Iceyworct>Hemonhagic Fever V111, 

Crimean -Cbn go <Aceywo rct>4 eywo rd>Hum an s<Aceyworth<keyword>Interfenan -ganuna<keyword><Ic 

eyword>Male</keyword><Iceyword>Middle AgedUkey worct><key wo rd>Neutral izat ion 

Tests</keyword><keyworcI>T-Lymphocytes<Aceyworct><keyworcI>Vaccines, 

In act ivatedelkeyworct><keyword>Viral 

Vaccin es</IceyworcI></keywords><dates><year>2012</year><pub-dates><date> &.p </date></pub-dat es 

></dates><isbn >1873-2518 </isbn ><accessio n-n un>22902680 </accession-n um ><urls><related-urls><ur 

1>https://www.ncbi.n hn .nit .gov/p ubmeda 2902680 </ur1></related-urls></urls><el ectron ic-reso urce-n tan 

>10.1016 /j .v accin e.2012 .08.003 </electron ic-reso urce-n um><lan guage>engUlan guage></reco rct></Cite> 

</EndNote>1. A fonnalin-inactivated preparation of CCHFV was also found to be protective aglinst 

CCHFV infection in mice[ ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><Cit e><Author>Canakoglu</Author><Year>2015 </Year><RecNum>121</RecNum><Displ 

ayText>(3 )</D layText><reoard><rec-n um ber>121 Urec-nunber><foreign-key s><Icey app="EN" 

db-id="fw5a0 favmxv0w2ex9wqv wx wn79pat9zOszfl" tim estamp="1556812016" 

gui &" 2 fe103 ce-96 a5-46c6-9 f76-59e484 a881ccr>121 </k ey ></foreign -key s><ref-type name="Journal 

Art icle">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Canakoglu, N.</author><author>Berber, 

E.</author>e-author>Tonbak, S</author><author>Ertek, M.</author><author>Sozdutmaz, 

I.</author><author>Aktas, M.</author><author>ICallcan, A </autho r><author>Ozdar en deli, 

A.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Immunization of lmodc-out cuP interferon receptor 

mice against high ldhal cbse of Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus with a cell culture based 
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vaccineUtitle><secondary-title>PLoS 

Dis</secondary-title></titles>eperiodical><full-title>PLoS 

Negl 

Negl 

Trop 

Trop 

Dis</full-t it le></perio dical><pages>e00035794p ages><vo lume>9 </vo lume><n umber>3 </num ber><ed 

ition>2015 /03/11 </edit ion><Iceywords><lceyworct>Animals<Aceyword>4ceyword>Cell Culture 

Techniques</keyword>4ceywrd>Female</keyword><keyword>Hemorthagic Fever Virus, 

Crimean -Cbn go</lc eywo rct><keywo rc1>Human sUkey word><lcey word>Iimnul izat ion<Aceyworct><Iceyw 

ord>Mice</keyworct><lceyworct>Mice, KnodcoutUkeyworct><lceyworct>Receptor, Interferon 

alpha-beta<Aceyworct><Iceyword>Viral 

Vaccin es</key worc1></k eywo rds><dates><year>2015 </y ear><pub- dat es><date>Mar</date></pub- dates 

></dates><isbn >1935-2735 <lista ><accessio n-n un>25760444 </accession-n um ><urls><related-urls><ur 

1>htips://www.ncbi.n lm .nth gov /p ubm ed/25760444 </ur1></related-url s></urls><custom2 >PMC4356576 

</cust oin2><election ic-rerource-num>10.1371 /journ aLp ntd0003579 </electron ic-reso urce-n um><langua 

ge>engUlanguage></record></Cite></EndNote>]. Subunit CCHFV vaccine. Since CCHFV 

glycoproteins are displayed on the surface of the virion, it was used as the target to develop vaccine. 

Using vaccinia virus as vehicle to deliver the glycoproteins of CCHFV was shown to provide 100% 

protection to lethally challenged mice [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. DNA vaccine 

expressing nucleoprotein (NP) and ubiquitin-linked versions of GPC-derived Gn and a or virus-like 

particle vaccination has been shown to confer protection against lethal CCHFV challenge [ ADDIN 

EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. Mice fed trangenic plants epressing the CCHFV 

glycoproteins and immunized with purified glycoprotein from Drosophib insect cell developed 

antibodies against the glycoproteins, while the latter did not confer the pmtection[ ADDIN EN.CITE 

ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. 

Polyclonal antibody was widely used for antiviral treatment. The FDA has approved the production of 

anti-rabies virus polyclonal antibodies for commercial use. The polyclonal anti-Ebola antibody Sum 

horse can effectively protect mice Sam lethal Ebola virus infection. During the 2014 Ebola outbreak, 

monoclonal anti-Ebola antibody was used to treat Ebola virus infection and rescued patient life. Those 

cases indicate that antibody therapy may plays an important role in prevention and control outbreaks of 

emerging diseases[ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE DATA ]. 

3. References 

[ ADDIN EN.REFLIST ] 
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[ = 2 \* ROMAN 1. Research Contents 

1. Research contents 

Aim 1 Dewlop a replicon-based DNA vacdne for Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fe w r virus 

(CCHFV). We will first develop the DNA-launched repficon of alphavirus due to its rapid replication 

capacity in mammalian cells to deliver foreign genes (Figure 1A). The replicon will be launched by 

eukaryotic cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter or SV40 promoter. After the replicon is built, we will 

engineer the CCHFV glycoproteins GN and Gc (e.g., GPC open-reading franc) into the replicon DNA 

plasnids and characterize the immunogenicity and vaccine efficacy in a mouse model (Figure 1 Ei&C). 

We choose CCHFV as a target vaccine because (i) CCHFV represents the second most widespread of all 

medically important arboviruses (after dengue virus) and (ii) WHO and NIAID have classified it as an 

R&D Blueprint priority disease and Category A priority pathogen, respectively. 

Aim 2 Generation horse sorwee-polydonal antibody for and-CCHFV therapy. VSV-CCHFV-GPC 

recombinant virus will be generated and used to immunized the horse. Multiple booster doses may be 

A 

o•-• 
a 

SV40 or CNIV promoter Replicas° from alphavirus 

HOW 

Transcription termination signal 

9  Plasmic' 

Immunize Challenge 

used to beast-besse-aad4aeilitateenhance 

the horse  immune response. The 

polyclonal antibody fmm the horse will be 

analyzed for specificity and titer. Once 

positive antibody wais confimaed, the 

horse antibody will be purified faart-hefse 

and assayed for pmtective and therapeutic 

efficacy in used for mice.-efficacy-stady: 

2. Research mdhods and 

experimental program 

Figure 1 Experimental scheme. (A) A 

CHEKV (alphavirus) replicon-tosed 
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antigen deliver system. CHIKV replicon RNA containing one or two antigen-expressing subgenomes 

be—is launched through DNA plasnid using eukaryotic promoter (red triangle) to transcribe CHIKV 

replicon RNA inside mammalian cells. An HDVr (hepatitis delta ribozyme; orange box) and a 

transcription tennination signal sequence (white box) will be ase-engineered at the 3' end of viral RNA. 

(B) DNA plasnid will beis delivered into cells to launch CHIKV replicon. The replication of replicon 

RNAs results in robust expression of antigens. (C) Immunization of mice with CHIKV replicon DNA. 

The plasnid DNA will beis delivered to animals. The vaccinated animals will beam analyzed for 

immtmogenicity and challenged for efficacy testing. 

Aim 1 Dewlop a mplicon-based DNA vacdne for Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic !bier Ann 

(CCHFV). 

(1) Construct alphavirus mplioon as deliwry system. AlphavixLa rimlicons are genomes with one or 

moreofthe structural protein genes deleted, but with all nonstructural genes and cis-acting sequences 

retained such that they replicate once introduced or produced in the cytoplasm (Fig I A). However, 

because the compatible alphavirus structural proteins are missing, infectious virus cannot be 

produced The alphavirus replicon subpnomic promoter can be left intact such that subpnomic 

RNA is produced, which fin alphavirtses is in high molar excess compared to the genomic RNA. 

Thus, if a foreign gene is used to replace the alphavirus structural polyprotein encoded by the 

subgenomic RNA, large amounts are expressed but viral spread cannot occur. Here we choose 

chilcungunya virus (CHIKV) replicon among other alphaviruses in this 

(2) Antigen se ledion of CCHFV vaccine. Lam other Bunyaviruses, CCHFV contains a tri-segmented, 

negative sense RNA gmnome: small (S), medium (M), and large (L) segments. Among the six 

genetically distinct clades of CCHFV, there are 20,31, and 22% sequence divergence for S, M, and 

segment, respect ively ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><Cite><Author>Bente</Author><Year>2013 </Year><RecNum>110 </RecNum ><Displ 

ayText>(1 )</DisplayText><recorct><rec-number>110<frec-nunber><foreip-k eys>4cey app="EN" 

db-i&"fw5a0favnixv0w2ex9wqv wxwnz9pat9z0 szft" timestamp="1556812014" 

gui&"a4688135-8d5c-4363-a3ef-afb1028964bb">110<key>4foreip-keys><ref-type 

name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Batte, D. 

A.</author><author>Forrester, N. L.</author><author>Watts, D. M.</author><author>McAuley, A. 
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J.<Jauthor><author>Wh iteho use, C. A.</author><author>Bray, 

M.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Crirnean-Congo hemorrhagic fever: history, 

epidemiology, pathogenesis, clinical syndrome and gendic 

diversity </t itle><secondary-title>Ant iviral 

Res</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Antiviral 

Res</full-t it le></periodical><pages>159-89</pages><volume>100</volume><number>l</number 

><edit ion>2013/07/29 </edit ion><Icey words><key worcI>An imals<Acey worct><key worcI>Genet ic 

Variation</keyword><Iceyword>Hemonhagic Fever Virus, 

Crimean-Cbngo<Aceyword><keyworct>Hemonhagic Fever, Crimean</keyworct><Iceyword>History, 

20th Century </keyword><Iceyworct>History, 21st 

Century </k ey worct><1cey word>Hiunans<4ceyworct><Iceyworct>Phylogeny<4ceyworct><Icey worct>Ar 

bovirus</k eyworct><Iceyword>Bunyavirus</keyworct><Iceyworct>Critnean—Cbngo hemorrhagic 

fever virus</keyworc1><keyword>Nairovirus</keyword><IceyworcI>Tidc-bome 

virus</keyworct><keyword>Viral hemorrhagic 

fever</key word></key words><dates>q ear>2013 </y ear><pub-dates><date>Oct </date></pub- dates 

></dates><i sbn >1872-9096 </isbn ><accession-num>23906741 </accessio n-n urn><url s><related-urls 

><url>http s://www.ncbi.n hn.n th.gov/pubmeda 3906741 </ur1></related-urls></urls><electron ic-reso 

urce-num>10.1016/j. antiv ira1.2013.07 .006 </elect ronic-resource-n um><lan gua geaen g</lan gua ge></r 

ecorc1></Cite></EndNote>1. The M segmart anodes the gjycoprotein precursor (GPC) that is 

processed to two structural glycoproteins GN and Gc, along with several non-structural 

(IN and Gc are the major antigenic proteins that elicit protective immure response in humans, as 

observed with other Bunyaviruses ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNot e><Cite><Author>Faburay</Author><Year>2016</Year><RecNum>131</RecNum><Dis 

p layT ext>(12 )</Disp layT ext><recorct><rec-n um ber>131 </rec-number><forei gn -k ey s><1c ey 

app ="EN" db-id="fw5a0 favmxv0 w2ex9wqvwx wnz9pat9zOszft" timestarnp 556820677" 

guid="3638de14-24e8-4407-8efe-5a76314e8107">131 </key ></fo reign -key s><ref-type 

name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Faburay, 

B.</author><author>Wilscon, W. C.</author><author>Gaudreault, N. N.</author><author>Davis, A. 

S.</author><author>Shivanna, V.</author><author>Bawa, B.</author><author>Sunwoo, 

Y.</author><author>Ma, W.</author><author>Drold, B. S.</author><author>Morozov, 
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L<Jauthor><author>McVey, D. S </author><author>Richt, J. 

A.</author></authors></contributors><titles><Iitle>A Recombinant Rift Valley Fever Virus 

Glycoprotein Subunit Vaccine Confers Full Protection against Rift Valley Fever Challenge in 

Sheep </tit le><secondiny-tit le>Sci Rep Usecondary-title></titles><periodical><full-tit le>&i 

Rep 4full4 it le></perio dical><pages>27719 </pages><vo lume>6 </vo lume><edit ion>2016A)6/14 </ed 

it ion ><Iceywo rds><keywo rd>An irn als<1Ic eywo rd><Icey wo rd>Ant ibo dies, 

NeutralizingUkeyworct><keyworcI>Antibody 

Foimation</keyword><keyword>Glycoproteins<Aceyworct><keyworct>Inummogjobulin 

G</keyworct><keyworct>Liver<lkeyword><keyword>Lymph 

Nodes</keyword><Iceyword>Recombinant Proteins<Aceyworct><keyworct>Rift Valley 

Fever<keyworct><Iceyworct>Rift Valley fever 

v irus<keyworct><keywor&Sheep</keyworct><Iceyvrord> Sheep 

Diseases<Ikeyworct><keyworct>TemperatureUkeyworct><keyword>Vaccin es, 

Subun it </keyworc1><k ey word>Vff em ia</keyword><keyworct>Virulence</keyword><Aceywords>< 

dates><year>2016</year><pub-dates><date>06</date></pub-dates></dates><isbn>2045-2322</isb 

n ><accession -n um>27296136 </accession -n urn ><urls><related-urls><url>h ttp s://www.n cbi.nlm.n lb . 

go v/puten ecV2 7296136 </ur1></relat ed-urls></urls><custoin2 >PMC4906348 </custom2><electronic-

resource-num>10.1038/srep27719<electronic-resource-num><language>engUlanguage></record> 

</Cite></EndNote>1. Monoclonal antibodies against CCHFV GN and Ge potently neutralize diverse 

CCHFV strains in vittv ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNot e><Cite><Author>Zivcec</Author><Year>2017 </Year><RecNum>132 </RecNum><Disp 

layT ext>(13 )</DisplayT ext><recorct><rec-number>132</rec-number><foreign-key s><k ey 

app="EN" db-i&"fw5a0favmxv0w2ex9wqvwxwnz9pat9zOszfl" tim estamp =1556820738" 

gui c "1 092 b9f5 -fd56-4d1 e-ab08 -64c4 c801 ea82 ">132</key></foreign-key s><ref-typ e 

name="Journal Article">17</ref-type›<contributors><authors><author>Zivcec, 

M.</author><author>Guerrero, L. L W.</author><author>Albarifio, C. 

G.</author><author>Bergeron, E</author><author>Nidrol, & T.</author><author>Spiropoulou, C. 

F.</author></authors></contributors><tit les><tit le>Identificat ion of broadly neutralizing 

monoclonal antibodies against Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever 

virusUtitle><secondary-title>Antiviral 
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Res</secondary-title></titles><periodical><full-title>Antiviral 

Res</full-t it le></periodical><pages>112 -120 </p ages><vo hune>146 <Ivo hune><edit ion>2017/08/24 

</edit ion><Iceywo rds><k eywo rct>An imals</k ey worct><k eywo rct>Ant ibo dies, 

MonoclonalUkeyworct><keyword>Antibodies, Neutralizing</keyword>4ceyworcI>Antibodies, 

Viral<lkeyworcl><keyworct>Epitopes<Aceyworct><keyword>Glycoproteins<Aceyworct><keyworcI>H 

emoffhagic Fever Virus, Crimean-Congo<ikeyword><keyword>Hemonhagic Fever, 

Crimean<Aceyworct><keyworcl>HumansUkeyworct><keyworct>Mutation<Aceyworct><keyword>Ne 

utralizat ion Tests</keyworc1><Iceyworct>Phylowny<Aceyworct><keyworcI>Sequence Analysis, 

DNA</k eywo rclx-keywo rct>Crimean -Con go hemonhagic fever 

v irus</k eywo rct><keywo rc1>Monoclonal ant ibodiesUkey worct><key word>Neutralizat ion 

assay Ukeyword><keyword>Virus-like 

part icles<lkeyword></keywords><dates><year>2017</year>e-pub-dates><date>Oct </date></pub-d 

ates>4dates><isbn>1872-90964isbn><accession-num>28842265</accession-num><urls>4elated-

urls><url>https://www.ncbi.nlm.nth.gov/pubmed/28842265 </ur1><ffelated-urls></urls><electronic-

esource-nurn>10 .1016 /j. ant iv ira1.2017 .08.014 </electron ic-rerource-n urn><lan guage>en ge4lan guage 

></record></Citex/EndNote>], and adoptive transfer of these antibodies confer in vivo protection 

in suckling mice [ ADDIN EN.C1TE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. These results support the 

possibility of cross-protection against all strains from the six CCHFV clades. The results also justify 

expression of the complete GPC polypmtein for vaccine development. 

(3) Constniclion of CCFHV vaccine candidates. We will engineer the full open-reading frame of 

CCHFV GPC into the CHIKV replicon plasmid The complete GPC will be usediu-saleeted to ensure 

the correct processing and confonnation of the individual GN and Ge proteins. The GPC seqtence 

from clinical CCHFV strain FK.16116 (China) [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ] 

and Turkey200406546 (UTMB), rather than laborSoly strain IbAr10200, will be used for human 

cochn optimizAion and inserted into the replicon plasmids. The resulting GPC-replicon plasmids 

will be evaluated in cell culture for the expression and processing of GN and GC proteins using 

Western blot. Once the protein expression has been oonfinned, we will test the GPC-replicon 

plasmid in a CCHFV mouse model. 
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(4) Tesdng CCHFV vacdne candidates in vivo. We will test the (PC-repliam plasmids for 

inununogenicity, safdy, and efficacy in a mouse model. Over the last seven decades, attempts have 

been made to establish an animal model for CCHF in adult mice, rats, guinea pigs, hamsters, rabbits, 

and other laboratory animals. They md with very limited success showing little or no signs of 

infection or disease when infected with CCHFV. Until 2010, the only animal that manifested disease 

after CCHFV infection was the newborn strkling mouse. In recent years, snail animal models have 

been developed using STAT-14" ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNot e><Cite><Author>Bente</Author><Year>2010</Year><RecNum>115</RecNum><Displ 

ayT ext>(16 )</Disp layText><recorct><rec-n um ber>115 </rec-nunber><foreign-key s><Icey 

app="EN" db-i&"fw5a0favmxv0w2ex9wqvwxwnz9pat9zOszfl" timestamp="1556812015" 

gui&"3 ft f6230 -804 e-46e3-8483 -dac0c54 cf730">115 <Acey></foreign -key s><ref-typ e 

name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Bente, D. 

A.</author><author>Alimonti, J. B.</author><author>Shieh, W. J.</author><author>Camus, 

G. </a uthor><author>Stroher, U.</author><author>Zak S.</author><author>Jones, 

M.</author></authors></contributors><titles><title>Pathownesis and immune response of 

Crim ean -Cbn go hemorrhagic fev er virus in a ST AT -1 Imo dco ut mouse 

model</title><secondary-title>J Virol</secon dary -tit le></t it les><periodical><full-t it le>J 

Virol</full4 itle></periodical><pages>11089-100</pages><vo lum e>84 </volum e><n um ber>21 </n u 

mber><edition>2010/08/25</edition><1ceywords><keyworct>Animals<Aceyword><keyworct>Diseas 

e Models, Animal</keyword><keyword>Disease Susceptibility<Acerhord><Iceyword>Hemonhagic 

Fever Virus, Crimean-Cbngp</keyworc1><keyword>Hemonhagic Fever, 

Crimean</keyword><keyword>Humans</keyword><keyworct>Mice</keyword><Iceyworct>Mice, 

ICno dcout<Aceywo rct><keywo rd> ST AT1 Transcription 

Factor</keyword></keywords><dates><year>2010</year><pub-dates><date>Nov</date></pub-dat 

es></dates><isbn>1098 -5514 </i sbn><accessio n-num >20739514 </accession -n tun><urls><related-ur 

ls><url>https://www.ncbi.n hn.n gpv /p ubmed/20739514 </ur1></related-urls></urls><cust oin2>P M 

C2953203</custom2><electionic-resource-num>10.1128/JVI.01383-10</electronic-resource-num> 

<language>eng</language></record></Cite></EndNote>1 or IFNAR4" (type-I interferon receptor) 

lmodcout mice [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. Since these mice succumb to 

CCHFV infection, we will test otr vaccine candidates in the 1FNAR4- mice. More recently, transient 
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depletion of interferon receptors through intraperitoneal injection with a monoclonal antibody (Mab 

MAR1-5 A3, Leinw Tedmologies) immediately prior to thalltrige has been shown to allow efficient 

viral replication [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. We will also use the wild-type 

C57BL/6 mice to evaluate the vaccine efficacy since this model allows a full inmiune response to 

immunization while allowing the virus to replicate after thallalge. The mouse efficacy experiments 

with CCHFV will be perfoimed by Dr. Chao an and Dr. Han Xia at the BSL-4 facility at Wuhan 

Inst itute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Using the IFNAR4" mice, we will intramuscularly immunize different doses of replicon-GPC 

plasmid (1,5,10, and 20 Lig n=12 per group, male and female) or PBS (as sham control) using the 

TriGrid Delivery Sy stun. On day 28 post-immunization, the immunized mice will be bled and 

measured for antibody titers using CCHFV VLP ELISA [ ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNot e><Cite><Author>Ziv cec</Autho r><Year>2015 </Year><RecNum>136 </RecNum><Disp 

layText)(20)</DisplayText><recorct><rec-number>136</rec-munber><foreign-keys>4ey 

app="EN" db-ic "fw5a0 favmxv0w2ex9wqv wxwnz9pat9zOszft" timestamp="1556821443" 

gui &"951 bec17-5 bed-4e75-80 al-9 fi b854ce673">136</key></foreign-key s><ref-type 

name="Journal Article">17</ref-type><contributors><authors><author>Zivcac, 

M.</author><author>Metcalfe, M. G.<Jauthor><author>Albarillo, C. G.</author><author>Guerrero, 

L. W.</author><author>Pegan, S D. <Jauthor><author>Sp iropoulou, C. 

F.</author><author>Bergeron, E</author>gauthors></contributors><titles><title>Assessment of 

Inhibitors of Pathogenic Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever V116  Strains Using Virus-Like 

Particles</title><secondary-title>PLoS 

Dis</secandary-title></t it les>Veriodical><full-tit le>PLoS 

Negl Trop 

Negl Trop 

Dis</full-t it le></p erio dical><p ages>e0 004259 </pages><vo lume>9 </vo lum e><n um ber>12 </number 

><edit ion>2015/12A)1 </edit ion><Icey words><key word>Ant ibo dies, 

Monoclonal4keyworct><keyword>Antibodies, NeutralizingUkeyworct><keyworct>Antibodies, 

Viral<lkeyword><keyworct>Drug Evaluat ion, Preclin ical</k ey worct><lceywo rct>Gen es, 

Reporter</keyword><keyword>Hemonhagic Fever Virus, 

Crimean-Congo</keyword><keyword>Molecular Sequence DataUkeyword><lceyword>Sequence 

Analysis, DNA</k ey word><keyworc1>Transcript ion, 
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Genet ice4key word><key word>Vtrion </key word><key word>Virus 

Intenalization<keyword><keyword>Virus 

Rep licat ion</k ey word></key words><dates>q ear>2015 </y ear><pub-dates><date>Dec</date></p u 

b- dates></dates><isbn>1935 -2735 Uisbn><accessio n-n um>26625182 </accession-n um ><urls><relat 

ed-urls><url>https://www.ncbi.nhn.nth.gov/pubmecV26625182</ur1></related-urls>4urls><custom 

2 >PMC466 64104custom2><electron ic-resource-n tan >10 .1371 /jo um al.pntd0004259 <election ic-re 

source-num><1angua>enge-ilanguage></recorct></Cite></EndNote>j. On the same day, the 

animals will be challenged with 100 PFU of clinical CCHFV strain FK16116 (China). The 

challenged animals will be measured for the following parameters for efficacy: (i) Viremia and viral 

loads in different organs using qRT-PCR and plaque assays, (ii) weight loss, (iii) survival (Deaths are 

expected on days 2-6 post-challenge in the sham group), (iv) antibody titers on 28 days after 

challenge, and (v) T cell activation. Comparison of the antibody titers before and after challenge will 

indicate if the vaccine elicits sterilizing inuntnity (i.e., no detectable viremia and no increase in 

antibody titers after challenge). Using the wild-type mice, we will immunize C57BU6 mice with the 

GPC-replicon plasmid and measure the five parameters described above. The immunized mice will 

be challenged with 100 PFU of clinical CCHFV strain FK16116 (China) ty the intraperitoneal route; 

however, to facilitate viral infection and replication, the animals will be pretreated with 2 mg of 

interferon receptor-blocking antibodies one day before the CCHFV challenge, and further treated 

with 0.5 mg of antibody at 24 h after challenge [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE DATA ]. 

These in vim studies will reveal the immtnogenicity, safety, and efficacy of the vaccine candidates. 

Comparison of the results from different dosage groups (1,5, 10, and 20 jig DNA) will also allow us 

to estimate the correlates of protections against CCHFV infection in the mouse model. 

Aim 2 Generation horse seufee-polyclonal antibody for anti-CCHFV therapy. 

(1) Production of VSV-CCHFV-GPC recombinant virus. 

(2) Immunization of the horse for polyclonal antibody production. VSV-CCHFV-GPC recombinant 

virus (1406 PFU) will be used to immunized a horse by intramuscularly (multi-point injection) 

route On day 28 post-immunization, the immunized thorsailiq will be bled and measured for 

antibody titers using CCHFV VLP ELISA [ ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNote><Cite><Author>Zivcec</Author><Year>2015</Year><RecNum>1364RecNum>< 
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59 </electionic-resource-nurn><lan guage>eng</language></record></Cite></EndNote>]. If the 

antibody titer reaches desired ointJ the horseblee4I will be bled for antibodyiurification. If n2!, Comment 11J W4]: what's thetarget tito",

tithe booster innoculation will be givenkappeffed to facilitate the inumne response and antibody 

titer will be assayed at wait-m*044ff 28 days. 
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(3) Polycbnal antibody purification fiom horse blood. Once desired anti-CCHFV antibody titer is 

isache4 the horse blew:I-will be bled Protein G Agerose will be used to.purify the horse 

polyclonal antibody based on the manufacture manual. The eluted polyclonal antibody will be 

dialyeddialyzed in PBS and aliquoted Purified polyclonal antibody will be measured by CCHFV 

VLP ELISA to confirm antibody titer. 

(4) Mice efficacy study. 

Using the IFNAR4" mice, we will intraperitonealk inject different closes of purified antibody (or 

PBS (as sham control) one day before CCHFV FK16116 infection. On the day of infection, the 

blood will be collected and 100 PFU CCHFV will be injected subcutaneously. The challenged 

animals will be measured for the following paranders for efficacy: (i) Viremia and viral loads in 

different organs using qRT-PCR and plaque assays, (ii) weight loss, (iii) survival (Deaths are 

expected on days 2-6 post-challenge in the sham group). 

3. Expectedoulcome 

The proposed experiments will generate a CCHFV vaccine candidate built upon the FK16116 and 

Tudcey200406546 strain. The cross-protection against different stains will be evaluated after 

challenge. Comparison of the inununogenicity and efficacy from the mouse experiments will allow 

us to dawn select the final candidate. In an unlikely situation that a single-shot immunizSion of the 

replicon-CPC plasnid is not sufficient to elicit protective antibody titers or full protection against 

CCHFV infection, we will boost the animals with a second close of replicon-GPC plasm id. The 

mouse efficacy results will allow us to strategize further regarding preclinical development, 

including efficacy test in a non-hunan primate model. In addition, by estisg the horse 

polyclonal antibody„4011141E*Se We Will allew-us-have Liffi4p_utential candidate for anti CCHFV 

treatment. 

4. Key problems and technical difficulties to be solved. 

Vaccine development. tfhproggsed sfycly will establish a DNA Eepficoriplatfoma for CIIIKV. Affkl 

ahise platform will be-served as the vehicle to deliver the CCHFV-GPC for our vaccine candidate. 

The cell culture and mouse study will define the expression pattern. This information will be critical 

to guide vaccine and therapeutics development. We will also explore the cross-protection 
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TA309—tfie two different antigens to immunize mice. The polyclonal antibody will provide 

potential treatment option for CCHFV infection. 

5. Innovations o f the research proposal 

The innovation of this project derives from the research plan that integrates three powerful 

components into a translational product: (i) the robust self-amplifying ability of alphavirus replicon, 

(ii) the ease of DNA plasnid as a vector to launch the replicative RNAs (using the mammalian 

transcription machinery), and (iii) the cutting-edge device for DNA delivery in clinical use. Although 

alphavirus replicon has been used for protein expression and vaccine development for almost three 

decades, previous efforts have mainly focused on the virus-like particle-RNA packaging (VLP) 

approadi ADDIN EN.CITE 

<EndNot e><Cite><Author>Lun dstrom </Author><Year>2017 </Year><RecNum>137 </RecNum>< 
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ce-num><language>engUlanguage></recorct></Cite></EndNote>1. For the VLP approach, viral 

structural proteins are supplied in trans to package the viral replicon RNA (carrying an antigen of 

interest) into VLPs; such VLPs are used to immunize animals. The drawbacks of the VLP approach 

include the requirement of eulcaryotic cell culture elcctroporation for VLP production, moderate 
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yield of VLP manufacture (when compared with the doses required for vaccination and treatment), 

pre-immune inhibition when multiple rounds of VLP infection are needed, and the "cold chain" 

transportation from manufactures to clinics. All the above drawbacks of the VLP approach could be 

m it igated by the proposed DNA-latmched rep lico n in this project. 

Despite the potential concern of integration of exogenous DNA into the cellular chromosome, the 

DNA plasnid approach has been actively pursued for vaccine development and cancer therapy. For 

example, the current frontrunner ZIKV vaccine in the phase II clinical trial is built upon a DNA 

plasmid (expressing two viral structure proteins prM and E). This type of traditional DNA vaccine 

requires multiple high doses to achieve protective immunity. For the ZIKV DNA vaccines, each 

human volunteer requires three shots, with 1 to 5 mg of DNA per shot, to achieve shott-term 

neutralizing antibody titers [ ADDIN EN.CITE ADDIN EN.CITE.DATA ]. It should be noted 

that the adverse potential of DNA integration into the cellular genome remains to be determined in 

clinics. Compared with the traditional non-amplifying DNA vaccine, our DNA-launched replicon is 

self-replicative, and requires a much lower dose to achieve efficacy. The significantly reduced dose 

will minimize the risk of potential DNA integration. In addition, due to the self-amplifying nature of 

the proposed replicon DNA platfonn, protective immunity and efficacy could potentially be achieved 

with a single dose to control explosive outbreaks, which is particularly important when responding to 

public health emergency. Therefore, the replicon DNA platfonn has the potential to overcome the 

most critical weakness of the traditional DNA vaccine, and could be developed into a transfoimative 

new DNA delivery technology. 

Collectively, we hypothesize that, in combination with the cutting-edge device for delivery, the 

DNA-launched replicon platfonn will transform into robust translational prockicts for vaccine and 

therapeutics development. Since the goal of the Advanced Customer Cultivation Project isto develop 

solutions to prevent and control human diseases, the combination of the well-proven alphaviral 

replicon system with the ease of DNA engineering and the state-of-the-art DNA delivery represents a 

practical innovation for vaccine platform dry elopment. 

Passive inununotherapy with sera of animal origin has been used for over 120 years to treat bacterial 

and viral infections, envenomations and drug intoxications. The lower manufacturing costs of 

hyperimmune equine antisera therefore represents an attractive alternate avenue of treatment, 
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especially to developing and third-world countries, compared to the more costly production process 

of viral specific mAbs. However, currently the study of anti-CCHFV antisera via the immunization 

of horses and the safety and efficiency has not been repoit ed. ffiace the highly replication efficiency 

and the safety of the VSV vector, in this study the VSV-CCHFV-GP will be usedele•so as the antigen 

for horse. 

[ = 3 \* ROMAN ]. Research Plan 

1. Research schedule 

Pim Tasks and milestones 2019 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 Clone CHIKV replicon and SEAP reporter XX X X X X 
Characterize SEAP replicons in cel l culture 

Characterize SEAP replicon in mice 

Clone GPC CHIKV replicon 
Test GPC replicon in cell culture 
Test efficacy in mouse model 

2 Generation VSV-CCHFV-GP recombinant 
virus 

X X X X X X 

Immunization horse and characterization 
antibody response 
Purify antibody from horse 
Test efficacy in mouse model 

Pim Tasks and milestones 2020 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 Clone CHIKV replicon and SEAP reporter 
Characterize SEAP replicons in cel l culture X X X 

Characterize SEAP replicon in mice XXX X 

Clone GPC CHIKV replicon X X X X 

Test GPC replicon in cell culture X 

Test efficacy in mouse model 

2 Generation VSV-CCHFV-GP recombinant 
virus 
Immunization horse and characterization 
antibody response 

XXXXX X X X 

Purify antibody from horse X X X X 

Test eff icacy in mouse model 
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Pi m Tasks and milestones 2021 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 Clone CHIKV replicon and SEAP reporter 

Characterize SEAP replicons in cel l culture 

Characterize SEAP replicon in mice 

Clone GPC CHIKV replicon 

Test GPC replicon in cell culture X X X 

Test efficacy in mouse model XX X XX X X X 

2 Generation VSV-CCHFV-GP recombinant 
virus 
Immunization horse and characterization 
antibody response 
Purify antibody from horse 

Test efficacy in mouse model XX X XX X X X 

2. Conditions necessary to conduct the research (including lab equipment s, instruments and etc.) 

Bio safety cabinet 

P CR thermal cycler 

Real-Time P CR thermal cycler 

Table top centrifuge 

Water bath 

DNA gel electrophowsis system 

Protein gel electrophoresis system 

TriGrid Delivery System (Ichor, for DNA vaccine delivery) 

ChemiDoc System 

Pipettes 

CO2 incubators 

Microscopy 

Refrigerator 

-80 freezer 

-30 freezer 

Liquid nitrogen tank 
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W. Introduction of Leader and Participants 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the director of the Galveston National Laboratory, one of the largest active 

biocontainment facilities on a U.S. academic campus. Dr. Le Duc joined UTMB in late 2006 from the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta, where he was the influenza coordinator and 

director of the Division of Viral and Ridcettsial Diseases. With more than four decades of experience 

working in the fields of biodefense and public health, his wink has taken him around the world, fiom 

West Africa, where he began his professional career as a field biologist wotking for the Smithsanian 

Institution, to Brazil and Panama &ring a 23-year career as a U.S Anny officer in the medical research 

and development conunand 

Pei-Yong Shi, PhD, is LH. Kempner Professor of Human Gendics, University ofTexas Medical Branch, 

Galveston Texas, USA. He is an elected Fellow of American Academy of Microbiology, adjunct 

Professor of Emerging Infectious Diseases at the Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School in Singapore, and 

Honorary Professor at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. He received his 

Ph.D. in virology in 1996 from Georgia State University. After postdoctoral training at Yale University, 

he joined Bristol-Myers Squibb as a Principal Scientist to develop HIV and HCV therapeutics from 1998 

to 2000. He then moved to the Wadsworth Center, New Yolk State Department of Health, to study West 

Nile virus. From 2008 to 2015, he saved as Dengue Unit Head and Executive Director to lead drug 

discovay at Novartis Institute for Tropical Diseases. His group developed the first infectious clones of 

the epidemic strain of West Nile virus and Zika virus, discovered two RNA cap mdhylation activities of 

flavivirus NS5 protein, identified essential RNA elements for flavivirus replication, established various 

platforms for flavivirus vaccine and drug discovery, and pioneered therapeutics development for dengue 

virus. He is internationally recognized for his scholar and administrative accomplishments at leading 

research institution, public health sector, and pharmaceutical industty. Dr. Shi has more than 20 years 

experiences in handling BSL2 and ABR.,2 agent. 

Dennis A. Bente, DVM, Ph.D., is an associate professor from University of Texas Medical Branch, 

Galveston Texas, USA. Dr. Bente received his DVM in 2000 and Ph.D. in 2003 ftom University of 

Veterinary Medicine at Germany. The goal of Dr. Bente's research is to better understand the 
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Iran snission and pathogenesis of tick - home hemorrhagic fever viruses and to develop countermeasures 

to aimInt the disease. The intersection between arbovirology and hemorrhagic fever research requires an 

interdisciplinary approadi, involving virology (classical techniques as well as molecular techniques such 

as reverse genetics), immunology (human and animal models), and tick physiology. Dr. Bane's is the 

first laboratory in the world to establish a tick - host transnission model in a BSL-4 setting. A number of 

collaborations have been established with other virologists at UTMEi, including Drs. Alan Barrett, 

Thomas Ksiazek, David Beasley, Alexander Freiberg and Thomas Geisbert, that include studies on 

Crimean - Congo hemorrhagic fever virus, Kyasanur forest disease virus, Alkhurma hemoningic fever 

virus, and West - Nile virus. Dr. Bane has more than 10 years experiences in handling BSL2, BSL3, 

BSL4, ABSL2, ABSL3 and ABSL4 agent. 

Zhiming Yuan, Ph.D., professor from Wuhan Institute of Virology, the director of the Wuhan National 

biosafety laboratory (BSL-4), and the President of Wuhan Branch, Chinese Academy of Sciences. His 

research interest including (1) Diagnosis, evolution, and pathogenesis of aborviruses, (2) Tropical 

Disease vector control with microbial agents, and (3) Laboratory biorisk management and applied 

biosafety research. 

Chao an, Ph.D., professor from Wuhan Institute of Virology,  Chinese Academy of Sciences, Wuhan, 

China. Dr. an Received his Ph.D. in Biochanistry and Molecular Biology in Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences in China in 2014. And he joined Novartis Institute for Tropical 

Diseases (NITD) from 2013 to 2015. He served as postdoctoral fellow in University of Texas Medical 

Branch from 2015 to 2019. During his training at Wuhan Institute of Virology and NITD, he woiked 

with Dengue virus, Japanese encephalitis virus and EV71 virus in vitro. After joining in UTMB in 

December 2015, Dr. Sian has completed BSL3, BSL4, ABSL2, ABSL3 and ABSL4 training in 

University of Texas Medical Branch. He built the first reverse genetic system for Zilai virus and 

developed the first live-atten wiled Zika vaccine in the world 

Han Xia, Ph.D., is associate professor from Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Wuhan, China. Dr. Xia received his Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences in China in 2014. And she served as postdoctoral fellow and the 
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complete the BS1.-4 training in University of Texas Medical Branch fmm 2013 to 2016, worlcing with 

reverse genetic system dev eloping of CCHFV and CCHFV-vector-host interaction through NGS strategy. 

Currently, her research interest is the epidemiology, diagnoses, and evolution of arbov rus. 
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[= 7 \* ROMAN ]. Budget 

Unit: RMB 10,000 yuan 

Budget Form of Project Expenditure 

Item Amount Detailed calculation 

1. Equipment 

(1) Equipment purchase 0 

(2) Trial-manufacture purchase 0 

(3) Equipment modification and rent 0 

2. Reagents and consumables 15 
Cloning and relat ed reagent, kit, sequencing, cell culture 

reagent and consumables 

3. Analysis 
15 

Horse purchase, immunization, antibody purification, DNA 

synthesis 

4. Fuel and poiiver 3 Transport 

5. Travel/meeting/international 

cooperation and exchanges 
5 Project meeting for WHIOV and UT MB, hotel etc. 

6. Publication/literature/information 

dissemination/intellectual property 
3 Publication and patent 

7. Labor costs ) Subsidy 

8. Expert consultation 1 Project consultation 

9. Other expenditure 3 Shipping fee about reagent and material 

Total 50 

Note: Budget preparation and expenditure execution are conducted according to Measures qfAcademy-Leyel 

Scientific Reseatch Projects of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
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[ = 8 \* ROMAN 1. Review opinions of applicant's organization 

Our joint proposal, "Vaccine Development and Polyclonal Antiserum for Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever 

Vims" represents the culmination of many years of collaboration between the Galveston National Laboratory, 

the U.S National Academy of Sciences and the Wuhan Institute of Virology, Wuhan National Biosafety 

Laboratory o f the Chinese Academy of Sciences. We are very excited about the possibility of collaborating in 

the implementation of this important Audy and making we of the unique resources of both our biocontainment 

laborat ories. 

The study is non-confidential and we anticipate that our findings will be published in the peer reviewed 
scientific literature under shared co-authorship. 

Organization (official seal) Principal (Sgnature) 

03/05/2019 

1=9 \* ROMAN J. Opinions of the Biosafety Committee in Project Implementation 

Organization 

Chairman of Committee (*mat tire) 
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[ = 10 \* ROMAN ]. Opinions of Science and Technology Steering Committee of Wuhan 

National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS 

Chairman of Committee (official seal) 

(cFm/y) 

[ADDIN EN.REFLIST 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Bente, Dennis A.[dabente©UTMB.EDU]; Shan, Chao[chshan©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 4/11/2019 1:04:20 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BSL4 funding opportunity 
2019 Call Announcement.pdf 

Hi Dave and Ben, 

Attached is an announcement recently released from Wuhan and the CAS seeking collaborative research activities to be 
undertaken in the new Wuhan BSL4 lab. We will be responding to this in partnership with the Chinese scientists that have trained 
here and are still affiliated with our faculty—Pei-Yong Shi and Dennis Bente. We are optimistic that we will be successful in our 
proposal, but the funding will be limited mostly to activities that take place in China. I'm wondering if we can identify a funding 
source here in the US to provide complementary funding for US-side research linked to this partnership? We are not talking about 
a lot of money and I think it would set an excellent precedent for future collaborations. Can we discuss sometime soon? I have 
some ideas but want to coordinate efforts before reaching out. 

Fortunately, Maryellen is recovering well and I am now spending a half day or so in the office. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

2019 Call Announcement 

Relying on the major science and technology infrastructure, this project aims to 

cultivate national high-level biosafety talents, to output significant scientific and 

technological breakthroughs and achievements, and to promote the scientific and 

technological support capabilities for biosafety and public health. According to the 

scientific and technological development programs of China, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences (CAS) and Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV), CAS, the 2019 Call 

Announcement of Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National 

Biosafety Laboratory, CAS is released. Please apply for the project accordingly. The 

specific contents are as below: 

I. Background 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS (hereinafter referred to as Wuhan 

P4 laboratory) mainly includes protective facilities and experimental equipment for 

researches on highly pathogenic pathogens. It is incorporated into the management of 

national major science and technology infrastructure. The project is guided by the 

principle of "P4 scientific and technological innovation" which means to conduct 

scientific experimental activities by utilizing Wuhan P4 laboratory or to conduct 

scientific researches on the biosafety level 4 (P4) pathogens. 

II. Management 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project is funded by CAS. The application, 

review, management and budget implementation are conducted according to 
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Measures of Academy-Level Scientific Research Projects of CAS and according to 

relevant measures of WIV, CAS. 

III. Qualification 

1. The project leader shall be professor or principal investigator with the doctoral 

degree. 

2. The project leader and team members shall be equipped with high-level 

research capability, solid research foundation and reliable time commitment. Team 

application is encouraged. 

3. To better cooperate and utilize resources of the sharing research platform, 

research team at home and abroad is encouraged to jointly apply with the research 

group from WIV, CAS. 

IV. Budget 

1. Funding 

The project application is globally oriented. The categories of the projects 

include general project and key project with the budget of RMB 250,000/project/year 

and RMB 500,000/project/year respectively while dynamic adjustment shall be made 

according to the total budget appropriated by CAS. 

2. Period 

(1) The implementation period of the project can be 1 to 3 years while the 

assessment period is 1 year. The project with excellence in the annual assessment can 

be further funded preferentially. 

(2) The budget will be implemented in WIV, CAS. The budget implementation 

period is 1 year. During the project execution, the project team shall accept the review 

and examination on task and budget implementation organized by WIV, CAS, and 

complies with the relevant measures of project prescribed by our institute. 

V. Guideline 
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1. Application 

(1) The applicant's organization should provide the opinions and agreement to 

the application while providing support for the project implementation. 

(2) For research project involving ethics in human tissue and biological samples, 

the applicant should provide the paper version and the electronic version of approval 

certificate from ethics committee in his/her organization or superior department in 

charge. The approval certificates of animal welfare and ethics, experimental animal 

program and biosafety will be completed by the project implementation organization. 

(3) For research project in pathogenic microorganism, the application must be 

complied with the Regulation on the Biosafety Management of Pathogenic Microbe 

Labs regulated by the State Council of China and provisions on ethics and biosafety 

by relevant ministries and departments. 

(4) The applicant should be responsible for the truthfulness and legality for the 

submitted materials, and should not provide the project application involving the 

confidential information. 

2. Approval 

(1) Under the guidance of Science and Technology Steering Committee of 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, a review committee consisting of 7 to 9 

experts shall be organized for Advanced Customer Project, which will include experts 

on microbiology, biosafety, ethics, animal experiments and P4 laboratory 

management. The review committee shall obey the avoidance principle. 

(2) The review committee will conduct the proposal selection and after the 

opinion passed the review by the Science and Technology Steering Committee of 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, results of project approval will be 

released publicly. 

3. Implementation and Assessment 

(1) The project leader assumes full responsibility for the Advanced Customer 

Cultivation Project. The project leader shall fulfill the responsibility as an organizer 

and shall take charge of the preparation of research plan and implementation scheme 

for this project and be responsible for the timely accomplishment of the project tasks. 
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(2) Within 1 month before the end of budget implementation period/project 

conclusion, the project leader shall submit to WIV, CAS the annual assessment 

report/summary report for project conclusion and assessment. WIV, CAS will 

organize the review committee to carry out the project conclusion and assessment, 

and submit the assessment opinions to the Science and Technology Steering 

Committee of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS. 

(3) The project leader could apply for further funding support while submitting 

the assessment report. The project with excellence in the annual assessment can be 

further funded preferentially by the review committee. 

(4) The research achievements attained during the project implementation, 

including theses, monographs, patents, software and database etc. shall be marked 

with "Funded by Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National 

Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences". Any achievements unmarked 

will not be counted in the assessment. 

VI. Submission 

The applicant shall download the 2019 Application Form of Advanced Customer 

Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, fill in the form 

according to the instruction, submit the paper version (including signature and 

organization seal) of the application form, relevant attachments including the approval 

certificate of human ethics, and the electronic version of the corresponding materials 

before May 5th, 2019 (subject to the posting time). The paper version of the materials 

shall be submitted in duplicate. The applicant shall send the electronic version of the 

materials to chendd(&,wh.iov.cn.

Address: 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Room 105, No.3 Building 
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No.44, Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan, Hubei, China 

Postcode: 430071 

Contact: CHEN Doudou, +86-27-87197115 

Attachment: 2019 Application Form of Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS 

Wuhan Institute of Virology 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

April 4th, 2019 
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From: LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLED UC] 

Sent: 6/10/2019 4:07:48 PM 
To: Zhener t Tit [d.zheng@wh.i ov.cn] 

CC: Shi, Pei yong [pes hi @UTMB.EDU]; Gri ma I do, Miguel A. [magri ma I @UTMB.EDU) 
Subject: RE: Re:RE: Re:Chi nese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

Dear Dasheng, 

It's nice to hear from you again and to learn of your coati nued interest in working with us here at the GN L. I am happy 
to prepare a letterof invitation foryour proposed visit, but it would be useful to understand a bit more as to the 
purpose of your stay here. Do you envision conducti ng a research study, and if so, what is the topic? If you are only 
seeking additional training in biosafety, biosecurity and building operations, that would be easier to accomplish, 
although the support we enjoyed previously that allowed us to provide biosafety trai ning at no cost to users is no longer 
available and we now have a fee for the training. It would also be useful to learn the most convenient dates from your 
perspective fora visit. 

I look forward to hearing back from you will additional details. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Zhenggtlii <d.zheng@whiov.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 05, 2019 8:43 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Mendoza, Imelda <imendoza@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re:RE: Re:Chi nese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

WARNING: This email origi nated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Prof LeDuc, 

May I ask for a favor from you to write an invitation letter with the same purpose as previous one so that I could seek 
another funding for longer stay at your academia? 

You have always been appreciated greatly to provide opportunities for academic exchanges. Hopefully I could do 
something in return. 

Best Wishes, 
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Dasheng 

ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 
Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 
Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

At 2015-04-01 21:43:13, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Dr Zheng, 

Thank you for the update, and best of luck as you continue to seek funding foryourscholarship. 

With best regards, 

Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(I)409-266-6810 

jwleduc@utmb.edu 

From: dsn.zheng@l63.com [mailto:dsn.zheng@l63.com] On Behalf Of d.zheng©whiov.cn 
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2015 9:36 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Mendoza, Imelda; Bente, Dennis A.; Xia, Han 
Subject: Re:Chinese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

Dear Dr. James LeDuc, 

Thank you for inviting me to the GNL in writing the invitation letter which provides opportunity of visit and study 

at your honored laboratory. Unfortunately I havenot gotten any acceptance news from the Chinese Scholarship 

Committee after the scheduled admission deadline. I am afraid I have to look for other funding resources. 
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Best Wishes, 

Dasheng 

Zheng, Dasheng PhD 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Wuhan, P.R.China. 

Tel: 86-27-5186 1004 

Mobile: 86-135 1729 0969 

Email: d.zhencawh.iov.cn

At 2014-11-26 10:44:53, "Bente, Dennis A." <dabente B.EDU> wrote: 

- I i-

Dear Dasheng, 

Han translated the requirements for me and we are happy to write an invitation letterfor you. ltalked to Dr, Le Duc, 

directorof the Galveston National Laboratory, and he agreed to write a letterforyou. I copied him on this email, Dr. Le 

Duc will also involveour building engineer, Miguel Gri maid°, in the process of planningyourvisit. 

Best wishes, 

Dennis 
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From: dsn.zheng0163.com [mailto:dsn.zheng(a)163.co  On Behalf Of d.zheng0wh.iov.ch 

Sent: Saturday, November 22, 2014 1:46 AM 

To: Bente, Dennis A. 

Cc: Xia, Han 

Subject: Re:RE: Nice to meet you at Wuhan 

Hi Den, 

At this moment I have a chance to apply for some fund to support my idea to UTMB from the China Scholarship 

Committee. May I ask for your help in writing an invitation letter as a prerequisite for this fund? The webpage (in 

Chinese only) of this fund is as follow: 

httplAwiw.csc.edu.cniChuguoi43988dd354584badbeb2far380d99859.shtml 

Could Han do a little interpretation so as to make sure what we need to do? According to the Item 14 of the fund 

bidding approach shown in the bpage, the applicant should have an invitation from abroad in advance. 

In my proposal of visit to your lab, I shall accept trainings in high BSL laboratories at first; then, 

conduct experiments for some time, which is the solid work of this visit; and, last but the most important part, have 

lessons in biosafety management of GNL, playing as one reason for the fund. You might have better plans. 

Anyway I will follow your steps since I'm a trainee. 

Your assistance would be appreciated greatly. 

Best Regards, 

Dasheng 

Zheng, Dasheng 

Wuhan Institute of Virology 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Mid 44, Wuchang Maohongshan 
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Wuhan 430071, P.R.China. 

Mobile: 86-13517290969 

Email: dsn.zheriggl 63.com 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8:53 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) 
Subject: FW: wsj 

Just FYI 

From: James T. AREDDY <james.areddy@wsj.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: wsj 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim 
Hi. We spoke several weeks ago when I did a story for The Wall Street Journal about BSL-4 labs. 
Since then the Washington Post has had two stories suggesting fears in USA that there could have 
been an accident in Wuhan. I'm curious to know what you think about these reports? 
(FWIW. I, along with a number of American reporters, have been kicked out of China so I'm now 
working for WSJ in the U.S.) 

Editorial-Opinion 

State Department cables warned of safety issues at Wuhan lab studying bat 
coronaviruses 
Josh Rogin 

By Josh Rogin 

1480 words 
14 April 2020 
Washington Post.com 
WPCOM 
English 
Copyright 2020, The Washington Post Co. Aii Rights Resented. 

Two years before the novel coronavirus pandemic upended the world, U.S. Embassy officials 
visited a Chinese research facility in the city of Wuhan several times and sent two official 
warnings back to Washington about inadequate safety at the lab, which was conducting risky 
studies on coronaviruses from bats. The cables have fueled discussions inside the U.S. 
government about whether this or another Wuhan lab was the source of the virus — even 
though conclusive proof has yet to emerge. 
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In January 2018, the U.S. Embassy in Beijing took the unusual step of repeatedly sending 
U.S. science diplomats to the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV), which had in 2015 become 
China's first laboratory to achieve the highest level of international bioresearch safety (known 
as BSL-4). WIV issued a news release in English about the last of these visits, which 
occurred on March 27, 2018. The U.S. delegation was led by Jamison Fouss, the consul 
general in Wuhan, and Rick Switzer, the embassy's counselor of environment, science, 
technology and health. Last week, WIV erased that statement from its website, though it 
remains archived on the Internet. 

What the U.S. officials learned during their visits concerned them so much that they 
dispatched two diplomatic cables categorized as Sensitive But Unclassified back to 
Washington. The cables warned about safety and management weaknesses at the 
WIV lab and proposed more attention and help. The first cable, which I obtained, also warns 
that the lab'S work on bat coronaviruses and their potential human transmission represented a 
risk of a new SARS-like pandemic. 
"During interactions with scientists at the WIV laboratory, they noted the new lab has a serious 
shortage of appropriately trained technicians and investigators needed to safely operate this 
high-containment laboratory," states the Jan. 19, 2018, cable, which was drafted by two 
officials from the embassy's environment, science and health sections who met with the WIV 
scientists. (The State Department declined to comment on this and other details of the story.) 
The Chinese researchers at WIV were receiving assistance from the Galveston National 
Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch and other U.S. organizations, but the 
Chinese requested additional help. The cables argued that the United States should give the 
Wuhan lab further support, mainly because its research on bat coronaviruses was important 
but also dangerous. 
As the cable noted, the U.S. visitors met with Shi Zhengli, the head of the research project, 
who had been publishing studies related to bat coronaviruses for many years. In November 
2017, just before the U.S. officials' visit, Shi's team had published research showing that 
horseshoe bats they had collected from a cave in Yunnan province were very likely from the 
same bat population that spawned the SARS coronavirus in 2003. 

"Most importantly," the cable states, "the researchers also showed that various SARS-like 
coronaviruses can interact with ACE2, the human receptor identified for SARS-coronavirus. 
This finding strongly suggests that SARS-like coronaviruses from bats can be transmitted to 
humans to cause SARS-like diseases. From a public health perspective, this makes the 
continued surveillance of SARS-like coronaviruses in bats and study of the animal-human 
interface critical to future emerging coronavirus outbreak prediction and prevention." 

The research was designed to prevent the next SARS-like pandemic by anticipating how it 
might emerge. But even in 2015, other scientists questioned whether Shi's team was taking 
unnecessary risks. In October 2014, the U.S. government had imposed a moratorium on 
funding of any research that makes a virus more deadly or contagious, known as "gain-of-
function" experiments. 

As many have pointed out, there is no evidence that the virus now plaguing the world was 
engineered; scientists largely agree it came from animals. But that is not the same as saying 
it didn't come from the lab, which spent years testing bat coronaviruses in animals, said Xiao 
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Qiang, a research scientist at the School of Information at the University of California at 
Berkeley. 
"The cable tells us that there have long been concerns about the possibility of the threat to 
public health that came from this lab'S research, if it was not being adequately conducted and 
protected," he said. 
There are similar concerns about the nearby Wuhan Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention lab, which operates at biosecurity level 2, a level significantly less secure than the 
level-4 standard claimed by the Wuhan Insititute of Virology lab, Xiao said. That's important 
because the Chinese government still refuses to answer basic questions about the origin of 
the novel coronavirus while suppressing any attempts to examine whether either lab was 
involved 
Sources familiar with the cables said they were meant to sound an alarm about the grave 
safety concerns at the WIV lab, especially regarding its work with bat coronaviruses. The 
embassy officials were calling for more U.S. attention to this lab and more support for it, to 
help it fix its problems. 
"The cable was a warning shot," one U.S. official said. "They were begging people to pay 
attention to what was going on." 

No extra assistance to the labs was provided by the U.S. government in response to these 
cables. The cables began to circulate again inside the administration over the past two 
months as officials debated whether the lab could be the origin of the pandemic and what the 
implications would be for the U.S. pandemic response and relations with China. 
Inside the Trump administration, many national security officials have long suspected either 
the WIV or the Wuhan Center for Disease Control and Prevention lab was the source of the 
novel coronavirus outbreak. According to the New York Times, the intelligence community 
has provided no evidence to confirm this. But one senior administration official told me that 
the cables provide one more piece of evidence to support the possibility that the pandemic is 
the result of a lab accident in Wuhan. 
"The idea that is was just a totally natural occurrence is circumstantial. The evidence it leaked 
from the lab is circumstantial. Right now, the ledger on the side of it leaking from the ilab .S 

packed with bullet points and there's almost nothing on the other side," the official said. 
As my colleague David Ignatius noted, the Chinese government's original story — that the 
virus emerged from a seafood market in Wuhan — is shaky. Research by Chinese experts 
published in the Lancet in January showed the first known patient, identified on Dec. 1, had 
no connection to the market, nor did more than one-third of the cases in the first large cluster. 
Also, the market didn't sell bats. 

Shi and other WIV researchers have categorically denied this lab was the origin for the novel 
coronavirus. On Feb. 3, her team was the first to publicly report the virus known as 2019-
nCoV was a bat-derived coronavirus. 
The Chinese government, meanwhile, has put a total lockdown on information related to the 
virus origins. Beijing has yet to provide U.S. experts with samples of the novel coronavirus 
collected from the earliest cases. The Shanghai lab that published the novel coronavirus 
genome on Jan. 11 was quickly shut down by authorities for "rectification." Several of the 
doctors and journalists who reported on the spread early on have disappeared. 
On Feb. 14, Chinese President Xi Jinping called for a new biosecurity law to be accelerated. 
On Wednesday, CNN reported the Chinese government has placed severe restrictions 
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requiring approval before any research institution publishes anything on the origin of the novel 
coronavirus. 

The origin story is not just about blame. It's crucial to understanding how the novel 
coronavirus pandemic started because that informs how to prevent the next one. The Chinese 
government must be transparent and answer the questions about the Wuhan labs because 
they are vital to our scientific understanding of the virus, said Xiao. 

We don't know whether the novel coronavirus originated in the Wuhan lab, but the cable 
pointed to the danger there and increases the impetus to find out, he said. 
"I don't think it's a conspiracy theory. I think it's a legitimate question that needs to be 
investigated and answered," he said. "To understand exactly how this originated is critical 
knowledge for preventing this from happening in the future." 

James T. Areddy 

The WalLStreet )(pump!, 
-86 1.'70 1700 594 

Imes.arecls_lyftwsi.com 
Imes.ared_gyl_ggacaltyp_,_com (1=r3Z) 
Imesareddv@yahoo.com 
2Imeslarec!dy 
WeChat/Signal/Telegram/FacetimeMMatsApp 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 1:26 PM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.;Murphy, Frederick A. 
Cc: 'Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com)';Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Wuhan 

Fred, 

I agree with Tom's assessments (of course!) and would add that through the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
working in partnership with the Chinese Academy of Sciences, we have maintained a dialogue on emerging infectious 
diseases, biosafety and biosecurity. Dave Franz and I are very active in the group, as has been Diane Griffin [Johns 
Hopkins School of Medicine, and vice president, National Academy of Medicine, NAS]. We have held joint meetings 
about annually since 2015 in both China (Wuhan, Harbin, Beijing) and in the US, including here at the Galveston National 
Laboratory (GNL). During these discussions we have always had a session on coronaviruses and Zheng-Li Shi has 
participated in each meeting during which she has shared her most recent findings. The US side has been represented 
by Ralph Baric and Linda Saif, both won -class coronavirus authorities. Even in the first meeting in 2015, Dr Shi discussed 
bat-associated coronaviruses that likely had the potential ability to infect humans. I have no information on the lab 
conditions under which she conducted her experiments at that time, although it was not at BSL4 since the BSL4 lab only 
opened officially in 2017 or so.. 

Second, you may recall the training center that we established at UTMB with earmark funding from Senator Kay Bailey 
Hutchinson that ran until 2016. Using funds from that program and later my funding, we offered training in both 
biosafety and biocontainment lab operations to participants from around the world, including from the new lab in 
Wuhan. In addition, we supported two Chinese post-docs who went through the complete training program and gained 
independent access to work in our BSL4. Both have returned to Wuhan and have been involved in standing up the new 
lab and designing their biosafety training program. We continue to maintain contact with these scientist and are 
implementing joint research projects. 

The first I learned about the State Department reports of safety concerns from the Wuhan lab was in the Washington 
Post article. While we usually had some level of dialogue with folks in the embassy as we arranged our joint meetings, I 
do not recall the individuals mentioned in the article and I don't recall anyone from the embassy expressing concern 
about the safety of the lab in Wuhan. The comments that the Chinese discovered bat coronaviruses likely capable of 
infecting humans has been known for quite some time. 

Stay safe! 

Jim 

James Le Duc, PhD 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
Professor, Department of Microbiology and Immunology 
John Sealy Distinguished Chair in Tropical and Emerging Virology 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77554 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTIV1B.EDU>
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Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12:33 PM 
To: Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. < 'UTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Tesh, Robert <!btesh22@gmail.co ‘> 
Subject: RE: Wuhan 

Fred, 

As you know there have been no end to the stories on the origin of the virus. The paper by Andersen et al pretty much 
puts an end to the stories that the virus was cooked up in the lab. Other scenarios are that they had the virus and that it 
escaped from the tab, another I have not seen mentioned is that someone got infected in the field and they were patient 
0. I don't know, but don't think they were working with live bats, don't think they would have been doing this in the 
BSL4. From Pei-Yong's discussions with the "bat lady", Dr. Shi, I don't believe that they had this virus in the lab before 
this started. One thing that a lot of people don't appreciate is that most of the viruses identified in bats have not been 
able to be grown...there are a few exceptions; but most that you see in publications are done by PCR and NGS 
sequencing. 

The Chinese central government has damped down on investigations and work on the origin of the virus, some might 
interpret that as part of a cover up. However, after SARS and the small tab escape they had, they pretty much shut 
down SARS work in China, maybe that was part of a cover up, but most folks don't believe it was. 

I'm a lot more worried about the US status as a leader in world public health and science than Chinamen hiding behind 
every tree. Not that there isn't some level of industrial espionage occurring, but we're killing ourselves in terms of how 
we're seen by others. 

Andersen KG, Rambaut A, Lipkin WI, Holmes EC and Garry RF. 2020. The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2. Nat Med 26(4): 450-452. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32284615 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0820-9.pdf 

From: Murphy, Frederick A. 
Sent: 15 April, 2020 11:03 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. < qksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. < 
Cc: 'Tesh, Robert ( Pmail.com)' <rbtesh22@gmail.cr  > 
Subject: Wuhan 

Tom, rn, 

I know you are very busy, but I could use your advice re the WP article that the CoV came from 
the Wuhan lab. Although I am in lockdown, of course, emails from good friends here are asking 
about the WP article and the conspiracy theory website that has carried the same/similar 
article. 

These friends are Jon and Emily Reynolds - Jon F-105 pilot shot down over Hanoi, 7 years in the 
Hilton with John McCain, later PhD (Duke), rose to 07, he and his wife spent years in US 
Embassy in Beijing, Air Attaché, having spent two years in Taipei learning Chinese (I Emily still 
takes advanced Chinese lessons) - Jon also served in Secretary of the Air Force as 112. 
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Reasonable folk, Republicans, but we don't talk politics. They really know and care about 
China, but I think they are easily led toward some of the conspiracy theory stuff. Led by Emily, 
they are really into this story and ready to believe the stuff about the source of the virus. I need 
some advice / fodder to deal with this, as the stuff spreads around here - several retired 
ambassadors live here (stuffy, arrogant types). Does GNL / UTMB have public statements on all 
this? Counterpoints? 

https://www.washingtonpostcom/opinions/2020/04/14/state-department-cables-warned-
safety-issues-wuhan-lab-studying-bat-coronaviruses/ 

Here is my annotation on the WP Opinion Piece: 
<< File: State Dept problems China containment labs WP 14Apr highlight annotate.docx » 

\Fred 

Frederick A. Murphy 
8300 Burdette Road Unit 0661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409 739 3332 
(Tel) 301 968 4/98 
(Email) famurphy@titmb.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Zhiming, 

LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLEDUC] 
11/25/2019 3:42:54 PM 
Yuan Zhimi ng [yzm@wh.iov.cn] 
Shi, Pei yong [pes hi @UTMB.EDU] 
draft manuscript 
BSL4 Wuha n_Ma nuscri pt-20191107_track-jwIcomments Nov19.docx 

Sorry forthe delay in responding to your request for comments on your draft manuscript. I finally had a chance to 
review it and my comments are attached. I think the paper is nicely written and will be of i nterest to readers fol lowing 
the development of biocontainment labs in China. You have done a good job in recording capabilities, and you may wish 
to expand a bit more by mentioningthe maximum number of small or large (non-human primates)you are able to 
manage at a single time in the facility. We are frequently asked these questions, and most product developers want 
sufficiently large single studies to have statistical significance, so many of our larger studies involve about 20 NHP. There 
may be good reasons not to quantify your capabi lities as well, which !fully understand. 

You rightly credit the collaborations with the French in bui lding the laboratory; however, if yourgoal is to have a truly 
international impact, you may wish to broaden comments on potential collaboration/collaborators as mentioned in one 
comment. 

If I understand you correctly, you will be publishing the paper in your biosafety journal. If so, you may wish to expand 
your comments on your traini ng efforts to prepare your staff to safely and securely work in the new facility. You may 
also wish to mention something about your security profile. As I recall, the entire campus has limited access with guards 
at entrances. You may wish to comment on other mechanisms in place to limit access to high-risk pathogens—card-key 
access to labs, security personnel, etc. You will not want to go into too much detail, but it might be appropriate, 
especial ly given the focus of your journal, to let readers know that security is an important aspect of your program. 

Very nicely done! Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/10/2019 2:41:04 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject Interesting report 
Reagan Institute—the contest for innovation report2019.pdf 

Attached report focuses primarily on competition with China and does not address bio or nuc issues, but is rather sobering. Good 
discussion on "winning the war for talent." See figures 3 and 4. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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RONALD REAGAN 

INSTITUTE 

07. 

The 
for InCnoonvteatton: 
strengtheningAmerica:s-
National Security Innovation Base 
in an Era of Stnategk Competition 

Report °Otte Titsk lime on 21st-Century.Nittional Security Technology and Workforce 
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As sui ely as America's pioneer spirit made 

us the industrial giant of the 20th century, 
the same pioneer spirit today is opening up 

on another vast front of opportunities 
the ontier of high technology. 
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RONALD   REAGAN 

INSTITUTE 

The Ronald Reagan Institute, the Washington. DC, office 
of the Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation and Institute, 
promotes our 40th President's ideals, vision, and leadership 

example through substantive, issue-driven forums, academic 
and young professional programming, and scholarly work. 
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The Honorable Jim Talent 
Senior Fellow, Bipartisan Policy Center 

Former U.S. Senator (R-M0) 

Ms. Lisa Atherton 
President and CEO, Textron Systems 

Congresswoman Stephanie Murphy (B-FL) 

Former National Security Specialist, 

Department of Defense 

Congressman Jim Banks (R-IN) 

Lieutenant, U.S. Navy Reserve 

Mr. Christian Brose 
Head of Strategy, Anduril Industries 

Former Staff Director, U.S. Senate Committee on 
Armed Services 

Ambassador Eric S. Edelman 
Counselor, Center for Strategic and Budgetary 

Assessments 
Former Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

Congressman Mike Gallagher (R-WD 

Former Captain, U.S. Marine Corps 

Congressman Andy Kim (D-NJ) 

Former National Security Official 

The Honorable Robert 0. Work 
Distinguished Senior Fellow, Center 

for a New American Security 

Former Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Mr. Donald J. Rosenberg 
Executive Vice President, General Counsel 

and Corporate Secretary, Qualcomm Incorporated 

Dr. Nadia Schadlow 
Senior Fellow, Hudson Institute 

Former Deputy National Security Advisor for Strategy 

Mr. Raj Shah 
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Arceo.ai 

Former Head, Defense Innovation Unit 

Mr. Matthew Waxman 
Professor, Columbia Law School 

Former Principal Deputy Director of Policy Planning, 
Department of State 
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The United States has entered an era of long-term competition with revisionist powers. A key aspect of 
this competition will revolve around a contest for technological superiority waged. between the national 
innovation bases of the respective competitors. The outcome of this competition will determine not 
just American national security but also how the nations of the world interact—and whether a free 
and open political and economic system will remain the foundation of those interactions. 

After a long post-Cold War focus on rogue regional powers and nearly two decades of continuous 
warfare in the Middle East and a focus on rogue regional powers, the United States now faces a new 
defining national security challenge: a long-term strategic competition with a resurgent Russia and a 
rising China. 

Russia seeks to reestablish itself as a global power. While Russia is able to compete with the United 
States militarily in certain domains, its economic outlook and long-term demographic prospects are 
grim. Accordingly, it is unlikely to develop and nurture a true national innovation ecosystem. Given 
these disadvantages, Russia is limited to acting as a geostrategic spoiler seeking to undermine and 
weaken the United States, its alliances, and its global interests. 

China, on the other hand, is already challenging the United States economically, militarily, and 
politically. China's economy has surpassed that of the United States in terms of purchasing power 
parity and could, under some scenarios, pass the U.S. GDP in absolute terms in the mid- to late 2020s. 
Under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, China defines its vital national interests in ways 
that are irreconcilable with both the interests of the United States and the values of self-determination 
and individual freedom to which we and our allies are committed. China's global expansion, from 
both a trade and military perspective, is challenging the United States in virtually every region of the 
world. 

In pursuit of its goal of reshaping the world order, China aims to supplant the United States as 
the world's leading technological power by 2030. China has articulated a distinct strategy of state-
driven innovation, defined by its concept of "military-civil fusion," to lead the world in cutting-edge 
technologies that might allow it to leapfrog the United States both economically and militarily. 

That strategy presents a two-fold challenge for the United States. Economically, the challenge is to 
sustain American prosperity and access to markets on equal terms with other nations against China's 
ambition to control the economic sectors that will determine national primacy in the decades ahead. 

Militarily, the fundamental mission of the U.S. government (USG) is to deter a great-power war and, if 
deterrence fails, to prevent escalation of the conflict and end the war on terms favorable to the United 
States and its allies. An important key to this mission is achieving and maintaining military-technical 
superiority. However, over the last several decades, China—and, to a lesser extent, Russia—has 
invested heavily in advanced military capabilities specifically aimed at overcoming the technological 
lead of America's armed forces. 
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As a result, the conventional overmatch that the United States has relied upon to undergird its 
deterrence posture since the end of the Cold War is eroding. The balance of power in East Asia has 
already shifted substantially in China's direction. If this trend continues, effective deterrence in that 
region will likely fail, leaving the United States to face the unattractive alternatives of accepting 
aggression against its interests or its allies or triggering armed conflict with the People's Liberation 
Army (PLA), with all the attendant risks of escalation. 

The National Security Strategy recognized the importance of technological innovation to every domain 
of the competition with China. Consistent with that, a key theme of the 2018 National Defense Strategy 
is that the U.S. military must move rapidly to arrest further erosion of its technical advantage and 
then restore and maintain a comfortable conventional overmatch. 

Unfortunately, the technological development relevant to national security is no longer exclusively or 
even primarily in the control of the Department of Defense (DOD) and its prime contractors. 

In the past, cutting-edge technology was usually developed by the government sector for military use 
and then migrated into the civilian sector. Today, the direction of innovation has reversed. Many of 
the technologies most important to national security are being developed and produced for civilian 
purposes by civilian actors who have no history with or connection to the national security community. 
China is aware of this new reality. Its policy of military—civil fusion seeks to better exploit dual-use 
technologies originating from the commercial sector. To avoid a crippling competitive disadvantage, 
the United States must adopt means to accomplish the same end. 

Accordingly, the most important question this Task Force grappled with was the following: How 
do we transform, organize, sustain, and leverage our national security technology and innovation 
community to prevail in a long-term competition against an authoritarian regime that has centralized, 
long-range national plans to dominate the critical dual-use technologies central to future economic 
and military competitiveness? 
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Our findings and recommendations offer some answers to the questions who, what, when, and how. 
As we address those points, however, we pause to explain why. Why did the Task Force take on this 
project, and why should the United States consider the policy options outlined in this report? 

To answer those questions, we adopted an approach that several of us learned and applied as military 
officers, diplomats, and planners: orient on the competitor. What would the world look like if China, 
and not the United States, was allowed to define the ways that countries and people interact, both with 
each other and with new technology? 

Imagine that the Chinese Communist Party, through its control of China's economy, is allowed to set 
the global ground rules for the next generation of technology. Imagine phones, tablets, and computers 
that do not function unless they conform to Chinese standards and censorship requirements or that 
contain materials that can transmit to Beijing a record of everything that is written, stored, and 
shared online. Imagine further that authoritarian leaders, armed with class-leading technologies 
like artificial intelligence, facial recognition, and quantum computing, turn that awesome computing 
power against people and their data. Imagine finally how autocrats might be able to coerce citizens 
by leveraging this power. 

A real-life example is before us today. Witness the treatment of the million men, women, and children 
in Xinjiang that Chinese officials identified and targeted with the help of facial recognition technology 
and data-scraping tools. Innocent people have been rounded up into concentration camps for 
"reeducation" in Communist Party dogma. That is Beijing's policy toward its own citizens. How much 
restraint would China show toward those it deems "outsiders"? 

We offer this narrative to explain why the subject of this report is so important. Competition with China 
need not lead to warfare or even to a policy of containment like the framework that characterized 
the U.S.—Soviet relationship during the Cold War. Nevertheless, it is a competition, and the side that 
innovates more effectively over time is likely to win. The result will determine whether nations relate 
to each other freely, equally, and peacefully, with a recognition of the human rights of their citizens, 
or if they devolve into a system that legitimizes authoritarianism and rewards power and coercion. 
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Defining the National Security Innovation Base 

The United States is experiencing a technological tsunami. Major technological innovations are 
combining to disrupt the future of the global economy, warfare, and competition by means short 
of war. Many of these innovations and the technologies that support them will have direct political, 
military, and economic impacts on the United States and other free and open societies. And these 
innovations are dual-use technologies being developed in the commercial sector rather than the 
traditional defense industrial base. In addition, important innovation is occurring outside of the 
United States, and even domestic innovation often occurs with foreign investment and supply chains 
or is subject to foreign influence. 

As a result, these technologies are largely accessible to nation-state competitors as well as non-state 
actors. It is vital for the U.S. government to leverage and protect those technologies. We must also 
understand and hedge against the extent to which they cannot be protected. 

It is also vital that the United States maintain or where necessary regain its advantage across these 
technologies. Doing so will require common purpose and coordinated effort among a large group 
of stakeholders, from the traditional defense and national security community to private-sector 
companies and academia—what the National Security and National Defense Strategies referred to as 
the National Security Innovation Base (NSIB).' 

NSIB Definition 

The NSIB comprises the ecosystem of capital, research, knowledge, capabilities, policies, incentives, 
and people that turns ideas into innovations and transforms discoveries into useful technology and 
products to protect our national security. 

The NSIB includes a diverse set of segments, including national security agencies and organizations, 
the National Laboratories, Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDes) and 
University-Affiliated Research Centers MARCO, the higher academy, traditional defense "primes," the 
commercial sector, venture capital, and the innovative systems of American allies and partners. 

These segments are often cooperative, but they are loosely federated and largely uncoordinated by 
the government. 

America's ability to prevail in a long-term strategic competition with China depends on a strong and 
growing NSIB. That in turn depends on more effectively aligning government policy and resources 
and public-private partnerships to strengthen U.S. national security and its strategic position with 
respect to China. 

The U.S. NSIB has formidable strengths. 

• Most segments of the NSIB are world leaders in their respective domains. 

• The U.S. economy remains the wealthiest and most dynamic in the world. 

• There is strong bipartisan support for national efforts to outpace China, enhancing the 
likelihood of government prioritization of the problem. 

• The private sector is often effective at achieving breakthrough technologies. The free flow 
of capital and talent has historically made the United States the premier place to launch 
new companies. 

Moreover, there is precedent for successful cooperation among various segments of the 
NSIB ecosystem. The space program continues to be a prominent example. 
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However, the NSIB also has considerable weaknesses. 

• The federal government has yet to prioritize effectively the most important efforts or to 
align political capital and resources against those priorities. 

While the traditional prime contractors are experts in applying innovation to defense 
systems, they are not necessarily the best agents of innovation themselves. 

• The private sector is not yet collectively conscious of the importance and nature of the 
U.S.-China competition. 

• There is insufficient coordination among NSIB segments toward common goals. 

• Private-sector research and development (R&D), while substantial in absolute terms, is 
heavily weighted to development and commercialization and is an inadequate replacement 
for basic and applied research historically funded by the U.S. government. 

• The private sector is competing and often losing against the resources of the Chinese state. 

• NSIB security and counterintelligence efforts remain inadequate. 

• NSIB stakeholders must work through regulations and processes that prioritize goals other 
than speed and innovation. 

• The NSIB human capital base is aging and struggling to recruit technical talent in key areas. 

Without question, China is the chief pacing technological competitor to the United States. It explicitly 
seeks to supplant the United States as the world's top innovation power. Toward this end, China has 
embarked on an aggressive plan of military-civil fusion focused on critical and emerging technologies. 
This plan has the potential to disrupt global stability and ultimately undermine the security and 
prosperity of the United States and its allies. 

China's military-civil fusion concept draws from the U.S. model of the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) and federally funded laboratories but represents an attempt to leverage all 
aspects of the civilian economy on behalf of national defense.2 It is characterized by comprehensive 
government direction, support, and funding for "national champion" companies and mandated 
coordination among the academic, private sector, and military spheres. This military-civil fusion 
concept appears especially well-suited to exploit the dual-use technologies central to the 21st-century 
military-technical competition.3 Thus, the U.S. NSIB must compete against a Chinese innovation base 
that uses top-down, long-term planning to exploit innovation wherever it might occur—be it in the 
business, academic, or government sectors. 

Under its authoritarian leaders, the Chinese innovation system leverages forced tech transfer, 
industrial espionage, and outright theft to access foreign breakthrough technologies and strengthen 
its own innovation base. China can therefore focus on innovating incrementally and commercializing 
quickly:, Additionally, China's exploitation and theft of U.S. intellectual property (IP) continue to rob 
the United States of substantial economic value and technological leadership in numerous fields. The 
United States is losing between $400 billion to $600 billion per year in IT' theft as a matter of provable 
losses—and that figure does not account for second-order losses, such as jobs and infrastructure.5
Chinese theft has robbed certain companies of game-changing innovations, taking them out of 
the marketplace or destroying them entirely, with Chinese companies adopting and selling those 
innovations.6

China uses American patents without paying licensing fees and exploits outdated U.S. patent laws 
to appropriate and scale American innovations before they are even subject to review by our own 
government. Further, China is leveraging its growing trade power and attractive consumer market 
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to force legal tech transfer as a condition of doing business with China.7 Joint ventures with highly 
unfavorable tech-transfer provisions are being forced upon companies and countries seeking to trade 
with or sell to China's fast-growing markets, both consumer and enterprise. Finally China influences 
other nations both large and small by conditioning trade on the purchase and use of Chinese technology. 
This type of coercive behavior has spurred a debate over whether engagement with China costs more 
than separation or "de-coupling" from China. 

China aims to leapfrog the United States by adopting new, transitional technologies, in some cases 
produced cheaply and at scale, while the United States remains attached to legacy systems that will 
be of value in the near future but will not be sufficient to support U.S. strategy in the medium- or 
long-term.3 China seeks to equal or surpass the United States in strategic, frontier technology—such 
as Al, SG, biotech, advanced autonomous systems, and quantum computing while neutralizing the 
U.S. capabilities that pose the greatest threat to its regional supremacy.9 China has recognized that 
global adoption of rules and standards often dictates the pace of innovation, so it strives to establish 
its technology beyond its borders. This raises issues with Chinese control of that technology and 
threatens U.S. leadership in R&D investment and innovation. 

American universities are key links in developing new technologies, and China deliberately targets 
them by exploiting the vulnerabilities inherent in the open educational and research environment.10
Beijing has a focused and resourced effort to do so through a sustained strategy of technology transfer 
at universities. This campaign includes both Chinese nationals (witting and coerced) and non-Chinese 
nationals:Li The USG, academia, and industry must work closely together to increase transparency and 
accountability for defense and dual-use research at universities and understand Chinese government 
efforts to benefit from it. 

For all its strengths, the Chinese system of innovation also has its own key weaknesses. China is 
beginning its drive for military-civil fusion from a position of disadvantage compared with the United 
States, with potential seams between its industry, academia, and the defense establishment. In the 
past, China's state-owned enterprises were almost entirely responsible for military research and 
procurement. Now the regime is trying to incorporate other sectors of the economy with little past 
experience in defense pursuits. China faces other challenges across several areas of technology—
including semiconductor manufacturing, Al, and 5G—due to lack of human capital, supply-chain 
threats, and the difficulties in operationalizing its concept of military-civil fusion. 

In addition, notwithstanding certain pockets of success with innovations such as facial recognition 
technology, China has not yet demonstrated the ability to innovate organically from inception to 
implementation as comprehensively or consistently as the United States. However, the United States 
can ill afford to assume this will always be the case. 

Ultimately, the Chinese system may have the seeds for its own downfall: corruption remains a 
major problem; the private sector is becoming increasingly politicized; and the culture of state-
owned enterprises, which dominate its defense sector, is vastly different from the culture of its more 
entrepreneurial companies. 

The U.S. NSIB retains fundamental advantages if U.S. policymakers, industry leaders, investors, and 
technologists can better harness and exploit them. While it will be important to better protect the 
NSIB from Chinese theft and exploitation, a defensive posture alone will not be sufficient to prevail 
in the contest for innovation. The United States must adopt policies that better coordinate the various 
elements of the NSIB ecosystem, encourage rapid development and adoption of the most important 
technologies, and ensure that national security technology is developed even where it does not have 
a profitable commercial application. All of this must be done without inhibiting the freedom and 
dynamism that are the greatest strengths of the U.S. NSIB. 
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evelopmg a Proactive Strategy to Gam a Competitive Advantage 
in National Technological Innovation 

Despite the weaknesses in China's innovation system, the USG should assume China's determined 
military—civil fusion efforts will pay substantial dividends over time. Whether or not these dividends 
will allow the Chinese to pass the United States as the world's technological leader will depend less on 
Chinese actions and more on those of the United States. 

The United States needs a strategy that goes beyond simply protecting its NSIB. It must also seek 
opportunities and build upon strengths in order to maintain a competitive advantage in innovation, 
development, and application. This strategy must have several lines of effort in order to cover the full 
scope of the NSIB. It must protect intellectual property joint ventures, capital migration, including 
venture capital and private equity investment, investments in human capital, and university R&D 
programs. 

There are four major challenges: 

I. The NSIB needs to be directed, coordinated, and incentivized to win the contest for innovation. 

II. The United States government has yet to fully embrace and exploit innovation in the private 
sector and academia. 

III. The country as a whole, and the government in particular, lacks a comprehensive talent 
management strategy to win the technological "war for talent." 

IV. The United States needs to improve its collaboration with allies and partners in order to 
strengthen its NSIB and the innovation capacity of those nations. 

A strategy to achieve a long-lasting competitive advantage in technology and innovation must address 
each of these problems. 

The technologies central to the 21st-century national security landscape are changing the future of 
competition and conflict. These technologies include advanced computing, quantum technology, ar-
tificial intelligence (Al), autonomous capabilities, cyber, advanced wireless communications (5G and 
beyond), hypersonic weapons, and microelectronics, among others. In this dynamic technological 
environment, to achieve competitive advantage, the United States must strive to be a "first mover" 
whenever possible and a "fast second mover" if surprised by an opportunistic competitor. The United 
States must also try to protect crucial technologies by fostering their development in the United States 
or allied nations and providing safeguards to ensure they are secure and reliable. Given the nature 
of this open competition, however, the United States must also hedge against those technologies that 
cannot be fully protected. We should, in essence, build higher fences around fewer things. 
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Findings: 

1. The U.S. government lacks a formal structure that provides for more information sharing and 
collaboration among the disparate segments of the NSIB. This is the least developed and perhaps 
the most critical function the government can carry out. 

2. The federal share of total R&D—at its lowest in over 60 years in 2018—has decreased, giving way to 
commercially driven R8cD.1-2 This trend has created both positive and negative consequences for the 
NSIB. On one hand, this shift has increased the total level of R&D funding in the U.S. marketplace. On 
the other hand, motivated by short-term performance and commercial relevance, U.S. companies 
have moved away from the basic research often necessary to drive generational technological 
advances and instead focused on shorter-term strategies tied to quarterly earnings. 

One manifestation of this trend is that today's biggest American technology companies focus 
more on optimizing their current products and services rather than investing in follow-on basic 
research—the kind that earned American companies Nobel Prizes in the past." 
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3. Universities are a critical node of the NSIB. Their research in sensitive areas, including government-
supported work on sensitive technologies, is vulnerable to foreign spying and TP theft. At the same 
time, the openness and attractiveness of American universities help promote scientific innovation 
and expand the American knowledge base. 

USG outreach to academia should be coordinated across all agencies supporting the NSIB. It should 
include better communication of both the threats and the opportunities for those working within 
the NSIB. The partnership needs to be integrated between law enforcement, counterintelligence, 
government labs, and policy officials. 

4. USG engagement with companies and universities has helped raise awareness of the challenge but 
faces limitations in information-sharing and messaging. 

• Inconsistencies across USG agencies with regard to declassifying information about Chinese 
activity hamper the ability to bring charges against intellectual property thieves and 
decrease the effectiveness of warnings about the scale and effectiveness of China's efforts. 

• Even when information is declassified, the government lacks the tools and resources to 
disseminate the information effectively. 
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Recommendations: 

1. Congress should authorize an interagency coordination body—the "National Security Innovation 
Committee"—that is responsible for enabling, developing, guiding, and safeguarding the NSIB. This 
entity would consolidate and elevate the existing agency lines of authority rather than create a new 
layer of bureaucracy. Its work should be strategic and not reactive. 

The committee's goals would be to foster innovation in the United States or among our 
close allies, protect cutting-edge innovation from theft and exploitation by our strategic 
competitors, and establish safeguards to ensure national security applications are secure 
and reliable. 

• The committee would aim to facilitate common purpose and coordinated effort among the 
federated NSIB ecosystem, from the traditional defense and national security community 
to private-sector innovation centers and academia. This effort should aim to focus the NSIB 
ecosystem on the innovations most important to the national competition, but not in a 
way that dampens its greatest strength—dynamism—or introduces bureaucratic obstacles, 
which are the enemy of innovation. 

• The committee would clarify what the U.S. government expects of the NSIB, as the private 
sector elements of the ecosystem often struggle to identify sustainable technological 
investments in potentially vulnerable funding streams over time. 

The committee would formally designate the critical areas in national technological 
competition and maintain an understanding of the dual-use technologies being developed 
in the NSIB. 

• Once identified, these technologies must be prioritized with long-term budgeting 
commitments. As such, the committee should be responsible for coordinating and 
submitting a unified budget analysis to Congress each year to evaluate all of the activities 
across the USG related to the NSIB. This analysis will bring clarity to the scope and breadth 
of investments in NSIB priorities and help policymakers rationalize and prioritize strategic 
investments. 

• The committee would have the responsibility to manage information sharing across the 
government and the authority to task relevant government agencies with developing and 
executing policies relevant to the NSIB. 

• The committee would provide a pathway for the private sector to provide input on its work. 

• Congress would include an annual reporting requirement from the committee, assessing 
the state of the U.S. NSIB and the government's efforts to protect it. 

• The committee should be chaired by the DOD and include representatives from other 
government agencies with equities related to national security innovation. Members 
should include the Departments of Commerce, State, and Treasury along with White House 
stakeholders such as the National Security Council, the Office of Science and Technology 
Policy, the Office of American Innovation, as well as other agencies as Congress deems 
appropriate. Representatives from the various agencies should be designated by the 
secretaries or agency heads but not below the under-secretary level. 

2. The USG should expand funding for R&D and proposals for non-DOD arms of the government—e.g., 
the Departments of Homeland Security, Energy, and Commerce—to ensure a strong U.S.-owned and 
U.S.-based manufacturing center in key sectors, such as semiconductors. 

Congress should authorize a new competitive grant program to fund basic research in areas 
important to 21st-century competition, such as Al, autonomy, quantum technology, or advanced 
computing. The grant program should be administered in coordination with the DOD to fill gaps in 
DOD funding. 
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3. While not sufficient to prevail in this competition, protecting American technology and intellectual 
property is a critical part of the U.S. approach. Efforts to secure the supply chain, such as the 
recent Executive Order securing the information and telecommunications supply chain, and rules 
establishing cyber protection standards will be an important part of arresting Chinese IP theft and 
countering one of their greatest strengths. Necessary, but not sufficient, steps include the following: 

• The U.S. government should establish, maintain, and publicly release a list of academic 
institutions and other organizations that have a history of improper technology transfer, 
IP theft, or cyber espionage, or that operate under the direction of the PIA or Chinese 
intelligence services. The government should ban individuals who are either members of 
the PLA or affiliated with one or more of the organizations on this list from obtaining an F 
visa or J visa to the United States. 

• The State Department should strengthen Security Advisory Opinions (SA0s) for visas where 
there is potential for the illegal transfer of sensitive or dual-use technology. These SA0s, 
commonly known as Visas Mantis, should include a presumption of denial for visa applicants 
flagged by the State Department as potentially problematic. 

The State Department should inform companies in critical technology areas when they are 
recruiting or hiring individuals whose visa applications are flagged as such. 

• The USG needs new tools to combat economic and industrial espionage. One such tool could 
be a new interagency committee and process to allow victims of IP theft to confidentially 
report and provide evidence to federal agencies to consider adverse action against foreign 
individuals and entities the government determines have unlawfully acquired IP from a U.S. 
person. 

4. The USG and universities should work together to protect the integrity of sensitive research 
projects—especially those funded by the DOD, the intelligence agencies, and the Department 
of Energy—including sharing best practices, bolstering university security protocols, and 
improving compliance. Cooperation and communication between the intelligence community, 
law enforcement, and universities on these issues also needs to be improved. This should include 
nonclassified projects that have security implications. 

• The DOD and the Intelligence Community fund unclassified but sensitive research projects 
at U.S. universities; however, they do not have good visibility on foreign participation in those 
projects. The USG should increase the required transparency of participants of this research, 
maintain a database of sensitive research projects, and develop a better understanding of 
foreign efforts to penetrate federally funded research projects. 

Universities should strongly consider policies that limit and ultimately reject funding from 
companies, such as Huawei and ZTE, that are closely linked to adversarial governments 
seeking to gain access to sensitive research. 

• Technology produced by companies banned from the Federal Entities List should not generally 
be used in university research, especially research funded by the federal government. 

5. The USG should pursue research partnerships with universities, similar to the existing programs 
with Purdue, MIT, and Georgia Tech, as a way to consolidate talent. By ensuring collaboration 
throughout the innovation process, sponsoring agencies can ensure efficient allocation of 
resources by preventing repetitive research while maximizing academic expertise. As part of these 
partnerships, the USG must clearly communicate the risk of espionage to universities. 

6. Major defense industry associations should create new mechanisms to engage technology companies 
that fall outside traditional defense industry but are critical to the NSIB in their membership 
structure 
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During the Cold War, the U.S. government often spearheaded innovation in advanced technology—
technology that, at least initially, lacked commercial application. That paradigm has reversed. Now, 
the private sector generates much of the innovation in sectors critical to the NSIB, especially given 
the dual-use applications of many commercial technologies. As the U.S. innovation system evolved, 
a gulf opened between the USG and the technology industries working in areas critical to economic 
and national security This divide is further exacerbated by cultural friction and the Pentagon's 
idiosyncratic, bureaucratic barriers to entry. Despite some success, the government has largely failed 
to develop a coherent innovation strategy to not only leverage high-tech developments but also 
stimulate them. 
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1. Washington has not yet fully adjusted to the new reality that national-security-relevant technologies 
are largely being driven by the commercial sector—not the USG, the DOD, or even the Aerospace 
and Defense (A&D) sector, as was true in the past. 

2. There is cultural dissonance between the tech-innovation community and the DOD-----but the divide 
is not as great as some believe, and it is reversible. Silicon Valley's most persistent concerns about 
working with the DOD relate to transparency and business practices. Commercial companies want 
to know how the government intends to use their technologies. As for business practices, if there is 
a viable and predictable government market for the technology with a relevant timeline, and the 
DOD has responsive contracting processes, capital and innovation will flow. 
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3. Although the federal government has made strides in bridging divides between the hubs of 
American innovation and Washington, DC, it has not been able fully to adapt its practices to promote 
or harness private-sector innovation. 

• Through programs such as the Defense Innovation Unit (DIU), the DOD has steered increased 
venture funding to dual-use companies. However, the DOD tends to focus on early-stage 
investment at the expense of mid- and late-stage investment that can enable start-ups to scale 
and become significant market players. 

• Beyond initial strides in narrow circumstances, the government has not shown a willingness 
to provide major contracts to nontraditional players. DIU remains a small element of the 
ecosystem, and the DOD lacks experience in integrating commercial products into its 
programs of record. The coin of the realm for integrating dual-use companies into the DOD 
ecosystem is a large program of record. 

• The DOD does not yet possess a sufficiently stable presence in Silicon Valley or approach to 
technology transition from strong venture and private capital-backed innovation ecosystems. 

• The USG needs to better understand how commercial technology companies are funded 
and incentivized, then create a structure that will motivate them to innovate and adapt 
technology to national security needs. That will require the DOD and other agencies to 
adapt to a culture that is vastly different from the traditional prime defense contractors. 
The primes will continue to play an important role, but commercial technology companies 
will be essential—and they have vastly different expectations in terms of speed, return on 
investment, and markets. 

4. Private-sector companies are eager for government assistance in securing the building blocks 
of innovation, such as ensuring access to an adequate semiconductor supply chain, as well as 
in identifying and combatting internal and external foreign espionage. However, they are often 
unwilling to accept the associated government oversight that the law and regulations impose on 
government contractors. They would likely be more willing if the law and regulations were more 
transparent and easier to understand and follow. 

S. With the rest of the world now gaining access to critical technologies at the same time as the United 
States, a key factor in technological competition is the speed with which a country can integrate 
path-breaking technologies into its defense systems, as well as the creativity with which it applies 
those systems. 

6. USG policies and investment priorities cannot rely on private-sector innovation to deliver basic 
and applied research and early-stage development projects. Commercial development of Al is the 
exception and not the rule. Military-relevant technologies will continue to require R&D funding to 
advance needs that commercial markets will not address. 
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7. The private sector's decision to fund large, long-horizon investments in R&D requires a strong 
intellectual property system—not just to protect IP but also to attract early-stage capital, ensure 
return on investment, and encourage follow-on innovation. A stronger patent system, along with 
the willingness to enforce licensing, will allow U.S. companies to continue to lead on innovation. 
That approach also plays to the competitive strengths of our system vis-à-vis China's. In recent 
years, efforts to weaken the U.S. patent system have diminished the ability of companies to gain 
and protect patents for their technologies, undercutting incentives for R&D investments and 
undermining innovation efforts. 

8. Congress should adopt a more risk-tolerant mind-set regarding investments in national-security 
innovation. If political leaders want breakthrough innovation, they must show a willingness to 
accept failures. An NSIB that never fails is an NSIB that is not experimenting enough. 

9. The congressional budget cycle is too long, and that can hamper development of critical technologies 
in a heated competition. New program starts are generally not allowed "out of budget cycle" to 
give Congress time to exercise its oversight responsibilities—but awaiting the completion of a full 
budget cycle might take 18 months or more, depending on when a new idea emerges. 

10. Policymakers can encourage sought-after innovation by establishing clear criteria, signaling it 
to the commercial sector, and demonstrating the existence of a marketplace through adequate 
purchasing levels. Additionally, necessary trust must he built where promised procurements and 
timelines can withstand leadership and administration transitions. 

Recommendations: 

1. The DOD should implement a variety of reforms to the way it does business, with the goal of 
acculturating its technology acquisition to the more risk-positive nature of the NSIB and driving 
incentives for private-sector actors to participate more purposefully and robustly in the NSIB. 

The DOD should make use of its alternative acquisition pathways to award contracts as part 
of programs of record to companies to ensure a sustainable funding profile. Although one-
off R&D funding has a role to play in the innovation ecosystem, it alone will not adequately 
integrate new technologies into military platforms, nor will it give investors confidence that 
there is a real market to justify later-stage venture investment. 

• The DOD should measure progress in contracts awarded, total dollars awarded, and speed of 
procurement, focusing on writing fewer, larger checks both as a way to leverage key emerging 
technologies and as a signal to investors. 

• The DOD should overhaul software acquisitions to move away from requirements lists to 
iterative capabilities and maximize the use of commercial standards for interoperability. 

• The A&D sector should be incentivized to increase its investment in dual-use companies. Unlike 
other large industries, the A&D sector has traditionally not been a leader in corporate venture 
investing. A&D companies can benefit from placing "bets" on innovative start-ups, deliver 
much-needed capital during later-stage venture rounds, and help companies overcome the 
USC harriers to entry—but they need to be encouraged by the government to do so. The DOD 
should open up fast-track and other preferred acquisition programs to A&D companies with 
strong venture programs. 

• Dual-use start-up and venture capital sectors should be more open to investment from 
"strategics." Waiting for the DOD to place big bets on new entrants should not be the only 
path toward integrating start-ups. 
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• Programs such as DIU, Defense Digital Service (DDS), and Hacking for Defense (H4D) should 
serve as models for ways to remove obstacles to collaboration between the USG and business 
and academic components of the NSIB. 

2. Congress should redefine a "new start," with innovation in mind to "fast track" exciting new 
technological opportunities within the congressional budget cycle. The authorizing committees 
should make a special effort to identify projects that must start on an expedited basis and flag the 
appropriations committees about the importance of permitting such programs out of cycle. 

3. DIU rotations in innovation centers should be longer, allowing DOD representatives in Silicon 
Valley and other technology innovation hubs more time to establish the relationships and social 
networks that are necessary for long-term success. The DIU should also continue to hire from those 
ecosystems with rapid hiring authorities. 

4. Congress should provide sustained, predictable, increased funding for the DIU, including fully 
funding its National Security Innovation Capital fund. 

5. The USG should reverse recent efforts to diminish the strength of the U.S. intellectual property 
system, providing companies with clear pathways to obtain patents and offering the predictability, 
certainty, and enforceability necessary to inventive endeavors. 

Changes in federal law could also better enable the private sector to recoup financial losses resulting 
from IP theft. Congress should consider amending the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act to include 
a long-arm statute establishing U.S. jurisdiction over Chinese firms operating in the United States. 

6. Congress should establish a more generous R&D tax credit, increasing the "Alternative Simplified 
Credit" above the current 14 percent, to incentivize investment in the crucial, early-stage basic and 
applied research likely to drive innovations key to the NSIB. 

The current U.S. R&D tax credit is much more limited than those of U.S. competitors and ranks only 
25th among the 35 member-states of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD). 

7. The USG must ensure that companies under the direction of the Chinese Communist Party do not 
obtain a near-monopoly on SG wireless technology. Congress should codify the Executive Order 
on domestic telecommunication supply chain security and consider enshrining Huawei's position 
on the Commerce Department's entity list. Ensuring American technological leadership should 
be the guidepost of any actions in this regard. The administration should, therefore, clarify that 
interaction with listed entities in international standard-setting bodies is permissible. 

Winning the race for 5G means doing more than playing defense. The United States must help 
support non-Huawei 5G bids abroad in concert with like-minded allies. One option could be 
a SG Development Fund that would extend lines of credit, similar to the BUILD Act, to strategic 
partners seeking to develop SG wireless networks. The United States does not have to block Huawei 
everywhere abroad, but it must ensure there is a large-enough market for non-Huawei equipment 
to keep Western-aligned competitors in business. 
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Two Success Stories: DDS and H4D 

The Task Force was particularly impressed with two programs working to harness tech innovation—
and innovators—to solve problems: the Defense Digital Service and Hacking for Defense. The former 
approaches the problem from the inside out; the latter from the outside in. Both programs are shaking 
up the DOD enterprise by: 

• Reinterpreting and reimagining mission challenges in useful ways; 

• Bringing the best civilian tech talent to bear on behalf of national security; 

• Breaking down cultural barriers, pulling the tech and defense worlds together, and creating a 
recruitment pool of tech talent for the future; 

• Leveraging the knowledge of private tech leaders to seek out the best problem solvers for 
particular challenges; 

• Introducing the DOD to other parts of the NSIB ecosystem (e.g., the academy, tech entrepreneurs); 

• Acclimating our warfighters to thinking from a tech point of view about solving problems; and 

• Blazing the trail in navigating existing DOD processes to bring new innovation and energy to 
the department. 

While scaling such programs will prove difficult it is important to acknowledge the successes of 
programs already tackling the problems we want the NSIB to solve. Programs like these, which operate 
at the grassroots level, are the best way to coordinate the NSIB ecosystem without straitjacketing its 
independence and dynamism. 

MEW' 

....... 
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As much as emerging technologies will define future conflict, the war for talent will likely play the 
central role in the outcome of long-term technological competition. The NSIB struggles to attract, 
recruit, and retain a workforce willing and able to tackle tough challenges and find innovative 
solutions. Universities are confronting a dearth in American talent generation and retention, and 
much of that shortfall is filled with foreign students, a large share of them from China. 

The ability of American universities to attract foreign students and scholars has many benefits, 
including spurring innovation, but the United States must do more to develop and retain the human 
capital it produces. Currently, the majority of foreign students who obtain masters and doctorate 
degrees from U.S. universities return home instead of entering the U.S. workforce. Private-sector 
companies working with the USG face a lack of workforce talent eligible for government clearances 
to work on national security projects. The government, meanwhile, struggles to attract and retain 
computer engineering and software talent, as well as to develop such talent internally. The effect is a 
brain drain that is working against our national interest—the opposite of the one we benefited from 
in the 20th century. 

Enrollment in U.S. LAI ersities k Program, 2015 
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Figure 3 

1. Unlike its reaction after the "Sputnik moment," the USG now seems content to let market forces 
determine the pull for national technical talent. These forces are unlikely to be sufficient in the 
face of a Chinese national plan to grow the talent pool necessary for a concerted technological 
competition. 

2. Universities are struggling to build and maintain the talent pipeline critical to sustaining the NSIB. 
Universities rely on foreign students, a large fraction of which are Chinese, to field graduate-level 
engineering programs. Some 80 percent of graduate students in technical fields like engineering 
and computer science are foreign nationals.14
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Computer Science Enrollment in LS. Universities, 1995-2015 
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This talent gap is partially due to the fact that private-sector companies attract American students 
graduating from bachelor's programs with lucrative salaries and immediate offers of employment 
following graduation, causing them to forgo graduate degrees. 

3. There is a huge diversity gap in STEM—and, even more significantly, among patent holders. This 
is also an opportunity to focus on leveraging presently untapped talent into technical fields for 
advanced degrees and R&D. 

4. U.S. immigration policies further impede the war for talent, often requiring foreign students 
graduating with high-demand technical degrees to return to their home countries rather than 
providing pathways for them to stay and contribute to the U.S. NSIB. 

S. Chinese students, in particular, are pursuing technical degrees in far greater numbers than 
American students, both at home and abroad—and most of those who earn degrees abroad are 
returning to China afterward for employrnent.15

6. Although some national-security-related research and development does require doctoral-level 
education, much does not. Targeted investments and incentives that are aligned with desired 
educational end-states can all contribute to improvements in the NSIB workforce. 

7. Initiatives such as the Defense Digital Service succeed by providing flexible pathways for government 
service doing meaningful work, and they offer an opportunity for augmenting the government 
NSIB workforce. 

8. The DOD does not sufficiently value the potential contributions of software engineers, with few, 
if any, software engineers having authority to act and maneuver on critical issues within the 
department. Outside of DDS, there are limited opportunities for software engineers to perform 
meaningful work. They are often relegated to Cyber Command, where they cannot develop software 
and often face long wait times for security clearances. 
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Recommendations: 

1. Congress should authorize the creation of a new national civilian "STEM Corps" modeled after the 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps and the National Guard. Students would he selected through a 
competitive process to receive full tuition to attend public universities and study specified disciplines 
related to national security technology. In return for accepting the scholarship, graduates would 
commit to spending several years serving in either the "active" or "reserve" STEM Corps, working 
within a component of the NSIB ecosystem. 

The "active" component of the STEM Corps would include graduates working full-time in designated 
government and DOD billets. The "reserve" component would work two days each month and 14 
days each summer with government agencies or DOD offices. The reserves would provide flexible, 
short-term pathways of service for those working in the private sector. 

2. Congress should create a "National Security Innovation Base Visa" that would encourage 
appropriately vetted, highly skilled workers to come to the United States or foreign national students 
graduating with relevant degrees to stay in the United States. This approach would incentivize 
them to contribute their education and talents to the long-term benefit of the NSIB. 

The NSIB Visa should target relevant fields, such as Al, automation, cybersecurity, and various dual-
use technologies. It could be used to draw global talent to work across the sectors of the NSIB 
ecosystem—from private companies and university faculties to the Departments of Defense and 
Energy—with appropriate but expedited vetting of applicants pursuant to the level of clearance 
needed for particular positions. 

3. Congress and the Executive Branch should pursue incentives for introducing computer literacy 
and coding training at early stages of education. Congress should increase financial incentives for 
industry to champion early STEM education programs. 

Military bases should increase community outreach programs to students in cybersecurity, 
computer science, and STEM to encourage participation in internship opportunities with the 
services, exposing talented students to the mission of the DOD. Currently, outreach programs at 
bases vary, and additional outreach would be mutually beneficial for the military and students. 

4. In addition to expanding programs such as DDS and the DOD public-private talent exchange 
program, which promote relatively brief rotations in and out of government, the USG and the 
private sector should create longer-term, flexible-pathway programs allowing participants to move 
between public service and the private sector. Over time, rotating people through meaningful 
assignments will create the kind of personal relationships and cultural awareness that draws the 
whole ecosystem together without the kind of top-down coercion that inhibits creativity. 

The DDS should provide an annual briefing to Congress to provide recommendations for navigating 
the system of hiring computer scientists, as well as mitigating educational and structural IT 
challenges within the DOD. 

S. The USG should maintain security clearances for cleared individuals transitioning from government 
to the innovation sector to help ease their return to government service, either full-time or part-
time, later in their careers. 

6. The USG should evaluate whether security clearance holders should, upon leaving government 
service, be able to work at companies like Huawei or Kaspersky, which are financially backed by 
adversarial governments. 
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7. The military services and Cyber Command should be given authority to structure special 
recruitment packages with maximum flexibility on length of service, training requirements, rank, 
and compensation for personnel with high-value technical skills. While the DOD may never be 
able to compete with the private sector on compensation alone, flexibility to waive employment 
requirements, including clearances, will help—along with creating more awareness of the value of 
meaningful public service. 

8. The DOD should prioritize developing career paths for active-duty military computer scientists and 
software engineers to ensure they are able to continue advancing in rank throughout their military 
service. 

The ongoing global technological competition is largely between democratic and authoritarian 
states, whose exploitation of technology reflects their own values. The United States does not possess 
a monopoly on ideas, technology, or talent. The United States needs to partner with its allies on 
innovation just as it does on collective security; those pannerships will be force-multipliers for the 
NSIB. The value chain for the technologies critical to the NSIB is inherently global—and strengthening 
the U.S. NSIB will require incentivizing and leveraging commercial technology not just in the United 
States but also among its trusted allies and partners. One way to offset China's increasing military-
civil fusion is to access and exploit global commercial research and development. The United States 
already possesses a legal and regulatory structure to facilitate cooperation on innovation among 
its closest allies. The National Technology and Industrial Base (NTIB), which includes Canada, the 
United Kingdom, and Australia, mandates that the DOD seek to integrate the industrial bases among 
these nations.16 Expanding the functionality of the NTIB and exploring supplementary policies and 
regulations are critical steps in strengthening the NSIB. 

The Cost of Compliance 

The Task Force learned that businesses in the United Kingdom—one of our closest allies—spend more 
than MO million each year just to navigate the compliance obligations of doing business with the 
United States, particularly with trade controls. That equates to roughly 1 percent of the UK's annual 
defense budget. 

Although we recognize the importance of responsible acquisition and trade policy, this imbalance 
can harm U.S. and allied readiness. Our allies' spending on compliance should shift to spending on 
capa.city and capability. 

Findings: 

1. Shifting from a mind-set of U.S. technological dominance—in which America generates breakthrough 
innovation and parcels it out carefully as needed to a mind-set of U.S.-led cooperation with its allies 
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on leveraging commercial innovation will require a cultural shift. That shift will depend on 
recognizing the nature of the competition. It will also depend on viewing technology and capability 
transfers not just as security risks but also as potential assets. 

2. As China continues to grow and implement its fusion strategy, the United States will need to leverage 
alliances and partnerships to compete over the long term. Allied contributions have been brought 
to bear in the military arena (e.g., through NATO and Major Non-NATO Allies), and policymakers 
must determine how to utilize it in the broader NSIB context, as well. 

Washington and its close allies and partners collectively boast one of the strongest and most 
innovative markets in the world. Greater integration will expand access to friendly nations' 
contributions, and thereby empower the NSIB. 

3. Any reform initiatives, whether in the United States or abroad, will face significant bureaucratic 
challenges. Countries have strong reasons to support their domestic industries and to protect their 
sensitive innovations. 

4. The USG has also rightly raised concerns about sources of trusted foreign capital and controlling 
investments in critical technologies. The USG recently enacted the Foreign Investment Risk Review 
Modernization Act (FIRRMA), which transformed the jurisdiction, authority, and operation of the 
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) to address these and related concerns. 

5. The NTIB model has inherent potential strengths, and an expanded NTIB can strengthen the U.S. 
innovation base. 

• According to a recent analysis, the NTIB "offers the opportunity to immediately add 40 
percent in capacity to the U.S. industrial base" by providing "additional scale and [tilling] 
some of the manufacturing holes that currently exist."" 

• The countries within the NTIB are close allies. All are part of the Five Eyes intelligence-sharing 
alliance, and all but Australia are members of NATO. They boast dynamic economies and 
robust commercial innovation bases. Existing efforts to integrate their innovation bases, 
such as NTIB and the International Traffic in Arms (ITAR) exemptions granted to Canada, 
have streamlined some areas of cooperation and technology sharing. NTIB countries are 
pursuing further means of collaboration. Further exemptions beyond the current limited 
Canadian exemption would allow for collaboration without the fear that ITAR will be 
attached to each instance of U.S. participation. 

6. Much of the technological development critical to the NSIB is occurring within but also beyond 
NTIB nations. U.S. allies are pursuing significant R&D in specialized areas, from Al and cyber to 
space and anti-access area denial. The principle of comparative advantage offers a road map to 
thoughtful and effective collaboration. 

• NATO remains a foundational military alliance and represents an important forum for NSIB 
cooperation as well. 

• Key partners both inside and outside NATO, including Norway, Israel, Sweden, South 
Korea, and Japan, have all made substantial gains in specialized technologies. However, in 
some cases, they hesitate or struggle to cooperate with the United States due to its onerous 
regulatory and licensing system that leaves them feeling unwelcome as partners in our 
defense ecosystem. 

7. The U.S. export-control system, a legacy of the Cold War, limits the industrial and commercial base 
available to the USG, discourages allied governments and commercial entities from accessing the 
American marketplace, and hinders cross-border collaboration among scientists and engineers. 
In effect, U.S. export controls impose burdensome restrictions on technologies widely available to 
American adversaries while dis-incentivizing R&D and commercial-market cooperation with allies. 
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Recommendations: 

1. Congress should authorize a new international framework—the "Partnership for a Strong Innovation 
Base"—to allow the NSIB to capitalize on the capabilities of the United States' most trusted allies. 
The framework should be designed to give the United States access to cutting-edge technology from 
close allies and to encourage those countries to make robust investments in military capabilities to 
enhance the common defense. 

The partnership should allow trusted allies and partners to benefit from a regulatory fast 
track for their key investments. The regulatory approach for these investments and partners 
should be one of presumptive openness. Burdensome acquisition rules and trade controls 
should apply only when specifically required. 

Congress should shape priorities for areas of cooperation based on the needs of U.S. national 
security where international cooperation has some precedent and offers key advantages. 

• Eligibility for accession to the partnership should be based on key criteria, including 

• the record of commitment to investment in national defense as defined by the level 
of spending on national defense and defense-related infrastructure; 

• the level of investment and cooperation with the United States, particularly within the 
U.S. defense industrial base; 

• the value to military interoperability; 

• the country's degree of defense and security cooperation with the United States; and 

• the existence and extent of existing security agreements and reciprocal defense 
agreements. 

• Consistent with the need to safeguard U.S. national security, certain laws—including foreign 
investment and industrial security—could be applied in a more discerning way, rather 
than being waived altogether. For example, partnership benefits could include favorable 
presumptions or prioritized reviews, building on provisions of law that grant favorable 
treatment to NTIB members. 

2. The United States should sharpen and focus existing authorities to enable U.S. companies and the 
USG to leverage opportunities generated by companies in allied nations. 

• As an initial matter, Congress should consider applying the Canadian ITAR exemption to 
Australia and the United Kingdom as part of the NTIB integration process. 

• It should also broaden that exemption to apply to a greater range of technologies, since 
the current exemption excludes certain critical technologies, such as cybersecurity. Such 
measures would allow innovative technologies and defense materials to move across NTIB 
borders without licenses, creating a zone of enhanced collaboration for key technologies. 

3. Congress should streamline technological exchange by making program-wide licenses available, 
such that companies and governments need not seek individual licenses for each component part of 
a particular technology or at each stage of project development. A coordinated, strategic framework 
for R&D cooperation would allow U.S. allies to drive innovation toward common goals. 

4. As it considers how to strengthen the NTIB and expand partnerships with other nations, the USG 
must also consider the kinds of technologies to prioritize, and with whom. 
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• High-priority technologies could include Al; space; cyber; quantum; integrated intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISM; autonomous systems; and hypersonic technologies. 
By focusing on particular areas of cooperation, policymakers should identify the specific 
expertise allies and partners have to offer and create special mechanisms to facilitate 
cooperation in those areas while avoiding a costly and time-consuming attempt to engage in 
wholesale export control and acquisition reform. 

The United States and its allies can also consider how to pool their resources to incentivize 
NSIB innovation. The Five Eyes nations could launch a "Five Eyes Grand Challenge," modeled 
after DARPA's highly successful series. The challenge would be open to engineering teams and 
entrepreneurs from all five countries and focus on developing solutions to a common military 
operational problem.,8

5. The U.S. intelligence community should work toward more transparency with allies, such as the 
Five Eyes—particularly when it comes to creating standards and norms. Not only would this reduce 
the barriers on sharing technology and working on projects as a coalition, it would also strengthen 
offensive deterrence capabilities. Instead of hoping our allies continue to trust our method of 
attribution of cyberattacks, working in conjunction with them will provide greater gravity in an 

An ascendant, technologically advanced China poses a threat not just to U.S. security but also to the 
values of freedom and democracy that have shaped the world for more than a half century. 

The contest for innovation between the United States and China will turn largely on which system 
innovates more effectively over time. If it is the Chinese system, then China may unseat America as 
the primary global power, supplant the technological dominance of the United States and its allies, 
and reshape the world in its authoritarian image. That need not and should not be the result—but 
preventing it will require swift and decisive action to strengthen the National Security Innovation 
Base. 

Rolling back Chinese high-tech authoritarian ambitions will require a strong, dynamic, cohesive, and 
secure NSIB. Though the American private sector has delivered transformational technologies in the 
past, today's NSIB will be incapable, in its current state, of producing the national security innovations 
needed for the United States to outcompete China. To respond to China's technological challenge, 
enhance the American way of life, and protect the national security, the NSIB ecosystem must produce 
cutting-edge technologies more often and more reliably than China's centralized, government-led 
innovation system. 

Our strategy should be confident, opportunistic, and entrepreneurial—but also clear-eyed and 
pragmatic. Closer collaboration and coordination among the groups that comprise the NSIB is vital, as 
is building the pipeline of talented minds dedicated to sharpening America's innovative edge. Leaders 
must work to eliminate the cultural disconnect and distrust between the public and private sectors. 
The recommendations in this report provide a path to countering China and its existential threat to 
U.S. national interests, global stability, and our way of life. 

The Task Force calls on all Americans and allies of freedom to take from this report a sense of urgency. 
The United States, and its partners around the world, have huge reservoirs of strength and invention 
that, taken together, are more than sufficient to decide the outcome---if the leaders of our innovation 
ecosystem will work together to harness the power of technology in the service of a free and peaceful 
world. 
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Dedkated to the preservation and promotion of Ronald Reagan's legacy of inspired freedom 

The Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation and Institute (RRPFI) is the non-profit, non- partisan 

organization established by President Reagan whose mission is to promote his legacy by convening, 

educating and engaging people around the world in his core principles of freedom, economic 

opportunity global democracy and national pride. The Ronald Reagan Institute in Washington, DC — an 

entity of RRPFI — promotes President Reagan's ideals, vision, and leadership example for the benefit 

of generations to come through substantive, issue- driven forums, academic and young professional 

programming, and scholarly work. The Reagan Foundation sustains the Ronald Reagan Presidential 

Library and Museum. At the dedication of the Reagan Library in November 1991, President Reagan 

defined its purpose by describing it as a living institution where scholars interpret the past and policy 

makers debate the future. 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 1:40 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Shi, Pei yang 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Letter to CAS re dialogue meeting with in Wuhan 
Attachments: Letter to CAS from Griffin and Hamburg v2.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

Here is the draft letter to seek approval to hold the next U.S. China bio dialogue meeting with NIV in Wuhan. The letter 
would be signed by Peggy Hamburg and Diane Griffin (and I will reach out to them in a separate email) but I wanted to 
send it to you for final review first. I have been told by our leadership that Chunli Bai is no longer the president of CAS, 
Pei-yong could you ask Zhiming who this should go to after it gets signed? 

Note that the letter also includes a request to formalize the dialogue (via memorandum of understanding and the appointment 
of a standing organizing committee) as a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM and CAS. It makes sense to do this 
now for several reasons. Was thinking that the standing committee could include Americans and the Chinese 
scientists/leaders we have been working with but happy to hear your thoughts on this. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

1 
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RE: Proposed Chinese-U.S. dialogue meeting on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory 
Safety 8z Global Health Security in Wuhan, China 

Dr. Bai (_ liunli 
President, Academician 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

We are writing to formally request your permission and support to hold the next in a series of China-
U.S. meetings on emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security co-convened by 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) and the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) in Wuhan, China in late 2019. 

Over the past several years, Dr. David Franz and Dr. James Le Duc have worked with Dr. Yuan Zhiming, 
Professor and Deputy Director, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS, and other Chinese officials to organize 
a series of meetings, a dialogue between experts designated by the CAS, China Center for Disease Control 
(CCDC), the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), and the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences and the NASEM. These dialogue meetings have been designed to allow scientists from China and 
the United States to share research findings, best practices, and lessons learned and to create collaborative 
partnerships in areas identified during the workshops. Meetings have been held in Beijing, Wuhan, 
Galveston, TX and most recently the CAAS Veterinary Institute in Harbin, China. In addition to ourselves, 
participants have included esteemed senior Chinese and American Scientists, such as Gao Fu (CAS, CCDC, 
NAM), Yi Shi (CAS), Linda Saif (NAS), David Reiman (NAM), Bu Zhigao, (CAAS), and many others. 

During the meeting in Harbin in January 2019, Dr. Le Duc and Dr. Yuan discussed holding a second 
dialogue meeting in Wuhan. Topics that are proposed for discussion at the meeting include: medical 
countermeasure development, especially advanced development of vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics; 
development and use of animal models of high-consequence diseases in biocontainment; host-pathogen 
interactions; the special challenges associated with the conduct of regulated studies in biocontainment; 
response to disease outbreaks; risk assessment of gene editing and other advanced biotechnologies in 
pathogen research; appropriate institutional oversight of biosafety and biosecurity training and facilities 
operations; and vector-borne disease research. 

With your approval, NASEM and CAS will establish an informal joint organizing committee to plan the 
next dialogue meeting, invite workshop speakers and participants, and make workshop logistical 
arrangements. NASEM will pay the air, lodging, and ancillary costs of all the American participants and 
can contribute financial support for meeting costs in China, if necessary. We hope that we can use a 
portion of this meeting to formalize, via memorandum of understanding and the appointment of a 
standing organizing committee of Chinese and American experts, the existence of the China-U.S. 
dialogue on the challenges of emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security as a 
regular, ongoing activity between our two organizations. 

We hope that you approve and will support this activity. China and the United States are world leaders in 
life science research and development, have large populations that may be susceptible to emerging 
infections, and are world leaders in public health and response infectious disease. Both of our countries 
operate complex high biological containment laboratories that are critical to responding to combating 
outbreaks. It is important to cooperate and discusses these and other key areas of interest and concern for 
our two countries and as the life sciences advance, continue to exchange best practices to ensure the safe 
and secure conduct of the life science enterprise going forward. 

Commented [RBI.]: No longer the president of CAS 
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We look forward to your thoughts on the organization, content, and substance of the proposed dialogue 
meeting, your thoughts on the proposal for formalize the dialogue and any other issues that you and your 
colleagues wish to address. 

Sincerely, 

Diane E. Griffin Margaret Hamburg 
Vice President, NAS Foreign secretary, NAM 

Additional points of contact: 
James Le Duc Ph.D. 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
iv% leduc@utmb.edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
brusek@nas. .11a 1.202.334.3975 
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Sent: 4/24/2020 2:00:26 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W. [jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 

[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Raymond Jeanloz [jeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu] 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

Hi Ben, 
I discussed the virtual conference with Zhiming. His response is later this year might be 

Pei-yoku:3 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 1:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

Pei-yong have you mentioned the virtual dialogue letter to Zhiming? 

FYI George Gao is scheduled to be on a virtual panel with Toni Fauci at the NAS annual meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2 
pm. 
http://www.nasonline.orgiabout-nasievents/annual-meetingJnas157/covid19-update.html 

Anyone can listen in. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 5:27 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 

From the Houston Chronicle just posted. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <steocamp@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <d1ramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: And here is the HC story that posted Thursday afternoon 
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UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese 
lab doing coronavirus research 

By Nick Powell 
Houston Chronicle 
• 
A leading Texas scientist who visited a Chinese laboratory conducting coronavirus research acknowledged that 
while that facility made security a priority, it is possible that an accident could have led to the global virus 
outbreak. 

James Le Duc, the director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch 
(UTMB) in Galveston, has had a professional relationship with several Chinese biocontainment labs since 2013, 
including the Wuhan Institute of Virology laboratory, which studies some of the world's most lethal infectious 
diseases, including coronaviruses in bats. 

The Wuhan laboratory's research has prompted speculation by Trump administration officials and others that 
it may have had a role in causing the coronavirus outbreak in China's Hubei Province, the virus's epicenter. 
Administration officials have also called on China to close its "wet markets," more widely viewed as the source 
of the COVID-19 outbreak linked to more than 183,000 deaths worldwide. 

Le Duc visited the Wuhan lab in 2017, shortly before it opened, and even hosted the lab's building engineers 
at the Galveston National Laboratory for a training program on building operations and maintenance while it 
was under construction. While Le Duc said he did not see anything during that visit to the lab that alarmed him 
or hinted at lax safety protocols, he acknowledged that even laboratories with the highest level of security are 
prone to accidents. 

Related Stories 
Diplomatic cables from 2018 obtained by The Washington Post warned about questionable safety and 
inadequate training at the lab and the risk potential of coronaviruses from bats being transmitted to humans 
and causing a pandemic similar to SARS in 2003. 

"Accidents happen," Le Duc told the Houston Chronicle. "You do your best to prevent it, and you prepare for 
an eventuality if it should happen. So all I can say is (the Wuhan lab) was built comparable to ours, with a 
whole series of redundant safety measures in place. We did our best to share best practices so that they knew 
how to drive it and keep it safe. But it would be foolish to say there's no risk, because there's risk in 
everything." 

Senior officials at the Wuhan lab have consistently denied any link between their facility and the coronavirus 
outbreak. Yuan Zhiming, a top scientist at the Wuhan facility, told Chinese state television recently, "There is 
absolutely no way that the virus originated from our institute." 

Shi Zhengli, a virologist at the Wuhan lab and one of the world's leading researchers on bat coronaviruses, told 
Scientific American last month that she initially feared the virus could have originated at her facility, but was 
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relieved that none of the genetic sequences taken from infected patients matched the viruses her team had 
sampled from bat caves. 

"That really took a load off my mind," Shi said. "I had not slept a wink for days." 

Yet the coronavirus research at the Wuhan lab so alarmed American science diplomats that they requested 
the United States provide further support beyond the assistance that the lab was getting from UTMB. In 
another cable, diplomats noted "the new lab has a serious shortage of appropriately trained technicians and 
investigators needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory." 

As part of a team at UTMB that helped train staff from the Wuhan lab, Le Duc was hesitant to ascribe blame or 
speculate on any specific cause of the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan. He did, however, acknowledge China's 
relative lack of experience in establishing high-security biocontainment labs. 

"I can say that this was a brand-new laboratory that was working at a level of biocontainment that they had 
not worked at in the past, so it's not surprising that they don't have a whole lot of people with experience in 
it," said Le Duc, who joined UTMB in 2006 from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "I don't think 
that that means that they were any less appreciative of safety and security than anyone else." 

UTMB's relationship with China dates back to 2013, when the medical branch opened discussions with three 
labs that were under construction, including the facility in Wuhan. Through the Galveston National 
Laboratory's federally-funded national training center, Le Duc led a team that provided individualized, hands-
on training in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory operations to international partners from 
around the world who had built or were building new biocontainment laboratories. 

As part of this engagement with the Chinese, the Galveston National Laboratory hosted a team of engineers 
that was building the lab in Wuhan to train them specifically on maintenance and operations of 
biocontainment labs. The national laboratory also hosted two Chinese post-doctoral scientists from the 
Wuhan lab. They completed the nearly year-long training needed to gain independent access to the Galveston 
facility and collaborated with UTMB faculty on Crimean Congo hemorrhagic fever virus research. 

UTMB did not provide the specific dates when the Chinese staffers came to Galveston, but Le Duc said they 
arrived in the years prior to the Wuhan facility opening in 2017. The medical branch also declined to release 
the names of the two Chinese scientists from the Wuhan lab, citing federal law that protects the privacy of 
student records. 

"We wanted to make sure that we were engaged with (China) because they're a huge country, they've got 
tremendous intellectual power, and a lot of ongoing scientific collaborations," Le Duc said. "We just wanted to 
make sure that as they stood up their new biocontainment labs, that they were aware of our experiences and 
kind of open up a dialogue so that we could share best practices." 

Le Duc spoke highly of Shi, a professional colleague whose research he admires. Both scientists attended 
annual meetings hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, 
where Le Duc listened to Shi warn of the dangers of coronaviruses jumping from animals to humans as far 
back as 2015. Shi's presentations at these meetings have not been made public. 
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While one of the 2018 diplomatic cables obtained by The Post warned of the public health risk of bat-
associated coronaviruses, Le Duc said the dangers of these viruses have been common knowledge in the 
scientific community for years, in large part because of Shi's research. 

"I've never seen the cable but it's kind of being implied that this is breaking news," he said. "Well, in the 
scientific community we had been talking about this for at least five years. It wasn't breaking news and it 
wasn't a surprise to the scientists that are working in this field." 

He has kept in touch with Shi since the outbreak and is saddened her integrity has come into question. Le Duc 
said he believes Shi's account of when she was first notified of the first coronavirus infections and that the 
timeline of events suggests to him that the virus did not originate in the Wuhan lab. 

"It's all speculation that the lab was involved and I think it's very appropriate that people look into this 
because that's where some of the work is done, but the timeline doesn't make sense," he said. "I'm not at all 
trying to defend her or the laboratory, and frankly I think the Chinese government has done themselves and 
the global community a big disservice by not being more transparent as to what's going on, but that's a whole 
different set of issues." 

Federal officials had hoped UTMB's unique relationship with the Wuhan lab might led to an exchange that 
would help U.S. officials develop a diagnostic test for COVID-19, but Chinese officials nixed the idea in late 
January, The Post has reported. 

Le Duc also dismissed conspiracy theories suggesting that the coronavirus was man-made in the Wuhan lab, 
saying it "almost certainly originated from nature" given its similarity to other known bat-associated 
coronaviruses. But he conceded that working with infectious diseases, even in the most secure facilities, is 
inherently risky. 

"We as scientists try and use the best practices," he said. "Nobody wants to get sick, nobody wants to take 
their work home with them. Like anything, it's a highly specialized field, there are tools and procedures that 
protect the individuals working in the field and we all try and use them." 

nick.powell@chron.corn 

Nick Powell 

Nick Powell covers Galveston and the Bay Area for the Houston Chronicle. 

Past Articles from this Author: 

• Galveston, Montgomery counties will not mandate face coverings 

• UTMB scientist acknowledges safety risks at Chinese lab doing coronavirus research 

• State parks reopen, giving Texans a much-needed break from cabin fever 
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From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:45 AM 
To: Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>;
Ramirez, Donna R. <d1ramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Good to hear Sheila. 

Thank you. 

Raul 

Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 23, 2020, at 8:41 AM, Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I thought the story was very transparent and very well done. brought the paper to me this morning and 
said "hey, there's a great story on the GNL on the front page today." is not aware of our struggling with how best to 
handle this at all. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:11 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila 
<shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>;
Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: GDN GNL/Wuhan story 

Galveston bio lab explains connections to Wuhan 

• By JOHN WAYNE FERGUSON The Daily News 
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In a biocontainment laboratory, there's always a risk of something going wrong, Dr. James 
LeDuc, director of the Galveston National Laboratory said. 

People can unintentionally be stuck with a needle or bitten by an infected animal, causing a 
breach of even the most secure lab protocols. 

But as a theory about a Chinese lab being the original source of the global coronavirus 
pandemic circulates at the highest level of the U.S. government, LeDuc was cautious about 
placing blame on the Wuhan Institute of Virology. 

"I certainly wouldn't say that there isn't a possibility for something to get released out of 
our laboratory or any other lab around the world," LeDuc said. "I can say there are 
redundant safety mechanisms in place both here, and certainly in Wuhan, that guard 
against that. 

"But sometimes accidents happen," he said 

LeDuc is a former U.S. Centers for Disease Control official who once led the office 
responsible for preventing deaths from viral disease. 

LeDuc wasn't just speculating about the safety of the Wuhan lab. The Galveston National 
Lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch has a years-long relationship with the 
facility and its researchers. 
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LeDuc, who visited the Wuhan lab while it was under construction in 2017, said it is 
comparable in quality and safety to biosafety labs in the United State and Europe. 

Questions about the role of the Wuhan lab have increased in recent days because of 
statements by President Donald Trump and other political leaders. A widely read column in 
The Washington Post also raised new questions about where the virus originated. 

Wuhan, a city in eastern China, was the site of the first major outbreak of the coronavirus. 
Speculation about the lab as the source of the outbreak has been fueled by multiple factors, 
including its location and by the efforts of the Chinese government to tamp down on 
reporting about the virus outbreak 

Recent news about the Wuhan lab has included mentions of the Galveston National 
Laboratory and the medical branch's connection to the Chinese lab. 

WHAT IS THE CONNECTION? 

The Galveston lab has worked with China since 2013, when construction began on the 
Wuhan laboratory. Both the Galveston and Wuhan research facilities operate Biosafety 
Level 4 laboratories, which are designed to safely contain the most lethal and infectious 
pathogens for research, LeDuc said. 

While the Wuhan lab was under construction, the National Lab provided "short-term 
training experiences" to the staff, LeDuc said. The Galveston lab also hosted two Chinese 
post-doctoral students, who were trained to work safely in BSL-4 laboratories and who 
returned to China to work in the Wuhan lab, LeDuc said. 

Those students started a biosafety and biocontainment training program for the Wuhan 
lab, LeDuc said. 

The National Laboratory's role in training researchers from China isn't unusual. Between 
2008 and 2016, the National Lab's National Biocontainment Training Center was funded 
the by U.S. Department of Defense to teach researchers from about 70 countries on 
laboratory safety techniques. 
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Defense department funding for the training center ended in 2016. Since then, the 
Galveston National Laboratory hasn't offered training to international researchers, LeDuc 
said. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAINING 

Claims about a lack of training have been at the center of the latest news about the Wuhan 
lab's connection to the coronavirus outbreak. 

On April 14, Washington Post opinion columnist Josh Rogin reported on U.S. State 
Department cables, written in 2018, that warned about safety management weaknesses at 
the Wuhan lab. 

Rogin interviewed an unnamed U.S. official who called the cables a "warning shot" meant 
to bring more attention and support to the lab. The cables said the Wuhan lab had a 
shortage of trained technicians and researchers. Despite the cables, no extra U.S. assistance 
was given to the lab, Rogin said. 

In recent months, the cables have circulated among Trump administration officials as 
possible evidence the coronavirus was released in China as the result of a lab accident, 
Rogin said. On the same day as Rogin's column, Yahoo News published its own report 
about the Trump administration's speculation about the Wuhan Lab that emphasized there 
was no hard evidence for the connection. 

The intelligence community "has not come down on any one theory," about the origins of 
the virus, the Yahoo story said. 

LeDuc didn't know anything about the State Department cables, he said. He didn't think 
the comments about training were a direct reference to the Galveston National Laboratory 
or its programs, he said. 

Rogin's report focuses on the concerns about Wuhan's BSL-4 lab. The Yahoo article and the 
CDC's own website note that coronavirus samples can be handled safely in laboratories 
with lower safety levels. 
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The Galveston National Laboratory received a sample of the coronavirus for research in 
February. Since then, researchers have worked with the virus in the medical branch's BSL-
3 and BSL-4 laboratories, officials confirmed Tuesday. 

After the Washington Post column was published, some conservative news organizations, 
including Fox News, reported about "increased confidence," again from unnamed U.S. 
officials about the Wuhan lab being the origin of the virus. On Saturday, Trump said China 
should face consequences if it was "knowingly responsible" for releasing the virus. 

The director of the Wuhan lab on Tuesday denied any connection between the lab and the 
outbreak. Also on Tuesday, the World Health Organization said evidence shows the virus 
likely originated in animals and that it was not manipulated or constructed in a laboratory. 

LeDuc had similar sentiments about the origins of the coronavirus. 

"There is convincing evidence that the new virus was not the result of intentional genetic 
engineering and that it almost certainly originated from nature, given its high similarity to 
other known bat-associated coronaviruses," LeDuc said. 

John Wayne Ferguson: 409-683-5226; john.fergusonPgalvnews.com or on Witter @johnwferguson. 
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Sent from my iPhone8 Plus 

On Apr 22, 2020, at 5:36 PM, Rainier, Ben G. <bgraimer@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Raul. 

 Original Message 
From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila 
<shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
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Cc: Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Dr. Le Duc, HC and GDN 

Good afternoon all. 

Dr. Le Due has spoken to the GDN and the HC in separate interviews. 

In response to whether he thought that the virus could have escaped from a lab in Wuhan, Dr. Le Duc essentially said 
that we don't know. He pointed out all the safety redundancies that the lab there and the GNL have. 

"You know there's always a risk of something going wrong." "Did that happen here? I have no idea." 

Also, Dr. Le Duc was asked about the possibility of accidents by the Chronicle reporter "You do your best to prevent 
it. All I can say is that their lab was built with a bunch of safety redundancies...it would be foolish to say that there are 
no accidents.". 

Both reporters asked about the State Department cables and Dr. Le Duc said that he hadn't seen the cables and could 
not speak to that specifically. 

Both reporters wanted to know about the training that we had provided and Dr. Le Duc provided some good 
explanations. He also stressed why we think that the training is important because we want everyone to be safe and no 
one wants to have an accident or get sick. 

I will send copies of the stories once they are posted or published. 

Thank you everyone, 

Raul 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2019 4:38 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;'Dayid Franz';Shi, Pei yong 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 
Attachments: Letter to CAMs from Griffin and Hamburg_mdl.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I have attached a draft letter for Diane and Peggy for your review, Pei-yong, we will need to know who to send it to... 

Re the call tomorrow, please call 1-888-537-7715 and enter participant code 12223052# at 1:00 PM ET 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 2:45 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

OK—added to my calendar. Please share call in information when available. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 12:52 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <davicirfranzegmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Pei-yong and I spoke on the phone, he is on vacation until Thursday. Lets plan to talk on Friday. How about 1 PM ET? 

In the interim, I will write a draft letter and contact Peggy and Diane. 

And yes I will leave the funding support offer out of the letter. 

1 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 1:49 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <NvIeduc@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Kungmin update 

If I don't make it on the call, the only thing I'm not comfortable with is offering them funding support. 
Whatever you guys decide is fine. I like Pei-Yong talking to Zhiming or George. Home tomorrow afternoon, 
dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2019, at 4:18 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi all, 

Longding's institution is very conservative. This has limited their growth. I'll be back to office on 
Thursday. We could have a TC on Thursday or Friday. 

One suggestion is to talk to Zhiming and George for options. We could decide after our TC. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 9:11 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong; Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks for the update Pei-Yong. This is very sad and frustrating, but certainly understandable from their 
perspective. We should probably have a brief teleconference to discuss options. I'm available all day. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshipUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 7:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Kungmin update 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I just received a negative response from Longding that, due to the current China-US relationship, 
their institute has decided not to host our next meeting. I personally understand why they are 
changing their position. Let's talk about it through a TC or email. 
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Sorry about the negative development. Since Longding wrote to me in Chinese through WeChat. 
I am not forwarding it to you. However, I have asked him to email us about it in English. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

On Jun 17, 2019 5:27 PM, "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

-lere are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie Bowman (Bowman, Katherine 
KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <NvIeduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the adjustments. 

Jim 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail. com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. Let me 
know if a marked up version comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

<Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019.docx> 
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id I I I 

RE: Proposed Chinese-U.S. dialogue meeting on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory 
Safety 8z Global Health Security in Kunming, China 

ywitsploquqpiRpRitiosoll 

We are writing to formally request your permission and support to hold a China-U.S. dialogue on 
emerging infections, laboratory safety and global health security issues between the National Academies 
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) and the Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences, 
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) in China in 2019. 

NASEM is an independent, non-governmental organization established 150 years ago by the U.S. 
government to provide objective advice to the government on matters of science and its applications. 

Over the past several years, Dr. David Franz and Dr. James Le Duc have worked with NASEM staff and 
Chinese counterparts to organize a series of dialogue meetings between NASEM experts and Chinese 
experts designated by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, China Center for Disease Control, and the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, and the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. We are 
requesting your support of the next meeting because of the great expertise CAMS brings to these topics 
and because each of the other institutions has hosted a meeting; the meetings have been held in Beijing, 
Wuhan, Galveston, and most recently the Veterinary Institute in Harbin, China. Participants have 
included esteemed senior Chinese and American Scientists, such as George Gao, Linda Saif (NAS), and 
David Relman (NAM), and many others. 

During the meeting in Harbin in January 2019, Dr Franz and Dr. Le Duc discussed holding a similar 
dialogue meeting with representatives of the Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences, Chinese Academy of 
Medical Sciences (CAMS)Topics that are proposed for discussion at the dialogue meeting include: 
medical countermeasure development especially advanced development of vaccines, therapeutics and 
diagnostics; development and use of animal models of high-consequence diseases in biocontainment; 
host-pathogen interactions; the special challenges on the conduct of regulated studies in biocontainment; 
response to disease outbreaks; risk assessment of gene editing and other advanced biotechnology in 
pathogen research; appropriate institutional oversight of biosafety and biosecurity training and facilities 
operations; and vector borne disease research. 

We hope that you approve and will support this activity. China and the United States are world leaders in 
life science research and development and have large populations susceptible to emerging infections. 
Both of our countries operate large high-containment laboratories that are critical to responding to 
emerging infections. It is important to cooperate and discusses best practices and on these and other key 
areas of interest and concern for our two countries. 

With your approval, NASEM and CAMS will establish an informal joint organizing committee to plan 
the workshop, invite workshop speakers and participants, and make workshop logistical arrangements. 
NASEM will pay the air, lodging and ancillary costs of all the American participants and might be able to 
contribute financial support meeting costs in China, if necessary. Communicating at NASEM' s request, 
Pei-Yong Shi from the University of Texas, Galveston recently contacted Longding Liu to discuss the 
possibility of holding the meeting in Kunming before the end of the 2019 calendar year. 

We look forward to your response regarding this proposal and your thoughts on the proposed workshop 
and to further discussions of the organization, content, and substance of this important dialogue meeting. 
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Sincerely, 

Diane E. Griffin Margaret Hamburg 
Vice President, NAS Foreign secretary, NAM 

NAS points of contact: 
David R. Franz DVM. Ph.D. 

Eormer Commander, USANIRIID 
davidr Franz mail ctmt 

Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
bruseknas.edu 1.202.334.3975 

-[Commented [LM1]: Rot th hPlp,  hP,  j 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2020 4:34 PM 
To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu);Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Yuan 

Zhiming;George F GAO;Mifang Liang;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 
Attachments: Chinese Response to New Virus_Le Duc 21Jan revised.docx 

Ben, Dave, Zhiming, George, Mifang and Pei-Yong 

The attached, slightly modified to include mention of the new case in Washington State, is scheduled to appear in 
Wednesday 22 Jan's Houston Chronicle. Note mention of the NASEM/CAS collaborations. 

Just FYI, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Chinese Response to New Virus: Good News/Bad News 

By James W. Le Duc 

Fast action and open communications by China is helping the world prepare for another 

potentially devastating infectious disease outbreak. While the situation is rapidly evolving, there 

is good news that may not make the headlines. Many will recall the dark days in the spring of 

2003 when Asia and the world were threatened by the appearance of a new virus disease, 

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which first appeared in southern China and 

quickly spread to other countries around the world, ultimately causing over 8000 cases with 

nearly 10% of those ending in death. SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown 

to medical science. There was no known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of 

where it came from or how it was spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious 

as health care workers treating the first cases were themselves among the early victims. 

Initially, China was reluctant to share information or alert the international community of the 

magnitude of the epidemic, leading to international criticism and a dangerous global health 

situation. Fortunately, China reversed its position, opened to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. 

and others, and the epidemic was eventually controlled. 

Today, with another novel coronavirus discovered in China, the start is very different. In quick 

measure, Chinese health officials recognized that a new disease had emerged, quickly isolated 

patients, and instituted an impressive set of interventions in attempts to limit disease spread and 

characterize the new pathogen. Importantly, they have been transparent in sharing their 

findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to take precautions and be on the lookout for 

the new disease. Already, the genome of the new virus was sequenced and posted for easy 

access by international experts, allowing rapid exploration of possible treatments, development 

of diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 

China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of nearly two 

decades of investments and collaborations to improve public health in China. The Chinese 

Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the strengths of our own CDC, but is 

designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. In addition, China has invested in 

building a robust scientific capacity and partnered with containment laboratories such as ours to 

incorporate best practices when studying dangerous pathogens. 
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The current outbreak demonstrates a welcome openness to health information sharing with the 

global community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute healthcare providers able to 

recognize when something new or unusual is occurring; however, clinical recognition alone is 

meaningless if there is no capacity to investigate cases or characterize the disease-causing 

agent. 

For the last few years, our National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine has worked 

with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information on emerging 

diseases and advancements in vaccines and treatments. In Galveston, we welcomed leading 

Chinese health officials to collaborate on biocontainment facility design, biosafety training and 

laboratory operations. This dialogue, along with U.S.-based educational opportunities for 

Chinese students, benefit us all. 

China's response to the new coronavirus demonstrates their investments in physical 

laboratories and scientific collaborations over the past decade are paying dividends, not only to 

China, but the entire world. Control of a new disease efficiently transmitted person-to-person is 

nearly impossible as we witnessed during the 2009 novel influenza pandemic and much must 

still be done together during this quickly evolving situation. 

The outbreak is still in the early stages, but it is now clear that the new virus may be transmitted 

person-to-person, although the efficiency of such transmission remains in question. A few 

hundred patients have been identified, deaths occurred and the disease has spread from the 

epicenter in Wuhan to major cities in China and other Asian countries. Our CDC is now 

screening travelers arriving from Wuhan at U.S. airports, and the WHO is set to consider a 

global emergency response. With millions about to travel for the Chinese New Year, avoiding a 

global catastrophe must be the current goal. 

The good news is that, at a time when US-China relations are being tested on many fronts, 

relations within the public health and scientific research arenas remain open and positive, which 

lays a solid foundation for curtailing this latest threat. 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of 

Texas Medical Branch and a professor in UTMB's Department of Microbiology and Immunology. 

705 words in body 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:51 AM 
To: Diane Griffin;Peggy Hamburg 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek;Micah Lowenthal;John Boright;John Hildebrand;Shi, Pei yong;Dave 

Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu);Micah Lowenthal 
(mlowenth@NAS.EDU) 

Subject: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

This is indeed good news! Thank you all for your help and support. 

Concurrent with the NAS-CAS communications, we have been dealing directly with the Wuhan Institute of Virology and 
as of last week they were in the process of seeking government approval to share the virus (see note pasted 
below). Hopefully this will be settled soon and we can arrange shipment. 

We will keep you posted. 

Thanks again, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D, 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: dletwhiov.cn <df whiov.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 4:30 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <pfjshiPUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: MTA to receive New coronavirus 2019 isolate: nCoV-2019 (IVCAS 6.7512) 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I contacted with Wuhan custom, then they send our application message to the General Administration of 

Customs in Beijing. Today I asked them the progress, they said they should ask for 

the General Office of the State Council. So please wait for the fed back with me. 

Best wishes, 

Fei 

1 
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Dr. Fei Deng 

Virus Resource and Bioinformation Center, 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Tel/Fax:0086-27-87198465 

Email: df@whiov.cn 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2020 7:51 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; John Boright <JBoright@nas.edu>; John Hildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu> 
Subject: Re: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Agreed! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 4, 2020, at 5:33 AM, Peggy Hamburg <pgggy(a).,hbfam.net> wrote: 

Hello. This is good news... .and seemed to be a most surprisingly straightforward process. Let's 
see how the next steps go. 

Jim, keep u up to date on how this all unfolds. Hopefully some good work can proceed swiftly. 

All best, 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "nresident-office@eas.en" <president-office cas.cn> 
Date: February 3, 2020 at 11:20:56 PM EST 
To: dgriffi6 <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, MiHamburg <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Cc: mlowenth <mlowenth@nas.edn>, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>,
jwleduc <jwledue@nas.edu>, jhilderbr <jhilderbr@arizona.edu>, BRsek 
<BRsek@nas.edu>, jboright <jboright@nas.edu>, clbai    zhangyp 
<zhangyp@cashq.ac en>, gaof<gaof@Nin.ae.en>, jh-cao <j_b_-cao@eashq.ac.ch>,
liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, sunhui <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>, wangyy 
< , Tqngyy@wh.ioy.cn>, yzm < 
Subject: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 
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Diane E. Griffin, Vice President, NAS, 

Margaret Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, NAM 

Dear Prof. Griffin and Prof. Hamburg, 

Thank you for your concerns on the recent outbreak of the 2019 novo-coronavirus 

epidemic. Upon receiving your letter dated January 28, my colleagues have discussed 

with Dr. George Fu Gao and other experts and we are willing to share isolates of the 

2019 nCoV with the international community. We believe this is critical to engaging joint 

international efforts to contain the spread of the virus. 

The National Biosafety Laboratory Wuhan of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is 

prepared and willing to work with The University of Texas Medical Branch and other 

international research institutions on the specifics for the sharing and distribution of the 

isolates. We are in the process of getting it ready. 

I look forward to hearing your further advice on this matter. 

With best regards, 

Chunli Bai 

Chunli Bai 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
The Alliance of International Science Organizations (ANSO) 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 6:03 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Shi, Pei yang 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 
Attachments: Zhengli Shi's presentations at the NASEM U.S. China dialogue clean draft yl.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

We put together a memo detailing Zhengli Shi's contributions during our dialogue meetings related to COVID-19. 
Unfortunately her presentations now read as somewhat predictive. After you take a look will send to Diane and Peggy. 

No plans for distribution but we thought it would be useful to have this complied for sponsors and other interested 
government folks. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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Draft v1 Not for Public Distribution February 25, 2020 

The NASEM U.S. China dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory 
Safety, and Global Health Security 

Dr. Zhengli Shi's presentations on corona viruses and the ongoing outbreak of COVID-19 

Over the past five years representatives of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
(NASEM) have worked with the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), Chinese Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CCDC) and other Chinese life science and public health organizations to organize a series of dialogue 
meetings on infectious disease research, combating emerging infections, life science collaboration and data 
sharing, and high containment biological laboratory management. The dialogue meetings, hosted by institutes 
in China and the United States, have been well attended by leading scientists from NASEM, CAS, CCDC, the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), and the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences.' The meetings 
have enabled scientists from China and the United States to exchange research findings on diseases of mutual 
concern to China and the United States, best practices and lessons learned for managing and operating high 
containment biological laboratories, and to establish new collaborative research and institutional partnerships. 

Each meeting included sessions on corona viruses, with experts from China and the U.S.' presenting research 
findings. One of the Chinese participants Dr. Zhengli Shi,3 a Chinese virologist. Her research focuses on SADS, 
MERS, and SARS and similar strains of these corona viruses and the study of interspecies as well as animal-to-
human transmission originating in camels, bats, mice, swine, and other animals. Dr. Shi has also built one of the 
world's largest databases of bat-related viruses. In 2005, she and Dr. Cui Jie found that the SARS virus likely 
originated in bats, a finding which has implications for the emergence of SARS-like coronaviruses or related 
viruses (Li et al., 2005). Recently Dr. Shi led a study with several other scientists on antiviral agents to combat 
the COVID-19 and found that remdesivir and chloroquine are highly effective in the control of the virus in vitro. 
They recommended that the compounds be assessed in human patients suffering from COVID-19, and clinical 
trials of remdesivir, led by the American pharmaceutical company Gilead (Grady, 2020). 

The following memo summarizes the presentations Dr. Shi's gave at the NASEM U.S. China dialogue meetings 
from 2015 to 2019. 

First China-U.S. Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety, and Global Health 
Security (September 2015, Beijing, China) 

Presentation Title: Bat coronaviruses associated with human diseases 

Dr. Shi presented research on a bat-transmissible coronavirus and spoke about the evolution and pathogenesis 
of diverse SARS-like coronavirus (SL Coy) in bats. She explained that her research team found diverse types of 
SARs-like coronaviruses in bats in China. She explained that rhinolophid bats carry genetically diverse SL-CoVs, 
some of which are direct ancestor of SARS-CoV and have the potential to cause direct interspecies transmission 
to humans, and bats are likely natural reservoirs of MERS-CoV or an ancestral MERS-like CoV. She warned that 

Key NASEM participants: Dr. Diane Griffin, Dr. Margaret Hamburg, Dr. James Le Duc, Dr. David Franz, Dr. Pei-Yong Shi. Key Chinese 
participants: Dr. Fu Gao (Director-General, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention), Dr. Chunli Bai (President, Academician, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences), Dr. Zhiming Yuan (director of the Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory of the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences), and Dr. Zhigao Bu (Director of the Harbin Veterinary Research Institute of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences). 
2 Dr. Linda Saif (Professor, The Ohio State University) and Dr. Ralph Baric (Professor Department of Epidemiology, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill). 
3 Dr. Shi is director of the Center for Emerging Infectious Diseases at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) of the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences (CAS). She holds a PhD from Montepellier II University, masters degrees from the WIV, and a bachelors from Wuhan 
University. 
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disease outbreak resulting from spillover of bat coronaviruses will continue to occur in the future due to 
human activity increasingly overlapping the habitats of bats. Therefore, she said, it is necessary to maintain a 
long-term coronavirus surveillance in bats as well as in other wildlife and livestock animals and that laboratory-
based studies (receptor specificity, pathogenesis and animal infection) will help to conduct better risk 
assessment and to reveal the potential intermediate hosts. 

Second China-U.S. Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health 
Security (May 2017, Wuhan, China) 

Presentation Title: Pathogenicity analysis of bat SARS-like coronaviruses 

Dr. Shi spoke about her continuing research on the evolution and pathogenesis of bat SARS-like coronavirus (St 
CoV) and said that bat SL CoV could be the next pandemic. Her current research focus is on the pathogenesis 
of St CoV in transgenic mice, noting that the virus replicates very well in mice and human tissue. The virus can 
easily enter human cells but said that in the animal model the virus has less pathogenesis; this is good news. Her 
research shows that some bat SL CoVs have potential interspecies transmission to other animals and humans. 
She added that continued surveillance of bat SL-CoV, as well as the examination of human behavior risk for 
infection and serological survey are needed. 

Third U.S. China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health 
Security (January 2018, Galveston, Texas, USA) 

Presentation Title: Coronaviruses associated with human and animal diseases in China -From SARS to SADS 

Dr. Shi discussed SARS and SADS coronaviruses and their different hosts, the animal origin of SARS, the natural 
host, the possible intermediate host (likely the civit cat) and the end host. She said that her team is stil l searching 
for the distributor of the SARS coronavirus and Cliscussed what to do if SARS spills over to humans again, a key 
concern for China, including measures such as the use of antibodies to neutralize infections. She discussed 
swine acute diarrhea syndrome (SADS) noting that bats are the natural reservoirs of a divers set of coronaviruses, 
some bat coronavirus have potential for spilling to humans and this would be a problem because many 
coronaviruses have a high fatality rate in humans. She once again recommended surveillance and pathogenesis 
studies of bat coronaviruses. She added that early diagnosis methods, treatment, and prevention should be 
prepared in advance for future emerging infectious diseases caused by bat coronaviruses. 

Fourth U.S.-China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global 
Health Security and meeting on Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease 
Research (2019, Harbin, China) 

Presentation Title: Risks of MERS-cluster coronaviruses in China 

Dr. Shi provided information on MERS-related coronavirus and cases in China. MERS shares a number of genomic 
similarities with SARS virus, including the importance of the viral spike protein that binds to cellular receptors as 
part of viral entry. For MERS, the human cellular receptor to which the spike binds is DPP4. There are multiple 
MERS-related coronaviruses, including strains in clades A and B that cause human infection, camel MERS-related 
coronaviruses, including strains in clades A and B that cause human infection, camel MERS viruses, and bat 
MERS-related coronaviruses including the related bat coronavirus HKU4. Dr. Shi's laboratory explored diversity 
in the MERS spike binding domain for its roles in interspecies infection ability. A recombinant MERS containing 
the spike binding domain from HKU4 could replicate in human cells. She noted that many strains of MERS-
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slide 19: Chimeric viruses expressing the S protein of the bat 
SARS-like coronavirus SHC014 strain can effectively replicate 
in human airway epithelial cells and infected mouse lungs, 
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human airway epithelial cells 

Audio: file 'GNL Day 2 afternoon 1' at 53:00. 
What can we do? 1:05:00 — somewhat unclear but maybe 
you can make clear what she said: 
We can use antibodies to neutralize the infections, as we 
found in SHC014. "Ralph said we can use mice to confirm 
the result" and says "Thanks to Prof Ralph Baric in North 
Carolina Univeristy" in the powerpoint, as I understand they 
used some specialized lab equipment he has there. 

Also consider adding: She said at that time there were 6 
humans who had tested positive for the coronavirus, based 
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related coronaviruses are prevalent in multiple bat host species in China and said that the potential for 
interspecies transmission highlights the need for long-term surveillance of this group of viruses. 

*** 

CDC on COVID-19 Origin 

"The SARS-CoV-2 virus is a betacoronavirus, like MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV, both of which have their origins in 
bats. The sequences from U.S. patients are similar to the one that China initially posted, suggesting a likely single, 
recent emergence of this virus from an animal reservoir. Early on, many of the patients in the COVID-19 outbreak 
in Wuhan, China had some link to a large seafood and live animal market, suggesting animal-to-person spread. 
Later, a growing number of patients reportedly did not have exposure to animal markets, indicating person-to-
person spread. Person-to-person spread has been reported outside China, including in the United States and 
other countries. Chinese officials report that sustained person-to-person spread in the community is occurring 
in China. In addition, other destinations have apparent community spread, meaning some people have been 
infected who are not sure how or where they became infected. (CDC, 2020)." 
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The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and Middle East respiratory 
syndrome (MERS)-CoV underscores the threat of cross-species 
transmission events leading to outbreaks in humans. Here we 
examine the disease potential of a SARS-like virus, SHC014-
CoV, which is currently circulating in Chinese horseshoe bat 
populations'. Using the SARS-CoV reverse genetics system2, 
we generated and characterized a chimeric virus expressing 
the spike of bat coronavirus SHC014 in a mouse-adapted 
SARS-CoV backbone. The results indicate that group 2b 
viruses encoding the SHC014 spike in a wild-type backbone 
can efficiently use multiple orthologs of the SARS receptor 
human angiotensin converting enzyme II (ACE2), replicate 
efficiently in primary human airway cells and achieve in vitro 
titers equivalent to epidemic strains of SARS-CoV. Additionally, 
in vivo experiments demonstrate replication of the chimeric 
virus in mouse lung with notable pathogenesis. Evaluation of 
available SARS-based immune-therapeutic and prophylactic 
modalities revealed poor efficacy; both monoclonal antibody 

s. and vaccine approaches failed to neutralize and protect from 
infection with CoVs using the novel spike protein. On the basis 
of these findings, we synthetically re-derived an infectious 
full-length SHC014 recombinant virus and demonstrate robust 
viral replication both in vitro and in vivo. Our work suggests a 
potential risk of SARS-CoV re-emergence from viruses currently 
circulating in bat populations. 

The emergence of SARS-CoV heralded a new era in the cross-species 
transmission of severe respiratory illness with globalization leading to 
rapid spread around the world and massive economic impact3,4. Since 
then, several strains—including influenza A strains FISN1, H1N1 and 
H7N9 and MERS-Co V—have emerged from animal populations, 
causing considerable disease, mortality and economic hardship for 

the afflicted regions5. Although public health measures were able to 
stop the SARS-CoV outbreak4, recent metagenomics studies have 
identified sequences of closely related SARS-like viruses circulating 
in Chinese bat populations that may pose a future threatl>6. However, 
sequence data alone provides minimal insights to identify and prepare 
for future prepandemic viruses. Therefore, to examine the emergence 
potential (that is, the potential to infect humans) of circulating bat 
CoVs, we built a chimeric virus encoding a novel, zoonotic CoV spike 
protein—from the RsSHC014-CoV sequence that was isolated from 
Chinese horseshoe bats'—in the context of the SARS-CoV mouse-
adapted backbone. The hybrid virus allowed us to evaluate the ability 
of the novel spike protein to cause disease independently of other 
necessary adaptive mutations in its natural backbone. Using this 
approach, we characterized CoV infection mediated by the SHC014 
spike protein in primary human airway cells and in vivo, and tested 
the efficacy of available immune therapeutics against SHC014-CoV. 
Together, the strategy translates metagenomics data to help predict 
and prepare for future emergent viruses. 

The sequences of SHC014 and the related RsWIVI-CoV show that 
these CoVs are the closest relatives to the epidemic SARS-CoV strains 
(Fig. 140); however, there are important differences in the 14 resi-
dues that bind human ACE2, the receptor for SARS-CoV, including 
the five that are critical for host range; Y442, L472, N479, T487 and 
Y491 (ref. 7). In WIV1, three of these residues vary from the epidemic 
SARS-CoV Urbani strain, but they were not expected to alter binding 
to ACE2 (Supplementary Fig. la,b and Supplementary Table 1). 
This fact is confirmed by both pseudotyping experiments that meas-
ured the ability of lentiviruses encoding WIVI spike proteins to enter 
cells expressing human ACE2 (Supplementary Fig. 1) and by in vitro 
replication assays of WIVI-CoV (ref. 1). In contrast, 7 of 14 ACE2-
interaction residues in SHC014 are different from those in SARS-CoV, 
including all five residues critical for host range (Supplementary 
Fig. lc and Supplementary Table 1). These changes, coupled with 
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Figure 1 SARS-like viruses replicate in human airway cells and 
produce in vivo pathogenesis. (a) The full-length genome sequences 
of representative CoVs were aligned and phylogenetically mapped as 
described in the Online Methods. The scale bar represents nucleotide 
substitutions, with only bootstrap support above 70% being labeled. 
The tree shows CoVs divided into three distinct phylogenetic groups, 
defined as a-CoVs, P-CoVs and y-CoVs. Classical subgroup clusters are 
marked as 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d for the p-CoVs and as la and lb for the 
cc-CoVs. (b) Amino acid sequences of the Si domains of the spikes of 
representative p-CoVs of the 2b group, including SARS-CoV, were 
aligned and phylogenetically mapped. The scale bar represents amino 
acid substitutions. (c,d) Viral replication of SARS-CoV Urbani (black) 
and SHC014-MA15 (green) after infection of Calu-3 284 cells (c) or 
well-differentiated, primary air-liquid interface HAE cell cultures (d) 
at a multiplicity of infection (M01) of 0.01 for both cell types. Samples 
were collected at individual time points with biological replicates (n = 3) 
for both Calu-3 and HAE experiments. (e,f) Weight loss (n = 9 for 
SARS-CoV MA15; n = 16 for SHC014-MA15) (e) and viral replication 
in the lungs (n = 3 for SARS-CoV MA15; n = 4 for SHC014-MA15) (f) 
of 10-week-old BALB/c mice infected with 1 x 104 p.f.u. of mouse-
adapted SARS-CoV MA15 (black) or SHC014-MA15 (green) via the intranasal (in.) route. (g,h) Representative images of lung sections stained for 
SARS-CoV N antigen from mice infected with SARS-CoV MA15 (n = 3 mice) (g) or SHC014-MA15 (n = 4 mice) (h) are shown. For each graph, the 
center value represents the group mean, and the error bars define the s.e.m. Scale bars, 1 mm. 
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the failure of pseudotyped lentiviruses expressing the SHC014 spike 
to enter cells (Supplementary Fig. Id), suggested that the SHC014 
spike is unable to bind human ACE2. However, similar changes in 
related SARS-CoV strains had been reported to allow ACE2 bind-
ing7,8, suggesting that additional functional testing was required for 
verification. Therefore, we synthesized the SHC014 spike in the con-
text of the replication-competent, mouse-adapted SARS-CoV back-
bone (we hereafter refer to the chimeric CoV as SHC014-MA15) to 
maximize the opportunity for pathogenesis and vaccine studies in 
mice (Supplementary Fig. 2a). Despite predictions from both struc-
ture-based modeling and pseudotyping experiments, SHC014-MA15 
was viable and replicated to high titers in Vero cells (Supplementary 
Fig. 2b). Similarly to SARS, SHC014-MA15 also required a func-
tional ACE2 molecule for entry and could use human, civet and bat 
ACE2 orthologs (Supplementary Fig. 2c,d). To test the ability of the 
SHC014 spike to mediate infection of the human airway, we examined 
the sensitivity of the human epithelial airway cell line Calu-3 2B4 (ref. 
9) to infection and found robust SHC014-MA15 replication, compa-
rable to that of SARS-CoV Urbani (Fig. 1c). To extend these findings, 
primary human airway epithelial (HAE) cultures were infected and 
showed robust replication of both viruses (Fig. 1d). Together, the 
data confirm the ability of viruses with the SHC014 spike to infect 
human airway cells and underscore the potential threat of cross-spe-
cies transmission of SHC014-CoV. 

To evaluate the role of the SHC014 spike in mediating infection 
in vivo, we infected 10-week-old BALB/c mice with 104 plaque-
forming units (p.f.u.) of either SARS-MA15 or SHC014-MA15 
(Fig. le-h). Animals infected with SARS-MA15 experienced rapid 

weight loss and lethality by 4 d post infection (d.p.i.); in contrast, 
SHC014-MA15 infection produced substantial weight loss (10%) 
but no lethality in mice (Fig. le). Examination of viral replica-
tion revealed nearly equivalent viral titers from the lungs of mice 
infected with SARS-MA15 or SHC014-MA15 (Fig. If). Whereas 
lungs from the SARS-MA15-infected mice showed robust staining 
in both the terminal bronchioles and the lung parenchyma 2 d.p.i. 
(Fig. 1g), those of SHC014-MA15-infected mice showed reduced 
airway antigen staining (Fig. 1h); in contrast, no deficit in antigen 
staining was observed in the parenchyma or in the overall histology 
scoring, suggesting differential infection of lung tissue for SHC014-
MA15 (Supplementary Table 2). We next analyzed infection in 
more susceptible, aged (12-month-old) animals. SARS-MA15-
infected animals rapidly lost weight and succumbed to infection 
(Supplementary Fig. 3a,b). SHC014-MA15 infection induced robust 
and sustained weight loss, but had minimal lethality. Trends in the 
histology and antigen staining patterns that we observed in young 
mice were conserved in the older animals (Supplementary Table 3). 
We excluded the possibility that SHC014-MA15 was mediating 
infection through an alternative receptor on the basis of experiments 
using Ace2-1 mice, which did not show weight loss or antigen stain-
ing after SHC014-MA15 infection (Supplementary Fig. 4a,b and 
Supplementary Table 2). Together, the data indicate that viruses with 
the SHC014 spike are capable of inducing weight loss in mice in the 
context of a virulent CoV backbone. 

Given the preclinical efficacy of Ebola monoclonal antibody 
therapies, such as ZMApp 1°, we next sought to determine the 
efficacy of SARS-CoV monoclonal antibodies against infection with 
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Figure 2 SARS-CoV monoclonal antibodies 
have marginal efficacy against SARS-like CoVs. 
(a-d) Neutralization assays evaluating efficacy 
(measured as reduction in the number of 
plaques) of a panel of monoclonal antibodies, 
which were all originally generated against 
epidemic SARS-CoV, against infection of 
Vero cells with SARS-CoV Urbani (black) or 
SHC014-MA15 (green). The antibodies tested 
were fm6 (n = 3 for Urbani; n = 5 for SHC014-
mAi5)1 1,12 230.15 (n = 3 for Urbani; 
n = 2 for SHC014-MA15) (b), 227.15 (n = 3 for 
Urbani; n = 5 for SHC014-MA15) (c) and 109.8 
(n = 3 for Urbani; n = 2 for SHC014-MA15)13 (d). 
Each data point represents the group mean 
and error bars define the s.e.m. Note that the 
error bars in SARS-CoV Urbani-infected Vero 
cells in b,c are overlapped by the symbols and 
are not visible. 

SHC014-MA15. Four broadly neutralizing 
human monoclonal antibodies targeting 
SARS-CoV spike protein had been previously 
reported and are probable reagents for immu- Antibody concentration (pg/m1) 
notherapy11-13. We examined the effect of 
these antibodies on viral replication (expressed as percentage inhibi-
tion of viral replication) and found that whereas wild-type SARS-CoV 
Urbani was strongly neutralized by all four antibodies at relatively 
low antibody concentrations (Fig. 2a-d), neutralization varied for 
SHC014-MA15. Fm6, an antibody generated by phage display and 
escape mutants 11'12, achieved only background levels of inhibition 
of SHC014-MA15 replication (Fig. 2a). Similarly, antibodies 230.15 
and 227.14, which were derived from memory B cells of SARS-CoV-
infected patients", also failed to block SHC014-MA15 replication 
(Fig. 2b,c). For all three antibodies, differences between the SARS 
and SHC014 spike amino acid sequences corresponded to direct or 
adjacent residue changes found in SARS-CoV escape mutants (fm6 
N479R; 230.15 L443V; 227.14 K390Q/E), which probably explains 
the absence of the antibodies' neutralizing activity against SHC014. 
Finally, monoclonal antibody 109.8 was able to achieve 50% neutrali-
zation of SHC014-MA15, but only at high concentrations (10 ig/m1) 
(Fig. 2d). Together, the results demonstrate that broadly neutralizing 
antibodies against SARS-CoV may only have marginal efficacy against 
emergent SARS-like CoV strains such as SHC014. 

To evaluate the efficacy of existing vaccines against infection with 
SHC014-MA15, we vaccinated aged mice with double-inactivated 
whole SARS-CoV (DIV). Previous work showed that DIV could 
neutralize and protect young mice from challenge with a homolo-
gous virus14; however, the vaccine failed to protect aged animals in 
which augmented immune pathology was also observed, indicating 
the possibility of the animals being harmed because of the vaccina-
tion15. Here we found that DIV did not provide protection from chal-
lenge with SHC014-MA15 with regards to weight loss or viral titer 
(Supplementary Fig. 5a,b). Consistent with a previous report with 
other heterologous group 2b CoVs", serum from DIV-vaccinated, 
aged mice also failed to neutralize SHC014-MA15 (Supplementary 
Fig. Sc). Notably, DIV vaccination resulted in robust immune pathol-
ogy (Supplementary Table 4) and eosinophilia (Supplementary 
Fig. 5d-f). Together, these results confirm that the DIV vaccine would 
not be protective against infection with SHC014 and could possibly 
augment disease in the aged vaccinated group. 
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In contrast to vaccination of mice with DIV, the use of SHC014-
MA15 as a live, attenuated vaccine showed potential cross-protec-
tion against challenge with SARS-CoV, but the results have important 
caveats. We infected young mice with 104 p.f.u. of SHC014-MA15 and 
observed them for 28 d. We then challenged the mice with SARS-
MA15 at day 29 (Supplementary Fig. 6a). The prior infection of 
the mice with the high dose of SHC014-MA15 conferred protection 
against challenge with a lethal dose of SARS-MA15, although there 
was only a minimal SARS-CoV neutralization response from the 
antisera elicited 28 d after SHC014-MA15 infection (Supplementary 
Fig. 6b, 1:200). In the absence of a secondary antigen boost, 28 d.p.i. 
represents the expected peak of antibody titers and implies that there 
will be diminished protection against SARS-CoV over time ' 6,17. 
Similar results showing protection against challenge with a lethal dose 
of SARS-CoV were observed in aged BALB/c mice with respect to 
weight loss and viral replication (Supplementary Fig.6c,d). However, 
the SHC014-MA15 infection dose of 104 plu. induced >10% weight 
loss and lethality in some aged animals (Fig. I and Supplementary 
Fig. 3). We found that vaccination with a lower dose of SHC014-MA15 
(100 plu.), did not induce weight loss, but it also failed to protect aged 
animals from a SARS-MA15 lethal dose challenge (Supplementary 
Fig. 6cf). Together, the data suggest that SHC014-MA15 challenge 
may confer cross-protection against SARS-CoV through conserved 
epitopes, but the required dose induces pathogenesis and precludes 
use as an attenuated vaccine. 

Having established that the SHC014 spike has the ability to 
mediate infection of human cells and cause disease in mice, we next 
synthesized a full-length SHC014-CoV infectious clone based on the 
approach used for SARS-CoV (Fig. 3a)2. Replication in Vero cells 
revealed no deficit for SHC014-CoV relative to that for SARS-CoV 
(Fig. 3b); however, SHC014-CoV was significantly (P < 0.01) attenu-
ated in primary HAE cultures at both 24 and 48 h after infection 
(Fig. 3c). In vivo infection of mice demonstrated no significant 
weight loss but showed reduced viral replication in lungs of full-
length SHC014-CoV infection, as compared to SARS-CoV Urbani 
(Fig. 3d,e). Together, the results establish the viability of full-length 
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Figure 3 Full-length SHC014-CoV replicates in human airways but 
lacks the virulence of epidemic SARS-CoV. (a) Schematic of the 
SHC014-CoV molecular clone, which was synthesized as six 
contiguous cDNAs (designated SHC014A, SHC014B, SHC014C, 
SHC014D, SHC014E and SHC014F) flanked by unique Bgll sites 
that allowed for directed assembly of the full-length cDNA expressing 
open reading frames (for la, lb, spike, 3, envelope, matrix, 6-8 and 
nucleocapsid). Underlined nucleotides represent the overhang 
sequences formed after restriction enzyme cleavage. (b,c) Viral 
replication of SARS-CoV Urbani (black) or SHC014-CoV (green) after 
infection of Vero cells (b) or well-differentiated, primary air-liquid interface HAE cell cultures (c) at an MOI of 0.01. Samples were collected at 
individual time points with biological replicates (n = 3) for each group. Data represent one experiment for both Vero and HAE cells. (d,e) Weight loss 
(n = 3 for SARS-CoV MA15, n = 7 for SHC014-CoV; n = 6 for SARS-Urbani) (d) and viral replication in the lungs (n = 3 for SARS-Urbani and 
SHC014-CoV) (e) of 10-week-old BALB/c mice infected with 1 x 105 p.f.u. of SARS-CoV MA15 (gray), SHC014-CoV (green) or SARS-CoV Urban) 
(black) via the i.n. route. Each data point represents the group mean, and error bars define the s.e.m. **P< 0.01 and *P<*"  0.001 using two-tailed 
Student's t-test of individual time points. 
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SHC014-CoV, but suggest that further adaptation is required for its 

replication to be equivalent to that of epidemic SARS-CoV in human 
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During the SARS-CoV epidemic, links were quickly established 

between palm civets and the CoV strains that were detected in 
humans4. Building on this finding, the common emergence paradigm 

argues that epidemic SARS-CoV originated as a bat virus, jumped to 
civets and incorporated changes within the receptor-binding domain 

(RBD) to improve binding to civet Ace2 (ref. 18). Subsequent expo-
sure to people in live-animal markets permitted human infection with 
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both random and rare, reducing the likelihood of future emergence 
events in humans. 

Although our study does not invalidate the other emergence routes, 
it does argue for a third paradigm in which circulating bat CoV 
pools maintain 'poised' spike proteins that are capable of infecting 
humans without mutation or adaptation (Fig. 4c). This hypothesis is 
illustrated by the ability of a chimeric virus containing the SHC014 
spike in a SARS-CoV backbone to cause robust infection in both 
human airway cultures and in mice without RBD adaptation. Coupled 
with the observation of previously identified pathogenic CoV back-
bones3,2°, our results suggest that the starting materials required 
for SARS-like emergent strains are currently circulating in animal 
reservoirs. Notably, although full-length SHC014-CoV probably 
requires additional backbone adaption to mediate human disease, the 
documented high-frequency recombination events in CoV families 
underscores the possibility of future emergence and the need for 
further preparation. 

To date, genomics screens of animal populations have prima-
rily been used to identify novel viruses in outbreak settings21. The 
approach here extends these data sets to examine questions of viral 
emergence and therapeutic efficacy. We consider viruses with the 
SHC014 spike a potential threat owing to their ability to replicate in 
primary human airway cultures, the best available model for human 
disease. In addition, the observed pathogenesis in mice indicates a 
capacity for SHC014-containing viruses to cause disease in mamma-
lian models, without RBD adaptation. Notably, differential tropism 
in the lung as compared to that with SARS-MA15 and attenuation 
of full-length SHC014-CoV in HAE cultures relative to SARS-CoV 
Urbani suggest that factors beyond ACE2 binding—including spike 
processivity, receptor bio-availability or antagonism of the host 
immune responses—may contribute to emergence. However, further 
testing in nonhuman primates is required to translate these finding 
into pathogenic potential in humans. Importantly, the failure of 
available therapeutics defines a critical need for further study and 
for the development of treatments. With this knowledge, surveil-
lance programs, diagnostic reagents and effective treatments can 
be produced that are protective against the emergence of group 
2b-specific CoVs> such as SHC014, and these can be applied to other 
CoV branches that maintain similarly heterogeneous pools. 

In addition to offering preparation against future emerging 
viruses, this approach must be considered in the context of the 
US government-mandated pause on gain-of-function (GOF) 
studies22. On the basis of previous models of emergence (Fig. 4a,b), 
the creation of chimeric viruses such as SHC014-MA15 was not 
expected to increase pathogenicity. Although SHC014-MA15 is 
attenuated relative to its parental mouse-adapted SARS-CoV, simi-
lar studies examining the pathogenicity of CoVs with the wild-type 
Urbani spike within the MA15 backbone showed no weight loss in 
mice and reduced viral replication23. Thus, relative to the Urbani 
spike-MA15 CoV, SHC014-MA15 shows a gain in pathogenesis 
(Fig. 1). On the basis of these findings, scientific review panels may 
deem similar studies building chimeric viruses based on circulating 
strains too risky to pursue, as increased pathogenicity in mammalian 
models cannot be excluded. Coupled with restrictions on mouse-
adapted strains and the development of monoclonal antibodies using 
escape mutants, research into CoV emergence and therapeutic effi-
cacy may be severely limited moving forward. Together, these data 
and restrictions represent a crossroads of GOF research concerns; 
the potential to prepare for and mitigate future outbreaks must be 
weighed against the risk of creating more dangerous pathogens. 

In developing policies moving forward, it is important to consider 
the value of the data generated by these studies and whether these 
types of chimeric virus studies warrant further investigation versus 
the inherent risks involved. 

Overall, our approach has used metagenomics data to identify a 
potential threat posed by the circulating bat SARS-like CoV SHC014. 
Because of the ability of chimeric SHC014 viruses to replicate in 
human airway cultures, cause pathogenesis in vivo and escape cur-
rent therapeutics, there is a need for both surveillance and improved 
therapeutics against circulating SARS-like viruses. Our approach also 
unlocks the use of metagenomics data to predict viral emergence and 
to apply this knowledge in preparing to treat future emerging virus 
infections. 

METHODS 
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper. 

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper. 
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ONLINE METHODS 
Viruses, cells, in vitro infection and plaque assays. Wild-type SARS-CoV 
(Urbani), mouse-adapted SARS-CoV (MA15) and chimeric SARS-like CoVs 
were cultured on Vero E6 cells (obtained from United States Army Medical 
Research Institute of Infectious Diseases), grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's 
medium (DMEM) (Gibco, CA) and 5% fetal clone serum (FCS) (Hyclone, 
South Logan, UT) along with antibiotic/antimycotic (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA). 
DBT cells (Baric laboratory, source unknown) expressing ACE2 orthologs have 
been previously described for both human and civet; bat Ace2 sequence was 
based on that from Rhinolophus leschenaulti, and DBT cells expressing bat 
Ace2 were established as described previously8. Pseudotyping experiments 
were similar to those using an HIV-based pseudovirus, prepared as previously 
described°, and examined on HeLa cells (Wuhan Institute of Virology) that 
expressed ACE2 orthologs. HeLa cells were grown in minimal essential medium 
(MEM) (Gibco, CA) supplemented with 10% FCS (Gibco, CA) as previously 
described". Growth curves in Vero E6, DBT, Calu-3 2B4 and primary human 
airway epithelial cells were performed as previously described8,25. None of the 
working cell line stocks were authenticated or tested for mycoplasma recently, 
although the original seed stocks used to create the working stocks are free from 
contamination. Human lungs for HAE cultures were procured under University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Institutional Review Board-approved proto-
cols. HAE cultures represent highly differentiated human airway epithelium 
containing ciliated and non-ciliated epithelial cells as well as goblet cells. 
The cultures are also grown on an air-liquid interface for several weeks before 
use, as previously described". Briefly, cells were washed with PBS and inocu-
lated with virus or mock-diluted in PBS for 40 min at 37 C. After inoculation, 
cells were washed three times and fresh medium was added to signify time '0'. 
Three or more biological replicates were harvested at each described time point. 
No blinding was used in any sample collections nor were samples randomized. 
All virus cultivation was performed in a biosafety level (BSL) 3 laboratory with 
redundant fans in the biosafety cabinets, as described previously by our group2. 
All personnel wore powered air purifying respirators (Breathe Easy, 3M) with 
Tyvek suits, aprons and booties and were double-gloved. 

Sequence clustering and structural modeling. The full-length genomic 
sequences and the amino acid sequences of the Si domains of the spike of rep-
resentative CoVs were downloaded from Genbank or Pathosystems Resource 
Integration Center (PATRIC), aligned with ClustalX and phylogenetically 
compared by using maximum likelihood estimation using 100 bootstraps or 
by using the PhyML (https://code.google.corn/p/phym1/) package, respectively. 
The tree was generated using maximum likelihood with the PhyML package. 
The scale bar represents nucleotide substitutions. Only nodes with bootstrap 
support above 70% are labeled. The tree shows that CoVs are divided into 
three distinct phylogenetic groups defined as a-CoVs, 13-Co Vs and 7-CoVs. 
Classical subgroup clusters are marked as 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d for 13-CoVs, and 
la and lb for the a-CoVs. Structural models were generated using Modeller 
(Max Planck Institute Bioinformatics Toolkit) to generate homology models 
for SHC014 and Rs3367 of the SARS FLBD in complex with ACE2 based on 
crystal structure 2AJF (Protein Data Bank). Homology models were visualized 
and manipulated in MacPyMol (version 1.3). 

Construction of SARS-like chimeric viruses. Both wild-type and chimeric 
viruses were derived from either SARS-CoV Urbani or the correspond-
ing mouse-adapted (SARS-CoV MA15) infectious clone (ic) as previously 
described22. Plasmids containing spike sequences for SHC014 were extracted 
by restriction digest and ligated into the E and F plasmid of the MA15 infec-
tious clone. The clone was designed and purchased from Bio Basic as six 
contiguous cDNAs using published sequences flanked by unique class II 
restriction endonuclease sites (Bg11). Thereafter, plasmids containing wild-
type, chimeric SARS-CoV and SHC014-CoV genome fragments were ampli-
fied, excised, ligated and purified. In vitro transcription reactions were then 
preformed to synthesize full-length genomic RNA, which was transfected into 
Vero E6 cells as previously described2. The medium from transfected cells was 
harvested and served as seed stocks for subsequent experiments. Chimeric and 
full-length viruses were confirmed by sequence analysis before use in these 

studies. Synthetic construction of chimeric mutant and full-length SHC014-
CoV was approved by the University of North Carolina Institutional Biosafety 
Committee and the Dual Use Research of Concern committee. 

Ethics statement. This study was carried out in accordance with the recom-
mendations for the care and use of animals by the Office of Laboratory Animal 
Welfare (OLAW), NIH. The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
(IACUC) of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC, Permit 
Number A-3410-01) approved the animal study protocol (IACUC #13-033) 
used in these studies. 

Mice and in vivo infection. Female, 10-week-old and 12-month-old BALB/ 
cAnNHsD mice were ordered from Harlan Laboratories. Mouse infections 
were done as previously described". Briefly, animals were brought into a 
BSL3 laboratory and allowed to acclimate for 1 week before infection. For 
infection and live-attenuated virus vaccination, mice were anesthetized with a 
mixture of ketamine and icylazine and infected intranasally, when challenged, 
with 50 µI of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) or diluted virus with three or 
four mice per time point, per infection group per dose as described in the 
figure legends. For individual mice, notations for infection including failure 
to inhale the entire dose, bubbling of inoculum from the nose, or infection 
through the mouth may have led to exclusion of mouse data at the discre-
tion of the researcher; post-infection, no other pre-established exclusion or 
inclusion criteria are defined. No blinding was used in any animal experi-
ments, and animals were not randomized. For vaccination, young and aged 
mice were vaccinated by footpad injection with a 20+1 volume of either 0.2 jig 
of double-inactivated SARS-CoV vaccine with alum or mock PBS; mice 
were then boosted with the same regimen 22 d later and challenged 21 d 
thereafter. For all groups, as per protocol, animals were monitored daily for 
clinical signs of disease (hunching, ruffled fur and reduced activity) for the 
duration of the experiment. Weight loss was monitored daily for the first 
7 d, after which weight monitoring continued until the animals recovered 
to their initial starting weight or displayed weight gain continuously for 3 d. 
All mice that lost greater than 20% of their starting body weight were ground-
fed and further monitored multiple times per day as long as they were under 
the 20% cutoff. Mice that lost greater than 30% of their starting body weight 
were immediately sacrificed as per protocol. Any mouse deemed to be mori-
bund or unlikely to recover was also humanely sacrificed at the discretion 
of the researcher. Euthanasia was performed using an isoflurane overdose 
and death was confirmed by cervical dislocation. All mouse studies were 
performed at the University of North Carolina (Animal Welfare Assurance 
#A3410-0 I) using protocols approved by the UNC Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee (IACUC). 

Histological analysis. The left lung was removed and submerged in 10% 
buffered formalin (Fisher) without inflation for 1 week. Tissues were embed-
ded in paraffin and 5-lim sections were prepared by the UNC Lineberger 
Comprehensive Cancer Center histopathology core facility. To determine 
the extent of antigen staining, sections were stained for viral antigen using 
a commercially available polyclonal SARS-CoV anti-nucleocapsid antibody 
(Imgenex) and scored in a blinded manner by for staining of the airway 
and parenchyma as previously described". Images were captured using an 
Olympus BX41 microscope with an Olympus DP71 camera. 

Virus neutralization assays. Plaque reduction neutralization titer assays were 
performed with previously characterized antibodies against SARS-CoV, as 
previously described' 13. Briefly, neutralizing antibodies or serum was seri-
ally diluted twofold and incubated with 100 p.f.u. of the different infectious 
clone SARS-CoV strains for 1 h at 37 C. The virus and antibodies were then 
added to a 6-well plate with 5 x 105 Vero E6 cells/well with multiple replicates 
(n 2). After a 1-h incubation at 37 °C, cells were overlaid with 3 ml of 0.8% 
agarose in medium. Plates were incubated for 2 d at 37 °C, stained with neutral 
red for 3 h and plaques were counted. The percentage of plaque reduction 
was calculated as (1 - (no. of plaques with antibody/no. of plaques without 
antibody)) x 100. 
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Corrigendum: Multiphoton imaging reveals a new leukocyte recruitment 
paradigm in the glomerulus 
Sapna Devi, Anqi Li, Clare L V Westhorpe, Camden Y Lo, Latasha D Abeynaike, Sarah L Snelgrove, Pam Hall, Joshua D Ooi, 
Christopher G Sobey, A Richard Kitching & Michael J Hickey 
Nat. Med. 19,107-112 (2013); published online 16 December 2012; corrected after print 12 August 2015 

In the published article, in the Online Methods section, it is stated that the dose of DHE used is 20 mg/kg, when in fact DHE was administered at 
2 mg/kg. The error has been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the article. 

Corrigendum: PAR1 signaling regulates the retention and recruitment of 
EPCR-expressing bone marrow hematopoietic stem cells 
Shin Gur-Cohen, Tomer akin, Sagarilca Chakrabarty, Claudine Graf, Orit Kollet, Aya Ludin, Karin Golan, Alexander Kalinkovich, 
Guy Ledergor, Eitan Wong, Elisabeth Niemeyer, Ziv Porat, Ayelet Erez, hit Sagi, Charles T Esmon, Wolfram Ruf & Tsvee Lapidot 
Nat. Med. 21,1307-1317 (2015); published online 12 October 2015; corrected after print 18 November 2015 
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In the version of this article initially published, the first author's name was incorrect. The error has been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions 
of the article. 

Corrigendum: Myeloid-derived growth factor (C19orf10) mediates cardiac 
repair following myocardial infarction 
Mortimer Korf-Klingebiel, Marc R Reboil, Stefanie Klede, Torben Brod, Andreas Pich, Felix Polten, L Christian Napp, Johann Bauersachs, 
Arnold Ganser, Eva Brinkmann, Ines Reimann, Tibor Kempf, Hans W Niessen, Jacques Mizrahi, Hans-Joachim Schiinfeld, 
Antonio Iglesias, Maria Bobadilla, Yong Wang & Kai C Wollert 
Nat. Med. 21,140-149 (2015); published online 12 January 2015; corrected after print 19 November 2015 

In the version of this article initially published, the article number in reference 13 is incorrectly stated as ̀ 100ra190' and should be ̀ 100ra90: The 
error has been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the article. 

Corrigendum: A SARS-like cluster of circulating bat coronaviruses shows 
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Trevor Scobey, Xing-Yi Ge, Eric F Donaldson, Scott H Randell, Antonio Lanzavecchia, Wayne A Marasco, Zhengli-Li Shi & Ralph S Baric 
Nat. Med.; doi:10.1038/nm.3985; corrected 20 November 2015 

In the version of this article initially published online, the authors omitted to acknowledge a funding source, USAID-EPT-PREDICT funding from 
EcoHealth Alliance, to Z.-L.S. The error has been corrected for the print, PDF and HTML versions of this article. 

Corrigendum: Long-term glycemic control using polymer-encapsulated 
human stem cell—derived beta cells in immune-competent mice 
Arturo I Vegas, Omid Veiseh, Mads Girder, Jeffrey R Millman, Felicia W Pagliuca, Andrew R Bader, Joshua C Doloff, Jie Li, 
Michael Chen, Karsten Olejnik, Hok Hei Tam, Siddharth Jhunjhunwala, Erin Langan, Stephanie Aresta-Dasilva, Srujan Gandham, 
James J McGarrigle, Matthew A Bochenek, Jennifer Hollister-Lock, Jose Oberholzer, Dale L Greiner, Gordon C Weir, Douglas A Melton, 
Robert Langer & Daniel G Anderson 
Nat. Med.; doi:10.1038/nm.4030; corrected online 18 February 2016 

In the version of this article initially published online, the authors omitted acknowledgment recognizing the histology core of the Harvard Stem 
Cell Institute and several individuals for their assistance. The error has been corrected for the print. PDF and HTML versions of this article. 
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NATURE I NEWS 

Engineered bat virus stirs debate over risky research 
Lab-made coronavirus related to SARS can infect human cells. 

Editors' note, March 2020: We are aware that this story is being used as the basis for unverified theories that the novel 

coronavirus causing COVID-19 was engineered. There is no evidence that this is true; scientists believe that an animal is the 

most likely source of the coronavirus. 

Declan Butler 

12 November 2015 

An experiment that created a hybrid version of a bat coronavirus — one related to the virus that causes SARS (severe acute 

respiratory syndrome) — has triggered renewed debate over whether engineering lab variants of viruses with possible 

pandemic potential is worth the risks. 

In an article published in Nature Medicinel on 9 November, scientists investigated a virus called SHC014, which is found in 

horseshoe bats in China. The researchers created a chimaeric virus, made up of a surface protein of SHC014 and the 

backbone of a SARS virus that had been adapted to grow in mice and to mimic human disease. The chimaera infected human 

airway cells — proving that the surface protein of SHC014 has the necessary structure to bind to a key receptor on the cells 

and to infect them. It also caused disease in mice, but did not kill them. 

Although almost all coronaviruses isolated from bats have not been able to bind to the key human receptor, SHC014 is not the 

first that can do so. In 2013, researchers reported this ability for the first time in a different coronavirus isolated from the same 

bat population2. 

The findings reinforce suspicions that bat coronaviruses capable of directly infecting humans 

(rather than first needing to evolve in an intermediate animal host) may be more common 

than previously thought, the researchers say. 

But other virologists question whether the information gleaned from the experiment justifies 

the potential risk. Although the extent of any risk is difficult to assess, Simon Wain-Hobson, a • US suspends risky 

virologist at the Pasteur Institute in Paris, points out that the researchers have created a disease research 

novel virus that "grows remarkably well" in human cells. "If the virus escaped, nobody could • Biosafety in the balance 

predict the trajectory," he says. 

Related stories 

• Viral-research 

moratorium called too 

broad 

Creation of a chimaera 

The argument is essentially a rerun of the debate over whether to allow lab research that increases the virulence, ease of 

spread or host range of dangerous pathogens — what is known as 'gain-of-function' research. In October 2014, the US 

government imposed a moratorium on federal funding of such research on the viruses that cause SARS, influenza and MERS 

(Middle East respiratory syndrome, a deadly disease caused by a virus that sporadically jumps from camels to people). 

The latest study was already under way before the US moratorium began, and the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

allowed it to proceed while it was under review by the agency, says Ralph Banc, an infectious-disease researcher at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, a co-author of the study. The NIH eventually concluded that the work was not so 

risky as to fall under the moratorium, he says. 

https: www. nature.cominews/engincercd- hat- v i rus-sti rs-dc hate-over-risky-research-I.18787 I 3 
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But Wain-Hobson disapproves of the study because, he says, it provides little benefit, and reveals little about the risk that the 

wild SHC014 virus in bats poses to humans. 

Other experiments in the study show that the virus in wild bats would need to evolve to pose any threat to humans — a change 

that may never happen, although it cannot be ruled out. Baric and his team reconstructed the wild virus from its genome 

sequence and found that it grew poorly in human cell cultures and caused no significant disease in mice. 

"The only impact of this work is the creation, in a lab, of a new, non-natural risk," agrees Richard Ebright, a molecular biologist 

and biodefence expert at Rutgers University in Piscataway, New Jersey. Both Ebright and Wain-Hobson are long-standing 

critics of gain-of-function research. 

In their paper, the study authors also concede that funders may think twice about allowing such experiments in the future. 

"Scientific review panels may deem similar studies building chimeric viruses based on circulating strains too risky to pursue," 

they write, adding that discussion is needed as to "whether these types of chimeric virus studies warrant further investigation 

versus the inherent risks involved". 

Useful research 

But Baric and others say the research did have benefits. The study findings "move this virus from a candidate emerging 

pathogen to a clear and present danger", says Peter Daszak, who co-authored the 2013 paper. Daszak is president of the 

EcoHealth Alliance, an international network of scientists, headquartered in New York City, that samples viruses from animals 

and people in emerging-diseases hotspots across the globe. 

Studies testing hybrid viruses in human cell culture and animal models are limited in what they can say about the threat posed 

by a wild virus, Daszak agrees. But he argues that they can help indicate which pathogens should be prioritized for further 

research attention. 

Without the experiments, says Baric, the SHC014 virus would still be seen as not a threat. Previously, scientists had believed, 

on the basis of molecular modelling and other studies, that it should not be able to infect human cells. The latest work shows 

that the virus has already overcome critical barriers, such as being able to latch onto human receptors and efficiently infect 

human airway cells, he says. "I don't think you can ignore that." He plans to do further studies with the virus in non-human 

primates, which may yield data more relevant to humans. 

Nature doi:10.1038/nature.2015.18787 

Follow ('NatureNews
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to other users. 
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C Narayana Varun • 2015-11-18 06.00 AM 

I totally don't understand the logic of how Gain of function is a dangerous experiment, when done in a well contained 

lab lead by responsible scientists. Even if we consider that this strain is dangerous (Apparently not) , people are 

questioning the authenticity of Bio-safety procedures. Labs have worked on Ebola recently and not a single outbreak 

has been reported which originated from lab. People are just obsessed with the wrong understanding of GOF (Gain of 

function) research. Go listen to all TVViV episodes 1. http://varuncnmicro.blogspot.in/2014/07/ferrets-are-not-

humans.html 2. http://www.twiv.tv/ 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/17/2019 2:38:15 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: More on Brucellosis in China, including in Harbin 

See linked summary below 

Chinese institutes investirlate pathogen outbreaks in lab workers (Nature) Two Chinese agriculture research institutions 
are inveEA:gating how more . hL,n 100 students and ,t3:ff became infected v 1 the bac. 3iium BruceIla, strains of which are 
typically found in farm animals but can also trigger potentially fatal complications in people 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
David Relman[relman©stanford.edu] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 8/9/2019 10:41:37 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Bio-warfare experts question why Canada was sending lethal viruses to China 

Dave, Dave and Ben, 

Please see link below to a news article discussing Canada's sharing of Ebola and Nipah viruses with China. Pei-Yong and I met 
earlier today and briefly discussed the article. I'm wondering if this might open an opportunity for us under the NAS-CAS dialogue. 
As mentioned previously, one of the best tools available to us to increase transparency and build mutual confidence is by 
conducting research collaboratively, working side-by-side on joint projects in true partnership, including working in each other's 
biocontainment labs. Undertaking such collaborative studies would be a logical next step in the work we've been doing here in the 
GNL to share best BSL4 practices with our partners in China. Is this something we might explore in our upcoming teleconference? I 
wonder if we might structure a proposal that would be of interest to Open Philanthropy? Other potential donors with an ability to 
work in China? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Geisbert, Thomas W. <twgeisbe@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2019 7:17 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; 
Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU>; Cross, Robert W. <rwcross@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Bio-warfare experts question why Canada was sending lethal viruses to China 

Interesting. 

https://beta.canada.com/health/bio-warfare-experts-question-why-canada-was-sending-lethal-viruses-to-
china/wcm/fce2a521-4ce1-4eb0-8ccf-43f165713c0b/amp/ 

Bio-warfare experts question why Canada was sending lethal viruses to China 
Canada.com 
Scientists from Canada's National Microbiology Laboratory (NML) have also said the highly lethal bug is a potential 
bio-weapon, But this March that same lab shipped samples of the henipavirus family and of Ebola to China, which has 
long been 

beta a am 
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From: iLXj; [zhangdong196802@hotmail.com] 
Sent: 2/11/2020 8:39:34 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. Owleduc@UTMB.EDUI 
CC: Yuan Zhiming [yzm@whiov.cn]; Shi, Pei yang [peshi@UTMB.EDU]; /IN /IN [wangxiaobj@hotmail.com] 
Subject: CI : cooperation 
Attachments: Speech by Consul General CAI Wei at the press conference about the novel coronavirus epidemic held with US 

congressman Al Green.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. James Le Duc, 

Thank you for the quick response. I'm so glad to know that you have been working with 
Wuhan Chinese partners. I expect to hear from you about your cooperative outcomes and 
good news in the near future. 

Just as Consul General CAI Wei said at the press conference about the novel coronavirus 
epidemic held with US congressman Al Green: This is the time for facts, not fear, for 
science, not rumors, and for solidarity, not stigma. In the face of public health 
contingencies, countries should adopt an objective and scientific approach to jointly 
respond to the challenges. So we are glad to have you to work with us and fight the 
epidemic. 

Counselor Xiao Wang is the director of the science and technology division in consulate 
general and she would also like to express her greetings. I copy her here. We will be 
ready to offer help anytime you need. 

Expect to visit you and to see more of you in the future. 

The speech by Consul General CAI Wei is attached for your reference. 

‘?::: Li Windows 10 likaj5ftFj7)11 

AktUTJA: 
45CfeA: 

ma: RE: cooperation 

Dear Dr Dong Zhang, 

Yuan 

LeDuc. James W. 

Zhiming;

20204:F21111 El 12:36 

Shi, Pei yon_g 

We have worked for many years in collaboration with our colleagues at the Institute of Virology in Wuhan and at other 
Chinese laboratories. Much of our work has been jointly coordinated by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the 
Chinese Academy of Science and included joint meetings held annually for the past several years in both China and the 
US, including our hosting a joint meeting here at the Galveston National Laboratory in January, 2018. We have also 
hosted Chinese post-doctoral fellows and visiting scientists for training in biosafety and biosecurity operations of high 
biocontainment laboratories and to conduct collaborative research, some of which is continuing. 
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Our primary point of contact in Wuhan has been Dr Zhiming Yuan, copied here. Through these linkages, we continue to 
share information and conduct basic and applied research into the nCoV. 

Thank you for your interest in our program. Please let me know if there are specific areas where we might be of 
assistance to you and your colleagues. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: 1-k 33: <zhangdong196802@hotmailcom> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2020 12:27 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: /1\ /1\ <wangxiaobj@hotmail.com> 
Subject: cooperation 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. James Le Duc, 

I am consul Zhang working at the consulate general of china in Houston. After I read the 
news about you and your lab from the public media, I know that you and your colleagues 
are doing the research on vaccine against the 2019-n-Coy based on SARS vaccine 
experiences and knowledge. Currently there are some scientists engaged in 
epidemiological studies are racing to conduct collaboration with Chinese partners and I 
am glad that we might play a small part in helping them reaching out their chinese 
counterparts. 

So I'm writing here to know more about your research and development and to see 
whether you are having the same idea on building partnership with Chinese scientists in 
order to facilitate the process of the vaccine on both research and clinical trials for the 
sake of people from China and the whole world. 

Besides, any advice and suggestions from you on China's prevention and treatment of the 
coronavirus will be very much appreciated. 
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I will be looking forward to your reply. 

Windows 10 nkEilWif[j 

Best. 

Dong Zhang, Ph.D/Consul 

Science & Technology Division, Consulate General of The People's Republic of China in Houston 

3417 Montrose Blvd. Houston, TX 77006 U.S.A 

Tel : +1 (713) 520-1462 ext 319 Fax: +1(713)-521-0786 

Mobile : +1 (713)-306-5862 

E-mail: 

zhangdong,196802@hotmail.com; zhangdong most.cn 
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Speech by Consul General CAI Wei at the press conference about the novel 
coronavirus epidemic held with US congressman Al Green 

2020/02/10 

This is the time for facts, not fear, for science, not rumors, and for solidarity, not 
stigma. China is fighting the outbreak for the sake of the health of its people as well 
as that of the world's people. With its all-out efforts at home, China is reducing the 
risk facing countries around the world and the danger to people in other parts of the 
world. 

This virus is unprecedented, so are the measures China has taken. Under President 
Xi Jinping's leadership, China has been taking the most comprehensive and rigorous 
prevention and control measures, and we are fully confident and capable to win the 
battle against the epidemic. The National Health Commission of PRC said as of 
24:00 on Feb 8,(Beijing time) 33,738 infections confirmed, 28942 suspected, 2649 
cured and 811 deaths in mainland China. The Chinese side has been acting with 
openness, transparency and a responsible attitude. World Health Organization 
(WHO) and many countries have recognized and commended this. 

In the face of public health contingencies, countries should adopt an objective and 
scientific approach to jointly respond to the challenges. We will always remember 
the sympathy and support given to us from the international community, including 
the US.On Feb. 7, China and US Presidents spoke over the phone. Both Presidents 
agreed China and US should maintain communication and strengthen coordination 
to jointly control the epidemic. 

The Chinese Consulate General in Houston will continue to keep the local public 
informed, protect the legal rights of overseas Chinese citizens, and promote local 
Chinese community's development. The Consulate will keep sending authoritative 
information. I applaud Al Green's unremitting efforts to the community, especially his 
recent efforts addressing the local lingering coronavirus fears. We firmly reject any 
racial discrimination, whether it's in the form of a speech, of an article or even a title 
of an article. Racism cannot be tolerated. The virus might be fearful in itself. But 
what is more fearful are rumors, panic and racism. Finally I would like to mention 4 
keywords to the community here: stay calm, rest assured, stay confident, and stay 
patient. 

http://houston.china-consulate.org/engisgxwit1742630.htm 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/17/2019 2:22:35 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject interesting report relevant to China closed-door mtg 
Fundamental Research Security--Jason rpt 12-2019.pdf 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Contact: Gordon Long — glong@mitre.org 
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DISTRIBUTION A: Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. 
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The MITRE Corporation 
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The National Science Foundation (NSF) celebrates its 70th anniversary this year (2019). Over 
seven decades it has transformed U.S. fundamental research and enabled a world-leading 
scientific enterprise built upon open intellectual exchange, collaboration, and sharing. Several 
incidents in recent years have led to concern that the openness of our academic fundamental 
research ecosystem is being taken advantage of by other countries. This sense of unfair 
competition is entwined with concerns about U.S. economic and national security in a rapidly 
changing world. The NSF wishes to assess these concerns and respond to them where 
appropriate, while also adhering to core values of excellence, openness, and fairness. 

NSF has charged JASON to produce an unclassified report that can be widely disseminated and 
discussed in the academic community, providing technical or other data about specific security 
concerns in a classified appendix. 

JASON was asked: 

1. What is the value and what are the risks of openness generally associated with 
fundamental research? 

2. How should the principles of scientific openness be affirmed or modified? 

3. Are there areas of fundamental research that should be more controlled rather than openly 
available? What are those areas? 

4. What controls, if any, could be placed on particular types of information, and how can 
this be managed in a way that maintains the maximum benefit of the open research 
environment for fundamental research? 

5. What good practices could be put into place by academic researchers to balance the open 
environment of fundamental research with the needs for national (and economic) 
security? 

6. What good practices could be put into place by funding agencies such as NSF to balance 
the open environment of fundamental research with the needs for national (and 
economic) security? 

To address these questions, JASON engaged with NSF leadership, senior university 
administrators, the intelligence community, and others. This report details the results from the 
ensuing inquiry, discussions, and debates engaged with NSF, senior university administrators, 
the intelligence community, law enforcement, and others. 

JSR-19-21 Fundamental Research Security 1 December 6, 2019 
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Four main themes emerged from the study: 

• The value of, and need for, foreign scientific talent in the United States, 

• The significant negative impacts of placing new restrictions on access to fundamental 
research, 

• The need to extend our notion of research integrity to include disclosures of 
commitments and potential conflicts of interest, 

• The need for a common understanding between academia and U.S. government agencies 
about how to best protect U.S. interests in fundamental research while maintaining 
openness and successfully competing in the global marketplace for science talent. 

Our Findings and Recommendations amplify these themes and propose steps the NSF can take to 
improve the security of fundamental research. 

1.1 Findings 

1. There is a long and illustrious history of foreign-born scientists and engineers training 
and working in the United States, and they make essential contributions to our 
preeminence in science, engineering and technology today. Maintaining that leading 
position will require that the United States continues to attract and retain the best science 
talent globally. 

2. The United States upholds values of ethics in science, including objectivity, honesty, 
accountability, fairness and stewardship (NAS 2017 Fostering Integrity in Research). 
These values protect research integrity, upon which credibility of the fundamental 
research enterprise, and the entire academic system, is based. 

3. Actions of the Chinese government and its institutions that are not in accord with U.S. 
values of science ethics have raised concerns about foreign influence in the U.S. 
academic sector. JASON reviewed classified and open-source evidence suggesting that 
there are problems with respect to research transparency, lack of reciprocity in 
collaborations and consortia, and reporting of commitments and potential conflicts of 
interest, related to these actions. 

4. The scale and scope of the problem remain poorly defined, and academic leadership, 
faculty, and front-line government agencies lack a common understanding of foreign 
influence in U.S. fundamental research, the possible risks derived from it, and the 
possible detrimental effects of restrictions on it that might be enacted in response. 

5. Conflicts of interest and commitment in the research enterprise can be broader than those 
that are strictly financial, including those that might occur in foreign research 

JSR-19-21 Fundamental Research Security 2 December 6, 2019 
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collaborations or result from required reporting obligations for scholarships or grants. 

6. There are many stakeholders with responsibility for the integrity of fundamental research, 
from U.S. government agencies to individual scholars, each with particular perspectives, 
roles and responsibilities. Universities and research funding agencies have policies and 
guidelines regarding some of these responsibilities, but these are often insufficient for 
individuals to assess risk and take appropriate actions. 

7. National Security Decision Directive (NSDD) 189, established in 1985 a clear distinction 
between fundamental research and classified research. This remains a cornerstone to the 
fundamental-research enterprise, as officially reaffirmed in 2001 and 2010 and it 
continues to inform policy today. 

8. Universities have mechanisms to handle Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) 
under existing categories, such as HIPAA, FERPA, Export control, and Title XIII. CUI 
protection is difficult, but suited to these tasks, however it is ill-suited to the protection of 
fundamental research areas. 

9. International researchers in the United States are partners in our research enterprise, and, 
consequently, in the effort to strengthen research integrity nationally and globally. 

1.2 Recommendations 

1. The scope of expectations under the umbrella of research integrity should be expanded to 
include full disclosure of commitments and actual or potential conflicts of interest. 

2. Failures to disclose commitments and actual or potential conflicts of interest should be 
investigated and adjudicated by the relevant office of the NSF and by universities as 
presumptive violations of research integrity, with consequences similar to those currently 
in place for scientific misconduct. 

3. NSF should take a lead in working with NSF-funded universities and other entities, as 
well as professional societies and publishers to ensure that the responsibilities of all 
stakeholders in maintaining research integrity are clearly stated, acknowledged, and 
adopted. Harmonization of these responsibilities with those of other federal research-
funding agencies is encouraged. 

4. NSF should adopt, and promulgate to all stakeholders, project assessment tools that 
facilitate an evaluation of risks to research integrity for research collaborations, and for 
all non-federal grants and research agreements. 

5. Education and training in scientific ethics at universities and other institutions performing 
fundamental research should be expanded beyond traditional research integrity issues to 
include information and examples covering conflicts of interest and commitment. 
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6. NSF should support reaffirmation of the principles of NSDD-189, which make clear that 
fundamental research should remain unrestricted to the fullest extent possible, and should 
discourage the use of new CUI definitions as a mechanism to erect intermediate-level 
boundaries around fundamental research areas. 

7. NSF should engage with intelligence agencies and law enforcement to communicate to 
academic leadership and faculty an evidence-based description of the scale and scope of 
problems posed by foreign influence in fundamental research, as well as to communicate 
to other government agencies the critical importance of foreign researchers and 
collaborations to U.S. fundamental research. 

8. NSF should further engage with the community of foreign researchers in the United 
States to enlist them in the effort to foster openness and transparency in fundamental 
research, nationally and globally, as well as to benefit from their connections to identify, 
recruit and retain the best scientific talent to the United States 

9. NSF and other relevant U.S. government agencies should develop and implement a 
strategic plan for maintaining our competitiveness for the top science and engineering 
talent globally, taking advantage of new opportunities for engagement that might arise, 
even as others become more challenging. 

1.3 Conclusion 

JASON concludes that many of the problems of foreign influence that have been identified are 
ones that can be addressed within the framework of research integrity, and that the benefits of 
openness in research and of the inclusion of talented foreign researchers dictate against measures 
that would wall off particular areas of fundamental research. We expect that a reinvigorated 
commitment to U.S. standards of research integrity and the tradition of open science by all 
stakeholders will drive continued preeminence of the United States in science, engineering, and 
technology by attracting and retaining the world's best talent. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

The National Science Foundation (NSF) celebrates its 70th anniversary this year (2019). Over 
seven decades it has transformed U.S. fundamental research and enabled a world-leading 
scientific enterprise built upon open intellectual exchange, collaboration, and sharing. Several 
incidents in recent years have led to concern that the openness of our academic fundamental 
research ecosystem is being taken advantage of by other countries. This sense of unfair 
competition is entwined with concerns about U.S. economic and national security in a rapidly 
changing world. NSF wishes to assess these concerns and respond to them where appropriate, 
while also adhering to core values of excellence, openness, and fairness. 

NSF has charged JASON to produce an unclassified report that can be widely disseminated and 
discussed in the academic community, providing technical or other data about specific security 
concerns in a classified appendix. Although much of the recent concern has focused on the 
actions of China, JASON has largely taken a nation-agnostic approach to potential solutions and 
has sought to provide recommendations that would broadly strengthen the U.S. fundamental 
research enterprise against foreign influence. 

In this report we review the recent history of U.S. fundamental research and the important role 
that foreign-born researchers have played in it, the basis for open science in U.S. fundamental 
research and current mechanisms controlling access to that research, and address U.S. values of 
science ethics and specific features of foreign programs that transgress those values. We then 
consider these transgressions in the context of the current understanding of research integrity and 
of the expectations of collaborative agreements, and provide advice concerning maintaining 
openness, tools for stakeholders in research integrity, and the means to increase awareness of the 
scale and scope of the problem. We conclude with detailed Findings and Recommendations. 
Appendices include the charge to JASON from NSF, the text of National Security Decision 
Directive 189, and a brief classified section. 

In performing this study, JASON was briefed by the following individuals: 
Rebecca Keiser, NSF; James Ulvestad, NSF; Arthur Bienenstock, National Science Board 
(NSB); Steven Binkley, Department of Energy; Suresh Garimella, University of Vermont; 
Michael Lauer, National Institutes of Health; Michael McQuade, Carnegie Mellon; Sethuraman 
Panchanathan, Arizona State University; Emilda Rivers, National Center for Science and 
Engineering Statistics; Tobin Smith, Association of American Universities; Maria Zuber, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and representatives of the intelligence community and 
law enforcement. 
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3 HISTORY AND CONTEXT 

3.1 Post-WW11 Rise of U.S. Science and Technology 

Science and technology are international enterprises, characterized by global collaboration, as 
well as by global competition. No nation better epitomizes the international character of these 
enterprises than the United States. Technological progress in the United States at the start of the 
20th century was closely associated with foreign-born inventors who emigrated here from abroad, 
with familiar names including Alexander Graham Bell (Scotland), Nicola Tesla (Croatia), Chien-
Shiung Wu (China) and Guglielmo Marconi (Italy). The rise of Fascism and National Socialism 
prior to the Second World War resulted in a further efflux of human capital to the United States, 
bringing to our shores an entire generation of European refugees that included world-class 
scientists and mathematicians, such as Albert Einstein and Hans Bethc, Maria Goeppert-Mayer 
(Germany), Enrico Fermi and Emilio Segre (Italy), Rita Levi-Montalcini (Italy), John von 
Neuman, Leo Szilard, Eugene Wigner and Edward Teller (Hungary)—and many others. A 
number of these scientific refugees subsequently contributed in vital ways to the Allied war 
effort, including critical work on the Manhattan Project that led to the development of the atomic 
bomb. 

Buoyed by the economic climate that prevailed at the end of the war, and by the influx of so 
many top scientists, the United States ascended to a preeminent world role in science and 
technology during the immediate postwar era. The report by Vannevar Bush (Director of the 
Office of Scientific Research and Development) in 1945, entitled "Science, The Endless 
Frontier' made the case for an increased emphasis on basic research. It expounded a series of 
fundamental principles and recommendations that were to guide U.S. science for many years to 
come, including concepts of openness, dissemination of information via publication, and 
freedom of inquiry. It called on government to support scientific research in the name of public 
welfare, and for lowering the barriers to advanced education for U.S. citizens. Importantly, it 
also called for lifting of many of the restrictions implemented during the war years, which were 
assessed to hamper the overall cause of national security. Although written nearly 75 years ago, 
Science, The Endless Frontier still carries impressive currency today. Not long thereafter, in 
1950, Congress established the National Science Foundation, "lb promote the progress of 
science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; and to secure the national 
defense."' 

The 1950s and 60s continued to attract intellectual capital to the United States from abroad, 
further boosting the strength of American science and technology. During this time, prominent 
scientists arrived on our shores from a growing pool of countries, including war-ravaged 
European countries3, war-time allies, particularly the United Kingdom and British 
Commonwealth countries, as well as from Asia, including Japan, China, and Korea. The flight of 
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human capital from Great Britain to North America during the Cold War era, in particular, led to 
the coining of the term "brain drain4". There can be little doubt that the United States has 
benefitted enormously from brain drain right up to the present day, attracting some of the best 
talent in the world. It's notable that, as of the start of 2019, 16 Nobel Prizes garnered by U.S. 
scientists, post-WWII, have been won by ethnic Asians: five by Japanese-Americans', eight by 
Chinese-Americans6 (in addition to two Fields Medalists), and three by Indian-Americans7. As 
of 2018, fully 30% of U.S. Nobel laureates in the hard sciences were won by individuals born on 
foreign soi18. In 2019, eight Americans were awarded Nobel Prizes — half were foreign born. 

3.2 Advanced Education in the United States 

In parallel with the continued influx of world-class scientists from abroad, domestic research was 
boosted after WWII by significantly increased funding, available from federal granting agencies, 
most of which were created postwar, including the NSF, DOE, and several new institutes of the 
NIH. For example, the NIH budget soared from $52.7 million in 1950 to $388 million by 1960, 
and it is approximately $39.2 billion today. In 1950, in its first full year of operations, the NSF's 
budget was a mere $3.5 million. The launch of Sputnik in Oct. 1957 by the U.S.S.R. stimulated 
the U.S. Congress to increase the NSF budget to $40 million in 1958, and it is approximately 
$8.1 billion today9. The national response to Sputnik also led to the creation in 1957 of the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency in the Department of Defense (ARPA, now DARPA), 
which funds research on the frontiers of technology and science for national security purposes. 
As the U.S. research establishment blossomed, so too did our attractiveness as a global center for 
higher education. Among the top-20 universities in the world in 2019, U.S. universities routinely 
occupy the overwhelming majority of the highest rankings (from 11 to 16 out of 20, depending 
on the rating source)1°. 

By 2017, in excess of 800,000 foreign students were here in the United States pursuing an 
advanced degree or postdoctoral training. Of that number, roughly 272,000 came from the 
People's Republic of China". Foreign students are critical to our domestic research enterprise, 
filling an otherwise unmet demand for high-level talent. To cite one striking example, in 
computer science in 1995, there were nearly equal numbers of U.S. and international full-time 
graduate students. Between 1995 and 2015, the number of U.S students increased by 45% (8,627 
to 12,539), while the number of international students soared by 480% (7,883 to 45,970)12. 
During the same period, the number of U.S. graduate students in electrical engineering (EE) 
actually decreased by 17%, while the number of foreign students rose 270%'3. These numbers 
reflect the dramatic change in size and scope of technology programs in the United States, 
necessary to maintain our national competitiveness and to keep up with global demand. Our 
domestic production of well-qualified students, however, has not managed to keep up with this 
growth, and that is a source of ongoing concern. Today, foreign nationals account for the 
majority of graduate students in many technology fields, including electrical, civil, mechanical, 
industrial, chemical, and petroleum engineering. They also dominate in fields including 
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computer science and economics, and some universities graduate programs likely could not 
maintain their high level of excellence without foreign students14. 

A similar situation obtains for many branches of science. As of 2017, foreign students 
represented 35% of graduate students throughout the science, health, and engineering fields. In 
the physical sciences, over 30% of master's and over 40% of Ph.D. students were foreign15. The 
top three countries earning doctorates in the United States were China, India, and South Korea, 
respectively, and these account for 54% of the total foreign doctorates, with China alone 
accounting for 34% of this total'. 

It is important to realize that foreign students receiving post-graduate training in the United 
States often choose to stay once they receive their degree is complete, thereby adding to our 
expert workforce. The retention rates are impressive. Overall, —80% of all science and 
engineering doctoral students coming from abroad report a definite postgraduate commitment to 
remain in the United States for employment or further training (89% for India; 83% for China)17. 
The long-term stay rates, defined as remaining 10 years or more in the United States, stood 
around 70% in computer science and mathematical sciences, life sciences, and physical sciences 
in 2015, and long-term stay rates exceeded 75% in engineering18. 

In the case of China, there are indications that this imbalance in favor of the United States may 
be shifting. The drivers of this change include large increases in pay packages offered by China 
at all levels (for example, postdoctoral salaries now reach 600,000 yuan, or $87,827, topping the 
U.S. average of $47,000), stricter visa restrictions on students, and perception of "increasing 
hostility against Chinese researchers"19. Whether the Chinese brain drain has actually been 
reversed is still unclear, but the numbers of science and technology (S&T) trainees coming from 
China, as well as the numbers staying, have recently dropped in response to a greater "pull" by 
China and a greater "push" from the United States2°. 

3.3 The Vulnerability of U.S. Science and Technology Primacy 

The global preeminence achieved by U.S. science and technology in the postwar era, through the 
end of the Cold War in 1991, has not gone unchallenged. The first decade of the 21' century, in 
particular, saw a major shift in the global landscape, and the apparent loss of U.S. primacy in 
S&T areas. Many factors are responsible for this shift, and these have been well described in 
various reports'. There are no easy metrics by which to measure success in science or 
technology, but multiple indicators suggest that China, in particular, may now be gaining an 
upper hand. Although we continue to spend more on research and development (R&D) than any 
other nation, the United States is currently being outspent by China in certain areas. Battelle 
reported in 2012 that "China's march to prominence in the global R&D arena remains constant 
and strong, accounting for $23 billion on the coming year's projected growth"22. By 2013, 
China had surpassed the United States in the number of scientific publications in Physics and 
Astronomy, considered as fraction of world production23. China also took the publication lead in 
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many other S&T fields, including chemistry, renewable energy, computer science, quantum 
computation, artificial intelligence, electrical engineering, nanotechnology, nuclear engineering, 
materials science, and biotechnology, among others. Of course, quantity does not imply quality, 
and it might be argued that China's apparent lead is illusory in certain ways. 

Chinese growth in S&T has continued more-or-less unabated, but there is some question about 
whether the recent rate of growth is sustainable. By 2017, Battelle noted: 

"The shifting of R&D investments to Asia is a trend that started several years ago, and 
it has continued with 44% of all R&D monies in 2018 being spent in that region—a 
significant trend expected to continue into the future. As noted over the past ten years in 
these forecasts, the overall growth in global R&D investments is being driven by the 
substantial increases in Asian countries and especially in China, which for many years 
increased its R&D investments by more than 10% per year. Over that many years, the 
Chinese rate increases are basically unsustainable—and its current R&D growth rate is 
now in the 6.7% growth rate range, which is still more than twice that of the United 
States and most European countries. Asia accounts for nearly 44% of all global R&D 
investments. Its share rate continues to increase each year at the expense of all the other 
countries investing in R&D. The United States continues to be the country with the 
largest investments in R&D, a title it has held for the past 50 years. The U.S. share of 
the global R&D pie continues to shrink due to the higher growth rates in Asia, however, 
at a slowing rate over the past five years."24

However, there is little doubt that China is a world leader in fields that are increasingly important 
to U.S. national security, including artificial intelligence and hypersonics. Furthermore, PRC 
leadership has been quite open about its desire to become a global leader in S&T, and the 13th 
Five-Year Plan now in effect places a strong emphasis on innovation in S&T25. 

3.4 Intellectual Capital as a Global Commodity 

Given the international character today's science and technology enterprise, top-tier talent, or 
"intellectual capital," has become something of a global commodity. Both developed and 
developing nations compete to attract the brightest academic minds, particularly high-profile 
investigators who can nucleate domestic research programs or offer specialized knowledge. 
These developments correspond to what a report from the National Science Board has termed 
"brain circulation," as opposed to brain drain26. As global competition in science and technology 
increases, the desire to repatriate citizens while simultaneously attracting additional foreign-
national talent has led to a proliferation of recruitment programs. 

Science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)-focused recruitment programs are 
not new and come in many forms. Scholarships, established by governments or private 
foundations, that fund academics for sabbaticals and longer-term visits have long existed. In 
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Germany the Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship brings internationally renowned researchers 
to Germany for up to 18 months. In the United States, the Fulbright Scholar Program sponsors 
the largest international exchange program for students. The John Simon Guggenheim 
Foundation awards competitive fellowships for study abroad to young faculty in both the arts and 
sciences. The United Kingdom recently established the Rutherford Fund, with a $130 million 
initial allocation, to attract the best foreign researchers, for stays ranging from a few months to 
10 years. Canada has budgeted $94 million to fund international researchers to take up research 
chairs that it has established at top universities. France has committed $50 million to attract 
climate scientists to work in France, citing current U.S. climate policies as a motivation27. 

In general, STEM-focused recruitment programs target one or more of four classes of individual: 
(1) domestic students sent to study abroad, with the goal of repatriating them after their 
education (these are essentially scholarship programs); (2) foreign students imported to study in 
the homeland of the program, with the goal of capitalizing on their research efforts and possibly 
retaining a fraction of them after their studies are completed; (3) established foreign scientists 
with common cultural or familial ties to the country offering the recruitment program, with the 
goal of bringing them back to the homeland (recruited individuals may be nationals, citizens of 
the foreign country, or dual citizens); and (4) established foreign scientists with no particular ties 
to the homeland, but who nevertheless might be persuaded to immigrate by professional and 
personal enticements. 

Brain circulation is a two-way street. Several foreign countries have successfully wooed some 
top American academics: over the past decade, a number of researchers based in the United 
States have moved overseas (or split their research programs between here and abroad), lured by 
the promise of prestigious positions, increased laboratory space, new equipment, improved 
funding, a ready supply of students, job security, etc. The number of such American expatriates 
is comparatively small, for the time being. 

It is important to note that many of the recent concerns about foreign influence in the U.S. 
fundamental research enterprise derive from features of Chinese recruitment programs. China 
has many such programs, but the Thousand Talents Plan in particular has been the focus of 
recent scrutiny. This program was established in 2008 with the goal of recruiting "strategic 
scientists or leading talents who can make breakthroughs in key technologies or can enhance 
China's high-tech industries and emerging disciplines28." The ways in which execution of this 
plan has, in some cases, resulted in transgressions against U.S. values of science are covered in 
Section 5 of this report. In addition, the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations released on November 19, 2019 a staff report 
Threats to the U.S. Research Enterprise: China's Talent Recruitment Plans29. This report 
provides substantial details of the workings of the Thousand Talents Plan, including recruitment 
contracts and case studies of the actions of individuals engaged in talent program activities. 
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4 OPEN SCIENCE IN FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH 

Open science relies on the free exchange of information between scientists around the world. 
Since the start of the Second World War, open science has come into tension with the need for 
secrecy for technology surrounding the military uses of technology. Following the Second World 
War, the classification system was created to restrict access to sensitive information, including 
scientific information deemed sensitive, to those with the need-to-know. As time passed, the 
prevailing view was that fundamental research would remain unclassified whereas specific, 
usually national security related, applications of fundamental research could be classified. This 
section describes two government actions — NSDD-189 from 1985 and CUI from 2008 — that 
attempted to codify aspects of the openness of fundamental research. 

4.1 National Security Decision Directive 189 (NSDD-189) 

On September 21, 1985, President Ronald Reagan issued National Security Decision Directive 
189 (NSDD-189)(included as Appendix B), with the explicit aim to "establish a national policy 
for controlling the flow of science, technology, and engineering information produced in 
federally funded research at colleges, universities, and laboratories3°." 

NSDD-189 was intended to specifically address "the acquisition of advanced technology by 
Eastern Bloc nations for the purpose of enhancing their military capabilities [which poses] a 
significant threat to our national security." The overarching goal was to safeguard "our 
leadership position in science and technology," which was deemed to be "an essential element in 
our economic and physical and security." NSDD-189 recognized that "The strength of 
American science requires a research environment conducive to creativity, an environment in 
which the free exchange of ideas is a vital component." 

NSDD-189 established a national policy of openness, by default, for the conduct of 
"fundamental research," which it defined by contrast with proprietary research, as follows: 

"Fundamental research' means basic and applied research in science and engineering, the 
results of which ordinarily are published and shared broadly within the scientific community, 
as distinguished from proprietary research and from industrial development, design, 
production, and product utilization, the results of which ordinarily are restricted for 
proprietary or national security reasons." 

The controlling words of the policy are as follows: 

"It is the policy of this Administration that, to the maximum extent possible, the products of 
fundamental research remain unrestricted. It is also the policy of this Administration that, 
where the national security requires control, the mechanism for control of information 
generated during federally-funded fundamental research in science, technology and 
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engineering at colleges, universities and laboratories is classification. ... No restrictions 
may be placed upon the conduct or reporting offederally-funded fundamental research 
that has not received national security classification, except as provided in applicable U.S. 
Statutes." 

Some 34 years on, NSDD-189 is still operative as our national policy. It was reaffirmed post 
9/11 by the Bush Administration, in a letter dated November 1, 2001, from Secretary of State 
Condoleezza Rice to Harold Brown, Co-Chair of the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies', who noted that "The key to maintaining U.S. technological preeminence is to 
encourage open and collaborative basic research. The linkage between the free exchange of 
ideas and scientific innovation, prosperity, and U.S. national security is undeniable." It was 
reaffirmed again in 2010 by Undersecretary of Defense Ashton Carter32, who wrote that "NSDD-
189 makes clear that the products offundamental research are to remain unrestricted to the 
maximum extent possible. When control is necessary for national security reasons, class ffication 
is the only appropriate mechanism." 

NSDD-189 indicates that when it comes to government-sponsored research of the type 
conducted by universities, a policy of openness should prevail, with the smallest possible number 
of exceptions to be carved out for those cases where security concerns dominate. Furthermore, 
the exceptions are to be handled by our existing classification mechanisms, and not by some 
other protection schemes. 

The fundamental principles embraced by NSDD-189, along with much of its original wording, 
were subsequently incorporated into the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) and are 
therefore the law of the land. This has created some issues, because there have been instances of 
the inclusion of publication and access restrictions in various grants and cooperative agreements 
in universities33, and because federal granting agencies sometimes impose restrictions on foreign 
nationals in their research contracts to universities when the research complies with NSDD-189. 
Furthermore, other federal regulations, such as the Export Administrations Regulations (EAR) 
and International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), seem to be at odds with the principles of 
NSDD-189. A previous NRC report has addressed many of these issues and offered 
recommendations34. 

4.2 Controlled Unclassified Information 

In the study charge, JASON was asked to consider whether there are areas of fundamental 
research that should be controlled rather than openly available, what types of control might be 
used, and how they would be managed. Particularly relevant to addressing these questions is the 
establishment of the category of "Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI)" in a memorandum 
issued by the Bush administration on May 9, 2008, seven years after the Rice letter reaffirming 
NSDD-189. CUI was intended to replace a hodge-podge of earlier, informal categories of 
protected information, with names like "For Official Use Only (FUOU)," "Sensitive But 
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Unclassified (SBU)," and "Law Enforcement Sensitive (LES)." This attempt at consolidation 
emerged from a proposal initiated by the Department of Homeland Security in 2004, and was 
placed under the auspices of the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), which 
was responsible for overseeing the CUI framework35. The original Bush memorandum was later 
rescinded on Nov. 4, 2010, and replaced under the Obama administration by Executive Order 
13556, which decried the proliferation of federal agency policies and regulations that had come 
to be associated with controlled information: 

"This inefficient, confusing patchwork has resulted in inconsistent marking and 
safeguarding of documents, led to unclear or unnecessarily restrictive dissemination 
policies, and created impediments to authorized information sharing. The fact that these 
agency-specific policies are often hidden .from public view has only aggravated these 
issues36." 

Executive Order 13556 maintained the designation "Controlled Unclassified Information" for 
federal use, but imposed further restrictions on its use, and required all agencies to review the 
categories, subcategories, and markings of CUI, with an eye towards removing CUI designations 
wherever feasible. It also reminded parties that CUI designations need to maintain consistency 
with existing laws and policies: 

"The CUI categories and subcategories shall serve as exclusive designations for 
identifring unclassified information throughout the executive branch that requires 
safeguarding or dissemination controls, pursuant to and consistent with applicable law, 
regulations, and Government-wide policies37." 

Executive Order 13556 also attempted to contain, and to harmonize, the ever-increasing number 
of CUI categories, by designating that the Executive Agent shall: 

"...approve categories and subcategories of CUI and associated markings to be applied 
uniformly throughout the executive branch and to become effective upon publication in the 
registry established." 

In addition, Order 13556 called for interagency meetings to discuss matters pertaining to the CUI 
program, and to maintain a public CUI registry of categories. Despite the good intentions, the 
number of CUI categories has continued to proliferate, and now stands at 12538, grouped into 20 
divisions. These include such diverse category names as "Pesticide Producer Survey," 
"Taxpayer Advocate Information," "Consumer Complaints," and "Campaign Funds." The CUI 
Registry also subsumes a large number of categories of traditionally protected, personal 
information that are already covered by applicable federal statutes, such as medical records 
(HIPAA regulations), genetic information (GINA regulations), taxpayer information (Title 26), 
census data (Title 13), electronic funds transfers and personal finances (Federal banking 
regulations), student records (FERPA regulations). Also included are some categories with 
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comparatively less well-defined scope, such as "Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information," 
"Sensitive Personally Identifiable Information," and "Railroad Safety Analysis Records." 

It seems fair to say that despite the attempt of Executive Order 13566 to regularize the concept of 
Controlled Unclassified Information, confusion reigns with respect to many of the categories that 
have been established, particularly those that are not otherwise covered by dedicated federal 
statutes. 

Importantly, there is no division or category within the CUI Registry directly concerned with the 
conduct of academic research, and this appears to be broadly consistent with the principles laid 
out in NSDD-189. However, two categories of export controls, namely, "Export Controls" and 
"Export Controlled Research," come into play for novel technologies and software that could be 
considered dual use, or which might adversely affect U.S. national security or nonproliferation 
objectives. Restrictions associated with these categories can — and do — affect foreign researchers 
carrying out advanced work at U.S. universities. Among the CUI categories, the official 
definition of "Export Controlled Research" seems especially vague, being only described as: 

"Related to the systematic investigation into and study of materials and sources in order to 
establish facts and reach new conclusions (sic)39." 

Unfortunately, this type of description provides little in the way of guidance and seems destined 
to lead to precisely the type of "unnecessarily restrictive dissemination policies and created 
impediments to authorized information sharing" criticized by Executive Order 13556. 

For the time being, the handling practices associated with the categories of CUI are many, and in 
a state of flux. For the most part, these remain to be fully reconciled with NSDD-189. Given the 
current state of affairs, JASON cannot recommend adoption of a CUI mechanism to secure 
additional categories of information generated by U.S. universities, beyond those currently 
covered by applicable laws designed to protect personal information (e.g., HIPAA, GINA, 
FERPA, Title 13, etc.). Rather, the general principle of creating high walls, i.e., classification, 
around narrowly defined areas should be adhered to, minimizing conflicts that might adversely 
affect U.S. open science practices. 
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5 RESEARCH INTEGRITY AND FOREIGN INFLUENCE 

This Section considers how specific methods of exerting foreign influence impact the research 
integrity of the U.S. fundamental research enterprise. Subsection 5.1 describes the U.S. core 
values of research integrity, subsections 5.2-5.6 present a taxonomy of different means of 
foreign influence and how they compromise research integrity, subsection 5.7 discusses specific 
aspects of China's influence with a focus on potentially relevant cultural differences, and 
subsection 5.8 addresses the nature of the information provided to JASON by the intelligence 
community and law enforcement. 

5.1 Research Integrity 

Research integrity is a set of ethical standards that undergirds the U.S. research enterprise. 
Historically the primary focus of research integrity concerns has been on scientific misconduct. 
In 1992, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) stated "Misconduct in science is defined as 
fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism, in proposing, performing, or reporting researce." This 
definition specifically excluded research errors, differences of opinion, and misconduct unrelated 
to research. In addition, the NAS definition excluded questionable research practices defined as 
"...actions that violate traditional values of the research enterprise and that may be detrimental 
to the research process." The NAS concluded that, at that time, there was not agreement or 
consensus on the seriousness of such actions. 

In 2000, a unified federal policy on research misconduct was promulgated, largely drawing from 
the 1992 NAS report, and concerned with fabrication, falsification and plagiarism41. The 
reporting policies of the National Science Foundation and Department of Health and Human 
Services (including NIH) on research integrity have focused on these same topics42. In 2017, 
NAS returned to these issues in the report Fostering Integrity in Research43. After reaffirming 
the 1992 recommendations on scientific misconduct, this report noted that research integrity 
depends on a much broader set of practices by individuals and institutions, including dishonesty 
and avarice, both pertinent to the topic of this JASON study. The report concluded by urging 
research institutions, publishers, professional societies, and public and private funding agencies 
to support a broader landscape of research integrity. 

The 2017 Fostering Integrity in Research report defined six core values that underlie research 
integrity: objectivity, honesty, openness, accountability, fairness and stewardship. It also stated 
that "practicing integrity in research means planning, proposing, performing, reporting, and 
reviewing research in accordance with the [core] values ..." These core values are the foundation 
of what is referred to as the "responsible conduct of research." We note that many training tools 
are available to help practitioners adhere to these values in the conduct of their research44. 
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5.2 Modes of Influence 

JASON reviewed evidence from the intelligence community for foreign influence in the U.S. 
research enterprise that might run counter to U.S. values of science ethics. We have divided the 
types of influence into four types: reward, deception, coercion and theft. Reward is the offering 
of material or social goods in exchange for desired behavior; deception is providing incomplete, 
incorrect information on an application, proposal, or publication for the purpose of hiding or 
directing attention away from some activity; coercion is the threat of harm or disadvantage for 
the purpose of enforcing compliance with a demand; and theft is the taking of a physical object 
or protected idea without permission of the owner. Different engagements, recruitment programs 
(e.g. the Thousand Talents Plan), scholarships, etc., may make use of some or all of the influence 
types. 

5.3 Rewards 

Rewards as a means of influence can come in many forms. Recruitment programs may entice a 
foreign researcher working in the United States with cash, a high salary, living accommodations, 
prominent title, or research funds or facilities to encourage them to return to their home country 
or to apply their skills towards improving the research enterprise there. A prominent U.S. 
researcher may receive the same kinds of offers from a foreign country, without a requirement 
for full-time residence in that country. Recruitment programs are well-documented; many 
countries have made use of them and there is nothing intrinsically wrong with recruiting talent in 
this way (see Section 3). U.S. academic institutions have been highly successful in attracting the 
best science and engineering faculty, including many foreign researchers, using a combination of 
named chairs, substantial startup funds, housing assistance programs and attractive compensation 
and benefits packages. 

Scholarships that provide tuition and stipend support for graduate students attending U.S. 
universities, and fellowships that provide salary and research allowances for postdoctoral 
scholars to work at U.S. universities are also common forms of rewards. In the United States, 
NSF and DOE have Graduate Research Fellowships, NIH and NASA offer postdoctoral 
fellowships and several foundations have research fellowships for early career faculty. These 
scholarships and fellowships carry both prestige and the expectation that the awardees will 
continue to do excellent work in their fields and acknowledge the support of the awarding 
organization. In some cases, the granting agency requires the recipient to submit an annual report 
of their activities supported by the scholarship or fellowship. These requirements are publicly 
stated as a condition of the reward. 

Rewards may also be used to encourage activities that compromise research integrity, such as 
unauthorized sharing of information, theft of material goods (e.g. samples or prototypes), 
placement of foreign students into a U.S. research group, or other deceptive practices. Some 
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rewards carry the requirement that the receipt of the reward not be disclosed to the recipient's 
home institution, a practice that may violate the rules of host institution. 

5.4 Deceptive Practices 

Deceptive practices in the research context include deliberate concealing or omission of 
information to gain advantage and constitutes the most widespread type of influence. Many parts 
of the U.S. fundamental research enterprise rely on accurate and complete self-reporting of 
information to fulfill their responsibilities. These include graduate admission committees, faculty 
assessing post-doctoral scholars, committees considering hiring and promotion of faculty, 
officials granting visas, and program officers awarding grants. Deception by omission refers to 
failure to report rewards or gifts, institutional affiliation, courses completed, or other pertinent 
information. Deception by falsification refers to communication of false information. Both types 
of deception appear to occur relatively frequently in graduate and undergraduate applications45. 
JASON was not able to assess the prevalence of the problem for postdoctoral and more senior 
positions for lack of relevant data. 

For foreign scholars seeking a position in the U.S., deception by omission can take the form of 
not reporting an affiliation with an institution operated by the military or state security in the 
home country46 or not reporting courses taken that a visa official may deem sensitive (e.g. 
hypersonics, acoustics)47. Some universities have chosen not to accept students through 
scholarship programs that require that the student return to the home country after completing 
their studies. This likely creates an incentive not to report those terms and others that are 
perceived by foreign scholars as being detrimental to their chances of admission. 

Failure to disclose foreign or domestic affiliations, rewards in the form of cash, lodging, or 
material goods, or time commitments are examples of deception by omission. Some of these are 
potentially conflicts of interest which also must be disclosed. Use of a second name for an 
affiliation to mask its true purpose — for example a military university with a non-military 
name48 — verges on deception by omission. Deception by falsification can occur in applications, 
proposals, and other reporting when a scholar or U.S.-based researcher purposely provides 
incorrect information. 

The frequency of deceptive practices in the fundamental research enterprise is difficult to 
determine — federal agencies, universities, and other institutions have only occasional auditing 
and usually find deceptive information when alerted by others or as part of a broader 
investigation. Importantly, the NIH reports their caseload of unreported conflicts is rising as a 
result of greater attention to foreign engagements'. With respect to unreported affiliations and 
reporting obligations by foreign scholars, a study of co-authorship to identify scholars in the 
United States with undisclosed military connections found 188 scholars in the U.S. affiliated 
with foreign military institutions". Anecdotal evidence from several JASON members at 
different institutions suggests that foreign student networks have advised foreign scholars 
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desiring entry into the U.S. against mentioning coursework or an intent to study topics such as 
hypersonics, acoustics, or artificial intelligence (Al) on their visa applications to increase their 
chances of getting a visa. 

5.5 Coercive Practices 

Coercion is the practice of forcing an individual to do something by force or threat. The threat 
may be implicit or explicit and can range from social condemnation to physical harm. Implicit 
coercion has a significant cultural dimension — an individual "knows what can happen" if they do 
not comply, based on cultural experience. For a foreign scholar, coercion may take the form of 
withholding scholarship or fellowship funds if the scholar does not report on their activities, 
gather requested information, or agree to return to their home country after completing their 
studies. A U.S.-based researcher may be coerced by the threat of loss of resources, prestige, or 
privileges in the foreign country. For scholars and U.S.-based researchers who have engaged in 
deception, exposure of their failure to report may be used to coerce certain behaviors. Loss of 
privileges or social standing for families of scholars in the United States may also provide a 
coercive element. Finally, laws requiring citizens of a foreign country to cooperate with the 
intelligence and security services of that country when asked are a legal form of coercion. 

JASON heard accounts of the use of coercion from the intelligence community and examined 
examples of coercive talent contracts (also see the HSGAC report referred to in Section 3"). 
Although the frequency of such events is not well-established, there clearly are potentially 
coercive mechanisms in place. For example, a recruitment program contract that contains the 
requirement that affiliation with a recruitment program not be disclosed, facilitates coercion by 
threat of exposure to the U.S.-based scholar for failure to disclose that affiliation. 

5.6 Theft 

In this context, theft is the taking of intellectual property (IP) without permission of the principal 
investigator or host institution. Samples', prototypes, software, written documents, and ideas all 
constitute IP and, in fundamental research, these are the currency of academic achievement and 
their loss can effect promotions, tenure and grant decisions. In contrast with private sector IP 
loss, financial considerations are usually secondary, but can be substantial to the university and 
investigator if an invention to be patented is compromised. 

Inadvertent IP theft can occur when a scholar communicates the research group's activities 
outside the group. Most U.S. scholars have an intuitive sense of what they should and should not 
discuss outside their group and how they should react when they hear something that could be 
confidential from another group, but a foreign scholar may not have the same sense. Research 
group leaders should develop a culture in which sharing information is explicitly discussed — a 
culture that is best developed by individual principal investigators and their collaborators, as 
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norms vary by subfield. Professional societies could play a role in developing and promulgating 
the norms for different subfields. 

A scholar can be coerced into intentional theft through a reporting condition attached to their 
support, or the promise of a reward, or out of loyalty to a former colleague or supervisor. The 
U.S. research enterprise relies on peer review for selection of papers for publication and grants 
for support. A peer reviewer will have access to confidential information in advance of 
publication or grant award and can, from loyalty, coercion, or the promise of a reward, transmit 
IP to others; doing so is intentional theft. Violations of common peer review practices appear to 
happen regularly, causing concern at the NIH and other agencies". Most publications and 
granting agencies give clear instructions forbidding the sharing of materials for peer review'. 

Many research groups provide samples, prototypes, or software to other groups either 
individually or to the community at large. Typically, the principal investigator, with the guidance 
or instruction of their home institution, sets the conditions for sharing and a group member 
providing materials outside this guidance is engaged in theft. A researcher running a lab or group 
in a foreign country who provides materials from their home institution to their foreign lab 
outside the rules or guidance of both institutions is also committing theft — the researcher may 
have developed the IP, but the institution where the work was carried out owns the IP and must 
agree to share with another lab or group, even if the lab or group is run by the researcher. 

There are reports of journals that solicit articles from researchers, especially early career 
researchers, primarily to harvest and share the content prior to publication". 

Anecdotes abound of foreign scholars in research groups passing on sensitive information, and 
some JASON members had experienced this in their own research groups. Usually it is not 
known what rules were in place in these groups. In addition, we note that some examples of what 
has been interpreted by the intelligence community and law enforcement as theft by foreign 
researchers actually appears to be the collegial sharing of academic work that occurs between, 
for example, investigators and the postdoctoral scholars they mentor and assist in starting their 
own research groups, which might be in another country. 

The NSF" and NIH' have reported and acted upon cases of the violation of the confidentiality 
of the peer review of proposals, but the nature of the theft makes gathering statistics on its 
prevalence difficult. 

5.7 China and Foreign Influence in Fundamental Research 

The efforts of the Chinese government and its institutions to acquire U.S. science and technology 
information have been cause for concern in the intelligence community for some years. These 
efforts, particularly in the context of industrial technology, are covered in detail in Chinese 
Industrial Espionage, a 2013 monograph by U.S. government analysts with expertise in this 
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area58. With respect to fundamental research, JASON assesses that some of these efforts violate 
the U.S. values of science ethics that contribute to research integrity, through the use of unethical 
modes of influence described in Section 5. The Chinese government is not unique in engaging in 
information collection and influence in the U.S. academic research enterprise, but they are 
probably the largest and best organized and their efforts are well documented (see reference 59 
for related material). 

China's society differs from that of the United States in many ways. Particularly relevant is the 
relationship between Chinese academic institutions, the government of the PRC and the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP). In China these are intertwined in a way that is entirely different from 
the United States, where higher education institutions are largely independent of the 
govertunent6°. In 2018, Chen Baosheng, China's Minister of Education, described plans for 
restructuring the curriculum of universities to bring it into line with current ideological thought61. 
It is common for CCP officials to be represented in university administration62 and in granting 
agencies. Anecdotally, many academic scientists in China report that they do not typically 
experience interference in their work from the party or government, but that it is an ever-present 
concern. 

As a totalitarian nation, the PRC government requires a degree of cooperation from its citizens 
in ways the United States does not. For example, the National Intelligence Law63, most recently 
updated in 2017, requires citizens and organizations to render assistance to the security and 
intelligence services when asked. Further, the phrasing of the National Intelligence Law implies 
that citizens should not disclose that they have assisted intelligence and security services. Many 
U.S. citizens would view this law as particularly vexatious and some, perhaps many, would 
refuse to comply. However, China has a different history and different imperatives and its 
citizens may view the National Intelligence Law as a fact of life and find a U.S. citizen's view of 
the law strange. When a Chinese scholar comes to an American graduate school to study, the 
scholar may not be aware that the norm in our research community is that information regarding 
the research group's activities might not be routinely shared with government or university 
officials — this is something left up to the head of the research group (except for required 
reporting associated with grants). 

A third important consideration is the CCP and Chinese government view that China, after 
centuries of outside oppression, is seeking to assume its rightful place in the world as a major 
power. Chinese citizens who are proud of their country and its achievements may agree with the 
CCP and Chinese government's ambitions, but may not agree with its methods or policies, just 
as a U.S. citizen may not agree with aspects of U.S. foreign policy. However, in China, the 
means of dissent are typically different, perhaps making a Chinese scholar reluctant to express 
any view at all, which may be taken as agreement when discussing cultural norms of science 
ethics. 
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Finally, many Chinese scholars study in the United States and choose to remain and become U.S. 
residents. However, that does not mean they have given up strong feelings for their home 
country or have adopted U.S. views or cultural norms. Those who have emigrated from China to 
the United States frequently continue to be closely tied to China and may actively seek to help 
their home country's progress in legal ways. It is important to note that the many scholars in the 
United States who are Chinese citizens or U.S. citizens originally from China are typically not 
acting as representatives of the CCP or the Chinese government and are not necessarily in 
agreement with the aims, methods, or policies of those institutions. Like any émigrés, such 
individuals must be treated as fellow residents or citizens of our country and should be judged on 
their personal actions and not by profiling based on the actions of the government and political 
institutions of their home country. 

5.8 The Nature and Limitations of Intelligence Information 

Intelligence agencies gather information, both open and classified, in an attempt to inform 
decision makers. In general, their imperative is to provide a picture of the situation at hand 
sufficiently early that decision makers can begin formulating a response. In a multi-faceted 
situation such as foreign influence of the U.S. fundamental research ecosystem, a detailed picture 
and meaningful statistics are seldom available — what the intelligence community (IC) is able to 
provide is a partial picture with some assessment of confidence and extrapolations across areas 
with sparse data, along with some assessment of the confidence of the accuracy of the parts and 
the whole of the picture. Decision makers must then craft their response based on the that picture 
and assessment of its accuracy. The strength of the response should be proportional to the degree 
of the threat and to the IC's assessment of the accuracy of their assessment. 

Finally, the IC provides information and assessment of its accuracy, not policy suggestions. The 
IC has not provided us with any specific suggestions for possible responses during any of our 
discussions. The IC typically provides information only to U.S. government policy makers and is 
not prepared to present open source documentation of problematic issues of foreign influence to 
the broad academic research community. Similarly, law enforcement agencies typically only 
make detailed information public once cases have been prosecuted. This lack of effective 
engagement with the academic community by the IC and law enforcement, combined with a 
corresponding lack of understanding of the IC and law enforcement agencies on the part of the 
academic community, has resulted in a lack of effective communication of the problem of 
foreign influence in fundamental research to academic leadership and faculty. 

5.9 Summary 

JASON's assessment of the landscape of foreign influences through rewards, deception, 
coercion, and theft indicates that all occur to some degree. How frequently they occur is not 
clear, but the mechanisms for such actions are in place and there are enough verified instances to 
warrant concern and action. The IC and law enforcement continue to collect information on 
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activities in foreign countries and in the U.S. and the information JASON received has allowed 
us to connect this information with the activities we have described. The picture of foreign 
influence in fundamental research is far from complete, but JASON does see a developing 
situation that appears to be worsening and that represents a threat to our fundamental research 
enterprise and, in the longer run, our economic security and national security. 
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6 INTERESTS, COMMITMENTS AND COLLABORATIONS 

The modes of influence discussed in Section 5 point to a need to expand the concept of research 
integrity, beyond fabrication, falsification, and plagiarism. This need is amplified by the highly 
collaborative nature of research today. In subsection 6.1 we discuss conflicts of interest and 
commitment and consider in subsection 6.2 issues that arise with respect to collaborations. 

6.1 Conflicts of Interest and Commitment 

Guidance on the definitions and management of conflict of interest (C01) and conflict of 
commitment (COC) can be found in the writings of professional societies'. The publication 
Recommended Principles to Guide Academy-Industry Relationships from the American 
Association of University Professors' offers concise definitions of these conflicts: 

"A conflict of interest is a set of circumstances that creates a risk that professional 
judgment or actions regarding a primary interest will be unduly influenced by a 
secondary interest." 

A Financial COI "... may be broadly defined as a situation in which an individual or a 
corporate financial interest has a tendency to interfere with the proper exercise of 
judgment." 

"A 'conflict of commitment' arises whenever a faculty member's or administrator's 
outside consulting and other activities have the potential to interfere with their primary 
duties, including teaching, research, time with students, or other service and 
administrative obligations to the university." 

Institutions receiving federal funding are required to develop written policies to govern such 
conflicts66'67. The University of Texas at Austin provides a comprehensive example of such 
policy statements68. 

"Conflict of Interest — A significant outside interest of a university employee or one of 
the employee's immediate family members that could directly or significantly affect the 
employee's performance of the employee's institutional responsibilities. The proper 
discharge of an employee's university responsibilities could be directly or significantly 
affected if the employment, service, activity or interest: (1) might tend to influence the 
way the employee performs his or her university responsibilities, or the employee knows 
or should know the interest is or has been offered with the intent to influence the 
employee's conduct or decisions; (2) could reasonably be expected to impair the 
employee's judgment in performing his or her university responsibilities; or (3) might 
require or induce the employee to disclose confidential or proprietary information 
acquired through the performance of university responsibilities." 

"Conflict of Commitment — A state in which the time or effort that a university employee 
devotes to an outside activity directly or significantly interferes with the employee's 
fulfillment of university responsibilities, or when the employee uses state property 
without authority in connection with the employee's outside employment, board service 
or other activity. Exceeding the amount of total time permitted by UT System or 
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university policy for outside activities creates the appearance of a conflict of 
commitment." 

In summary, a conflict of interest or commitment (COI/COC) can arise when one simultaneously 
serves two or more interests that do not align. A COI/COC can arise when a person fills two 
different roles: for example, that of a principal investigator for a university and an outside 
consultant for another university or company, a student that is also reporting on their activities to 
a foreign government, or a regulator with a financial stake in that which they are regulating. 

Of specific concern are COI's that arise in the U.S research enterprise when a principal 
investigator operates a laboratory at their own institution supported by federal or foundation 
funds while also operating a laboratory in another country supported by that country's funds that 
carries out related research, unknown to the principal investigator's home institution. In this case, 
the conflict is not financial, but academic — information generated in one laboratory may find its 
way to the other laboratory in order to secure funding. In this case, the first laboratory does not 
benefit from its own work while the second laboratory benefits from work it did not do. A 
second example of a CO! not related to financial matters occurs when a foreign student divulges 
information about work being done at their U.S. institution to their former mentor in their home 
country as part of an obligatory report. Here, the former mentor gains access to information they 
did not play a role in developing. 

Existing laws and regulations are in place to address many of the issues associated with full and 
transparent disclosure of any COI obligations. For example, the federal False Claims Act (FCA), 
states, in an example specifically provided on the NSF's web site regarding a training grant, that 
"material statements that are made or omitted, where the Term 'material,' within the meaning of 
the FCA, means having a natural tendency to influence, or be capable of influencing, the 
payment or receipt of money or property" by the government, constitutes a violation of the law°. 
Civil FCA violations can involve substantial financial penalties including treble damages for the 
full amount of the federal award as well as penalties for each paid false invoice. FCA violations 
can also be prosecuted in conjunction with wire fraud and mail fraud. Hence, full disclosure 
requirements for perceived and/or actual conflict of interest, as well as any other contractually 
binding non-financial obligations associated with federal financial assistance, fall under existing 
laws and regulations, and involve both institutional and individual exposure in instances of 
material non-compliance. 

Universities should promote increased awareness of the institutional and individual obligations 
for compliance and insure full disclosure of all material statements in all federal financial 
assistance applications, (e.g., grants and contracts). As noted above, U.S. research institutions 
have requirements to develop policies on COI reporting°. Similar to the FCA case described 
above, these policies tend to be linked to reporting on what would be a financial conflict of 
interest. Today, clear financial conflicts are not always obvious and new guidance recommends 
reporting all conflicts, hence the language potential conflicts of interest. 
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Assessment of conflicts of commitment (COC) is based on the notion that the sum of one's 
commitments of time and effort must not exceed the allowable work hours. The Department of 
Health and Human Services defines COC as follows: 

"Conflicts of commitment are generally situations in which a researcher is dedicating 
time to personal [professional, ed.] activities in excess of the time permitted by 
institutional policy, or to other activities that may detract from his or her primary 
responsibility to the institution. The issue here is not necessarily financial or bias in one's 
judgment, but rather whether one's commitment of time and effort are inconsistent with 
one's commitment to the institution and its interests.n)" 

Another aspect of COC can arise from a researcher exercising asymmetric authority over a 
subordinate (e.g., student, or postdoc). This can happen by giving extra work or exerting undue 
pressure for various work to be completed related to the researchers external consulting or 
activities. Even if these junior colleagues have interest in the external work, the conflict of 
commitment arises when these activities are delaying the junior colleague's own research or 
degree requirements. This can frequently be subtle and the monitoring non-existent. But, as with 
reporting potential COI, such situations should be reported and evaluated. 

Required reporting with respect to fellowships and awards is also an important area. Responsible 
conduct of research training highlights the importance of sharing with the principal investigator 
and research team all materials related to the research that is to be transmitted outside of the 
research team. This ensures proper attribution of results and proper protection of intellectual 
property. As noted in the discussion of talent programs, students (both undergraduate and 
graduate) and postdoctoral fellows often are required to report on their progress to sponsors of 
their scholarships/fellowships. Sometimes these reports constitute public disclosures that would 
affect securing intellectual property rights to the research results, and other times they might 
constitute release of information prior to publication, vetting by co-workers in the laboratory, 
peer-review, and/or review for accuracy by the principal investigator. 

COI and COC can be addressed and managed if the potential conflicts are first disclosed to all 
interested parties. In the case of a principal investigator running two labs, disclosure 
requirements would ensure that the individual made clear to both laboratories the scope of their 
respective projects and that these projects did not substantially overlap. In the case of the foreign 
student obligated to report on their activities, the expectations should include disclosure to the 
principal investigator of the reporting requirement and direction from the principal investigator 
on what may be reported from the research group. 

Most universities and laboratories require annual disclosure of COI and commitments, as well as 
updating the information when submitting new grant applications. Senior administrators 
typically then review the disclosures and consult with Department chairs. What should be 
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reported is not always clear: JASON heard from academic leaders that some faculty are under 
the mistaken impression that money paid as consulting fees does not need to be reported, as the 
work often takes place outside of academic business hours. It is evident that the requirements for 
disclosure of COI and commitments must be clearly communicated to all stakeholders in 
maintaining research integrity. 

6.2 Challenges Posed by Collaborative Agreements 

Within the broad range of activities and policies of U.S. research institutions are 
collaborations between individual U.S. and foreign researchers, large international science 
and engineering collaborations, large facilities involving international participation, and 
open data access policies. Upholding the tenets of research integrity can be particularly 
challenging in the context of such collaborative arrangements. Broadly considered, participants 
in collaborations should practice transparency, reciprocity, and adherence to norms of 
research integrity, and should expect the same from other participants. 

Transparency. An open science environment requires transparency between all partners. 
Although the meaning of "transparency" is likely to be context-dependent, at a minimum, it 
should include openly declaring all funding sources, individuals, and organizations involved 
in the collaboration as well as agreed upon requirements for flow of information and 
documents within the collaboration and between participants and their governments. 

Reciprocity. Trustful and respectful collaboration is central to the responsible conduct of 
research. This includes equitable exchange of ideas, information, and data and ensuring that the 
research environment encourages a shared commitment to values and practices that support the 
integrity of the research. The expected degree of reciprocity with respect to data sharing in 
collaborative projects will also be context-dependent 

Adherence to Norms of Research Integrity. Most collaborations, national or international, 
are based on widely accepted principles of research integrity and openness. Adherence to 
these principles should be required of all partners in a collaboration. 

Research integrity within collaborations is compromised when researchers withhold information 
from the rest of the research team or collaboration and/or research findings are disseminated 
externally without discussion and concurrence with the team. Asymmetry in data sharing or 
access to collaborative facilities degrades reciprocity and the ability to maintain open and trustful 
relationships. Differences in scientific field and social cultural norms can add to the challenge of 
maintaining respectful communication within and across teams. 

Often the agreements for international collaborations are made by individual U.S. 
universities without significant input from the NSF or other U.S. funding agency. The 
definition of what constitutes an acceptable reciprocal arrangement may be very different for 
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an individual U.S. university than it may be for the NSF, particularly if the NSF has invested 
heavily over years to develop a particular research capability in the United States. This can 
be particularly problematic if the reciprocity involves a monetary contribution in return for 
technical expertise. Some guidelines for reciprocity might include: 

• Access to data should be comparable between a foreign partner and a U.S. 
partner. 

• Transparency should be reciprocal. 

• To the extent possible, contributions should be "in kind," in addition to 
monetary contributions. 

These principles, coupled with the core values discussed in Section 5, provide an unambiguous 
set of ethical standards for defining research integrity. It should not be taken for granted that 
every researcher from every country interprets these standards the same way. Research teams, 
collaborators, and educators should be proactive in having frequent discussion and review of 
what it means to conduct research responsibly, sharing the responsibility for maintaining 
research integrity. 
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7 SECURING THE U.S. FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH 
ENTERPRISE 

Because of the integral nature of foreign research talent to our fundamental research enterprise, 
JASON assesses that retaliatory responses such as restricting the number of foreign students in 
the United States would likely do more harm to the United States than good. Diplomatic 
solutions, such as reciprocal agreements concerning foreign students in the United States could 
be negotiated, but still leave the U.S. research enterprise vulnerable to many of the practices we 
have described, and such treaties would be difficult to negotiate. Some academics believe that 
foreign students, educated in U.S. values, and other engagement will bring adversarial nations 
around to the U.S. way of thinking. This could be true, but there are few signs of progress. 

JASON concludes that the most effective U.S. responses that could be put into place in the near 
term are: requirement of rigorous disclosure of affiliations and commitments, continued 
adherence to NSDD-189 as a framework for control of information, development and 
deployment of project assessment tools to assist stakeholders in securing fundamental research, 
and education of both the U.S. academic and research community as to the nature of the threat 
and the intelligence and law enforcement communities about the norms of fundamental research. 

7.1 Disclosure 

Disclosure of activities presents our main defense against foreign influence, especially that 
involving rewards, deception, and coercion. JASON recommends that applications for foreign 
scholars require disclosure of all affiliation, academic degrees, and courses completed. 
Applications are usually considered to be confidential, which will encourage accurate 
disclosures. Once at the U.S. host institution, foreign scholars should disclose any reporting 
requirements required by their fellowships or other conditions their home country attaches to 
their permission to study or work abroad. Income or rewards a foreign scholar receives should 
also be disclosed annually. Foreign scholars coming to work or study at U.S. universities or 
research institutions should be required to disclose the all the terms of the contract or fellowship 
supporting them, including any reporting or non-disclosure requirements. 

U.S. faculty and research staff usually disclose their outside professional activities (OPA) to their 
employer annually. This is for the assessment of potential conflicts of interest and commitment 
at the institutional level. Requirements of OPA disclosure policies vary by institution but should 
include, at a minimum, listing and describing all positions and affiliations, including foreign 
positions and affiliations, each year. Foreign compensation and research support should also be 
reported. Most federal grant applications require disclosure of all current and pending research 
support and what is being supported by other agencies and foundations. NSF should continue to 
insist on reporting of foreign research support as part of the grant application process, making it 
clear that all support must be disclosed as part of the award process. 
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In the case of foreign research support or participation in a talent program, the full contract of the 
program should be disclosed to the granting agency or university. JASON finds that failing to 
disclose any aspect of a foreign engagement, either a foreign scholar coming to the United States 
or a U.S. researcher conducting funded research in a foreign country, compromises the integrity 
of the U.S. research enterprise. A failure to make the proper disclosure must then be treated as a 
violation of research integrity and should be investigated and adjudicated in the same way as, for 
example, falsification of data or plagiarism (i.e., research misconduct). In most U.S. research 
institutions, punishments for research misconduct can include demotion, loss of privileges, or 
dismissal. Granting agencies, such as NSF, can bar an individual from receiving further grant 
support, typically for a defined period. It is important to note that some forms of failure to make 
proper disclosure can also involve legal punishments, for example, willfully supplying incorrect 
information as part of a disclosure. 

7.2 Adherence to NSDD-189 

National Security Decisional Directive 189 (NSDD-189) is included in Appendix B and 
described in Section 3. NSDD-189 sets out the definition of fundamental research and specifies 
that research should be open unless it is deemed to be sensitive from a national security point of 
view, in which case it could be classified in the manner described in Executive Order 12356 and 
subsequent orders. 

In the study charge, JASON was asked: 

• Are there areas of fundamental research that should be more controlled rather than openly 
available? 

• What controls, if any, could be placed on particular types of information and how can 
they be managed in a way that maintains the maximum benefit of the research of the open 
research environment for fundamental research? 

In response, JASON concludes that it is neither feasible nor desirable to control areas of 
fundamental research beyond the mechanisms put in place by NSDD-189. Responding to the 
first question, it is not possible to draw boundaries around broad fields of fundamental research 
and define what is included and what is excluded (government controlled) in that discipline of 
inquiry. Artificial intelligence, for example, permeates broadly entire disciplines, including 
biology, chemistry, physics, materials science, mechanical engineering, and social science. 
Robotics similarly broadly impacts a wide swath of research endeavors, from biomedical 
engineering and drug discovery to advanced manufacturing and space exploration. Novel battery 
technologies involve fundamental studies of electrochemistry, surface science, materials science, 
physical chemistry, applied physics, and theory. The work in these broad areas is furthermore 
interconnected, making it even more difficult to define where one aspect of research stops, and 
another starts. 
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Fields of research change with time and can be fluid as technology evolves. In a time of 
extremely rapid discovery and technological change, it is difficult to make useful predictions of 
the future from past research. Students trained and performing research in one area, for example 
fundamental materials chemistry, today may take jobs in another field, for example an AI-based 
field that can make use of their broad problem-solving skills and analytical training and the 
ability to code. Vigorous investment and attractive opportunities in the private sector in many 
fields of research are blurring the boundaries of what defines a professional career in a particular 
field of endeavor. 

Even if it were possible to crisply define specific fields of fundamental research that might be 
restricted, the costs of imposing restrictions on researchers that can work in those areas will 
deleteriously affect the available talent pool required to advance that strategic field of interest. 
For example, in the Department of Energy (DOE) laboratories primarily supported by the DOE 
Office of Science, the work that is being performed frequently exploits unique capabilities and/or 
infrastructure that is available at the laboratories. This infrastructure has been developed to serve 
the entire research community through collaboration, both national and international. Joint 
projects include Energy Frontier Research Centers, Energy Innovation Hubs, and Energy 
Materials Networks. A fluid exchange of people routinely occurs involving, for example, 
graduate students who are jointly supervised by national laboratory personnel and students who 
continue their work as post-doctoral fellows either formally appointed under the supervision of 
the national laboratory personnel or jointly supervised by them with non-laboratory personnel. 
These collaborations greatly leverage the limited personnel expertise and resources associated 
with the national laboratory and thus benefit the entire research ecosystem. Restrictions on 
personnel that can work with the national laboratories would impact the strength of the 
laboratories themselves. 

The established, implemented categorization of research involves differentiation between 
fundamental research, classified research, or imposition of export control regulations (on certain 
types of advanced engineering-related applications of research). The fundamental research 
exemption is based on the idea that the general nature of the knowledge produced in fundamental 
research cannot be controlled. The main impetus for the control of information is usually 
considered to be prevention of the transmission of information that might be economically 
valuable from U.S. research labs to competitor nations. The uncertainty about the value of any 
fundamental research information stems from its fundamental nature. Making the case, for 
classification reasons, that a new technology might be of national security value is far simpler 
than assessing its potential economic impact, even if economic security is equated in some way 
with national security. 

An intermediate layer of control already exists called controlled unclassified information (CUD 
that might seem useful in fundamental research situations. However, new CUI categories for 
particular research areas will not solve this problem unless broad areas of fundamental research 
are deemed "born controlled" — subject to control until review removes the control. Such control 
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would run counter to the notion that fundamental research is intended for open publication and 
would severely hinder the U.S. research enterprise. Universities and the U.S. government already 
have the means of protecting intellectual property through the patent process and non-disclosure 
agreements. They should be used as needed to protect information and modified if more 
protection is needed. 

JASON concludes that the framework set forth in NSDD-189 continues to be relevant, creating a 
clear definition for fundamental research, declaring that most such research should be open and 
specifying when a specific application of knowledge from fundamental research should be 
classified. 

7.3 Assessment Tools 

The fundamental research ecosystem has a wide range of participants and stakeholders, each 
responsible for their own actions. The stakeholders include: 

• The public 
• Political leadership, e.g. members of U.S. Congress and the Executive Branch 
• Federal funding agencies (e.g., NSF, NIH, DOD) 
• Research Institutions (e.g., Universities, National Laboratories, Think Tanks) 
• Research group leaders (e.g., department heads, institute and center directors 
• Professional societies 
• Publishers 
• Principal investigators 
• Scholars (e.g., research collaborators, staff, students, postdoctoral fellows) 

JASON assesses that a powerful countermeasure against foreign influence would be the careful 
consideration of foreign engagements by stakeholders before they are initiated. This could be 
facilitated by a set of assessment tools in the form of a series of questions, tailored to the level of 
the stakeholder in question. These can be thought of as a catechism for fundamental research, a 
series of instructive questions upon which one is to reflect when making decisions about research 
engagements. Within the U.S. government the Heilmeier Catechism for assessing DARPA 
projects is well known'. For a principal investigator (PI) considering engaging with a foreign 
research entity, such a series of questions might be: 

• Describe the engagement succinctly and without jargon. Is it fundamental 
research? If not, what are the institution's policies around creating the 
engagement? 

• Are the terms of the engagement made clear in writing? Have all the participants 
been identified? Are all participants known to the PI and the PI's institution? 
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• Are all the participants conflicts of interest and commitment documented? Are 
there any aspects of the engagement that are not to be disclosed to any of the 
participants? If so, what is the reason? 

• Is there any aspect of the engagement that seems unusual, unnecessary or poorly 
specified? 

• Where does the funding and other resources needed for the activity come from? Is 
it clear what each party is providing? 

• Are all of the tangible assets of the engagement, existing or to be generated (e.g., 
data, metadata, profits, equipment, etc.), known? How will they be shared? Who 
decides how they are allocated? 

• How does a participant end their engagement? 

• Are scholars expected to reside away from their home institutions as a part of the 
engagement? If so, how are they chosen for participation in the engagement? 

• What are the reporting requirements back to home institutions or organizations? 

• Who will control the dissemination of the resulting fundamental research? 

These questions can be thought of as an assessment tool, meant to develop a fuller understanding 
of the engagement before a decision is made. A representative of a university or laboratory may 
consider a similar set of questions, modified to reflect the risks such institutions face. An 
example, based on that developed by the MIT Office of the Vice President for Research72: 

• Is there a risk to U.S. national security? 

• What are the political, civil and human rights risks? 

• Is there a risk to U.S. national competitiveness? 

• Will export control compliance be assured? 

• What are the intellectual property risks? 

• Are there clear data and publication policies? 

• What is the early termination risk? 

• What is misrepresentation risk? 
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• Is there a risk to the institution's community and core values? 

• What is the risk to institution of no! engaging? 

Each stakeholder would have their own set of questions or guidelines based on 
relevance to a decision they are likely to be making — for scholars or institutions to 
engage or not to engage, for a journal, to publish or not to publish, for a funding agency, 
to fund or not to fund. The NSF and professional societies, both central to the U.S. 
research enterprise, could lead the development and promulgation of these tools. Table 1 
presents examples of perceived rewards, perceived risks and obligations for the 
stakeholders in the U.S. research enterprise. 

Table 1. U.S. researcher enterprise stakeholder rewards, risks and obligations in assessing 
engagements. 

, StketoWes 
!While 

Perceived t'eward 
Improved quality of life 
Advancement of science and the economic 
competitiveness through attracting top talent 

Perceived 00* 
Misinformation 

Loss of economic advantage, IP 
loss, and infiltration 

......... ANNOOSESSEMBE 
Expect valid communication of science 
Top level guidance to agencies and 
national labs balancing risks and rewards 

Pefititel 
Leadership  :., 

.Federallundiref 
agencies 

Advance science through collaboration and 
ability to attract top talent 

Compromise of research integrity 
Develop clear policies and guidelines that 
enables responsible conduct of research 

Research 
Institutions 

Research 
group leaders 

Advancing their institutions' reputation through 
scholarship and attracting top talent 

Advancing careers of faculty and students 
through opportunities and attracting top talent 

Reputational risks, IP loss, loss of 
talent, and loss of opportunity 

Reputational risks, loss of access to 
talent and facilities 

Develop clear policies and guidelines that 
enables responsible conduct of research 

Foster a culture of reseach integrity and 
adherence to new policies 

Professional 
societies 

Advancing their field and attracting top talent 
Developing workable guidelines specific 

Being left behind 
to their field, statistics on activities 

 Publishers  

Principal 
Invesitgators 

Enhancing reputation 

Access to research support, facilities, data 
and top talent 

Good science published elsewhere Fair and safe rigoruous review process 
Ensure and educate about research 

Loss of access to unique data, 
integrity, insist on workable agreements 

research funds, and talent 
in collaborations 

Scholars 
Access to facilities, data, mentors, and 
collaborators 

Loss of jobs, degrees, and careers Responsible conduct of research 
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7.4 Education and Outreach 

Foreign influence of the U.S. research enterprise is an emerging threat and the research 
community must understand the nature of the threat and our responses to it. The typical academic 
researcher in a U.S. university has little contact with the U.S. intelligence community (IC) or law 
enforcement, but does have daily contact with foreign scholars, particularly graduate students 
and postdocs, and frequent contact with faculty peers in other nations. Academics value these 
contacts — even though nations may be at odds over substantial issues, broad-based scientific 
discourse brings academics together over the common desire to develop scientific knowledge. 

The IC, law enforcement, and university administrations have the complex task of 
communicating an emerging threat that is relatively diffuse and vague to a largely unreceptive 
audience. Part of the problem has been the cultural differences between academics and those 
with the deepest knowledge of the threat. Representatives of the IC are used to briefing 
audiences that understand that the IC cannot openly share much of the information it holds. 
Academic audiences often do not understand the IC's function as providing early warning to 
policy makers, rather than provers of fact. Similarly, the IC and law enforcement agencies lack 
an understanding of how academic research labs operate, and the advising and mentoring 
relationships that exist between faculty members and the range of researchers who work with 
them. Consequently, briefings from the IC, law enforcement, and university administrations have 
been met with disbelief and derision by their academic audiences. Requests from academics for 
further supporting information are often met with the refrain "I can't tell you; it's classified.", 
frustrating those used to having full access to information and data in their research. The IC and 
law enforcement briefers may feel distrusted and dismissed by those they believe they are trying 
to help. 

In the course of many interactions on a range of topics, JASON has found that IC and law 
enforcement members are receptive to these concerns; a concerted effort to improve 
communication is likely to have both short-term benefit for the current situation, and long-term 
benefit for future challenges. JASON concludes that NSF should be the facilitator of more 
effective communication between the academic community and IC and law enforcement. This 
might take several forms, including encouraging the declassification of information related to 
foreign influence in fundamental research, and convening meetings between interested parties 
from all sides. 

The IC and law enforcement have given a partial picture of foreign influences on the U.S. 
fundamental research enterprise. JASON has assessed that there is indeed a threat that appears to 
be growing in scale, requiring a response. In this section, we have recommended a response that 
is proportional to our assessment of the threat. A useful question to ask at this point is, "What 
risk to research do the recommended solutions pose if the picture assessment from the IC is not 
correct, and there is in fact no substantial threat?" JASON believes our recommended course 
presents little threat to the functioning of the U.S. fundamental research enterprise. We have 
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suggested that the problem of foreign influence can be met by a combination of more robust 
research integrity measures, careful consideration of risks before entering into foreign 
engagements and better information exchange between the IC, law enforcement, and academia — 
all of which are good in any circumstance. We note in particular that expanded expectations with 
respect to reporting conflicts and commitments would have the strong benefit of making the 
academic system fairer for all. 
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8 SUMMARY 

Foreign scholars are a boon to the U.S. research enterprise and economy, and the United States 
need to continue to recruit and cultivate the best international talent to maintain the preeminent 
position of the United States in science and technology. Many foreign scholars stay in the United 
States and contribute to our scientific enterprise and those that return remain colleagues and help 
to build trust between nations engaged in what is increasingly an international scientific 
enterprise. However, it cannot be ignored that some foreign scholars in the United States 
participate in programs of the governments and institutions of their home countries that violate 
U.S. norms of science ethics and research integrity. These actions pose a threat to the U.S. 
fundamental research enterprise. 

JASON concludes that many of the problems of foreign influence that have been identified are 
ones that can be addressed within the framework of research integrity, and that the benefits of 
openness in research and of the inclusion of talented foreign researchers dictate against measures 
that would wall off particular areas of fundamental research. We expect that a reinvigorated 
commitment to U.S. standards of research integrity and the tradition of open science by all 
stakeholders will drive continued preeminence of the United States in science, engineering, and 
technology by attracting and retaining the world's best talent. 

JASON presents the following Findings and Recommendations in response to the study charge 
from NSF. 

8.1 Findings 

1. There is a long and illustrious history of foreign-born scientists and engineers training 
and working in the United States, and they make essential contributions to our 
preeminence in science, engineering and technology today. Maintaining that leading 
position will require that the United States continues to attract and retain the best science 
talent globally. 

2. The United States upholds values of ethics in science, including objectivity, honesty, 
accountability, fairness and stewardship (NAS 2017 Fostering Integrity in Research). 
These values protect research integrity, upon which credibility of the fundamental 
research enterprise, and the entire academic system, is based. 

3. Actions of the Chinese government and its institutions that are not in accord with U.S. 
values of science ethics have raised concerns about foreign influence in the U.S. 
academic sector. JASON reviewed classified and open-source evidence suggesting that 
there are problems with respect to research transparency, lack of reciprocity in 
collaborations and consortia, and reporting of commitments and potential conflicts of 
interest, related to these actions. 
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4. The scale and scope of the problem remain poorly defined, and academic leadership, 
faculty, and front-line government agencies lack a common understanding of foreign 
influence in U.S. fundamental research, the possible risks derived from it, and the 
possible detrimental effects of restrictions on it that might be enacted in response. 

5. Conflicts of interest and commitment in the research enterprise can be broader than those 
that are strictly financial, including those that might occur in foreign research 
collaborations or result from required reporting obligations for scholarships or grants. 

6. There are many stakeholders with responsibility for the integrity of fundamental research, 
from U.S. government agencies to individual scholars, each with particular perspectives, 
roles and responsibilities. Universities and research funding agencies have policies and 
guidelines regarding some of these responsibilities, but these are often insufficient for 
individuals to assess risk and take appropriate actions. 

7. National Security Decision Directive (NSDD) 189, established in 1985 a clear distinction 
between fundamental research and classified research. This remains a cornerstone to the 
fundamental-research enterprise, as officially reaffirmed in 2001 and 2010, and it 
continues to inform policy today. 

8. Universities have mechanisms to handle Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) 
under existing categories, such as HIPAA, FERPA, Export control, and Title XIII. CUI 
protection is difficult, but suited to these tasks, however it is ill-suited to the protection of 
fundamental research areas. 

9. International researchers in the United States are partners in our research enterprise, and, 
consequently, in the effort to strengthen research integrity nationally and globally. 

8.2 Recommendations 

1. The scope of expectations under the umbrella of research integrity should be expanded to 
include full disclosure of commitments and actual or potential conflicts of interest. 

2. Failures to disclose commitments and actual or potential conflicts of interest should be 
investigated and adjudicated by the relevant office of the NSF and by universities as 
presumptive violations of research integrity, with consequences similar to those currently 
in place for scientific misconduct. 

3. NSF should take a lead in working with NSF-funded universities and other entities, as 
well as professional societies and publishers to ensure that the responsibilities of all 
stakeholders in maintaining research integrity are clearly stated, acknowledged, and 
adopted. Harmonization of these responsibilities with those of other federal research-
funding agencies is encouraged. 
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4. NSF should adopt, and promulgate to all stakeholders, project assessment tools that 
facilitate an evaluation of risks to research integrity for research collaborations, and for 
all non-federal grants and research agreements. 

5. Education and training in scientific ethics at universities and other institutions performing 
fundamental research should be expanded beyond traditional research integrity issues to 
include information and examples covering conflicts of interest and commitment. 

6. NSF should support reaffirmation of the principles of NSDD-189, which make clear that 
fundamental research should remain unrestricted to the fullest extent possible, and should 
discourage the use of new CUI definitions as a mechanism to erect intermediate-level 
boundaries around fundamental research areas. 

7. NSF should engage with intelligence agencies and law enforcement to communicate to 
academic leadership and faculty an evidence-based description of the scale and scope of 
problems posed by foreign influence in fundamental research, as well as to communicate 
to other government agencies the critical importance of foreign researchers and 
collaborations to U.S. fundamental research. 

8. NSF should further engage with the community of foreign researchers in the United 
States to enlist them in the effort to foster openness and transparency in fundamental 
research, nationally and globally, as well as to benefit from their connections to identify, 
recruit and retain the best scientific talent to the United States 

9. NSF and other relevant U.S. government agencies should develop and implement a 
strategic plan for maintaining our competitiveness for the top science and engineering 
talent globally, taking advantage of new opportunities for engagement that might arise, 
even as others become more challenging. 
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APPENDIX A: Statement of Work 

Fundamental Research and National Security 
National Science Foundation (Jim Ulvestad, Rebecca Keiser) 

28 February 2019 

Statement of the Problem: Historically, the national security and economic well-being of the 
United States have benefited from an open scientific ecosystem, as laid out in Science, the 
Endless Frontier (Vannevar Bush) and in numerous National Academies efforts such as the 2009 
National Research Council Committee on Science, Security and Prosperity's "Beyond Fortress 
America" consensus study. 

NSF seeks an exploration by JASON of the approach reflected in the documents cited above and 
whether to recommend any policy changes in the current international environment. 

What has Changed? The wide variety of communication methods, mobility of people and 
investments in science in today's world have made it challenging to understand all the uses for 
that information. Government security organizations say that the "paradigm has shifted" and that 
our open system is being used by others in detrimental ways. White House documents about 
economic aggression from China, proposed legislation, and communications to/from university 
groups and government agencies focus on security concerns of fundamental research, much of it 
at our nation's universities, colleges, and research institutions (see Works Cited). Recent reports 
from the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission and the Hoover Institution 
have described security issues relating to students from China, and student associations, at U.S. 
universities. Research funding agencies and the academic community are trying to assess and 
evaluate this paradigm shift and whether it should motivate policy changes in the traditional U.S. 
ecosystem. 

What Expertise is Needed? JASON is uniquely qualified to explore the issues related to the 
U.S. science ecosystem because of its connection to that ecosystem and its background in 
national security issues. Individuals with the following expertise should be involved in the 
assessment: 

• Historical understanding of the benefits and risks of the U.S. science ecosystem with 
regard to economic development and national security. 

• Understanding of the definitions of fundamental and applied research, how they are 
distinguishable, and how they overlap. 

• Understanding of the U.S. research ecosystem and its dependence on non-U.S. talent. 
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• Knowledge in key areas of particular interest for national security, such as artificial 
intelligence, quantum information science, genomics, synthetic biology, and space 
situational awareness. 

• Awareness of methods used by other nations to exploit the U.S. fundamental research 
ecosystem, as well as specific threats, and U.S. efforts to counter that exploitation. 

Objectives and Deliverables: NSF seeks an assessment of the topics listed below. 

• Fundamental Research: What is the value and what are the risks of openness generally 
associated with fundamental research? How should the principles of scientific openness 
on which the NSF was founded in 1950 be affirmed or modified? 

• Fundamental and Applied Research: Where do the boundaries lie between 
fundamental research that should remain open and more applied research whose 
distribution may be restricted? How should NSF assist the academic community in 
understanding those boundaries? 

• Risk Areas: Are there particular areas of fundamental research for which information 
should be controlled rather than openly available? What are those areas, what controls 
should be placed on information, and how can this be managed in a way that maintains 
the maximum benefit of the traditional open environment for fundamental research? 

• Good Practices: What good practices should be followed by academic researchers in all 
disciplinary areas, and perhaps institutionalized by NSF, to balance the open environment 
of fundamental research with the needs for national (and economic?) security? 

Key Questions: NSF would like an unclassified report that can be widely disseminated and 
discussed in the academic community, possibly with a classified version or appendix that 
provides technical or other data about specific security concerns. 

This report should address, at minimum, the following questions. These questions may be 
revised or modified as the study is undertaken: 

1. What is the value and what are the risks of openness generally associated with 
fundamental research? 

2. How should the principles of scientific openness be affirmed or modified? 
3. Are there areas of fundamental research that should be more controlled rather than openly 

available? What are those areas? 

4. What controls, if any, could be placed on particular types of information, and how can 
this be managed in a way that maintains the maximum benefit of the open research 
environment for fundamental research? 
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5. What good practices could be put into place by academic researchers to balance the open 
environment of fundamental research with the needs for national (and economic) 
security? 

6. What good practices could be put into place by funding agencies such as NSF to balance 
the open environment of fundamental research with the needs for national (and 
economic) security? 
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APPENDIX B: Text of NSDD-189 

(stamped :I URCLASSIFIEL 

September 21, 1945 

NATIONAL POLICY ON TRE TRANSFER OF 
SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING INFORMATION 

X PURPOSE 

This directive establishes national policy for controlling 
the flow of science, technology, and engineering- information 
produced in federally-funded fundamental research at 
colleges, universities, and laboratories. Fundamental 
research is defined as follows: 

Fundamental research' an basic and applied 
research in science and engineering, the results of 
which ordinarily- are published and shared broadly 
within the scientific community, as distinguished 
from proprietary research and from industrial 
development, design, production, and product 
utilization, the results of which ordinarily are 
restricted for proprietary or national security 
reasons," 

XI a&CKGROUHM 

The acquisition of advanced technology from the United States 
by Eastern Bloc nations for the purpose of enhancing their 
military capabilities poses a significant threat to our 
national security. Intelligence studies indicate a small but 
significant target of the Eastern Bloc intelligence gathering 
effort is science and enginearirm research performed at 
universities and federal Laboratories, At the same time, our 
leadership position in science and technology is an essential 
element in our economic and physical security, The strength 
of American science requires a research environment conducive 
to creativity, an environment in which the free exchange of 
ideas is a vital component. 
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In 1982, the Department of Defense and National Science 
Foundation sponsored a National Academy of Sciences study of 
the need for controls on scientific information. This study 
was chaired by Dr. Dale Corson, President Emeritus of Cornell 
University. It concluded that, while there has been a 
significant transfer of U.S. technology to the Soviet Union, 
the transfer has occurred through many routes with 
universities and open scientific communication of fundamental 
research being a minor contributor. Yet as the emerging 
government-university-industry partnership in research 
activities continues to grow, a more significant problem may 
well develop. 

It is the policy of this administration that, to the maximum 
extent possible, the products of fundamental research remain 
unrestricted. It is also the policy of this Administration 
that, where the national security requires control, the 
mechanism for control of information generated during 
federally-funded fundamental research in science, technology 
and engineering- at colleges, universities and laboratories is 
classification. Each federal government agency is responsible 
for: a) determining whether classification is appropriate 
prior to the award of a research grant, contract, or 
cooperative agreement and, if so, controlling the research 
results through standard classification procedures; b) 
periodically reviewing all research grants, contracts, or 
cooperative agreements for potential classification. No 
restrictions may be placed upon the conduct or reporting of 
federally-funded fundamental research that has not received 
national security classification, except as provided in 
applicable U.S. statutes. 

stamped:f UNCLASSIFIED 
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Notes 

1 Full report, "Science, The Endless Frontier," available at https://www.nsfgov/about/history/nsf50/vbush1945.jsp.

2 Full act, "National Science Foundation Act," available at https://legcounsel.house.gov/Comps/81-507.pdf. 

3 Examples include Nobel laureates George Palade (Romania), Albert Szent-Gyorgyi (Hungary), and Joachim Frank 
(Germany), who spent the war years in Europe. Nobel laureate Yoichiro Nambu (Japan) worked in Tokyo on radar 
research, but later emigrated to the U.S. The American space program famously benefitted from the assimilation of 
former Nazi rocketeer Wernher von Braun. Source: "List of Nobel laureates by country." 

4 See: Cervantes, M. and D. Guellec. "The brain drain: Old myths, new realities," 
https://oecdobserver.org/news/archivestory.php/aid/673/The brain drain: Old myths, new realities.html. 

5 Japanese-American Nobel laureates include Yoichiro Nambu and Shuji Nakamura (Physics), who are Japanese-
born U.S. citizens, along with Susumu Tonegawa (Physiology or Medicine), Osamu Shimomura and Ei-ichi Negishi 
(Chemistry), who are permanent U.S. residents. Source: "List of Nobel laureates by country." 

6 Chinese-American Nobel laureates include Chen Ning Yang, Tsung-Dao Lee, Samuel C.C. Ting, Steven Chu, 
Daniel Chee Tsui, and Charles K. Kao (Physics), and Yuan T. Lee and Roger Tsien (Chemistry). All hold (or held) 
U.S. citizenship. C.N. Yang, T.-D. Lee, D.C. Tsui, and C. Kao were born in China; Y.T. Lee was born in Taiwan. R. 
Tsien, S. Chu, and S. Ting were born in the U.S. to Chinese émigré parents. Fields Medals were won by Terence 
Chi-Shen Tao and Shing-Tung Yau. Tao was born in Australia to Chinese émigrés from Hong Kong and is now a 
U.S. citizen; Yau was born in China and is now a U.S. citizen. Source: "List of Nobel laureates by country." 

7 Indian-American Nobel laureates include Har Gobind Khorana and Venkatraman "Venld" Ramalcrishnan for 
Physiology or Medicine; and Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar in Physics. All three were born in India and 
subsequently became U.S. citizens. Ramalcrishnan holds dual U.S. and U.K. citizenship. Source: "List of Nobel 
laureates by country." 

8 'The hard science categories are Chemistry, Physics, and Physiology or Medicine. There have been 288 Nobel 
laurates in science since the first U.S. recipient in 1914 (Theodore Richards, Chemistry), 85 of whom were born 
outside this country. In addition, one U.S. dual national (Michael Levitt, Chemistry, 2013) chose to accept the Nobel 
Prize as an Israeli. Source: "List of Nobel laureates by country." 

9 See: NIH, "Appropriations History by Institute/Center (1938 to Present)," at 
https://officeofbudget.od.nih.gov/approp hist.html and NSF "NSF Funding by Account" 
https://dellweb.bfa.nsf. gov/NSFFundingbyAccount.pdf 

1° QS World University Rankings places 11 U.S. universities among the top 20; see 
https://www.topuniversities.com/university-ranIcings/world-university-ranIcings/2019. U.S. News & World Report 
Best Global University Rankings places 16 U.S. universities among the top 20; see: 
https://www.usnews.com/education/best-global-universities/rankings. The Best Schools places 16 U.S. universities 
among the top 20; see: https://thebestschools.org/rankings/best-universities-world-today. The Times Higher 
Education World University Rankings survey places 15 U.S. universities among the top 20; see: 
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world-university-rankings/2019/world-
ranking#Upage/O/length/25/sort by/rank/sort order/asc/cols/stats. 

11 National Science Board, National Science Foundation. Higher Education in Science and Engineering. Science and 
Engineering Indicators 2020. Available at https://ncses.nsfgov/pubs/nsb20197/.

12 National Foundation for American Policy. The Importance of International Students to American Science and 
Engineering. NFAP Policy Brief, available at https://nfap.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/The-Importance-of-
International-Students.NFAP-Policy-BriefOctober-20171.pdf 

13 Ibid. 

14 Ibid. 
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15 Source: National Science Board, National Science Foundation. Higher Education in Science and Engineering. 
Science and Engineering Indicators 2020. NSB-2019-7. Available at: https://ncses.nsfgov/pubs/nsb20197/.

16 Source: National Science Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics. Doctorate 
Recipients from U.S. Universities: 2017. NSF 19-301. Available at: https://ncses.nsfgov/pubs/nsf19301/data.

17 Ibid. 

18 Source: National Science Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics. "Survey of 
Doctorate Recipients, 2015." Available at: https://ncsesdata.nsfgov/doctoratework/2015/.

19 Source: Chen, Stephen. "China's Brain Drain to the U.S. is Ending, Thanks to Higher Salaries and Donald 
Trump." Available at: https://www.scmp.com/news/china/sciencc/article/2163001/chinas-brain-drain-us-ending-
thanks-higher-salaries-and-donald.

28 Source: Thou, Youyou. "Chinese students increasingly return home after studying abroad." Available at: 
https://cp.com/1342525/chinese-students-increasingly-return-home-after-studying-abroad/. 

21 For example: "International Science and Engineering Partnerships: A Priority for U.S. Foreign Policy and Our 
Nation's Innovation Enterprise"; "2012 Global R&D Funding Forecast"; "2018 Global R&D Funding Forecast"; 
SCImago Journal & Country Rank. 

22 Source: Battelle. "Battelle-R&D Magazine Release Newest Global Research Funding Forecast." Available at: 
https://www.battelle.org/newsroom/press-relcases/press-releases-detail/battclIc-r-d-magazine-rclease-newest-global-
research-funding-forecast.
23 Ibid.

24 Source: R&D Magazine. 2018 Global R&D Funding Forecast. Available at: 
https://www.rdworldonline.com/2018-global-rd-funding-forecast-snapshot/. 

25 Full text of, "The 13th Five-Year Plan For Economic And Social Development Of The People's Republic Of 
China (2016-2020)," available at: http://en.ndrc.gov.cn/newsrelease/201612/P020161207645765233498.pdf 

26 Source: National Science Board, National Science Foundation. International Science and Engineering 
Partnerships: A Priority for U.S. Foreign Policy and our Nation's Innovation Enterprise. NSB-08-4. Available at: 
https://www.nsfgov/pubs/2008/nsb084/nsb084.pdf. 

27 See: Redden, Elizabeth. "Ready to Go Expat?" Available at: 
https://wvvw.i ns ideh i ghered.com/news/2017/07/26/several-countries-launc h-campa igns-recruit-research-talent-us-
and-elsewhere. 

28 See: The Thousand Talents Plan. Available at: http://www.1000plan.org.cn/en/plan.html.

29 Full text of, Portman, Rob. Threats to the U.S. Research Enterprise: China's Talent Recruitment Plans, available 
at: https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2019-11-18%2OPSI%20Staff%20Report%20-
%20China's%20Talent%20Recruitment%20Plans%20Updated2.pdf. 

NSDD-189. Full text available at: https://fas.org/irp/offdocs/nsdd/nsdd-189.htm. Original text at: 
https://catalog.archivcs.gov/id/6879779.

31 Full letter available at: https://fas.org/sgp/bush/cr110101.html.

32 Full memorandum available at: https://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/dars/pgi/docs/2012-
D054%20Tab%20D%200USD%20(ATL)%20memorandum%20dated%20May°/02024%202010.pdf. 

33 See: National Research Council, Science and Security in the Post 9/11 World: A Report Based on Regional 
Discussions Between Science and Security Communities, available at: https://www.nap.edu/catalog/12013/science-
and-security-in-a-post-911-world-a-report. 

34 Ibid. 

35 See: "Controlled Unclassified Information." Available at: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Controlled Unclassified Information. 
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36 Executive Order 13556, available at: https:iiobamawhitehouse.archivcs.govithe-press-
office/20 10/11/04/executive-order- 13556-controlled-unclassified-information. 

37 Ibid. 

38 CUI Registry list available at: https://www.archives.gov/cui/registry/category-list. Each category has an 
associated marking name for documents. See also: https://www.archives.gov/cui for additional information. 

39 Source: National Archives and Records Administration. "CUI Category: Export Controlled Research." Available 
at: https://www.archives.gov/cui/registry/category-detail/export-controlled-research.

4° Source: NAS, Responsible Science: Ensuring the Integrity of the Research Process: Volume I. Available at: 
https://doi.org/10.17226/1864.

41 See: US OSTP, Federal Policy on Research Misconduct; Preamble for Research Misconduct Policy. Available at: 
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2000/12/06/00-30852/executive-office-of-the-president-federal-policy-
on-research-misconduct-preamble-for-research. 

42 For NSF polices see https://www.nsfgov/oig/regulations/ and https://www.nsf.gov/oig/_pdf/cfr/45-CFR-689.pdf;
for HHS policies see https://ori.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/42 cfr_parts 50 and 93 2005.pdf 

Full text of NAS, Fostering Integrity in Research, available at: https://doi.org/10.17226/21896.

See: Citi Program, "Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR)." Available at: 
https://about.citiprogram.org/en/series/responsible-conduct-of-research-rce.

Source: Wilhelm, Ian. "Falsified Applications Are Common Among Chinese Students Seeking to Go Abroad, 
Consultant Says." Available at: https://www.chronicle.com/article/Falsification-Is-Common-Among/65946.

46 Source: Joske, Alex. "Picking Flowers, Making Honey — The Chinese military's collaboration with foreign 
universities." Available at: https://www.aspi.org.au/report/picicing-flowers-making-honey. 

47 Ibid. p. 3. Anectdotally, several JASON members reported hearing for this form of omission from our students. 

48 Ibid. p. 11 

49 See: Lauer, Michael. "Responding to Undue Foreign Influence and Security Concerns: Perspectives of the 
National Institutes of Health." 

5° Joske, A. op cit., p. 8 

51 Portman, R. op cit. https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2019-11-18%2OPSI%20StaffY020Report%20- 
%20China's%20Talent%20Recruitment%20Plans%20Updated2.pdf. 

52 For example: Reisch, M. "Scientist gets 10 years for theft of gene-modified rice," available at 
https://cen.acs.org/policy/intellectual-property/Scientist-10-years-theft-gene/96/web/2018/04.

53 See: Collins, Francis. "Statement on Protecting the Integrity of U.S. Biomedical Research." Available at: 
https://www.nih.gov/about-nih/who-we-are/nih-director/statements/statement-protecting-integrity-us-biomedical-
research. 

54 For example: American Physical Society, "19.1 Guidelines on Ethics (Full Statement)," available at 
https://www.aps.org/policy/statements/guidlinesethics.cfin.

55 See: Gu, Mini. "The Economy of Fraud in Academic Publishing in China." Available at: 
https://wenr.wes.org/2018/04/the-economy-of-fraud-in-academic-publishing-in-china.

56 See: National Science Foundation, "Search Case Closeout Memoranda." Available at: 
https://www.nsf. gov/oigicase-closeout/results.jsp?&page=101. 

57 See: Lauer, Mike and Sally Amero. "Breaches of Peer Review Integrity." Available at: 
https://nexus.od.nih.gov/a11/2019/06/25/breaches-of-peer-review-integrity/.

58 Source: Hannas, William et al. Chinese Industrial Espionage: Technology Acquisition and Military 
Modernization. London ; New York: Routledge, 2013. 
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59 See also: Diamond, L. and 0. Scheel, "Chinese Influence and American Interests: Promoting Constructive 
Vigilance"; National Research Council, "Beyond Fortress America: National Security Controls on Science and 
Technology in a Globafized World"; Lloyd-Damnjanovic, A., "A Preliminary Study of PRC Political Influence and 
Interference Activities in American Higher Education". 

6° See: Taber, Nick. "How Xi Jinping is Shaping China's Universities." Available at: 
https://thediplomat.com/2018/08/how-xi-jinping-is-shaping-chinas-universities/.

61 Source: Dong Hongliang, Zhao. "Chen Baosheng: "New Ideas" Should Enter Academic Courses." Available at: 
http://news.china.com.cn/2018-01/25/content 50298395. htm. 

62 See: Jiang, Hua and Xiaobin Li. "Party Secretaries in Chinese Higher Education Institutions: What Roles Do They 
Play?" Available at: https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ 1135210.pdf. 

63 See: Tanner, Murray Scot. "Beijing's New National Intelligence Law: From Defense to Offense." Available at: 
https://www.lawfareblog.com/beij ings-new-national-intelli gence-law-defense-offense. 

64 For examples see: AAUP/ACE, "Preventing Conflicts of Interest in Government-Sponsored Research at 
Universities, a Joint Statement of the Council of the American Association of University Professors and the 
American Council on Education (1964)"; AAUP, Recommended Principles to Guide Academy-Industry 
Relationships; Association of American Universities, "Framework Document on Managing Financial Conflicts of 
Interest"; NSF, Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (PAPPG); and, UT at Austin, "Conflict of 
Interest, Conflict of Commitment, & Outside Activities". 

65 Source: American Association of University Professors. Recommended Principles to Guide Academy-Industry 
Relationships. Available at: https://www.aaup.org/sites/default/files/Academy-Industry%20Relationships 0.pdf. 

66 For example, Association of American Universities', "Framework Document on Managing Financial Conflicts of 
Interest." Available at: 
https://www.aau.edu/sites/default/files/AAU%20Files/Key%20Issues/Intellectual"/020Property/Fmk-
COI May1993.pdf. 

67 For example, NSF's, Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (PAPPG). NSF 19-1. Available at: 
https://www.nsf. gov/pubs/pol cydocs/pappg19 1/nsfl 9 1.pdf. 

68 Source: The University of Texas at Austin, "Conflict of Interest, Conflict of Commitment, & Outside Activities." 
Available at: https://provostutexas.edu/policies-and-compliance/conflict-of-interest 
69 Source: USA ex. Rel. Daniel Feldman v. Wilfred van Gorp. 697 F.3d 78. Available at: 
https://www.nsf.gov/oig/outreach/sbirworkshop/US%20ex%2Orel%20Feldman%20v.%20Van%20Gorp.pdf. 

70 Source: Erickson, Stephen and Karen Muskavitch. "Administrators and the Responsible Conduct of Research: 
Conflicts of Commitment." Available at: https://ori.hhs.gov/education/products/rcradmin/topics/coi/tutorial 4.shtml. 

21 See: "The Heilmeier Catechism." Available at: https://www.darpa.mil/work-with-us/heilmeier-catechism.

22 See: Zuber, Maria. "Science and Security: Perspective from MIT." Briefing. 
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ABSTRACT 

Synthetic biology offers great potential for benefit to society, human health and agriculture: however, it 
also raises new concerns about safety and security. Application of established tools of biosafety and 
biosecurity along with strong individual and institutional leadership will help alleviate risks, but these 
may require refinement to address successfully the potential challenges of synthetic biology. 
Institutional biosafety committees (IBC) are key to providing institutional oversight and as technology 
evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology where many different specialized fields may play a 
role. Membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient knowledge and experience is avail-
able to evaluate projects and recognize potentially dangerous experiments. Recommendations regarding 
avian influenza gain of function studies may offer a valuable framework of points to consider relevant 
future studies involving synthetic biology. 
CO 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co.. Ltd. This is an open access article 

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http:licreativicorotoolis.orgilicelisesiby-ric•iidA0/). 

The rise of synthetic biology, employing novel techniques like 
gene editing, can create new biological pathways and even 
microbes not known to exist in nature. As we consider the safety 
and security challenges that may be associated with this rapidly 
advancing field, we should not ignore the proven tools that have 
kept scientists and society safe and secure for decades. These tools 
are biosafety and biosecurity, a set of biocontainment precautions 
that make it safe to manipulate dangerous biological agents in an 
enclosed laboratory facility, along with the physical security con-
trols that protect the research environment. In addition, equally 
critical are the fundamentals of individual leadership and institu-
tional oversight. Together, the pragmatic use of these tools and 
measures ensures that research on microbes, including the modifi-
cations of known microbes, or even the recreation of extinct patho-
gens or the de novo construction of a completely novel microbe 
remains safe and secure while allowing researchers the freedom 
necessary to advance life science for the benefit of society. These 
tools have evolved and improved to meet the changing demands 
of researchers, and they remain essential resources to control the 
dynamic landscape heralded by synthetic biology. Any attempt to 
mitigate against new risks associated with microbiological 
research will rely on this foundation; however, these tools may 
need additional refinement to address successfully all the potential 
challenges associated with synthetic biology. 

Biosafety: Ensuring that those working in microbiology are well 
prepared to work safely with microbes is essential. Such training is 
not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked when preparing 
budgets or scheduling projects, yet the risks of human error are 
arguably the greatest threat to the investigators, their laboratory 
and the community at large. Besides the physical biocontainment, 
a laboratory specific biosafety procedures manual and the associ-

ated training ensures that the entire workforce. from the individual 
investigators and staff to the animal care personnel and building 
maintenance and engineers understands and appreciates the need 
for mitigating risk through safe techniques for handling potentially 
dangerous microbes and associated equipment. In labs that work 
with dangerous pathogens, such individuals may receive formal 
training through academic coursework. This is often augmented 
by facility-specific safety orientation and perhaps followed by a 
period of mentorship provide by an experienced individual work-
ing side-by-side with the trainee. Unfortunately, such training 
may be a luxury in many programs, and novel approaches are 
needed to adapt and make available core biosafety training to 
everyone involved in synthetic biology. 

Biosecurity: Similarly, it is essential to ensure that the research 
enterprise operates with access controls and physical security 
and that a trusted workforce is implementing the studies as 
designed. In recent years, there has been a global proliferation of 
biocontainment laboratories. In most cases, these biocontainment 
facilities are well-designed and constructed to meet the modern 
demands of biosecurty. To ensure research and product develop-
ment conducted on dangerous pathogens occurs in a safe and 
secure environment, these facilities must have controlled access 
that limits admittance to only vetted persons. This ensures that 
only known individuals enter the facility and limits access to 
pathogens to only those who are essential and properly trained, 
thereby mitigating the risks of nefarious use of technology or 
pathogens. Some programs may also attempt to inventory quanti-
ties of pathogens: however, given that by their nature they repli-
cate easily, this measure has limited value in terms of security. 
Biosecurity in synthetic biology is largely dependent on the trusted 
workforce in the laboratory, and therefore a great deal of attention 
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must be paid to a culture of safety, as well as careful personnel 
recruitment, background screenings, and adherence to strict poli-
cies and procedures regarding laboratory access. 

Leadership: Enhancing physical security is relatively easy: how-
ever, assuring that researchers and workers are reliable is more 
challenging. This requires that leaders manage the laboratory in 
full compliance with all regulations and safe management prac-
tices. know their team members well and ensure that an appropri-
ate safety and security culture pervades their institution. 
Leadership is a shared responsibility that involves engaging anyone 
with supervisory responsibility, be it a team leader, a principal 
investigator or the institution's director. 

Leadership in synthetic biology extends beyond the laboratory 
itself and ideally includes a second level, engagement by the bio-
tech industry and service providers. Commercial partners provide 
technical support and products such as oligonucleotides that may 
encode potentially pathogenic attributes or may be used to modify 
or construct a dangerous or extinct pathogen. Many commercial 
providers are part of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium 
(https:SigenesyntheAsk onsorlhomorgi) a group of gene synthesis 
companies that routinely screen requests and vet customers to 
ensure that requests for potentially dangerous sequences are care-
fully reviewed. They make it a practice to know their customers 
and their research needs. As this commercial sector expands glob-
ally. competition for market share and a desire to reduce costs may 
lead to less rigorous screening of requests, possibly resulting in 
greater availability of potentially dangerous sequences and a 
decrease in the industry's ability to maintain a familiarity between 
the gene synthesis providers and their customers. As synthetic 
biology activities expand, it will be important to sustain these best 
practices established by the gene synthesis industries to mitigate 
against possible misuse. 

Institutional oversight: As part of their leadership responsibili-
ties, laboratory directors, principal investigators and independent 
scientists provide direct oversight to their immediate staff. Many 
organizations have an additional formal review process that pro-
vides institutional oversight of research activities. This may come 
from an Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) or another com-
mittee with equivalent responsibilities. IBCs are a requirement 
for institutions receiving U.S. National Institutes of Health funding 
and they provide local review and oversight of research involving 
recombinant DNA studies (https://osp.od.mh.govIbiot•-- -hoologyi 
instautional•blosalety•corntnittees1). In China, the 1BCs play an 
increasing role in the oversight and biorisk assessment of novel 
techniques and experiments concerning the manipulation of 
pathogens and recombinant DNA, and only projects that pass a rig-
orous review can be implemented in the laboratory. These com-
mittees ensure that work conducted within a facility is done 
safely, securely, and in a responsible manner. Historically, this 
model has been instrumental in providing local institutional over-
sight of research activities and in establishing a national frame-
work for consistent conduct of nearly all forms of research 
involving recombinant studies or synthetic biology. 

However, globally, all institutions may not have an IBC, and 
those that do may face challenges in ensuring that their committee 
members represent a sufficiently broad array of technical skills 
necessary to provide effective oversight and perform an adequate 
risk assessment that is needed for many synthetic biology projects. 
As technology evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology 
where many different specialized fields may play a role, member-
ship of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient knowledge 
and experience is available to evaluate projects and recognize 
potentially dangerous experiments. 

Challenge and perspectives: One area of research that received 
considerable attention recently is gain of function studies, espe-
cially those investigations attempting to identify key molecular 

changes that might lead to efficient person-to-person transmission 
of avian influenza viruses. In the U.S.A., the National Science Advi-
sory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) considered the risks associated 
with gain of function studies, focusing especially on those studies 
that may hold potential to increase the virulence or transmissibil-
ity of a pathogen. After more than a year of careful consideration, 
the NSABB proposed the following points to be considered when 
reviewing the risk of planned gain-of-function experiments 
(Imps :flosp.od.nitt.goviwp • content/uploads/20 I 6106iNSABB_Finai_ 
Report...R cc 0111111eTIChlt hation...Oversig ht „Proposed ...Gain... 
of_Fel nction • Research.pdf). 

Such research would be of special concern and warrant addi-
tional review if: 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and 
likely capable of wide and uncontrollable spread in human 
populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely 
to cause significant morbidity and/or mortality in humans. 

In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following princi-
ples be considered prior to initiating the study: 

• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifi-
cally meritorious 

• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise naturally 
• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to 

society are justified 
• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative meth-

ods to address the same scientific question. 
• The investigator and institution have demonstrated capacity 

and commitment to conduct the study safely and securely. 
• The results will be broadly shared to realize full potential 

benefits. 
• Management of risks and ongoing oversight will be in place 

throughout the course of the study. 
• The proposed research is ethically justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to 
meet the challenges of synthetic biology. Expertise that may be 
required includes a full understanding of biohazardous agents: bio-
logical containment structure and operations: care and use of lab-
oratory animals (or plants, if appropriate) in containment; the 
conduct of a comprehensive risk-benefit assessment: ethics: legal 
concerns as reflected in local, state and national laws; ecological 
considerations: and the potential public health impact of proposed 
investigations. Establishing an IBC that is competent in these many 
fields represents a significant challenge to program leadership. 

Many countries are relying on regulations targeting Genetically 
Modified Organisms to regulate synthetic biology (see: Imps:// 
www.locgovi pirestrict Ions.•On • gmoslusa.php for relevant 
laws in the U.S.A.). As synthetic biology advances, these regulations 
may be insufficient to meet future oversight needs, given their 
focus only on known organisms. 

A path forward for countries and institutions engaged in 
research involving synthetic biology but lacking a framework for 
oversight might include ensuring that a solid foundation for train-
ing in biosafety is available, coupled with appropriate laboratory 
facilities where adequate biosecurity precautions are in place. 
Leaders at all levels should be expected to ensure that best safety 
and security practices are used in a culture of open and honest 
communication, and commercial suppliers of synthetic genes 
should screen requests and know their customers and their 
research. These attributes are already in place in many organiza-
tions working with highly-hazardous pathogens and may be easily 
refined to address the unique challenges of synthetic biology. The 
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greatest unmet need of many research organizations may be in 
having an adequately experienced institutional oversight capabil-
ity such as the IBC. If absent, one should be established. If present, 
it may be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and 
composition so that the diversity of technical skills and experience 
is available to help institutions ensure that their research in 
synthetic biology is done in a safe and secure manner that will 
ultimately benefit society. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 2:40 PM 
To: Yuan Zhiming 
Cc: Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: Vox article 

Dear Zhiming, 

Thank you for your kinds words and your heroic efforts to control the epidemic in Wuhan. Your success is an inspiration 
to all of us as we work to halt transmission here in the USA and in other countries. We are just at the start of the 
explosion of cases in our region and we expect that over the next few weeks we will see very high numbers of cases 
requiring hospitalization and ICU support. We are preparing as best we can, but as you know well the challenges will be 
substantial. 

Pei Yong and his team continue to make remarkable progress on different aspects of study and it would be excellent if 
we could identify areas for collaborations. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston Nation& Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Yuan Zhiming <yzm@whiov.cn> 
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 1:33 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: El : Vox article 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim , 

I am sincerely hope everything goes well with you and your family! 
The 2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) outbreak is a major challenge for global public health security. 
Infection with SARS-CoV-2 has been associated with serious acute respiratory distress syndrome with large 
number of patients' hospitalization and relatively high mortality. We had a very hard time in combating the 
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infection in Wuhan, the epicenter of the COVID-19 in China, and now we can see the situation goes in good 
direction, with no reported confirmed case, no reported suspected case in last two days here. 
My colleagues and I, have been working on characterization of pathogens, antiviral screen, vaccine development, 
animal modeling since the early January this year, and some progresses have been made. I hope our understanding 
of the virus and the technology could be valuable in the global fighting to the virus. 
As I can see from the media, the virus is spreading in your country, and more people are infected during the last 
days, and the situation worries me a lot. I am confident that we could finally curb the spreading of the virus with 
our joint effort, and our life will return back to the normal soon. I do not know what I can do in the special moment 
and I hope you could protect you and your family. 
Best regards 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Date: 2020-03-05 22:50 
To: Yuan 7himing; zIshi 
CC: Shi, Pc:  yang 
Subject: Vox article 
Dear Zhirriing arid Zhengli, 

I hope you are both well during this very difficult time. 

The link below is to an article just published that may be of interest to you 

With all good wishes for your personal health and safety as we all work together to control the new virus. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston Nation& Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclayftvox.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2020 8:49 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
The story went up today. Thanks so much for your help with it, and let me know if you see any 
inaccuracies to fix or updates I should make. 
Very best, and hope to stay in touch, 
Eliza 
https://www.vox.com/2020/3/4/21156607/how-did-the-coronavirus-get-started-china-wuhan-lab 

On Fri, Feb 28, 2020 at 3:06 PM Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.com> wrote: 

Sure, will do. 

On Feb 28, 2020, at 12:16 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Better to call after about 4 pm CT. We're kinda busy. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.com>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:07 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Keusch, Gerald T <keusch@bu.edu>
Subject: Re: Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for the connection, Jerry. 
And thanks so much for the quick response, Jim. I will give you a call in about an 
hour. 
Best, 
Eliza 

On Fri, Feb 28, 2020 at 10:50 AM LeDuc, James W. wleduc utmb.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Jerry, 

Thanks for the introduction and happy to meet you, Eliza. I'm happy to chat 
about this issue at your convenience My direct office line is 409-266.-6516. 

Thanks, Jim 
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Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Keusch, Gerald T Aceusch bu.edu> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:48 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.com>
Subject: Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTIVII3's email system. Do not click 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I was talking to Eliza Barclay from Vox (copied above) who was referred to 
me by our friend Peter Daszak. Eliza is working on a story to address the 
various conspiracy theories being bandied about on the origin of the Covid19 
virus. One of the issues, of course, was the Wuhan laboratory as a source — 
whether accidental or deliberate — and the questions being raised about it 
biosecurity and biosafety protocols. I said that I was absolutely confident 
that they had proper protocols and trained people in place, in part because I 
am was aware that GNL had connections with that lab, had trained many of 
their staff, and that you have been there. 

Eliza will follow up and if you have the time she would like to talk with 
you. She is trying to gather the scientific argument and be able to translate it 
for a general audience to be able to distinguish between evidence and 
conspiracy. 

Hope all is well. 

Jerry 

Gerald T. Keusch, M.D. 
Professor of Medicine and International Health 
Boston University School of Medicine 
Associate Director, National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories 
620 Albany Street 
Boston, MA 02118 
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Eliza Barclay • Science Editor 

<—WRD363.jpg> 

Follow Vox on Twitter • Instagram • Facebook 
- 

Eliza Barclay • Science Editor 

Follow Vox on Twitter • Instagram • Facebook 
- 
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From: Lawal, Adeola 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 4:51 PM 
To: df@wh.iov.cn;Shi, Pei yong;LeDuc, James W. 
Subject: FW: MTA to receive New coronavirus 2019 isolate: nCoV-2019 (IVCAS 6.7512) 
Attachments: Shi - RECEIVING materials.docx 

Greetings, 

Please see attached MTA in support of our request to receive the following materials: New coronavirus 2019 
plio-Tuff,-,"7"---mrifT: from your institute. We look forward to getting this MTA in place. 

Best wishes, 

Ade Lawal, JD 
Associate Legal Officer 
UTMB Office of Technology Transfer 
409.772.0369 
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MATERIAL TRANSFER AGREEMENT 

This Material Transfer Agreement ("Agreement") is made between The University 
of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, d/b/a UTMB Health ("UTMB"), a health 
institution of The University of Texas System ("System"), an agency of the State of 
Texas, located at 301 University Blvd., Galveston, TX 77555-0926, and Wuhan 
Institute of Virology Chinese Academy of Sciences Wuhan, China ("Provider") 
located at 

From the laboratory of Professor Fei Deng, Ph.D., Professor Zhengli Shi, Ph.D., 
("Provider Scientists"), Provider agrees to provide UTMB with certain materials 
for the purpose stated herein under the following conditions: 

1. Material and Research. The Materials covered by this Agreement are as follows: 
New coronavirus 2019 isolate: nCoV-2019 (IVCAS 6.7512), ("Material"). The 
Material shall be used by UTMB in research ("Research"), as defined in 
Attachment A, and the Research will be conducted by UTMB under the 
supervision of, Pei-Yong Shi, Ph.D. and Dr. James LeDuc, ("UTMB Scientists"). 

2. Use of Material. This Material is made available for internal research use only 
in laboratory animals or in vitro experiments. The Material is considered 
proprietary to Provider and Provider shall be free, in its sole discretion, to 
distribute the Material to others and to use it for its own purposes. Except as 
provided for by this Agreement, UTMB shall not distribute, transfer, or release 
the Material to any person or entity other than laboratory personnel under 
UTMB Scientist's direct supervision, unless written permission is obtained from 
Provider. UTMB agrees that all of its UTMB Scientist(s) involved in the Research 
will have read the terms and conditions of this Agreement and abide by the 
terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

3. Rights. The Material shall not be used by UTMB for any products or processes 
for any purpose other than performing the Research hereunder. . 

4. Confidentiality. All Material and information relating to the Material that is 
disclosed by Provider to UTMB shall be considered to be confidential, subject to 
Section 5. Publication of this Agreement. UTMB will use reasonable efforts to 
prevent the disclosure of Provider's confidential information to third parties for 
a period of three (3) years from receipt, provided that UTMB's obligation shall 
not apply to information that: 
a) is already in the UTMB's possession at the time of disclosure; 
b) is or later becomes part of the public domain through no fault of the UTMB; 
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c) is received from a third party having no obligations of confidentiality to 
UTMB; 

d) is independently developed by the UTMB; or 
e) is required by law or regulation to be disclosed. 
In the event that information is required to be disclosed pursuant to subsection 
(e), UTMB shall notify the UTMB, in order to allow UTMB to assert whatever 
exclusions or exemptions may be available to it under such law or regulation. 

5. Publication. UTMB will inform Provider of results of Research, in confidence, 
related to the Material by providing Provider with a draft manuscript describing 
such results. If UTMB's Scientist desires to publish or present such Research 
results, then, not less than forty-five (45) days prior to submission to a third-
party, UTMB will provide Provider with a copy of any manuscript or abstract 
disclosing such Research results for the purpose of protecting the Material and 
intellectual property of Provider that might be disclosed by such publication. In 
any such publication or presentation of Research results, UTMB agrees to 
acknowledge Provider scientist as provider of the Material. 

6. Intellectual Property. Inventorship of any invention will be determined based 
on U.S. patent law. Ownership shall follow inventorship. 

7. Warranty. The Material is experimental in nature and it is provided "AS IS" 
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR SAFETY OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. UTMB MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR 
WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE MATERIAL WILL NOT INFRINGE 
ANY PATENT OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHT. 

8. Liability. Provider shall indemnify and hold harmless UTMB, System, their 
Regents, officers, agents and employees, from any liability, loss or damage they 
may suffer as a result of claims, demands, costs or judgments against them 
arising out of the Provider's use of the results generated by UTMB's activities to 
be carried out pursuant to this Agreement excluding claims, loss, or damage that 
arise from the negligence or willful malfeasance of any Regent, officer, agent or 
employee of UTMB or System. 

9. Compliance. UTMB will use the Material in compliance with all laws, 
governmental regulations and guidelines applicable to the Material. Moreover, 
if the Material is used in the United States, then UTMB will comply with current 
United States NIH guidelines. 

10. Export Control. UTMB further agrees that if the U.S. export laws are or become 
applicable, it will not export any Materials received under this Agreement to any 
countries for which the United States government requires an export license or 
other supporting documentation at the time of export or transfer, unless UTMB 
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has obtained prior written authorization from the appropriate authority 
responsible for such matters. 

11. Assignment. This Agreement is not assignable, whether by operation of law or 
otherwise, without the prior written consent of Provider. 

12. Publicity. Except as stated herein, neither party shall use the name of the other 
without express written consent, subject to Section 5. Publication of this 
Agreement. 

13. Term and Termination. This Agreement shall be effective as of the date of the 
last signature and terminate one (1) year from that date. Upon termination, 
UTMB will immediately destroy all the Material then in its possession. 

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS WUHAN INSTITUTE OF VIROLOGY 
MEDICAL BRANCH CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

Carolee A. King, JD Name of Authorized Signatory 
Senior Vice President and General Title: 
Counsel 
Date: 

Date: 
Read and understood: 

Read and understood: 

Signature of UTMB Scientist 
Signature of Provider Scientist 

Read and understood: 

Signature of UTMB Scientist 
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Attachment A - Scope of Research 

We are studying the new coronavirus through sharing the viral isolate (strain 
IVCAS 6.7512). Our goal is to use the viral isolate for testing vaccine, therapeutics, 
and viral pathogenesis. UTMB scientists will use the viral isolate to test vaccine, 
therapeutics, and viral pathogenesis. 
' 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 9:17 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

This is a perfect example of the exceptional value of having the dialogue with China that you and the NAS have 
pioneered. I hope that we can leverage this experience into some sustained funding to keep the relationship vibrant. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:59 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Very happy to help, sounds like with this change it's ready to go. Diane will likely send it out soon. 

Ben 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 8:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

I think Peggy's suggested change is appropriate and otherwise it's ready to go. There are other efforts 
underway to get the isolates as well, so hopefully we'll get this done soon. 

Thanks for your help in moving this along! Enjoy India 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:53 AM 
To: Diane Griffin qigriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg 
<pf,agy(q)hbfam.net>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim could you take a final look? 

Ben 
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On Jan 27, 2020, at 7:09 PM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Do we think that it is ready? 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

pig rifiri6@ihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:02 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthrDnas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <kuleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

And when this is ready Diane should send it to Bai Chunli [using clbai@cas.cn, JH-
cao@cashu.ac.cn, sunhui@cashu.ac.cn] and Gao Fu [using of im.ac.cn]

Probably want to cc Peggy and Jim and maybe John Hildebrand and John Boright 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentheDnas.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 6:27 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <ppiay@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin (clgriffi6@ihmi.edu)
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: NCoV isolate 

Jim, 
Connecting you back to the discussion here. See below. 
Micah 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pe,,ggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:01 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthrDnas.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (clgriffi6@ihmi.edu 
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

Jim, 
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Any thoughts on my question below. I am fine with letter as is, but does Iswem like 
situation has evolved a bit but still crucial to encourage Chinese to share isolates. 

Peggy 
Sent from my iPhone 

From: Diane Griffin <cligriffi6(roihmi.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:06 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

Micah, Peggy, Jim et al - I think that the letter is fine to send. I agree that the situation is 
changing, but it is still going to be important to compare the viruses that emerge in 
other countries with Chinese isolates over time. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@ihu.edu 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 2:10 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
wrote: 

Peggy, 
Perhaps I closed down discussion too early. Please feel free to reopen 
with Jim Le Duc. You can include others, but I would focus on the people 
you want to hear from. 
Also, we might want to note the MOU signed between UTMB and 
Chinese virology research organizations as the rationale for promoting 
UTMB as the partner. But that's up to you and Diane to decide. 

Micah 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 9:20 AM, Peggy Hamburg 
<Peggv@hbfam.net> wrote: 

Hello. I think it is a strong letter. However, has the argument shifted 
somewhat? Given that cases are occurring in many places now the 
opportunity to gather isolates does not depend on Chinese, however 
the ability to get full understanding of the virus and it's evolution would 
be greatly advanced by expanded sharing of isolates. 

Peggy 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 9:29 PM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Here is a dean copy for your review, we are working to 
get you the correct email addresses and email routing 
for Gao Fu and Bai Chunli. 

Micah notes that at the top of the letter, we say that 
work is hampered by the lack of an isolate. Lower down, 
we refer to sharing isolates. Should this be consistently 
plural? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 11:30 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <p_qfay@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin 
(figriffi6(EDihmi.edu) <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Here is a version with these changes and a few other 
small edits. 

Ben 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@)nas.edu>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:08 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <pqmr@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin 
(figriffi6(EDihmi.edu) <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Ben, 
We'll have to do some minor editing on the letter to 
correct typos from our original draft (replace focused in 
with focused on, near the end), to make it read a little 
better ("China has taken important lead to identify" just 
isn't good English), and some formatting according to 
Diane and Peggy's preferences. I would suggest 
unbolding the text and possibly formatting it more like a 
regular letter with return address, but that decision is 
up those who sign it. 
Micah 
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From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(FrUlEMB.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 10:25 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzE9gmail.com>; Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <Iffksiaze(cpUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekE)nas.edu>; LeDuc, James 
W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<LIgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<MargaretA amburgeDaol.com>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgrajmer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. 
<dnieseleL)UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurbanPUTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth(c)nas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Thanks, Tom and Dave 

Hi Ben, 
I have included Tom's suggestion. Please use this 
version. 

Best, 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:21 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgKsiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusekEonas.edu>; LeDuc, James 
W. <iwleducCoUTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<elgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<MargaretA amburgeDaol.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<E3shiRUTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgrajmer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. 
<dnieseleL)UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurbanPUTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<svveaver@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; John Boright 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's 
email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

...and think Tom's point strengthens the letter as 
well. dave 
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On Jan 26, 2020, at 9:17 AM, Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
wrote: 

In this paragraph 

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch has volunteered 
to serve as both home to the virus 
reference center and as a BEI 
partner to assist China in 
distribution of any 
isolates you wish to 
share. NASEM would be willing 
to facilitate another arrangement 
if you wish. 

Should probably be modified 

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch has volunteered 
to serve as home to the virus in its 
capacity as the World Reference 
Center for Emerging Viruses and 
Arboviruses and as a BEI partner 
to assist China in distribution of 
any isolates you wish to 
share. NASEM would be willing 
to facilitate another arrangement 
if you wish. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 
00:49, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu>
wrote: 

WARNING: This email 
originated from outside of 
UTMB's email system. Do 
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not click links or open 
attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe. 

Great idea Jim, 

Since this is urgent 
Micah and I have 
drafted text of a letter 
(that includes text 
explaining the dialogue) 
that could be sent to 
CCDC and CAS. Feel free 
to modify. 

Have also looped in 
John Boright, the 
executive director of 
the NAS and John 
Hildebrand, the NAS 
foreign secretary. Peggy 
might want to include 
Victor Dzau in the next 
email. 

FYI Micah and I are in 
India right now and will 
be online for the 12 
hours or so. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re 
nCoV isolate sharing 
Griffin and 
Hamburg.docx> 

On Jan 
26, 
2020, 
at 7:56 
AM, 
LeDuc, 
James 
W. 
<iwledu 
c@utm 
b.edu> 
wrote: 
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Ben, 
Diane, 
Peggy 
I'm 
sure 
you 
have 
been 
followi 
ng the 
emerge 
nce of 
the 
new 
Corona 
virus in 
China 
and 
beyond 
with 
concern 
. While 
much is 
being 
done to 
prepare 
nations 
for 
possibl 
e cases, 
the 
global 
scientifi 
c 
commu 
nity 
remains 
hamper 
ed by 
the lack 
of 
access 
to an 
isolate 
of the 
new 
virus. S 
equenc 
es data 
has 
been 
provide 
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d, but 
despite 
repeate 
d 
inquirie 
s 
isolates 
have 
not 
been 
made 
availabl 
e 
althoug 
h 
Chinese 
front 
line 
scientis 
ts 
appear 
to be 
eager 
to 
share. 

With 
this 
backgro 
und, 
may I 
suggest 
that we 
explore 
an 
Acade 
my to 
Acade 
my 
request 
to 
share 
the 
isolates 
? Withi 
n a very 
few 
days 
this will 
likely 
be a 
moot 
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point 
given 
that 
cases 
are 
now 
occurri 
ng 
outside 
China 
and 
isolatio 
n 
attemp 
ts are 
underw 
ay. The 
window 
for 
Chinese 
global 
leaders 
hip is 
rapidly 
closing. 
Our 
dialogu 
e over 
the 
past 
several 
years 
has 
focused 
in the 
very 
situatio 
n we 
now 
face 
and it 
seems 
approp 
rate 
for the 
academ 
ies to 
work 
togethe 
r to 
help 
address 
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this 
growin 

g 
threat. 

We 
have 
volunte 
ered to 
use 
UTMB's 
stature 
as both 
home 
to the 
virus 
referen 
ce 
center 
and as 
a BEI 
partner 
to 
assist 
the 
Chinese 
in 
distribu 
tion of 
any 
isolates 
they 
wish to 
share. 
Repeati 
ng this 
offer 
more 
formall 
y by the 
NASEM 
to CAS 
may 
help 
the 
Chinese 
govern 
ment 
appreci 
ate the 
global 
importa 
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nce of 
harness 
ing the 
world's 
scientifi 
c 
capacit 
y to 
help 
address 
this 
emergi 
ng 
threat. 

Can we 
urgentl 
y draft 
an 
official 
letter 
for 
Diane 
or 
Peggy's 
signatu 
re? 

Thanks 
for your 
conside 
ration 
and 
help. 

Jim 

Sent 
from 
my 
iPhone 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing 
Griffin and Hamburg Jan 27 2020.docx> 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2019 1:38 PM 

To: Shi, Pei yong;David Franz;LeDuc, James W. 

Cc: Lowenthal, Micah 

Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

Attachments: Letter to CAS re Wuhan from Griffin and Hamburg.docx; Draft long summary of 

Harbin Meeting.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Here is the summary for the end of the long Harbin workshop report. I also attached the letter we sent to CAS via Zhiming. 

*** 

THEMES, SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS 

Several themes emerged during the workshop. The first was a focus on the importance of pursuing an integrated, One Health-based 
approach to understanding the causes and addressing the effects of animal and human diseases. Some of the issues raised included 
the short-term intended and unintended effects of recent disease control strategies, as well as a need for collaboration amongst 
experts and across regions on medical, ecological and ecosystems science to ensure human and animal health. 

The second was a growing appreciation for the widespread use of gene-editing tools, particularly those based on the CRISPR-Cas9 
system, that are being integrated into many new research efforts. New gene editing techniques to cut, edit, activate and repress 
genes with greater accuracy and at much lower costs go well beyond longstanding methods of selective breeding of hosts and 
pathogens and allow researchers to quickly explore changes not readily achieved in the past. Although the benefits to society are 
potentially enormous, there is the potential for malevolent application or for the technology to contribute to dangerous "bioerror," 
that is, for researchers to inadvertently create a modified organism that has an unintended disastrous impact. Many of the technical 
talks including those on vaccine development, vector engineering, host engineering, and synthetic biology included details on the 
researchers' use of gene editing tools and techniques. During the presentations the importance of gene editing to facilitate genetic 
modifications were highlighted but participants also discussed how they assessed risks and untended consequence of using the tools 
and best practices to ensure the appropriate and safe use of this technology in the future. See box on Gene Editing below. 

A third theme was the importance of establishing and maintaining strong institutional cultures and norms to support the safe and 
responsible conduct of science. The sessions included several discussions on possible collaborations between Chinese and American 
scientists and institutions on the responsible conduct of science and other ways to ensure that gene editing techniques are used 
safely and ethically across the life science enterprise in the future. 

Throughout the workshop and during tours of the HVRI security and training centers, experts also shared information to ensure the 
safe and secure operation of high containment biological laboratories. Topics discussed included combating emerging infectious 
diseases in livestock, safely doing research on insect vectors in high biological containment, inactivation/decontamination 
procedures for African swine fever virus, improving the public health response to disease outbreaks, training and vetting high 
containment laboratory workers, and the safe and sustainable operation of high containment laboratories. 

NAS has helped to shape the international dialogue on the risks and the multitude of challenges associated with planning for, 
building, sustaining, and safely and securely running high containment laboratories. Before the meeting the directors of the 
Galveston National Laboratory (of the University of Texas Medical Branch) and the Wuhan Institute of Virology (of the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences) jointly published an editorial in Science that calls for the creation of a global network to bring together the 
leaders of institutes that operate laboratories at the highest biological safety level, BSL-4, to ensure the safe, secure and sustainable 
operation of these facilities. The final session of the meeting included a discussion on the concept led by the authors of the 
editorial. During the discussion the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the leadership of the Chinese institutes that 
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operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a 
network. Although there's a tremendous network of BL-3 labs in the U.S., in China and around the world, the group agreed to limit 
the network to the BL-4 community. Many BSL-4 labs are being constructed around the world, and not all of them are in the most 
robust economies, if there is a problem or accident in any one lab other labs will suffer. Some of the people that are building these 
laboratories have government support to build the building but don't have a good idea of what they're going to work on after 
construction ends and they don't necessarily have the understanding of the incredible cost of keeping the doors open. Operating 
BSL-4 facilities can be used to show potential operators how to work under BSL-4 conditions. NAS and CAS will work together to 
planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take place later in 2019. 

The group also discussed future bilateral meetings. Going forward the groups should continue to think in terms of real partnership, 
with 50-50 joint funding, joint personal involvement by partners and joint sharing of credit. While safety and security are core issues 
that we need to continue to discuss, it's really important now that we focus on scientific collaboration and what we can we do 
together that is going to be of joint interest and beneficial to both China and the U.S. and to our society in general. The meetings 
should continue to reflect the interests of China and not be a paternalistic relationship, but a true partnership. The next bilateral 
meeting will likely take place in Kunming, China at the Kunming National Primate Research Center, another Chinese institute that 
operates a BSL-4 laboratory, later in 2019, it is too difficult to meet in the U.S. due to visa constraints. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

 Original Message 
From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, October 27, 2019 6:44 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gnnail.conn>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I'm on my way back to Galveston. The trip to China was packed with events and fun. 

Oct. 14-17: Conference on "Plants for personalized medicine and aging" in Kunming. The conference focused on the development of 
Chinese traditional medicine for cancer, chronic disease, and infectious disease. Besides presentations from local and international 
speakers, the conference also organized hospital visits to discuss with physicians about Chinese medicine as well as field trips to 
Chinese medicine plantation. 

Oct. 18: Visit to "Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences" in Kunming. Besides giving a seminar, I had 
meetings with Qi-Han Li (Director-general), Yan-Chun Che (Head of Research Management), Long-Ding Liu (Group Leader of Vaccine 
Development), and other Pls. Here are a few take home messages. (i) Their P4 was under final certification in the week of Oct. 20. 
George Gao, Zhinning Yuan, and other experts were at their institute for the certification. (ii) The Institute mainly focuses on vaccine 
development and commercialization, with full capability from early development, GMP scale up to product manufacture. This is 
somewhat like Zhigao Bu's institute in Harbin. (iii) The institute is scheduled to change its leadership next year. (iv) Compared with 
CAS, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences is quite conservative and closely follows the instructions from Beijing Central 
Government. Points (ii) to (iv) explained why they were hesitant to host the US-China joint meeting. After the leadership transition 
next year, we may still re-engage them for future US-China joint meetings. 

In addition, I brought up the possibility to collaborate on using tree threw as a model for viral pathogen studies. They were 
supportive and asked us to send brief proposals. 

Oct. 19-20: Visit to "Wuhan Institute of Virology." I had meetings with Zhinning Yun, Yanyi Wang (new Director General of the 
institute), and Xinwen Chen (previous Director General of the institute). The leadership team remained enthusiastic and fully 
supportive of the next US-China joint meeting. Zhinning said that, due to the current US-China relationship, although CAS had already 
approved the joint meeting, a special extra step was being processed for the final approval. Zhinning was very optimistic about 
receiving the final approval soon. He proposed to have the meeting early next year in Huang Gang, a city next to Wuhan (about one 
hour drive from Wuhan airport). 
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Oct. 24: Visit to "Nanjing Medical University." I gave a seminar and discussed potential collaborations between UTMB and their 
institute on research and training. I was also honored to be a visiting professor at Nanjing Medical University. 

Oct. 25: Visit to "Southeast University" in Nanjing. I gave a seminar and discussed potential collaborations. 

Oct. 26: Visit to "Nanjing Normal University" where I attended college from 1985-1989. We had 30th anniversary college reunion. 

I will follow up with Zhinning about the joint meeting again next week. Please let me know if we need a TC to discuss more details. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

 Original Message 
From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2019 11:20 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 

Hope your trip is going well. Any update from visit to Wuhan? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

 Original Message 
From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 10:26 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

Thanks, Ben 
Will do. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

 Original Message 
From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 9:05 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Have a great trip to China! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Pei-Yong, 

Sorry about the delay. Good luck in Kunming and Wuhan. If you need any NAS branded info about our planned meeting let me know 
and I will email. Tell Zhinning I said hi and that I hope he is doing well. 
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Ben 

> On Oct 11, 2019, at 9:38 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utnnb.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Ben, 

> Thanks for the email. 

> My flight got delayed because of the weather in Dallas this morning. They switched me to a very early flight tomorrow morning. 
So, I'm staying at a hotel near the airport. 

> The meetings in Wuhan and Kunming have been well planned. Besides Zhinning, I will meet the new director Yanyi Wang (an 
immunologist) and the previous director Xinwen Chen (who attended the UTMB meeting). In Kunming, I will meet director Qihan Li 
and give a seminar at his Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. There are other institutions I will visit in 
Kunming and Nanjing. I will brief you when the trip unfolds. 

> Have a great weekend! 

> Pei-Yong 

 Original Message 
> From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
> Sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 6:28 PM 
> To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
> Subject: Have a great trip to China! 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Hope all goes well. Safe travels. 

> Ben 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES ENGINEERING U MEDICINE 

RE: Proposed Chinese-U.S. dialogue meeting on the challenges of emerging infections, laboratory 
safety and global health security in Wuhan, China 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President, Academician 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

We are writing to formally request your permission and support to hold the next in a series of China-
U.S. meetings on emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security co-convened by 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) and the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) in Wuhan, China in late 2019 or early 2020. 

Over the past several years, Dr. James Le Duc, Dr. David Franz and other representatives of NASEM have 
worked with Dr. Yuan Zhiming, Professor and Deputy Director, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS, and 
other Chinese scientists to organize a series of meetings, now an informal dialogue, between experts 
designated by the CAS, China Center for Disease Control (CCDC), the Chinese Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences (CAAS), the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences and the NASEM. These dialogue meetings 
have been designed to allow scientists from China and the United States to share research findings, best 
practices, and lessons learned and to create collaborative partnerships in areas identified during the 
meetings. Meetings have been held in Beijing, Wuhan, Galveston, Texas and most recently the CAAS 
Veterinary Institute in Harbin, China. In addition to ourselves, participants have included esteemed senior 
Chinese and American Scientists, such as Gao Fu (CAS, CCDC, NAM), Yi Shi (CAS), Linda Saif (NAS), 
David Relman (NAM), Bu Zhigao, (CAAS), and many other experts. 

During the meeting in Harbin in January 2019, Dr. Le Duc and Dr. Yuan discussed holding a second 
dialogue meeting in the vicinity of Wuhan. Topics that are proposed for discussion at the meeting include: 
the special challenges associated with the conduct of regulated studies in biocontainment; response to 
disease outbreaks; risk assessment of gene editing and other advanced biotechnologies in pathogen 
research; appropriate institutional oversight of biosafety and biosecurity training and facilities operations; 
and vector-borne disease research. 

With your approval, NASEM and CAS will establish an informal joint organizing committee to plan the 
next dialogue meeting, invite speakers and participants, and make logistical arrangements. NASEM will 
pay the air, lodging, and ancillary costs of all the American participants and can contribute financial support 
for meeting costs in China, if necessary. 

This excellent series of meetings could also be used to formalize, via memorandum of understanding 
and the appointment of a standing organizing committee of Chinese and American experts The 
China-U.S. Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health 
Security as a regular, ongoing activity between our two organizations. 

China and the United States are world leaders in life science research and development, have large 
populations that may be susceptible to emerging infections, and are world leaders in public health and 
response to infectious disease. Both of our countries operate complex high biological containment 
laboratories that are critical to responding to outbreaks of especially dangerous pathogens. It is important 
to cooperate and regularly discuss these and other key areas of interest and concern for our two countries 
and as the life sciences advance, continue to exchange best practices to ensure the safe and secure conduct 
of the enterprise going forward. 
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We look forward to your thoughts on the organization, content, and substance of the dialogue meeting, the 
proposal to formalize dialogue and any other issues that you and your colleagues wish to address. 

Sincerely, 

Diane E. Griffin 
Vice President, NAS 

Additional points of contact: 

James Le Duc Ph.D. 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
jwleduc(&utmb.edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Margaret Hamburg 
Foreign secretary, NAM 

Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
brusekgnas.edit 1.202.334.3975 
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U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 
Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing 

in Viral Infectious Disease Research 

Harbin Veterinary Research Institute I Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

January 8-10, 2019 
Harbin, China 

OVERVIEW 

To address the interconnected life science challenges associated with combating infectious 
diseases and further enhance cooperation between China and the United States in the areas of 
global health, biosafety, and biosecurity, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS), and the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS) in partnership with representatives from 
other Chinese institutions held the fourth U.S. China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security in tandem with a Workshop on 
Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Pathogen Research on January 8-10, 2019 at 
the CAAS Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) in Harbin, China. HVRI is one of three 
institutes in China that operate a Biological Safety Level-4 (BSL-4) laboratory. 

The meeting, ultimately titled U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of 
Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research was the latest in a series designed to share 
information on research relevant to combating emerging diseases of concern to the U.S. and 
China, promote common understanding of high biological containment laboratory safety, 
security and responsible research risk management, and build relationships among members of 
the U.S. and Chinese research communities who conduct infectious disease research. The 
special focus on research that uses gene-editing technology gave the opportunity to 
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participants to discuss ways to create norms and reduce risks when using these tools for 
research 

Several themes emerged during the workshop. The first was the importance of pursuing an 
integrated, One Health-based approach to understanding the causes and addressing the effects 
of animal and human diseases. The second was a growing appreciation for the widespread use 
of gene-editing tools, particularly those based on the CRISPR-Cas9 system, as part of many 
recent research and development efforts. These tools have been used to facilitate a number of 
the genetic modifications described during meeting presentations (see Box 1 at the end of this 
document). The final theme running through several presentations and discussions was the 
importance of establishing and maintaining institutional cultures that support safe and 
responsible conduct of science. Appropriate scientific community cultures and norms form part 
of the foundation necessary for achieving success in high-containment infectious disease 
research. Many of the sessions, summarized further below, provided the opportunity to 
highlight this area. 

INTRODUCTION 

On January 8-10, 2019 approximately 45 scientists from the U.S. and China gathered at the 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute for a meeting hosted by the Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and U.S. National Academy of Sciences. The 
meeting was the latest in a series of dialogues aimed at sharing information on relevant 
research conducted in the partner countries, promoting common understanding of high 
containment laboratory safety and responsible risk management, and building relationships 
among members of the U.S. and Chinese research communities who conduct infectious disease 
research. 

The following sections summarize the presentations made during the 2.5 day meeting. The 
agenda and participant list for the meeting is available at the end of this document. 

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS 

The workshop was opened by Dr. Zhigao Bu, director of the Harbin Veterinary research 
Institute (HVRI) of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), who chaired the 
session of remarks from convening organizations. Dr. Bu welcomed participants to the 4th US - 
China dialogue on emerging infections, biosafety, and biosecurity. He looked forward to the 
opportunity to exchange ideas and to promote collaboration and cooperation, and expressed 
his thanks to the members of the organizing committee for their hard work in preparing the 
program. 

Next, Dr. Kongming Wu, Vice president of CAAS, welcomed participants to Harbin and 
expressed his hope that the dialogue and workshop will make important contributions to the 
prevention and countering of emerging infectious diseases, along with the promotion of 
bioethics, biosafety, biosecurity, and laboratory safety. China and the U.S. share many common 
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interests in addressing these challenges. Through this meeting and the ongoing dialogue, China 
and the US are working together to build a shared community that supports public health 
security in accordance with principles of One Health, an approach that integrates human, 
animal, and environmental health concerns. Dr. Wu noted that international cooperation has 
become ever more important in addressing issues in disease research and promoting 
innovation. CAAS is ready to support fruitful collaborations with the U.S. and with partners 
around the world, and he wished the workshop success in its discussions. 

Benjamin Rusek from the U.S. NAS welcomed the participants on behalf of the U.S. National 
Academy of Sciences. He noted that the purpose of the meeting is to improve scientific and 
technical cooperation to address public health threats of mutual concern and interest to China 
and the U.S., discuss ways to ensure the safe and secure conduct of life science research and 
high containment biological laboratories, and to build bridges between Chinese and American 
scientist and institutions. The meeting was designed to especially focus on ways to reduce risk 
and create norms for research on pathogens using in gene editing technology. Although the 
benefits of using gene editing technology are potentially enormous, there is the potential for 
malevolent application or for the technology to contribute to dangerous bio error. He thanked 
the CAAS for has assembling an excellent group of scientists and experts to Harbin and noted 
that the scientists from the U.S. Department of Agriculture would not be able to attend due to 
the U.S. Government shut down but that other members of the U.S. delegation would give their 
presentations on their behalf. He encouraged everyone to participate and read and use the 
discussion questions listed on the agenda during every session. 

The final welcome address was provided by Dr. Diane Griffin from the Johns Hopkins University 
Bloomberg School of Public Health and Vice President of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. 
She emphasized that, as the 4th dialogue of this series, these meetings have played an 
important role in bringing together scientists interested in addressing the challenges of 
emerging infectious diseases. Given the global implications of disease outbreaks, the ability to 
discuss such issues and to stimulate collaboration among scientists is vital. As the meeting 
moved into its primary scientific sessions, Dr. Griffin also encouraged participants to ask 
questions and to engage in active discussions over the course of the multi-day meeting. 

KEYNOTE ADDRESSES 

Keynote presentations were provided by Dr. George F. Gao, Academician and Director-General, 
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Dr. Linda Saif, Distinguished University 
Professor, Ohio State University, and Dr. HueIan Chen, Academician of the Harbin Veterinary 
Research Institute. 

Dr. Gao provided an overview of China's preparedness for outbreaks of pandemic diseases, 
particularly influenza, and a look to the future for disease control. He noted that China plays an 
important role in global public health, but is a relative newcomer to this area. A key approach 
to disease preparedness and response, emphasized by Dr. Gao and in multiple talks over the 
course of the meeting is the concept of One Health, in which the veterinary and agricultural 
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sciences, as well as human health communities, are collectively engaged to address disease 
issues. 

Influenza remains one of the most serious infectious agent of concern to the China CDC for 
potential disease pandemics. The 1918 pandemic caused by H1N1, for example, is believed to 
have originated in China and caused over 40 million deaths worldwide. Pandemics occurred in 
1957 (H2N2), 1968 (H3N2) and 2009 (again caused by H1N1, this time emerging in Mexico). 
Influenza strains can spread rapidly via migrating birds, and as a result, China has focused on 
developing its disease control capacity, including initiating influenza surveillance systems in the 
1950s and joining the World Health Organisation (WHO)'s global surveillance network in the 
1980s. Dr. Gao noted that the 2003 outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
resulted in further investment and capacity building to support public health, including in 
laboratory diagnostics and efforts to develop various vaccines, as well as ongoing strong 
communication with international networks such as WHO and the World Organisation for 
Animal Health (01E). In 2010, China collected 200,000-400,000 samples and conducted 
antigenic analysis on approximately 20,000 viral strains. He pointed to remaining challenges in 
political commitment and public awareness, including the need for effective risk 
communication around infectious diseases such as influenza, as well as improved data and 
sample sharing between animal and human health research communities. 

Dr. Saif focused her remarks on coronaviruses, a diverse family of RNA viruses that have four 
main subtypes (alpha, beta, delta, and gamma) along with a broad host range. The high 
polymerase error rate and high recombination frequencies in coronaviruses leads to the 
generation of significant viral diversity and contributes to the emergence of new strains that 
can have altered tissue tropism, changes in virulence, and ability to infect new hosts. 
Coronaviruses primarily cause enteric and respiratory infections in mammals and birds, and a 
number of events have occurred in which viral strains have moved from animal species to 
humans. 

Dr. Sail's presentation emphasized the potential for interspecies transmission of emerging 
swine coronaviruses. She described aspects of the research conducted by her group on the 
receptors involved in viral entry into host cells and on genome changes that affect viral 
properties. For example, the porcine delta coronavirus can infect human cells in culture via the 
aminopeptidase N (APN) receptor, indicating that there may be possible human susceptibility to 
this virus. Recently, swine acute diarrheal syndrome was identified in China and may represent 
a recombination between a bat alpha coronavirus and an unknown beta coronavirus. Her 
research has also investigated the role of co-infections in disease susceptibility and severity (for 
example, co-infections with other respiratory pathogens and coronaviruses SARS or MERS). 
However, many questions remain to be addressed in understanding these and other emerging 
coronaviruses. There are bird, bat, ruminant, and rodent reservoirs for coronaviruses. Needs 
include a better understanding of how these viruses circulate among different species and the 
roles played by the high-density congregation of multiple species and of migratory birds in the 
process of viral adaptation to new species and the establishment of new reservoirs. Gaining an 
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increased knowledge of how particular mutations affect virulence and tropism will also be 
important to underpin the future development of vaccines and improved response strategies. 

Dr. Chen's presentation concentrated on the control of influenza outbreaks caused by strains 
H5N1 (which first emerged in 1996) and H7N9 (which first emerged in 2013). A number of 
studies were subsequently undertaken to understand the genetic basis for H5N1 viral 
properties, such as host range, virulence, and transmission, and to use this information as the 
basis for developing both inactivated virus and recombinant vaccine platforms for use in 
poultry. Over 230 billion doses of the poultry vaccines have since been used in China as well as 
in other countries to support poultry disease control and to help prevent spread of H5N1 to 
humans. 

More recently, extensive efforts in H7N9 disease control have been undertaken in China. 
Following its 2013 emergence, concerns included whether H7N9 can evolve to become highly 
pathogenic in poultry and whether it could become human-to-human transmissible as 
suggested by ferret studies. Dr. Chen's research included studies of mutations in viral HA and 
PB2 proteins that affect virulence in different species. These genetic mutations detected in 
chickens affected lethality and transmissibility in ferrets and mice, suggesting potential risks for 
humans. As a result, China conducted large-scale H7N9 surveillance. During 2017, highly 
pathogenic H7N9 caused a severe outbreak in chickens and a new (51 wave of infections in 
humans with 766 cases reported. Dr. Chen and her group drew on the vaccine platforms 
developed for controlling H5N1 as a basis for developing avian H7N9 and bivalent H5/H7 
vaccines, after which a vaccination campaign was undertaken in chickens. Post vaccination 
surveillance revealed decreased rates of H7N9 isolation and the vaccination appears to have 
successfully helped prevent a 6th wave of human infection. These examples illustrate the 
importance of addressing animal health and of using animal vaccination campaigns to help 
prevent human disease. 

Discussion 
The discussion addressed questions on conducting environmental surveillance and the 
challenges of going from genetic sequence to information on structure and function. It was 
noted that what can be accomplished depends on available resources, although the Global 
Virome Project (http://www.globalviromeproject.org/) was pointed out as a valuable example 
of an international effort. Scientific dialogue, as well as the need to improve data and sample 
sharing was also discussed, and Dr. Gao highlighted China's productive collaboration with Africa 
CDC 

INFLUENZA 
The following sessions of the meeting — on influenza and swine fever — were aimed at 
promoting further understanding of two serious infectious diseases of concern to both China 
and the U.S. 

Dr. Ralph Baric from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill delivered the presentation on 
behalf of Dr. David Swayne from the Agricultural Research Service of the U.S Department of 
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Agriculture, since Dr. Swayne was unable to participate in the meeting. Reservoirs for avian 
influenza exit in wild aquatic fowl such as ducks, and can spill over to domestic poultry such as 
chickens through exposure and adaptation. China and the US are the top two global producers 
of poultry, and have common interests in controlling disease outbreaks. A number of control 
strategies have been employed to stamp out outbreaks, including diagnostics and surveillance 
to identify infected poultry, culling to eliminate infected birds, biosecurity measures aimed at 
preventing movement of strains between farms and infection of naïve farms, and education 
about responsibilities to prevent and respond to the disease. But a number of questions 
remain. These include "How do low pathogenicity avian influenza (LPAI) viruses move from wild 
waterfowl reservoir to domestic agricultural systems? Can we "predict", based on 
environmental/management conditions at wild bird-agricultural interface and surveillance data, 
and intervene to prevent such LPAI virus transfers? Can we better understand & intervene to 
prevent LP 4 HP viruses in terrestrial poultry? How do we improve Al eradication within 
agricultural systems?" 

In 2017, highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) was detected in the US. Studies showed that 
insertion of nucleotides from chicken 28S rRNA in the HA cleavage site in the virus genome was 
a marker of the emergence of HPAI. Further phylogenetic analysis was undertaken to explore 
common ancestors and virus introduction events across several states. The results showed that 
low pathogenic avian influenza (LPAI) strains had been circulating in US poultry farms for 
several months prior to the HPAI emergence. 

Dr. Swayne also provided an example of the global spread of highly pathogenic avian influenza 
H5N8 in 2014. The virus spread and evolved during the wildfowl breeding season in areas such 
as Siberia, then moved into Europe and the US along the Pacific coast flyway. Viral 
reassortment with North American avian influenza strains led to outbreaks in 2014-2015. The 
example shows how strains can spread around the world and evolve in combination with 
circulating regional strains. Enhanced surveillance along major flyways and in poultry 
agricultural systems will be critical to better understand the movement of avian influenza 
viruses and likely outbreaks, which provide a major incentive for countries to collaborate on 
disease control. Global networks such as the World Organization for Animal Health and Food 
and Agricultural Organization Animal Influenza Network (OFFLU) are very important in this 
context. 

Dr. Dayan Wang of the National Institute for Viral Disease Control and Prevention of China CDC 
discussed additional efforts by China to study and control avian influenza outbreaks. China 
established its national influenza center (CNIC) in 1957 in the wake of the "Asian flu" and has 
more recently expanded the national influenza surveillance network so that it now includes 
over 400 network laboratories and multiple sentinel hospitals covering the major cities of the 
country. Influenza H5N6 is a current concern because of a high positive rate in poultry along 
with sporadic human cases. 

Dr. Wang's presentation highlighted additional examples of research on H7N9 and H1N1. She 
noted differences in characteristics of human infections between these viruses — with older 
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people, for example, seeming to be more susceptible to infection with H7N9 and an apparent 
2:1 male to female infection ratio whose reasons remain unknown, compared to H5N1 that 
seemed to infect younger adults. Her research on H7N9 has explored genetic variants, receptor 
binding capacity, tissue tropism, transmissibility in various animal species, and phylogenetic 
analysis of outbreak strains. Similarly, her laboratory has conducted research on the 
pathogenicity, tropism, and other viral properties associated with two genotypes of a European 

(EA) variant of H1N1, in which 12 cases of human infection have been identified since 2010. 
These two genotypes have similar tropism but show differences in virulence, although there is 
no clear evidence yet for human-to-human transmission. These ongoing studies will help to 
clarify the genetic basis for properties of avian influenza viruses and inform additional future 
research. Dr. Wang also noted that her institute has launched a new journal of Biosafety and 
Health sponsored by the Chinese Medical Association, and that this may be a publication of 
interest to the workshop. 

Dr. Chengjun Li, a professor at HVRI, delivered the final presentation in this session. He 
highlighted the virus life cycle and key proteins encoded by the influenza virus genome, as well 
as host factors that interact with the virus at various stages of the infection process. 

For example, the influenza ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex is a critical functional unit required 
for viral transcription and replication. The host enzyme phospholipid scamblase 1 (PLSCR1) 
interacts with both the viral nucleoprotein (NP) and the host protein importin alpha. PLSCR1 
interactions impede the interaction of importin alpha with importin beta, which are involved in 
the import pathway of the virus into the host cell nucleus, inhibiting this process. A second host 
factor investigated by Dr. Li, the enzyme PIAS1, also interacts with proteins in the import 
complex. PIAS1 interferes with assembly of the viral RNP complex and inhibits viral polymerase 
activity. Generation of heterozygous PIAS1 knock out mice results in enhanced pathogenicity as 
measured by titer and post-infection mortality. Finally, Dr. Li reported on mutations in the 
H7N9 polymerase that are key determinants of the adaptation of avian influenza virus to 
mammals. He reported that a mutation in the influenza PB2 protein at position 627 from 
glutamic acid (E) to lysine (K) was often acquired by avian H7N9 during replication in mammals. 
Different avian influenza viruses appear to differ in their capacity to acquire this mutation. 
Research is continuing to investigate mechanisms for this mutation along with other 
polymerase mutations and interactions with host factors as part of efforts to better understand 
the biology of the disease. 

Discussion 

Differences in the ability to control outbreaks of H5N6 versus H7N9 were discussed, including 
the role of host immune factors and the question of whether the viruses can escape from the 
inhibition provided by the host immune response. Strategies to control influenza outbreaks 
were also discussed, including the use of vaccination in chickens compared to culling. Culling 
has been commonly employed as a strategy in the US. Participants from China indicated that 
active animal surveillance programs identified influenza virus continuing to circulate even with 
culling, leading to the decision to undertake vaccination. It was noted that mass vaccination 
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campaigns can place new selection constraints on a virus, and it will be valuable to continue 
disease surveillance and research to understand the effects over time. 

SWINE FEVER 
The first three presentations in the session focused on African swine fever. The final 
presentation discussed advances in generating transgenic pig hosts for resistance to classical 
swine fever. 

Dr. Xiaoxu Fan delivered the first presentation on control of African swine fever in China on 
behalf of Dr. Xiaodong Wu, professor at the China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center, as 
Dr. Wu was unable to attend the meeting. Although Africa Swine Fever (AFS) does not produce 
disease in humans, it produces virtually 100% mortality in infected animals with no available 
treatment or vaccine. Endemic in some African countries, AFS has spread globally; it is a 
notifiable disease by the World Organisation for Animal Health (01E). China has a large pork 
industry and the country has undertaken efforts to prevent and control the spread of the virus 
as well as to develop diagnostics and vaccines. However, the clinical signs of AFS can be similar 
to classical swine fever and to several other swine diseases, which complicates surveillance and 
early response. By early 2019, cases of AFS had been reported in 19 provinces. 

A number of possible transmission routes to domestic pigs are possible, including from wild 
boars and imported poultry. The Chinese government released technical guidelines for AFS in 
2015 and a contingency plan in 2017. After an outbreak in August 2018, over 30 new disease-
related policies were enacted. Efforts to prevent and control outbreaks include the deployment 
of field working groups, culling of over 600,000 pigs, and an awareness campaign for farmers, 
veterinarians, and the public. The government has also increased incentives for reporting, such 
as by increasing compensation. Two factors were identified as key in outbreak transmission — 
swill feeding and movement of live pigs and pig products. Banning swill feeding, reducing long 
distance/cross-province movement of animals, and cracking down on animal smuggling through 
customs have been important parts of control strategies. Other policies require 
slaughterhouses to run ASF tests on pig products before sale, cracking down on practices such 
as illegal slaughtering, and strengthening efforts such as confirmation testing to combat cases 
in domestic pigs and wild boar. Strong multisector collaboration will be needed to address ASF, 
including international collaboration on prevention and control strategies with partners such as 
the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 01E, and other countries. 

Dr. Zhigao Bu of HVRI provided additional information on the genetic analysis and properties of 
African Swine Fever. AFS is a large double-stranded DNA virus whose host is domestic pigs and 
wild boars. AFS is the number one killer of pigs, with approximately 58,000 cases in 22 countries 
in 2018. Because China has over 50% of the pigs on hand and pigs to market worldwide, this 
disease is of significant concern. Dr. Bu discussed an outbreak at several sites in Heilongjiang 
province in 2018, and reported phylogenetic comparison of the strains with those from other 
AFS outbreaks. In addition, researchers at HVRI successfully isolated the virus and conducted 
infection tests in pigs in high containment laboratory facilities to study properties such as 
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incubation time, viremia/titers, virus shedding, and time to death. As expected, the AFS strain 
was highly lethal. 

Dr. Bu noted reports of two deletion mutations - delta CD2V and delta DP148R — that might 
attenuate the virus and could be candidates in the development of vaccines. However, results 
suggest that the mechanisms of pathogenicity are complicated and the mutant strains did not 
necessarily result in attenuated virulence plus protection against ASF challenge in pigs. 

Dr. Pei-Yong Shi of the University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston delivered the final 
presentation on African Swine Fever. He presented on behalf of Dr. Douglas Gladue of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture's Plum Island Animal Disease Center, who was unable to attend. As 
noted in the prior presentation, the immune mechanisms associated with protection from 
African Swine Fever have not yet been identified, no commercial vaccine is available, and the 
mechanisms of protection associated with experimental vaccines are not well understood. 

Dr. Gladue's research includes strategies to more efficiently develop and purify recombinant 
ASF virus as part of the development of live attenuated viral vaccines. Current processes can 
take up to two years. Dr. Gladue's group incorporated a fluorescent reporter gene to improve 
identification of the recombinant plasmid and used CRISPR/Cas9 editing to delete the locus 
8DR. The protein encoded by this locus is involved in viral rosette formation and the deletion 
enabled them to quantify the extent to which use of CRISPR/Cas9 increased the rate of 
obtaining desired genetic changes. Dr. Gladue reported that combining the florescent marker 
and 8DR deletion enabled them to achieve significant increases in the efficiency and speed of 
generating, identifying and purifying recombinant virus, which could thus be produced in 3-4 
months instead of years. These results demonstrates the possibilities enabled by using gene 
editing to engineer AFS. Finally, Dr. Gladue provided information on the use of live attenuated 
viral vaccines to combat the current AFS outbreak strain. Multiple deletion mutations have 
been created and studied, including delta 9GL, delta MFG, the double mutant delta 9GL/MFG, 
delta UK and the double mutant delta 9GL/delta UK, and delta CD2 for both viral attenuation 
and the ability to induce protection when administered as a live vaccine. However, alternatives 
will need to continue to be explored along with further collaborations to combine the 
advantages of various platforms. 

The last presentation in the session was provided by Dr. Hongsheng Ouyang, a professor at Jilin 
University, who focused on the generation of genome-edited pigs as part of efforts to 
understand and control classical swine fever virus. Dr. Ouyang's research makes use of the tools 
enable by CRISPR/Cas 9 to edit genes. There are currently two main methods for generating 
genome edited pigs — direct microinjection of Cas9 mRNA and single guide (sg)RNA into zygotes 
and somatic cell nuclear transfer. Edited embryos are then implanted into surrogate pigs, 
resulting in the birth of edited piglets. 

Dr. Ouyang focused on efforts to design and screen a short hairpin RNA (shRNA) that, when 
expressed in the pig genome, would act to target and silence the infecting virus. A plasmid 
containing the sequence that would produce this shRNA along with the CRISPR/Cas9 machinery 
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was introduced into the nucleus of a pig cell via electroporation, followed by somatic cell 
nuclear transfer and the generation of edited piglets whose cells produce the designed 
interfering RNA molecule. The aim was to generated edited pigs that would be resistant to 
classical swine fever. Challenge experiments were conducted in which both wild type and 
edited pigs were exposed to a swine fever-infected pig. During swine fever infection, the 
transgenic pigs exhibited greater antiviral responses than the wild type, unedited pigs. Dr. 
Ouyang also investigated whether mutations or deletions in the LamR receptor, which is the 
cellular receptor for classical swine fever, could result in pigs resistant to swine fever infection. 
The generation of transgenic pigs and initial tests in cell culture showed some resistance but 
more remains to be investigated. 

Discussion 

Questions were directed to the issue of what needs to be done to prepare for and control 
African Swine Fever. To date, there have been limited studies on T cell responses and 
neutralizing antibody titers are not closely correlated with protection, indicating that significant 
work remains to understand the biology and immunology of ASF infection. The need to 
implement traditional control strategies was noted, while research toward vaccine 
development continues. For example, swill feeding and long distance pig transportation have 
been factors in prior outbreaks, leading to changes to policies and practices. 

UNDERSTANDING AND ENGINEERING VIRAL PATHOGENS WITH PANDEMIC POTENTIAL 

The remainder of Day 1 focused on science and responsibility in studying pathogens with 
pandemic potential. The sessions included a discussion of challenges and opportunities in 
altering pathogen properties as part of research into understanding and combating disease, as 
well as the responsible planning and conduct of such research so that it can be conducted 
safety and securely. 

Dr. Ralph Baric, a professor at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill and an expert in 
coronaviruses, provided an overview of the selection and design of pathogen properties, along 
with information gaps and barriers. He noted the rapid pace of advance and decreasing cost of 
nucleic acid synthesis; the first coronavirus to be synthesized cost roughly $42,000, a price that 
would now be $6,000. The largest genome currently synthesized is a 520kb mycobacterium, 
indicating that it is now possible to synthesize the genomes of most RNA and DNA viruses. In 
addition, high fidelity sequences are available for many viruses, rendering it possible to 
synthesize viral genomes and recover viable virus for many strains. 

Studies to alter pathogen properties of viruses can use several approaches, including selection 
pressure to drive evolution toward a phenotype as well as deliberate design. Potential 
opportunities might include building chimeric viruses with altered structures for the receptor 
for viral entry, or those that incorporate changes to other virulence determinants or that 
modulate host-pathogen interactions. Dr. Baric noted the example of adding the spike protein 
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from a mouse coronavirus to a bat coronavirus, which can produce a strain that is more virulent 
in mice. But he cautioned that a combination of techniques, including selection pressure from 
passaging in mice, is generally needed to generate virulent strains in a host and reminded the 
audience of the law of unintended consequences and the possibility of surprise. 

Dr. Baric also noted that predictive modeling of protein interfaces and the use of such models 
for structure-guided virus design has recently improved, providing advancing capabilities for 
affecting host-virus interactions and altering antigenic properties. Similarly, he noted that the 
"shopping list" of virulence determinants continues to grow as more is learned about host-virus 
interfaces and how they evolve as viruses move through different species. As examples of both 
potential opportunities and ongoing barriers to effective engineering of viral properties, Dr. 
Baric referenced studies to develop a self-replicating alphavirus containing HIV sequences for 
use as an HIV vaccine, an approach that was abandoned when the virus was too pathogenic in 
mice. He also noted the barrier provided by a glycosylation site that makes it relatively easy to 
create mouse-adapted SARS strains but not mouse-adapted MERS. And the use of newer tools 
such as CRISPR/Cas-based gene editing to create a mouse model by introducing the human 
virus binding receptor domain into the mouse. On the other hand, creating a virus that is super-
adapted to a particular host can actually result in an attenuation of virulence, if the virus 
interacts overly strongly with a cellular receptor. This shows the complexity of deliberate design 
as well as a potential sweet spot for pathogenicity. Other challenges to deliberate design 
include the fact that a large number of virus-host protein interactions occur, and changing one 
can have unexpected effects across the interaction networks as virus-host interactions are 
usually a "highly coordinated co-evolved process." Viral packaging constraints, the effects of 
host genetic variation on disease severity, and other factors all add to the complexity and 
confound the utility of predictive design models. 

The second presentation in the session was delivered by Dr. Weiwen Zhang, professor at 
Tianjin University, who spoke about cutting-edge biotechnology, the potential for rapid changes 
in science and technology capabilities to outpace ethical and regulatory measures, and the 
need for appropriate governance. He provided the example of recent synthesis and preparation 
of horsepox virus from starting genetic sequence as illustrative of what could now be achieved 
at relatively low cost with fairly standard technical approaches. Past oversight has been based 
primarily on physical control of materials such as viral strains, but access to information such as 
gene sequences is of increasing importance. Many countries have made significant investments 
in synthetic biology R&D — in China, for example, a national key program for 2018-2011 will 
support 50-60 projects of $3-4M each. But achieving the right balance of research innovation 
and governance to prevent ethical, security, or other misuses of biotechnology is challenging 
and it can be difficult to separate positive uses from potential misuses (a "dual use dilemma"). 
A number of reports and continuing global dialogues address ethics and safety associated with 
new technologies such as synthetic biology and genome editing, and consider related aspects 
such as laboratory precautions and development of strategies that could mitigate harmful 
effects (for example, to reverse genetic changes). Following debate, the 2016 Human Genome 
Project-Write (HGP-W) has become Genome Write (not just human) and the project established 
an international bioethics and biosafety working group. The international genetically 
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engineered machines (iGEM) competition for students has also focused increasingly on 
ensuring biosafety, biosecurity, and risk management of projects undertaken by iGEM teams. 

China has undertaken a number of efforts to promote and support responsible research and 
governance. For example, the synthetic biology society of China formed an ethics committee in 
2018. The Ministry of Science and Technology has also established an ethical and regulatory 
framework for synthetic biology with goals of (1) establishing norms for research and market 
access and making government regulatory policy recommendations; (2) proposing effective 
safety management norms and implementation methods; (3) establishing public channels of 
communication and public participation; and (4) developing intellectual property mechanisms 
relevant to synthetic biology. Tianjin University established programs on ethics associated with 
new biotechnology in 2018. China and Pakistan have also put forward a proposal to the 
Biological Weapons Convention on a code of conduct for biological scientists. Dr. Zhang noted 
that identification and management of potential dual use issues should occur early in a relevant 
research project as well as various stages throughout the research life cycle stages, with 
responsibilities by multiple stakeholders; existing regulatory policies and laws are also 
frequently under discussion. These conversations within the scientific and government 
communities are ongoing. 

A separate discussion session was not held following these talks; see the panel discussion 
"Science and Ethics in Research with Pathogens with Pandemic Potential," below 

BIOETHICS AND RESPONSIBLE PLANNING FOR PATHOGEN RESEARCH 

Dr. Zhiming Yuan, professor at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, discussed the value of learning 
from outbreaks such as SARS and Ebola and the role of the network of global high containment 
laboratories in efforts to improve global health security and strengthen public health systems. 
The BSL-4 laboratory at Wuhan, which announced its operation in early 2018, is part of this 
overall system. Prior to operation, significant time was spent on design and validation of the 
laboratory, which successfully received accreditation by China National Accreditation Service 
(CNAS). Projects being undertaken at the laboratory include on Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic 
fever virus and Nipah virus, along with synthetic biology studies manipulating proteins from 
Ebola and Nipah viruses. The facility also provides services in virus preservation, diagnostics, 
animal model development, education, and training. 

Dr. Yuan echoed comments made by prior presenters emphasizing the role of governance for 
dual use research of concern (for example, the use of use of biotechnology to alter host 
responses to pathogens). He noted the existence of Chinese laws such as Article 331 Criminal 
Law of the People's Republic of China, relevant regulations and guidelines, and foundational 
ethical principles such as non-malfeasance, and stated that "ethics is a necessary supplement to 
the law" in preventing misuse. As part of the responsible planning and conduct of pathogen 
research, both national and institutional ethics review committees are commonly established. 
Dr. Yuan noted, however, that many bioethical committees still have a limited focus, such as on 
the protection of human subjects in biomedical research. Biorisk extends beyond this narrow 
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focus. It is a multi-stakeholder issue and there are a number of questions to consider when 
assessing benefits versus risks of a research effort. Biorisk management thus exists at an 
intersection that draws on biosafety, biosecurity, policy, ethics, society, economics, and 
science, animal and human health. Key players who need to be involved in these discussions 
include scientists, publishers, funders, accreditation bodies, and others while biorisk 
management occurs at multiple stages of a project from conception, preparations, application, 
and implementation to publication. He supported the need to establish a code of conduct for 
scientists and the importance of establishing a global network of biosafety laboratories to 
enable sharing of best practices, collaboration, and information exchange. 

Dr. David Reiman, a professor at the Stanford School of Medicine, continued the discussion of 
benefits and risks in pathogen research. He noted the imperative to understand and anticipate 
emerging infectious diseases in order to prepare for, prevent, and respond to them, along with 
the growing technical capabilities in the biosciences. 

Dr. Reiman highlighted the importance of the critical combination of pathogenicity and 
transmissibility, which affect the harm something can do and the means by which it can be 
disseminated. He also noted the need to understand things that have arisen in nature 
compared to things that have been created by human design. Dr. Reiman suggested that the 
scientific community can learn from the global virome project, which is expanding viral 
discovery and generating large amounts of sequence information. The project will provide a 
more complete understanding of biodiversity and may inform diagnostics and therapeutics 
development. For example, analysis of the data collected may identify new pathogens or help 
to predict potential virulence factors. But in an era in which most viruses can be synthesized 
from a genetic sequence, the discovery new viruses and elucidation of their properties may 
present both biosafety and biosecurity concerns. As scientific and technical capabilities 
continue to expand, Dr. Reiman emphasized the power and responsibility of the individual, 
along with recognition that the decisions investigators make about the research they undertake 
can have consequences. It is very difficult to quantify risks and benefits or to gain agreement on 
what should be done, but he suggested that a focus of assessment and decision-making should 
be the purpose of the work and end state product, not the means or process by which it is 
achieved. Dr. Reiman noted that scientists routinely make decisions on experiments to 
undertake, or not to conduct, for all sorts of scientific and economic reasons. This type of 
calculus should be going on with regard to security as well. He supports transparency, the use 
of experimental design choices aimed at minimizing risks, and establishing research norms. 
There are roles in these efforts not only for individual researchers but also professional 
organizations, academia, and industry; national leadership; and international organizations. 
Finally, he noted that no matter how much we prepare some failures will occur. We need to be 
prepared to respond to such situations, emphasizing complementary strategies for risk 
reduction. 

Finally, Dr. Yang Xue, Associate Professor at Tianjin University, highlighted the announcement 
in late 2018 of CRISPR-edited human babies and the resulting scientific and social criticism. 
Both international ethical frameworks and national regulations are relevant to the 
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considerations of biosecurity management and the encouragement of a culture of responsibility 
in life sciences. In the first case, documents such as the Declaration of Helsinki from the World 
Medical Association (2013) and International ethical guidelines for biomedical research 
involving human subjects (CIOMS 1993) support respect for individual welfare. There are also a 
number of relevant policies, regulations, and guidelines in China that could apply to the human 
genome editing situation. These include Ethical Guiding Principles for the Research on Human 
Embryonic Stem Cells (2003), Interim Measures for the Administration of Human Genetic 
Resources (2012), the Ethical Review of Biomedical Research Involving People (2016), and 
others. Institutions involved in biomedical research should set up ethics committees and file 
information with the practicing registration authority. In addition, they should follow 
Administrative Measures for the Safety of Biotechnology Research and Development Cell such 
as abiding "laws and administrative regulations, respect social ethics, and not harm..." (2017). 
Dr. Xue also presented the draft model code of conduct proposed by China and Pakistan to the 
Biological Weapons Convention. Finally, Dr. Xue shared some thoughts on pressures and factors 
that may have affected the project to create CRISPR edited babies, including publicity achieved 
by Dr. Junjiu Huang of Sun Yat-Sen University in 2015 for his use of genome editing for 
thalassemia in non-viable, non-implanted embryos. Rapid development and regulatory systems 
that have not necessarily kept pace with capabilities may also play roles. 

A separate discussion session was not held following these talks; see the panel discussion 
"Science and Ethics in Research with Pathogens with Pandemic Potential," below 

SCIENCE AND ETHICS IN RESEARCH WITH PATHOGENS WITH PANDEMINC POTENIAL (PANEL 
DISCUSSION) 

The panel and meeting participants discussed the importance of institutional and scientific 
community cultures, along with research oversight systems, in promoting safe and ethical 
research. 

Speakers and participants indicated that the research community has a number of 
responsibilities in this regard, including an awareness of potential risks and careful 
experimental planning. Research with pathogens can have unintended consequences because 
living systems are complex and unanticipated results can arise from experimental changes. 
There have been examples in which pathogenicity has been accidentally enhanced though 
experiments, thus it is important for researchers to recognize that they may not fully 
understand the systems they are changing, to reflect on potential risks during the experimental 
design stage, and to manage for the possibility of risks though use of appropriate containment 
levels. 

Panelists and participants also discussed the role of researcher motivations and community 
norms for responsible conduct of research. It was suggested that researchers are often 
motivated by scientific curiosity, a quest for knowledge, and a desire to help others through 
their research, as well as a desire for respect and recognition from their scientific contributions. 
But it was also noted that researchers can be under pressure to produce results and 
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publications, and may also be motivated by financial interests and a desire for fame and 
influence. One participant suggested that the scientific community has not had enough 
discussion about how the varying motivations, incentives, and disincentives for researchers 
influence the ethical, safe, secure, and responsible practice of science. Other participants 
agreed and suggested that researchers need to keep in mind not only scientific aims but also 
the broader objectives of the research and the ethical and regulatory context for their 
experiments. 

It was suggested that research laboratories and the scientific community need to continue to 
foster cultures that recognize that unintended results can occur from experiments, that 
promote the need to think through how to respond when unintended findings arise, and that 
provide community and peer pressure to behave within expected norms of ethics, biosafety, 
and biosecurity. A number of panelists and participants suggested an important role for 
education and training for scientists in these issues. One participant also noted that relevant 
education and training will need to reach beyond students from traditional life sciences 
disciplines to include those with engineering, computational sciences, or other backgrounds 
who are increasingly involved in biotechnology projects. 

In addition, speakers and participants discussed the importance of institutional oversight 
systems for research. It was suggested that one important question for the scientific 
community and research institutions remains how to go about deciding what experiments to 
conduct and not to conduct. Through review boards, research institutions have important 
oversight roles as part of this process. It was suggested that institutions need to have review 
meetings and debates so that the institution is able to consider relevant experiments, such as 
those involving pathogens. In addition, review boards need to have the expertise to ask 
detailed questions on proposed protocols. And it was noted that there need to be strict 
consequences for researchers who breach the institutional policies. Finally, several participants 
noted the need for balanced oversight systems and regulations that will enable the conduct of 
appropriate experiments and research projects while preventing or minimizing misuse. It was 
suggested that responsible research infrastructures and cultures are already well-established in 
certain settings, but that there is an important role for continuing to further develop and foster 
these systems in other settings. 

Finally, the panelists and participants briefly considered the DIY bio community and the 
question of what experiments could be conducted with basic scientific knowledge outside of 
traditional laboratory settings. For example the potential to synthesize fentanyl was raised. On 
the other hand, it was noted that research with pathogens still remains largely within more 
advanced laboratories. In general, however, it was suggested that as biological technologies 
become more and more accessible, there will be a continued need for outreach on review 
procedures around which experiments are conducted and under what conditions, as well as the 
broad promotion of norms of biosafety and biosecurity. 

VECTOR AND HOST ENGINEERING: SAFETY AND SECURITY 
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The second day of the conference opened with a session on research in vector and host 
engineering. Dr. Qian Han, professor at Hainan University, provided the first presentation. He 
discussed the mosquito innate immune system, referred to as melanization, a process that is 
also involved in wound healing and cuticle formation in addition to response to infection. Dr. 
Han presented the conversion pathway of the key substrate tyrosine to melanin, which includes 
enzymes prophenoloxidase (PPO) and dopachrome conversion enzymes (DCE). Mosquitos have 
"mosquito specific" PPO genes that catalyze tyrosine reactions, along with other, typical insect 
PPOs. DCE converts dopachrome to 5,6 dihydroxyindole (DHI), a molecule with high 
antibacterial activity. The enzyme arylalkylamine N-acetyltransferase (aaNAT) is also involved in 
melatonin synthesis and perhaps other functions; similar to PPO mosquitos have a greater 
number of aaNAT and aaNAT-like enzymes than other insects. The substrate specificity for 
mosquito-type aaNAT remains unknown and the laboratory is continuing to study this area. 

Dr. Han's lab has used CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing tools to generate Aedes aegypti mosquitos 
with nucleotide deletions leading to knock out of DCE activity. They have also generated knock 
out aaNAT1 mosquitos. The laboratory is interested in studying whether the editing affects the 
mosquito's immune response to viral infection and are looking for collaborators in this area, as 
they do not have the facilities for viral infection studies. 

Dr. Stephen Higgs, professor in the College of Veterinary Medicine at Kansas State University 
provided an overview of best practices in safely and security when conducting laboratory 
experiments with insect vectors. He provided an extensive list of reference papers on the 
topics of his talk (that was provided to HVRI after the meeting). 

A number of excellent references are available on the design of laboratory insectories 
(including a recent paper from 2007) and the arthropod containment guidelines (2003). 
Insectories at BSL-3, for example, need to include practical safety and security features such as 
airflow specifications, secure access, signage, self-closing doors, prevention of two doors being 
open at same time, and screens to prevent insect escapes. Other references address 
experimental best practices and protocols for studies using insect vectors of disease (such as a 
2006 guide). For example, an artificial blood meal chamber on top of insect cages can now be 
used to better simulate warm blood feedings. A number of resources are also available on 
practices in dissecting mosquitos, quantifying virus titer, collecting saliva, and conducting 
analysis, among other topics. 

As projects involving transformed insect vectors potentially move out of the laboratory 
environment and into controlled field release trials, additional considerations become 
important. Dr. Higgs noted 2002, 2008, and 2014 guidance discussing planning for controlled 
trials, including trial design and cage placement, the types of data that should be collected, and 
the importance of community engagement. Since the emergence of CRISPR/Cas9 genome 
editing, progress in engineering various insect species has been rapid; by 2018 a gene edited 
mosquito for reduced malaria competence had been created. Editing to create gene drive 
modified vectors presents special circumstances (see Box 1) and a 2017 publication discusses 
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operating procedures for gene drive research. Finally, he noted that a revised version of the key 
2003 arthropod containment guidelines will be published in 2019 to include the latest context 
of technical advances. A special issues of the journal Vector Borne and Zoonotic Diseases will 
also be released in early 2019 and may be of interest to the workshop. 

Dr. Tongyan Zhao from the Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology of the Academy of 
Military Medical Sciences discussed vector competence for mosquito borne viruses including 
Dengue, West Nile, Western Equine Encephalitis, and Zika. Dengue has become a particular 
issue in the tropical forest border area of the Yunnan province, and the laboratory was 
interested in investigating whether the mosquito species Culex pipiens quinquefasciatus could 
serve as a vector (along with known vectors Aedes albopictus and Aedes aegypti). Blood feeding 
experiments revealed a virus binding protein in the midgut of Aedes species that was not 
identified in Culex. They also found that Dengue virus could survive in dipausing Aedes 
albopictus eggs, a strategy to survive overwintering. As a result, they have not found evidence 
to suggest that Culex is a vector for Dengue. 

Similarly, the laboratory has investigated whether Culex species are potential vectors for West 
Nile Virus, WEE virus, and Zika virus through blood feeding and transmission studies. Culex 
tritaeniorhynchus, found widely in China, showed the highest vector competence for Dengue 
among the Culex species studies. Aedes species are also vectors for this disease. All mosquito 
species tested were susceptible to infection with WEE virus, including Culex tritaeniorhynchus, 
which is also an efficient transmission vector for Japanese Equine Encephalitis. For Zika, Aedes 
aegypti showed higher infection rates in salivary glands, midgut and ovary than Ae. albopictus 
and Cx. pipiens quinquefasciatus, though species such as Cx. pipiens quinquefasciatus can also 
transmit Zika to baby mice. This information on which mosquito species can be infected and 
transmit particular viral diseases will be valuable in informing the development of control 
strategies. 

Finally, Dr. Gong Cheng, a professor at Tsinghua University, discussed arbovirus infection in 
Aedes and Culex mosquitos. During a typical arbovirus lifecycle, virus in host blood enters the 
mosquito gut environment, which has an abundant community of commensal bacteria. Dr. 
Cheng's laboratory thus investigated whether and how mosquito gut microorganisms affect 
viral replication. Use of antibiotics to eliminate gut bacteria in Ae. Aegypti led to reduced 
Dengue virus replication, while oral reintroduction of the isolated cultivatable bacterial species 
identified the bacteria Serratia marcescens as facilitating infection. The laboratory identified a 
secreted protein peptidase, named M60 Viral Enhancin, as key to the mechanism of action. 
Introducing this protein into the gut of antibiotic-treated mosquitos enhances infection with 
Dengue virus as well as other arboviruses such as Zika. Engineering the bacteria to knock out 
the enhancin protein abolished this infection-enhancing effect. 

Dr. Cheng reported that the enhancin protein was first identified in baculoviruses, where it 
digests mucin polysaccharides and enables virus to more easily reach gut epithelial cells. It 
appears that the S. marcescens enhancin functions in a similar way. Both elimination of gut 
mucins and oral introduction of S. marcescens in field-derived mosquitos enhances viral 
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infection. S. marcescens has been identified in the gut of field caught mosquitos, and gaining 
further knowledge of this and other mechanisms that promote arbovirus infection in mosquitos 
is valuable for future public health and disease control research. 

Discussion 

During discussion a question was asked on the generation of transgenic insects in which the 
melanin enzymes were knocked out. It was noted that the survival rates were low, and there 
was a suggestion that pathways involving melanin enzymes are also involved in eggshell 
formation. A question was also asked on whether other gastrointestinal commensal bacteria 
that Serratia affect viral infection. It was noted that a number of bacteria in addition to Serratia 
encode an enhancing protein, or components in host blood such as microRNA might affect 
replication; a number of different avenues are being studied. The issue of managing ticks under 
biocontainment was raised and it was noted that ticks are more difficult to work with than 
insects such as mosquitoes because of their longer lifecycles and existence of few artificial 
feeding systems to aid in replacing the need to feed on animals. The emphasis in 
biocontainment is on preventing ticks, particularly larval ticks, from escaping. Finally, the 
release of gene drive modified organisms was discussed. The regulatory process for releasing 
gene drive modified organisms can be quite complicated, as approvals may need to be sought 
not only from the country of release but also from adjacent countries. There have been efforts 
to develop guidelines, but with the likely near-term releases of gene drive modified mosquitoes 
it is very important to continue to develop agreement around internationally recognized 
guidelines, norms and standards. 

UPDATE ON ACCUTE FLACCID MYELITIS 

The next session provided an update on a topic that has been receiving significant recent 
attention in US because of an ongoing outbreak — the disease acute flaccid myelitis. Dr. Diane 
Griffin, a professor at the Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School of Public Health, 
reviewed what is known about the etiology of this disease, which is primarily identified in 
children and can cause rapid onset of paralysis with incomplete recovery. Gray matter spinal 
cord lesions are observed on MRI, particularly in the cervical area and upper extremity, though 
effects in the lower regions are seen as well. A prodromal febrile illness is also a common 
feature prior to onset of the weakness. Developing a definition that distinguishes acute flaccid 
myelitis from alternative diagnoses such as transverse myelitis and spinal cord ischemia has 
been important and a revised "restricted" definition was published in 2018. Disease outbreaks 
appear to have biennial periodicity with case peaks in the summer and fall of 2012, 2014, 2016, 
and 2018. Cases have occurred across the US as well as in —20 countries. 

Scientists and clinicians are still exploring the cause of this disease and extensive culturing and 
sequencing of samples from patients have been undertaken. No consistent cause has yet 
emerged. Although the illness presents similarly to Polio, it is not cause by poliovirus. The 
leading hypothesis so far centers on enterovirus EV-D68, which was first detected in California 
in 1962 as a cause of respiratory illness. Declared a "reemerging pathogen of disease concern," 
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there are some indications that EV-D68 has acquired mutations that make it more 
neurovirulent than the virus observed in early isolates. Should the two year pattern continue, 
the medical community might expect another outbreak in 2020. It will be important to continue 
to study and understand this disease, and to consider whether a vaccine should be developed. 

Discussion 

The question was raised on the existence of animal models for investigating acute flaccid 
myelitis. It was noted that a mouse model exists, involving inoculation of baby mice with the 
virus. However, more work needs to be done in developing mouse models to better understand 
viral pathogenesis and the roles of the acquired mutations in affecting disease characteristics. 

BEST PRACTICES IN LABORATORY SAFETY AND SECURITY FOR PATHOGEN RESEARCH 

Dr. Joseph Kanabrocki, a professor of microbiology and associate vice president for research 
safety at the University of Chicago, opened the session. He emphasized that having a scientific 
understanding of the research being conducted is important for appropriate oversight and 
encouraged institutions to employ scientists in roles such as his. In his view, this expertise is 
important in helping establish a positive institutional culture and the right balance of oversight. 

Dr. Kanabrocki provided a brief review of the US policy landscape in biosafety and biosecurity. 
The BMBL and NIH guidelines for recombinant and synthetic nucleic acid long provided two 
core documents on laboratory safety. Concerns surrounding access to certain pathogens led to 
the creation of Select Agent policies in the 1990s. Since 2012, the US has also enacted policies 
for federal and institutional oversight of "dual use research of concern" (DURC). Debate over 
"gain of function" experiments with influenza H5N1 resulted in a funding pause on a subset of 
research projects. Subsequent scientific and government discussions eventually led to new 
policy guidance on "Potential Pandemic Pathogen Care and Oversight (P3C0)." Implementation 
of this guidance by the Department of Health and Human Services, the primary U.S. agency that 
would be involved in relevant studies, resulted in a framework that includes agency review, 
reporting, and risk management processes for projects that make use of the 15 agents and 
toxins currently designated "potentially pandemic pathogens." 

Dr. Kanabrocki turned to how the University of Chicago has enacted these policies as a major 
research-conducting institution, providing an example of how an institution can undertake 
responsible safety and security oversight of its activities. In response to the US policies, the 
University created a DURC task force with members from its existing two institutional biosafety 
committees (IBCs). Task force members include investigators and biosafety and biosecurity 
experts, as well as those in university administration, providing valuable cross representation. 
Significantly, the university expanded its screening to include projects beyond the list of 15 
mandated P3C0 agents and toxins. Investigators complete online questions on the nature of 
their research and may have further conversations with the DURC task force based on their 
answers. As part of its institutional management of DURC research, the task force also provides 
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risk management recommendations in areas such as the design and conduct of projects, often 
in consultation with the US government funding agency. Reviews for DURC are conducted at 
the grant proposal and manuscript preparation stages and on an annual basis for those projects 
determined to have DURC components. These reviews focus on the potential for the research 
to yield information that could be misused to cause threats to public health and safety or to 
national security, as well as the benefits of the research. How to communicate the results of 
studies identified as DURC is one area in which it is important to be careful and considerate. For 
example, it is important in public communication to convey the beneficial reasons why the 
research was undertaken as well as the biosafety and biosecurity measures that were followed; 
certain information may also need to be redacted in light of security concerns. 

In addition, Dr. Kanabrocki noted that the University requires all investigators working with the 
pathogens and toxins designated as Select Agents (a longer list than the 15 P3C0 pathogens) to 
adhere to an ethical Code of Conduct that is signed annually and discussed during annual 
interviews. The code expects investigators to report mishaps including "near misses." The 
university is also considering requiring reporting of unanticipated laboratory results. The 
University has developed an iPhone/Android app for easily reporting incidents and quickly 
responding to them. These, along with other factors, have been important in establishing an 
institutional culture in which investigators can seek out DURC and biosafety advice in a 
collaborative fashion and that contribute to early identification and mitigation of any potential 
concerns. 

Dr. David Franz, the retired former commander of the US Army Medical Research Institute of 
Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) provided his perspective on the role of leaders in promoting 
laboratory safety. He emphasized the importance of building safety into the system and of the 
leader communicating that safety is a priority. The scientific community has both a tradition 
and an important responsibility of self-governance. In the US, however, various incidents 
associated with laboratory accidents or carelessness, as well as concerns over potential misuse, 
have been followed by new guidelines or regulations that attempt to prevent such incidents 
from occurring. Thus, "a malevolent or thoughtless act by an individual or small group can slow 
the entire enterprise." 

For the leader of an institution, safety is one of many responsibilities. As a result, Dr. Franz 
emphasized that, in his experience, leaders need to rely on the skills of a competent biosafety 
professional to help scientists problem-solve when needed and to empower them to do their 
work well. This culture of trust and support among the leader, the biosafety professional, and 
the researchers is critical. An organization's culture should make people feel comfortable asking 
questions and seeking help when needed, while not being overly punitive. A research system 
needs to strike the right balance among safety and security, scientific progress, and regulatory 
control. Dr. Franz suggested that creating such cultures might play a role in strengthening 
regulatory authorities' view that the scientific community is behaving responsibly and help to 
reduce potential bureaucratic overreach. 
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Dr. Franz concluded by sharing how leaders can build this culture of trust at their institution by 
leading with science. Leaders also need to be technically competent to be able to understand 
what people are doing. 

Finally, Dr. Peijun Zhai, a professor from the China National Accreditation Service for 
Conformity Assessment (CNAS), provided an overview of biosafety laboratory management and 
accreditation in China. He began by briefly reviewing biosafety regulations. These include 
"Biosafety regulation on pathogenic microorganism laboratories," which were first published in 
2004 and have been subsequently revised. Under Article #20, these regulations include that BSL 
3 and BSL 4 laboratories will be accredited by an authorized body. Article 37 of 
"Regulation on certification and accreditation" provides that the accreditation body will be 
designated by the accreditation regulatory department of State Council.' In China, CNAS plays 
this laboratory accreditation role. Dr. Zhai noted that this system is different that the US, in 
which there are many accreditation bodies. 

There are a number of additional Chinese regulations relevant to biosafety laboratories, such as 
"Law on the Prevention and Control of Infectious Disease," "Law on Evaluation of 
Environmental Effects," "Law on Sanitation & Quarantine on Country Board," and others. Dr. 
Zhai noted that there are categories of laboratory accreditation, including for testing 
laboratories, calibration laboratories, medical laboratories, proficiency testing laboratories, and 
producers of reference materials, as well as for biosafety level laboratories. For some of these 
types of laboratories, ISO, IEC or other international standards exist. The accreditation standard 
CNAS follows for BSL laboratories is based on China national standards GB19489-2008 and 
GB50346-2011, and follows the CNAS guidance documents CNAS-RLO5 (rules for accreditation 
of laboratory biosafety) and CNAS-CLO5 (further criteria and guidance documents). The general 
process of BSL accreditation is in accordance with the standard ISO/IEC17011n and includes an 
application from the laboratory, audit and on site assessment process, approval, and the 
granting of a certificate. Periodic surveillance and reassessment is also required. For BSL 4 (P4) 
laboratories, surveillance is conducted every 12 months, with reassessment for accreditation 
taking place every 5 years. Dr. Zhai concluded by emphasizing, "accreditation is playing an 
important role in normalizing laboratory management and evaluating laboratory competence." 

Discussion 

The discussion addressed the challenges of balancing potentially competing interests in 
achieving scientific results as well as ensuring safety and security. The important roles of 
laboratory management, biosafety professionals, scientists, and students and trainees were all 
noted. The importance of creating an interactive and integrated culture was highlighted, in 
which safety should not be seen as impeding the best science — these reinforce each other as 
part of responsible science. 

ONE HEALTH IN CHINA 

1 https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/25/5/18-0220_article 
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The utility of a One Health concept in addressing disease was a theme underlying a number of 
presentations and discussions during the meeting. Dr. Harish Menghwar provided an overview 
of the role of One Health in the Guangdong province of China on behalf of Dr. Jiahai Liu, a 
professor at Sun Yat-sen University, who was unable to attend. 

The Guangdong province has a subtropical climate, diverse wildlife and livestock populations, is 
on migratory bird flyways, hosts a number of disease vector species, and has a food culture that 
consumes an array of animal products. Dr. Menghwar provided examples of recent outbreaks. 
For example, the source for SARS in 2002 was contact among infected bats and uninfected 
civets in markets while outbreaks of H7N9 are closely linked to markets with live poultry. 
Brucellosis, which causes disease in cattle, goats and sheep is considered endemic in the 
province. Guangdong is also the province most affected by Dengue virus, with all four subtypes 
identified in samples. The geographic range of Dengue has increased in recent years, and 
Guangdong has served as a hot spot enabling disease spread to other areas. Control strategies, 
such as closure of poultry markets in the case of H7N9, have had only temporary effects with 
cases reemerging when markets reopen. As a result, there is a general need to identify 
additional interventions and means of control for disease outbreaks. Dr. Menghwar emphasized 
the need for a multidisciplinary approach to the challenge of emerging infectious diseases. This 
approach will need to incorporate medical, ecological and ecosystem health, and animal health 
experts, to be cross-sectoral, and to occur across regional interfaces. Active surveillance of 
human — animal — environment interfaces and exposures will be important. Such an integrated 
approach can help to better identify causes and achieve reductions in transmission of diseases. 

CHINESE BIOSAFETY, BIOSECURITY, AND BIOETHICS 
The final two presentations on day 2 highlighted additional efforts by Chinese researchers and 
institutions to address laboratory safety issues. 

Dr. Jiancheng Qi, a professor at the National Biological Protection Engineering Center, provided 
the first presentation. China has released a number of biosafety standards and has developed 
laboratory and research equipment to support the conduct of experiments in accordance with 
such safety guidelines. This includes personal protective equipment (PPE), related equipment 
such as masks, isolators, and biosafety cabinets, and decontamination and waste treatment 
equipment. They have also developed mobile laboratories, including a vehicle-mounted BLS 3 
laboratory. Dr. Qi noted that the design and successful commissioning of BSL 4 laboratories 
such as the one at the Harbin Veterinary Research Institute reflects China's independent ability 
to provide for the highest biosafety level research. China is also assuming a global role in 
facilitating the safe conduct of research in partner countries. For example, equipment such as 
class II biosafety cabinets have been provided to laboratories in Sierra Leone and to a Sino-
Kazakhstan laboratory, while the equipment for high temperature alkaline hydrolysis has been 
provided to Cuba for use in its vaccine laboratories. A mobile laboratory also was deployed in 
Africa during the Ebola outbreak. 
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Dr. Yunzhang Hu, a professor at the Institute of Medical Biology in Kunming, further discussed 
the development of high containment laboratory capacity in China. He noted that China's 2006-
2020 national plan on prevention and control for important infectious diseases included pillars 
on the development of new drugs and vaccines and on an emergency response system. High 
containment laboratory infrastructure is critical to these research and development efforts. 
China has established three BSL 4 (P4) laboratories - in Wuhan, Harbin, and Kunming. The 
laboratories at the Institute of Virology in Wuhan and at the Harbin Veterinary Research 
Institute are operational, while the "Kunming National Primate Research Center of High Level 
Biosafety" at the Institute of Medical Biology is proceeding through the process. It just received 
its certificate from the China National Accreditation Service (CNAS), the designated laboratory 
accreditation body. The facility will include laboratories at BSL (P) 2, 3, and 4. The P4 laboratory 
will include 7 principle investigators and 4 functional departments, including departments of 
biosafety management and of training. 

Dr. Hu shared information on plans for the P4 laboratory once it is operational. It is intended 
that the laboratory will support national emergency response capacity for emerging infectious 
diseases. It will provide a platform for vaccine research and development, which is a traditional 
focus of the Institute; the new P4 capacity will enable the Institute to combine high 
containment research with the vaccine platform components. The desire is for the facilities to 
provide an efficient pipeline that includes virus isolation, animal model testing, studies to 
understand pathogenesis, and development of rapid detection methods. These will feed into 
downstream vaccine processes such as evaluations of safety and efficacy, clinical trials, new 
drug certification, and GMP production and marketing. The facility will also serve as pathogen 
seed bank and information center for important infectious diseases. Finally, the facility can be a 
regional resource and support opportunities through China's One Belt One Road efforts. As the 
high containment laboratory completes its final processes and becomes operational, Dr. Hu 
emphasized that ensuring a culture of biosafety will be very important to their success. 

Discussion 

During discussion, a question was asked on the process for developing the new vaccines at the 
Kunming Institute. It was indicated that basic research directed toward vaccine development is 
done within the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences or in collaboration with others, 
depending on the particular diseases, and that the researchers are working only with rhesus 
monkeys, not in other types of primates. A question was also asked about emergency 
management. It was noted that China CDC has primary responsible for emergency response 
and management, and technicians from the Institute can accompany China CDC into the field as 
needed. 

CHINESE PERSPECTIVES ON EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
The last day of the meeting provided an opportunity to learn more about innovative research 
on infectious diseases being conducted by laboratories in China. 
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Dr. Changjiang Weng, professor at HVRI, discussed the inflammatory response in host cells 
resulting from entry of RNA viruses. A protein complex in host cells (the inflammasome) binds 
to viral genomic RNA and activates downstream enzymes leading to the production of the 
cytokine 11-1 beta. Dr. Weng's laboratory explored in more detail the interaction of RNA from 
porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) with the protein NLRP3 as part of 
the inflammasome complex. His group identified a helicase protein called DDX19A that binds to 
both components. In addition, the laboratory studied whether DDX19 could regulate 
production of the immune system cytokine interferon (IFN). In this case, experiments showed 
that DDX19 disrupts phosphorylation of the cellular protein IRF3 and blocks its interaction with 
another protein as part of the IFN signaling pathway. Thus, DDX19 leads to suppression of IFN 
while DDX19 knockdown experiments lead to enhanced IFN production. In future directions, 
the laboratory will study additional cellular inflammasome complexes affecting production of 
inflammatory cytokines in response to RNA virus infection. 

Dr. Zhengli Shi, a professor at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, provided information on Middle 
East respiratory syndrome (MERS)-related coronavirus and cases in China. MERS emerged in 
recent years in the Arabian Peninsula, though it may have been circulating in its natural 
reservoirs for some time. It shares a number of genomic similarities with SARS virus, including 
the importance of the viral spike protein that binds to cellular receptors as part of viral entry. 
For MERS, the human cellular receptor to which the spike binds is DPP4. 

There are multiple MERS-related coronaviruses, including strains in clades A and B that cause 
human infection, camel MERS viruses, and bat MERS-related coronaviruses including the 
related bat coronavirus HKU4. Dr. Shi's laboratory explored diversity in the MERS spike binding 
domain for its role in interspecies infection ability. A recombinant MERS containing the spike 
binding domain from HKU4 could replicate in human cells. Many strains of MERS-related 
coronaviruses are prevalent in multiple bat host species in China. The potential for interspecies 
transmission highlights the need for long-term surveillance of this group of viruses. 

Dr. Wen Dang of the Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute provided a presentation on foot 
and mouth disease (FMD) vaccine development. He delivered the presentation on behalf of Dr. 
Haixue Zheng, a professor at the Lanzhou Institute, who was unable to participate. FMD is a 
highly infectious virus that affects cloven-hoofed animals such as pigs and cattle. Current FMD 
vaccines have low efficacy and outbreaks can have significant economic cost; in addition to 
vaccination, current control strategies include quarantine and slaughter of animals. An 
improved FMD vaccine that can provide rapid and long lasting protection has been needed. 

Dr. Dang discussed the Lanzhou laboratory's efforts to design attenuated seed viruses for use in 
FMD vaccine production. They explored the effects of a number of deletions in regions of the 
virus including 3A and PK, and in particular the effects of 43-nucleotide and 86-nucleotide 
deletions to create strains rO-DPKs43 and rO-DPKs86. These showed decreased pathogenicity 
when tested in cattle, but not in pigs. Studies of a mutation in region VPI found decreased 
pathogenicity in swine, so the laboratory tested a strain that included both PKS and VP1 
mutations. They also examined the effects of a mutation in VP3 that may increase the host 
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immune response to FMD, resulting in earlier response and higher antibody titers in pigs. These 
efforts led to the design of various master seed stocks and cell lines for FMD vaccine 
production. The Institute has produced bivalent (0 and A serotypes) and trivalent vaccines (0, 
A, Asia 1 types) against FMD. Dr. Dang indicated that FMD vaccine safety and efficacy have 
been improving and outbreaks of FMD in China have been declining, with China currently free 
of type Asia 1 and aiming to be free of type A by 2020. 

Dr. Longding Liu from the Institute of Medical Biology of the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences discussed enterovirus 71 (EV71), which causes outbreaks of hand, foot and mouth 
disease (HFMD) worldwide. The disease primarily causes lesions on skin and oral mucosa 
although serious side effects such as encephalitis can occur in some cases. As part of efforts to 
understand the biology of this virus and to develop a vaccine, a neonatal rhesus monkey model 
has been developed. 

Dr. Liu's laboratory created a fluorescently labeled EV71 virus. During early stages of infection, 
the virus appeared in tracheal and bronchial epithelial cells, was subsequently identified in 
pulmonary lymph nodes, and by later stages could be identified around blood vessels of the 
olivary nucleus of the brainstem. Studies indicate that EV71 may have the ability to degrade cell 
junction proteins to increase penetration into the brain. There is also a suggestion that the 
subset of dendritic cells positive for CD141 are involved in transferring the virus from areas 
such as lymph nodes to the endothelial cells of the blood brain barrier. EV71 appears to 
proliferate in astrocytes rather than in neurons. The Institute subsequently created a viral 
vaccine seed stock that underwent human clinical trials and demonstrated protection in 
children. Market approval was obtained and Dr. Liu reported decreased mortality in China from 
HFMD. 

Dr. Chengfeng Qin from the Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology at the Academy of 
Military Medical Sciences provided the final presentation in this session, which focused on Zika 
virus. Zika is a flavivirus related to Dengue, West Nile, and yellow fever. It was first isolated 
from the Zika forest in Uganda around 1950. Since 2007, there have been infections in over 80 
countries. Recent outbreaks have highlighted concern over cases of microcephaly, and direct 
injection of Zika virus into mouse brain can lead to reduced cerebral size, enlarged ventricles, 
and thinner cortex in infected mice. Zika virus replicates in the ventricular zone and infects 
neural progenitor cells but not differentiated glial cells and neurons. Analysis of Zika strains, 
particularly mutation S139N that first appeared in 2013 and subsequently spread in the 
Americas, shows enhanced neurovirulence compared to older strains. 

Using this knowledge, Dr. Qin's laboratory has explored whether Zika virus could have 
application in the treatment of the cancer glioblastoma, which is an aggressive and hard to 
treat tumor that can show chemo- and radiotherapy resistance and recurrence. The laboratory 
created a live attenuated Zika virus vaccine strain, ZIKA-LAV. Testing in mice has shown promise 
including extended glioblastoma survival time. Studies tracking the virus in mice show it 
localized to mouse brain. These results suggest that it may be possible to develop this approach 
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further and to combine it with chemo and radiotherapy as part of efforts to provide 
glioblastoma treatment options. 

Discussion 

During discussion, a question was asked about disease surveillance in camels for MERS. It was 
indicated that MERS CoV was not detected in camels in China, but that Chinese camels are a 
different species from dromedary camels. With regard to the EV71 vaccine, the question was 
asked about testing for possible interference with other vaccines on the immunization 
schedule. It was answered that yes, testing to understand any possible effects in relation to the 
current schedule of childhood vaccines in required as part of the licensing process. A question 
was asked about the number of strains against which the FMD vaccine cross protects. It was 
noted that China's primary focus is on addressing the type A strain, and cross protection has 
not yet been investigated against other global strain types. Finally, a question was asked on the 
structural biology of S139. It was noted that a mutation can affect the interaction of S139 with a 
receptor on neuronal progenitor cells and affect viral replication, but research is still ongoing to 
explore this question. 

SPECIAL SESSION (SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY) 

The last session of the workshop covered two areas of progress in synthetic biology. Dr. 
Chunbo Lou, a professor at the Institute of Microbiology of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
first provided the first presentation. Methods enabling the manipulation of large nucleic acid 
fragments (over 30kb) are of assistance in the construction of gene circuits and organisms using 
synthetic biology. This scale of manipulation, for example, overlaps with a number of natural 
product gene clusters (10-150kb) and viruses (5-200kb). Dr. Lou's laboratory has focused on a 
method called Cas 9-assisted targeting of chromosome segments (CATCH). The positive rate of 
obtaining recombinant plasmid obtained through their process of RNA-guided Cas9 cleavage 
depends on the insert size; for a 50kb fragment, for example, the positive rate is roughly 60%. 
Dr. Lou also reported simultaneous editing to insert promoters or make other changes to five 
target locations in a gene cluster, with a 10% success rate. 

Based on these tools, the laboratory is aiming to manipulate components of gene clusters in 
bacteria to affect transcription, translation, and/or cell-cell communication by turning on or off 
gene expression. They have designed components including a promotor, a chimeric 
transcription factor, and DNA binding site with the aim of eventually using these as part of a 
biosensor. Quorum sensing is a type of cell-cell communication in which changes in gene 
expression are affected by signaling molecules released and detected in response to cell 
density. The laboratory undertook de novo design of signaling molecules to turn on and off the 
gene for, made alterations to HSL molecules, and undertook directed evolution to generate 
significantly greater sensitivity than the natural system. They hope to combine multiple 
signaling molecules in three- and four- signal cellular communication systems in future efforts 
to design and control bacterial sensors. Such sensors can be engineered to make the bacteria 
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produce or recognize something, with the details dependent on the specific applications 
selected. 

The second presentation also addressed fundamental research in synthetic biology and was 
provided by Dr. Xiaoli Xue, a professor in the Laboratory of Synthetic Biology at the Shanghai 
Institute of Plant Biology. Her research focused on eukaryotic chromosome evolution and the 
question of whether the number of chromosomes in eukaryotic cells can be changed, using 
yeast as an example organism. By fusing the 16 chromosomes found in budding yeast, her 
laboratory sought to generate a viable, single chromosome organism. She reported using 
CRISPR-Cas9 editing and homologous recombination to delete the extra yeast chromosome 
centromeres and telomeres and to ligate the chromosomes in pairwise fashion. There was also 
concern not to affect the expression of genes nearby these altered regions. Ultimately, a single 
chromosome yeast strain SY14 was created. 

Fusing the wild type yeast chromosomes into a single, large chromosome resulted in drastic 
changes to the 3-D structure of the genome, from distinct chromosomes to a twisted globular 
configuration. Although wild type inter-chromosomal interactions were lost, local chromatin 
interactions appeared to be similar in the SY14 strain. The laboratory identified only 28 
differentially expressed genes. The yeast was able to grow and showed similar overall 
morphology to wild type, although competition experiments showed that SY14's growth was 
slower. The creation of SY14 was recently published; Dr. Xue noted that the laboratory of Dr. 
Jef Boeke at New York University published a paper in the same journal issue reporting creation 
of a two-chromosome yeast, although the two groups used different approaches in their 
efforts. 

Finally, Dr. Xue reported on further experiments to fuse the ends of the large single 
chromosome to create a yeast circular chromosome. This effort resulted in the creation of 
strain SY15. SY15 cells grew slower than SY14, showed a higher number of abnormal cell 
shapes, and were unable to produce viable spores. However, they did not exhibit the 
telomerase-dependent cellular senescence that wild type and SY14 strains did. She wondered 
whether efforts to understand circular eukaryotic chromosomes such as the SY15 might 
ultimately help to understand rare human ring chromosome syndromes. 

Discussion 

The question was asked about potential applications associated with the single chromosome 
yeast strain and the ongoing synthetic quorum sensing research. That the single chromosome 
yeast strain has been provided so far to over 30 research groups who have requested it, and it 
was noted further information on applications may arise. With regard to the quorum sensing 
system, the researchers hope to further develop their synthetic system in the future by 
exploring the ability to build a system similar to a multicellular organelle. 

THEMES, SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS 
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Several themes emerged during the workshop. The first was a focus on the importance of 
pursuing an integrated, One Health-based approach to understanding the causes and 
addressing the effects of animal and human diseases. Some of the issues raised included the 
short-term intended and unintended effects of recent disease control strategies, as well as a 
need for collaboration amongst experts and across regions on medical, ecological and 
ecosystems science to ensure human and animal health. 

The second was a growing appreciation for the widespread use of gene-editing tools, 
particularly those based on the CRISPR-Cas9 system, that are being integrated into many new 
research efforts. New gene editing techniques to cut, edit, activate and repress genes with 
greater accuracy and at much lower costs go well beyond longstanding methods of selective 
breeding of hosts and pathogens and allow researchers to quickly explore changes not readily 
achieved in the past. Although the benefits to society are potentially enormous, there is the 
potential for malevolent application or for the technology to contribute to dangerous 
"bioerror," that is, for researchers to inadvertently create a modified organism that has an 
unintended disastrous impact. Many of the technical talks including those on vaccine 
development, vector engineering, host engineering, and synthetic biology included details on 
the researchers' use of gene editing tools and techniques. During the presentations the 
importance of gene editing to facilitate genetic modifications were highlighted but participants 
also discussed how they assessed risks and untended consequence of using the tools and best 
practices to ensure the appropriate and safe use of this technology in the future. See box on 
Gene Editing below. 

A third theme was the importance of establishing and maintaining strong institutional cultures 
and norms to support the safe and responsible conduct of science. The sessions included 
several discussions on possible collaborations between Chinese and American scientists and 
institutions on the responsible conduct of science and other ways to ensure that gene editing 
techniques are used safely and ethically across the life science enterprise in the future.' 

Throughout the workshop and during tours of the HVRI security and training centers, experts 
also shared information to ensure the safe and secure operation of high containment biological 
laboratories. Topics discussed included combating emerging infectious diseases in livestock, 
safely doing research on insect vectors in high biological containment, 
inactivation/decontamination procedures for African swine fever virus, improving the public 
health response to disease outbreaks, training and vetting high containment laboratory 
workers, and the safe and sustainable operation of high containment laboratories. 

2 Although the meeting agenda was not designed to focus on human gene editing, the research project led by He 
Jiankui, formally an associate professor in the Department of Biology of the Southern University of Science and 
Technology in Shenzhen, China that lead to the birth of two children with edited DNA was universally condemned 
by the meeting participants. 
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NAS has helped to shape the international dialogue on the risks and the multitude of challenges 
associated with planning for, building, sustaining, and safely and securely running high 
containment laboratories. Before the meeting the directors of the Galveston National 
Laboratory (of the University of Texas Medical Branch) and the Wuhan Institute of Virology (of 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences) jointly published an editorial in Science that calls for the 
creation of a global network to bring together the leaders of institutes that operate laboratories 
at the highest biological safety level, BSL-4, to ensure the safe, secure and sustainable 
operation of these facilities. The final session of the meeting included a discussion on the 
concept led by the authors of the editorial. During the discussion the director of China's Centers 
for Disease Control and the leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-
4 labs indicated that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a 
network. Although there's a tremendous network of BL-3 labs in the U.S., in China and around 
the world, the group agreed to limit the network to the BL-4 community. Many BSL-4 labs are 
being constructed around the world, and not all of them are in the most robust economies, if 
there is a problem or accident in any one lab other labs will suffer. Some of the people that are 
building these laboratories have government support to build the building but don't have a 
good idea of what they're going to work on after construction ends and they don't necessarily 
have the understanding of the incredible cost of keeping the doors open. Operating BSL-4 
facilities can be used to show potential operators how to work under BSL-4 conditions. NAS and 
CAS will work together to planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take place 
later in 2019. 

The group also discussed future bilateral meetings. Going forward the groups should continue 
to think in terms of real partnership, with 50-50 joint funding, joint personal involvement by 
partners and joint sharing of credit. While safety and security are core issues that we need to 
continue to discuss, it's really important now that we focus on scientific collaboration and what 
we can we do together that is going to be of joint interest and beneficial to both China and the 
U.S. and to our society in general. The meetings should continue to reflect the interests of 
China and not be a paternalistic relationship, but a true partnership. The next bilateral meeting 
will likely take place in Kunming, China at the Kunming National Primate Research Center, 
another Chinese institute that operates a BSL-4 laboratory, later in 2019, it is too difficult to 
meet in the U.S. due to visa constraints. 

********** 

BOX 1 
GENE EDITING 

Gene editing involves altering the DNA of a cell or organism. Modifications can include 
deletions, insertions, or other changes to the genetic code, generally carried out to change 
characteristics of a gene's expression. A particular edit might aim to "knock out" the gene and 
render it non-functional. Alternatively, precise changes to the nucleic acid sequence may be 
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made to affect properties of the protein that results from the gene's transcription and 
translation. Edits are carried out for a number of other purposes, as well. 

Researchers have been making alterations to nucleic acid sequences for many years, but tools 
developed since approximately 2012 — particularly the CRISPR-Cas9 editing system — have 
significantly increased the flexibility, efficiency, accuracy, speed, and ease (including lower cost) 
of making these changes. CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) 
and Cas9 (CRISPR-associated protein 9) were discovered in bacteria, where they form part of an 
immune mechanism for responding to infection. The basic system has since been adapted and 
repurposed as a key research tool and the use of gene editing is now widespread in research 
laboratories (Doudna and Charpentier 2014). A designed guide RNA sequence aligns with and 
binds to a target DNA sequence in the genome. The Cas9 protein then makes a double strand 
DNA cut. This cut can be repaired in various ways, including end joining or filling in with a donor 
DNA template to lead to sequence alterations. 

Approximately a third of the presentations during the workshop referred to CRISPR and Cas9-
based gene editing tools in some fashion. The key areas discussed during the workshop 
included (see presentation summaries for more detail): 

• Vaccine development efforts. Use of gene editing to generate an attenuated version of 
a double-stranded DNA virus (Gladue) 

• Vector engineering. Use in generating a mosquito that lacks an immune system 
associated enzyme (Han) 

• Host engineering. Introduction of a human receptor domain into the mouse to create a 
model for viral infection (Baric); Creation of a pig designed to be resistant to a viral 
disease of interest (Ouyang) 

• Synthetic biology. Design of gene circuits in bacteria to produce or respond to signaling 
molecules (Lou); Changes to eukaryotic genome organization to create a single 
chromosome yeast (X. Xue). 

• Ethics. Considerations for responsible use and governance of gene manipulations in 
synthetic biology (W. Zhang) and in human genome editing applications (Y. Xue). 

Professor Steven Higgs also briefly discussed a special use of CRISPR-Cas9 in the creation of a 
gene drive. Gene drives "are systems of biased inheritance in which the ability of a genetic 
element to pass from a parent to its offspring through sexual reproduction is enhanced" 
(NASEM 2016). The design of these systems includes a mechanism in which an edited gene can 
be copied to its homologous chromosome and will continue to spread as the organism 
reproduces (Esvelt et al. 2014). The advent of CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing enabled scientists to 
create a gene drive and the field has continued to progress rapidly, with gene drive modified 
mosquitos reported by late 2015 (Gantz et al., 2015). Scientists are exploring genetically 
modified and/or even gene drive modified insect vectors as one strategy for control of 
devastating insect-borne diseases. But if used in this way, modified insects ultimately would be 
released from the laboratory into an ecosystem. Special considerations arise from use of 
modified species in open field trials and potential deployment. Researchers will need to 
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understand not only how a modification affects the target population, but also how it affects 

the broader ecological community. A number of reports have discussed scientific, ethical and 
social considerations, particularly around gene drives (for example, NASEM 2016), while 
funders and scientists are developing norms to guide responsible use (Emerson et al. 2017). Dr. 
Higgs highlighted these special considerations in his presentation on the use of insect vectors 
for infectious disease research. 
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Sessions and Presentations 

Keynote addresses 

• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the Perspective 

from China 

• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their lnterspecies Transmission 

• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in China 

Influenza 

• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 

• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 

• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular Factors 

African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 

• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 

• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live Attenuated Vaccines 

• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 

• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 

• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 

• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen Research and 

Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - China's Efforts 

and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 

• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 

• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that Serve as Pathogen 

Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 

• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 
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• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic 

Potential - a U.S. Perspective 

• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer toward 

behavior changes 

• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 

• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to Understand and 

Address Viral Pathogens in China 

Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 

• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 

• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 

• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 

• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 

• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot and 

Mouth Disease Vaccine 

• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and Pathogenic Study of 

EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 

• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 

Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 

• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic Natural 

Product Clusters in Streotomvces 

• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

American Participants 

Ralph Baric, Professor 
Department of Epidemiology, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

David Franz, Professor 
USAMRIID (retired) 

Douglas Gladue, Scientist 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Diane Griffin, Professor 
Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology of Johns Hopkins Bloomberg 
School of Public Health 

Stephen Higgs, Professor 
Department of Diagnostic 
Medicine/Pathobiology, College of Veterinary 
Medicine, Kansas State University 

Joseph Kanabrocki, Professor 
Microbiology in the Biological Sciences Division 
of the University of Chicago 

James Le Duc, Professor 
Galveston National Laboratory, Department of 
Microbiology and Immunology, University of 
Texas Medical Branch, Galveston 

David Reiman, Professor 
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Department of Microbiology and Immunology, 
Stanford University School of Medicine 

Linda Saif, Professor 
Department of Veterinary Preventive Medicine, 
Food Animal Health Research Program, Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center, 
The Ohio State University 

Pei-Yong Shi, Professor 
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, University of Texas Medical Branch 

David Swayne, Center Director 
Agricultural Research Service, United States 
Department of Agriculture 

Katherine Bowman, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Benjamin Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Chinese Participants 

George F. Gao, Academician, 
Director-General Chinese Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention 

Zhigao Bu, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Wen Dang, Doctor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Wuxiang Guan, Professor Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, CAS 
Yunzhang Hu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Mifang hang, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 
Chunbo Lou, Professor Institute of 
Microbiology, CAS 

Hongsheng Ouyang, Professor 
Jilin University 
Chengfeng Qin, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Hualan Chen, Academician 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Gong Cheng, Professor 

Tsinghua University 

Rui Gong, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Qian Han, Professor 
Hainan University 

Chengjun Li, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Longding Liu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Jiahai Lu, Professor 
Sun Yat-sen University 

Jiancheng Qi, Professor 
National Biological Protection Engineering 
Center 

Zhengli Shi, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Dayan Wang, Professor 
Institute of Pathogen Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences & Peking Union Medical 
College 

Jianwei Wang, Professor 
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National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Chang,jiang Weng, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Kongming Wu, Vice President 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

Xiaodong Wu, Professor 
China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center 

Xaoli Xue, Professor 
Laboratory of Synthetic Biology, Shanghai 
Institute of Plant Physiology, CAS 

Yang Xue, Associate Professor 
Tianjin University 

Ruifu Yang, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Zhiming Yuan, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Peijun Zhai, Professor 

China National Accreditation Service for 
Conformity Assessment (CNAS) 

Pingping Zhang, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Tietao Zhang, Professor 
International bureau, CAAS 

Weiwen Zhang, Professor 
Tianjin University 

Chihong Zhao, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Tongyan Zhao, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Yong Zhao, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Haixue Zheng, Professor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
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From: Shi, Pei yong VO=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI Vol 

Sent: 10/27/2019 5:43:44 PM 

To: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu]; David Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W. [jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 

Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I'm on my way back to Galveston. The trip to China was packed with events and fun. 

Oct. 14-17: Conference on "Plants for personalized medicine and aging" in Kunming. The conference focused 
on the development of Chinese traditional medicine for cancer, chronic disease, and infectious disease. 
Besides presentations from local and international speakers, the conference also organized hospital 
visits to discuss with physicians about Chinese medicine as well as field trips to Chinese medicine 
plantation. 

Oct. 18: visit to "Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences" in Kunming. Besides 
giving a seminar, I had meetings with Qi-Han Li (Director-general), Yan-Chun Che (Head of Research 
Management), Long-Ding Liu (Group Leader of vaccine Development), and other Pis. Here are a few take home 
messages. (i) Their P4 was under final certification in the week of Oct. 20. George Gao, Zhiming Yuan, 
and other experts were at their institute for the certification. (ii) The Institute mainly focuses on 
vaccine development and commercialization, with full capability from early development, GMP scale up to 

product manufacture. This is somewhat like Zhigao Bu' s institute in Harbin. (iii) The institute is 
scheduled to change its leadership next year. (iv) Compared with CAS, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 
is quite conservative and closely follows the instructions from Beijing Central Government. Points (ii) 
to (iv) explained why they were hesitant to host the US-China joint meeting. After the leadership 
transition next year, we may still re-engage them for future US-China joint meetings. 

In addition, I brought up the possibility to collaborate on using tree threw as a model for viral 
pathogen studies. They were supportive and asked us to send brief proposals. 

Oct. 19-20: Visit to "Wuhan Institute of Virology." I had meetings with Zhiming Yun, Yanyi Wang (new 
Director General of the institute), and Xinwen Chen (previous Director General of the institute). The 
leadership team remained enthusiastic and fully supportive of the next US-China joint meeting. Zhiming 
said that, due to the current US-China relationship, although CAS had already approved the joint meeting, 
a special extra step was being processed for the final approval. Zhiming was very optimistic about 
receiving the final approval soon. He proposed to have the meeting early next year in Huang Gang, a city 
next to Wuhan (about one hour drive from Wuhan airport). 

Oct. 24: Visit to "Nanjing Medical University." I gave a seminar and discussed potential collaborations 
between UTMB and their institute on research and training. I was also honored to be a visiting professor 
at Nanjing Medical University. 

Oct. 25: Visit to "Southeast University" in Nanjing. I gave a seminar and discussed potential 
collaborations. 

Oct. 26: visit to "Nanjing Normal University" where I attended college from 1985-1989. We had 30th 
anniversary college reunion. 

I will follow up with Zhiming about the joint meeting again next week. Please let me know if we need a TC 
to discuss more details. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

 Original Message 
From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2019 11:20 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 

Hope your trip is going well. Any update from visit to Wuhan? 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

 Original Message 
From: Shi , Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 10:26 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Have a great trip to China! 

Thanks, Ben 
Will do. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

 Original Message 
From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 9:05 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Have a great trip to china! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Pei-Yong, 

Sorry about the delay. Good luck in Kunming and Wuhan. If you need any NAS branded info about our planned 
meeting let me know and I will email. Tell Zhiming I said hi and that I hope he is doing well. 

Ben 

> On Oct 11, 2019, at 9:38 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

> • Hi Ben, 

> • Thanks for the email. 

> • My flight got delayed because of the weather in Dallas this morning. They switched me to a very early 
flight tomorrow morning. So, I'm staying at a hotel near the airport. 

> • The meetings in Wuhan and Kunming have been well planned. Besides Zhiming, I will meet the new director 
Yanyi Wang (an immunologist) and the previous director Xinwen Chen (who attended the UTMB meeting). In 
Kunming, I will meet director Qihan Li and give a seminar at his Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese 
Academy of Medical Sciences. There are other institutions I will visit in Kunming and Nanjing. I will 
brief you when the trip unfolds 

> • Have a great weekend! 

> Pei-Yong 

• Original Message 
> From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
> sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 6:28 Pm 
> To: Shi , Pei yong <peshi@uTmB.EDu> 
> Subject: Have a great trip to China! 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> • Hope all goes well. Safe travels. 

> Ben 
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From: Shi,Peiyong 
Sent Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Subject: Fwd: MET1911=' ,Ifi&IVWg. ( ttg

*3)20191119 
Attachments: MEJT91=1:1 1M'rg, ( 

) 20191119.docx 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

After several rounds of follow up with Zhiming, I have just received their meeting 

proposal. This proposal has been included for their approval process in China. We could 
discuss, modify, and give them our feedbacks. 

Best wishes, 

Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

Frami:chenddgwhiovxn<chenddgwhiovxn> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:42:02 AM 
To: Shi, Peiyong<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: ASA <yzm@whioy.cn>; Im <zhangzc@whioy.cn>; zhangyh <zhangyh@whioy.cn> 

Subject: AAK4iirliMaiVil-A. J*T   (11--voh- ) 20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Date Time Agenda 

Tuesday 

12nd May 

14:00-21:00 

Registration 

Address: Island International Hotel Huanggang 

No.8 Xingang 2nd Road, Huangzhou District, Huanggang 

19:00-21:00 Dinner 

Wednesday 
13rd m ay

09:00-10:00 

Welcome and opening remarks 

Chair — Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

China: Yanyi Wang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, CAS) 

U.S.: ,Academician, National Academy of 

Sciences 

10:00-10:30 Tea break and group photo 

Session 1: Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 

Chair — Peiyong Shi ( , Professor, University of Texas) 

10:30-10:50 George F. Gao (Academician, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

10:50-11:10 Linda Saif (Academician, Ohio State University) 

11:10-11:30 Zhengli Shi (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

11:30-11:50 James Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

11:50-14:00 Lunch 

Session 1: Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan ( 

14:00-14:20 

, Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Jianguo Xu (Academician, National Institute for Communicable 
Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

14:20-14:40 Peiyong Shi (Professor, University of Texas) 

14:40-15:00 
Yunzhang Hu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Medical Biology, 
CAMS) 

15:00-15:30 Gong Cheng (Professor, Tsinghua University) 

15:30-15:50 Rui Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 
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15:50-16:10 Tea break 

16:10-16:30 
Chengfeng Qin (Professor, The Academy of Military Medical 

Sciences) 

16:30-16:50 
David Swayne (Director, USDA Southeast Poultry Research 

Laboratory) 

16:50-17:10 

17:10-17:30 

Jiahai Lu (Professor, Sun Yat-sen University) 

Hong Tang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Institut Pasteur 

Shanghai, CAS) 

17:30-17:50 Peng Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

17:50-19:00 Dinner 

Thursday 

14th May 

Session 2: Reality and Challenges of The Prevention and Control of African Swine Fever 

Chair —Peng Gong ( , Deputy Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

08:30-08:50 Diane E. Griffin (Academician, National Academy of Sciences) 

08:50-09:10 Xian'en Zhang (Principle Investigator, Institute of Biophysics, CAS) 

09:10-09:30 
Zhigao Bu (Director General/Principle Investigator, Harbin 
Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS) 

09:30-09:50 
Guizhen Wu (Principle Investigator, National Institute for Viral 
Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

09:50-10:10 
Yanyi Wang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, CAS) 

10:10-10:30 Tea break 

Session 3: Gene Editing and Synthetic Biology 

Chair —James Le Duc ( 

10:30-10:50 

, Professor, University of Texas) 

Mifang Clang (Principle Investigator, National Institute for Viral 

Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

10:50-11:10 Thomas Ksiazek (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

11:10-11:20 Weiwen Zhang (Professor, Tianjin University) 

11:20-11:40 
Zhihong Hu (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, 

CAS) 

11:40-12:00 

12:00-14:00 

(Zhongnan University of Economics and Law) 

Lunch 

Session 4: Management and Operation of Biosafety Laboratory 

Chair —Yanyi Wang ( , Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

14:00-14:20 David Reiman (Academician, Stanford University) 
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14:20-14:40 Wenjun Liu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

1440-1500 
Yongtang Zheng (Principle Investigator, Kunming Institute of 
Zoology, CAS) 

15:00-15:20 

15:20-15:50 

Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology 

CAS) 

Tea break 

15:50-16:50 

Round Table Discussion 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

—James Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

16:50-17:30 

Conclusions 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

— 

- Conclusions from the meeting and discussion on possible roles of 

CAS and NAS to enhance cooperation between the U.S. and China 

on Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health 

Security 

- Concluding remarks 

17:30-19:00 Dinner 

Friday 
15th may Leave 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
5/14/2020 10:44:31 AM 
Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) [BRusek@nas.edu] 
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) [davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin 
[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg [peggy@hbfam.net]; Fran Sharpies (FSharples@nas.edu) [FSharples@nas.edu] 
Draft topics for future collab from Day 2 
NAS-CAS Topics for future collab on COVID-day 2 drft.docx 

Please see attached and modify as needed. I'm sure I missed some important comments. 

Did Dr Shi from Wuhan say that they found infectious virus in sperm among those in convalescence? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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NASEM-CAS Topics for Future Collaborations on COVID-19, Day 2 discussions 

14 Mary 2020 

1. Viral shedding 
a. Duration of shedding 
b. Does PCR positive result correspond to infectious virus shedding, especially 

among specimens drawn late in disease or in convalescence? 
c. Role of children in transmission of SARS CoV-2 transmission, especially as we 

consider reopening schools 
2. Immunity 

a. Characterization of the humoral immune response 
b. Characterization of cellular immune response 
c. Durability of neutralizing antibody 
d. Is there reactivation of latent virus or re-infection among survivors? 

3. Immunotherapy 
a. Discussion of human monoclonal antibodies for treatment (and prevention?) 
b. Efficacy of immune plasma for the treatment of severely ill patients (not 

discussed but relevant with clinical trials underway) 
4. Vaccines 

a. Various candidate vaccines are in development, some of which are already into 
human phase 1 or phase 2 clinical trials. 

b. Strategies for accelerated efficacy testing of vaccines 
c. Strategies to detect adverse impact of vaccination on the course of disease 

5. Animal models 
a. Small animal models (mice; transgenic mice; others not discusses such as 

hamsters, ferrets) 
b. Non-human primates 

6. Animals as possible novel reservoir hosts for SARS CoV-2 virus in nature 
a. Felines 
b. Mink in Netherlands 

7. Virus evolution 
a. Genomic mutations and their possible association with resulting clinical disease 

and/or transmission characteristics 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;Daye Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com);Lowenthal, Micah;'Frances 

Sharples';Shi, Pei yang 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S, National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuipcashcLac.cn <sunhui@casho.ac.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <nasbresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. < McNutL(4)nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau(ncnos.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
qjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pei. aye)hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBoright@Mas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDLY 
<iwieduc.CAJTMB.EDU>; 'Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <ih-cao@cashcbac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <cibai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<g,,-,)of@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cpcashcLac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

1 
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Sun Hui 

Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn1; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 

2 
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From: Shi,Peiyong 
Sent Tuesday, November 19, 2019 8:23 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Subject: Fwd: MET1911=' ,Ifi&IVWg. ( ttg

*3)20191119 
Attachments: MEJT91=1:1 1M'rg, ( 

) 20191119.docx 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

After several rounds of follow up with Zhiming, I have just received their meeting 

proposal. This proposal has been included for their approval process in China. We could 
discuss, modify, and give them our feedbacks. 

Best wishes, 

Pei-Yong 

Get Outlook for Android 

Frami:chenddgwhiovxn<chenddgwhiovxn> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:42:02 AM 
To: Shi, Peiyong<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: ASA <yzm@whioy.cn>; Im <zhangzc@whioy.cn>; zhangyh <zhangyh@whioy.cn> 

Subject: AAK4iirliMaiVil-A. J*T   (11--voh- ) 20191119 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

44/114J sAtl, 

1M! 

  RIM*, Vidt161-TARA. jt4A4VAri-1 
J o 

, Om! 

1 
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RitA: erKki@wh.iov.cn 
RANA: 2019-10-29 09:05 

v'shi 
I')A:  
IN: (101'4: ,±[. ffiiAIXIfiMi -T'As (A) 

44/ rr,isAtl, 

! 

v-ipk& K( Krurritlia/K-11-m. 
(M) , IMAM ! 

NM! 

2 
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MHAII:Itfht*Vrg, 5k-VITz±4±42tgZ±titat 

- * ( -1311:Eg ) 

(2020 4f5J  13-14 H, rPIXIAALAN) 

xmAtFoL:Nmmr-LAy.in_l=iKzmrimir, xAirofia*YA, 
TASc T)V-1q[ivt--k-',14T- 2020 5 A 13-14 HA-MLA-NM:E. 

1H)+14MT.MiTIMIWr-L, 

itLI'-'iL*1=rXMAAfFlf:10,±C' ffl f-4TATtKri-, aFoaFoL:wr-LIRVAW, REItizigitfri 
TfoyntSc ,±AfflfAIAVW-a, i ,aITI=rX*i -1K*TA)LS ,34)EM,, II L ft
a)za*YAam,   XMAI A4a1J1*AkINAffli5:WA. 

q'fA: 
if0J,-q1A: 
"A--iSCV4X: 

f-4 13/E f-4 13/E 
4 4 J r 4 I= 

( f-4 13/E RaMiTqF Pfi Wr-L 

f-4-1:13/MAttWr-LA 13/E 

Af-4-1:13/ERaMiT Pfi, PfiK) 

f-4-1:13/ERaM4Wr-LA AIM 
f-4-1:13/ERaMiT Pfi Wr-LY,i) 

AVIA- 17]( rb 
X tKrc /NEM 
X1E-
1. va*YAfri nk,[-:- .tsc 

Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 

2. iH)+14ggilMIWr-LAI‘IfIA -

Reality and Challenges of The Prevention and Control of African Swine 

Fever 

3. MIII.Wilfri tt-1: 
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11)Ak-A: 
(X}J) 

11)Ak-A: 
(r1=i)J) 

Gene Editing and Synthetic Biology 

4. tti -S-c" 9:4- 11/Tiff

Management and Operation of Biosafety Laboratory 

Diane E. Griffin ( Af=i-'-T=k KA±) 

Linda Saif ( X A IN ATU+1   , 131E ) 
David Relman ( X A M ±.14 X , 131E ) 
James W. Le Duc (XRiftAenfiX'44-)JHV-M+P   , ) 
Thomas Ksiazek (kg iftAr - MX-1=Mt/MitM+PA*9- , tA+I) 

David R. Franz (X AR-V*"1-MN'W'Pfi ) 
Benjamin J. Rusek

Shi Peiyong (XAtAV-MX-1=, tA+I) 
David Swayne ( AtAkilMA**Wr-L* -_ , 

AVMNIMI$L1 db, Af4-1:13101E±) 
AVMNMI$L1 ,L-10MNMI$L1Pfi, 
A t Akf4 14E* r-LPfi Wr-LY,i) 
A -144 -14E -1'4)f r-LPfi Wr-LY,i) 
AV*f4-14EV*R-1=Wr-LPE, ) 

fir ( X , WItY ) 
14-*4 ( 1=r tti ) 
KJ? tA+I) 

A I fir 13101E ±) 

AVMNIMI$L1 ,LA4MNIMI$L1Pfi, Wr-LY,1 ) 
AVMNIMI$L1 ,LA4MNIMI$L1Pfi, Wr-LY,1 ) 
A f=1-141E ttt nfi)f)tPfi , 
A f4141E_LA MtMl-tPfi qr5-tY) 
A f=1-141EVA tW)f ItPfi 10: ) 
A f 4 141E rb --4J ) 

1[ 4 ( A f1-14,tiAaM qMPfi W/tY,i) 
11 ( 

( 
( 
( 

A f1-14,tiAaM qMPfi 
A f1-14,tiAaM qMPfi 
A f1-14,tiAaM qMPfi 
A f1-141E fr ) 

W/tY,i) 
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W/tY,i) 
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Date Time Agenda 

Tuesday 

12nd May 

14:00-21:00 

Registration 

Address: Island International Hotel Huanggang 

No.8 Xingang 2nd Road, Huangzhou District, Huanggang 

19:00-21:00 Dinner 

Wednesday 
13rd m ay

09:00-10:00 

Welcome and opening remarks 

Chair — Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

China: Yanyi Wang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, CAS) 

U.S.: ,Academician, National Academy of 

Sciences 

10:00-10:30 Tea break and group photo 

Session 1: Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 

Chair — Peiyong Shi ( , Professor, University of Texas) 

10:30-10:50 George F. Gao (Academician, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

10:50-11:10 Linda Saif (Academician, Ohio State University) 

11:10-11:30 Zhengli Shi (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

11:30-11:50 James Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

11:50-14:00 Lunch 

Session 1: Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health Security 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan ( 

14:00-14:20 

, Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Jianguo Xu (Academician, National Institute for Communicable 
Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

14:20-14:40 Peiyong Shi (Professor, University of Texas) 

14:40-15:00 
Yunzhang Hu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Medical Biology, 
CAMS) 

15:00-15:30 Gong Cheng (Professor, Tsinghua University) 

15:30-15:50 Rui Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 
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15:50-16:10 Tea break 

16:10-16:30 
Chengfeng Qin (Professor, The Academy of Military Medical 

Sciences) 

16:30-16:50 
David Swayne (Director, USDA Southeast Poultry Research 

Laboratory) 

16:50-17:10 

17:10-17:30 

Jiahai Lu (Professor, Sun Yat-sen University) 

Hong Tang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Institut Pasteur 

Shanghai, CAS) 

17:30-17:50 Peng Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

17:50-19:00 Dinner 

Thursday 

14th May 

Session 2: Reality and Challenges of The Prevention and Control of African Swine Fever 

Chair —Peng Gong ( , Deputy Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

08:30-08:50 Diane E. Griffin (Academician, National Academy of Sciences) 

08:50-09:10 Xian'en Zhang (Principle Investigator, Institute of Biophysics, CAS) 

09:10-09:30 
Zhigao Bu (Director General/Principle Investigator, Harbin 
Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS) 

09:30-09:50 
Guizhen Wu (Principle Investigator, National Institute for Viral 
Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

09:50-10:10 
Yanyi Wang (Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan 

Institute of Virology, CAS) 

10:10-10:30 Tea break 

Session 3: Gene Editing and Synthetic Biology 

Chair —James Le Duc ( 

10:30-10:50 

, Professor, University of Texas) 

Mifang Clang (Principle Investigator, National Institute for Viral 

Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC) 

10:50-11:10 Thomas Ksiazek (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

11:10-11:20 Weiwen Zhang (Professor, Tianjin University) 

11:20-11:40 
Zhihong Hu (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, 

CAS) 

11:40-12:00 

12:00-14:00 

(Zhongnan University of Economics and Law) 

Lunch 

Session 4: Management and Operation of Biosafety Laboratory 

Chair —Yanyi Wang ( , Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

14:00-14:20 David Reiman (Academician, Stanford University) 
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14:20-14:40 Wenjun Liu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

1440-1500 
Yongtang Zheng (Principle Investigator, Kunming Institute of 
Zoology, CAS) 

15:00-15:20 

15:20-15:50 

Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology 

CAS) 

Tea break 

15:50-16:50 

Round Table Discussion 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

—James Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

16:50-17:30 

Conclusions 

Chair —Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

— 

- Conclusions from the meeting and discussion on possible roles of 

CAS and NAS to enhance cooperation between the U.S. and China 

on Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health 

Security 

- Concluding remarks 

17:30-19:00 Dinner 

Friday 
15th may Leave 
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From: Shi, Pei yong 
Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 10:01 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;LeDuc, James W.;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: China virus: Specter of new illness emerging from Wuhan raises alarms across Asia 

- The Washington Post 

Thanks, Ben 

This could be added to our joint meeting agenda. I hope they/we have identified the pathogen by then. I know Wuhan 
Institute of Virology and some of the speakers from our previous joint meetings are playing a key role in investigating it. 
Of course, George Gao should know the current status. 

Happy New Year! 

- PeE-yovi,g 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:29 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: China virus: Specter of new illness emerging from Wuhan raises alarms across Asia - The Washington Post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.washingtonpost.comiworld/asia pacific/specter-of-possibie-new-yirus-emerging-from-central-china-
raises-alarms-across-asia/2020/01/08/3d33046c-312f-ilea-971b-43bec3f19860 story. html 

1 
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To: Yuan Zhiming[yzm@wh.iov.cn] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMEEDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 9/30/2019 8:39:43 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: checking in 

Hi Zhiming, 

Has our manuscript submitted to the Biosafety and Biosecurity Journal been published? I saw that it was accepted but I haven't 
seen the final reference. Thanks for check, 

Hope all is well with you, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12:48 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Yuan Zhiming;zIshi 
Subject: How did covid-19 begin? Its initial origin story is shaky. from The Washington Post 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinionsiglobal-opinions/how-did-coyid-19-begin-its-initial-origin-story-is-
shaky/2020/04/02/1475d488-7521-11ea-87da-77a8136cla6d story. html 

Please see link to article that appeared today in the Washington Post. I've has inquiries already. Any information you 
might have to address the work done in the Wuhan CDC would be helpful. BSL2 work there on coronaviruses? True? 

Thanks, and I hope you are all well. Things are heating up here but so far everyone is well. 

Best wishes, Jim 

1 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 10:44 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu';'rbaric@email.unc.edu';'saif.2@osu.edu';'stanley-

perlman@uiowa.edu';'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org';'harvey.fineberg@moore.org';'d 
griffi6@jhmi.edu';'peggy@hbfam.net';LeDuc, James W.;Shi, Pei yong;Dzau, Victor J. 

Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com';Lowenthal, 
Micah;'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu';'andre@ecohealthalliance.org';'jennifer.ryan@ 
moore.org';Bowman, Katherine;Kanarek, Morgan;'Raymond JEANLOZ';Hare, 
Hope;'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 

Subject: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Attachments: Immunity topics for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

As we discussed during our meeting on Monday we hope to hold a third virtual dialogue meeting with CAS and CCDC 
experts to discuss what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, 
antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 resurgence of the virus. 

We have proposed to CAS that this meeting take place on Tuesday evening, May 26 from 9:00 -11:00 PM ET for the 
Americans (and the morning of Wednesday, May 27 for the Chinese). I have attached the list of questions on these 
topics we sent to CAS for your information. Please let me know if you are interested and available to participate in the 
3rd virtual dialogue meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-
perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 
'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; 
Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
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Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today). 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda American version for reference along with Jim's summaries of future collaboration 
ideas from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1111 1 1 111‘ 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

gI5 ABE ?Jilto 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relmnn@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@emall.tinc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<salf.2@osu.edu>, 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stmley-perlrnan@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalllance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvev„finehemfNnoore.org>, 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<LIgrIff:Ff.ttrni.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net <peggv@hbfim.ne.t>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@LITIVIB,EIDLII>;
'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrtranzPgmail.corn>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshl(ZIDUTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VazziLi@rig.i.d1,1>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.corn' <fsharples 3@notmall.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <anti.Anette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.ol:g>; 'jenniferryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moorq.,,z>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin < usJk n u> 

Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 
18th, at 11:30 AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting:

"lefil 552.136 i 
j 

We look forward to seeing you on Monday at 11:30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 
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From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there 
was not a time that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting 
between 9AM - 6PM ET, Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

•5(:: 1 I NCI N • I I )11... iN 
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3" U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection 

o How is immune response being measured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

• What can be said about the characterization of the 
o Innate immune responses? 
o humoral immune response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies 
for COVID-19 patients and for prevention of infection? 

o Is the use of immune plasma effective? 
o Have there been any complications? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? 

o Do a majority of the monoclonal antibodies isolated from patient B cells produce 
neutralizing antibodies? 

• What immunopathologies are evident in the patients with COVID-19? 
o Are there any biomarkers in patients who develop systemic inflammation? 
o What is the most effective treatment for patients who develop a cytokine storm? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, what types of antiviral immune responses are present? 
• Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and longevity of protective 

immunity? 
Did recovery from SARS provide any protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern with respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 9:00 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) 
Subject: FW: Global Public Health with George F. Gao 

See interview with George Gao 

From: ASM NewsDigest <news@asmusa.org> 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 8:40 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Global Public Health with George F. Gao 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Friday, August 16, 2019 

Global Public Health with Geor e F. Gao 

AUGUST 15, 2019 

George F. Gao discusses how China CDC promotes global public health during outbreaks 
SARS and Ebola. He also talks about running a structural biology lab, the importance of 
both basic and translational... READ MORE 

Forging the Trail for Polio Vaccination: Isabel Morgan and 

AUGUST 10, 2019 

Polio vaccines have successfully eradicated polio from most countries; here we highlight 
two scientists, Morgan and Horstmann, who played key roles in the polio research that led 
to vaccines. READ MORE 
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AUGUST 09, 2019 

Bacteriophage are viruses that infect specific bacteria. Jeremy Barr discusses his 
discovery that phage interact with (but don't infect) mammalian epithelial cells. READ 

MORE 

TVVIV 560 CF tS, influenza and company 

AUGUST 11, 2019 

From the meeting of the Centers of Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance, 
Vincent speaks with Alan, Florian and Jennifer about their careers, the purpose of 
CEIRS, universal influenza... READ MORE 

How vacfnal microbiome can elicit resistance to chlamydia 

AUGUST 13, 2019 

The vaginal microbiome is believed to protect women against Chlamydia trachomatis, the 
etiological agent of the most prevalent sexually transmitted infections (STIs) in developed 
countries. New... READ MORE 

Killer ce.lis the key to potentially life-saving cancer vaccines 

AUGUST 09, 2019 

"I'll be honest, when I first started working on this I didn't fully accept it." That's Dr. Andrew 
Makrigiannis, head of the Department of Microbiology & Immunology, discussing his 
groundbreaking... READ MORE 

Two Lo la rugs Show Promise amid Onqoinq Outbreak 

AUGUST 13, 2019 

A child receives a vaccine against Ebola from a nurse in Goma, Democratic Republic of 
the Congo, on August 7, 2019. READ MORE 

The Hrst chlamydia vaccine has passed a major test 

AUGUST 15, 2019 

A clinical trial for a vaccine against the sexually transmitted disease found that the 
product provoked an immune response. READ MORE 
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For the first time, clinical trial results show Ebola drugs 
improve... 

AUGUST 12, 2019 

The NIH and WHO say that clinical trial data show experimental drugs improved survival 
rates in people who contracted Ebola. READ MORE 

Would You Trust Anyone With Your Genetic Information? This 
Company... 

AUGUST 11, 2019 

This company does privacy differently, and may have figured out a way to earn your trust 
in storing your genetic data. READ MORE 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: 2/27/2020 10:01:28 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W. [jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
CC: Dave Franz [davidrfranz@gmailcom]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMEI's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Note that the Wuhan NIV website has been scrubbed, our 2017 summaries are gone. 
http://english.whiov.ac.cri/News/Int Cooperation News/201707/t20170705 179371.html and 
http://english.whiov.ac.cn/News/Int Cooperation News/201707/t20170718 179780.html 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:58 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> 
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

I agree with Ben. Maybe connect with him by phone. There's more context. 
Micah 

On Feb 27, 2020, at 10:45 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

OK. Unfortunately, P-Y is out today but I'll check with him tomorrow. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:42 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Bill Broad is as serious a reporter as there is on international security. However I would feel very uncomfortable sharing 
this summary with him. 

Pei-Yong has some info that he should share with you. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:35 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

I have been contacted by Bill Broad of the NYT several times as he is developing a story on the role of the Wuhan lab in 
all this. What do you think of sharing the summary Ben prepared with him? We could set conditions on use as 
appropriate. Pasted below is an early inquiry from him and I have since spoken to him as well. He seems to be a serious 
reporter. 

Thanks, Jim 

William J. Broad 

kimage001 pg> 

Science Department 

620 8th Avenue 
New York, NY, 10018 

My phone: 212-556-7144 

My articles: 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/b/william j broad/index.html 

<OSTP Coronavirus Request to NASEM_02.06.2020.pdfl 
<NASEM Response to OSTP re Coronavirus_February 6, 2020.pd 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:28 AM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmailcom>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMEI's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave and Jim, 

Thanks for your notes. I trust that the text and descriptions of her scientific work is accurate from your perspective? I am 
waiting on comments from Katie Bowman and then will send this along to Diane and Peggy (and cc you all). 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmailcom>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

I just read it as well. At my level of understanding, it looks like you did a nice technical job of digesting her ppt 
sets. I don't know where we, US, would have learned the details of her insights and understanding of the 
viruses and the ecology without those meetings. Individual scientists, possibly from EcoHlth etc, and, of course 
pubs, might have, but our meetings brought this to the NAS enterprise and thus the greater US science 
enterprise. Agree with Jim, Dave 

On Feb 27, 2020, at 10:04 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTIvIB.EDU> wrote: 

Ben, thanks so much for pulling this information together. This is really a nice summary of Dr Shi's 
brilliant work and clearly demonstrates the value of the dialogue that we have hosted. Please do send 
forward to Peggy and Diane. We should discuss how best to use this information to everyone's 
advantage. Let me know how I can help. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 8:02 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

No not requested, I briefed a group at state two weeks ago on NAS China bio dialogue and NAS 
efforts to get isolates to utmb (the letter) and noticed her extraordinary predictions while 
reviewing memos and putting briefing material together. Thought it would be useful to 
highlight. 
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On Feb 26, 2020, at 8:44 PM, David Franz <davidrfranzAgmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Ben and thanks, I will read tomorrow. Can you give us a little more 
background? Was this requested by someone or did you guys just think it would 
be good information to highlight our efforts over the years? dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 7:02 PM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

We put together a memo detailing Zhengli Shi's contributions during our 
dialogue meetings related to COVID-19. Unfortunately her 
presentations now read as somewhat predictive. After you take a look I 
will send to Diane and Peggy. 

No plans for distribution but we thought it would be useful to have this 
complied for sponsors and other interested government folks. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Zhengli Shi's presentations at the NASEM U.S. China dialogue 
clean draft vl.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Sunday, February 9, 2020 4:15 PM 
To: Yuan Zhiming 
Cc: Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Suggestions 
Attachments: Questions on nCoV in Wuhan lab.docx 

Dear Zhiming, 

I am devastated to see the evolving nCoV epidemic unfolding in Wuhan and I just hope that you, your family and the 
larger Institute colleagues are well and surviving this very difficult time. 

I want to suggest that you conduct a thorough review of the laboratory activities associated with research on 
coronaviruses so that you are fully prepared to answer questions dealing with the origin of the virus. I'm sure that you 
have considered this already, but attached are some areas where you may wish to investigate and be prepared to 
address. You might even consider preparing a manuscript that addresses these topics in an effort to be transparent and 
proactive. I would be pleased to work with you on such a paper if you think that would be helpful. 

I raise these issues since I am receiving questions along these lines more and more frequently. Initially they came from 
social media and other "alternate information sources" but in the last few days I have been approached by senior 
officials and major reputable newspapers. Most link the opening of the new BSL4 lab as a possible source of the 
virus. Clearly addressing this will be essential, with any kind of documentation you might have available used to back up 
your comments. (It's not clear to me where the coronavirus work was/is actually being conducted.) 

I have the utmost respect and admiration for Dr Shi and I am in no way casting doubt on her or her colleagues. I just 
think that we need to aggressively address these rumors and presumably false accusations quickly and provide 
definitive, honest information to counter misinformation. If there are weaknesses in your program, now is the time to 
admit them and get them corrected. 

I trust that you will take my suggestions in the spirit of one friend trying to help another during a very difficult time. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Investigation into the possibility that the nCoV was the result of a release from the Wuhan 
Institute of Virology (main campus or new BSL3/BSL4 facilities). 

The questions below deal with the period 1 October 2019 to the present: 

Where is coronavirus research conducted? 

What level of biocontainment? 

How many different laboratories actually handle live virus? 

Where are coronavirus stocks stored? 

Is there an inventory record of each isolate of each coronavirus kept? If so, are there 
any discrepancies between the record and actual current inventory number (i.e., is there 
evidence to suggest that virus stocks may have been stolen or used without proper record?) 

Physical Security 

Is there controlled access to the laboratories and freezers where coronavirus stocks are 
held? (Locked doors; card-key access; biometric readers; others?) Were any breaches in 
security noted/access to the facility by unauthorized individuals? 

Is the laboratory constantly monitored by security personnel (24/7)? If not, you could 
briefly summarize your physical security program during the period in question. 

Is there any evidence to suggest a mechanical failure in biocontainment during the time 
in question? 

-were biological safety cabinets used and appropriately certified? 

-Exhaust air filtration systems working correctly? 

-Autoclaves and waste stream disinfection systems working properly? 

-Animal husbandry and management? 

-Waste stream integrity (think of FMD leak in UK a few years ago) 

Virus Stocks (You may wish to explain that many novel coronaviruses are known only from 
their sequence and are not able to replicate in culture) 

When was the nCoV first handled in your laboratory? 

What was the source of that virus? (patient specimen or field collected animal or other?) 

During the period in question, what other coronaviruses (that replicate in culture) are 
stored/handled in your laboratories? 

What are the coronaviruses in your possession that are most closely related to nCoV 
based on genetic sequences and are able to replicate in culture? 
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Is anyone on your team conducting gain of function studies, recombination studies or 
any other studies that may have resulted in the creation of the nCoV? 

Personnel 

How many people have access to the coronavirus stocks and laboratory? 

Senior investigators? Junior investigators? Technical support staff? Post-docs? 
Students? Animal handlers? Janitors and other cleaning staff? Building support personnel? 
Others? 

Is there any evidence to suggest that a disgruntled employee may have had access to 
the coronavirus stocks? (Recently fired or reprimanded individual(s), for example.) 

Does the Institute have an occupational health clinic where employees and students can 
go to seek medical care? If so, was there any indication of unusual illness similar to that seen 
for nCoV among Institute staff? If yes, when were cases first seen relative to the nCoV 
outbreak. 

Does a serum bank exist for staff and students working on infectious agents? If yes, 
could a current serum and the most recent banked sera be serologically tested for antibody to 
nCoV in an effort to document seroconversion? (If positive, this would not be able to 
differentiate between community acquired and occupational acquired infection, but absence of 
evidence of infection would be helpful in ruling out the lab as a source of infection.) 

Have any of individuals working at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (main campus or 
BSL4 campus) been infected with the nCoV? Family members of employees? 

If yes, when was the date of onset of illness for the first case recognized? (How does 
this date compare with the progress of the epidemic; that is, was this among the first cases 
recognized or later after the outbreak was well underway? How does this compare to the first 
recognition of nCoV in the greater Wuhan community?) 

Where the individuals infected involved in coronavirus research? 

Geography 

(These questions deal with any association between the physical location of the lab(s) and the 
districts in Wuhan where the illness was first seen. The assumption is that someone suffering 
an occupational exposure would go to their local hospital for treatment.) 

Where and when were the first Wuhan (or Hubei Province) residents infected with the nCoV first 
identified (hospital or clinic name/date of earliest cases)? 

Do staff members of the Institute reside in the district serviced by this (these) hospital/clinic (s)? 

Were any Institute staff members seen for clinical illness at this/these hospital (s) during the 
time in question? 
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Do staff members of the Wuhan Institute of Virology frequent the sea food/live market first 
associated with the nCoV outbreak? 

Did any staff member visit the market in the weeks prior to it being closed? 

If so, how many staff frequent the market? How often would they visit the market during the 
period of interest? Have any become infected with nCoV? 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2:42 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong;Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com);Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) 
Subject: Not+wearing+masks+to+protect+against+coronavirus+is+a+'big+mistake,'+top+Ch 

inese+scientist+says 

Interview with George Gao 

https://www.sciencemag.orgjnews/2020/03/not-wearing-masks-protect-against-coronavirus-big-mistake-top-chinese-
scientist-says 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 4:42 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin';'peggy@hbfam.net';LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz 

(dayidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah;Sharples, Fran;Bowman, Katherine;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Diane, 

Thanks for your edits. 

Re the 3rd virtual dialogue meeting I will simply extend an invite to the entire American group for the time we have 
proposed (Tuesday, May 26th from 9-11 PM ET for the Americans). I suspect some may not be interested in the topic 
and/or not able to make it on that day/time as you note. 

Re the email to CAS, your plan sounds good. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 5:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

Ben - People that definitely should be involved should include Linda and Stan, but I think anyone who is 

particularly interested should be included (e.g. Dave R, Ralph B). I agree that it should be a smaller group, but 

I think that some will opt not to participate if given the choice. 

I just sent my edits to the topics. 

I'll plan to send the note to Hui and this in an hour or so if we don't have any more feedback from the group. 

Diane 
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Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6(Epihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 4:54 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <cjigiffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<Nvieduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.comY <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharplesPnas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman(cDnas.edu>; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshiRUTMB.EDUY <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

FYI Linda Saif volunteered to participate in the immunity dialogue session so I sent her the list of questions for review 
but who &se should we approach about participating? I can simply ask the entire group again, or reach out to individuals 
(I think we may want this one to be a bit smaller though). 

Also please do review and send edits to the list of questions as soon as you can. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 6:23 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6(q)ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pgggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<Nvieduc )UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranzE)gmail.com) <davidrfranzEogmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharplesPnas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman(c)nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong (peshiPUTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Fran pulled together a list of possible discussion questions for the next call. It is attached for your review and comment. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <figriffi6(roihmi.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 8:18 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek )nas.edu>; 'PJr <sunhuiRcashqac.cn>
Cc: 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peEgye)hbfam.neL>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Looks good 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 12:56 AM 
To: '-fii\ifY' <sunhuj2cashq.ac.cn>
Cc: Diane Griffin <_dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<Nvieduc@UTNAB.EDU>
Subject: RE: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Sun Hui, 

Thank you for your note consulting us regarding the draft press release proposal. Dr. McNutt and Dr. Dzau proposed in 
their letter dated April 22 that we not include government officials or members of the press: "Information and insights 
from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those government 
officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the meeting, but remarks and discussion 
comments would not be attributed without permission of the speaker." This practice continues the approach that we 
have taken over several years. 

Since we are just at the start of valuable dialogue sessions between Chinese and American experts designed to learn 
about and improve efforts to mitigate the impact of COVID-19, efforts that we hope will continue, we consider it best 
not to issue a press release at the present time. If there is a reason why you think we really should inform news media 
now, please tell us and we can discuss this matter further. 

As stated in the last Zoom meeting, NAS and NAM hope that CAS will be able to assemble a group of experts so that we 
can hold a third smaller Zoom meeting on the morning of May 27 (9:00-11:00 AM Beijing time). The American group 
proposes having a detailed exchange about what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship 
between previous infection, antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma, preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. We plan to send you a more detailed list of questions about these topics very soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: INN <sunhui@cashcLac.cn>

Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:06 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(a)nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<blvieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the draft of news report about the virtual dialogue. If you agree, we are going to post it on 
the CAS English website, and push the link to the news through the CAS Linkedin account. as well 

We quote the remarks by Drs. Griffin and Fineberg in the news report. Please help check if it is fine with your 
side. Thank you very much in advance. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

 mo,,4Ect 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-15 08:34:46 (EME) 
IIk41 A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.cn> 
tyitX: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.net" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
"jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" lwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Hui, 

Thanks for the ppt. We have put the Zoom produced audio recordings of the two meetings here: 
https://www.dropbox.cornish/x8ii8kj86y1(mb30/AABREPedljj1U5iz 03777-Xa?d1=0 

552.136 Access is password protected [pw is 

As I noted Zoom also auto generates and produces a transcript (from the recorded audio file) but it's not very good. We 
are editing it a bit and will send those Word files to you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
L-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuiRcashcLac.cn <sunhuiPcashcbac.c.n>
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 5:10 AM 
To: sunhuiRcashcLaccn; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<Mleduc.@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the presentation of Dr. Guiqiang Wang during the 1st session. I am sorry for sending 
you the wrong document yesterday. 

Would you please share with us your notes by recording? Thank you. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 

V4A : sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 

: 2020-05-13 17:09:41 
ilk•WA: Rusek, Benjamin 
kka : 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 

'tongting@cashq.ac.cn'; T/Hif 

: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Dear Ben, 

Thank you for efforts in organizing this vitual dialogue. Per your request, please find attached the 
slide presentations for Drs. Gao and Wang. I have not received any presentations from other participants. 

I am also sending you the updated list of the participants from the Chinese side for the 2nd session. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 
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Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://enolish.cas.cn/ 
nttp://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : Rusek, Benjamin 

MNIIR : 2020-05-13 06:28:58 

ilk•WA :
kka : 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 
'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 
IRE : RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Greetings Mr. Sun, 

Here is the Zoom link for the second session: 

Meeting Time: Thursday, May 14, 2020 9:00 -11:00 AM (Beijing time) 
Meeting link: lig u bilk 552.136 
Meeting ID: 987 3032 2332 
Meeting Password:: 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

L. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:02 AM 

To: ' d\ ' <sunhoi@casho.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' < ggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; 'liyin' <livin@casho.ac.cn>; 'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 
<tongtingfocashcLaccn>
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Mr. Sun, 

Thank you again for setting up the dialogue session today with an outstanding group of Chinese experts. 
Would it be possible to get copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group? 
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For the next session we might want to start discussing the questions right away, we can still use the existing 

agenda/list of questions. We prefer a discussion format but if during the next session members of the Chinese 

delegation have formal slide presentations, could you send the slides to us in advance so I can distribute them 

to the American group? 

Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants but we should try to move on quickly if a speaker's 

audio is not working. I will send you the new Zoom link tomorrow morning ET. 

Kind regards, 

i;en 

EIenjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:40 PM 

To: 'Mit' <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <cjgrififi601)Ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pgggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@LITMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-,)of@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cDcashq.ac.cn>; tongting@cashq.ac.cn 
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings Mr, Sun, 

Thank you for the updated Chinese participant list. I have attached an updated (reordered) American version. 

We thought that at the beginning of the call, since both sides have these lists, we could ask that the Chinese and the 
American very briefly introduce themselves in the order that they appear on the participant lists. There will be many 
people on the call so it can get a bit chaotic if everyone is trying to talk at once. 

Here is the Zoom link again with the password and meeting ID 
May 12, 9:00 AM (Beijing time) meeting Link: ,111,010114 t151 "II lump% poop" pilif Ico,00kt1;,,Kituotglai lt „„Ato4,44,4h,;„,,,A,A,„,w,q„1 552.136 
(Password: i 552.136!Meeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should not need it, it's in the link) 

YI r-Rse there is a prob1- . rbom and we net.d to abandon t - call and reconvene by phnne, we have c up an 
••it . ye. • 'rence ca., • . a cc • .eric, ' a nur, cor V _2 are: 

rt: 7141.8E7 .d ...na Sc.. . te he . ts 
- . ' • . via a tc • free S. phone number. ,--..6ch., this is just a uack up, and NAA... .iould only act,..„.his line if 

vvt..• —we to .......;andon the Zoom call. 

i will join the Zoom call one half hour before the meeting starts as we discussed. See you soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

EIenjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: E <sunhui@cashcLac.cn>

Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:44 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <cjgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pF,Tm@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-,)of@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cDcashcLac.cn>; tongtinapcasho.ac.cn 
Subject: Re: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for sending us the Zoom link for the 1st session of the China-US vitural dialogue. Attached please 
find the updated list of the Chinese participants. Please note that some participants could only be available at 
one of the two sessions.We look forward to the dialogue tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

momvit 
anA:" \ " <sunhut cashq.ac.en> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-10 20:30:03 (MitA H) 

IIk41 A: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 
ty "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwledue@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof intac.en>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.en>, "tongting@cashq.ac.cn" <tongfing@eashq.ac.cn> 

Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for agreeing to accommodating the change of schedule and sharing with us the information of 

American participants. FYI, please find attached the list of the Chinese participants. Please note that 

some participants may only be available for one of the sessions. I am still waiting for the confirmation 

of Dr. Chen Wang, who might only be available on the 14th. 

I don't see any problem of your using the feature of recording/transcription during the dialogue. We would 

be happy if you could share the notes with us. 

We will do the test of connection with the zoom link you sent to us. See you tomorrow morning online. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 
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momvit 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-09 05:53:57 (MitAA) 

"' /J " <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

tyitX: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edul" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.net" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <113oright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDIJI" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof im.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, "tongting@cashq.ac.cn" <tongting@cashq.ac.cn> 

RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

(I3reetings Mr. Sun, 

I hank you for your email. We are pleased to hear that your group will be able to participate for two sessions. 

With regards to the exact timing, let's move the second session back 24 hours as you suggest. We can keep the first 
session scheduled for 9-ham on May 12 (Beijing time) and then reschedule the second session for 9-11 am on May 
14 (Beijing Time). 

Thank you for agreeing to conduct the call in English. One question: Zoom has a bunt in recording/transcription 
feature, does your group mind if we use this feature during the sessions? As noted in the letter "Information and 
insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those 
government officials and researchers who need the information...but remarks and discussion comments would not be 
attributed without permission of the speaker." The transcript would only be used for internal notes and we would be 
happy to share it with you. 

I would be happy to test the connection with you at 9:00 AM on Monday, May 11 Beijing time (9:00 PM on Sunday, 
May 10 in Washington, DC). I will send you a Zoom link/meeting invitation for that test call after this email. 

I have attached the list of American participants for your information, we look forward to seeing the list of Chinese 
participants. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S, National Academy of Sciences 
1.-202-334-3975 

From: E <sunhui@cashcLaccn>
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 8:58 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' qigriffi6(qhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<Ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <J8oright@nas.eclu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <Iwlecluc@UTMB.EDU>;
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'gaof@im.ac.cn' <oof@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(rocashcLac.cn>; tongting@cashcbac.cn 
Subject: Re: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

I am writing to follow up on the virtual dialogue meeting next week on behalf of Dr. George Gao. The topical agenda sent by Dr. 
Griffin to Dr. Gao looks fine to us. 

With regard to the timing of the dialogue, we could have two 2-hour sessions as you suggested. However, Dr. Gao has some other 
emergent commitment on May 13, so we would like to suggest the dialogues be rescheduled to 9-11am on May 11 and 12, or 9-
1 lam on May 12 and 14, or 9-11am on May 12 and 15 (all Beijing Time). Please let us know which time slot you would prefer. We 
are sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

The dialogue could be in English, and we could use the zoom videoconference. We will test it 24 hours in advance following your 
guidance. 

FYI, we have sent invitations to potential speakers on our side, hopefully we could finalize the list of speakers very soon. We will 
have no more than 13 speakers on each side as you suggested. Please share with us the name and title of participants from the US 
side when it becomes available, and we will do the same. 

Best wishes, 

SUN Hui(Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

 mo,,41Ect 
anA:NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

& A HIM:2020-05-01 21:42:08 (EME) 
• A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.cn> 
P.M: "McNutt, Marcia K." <MMcNutt@nas.edu>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>,
"dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, Theggy@hbfam.net" <peggy@hbfam.net>, JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu>, "Ijwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwleduc@T.TTMB.EDU>, "'jh-cao@cashq.ac.ce <jh-
cao cashq.ac.cn>, "elbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof im.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyingcashq.ac.cn>, NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

• RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Colleagues: 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt and Dzau„ 

Best regards, 
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Anna 

Anna Bashkirova 
Assistant to the President 
National Academy of Sciences 
Office: 2101 Constitution Ave NW I Washington, DC 20418 
Mailing address: 500 5' St NW, NAS 215 Washington, DC 20001 
(204 334-2635 I abashkirova@nas.edu www.nasonline.org 

From: sunhuiRcashq,pc.cn <sunhuiPcasho.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. < McNutt(4)nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauPnas.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pegfiye)hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <01ildebr@email.arizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU 
< ,,Arleduc.CoUTMB.EDU>; 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <ih-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<g,,-,)of@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cpcashq,pc.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: 6-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://enolish.cas.ch/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 

ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 

: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 4:31 PM 
To: Diane Griffin;Rusek, Benjamin;'peggy@hbfam.net;Dave Franz 

(davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah;Sharples, Fran;Bowman, Katherine;Shi, Pei yong 
Subject: RE: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

I agree with Diane's edits. I've seen news comments about the Korean study finding no transmission from recovered 
patients who retest positive by PCR, but have yet to see the actual paper. 

Jim 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

good list - my edits 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

d g_r fi%(Epihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek?nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 6:23 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pgggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranzE)gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong (peshOUTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

Greetings, 

Fran pulled together a list of possible discussion questions for the next call. It is attached for your review and comment. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin qigriffi6(roihmi.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 8:18 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; '1/.1r <sunhui(Ercashuc.cn>
Cc: 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pfji. o/CShbfam.neL>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <Iwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Looks good 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 12:56 AM 
To: 'Pi\ <sunhutecashq.ac.cn>
Cc: Diane Griffin <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<Iwlecluc.@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Sun Hui, 

Thank you for your note consulting us regarding the draft press release proposal. Dr. McNutt and Dr. Dzau proposed in 
their letter dated April 22 that we not include government officials or members of the press: "Information and insights 
from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those government 
officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the meeting, but remarks and discussion 
comments would not be attributed without permission of the speaker." This practice continues the approach that we 
have taken over several years. 

Since we are just at the start of valuable dialogue sessions between Chinese and American experts designed to learn 
about and improve efforts to mitigate the impact of COVID-19, efforts that we hope will continue, we consider it best 
not to issue a press release at the present time. If there is a reason why you think we really should inform news media 
now, please tell us and we can discuss this matter further. 

As stated in the last Zoom meeting, NAS and NAM hope that CAS will be able to assemble a group of experts so that we 
can hold a third smaller Zoom meeting on the morning of May 27 (9:00-11:00 AM Beijing time). The American group 
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proposes having a detailed exchange about what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship 
between previous infection, antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma, preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. We plan to send you a more detailed list of questions about these topics very soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: INN <sunhui@cashcLac_cn>

Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:06 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(a)nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<blvieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the draft of news report about the virtual dialogue. If you agree, we are going to post it on 
the CAS English website, and push the link to the news through the CAS Linkedin account. as well 

We quote the remarks by Drs. Griffin and Fineberg in the news report. Please help check if it is fine with your 
side. Thank you very much in advance. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

 mo,,4Ect 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-15 08:34:46 (EME) 
IIk41 A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.cn> 
tyitX: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
"jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" lwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Hui, 

Thanks for the ppt. We have put the Zoom produced audio recordings of the two meetings here: 
https://www.dropbox.corn/sh/x8ii8kj86y1cmb30/AABREPedlij1U5iz 03777-Xa?d1=0 

Access is password protected [pw 552.136 
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As I noted Zoom also auto generates and produces a transcript (from the recorded audio file) but it's not very good. We 
Are editing it a bit and will send those Word files to you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuiRcashcLac.cn <sunhuipcashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 5:10 AM 
To: sunhuiRcashcLac.cn; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTM15.EDU>
Subject: Re: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the presentation of Dr. Guiqiang Wang during the 1st session. I am sorry for sending 
you the wrong document yesterday. 

Would you please share with us your notes by recording? Thank you. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
httg://international-talent.cas.cn 

V4A : sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 

VgEll1R : 2020-05-13 17:09:41 

ilk•WA: Rusek, Benjamin 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu1; 'peggy@hbfam.net; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 1gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 

'tongting@cashq.ac.cni; T/Hif 

IRE : Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Dear Ben, 

Thank you for efforts in organizing this vitual dialogue. Per your request, please find attached the 
slide presentations for Drs. Gao and Wang. I have not received any presentations from other participants. 
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I am also sending you the updated list of the participants from the Chinese side for the 2nd session. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
httD:iiendlish.cas.cn/ 
nttp://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : Rusek, Benjamin 

: 2020-05-13 06:28:58 

ilk•WA :
kka : 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 1gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 
'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 

: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings Mr. Sun, 

Here is the Zoom link for the second session: 

Meeting Time: Thursday, May 14, 2020 9:00 -11:00 AlVtilieliina.titnel 21 lam
Meeting link: 552.136 
Meeting ID: 987 31;132 2332 , 

Meeting Password i 552.136 I 

regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:02 AM 

To: ' d\ ' <sunhui@cashu.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <rjgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' < ggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; 'liyin' <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>; 'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 
<tongtingeocaslicLaccn>
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
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Hi Mr. Sun, 

Thank you again for setting up the dialogue session today with an outstanding group of Chinese experts. 
Would it be possible to get copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group? 

For the next session we might want to start discussing the questions right away, we can still use the existing 
agenda/list of questions. We prefer a discussion format but if during the next session members of the Chinese 
delegation have formal slide presentations, could you send the slides to us in advance so I can distribute them 
to the American group? 

Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants but we should try to move on quickly if a speaker's 
audio is not working. I will send you the new Zoom link tomorrow morning ET. 

Kind regards, 

3e n 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:40 PM 

To: 'Td\ ' <sunhui@cashq.ac.ch>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <tjgriffi6(cDihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <oggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<wleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-,)ofeAm.ac.ch>; liyin <liyin(cDcashci.ac.cn>; tongting@cashci.ac.ch 
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings Mr. Sun, 

Thank you for the updated Chinese participant list. I have attached an updated (reordered) American version. 

We thought that at the beginning of the call, since both sides have these lists, we could ask that the Chinese and the 
American very briefly introduce themselves in the order that they appear on the participant lists. There will be many 
people on the call so it can get a bit chaotic if everyone is trying to talk at once. 

Here is the Zoom link again with the password and meeting ID 
May 12, 9:00 AM (Beijing time) meeting Link: 

pp pplApp 
‘34,4uq 552.136 

(Password: i 552.136 Meeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should not need it, it's in the link) 

FYI °- race -here is a prol-

JCJi ii 
IP c. . to

cide to abandon 

with Zoom and w— abandon thp call and reconvene by phone, we haw- ..-.17up an 
: •.h a cot onfere • . •.111 r 1). The call in . for are: 

.m a : •:uth 10,: . en Fri : • . 12223052to lerican • .- pants 
. • • U S. phone number. Again this is just a bacK up, and we v.... Jnly activa.e this line if 

call, 

will join the Zoom call one half hour before the meeting starts as we discussed. See you soon. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Pi \ <sunhui@cashcLac.cn>

Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:44 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <figriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pqmy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-,)of@)im.ac.c.n>; liyin <liyin(cDcashcLac.cp>; tongtinfiRcashei.ac.cn 
Subject: Re: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for sending us the Zoom link for the 1st session of the China-US vitural dialogue. Attached please 
find the updated list of the Chinese participants. Please note that some participants could only be available at 
one of the two sessions.We look forward to the dialogue tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

 mo,,4Ect 
an).:"/]\ " <sunhut cashq.ac.en> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-10 20:30:03 (MitA H) 

IIk41 A: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 
ty "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwledue@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof im.ac.en>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.en>, "tongling@cashq.ac.cn" <tongfing@eashq.ac.cn> 

Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for agreeing to accommodating the change of schedule and sharing with us the information of 

American participants. FYI, please find attached the list of the Chinese participants. Please note that 

some participants may only be available for one of the sessions. I am still waiting for the confirmation 

of Dr. Chen Wang, who might only be available on the 14th. 

I don't see any problem of your using the feature of recording/transcription during the dialogue. We would 

be happy if you could share the notes with us. 

We will do the test of connection with the zoom link you sent to us. See you tomorrow morning online. 
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Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

momvit 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

&A HIM:2020-05-09 05:53:57 (MitAA) 

"' /J \ " <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

ty5X: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edul" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.net " <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <llioright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDIr " <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof im.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.en>, "tongting@cashq.ac.cn" <tongting@cashq.ac.cn> 

RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings Mr, Sun, 

Thank you for your email. We are pleased to hear that your group will be able to participate for two sessions. 

With regards to the exact timing, let's move the second session back 24 hours as you suggest. We can keep the first 
session scheduled for 9-ham on May 12 (Beijing time) and then reschedule the second session for 9-11 am on May 
14 (Beijing Time). 

Thank you for agreeing to conduct the call in English. One question: Zoom has a built in recording/transcription 
feature, does your group mind if we use this feature during the sessions? As noted in the letter "Information and 
insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those 
government officials and researchers who need the information.,.but remarks and discussion comments would not be 
attributed without permission of the speaker!' The transcript would only be used for internal notes and we would be 
happy to share it with you. 

would be happy to test the connection with you at 9:00 AM on Monday, May 11 Beijing time (9:00 PM on Sunday, 
May 10 in Washington, DC). I will send you a Zoom link/meeting invitation for that test call after this email 

have attached the list of American participants for your information, we look forward to seeing the list of Chinese 
participants. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S., National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: E <sunhui@cashcLac.cn>

Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 8:58 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' qriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pmiw@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
qiildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwlecluc@LJTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-,)of@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(DcashcLac.cn>; tongting@casho.ac.cn 
Subject: Re: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

I am writing to follow up on the virtual dialogue meeting next week on behalf of Dr. George Gao. The topical agenda sent by Dr. 
Griffin to Dr. Gao looks fine to us. 

With regard to the timing of the dialogue, we could have two 2-hour sessions as you suggested. However, Dr. Gao has some other 
emergent commitment on May 13, so we would like to suggest the dialogues be rescheduled to 9-11am on May 11 and 12, or 9-
llam on May 12 and 14, or 9-11am on May 12 and 15 (all Beijing Time). Please let us know which time slot you would prefer. We 
are sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

The dialogue could be in English, and we could use the zoom videoconference. We will test it 24 hours in advance following your 
guidance. 

FYI, we have sent invitations to potential speakers on our side, hopefully we could finalize the list of speakers very soon. We will 
have no more than 13 speakers on each side as you suggested. Please share with us the name and title of participants from the US 
side when it becomes available, and we will do the same. 

Best wishes, 

SUN Hui(Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

 mo,,4Ect 
anA:NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

a ElIM:2020-05-01 21:42:08 (MIME) 

A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.cn> 
P.M: "McNutt, Marcia K." <MMcNutt@nas.edu>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>,
"dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6gihmi.edu>, Theggy@hbfam.net" <peggy@hb-raM . net>, JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@emailarizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@rias.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu>, "I]wleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwleduc@ITTMB.EDU>, "'jh-cao@cashq.ac.ce <jjh-
cao,kashq.ac.cn>, "elbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, mgaof im.ac.cni" <gaof im.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Col leagues: 
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Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt and Dzau. 

E3est regards,. 

Anna 

Anna Bashkirova 
Assistant to the President 
National Academy of Sciences 
Office: 2101 Constitution Ave NW I Washington, DC 20418 
Mailing address: 500 5th St NW, NAS 215 I Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 334-2635 I abashkirova@nas.edu www.nasonline.org 

From: sunhuiRcashgLac.cn <sunhuiPcashd.ac.en> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. < McNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauprras.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggye)hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <Ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; jwleduc@UTMB.ED111
<iwleduc: @UTMB.EDU>; 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <I11-cao@casho.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<g,,-,)of@)im.ac.cin>; liyin <liyin(cpcashgLac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +8640-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
htto://enolish.cas.cn/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 

V4A : NASPresident 

VgEll1R : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 

: 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
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tfki.X : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 

: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 4:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin;'peggy@hbfam.net;LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz 

(dayidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah;Sharples, Fran;Bowman, Katherine;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Re: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - People that definitely should be involved should include Linda and Stan, but I think anyone who is 
particularly interested should be included (e.g. Dave R, Ralph B). I agree that it should be a smaller group, but 
I think that some will opt not to participate if given the choice. 

I just sent my edits to the topics. 

I'll plan to send the note to Hui and this in an hour or so if we don't have any more feedback from the group. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 4:54 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

FYI Linda Saif volunteered to participate in the immunity dialogue session so I sent her the list of questions for review 
but who &se should we approach about participating? I can simply ask the entire group again, or reach out to individuals 
(I think we may want this one to be a bit smaller though). 

Also please do review and send edits to the list of questions as soon as you can. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 6:23 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) <dayidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Fran pulled together a list of possible discussion questions for the next call It is attached for your review and comment. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6(roihmi.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 8:18 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek )nas.edu>; <sunhuiPcashuc.cn>
Cc: 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pe.ggye)hbfam.neL>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Looks good 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 12:56 AM 
To: 'P.M' <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Cc: Diane Griffin <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
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<iwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Sun Hui, 

Thank you for your note consulting us regarding the draft press release proposal. Dr. McNutt and Dr. Dzau proposed in 
their letter dated April 22 that we not include government officials or members of the press: "Information and insights 
from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those government 
officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the meeting, but remarks and discussion 
comments would not be attributed without permission of the speaker." This practice continues the approach that we 
have taken over several years. 

Since we are just at the start of valuable dialogue sessions between Chinese and American experts designed to learn 
about and improve efforts to mitigate the impact of COVID-19, efforts that we hope will continue, we consider it best 
not to issue a press release at the present time. If there is a reason why you think we really should inform news media 
now, please tell us and we can discuss this matter further. 

As stated in the last Zoom meeting, NAS and NAM hope that CAS will be able to assemble a group of experts so that we 
can hold a third smaller Zoom meeting on the morning of May 27 (9:00-11:00 AM Beijing time). The American group 
proposes having a detailed exchange about what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship 
between previous infection, antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma, preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. We plan to send you a more detailed list of questions about these topics very soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Tii\iN <sunhui@cashcLacch>

Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:06 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(a)naseciu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<blvieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the draft of news report about the virtual dialogue. If you agree, we are going to post it on 
the CAS English website, and push the link to the news through the CAS Linkedin account. as well 

We quote the remarks by Drs. Griffin and Fineberg in the news report. Please help check if it is fine with your 
side. Thank you very much in advance. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 
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momvit 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-15 08:34:46 (EME) 
IIk41 A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.en> 
tyitX: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriff16@jhmi.edu>, "Ipeggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
"jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" lwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Hui, 

Thanks for the ppt. We have put the Zoom produced audio recordings of the two meetings here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x8ii8kj86ykmb30/AABREPedljj1U5iz 03777-Xa?d1=0 

Access is password protected [pw is:l 552.136 1 
As I noted Zoom also auto generates and produces a transcript (from the recorded audio file) but it's not very good. We 
are editing it a bit and will send those Word files to you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuiRcashcLaccn <sunhuiRcashcbac.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 5:10 AM 
To: sunhuiRcashcLac.cn; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nns.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the presentation of Dr. Guiqiang Wang during the 1st session. I am sorry for sending 
you the wrong document yesterday. 

Would you please share with us your notes by recording? Thank you. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 
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Tel: +864O68597282 

sunhul@cashq.ac.cn 
httq://encilish.cas.c.n/ 
httg://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : sunhui©cashq.ac.cn 

: 2020-05-13 17:09:41 
ilk•WA: Rusek, Benjamin 
kka : 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 1gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 

'tongting@cashq.ac.cn'; T/Hif 

: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Dear Ben, 

Thank you for efforts in organizing this vitual dialogue. Per your request, please find attached the 
slide presentations for Drs. Gao and Wang. I have not received any presentations from other participants. 

I am also sending you the updated list of the participants from the Chinese side for the 2nd session. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +864O68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
httq://encilish.cas.cn/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : Rusek, Benjamin 

: 2020-05-13 06:28:58 

ilk•WA : 
kka : 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 1gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 
'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 

: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Greetings Mr. Sun, 

‘lere is the Zoom link for the second session: 

Meeting Time: Thursday, May 14, 2020 9,:00 -11:00 AlV1113e_iiintime_)_ 
Meeting link: in HAMM liglingWaa 552.136 
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Meeting ID: 987 3032 2332 
Meeting Password:: 552.136 

l<ind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:02 AM 

To: 'Td\ ' <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' < ggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.accn>; 'liyin' <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>; 'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 
<tout' na@DcashcLaccn>
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Mr. Sun, 

Thank you again for setting up the dialogue session today with an outstanding group of Chinese experts. 
Would it be possible to get copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group? 

For the next session we might want to start discussing the questions right away, we can still use the existing 
agenda/list of questions. We prefer a discussion format but if during the next session members of the Chinese 
delegation have formal slide presentations, could you send the slides to us in advance so I can distribute them 
to the American group? 

Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants but we should try to move on quickly if a speaker's 
audio is not working. I will send you the new Zoom link tomorrow morning ET. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:40 PM 

To: 'Td\ ' <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <cigriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <oggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<Mleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gofeAm.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cDcashq.ac.cn>; tongting@cashq.ac.cn 
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings Mr. Sun, 
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Thank you for the updated Chinese participant list. I have attached an updated (reordered) American version. 

We thought that at the beginning of the call, since both sides have these lists, we could ask that the Chinese and the 
American very briefly introduce themselves in the order that they appear on the participant lists. There will be many 
people on the call so it can get a bit chaotic if everyone is trying to talk at once. 

Here is the Zoom link again with the password and meeting ID 
May 12, 9:00 AM (Beijing time) meeting Link: 
1 ! i 

552.136 i i II TIMOI ,,,I,illM, NW All :A P 

(Password i 552.136 iMeeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should not need it, it's in the link) 

FYI In case 'he-- a problem with Zoom and wPied to abandon th a11 and reconvene by phr 
al' • ,ce ,.d11 in line ,./ith a cc. if c 

. nth -141861 and China South ir .2223 

Aft 

we have set up an 
or th;7 
:ar 

ic„. dre: 

• . via a tc • free IJ.S. phone number. ,-,6d," this is just a uack up, and NAA.. .iould only act— ,his line if 
—we to ...,Jandon the Zoom call. 

will join the Zoom call one half hour before the meeting starts as we discussed. See you soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: E <sunhui@cashcLac.cn>

Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:44 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' ccigriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pqm@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright(a)nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-Jof@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cDcashcLac.cn>; tongtinfiRcashq.ac.c.n 
Subject: Re: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for sending us the Zoom link for the 1st session of the China-US vitural dialogue. Attached please 
find the updated list of the Chinese participants. Please note that some participants could only be available at 
one of the two sessions.We look forward to the dialogue tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

mo,i4n4 
anA:.. /iN " <sunhui cashq.ac.cn> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-10 20:30:03 (MitA H) 
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IIk41 A: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 
ty5X: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDUI" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof@im.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, "tonging@cashq.ac.cn" <tonging@cashq.ac.en> 

Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for agreeing to accommodating the change of schedule and sharing with us the information of 

American participants. FYI, please find attached the list of the Chinese participants. Please note that 

some participants may only be available for one of the sessions. I am still waiting for the confirmation 

of Dr. Chen Wang, who might only be available on the 14th. 

I don't see any problem of your using the feature of recording/transcription during the dialogue. We 

would be happy if you could share the notes with us. 

We will do the test of connection with the zoom link you sent to us. See you tomorrow morning online. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

momvit 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-09 05:53:57 (MitAA) 

"' /J " <sunhui@cashq.ac.en>

ty5X: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edul" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDUI" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof im.ac.en>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.en>, "tonging@cashq.ac.cn" <tongting@eashq.ac.en> 

RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

(3reetings Mr. Sun, 

hank you for your email. We are pleased to hear that your group will be able to participate for two sessions. 

With regards to the exact timing, let's move the second session back 24 hours as you suggest. We can keep the first 
session scheduled for 9-ham on May 12 (Beijing time) and then reschedule the second session for 9-11 am on May 
14 (Beijing Time). 

Thank you for agreeing to conduct the call in English. One question: Zoom has a bunt in recording/transcription 
feature, does your group mind if we use this feature during the sessions? As noted in the letter "Information and 
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insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those 
government officials and researchers who need the information, .but remarks and discussion comments would not be 
attributed without permission of the speaker," The transcript would only be used for internal notes and we would be 
happy to share it with you, 

would be happy to test the connection with you at 9:00 AM on Monday, May 11 Beijing time (9:00 PM on Sunday, 
May 10 in Washington, DC). I will send you a Zoom link/meeting invitation for that test call after this email 

have attached the list of American participants for your information, we look forward to seeing the list of Chinese 
participants. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S, National Academy of Sciences 
L-202-334-3975 

From: E <sunhui@cashcLac.cn>

Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 8:58 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <cjigiffi6PihmLedu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pizggy,@, hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<Olildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright.Pnas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gof@)im.accn>; liyin <liyin(a)caslicLac.cn>; tongting@cashq.acen 
Subject: Re: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

I am writing to follow up on the virtual dialogue meeting next week on behalf of Dr. George Gao. The topical agenda sent by Dr. 
Griffin to Dr. Gao looks fine to us. 

With regard to the timing of the dialogue, we could have two 2-hour sessions as you suggested. However, Dr. Gao has some other 
emergent commitment on May 13, so we would like to suggest the dialogues be rescheduled to 9-11am on May 11 and 12, or 9-
1 lam on May 12 and 14, or 9-11am on May 12 and 15 (all Beijing Time). Please let us know which time slot you would prefer. We 
are sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

The dialogue could be in English, and we could use the zoom videoconference. We will test it 24 hours in advance following your 
guidance. 

FYI, we have sent invitations to potential speakers on our side, hopefully we could finalize the list of speakers very soon. We will 
have no more than 13 speakers on each side as you suggested. Please share with us the name and title of participants from the US 
side when it becomes available, and we will do the same. 

Best wishes, 

SUN Hui(Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
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momvit 
anA:NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

a Ell[Q:2020-05-01 21:42:08 (MIME) 

A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.en> 
P.M: "McNutt, Marcia K." <MiMcNutt@nas.edu>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>,
"dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6gihmi.edu>, Theggy@hbfam.nef" <peggye@hbfam.net>, JohnHildebrand 
111i I d obr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBorightgrias.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu>, "Ijwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwleduc@ITTMB.EDU>, "'jh-cao@cashq.ac.ce <jh-
caogeasbq.ac.cn>, "elbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, mgaof@im.ac.cni" <gaof  liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Colleagues: 

Please find the attached ietter from Drs. McNutt and Dzau„ 

Best regards, 

An

Anna Bashkirova 
Assistant to the President 
National Academy of Sciences 
Office: 2101 Constitution Ave NW Washington, DC 20418 
Mailing address: 500 5th St NW, NAS 215 Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 334-2635 abashkirova@nas.edu www.nasonline.org 

From: sunhuiRcashq,pc.cn <sunhuiRcashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. < McNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauPnas.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<figriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <ihildebr@emaiLarizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBoright@Mas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleducHOUTMB.EDU>; 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <Th-cao@cashcbac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gof@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cpcashq,ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 
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Tel: +8640-68597282 

F.;unhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://enolish.cas.cri/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffki.X : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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From: Diane Griffin [dgriffi6@jhmi.edu] 
Sent: 5/20/2020 4:26:27 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net' [peggy@hbfam.netl; LeDuc, James W. 

Owleduc@UTMB.EDUL Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) [davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
CC: Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran [FSharples@nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine 

[KBowman@nas.edul; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Subject: Re: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 
Attachments: Immunity topics for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue fs brDEG.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

good list - my edits 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 6:23 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU1
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmailcom> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

Greetings, 

Fran pulled together a list of possible discussion questions for the next call. It is attached for your review and comment. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 8:18 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; '-i/J4' <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Cc: 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDIP <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Looks good 
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Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 12:56 AM 
To: 'PM' <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDUI 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Sun Hui, 

Thank you for your note consulting us regarding the draft press release proposal. Dr. McNutt and Dr. Dzau proposed in 
their letter dated April 22 that we not include government officials or members of the press: "Information and insights 
from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those government 
officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the meeting, but remarks and discussion 
comments would not be attributed without permission of the speaker." This practice continues the approach that we 
have taken over several years. 

Since we are just at the start of valuable dialogue sessions between Chinese and American experts designed to learn 
about and improve efforts to mitigate the impact of COVID-19, efforts that we hope will continue, we consider it best 
not to issue a press release at the present time. If there is a reason why you think we really should inform news media 
now, please tell us and we can discuss this matter further. 

As stated in the last Zoom meeting, NAS and NAM hope that CAS will be able to assemble a group of experts so that we 
can hold a third smaller Zoom meeting on the morning of May 27 (9:00-11:00 AM Beijing time). The American group 
proposes having a detailed exchange about what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship 
between previous infection, antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma, preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. We plan to send you a more detailed list of questions about these topics very soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: ?/.14Ery <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:06 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edul <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; speggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU1
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<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the draft of news report about the virtual dialogue. If you agree, we are going to post it on 
the CAS English website, and push the link to the news through the CAS Linkedin account, as well 

We quote the remarks by Drs. Griffin and Fineberg in the news report. Please help check if it is fine with your 
side. Thank you very much in advance. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

 MtlikEif 4 
1A :"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>

MARIA:2020-05-15 08:34:46 (RIME) 

ISE#A: wsunhui@cashq.ac.ce <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
OA: mdgriffi6@jhmi.edum <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, mpeggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>,
mjwleduc@UTMB.EDLY" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

VA: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Hui, 

Thanks for the ppt. We have put the Zoom produced audio recordings of the two meetings here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x8ii8kj86ykmb30/AABREPedljj1U5iz 03777-Xa'?d1=0 

•-i 
Access is password protected [pw is 552.136 : 

As I noted Zoom also auto generates and produces a transcript (from the recorded audio file) but it's not very good. We 
are editing it a bit and will send those Word files to you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 5:10 AM 
To: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU1
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
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Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the presentation of Dr. Guiqiang Wang during the 1st session. I am sorry for sending 
you the wrong document yesterday. 

Would you please share with us your notes by recording? Thank you. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

2020..05..14 

SUN Hui (Mr.) 
Director' 
Division of American and Oceanian 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
52 Saniihe Rd, Beijing, China 100864 
Tel: +86-10-68597282 
Fax: +86-10-685110e.)5 
Er sunhui@casha.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
httb://international-talent.cas.cn 

&4).: sunhui@casha.ac.cn 

&MA: 2020-05-13 17:09:41 
ft A : Rusek, Benjamin 

: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 
'tongting@cashq.ac.cn'; ION 

: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Dear Ben, 

Thank you for efforts in organizing this vitual dialogue. Per your request, please find attached the 
slide presentations for Drs. Gao and Wang. I have not received any presentations from other participants. 

I am also sending you the updated list of the participants from the Chinese side for the 2nd session. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

SUN Hui (Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 

Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
52 Saniihe Rd. Beijing, China 100864 
Tel: +86-10-68597282 
1-ax, 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
htta://english.cas.cn/ 
httb://international-talent.cas.cn 
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&nA: Rusek, Benjamin 

&31H119 : 2020-05-13 06:28:58 

: 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edur; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; Tjwleduc@UTMB.EDUT; Tgaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 

'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 
tin : RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Greetings Mr. Sun, 

Here is the Zoom link for the second session: 

Meeting Time: Thursday, May 14, 2020 9:00 -11:00 AMABeij.ingAimet_ 
Meeting link: hups://nasem.zooin.us/j/98730322332?pwd1 

L._ 
Meeting ID: 987 3032 2332 
Meeting Password i 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:02 AM 

To: 'Mir <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; 'liyin' <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>; itongting@cashq.ac.cni 
<tongting@cashq.ac.cn>
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Mr. Sun, 

Thank you again for setting up the dialogue session today with an outstanding group of Chinese experts. 
Would it be possible to get copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group? 

For the next session we might want to start discussing the questions right away, we can still use the existing 
agenda/list of questions. We prefer a discussion format but if during the next session members of the Chinese 
delegation have formal slide presentations, could you send the slides to us in advance so I can distribute them 
to the American group? 

Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants but we should try to move on quickly if a speaker's 
audio is not working. I will send you the new Zoom link tomorrow morning ET. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:40 PM 

To: 'Aqtr <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>; tongting@cashq.ac.cn 
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings Mr. Sun, 

Thank you for the updated Chinese participant list. I have attached an updated (reordered) American version. 

We thought that at the beginning of the call, since both sides have these lists, we could ask that the Chinese and the 
American very briefly introduce themselves in the order that they appear on the participant lists. There will be many 
people on the call so it can get a bit chaotic if everyone is trying to talk at once. 

Here is the Zoom link again with the password and meeting ID 
May 12, 9:00 AM (Beijing time) meeting Link: , 
https://nas_e_T z_ggrn ,usji/94861525373?pwd 552.136 - 
(Password 552.136 I Meeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should not need it, it's in the link) 

FYI In case there is a problem with Zoom and we need to abandon the call and reconvene by phone, we have set up an 
alternative conference call in line (with a company called Conference America). The call in numbers for that service are: 
China North 108007141861 and China South 108001401891 (and then enter 12223052#), the American participants 
have access to this via a toll free U.S. phone number. Again this is just a back up, and we would only activate this line if 
we decide to abandon the Zoom call. 

I will join the Zoom call one half hour before the meeting starts as we discussed. See you soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: WIN <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:44 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>; tongting@cashq.ac.cn 
Subject: Re: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 
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Thank you for sending us the Zoom link for the 1st session of the China-US vitural dialogue. Attached please 
find the updated list of the Chinese participants. Please note that some participants could only be available at 
one of the two sessions.We look forward to the dialogue tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

 mo3443m 
<sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

• A:2020-05-10 20:30:03 (2)111 19 ) 
"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>

• mdgriffi6@jhmi.edum <dgriffi6ghmi.edu>, mpeggy®hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
wjwleduc®UTMB.EDUm <iwleducUTMB.EDU>, mgaof@im.ac.ce <gaof@im.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, "tongting@cashq.ac.cn" <tongting@cashq.ac.cn>

• Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for agreeing to accommodating the change of schedule and sharing with us the information of 
American participants. FYI, please find attached the list of the Chinese participants. Please note that 
some participants may only be available for one of the sessions. I am still waiting for the confirmation 
of Dr. Chen Wang, who might only be available on the 14th. 

I don't see any problem of your using the feature of recording/transcription during the dialogue. We would 
be happy if you could share the notes with us. 

We will do the test of connection with the zoom link you sent to us. See you tomorrow morning online. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

 RP81191311  

A: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>

&j.. fq:2020-05-09 05:53:57 (EN1 

i&1 1"M" <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Oa: mdgriffi6@jhmi.edum <dgriff16@jhmi.edu>, mpeggy®hbfam.ner <peggya,hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <jhildebr®email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
mjwleduc@UTMB.EDUm <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, mgaof®im.ac.cn" <gaof@im.ac.cn>,liyin
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<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, "tongting@cashq.ac.cn" <tongting@cashq.ac.cn>

I1E: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings Mr. Sun, 

Thank you for your email. We are pleased to hear that your group will be able to participate for two sessions. 

With regards to the exact timing, let's move the second session back 24 hours as you suggest. We can keep the first 
session scheduled for 9-11am on May 12 (Beijing time) and then reschedule the second session for 9-11 am on May 
14 (Beijing Time). 

Thank you for agreeing to conduct the call in English. One question: Zoom has a built in recording/transcription 
feature, does your group mind if we use this feature during the sessions? As noted in the letter "Information and 
insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those 
government officials and researchers who need the information...but remarks and discussion comments would not be 
attributed without permission of the speaker." The transcript would only be used for internal notes and we would be 
happy to share it with you. 

I would be happy to test the connection with you at 9:00 AM on Monday, May 11 Beijing time (9:00 PM on Sunday, 
May 10 in Washington, DC). I will send you a Zoom link/meeting invitation for that test call after this email. 

I have attached the list of American participants for your information, we look forward to seeing the list of Chinese 
participants. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: 7/.1%1N <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 8:58 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@emaiLarizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDUI <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>; tongting@cashq.ac.cn 
Subject: Re: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

I am writing to follow up on the virtual dialogue meeting next week on behalf of Dr. George Gao. The topical agenda sent by Dr. 
Griffin to Dr. Gao looks fine to us. 

With regard to the timing of the dialogue, we could have two 2-hour sessions as you suggested. However, Dr. Gao has some other 
emergent commitment on May 13, so we would like to suggest the dialogues be rescheduled to 9-11am on May 11 and 12, or 9-
11 am on May 12 and 14, or 9-11am on May 12 and 15 (all Beijing Time). Please let us know which time slot you would prefer. We 
are sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

The dialogue could be in English, and we could use the zoom videoconference. We will test it 24 hours in advance following your 
guidance. 
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FYI, we have sent invitations to potential speakers on our side, hopefully we could finalize the list of speakers very soon. We will 
have no more than 13 speakers on each side as you suggested. Please share with us the name and title of participants from the US 
side when it becomes available, and we will do the same. 

Best wishes, 

SUN Hui(Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

mitte4 
vnx:NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

MNIA:2020-05-01 21:42:08 (RIME) 
msunhui@cashq.ac.ce <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Oa: "McNutt, Marcia K." <MMcNutt@nas.edu>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>,
mdgriffi6@jhmi.edum <dg,riffi6(e6hmi.edu>, mpeggy@hbfam.ner <peggyahbfam.net>, JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu>, mjwleduc@UTMB.EDIY" <iwleduc(&,UTMB.EDU>, mjh-cao@cashq.ac.ce jj 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>, mclbai@cas.ce <clbai@cas.cn>, mgaof@im.ac.cre" <gaofaim.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

VI: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Colieagues: 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt and Dzau. 

Best regards, 

Anna 

Anna Bashkirova 
Assistant to the President 
National Academy of Sciences 
Office: 2101 Constitution Ave NW I Washington, DC 20418 
Mailing address: 500 5th St NW, NAS 215 I Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 334-2635 I abashkirova@nas.edu I www.nasonline.org 

From: sunhui@cashd.ac.cn <sunhui@cashd.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; idgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
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<deriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peeey@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <ihildebr@emailarizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBorieht@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; ijwleduc@UTMB.EDIr 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ih-cao@cashq.ac.cni <jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin@cashcLac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

Tel:+86-10-68597282 

sunhui@casha.ac.cn 
httg://enalish.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

VitA: NASPresident 

VIN-41g1 : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
JIJE4A: ih-cao@cashq.ac.cni; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'sgaof@im.ac.cni; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
Oa : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; loileduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IN : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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r d U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship betw een previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection 

o How is immune response being measuredi-via-bincling-aseays-ef-via-neutralizetioff 
test&? 

o Was there standardization of testing tools? 
• What can be said about the characterization of the 

o humoral immune response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies ii 
the-tFeatment-ef-for COVID-19 patients and for prevention of furtheFepread-of 
diseaseinfection? 

c Is the use of immune plasma effective? • -- I Formatted 

0o Ilave there been any complications? 
• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 

prevention? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, de-patiente-have-kanattuityvvhat types of antiviral immune responses are 

present? 
• 14ew-proteetive-i.s-this-immunity, Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and is-there-eNiclenee-fer 

thelongevity pefsietenee-of protective  immunity? 
• Did recovery from SARS provide protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern a-preventingwith respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 3:54 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin';'peggy@hbfam.net';LeDuc, James W.;'Daye Franz 

(dayidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah;Sharples, Fran;Bowman, Katherine;Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI Linda Saif volunteered to participate in the immunity dialogue session so I sent her the list of questions for review 
but who else should we approach about participating? I can simply ask the entire group again, or reach out to individuals 
(I think we may want this one to be a bit smaller though). 

Also please do review and send edits to the list of questions as soon as you can. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 6:23 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Topic list for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Fran pulled together a list of possible discussion questions for the next call. It is attached for your review and comment. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <figriffi6(Folhmi.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 8:18 AM 

1 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'PJr <sunhui(Ercashq,ac.cn>
Cc: 'peggy@hbfam.net' <po.ggye)hbfam.neL>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <Iwleduc@LITIMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Looks good 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

cig_r @lhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 12:56 AM 
To: 'Pi\ <sunhutecashq.ac.cn>
Cc: Diane Griffin <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<lwleduc.@LITMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Sun Hui, 

Thank you for your note consulting us regarding the draft press release proposal. Dr. McNutt and Dr. Dzau proposed in 
their letter dated April 22 that we not include government officials or members of the press: "Information and insights 
from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those government 
officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the meeting, but remarks and discussion 
comments would not be attributed without permission of the speaker." This practice continues the approach that we 
have taken over several years. 

Since we are just at the start of valuable dialogue sessions between Chinese and American experts designed to learn 
about and improve efforts to mitigate the impact of COVID-19, efforts that we hope will continue, we consider it best 
not to issue a press release at the present time. If there is a reason why you think we really should inform news media 
now, please tell us and we can discuss this matter further. 

As stated in the last Zoom meeting, NAS and NAM hope that CAS will be able to assemble a group of experts so that we 
can hold a third smaller Zoom meeting on the morning of May 27 (9:00-11:00 AM Beijing time). The American group 
proposes having a detailed exchange about what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship 
between previous infection, antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma, preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. We plan to send you a more detailed list of questions about these topics very soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

2 
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From: Tii\iN <sunhui@cashcLacch>

Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:06 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(a)nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<blvieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the draft of news report about the virtual dialogue. If you agree, we are going to post it on 
the CAS English website, and push the link to the news through the CAS Linkedin account. as well 

We quote the remarks by Drs. Griffin and Fineberg in the news report. Please help check if it is fine with your 
side. Thank you very much in advance. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

 mo,,4Ect 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-15 08:34:46 (EME) 
IIk41 A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.cn> 
tyitX: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.net" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
"jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" lwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

RE: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Hui, 

Thanks for the ppt. We have put the Zoom produced audio recordings of the two meetings here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x8ii8kj86y1(mb30/AABREPedljj1U5iz 03777-Xa?d1=0 

i'kccess is password protected [pw iE 
L. 

552.136 
As I noted Zoom also auto generates and produces a transcript (from the recorded audio file) but it's not very good. We 
are editing it a bit and will send those Word files to you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuiRcashcLaccn <sunhuiRcashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 5:10 AM 
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To: sunhuiRcashcLac.cn; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<Nvieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Ben, 

Attached please find the presentation of Dr. Guiqiang Wang during the 1st session. I am sorry for sending 
you the wrong document yesterday. 

Would you please share with us your notes by recording? Thank you. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

Tel : +864O68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://erKilish.cas.cn/ 
httg://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 

: 2020-05-13 17:09:41 
ilk•WA: Rusek, Benjamin 
kka : 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 

'tongting@cashq.ac.cn'; T/Hif 

: Re: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Dear Ben, 

Thank you for efforts in organizing this vitual dialogue. Per your request, please find attached the 
slide presentations for Drs. Gao and Wang. I have not received any presentations from other participants. 

I am also sending you the updated list of the participants from the Chinese side for the 2nd session. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

4 
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1 Tel:+86-10-6 37282 

sunhui ,'L.'.:ashq.ac.cn 
htto://english.cas.c.b/ 
http://internationakalent.cas.cn 

&nA : Rusek, Benjamin 

: 2020-05-13 06:28:58 

ilk•WA :
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 1gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'liyin'; 

'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 
IRE : RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Greetings Mr. Sun, 

ilere is the Zoom link for the second session: 

Meeting Time: Thursday, May 14, 2020 9:00 -11:00 AM Beijing time)._ ,„1111 sii i Meeting link: I L L 552.136 i i 
Meeting ID: 987 3032 2332 
Meeting Password i 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 12:02 AM 

To: 'Td\ ' <sunhui@cashcbac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' < ggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwieduc.@LJTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cni <gaof@im.ac.cn>; <livin@cashu.ac.cn>; 'tongting@cashq.ac.cn' 
<tongtingt)cashcLac.cn>
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Hi Mr. Sun, 

Thank you again for setting up the dialogue session today with an outstanding group of Chinese experts. 
Would it be possible to get copies of the PPT slides that were shared with the group? 

For the next session we might want to start discussing the questions right away, we can still use the existing 
agenda/list of questions. We prefer a discussion format but if during the next session members of the Chinese 
delegation have formal slide presentations, could you send the slides to us in advance so I can distribute them 
to the American group? 

5 
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Zoom seemed to work well for most of the participants but we should try to move on quickly if a speaker's 

audio is not working. I will send you the new Zoom link tomorrow morning ET. 

Kind regards, 

3e n 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 6:40 PM 

To: 'Td\ ' <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <oggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<Mleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-,)of@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cDcashq.ac.cn>; tongting@cashq.ac.cn 
Subject: RE: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings Mr. Sun, 

Thank you for the updated Chinese participant list. I have attached an updated (reordered) American version. 

We thought that at the beginning of the call, since both sides have these lists, we could ask that the Chinese and the 
American very briefly introduce themselves in the order that they appear on the participant lists. There will be many 
)eople on the call so it can get a bit chaotic if everyone is trying to talk at once. 

Here is the Zoom link again with the password and meeting ID 
May 12, 9:00 AM (Beijing time) meeting Link:. -, 
111  , MN( 

-go 552.136 i i i 
(Password: 552.136 iMeeting ID: 948 6152 5373, but you should not need it, it's in the link) 

"'Ill In rqse thare ic.: a problem with Zoom and t ftn3 ''''''''. 1-o abandon the' call and reconvene by phone, we ha‘Fr.• - t up an 
n lin . a cot . ,nfe, . • • • • ri 3), . ,.• L.. . ''' IT . ars for ,f .,.e are: 

th la... ,1 and :h •.: .r. 12223C.: suican • • • nts 
• ..SS t H . • '2 US. p ne number, Again this is just a iidck up, and vv 4,...„„ik, only activa .L., ' his line if 

.wc. cide to abai idon the.: Zoom call, 

I will join the Zoom call one half hour before the meeting starts as we discussed. See you soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: <sunhui@cashq,ac,cn>

Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 7:44 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(Pnas.edu>
Cc: 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
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<jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-,)ofe)im.accn>; liyin <liyin(cDcaslicLac.cn>; tongtingfeDcaslici.ac.cn 
Subject: Re: Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for sending us the Zoom link for the 1st session of the China-US vitural dialogue. Attached please 
find the updated list of the Chinese participants. Please note that some participants could only be available at 
one of the two sessions.We look forward to the dialogue tomorrow morning. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

momvit 
an).:"/] \ " <sunhut cashq.ac.cn> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-10 20:30:03 (MitA El) 

IIk41 A: "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 
ty "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.nef" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof im.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, "tongting@cashq.ac.cn" <tongting@cashq.ac.cn> 

Re: RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 

Thank you for agreeing to accommodating the change of schedule and sharing with us the information of 

American participants. FYI, please find attached the list of the Chinese participants. Please note that 

some participants may only be available for one of the sessions. I am still waiting for the confirmation 

of Dr. Chen Wang, who might only be available on the 14th. 

I don't see any problem of your using the feature of recording/transcription during the dialogue. We would 

be happy if you could share the notes with us. 

We will do the test of connection with the zoom link you sent to us. See you tomorrow morning online. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 
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momvit 
anA:"Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek nas.edu> 

a Ell[q:2020-05-09 05:53:57 (MitAA) 

"' /J " <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>

tyitX: "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.net" <peggy@hbfam.net>,
JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>,
"'jwleduc@UTMB.EDIJI" <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof im.ac.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, "tongting@cashq.ac.cn" <tongting@cashq.ac.cn> 

RE: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Ciireetings Mr. Sun, 

hank you for your email. We are pleased to hear that your group will be able to participate for two sessions. 

With regards to the exact timing, let's move the second session back 24 hours as you suggest. We can keep the first 
session scheduled for 9-ham on May 12 (Beijing time) and then reschedule the second session for 9-11 am on May 
14 (Beijing Time). 

Thank you for agreeing to conduct the call in English. One question: Zoom has a built in recording/transcription 
feature, does your group mind if we use this feature during the sessions? As noted in the letter "Information and 
insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared with those 
government officials and researchers who need the information...but remarks and discussion comments would not be 
attributed without permission of the speaker." The transcript would only be used for internal notes and we would be 
happy to share it with you. 

I would be happy to test the connection with you at 9:00 AM on Monday, May 11 Beijing time (9:00 PM on Sunday, 
May 10 in Washington, DC). I will send you a Zoom link/meeting invitation for that test call after this email. 

I have attached the list of American participants for your information, we look forward to seeing the list of Chinese 
participants. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
L-202-334-3975 

From: Td\ft' <sunhui@cashcoc,c,n>

Sent: Friday, May 8, 2020 8:58 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' cdgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pemy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gof@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cDcashcLac.cn>; tongting@casho.ac.cri 
Subject: Re: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Mr. Rusek, 
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I am writing to follow up on the virtual dialogue meeting next week on behalf of Dr. George Gao. The topical agenda sent by Dr. 
Griffin to Dr. Gao looks fine to us. 

With regard to the timing of the dialogue, we could have two 2-hour sessions as you suggested. However, Dr. Gao has some other 
emergent commitment on May 13, so we would like to suggest the dialogues be rescheduled to 9-11am on May 11 and 12, or 9-
1 lam on May 12 and 14, or 9-11am on May 12 and 15 (all Beijing Time). Please let us know which time slot you would prefer. We 
are sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

The dialogue could be in English, and we could use the zoom videoconference. We will test it 24 hours in advance following your 
guidance. 

FYI, we have sent invitations to potential speakers on our side, hopefully we could finalize the list of speakers very soon. We will 
have no more than 13 speakers on each side as you suggested. Please share with us the name and title of participants from the US 
side when it becomes available, and we will do the same. 

Best wishes, 

SUN Hui(Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

momvit 
anA:NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

aMlIM:2020-05-01 21:42:08 (EME) 
A: "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui cashq.ac.cn> 

P.M: "McNutt, Marcia K." <MMcNutt@nas.edu>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>,
"dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhrni.edu>, Theggy@hbfam.net" <peggy @ej hbra.M . net>, JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoriv,ht@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRus.;ek@nas.edu>, lwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwleduc@ITTMB.EDU>, "'jh-cao@cashq.ac.ce <Jii-
cao@cashq.ac.cn>, "clbai@cas.ce <dbai@cas.cn>, mgaof@im.ac.ce <gaof im.ac.en>, liyin 
liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>

RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear Colleagues: 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt and Dzau„ 

Best regards, 

Anna 

Anna Bashkirova 
Assistant to the President 
National Academy of Sciences 
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Office: 2101 Constitution Ave NW I Washington, DC 20418 
Mailing address: 500 5' St NW, NAS 215 Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 334-2635 I abashkirova@nas.edu I www.nasonline.org 

From: sunhuiRcashcLac.cn <sunhuiPcasho.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <nasbresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. < McNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauPnos.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
qjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pei. aye)hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <ihildebr@emaiLarizona.edu>;
Boright, John <Thoright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU 
<iwleduc.CoLJTMB.EDU>; 'Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <ih-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<g,,-,)of@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cpcashcLac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://enolish.cas.cn/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 

ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
kkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 

IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:18 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek;Shi, Pei yong;Micah Lowenthal 
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I just read it as well. At my level of understanding, it looks like you did a nice technical job of digesting her ppt 
sets. I don't know where we, US, would have learned the details of her insights and understanding of the 
viruses and the ecology without those meetings. Individual scientists, possibly from EcoHlth etc, and, of course 
pubs, might have, but our meetings brought this to the NAS enterprise and thus the greater US science 
enterprise. Agree with Jim, Dave 

On Feb 27, 2020, at 10:04 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Ben, thanks so much for pulling this information together This is really a nice summary of Dr Shi's 
brilliant work and clearly demonstrates the value of the dialogue that we have hosted. Please do send 
forward to Peggy and Diane. We should discuss how best to use this information to everyone's 
advantage. Let me know how can help. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.eclu>
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 8:02 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<m owe nth n a s.eclu> 
Subject: Re: Memo on Zhengli Shi's contributions to our dialogue. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

No not requested, I briefed a group at state two weeks ago on NAS China bio dialogue and NAS 
efforts to get isolates to utmb (the letter) and noticed her extraordinary predictions while 
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reviewing memos and putting briefing material together. Thought it would be useful to 
highlight. 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 8:44 PM, David Franz <davidrilanz gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Ben and thanks, I will read tomorrow. Can you give us a little more 
background? Was this requested by someone or did you guys just think it would 
be good information to highlight our efforts over the years? dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 7:02 PM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusekQajnas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

We put together a memo detailing Zhengli Shi's contributions during our 
dialogue meetings related to COVID-19. Unfortunately her 
presentations now read as somewhat predictive. After you take a look 
will send to Diane and Peggy. 

No plans for distribution but we thought it would be useful to have this 
complied for sponsors and other interested government folks. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

<Zhengli Shi's presentations at the NASEM U.S. China dialogue 
clean draft vl.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, James W. U0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

Sent: 3/12/2020 9:35:26 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Diane Griffin' [dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'Peggy Hamburg' [peggy@hbfam.net] 
CC: Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu]; 'Dave Franz' [davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Subject: RE: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

Thanks Ben. The specific accomplishments that would be shared are an infectious clone of the new coronavirus and a 
reporter virus labeled with luciferase (or GFP) that allows rapid neutralization testing that could be applied to vaccine 
development or epidemiological studies. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 9:22 AM 
To: 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmailcom>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Jim's lab has developed some technology that would be very useful for studying the virus and combating the outbreak 
and Dr. Shi would like to use it. He is curious about the politics around sharing it. 

Do you have time to briefly talk on the phone early this afternoon? If so would 1 PM ET or 2 PM ET work for you? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

Ben - Thanks - good idea and nice summary! 

I just returned from the US-Japan CMSP Emerging Viral Diseases meeting in Bangkok - lots of masks and 
thermal screening and a few talks by Skype, but no real problems. Apparently, we were the only meeting that 
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wasn't cancelled, but considering the topic, we thought that it was important to carry on and added several 
talks on CoV19. 

The Thais seem to be handling it well so far and I'm back without infection or quarantine. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:22 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yang' <peshi@LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

When I was preparing to brief a group at State three weeks ago on the NASEM China bio dialogue and NASEM efforts to get isolates 
to UTMB (your letter) I noticed Dr. Zhengli Shi's extraordinary predictions re the ongoing COVID-19 epidemic. I thought it would be 
useful to highlight her contributions to the dialogue meetings so with Nicole Cervenka's help we pulled a memo together detailing 
what she said. 

No plans for distribution (and due to the political sensitivity of the ongoing epidemic it should probably not be distributed beyond 
NASEM) but we thought it would be useful to have for future reference. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 11/19/2019 4:23:40 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: WHO BSL-4/high containment network meeting - report 

land 
This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Thanks! I hadn't see this one. (lave 

On Nov 19, 2019, at 4:01 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jw1educ@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See note below from Kaz regarding the final report for his meeting and the link to the report. Attached is a copy as 
well. 

I spoke to Tom but he has not maintained an updated list and says that it's unchanged since the one he sent recently. 

Good luck with the new Commander. At least he's seeking input. 

Jim 

From: KOJIMA, Kazunobu <kojimak@who.int>
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 8:07 AM 
To: Eroqueiro@senasa.gob.ar; James.Watson@csiro.au; Schammasjuan@inta.gob.ar; cosivio@paho.org; Julian.Druc 
e@mh.org.au; Bradlev.Pickering@inspection.gc.ca; vitali.sintchenko@svdnev.edu.au; david.safronetz@canada.ca; Pri 
mal.Silva@inspection.gc.ca; mireilledosso@pasteurci; mireilledosso@vahoo.fr; buzhigao@caas.cn; m.kroca.mk@gm 
ail.com. liuiinxiong@caas.cn; drevinek@sujchbo.cz; yzm@wh.iov.cn; kiti@vet.dtu.dk; herve.raoul@inserm.fr; zhaoch 
@chinacdc.cn; c.uhlenhaut@oie.int; eickmann@staff.uni-
marburg.de; directorniv@gmail.com; martin.groschup@fli.bund.de; directornihsad@icar.gov.in; viiendra61@gmail.c 
om; guenther@bni.uni-
hamburg.de; antonino.dicaro@inmi.it; KurthA@rki.de; giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; kis.zoltan@oki.antsz.hu; mariarita. 
gismondo@unimi.it; palvi.bernadett@oki.antsz.hu;havasaka@nagasaki-
u.ac.jp; msaiio@niid.go.ip; snshchel@vector.nsc.ru; i-vasuda@nagasaki-
u.ac.jp; walsalelm@moh.gov.sa; douwe.kuperus@wurn1; Amadou.sall@pasteur.sn; januszp@nicd.ac.za; universe364 
@korea.kr; xavier.abad@irta.cat; haesunyun@korea.kr; asa.bjorndal@folkhalsomyndigheten.se;bryan.charleston@pi 
rbright.ac.uk; asa.rosenquist@folkhalsomyndigheten.se; michael.iohnson@pirbright.ac.uk; Pascal.Cherpillod@hcuge. 
ch; mslever@dstl.gov.uk; Huber.Michael@virologv.uzh.ch; allen.roberts@phe.gov.uk; Kathrin.Summermatter@ivi.ad 
min.ch. Wendy.Shell@apha.gsi.gov.uk; christine.bruce@phe.gov.uk; Matthew.Smith@nibsc.org; sina.bavari.civ@mai 

Elaine.Haddock@nih.gov; Eugene.Cole@fletc.dhs.gov; lisa.henslev@nih.gov; rbcorlev@bu.edu; ihilliard@gsu.e 
du. rdavev@txbiomed.or_g; LeDuc, James W. 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Joseph.Fitch@nbacc.dhs.gov; charles.e.lewis@aphis.usda.gov; vao9@cdc.gov; se thoe su v 
un@moh.gov.sg; relus kek@moh.gov.sg; Gary.Lum@health.gov.au; thomas.binz@bag.admin.ch; Yann.Meslier@ans 
m.sante.fr. Keith.Stephenson@hse.gov.uk; isogai-
tatsuhiro@mhlw.go.jp; mhq2@cdc.gov; marvlouise.graham@canada.ca; Joseph O'Keefe (Joseph) 
<Joseph.O'Keefe@mpi.goyt.nz>
Cc: Kasloff, Samantha (PHAC/ASPC) <samantha.kasloff@canada.ca>; Matthew Huante (mthte1@aol.com) 
<mthte1@aol.com>; Huante, Matthew B. <mbhuante@UTMB.EDU>; COGNAT, Sebastien Bruno Francois 
<cognats@who.int>; ZI NSKY, Rica <zinskyr@who.int>; STEVENS, Lisa <stevensl@who.int>
Subject: RE: WHO BSL-4/high containment network meeting - report 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear colleagues, 

It's been a while since my last communication to you all but I hope this e-mail finds you well. With administrative 
constraint and unexpected requirements for technical editing, it took considerable longer than I expected to fully 
finalise and then upload the meeting report. Kindly accept my sincere apologies for this inconvenience. Many thanks 
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should be directed Dr Kasloff of the Canadian Science Centre for Human and Animal Health in Winnipeg, who kindly 
volunteered as the rapporteur as you may recall. I'm anyway very glad to share with you the link below: 
https://www.who.int/ihr/publications/WHO-WHE-CPI-2018.40/en/ 

It would be great if we could revitalise the communication, or a sort of networking, in this opportunity. I've been in 
talks with some of you to identify the needs and how best WHO could meet with your expectations. One idea was to 
facilitate information sharing among the closed community with eligible professionals, e.g. training opportunities and 
documents/standards. Admittedly we can offer support only to the extent our available resources permit, any 
suggestions will be most welcome and indispensable for the programme to be shaped better. 

Making the most of this opportunity, I'd like to update you a bit about WHO biosafety/laboratory biosecurity related 
activities. Some of you may be aware, we are now in the final stretch to revise the WHO Laboratory Biosafety Manual 
(LBM). With the release of its 4 ' edition hopefully by the end of this year, we'd like to promote evidence- and risk-
based approach in biosafety built upon the foundation of local risk assessment. Your leading expertise in this area 
and further collaboration will be much appreciated, not only for your own facility but also for others in the country 
and beyond where appropriate. 

In addition to LBM4, we are also about to finalise the WHO guidance document for biosafety and biosecurity 
regulatory framework that I hope will be of help for countries without effective oversight mechanisms in place. 

Lastly, the following video clips were uploaded to the WHO YouTube site late last week. This series of video footage is 
to promote proper usage of BSCs, which is no doubt the most critical biocontainment apparatus. Knowing some 
requests of the participants of the WHO's basic biosafety Training-of-Trainer course in Africa last year, we decided to 
develop visual aids suitable to facilitate training. Another series for Good Microbiological Practices & Procedures 
(GMPP) is being finalised and should also be available soon...so stay tuned! Although the content was developed 
bearing in mind the resource-limited settings, please feel free to share the links with anybody who may be interested 
in. 

Biological safety cabinet (BSC) 1: Introduction 
Biological safety cabinets (BSCs) are primary containment devices designed to protect laboratory workers and the surrounc 
expos... 

Biological safety cabi 
Preparatory steps 
Prior to working with infectioi 
a few important steps to take 
done safely and the cabinet is 

Biological safety cabi 
practices for safe us2 
It is always important to folla 
BSC to help maintain adequai 
leading to prevention of expc 
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Biological safety cabinet (BSC) 4: Incident management 
In the event of an emergency or cabinet malfunction, operators must be prepared to quickly react in a safe and secure mat 
impor... 

Thank you and regards, 
Kaz 

From: KOJIMA, Kazunobu 
Sent: 15 June 2018 13:04 
To: Eroqueiro@senasa.gob.ar; James.Watson@csiro.au; Schammasjuan@inta.gob.ar; cosivio@paho.org;Julian.Druc 
e@mh.org.au; Bradley.Pickering@inspection.gc.ca;vitali.sintchenko@svdnev.edu.au; david.safronetz@canada.ca; Pri 
mal.Silva@inspection.gc.ca; mireilledosso@pasteurci; mireilledosso@vahoo.fr; buzhigao@caas.cn; m.kroca.mk@gm 
ail.corn• lianxiong@caas.cn; drevinek@suichbo.cz; vzm@whiov.cn; kiti@vet.dtu.dk; herve.raoul@inserm.fr; zhaoch 
@chinacdc.cn; c.uhlenhaut@oie.int; eickmann@staff.uni-
marburg.de; directorniv@gmail.com; martin.groschup@fli.bund.de; directornihsad@icargov.in; viiendra61@gmail.c 
om; guenther@bni.uni-
hamburg.de; antonino.dicaro@inmi.it; KurthA@rki.de; giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; kis.zoltan@oki.antsz.hu; mariarita. 
gismondo@unimi.it; palvi.bernadett@oki.antsz.hu; hayasaka@nagasaki-
u.ac.ip; msaiio@niid.go.ip; snshchel@vectornsc.ru; kyasuda@nagasaki-
u.ac.ip; walsalelm@moh.gov.sa; douwe.kuperus@wurn1; Amadou.sall@pasteur.sn; ianuszp@nicd.ac.za; universe364 
@korea.kr; xavierabad@irta.cat; haesunvun@korea.kr; asa.biorndal@folkhalsomvndigheten.se; brvan.charleston@p 
irbright.ac.uk; asa.rosenquist@folkhalsomyndigheten.se; michael.iohnson@pirbright.ac.uk; Pascal.Cherpillod@hcuge 
.ch• mslever@dstl.gov.uk;Huber.Michael@virology.uzh.ch; allen.roberts@phe.gov.uk; Kathrin.Summermatter@ivi.ad 
min.ch• Wendy.Shell@apha.gsi.gov.uk; christine.bruce@phe.gov.uk;Matthew.Smith@nibsc.org; sina.bavari.civ@mail 
.miI• Elaine.Haddock@nih.gov; Eugene.Cole@fletc.dhs.gov; lisa.henslev@nih.gov; rbcorley@bu.edu; ihilliard@gsu.ed 
u• rdavey@txbiomed.org; jwleduc@utmb.edu; Joseph.Fitch@nbacc.dhs.gov; charles.e.lewis@aphis.usda.gov; vao9@ 
cdc.gov; se thoe su yun@moh.gov.sg; relus kek@moh.gov.sg; Gary.Lum@health.gov.au; thomas.binz@ba.g.admin. 
ch; Yann.Meslier@ansm.sante.fr; Keith.Stephenson@hse.gov.uk; isogai-
tatsuhiro@mhlw.go.ip; mhq2@cdc.gov; marylouise.graham@canada.ca; Joseph O'Keefe (Joseph) 
<Joseph.O'Keefe@mpi.govt.nz>
Cc: Samantha.Kasloff@inspection.gc.ca; HUANTE, Matthew Benjamin <huantem@who.int›; COGNAT, Sebastien 
Bruno Francois <cognats@who.int>
Subject: WHO BSL-4/high containment network meeting - report 

Dear colleagues, 

It's been a while since the meeting last December but I hope this e-mail finds you all well. 

Thanks to the efforts of our rapporteur, Dr Kasloff, a comprehensive meeting report was drafted earlier and now 
being finalized. In the light of the inherent sensitivity of our common subject, I thought it would be worth circulating 
the final draft to you all exceptionally for potential security redaction. 

I would greatly appreciate your timely perusal of the portion that relates to you. I have taken the liberty of setting the 
turnaround time for just one week, given that it would take only some 5 minutes or so for you to have a look at the 
relevant paragraph. Please note that the intent is security redaction. I would therefore appreciate your 
comment only when you have serious concerns related to security or factual errors by next Friday, 22 June. Unless I 
hear from you by then, I assume that the silence procedure has not been broken and move forward for the release of 
this report to the WHO website. 

If in case, you wish to request a modification, please send back your comment only to me/WHO secretariat, but 
refrain from "Reply All", so as to avoid unnecessary e-mail traffic. 

I have been in serious consideration of preserving the momentum and major recommendations created by this 
meeting in collaboration with some of you. I would greatly and genuinely appreciate any comment, suggestion or 
request anytime so that we can meet your needs better. 
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I now wish you all a relaxing week-end. 

Warm regards, 
Kaz 

Kazunobu Kojima, MD, PhD 
Scientist 
Country Health Emergency Preparedness & IHR (CPI) 
World Health Organization 
20 avenue Appia, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 
Tel : +41 22 791 35 07 
Fax: +41 22 791 13 88 
GPN: 13507 
E-mail : koiimak@who.int 

<WHO-Biocontainment labs mtg-20 1 8 .40-eng.pdf 
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To: [yzm@wh.iov.cri] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 10/2/2019 8:46:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear Zhiming, 

Perfect, thanks very much. Dave shared the link to the journal and I saw the paper, which looked fine. Glad to see that 
it is out. 

Good news on the meeting. I look forward to learning about any progress. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: xujianguo©icdc.cn[xujianguo@icdc.cn]; yzm@whiov.cn[yzm©whiov.cn]; buzhigao@caas.cn[buzhigao@caas.cn]; 
caowc©nic.bmi.ac.cn[caowc@nic.bmi.ac.cn]; antonino.dicaro@inmi.it[antonino.dicaro@inmi.it]; 
davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; martin.groschup@fli.de[martin.groschup@fli.del; 
guodeyin©mail.sysu.edu.cn[guodeyin©mail.sysu.edu.cn]; kuhnjens@mail.nih.gov[kuhnjens@mail.nih.gov]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; lizhenjun©icdc.cn[lizhenjun@icdc.cn]; liuwj©im.ac.cn[liuwj@im.ac.cn]; 
13693506666©163.com[13693506666©163.com]; Bradley.Pickering©inspection.gc.ca[Bradley.Pickering@inspection.gc.ca]; 
qinchuan@pumc.edu.cn[qinchuan@pumc.edu.cn]; dqu@shmu.edu.cn[dqu©shmu.edu.cn]; 
hervesaoul©inserm.fr[hervesaoul@inserm.fr]; msaijo©niid.go.jp[msaijo@niid.go.jp]; 
Se_Thoe_Su_Yun@moh.gov.sg[Se_Thoe_Su_Yun@moh.gov.sg]; dlsong@wh.iov.cn[dIsong@wh.iov.cn]; 
kathrin.summermatter©ivi.admin.ch[kathrin.summermatter@ivi.admin.ch]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-
nus.edu.sg]; wangjw28©163.com[wangjw28©163.com]; ruifuyang©gmail.com[ruifuyang©gmail.com]; 
13801034560©163.com[13801034560©163.com]; wwzhang8@tju.edu.cn[wwzhang8@tju.edu.cn] 
From: Wei Yan [wei.yan©keaipublishing.com] 
Sent: Wed 4/10/2019 10:56:55 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: JOBB has been accepted into DOAJ 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Dear Professor Xu, 
Dear Professor Yuan, 
Dear Editorial Board Members, 

I am delighted to inform you that our journal JOBB has now been accepted into Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ). It is 
advantageous for our journal's metadata to be uploaded to DOAJ as this will increase the visibility, impact, distribution and usage of 
its content. 

DOAJ is a community-curated list of open access journals and aims to be the starting point for all information searches for quality, 
peer reviewed open access material. For more information, please see https://www.doai.orgiabout.

Thank you for all you continued help and support. 

Kind regards, 
Wei 

Wei Van 
Publisher, Life Sciences 
KeAi Publishing, www.keaipublishing.com 
16 Donghuangchenggen North Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100717, Chine 
Email: wei.yan@keaipublishing.com 
Tel. +86 10 6401 1830 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Bente, Dennis Ajdabente©UTMB.EDU]; 
yzm@wh.iov.cn[yzm@wh.iov.cn]; hanxia@wh.iov.cn[hanxia@wh.iov.cn] 
From: Shan, Chao[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3306114A447E496CB9EBA019AE29AE6E-SHAN, CHAO] 
Sent: Fri 5/3/2019 8:36:45 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Wuhan CCHFV application 

Hi Dr. LeDuc, 

Many thanks for your comments. I modified the proposal based on your comments. 

Best, 

Chao 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, May 3, 2019 1:56:10 PM 
To: Shan, Chao; Shi, Pei yong; Bente, Dennis A.; yzm@wh.iov.cn; hanxia@wh.iov.cn 
Subject: RE: Wuhan CCHFV application 

Please see attached with some minor edits and questions in track change. Very nicely done! Good luck to us all! 

Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Shan, Chao <chshan@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2019 11:05 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>; 
yzm@wh.iov.cn; hanxia@wh.iov.cn 
Subject: Wuhan CCHFV application 
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Dear All, 

Here is the application I wrote with help from Han for Wuhan collaboration. Please take a look and let me know if 
anything needs to be changed. 

Thanks very much for all the supports from you. 

Best, 

Chao 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:22 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah; Dave Franz; LeDuc, James W.; Shi, Pei yang; Sharpies, Fran; 

Bowman, Katherine 
Subject: Fwd: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Attachments: Letter to CCDC CAS re virtual dialogue April 22 2020.pdf; ATT00001.htm 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu> 
Date: April 23, 2020 at 8:50:30 AM EDT 
To: "jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn" <jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn>, "clbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, "gaof@im.ac.cn" 
<gaof@im.ac.cn>, "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Cc: "McNutt, Marcia K." <MMcNutt@nas.edu>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>, "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfam.net" <peggy@hbfam.net>, JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu>, "jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Subject: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 

1 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES • ENGINEERING • MED 

April 22, 2020 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dr. Gao Fu 
Director-General 
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Dear Drs. Gao and Bai: 

NE 

Please accept our sympathies for the hardship and loss of life in China. We in the United States are now 
deep into our own suffering under the COV1D-19 pandemic. As China begins to recover and reopen, 
China now has extensive experience dealing with COV1D-19 and Chinese scientists have much to share 
as the rest of the world continues to battle the virus. We are writing to ask you, as leaders of the Chinese 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CCDC) and the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) to 
approve and designate Chinese scientists to participate in a virtual dialogue meeting (video 
teleconference) to discuss mitigating the impact of COV1D-19 and preventing future pandemics. 

As you know, over the past five years, we along with Dr. James Le Duc, Dr. David Franz, Dr. Pei-Yong 
Shi, and several other representatives of the U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine (NASEM) have worked with both of you and other Chinese scientists to organize a series of 
dialogue meetings on disease research; on combating emerging infections; on collaboration and data 
sharing; and on laboratory management. The dialogue meetings have been attended by leading scientists 
from NASEM, CAS, CCDC, the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, and the Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences. The meetings have enabled scientists from China and the United States to exchange 
research findings; share best practices in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory 
operations; reflect on lessons learned; and establish new collaborative partnerships in areas identified 
during the meetings. Our dialogue has focused on preparing for and mitigating the very situation we face 
with COV1D-19. 

Chinese scientists now have unique knowledge about responding to and mitigating COV1D-19, so are in 
a position to help the scientific community to better understand and combat the outbreak. We hope that 
a meeting between our scientists can address: (1) The biology of COV1D-19; (2) Managing COV1D-19 
in patients; (3) Limiting the spread of COV1D-19; (4) Drug and vaccine development; and (5) Preventing 
and managing future epidemics and pandemics. A list of more detailed questions related to these five 
topics is appended to the end of this letter. 
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NASEM is willing to facilitate and host a virtual dialogue discussion using Zoom video conference 
software or any other mutually acceptable medium. We hope that Chinese participants can include 
scientists and laboratory directors who are leading the response as well as those who have participated 
in previous dialogue sessions. American meeting participants would include Academy members and 
other top-flight American researchers, but not government officials or members of the press. Information 
and insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared 
with those government officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the 
meeting, but remarks and discussion comments would not be attributed without permission of the 
speaker. After your approval we would like to hold the virtual meeting as early as possible. The first 
week of May would be ideal; and, if the participants feel it would be useful, a follow-on meeting could 
be held later in the month. 

Thank you for your efforts and leadership during this remarkably difficult period. We hope that you will 
embrace this opportunity to assist the United States and the rest of the world to combat and recover from 
this pandemic. 

Sincerely, 

V.kcastr—kb—,

Marcia McNutt 
President 
National Academy of Sciences 

Diane Griffin 
Vice President, 
National Academy of Sciences 

Additional points of contact: 

James Le Duc 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
jwleduc utmb.edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Victor Dzau 
President 
National Academy of Medicine 

Margaret Hamburg 
Foreign secretary 
National Academy of Medicine 

Benj amin Rusek 
Senior Program Officer, NASEM 
bmsek@nas.edu 1.202.334.3975 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate 

mutations? Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the 
clinical course of disease? 

2 
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• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible 
for any variability in incubation period? 

• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at 
what point in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of 
virus shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 

• Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how long? 
• After recovery, do patients have immunity? How strong is this immunity and is it likely to 

be permanent or might it eventually disappear? 

2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use 

of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
• What has been the Chinese experience with drug treatments for sick patients? 
• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from 

the pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, 

gender, general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing 

and equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
• Was available technology for testing for viral infection and antibody response adequate? If 

not, what other or new technologies would be helpful or even essential in the future? 
• Has the Chinese research community arrived at an explanation regarding pathogenesis 

leading to apparent recrudescence of disease in previously positive, then negative patients? 
• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of 

exposure to COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 
• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock 

animal species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or 
livestock animal species have a role in limiting the spread of COV1D-19 or in preparing for 
future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of effective drugs 

to treat COVID-19? If yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a 
U.S.-China scientific partnership? 

• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of COVID-19 
vaccines? If yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a U.S.-
China scientific partnership? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies in 
the treatment of COVID patients or prevention of onward spread of disease? 

5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
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• What lessons has China learned about returning society and the economy to a "normal" 
state? 

• What observations and determinations from the COV1D-19 pandemic are most important 
for preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers 
to 1-4, how can the lessons learned in dealing with COV1D-19 so far be used to avert 
another pandemic? 

• What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations between our countries in 
this area? 

4 
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From: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10:07 PM 
To: zengli Shi 
Subject: Fwd: Rubio 

Hi Zheng-Li. I hope you are well as surviving all the COVID19 drama. I wonder if you would have time for a 
phone call sometime soon. Let me know a good number and time and I'll call. The email below is relevant. 

I will certainly understand if you are not available but Pei-Yong keeps encouraging me to call. 

With all good wishes. 

Jim. 

My office line is 1 409 266 6516 or cell is 1 409 789 2012 if it's easier for you to call me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Date: April 16, 2020 at 8:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I heard from someone in government this evening that Senator Rubio is starting to push for AN 
investigation regarding Wuhan lab. Just found it on the web at Forbes by Kenneth Repoza. Title 
of article is "eight senators call for investigation into coronavirus origins" 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 2, 2020 7:08 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah; Frances Sharpies; Dave Franz; LeDuc, James W.; Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Fwd: Dialogue plans 
Attachments: Draft Covid-19 US-China dialogue agenda.docx; ATT00001.htm; email letter from DG 

to GG re virtual dialogue.docx; ATT00002.htm 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Fyi 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Date: May 2, 2020 at 8:06:04 PM EDT 
To: "gaof@im.ac.cn" <gaof@im.ac.cn> 
Cc: "jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn" <jh-cao@cashq.ac.en>, "clbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, "jwleduc@UTMB.EDU" <jwleduc@utmb.edu>, Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Dialogue plans 

Dear George, 

I'm looking forward to our dialogue tentatively planned for about 10 days from now. Attached 
find an explanatory letter proposing 2 sessions and draft list of topics. 
I look forward to hearing your thoughts on how we can best use our time. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 
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Clinical Issues Related to Treatment and Management of Patients 

• Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 disease: What range of clinical, end-organ, 
organ, and other body system manifestations of disease has been documented in China? 

• Drug Treatments: What has been the Chinese experience with developing drug 
treatments or using existing drugs in treatment of patients, from prophylaxis to 
presymptomatic patients to patients with severe symptoms? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions: Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions 
(NPIs) for patient care identified? Were there other best practices for management of 
COVID-19 patients that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Protection of Medical Personnel: What measures have proven most effective in 
preventing infection of medical personnel? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any other lessons learned from China's pandemic 
experience that should be applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other 
patient care facilities? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health 
condition, or other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NPIs, or best practices? 
How was this determined? 

• Immune plasma: What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other 
antibody-based therapies in the treatment of COVID-19 patients or prevention of further 
spread of disease? 

• Vaccines: Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of 
COVID-19 vaccines? 

• 

Limiting the Spread of COVID-19 and Steps Toward Restarting Society 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? 
What variability may exist and can factors be identified that may influence such 
variability? 

• Viral Load: What is known about magnitude of viral load required to initiate infection? 
Has it been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 
individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how 
long? Has post-infection viral shedding been demonstrated to result in new infections? 
Has an explanation regarding pathogenesis leading to apparent recrudescence of disease 
in previously positive, then negative patients been arrived at? 

• Immunity: After recovery, do patients have immunity? How protective is this immunity? 
Is there indication of persistence of such immunity? 
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• Halting Spread: What measures have proven most effective in halting viral spread in 
China? 

• Preventing a Fall Resurgence: What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall 
resurgence in transmission? 

• Reestablishing Normality: What lessons has China learned about returning society and 
the economy to a "normal" state? 

• Future Collaboration: What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations 
between our countries in this area? 

• Exposure routes: Has progress been made in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19—air, water, and surfaces, both indoors and outdoors? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays 
versus neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an 
indicator of protection? Was there standardization of your testing tools? 

• Contact with Animals: Would increased surveillance of or interventions to reduce 
contact with pets, wild, or livestock animal species help limit the future spread of 
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses? 
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May 2, 2020 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dear George, 

I am very happy to learn that you will be the lead coordinator for the planned virtual dialogue meeting 
on both mitigation of COVID-19 impacts and prevention of future pandemics. 

I am writing to get your thoughts on the logistical and substantive agenda. The NASEM group has 
come up with a more consolidated topical agenda for your review. We are interested in your thoughts 
on these topics and questions and are happy to make adjustments as necessary. 

Your proposal to hold the first meeting on May 12 or 13 works well for the NASEM group. However 
considering all the topics proposed for discussion, perhaps two 2 hour sessions on back-to-back days 
would allow us to address the topics more substantially and give the group time to consider and ask 
follow up questions during the second session? We might hold the first session from 9:00-11:00 AM 
on May 12 (9:00-11:00 PM ET May 11 for the Americans) and the second session at 9:00-11:00 AM 
on May 13 (9:00-11:00 PM ET May 12 for the Americans). Of course we could push this schedule 
back by one day or even hold the meeting in the evening your time depending on the availability of 
Chinese experts, please let me know your preference. 

We propose that the format of the dialogue be a guided question and discussion session with 
designated participants giving very brief (less than 5 mins) topical introductory remarks for each 
subtopic/question and then letting the participants have a moderated conversation. 

It will be difficult (technically and substantively) to accommodate more than about 25 people total on 
the video call. We anticipate that the NAS meeting delegation will consist of about 12 experts, 
including Jim Le Duc, David Franz, Peggy Hamburg and myself, as well as other members of the 
NASEM Standing Committee on Emerging Infectious Diseases and 21st Century Health Threats and 
other experts. 

NASEM has the ability to facilitate the virtual dialogue discussion using Zoom video conference 
software however we are open to using another software platform if you prefer. Whatever platform we 
decide to use we may want to test the connection 24 hours before the call. Holding the discussion in 
English is of course easier for the Americans but we can work with you to incorporate Chinese English 
translation if that is necessary. 

We are happy to hear your thoughts on these proposals. I am pleased that our Academies are 
addressing this international crisis in an open and collaborative manner based on facts and science. I 
look forward to working with you to organize a substantial and useful dialogue. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Griffin 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:47 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin; Lowenthal, Micah; Dave Franz; Shi, Pei yang; Sharpies, Fran; 

Bowman, Katherine 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Great Job! Thanks very much. At least we can say that we gave it our best shot. I hope it's well received on their end. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 8:22 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Date: April 23, 2020 at 8:50:30 AM EDT 
To: "h-cao@cashq.ac.cn" <Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn>, "clbai@cas.cn" <clbai@cas.cn>, gaof@im.ac.cn" 
<gaof@im.ac.cn>, "sunhui@cashq.ac.cn" <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Cc: "McNutt, Marcia K." <MMcNutt@nas.edu>, "Dzau, Victor J." <VDzau@nas.edu>, "dgriffi6@ihmi.ed 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "peggy@hbfarn.net" <peggy@hbfam.net>, JohnHildebrand 
<jhildebr@ernail.arizona.edu>, "Boright, John" <JBoright@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" 
<B,R115,21sfri2,12tj>, "Iy.,,r1,21hIcjainVallar 
Subject: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 2:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin; 'Peggy Hamburg': Frances Sharpies; Bowman, Katherine 
Cc: Dave Franz; Diane Griffin; Boright, John; Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Attachments: Oxley-2020-Large-Vessel Stroke as a Presenting.pdf 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including dotting complications see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics. Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 
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Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 

Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 
• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 

variability in incubation period? 
• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 

in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 

• < [ <_< (I p 144 Miki4 • LH I t \ I F II( \\. Ion 
\Ii 1 ILL Li . Jo -) Lrit, ha\ L immLmit I 10\\ ,l I ( 11, Sii 1111 11M1111\ 11 1 'I S •Il 

I Iii l! I7 OF IiiI 11 It L \ s1111-11,1m ,L 11-/L 

2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
• 11.1111111111111111111111111.111.11177,11111,11111111 11<)11111L11711111111111" tow

11,11111, I NAM \\ 
• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 

\ '11 1 11 lc IcL 111010„\ l(21,1 IlL 1(11 \ IL! i iiI 1 11 ' iid 11111 1 -1 I Csr /11sturftml,11(2I)MEM 114 
1111 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
• I a, H 'II LsL IcscL HL( ii immik lii i IL p1 )(,1-c i ll i ll lc\ cl ) molt ( I 11L t i\Ld L m s l I Cal 
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5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
• \\ i t LANNI ( III Ha 'Cal IIC(1 LI1)0L11 ULU III and 1 11C CC0110111\ 10 a 1101 mal 

111! 

• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 
preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 

• \\ i t ,IFC 111C 1110Sl 1111111i1 I I Ca:, 01 ILlitl ic cuii1i1 ic COI I,11)01 ,111011S H.21\\ CCM ow COLI III I IC!, i ll 1111, al Ca'? 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pqggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<glgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.eclu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 
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Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 
groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 
topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6Pihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmaii.corn) <davidrfranzEogmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<figriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@Mblam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <Isharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
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Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Relman, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <01educ@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranze9gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <juvleducCoUTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
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Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3@hotmaii.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmari@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMoNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edu <dgriffj.6Pj -ld>; 
'peggy(lphbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam„net,>; John Hildebrand 

ennail.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <jBoright@nas.edu>;
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<iwieducti)UTMB.EDU>; 'ih-cao@cashcbac.cn' 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gp of (7)  inac.cn>; liyin <iiyi Ca shq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

68 

-hq.ac.cn 
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http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA: 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.cri'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof©im„ac.cn'; 'sunhui©cashq.ac.cni 

: McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu1; 'peggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; ijwleducPUTMB.EDV 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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The NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL of MEDICINE 

CORRESPONDENCE 

COVID-19 CASES 

To rapidly communicate information on the global clinical effort against Covid-19, the Journal has initiated a 
series of case reports that offer important teaching points or novel findings. The case reports should be viewed as 
observations rather than as recommendationsfor evaluation or treatment. In the interest oftimeliness, these reports 
are evaluated by in-house editors, with peer review reserved for key points as needed. 

Large-Vessel Stroke as a Presenting Feature 
of Covid-19 in the Young 

We report five cases of large-vessel stroke in 
patients younger than 50 years of age who pre-
sented to our health system in New York City. 
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 
(SARS-CoV-2) infection was diagnosed in all five 
patients. 

Cough, headache, and chills lasting 1 week 
developed in a previously healthy 33-year-old 
woman (Patient 1) (Table 1). She then had pro-
gressive dysarthria with both numbness and 
weakness in the left arm and left leg over a pe-
riod of 28 hours. She delayed seeking emergency 
care because of fear of Covid-19. When she pre-
sented to the hospital, the score on the National 
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) was 19 
(scores range from 0 to 42, with higher numbers 
indicating greater stroke severity), and computed 
tomography (CT) and CT angiography showed a 
partial infarction of the right middle cerebral 
artery with a partially occlusive thrombus in the 
right carotid artery at the cervical bifurcation. 
Patchy ground-glass opacities in bilateral lung 
apices were seen on CT angiography, and testing 
to detect SARS-CoV-2 was positive. Antiplatelet 
therapy was initiated; it was subsequently switched 
to anticoagulation therapy. Stroke workup with 
echocardiography and magnetic resonance im-
aging of the head and neck did not reveal the 
source of the thrombus. Repeat CT angiography 
on hospital day 10 showed complete resolution 
of the thrombus, and the patient was discharged 
to a rehabilitation facility. 

Over a 2-week period from March 23 to April 7, 

2020, a total of five patients (including the afore-
mentioned patient) who were younger than 50 
years of age presented with new-onset symptoms 
of large-vessel ischemic stroke. All five patients 
tested positive for Covid-19. By comparison, every 
2 weeks over the previous 12 months, our ser-
vice has treated, on average, 0.73 patients 
younger than 50 years of age with large-vessel 
stroke. 

On admission of the five patients, the mean 
NIHSS score was 17, consistent with severe 
large-vessel stroke. One patient had a history of 
stroke. Other pertinent clinical characteristics 
are summarized in Table 1. 

A retrospective study of data from the 
Covid-19 outbreak in Wuhan, China, showed 
that the incidence of stroke among hospitalized 
patients with Covid-19 was approximately 5°/0; 
the youngest patient in that series was 55 years 
of age.i Moreover, large-vessel stroke was re-
ported in association with the 2004 SARS-
CoV-1 outbreak in Singapore.' Coagulopathy 
and vascular endothelial dysfunction have been 
proposed as complications of Covid-19.3 The 
association between large-vessel stroke and 
Covid-19 in young patients requires further in-
vestigation. 

Social distancing, isolation, and reluctance to 
present to the hospital may contribute to poor 
outcomes. Two patients in our series delayed 
calling an ambulance because they were con-
cerned about going to a hospital during the 
pandemic. 

N ENGL .) MED NEJM.ORG 

The New England Journal of Medicine 
Downloaded from nejm.org at UT MEDICAL BRANCH AT GALVESTON on April 30, 2020. For personal use only. No other uses without permission. 

Copyright © 2020 Massachusetts Medical Society. All rights reserved. 
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From: Frances Sharpies <fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 1:38 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine; Peggy Hamburg; Dave Franz; Diane Griffin; Rusek, Benjamin; 

LeDuc, James W.; Boright, John; Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Peter Daszak has, in fact, been collecting corona viruses in China. Perhaps he should be on the call? 

From: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:44 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharples <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Dave Franz 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc 
<jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given the many 
immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic in case it could be of 
interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have had some of the most direct 
experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from 
animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains of coronaviruses out in the environment that could 
potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it could be possible 
to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus strains, and if so what targets or 
strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could 
consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman@nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 
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Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and viral shedding 
be of interest as one of the topics. . .or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the groups it will 
be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 topics seems a reasonable 
plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy Ca) h bf a m n et> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>;
'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to the attached letter 
that includes proposing a date and agenda in consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy 
with Marcia and Victor sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into 
this thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at my request. The 
agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific Questions and Treatment for and 
Management of Patients) of the 5 areas listed at the end of the original letter (also 
attached) with the idea that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second 
virtual meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do what topics do 
you think are the most important to cover? 

2 
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2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 am or pm ET on 
the 12th or the 13th might be a good time to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned the meeting to 
Linda Saif but can reach out to David Reiman, Ralph Baric and others at 
your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwlethacCcUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@Vmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cpnas.edu>; 'Frances 
Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducpLymilN > Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.coni) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rniowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances 
Sharpies' <fsharbles 3@hotmail.corn>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: stiiihui@cashq.ac.ca <stAnhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;
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'clgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffiWinmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Boright, John 
<1Boright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwleduc@LJTMB.ED  ' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Th-cao@casho.ac.cni <Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 
'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cni <gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin 

Pcasho.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu 
Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

2 

S unhui cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA: 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cro'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'aaof@im.ac.cre; 
1sunhui(.3)cashq.accni 

McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'd_griffi6@ihmi.edu';
' eg.gy_Callbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 
lwleducPUTMB.EDU'
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 10:45 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg; Frances Sharpies; Dave Franz; Diane Griffin; Rusek, Benjamin; LeDuc, 

James W.; Boright, John; Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given the many 
immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic in case it could be of 
interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have had some of the most direct 
experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from 
animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains of coronaviruses out in the environment that could 
potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it could be possible 
to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus strains, and if so what targets or 
strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could 
consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman@nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and viral shedding 
be of interest as one of the topics. . .or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the groups it will 
be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 topics seems a reasonable 
plan. 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0001912 



Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz )gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzegmail.com>; Diane Griffin <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<pimgy Ca) h bf a m . net> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>;
'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to the attached letter 
that includes proposing a date and agenda in consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy 
with Marcia and Victor sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into 
this thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at my request. The 
agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific Questions and Treatment for and 
Management of Patients) of the 5 areas listed at the end of the original letter (also 
attached) with the idea that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second 
virtual meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do what topics do 
you think are the most important to cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 am or pm ET on 
the 12th or the 13th might be a good time to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned the meeting to 
Linda Saif but can reach out to David Relman, Ralph Baric and others at 
your direction...) 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The US. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwlecluc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmaiLcom) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances 
Sharpies' <fsharples lehotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducp t...„iTiVIB.,EDi,„„i>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.con") 
«lavicirfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rniowenth@nas.edu>., 'Frances 
Sharpies' <fsharpies 3@hotmail.com>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.ecit„i> 
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: si.mhui@cashq.ac.cn <si,„inhui@cashp.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>, Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;

  <dgriffii3Plilmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>, Boright, John 
<JBoright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU' 
<iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>, 'ji-i-cao@cashcbac.cn' <Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 
'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin 
<I iyi n @cashci.ac.co>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 
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Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu 
Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

'Tel : 86-'10-68 

sunhui©eashq.ac.cn 
l'ittp://english.cas.cni 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

EllfR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA : 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.dn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; idaof@im.ac.cni; 
1sunhui(.71)cashq.ac.cni 

McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'd_griffi60Thmi.edu1; 
'peg.gyPhbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 
ijwleducPUTMB.EDLY 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 3:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Subject: Re: A good example of the value of engagement. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

One possibility would be to make a couple of ppts to add to the slide set we will use to market the BTRP study 
which Jerry Keusch and I just finalized and sent to internal NAS editorial review. We just had a conf call re. 
where to take it on the hill. d 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jan 30, 2020, at 3:30 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We need to leverage this situation to gain sustained support for our dialogue with China. Not sure 
where to look but the time is right! 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 2:24 PM 
To: Boright, John <„!Boright@nas.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal 
<rn owenit@nas.edu>; rtiliamburg@nas.ec*„1; Peggy Hamburg <margaretahamburg@aol.com>
Subject: A good example of the value of engagement. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for facilitating John! So glad we heard from George. I was in a situation yesterday that 
allowed me to compare the ability to communicate with our Russian ID colleagues with our 
much greater options in China...when we face common health challenges. The last 13 years of 
engagement with Chinese colleagues which Peggy and Jim will recall began slowly and with 
small steps in '07 with the CBSG--have expanded to make quite a positive difference. And the 
lack of similar continued engagement in Russia has taken its toll. Thanks again, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Jan 28, 2020, at 1:59 PM, Boright, John <JBoright nas.edu> wrote: 

Jim, 

I sent this at the request of Micah, when Dianne had not been online for a couple 
days. I got a "undeliverable" message re your address, 

And Dave, I did not see you on it. 

Dianne, I hope this is ok with you. 

Best, 
John 

From: Boright, John 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 1:50 PM 
To: ih-cao@gashuic.crC; clbaacas„cri; 'oof©Irmac.crC; sun lui cashq.ac.cn 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Boright, John; 'Peggy Hamburg'; Diane Griffin 
( )jhrni.edu); 'jwleducanas.edif; JohnHildebrand; Rusek, Benjamin; Hamburg, 
Margaret 
Subject: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find a letter to President Bai Chunli and Dr, Gao Fu, with regard to an urgent 
request. 

John Boright 
On behalf of Diane Griffin and Margaret Hamburg 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing Griffin and Hamburg Jan 28 
2020.pdf> 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 2:35 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
Subject: FW: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI 
Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 9:09 PM 
To: president-office <president-office@cas.cn> 
Cc: Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; dgriffi6 <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
jwleduc <jwleduc@nas.edu>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 

Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; clbai <clbai@cas.cn>; George_Gao ( Aisgi ) _Fu <gaof@im.ac.cn>; zhangyp 

<zhangyp@cashq.ac.cn>; jh-cao <jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>; Sunhui@cashq.ac.cn; wangyy 
<wangyy@whiov.cn>; yzm <yzm@whiov.cn> 
Subject: Re: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

Dear President Bai, 

Thank you very much for following up with this additional information. We are disappointed, of course, but understand the 
value of sharing within the context of the WHO framework. Such viral isolate sharing is a crucial aspect of the international 
collaboration needed to combat this devastating outbreak, as well as to address future threats. 

We look forward to working with you on efforts to contain this virus and continue to offer our assistance as needed. 

With best regards, 

Diane E. Griffin, Vice President, NAS 
Margaret Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, NAM 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 9, 2020, at 10:18 PM, president-office <president-office cas.cn> wrote: 

Dear Prof. Griffin and Prof. Hamburg, 
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We have just been advised that the National Health Commission of China (NHC), the Chinese governmental 

agency for health, will take the lead in coordinating discussions and collaborations with the World Health 

Organization (WHO) for the sharing of 2019nCov isolates under WHO framework. As you may undertand, in 

addition to the U.S., many other countries have also made requests on isolates sharing from China. 

CAS is still much interested in working with the international community on the specifics for 

isolates sharing under the guidance of NHC. It is our sincere hope that, with joint international efforts, the 

spread of the virus will be contained soon. 

With best regards, 

Chunli Bai 

Chunli Bai 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
President 
The Alliance of International Science Organiztions (ANSO) 

From: Hamburg Margaret 
Date: 2020-02-06 23:02 
To: president-office(a)cas.cn 
CC: dgriffi6; Lowenthal, Micah; peggy; JohnHildebrand; Rusek Ben'amin; Bori_ght, John; 
clbai; gaof; zhang) ih-cao; liyin; sulihu;  yzm 
Subject: Re: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 
Dear Professor Bai, 

Thank you so much for your very prompt and constructive response. We are deeply 
grateful for your willingness to help facilitate this important scientific collaboration. 
The health of the public will benefit in both our countries and around the globe. 

We also want to extend our deepest sympathy to you and your country at this 
difficult time. Needless to say, we are eager to work closely with you to advance 
efforts to contain the spread of this virus. 

With thanks and best regards, 

Diane E. Griffin, Vice President, NAS 
Margaret Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, NAM 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 11:32 PM, president-office cas.cn <president-
office cas.cn> wrote: 

Diane E. Griffin, Vice President, NAS, 
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Margaret Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, NAM 

Dear Prof. Griffin and Prof. Hamburg, 

Thank you for your concerns on the recent outbreak of the 2019 novo-

coronavirus epidemic. Upon receiving your letter dated January 28, my 

colleagues have discussed with Dr. George Fu Gao and other experts and we 

are willing to share isolates of the 2019 nCoV with the international 

community. We believe this is critical to engaging joint international efforts 

to contain the spread of the virus. 

The National Biosafety Laboratory Wuhan of the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences is prepared and willing to work with The University of Texas Medical 

Branch and other international research institutions on the specifics for the 

sharing and distribution of the isolates. We are in the process of getting it 

ready. 

I look forward to hearing your further advice on this matter. 

With best regards, 

Chunli Bai 

Chunli Bai 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
The Alliance of International Science Organizations (ANSO) 
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Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Lowenthal, Micah; 'Frances 

Sharpies' 
Bowman, Katherine 
FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Letter to NASEM Presidents.pdf 

High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S, National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu> 
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@emaiLarizona.edu>; 
Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn> 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 
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Tel: +86404: 282 

sunhL„,:ashq.ac.cn 
htto://encilish.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn1; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 16Alk: t IN • lb 
44: 100864 
Add: 52 Sanlihe Rd., Beijing, China 
Postcode: 100804 

April 28, 2020 

Dr. Marcia McNutt 
President 
National Academy of Sciences 

Dr. Victor Dzau 
President 
National Academy of Medicine 

Dear Drs. McNutt and Dzau, 

Thank you for your letter dated April 22. Please accept our deepest sympathies for the 

enormous suffering and loss of life in the United States. We appreciate the great 

efforts and leadership of NASEM during the unprecedented crisis. 

The battle against COVID-19 has made us more aware that we are in a community 

with shared future. The pressing pandemic requires us to rise to the occasion and meet 

this challenge with solidarity and concerted efforts. Nevertheless, we also notice that 

the bilateral scientific exchange and cooperation between our two nations has been 

adversely affected by politics and biased arguments recently. As science academies, 
we should seek truth with evidence and fulfill our responsibilities of jointly 

addressing this international crisis in an open and collaborative manner. 

We are pleased to accept your proposal to jointly organize a virtual dialogue meeting 

on mitigation of COVID-19 impact and prevention of future pandemics. Apart from 

scientists from CAS and CCDC, we also plan to bring some members of the Chinese 

Academy of Engineering into the dialogue. Dr. Fu Gao could serve as the lead 
coordinator from our end. We agree with the principle of not inviting high-level 

government officials or press to the videoconference, and not attributing remarks and 

discussion comments without permission of speakers. For your information, the health 

ministers from our two countries have recently agreed to hold a virtual dialogue to 

share expertise and experience on COVID-19 prevention and control in the coming 

weeks. 

As China will have a national holiday during May 1-5, we propose that the first online 

dialogue be held in the week of May 10, preferably on May 12 or 13. Please let us 

know the lead coordinator from the US side, so that Dr. Gao will follow up with 
him/her on topics of mutual interest and corresponding speakers soon. My colleagues 
from CAS Bureau of International Cooperation will assist Dr. Gao on the specifics of 
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the videoconference preparation. In the meantime, please feel free to let us know 
should you have any further concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Prof. Chunli Bai Prof. Fu Gao 
President Director 
Chinese Academy of Sciences CCDC 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:14 AM 
LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); 'Diane Griffin': Peggy 
Hamburg 
Bowman, Katherine; Boright, John; 'Frances Sharpies': Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah 
RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Letter to CCDC CAS re virtual dialogue April 22 2020.pdf; Letter to NASEM 
Presidents.pdf; Agenda draft v1 for Biology and Treatment of Covid-19.docx 

High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to the attached letter that includes proposing a date 
and agenda in consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor sending the response back. I am looping 
Diane and Peggy into this thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 
(Scientific Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 areas listed at the end of the original letter 
(also attached) with the idea that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual meeting. A few initial 
questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do what topics do you think are the most 
important to cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a 
good time to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to 
David Re!man, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S., National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
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Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTINAB.EDU>; Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq,pc.cn <sunhui@casho.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <nasbresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt( )nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau(EMas.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<fjEriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pfji. ay@)hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <01ildebr@email.arizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBoright@Mas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduce)UTIMB.EDU>; Ih-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <cibai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<g,,-,)of@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cpcaslicLaccn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 
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Tel:4-8640-68597282 

F.;unhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://encilish.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn1; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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The National Academies of 

SCIENCES • ENGINEERING • MED 

April 22, 2020 

RE: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Dr. Gao Fu 
Director-General 
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Dr. Bai Chunli 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Dear Drs. Gao and Bai: 

NE 

Please accept our sympathies for the hardship and loss of life in China. We in the United States are now 
deep into our own suffering under the COV1D-19 pandemic. As China begins to recover and reopen, 
China now has extensive experience dealing with COV1D-19 and Chinese scientists have much to share 
as the rest of the world continues to battle the virus. We are writing to ask you, as leaders of the Chinese 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CCDC) and the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) to 
approve and designate Chinese scientists to participate in a virtual dialogue meeting (video 
teleconference) to discuss mitigating the impact of COV1D-19 and preventing future pandemics. 

As you know, over the past five years, we along with Dr. James Le Duc, Dr. David Franz, Dr. Pei-Yong 
Shi, and several other representatives of the U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine (NASEM) have worked with both of you and other Chinese scientists to organize a series of 
dialogue meetings on disease research; on combating emerging infections; on collaboration and data 
sharing; and on laboratory management. The dialogue meetings have been attended by leading scientists 
from NASEM, CAS, CCDC, the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, and the Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences. The meetings have enabled scientists from China and the United States to exchange 
research findings; share best practices in biosafety, biosecurity and biocontainment laboratory 
operations; reflect on lessons learned; and establish new collaborative partnerships in areas identified 
during the meetings. Our dialogue has focused on preparing for and mitigating the very situation we face 
with COV1D-19. 

Chinese scientists now have unique knowledge about responding to and mitigating COV1D-19, so are in 
a position to help the scientific community to better understand and combat the outbreak. We hope that 
a meeting between our scientists can address: (1) The biology of COV1D-19; (2) Managing COV1D-19 
in patients; (3) Limiting the spread of COV1D-19; (4) Drug and vaccine development; and (5) Preventing 
and managing future epidemics and pandemics. A list of more detailed questions related to these five 
topics is appended to the end of this letter. 
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NASEM is willing to facilitate and host a virtual dialogue discussion using Zoom video conference 
software or any other mutually acceptable medium. We hope that Chinese participants can include 
scientists and laboratory directors who are leading the response as well as those who have participated 
in previous dialogue sessions. American meeting participants would include Academy members and 
other top-flight American researchers, but not government officials or members of the press. Information 
and insights from the meeting that may promote improved response to the pandemic would be shared 
with those government officials and researchers who need the information, as that is the purpose of the 
meeting, but remarks and discussion comments would not be attributed without permission of the 
speaker. After your approval we would like to hold the virtual meeting as early as possible. The first 
week of May would be ideal; and, if the participants feel it would be useful, a follow-on meeting could 
be held later in the month. 

Thank you for your efforts and leadership during this remarkably difficult period. We hope that you will 
embrace this opportunity to assist the United States and the rest of the world to combat and recover from 
this pandemic. 

Sincerely, 

V.kcastr—kb—,

Marcia McNutt 
President 
National Academy of Sciences 

Diane Griffin 
Vice President, 
National Academy of Sciences 

Additional points of contact: 

James Le Duc 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
jwleduc utmb.edu, 1.409.266.6500 

Victor Dzau 
President 
National Academy of Medicine 

Margaret Hamburg 
Foreign secretary 
National Academy of Medicine 

Benj amin Rusek 
Senior Program Officer, NASEM 
bmsek@nas.edu 1.202.334.3975 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate 

mutations? Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the 
clinical course of disease? 
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• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible 
for any variability in incubation period? 

• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at 
what point in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of 
virus shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 

• Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how long? 
• After recovery, do patients have immunity? How strong is this immunity and is it likely to 

be permanent or might it eventually disappear? 

2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use 

of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
• What has been the Chinese experience with drug treatments for sick patients? 
• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from 

the pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, 

gender, general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing 

and equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
• Was available technology for testing for viral infection and antibody response adequate? If 

not, what other or new technologies would be helpful or even essential in the future? 
• Has the Chinese research community arrived at an explanation regarding pathogenesis 

leading to apparent recrudescence of disease in previously positive, then negative patients? 
• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of 

exposure to COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 
• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock 

animal species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or 
livestock animal species have a role in limiting the spread of COV1D-19 or in preparing for 
future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of effective drugs 

to treat COVID-19? If yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a 
U.S.-China scientific partnership? 

• Has the Chinese research community made progress in the development of COVID-19 
vaccines? If yes, would China be willing to share this new knowledge as part of a U.S.-
China scientific partnership? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies in 
the treatment of COVID patients or prevention of onward spread of disease? 

5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
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• What lessons has China learned about returning society and the economy to a "normal" 
state? 

• What observations and determinations from the COV1D-19 pandemic are most important 
for preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers 
to 1-4, how can the lessons learned in dealing with COV1D-19 so far be used to avert 
another pandemic? 

• What are the most fruitful areas of future scientific collaborations between our countries in 
this area? 
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CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 16Alk: t IN • lb 
44: 100864 
Add: 52 Sanlihe Rd., Beijing, China 
Postcode: 100804 

April 28, 2020 

Dr. Marcia McNutt 
President 
National Academy of Sciences 

Dr. Victor Dzau 
President 
National Academy of Medicine 

Dear Drs. McNutt and Dzau, 

Thank you for your letter dated April 22. Please accept our deepest sympathies for the 

enormous suffering and loss of life in the United States. We appreciate the great 

efforts and leadership of NASEM during the unprecedented crisis. 

The battle against COVID-19 has made us more aware that we are in a community 

with shared future. The pressing pandemic requires us to rise to the occasion and meet 

this challenge with solidarity and concerted efforts. Nevertheless, we also notice that 

the bilateral scientific exchange and cooperation between our two nations has been 

adversely affected by politics and biased arguments recently. As science academies, 
we should seek truth with evidence and fulfill our responsibilities of jointly 

addressing this international crisis in an open and collaborative manner. 

We are pleased to accept your proposal to jointly organize a virtual dialogue meeting 

on mitigation of COVID-19 impact and prevention of future pandemics. Apart from 

scientists from CAS and CCDC, we also plan to bring some members of the Chinese 

Academy of Engineering into the dialogue. Dr. Fu Gao could serve as the lead 
coordinator from our end. We agree with the principle of not inviting high-level 

government officials or press to the videoconference, and not attributing remarks and 

discussion comments without permission of speakers. For your information, the health 

ministers from our two countries have recently agreed to hold a virtual dialogue to 

share expertise and experience on COVID-19 prevention and control in the coming 

weeks. 

As China will have a national holiday during May 1-5, we propose that the first online 

dialogue be held in the week of May 10, preferably on May 12 or 13. Please let us 

know the lead coordinator from the US side, so that Dr. Gao will follow up with 
him/her on topics of mutual interest and corresponding speakers soon. My colleagues 
from CAS Bureau of International Cooperation will assist Dr. Gao on the specifics of 
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the videoconference preparation. In the meantime, please feel free to let us know 
should you have any further concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Prof. Chunli Bai Prof. Fu Gao 
President Director 
Chinese Academy of Sciences CCDC 
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4-30-20 v1 

Discussion of the Biology of Covid-19 

May 12 or 13 

Introductions: Participants give brief descriptions of their background and areas of expertise 

Focus on Scientific Questions (1 hour): 

• Evolution of the virus: Have there been estimates the rate of evolutionary change in the virus 

and how quickly it accumulates mutations? Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, 

transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? Is there 

variability in incubation period? If yes, what factors have been shown to be or are likely to be 

responsible for this variability? 

• Viral Load: What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been 

determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of virus shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 

individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how long? 

• Post-recovery: After recovery, do patients have iraR) unity? How strong is this immunity? Is it 

likely to be permanent? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measbre ? Is it via binding assays versus 

neutralization tests. use pf antibody assays in diagnosis of acute isease and as an indicator of 

protection? 

15 minute break 

Focus on Treatment for and Management of Patients (1 hour): 

• Drug Treatments: What has.. n the Chlr experience with drug treatments for sick 

patients? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Interventions. re effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for 

patient care identified? 

• Other Best Practices: Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients 

that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health condition, or 

other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NP1s, or best practices influenced? How was 

this determined? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic experience that should be 

applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

Wrap up discussion and next steps 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10:07 PM 
To: zengli Shi 
Subject: Fwd: Rubio 

Hi Zheng-Li. I hope you are well as surviving all the COVID19 drama. I wonder if you would have time for a 
phone call sometime soon. Let me know a good number and time and I'll call. The email below is relevant. 

I will certainly understand if you are not available but Pei-Yong keeps encouraging me to call. 

With all good wishes. 

Jim. 

My office line is 1 409 266 6516 or cell is 1 409 789 2012 if it's easier for you to call me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Date: April 16, 2020 at 8:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Rubio 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I heard from someone in government this evening that Senator Rubio is starting to push for AN 
investigation regarding Wuhan lab. Just found it on the web at Forbes by Kenneth Repoza. Title 
of article is "eight senators call for investigation into coronavirus origins" 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:23 PM 
To: zengli Shi; Yuan Zhiming; Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Fwd: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 

You May find the first two papers of special interest. 

Best wishes. Jim 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASTMI-1<info@astmh.org> 
Date: July 24, 2020 at 4:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 
Reply-To: info@astmh.org 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Li 

1,1 'et Roundt t D-19 , 

Journal Editor-in-Chief Philip Rosenthal, Managing Editor Cathi Siegel, and Editorial Assistant 
Alison Jaeb are giving high priority to all COVID-19 manuscripts. Accepted manuscripts are 
posted to the journa  webste almost immediately and are open to all. To keep you apprised 
of the latest research, we are sending a weekly roundup of the newly published articles on 
Friday. 

We extend our deep thanks to the Journal's Editors and staff who are working together to 
review and publish all accepted articles as quickly as possible. 

Keep Politics out of Funding Decisions for Medical Research and Public Health 
Philip J. Rosenthal, Daniel G. Bausch, Karen A. Goraleski, David R. Hill, Julie A. Jacobson, 
Chandy C. John and Joel G. Bremen 
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• Mg_grigin Qf c.9119.7.1.9 @Rd Why...RMAttor.„5 
David M. Morens, Joel G. Braman, Charles H. Calisher, Peter C. Doherty, Beatrice H. Hahn, 
Gerald T. Keusch, Laura D. Kramer, James W. LeDuc, Thomas P. Monath and Jeffery K. 
Taubenberger 

I. More Studies are Needed on the Link between Metformin and Decreased 
ortality in ....Q LEI at,5 

Marinos Fysekidis, Regis Cohen and Abdallah Al-Salameh 

• Artemisia Son. Derivtives for CO‘fm-19 Treatment: Anecdotal Use,.. Political 

2 ....... 19.1 
Paulin M. Kapepula, Jimmy K. Kabengele, Micheline Kingombe, Frangoise Van Bambeke, Paul 
M. Tulkens, Antoine Sadiki Kishabongo, Eric Decloedt, Adam Zumla, Simon Tiberi, Fatima 
Suleman, Leon Tshilolo, Jean-Jacques Muyembe-TamFum, Alimuddin Zumla and Jean B. 
Nachega 

• Case Report: Pneumothorax and Pneumornediastinum as Uncommon 
CompErations of COVID-19 Pne monia—Literature Review 
Alvaro Quincho-Lopez, Dania L. Quincho-Lopez and Fernando D. Hurtado-Medina 

▪ Predicting the Impact of COVID-19 and the Potential Impact of the Public Health 

David Bell, Kristian Schultz Hansen, Agnes N. Kiragga, Andrew Kambugu, John Kissa and 
Anthony K. Mbonye 

• Incident SARS-CoV-2 Infection Ind a Shared Latrine 
Oscar H. Del Brutto, Aldo F. Costa and Hector H. Garcia 

• A University-Wide Preparedness Effort in the Alert Phase of COVID-19 
Inc22 SL.ateciies: Experience 

rile,- of 
Mohamad Hafiz Mukhsam, Mohammad Saffree Jeffree, Nicholas Tze Ping Pang, Syed 
Sharizman Syed Abdul Rahim, Azizan Omar, Muhammad Syafiq Abdullah, Khamisah Awang 
Lukman, Nelbon Giloi, Loganathan Salvaraji, Mohd Rahimie Abd Karim, Sahipudin Saupin, 
Yeap Boon Tat, Mohd Firdaus Mohd Hayati, Mohd Yusof Ibrahim, Assikin Muhamad and Syaza 
Putri Zainudin 

All COVID-19 articles are being made freely available on the Journal website. Click here for 
the most up-to-date list of what's been published. 

Support the )rk ol MH 

Every donation helps us continue to work towards our mission of reducing the worldwide 
burden of tropical infectious diseases and improving global health. 
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American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 
241 18th Street South, Suite 501 • Arlington, VA 22202 USA 

+1-571-351-5409 • Fax +1-571-351-5422 
If you prefer not to receive any future e-mail from ASTMH, you can unsubscribe here. 

3D ,  .73=roz rearra a.. Mery N.* Immo* mama. ct as" ••.saras 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:51 AM 
To: Diane Griffin; Peggy Hamburg 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek; Micah Lowenthal; John Boright; John Hildebrand; Shi, Pei yang; Dave 

Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu); Micah Lowenthal 
(mlowenth@NAS.EDU) 

Subject: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

This is indeed good news! Thank you all for your help and support. 

Concurrent with the NAS-CAS communications, we have been dealing directly with the Wuhan Institute of Virology and 
as of last week they were in the process of seeking government approval to share the virus (see note pasted 
below). Hopefully this will be settled soon and we can arrange shipment. 

We will keep you posted. 

Thanks again, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D, 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: dletwhiov.cn <df whiov.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 4:30 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <pfjshiPUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: MTA to receive New coronavirus 2019 isolate: nCoV-2019 (IVCAS 6.7512) 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I contacted with Wuhan custom, then they send our application message to the General Administration of 

Customs in Beijing. Today I asked them the progress, they said they should ask for 

the General Office of the State Council. So please wait for the fed back with me. 

Best wishes, 

Fei 
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Dr. Fei Deng 

Virus Resource and Bioinformation Center, 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Tel/Fax:0086-27-87198465 

Email: df@whiov.cn 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2020 7:51 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; John Boright <JBoright@nas.edu>; John Hildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu> 
Subject: Re: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Agreed! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 4, 2020, at 5:33 AM, Peggy Hamburg <pgggy(a).,hbfam.net> wrote: 

Hello. This is good news... .and seemed to be a most surprisingly straightforward process. Let's 
see how the next steps go. 

Jim, keep u up to date on how this all unfolds. Hopefully some good work can proceed swiftly. 

All best, 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "nresident-office@eas.en" <president-office cas.cn> 
Date: February 3, 2020 at 11:20:56 PM EST 
To: dgriffi6 <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, MiHamburg <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Cc: mlowenth <mlowenth@nas.edn>, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>,
jwleduc <jwledue@nas.edu>, jhilderbr <jhilderbr@arizona.edu>, BRsek 
<BRsek@nas.edu>, jboright <jboright@nas.edu>, clbai    zhangyp 
<zhangyp@cashq.ac en>, gaof<gaof@Nin.ae.en>, jh-cao <j_b_-cao@eashq.ac.ch>,
liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, sunhui <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>, wangyy 
< , Tqngyy@wh.ioy.cn>, yzm < 
Subject: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 
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Diane E. Griffin, Vice President, NAS, 

Margaret Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, NAM 

Dear Prof. Griffin and Prof. Hamburg, 

Thank you for your concerns on the recent outbreak of the 2019 novo-coronavirus 

epidemic. Upon receiving your letter dated January 28, my colleagues have discussed 

with Dr. George Fu Gao and other experts and we are willing to share isolates of the 

2019 nCoV with the international community. We believe this is critical to engaging joint 

international efforts to contain the spread of the virus. 

The National Biosafety Laboratory Wuhan of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is 

prepared and willing to work with The University of Texas Medical Branch and other 

international research institutions on the specifics for the sharing and distribution of the 

isolates. We are in the process of getting it ready. 

I look forward to hearing your further advice on this matter. 

With best regards, 

Chunli Bai 

Chunli Bai 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
The Alliance of International Science Organizations (ANSO) 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Lowenthal, Micah; 'Frances 

Sharpies': Shi, Pei yang 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S, National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuipcashcLac.cn <sunhui@casho.ac.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <nasbresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. < McNutL(4)nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau(ncnos.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
qjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pei. aye)hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBoright@Mas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDLY 
<iwieduc.CAJTMB.EDU>; 'Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <ih-cao@cashcbac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <cibai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<g,,-,)of@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cpcashcLac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 
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Sun Hui 

Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn1; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. U0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DF08629C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

Sent: 4/3/2020 12:48:26 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Yuan Zhiming [yzm@whiov.cri]; zlshi [zIshi@whiov.cn] 
Subject: How did covid-19 begin? Its initial origin story is shaky. from The Washington Post 

https://www.washingtonpost.corn/opinionsigtobakepinionsihow-did-covid-19-begin-its-initial-erigin-story-is-
shaky12020/04/02/1.475d488-7521.-11.ea-87da-77a8136cla6d story.html 

Please see link to article that appeared today in the Washington Post. I've has inquiries already. Any information you 
might have to address the work done in the Wuhan CDC would be helpful. BSL2 work there on coronaviruses? True? 

Thanks, and I hope you are all well. Things are heating up here but so far everyone is well. 

Best wishes, Jim 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 9:17 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

This is a perfect example of the exceptional value of having the dialogue with China that you and the NAS have 
pioneered. I hope that we can leverage this experience into some sustained funding to keep the relationship vibrant. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:59 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Very happy to help, sounds like with this change it's ready to go. Diane will likely send it out soon. 

Ben 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 8:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

I think Peggy's suggested change is appropriate and otherwise it's ready to go. There are other efforts 
underway to get the isolates as well, so hopefully we'll get this done soon. 

Thanks for your help in moving this along! Enjoy India 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:53 AM 
To: Diane Griffin qigriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg 
<pf,agy(q)hbfam.net>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim could you take a final look? 

Ben 
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On Jan 27, 2020, at 7:09 PM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Do we think that it is ready? 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

pig rifiri6@ihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:02 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthrDnas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <kuleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

And when this is ready Diane should send it to Bai Chunli [using clbai@cas.cn, JH-
cao@cashu.ac.cn, sunhui@cashu.ac.cn] and Gao Fu [using of im.ac.cn]

Probably want to cc Peggy and Jim and maybe John Hildebrand and John Boright 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentheDnas.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 6:27 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <ppiay@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin (clgriffi6@ihmi.edu)
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: NCoV isolate 

Jim, 
Connecting you back to the discussion here. See below. 
Micah 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pe,,ggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:01 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthrDnas.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (clgriffi6@ihmi.edu 
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

Jim, 
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Any thoughts on my question below. I am fine with letter as is, but does Iswem like 
situation has evolved a bit but still crucial to encourage Chinese to share isolates. 

Peggy 
Sent from my iPhone 

From: Diane Griffin <cligriffi6(roihmi.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:06 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

Micah, Peggy, Jim et al - I think that the letter is fine to send. I agree that the situation is 
changing, but it is still going to be important to compare the viruses that emerge in 
other countries with Chinese isolates over time. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@ihu.edu 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 2:10 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
wrote: 

Peggy, 
Perhaps I closed down discussion too early. Please feel free to reopen 
with Jim Le Duc. You can include others, but I would focus on the people 
you want to hear from. 
Also, we might want to note the MOU signed between UTMB and 
Chinese virology research organizations as the rationale for promoting 
UTMB as the partner. But that's up to you and Diane to decide. 

Micah 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 9:20 AM, Peggy Hamburg 
<Peggv@hbfam.net> wrote: 

Hello. I think it is a strong letter. However, has the argument shifted 
somewhat? Given that cases are occurring in many places now the 
opportunity to gather isolates does not depend on Chinese, however 
the ability to get full understanding of the virus and it's evolution would 
be greatly advanced by expanded sharing of isolates. 

Peggy 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 9:29 PM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Here is a dean copy for your review, we are working to 
get you the correct email addresses and email routing 
for Gao Fu and Bai Chunli. 

Micah notes that at the top of the letter, we say that 
work is hampered by the lack of an isolate. Lower down, 
we refer to sharing isolates. Should this be consistently 
plural? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 11:30 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <p_qfay@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin 
(figriffi6(EDihmi.edu) <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Here is a version with these changes and a few other 
small edits. 

Ben 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@)nas.edu>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:08 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <pqmr@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin 
(figriffi6(EDihmi.edu) <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Ben, 
We'll have to do some minor editing on the letter to 
correct typos from our original draft (replace focused in 
with focused on, near the end), to make it read a little 
better ("China has taken important lead to identify" just 
isn't good English), and some formatting according to 
Diane and Peggy's preferences. I would suggest 
unbolding the text and possibly formatting it more like a 
regular letter with return address, but that decision is 
up those who sign it. 
Micah 
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From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(FrUlEMB.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 10:25 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzE9gmail.com>; Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <Iffksiaze(cpUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekE)nas.edu>; LeDuc, James 
W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<LIgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<MargaretA amburgeDaol.com>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgrajmer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. 
<dnieseleL)UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurbanPUTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth(c)nas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Thanks, Tom and Dave 

Hi Ben, 
I have included Tom's suggestion. Please use this 
version. 

Best, 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:21 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgKsiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusekEonas.edu>; LeDuc, James 
W. <iwleducCoUTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<elgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<MargaretA amburgeDaol.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<E3shiRUTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgrajmer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. 
<dnieseleL)UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurbanPUTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<svveaver@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; John Boright 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's 
email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

...and think Tom's point strengthens the letter as 
well. dave 
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On Jan 26, 2020, at 9:17 AM, Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
wrote: 

In this paragraph 

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch has volunteered 
to serve as both home to the virus 
reference center and as a BEI 
partner to assist China in 
distribution of any 
isolates you wish to 
share. NASEM would be willing 
to facilitate another arrangement 
if you wish. 

Should probably be modified 

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch has volunteered 
to serve as home to the virus in its 
capacity as the World Reference 
Center for Emerging Viruses and 
Arboviruses and as a BEI partner 
to assist China in distribution of 
any isolates you wish to 
share. NASEM would be willing 
to facilitate another arrangement 
if you wish. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 
00:49, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu>
wrote: 

WARNING: This email 
originated from outside of 
UTMB's email system. Do 
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not click links or open 
attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe. 

Great idea Jim, 

Since this is urgent 
Micah and I have 
drafted text of a letter 
(that includes text 
explaining the dialogue) 
that could be sent to 
CCDC and CAS. Feel free 
to modify. 

Have also looped in 
John Boright, the 
executive director of 
the NAS and John 
Hildebrand, the NAS 
foreign secretary. Peggy 
might want to include 
Victor Dzau in the next 
email. 

FYI Micah and I are in 
India right now and will 
be online for the 12 
hours or so. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re 
nCoV isolate sharing 
Griffin and 
Hamburg.docx> 

On Jan 
26, 
2020, 
at 7:56 
AM, 
LeDuc, 
James 
W. 
<iwledu 
c@utm 
b.edu> 
wrote: 
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Ben, 
Diane, 
Peggy 
I'm 
sure 
you 
have 
been 
followi 
ng the 
emerge 
nce of 
the 
new 
Corona 
virus in 
China 
and 
beyond 
with 
concern 
. While 
much is 
being 
done to 
prepare 
nations 
for 
possibl 
e cases, 
the 
global 
scientifi 
c 
commu 
nity 
remains 
hamper 
ed by 
the lack 
of 
access 
to an 
isolate 
of the 
new 
virus. S 
equenc 
es data 
has 
been 
provide 
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d, but 
despite 
repeate 
d 
inquirie 
s 
isolates 
have 
not 
been 
made 
availabl 
e 
althoug 
h 
Chinese 
front 
line 
scientis 
ts 
appear 
to be 
eager 
to 
share. 

With 
this 
backgro 
und, 
may I 
suggest 
that we 
explore 
an 
Acade 
my to 
Acade 
my 
request 
to 
share 
the 
isolates 
? Withi 
n a very 
few 
days 
this will 
likely 
be a 
moot 
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point 
given 
that 
cases 
are 
now 
occurri 
ng 
outside 
China 
and 
isolatio 
n 
attemp 
ts are 
underw 
ay. The 
window 
for 
Chinese 
global 
leaders 
hip is 
rapidly 
closing. 
Our 
dialogu 
e over 
the 
past 
several 
years 
has 
focused 
in the 
very 
situatio 
n we 
now 
face 
and it 
seems 
approp 
rate 
for the 
academ 
ies to 
work 
togethe 
r to 
help 
address 
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this 
growin 

g 
threat. 

We 
have 
volunte 
ered to 
use 
UTMB's 
stature 
as both 
home 
to the 
virus 
referen 
ce 
center 
and as 
a BEI 
partner 
to 
assist 
the 
Chinese 
in 
distribu 
tion of 
any 
isolates 
they 
wish to 
share. 
Repeati 
ng this 
offer 
more 
formall 
y by the 
NASEM 
to CAS 
may 
help 
the 
Chinese 
govern 
ment 
appreci 
ate the 
global 
importa 
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nce of 
harness 
ing the 
world's 
scientifi 
c 
capacit 
y to 
help 
address 
this 
emergi 
ng 
threat. 

Can we 
urgentl 
y draft 
an 
official 
letter 
for 
Diane 
or 
Peggy's 
signatu 
re? 

Thanks 
for your 
conside 
ration 
and 
help. 

Jim 

Sent 
from 
my 
iPhone 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing 
Griffin and Hamburg Jan 27 2020.docx> 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 8:42 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong; df@wh.iov.cn; zlshi 
Cc: yzm; wangyy; Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
Subject: RE: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

I strongly agree. We need to show international scientific collaborations at this time of potentially global crisis. 

Thank you Fei for your continued efforts. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(0 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 7:10 AM 
To: df@whiov.cn; zlshi <zIshi@whiov.cn> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; yzm <yzm@whiov.cn>; wangyy <wangyy@whiov.cn>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
<tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

Thanks, Fei 
Although US CDC has already shared the virus isolate with a number of US institutions (including UTMB) last week, it is 
still important to successfully transfer and share the isolate(s) from China. 
Best, 

- PeE-yovi,g 

From: df@whiov.cn <df whiov.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 3:34 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>; zlshi <zIshi@wh.iov.cn>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; yzm <yzm@whiov.cn>; wangyy <wangyy@wh.iov.cn>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
<10(5iaze(cPUTN/IB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 
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No prompt reply from the Custom until today. President Bai is trying to push it in 

Beijing. Please wait for a while. 

With best 

Dr. Fei Deng 
Virus Resource and Bioinformation Center, 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
Tel/Fax: 0086-27-87198465 
Email: Of©wii.iov.co 

From: Shi, Pei yonf,:
Date: 2020-02-05 20:41 
To: df@whiov.cn; zIshi 
CC: LeDuc, LIame.s W.; yzm; wannyy; KsIazokr Thomas G. 
Subject: RE: FW: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 
Hi Fei, 
Thanks for the update. We look forward to further progress. 
Best, 

• Pel---yovi,g 

From: dletwhiov.cn <df whiov.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 5:57 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshiRUTMB.EDU>; zlshi <zIshi@whiov.cn>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <NvIeduc@UTMB.EDU>; yzm <vzm@whiov.cn>; wangyy <wangyy@wh.iov.cn>; Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <Iffksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: FW: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for your information. 

We are trying to discuss this with the General Administration of Customs in Beijing directly. 

I will keep on contacting with you. 

Best wishes, 

Fei 

Dr. Fei Deng 
Virus Resource and Bioinformation Center, 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
Tel/Fax: 0086-27-87198465 
Email: dr©vvii.iov.cn 

From: 
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Date: 2020-02-04 22:52 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: FW: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 
Dear Eel and Zhengli, 

Please see the response from President Bai. Zhiming and Yanyi were copied on the original email. Let 
us know anything we could help to facilitate the isolate transfer. 

Best regards, 

• PeE-yovi,g 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:39 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(DUTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

From: "Twesident-office@cas.cn" <president-office cas.cn>
Date: February 3, 2020 at 11:20:56 PM EST 
To: dgriffi6 <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, MiHamburg <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Cc: mlowenth <mlowenth@nas.edu>, Peggy Hamburg 
<pgggy@hbfam net>, jwleduc <jwleducgnas.edu>, jhilderbr 
<jhilderbr@arizona.edu>, BRsek <BRsek@nas.edu>, jboright 
<jboright@nas.edu>, clbai <clbai@cas.cn>, zhangyp 
<zhangypgcashq.ac cn>, gaof <gaof@im.ac.ch>, jh-cao <1.17!
cao cashq.ac cn>, liyin <liym@cashq.ac.cn>, sunhui 
<sunhuitecashq.ac.cn>, wangyy <wangyygwh.iov cn>, yzm 
<y7nirtpiwh.io-v.cn> 
Subject: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

Diane E. Griffin, Vice President, NAS, 

Margaret Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, NAM 

Dear Prof. Griffin and Prof. Hamburg, 

Thank you for your concerns on the recent outbreak of the 2019 novo-coronavirus 

epidemic. Upon receiving your letter dated January 28, my colleagues have 

discussed with Dr. George Fu Gao and other experts and we are willing to share 

isolates of the 2019 nCoV with the international community. We believe this is 

critical to engaging joint international efforts to contain the spread of the virus. 

The National Biosafety Laboratory Wuhan of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is 

prepared and willing to work with The University of Texas Medical Branch and 
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other international research institutions on the specifics for the sharing and 

distribution of the isolates. We are in the process of getting it ready. 

I look forward to hearing your further advice on this matter. 

With best regards, 

Chunli Bai 

Chunli Bai 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
The Alliance of International Science Organizations (ANSO) 
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From: vinu arumugham <vaccine.safety@aol.com> 
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 2020 8:05 PM 
To: gwortel@sacbee.com; gduran@sacbee.com; johman@sacbee.com; 

Igustus@sacbee.com; cdickman@sacbee.com; ahodenfield@sacbee.com; 
banderson@sacbee.com; begel@sacbee.com; dcaraccio@sacbee.com; 
hwiley@sacbee.com; sbollag@sacbee.com; fboyle@illinois.edu; supwrigh@ucsc.edu; 
paulina.firozi@washpost.com; Molly.Stellino@azrepublic.com; 
hfouchier@erasmusmc.n1; menserin@aaas.org; mlipsitch@hsph.harvard.edu; 
alison.galvani@yale.edu; kawaokay@sym.vetmed.wisc.edu; wfshi@sdfmu.edu.cn; 
tanwj@ivdc.chinacdc.cn; dmjackso@usatoday.com; khjelmgaard@usatoday.com; 
zhen.liu@scmp.com; eliza.barclay@vox.com; LeDuc, James W.; keusch@bu.edu; 
arfehr@ku.edu; minnie.chan@scmp.com; william.zheng@scmp.com; 
wugz@ivdc.chinacdc.cn; gaof@im.ac.cn; jianwei.wang@ipbcams.ac.cn; caobin_ben@ 
163.com; zdsys@vip.sina.com; qinchuan@pumc.edu.cn; dparask@med.uoa.gr; 
s.angeletti@unicampus.it; nrh2102@columbia.edu; btf@lanl.gov; profbillg1901 
@gmail.com; lyd@zjsu.edu.cn; yingxialiu@hotmail.com; zhangzheng1975@aliyun.com; 
liulei3322@aliyun.com; jguarne@emory.edu; lbouro@mit.edu; entwdy@nus.edu.sg; 
sja2127@cumc.columbia.edu; ebright@waksman.rutgers.edu; 
COVID19statement@gmail.com; a.cunningham@ioz.ac.uk; vrr1@columbia.edu; 
rbcorley@bu.edu; L.Enjuanes@cnb.csic.es; a.e.gorbalenya@lumc.n1; 
jmhughe@emory.edu; J.Mackenzie@curtin.edu.au; larry.madoff@state.ma.us; 
jkmazet@ucdavis.edu; peter.palese@mssm.edu; stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu; 
lImpoon@hku.hk; bernard.roizman@bsd.uchicago.edu; saif.2@osu.edu 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Confirmation of my predictions on the role of mast cells, histamine in 
COVID-19 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

COVID-19 severity is caused by an allergic reaction to the coronavirus involving mast cell degranulation and 
histamine release (elicitation). The development of this allergy (sensitization) was caused by vaccine 
components that are similar to coronavirus proteins. 

Sharing with permission. 

 Forwarded Message 
Subject:Re: Confirmation of my predictions on the role of mast cells, histamine in COVID-19 

Date: Sun, 7 Jun 2020 04:07:28 +0000 
From:Lawrence Steinman <steiny@stanford.edu> 

To:vinu arumugham <vaccine.safety aol.com> 

Dear Vinu, 

All very interesting. 
Congratulations to you for being correct, on point and prescient! 
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Thanks for sharing 
Larry 

Prof. Lawrence Steinman 
Zimmermann Professor of Pediatrics, Neurology and Neurological Sciences 
Beckman Center for Molecular Medicine 
279 Campus Drive 
Stanford, CA 94305-5316 

From: vinu arumugham <vaccine.safety@aol.com> 
Sent: Saturday, June 6, 2020 5:44 PM 
To: Lawrence Steinman <steingSstanford.edu>
Subject: Confirmation of my predictions on the role of mast cells, histamine in COVID-19 

Prof Steinman, 

Thought this may be of interest: 

I have been predicting for 4 months now that mast cell stabilizers and antihistamines (like Hl/H2 blockers) can 
help in COVID-19. 

I described the details, connecting mast cells, histamine, COVID-19 and dengue in my article below (uploaded 
Apr 1120): 

Immunological mechanisms explaining the role of IgE, mast cells, histamine, elevating ferritin, IL-6, D-dimer, 
VEGF levels in COVID-19 and dengue, potential treatments such as mast cell stabilizers, antihistamines, 
Vitamin C, hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin and azithromycin 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3748303 

As you may have read, famotidine (an antihistamine, H2 blocker) has been found to help in COVID-19, just 
like I predicted. 

A large group of experts with expertise covering drug discovery, vaccines, pathology etc. recently (May 24'20 
report) hypothesized and investigated numerous potential mechanisms involved in famotidine's beneficial effect 
in COVID-19. The study was funded by the "Department of Defense (DoD), Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
(DTRA), and the Joint Science and Technology Office (JSTO) of the Chemical and Biological Defense 
Program (CBDP) for funding under the Discovery of Medical countermeasures Against Novel Entities 
(DOMANE) initiative." 

COVID-19: Famotidine, Histamine, Mast Cells, and Mechanisms 
www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-30934/v1 

They conclude: "We propose that the principal famotidine mechanism of action for COVID-19 involves on-
target histamine receptor H2 activity, and that development of clinical COVID-19 involves dysfunctional mast 
cell activation and histamine release." 

They write: " COVID-19 disease progression could share an immunologic basis with Dengue hemorrhagic 
fever" and 
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"This model is also supported by the significant overlap in the clinical signs and symptoms of the initial phase 
of COVID-19 disease and those of mast cell activation syndrome (MCAS) 89-92 as well similarities to Dengue 
hemorrhagic fever and shock syndrome (including T cell depletion) during the later phase of COVID-19" 

"If COVID-19 is partially driven by dysfunctional mast cell degranulation, then a variety of medical 
interventions employing marketed drugs useful for treating mast cell-related disorders may help to reduce death 
and disease associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection. Examples include drugs with mast cell stabilizing activity, 
other histamine antagonists (for example H1 and H4 types), leukotriene antagonists and leukotriene receptor 
antagonists" 

In other words, their findings are in perfect agreement with my prediction and analysis. 

Thanks, 
Vinu 
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From: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:23 PM 
To: zengli Shi; Yuan Zhiming; Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: Fwd: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 

You May find the first two papers of special interest. 

Best wishes. Jim 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASTMI-1<info@astmh.org> 
Date: July 24, 2020 at 4:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 
Reply-To: info@astmh.org 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Journal Editor-in-Chief Philip Rosenthal, Managing Editor Cathi Siegel, and Editorial Assistant 
Alison Jaeb are giving high priority to all COVID-19 manuscripts. Accepted manuscripts are 
posted to the journal website almost immediately and are open to all. To keep you apprised 
of the latest research, we are sending a weekly roundup of the newly published articles on 
Friday. 

We extend our deep thanks to the Journal's Editors and staff who are working together to 
review and publish all accepted articles as quickly as possible. 

I. Keep Politics out of Fundina Decisions for Medical Research and Public Health 
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Philip J. Rosenthal, Daniel G. Bausch, Karen A. Goraleski, David R. Hill, Julie A. Jacobson, 
Chandy C. John and Joel G. Braman 

• The rioir, of COVID-19 and Why It Matters 
David M. Morens, Joel G. Braman, Charles H. Calisher, Peter C. Doherty, Beatrice H. Hahn, 
Gerald T. Keusch, Laura D. Kramer, James W. LeDuc, Thomas P. Monath and Jeffery K. 
Taubenberger 

I. More Studies are Needed on the Link between Metformin and Decreased 

Mortglity irlDiabgtic cQvyD-1,t,—
Marinos Fysekidis, Regis Cohen and Abdallah Al-Salameh 

Artamtgalop, Derivatives for COVID-19 Treatment: Anecdotal Use, Political 
Hypta, Treatment Tri@l5 
Paulin M. Kapepula, Jimmy K. Kabengele, Micheline Kingombe, Frangoise Van Bambeke, Paul 
M. Tulkens, Antoine Sadiki Kishabongo, Eric Decloedt, Adam Zumla, Simon Tiberi, Fatima 
Suleman, Leon Tshilolo, Jean-Jacques Muyembe-TamFum, Alimuddin Zumla and Jean B. 
Nachega 

I. Case Report: Pneumothorax and Pneumomediastinum as Uncommon 
Corn D j' 4 rs'n of CqVID -1.9...."n ‘ '"'e key iitioN 
Alvaro Quincho-Lopez, Dania L. Quincho-Lopez and Fernando D. Hurtado-Medina 

• Predicting_the Impact of COVID-19 and the Potential Impact of the Public Health 

42112115.11.iifig..Agrds!o...111...WELOA. 
David Bell, Kristian Schultz Hansen, Agnes N. Kiragga, Andrew Kambugu, John Kissa and 
Anthony K. Mbonye 

• Incident Sl`„ .S-CoV-2 Infection end a Shared Latrine 
Oscar H. Del Brutto, Aldo F. Costa and Hector H. Garcia 

• Urtjvergity:Wide Prepare ..ness Effort in the Alert Phase of COVID-19 
Incorporatin1;13:0.,,nnunitt.  Sisaiei:Jes: Experience 
from a Bornean Institute of 
Mohamad Hafiz Mukhsam, Mohammad Saffree Jeffree, Nicholas Tze Ping Pang, Syed 
Sharizman Syed Abdul Rahim, Azizan Omar, Muhammad Syafiq Abdullah, Khamisah Awang 
Lukman, Nelbon Giloi, Loganathan Salvaraji, Mohd Rahimie Abd Karim, Sahipudin Saupin, 
Yeap Boon Tat, Mohd Firdaus Mohd Hayati, Mohd Yusof Ibrahim, Assikin Muhamad and Syaza 
Putri Zainudin 

All COVID-19 articles are being made freely available on the Journal website. Click here for 
the most up-to-date list of what's been published. 

Si ort the IA 
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Every donation helps us continue to work towards our mission of reducing the worldwide 
burden of tropical infectious diseases and improving global health. 

American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 
241 18th Street South, Suite 501 • Arlington, VA 22202 USA 

+1-571-351-5409 • Fax +1-571-351-5422 
If you prefer not to receive any future e-mail from ASTMH, you can unsubscribe here. 

211 r e.11.4=7.4 =4904.0 .....P...•04.0.9,44,1^.4.10 4•1•40 ,••••• ••• I*1 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:47 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin; LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Peggy 

Hamburg 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine; Boright, John; 'Frances Sharpies': Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the groups it will be getting late (could we start 
at 8?). Therefore, 2 topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane 
Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to the attached letter that includes proposing a date 
and agenda in consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor sending the response back. I am looping 
Diane and Peggy into this thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 
2 (Scientific Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 areas listed at the end of the original letter 
(also attached) with the idea that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual meeting. A few initial 
questions to consider: 
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1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do what topics do you think are the most 
important to cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a 
good time to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to 
David Re!man, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S, National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(Dnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuiPcashgLac.cn <sunhuiPcashcbac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
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Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauPnos.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
qjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggye)hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <ihildebr@emaiLarizona.edu>;
Boright, John <Thoright@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU 
<iwleduc.@LITMB.EDU>; Ih-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <ih-cao@cashcbac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>;
'gaof@im.ac.cn' <g,,-,)of@im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cDcasticLac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

Tel: +8640-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
htto://enolish.cas.cn/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 4:53 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.; Rusek, Benjamin; 'Peggy Hamburg': Frances Sharpies; Bowman, 

Katherine 
Cc: Dave Franz; Boright, John; Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

All - I think that Peter Daszak is a good idea. Also, the idea of a 2-day dialogue is attractive - lots of issues and 
will make things a little less rushed. I like the topics of control (what worked and didn't), how to go back to 
normal, evidence of late transmission, what do we know about Ab, did anyone with a previous Hx of SARS 
become infected/sick, unusual complications/virus replication outside the/ respiratory tract/autopsy data, 
etc? We have a lot to learn from their experience. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharpies 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including dotting complications see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0001970 



I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics. Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 

• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 
Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 

• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 
variability in incubation period? 

• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 
in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 
)0 Ic \ p 't 1 c l ' imL to ,-,11 ls ‘ io \II ) I L 
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2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
1g11111111111111111\ im, mmilliTlegrfnc„ c\  pc, \\ th LI, ,1111111i111111151111iIIIMIcili,,
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• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
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• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients that emerged from the 
pandemic experience? 

• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 
general health condition, or other characteristics? 

• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 
equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Were other best practices for containment used and proven to be effective? 
1g11111111111111111\ .1\ • i I L ri m[r) , ,in t in_ is( )1 \ •L i rift lion, nd 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
H , n Ill mit\ nl,a(_, )1 _IC, J1,111111v 1ff 
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5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
1111111 1111  , , m111111%111 am11011111  11111111142 111111111111111111R
• Nk I 1 I. . .Id, .<_--,',<)(P, Mt-. ( 111(m Ic<ii ilc<1 wpm ictut min,  ,,ocia mid tlic cLo \ to -im ,,tmc 
• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 

preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 

• \\ Ildt ii c itigH ki Ii Hit ft' i a i ca, 01 lil t <i t c IL AOOPPili* MI 0 ilPf* 44R mi l comilt I lc, in 111k ,ggi gg

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmami)nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharples <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Boright, John 
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<JBorip,ht@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: knowman _nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 
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Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 

groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 

topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 

Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmaii.com) <davidrfranz@Vmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<cigriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pei. 2gye)hbfam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright.G)nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDLJ>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 
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2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Re!man, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducCTUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmall.com) <davidrfranze9gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlovventh(Dnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <j3eshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBovvman(Dnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(isjavidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@f7mail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' 
<fsharples 3@hotrnail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanOnas.edii>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: sunhui@cashcpc.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MNId\lutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edui <dgriffjElEjhrt,edu>;
'peggyphbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.nep; John Hildebrand 
<11-dIdebr(pernail.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <jB ht@, nas.edu>; 
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleductoU'IMB.EDU>; iih-cao@casho.ac.cni <1a7, 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gaofp, m.ac.cri>; liyin <ftyiru7cashq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

86-- 1 0

http // en g I ish. ca s cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.cri'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof©im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui©cashq.ac.cni 
kka : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu'; 'peggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleducPUTMB.EDLY 

: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Lowenthal, Micah; 'Frances 

Sharpies': Shi, Pei yang 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S, National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhuipcashcLac.cn <sunhui@casho.ac.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <nasbresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. < McNutL(4)nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau(ncnos.edu>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
qjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <pei. aye)hbfam.net>; JohnHildebrand <Thildebr@email.arizona.edu>;
Boright, John <JBoright@Mas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDLY 
<iwieduc.CAJTMB.EDU>; 'Th-cao@cashq.ac.cn' <ih-cao@cashcbac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <cibai@cas.cn>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' 
<g,,-,)of@)im.ac.cn>; liyin <liyin(cpcashcLac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 
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Sun Hui 

Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

MNIIR : 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
ilk•WA : 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; 'clbai@cas.cn1; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
ffkiX : McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'; 'peggy@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and Hamburg. 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 11:13 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W.; Frances Sharpies 
Cc: Dave Franz; Diane Griffin; Shi, Pei yang; Lowenthal, Micah 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Attachments: Agenda draft MAH edits Covid-19.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Frances Sharples 
<fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Thanks Ben and Fran for coordinating the organization of the meeting. I wonder if we should focus some of the 
discussion on our current US national status of trying to transition back to some semblance of "normal" activities 
(hopefully) on the downside of the epidemic curve. They instituted a wide range of interventions and they may have 
good ideas as to what was most effective and what was not. If you believe the press, it looks like they have been 
successful in their control efforts and perhaps we could learn from them. Some of these are highlighted below and are 
already mentioned in the working discussion draft agenda commented upon by Peggy. 

Also, there is growing recognition of unique aspects of the clinical disease including clotting complications (see NEJM 
article attached) and possible neurologic involvement (note popular press story about physician suicide). I wonder if we 
should probe these topics with their clinicians? 

I highlighted some topics below that I thought would be most relevant given the brief meeting time. 

Do we envision formal presentations or will this be a timed, open discussion of selected topics, perhaps moderated by 
experts in that specific area from both countries? Also, what is the plan for audience participation and selection of 
panelists/speakers? 

I wonder if it would be possible to hold the meeting on two consecutive days/evenings with each following the 2 hr 15 
min format already proposed? That might give both sides an opportunity to consider questions raised on day 1 more 
thoroughly and respond during the second meeting. 

Thanks, Jim 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <Leiay@hbfam.net>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharples <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@_gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<AEI viffi6@ihmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Boright, John <1Boright@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiRUTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentliPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Peggy, thanks for modifying Fran's draft agenda yesterday. 

The letter from the presidents to CAS and CCDC proposed questions in 5 topics areas (including questions about vaccine 
development). Fran's draft agenda that you modified focuses on the first two topics Question to everyone: are there 
other critical questions in the list that you feel we should try to address during the proposed May 12/13 meeting? 
Peggy's markup is attached and the original list from the letter is below: 

Appendix: Proposed topics for virtual dialogue meeting: 

1. Understanding the biology of COVID-19 
• What is the rate of evolutionary change in the virus and how quickly does it accumulate mutations? 

Have mutations impacted the efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 
• Have there been accurate measurements of incubation period? What factors are responsible for any 

variability in incubation period? 
• What magnitude of viral load is required to initiate infection? Has it been determined at what point 

in the course of infections the patient is most infectious? What is the degree of virus shedding among 
pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals? 111111 
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2. Managing COVID-19 in patients 
• How is China measuring immune response; binding assays versus neutralization tests; use of 

antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection? 
• \\ Hat lid, hccii t 1,116;. pc! \ t dl l Ic 1 111C 1\ i l1 1 01 , cLilln CC C \ 

• Were effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for patient care identified? 
• Were there other best practices for management of COVID-1 9 patients that emerged from the 

pandemic experience? 
• How was the efficacy of either drugs or NPIs and best practices influenced by patient age, gender, 

general health condition, or other characteristics? 
• Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic that should be applied to future staffing and 

equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

3. Limiting the spread of COVID-19 
• What NPIs proved most effective in halting viral spread in China? 
• Wereu otherHbestupractices for containment used and proven tou be effective? 
• \\ H AJUI 
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• Has the Chinese research community made progress in understanding the routes of exposure to 
COVID-19 in air, water, and from surfaces (both indoors and outdoors)? 

• Would practices such as increased surveillance for coronaviruses in pets, wild or livestock animal 
species or interventions to reduce contact between humans and pets, wild or livestock animal species 
have a role in limiting the spread of COVID-19 or in preparing for future pandemics? 

4. Drug and vaccine development 
( I L‘ L 41411gliFfP114 L qk iJkg FulL 14 '10'1 1\ c U t_,t, t cat 

( ()NH) ,,o Him ),, ii i •m.2.to,1,, t, I 11,, L110,, pHt ( 1 I t 1/4; I I I a 
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• 

t Ii 

5. Preventing and managing future epidemics and pandemics 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
• , HpopHomummum • • , 11111111111111111111110 , \\ hat (Thina war ilL(i ,1)oLi [ SOCICt 1 1C CC0110111\ 10 a 1101-111a11 1 sialC 

• What observations and determinations from the COVID-19 pandemic are most important for 
preventing, detecting, and managing future epidemics/pandemics? Based on the answers to 1-4, how 
can the lessons learned in dealing with COVID-19 so far be used to avert another pandemic? 

• \\ hat iuc thc n1o1 li LI IIILI I w ct 01111iLlIC ciLHhiIc c011a1)01.ai1011s PA lig OLI I ouu1l i ICS in thk 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1, 202-334 3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pqggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:07 PM 
To: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Cc: Frances Sharpies <fsharples 3C4Thotmail.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<glgriffi6@ihmi.eciu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekConas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.eciu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <pfjshiRutmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

It would clearly be desirable to develop vaccines with efficacy across Coronavirus strains How much to put into 
this dialogue is an open question still I think. At the moment vaccines are not on agenda at all but probably 
should be and this could be part of the discussion. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 30, 2020, at 11:45 AM, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman nas.edu> wrote: 
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Wonderful news that a dialogue meeting will be able to take place! This may be far too futuristic given 
the many immediate needs with Covid-19, but I wanted to float the idea of an additional potential topic 
in case it could be of interest. It seems likely that scientists from research institutes in China will have 
had some of the most direct experience analyzing multiple strains of coronavirus — not only SARS and 
SARS-CoV-2, but also samples identified from animal surveillance. And that there are many other strains 
of coronaviruses out in the environment that could potentially cross over to humans in the future. 

Will all that in mind, I wondered whether there might be a role for sharing information on whether it 
could be possible to develop vaccines that would provide protection against multiple coronavirus 
strains, and if so what targets or strategies might seem most promising to explore. If not for a May 
dialogue meeting, perhaps as an area you could consider exploring for future dialogue meetings in the 
upcoming year(s). 

Best, 
Katie 

Katherine Bowman, Ph.D. 
Board on Life Sciences 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-2638 
Email: kbowman nas.edu 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:51 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Might the whole set of confusions and data limitations related to serologies and 
viral shedding be of interest as one of the topics. . . or is it just me? dave 

On Apr 29, 2020, at 10:47 AM, Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Ben - I think 2-3h is about the max considering that for one of the 

groups it will be getting late (could we start at 8?). Therefore, 2 

topics seems a reasonable plan. 

Including Linda, David and Ralph if possible, would be good. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 
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W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and 

Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@ihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekEonas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 10:14 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranzEogmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<cjgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pqayeAlbfam.net>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; 'Frances Sharples' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Greetings, 

Diane suggested that staff take the lead on writing a draft response to 
the attached letter that includes proposing a date and agenda in 
consultation with you, her, Dave and Peggy with Marcia and Victor 
sending the response back. I am looping Diane and Peggy into this 
thread. 

I have attached a possible agenda for the call that Fran put together at 
my request. The agenda draft only covers the first 2 (Scientific 
Questions and Treatment for and Management of Patients) of the 5 
areas listed at the end of the original letter (also attached) with the idea 
that we might be able to discuss the other topics in a second virtual 
meeting. A few initial questions to consider: 

1) Since holding one meeting might be all we are able to do 
what topics do you think are the most important to 
cover? 

2) How long do you think the meeting should/can last? (9 
am or pm ET on the 12th or the 13th might be a good time 
to start it) 

3) What other Americans should be invited? (I mentioned 
the meeting to Linda Saif but can reach out to David 
Relman, Ralph Baric and others at your direction...) 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. Nation& Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz )gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman(cDnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Yes, very good news indeed. Who is organizing the meeting on our 
side? 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edi,...i>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
(clavidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranzegpail.corn>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Frances Sharpies' 

. arples 3@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowrnan@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS and CCDC. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: stinhui@cashci.ac.cn <si...inhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:40 AM 
To: NASPresident <naspresident@nas.edu>
Cc: McNutt, Marcia K. <MMcNutt@nas.edu>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'clgriffiffeoihmi.edit <dgriffjqajhrni,,edu>;
'peggyphbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net.>; JohnHildebrand 
<11-iiidebilpernail.arizona.edu>; Boright, John <iBorij.:Tht@, nas.edu>; 
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'iwieduc@UTMB.EDLY 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; iih-cao@cashcbac.cni <L, 
cao@cashq.ac.cn>; 'clbai@cas.cn' <clbai@cas.cn>; igaof@im.ac.cn' 
<gofpim.ac.cn>; liyin <iiyin@cashq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 
Importance: High 
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Dear colleagues, 

Attached please find the letter replied by Prof. Chunli Bai 
and Prof. Fu Gao. 

Best Regards, 

Sun Hui 

r 

sunhui©cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&nA : NASPresident 

: 2020-04-23 20:50:33 
Jik•WA. : 1jh-cao@cashq.ac.cri'; 'clbai@cas.cn'; 
1gaof@im,ac.cro'; 'sunhuiChcashq.ac.cni 

: McNutt, Marcia K.; Dzau, Victor J.; 
'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu1; 'peggy_@hbfam.net'; JohnHildebrand; 
Boright,John; Rusek, Benjamin; ijwleducPUTMB.EDU1
IRE : Letter from the NASEM re: Virtual Dialogue Meeting 

Please find the attached letter from Drs. McNutt, Dzau, Griffin, and 
Hamburg. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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4-30-20 v1 

Discussion of the Biology of Covid-19 

May 12 or 13 

Introductions: Participants give brief descriptions of their background and areas of expertise 

Focus on Scientific Questions (1 hour): 

• Evolution of the virus: Have there been estimates the rate of evolutionary change in the virus 

and how quickly it accumulates mutations? Are ther indications ithilcmutations impacted the 

efficacy of treatment, transmissibility or the clinical course of disease? 

• Incubation period: Has the incubation period of the virus in humans been determined? What 

variability may exist and ycan /actors he. identifigd lhat_roay inf o.nc:p„sucfl yvariability? 

• Viral Load: What is known abm  It magnitude of viral load ,required to initiate infection? Has it 

been determined at what point a patient is most infectious? 

• Viral shedding: What is the degree of virus shedding among pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic 

individuals? Do "recovered" patients continue to shed infectious virus? If yes, for how long? Has 

viral shedding post infection been dernonstri : MNew ink o - 

• Post-recovery: After recovery, do patients have i c u nity? How protecti is this immunity? 

Any indication of persistem  e such IMMUT! ? 

• Immune response: How is immune response being measured? Is it via binding assays versus 

neutralization tests; use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acut isease and as an indicator of 

protection? W 

15 minute break 

Focus on Treatment for and nageme tients (1 hour): 

• Drug Treatments: What h 

sick patients? 

• Non-pharmaceutical Intervention1Jjre effective non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) for 

patient care identified? 

__Other Best Practices: Were there other best practices for management of COVID-19 patients 

that emerged from the pandemic experience? 

• Clinical manifestations of COVR)19 disease: what range of clinical, end-organ organ and other 

rdii of_yipiiii tesfine tecityl

experience with developing  drug treatments for 

body sic:  ros titostations of disease have you btUnielltedl?, 

• Influence of Patient Characteristics: How did patient age, gender, general health condition, or 

other characteristics influence the efficacy of drugs, NP1s, or best practices influenced? How was 

this determined? 

• Lessons Learned: Were there any lessons learned from the pandemic experience that should be 

applied to future staffing and equipping of hospitals or other patient care facilities? 

Wrap up discussion and next steps 

Deleted: Have 

Deleted: Is there 

Deleted: variability in incubation period? If yes, what 

Deleted: have been shown to be or 

Deleted: are likely to be responsible for this 

Deleted: is 

Deleted: strong 

Deleted: Is it likely to be permanent 

Commented II)1111: Would we want to include vaccines 
here too? Or address in a later discussion 

Formatted: Font: Bold 

Commented [PM]: We have been seeing a broader 
spectrum of end-organ dmage, clotting disorders etc than 
initially appreciated but there is data from China that they 
were seeing these too 

Formatted: Font: Bold 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 9:17 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Shi, Pei yang 
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

This is a perfect example of the exceptional value of having the dialogue with China that you and the NAS have 
pioneered. I hope that we can leverage this experience into some sustained funding to keep the relationship vibrant. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:59 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Very happy to help, sounds like with this change it's ready to go. Diane will likely send it out soon. 

Ben 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 8:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

I think Peggy's suggested change is appropriate and otherwise it's ready to go. There are other efforts 
underway to get the isolates as well, so hopefully we'll get this done soon. 

Thanks for your help in moving this along! Enjoy India 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:53 AM 
To: Diane Griffin qigriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg 
<pf,agy(q)hbfam.net>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim could you take a final look? 

Ben 
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On Jan 27, 2020, at 7:09 PM, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> wrote: 

Do we think that it is ready? 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

pig rifiri6@ihu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:02 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthrDnas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <kuleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

And when this is ready Diane should send it to Bai Chunli [using clbai@cas.cn, JH-
cao@cashu.ac.cn, sunhui@cashu.ac.cn] and Gao Fu [using of im.ac.cn]

Probably want to cc Peggy and Jim and maybe John Hildebrand and John Boright 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentheDnas.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 6:27 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <ppiay@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin (clgriffi6@ihmi.edu)
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: FW: NCoV isolate 

Jim, 
Connecting you back to the discussion here. See below. 
Micah 

From: Peggy Hamburg <pe,,ggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:01 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthrDnas.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (clgriffi6@ihmi.edu 
<cjigiffi6@ihmi.edu> 
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

Jim, 
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Any thoughts on my question below. I am fine with letter as is, but does Iswem like 
situation has evolved a bit but still crucial to encourage Chinese to share isolates. 

Peggy 
Sent from my iPhone 

From: Diane Griffin <cligriffi6(roihmi.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:06 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

Micah, Peggy, Jim et al - I think that the letter is fine to send. I agree that the situation is 
changing, but it is still going to be important to compare the viruses that emerge in 
other countries with Chinese isolates over time. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@ihu.edu 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 2:10 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
wrote: 

Peggy, 
Perhaps I closed down discussion too early. Please feel free to reopen 
with Jim Le Duc. You can include others, but I would focus on the people 
you want to hear from. 
Also, we might want to note the MOU signed between UTMB and 
Chinese virology research organizations as the rationale for promoting 
UTMB as the partner. But that's up to you and Diane to decide. 

Micah 

On Jan 27, 2020, at 9:20 AM, Peggy Hamburg 
<Peggv@hbfam.net> wrote: 

Hello. I think it is a strong letter. However, has the argument shifted 
somewhat? Given that cases are occurring in many places now the 
opportunity to gather isolates does not depend on Chinese, however 
the ability to get full understanding of the virus and it's evolution would 
be greatly advanced by expanded sharing of isolates. 

Peggy 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 9:29 PM, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Here is a dean copy for your review, we are working to 
get you the correct email addresses and email routing 
for Gao Fu and Bai Chunli. 

Micah notes that at the top of the letter, we say that 
work is hampered by the lack of an isolate. Lower down, 
we refer to sharing isolates. Should this be consistently 
plural? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 11:30 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <p_qfay@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin 
(figriffi6(EDihmi.edu) <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Here is a version with these changes and a few other 
small edits. 

Ben 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@)nas.edu>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:08 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <pqmr@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin 
(figriffi6(EDihmi.edu) <figriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Ben, 
We'll have to do some minor editing on the letter to 
correct typos from our original draft (replace focused in 
with focused on, near the end), to make it read a little 
better ("China has taken important lead to identify" just 
isn't good English), and some formatting according to 
Diane and Peggy's preferences. I would suggest 
unbolding the text and possibly formatting it more like a 
regular letter with return address, but that decision is 
up those who sign it. 
Micah 
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From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi(FrUlEMB.EDU>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 10:25 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranzE9gmail.com>; Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <Iffksiaze(cpUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekE)nas.edu>; LeDuc, James 
W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<LIgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<MargaretA amburgeDaol.com>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgrajmer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. 
<dnieseleL)UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurbanPUTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth(c)nas.edu>; Boright, John 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>
Subject: RE: NCoV isolate 

Thanks, Tom and Dave 

Hi Ben, 
I have included Tom's suggestion. Please use this 
version. 

Best, 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:21 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgKsiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusekEonas.edu>; LeDuc, James 
W. <iwleducCoUTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin 
<elgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<MargaretA amburgeDaol.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<E3shiRUTMB.EDU>; Raimer, Ben G. 
<bgrajmer@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. 
<dnieseleL)UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurbanPUTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<svveaver@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth(cDnas.edu>; John Boright 
<JBoright@Mas.edu>; JohnHildebrand 
<ihildebr@email.arizona.edu>
Subject: Re: NCoV isolate 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's 
email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

...and think Tom's point strengthens the letter as 
well. dave 
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On Jan 26, 2020, at 9:17 AM, Ksiazek, 
Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
wrote: 

In this paragraph 

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch has volunteered 
to serve as both home to the virus 
reference center and as a BEI 
partner to assist China in 
distribution of any 
isolates you wish to 
share. NASEM would be willing 
to facilitate another arrangement 
if you wish. 

Should probably be modified 

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch has volunteered 
to serve as home to the virus in its 
capacity as the World Reference 
Center for Emerging Viruses and 
Arboviruses and as a BEI partner 
to assist China in distribution of 
any isolates you wish to 
share. NASEM would be willing 
to facilitate another arrangement 
if you wish. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

On Jan 26, 2020, at 
00:49, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu>
wrote: 

WARNING: This email 
originated from outside of 
UTMB's email system. Do 
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not click links or open 
attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe. 

Great idea Jim, 

Since this is urgent 
Micah and I have 
drafted text of a letter 
(that includes text 
explaining the dialogue) 
that could be sent to 
CCDC and CAS. Feel free 
to modify. 

Have also looped in 
John Boright, the 
executive director of 
the NAS and John 
Hildebrand, the NAS 
foreign secretary. Peggy 
might want to include 
Victor Dzau in the next 
email. 

FYI Micah and I are in 
India right now and will 
be online for the 12 
hours or so. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re 
nCoV isolate sharing 
Griffin and 
Hamburg.docx> 

On Jan 
26, 
2020, 
at 7:56 
AM, 
LeDuc, 
James 
W. 
<iwledu 
c@utm 
b.edu> 
wrote: 
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Ben, 
Diane, 
Peggy 
I'm 
sure 
you 
have 
been 
followi 
ng the 
emerge 
nce of 
the 
new 
Corona 
virus in 
China 
and 
beyond 
with 
concern 
. While 
much is 
being 
done to 
prepare 
nations 
for 
possibl 
e cases, 
the 
global 
scientifi 
c 
commu 
nity 
remains 
hamper 
ed by 
the lack 
of 
access 
to an 
isolate 
of the 
new 
virus. S 
equenc 
es data 
has 
been 
provide 
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d, but 
despite 
repeate 
d 
inquirie 
s 
isolates 
have 
not 
been 
made 
availabl 
e 
althoug 
h 
Chinese 
front 
line 
scientis 
ts 
appear 
to be 
eager 
to 
share. 

With 
this 
backgro 
und, 
may I 
suggest 
that we 
explore 
an 
Acade 
my to 
Acade 
my 
request 
to 
share 
the 
isolates 
? Withi 
n a very 
few 
days 
this will 
likely 
be a 
moot 
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point 
given 
that 
cases 
are 
now 
occurri 
ng 
outside 
China 
and 
isolatio 
n 
attemp 
ts are 
underw 
ay. The 
window 
for 
Chinese 
global 
leaders 
hip is 
rapidly 
closing. 
Our 
dialogu 
e over 
the 
past 
several 
years 
has 
focused 
in the 
very 
situatio 
n we 
now 
face 
and it 
seems 
approp 
rate 
for the 
academ 
ies to 
work 
togethe 
r to 
help 
address 
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this 
growin 

g 
threat. 

We 
have 
volunte 
ered to 
use 
UTMB's 
stature 
as both 
home 
to the 
virus 
referen 
ce 
center 
and as 
a BEI 
partner 
to 
assist 
the 
Chinese 
in 
distribu 
tion of 
any 
isolates 
they 
wish to 
share. 
Repeati 
ng this 
offer 
more 
formall 
y by the 
NASEM 
to CAS 
may 
help 
the 
Chinese 
govern 
ment 
appreci 
ate the 
global 
importa 
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nce of 
harness 
ing the 
world's 
scientifi 
c 
capacit 
y to 
help 
address 
this 
emergi 
ng 
threat. 

Can we 
urgentl 
y draft 
an 
official 
letter 
for 
Diane 
or 
Peggy's 
signatu 
re? 

Thanks 
for your 
conside 
ration 
and 
help. 

Jim 

Sent 
from 
my 
iPhone 

<Letter to CCDC CAS re nCoV isolate sharing 
Griffin and Hamburg Jan 27 2020.docx> 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12:48 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yang; Yuan Zhiming; zlshi 
Subject: How did covid-19 begin? Its initial origin story is shaky. from The Washington Post 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinionsiglobal-opinions/how-did-coyid-19-begin-its-initial-origin-story-is-
shaky/2020/04/02/1475d488-7521-11ea-87da-77a8136cla6d story. html 

Please see link to article that appeared today in the Washington Post. I've has inquiries already. Any information you 
might have to address the work done in the Wuhan CDC would be helpful. BSL2 work there on coronaviruses? True? 

Thanks, and I hope you are all well. Things are heating up here but so far everyone is well. 

Best wishes, Jim 
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From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:51 AM 
To: Diane Griffin; Peggy Hamburg 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek; Micah Lowenthal; John Boright; John Hildebrand; Shi, Pei yang; Dave 

Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu); Micah Lowenthal 
(mlowenth@NAS.EDU) 

Subject: RE: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

This is indeed good news! Thank you all for your help and support. 

Concurrent with the NAS-CAS communications, we have been dealing directly with the Wuhan Institute of Virology and 
as of last week they were in the process of seeking government approval to share the virus (see note pasted 
below). Hopefully this will be settled soon and we can arrange shipment. 

We will keep you posted. 

Thanks again, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D, 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: dletwhiov.cn <df whiov.cn>
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 4:30 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <pfjshiPUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: RE: MTA to receive New coronavirus 2019 isolate: nCoV-2019 (IVCAS 6.7512) 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I contacted with Wuhan custom, then they send our application message to the General Administration of 

Customs in Beijing. Today I asked them the progress, they said they should ask for 

the General Office of the State Council. So please wait for the fed back with me. 

Best wishes, 

Fei 
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Dr. Fei Deng 

Virus Resource and Bioinformation Center, 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Tel/Fax:0086-27-87198465 

Email: df@whiov.cn 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2020 7:51 AM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; John Boright <JBoright@nas.edu>; John Hildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu> 
Subject: Re: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Agreed! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 4, 2020, at 5:33 AM, Peggy Hamburg <pgggy(a).,hbfam.net> wrote: 

Hello. This is good news... .and seemed to be a most surprisingly straightforward process. Let's 
see how the next steps go. 

Jim, keep u up to date on how this all unfolds. Hopefully some good work can proceed swiftly. 

All best, 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "nresident-office@eas.en" <president-office cas.cn> 
Date: February 3, 2020 at 11:20:56 PM EST 
To: dgriffi6 <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, MiHamburg <MHamburg@nas.edu>
Cc: mlowenth <mlowenth@nas.edn>, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>,
jwleduc <jwledue@nas.edu>, jhilderbr <jhilderbr@arizona.edu>, BRsek 
<BRsek@nas.edu>, jboright <jboright@nas.edu>, clbai    zhangyp 
<zhangyp@cashq.ac en>, gaof<gaof@Nin.ae.en>, jh-cao <j_b_-cao@eashq.ac.ch>,
liyin <liyin@cashq.ac.cn>, sunhui <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>, wangyy 
< , Tqngyy@wh.ioy.cn>, yzm < 
Subject: sharing of isolates of 2019nCoV 
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Diane E. Griffin, Vice President, NAS, 

Margaret Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, NAM 

Dear Prof. Griffin and Prof. Hamburg, 

Thank you for your concerns on the recent outbreak of the 2019 novo-coronavirus 

epidemic. Upon receiving your letter dated January 28, my colleagues have discussed 

with Dr. George Fu Gao and other experts and we are willing to share isolates of the 

2019 nCoV with the international community. We believe this is critical to engaging joint 

international efforts to contain the spread of the virus. 

The National Biosafety Laboratory Wuhan of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is 

prepared and willing to work with The University of Texas Medical Branch and other 

international research institutions on the specifics for the sharing and distribution of the 

isolates. We are in the process of getting it ready. 

I look forward to hearing your further advice on this matter. 

With best regards, 

Chunli Bai 

Chunli Bai 
President 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
The Alliance of International Science Organizations (ANSO) 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 2/7/2019 2:26:59 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Trip report and final agenda from Harbin 
Harbin workshop trip report v2.docx 
Harbin agenda final.docx 

552.117 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

Jim I hope you and had a wonderful trip to Antarctica! 

I have attached a brief draft trip report from the Harbin meeting. I used this as part of recent funding quarterly report but please 
add your edits and additions so we can finalize it for briefings. 

We are also working on a longer version with more detail on each of the presentations and a draft statement on the gene-editing 
portion of the meeting. 

PS We submitted a funding proposal to DOS BEP that would cover an initial BSL-4 leadership network meeting. I will write a 
separate email noting the progress we have made to develop that idea. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 
Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing 

in Viral Infectious Disease Research 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute 'Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

January 8-10, 2019 
Harbin, China 

Trip Report 

To address the interconnected life science challenges associated with combating infectious 
diseases and further enhance cooperation between China and the United States in the areas of 
global health, biosafety, and biosecurity, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS), and the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS) in partnership with representatives from 
other Chinese institutions held the fourth U.S. China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security and a Workshop on Responsible 
Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Pathogen Research in tandem on January 8-10, 2019 at 
the Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) in Harbin, China. The event was held in the 
conference facility of the HVRI of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, one of three 
institutes in China that operate a Biological Safety Level-4 (BSL-4) laboratory. 

The meeting, ultimately titled U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of 
Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research was the latest in a series designed to share 
information on research relevant to combating emerging diseases of concern to the U.S. and 
China, promote common understanding of high biological containment laboratory safety, 
security and responsible research risk management, and build relationships among members of 
the U.S. and Chinese research communities who conduct infectious disease research. 

The meeting was also designed to have a special focus on research that uses gene-editing 
technology to allow participants to discuss ways to create norms and reduce risks when using 
these tools for research. (The co-chairs of the meeting will produce a short summary of this 
portion of the workshop discussion.) 

Several themes emerged during the workshop. The first was a focus on the importance of 
pursuing an integrated, One Health-based approach to understanding the causes and 
addressing the effects of animal and human diseases. Some of the issues raised included the 
short-term intended and unintended effects of recent disease control strategies, as well as a 
need for collaboration amongst experts and across regions on medical, ecological and 
ecosystems science to ensure human and animal health. 

The second was a growing appreciation for the widespread use of gene editing tools, 
particularly those based on the CRISPR-Cas9 system, that are being integrated into many new 
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research efforts. New gene editing techniques to cut, edit, activate and repress genes with 
greater accuracy and at much lower costs well beyond longstanding methods of selective 
breeding of hosts and pathogens allow researchers to quickly explore changes not readily 
achieved in the past. Although the benefits to society are potential ly enormous, there is the 
potential for malevolent application or for the technology to contribute to dangerous 
"bioerror," that is, for researchers to inadvertently create a modified organism that has an 
unintended disastrous impact. Many of the technical talks including those on vaccine 
development, vector engineering, host engineering, and synthetic biology included details on 
the researchers' use of gene editing tools and techniques. During the presentations the 
importance of gene editing to facilitate genetic modifications were highlighted but participants 
also discussed how they assessed risks and untended consequence of using the tools and best 
practices to ensure the appropriate and safe use of this technology in the future. 

A third theme was the importance of establishing and maintaining strong institutional cultures 
and norms to support the safe and responsible conduct of science. Although the meeting 
agenda was not designed to focus on human gene editing, the research project led by He 
Jiankui, formally an associate professor in the Department of Biology of the Southern University 
of Science and Technology in Shenzhen, China that lead to the birth of two children with edited 
DNA was universally condemned by the meeting participants. The sessions included several 
discussions on possible collaborations between Chinese and American scientists and 
institutions on the responsible conduct of science and other ways to ensure that gene editing 
techniques are used safely and ethically across the life science enterprise in the future. 

Throughout the workshop and during tours of the HVRI security and training centers, experts 
also shared information to ensure the safe and secure operation of high containment biological 
laboratories. Topics discussed included combating emerging infectious diseases in livestock, 
safely doing research on insect vectors in high biological containment, 
inactivation/decontamination procedures for African swine fever virus, improving the public 
health response to disease outbreaks, training and vetting high containment laboratory 
workers, and the safe and sustainable operation of high containment laboratories. 

NAS has helped to shape the international dialogue on the risks and the multitude of challenges 
associated with planning for, building, sustaining, and safely and securely running high 
containment laboratories. Before the meeting the directors of the Galveston National 
Laboratory (of the University of Texas Medical Branch) and the Wuhan Institute of Virology (of 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences) jointly published an editorial in Science that calls for the 
creation of a global network to bring together the leaders of institutes that operate laboratories 
at the highest biological safety level, BSL-4, to ensure the safe, secure and sustainable 
operation of these facilities.' The final session of the meeting included a discussion on the 

"One solution is to establish an [BSL-41 network that enables the sharing of best practices, collaboration, 
transparency, and exchange of specimens and technology." The authors noted that their partnership "benefited 
from meetings jointly sponsored by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese National Academy of 
Sciences..." Network for Safe and Secure Labs. James W. Le Duc and Zhiming Yuan, Science. 19 Oct 2018. Vol. 362, 
Issue 6412, pp. 267 [ HYPERLINK "http://science.sciencemag.org/content/362/6412/267" ]. 
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concept led by the authors of the editorial. During the discussion the director of China's Centers 
for Disease Control and the leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-
4 labs indicated that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a 
network and have started planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take place 
later in 2019. The next bilateral meeting will likely take place in Kunming, China at the Kunming 
National Primate Research Center, another Chinese institute that operates a BSL-4 laboratory, 
later in 2019. 

Sessions and Presentations 

Keynote addresses 
• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the Perspective 

from China 

• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their Interspecies Transmission 
• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in China 

Influenza 

• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 

• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 

• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular Factors 

African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 

• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 

• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live Attenuated 

Vaccines 

• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 

• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 

• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 

• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen Research and 

Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - China's Efforts 

and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 

• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 

• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that Serve as 

Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 
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• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 
• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic 

Potential - a U.S. Perspective 
• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer toward 

behavior changes 

• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 
• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to Understand and 

Address Viral Pathogens in China 

Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 
• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 

• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 

• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 

• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot 

and Mouth Disease Vaccine 
• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and Pathogenic Study of 

EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 
• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 

Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 
• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic Natural 

Product Clusters in Streotomvces 
• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 
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American Participants 

Ralph Baric, Professor 
Department of Epidemiology, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hil l 

David Franz, Professor 
USAMRI ID (retired) 

Douglas Gladue, Scientist 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Diane Griffin, Professor 
Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology ofJohns Hopkins Bloomberg 
School of Public Health 

Stephen Higgs, Professor 
Department of Diagnostic 
Medicine/Pathobiology, College of Veterinary 
Medicine, Kansas State University 

Joseph Kanabrocki, Professor 
Microbiology in the Biological Sciences Division 
of the University of Chicago 

James Le Duc, Professor 
Galveston National Laboratory, Department of 
Microbiology and Immunology, University of 
Texas Medical Branch, Galveston 

David Reiman, Professor 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, 
Stanford University School of Medicine 

Linda Saif, Professor 
Department of Veterinary Preventive Medicine, 
Food Animal Health Research Program, Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center, 
The Ohio State University 

Pei-Yong Shi, Professor 
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, University of Texas Medical Branch 

David Swayne, Center Director 
Agricultural Research Service, United States 
Department of Agriculture 

Katherine Bowman, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Benjamin Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Chinese Participants 

George F. Gao, Academician, 
Director-General Chinese Centerfor Disease 
Control and Prevention 

Zhigao Bu, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Wen Dang, Doctor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Wuxiang Guan, Professor Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, CAS 

Yunzhang Hu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Mifang Liang, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Chunbo Lou, Professor Institute of 
Microbiology, CAS 

Hongsheng Ouyang, Professor 
Jilin University 
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Chengfeng Qin, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Hualan Chen, Academician 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Gong Cheng, Professor 
Tsinghua University 

Rui Gong, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Qian Han, Professor 
Hainan University 

Chengjun Li, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Longding Liu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Jiahai Lu, Professor 
Sun Yat-sen University 

Jiancheng Qi, Professor 
National Biological Protection Engineering 
Center 

Zhengli Shi, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Dayan Wang, Professor 
Institute of Pathogen Biology, ChineseAcadenny 
of Medical Sciences &Peking Union Medical 
College 

Jianwei Wang, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Changjiang Weng, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Kongming Wu, Vice President 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

Xiaodong Wu, Professor 
China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center 

Xaoli Xue, Professor 
Laboratory of Synthetic Biology, Shanghai 
Institute of Plant Physiology, CAS 

Yang Xue, Associate Professor 
Tianjin University 

Ruifu Yang, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Zhiming Yuan, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Peijun Zhai, Professor 
China National Accreditation Service for 
Conformity Assessment (CNAS) 

Pi ngpi ng Zhang, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Tietao Zhang, Professor 
International bureau, CAAS 

Weiwen Zhang, Professor 
Tianjin University 

Chihong Zhao, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Tongyan Zhao, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Yong Zhao, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Haixue Zheng, Professor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
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U.S.-China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible 

Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research 

Room 1058, Comprehensive Laboratory Building 

Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS Harbin, China 

8-10 January 2019 

Monday, 7 January 

Some participants arrive at the Aoluguya Hotel (No. 800, the 3rd Road of Chuangxin, Harbin) 

Tuesday, 8 January 

7:50 Shuttle bus from Aoluguya Hotel to Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) 

(No. 678 Haping Road, Xiangfang District, Harbin, Heilongjiang Province, China 150069) 

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS 

9:00 Welcome, Introductions, and Opening Remarks 

Chairs: Zhigao Bu 

1. Welcome on behalf of Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS): Kongming Wu, 

Vice-President of CAAS 

2. Remarks on Behalf of U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine: 

Benjamin Rusek, Policy and Global Affairs, U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and 

Diane Griffin, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and Vice-President of NAS 

9:15 Session 1. Keynote Addresses [20 min each] 

Chairs: Benjamin Rusek 

1. Prof. George F. Gao, Director-General, Chinese Centerfor Disease Control and Prevention 

Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential —the Perspective from 

China 

2. Prof. Linda Saif, Ohio State University 

Emerging swine coronaviruses and their interspecies transmission 

3. Prof. Hualan Chen, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Vaccination in poultry eliminated human infections with H7N9 virus in China 

Q&A/Discussion [15-20 min] 

10:30 Coffee and Tea Break 

EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
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Goal for Sessions 2 and 3: Consider progress in understandingtwo diseases of concern to China and the 
US, includingthe health and economic implications and what advances in understanding may be 
enabled by recent scientific and technical developments such as gene editing. 

10:40 Session 2. African Swine Fever [15 min each] 
Chairs: Li nda Saif and Hualan Chen 

1. Prof. Xiaoxu Fan on behalf of Prof. Xiaodong Wu, China Animal Health and Epidemiology 
Center 
Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 

2. Prof. Zhigao Bu, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS Characterization of 
African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 

3. Prof. Pei-Yong Shi on behalf of Dr. Douglas Gladue, U.S. Department of Agriculture 
ASFV vaccine status: Rapid production of recombinant ASFV forlive attenuated vaccines 

4. Prof. Hongsheng Ouyang, Jilin University 
Genome-edited pigs protected from classical swine fever virus 
Q&A/Discussion j10-15 min] 

Discussion questions 
• What is known about the epidemiology, health, and economic impacts of Africa Swine Fever? 

• What is the latest progress on developing effective countermeasures and limiting the spread of 
this disease? 

• What critical areas remain unknown or what are key challenges to preventing and responding to 
Africa Swine Fever outbreaks? How can new scientific and technical advances contribute to 
research and development? 

11:45 Session 3. Influenza 
Chairs: Linda Saif and Hualan Chen 
1. Overview: Perspectives on international collaborations for influenza research 

[15 min each] 
Prof. Ralph Baric on behalf of Prof. David Swayne, U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Collaborating an Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 

2. Panel Discussion 
Speakers provide 15 minutes opening remarks on the topics identified below, followed by 
discussion facilitated by the session Chairs 
Prof. Dayan Wang, National Institute for Viral Disease Control and Prevention, 
China CDC Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 
Prof. Chengjun U, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular 
Factors 

Discussion questions 
• What is known about the epidemiology, health, and economic impacts of Influenza? 
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• What is the latest progress on developing effective countermeasures? 
• What critical areas remain unknown or what are key challenges to preventing and responding to 

influenza outbreaks? How can new scientific and technical advances contribute to research and 
development? 

13:00 Group Photo 

13:10 Lunch 

VIRAL PATHOGENS: SCIENCE AND RESPONSIBILITY 
Goal for Sessions 4, 5, and 6: Discuss relevant pathogen properties that researchers may seek to alter, 
and why, as part of studying viral pathogens with pandemic potential. II lustrate challenges and 
opportunities posed by new strategies such as use of gene editing, rational design approaches, 
other strategies enable by advancing biotechnology. Discuss the associated issues in the ethical planning 
and conduct of such research so that it can be conducted safety and securely. 

14:30 Session 4. Understanding and Engineering Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential 
[20 min each] 
Chairs: Diane Griffin and George F. Gao 
1. Prof. Ralph Bark, University of North Carolina 

Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 
2. Prof. WeiwenZhang, Tianjin University 

Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

15:10 Coffee and Tea break 

15:45 Session 5. Bioethics and Responsible Planning for Pathogen Research [15 min each] 
Chairs: Diane Griffin and George F. Gao 
1. Prof. Zhi mi ng Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS Biosafety and Bioethics in 

Medical Research 
2. Prof. David Reiman, Stanford University 

Proposed title: Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen 
Research and Approaches forAssessing Potential Risks and Benefits of Research 

3. Speaker cancellation 
4. Associate Prof. Yang Xue, Tianjin University 

Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management- China's Efforts and 
Future Works 

16:45 Session 6. Panel on Science and Ethics in Research with Pathogens with Pandemic 
Potential 
Chairs: Diane Griffin and George F. Gao 
Chairs faci litate a discussion between Ralph Baric, Weiwen Zhang,Zhiming Yuan, and 
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David Reiman, Jianwei Wang, Yang Xue and the audience. (45 mm] 

Discussion Questions 

• What do recent advances in biotechnology, such as genome editing, enable researchers to 
achieve in improved characterization and alteration of the properties of pathogenic viruses? 

• What do you see coming in the near term? Whatstill remains very challenging and why? 
• Because research on viral pathogens can raise security concerns, how do you think about making 

decisions on whether or not to conduct such research or about modifying research proposals? 
What are the responsibilities and best practices of the PI to ensure that pathogen research is 
conducted safely and securely over the course of the project? 

• What ethical and policy challenges remain and what actions do you think are needed to help 
overcome these challenges? 

17:30 Transportation from HVRI to Restaurant 

18:30 Dinner at Restaurant 

Wednesday, 9 January 

07:50 Shuttle bus from Aoluguya Hotel to Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) 

VECTOR AND HOST ENGINEERING 
Goal for Session 7: Research to understand and prepare forviral pathogens may also involve work 
conducted on the hosts or vectors of such pathogens, for example to better understand host-
pathogen responses and vector transmission. Discuss how advances in areas such as gene editing are 
affecting such research and best practices for safely and responsibly conducting such studies 

9:00 Session 7. Vector and Host Engineering: Safety and Security [15-20 min each] 
Chairs: Jim LeDuc and Zhiming Yuan 

1. Prof. Qian Han, Hainan University 
Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 

2. Prof. Stephen Higgs, Kansas State University 
Best practices in safety and security for working with arthropods that serve as pathogen 
vectors, including responsible research with gene drive modified vectors 

Q&A/ Discussion j20 min] 

10:00 Coffee and tea break 

10:30 Session 7 resumes 
Highlights of Recent Research: 
3. Prof. Tongyan Zhao, Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, Academy of 
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Military Medical Sciences 
Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 

4. Prof. Gong Cheng, Tsinghua University 
A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Q&A/ Discussion [30 min] 

Discussion Questions 
• What do recent advances in biotechnology, such as genome editing, enable researchers to 

achieve in studying and manipulating hosts and vectors of viral pathogens 

• What do you see coming in the near term? Whatstill remains very challenging and why? 
• What are the responsibilities and best practices of the PI to ensure that pathogen research is 

conducted safely and securely over the course of the project? 
• What ethical and policy challenges remain and what actions do you think are needed to help 

overcome these challenges? 

11:30 Special Topic: Update on Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
Diane Griffin, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health [20min] 
Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
Q&A/Discussion [10 min] 

12:00 HVRI Tour and Lunch 

EFFECTIVE OVERSIGHT SYSTEMS 
Goal for Session 8: Discuss the systems of institutional review and oversight in China and in the US for 
safe and secure conduct of laboratory research on viral pathogens with pandemic potential. Focus on 
the institutional systems includingthe important role of leadership in promoting institutional cultures 
that support responsible research practices. 

13:30 Session 8. Best Practices in Laboratory Safety and Security for Pathogen Research 
Chairs: Mifang Liang and Joe Kanabrocki 
1. Prof. Joseph Kanabrocki, University of Chicago [15 min] 

Institutional review and oversight for research on viral pathogens with pandemic potential 
— a U.S. perspective 

2. Prof. David Franz and Prof. Zhiming Yuan [30 min together] 
The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steertoward behavior 
changes 

3. Prof. Peijun Zhai, CNAS 
Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China [25 min] 

Facilitated Discussion 
Chairfacilitates a discussion with the speakers and audience [25 min] 
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Discussion questions 
If assessment of anticipated risks and benefits results in the decision to undertake an 
experiment that involves characterizing or manipulating o pathogen with pandemic 
potential: 
1. How should the research-conducting institution oversee this research to ensure that it is 

conducted safely and securely over the course of the project? Does this oversight happen at 
one point or at multiple points over the course of the project? 

2. What are the responsibilities of institutional leadership in promoting the culture of 
responsible conduct of science? 

3. Are there particular scientific or experimental practices that should be incorporated into 
research design and conduct that can maximize safety and security for stu dies carried out to 
understand or alter the properties of pathogens with pandemic potential? 

14:40 Special Topic: One Health in China 
Chairs: Mifang Liang and Joe Kanabrocki 

1. Dr. Harish Menghwar on behalf of Prof. Jiahai Lu, Sun Vat-sen University [20min] 
Understand how a One Health approach is shaping research to understand and address viral 
pathogens in China 

Q&A/Discussion [10 min] 

15:10 Coffee and Tea Break 

RECENT RESEARCH AND PERSPECTIVES 
Goal for Sessions 9 and 10: Gain furthershared insights into how research communities are addressing 
issues in biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics, particularly as applied to research on emerging infectious 
diseases caused by viral pathogens 

15:30 Session 9. Chinese Biosafety, Biosecurity, and Bioethics [15 min each] 
Chairs: Mifang Liang and Joe Kanabrocki (give some opening comments) 

1. Prof. Jiancheng Qi, National Biological Protection Engi neeri ng Center, China 
Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 

2. Prof. Yunzhang Hu, Institute of Medical Biology, Chi neseAcademy of Medical 
Sciences 
Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

3. Speaker cancellation 
Q&A/Discussion [30 min] 

Thursday, 10 January 

7:50 Shuttle bus from Aoluguya Hotel to Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) 

9:00 Session 10: Chinese Perspectives on Emerging Infectious Diseases [15min each] 
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Chair: Pei-yongShi and Zhengli Shi 

1. Prof. Changjiang Weng, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 

2. Prof. Zhengli Shi, Wuhan Institute of Virology,CAS 
Risks of MERS-clustercoronaviruses in China 

3. Prof. Wen Dang on behalf of Prof. Haixue Zheng, Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, 

CAAS, 
Rational Design of MasterSeed Virus to Improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot and 

Mouth Disease Vaccine 
4. Prof. Longding Liu, Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical 

Sciences 
Development of inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human diploid cell) and Pathogenic Study of EV71 

Infection in Rhesus Macaque 

5. Prof. Chengfeng Qin, Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, Academy of Military 
Medical Sciences 

Zika Virus Neurotropism the Bad and the Good 
Q&A/Discussion (30 min] 

10:30 Special Session 11 
Chairs: Pei-yongShi and Zhengli Shi 

1. Prof. Chunbo Lou, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation forActivating the Cryptic Natural Product 

Clusters in Streptomyces 

2. Prof. Xiaoli Xue, Key Laboratory of Synthetic Biology, Shanghai Institute of Plant Physiology, 
CAS 

Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 
Q&A/Discussion [10 min] 

LOOKING FORWARD (CLOSED SESSION, BY INVITATION ONLY) 

Goal for Session 12: Identify shared priorities and potential opportunities forfuture discussions to 

advance safety and security (Room 1046 of the Comprehensive Laboratory Building) 

11:30 Session 12: China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 
Chairs: James LeDuc, Zhiming Yuan, Diane Griffin, and Zhigao Bu 

Cooperating to combat emerging infectious diseases that affect China and the U.S. — 

Cooperation on laboratory safety: biocontainment research and collaboration across borders 
(including discussion on building a network of BSL-4 laboratories concept 

.̀)4 .67 and other collaborations between 
Chinese and American scientists) 

13:30 Lunch 
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13:30 Visit the Unit 731 Museum 

15:45 Transport to Hotel 

17:30 Visit Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival 

20:30 Transport to Hotel and Restaurant 

Friday, 11 January 

AM and PM: Transportation provided to airport 
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From: Sharples, Fran [FSharples@nas.edu] 
Sent: 7/16/2020 9:12:16 AM 
To: cb.lou@siat.ac.cn; zhaoxin@im.ac.cn; I iwei@ioz.a c.cn; wa ngha oyi@ioz.ac.cn; shiyi@im.ac.cn; 

wangj01@hotma .com; ga of@im.a c.cn;guodeyin@ma .sysu.edu.cn; Dia ne Griffi n [dgriffi6@jhmi.edu];Walt, David 
[dwalt@bwh.harvard.edu]; Zhang_F@mit.edu; mla russa@sta nford.edu; Wayne Deng [wayne.deng09@gmai l.com]; 
rel man@sta nford.edu; peggy@hbfam.net; ha rvey.fi neberg@moore.org; sta nl ey-perl ma n@uiowa .edu; LeDuc, James 
W. [jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; davidrfranz@gmail.com; racharo@wisc.edu;jeanloz@berkeley.edu; kristia n@andersen - 
la b.com; trevor@bedford.io; ssawyer@colorado.edu;yzm@wh.iov.cn; buzhigao@caas.cn; zIshi@wh.iov.cn 

CC: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine [KBowman@nas.edu]; Na ncy Connel I 
[Na ncyConnel I @jhu.edu]; sunhui@cashq.ac.cn;ongting' [tongti ng@cashq.ac.cn]; jennifer.rya n@moore.org; Pope, 
Andrew [APope@nas.edu]; Erin Blackwel l [erinb@broadinstitute.org]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU] 

Subject: Re: Final information for Gene Editi ng Workshop 
Attachments: Agenda_Vi rtua I Workshop on Gene Editi ng Technol ogies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens (2).docx; 

Participant List_Virtual Workshop on Gene Editi ng Technol ogies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens (3).docx 

WARNING: This email origi nated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello to all of our participants in the US/China joint gene editing workshop. This email is just a reminder that 
our second session is tonight at 9pm for US participants and at 9 am Friday morning for our Chinese 
colleagues. The information on the Zoom link is below. The agenda and participant list are also attached. 
Looking forward to seeing you all again. 

Best, 
Fran Sharples 

Day 2: The potential to use genome editing as an innovative anti-viral strategy, as well as best practicesfor biosafety 
and biosecurity. 
Evening of July 16 in the U.S. (Thursday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 17 in China (Friday from 9-
11AM) 
Morning of July17 in China (Friday from 9-11AM) and evening of July16 in the U.S. (Thursday from 6-8PM Prand 9-
11PM ET) 
Link: htt ps:fin a se m . zoom .0 s/j/93050757697?Jaw_d.F.4 552.136 
(Meeting ID: 930 5075 7697 and Passwordi 552.1* 

As noted on the agenda, at the end of each session there will be time forQ&A and discussion. Al l discussions will be off 
the record and not-for-attribution, and no publicwritten product wi ll be prepared. 

Thank you again for your interest in this workshop. Please let us know if you have any questions orconcerns, and we 
look forward to a very interesting and productive two days. 

Fran Sharpies, PhD 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 
500 Fifth St. NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
202-334-2187 
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Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to 

Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens 

AGENDA 

Day 1: Evening ofJuly 14 in US (Tuesday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 15 in 
Beijing (Wednesday from 9-11AM) 

Day 2: Evening ofJuly 16 in US (Thursday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 17 in 
Beijing (Friday from 9-11AM) 

Day 1 (July 14 US/July 15 China) 

Welcome Remarks 
— Diane Griffin, U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine [5min] 
— George Gao, Chinese Centerfor Disease Control and Prevention [5min] 

Opening Presentation 
— Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University: Introduction to how CRISPR-based technologies can be 

applied to diagnosis and treatment of disease [10 min] 

Detecting Viral Pathogens 
Session moderator: David Walt, Harvard University 
Speakers: 

• FengZhang, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Development of CRISPR/Cas-based 
systems to detect viral pathogens [15 min] 

• Chunbo Lou, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chi neseAcadenny of Sciences 
and Jin Wang, Shenzhen Second People's Hospital,Shenzhen University: Paired design 
of dCas9 as a systematic platform for the detection of featured nucleic acid sequences in 
pathogenicstrains [20 min] 

• Wayne Xianding Deng, University of California San Francisco: Detection of SARS-CoV-2 
using CRISPR/Cas-based systems [15 min] 

Moderated Discussion [30min] 

LookingAhead to Day 2 
— Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5min] 

Adjourn until Second Session 

Day 2 (July 16 US/July 17 China) 

Welcome Remarks 
— Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5min] 

Responding to Viral Pathogens 
— Session moderator: Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 
— Speakers: 
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• Deyin Guo, School of Medicine (She nzhen), Sun Yat-sen University: CRISPR-Cas targeting 
of host genes as an antiviral strategy [15 min] 

• Xin Zhao, Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Receptorhunting of 
Enterovirus B by CRISPR screening [15 min] 

• Marie La Russa, Stanford University: Development of CRISPR as an antiviral strategy to 
combat SARS-CoV-2 and influenza [/5 min] 

Moderated Discussion [30min] 

Capturingthe Opportunities through Responsible Development 
— Discussion moderator: Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 
— Exchange of views and discussion among al l participants [30min] 

Adjourn Virtual Workshop 
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Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to 

Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens: Speakers and Participants 

PARTICIPANT UST 

July 14/15 and July 16/17, 2020 

Speakers from China 
1. George F. Gao, Director-General, China Centers for Disease Control 
2. Chunbo Lou, Principal Investigator, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology 
3. Xin Zhao, Associate Research Fellow, Institute of Microbiology, Chi nese Academy of Sciences 

(CAS) 
4. Deyin Guo, School of Medicine (Shenzhen), Sun Yat-sen University 

Speakers from the U.S. 
5. Diane Griffin, Vice President, U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
6. Nancy Connell, Senior Scholar, Centerfor Health Security, Johns Hopkins University 
7. David Walt, Hansjorg Wyss Professor of Biologically Inspired Engineering and Professor of 

Pathology, Harvard University; Institute Professor, Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
8. FengZhang, James and Patricia Poitras Professor of Neuroscience and Professor, Brain and 

Cognitive Sciences and Biological Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute 

9. Marie La Russa, Research Associate, Stanford University 
10. Wayne Xianding Deng, Postdoctoral Fellow, University of California San Francisco 

Participants from China 
11. Wei Li, PI, Deputy Director, State Key Laboratory of Stem Cell and Reproductive Biology, 

Institute of Zoology, CAS 
12. Haoyi Wang, PI, Group leaderof Genome Engineeri ng Technology, Institute of Zoology, CAS 
13. Vi Shi, PI, Deputy Director of CAS Key laboratory of Pathogenic Microbiology & Immunology, 

Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
14. Jin Wang, Professor, Shenzhen Second People's Hospital, the First Affiliated Hospital of 

Shenzhen University 
15. Zhengli Shi, Wuhan Institute of Virology 
16. Zhigao Bu, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute [invited] 
17. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology [invited] 

Participants from the U.S. 
18. David Reiman, [ HYPERLINK 

"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_University School_of_Medicine" \o "Stanford 
University School of Medicine"]. 

19. Peggy Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, U.S. National Academy of Medicine 
20. Harvey Fineberg, President, Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 
21. Stanley Perelman, University of Iowa Health Care 
22. Jim LeDuc, [ HYPERLINK "https://www.utmb.edu/gnI" \t"_blank" I, University of Texas Medical 

Branch 
23. Dave Franz, U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command, retired 
24. Alta Charo, University of Wisconsin, Madison 
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25. Raymond Jeanloz, [ HYPERLINK 
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of California,_Berkeley" \o "University of California, 
Berkeley" ] 

26. Kristian Andersen, Scri pps Research [invited] 
27. Trevor Bedford, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center [invited] 
28. Sara L. Sawyer, University of Colorado Boulder [invited] 

NAS and CAS staff: 
29. Katie Bowman, Board on Life Sciences (BLS), U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, 

and Medicine (NASEM) 
30. Fran Sharpies, BLS, NASEM 
31. Ben Rusek, Policy and Global Affairs Division (PGA), NASEM 
32. Hui Sun, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
33. Micah Lowenthal, PGA, NASEM 
34. Communications support, NASEM 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric©email.unc.edulrbaric©email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edulsaif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edulstanley-perlman©uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.ory[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.orgTharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6Qhmi.eduldgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3©hotmail.comlisharples_3©hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric©med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.orglandre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan©moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek©nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Block, Bruce[BBlock©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 10/15/2020 12:17:33 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in the China bio dialogue sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday this week. We have scheduled a 
short hotwash session so the American participants can discuss the virtual dialogue discussions (from this week and earlier 
this year) and your get your ideas on future topics and other issues. 

The session will take place tomorrow from 5:30-6:30 PM, Zoom link is below. Sorry for the short notice, if you can't 
make it tomorrow feel free to weigh in by email. 

Topic: China Bio Post Dialogue Meeting Discussion 
Time: Oct 16, 2020 5:30 PM ET / 4:30 PM CT / 2:30 PM P:11 .-.. 
Meeting LiRkL:ttas://nasem.zoom.us/j/92476126782?pwd 552.136 

i i i 
Password: 552.1361 

PS I have asked CAS for the ppts from last night, will send those out as soon as I get them. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 7:32 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlock@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Greetings, 
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Thank you for joining the dialogue session last night. I have attached the slides from the three presentations. 

FYI CAS has invited two additional CCDC experts to the session tonight. 

Dr. Huaqing Wang, PI, Immunization program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
Dr. Zundong Yin, Director of National Immunization Program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Looking ferword seeing ard hearing fr,urn eili• • 5  5  t it hour 
Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Meeting 552.136 
Password:i 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu1 <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.orgi 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.finPhPrg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhm' -du>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@ hotmailcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric(51med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orr>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersyan@meore,org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

-hould be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions on al 
A It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. Links to join the Zooms a, e also uelow. 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

* * * 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Meeting Lj.n.k.:_ _ _ _ _ 552.136 
Passwordi 552.1361 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
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Meeting 
Password:: 552.136! 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <Iennifersvan@rnoorc.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<H1-iare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@anford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <Iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifenryan@rnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<H1-iarePnas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
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(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 

1 [ ,>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman(Lauiowa.eciu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@ hbfarn.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.eciu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.eciu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.eciu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.eclu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <ciavicirfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 
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As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <-elman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszakPecohealthalliar >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<LIE -iffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDUT <peshl@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.ec.  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orr>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore,org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHAreOnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.co.  > 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
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Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <Iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric©email.unc.edulrbaric©email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edulsaif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-periman@uiowa.edulstanley-periman©uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.ory[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.orgTharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6Qhmi.eduldgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnellThiancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3©hotmail.comlisharples_3©hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric©med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.orglandre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan©moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek©nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Block, Bruce[BBlock©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 10/12/2020 11:36:05 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
— ir 2020 U.S.-China Bio Diaiuuut v3.docY 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

hould be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions on 
It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. Links to join the Zooms di e 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Meeting Lipk: 552.136 And 

Password:1 552.136 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
, Meeting Link:_.__ 552.136 i i i i 

Password! 552.1361 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; tsaif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; tdaszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; tdgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDu>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
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4) Act" l surveillance stra4-0iPc for monitoring 'dverse events o('cerved '.fter vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Ac _del mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Pr ---oza vaccines 
7) Vacuine for enterovirus 068 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 

vaccine progress 
us 

1-15N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

1) C: •-iina the possih;lity of hackeround immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) CI 1 ckly 
3) An 
4) Long-term sequeid luliuwirig Luvi0-19 !met:don—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' < 31man@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@emaii.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.fi neberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.eciu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orf >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moorc,org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <N1Kanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-larePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <d-lvidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: irelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-penman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; tandre@ecohealthalliance.orgi 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <1ennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3 rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 
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We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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10/12/20 v3 

October Bio Dialogue Virtual Sessions 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET/ 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Wednesday, October 14, 9-11 AM in China 

Session 1 Meeting Link: [ HYPERLINK 
"https://ns .mQpm.us/j/92754903815?pwd 552.136 
Password! 552.1361 

Welcome and Introduction — Diane Griffin and George Gao 

Overview of current status of CoVI D-19 vaccine development in China — George Gao 
Overview of current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in the U.S.— Nancy Connell 

Topic 1: Human vaccine development and delivery 
Moderator: Diane Griffin 

• Vaccination programs in China: How are vaccine programs for particularsubpopulations being 
implemented? 

o Pediatric populations 
o First responders 
o Elderly population 

• Post-vaccination surveillance and monitoring strategies 
o Innmunogenicity 
o Monitoring Immunity 
o Vaccine-associated adverse events 

• Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vaccination: strategies and issues 

• Progress on othervacci nes 
o Universal influenza vaccines 
o Enterovirus D68 

Topic 2: Animal vaccine development and delivery 
Moderator: Linda Saif 

• Status of corona virus vaccination foraninnals 
o Vaccine types 
o Efficacy 
o Complications and other issues? 

• African Swine Fever:vaccine progress in China 

• New "swine flu" (G4) in China 

• H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 
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10/12/20 v3 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET/ 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Thursday, October 15, 9-11 AM in China 

Session 2 Meeting Link: [ HYPERLINK -, 
"https://nasenn.zoonn.us/j/98420889232?pwch! 552.136 i i i 
Password{ 552.1361 

Topic 1: Immunity 
Moderator: Diane Griffin 

• Correlates of immunity —biomarkers predicting susceptibility or progression to severe disease 

• Background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronavi ruses 

• How longwill immunity last? 

Topic 2: Testing and diagnostics 
Moderator: Peggy Hamburg 

• Chinese testing strategies for rapid, frequent population-level testing 

• Antibody testing 

• Importance of T-cell responses 

• Long-term sequelaefollowingCOVID-19 infection —lung function, neurologic issues, other issues 
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10/12/20 v3 

NASEM Participants 

Dr. Ralph Baric, PhD, is a Professor in the Department of Epidemiology at the University of North 
Carolina's School of Public Health. 

Dr. Nancy Connell, PhD, is a ProfessorattheJohns Hopkins Centerfor Health Security in Baltimore, MD 

Dr. Peter Daszak, PhD, is currently president of EcoHealth Alliance, a nonprofit non-governmental 
organization that supports various programs on global health. 

Dr. Victor Dzau, is the current President of the U.S. National Academy of Medici ne in Washington, D.C. 

Dr. David R. Franz, DVM, PhD, is currently retired, but served in the U.S. Army Medical Research and 
Materiel Command for 23 of 27 years on active duty and as Commander of the U.S. Army Medical 
Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID). 

Dr. Harvey Fineberg, MD, is currently president of the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, 

immediately priorto which he was President of the Institute of Medicine (now the National Academy of 

Medicine). 

Dr. Diane Griffin, PhD, is University Distinguished Service Professorand Alfred and Jil I SommerChairof 
the W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology atJohns Hopkins 
BloonnbergSchool of Public Health and the current vice-president of the U.S. National Academy of 
Sciences. 

Dr. Margaret (Peggy) Hamburg, MD, is an American physician and public health administrator. She 
served as the 21st Connmissionerof the U.S. Food and Drug Administration from May 2009 to April 2015 
and is currently Foreign Secretary for the U.S. National Academy of Medicine. 

Dr. James Le Duc, PhD, is the directorof the Galveston National Laboratory, one of the largest active 
biocontainment facilities on a U.S. academic campus. 

Dr. Stanley Perlman, MD, PhD, is Professorof Microbiology and Immunology and of Pediatrics at the 
University of Iowa Health Care. 

Dr. David Reiman is a microbiologist and the Thomas C. and Joan M. Merigan Professor in Medicine and 
in Microbiology &Immunology atthe Stanford University School of Medicine. 

Dr. Linda J. Saif, PhD,[ HYPERLINK "https://enwikipedia.org/wfici/Linda Saif' \1 "cite note- :0-
3" ] is Distinguished University Professor, [ HYF'ERLINK "http://vet.ositedu/preventive- medic ine" 
\o "Preventive Medicine" ], [ HYPERLINK "http://www.oardc.ohio-state.edu/fahrp/" \t " blank" 
], Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Centerof the Ohio State University. 

Dr. Pei Yong Shi, PhD, is I.H. Kempner Professorof Human Genetics, University of Texas Medical Branch, 
Galveston Texas. 
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10/12/20 v3 

Chinese Participants 

George F. Gao, Director-General, Chinese Centerfor Disease Control and Prevention, Memberof 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

ZhimingYuan, Professor, Di rectorof Wuhan P4 Lab, Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences 

Zhigao Bu, Director, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 
(To be confirmed) 

JianpingWeng, Executive Director, Division of Life Sciences and Medicine, University of Science and 
Technology of China 

Xian-En Zhang, Professor, Institute of Biophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Jinhua Liu, Professor, China Agricultural University 

Aihua Zheng, Professor, Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Xi Zhou, Professor, Wuhan Institute of Virology, ChineseAcadenny of Sciences 

Hongping Wei, Professor, Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Dong Men, Professor, Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Darning Wang, Suzhou Institute of Biomedical Engi neering and Technology, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences 

Lianpan Dai, Associate Professor, Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Yong Hu, Associate Professor, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chi neseAcadenny of 
Sciences 
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To: 'Peter DaszakIdaszak©ecohealthalliance.org]; 'relman@stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; 
rbaric_email.unc[rbaric©email.unc.edu]; 'saif.2@osu.edulsaif.2©osu.edu]; 'stanley-periman©uiowa.edulstanley-
periman@uiowa.edu]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.orgTharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 'dgriffi6Qhmi.eduldgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
'peggy@hbfam.netTheggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor 
J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnellThiancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlfsharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
antoinette_baric.med[antoinette_baric©med.unc.edu]; Alison Andre[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Block, Bruce[BBlock©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 10/19/2020 10:57:43 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Some bullets following our US-China dialogue discussion on Friday 
  :h follow-up-JP Weng.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for participating in the China bio dialogue sessions last week. And thank you Peter and others who sent me feedback 
and thoughts on the future of the dialogue. Additional thoughts and comments are welcome. 

Re next steps: The general plan is to try and hold another two night session in 2-3 months, when we have more information to 
share on vaccines, durability of immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests. More discussion on the origin or 
"natural history" of the virus focused on preventing future outbreaks (since George Gao seems to be open to it) might be possible 
as well. 

PS I have attached the ppt on learning from Covid patients from the dialogue. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peter Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org> 
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2020 12:21 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; rbaric_email.unc 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; antoinette_baric.med 
<antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' 
<jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond 
JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce <BBlock@nas.edu> 
Subject: Some bullets following our US-China dialogue discussion on Friday 
Importance: High 

Thanks for a good discussion on Friday Ben, 

I fully support a continued dialog and noted, as did some of those on the call, that George Gao and others were more open in their 
discussion of investigations into animal reservoirs of SARS-CoV-2 — i.e. discussion about the origin. We discussed ways we could 
frame a future topic that would allow us to talk about some important issues around the 'natural history' of SARS-CoV-2, that might 
also be comfortable for our Chinese colleagues. Here are a couple of bullets along the lines you asked me for: 
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Summary of recent findings re. the ability of SARS-CoV-2 to infect other species of animals in the lab, and in the wild, 
around the world (e.g. mink farm infections Europe and US, experimental infections of ferrets & raccoon dogs, risk 
assessments of SARS-CoV-2 infecting bats in other countries) 

2. From the natural history of the virus, what do we know about the diversity of alpha and beta CoVs in wildlife reservoirs, 
and in potential intermediate hosts in various countries in Asia. 

3. What information can we identify from the receptor binding domain of SARS-related CoVs that might help us predict 
future potential for emergence of CoVs from other countries 

I think a good strategy would be to have the US side give the opening slide deck so that we sort of set the parameters and open up 
some of the discussion that I'm sure would lead to interesting information. I'd be happy to help on the first 2 points, and I'm sure 
Ralph could talk to the 3rd point. Linda and Stanley have a great deal of knowledge and could provide supporting comments... 

Cheers, 

Peter 

Peter Daszak 
President 

EcoHealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1200 
New York, NY 10018-6507 
USA 

Tel.: +1-212-380-4474 
Website: www.ecohealthalliance.org
Twitter: @PeterDaszak

EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:18 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relmanPstanford.edu>; rbaric emaii.unc <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@__u.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanlev-perlmanPulowe.edu>; Peter Daszak <daszak@e -Llealthalliance.org>; 
'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.nef 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU1 <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VD  Othas.eclu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancvConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <daviclrfranzfRmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3Photmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthPnas clu>; antoinette_baric.med 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.rvan@moore.org' 
<iennifersvan@moore.orp; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond 
JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkelev.ee >; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce <BBlock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in the China bio dialogue sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday this week. We have scheduled a 
short hotwash session so the American participants can discuss the virtual dialogue discussions (from this week and earlier 
this year) and your get your ideas on future topics and other issues. 
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The session will take place tomorrow from 5:30-6:30 PM, Zoom link is below. Sorry for the short notice, if you can't 
make it tomorrow feel free to weigh in by email. 

Topic: China Bio Post Dialogue Meeting Discussion 
Time: Oct 16, 2020 5:30 PM ET / 4:30 PM CT / 2:30 PM PT 
Meeting Link: )s://nasem.zoom.us/j/92476126782?pwcH 552.136 
Password: 552.136 

PS I have asked CAS for the ppts from last night, will send those out as soon as I get them. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 7:32 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>, 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>, 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.finebergg ,..00re.org>.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<LIE -iffi6@ihm - du>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>, 'Nancy Connell' <NancvConnell@lhu.edu>, 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <'ennifers an or >, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANIOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edi ›; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Greetings, 

Thank you for joining the dialogue session last night. I have attached the slides from the three presentations. 

FYI CAS has invited two additional CCDC experts to the session tonight. 

Dr. Huaqing Wang, PI, Immunization program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
Dr. Zundong Yin, Director of National Immunization Program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

lasoking forw'rl seeing and hearing frmr ru l in a few hour: 
Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Meeting Link; 552.136 
Password:1552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
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Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@h13fam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTNIB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@lhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (ciavidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette haric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.or >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <lennifenryan@mc ..i.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlockgnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I =hould be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions on IF 
It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. Links to join the Zooms die .1so :,elow. 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in y.s. 
Meeting Link: 552.136 
Password:i 552.136: 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 

552.136 Meeting Link: 
Password: I 552.1361 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<clgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@lhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (ciavidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <lennifenryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HtiarePnas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; tsaif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'haryey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; tclgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
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5) Ad 4.;ng current vaccino gorms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Pr vaccines 
7) Vacuine for enterovirus 068 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 

vaccine progress 
-us 

r H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

1) C. -iina the possih;lity of hackeround immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) CI quickly 
3) An ies 
4) Long-term sequeid tonowing Cuvi0-19 intection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@emaii.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <str nley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@rnoore.org' <hr rey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@inmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy(spnufam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baricPmed.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.c.  >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersyan@moorc,org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <N1Kanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-larePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <d-lvidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
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Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COV1D-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-penman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 
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We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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cm ber 15 2020 

Learning from following 
up of COVID-19 patients 

Jianp na Wen 

Science an an d Te 



COVID-19 global 
pandemic: a 
historical challenge 

1. https://covid19.who.int/ (accessed October 14, 2020) 

Globally, as of 5:06pm CEST, 13 October 2020 

37,704,153 confirmed cases 

Causing 1,079,029 deaths 
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Epidemiology of COVID-19 among 
Infant and Children in China 

Pediatric cases accounted for approx. 1% of all cases (728/80,000, 
estimated via China CDC case series) 

Communicability of infection amongst children has been tracked and, as 
expected, infected children shed virus although, as noted above, they are 
frequently asymptomatic or only mildly symptomatic. 

Negative breast milk, Amniotic fluid, cord blood, and neonatal throat swab 
samples by RT-PCR from mothers with COVID-19 reported. 

Cases series of babies breastfed by mothers with overt COVID-19 — not 
infected 

1. Dong Y, et at Pediatrics. 2020 Jun;145(6):e20200702. 2. Chen H, et at Lancet. 2020;395(10226):809-815. 
3. Liu W, et at J Hum Lact. In press. 4. Zhu H, et at Trans! Pediatr. 2020;9(1):51-60. 
5, Bi Q, et at Lancet Infect Dis. 2020;20(8):911-919. 
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A single-center, prospective 
observational follow-up 
study to characterize the 
outcomes in patients with 
COVID-19 at 1, 3 and 6 
months after discharge 

Currently, analysis has 
finished with the 1- and 3-
month data 

Manuscript under review 

85 hospitalized cases 
of COVID-19 

Discharged patients 
(n=84) 

Patients(n=81) 

Patients(n 62) at 1M 

Patients(n=61) at 3M 

1 death 

3 refusal of F/U 

14 12/U at local hospital 
5 Refusal of F/U 

1 loss of 17U 
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Baseline characteristics: 58% male; median age 45 years, IQR(34-55) 
11% had smoking history; 37% had chronic disorders; 

At 3-month (n=61) 

1 re-activated virus RT-PCR on D100 

38% symptoms persisted: dyspnea(18%), coughing(15%), fatigue(8%) 

54% CT scans abnormalities: GGOs (15%), fibrosis (5%) 

pulmonary ventilating function & physical activity (6MWD) gradually 
recovering 
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otentially m s re prompt recover at 3 aw

CO 

Compared with SARS, COVID-19 appears to be associated with a 
prompter resolution on chest CT during the recovery phase. 

Our findings indicate potentially more prompt recovery of COVID-19 
patients at 3M in 6MWD compared to those with SARS. 

Preferable to combine FEV1 with DLCO in identifying pulmonary 
function impairment with higher sensitivity 

No significant difference among the discharged survivors with 
different severity pneumonia regarding other pulmonary function 
measures 

1. Ng CK, et al.. Thorax. 2004;59(10):889-891. 
2. Hui DS, et at. Chest. 2005;128(4):2247-2261. 
3. Mo X, et at. Eur Respir J. 2020:2001217. 
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Ser 
after r 

Previous studies suggest that there is a significant reduction of 
neutralizing antibodies in the serum of COVID-19 patients in 
their early convalescent stage. 

Patients recovered from COVID-19 might not have protection 
against re-infection 

1. Robbiani DF, et at. Nature. 2020 Aug;584(7821):437-442. doi: 10.1038/s41586-020-2456-9. 
2. Long Q-X, et at. Nat Med. 2020 Aug;26(8):1200-1204. doi: 10.1038/s41591-020-0965-6. 
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• Serological study based on 
27 patients followed-up after 
discharge 

• 100% IgG (COT 1.67-61.26) 

remains positive, 81.5% (COT 

0.15-93.73) for IgM and 

77.78% (COT 0.25-30.36) for 

IgA 

• Substantial decline of 

antibodies level at 3 months 
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IgG antibody would become undetectable after discharge 
for 273 days 

IgM and IgA would be 150 and 108 days 

Our result suggests humoral immunity diminish in short 
period, losing the protection for the virus 

Together with previous studies, triggering strong cellular 
immune response and immune memory is the key for 
SARS-CoV-2 vaccine development. 

1. Ma et al. Sci China Life Sci, 2020, doi: 10.1007/s11427-020-1805-0 
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Next-generation sequencing revealed influenza and Ch/atnycli3 infection 
in recurrent pneumonia in a recovered COVID-19 patient 

A 53-year-old man was admitted to hospital with 
SARS-CoV-2 on January 25, 2020 

Discharged on February 9, 2020 

+ 82 days 

Recurrence of suspected COV1D-19 GGO-like pneumonia 
On May 1, 2020 

NGS showed c infection with influenza and Chiamydia 

Discharged on May 28, 2020 

CT on May 1, 2020 CT on May 28, 2020 

Table 1 The main pathogens of alveolar lavage fluid sequenced by next generation sequencing. 

No. % Reads Genus No. % Reads Genus 

1 72.1 28366988 unclassified 15 0.233 91578 Listeria 

2 6.948 2733676 Chlamydia 

cannot be assigned to a 

16 0.205 80778 Idiomarina 

3 4.764 1874455 
genus 

17 0.197 77399 Klebsiella 

4 2.387 939292 Enterococcus 18 0.195 76888 Sa monella 

5 1.956 769431 Lingu odinium 19 0.18 70859 Epulopiscium 

6 1.381 543303 Bacillus 20 0.162 63717 Curvibacter 

7 1.278 502795 Acinetobacter 21 0.142 55903 Clostridioides 

8 1.152 453243 P asmodiurn 22 0.111 43483 Sarcocystis 

9 0.55 216421 Pseudornonas 23 0.109 42722 Kangiella 

10 0.491 193240 Clostridium 24 0.107 41987 Neisseria 

11 0.384 151225 Streptococcus 25 0.096 37916 Enterobacter 

12 0.362 142335 Escherichia 26 0.095 37467 Burkholderia 

13 0.34 133773 Mycobacterium 27 0.095 37280 Viruses 

14 0.322 126861 Staphylococcus 
Table 2 The information of influenza viruses sequenced by next generation sequencing. 

No. Reads Virus Subtype Description 

1 40 Influenza B virus Influenza B virus B/Connecticut/Flu110/2013 

2 11 Influenza A virus H1N1 subtype A/Brazil/RS-3335/2009 

3 4 Influenza A virus 

4 2 Influenza A virus H3N2 subtype A/Brazil/RS-3335/2009 

5 1 Influenza A virus H1N2 subtype 

A/Arnerican green-winged 
V,Ien Vul#, Zhang 434,1tatost*Btirz Tao ku,QtwomputtA Liu Waomads,kWeirabgita-66 
2020 Precision Clinical Medicine,doi:10.1093/pcmeth/pbaa033
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Infected, recovered, 
Ab positive 

SARS-CoV-2 
WM') WI 000) 

n')--)00 

Infected, recovered, 
Ab negative 

-siz 
ccine s 

0 0 0 

Never infected 
Ab negative 
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Thank you for listening! 

iianpin en 



To: 'relman@stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric©email.unc.edulrbaric©email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edulsaif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-periman@uiowa.edulstanley-periman©uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.ory[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.orgTharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6Qhmi.eduldgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnellThiancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3©hotmail.comlisharples_3©hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric©med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.orglandre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan©moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Block, Bruce[BBlock©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 10/14/2020 6:32:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
NAS-CAS-Vaccine-20201014.pdf 
Emerging CoVs Swine Vaccine China NAS diaaloa LJSaif 10-13-20pdf.pdf 
20201013Vaccines  US update.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thank you for joining the dialogue session last night. I have attached the slides from the three presentations. 

FYI CAS has invited two additional CCDC experts to the session tonight. 

Dr. Huaqing Wang, PI, Immunization program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
Dr. Zundong Yin, Director of National Immunization Program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Looking forward seeing and hearing from in a few hni' 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Meeting Link:_ 552.136 
Password1552.1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlock@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

-hould be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions onlo 
A It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. Links to join the Zooms a. e 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Meeting Link:  552.136 
Password: i 552.136 i 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT
Meeting Link: 552.136 
Password! 552.136 

ISO LoclUvv., 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relma n@stanford.edu>, 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>, 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>, 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.finebergg ,..00re.org>.; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<Ar -iffi6@ihm - du>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@ hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@LIFMB.EDU>, Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (ciavidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric_@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <'ennifers an or >, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>, 'Raymond JEANIOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervr -1--- '  las.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford eciu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
< [ [ >; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; idaszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<, I 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' fn Hr I lig>; idgriffi6@jhmi.edui 

>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <li duc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>., 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette banc@meci.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
< F  > 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggyLum3fam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette banc@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifenryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavidrfranz@gmail.co >; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggyLohufam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette b @med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifenryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANIOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHarePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.co > 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <Peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDUI <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDLY <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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Vaccine development 

Future hope 
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Virus vectored vaccine strategy: Ad5-COVID-19 

CanS no Biological Inc. with Beijing Institute of Biotechnology 
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Virus vectored vaccine strategy: Ad5-COVID-19 

CanSino Biological Inc. with Beijing Institute of Biotechnology 

Immunogenicity and safety of a recombinant adenovirus 
type-S-vectored COVID-19 vaccine in healthy adults aged 
18 years or older: a randomised, double-blind, placebo-
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Inactivated vaccine, BBIBP-CorV 

Protein subunit vaccine 
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Seed virus selection for COVID-19 vaccine 

3 virus strains isolated from 
broncho-alveolar lavage samples 
or throat swabs of 3 hospitalized 
patients 
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Flowchart of preparing the inactivated COVID-19 
virus vaccine, BBIBP-CorV 
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Time-course of the BBIBP-CorV vaccine 
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Overview of the protein subunit COVID-19 vaccine 

Translation 

* A universal design of betacoronavirus 
vaccines 

Dai et al., 2020, Cell 

* The first protein subunit COVID-19 vaccine 
approved for clinical trials in China and the 
second in the world 
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Rational design of tandem repeat RBD single 
chain dimer 

A RED•dimer (MERS-CoV) 

11130J 

Symmetry We 

MOS 

B MD single chain dimes (MERS-CoV) 

A geiteralizable strategy to design vaccines against 
MERS, COViD-19, SARS and other CoV diseases 

RBD-sc-dimer (SARS-CoV-2) 
SP Rep,..;,(FIVISMS87) I RSO 2 0431040371 

0 10 20 SO SD 1 OS 70 SA SO 100 S10 SO 

Elutionyolume 

A homage .€eous RBD-dimer 

1 st 2nd 
.14 

111 sc-Mmer 

Monom 
D PDS 

RE3D-sc-climer nduod sign e y 
higher NAbs compared to conventionai 
monomer 

Dai et al., 2020, Cell 
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Clinical trials of the first protein subunit vaccine 
in China 

The first human VOILif i
tra

On 19 June 2020, vaccine was approved by the 
NMPA to enter Phase I clinical trials in China 

On 10 July 2020, vaccine enters Phase ll clinical 
trials in China 
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Isolation of RBD-specific memory B cells in a 
convalescent patient 

PBMCs from a 
convalescent patient 

bACE2rGFFA 

WARISCoV 

Memory B cells 
market?! 

SARS-CoV-2 
RBD 

WERS-CoVS 

RBD-specific BM cells 

SARS4-o- v.2 S 

RT-
MOOGWOG,
00006100W 

Coding sequences Expression 

Two rnAbscontaning supernatant 

blocks the interaction between soluble 

COVID-19 virus RBD and 293T-hACE2 

respectively 

Both CA1 and CB6 are specific to 

interact with COV1D-1.9 virus 5 protein 

Shi et al., 2020, Nature 
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Binding affinity between mAbs and RBD 
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The binding affinity between 

rnAbs and RBD are stronger 

than that between the receptor 

and RBD 

CA1 and CB6 bind to the 

overlapped epitopes 

Shi et al., 2020, Nature 
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CB6 and CA1 can effectively neutralize COVID-
19 virus 

a Pseudovirusestrluh7 

li ..., 
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and CA1 can effectively neutralize COVID-19 virus pseudovirus and live COVID-19 virus in 

Shi et at., 2020, Nature 
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CB6 and CA1 can effectively neutralize COVID-19 
virus 

CB6 competes with the receptor to interac e same residues of COV1D-19 virus 

RBD 

)- Both of CB6 heavy chain and flght chain sterically hinder the interaction of COVID-19 

virus RBD with hACE2 
Shi et al., 2020, Nature 
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CB6-LALA to eliminate the potential ADE effect 

ADE (Antibody-Dependent Enhancement) 

Increased virus 
production 

Increased entry into 
Fcy receptor-bearing cells 

100000 
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Raji cells 
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—*—PC 

4 6 

loglo concentration (ng/ml) 

293- FcyRIIA-H131 cells 

Pc 

0 2 4 6 
loglo concentration (ng/i 

No detectable ADE effect for CB6-LALA in vitro 
Unpublished data 
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CB6-LALA protects NHPs from COVID-19 virus 
infection 

nature 
Accelerated Article Preview 

A human neutralizingantibody targets the 
receptor binding site ofSARS-CoV-2 
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CB6 decreased the viral loads in the 

throat swabs in NHPs at both 

prophylactic and treatment settings 

CB6 reduced the infection-related lung 

damage of challenged NHPs at both 

groups 
Shi et al., 2020, Nature 
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Multiple neutralizing MAbs could prevent the escape 
mutations 

The protection effi 

COVID-19 virus 

A 

:I

3° 3, j • 4 t  Pos. 
4 * its Bat 

* 341 
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P23., BM .334 
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y of MAbs in hACE2 mice rnode post infection with 

••=,- Structural analysis of 638 and COVID-19 virus REM comp x and the epitope 

 comparison between-838 and tiAGE2 
Wu et al., 2020, Science 
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A pair of noncompeting human neutralizing 
MAbs against COVID-19 virus 
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A noncompeting pair of human tientratizing antibodies 
block COVI 9-19 virus binding to its receptor ACE2 
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H4 and B38, a pair of noncom eting 

human neutralizing MAbs, 

synergistically prevent COV1D-19 

virus infection 

The neutralizing activity of bispeci

antibody Bi-15 against COV1D-19 

pseuciovirus is 10 times stronger 

than those of parental monoclonal 
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Wu et al., 2020, Science Unpublished data 
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CB6 advanced into clinical trials in both China 
and America 

On 5 June 2020, CB6 ws approved by the NMPA to enter 

Phase clinical trials in China 

On 8 June 2020, CBS was approved by the FDA to enter 

Phase clinical trials in America 

Name A Tot • FM A Stabs • Miami r/Resember • 

REC44,22 (duS Mb all) ShRS.CoV,2 S prebn mAb %se 1 Rep= 

lyteV5S5 SPAStolt2 S Rahn Mb Phase 1 Kelt:6E111y 

4016 SARS-CoV.2 Spme6n Mb Ftese 1 aesciencesAnstSie of kiaticiogy, Chiese kademy of %musk] 1-11 

Sk1S-CoV-2 Wein Mb Phase 1 Ty& ai 
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Outstanding questions 

Correlations of neutralizing MAbs with protection 

Reach of neutralizing MAbs to lung 

Lasting time of neutralizing MAbs in vivo 

p Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) effect 

Best immunization programs and the pro and con 

of all the vaccines 

Stratifiedip o tized vaccination program 
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AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES Food Animal Health Research Program 

College of Veterinary Medicine 
The Ohio State University 

Saif 
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7 Human Coronviruses 
6 Swine and 1 Bovine CoV 

Human CoVs 

Endemic--Common Cold (Population 
has immunity, but lasts only —1yr) 

Alpha-CoVs- HC 229E/ N1_63 
Beta-CoVs- HC 0C43, HC HKU1 

r Epidemic/Pandemic-- Pneumonia 
(Naïve population, no immunity) 

Beta-CoVs- SARSI MERSI SARS-CoV-2 

Bovine CoVs 

r Endemic—Respiratory/Diarrhea 
Beta-CoV- BCoV 

Respiratory infections 
Enteric/respiratory infections 

Porcine CoVs 

Endemic--Gastroenteritis 
Alpha-CoVs- TGEVI PEDV 

r Endemic--Respiratory 
Alpha-CoV- PRCV 

Endemic--Encephalomyelitis 
Beta-CoV- HEV 

r Epidemic-- Diarrhea 
(Naïve population, no immunity) 

Alpha-CoV- SADS 
• Delta-CoV- PDCoV 

Bovine and most human CoVs belong to the betacoronavirus genus; 
most swine CoVs belong to the alphacoronavirus genus 

Saif 
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How does SARS-CoV-2 cause disease compared with a porcine 
and bovine respiratory CoV? 

What are the unknowns/gaps for SARS-CoV-2 vaccines and 
lessons learned based on porcine and bovine CoV vaccines? 

What are the correlates of protection? 
What are the lessons for immunity from similar next Gen platform 

swine experimental CoV vaccines? 
-- What are the correlates of immunity based on immunity to bovine 
respiratory CoV infections? 

Saif 
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Porcine respiratory CoV (PRCV) mutant of TGEV 
S 3

Enteric -÷ TGEV  

Respiratory 
Tropism pRcv —111111111.. 

A 
la amp-

XX S 681nt A 
-Loss SA binding 
ORE 3 A 
-Nonfunctional PRCV 

• TGEV causes fatal diarrhea in baby pigs 

• PRCV--S gene deletion mutant of TGEV (621 682 bp, N-terminus) emerged in 1980s 

• TGEV and PRCV share APN receptor; tissue tropisms differ due to loss of SA 
binding (gut mucins) by PRCV Spike (Schultze et 011996) 

• Lost of enteric tropism and virulence 

Similarities to SARS CoV-2 respiratory infections 

• PRCV infects epithelial cells of upper/lower respiratory tract and 
type I and 2 pneumoctyes (Jung/Sail et 012007 NI) 

• Most infections mild or subclinical— walking pneumonia like > 50% asymptomatic 
COVID-19 cases (Long, QX at al 2020 Nat Med) 

• Atypical pneumonia in most pigs resembles SARS-CoV-2 lesions 
(Saif, Jung, 2020 JCM): PRCV as a BS1.2 respiratory CoV model for COVID-19 

Saif 
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Lessons from Swine Coronavirus Veter 

Swine Enteric/Respiratory Coronaviruses: TGEV/PRCV 

Only 2-3X attenuated oral enteric CoV vaccine induced gut/milk IgA Abs: Correlate of 
immune protection (Chatta, Roth, Saif 2015 ARAB; Langel/Saif et al 2020 Pathogens) 

GALT-Matntnary gland SIgA axis 

Mother 

Gut IgAAb- Immunity 
against CoV 

Suckling 
piglet 

Milk IgAAbs-Passive 
immunity 

Weaned piglet 

Gut IgAAb-Active immunity: 
Prevent disease and infection 

),;-- Repeated PROV infections induce IgA Abs and immunity to TGEV (Sestak/Saif et al 1996 AJVR) 
• BALT-Matntnary gland SIgA axis 

PRCV as naturally occurring TGEV vaccine 
Saif 
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COVID-19 Vaccines 

YOFVACCI 
Virus Virat vector Nucleic acid Protein-based

Inactivated Replicating R DNA 1t Protein sub it

Weakened Non-rep—licati4 RNA Virus-like particles 

Virus 

Viral vector 

Nucleic acid 

Protein-based 

Other* 

0 

3 Phase 3 

Approv 

se 

Aci5; Ad5+26 

10 15 20 25 30 35 
Number of vaccines in development 

Other efforts include testing whether existing vaccines against potiovirus or 
tuberculosis could help to fight SARS-CoV-2 by eliciting a general immune 

response (rather than specific adaptive immunity), or whether certain 
immune cells could be genetically modified to target the virus. 

(Modified E Callaway Nature 30 April 2020) Stiff ID 
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`ifr Molecular next Gen vaccines have advantages (if safe & effective) 
-- Provide a platform for rapid production of vaccines for new emerging diseases 
-- Backbone constructs to insert key antigens for new viruses with established manufacturing 
Will these unproven vaccines be effective to prevent disease and shedding (transmission)? 

Recombinant vector vaccines: 

PRCV respiratory vaccine 
Recominant experimental human adenovirus Ad)+PRCV S1 

Enteric CoV vaccines — PEDV 

PEDV -Recominant experimental human Ad5+PEDV S1 

PEDV- iPEDV+ (PED RNA)vaccine—Viral Replicon Particle (VRP)= 
VEEV based replicon vaccine encoding PEDV S replicon RNA 
• Non-replicating single cycle RNA in DCs 

Saif 
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Antigen/ Vector Route 

(dose) 

PRCV respir. 
H Ad5 /SA+D
(1220aa) (A) 

H Ad5 Control 

PEDV enteric 

Challenge VN Ab 

Inoculum Serum 

Oronasal PRCV 

x 

Oronasal lx PRCV 

H Ad5/S1 PEDV IN 1X 

Control 

Protection against 

Morbidity Infection 

(Callebaut et al, J Gen Virol 1996;4-wk-old pigs 

Yes 
(low) 

No 

NT Partial 
(shorter) 

None NT 

(Crawford et al, Virus Res 2016; 8 and 20-wk-old pigs 

PEDV (PreC) No Partial No 
(Post) Yes (3x) 

PEDV No 
Yes 

No No 

The human Adeno-S vaccine lx elicited only partial respiratory immunity to 
PRCV and marginal enteric immunity to PEDV: multiple doses needed? 
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Lessons from Molecular Vaccines for Swine CoVs 

Recombinant vector/virus and subunit vaccines: 

Enteric CoV vaccines TGEV and PEDV 

TGEV -S recombinant vaccine—ineffective in naïve pigs, but effective as booster 
vaccine after lx oral attenuated vaccine (Shoup/Saif et al, 1997; Park/Saif et .91,1998) 

PEDV -PED RNA (iPEDV+) vaccine —Viral Replicon Particle (VRP) VEEV+ 
PEDV S replicon RNA 
• 1-3X IM doses in pregnant sows showed low efficacy (only 14-22% less 
modality vs controls) in piglet protection in manufacturer's studies (Crawford et 

al 2016) and only 3% less in an independent study (Greiner et al 2015) 

• Low milk VN Ab titers (50%+,<80) vs milk (100%,>320) of wt PEDV orally 
inoculated sows (Sherba et al 2016) 

PEDV -Recominant live attenuated virus vaccine developed by introduction of 
attenuating mutations into infectious clone (Lead PI: Dr Q. Wang, OSU) 

Saif 
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Strategy to generate safe attenuated CoV vaccines using iclones 

PEDV 
)• Target genes that encode innate immune response modulators (nspl 5nspi 6) 

and virus replication (nsp14), non-essential sequences of S protein and the 
accessory gene ORF3 

Introduce at least 2 distinct mutations into separate genes that attenuate the 
virus to increase genetic stability 

A 

0 Kb 10 kb 20 kb 30 kb 

T7 promoter 

Nei) 1

Sapi 
Sapi Saps 

Elsa Bernt-H 

Nsp1.4 
Isispil 6 

S2 
AVEVF EK 

VI-WO 

OR F3 
A3 99nt 

(Hou Y, Ke H, Kim Yoo D, Su y Boley p, Sad' LI, Wang Q. 2019. J Virol) Saif 
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Three Clinical Syndromes Occur 
for Bovine Beta-CoV A Infections 

Enteric Infections 
Calf  diarrhea 
• Diarrhea, dehydration 
• Intestinal villous atrophy 

Winter dysentery 
• Bloody diarrhea + upper 
respiratory infection 

• Intestinal villous atrophy 

Respiratory Infections 
Calf respiratory disease 
Bovine respiratory disease 
complex (Shipping Fever) 

'Cough, nasal discharge, pneumonia 

Age Groups/Vaccines 
Birth to 4 wks of age 
IM inact or atten virus 
vaccine in pregnant cow 

Adults, but not calves 
No Vaccine 

2 wks to 6 months 
6-9-mo-old feedlot 
cattle 
No Vaccine Saif 

BCoVs are endemic, pneumoenteric, age effects for clinical syndromes (Sail, Jung 2020KM) 

Some SARS-CoV-2 patients have diarrhea, shed virus in stools 
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Lessons from BCoV respiratory infection: Correlates 
of  protective immunity in calves 

)",> Strong correlation between serum antibody titers to 
BCoV and respiratory disease and IgA antibody titers in 
nasal secretions and nasal shedding in field studies 

Calves (Fleckert/Saif et al, 1990, 1991) 

• Calves (birth to 20 weeks) shed BCoV repeatedly in nasal secretions, 
often subclinically (short lived mucosal immunity?) 

• Calves with IgA antibodies (titer >100) in nasal secretions did not show 
recurrent BCoV nasal shedding 

• Correlation between serum antibody titers to BCoV at 24hrs of age and 
subsequent number of respiratory sick days 

Develop COVID-19 vaccines that elicit both systemic and mucosal immuni Y• 

Saif 
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Lessons from BCoV respiratory infections: Correlates 
of rotective immunit in feedlot catt e 

In Feedlot cattle BCoV serum antibody titers may be a marker for 
respiratory protection 
• Antibody isotype (IgG, IgA) and neutralizng titer in serum of cattle at arrival in 

feedlots were correlated with protection against respiratory disease, 
pneumonia or BCoV shedding (Cho/Sail et al, 2001; Lin et 01, 2001; Hasoksuz/Saif et 012002; 
Thomas/Sail et al, 2005) 

Strategy: Use vaccines to boost memory antibody responses to BCoV 
to rapidly increase antibody titers 

Calves vaccinated IN with an attenuated BCoV vaccine at entry to 
feedlots had reduced risk for treatment for shipping fever pneumonia 
(Plummer et al, 2004) 

Saif 
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Challen es for COVID-19 Vaccines 

Rapidly deployed nucleic acid or viral vector vaccines may be a 
1st generation vaccine to reduce mortality in high risk groups 
May not prevent nasal shedding (NHP: ChAdOxl, BioRxiv; Inact vaccine, Sci) 

— May require annual booster doses to maintain immunity (common cold CoVs) 

2nd generation (more potent, efficacious) vaccines (attenuated) 
may be needed to prevent severe disease and reduce shedding 

Many vaccines have reduced efficacy in elderly (or those with 
chronic diseases) 

— Require higher dose like flu vaccines, better adjuvants or multiple doses 
— Animal models may not reflect vaccine responses in these high risk groups 

Vaccines will be used in two populations: naïve vs recovered 
individuals with variable levels of pre-existing immunity 

— Efficacy/adverse effects (ADE?) may vary Saif 
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PHASE 

Vaccines 
testing safe 
and dosage 

World Health 
anization 

Home I Publications I Overview / Draft landscape of COVID-19 candidate vaccines 

raft landsca e of C VI 

2 October 20201 Publication 

PHASE 3 LIMITED APPROVED 

Vaccines Vaccines Vaccines Vaccines 
in expanded in large-scale approved for early approved 
safety trials efficacy tests or limited use for full use 

19 candidate vaccines 

NY Times Oct 12, 2020 
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Preserving the Scientific Integrity of Getting 
to COVID-19 Vaccines: From Clinical Trials to 
Public Allocation 

Atr in Ma 

PRESERVING THE SCIENTIFIC INTEGRITY OF GETTING TO COVM-19 VACCINES: 
FROM CLINICAL TRIAL, PUBLIC ALLOCATION 

A Johns Hopkins Uoiversity + University of Washington Symposium 
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Four platforms, 2 vaccines in each 

• Parameters for choice 

• Speed of development 

• Likelihood of efficacy 

• Expected safety profile 

• Scaleup of manufacturing 

• Capacity of owners to execute 

• 1 mRNA vaccine 

• 2. non-replicating live 
vectored 

• 3. acruvanted recombinant 
protein 

• 4. live replicating vectored 
vaccine 

• Oral? Single does? 
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• Who? 

Moderna 

BioNtech/Pfizer/Fosun Pharma 

Previous uses? 
none 

ME and dose availability: 
single digit mil lions Nov 
lOs mil lions — Dec 
100s mil lion -Jan 

RNA 

• Stuctures 
• mRNA encoding Spike protein 
• Encapsulated in lipid 

nanoparticles — to survive 
attack by blood cells 

• Pass through cell membranes 
• Chemicals — ease of 

manufacture 
• Ultracold chain required 
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• Who? 

Johnson & Johnson 

Oxford/Astrazeneca 

• Previous use? 
Ebola 

• ME and dose availability 
Oxford 10s millions Jan 
J&J 6-8 weeks behind 

. Mechanism: 
• Virus infects one cell —induced 

viral immune response 
• Carries S protein gene 
• Immunity to vector? 

• J&J: Adenovirus Ad26 
(obscure) 

• Oxford/AZ: (ChAdOxl) 
(chimp) 
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• Who? 

Novovax 

Sanofi/GSK 

• Previous use? 

• multiple 

• MF and dose availability: 

• Doses available 1st Q 2021 

• Novovax: NC and TX 

O Sanofi: MA and NJ 

• Mechanism 

• Each protein and expression 
system is different 

• Novovax: nanoparticle with 
adjuvant 

• Sanofi: based on flu vaccine 
technology ("FluBlock") 
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Four waves of roll out 

• RNA vaccines November/December 

• Non-replicating live vectors January/February 

• Adjuvanted proteins March-April 

• Replicating live vectors mid-late 2021 
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Equitable allocation of COVID-19 vaccine 

• Four-phased equitable framework, for 
state, tribal, local and territorial 
authorities (demand exceeds supply) 

• Use existing programs; 
• Promotion campaign with risk 
communication and engagement; 

• Support of equitable global allocation 
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Phase I Phase 

Phase la 'Afropstart 
* High-risk health 

workers 
• First responden 

Phase lb 
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• Fauci: I could say... as a public health person, as a scientist, it wil l end. 
We wil l get through this for absolutely certain. We've already suffered 
through a lot of pain—a lot of economic and personal pain and 
inconvenience. But it wil l end. It wil l end because the public health 
efforts wil l succeed ultimately. And science wil l get us through this. We 
wil l get a vaccine. We wil l get therapies for early disease and for late 
disease. So the only message that I think we can jointly tell the 
American public and the global public is that we wil l get through this. 
Hang in there. It wil l end, we promise you. 

Anthony Fauci, August 2020 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'relman©stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; 
rbaric_email.unc[rbaric©email.unc.edu]; 'saif.2@osu.edulsaif.2©osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman©uiowa.edulstanley-
perlman@uiowa.edu]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.orgTharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 'dgriffi6Qhmi.eduldgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
'peggy@hbfam.netTheggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor 
J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlfsharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
antoinette_baric.med[antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; Alison Andre[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek©nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Block, Bruce[BBlock©nas.edu] 
From: Peter Daszak[daszak©ecohealthalliance.org] 
Sent: Sun 10/18/2020 11:21:02 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Some bullets following our US-China dialogue discussion on Friday 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks for a good discussion on Friday Ben, 

I fully support a continued dialog and noted, as did some of those on the call, that George Gao and others were more open in their 
discussion of investigations into animal reservoirs of SARS-CoV-2 — i.e. discussion about the origin. We discussed ways we could 
frame a future topic that would allow us to talk about some important issues around the 'natural history' of SARS-CoV-2, that might 
also be comfortable for our Chinese colleagues. Here are a couple of bullets along the lines you asked me for: 

1. Summary of recent findings re. the ability of SARS-CoV-2 to infect other species of animals in the lab, and in the wild, 
around the world (e.g. mink farm infections Europe and US, experimental infections of ferrets & raccoon dogs, risk 
assessments of SARS-CoV-2 infecting bats in other countries) 

2. From the natural history of the virus, what do we know about the diversity of alpha and beta CoVs in wildlife reservoirs, 
and in potential intermediate hosts in various countries in Asia. 

3. What information can we identify from the receptor binding domain of SARS-related CoVs that might help us predict 
future potential for emergence of CoVs from other countries 

I think a good strategy would be to have the US side give the opening slide deck so that we sort of set the parameters and open up 
some of the discussion that I'm sure would lead to interesting information. I'd be happy to help on the first 2 points, and I'm sure 
Ralph could talk to the 3rd point. Linda and Stanley have a great deal of knowledge and could provide supporting comments... 

Cheers, 

Peter 

Peter Daszak 
President 

EcoHealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1200 
New York, NY 10018-6507 
USA 

Tel.: +1-212-380-4474 
Website: www.ecohealthalliance.org
Twitter: @PeterDaszak
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EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:18 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; rbaric_email.unc <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; Peter Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; antoinette_baric.med 
<antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' 
<jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond 
JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce <BBlock@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in the China bio dialogue sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday this week. We have scheduled a 
short hotwash session so the American participants can discuss the virtual dialogue discussions (from this week and earlier 
this year) and your get your ideas on future topics and other issues. 

The session will take place tomorrow from 5:30-6:30 PM, Zoom link is below. Sorry for the short notice, if you can't 
make it tomorrow feel free to weigh in by email. 

Topic: China Bio Post Dialogue Meeting Discussion 
Time: Oct 16, 2020 5:30 PM ET / 4:30 PM CT / 2:30 PM fa _ 
Meeting Liuk.:_ls://nasem.zoom.us/j/92476126782?pwdi 552.136 
Password:: 552.13& 

PS I have asked CAS for the ppts from last night, will send those out as soon as I get them. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 7:32 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshigUTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancvConnell@ihu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (ciavidrfranzagmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmailcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <rSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
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Greetings, 

Thank you for joining the dialogue session last night. I have attached the slides from the three presentations. 

FYI CAS has invited two additional CCDC experts to the session tonight. 

Dr. Huaqing Wang, PI, Immunization program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
Dr. Zundong Yin, Director of National Immunization Program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

Looking forward seeing and hearing frniru al! in a few hour 
Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in_LLS., 
Meeting Link: ' 552.136 i i i 
Password:i 552.136 i i_ i 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.eclu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <st iley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.finebergg .....)ore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<cjr -iffi6@i - du>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@lhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (ciavidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette haric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <lennifer.ryan0 )ore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkelev.edi >; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

/fa -1-lould be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions on 
A It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. Links to join the Zooms a, e also oclo‘,.. 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in 
Meeting _ _ 552.136 
Password: i 552.1361 
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Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT irt US_ 
Meeting Link: -4. 552.136 i i i,------ , 
Password:: 552.136 i , 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; Irbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@ulowa.edu' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliar >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberggrnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTiV113.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmailcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <Iennifer.rvanCz )ore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-lare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCerve ' a@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <  .Sharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <he-vey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmailcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersyan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANIOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<H1-iarePnas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(41 virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford eciu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
< [ [ >; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; idaszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 

'harvey.fineberg@moore.org <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; idgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<, JH r i >; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; ijwleduc@UTMB.EDIY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshh@l1TMB EDL)>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@has eciu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leahloz@berkeley edu>; Hare, Hope 

>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <ciavicirfranz@gmall com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnel l@ihu eciu> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
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set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <st iley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.finebergg ...Jore.org>, 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<cjr -iffi6@j - du>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshl@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauPnas.ec.  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.c.  >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifersyan0  Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <.V1Kanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <chvidrfranz@email.co.  > 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good rews, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-penman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <Iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek©nas.edu)[l3Rusek©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 11/25/2020 8:33:36 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: GVN COVID-19 Webinar Series Featuring Dr. Yiming Shao 

ryi 

From: Global Virus Network <ktkishpaugh@gvn.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 8:11 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: GVN COVID-19 Webinar Series Featuring Dr. Yiming Shao 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

V ew this emai n your browser 

FOrkEFRONT C7- VIROLOGY COVID-
WEE INAR SERIES 

"China's COVID-19 Control Response and Efforts" 

Thuruday, December 3, 2020 at 8:00am EST (- 4:00 
UTC) 

9 
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FEATURING: DR. YIMING SHAO 
Chief Expert on AIDS, Chinese Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention 

Director of the Division of Research on 

Virology and Immunology, 

National Center for AIDS/STD Control and 

Prevention, China 

Member of the GVN SARS-CoV-2 Task Force 

Register Now: Thursday, December 3 at 8:00am EST (-4:00 UTC) 

GVN: Forefront of Virology COVID-19 Webinar Series 

The Global Virus Network hosts a biweekly webinar series for COVID-19 

related knowledge sharing, featuring expert virologists from GVN Centers of 

Excellence around the world. The topics focus on different aspects of the virus 

and the ongoing efforts to combat it, highlighting the latest scientific progress. 

Each session is a 30-minute live presentation, followed by a 20-minute 

Q&A hosted by GVN President Dr. Christian Brechot. 

BIO SKETCH: 

Yiming Shao, MD, PhD, graduated from Qingdao Medical School in 1983 and 

received his doctoral degree on virology and immunology from the Chinese 

Academy of Preventive Medicine in 1988. Dr. Shao is currently Chief Expert on 
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AIDS at the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention and Director of 

the Division of Research on Virology and Immunology at the National Center 

for AIDS/STD Control and Prevention. He has received numerous national 

science awards and has published more than 500 research papers in scientific 

journals, including over 160 papers in SCI journals. 

He is credited with establishing the National AIDS Reference Laboratory and 

leading the national expert committee to help develop three national 

infrastructures: the HIV testing laboratory network, HIV molecular epidemiology 

network, and HIV drug resistance surveillance network. His group first reported 

China's nationwide HIV molecular epidemiology and HIV drug resistance 

profile. He collaborated with Dr Shen, who made the world's 1st lentivirus 

vaccine in the 1970s, and systematically studied the genetic evolution of EIAV 

wide-type to vaccine strains and its protection mechanisms. He leads the 

research on re-designing HIV vaccine antigen based on EIAV vaccine and 

using Chinese replicating vaccinia vector to develop a China CDC's HIV 

vaccine program. The vaccine can provide full and partial protection against 

viral acquisition from homologous and heterologous SHIV challenge 

respectively in monkeys. The vaccine have concluded phase la, lb, lc and 

phase ha clinical trials in both low and high risk populations and is moving to 

Phase Ilb trial in China. 

Dr. Shao serves as Vice Chairs of both the National AIDS Expert Committee 

and Chinese Microbiology Society. He is member of the Chinese People's 

Political Consultative Conference since 2003. He serves on the WHO's AIDS 

Strategic and Technical Advisory Committee, HIVResNet Steering Committee, 

and HIV Vaccine Advisory committee. He is the Fellow of the US Academy of 

Microbiology since 2010. 

Archived GVN COVID-19 Webinars are available on the GVN Website 

Copyright @ 2020 Global Virus Network, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because you opted in on our website. 
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Our mailing address is: 

Global Virus Network 

725 W Lombard St. 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sun 7/26/2020 12:58:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist at the center of COVID-19 origin theories speaks out 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Date: July 26, 2020 at 12:03:35 PM CDT 
To: "Boyd, Nancy (NIH/NIAID) [E]" <nboyd@niaid.nih.gov> 
Subject: Re: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist at the center of COVID-19 origin 
theories speaks out 

Thanks for sharing. I had not seen this but it seems comprehensive and accurate from my perspective. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 25, 2020, at 6:26 PM, Boyd, Nancy (NIH/NIAID) [E] <nboyd@niaid.nih.gov> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm sure you have seen this. Good for her! 

From: "Folkers, Greg (NIH/NIAID) [E]" <gfolkers niaid.nih.goy> 
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2020 at 2:57:53 PM 
Subject: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist at the center of COVID-19 
origin theories speaks out 

<image001.jpg> 

Shi Zhengli, one of the world's leading bat coronavirus researchers, trains staff at the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology on how to safely work in their new biosafety level 4 laboratory in 2017. 
JOHANNES EISELE/AFP via Getty Images 

'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist 
at the center of COVID-19 origin theories 
speaks out 
By  Jon Cohen Jul. 24, 2020, 3:45 PM 
Science's COVID-19 reporting is supported by the Pulitzer Center and the Heising-Simons Foundation. 
The coronavirus pandemic has thrust virologist Shi Zhengli into a fierce spotlight. Shi, who's been 
nicknamed "Bat Woman," heads a group that studies bat coronaviruses at the Wuhan Institute of 
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Virology (WIV), in the city in China where the pandemic began, and many have speculated that the virus 
that causes COVID-19 accidentally escaped from her lab—a theory  promoted by U.S. President Donald 
Trump. Some have even suggested it could have been engineered there. 
China has forcefully rejected such claims, but Shi (pronounced SHIH) herself has said very little publicly. 
Now, Shi has broken her silence about the details of her work. On 15 July, she emailed Science answers 
to a series of written questions about the virus' origin and the research at her institute. In them, Shi hit 
back at speculation that the virus leaked from WIV. She and her colleagues discovered the virus in late 
2019, she says, in samples from patients who had a pneumonia of unknown origin. "Before that, we had 
never been in contact with or studied this virus, nor did we know of its existence," Shi wrote. 
"U.S. President Trump's claim that SARS-CoV-2 was leaked from our institute totally contradicts the 
facts," she added. "It jeopardizes and affects our academic work and personal life. He owes us an 
apology." 
Shi stressed that over the past 15 years, her lab has isolated and grown in culture only three bat 
coronaviruses related to one that infected humans: the agent that causes severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS), which erupted in 2003. The more than 2000 other bat coronaviruses the lab has 
detected, including one that is 96.2% identical to SARS-CoV-2—which means they shared a common 
ancestor decades ago—are simply genetic sequences that her team has extracted from fecal samples 
and oral and anal swabs of the animals. She also noted that all of the staff and students in her lab were 
recently tested for SARS-CoV-2 and everyone was negative, challenging the notion that an infected 
person in her group triggered the pandemic. 
Shi was particularly chagrined about the 24 April decision by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), 
made at the White House's behest, to ax a grant to the EcoHealth Alliance in New York City that included 
bat virus research at WIV. "We don't understand [it] and feel it is absolutely absurd," she said. 
Science shared Shi's responses—available here in full (PDF)—with several leading researchers in other 
countries. "It's a big contribution," says Daniel Lucey of Georgetown University, an outbreak specialist 
who  bogs about SARS-CoV-2 origin issues. "There are a lot of new facts that I wasn't aware of. It's very 
exciting to hear this directly from her." 
Shi's answers were coordinated with public information staffers at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, of 
which WIV is part, and it took her 2 months to prepare them. Evolutionary biologist Kristian Andersen of 
Scripps Research says he suspects Shi's answers were "carefully vetted" by the Chinese government. 
"But they're all logical, genuine, and stick to the science as one would have expected from a world-class 
scientist and one of the leading experts on coronaviruses," Andersen says. 
However, Richard Ebright, a molecular biologist at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, who from the 
early days of the pandemic has urged that an investigation look into the possibility that SARS-CoV-2 
entered humans through a laboratory accident, was decidedly unimpressed. "Most of these answers are 
formulaic, almost robotic, reiterations of statements previously made by Chinese authorities and state 
media," Ebright says. 
Shi's responses come at a time when questions about how the pandemic began are increasingly causing 
international tensions. Trump frequently calls SARS-CoV-2 "the China virus" and has said China could 
have stopped the pandemic in its tracks. China, for its part, has added an extra layer of review for any 
researchers who want to publish papers on the pandemic's origins and has asserted without evidence 
that SARS-CoV-2 may have originated in the United States.Calls for an independent, international 

probe into the origin questions are mounting, and China has invited two researchers from the World 
Health Organization to visit the country to discuss the scope and scale of a future mission. They are now 
in China working through those details. Lucey says Shi's answers to Science's questions could help guide 
the investigation team. (Here are related questions Science has suggested the mission should address.) 

A virus hunter 
Peter Daszak of the EcoHealth Alliance has worked with Shi for more than 15 years. He describes her as 
social, open, and something of a goodwill ambassador for China at international meetings, where she 
converses in both French and English. (She's also a renowned singer of Mandarin folk songs.) "What I 
really like about Zhengli is that she is frank and honest and that just makes it easier to solve problems," 
he says. 
<image002.jpg> 

After taking a blood sample, Shi Zhengli releases a fruit bat outside a cave in Guangxi province in 2004. 
The work resulted in a Science paper that would become a turning point in her career. 
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Zhang Shuyi 
Born in Henan province in central China, Shi studied at Wuhan University and WIV, then earned a Ph.D. 
in France at the University of Montpellier II. She returned to WIV in 2000. Initially,  the vast majority of 
her research focused on viruses in shrimp and crabs, and her papers all appeared in specialty 
publications such as Virologica Sinica and the Journal of Fish Diseases. 
But in 2005, a study she published in Science with Daszak and other researchers from China, Australia, 
and the United States became a turning point in her career. The paper reported the  first evidence that 
bats harbored coronaviruses closely related to the lethal virus that jumped from civets to humans and 
caused the worldwide outbreak of SARS in 2003. 
With NIH funding, Daszak has continued to work with Shi and her WIV team to trap wild animals and 
take samples to hunt for more coronaviruses. They have published 18 more papers together about 
viruses discovered in bats and rodents. Shi is "is extremely driven to produce high-quality work," Daszak 
says. "She will go out in the field, and gets involved in the work, but her real skills are in the lab, and 
she's one of the best I've worked with in China, probably globally." 
Shi told Science her lab was thrust into the pandemic on 30 December 2019, the day her team first 
received patient samples. "Subsequently, we rapidly conducted research in parallel with other domestic 
institutions, and quickly identified the pathogen," she wrote. 
It didn't long take for suspicions and rumors to arise. They spread on China's sodal media sites and then 
in the  United Kingdom's Daily Mail and The Washington Times in the  United States. On 2 February, Shi 
posted a note on her  own social media site that said SARS-CoV-2 was "nature punishing the uncivilized 
habits and customs of humans," and she was willing to "bet my life that [the outbreak] has nothing to do 
with the lab." Partly as a show of support for Shi, Daszak and 26 other scientists from eight countries 
outside of China published a  statement of solidarity with Chinese scientists and health professionals in 
The Lancet in February. In a 17 March Nature Medicine paper that  analyzed SARS-CoV-2's genetic 
makeup, Andersen and other evolutionary biologists argued against it being engineered in a lab. 
Yet the possibility that her lab had played a role worried Shi, she revealed in a March  Scientific American 
profile that briefly touched on origin questions. "She frantically went through her own laboratory's 
records from the past few years to check for any mishandling of experimental materials, especially 
during disposal," the story said. None of the sequences of bat viruses her lab had found closely matched 
SARS-CoV-2, the article noted. "That really took a load off my mind," she told Scientific American. "I had 
not slept a wink for days." 

No accident 
In her written answers to Science, Shi explained in great detail why she thinks her lab is blameless. WIV 
has identified hundreds of bat viruses over the years, but never anything close to SARS-CoV-2, she says. 
Although much speculation has centered on RaTG13, the bat virus that most closely resembles SARS-CoV-
2, differences in the sequences of the two viruses suggest they diverged from a common ancestor 
somewhere between 20 and 70 years ago. Shi notes that her lab never cultured the bat virus, making an 
accident far less likely. 
Some suspicions have focused on a naming inconsistency. In 2016, Shi described a partial sequence of a 
bat coronavirus that she dubbed 4991. That small part of the genome exactly matches RaTG13, leading 
some to speculate that Shi never revealed the full sequence of 4991 because it actually is SARS-CoV-2. In 
her replies, Shi explained that 4991 and RaTG13 are one and the same. The original name, she says, was 
for the bat itself, and her team switched to RaTG13 when they sequenced the entire virus. "We changed 
the name as we wanted it to reflect the time and location for the sample collection," she said, adding 
that TG stands for Tongguan (the town in Yunnan province where they trapped that bat) and 13 is short 
for the year, 2013. 
That's "a very logical explanation," says Edward Holmes, an evolutionary biologist at the University of 
Sydney who co-authored the  Nature Medicine paper with Andersen. Shi's reply also clarified to him why 
4991 held such little interest to her team that they didn't even bother to sequence it fully until recently: 
That short genetic sequence was very different from SARS-CoV, the virus that caused the 2003 SARS 
outbreak. "In reading this the penny dropped: Of course, they would have been mainly interested in bat 
viruses closely related to SARS-CoV, because this virus emerged and caused a human epidemic ... not 
some random bat virus that is more distant," Holmes says. 
<image003 jpg> 

With help from France's Merieux Institute, the Wuhan Institute of Virology built a biosafety level 4 
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laboratory, which is used to study highly dangerous pathogens—and isn't needed for most coronavirus 
experiments. 
HECTOR RETAMAL/AFP via Getty Images 
Shi mentioned several other factors that she says exonerate her lab. Their research meets strict 
biosafety rules, she said, and the lab is subject to periodic inspections "by a third-party institution 
authorized by the government." Antibody tests have shown there is "zero infection" among institute 
staff or students with SARS-CoV-2 or SARS-related viruses. Shi said WIV has never been ordered to 
destroy any samples after the pandemic erupted and she was sure the virus didn't come from the 
Wuhan Center for Disease Control and Prevention—or another lab in the city—either: "Based on daily 
academic exchanges and discussion, I can rule out such a possibility." 
Labs that presumably had strict biosafety rules have had accidents: The SARS virus escaped from several 
labs after the global outbreak was contained in 2003. And even if everyone in the institute tested 
negative for the virus today, an infected person could have left WIV months ago. Still, Holmes says, the 
answers are "a clear, comprehensive, and believable account" of what occurred at WIV. 

Mysterious origins 
But then where did the virus come from? Shi is unsure but concurs with the scientific consensus that it 
originated in bats and jumped to humans either directly or, more likely, via an intermediate host. 
When the outbreak surfaced, Wuhan health officials believed the jump occurred at the Huanan Seafood 
Wholesale Market because many of the first known COVI D-19 patients had links to it. Shi's lab tested 
samples from the market and found RNA fragments from the virus in "door handles, the ground and 
sewage," she wrote—but not in "frozen animal samples." 
However, two papers published in late January revealed that up to 45% of the first confirmed 
patients—including four of the five earliest cases—did not have  any ties to the market, casting doubt on 
the theory that it was the origin. Shi agrees: "The Huanan seafood market may just be a crowded 
location where a cluster of early novel coronavirus patients were found." 
Researchers from WIV and Huazhong Agricultural University didn't find the virus in samples from 
farmed animals and livestock taken around Wuhan and in other places in Hubei province, she wrote. Shi 
added that many years of surveillance in Hubei have never turned up bat coronaviruses close to SARS-
CoV-2, which leads her to believe the jump from animals to humans happened elsewhere. 
<image004 jpg> 

Shi Zhengli's team takes samples from bats trapped in the wild. The team never found SARS-CoV-2, the 
pandemic virus, in bats, Shi says. 
ECOHEALTH ALLIANCE 
Andersen would like more specifics. Limiting the search at the market to "frozen" animal samples is an 
"obvious gap," he says: "What were these? Did they look at any live animals? I'm still a bit puzzled by the 
statement that the only role of the market was that it was a crowded location, yet so many of the 
environmental samples were positive so early on." 
Shi provided few details on China's efforts to pin down the origin. "Many groups in China are carrying 
out such studies," she wrote. "We are publishing papers and data, including those about the virus's 
origins. We are tracing the origin of the virus in different directions and through multiple approaches." 
Daszak supports the push for an international research effort—which he cautions could take years—and 
says Shi's group should play a prominent role in it. "I hope and believe that she will be able to help WIV 
and China show the world that there is nothing to these lab escape theories, and help us all to find the 
true origins of this viral strain," he says. 
Shi ended her answers to Science on a similar note. "Over the past 20 years, coronaviruses have been 
disrupting and impacting human lives and economies," she said. "Here, I would like to make an appeal 
to the international community to strengthen international cooperation on research into the origins of 
emerging viruses. I hope scientists around the world can stand together and work together." 
Read Shi Zhengli's answers to Science's questions in full here. 
Posted in: 

• Asia/Pacific
• Health 
• People & Events 
• Scientific Community 
• Coronavirus
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doi:10.1126/science.abd9835 
<image005.jpg> 

Jon Cohen 
Jon is a staff writer for Science. 

• Email Jon 
• Twitter 

Disclaimer: Any third-party material in this email has been shared for internal use under fair use 
provisions of U.S. copyright law, without further verification of its accuracy/veracity. It does not necessarily 
represent my views nor those of NIAID, NIH, HHS, or the U.S. government. 
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From: Shi, Pei yong U0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCCS5537DCSO6D3 -SHI, PEI YO] 

Sent: 7/26/2020 6:11:37 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.E011); Ksi a zek, Thomas G. [tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz 

[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek [BRusek@nas.edu] 
Subject: RE: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chi nese scientist at the center of COVI D-19 origin theories speaks out 

Thanks, Jim 
This will continue if the leaders from both sides are not takingthe right approach. 
- Pd-yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 12:58 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chi nese scientist at the centerof COVID-19 origin theories speaks 
out 

Sent from my i Phone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Date: July 26, 2020 at 12:03:35 PM CDT 
To: "Boyd, Nancy (N1H/NIAID)[Er <nboyd@niaid.nih.gov>
Subject: Re: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientistatthe center of COVID-19 origin theories speaks 
out 

Thanks for sharing. I had not seen this but it seems comprehensive and accurate from my perspective. 

Sent from my i Phone 

On Jul 25, 2020, at 6:26 PM, Boyd, Nancy (N1H/NIAID)[E] <nboyd@niaid.ni h.gov> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outsi deof UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm sure you have seen this. Good for her! 

From: "Fol kers, Greg (NIH/NIAID) [El" <gfolkers@niaid.nih.gov>
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2020 at 2:57:53 PM 
Subject: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist at the centerof COVID-19 origin theories speaks out 

<i mage001.jpg> 
Shi Zhengli, one of the world's leading bat coronavirus researchers, trains staff at the Wuhan Institute of Virology on 
how to safely work in their new biosafety level 4 laboratory in 2017. 
JOHANNES EISELE/AFP via Getty Images 
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'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist at the 
center of COVID-19 origin theories speaks out 
By Jon Cohen  Jul. 24, 2020 , 3:45 PM 
Science's COVID-19 reporting is supported by the Pulitzer Center and the Heising-Simons Foundation. 
The coronavirus pandemic has thrust virologist Shi Zhengli into a fierce spotlight. Shi, who's been nicknamed "Bat 
Woman," heads a group that studies bat coronaviruses at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV), in the city in China 
where the pandemic began, and many have speculated that the virus that causes COVID-19 accidentally escaped from 
her lab —a theory promoted by U.S. President Donald Trump. Some have even suggested it could have been engineered 
there. 
China has forceful ly rejected such claims, but Shi (pronounced SHIH) herself has said very little publicly. 
Now, Shi has broken hersilence about the details of herwork. On 15 July, she ennailed Science answers to a series of 
written questions about the virus' origin and the research at her institute. In them, Shi hit back at speculation that the 
virus leaked from WIV. She and hercol leagues discovered the virus in late 2019, she says, in samples from patients who 
had a pneumonia of unknown origin. "Before that, we had never been in contact with orstudied this virus, nordid we 
know of its existence," Shi wrote. 
"U.S. PresidentTrump's claim that SARS-CoV-2 was leaked from our institutetotal ly contradicts the facts," she added. "It 
jeopardizes and affects ouracadennic work and personal life. He owes us an apology." 
Shi stressed that overthe past 15 years, her lab has isolated and grown in culture only three bat coronaviruses relatedto 
one that infected humans: the agent that causes severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), which erupted in 2003. The 
more than 2000 other bat coronaviruses the lab has detected, incl udi ng one that is 96.2% identical to SARS-CoV-2—
which means they shared a common ancestordecades ago —are simply geneticsequences that herteann has extracted 
fronn fecal samples and oral and anal swabs of the animals. She also noted that al l of the staff and students in her lab 
were recently tested forSARS-CoV-2 and everyone was negative, challengingthe notion that an infected person in her 
group triggered the pandemic. 
Shi was particularly chagrined about the 24 April decision by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), made at the 
White House's behest, to ax a grant to the EcoHealth Al liance in New York City that included bat virus research at WIV. 
"We don't understand [it] and feel it is absolutely absurd," she said. 
Science shared Shi's responses —available here in ful l (PDF)—with several leading researchers in othercountries. "It's a 
big contribution," says Daniel Lucey of Georgetown University, an outbreak specialist who  blogs about SARS-CoV-2 origin 
issues. "There are a lot of new facts that I wasn't aware of. It's very excitingto hearthis directly from her." 
Shi's answers were coordinated with public information staffers at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, of which WIV is 
part, and it took her 2 months to prepare them. Evolutionary biologist Kristian Andersen of Scripps Research says he 
suspects Shi's answers were "carefully vetted" by the Chinese government. "But they're al l logical, genuine, and stick to 
the science as one would have expected from a world-class scientist and one of the leading experts on coronaviruses," 
Andersen says. 
However, Richard Ebright, a molecular biologist at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, who from the early days of the 
pandemic has urged that an investigation look i nto the possibility that SARS-CoV-2 entered humans through a laboratory 
accident, was decidedly unimpressed. "Most of these answers are formulaic, almost robotic, reiterations of statements 
previously made by Chinese authorities and state media," Ebright says. 
Shi's responses come at a time when questions about how the pandemic began are increasingly causing international 
tensions. Trump frequently cal ls SARS-CoV-2 "the China virus" and has said China could have stopped the pandemic in its 
tracks. China, for its part, has added an extra layer of review forany researchers who wantto publish papers on the 
pandemic's origins and has asserted  without evidence that SARS-CoV-2 may have originated in the United States.Cal Is 
for an independent, international probe into the origin questions are mounting, and China has invited two 
researchers from the World Health Organization to visit the country to discuss the scope and scale of a future mission. 
They are now in China workingthrough those details. Lucey says Shi's answers to Science's questions could help guide 
the investigation team. (Here are related questions Science has suggested the mission should address.) 

A virus hunter 
Peter Daszak of the EcoHealth Alliance has worked with Shi for more than 15 years. He describes heras social, open, and 
something of a goodwil l annbassadorforChina at international meetings, where she converses in both French and 
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English. (She's also a renowned singerof Mandarin folk songs.) "What I real ly like about Zhengli is that she is frank and 
honest and that just makes it easierto solve problems," he says. 
<i nnage002.jpg> 
Aftertaking a blood sample, Shi Zhengli releases a fruit bat outside a cave in Guangxi province in 2004. The work 
resulted in a Science paperthat would become a turning point in her career. 
Zhang Shuyi 
Born in Henan province in central China, Shi studied at Wuhan University and WIV, then earned a Ph.D. in France at the 
University of Montpellier II. She returned to WIV in 2000. Initial ly, the vast majority of her research  focused on viruses in 
shrimp and crabs, and her papers al l appeared in specialty publications such as Virologica Sinica and the Journal of Fish 
Diseases. 
But in 2005, a study she published in Sciencewith Daszak and other researchers from China, Australia, and the United 
States became a turning point in hercareer. The paper reported the first evidence  that bats harbored coronavi ruses 
closely related to the lethal virus that jumped from civets to humans and caused the worldwide outbreak of SARS in 
2003. 
With NIH funding, Daszak has continued to work with Shi and herWIV team to trap wild animals and take samples to 
hunt for more coronaviruses. They have published 18 more papers togetherabout viruses discovered in bats and 
rodents. Shi is "is extremely driven to produce high-quality work," Daszak says. "She wil l go out in the field, and gets 
involved in the work, but her real skil ls are in the lab, and she's one of the best I've worked with in China, probably 
globally." 
Shi told Science her lab was thrust into the pandemic on 30 December 2019, the day her team first received patient 
samples. "Subsequently, we rapidly conducted research in paral lel with otherdonnestic institutions, and quickly 
identified the pathogen," she wrote. 
It didn't longtake for suspicions and rumors to arise. They spread on China's social media sites and then in the United 
Kingdom's Daily Mail and The Washington Times in the United States. On 2 February, Shi posted a note on her own 
social media site that said SARS-CoV-2 was "nature punishingthe uncivilized habits and customs of humans," and she 
was willingto "bet my life that [the outbreak] has nothing to do with the lab." Partly as a show of support for Shi, Daszak 
and 26 otherscientistsfronn eight countries outsideof China published a statement of solidarity with Chinesescientists 
and health professionals in The Lancet in February. In a 17 March Nature Medicine paperthat analyzed SARS-CoV-2's 
genetic makeup, Andersen and otherevolutionary biologists argued against it being engineered in a lab. 
Yet the possi bil ity that her lab had played a role worried Shi, she revealed in a March Scientific American profile  that 
briefly touched on origin questions. "She frantically went through her own laboratory's records from the past few years 
to check for any mishandling of experimental materials, especially during disposal," the story said. None of the 
sequences of bat viruses her lab had found closely matched SARS-CoV-2, the article noted. "That really took a load off 
my mind," she told Scientific American. "I had not slept a wink fordays." 

No accident 
In herwritten answers toScience, Shi explained in great detail why she thinks her lab is blameless. WIV has identified 
hundreds of bat viruses overthe years, but neveranythi ng close to SARS-CoV-2, she says. Although much speculation 
has centered on RaTG13, the bat virus that most closely resembles SARS-CoV-2, differences in the sequences of the two 
viruses suggest they diverged from a common ancestorsonnewhere between 20 and 70 years ago. Shi notes that her lab 
nevercultured the bat virus, making an accidentfar less likely. 
Some suspicions have focused on a naming inconsistency. In 2016, Shi described a partial sequence of a bat coronavirus 
that she dubbed 4991. That smal l part of the genonne exactly matches RaTG13, leading some to speculate that Shi never 
revealed the full sequence of 4991 because it actually is SARS-CoV-2. In her replies, Shi explained that 4991 and RaTG13 
are one and the same. The original name, she says, was forthe bat itself, and herteann switched to RaTG13 when they 
sequenced the entirevirus. "We changed the name as we wanted itto reflect the time and location forthe sample 
col lection," she said, addingthatTG stands for Tongguan (the town in Yunnan province where they trapped that bat) 
and 13 is short for the year, 2013. 
That's "a very logical explanation," says Edward Holmes, an evolutionary biologist at the University of Sydney who co-
authored the Nature Medicine paper with Andersen. Shi's replyalso clarified to him why 4991 held such little interestto 
herteam that they didn't even botherto sequence it ful ly until recently: That short genetic sequence was very different 
from SARS-CoV, the virus that caused the 2003 SARS outbreak. "In readingthis the penny dropped: Of course, they 
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would have been mainly interested in bat viruses closely related to SARS-CoV, because this virus emerged and caused a 
human epidemic... not some random bat virus that is more distant," Holmes says. 
<i nnage003.jpg> 
With help from France's Merieux Institute, the Wuhan Institute of Virology built a biosafety level 4 laboratory, which is 
used to study highly dangerous pathogens —and isn't needed for most coronavirus experiments. 
HECTOR RETAMAL/AFP via Getty Images 
Shi mentioned several otherfactors that she says exonerate her lab. Their research meets strict biosafety rules, she said, 
and the lab is subject to periodic inspections "by a third-party institution authorized by the government." Antibody tests 
have shown there is "zero infection" among institute staff orstudents with SARS-CoV-2 or SARS-related viruses. Shi said 
WIV has never been ordered to destroy any samples afterthe pandemic erupted and she was sure the virus didn't come 
from the Wuhan Center for Disease Control and Prevention —oranother lab in the city —either: "Based on daily 
academic exchanges and discussion, I can rule out such a possibility." 
Labs that presumably had strict biosafety rules have had accidents:The SARS vi rus escaped from several labs afterthe 
global outbreak was contained in 2003. And even if everyone in the institutetested negative forthe virus today, an 
infected person could have left WIV months ago. Stil l, Holmes says, the answers are "a clear, comprehensive, and 
believable account" of what occurred at WIV. 

Mysterious origins 
But then where did the virus come from? Shi is unsure but concurs with the scientific consensus that it originated in bats 
and jumped to humans eitherdirectly or, more likely, via an intermediate host. 
When the outbreak surfaced, Wuhan health officials believed the jump occurred at the Huanan Seafood Wholesale 
Market because many of the first known COVID-19 patients had links to it. Shi's lab tested samples from the market and 
found RNA fragments from the virus in "door handles, the ground and sewage," she wrote —but not in "frozen animal 
samples." 
However, two papers published in late January revealed that up to 45% of the first confirmed patients —incl udingfour of 
the five earliest cases —did not have any ties to the market, casting doubt on the theory that it was the origin. Shi 
agrees: "The Huanan seafood market may just be a crowded location where a clusterof early novel coronavirus patients 
were found." 
Researchers from WIV and HuazhongAgricultural University didn't find the virus in sa nnples from farmed animals and 
livestock taken around Wuhan and in other places in Hubei province, she wrote. Shi added that many years of 
surveil lance in Hubei have neverturned up bat coronaviruses close to SARS-CoV-2, which leads herto believethe jump 
from animals to humans happened elsewhere. 
<i nnage004.j pg> 
Shi Zhengli's team takes samples from bats trapped in the wild. The team neverfound SARS-CoV-2, the pandennicvirus, 
in bats, Shi says. 
ECOHEALTH ALLIANCE 
Andersen would like more specifics. Linnitingthe search at the market to "frozen" animal samples is an "obvious gap," he 
says: "What were these? Did they look at any live animals? I'm stil l a bit puzzled by the statement that the only role of 
the market was that it was a crowded location, yet so many of the environmental samples were positive so early on." 
Shi provided few details on China's efforts to pin down the origin. "Many groups in China are carrying out such studies," 
she wrote. "We are publishing papers and data, includingthose about the virus's origins. We are tracing the origin of the 
virus in different directions and through multiple approaches." 
Daszak supports the push foran international research effort —which he cautions could take years —and says Shi's group 
should playa prominent role in it. "I hope and believe that she wil l be able to help WIV and China show the world that 
there is nothingto these lab escape theories, and help us al l to find the true origins of this viral strain," he says. 
Shi ended heranswerstoScience on a similar note. "Overthe past 20 years, coronaviruses have been disrupting and 
impacting human lives and economies," she said. "Here, !would like to make an appeal to the international community 
to strengthen international cooperation on research into the origins of emerging viruses. I hope scientists around the 
world can stand togetherand work together." 
Read Shi Zhenali's answers to Science's questions in full here. 
Posted in: 
1. Asia/Pacific 
2. Health 
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3. People & Events 
4. Scientific Community 
5. Coronavirus 
doi:10.1126/science.abd9835 

mage005.j pg> 

Jon Cohen 
Jon is a staff writerfor Science. 
1. Email Jon 
2. Twitter 

Disclaimer: Any third-party material in this email has been shared for internal use under fair use provisions of U.S. copyright 
law, without further wrification of its accuracyheracity. It does not necessarily represent my views nor those of NIAID, NIH, 
HHS, or the U.S. government. 
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To: LeDuc,J awleduc@utmb.edulljamesleduc2021@gmail.com]; Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 3/4/2021 10:22:48 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Blaine 2021 reference from my EndNote library 
Biaine-2021-Better World Biohazard Programs Ar.pdf 

Blaine J. (2021, 20210302). Better World Biohazard Programs Are a Must. WSJ Retrieved 0302, 2021, 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/better-world-biohazard-programs-are-a-must-

11614726331?st=d83y1f853487f8d&reflink=article_email_share 
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To: LeDuc,J awleduc@utmb.edulljamesleduc2021©gmail.com]; Franz, D (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 3/4/2021 10:23:59 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Blaine 2021 reference from my EndNote library 
Biaine-2021-Better World Biohazard Programs Ar.pdf 

I had sent this night before last...Jim hadn't seen it. Here it is with a PDF 

Blaine J. (2021, 20210302). Better World Biohazard Programs Are a Must. WSJ Retrieved 0302, 2021, 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/better-world-biohazard-programs-are-a-must-
11614726331?st=d83y1f853487f8d&reflink=article_email_share 
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From: Stephens, David S[dstep01@emory.edu] 

Location: https://emory.zoom.us/j/96729485045 

Importance: Normal 

Subject: COVID-19 ELISA Zoom Meeting 

Start Time: Wed 4/15/2020 4:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Wed 4/15/2020 5:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: Stephens, David S; Ksiazek, Thomas G.; Neuzil, Kathy; Wrammert, Jens; Suthar, Mehul; Denison, Mark; 
McElrath, Julie; Gale, Michael; bgraham©mail.nih.gov; Roberts, Chris (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Ledgerwood, Julie 
(NIH/NIAID) [E]; Chappell, Jim; rbaric©email.unc.edu; mfrieman©som.umaryland.edu; LeDuc, James W. 

Optional Attendees: Bok, Karin (NIH/VRC) [E] 

WARNING: This ennail originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

I think I shared this with you already, but just in case. We can call from my office if you like. 

 Original Appointment 
From: Stephens, David S <dstepOl@emorv.edu>
Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2020 3:37 PM 
To: Stephens, David S; Neuzil, Kathy; Wrammert, Jens; Suthar, Mehul; Denison, Mark; McElrath, Julie; Gale, Michael; 
bgraham@mail.nih.gov; Roberts, Chris (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Ledgerwood, Julie (NI H/NIAID) [E]; Chappell, Jim; rbaric@email.unc.edu; 
mfrieman@som.umarvland.edu; LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Bok, Karin (NIH/VRC) [E] 
Subject: COVID-19 ELISA Zoom Meeting 
When: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 5:00 PM-6:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: https://emorv.zoom.us/i/96729485045 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Participants: 

David Stephens 
Mark Denison 
Chris Roberts 
Matt Frieman 

Kathy Neuzil 
Julie McElrath 
Julie Ledgerwood 
Ralph Baric 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://emorv.zoom.us/i/96729485045 

Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 
One tap mobile 
+14703812552„96729485045# US (Atlanta) 
+14702509358„96729485045# US (Atlanta) 

Dial by your location 
+1 470 381 2552 US (Atlanta) 
+1 470 250 9358 US (Atlanta) 
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York) 
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
+1 301 715 8592 US 
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) 

Jens Wrammert 
Michael Gale 
Jim Chappell 

Mehul Suthar 
Barney Graham 
Jim Le Duc 

Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 
Find your local number: iittps://emorv.zoom.us/u/abOWA5L8Da 
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Join by SIP 
96729485045@zoomcrc.com 

Join by H.323 
162.255.37.11 (US West) 
162.255.36.11 (US East) 
221.122.88.195 (China) 
115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai) 
115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 
213.19.144.110 (EMEA) 
103.122.166.55 (Australia) 
209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong) 
64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 
69.174.57.160 (Canada) 
207.226.132.110 (Japan) 
Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 

fhis e-mail message (including any attachments) is for the sole use of 
be intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. If the reader of this message is not the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution 
or copying of this message (including any attachments) is strictly 
prohibited. 

f you have received this message in error. please contact 
be sender by reply e-mail message and destroy all copies of the 
)riginal message (including attachments). 
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To: Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W. Owleduc@utmb.eduMwleduc@utmb.edu]; 
Amman, Brian R[cxx1@cdc.gov]; Kemp, Alan[alank©nicd.ac.za]; Nichol, S(stn1@cdc.gov)[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Rollin,P 
(pierrerollin2019©gmail.com)[pierrerollin2019@gmail.com]; Swanepoel,Bob (u02430045©up.ac.za)[u02430045©up.ac.za]; 
Tesh,R(Home)[rbtesh22@gmail.comlirbtesh22©gmail.com]; Towner, Jonathan S. (CDC/CCID/NCZVED[jit8©cdc.gov] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Fri 8/2/2019 10:53:56 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Gigante 2019 reference from my EndNote library 
Gigante-2019-Genome of Alaskapox Virus, A Nove.pdf 

Bob Tesh sent this article over earlier. Some of you may have already received it, I apologize for any duplication. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Gigante CM, Gao J, Tang S, McCollum AM, Wilkins K, Reynolds MG, Davidson W, McLaughlin J, Olson VA 
and Li Y. 2019. Genome of Alaskapox Virus, A Novel Orthopoxvirus Isolated from Alaska. Viruses 
11(8): 708. 
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Genome of Alaskapox Virus, A Novel Orthopoxvirus 
Isolated from Alaska 

Crystal M. Gigante 1, Jimcin Gao 1, Shiyuyun Tang 1, Andrea M. McCollum 1, Kimberly Wilkins 1, 
Mary G. Reynolds 1, Whitni Davidson 1, Joseph McLaughlin 2, Victoria A. Olson 1 and Yu Li t* 

1 Poxvirus and Rabies Branch, Division of High-Consequence Pathogens and Pathology, National Center for 
Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, 
GA 30329, USA 

2 Alaska Division of Public Health, Section of Epidemiology, Anchorage, AK 99503, USA 
* Correspondence: yulk§cdc.gov 

Received: 27 June 2019; Accepted: 21 July 2019; Published: 1 August 2019 

Abstract: Since the eradication of smallpox, there have been increases in poxvirus infections and the 
emergence of several novel poxviruses that can infect humans and domestic animals. In 2015, a 
novel poxvirus was isolated from a resident of Alaska. Diagnostic testing and limited sequence 
analysis suggested this isolate was a member of the Orthopoxvirus (OPXV) genus but was highly 
diverged from currently known species, including Akhmeta virus. Here, we present the complete 
210,797 bp genome sequence of the Alaska poxvirus isolate, containing 206 predicted open reading 
frames. Phylogenetic analysis of the conserved central region of the genome suggested the Alaska 
isolate shares a common ancestor with Old World OPXVs and is diverged from New World OPXVs. 
We propose this isolate as a member of a new OPXV species, Alaskapox virus (AKPV). The AKPV 
genome contained host range and virulence genes typical of OPXVs but lacked homologs of C4L 
and B7R, and the hemagglutinin gene contained a unique 120 amino acid insertion. Seven predicted 
AKPV proteins were most similar to proteins in non-OPXV Murmansk or NY_014 poxviruses. 
Genomic analysis revealed evidence suggestive of recombination with Ectromelia virus in two 
putative regions that contain seven predicted coding sequences, including the A-type inclusion 
protein. 

Keywords: orthopox; alaskapox; poxvirus; orthopoxvirus; Alaska; phylogenetics; recombination 

1. Introduction 

Poxviridae is a family of large, double-stranded DNA viruses that infect a broad range of animal 
hosts, from insects to vertebrates. The Orthopoxvirus genus contains some of the best-characterized 
poxviruses, including Variola virus (VARY, the causative agent of smallpox) and Vaccinia virus 
(VACV, the principal source of the smallpox vaccine). Orthopoxviruses (OPXVs) differ greatly in 
their host range and virulence 11-31. Some OPXVs are specialists and only infect a single host species, 
such as VARV, which only infects humans 131. Other OPXVs such as Cowpox virus (CPXV), VACV 
and Monkeypox virus (MPXV) have broad host ranges that include many species of mammals 131. 
These zoonotic poxviruses can cause infections in humans and livestock 131 and represent potential 
threats to public health and substantial economic losses. Despite a wealth of information on a few 
OPXV species, little is known about the natural reservoir, host range and geographic distribution of 
the majority of OPXVs 121. 

Cases of human infection by OPXVs have been increasing in recent years, with increases in cases 
of cowpox in Europe 14,51, outbreaks of monkeypox in African countries and North America 16-111, 
VACV infections in South America [12-151 and recent importations of monkeypox to the United 

Viruses 2019, 11, 708; doi:10.3390/v11080708 www.mdpi.com/joumal/viruses 
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Kingdom, Israel, and Singapore [16-18]. This increase in OPXV infections is thought to be due, at 
least in part, to waning population immunity caused by discontinuation of routine smallpox 
vaccination after the eradication of smallpox [7]. Smallpox vaccination provides protection against 
other OPXV species [19,20], and the increasing worldwide population who have never been 
vaccinated could provide the opportunity for emergence or reemergence of OPXV infections in 
humans [211 

Recently, several novel poxviruses have been discovered after infecting humans and/or domestic 
animals 122-311, including three newly proposed OPXV species: two isolated in Europe and one 
isolated in North America. Orthopoxvirus Abatino (OPVA) was isolated in Italy during an outbreak 
in captive macaques in 2015 and from a fatal infection in a cat in 2017 [28,29,31]. Another novel 
proposed OPXV, Ahkmeta virus (AKMV), was identified in three humans in the country of Georgia 
in 2010 and 2013 [22,27]. In 2015, a novel poxvirus was isolated from a resident of Alaska [30]. 
Phylogenetic analysis of several highly conserved genes suggested that the Alaska isolate was a 
member of the OPXV genus but was highly diverged from known OPXV species [301. 

The OPXV genus contains two distinct dades of viruses in which genomic sequence similarity 
correlates to their historic geographic distribution in either the Old World or New World. Old World 
OPXVs contain seven currently recognized species, induding VARV, VACV, MPXV, CPXV, Camelpox 
virus, Ectromelia virus (ECTV), and Taterapox virus [32], although the diversity of CPXV isolates 
suggests that CPXV may encompass several species [33, 34]. There are currently three known species 
of New World or North American OPXVs: Raccoonpox virus (RCNV), Volepox virus (VPXV) and 
Skunkpox virus (SKPV) [32,351. Newly described OPVA [291 and AKMV [271 cluster with Old World 
OPXVs in phylogenetic analyses, in agreement with their isolation in Europe, although AKMV is 
divergent [27]. The novel poxvirus isolated from Alaska in 2015 clustered with OPXVs, but formed a 
distinct dade, apart from Old World and New World OPXVs, based on preliminary analysis of nine 
conserved genes [30]. The nine genes of the Alaska isolate exhibited notable divergence from both 
New World and Old World OPXVs, with higher sequence similarity to Old World OPXVs [301, which 
was unexpected given its isolation in the New World. 

The divergence of the Alaska isolate and the seeming disagreement between its isolation in the 
New World and sequence similarity to Old World OPXVs highlighted a need for further 
investigation. Here, we present the whole genome sequence of the poxvirus isolated from an Alaska 
resident [30] and propose this isolate as a member of a new OPXV species, Alaskapox virus (AKPV). 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Genome sequences used for analysis 

Accession numbers for reference OPXV genomes used in this study are listed in Table 51. The 
genome sequence of the Alaskapox virus isolate described here was deposited with the GenBank 
accession number MN240300. 

2.2. NGS sequencing, de novo assembly and gap filling 

Sample details and collection information was described previously [30]. The AKPV isolate was 
sequenced and assembled as previously described [27]. NGS sequencing was performed on an 
Illumina Hiseq 2000 at Otogeneitcs (Norcross, GA, USA). Reads were assembled using CLC 
Genomics Workbench 8.0 (Qiagen, Aarhus, Denmark). Output contigs were screened for poxvirus 
matches using BLAST. A draft genome was constructed that contained three gaps in the central 
region and incomplete ITR regions. Three central gaps were located around 174K, 163K, and 150K. 
Primer sets used for filling these gaps were, N1F (5'-CAT CTA CCA GAG AAA AAT GCG-3') and 
G1R (5'- GGT GAT GCC GAA TAT TTC TAC -3'); G2F (5'-GAA AAG GAG ATA GTG AU GTC-3') 
and G2R (5'-CTA TCT TTG ACG TCG ATG TGG-3'); G3F (5'-CGA TCA GCG TCC TIT TTG3') and 
G3R (5'-TGT TAA TA AGTA ATA ACT GCG C-3'). Terminal tandem repeat sequences were 
determined using ER1F ( 5'-AGT GTC TAG AAA AAA ATG TGT GAC CGC-3') and ER1R (5'-GGA 
TAC TGC TCA CGT TIT TT-3'). Sequencing reaction was performed using the BigDye® Terminator 
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v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (ABL Cat 4337035) on an ABI 3130XL Genetic Analyzer. Called sequences 
were analyzed using Seqman in the Lasergene Package (DNASTAR, Madison, WI, USA). Consensus 
sequences were used to dose gaps in the draft genome. Raw reads were mapped back to the gap-
filled genome to inspect assembly accuracy. 

2.3. Gene prediction and annotation 

Gene prediction was conducted using both an ab initio approach 1361 and similarity search using 
GeneMarkS 1371 and Geneious version 9.1.6 (Biomatters, Inc., Newark, NJ, USA). First, ORFs longer 
than 120nt with ATG as the start codon were found in Geneious using the ORFfinder tool. Regions 
with >60% similarity to genes in any of seven Cowpox virus genomes were identified in the Alaska 
genome using the similarity-transfer functionality in Geneious. ORFs longer than 500 nt and ORFs 
with 20% in-frame overlap with the transferred regions were combined using a customized script. 
This set of ORFs was further combined with ORFs predicted by GeneMarkS as potential genes. 
Functional annotation of the genes was conducted in Geneious with the Blast2Go plugin using a 
customized poxviridac database. Annotations were then manually inspected, corrected and 
confirmed. 

2.4. Alignment of poxvirus genomes 

All alignments presented were generated using mafft v7.308 138,391 in Geneious version 9.1.4 
(Biomatters, Inc., Newark, NJ, USA) using the FFT-NS-ix1000 algorithm, 200 PAM/k = 2 scoring 
matrix with default gap penalties. Percent identity graphs were generated by calculating the average 
percent identity across 100 columns of the alignment and graphed using ggplot2 1401. 

2.5. Phylogenetic analysis of the conserved central region 

The region from VACV-COP-E9L (DNA polymerase) to A24R (DNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase subunit rpol32) was extracted from AKPV, reference OPXV genomes, and NY_014, 
Murmansk, and Yoka poxvirus genomes (Table 51) and aligned. Phylogenetic trees were generated 
in BEAST v.2.5.1 1411 in two runs with the following parameters: GTR+G+I nucleotide substitution 
model (4 gamma categories, 35% invariant, based on model test performed in MEGA 7.0.26), relaxed 
lognormal dock (exponential distribution of ucldStdev prior with mean = 0.333), and Yule model 
prior until all parameters exhibited ESS > 200 after 10% burn-in. Default parameters were used unless 
specified. Run log and tree files were combined using LogCombiner after 10% burn in. Maximum 
dade credibility tree was estimated in TreeAnnotator based on sampling frequency of 1000 and 10% 
burn-in; tree was visualized in FigTree v1.4.3 (https://github.com/rambaut/figtree/) and edited in 
Inkscape (https://inkscape.org/). Percent nudeotide identities were reported from Geneious version 
9.1.4 (Biomatters, Inc., Newark, NJ, USA) based on alignment where all columns containing gaps 
were stripped. 

2.6. Gene content comparison 

A reciprocal blast approach was used to compare the AKPV genome with CPXV-BR and AKMV-
2013. All predicted CDS were extracted from the AKPV, CPXV-BR, and AKMV-2013 genomes. CPXV-
BR or AKMV-2013 CDS were queried against AKPV CDS, and AKPV CDS were queried against the 
CPXV-BR or AKMV-2013 CDS using blastn (ncbi-blast+ v2.4.0). Hits were determined using a cutoff 
Evalue of 0.01. To identify the closest annotated proteins for each predicted AKPV protein, all 206 
predicted ORFs were extracted from the AKPV genome and translated into predicted amino add 
sequences. The 206 predicted proteins were queried against the 'ne database using blastp (ncbi-blast+ 
v2.4.0). Data reflects BLAST search performed on 12 February 2019. Top hit for each query sequence 
was determined based on bit score using default blastp parameters. 

2.7. dN/dS analysis 
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To investigate if poxvirus homologs of T4 and B5R were under positive selection in AKPV, 
dN/dS was examined using PAML 1421. T4 sequences from CPXV-A, CPXV-B, CPXV-C, CPXV-D, 
CPXV-El, CPXV-E2, CPXV-E3, CPXV-E5, CPXV-E6, CMLV, MPXV-DRC, TATV, AKMV-2013, SKPV, 
and VPXV were used. The same genomes used for the T4 analysis plus ECTV-Moscow, MPXV-USA, 
HSPV, OPVA, VARV-IND, VARV-BRA, AKMV-2010, and RCNV-Herman were used for the B5R 
analysis. DNA polymerase, B5R or T4 CDS from AKPV and reference genomes were aligned using 
mafft v7.308 138,391 in geneious version 9.1.4 using the FFT-NS-ix1000 algorithm, 200 PAM/k = 2 
scoring matrix with default gap penalties. DNA polymerase CDS alignments were used to estimate 
phylogenetic trees by Maximum Likelihood in Mega 7.0.26 1431 using the GTR+G+I model and 1000 
bootstrap replicates; substitution model was chosen based on a Model Test performed in Mega 7.0.26. 

B5R and T4 alignments were analyzed for evidence of selection in AKPV using branch-site 
models in the CODEML package in PAML 4.5142]. Log likelihood tests were performed to determine 
if a model that included codons under positive selection in AKPV (foreground) fit the alignment for 
a given gene better than a model that did not allow positive selection (comparison of model A to Al). 
Model A was specified by NSsites = 2, model = 2, fixomega = 0. Model Al was specified by NSsites = 
2, model = 2, fixomega = 1. Analyses were performed using a user tree (DNA polymerase), CodonFreq 
= 2, and all ambiguous sites were removed. Sites where dN/dS > 1 were identified based on Bayes 
Empirical Bayes (BEB) analysis 1441 using Pr(co > 1) > 0.95 as a cutoff. 

2.8. Investigation of potential recombination events 

A region from AKPV143 (DNA helicase) to AKPV175 (hypothetical protein) (corresponding to 
position 138,271 to 166,556 of the AKPV genome) was aligned to corresponding regions from AKMV-
2010, VARV-BRA, HSPV, CPXV-A, CPXV-C, CPXV-E3, TATV, CMLV, ECTV-Moscow, ECTV-
Hamptead, ECTV-Naval, OPVA, VPXV, SKPV, and RCNV-85A reference genomes using MAFFT 
v7.308 138,391 (algorithm: FFT-NS-I x1000, scoring matrix: 200PAM, k=2, gap open: 3, offset: 0.123) 
implemented in Geneious 9.1.4. Gaps were not removed from the alignment prior to recombination 
analysis. An exploratory search for potential recombination events was performed using bootscan 
and distance plot implemented in the RDP4 software using a window size of 1000, step size of 50, 
under Felsenstein 1984145] model using bootstrap value as P value. Data for bootscan and similarity 
plots were generated using RDP4; plots were generated from raw data using tidyr 1461 and ggplot2 
1401 in RStudio v.1.0.44(R version 3.3.3) 147,481. Percent identity of aligned regions was calculated in 
Geneious 9.1.4. Phylogenetic analysis by Maximum Likelihood was performed in MEGA71431 based 
on the GTR+G+I model. 

3. Results 

3./. Genome Characteristics. 

The complete genome of the AKPV isolate was 210,797 bp, with inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) 
of 2.4 kb. The genomic terminal loop was not sequenced, so the leftmost nucleotide was arbitrarily 
assigned to be the first nucleotide. The A+T content was 67.2%, lower than the A+T content of New 
World OPXVs such as VPXV (68.7%), SKPV (68.5%) and RCNV (67.7-67.9%), but higher than that of 
most Old World OPXVs (66.3-67.3%) 11,491. In the right terminal region of the genome, a long stretch 
of homopolymer G could not be resolved by Sanger sequencing and is represented by 22 Ns (position 
200,082 to 200,103). 

The AKPV ITR was 2.4 kb, which is shorter than most OPXVs except VARV, where ITRs range 
from 0.1 to 1.2 kb PT Outside of VARV, ITRs in Old World OPXVs vary from 3.4 (VACV) to 16.4 kb 
(VACV) PI New World OPXVs ITRs also vary greatly in size from 2.5-3.9 kb for SKPV, VPXV, and 
RCNV-85A 1351 to 19 kb in RCNV-Herman 1501. The AKPV ITR region contained tandem repeats and 
non-repetitive elements that were characteristic of OPXVs. The AKPV genome contained the 
concatemer resolution sequence 5'-ATTTA-N79-A67-3', identical to that in VACV Copenhagen, at 
positions 61-80bp in the AKPV genome. A tandem repeat region from position 151-1525 contained 
16 copies of an 86bp repetitive motif (98.3% identical). The 86bp repeat motif was 94% identical to the 
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86bp repeat sequence in AKMV tandem repeat region 1 (TR1), which is repeated 6.3 times in the 
AKMV ITR1271. This tandem repeat region in AKPV is followed by a non-repetitive region (positions 
1550-1703 bp) that is similar to NR2. The NR2-like sequence was 94% identical to positions 1704 to 
1850 in CPXV-BR. 

3.2. Phylogenetic Analysis of the Central Core Region 

The central region of OPXV genomes is highly conserved and contains genes involved in 
essential processes such as transcription, DNA repair and replication [49,51,54 This central region 
is flanked by variable terminal regions that contain host range, virulence, and immunomodulatory 
genes [49,51,54 Gene content and synteny are highly conserved in the central region but can vary 
between species and strains in the terminal regions, presumably due to selection and recombination 
[49, 53-551. Phylogenetic analysis was performed using the central region (corresponding to VACV-
COP-E9L (DNA polymerase) to A24R (DNA-dependent RNA polymerase subunit rpol32)) of AKPV, 
representative OPXVs and NY_014, Murmansk, and Yoka poxviruses (Table Si). AKPV formed a 
distinct branch located between Old World and New World OPXVs, but closer to Old World OPXVs 
(Figure 1). The central region of the AKPV genome was more similar to Old World OPXVs than to 
New World OPXVs, with the highest nudeotide identity with AKMV (93.5%) (Tablel). The AKPV 
central region was, on average, 92.9% identical to the Old World OPXVs examined (ranging from 
92.4-93.5%), compared to 87.1% average identity to New World OPXVs (range: 86.9-87.4%)(Table 1), 
reflecting its position as a sister branch in the phylogeny (Figure 1). However, the average identity 
within Old World OPXVs examined was 97.52% (95.1-99. n), much higher than the identity of AKPV 
to Old World OPXVs. 

AKMV-2010 
AKMV-2013 
CML19 
TAW 
VA:IV-BRA 
. t. VARV-H4D 

CPXV-D 
•  CPXV-A 

HSPV 
CPXV-C. 

  CPXV-0 

010 

0.03 

MPXV-DC 
MPXV-USA 
CPXV•El 
CPril-E2 
CPXV.E3 
CPXV-E5 
CPXV-E6 
ECTV-Mos4:ow 
OPVA 
Alaskapox virus 
RCNV-Herman 
SKPV 
VPXV 
Murmansk poxvirus 
NY_014 poxvirus 
YPV 

Figure 1. Phylogenetic analysis of the conserved central region of the Alaskapox virus (AKPV) 
genome with representative OPXVs, Murmansk poxvirus, NY_014 poxvirus, and Yoka poxvirus 
(YPV). Twenty-seven poxvirus sequences (Table S1) were aligned using MAFFT. Old World OPXVs 
are highlighted in blue; New World OPXVs are highlighted in green; AKPV is highlighted in pink. 
Phylogenetic tree was estimated using BEAST v. 2.5.1 using the GTR+G+I model under a relaxed 
lognormal molecular clock. Posterior probability is shown next to each node. 

Table 1. Average percent nucleotide identity of the conserved core region of the Alaskapox virus 
isolate (AKPV), representative Cowpox virus (CPXV), Akhmeta virus (AKMV), Old World OPXV 
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(Old World), New World OPXV (New World) and Yoka poxvirus (YPV) genomes (Table S1). Gaps 
were not included in this analysis. 

CPXV AKMV Old World New World YPV 
AKPV 92.93 93.52 92.87 87.10 74.88 
CPXV 98.44 95.62 97.52 87.38 74.78 
AKMV 99.39 95.48 87.27 74.72 

Old World 97.32 87.29 74.79 
New World 92.02 75.58 

3.3. Comparison of Gene Content 

Gene annotation using both ab inito gene prediction and similarity search revealed 206 predicted 
genes (Table S2). The AKPV genome was compared to the CPXV Brighton Red (CPXV-BR) genome, 
which is 224,499 bp and contains 229 predicted coding sequences (Table S2). Overall, gene content 
and organization was similar between the AKPV and CPXV-BR genomes, induding at the genomic 
termini (Figure S1). Twenty-three CPXV-BR genes were not found in the AKPV genome, and six 
predicted AKPV genes did not correspond to any annotated CPXV-BR genes, not induding truncated 
or fragmented genes. Of the six unique AKPV genes, two (AKPV204 and 205) did not have homologs 
in any currently known OPXV. Five terminal genes were duplicated in the CPXV-BR genome but 
were found in single copies in the AKPV genome. For the 23 genes not found in the AKPV genome, 
fifteen are not annotated in the CPXV_El genome (CPXV004, 007, 047, 058, 096, 116, 130, 160, 170, 
192, 214, 216, 224, 228, and 229). The 206 predicted AKPV coding sequences were then compared to 
annotated genes from CPXV-BR and AKMV-2013 (220 predicted coding sequences). 114 AKPV genes 
exhibited higher nucleotide identity to AKMV genes based on BLAST search; 82 were more similar 
to CPXV-BR genes (Table S2). The average nucleotide identity of AKPV genes found in AKMV and 
CPXV-BR was 90.0% and 89.8%, respectively (Table S2). 

Each of the 206 AKPV predicted proteins were then used to query the non-redundant database 
to identify novel genes and compare AKPV proteins to those of other well-studied OPXV genomes. 
All 206 predicted proteins in the AKPV isolate genome exhibited >50% amino acid identity with an 
annotated poxvirus protein, with an average amino add identity of 89.6% with the dosest BLAST hit. 
191 predicted proteins (92.7%) were most closely related to an Old World OPXV sequence, including 
AKMV and OPVA (Table S3). 

Eight predicted AKPV proteins returned top hits to New World OPXV proteins, induding 
AKPV011 (TNF alpha receptor-like protein), AKPV013 (ankyrin repeat-containing protein), 
AKPV100 (Poly(A) polymerase small subunit), AKPV102 (late 16 kDa membrane protein), AKPV112 
(virion core protein), AKPV123 (trimeric virion coat protein), AKPV126 (S-S bond formation pathway 
protein) and AKPV191 (kelch-like protein) (Table S3). AKPV011 was most similar to SKPV TNF 
receptor CrmB (gene 203 in the SKPV genome), while AKPV013 was most similar to RCNV (gene 011 
in the RCNV Herman strain genome) (Table 2). However, SKPV and RCNV Herman strain genomes 
lack an intervening coding sequence, while Old World OPXV genomes contain homologs of 
AKPV011, 012, and 013 in order (Figure S2). AKPV011 and AKPV013 did not share high similarity 
with predicted proteins from VPXV or RNCV strain 85A (<50% and 60% amino add identity, 
respectively, for the closest sequences in VPXV genome and 50% coverage and <50% identity with 
the dosest sequences in RCNV stain 85A). The AKPV genome did not contain homologs of 
SKPV174/VPXV174/RCNV159 or RCNV160/SKPV175, genes that are thought to be unique to New 
World OPXVs. 

Table 2. Percent amino acid identity of TNFa receptor-like AKPV011 and ankyrin repeat-containing 
AKPV013 with corresponding proteins from representative OPXV genomes, including SKPV, RCNV-
Herman, CPXV-E6, EC IV-Moscow, and AKMV-2013. 

Amino Acid Identity 
AKPV011 AKPV013 

SKPV 93.00 90.74 
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RCNV 92.50 

7 of 15 

92.42 
CPXV 90.00 88.50 
ECTV 87.13 89.40 

AKMV 86.57 80.05 
The majority of the 206 predicted proteins (97%) were most similar to annotated OPXV proteins; 

however, seven predicted AKPV proteins were most similar to proposed proteins in the newly 
described Murmansk or NY_014 poxvirus genomes: AKPV009, 010, 024, 025, 203, 204, and 205 (Table 
S3). Murmansk and NY_014 isolates represent poxviruses that are sister to the OPXV genus but are 
currently not assigned to a genus 1241, similar to Yoka poxvirus 1561. AKPV009/010 are most likely 
the products of fragmentation of the C-type lectin protein CDS. AKPV009 is similar to the C-terminus 
of the Murmansk C-type lectin-like protein, while AKPV010 is similar to the N-terminus (Figure 2). 
Several OPXVs, including CPXV, SKPV, and AKMV encode full length C-type lectin genes, though 
many OPXV genomes encode shorter C-type lectin genes. For instance, ECTV C-type lectin is also 
fragmented into two CDS (EVM006 and 007, Figure 2). Interestingly, even though the sequence of 
AKPV C-type lectin protein is more similar to Murmansk, the start and end points of the predicted 
genes are more similar to OPXV counterparts (Figure 2). 

so 100 igs 200 20 390 340 490 4.10 590

NY014 poxvirus 
Murmansk poxvirus 

Alaska poxvirus 

SKPV 

RCNV 

CPXV-C 

CPXV-E2 undumit IF • 1111011 uto Hit i 11 1 11111- 1 

ECTV 

AKMV 
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Figure 2. Alignment of C-type lectin genes from AKPV and reference OPXVs. Nucleotide identity to 
AKPV is shown by black or gray shading: identities are shown in gray, differences in black. Black or 
gray bars indicate sequence, whereas black or gray horizontal lines indicate gaps. Blue arrows indicate 
the locations of annotated CDS. Alignment position is shown above the graph. 

AKPV024 was most similar to CKM51_gp196 (Ankyrin) in the NY_014 genome, with 92.5% 
nucleotide identity. AKPV025 was most similar to NY_014 CKM51_gp195 (hypothetical protein), but 
AKPV025 is much shorter, at 132 nt compared to 552 nt for NY_014 CKM5l_gp195. The 38 nt at the 
AKPV025 N-terminus exhibited 92.1% nucleotide identity with position 30-67 in NY_014 
CKM51_gp195, and the AKPV025 C-terminus was 91.5% identical to 393-486, producing an 
alignment with a 325 bp gap in AKPV025. 

AKPV203, 204, and 205 were most similar to annotated genes in the Murmansk genome. 
AKPV203 was most similar to poxvirus protein B22R (surface glycoprotein). AKPV204 and 205 were 
most similar to Murmansk-186 and ankyrin-like protein Murmansk-194 (90.8% and 71.9% amino acid 
identity), respectively. Murmansk-194 has no known or predicted function, and there is no known 
homolog to Murmansk-194 or 186 in any poxvirus or other genome. The next best BLAST hit for 
AKPV205 had <50% amino acid identity and was a truncated ankyrin-like protein in the Yoka 
poxvirus genome. The next best BLAST hit for AKPV204 also had <50% amino acid identity and was 
IL-1 beta receptor from AKMV-2013. Interestingly, while AKPV203, 204, and 205 are consecutive in 
the AKPV genome, the homologs Murmansk-186, 194, and 007 (B22R) are not syntenic and are 
dispersed in the Murmansk genome. 

Only three of the predicted proteins in the AKPV genome exhibited less than 60% amino acid 
identity with known poxvirus proteins: AKPV182, 187, and 190. All three genes shared similarity and 
synteny with poxvirus genes encoding proteins with predicted functions in immune modulation, 
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virulence, and/or host range, induding hemagglutinin (AKPV182), EEV type-I membrane 
glycoprotein VACV-COP-B5R (AKPV187), and poxvirus T4 protein (AKPV190). 

Alignment of AKPV182 (hemagglutinin) with OPXV hemagglutinin homologs revealed an 
insertion in AKPV192 (Figure 3). Further investigation revealed this insertion contained 11 repeats of 
"GAAACTCCTGAATCAGTTACTACTCTAGCA". The reading frame was not disrupted by the 
insertion, and a predicted transmembrane domain was unaffected. The predicted translated peptide 
contained 11 repeats of the amino acid sequence "VTTLAETPES", generating a 120 amino acid 
insertion. BLAST search of just the 120 amino acid insertion using blastp revealed low level similarity 
between the repeat region and a portion of adhesive plaque matrix protein-like gene from 
Mizuhopecten yessoensis (Yesso scallop), with 55% amino acid identity across 117 amino acids of the 
repeat. BLAST analysis of the nucleotide sequence of the repeat region revealed the highest similarity 
(72% nucleotide identity, e-value 9e-31) with a region of the cyanobacterium Geminocystis sp. strain 
NIES-3708 genome corresponding to GM3708_3008 flagelliform silk protein (BAQ62602.1). No 
putative protein domains were identified in the repeat region based on queries made using the 
Conserved Domain Database (NCBI), SMART-Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool (EMBL, 
Universitat Heidelberg), Pfam (EMBL-EBI), Motif Scan, InterPro, ScanProsite - (ExPASy) using a cut-
off e-value of 0.01. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of predicted hemagglutinin protein from Alaskapox virus (AKPV) and 
reference OPXVs. Amino acid sequence of AKPV hemagglutinin is shown in RasMol color scheme. 
For others, amino acid sequence is colored compared to AKPV protein: identities are shown in gray; 
differences are colored according to RasMol scheme. Gaps not shared with AKPV are shown by black 
horizontal lines. Sequences from OPVA, CPXV-B, CPXV-El, ECTV-Moscow, AKMV-2013, SKPV, and 
RCNV-85A are shown. 

Alignments of AKPV187 (B5R) and AKPV190 (T4) with OPXV homologs did not reveal any large 
insertions or deletions. These genes were analyzed for evidence of selection using PAML. Analysis 
using the two-ratio branch model revealed that AKPV187 (B5R) was significantly more likely to 
contain a different dN/dS than reference OPXV B5R homologs. Further investigation using branch-
site models (model A and Al) revealed that AKPV187 was more likely to contain sites exhibiting 
positive selection than the reference B5R homologs (Table S4). Bayes empirical bayes analysis 1441 
revealed ten sites that were under positive selection in AKPV187 (probability dN/dS > 1 was greater 
than 95%)(Table S4). AKPV190 (T4) was not more likely to contain a different dN/dS than other OPXV 
homologs, and examination by site-branch model did not reveal any sites indicative of adaptive 
evolution in AKPV. Across all T4 homologs examined, four sites were identified where probability 
dN/dS > 1 was greater than 95%. We examined these sites in AKPV and compared which reference 
sequences shared similar amino acids at those sites. AKPV190 residue 39(L) was shared with RCNV 
and similar to I in OPVA, MPXV, CPXVA, and CPXVB; residue 174(1) was shared with VPXV and 
similar to AKMV (L); residue 176(Y) was shared with SKPV; and residue 187(R) was similar to K in 
CPXV, CMLV, and TATV. 

3.4. Comparison of Putative Host Range/Virulence Factors 

The AKPV genome contained host range/virulence genes typical of the OPXV genus, including 
homologs of VACV-COP-E3L, K3L, K1L, P28/N1R, B5R, C7L, T4, C3L, CrmB, and serpins SPI-1, 2 
and 3 (Table S5). The AKPV genome, however, did not contain several OPXV genes that have been 
identified as host factors or virulence genes in other OPXVs. The AKPV isolate genome does not 
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encode a homolog of virulence factor VACV-COP-B7R (bifunctional membrane protein 21 kDA 
precursor/processed to 18 kDA), a known virulence gene in VACV, where its deletion reduced lesions 
in a mouse skin model 1571. A frame shift mutation in AKPV results in a premature stop codon after 
21 amino acids. Among OPXVs, VARY does not encode a B7R homolog (VARV_SLE_1969, 
VARV_GNQ_1969, VARV_BRA_1966, VARV_BRA2_1966, VARV_IND_1964, VARV_DRC_1970), 
and the homolog in CMLV-KAZ-1966 is truncated. The AKPV isolate genome also did not contain a 
homolog of interleukin-1 receptor antagonist VACV-COP-C4L. A large deletion would result in a 
protein of only 12 amino acids in length before a stop codon. Among OPXVs examined, the ECTV-
Moscow genome also contained a deletion and did not encode a VACV-COP-C4L homolog, and C4L 
was fragmented in Horsepox virus (HSPV). C4L is not encoded in VARY, MPXV, Rabbitpox virus or 
VACV Western Reserve strain 1581. Lastly, the AKPV genome did not contain homologs of Type 2 
tumor necrosis factor receptor-like (TNFR-II) genes CrmC, CrmD, and CrmE, which are found in 
CPXV genomes but not most other OPXVs. Similar to other OPXVs, the AKPV genome did not encode 
an Ml3L homolog, which is found in "clade II" poxviruses, which are sister to OPXVs, induding 
Tanapox virus, Myxoma virus, Deerpox virus, Swinepox virus and Lumpy skin disease virus 1581. 

3.5. Possible Recombination with Ectromelia Virus (ECTV) 

The AKPV genome contained an intact predicted A-type inclusion protein gene (AKPV150) of 
3324 nucleotides (1107 amino adds). The A-type inclusion protein was shorter than that from CPXV-
B (1279 amino acids), AKMV-2013 (1213 amino acids), and RCNV-Herman (1221 amino adds) due to 
deletions in the middle of the predicted protein (Figure S3). AKPV150 was most similar to the A-type 
indusion protein gene from ECTV, with 94.14% amino add similarity (BLOSUM62, threshold 1). 
AKPV150 and ECTV ATI also shared many of the same deletions relative to other OPXV ATI proteins. 
The ATI gene and neighboring sequence in the AKPV genome exhibited very high similarity to ECTV 
genome, which led to an investigation into potential recombination between ECTV and AKPV in this 
region of the genome. 

Comparison of proposed AKPV coding regions with annotated genes from other OPXVs 
revealed AKPV168, 169, and 170 had high similarity to ECTV 140, 141, and 142, with AKPV 169 and 
ECTV 141 sharing >99% amino add identity. Due to the high similarity across several sequential 
genes, a region from AKPV143 (DNA helicase) to AKPV175 (hypothetical protein) of the AKPV 
genome (corresponding to position 138,271 to 166,556) was examined for recombination. Potential 
recombination events were investigated using an alignment of this region of the AKPV genome with 
corresponding regions from AKMV-2010, VARY-BRA, HSPV-MNG, CPXV-A, CPXV-C, CPXV-E3, 
TATV, CMLV, ECTV-Moscow, ECTV-Hamptead, ECTV-Naval, OPVA, VPXV, SKPV, and RCNV-
85A reference genomes. 

Recombination analysis using distance plot and bootscan in RDP4 software identified two 
potential recombinant regions between AKPV and ECTV (Figure 4, Figure S4). The first region 
spanned almost 4 kb and corresponded to position 146,066 to 149,930 in the AKPV genome (142,812 
to 146,694 in ECTV Moscow), containing the full coding sequence of the A-type inclusion protein 
(Figure S3) and the C terminus of the DNA-dependent RNA polymerase subunit RP0132 coding 
sequence. The second potential recombinant region spanned almost 2 kb, from position 161,820 to 
163,874 in the AKPV genome (158,512 to 160,458 in ECTV Moscow). This potential recombinant 
region contained the N terminus of AKPV168 (secreted glycoprotein), AKPV169 (profilin-like 
protein), AKPV170 (type-I membrane glycoprotein), AKPV171 (hypothetical protein), and the C-
terminus of AKPV 172 (hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase). 
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Figure 4. Potential recombination between Ectromelia virus (ECTV) and the Alaskapox virus (AKPV) 

isolate. Similarity plot displaying the sequence identity of AKPV, Orthopoxvirus Abatino (OPVA) 

and Cowpox virus (CPXV-C) to ECTV (Moscow strain) in the putative recombination region. Across 

most positions examined, OPVA and CPXV-C have higher similarity to ECTV than AKPV. However, 

the AKPV sequence has higher sequence identity than ECTV in two regions that can be seen as the 

pink AKPV line crossing the blue OPVA and CPXV lines. Above the graph, there is a schematic 

showing locations of annotated coding sequences (CDS), putative recombinant regions 2 and 4, and 

control regions 1 and 3. 

Based on the results of the recombination analysis using RDP4, AKPV143 to AKPV175 was split 
into four regions: two predicted recombinant regions, an intermediate region, and a flanking region 
(Figure 4). Each region was aligned to corresponding sequences from OPXV reference genomes. 
Nucleotide identity between ECTV and Old World OPXV sequences was very high in control regions 
1 and 3, but much lower in putative recombinant regions 2 and 4 (Table 3). Within the putative 
recombinant regions, AKPV and ECTV sequences were >90% identical. 

Table 3. Size and nucleotide identity of putative recombination sites in Ectromelia virus (ECTV) 

genome. Percent nucleotide identity to ECTV-Moscow is shown for Alaskapox virus isolate (AKPV), 

AKMV-2010, OPVA, and RCNV-85A. Regions 2 and 4 refer to suspect recombination sites; regions 1 

and 3 are neighboring genomic regions, as shown in Figure 4. Gaps were not removed for this 

analysis. 

Length AKPV AKNIV OPVA RCNV 
Region 1 7794 92.99 95.41 97.95 87.21 
Region 2 3882 94.50 76.11 67.55 64.35 
Region 3 11,816 86.50 91.34 95.59 75.15 
Region 4 1946 91.93 82.59 75.66 63.35 

Phylogenetic analysis of the potential recombinant regions revealed significant rearrangement 
compared to phylogenies produced from other areas of the genome. When comparing either the core 
region of the genome (Figure 1) or a region flanking the putative recombinant sites (Figure S5), ECTV 
clusters with other Old World OPXVs and AKPV forms its own sister branch separated from Old 
World OPXVs. Phylogenetic trees generated using only the putative recombinant regions place ECTV 
next to AKPV, and it is no longer part of the tight Old World OPXV clade (Figure S5). This 
phenomenon is not specific to the ECTV-Moscow strain, and was observed in ECTV-Naval and 
Haptead strains, which are 100% identical to ECTV Moscow in the suspect recombinant regions. 
Together, the sequence similarity and phylogenetic trees suggest that ECTV contains an AKPV-like 
sequence rather than the other way around (Table 3, Figure S5). 

4. Discussion 
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The isolation and original characterization of the pox virus isolated from a patient in Alaska 
suggested that this isolate represents a novel, divergent OPXV capable of infecting humans. The 
complete genome sequence of the AKPV isolate provided unique observations when compared with 
other OPXVs. The large genome and broad host range of Cowpox virus has led to the hypothesis that 
extant OPXVs evolved from a CPXV-like ancestor through gene loss and modification 155,591. 
Compared to CPXV-BR, the AKPV genome exhibited loss of 23 genes and gain of six genes, including 
two genes found in Murmansk poxvirus but not in currently known species of the OPXV lineage. 

Phylogenetic analyses and sequence similarity of conserved core genes indicated that AKPV is 
more closely related to Old World OPXVs than to North American OPXVs, in agreement with 
previous findings using nine conserved genes 134 Additionally, most of the predicted proteins in 
the AKPV genome were more similar to Old World OPXV proteins; however, AKPV was isolated in 
Alaska. The uncertain geographical range of AKPV along with its significant divergence predudes 
its inclusion in either the Old World or New World OPXV groups. A few predicted AKPV proteins 
were more similar to New World OPXVs, induding several known virulence proteins. Interestingly, 
seven predicted proteins were most similar to proteins found in novel poxvirus isolates NY_014 and 
Murmansk, including a homolog of Murmansk-194, a gene that was previously thought to be unique 
to the Murmansk genome 1241. Of the seven genes that shared similarity with Murmansk and 
NY_014, three were consecutive in the AKPV genome; however, these three genes were most similar 
to genes that were dispersed throughout the Murmansk genome. This suggests that the introduction 
of genes to/from Murmansk or NY_014 was not likely from a simple recombination event. It is 
difficult to construct the evolutionary history that could have generated the current state of these 
genomes, but future isolates may provide insight. The presence of genes in AKPV that were more 
similar to New World OPXVs, NY_014, or Murmansk poxviruses could represent insight into 
ancestral forms of shared poxvirus genes. Alternatively, these genes may have been acquired 
independently or through recombination events followed by selection, especially if they have had an 
extensive amount of time to diverge. The origin, geographic location and natural reservoir of NY_014 
and Murmansk remain a mystery, much like that of AKPV. Future investigation, possibly induding 
as yet undiscovered isolates or new poxvirus species may shed light on the relationship between 
these viruses. 

The success of a pox virus infection depends on the virus's ability to evade the host immune 
response. Several genes in the poxvirus genome are known to play a role in modulating the host 
antiviral response. It has been hypothesized that the presence or absence of such genes as well as 
sequence differences may underlie the host range and virulence of a given poxvirus. In general, these 
genes are located at the terminal regions of the genome and often exhibit lower sequence identity and 
lineage-specific distribution 11,581. The host range/virulence gene repertoire of AKPV was typical of 
OPXVs. Three host range/virulence genes exhibited notably low sequence identity with other OPXV 
counterparts: T4, B5R and hemagglutinin. Examination of B5R revealed evidence of possible selection 
in the AKPV lineage based on dN/dS analysis. Investigation of the hemagglutinin gene revealed a 
novel 120 amino acid insertion. The insertion did not create a frame shift or affect the predicted 
transmembrane domain; however, it is possible that it could lead to functional differences. A study 
in VACV and ECTV identified hemagglutinin may pay a role in the activation of Natural Killer Cells 
during poxvirus infection NO]. Investigation of the novel hemagglutinin gene from AKPV may reveal 
whether the insertion affects protein folding, stability or function during infection. Lastly, the AKIN 
genome did not contain several OPXV host range/virulence genes, induding C4L, B7R, CrmC, CrmD, 
or CrmE. These changes in gene sequence and gene repertoire may influence the host range and 
virulence of AKPV, but host range and virulence cannot be predicted by gene content or sequence 
similarity. Future studies are required to better understand this novel virus, for which very little is 
known. 

Careful analysis of the AKPV isolate genome revealed unexpected recombination with ECTV. 
ECTV was first identified in 1930 in a laboratory mouse and is the causative agent of mousepox, a 
disease found in mouse colonies in Europe, Asia, and the Americas 161,62]. Although the distribution 
and natural reservoir of ECTV remains unknown, it is suspected to circulate among wild rodents in 
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Europe 1621. The geographic distribution of AKPV is also unclear and the source of exposure to the 

Alaska resident has not yet been resolved PO]. While concrete data about the distribution of either 

species is largely lacking, AKPV was isolated in the Americas and ECTV is thought to circulate in 

Europe. Given the current estimates of when Old and New World OPXVs separated, the high 

sequence similarity in suspect recombinant regions between AKPV and ECTV suggests either a short 

time since recombination or very low rate of evolution for this region of the genome. 

Taken together, this study highlights the need for future studies of natural poxvirus circulation 

in wildlife to generate a better understanding of OPXV ecology and better preparedness for zoonotic 

infections in humans. The discovery of new, divergent OPXVs introduces the opportunity to re-

evaluate the Orthopoxvirus genus. The discovery of new diverse species can strengthen existing 

understanding, and provide further insight or improve the resolution of previous analyses. It is very 

likely that the wealth of sequencing information reflecting OPXV diversity will continue to increase. 

This information can be used to inform diagnostics and may provide increasingly more accurate 

information about OPXV evolution and origins. 

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.cornixxxisl. Figure Sl. Alignment 

of the Alaskapox virus isolate genomic termini with genomic termini of Cowpox virus Brighton Red. Figure S2. 
Comparison of AKPV011, 012, and 013 with reference Orthopoxvirus sequences. Figure S3. Comparison of 

predicted A-type inclusion (ATI) protein from AKPV and reference Orthopoxvirusess. Figure S4. Potential 

recombination between Ectromelia virus and the Alaskapox virus isolate. Figure S5. Phylogenetic analysis of 

two suspect recombination regions in Alaskapox virus, Ectromelia virus, and reference Orthopoxviruses. Table 

St Reference genomes used in this study. Table S2. AKPV annotation table. Table S3. Blastp analysis to identify 

the most similar homolog to AKPV predicted proteins. Table S4. Sites under positive selection in AKPV187 (B5R 

homolog) as identified by codeml in PAML by Bayes Empirical Bayes analysis. Table S5. Alaskapox virus 

homologs of Orthopoxvirus host range and virulence genes. 
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Fact Checker.'nay i 

in a May Ii hearing: Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) asked top infectious-disease expert Anthony S. Feud about is41H funding of research 
in China. (The Washington Post) 

Fact-checking the Paul-Fauci flap over Wuhan lab funding 

auct is fooling with Mother Nature' 

By Glenn Kessler 
The Fact Checker 

May 18, 2021 at 2:00 a.m. CDT 

"Juicing up super viruses is not new. Scientists in the U.S. have long known how to mutate animal viruses to infect humans. For 

years, Dr. Ralph Baric, a virologist in the U.S., has been collaborating with Dr. Shi Zhengli of the Wuhan Virology Institute, 

sharing his discoveries about how to create super viruses. This gain-of-function research has been funded by the NTH.... Dr. 

Saudi, do you still support funding of the NIII'funding of the lab in Wuhan?" 

— Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.), remarks at a Senate hearing, May 11 
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"Senator Paul, with all due respect, you are entirely and completely incorrect that the IV711 has not never and does not now fund 

gain-of-function research in the Wuhan Institute of Virology." 

— Anthony S. Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, in response. 

This showdown between Paul and Fauci quickly went viral last week. But the nature of their debate regarding the origins of 

the coronavirus pandemic may seem obscure to many people. "Gain of function" is one of those insider-y terms that are subject to 

different definitions. The debate over such experiments predated the pandemic, but it has gained new urgency as scientists 

investigate the origin of the virus that has killed more than 3 million people around the world. 

The core of the dispute is this: Did the virus emerge from nature — "zoonotically" from animals — or was it the result of a lab 

experiment gone awry? 

Last May, the Fact Checker video team reported that the "balance of the scientific evidence strongly supports the conclusion that 

the new coronavirus emerged from nature." A joint report by the World Health Organization and China, released in February, said 

a lab escape of the virus was "extremely unlikely." But last week, a group of 18 preeminent scientists published a letter in the 

journal Science saying a new investigation is needed because "theories of accidental release from a lab and zoonotic spillover both 

remain viable." 
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If the lab leak is found at fault, Paul was suggesting, then the 11.5. government was partially responsible. 

The Facts 
Let's start with the basics. What is gain-of-function research? 

In many ways, it is basic biological research. It's done all the time with flies, worms, mice and cells in petri dishes. Scientists create 

novel genotypes (such as arrangements of nucleic acids) and screen or select to find those with a given phenotype (such as trait or 

ability) to find new sequences with a particular function. 

But it's one thing to experiment with fruit flies and another thing when the research involves genotypes of potential pandemic 

pathogens and functions related to transmissibility or virulence in humans. 

That's when "gain of function" becomes controversial. The idea is to get ahead of future viruses that might emerge from nature, 

thereby allowing scientists to study how to combat them. But many believed the research was potentially dangerous. 

In a 2011 opinion article published in The Washington Post, Fauci and two co-authors noted that "the question is whether benefits 

of such research outweigh risks. The answer is not simple.... Safeguarding against the potential accidental release or deliberate 

misuse of laboratory pathogens is imperative." In 2014, such research was  paused for three  years as the government set up a 

review process to oversee funding, known as the Potential Pandemic Pathogens Control and Oversight (P3(10) framework. 

In Wuhan, China, where the first cases of the coronavirus emerged in late 2019, at least two labs studied comnaviruses that 

originate in bats — the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) and the Wuhan Center for Disease Control and Prevention (WHCDC). 

Both are close to the seafood market that was originally deemed the source of the outbreak. The WIV is about eight miles away. 

The WHCLX', is right around the corner. 
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The WIN' is where one of the world's foremost experts on bat viruses, Shi Zhengli, works. The WIV has a biosafety level 4 (BSI..-4) 

laboratory, the most secure, where researchers wear protective suits. But some of WIV's more controversial experiments on bat 

coronaviruses are believed to have been done at BSI.-2 labs, where researchers wear white coats, as in a dental office. 

W. Ian Lipkin of Columbia University had co-authored an influential letter in March 2020 that the coronavirus was "not a 

laboratory construct or a purposefully manipulated virus." lie recently told former New York Times reporter Donald G. McNeil 

jr. that the BST.,-2 revelation was significant even though there still is no direct evidence of a lab leak. "That's screwed up," he said. 

"It shouldn't have happened. People should not be looking at bat viruses in BS1r2 labs. My view has changed." 

In any case, is there evidence that NIH funded such gain-of-function research at WIV? To some extent, that depends on the 

definition of gain of function, which as we noted is open to dispute. 

For instance, in 2017 IATIV published a study that said researchers had found a coronavirus from a bat that could be transmitted 

directly to humans. WIV researchers used reverse genetics to deliberately create novel recombinants of wild bat coronavirus 

backbones and spike genes, then tested the ability of these chimeric (man-made) viruses to replicate in — not just infect — a 

variety of cell lines. The article reported the discovery of novel coronavirus backbone and spike combinations that do not exist in 

nature and are capable of replicating efficiently in human cells with the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), the protein that 

provides the entry point for the coronavirus to hook into and infect human tissue. 
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The article, under its list of hinders, included: the National Institutes of Health. 

The NIH grant that funded the project said it would study "the risk of future coronavirus (C,oV) emergence from wildlife using in-

depth field investigations across the human-wildlife interface in China." The grant description included this line: "Test predictions 

of CoV inter-species transmission. Predictive models of host range (i.e. emergence potential) will be tested experimentally using 

reverse genetics, pseudovirus and receptor binding assays, and virus infection experiments across a range of cell cultures from 

different species and humanized mice." 

To some experts, that certainly sounds like gain-of-function research, though we should note that none of the virus samples used 

to conduct these experiments were or could have been transformed to be the new coronavirus that causes the disease covid-19. 

"The research was — unequivocally — gain-of-function research," Richard H..Ebright of Rutgers University, a longtime critic of 

such research, told The Fact Checker. '"the research met the definition for gain-of-function research of concern under the 2014 

Pause." 

(Our colleague Josh Rogin reported that this 2017 research article prompted U.S. diplomats and scientists to visit the WIV facility. 

Afterwards, they sent a cable to Washington expressing concern about the safety standards there, intended as "a warning about a 

potential public-health crisis.") 

But Robert Kessler, a spokesman for the nongovernmental organization Ecolleidth Alliance that NTH funded, said claims about 

funding gain-of-function research are based on a misunderstanding of the grant's role in the research. He said Ecollealth 

provided WW $133,000 a year, except for $66,000 in 2020 (when the grant was terminated by the Trump administration), for a 

total of about $600,000. 
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"The has not funded gain-of-function work," Kessler said in email exchanges. "FA;oHealth Alliance was funded by the NIII to 

conduct study of coronavirus diversity in China. From that award, we subcontracted work with the Wuhan Institute of Virology to 

help with sampling and lab capacity." He said the citation in the paper was mainly the result of researchers' desire to cite any 

possible research that contributed to the findings, with much of the funding coming from the National Natural Science 

Foundation of China. (Another funder listed was USA] D's Predict program, which helped collect animal viruses and also funded 

Bcorlealth.) 

"As described in the paper, all but two of the viruses cultured in the lab failed to even replicate," he said. "None of them had been 

manipulated in order to increase their ability to spread, all the researchers did was insert S [spike] proteins in order to gauge their 

ability to infect human cells." 

Kessler added that "much of that work [described in the grant] wasn't done because the grant was suspended. But Gol? was never 

the goal here." As he put it, "gain of function research is the specific process of altering human viruses in order to increase their 

ability (the titular gain of function) either to spread amongst populations, to infect people, or to cause more severe illness." 

In a lengthy statement to The Fact Checker, Bark — who signed the letter calling for a new investigation — also pushed back 
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against Paul's assertions at the hearing. 

"The Baric laboratory has never investigated strategies to create super viruses," he said. "Studies focused on understanding the 

cross-species transmission potential of bat coronaviruses like SHCom have been reviewed by the and by the UNC 

Institutional Biosafety Committee for potential of gain-offialction research and were deemed not to be gain of function." 

"We never introduced mutations into the SHCoi.4 [horseshoe bat coronavirus] spike to enhance growth in human cells, though 

the work demonstrated that bat SARS-like viruses were intrinsically poised to emerge in the future," he added. "These 

recombinant clones and viruses were never sent to China. Importantly, independent studies carried out by Italian scientists and 

others from around the world have confirmed that none of the bat SARS-like viruses studied at UNC were related to SARS-CoV-2, 

the cause of the (.XIVID-19 pandemic." 

We gave NIH six days to respond to questions and though we were promised a statement, none was received. That's fishy. Fauci, 

speaking to the United Facts of America fact-checking festival on May ii, said Paul's statement was "preposterous." He said the 

research was "a very minor collaboration, as part of a subcontract of a grant, we had a collaboration with some Chinese scientists." 

NIH had previously said it did not submit the EcoHealth grant for review by the P3C0 because "after careful review of the grant, 

MAID determined research in the grant was not gain-of-function research because it did not involve the enhancement of the 

pathogenicity or transmissibility of the viruses studied." 

"Despite Dr. Fauci's denials, there is ample evidence that the NIH and the NIAID, under his direction, funded gain of function 

research at the Wuhan Institute of Virology," said Paul spokeswoman Kelsey Cooper. "In light of those facts, the question Dr. Paul 

asked was whether the government has fully investigated the origin of the disease, which it clearly has not. This research and the 

lab should be thoroughly investigated and opened to public scrutiny." 

The Pinocchio Test 
There is some smoke here, but we do not yet perceive the fire claimed by Paul. To some extent, all money is fungible. But the 

EcoHealth funding was not related to the experiments, but the collection of samples. The NIH grant includes language that some 

say suggests gain-of-function research; NM says that is a misinterpretation. Paul's statements about Bane's research also appear 

overblown. We wavered between Two and Three Pinocchios, but decided on Two because there still are enough questions about 

the work at the Wuhan lab to warrant further scrutiny, even if the NM connection to possible gain-of-function research appears 

so far to be elusive. 

Two Pinocchios 
Image without a caption 

(About our rating scale) 

Send us facts to check by filling out this form 
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Sign up for The Fact Checker weekly newsletter

The Fact Checker is a verified signatory to the International Fact-Checking Network code of principles 

In the absence of crucial evidence of how the new coronavirus began comes many theories — one is that the virus amiden ily 
escaped from a lab in Wuhan. China. (Sarah Cahian, Meg Kelly/Me Washington Post) 

Ile Fact Checker 

By Glenn Kessler 
Glenn Kessler has reported on domestic and foreign policy for more than three decades Send him statements to fact check by 
emaiiing him. tweeting at him, or sending him a message on Facebook. Twitter 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 6/2/2021 10:50:03 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Arms controllers informal discussion 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

I wrote Filippa Lentzos and Greg Koblentz, both pretty good friends—after that recent article Tom sent around---about my 
concern regarding the fact that most of these folks, and their governments, tend to think first about another layer of 
regulation and ignore human factors and organization health. I know that's the easy way out. I also mentioned the issue you 
raise about a focus on 4s, both because they tend to be taken more seriously by governments (possibly making them safer and 
more secure) than 2s or 3s and and also that the the 2s and 3s are generally more vulnerable than 4s. There are also so many 
2s and 3s that it is almost impossible to deal with them; it's what happened with the legally binding protocol proposal to the 
BWC in the mid-90s. Interestingly, neither has responded after 48 hours, which is surprising because I've been talking 
with/helping both Filippa and Greg within the last couple of weeks. I'm reminded of a concluding message we put in one of 
the OpEds that we did together a few years ago about "scientists working with regulators" and governments "rewarding 
excellent leadership". It's apparently just hard for people who haven't been there to understand. . .and harder now than when 
the three of us were growing up to build leaders who take responsibility as seriously as one should for best result. Not very 
helpful, I know. . .. Dave 

On Jun 2, 2021, at 11:20 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Dave 
Clearly lots to consider here. The focus on BSL4 is justified but the bigger problem is likely at BSL3 where 
many more exist and standards are varied. Any suggestions on next steps? 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 2, 2021, at 8:53 AM, Dave Franz <daviddranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's ennail system. Do not dick links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom and Jim, Suggest you not forward this to others for now. . .but FYI 
I'm concerned about lack of ID lab scientists in this discussion, much of it probably of value. I'm 
on a mailing list from Milton Litenberg with 40 or 50 others, mostly people who lean toward what 
I could call 'arms control'. They have started a CB Experts Group Zoom meeting series. These 
are the notes from one apparently held this past week. I was invited but didn't join. I worry 
about a greater push for more ill-directed regulation that only the 'good guys' will follow. 

Dave 

About ready to 

Topic 2 — Biological Laboratories & Leaks (Continuing the discussion on framing a new view on 
biodefense, given the "gain of function" discussion we had last time, accidental release 
scenarios may be more significant than deliberate release incidents. However, this area seems 
to get little attention.) 
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• Noted day before there was "Maximum containment labs around the world" presentation for 
the launch of website https://www.olobalbiolabs.oro/ listing known BSL4 facilities. 
• There is not a clear definition of what constitutes a BSL4 facility. 
• There is a need for transparency. 
• There are no agreed guidelines within the United States, thus why expect same for rest of 
world. 
• Are the issues better handled by the BWC or WHO? 
• Standards apply to SelaC Agents and not BSL4 containment. 
• TN.:7e will be more BSL4 labs stimulated by response to COVID-19. 
• ISO 35001 (2019) covers biocontainment (httos://dw iso.org/standard/71293.html). It is for 
a ce:7i7cation process, the cost of which is a barrier to adoption, and no one requires this ISO 

• Transparencies and systematic approach in laboratory acquired infections is needed, though 
delay in symptoms is an issue. 
• There are three aspects to consider — and urgent need to address 

o Biosafety — no regulations anywhere, excepting international requirements on smallpox 
research . **There are legally binding biosafety regulations for laboratories working with 
Select Agents at 42 CFR 73.12** 
o Biosecurity — In United States **biosecurity regulations have** [this has] force of law on 
three dozen Select Agents only, ** no matter where they are used.** **Other biosecurity 
policies, such as those governing dual-use research of concern, cover ** [Monitoring and 
enforcement covers] only government facilities and government funded research. 
o Biorisk Assessment — United States created in 2017 and has not implemented. No 
international coverage. There are policy issues as funding agencies are in breach by not 
flagging research to apply requirement. **(/ am not sure what is being referred to by the 
2017 reference. The U.S. policy on Oversight of Dual-Use Research of Concern (2014) 
mandates analysis of the risks and benefits of certain research activities, but only for U.S. 
government-conducted or -funded research. The 2017 policy on Potential Pandemic 
Pathogens Care and Oversight has similar requirements, but it too is binding only on 
government-conducted or funded research.)** 

• BWC considered investigations into accidental releases 'during the Protocol negotiations 1991 
12001, Sverdlovsk incident being an example. A draft of the BWCProtocol (not in final), required 
investigations into 1) suspect facilities, 2) allegations of use, and suspicious outbreaks of diseas 
• Shooter Report on a case of smallpox was a driver in United Kingdom 

) fo improved biosafety 
measures for labs. 
• There is a Case Studies project as part of the Nuclear Threat Initiative on dual use and what is 
being done and why — seeking examples of and collaborations on systemic approach to biorisks. 
• BWC verification problem solution (historic) considered listing biological research facilities, and 
thus if any were not declared, incident could be treated as noncompliance. This would in effect 
give power to a country's opponents against a covert program. 
• There needs to be a registry outside of BWC as the most consequential work is and BSL4 
facilities are outside of government. (COMMENT: not in the UK by the way) 
• BWC confidence building measures reporting of BSL4 biocontainment facilities. Some BWC 
member states want their CBM returns withheld from public view onthe BWC Implementation 
Support Unit website and is available only from a password protected website available to BWCA
states parties only. 
• United Kingdom has Pa health and safety regulation that if a laboratory worker is out sick four 
days or more, the incident must be reported when it is associated with work at the facility. 
• The 2007 Foot-and-Mouth Disease outbreak in United Kingdom was a huge impetus for 
biocontainment (n.b., the outbreak was traced to nearby laboratory effluents). 
• Is there a mechanism to use BWC to either list facilities or agents? There are technical concerns 
between the differences of collections and active research — what constitutes an agent is not clear-
cut. It is also unlikely to use the BWC given the current diplomatic climate, as evinced by China's 
response to Biden's intelligence directive on COVID-19 origins. 
• What about BSL3 facilities? Noted that facilities found in researching issue in Myanmar were 
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mobile facilities leased from South Korea. 
• If BWC is used as the mechanism, nothing will be accomplished for 10 to 15 years. BWC may be 
a key part, but not only part of a solution. The 1975 vintage legal components of the BWC should 
be seen only as one of many means to improve the situation. 
• How would controls get internationalized? There were only a few funding sources to affect. 
Many in developing world see biotech and associated laboratories as a matter of national prestige. 
Instead of baring research, perhaps approaches more around additional funding and assistance in 
training. Counter to such programs is the debate if it is even appropriate to place BSL4 facilities in 
countries where there are more pressing problems. 
• An example of assistance to Eastern European nations was turned against NATO interests was 
mentioned. 
• What is the entry point for biological weapons concerns and fear of dual use (medical v. 
military)? There is an example of medical researchers self-censoring investigation findings of a 
new infantile botulinum toxin over imagined concerns of potential biological weapons value. 
Noted a biological weapons program requires human testing, scale-up in production, aerobiology, 
and field trails — all points where medical research and innovation consider dual-use risks. 
• There is also a need to just understand the landscape (visibility initiatives), e.g., Synthetic 
Biology. There is a need to affect research culture with rewards for innovation and information 
sharing. Also, outreach to these emerging communities should create a culture of risk-benefit 
responsible science. 
• There is a lack of a coherent policy framework for the issues. Laboratory leaks and pandemics 
are national security issues, but they are not necessarily military defense issues (noting CBRN 
community getting into pandemic response without a procuring cause). 
• One approach is to have international voluntary agreements based on shared and mutual 
interests. No one involved in biological research wants the taint or reputational loss of an 
accident, and all should work to eliminate the risks. An example is the [World Nuclear Association 
(?)] **World Association of Nuclear Operators**where practitioners in industry collaborate to 
improve safety and reduce incidences. 
• From Chat — WHO has Biosafety standards (last updated 2004). Handbook of Laboratory 
Biosafety, 4th Ed. (2020). There is a large 2018 WHO consultation report that perhaps references 
the Kings College website. See Zilinskas report on second incident on Soviet Health documentation 
at CNS website. Some in industry in Belgium are trying to follow how ISO standard is taken up, 
comparing theory to practice. There is a business model for leasing mobile BSL3 laboratories, 
which are relatively inexpensive and used by the biomedical startup community. China response 
to Wuhan inspections is if US truly respected transparency, it would open up research at Fort 
Detrick and the 200 other projects globally (https:fiwww.cnn.com/2021/01/26/asia/xi-iinping-
china-vaccine-intl-hnk/index.html). US State Department BTRP (?) outputs and publications in 
Pakistan. Potentially we need equivalent to nuclear security summits following pandemic. Greg's 
Gain of Function, Loss of Clarity article noted, and https://www.nti.orgiabout/projectstfostering-
biosecurity-innovation-and-risk-reductioninti-hosts-meeting-adyance-global-blosecurity-
innoyation-and-risk-reductioni Three PDF reports concerning Myanmar laboratories were 
provided (link to private Kings College site). 
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To: Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc,J awleduc@utmb.edulljamesleduc2021@gmail.com]; 
Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Morens, David (NIH/NIAID) [E][drnorens@niaid.nih.gov] 
Sent: Tue 5/18/2021 11:39:14 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fact-checking the Paul-Fauci flap over Wuhan lab funding 
Paul Fauci fact check.pdf 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/05/18/fact-checking-senator-paul-dr-fauci-flap-over-wuhan-lab-funding/ 
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Fact Checker.'nay i 

in a May Ii hearing: Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) asked top infectious-disease expert Anthony S. Feud about is41H funding of research 
in China. (The Washington Post) 

Fact-checking the Paul-Fauci flap over Wuhan lab funding 

auct is fooling with Mother Nature' 

By Glenn Kessler 
The Fact Checker 

May 18, 2021 at 2:00 a.m. CDT 

"Juicing up super viruses is not new. Scientists in the U.S. have long known how to mutate animal viruses to infect humans. For 

years, Dr. Ralph Baric, a virologist in the U.S., has been collaborating with Dr. Shi Zhengli of the Wuhan Virology Institute, 

sharing his discoveries about how to create super viruses. This gain-of-function research has been funded by the NTH.... Dr. 

Saudi, do you still support funding of the NIII'funding of the lab in Wuhan?" 

— Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.), remarks at a Senate hearing, May 11 
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"Senator Paul, with all due respect, you are entirely and completely incorrect that the IV711 has not never and does not now fund 

gain-of-function research in the Wuhan Institute of Virology." 

— Anthony S. Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, in response. 

This showdown between Paul and Fauci quickly went viral last week. But the nature of their debate regarding the origins of 

the coronavirus pandemic may seem obscure to many people. "Gain of function" is one of those insider-y terms that are subject to 

different definitions. The debate over such experiments predated the pandemic, but it has gained new urgency as scientists 

investigate the origin of the virus that has killed more than 3 million people around the world. 

The core of the dispute is this: Did the virus emerge from nature — "zoonotically" from animals — or was it the result of a lab 

experiment gone awry? 

Last May, the Fact Checker video team reported that the "balance of the scientific evidence strongly supports the conclusion that 

the new coronavirus emerged from nature." A joint report by the World Health Organization and China, released in February, said 

a lab escape of the virus was "extremely unlikely." But last week, a group of 18 preeminent scientists published a letter in the 

journal Science saying a new investigation is needed because "theories of accidental release from a lab and zoonotic spillover both 

remain viable." 
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If the lab leak is found at fault, Paul was suggesting, then the 11.5. government was partially responsible. 

The Facts 
Let's start with the basics. What is gain-of-function research? 

In many ways, it is basic biological research. It's done all the time with flies, worms, mice and cells in petri dishes. Scientists create 

novel genotypes (such as arrangements of nucleic acids) and screen or select to find those with a given phenotype (such as trait or 

ability) to find new sequences with a particular function. 

But it's one thing to experiment with fruit flies and another thing when the research involves genotypes of potential pandemic 

pathogens and functions related to transmissibility or virulence in humans. 

That's when "gain of function" becomes controversial. The idea is to get ahead of future viruses that might emerge from nature, 

thereby allowing scientists to study how to combat them. But many believed the research was potentially dangerous. 

In a 2011 opinion article published in The Washington Post, Fauci and two co-authors noted that "the question is whether benefits 

of such research outweigh risks. The answer is not simple.... Safeguarding against the potential accidental release or deliberate 

misuse of laboratory pathogens is imperative." In 2014, such research was  paused for three  years as the government set up a 

review process to oversee funding, known as the Potential Pandemic Pathogens Control and Oversight (P3(10) framework. 

In Wuhan, China, where the first cases of the coronavirus emerged in late 2019, at least two labs studied comnaviruses that 

originate in bats — the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) and the Wuhan Center for Disease Control and Prevention (WHCDC). 

Both are close to the seafood market that was originally deemed the source of the outbreak. The WIV is about eight miles away. 

The WHCLX', is right around the corner. 
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The WIN' is where one of the world's foremost experts on bat viruses, Shi Zhengli, works. The WIV has a biosafety level 4 (BSI..-4) 

laboratory, the most secure, where researchers wear protective suits. But some of WIV's more controversial experiments on bat 

coronaviruses are believed to have been done at BSI.-2 labs, where researchers wear white coats, as in a dental office. 

W. Ian Lipkin of Columbia University had co-authored an influential letter in March 2020 that the coronavirus was "not a 

laboratory construct or a purposefully manipulated virus." lie recently told former New York Times reporter Donald G. McNeil 

jr. that the BST.,-2 revelation was significant even though there still is no direct evidence of a lab leak. "That's screwed up," he said. 

"It shouldn't have happened. People should not be looking at bat viruses in BS1r2 labs. My view has changed." 

In any case, is there evidence that NIH funded such gain-of-function research at WIV? To some extent, that depends on the 

definition of gain of function, which as we noted is open to dispute. 

For instance, in 2017 IATIV published a study that said researchers had found a coronavirus from a bat that could be transmitted 

directly to humans. WIV researchers used reverse genetics to deliberately create novel recombinants of wild bat coronavirus 

backbones and spike genes, then tested the ability of these chimeric (man-made) viruses to replicate in — not just infect — a 

variety of cell lines. The article reported the discovery of novel coronavirus backbone and spike combinations that do not exist in 

nature and are capable of replicating efficiently in human cells with the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), the protein that 

provides the entry point for the coronavirus to hook into and infect human tissue. 
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The article, under its list of hinders, included: the National Institutes of Health. 

The NIH grant that funded the project said it would study "the risk of future coronavirus (C,oV) emergence from wildlife using in-

depth field investigations across the human-wildlife interface in China." The grant description included this line: "Test predictions 

of CoV inter-species transmission. Predictive models of host range (i.e. emergence potential) will be tested experimentally using 

reverse genetics, pseudovirus and receptor binding assays, and virus infection experiments across a range of cell cultures from 

different species and humanized mice." 

To some experts, that certainly sounds like gain-of-function research, though we should note that none of the virus samples used 

to conduct these experiments were or could have been transformed to be the new coronavirus that causes the disease covid-19. 

"The research was — unequivocally — gain-of-function research," Richard H..Ebright of Rutgers University, a longtime critic of 

such research, told The Fact Checker. '"the research met the definition for gain-of-function research of concern under the 2014 

Pause." 

(Our colleague Josh Rogin reported that this 2017 research article prompted U.S. diplomats and scientists to visit the WIV facility. 

Afterwards, they sent a cable to Washington expressing concern about the safety standards there, intended as "a warning about a 

potential public-health crisis.") 

But Robert Kessler, a spokesman for the nongovernmental organization Ecolleidth Alliance that NTH funded, said claims about 

funding gain-of-function research are based on a misunderstanding of the grant's role in the research. He said Ecollealth 

provided WW $133,000 a year, except for $66,000 in 2020 (when the grant was terminated by the Trump administration), for a 

total of about $600,000. 
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"The has not funded gain-of-function work," Kessler said in email exchanges. "FA;oHealth Alliance was funded by the NIII to 

conduct study of coronavirus diversity in China. From that award, we subcontracted work with the Wuhan Institute of Virology to 

help with sampling and lab capacity." He said the citation in the paper was mainly the result of researchers' desire to cite any 

possible research that contributed to the findings, with much of the funding coming from the National Natural Science 

Foundation of China. (Another funder listed was USA] D's Predict program, which helped collect animal viruses and also funded 

Bcorlealth.) 

"As described in the paper, all but two of the viruses cultured in the lab failed to even replicate," he said. "None of them had been 

manipulated in order to increase their ability to spread, all the researchers did was insert S [spike] proteins in order to gauge their 

ability to infect human cells." 

Kessler added that "much of that work [described in the grant] wasn't done because the grant was suspended. But Gol? was never 

the goal here." As he put it, "gain of function research is the specific process of altering human viruses in order to increase their 

ability (the titular gain of function) either to spread amongst populations, to infect people, or to cause more severe illness." 

In a lengthy statement to The Fact Checker, Bark — who signed the letter calling for a new investigation — also pushed back 
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against Paul's assertions at the hearing. 

"The Baric laboratory has never investigated strategies to create super viruses," he said. "Studies focused on understanding the 

cross-species transmission potential of bat coronaviruses like SHCom have been reviewed by the and by the UNC 

Institutional Biosafety Committee for potential of gain-offialction research and were deemed not to be gain of function." 

"We never introduced mutations into the SHCoi.4 [horseshoe bat coronavirus] spike to enhance growth in human cells, though 

the work demonstrated that bat SARS-like viruses were intrinsically poised to emerge in the future," he added. "These 

recombinant clones and viruses were never sent to China. Importantly, independent studies carried out by Italian scientists and 

others from around the world have confirmed that none of the bat SARS-like viruses studied at UNC were related to SARS-CoV-2, 

the cause of the (.XIVID-19 pandemic." 

We gave NIH six days to respond to questions and though we were promised a statement, none was received. That's fishy. Fauci, 

speaking to the United Facts of America fact-checking festival on May ii, said Paul's statement was "preposterous." He said the 

research was "a very minor collaboration, as part of a subcontract of a grant, we had a collaboration with some Chinese scientists." 

NIH had previously said it did not submit the EcoHealth grant for review by the P3C0 because "after careful review of the grant, 

MAID determined research in the grant was not gain-of-function research because it did not involve the enhancement of the 

pathogenicity or transmissibility of the viruses studied." 

"Despite Dr. Fauci's denials, there is ample evidence that the NIH and the NIAID, under his direction, funded gain of function 

research at the Wuhan Institute of Virology," said Paul spokeswoman Kelsey Cooper. "In light of those facts, the question Dr. Paul 

asked was whether the government has fully investigated the origin of the disease, which it clearly has not. This research and the 

lab should be thoroughly investigated and opened to public scrutiny." 

The Pinocchio Test 
There is some smoke here, but we do not yet perceive the fire claimed by Paul. To some extent, all money is fungible. But the 

EcoHealth funding was not related to the experiments, but the collection of samples. The NIH grant includes language that some 

say suggests gain-of-function research; NM says that is a misinterpretation. Paul's statements about Bane's research also appear 

overblown. We wavered between Two and Three Pinocchios, but decided on Two because there still are enough questions about 

the work at the Wuhan lab to warrant further scrutiny, even if the NM connection to possible gain-of-function research appears 

so far to be elusive. 

Two Pinocchios 
Image without a caption 
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carrying out a deliberate biological attack. However, it remains unclear whether it is the relatively large 
numbers of low-resourced actors or the small handful of high-powered actors who pose a greater 
biosecurity risk. To answer this question, this paper introduces a simple risk chain model of biorisk, 
from actor intent to a biological event, where the actor can successfully pass through each of N steps. 
Assuming that actor success probability at each independent step is sigmoidally distributed and actor 
power follows a power-law distribution, if a biorisk event were to occur, this model shows that the 
expected perpetrator would likely be highly powered, despite lower-powered actors being far more 
numerous. However, as the number of necessary steps leading to a biological release scenario 
decreases, lower-powered actors can quickly overtake more powerful actors as the likely source of a 
given event. If steps in the risk chain are of unequal difficulty, this model shows that actors are primarily 
limited by the most difficult step. These results have implications for biosecurity risk assessment and 
health security strengthening initiatives and highlight the need to consider actor power and ensure that 
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WHO SHOULD WE FEAR MORE: BIOHACKERS, 
DISGRUNTLED POSTDOCS, OR BAD GOVERNMENTS? 
A SIMPLE RISK CHAIN MODEL OF BIORISK 

Anders Sandberg and Cassidy Nelson 

The biological risk landscape continues to evolve as developments in synthetic biology and biotechnology offer increasingly 

powerful tools to a widening pool of actors, including those who may consider carrying out a deliberate biological attack. 

However, it remains undear whether it is the relatively large numbers of low-resourced actors or the small handful of high-

powered actors who pose a greater biosecurity risk. To answer this question, this paper introduces a simple risk chain model of 

biorisk, from actor intent to a biological event, where the actor can successfully pass through each of Nsteps. Assuming that actor 

success probability at each independent step is sigmoidally distributed and actor power follows a power-law distribution, if a 

biorisk event were to occur, this model shows that the expected perpetrator would likely be highly powered, despite lower-

powered actors being far more numerous. However, as the number of nerecsary steps leading to a biological release scenario 

decreases, lower-powered actors can quicldy overtake more powerful actors as the likely source of a given event. If steps in the risk 

chain are of unequal difficulty, this model shows that actors are primarily limited by the most difficult step. These results have 

implications for biosecurity risk ascecsment and health security strengthening initiatives and highlight the need to consider actor 

power and ensure that the steps leading to a biorisk event are sufficiently difficult and not easily bypassed. 

Keywords: Public health preparedness/response, Risk assessment, Biotechnology, Biological event 

THE RISE OF SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY and biotechnology 
promises many benefits to the world: improved medicine, 

greener farming and industry, enhanced production of biofuels 
and nanomaterials, and new organisms with designer functions. 
Universities and large corporations are not the only ones ex-
ploring opportunities made possible by the growing bioec-
onomy, other active participants indude a vital community of 
"biohackers" and small to medium enterprises. Despite positive 
advancements being sought by these actors, any technology able 
to significantly change the world also has the potential to be 
misused. It is, therefore, crucial to find ways to systematically 
assess the risks associated with the expansion and democrati-
zation of biotechnology, particularly as it relates to the field of 
health security. 

Synthetic biology is "small tech" that reduces reliance on 
large expensive facilities and easily tracked resources. Much 
of its power comes from sharing information. Once a ge-
netic sequence or methodology has been published online, 
it is nearly impossible to control its further dissemination 
and use. The risks of synthetic biology are multifold: living 
organisms are self-replicating and can be robust and inva-
sive and new tools such as gene drives have the ability to 
potentially affect entire species in the wild. Past pandemics 
demonstrate that biological threats can kill tens of millions 
of people, and an engineered pathogen pandemic could 
pose an even greater threat than what arises in nature.' 
Biowarfare and bioterrorism have demonstrated that bio-
technology can be used maliciously, and if a contagious 

Anders Sandberg, PhD, is a Senior Research Fellow; Cassidy Nelson, MBBS, MPH, is a Research Scholar; both are at the Future of 
Humanity Institute, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK. 
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agent was deliberately released, it would be hard to accu-
rately control or contain. Even nonmalicious intentions can 
cause damage, such as ecological devastation from an in-
troduced invasive species or the nonzero risk of accidental 
escape of gain-of-function pathogens such as influenza from 
a research laboratory.2

The Problem of Biorisk 
These concerns have led to questions about the safety of the 
proliferation of biotechnology. As this technology becomes 
more widespread and more capable, the greater the likeli-
hood it could end up in the hands of dangerous actors. At 
the same time, others daim many fears about bioterrorism 
are overblown, citing the role tacit knowledge and insti-
tutions play in preventing or enabling actors to succeed at 
weaponizing biology.3 In 2015, when experts were asked 
who would be the most likely actor behind a biological 
weapon attack if one were to occur in the next 10 years, they 
offered a wide range of opinions on the risks posed by both 
state and nonstate actors.4 This lack of consensus under-
scores the persistent uncertainty about from where the 
majority of biorisk arises. 

This paper seeks to analyze one aspect of this process: 
should we be most concerned about the few large, powerful 
actors with significant resources, or the more numerous 
small actors? In particular, the first time a sufficiently large 
biorisk event occurs, will it come from a relatively low-
skilled, low-resourced actor (eg, biohacker), a better skilled 
but potentially low-resourced actor (eg, a disgruntled 
postdoc), or an actor with potentially substantial skills and 
resources (eg, a government program)? 

METHODS AND RESULTS 

The Risk Chain 
A simple model of biorisk is the risk chain is shown in 
Figure 1. Given an actor has a bad intention (which could 
be irresponsible, misguided, or malicious), they may con-
sider using biology to cause harm. This motivates them to 
develop or capitalize on a biological idea, which is then 
converted into biological data, such as a pathogen genome. 

Figure 1. Biorisk chain model. Starting with an actor with an insight into the nefarious misuse of biology (left), progression is 
required through each step for a biorisk event with recognized consequences to occur (far right). 
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These data are transformed into a live biological artefact as 
it is processed through a biosystem, cultured, and tested for 
effect, before successfully being dispersed into the target 
environment. The consequences of this work ensue. 

The availability of new technologies makes transitions 
between steps easier or enables some to be bypassed alto-
gether. Contemporary examples of this for each step are 
shown in the risk chain (Figure 1). Powerful actors, such as 
nation states, have larger conceptual toolboxes than weak 
actors, making them more likely to know that biology 
could be weaponized. Developments in the field of geno-
mics and breakthroughs in DNA sequencing make con-
verting an idea into a biological data, such as a genetic 
sequence, easier. Standardized laboratory parts and ad-
vancements in synthetic biology can streamline converting 
biological data into a live biological artefact, such as a viral 
pathogen. Improved understanding and parameterization 
of biological processes during their design make successful 
biosystem use more feasible, reproducible, and reliable. 
Improvements in lab automation and in silico computer 
simulations for testing pathogenicity may reduce or com-
pletely eliminate the need for culturing or animal model 
testing altogether. The spread of information hazards, such 
as detailed instructions about bioweapon dispersal tech-
niques, could reduce the difficulty in dissemination of a 
constructed bioweapon. 

A Simple Model of Biorisk 
Assume a risk chain containing Nsteps. In order to cause a 
disaster, an actor needs to succeed with all N steps. Skilled 
or well-equipped actors are more powerful because they 
have a higher probability of succeeding than actors with 
fewer resources. We can model this by assuming a success 
probability that is a logistic or sigmoid function of actor 
"power" x as follows: 

p(x) = 0.5 + 0.5 tanh(g(x — xo)) 

where xo represents the difficulty of the task and g repre-
sents the sharpness of the transition, with a higher value 
indicating that the probability quiddy shifts from near zero 
to near one as the actor passes xo. This function provides a 
robust basis for the model, given that we can reasonably 
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assume agent power will increase probability of success, 
with marginal returns greater for weak actors and dimin-
ished for powerful actors. The exact form of the curve does 
not matter significantly for the model. 

If each step occurs independently and with the same 
difficulty, the probability of complete success is given by: 

P(successlx) =p ()ON

This is essentially just a sharper sigmoid with inflection 
point higher than xo, as demonstrated in Figure 2. The 
location of the inflection point is given by 1/2 =p(x)N, 
leading to an explicit (if unwieldy) expression: 

x = xo (1/g)tanh I (21-1/N — 1) 

For this expression, it is evident that as the number of 
steps, N, increases the power, x grows logarithmically. 

Let the distribution of actor powers be f(x). The 
probability that a successful actor has power x is given by 
the following relationship: 

P(successIX = x)P(X = x) 
P(X = xlsuccess) — 

P(success) 

= 4(x)Nf(x) 

where K is a normalization factor. The overall effect is a 
cutoff that filters out actors that are weak, as they have little 
chance of success. 

There are fewer actors with great power and many more 
actors with low power. A simple model, motivated by the 

typical distribution skews of organization sizes, wealth, 
casualties in war, frequency of terrorist events, and a wide 
range of other empirical phenomena, is a power-law dis-
tribution,5'6 given by: 

P(x < X < x -Fdx)=Cx"dx 

where a >1 determines the skewness. Low values of a have 
a broad distribution with proportionally more powerful 
actors than distributions with high values of a. In this case, 
the expected distribution of successful actors will be 
Kp(x)Nx'. 

An Example with 6 Steps 
To provide a concrete example, let us set N=6, ot=2, 
xo= 10, and g=0.1. The choice of x0 is arbitrary since 
power-laws are scale free. The choice of g, which indicates 
actors are 1 order of magnitude weaker than the threshold 
power still have some chance of success, is motivated by 
demonstrated projects such as OpenPCR (Chai Inc) and 
RepRap that produce tools substantially cheaper than 
typical commercial tools.7 This example produces a dis-
tribution of successful actor powers as shown in Figure 3. 

If a biorisk event occurs, the expected power of the actor 
causing it in this scenario will be large, above 200. Because 
of the x 2 heavy tail, the expectation diverges at very high 
power; in practice, an upper cutoff occurs at some point 
due to limitations to realistic power acquisition. This paper 
is not concerned with extreme tail behavior for power, as it 
does not change the conclusions of the model—these issues 
will be ignored henceforth. 

Figure 2. Blue: Probability of success when attempting a step of difficulty 10 for varying levels of actor power based on the sigmoid 
model as a function of actor power. Red: Probability of success passing through a 6-step task chain. Green: Threshold difficulty. 
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Figure 3. The probability distribution of the power of actors successful in passing all steps in an N=6 risk chain. 

The median successful actor power is far smaller, 38. 
This is due to the heavy tail of actors: the presence of a few 
very powerful actors tends to lead bias estimates upward. 
However, even the median is notably larger (3.8 times) than 
the task difficulty x0; this sul.:ests the number of steps in 
the risk chain favors more powerful actors since actors just 
at the threshold of ability are likely to fail at least once. To 
be dangerous, an actor needs to be able to complete each 
step with a high probability. This has important implica-
tions for biosecurity risk mitigation strategies, as it implies 
that it may be effective to make just 1 step in the chain very 
difficult for sufficient risk reduction. 

Changes to the sharpness of the transition g have a simple 
effect: high values make the threshold effect sharper, leading 
to an essentially truncatedfi'x) distribution. Low values reduce 
the threshold and make the number of actors the salient fac-
tor. Changingfi'x) to a lognormal distribution or modifying cc 
has little qualitative effect: the heavy tail of a few powerful 
actors and a large weak group, not the details of the curve, 
gives this model its behavior. In fact, light-tailed exponential 
distributions of actor power also give the same results. 

Chain Length 
If the number of steps in the chain is reduced, weak actors 
have higher chances of success and, since there are many 
more of them, this can outweigh their low individual suc-
cess rates. As demonstrated in Figure 4, as the number of 
steps Ndedines, the distribution becomes bimodal with a 
growing peak close to zero power and another above x0; 
eventually, the low-power peak dominates. 
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Hence, if the risk chain is short, we should expect most 
biorisk from the numerous low-resource amateurs rather 
than very skilled and well-resourced major groups. Ob-
viously, a short risk chain also increases the baseline prob-
ability of an eventual biorisk. Because of the logarithmic 
dependence of the effective cutoff on N, early reductions in 
step number have a less overall effect than later ones. This 
could lead to a false sense of complacency as technology 
advances at first do not appreciably enable low-power actors 
to do dangerous things and, therefore, a "warning shot" 
event is unlikely to occur, followed by an accelerated in-
crease in risk from just a few more improvement steps 
compared to the past. 

As the steps in a risk chain increase, both the median and 
mean actor power rise as demonstrated in Figure 5. How-
ever, because the distribution skew also grows as the risk 
chain length increases, the median and mean actor power 
diverge with greater growth to the latter for each increase in 
the N step length. 

Unequal Step DOculties 
What if the difficulties of the steps differ from each 

other? In this case, the p(x)N the term is replaced by a 
product of individual difficulties: Hip(x, xi) where xi is 
the difficulty of step i. It turns out that the overall effect is 
that the hardest step dominates: actors below the max(xi) 
have little chance of success unless the spread of diffi-
culties is narrow. For example, if we assume a log-uni-
form distribution of difficulties in some range [a, b] then 
the maximum difficulty will be distributed as a log-beta 
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Figure 4. The probability distribution of successful actor powers for risk chains of different lengths. The blue curve corresponds to 
N=6 as seen in Figure 3. 

distribution with a =N, /3= 1: it will tend to approach 
the upper limit as N increases. 

The probability of success for actors of different power 
with increasing step difficulty is shown in Figure 6. Note 
that difficulty 0.1 and 0.5 are easier than the other steps; the 
light orange (difficult step= 10) represents the equal case 
and the others are harder steps. Difficulty pushes up the 
mean and median actors and drives down their overall 

probability of success. However, the smaller curves here are 
due to the fact that the x-scale is logarithmic, so the ap-
parent areas under the curve are not the same. Making 1 
step easier in a long risk chain does not have a big effect, 
except by reducing the effective length of the chain; re-
ducing step difficulty has a larger effect in shorter chains. 

The overall effect is to render the easier steps irrelevant 
compared to the hardest step, reducing the effective length 

Figure 5. For a successful actor, mean (orange) and median (blue) power as a function of risk chain length. 
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 Difficult step = 1.00 
Difficult step = 5.00 
Difficult step = 10.00 

- Difficult step = 50.00 
  Difficult step = 100.00 

Difficult step = 500.00 
Difficult step = 1000.00 

Figure 6. Probability of success for actors of different power given steps of different difficulty. 

of the chain. The cutoff at max(xi) becomes softer and 
smaller than the p(x)N cutoff, implying the expected and 
especially median power of a successful actor will be less 
than in the equal difficulty case where x0 — max(xi). 

It is worth noting that this is equivalent to if actor power 
is regarded as multivariate (eg, an actor may be skilled at 
DNA synthesis but less good at dispersal) but correlated. In 
this case, actors can then be classified by their weakest skill, 
and if this is below the difficulty of the task, they are then 
considered unlikely to be a threat. 

DISCUSSION 

This simple risk chain model suggests that the first actor to 
cause a biorisk event of note is likely to be several times 
more skilled or resourced than what is needed to actually 
perform the operation but will originate from the slightly 
larger pool of powerful actors rather than the highest-
powered elite. 

To this end, we may be rationally more worried in the 
near future about a disgruntled highly skilled researcher at a 
well-equipped university or corporate laboratory, of which 
there are many, than about biohackers (too weak) or nation 
state bioweapon programs (too few). The domain of con-
cern should be larger-populated groups that can pass 
through the entire risk-chain without extreme effort. 

This is an important insight for policy prioritization. It 
highlights that we should be more concerned about an 
"insider" threat, as an actor will have to spend consider-
able time inside our scientific institutions to gain the 
necessary "power." However, a notable exception for 
"outsider" threats is where a powerful actor lends the 
necessary power to other actors who would otherwise fail 
to realize their goal, such as through theft of created 
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pathogens, transfer of technology, or release of informa-
tion hazards8 that reduces the number of steps or their 
difficulty in the risk chain. This suggests we also may not 
be currently paying sufficient attention to threats posed by 
state-sponsored actors, given they may impose both direct 
and indirect risks through enabling weaker actors. 

Furthermore, we generally consider measures taken to 
combat biosecurity incidents as being sufficient in most 
professional settings to reduce the risk from misguided low-
powered actors. For example, greater focus has been re-
cently placed on the need to strengthen oversight of bio-
hackers to reduce careless or malicious activities.9 The 
findings in this paper suggest that resources would be better 
allocated to further strengthening outreach on potential 
risks in more traditional settings, with a particular focus on 
ensuring individual skilled scientists and engineers are fa-
miliar with national and institutional biosecurity policies 
and risk management practices. 

While efforts to address nefarious actors often focus on 
biohackers,1° notable resources are also invested in dealing 
with the threats posed by states through international in-
struments such as the Biological Weapons Convention and 
the 1925 Geneva Protocol. When international efforts, 
such as United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540, 
do focus on biothreats from nonstate actors, they often use 
a top-down approach, potentially limiting their impact on 
the types of actors that pose the greatest risk. Greater focus 
and resources should be invested in the work done by 
professional scientific and engineering communities to raise 
awareness about, and implement measures to manage, the 
threat posed by the deliberate misuse of biology. 

This paper shows that as technology lowers the step 
threshold, the number of actors who can cause harm in-
creases. However, a more pertinent problem may be the 
simplification of procedures that allow actors to reduce the 
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difficulty of steps in the risk chain or eliminate 1 or more 
steps entirely by, for example, copying proven mechanisms 
developed by others in online methodologies or through 
streamlined automation of laboratory procedures. Tech-
nology transfer from advanced groups can enable weaker 
actors, as has been previously seen with the development 
and subsequent proliferation of nuclear weapons.' ' 43 The 
potential for the difficulty threshold to be lowered is 
compounded by information hazards in biotechnology, of 
which there are many published examples.14

These issues not only increase the overall risk but also 
increase the likelihood that small groups or individuals—
who are inherently harder to monitor—can trigger bior-
isk events. It might be tempting to overestimate the ease 
with which this happens, given the tacit knowledge still 
required,3 but it would be unwise to assume that the 
current situation and capability levels required will still 
exist in the coming decades, given the rapid pace of 
biotechnological innovation. Commercial and academic 
drivers focus time and resources specifically on changing 
the current difficulty status of steps that bottleneck syn-
thetic biology developments. 

At first glance, this suggests there is currently a window 
to refocus efforts on preventing deliberate misuse to en-
compass a wider range of actors. This opportunity, while 
encouraging, will likely prove challenging, as scaling cur-
rent safety and security arrangements to fully cover such an 
expanded range of relevant actors (in terms of numbers, 
types, and distribution) may be difficult. Even more sig-
nificant impacts may occur as lowered thresholds could 
challenge the very regimes we use. For example, current 
technology control relies on a very limited number of actors 
being able to develop key capabilities or having no ready 
way to bypass certain steps. This assumption may not hold 
true in the longer term as technological developments 
evolve and knowledge transfer continue. This means we 
should use the current window to develop safety and se-
curity approaches tailored specifically for a more distributed 
and democratized biology. 

Not all of our efforts should be focused on the more 
numerous, medium-power actors. In the past, the deadliest 
human-caused events have been wars, democides, and 
famines caused by states or other large groups. The dead-
liest biological weapon attacks have historically been gov-
ernmentally organized. For example, the Japanese military's 
use of biological weapons in Manchuria during WWII is 
believed to have led to several hundred thousand plague 
deaths:5 and the spread of smallpox in the new world, 
which killed millions, was deliberately deployed for military 
reasons in several instances:6'17 In comparison, the largest 
biological terrorist attack to date, the Bhagwan Shree Raj-
neesh attack in Oregon in 1984, caused 751 injuries and 
resulted in no deaths:8

Actor power may have little to do with the relative effects 
of a biorisk compared to their ability to create one, since 
once a biological agent is released it may propagate, repli-
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cate, and mutate on its own in unpredictable ways. The 
number of historical chemical/bioweapon fatalities looks 
like they could have been power-law distributed with a 
fairly low a, indicating their power distribution is less 
skewed, although the data is very limited.6 Nevertheless, 
powerful actors are more likely to be able to access, test, 
optimize, disperse, and integrate pathogens into their 
doctrines successfully and in an undisturbed fashion. This 
adds extra weight to monitoring larger groups despite their 
relative rarity and lower probability of being originators of 
biorislcs. 

It should be noted that our simple model formalism is 
agnostic on the valence of the consequences. It could just as 
well be used as a model of actors trying to achieve a good 
outcome in some domain. Lowered thresholds and fewer 
steps mean that more groups have a higher chance of suc-
ceeding, and that the relatively rare powerful groups may 
become less important for overall progress—they would 
instead have a reason to focus on far harder problems where 
they have the decisive comparative advantage. 

This model has various limitations, and further research 
could help estimate the number of crucial steps and dis-
tribution size of different malicious actors through a risk 
assessment process. Estimates of the difficulties of per-
forming different biorisk events—releasing a known 
pathogen, constructing one de novo, gain-of-function en-
hancement of a pathogen followed by accidental release, 
ecological sabotage using gene drives, and so on—might 
be useful for calibrating the model but could pose an in-
formation hazard if published, making actors aware of the 
step(s) on which to concentrate. However, broadly un-
derstanding the difficulty spectrum would also enable 
health security initiatives to focus on the groups most 
likely to produce certain risks. Future studies could ex-
amine technology transfer in more detail, in particular the 
role practical knowledge (metis) and technical knowledge 
(techne) play in enabling lower-powered actors. 

One of the advantages of this model is that the risk chain 
could also be turned into a risk tree or risk network to 
handle more complex scenarios, such as different types of 
biorisk events or ranges of adversaries able to detect and 
mitigate some activities. In particular, the formal risk as-
sessment is best treated as a mixed model of several such 
scenarios. Future research could then consider a portfolio 
optimization approach that considers risk mitigation across 
multiple options and possibilities. 

CONCLUSION 

It is in the interest of all nations and the international 
community as a whole to prevent deliberate biological at-
tacks from occurring. As the fields of synthetic biology and 
biotechnology accelerate toward new understanding, cap-
abilities, and wider accessibility, assessment and under-
standing of the steps required in the chain of actions leading 
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to deliberate events is crucial for health security prepared-
ness. Risk mitigation activities should consider the relative 
abundance and power of malicious actors and prioritize 
preventing steps in the risk chain from being eliminated or 
easily bypassed. Ensuring that the actions required to carry 
out an attack remain sufficiently difficult will help safe-
guard humanity against the threats posed by t he deliberate 
misuse of biology. 
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SANDBERG AND NELSON 

APPENDIX 

APPENDIX: ACTOR GROUP SIZES 

There exists economic literature about business sizes, studying 
the stylized fact of why they are lognormal or power-law dis-
tributed.1'2 In the latter paper, the authors found an exponent 
a 2 for US firms. However, for smaller groups the fit might 
be more lognormal or even shift to normal and uniform on the 
smallest end. Similarly, it is well known that individual wealth, 
especially in the extreme tail, has a power-law form. 

National power (as measured by gross domestic product, 
military budget, research budget, population, etc.) is also 
clearly a highly skewed distribution. However, it might not 
be a full power-law.3

Scientific team sizes appear to be a mixture of Poisson-dis-
tributed core teams and a power-law tail of very large extended 
teams. The typical team is small (6.7 people in astronomy), but 
the power-law tail has become more extreme over time as large-
scale collaborations have become more common.4

Estimates for terrorist groups are very hard to come by. 
Looking at the Big, Allied, and Dangerous dataset5 gives a size 
distribution of terrorist organisation as seen in Figure Al. It 
should be noted that the lowest category also contains cases 
where size is entirely unknown. In any case, this data seems to 
suggest that a heavy tail distribution of group sizes is possible. 

For a joint risk model, these different distributions could 
be combined. However, an accurate weighing (or even defi-
nition) of "power" may not be possible since the different 
types of group may have very different risk profiles: terrorist 
groups are motivated to cause deliberate harm, research teams 

and corporations may house malicious individuals using their 
resources for deliberate harm but also contribute through 
accidental risk, governments produce biorisks through bio-
warfare research and accidental risks. To weigh together their 
contributions to overall biorisk more quantification of both 
the likelihood of malintent, what pathways of biorisk are 
available, and how size/wealth maps onto problem-solving 
capacity. This is an interesting, if major, research project. 

For the purposes of this paper, it is enough to conclude 
that for nearly any kind of actor of concern and definition 
of what capacities are needed to pass through the risk chain 
the distribution of actors will be highly skewed. 
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I. Simon HA, Bonini CP. The size distribution of business 
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2. Axtell RL. Zipf distribution of US firm sizes. Science. 2001; 
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vard Data Universe website. https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/ 
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Figure Al. Fraction of terrorist groups in different size intervals, based on Asal et al.5
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8©cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Bob 
Swanepoel[bob.swanepoel©up.ac.za] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Sun 4/26/2020 11:19:04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: The virus hunters who search bat caves to predict the next pandemic—Daszak 

The virus hunters who search bat caves to predict the next pandemic 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/26/health/virus-hunters-bat-cave-coronavirus-hnk-intl/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 5/21/2020 8:26:27 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NYTimes: Prominent Scientists Denounce End to Coronavirus Grant 

Prominent Scientists Denounce End to Coronavirus Grant 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/21/health/wuhan-coronavirus-
laboratory.html?referringSource=articleShare 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

)- 1;)< tiZheng (d.zheng@whiov.cn) 
11/24/2020 9:04:27 PM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU) 
Gri ma Ido, Miguel A. [magrimal@UTMB.EDUj 
Happy Thanksgiving! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 

the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James, 
Dear Miguel, 

Thanks for giving me the opportunities of staying in Galveston and being trained at GNL. I am so grateful to you all 
and your kind assistance. 

Wish you happier and healthier than ever! 

Kind Regards, 

Dasheng 

ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 
Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 
Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

31 2018-09-05 03:41:45, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@JJTMB.EDU> : 

Dear Dasheng, 

I am sorry to learn that you will not be continuing at the Wuhan laboratory and I certainly wish you well as you seek 
another position. Unfortunately, we have no vacancies here at the GNL, but I am copying Miguel on this message in 
case he is aware of other jobs elsewhere. 

I would be pleased to offera letter of recommendation limited to yourtraining here at the GNL. 

With all good wishes for your future success. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 
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Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(0409-266-6500 

(0409-266-6810 

(RI) 409-789-2012 

From: )T, jjiZheng<d.zheng@whiov.cn>
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2018 3:24 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re:RE: Re:Re: Happy NewYear! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unl ess you recogni ze 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Prof LeDuc, 

I am deeply impressed by you and your laboratory so that may I ask for work opportunity directly with you at your 
laboratory. 

Before this June the director of the Wuhan P4 lab loses his word to promote me as a quality manager, although 
Prof. Rene Courcol proposes, who is the French quality inspector to the Wuhan P4 lab. I have to look for new "la 
vie" by 2019 New Year, the end of current work contract. 

Your consideration or recommendation would be appreciated greatly as I am confident in fruitful collaborations with 
you and your laboratory on biosafety and other relevant topics. 

Best Wishes, 

Dasheng 

ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 

Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 

Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

At 2018-01-10 00:56:48, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Dasheng, 
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It is good to hear from you and to learn that you remain interested in collaborations on biosafety and other relevant 
topics. We look forward to working with you, Yuan Zhiming and your other colleagues as you bring your beautiful 
new facility to full operational status. Please let us know if we can be of help to you during these exciting times. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

From: •g kilTZheng [mailto:d.zhengawh.iov.cn]
Sent: Tuesday, January 09, 2018 1:26 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re:Re: Happy New Year! 

Dear James, 

Surely I am eager at stronger collaborations with GNL while proposing cooperations to the Wuhan P4 director, 
Prof. Yuan Zhiming, as soon as my back to Wuhan from Galveston. However, the leader has special arrangements 
on me although am not suitable for. Update now I am ready for indulging myself into biosafety other than notion of 
disguise. 

Please let me know if any chance I am of help in collaborations. 

Dasheng 

ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 

Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 

Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 
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4: 2017-12-22 22:17:02, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> : 

Thank you very much for your kind note and good holiday wishes. I am very pleased that you were able to spend 
time with us and that the experiences at UTMB were valuable. I look forward to many years of fruitful 
collaborations. 

With all good wishes for a Merry Christmas and a healthy and prosperous New Year 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 22, 2017, at 1:55 AM, gttiZheng <d.zheng@wh.iov.cn> wrote: 

Dear Prof. LeDuc, 

Hope this email give you more health and happiness. I really appreciate your instruction and supervision in my 
stay at GNL, which is my ideal model of biocontainment as you and your colleagues taught me what and how the 
biocontainments provide protection to people working on pathogenic microorganisms. Your invitation plays 
important role in my life. I shall look for more opportunities for fruitful cooperation with GNL. 

Wish you a merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 

Best Regards, 

Dasheng 

Zheng, Dasheng PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 

Institute of Virology 

Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 

Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 

Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 
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At 2017-01-27 22:31:18, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Dasheng, 

I wish you and your team good health and lasting prosperity as you begin the Chinese New Year. May the 
coming year bring you much success and fruitful collaborations. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLED UC] 

Sent: 11/24/2020 9:29:49 PM 
To: #itt-Zheng[d.zheng@whiov.cn) 
CC: Gri maid°, Miguel A. [magri ma I @UTMB.EDU] 
Subject: Re: Happy 'Thanksgivi ng! 

Thank you Dasheng. I hope you are well 

Best wishes, Jim 

Sent from my il'hone 

On Nov 24, 2020, at 9:05 PM, g-mitZheng <d.zheng@wh.iov.cn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email origi nated from outsi deaf UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James, 
Dear Miguel, 

Thanks for giving me the opportunities of staying in Galveston and being trained at GNL. I am so grateful to you all 
and your kind assistance. 

Wish you happier and healthier than ever! 

Kind Regards, 

Dasheng 

7J-IENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 
Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 
Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

*E 2018-09-05 03:41:45, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 41 : 

Dear Dasheng, 

I am sorry to learn that you will not be continui ng at the Wuhan laboratory and I certainly wish you well as you seek 
another position. Unfortunately, we have no vacancies here at the GNL, but I am copying Miguel on this message in 
case he is aware of other jobs elsewhere. 

I would be pleased to offer a letter of recommendation limited to yourtraining here at the GNL. 
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With all good wishes for yourfuture success. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

From: gtfriZheng<d.zheng@whiov.cn>
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2018 3:24 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re:RE: Re:Re: Happy New Year! 

therWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Prof LeDuc, 

I am deeply impressed by you and your laboratory so that may I ask for work opportunity directly with you at your 
laboratory. 

Before this June the director of the Wuhan P4 lab loses his word to promote me as a quality manager, although 
Prof. Rene Courcol proposes, who is the French quality inspector to the Wuhan P4 lab. I have to look for new "la 
vie" by 2019 New Year, the end of current work contract. 

Your consideration or recommendation would be appreciated greatly as I am confident in fruitful collaborations with 
you and your laboratory on biosafety and other relevant topics. 

Best Wishes, 

Dasheng 

ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 
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Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 

Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

At 2018-01-10 00:56:48, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Dasheng, 

It is good to hear from you and to learn that you remain interested in collaborations on biosafety and other relevant 
topics. We look forward to working with you, Yuan Zhiming and your other colleagues as you bring your beautiful 
new facility to full operational status. Please let us know if we can be of help to you during these exciting times. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

From: -gtftZheng [mailto:d.zheng@wiliov.cni 
Se nt: Tuesday, January 09, 2018 1:26 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducOUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re:Re: Happy New Year! 

Dear James, 

Surely I am eager at stronger collaborations with GNL while proposing cooperations to the Wuhan P4 director, 
Prof. Yuan Zhiming, as soon as my back to Wuhan from Galveston. However, the leader has special arrangements 
on me although am not suitable for. Update now I am ready for indulging myself into biosafety other than notion of 
disguise. 

Please let me know if any chance I am of help in collaborations. 

Dasheng 
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ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 

Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 

Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

a 2017-12-22 22:17:02, "LeDuc, James W." <jwieducOUTMB.EDU> : 

Thank you very much for your kind note and good holiday wishes. I am very pleased that you were able to spend 
time with us and that the experiences at UTMB were valuable. Hook forward to many years of fruitful 
collaborations. 

With all good wishes for a Merry Christmas and a healthy and prosperous New Year 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 22, 2017, at 1:55 AM, gtfrilheng <d.zhengewh.iov.cn> wrote: 

Dear Prof. LeDuc, 

Hope this email give you more health and happiness. I really appreciate your instruction and supervision in my 
stay at GNL, which is my ideal model of biocontainment as you and your colleagues taught me what and how the 
biocontainments provide protection to people working on pathogenic microorganisms. Your invitation plays 
important role in my life. I shall look for more opportunities for fruitful cooperation with GNL. 

Wish you a merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 

Best Regards, 

Dasheng 

Zheng, Dasheng PhD 
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National Biosafety Laboratory 

Institute of Virology 

Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 

Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 

Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

At 2017-01-27 22:31:18, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Dasheng, 

I wish you and your team good health and lasting prosperity as you begin the Chinese New Year. May the 
coming year bring you much success and fruitful collaborations. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 11/19/2020 9:50:14 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: Program of the 9th International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases 
Program of the 9th 1SEVD Final.pdf 

Dear Ben, Dave, and Jim. 
Sorry for being out of 
Many of our colleagues from the previous dialogue will present at the attached meeting. 
I will present our COVID-19 work in Friday evening. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

From: tifitt <huben@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 9:17 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Program of the 9th International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear speaker, 

Please find enclosed the program of the 9th International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases. Please note that there 
may be some minor change happening to the program before the meeting but I will notify you on time. 

For our on-line speakers, I will send another mail before the meeting day about the instruction of the log-in to the meeting. 

Thank you so much for your contribution to this symposium! 

Best wishes 

Ben Hu PhD 

Assistant Researcher 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Secretary of the 9th ISEVD 
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Program of 
The 991 International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases 

Thursday 

&ME 
Nov. 26, 2020 

11 )1 26 EI 

Friday 

Nov. 27, 2020 
11 27 El 

Venue 

AA 
09:00-21:00 

Venue 

AA 

08:50-09:05 

09:05-12: 00 

09:05-09:35 

Keynote 
Speech 

S-01 

09:35-10:05 

Keynote 
Speech 
S-02 

0 

10:20-10:45 
S-03 

10:45-11:10 
S-04 

11:10-11:35 

S-05 

11:35-12:00 

S-06 

Registration/N..9J Aft 
Ground Floor, Optics Valley Kingdom Plaza Hotel/At-s*-,..fi j=f 

Banquet Hall of Optics Valley Kingdom Plaza 
3nd floor of the hotel 

  MN J6 1 74" ff

Opening Address/3
Speaker: Yanyi Wang 

Director of Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Session I: Antiviral treatmunt, vaccines and diagnos 

,I,S:ession Chair: Prof. Xi ZHOU 

Title: Drug Discovery Against COVID-19 

Speaker: Hualiang Jiang 

Academician of CAS 
Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai 

Title: Development of a highly effective pan-I3-CoVB vaccine 

Speaker: Shibo Jiang (on-line presentation) 
School of Basic Medical Sciences, Fudan University, Shanghai 

nth up 'Photo or somitimla tittralite 
lIpa Break 1 

Title: SARS-CoV-2 polymerase catalysis and rerndesivir intervention 
Speaker: Peng Gong 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Title: Method Development for rapid detection of emerging pathogens 
Speaker: Hongping Wei 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Title: Development of neutralizing antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 
Speaker: Rui Gong 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Title: Mechanism of inflammation responses induced by highly pathogenic 
RNA viruses and studies on anti-inflammation drugs 

Speaker: Ke Peng 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
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12:00-12:15 Title: Cryo EM application update and new product innovations 
Sponsor By Tianqing Zhang 

Presentation Business Development Manager, Thermo Fisher Scientific 

12:15-14:00 Lunch/ -V 

SMS10 

14:00-17:50 
Session Chair: Prof. Zhihong HU 
Session 2: Virus-host interaction 

14:00-14:30 Title: Adaptive immunity to COV1D-19 
Keynote Speaker: Chen Dong (on-line presentation) 
Speech Academician of CAS 
S-07 Institute for Immunology and School of Medicine, Tsinghua University 

Title: Natural origin, global spread and genetic variation of SARS-CoV-2 
14:30-14:55 Speaker: Weifeng Shi (on-line presentation) 

S-08 Shandong First Medical University and Shandong Academy of Medical 
Sciences 

Title: To be determined 
14:55-15:20 

S-09 
Speaker: Xi Zhou 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Title: Take advantage of biosafety platforms and make contributions to the 
15:20-15:45 scientific combat against COV1D-19 

S-10 Speaker: Zhiming Yuan 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

15:45-16:05 Tea BrealaM 

16:05-16:35 
(GMT+1 

Title: Comparative pathogenesis of SARS, MERS and COV1D-19 
9:05-9:35) 

Keynote 
Speaker: Bart Haagmans (on-line presentation) 
Viroscience Department, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, the Netherlands 

Speech 
S-11 

Title: Understanding virus-host interactions in the era of organoid 
16:35-17:00 

12 
Speaker: Jie Zhou (on-line presentation) 

S-
Department of Microbiology, The University of Hong Kong 

Title: Mechanism of genomic/subgenomic replication and transcription of 
17:00-17:25 Coronaviruses 

S-13 Speaker: Yu Chen 
College of Life Sciences, Wuhan University 

Title: SARS-CoV-2 cell tropism and multi-organ infection 
17:25-17:50 

S-14 
Speaker: Manli Wang 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
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Program of 
The 991 International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases 

Saturday 

MiCA 
Nov. 28, 2020 

11 28 El 

2 
Session 3: Pathogen biology and pathogenesis 

08:50-1 :0W. 
:Session Chair: Prof. Pen ZHOU 

08:50-09:20 

(GMT -5 
19:50-20:20 

27th Nov) 
Keynote 
Speech 

S-15 

09:20-09:50 
(GMT -5 

20:20-20:50 
27" Nov) 
Keynote 
Speech 

S-16 

09:50-10:20 
(GMT -6 

19:50-20:20 
2'7th Nov) 
Keynote 

Speech 
S-17 

10:40-11:10 

(GMT -6 
20:40-21:10 

27th Nov) 
Keynote 
Speech 

S-18 

11:10-11:35 

(GMT -6 
21:10-21:35 

27th Nov) 
S-19 

Title: To be determined 
Speaker: Linda J. Saif (on-line presentation) 

Department of Veterinary Preventive Medicine, The Ohio State University, 
Wooster, OH, USA 

Title: Analyzing trends in global disease emergence to predict and prevent 
future pandemics 
Speaker: Peter Daszak (on-line presentation) 
Ecohealth Alliance, New York City, NY, USA 

Title: Mouse models for COVID-19 

Speaker: Stanley Perlman (on-line presentation) 
Departments of Microbiology and Immunology, and Pediatrics, University of 
Iowa, Iowa City, IA 

I 

Title: SARS-CoV-2 Biology and Countermeasure Development 
Speaker: Pei-Yong Shi (on-line presentation) 

Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, University of Texas 
Medical Branch at Galveston, TX 

Title: Development of Influenza A Virus Entry Inhibitors 

Speaker: Lijun Rong (on-line presentation) 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, College of Medicine, 
University of Illinois at Chicago, IL 
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16:55-17:20 
(GMT +1 

9:55-10:20) 
S-27 

11:35-12:00 
(GMT -7 

20:35-21:00 
27th Nov) 

S-20 

12:00-14:00 

14:00-17:50 
Session Chair: Prof. Zhengli Sill 

Title: To be determined 
Speaker: Vincent J. Munster (on-line presentation) 
Laboratory of Virology, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, 
National Institutes of Health, Hamilton, MT, USA 

Luneh/ 4* 

Da l 2, A• 

Session 4: Pathogen biology 

14:00-14:30 Title: Bats and viruses in the context of COVID-19 
Keynote Speaker: Lin-Fa Wang (on-line presentation) 
Speech Programme in Emerging Infectious Diseases at Duke-NUS Medical School, 

S-21 Singapore 

Title: To be determined 
14:30-14:55 

Speaker: Yongzhen Zhang 
S-22 

Shanghai Public Health Clinical Center, Fudan University, Shanghai 

Title: Co-infection of SARS-CoV-2 and influenza virus 
14:55-15:20 

Speaker: Ke Xu 
S-23 

College of Life Sciences, Wuhan University 

Title: Persistence of SARS-CoV-2 in vivo and in vitro 
15:20-15:45 

Speaker: Peng Zhou 
S-24 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

15:45-16:00 Tea Break

Title: From SARS, 2003, to COVID-19, 2020 — Insight into SARS-CoV-2 
16:00-16:30 replication and transcription machinery 

Keynote Speaker: Zihe Rao 
Speech Academician of CAS 
S-25 Shanghai Institute for Advanced Immunochemical Studies and School of Life 

Science and Technology, ShanghaiTech University, Shanghai 

16:30-16:55 
Title: SARS-CoV-2 and its transmission 

S-26 
Speaker: Leo Poon (on-line presentation) 
School of Public Health, The University of Hong Kong 

Title: Development of an RNA replicon vaccine for highly pathogenic human 
Coronaviruses 
Speaker: Luis Enjuanes (on-line presentation) 
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology. National Center of Biotechnology 
(CNB-CSIC), Madrid, Spain 
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17:20-17:45 
(GMT +1 

10:20-10:45) 

S-28 

17:45-17:50 

'18' .00- I (Xbit 

Title: To be determined 
Speaker: Stefan Pohlmann (on-line presentation) 
Infection Biology Unit, German Primate Center - Leibniz Institute for Primate 

Research, Gottingen, Germany 

Closing Remarks 

'T)innerl 
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To: 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu)[dgriffi6@jhu.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 8/11/2020 12:39:40 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: NBC News query- following our April conversations 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Good video. Thanks for sending this around. Completely agree with Dave about the cables, also the original Rogan article was 
sensational and poorly written. I hope that the cables eventually come out through the Post's FOIA lawsuit.

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 5:02 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu) <dgriffi6@jhu.edu> 
Subject: Re: NBC News query- following our April conversations 

Thanks Jim! Regarding dates, I've always believed that Zhiming or one of your trainees had to tell the two Americans that 
they, the Chinese, needed safety and other training from outside (US or France). I've never believed that the two 
Americans from the embassy were capable of identifying safety or security issues by 'touring' a BSL-4. A BSL-2/3 maybe, 
if the Americans were experienced, but I don't know if they visited the downtown labs. In Jan 2018, it was my belief that 
our colleagues "just" went hot and I recall Zhiming saying that they would train with 2/3 pathogens at first. Glad they 
included the footage of Peter D. 

On Aug 10, 2020, at 3:46 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

FYI—from our internal media affairs group. 

Subject: Fwd: NBC News query- following our April conversations 

The Today Show interview/tour of the Wuhan lab mentions that some people were trained in Texas. UTMB and GNL 
not specifically and a photo cut line on the web story mentions Galveston but not UTMB or GNL. 

Interestingly, the State Department cables were sent in January 2018 but American officials didn't enter the Wuhan 
facility until March 2018 and that was for a seminar.  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/inside-wuhan-lab-
center-coronavirus-storm-n1236254 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

C: 
Subject: 

Yuan Zhi mi ng [yzm@wh.iov.cni 
9/15/2020 10:17:07 PM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU] 
Shi, Pei yong [pes hi @UTMB.EDU] 
E X :Dr. Shi named to prestigious new distinguished chair 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Contratulation for Peiyong's excellent works and great recognition. 

Best wishes. 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: LeDur., .lames W. 
Date: 2020-09-15 03:34 
To: Yuan Zhirninq 
Subject: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new distinguished chair 
Great recognition of Pei -Yong's work. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(0 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: UTMB Broadcast Account <UTMBbroad@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:14 PM 
Subject: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new 
distinguished chair 
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Dr. Pei-Yong Shi named inaugural holderof the John Sealy Distinguished Chair 
in Innovations in Molecular Biology 

We are very pleased to announce that Dr. Pei-Yong Shi, professor in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and vice 
chair for Innovation and Commercialization, has been named the inaugural holder of the John Sealy Distinguished 
Chair in Innovations in Molecular Biology at UTMB. 

This new endowed position, made possible through a $1 million contribution from The Sealy & 
Smith Foundation, will promote and advance UTMB's outstanding and innovative programs in 
infectious diseases research. We are deeply grateful to the foundation and its Board of Directors 
for investing in the future health and well-being of Galveston, our region and beyond through this 
generous gift. 

Dr. Shi joined UTMB in 2015 and is internationally recognized for his research accomplishments 
in virology, drug discovery, vaccine development, pathogen diagnosis and cancer therapy. 

When the Zika virus spread across the globe in 2015 and 2016, Dr. Shi and his lab were on the cutting edge of 
research related to the virus. His lab immediately pushed our knowledge of the virus forward by developing the first 
genetically engineered clone of it early in that epidemic. This month, he published new work detailing a mutation in 
the virus that likely led to its sudden spread and its serious consequences for babies born to mothers infected with 
Zika. 

Now, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Dr. Shi and his team have once again worked quickly to adapt their 
research techniques and collaborate to meet this new global challenge. They were the first to engineer a reverse 
genetic system of the novel coronavirus that causes COVID-19, allowing scientists to safely make the virus in the 
lab and manipulate it in a petri dish. 

Shi and his team also have developed tools to streamline the COVID-19 vaccine development process as research 
teams around the world work to create life-saving preventives. His team just recently made headlines for using an 
enzyme produced by fireflies, or fluorescent tag, to develop better tests for COVID-19 and to better understand this 
new virus. 

With this latest support from The Sealy & Smith Foundation, we are confident Dr. Shi and his lab will continue to 
make groundbreaking discoveries that will make our world a healthier place. 

Please join us in congratulating Dr. Shi on this tremendous honor and in thanking The Sealy & Smith Foundation for 
its ongoing, visionary support of UTMB's mission. 

Thank you. 

Ben G. Raimer, MD, MA, FAAP 
President ad interim 

Charles P. Mouton, MD, MS, MBA 
Executive Vice President and Provost, and 
Dean, School of Medicine 

utmb Health 
ther to work wonders 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu)[dgriffi6©jhu.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 8/10/2020 2:46:49 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: NBC News query- following our April conversations 

FYI—from our internal media affairs group. 

Subject: Fwd: NBC News query- following our April conversations 

The Today Show interview/tour of the Wuhan lab mentions that some people were trained in Texas. UTMB and GNL not 
specifically and a photo cut line on the web story mentions Galveston but not UTMB or GNL. 

Interestingly, the State Department cables were sent in January 2018 but American officials didn't enter the Wuhan facility until 
March 2018 and that was for a seminar.  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/inside-wuhan-lab-center-coronavirus-storm-
n 1236254 
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Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMEEDU]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu)[dgriffi6@jhu.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 8/10/2020 4:02:13 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: NBC News query- following our April conversations 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! Regarding dates, I've always believed that Zhiming or one of your trainees had to tell the two Americans that 
they, the Chinese, needed safety and other training from outside (US or France). I've never believed that the two Americans 
from the embassy were capable of identifying safety or security issues by 'touring' a BSL-4. A BSL-2/3 maybe, if the 
Americans were experienced, but I don't know if they visited the downtown labs. In Jan 2018, it was my belief that our 
colleagues "just" went hot and I recall Zhiming saying that they would train with 2/3 pathogens at first. Glad they included 
the footage of Peter D. 

On Aug 10, 2020, at 3:46 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

FYI—from our internal media affairs group. 

Subject: Fwd: NBC News query- following our April conversations 

The Today Show interview/tour of the Wuhan lab mentions that some people were trained in Texas. UTMB and GNL 
not specifically and a photo cut line on the web story mentions Galveston but not UTMB or GNL. 

Interestingly, the State Department cables were sent in January 2018 but American officials didn't enter the Wuhan 
facility until March 2018 and that was for a seminar.  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/inside-wuhan-lab-
center-coronavirus-storm-n1236254 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6©jhu.edu)[dgriffi6@jhu.edu]; 
'peggy@hbfam.netTheggy©hbfam.net]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; 
Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu]; jeanioz@berkeley.edupeanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 10/21/2020 2:47:59 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Good for me, assuming that it only lasts an hour or less. Core group is good as listed in my opinion. 

Is the goal to identify topics and participants for future discussions? We may wish to discuss among ourselves beforehand, perhaps 
by email. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 2:32 PM 
To: Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu) <dgriffi6@jhu.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net <peggy@hbfam.net>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET 
/ 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'peggy©hbfam.netTheggy@hbfam.net]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 
Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; 
Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu]; jeanloz@berkeley.edupeanioz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Wed 10/21/2020 2:48:57 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

That time is fine for me. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 3:32 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net <peggy@hbfam.net>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET 
/ 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnellThiancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
peggy@hbfam.net[peggy©hbfam.net]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; 
Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu]; jeanioz@berkeley.edupeanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 10/23/2020 12:51:28 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for example, we are attempting to 
position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, biosafety and biosecurity have been the topics of most interest to 
funders—do we need to continue to include this? If we are only going to do virtual conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe 
we don't need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will also send this out as a 
calendar invitation. 

552.136 
Password 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, 
Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <FiHare@nas.edu>; leanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 
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Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting over Zoom on October 30 
at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time works and send out Zoom 
links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy 
Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Fran 
Sharples[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 10/23/2020 1:48:51 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after COVID. We would 
have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These virtual visits have gone very well, 
from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues (obvious for right now) as we go back to face-to-
face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies down? We were 
on a 'high-containment lab' track; is that where we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the future. . .and 
there's flu. There are a lot of activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also 
talking more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that which might provide some 
common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis and PH. When/if do we 
start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for example, we are 
attempting to position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, biosafety and biosecurity have been 
the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to include this? If we are only going to do virtual 
conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTIMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will also send this 
out as a calendar invitation. 

552.136 
Password:': 552.1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ hu.edu> 
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Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwled uc@ UTM B.E DU; Shi, Pei yong (peshipUTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;icanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

External Email - Use Caution 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting over Zoom 
on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think we need to 
expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time works and send 
out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanioz[jeanioz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 10/29/2020 12:54:56 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include anything 
else? Please let me know so I can send a revised version portion in brackets [] would NOT go to CAS) and Zoom reminder to CAS 
tonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions [curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last meeting] 
-topic focus for the planned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, durability of 
immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up origin or "natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after COVID. We 
would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These virtual visits have gone 
very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues (obvious for right now) as we go back to 
face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies down? 
We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is that where we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the 
future. . .and there's flu. There are a lot of activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the 
enterprise. China is also talking more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that 
which might provide some common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, 
prophylaxis and PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for example, we are 
attempting to position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, biosafety and biosecurity have been 
the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to include this? If we are only going to do virtual 
conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't need funding. 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiPUTIMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will also send this 
out as a calendar invitation. 

552.136 
Password 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMIIEDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;jeanloz@berkelev.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

External Email - Use Caution 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting over Zoom 
on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
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Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think we need to 
expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time works and send 
out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'Dave Franzidavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell@jhu.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6©jhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharples, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanloz[jeanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 10/29/2020 1:52:51 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Southern Hemisphere Flu Surveillance 10-28.pptx 
Influenza-Airway Delivery of Anti-influenza Maby-Virgil 2020.pdf 

Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immunization Program of China CDC, a 

position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team lead for the Expanded 

Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country Office. For the 17 previous years, 

Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Immunization Services 

Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. immunization program - initially as Associate Director for 

Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as Director. His long-time research interest has been on improving children's 

access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine and trained in pediatrics 

at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Horne Award in 1999, the Association 

of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 2005, the Southern 

Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 2012 Samuel J. Heyman 

Service to America Medal, and received the Quancheng Friendship Award from the government of Jinan, 

China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is special senior advisor to the Chinese Preventive 
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Medicine Association's First Vaccination and Immunization Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call—Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now employed by the China CDC 
and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COVID-19 survivors—"Long Haulers". This is a growing problem and 
likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we do, but it could lead to an interesting dialogue that 
could engage a number of different clinical specialties—cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steer clear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bring it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza trans mission during the 
winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of the next year's vaccine? 
(see slides set attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut mabys for treatment of influenza that looks quite 
promising (attached). Similar products are in development for COVID-19. 

There is merit in continuing to engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we might reach out to Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to wait until after the 
elections, but I would place this as a high priority aspirational goal. Doesn't really matter what the topic is, although COVID-19 is an 
obvious choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming that involves their NHP colony would be especially promising, but Kunming 
may be too far removed from George Gao's area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include anything 
else? Please let me know so I can send a revised version (portion in brackets would NOT go to CAS) and Zoom reminder to CAS 
tonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions [curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last meeting]-

-topic focus for the planned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, durability of 
immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up origin or "natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
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-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@grnail.corn>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after COVID. We 
would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These virtual visits have gone 
very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues (obvious for right now) as we go back to 
face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies down? 
We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is that where we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the 
future. . .and there's flu. There are a lot of activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the 
enterprise. China is also talking more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that 
which might provide some common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, 
prophylaxis and PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for example, we are 
attempting to position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, biosafety and biosecurity have been 
the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to include this? If we are only going to do virtual 
conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiPUTIMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will also send this 
out as a calendar invitation. 

p.

Password 552.136 
552.136 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshipUTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>jeardoz@berkelev.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting over Zoom 
on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think we need to 
expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time works and send 
out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Southern Hemisphere 
Flu Season October 28, 2020 

* Australia 
4, New Zealand 
4, PAHO South America 
* W 0 Southern Hemisphere 
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BLUF thru Week 42-43 

• Continued very low flu activity in southern 
hemisphere generally and in South America, 
Australia, and New Zealand. 

• Continued very low number of flu related 
hospitalizations in Australia and New Zealand 
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Australia Week 42 
Data as of October 18 

• Lab Confirmed Influenza 

* Lab Testing 2020 vs. 2019 

• Flu Hospitalizations 

https://wwwLhealth.gov.au/internetimain/publishing.nsf/Contenticda-surveil-ozflu-flucurr. htm 
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Australia 2020 Week 42 

Figure 9. Not fications of laboratory confirmed influenza, Australia, 01 January 2015 to 18 October 2020, by 
month and week of diagnosis* 
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Australia 2020 Week 42 

Figure 6. Proportion of sentinel laboratory tests positive for influenza and total number of specimens tested, 

01 January to 18 October 2020, by subtype and month and week* 
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Australia 2019 Week 40 

SOU! te' MvOSS 

Figure 11, Proportion of sentinel laboratory tests positive for influenza and total number of specimens 
tested, 1 January to 6 October 2019, by subtype and month and week 
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Australia 2020 Week 42 

Figure 7. Number of influenza hospitalisations at sentinel hospitals, between March and October, 2015 to 2020 
by month and week* 
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New Zealand 2020 as of Oct 18 
Flu Vaccination 

Cumulative number of influenza vaccines administered to the New Zealand population in 2019 and 2020 
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PAHO Surveillance Week 42 
Americas 2014-2020 

Data as of October 16 

Influenza and RSV 

https://www.pa ho.org/en/influenza-situation-report 
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RSV Circulation South America 2020 Week 41 
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WHO Southern Hemisphere 
Week 43 

Data as of October 26 

Lab Surveillance Influenza 2020 vs 2019 
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Southern Hemisphere 2020 Week 43 

Number of specimens positive for influenza by subtype in southern hemisphere 
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Southern Hemisphere 2019 Week 44 

Number of specimens positive for influenza by subtype in southern hemisphere 
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Northern Hemisphere 2020 Week 43 

Number of specimens positive for influenza by subtype in the northern hemisphere 
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Northern Hemisphere 2019 Week 44 

Number of specimens positive for influenza by subtype in the northern hemisphere 
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ABSTRACT Effective and reliable anti-influenza treatments are acutely needed and 
passive immunizations using broadly neutralizing anti-influenza monoclonal antibod-
ies (bNAbs) are a promising emerging approach. Because influenza infections are ini-
tiated in and localized to the pulmonary tract, and newly formed viral particles 
egress from the apical side of the lung epithelium, we compared the effectiveness 
of hemagglutinin (HA) stalk-binding bNAbs administered through the airway (intra-
nasal or via nebulization) versus the systemic route (intraperitoneal or intravenous). 
Airway deliveries of various bNAbs were 10- to 50-fold more effective than systemic 
deliveries of the same bNAbs in treating H1N1, H3N2, BNictoria-, and B/Yamagata-
lineage influenza viral infections in mouse models. The potency of airway-delivered 
anti-HA bNAbs was highly dependent on antiviral neutralization activity, with little 
dependence on the effector function of the antibody. In contrast, the effectiveness 
of systemically delivered anti-HA bNAbs was not dependent on antiviral neutraliza-
tion, but critically dependent on antibody effector functions. Concurrent administra-
tion of a neutralizing/effector function-positive bNAb via the airway and systemic 
routes showed increased effectiveness. The small amount of airway-delivered bNAbs 
needed for effective influenza treatment creates the opportunity to combine potent 
bNAbs with different anti-influenza specificities to generate a cost-effective antiviral 
therapy that provides broad coverage against all circulating influenza strains infect-
ing humans. A 3 mg/kg dose of the novel triple antibody combination CF-404 (i.e., 
1 mg/kg of each component bNAb) delivered to the airway was shown to effectively 
prevent weight loss and death in mice challenged with ten 50% lethal dose (LD„) 
inoculums of either Hi Ni, H3N2, BNictoria-lineage, or B/Yamagata-lineage influenza 
viruses. 

IMPORTANCE Influenza causes widespread illness in humans and can result in mor-
bidity and death, especially in the very young and elderly populations. Because in-
fluenza vaccination can be poorly effective some years, and the immune systems of 
the most susceptible populations are often compromised, passive immunization 
treatments using broadly neutralizing antibodies is a promising therapeutic ap-
proach. However, large amounts of a single antibody are required for effectiveness 
when delivered through systemic administration (typically intravenous infusion), pre-
cluding the feasible dosing of antibody combinations via this route. The significance 
of our research is the demonstration that effective therapeutic treatments of multi-
ple relevant influenza types (Hi Ni, H3N2, and B) can be achieved by airway admin-
istration of a single combination of relatively small amounts of three anti-influenza 
antibodies. This advance exploits the discovery that airway delivery is a more potent 
way of administering anti-influenza antibodies compared to systemic delivery, mak-
ing this a feasible and cost-effective therapeutic approach. 
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nfluenza infections continue to cause significant illness and death every year (1), with 
i recent influenza-associated respiratory death estimates ranging between approxi-
mately 291,000 to 646,000 per year worldwide (2). Additionally, the potential for 
devastating influenza pandemics across the human population is high (3). The limited 
effectiveness of influenza vaccines is primarily due to the ability of the virus to rapidly 
mutate, giving rise to new variations each year that necessitate annual reformulations 
of the vaccine (4). Currently available treatment options, such as neuraminidase inhib-
itors, suffer from resistance (5) and the limited postinfection time frame in which they 
are effective (6). There remains an acute need for new anti-influenza therapeutics that 
provide a high degree of effectiveness and broad coverage of the influenza strains that 
infect humans. 

Antibodies to influenza viruses can be effective therapeutically. Passive immuniza-
tion using hyperimmune serum derived from convalescent plasma of patients who 
recovered from infections caused by the pandemic 2009 Hi Ni influenza virus has been 
shown to be effective in suppressing viral load, as well as improving survival in infected 
patients (7). Monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) that recognize the head region of the 
influenza viral hemagglutinin (HA) protein have been shown to be effective in treating 
influenza infections in animal models (8, 9). However, HA head-specific MAbs are 
generally not broadly reactive across many influenza virus isolates (with notable 
exceptions (10, 11)), due to the large degree of strain-to-strain variability in the amino 
acid residues within the HA head region (12). An effective alternative approach is to 
identify MAbs that bind to the highly conserved stalk region of the influenza HA protein 
(13). These stalk-specific MAbs are often broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs), as 
they recognize the highly conserved epitopes within the HA stalk region. They prevent 
viral infection by inhibiting the pH-sensitive conformational change of the HA protein 
essential for the virus/cell fusion event (14), and require Fc gamma receptor engage-
ment for full activity when administered systemically (9, 15). 

Perhaps because of the effectiveness of the classic systemic passive immunization 
approaches using infused antisera, the general approach to delivering anti-influenza 
MAbs has been via the systemic route. However, because infections caused by influenza 
viruses are initiated in, and generally localized to, the respiratory tract (16), it is 
reasonable to consider the administration of anti-influenza virus therapies directly to 
the patient's airway. In an early study, Akerfeldt et al. observed approximately 50-fold 
enhanced efficacy of airway delivery over systemic delivery when using human gamma 
globulin to treat influenza infections in mice (17). Clinically, airway delivery for influenza 
therapy has been employed for the administration of the marketed neuraminidase 
inhibitor zanamivir (18), and in clinical trials for DAS-181, an enzyme-based sialidase 
fusion protein (19). Airway delivery of purified anti-influenza MAbs has not been 
clinically tested to date. 

Administration of MAbs (or antibody-like derivatives) directly to the airway through 
inhalation for treating respiratory diseases has been characterized for a number of 
systems (see reference 20 for review and the references within). Generally, the results 
of these studies indicate that exposure to aerosolized MAbs is well tolerated, with no 
or minor impact on activity of the therapeutic (21). For example, airway delivery of 
cetuximab has been proposed for treating lung cancer (22) and studies indicate that 
this antibody can be nebulized successfully with little effect on activity (23). Airway-
delivered nebulized anti-VEGF murine IgG2a MAb G6-31 has been shown to be 
effective in models of primary pulmonary adenocarcinoma (24). An anti-IL-13 antibody 
Fab fragment can be nebulized with no loss of activity (25) and airway delivery of the 
Fab has been shown to be effective in models of chronic asthma (26). ALX-0171, an 
inhaled anti-RSV camelidae-derived nanobody, has been tested in clinical trials and 
appears to be well tolerated in humans (27). For anti-influenza treatment, HA stalk-
binding bNAbs delivered intranasally have been shown to be effective in murine 
models of influenza (28, 29). 

In this study, we evaluated the attributes necessary for anti-influenza viral effective-
ness for both airway- and systemic-delivered bNAbs. The findings indicate that the 
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neutralization and effector function engagement requirements are different for anti-
influenza antibodies delivered via the airway versus those administered by the systemic 
route. Because of the orthogonal mechanisms of action of the two administration 
routes, we found relatively small amounts of effector function-positive bNAbs to be 
highly effective when dosed via the airway and systemic routes simultaneously. Given 
that the potency of airway-delivered bNAbs is at least one log greater than that of 
systemic-delivered bNAbs, there is an opportunity to combine several bNAbs and 
deliver them at relatively low doses via the airway to achieve broad coverage against 
multiple influenza strains. Here, we characterize CF-404, an inhaled three-bNAb com-
bination that effectively treats infections caused by the circulating influenza strains 
commonly infecting humans, covering influenza A (IAV) groups 1 and 2 and both 
lineages of influenza B (IBV). 

RESULTS 
Airway delivery of anti-influenza bNAbs is more effective than systemic deliv-

ery for treating IAV and IBV infections. Anti-influenza antibodies CR6261 (30), 
CR8020 (31), and 5A7 (32) were generated containing protein sequences identical to 
published sequences and are designated CR6261*, CR8020*, and 5A7*, respectively (see 
the Materials and Methods section). These antibodies are human IgG1 and should 
exhibit similar relative Fc7R-mediated biological activities in mouse models of disease 
(33). Using a mouse model of influenza infection, we compared the therapeutic 
effectiveness of the anti-IAV-group 1 stalk-binding bNAb CR6261* (30) when delivered 
by different routes of administration. With CR6261* administered at 24 h post-H1N1 
viral infection, improvements in molar potency on the order of greater than 50-fold 
were observed for intranasal (i.n.) delivery compared to systemic delivery via the 
intraperitoneal (i.p.) route (Fig. 1 A). The weight loss profiles of the 10 mg/kg i.p.- and 
0.1 mg/kg i.n.- dosed cohorts, as assessed by area under the concentration-time curve 
(AUC) analysis, were not significantly different, although the shape of the curves are 
clearly distinct (see the Discussion section). When a similar experiment was performed 
using a potent IAV-group 2 H3N2 virus and treatment with the stalk-binding anti-IAV-
group 2 bNAb CR8020* (31), improvements in potency for the i.n.-delivered bNAb over 
the same bNAb delivered via the i.p. route was greater than 10-fold (Fig. 1 8). Similarly, 
when the anti-IBV stalk-binding bNAb 5A7* (32) was used to treat either IBV-Victoria 
(Fig. 1 C) or Yamagata (Fig. 1 D) lineage infections, improvements in potency for the 
i.n.-delivered bNAb over the same bNAb delivered via the i.p. route was greater than 
50-fold. 

These results demonstrate that anti-influenza stalk-binding bNAbs delivered via the 
i.n. route are more effective than the same amount of antibody delivered via the i.p. 
route, and that this finding holds true for treatment of infections due to both groups 
1 and 2 lAVs, as well as for viruses of both major IBV lineages. 

Using the H3N2 viral infection model with bNAb administration at 8 h postinfection, 
we investigated the dose-response relationship of CR8020* bNAb i.n. treatments. As 
shown in Fig. 2A, under these conditions single doses of as little as 0.005 mg/kg i.n. 
showed protection from weight loss and lethality, while doses of 0.10 mg/kg i.p. did 
not. In the same model, when the bNAb was administered as three daily low-level i.n. 
doses, 5% and 20% maximal weight losses were observed for the 0.015 and 
0.003 mg/kg total doses, respectively (Fig. 2 8), and, although 4 of 5 mice survived in 
the 0.003 mg/kg total dose group, the difference between survival of that group and 
the phosphate-buffered saline (P85)-dosed control group did not reach statistical 
significance in this experiment (P = 0.142). 

Anti-influenza antibody activity in the airway is dependent on viral neutral-
ization activity. To determine whether the ability of antibodies to directly neutralize 
the influenza virus is an important factor for i.n. and i.p. anti-influenza activities, two 
antibodies differing in their viral neutralization profiles were compared in the mouse 
influenza H3N2 infection model. The neutralizing antibody tested was CR8020*, a 
stalk-binding antibody that has been shown to effectively neutralize a broad set of 
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FIG 1 Airway delivery of anti-influenza bNAbs is more effective than systemic delivery for treating IAV and IBV infections. All dosing cohorts (n 5) 
were subjected to uniform 10X LD50 viral challenges with various influenza strains. bNAbs were tested at various dosing levels by either the in. 
or i.p. routes of administration at 24 h postinfection. Each panel shows the percent changes in body weight over 14 days with error bars set at 
1 standard deviation (5D) (left) and the Kaplan-Meier survival plots (right). (A) bNAb CR6261* against Hl Ni influenza strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34 
(PR8); (3) bNAb CR8020* against H3N2 influenza strain ANictoria/361/2011; (C) bNAb 5A7* against IBV strain B/Florida/04/2006 (Yamagata lineage); 
(D) bNAb 5A7* against IBV strain B/Malaysia/2506/2004 (Victoria lineage). ns, not significant. 
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FIG 2 Dose responses for treating IAV H3N2 infection with either single or multiple doses of bNAb via the airway. All dosing cohorts 
(n 5) were subjected to a uniform 10x LD„ H3N2 viral challenge (strain ANictoria/361/2011). bNAb CR8020" was tested at various 
dosing levels by the i.n. route of administration at 8 h postinfection. Each panel shows the percent changes in body weight over 14 days 
with error bars set at 1 SD (left) and the Kaplan-Meier survival plot (right). (A) Mice cohorts received single i.n, doses of 0.10, 0.05, 0.01, 
or 0.005 mg/kg. Control groups were uninfected, PBS-treated, and single dose of 0.1 mg/kg i.p. (8) Mice cohorts received three equal i.n. 
doses of 0.005 mg/kg (0.015 mg/kg total) or 0.001 mg/kg (0.003 mg/kg total) at 8, 32, and 56 h postinfection. 

H3N2 viruses (31). The nonneutralizing antibody tested was 6P15, an antibody that 
binds to the viral HA protein of all H3N2 strains tested but does not neutralize the 
viruses. Both antibodies were constructed to have human IgG1 Fc sequences. 

As shown in Fig. 3A, for the systemic route of administration, the two different 
antibodies dosed at 10 mg/kg i.p. yielded maximal average weight loss percentages of 
11% (CR8020*) and 15% (6P15). While the nonneutralizing antibody 6P15 is not as 
potent in preventing weight loss as the neutralizing antibody CR8020* (P = 0.0007), the 
finding that antibody 6P15 can be effective when delivered systemically is consistent 
with published studies showing the effectiveness of systemically delivered nonneutral-
izing antibodies against H7N9 (34). In contrast, for the airway route of administration 
dosed at 10 mg/kg i.n., the two antibodies had very different antiviral activity profiles, 
with the nonneutralizing antibody 6P15 exhibiting greatly reduced activity (>30% 
maximal average weight loss percentage) compared to the high level of protective 
activity (<6% maximal average weight loss percentage) displayed by the neutralizing 
antibody CR8020* (P < 0.0001). The survival profile of the 6P15 i.n.-dosed mice was not 
statistically significant relative to the PBS-dosed control mice (P = 0.09). While the 
weight loss profiles of the i.n.- and i.p.-administered neutralizing antibody CR8020* 
were not significantly different (P = 0.96), for the nonneutralizing antibody 6P15, the 
i.p.-administered dose was significantly more potent than the i.n.-delivered dose 
(P < 0.0001). 

The disparity of airway delivery effectiveness between the neutralizing antibody 
CR8020* and the nonneutralizing antibody 6P15 was also observed when tested in the 
Fab format (Fig. 3B). The CR8020* Fab protected mice from H3N2-induced lethality, 
while the 6P15 Fab-treated mice lost more weight (P < 0.0001) and their survival rate 
was not statistically differentiated from the PBS-treated control mice (P = 0.89). 
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administration. (B) Mice were treated with 10 mg/kg i.n, of the Fab forms of CR8020* and 6P1 5. 

Anti-influenza antibody activity in the airway is independent of effector func-
tion. The Fab forms of the antibodies are missing the Fc region, which is essential for 
interactions with Fc gamma receptors and C1q (35), thereby rendering Fabs unable to 
engage effector cell function. As seen in Fig. 38, the Fab form of neutralizing antibody 
CR8020* was effective in the murine influenza model when delivered i.n., suggesting 
that the ability to recruit effector function plays a minor role, if any, in determining an 
antibody's anti-influenza activity profile in the airway. 

In contrast, when delivered via the i.p. route, the Fab form was completely ineffec-
tive while the full-length IgG1 form was effective (Fig. 4A), indicating that effector 
function is critical for potency when the antibodies are delivered systemically. 

Further testing was performed in the H1N1 infection model, where the CR6261* 
antibody Fab fragment was shown to be effective in protecting infected mice from 
weight loss and death when administered via the airway, but was completely ineffec-
tive when administered via either of two different systemic routes (i.v. or i.p.) 
(P < 0.0001) (Fig. 4B). 

When the D265A mutation (known to disrupt the ability of the Fc to engage effector 
functions [36]) was introduced into the CH2 domain of the full IgG1 form of the 
CR6261* bNAb, the systemic activity was greatly diminished (12% versus 31% maximal 
average weight loss percentage [P < 0.00011). Survival of the 0265A mutant i.p.-treated 
mice was barely statistically differentiated relative to the PBS-treated mice (P = 0.496). 
The introduction of the D265 mutation affected the airway activity to a relatively 
smaller extent (5% versus 12% maximal average weight loss percentage [P = 0.035]) 
(Fig. 4C). The results for the i.p.-administered bNAbs are consistent with the previously 
demonstrated Fc gamma receptor-engagement dependency of systemically adminis-
tered stalk-binding anti-HA bNAbs (9). 
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FIG 4 Anti-influenza antibody activity in the airway is independent of effector function. All dosing cohorts (n = 5) were subjected 
to 10x LD50 viral challenges and dosed at 24 h postinfection. Each experiment included two control groups: uninfected and 
infected with no treatment. The panels show the percent changes in body weight over 14 days with error bars set at 1 SD (left) 
and the Kaplan-Meier survival plot (right). (A) Mice were infected with H3N2 strain ANictoria/361/2011 and treated with 10 mg/kg 
i.p. of the either the IgG1 and Fab forms of CR8020*, (B) Mice were infected with Hi Ni strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34 and treated with 
5 mg/kg of the Fab form of CR6261* via the in., i.p., and i.v routes. (C) Mice were infected with H1N1 strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34 
and treated with the IgG1 form of CR6261* (with either the wild-type Fc or the D265A mutant version) via the in, route (dosed 
at 1 mg/kg) or the i.p. route (dosed at 10 mg/kg). (D) Mice were infected with H3N2 strain ANictoria/361/2011 and treated with 
either 0.1 or 1.0 mg/kg i.n, of either the Fab or IgG1 forms of CR8020*. ****, P < 0.0001; *, P < 0.05; ns, not significant. 

The IgG format appears to be more effective than the Fab format in treating H3N2 
infection intranasally when tested in the dose-response experiment shown in Fig. 4D. 
This difference is only significant at the lowest doses tested (0.1 mg/kg) (P < 0.0001). 

Coadministered low systemic doses enhance airway delivery effectiveness. As 
demonstrated in the studies shown so far, the effectiveness of airway-delivered 
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FIG 5 Coadministered low-level systemic doses enhance airway delivery. All dosing cohorts (n = 5) were subjected to a uniform 10X LD50 HI NI 
viral challenge (strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34). Various amount of bNAb CR6261" were dosed at 24 h postinfection to three different cohorts: 2 mg/kg 
i.p.; 0.3 mg/kg in,; and 1.7 mg/kg i.p. plus 0.3 mg/kg i.n. (2 mg/kg total dose). Two control groups were included (uninfected and PBS-treated). 
The panels show the average percent changes in body weight over 14 days with error bars set at 1 SD (left) and the Kaplan-Meier survival plot 
(right). ***, P = 0.0004. 

antibodies is to a great extent neutralization-dependent and effector-function-
independent, while the effectiveness of systemic-delivered antibodies is largely 
neutralization-independent and effector-function-dependent. These findings suggest 
that different mechanisms of action are driving the antiviral activities in the airway and 
systemic compartments. We hypothesized that administration of a neutralization-
positive/effector function-positive antibody via both the i.n. and i.p. routes simultane-
ously might show increased overall efficacy. Using the murine Hi Ni infection model 
and a human IgG1 form of neutralizing anti-IAV group 1 bNAb CR6121, we dosed 
infected mice with 2 mg/kg of CR6261* i.p. at 24 h postinfection, which was completely 
ineffective under these conditions (Fig. 5). In contrast, a 0.3 mg/kg i.n. dose was more 
effective, with a 15% maximal average weight loss percentage observed at day 8 
followed by nearly complete weight recovery by day 14. Strikingly, combining the 
moderately effective 0.3 mg/kg i.n. dose with a completely ineffective 1.7 mg i.p. dose 
(total administered dose of 2 mg/kg) was highly effective, resulting in a cohort weight-
loss profile indistinguishable from that of uninfected mice and significantly improved 
relative to the 0.3 mg/kg i.n. dose alone (P = 0.0004). We conclude that systemic 
dosing, which is only effective at relatively high doses when administered alone, can 
confer enhanced beneficial effects when administered at lower doses in the context of 
concurrent treatment via the airway route. 

Airway administration protects mice when delivered prophylactically. The 
prophylactic activity of airway treatment was tested by i.n. administration of either 
1 mg/kg or 0.1 mg/kg (panels A and B, respectively, of Fig. 6) of HA stalk-binding bNAb 
CR6261* to H1N1-infected mice at times ranging from 30 min to 5 days prior to 
infection. Complete protection from infection-induced weight loss and death was 
observed for the 1 mg/kg doses administered at up to 4 days preinfection, with a 
measurable but relatively small maximal average weight loss (<8%) becoming observ-
able when the bNAb was delivered at 5 days preinfection. All animals survived. At the 
10-fold lower dose of 0.1 mg/kg, a clear time dependency of the weight-loss profiles 
was observed over the 30-min to 5-day preinfection dosing time period (Fig. 6B). 

When the 1 mg/kg i.n. doses were delivered at even earlier times (5, 6, and 7 days 
preinfection) to infected mice, administration time-dependent weight loss profiles were 
observed with —25% maximal average weight loss for the 7 day cohort, but all mice 
were protected from death (Fig. 6C). However, in the same experiment, mice receiving 
1 mg/kg doses delivered systemically at 5, 6, and 7 days preinfection experienced 
maximal weight loss and all mice died except for a single mouse dosed at 5 days 
preinfection. 

bNAb airway delivery extends effective treatment window relative to oseita-
mivir. It is of interest to assess how long the effective treatment window is for bNAb 
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FIG 6 Airway administration protects mice when delivered prophylactically. Mouse cohorts (I) = 5) were dosed with bNAb CR6261* 
at various times preinfection followed by a uniform lox tDso HI N1 viral challenge (strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34). In each experiment two 
control groups were included (uninfected and PBS-treated). (A) Single 1 mg/kg in. doses were administered at 5 through 1 days before 
infection (dbi) and at 30 min before infection. (B) Single 0.1 mg/kg i.n. doses were administered at 5 through 1 dbi and at 30 mm  before 
infection. (C) Single 1 mg/kg doses by either the in. or i.p. routes were administered at days 7 through 5 before infection. The panels 
show the percent changes in body weight over 14 days with error bars set at 1 SD (left) and the Kaplan-Meier survival plot (right). 

airway treatments compared to the current standard-of-care anti-influenza therapy, 
oseltamivir (Tamiflu). A survival study was performed in the standard H1N1 infection 
model using a 2x LD50 viral challenge with treatments initiated at various times 
postinfection. As shown in Fig. 7, anti-IAV group I bNAb CF-401 (also known as TRL053 
[37]), when delivered at 1 mg/kg i.n., conferred 100% survival when treatment was 
administered up to 72 h postinfection, and 80% survival observed when treated at 96 h 
postinfection. In contrast, a standard regimen of oseltamivir was completely ineffective 
in conferring survival when initiated at any time after 24 h postinfection. 

To show the effectiveness of bNAb CF-401 against another H1N1 virus in the mouse 
infection model, mice were infected with pandemic H1N1 influenza strain A/California/ 
04/2009 at lox LD,c, and treated with either 1 mg/kg i.n. or 10 mg/kg i.p. CF-401 
(Fig. 7B). Both treatments prevented death, with the 1 mg/kg i.n. regimen showing 
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FIG 7 Survival study to assess effective treatment window. (A) Mouse cohorts (n 5) were infected with 2x LD50 Hi Ni 
virus (strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34) and dosed with either oral oseltamivir or i.n. CF-401 at various times postinfection. Percent 
survival was assessed at day 14 postinfection. Oseltamivir treatments consisted of 10 mg/kg oral administrations given 
twice daily starting at the indicated time postinfection. CF-401 treatments were a single 1 mg/kg i.n, administration at the 
indicated time postinfection. (B) Mice (n 5) were subjected to a 10X LD50 viral challenge with the mouse-adapted 
A/California/04/2009 Hi Ni influenza strain. At 24 h postinfection, bNAb CF-401 was dosed once at either 1 mg/kg in, or 
10 mg/kg i.p. The percent change in body weight over 11 days is shown with error bars set at 1 SD (left) and the 
Kaplan-Meier survival plot (right). 

lower average percentage weight loss compared to that obtained with the 10-fold 
higher i.p. dose (P < 0.0001). 

Airway-administered bNAbs achieve lower viral counts and cytokine levels in 
infected lung tissue than 10-fold higher doses of systemically administered 
bNAbs. We compared the abilities of both systemic- and airway-delivered bNAb 
therapies to reduce the viral loads in the lungs of infected mice by directly measuring 
the amount of plaque-forming units in the lung tissue at various times postinfection. In 
mice infected with 10x LD50 111 N 1 virus and treated at 24 h postinfection, i.n. admin-
istration of 1 mg/kg CF-401 reduced the viral loads at all times tested compared to a 
10-fold higher dose of the same antibody delivered via the systemic route (Fig. 8A). 

In mice infected with 3X LD50 Hi Ni virus and treated at 24 h postinfection, levels 
of four of the six proinflammatory cytokines tested (IL-1a, IL-1p, IL-6, and RANTES) 
measured in infected lungs at 5 days postinfection were significantly suppressed in 
airway-treated mice relative to both those of untreated mice as well as systemically 
treated mice dosed at 10-fold higher levels for three of them. Notably, the levels of both 
IL-1 a and IL-1f3 in systemically treated infected mice were significantly increased above 
levels measured in untreated infected mice. This suggests that systemic administration 
of anti-Influenza bNAbs may result in an increase in symptoms that are associated with 
high proinflammatory cytokine levels. 

Low levels of antibody needed for effective airway treatment allow combina-
tions of bNAbs to achieve broad anti-influenza coverage. Due to the enhanced 
efficacy observed for bNAbs delivered via the airway, relatively low doses are required 
to treat an influenza infection. This finding creates the possibility of forming effective 
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FIG 8 Intranasal delivery reduces inflammatory cytokines and viral titers compared to systemic delivery. 
(A) Mice cohorts (n = 6 for days 3, 4, and 5; n 4 for days 2 and 9, n 3 for days 1 and 7) were infected 
with 10x LD5„ HINI virus (strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34) and CF-401 was administered at 24 h postinfection 
by either the in. (1 mg/kg) or i.p. (10 mg/kg) routes. For each data point, lungs from a single mouse were 
harvested and viral titers were determined by plaque assay. The plot shows the viral lung titers over 
9 days with the mean value indicated for each cohort of mice. The asterisks indicate the P values for 
comparison of the titers for i.n.-treated versus i.p.-treated mouse cohorts at days 2 and 3. (8) Mice cohorts 
(n 10 except n = 7 for the i.p.-treated group) were infected with 3x LD,„ HI NI virus (strain A/Puerto 
Rico/8/34) and dosed with CF-401 by either the i.n. (1 mg/kg) or i.p. (10 mg/kg) routes at 24 h postin-
fection. Lungs were harvested 5 days postinfection and cytokine levels were determined from lung 
homogenates. LOD, limit of detection; ****, P < 0.0001; ***, P < 0.001; **, P < 0.01; *, P < 0.05; ns, not 
significant. 

therapeutic low-dose combinations of antibodies that are each broadly reactive against 
one of the three prevalent types of influenza that infect humans. We have developed 
a set of three neutralizing anti-HA-stalk antibodies with specificities for IAV group 1 
(TRL053 or CF-401) (37), IAV group 2 (TRL579 or CF-402) (37), and IBV (TRL849 or CF-403) 
(38), with the equimolar combination of these three antibodies termed CF-404. 

We tested the ability of the triple bNAb combination CF-404 to treat groups of mice 
that were separately infected with one of four different influenza strains representing 
IAV group 1, IAV group 2, and the IBV-Yamagata, and IBV-Victoria strains. As shown in 
Fig. 9, 3 mg/kg i.n. CF-404 treatment (i.e., 1 mg/kg of each of the three individual 
bNAbs) dosed at 24 hpi was effective in protecting mice from weight loss and death 
caused by infections with 10x L05, inoculums of each of the four viruses. 

Airway delivery via the intranasal and nebulization routes yields comparable 
activities in the mouse influenza infection model. Delivery of antibodies to the 
airway can be achieved in several ways. Nebulization is proving to be a feasible method 
to achieve deposition of biologically active protein therapeutics to the airway in the 
clinical setting (22). In particular, vibrating mesh nebulizers have distinct advantages for 
the airway delivery of protein therapeutics (39, 40). To test whether delivery to the 
airway via nebulization could achieve the same degree of efficacy we observed with i.n. 
delivery, we performed a comparative efficacy study in the murine influenza infection 
model in which mice were infected with 3x L050 H1N1 virus and treated at 24 h 
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FIG 9 Combination of three bNAbs achieves broad anti-influenza coverage. The triple bNAb combination 
CF-404 was tested at 3 mg/kg i.n. at 24 h postinfection against dosing cohorts (n 5) infected with 10x 
LD50 viral challenges of four different influenza strains: H1N1 influenza strain A/Puerto Rico/8/1934; H3N2 
influenza strain ANictoria/361/2011; IBV strain B/Florida/04/2006 (Yamagata lineage); IBV strain 8/Ma-
laysia/2506/2004 (Victoria lineage). For each virus tested, a control group of PBS-treated mice was 
included. Panels show the percent changes in body weight over 14 days with error bars set at I SD (A) 
and the Kaplan-Meier survival plot (8). 

postinfection. A dose response was measured in groups of infected mice that were 
dosed with the triple bNAb combination drug CF-404 either via the in. route or by 
inhalation of nebulized material via a vibrating mesh nebulizer. A systemically admin-
istered cohort (5 mg/kg i.p.) was included along with two control groups (uninfected 
and infected but untreated). 

At the highest i.n. and airway-delivered nebulized doses (1 and 0.82 mg/kg, respec-
tively), the treated mouse weight-loss profiles appeared indistinguishable from those of 
uninfected mice (Fig. 10). The delivered dose of CF-404 (expressed in mg/kg) was 
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FIG 10 CF-404 administered by nebulization is as effective as intranasal delivery. Mice were infected with 
3x LI350 HI N 1 virus (strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34) and treatment group cohorts (n 5) were dosed at 24 h 
postinfection with CF-404 at the indicated single doses delivered by the i.n. route, inhalation via 
nebulization, or by the i.p. route. Also included were included two control groups (no virus and no 
treatment). The graph shows the average percent changes in body weight over 14 days with error bars 
set at 1 SD. All mice survived in all treatment cohorts except for the no treatment cohort (P85), where 
all mice died between day 8 and day 11 postinfection. 
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FIG 11 Polarized lung epithelial cell topology dictates differential treatment outcomes for influenza 
bNAbs administered via different routes. Depiction of lung epithelia with the apical side facing the airway 
(top side of diagram) and the basolateral side facing the systemic circulation (bottom side of diagram). 
In the airway-facing side, bNAbs directly neutralize the virus, while on the systemic side bNAbs recognize 
viral antigens displayed on infected cells and kill the infected cells by recruiting effector cells through Fc 
gamma receptor engagement. 

determined by HA enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) of mouse lung tissues 
that were collected and homogenized immediately after aerosol exposure. Results for 
the groups receiving the lower doses track closely, with comparable weight-loss 
profiles for i.n. and nebulized groups receiving similar lung-deposited doses. Again, 
relatively low doses were required for efficacy for the airway-treated mice (both i.n. and 
nebulization) compared to the systemic-administration control group receiving the 
5 mg/kg dose i.p., which yielded a weight-loss profile comparable to that obtained 
using an approximately 25-fold lower nebulized lung-deposited dose. 

DISCUSSION 
There are a number of innate and adaptive anti-influenza viral defense mechanisms 

active in the mucosal layer of the lung epithelia (41). However, when the defenses fail 
to provide adequate protection, newly replicated influenza virions are almost exclu-
sively shed from the apical (airway-facing) side of infected lung epithelial cells (42) 
(Fig. 11). The asymmetric distribution of virions at the airway side of the lung epithelia, 
both at the beginning of the infection and persisting once the infection progresses, 
provides a rationale for administering anti-influenza HA antibodies to the airway side of 
the lung epithelia. It also provides a reason for why the neutralization attribute is critical 
for maximal efficacy of airway-delivered bNAbs, as neutralization of viral infectivity 
prevents the infection of lung epithelial cells, thereby effectively suppressing the 
initiation, and therefore the extent, of the viral infection. 

Transport of therapeutic proteins across the lung epithelial layer is relatively ineffi-
cient in either direction. Only a small fraction of airway-deposited protein therapeutics 
cross the lung epithelial barrier and enter the bloodstream (43). Similarly, only small 
amounts of systemically administered protein therapeutics cross the lung epithelial 
barrier and enter the airway (29). As a result, the vast majority of systemically admin-
istered antibodies primarily access the infected lung epithelial cells from the basolateral 
side. There they recognize viral antigens displayed on infected lung epithelial cells and 
engage NK and macrophage cells through the effector functions encoded by the 
antibody's Fc region (9, 15), thereby facilitating the killing of virally infected cells. This 
provides an explanation for why effector function is critical for bNAb efficacy when 
administered through systemic routes. It also provides a rationale for the observation 
that neutralization is a relatively unimportant attribute for systemically administered 
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bNAbs, as there are comparatively few viral particles at the basolateral side of the lung 
(42). Because systemically administered bNAb doses are diluted throughout the vas-
cular system of the treated host, relatively high doses must be administered to achieve 
effective bNAb concentrations at the site of action at the lung basolateral surface. This 
provides a rationale for the observed large differential in the dose levels required for 
efficacy between the airway-delivered and systemic-delivered anti-influenza bNAbs. 

Consistent with this idea, we have observed a reproducible difference in the kinetic 
weight-loss profiles of airway-dosed versus systemic-dosed virally infected mice. An 
example of this weight-loss profile differential can be seen in Fig. 1A, comparing the 
low (0.1 mg/kg) dose of the airway-delivered bNAb versus the high (10 mg/kg) dose of 
the systemically administered bNAb. While the AUC analyses of these two curves yield 
similar values, the overall shapes are clearly different. The airway-administered low-
dose profile shows initial weight-loss protection that persists until day 6 postinfection, 
followed by weight loss until the mice ultimately begin recovering at day 11. In 
contrast, the systemically dosed profile shows an initial weight loss indistinguishable 
from that of untreated mice which begins to stabilize at day 4 postinfection and begins 
recovering at day 7. Similar differential weight-loss patterns were observed in other 
experiments where systemic and airway administrations were compared (see Fig. 18, 
Fig. 3, Fig. 4C, and Fig. 10). The two-log viral titer differential observed at day 3 
postinfection (Fig. 8A) demonstrates that infections taking place in systemically treated 
mice during the early times posttreatment were much more intense compared to the 
infections in airway-treated mice. These intense infections, with associated elevated 
cytokine levels, helped drive appetite suppression and the accompanying early weight 
losses seen in both the untreated and systemically treated mice. 

The different weight-loss profiles seen between the two routes of administration 
and the day-3 viral titer differential may be explained by the fact there is a lag in the 
ability of the systemically delivered antibodies to exert their therapeutic effect because 
they primarily work by killing infected cells via effector-function-mediated cytotoxicity 
(9, 15). Because cells must first become infected in order to engage the systemically 
administered bNAb's antiviral mechanism, systemically administered bNAbs exert their 
therapeutic effect relatively late in the overall infection cycle. In contrast, airway-
delivered bNAbs directly neutralize the virus before infection rounds occur, thereby 
limiting the number of cells that become infected. The relative potency enhancement 
of airway-delivered bNAbs can be explained in part by attenuation of the amplification 
of the viral infection by direct neutralization of the virus at an early stage in the viral 
infection cycle, thereby limiting the rounds of cellular infection. Under experimental 
dose-limiting conditions where the weight-loss profile can be observed (e.g., the 
0.1 mg/kg i.n. dose in Fig. 1A), the protection afforded by the low dose of airway-
delivered bNAb is not high enough to completely stop the infection and the virus 
ultimately breaks through over time, resulting in a delayed maximal infection giving 
rise to the observed kinetic weight-loss profile. But at higher doses, airway-delivered 
bNAbs neutralize a sufficient amount of virus present in the airway to protect the host 
from any weight loss due to the viral challenge. 

While the outcomes for mice treated via the airway with the nonneutralizing 
antibody were not nearly as good as those treated with the neutralizing antibody, some 
of the nonneutralizing antibody-treated mice did survive, in contrast to the 0% survival 
rate for the untreated control mice (Fig. 3A and B). This indicates that the neutralizing 
attribute provides a strong component to airway effectiveness, but that other attributes 
may be playing a role as well. 

The IgG format appears to be more effective than the Fab format in treating H3N2 
infection intranasally when tested in the dose-response experiment shown in Fig. 4D. 
This difference is only significant at the lowest doses tested (0.1 mg/kg) (P < 0.0001). It 
is not clear whether this difference is based on the presence of the Fc or the bivalent 
binding (and associated avidity enhancement) of the full IgG format. However, the 
somewhat diminished airway activity of the D265A mutant shown in Fig. 4C may be 
consistent with Fc gamma receptor binding playing a role, because the D265A muta-
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tion abolishes binding to all Fc gamma receptors in mice (44). It may be that the 
nonmutated form of the full-length IgG antibody binds to Fc gamma receptors on cells 
lining the airway tissue, prolonging the antibody airway residency time enough to 
confer apparent enhanced activity relative to the mutant D265A IgG form or the Fab 
forms (which have no Fc region). 

The potency advantage of airway over systemic administration for therapeutic 
anti-influenza antibodies was demonstrated originally with human gamma globulin 
(17), and later using monoclonal anti-HA-stalk antibodies (28, 29) for IAV infections. In 
a different respiratory viral model system, the cotton mouse model of RSV infection 
using IVIG as the therapeutic agent, a similar large efficacy differential was observed 
with airway treatment outperforming systemically administered treatments by 160-fold 
(45). Similar to the influenza viral system (43), RSV viral particles also infect and bud 
from the apical side of the lung epithelial layer during viral infections (46). The 
significant efficacy advantage afforded by airway delivery of therapeutic antibodies 
may hold for any respiratory viral system (such as SARS-CoV-2) where the virus exhibits 
asymmetric replication directed to the apical surface of lung epithelium. 

Inflammatory cytokine levels are elevated in influenza-infected patients, causing 
discomfort, pain, and, in severe cases, life-threatening symptoms (47). As shown in Fig. 
8B, systemic delivery of bNAbs to treat influenza infections caused the proinflammatory 
cytokines IL-la and IL-113 levels to rise even higher than those seen in untreated 
infected animals. Because inflammatory cytokine production can be promoted by 
antibody engagement of Fc gamma receptors in conjunction with other stimulatory 
signals (48), the systemic administration of effector-function-positive HA-specific bNAbs 
to mice undergoing a proinflammatory influenza infection may cause heightened 
proinflammatory cytokine levels. In contrast, the mechanism of action of pulmonary-
delivered bNAbs to treat influenza is independent of effector function and results in 
significantly lower levels of inflammatory cytokines compared to systemic delivery. The 
ability of airway-delivered bNAbs to suppress the levels of inflammatory cytokines is a 
positive aspect of this treatment option. This is an important factor when considering 
that influenza patients who may benefit from this treatment include immunocompro-
mised or elderly individuals whose disease severity closely correlates with cytokine 
levels (49). 

Because the antiviral mechanisms of airway- and systemic-administered bNAbs are 
so different, we tested whether simultaneous coadministration of the same bNAb via 
the two different routes would provide a heightened benefit. The data presented in Fig. 
5 show that systemic doses at levels well below those needed for activity as a single 
systemically administered agent can significantly enhance the activity of a coadminis-
tered airway-delivered low bNAb dose. It appears that systemic bNAb doses that are 
too low to effectively treat ongoing high-level infections by themselves can augment 
therapies that limit the extent of viral infection (such as airway-delivered bNAbs). If the 
viral infection challenge is lowered enough (either by limiting the inoculum or limiting 
the infection level through viral neutralization by airway-localized bNAbs), it appears 
that only relatively low doses of systemically delivered bNAbs are needed to decrease 
the amplification of the viral replication cycle, presumably through the killing of 
infected cells. It is possible that prior exposure to influenza (including vaccination) 
induces sufficient systemic neutralizing antibody to potentiate the airway-localized 
antibody. If not, then it may be beneficial to treat patients with bNAbs simultaneously 
via both the airway and systemic routes. Additionally, airway delivery of bNAbs might 
be productively combined with currently marketed small molecule anti-influenza ther-
apies, such as neuraminidase or polymerase inhibitors (50), which have very different 
mechanisms of action. 

Recent clinical trials testing HA stalk-binding antibody therapies for treating influ-
enza employ systemic administration of a single bNAb (51-54). In in vivo IAV challenge 
trials in humans, efficacy of a systemically administered bNAb requires doses on the 
order of 40 to 50 mg/kg or —3 g for an average-sized 70-kg adult patient (54). As a 
result, this therapeutic approach is limited in practice to a single bNAb, due to the high 
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costs of goods and the administration volume that can be readily delivered. However, 
because bNAbs delivered via the airway can effectively prevent and treat influenza 
infections when delivered at doses on the order of 1 mg/kg in mouse models, it is of 
interest to consider airway administration of a combination of relatively small amounts 
of bNAbs in order to achieve potent protection against all influenza viruses that infect 
humans. We have created a bNAb combination therapeutic termed CF-404, which is 
comprised of three bNAbs that have reactivities against IAV group 1 (CF-401), IAV group 
2 (CF-402), and both lineages (55, 56) of IBVs (CF-403). Each individual bNAb that 
comprise the CF-404 combination was selected based on its ability to neutralize a 
broad range of viruses in their respective viral types with high potency (37, 38). 
Although the dimeric IgA format, which is naturally found in mucosal secretions, could 
be considered, the IgG format was chosen because recombinant dimeric IgA is not 
easily produced at scale (57). When administered to mice at 3 mg/kg (1 mg/kg of each 
constituent bNAb) via the airway, CF-404 is highly effective against high viral challenges 
(10x LD,o) of either IAV group 1, IAV group 2, IBV-Victoria lineage, or IBV-Yamagata 
lineage (Fig. 9). By exploiting the high potency afforded by airway administration, it is 
possible to create a single therapeutic agent that provides broad coverage against all 
classes of circulating influenza viruses that infect humans at a feasibly administrable 
dose. 

For successful administration of nebulized protein biologics to the airway, it is 
important to establish optimal formulation and nebulization conditions that stabilize 
the protein during the nebulization process so that the integrity of the protein 
deposited in the lung is maintained (39, 58, 59). We have developed suitable nebuli-
zation conditions for the triple bNAb therapeutic combination CF-404 and have used 
nebulized CF-404 to successfully treat Hi Ni infections in the mouse influenza infection 
model (Fig. 10). The efficacies of intranasally administered and nebulized inhaled 
treatments were found to be comparable at equal lung-deposited doses. While the 
majority of the studies presented here were performed using i.n. administration, similar 
results are likely to be achievable with nebulized bNAbs dosed at comparable levels, 
since the lung concentration of the MAb is similar from both routes of administration. 
In one published study, even though an aerosol-delivered bNAb was therapeutically 
effective, it was found to penetrate less deeply into the mouse airway system than 
those delivered intranasally (29). However, the specific details of how the aerosol is 
generated (e.g., droplet size) greatly affect the extent to which aerosols are deposited 
into the lung tissue compartments (60), so it is difficult to directly compare our results 
with those of that study due to uncontrolled differences in specific experimental 
details. 

While single bNAbs that neutralize most IAV isolates covering both groups 1 and 2 
have been developed and are being tested clinically (51, 52, 54), none of these bNAbs 
can neutralize IBV strains. Although IBV has not caused pandemics to date, in some 
years IBV can be the predominant circulating influenza strain in certain geographic 
regions (61-63) and IBV infections can be as severe as or even more severe than 
infections due to IAV (64), especially in pediatric populations. For example, in the 2010 
to 2011 season, IBV caused 25% of the influenza cases, while it was the cause of 38% 
of the pediatric deaths (65). Additionally, the well-established anti-influenza neuramin-
idase inhibitor oseltamivir is less effective in treating IBV infections than IAV infections 
(66), although this issue is addressed with a class of recently introduced viral polymer-
ase inhibitors (50). Therefore, because the airway delivery route is highly effective and 
enables the combination approach, we include the anti-IBV bNAb CF-403 (also known 
as TRL-849 DO in the antibody combination CF-404 to address prevalent and some-
times deadly IBV infections. IBV coverage is also a feature of a recently reported 
multispecific anti-influenza biologic (joined camelid domains) that provides broad 
coverage across multiple influenza viral types in preclinical studies (67). 

By exploiting the high efficacy of airway delivery, which allows for low doses, we 
have developed the novel triple antibody combination therapeutic, termed CF-404, 
that is designed to prevent and treat infections caused by IAV (both groups 1 and 2) 
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and IBV (both Victoria and Yamagata lineages). Compared to the relatively narrow strain 
coverage of a single bNAb delivered using conventional systemic delivery, which 
requires a high dose, it is projected that exceptionally broad and potent coverage 
against strains that cause most influenza infections in humans can be achieved using 
the inhaled bNAb combination therapeutic candidate CF-404. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Antibodies. All the MAbs used in this study were produced as recombinant MAbs and purified from 

HEK293 cell culture supernatants by standard methods. The protein sequences for CR6261* and CR8020* 
match those of the CR6261 and CR8020 MAbs published by Crucell (PBD files 3GBN and 3SDY, 
respectively). The protein sequences for 5A7* match those of the 5A7 MAb published by Yasugi et al (32). 
The three antibodies making up the CF-404 antibody cocktail, i.e„ antibodies CF-401 (TRL053 (37)), 
CF-402 (TRL579 [371), and CF-403 (TRL849 (38)), were generated using the Trellis CellSpot technology. 
Antibody 6P15 is a phage-display-derived antibody that specifically binds H3N2 influenza strains 
(A/Aichi/2/1968, A/Hong Kong/1/1968, ANictoria/3/1975, A/Beijing/47/1992, A/Johannesburg/33/1994, 
A/Sydney/5/1997, A/Panama/2007/1999, A/Wyoming/3/2003, A/Wisconsin/67/2005, A/Perth/16/2009, 
and A/Brisbane/10/2007) but does not neutralize the four H3N2 strains tested (A/Hong Kong/1/1968, 
A/Sydney/5/1997, A/Wisconsin/67/2005, and ANictoria/361/2011). Antibody 6P15 does not bind the 
tested 111N1 strains (A/Puerto Rico/8/1934, A/Brisbane/59/2007, and A/California/04/2009), H7N7 strains 
(A/England/268/1996 and A/Netherlands/219/2003), or IBV strain (B/Florida/4/2006). 

Virus neutralization assay. Antibodies and viruses (100x 50% tissue culture infective dose [TCID50)/ 
well) were preincubated for 1 h at room temperature prior to inoculation of 96-well plates of confluent 
MOCK cells. The plates were incubated for 1 h at 37°C under 5% CO2 to allow for adsorption. Plates were 
washed twice with PBS and overlaid with 1 x minimal essential medium (MESA) containing L-1-
tosylamido-2-phenylethyl chloromethyl ketone (TPCK)-trypsin. After approximately 20 to 24 h, the cells 
were fixed with 80% acetone and then blocked with 5% nonfat milk, followed by 3% hydrogen peroxide. 
The cells were incubated with a 1:1,500 dilution of biotin-conjugated mouse anti-NP (Millipore), followed 
by a 1:5,000 dilution of secondary horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated streptavidin (Millipore). 
Peroxidase substrate (Sigmafast OPD, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the wells, reactions were stopped 
with 3 M FICI, and the absorbance at 492 nm was read on a plate reader. 

Hemagglutination inhibition assay. The hemagglutination inhibition (HI) assay was performed as 
described previously (68). 

Viruses. The following viruses were acquired from BEI resources: A/Califomia/07/2009 (BEI NR-13663) 
and ANictoria/361/2011 (BEI NR-44022). We thank Peter Palese for A/Puerto Rico/8/1934, A/Hong 
Kong/1/1968, A/Hong Kong/1/1968 (2:6) (X31), B/Malaysia/2506/2004 (Vic), B/Florida/04/2006 (Yam), 
BNictoria/2/1987, and B/Yamagata/16/1988. Viruses were propagated in specific pathogen-free 10-day-
old embryonated chicken eggs from Charles River, mouse adapted (except for PR8), and the mouse LD50
was determined according to reference 69. In line with reports (70), mouse LDs„, in PFU were as follows: 
1.2 x 10' for A/Puerto Rico/8/34, 2.5 x 102 for A/California/07/2009, 6.6 x 102 for ANictoria/361/2011, 
4.2 x 10 for X-31 (A/Hong Kong/68 [2:6j), 1.5 x 103 for B/Florida/04/2006, and 4.2 x 103 for B/iVialaysia/ 
2506/2004. 

Mouse influenza infection model. Female BALB/c mice were ordered from the Jackson Laboratory 
and were 6 to 8 weeks old at the time of the experiments. Mice (n = 5 per group) were anesthetized with 
a ketamine/xylazine mixture and subsequently infected intranasally using 50 Al of PBS containing various 
amounts of the 50% lethal dose (LD,o) of various influenza viruses. The anesthetized mice were treated 
at various times postinfection with various amounts of bNAbs in PBS delivered either as a 0.1-ml bolus 
by i.p. injection or as a 0.05 ml Li). instillation. The mice were monitored over 14 days for morbidity, 
weight loss, and date of death. The typical indications of pain and distress with influenza infection in 
mice are ruffled hair (piloerection), loss of appetite, weight loss, and hind limb paralysis. Since one 
indication is not sufficient to determine a lethal outcome of infection, we utilized a scoring system to 
justify early removal. Details of the scoring system that were utilized can be found in reference 71. All 
animal procedures performed in this study are in accordance with Institutional Animal Care and Use 
Committee (IACUC) guidelines and have been approved by the IACUC of ContraFect Corporation. 

Lung viral titer assay. Infected mice were euthanized and the whole lungs were removed, 
resuspended in 2 ml of 1x PBS containing protease inhibitors (Complete Ultra tablets, Roche), and 
homogenized using a Precellys 24 homogenizer (Bertin Technologies). Samples were centrifuged to 
remove tissue debris and supernatants were transferred to a new tube. Viral titers were determined by 
plaque assay in MDCK cells followed by immunostaining. For the plaque assays, MOCK cells were seeded 
on 6-well plates 12 to 18 h prior to the assay. The virus suspensions were serially diluted in 1 x PBS and 
1 ml of the virus dilution was used to infect each well of MOCK cells for 1 h at 37.c. After the incubation, 
the virus was removed, the cells washed twice with 1 x PBS and 3 ml of Avicell mix (1.2% Avicell in 1 x 
MEM with bovine serum albumin [BSA) and trypsin) was added to each well. Plates were incubated at 
37°C for 48 h (influenza A viruses) or at 34*C for 72 h (influenza B virus). After incubation, cells were fixed 
with 3 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). For the immunostaining, the cells were blocked for 20 mm  with 
5% milk in 1 x PBS and the primary (test antibodies) and secondary antibody (anti-human IgG-HRP) were 
added sequentially. After the final wash, 500 µI of TrueBlue was added to visualize and count the 
plaques. 

Inhalation delivery. Mice were placed into individual nose-only restraint tubes and connected to a 
radial nose-only inhalation exposure chamber (In-lox Products, Modality, NM, USA) for aerosol exposure. 
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CF-404 was aerosolized with a vibrating mesh nebulizer (AeroNeb-Solo, Aerogen Ltd., Deerfield, IL, USA). 
The aerosols were transitioned into a rodent nose-only inhalation exposure chamber. Mice were exposed 
to aerosolized CF-404 for either 5, 10, 20, or 40 min. Targeted lung-deposited doses were controlled by 
adjusting CF-404 concentration prior to nebulization, with CF-404 aerosol concentration measured by 
sampling directly from the breathing zone of the rodent exposure system, and aerosol flow rate. 
Exposure duration for each dose level was determined by using the predicted targeted lung-deposited 
dose per mg of body weight. CF-404 aerosol concentrations were determined by HA ELISA. Particle size 
was determined by using a cascade impactor (In-Tox Products, Moriarity, NM, USA). The impactor 
substrates were immediately analyzed via differential weight to determine the total particle size 
distribution and calculated using SigmaPlot software (Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). Using this 
system, aerosols were produced with a 2.17 mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) and a 2.24 
geometric standard deviation (GSD). The delivered dose of CF-404 as expressed in mg/kg was deter-
mined by HA ELISA of mouse lung tissues that were collected and homogenized immediately after 
aerosol exposure. 

Statistical analysis. All statistical analyses and plot generations were made using Prism 8 software 
(GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Area under the curve (AUC) analysis was used to assess the 
statistical relationships between the percent weight loss profiles resulting from the different treatments. 
The statistical relationship between two curves was assessed by calculating the mean AUC value, the 
standard error, and the number of degrees of freedom for each pair and performing the unpaired t test 
with Welch's correction. The log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test was used to assess the significance of Kaplan-
Meier survival curve comparisons. Unpaired t test analyses were used to assess the statistical relation-
ships between the cytokine levels (Fig. 88). 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Diane 
Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; 
Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanioneanioz@berkeley.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 10/30/2020 11:34:40 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
NAS-CAS dialogue summary 300ct20.docx 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeting with a lot of positive comments. Ben, I hope you 
were able to capture the names of all the Chinese participants. 

I like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appear around the inauguration of the next administration. If folks 
agree, we should start outlining content now and perhaps discuss with Science editors. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 
Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

Agenda for the call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions so far 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, durability of 
immunity, the evaluation and use of different types of tests, studies of COVID-19 survivors) 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topic areas 
5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late 2021 
6) other issues, date for the next session 

Maybe Diane could moderate from our side? Jim could you do your usual recap at the end? Talk to you all tomorrow morning. 

Zors Ii. 1 sh- I -1 "e rs^ ye— cal is 

s. Password: 520328 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei 
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yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immunization Program of China CDC, a 

position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team lead for the Expanded 

Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country Office. For the 17 previous years, 

Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Immunization Services 

Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. immunization program - initially as Associate Director for 

Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as Director. His long-time research interest has been on improving children's 

access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine and trained in pediatrics 

at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Horne Award in 1999, the Association 

of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 2005, the Southern 

Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 2012 Samuel J. Heyman 

Service to America Medal, and received the Quancheng Friendship Award from the government of Jinan, 

China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is special senior advisor to the Chinese Preventive 

Medicine Association's First Vaccination and Immunization Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call—Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now employed by the China CDC 
and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002279 



RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COVID-19 survivors—"Long Haulers". This is a growing problem and 
likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we do, but it could lead to an interesting dialogue that 
could engage a number of different clinical specialties—cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steer clear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bring it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza trans mission during the 
winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of the next year's vaccine? 
(see slides set attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut mabys for treatment of influenza that looks quite 
promising (attached). Similar products are in development for COVID-19. 

There is merit in continuing to engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we might reach out to Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to wait until after the 
elections, but I would place this as a high priority aspirational goal. Doesn't really matter what the topic is, although COVID-19 is an 
obvious choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming that involves their NHP colony would be especially promising, but Kunming 
may be too far removed from George Gao's area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include anything 
else? Please let me know so I can send a revised version (portion in brackets [] would NOT go to CAS) and Zoom reminder to CAS 
tonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions [curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last meeting]-.111111 

-topic focus for the planned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, durability of 
immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up origin or "natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <FIHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after COVID. We 
would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These virtual visits have gone 
very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues (obvious for right now) as we go back to 
face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies down? 
We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is that where we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the 
future. . .and there's flu. There are a lot of activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the 
enterprise. China is also talking more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that 
which might provide some common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, 
prophylaxis and PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for example, we are 
attempting to position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, biosafety and biosecurity have been 
the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to include this? If we are only going to do virtual 
conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@lhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.corn>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTIMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will also send this 
out as a calendar invitation. 

p.

Password: 520328 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@LITMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting over Zoom 
on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think we need to 
expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time works and send 
out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Summary of NAS-CAS discussions, 30 Oct 2020. 

1. The group stressed the overarching importance of maintaining a positive relationship 
between the USA and China. 

2. The ongoing dialogue facilitated for many years between the CAS and NAS was 
recognized as being an essential element of sustaining that positive relationship. 

3. The group agreed to meet next in early December, 2020 to further discuss evolving 
progress in COVID-19 vaccine development, immunity and other relevant topics 
including African Swine Fever virus, influenza and other infectious diseases of global 
health importance. 

4. The group agreed to continue meeting virtually at roughly 6-8 week intervals going 
forward, with the goal of hosting face-to-face meetings in the future when possible. 

5. George Gao suggested that we create a Task Force composed of this core group of 
members from CAS and NAS and that we jointly craft a declaration or joint statement for 
possible publication in a major, widely read scientific journal. The suggestion was made 
to consider Science Policy Forum as a possible target. 

6. A suggestion was made to identify joint scientific projects that addressed relevant, 
common problems that could be jointly implemented in collaboration between scientists 
working in labs in each country. Funding could be provided by each country separately 
to fund their side of the work, and the resulting findings would be published with shared 
authorship of all involved. 

7. A further suggestion was made to consider establishing a virtual scientific workshop that 
could share recent findings and potentially reach a wide audience in both countries. 
Such a workshop could become an ongoing event at set time intervals. 

8. Next steps include: 
a. Set date and identify topics for discussion in our next dialogue in early December 
b. Explore options for a joint publication and begin to outline the piece. Given the 

elections in the USA, timing of the publication could make it very impactful. 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy 
Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Fran 
Sharples[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 10/30/2020 12:21:44 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
CBSG CISAC Draft Manuscript 14 Feb 14.doex 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 
I thought the meeting went very well. Your idea about a Policy Forum piece reminded me of what we were planning to do 
with our original group of Chinese colleagues (CBSG circa 2007-2012) which sort of ground to a halt after a few years. 
[Fortunately, we linked up with George via Mifang, added relevant science and what you see today is the result of focusing 
on the science rather than a more 'security heavy' approach we were on. 

We had originally sought and reached agreement on writing some kind of policy piece. . .but at the last minute our Chinese 
colleagues said they couldn't be involved. We're in a much different place today and focused on a different and much more 
mutually-comfortable topic. 

I attach a primitive draft of a joint paper we were working on in 2014, just FWIW. It does sound pretty simple today. . .. but 
maybe some of the 'spirit' in the last couple of paragraphs may trigger some thoughts as we go forward. 
Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 12:34 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeting with a lot of positive comments. Ben, 
I hope you were able to capture the names of all the Chinese participants. 

I like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appear around the inauguration of the next 
administration. If folks agree, we should start outlining content now and perhaps discuss with Science editors. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Nancy Connell 
<NancvConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshiPtJTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

Agenda for the call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions so far 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, 
durability of immunity, the evaluation and use of different types of tests, studies of COVID-19 survivors 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topic areas 
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5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late 2021 
6) other issues, date for the next session 

Maybe Diane could moderate from our side? Jim could you do your usual recap at the end? Talk to you all tomorrow 
morning. 

Zoom link should be on your calendars but he 

552.136 
Passwor 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

552.136 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immunization Program of 

China CDC, a position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team 

lead for the Expanded Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country 

Office. For the 17 previous years, Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention's Immunization Services Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. 

immunization program - initially as Associate Director for Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as 

Director. His long-time research interest has been on improving children's access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine and trained in 

pediatrics at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and 

Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Horne Award in 1999, the 

Association of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 

2005, the Southern Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 
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2012 Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal, and received the Quancheng Friendship 

Award from the government of Jinan, China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is 

special senior advisor to the Chinese Preventive Medicine Association's First Vaccination and 

Immunization Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call—Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now employed by the 
China CDC and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COV1D-19 survivors—"Long Haulers". This is a growing 
problem and likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we do, but it could lead to an 
interesting dialogue that could engage a number of different clinical specialties—cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steer clear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bring it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza trans mission 
during the winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of 
the next year's vaccine? (see slides set attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut mabys for 
treatment of influenza that looks quite promising (attached). Similar products are in development for COV1D-19. 

There is merit in continuing to engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we might reach out 
to Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to wait until 
after the elections, but I would place this as a high priority aspirational goal. Doesn't really matter what the topic is, 
although COV1D-19 is an obvious choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming that involves their NHP colony would 
be especially promising, but Kunming may be too far removed from George Gao's area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include 
anything else? Please let me know so I can send a revised version (portion in brackets would NOT go to CAS) and 
Zoom reminder to CAS tonight. 
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-introduction 
-brief rec II/ of '" 2020 virtual sessions curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last 
meeting; 
-topic focus Jr .:. :_..ned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines 
efficacy, durability of immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up origin or 
"natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <Ewleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<cleriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peegy@libfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after 
COVID. We would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These 
virtual visits have gone very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues 
(obvious for right now) as we go back to face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with 
Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies down? We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is 
that where we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the future. . .and there's flu. There are 
a lot of activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also talking 
more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that which might provide 
some common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis and 
PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for 
example, we are attempting to position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, 
biosafety and biosecurity have been the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to 
include this? If we are only going to do virtual conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't 
need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <deriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peeey@hbfam.net; 
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTIV1B.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's ennail system. Do not dick links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will 
also send this out as a calendar invitation. 

552.136 
Password 552.136 h. _ 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <clgriffi6@lhmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@grnail.com>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions 
last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting 
over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think 
we need to expand). 
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Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time 
works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<NAS-CAS dialogue summary 300ct20.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Fran Sharples[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanloz[jeanloz©berkeley.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Fri 10/30/2020 2:05:51 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Jim/Dave - Actually, it wasn't the Chinese who backed out on the previous statement plan, but us. We discussed 
extensively and received strong knowledgable advice about likely negative repercussions that could threaten the entire 
dialogue. We will need to consider carefully. 

Perhaps Micah, Ben or Raymond would like to comment. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 1:21 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Fran Sharples 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

_NW 

Thanks Jim, 
I thought the meeting went very well. Your idea about a Policy Forum piece reminded me of what we were planning to do 
with our original group of Chinese colleagues (CBSG circa 2007-2012) which sort of ground to a halt after a few years. 
[Fortunately, we linked up with George via Mifang, added relevant science and what you see today is the result of focusing 
on the science rather than a more 'security heavy' approach we were on. 

We had originally sought and reached agreement on writing some kind of policy piece. . .but at the last minute our Chinese 
colleagues said they couldn't be involved. We're in a much different place today and focused on a different and much more 
mutually-comfortable topic. 

I attach a primitive draft of a joint paper we were working on in 2014, just FWIW. It does sound pretty simple today. . .. but 
maybe some of the 'spirit' in the last couple of paragraphs may trigger some thoughts as we go forward. 
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Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 12:34 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeting with a lot of positive comments. Ben, 
I hope you were able to capture the names of all the Chinese participants. 

I like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appear around the inauguration of the next 
administration. If folks agree, we should start outlining content now and perhaps discuss with Science editors. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

Agenda for the call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions so far 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, 
durability of immunity, the evaluation and use of different types of tests, studies of COVID-19 survivors) 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topic areas 
5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late 2021 
6) other issues, date for the next session 

Maybe Diane could moderate from our side? Jim could you do your usual recap at the end? Talk to you all tomorrow 
morning. 

Zoom link should be on your calendars but here it is again: 

552.136 1 i
552.136, ,. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
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<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

<im,ege001.jpg> 

Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immunization Program of 

China CDC, a position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team 

lead for the Expanded Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country 

Office. For the 17 previous years, Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention's Immunization Services Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. 

immunization program - initially as Associate Director for Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as 

Director. His long-time research interest has been on improving children's access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine and trained in 

pediatrics at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and 

Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Horne Award in 1999, the 

Association of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 

2005, the Southern Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 

2012 Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal, and received the Quancheng Friendship 

Award from the government of Jinan, China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is 

special senior advisor to the Chinese Preventive Medicine Association's First Vaccination and 

Immunization Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call—Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now employed by the 
China CDC and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COVID-19 survivors—"Long Haulers". This is a growing 
problem and likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we do, but it could lead to an 
interesting dialogue that could engage a number of different clinical specialties—cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steer clear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bring it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza trans mission 
during the winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of 
the next year's vaccine? (see slides set attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut mabys for 
treatment of influenza that looks quite promising (attached). Similar products are in development for COVID-19. 
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There is merit in continuing to engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we might reach out 
to Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to wait until 
after the elections, but I would place this as a high priority aspirational goal. Doesn't really matter what the topic is, 
although COVID-19 is an obvious choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming that involves their NHP colony would 
be especially promising, but Kunming may be too far removed from George Gao's area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include 
anything else? Please let me know so I can send a revised version (portion in brackets [1 would NOT go to CAS) and 
Zoom reminder to CAS tonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions [curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last 
meeting]-
-topic focus for the planned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines 
efficacy, durability of immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up origin or 
"natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
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<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley,edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after 
COVID. We would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These 
virtual visits have gone very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues 
(obvious for right now) as we go back to face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with 
Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies down? We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is 
that where we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the future. . .and there's flu. There are 
a lot of activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also talking 
more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that which might provide 
some common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis and 
PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduo@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for 
example, we are attempting to position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, 
biosafety and biosecurity have been the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to 
include this? If we are only going to do virtual conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't 
need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peeey@hbfam.net; 
Dave Franz (dayidrfranzPgmail.corn) <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will 
also send this out as a calendar invitation. 

552.136 
L. Password: : 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
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Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@grnail.com>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions 
last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting 
over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think 
we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time 
works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<NAS-CAS dialogue summary 300ct20.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLEDUC] 

Sent: 10/30/2020 7:51:19 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.eduj; 'Diane Griffin' [dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; Dave Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
CC: Nancy Connell [Na ncyConnel I @j hu.edu1; Peggy Hamburg [peggy@hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU1; 

Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran [FSha rples@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole 
[NCervenka@nas.eduj; Hare, Hope [HHare@nas.edu); Raymond Jeanloz [jeanloz@berkeley.eduj 

Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Diane that we will need to consider very carefully. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 2:17 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin'<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outsi deaf UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Just weighing in to clarify, what Dave sends was written well before our recent successful dialogue pivot to partnerwith 
CAS and CCDC that lead to dialogue meetings in Beijing, Wuhan, Galveston and Harbin and our virtual sessions thisyear. 

And yes Diane, George (and Victor Dzau) did propose a publicjoint statement of some kind earlier this year but we 
thought that was not wise to do at that time forthe reasons you note. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 3:06 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connel I <NancyConnell @jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong<peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morni ng of October 30th? 

Jim/Dave - Actually, it wasn't the Chinese who backed out on the previous statement plan, but us. We 
discussed extensively and received strong knowledgable advice about likely negative repercussions that could 
threaten the entire dialogue. We will need to consider carefully. 

Perhaps Micah, Ben or Raymond would like to comment. 
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Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gnnail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 1:21 PM 
To: Jannes W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek<BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@lhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhnni.edu>;
Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfann.net>; Shi, Pei yong<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <nnlowenth@nas.edu>; Fran 
Sharpies <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin smal l bio dialogue planning meeting nnorning of October 30th? 

xternal Email - Use Caution 

Thanks Jim, 

I thought the meeting went very welt Your idea about a Policy Forum piece reminded me of what we were 
planning to do with our original group of Chinese colleagues (CBSG circa 2007-2012) which sort of ground to a 
halt after a few years. [Fortunately, we linked up with George via Mithng, added relevant science and what you 
see today is the result of focusing on the science rather than a more 'security heavy' approach we were on 

We had originally sought and reached agreement on writing some kind of policy piece...but at the last minute 
our Chinese colleagues said they couldn't be involved. We're in a much different place today and focused on a 
different and much more mutually-comfortable topic. 

I attach a primitive draft of a joint paper we were working on in 2014, just FWIW. It does sound pretty simple 
today.... but maybe some of the 'spirit' in the last couple of paragraphs may trigger some thoughts as we go 
forward. 
Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 12:34 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleducUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeti ng with a lot of positive comments. Ben, I 
hope you were able to capture the names of al l the Chinese participants. 

I like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appear around the inauguration of the next 
administration. If folks agree, we should start outlining content now and perhaps discuss with Science editors. 

Thanks Jim 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

ThanksJim! 

Agenda forthe call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions so far 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, 
durability of immunity, the evaluation and use of different types of tests, studies of COVID-19 survivors) 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topicareas 
5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late 2021 
6) other issues, date for the next session 

Maybe Diane could moderate from our side? Ji m could you do your usual recap at the end? Tal k to you all tomorrow 
morning. 

Zoom link should be on your calendars but hg_rgithaujru._ 

552.136 https://nasem.zoom.iis/j/91768119712?pwd-4
L. Password i 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6g hmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>;
Shi, Pei yong<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>;
Cervenka, Nicole<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

<image001.jpg> 
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Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr, Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immunization Program of 

China CDC, a position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team lead 

for the Expanded Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country Office, 

For the 17 previous years, Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention's Immunization Services Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. immunization 

program - initially as Associate Director for Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as Director. His long-time 

research interest has been on improving children's access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine and trained in 

pediatrics at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and 

Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Home Award in 1999, the 

Association of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 

2005, the Southern Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 

2012 Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal, and received the Ouancheng Friendship Award 

from the government of Jinan, China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015 He is special 

senior advisor to the Chinese Preventive Medicine Association's First Vaccination and Immunization 

Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call—Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now employed by the 
China CDC and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COVID-19survivors—"Long Haulers". This is a growing 
problem and likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we do, but it could lead to an 
i nteresti ng dialogue that could engage a number of different clinical specialties —cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steerclear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bri ng it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza trans mission during 
the winterseason just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of the next 
year's vaccine? (see slides set attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut rnabys fortreatment 
of influenza that looks quite promising (attached). Similar products are in development for COVID-19. 

There is merit in continuingto engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we might reach out to 
Kunming. 
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lt would be nice to explore real joi ntly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to wait until after 
the elections, but I would place this as a high priority aspi rational goal. Doesn't really matterwhatthe topic is, although 
COVID-19 is an obvious choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming that involves their N HP colony would be 
especially promising, but Kunming may be too far removed from George Gaols area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>;
Shi, Pei yong<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>;
Cervenka, Nicole<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include 
anything else? Please let me know sol can send a revised version (portion in brackets [1 would NOTgo to CAS) and Zoom 
reminder to CAStonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions [curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last 
meetingl-see note above 
-topic focus for the planned next session in late November/December (possi ble topics: vaccines 
efficacy, durability of immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests (bring up origin or 
"natural history" of Covid-19?1) 
-general scope of the dialogue goingforward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connel I <NancyConnell @ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6A hmi.edu>; 
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Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morni ng of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after 
COVID. We would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These 
virtual visits have gone very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues 
(obvious for right now) as we go back to face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with Kunming 
and Harbin...or others? After COVID dies down? We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is that where 
we continue to engage? ASF could well cone to the US in the future...and there's flu. There are a lot of 
activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also talking more 
about this in the context of `biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that which might provide some 
common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis and 
PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 151 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleducUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for example, we are 
attemptingto position ourselves forfuture funding opportunities. la the past, biosafety and biosecurity have been the 
topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to i nclude this? If we are only goi ng to do virtual 
conferences forthe foreseeable future, maybe we don't need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell'<NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi 6@j hmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanioz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email origi nated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will also send this 
out as a calendar invitation. 

https:llnaserm,....  usiv91768119712?pwd=1 552.136 
Password :I 552.136

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Nancy Connel l <NancyConnel l@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@j hnni.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.conn) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong(peshi@UTMB.EDU)<peshi@utmliedu>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas,edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin smal l bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekAnas.edu> wrote: 

Ex ernal Emai Us Caution 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions duringthe China bio dialoguesessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting overZoonn on October 30 at 
9:00 AM ET/ 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meetingwould be a snnal lergroup of participates fronn the Chinese side and nnay include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhinning Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xi nwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteurof Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a snnallergroup on the U.S. side (justthe folks on this ennail unless you think we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I wil l let CAS know the time works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<NAS-CAS dialogue summary 300ct20.docx> 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 
Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, 
Hope[HHare©nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanioz[jeanioz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Mon 11/2/2020 3:53:27 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Do you think that we need to do a little more brainstorming ourselves about the path forward - opportunities and hazards? 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 3:51 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

External Email - Use Caution 

Agree with Diane that we will need to consider very carefully. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 2:17 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Just weighing in to clarify, what Dave sends was written well before our recent successful dialogue pivot to partner with CAS and 
CCDC that lead to dialogue meetings in Beijing, Wuhan, Galveston and Harbin and our virtual sessions this year. 

And yes Diane, George (and Victor Dzau) did propose a public joint statement of some kind earlier this year but we thought that 
was not wise to do at that time for the reasons you note. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 3:06 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Jim/Dave - Actually, it wasn't the Chinese who backed out on the previous statement plan, but us. We discussed 
extensively and received strong knowledgable advice about likely negative repercussions that could threaten the entire 
dialogue. We will need to consider carefully. 

Perhaps Micah, Ben or Raymond would like to comment. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 1:21 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Fran Sharpies 
<FSharpiesPnas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <F1Hare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

External Email - Use Caution 

Thanks Jim, 

I thought the meeting went very well. Your idea about a Policy Forum piece reminded me of what we were planning to do 
with our original group of Chinese colleagues (CBSG circa 2007-2012) which sort of ground to a halt after a few years. 
[Fortunately, we linked up with George via Mifang, added relevant science and what you see today is the result of focusing 
on the science rather than a more 'security heavy' approach we were on. 

We had originally sought and reached agreement on writing some kind of policy piece. . .but at the last minute our Chinese 
colleagues said they couldn't be involved. We're in a much different place today and focused on a different and much 
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more mutually-comfortable topic. 

Kind regards, 

I attach a primitive draft of a joint paper we were working on in 2014, just FWIW. It does sound pretty simple today.... 
but maybe some of the 'spirit' in the last couple of paragraphs may trigger some thoughts as we go forward. 
Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 12:34 PM, LeDuc, James W. <j_wleducaUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeting with a lot of positive comments. Ben, 
I hope you were able to capture the names of all the Chinese participants. 

I like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appear around the inauguration of the next 
administration. If folks agree, we should start outlining content now and perhaps discuss with Science editors. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

Agenda for the call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions so far 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, 
durability of immunity, the evaluation and use of different types of tests, studies of COVID-19 survivors) 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topic areas 
5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late 2021 
6) other issues, date for the next session 

Maybe Diane could moderate from our side? Jim could you do your usual recap at the end? Talk to you all tomorrow 
morning. 

Zoom link should be on your calendars but hefe it is giain: 

552.136 
662.136 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
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Cc: Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<ieanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

<image001.jpg> 

Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immunization Program of 
China CDC, a position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team 

lead for the Expanded Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country 

Office. For the 17 previous years, Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention's Immunization Services Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. 

immunization program - initially as Associate Director for Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as 

Director. His long-time research interest has been on improving children's access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine and trained in 

pediatrics at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and 

Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Horne Award in 1999, the 

Association of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 

2005, the Southern Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 

2012 Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal, and received the Quancheng Friendship 

Award from the government of Jinan, China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is 

special senior advisor to the Chinese Preventive Medicine Association's First Vaccination and 

Immunization Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call—Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now employed by the 
China CDC and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COVID-19 survivors—"Long Haulers". This is a growing 
problem and likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we do, but it could lead to an 
interesting dialogue that could engage a number of different clinical specialties—cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steer clear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bring it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza trans mission 
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during the winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of 
the next year's vaccine? (see slides set attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut mabys for 
treatment of influenza that looks quite promising (attached). Similar products are in development for COVID-19. 

There is merit in continuing to engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we might reach out 
to Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to wait until 
after the elections, but I would place this as a high priority aspirational goal. Doesn't really matter what the topic is, 
although COVID-19 is an obvious choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming that involves their NHP colony would 
be especially promising, but Kunming may be too far removed from George Gao's area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<ieanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include 
anything else? Please let me know so I can send a revised version (portion in brackets [] would NOT go to CAS) and 
Zoom reminder to CAS tonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions [curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last 
meeting]-
-topic focus for the planned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines 
efficacy, durability of immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up origin or 
"natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
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Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <13Rusek nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <leanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after 
COVID. We would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These 
virtual visits have gone very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues 
(obvious for right now) as we go back to face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with 
Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies down? We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is 
that where we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the future. . .and there's flu. There are 
a lot of activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also talking 
more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that which might provide 
some common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis and 
PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for 
example, we are attempting to position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, 
biosafety and biosecurity have been the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to 
include this? If we are only going to do virtual conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't 
need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; 
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTM13.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will 
also send this out as a calendar invitation. 

552.136 
k. Password i 552 136 i • i L. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@thu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
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Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@grnail.com>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

External Email - Use Caution 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions 
last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting 
over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think 
we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time 
works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<NAS-CAS dialogue summary 300ct20.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'Diane GriffinIdgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 
Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, 
Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanioneanioz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 11/17/2020 10:09:32 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

David ReIman's PNAS article (To stop the next pandemic, we need to unravel the origins of COVID-19) is here: 
https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2020/11/03/2021133117 

Note: "Recent, productive scientific collaborations between the United States and China, for example, provide hope that such a 
process can be achieved." 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 4:53 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Do you think that we need to do a little more brainstorming ourselves about the path forward - opportunities and 

hazards? 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 3:51 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggyPhbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Diane that we will need to consider very carefully. 
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Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 2:17 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggyPhbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Just weighing in to clarify, what Dave sends was written well before our recent successful dialogue pivot to partner with CAS and 
CCDC that lead to dialogue meetings in Beijing, Wuhan, Galveston and Harbin and our virtual sessions this year. 

And yes Diane, George (and Victor Dzau) did propose a public joint statement of some kind earlier this year but we thought that 
was not wise to do at that time for the reasons you note. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 3:06 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz_@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Jim/Dave - Actually, it wasn't the Chinese who backed out on the previous statement plan, but us. We discussed 

extensively and received strong knowledgable advice about likely negative repercussions that could threaten the entire 

dialogue. We will need to consider carefully. 

Perhaps Micah, Ben or Raymond would like to comment. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 1:21 PM 
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To: James W. LeDuc <Iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusekPnas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@lhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Fran Sharpies 
<FSharplesPnas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <1-1Hare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<leanioz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

• IP iUIPI IOW rI 1 u1k .wII ULJJI41 

Thanks Jim, 

I thought the meeting went very well. Your idea about a Policy Forum piece reminded me of what we were planning to do 
with our original group of Chinese colleagues (CBSG circa 2007-2012) which sort of ground to a halt after a few years. 
[Fortunately, we linked up with George via Mifang, added relevant science and what you see today is the result of focusing 
on the science rather than a more 'security heavy' approach we were on. 

We had originally sought and reached agreement on writing some kind of policy piece. . .but at the last minute our Chinese 
colleagues said they couldn't be involved. We're in a much different place today and focused on a different and much 
more mutually-comfortable topic. 

I attach a primitive draft of a joint paper we were working on in 2014, just FWIW. It does sound pretty simple today. . .. 
but maybe some of the 'spirit' in the last couple of paragraphs may trigger some thoughts as we go forward. 
Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 12:34 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeting with a lot of positive comments Ben, 
I hope you were able to capture the names of all the Chinese participants. 

I like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appear around the inauguration of the next 
administration. If folks agree, we should start outlining content now and perhaps discuss with Science editors. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

Agenda for the call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions so far 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, 
durability of immunity, the evaluation and use of different types of tests, studies of COVID-19 survivors 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topic areas 
5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late 2021 
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6) other issues, date for the next session 

Maybe Diane could moderate from our side? Jim could you do your usual recap at the end? Talk to you all tomorrow 
morning. 

Zoom link should be on your calendars but heceiti.s..ag.ain.:_ 
ps nasem_zop_m_:isfl191768119712 'pwç 552.136 

Password:: 552.136: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

<image001.jp9> 

Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immunization Program of 

China CDC, a position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team 

lead for the Expanded Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country 

Office. For the 17 previous years, Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention's Immunization Services Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. 

immunization program - initially as Associate Director for Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as 

Director. His long-time research interest has been on improving children's access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine and trained in 

pediatrics at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and 

Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Horne Award in 1999, the 

Association of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 

2005, the Southern Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 

2012 Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal, and received the Quancheng Friendship 
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Award from the government of Jinan, China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is 

special senior advisor to the Chinese Preventive Medicine Association's First Vaccination and 

Immunization Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call--Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now employed by the 
China CDC and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COVID-19 survivors—"Long Haulers". This is a growing 
problem and likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we do, but it could lead to an 
interesting dialogue that could engage a number of different clinical specialties—cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steer clear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bring it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza trans mission 
during the winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of 
the next year's vaccine? (see slides set attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut mabys for 
treatment of influenza that looks quite promising (attached). Similar products are in development for COVID-19. 

There is merit in continuing to engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we might reach out 
to Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to wait until 
after the elections, but I would place this as a high priority aspirational goal. Doesn't really matter what the topic is, 
although COVID-19 is an obvious choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming that involves their NHP colony would 
be especially promising, but Kunming may be too far removed from George Gao's area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include 
anything else? Please let me know so I can send a revised version (portion in brackets would NOT go to CAS) and 
Zoom reminder to CAS tonight. 

-introduction 
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-brief rec'II' nf 2020 virtual sessions curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last 
meeting; 
-topic focus Jr ..ned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines 
efficacy, durability of immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up origin or 
"natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <leanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after 
COVID. We would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These 
virtual visits have gone very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues 
(obvious for right now) as we go back to face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with 
Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies down? We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is 
that where we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the future. . .and there's flu. There are 
a lot of activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also talking 
more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that which might provide 
some common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis and 
PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for 
example, we are attempting to position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, 
biosafety and biosecurity have been the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to 
include this? If we are only going to do virtual conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't 
need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; 
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwIeduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will 
also send this out as a calendar invitation. 

552.136 
h. Password, 552.136 I 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;jeantoz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

ernal Email - Use Caution 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions 
last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting 
over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think 
we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time 
works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<NAS-CAS dialogue summary 300ct20.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net'[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifenryan@moore.orflennifenryan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZ'peanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Nancy Connell'[NancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 6/8/2020 11:02:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: ZOOM link 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting, Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Immunity topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue v2.docx 
Chinese Participants-0610.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I have attached the list of Chinese participants for the meeting tomorrow (that I just received). There will be fewer people on their 
side this time (at our request). Please let me know if you are not panning to participate. 

I have also attached the American version of the agenda / list of questions. Recall that their version lists Harvey Fineberg and Ralph 
Baric as discussants to answer Dr. Gao's questions but not the other names. 

FYI '- Z7OM 1171" fr -

552.136 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks again for taking the time to participate in these meetings. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:28 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Subject: ZOOM link 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting, Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
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Meeting link: 
...https.;/./nasem.zoornusd/95

i552.136! 

6547pwd=1 552.136 

Meeting Topic: 

Meeting Time: 

Third Virtual U.S. China Bio Dialogue Meeting 

Jun 9, 2020 9:00 - 11:00 PM Eastern Time 

Add to G000fe Cale d to Yah 

If the above button is not clickable, try copying and pasting the following link into 
address bar of your web browser 

Or join meeting with the following methods 

Phone one-tap 

Phone one-tap: US: +14702509358„95921551654# or  6465189805„95921551654#

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: 

Meeting II 

Password' 

US : +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 
651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 602 753 

0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or 
+1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or 877 853 

5257 (Toll Free) or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

959 2155 1654 

552.136 .

International numbers 
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Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

H.323: 162.255.37.11 (US West) 

162.255.36.11 (US East) 

221.122.88.195 (China) 

115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai) 

115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 

213.19.144.110 (EMEA) 

103.122.166.55 (Australia) 

209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong SAR) 

64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 

69.174.57.160 (Canada) 

207.226.132.110 (Japan) 

Meeting ID: 

Password: 

SIP: 

Password: 

959 2155 1654 

552.136 

95921551654©zoornerc.com 

I 552.136i 

Skype for Business (Lync) 

https://nasem.zoom.us/skype/9592 1551654 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please go to the URL below. 
https:Ilnasem.zoom.us/test 
Thank you for choosing Zoom. 
-The Zoom Team 

• • • 

Copyright ©2020 Zoom Video Communications, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>, 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@h13fam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>, Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.or >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@mc ..-..org>, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavidrfranz@gmail.co >; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTIV1B.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@mc ....org>, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHarePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.co > 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <Peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDUI <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDLY <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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3rd U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-I9 immunity, including the relationship lbetween previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection (Le 

Duc) 
o How is immune response being rreasured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

• What is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? (Fineberg) 
• What can be said about the characterization of the (Perlman) 

o Innate immune responses? 
o humoral immure response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies 
for COVID- 19 patients and for prevention of infection? (Hamburg) 

o Is the use of immune plasma effective? 
o Have there been any complications? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? (Hamburg) 

o Do a majority of the monoclonal antibodies isolated from patient B cells produce 
neutralizing antibodies? 

• What immunopathologies are evident in the patients with COVID- 19? (Rehnan) 
o Are there any biomarkers in patients who develop systemic inflammation? 
o What is the most effective treatrrent for patients who develop a cytokine storm? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, what types of antiviral immure responses are present? (Saif) 

o Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and longevity of 

protective immunity? 
Did recovery from SARS provide any protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

• Progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. especially mRNA vaccine? 
(Bark) 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients/Fall resurgence 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? (Shi) 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern with respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

(Fineberg) 
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• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half 
of this year? When do you expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the U.S.? 
(Fine berg) 
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Chinese Participants 

Ling Chen: Dr. Ling Chen is a professor and founding director of CAS Guangzhou 
Institute of Bionrdicine and Health, former deputy director of State Key Lab of 
Respiratory Disease. 

Chen Dong: Dr. Chen Dong is Director and a professor of the Institute for 
Immunology, Dean of the School of Medicine at Tsinghua University, CAS member. 

George F. Gao: Dr. George F. Gao is Director-General of CCDC, a prokssor at the 
CAS Institute of Microbiology, CAS member. 

Qihan Li: Dr. Qihan Li is a prokssor of the Institute of Medical Biology Chinese 
Academy of Medical Science, Peking Union Medical College. His research focuses 
on viral vaccine and viral immunology. 

Wenjie Tan: Dr. Wenjie Tan is Chief and a professor of the Biotech Center for Viral 

Disease Emergency, National Institute for Viral Disease Control and Prevention, 

CCDC. 

Jianqing Xu: Dr. Jianqing Xu is a professor of the Institutes of Biomedical Sciences, 
Fudan University. 

Zhiming Yuan: Dr. Zhiming Yuan is a professor of CAS Wuhan Institute of Virology, 
Director of Wuhan P4 lab. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Rusek, 
Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Fri 5/22/2020 11:53:20 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 
NL letter final.docx 

FYI 

• Pe-yovi,g 

From: Rodecap, Valerie <varodeca@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 11:44 AM 
To: BMB - Faculty <HBCG-Faculty@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FW: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

From: Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. <  agarc@UTME3
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 11:37 AM 
To: Rodecap, Valerie < arodeca@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

Dear Valerie 

Please pass to all BMB faculty members — thanks 

Mariano 

Mariano A. Garcia-Blanco MD PhD 

Professor and Chair 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
Professor 
Internal Medicine 
Mildred H Vacek and John R Vacek Distinguished Chair in Honor of President Truman G. Blocker, Jr. 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston TX USA 
maragarc@utmb.edu 
https://bmb.utmb.edu/facultyigarcia-blanco.asp 
https://bmb.utmb.edu/MGB-Bradrick/ 

Adjunct Professor 
Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Duke-NUS Medical School 
Singapore 
matiano.garciablanco duke-nus.edu.sg 
https://www.duke-nus.edu.sg/content/garcia-blanco-martano 

From: "Roberts, Rich" <roberts@neb.com>
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 at 11:30 AM 

To: "Raimer, Ben G." <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>

Cc: "Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A." <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>

Subject: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear President Raimer: 

I believe you will be interested in the attached letter, which was sent to Secretary of Health and Human Services Alex 
Azar and NIH Director Francis Collins by 77 US Nobel Laureates in science. It draws attention to a very serious 
discontinuation of an NIH grant to Dr. Peter Daszak at the EcoHealth Alliance in New York. This story was well covered by 
60 Minutes on May 10th

https://www.cbsnews.cominews/nih-cancelled-coronavirus-research-grant-60-minutes-2020-05-10/ 

This incident illustrates a growing problem in the research community where funding is increasingly being jeopardized by 
political considerations and a lack of understanding of science. Scientists and the values they hold could be used much 
more effectively if politics stays away. 

Please feel free to share this letter as widely as possible. 

Rich Roberts 

Sir Richard J. Roberts Ph.D. F.R.S. 
1993 Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine 
Chief Scientific Officer 
New England Biolabs 
240 County Road 
Ipswich, MA 01938-2723 USA 

Tel: (978) 380-7405 
Fax: (978) 412 9910 
email: roberts@neb.com 

Executive Assistant: Karen Otto 
Tel: (978) 380-7206 
Fax: (978) 412 9910 
email: otto@neb.com 
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77 US Nobel Laureates in Science 

May 21, 2020 

Dear Secretary Azar and Director Collins: 

The 77 signatories of this letter, American Nobel Laureates in Physiology or Medicine, 
Chemistry, and Physics, are gravely concerned about the recent cancellation of a grant from the 
National Institutes of Health (NI H) to Dr. Peter Daszak at the EcoHealth Alliance in New York. 
We believe that this action sets a dangerous precedent by interfering in the conduct of science 
and jeopardizes public trust in the process of awarding federal funds for research. 

For many years, Dr. Daszak and his colleagues have been conducting highly regarded, NIH-
supported research on coronaviruses and other infectious agents, focusing on the transmission 
of these viruses from animal hosts to human beings. Their work depends on productive 
collaborations with scientists in other countries, including scientists in Wuhan, China, where the 
current pandemic caused by a novel coronavirus arose. Now is precisely the time when we 
need to support this kind of research if we aim to control the pandemic and prevent 
subsequent ones. 

As has now been widely reported, the grant to the EcoHealth Alliance was abruptly terminated 
by NIH on April 24, 2020, just a few days after President Trump responded to a question from a 
reporter who erroneously claimed that the grant awarded millions of dollars to investigators in 
Wuhan. Despite the misrepresentation of Dr. Daszak's grant, despite the high relevance of the 
studies to the current pandemic, and despite the very high priority score that his application for 
renewal had received during peer review, the NIH informed Dr. Daszak and his colleagues that 
the grant was being terminated because "NIH does not believe that the current project 
outcomes align with the program goals and agency priorities." Such explanations are 
preposterous under the circumstances. 

We are scientists who have devoted our careers to research, both in medical and related 
scientific disciplines that bear on the overall health and well-being of society, as well as 
fundamental scientific research, much of it supported by NIH and other federal agencies. We 
take pride in our nation's widely admired system for allocating funds based on expert review 
and public health needs. The abrupt revoking of the award to Dr. Daszak contravenes these 
basic tenets and deprives the nation and the world of highly regarded science that could help 
control one of the greatest health crises in modern history and those that may arise in the 
future. 
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We ask that you act urgently to conduct and release a thorough review of the actions that led 

to the decision to terminate the grant, and that, following this review, you take appropriate 

steps to rectify the injustices that may have been committed in revoking it. 

Peter Agre Chemistry 2003 James P. Allison Medicine 2018 

Sidney Altman Chemistry 1989 Frances H. Arnold Chemistry 2018 

David Baltimore Medicine 1975 Barry Clark Barish Physics 2017 

Paul Berg Chemistry 1980 J. Michael Bishop Medicine 1989 

Elizabeth H. Blackburn Medicine 2009 Michael S. Brown Medicine 1985 

William C. Campbell Medicine 2015 Mario R. Ca pecchi Medicine 2007 

Thomas R. Cech Chemistry 1989 Martin Chalfie Chemistry 2008 

Steven Chu Physics 1997 Elias James Corey Chemistry 1990 

Robert F. Curl Jr. Chemistry 1996 Johann Deisenhofer Chemistry 1988 

Andrew Z. Fire Medicine 2006 Edmond H. Fischer Medicine 1992 

Joachim Frank Chemistry 2017 Jerome I. Friedman Physics 1990 

Walter Gilbert Chemistry 1980 Sheldon Glashow Physics 1979 

Joseph L. Goldstein Medicine 1985 Carol W. Greider Medicine 2009 

David J. Gross Physics 2004 Roger Guillemin Medicine 1977 

Leland H. Hartwell Medicine 2001 Dudley R. Herschbach Chemistry 1986 

Roa Id Hoffmann Chemistry 1981 H. Robert Horvitz Medicine 2002 

Louis J. Ignarro Medicine 1998 William G. KaelinJr. Medicine 2019 

Eric R. Kandel Medicine 2000 Wolfgang Ketterle Physics 2001 

Brian K. Kobilka Chemistry 2012 Roger D. Kornberg Chemistry 2006 

Robert J. Lefkowitz Chemistry 2012 Anthony J. Leggett Physics 2003 

Michael Levitt Chemistry 2013 Roderick MacKinnon Chemistry 2003 

John C. Mather Physics 2006 Craig C. Mello Medicine 2006 

William E. Moerner Chemistry 2014 Mario J. Molina Chemistry 1995 

Fetid Murad Medicine 1998 Douglas D. Osheroff Physics 1996 
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James Peebles Physics 2019 Saul Perlmutter Physics 2011 

William D. Phillips Physics 1997 H. David Politzer Physics 2004 

Sir Richard J. Roberts Medicine 1993 Michael Rosbash Medicine 2017 

James E. Rothman Medicine 2013 Randy W. Schekman Medicine 2013 

Richard R. Schrock Chemistry 2005 Gregg L. Semenza Medicine 2019 

Phillip A. Sharp Medicine 1993 Hamilton 0. Smith Medicine 1978 

George P. Smith Chemistry 2018 Horst L. Stormer Physics 1998 

Thomas C. Sudhof Medicine 2013 Jack W. Szostak Medicine 2009 

Joseph H. Taylor Jr. Physics 1993 Kip Stephen Thorne Physics 2017 

Susumu Tonegawa Medicine 1987 Daniel C. Tsui Physics 1998 

Harold E. Varmus Medicine 1989 Steve Weinberg Physics 1979 

Rainer Weiss Physics 2017 Carl E. Wieman Physics 2001 

Eric F. Wieschaus Medicine 1995 Torsten N. Wiesel Medicine 1981 

Frank Wilczek Physics 2004 Robert Woodrow Wilson Physics 1978 

Michael W. Young Medicine 2017 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Thur 11/19/2020 11:45:44 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Program of the 9th International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases 

Thanks, Jim 
I will update you after the meeting. 
Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 11:43 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Program of the 9th International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases 

Thanks Pei-Yong. Indeed, a lot of familiar names. It should be an interesting meeting. Please share any noteworthy 
findings/observations with us. 

Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 11:27 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)
<d• fr2nz@gmail.com>
Subject: FW: Program of the 9th International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases 

Dear Ben, Dave, and Jim. 
Sorry for being silent as we have been overwhelmed by COVID projects. Please see the attached agenda for the upcoming Emerging 
Infectious Disease Symposium in Wuhan. Many colleagues from our previous dialogues will present at the attached meeting. I will 
also present our COVID-19 work in Friday evening. 
Best, Pei-Yong 

From: ma  
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 9:17 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshigUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Program of the 9th International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear speaker, 

Please find enclosed the program of the 9th International Symposium on Emerging Viral Diseases. Please note that there 
may be some minor change happening to the program before the meeting but I will notify you on time. 

For our on-line speakers, I will send another mail before the meeting day about the instruction of the log-in to the meeting. 

Thank you so much for your contribution to this symposium! 
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Best wishes 

Ben Hu PhD 

Assistant Researcher 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Secretary of the 9th ISEVD 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 4/13/2021 11:37:27 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Sorry, was going to copy Tom 

Thanks Dave. We continue to seek a source to fund our biosafety training center but can't seem to get much traction either here at 
UTMB or from potential funders. It's not the kind of thing that NIH research funds and while it looks promising for the return of 
Congressional earmarks (that funded the center previously), there is still a ways to go before that source would be available. Any 
suggestions would be welcome! 

On another topic, I was pleased to see George Gao's comment on the efficacy of the Chinese vaccines. I hope it doesn't cost him, 
but it's good to see fact-based comments. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 9:15 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Sorry, was going to copy Tom 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom, 

Morning Jim, Hope all is well. Our 45-50 year old kids are all getting vaccine this week. :-) I don't think you are on this 
mailing list from Milton Leitenberg. I get 4 or 5 emails a day from him and then others pile on. It's an inbox filling 
exercise. I don't contribute, but glance at comments from people; many of the comments are from US and UK, and 
lots of political scientists. There has been quite a lot of talk about labs and their vulnerabilities in the context of 
Wuhan. Thought you might be interested in this example. Best, dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dudley, Joe" <JOSEPH,P,DUDLEYgleidos.com>
Subject: source documentation issues RE: EXTERNAL: Fwd: PRELIMINARY DRAFT 
REPORT - BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS: TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS AND THE SPECTRE 
OF BIOTERRORISM IN THE POST-COVID-19 ERA 
Date: April 13, 2021 at 9:24:02 AM EDT 
To: Milton Leitenberg <mleitenberq@cs,com>, "a.w.m.havaleeds.ac.uk" 
<a.w.m.hay@leeds.ac,uk>, "al.mauroniAdmail,com" <al.mauroniAdmail.com>, 
"ampearson2Agmail.com" <ampearson2Admail.com>, "andrew.d.shuttleworth@dmail.com" 
<andrew.d.shuttleworthAqmail.com>, "anna-karin.tunemalm@foi.se" <anna-
karin.tunemaImPjoi.se>, "bobmathews17P,hotmail.com" <bobmathews17@hotmail.com>, 
"bobmik1Ayahoo.com" <bobmik1Ayahoo.com>, "caitriona.mcleish@dmaii.com" 
<caitriona.mcleishAgmail.com>, "carus.wmdcenterAdmail.com" 
<carus.wmdcenter gmail.com>, "carussAgmail.com" <caruss qmail.com>, 
"davidrfranzAdmail.com" <davidrfranz cimail.com>, "ebrightAwaksman.rutgers.edu" 
<ebrightAwaksmansutders.edu>, "ejfAvodafonemaitde" <ejfP,vodafonemail.de>, 
"filippa.lentzosAkcl.ac.uk" <filippa.lentzosAkcl.ac.uk>, "geosteinAalum.mit.edu" 
<pepsteinAalum.mit.edu>, "qkoblentzAgmail.com" <clkoblentzAqmail.com>, 
"ciunnarjeremiasAuni-hamburg.de" <gunnar.jeremiasAuni-hamburd.de>, "harrisenumd.edu" 
<harrise@umd.edu>, "hoffmandAwashoost.com" <hoffmandAwashoost.com>, "irishunger t 
online.de" <irishunger t-online.de>, "jackelsbercaverizon.ner <jackelsbergAverizon.net>, 
"iarvis waldie@hotmail.co.uk" <jarvis waldie hotmail.co.uk>, "jlittlewoodAdmail.com" 
littlewoodAdmail.com>, "iohn parachiniArand.ord" <iohn parachini@rand.orq>, 
"kathleen.vogelAasitedu" <kathleen.vodelAasitedu>, "Ikahn princeton.edu" 
<Ikahn@princeton.edu>, "lowconcentrations yahoo.com" <lowconcentrations@yahoo.com>, 
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"magnus.normark@foi.se" <magnus.normark foi.se>, "margaret.kosal@inta.gatech.edu" 
<maraaret.kosal@inta.qatech.edu>, "margaret.sloane@gmail.com" 
<marbaret.sloane@mail.com>, "martinfurmanski@aol.com" <martinfurmanski©aol.com>, 
"mcleishcaitriona@gmail.com" <mcleishcaitriona@gmail.com>, "mekosal©bmail.com" 
<mekosal@gmail.com>, "mipalmer©stanford.edu" <mipalmer@stanford.edu>, 
"mosstrooperchief©gmail.com" <mosstrooperchief grnail.com>, "nixdorff@bio.tu-
darmstadt.de" <nixdorff©bio.tu-darmstadt.de>, "pod flul as@btinternet.com" 
<pod flu1 as@btinternet.com>, "renepita@telefonica.net" <renepita@telefonica.net>, 
"ribeedham@dstlloy.uk" <ribeedham@dstl.boy.uk>, "rkirby@eximdyne.com" 
<rkirby@eximdyne.com>, "rocco@gryphonscientific.com" <rocco gryphonscientific.com>, 
"rod barton©hotmail.com" <rod barton©hotmail.com>, "roffey.roger©bmail.com" 
<roffey.roger©gmail.com>, "rope@ssi.dk" <rope ssi.dk>, "sbenouag©cimu.edu" 
<sbenouab@bmu.edu>, "subi@alice.asahi-u.ac.jp" <sugi@alice.asahi-u.acip>, 
"susan.b.martin kcl.ac.uk" <susan.b.martin@kaac.uk>, "syn15 hotmail.com" 
<syn15©hotmail.com>, "weberandrewc©gmail.com" <weberandrewc©gmail.com> 

Very disappointing from a "rigorous scholarship" perspective that the only source document 
references that the author of this published NATO report can provide for several key issues are 
articles from the "Financial Times" and " The Economist" -- one of which is from 5 years ago — 

• the current number of BSL-4 laboratories worldwide "Financial Times" 
• inadequate biosecurity in high-containment laboratories "Financial Times" 
• increased risks from accessibility of emerging biotechnologies The Economist, 2016. 

20. Moreover, facilities that hold potentially dangerous bacteria, toxins, or viruses are sometimes 
shockingly ill-secured and the opportunity for theft, accident or leakage is high (Jenkins, 2017). 
Many highly-infectious pathogens are being studied or stored in facilities around the world with 
inadequate security protocols (Worrell, 2021). According to the WHO there are approximately 
50 maximum containment Bio Security Level 4 laboratories which store the most dangerous 
pathogens (Worrell, 2021). However, there is no international oversight and control of whether 
these laboratories enforce the necessary high national security regulations and WHO biosecurity 
guidelines. 
Wan-ell, Helen, "Laboratory viruses pose 'existential threat', warns bioweapons 
expert", Financial Times, 6 March 2021, 
htt s://www.ft.com/content/e625f1 82-7443-467e-86bd-6f692dd8f64d 

The combination of increasing accessibility of technologies, equipment and information is 
likely to facilitate the dispersal 
of means to develop biological weapons to a variety of non-state actors, including terrorist 
groups (The Economist, 2016). 
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21. The comlinetion of Increasing aocessiblIty of tedinologies. equipmerd and Information is 
likey to Waste the dispersal of means to develop biological weapons to a variety of non-state 
actors. inckgang terrorist groups (The Economist. 2016) The ability of more and more people able 
to access powerful biotechnologies that were once the sole purview of established and well-funded 
laboratories has serious implications for systems of goveresnoe and control Rapid developrnents 
in this held have revealed gaps between existing laws and regulations. and the reality of how these 
technologies are used 

IV. THE SPECTRE OF 810-TERRORISM 
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From: Milton Leitenberg <mleitenberg@cs.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 7:44 AM 
To: a.w.m.hay@leeds.ac.uk; al.mauroni@gmail.com; ampearson2@gmail.com; andrew.d.shuttleworth 
@gmail.com; anna-
karin.tunemalm@foi.se; bobmathews17@hotmail.com; bobmik1@yahoo.com; caitriona.mcleish@gmai 
I.com; carus.wmdcenter@gmail.com; caruss@gmail.com; davidrfranz@gmail.com; ebright@waksmans 
utgers.edu; ejf@vodafonemail.de; filippa.lentzos@kcl.ac.uk; gepstein@alum.mit.edu; gkoblentz@gmail. 
corn; gunnar.jeremias@uni-hamburg.de; harrise@umd.edu; hoffmand@washpost.com; irishunger@t-
online.de; jackelsberg@verizon.net; jarvis waldie@hotmail.co.uk; ilittlewood@gmail.com; john parach 
ini@rand.org; Dudley, Joe [US-US] 
<JOSEPH.P.DUDLEY@leidos.com>; kathleen.vogel@asu.edu; Ikahn@princeton.edu; lowconcentrations 
@yahoo.com; magnus.normark@foi.se; margaret.kosal@inta.gatech.edu; margaret.sloane@gmail.com; 
martinfurmanski@aol.com; mcleishcaitriona@gmail.com; mekosal@gmail.com; mjpalmer@stanford.e 
du; Milton Leitenberg <mleitenberg@cs.com>; mosstrooperchief@gmail.com; nixdorff@bio.tu-
darmstadt.de; pod flu1 as@btinternet.com; renepita@telefonica.net; ribeedham@dstl.gov.uk; rkirby 
@eximdyne.com; rocco@gryphonscientific.com; rod barton@hotmail.com; roffey.roger@gmail.com; ro 
pe@ssi.dk; sbenouag@gmu.edu; sugi@alice.asahi-
u.ac.ip; susan.b.martin@kcl.ac.uk; svn15@hotmail.com; weberandrewc@gmail.com 
Subject: EXTERNAL: Fwd: PRELIMINARY DRAFT REPORT - BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS: TECHNOLOGICAL 
PROGRESS AND THE SPECTRE OF BIOTERRORISM IN THE POST-COVID-19 ERA 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Leidos. Be cautious when clicking or opening content. 

 Original Message 
From: Robert Petersen <ROPEpssi.dk>
To: Milton Leitenberg <mleitenberq@cs.com>
Sent: Tue, Apr 13, 2021 4:31 am 
Subject: PRELIMINARY DRAFT REPORT - 
BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS: TECHNOLOGICAL 
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PROGRESS AND THE SPECTRE OF BIOTERRORISM 
IN THE POST-COVID-19 ERA 
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Leona ALLESLEV (Canada) 
09 April 2021 
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has exposed global 
vulnerabilities to biological threats and refocused 
attention on the possibility of deliberate biological 
attacks. This draft report discusses the opportunities 
offered by biotechnology and other Emerging and 
Disruptive Technologies (EDTs), as well as the main 
challenges presented by biological weapons. In this 
context, the draft report provides a general overview 
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of the current threat landscape. 
Recent scientific advances in the biotechnology 
sphere hold great promise in the fight 
against biological threats, whether intentional attacks 
or naturally occurring pandemics. However, 
these advances are also facilitating the development 
of increasingly sophisticated biological 
weapons, notably due to convergences between 
biotechnology and other Emerging Disruptive 
Technologies (EDTs). In this context, the report 
examines the risk of bioterrorism and the possibility 
of proliferation of biological weapons capabilities to 
non-state actors such as terrorist groups. 
The activities of NATO and its members in 
strengthening resilience and preparedness across 
the spectrum of biodefence activity are also 
discussed. Finally, the draft report outlines 
the international arms control framework against 
biological weapons, addresses the shortcomings 
of the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) 
and suggests possible ways it could be strengthened. 
The preliminary draft report ends with several 
preliminary conclusions which highlight the 
role NATO parliamentarians can play in mitigating 
challenges to Allied biodefence. This 
includes generating greater awareness of the need for 
robust biodefence measures, supporting 
the strengthening of the BWC, and encouraging 
national authorities to ensure their policies 
and capabilities are sufficient to respond to current 
and future biological threats. 
The preliminary draft report will be discussed by the 
Science and Technology Committee (STC) at the 
Spring Session of the NATO Parliamentary Assembly. 

https: vww.nato-paint/document/"24-stctts-21-e-
bioloqical-weapons-report-alleslev 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 4/13/2021 12:06:47 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Sorry, was going to copy Tom 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Yes, I saw that about George's comment and give him a lot of credit; probably took some courage. I just didn't want to 
respond on email to that whole NAS group. I hope you can find some funding for the program. It's really important. One 
would think with all the spin about 'dangerous science' there would be understanding and interest somewhere. . .for domestic 
market. I'm not hearing much from the DTRA CTR crowd. I haven't heard of a new director yet. I've heard that Vayl has 
been out looking for jobs in the national labs. One would think this administration would be supportive of this kind of work. 
I wrote Beth C regarding some things that Indira and I had been talking about on collaborations with India; she didn't 

answer. Not surprised, however. 
NTI has been really active recently. Wonder if it would be worth your asking Peggy about her thoughts on your program. 
She may not even be aware of your good history. Dave 

On Apr 13, 2021, at 12:37 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Dave. We continue to seek a source to fund our biosafety training center but can't seem to get much traction 
either here at UTMB or from potential funders. It's not the kind of thing that NIH research funds and while it looks 
promising for the return of Congressional earmarks (that funded the center previously), there is still a ways to go 
before that source would be available. Any suggestions would be welcome! 

On another topic, I was pleased to see George Gao's comment on the efficacy of the Chinese vaccines. I hope it 
doesn't cost him, but it's good to see fact-based comments. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 9:15 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Sorry, was going to copy Tom 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom, 

Morning Jim, Hope all is well. Our 45-50 year old kids are all getting vaccine this week. :-) I don't think 
you are on this mailing list from Milton Leitenberg. I get 4 or 5 emails a day from him and then others 
pile on. It's an inbox filling exercise. I don't contribute, but glance at comments from people; many of 
the comments are from US and UK, and lots of political scientists. There has been quite a lot of talk 
about labs and their vulnerabilities in the context of Wuhan. Thought you might be interested in this 
example. Best, dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dudley, Joe" <JOSEPH.P.DUDLEY@leidos.com>
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Subject: source documentation issues RE: EXTERNAL: Fwd: PRELIMINARY 
DRAFT REPORT - BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS: TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS 
AND THE SPECTRE OF BIOTERRORISM IN THE POST-COVID-19 ERA 
Date: April 13, 2021 at 9:24:02 AM EDT 
To: Milton Leitenberg <mlettenberg@cs.com>, "a.w.m.hay@leeds.ac.uk" 
<a.w.m.hay@leeds.ac.uk>, "al.mauroni@gmail.com" <al.mauroni@gmail.com>, 
"ampearson2@gmail.com" <ampearson2@gmail.com>, 
"andrew.d.shuttleworth@gmail.com" <andrew.d.shuttleworth@gmail.com>, "anna-
karin.tunemalm@foi.se" <anna-karin.tunemalm@foi.se>, 
"bobmathews17@hotmail.com" <bobmathews17@hotmail.com>, 
"bobmik1@yahoo.com" <bobmik1@yahoo.com>, "caitriona.mcleish@gmail.com" 
<caitriona.mcleish@gmail.com>, "carus.wmdcenter@qmail.com" 
<carus.wmdcenter@gmail.com>, "caruss@qmail.com" <caruss@gmail.com>, 
"dayidrfranz@gmail.com" <dayidrfranz@qmail.com>, 
"ebriciht@waksman.rutgers.edu" <ebright@waksman.rutgers.edu>, 
"ejf@yodafonemail.de" <eif@yodafonemail.de>, "filippalentzos@kcl.ac.uk" 
<filippalentzos@kcl.ac.uk>, "gepstein@alum.mit.edu" <gepstein@alum.mit.edu>, 
"gkoblentz@gmail.com" <qkoblentz@dmail.com>, "gunnarjeremias@uni-
hamburg.de" <gunnarieremias@uni-hamburgde>, "harrise@umd.edu" 
<harrise@umd.edu>, "hoffmand@washpost.com" <hoffmand@washpost.com>, 
"irishunger@t-online.de" <irishunger@t-online.de>, "jackelsberg yerizon.net" 
<jackelsberq@yerizon.net>, "jaryis waldie@hotmail.co.uk" 
<jaryis waldie@hotmail.co.uk>, "jlittlewood@qmail.com" <jlittlewood@gmail.com>, 
"john parachini@rand.org" <john parachini@rand.org>, 
"kathleen.yogel@asu.edu" <kathleen.yogel@asu.edu>, "Ikahn@princeton.edu" 
<Ikahn@princeton.edu>, "lowconcentrations@yahoo.com" 
<lowconcentrations yahoo.com>, "magnus.normark@foi.se" 
<magnus.normark@foi.se>, "margaret.kosal inta.gatech.edu" 
<marciaret.kosal@inta.qatech.edu>, "margaret.sloane@qmail.com" 
<margaret.sloane@dmail.com>, "martinfurmanski@aol.com" 
<martinfurmanski@aol.com>, "mcleishcaitriona@gmail.com" 
<mcleishcaitriona@dmail.com>, "mekosal@gmail.com" <mekosal@gmail.com>, 
"mjpalmer@stanford.edu" <mipalmer@stanford.edu>, 
"mosstrooperchief@gmail.com" <mosstrooperchief@gmail.com>, "nixdorff@bio.tu-
darmstadt.de" <nixdorff@bio.tu-darmstadt.de>, "pod flu1 as@btinternet.com" 
<pod flu1 as@btinternet.com>, "renepita@telefonica.net" 
<renepita@telefonica.net>, "nbeedham@dstl.qoy.uk" <rjbeedham@dstl.goy.uk>, 
"rkirby@eximdyne.com" <rkirby@eximdyne.com>, "rocco@gryphonscientific.com" 
<rocco@gryphonscientific.com>, "rod barton@hotmail.com" 
<rod barton@hotmail.com>, "roffey.roger@qmail.com" 
<roffeysocier@qmail.com>, "rope@ssi.dk" <rope@ssi.dk>, "sbenouaq@gmu.edu" 
<sbenouaq@cimu.edu>, "sucii@alice.asahi-u.ac.ip" <sugi@alice.asahi-u.ac.ip>, 
"susan.b.martin@kcl.ac.uk" <susan.b.martin@kcl.ac.uk>, "syn15@hotmail.com" 
<syn15@hotmail.com>, "weberandrewc@gmail.com" 
<weberandrewc@gmail.com> 

Very disappointing from a "rigorous scholarship" perspective that the only source 
document references that the author of this published NATO report can provide for 
several key issues are articles from the "Financial Times" and " The Economist" --
one of which is from 5 years ago — 

• the current number of BSL-4 laboratories worldwide "Financial Times" 
• inadequate biosecurity in high-containment laboratories "Financial 

Times" 
• increased risks from accessibility of emerging biotechnologies The 

Economist, 2016. 
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20. Moreover, facilities that hold potentially dangerous bacteria, toxins, or viruses are 
sometimes 
shockingly ill-secured and the opportunity for theft, accident or leakage is high (Jenkins, 
2017). 
Many highly-infectious pathogens are being studied or stored in facilities around the 
world with 
inadequate security protocols (Warrell, 2021). According to the WHO there are 
approximately 
50 maximum containment Bio Security Level 4 laboratories which store the most 
dangerous 
pathogens (Warrell, 2021)1 However, there is no international oversight and control of 
whether 
these laboratories enforce the necessary high national security regulations and WHO 
biosecurity 
guidelines. 
WatTell, Helen, "Laboratory viruses pose 'existential threat', warns bioweapons 
expert", Financial Times, 6 March 2021, 
https://www.ft.com/content/e625f1 82-7443-467e-86bd-6f692dd8f64d 

The combination of increasing accessibility of technologies, equipment and 
information is likely to facilitate the dispersal 
of means to develop biological weapons to a variety of non-state actors, including 
terrorist groups (The Economist, 2016). 

<image001jpg> 

Joe 

From: Milton Leitenberg <mleitenberg@cs.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 7:44 AM 
To: a.w.m.hay@leeds.ac.uk; al.mauroni@gmail.com; ampearson2@gmail.com; andrew.d.s 
huttleworth@gmail.com; anna-
karin.tunemalm@foi.se; bobmathews17@hotmail.com; bobmikl@yahoo.com; caitriona. 
mcleish@gmail.com; carus.wmdcenter@gmail.com; caruss@gmail.com; davidrfranz@gma 
il.com; ebright@waksman.rutgers.edu; ejf@vodafonemail.de; filippa.lentzos@kcl.ac.uk; gg 
pstein@alum.mit.edu; gkoblentz@gmail.com; gunnarjeremias@uni-
hamburg.de; harrise@umd.edu; hoffmand@washpost.com; irishunger@t-
online.de; jackelsberg@verizon.net; jarvis waldie@hotmail.co.uk; jlittlewood@gmail.com; 
john parachini@rand.org; Dudley, Joe [US-US] 

<JOSEPH.P.DUDLEY@leidos.com>; kathleen.vogel@asu.edu; Ikahn@princeton.edu; lowcon 
centrations@yahoo.com; magnus.normark@foi.se; margaret.kosal@inta.gatech.edu; p g 
aret.sloane@gmail.com; martinfurmanski@aol.com; mcleishcaitriona@gmail.com; mekos 
al@gmail.com; mjpalmer@stanford.edu; Milton Leitenberg 
<mleitenberg@cs.com>; mosstrooperchief@gmail.com; nixdorff@bio.tu-
darmstadt.de; pod flul as@btinternet.com; renepita@telefonica.net; rjbeedham@dstl.g 
ov.uk; rkirby@eximdyne.com; rocco@gryphonscientific.com; rod barton@hotmail.com; ro 
ffey.roger@gmail.com; rope@ssi.dk; sbenouag@gmu.edu; sugi@alice.asahi-
u.ac.jp; susan.b.martin@kcl.ac.uk; svn15@hotmail.com; weberandrewc@gmail.com 
Subject: EXTERNAL: Fwd: PRELIMINARY DRAFT REPORT - BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS: 
TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS AND THE SPECTRE OF BIOTERRORISM IN THE POST-COVID-19 
ERA 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Leidos. Be cautious when clicking or 
Epening content. 

 Original Message 
From: Robert Petersen <ROPE ssi.i
To: Milton Leitenberg <mleitenberq c corn> 
Sent: Tue, Apr 13, 2021 4:31 am 
Subject: PRELIMINARY DRAFT REPORT - 
BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS: TECHNOLOGICAL 
PROGRESS AND THE SPECTRE OF 
BIOTERRORISM IN THE POST-COVID-19 ERA 
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div.yiv2066954218WordSection1 {} --> 
Leona ALLESLEV (Canada) 
09 April 2021 
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has exposed 
global vulnerabilities to biological threats 
and refocused attention on the possibility of 
deliberate biological attacks. This draft report 
discusses the opportunities offered by 
biotechnology and other Emerging and 
Disruptive Technologies (EDTs), as well as the 
main challenges presented by biological 
weapons. In this context, the draft report 
provides a general overview of the current 
threat landscape. 
Recent scientific advances in the 
biotechnology sphere hold great promise in 
the fight against biological threats, whether 
intentional attacks or naturally occurring 
pandemics. However, these advances are also 
facilitating the development of increasingly 
sophisticated biological weapons, notably due 
to convergences between biotechnology and 
other Emerging Disruptive 
Technologies (EDTs). In this context, the report 
examines the risk of bioterrorism and the 
possibility of proliferation of biological 
weapons capabilities to non-state actors such 
as terrorist groups. The activities of NATO and 
its members in strengthening resilience and 
preparedness across the spectrum of 
biodefence activity are also discussed. Finally, 
the draft report outlines the international arms 
control framework against biological weapons, 
addresses the shortcomings of the 1972 
Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) and 
suggests possible ways it could 
be strengthened. 
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The preliminary draft report ends with several 
preliminary conclusions which highlight the 
role NATO parliamentarians can play in 
mitigating challenges to Allied biodefence. 
This includes generating greater awareness of 
the need for robust biodefence measures, 
supporting the strengthening of the BWC, and 
encouraging national authorities to ensure 
their policies and capabilities are sufficient to 
respond to current and future biological 
threats. 
The preliminary draft report will be discussed 
by the Science and Technology Committee 
(STC) at the Spring Session of the NATO 
Parliamentary Assembly. 

https://www.na -paint/docuL_ent/024-s c s-
21-e-bioloce  ̂ -wear  ns-reorl iii Iev 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'Raymond JEANLOZTjeanloz©berkeley.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 6/3/2021 3:27:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: important article on lab leak theory 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thank you. This provides context and fills in some blanks about the Jan 15 fact sheet and details some rather dysfunctional back 
and forth between 15N and AVC. 

Starting to see more focus on the Wuhan CDC lab https://www.washingtonpost.com/world asia_pacific/coronavirus-bats-china-
wuhan/2021/06/02/772ef984-beb2-11eb-922a-c40c9774bc48_story.html 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Raymond JEANLOZ <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 12:56 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
<tgksiaze@utmb.edu> 
Subject: Re: important article on lab leak theory 

Thank you!! 

Raymond 
On Jun 3, 2021, at 10:56 AM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2021/06/the-lab-leak-theory-inside-the-fight-to-uncover-covid-19s-origins 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas 
G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[Peggy@hbfam.net]; Diane Griffin[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Benjamin 
Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU] 
From: Palese, Peter[peter.palese©mssm.edu] 
Sent: Thur 5/27/2021 4:24:32 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Nicholas Wade article 
T" 'loin of COVID Did people or nature open Pandora's box at Wuhan Wade.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Lengthy but VERY interesting. Look at the quote attributed to David Baltimore. 

Dr. Peter Palese 

Horace W. Goldsmith Professor and Chair 

Department of Microbiology 

Professor, Department of Medicine 

Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai 

One Gustave L Levy Place, Box 1124 

New York, New York 10029-6574 

Tel 212-241-7318 

Fax 212-722-3634 

e-mail: peter.palese@mssm.edu 

http://labsicahn.mssm.edu/paleselab/ 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 5:09 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Palese, Peter <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffin@jhsph.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU> 
Subject: RE: article in THE AUSTRALIAN 

USE CAUTION: External 
Message. 

I. 
Thanks for sharing, Dave. 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 11:34 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <Peggv@hbfam.net>;
Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffin@ihsph.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenthPNAS.EDU>
Subject: Fwd: article in THE AUSTRALIAN 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Don't know if you've seen this article from The Australian. Looks like they interviewed David and Sina. I was 
not interviewed but what they say about the unnamed 'former commander of RIID' is all pretty accurate. It looks like 
they got some of our (CISAC) info; maybe from the web. Even some detail about the talk I gave on safety and security 
at our 2017 meeting in Wuhan. Caree Vanderlinden, PR at RIID, says there has recently been an increase in these 
articles trying to associate the institute and DoD with the source of the virus. 

In this context, I just finished an interesting book called Active Measures: the secret history of disinformation and political 
warfare by Thomas Rid. The first part is mostly USSR and East Germany, but I found, particularly interesting, the last 1/3 of the 
book which is fairly current, and in the digital age. 

Best, Dave 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[Peggy@hbfam.net]; 
Peter Palese[peter.palese©mssm.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 5/27/2021 4:09:08 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: article in THE AUSTRALIAN 

Thanks for sharing, Dave. 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 11:34 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffin@jhsph.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: article in THE AUSTRALIAN 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Don't know if you've seen this article from The Australian. Looks like they interviewed David and Sina. I was 
not interviewed but what they say about the unnamed 'former commander of RIID' is all pretty accurate. It looks like 
they got some of our (CISAC) info; maybe from the web. Even some detail about the talk I gave on safety and security 
at our 2017 meeting in Wuhan. Caree Vanderlinden, PR at RIID, says there has recently been an increase in these 
articles trying to associate the institute and DoD with the source of the virus. 

In this context, I just finished an interesting book called Active Measures: the secret history of disinformation and political 
warfare by Thomas Rid. The first part is mostly USSR and East Germany, but I found, particularly interesting, the last 1/3 of the 
book which is fairly current, and in the digital age. 

Best, Dave 
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To: Palese, Peter[peter.palese©mssm.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[Peggy@hbfam.net]; Diane Griffin[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Benjamin 
Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Fri 5/28/2021 6:02:21 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Nicholas Wade article 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

thanks 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Palese, Peter <peter.palese@mssm.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 5:24 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; 
Peggy Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffin@jhsph.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU> 
Subject: Nicholas Wade article 

External Email - Use Caution 

Lengthy but VERY interesting. Look at the quote attributed to David Baltimore. 

Dr. Peter Palese 
Horace W. Goldsmith Professor and Chair 
Department of Microbiology 
Professor, Department of Medicine 
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai 
One Gustave L Levy Place, Box 1124 
New York, New York 10029-6574 
Tel 212-241-7318 
Fax 212-722-3634 
e-mail: peter.palese@mssm.edu 
http://labs.icahn.mssm.edu/paleselab/ 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 5:09 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Palese, Peter <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffin@jhsph.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU> 
Subject: RE: article in THE AUSTRALIAN 
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USE CAUTION: External 
Message. 

Thanks for sharing, Dave. 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 11:34 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <teksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>;
Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Diane Griffin <deriffin@ihsph.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NASEDU>
Subject: Fwd: article in THE AUSTRALIAN 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Don't know if you've seen this article from The Australian. Looks like they interviewed David and Sina. I was 
not interviewed but what they say about the unnamed 'former commander of RIID' is all pretty accurate. It looks like 
they got some of our (CISAC) info; maybe from the web. Even some detail about the talk I gave on safety and security 
at our 2017 meeting in Wuhan. Caree Vanderlinden, PR at RIID, says there has recently been an increase in these 
articles trying to associate the institute and DoD with the source of the virus. 

In this context, I just finished an interesting book called Active Measures: the secret history of disinformation and political 
warfare by Thomas Rid. The first part is mostly USSR and East Germany, but I found, particularly interesting, the last 1/3 of the 
book which is fairly current, and in the digital age. 

Best, Dave 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Franz, D (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Fri 6/5/2020 5:04:49 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Pilch 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
Pilch-2020-A GUIDE TO GETTING SERIOUS ABOUT Bl.pdf 

Dave Franz sent this last night, I've filed it in the biocontainment policy database. 

Tom 

Pilch Rand Pomper M. (2020, 20200601). A GUIDE TO GETTING SERIOUS ABOUT BIO-LAB SAFETY. 
War on the Rocks Retrieved 0605, 2020, 

https://warontherocks.com/2020/06/a-guide-to-getting-serious-about-bio-lab-safety/ 
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A GUIDE TO GETTING SERIOUS ABOUT BIO-LAB 
SAFETY 
RICHARD FILCH AND MILES POMPER 
COMMENTARY 

' 

JUNE 1, 2020 
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Over the pal several weeks, U.S. President Donald Trump and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo have 

repeatedly suggegted that the virus that causes COVID-19 may have leaked from a biological aboratory 

On na rather than naturally spreading from animal to human hots. While there is currently little evidence to 

support this hypothesis, a broader analysis of international laboratory biosafety in the context of global health 

security is long overdue. How can the global community ensure that laboratories act safely when working with 

dangerous infectious diseases like COVID-19? 

Such laboratories are necessary to undergtand and address infectious diseases. However, the reality is that 

these laboratories pose a biosafety  risk, whether they're in China, the United States, or anywhere 

else. Laboratory-acquired infections happen — one review identified more than 1,000 of them over a 25-year 

period, or approaching one infection per week on average. The mogt commonly identified causes are 

mishandled needlegticks or sharps, animal handling, spills or splashes, and accidental ingegtion, but these 

account for only a portion of all laboratory-acquired infections. Inadvertent aerosols are suspected to cause a 

considerable proportion of the remaining infections, but in many cases the actual source of infection is never 

identified. In cases of contagious disease, where infected laboratory workers can then transmit the infecting 

agent to persons outside the laboratory, community outbreaks or even global pandemics can occur. 

ECOM E A MEM ER 

While we can mathematically quantify the corresponding risk to laboratory workers, extending that risk 

assessment to the local and global community poses numerous challenges. Firgt, we need a full account of 

laboratories by location. Second, we need to know what specific activities each laboratory is performing, and 

with what specific biological agents. Third, we need to know what corresponding safety measures are in place 

and how reliable they are. And fourth, we need to know details of the surrounding community, including 

population demographics, density, mobility, and so on. None of this information is routinely collected at the 

international level; moreover, there is no international body, process, or srtandard to collect it. 

To address this critical gap, the United States should work with the World Health Organization to egtablish an 

international safety regime for laboratories. Despite recent critiques of the organization's handling of COVID-19 

by the Trump adminigtration, including its April announcement that the United States would halt funding to it 

and a May declaration at the 73rd World Health Assembly that it had "failed at its core mission," it remains a 
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linchpin in such efforts. The World Health Organization has successfully implemented similar international 

srtandards for infectious disease reporting and corresponding capacities, is a recognized authority on laboratory 

biosafety, and maintains the close working relationships with all governments needed to egtablish global 

scientific governance. 

Step 1: Laboratory Regigtration 

There is no comprehensive accounting of laboratories that work with dangerous biological agents, in the United 

States or on a global scale. In general terms, such laboratories fall into two non-mutually exclusive categories: 

diagnostc laboratories and research laboratories. Diagnogtic laboratories receive clinical (i.e. human 

healthcare-related), animal, or environmental samples and perform tegts to determine what biological agents or 

indicators of infection may be present. Research laboratories work with biological agents directly to improve our 

undergtanding of them and/or to develop and tegt medical countermeasures (e.g. diagnogtics, therapeutics, 

vaccines) to address them. 

Both diagnogtic and research laboratories operate at increasing levels of biosafety depending on the agent and 

the type of work being performed. Biosafety level 1 is the lowegt level of safety and is only utilized for agents 

that do not routinely affect humans. All diagnosrtic and research laboratories that handle potentially infectious 

clinical specimens, animal or environmental samples, or biological agents directly mu gt do so at biosafety level 

2 or above. Biosafety level 2 introduces practices, safety equipment, and facility features for safe handling of 

specimens, samples, and biological agents that are capable of causing moderate human disease, but do not 

commonly cause infection by aerosol. Biosafety level 3 builds on biosafety level 2 measures to address agents 

known to cause serious (potentially lethal) infection by aerosol. Lagtly, biosafety level 4 extends biosafety level 

3 measures to address agents posing the highegt individual risk of life-threatening infection by aerosol and for 

which there is no vaccine or treatment. The World Health Organization provides international guidelines for 

safely working at each biosafety level in its Laboratory Biosafety Manual with the purpose of reducing risk not 

jut to the laboratory worker, but to the surrounding community and environment; the United States follows 

similar guidelines set forth in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Biosafety in Microbic) ogica and 

Biomedical Laboratories. Consensus s(tandards, such as the European Committee for Standardization's 

Workshop Agreement 15793 "Laboratory Biorisk Management Standards," have been developed to further 

harmonize biosafety requirements, both regionally and internationally. 

The United States does maintain a record of laboratories that specifically work with biological select agents and 

toxins under the ffederal Select Agent Program, which controls the possession, use, and transfer of 

dangerous biological agents (and toxins) deemed by the U.S. government as holding the potential to pose a 
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severe threat to public, animal, or plant health. At the end of 2018, the program was overseeing a total of 253 

regisqered "entities" working with biological select agents and toxins at various biosafety levels, mosq commonly 

level 3 (79% of entities). It's a confusing nomenclature because "entities" is not synonymous with "laboratories"; 

in 2009, for example, the program reported more than 240 entities comprising at leagt 1,362 biosafety level 3 

laboratories. A year later, that number grew to 1,495 level 3 laboratories, a number believed to reflect only a 

subset of the total number of level 3 laboratories in the United States (and across the globe), given the 

undetermined number of laboratories that do not work with biological select agents and toxins. Of note, the 

program reported 193 incidents in 2018 alone involving the accidental release of biological agents and toxins, 

the majority of which were the result of working without appropriate safety equipment; that's an average of 

more than one accidental release every two days. 

The World Health Organization's International Health Regulations provide a potential vehicle for ingtituting such 

a legally binding laboratory regisqration mechanism at the international level. Under these regulations, the 

World Health Organization's 196 slates parties are required to share information on biological events within 

their respective territories that may pose a transboundary threat to other member sqates, including notification 

within 24 hours of events that may congtitute a "public health emergency of international concern," like COVID-

19. The regulations could reasonably be expanded to include disclosure of qualifying laboratories and 

specifying biological agents being invegtigated and activities carried out by biosafety level. Qualifying 

laboratories would be expected to include any laboratory that poses a public health risk to the surrounding or 

global community. This would include any biosafety level 2 laboratory that works with contagious biological 

agents of moderate to severe lethality or for which there are no treatments or vaccines; all biosafety level 3 

laboratories; and all biosafety level 4 laboratories. To ensure an appropriate balance of security and 

transparency, the corresponding database would be maintained on a regtricted access website from which the 

World Health Organization could provide regularly updated public information, such as ligting the total number 

of laboratories by biosafety level and providing information on broad international trends. (An exigting example 

of this is the International Atomic Energy Agency's Incident and Trafficking Database.) Because this 

information is already collected for other purposes, such a mandate should neither increase adminisqrative 

burden on laboratories nor hinder peaceful research in any way. 

Step 2: Laboratory Biosafety Accreditation 

Next, regigtered laboratories mugt be rigorously assessed for safety assurance under an internationally 

accepted laboratory biosafety accreditation process. Laboratory infections and releases continue to occur in 

the face of widely acknowledged international guidelines set forth in the World Health Organization's 

Laboratory Biosafety Manual, which identifies recommended laboratory practices, safety equipment, and 
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facility features based on the biological agent being handled and the activity being performed. There is no 

internationally accepted accreditation process under the World Health Organization, or any other regime, for 

officially determining whether a particular laboratory and its people are "safe" to work with a particular biological 

agent in a particular way. However, the International Organization for Standardization's "General Requirements 

for the Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories" — which comprehensively evaluates participating 

laboratories for compliance spanning personnel qualifications, written procedure validation, equipment 

calibration and maintenance, facility conditions, teSt quality, and records maintenance — provides a useful 

model for a similar global biosafety srtandard. 

It is critical to under-Stand that the laboratory itself is only one aspect of biosafety; even the bet designed, 

constucted, and outfitted laboratory in the world depends on its people to possess the necessary skills to 

consisrtently apply bet practices that minimize risk. Acquiring these skills, however, is not staightforward. 

There is no advanced biosafety degree program, and while training opportunities are available, they are neither 

srtandardized nor mandated at the international level. As such, it is generally acknowledged that mot learning 

occurs in the course of performing laboratory work under supervision, similar to how a surgical resident learns 

to perform an operation by assiSting a more senior surgeon and incrementally assuming responsibility over 

time. Thus, following the International Standards Organization example, any formal biosafety accreditation 

process musrt include a qualification component that certifies personnel for higher risk activities involving 

biological agents based on demonStrated proficiency, similar to certification by the World InStitute for Nuclear 

Security Academy in the nuclear domain. 

A formal laboratory biosafety accreditation process could be included in the updated International Health 

Regulations in conjunction with the above-described laboratory registation requirement, making it legally 

binding for all States parties. Compliance could reasonably be demonstated and maintained via confidence-

building measures leveraging a range of verification tools and/or bodies, from minimally invasive peer reviews 

by non-governmental organizations, to missions akin to those of the International Atomic Energy Agency's 

International Physical Protection Advisory Service in the nuclear sector. Compliance audits might include 

laboratory inspections; review of records spanning over training, srtandard operating procedures, and 

equipment/facility maintenance and certification; and srtandardized proficiency teSting with incremental 

corrective action planning. 

Step 3: International Scientific Review Board — EStablishment and Oversight 

On balance, laboratories serve the public interesrt but do pose a risk, however small, that extends to the local 

and global community. Thus, in the same way that nuclear power plants are subject to peer-based oversight in 
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order to safeguard surrounding communities and countries, some level of self-monitoring is necessary to 

ensure appropriate laboratory risk management on behalf of at-risk populations. The goal is to ensure uniform 

accountability of laboratories for the safety of their surrounding communities and environments, while 

preserving the ability to advance the undergtanding and management of infectious diseases. Currently, there is 

no formal international body for risk-based review and oversight of infectious disease-related research. 

The Wor d Association of Nuclear Operators provides a model for such an oversight body. This association 

conducts peer review, performance analysis, and training to ensure that the world's nuclear power plants 

consigtently meet international safety sgandards. Having a similar international scientific review board of 

qualified experts would provide the necessary assurance to local and global communities regarding the risks 

associated with specific types of high-risk infectious disease-related research. These risks would not only be 

considered, but mitigated to an international sgandard of risk acceptance. The board would be responsible for 

defining what types of research would apply, but general categories would be expected to include gain-of-

function research to enhance transmissibility, infectiousness, or virulence of a qualifying biological agent; 

recombination research involving a qualifying biological agent or its sequence; de novo synthesis of wholly 

novel biological agents, or agents for which there is no universally available treatment or vaccine. 

In practice, the board would be expected to operate under the following three-gtep process. 

Firgt, laboratories would submit a description of qualifying high-risk research identifying the project title and 

abgtract; primary and collaborating ingtitutions; researchers and their roles; scientific need, including critical 

knowledge gap(s) addressed; risk-benefit analysis; applicable safety provisions; and a technology development 

roadmap for corresponding countermeasure development so that the research has a tangible payoff to the 

public beyond the value of the knowledge itself. For example, in 2015, American and Chinese scientigts, 

including scientigts at the Wuhan Ingtitute of Virology, demongtrated that a dangerous virus similar to Severe 

Acute Respiratory Syndrome could become readily transmissible from person to person with only minor genetic 

change. However, the research was not accompanied by corresponding medical countermeasure 

development, such as diagnogtics, therapeutics, and/or vaccine platforms, which might have proved beneficial 

during the current COVID-19 pandemic. 

Upon receipt of this description, peer review would determine whether the work is jugtified based on the 

scientific need, risk-benefit analysis, and technology development roadmap. This review would follow the 

model of scientific publication peer review, whereby articles are accepted for publication, returned for 

correction, or rejected. 

Upon approval, work would commence under the board's oversight, which would conduct initial, planned, and 
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unplanned safety inspections, review progress and results, and provide a platform for peer-to-peer assigtance, 

support, and training. 

Step 4: International Policy Review Board — EStablishment and Oversight 

Finally, a forum for international dialogue is necessary to agree on sctandards aimed at reducing and/or 

repurposing the global Jaboratory footprint based on scientific and public health need and cumulative risk. 

Scientific and Public Health Need 

Any approach to reducing the number and/or purpose of exi ling or future laboratories mugt begin with an 

assessment of need. The need for diagnogtic laboratories is based on "throughput," i.e. the number of samples 

generated in a given area, similar to the way that the need for an elementary school is determined by the 

number of children residing in a certain sending digtrict. By projecting the number of samples to be analyzed by 

tel type, laboratory space can be allocated, sized, and outfitted accordingly. These diagnogtic laboratories 

should meet biosafety level 2 sctandards, but are not required to meet higher level biosafety sctandards as long 

as proper protocols are followed. 

The need for research laboratories is more challenging to calculate. Typically, research need is based in part 

on regional infectious disease burden, and in part on specific qualifications of a given laboratory. A more 

comprehensive approach may be to egtablish regional research agendas and scale laboratory footprints 

accordingly; these research agendas would also serve to enhance laboratory sugtainability by informing and 

enabling international research collaboration, information-sharing, oversight, and supply chain management. 

Cumulative Risk 

Because no individual laboratory's risk is zero, cumulative risk mugt be considered whenever laboratories are 

planned or programmed. While biosafety level 4 laboratories by definition house the highegt risk category of 

work, with the highegt risk biological agents, their limited number and rigorous biosafety sgandards may present 

a comparatively lower risk than biosafety level 2 and level 3 laboratories on aggregate. Each level 2 and level 3 

laboratory comes not only with risks related to working with biological agents directly, but also chemical, 

electrical, and force majeure (fire, earthquake, etc.) risks. More importantly, dangerous biological agents, as 

well as unknown samples, are commonly handled at lower biosafety levels. 

For example, while much has been made of the Wuhan Ingtitute of Virology's biosafety level 4 laboratory 

(which opened in 2017), any research with related coronaviruses would mogt likely have been conducted in its 

longgtanding level 2 or level 3 laboratories. Bat samples being evaluated for the presence of coronaviruses 
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would mot likely be unpacked and prepared in a biosafety level 2 laboratory, inside a biosafety cabinet, and 

then transferred to a biosafety level 3 laboratory for further research as appropriate. Even the comparatively 

lethal coronavirus responsible for the 2003 outbreak is hand ed at no higher than the biosafety level 3, and only 

if the virus is being knowingly cultured or characterized. 

Summary Recommendations 

Because certain laboratories pose a risk to local and global communities, as well as animal populations and the 

environment, srteps mugt be taken to ensure their safety, and to ensure accountability at the international level. 

The necessary gteps include laboratory regigtration; biosafety accreditation; self-disclosure of qualifying high-

risk research; peer review and oversight of disclosed high-risk research by an international scientific review 

board of qualified experts; and an international dialogue to egtablish srtandards for scaling the global laboratory 

footprint based on scientific and public health need weighed againgt cumulative risk. Together, these gteps will 

reduce the risk of far-reaching laboratory accidents and mishaps while enabling the global scientific community 

to continue to battle pandemic threats unabated. 

BECOME A MEMBER 

Dr. Richard Pilch, a physician by training, is the Director of the Chemical and Biological Weapons 

Nonproliferation Program at the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies. He has led multiple threat 

reduction programs on behalf of the U.S government, assessing and addressing biological warfare, 

bioterrorism, and public health emergencies of international concern. 

Miles Pomper is a Senior Fellow at the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies, a part of the 

Monterey InStitute of International Studies, and Chair of the Fissile Materials Working Group, the leading 

international nongovernmental coalition on nuclear security. 

Image: U.S. Air Force  (Photo by Senior Airman Lauren Main) 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; KM[hanxia@whiov.cn] 
From: Bente, Dennis AVO=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=A19D476DOE5246529096CDF207016763-BENTE, DENN] 
Sent: Tue 2/2/2021 11:13:14 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Good news and thanks 

Dear Han, 

I also would like to congratulate you on your selection! 
The biocontainment guidelines for ticks are currently changing because people have been able to genetically modify ticks. That 
more stringent rules have to be implemented. I'll keep you posted. 

I am very proud of you as well, Han! Please let me know what I can do for you. 

Best wishes to you and your family, 

Dennis 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 16:32 
To: Xffl <hanxia@wh.iov.cn>; Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Good news and thanks 

Dear Han, 

Congratulations on your selection to the expert committee! This is wonderful news and a tribute to your leadership skills and 
scientific excellence. I am so proud of you! Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can help in any way. You will recall that we 
developed guidelines on arthropod biocontainment and I suspect that we can share these with you if you don't have them already. 

Please give my best regards to your husband and daughter, who must be a big girl by now! 

On a personal note, I stepped down as director of the GNL at the end of January and retired from UTMB. I hope to remain affiliated 
with UTMB in some role following a 30 day hiatus, but it's not yet clear what role that will be. The university is still interviewing 
candidates for director and I hope that they will make a selection soon, since both Joan Nichols and I are now gone. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

Cell- 409-789-2012 
My UTMB email remains active; however, my personal email is jamesleduc2021@gmail.com in case of problems. 

From: Xffi J.cn>
Sent: Monday, February 1, 2021 11:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwlecluc@UTMB.EDU>; Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Good news and thanks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. Leduc and Dennis, 

I am very glad to tell you that I has been selected as the expert member of the National Biosafety Review Committee 
of the Microbiology and Biomedical Laboratories for Human Infectious Diseases in 2021. The same as the Dr. Qing 
Dai from Kunming, who visited the GNL for the biocontainment engneering training in 2015. 
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I would like to thank you and UTMB for providing me the opportunities to participate the valuable and extensive 
biosafety training in aspect of theoretical, hands-on, and facilities, and learn the biological containment laboratory 
knowledge! These excellent experiences in UTMB will help me to better serve the public health, safety, research and 
development in my country. 

My scientific research is more on mosquito-borne viruses now and already get some progress, and I will help the 
institute to develop the ACL facilities and equipments to ensure the arthropods biosafety. 

Best wishes, 

Han 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; KM[hanxia@whiov.cn] 
Sent: Tue 2/2/2021 11:02:20 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Good news and thanks 

Dear Han, 

I also would like to congratulate you on your selection! The biocontainment guidelines for ticks are currently changing because 
people have been able to genetically modify ticks. That more stringent rules have to be implemented. I'll keep you posted. 

I am very proud of you 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 16:32 
To: Xffl <hanxia@wh.iov.cn>; Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Good news and thanks 

Dear Han, 

Congratulations on your selection to the expert committee! This is wonderful news and a tribute to your leadership skills and 
scientific excellence. I am so proud of you! Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can help in any way. You will recall that we 
developed guidelines on arthropod biocontainment and I suspect that we can share these with you if you don't have them already. 

Please give my best regards to your husband and daughter, who must be a big girl by now! 

On a personal note, I stepped down as director of the GNL at the end of January and retired from UTMB. I hope to remain affiliated 
with UTMB in some role following a 30 day hiatus, but it's not yet clear what role that will be. The university is still interviewing 
candidates for director and I hope that they will make a selection soon, since both Joan Nichols and I are now gone. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

Cell- 409-789-2012 
My UTMB email remains active; however, my personal email is jamesleduc2021@gmail.com in case of problems. 

From: Xffl <hanxia@wh.lov.cn>
Sent: Monday, February 1, 2021 11:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Good news and thanks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. Leduc and Dennis, 

I am very glad to tell you that I has been selected as the expert member of the National Biosafety Review Committee 
of the Microbiology and Biomedical Laboratories for Human Infectious Diseases in 2021. The same as the Dr. Qing 
Dai from Kunming, who visited the GNL for the biocontainment engneering training in 2015. 

I would like to thank you and UTMB for providing me the opportunities to participate the valuable and extensive 
biosafety training in aspect of theoretical, hands-on, and facilities, and learn the biological containment laboratory 
knowledge! These excellent experiences in UTMB will help me to better serve the public health, safety, research and 
development in my country. 
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My scientific research is more on mosquito-borne viruses now and already get some progress, and I will help the 
institute to develop the ACL facilities and equipments to ensure the arthropods biosafety. 

Best wishes, 

Han 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

C: 
Subject: 

EE Nrs [zi shi @wh.iov.cn] 
7/25/2020 8:19:57 AM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU] 
Yuan Zhimi ng [yzm@wh.iov.cn]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Re: Fwd: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVI D-19 Articl es, 7/24 

WARNING: This email origi nated from outsi de of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James, 

Thank you for the information I appreciated very much the spirit support from scientis in USA. 

Best regards, 

Zhengli, 

 Rhilltill----
A#A:"LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 

AgittINJ:2020-07-25 0922:40 (MA A) 

*of A: "zengli Shi" io v. c n>, "Yuan Zhiming" <yzrn@wh. io v. cn>, "Shi, Pei yong" 
<peshi@ UTM B. ED U> 

Fwd: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 

You May find the first two papers of special interest. 

Best wishes. Jim 
Sent from my ilThone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASTMH <info@astrnh.org> 
Date: July 24, 2020 at 404:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 
Reply-To: info@astmh.org 

WARNING: This email origi nated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not cl ick links or open attachments unless you recognize 

the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Ec The linked image cannot be displayed. The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct 
file and location. 

Weekly Roundup of COVID-19 Articles 

Journal Editor-in-Chief Philip Rosenthal, Managing Editor Cathi Siegel, and Editorial Assistant 
Alison Jaeb are giving high priority to all COVID-19 manuscripts. Accepted manuscripts are 
posted to the Journal website almost immediately and are open to all. To keep you apprised 
of the latest research, we are sending a weekly roundup of the newly published articles on 
Friday. 

We extend our deep thanks to the Journals Editors and staff who are working together to 
review and publish all accepted articles as quickly as possible. 

• Keep Politics out of Funding Decisions for Medical Research and Public Health 
Philip J. Rosenthal, Daniel G. Bausch, Karen A. Goraleski, David R. Hill, Julie A. Jacobson, 
Chandy C. John and Joel G. Breman 

• The Origin of COVID-19 and Why It Matters 
David M. Morens, Joel G. Breman, Charles H. Calisher, Peter C. Doherty, Beatrice H. Hahn, 
Gerald T. Keusch, Laura D. Kramer, James W. LeDuc, Thomas P. Monath and Jeffery K. 
Taubenberger 

• More Studies are Needed on the Link between Metformin and Decreased 
Mortality in Diabetic COVID-19 Patients 
Marinos Fysekidis, Regis Cohen and Abdallah Al-Salameh 

• Artemisia Spp. Derivatives for COVID-19 Treatment: Anecdotal Use, Political 
Hype, Treatment Potential, Challenges. and Road Map to Randomized Clinical Trials 
Paulin M. Kapepula, Jimmy K. Kabengele, Micheline Kingombe, Frangoise Van Bambeke, Paul 
M. Tulkens, Antoine Sadiki Kishabongo, Eric Decloedt, Adam Zumla, Simon Tiberi, Fatima 
Suleman, Leon Tshilolo, Jean-Jacques Muyembe-TamFum, Alimuddin Zumla and Jean B. 
Nachega 

• Case Report: Pneumothorax and Pneumomediastinum as Uncommon 
Complications of COVID-19 Pneumonia—Literature Review 
Alvaro Quincho-Lopez, Dania L Quincho-Lopez and Fernando D. Hurtado-Medina 

• Predicting the Impact of COVID-19 and the Potential Impact of the Public Health 
Response on Disease Burden in Uganda 
David Bell, Kristian Schultz Hansen, Agnes N. Kiragga, Andrew Kambugu, John Kissa and 
Anthony K. Mbonye 
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Incident SARS-CoV-2 Infection and a Shared Latrine 
Oscar H. Del Brutto, Aldo F. Costa and Hector H. Garcia 

A University-Wide Preparedness Effort in the Alert Phase of COVID-19 

Incorporating  Community Mental Health and Task-Shifting Strategies: Experience 

from a Bornean Institute of Higher Learning 
Mohannad Hafiz Mukhsann, Mohammad Saffree Jeffree, Nicholas Tze Ping Pang, Syed 
Sharizman Syed Abdul Rahinn, Azizan Omar, Muhammad Syafiq Abdullah, Khamisah Awang 
Lukman, Nelbon Giloi, Loganathan Salvaraji, Mohd Rahimie Abd Karim, Sahipudin Saupin, 
Yeap Boon Tat, Mohd Firdaus Mohd Hayati, Mohd Yusof Ibrahim, Assikin Muhamad and Syaza 
Putri Zainudin 

All COVID-19 articles are being made freely available on the Journal website. Click here for 
the most up-to-date list of what's been published. 

Support the Work of ASTMH 

The linked 
image cannot 
be disolave... 

Every donation helps us continue to work towards our mission of reducing the worldwide 
burden of tropical infectious diseases and improving global health. 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 7/9/2020 10:18:14 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S. China Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens - workshop - July 15 and July 17 
(Beijing time) 

I would include directors or representatives of the labs in Harbin and Kunming. Harbin is definitely working in this area; I don't 
know about Kunming. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, July 09, 2020 12:11 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: FW: U.S. China Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens - workshop - July 15 and July 17 
(Beijing time) 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, 

Could you send this invitation to Zhengli Shi? I don't think I have her email address. 

Also Dave and Jim, are there other members of the bio dialogue group on the Chinese side that you think would be interested and 
that we should invite? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:07 AM 
To: 'yzm@wh.iov.cn <yzm@wh.iov.cn>
Cc: iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) 
<peshl@UTMB.EDU>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: U.S. China Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens - workshop - July 15 and July 17 (Beijing 
time) 
Importance: High 

Hi Zhengli, 

I wanted to let you know that as a follow on / next step in our bio dialogue discussions NASEM is holding a small 
invitation only virtual workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and 
Respond to Viral Pathogens. The virtual workshop will take place over Zoom on the mornings of Wednesday July 15 
and Friday July 17 for Chinese participants (9-11 AM Beijing time on both mornings) and the evenings on Tuesday, July 
14 and Thursday, July 16 for U.S. participants (6-8 PM U.S. PT / 9-11 PM U.S. ET on both evenings). 

The workshop will explore the use of genome editing technologies, such as those based on CRISPR-Cas systems, to 
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understand and combat viral pathogens. Issues to be discussed include the use of genome editing as a research tool to 
better understand the basic biology of viral infection and interactions with the immune system; the development of 
rapid CRISPR-based diagnostic systems to detect viral pathogens; and the potential to use genome editing as an 
innovative anti-viral strategy as well as best practices for biosafety and biosecurity. Diane Griffin and George Gao will co-
chair and Nancy Connell is organizing with help from Katie Bowman, Fran Sharpies and Hui Sun from CAS. The workshop 
will include approximately 6 or 7 invited speakers with about 30 total participants split between the U.S. and China. The 
latest agenda and participant list is below. The first day will focus on the development of CRISPR-based diagnostic 
systems to detect viral pathogens such as SARS-CoV2. The second day will focus on the potential to use genome editing 
as an innovative anti-viral strategy, as well as best practices for biosafety and biosecurity. 

We hope that you can participate in some or all of the workshop. If you plan to participate please RSVP, and we will 
send the Zoom link to you before the call. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to 
Viral Pathogens 

Time and day: The mornings of Wednesday July 15 and Friday July 17 for Chinese participants (9-11 AM Beijing 
time on both mornings) and Tuesday, July 14 and Thursday, July 16 for U.S. participants (6-8 PM U.S. PT / 9-11 PM 
U.S. ET on both evenings) 

Agenda 

Day 1: Morning of July 15 in Beijing (Wednesday) Evening of July 14 in US (Tuesday) 

— Welcome 
o US welcome and focus of the 2 sessions and how they extend the topics of the 3 bio dialogue meetings held in 

May/June [5min] — Diane Griffin, NASEM 
o China welcome [5 min] — George Gao, China CDC 

— Opening Presentation: Introduction to how CRISPR-based technologies can be applied to diagnosis 
treatment of disease [10 min] 
Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 

and 

— Detecting Viral Pathogens  [75 min] — 3 presentations x 15 min each followed by panel discussion 
Session moderator: David Walt, Harvard University 
o Feng Zhang, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Development of CRISPR/Cas-based systems to detect viral 

pathogens) 
o Chunbo Lou, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Paired Design of 

dCas9 as a Systematic Platform for the Detection of Featured Nucleic Acid Sequences in Pathogenic Strains 
o Charles Chiu [invited], University of California San Francisco: Detection of SARS-CoV-2 using CRISPR/Cas-based 

systems) 
o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Looking ahead to session 2 — Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5 min] 
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— Adjourn until second session 

Day 2: Morning of July 17 in Beijing (Friday) Evening of July 16 in US (Thursday) 

— Welcome  — Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5min] 

— Responding to viral pathogens [60 min] - 3 presentations x 15 min each followed by panel discussion. 
Session moderator: Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 
o Deyin Guo, School of Medicine (Shenzhen), Sun Yat-sen University: CRISPR-Cas Targeting of Host Genes as an 

Antiviral Strategy 
o Xin Zhao, Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Receptor hunting of Enterovirus B by 

CRISPR screening 
o Marie La Russa [invited, recommended by Stanley Qi], Stanford University: Development of CRISPR as an 

Antiviral Strategy to Combat SARS-CoV-2 and Influenza) 
o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Capturing the opportunities through responsible development  [30 min] 
o Guoyu Wang [invited], School of Philosophy, Fudan University, Shanghai, Tianjin University: The importance of 

promoting responsible development around technologies such as gene editing, including following good 
biosafety/biosecurity practices) [15 min] 

o Discussion among all participants [20 min] 

— Thanks to all speakers and participants and adjourn virtual workshop 

Total attendees 
Speakers: 

In China 
1) Dr. George F. Gao 

2) Dr. Chunbo Lou 

3) Dr. Xin Zhao 

4) Dr. Deyin Guo 

Participants: 
In China 
5) Dr. Wei Li, 

6) Dr. Haoyi Wang 

7) Dr. Yi Shi 

8) Dr. Jin Wang 

9) Dr. Zhiming Yuan [invited] 

10) Dr. Zhengli Shi [invited] 

Speakers: 
In the U.S. 
11) Diane Griffin, 

12) Nancy Connell 
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13) David Walt 

14) Feng Zhang, 

15) Marie La Russa invited 

16) Charles Chiu [invited] 

17) Guoyu Wang invited 

Participants: 
In U.S. 
18) David Relman 

19) Peggy Hamburg 

20) Harvey Fineberg 

21) Stanley Perelman 

22) Jim LeDuc 

23) Dave Franz 

24) Alta Charo 

25) Raymond Jeanloz 

NAS and CAS staff: 
26) Katie Bowman 

27) Fran Sharples 

28) Ben Rusek 

29) Hui Sun 

30) Micah Lowenthal 

31) (NAS IT) 
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To: zengli Shi[zIshi@whiov.cn]; Yuan Zhiming[yzm@whiov.cn]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 7/24/2020 8:22:40 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 

You May find the first two papers of special interest. 
Best wishes. Jim 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASTMH <info@astinh.org> 
Date: July 24, 2020 at 4:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 
Reply-To: info@astmh.org 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Weekly Roundup of COVID-19 Articles 

Journal Editor-in-Chief Philip Rosenthal, Managing Editor Cathi Siegel, and Editorial Assistant 
Alison Jaeb are giving high priority to all COVID-19 manuscripts. Accepted manuscripts are 
posted to the  Journal website almost immediately and are open to all. To keep you apprised of 
the latest research, we are sending a weekly roundup of the newly published articles on 
Friday. 

We extend our deep thanks to the Journal's  Editors and staff who are working together to 
review and publish all accepted articles as quickly as possible. 

Keep Politics out of Funding Decisions for Medical Research and Public Health 

Philip J. Rosenthal, Daniel G. Bausch, Karen A. Goraleski, David R. Hill, Julie A. Jacobson, 
Chandy C. John and Joel G. Breman 
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• The Origin of COVID-19 and Why It Matters 

David M. Morens, Joel G. Breman, Charles H. Calisher, Peter C. Doherty, Beatrice H. Hahn, 
Gerald T. Keusch, Laura D. Kramer, James W. LeDuc, Thomas P. Monath and Jeffery K. 
Taubenberger 

▪ Mere Studies are Meeded on the Link between Metformin and Decreased Mortality 
in 

Marinos Fysekidis, Regis Cohen and Abdallah Al-Salameh 

Artemisia Spp. nerivatives for CP1,7n 'rre7,tment: Anecdo*-,1 Use. Pe'itical Hype, 
Treatment Potential, Challenges, ail.: Rad to Randomized C' --, , - Tr -

Paulin M. Kapepula, Jimmy K. Kabengele, Micheline Kingombe, Frangoise Van Bambeke, Paul 
M. Tulkens, Antoine Sadiki Kishabongo, Eric Decloedt, Adam Zumla, Simon Tiberi, Fatima 
Suleman, Leon Tshilolo, Jean-Jacques Muyembe-TamFum, Alimuddin Zumla and Jean B. 
Nachega 

0- Case Report: Pneumethe-P and Pneumomediastinum as Uncommon 
Cumplications Gf Pna.umonia—Ltzrature Review 

Alvaro Quincho-Lopez, Dania L. Quincho-Lopez and Fernando D. Hurtado-Medina 

▪ Predicting the Imnari. e‘ frVIrn-19 and the Potential Im act of the Public Health 
Response on Disease « ganda 

David Bell, Kristian Schultz Hansen, Agnes N. Kiragga, Andrew Kambugu, John Kissa and 
Anthony K. Mbonye 

▪ Incident SARS-CoV-2 Infection and a Shared Latrine 

Oscar H. Del Brutto, Aldo F. Costa and Hector H. Garcia 

▪ A University-Wide Pr aredness Effe, in the Alert Phase of rtrnr7n. 19 
CO'0' f Mental Task-Shiftina ..xaericnce 

lean ,-. of Higher 

Mohamad Hafiz Mukhsam, Mohammad Saffree Jeffree, Nicholas Tze Ping Pang, Syed 
Sharizman Syed Abdul Rahim, Azizan Omar, Muhammad Syafiq Abdullah, Khamisah Awang 
Lukman, Nelbon Giloi, Loganathan Salvaraji, Mohd Rahimie Abd Karim, Sahipudin Saupin, 
Yeap Boon Tat, Mohd Firdaus Mohd Hayati, Mohd Yusof Ibrahim, Assikin Muhamad and Syaza 
Putri Zainudin 
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All COVID-19 articles are being made freely available on the Journal website. Click here for the 
most up-to-date list of what's been published. 

Support the Work of ASTM H 

Every donation helps us continue to work towards our mission of reducing the worldwide 
burden of tropical infectious diseases and improving global health. 

American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 

241 18th Street South, Suite 501 • Arlington, VA 22202 USA 

+1-571-351-5409 • Fax +1-571-351-5422 

If you prefer not to receive any future e-mail from ASTMH, you can  unsubscribe here. 
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From: LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLED UC] 

Sent: 10/30/2020 4:34:40 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Dave Franz' [davidrfra nz@gmai l.com];Na ncy Connel l 

[Na ncyConnel I @jhu.edu]; Dia ne Griffin [dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg [peggy@hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei yong 
[peshi@UTMB.EDU] 

CC: Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu]; Sha rpl es, Fran [FSha rples@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Ni cole 

[NCervenka@nas.edu]; Hare, Hope [HHare@nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanloz [jeanloz@berkeley.edu] 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin smal l bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Attachments: NAS-CAS dialoguesummary300ct20.docx 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeti ng with a lot of positive comments. Ben, 
hope you were able to capture the names of al l the Chinese participants. 

like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appeararound the inauguration of the next 
administration. If folks agree, we should start outlining content now and perhaps discuss with Science editors. 

Than  Jinn 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfann.net>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <nnlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCeryenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

Agenda forthe call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions sofar 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, durability of 
immunity, the evaluation and use of different types of tests, studies of COVID-19 survivors) 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topicareas 
5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late 2021 
6) other issues, date forthe next session 

Maybe Diane could moderate from ourside?Jim could you do your usual recap at the end?Talk to you all tomorrow 
morning. 

Zoom link should he on your calendars but hepaitis_again: 
htt ps://nase  m.zoom t_is/j/91.76811.9712?pwcN 552.136 L._ Password:! 552.1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmai I.com> 
Cc: Nancy Connel l <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>;
Shi, Pei yong<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>;
Cervenka, Nicole<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Lance E ROD EWALD , M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immuni7ation Program of 

China CDC, a position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team lead 

for the Expanded Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country Office. 

For the 17 previous years, Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention's Immunization Services Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. immunization 

program - initially as Associate Director for Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as Director. His long-time 

research interest has been on improving children's access to vaccines. 
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He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine and trained in 

pediatrics at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and 

Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Home Award in 1999, the 

Association of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 

2005, the Southern Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 

2012 Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal, and received the Quancheng Friendship Award 

from the government of Jinan, China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is special 

senior advisor to the Chinese Preventive Medicine Association's First Vaccination and Immunization 

Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call—Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now employed by the 
China CDC and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COVID-19 survivors—"Long Haulers". This is a growing 
problem and likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we do, but it could lead to an 
nteresti ng dialogue that could engage a number of different clinical specialties —cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steerclear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bri ng it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza trans mission during 
the winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of the next 
year's vaccine? (see slides set attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut mabys fortreatment 
of influenza that looks quite promising (attached). Similar products are in development for COVID-19. 

There is merit in continuingto engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we might reach out to 
Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to wait until after 
the elections, but !would place this as a high priority aspi rational goal. Doesn't really matterwhatthe topic is, although 
COVID-19 is an obvious choice. Doi ng something jointly with Kunming that involves their N HP colony would be 
especially promising, but Kunming may be too far removed from George Gao's area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>;
Shi, Pei yong<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>;
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Cervenka, Nicole<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email origi nated from outsi de of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include 
anything else? Please let me know sol can send a revised version (portion in brackets [1 would NOTgo to CAS) and Zoom 
reminder to CAStonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions [curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last meetingl-see 
note above 
-topic focus for the planned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, durabilityof 
immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up origin or "natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue goi ng forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting i n person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connel I <NancyConnell @jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>;
Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.neb; Shi, Pei yong<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the fitture of our engagement, even after 
COVID. We would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These 
virtual visits have gone very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues 
(obvious for right now) as we go back to face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with Kunming 
and Harbin...or others? After COVID dies down? We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is that where 
we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the fitture...and there's flu. There are a lot of 
activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also talking more 
about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues lice that which might provide some 
common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis and 
PH. WI-en/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 
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We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions goi ng forward if, for example, we are 
attemptingto position ourselves forfuture funding opportunities. In the past, biosafety and biosecurity have been the 
topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to include this? If we are only going to do virtual 
conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
cleshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; ieanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email origi nated from outsi de of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attach ments unless you recogni ze 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will also send this 
out as a calendar invitation. 

https://nasem.zoonn.us/j/91768119712?pwdj
Password:1552.136 I 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 
• 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi 6@j hmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam. net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong(peshi@UTMB.EDU)<peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, 
Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morningof October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 1532, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek(i-e,nas.edu> wrote: 

External Email - Use Caution 
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Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excel lent discussions duringthe China biodialoguesessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting oyerZoonn on October 30 at 
9:00 AM ET/ 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a snnal lergroup of participates fronn the Chinese side and nnay include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhinning Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xi nwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteurof Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a snnallergroup on the U.S. side (just the folks on this ennail unless you think we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I wil l let CAS know the time works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Summary of NAS-CAS discussions, 30 Oct 2020. 

1. The group stressed the overarching importance of maintaining a positive relationship 
between the USA and China. 

2. The ongoing dialogue facilitated for many years between the CAS and NAS was 
recognized as being an essential element of sustaining that positive relationship. 

3. The group agreed to meet next in early December, 2020 to further discuss evolving 
progress in COVID-19 vaccine development, immunity and other relevant topics 
including African Swine Fever virus, influenza and other infectious diseases of global 
health importance. 

4. The group agreed to continue meeting virtually at roughly 6-8 week intervals going 
forward, with the goal of hosting face-to-face meetings in the future when possible. 

5. George Gao suggested that we create a Task Force composed of this core group of 
members from CAS and NAS and that we jointly craft a declaration or joint statement for 
possible publication in a major, widely read scientific journal. The suggestion was made 
to consider Science Policy Forum as a possible target. 

6. A suggestion was made to identify joint scientific projects that addressed relevant, 
common problems that could be jointly implemented in collaboration between scientists 
working in labs in each country. Funding could be provided by each country separately 
to fund their side of the work, and the resulting findings would be published with shared 
authorship of all involved. 

7. A further suggestion was made to consider establishing a virtual scientific workshop that 
could share recent findings and potentially reach a wide audience in both countries. 
Such a workshop could become an ongoing event at set time intervals. 

8. Next steps include: 
a. Set date and identify topics for discussion in our next dialogue in early December 
b. Explore options for a joint publication and begin to outline the piece. Given the 

elections in the USA, timing of the publication could make it very impactful. 
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To: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmledu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; 
Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 9/15/2020 5:01:17 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news from CAS. Looks like they are willing to do two or three sessions and hold another to discuss the future of the 
dialogue. 

Gao's dates translate to 6:00 - 8:00 PM PT / 8:00 - 10:00 PM CT / 9:00 - 11:00 PM ET in the U.S. on: 
Tuesday Oct 13 
Wednesday Oct 14 
Monday Oct 19 
Tuesday Oct 20 
Thursday Oct 22 
(Oct 23/24 is a Friday evening/Sat morning so let's avoid that one) 

Please let me know if any of these days/times DON'T work for you. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 2:33 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; tongting 
<tongting@cashq.ac.cn>; baiyu@im.ac.cn; Liyin <Liyin@cashq.ac.cn> 
Subject: Re: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

Dear Ben, 

Thank you for sending us the suggested list of topics for CAS-NAS-NAE bio-dialogues. 

We will have our National Day Holiday between Oct.1-8, and Dr. Gao will be tentatively available on the 
following dates: Oct. 14-15, Oct. 20-21 and Oct. 23-24 (All in Beijing time 9-ham). 

Please let us know what dates you prefer. As soon as we get the dates of the webinars fixed, we could start 
to invite potential participants for the sessions. 

It is feasible to have 2-hour sessions for three times. Then, we may have a core group meeting to discuss 
the next-step plan. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 
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Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Pr""' ^  China 100864 
Tel: +86-10-68597282 
Fax+86-10-68511095 

sunhui@casha.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

MtX : Rusek, Benjamin 
&31B-sig : 2020-09-11 06:02:17 
ItkitA : Tsunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
VAX : Diane Griffin; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; Peggy Hamburg 

: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 
Greetings Hui, 
Here is our proposed list of topics for the next virtual China U.S. bio dialogue focusing on 1) vaccine development and 
delivery and 2) immunity, testing and diagnostics 
Vaccine development and delivery 

Human (maybe we could get one Chinese and one American scientist to summarize what is generally known about the 
technical approaches being used to develop CoVID-19 vaccines to begin this dialogue session then get into specific topics?) 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal (we hope that our colleagues from CAAS [especially Zhigao Bu] can participate in this portion of the dialogue) 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H51\11 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" 

coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of 1-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-1.9 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

In addition, it would be useful to have a dedicated session at the end of the dialogue meeting (maybe with just a core group) 
to discuss the future of the interaction. The U.S. bio dialogue participants wanted you to know that they think it's very 
important to keep the bio dialogue in place and viable as this is an important avenue of trusted communications between 
China and the U.S. on these topics. They see the purpose of the bio dialogue as a way to 1) share knowledge on the best ways 
to detect and respond to diseases that could cause devastating human health or economic damage to either country and the 
world 2) exchange information on diseases of public health interest that need BSL-3 or 4 containment currently being 
researched in either country as well as operational facilities and training necessary to conduct the research safely and 
securely. 
All of this may be a lot for one 2h session, we might consider doing two, two hour sessions again. Maybe during a week in 
October? 
Thanks in advance for your response, we hope to hear back from you soon. 
Kind regards, 
Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:00 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: RE: Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 

Dear Ben, 

I am checking with Dr. Gao about the possible dates and will get back to you soon. FYI, CAS 
institutes ususally have summer break during August. Do you have any suggestions for the specific topics 
on vaccine development and delivery? 

Best regards, 

Hui 

020-07-30 

SUN Hut (Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

China 100864 
Tel:+86-10-68597282 

Em sunhui©cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 9/11/2020 1:37:23 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 

Thanks Ben. It wil l be good if we can engage Zhigao Bu for an update on some of the emerging animal pathogens. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 11:50 AM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FW: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for your comments. Wanted to send you want went out. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 6:02 PM 
To: 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cni <sunhui@casho.ac.cn>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; igaof@im.ac.cni <gaof@im.ac.cn>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam,net>
Subject: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

Greetings Hui, 
Here is our proposed list of topics for the next virtual China U.S. bio dialogue focusing on 1) vaccine development and 
delivery and 2) immunity, testing and diagnostics 
Vaccine development and delivery 

Human (maybe we could get one Chinese and one American scientist to summarize what is generally known about the 
technical approaches being used to develop CoVID-19 vaccines to begin this dialogue session then get into specific topics?) 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal (we hope that our colleagues from CAAS [especially Zhigao Bu] can participate in this portion of the dialogue) 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" 

coronaviruses 
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2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of 1-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COV1D-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

In addition, it would be useful to have a dedicated session at the end of the dialogue meeting (maybe with just a core group) 
to discuss the future of the interaction. The U.S. bio dialogue participants wanted you to know that they think it's very 
important to keep the bio dialogue in place and viable as this is an important avenue of trusted communications between 
China and the U.S. on these topics. They see the purpose of the bio dialogue as a way to 1) share knowledge on the best ways 
to detect and respond to diseases that could cause devastating human health or economic damage to either country and the 
world 2) exchange information on diseases of public health interest that need BSL-3 or 4 containment currently being 
researched in either country as well as operational facilities and training necessary to conduct the research safely and 
securely. 
All of this may be a lot for one 2h session, we might consider doing two, two hour sessions again. Maybe during a week in 
October? 
Thanks in advance for your response, we hope to hear back from you soon. 
Kind regards, 
Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:00 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: RE: Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 

Dear Ben, 

I am checking with Dr. Gao about the possible dates and will get back to you soon. FYI, CAS 
institutes ususally have summer break during August. Do you have any suggestions for the specific topics 
on vaccine development and delivery? 

Best regards, 

Hui 

0-07-30 

SUN Hui (Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
52 Santihe Rd, Beijing, China 100864 
Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@casha.ac.cn 
htto://english.cas.cn/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 
Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Wed 9/16/2020 6:22:59 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Ben - Dates are ok with me. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 6:01 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Cc: Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 

External Email - Use Caution 

Good news from CAS. Looks like they are willing to do two or three sessions and hold another to discuss the future of the 
dialogue. 

Gao's dates translate to 6:00 - 8:00 PM PT/ 8:00 - 10:00 PM CT/ 9:00 - 11:00 PM ET in the U.S. on: 
Tuesday Oct 13 
Wednesday Oct 14 
Monday Oct 19 
Tuesday Oct 20 
Thursday Oct 22 
(Oct 23/24 is a Friday evening/Sat morning so let's avoid that one) 

Please let me know if any of these days/times DON'T work for you. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 2:33 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'gaof@im.ac.cn' <gaof@im.ac.cn>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; tongting 
<tongting@cashq.ac.cn>; baiyu@im.ac.cn; Liyin <Liyin@cashq.ac.cn> 
Subject: Re: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 
Importance: High 

Dear Ben, 

Thank you for sending us the suggested list of topics for CAS-NAS-NAE bio-dialogues. 

We will have our Nation& Day Holiday between Oct.1-8, and Dr. Gao will be tentatively 
following dates: Oct. 14-15, Oct. 20-21 and Oct. 23-24 (All in Beijing time 9-ham). 

Please let us know what dates you prefer. As soon as we get the dates of the webinars 
to invite potential participants for the sessions. 

It is feasible to have 2-hour sessions for three times. Then, we may have a core group 
the next-step plan. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

SUN Hut (Mr.) 
Director 
Divisf on of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
52 Sanlihe Rd. L   China 100864 
Tel: +86-10-68597282 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 

available on the 

fixed, we could start 

meeting to discuss 

VtA : Rusek, Benjamin 
&31B-sig : 2020-09-11 06:02:17 
ItkitA : 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 
YAX : Diane Griffin; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; Peggy Hamburg 

: Next round of China U.S. virtual bio dialogue 
Greetings Hui, 
Here is our proposed list of topics for the next virtual China U.S. bio dialogue focusing on 1) vaccine development and 
delivery and 2) immunity, testing and diagnostics 
Vaccine development and delivery 

Human (maybe we could get one Chinese and one American scientist to summarize what is generally known about the 
technical approaches being used to develop CoVID-19 vaccines to begin this dialogue session then get into specific topics?) 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal (we hope that our colleagues from CAAS [especially Zhigao Bu] can participate in this portion of the dialogue) 
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1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" 

coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of 1-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

In addition, it would be useful to have a dedicated session at the end of the dialogue meeting (maybe with just a core group) 
to discuss the future of the interaction. The U.S. bio dialogue participants wanted you to know that they think it's very 
important to keep the bio dialogue in place and viable as this is an important avenue of trusted communications between 
China and the U.S. on these topics. They see the purpose of the bio dialogue as a way to 1) share knowledge on the best ways 
to detect and respond to diseases that could cause devastating human health or economic damage to either country and the 
world 2) exchange information on diseases of public health interest that need BSL-3 or 4 containment currently being 
researched in either country as well as operational facilities and training necessary to conduct the research safely and 
securely. 
All of this may be a lot for one 2h session, we might consider doing two, two hour sessions again. Maybe during a week in 
October? 
Thanks in advance for your response, we hope to hear back from you soon. 
Kind regards, 
Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac cn> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:00 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: RE: Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 

Dear Ben, 

I am checking with Dr. Gao about the possible dates and will get back to you soon. FYI, CAS 
institutes ususally have summer break during August. Do you have any suggestions for the specific topics 
on vaccine development and delivery? 

Best regards, 

Hui 

SUN Hui (Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
1; -) cRhlihe Rd, Beijing, China 100864 
Tel:+86-10-68597282 
ax:iiEb-10-685 11095 

Email: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.crif 
htto://international-talent.cas.cn 
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From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

Location: zoom mtg 

Importance: Normal 

Subject: US-China dialogue on gene ediing 

Start Time: Tue 7/14/2020 8:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Tue 7/14/2020 10:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: LeDuc, James W. 

U.S. China Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens - workshop - July 14 and July 16 

Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-periman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-periman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 'Nancy 
Connell'[NancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Sat 7/4/2020 6:27:59 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: U.S. China Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens - workshop - July 14 and July 16 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I wanted to let you all know that as a follow on to our bio dialogue discussions NASEM is holding a small invitation only 
virtual workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to 
Viral Pathogens. The virtual workshop will take place over Zoom on the evenings on Tuesday, July 14 and Thursday, July 
16 for U.S. participants (6-8 PM U.S. PT / 9-11 PM U.S. ET on both evenings) and the mornings of Wednesday July 15 
and Friday July 17 for Chinese participants (9-11 AM Beijing time). 

The workshop will explore the use of genome editing technologies, such as those based on CRISPR-Cas systems, to 
understand and combat viral pathogens. Issues to be discussed include the use of genome editing as a research tool to 
better understand the basic biology of viral infection and interactions with the immune system; the development of 
rapid CRISPR-based diagnostic systems to detect viral pathogens; and the potential to use genome editing as an 
innovative anti-viral strategy as well as best practices for biosafety and biosecurity. Diane Griffin and George Gao will co-
chair and Nancy Connell is organizing with help from Katie Bowman, Fran Sharples and Hui Sun from CAS. We expect that 
the workshop will include approximately 6 or 7 invited speakers with about 30 total participants split between the U.S. 
and China. The preliminary agenda is below. The first day will focus on the development of CRISPR-based diagnostic 
systems to detect viral pathogens such as SARS-CoV2. The second day will focus on the potential to use genome editing 
as an innovative anti-viral strategy, as well as best practices for biosafety and biosecurity. 

We hope that you can participate in some or all of the workshop. If you plan to participate please RSVP, and we will 
send the Zoom link to you before the call. 

Happy to answer any questions that you have. Hope you have a great July 4th. 

PS as we discussed at the end of the 3' bio dialogue Zoom meeting last month we plan to hold another bio dialogue 
meeting in August. I will be back in touch to start planning that meeting after the gene editing workshop. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral 
Pathogens 
Agenda 
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Day 1: Evening of July 14 in US (Tuesday) and Morning of July 15 in Beijing (Wednesday) 

— Welcome 
o US welcome and focus of the 2 sessions and how they extend the topics of the 3 bio dialogue meetings held in 

May/June [5min] — Diane Griffin, NASEM 
o China welcome [5 min] — George Gao, China CDC 

— Opening Presentation: Introduction to how CRISPR-based technologies can be applied to diagnosis and treatment of 
disease [10 min] 
Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 

— Detecting Viral Pathogens  [75 min] — 3 presentations x 15 min each followed by panel discussion 
Session moderator: David Walt, Harvard University 
o Feng Zhang [invited], Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Development of CRISPR/Cas-based systems to detect viral 

pathogens) 
o Chunbo Lou [invited], Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Paired Design of 

dCas9 as a Systematic Platform for the Detection of Featured Nucleic Acid Sequences in Pathogenic Strains 
o Charles Chiu [invited], university of California San Francisco: Detection of SARS-CoV-2 using CRISPR/Cas-based systems) 
o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Looking ahead to session 2 — Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5 min] 
— Adjourn until second session 

Day 2: Evening of July 16 in US (Thursday) and Morning of July 17 in Beijing (Friday) 

— Welcome — Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5min] 

— Responding to viral pathogens [60 min] - 3 presentations x 15 min each followed by panel discussion. 
Session moderator: Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 
o Deyin Guo [invited], School of Medicine (Shenzhen), Sun Yat-sen University: CRISPR-Cas Targeting of Host Genes as an 

Antiviral Strategy 
o Xin Zhao [invited], Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Receptor hunting of Enterovirus B by 

CRISPR screening 
o Stanley Qi [invited, recommended colleague], Stanford University: Development of CRISPR as an Antiviral Strategy to 

Combat SARS-CoV-2 and Influenza") 
o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Capturing the opportunities through responsible development  [30 min] 
o Weiwen Zhang [invited], Tianjin University: The importance of promoting responsible development around technologies 

such as gene editing, including following good biosafety/biosecurity practices) [15 min] 
o Discussion among all participants [20 min] 

— Thanks to all speakers and participants and adjourn virtual workshop 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: cb.lou@siat.ac.cn[cb.lou@siat.ac.cn]; zhaoxin@im.ac.cn[zhaoxin@im.ac.cn]; liwei@ioz.ac.cn[liwei@ioz.ac.cn]; 
wanghaoyi@ioz.ac.cn[wanghaoyi@ioz.ac.cn]; shiyi@im.ac.cn[shiyi@im.ac.cn]; wangj01@hotmail.com[wangj01@hotmail.com]; 
gaof@im.ac.cn[gaof@im.ac.cn]; guodeyin@mail.sysu.edu.cn[guodeyin@mail.sysu.edu.cn]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; Walt, 
David[dwalt@bwh.harvard.edu]; Zhang_F@mit.edu[Zhang_F@mit.edu]; mlarussa@stanford.edu[mlarussa@stanford.edu]; Wayne 
Deng[wayne.deng09@gmail.com]; relman@stanford.edu[relman@stanford.edu]; peggy@hbfam.net[peggy@hbfam.net]; 
harvey.fineberg@moore.org[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; stanley-periman@uiowa.edu[stanley-periman@uiowa.edu]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; racharo@wisc.edu[racharo@wisc.edu]; 
jeanioz@berkeley.edupeanioz@berkeley.edu]; kristian@andersen-lab.com[kristian@andersen-lab.com]; 
trevor@bedford.io[trevor@bedford.io]; ssawyer@colorado.edu[ssawyer@colorado.edu] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
From: Sharpies, Fran[FSharples@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 7/13/2020 2:42:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 
Agenda Virtual Workshop on Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens (2).docx 
Participant List  Virtual Workshop on Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond  to Viral Pathogens (3).docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thank you again for agreeing to participate in the US-China Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene 
Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens. The final workshop agenda and participant list is attached. The 
workshop will take place over Zoom, the Zoom link to connect the day 1 and day 2 sessions are below: 
Day 1: The development of CRISPR-based diagnostic systems to detect viral pathogens such as SARS-CoV2. 

Evening of July 14 in the U.S. (Tuesday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 15 in China (Wednesday from 
9-11AM) 

Morning of July 15 in China (Wednesday from 9-11AM) Evening of July 14 in the U.S. (Tuesday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM 
ET) and 

Zoom Link: r
(Meeting ID: 918 4295 4740 and Password: 1 552.136 

552.136 

Day 2: The potential to use genome editing as an innovative anti-viral strategy, as well as best practices for biosafety and 
biosecurity. 

Evening of July 16 in the U.S. (Thursday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 17 in China (Friday from 9-
11AM) 

Morning of July 17 in China (Friday from 9-11AM) and evening of July 16 in the U.S. (Thursday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM 
ET) 

Link: r 552.136 
(Meeting ID: 930 5075 7697 and Password.: 552.13-el 

As noted on the agenda, at the end of each session there will be time for Q&A and discussion. All discussions will be off the record 
and not-for-attribution, and no public written product will be prepared. 

Thank you again for your interest in this workshop. Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns, and we look forward 
to a very interesting and productive two days. 

Best regards, 

Katie Bowman and Ben Rusek, US National Academies 

Fran Sharples, PhD 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 
500 Fifth St. NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
202-334-2187 
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Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to 

Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens 

AGENDA 

Day 1: Evening ofJuly 14 in US (Tuesday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 15 in 
Beijing (Wednesday from 9-11AM) 

Day 2: Evening ofJuly 16 in US (Thursday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 17 in 
Beijing (Friday from 9-11AM) 

Day 1 (July 14 US/July 15 China) 

Welcome Remarks 
— Diane Griffin, U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine [5min] 
— George Gao, Chinese Centerfor Disease Control and Prevention [5min] 

Opening Presentation 
— Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University: Introduction to how CRISPR-based technologies can be 

applied to diagnosis and treatment of disease [10 min] 

Detecting Viral Pathogens 
Session moderator: David Walt, Harvard University 
Speakers: 

• FengZhang, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Development of CRISPR/Cas-based 
systems to detect viral pathogens [15 min] 

• Chunbo Lou, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chi neseAcadenny of Sciences 
and Jin Wang, Shenzhen Second People's Hospital,Shenzhen University: Paired design 
of dCas9 as a systematic platform for the detection of featured nucleic acid sequences in 
pathogenicstrains [20 min] 

• Wayne Xianding Deng, University of California San Francisco: Detection of SARS-CoV-2 
using CRISPR/Cas-based systems [15 min] 

Moderated Discussion [30min] 

LookingAhead to Day 2 
— Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5min] 

Adjourn until Second Session 

Day 2 (July 16 US/July 17 China) 

Welcome Remarks 
— Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5min] 

Responding to Viral Pathogens 
— Session moderator: Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 
— Speakers: 
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• Deyin Guo, School of Medicine (She nzhen), Sun Yat-sen University: CRISPR-Cas targeting 
of host genes as an antiviral strategy [15 min] 

• Xin Zhao, Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Receptorhunting of 
Enterovirus B by CRISPR screening [15 min] 

• Marie La Russa, Stanford University: Development of CRISPR as an antiviral strategy to 
combat SARS-CoV-2 and influenza [/5 min] 

Moderated Discussion [30min] 

Capturingthe Opportunities through Responsible Development 
— Discussion moderator: Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 
— Exchange of views and discussion among al l participants [30min] 

Adjourn Virtual Workshop 
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Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to 

Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens: Speakers and Participants 

PARTICIPANT UST 

July 14/15 and July 16/17, 2020 

Speakers from China 
1. George F. Gao, Director-General, China Centers for Disease Control 
2. Chunbo Lou, Principal Investigator, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology 
3. Xin Zhao, Associate Research Fellow, Institute of Microbiology, Chi nese Academy of Sciences 

(CAS) 
4. Deyin Guo, School of Medicine (Shenzhen), Sun Yat-sen University 

Speakers from the U.S. 
5. Diane Griffin, Vice President, U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
6. Nancy Connell, Senior Scholar, Centerfor Health Security, Johns Hopkins University 
7. David Walt, Hansjorg Wyss Professor of Biologically Inspired Engineering and Professor of 

Pathology, Harvard University; Institute Professor, Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
8. FengZhang, James and Patricia Poitras Professor of Neuroscience and Professor, Brain and 

Cognitive Sciences and Biological Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute 

9. Marie La Russa, Research Associate, Stanford University 
10. Wayne Xianding Deng, Postdoctoral Fellow, University of California San Francisco 

Participants from China 
11. Wei Li, PI, Deputy Director, State Key Laboratory of Stem Cell and Reproductive Biology, 

Institute of Zoology, CAS 
12. Haoyi Wang, PI, Group leaderof Genome Engineeri ng Technology, Institute of Zoology, CAS 
13. Vi Shi, PI, Deputy Director of CAS Key laboratory of Pathogenic Microbiology & Immunology, 

Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
14. Jin Wang, Professor, Shenzhen Second People's Hospital, the First Affiliated Hospital of 

Shenzhen University 
15. Zhengli Shi, Wuhan Institute of Virology 
16. Zhigao Bu, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute [invited] 
17. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology [invited] 

Participants from the U.S. 
18. David Reiman, [ HYPERLINK 

"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_University School_of_Medicine" \o "Stanford 
University School of Medicine"]. 

19. Peggy Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, U.S. National Academy of Medicine 
20. Harvey Fineberg, President, Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 
21. Stanley Perelman, University of Iowa Health Care 
22. Jim LeDuc, [ HYPERLINK "https://www.utmb.edu/gnI" \t"_blank" I, University of Texas Medical 

Branch 
23. Dave Franz, U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command, retired 
24. Alta Charo, University of Wisconsin, Madison 
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25. Raymond Jeanloz, [ HYPERLINK 
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of California,_Berkeley" \o "University of California, 
Berkeley" ] 

26. Kristian Andersen, Scri pps Research [invited] 
27. Trevor Bedford, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center [invited] 
28. Sara L. Sawyer, University of Colorado Boulder [invited] 

NAS and CAS staff: 
29. Katie Bowman, Board on Life Sciences (BLS), U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, 

and Medicine (NASEM) 
30. Fran Sharpies, BLS, NASEM 
31. Ben Rusek, Policy and Global Affairs Division (PGA), NASEM 
32. Hui Sun, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
33. Micah Lowenthal, PGA, NASEM 
34. Communications support, NASEM 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 5/26/2020 11:03:36 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: nice summary of transmission of SARS-CoV-2 
National Centre-Position Statement from the Na.pdf 

Summary from Singapore. 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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National Centre for 
Infectious Diseases 

ACADEMY OF MEDICINE 
SINGAPORE 

• .r.!...t.f.10

Position Statement from the National Centre for Infectious Diseases 
and the Chapter of Infectious Disease Physicians, 

Academy of Medicine, Singapore — 
23 May 2020 

Period of Infectivity to Inform Strategies for De-isolation for COVID-19 Patients 

1. This joint paper by the National Centre for Infectious Diseases (NCID) and the 
Chapter of Infectious Disease Physicians, Academy of Medicine, Singapore, seeks to set 
out the current understanding of the infectiousness of persons with COVID-19 infection, 
from epidemiologic, clinical and microbiologic data, and thence to inform de-isolation 
strategies. 

Overview of Causative Agent, Incubation Period, Symptomatology and 
Infectiousness 

2. COVID-19 is caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, a beta-coronavirus which emerged 
in Wuhan, China in December 2019. The median period of incubation (infection till the 
onset of symptoms) is estimated to be —5 days (range 2-14 days) [1]. The most common 
symptoms of COVID-19 include fever, dry cough, fatigue, shortness of breath, chills, sore 
throat, muscle aches, loss of smell, and headaches[2,3]. Initial estimates from China 
including a study of over 72,000 patients indicated an asymptomatic infection rate of 
about 1%[3], however growing evidence and increased testing indicates that a larger 
proportion of infected persons might remain asymptomatic and estimates of 
asymptomatic infection have been wide, ranging from 17.9% - 78%, depending on the 
context of the study[4,5]. For symptomatic cases of COVID-19, about 80% will remain mild 
and relatively well, whereas about 15% will develop more severe disease (mainly 
pneumonia) and about 5% may require critical care [3]. 

Epidemiologic Data for Period of Infectivity 

3. In a study of 77 well characterised infector-infectee pairs in Hong Kong, it was 
estimated that the serial interval (duration between symptom onset of a primary case to 
symptom onset of its secondary case) of COVID-19 was 5.8 days (mean), with 7.6% of 
serial intervals distributed negatively (i.e. the infectee developed symptoms prior to 
infector), strongly implying pre-symptomatic transmission [6]. Assuming a median 

1 
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incubation period of 5.2 days (based on other studies), the study estimated that the 
infectious period of SARS-CoV-2 started 2.3 days before onset of symptoms, peaking at 
0.7 days, and declining within 7 days. 

4. Another study of 100 COVID-19 infected patients and 2761 close contacts in 
Taiwan identified 22 paired index-secondary cases, and all 22 cases arose from contact 
with the index case within 5 days of symptom onset (22 of 1818 contacts, attack rate 1%) 
and none (0 cases from 852 contacts) arose from contact 5 days or after[7]. 

Microbiologic Data for Period of Infectivity and Viral RNA Shedding 

5. Local data, based on an analysis of 766 patients, indicate that by day 15 from 
onset of illness, 30% of all COVID-19 patients are PCR-negative by nasopharyngeal 
swab, this rises to 68% by day 21 and 88% by day 28 and by day 33, 95% of all patients 
are negative by PCR (NCID data). While the duration of viral shedding' by PCR may 
extend to a month and sometimes longer for a small group of patients, and several 
jurisdictions including Singapore have been using it to guide de-isolation and discharge 
policies, it is important to note that viral RNA detection by PCR does not equate to 
infectiousness or viable virus. 

6. A surrogate marker of 'viral load' with PCR is the cycle threshold value (Ct). A low 
Ct value indicates a high viral RNA amount, and vice versa. As noted above, detection of 
viral RNA does not necessarily mean the presence of infectious or viable virus. In a local 
study from a multicenter cohort of 73 COVID-19 patients, when the Ct value was 30 or 
higher (Le. when viral load is low), no viable virus (based on being able to culture 
the virus) has been found. In addition, virus could not be isolated or cultured after 
day 11 of illness. These data corroborate the epidemiologic data and indicate that while 
viral RNA detection may persist in some patients, such persistent RNA detection 
represent non-viable virus and such patients are non-infectious. 

7. Supporting this, a small but important study from Germany found that the degree 
of viral shedding was very high in the first week of symptoms with active replication 
confirmed by viral replicative RNA intermediates (viral subgenomic messenger RNAs, 
sgRNA), which are only present in actively-infected cells [8]. In sputum, sgRNA declined 
over days 10 - 11, and in throat swabs, sgRNA was not detected after day 5. Infectious 
virus was cultured from throat and lung specimens in the first week of symptoms, but 
none after day 8 in spite of high viral loads detected by regular PCR. 

8. These molecular data interpreted together with the epidemiologic data indicate that 
infectiousness begins just before and with the onset of symptoms and rapidly declines by 

1 In severely immunocompromised persons (e.g. those receiving chemotherapy, steroids other 
immunosuppressant medications, or with underlying diseases leading to immunocompromise) and severe 
disease, shedding of viable virus might be more prolonged because inactivation of virus may be less 
effective due to immunocompromised, and it may be appropriate to extend the period of infection control 
precautions to protect vulnerable persons. 
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the end of the first week of disease. These findings are in keeping with available evidence 
summaries which indicate that SARS-CoV-2 seems to have a consistent trajectory, and 
while viral RNA may be detectable for about 2-4 weeks from onset of disease, the 
infectiousness diminishes after 7-10 days[9]. 

Clinical Data for Period of Infectivity and Phenomenon of Positive PCRs after Initial 
Negatives 

9. Countries which have adopted a policy of repeating respiratory sample PCRs to 
determine negativity (e.g. two negative PCRs 24 hours apart) to guide discharge and de-
isolation policies (e.g. China, Korea) have reported that some patients have recurrent 
positive PCRs after initial negatives[1°,11]. This has led to some speculation of a 'persistent 
carrier state' or 'recurrent infections' but these have not been substantiated, to date. In 
the widely cited Chinese report [1q, the four patients described all remained asymptomatic, 
with stable radiographic findings, and no-onward transmission was described. In Korean 
reports[11], 180 of such cases were noted but again, no onward transmission nor isolation 
of live virus by viral cultures was reported. A subsequent review by the Korean CDC 
concluded that these were due to detection of non-viable RNA from dead virus[12]. 

Areas of Uncertainty, Asymptomatic and Pre-Symptomatic Infection 

10. Robust data are lacking regarding infectiousness of asymptomatic and pre-
symptomatic individuals and how much asymptomatic infection drives transmission. 
However, asymptomatic persons may have similar viral shedding patterns[13]. A 
Singapore study found pre-symptomatic transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in —6.4% of 157 
locally acquired cases, but no asymptomatic transmission [14]. 

Summary and Conclusion 

11. Based on the accumulated data since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
infectious period of SARS-CoV-2 in symptomatic individuals may begin around 2 days 
before the onset of symptoms, and persists for about 7 - 10 days after the onset of 
symptoms. Active viral replication drops quickly after the first week, and viable virus 
was not found after the second week of illness despite the persistence of PCR 
detection of RNA. These findings are supported by epidemiologic, microbiologic and 
clinical data. These new findings allow for revised discharge criteria based on the data 
on the time course of infectiousness rather than the absence of RNA detection by PCR 
testing, taking into consideration both the clinical and public health perspectives, including 
the individual patient's physical and mental well-being. In addition, given these findings, 
resources can focus on testing persons with acute respiratory symptoms and suspected 
COVID-19 in early presentation, allowing timelier public health intervention and 
containment. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sun 8/9/2020 11:15:09 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Mike Ryan on Wuhan origin 

Thanks for sharing. Glad to see Mike's personal involvement and statement. WHO needs to regain some of its lost 
credibility and leadership. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2020, at 10:26 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Global times so maybe with grain of salt. d 

Coronavirus didn't originate in Wuhan, WHO confirms 

By Global Times 

August 8, 2020 

THE World Health Organization's (WHO) admission that Wuhan may not be the origin of Covid-19 may put to rest 
conspiracy theories that have placed the central Chinese city and China in a bad light over the virus' origin, said 
Chinese epidemiologists. They urged for more research on transmission channels and virus hosts, which are vital for 
epidemiologic studies. 

China's door is wide open for more WHO epidemiologic studies while other countries should follow if the onus falls on 
them, said Chinese experts. They believe countries like the United States (US), which tops the world in number of 
confirmed Covid-19 cases, and certain European countries, where the virus was identified as early as last year, should 
also undergo a thorough investigation on the virus origin for a clearer picture. 

Wuhan may not be the origin of the novel coronavirus, said senior WHO official Mike Ryan on Monday, announcing 
extensive studies to track down the animal species that transmitted the virus to humans. 

"The fact that the fire alarm was triggered doesn't necessarily mean that was where the disease crossed from animals 
to humans," said Ryan at a press conference in Geneva. 

His comments came as the organization's team to China concluded its weeks-long mission, which was to lay the 
groundwork for further joint efforts at identifying the origin of the coronavirus. 

On Tuesday, China's National Health Commission said Chinese experts had kept in close contact with the two WHO 
experts, who stayed in China from July 11 to August 2, about possible transmission channels and to identify the source 
of Covid-19 and the host of the virus. 

Mounting facts and scientific evidence are emerging to support the hypothesis that the coronavirus did not originate in 
Wuhan, Zeng Guang, chief epidemiologist of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, told the Global 
Times, citing a sample of the virus found in Barcelona's wastewater, collected as early as March 2019, and of the virus 
spotted in a sewer in Brazil in November last year. 

The fact that the outbreak was first reported in Wuhan and not in those countries may have something to do with the 
transmission medium or host of the virus, said Yang Zhanqiu, deputy director of the pathogen biology department at 
Wuhan University. 

Zeng and Yang believe that the virus must have jumped from wild animals to human beings. Yang said they must 
identify the animal host and under what conditions the virus was passed. 
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https://www.manilatimesdiet/2020/08/o8/news/world/coronavirus-didnt-originate-in-wuhan-who-
confirms/752234/ 

an ri ese Co 
--es 1. k. ,iye.-1 

S PE gale' Daily 

Haven't seen this reported anywhere else. The Manila Times apparently picked up the story from The Global 
Times.—JTK 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 8/10/2020 4:53:03 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Mobile Lab 

Thanks Dave. I saw one of these in a provincial CDC parking lot a few years ago. Big ticket investment that turns out to be rarely 
used. 

BTW, have you heard from Mifang recently? I've sent her a couple of emails and yet to receive any reply. She normally is quite 
good about responding—I hope she's OK. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 4:35 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu) <dgriffi6@jhu.edu> 
Subject: Mobile Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Mobile P3 lab removed after COVID-19 epidemic contained in Beijing 
Pir m 7 ., ff - August 8, 2020 

The mobile biosafety level 3 lab China CDC dispatched to Fengtai district of Beijing Photo: Qu Qiuyan/GT 
The Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), withdrew the mobile biosafety level 3 lab (P3 lab) on Sunday from 
Beijing's Fengtai district as the capital city has reported no new COVID-19 case for six consecutive days. 
After the recent wave of novel coronavirus broke out in Xinfadi market of Fengtai district, China CDC mobilized the P3 lab in 
Fengtai to help increase daily nucleic acid test capability. 
"One of the most outstanding features of the mobile P3 lab is that no room is needed, and just a small piece of land is everything 
that is needed for the establishment of the lab," said Kan Biao, a deputy director of China CDC as well as captain of the mobile P3 
lab. 
"Even in the wild without power, the lab can work with diesel," he said. A diesel power generation truck is also equipped to provide 
electricity power for the lab. 
After the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003, China has organized the mobile biosafety level 3 lab. 
https://pinevillevoice.com/mobile-p3-lab-removed-after-covid-19-epidemic-contained-in-beijing/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 10/19/2020 2:48:11 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Some bullets following our US-China dialogue discussion on Friday 

Me too. Sorry to miss the call. I'll look for your follow up docs and next steps. 
Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 19, 2020, at 1:29 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben, Sorry I missed the meeting. I failed to have it on my calendar. Plus...we retirees are really busy, for 
some reason. :-) Thanks for all you have done and are doing re. the China dialogues. Best, dave 

On Oct 19, 2020, at 12:21 AM, Peter Daszak <daszak ecohealthalliance.ors> wrote: 

Thanks for a good discussion on Friday Ben, 

I fully support a continued dialog and noted, as did some of those on the call, that George Gao and 
others were more open in their discussion of investigations into animal reservoirs of SARS-CoV-2 — i.e. 
discussion about the origin. We discussed ways we could frame a future topic that would allow us to talk 
about some important issues around the 'natural history' of SARS-CoV-2, that might also be comfortable 
for our Chinese colleagues. Here are a couple of bullets along the lines you asked me for: 

1. Summary of recent findings re. the ability of SARS-CoV-2 to infect other species of animals in 
the lab, and in the wild, around the world (e.g. mink farm infections Europe and US, 
experimental infections of ferrets & raccoon dogs, risk assessments of SARS-CoV-2 infecting 
bats in other countries) 

2. From the natural history of the virus, what do we know about the diversity of alpha and beta 
CoVs in wildlife reservoirs, and in potential intermediate hosts in various countries in Asia. 

3. What information can we identify from the receptor binding domain of SARS-related CoVs that 
might help us predict future potential for emergence of CoVs from other countries 

I think a good strategy would be to have the US side give the opening slide deck so that we sort of set 
the parameters and open up some of the discussion that I'm sure would lead to interesting information. 
I'd be happy to help on the first 2 points, and I'm sure Ralph could talk to the 3rd point. Linda and Stanley 
have a great deal of knowledge and could provide supporting comments... 

Cheers, 

Peter 
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Peter Daszak 
President 

EcoHealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1200 
New York, NY 10018-6507 
USA 

Tel.: +1-212-380-4474 
Website: www.ecohealthalliance.org 
Twitter: @PeterDaszak 

EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:18 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; rbaric email.unc <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edif <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
Peter Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.orp; 'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'iwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTM B.EDU1
<pe:-'- 'eUTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>;
'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.cc. > 
Cc: ' .harples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthgnas.edu>;
antoinette_baric.med <antoinette baric med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre < ndre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
lennifer. ryar @moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmangnas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<'iHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.ecit..>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.eck.>;
Block, Bruce <BBlock@nas.edL>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in the China bio dialogue sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday this 
week. We have scheduled a short hotwash session so the American participants can discuss the 
virtual dialogue discussions (from this week and earlier this year) and your get your ideas on 
future topics and other issues. 

The session will take place tomorrow from 5:30-6:30 PM, Zoom link is below. Sorry for the short 
notice, if you can't make it tomorrow feel free to weigh in by email. 

Topic: China Bio Post Dialogue Meeting Discussion 
Time: Oct 16, 2020 5:30 PM ET / 4:30 PM CT / 2:30 PM PT 
Meeting 
Link: http ii ngSP Normus/j/92476126782?p 

Password! 552.1361 
552.136 

PS I have asked CAS for the ppts from last night, will send those out as soon as I get them. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 7:32 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edul <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edui <saif.2@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; idgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU1
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>;
'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.rvan@moore.org' <iennifersvan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce <813lock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Greetings, 

Thank you for joining the dialogue session last night. I have attached the slides from the three 
presentations. 

FYI CAS has invited two additional CCDC experts to the session tonight. 

Dr. Huaqing Wang, PI, Immunization program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
Dr. Zundong Yin, Director of National Immunization Program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention 

Looking forward seeing and hearing from you all in a few hours. 
Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT 4.11...S.— •-i 
Meeting int. 552.136 i ! ! 
Password l 552.136 ., 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edul <relman@stanford.edu>; irbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edui <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.nef 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; tjwieduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDUI 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>;
'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; tjenniferryan@moore.org' <jenniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
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Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce <BBlock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached what should be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions 
on It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. 
Links to join the Zooms are also below. 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in VS.,_ 
Meeting Li plc; 
Password: I 552.136 I 

552.136 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM
Meeting Link: kittps://nasem.zoorn.usii/98420889232?psivdi 552.136 i ! 
Password:1552.1361 . i 

.. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edul <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
isaif.2@osu.edui <saif.2@osu.edu>; istanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
idaszak@ecohealthalliance.orgi <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; iharvev.fineberg@moore.orgs 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; idgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.neti 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; ijwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDir 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>;
'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; tjenniferryan@moore.org' <jenniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 
(9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in 
previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert participants will lead the discussion on the majority 
of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the participants instead of a series 
of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send 
that out to you all. 
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Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to 
discuss among the U.S. group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edul <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.ore; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU1
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>;
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <ienniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu›; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences 
has agreed to hold another (4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development 
and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We 
have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET 
/ 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and 
times on your calendar. We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the 
sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as 

well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination 
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streo-ic issues 
6) Pr. 7: 3 universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vacuine for enterovirus 068 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) AS
3) Nc 
4) Val . • 

Immth-1, 
1) 

" vaccine progress 
us 

r H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 
-5 
cluding the possibility of background immunity from circulating 
-es 

2) Ch cries for testing large populations quickly 
3) An 
4) Long-term sequeid tuiluwIrig Luvi0-19 intection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDV <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthgnas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.ore; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jenniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <  11-lare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<cl -' -'-' -anz@grnall.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NencyConnely,1"iu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on 
immunity and related topics set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM 
the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey 
Fineberg can provide information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) 
strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph 
Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. (especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks 
are listed simply so someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question 
during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS without those names listed but will let them know who 
we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the 
Zoom link later tonight or tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edui <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
idaszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.ore; 'harvev.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; idgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDIr <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU1
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.rvan@moore.org' <iennifersvan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed 
immunity topics on Tuesday, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 
Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, 

especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COV1D-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? 

When do you expect COV1D-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edul <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edui <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.nef 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; tjwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDUI 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; tjenniferryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
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Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list 
of Immunity topics we proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rdmeeting back to 
the first or second week of June (so no Zoom meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese 
counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following 
morning for the Chinese group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't 
participate) to Hope Hare [HFlare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best 
for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a 
good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek©nas.edu)[l3Rusek©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 11/25/2020 8:33:37 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: GVN COVID-19 Webinar Series Featuring Dr. Yiming Shao 

ryi 

From: Global Virus Network <ktkishpaugh@gvn.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 8:11 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: GVN COVID-19 Webinar Series Featuring Dr. Yiming Shao 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

V ew this emai n your browser 

FOrkEFRONT C7- VIROLOGY COVID-
WEE INAR SERIES 

"China's COVID-19 Control Response and Efforts" 

Thuruday, December 3, 2020 at 8:00am EST (- 4:00 
UTC) 

9 
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FEATURING: DR. YIMING SHAO 
Chief Expert on AIDS, Chinese Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention 

Director of the Division of Research on 

Virology and Immunology, 

National Center for AIDS/STD Control and 

Prevention, China 

Member of the GVN SARS-CoV-2 Task Force 

Register Now: Thursday, December 3 at 8:00am EST (-4:00 UTC) 

GVN: Forefront of Virology COVID-19 Webinar Series 

The Global Virus Network hosts a biweekly webinar series for COVID-19 

related knowledge sharing, featuring expert virologists from GVN Centers of 

Excellence around the world. The topics focus on different aspects of the virus 

and the ongoing efforts to combat it, highlighting the latest scientific progress. 

Each session is a 30-minute live presentation, followed by a 20-minute 

Q&A hosted by GVN President Dr. Christian Brechot. 

BIO SKETCH: 

Yiming Shao, MD, PhD, graduated from Qingdao Medical School in 1983 and 

received his doctoral degree on virology and immunology from the Chinese 

Academy of Preventive Medicine in 1988. Dr. Shao is currently Chief Expert on 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002417 



AIDS at the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention and Director of 

the Division of Research on Virology and Immunology at the National Center 

for AIDS/STD Control and Prevention. He has received numerous national 

science awards and has published more than 500 research papers in scientific 

journals, including over 160 papers in SCI journals. 

He is credited with establishing the National AIDS Reference Laboratory and 

leading the national expert committee to help develop three national 

infrastructures: the HIV testing laboratory network, HIV molecular epidemiology 

network, and HIV drug resistance surveillance network. His group first reported 

China's nationwide HIV molecular epidemiology and HIV drug resistance 

profile. He collaborated with Dr Shen, who made the world's 1st lentivirus 

vaccine in the 1970s, and systematically studied the genetic evolution of EIAV 

wide-type to vaccine strains and its protection mechanisms. He leads the 

research on re-designing HIV vaccine antigen based on EIAV vaccine and 

using Chinese replicating vaccinia vector to develop a China CDC's HIV 

vaccine program. The vaccine can provide full and partial protection against 

viral acquisition from homologous and heterologous SHIV challenge 

respectively in monkeys. The vaccine have concluded phase la, lb, lc and 

phase ha clinical trials in both low and high risk populations and is moving to 

Phase Ilb trial in China. 

Dr. Shao serves as Vice Chairs of both the National AIDS Expert Committee 

and Chinese Microbiology Society. He is member of the Chinese People's 

Political Consultative Conference since 2003. He serves on the WHO's AIDS 

Strategic and Technical Advisory Committee, HIVResNet Steering Committee, 

and HIV Vaccine Advisory committee. He is the Fellow of the US Academy of 

Microbiology since 2010. 

Archived GVN COVID-19 Webinars are available on the GVN Website 

Copyright @ 2020 Global Virus Network, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because you opted in on our website. 
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Our mailing address is: 

Global Virus Network 

725 W Lombard St. 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; David Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/22/2021 10:30:42 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Thanks Ben for preparing this comprehensive summary of comments from George. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the Pfizer-BioNTech 
and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer. 
https:11www .washingtonpost.com/world/ asia pacific/vaccines-coronavirus-china-conspiracy-theories/2021/01/20/89bd3d2a-
5a2d-11eb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story.html 

So I tried to find where this unattributed comment came from, if the source was an interview George Gao (Gao Fu) gave Xinhua 
News Agency on 12/29/20 (seems likely) he was egregiously misquoted by the Washington Post. 

Interview reported here on 12/30/20 http://www.ecns.cn/news/society/2020-12-30/detail-ihafcxvt0506326.shtml 
"By comparison, they went further down the path by developing mRNA vaccines, a more commonly used solution for patients 
suffering from cancer, but not for ordinary people," Gao noted, adding that it was the first time for the injection of such a vaccine in 
a healthy human body, with no previous successful attempts to rule out possible side effects. 

As well as here on 12/30/20 https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-covid-19-mrna-
vaccines-top-chinese-health (behind a pay wall so I pasted it below) 
George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being administered to 
healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the mRNA technology, which was 
developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side 
effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy 
people for the first time. As professionals, we must have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

Also note highlighted quote about cooperation with other countries. 

*** 

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-covid-19-mrna-vaccines-top-chinese-health 

We can't rule out risks with Covid-19 mRNA vaccines, top Chinese health official says 
-The technology is being used on healthy people for the first time, raising safety concerns, Chinese CDC chief warns 
-Chinese investigators have also not found an animal origin of the coronavirus, he says 

A top Chinese health official has voiced caution about new vaccine technology used in coronavirus shots authorised in the United 
States 
and Britain. 

George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being administered to 
healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the mRNA technology, which was 
developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side 
effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy 
people for the first time. As professionals, we must have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 
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The mRNA technology tricks the body into making the viral protein itself which, in turn, triggers an immune response, while 
traditional vaccines, such as most flu shots, use inactivated viruses to set off the immune system. 

There have been human trials of mRNA cancer vaccines since at least 2011 but only now has the technology been approved for 
general use. The European Union, US, Canada and other countries have authorised an mRNA vaccine developed by US firm Pfizer 
and its German partner BioNTech, while another mRNA vaccine by US company Moderna is being rolled out in the United States. 

US and German firms have led the development of mRNA vaccines for Covid-19, while French pharmaceutical company Sanofi had 
chosen to use recombinant protein technology, an approach already used in approved vaccines like the one for hepatitis B. 
Coronavirus vaccine: UK grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot Coronavirus vaccine: UK grandmother 
is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot 

China is betting on old and new technologies by developing Covid-19 vaccines in five categories — inactivated vaccines, 
recombinant (subunit) protein vaccines, live attenuated influenza vaccines, adenovirus vaccines, and nucleic acid-based vaccines. 

Safety issues that would affect significant numbers of vaccines mostly appear within two months, according to Michel Goldman, 
professor of immunology at the Universite Libre de Bruxelles in Belgium. 

In an interview with the European Union research magazine Horizon, Goldman said that after a vaccine was given to millions of 
people, very rare unanticipated side effects might develop. 

As a result, researchers and regulators would be keeping a close eye on how the vaccine roll-out went, he said. 

Gao said China's three inactivated vaccines were nearing the end of clinical trials and showing good results. Another vaccine — a 
subunit vaccine, composed of protein or glycoprotein components of a pathogen that are capable of inducing a protective immune 
response — had also entered the final phase of clinical trials, he said. 

The official also said China had not found an animal source of the coronavirus. 
Moderna Covid-19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers Moderna Covid-19 vaccine 
nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers 

"I've been to Wuhan to look for the origin in animals and failed to find [the same virus]," Gao said, referring to the central Chinese 
city where the coronavirus was first detected. "It may take a long time to find the virus. It's also possible that the virus will 
disappear before we find the origin." 

Wuhan was ground zero of the pandemic, with the first cases linked to a local wet market selling various exotic animals from 
peacocks to masked palm civets. Scientists suspect the virus was first carried by an animal host before being transmitted to 
humans. 

A team of 10 international scientists will travel to Wuhan 
next month to investigate the origins of the disease, the World Health Organization has said. 

The US, which has accused China of covering up the extent of the outbreak, has criticised the terms of the investigation, which 
allowed Chinese scientists to do the first phase of preliminary research. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Wash Post: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 
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https://www.washingtonpostcom/world/asia pacificivaccines-coronavirus-china-conspiracv-theories/2021/01/20/89bd3d2a-
5a2-1-11eb-a849-6f9423a75ffd storv.html 
"George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer." 
"On Tuesday, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying pushed speculation about a U.S. Army biological warfare program. "If 
the United States truly respects facts, it should open the biological lab at Fort Detrick, give more transparency to issues like its 200-
plus overseas bio labs, invite WHO experts to conduct origin-tracing in the United States, and respond to the -concerns from the 
international community," she said in a briefing." 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sun 8/9/2020 10:26:03 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Mike Ryan on Wuhan origin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Global times so maybe with grain of salt. d 

Coronavirus didn't originate in Wuhan, WHO confirms 

By Global Times 

August 8, 2020 

THE World Health Organization's (WHO) admission that Wuhan may not be the origin of Covid-19 may put to rest conspiracy 
theories that have placed the central Chinese city and China in a bad light over the virus' origin, said Chinese epidemiologists. They 
urged for more research on transmission channels and virus hosts, which are vital for epidemiologic studies. 

China's door is wide open for more WHO epidemiologic studies while other countries should follow if the onus falls on them, said 
Chinese experts. They believe countries like the United States (US), which tops the world in number of confirmed Covid-19 cases, and 
certain European countries, where the virus was identified as early as last year, should also undergo a thorough investigation on the 
virus origin for a clearer picture. 

Wuhan may not be the origin of the novel coronavirus, said senior WHO official Mike Ryan on Monday, announcing extensive studies 
to track down the animal species that transmitted the virus to humans. 

"The fact that the fire alarm was triggered doesn't necessarily mean that was where the disease crossed from animals to humans," said 
Ryan at a press conference in Geneva. 

His comments came as the organization's team to China concluded its weeks-long mission, which was to lay the groundwork for 
further joint efforts at identifying the origin of the coronavirus. 

On Tuesday, China's National Health Commission said Chinese experts had kept in close contact with the two WHO experts, who 
stayed in China from July 11 to August 2, about possible transmission channels and to identify the source of Covid-19 and the host of 
the virus. 

Mounting facts and scientific evidence are emerging to support the hypothesis that the coronavirus did not originate in Wuhan, Zeng 
Guang, chief epidemiologist of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, told the Global Times, citing a sample of the 
virus found in Barcelona's wastewater, collected as early as March 2019, and of the virus spotted in a sewer in Brazil in November last 
year. 

The fact that the outbreak was first reported in Wuhan and not in those countries may have something to do with the transmission 
medium or host of the virus, said Yang Zhanqiu, deputy director of the pathogen biology department at Wuhan University. 

Zeng and Yang believe that the virus must have jumped from wild animals to human beings. Yang said they must identify the animal 
host and under what conditions the virus was passed. 

https://www.manilatimes.net/2o2o/o8/o8/news/world/coronavirus-didnt-originate-in-wuhan-who-confirms/752234/ 

ca. 
1̂̂ ' .4.4 new— "s of the se Comn mist 3?-1 People' Dai1 ne,wrla—€ , 

,Les rc. dia 

Haven't seen this reported anywhere else. The Manila Times apparently picked up the story from The Global Times.—JTK 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 8/10/2020 6:24:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Mobile Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Regarding Mifang, I haven't heard from her for months. I wrote her several times and got no response. I hope she's OK. I 
even tried different email addresses. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 10, 2020, at 5:53 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Dave. I saw one of these in a provincial CDC parking lot a few years ago. Big ticket investment that turns out 
to be rarely used. 

BTW, have you heard from Mifang recently? I've sent her a couple of emails and yet to receive any reply. She 
normally is quite good about responding-1 hope she's OK. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 4:35 PM 

To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu) 
<dgriffi6@jhu.edu> 
Subject: Mobile Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Mobile P3 lab removed after COVID-19 epidemic contained in Beijing 
Pi. '  'Pm August 8, 2020 
The mobile biosafety level 3 lab China CDC dispatched to Fengtai district of Beijing Photo: Qu Qiuyan/GT 
The Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), withdrew the mobile biosafety level 3 lab (P3 lab) on 
Sunday from Beijing's Fengtai district as the capital city has reported no new COVID-19 case for six consecutive days. 
After the recent wave of novel coronavirus broke out in Xinfadi market of Fengtai district, China CDC mobilized the 
P3 lab in Fengtai to help increase daily nucleic acid test capability. 
"One of the most outstanding features of the mobile P3 lab is that no room is needed, and just a small piece of land is 
everything that is needed for the establishment of the lab," said Kan Biao, a deputy director of China CDC as well as 
captain of the mobile P3 lab. 
"Even in the wild without power, the lab can work with diesel," he said. A diesel power generation truck is also 
equipped to provide electricity power for the lab. 
After the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003, China has organized the mobile biosafety level 3 lab. 
https://pinevillevoice.com/mobile-p3-lab-removed-after-covid-19-epidemic-contained-in-beijing/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 1/22/2021 2:31:10 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks Dave and Jim, 

The possible misquote of George irritated me enough that I wrote to the author of the article and asked him to correct it or clarify. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 12:56 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Great sleuthing, Ben! Thanks for sorting thought the George comments. Some crazy stories coming out on USAMRIID 
too. Not a shock. Reminds me of the way we thought about a 'bathtub curve' of publications from a bio labs during the 
Cold War. If publications when down, we were concerned that they were doing something they didn't want us to know 
about. RIID has been out of the fight during this pandemic, not because they are doing something secret, but because they 
just aren't doing much. A sad story. Best to all, dave 

On Jan 22, 2021, at 11:30 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Ben for preparing this comprehensive summary of comments from George. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <' 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edt. >; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
LeDuc, James W. < rleduc@UTMB EDU>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia pacific/vaccines-coronavi rus-chi na-conspi racy-
theories/2021/01/20/89bd3d2a-5a2d-11eb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story. html 

So I tried to find where this unattributed comment came from, if the source was an interview George Gao (Gao Fu) 
gave Xinhua News Agency on 12/29/20 (seems likely) he was egregiously misquoted by the Washington Post. 
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Interview reported here on 12/30/20 http://www.ecns.cninews/society/2020-12-30/detail-ihafcxvt0506326.shtml 
"By comparison, they went further down the path by developing mRNA vaccines, a more commonly used solution for 
patients suffering from cancer, but not for ordinary people," Gao noted, adding that it was the first time for the 
injection of such a vaccine in a healthy human body, with no previous successful attempts to rule out possible side 
effects. 

As well as here on 12/30/20 https://www.scmp.cominewsichina/science/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-
covid-19-mrna-vaccines-top-chinese-health (behind a pay wall so I pasted it below) 
George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

Also note highlighted quote about cooperation with other countries. 

*** 

https://www.scmp.cominews/chinaiscience/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-covid-19-mrna-vaccines-top-
chinese-health 

We can't rule out risks with Covid-19 mRNA vaccines, top Chinese health official says 
-The technology is being used on healthy people for the first time, raising safety concerns, Chinese CDC chief warns 
-Chinese investigators have also not found an animal origin of the coronavirus, he says 

A top Chinese health official has voiced caution about new vaccine technology used in coronavirus shots authorised in 
the United States 
and Britain. 

George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

The mRNA technology tricks the body into making the viral protein itself which, in turn, triggers an immune response, 
while traditional vaccines, such as most flu shots, use inactivated viruses to set off the immune system. 

There have been human trials of mRNA cancer vaccines since at least 2011 but only now has the technology been 
approved for general use. The European Union, US, Canada and other countries have authorised an mRNA vaccine 
developed by US firm Pfizer and its German partner BioNTech, while another mRNA vaccine by US company Moderna 
is being rolled out in the United States. 

US and German firms have led the development of mRNA vaccines for Covid-19, while French pharmaceutical 
company Sanofi had chosen to use recombinant protein technology, an approach already used in approved vaccines 
like the one for hepatitis B. 
Coronavirus vaccine: UK grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot Coronavirus vaccine: UK 
grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot 

China is betting on old and new technologies by developing Covid-19 vaccines in five categories— inactivated 
vaccines, recombinant (subunit) protein vaccines, live attenuated influenza vaccines, adenovirus vaccines, and nucleic 
acid-based vaccines. 

Safety issues that would affect significant numbers of vaccines mostly appear within two months, according to Michel 
Goldman, professor of immunology at the Universite Libre de Bruxelles in Belgium. 
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In an interview with the European Union research magazine Horizon, Goldman said that after a vaccine was given to 
millions of people, very rare unanticipated side effects might develop. 

As a result, researchers and regulators would be keeping a close eye on how the vaccine roll-out went, he said. 

Gao said China's three inactivated vaccines were nearing the end of clinical trials and showing good results. Another 
vaccine — a subunit vaccine, composed of protein or glycoprotein components of a pathogen that are capable of 
inducing a protective immune response — had also entered the final phase of clinical trials, he said. 

The official also said China had not found an animal source of the coronavirus. 
Moderna Covid-19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers Moderna Covid-
19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers 

"I've been to Wuhan to look for the origin in animals and failed to find [the same virus]," Gao said, referring to the 
central Chinese city where the coronavirus was first detected. "It may take a long time to find the virus. It's also 
possible that the virus will disappear before we find the origin." 

Wuhan was ground zero of the pandemic, with the first cases linked to a local wet market selling various exotic 
animals from peacocks to masked palm civets. Scientists suspect the virus was first carried by an animal host before 
being transmitted to humans. 

A team of 10 international scientists will travel to Wuhan 
next month to investigate the origins of the disease, the World Health Organization has said. 

The US, which has accused China of covering up the extent of the outbreak, has criticised the terms of the 
investigation, which allowed Chinese scientists to do the first phase of preliminary research. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

https://www.washingtonpost.corn/world/asia pacific/vaccines-coronavirus-china-conspiracy-
theories/2021/01/20/89bd3d2a-5a2d-11eb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story.html 
"George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the 
Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer." 
"On Tuesday, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying pushed speculation about a U.S. Army biological warfare 
program. "If the United States truly respects facts, it should open the biological lab at Fort Detrick, give more 
transparency to issues like its 200-plus overseas bio labs, invite WHO experts to conduct origin-tracing in the United 
States, and respond to the -concerns from the international community," she said in a briefing." 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthcil nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
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Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Sent: Sun 1/24/2021 8:23:04 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Good for you, Ben! Thank you for your sleuthing and for following up with the author. I hope they fix it. Even if they don't, we 
should make sure that the record is straight internally (i.e., up the chain). 
Take care, 
Rita 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 3:31 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Thanks Dave and Jim, 

The possible misquote of George irritated me enough that I wrote to the author of the article and asked him to correct it or clarify. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 12:56 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Great sleuthing, Ben! Thanks for sorting thought the George comments. Some crazy stories coming out on USAMRIID 
too. Not a shock. Reminds me of the way we thought about a 'bathtub curve' of publications from a bio labs during the 
Cold War. If publications when down, we were concerned that they were doing something they didn't want us to know 
about. RIID has been out of the fight during this pandemic, not because they are doing something secret, but because they 
just aren't doing much. A sad story. Best to all, dave 

On Jan 22, 2021, at 11:30 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Ben for preparing this comprehensive summary of comments from George. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edt. >; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmaiLcom>; 
LeDuc, James W. < :leduc@UTM'  i>; Guenther, Rita <"7 -...nther@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 
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1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

George Goo, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer. 
https://vo.Nw wd,,hingtonpost.com/world/asia H-1( 11-K/v,-“ I tl(c--( or c_nidvil chln 1-( on, t)11,7cy 
tk.r.kri i:achn) I /(11 hn/PC11--kri),i. i)71_ 1.-,-, 1,,k CL f /1 -7ttff kticil

So I tried to find where this unattributed comment came from, if the source was an interview George Gao (Gao Fu) 
gave Xinhua News Agency on 12/29/20 (seems likely) he was egregiously misquoted by the Washington Post. 

Interview reported here on 12/30/20 hill) //www n n n( 1Htj/ 211211 12 in/cit-tI t) 1 1 Ii f(_ Kvt()H )6 ;21) 
"By comparison, they went further down the path by developing mRNA vaccines, a more commonly used solution for 
patients suffering from cancer, but not for ordinary people," Gao noted, adding that it was the first time for the 
injection of such a vaccine in a healthy human body, with no previous successful attempts to rule out possible side 
effects. 

As well as here on 12/30/20 hti-p, //www Lnip cum/i lk-AN Hu( u/dt 1 11Pi 6/v nt ulu out t -

t ovut 1 ( 1 nit in cHn )i) c Fut tu t I tudl 11 (behind a pay wall so I pasted it below) 
George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

Also note highlighted quote about cooperation with other countries. 

*** 

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-covid-19-mrna-vaccines-top-
chinese-health 

We can't rule out risks with Covid-19 mRNA vaccines, top Chinese health official says 
-The technology is being used on healthy people for the first time, raising safety concerns, Chinese CDC chief warns 
-Chinese investigators have also not found an animal origin of the coronavirus, he says 

A top Chinese health official has voiced caution about new vaccine technology used in coronavirus shots authorised in 
the United States 
and Britain. 

George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

The mRNA technology tricks the body into making the viral protein itself which, in turn, triggers an immune response, 
while traditional vaccines, such as most flu shots, use inactivated viruses to set off the immune system. 

There have been human trials of mRNA cancer vaccines since at least 2011 but only now has the technology been 
approved for general use. The European Union, US, Canada and other countries have authorised an mRNA vaccine 
developed by US firm Pfizer and its German partner BioNTech, while another mRNA vaccine by US company Moderna 
is being rolled out in the United States. 

US and German firms have led the development of mRNA vaccines for Covid-19, while French pharmaceutical 
company Sanofi had chosen to use recombinant protein technology, an approach already used in approved vaccines 
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like the one for hepatitis B. 
Coronavirus vaccine: UK grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot Coronavirus vaccine: UK 
grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot 

China is betting on old and new technologies by developing Covid-19 vaccines in five categories — inactivated 
vaccines, recombinant (subunit) protein vaccines, live attenuated influenza vaccines, adenovirus vaccines, and nucleic 
acid-based vaccines. 

Safety issues that would affect significant numbers of vaccines mostly appear within two months, according to Michel 
Goldman, professor of immunology at the Universite Libre de Bruxelles in Belgium. 

In an interview with the European Union research magazine Horizon, Goldman said that after a vaccine was given to 
millions of people, very rare unanticipated side effects might develop. 

As a result, researchers and regulators would be keeping a close eye on how the vaccine roll-out went, he said. 

Gao said China's three inactivated vaccines were nearing the end of clinical trials and showing good results. Another 
vaccine — a subunit vaccine, composed of protein or glycoprotein components of a pathogen that are capable of 
inducing a protective immune response — had also entered the final phase of clinical trials, he said. 

The official also said China had not found an animal source of the coronavirus. 
Moderna Covid-19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers Moderna Covid-
19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers 

"I've been to Wuhan to look for the origin in animals and failed to find [the same virus]," Gao said, referring to the 
central Chinese city where the coronavirus was first detected. "It may take a long time to find the virus. It's also 
possible that the virus will disappear before we find the origin." 

Wuhan was ground zero of the pandemic, with the first cases linked to a local wet market selling various exotic 
animals from peacocks to masked palm civets. Scientists suspect the virus was first carried by an animal host before 
being transmitted to humans. 

A team of 10 international scientists will travel to Wuhan 
next month to investigate the origins of the disease, the World Health Organization has said. 

The US, which has accused China of covering up the extent of the outbreak, has criticised the terms of the 
investigation, which allowed Chinese scientists to do the first phase of preliminary research. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
Rusek, Benjamin <13Rusek@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Wash Post: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia pacific/yaccines-coronayirus-china-conspiracy-
theories/2021/01/20/89bd3d2a-5a2d-lleb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story. html 
"George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the 
Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer." 
"On Tuesday, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying pushed speculation about a U.S. Army biological warfare 
program. "If the United States truly respects facts, it should open the biological lab at Fort Detrick, give more 
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transparency to issues like its 200-plus overseas bio labs, invite WHO experts to conduct origin-tracing in the United 
States, and respond to the -concerns from the international community," she said in a briefing." 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sun 1/24/2021 9:08:45 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks Rita, author of the Post article said he would "look into it," no correction yet though. 

More George Gao in this long NYer article: https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/01/04/the-plague-year 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 9:23 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Good for you, Ben! Thank you for your sleuthing and for following up with the author. I hope they fix it. Even if they don't, we 
should make sure that the record is straight internally (i.e., up the chain). 
Take care, 
Rita 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 3:31 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Thanks Dave and Jim, 

The possible misquote of George irritated me enough that I wrote to the author of the article and asked him to correct it or clarify. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 12:56 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Great sleuthing, Ben! Thanks for sorting thought the George comments. Some crazy stories coming out on USAMRIID 
too. Not a shock. Reminds me of the way we thought about a 'bathtub curve' of publications from a bio labs during the 
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Cold War. If publications when down, we were concerned that they were doing something they didn't want us to know 
about. RIID has been out of the fight during this pandemic, not because they are doing something secret, but because they 
just aren't doing much. A sad story. Best to all, dave 

On Jan 22, 2021, at 11:30 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Ben for preparing this comprehensive summary of comments from George. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edt. >; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
LeDuc, James W. < lleduc@UTME EDU>; Guenther, Rita <RG-enther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia pacific/vaccines-coronavi rus-china-conspi racy-
theories/2021/01/20/89bd3d2a-5a2d.11eb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story. html 

So I tried to find where this unattributed comment came from, if the source was an interview George Gao (Gao RI) 
gave Xinhua News Agency on 12/29/20 (seems likely) he was egregiously misquoted by the Washington Post. 

Interview reported here on 12/30/20 http://www.ecns.cn/news/societv/2020-12-30/detail-ihafcxvt0506326.shtml
"By comparison, they went further down the path by developing mRNA vaccines, a more commonly used solution for 
patients suffering from cancer, but not for ordinary people," Gao noted, adding that it was the first time for the 
injection of such a vaccine in a healthy human body, with no previous successful attempts to rule out possible side 
effects. 

As well as here on 12/30/20 https://www.scmp.com/news/chma/science/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-
__ _  19-mrna-vaccines-top-chmese-health (behind a pay wall so I pasted it below) 
George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

Also note highlighted quote about cooperation with other countries. 

*** 

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-covid-19-mrna-vaccines-top-
chinese-health 

We can't rule out risks with Covid-19 mRNA vaccines, top Chinese health official says 
-The technology is being used on healthy people for the first time, raising safety concerns, Chinese CDC chief warns 
-Chinese investigators have also not found an animal origin of the coronavirus, he says 

A top Chinese health official has voiced caution about new vaccine technology used in coronavirus shots authorised in 
the United States 
and Britain. 
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George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

The mRNA technology tricks the body into making the viral protein itself which, in turn, triggers an immune response, 
while traditional vaccines, such as most flu shots, use inactivated viruses to set off the immune system. 

There have been human trials of mRNA cancer vaccines since at least 2011 but only now has the technology been 
approved for general use. The European Union, US, Canada and other countries have authorised an mRNA vaccine 
developed by US firm Pfizer and its German partner BioNTech, while another mRNA vaccine by US company Moderna 
is being rolled out in the United States. 

US and German firms have led the development of mRNA vaccines for Covid-19, while French pharmaceutical 
company Sanofi had chosen to use recombinant protein technology, an approach already used in approved vaccines 
like the one for hepatitis B. 
Coronavirus vaccine: UK grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot Coronavirus vaccine: UK 
grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot 

China is betting on old and new technologies by developing Covid-19 vaccines in five categories — inactivated 
vaccines, recombinant (subunit) protein vaccines, live attenuated influenza vaccines, adenovirus vaccines, and nucleic 
acid-based vaccines. 

Safety issues that would affect significant numbers of vaccines mostly appear within two months, according to Michel 
Goldman, professor of immunology at the Universite Libre de Bruxelles in Belgium. 

In an interview with the European Union research magazine Horizon, Goldman said that after a vaccine was given to 
millions of people, very rare unanticipated side effects might develop. 

As a result, researchers and regulators would be keeping a close eye on how the vaccine roll-out went, he said. 

Gao said China's three inactivated vaccines were nearing the end of clinical trials and showing good results. Another 
vaccine — a subunit vaccine, composed of protein or glycoprotein components of a pathogen that are capable of 
inducing a protective immune response — had also entered the final phase of clinical trials, he said. 

The official also said China had not found an animal source of the coronavirus. 
Moderna Covid-19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers Moderna Covid-
19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers 

"I've been to Wuhan to look for the origin in animals and failed to find [the same virus]," Gao said, referring to the 
central Chinese city where the coronavirus was first detected. "It may take a long time to find the virus. It's also 
possible that the virus will disappear before we find the origin." 

Wuhan was ground zero of the pandemic, with the first cases linked to a local wet market selling various exotic 
animals from peacocks to masked palm civets. Scientists suspect the virus was first carried by an animal host before 
being transmitted to humans. 

A team of 10 international scientists will travel to Wuhan 
next month to investigate the origins of the disease, the World Health Organization has said. 

The US, which has accused China of covering up the extent of the outbreak, has criticised the terms of the 
investigation, which allowed Chinese scientists to do the first phase of preliminary research. 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah < 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cc ) < lavidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <D mther@nas.edl
Subject: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia pacific/vaccines-coronavirus-china-conspiracy-
theories/2021/01/20/P"d3d2a-5a2d-11eb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story.html 
"George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the 
Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer." 
"On Tuesday, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying pushed speculation about a U.S. Army biological warfare 
program. "If the United States truly respects facts, it should open the biological lab at Fort Detrick, give more 
transparency to issues like its 200-plus overseas bio labs, invite WHO experts to conduct origin-tracing in the United 
States, and respond to the -concerns from the international community," she said in a briefing." 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edt., I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sun 1/24/2021 10:58:29 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

They changed it, it now reads "George Gao, the head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered 
publicly whether the Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna vaccines posed safety issues because mRNA vaccines of this type were used to 
treat cancer and had never been given to healthy people before." 

And includes this "Correction: A previous version of this report referred to Chinese Center for Disease Control head George Gao as 
suggesting that mRNA vaccines could cause cancer. Gao did not suggest that mRNA vaccines would cause cancer but said they were 
used to treat cancer and have never been given to healthy people before and could present "safety issues." 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 10:09 PM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Thanks Rita, author of the Post article said he would "look into it," no correction yet though. 

More George Gao in this long NYer article: https://www.newvorker.com/magazine/2021/01/04/the-plague-year 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 9:23 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Good for you, Ben! Thank you for your sleuthing and for following up with the author. I hope they fix it. Even if they don't, we 
should make sure that the record is straight internally (i.e., up the chain). 
Take care, 
Rita 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 3:31 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Thanks Dave and Jim, 
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The possible misquote of George irritated me enough that I wrote to the author of the article and asked him to correct it or clarify. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 12:56 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

Great sleuthing, Ben! Thanks for sorting thought the George comments. Some crazy stories coming out on USAMRIID 
too. Not a shock. Reminds me of the way we thought about a 'bathtub curve' of publications from a bio labs during the 
Cold War. If publications when down, we were concerned that they were doing something they didn't want us to know 
about. RIID has been out of the fight during this pandemic, not because they are doing something secret, but because they 
just aren't doing much. A sad story. Best to all, dave 

On Jan 22, 2021, at 11:30 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Ben for preparing this comprehensive summary of comments from George. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmaii.com>;
LeDuc, James W. < lleduc@UTME EDU>; Guenther, Rita <RG-enther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia pacific/vaccines-coronavirus-china-conspiracy-
theories/2021/01/20/89bd3d2a-5a2d. neb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story. html 

So I tried to find where this unattributed comment came from, if the source was an interview George Gao (Gao Fu) 
gave Xinhua News Agency on 12/29/20 (seems likely) he was egregiously misquoted by the Washington Post. 

Interview reported here on 12/30/20 littp://www.ecns.cn/news/society/2020-12-30/detail-ihafcxvt0506326.shtmi
"By comparison, they went further down the path by developing mRNA vaccines, a more commonly used solution for 
patients suffering from cancer, but not for ordinary people," Gao noted, adding that it was the first time for the 
injection of such a vaccine in a healthy human body, with no previous successful attempts to rule out possible side 
effects. 

As well as here on 12/30/20 https://www.scmp.cominews/china/science/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-
covid-19-mrna-vaccines-top-chinese-health (behind a pay wall so I pasted it below) 
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George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

Also note highlighted quote about cooperation with other countries. 

*** 

https://www.scmp.cominews/chinaiscience/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-covid-19-mrna-vaccines-top-
chinese-health 

We can't rule out risks with Covid-19 mRNA vaccines, top Chinese health official says 
-The technology is being used on healthy people for the first time, raising safety concerns, Chinese CDC chief warns 
-Chinese investigators have also not found an animal origin of the coronavirus, he says 

A top Chinese health official has voiced caution about new vaccine technology used in coronavirus shots authorised in 
the United States 
and Britain. 

George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

The mRNA technology tricks the body into making the viral protein itself which, in turn, triggers an immune response, 
while traditional vaccines, such as most flu shots, use inactivated viruses to set off the immune system. 

There have been human trials of mRNA cancer vaccines since at least 2011 but only now has the technology been 
approved for general use. The European Union, US, Canada and other countries have authorised an mRNA vaccine 
developed by US firm Pfizer and its German partner BioNTech, while another mRNA vaccine by US company Moderna 
is being rolled out in the United States. 

US and German firms have led the development of mRNA vaccines for Covid-19, while French pharmaceutical 
company Sanofi had chosen to use recombinant protein technology, an approach already used in approved vaccines 
like the one for hepatitis B. 
Coronavirus vaccine: UK grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot Coronavirus vaccine: UK 
grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot 

China is betting on old and new technologies by developing Covid-19 vaccines in five categories— inactivated 
vaccines, recombinant (subunit) protein vaccines, live attenuated influenza vaccines, adenovirus vaccines, and nucleic 
acid-based vaccines. 

Safety issues that would affect significant numbers of vaccines mostly appear within two months, according to Michel 
Goldman, professor of immunology at the Universite Libre de Bruxelles in Belgium. 

In an interview with the European Union research magazine Horizon, Goldman said that after a vaccine was given to 
millions of people, very rare unanticipated side effects might develop. 

As a result, researchers and regulators would be keeping a close eye on how the vaccine roll-out went, he said. 

Gao said China's three inactivated vaccines were nearing the end of clinical trials and showing good results. Another 
vaccine — a subunit vaccine, composed of protein or glycoprotein components of a pathogen that are capable of 
inducing a protective immune response — had also entered the final phase of clinical trials, he said. 
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The official also said China had not found an animal source of the coronavirus. 
Moderna Covid-19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers Moderna Covid-
19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers 

"I've been to Wuhan to look for the origin in animals and failed to find [the same virus]," Gao said, referring to the 
central Chinese city where the coronavirus was first detected. "It may take a long time to find the virus. It's also 
possible that the virus will disappear before we find the origin." 

Wuhan was ground zero of the pandemic, with the first cases linked to a local wet market selling various exotic 
animals from peacocks to masked palm civets. Scientists suspect the virus was first carried by an animal host before 
being transmitted to humans. 

A team of 10 international scientists will travel to Wuhan 
next month to investigate the origins of the disease, the World Health Organization has said. 

The US, which has accused China of covering up the extent of the outbreak, has criticised the terms of the 
investigation, which allowed Chinese scientists to do the first phase of preliminary research. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <r ' 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cc ) < -1avidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <n^ -mther@nas.ed > 
Subject: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia pacific/vaccines-coronavirus-china-conspiracy-
theories/2021/01/20'—' :13d2a-5a2d-11eb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story.html 
"George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the 
Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer." 
"On Tuesday, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying pushed speculation about a U.S. Army biological warfare 
program. "If the United States truly respects facts, it should open the biological lab at Fort Detrick, give more 
transparency to issues like its 200-plus overseas bio labs, invite WHO experts to conduct origin-tracing in the United 
States, and respond to the -concerns from the international community," she said in a briefing." 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 4/3/2021 6:30:04 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NTI exercise 
2021 NTI-MSCTTX Participant List Final.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good list for recent exercise. Dave 

https://media.nti.org/documents/2021_NTI-MSCTTX_Participant_List_Final.pdf 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Nil 
BUILDING A SAFER WORLD 

MSC 

Nuclear Threat Initiative and Munich Security Conference 
Tabletop Exercise on Reducing 

High-Consequence Biological Threats 

March 17, 2021 

PARTICIPANT & OBSERVER LIST 

Participants

Mr. Arnaud Bernaert 

Head, Shaping the Future of Health and Healthcare 

World Economic Forum 

Dr. Beth Cameron 

Senior Director, Office of Global Health Security and Biodefense 

US National Security Council 

Mr. Luc Debruyne 

Strategic Advisor to the CEO 

Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness 

Dr. Ruxandra Draghia-Akli 

Global Head 

Johnson & Johnson Global Public Health R&D Janssen Research & Development 

Dr. Chris Elias 

President, Global Development Division 

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 

Sir Jeremy Farrar 

Director 

Wellcome Trust 

1 
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Dr. George Gao 

Director-General, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC) 

Vice President, the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) 

Director and Professor, CAS Key Laboratory of Pathogenic Microbiology and Immunology, Institute of 

Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Dean, Medical School, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Dr. Peggy Hamburg 

Interim Vice President 

Global Biological Policy and Programs 

Nuclear Threat Initiative 

Ambassador Wolfgang lschinger 

Chairman 

Munich Security Conference 

Ms. Angela Kane 

Visiting Professor 

Paris School of International Affairs (SciencesPo), and Tsinghua University 

Dr. Elisabeth Leiss 

Deputy Director of the Governance and Conflict Division 

German Corporation for International Cooperation (GIZ) 

Dr. Emily Leproust 

CEO and Co-Founder 

Twist 

Dr. Talkmore Maruta 
Senior Biosafety and Biosecurity Officer 
Africa CDC 

Ernest J. Moniz 

CEO and Co-Chair 

Nuclear Threat Initiative 

Ms. lzumi Nakamitsu 

Under-Secretary-General and High Representative for Disarmament Affairs 

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs 
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Sam Nunn 

Founder and Co-Chair 

Former U.S. Senator 

Nuclear Threat Initiative 

Dr. Michael Ryan 

Executive Director 

WHO Health Emergencies Programme 

Dr. Joy St. John 

Executive Director 

CARPHA 

Dr. Petra Wicklandt 

Head of Corporate Affairs 

Merck KGaA 

Observers 

Mr. Donewell Bangure 

Epidemiologist 

Africa Centres for Disease Control and Prevention 

Dr. Maurizio Barbeschi 

Senior Adviser to the Executive Director 

WHO Health Emergencies Programme 

Ms. R. Alta Charo 

David A. Hamburg Distinguished Fellow 

Nuclear Threat Initiative 

Dr. James Diggans 

Director, Data Science and Biosecurity 

Twist Biosciences 

Mr. Daniel Feakes 

Chief, Biological Weapons Convention, Implementation Support Unit 

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs 
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Dr. Benedict Franke 

Chief Executive Officer 

Munich Security Conference 

Ms. Ulrike Strauss 

Head of Strategic Projects 

Munich Security Conference 

Mr. loan Tudor 

Chief, Biological Weapons Convention, Implementation Support Unit 

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: "xujianguolxujianguo@icdc.cn]; "Yuan Zhiminr[yzm@whiov.cn]; "lizhenjunllizhenjun@icdc.cn]; "Wei Yan 
1wei.yan@keaipublishing.com] 
From: wangxiaoning©icdc.cn[wangxiaoning©icdc.cn] 
Sent: Thur 4/25/2019 9:48:32 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: JOBB_Article invitation for 2nd issue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. James LeDuc, 

Hope you are doing well. 

This is Xiaoning Wang (Amanda) from Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, an assistant for Dr. Jianguo Xu and responsible for 
JOBB. 

As you know, the first issue of _Journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity gets published on March 2019, we have already received more than 1000 
usages/downloads on ScienceDirect, this is very encouraging and we are appreciated for the great efforts that you made to JOBB. 

Volume one Issue one: https://www.sciencedirect.comhournalhournal-of-biosafety-and-biosecurity/vol/Ifissue/1 

As planned, we will publish the second issue by Sep 2019. 1n order to assure the high quality of the contents, we are extending our 
invitation to you to ask for your great contribution that can be made for our second issue. We are welcome the topics that either suggested 
by you, or fall into the fields listed below: 

The following topics are encouraged: 
• Design, construction, commissioning and management of biosafety laboratories 
• Management of infectious materials and pathogens 
• Development of bio-containment equipment and materials 
• Risk Assessment and Response 
• Biosafety and biosecurity in public health 
• Global health security 
• Applied biosafety 
• Biosafety strategy 
• Event report 
• Risk management of application of new technologies 

If you could get your article submitted before 15th June 2019 will be much appreciated. You could send your article to me 
wangxiaoning@icdc.cn, and we will guide you to submit your article officially to Editorial Manager submission system after editors 
complete the pre-reviewing of your manuscript. 

Should you have any questions please feel free to get contact with Publisher Ms. Wei Yan, who will be the new Publisher for JOBB from 
now on. Wei has 8 years academic publishing experiences and holds a Master degree in Biochemistry, we are confident that Wei will be 
the strong support for JOBB from point of Publisher. 

Name : Wei Yan 
Email : weLyan@keaipublishing.com 

Thank you, we are looking forward to receiving your submission. 

With my best regards. 

Xiaoning 

wan xiaonin 

1=1,1111W-1z 1=1,1 
Amanda 
SKLID, National Institute for Communicable Disease Control and Prevention, China CDC 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 5/1/2019 9:31:13 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: George Gao, NAS 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

George Gao was elected as a NAS foreign associate this year. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2019 9:40 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: George Gao, NAS 

Congratulations are in order. 

Newly elected foreign associates, their affiliations at the time of election, and their country of citizenship are: 

Gao, George F.; director general, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention; dean, medical school, University of Chinese 
Academy of Sciences; vice president, National Natural Science Foundation of China; and professor, Institute of Microbiology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, People's Republic of China (People's Republic of China) 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowe. ... ial@nas.euu I +1.202.334.3074 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 7/16/2019 2:20:03 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Letter to CAS re dialogue meeting with in Wuhan 
Letter to CAS from Griffin and Hamburg v2-jwi.docx 

Hi Ben, 

Thanks for preparing the draft letter. I made a couple of minor edits on the attached for your consideration. Specifically, a 
suggestion that the next meeting be held in the "vicinity of Wuhan" as we may wish to go to a more leisure site since we have been 
in Wuhan a couple of times already. This was suggested by Zhiming I believe when he last spoke to Pei-Yong. 

The larger question is, Is now the right time to be asking to set up a formal MOU and standing committee for this initiative? Given 
the sour political environment and the fact that Kunming has already bowed out, I'm a little concerned that requesting to formalize 
things at this time may just provide the CAS with an excuse to bump up a decision to higher political levels and thereby delay a 
decision, or worse, result in a negative reply. I wonder if we should ask Zhiming or George Gao their opinion before finalizing the 
letter. 

Maybe we can have a quick conference call to discuss? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 1:40 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Letter to CAS re dialogue meeting with in Wuhan 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Dave and Pei-yong, 

Here is the draft letter to seek approval to hold the next U.S. China bio dialogue meeting with NIV in Wuhan. The letter would be 
signed by Peggy Hamburg and Diane Griffin (and I will reach out to them in a separate email) but I wanted to send it to you for final 
review first. I have been told by our leadership that Chunli Bai is no longer the president of CAS, Pei-yong could you ask Zhiming 
who this should go to after it gets signed? 

Note that the letter also includes a request to formalize the dialogue (via memorandum of understanding and the appointment of a 
standing organizing committee) as a regular, ongoing activity between NASEM and CAS. It makes sense to do this now for several 
reasons. Was thinking that the standing committee could include Americans and the Chinese scientists/leaders we have been working 
with but happy to hear your thoughts on this. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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RE: Proposed Chinese-U.S. dialogue meeting on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory 
Safety & Global Health Security in Wuhan, China 

14,-144;44+ii+14) 
President, Academ ician 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 

We are writing to formally request your permission and support to hold the next in a series of 
China-U.S. meetings on emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security co-
convened by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) and the Wuhan 
Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) in Wuhan, China in late 2019. 

Over the past several years, Dr. David Franz and Dr. James Le Duc have worked with Dr. Yuan Zhiming 
Professor and Deputy Director, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS, and other Chinese officials to organize 
a series of meetings, a dialogue between experts designated by the CAS, China Center for Disease 
Control (CCDC), the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), and the Chinese Academy of 
Medical Sciences and the NASEM. These dialogue meetings have been designed to allow scientists from 
China and the United States to share research fmdings, best practices, and lessons learned and to create 
collaborative partnerships in areas identified during the workshops. Meeting have been held in Beijing 
Wuhan, Galveston, TX and most recently the CAAS Veterinary Institute in Harbin, China. In addition to 
ourselves, participants have included esteemed senior Chinese and American Scientists, such as Gao Fu 
(CAS, CCDC, NAM), Yi Shi (CAS), Linda Saif (NAS), David Reiman (NAM), Bu Zhiguo, (CAAS), and 
many others. 

During the meeting in Harbin in January 2019, Dr. Le Duc and Dr. Yuan discussed holding a second 
dialogue meeting in the vicinity of Wuhan. Topics that are proposed for discussion at the meeting include: 
medical countermeasure development, especially advanced development of vaccines, therapeutics, and 
diagnostics; development and use of animal models of high-consequence diseases in biocontainment; 
host-pathogen interactions; the special challenges associated with the conduct of regulated studies in 
biocontaimnent; response to disease outbreaks; risk assessment of gene editing and other advanced 
biotechnologies in pathogen research; appropriate institutional oversight of biosafety and biosecurity 
training and facilities operations; and vector-bome disease research. 

With your approval, NASEM and CAS will establish an informal joint organizing committee to plan the 
next dialogue meeting invite workshop speakers and participants, and make workshop logistical 
arrangements. NASEM will pay the air, lodging and ancilkay costs of all the American participants and 
can contribute financial support for meeting costs in China, if necessary. We hope that we can use a 
portion of this meeting to formalize, sin memorandum of understanding and the appointment of a 
standing organizing committee of Chinese and American experts, the existence of the China-U.S. 
dialogue on the challenges of emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security as a 
regular, ongoing activity between our two organizations. 

We44ope-tha471,, ewapp-rove-iii-14.1-3.414-supftwt-tbis-aativ4ty,-China and the United States are world leaders in 
life science research and development, have large populations that may be susceptible to emerging 
infections, and are world leaders in public health and response infectious disease. Both of our countries 
operate complex high biological containment laboratories that are critical to responding to combating 
outbreaks  of especially dangerous pathogens. It is important to cooperate and discusses these and other 
key areas of interest and concern for our two countries and as the life sciences advance, continue to 
exchange best practices to ensure the safe and secure conduct of the life science enterprise going forward. 
We hone that you approve and will support this activity. 

Comment [FtEtij: No longer the president of CAS) 
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We look forward to your thoughts on the organization, content, and substance of the proposed dialogue 
meeting your thoughts on the proposal for formalize the dialogue and any other issues that you and your 
colleagues wish to address. 

Sincerely, 

Diane E. Griffin Margaret Hamburg 
Vice President, NAS Foreign secretary, NAM 

Additional points of contact: 
James Le Duc PhD. Benjamin J. Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
[ HYPERLINK"mailto:jwleduc@utmb.edu" ], 1.409.266.6500 [ HYPERLINK 
"mai Ito: brusek@nas.edu"] 1.202.334.3975 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 5/1/2019 3:08:35 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Quarterly progress report NAS grant FA7000-18-1-0007 
Draft long summary of Harbin Meeting.docx 
Harbin meeting short summary.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave and Jim, 

We recently completed final drafts of the long and short summaries of the Harbin meeting, sorry for the 
delay. The docs are attached for your review. After your review I will send these to Zhigao Bu and 
request that he post one or both (or edited versions) on the HVRI website. Please keep that in mind when 
you read the drafts (maybe highlight points that you don't think should be posted on the web). 

I will also reach out to Longding and try to resume the discussion about a meeting in Kunming. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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V4 DRAFT 4/30/19 

U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 
Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing 

in Viral Infectious Disease Research 

Harbin Veterinary Research Institute I Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

January 8-10, 2019 
Harbin, China 

OVERVIEW 

To address the interconnected life science challenges associated with combating infectious 
diseases and further enhance cooperation between China and the United States in the areas of 
global health, biosafety, and biosecurity, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS), and the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS) in partnership with representatives from 
other Chinese institutions held the fourth U.S. China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security in tandem with a Workshop on 
Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Pathogen Research on January 8-10, 2019 at 
the CAAS Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) in Harbin, China. HVRI is one of three 
institutes in China that operate a Biological Safety Level-4 (BSL-4) laboratory. 

The meeting, ultimately titled U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of 
Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research was the latest in a series designed to share 
information on research relevant to combating emerging diseases of concern to the U.S. and 
China, promote common understanding of high biological containment laboratory safety, 
security and responsible research risk management, and build relationships among members of 
the U.S. and Chinese research communities who conduct infectious disease research. The 
special focus on research that uses gene-editing technology gave the opportunity to 

[ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT 
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V4 DRAFT 4/30/19 

participants to discuss ways to create norms and reduce risks when using these tools for 
research 

Several themes emerged during the workshop. The first was the importance of pursuing an 
integrated, One Health-based approach to understanding the causes and addressing the effects 
of animal and human diseases. The second was a growing appreciation for the widespread use 
of gene-editing tools, particularly those based on the CRISPR-Cas9 system, as part of many 
recent research and development efforts. These tools have been used to facilitate a number of 
the genetic modifications described during meeting presentations (see Box 1 at the end of this 
document). The final theme running through several presentations and discussions was the 
importance of establishing and maintaining institutional cultures that support safe and 
responsible conduct of science. Appropriate scientific community cultures and norms form part 
of the foundation necessary for achieving success in high-containment infectious disease 
research. Many of the sessions, summarized further below, provided the opportunity to 
highlight this area. 

INTRODUCTION 

On January 8-10, 2019 approximately 45 scientists from the U.S. and China gathered at the 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute for a meeting hosted by the Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and U.S. National Academy of Sciences. The 
meeting was the latest in a series of dialogues aimed at sharing information on relevant 
research conducted in the partner countries, promoting common understanding of high 
containment laboratory safety and responsible risk management, and building relationships 
among members of the U.S. and Chinese research communities who conduct infectious disease 
research. 

The following sections summarize the presentations made during the 2.5 day meeting. The 
agenda and participant list for the meeting is available at the end of this document. 

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS 

The workshop was opened by Dr. Zhigao Bu, director of the Harbin Veterinary research 
Institute (HVRI) of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), who chaired the 
session of remarks from convening organizations. Dr. Bu welcomed participants to the 4th US - 
China dialogue on emerging infections, biosafety, and biosecurity. He looked forward to the 
opportunity to exchange ideas and to promote collaboration and cooperation, and expressed 
his thanks to the members of the organizing committee for their hard work in preparing the 
program. 

Next, Dr. Kongming Wu, Vice president of CAAS, welcomed participants to Harbin and 
expressed his hope that the dialogue and workshop will make important contributions to the 
prevention and countering of emerging infectious diseases, along with the promotion of 
bioethics, biosafety, biosecurity, and laboratory safety. China and the U.S. share many common 
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interests in addressing these challenges. Through this meeting and the ongoing dialogue, China 
and the US are working together to build a shared community that supports public health 
security in accordance with principles of One Health, an approach that integrates human, 
animal, and environmental health concerns. Dr. Wu noted that international cooperation has 
become ever more important in addressing issues in disease research and promoting 
innovation. CAAS is ready to support fruitful collaborations with the U.S. and with partners 
around the world, and he wished the workshop success in its discussions. 

Benjamin Rusek from the U.S. NAS welcomed the participants on behalf of the U.S. National 
Academy of Sciences. He noted that the purpose of the meeting is to improve scientific and 
technical cooperation to address public health threats of mutual concern and interest to China 
and the U.S., discuss ways to ensure the safe and secure conduct of life science research and 
high containment biological laboratories, and to build bridges between Chinese and American 
scientist and institutions. The meeting was designed to especially focus on ways to reduce risk 
and create norms for research on pathogens using in gene editing technology. Although the 
benefits of using gene editing technology are potentially enormous, there is the potential for 
malevolent application or for the technology to contribute to dangerous bio error. He thanked 
the CAAS for has assembling an excellent group of scientists and experts to Harbin and noted 
that the scientists from the U.S. Department of Agriculture would not be able to attend due to 
the U.S. Government shut down but that other members of the U.S. delegation would give their 
presentations on their behalf. He encouraged everyone to participate and read and use the 
discussion questions listed on the agenda during every session. 

The final welcome address was provided by Dr. Diane Griffin from the Johns Hopkins University 
Bloomberg School of Public Health and Vice President of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. 
She emphasized that, as the 4th dialogue of this series, these meetings have played an 
important role in bringing together scientists interested in addressing the challenges of 
emerging infectious diseases. Given the global implications of disease outbreaks, the ability to 
discuss such issues and to stimulate collaboration among scientists is vital. As the meeting 
moved into its primary scientific sessions, Dr. Griffin also encouraged participants to ask 
questions and to engage in active discussions over the course of the multi-day meeting. 

KEYNOTE ADDRESSES 

Keynote presentations were provided by Dr. George F. Gao, Academician and Director-General, 
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Dr. Linda Saif, Distinguished University 
Professor, Ohio State University, and Dr. Hualan Chen, Academician of the Harbin Veterinary 
Research Institute. 

Dr. Gao provided an overview of China's preparedness for outbreaks of pandemic diseases, 
particularly influenza, and a look to the future for disease control. He noted that China plays an 
important role in global public health, but is a relative newcomer to this area. A key approach 
to disease preparedness and response, emphasized by Dr. Gao and in multiple talks over the 
course of the meeting is the concept of One Health, in which the veterinary and agricultural 
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sciences, as well as human health communities, are collectively engaged to address disease 
issues. 

Influenza remains one of the most serious infectious agent of concern to the China CDC for 
potential disease pandemics. The 1918 pandemic caused by H1N1, for example, is believed to 
have originated in China and caused over 40 million deaths worldwide. Pandemics occurred in 
1957 (H2N2), 1968 (H3N2) and 2009 (again caused by H1N1, this time emerging in Mexico). 
Influenza strains can spread rapidly via migrating birds, and as a result, China has focused on 
developing its disease control capacity, including initiating influenza surveillance systems in the 
1950s and joining the World Health Organisation (WHO)'s global surveillance network in the 
1980s. Dr. Gao noted that the 2003 outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
resulted in further investment and capacity building to support public health, including in 
laboratory diagnostics and efforts to develop various vaccines, as well as ongoing strong 
communication with international networks such as WHO and the World Organisation for 
Animal Health (01E). In 2010, China collected 200,000-400,000 samples and conducted 
antigenic analysis on approximately 20,000 viral strains. He pointed to remaining challenges in 
political commitment and public awareness, including the need for effective risk 
communication around infectious diseases such as influenza, as well as improved data and 
sample sharing between animal and human health research communities. 

Dr. Saif focused her remarks on coronaviruses, a diverse family of RNA viruses that have four 
main subtypes (alpha, beta, delta, and gamma) along with a broad host range. The high 
polymerase error rate and high recombination frequencies in coronaviruses leads to the 
generation of significant viral diversity and contributes to the emergence of new strains that 
can have altered tissue tropism, changes in virulence, and ability to infect new hosts. 
Coronaviruses primarily cause enteric and respiratory infections in mammals and birds, and a 
number of events have occurred in which viral strains have moved from animal species to 
humans. 

Dr. Saif's presentation emphasized the potential for interspecies transmission of emerging 
swine coronaviruses. She described aspects of the research conducted by her group on the 
receptors involved in viral entry into host cells and on genome changes that affect viral 
properties. For example, the porcine delta coronavirus can infect human cells in culture via the 
aminopeptidase N (APN) receptor, indicating that there may be possible human susceptibility to 
this virus. Recently, swine acute diarrheal syndrome was identified in China and may represent 
a recombination between a bat alpha coronavirus and an unknown beta coronavirus. Her 
research has also investigated the role of co-infections in disease susceptibility and severity (for 
example, co-infections with other respiratory pathogens and coronaviruses SARS or MERS). 
However, many questions remain to be addressed in understanding these and other emerging 
coronaviruses. There are bird, bat, ruminant, and rodent reservoirs for coronaviruses. Needs 
include a better understanding of how these viruses circulate among different species and the 
roles played by the high-density congregation of multiple species and of migratory birds in the 
process of viral adaptation to new species and the establishment of new reservoirs. Gaining an 
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increased knowledge of how particular mutations affect virulence and tropism will also be 
important to underpin the future development of vaccines and improved response strategies. 

Dr. Chen's presentation concentrated on the control of influenza outbreaks caused by strains 
H5N1 (which first emerged in 1996) and H7N9 (which first emerged in 2013). A number of 
studies were subsequently undertaken to understand the genetic basis for H5N1 viral 
properties, such as host range, virulence, and transmission, and to use this information as the 
basis for developing both inactivated virus and recombinant vaccine platforms for use in 
poultry. Over 230 billion doses of the poultry vaccines have since been used in China as well as 
in other countries to support poultry disease control and to help prevent spread of H5N1 to 
humans. 

More recently, extensive efforts in H7N9 disease control have been undertaken in China. 
Following its 2013 emergence, concerns included whether H7N9 can evolve to become highly 
pathogenic in poultry and whether it could become human-to-human transmissible as 
suggested by ferret studies. Dr. Chen's research included studies of mutations in viral HA and 
PB2 proteins that affect virulence in different species. These genetic mutations detected in 
chickens affected lethality and transmissibility in ferrets and mice, suggesting potential risks for 
humans. As a result, China conducted large-scale H7N9 surveillance. During 2017, highly 
pathogenic H7N9 caused a severe outbreak in chickens and a new (5 th) wave of infections in 
humans with 766 cases reported. Dr. Chen and her group drew on the vaccine platforms 
developed for controlling H5N1 as a basis for developing avian H7N9 and bivalent H5/H7 
vaccines, after which a vaccination campaign was undertaken in chickens. Post vaccination 
surveillance revealed decreased rates of H7N9 isolation and the vaccination appears to have 
successfully helped prevent a 6th wave of human infection. These examples illustrate the 
importance of addressing animal health and of using animal vaccination campaigns to help 
prevent human disease. 

Discussion 
The discussion addressed questions on conducting environmental surveillance and the 
challenges of going from genetic sequence to information on structure and function. It was 
noted that what can be accomplished depends on available resources, although the Global 
Virome Project (http://www.globalviromeproject.orgn was pointed out as a valuable example 
of an international effort. Scientific dialogue, as well as the need to improve data and sample 
sharing was also discussed, and Dr. Gao highlighted China's productive collaboration with Africa 
CDC 

INFLUENZA 
The following sessions of the meeting — on influenza and swine fever — were aimed at 
promoting further understanding of two serious infectious diseases of concern to both China 
and the U.S. 

Dr. Ralph Baric from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill delivered the presentation on 
behalf of Dr. David Swayne from the Agricultural Research Service of the U.S Department of 
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Agriculture, since Dr. Swayne was unable to participate in the meeting. Reservoirs for avian 
influenza exit in wild aquatic fowl such as ducks, and can spill over to domestic poultry such as 
chickens through exposure and adaptation. China and the US are the top two global producers 
of poultry, and have common interests in controlling disease outbreaks. A number of control 
strategies have been employed to stamp out outbreaks, including diagnostics and surveillance 
to identify infected poultry, culling to eliminate infected birds, biosecurity measures aimed at 
preventing movement of strains between farms and infection of naïve farms, and education 
about responsibilities to prevent and respond to the disease. But a number of questions 
remain. These include "How do low pathogenicity avian influenza (LPAI) viruses move from wild 
waterfowl reservoir to domestic agricultural systems? Can we "predict", based on 
environmental/management conditions at wild bird-agricultural interface and surveillance data, 
and intervene to prevent such LPAI virus transfers? Can we better understand & intervene to 
prevent LP HP viruses in terrestrial poultry? How do we improve Al eradication within 
agricultural systems?" 

In 2017, highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) was detected in the US. Studies showed that 
insertion of nucleotides from chicken 28S rRNA in the HA cleavage site in the virus genome was 
a marker of the emergence of HPAI. Further phylogenetic analysis was undertaken to explore 
common ancestors and virus introduction events across several states. The results showed that 
low pathogenic avian influenza (LPAI) strains had been circulating in US poultry farms for 
several months prior to the HPAI emergence. 

Dr. Swayne also provided an example of the global spread of highly pathogenic avian influenza 
H5N8 in 2014. The virus spread and evolved during the wildfowl breeding season in areas such 
as Siberia, then moved into Europe and the US along the Pacific coast flyway. Viral 
reassortment with North American avian influenza strains led to outbreaks in 2014-2015. The 
example shows how strains can spread around the world and evolve in combination with 
circulating regional strains. Enhanced surveillance along major flyways and in poultry 
agricultural systems will be critical to better understand the movement of avian influenza 
viruses and likely outbreaks, which provide a major incentive for countries to collaborate on 
disease control. Global networks such as the World Organization for Animal Health and Food 
and Agricultural Organization Animal Influenza Network (OFFLU) are very important in this 
context. 

Dr. Dayan Wang of the National Institute for Viral Disease Control and Prevention of China CDC 
discussed additional efforts by China to study and control avian influenza outbreaks. China 
established its national influenza center (CNIC) in 1957 in the wake of the "Asian flu" and has 
more recently expanded the national influenza surveillance network so that it now includes 
over 400 network laboratories and multiple sentinel hospitals covering the major cities of the 
country. Influenza H5N6 is a current concern because of a high positive rate in poultry along 
with sporadic human cases. 

Dr. Wang's presentation highlighted additional examples of research on H7N9 and H1N1. She 
noted differences in characteristics of human infections between these viruses — with older 
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people, for example, seeming to be more susceptible to infection with H7N9 and an apparent 
2:1 male to female infection ratio whose reasons remain unknown, compared to H5N1 that 
seemed to infect younger adults. Her research on H7N9 has explored genetic variants, receptor 
binding capacity, tissue tropism, transmissibility in various animal species, and phylogenetic 
analysis of outbreak strains. Similarly, her laboratory has conducted research on the 
pathogenicity, tropism, and other viral properties associated with two genotypes of a European 
(EA) variant of H1N1, in which 12 cases of human infection have been identified since 2010. 
These two genotypes have similar tropism but show differences in virulence, although there is 
no clear evidence yet for human-to-human transmission. These ongoing studies will help to 
clarify the genetic basis for properties of avian influenza viruses and inform additional future 
research. Dr. Wang also noted that her institute has launched a new journal of Biosafety and 
Health sponsored by the Chinese Medical Association, and that this may be a publication of 
interest to the workshop. 

Dr. Chengjun Li, a professor at HVRI, delivered the final presentation in this session. He 
highlighted the virus life cycle and key proteins encoded by the influenza virus genome, as well 
as host factors that interact with the virus at various stages of the infection process. 

For example, the influenza ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex is a critical functional unit required 
for viral transcription and replication. The host enzyme phospholipid scamblase 1 (PLSCR1) 
interacts with both the viral nucleoprotein (NP) and the host protein importin alpha. PLSCR1 
interactions impede the interaction of importin alpha with importin beta, which are involved in 
the import pathway of the virus into the host cell nucleus, inhibiting this process. A second host 
factor investigated by Dr. Li, the enzyme PIAS1, also interacts with proteins in the import 
complex. PIAS1 interferes with assembly of the viral RNP complex and inhibits viral polymerase 
activity. Generation of heterozygous PIAS1 knock out mice results in enhanced pathogenicity as 
measured by titer and post-infection mortality. Finally, Dr. Li reported on mutations in the 
H7N9 polymerase that are key determinants of the adaptation of avian influenza virus to 
mammals. He reported that a mutation in the influenza PB2 protein at position 627 from 
glutamic acid (E) to lysine (K) was often acquired by avian H7N9 during replication in mammals. 
Different avian influenza viruses appear to differ in their capacity to acquire this mutation. 
Research is continuing to investigate mechanisms for this mutation along with other 
polymerase mutations and interactions with host factors as part of efforts to better understand 
the biology of the disease. 

Discussion 

Differences in the ability to control outbreaks of H5N6 versus H7N9 were discussed, including 
the role of host immune factors and the question of whether the viruses can escape from the 
inhibition provided by the host immune response. Strategies to control influenza outbreaks 
were also discussed, including the use of vaccination in chickens compared to culling. Culling 
has been commonly employed as a strategy in the US. Participants from China indicated that 
active animal surveillance programs identified influenza virus continuing to circulate even with 
culling, leading to the decision to undertake vaccination. It was noted that mass vaccination 
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campaigns can place new selection constraints on a virus, and it will be valuable to continue 
disease surveillance and research to understand the effects over time. 

SWINE FEVER 
The first three presentations in the session focused on African swine fever. The final 
presentation discussed advances in generating transgenic pig hosts for resistance to classical 
swine fever. 

Dr. Xiaoxu Fan delivered the first presentation on control of African swine fever in China on 
behalf of Dr. Xiaodong Wu, professor at the China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center, as 
Dr. Wu was unable to attend the meeting. Although Africa Swine Fever (AFS) does not produce 
disease in humans, it produces virtually 100% mortality in infected animals with no available 
treatment or vaccine. Endemic in some African countries, AFS has spread globally; it is a 
notifiable disease by the World Organisation for Animal Health (01E). China has a large pork 
industry and the country has undertaken efforts to prevent and control the spread of the virus 
as well as to develop diagnostics and vaccines. However, the clinical signs of AFS can be similar 
to classical swine fever and to several other swine diseases, which complicates surveillance and 
early response. By early 2019, cases of AFS had been reported in 19 provinces. 

A number of possible transmission routes to domestic pigs are possible, including from wild 
boars and imported poultry. The Chinese government released technical guidelines for AFS in 
2015 and a contingency plan in 2017. After an outbreak in August 2018, over 30 new disease-
related policies were enacted. Efforts to prevent and control outbreaks include the deployment 
of field working groups, culling of over 600,000 pigs, and an awareness campaign for farmers, 
veterinarians, and the public. The government has also increased incentives for reporting, such 
as by increasing compensation. Two factors were identified as key in outbreak transmission — 
swill feeding and movement of live pigs and pig products. Banning swill feeding, reducing long 
distance/cross-province movement of animals, and cracking down on animal smuggling through 
customs have been important parts of control strategies. Other policies require 
slaughterhouses to run ASF tests on pig products before sale, cracking down on practices such 
as illegal slaughtering, and strengthening efforts such as confirmation testing to combat cases 
in domestic pigs and wild boar. Strong multisector collaboration will be needed to address ASF, 
including international collaboration on prevention and control strategies with partners such as 
the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 01E, and other countries. 

Dr. Zhigao Bu of HVRI provided additional information on the genetic analysis and properties of 
African Swine Fever. AFS is a large double-stranded DNA virus whose host is domestic pigs and 
wild boars. AFS is the number one killer of pigs, with approximately 58,000 cases in 22 countries 
in 2018. Because China has over 50% of the pigs on hand and pigs to market worldwide, this 
disease is of significant concern. Dr. Bu discussed an outbreak at several sites in Heilongjiang 
province in 2018, and reported phylogenetic comparison of the strains with those from other 
AFS outbreaks. In addition, researchers at HVRI successfully isolated the virus and conducted 
infection tests in pigs in high containment laboratory facilities to study properties such as 
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incubation time, viremia/titers, virus shedding, and time to death. As expected, the AFS strain 
was highly lethal. 

Dr. Bu noted reports of two deletion mutations - delta CD2V and delta DP148R —that might 
attenuate the virus and could be candidates in the development of vaccines. However, results 
suggest that the mechanisms of pathogenicity are complicated and the mutant strains did not 
necessa rily res ult in attenuated vi rulence plus protection against ASF challenge in pigs. 

Dr. Pei-Yong Shi of the University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston delivered the final 
presentation on African Swine Fever. He presented on behalf of Dr. Douglas Gladue of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture's Plum Island Animal Disease Center, who was unable to attend. As 
noted in the prior presentation, the immune mechanisms associated with protection from 
African Swine Fever have not yet been identified, no commercial vaccine is available, and the 
mechanisms of protection associated with experimental vaccines are not well understood. 

Dr. Gladue's research includes strategies to more efficiently develop and purify recombinant 
ASF virus as part of the development of live attenuated viral vaccines. Current processes can 
take up to two years. Dr. Gladue's group incorporated a fluorescent reporter gene to improve 
identification of the recombinant plasmid and used CRISPR/Cas9 editing to delete the locus 
8DR. The protein encoded by this locus is involved in viral rosette formation and the deletion 
enabled them to quantify the extent to which use of CRISPR/Cas9 increased the rate of 
obtaining desired genetic changes. Dr. Gladue reported that combining the florescent marker 
and 8DR deletion enabled them to achieve significant increases in the efficiency and speed of 
generating, identifying and purifying recombinant virus, which could thus be produced in 3-4 
months instead of years. These results demonstrates the possibilities enabled by using gene 
editing to engineer AFS. Finally, Dr. Gladue provided information on the use of live attenuated 
viral vaccines to combat the current AFS outbreak strain. Multiple deletion mutations have 
been created and studied, including delta 9GL, delta MFG, the double mutant delta 9GL/MFG, 
delta UK and the double mutant delta 9GL/delta UK, and delta CD2 for both viral attenuation 
and the ability to induce protection when administered as a live vaccine. However, alternatives 
will need to continue to be explored along with further collaborations to combine the 
advantages of various platforms. 

The last presentation in the session was provided by Dr. Hongsheng Ouyang, a professor at Jilin 
University, who focused on the generation of genome-edited pigs as part of efforts to 
understand and control classical swine fever virus. Dr. Ouyang's research makes use of the tools 
enable by CRISPR/Cas 9 to edit genes. There are currently two main methods for generating 
genome edited pigs —direct microinjection of Cas9 mRNA and single guide (sg)RNA into zygotes 
and somatic cell nuclear transfer. Edited embryos are then implanted into surrogate pigs, 
resulting in the birth of edited piglets. 

Dr. Ouyang focused on efforts to design and screen a short hairpin RNA (shRNA) that, when 
expressed in the pig genome, would act to target and silence the infecting virus. A plas mid 
containing the sequence that would produce this shRNA along with the CRISPR/Cas9 machinery 
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was introduced into the nucleus of a pig cell via electroporation, followed by somatic cell 
nuclear transfer and the generation of edited piglets whose cells produce the designed 
interfering RNA molecule. The aim was to generated edited pigs that would be resistant to 
classical swine fever. Challenge experiments were conducted in which both wild type and 
edited pigs were exposed to a swine fever-infected pig. During swine fever infection, the 
transgenic pigs exhibited greater antiviral responses than the wild type, unedited pigs. Dr. 
Ouyang also investigated whether mutations or deletions in the La mR receptor, which is the 
cellular receptor for classical swine fever, could result in pigs resistant to swine fever infection. 
The generation of transgenic pigs and initial tests in cell culture showed some resistance but 
more remains to be investigated. 

Discussion 

Questions were directed to the issue of what needs to be done to prepare for and control 
African Swine Fever. To date, there have been limited studies on T cell responses and 
neutralizing antibody titers are not closely correlated with protection, indicating that significant 
work remains to understand the biology and immunology of ASF infection. The need to 
implement traditional control strategies was noted, while research toward vaccine 
development continues. For example, swill feeding and long distance pig transportation have 
been factors in prior outbreaks, leading to changes to policies and practices. 

UNDERSTANDING AND ENGINEERING VIRAL PATHOGENS WITH PANDEMIC POTENTIAL 

The remainder of Day 1 focused on science and responsibility in studying pathogens with 
pandemic potential. The sessions included a discussion of challenges a nd opportunities in 
altering pathogen properties as part of research into understanding and combating disease, as 
well as the responsible planning and conduct of such research so that it can be conducted 
safety and securely. 

Dr. Ralph Bark, a professor at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill and an expert in 
coronaviruses, provided an overview of the selection and design of pathogen properties, along 
with information gaps and barriers. He noted the rapid pace of advance and decreasing cost of 
nucleic acid synthesis; the first coronavirus to be synthesized cost roughly $42,000, a price that 
would now be $6,000. The largest genome currently synthesized is a 520kb mycobacterium, 
indicating that it is now possible to synthesize the genomes of most RNA and DNA viruses. In 
addition, high fidelity sequences are available for many viruses, rendering it possible to 
synthesize viral genomes and recover viable virus for many strains. 

Studies to alter pathogen properties of viruses can use several approaches, including selection 
pressure to drive evolution toward a phenotype as well as deliberate design. Potential 
opportunities might include building chimeric viruses with altered structures for the receptor 
for viral entry, or those that incorporate changes to other virulence determinants or that 
modulate host-pathogen interactions. Dr. Baric noted the example of adding the spike protein 
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from a mouse coronavirus to a bat coronavirus, which can produce a strain that is more virulent 
in mice. But he cautioned that a combination of techniques, including selection pressure from 
passaging in mice, is generally needed to generate virulent strains in a host and reminded the 
audience of the law of unintended consequences and the possibility of surprise. 

Dr. Baric also noted that predictive modeling of protein interfaces and the use of such models 
for structure-guided virus design has recently improved, providing advancing capabilities for 
affecting host-virus interactions and altering antigenic properties. Similarly, he noted that the 
"shopping list" of virulence determinants continues to grow as more is learned about host-virus 
interfaces and how they evolve as viruses move through different species. As examples of both 
potential opportunities and ongoing barriers to effective engineering of viral properties, Dr. 
Baric referenced studies to develop a self-replicating a 1phavirus containing HIV sequences for 
use as an HIV vaccine, an approach that was abandoned when the virus was too pathogenic in 
mice. He also noted the barrier provided by a glycosylation site that makes it relatively easy to 
create mouse-adapted SARS strains but not mouse-adapted MERS. And the use of newer tools 
such as CRISPR/Cas-based gene editing to create a mouse model by introducing the human 
virus binding receptor domain into the mouse. On the other hand, creating a virus that is super-
ada pted to a particular host can actually result in an attenuation of virulence, if the virus 
interacts overly strongly with a cellular receptor. This shows the complexity of deliberate design 
as well as a potential sweet spot for pathogenicity. Other challenges to deliberate design 
include the fact that a large number of virus-host protein interactions occur, and changing one 
can have unexpected effects across the interaction networks as virus-host interactions are 
usually a "highly coordinated co-evolved process." Viral packaging constraints, the effects of 
host genetic variation on disease severity, and other factors all add to the complexity and 
confound the utility of predictive design models. 

The second presentation in the session was delivered by Dr. Weiwen Zhang, professor at 
Tianjin University, who spoke about cutting-edge biotechnology, the potential for rapid changes 
in science and technology capabilities to outpace ethical and regulatory measures, and the 
need for appropriate governance. He provided the example of recent synthesis and preparation 
of horsepox virus from starting genetic sequence as illustrative of what could now be achieved 
at relatively low cost with fairly standard technical approaches. Past oversight has been based 
primarily on physical control of materials such as viral strains, but access to information such as 
gene sequences is of increasing importance. Many countries have made significant investments 
in synthetic biology R&D — in China, for example, a national key program for 2018-2011 will 
support 50-60 projects of $3-4M each. But achieving the right balance of research innovation 
and governance to prevent ethical, security, or other misuses of biotechnology is challenging 
and it can be difficult to separate positive uses from potential misuses (a "dual use dilemma"). 
A number of reports and continuing global dialogues address ethics and safety associated with 
new technologies such as synthetic biology and genome editing, and consider related aspects 
such as laboratory precautions and development of strategies that could mitigate harmful 
effects (for example, to reverse genetic changes). Following debate, the 2016 Human Genome 
Project-Write (HGP-W) has become Genome Write (not just human) and the project established 
an international bioethics and biosafety working group. The international genetically 
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engineered machines (iGEM) competition for students has also focused increasingly on 
ensuring biosafety, biosecurity, and risk management of projects undertaken by iGEM teams. 

China has undertaken a number of efforts to promote and support responsible research and 
governance. For example, the synthetic biology society of China formed an ethics committee in 
2018. The Ministry of Science and Technology has also established an ethical and regulatory 
framework for synthetic biology with goals of (1) establishing norms for research and market 
access and making government regulatory policy recommendations; (2) proposing effective 
safety management norms and implementation methods; (3) establishing public channels of 
communication and public participation; and (4) developing intellectual property mechanisms 
relevant to synthetic biology. Tianjin University established programs on ethics associated with 
new biotechnology in 2018. China and Pakistan have also put forward a proposal to the 
Biological Weapons Convention on a code of conduct for biological scientists. Dr. Zhang noted 
that identification and management of potential dual use issues should occur early in a relevant 
research project as well as various stages throughout the research life cycle stages, with 
responsibilities by multiple stakeholders; existing regulatory policies and laws are also 
frequently under discussion. These conversations within the scientific and government 
communities are ongoing. 

A separate discussion session was not held following these talks; see the panel discussion 
"Science and Ethics in Research with Pathogens with Pandemic Potential," below 

BIOETHICS AND RESPONSIBLE PLANNING FOR PATHOGEN RESEARCH 

Dr. Zhiming Yuan, professor at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, discussed the value of learning 
from outbreaks such as SARS and Ebola and the role of the network of global high containment 
laboratories in efforts to improve global health security and strengthen public health systems. 
The BSL-4 laboratory at Wuhan, which announced its operation in early 2018, is part of this 
overall system. Prior to operation, significant time was spent on design and validation of the 
laboratory, which successfully received accreditation by China National Accreditation Service 
(CNAS). Projects being undertaken at the laboratory include on Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic 
fever virus and Ni pa h virus, along with synthetic biology studies manipulating proteins from 
Ebola and Ni pa h viruses. The facility also provides services in virus preservation, diagnostics, 
animal model development, education, and training. 

Dr. Yuan echoed comments made by prior presenters emphasizing the role of governance for 
dual use research of concern (for example, the use of use of biotechnology to alter host 
responses to pathogens). He noted the existence of Chinese laws such as Article 331 Criminal 
Law of the People's Republic of China, relevant regulations and guidelines, and foundational 
ethical principles such as non-malfeasance, and stated that "ethics is a necessary supplement to 
the law" in preventing misuse. As part of the responsible planning and conduct of pathogen 
research, both national and institutional ethics review committees are commonly established. 
Dr. Yuan noted, however, that many bioethica I committees still have a limited focus, such as on 
the protection of human subjects in biomedical research. Biorisk extends beyond this narrow 
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focus. It is a multi-stakeholder issue and there are a number of questions to consider when 
assessing benefits versus risks of a research effort. Biorisk management thus exists at an 
intersection that draws on biosafety, biosecurity, policy, ethics, society, economics, and 
science, animal and human health. Key players who need to be involved in these discussions 
include scientists, publishers, funders, accreditation bodies, and others while biorisk 
management occurs at multiple stages of a project from conception, preparations, application, 
and implementation to publication. He supported the need to establish a code of conduct for 
scientists and the importance of establishing a global network of biosafety laboratories to 
enable sharing of best practices, collaboration, and information exchange. 

Dr. David Reiman, a professor at the Stanford School of Medicine, continued the discussion of 
benefits and risks in pathogen research. He noted the imperative to understand and anticipate 
emerging infectious diseases in order to prepare for, prevent, and respond to them, along with 
the growing technical capabilities in the biosciences. 

Dr. Relman highlighted the importance of the critical combination of pathogenicity and 
transmissibility, which affect the harm something can do and the means by which it can be 
disseminated. He also noted the need to understand things that have arisen in nature 
compared to things that have been created by human design. Dr. Relman suggested that the 
scientific community can learn from the global virome project, which is expanding viral 
discovery and generating large amounts of sequence information. The project will provide a 
more complete understanding of biodiversity and may inform diagnostics and therapeutics 
development. For example, analysis of the data collected may identify new pathogens or help 
to predict potential virulence factors. But in an era in which most viruses can be synthesized 
from a genetic sequence, the discovery new viruses and elucidation of their properties may 
present both biosafety and biosecurity concerns. As scientific and technical capabilities 
continue to expand, Dr. Relman emphasized the power and responsibility of the individual, 
along with recognition that the decisions investigators make about the research they undertake 
can have consequences. It is very difficult to quantify risks and benefits or to gain agreement on 
what should be done, but he suggested that a focus of assessment and decision-making should 
be the purpose of the work and end state product, not the means or process by which it is 
achieved. Dr. Relman noted that scientists routinely make decisions on experiments to 
undertake, or not to conduct, for all sorts of scientific and economic reasons. This type of 
calculus should be going on with regard to security as well. He supports transparency, the use 
of experimental design choices aimed at minimizing risks, and establishing research norms. 
There are roles in these efforts not only for individual researchers but also professional 
organizations, academia, and industry; national leadership; and international organizations. 
Finally, he noted that no matter how much we prepare some failures will occur. We need to be 
prepared to respond to such situations, emphasizing complementary strategies for risk 
reduction. 

Finally, Dr. Yang Xue, Associate Professor at Tianjin University, highlighted the announcement 
in late 2018 of CRISPR-edited human babies and the resulting scientific and social criticism. 
Both international ethical frameworks and national regulations are relevant to the 
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considerations of biosecurity management and the encouragement of a culture of responsibility 
in life sciences. In the first case, documents such as the Declaration of Helsinki from the World 
Medical Association (2013) and International ethical guidelines for biomedical research 
involving human subjects (CIOMS 1993) support respect for individual welfare. There are also a 
number of relevant policies, regulations, and guidelines in China that could apply to the human 
genome editing situation. These include Ethical Guiding Principles for the Research on Human 
Embryonic Stem Cells (2003), Interim Measures for the Administration of Human Genetic 
Resources (2012), the Ethical Review of Biomedical Research Involving People (2016), and 
others. Institutions involved in biomedical research should set up ethics committees and file 
information with the practicing registration authority. In addition, they should follow 
Administrative Measures for the Safety of Biotechnology Research and Development Cell such 
as abiding "laws and administrative regulations, respect social ethics, and not harm..." (2017). 
Dr. Xue also presented the draft model code of conduct proposed by China and Pakistan to the 
Biological Weapons Convention. Finally, Dr. Xue shared some thoughts on pressures and factors 
that may have affected the project to create CRISPR edited babies, including publicity achieved 
by Dr. Junjiu Huang of Sun Yat-Sen University in 2015 for his use of genome editing for 
thalassemia in non-viable, non-implanted embryos. Rapid development and regulatory systems 
that have not necessarily kept pace with capabilities may also play roles. 

A separate discussion session was not held following these talks; see the panel discussion 
"Science and Ethics in Research with Pathogens with Pandemic Potential," below 

SCIENCE AND ETHICS IN RESEARCH WITH PATHOGENS WITH PANDEMINC POTENIAL (PANEL 
DISCUSSION) 

The panel and meeting participants discussed the importance of institutional and scientific 
community cultures, along with research oversight systems, in promoting safe and ethical 
resea rch. 

Speakers and participants indicated that the research community has a number of 
responsibilities in this regard, including an awareness of potential risks and careful 
experimental planning. Research with pathogens can have unintended consequences because 
living systems are complex and unanticipated results can arise from experimental changes. 
There have been examples in which pathogenicity has been accidentally enhanced though 
experiments, thus it is important for researchers to recognize that they may not fully 
understand the systems they are changing, to reflect on potential risks during the experimental 
design stage, and to manage for the possibility of risks though use of appropriate containment 
levels. 

Panelists and participants also discussed the role of researcher motivations and community 
norms for responsible conduct of research. It was suggested that researchers are often 
motivated by scientific curiosity, a quest for knowledge, and a desire to help others through 
their research, as well as a desire for respect and recognition from their scientific contributions. 
But it was also noted that researchers can be under pressure to produce results and 
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publications, and may also be motivated by financial interests and a desire for fame and 
influence. One participant suggested that the scientific community has not had enough 
discussion about how the varying motivations, incentives, and disincentives for researchers 
influence the ethical, safe, secure, and responsible practice of science. Other participants 
agreed and suggested that researchers need to keep in mind not only scientific aims but also 
the broader objectives of the research and the ethical and regulatory context for their 
experiments. 

It was suggested that research laboratories and the scientific community need to conti nue to 
foster cultures that recognize that unintended results can occur from experiments, that 
promote the need to think through how to respond when unintended findings arise, and that 
provide community and peer pressure to behave within expected norms of ethics, biosafety, 
and biosecurity. A number of panelists and participants suggested an important role for 
education and training for scientists in these issues. One participant also noted that relevant 
education and training will need to reach beyond students from traditional life sciences 
disciplines to include those with engineering, computational sciences, or other backgrounds 
who are increasingly involved in biotechnology projects. 

In addition, speakers and participants discussed the importance of institutional oversight 
systems for research. It was suggested that one important question for the scientific 
community and research institutions remains how to go about deciding what experiments to 
conduct and not to conduct. Through review boards, research institutions have important 
oversight roles as part of this process. It was suggested that institutions need to have review 
meetings and debates so that the institution is able to consider relevant experiments, such as 
those involving pathogens. In addition, review boards need to have the expertise to ask 
detailed questions on proposed protocols. And it was noted that there need to be strict 
consequences for researchers who breach the institutional policies. Finally, several participants 
noted the need for balanced oversight systems and regulations that will enable the conduct of 
appropriate experiments and research projects while preventing or minimizing misuse. It was 
suggested that responsible research infrastructures and cultures are already well -established in 
certain settings, but that there is an important role for continuing to further develop and foster 
these systems in other settings. 

Finally, the panelists and participants briefly considered the DIY bio community and the 
question of what experiments could be conducted with basic scientific knowledge outside of 
traditional laboratory settings. For example the potential to synthesize fentanyl was raised. On 
the other hand, it was noted that research with pathogens still remains largely within more 
advanced laboratories. In general, however, it was suggested that as biological technologies 
become more and more accessible, there will be a continued need for outreach on review 
procedures around which experiments are conducted and under what conditions, as well as the 
broad promotion of norms of biosafety and biosecurity. 

VECTOR AND HOST ENGINEERING: SAFETY AND SECURITY 
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The second day of the conference opened with a session on research in vector and host 
engineering. Dr. Qian Han, professor at Hainan University, provided the first presentation. He 
discussed the mosquito innate immune system, referred to as melanization, a process that is 
also involved in wound healing and cuticle formation in addition to response to infection. Dr. 
Han presented the conversion pathway of the key substrate tyrosine to melanin, which includes 
enzymes prophenoloxidase (PPO) and dopachrome conversion enzymes (DCE). Mosquitos have 
"mosquito specific" PPO genes that catalyze tyrosine reactions, along with other, typical insect 
PPOs. DCE converts dopachrome to 5,6 dihydroxyindole (DHI), a molecule with high 
antibacterial activity. The enzyme a ryla lkyla mine N-acetyltransferase (aa NAT) is also involved in 
melatonin synthesis and perhaps other functions; similar to PPO mosquitos have a greater 
number of aa NAT and aaNAT-like enzymes than other insects. The substrate specificity for 
mosquito-type aaNAT remains unknown and the laboratory is continuing to study this area. 

Dr. Han's lab has used CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing tools to generate Aedes aegypti mosquitos 
with nucleotide deletions leading to knock out of DCE activity. They have also generated knock 
out aa NATI mosquitos. The laboratory is interested in studying whether the editing affects the 
mosquito's immune response to viral infection and are looking for collaborators in this area, as 
they do not have the facilities for viral infection studies. 

Dr. Stephen Higgs, professor in the College of Veterinary Medicine at Kansas State University 
provided an overview of best practices in safely and security when conducting laboratory 
experiments with insect vectors. He provided an extensive list of reference papers on the 
topics of his talk (that was provided to HVRI after the meeting). 

A number of excellent references are available on the design of laboratory insectories 
(including a recent paper from 2007) and the arthropod containment guidelines (2003). 
I nsectories at BSL-3, for example, need to include practical safety and security features such as 
airflow specifications, secure access, signage, self-closing doors, prevention of two doors being 
open at same time, and screens to prevent insect escapes. Other references address 
experimental best practices and protocols for studies using insect vectors of disease (such as a 
2006 guide). For example, an artificial blood meal chamber on top of insect cages can now be 
used to better simulate warm blood feedings. A number of resources are also available on 
practices in dissecting mosquitos, quantifying virus titer, collecting saliva, and conducting 
analysis, among other topics. 

As projects involving transformed insect vectors potentially move out of the laboratory 
environment and into controlled field release trials, additional considerations become 
important. Dr. Higgs noted 2002, 2008, and 2014 guidance discussing planning for controlled 
trials, including trial design and cage placement, the types of data that should be collected, and 
the importance of community engagement. Since the emergence of CRISPR/Cas9 genome 
editing, progress in engineering various insect species has been rapid; by 2018 a gene edited 
mosquito for reduced malaria competence had been created. Editing to create gene drive 
modified vectors presents special circumstances (see Box 1) and a 2017 publication discusses 
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operating procedures for gene drive research. Finally, he noted that a revised version of the key 
2003 arthropod containment guidelines will be published in 2019 to include the latest context 
of technical advances. A special issues of the journal Vector Borne and Zoonotic Diseases will 
also be released in early 2019 and may be of interest to the workshop. 

Dr. Tongyan Zhao from the Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology of the Academy of 
Military Medical Sciences discussed vector competence for mosquito borne viruses including 
Dengue, West Nile, Western Equine Encephalitis, and Zika. Dengue has become a particular 
issue in the tropical forest border area of the Yunnan province, and the laboratory was 
interested in investigating whether the mosquito species Culex pi piens qui nquefasciatus could 
serve as a vector (along with known vectors Aedes a I bopictus and Aedes aegypti). Blood feeding 
experiments revealed a virus binding protein in the midgut of Aedes species that was not 
identified in Culex. They also found that Dengue virus could survive in di pa usi ng Aedes 
a lbopictus eggs, a strategy to survive overwintering. As a result, they have not found evidence 
to suggest that Culex is a vector for Dengue. 

Similarly, the laboratory has investigated whether Culex species are potential vectors for West 
Nile Virus, WEE virus, and Zika virus through blood feeding and transmission studies. Culex 
tritaeniorhynchus, found widely in China, showed the highest vector competence for Dengue 
among the Culex species studies. Aedes species are also vectors for this disease. All mosquito 
species tested were susceptible to infection with WEE virus, including Culex tritaeniorhynchus, 
which is also an efficient transmission vector for Ja panese Equine Encepha litis. For Zika, Aedes 
aegypti showed higher infection rates in salivary glands, midgut and ovary than Ae. a lbopictus 
and Cx. pi piens qui nquefasciatus, though species such as Cx. pipiens qui nquefasciatus can also 
transmit Zika to baby mice. This information on which mosquito species can be infected and 
transmit particular viral diseases will be valuable in informing the development of control 
strategies. 

Finally, Dr. Gong Cheng, a professor at Tsinghua University, discussed a rbovirus infection in 
Aedes and Culex mosquitos. During a typical a rbovirus lifecycle, virus in host blood enters the 
mosquito gut environment, which has an abundant community of commensal bacteria. Dr. 
Cheng's laboratory thus investigated whether and how mosquito gut microorganisms affect 
viral replication. Use of antibiotics to eliminate gut bacteria in Ae. Aegypti led to reduced 
Dengue virus replication, while oral reintroduction of the isolated cultivatable bacterial species 
identified the bacteria Serratia ma rcescens as facilitating infection. The laboratory identified a 
secreted protein peptidase, named M60 Viral Enhancin, as key to the mechanism of action. 
Introducing this protein into the gut of antibiotic-treated mosquitos enhances infection with 
Dengue virus as well as other a rboviruses such as Zika. Engineering the bacteria to knock out 
the enhancin protein abolished this infection-enhancing effect. 

Dr. Cheng reported that the enhancin protein was first identified in baculovi ruses, where it 
digests mucin polysaccharides and enables virus to more easily reach gut epithelial cells. It 
appears that the S. ma rcescens enhancin functions in a similar way. Both elimination of gut 
mucins and oral introduction of S. marcescens in field-derived mosquitos enhances viral 
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infection. S. ma rcescens has been identified in the gut of field caught mosquitos, and gaining 
further knowledge of this and other mechanisms that promote a rbovirus infection in mosquitos 
is valuable for future public health and disease control research. 

Discussion 

During discussion a question was asked on the generation of transgenic insects in which the 
melanin enzymes were knocked out. It was noted that the survival rates were low, and there 
was a suggestion that pathways involving melanin enzymes are also involved in eggshell 
formation. A question was also asked on whether other gastrointestinal commensal bacteria 
that Serratia affect viral infection. It was noted that a number of bacteria in addition to Serratia 
encode an enhancing protein, or components in host blood such as microRNA might affect 
replication; a number of different avenues are being studied. The issue of managing ticks under 
biocontainment was raised and it was noted that ticks are more difficult to work with than 
insects such as mosquitoes because of their longer I ifecycles and existence of few artificial 
feeding systems to aid in replacing the need to feed on animals. The emphasis in 
biocontainment is on preventing ticks, particularly larval ticks, from escaping. Finally, the 
release of gene drive modified organisms was discussed. The regulatory process for releasing 
gene drive modified organisms can be quite complicated, as approvals may need to be sought 
not only from the country of release but also from adjacent countries. There have been efforts 
to develop guidelines, but with the likely near-term releases of gene drive modified mosquitoes 
it is very important to continue to develop agreement around internationally recognized 
guidelines, norms and standards. 

UPDATE ON ACCUTE FLACCID MYELITIS 

The next session provided an update on a topic that has been receiving significant recent 
attention in US because of an ongoing outbreak —the disease acute flaccid myelitis. Dr. Diane 
Griffin, a professor at the Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School of Public Health, 
reviewed what is known about the etiology of this disease, which is primarily identified in 
children and can cause rapid onset of paralysis with incomplete recovery. Gray matter spinal 
cord lesions are observed on MRI, particularly in the cervical area and upper extremity, though 
effects in the lower regions are seen as well. A prodroma I febrile illness is also a common 
feature prior to onset of the weakness. Developing a definition that distinguishes acute flaccid 
myelitis from alternative diagnoses such as transverse myelitis and spinal cord ischemia has 
been important and a revised "restricted" definition was published in 2018. Disease outbreaks 
appear to have biennial periodicity with case peaks in the summer and fall of 2012, 2014, 2016, 
and 2018. Cases have occurred across the US as well as in —20 countries. 

Scientists and clinicians are still exploring the cause of this disease and extensive culturing and 
sequencing of samples from patients have been undertaken. No consistent cause has yet 
emerged. Although the illness presents similarly to Polio, it is not cause by poliovirus. The 
leading hypothesis so far centers on enterovirus EV-D68, which was first detected in California 
in 1962 as a cause of respiratory illness. Declared a "reemerging pathogen of disease concern," 
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there are some indications that EV-D68 has acquired mutations that make it more 
neurovirulent than the virus observed in early isolates. Should the two year pattern continue, 
the medical community might expect another outbreak in 2020. It will be important to continue 
to study and understand this disease, and to consider whether a vaccine should be developed. 

Discussion 

The question was raised on the existence of animal models for investigating acute flaccid 
myelitis. It was noted that a mouse model exists, involving inoculation of baby mice with the 
virus. However, more work needs to be done in developing mouse models to better understand 
viral pathogenesis and the roles of the acquired mutations in affecting disease characteristics. 

BEST PRACTICES IN LABORATORY SAFETY AND SECURITY FOR PATHOGEN RESEARCH 

Dr. Joseph Kanabrocki, a professor of microbiology and associate vice president for research 
safety at the University of Chicago, opened the session. He emphasized that having a scientific 
understanding of the research being conducted is important for appropriate oversight and 
encouraged institutions to employ scientists in roles such as his. In his view, this expertise is 
important in helping establish a positive institutional culture and the right balance of oversight. 

Dr. Kanabrocki provided a brief review of the US policy landscape in biosafety and biosecurity. 
The BMBL and NIH guidelines for recombinant and synthetic nucleic acid long provided two 
core documents on laboratory safety. Concerns surrounding access to certain pathogens led to 
the creation of Select Agent policies in the 1990s. Since 2012, the US has also enacted policies 
for federal and institutional oversight of "dual use research of concern" (DURC). Debate over 
"gain of function" experiments with influenza H5N1 resulted in a funding pause on a subset of 
research projects. Subsequent scientific and government discussions eventually led to new 
policy guidance on "Potential Pandemic Pathogen Care and Oversight (P3C0)." Implementation 
of this guidance by the Department of Health and Human Services, the primary U.S. agency that 
would be involved in relevant studies, resulted in a framework that includes agency review, 
reporting, and risk management processes for projects that make use of the 15 agents and 
toxins currently designated "potentially pandemic pathogens." 

Dr. Kanabrocki turned to how the University of Chicago has enacted these policies as a major 
research-conducting institution, providing an example of how an institution can undertake 
responsible safety and security oversight of its activities. In response to the US policies, the 
University created a DURC task force with members from its existing two institutional biosafety 
committees (IBCs). Task force members include investigators and biosafety and biosecurity 
experts, as well as those in university administration, providing valuable cross representation. 
Significantly, the university expanded its screening to include projects beyond the list of 15 
mandated P3C0 agents and toxins. Investigators complete online questions on the nature of 
their research and may have further conversations with the DURC task force based on their 
answers. As part of its institutional management of DURC research, the task force also provides 
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risk management recommendations in areas such as the design and conduct of projects, often 
in consultation with the US government funding agency. Reviews for DURC are conducted at 
the grant proposal and manuscript preparation stages and on an annual basis for those projects 
determined to have DURC components. These reviews focus on the potential for the research 
to yield information that could be misused to cause threats to public health and safety or to 
national security, as well as the benefits of the research. How to communicate the results of 
studies identified as DURC is one area in which it is important to be careful and considerate. For 
example, it is important in public communication to convey the beneficial reasons why the 
research was undertaken as well as the biosafety and biosecurity measures that were followed; 
certain information may also need to be redacted in light of security concerns. 

In addition, Dr. Kanabrocki noted that the University requires all investigators working with the 
pathogens and toxins designated as Select Agents (a longer list than the 15 P3C0 pathogens) to 
adhere to an ethical Code of Conduct that is signed annually and discussed during annual 
interviews. The code expects investigators to report mishaps including "near misses." The 
university is also considering requiring reporting of unanticipated laboratory results. The 
University has developed an iPhone/Android app for easily reporting incidents and quickly 
responding to them. These, along with other factors, have been important in establishing an 
institutional culture in which investigators can seek out DURC and biosafety advice in a 
collaborative fashion and that contribute to early identification and mitigation of any potential 
concerns. 

Dr. David Franz, the retired former commander of the US Army Medical Research Institute of 
Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) provided his perspective on the role of leaders in promoting 
laboratory safety. He emphasized the importance of building safety into the system and of the 
leader communicating that safety is a priority. The scientific community has both a tradition 
and an important responsibility of self-governance. In the US, however, various incidents 
associated with laboratory accidents or carelessness, as well as concerns over potential misuse, 
have been followed by new guidelines or regulations that attempt to prevent such incidents 
from occurring. Thus, "a malevolent or thoughtless act by an individual or small group can slow 
the entire enterprise." 

For the leader of an institution, safety is one of many responsibilities. As a result, Dr. Franz 
emphasized that, in his experience, leaders need to rely on the skills of a competent biosafety 
professional to help scientists problem-solve when needed and to empower them to do their 
work well. This culture of trust and support among the leader, the biosafety professional, and 
the researchers is critical. An organization's culture should make people feel comfortable asking 
questions and seeking help when needed, while not being overly punitive. A research system 
needs to strike the right balance among safety and security, scientific progress, and regulatory 
control. Dr. Franz suggested that creating such cultures might play a role in strengthening 
regulatory authorities' view that the scientific community is behaving responsibly and help to 
reduce potential bureaucratic overreach. 
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Dr. Franz concluded by sharing how leaders can build this culture of trust at their institution by 
leading with science. Leaders also need to be technically competent to be able to understand 
what people are doing. 

Finally, Dr. Peijun Zhai, a professor from the China National Accreditation Service for 
Conformity Assessment (CNAS), provided an overview of biosafety laboratory management and 
accreditation in China. He began by briefly reviewing biosafety regulations. These include 
"Biosafety regulation on pathogenic microorganism laboratories," which were first published in 
2004 and have been subsequently revised. Under Article #20, these regulations include that BSL 
3 and BSL 4 laboratories will be accredited by an authorized body. Article 37 of 
"Regulation on certification and accreditation" provides that the accreditation body will be 
designated by the accreditation regulatory department of State Council.' In China, CNAS plays 
this laboratory accreditation role. Dr. Zhai noted that this system is different that the US, in 
which there are many accreditation bodies. 

There are a number of additional Chinese regulations relevant to biosafety laboratories, such as 
"Law on the Prevention and Control of Infectious Disease," "Law on Evaluation of 
Environmental Effects," "Law on Sanitation & Quarantine on Country Board," and others. Dr. 
Zhai noted that there are categories of laboratory accreditation, including for testing 
laboratories, calibration laboratories, medical laboratories, proficiency testing laboratories, and 
producers of reference materials, as well as for biosafety level laboratories. For some of these 
types of laboratories, ISO, IEC or other international standards exist. The accreditation standard 
CNAS follows for BSL laboratories is based on China national standards GB19489-2008 and 
GB50346-2011, and follows the CNAS guidance documents CNAS-RLO5 (rules for accreditation 
of laboratory biosafety) and CNAS-CLO5 (further criteria and guidance documents). The general 
process of BSL accreditation is in accordance with the standard ISO/IEC17011n and includes an 
application from the laboratory, audit and on site assessment process, approval, and the 
granting of a certificate. Periodic surveillance and reassessment is also required. For BSL 4 (P4) 
laboratories, surveillance is conducted every 12 months, with reassessment for accreditation 
taking place every 5 years. Dr. Zhai concluded by emphasizing, "accreditation is playing an 
important role in normalizing laboratory management and evaluating laboratory competence." 

Discussion 

The discussion addressed the challenges of balancing potentially competing interests in 
achieving scientific results as well as ensuring safety and security. The important roles of 
laboratory management, biosafety professionals, scientists, and students and trainees were all 
noted. The importance of creating an interactive and integrated culture was highlighted, in 
which safety should not be seen as impeding the best science —these reinforce each other as 
part of responsible science. 

ONE HEALTH IN CHINA 

1 https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/a rti cl e/25/5/18-0220_a rti cl e 
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The utility of a One Health concept in addressing disease was a theme underlying a number of 
presentations and discussions during the meeting. Dr. Harish Menghwar provided an overview 
of the role of One Health in the Guangdong province of China on behalf of Dr. Jiahai Liu, a 
professor at Sun Yat-sen University, who was unable to attend. 

The Guangdong province has a subtropical climate, diverse wildlife and livestock populations, is 
on migratory bird flyways, hosts a number of disease vector species, and has a food culture that 
consumes an array of animal products. Dr. Menghwar provided examples of recent outbreaks. 
For example, the source for SARS in 2002 was contact among infected bats and uninfected 
civets in markets while outbreaks of H7N9 are closely linked to markets with live poultry. 
Brucellosis, which causes disease in cattle, goats and sheep is considered endemic in the 
province. Guangdong is also the province most affected by Dengue virus, with all four subtypes 
identified in samples. The geographic range of Dengue has increased in recent years, and 
Guangdong has served as a hot spot enabling disease spread to other areas. Control strategies, 
such as closure of poultry markets in the case of H7N9, have had only temporary effects with 
cases reemerging when markets reopen. As a result, there is a general need to identify 
additional interventions and means of control for disease outbreaks. Dr. Menghwar emphasized 
the need for a multidisciplinary approach to the challenge of emerging infectious diseases. This 
approach will need to incorporate medical, ecological and ecosystem health, and animal health 
experts, to be cross-sectora I, and to occur across regional interfaces. Active surveillance of 
human — animal — environment interfaces and exposures will be important. Such an integrated 
approach can help to better identify causes and achieve reductions in transmission of diseases. 

CHINESE BIOSAFETY, BIOSECURITY, AND BIOETHICS 
The final two presentations on day 2 highlighted additional efforts by Chinese researchers and 
institutions to address laboratory safety issues. 

Dr. Jiancheng Qi, a professor at the National Biological Protection Engineering Center, provided 
the first presentation. China has released a number of biosafety standards and has developed 
laboratory and research equipment to support the conduct of experiments in accordance with 
such safety guidelines. This includes personal protective equipment (PPE), related equipment 
such as masks, isolators, and biosafety cabinets, and decontamination and waste treatment 
equipment. They have also developed mobile laboratories, including a vehicle-mounted BLS 3 
laboratory. Dr. Qi noted that the design and successful commissioning of BSL 4 laboratories 
such as the one at the Harbin Veterinary Research Institute reflects China's independent ability 
to provide for the highest biosafety level research. China is also assuming a global role in 
facilitating the safe conduct of research in partner countries. For example, equipment such as 
class II biosafety cabinets have been provided to laboratories in Sierra Leone and to a Sino-
Kazakhstan laboratory, while the equipment for high temperature alkaline hydrolysis has been 
provided to Cuba for use in its vaccine laboratories. A mobile laboratory also was deployed in 
Africa during the Ebola outbreak. 
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Dr. Yunzhang Hu, a professor at the Institute of Medical Biology in Kunming, further discussed 
the development of high containment laboratory capacity in China. He noted that China's 2006-
2020 national plan on prevention and control for important infectious diseases included pillars 
on the development of new drugs and vaccines and on an emergency response system. High 
containment laboratory infrastructure is critical to these research and development efforts. 
China has established three BSL 4 (P4) laboratories - in Wuhan, Harbin, and Kunming. The 
laboratories at the Institute of Virology in Wuhan and at the Harbin Veterinary Research 
Institute are operational, while the "Kunming National Primate Research Center of High Level 
Biosafety" at the Institute of Medical Biology is proceeding through the process. It just received 
its certificate from the China National Accreditation Service (CNAS), the designated laboratory 
accreditation body. The facility will include laboratories at BSL (P) 2, 3, and 4. The P4 laboratory 
will include 7 principle investigators and 4 functional departments, including departments of 
biosafety management and of training. 

Dr. Hu shared information on plans for the P4 laboratory once it is operational. It is intended 
that the laboratory will support national emergency response capacity for emerging infectious 
diseases. It will provide a platform for vaccine research and development, which is a traditional 
focus of the Institute; the new P4 capacity will enable the Institute to combine high 
containment research with the vaccine platform components. The desire is for the facilities to 
provide an efficient pipeline that includes virus isolation, animal model testing, studies to 
understand pathogenesis, and development of rapid detection methods. These will feed into 
downstream vaccine processes such as evaluations of safety and efficacy, clinical trials, new 
drug certification, and GMP production and marketing. The facility will also serve as pathogen 
seed bank and information center for important infectious diseases. Finally, the facility can be a 
regional resource and support opportunities through China's One Belt One Road efforts. As the 
high containment laboratory completes its final processes and becomes operational, Dr. Hu 
emphasized that ensuring a culture of biosafety will be very important to their success. 

Discussion 

During discussion, a question was asked on the process for developing the new vaccines at the 
Kunming Institute. It was indicated that basic research directed towa rd vaccine development is 
done within the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences or in collaboration with others, 
depending on the particular diseases, and that the researchers are working only with rhesus 
monkeys, not in other types of primates. A question was also asked about emergency 
management. It was noted that China CDC has primary responsible for emergency response 
and management, and technicians from the Institute can accompany China CDC into the field as 
needed. 

CHINESE PERSPECTIVES ON EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
The last day of the meeting provided an opportunity to learn more about innovative research 
on infectious diseases being conducted by laboratories in China. 
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Dr. Changjiang Weng, professor at HVRI, discussed the inflammatory response in host cells 
resulting from entry of RNA viruses. A protein complex in host cells (the inflammasome) binds 
to viral genomic RNA and activates downstream enzymes leading to the production of the 
cytokine 11-1 beta. Dr. Weng's laboratory explored in more detail the interaction of RNA from 
porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) with the protein NLRP3 as part of 
the inflammasome complex. His group identified a helicase protein called DDX19A that binds to 
both components. In addition, the laboratory studied whether DDX19 could regulate 
production of the immune system cytokine interferon (IFN). In this case, experiments showed 
that DDX19 disrupts phosphorylation of the cellular protein IRF3 and blocks its interaction with 
another protein as part of the IFN signaling pathway. Thus, DDX19 leads to suppression of IFN 
while DDX19 knockdown experiments lead to enhanced IFN production. In future directions, 
the laboratory will study additional cellular inflammasome complexes affecting production of 
inflammatory cytokines in response to RNA virus infection. 

Dr. Zhengli Shi, a professor at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, provided information on Middle 
East respiratory syndrome (MERS)-related coronavirus and cases in China. MERS emerged in 
recent years in the Arabian Peninsula, though it may have been circulating in its natural 
reservoirs for some time. It shares a number of genomic similarities with SARS virus, including 
the importance of the viral spike protein that binds to cellular receptors as part of viral entry. 
For MERS, the human cellular receptor to which the spike binds is DPP4. 

There are multiple MERS-related coronaviruses, including strains in clades A and B that cause 
human infection, camel MERS viruses, and bat MERS-related coronaviruses including the 
related bat coronavirus HKU4. Dr. Shi's laboratory explored diversity in the MERS spike binding 
domain for its role in inters pecies infection ability. A recombinant MERS containing the spike 
binding domain from HKU4 could replicate in human cells. Many strains of MERS-related 
coronaviruses are prevalent in multiple bat host species in China. The potential for inters pecies 
transmission highlights the need for long-term surveillance of this group of viruses. 

Dr. Wen Dang of the Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute provided a presentation on foot 
and mouth disease (FMD) vaccine development. He delivered the presentation on behalf of Dr. 
Haixue Zheng, a professor at the Lanzhou Institute, who was unable to participate. FMD is a 
highly infectious virus that affects cloven-hoofed animals such as pigs and cattle. Current FMD 
vaccines have low efficacy and outbreaks can have significant economic cost; in addition to 
vaccination, current control strategies include quarantine and slaughter of animals. An 
improved FMD vaccine that can provide rapid and long lasting protection has been needed. 

Dr. Da ng discussed the Lanzhou laboratory's efforts to design attenuated seed viruses for use in 
FMD vaccine production. They explored the effects of a number of deletions in regions of the 
virus including 3A and PK, and in particular the effects of 43-nucleotide and 86-nucleotide 
deletions to create strains rO-DPKs43 and rO-DPKs86. These showed decreased pathogenicity 
when tested in cattle, but not in pigs. Studies of a mutation in region VPI found decreased 
pathogenicity in swine, so the laboratory tested a strain that included both PKS and VP1 
mutations. They also examined the effects of a mutation in VP3 that may increase the host 
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immune response to FMD, resulting in earlier response and higher antibody titers in pigs. These 
efforts led to the design of various master seed stocks and cell lines for FMD vaccine 
production. The Institute has produced bivalent (0 and A serotypes) and trivalent vaccines (0, 
A, Asia 1 types) against FMD. Dr. Da ng indicated that FMD vaccine safety and efficacy have 
been improving and outbreaks of FMD in China have been declining, with China currently free 
of type Asia land aiming to be free of type A by 2020. 

Dr. Longding Liu from the Institute of Medical Biology of the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences discussed enterovirus 71 (EV71), which causes outbreaks of hand, foot and mouth 
disease (HFMD) worldwide. The disease prima rily ca uses lesions on skin and ora I mucosa 
although serious side effects such as encephalitis can occur in some cases. As part of efforts to 
understand the biology of this virus and to develop a vaccine, a neonatal rhesus monkey model 
has been developed. 

Dr. Liu's laboratory created a fluorescently labeled EV71 virus. During early stages of infection, 
the virus appeared in tracheal and bronchial epithelial cells, was subsequently identified in 
pulmonary lymph nodes, and by later stages could be identified around blood vessels of the 
olivary nucleus of the brainstem. Studies indicate that EV71 may have the ability to degrade cell 
junction proteins to increase penetration into the brain. There is also a suggestion that the 
subset of dendritic cells positive for CD141 are involved in transferring the virus from areas 
such as lymph nodes to the endothelial cells of the blood brain barrier. EV71 appears to 
proliferate in astrocytes rather than in neurons. The Institute subsequently created a viral 
vaccine seed stock that underwent human clinical trials and demonstrated protection in 
children. Market approval was obtained and Dr. Liu reported decreased mortality in China from 
HFMD. 

Dr. Chengfeng Qin from the Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology at the Academy of 
Military Medical Sciences provided the final presentation in this session, which focused on Zika 
virus. Zika is a flavivirus related to Dengue, West Nile, and yellow fever. It was first isolated 
from the Zika forest in Uganda around 1950. Since 2007, there have been infections in over 80 
countries. Recent outbreaks have highlighted concern over cases of microcephaly, and direct 
injection of Zika virus into mouse brain can lead to reduced cerebral size, enlarged ventricles, 
and thinner cortex in infected mice. Zika virus replicates in the ventricular zone and infects 
neural progenitor cells but not differentiated glia I cells and neurons. Analysis of Zika strains, 
particularly mutation S139N that first appeared in 2013 and subsequently spread in the 
Americas, shows enhanced neurovirulence compared to older strains. 

Using this knowledge, Dr. Qin's laboratory has explored whether Zika virus could have 
application in the treatment of the cancer glioblastoma, which is an aggressive and hard to 
treat tumor that can show chemo- and radiotherapy resistance and recurrence. The laboratory 
created a live attenuated Zika virus vaccine strain, ZIKA-LAV. Testing in mice has shown promise 
including extended glioblastoma survival time. Studies tracking the virus in mice show it 
localized to mouse brain. These results suggest that it may be possible to develop this approach 
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further and to combine it with chemo and radiotherapy as part of efforts to provide 
glioblastoma treatment options. 

Discussion 

During discussion, a question was asked about disease surveillance in camels for MERS. It was 
indicated that MERS CoV was not detected in camels in China, but that Chinese camels are a 
different species from dromedary camels. With regard to the EV71 vaccine, the question was 
asked about testing for possible interference with other vaccines on the immunization 
schedule. It was answered that yes, testing to understand any possible effects in relation to the 
current schedule of childhood vaccines in required as part of the licensing process. A question 
was asked about the number of strains against which the FMD vaccine cross protects. It was 
noted that China's primary focus is on addressing the type A strain, and cross protection has 
not yet been investigated against other global strain types. Finally, a question was asked on the 
structural biology of S139. It was noted that a mutation can affect the interaction of S139 with a 
receptor on neuronal progenitor cells and affect viral replication, but research is still ongoing to 
explore this question. 

SPECIAL SESSION (SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY) 

The last session of the workshop covered two areas of progress in synthetic biology. Dr. 
Chunbo Lou, a professor at the Institute of Microbiology of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
fi rst provided the first presentation. Methods enabling the manipulation of large nucleic acid 
fragments (over 30kb) are of assistance in the construction of gene circuits and organisms using 
synthetic biology. This scale of manipulation, for example, overlaps with a number of natural 
product gene clusters (10-150kb) and viruses (5-200kb). Dr. Lou's laboratory has focused on a 
method called Cas 9-assisted targeting of chromosome segments (CATCH). The positive rate of 
obtaining recombinant plas mid obtained through their process of RNA-guided Cas9 cleavage 
depends on the insert size; for a 50kb fragment, for example, the positive rate is roughly 60%. 
Dr. Lou also reported simultaneous editing to insert promoters or make other changes to five 
target locations in a gene cluster, with a 10% success rate. 

Based on these tools, the laboratory is aiming to manipulate components of gene clusters in 
bacteria to affect transcription, translation, and/or cell-cell communication by turning on or off 
gene expression. They have designed components including a promotor, a chimeric 
transcription factor, and DNA binding site with the aim of eventually using these as part of a 
biosensor. Quorum sensing is a type of cell-cell communication in which changes in gene 
expression are affected by signaling molecules released and detected in response to cell 
density. The laboratory undertook de novo design of signaling molecules to turn on and off the 
gene for, made alterations to HSL molecules, and undertook directed evolution to generate 
significantly greater sensitivity than the natural system. They hope to combine multiple 
signaling molecules in three- and four- signal cellular communication systems in future efforts 
to design and control bacterial sensors. Such sensors can be engineered to make the bacteria 
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produce or recognize something, with the details dependent on the specific applications 
selected. 

The second presentation also addressed fundamental research in synthetic biology and was 
provided by Dr. Xiaoli Xue, a professor in the Laboratory of Synthetic Biology at the Shanghai 
Institute of Plant Biology. Her research focused on eukaryotic chromosome evolution and the 
question of whether the number of chromosomes in eukaryotic cells can be changed, using 
yeast as an example organism. By fusing the 16 chromosomes found in budding yeast, her 
laboratory sought to generate a viable, single chromosome organism. She reported using 
CRISPR-Cas9 editing and homologous recombination to delete the extra yeast chromosome 
centromeres and telomeres and to ligate the chromosomes in pairwise fashion. There was also 
concern not to affect the expression of genes nearby these altered regions. Ultimately, a single 
chromosome yeast strain SY14 was created. 

Fusing the wild type yeast chromosomes into a single, large chromosome resulted in drastic 
changes to the 3-D structure of the genome, from distinct chromosomes to a twisted globular 
configuration. Although wild type inter-chromosomal interactions were lost, local chromatin 
interactions appeared to be similar in the SY14 strain. The laboratory identified only 28 
differentially expressed genes. The yeast was able to grow and showed similar overall 
morphology to wild type, although competition experiments showed that SY14's growth was 
slower. The creation of SY14 was recently published; Dr. Xue noted that the laboratory of Dr. 
Jef Boeke at New York University published a paper in the same journal issue reporting creation 
of a two-chromosome yeast, although the two groups used different approaches in their 
efforts. 

Finally, Dr. Xue reported on further experiments to fuse the ends of the large single 
chromosome to create a yeast circular chromosome. This effort resulted in the creation of 
strain SY15. SY15 cells grew slower than SY14, showed a higher number of abnormal cell 
shapes, and were unable to produce viable spores. However, they did not exhibit the 
telomerase-dependent cellular senescence that wild type and SY14 strains did. She wondered 
whether efforts to understand circular eukaryotic chromosomes such as the SY15 might 
ultimately help to understand rare human ring chromosome syndromes. 

Discussion 

The question was asked about potential applications associated with the single chromosome 
yeast strain and the ongoing synthetic quorum sensing research. That the single chromosome 
yeast strain has been provided so far to over 30 research groups who have requested it, and it 
was noted further information on applications may arise. With regard to the quorum sensing 
system, the researchers hope to further develop their synthetic system in the future by 
exploring the ability to build a system similar to a multicellular organelle. 

THEMES, SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS 
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Several themes emerged during the workshop. The first was a focus on the importance of 
pursuing an integrated, One Health-based approach to understanding the causes and 
addressing the effects of animal and human diseases. Some of the issues raised included the 
short-term intended and unintended effects of recent disease control strategies, as well as a 
need for collaboration amongst experts and across regions on medical, ecological and 
ecosystems science to ensure human and animal health. 

The second was a growing appreciation for the widespread use of gene-editing tools, 
particularly those based on the CRISPR-Cas9 system, that are being integrated into many new 
research efforts. New gene editing techniques to cut, edit, activate and repress genes with 
greater accuracy and at much lower costs go well beyond longstanding methods of selective 
breeding of hosts and pathogens and allow researchers to quickly explore changes not readily 
achieved in the past. Although the benefits to society are potentially enormous, there is the 
potential for malevolent application or for the technology to contribute to dangerous 
"bioerror," that is, for researchers to inadvertently create a modified organism that has an 
unintended disastrous impact. Many of the technical talks including those on vaccine 
development, vector engineering, host engineering, and synthetic biology included details on 
the researchers' use of gene editing tools and techniques. During the presentations the 
importance of gene editing to facilitate genetic modifications were highlighted but participants 
also discussed how they assessed risks and untended consequence of using the tools and best 
practices to ensure the appropriate and safe use of this technology in the future. See box on 
Gene Editing below. 

A third theme was the importance of establishing and maintaining strong institutional cultures 
and norms to support the safe and responsible conduct of science. The sessions included 
several discussions on possible collaborations between Chinese and American scientists and 
institutions on the responsible conduct of science and other ways to ensure that gene editing 
techniques are used safely and ethically across the life science enterprise in the future.2

Throughout the workshop and during tours of the HVRI security and training centers, experts 
also shared information to ensure the safe and secure operation of high containment biological 
laboratories. Topics discussed included combating emerging infectious diseases in livestock, 
safely doing research on insect vectors in high biological containment, 
inactivation/decontamination procedures for African swine fever virus, improving the public 
health response to disease outbreaks, training and vetting high containment laboratory 
workers, and the safe and sustainable operation of high containment laboratories. 

2 
Although the meeting agenda was not designed to focus on human gene editing, the research project led by He 

Jiankui,formal ly an associate professor in the Department of Biology of the Southern University of Scienceand 
Technology in Shenzhen, China that lead to the birth of two children with edited DNA was universal ly condemned 
by the meeting participants. 
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NAS has helped to shape the international dialogue on the risks and the multitude of challenges 
associated with planning for, building, sustaining, and safely and securely running high 
containment laboratories. Before the meeting the directors of the Galveston National 
Laboratory (of the University of Texas Medical Branch) a nd the Wuhan Institute of Virology (of 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences) jointly published an editorial in Science that calls for the 
creation of a global network to bring together the leaders of institutes that operate laboratories 
at the highest biological safety level, BSL-4, to ensure the safe, secure and sustainable 
operation of these facilities. The final session of the meeting included a discussion on the 
concept led by the authors of the editorial. During the discussion the director of China's Cente rs 
for Disease Control and the leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-
4 labs indicated that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a 
network. Although there's a tremendous network of BL-3 labs in the U.S., in China and around 
the world, the group agreed to limit the network to the BL-4 community. Many BSL-4 labs are 
being constructed around the world, and not all of them are in the most robust economies, if 
there is a problem or accident in any one lab other labs will suffer. Some of the people that are 
building these laboratories have government support to build the building but don't have a 
good idea of what they're going to work on after construction ends and they don't necessarily 
have the understanding of the incredible cost of keeping the doors open. Operating BSL-4 
facilities can be used to show potential operators how to work under BSL-4 conditions. NAS and 
CAS will work together to planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take place 
later in 2019. 

The group also discussed future bilateral meetings. Going forward the groups should continue 
to think in terms of real partnership, with 50-50 joint funding, joint personal involvement by 
partners and joint sharing of credit. While safety and security are core issues that we need to 
continue to discuss, it's really important now that we focus on scientific collaboration and what 
we can we do together that is going to be of joint interest and beneficial to both China and the 
U.S. and to our society in general. The meetings should continue to reflect the interests of 
China and not be a paternalistic relationship, but a true partnership. The next bilateral meeting 
will likely take place in Kunming, China at the Kunming National Primate Research Center, 
another Chinese institute that operates a BSL-4 laboratory, later in 2019, it is too difficult to 
meet in the U.S. due to visa constraints. 

********** 

BOX 1 
GENE EDITING 

Gene editing involves altering the DNA of a cell or organism. Modifications can include 
deletions, insertions, or other changes to the genetic code, generally carried out to change 
characteristics of a gene's expression. A particular edit might aim to "knock out" the gene and 
render it non-functional. Alternatively, precise changes to the nucleic acid sequence may be 
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made to affect properties of the protein that results from the gene's transcription and 
translation. Edits are carried out for a number of other purposes, as well. 

Researchers have been making alterations to nucleic acid sequences for many years, but tools 
developed since approximately 2012 — particularly the CRISPR-Cas9 editing system — have 
significantly increased the flexibility, efficiency, accuracy, speed, and ease (including lower cost) 
of making these changes. CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Pa lindromic Repeats) 
and Cas9 (CRISPR-associated protein 9) were discovered in bacteria, where they form part of an 
immune mechanism for responding to infection. The basic system has since been adapted and 
repurposed as a key research tool and the use of gene editing is now widespread in research 
laboratories (Doudna and Charpentier 2014). A designed guide RNA sequence aligns with and 
binds to a target DNA sequence in the genome. The Cas9 protein then makes a double strand 
DNA cut. This cut can be repaired in various ways, including end joining or filling in with a donor 
DNA template to lead to sequence alterations. 

Approximately a third of the presentations during the workshop referred to CRISPR and Cas9-
based gene editing tools in some fashion. The key areas discussed during the workshop 
included (see presentation summaries for more detail): 

• Vaccine development efforts. Use of gene editing to generate an attenuated version of 
a double-stranded DNA virus (Gladue) 

• Vector engineering. Use in generating a mosquito that lacks an immune system 
associated enzyme (Han) 

• Host engineering. Introduction of a human receptor domain into the mouse to create a 
model for viral infection (Baric); Creation of a pig designed to be resistant to a viral 
disease of interest (Ouyang) 

• Synthetic biology. Design of gene circuits in bacteria to produce or respond to signaling 
molecules (Lou); Changes to eukaryotic genome organization to create a single 
chromosome yeast (X. Xue). 

• Ethics. Considerations for responsible use and governance of gene manipulations in 
synthetic biology (W. Zhang) and in human genome editing applications (Y. Xue). 

Professor Steven Higgs also briefly discussed a special use of CRISPR-Cas9 in the creation of a 
gene drive. Gene drives "are systems of biased inheritance in which the ability of a genetic 
element to pass from a parent to its offspring through sexual reproduction is enhanced" 
(NASEM 2016). The design of these systems includes a mechanism in which an edited gene can 
be copied to its homologous chromosome and will continue to spread as the organism 
reproduces (Esvelt et al. 2014). The advent of CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing enabled scientists to 
create a gene drive and the field has continued to progress rapidly, with gene drive modified 
mosquitos reported by late 2015 (Gantz et al., 2015). Scientists are exploring genetically 
modified and/or even gene drive modified insect vectors as one strategy for control of 
devastating insect-borne diseases. But if used in this way, modified insects ultimately would be 
released from the laboratory into an ecosystem. Special considerations arise from use of 
modified species in open field trials and potential deployment. Researchers will need to 
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understand not only how a modification affects the target population, but also how it affects 

the broader ecological community. A number of reports have discussed scientific, ethical and 
social considerations, particularly around gene drives (for example, NASEM 2016), while 

funders and scientists are developing norms to guide responsible use (Emerson et al. 2017). Dr. 
Higgs highlighted these special considerations in his presentation on the use of insect vectors 

for infectious disease research. 
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******** 

Sessions and Presentations 

Keynote addresses 

• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the Perspective 

from China 

• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their Interspecies Transmission 

• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in China 

Influenza 

• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 

• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 

• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular Factors 

African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 

• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 

• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live Attenuated 

Vaccines 

• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 

• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 

• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 

• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen Research and 

Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - China's Efforts 

and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 
• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 

• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that Serve as 

Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 

• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
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Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 
• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic 

Potential - a U.S. Perspective 

• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer toward 

behavior changes 

• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 

• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to Understand and 

Address Viral Pathogens in China 

Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 

• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 

• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 

• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 

• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot 

and Mouth Disease Vaccine 

• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and Pathogenic Study of 

EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 

• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 

Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 

• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic Natural 

Product Clusters in Streotomvces 

• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

American Participants 

Ralph Baric, Professor 
Department of Epidemiology, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hil l 

David Franz, Professor 
USAMRIID (retired) 

Douglas Gladue, Scientist 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Diane Griffin, Professor 

Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology of Johns Hopkins Bloomberg 
School of Public Health 

Stephen Higgs, Professor 
Department of Diagnostic 
Medicine/Pathobiology, Col lege of Veterinary 
Medicine, Kansas State University 

Joseph Kanabrocki, Professor 
Microbiology in the Biological Sciences Division 
of the University of Chicago 
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James Le Duc, Professor 
Galveston National Laboratory, Department of 
Microbiology and Immunology, University of 
Texas Medical Branch, Galveston 

David Reiman, Professor 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, 
Stanford University School of Medicine 

Linda Saif, Professor 
Department of Veterinary Preventive Medicine, 
Food Animal Health Research Program, Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center, 
The Ohio State University 

Pei-Yong Shi, Professor 
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, University of Texas Medical Branch 

David Swayne, Center Director 
Agricultural Research Service, United States 
Department of Agriculture 

Katherine Bowman, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Benjamin Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Chinese Participants 

George F. Gao, Academician, 
Director-General Chinese Centerfor Disease 
Control and Prevention 

Zhigao Bu, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Wen Dang, Doctor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Wuxiang Guan, Professor Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, CAS 
Yunzhang Hu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Mifang hang, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 
Chunbo Lou, Professor Institute of 
Microbiology, CAS 

Hongsheng Ouyang, Professor 
Jilin University 
Chengfeng Qin, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Hualan Chen, Academician 

Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Gong Cheng, Professor 
Tsinghua University 

Rui Gong, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Qian Han, Professor 
Hainan University 

Chengjun Li, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Longding Liu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Jiahai Lu, Professor 
Sun Yat-sen University 

Jiancheng Qi, Professor 
National Biological Protection Engineering 
Center 

Zhengli Shi, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Dayan Wang, Professor 
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Institute of Pathogen Biology, ChineseAcademy 
of Medical Sciences &Peking Union Medical 
College 

Jianwei Wang, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Changjiang Weng, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Kongming Wu, Vice President 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

Xiaodong Wu, Professor 
China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center 

Xaoli Xue, Professor 
Laboratory of Synthetic Biology, Shanghai 
Institute of Plant Physiology, CAS 

Yang Xue, Associate Professor 
Tianjin University 

Ruifu Yang, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Zhiming Yuan, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Peijun Zhai, Professor 
China National Accreditation Service for 
Conformity Assessment (CNAS) 

Pi ngpi ng Zhang, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Tietao Zhang, Professor 
International bureau, CAAS 

Weiwen Zhang, Professor 
Tianjin University 

Chi hong Zhao, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Tongyan Zhao, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Yong Zhao, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Haixue Zheng, Professor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
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U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 
Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing 

in Viral Infectious Disease Research 

Harbin Veterinary Research Institute 'Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

January 8-10, 2019 

Harbin, China 

To address the interconnected life science challenges associated with combating infectious 
diseases and further enhance cooperation between China and the United States in the areas of 
global health, biosafety, and biosecurity, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS), and the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS) in partnership with representatives from 
other Chinese institutions held the fourth U.S. China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security in tandem with a Workshop on 
Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Pathogen Research on January 8-10, 2019 at 
the CAAS Harbin Veterinary Research Institute (HVRI) in Harbin, China. HVRI is one of three 
institutes in China that operate a Biological Safety Level-4 (BSL-4) laboratory. 

The meeting, ultimately titled U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging 
Infections, Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of 
Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research was the latest in a series designed to share 
information on research relevant to combating emerging diseases of concern to the U.S. and 
China, promote common understanding of high biological containment laboratory safety, 
security and responsible research risk management, and build relationships among members of 
the U.S. and Chinese research communities who conduct infectious disease research. The 
special focus on research that uses gene-editing technology gave the opportunity to allow 
participants to discuss ways to create norms and reduce risks when using these tools for 
resea rch. 

Several themes emerged during the workshop. The first was a focus on the importance of 
pursuing an integrated, One Health-based approach to understanding the causes and 
addressing the effects of animal and human diseases. Some of the issues raised included the 
short-term intended and unintended effects of recent disease control strategies, as well as a 
need for collaboration amongst experts and across regions on medical, ecological and 
ecosystems science to ensure human and animal health. 

The second was a growing appreciation for the widespread use of gene-editing tools, 
particularly those based on the CRISPR-Cas9 system, that are being integrated into many new 
research efforts. New gene editing techniques to cut, edit, activate and repress genes with 
greater accuracy and at much lower costs go well beyond longstanding methods of selective 
breeding of hosts and pathogens and allow researchers to quickly explore changes not readily 
achieved in the past. Although the benefits to society are potentially enormous, there is the 
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potential for malevolent application or for the technology to contribute to dangerous 
"bioerror," that is, for researchers to inadvertently create a modified organism that has an 
unintended disastrous impact. Many of the technical talks including those on vaccine 
development, vector engineering, host engineering, and synthetic biology included details on 
the researchers' use of gene editing tools and techniques. During the presentations the 
importance of gene editing to facilitate genetic modifications were highlighted but participants 
also discussed how they assessed risks and untended consequence of using the tools as well as 
best practices to ensure the appropriate and safe use of this technology in the future. See box 
on Gene Editing below. 

A third theme was the importance of establishing and maintaining strong institutional cultures 
and norms to support the safe and responsible conduct of science. The sessions included 
several discussions on possible collaborations between Chinese and American scientists and 
institutions to ensure the responsible conduct of scientific research, ways to reduce research 
risk, and ways to ensure that gene editing techniques are used safely and ethically across the 
life science enterprise in the future.' 

Throughout the workshop and during tours of the HVRI high containment security and training 
centers, experts also shared information to ensure the safe and secure operation of high 
containment biological laboratories. Topics discussed included combating emerging infectious 
diseases in livestock, safely doing research on insect vectors in high biological containment, 
inactivation/decontamination procedures for African swine fever virus, improving the public 
health response to disease outbreaks, training and vetting high containment laboratory 
workers, and the safe and sustainable operation of high containment laboratories. 

NAS has helped to shape the international dialogue on the risks and the multitude of challenges 
associated with planning for, building, sustaining, and safely and securely running high 
containment laboratories. Before the meeting the directors of the Galveston National 
Laboratory (of the University of Texas Medical Branch) and the Wuhan Institute of Virology (of 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences) jointly published an editorial in Science that calls for the 
creation of a global network to bring together the leaders of institutes that operate laboratories 
at the highest biological safety level, BSL-4, to ensure the safe, secure and sustainable 
operation of these facilities.2 The final session of the meeting included a discussion on the idea 
led by the authors of the editorial. During the discussion the director of China's Centers for 
Disease Control and the leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 

1 
Although the meeting agenda was not designed to focus on human gene editing, the research project led by He 

Jiankui,formal ly an associate professor in the Department of Biology of the Southern University of Scienceand 
Technology in Shenzhen, china that lead to the birth of two children with edited DNA was universa I ly condemned 
by the meeting participants. 
2 ,

'One solution is to establish an [BSL-4] network that enables the sharing of best practices, col laboration, 
tra nspa rency, a nd exchange of specimens and technology." The authors noted that their partnership "benefited 
from meetings jointly sponsored by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese National Academy of 
Sciences..." Network for Safe and Secure Labs. James W. Le Duc and Zhiming Yuan, Science. 19 Oct 2018. Vol. 362, 
Issue 6412, pp. 267 [ HYPERLINK "http://science.sciencemag.org/content/362/6412/267" ]. 
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labs indicated that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a 
network. After the workshop the group started planning (and raising funds to support) an 
international meeting of BSL-4 laboratory leaders to take place later in 2019 or in 2020 at a 
location to be determined. The next bilateral dialogue between the groups will likely take place 
in Kunming, China at the Kunming National Primate Research Center, another Chinese institute 
that operates a BSL-4 laboratory, towards the end of 2019. 

********** 

BOX 1 

GENE EDITING 

Gene editing involves altering the DNA of a cell or organism. Modifications can include 
deletions, insertions, or other changes to the genetic code, generally carried out to change 
characteristics of a gene's expression. A particular edit might aim to "knock out" the gene and 
render it non-functional. Alternatively, precise changes to the nucleic acid sequence may be 
made to affect properties of the protein that results from the gene's transcription and 
translation. Edits are carried out for a number of other purposes, as well. 

Researchers have been making alterations to nucleic acid sequences for many years, but tools 
developed since approximately 2012 — particularly the CRISPR-Cas9 editing system — have 
significantly increased the flexibility, efficiency, accuracy, speed, and ease (including lower cost) 
of making these changes. CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) 
and Cas9 (CRISPR-associated protein 9) were discovered in bacteria, where they form part of an 
immune mechanism for responding to infection. The basic system has since been adapted and 
repurposed as a key research tool and the use of gene editing is now widespread in research 
laboratories (Doudna and Charpentier 2014). A designed guide RNA sequence aligns with and 
binds to a target DNA sequence in the genome. The Cas9 protein then makes a double strand 
DNA cut. This cut can be repaired in various ways, including end joining or filling in with a donor 
DNA template to lead to sequence alterations. 

Approximately a third of the presentations during the workshop referred to CRISPR and Cas9-
based gene editing tools in some fashion. The key areas discussed during the workshop 
included: 

• Vaccine development efforts. Use of gene editing to generate an attenuated version of 
a double-stranded DNA virus (Gladue) 

• Vector engineering. Use in generating a mosquito that lacks an immune system 
associated enzyme (Han) 

• Host engineering. Introduction of a human receptor domain into the mouse to create a 
model for viral infection (Baric); Creation of a pig designed to be resistant to a viral 
disease of interest (Ouyang) 
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• Synthetic biology. Design of gene circuits in bacteria to produce or respond to signaling 
molecules (Lou); Changes to eukaryotic genome organization to create a single 
chromosome yeast (X. Xue). 

• Ethics. Considerations for responsible use and governance of gene manipulations in 
synthetic biology (W. Zhang) and in human genome editing applications (Y. Xue). 

Professor Steven Higgs also briefly discussed a special use of CRISPR-Cas9 in the creation of a 
gene drive. Gene drives "are systems of biased inheritance in which the ability of a genetic 
element to pass from a parent to its offspring through sexual reproduction is enhanced" 
(NASEM 2016). The design of these systems includes a mechanism in which an edited gene can 
be copied to its homologous chromosome and will continue to spread as the organism 
reproduces (Esvelt et al. 2014). The advent of CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing enabled scientists to 
create a gene drive and the field has continued to progress rapidly, with gene drive modified 
mosquitos reported by late 2015 (Gantz et al., 2015). Scientists are exploring genetically 
modified and/or even gene drive modified insect vectors as one strategy for control of 
devastating insect-borne diseases. But if used in this way, modified insects ultimately would be 
released from the laboratory into an ecosystem. Special considerations arise from use of 
modified species in open field trials and potential deployment. Researchers will need to 
understand not only how a modification affects the target population, but also how it affects 
the broader ecological community. A number of reports have discussed scientific, ethical and 
social considerations, particularly around gene drives (for example, NASEM 2016), while 
funders and scientists are developing norms to guide responsible use (Emerson et al. 2017). Dr. 
Higgs highlighted these special considerations in his presentation on the use of insect vectors 
for infectious disease research. 
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Sessions and Presentations 

Keynote addresses 
• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the Perspective 

from China 

• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their Interspecies Transmission 

• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in China 

Influenza 

• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 

• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 

• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular Factors 

African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 

• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 

• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live Attenuated 

Vaccines 
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• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 
• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 

• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 

• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen Research and 

Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - China's Efforts 

and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 

• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 

• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that Serve as 

Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 

• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 

• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic 

Potential - a U.S. Perspective 

• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer toward 

behavior changes 

• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 

• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to Understand and 

Address Viral Pathogens in China 

Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 

• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 

• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 

• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 

• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot 

and Mouth Disease Vaccine 

• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and Pathogenic Study of 

EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 

• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 

Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 
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• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic Natural 

Product Clusters in Streotomvces 

• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

American Participants 

Ralph Baric, Professor 
Department of Epidemiology, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hil l 

David Franz, Professor 
USAMRI ID (retired) 

Douglas Gladue, Scientist 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Diane Griffin, Professor 
Department of Molecular Microbiology and 
Immunology ofJohns Hopkins Bloomberg 
School of Public Health 

Stephen Higgs, Professor 
Department of Diagnostic 
Medicine/Pathobiology, College of Veterinary 
Medicine, Kansas State University 

Joseph Kanabrocki, Professor 
Microbiology in the Biological Sciences Division 
of the University of Chicago 

James Le Duc, Professor 
Galveston National Laboratory, Department of 
Microbiology and Immunology, University of 
Texas Medical Branch, Galveston 

David Reiman, Professor 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, 
Stanford University School of Medicine 

Linda Saif, Professor 
Department of Veterinary Preventive Medicine, 
Food Animal Health Research Program, Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center, 
The Ohio State University 

Pei-Yong Shi, Professor 
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, University of Texas Medical Branch 

David Swayne, Center Director 
Agricultural Research Service, United States 
Department of Agriculture 

Katherine Bowman, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Benjamin Rusek, Senior Program Officer 
National Academy of Sciences 

Chinese Participants 

George F. Gao, Academician, 
Director-General Chinese Centerfor Disease 
Control and Prevention 

Zhigao Bu, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
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Wen Dang, Doctor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Wuxiang Guan, Professor Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, CAS 

Yunzhang Hu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Mifang Liang, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Chunbo Lou, Professor Institute of 
Microbiology, CAS 

Hongsheng Ouyang, Professor 
Jilin University 

Chengfeng Qin, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Hualan Chen, Academician 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Gong Cheng, Professor 
Tsinghua University 

Rui Gong, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Qian Han, Professor 
Hainan University 

Chengjun Li, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Longding Liu, Professor 
Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences 

Jiahai Lu, Professor 
Sun Yat-sen University 

Jiancheng Qi, Professor 

National Biological Protection Engineering 
Center 

Zhengli Shi, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Dayan Wang, Professor 
Institute of Pathogen Biology, ChineseAcademy 
of Medical Sciences &Peking Union Medical 
Col lege 

Jianwei Wang, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

ChangjiangWeng, Professor 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 

Kongming Wu, Vice President 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

Xiaodong Wu, Professor 
China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center 

Xaoli Xue, Professor 
Laboratory of Synthetic Biology, Shanghai 
Institute of Plant Physiology, CAS 

Yang Xue, Associate Professor 
Tianjin University 

Ruifu Yang, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Zhiming Yuan, Professor 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Peijun Zhai, Professor 
China National Accreditation Service for 
Conformity Assessment (CNAS) 

Pi ngpi ng Zhang, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Tietao Zhang, Professor 
International bureau, CAAS 
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Weiwen Zhang, Professor 
Tianjin University 

Chihong Zhao, Professor 
National Institute for Viral Disease Control and 
Prevention, China CDC 

Tongyan Zhao, Professor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Yong Zhao, Doctor 
Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology, 
Academy of Military Medical Sciences 

Haixue Zheng, Professor 
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute, CAAS 
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gaof@im.ac.cn[gaof@im.ac.cn]; guodeyin@mail.sysu.edu.cn[guodeyin@mail.sysu.edu.cn]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; Walt, 
David[dwalt@bwh.harvard.edu]; Zhang_F@mit.edu[Zhang_F@mit.edu]; mlarussa@stanford.edu[mlarussa@stanford.edu]; Wayne 
Deng[wayne.deng09@gmail.com]; relman@stanford.edu[relman@stanford.edu]; peggy@hbfam.net[peggy@hbfam.net]; 
harvey.fineberg@moore.org[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; stanley-periman@uiowa.edu[stanley-periman@uiowa.edu]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; racharo@wisc.edu[racharo@wisc.edu]; 
jeanioz@berkeley.edupeanioz@berkeley.edu]; kristian@andersen-lab.com[kristian@andersen-lab.com]; 
trevor@bedford.io[trevor@bedford.io]; ssawyer@colorado.edu[ssawyer@colorado.edu] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
From: Sharpies, Fran[FSharples@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 7/13/2020 2:42:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 
Agenda Virtual Workshop on Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens (2).docx 
Participant List  Virtual Workshop on Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond  to Viral Pathogens (3).docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thank you again for agreeing to participate in the US-China Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene 
Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens. The final workshop agenda and participant list is attached. The 
workshop will take place over Zoom, the Zoom link to connect the day 1 and day 2 sessions are below: 
Day 1: The development of CRISPR-based diagnostic systems to detect vira I pathogens such as SARS-CoV2. 

Evening of July 14 in the U.S. (Tuesday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 15 in China (Wednesday from 
9-11AM) 

Morning of July 15 in China (Wednesday from 9-11AM) Evening of July 14 in the U.S. (Tuesday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM 
ET) and 

Zoom Link: r
(Meeting ID: 918 4295 4740 and Password 552.136 

552.136 

Day 2: The potential to use genome editing as an innovative anti-viral strategy, as well as best practices for biosafety and 
biosecurity. 

Evening of July 16 in the U.S. (Thursday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 17 in China (Friday from 9-
11AM) 

ET) 
Morning of July 17 in China (Friday from 9-11AM) and evening of July 16 in the U.S. (Thursday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM 

Link: Ir 552.136 
(Meeting ID: 930 5075 7697 and Password: : 552.136! 

As noted on the agenda, at the end of each session there will be time for Q&A and discussion. All discussions will be off the record 
and not-for-attribution, and no public written product will be prepared. 

Thank you again for your interest in this workshop. Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns, and we look forward 
to a very interesting and productive two days. 

Best regards, 

Katie Bowman and Ben Rusek, US National Academies 

Fran Sharples, PhD 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 
500 Fifth St. NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
202-334-2187 
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Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to 

Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens 

AGENDA 

Day 1: Evening ofJuly 14 in US (Tuesday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 15 in 
Beijing (Wednesday from 9-11AM) 

Day 2: Evening ofJuly 16 in US (Thursday from 6-8PM PT and 9-11PM ET) and Morning of July 17 in 
Beijing (Friday from 9-11AM) 

Day 1 (July 14 US/July 15 China) 

Welcome Remarks 
— Diane Griffin, U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine [5min] 
— George Gao, Chinese Centerfor Disease Control and Prevention [5min] 

Opening Presentation 
— Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University: Introduction to how CRISPR-based technologies can be 

applied to diagnosis and treatment of disease [10 min] 

Detecting Viral Pathogens 
Session moderator: David Walt, Harvard University 
Speakers: 

• FengZhang, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Development of CRISPR/Cas-based 
systems to detect viral pathogens [15 min] 

• Chunbo Lou, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chi neseAcadenny of Sciences 
and Jin Wang, Shenzhen Second People's Hospital,Shenzhen University: Paired design 
of dCas9 as a systematic platform for the detection of featured nucleic acid sequences in 
pathogenicstrains [20 min] 

• Wayne Xianding Deng, University of California San Francisco: Detection of SARS-CoV-2 
using CRISPR/Cas-based systems [15 min] 

Moderated Discussion [30min] 

LookingAhead to Day 2 
— Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5min] 

Adjourn until Second Session 

Day 2 (July 16 US/July 17 China) 

Welcome Remarks 
— Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5min] 

Responding to Viral Pathogens 
— Session moderator: Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 
— Speakers: 
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• Deyin Guo, School of Medicine (She nzhen), Sun Yat-sen University: CRISPR-Cas targeting 
of host genes as an antiviral strategy [15 min] 

• Xin Zhao, Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Receptorhunting of 
Enterovirus B by CRISPR screening [15 min] 

• Marie La Russa, Stanford University: Development of CRISPR as an antiviral strategy to 
combat SARS-CoV-2 and influenza [/5 min] 

Moderated Discussion [30min] 

Capturingthe Opportunities through Responsible Development 
— Discussion moderator: Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 
— Exchange of views and discussion among al l participants [30min] 

Adjourn Virtual Workshop 
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Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to 

Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens: Speakers and Participants 

PARTICIPANT UST 

July 14/15 and July 16/17, 2020 

Speakers from China 
1. George F. Gao, Director-General, China Centers for Disease Control 
2. Chunbo Lou, Principal Investigator, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology 
3. Xin Zhao, Associate Research Fellow, Institute of Microbiology, Chi nese Academy of Sciences 

(CAS) 
4. Deyin Guo, School of Medicine (Shenzhen), Sun Yat-sen University 

Speakers from the U.S. 
5. Diane Griffin, Vice President, U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
6. Nancy Connell, Senior Scholar, Centerfor Health Security, Johns Hopkins University 
7. David Walt, Hansjorg Wyss Professor of Biologically Inspired Engineering and Professor of 

Pathology, Harvard University; Institute Professor, Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
8. FengZhang, James and Patricia Poitras Professor of Neuroscience and Professor, Brain and 

Cognitive Sciences and Biological Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute 

9. Marie La Russa, Research Associate, Stanford University 
10. Wayne Xianding Deng, Postdoctoral Fellow, University of California San Francisco 

Participants from China 
11. Wei Li, PI, Deputy Director, State Key Laboratory of Stem Cell and Reproductive Biology, 

Institute of Zoology, CAS 
12. Haoyi Wang, PI, Group leaderof Genome Engineeri ng Technology, Institute of Zoology, CAS 
13. Vi Shi, PI, Deputy Director of CAS Key laboratory of Pathogenic Microbiology & Immunology, 

Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
14. Jin Wang, Professor, Shenzhen Second People's Hospital, the First Affiliated Hospital of 

Shenzhen University 
15. Zhengli Shi, Wuhan Institute of Virology 
16. Zhigao Bu, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute [invited] 
17. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology [invited] 

Participants from the U.S. 
18. David Reiman, [ HYPERLINK 

"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_University School_of_Medicine" \o "Stanford 
University School of Medicine"]. 

19. Peggy Hamburg, Foreign Secretary, U.S. National Academy of Medicine 
20. Harvey Fineberg, President, Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation 
21. Stanley Perelman, University of Iowa Health Care 
22. Jim LeDuc, [ HYPERLINK "https://www.utmb.edu/gnI" \t"_blank" I, University of Texas Medical 

Branch 
23. Dave Franz, U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command, retired 
24. Alta Charo, University of Wisconsin, Madison 
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25. Raymond Jeanloz, [ HYPERLINK 
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of California,_Berkeley" \o "University of California, 
Berkeley" ] 

26. Kristian Andersen, Scri pps Research [invited] 
27. Trevor Bedford, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center [invited] 
28. Sara L. Sawyer, University of Colorado Boulder [invited] 

NAS and CAS staff: 
29. Katie Bowman, Board on Life Sciences (BLS), U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, 

and Medicine (NASEM) 
30. Fran Sharpies, BLS, NASEM 
31. Ben Rusek, Policy and Global Affairs Division (PGA), NASEM 
32. Hui Sun, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
33. Micah Lowenthal, PGA, NASEM 
34. Communications support, NASEM 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 6/30/2020 10:15:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject new influenza strain of concern 
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James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
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(t) 409-266-6500 
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Prevalent Eurasian avian-like H1N1 swine influenza 
virus with 2009 pandemic viral genes facilitating 
human infection 
Honglei Sun", Yihong Xiao", Jiyu Lie' , Dayan Wang", Fangtao Li', Chenxi Wang', Chong Lia, Junda Zhu', 
Jingwei Songa, Haoran Sure, Zhimin Jiang a , Litao Liu', Xin Zhanga, Kai Weil', Dongjun Houa, Juan PO, Yipeng Sun', 
Qi Tong', Yuhai Bie, Kin-Chow Chang, Sidang Liub, George F. Gaocd' 2 , and Jinhua Liu" 

"Key Laboratory of Animal Epidemiology and Zoonosis, Ministry of Agriculture, College of Veterinary Medicine, China Agricultural University, 100193 
Beijing, China; °Department of Fundamental Veterinary Medicine, College of Animal Science and Veterinary Medicine, Shandong Agricultural University, 
271000 Tai'an, China; `Chinese National Influenza Center, National Institute for Viral Disease Control and Prevention, Chinese Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention, 102206 Beijing, China; 'World Health Organization Collaborating Center for Reference and Research on Influenza, 102206 Beijing, China; 
'Key Laboratory of Pathogenic Microbiology and Immunology, Institute of Microbiology, Center for Influenza Research and Early-Warning, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, 100101 Beijing, China; and iSchool of Veterinary Medicine and Science, University of Nottingham, Loughborough LE12 5RD, United 
Kingdom 

Contributed by George F. Gao, April 28, 2020 (sent for review December 9, 2019; reviewed by Ian H. Brown and Xiu-Feng Henry Wan) 

Pigs are considered as important hosts or "mixing vessels" for the 
generation of pandemic influenza viruses. Systematic surveillance 
of influenza viruses in pigs is essential for early warning and pre-
paredness for the next potential pandemic. Here, we report on an 
influenza virus surveillance of pigs from 2011 to 2018 in China, and 
identify a recently emerged genotype 4 (G4) reassortant Eurasian 
avian-like (EA) H1N1 virus, which bears 2009 pandemic (pdm/09) 
and triple-reassortant (TR)-derived internal genes and has been 
predominant in swine populations since 2016. Similar to pdm/09 
virus, G4 viruses bind to human-type receptors, produce much 
higher progeny virus in human airway epithelial cells, and show 
efficient infectivity and aerosol transmission in ferrets. Moreover, 
low antigenic cross-reactivity of human influenza vaccine strains 
with G4 reassortant EA H1N1 virus indicates that preexisting pop-
ulation immunity does not provide protection against G4 viruses. 
Further serological surveillance among occupational exposure 
population showed that 10.4% (35/338) of swine workers were 
positive for G4 EA H1N1 virus, especially for participants 18 y to 
35 y old, who had 20.5% (9/44) seropositive rates, indicating that 
the predominant G4 EA H1N1 virus has acquired increased human 
infectivity. Such infectivity greatly enhances the opportunity for 
virus adaptation in humans and raises concerns for the possible 
generation of pandemic viruses. 

swine influenza Eurasian avian-like MINI virus 2009 pandemic H1N1 

virus I reassortant I pandemic potential 

I nfluenza A virus (IAV) is a global pathogen of humans and a 
wide range of mammalian and avian species. Reassortment of 

influenza viruses is a major mechanism to generate progeny 
viruses with novel antigenic and biological characteristics, which 
can cause catastrophic human epidemics and pandemics. His-
torically, pandemic IAVs from 1957, 1968, and 2009 are all 
reassortants derived from human and animal influenza viruses 
(1, 2). Pigs, being susceptible to avian, swine, and human IAVs, 
are regarded as "mixing vessels" in the generation of influenza 
viruses with pandemic potential (3-5). The emergence of the 
2009 pandemic (pdm/09) H1N1 virus vividly illustrates the im-
portance of pigs in new outbreaks (6-8). Therefore, continuous 
surveillance of swine influenza viruses (SIVs) in pigs and as-
sessment of their zoonotic potential are essential for the pre-
paredness of human pandemics. 

China has, arguably, the most complex SIVs ecosystem with 
classical swine (CS) lineage, North American triple-reassortant 
(TR) lineage, and Eurasian avian-like (EA) lineage SIVs cocir-
culating in pigs (9). EA H1N1 SIVs are found in 2001, and 
gradually become the dominant lineage in China (9-11). However, 

after 2009, the pdm/09 H1N1 virus in humans has spread back into 
pig herds around the world (12, 13). Subsequently, reassortants 
between the swine EA I 11N1 virus and human pdm/09 H1N1 virus 
have been sporadically detected in pigs in China and other 
countries (10, 14-20), some of which have caused human infec-
tions in China (21-23). However, the current prevalence and bi-
ological properties of these emergent EA reassortants and their 
infectivity in human population are unknown. 

In this study, we performed an extensive SIVs surveillance 
program between 2011 and 2018 in 10 provinces with high-
density pig populations. We identified a predominant emergent 
EA reassortant genotype 4 (G4) virus in pigs, which has pdm/09 
and TR-derived internal genes and shows efficient infectivity and 
transmissibility in the ferret model. Serological surveillance 
among swine workers and general population showed that G4 
EA MN! viruses have acquired increased human infectivity. 

Significance 

Pigs are intermediate hosts for the generation of pandemic 
influenza virus. Thus, systematic surveillance of influenza 
viruses in pigs is a key measure for prewarning the emergence 
of the next pandemic influenza. Here, we identified a seas-
sortant EA 1-11191 virus possessing pdm/09 and 'TR-derived in-
ternal genes, termed as 64 genotype, which has become 
predominant in swine populations since 2016. Similar to Om/ 
09 virus, 64 viruses have all the essential hallmarks of a can-
didate pandemic virus, Of concern is that swine workers show 
elevated seroprevalence for 64 virus. controlling The prevailing 
G4 EA H1N1 viruses in pigs and close monitoring in human 
populations, especially the workers in swine industry, should 
be urgently implemented. 

Author contributions: Honglei Sun, Y.X., S.L, G.F.G., and Jinhua Liu designed research; 
Honglei Sun, Y.X., Jiyu Liu, F.L, CL., J.Z., .1.5., Haoran Sun, Z.J., LL, X.Z., K.W., D.H., and 
Q.T. performed research; Honglei Sun, Jiyu Liu, D.W., C.W., Y.B., and Jinhua Liu 
analyzed data; and Honglei Sun, J.P., Y.S., K.-C.C., G.F.G., and Jinhua Uu wrote the paper. 

Reviewers: I.H.B., Animal and Plant Health Agency; and X.-F.H.W.. University of Missouri. 

The authors declare no competing interest. 

Published under the PNAS license. 

Data deposition: The sequences generated in this study have been deposited in the 
GenBank database (accession not, are listed in SI Appendix, Table 53). 

'HS., Y.X., and J.L. contributed equally to this work. 

2To whom correspondence may be addressed. Email: gaofeim.ac.cn or ljhrikau.edu.cn. 

This article contains supporting information online at https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/ 
doi:10.1073/pnas.1921186117/-/DCSupplemental. 
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Thus, the emergent G4 EA H1N1 viruses pose a serious threat to 
human health. 

Results 
EA H1N1 Viruses Exhibit Increased Genetic Diversity since 2013. To 
investigate the epidemiological status of SIVs, from 2011 to 
2018, we performed active surveillance and collected a total of 
29,918 nasal swab samples from normal pigs in slaughterhouses 
in 10 provinces with high-density pig populations (SI Appendix, 
Fig. Si). We isolated 136 influenza viruses from these samples, 
with an isolation rate of 0.45% (SI Appendix, Table Si). In the 
same period, 1,016 nasal swabs or lung samples were collected 
from pigs showing respiratory symptoms in our school's veteri-
nary teaching hospital, of which 43 were positive for influenza 
virus, at an isolation rate of 4.23% (S/ Appendix, Table Si). 
Based on sequence analysis of the hemagglutinin (HA) and 
neuraminidase (NA) genes of the combined 179 SIVs, they were 
identified as EA H1N1 (n = 165), pdm/09 H1N1 (n = 7), CS 
H1N1 (n = 1), H3N2 (n = 4), and H9N2 (n = 2) viruses (SI 
Appendix, Table Si), indicating that EA H1N1 is the pre-
dominant subtype virus circulating in pig populations in China. 
Among them, only EA H1N1 virus was isolated every year, while 
other SIVs such as CS H1N1 and H3N2 were only found in 
certain years. Seven pdm/09 II1N1 viruses were only found in 
2011, indicating that pdm/09 H1NI virus was not maintained in 
pigs even though it was generated from pigs (2). All 43 viruses 
isolated from diseased pigs were of EA H1N1 subtype. It is noted 
that the mean virus isolation rates from diseased pigs increased 
annually from 1.40% in 2011 to 8.21% in 2018, with a sharp 
increase from 2014 (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), indicating that EA 
H1N1 viruses are a growing problem in pig farms. 

To understand the phylogenetic evolution of the prevailing EA 
H1N1 viruses, a total of 77 viruses were selected for full genome 
sequencing on the basis of isolation time and location, with at least 
one strain sequenced per province (S/ Appendix, Table S2). The 
whole genomes of 77 viruses were analyzed along with all available 
EA H1N1 sequences from both swine and human viruses in mainland 
China from 2011 to 2018. Based on the unified swine H1 HA no-
menclature system (24), the HA genes of all of the EA H1N1 viruses 
isolated in the study belonged to clade 1C.2.3 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). 
Viruses isolated during 2011-2013 had relative short evolutionary 
branches. However, long branches leading to several lineages were 
found in viruses isolated after 2013 (Fig. IA). NA genes had a similar 
genetic evolution pattern (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Notably, also after 
2013, the six internal genes exhibited distinct diversity, with multiple 
origins from original EA, pdm/09, Avian, and TR lineages (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S3). These results suggest that the genomes of EA H1N1 
SIVs have undergone increased diversity since 2013. 

G4 Reassortant EA H1N1 Viruses Have Been Predominant since 2016. 
To show viral evolution, we conducted molecular clock phylo-
genic analysis and genotype characterization (Fig. 2,4 and SI 
Appendix, Fig. S4). Based on lineage classification, six genotypes 
of G1—G6 were found in EA H1N1 viruses from 2011 to 2018 
(Fig. 28). The virus with all eight genes from the "pure" EA 
H1N1 lineage was designated as Gl. G1 viruses were pre-
dominately circulating in both southern and northern China from 
2011 to 2013 (SI Appendix. Fig. S5). However, prototypical EA H1N1 
viruses have largely disappeared since 2014 (Fig. 28 and SI Appendix, 
Fig. S5). G2, G3, and G6 reassortant EA viruses appeared transiently 
during 2011-2015. In 2013, two reassortant G4 and G5 viruses 
emerged in southern China (S. I Appendix, Fig. S5). G5 virus possesses 
the HA, NA, and matrix (M) genes from the original EA H1N1 
lineage, the viral ribonucleoprotein (vRNP) genes from the pdm/09 
lineage, and the nonstructural (NS) gene from the TR lineage. G5 
virus was detected continuously from 2013 to 2017, but it has de-
clined since 2015 and was not found in 2018 (Fig. 2B). Similar to G5, 
G4 was also a triple reassortant, except its M gene was derived from 

pdm/09 lineage. G4 virus has shown a sharp increase since 2016, and 
is the predominant genotype in circulation in pigs detected across at 
least 10 provinces (Fig. 28 and SI Appendix, Fig. S5). 

To assess the zoonotic potential of the G4 reassortant EA 
viruses, four representative G4 viruses (A/swine/Shandong/1207/ 
2016 [SW/SD/1207/16], A/swine/Hebei/0116/2017 [SW/HB/0116/ 
17], A/swine/Henan/SN13/2018 [SW/HN/SN13/18], and A/swine/ 
Jiangsu/J004/2018 [SW/JS/J004/18]) were selected for further 
biological characterization. Two G1 strains (A/swine/Henan/08/ 
2011 [SW/HN/08/11] and A/swine/Hebei/T37/2013 [SW/HB/T37/ 
13]) and a pdm/09 H1N1 virus, A/California/04/09 (CA04), were 
also selected for comparison. 

G4 EA H1N1 Viruses Preferentially Bind Human-Like SAce2,6Gal 
Receptor. The binding preference of HA to host SAa2,6Gal re-
ceptor is a critical determinant for cross-species transmission of 
IAVs to humans (25, 26). We determined the binding affinity of EA 
H1N1 viruses to SAa2,3Gal and SAa2,6Gal sialylglycopolymers. 
Like pdm/09 virus CA04, all four of the G4 EA 111N1 viruses as 
well as the two G1 viruses bound SAa2,6Gal receptors with high 
affinity but bound poorly to SAa2,3Gal receptors (SI Appendix, Fig. 
S6A). Furthermore, all of the EA H1N1 viruses were found to bind 
to human tracheal epithelial lining to an extent similar to CA04 
pdm/09 H1N1 virus, but control avian H5N1 virus showed no 
binding (SI Appendix, Fig. SO). Thus, these results demonstrate 
that G4 EA HIN1 viruses preferentially bind human-like 
SAa2,6Gal receptor, a key prerequisite for infecting human cells. 

G4 EA H1N1 Viruses Replicate Efficiently in Human Airway Epithelial 
Cells. Next, we assessed the replication of G4 viruses in normal 
human bronchial epithelial (NHBE) cells and alveolar epithelial 
(A549) cells, the major target cells in human influenza virus in-
fection. In NHBE cells, G4 and pdm/09 viruses replicated to similar 
levels at each time point, and both of them produced more viable 
progeny viruses during 36 h to 60 h postinfection (pi) than did GI 
viruses (P < 0.05 or P < 0.01, ANOVA) (SI Appendix, Fig. S7A). 

Infection of human A549 cells with G4 viruses gave similar 
progeny results. G4 and pdm/09 viruses produced more in-
fectious virus than did G1 viruses from 24 h to 60 h pi (P < 0.05 
or P < 0.01, ANOVA), reaching highest titers of 10733 median 
tissue culture infective dose (TCID50)/mL and 1073 TCID50/mL, 
respectively. In contrast, G1 viruses showed peak titers of 106' 
TCID50/mL (51 Appendix, Fig. S7B). Collectively, G4 EA reas-
sortant viruses replicate efficiently in human airway epithelial 
cells, similarly to replication of pdm/09 H1N1 virus. 

G4 EA H1N1 Viruses Exhibit Efficient Infectivity and Transmissibility in 
Ferrets. Ferrets have been widely used as an experimental model 
to study human infection and transmission of influenza virus 
(27). Here, three ferrets were infected intranasally (i.n.) with 
each virus at a dose of 106 TCID50 in a I.0-mL volume. We 
found that G1 EA or pdm/09 viruses caused only mild clinical 
signs (SI Appendix, Table S4). Infection with G4 EA viruses, on 
the other hand, resulted in more severe clinical symptoms such 
as pyrexia, sneezing, wheezing, and coughing, with higher mean 
maximum weight loss ranging from 7.3 to 9.8% (SI Appendix, 
Table S4). Postmortem and histopathology revealed that 
G4 virus-infected lungs had more-severe lesions than GI or pdm/ 
09 virus-infected lungs, with pronounced multifocal areas of 
consolidation, hemorrhage, and edema, and exhibited more se-
vere peribronchiolitis and bronchopneumonia (SI Appendix, Fig. 
S84). All four G4 viruses replicated to higher titers in the upper 
respiratory tract (nasal turbinate and trachea) of ferrets, which 
were similar to pdm/09 viruses and significantly higher than the 
two GI viruses (P < 0.05 or P < 0.01, ANOVA), while no in-
fectious virus was recovered from extrapulmonary tissues (SI 
Appendix, Fig. S8B). Overall, current G4 reassortant EA H1N1 
viruses showed increased replication and pathogenicity in ferrets, 
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Fig. 1. Phylogenetic relationship of HA gene and antigenic characterization of EA H1N1 SIVs in China from 2011 to 2018. (A) Phylogenetic tree of HA gene. 
Phylogenetic tree was estimated using genetic distances calculated by maximum likelihood under the GTRGAMMA + I model. SIVs isolated in this study are 
green; sequences of viruses with names in black were downloaded from databases. Node labels represent bootstrap values. Viruses labeled with a red triangle 
were selected for antiserum generation. A full detailed HA gene tree with the consistent topology is shown in SI Appendix, Fig. 53. (Scale bar is in units of 
nucleotide substitutions per site.) (B) Antigenic map based on the HI assay data. Open squares and filled circles represent the positions of antisera and viruses, 
respectively. Clusters were identified by a k-means clustering algorithm. Strains belonging to the same antigenic cluster are encircled in an oval. The vertical and 
horizontal axes both represent antigenic distance. The spacing between grid lines is 1 unit of antigenic distance, corresponding to a twofold dilution of antiserum 
in the HI assay. Details of the HI assay data are shown in SI Appendix, Table 55. (C) Antigenic analysis of EA H1N1 and human influenza vaccine strains. Twenty 
serum samples, collected from 4-y-old children vaccinated with trivalent vaccines (A/Michigan/45/2015 [pdm/09 H1N1] + A/Singapore/INFIMH-16-0019/2016 [H3N2] 
+ B/Colorado/06/2017 [Fr/Victoria, were subjected to HI assays. The pdm/09 H1N1 virus A/Michigan/45/2015, human H3N2 virus A/Singapore/INFIMH-16-0019/2016, 
G1 EA H1N1 virus SW/HN/08/11, and G4 EA H1N1 virus SW/SD/1207/16 were used as antigens. HI titers > 40 were considered positive. 

indicating that G4 viruses are likely to cause more severe in-
fection than G1 EA H1N1 viruses in humans. 

Efficient human-to-human transmission is a critical feature of 
pandemic influenza viruses. To assess the transmissibility of G4 
viruses, we performed direct contact (DC) and respiratory droplet 
(RD) virus transmission experiments on ferrets. The results showed 
that CA04 pdm/09 H1N1 virus efficiently transmitted to all ferrets 
by DC and RD (Fig. 3). All four G4 viruses were transmitted to all 
DC animals. Importantly, three of four G4 viruses, SW/SD/1207/16, 
SW/HN/SNI3/18, and SW/JS/J004/18, were transmitted to all three 
RD ferrets. The remaining G4 virus, SW/HB/0116/17, was trans-
mitted to one of three RD ferrets (Fig. 3). By contrast, with G1 
viruses, neither virus transmission in DC or RD groups (Fig. 3) nor 
seroconversion at 14 day pi was detected in all recipient ferrets (SI 
Appendix, Table S4). Thus, there is compelling evidence to show 
that current predominant G4 reassortant EA H [Ni viruses are 
highly transmissible by DC and RD among ferrets, suggesting their 
capacity to readily infect humans. 

G4 EA H1N1 Viruses Exhibit Low Antigenic Cross-Reactivity with 
Human Influenza Vaccine Strains. Preexisting immunity can pro-
tect humans from related influenza viruses, but antigenic drift 
can decrease such protection in a population. Antigenic change 
is mainly due to variation of the 11A gene. In this study, we found 
that the HA gene of EA H1N1 viruses isolated after 2013, including 
G4 viruses, formed an independent phylogenetic group. To de-
termine the extent of antigenic drift of 04 viruses, 14 representative 
EA H1N1 viruses (10 G4 and 401 viruses) were selected, based on 
their HA phylogenic topology, for antigenicity test. 

A panel of ferret sera were used for hemagglutination in-
hibition (HI) assays, including sera against pdm/09 H1N1 virus 
A/Michigan/45/2015 from the current H1N1 human influenza 
vaccine lineage, G1 EA H1N1 viruses SW/HN/08/11 and SW/ 

Sun et al. 

FIB/T37/13, and G4 EA H1N1 viruses SW/SD/1207/16 and SW/ 
HN/SN13/18. On the basis of reactivity levels in HI assays, EA 
viruses could be classified into antigenic groups A and B (Fig. IB 
and SI Appendix, Table S5). The original G1 EA viruses were in 
antigenic group A, while 04 viruses belonged to antigenic group B. 
The cross-reactive titers between the two antigenic groups were 8-
to 64-fold lower than those of homologous reactions. Antisera 
against pdm/09 111N1 viruses (A/Michigan/45/2015) cross-reacted 
with antigenic group A viruses (titers 1:160 to 320) but reacted 
poorly with antigenic group B strains (titers 40) (SI Appendix, 
Table S5). Further analysis showed several amino acid differences 
in the HA antigenic sites among 01 and 04 EA H1N1 viruses, 
including 135 (H1 numbering) and 222 in Ca2, and 185 in Sb (SI 
Appendix, Table S6). Ilowever, which amino acid contributes to the 
observed antigenic change needs to be determined in future. Thus, 
predominant G4 reassortant EA H1N1 viruses are antigenically 
distinct from the earlier G1 EA and pdm/09 HIN1 viruses. 

To assess cross-protection of human seasonal influenza vac-
cine against 04 EA viruses, HE assays were performed with 20 
serum samples collected from 4-y-old children vaccinated with tri-
valent vaccines (pdm/09 H1N1+ H3N2 + B/Victoria). All serum 
samples were reactive (titers > 1:40) to pdm/09 H1N1 and H3N2 
viruses (Fig. IC). However, none of the serum samples cross-
reacted with the G4 or even the GI EA H1N1 virus (Fig. 1C). 
Collectively, predominant 04 reassortant EA viruses are antigenically 
distinct from current human influenza vaccine strains, indicating that 
preexisting immunity derived from the present human seasonal in-
fluenza vaccines cannot provide protection against G4 viruses. 

G4 EA H1N1 Viruses Showed Increased Infection Rate in Humans 
Evidenced by Seroprevalence. fo determine whether the 04 teas-
sortant EA HIN I virus can infect across species from swine to hu-
mans, serological surveillance was conducted to detect prevalence of 
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Fig. 2. Phylogenetic analysis of EA HIN1 SIVs in China from 2011 to 2018. (A) Phylogeny and divergence time of the HA gene and genotype evolution of EA 
Hi Ni SIVs. The phylogenetic tree of HA gene was generated by Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo framework, using the GTR substitution model with 
gamma-distributed among site rate heterogeneity and a "strict molecular clock" model. Colored boxes show the lineage classification of each gene segment 
of EA Hi Ni viruses. Purple node bars represent 95% credible intervals of lineage divergence times. A detailed phylogenetic tree including sequence names is 
shown in Si Appendix, Fig. S4. (Et) Diversity of genotypes of EA viruses isolated from swine in China, 2011-2018. 

virus exposure in swine production workers. From 2016 to 2018, a collected as a population comparison group. G4 EA virus SW/SD/ 
total of 338 serum samples were collected from swine workers in 15 1207/16, which belonged to antigenic group B, was used as virus 
farms. Serum samples (n = 230) from ordinary households were also antigen in HE assays. To control for interference of HIN1 antibody 
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Fig. 3. Horizontal transmission of EA Hi Ni viruses between ferrets. Groups of three ferrets were inoculated in, with 106 TCID50 of indicated viruses. The next 
day, infected animals were individually cohoused with an uninfected DC ferret; an uninfected RD contact animal was also housed in a wire frame cage 
adjacent to the infected ferret. Nasal washes for virus shedding detection were collected every other day from all animals from day 2 of the initial infection. 
Each color bar represents the virus titer of an individual animal. Dashed lines indicate the lower limit of virus detection. 

against pdm/09 and earlier G1 EA viruses, pdm/09 virus A/Michigan/ 
45/2015 and G1 EA virus SW/HN/08/11 were included as viral an-
tigens. Disconcertingly, 10.4% (35/338) of swine workers and 4.4% 
(10/230) of general population were positive (titers > 1:40) for G4 

virus SW/SD/1207/16. In the multivariable analysis, after adjusting 
for confounders, swine workers had an increased odds ratio (aOR = 
2.60, 95% CI [1.24 to 5.45], P = 0.012) compared with the general 
population group. After controlling for possible cross-reactivi with 
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0 
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Table 1. Seropositive rate of influenza virus in swine workers (SW) and common household population (CHP) 

Strain (genotype) 

Univariable analysis Multivariable regression analysis 

SW (n = 338) CHP (n = 230) 

P value, 

x2

aOR (95% Cl) SW versus 
CHP 

P 
value 

No. 
positive positive 

No. 
positive positive 

SW/HN/08/11 (G1 EA H1N1) 22 6.5 5 2.2 0.017 3.02 (1.11 to 8.19) 0.030 
Controls for possible cross-reactivity with pdm/09 2.60 (0.93 to 7.23) 0.068 

H1N1 
SW/SD/1207/16 (G4 EA H1N1) 35 10.4 10 4.4 0.009 2.60 (1.24 to 5.45) 0.012 
Controls for possible cross-reactivity with pdm/09 2.25 (1.05 to 4.83) 0.038 

H1N1 
A/Michigan/45/2015 (pdm/09 H1N1) 131 38.8 73 31.7 0.087 1.38 (0.96 to 1.99) 0.082 

Boldface indicates a statistically significant difference (P < 0.05). Model covariates: gender, age group, and collection year. 

pdm/09 virus, the odds ratio remained elevated (aOR = 2.25, 95% 
CI [1.05 to 4.83], P = 0.038) (Table 1). It is noted that swine workers 
in 4 of 15 farms were more than 15% seropositive against G4 virus 
SW/SD/1207/16 (SI Appendix, Table S7). In contrast, 6.5% (22/338) 
of swine workers and 2.2% (5/230) of the general population were 
positive for G1 virus SW/HN/08/11, with no statistically significant 
difference (P = 0.068) between the two groups after controlling for 
possible cross-reactivity with pdm/09 virus (Table 1). In addition, the 
swine workers group and general population were 38.8% (131/338) 
and 31.7% (73/230) seropositive, respectively, for pdm/09 H1N1 vi-
rus A/Michigan/45/2015 (P = 0.082). These results demonstrate that 
the newly prevalent G4 reassortant EA H1N1 viruses in pigs are 
more infectious to humans than their predecessors of GI viruses. 

We further investigated the association of sera collection year, 
age, or gender with seroprevalence of G4 reassortant EA H1N1 
virus. In the swine workers group, the seropositive rates of G4 
EA H1N1 virus were 6.7%, 11.7%, and 11.7% from 2016, 2017, 
and 2018, respectively (SI Appendix, Table S8). It is noteworthy 
that participants 18 y to 35 y of age had a 20.5% (9/44) seropos-
itive rate against G4 EA H1N1 virus SW/SD/1207/16, which had 
an increased odds ratio (OR = 3.2, 95% CI [1.3 to 7.7], P < 0.01) 
compared with other age groups (SI Appendix, Table S8). For 
gender factor, no statistically significant difference in the sero-
prevalence of any virus tested according to sex was observed (P > 
0.05). These results indicate that young adult swine workers carry 
a higher risk of infection with G4 reassortant EA H1N1 virus. 

Discussion 
Pigs can independently facilitate the genesis of a human pan-
demic IAV strain (2, 7). Thus, continual systematic monitoring 
and assessing potential risks of emerging influenza viruses in pigs 
are necessary for early warning of future pandemics (28). In this 
study, based on extensive IAV surveillance in pigs from 2011 to 
2018, we identified and characterized a predominant reassortant 
SIV (G4) derived from the reassortment of previous EA, pdm/ 
09, and TR viruses. G4 H1N1 viruses are able to bind human-like 
SAa2,6Gal-linked receptor, replicate well in human airway epi-
thelial cells, and transmit by aerosol among ferrets; they are 
antigenically distinct from pdm/09 H1N1 viruses. Of concern is 
that serological surveillance indicates the G4 reassortant EA 
H1N1 virus exhibits elevated infectivity in humans, especially for 
swine-exposed younger adults, which increases the opportunity 
for virus adaptation in humans. 

EA H1N1 virus has been circulating in pigs in Europe and 
Asia for decades (29-31). In 2001, EA virus was found in Hong 
Kong and gradually became dominant in mainland China (9-11). 
Here, we also found that the "pure" EA H1N1 viruses of GI 
were predominant in swine population from 2011 to 2013. 
However, since 2014, G4 and G5 reassortant EA H1N1 viruses 

gradually replaced the prototypical EA H1N1 viruses, and, cur-
rently, G4 viruses are the single predominant genotype circu-
lating in China. Surveillance from farmed pigs with respiratory 
symptoms has shown that its isolation rate increased sharply 
after 2014, and increased year by year (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). 
Others have also reported on the infection of G4-like reassortant 
EA H1N1 viruses in farmed pigs (16, 18). A typical feature of G4 
virus is that vRNP and M genes originate from pdm/09 virus, and 
NS gene is from TR virus, indicating that this gene constellation 
has a distinct competitive advantage in pigs. All of this evidence 
indicates that G4 EA H1N1 virus is a growing problem in pig 
farms, and the widespread circulation of G4 viruses in pigs in-
evitably increases their exposure to humans. So far, a total of five 
human cases of EA-like SIV infection have been reported in 
China (21-23, 32, 33). The first three cases were children under 
3 y old, but the latest two cases, reported in 2016 and 2019, were 
of a 46- and a 9-y-old, respectively. Genetic analysis indicated 
that the latter two cases were caused by G4-like EA H1N1 virus. 
Epidemiological survey found that the two patients had neigh-
bors who reared pigs, suggesting that G4 EA virus could transmit 
from swine to human, and lead to severe infection and even 
death (22, 23). Thus, it is necessary to strengthen the surveillance 
effort of G4 EA viruses among swine and human populations. 

Pandemic occurs when an IAV with novel HA surface antigen 
becomes readily able to undertake human-to-human transmission. 
G4 genotype of reassortant SIVs, identified in the present study, 
possesses all of the essential hallmarks of a candidate pandemic 
virus. G4 virus has different antigenicity from current human in-
fluenza viruses. Similar to pdm/09 virus, G4 virus preferentially 
binds human-like SAa2,6Gal receptor and effectively transmits in 
the ferret model. The G4 virus also shows increased pathogenicity, 
based on the present ferret study and other reports in mice (18, 34, 
35). A limited serological investigation found that the general 
population, who had little opportunity to contact pigs, lacked an-
tibodies against G4 virus, but swine-exposed adult populations 
showed elevated seroprevalence (10.4%, 35/338), which further 
supports our hypothesis of G4 virus transmission from pigs to hu-
man. It is of concern that human infection of G4 virus will further 
human adaptation and increase the risk of a human pandemic. 

In summary, G4 EA IIINI viruses possess all the essential 
hallmarks of being highly adapted to infect humans. Controlling 
the prevailing G4 EA H1N1 viruses in pigs and close monitoring 
of swine working populations should be promptly implemented. 

Materials and Methods 
All animal research was approved by the Beijing Association for Science and 
Technology (approval ID SYXK, Beijing, 2007-0023) and performed in com-
pliance with the Beijing Laboratory Animal Welfare and Ethics guidelines, as 
issued by the Beijing Administration Committee of Laboratory Animals, and 
in accordance with the China Agricultural University (CAU) Institutional 
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Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines (ID: SKLAB-B-2010-003) ap-

proved by the Animal Welfare Committee of CAU. All experiments with live 

viruses were performed in biosafety level 2 facilities in CAU. 

The detailed methods for this study are provided in SI Appendix. 

Data Availability. The sequences generated in this study have been deposited 

in the GenBank database (accession nos. are listed in 5/ Appendix, Table S3). 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDU[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Sun 8/9/2020 11:15:07 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Mike Ryan on Wuhan origin 

Thanks for sharing. Glad to see Mike's personal involvement and statement. WHO needs to regain some of its lost 
credibility and leadership. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2020, at 10:26 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Global times so maybe with grain of salt. d 

Coronavirus didn't originate in Wuhan, WHO confirms 

By Global Times 

August 8, 2020 

THE World Health Organization's (WHO) admission that Wuhan may not be the origin of Covid-19 may put to rest 
conspiracy theories that have placed the central Chinese city and China in a bad light over the virus' origin, said 
Chinese epidemiologists. They urged for more research on transmission channels and virus hosts, which are vital for 
epidemiologic studies. 

China's door is wide open for more WHO epidemiologic studies while other countries should follow if the onus falls on 
them, said Chinese experts. They believe countries like the United States (US), which tops the world in number of 
confirmed Covid-19 cases, and certain European countries, where the virus was identified as early as last year, should 
also undergo a thorough investigation on the virus origin for a clearer picture. 

Wuhan may not be the origin of the novel coronavirus, said senior WHO official Mike Ryan on Monday, announcing 
extensive studies to track down the animal species that transmitted the virus to humans. 

"The fact that the fire alarm was triggered doesn't necessarily mean that was where the disease crossed from animals 
to humans," said Ryan at a press conference in Geneva. 

His comments came as the organization's team to China concluded its weeks-long mission, which was to lay the 
groundwork for further joint efforts at identifying the origin of the coronavirus. 

On Tuesday, China's National Health Commission said Chinese experts had kept in close contact with the two WHO 
experts, who stayed in China from July 11 to August 2, about possible transmission channels and to identify the source 
of Covid-19 and the host of the virus. 

Mounting facts and scientific evidence are emerging to support the hypothesis that the coronavirus did not originate in 
Wuhan, Zeng Guang, chief epidemiologist of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, told the Global 
Times, citing a sample of the virus found in Barcelona's wastewater, collected as early as March 2019, and of the virus 
spotted in a sewer in Brazil in November last year. 

The fact that the outbreak was first reported in Wuhan and not in those countries may have something to do with the 
transmission medium or host of the virus, said Yang Zhanqiu, deputy director of the pathogen biology department at 
Wuhan University. 

Zeng and Yang believe that the virus must have jumped from wild animals to human beings. Yang said they must 
identify the animal host and under what conditions the virus was passed. 

https://www.manilatimes.net/2o2o/o8/o8/news world/coronavirus-didnt-originate-in-wuhan-who-
confirms/752234/ 
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Haven't seen this reported anywhere else. The Manila Times apparently picked up the story from The Global 
Times.—JTK 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDUpwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Mon 10/19/2020 2:48:08 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Some bullets following our US-China dialogue discussion on Friday 

Me too. Sorry to miss the call. I'll look for your follow up docs and next steps. 
Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 19, 2020, at 1:29 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben, Sorry I missed the meeting. I failed to have it on my calendar. Plus...we retirees are really busy, for 
some reason. :-) Thanks for all you have done and are doing re. the China dialogues. Best, dave 

On Oct 19, 2020, at 12:21 AM, Peter Daszak <daszak ecohealthalliance.ors> wrote: 

Thanks for a good discussion on Friday Ben, 

I fully support a continued dialog and noted, as did some of those on the call, that George Gao and 
others were more open in their discussion of investigations into animal reservoirs of SARS-CoV-2 — i.e. 
discussion about the origin. We discussed ways we could frame a future topic that would allow us to talk 
about some important issues around the 'natural history' of SARS-CoV-2, that might also be comfortable 
for our Chinese colleagues. Here are a couple of bullets along the lines you asked me for: 

1. Summary of recent findings re. the ability of SARS-CoV-2 to infect other species of animals in 
the lab, and in the wild, around the world (e.g. mink farm infections Europe and US, 
experimental infections of ferrets & raccoon dogs, risk assessments of SARS-CoV-2 infecting 
bats in other countries) 

2. From the natural history of the virus, what do we know about the diversity of alpha and beta 
CoVs in wildlife reservoirs, and in potential intermediate hosts in various countries in Asia. 

3. What information can we identify from the receptor binding domain of SARS-related CoVs that 
might help us predict future potential for emergence of CoVs from other countries 

I think a good strategy would be to have the US side give the opening slide deck so that we sort of set 
the parameters and open up some of the discussion that I'm sure would lead to interesting information. 
I'd be happy to help on the first 2 points, and I'm sure Ralph could talk to the 3rd point. Linda and Stanley 
have a great deal of knowledge and could provide supporting comments... 

Cheers, 

Peter 
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Peter Daszak 
President 

EcoHealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1200 
New York, NY 10018-6507 
USA 

Tel.: +1-212-380-4474 
Website: www.ecohealthalliance.org 
Twitter: @PeterDaszak 

EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 1:18 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; rbaric email.unc <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
isaif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
Peter Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.ore; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.orp; 'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'iwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTM B.EDU1
<pe:-'- 'eUTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>;
'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.cc > 
Cc: ' .harples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
antoinette_baric.med <antoinette baric med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre < ndre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
lennifer. ryar @moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmangnas.edu>;
Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<'iHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.ecit..>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.eck.>;
Block, Bruce <BBlock@nas.edL>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Greetings, 

Thank you for participating in the China bio dialogue sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday this 
week. We have scheduled a short hotwash session so the American participants can discuss the 
virtual dialogue discussions (from this week and earlier this year) and your get your ideas on 
future topics and other issues. 

The session will take place tomorrow from 5:30-6:30 PM, Zoom link is below. Sorry for the short 
notice, if you can't make it tomorrow feel free to weigh in by email. 

Topic: China Bio Post Dialogue Meeting Discussion 
Time: Oct 16, 2020 5:30 PM ET / 4:30 PM CT / 2:30 PM PT 
Meeting 
Link: hang ihinqem.zoormus/j/92476126782?pwd=1 

L. 
Password: 552.1361 

552.136 

PS I have asked CAS for the ppts from last night, will send those out as soon as I get them. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 7:32 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edul <relman@stanford.edu>; Irbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edui <saif.2@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; idgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'iwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU1
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>;
'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.rvan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce <EiBlock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Greetings, 

Thank you for joining the dialogue session last night. I have attached the slides from the three 
presentations. 

FYI CAS has invited two additional CCDC experts to the session tonight. 

Dr. Huaqing Wang, PI, Immunization program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
Dr. Zundong Yin, Director of National Immunization Program, Chinese Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention 

Looking forward seeing and hearing from you all in a few hours. 
Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT inii s- i 
Meeting Link 552.136 i i , , 
Password:: 552.1361 , 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edul <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edui <saif.2@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@ihmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.nef 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU1
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>;
'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.rvan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce <BBlock@nas.edu>
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Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached what should be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions 
on It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. 
Links to join the Zooms are also below. 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. •-, 
Meeting ujnic. 552.136 i i ._, 
Password; 552.136 i 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. ! 
Meeting Lqc 552.136 1 ._.i 
Password:1662.1361 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; irbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
tsaif.2@osu.edui <saif.2@osu.edu>; istanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'claszak@ecohealthalliance.orgi <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; iharvev.fineberg@moore.orgs 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; idgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.neti 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU1
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>;
'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; tjenniferryan@moore.org' <jenniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkelev.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 
(9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in 
previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert participants will lead the discussion on the majority 
of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the participants instead of a series 
of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send 
that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to 
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discuss among the U.S. group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edul <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edul <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.nef 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; tjwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDUI 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>;
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; tjenniferryan@moore.org' <jenniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences 
has agreed to hold another (4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development 
and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We 
have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET 
/ 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and 
times on your calendar. We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the 
sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as 

well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination 

strategic issues 
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6) Pro^ress on a universal ' ifluenza vaccines 
7) Vatuine for enterovirus 068 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) AS " vaccine progress 
3) NE us 
4) Vat r H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immu. 
1) .cluding the possibility of background immunity from circulating 

7es 

2) Ch eqies for testing large populations quickly 
3) An .;es 
4) Long-term sequeid following C.uviD-19 intection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@ihmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jenniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <  11-lare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<cl --1--eranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell(  ihu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on 
immunity and related topics set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM 
the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey 
Fineberg can provide information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) 
strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph 
Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. (especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks 
are listed simply so someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question 
during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS without those names listed but will let them know who 
we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the 
Zoom link later tonight or tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: trelman@stanford.edui <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edui <saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDIr <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU1
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <ienniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed 
immunity topics on Tuesday, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 
Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, 

especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COV1D-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? 

When do you expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edul <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; Istanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.ore; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@ihmi.edui <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'iwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU1
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <ienniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
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Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list 
of Immunity topics we proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the Pmeeting back to 
the first or second week of June (so no Zoom meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese 
counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following 
morning for the Chinese group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't 
participate) to Hope Hare [HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best 
for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a 
good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Rita Guenther[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 1/22/2021 11:56:29 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Great sleuthing, Ben! Thanks for sorting thought the George comments. Some crazy stories coming out on USAMRIID 
too. Not a shock. Reminds me of the way we thought about a 'bathtub curve' of publications from a bio labs during the 
Cold War. If publications when down, we were concerned that they were doing something they didn't want us to know 
about. RIID has been out of the fight during this pandemic, not because they are doing something secret, but because they 
just aren't doing much. A sad story. Best to all, dave 

On Jan 22, 2021, at 11:30 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Ben for preparing this comprehensive summary of comments from George. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin < 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edt. >; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
LeDuc, James W. <—/leduc@UTME EDU›; Guenther, Rita <RG-enther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia pacific/vaccines-coronavi rus-chi na-conspi racy-
theories 2021 01 20 89bd3d2a-5a2d.11eb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story. html 

So I tried to find where this unattributed comment came from, if the source was an interview George Gao (Gao Fu) 
gave Xinhua News Agency on 12/29/20 (seems likely) he was egregiously misquoted by the Washington Post. 

Interview reported here on 12/30/20 http://www.ecns.cninews/society/2020-12-30/detail-ihafcxvt0506326.shtmi
"By comparison, they went further down the path by developing mRNA vaccines, a more commonly used solution for 
patients suffering from cancer, but not for ordinary people," Gao noted, adding that it was the first time for the 
injection of such a vaccine in a healthy human body, with no previous successful attempts to rule out possible side 
effects. 

As well as here on 12/30/20 https://www.scmp.cominews/chmaiscience/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-nsks-
A-19-mrna-vaccines-top-chinese-healti- (behind a pay wall so I pasted it below) 

George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

Also note highlighted quote about cooperation with other countries. 
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*** 

https://www.scmp.cominews/chinaiscience/article/3115846/we-cant-rule-out-risks-covid-19-mrna-vaccines-top-
chinese-health 

We can't rule out risks with Covid-19 mRNA vaccines, top Chinese health official says 
-The technology is being used on healthy people for the first time, raising safety concerns, Chinese CDC chief warns 
-Chinese investigators have also not found an animal origin of the coronavirus, he says 

A top Chinese health official has voiced caution about new vaccine technology used in coronavirus shots authorised in 
the United States 
and Britain. 

George Gao Fu, director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, said mRNA vaccines were being 
administered to healthy people for the first time and such a roll-out came with risks. "Western countries adopted the 
mRNA technology, which was developed for cancer patients," state news agency Xinhua quoted Gao as saying on 
Tuesday. "I don't know whether it will have side effects in the future, but the risk cannot be ruled out. "There are 
safety concerns when mRNA vaccines are administered to healthy people for the first time. As professionals, we must 
have a scientific attitude and analyse the results." 

The mRNA technology tricks the body into making the viral protein itself which, in turn, triggers an immune response, 
while traditional vaccines, such as most flu shots, use inactivated viruses to set off the immune system. 

There have been human trials of mRNA cancer vaccines since at least 2011 but only now has the technology been 
approved for general use. The European Union, US, Canada and other countries have authorised an mRNA vaccine 
developed by US firm Pfizer and its German partner BioNTech, while another mRNA vaccine by US company Moderna 
is being rolled out in the United States. 

US and German firms have led the development of mRNA vaccines for Covid-19, while French pharmaceutical 
company Sanofi had chosen to use recombinant protein technology, an approach already used in approved vaccines 
like the one for hepatitis B. 
Coronavirus vaccine: UK grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot Coronavirus vaccine: UK 
grandmother is first person outside trials to get Pfizer Covid-19 shot 

China is betting on old and new technologies by developing Covid-19 vaccines in five categories— inactivated 
vaccines, recombinant (subunit) protein vaccines, live attenuated influenza vaccines, adenovirus vaccines, and nucleic 
acid-based vaccines. 

Safety issues that would affect significant numbers of vaccines mostly appear within two months, according to Michel 
Goldman, professor of immunology at the Universite Libre de Bruxelles in Belgium. 

In an interview with the European Union research magazine Horizon, Goldman said that after a vaccine was given to 
millions of people, very rare unanticipated side effects might develop. 

As a result, researchers and regulators would be keeping a close eye on how the vaccine roll-out went, he said. 

Gao said China's three inactivated vaccines were nearing the end of clinical trials and showing good results. Another 
vaccine — a subunit vaccine, composed of protein or glycoprotein components of a pathogen that are capable of 
inducing a protective immune response — had also entered the final phase of clinical trials, he said. 

The official also said China had not found an animal source of the coronavirus. 
Moderna Covid-19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers Moderna Covid-
19 vaccine nearly 95 per cent effective in second promising trial for US drug makers 

"I've been to Wuhan to look for the origin in animals and failed to find [the same virus]," Gao said, referring to the 
central Chinese city where the coronavirus was first detected. "It may take a long time to find the virus. It's also 
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possible that the virus will disappear before we find the origin." 

Wuhan was ground zero of the pandemic, with the first cases linked to a local wet market selling various exotic 
animals from peacocks to masked palm civets. Scientists suspect the virus was first carried by an animal host before 
being transmitted to humans. 

A team of 10 international scientists will travel to Wuhan 
next month to investigate the origins of the disease, the World Health Organization has said. 

The US, which has accused China of covering up the extent of the outbreak, has criticised the terms of the 
investigation, which allowed Chinese scientists to do the first phase of preliminary research. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <m1 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:41 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.cc ) < lavidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Guenther, Rita <— mther@nas.ec: > 
Subject: WashPost: China turbocharges bid to discredit Western vaccines, spread virus conspiracy theories 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia pacific/vaccines-coronavirus-china-conspiracy-
theories/2021/01/20/—hd3d2a-5a2d-11eb-a849-6f9423a75ffd story. html 
"George Gao, head of China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention, recently pondered publicly whether the 
Pfizer-
BioNTech and Moderna vaccines could cause cancer." 
"On Tuesday, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying pushed speculation about a U.S. Army biological warfare 
program. "If the United States truly respects facts, it should open the biological lab at Fort Detrick, give more 
transparency to issues like its 200-plus overseas bio labs, invite WHO experts to conduct origin-tracing in the United 
States, and respond to the -concerns from the international community," she said in a briefing." 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: Ignacio, Joselito[joselito.ignacio@fema.dhs.gov] 

Attendees: Cheryl Holloman; drollins@objectsystems.com; FEMA-NRCC-NBEOC,; Vineyard, Micheal; MacIntyre, 
Anthony (OGA); Macintyre, Anthony; Vineyard, Micheal; Macintyre, Anthony; 1974usna@gmail.com; 
TARANTINO, DAVID A; Dr. Eva K Lee; Lawler, James V; Ciottone,Gregory (HMFP - Emergency Medicine); 
Richard Tubb; reddawn@mphise.us; Arthur Kellermann; William Lang; Rob Darling, MD; Mecher, Carter; 
Jamison Day; Dodgen, Daniel (OS/ASPR/SPPR); Ronny Jackson; Mansoura, Monique K.; LLogandakar; 
Walters, William (STATE.GOV); Parker Jr, Gerald W; DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); EVANS, 
MARIEFRED; Kevin Montgomery; Phillips, Sally (OS/ASPR/SPPR); DC; Matthew JtClVtUSARMY (USA); 
Andy Desjardins, MD; Fantinato, Jessica (USDA.GOV); Danny Shiau; Martin, Greg (state.gov); Ryan Morhard; 
Disbrow, Gary (OS/ASPR/BARDA); Borio, Luciana; Redd, John (Capt); KAUSHIK, SANGEETA; Eric (San 
Diego County); CHRISTOPHER ALLEN; Cordts, Jerome (CTR); Baric, Ralph S; LeDuc, James W.; Lisa 
Koonin; Larry G; M.D.; Hassell, David (Chris) (0S/ASPR/10); Hanfling, Dan; Will Gaskins; Lee, Scott 
(OS/ASPR/EMMO); Lauren Johnston; Steven Jt(tCHFStDPH ); Tom Bossert; Johnson, Robert 
(OS/ASPR/BARDA); HAMILTON, CAMERON; Adams, Jerome (HHS/OASH); David Gruber; Lewis Hofmann; 
WILKINSON, THOMAS; CharitytA@CDPH; Taylor, Justin (CTR); Marinissen, Maria (HHS/OS/OGA); Sutter, 
Mark; Mark Keim, MD MBA; Richard Hatchett; Wine G.C.; Dan Carlin; Jerry Mothershead; Krohmer, Jon 
(OGA); Hart,Alexander (APHMFP - Emergency Medicine ); McKay, Samuel; Bowers, Christopher 0 (MIL); 
Nelms, Jordan; Crawford, Sean; alerts@healthcareready.org; 'Sarah Baker'; Brodoff, Bruce; Cappannari, 
Michael L; Cesar, Fritzmarie; Cummings, Michael; Epstein, Corinne; Fox, Shyrlee; Holt, Brett; Manfield, Craig; 
Messer, Margaret; Phan, Minh; Phillips, Kimberly; Sanford, Kristiana; Swoopes, Karyn; Seiler, Brittney 
(OS/ASPR/SIIM); Magill, Stephanie C. (CMS/CISP); Georgi Kremenliev; Matt Landheim; Benjamin Toronto; 
Dave Smith; Brannman, Shayne (OS/ASPR/EMMO); Shane Nielsen; Marcozzi, David; Yeskey, Kevin; 
WOLFE, HERBERT; Jolly, Brantley (OS/ASPR/EMMO) (CTR); eva.evalee.lee64@gmail.com; Eastman, 
Alexander; Logan, Linda L; HARVEY, MELISSA; DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); Venkayya, Rajeev; 
Wade, David 

Location: 1(888)270-9936; Access Code: 6490634#; https://fema.connectsolutions.com/supplychaintfcovid-19/ 

Importance: Normal 

Subject: FW: Preservation Series Technical Webinar: The CALM System - A Product to Potentially Increase COVID-19 
Testing Site Efficiency and Less Healthcare Provider Time 

Start Time: Tue 3/31/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Tue 3/31/2020 1:45:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: Ignacio, Joselito; Cheryl Holloman; drollins@objectsystems.com; FEMA-NRCC-NBEOC,; Vineyard, Micheal; 
MacIntyre, Anthony (OGA); Macintyre, Anthony; 1974usna@gmail.com; TARANTINO, DAVID A; Dr. Eva K 
Lee; Lawler, James V; Ciottone,Gregory (HMFP - Emergency Medicine); Richard Tubb; reddawn@mphise.us; 
Arthur Kellermann; William Lang; Rob Darling, MD; Mecher, Carter; Jamison Day; Dodgen, Daniel 
(OS/ASPR/SPPR); Ronny Jackson; Mansoura, Monique K.; LLogandakar; Walters, William (STATE.GOV); 
Parker Jr, Gerald W; DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); EVANS, MARIEFRED; Kevin Montgomery; Phillips, 
Sally (OS/ASPR/SPPR); DC; Matthew JtClVtUSARMY (USA); Andy Desjardins, MD; Fantinato, Jessica 
(USDA.GOV); Danny Shiau; Martin, Greg (state.gov); Ryan Morhard; Disbrow, Gary (OS/ASPR/BARDA); 
Borio, Luciana; Redd, John (Capt); KAUSHIK, SANGEETA; Eric (San Diego County); CHRISTOPHER 
ALLEN; Cordts, Jerome (CTR); Baric, Ralph S; LeDuc, James W.; Lisa Koonin; Larry G; M.D.; Hassell, David 
(Chris) (0S/ASPR/10); Hanfling, Dan; Will Gaskins; Lee, Scott (OS/ASPR/EMMO); Lauren Johnston; Steven 
Jt(tCHFStDPH ); Tom Bossert; Johnson, Robert (OS/ASPR/BARDA); HAMILTON, CAMERON; Adams, 
Jerome (HHS/OASH); David Gruber; Lewis Hofmann; WILKINSON, THOMAS; CharitytA@CDPH; Taylor, 
Justin (CTR); Marinissen, Maria (HHS/OS/OGA); Sutter, Mark; Mark Keim, MD MBA; Richard Hatchett; Wine 
G.C.; Dan Carlin; Jerry Mothershead; Krohmer, Jon (OGA); Hart,Alexander (APHMFP - Emergency Medicine ) 

Optional Attendees: McKay, Samuel; Bowers, Christopher 0 (MIL); Nelms, Jordan; Crawford, Sean; alerts@healthcareready.org; 
'Sarah Baker'; Brodoff, Bruce; Cappannari, Michael L; Cesar, Fritzmarie; Cummings, Michael; Epstein, 
Corinne; Fox, Shyrlee; Holt, Brett; Manfield, Craig; Messer, Margaret; Phan, Minh; Phillips, Kimberly; Sanford, 
Kristiana; Swoopes, Karyn; Seiler, Brittney (OS/ASPR/SIIM); Magill, Stephanie C. (CMS/CISP); Georgi 
Kremenliev; Matt Landheim; Benjamin Toronto; Dave Smith; Brannman, Shayne (OS/ASPR/EMMO); Shane 
Nielsen; David; Yeskey, Kevin; WOLFE, HERBERT; Jolly, Brantley (OS/ASPR/EMMO) (CTR); 
eva.evalee.lee64@gmail.com; Eastman, Alexander; Logan, Linda L; HARVEY, MELISSA; Venkayya, Rajeev; 
Wade, David 

CALM Info.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Please pass the word on this Technical Webinar, under the Preservation Line of Effort for the FEMA Supply Chain Task Force, on the 
CALM System. 
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Thank you. 
V/r 

Joselito Ignacio 
Joselito Ignacio, MA, MPH, CIH, CSP, REHS 
Captain, U.S. Public Health Service 
Planning Specialist, Preservation Line of Effort 
HHS/FEMA Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force 
SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 Response 
Mobile: (202)812-9432 
E-mail: Joselito.Ignacio@fema.dhs.gov 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Micah Lowenthal 
(mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 5/18/2021 12:55:04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: COVID-19 origins 

Friends, 
As you know, the origin of the COVID-19 pandemic is of increasing interest to many, including our Congress and professional 
organizations such as the Lancet COVID Commission. The NAS-CAS dialogue meetings on emerging infectious diseases and 
biosafety are directly relevant to this topic and previously Ben prepared an excellent summary of our past meetings and our 
discussions, including the sessions on coronaviruses. At the start of the pandemic we discussed the need to make this summary or 
a similar encapsulation of our discussions publicly available, but I don't recall if that was ever done. If so, can you please share the 
link. If not, I would strongly suggest that we make such a summary available to the public as soon as possible, ideally as a joint 
publication of NAS and CAS. Our dialogue provided a forum where we captured the evolution of studies on coronaviruses that 
demonstrated robust scientific collaboration, transparency, and raised common concern about the potential risk of human to 
human transmission of bat coronaviruses long before the current pandemic. Having this information generally accessible will 
provide important context as investigations on the origin of the pandemic continue. Do we need a call to discuss? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Micah Lowenthal 
(mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth@nas.edu]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
To: Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 5/18/2021 8:28:47 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: COVID-19 origins 

Maybe we can capture the essence of the discussions in a joint paper or editorial coauthored be NAS and CAS??? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 1:00 PM, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello. An interesting proposal but my "proceed with caution" antennae go up! Not sure that I would 
encourage this, especially as this was not an agreed on outcome when we developed agendas or pursued our 
discussions 
Happy to talk further. 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 1:55 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Friends, 
As you know, the origin of the COVID-19 pandemic is of increasing interest to many, including our 
Congress and professional organizations such as the Lancet COVID Commission. The NAS-CAS dialogue 
meetings on emerging infectious diseases and biosafety are directly relevant to this topic and previously 
Ben prepared an excellent summary of our past meetings and our discussions, including the sessions on 
coronaviruses. At the start of the pandemic we discussed the need to make this summary or a similar 
encapsulation of our discussions publicly available, but I don't recall if that was ever done. If so, can you 
please share the link. If not, I would strongly suggest that we make such a summary available to the 
public as soon as possible, ideally as a joint publication of NAS and CAS. Our dialogue provided a forum 
where we captured the evolution of studies on coronaviruses that demonstrated robust scientific 
collaboration, transparency, and raised common concern about the potential risk of human to human 
transmission of bat coronaviruses long before the current pandemic. Having this information generally 
accessible will provide important context as investigations on the origin of the pandemic continue. Do 
we need a call to discuss? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: dewats2@emory.edu[dewats2@emory.edu] 

Attendees: Neuzil, Kathy; Wrammert, Jens; Suthar, Mehul; Denison, Mark; McElrath, Julie; Gale, Michael; 
bgraham@mail.nih.gov; Roberts, Chris (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Ledgerwood, Julie (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Chappell, Jim; 
rbaric@email.unc.edu; mfrieman@som.umaryland.edu; LeDuc, James W. 

Location: https://emory.zoom.us/j/96729485045 

Importance: Normal 

Subject: COVID-19 ELISA Zoom Meeting 

Start Time: Wed 4/15/2020 4:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Wed 4/15/2020 5:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: Neuzil, Kathy; Wrammert, Jens; Suthar, Mehul; Denison, Mark; McElrath, Julie; Gale, Michael; 
bgraham@mail.nih.gov; Roberts, Chris (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Ledgerwood, Julie (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Chappell, Jim; 
rbaric@email.unc.edu; mfrieman@som.umaryland.edu; LeDuc, James W. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Participants: 

David Stephens 
Mark Denison 
Chris Roberts 
Matt Frieman 

Kathy Neuzil 
Julie McElrath 
Julie Ledgerwood 
Ralph Baric 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://emory.zoom.us/i/96729485045 

Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 
One tap mobile 
+14703812552„96729485045# US (Atlanta) 
+14702509358„96729485045# US (Atlanta) 

Dial by your location 
+1 470 381 2552 US (Atlanta) 
+1 470 250 9358 US (Atlanta) 
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York) 
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
+1 301 715 8592 US 
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) 

Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 
Find your local number: https://emory.zoom.us/u/abOWA5L8Da 

Jens Wrammert 
Michael Gale 
Jim Chappell 

Join by SIP 
96729485045@zoomcrc.com 

Join by H.323 
162.255.37.11 (US West) 
162.255.36.11 (US East) 
221.122.88.195 (China) 
115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai) 
115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 
213.19.144.110 (EMEA) 
103.122.166.55 (Australia) 
209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong) 
64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 
69.174.57.160 (Canada) 

Mehul Suthar 
Barney Graham 
Jim Le Duc 
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207.226.132.110 (Japan) 
Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 

This e-mail message (including any attachments) is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. If the reader of this message is not the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution 
or copying of this message (including any attachments) is strictly 
prohibited. 

If you have received this message in error, please contact 
the sender by reply e-mail message and destroy all copies of the 
original message (including attachments). 
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To: 'Carter Mecher'[cmecher@charter.net]; 'Richard Tubb'[bg.richard.tubb@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'Richard Hatchett'[richard.hatchett@cepi.net]; 'Caneva, Duane'[duane.caneva@hq.dhs.gov]; 
'Ciottone,Gregory (HMFP - Emergency Medicine)'[gciotton@bidmc.harvard.edu]; 'Jerry 
Mothersheadijmothershead@patronusmedical.com]; 'Brian Benson'[brian.benson@icloud.com]; 'James 
Lawler[jvlawler92@gmail.com]; 'Robert Darling'[rdarling@patronusmedical.com]; 'Madad, Syra'[syra.madad@nychhc.org]; 'You, 
Edward H. (WMD) (FBl)'[ehyou@fbi.gov]; 'Dr. Eva K Lee'[evalee-gatech@pm.me]; 'Gruber,David 
(DSHS)'[David.Gruber@dshs.texas.gov]; 'Brad Wenstrup'[brwenstrup@gmail.com]; 'Mark Keim, MD MBA'[mark@disasterdoc.org]; 
'Borio, Luciana'[LBorio@iqt.org]; 'Tom Bossert[tom.bossert@me.com]; 'Parker Jr, Gerald W'[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; 'Jerry 
Mothershead11974usna@gmail.com]; 'BOURNE, ALEXANDRA'[alexandra.bourne@hq.dhs.gov]; 'McDonald, 
Eric'[Eric.McDonald@sdcounty.ca.gov]; 'Gogol, Sandra'[Sandra.Gogol@hq.dhs.gov]; 'Michael 
Callahan'[MVCALLAHAN@mgh.harvard.edu]; 'Baric, Ralph S'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 'Dan Hanfling'[DHanfling@iqt.org]; 'McGinn, 
Tom'[Tom.McGinn@hq.dhs.gov]; reddawn@mphise.us[reddawn@mphise.us]; steve.bennett@sas.com[steve.bennett@sas.com]; 
'Jamison Danamison.day@gmail.com]; 'Logan, Linda L'[Ilogan@cvm.tamu.edu]; 
rajeev.venkayya@takeda.com[rajeev.venkayya@takeda.com]; 'Eastman, Alexander'[alexander.eastman@hq.dhs.gov]; 'Mansoura, 
Monique K.'[mmansoura@mitre.org]; 'LLogandakar'[Ilogandakar@gmail.com]; 'Walters, William 
(STATE.GOV)'[walterswa2@state.gov]; 'Kevin Montgomery'[kevin@collaborate.org]; 'DC'[michelle.colby@usda.gov]; 'Matthew 
JtClVtUSARMY (USA)'[matthew.j.hepburn.civ@mail.mil]; 'Andy Desjardins, MD'[adesjardins@patronusmedical.com]; 'Fantinato, 
Jessica (USDA.GOV)'[jessica.fantinato@usda.gov]; 'Martin, Greg (state.gov)'[MartinGJ@state.gov]; 'Ryan 
MorhardiRyan.Morhard@weforum.org]; 'KAUSHIK, SANGEETA'[sangeeta.kaushik@hq.dhs.gov]; 'CHRISTOPHER 
ALLEN1chrisallen_10@msn.com]; 'Cordts, Jerome (CTR)'perome.cordts@associates.hq.dhs.gov]; 'Jay J 
Schnitzer[jschnitzer@mitre.org]; 'HARVEY, MELISSA'[melissa.harvey@hq.dhs.gov]; 'Larry G'[PadgetLG@state.gov]; 'Ignacio, 
Joselitoljoselito.ignacio@fema.dhs.gov]; 'David'[DMarcozzi@som.umaryland.edu]; 'Hassell, David (Chris) 
(0S/ASPR/10)'[David.Hassell@hhs.gov]; 'Will Gaskinslwill.gaskins@efiia.com]; 'Lauren JohnstonThohnston@patronusmedical.com]; 
'Steven Jt(tCHFStDPH )'[steven.stack@ky.gov]; 'HAMILTON, CAMERON'[cameron.hamilton@hq.dhs.gov]; 'Wade, 
Davididavid.wade@hq.dhs.gov]; 'Lewis Hofmannewhof@mac.com]; 'WILKINSON, THOMAS'[THOMAS.WILKINSON@hq.dhs.gov]; 
'WOLFE, HERBERT'[HERBERT.WOLFE@hq.dhs.gov]; 'Marinissen, Maria (HHS/OS/OGA)'[Maria.Marinissen@hhs.gov]; 'Sutter, 
Mark'[mark.sutter@hq.dhs.gov]; 'McLeod Jameqmcleod@patronusmedical.com]; 'Wine G.C.'[gcwine@patronusmedical.com]; 'Dan 
Carlin'[dcarlin@worldclinic.com]; 'Krohmer, Jon (NHTSA)'[jon.krohmer@dot.gov]; mobyrat@gmail.com[mobyrat@gmail.com]; 
'Hart,Alexander (APHMFP - Emergency Medicine )'[ahart1@bidmc.harvard.edu] 
Cc: 'Rob Darling, MD'[rdarling@patronusmedical.com]; 'Andy Desjardins'[adesjardins@patronusmedical.com] 
From: 1974usna@gmail.com[1974usna@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 12/5/2020 12:11:13 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Red Dawn Questions: Post-Vaccination Management Issue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

All 

I saw a discussion on a different list I am involved with (ACEP), that posed an interesting question that no one seems to know the 
right answer, so I thought I would bring it to this group. 

Pfizer and Moderna claim that their vaccines produce neutralizing antibodies 95% of the time, but to my knowledge, there is no 
widely available test that will be used to determine in an individual case whether someone truly has neutralizing antibodies. 

Naval swabs can be used right now, and if someone tests positive, it is presumed that they are infected and contagious, and 
therefore are isolated for at least 10 days, even without symptoms. And under the new CDEC guidance, if someone is exposed 
(close contact) to a confirmed case, they can be either quarantined for 10 days without testing, or 7 days if they are tested negative 
after day 5. 

So, here is/are the question(s): 

In the post-vaccine world, if someone has been vaccinated and subsequently is identified as a close contact, how do you manage 
that individual if he is asymptomatic? If he has truly been exposed and you perform a nasal swab, there is a chance that he will test 
positive because the swab only tests for exposure — you can be colonized without systemic disease. If he does test positive, is he 
now considered a confirmed case, even though he may not really have a systemic infection and be contagious? As a spin off 
question, if he is a close contact, asymptomatic, swab positive at day 5, but also has IgG but no IgM, is he still considered a 
confirmed case? 

I am thinking that even if vaccinated, the dilemma will be that the vaccine will not keep you out of 10 day quarantine if you become 
a close contact. Probably NOT a good idea to test anyone post-vaccination by nasal swab unless that person has symptoms, and 
only test blood by RT-PCR. 
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In any event, this question should be answered by CDC prior to, or concurrently with, vaccine roll-out. If in fact this people will still 
have to quarantine, I am betting there will be continued push-back from the masses on the vaccine (especially the younger 
population). 

Thoughts would be appreciated. 

V/Jerry Mothershead 

Scanned by McAfee and confirmed virus-free. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Micah Lowenthal 
(mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth@nas.edu]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
From: Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
Sent: Tue 5/18/2021 1:00:49 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: COVID-19 origins 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Hello. An interesting proposal but my "proceed with caution" antennae go up! Not sure that I would encourage this, 
especially as this was not an agreed on outcome when we developed agendas or pursued our discussions 
Happy to talk further. 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 1:55 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Friends, 
As you know, the origin of the COVID-19 pandemic is of increasing interest to many, including our Congress and 
professional organizations such as the Lancet COVID Commission. The NAS-CAS dialogue meetings on emerging 
infectious diseases and biosafety are directly relevant to this topic and previously Ben prepared an excellent summary 
of our past meetings and our discussions, including the sessions on coronaviruses. At the start of the pandemic we 
discussed the need to make this summary or a similar encapsulation of our discussions publicly available, but I don't 
recall if that was ever done. If so, can you please share the link. If not, I would strongly suggest that we make such a 
summary available to the public as soon as possible, ideally as a joint publication of NAS and CAS. Our dialogue 
provided a forum where we captured the evolution of studies on coronaviruses that demonstrated robust scientific 
collaboration, transparency, and raised common concern about the potential risk of human to human transmission of 
bat coronaviruses long before the current pandemic. Having this information generally accessible will provide 
important context as investigations on the origin of the pandemic continue. Do we need a call to discuss? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Dr. Eva K Lee[evalee-gatech@pm.me]; Eva Lee[eva.evalee.lee64@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
James V Lawler[james.lawler@unmc.edu] 
Cc: 1974usna@gmail.com[1974usna@gmail.com]; Carter Mecher[cmecher@charter.net]; Richard 
Tubb[bg.richard.tubb@gmail.com]; Richard Hatchett[richard.hatchett@cepi.net]; Caneva, Duane[duane.caneva@hq.dhs.gov]; 
Ciottone,Gregory \(HMFP - Emergency Medicine\)[gciotton@bidmc.harvard.edu]; Jerry 
Mothershead[jmothershead@patronusmedical.com]; Brian Benson[brian.benson@icloud.com]; James Lawler[jvlawler92@gmail.com]; 
Robert Darling[rdarling@patronusmedical.com]; Madad, Syra[syra.madad@nychhc.org]; You, Edward H. \(WMD\) 
\(FBI\)[ehyou@fbi.gov]; Gruber, David \(DSHS\)[David.Gruber@dshs.texas.gov]; Brad Wenstrup[brwenstrup@gmail.com]; Mark Keim, 
MD MBA[mark@disasterdoc.org]; Borio, Luciana[LBorio@iqt.org]; Tom Bossert[tom.bossert@me.com]; Parker Jr, Gerald 
W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; BOURNE, ALEXANDRA[alexandra.bourne@hq.dhs.gov]; McDonald, 
Eric[Eric.McDonald@sdcounty.ca.gov]; Gogol, Sandra[Sandra.Gogol@hq.dhs.gov]; Michael 
Callahan[MVCALLAHAN@mgh.harvard.edu]; Baric, Ralph S[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; Dan Hanfling[DHanfling@iqt.org]; McGinn, 
Tom[Tom.McGinn@hq.dhs.gov]; reddawn@mphise.us[reddawn@mphise.us]; steve.bennett@sas.com[steve.bennett@sas.com]; 
Jamison Day[jamison.day@gmail.com]; Logan, Linda L[Ilogan@cvm.tamu.edu]; 
rajeev.venkayya@takeda.com[rajeev.venkayya@takeda.com]; Eastman, Alexander[alexander.eastman@hq.dhs.gov]; Mansoura, 
Monique K.[mmansoura@mitre.org]; LLogandakar[llogandakar@gmail.com]; Walters, William 
\(STATE.GOV\)[walterswa2@state.gov]; Kevin Montgomery[kevin@collaborate.org]; DC[michelle.colby@usda.gov]; Matthew 
JtClVtUSARMY \(USA\)[matthew.j.hepburn.civ@mail.mill; Andy Desjardins, MD[adesjardins@patronusmedical.com]; Fantinato, 
Jessica \(USDA.GOV\)[jessica.fantinato@usda.gov]; Martin, Greg \(state.gov\)[MartinGJ@state.gov]; Ryan 
Morhard[Ryan.Morhard@weforum.org]; KAUSHIK, SANGEETA[sangeeta.kaushik@hq.dhs.gov]; CHRISTOPHER 
ALLEN[chrisallen_10@msn.com]; Cordts, Jerome \(CTR\)[jerome.cordts@associates.hq.dhs.gov]; Jay J 
Schnitzer[jschnitzer@mitre.org]; HARVEY, MELISSA[melissa.harvey@hq.dhs.gov]; Larry G[PadgetLG@state.gov]; Ignacio, 
Joselito[joselito.ignacio@fema.dhs.gov]; David[DMarcozzi@som.umaryland.edu]; Hassell, David \(Chris\) 
\(0S/ASPR/10\)[David.Hassell@hhs.gov]; Will Gaskins[will.gaskins@efiia.com]; Lauren Johnston[ljohnston@patronusmedical.com]; 
Steven Jt\(tCHFStDPH \)[steven.stack@ky.gov]; HAMILTON, CAMERON[cameron.hamilton@hq.dhs.gov]; Wade, 
David[david.wade@hq.dhs.gov]; Lewis Hofmann[lewhof@mac.com]; WILKINSON, THOMAS[THOMAS.WILKINSON@hq.dhs.gov]; 
WOLFE, HERBERT[HERBERT.WOLFE@hq.dhs.gov]; Marinissen, Maria \(HHS/OS/OGA\)[Maria.Marinissen@hhs.gov]; Sutter, 
Mark[mark.sutter@hq.dhs.gov]; McLeod James[jmcleod@patronusmedical.com]; Wine G.C.[gcwine@patronusmedical.com]; Dan 
Carlin[dcarlin@worldclinic.com]; Krohmer, Jon \(NHTSA\)jjon.krohmer@dot.gov]; mobyrat@gmail.com[mobyrat@gmail.com]; 
Hart,Alexander \(APHMFP - Emergency Medicine \)[ahart1@bidmc.harvard.edu] 
From: Dr. Eva Lee[eva.evalee.lee64@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 1/15/2021 6:31:25 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Vaccine allocation, mass vaccination, and super-POD 
2L. 1107 Efficient-POD-design.po. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

A few comments and design of a superPOD vaccination tent. 

Vaccine allocation: 
With 128 million doses- 37% of the population - being open up for vaccination, it is imperative that we split the inventory 
into 2 (50%-50% is fine) - one partition gores to general open POD dispensing, and the other for the risk groups (healthcare 
workers, > 65 years-old, essential workers etc). The general public is all for grab, anyone can have it as long as they go to the 
public POD. 

Timeline for population coverage and Baltimore as an example: 
I have shared the regional design and POD design with you last time where it runs 200-500 per hour. If you run two shifts per 
day, you can finish vaccinating your entire population between 40-50 days. If you just want to run one shift per day, you can 
finish all residents under 100 days. 

If you want a superPOD, you absolutely can speed it up rapidly to within a week to finish the first dose. I ran Baltimore for 
20 days vs 10 days using just 1 shift. It needs 3 PODs that run between 500-750 / hour to finish in 20 days (1st dose) for 
100% coverage of the population. If you use 10 days, it needs 7 PODs running at 300-650 / hour for 10 days with one 8-hour 
shift per day. It also covers 100%. So you have lots of choices. Keep in mind this is optimal -- i.e., it optimizes both the 
number of PODs and staffing. If you don't optimize, most manual allocation runs at about 15%-30% efficiency only. So it 
has to be optimized. 

An Outdoor (Super)-POD design. We have designed one in 2011 for Tennessee that uses 44 vaccinators. It finished about 
15,000 people in 6 hours. So you definitely can do it. 

I include a design for covid-19 here: 
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1. Recall the POD process flow: it consists of 4 main components. You can add/subtract as you see fit. 

I I 

This is the real service time I have collected: 
Greet/paperwork exponential(2) minute 

Medical(0.5%) consultation triangular(2,5.05,7)min. 

Vaccination 

Observation 

triangular(50,80,120) second 

triangular(15,20,25) minute 

2. Optimize it using RealOpt-POD, it gives us the following output: 

RealOpt 8.1.4, Lee et al, Georgia Tech Copyright 2003-2020 

Optimization and simulation results summary 

Model: COVID-19-POD-SanDiego.mod 
Simulation time: 8.0 hour 
Function: minimize resource allocation 
Minimum required throughput: 12000 Individuals (1500 Individuals per hour) 
Last entity exit time = (8 hr 33 min 3 sec) +/- (3 min 19 sec) 
Actual throughput = 12000 Individuals 
Flow time = (25 min 7 sec) +/- (32 sec) 
Optimal "Personnel" allocation: 

Subtotal Queue Wait-time 
Greet and paperwork 2 0 0 sec 
Medical Consultation 1 0 3 min 
Vaccination 35 38+/-13 1 min 39 sec 
Observation and 13 0 0 sec 
follow-up app signup 

3. You can setup the POD using this information 
An Outdoor Super-POD Characteristics 

- Main big tent for vaccination: short-and-fat layout for ease to direct traffic and crowd control. Tent allows easy re-supply 
routes 
- Greet/paperwork — setup 2 outside tents with minimal staff to advice. If you are taking care of your hospital staff, it will be 
so easy to swipe their hospital IDs, or pre-registered online 
- Medical consultation — 1 outside tent with 1 doctor 
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• Vaccination —35 stations in the main vaccination tent 
• Observation — setup tents outside. You need 13 tents outside, each house about 40 people. Outside is good. It has fresh air 
even though it is a tent, you can allow good air circulation without tightly sealing it. 

4. This is how it looks on the ground. You can certainly do the same for drive-through (design will be different depending 
on the physical parking lot layout). 

Outdoor Walk-in vaccination tents 

1. 

Observation 
Observation 

Observation 

Greet / 
paperwork 

Directing traffic 

• 
Queue 

p.
Observation 

I attach the file here also, just a few slides. Eva 

On Thu, Dec 31, 2020 at 7:01 PM Dr. Eva Lee <eva.evalee.lee64@gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Red Dawn Colleagues: 

Wishing you and your family a very Happy and Healthy 2021! We have something to look forward to as the vaccine is 
rolling out, albeit slowly. And the virus is keeping us sharp, behaving just like a virus would and evolve as it pleases. 

I want to share with you some of the optimal designs I have done for mass vaccination. This is done via RealOpt-Regional --
it's an enterprise system designed for FeDeX / Amazon or business (any type) where it allows you to optimize the 
locations for setting up various branches to provide the best service and coverage to the clients while minimizing the 
operating costs and at the same time satisfy safety and all the requirement and regulations. Think Amazon's fulfillment 
warehouse, though this is way ahead of Amazon. 

I was helping a couple hospitals in Colorado to set up their closed POD vaccination. Playing with RealOpt, they came up 
with their optimal layout that allows them to vaccinate about 1500 - 2000 people within a 3 hour period using only 10 
workers. That is remarkable. Clearly they didn't get so many doses, but it allows them to really be very lean and safe. 

I made a few optimal plans for NY City, CIty of Los Angeles, Chicago, Maryland, DC. I will do more and will share with 
you all and specifically to the local jurisdictions. Keep in mind this will be extraordinarily important -- a large NY City 
hospital is hiring 1,400 people just to do vaccination!!! It crashes their finance system as they're already in deep red for the 
last 8 months. 

I attach the solution for the City of Los Angeles here. To minimize cross-contamination, I make these PODs small (they 
are not superPODs, but you can if you want). I did the following: 

1. First across the entire LA City, I put down candidate locations where they can store and also places they can vaccinate. 
Since we need to observe individuals, and in the event of severe allergy, they need immediate medical attention, I make 
these medical PODs either in the hospitals/clinics, or it's outdoor medical tents. It can be drive-through right next to the 
clinics. Either way is fine. 

2. I optimize over the entire population for a period of 20 days (for the first dose). 20 days is chosen so they can continue 
the 2nd dose on Day 21. Keep in mind the longer you drag on the vaccination, the less overall benefit is realized --
because you lose the time against the overall attack rate. (Recall the delay in vaccination graphs I shared back in 
June/July). 
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3. This returns a set of optimal PODs -- locations, number of PODs, and also the throughput at each site. You can see in 
each location the demographics, socio-economic background etc that allows you to plan and prepare if you need 
interpreters or special needs etc. Pediatrics too, though I don't know yet if anyone < 16 years old will be vaccinated or 
not. 

4. Next I optimize the staffing at each site using RealOpt-POD. 

The optimal set of PODs are 41 with hourly throughput ranges from 186 per hour to 446 per hour. Each POD can be 
maimed by a team of 9-17 people (very lean). You can see in the slides - that the wait time is almost nothing, and no 
queues either!! Again, this is for the purpose of ensuring no one gets infected simply by coming in for vaccination. So the 
design is to mitigate any potential infection. 

The service time for each of those stations in the PODs are real, some are from H1N1 vaccination events, hepatitis shots, 
some are covid-19 events! that I was fortunate to take measurements. I have hundreds of thousands of vaccination data 
collected over the last 10 years. They are all real events. Also, resource allocation =- remains one of the hardest problems. 
So you must optimize or else you won't get such nice results. 

We did a medical tent mass vaccination of flu shots in Vanderbilt (just one tent). It's an outdoor tent with over 40 
vaccination stations. With our optimal layout and staffing, they're able to process over 15,000 in 6 hours. I don't think you 
want to jam so many vaccinators together. But I can give you a superPOD later so you can think about it. A medical 
school with a huge space can easily take care of their own university and staff I am happy to help any of you and your 
sites. 

Remember -- queues -- require space and increase potential risk. So these are kind of optimal designs to make the queues 
disappear. 

I want to thank all of you. I have learnt a lot from all of you this past 11 months. And very best to a new year! Eva 

On Sat, Dec 5, 2020 at 6:17 PM Dr. Eva K Lee <evalee-gatech pm.me> wrote: 

Hi Jerry, I am answering your questions below: 

1. Mayo (in June) and FDA (approved in Nov) have serologic tests that detects neutralizing antibodies from recent / prior 
SARS-CoV-2 infection, 

I am only aware of the UK trials that will challenge the subjects with actual infection of the viruses. The current Pfizer 
and Moderna studies contrast the number of COVID-19 positive (8-days) post vaccination to compare the improvement 
upon vaccination. I don't know how many days they measure to conclude the reported positive cases. That is how the 
efficacy (of 95%) is "concluded". Clearly it will be good to take a longer time to see how effective it is, and also to 
understand the variance in environment - is it in absence of face-mask in both placebo and active cohort etc in the 
comparison? Perhaps they have detailed documents and they will share (I hope). 

Yes, CDC has changed the guidelines. Perhaps it may not make too much difference to most people. A test of negative 5 
days after infection. Well, if the results won't come back until 5 days after you take the test, it will add up to 10 days. 
Today I saw some of the test situations, even for some hospitals in Colorado, test results are not available until 5 days 
later. It is a very long time. 

Below are my 2 cents on your questions - 
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So, here is/are the question(s): 

In the post-vaccine world, if someone has been vaccinated and subsequently is identified as a close contact, 
how do you manage that individual if he is asymptomatic? If he has truly been exposed and you perform a 
nasal swab, there is a chance that he will test positive because the swab only tests for exposure — you can be 
colonized without systemic disease. If he does test positive, is he now considered a confirmed case, even 
though he may not really have a systemic infection and be contagious? As a spin off question, if he is a close 
contact, asymptomatic, swab positive at day 5, but also has IgG but no IgM, is he still considered a 
confirmed case? 

You know - this is the uncertainty about the vaccine -- is it supposed to stop the transmission altogether? So you get 
vaccinated, you can still get infected, but will it stop in you, or you can still be contagious, it is just that you are not going 
to be too sick, and you will not die and you have no or only mild symptoms, but you can still infect others. We don't 
know, don't we? 

a) vaccination => you are protected against the virus, you won't be infected and you won't infect others. 

b) vaccination => even if you are infected, you won't get too sick, and you won't infect others. 

c) vaccination => even if you are infected, you won't get too sick, but you can still infect others. 

d) Perhaps there are people in which vaccination makes no difference for them and they continue to be at risk of infection 
and behave as if no vaccine has been given. 

And more variations -- since symptoms and severity can vary for sure. 

Counting what is positive or negative, I think we have to go back to the ground zero of RT-PCR test. That is the only 
way we can confirm a positive case. (and we understand there's false positives and false negatives). 

You do want to count every positive case, and document if there's symptoms or not. That is very important since it will 
give us a better idea of the prevalance and estimated CFR. 

With limited testing capabilities, we are still missing many asymptomatic cases. Clearly there are many -- because in all 
those super-spreading events, many attendees have no obvious symptoms, yet, some mushrooms into a huge transmission 
vehicle. So you know the asymptomatic cases are there and everywhere -- as I mentioned in February. 

Recall Diamond Princess infection "started" with an asymptomatic individual. He was tested positive 6 days after 
disembarkation. Noone "seems" to have any symptoms, or report any flu-like illness in the ship during his stay. And he 
was the source (no symptoms, being on board for 5 days). 

I am thinking that even if vaccinated, the dilemma will be that the vaccine will not keep you out of 10 day 
quarantine if you become a close contact. Probably NOT a good idea to test anyone post-vaccination by 
nasal swab unless that person has symptoms, and only test blood by RT-PCR. 

Yes RT-PCR is good. 

In any event, this question should be answered by CDC prior to, or concurrently with, vaccine roll-out. If in 
fact this people will still have to quarantine, I am betting there will be continued push-back from the masses 
on the vaccine (especially the younger population). 
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Vaccination will begin in 10 days (at least for some healthcare workers). I cannot tell what CDC will put in their 
guidelines. I am most certain they will put something in, and then update as they learn more. It seems to continue to 
evolve. I don't think the younger generation will need to worry about vaccine until next year 2021. It gives us a month or 
two to ponder and prep it. 

Well, given that the efficacy is estimated to be 95%, that means at least 5% of the vaccinated people still can get infected 
and infect others also, I am sure if someone gets exposed to a confirmed positive individual, they will be asked to 
quarantine voluntarily. 

Best, Eva 

Thoughts would be appreciated. 

 Original Message 
On Saturday, December 5, 2020 1:11 PM, <1974usna gmail.corn> wrote: 

All 

I saw a discussion on a different list I am involved with (ACEP), that posed an interesting question that no 
one seems to know the right answer, so I thought I would bring it to this group. 

Pfizer and Moderna claim that their vaccines produce neutralizing antibodies 95% of the time, but to my 
knowledge, there is no widely available test that will be used to determine in an individual case whether 
someone truly has neutralizing antibodies. 

Naval swabs can be used right now, and if someone tests positive, it is presumed that they are infected and 
contagious, and therefore are isolated for at least 10 days, even without symptoms. And under the new 
CDEC guidance, if someone is exposed (close contact) to a confirmed case, they can be either quarantined 
for 10 days without testing, or 7 days if they are tested negative after day 5. 
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So, here is/are the question(s): 

In the post-vaccine world, if someone has been vaccinated and subsequently is identified as a close contact, 
how do you manage that individual if he is asymptomatic? If he has truly been exposed and you perform a 
nasal swab, there is a chance that he will test positive because the swab only tests for exposure — you can be 
colonized without systemic disease. If he does test positive, is he now considered a confirmed case, even 
though he may not really have a systemic infection and be contagious? As a spin off question, if he is a close 
contact, asymptomatic, swab positive at day 5, but also has IgG but no IgM, is he still considered a 
confirmed case? 

I am thinking that even if vaccinated, the dilemma will be that the vaccine will not keep you out of 10 day 
quarantine if you become a close contact. Probably NOT a good idea to test anyone post-vaccination by 
nasal swab unless that person has symptoms, and only test blood by RT-PCR. 

In any event, this question should be answered by CDC prior to, or concurrently with, vaccine roll-out. If in 
fact this people will still have to quarantine, I am betting there will be continued push-back from the masses 
on the vaccine (especially the younger population). 

Thoughts would be appreciated. 

V/Jerry Mothershead 

Scanned by McAfee and confirmed virus-free. 
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Strategies for Mass 
Vaccination 

Eva K Lee 

October 12 2020 

Updated January 6 2021 

evalee-gatech@pm.me 

Eva K Lee Copyright Materials, evalee-gatech(0)pmme Oct 2020 
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RealOpt 8.1.4, Lee et al, Georgia Tech Copyright 2003-2020 

Super-POD 

Greet and paperwork 
(30 

Observation and follow-
up app signup (40) 

Greet/paperwork 

Vaccination 

exponential(2) minute 

Medical Consultation 

Medical(0.5%) 
consultation 

Vaccination 

Observation 

triangular(2,5.05,7)min. 

triangular(50,80,120) second 

triangular(15,20,25) minute 

Eva K Lee copyright Materials, 

Optimization and simulation results summary 

Model: COVID-19-POD-SanDiego.nnod 
Simulation time: 8.0 hour 
Function: minimize resource allocation 
Minimum required throughput: 12000 Individuals (1500 
Individuals per hour) 

Last entity exit time = (8 hr 33 min 3 sec) +/- (3 min 19 sec) 
Actual throughput = 12000 Individuals 
Flow time = (25 min 7 sec) +/- (32 sec) 

Optimal "Personnel" allocation: 

Subtotal Queue Wait-time 
Greet and paperwork 2 0 0 sec 
Medical Consultation 1 0 3 min 
Vaccination 35 38+/-13 1 min 39 sec 
Observation and 
follow-up app sipup 

gateth@prrune ct 2020 

13 0 0 sec 
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An Outdoor Super-POD Characteristics 
• Main big tent for vaccination: short-and-fat layout for ease to direct traffic 

and crowd control. Tent allows easy re-supply routes 
• Greet/paperwork — setup 2 outside tents with minimal staff to advice. If 

you are taking care of your hospital staff, it will be so easy to swipe their 
hospital IDs, or pre-registered online 

• Medical consultation — 1 outside tent with 1 doctor 
• Vaccination — 35 stations in the main vaccination tent 
• Observation — setup tents outside. You need 13 tents outside, each house 

about 40 people. Outside is good. It has fresh air even though it is a tent, 
you can allow good air circulation without tightly sealed it. 

We did one in Tennessee in 2011, with 44 vaccinators, it processed 15,000+ 
people in 6 hours. So you can do it. It is rapid. 

Lee CopYrigrit. .. gatecn@prr ..... Oct 2020 
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Outdoor Walk-in vaccination tents 

Observation 
Observation 

Observation 

Greet 
paperwork 

Directing traffic 

Queue 

Observation 

LEGEND 
Vaccinator 

Resupply 

client flow 

di tatlo
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Selected Papers on RealOpt (with l inks) 

An interactive web-based decision support system for mass dispensing, emergency preparedness, and 
biosurveillance 2017 

a Vaccine prioritization for effective pandemic response 2015 
• A compartmental model for Zika  virus with dynamic human and vector  populations 2016 
• Advancing public health and medical preparedness with operations research 2013 
a Service networks tor public health and medical preparedness: medical countermeasures dispensing and 

large-scale disaster relief efforts 2012 
• Pu Jic Health, Emergency Response, and Medical  Preparedness I: Medical Surge  2011 
a Public Health, Emergency Response, and Medical Preparedness II: Medical Countermeasures Dispensing and 

Large-Scale Disaster Relief Efforts 2011 
• Pub..ic  health, emergency response, and medical preparedness Ill: communication infrastructure  2011 
a Public health, emergency response, and medical preparedness IV: emergency evacuation  2011 
• Disease propagation analysis and mitigation strategies for effective mass dispensing  2010 
a Modeling  and optimizing  the  public-health infrastructure for emergency response  2009 
a Facility location and mu ti-modality mass dispensing strategies and emergency response for biodefence and 

infectious disease outbreaks 2009 
• Large-scale dispensing for emergency response to bioterrorism and infectious-disease outbreak.  2006 
a Decision support system for mass dispensing ot medications tor intectious disease outbreaks and bioterrorist 

attacks 2006 
• RealOpt site 
a News Media 
• About Eva K Lee 

Eva K Lee Copyright Materials, evalee-gatech(0)pmme Oct 2020 
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From: Ignacio, Joselito[joselito.ignacio@fema.dhs.gov] 

Attendees: 1974usna@gmail.com; TARANTINO, DAVID A; Dr. Eva K Lee; Lawler, James V; Ciottone,Gregory (HMFP - 
Emergency Medicine); Richard Tubb; reddawn@mphise.us; Arthur Kellermann; William Lang; Rob Darling, 
MD; Mecher, Carter; Jamison Day; Logan, Linda L; Dodgen, Daniel (OS/ASPR/SPPR); Venkayya, Rajeev; 
Ronny Jackson; Eastman, Alexander; Mansoura, Monique K.; LLogandakar; Walters, William (STATE.GOV); 
Parker Jr, Gerald W; DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); EVANS, MARIEFRED; Kevin Montgomery; Phillips, 
Sally (OS/ASPR/SPPR); DC; Matthew JtClVtUSARMY (USA); Andy Desjardins, MD; Fantinato, Jessica 
(USDA.GOV); Yeskey, Kevin; Danny Shiau; Martin, Greg (state.gov); Ryan Morhard; Disbrow, Gary 
(OS/ASPR/BARDA); Borio, Luciana; Redd, John (Capt); KAUSHIK, SANGEETA; Eric (San Diego County); 
CHRISTOPHER ALLEN; Cordts, Jerome (CTR); Baric, Ralph S; Schnitzer, Jay J.; LeDuc, James W.; 
HARVEY, MELISSA; Lisa Koonin; Larry G; M.D.; David; Hassell, David (Chris) (0S/ASPR/10); Hanfling, Dan; 
Will Gaskins; Lee, Scott (OS/ASPR/EMMO); Lauren Johnston; Steven Jt(tCHFStDPH ); Tom Bossert; 
Johnson, Robert (OS/ASPR/BARDA); HAMILTON, CAMERON; Adams, Jerome (HHS/OASH); David Gruber; 
Wade, David; Lewis Hofmann; WILKINSON, THOMAS; WOLFE, HERBERT; CharitytA@CDPH; Taylor, 
Justin (CTR); Marinissen, Maria (HHS/OS/OGA); Sutter, Mark; Mark Keim, MD MBA; Richard Hatchett; 
McLeod James; Wine G.C.; Dan Carlin; Jerry Mothershead; Krohmer, Jon (OGA); Jolly, Brantley 
(OS/ASPR/EMMO) (CTR); Hart,Alexander (APHMFP - Emergency Medicine ) 

Location: 1(888)270-9936; Access Code: 6490634#; https://fema.connectsolutions.com/supplychaintfcovid-19/ 

Importance: Normal 

Subject: FW: Preservation Series Technical Webinar: The CALM System - A Product to Potentially Increase COVID-19 
Testing Site Efficiency and Less Healthcare Provider Time 

Start Time: Tue 3/31/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Tue 3/31/2020 1:45:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: 1974usna@gmail.com; TARANTINO, DAVID A; Dr. Eva K Lee; Lawler, James V; Ciottone,Gregory (HMFP - 
Emergency Medicine); Richard Tubb; reddawn@mphise.us; Arthur Kellermann; William Lang; Rob Darling, 
MD; Mecher, Carter; Jamison Day; Logan, Linda L; Dodgen, Daniel (OS/ASPR/SPPR); Venkayya, Rajeev; 
Ronny Jackson; Eastman, Alexander; Mansoura, Monique K.; LLogandakar; Walters, William (STATE.GOV); 
Parker Jr, Gerald W; DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); EVANS, MARIEFRED; Kevin Montgomery; Phillips, 
Sally (OS/ASPR/SPPR); DC; Matthew JtClVtUSARMY (USA); Andy Desjardins, MD; Fantinato, Jessica 
(USDA.GOV); Yeskey, Kevin; Danny Shiau; Martin, Greg (state.gov); Ryan Morhard; Disbrow, Gary 
(OS/ASPR/BARDA); Borio, Luciana; Redd, John (Capt); KAUSHIK, SANGEETA; Eric (San Diego County); 
CHRISTOPHER ALLEN; Cordts, Jerome (CTR); Baric, Ralph S; Schnitzer, Jay J.; LeDuc, James W.; 
HARVEY, MELISSA; Lisa Koonin; Larry G; M.D.; David; Hassell, David (Chris) (0S/ASPR/10); Hanfling, Dan; 
Will Gaskins; Lee, Scott (OS/ASPR/EMMO); Lauren Johnston; Steven Jt(tCHFStDPH ); Tom Bossert; 
Johnson, Robert (OS/ASPR/BARDA); HAMILTON, CAMERON; Adams, Jerome (HHS/OASH); David Gruber; 
Wade, David; Lewis Hofmann; WILKINSON, THOMAS; WOLFE, HERBERT; CharitytA@CDPH; Taylor, 
Justin (CTR); Marinissen, Maria (HHS/OS/OGA); Sutter, Mark; Mark Keim, MD MBA; Richard Hatchett; 
McLeod James; Wine G.C.; Dan Carlin; Jerry Mothershead; Krohmer, Jon (OGA); Jolly, Brantley 
(OS/ASPR/EMMO) (CTR); Hart,Alexander (APHMFP - Emergency Medicine ) 

CALM Info.pdf 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Please pass the word on this Technical Webinar, under the Preservation Line of Effort for the FEMA Supply Chain Task Force, on the 
CALM System. 

Thank you. 

Joselito Ignacio 
Joselito Ignacio, MA, MPH, CIH, CSP, REHS 

Captain, U.S. Public Health Service 
Planning Specialist, Preservation Line of Effort 
HHS/FEMA Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force 
SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 Response 
Mobile: (202)812-9432 
E-mail: Joselito.Ignacio@fema.dhs.gov 
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From: dewats2@emory.edu[dewats2@emory.edu] 

Attendees: Neuzil, Kathy; Wrammert, Jens; Suthar, Mehul; Denison, Mark; McElrath, Julie; Gale, Michael; 
bgraham@mail.nih.gov; Roberts, Chris (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Ledgerwood, Julie (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Chappell, Jim; 
rbaric@email.unc.edu; mfrieman@som.umaryland.edu; LeDuc, James W.; Walsh, Barbara; Lee, Marina; Bok, 
Karin (NIH/VRC) [E] 

Location: https://emory.zoom.us/j/96729485045 

Importance: Normal 

Subject: COVID-19 ELISA Zoom Meeting 

Start Time: Wed 4/15/2020 4:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Wed 4/15/2020 5:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: Neuzil, Kathy; Wrammert, Jens; Suthar, Mehul; Denison, Mark; McElrath, Julie; Gale, Michael; 
bgraham@mail.nih.gov; Roberts, Chris (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Ledgerwood, Julie (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Chappell, Jim; 
rbaric@email.unc.edu; mfrieman@som.umaryland.edu; LeDuc, James W.; Walsh, Barbara; Lee, Marina 

Optional Attendees: Bok, Karin (NIH/VRC)[E] 

SAK C,OV2 Neutralization Assays 4.15.20.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Participants: 

David Stephens 
Mark Denison 
Chris Roberts 
Matt Frieman 

Kathy Neuzil 
Julie McElrath 
Julie Ledgerwood 
Ralph Baric 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://emory.zoom.us/i/96729485045 

Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 
One tap mobile 
+14703812552„96729485045# US (Atlanta) 
+14702509358„96729485045# US (Atlanta) 

Dial by your location 
+1 470 381 2552 US (Atlanta) 
+1 470 250 9358 US (Atlanta) 
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York) 
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
+1 301 715 8592 US 
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) 

Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 
Find your local number: https://emory.zoom.us/u/abOWA5L8Da 

Jens Wrammert 
Michael Gale 
Jim Chappell 
Barbara Walsh 

Join by SIP 
96729485045@zoomcrc.com 

Join by H.323 
162.255.37.11 (US West) 
162.255.36.11 (US East) 
221.122.88.195 (China) 
115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai) 
115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 
213.19.144.110 (EMEA) 
103.122.166.55 (Australia) 

Mehul Suthar 
Barney Graham 
Jim Le Duc 
Marina Lee 
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209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong) 
64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 
69.174.57.160 (Canada) 
207.226.132.110 (Japan) 
Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 

This e-mail message (including any attachments) is for the sole use of 
he intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

information. If the reader of this message is not the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution 
or copying of this message including any attachments) is strictly 
prohibited. 

you have received this message in error, please contact 
le sender by reply e-mail message and destroy all copies of the 
)riginal message (including attachments). 
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Infectious Diseases Clinical Research Consortium 

IDCRC SARS-COV-2 Neutralization Assays 

April 15, 2020 

5:00pm EST 

https://ennory.zoorn.us/j/96729485045 
Meeting ID: 967 294 850 45 

Participants are indicated with an

E David Stephens (Emory) 

E Kathy Neuzi l (U Maryland) 

E Jens Wrammert (Emory) 

E Mehul Suthar (Emory) 

E Mark Denison (VUMC) 

E Ralph Baric (UNC) 

E Jim Chappel l (VUMC) 

E Michael Gale (U Washington) 

E Jul ie McEl rath (Fred Hutch) 

E Jim Le Duc (UTMB) 

E Matt Frieman (U Maryland) 

E Marina Lee (DMID) 

E Barney Graham (DMID) 

E Chris Roberts (DMID) 

E Jul ie Ledgerwood (DMID) 

E Barbara Walsh (Emory) 

Agenda 

1. Roll Call 

2. IDCRC/LOU Support of mRNA-1273 vaccine DMID protocol 20-0003: Dennison, McEl rath, Gale 

3. Emory ELISA and Neutralization Data: Wrannmert, Suthar 

4. Neutralization Assays: Suthar 

5. Neutralization Assays Standardization Across IDCRC: McEl rath, Gale 

6. Discussion Assays from others 

Summary of Action Items 

Group Action Item 
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From: dewats2@emory.edu[dewats2@emory.edu] 

Attendees: Neuzil, Kathy; Wrammert, Jens; Suthar, Mehul; Denison, Mark; McElrath, Julie; Gale, Michael; 
bgraham@mail.nih.gov; Roberts, Chris (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Ledgerwood, Julie (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Chappell, Jim; 
rbaric@email.unc.edu; mfrieman@som.umaryland.edu; LeDuc, James W.; Walsh, Barbara; Lee, Marina; Bok, 
Karin (NIH/VRC) [E] 

Location: https://emory.zoom.us/j/96729485045 

Importance: Normal 

Subject: COVID-19 ELISA Zoom Meeting 

Start Time: Wed 4/15/2020 4:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Wed 4/15/2020 5:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: Neuzil, Kathy; Wrammert, Jens; Suthar, Mehul; Denison, Mark; McElrath, Julie; Gale, Michael; 
bgraham@mail.nih.gov; Roberts, Chris (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Ledgerwood, Julie (NIH/NIAID) [E]; Chappell, Jim; 
rbaric@email.unc.edu; mfrieman@som.umaryland.edu; LeDuc, James W.; Walsh, Barbara; Lee, Marina 

Optional Attendees: Bok, Karin (NIH/VRC)[E] 

SAK C,OV2 Neutralization Assays 4.15.20.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Participants: 

David Stephens 
Mark Denison 
Chris Roberts 
Matt Frieman 
Karin Bok 

Kathy Neuzil 
Julie McElrath 
Julie Ledgerwood 
Ralph Baric 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://emory.zoom.us/i/96729485045 

Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 
One tap mobile 
+14703812552„96729485045# US (Atlanta) 
+14702509358„96729485045# US (Atlanta) 

Dial by your location 
+1 470 381 2552 US (Atlanta) 
+1 470 250 9358 US (Atlanta) 
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York) 
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
+1 301 715 8592 US 
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) 

Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 
Find your local number: https://emory.zoom.us/u/abOWA5L8Da 

Jens Wrammert 
Michael Gale 
Jim Chappell 
Barbara Walsh 

Join by SIP 
96729485045@zoomcrc.com 

Join by H.323 
162.255.37.11 (US West) 
162.255.36.11 (US East) 
221.122.88.195 (China) 
115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai) 
115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 
213.19.144.110 (EMEA) 

Mehul Suthar 
Barney Graham 
Jim Le Duc 
Marina Lee 
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103.122.166.55 (Australia) 
209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong) 
64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 
69.174.57.160 (Canada) 
207.226.132.110 (Japan) 
Meeting ID: 967 2948 5045 

This e-mail message (including any attachments) is for the sole use of 
he intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

information. If the reader of this message is not the intended 
recipient. you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution 
or copying of this message including any attachments) is strictly 
prohibited. 

you have received this message in error, please contact 
le sender by reply e-mail message and destroy all copies of the 
)riginal message (including attachments). 
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Infectious Diseases Clinical Research Consortium 

IDCRC SARS-COV-2 Neutralization Assays 

April 15, 2020 

5:00pm EST 

h ttp s://e nno ry. zoo m. u s/j/96729485045 
Meeting ID: 967 294 850 45 

Participants are indicated with an

E David Stephens (Emory) 

E Kathy Neuzi l (U Maryland) 

E Jens Wrammert (Emory) 

E Mehul Suthar (Emory) 

E Mark Denison (VUMC) 

E Ralph Baric (UNC) 

E Jim Chappel l (VUMC) 

E Michael Gale (U Washington) 

E Jul ie McEl rath (Fred Hutch) 

E Jim Le Duc (UTMB) 

E Matt Frieman (U Maryland) 

E Karin Bok (DMID) 

E Marina Lee (DMID) 

E Barney Graham (VRC) 

E Chris Roberts (DMID) 

E Jul ie Ledgerwood (DMID) 

E Barbara Walsh (Emory) 

Agenda 

1. Roll Call and Goals 

2. I DCRC/LOU Support of mRNA-1273 vaccine Phase 1 trial, DMID protocol 20-0003: 

McEl rath, Gale 

3. Ennory ELI SA and Neutralization Data: Wrannmert, Suthar 

4. Neutralization Assays Standardization Across IDCRC: Al l 

5. Discussion of Neutralization Assays in Support of COVID-19 Research 

Summary of Action Items 

Denison, 

Group Action Item 
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To: Caneva, Duane[duane.caneva@hq.dhs.gov]; Dr. Eva Lee[eva.evalee.lee64@gmail.com]; Dr. Eva K Lee[evalee-
gatech@pm.me]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; James V Lawler[james.lawler@unmc.edu]; 
1974usna@gmail.com[1974usna@gmail.com]; Richard Tubb[bg.richard.tubb@gmail.com]; Richard 
Hatchett[richard.hatchett@cepi.net]; Ciottone,Gregory \(HMFP - Emergency Medicine\)[gciotton@bidmc.harvard.edu]; Jerry 
Mothershead[jmothershead@patronusmedical.com]; Brian Benson[brian.benson@icloud.com]; James Lawler[jvlawler92@gmail.com]; 
Robert Darling[rdarling@patronusmedical.com]; Madad, Syra[syra.madad@nychhc.org]; You, Edward H. \(WMD\) 
\(FBI\)[ehyou@fbi.gov]; Gruber, David \(DSHS\)[David.Gruber@dshs.texas.gov]; Brad Wenstrup[brwenstrup@gmail.com]; Mark Keim, 
MD MBA[mark@disasterdoc.org]; Borio, Luciana[LBorio@iqt.org]; Tom Bossert[tom.bossert@me.com]; Parker Jr, Gerald 
W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; BOURNE, ALEXANDRA[alexandra.bourne@hq.dhs.gov]; McDonald, 
Eric[Eric.McDonald@sdcounty.ca.gov]; Gogol, Sandra[Sandra.Gogol@HQ.DHS.GOV]; Michael 
Callahan[MVCALLAHAN@mgh.harvard.edu]; Baric, Ralph S[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; Dan Hanfling[DHanfling@iqt.org]; McGinn, 
Tom[Tom.McGinn@hq.dhs.gov]; reddawn@mphise.us[reddawn@mphise.us]; steve.bennett@sas.com[steve.bennett@sas.com]; 
Jamison Day[jamison.day@gmail.com]; Logan, Linda L[Ilogan@cvm.tamu.edu]; 
rajeev.venkayya@takeda.com[rajeev.venkayya@takeda.com]; Eastman, Alexander[alexander.eastman@hq.dhs.gov]; Mansoura, 
Monique K.[mmansoura@mitre.org]; LLogandakar[llogandakar@gmail.com]; Walters, William 
\(STATE.GOV\)[walterswa2@state.gov]; Kevin Montgomery[kevin@collaborate.org]; DC[michelle.colby@usda.gov]; Matthew 
JtClVtUSARMY \(USA\)[matthew.j.hepburn.civ@mail.mil]; Andy Desjardins, MD[adesjardins@patronusmedical.com]; Fantinato, 
Jessica \(USDA.GOV\)[jessica.fantinato@usda.gov]; Martin, Greg \(state.gov\)[MartinGJ@state.gov]; Ryan 
Morhard[Ryan.Morhard@weforum.org]; KAUSHIK, SANGEETA[sangeeta.kaushik@hq.dhs.gov]; CHRISTOPHER 
ALLEN[chrisallen_10@msn.com]; Cordts, Jerome (CTR)jjerome.cordts@associates.hq.dhs.gov]; Jay J 
Schnitzer[jschnitzer@mitre.org]; HARVEY, MELISSA[melissa.harvey@hq.dhs.gov]; Larry G[PadgetLG@state.gov]; Ignacio, 
Joselito[joselito.ignacio@fema.dhs.gov]; David[DMarcozzi@som.umaryland.edu]; Hassell, David \(Chris\) 
\(0S/ASPR/10\)[David.Hassell@hhs.gov]; Will Gaskins[will.gaskins@efiia.com]; Lauren Johnston[ljohnston@patronusmedical.com]; 
Steven Jt\(tCHFStDPH \)[steven.stack@ky.gov]; HAMILTON, CAMERON[cameron.hamilton@hq.dhs.gov]; Wade, 
David[david.wade@hq.dhs.gov]; Lewis Hofmann[lewhof@mac.com]; WILKINSON, THOMAS[THOMAS.WILKINSON@hq.dhs.gov]; 
WOLFE, HERBERT[HERBERT.WOLFE@hq.dhs.gov]; Marinissen, Maria \(HHS/OS/OGA\)[Maria.Marinissen@hhs.gov]; Sutter, 
Mark[mark.sutter@hq.dhs.gov]; McLeod James[jmcleod@patronusmedical.com]; Wine G.C.[gcwine@patronusmedical.com]; Dan 
Carlin[dcarlin@worldclinic.com]; Krohmer, Jon \(NHTSA\)[jon.krohmer@dot.gov]; mobyrat@gmail.com[mobyrat@gmail.com]; 
Hart,Alexander \(APHMFP - Emergency Medicine \)[ahart1@bidmc.harvard.edu]; Caneva Duane[duane.caneva@gmail.com] 
From: Carter Mecher[cmecher@charter.net] 
Sent: Fri 1/15/2021 8:42:16 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Red Dawn Setting--begin 01152021 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Duane for all you have done over the past year. And thanks to all on this chain. 

Good luck Duane. It has been an honor and a privilege for me as well. Carter. 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 

From: Caneva, Duane 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 9:06 AM 
To: Dr. Eva Lee. Dr. Eva K Lee; LeDuc, James W.; James V Lawler; 1974usna@gmail.com; Carter Mecher; Richard Tubb; Richard 
Hatchett. Ciottone,Gregory \(HMFP - Emergency Medicine'); Jerry Mothershead; Brian Benson; James Lawler; Robert Darling; 
Madad, Syra; You, Edward H. \(WMD\) \WM; Gruber,David VDSHS\); Brad Wenstrup; Mark Keim, MD MBA; Borio, Luciana; Tom 
Bossert. Parker Jr, Gerald W; BOURNE, ALEXANDRA; McDonald, Eric; Gogol, Sandra; Michael Callahan; Baric, Ralph 5; Dan Hanfling; 
McGinn, Tom; reddawn@mphise.us; steve.bennettPsas.com; Jamison Day; Logan, Linda L; raieev.venkayva@takeda.com; 
Eastman, Alexander; Mansoura, Monique K.; LLogandakar; Walters, Wiliiam \(STATE.GOV\); Kevin Montgomery; DC; Matthew 
JtClVtUSARMY MUSM); Andy Desjardins, MD; Fantinato, Jessica \(USDA.GOV\); Martin, Greg Vstate.gov\); Ryan Morhard; 
KAUSHIK SANGEETA; CHRISTOPHER ALLEN; Cordts, Jerome (CTR); Jay J Schnitzer; HARVEY, MELISSA; Larry G; Ignacio, Joselito; 
David; Hassell, David \(Chris\) VOSJASPR/I0\); Will Gaskins; Lauren Johnston. Steven JtVtCHFStDPH \); HAMILTON, CAMERON; 
Wade, David; Lewis Hofmann; WILKINSON, THOMAS; WOLFE, HERBERT; Marinissen, Maria VHI-15/0S/OGA\); Sutter, Mark; McLeod 
James; Wine G.C.; Dan Carlin; Krohmer, Jon VNHTSA\); mobyrat@gmail.com; Hart,Alexander MAPHMFP - Emergency Medicine \); 
Caneva Duane 
Subject: Red Dawn Setting--begin 01152021 

Please use this string going forward. 
Proper discretion. No politics. 
Colleagues, 
This will be my last "re-set" of the Red Dawn e-mail string. Feel free to continue to use this if you wish; however, I think by now 
we've all developed our own op tempos, areas of focus, and critical networking platforms. 
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Thank you all for your input, efforts, and service in the midst of the COVID-19 Pandemic. It has been an honor and privilege serving 
with you. 
There is still much left to be done. 
Best, 
Duane 

From: Dr. Eva Lee <eva.evalee.lee64@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 7:31 AM 
Subject: Vaccine allocation, mass vaccination, and super-POD 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of DHS. DO NOT click links or open attachments unless you recognize and/or trust the sender. 
Contact your component SOC with questions or concerns. 

A few comments and design of a superPOD vaccination tent. 

Vaccine allocation: 
With 128 million doses- 37% of the population - being open up for vaccination, it is imperative that we split the inventory into 2 
(50%-50% is fine) - one partition gores to general open POD dispensing, and the other for the risk groups (healthcare workers, > 65 
years-old, essential workers etc). The general public is all for grab, anyone can have it as long as they go to the public POD. 

Timeline for population coverage and Baltimore as an example: 
I have shared the regional design and POD design with you last time where it runs 200-500 per hour. If you run two shifts per day, 
you can finish vaccinating your entire population between 40-50 days. If you just want to run one shift per day, you can finish all 
residents under 100 days. 

If you want a superPOD, you absolutely can speed it up rapidly to within a week to finish the first dose. I ran Baltimore for 20 days 
vs 10 days using just 1 shift. It needs 3 PODs that run between 500-750 / hour to finish in 20 days (1st dose) for 100% coverage of 
the population. If you use 10 days, it needs 7 PODs running at 300-650 / hour for 10 days with one 8-hour shift per day. It also 
covers 100%. So you have lots of choices. Keep in mind this is optimal -- i.e., it optimizes both the number of PODs and staffing. If 
you don't optimize, most manual allocation runs at about 15%-30% efficiency only. So it has to be optimized. 

An Outdoor (Super)-POD design. We have designed one in 2011 for Tennessee that uses 44 vaccinators. It finished about 15,000 
people in 6 hours. So you definitely can do it. 

I include a design for covid-19 here: 

1. Recall the POD process flow: it consists of 4 main components. You can add/subtract as you see fit. 

This is the real service time I have collected: 

Greet/paperwork exponential(2) minute 

Medical(0.5%) consultation triangular(2,5.05,7)min. 
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Vaccination 

Observation 

triangular(50,80,120) second 

triangular(15,20,25) minute 

2. Optimize it using RealOpt-POD, it gives us the following output: 

RealOpt 8.1.4, Lee et al, Georgia Tech Copyright 2003-2020 

Optimization and simulation results summary 

Model: COVID-19-POD-SanDiego.mod 
Simulation time: 8.0 hour 
Function: minimize resource allocation 
Minimum required throughput: 12000 Individuals (1500 Individuals per hour) 
Last entity exit time = (8 hr 33 min 3 sec) +/- (3 min 19 sec) 
Actual throughput = 12000 Individuals 
Flow time = (25 min 7 sec) +/- (32 sec) 
Optimal "Personnel" allocation: 

Subtotal Queue Wait-time 
Greet and paperwork 2 0 0 sec 
Medical Consultation 1 0 3 min 
Vaccination 35 38+/-13 1 min 39 sec 
Observation and 13 0 0 sec 
follow-up app signup 

3. You can setup the POD using this information 
An Outdoor Super-POD Characteristics 

• Main big tent for vaccination: short-and-fat layout for ease to direct traffic and crowd control. Tent allows easy re-supply 
routes 
• Greet/paperwork — setup 2 outside tents with minimal staff to advice. If you are taking care of your hospital staff, it will be 
so easy to swipe their hospital IDs, or pre-registered online 
• Medical consultation — 1 outside tent with 1 doctor 
• Vaccination —35 stations in the main vaccination tent 
• Observation — setup tents outside. You need 13 tents outside, each house about 40 people. Outside is good. It has fresh air 
even though it is a tent, you can allow good air circulation without tightly sealing it. 

4. This is how it looks on the ground. You can certainly do the same for drive-through (design will be different depending on the 
physical parking lot layout). 
Outdoor Wk - in vac cin,-ition tents 

QUetie 

I attach the file here also, just a few slides. Eva 
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On Thu, Dec 31, 2020 at 7:01 PM Dr. Eva Lee <eva.evalee.lee64@gmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Red Dawn Colleagues: 

Wishing you and your family a very Happy and Healthy 2021! We have something to look forward to as the vaccine is rolling out, 
albeit slowly. And the virus is keeping us sharp, behaving just like a virus would and evolve as it pleases. 

I want to share with you some of the optimal designs I have done for mass vaccination. This is done via RealOpt-Regional -- its an 
enterprise system designed for FeDeX / Amazon or business (any type) where it allows you to optimize the locations for setting 
up various branches to provide the best service and coverage to the clients while minimizing the operating costs and at the same 
time satisfy safety and all the requirement and regulations. Think Amazon's fulfillment warehouse, though this is way ahead of 
Amazon. 

I was helping a couple hospitals in Colorado to set up their closed POD vaccination. Playing with RealOpt, they came up with their 
optimal layout that allows them to vaccinate about 1500 - 2000 people within a 3 hour period using only 10 workers. That is 
remarkable. Clearly they didn't get so many doses, but it allows them to really be very lean and safe. 

I made a few optimal plans for NY City, City of Los Angeles, Chicago, Maryland, DC. I will do more and will share with you all and 
specifically to the local jurisdictions. Keep in mind this will be extraordinarily important -- a large NY City hospital is hiring 1,400 
people just to do vaccination!!! It crashes their finance system as they're already in deep red for the last 8 months. 

I attach the solution for the City of Los Angeles here. To minimize cross-contamination, I make these PODs small (they are not 
superPODs, but you can if you want). I did the following: 

1. First across the entire LA City, I put down candidate locations where they can store and also places they can vaccinate. Since we 
need to observe individuals, and in the event of severe allergy, they need immediate medical attention, I make these medical 
PODs either in the hospitals/clinics, or its outdoor medical tents. It can be drive-through right next to the clinics. Either way is 
fine. 

2. I optimize over the entire population for a period of 20 days (for the first dose). 20 days is chosen so they can continue the 2nd 
dose on Day 21. Keep in mind the longer you drag on the vaccination, the less overall benefit is realized -- because you lose the 
time against the overall attack rate. (Recall the delay in vaccination graphs I shared back in June/July). 

3. This returns a set of optimal PODs -- locations, number of PODs, and also the throughput at each site. You can see in each 
location the demographics, socio-economic background etc that allows you to plan and prepare if you need interpreters or 
special needs etc. Pediatrics too, though I don't know yet if anyone < 16 years old will be vaccinated or not. 

4. Next I optimize the staffing at each site using RealOpt-POD. 

The optimal set of PODs are 41 with hourly throughput ranges from 186 per hour to 446 per hour. Each POD can be manned by a 
team of 9-17 people (very lean). You can see in the slides - that the wait time is almost nothing, and no queues either!! Again, 
this is for the purpose of ensuring no one gets infected simply by coming in for vaccination. So the design is to mitigate any 
potential infection. 

The service time for each of those stations in the PODs are real, some are from H1N1 vaccination events, hepatitis shots, some 
are covid-19 events! that I was fortunate to take measurements. I have hundreds of thousands of vaccination data collected over 
the last 10 years. They are all real events. Also, resource allocation =- remains one of the hardest problems. So you must optimize 
or else you won't get such nice results. 

We did a medical tent mass vaccination of flu shots in Vanderbilt (just one tent). Its an outdoor tent with over 40 vaccination 
stations. With our optimal layout and staffing, they're able to process over 15,000 in 6 hours. I don't think you want to jam so 
many vaccinators together. But I can give you a superPOD later so you can think about it. A medical school with a huge space can 
easily take care of their own university and staff. I am happy to help any of you and your sites. 

Remember -- queues -- require space and increase potential risk. So these are kind of optimal designs to make the queues 
disappear. 

I want to thank all of you. I have learnt a lot from all of you this past 11 months. And very best to a new year! Eva 
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On Sat, Dec 5, 2020 at 6:17 PM Dr. Eva K Lee <evalee-gatech@pm.me> wrote: 
Hi Jerry, I am answering your questions below: 

1. Mayo (in June) and FDA (approved in Nov) have serologic tests that detects neutralizing antibodies from recent / prior SARS-
CoV-2 infection, 

I am only aware of the UK trials that will challenge the subjects with actual infection of the viruses. The current Pfizer and 
Moderna studies contrast the number of COVID-19 positive (8-days) post vaccination to compare the improvement upon 
vaccination. I don't know how many days they measure to conclude the reported positive cases. That is how the efficacy (of 
95%) is "concluded". Clearly it will be good to take a longer time to see how effective it is, and also to understand the variance 
in environment - is it in absence of face-mask in both placebo and active cohort etc in the comparison? Perhaps they have 
detailed documents and they will share (I hope). 

Yes, CDC has changed the guidelines. Perhaps it may not make too much difference to most people. A test of negative 5 days 
after infection. Well, if the results won't come back until 5 days after you take the test, it will add up to 10 days. Today I saw 
some of the test situations, even for some hospitals in Colorado, test results are not available until 5 days later. It is a very long 
time. 

Below are my 2 cents on your questions - 

So, here is/are the question(s): 

In the post-vaccine world, if someone has been vaccinated and subsequently is identified as a close contact, 
how do you manage that individual if he is asymptomatic? If he has truly been exposed and you perform a 
nasal swab, there is a chance that he will test positive because the swab only tests for exposure — you can be 
colonized without systemic disease. If he does test positive, is he now considered a confirmed case, even 
though he may not really have a systemic infection and be contagious? As a spin off question, if he is a close 
contact, asymptomatic, swab positive at day 5, but also has IgG but no IgM, is he still considered a 
confirmed case? 

You know - this is the uncertainty about the vaccine -- is it supposed to stop the transmission altogether? So you get vaccinated, 
you can still get infected, but will it stop in you, or you can still be contagious, it is just that you are not going to be too sick, and 
you will not die and you have no or only mild symptoms, but you can still infect others. We don't know, don't we? 

a) vaccination => you are protected against the virus, you won't be infected and you won't infect others. 

b) vaccination => even if you are infected, you won't get too sick, and you won't infect others. 

c) vaccination => even if you are infected, you won't get too sick, but you can still infect others. 

d) Perhaps there are people in which vaccination makes no difference for them and they continue to be at risk of infection and 
behave as if no vaccine has been given. 

And more variations -- since symptoms and severity can vary for sure. 

Counting what is positive or negative, I think we have to go back to the ground zero of RT-PCR test. That is the only way we can 
confirm a positive case. (and we understand there's false positives and false negatives). 

You do want to count every positive case, and document if there's symptoms or not. That is very important since it will give us a 
better idea of the prevalance and estimated CFR. 
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With limited testing capabilities, we are still missing many asymptomatic cases. Clearly there are many -- because in all those 
super-spreading events, many attendees have no obvious symptoms, yet, some mushrooms into a huge transmission vehicle. 
So you know the asymptomatic cases are there and everywhere -- as I mentioned in February. 

Recall Diamond Princess infection "started" with an asymptomatic individual. He was tested positive 6 days after 
disembarkation. Noone "seems" to have any symptoms, or report any flu-like illness in the ship during his stay. And he was the 
source (no symptoms, being on board for 5 days). 

I am thinking that even if vaccinated, the dilemma will be that the vaccine will not keep you out of 10 day 
quarantine if you become a close contact. Probably NOT a good idea to test anyone post-vaccination by 
nasal swab unless that person has symptoms, and only test blood by RT-PCR. 

Yes RT-PCR is good. 

In any event, this question should be answered by CDC prior to, or concurrently with, vaccine roll-out. If in 
fact this people will still have to quarantine, I am betting there will be continued push-back from the masses 
on the vaccine (especially the younger population). 

Vaccination will begin in 10 days (at least for some healthcare workers). I cannot tell what CDC will put in their guidelines. I am 
most certain they will put something in, and then update as they learn more. It seems to continue to evolve. I don't think the 
younger generation will need to worry about vaccine until next year 2021. It gives us a month or two to ponder and prep it. 

Well, given that the efficacy is estimated to be 95%, that means at least 5% of the vaccinated people still can get infected and 
infect others also, I am sure if someone gets exposed to a confirmed positive individual, they will be asked to quarantine 
voluntarily. 

Best, Eva 

Thoughts would be appreciated. 

 Original Message 
On Saturday, December 5, 2020 1:11 PM, <1974usna@gmail.com> wrote: 

All 

I saw a discussion on a different list I am involved with (ACEP), that posed an interesting question that no 
one seems to know the right answer, so I thought I would bring it to this group. 

Pfizer and Moderna claim that their vaccines produce neutralizing antibodies 95% of the time, but to my 
knowledge, there is no widely available test that will be used to determine in an individual case whether 
someone truly has neutralizing antibodies. 

Naval swabs can be used right now, and if someone tests positive, it is presumed that they are infected and 
contagious, and therefore are isolated for at least 10 days, even without symptoms. And under the new 
CDEC guidance, if someone is exposed (close contact) to a confirmed case, they can be either quarantined 
for 10 days without testing, or 7 days if they are tested negative after day 5. 
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So, here is/are the question(s): 

In the post-vaccine world, if someone has been vaccinated and subsequently is identified as a close contact, 
how do you manage that individual if he is asymptomatic? If he has truly been exposed and you perform a 
nasal swab, there is a chance that he will test positive because the swab only tests for exposure — you can be 
colonized without systemic disease. If he does test positive, is he now considered a confirmed case, even 
though he may not really have a systemic infection and be contagious? As a spin off question, if he is a close 
contact, asymptomatic, swab positive at day 5, but also has IgG but no IgM, is he still considered a 
confirmed case? 

I am thinking that even if vaccinated, the dilemma will be that the vaccine will not keep you out of 10 day 
quarantine if you become a close contact. Probably NOT a good idea to test anyone post-vaccination by 
nasal swab unless that person has symptoms, and only test blood by RT-PCR. 

In any event, this question should be answered by CDC prior to, or concurrently with, vaccine roll-out. If in 
fact this people will still have to quarantine, I am betting there will be continued push-back from the masses 
on the vaccine (especially the younger population). 

Thoughts would be appreciated. 

V/Jerry Mothershead 

Scanned by McAfee and confirmed virus-free. 
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To: Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Barrett, 
Alan[abarrett©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Tesh,R(Home)[rbtesh22@gmail.comlirbtesh22@gmail.com]; 
Vasilakis, Nikolaos[nivasila©utmb.edu]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TN] 
Sent: Fri 7/10/2020 2:10:50 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Sandberg 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
2020-VVho Should We Fear More Biohackers, Disg.pdf 

Just got a link to this in email 

Sandberg A and Nelson C. 2020. Who Should We Fear More: Biohackers, Disgruntled Postdocs, or Bad 
Governments? A Simple Risk Chain Model of Biorisk. Health Security 18(3): 155-163. 

Biological event 

Biotechnology 

Public health preparedness/response 

Risk assessment 

The biological risk landscape continues to evolve as developments in synthetic biology and biotechnology 
offer increasingly powerful tools to a widening pool of actors, including those who may consider 
carrying out a deliberate biological attack. However, it remains unclear whether it is the relatively large 
numbers of low-resourced actors or the small handful of high-powered actors who pose a greater 
biosecurity risk. To answer this question, this paper introduces a simple risk chain model of biorisk, 
from actor intent to a biological event, where the actor can successfully pass through each of N steps. 
Assuming that actor success probability at each independent step is sigmoidally distributed and actor 
power follows a power-law distribution, if a biorisk event were to occur, this model shows that the 
expected perpetrator would likely be highly powered, despite lower-powered actors being far more 
numerous. However, as the number of necessary steps leading to a biological release scenario 
decreases, lower-powered actors can quickly overtake more powerful actors as the likely source of a 
given event. If steps in the risk chain are of unequal difficulty, this model shows that actors are primarily 
limited by the most difficult step. These results have implications for biosecurity risk assessment and 
health security strengthening initiatives and highlight the need to consider actor power and ensure that 
the steps leading to a biorisk event are sufficiently difficult and not easily bypassed. 

https://wvvw.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32522112 
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WHO SHOULD WE FEAR MORE: BIOHACKERS, 
DISGRUNTLED POSTDOCS, OR BAD GOVERNMENTS? 
A SIMPLE RISK CHAIN MODEL OF BIORISK 

Anders Sandberg and Cassidy Nelson 

The biological risk landscape continues to evolve as developments in synthetic biology and biotechnology offer increasingly 

powerful tools to a widening pool of actors, including those who may consider carrying out a deliberate biological attack. 

However, it remains undear whether it is the relatively large numbers of low-resourced actors or the small handful of high-

powered actors who pose a greater biosecurity risk. To answer this question, this paper introduces a simple risk chain model of 

biorisk, from actor intent to a biological event, where the actor can successfully pass through each of Nsteps. Assuming that actor 

success probability at each independent step is sigmoidally distributed and actor power follows a power-law distribution, if a 

biorisk event were to occur, this model shows that the expected perpetrator would likely be highly powered, despite lower-

powered actors being far more numerous. However, as the number of nerecsary steps leading to a biological release scenario 

decreases, lower-powered actors can quicldy overtake more powerful actors as the likely source of a given event. If steps in the risk 

chain are of unequal difficulty, this model shows that actors are primarily limited by the most difficult step. These results have 

implications for biosecurity risk ascecsment and health security strengthening initiatives and highlight the need to consider actor 

power and ensure that the steps leading to a biorisk event are sufficiently difficult and not easily bypassed. 

Keywords: Public health preparedness/response, Risk assessment, Biotechnology, Biological event 

THE RISE OF SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY and biotechnology 
promises many benefits to the world: improved medicine, 

greener farming and industry, enhanced production of biofuels 
and nanomaterials, and new organisms with designer functions. 
Universities and large corporations are not the only ones ex-
ploring opportunities made possible by the growing bioec-
onomy, other active participants indude a vital community of 
"biohackers" and small to medium enterprises. Despite positive 
advancements being sought by these actors, any technology able 
to significantly change the world also has the potential to be 
misused. It is, therefore, crucial to find ways to systematically 
assess the risks associated with the expansion and democrati-
zation of biotechnology, particularly as it relates to the field of 
health security. 

Synthetic biology is "small tech" that reduces reliance on 
large expensive facilities and easily tracked resources. Much 
of its power comes from sharing information. Once a ge-
netic sequence or methodology has been published online, 
it is nearly impossible to control its further dissemination 
and use. The risks of synthetic biology are multifold: living 
organisms are self-replicating and can be robust and inva-
sive and new tools such as gene drives have the ability to 
potentially affect entire species in the wild. Past pandemics 
demonstrate that biological threats can kill tens of millions 
of people, and an engineered pathogen pandemic could 
pose an even greater threat than what arises in nature.' 
Biowarfare and bioterrorism have demonstrated that bio-
technology can be used maliciously, and if a contagious 

Anders Sandberg, PhD, is a Senior Research Fellow; Cassidy Nelson, MBBS, MPH, is a Research Scholar; both are at the Future of 
Humanity Institute, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK. 
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SIMPLE RISK CHAIN MODEL OF BIORISK 

agent was deliberately released, it would be hard to accu-
rately control or contain. Even nonmalicious intentions can 
cause damage, such as ecological devastation from an in-
troduced invasive species or the nonzero risk of accidental 
escape of gain-of-function pathogens such as influenza from 
a research laboratory.2

The Problem of Biorisk 
These concerns have led to questions about the safety of the 
proliferation of biotechnology. As this technology becomes 
more widespread and more capable, the greater the likeli-
hood it could end up in the hands of dangerous actors. At 
the same time, others daim many fears about bioterrorism 
are overblown, citing the role tacit knowledge and insti-
tutions play in preventing or enabling actors to succeed at 
weaponizing biology.3 In 2015, when experts were asked 
who would be the most likely actor behind a biological 
weapon attack if one were to occur in the next 10 years, they 
offered a wide range of opinions on the risks posed by both 
state and nonstate actors.4 This lack of consensus under-
scores the persistent uncertainty about from where the 
majority of biorisk arises. 

This paper seeks to analyze one aspect of this process: 
should we be most concerned about the few large, powerful 
actors with significant resources, or the more numerous 
small actors? In particular, the first time a sufficiently large 
biorisk event occurs, will it come from a relatively low-
skilled, low-resourced actor (eg, biohacker), a better skilled 
but potentially low-resourced actor (eg, a disgruntled 
postdoc), or an actor with potentially substantial skills and 
resources (eg, a government program)? 

METHODS AND RESULTS 

The Risk Chain 
A simple model of biorisk is the risk chain is shown in 
Figure 1. Given an actor has a bad intention (which could 
be irresponsible, misguided, or malicious), they may con-
sider using biology to cause harm. This motivates them to 
develop or capitalize on a biological idea, which is then 
converted into biological data, such as a pathogen genome. 

Figure 1. Biorisk chain model. Starting with an actor with an insight into the nefarious misuse of biology (left), progression is 
required through each step for a biorisk event with recognized consequences to occur (far right). 
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These data are transformed into a live biological artefact as 
it is processed through a biosystem, cultured, and tested for 
effect, before successfully being dispersed into the target 
environment. The consequences of this work ensue. 

The availability of new technologies makes transitions 
between steps easier or enables some to be bypassed alto-
gether. Contemporary examples of this for each step are 
shown in the risk chain (Figure 1). Powerful actors, such as 
nation states, have larger conceptual toolboxes than weak 
actors, making them more likely to know that biology 
could be weaponized. Developments in the field of geno-
mics and breakthroughs in DNA sequencing make con-
verting an idea into a biological data, such as a genetic 
sequence, easier. Standardized laboratory parts and ad-
vancements in synthetic biology can streamline converting 
biological data into a live biological artefact, such as a viral 
pathogen. Improved understanding and parameterization 
of biological processes during their design make successful 
biosystem use more feasible, reproducible, and reliable. 
Improvements in lab automation and in silico computer 
simulations for testing pathogenicity may reduce or com-
pletely eliminate the need for culturing or animal model 
testing altogether. The spread of information hazards, such 
as detailed instructions about bioweapon dispersal tech-
niques, could reduce the difficulty in dissemination of a 
constructed bioweapon. 

A Simple Model of Biorisk 
Assume a risk chain containing Nsteps. In order to cause a 
disaster, an actor needs to succeed with all N steps. Skilled 
or well-equipped actors are more powerful because they 
have a higher probability of succeeding than actors with 
fewer resources. We can model this by assuming a success 
probability that is a logistic or sigmoid function of actor 
"power" x as follows: 

p(x) = 0.5 + 0.5 tanh(g(x — xo)) 

where xo represents the difficulty of the task and g repre-
sents the sharpness of the transition, with a higher value 
indicating that the probability quiddy shifts from near zero 
to near one as the actor passes xo. This function provides a 
robust basis for the model, given that we can reasonably 
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assume agent power will increase probability of success, 
with marginal returns greater for weak actors and dimin-
ished for powerful actors. The exact form of the curve does 
not matter significantly for the model. 

If each step occurs independently and with the same 
difficulty, the probability of complete success is given by: 

P(successlx) =p ()ON

This is essentially just a sharper sigmoid with inflection 
point higher than xo, as demonstrated in Figure 2. The 
location of the inflection point is given by 1/2 =p(x)N, 
leading to an explicit (if unwieldy) expression: 

x = xo (1/g)tanh I (21-1/N — 1) 

For this expression, it is evident that as the number of 
steps, N, increases the power, x grows logarithmically. 

Let the distribution of actor powers be f(x). The 
probability that a successful actor has power x is given by 
the following relationship: 

P(successIX = x)P(X = x) 
P(X = xlsuccess) — 

P(success) 

= 4(x)Nf(x) 

where K is a normalization factor. The overall effect is a 
cutoff that filters out actors that are weak, as they have little 
chance of success. 

There are fewer actors with great power and many more 
actors with low power. A simple model, motivated by the 

typical distribution skews of organization sizes, wealth, 
casualties in war, frequency of terrorist events, and a wide 
range of other empirical phenomena, is a power-law dis-
tribution,5'6 given by: 

P(x < X < x -Fdx)=Cx"dx 

where a >1 determines the skewness. Low values of a have 
a broad distribution with proportionally more powerful 
actors than distributions with high values of a. In this case, 
the expected distribution of successful actors will be 
Kp(x)Nx'. 

An Example with 6 Steps 
To provide a concrete example, let us set N=6, ot=2, 
xo= 10, and g=0.1. The choice of x0 is arbitrary since 
power-laws are scale free. The choice of g, which indicates 
actors are 1 order of magnitude weaker than the threshold 
power still have some chance of success, is motivated by 
demonstrated projects such as OpenPCR (Chai Inc) and 
RepRap that produce tools substantially cheaper than 
typical commercial tools.7 This example produces a dis-
tribution of successful actor powers as shown in Figure 3. 

If a biorisk event occurs, the expected power of the actor 
causing it in this scenario will be large, above 200. Because 
of the x 2 heavy tail, the expectation diverges at very high 
power; in practice, an upper cutoff occurs at some point 
due to limitations to realistic power acquisition. This paper 
is not concerned with extreme tail behavior for power, as it 
does not change the conclusions of the model—these issues 
will be ignored henceforth. 

Figure 2. Blue: Probability of success when attempting a step of difficulty 10 for varying levels of actor power based on the sigmoid 
model as a function of actor power. Red: Probability of success passing through a 6-step task chain. Green: Threshold difficulty. 
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Figure 3. The probability distribution of the power of actors successful in passing all steps in an N=6 risk chain. 

The median successful actor power is far smaller, 38. 
This is due to the heavy tail of actors: the presence of a few 
very powerful actors tends to lead bias estimates upward. 
However, even the median is notably larger (3.8 times) than 
the task difficulty x0; this sul.:ests the number of steps in 
the risk chain favors more powerful actors since actors just 
at the threshold of ability are likely to fail at least once. To 
be dangerous, an actor needs to be able to complete each 
step with a high probability. This has important implica-
tions for biosecurity risk mitigation strategies, as it implies 
that it may be effective to make just 1 step in the chain very 
difficult for sufficient risk reduction. 

Changes to the sharpness of the transition g have a simple 
effect: high values make the threshold effect sharper, leading 
to an essentially truncatedfi'x) distribution. Low values reduce 
the threshold and make the number of actors the salient fac-
tor. Changingfi'x) to a lognormal distribution or modifying cc 
has little qualitative effect: the heavy tail of a few powerful 
actors and a large weak group, not the details of the curve, 
gives this model its behavior. In fact, light-tailed exponential 
distributions of actor power also give the same results. 

Chain Length 
If the number of steps in the chain is reduced, weak actors 
have higher chances of success and, since there are many 
more of them, this can outweigh their low individual suc-
cess rates. As demonstrated in Figure 4, as the number of 
steps Ndedines, the distribution becomes bimodal with a 
growing peak close to zero power and another above x0; 
eventually, the low-power peak dominates. 
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Hence, if the risk chain is short, we should expect most 
biorisk from the numerous low-resource amateurs rather 
than very skilled and well-resourced major groups. Ob-
viously, a short risk chain also increases the baseline prob-
ability of an eventual biorisk. Because of the logarithmic 
dependence of the effective cutoff on N, early reductions in 
step number have a less overall effect than later ones. This 
could lead to a false sense of complacency as technology 
advances at first do not appreciably enable low-power actors 
to do dangerous things and, therefore, a "warning shot" 
event is unlikely to occur, followed by an accelerated in-
crease in risk from just a few more improvement steps 
compared to the past. 

As the steps in a risk chain increase, both the median and 
mean actor power rise as demonstrated in Figure 5. How-
ever, because the distribution skew also grows as the risk 
chain length increases, the median and mean actor power 
diverge with greater growth to the latter for each increase in 
the N step length. 

Unequal Step DOculties 
What if the difficulties of the steps differ from each 

other? In this case, the p(x)N the term is replaced by a 
product of individual difficulties: Hip(x, xi) where xi is 
the difficulty of step i. It turns out that the overall effect is 
that the hardest step dominates: actors below the max(xi) 
have little chance of success unless the spread of diffi-
culties is narrow. For example, if we assume a log-uni-
form distribution of difficulties in some range [a, b] then 
the maximum difficulty will be distributed as a log-beta 
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Figure 4. The probability distribution of successful actor powers for risk chains of different lengths. The blue curve corresponds to 
N=6 as seen in Figure 3. 

distribution with a =N, /3= 1: it will tend to approach 
the upper limit as N increases. 

The probability of success for actors of different power 
with increasing step difficulty is shown in Figure 6. Note 
that difficulty 0.1 and 0.5 are easier than the other steps; the 
light orange (difficult step= 10) represents the equal case 
and the others are harder steps. Difficulty pushes up the 
mean and median actors and drives down their overall 

probability of success. However, the smaller curves here are 
due to the fact that the x-scale is logarithmic, so the ap-
parent areas under the curve are not the same. Making 1 
step easier in a long risk chain does not have a big effect, 
except by reducing the effective length of the chain; re-
ducing step difficulty has a larger effect in shorter chains. 

The overall effect is to render the easier steps irrelevant 
compared to the hardest step, reducing the effective length 

Figure 5. For a successful actor, mean (orange) and median (blue) power as a function of risk chain length. 
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 Difficult step = 1.00 
Difficult step = 5.00 
Difficult step = 10.00 

- Difficult step = 50.00 
  Difficult step = 100.00 

Difficult step = 500.00 
Difficult step = 1000.00 

Figure 6. Probability of success for actors of different power given steps of different difficulty. 

of the chain. The cutoff at max(xi) becomes softer and 
smaller than the p(x)N cutoff, implying the expected and 
especially median power of a successful actor will be less 
than in the equal difficulty case where x0 — max(xi). 

It is worth noting that this is equivalent to if actor power 
is regarded as multivariate (eg, an actor may be skilled at 
DNA synthesis but less good at dispersal) but correlated. In 
this case, actors can then be classified by their weakest skill, 
and if this is below the difficulty of the task, they are then 
considered unlikely to be a threat. 

DISCUSSION 

This simple risk chain model suggests that the first actor to 
cause a biorisk event of note is likely to be several times 
more skilled or resourced than what is needed to actually 
perform the operation but will originate from the slightly 
larger pool of powerful actors rather than the highest-
powered elite. 

To this end, we may be rationally more worried in the 
near future about a disgruntled highly skilled researcher at a 
well-equipped university or corporate laboratory, of which 
there are many, than about biohackers (too weak) or nation 
state bioweapon programs (too few). The domain of con-
cern should be larger-populated groups that can pass 
through the entire risk-chain without extreme effort. 

This is an important insight for policy prioritization. It 
highlights that we should be more concerned about an 
"insider" threat, as an actor will have to spend consider-
able time inside our scientific institutions to gain the 
necessary "power." However, a notable exception for 
"outsider" threats is where a powerful actor lends the 
necessary power to other actors who would otherwise fail 
to realize their goal, such as through theft of created 
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pathogens, transfer of technology, or release of informa-
tion hazards8 that reduces the number of steps or their 
difficulty in the risk chain. This suggests we also may not 
be currently paying sufficient attention to threats posed by 
state-sponsored actors, given they may impose both direct 
and indirect risks through enabling weaker actors. 

Furthermore, we generally consider measures taken to 
combat biosecurity incidents as being sufficient in most 
professional settings to reduce the risk from misguided low-
powered actors. For example, greater focus has been re-
cently placed on the need to strengthen oversight of bio-
hackers to reduce careless or malicious activities.9 The 
findings in this paper suggest that resources would be better 
allocated to further strengthening outreach on potential 
risks in more traditional settings, with a particular focus on 
ensuring individual skilled scientists and engineers are fa-
miliar with national and institutional biosecurity policies 
and risk management practices. 

While efforts to address nefarious actors often focus on 
biohackers,1° notable resources are also invested in dealing 
with the threats posed by states through international in-
struments such as the Biological Weapons Convention and 
the 1925 Geneva Protocol. When international efforts, 
such as United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540, 
do focus on biothreats from nonstate actors, they often use 
a top-down approach, potentially limiting their impact on 
the types of actors that pose the greatest risk. Greater focus 
and resources should be invested in the work done by 
professional scientific and engineering communities to raise 
awareness about, and implement measures to manage, the 
threat posed by the deliberate misuse of biology. 

This paper shows that as technology lowers the step 
threshold, the number of actors who can cause harm in-
creases. However, a more pertinent problem may be the 
simplification of procedures that allow actors to reduce the 
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difficulty of steps in the risk chain or eliminate 1 or more 
steps entirely by, for example, copying proven mechanisms 
developed by others in online methodologies or through 
streamlined automation of laboratory procedures. Tech-
nology transfer from advanced groups can enable weaker 
actors, as has been previously seen with the development 
and subsequent proliferation of nuclear weapons.' ' 43 The 
potential for the difficulty threshold to be lowered is 
compounded by information hazards in biotechnology, of 
which there are many published examples.14

These issues not only increase the overall risk but also 
increase the likelihood that small groups or individuals—
who are inherently harder to monitor—can trigger bior-
isk events. It might be tempting to overestimate the ease 
with which this happens, given the tacit knowledge still 
required,3 but it would be unwise to assume that the 
current situation and capability levels required will still 
exist in the coming decades, given the rapid pace of 
biotechnological innovation. Commercial and academic 
drivers focus time and resources specifically on changing 
the current difficulty status of steps that bottleneck syn-
thetic biology developments. 

At first glance, this suggests there is currently a window 
to refocus efforts on preventing deliberate misuse to en-
compass a wider range of actors. This opportunity, while 
encouraging, will likely prove challenging, as scaling cur-
rent safety and security arrangements to fully cover such an 
expanded range of relevant actors (in terms of numbers, 
types, and distribution) may be difficult. Even more sig-
nificant impacts may occur as lowered thresholds could 
challenge the very regimes we use. For example, current 
technology control relies on a very limited number of actors 
being able to develop key capabilities or having no ready 
way to bypass certain steps. This assumption may not hold 
true in the longer term as technological developments 
evolve and knowledge transfer continue. This means we 
should use the current window to develop safety and se-
curity approaches tailored specifically for a more distributed 
and democratized biology. 

Not all of our efforts should be focused on the more 
numerous, medium-power actors. In the past, the deadliest 
human-caused events have been wars, democides, and 
famines caused by states or other large groups. The dead-
liest biological weapon attacks have historically been gov-
ernmentally organized. For example, the Japanese military's 
use of biological weapons in Manchuria during WWII is 
believed to have led to several hundred thousand plague 
deaths:5 and the spread of smallpox in the new world, 
which killed millions, was deliberately deployed for military 
reasons in several instances:6'17 In comparison, the largest 
biological terrorist attack to date, the Bhagwan Shree Raj-
neesh attack in Oregon in 1984, caused 751 injuries and 
resulted in no deaths:8

Actor power may have little to do with the relative effects 
of a biorisk compared to their ability to create one, since 
once a biological agent is released it may propagate, repli-
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cate, and mutate on its own in unpredictable ways. The 
number of historical chemical/bioweapon fatalities looks 
like they could have been power-law distributed with a 
fairly low a, indicating their power distribution is less 
skewed, although the data is very limited.6 Nevertheless, 
powerful actors are more likely to be able to access, test, 
optimize, disperse, and integrate pathogens into their 
doctrines successfully and in an undisturbed fashion. This 
adds extra weight to monitoring larger groups despite their 
relative rarity and lower probability of being originators of 
biorislcs. 

It should be noted that our simple model formalism is 
agnostic on the valence of the consequences. It could just as 
well be used as a model of actors trying to achieve a good 
outcome in some domain. Lowered thresholds and fewer 
steps mean that more groups have a higher chance of suc-
ceeding, and that the relatively rare powerful groups may 
become less important for overall progress—they would 
instead have a reason to focus on far harder problems where 
they have the decisive comparative advantage. 

This model has various limitations, and further research 
could help estimate the number of crucial steps and dis-
tribution size of different malicious actors through a risk 
assessment process. Estimates of the difficulties of per-
forming different biorisk events—releasing a known 
pathogen, constructing one de novo, gain-of-function en-
hancement of a pathogen followed by accidental release, 
ecological sabotage using gene drives, and so on—might 
be useful for calibrating the model but could pose an in-
formation hazard if published, making actors aware of the 
step(s) on which to concentrate. However, broadly un-
derstanding the difficulty spectrum would also enable 
health security initiatives to focus on the groups most 
likely to produce certain risks. Future studies could ex-
amine technology transfer in more detail, in particular the 
role practical knowledge (metis) and technical knowledge 
(techne) play in enabling lower-powered actors. 

One of the advantages of this model is that the risk chain 
could also be turned into a risk tree or risk network to 
handle more complex scenarios, such as different types of 
biorisk events or ranges of adversaries able to detect and 
mitigate some activities. In particular, the formal risk as-
sessment is best treated as a mixed model of several such 
scenarios. Future research could then consider a portfolio 
optimization approach that considers risk mitigation across 
multiple options and possibilities. 

CONCLUSION 

It is in the interest of all nations and the international 
community as a whole to prevent deliberate biological at-
tacks from occurring. As the fields of synthetic biology and 
biotechnology accelerate toward new understanding, cap-
abilities, and wider accessibility, assessment and under-
standing of the steps required in the chain of actions leading 
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SIMPLE RISK CHAIN MODEL OF BIORISK 

to deliberate events is crucial for health security prepared-
ness. Risk mitigation activities should consider the relative 
abundance and power of malicious actors and prioritize 
preventing steps in the risk chain from being eliminated or 
easily bypassed. Ensuring that the actions required to carry 
out an attack remain sufficiently difficult will help safe-
guard humanity against the threats posed by t he deliberate 
misuse of biology. 
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SANDBERG AND NELSON 

APPENDIX 

APPENDIX: ACTOR GROUP SIZES 

There exists economic literature about business sizes, studying 
the stylized fact of why they are lognormal or power-law dis-
tributed.1'2 In the latter paper, the authors found an exponent 
a 2 for US firms. However, for smaller groups the fit might 
be more lognormal or even shift to normal and uniform on the 
smallest end. Similarly, it is well known that individual wealth, 
especially in the extreme tail, has a power-law form. 

National power (as measured by gross domestic product, 
military budget, research budget, population, etc.) is also 
clearly a highly skewed distribution. However, it might not 
be a full power-law.3

Scientific team sizes appear to be a mixture of Poisson-dis-
tributed core teams and a power-law tail of very large extended 
teams. The typical team is small (6.7 people in astronomy), but 
the power-law tail has become more extreme over time as large-
scale collaborations have become more common.4

Estimates for terrorist groups are very hard to come by. 
Looking at the Big, Allied, and Dangerous dataset5 gives a size 
distribution of terrorist organisation as seen in Figure Al. It 
should be noted that the lowest category also contains cases 
where size is entirely unknown. In any case, this data seems to 
suggest that a heavy tail distribution of group sizes is possible. 

For a joint risk model, these different distributions could 
be combined. However, an accurate weighing (or even defi-
nition) of "power" may not be possible since the different 
types of group may have very different risk profiles: terrorist 
groups are motivated to cause deliberate harm, research teams 

and corporations may house malicious individuals using their 
resources for deliberate harm but also contribute through 
accidental risk, governments produce biorisks through bio-
warfare research and accidental risks. To weigh together their 
contributions to overall biorisk more quantification of both 
the likelihood of malintent, what pathways of biorisk are 
available, and how size/wealth maps onto problem-solving 
capacity. This is an interesting, if major, research project. 

For the purposes of this paper, it is enough to conclude 
that for nearly any kind of actor of concern and definition 
of what capacities are needed to pass through the risk chain 
the distribution of actors will be highly skewed. 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc@utmb.edupwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/2/2021 10:20:45 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Arms controllers informal discussion 

Thanks Dave 
Clearly lots to consider here. The focus on BSL4 is justified but the bigger problem is likely at BSL3 where many more exist 
and standards are varied. Any suggestions on next steps? 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 2, 2021, at 8:53 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom and Jim, Suggest you not forward this to others for now. . .but FYI 
I'm concerned about lack of ID lab scientists in this discussion, much of it probably of value. I'm on a mailing 
list from Milton Litenberg with 40 or 50 others, mostly people who lean toward what I could call 'arms 
control'. They have started a CB Experts Group Zoom meeting series. These are the notes from one 
apparently held this past week. I was invited but didn't join. I worry about a greater push for more ill-
directed regulation that only the 'good guys' will follow. 

Dave 

About ready to 

Topic 2 — Biological Laboratories & Leaks (Continuing the discussion on framing a new view on biodefense, 
given the "gain of function" discussion we had last time, accidental release scenarios may be more 
significant than deliberate release incidents. However, this area seems to get little attention.) 

• Noted day before there was "Maximum containment labs around the world" presentation for the launch of 
webs]te, L.tt;--::1!www.olobalbiolabs.orq/ listing known BSL4 facilities. 
• Thr,:re is not r1ePr definition of what constitutes a BSL4 facility. 
• There is a need for trarwparency. 
• There are no aued guide! les within the United States, thus why expect same for rest of world. 
• Are the issues 1D 11;..r handled by the BWC or WHO? 
• Standards apply to Select A nts and not BSL4 containment. 
• There will be more BSL4 ::+.ir:',u;nted by response to COVID-19. 
• ISO 35001 (2019) covers biocontainment (!-" -ps://www.iso.org/standard/71293.html). It is for a 
certification process, the cost cif which is a b EA' iier to adoption, and no one requires this ISO certification. 
• Transparencies and systematic approach in laboratory acquired infections is needed, though delay in 
symptoms is an issue. 
• There are three aspects to consider — and urgent need to address 

o Biosafety — no regulations anywhere, excepting international requirements on smallpox research 
. **There are legally binding biosafety regulations for laboratories working with Select Agents at 42 CFR 
73.12** 
o Biosecurity — In United States **biosecurity regulations have** [this has] force of law on three dozen 
Select Agents only, ** no matter where they are used.** **Other biosecurity policies, such as those 
governing dual-use research of concern, cover ** [Monitoring and enforcement covers] only government 
facilities and government funded research. 
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o Biorisk Assessment — United States created in 2017 and has not implemented. No international 
coverage. There are policy issues as funding agencies are in breach by not flagging research to apply 
requirement. **(/ am not sure what is being referred to by the 2017 reference. The U.S. policy on 
Oversight of Dual-Use Research of Concern (2014) mandates analysis of the risks and benefits of certain 
research activities, but only for U.S. government-conducted or -funded research. The 2017 policy on 
Potential Pandemic Pathogens Care and Oversight has similar requirements, but it too is binding only on 
government-conducted or funded research.)** 

• BWC considered investigations into accidental releases during the Protocol negotiations 1995-200T, 
Sverdlovsk incident being an example. A draft of the BWCProtocol (not in final), required investigations into 1) 
suspect facilities, 2) allegations of use, and suspicious outbreaks of disease, 
• Shooter Report on a case of smallpox was a driver in United Kingdom 

) for, improved biosafety measures for 
labs. 
• There is a Case Studies project as part of the Nuclear Threat Initiative on dual use and what is being done and 
why — seeking examples of and collaborations on systemic approach to biorisks. 
• BWC verification problem solution (historic) considered listing biological research facilities, and thus if any 
were not declared, incident could be treated as noncompliance. This would in effect give power to a country's 
opponents against a covert program. 
• There needs to be a registry outside of BWC as the most consequential work is and BSL4 facilities are outside 
of government. (COMMENT: not in the UK by the way) 
• BWC confidence building measures reporting of BSL4 biocontainment facilities. Some BWC member states 
want their CBM returns withheld from public view onthe BWC Implementation Support Unit website and is 
available only from a password protected website available to BWC states parties only. 
• United Kingdom has a health and safety regulation that if a laboratory worker is out sick four days or more, 
the incident must be reported when it is associated with work at the facility. 
• The 2007 Foot-and-Mouth Disease outbreak in United Kingdom was a huge impetus for biocontainment (n.b., 
the outbreak was traced to nearby laboratory effluents). 
• Is there a mechanism to use BWC to either list facilities or agents? There are technical concerns between the 
differences of collections and active research — what constitutes an agent is not clear-cut. It is also unlikely to 
use the BWC given the current diplomatic climate, as evinced by China's response to Biden's intelligence 
directive on COVID-19 origins. 
• What about BSL3 facilities? Noted that facilities found in researching issue in Myanmar were mobile facilities 
leased from South Korea. 
• If BWC is used as the mechanism, nothing will be accomplished for 10 to 15 years. BWC may be a key part, 
but not only part of a solution. The 197 - vintage legal components of the BWC should be seen only as one of 
many means to improve the situation. 
• How would controls get internationalized? There were only a few funding sources to affect. Many in 
developing world see biotech and associated laboratories as a matter of national prestige. Instead of baring 
research, perhaps approaches more around additional funding and assistance in training. Counter to such 
programs is the debate if it is even appropriate to place BSL4 facilities in countries where there are more 
pressing problems. 
• An example of assistance to Eastern European nations was turned against NATO interests was mentioned. 
• What is the entry point for biological weapons concerns and fear of dual use (medical v. military)? There is an 
example of medical researchers self-censoring investigation findings of a new infantile botulinum toxin over 
imagined concerns of potential biological weapons value. Noted a biological weapons program requires human 
testing, scale-up in production, aerobiology, and field trails — all points where medical research and innovation 
consider dual-use risks. 
• There is also a need to just understand the landscape (visibility initiatives), e.g., Synthetic Biology. There is a 
need to affect research culture with rewards for innovation and information sharing. Also, outreach to these 
emerging communities should create a culture of risk-benefit responsible science. 
• There is a lack of a coherent policy framework for the issues. Laboratory leaks and pandemics are national 
security issues, but they are not necessarily military defense issues (noting CBRN community getting into 
pandemic response without a procuring cause). 
• One approach is to have international voluntary agreements based on shared and mutual interests. No one 
involved in biological research wants the taint or reputational loss of an accident, and all should work to 
eliminate the risks. An example is the [World Nuclear Association (?)] **World Association of Nuclear 
Operators**where practitioners in industry collaborate to improve safety and reduce incidences. 
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• From Chat — WHO has Biosafety standards (last updated 2004). Handbook of Laboratory Biosafety, 4th Ed. 
(2020). There is a large 2018 WHO consultation report that perhaps references the Kings College website. See 
Zilinskas report on second incident on Soviet Health documentation at CNS website. Some in industry in 
Belgium are trying to follow how ISO standard is taken up, comparing theory to practice. There is a business 
model for leasing mobile BSL3 laboratories, which are relatively inexpensive and used by the biomedical startup 
community. China response to Wuhan inspections is if US truly respected transparency, it would open up 
research at Fort Detrick and the 200 other projects globally (https://www.cnn.corn/2021/01/26/asia/xi-iinping-
china-vaccine-intl-hnVindex.htril). US State Department BTRP (?) outputs and publications in Pakistan. 
Potentially we need equivalent to nuclear security summits following pandemic. Greg's Gain of Function, Loss of 
Clarity article noted, and https://www.nti.org/about/projectsgostering-biosecurity-innovation-and-risk-
reduction/nti-hosts-meeting-advance-global-biosecurity-innovation-and-risk-reduction/. Three PDF reports 
concerning Myanmar laboratories were provided (link to private Kings College site). 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Yuan Zhi mi ng [yzm@wh.iov.cri] 
7/15/2019 1:21:34 AM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU] 
CI I : Synthetic biology commentary 
Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biologyJune 18 2019.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim , 

I am afraid you did not recevied my last mail and send you again. 

Zhiming 

DearJim, 

Sorry for my delayed feedback. As you explained, the developemnt of synthetic biology bring us some challenge on 
biosafety and biosecurity management, and we could show our understanding this challenge and your concern. You 
have well organized the draft, and I am sure the readers could benefit for it. 

I have insert some words in the text foryour consideration. 

If there is anything needed my attention, please let me know. 

Regards 

Zhiming 

Dear Zhi mi ng and Zhigao, 

I hope this note finds you well on this first day of summer. I write to propose a joi nt commentary to be submitted for 
publication in Zhiming's ofloumal of Biosafety and Biosecurity on the topic of biosafety and biosecurity in the age of 
synthetic biology. This is a relevant topic and our shared publication would offer an excellent example of the benefits 
of our joint China-USA dialogue. Having such a co-authored publication would be tangible evidence of the importance 
we all place on worki ng togetherto solve challenges of global importance. I have taken the liberty of preparing a first 
draft of such a manuscript and I invite you both to be co-authors. Dave, Ben and Pei-Yong have reviewed and I have 
incorporated their comments. Youradditions, deletions and modifications will certainly further improve the quality of 
the piece and make it most relevant to the issues we all face daily in managing a large biocontai nment facility. (Please 
use track change as you edit the piece.) 

As you will see, I tried to address four separate areas that impact current and future work in synthetic biology, starting 
from the position that many of the relevant safeguards needed are already in place through our existi ng programs in 
biosafety and biosecurity. I then talk about the importance of leadership at al I organizational levels, as Dave Franz has 
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so eloquently spoken about in the past. The last area is the importance of Institut/ono/leadership, and here I would 
especial ly value your input. At the GNL and elsewhere in the USA, we rely heavily on the Institutional Biosafety 
Committee (IBC) forfinal review and approval forstudies involving recombinant DNA, and more broadly to studies 
involving pathogens in general. I don't know if a similarconnmitteeexists in China or in othercountries around the 
world. Your thoughts and input particularly on this point would certainly improve the manuscript and make it more 
relevant to a broaderconnmunity of scientists. 

Attached please find a first draft foryour review and consideration. I hope that you will agree to work with me on this 
important project. I look forward to hearingfronn you soon. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology 

Premise: The rise of synthetic biology, employing novel techniques like gene editing, can create new 
biologica I pathways and even microbes not known to exist in nature. As we consider the safety a nd 
security chal lenges that may be associated with this rapidly advancing field, we should not ignore the 
proven tools that have kept sdentist and society safe and secure for decades. These tools are biosafety 

a nd biosecurity, a set of bi000ntainment precautions required to manipulate dangerous biological 
agents in an enclosed laboratory fa cility for safety and security research environments,  along with the 
fundamentals of individual  leadership and institutional oversight. Together, the pragmatic use of these 
tools and measures ensures that research on microbes, including the modifications of known microbes, 

or even the recreation of extinct pathogens, or the de novo construction of a completely novel microbe 
remains safe and secure while allowing researchers the freedom necessary to advance life science for 
the benefit of society. These tools have evolved and improved to meet the changing dema nds of 

researchers, a nd they remain essential resources to control the dynamic landsca pe heralded by 
synthetic biology. Any attempt to mitigate against new risks associated with microbiological research 
wi II rely on this foundation; however, these tools may need additional refinement to successfully 
a ddress a II the potential chal lenges associated with synthetic biology. 

Biosafety: Ensuring that those working in microbi ology a re well prepared to work safely with microbes 
is essential. Such training is not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked when preparing budgets or 
scheduling projects, yet the risks of human error are arguablythe greatest threat to the investigators 

the mselves, their parent program or laboratory a nd to the community at large. Besides the physical 
biocontainment, laboratory specific biosafety manual, Aa knowledgeable and  skilled workforce, to 
include  supervisor, individual investigators,  technitians and engineers that understands and appreciates 
the need for safe techniques when handling potentially dangerous microbes is critical to mitigating risks. 
In labs thatwork with dangerous pathogens, such individuals may receive formal training through 
a cademic co ursework. This is often augmented by facility-specific safety orientation and perhaps 

followed by a period of mentorship provide by an experienced individual working side-by-side with the 
trainee. Unfortunately, such training may be a luxury in many programs and novel approaches are 
needed to adapt and make available core biosafety training to everyone involved in synthetic biology, 

not only to the investigators, but also to the supervisors, technitions, engineers a nd other staffs related, 

Biosecurity: Si milarly, ensuring that the research enterprise operates in a secure environment and that 
a trusted workforce is implementing the studies as designed is essential. In recent years there has been 

a global proliferation of biocontainment laboratories, and the biocontainment a re well designed and 
constructed to rneed the derna id of biosecurty. Designed to allow research and product development 
to be conducted on dangerous pathogens in a safe and secure environment, these facilities often have 
controlled access that limits admittance to only vetted persons. This ensures that only known 

individuals enter the facility a nd limits access to pathogens to only those who are essential, thereby 
mitigating the risks of nefa rious use of technology or pathogens. Some programs may also attempt to 
inventoryquantities of pathogens; however, given that by their nature they replicate easily, this 

measure has limited va lue in terms of security.  However, the biosecuity in synthestic biology are largely 
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depended on the trusted workforce in the laboratory, and therefore a great attention needed to pay on 
b i °safety and biosecurty culture, as well as the personel recruitment and training. 

Leadership: Enhancing physical security i s relatively easy; b ut a ssu ri ng that researchers and workers are 

reliable is more challenging. This requires that leaders manage the labora tory s dentifica Ilya nd lawfully, 
operate the laboratory safely a nd securely in compliance with the laboratory handbook and specific 
ma nual,  know their team well and that they ensure that an appropriate safety and security culture 

pervades their institution. Leadership is a shared responsibilitythat involves engaging anyone with 
supervisory responsibility, be it a team leader, a principal investigator or the institution's director. 

Leadership extends beyond the laboratory itself and ideally includes a second level, engagement bythe 
biotech industry and sevice providers. Commercial partners provide technical support and products 

such as oligonucleotides that may encode potentially pathogenic attributes or be used to modify or 
construct a dangerous or extinct pathogen. Many commercial providers are part of the International 
Gene Synthesis Consortium, a group of gene synthesis companies that rout nely screen requests and vet 

customers to ensure that requests for potentially da ngerous sequences are carefully reviewed. They 
ma ke it a practice to know their customers and their research needs. As this commercial sector evands 
globally, competition for market share and a desire to reduce costs may lead to less rigorous screening 
of requests, possibly resulting in greater availability of potentially dangerous sequences and a decrease 

in the industry's ability to maintain a fa miliarity between the gene synthesis provider and their 
customers. It will be important to sustain the best practices esta blished bythe gene synthesis industries 
to mitigate against the misuse of synthetic biology. 

Institutional Oversight: As part of their leadership responsibilities, laboratory directors, principal 

investigators and independent scientists may provide direct oversight to their immediate staff. Many 
organizations have an additional formal review process that provides institutional oversight of research 
a ctivities. This may come from an Institutional Biosafety Co mmittee (IBC) or another committee with 

equivalent responsibilities. IBCs are a requirement for institutions receiving US. National Institutes of 
Health funding and they provide local review and oversight of research involving recombinant DNA 
studies. In China, the IBSs paly an increasing role in the oversight and blorisk assessment of novel 
techques and experiments concerning the manuipulaiton of pathogens and recombinant DNA, a nd only 
the project that passed the review could be implemented in the laboratory.-Their job is to ensure that 
work conducted within the facility is safe, secure, and conducted in a responsible manner. Historically, 

this model has been instrumental in providing local institutional oversight of research activities and a 
na tional fra mework for consistent conduct of nearly all forms of research involving recombinant studies 
or synthetic biology. 

However, globally, not all institutions have an IBC, and those that do mayface cha Ilenges in ensuring 
that their committee members represent a sufficiently broad arrayof technical skills necessary to 
provide effective oversight and perform an adequate risk assessment that is needed for many synthetic 
biology projects. As technology evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology where many different 

specialized fields may play a role, membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient 
knowledge or experience is available to recognize potentially dangerous experiments. 

piallenge and Perspectives: One area of research that received considerable attention recently is gain . 
of function studies, especially those investigations attempti ng to identify key molecular changes that 
might lead to efficient person-to-person transmission of avian influenza viruses. In the U.S.A., the 
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Na tional Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) considered the risks associated with gain of 
function studies, focusi ng especial ly on those studies that may hold potential to increase the vi rulence 

or tra nsmissibi lity of a pathogen. After more than a year of careful considerati on, the NSABB proposed 
the following points to be considered when reviewi ng the risk of planned gain-of-function experiments 
(h ttps://osp.od.ni h.gov/wp-

co ntent/uploads/2016/06/NSABB_Fi nal_Report_Recommendations_Eva I uation_Oversight_Proposed_G 
a in_of_Function-Research.pdf). Such research would be of special concern and warrant additional 
review if: 

• The pathogen generated is likely highlytransmissible and likely capable of wide and 
uncontrollable spread in human populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly vi rulent and likely to cause significant morbidity and/or 
mortalityin humans. 

In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following principles be considered prior to initiating the 
study: 

• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifically meritorious 
• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise naturally 

• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to sod ety are justified 

• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same scientific 
question. 

• The investigator and institution have demonstrated capacity and commitment to conduct the 
study safely a nd securely. 

• The results will be broadly shared to realize ful l potential benefits. 

• Ma nagement of risks and ongoing oversight will be in place throughout the course of the study. 
• The propose research is ethica Ily justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to meet the challenges of synthetic biology. 
Expertise that may be required includes a full understanding of biohazardous agents; biological 

containment structure and operations; care and use of laboratory animals (or plants, if appropriate) in 
containment; the conduct of a comprehensive risk-benefit assessment; ethics; legal concems as 
reflected in local, state and national laws; ecological considerations; and the potential public health 

impact of proposed investigations. Establishing an IBC that is competent in these ma nyfields represents 
a significant chal lenge to program leadership. 

After the NSABB relaxed the restriction on gain offunction studies of avian influenza viruses, some other 
countries and academies are considering the possibil ities to implement the virus modification projects 

to furthert investigate the effident person-to-person transmission of avian influenza viruses However, 
there is no specific risk a ssessement guildline and procedure on synthetic biology, and ilArnany countries 
re I y on regulationstargeting Genetical ly Modified Organisms to regulate synthetic biology. As synthetic 
biology advances, these regulations may be insufficient to meet future oversight needs, given their focus 
only on known organisms. 

A pa th forward for countries and institutions engaged in research involving synthetic biology but lacking 
a fra mework for oversight might include ensuring that a solid foundation for training in biosafety is 

available, coupled with appropriate labora tory facilities with biosecurity precautions is in place. Leaders 
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at all levels should be expected to ensure that best safety a nd security pra ctices are used in a culture of 
open and honest communication, and commerdal suppliers of synthetic genes should screen requests 

a nd know their customers and their research. These attributes are already in place in many 
organizations working with highly-hazardous pathogens and may be easily refined to address the unique 
challenges of synthetic biology. The greatest unmet n eed of ma ny research organizations may be in 

ha ving an institutional oversight capability such as the IBC. If a bsent, one should be esta blished. If 
present, it may be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and composition so that the 
diversity of technical skills and experience is available to help institutions ensure that their research in 
synthetic biology is done in a safe and secure manner that will ultimately benefit society. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Hi Zhi ail ng, 

LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLED UC] 
7/15/2019 3:55:00 PM 
'Yuan Zhi ming' [yzm@wh.i ov.cn] 
Hol ubar, Connie J. [cjholuba@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong [peshi@UTMB.EDU); Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu) 
[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) (davi drfra nz@gma il.com) 
RE: El I : Synthetic biology commentary 
Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology 15 Jul2019-drtfi nal.docx 

Attached please find a draft of our commentary that includes your suggested edits as well as a draft abstract, an author 
line and our contact information, draft keywords and a conflict of interest statement. I also inserted a couple of website 
references where appropriate. Please reviewand modify as you see fit. If you are happy with the text, please feel free 
to submit directly to youriournal of Biosafety and Biosecurity. Let me know if you think it needs additional work. On 
review of the first issue of your journal, I note a paper with a similartitle, but on reading it, thei r focus is a bit diffe rent 
from what we discuss and it does not appear to me to have much duplication. 

Have you received yourvisa for the meeting later this month in DC? 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Yuan Zhimingryzm@whioy.cn> 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2019 1:22 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: 2 I : Synthetic biology commentary 

WARNING: This email originated from outsi de of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim, 

I am afraid you did not recevied my last mail and send you again. 

Zhiming 
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DearJinn, 

Sorry for my delayed feedback. As you explained, the developemnt of synthetic biology bring us some challenge on 
biosafety and biosecurity management, and we could show our understandingthis challenge and yourconcern. You 
have well organized the draft, and I am sure the readers could benefitfor it. 

I have insert some words in the text foryour consideration. 

If there is anything needed my attention, please let me know. 

Regards 

Zhinning 

Dear Zhinning and Zhigao, 

I hope this note finds you wel l on this first day of summer. I write to propose a joint commentary to be submitted for 
publication in Zhinning's ofloumal of Biosafety and Biosecurity on the topic of biosafety and biosecurity in the age of 
synthetic biology. This is a relevanttopicand ourshared publication would offeran excel lent exannpleof the benefits 
of ourjoint China-USA dialogue. Having such a co-authored publication would be tangible evidence of the importance 
we al l place on workingtogetherto solve chal lenges of global importance. I have taken the liberty of preparing a first 
draft of such a manuscript and I invite you both to be co-authors. Dave, Ben and Pei-Yong have reviewed and I have 
incorporated theirconnments. Youradditions, deletions and modifications wil I certainly further improve the quality of 
the piece and make it most relevant tothe issues we al l face daily in managing a large biocontainnnent facility. (Please 
use track change as you edit the piece.) 

As you wil l see, I tried to address fourseparate areas that impact current and future work in synthetic biology, starting 
from the position that many of the relevant safeguards needed are already in place through ourexisting programs in 
biosafety and biosecurity. I then talk about the importance of leadership at al l organizational levels, as Dave Franz has 
so eloquently spoken about in the past. The last area is the importance of Institutiona/leadership, and here I would 
especial ly value your input. At the GNL and elsewhere in the USA, we rely heavily on the Institutional Biosafety 
Committee (IBC) forfinal review and approval forstudies involving recombinant DNA, and more broadly to studies 
involving pathogens in general. I don't know if a similarcomnnitteeexists in China or in othercountries around the 
world. Your thoughts and input particularly on this point would certainly improve the manuscript and make it more 
relevant to a broaderconnnnunity of scientists. 

Attached please find a first draft foryour review and consideration. I hope that you wil l agree to work with me on this 
important project. I look forward to hearingfrom you soon. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

Jannes W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-061.0 
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(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
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Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology 

Jams W. Le Duc* and Zhiming Yuan** 

Abstract: 

Synthetic biology offers great potential for benefit to society, huinan health and agricukure; 

however, it also raises new concerns about safety and security. Application of established tools 

of biosafety and biosecurity along with strong individual and institutional leadership will help 

alleviate risks, but these may require refinement to address successfully the potential challenges 

of synthetic biology. Institutional biosafety committees (IBC) are key to providing institutional 

oversight and as technology evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology where many 

different specialized fields may play a role, membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that 

sufficient knowledge and experience is available to evaluate projects and recognize potentially 

dangerous experiments. Recommendations regarding avian influenza gain of function studies 

may offer a valuable framework of points to consider relevant future studies involving synthetic 

biology. 

The rise of synthetic biology, employing novel techniques like gene editing, can create 

new biological pathways and even microbes not known to exist in nature. As we consider the 

safety and security challenges that may be associated with this rapidly advancing field, we 

should not ignore the proven tools that have kept scientists and society safe and secure for 

decades. These tools are biosafety and biosecurity, a set of biocontainment precautions that 

make it safe to manipulate dangerous biological agents in an enclosed laboratory facility, along 

with the physical security controls that secure the research environment. In addition, equally 
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critical are the fundamentals of individual  leadership and institutional oversight. Together, the 

pragmatic use of these tools and measures ensures that research on microbes, including the 

modifications of known microbes, or even the recreation of extinct pathogens or the de novo 

construction of a completely novel microbe remains safe and secure while allowing researchers 

the freedom necessary to advance fife science for the benefit of society. These tools have evolved 

and improved to met the changing demands of researchers, and they remain essential resources 

to control the dynamic landscape heralded by synthetic biology. Any attempt to mitigate against 

new risks associated with microbiological research will rely on this foundation; however, these 

tools may need additional refinement to successfully address all the potential challenges 

associated with synthetic biology. 

Biosafetv: Ensuring that those working in microbiology are well prepared to work safely with 

microbes is essential. Such training is not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked when 

preparing budgets or scheduling projects, yet the risks of human error are arguably the greatest 

threat to the investigators, their laboratory and the community at large. Besides the physical 

biocontainnent, a laboratory specific biosafety procedures manual and the associated training 

ensures that the entire workforce, from the individual investigators and staff to the animal care 

staff and building maintenance and engineers understands and appreciates the need for mitigating 

risk through safe techniques for handling potentially dangerous microbes and associated 

equipment. In labs that work with dangerous pathogens, such individuals may receive formal 

training through academic coursework. This is often augmented by facility-specific safety 

orientation and perhaps followed by a period of mentorship provide by an experienced individual 

working side-by-side with the trainee. Unfortunately, such training may be a luxury in many 
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programs, and novel approaches are needed to adapt and make available core biosafety training 

to everyone involved in synthetic biology. 

Biosecurity: Similarly, ensuring that the research enterprise operates with access controls and 

physical security and that a trusted workforce is implementing the studies as designed is 

essential In recent years, there has been a global proliferation of biocontainment laboratories. 

In most cases, these biocontainment facilities are well designed and constructed to meet the 

modem demands of biosecurty. To ensure research and product development conducted on 

dangerous pathogens occurs in a safe and secure environment, these facilities must have 

controlled access that limits admittance to only vetted persons. This ensures that only known 

individuals enter the facility and limits access to pathogens to only those who are essential and 

properly trained, thereby mitigating the risks of nefarious use of technology or pathogens. Some 

programs may also attempt to inventory quantities of pathogens; however, given that by their 

nature they replicate easily, this measure has limited value in terms of security. The biosecurity 

in synthetic biology is largely dependent on the trusted workforce in the laboratory, and therefore 

a great deal of attention must be paid to a culture of safety, as well as careful personnel 

recruitment, background screenings, and adherence to strict policies and procedures regarding 

laboratory access:

Leadership: Enhancing physical security is relatively easy; but assuring that researchers and 

workers are reliable is more challenging. This requires that leaders manage the laboratory in full 

compliance with all regulations and safe management practices, know their team members well 

and ensure that an appropriate safety and security culture pervades their institution. Leadership 

is a shared responsibility that involves engaging anyone with supervisory responsibility, be it a 

team leader, a principal investigator or the institution's director. 
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Leadership extends beyond the laboratory itself and ideally includes a second level, 

engagement by the biotech industry and service providers. Commercial partners provide 

technical support and products such as oligonucleotides that may encode potentially pathogenic 

attributes or be used to modify or construct a dangerous or extinct pathogen. Many commercial 

providers are part of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium ([ HYPERLINK 

"https://genesynthesisconsortium.ore" ]) a group of gene synthesis companies that routinely 

screen requests and vet customers to ensure that requests for potentially dangerous sequences are 

carefully reviewed. They make it a practice to know their customers and their research needs. 

As this commercial sector expands globally, competition for market share and a desire to reduce 

costs may lead to less rigorous screening of requests, possibly resulting in greater availability of 

potentially dangerous sequences and a decrease in the industry's ability to maintain a familiarity 

between the gene synthesis providers and their customers. Going forward, it will be important to 

sustain these best practices established by the gene synthesis industries to mitigate against the 

misuse of synthetic biology. 

Institutional Oversight: As part of their leadership responsibilities, laboratory directors, 

principal investigators and independent scientists provide direct oversight to their immediate 

staff Many organizations have an additional formal review process that provides institutional 

oversight of research activities. This may come from an Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) 

or another corm tee with equivalent responsibilities. IBCs are a requirement for institutions 

receiving U.S. National Institutes of Health funding and they provide local review and oversight 

of research involving recombinant DNA studies 

(. https ://osp od. n i h. go v/b io techno lo gy/institutiona 1- b io sa fet y- co min ittee s/). In China, the IBC s 

play an increasing role in the oversight and biorisk assessment of novel techniques and 
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experiments concerning the manipulation of pathogens and recombinant DNA, and only projects 

that pass a rigorous review can be implemented in the laboratory. These committees ensure that 

work conducted within a thcflity is done safely, securely, and in a responsible manner. 

Historically, this model has been instrumental in providing local institutional oversight of 

research activities and in establishing a national framework for consistent conduct of nearly all 

forms of research involving recombinant studies or synthetic biology. 

However, globally, all institutions may not have an IBC, and those that do may face 

challenges in ensuring that their committee members represent a sufficiently broad array of 

technical skills necessary to provide effective oversight and perform an adequate risk assessment 

that is needed for many synthetic biology projects. As technology evolves, especially in the case 

of synthetic biology where many different specialized fields may play a role, membership of the 

IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient knowledge and experience is available to evaluate 

projects and recognize potentially dangerous experiments. 

Challenge and Perspectives: One area of research that received considerable attention recently 

is gain affunction studies, especially those investigations attempting to identify key molecular 

changes that might lead to efficient person-to-person transmission of avian influenza viruses. In 

the U.S.A., the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) considered the risks 

associated with gain of function studies, focusing especially on those studies that may hold 

potential to increase the virulence or transmissibility of a pathogen. After more than a year of 

careful consideration, the NSABB proposed the following points to be considered when 

reviewing the risk of planned gain-of-function experiments. (httpsi/osp.od.nih.gov/wp-

content/up loads/20 1 6/06 /N SAB B_F ina 1_ Report_Reco mme nd at io ns_ Eva luation_O versight_Prop 

osed_Gain_of Function-Research.pdf). 
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Such research would be of special concern and warrant additional review if 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and likely capable of wide and 

uncontrollable spread in human populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely to cause significant morbidity 

and/or mortality in humans. 

In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following principles be considered prior to 

initiating the study: 

• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifically meritorious 

• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise naturally 

• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to society are justified 

• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same 

scientific question. 

• The investigator and institution have demonstrated capacity and commitment to conduct 

the study safely and securely. 

• The results will be broadly shared to realize fill potential benefits. 

• Management of risks and ongoing oversight will be in place throughout the course of the 

study. 

• The propose research is ethically justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to net the challenges of 

synthetic biology. Expertise that may be required includes a full understanding of bioha.zardous 

agents; biological containrrent structure and operations; care and use of laboratory animals (or 

plants, if appropriate) in containrrent; the conduct of a comprehensive risk-benefit assessment; 
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ethics; legal concerns as reflected in local, state and national laws; ecological considerations; and 

the potential public health impact of proposed investigations. Establishing an IBC that is 

competent in these many fields represents a significant challenge to program leadership. 

Many countries are relying on regulations targeting Genetically Modified Organisms to 

regulate synthetic biology (see: I HYPERLINK "https://www.loc.govilaw/help/restrictions-on-

gmos/usa.php"] for relevant laws in the U.S.A.). As synthetic biology advances, these 

regulations may be insufficient to meet future oversight needs, given their focus only on known 

organisms. 

A path forward for countries and institutions engaged in research involving synthetic 

biology but lacking a framework for oversight might include ensuring that a solid foundation for 

training in biosafety is available, coupled with appropriate laboratory facilities where appropriate 

biosecurity precautions are in place. Leaders at all levels should be expected to ensure that best 

safety and security practices are used in a culture of open and honest communication, and 

commercial suppliers of synthetic genes should screen requests and know their customers and 

their research. These attributes are already in place in many organizations working with highly-

hazardous pathogens and may be easily refined to address the unique challenges of synthetic 

biology. The greatest unmet need of many research organizations may be in having an 

adequately experienced institutional oversight capability such as the IBC. If absent, one should 

be established. If present, it may be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and 

composition so that the diversity of technical skills and experience is available to help 

institutions ensure that their research in synthetic biology is done in a safe and secure manner 

that will ultimately benefit society. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Zhiming, 

LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLEDUC] 
7/31/2019 10:44:13 AM 
Ltliii (yzm@wh.i ov.cn) 

RE: FW: PPT slides fromJuly 26 
Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology 31 Jul 2019- fi na I.docx 

Thanks for your note. A slight revision of our commentary is attached. Please reviewand edit as you like, then go ahead 
and submit it to Dr. Xu Jai nguo. 

Please feel free to use the slides I prepared that draw from the points of our commentary. Please add your name to the 
first slide credits. 

I hope you enjoy the BWC discussion and give my best regards to Weiwen. He and his colleagues did a nice job at the 
conference in DC. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

From: A , I, BA <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 11:12 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: FW: PPT slides from July 26 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim 

I was regretted to have not attend the US-China synthetic biologyconference in US. ZhangWeiwen is my good friend, 
and he told me the success of this meeting and your contribution forthe conference. We all agree to work togetherto 
have this forum as an another platform for discussingthe main chant lenge between US-China scientist besides our CAS-
NAS channel. 

I am in Geneva for BWC expert meeting, I could brief our main idea on biosafety and biosecurity aroused in synthetic 
biology in the meeting if you have no objection. 

As to the manuscript, I have not do the submittion, I could submit this manuscript to Dr. XuJianguo di rectedly. Would 
you please send me this final version of this manuscirpt? 

Regards 

Zhiming 
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&ftA.:"LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

&110.11Q:2019-07-31 01:38:41 (g.gA 

.11k4)+,,,: "Yuan Zhiming"<yzm wh.iov.cn>

11 WA: 
IEE:FW:PPTslidesfronnJuly 26 

Zhiming, 

Attached are the slides I used forthe presentation atthe recenthat you unfortunately could not attend. As you will see, 
the slides are basically drawn from our recent commentary and I mentioned you by name and our collaborations on this 
when I gave the talk. As you will see from the note below and my separate response, some participants asked for 
copies of the slides which I have given tothem. 

Weiwen Zhangfrom Tianjin University wasthe lead person from the Chinesedelegation. 

Did you submit ourcommentaryto your journal? Is there anythingl need to do? 

I hope you are enjoyingsummer in Wuhan. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Andrea Lapp <alappl@jhu.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 11:10 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: PPTslidesfromJuly 26 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not cl ick I i nks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
Our col leagues from China have asked if you would mind sharingyourslides with them? This is completely optional and 
we wil l not share withoutyour permission. However, please let nne know if it is ok to share your PPTwith them. 
Thanks, 
Andrea 

Andrea R. Lapp 
Events Director 
Johns Hopkins Centerfor Health Security 
621 E. Pratt Street, Suite 210 
Baltimore, MD 21202 
443-286-9494 
alappleihu.edu 
www.centerforheaithsecurity.org 
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Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology 

Jams W. Le Duc* and Zhiming Yuan** 

Abstract: 

Synthetic biology offers great potential for benefit to society, human health and agricukure; 

however, it also raises new concerns about safety and security. Application of established tools 

of biosafety and biosecurity along with strong individual and institutional leadership will help 

alleviate risks, but these may require refinement to address successfully the potential challenges 

of synthetic biology. Institutional biosafety committees (IBC) are key to providing institutional 

oversight and as technology evolves, especially in the case of synthetic biology where many 

different specialized fields may play a role. Membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that 

sufficient knowledge and experience is available to evaluate projects and recognize potentially 

dangerous experiments. Recommendations regarding avian influenza gain of function studies 

may offer a valuable framework of points to consider relevant future studies involving synthetic 

biology. 
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The rise of synthetic biology, employing novel techniques like gene editing, can create 

new biological pathways and even microbes not known to exist in nature. As we consider the 

safety and security challenges that may be associated with this rapidly advancing field, we 

should not ignore the proven tools that have kept scientists and society safe and secure for 

decades. These tools are biosafety and biosecurity, a set of biocontainment precautions that 

make it safe to manipulate dangerous biological agents in an enclosed laboratory facility, along 

with the physical security controls that protect the research environment. In addition, equally 

critical are the fimdamentals of individual  leadership and institutional oversight. Together, the 

pragmatic use of these tools and measures ensures that research on microbes, including the 

modifications of known microbes, or even the recreation of extinct pathogens or the de novo 

construction of a completely novel microbe remains safe and secure while allowing researchers 

the freedom necessary to advance life science for the benefit of society. These tools have evolved 

and improved to meet the changing demands of researchers, and they remain essential resources 

to control the dynamic landscape heralded by synthetic biology. Any attempt to mitigate against 

new risks associated with microbiological research will rely on this foundation; however, these 

tools may need additional refinement to address successfitlly all the potential challenges 

associated with synthetic biology. 

Biosafetv: Ensuring that those working in microbiology are well prepared to work safely with 

microbes is essential. Such training is not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked when 

preparing budgets or scheduling projects, yet the risks of human error are arguably the greatest 

threat to the investigators, their laboratory and the community at large. Besides the physical 

biocontainn-ent, a laboratory specific biosafety procedures manual and the associated training 

ensures that the entire workforce, from the individual investigators and staff to the animal care 
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personnel and building maintenance and engineers understands and appreciates the need for 

mitigating risk through safe techniques for handling potentially dangerous microbes and 

associated equipment. In labs that work with dangerous pathogens, such individuals may receive 

formal training through academic coursework. This is often augmented by facility-specific 

safety orientation and perhaps followed by a period of mentorship provide by an experienced 

individual working side-by-side with the trainee. Unfortunately, such training may be a luxury 

in many programs, and novel approaches are needed to adapt and make available core biosafety 

training to everyone involved in synthetic biology. 

Biosecuritv: Similarly, it is essential to ensure that the research enterprise operates with access 

controls and physical security and that a trusted workforce is implementing the studies as 

designed. In recent years, there has been a global proliferation of biocontainment laboratories. 

In most cases, these biocontainment facilities are well-designed and constructed to meet the 

modern demands of biosecurty. To ensure research and product development conducted on 

dangerous pathogens occurs in a safe and secure environment, these facilities must have 

controlled access that limits admittance to only vetted persons. This ensures that only known 

individuals enter the facility and limits access to pathogens to only those who are essential and 

properly trained, thereby mitigating the risks of nefarious use of technology or pathogens. Some 

programs may also attempt to inventory quantities of pathogens; however, given that by their 

nature they replicate easily, this measure has limited value in terms of security. Biosecurity in 

synthetic biology is largely dependent on the trusted workforce in the laboratory, and therefore a 

great deal of attention must be paid to a culture of safety, as well as careful personnel recruitment, 

background screenings, and adherence to strict policies and procedures regarding laboratory 

access:
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Leadership: Enhancing physical security is relatively easy, however, assuring that researchers 

and workers are reliable is more challenging. This requires that leaders manage the laboratory in 

full compliance with all regulations and safe management practices, know their team members 

well and ensure that an appropriate safety and security culture pervades their institution. 

Leadership is a shared responsibility that involves engaging anyone with supervisory 

responsibility, be it a team leader, a principal investigator or the institution's director. 

Leadership in synthetic biology extends beyond the laboratory itself and ideally includes 

a second level, engagement by the biotech industry and service providers. Commercial partners 

provide technical support and products such as oligonucleotides that may encode potentially 

pathogenic attributes or may be used to modify or construct a dangerous or extinct pathogen. 

Many commercial providers are part of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium (F 

HYPERLINK"https://genesynthesisconsortium.ord"]) a group of gene synthesis companies that 

routinely screen requests and vet customers to ensure that requests for potentially dangerous 

sequences are carefiilly reviewed. They make it a practice to know their customers and their 

research needs. As this commercial sector expands globally, competition for market share and a 

desire to reduce costs may lead to less rigorous screening of requests, possibly resulting in 

greater availability of potentially dangerous sequences and a decrease in the industry's ability to 

maintain a thrniliarity between the gene synthesis providers and their customers. As synthetic 

biology activities expand, it will be important to sustain these best practices established by the 

gene synthesis industries to mitigate against possible misuse. 

Institutional Oversight: As part of their leadership responsibilities, laboratory directors, 

principal investigators and independent scientists provide direct oversight to their immediate 

staff Many organizations have an additional formal review process that provides institutional 
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oversight of research activities. This may come from an Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) 

or another committee with equivalent responsibilities. IBCs are a requirement for institutions 

receiving U.S. National Institutes of Health finding and they provide local review and oversight 

of research involving recombinant DNA studies 

(https://osp.od.nih.gov/biotechnology/institutional-biosafety-committees/). In China, the IBCs 

play an increasing role in the oversight and biorisk assessment of novel techniques and 

experiments concerning the manipulation of pathogens and recombinant DNA, and only projects 

that pass a rigorous review can be implemented in the laboratory. These committees ensure that 

work conducted within a facility is done safely, securely, and in a responsible manner. 

Historically, this model has been instrumental in providing local institutional oversight of 

research activities and in establishing a national framework for consistent conduct of ready all 

forms of research involving recombinant studies or synthetic biology. 

However, globally, all institutions may not have an IBC, and those that do may face 

challenges in ensuring that their committee n-embers represent a sufficiently broad array of 

technical skills necessary to provide effective oversight and perform an adequate risk assessment 

that is needed for many synthetic biology projects. As technology evolves, especially in the case 

of synthetic biology where many different specialized fields may play a role, membership of the 

IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient knowledge and experience is available to evaluate 

projects and recognize potentially dangerous experiments. 

Challenge and Perspectives: One area of research that received considerable attention recently 

is gain offunction studies, especially those investiptions attempting to identify key molecular 

changes that might lead to efficient person-to-person transmission of avian influenza viruses. In 

the U.S.A., the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) considered the risks 
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associated with in of function studies, focusing especially on those studies that may hold 

potential to increase the virulence or transmissibility of a pathogen. After more than a year of 

careful consideration, the NSABB proposed the following points to be considered when 

reviewing the risk of planned gain-of-function experiments. (httpsi/osp.od.nih.gov/wp-

content/up loads/20 1 6/06 /N S AB B_F ina 1_ Report_Reco m mend atio ns_ Eva lua tion_O versight_Prop 

osed_Gain_of Function-Research.pdf). 

Such research would be of special concern and warrant additional review if 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and likely capable of wide and 

uncontrollable spread in human populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely to cause significant morbidity 

and/or mortality in humans. 

In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following principles be considered prior to 

initiating the study: 

• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifically meritorious 

• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise naturally 

• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to society are justified 

• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same 

scientific question. 

• The investigator and institution have demonstrated capacity and commitment to conduct 

the study safely and securely. 

• The results will be broadly shared to realize full potential benefits. 
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• Management of risks and ongoing oversight will be in place throughout the course of the 

study. 

• The proposed research is ethically justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to meet the challenges of 

synthetic biology. Expertise that may be required includes a fill understanding of biohazardous 

agents; biological containment structure and operations; care and use of laboratory animals (or 

plants, if appropriate) in containrrent; the conduct of a comprehensive risk-benefit assessment; 

ethics; legal concerns as reflected in local, state and national laws; ecological considerations; and 

the potential public health impact of proposed investigations. Establishing an IBC that is 

competent in these many fields represents a significant challenge to program leadership. 

Many countries are relying on regulations targeting Genetically Modified Organisms to 

regulate synthetic biology (see: [ HYPERLINK "https://www.loc.gov/law/hel p/restrictions-on-

gmos/usa. ph p" ] for relevant laws in the U.S.A.). As synthetic biology advances, these 

regulations may be insufficient to meet future oversight needs, given their focus only on known 

organisms. 

A path forward for countries and institutions engaged in research involving synthetic 

biology but lacking a framework for oversight might include ensuring that a solid fotmdation for 

training in biosafety is available, coupled with appropriate laboratory facilities where adequate 

biosecurity precautions are in place. Leaders at all levels should be expected to ensure that best 

safety and security practices are used in a culture of open and honest communication, and 

commercial suppliers of synthetic genes should screen requests and know their customers and 

their research. These attributes are already in place in many organizations working with highly-
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hazardous pathogens and may be easily refined to address the unique challenges of synthetic 

biology. The greatest tmrret need of many research organizations may be in having an 

adequately experienced institutional oversight capability such as the IBC. If absent, one should 

be established. If present, it may be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and 

composition so that the diversity of technical skills and experience is available to help 

institutions ensure that their research in synthetic biology is done in a safe and secure manner 

that will ultimately benefit society. 
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To: Yuan Zhiming[yzm©wh.iov.cn] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 7/30/2019 12:38:41 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject FW: PPT slides from July 26 
Syn Bio July 2019.pptx 

Zhiming, 

Attached are the slides I used for the presentation at the recent US-China synthetic biology conference that you unfortunately 
could not attend. As you will see, the slides are basically drawn from our recent commentary and I mentioned you by name and 
our collaborations on this when I gave the talk. As you will see from the note below and my separate response, some participants 
asked for copies of the slides which I have given to them. 

Weiwen Zhang from Tianjin University was the lead person from the Chinese delegation. 

Did you submit our commentary to your journal? Is there anything I need to do? 

I hope you are enjoying summer in Wuhan. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Andrea Lapp <alapp1@jhu.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 11:10 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: PPT slides from July 26 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
Our colleagues from China have asked if you would mind sharing your slides with them? This is completely optional and we will not 
share without your permission. However, please let me know if it is ok to share your PPT with them. 
Thanks, 
Andrea 

Andrea R. Lapp 
Events Director 
Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security 
621 E. Pratt Street, Suite 210 
Baltimore, MD 21202 
443-286-9494 
alappl@jhu.edu 
www.centerforhealthsecurity.org 
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Synthetic Biology's Near-Term 
Opportunities and Challenges 

James Le Due 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 
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Disclaimers: 

A definition (of several proposed) 

"Synthetic biology is a) the design and construction of new biological parts, 
devices and systems and b) the re-design of existing natural biological 
systems for useful purposes." Source: Synthetic Biology.org 

Personal biases 

Perspective of a large biocontainment laboratory 

Focus on pathogens 

Synthetic Biology is not a primary focus of our research activities (or, we use Synthetic Biology routinely to interrogate 
pathogenesis and to construct new vaccines, drugs and therapeutics) 

I am not an expert in Synthetic Biology 

Health. 
GaiVcraisval Nativnal 1..nhvrntvry 
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Opportunities 

Many, many clever folks working in virtually every field of biology 

Better understanding of biology at the most basic level: why microbes 
and organisms are able to do what they do. 

• Pathogenicity 
• Transmissibility 
• Host benefits 

Creating novel applications including those not known to exist in nature 

Practical applications, i.e. vector control 

Health 
Cyravrvsval Natioaal iAboratory 
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Challenges 

Two overarching challenges relevant to today's discussions: 

Safety Security 

Health. 
GalVcraisval Nativnal 1..nhvrntvry 
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Biosafety 

Proven Successful Tools 

Premise is that we have in place the essential toots needed to keep scientists and society 
safe and secure now and in the future. These have been used for decades and can form the 
foundation for meeting the challenges associated with synthetic biology. 

Biosecurity Individual 
and 
Corporate 
Leadership 

Institutional 
Oversight 

Health 
Cyravrvson Natioaal 1.borntory 
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Proven Successful Tools-2 

Pragmatic use of these tools ensures that research remains safe and secure while allowing 
researchers the freedom to advance life sciences and benefit society: 

• modifications of known microbes 
• re-creation of extinct microbes 

• creation of de novo microbes 

These tools have evolved and improved over time 

and will remain essential resources in the future 

Will require additional refinement for synthetic biology 

Health 
CYla V4,404I Natioaal istisurntvry 
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1. Must ensure that those working in synthetic biology are well 
prepared to conduct their research safely. 
Not glamorous; may be expensive and time consuming. 

Why? The greatest risk to the individual, the organization 
and the environment is human error. 

2. Personalized training appropriatefor each individual's 
job/needs. Need training for the Entire Workforce, and it 
needs to be Facility Specific. 

3. Laboratory Mentorship is essential to the mission of safety. 

Health 
Creavrvsval Natioaal istisurntvry 
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Biosecurity 

Ensuring that research is done in a secure environment that provides protection to the 
individual investigators, the entire workforce and the surrounding environment. 

• Meet all regulated requirements for physical and facility security 

• Control access to limit the possibility of mis-use of pathogens 

• Ensure a trusted workforce 
The number of bioeontainment laboratories 
around the world is growing. It's up to all of us to 
ensure that best practices are in place so that new 
labs run safely. 

Health. 
Nativnal 1...,hvrntvry 
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# Leadership 

CHALLENGES 

Reliability. Leadership is responsible for assuring that researchers, staff and facilities are all prepared 
to do their work. 

Regulatory compliance. 

Create a culture of safety and security that sets a standard and ensures that all procedures are 
known and followed. 

• Shared responsibility that involves everyone from the individual staff memberto team leaders and 
institutional directors 

Sweat the details 

Difficult to teach: Developing effective leaders 

Health. 
GaiVcraisval Nativnal 1..nhvrntvry 
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Leadership Layer 2 

Working with Biotech Industry and service providers 

Screen requests that could encode potentially dangerous attributes or construct dangerous 
pathogens 

International Gene Synthesis Consortium established standards or members 

As commercial sector expands globally, may be difficult to sustain best practices 

Health 
Creavrvsval Natioaal istisurntvry 
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Institutional Oversight 

Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) 

Required for institutions receiving NIH funding for recombinant DNA studies 

IBCs play an increasing role in oversight and biorisk management in China and USA —> 
ensuring work is done safely, securely and responsibly 

Provide local institutional oversight and establish a national framework for consistent conduct 
of research 

Health 
Creavrvsval Natioaal istisurntvry 
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Institutional Oversight-2 

Not all institutions may have an IBC 

Small organizations and individuals working alone may not have an IBC 

IBC membership may not represent a sufficiently broad array of skills necessary to provide 
effective oversight and provide adequate risk assessment 

Many technical fields may play a role in synthetic biology; IBC needs to adapt to ensure 
sufficient knowledge and experience is available 

Health 
CYla V4,404I Natioaal istisurntvry 
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Lessons Learned from 
Gain of Function Studies 

National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) report - 2016 

Considered studies attempting to identify key molecular changes that might lead to efficient 
person-to-person transmission of avian influenza. 

Useful principles to consider in synthetic biology 

Health. 
Nativnal 1...,hvrntvry 
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NSABB Recommendations on 
Gain of Function Studies 

Research would be of concern if: 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and likely capable of wide and 
uncontrollable spread in human populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely to cause significant morbidity 
and/or mortality in humans. 

Health. 
Nativnal 1...,hvrntvry 
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NSABB Recommendation on 
Gain of Function Studies-2 

Principles to be considered prior to initiating the study: 
The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifically meritorious. 

The pathogen generated is likely able to arise naturally. 

The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to society are justified. 

There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same scientific question. 

The investigator and institution have demonstrated capacity and commitment to conduct the study 
safely and securely. 

The results will be broadly shared to realize full potential benefits. 

Management of risks and ongoing oversight will be in place throughout the course of the study. 

The proposed research is ethically justified. 

Health 
CYla V4,404I Natioaal istisurntvry 
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Lessons Learned from 
Genetically Modified Organisms 

Many countries rely on regulations targeting genetically modified organisms. 

USA Laws at Library of Congress: 
https://www.loc.govilaw/help/restrictions-on-gmos/usa.php 

Regulations focus on the nature of the product rather than the process in which they were 
produced. 

In USA, responsibility lies with FDA, USDA and EPA 

As synthetic biology advances, these regulations may be insufficient 
to meet future needs given their focus only on known organisms. 

Health. 
GaiVcraisval Nativnal 1..nhvrntvry 
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Overarching Themes 

In many respects, Synthetic Biology represents the next steps in our continuing progress 
made in understanding biology. 

The tools already in place to protect individuals, society and the environment from the 
potential risks of advances in biology form a solid foundation for applications in Synthetic 
Biology. 

These tools will need to be adapted to meet the new challenges brought by Synthetic 
Biology—new partnerships to bring in expertise not traditionally associated with biology may 
be needed. 

The evolution of Synthetic Biology from being practiced at institutions to a tool used by 
individuals represents special challenges. 

Health. 
GalVcraisval Nativnal 1..nhvrntvry 
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To: Yuan Zhiming[yzm@whiov.cn]; Zhigao Bu (buzhigao©caas.cri)[buzhigao@caas.cn] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 6/21/2019 2:58:12 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Synthetic biology commentary 
Biosecurity in the age to synthetic bioiogy June 18 2019.docx 

Dear Zhiming and Zhigao, 

I hope this note finds you well on this first day of summer. I write to propose a joint commentary to be submitted for publication in 
Zhiming's of Journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity on the topic of biosafety and biosecurity in the age of synthetic biology. This is a 
relevant topic and our shared publication would offer an excellent example of the benefits of our joint China-USA dialogue. Having 
such a co-authored publication would be tangible evidence of the importance we all place on working together to solve challenges 
of global importance. I have taken the liberty of preparing a first draft of such a manuscript and I invite you both to be co-authors. 
Dave, Ben and Pei-Yong have reviewed and I have incorporated their comments. Your additions, deletions and modifications will 
certainly further improve the quality of the piece and make it most relevant to the issues we all face daily in managing a large 
biocontainment facility. (Please use track change as you edit the piece.) 

As you will see, I tried to address four separate areas that impact current and future work in synthetic biology, starting from the 
position that many of the relevant safeguards needed are already in place through our existing programs in biosafety and 
biosecurity. I then talk about the importance of leadership at all organizational levels, as Dave Franz has so eloquently spoken 
about in the past. The last area is the importance of Institutional leadership, and here I would especially value your input. At the 
GNL and elsewhere in the USA, we rely heavily on the Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) for final review and approval for 
studies involving recombinant DNA, and more broadly to studies involving pathogens in general. I don't know if a similar 
committee exists in China or in other countries around the world. Your thoughts and input particularly on this point would certainly 
improve the manuscript and make it more relevant to a broader community of scientists. 

Attached please find a first draft for your review and consideration. I hope that you will agree to work with me on this important 
project. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Safety and Security in the Age of Synthetic Biology 

Premise: The rise of synthetic biology, employing novel techniques like gene editing, can create new 

biological pathways and even microbes not known to exist in nature. As we considerthe safety and 
security challenges that may be associated with this rapidly advancingfield, we should not ignore the 
proven tools that have kept scientist and society safe and secure fordecades. These tools are biosafety 

and biosecurity, alongwith the fundamentals of individua/leadership and institutional oversight. 
Together, the pragmatic use of these tools and measures ensures that research on microbes, including 
the modifications of known microbes, oreven the recreation of extinct pathogens, orthe de novo 
construction of a completely novel microbe remains safe and secure while al lowing researchers the 

freedom necessary to advance life science forthe benefit of society. These tools have evolved and 
improved to meet the changing demands of researchers, and they remain essential resources to control 
the dynamic landscape heralded by synthetic biology. Any attempt to mitigate against new risks 
associated with microbiological research will rely on this foundation; however, thesetools may need 
additional refinement to successfully address al l the potential chal lenges associated with synthetic 
biology. 

Biosafety: Ensuring that those working in microbiology are well prepared to work safely with microbes 
is essential. Such training is not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked when preparing budgets or 
scheduling projects, yetthe risks of human error are arguably the greatest threat to the investigators 
themselves, their parent program or laboratory and to the community at large. A skil led workforce, to 

include individual investigators, that understands and appreciates the need forsafe techniques when 
handling potentially dangerous microbes is critical to mitigating risks. In labs that work with dangerous 
pathogens, such individuals may receive formal trai fling th rough academic coursework. This is often 
augmented by facil ity-specific safety orientation and perhaps followed by a period of mentorship 
provide by an experienced individual working side-by-side with the trainee. Unfortunately, such training 
may be a luxury in many programs and novel approaches are needed to adapt and make available core 
biosafety trainingto everyone involved in synthetic biology. 

Biosecurity: Similarly, ensuringthat the research enterprise operates in a secure environment and that 
a trusted workforce is innplementingthe studies as designed is essential. In recent years there has been 
a global proliferation of biocontainnnent laboratories. Designed to allow research and product 

developnnentto be conducted on dangerous pathogens in a safe and secure environment, these 
facilities often have control led access that limits admittance to only vetted persons. This ensures that 
only known individuals enterthe facility and limits access to pathogens to only those who are essential, 
thereby nnitigatingthe risks of nefarious use of technology or pathogens. Some programs may also 
attempt to inventory quantities of pathogens; however, given that by their nature they replicate easily, 
this measure has limited value in terms of security. 

Leadership: Enhancing physical security is relatively easy; but assuringthat researchers and workers are 
reliable is more chal lenging. This requires that leaders know theirteann well and that they ensure that 

an appropriate safety and security culture pervades their institution. Leadership is a shared 
responsibility that involves engaging anyonewith supervisory responsibility, be it a team leader, a 
principal investigator orthe institution's director. 
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Leadership extends beyond the laboratory itselfand ideally includes a second level, engagement by the 
biotech industry. Commercial partners provide technical support and products such as oligonucleotides 

that may encode potentially pathogenic attri butes or be used to modify or construct a dangerous or 
extinct pathogen. Many commercial providers are part of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium, 
a group of gene synthesis companies that routinely screen requests and vet customers to ensure that 

requests for potentially dangerous sequences are careful ly reviewed. They make it a practice to know 
their customers and their research needs. As this commercial sector expands global ly, competition for 
market share and a desire to reduce costs may lead to less rigorous screeni ng of requests, possibly 
resulting in greater availability of potential ly dangerous sequences and a decrease in the industry's 
ability to maintain a familiarity between the gene synthesis provider and theircustonners. [twil l be 
important to sustain the best practices established by the gene synthesis industries to mitigate against 
the misuse of synthetic biology. 

Institutional Oversight: As part of their leadership responsibilities, laboratory directors, principal 
investigators and independent scientists may provide direct oversight to thei r immediate staff. Many 
organizations have an additional formal review process that provides institutional oversight of research 
activities. This may come from an Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) or another connnnitteewith 

equivalent responsibilities. IBCs are a requirement for institutions receiving U.S. National Institutes of 
Health funding and they provide local review and oversight of research involving recombinant DNA 
studies. Theirjob is to ensure that work conducted within the facility is safe, secure, and conducted in a 

responsible manner. Historical ly, this model has been instrumental in providing local institutional 
oversight of research activities and a national framework for cons istent conduct of nearly al l forms of 
research involving recombinant studies orsynthetic biology. 

However, global ly, not al l institutions have an IBC, and those that do may face challenges in ensuring 
that their committee members represent a sufficiently broad array of technical skil ls necessary to 
provide effective oversight and perform an adequate risk assessment that is needed for many synthetic 
biology projects. As technology evolves, especiallyin the case of synthetic biology where many different 

specialized fields may playa role, membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient 
knowledge or experience is availableto recognize potentially dangerous experiments. 

One area of research that received considerable attention recently is gain of function studies, especial ly 
those investigations attennptingto identify key molecular changes that might lead to efficient person -to-

person transmission of avian influenza viruses. In the U.S.A., the National Science Advisory Board for 
Biosecurity (NSABB)considered the risks associated with gain of function studies, focusing especially on 
those studies that may hold potential to increase the virulence ortransnnissibility of a pathogen. After 
more than a year of careful consideration, the NSABB proposed the following points to be considered 
when reviewingthe risk of planned gain-of-function experiments (https://osp.od.nih.gov/wp-
conte nt/u p I oads/2016/06/N SABB_Fi na I_Re port_Recomnnendations_Eva I uation_Oversight_P roposed_G 

ain_of_Function-Research.pdf). Such research would be of special concern and warrant additional 
review if: 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and likely capable of wideand 
uncontrollable spread in human populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely to cause significant morbidity and/or 
mortality in humans. 
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In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following principles be considered priorto initiatingthe 
study: 

• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifically meritorious 

• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise natural ly 

• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to society are justified 

• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same scientific 
question. 

• The investigatorand institution have demonstrated capacity and commitment to conduct the 
study safely and securely. 

• The results will be broadly shared to realize full potential benefits. 

• Management of risks and ongoi ng oversight will be in place throughout the course of the study. 
• The propose research is ethically justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to meet the challenges of synthetic biology. 
Expertise that may be required includes a ful l understanding of biohazardous agents; biological 
containment structure and operations; care and use of laboratory animals (or plants, if appropriate) in 
containment; the conduct of a comprehensive risk-benefit assessment; ethics; legal concerns as 

reflected in local, state and national laws; ecological considerations; and the potential public health 
impact of proposed investigations. Establ ishing an IBC that is competent in these many fields represents 
a significant challenge to program leadership. 

Many countries rely on regulations targeting Genetical ly Modified Organisms to regulate synthetic 

biology. As synthetic biology advances, these regulations may be insufficient to meet future oversight 
needs, given theirfocus only on known organisms. 

A path forward for countries and institutions engaged in research i nvolvi ng synthetic biology but lacking 
a framework foroversight might include ensuringthat a solid foundation fortraining in biosafety is 
available, coupled with appropriate laboratory facilities with biosecurity precautions is in place. Leaders 
at al l levels should be expected to ensure that best safety and security practices are used in a culture of 
open and honest communication, and commercial suppliers of syntheticgenes should screen requests 

and know theircustomers and their research. These attributes are already in place in many 
organizations workingwith highly-hazardous pathogens and may be easily refined to address the unique 
chal lenges of synthetic biology. The greatest unmet need of many research organizations may be in 

having an institutional oversight capability such as the IBC. If absent, one should be established. If 
present, it may be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and composition so that the 
diversity of technical skills and experience is available to he 1p institutions ensure thattheir research in 
synthetic biology is done in a safe and secure mannerthat will ultimately benefit society. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/17/2019 2:48:03 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

linty  in the aqe to synthetic biolosy June 16 2019.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. Let me know if a marked up version comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 
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Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology 

Premise: Synthetic biologyis the latest step in the evolution of molecular biology and biotechnology 
that has been ongoing for decades. While it is distinguished by the use of potentially new biological 
pathways and by the possibility to create microbes not known to exist in nature, we nonetheless rely on 
the same tools to protect ourselves and ourenvironment that have kept scientist and society safe and 
secure for decades. These tools are two foundational elements, biosafety and biosecurity, along with 
two operational measures [of 'fundamentals;'], individual leadership and thoughtful institutional [So 
important, but I'm afraid reader won't get it unless institutional is highlighted in some way] oversight. 
Together, these form the foundation for safe and secure research on microbes, including the 
modifications of known microbes, or even the recreation of extinct pathogens, orthe de novo 
construction of a completely novel microbe. These tools have evolved and been improved to meet our 
changing demands, and they are essential resources as we adapt to the changing [or 'dynamic' since 
there is already a 'changing in the sentence] landscape heralded by synthetic biology. As we consider 
the security and safety challenges that may be associated with this rapidly advancing field, we should 
not ignore these proven tools. Any attempt to mitigate against new risks associated with 
microbiological research will rely on this foundation; however, thesetools may need additional 
refinement to successfully address all the potential biosecurity [could probably deletethis Ibiosecurity'l 
challenges associated with synthetic biology. 

Biosafety: Ensuring that those working in the microbiology are well prepared and knowledgeableto 
work safely with microbes is essential. Such training is not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked 
when preparing budgets or scheduling projects, yet the risks of human error are arguably the greatest 
threat to the investigators themselves, their parent program or laboratory and indeed [could soften it a 
bit by saying 'even' instead &Indeed] to the community at large. A skilled workforce (to include 
single[probably don't need both 'single' and 'individual'] individual investigators)that understands and 
appreciates the need for safe techniques when handling potentially dangerous microbes is critical to 
mitigating risks. Ideally, such individuals receive formal trai ning through academic coursework. This 
may [strong enough word? 'may] be augmented by facility-specific safety orientation and perhaps 
followed by a period of mentorship provide by an experienced individual working side-by-side with the 
trainee. Unfortunately, such training may be a luxury in many programs and novel approaches are 
needed to adapt and make available core biosafety trai ningto everyone involved in synthetic biology. 

Biosecurity: Similarly, ensuring that the research enterprise operates in a secure environment and that 
a trusted workforce is implementing the studies is essential. In recent years there has been a global 
proliferation of biocontainment laboratories designed to safely allow research and product 
development to be conducted in a secure environment. [sentence is a little cumbersome] These facilities 
often have controlled access that limits admittanceto only vetted persons. This ensures that only 
known individuals enterthe facility and limits access to pathogens to only those who are well prepared, 
thereby mitigatingthe risks of nefarious use of technology or pathogens. Programs may also attempt to 
inventory quantities of pathogens; however, given that they are easily replicated [or 'by their nature 
replicate'] this may have limited value in terms of security. 
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Leadership: Assuring physical security is relativelyeasy; personnel reliability is more chal lenging and 
requires that leaders know theirteann well and thatthey ensure that a culture of safety and security is a 

key part of their institutional [or'organizationancharacter. Leadership is a shared responsibility that 
involves anyonewith supervisory responsibility, be it a team leader, a principal investigator orthe 
institution's director. Everyone needs to be engaged in ensuringthatthe tremendous capacity of 

synthetic biology is not diverted for nefarious purposes. Leadership extends beyond the laboratory 
itself and ideal ly includes a second level, engagement by the biotech industry. Commercial partners 
provide technical support and products such as oligonucleotides that may encode potentially pathogenic 
attributes or be used to modify or construct a dangerous or extinct pathogen. Many commercial 
providers are part of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium, a group of gene synthesis companies 
that routinely screens requests and vets customers to ensure that requests for potentially dangerous 

sequences are careful ly reviewed. They make it a practice to know theircustomers and their research 
needs. As this commercial sectorexpands globally, competition for market share and a desire to reduce 
costs may lead to less rigorous screening of requests, possibly ending [resulting] in greateravailabilityof 
potential ly dangerous sequences and a decrease in the industry's ability to maintain a familiarity 

between the gene synthesis providerand theircustonners. !twill be important to sustain the best 
practices established by the gene synthesis industries to mitigate against the misuse of synthetic 
biology. 

Oversight: While laboratory directors, principal investigators and independent scientists may provide 

direct oversight and leadership to their immediate staff, many organizations have a formal review 
process that provides institutional oversight of research activities. This may come from the Institutional 
Biosafety Committee (IBC)or another committee with equivalent responsibilities. IBCs are a 
requirement for institutions receiving NIH [US] funding and they provide local review and oversight of 
research involving recombinant DNA studies. Theirjob is to ensure that work conducted within the 
facility is safe, secure, and conducted in a responsible manner. Historical ly, this model has been 

instrumental in providing local institutional oversight of research activities and a national framework for 
consistent conduct of nearly al l forms of research involving recombinant studies orsynthetic biology. 

However, globally, not al l institutions have an IBC, and those that do may face challenges in ensuring 
that theirconnmittee members represent a sufficiently broad array of technical skil ls necessary to 
provide effective oversight and perform an adequate risk assessment that is needed for synthetic 
biology projects. As technology evolves, especiallyin the case of synthetic biology where many different 
technical fields might [could delete 'might'] play a role, membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure 
that sufficient knowledge orexperience is available to recognize potentially dangerous experiments. 

One area of research that gained considerable attention is gain of function studies, especial ly those 
investigations attemptingto identify key nnolecularchanges that might lead to efficient person-to-
person transmission of avian influenza viruses. In the USA, the National Science Advisory Board for 

Biosecurity (NSABB)considered the risks associated with gain of function studies, focusing especially on 
those studies that may hold potential to increase the virulence ortransnnissibility of a pathogen. After 
more than a year of careful consideration, the NSABB proposed the following points to be considered 
when reviewing the risk of planned gain-of-function experiments. Such research would be of special 
concern and warrant additional review if: 
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• The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and likely capable of wideand 
uncontrollablespread in human populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely to cause significant morbidity and/or 
mortality in humans. 

In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following principles be considered priorto initiating the 
study: 

• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifically meritorious 

• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise natural ly 
• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to society are justified 
• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same scientific 

question. 

• The investigatorand institution have demonstrated capacity and commitment to conduct the 
study safely and securely. 

• The results will be broadly shared to realize full potential benefits. 
• Management of risks and ongoi ng oversight will be in place throughout the course of the study. 
• The propose research is ethically justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to nneetthe challenges of synthetic biology. 
Expertise that may be required includes a complete understanding of biohazardous agents; biological 
containment structure and operations; care and use of laboratory animals (or plants, if appropriate); the 
conduct of a comprehensive risk assessment; ethics; legal concerns as reflected in local, state and 
national laws; ecological aspects; and potential public health impact. Establishing an IBC that is 
competent in these many fields may represents a significant challenge to program leadership. 

Many countries rely on regulations targeti ng Genetical ly Modified Organisms to regulate synthetic 
biology. As synthetic biology advances, these regulations may be insufficient to meet future oversight 
needs, given theirfocus on known organisms. 

A path forward for countries and institutions engaged in research involvi ng synthetic biology but lacking 
a framework foroversight might includeensuringthat a solid foundation fortraining in biosafety is 
available, coupled with appropriate laboratory faci lities with biosecurity precautions is in place. Leaders 
at al l levels should be expected to ensure that best safety and security practices are used in a culture of 
open and honest communication, and commercial suppliers of syntheticgenes should screen requests 

and know theircustomers and their research. These attributes are already in place in many 
organizations workingwith highly-hazardous pathogens and may be easily refined to address the unique 
chal lenges of synthetic biology. The greatest unmet organizational need may be in having an 

institutional oversight capability such as the IBC. If absent, one should be established. If present, it may 
be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and composition so thatthe diversity of technical 
skil ls and experience is available to help institutions ensure that their research in synthetic biology is 
done in a safe and secure nnannerthat will ultimately benefit society. 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 6/17/2019 10:05:16 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Draft editorial 
Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019.docx 

Dave, Ben 

Please see the attached draft editorial that I prepared. When I spoke to Beth and Jaime, they suggested that a joint editorial with 
Zhiming published in their journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity might be useful in demonstrating our partnership to potential 
funders. The theme of the commentary is consistent with the upcoming workshop that Tom Inglesby is organizing for next month 
and I was going to base my comments there on the ideas mentioned here, specifically focusing on the need for an IBC-like 
organization. I have not sent to Zhiming yet, and given that he is the editor of their journal, he may not want to co-author this 
piece. Pei-Yong reviewed already and added valuable comments. Please take a look and let me know what you think. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology 

Premise: Synthetic biologyis the latest step in the evolution of molecular biology and biotechnology 

that has been ongoing fordecades. While it is distinguished by the use of potentially new biological 
pathways and by the possibility to create microbes not known to exist in nature, we nonetheless rely on 
the same tools to protect ourselves and ourenvironment that have kept scientist and society safe and 

secure fordecades. These tools are two foundational elements, biosafety and biosecurity, alongwith 
two operational measures, individual leadership and thoughtful institutional oversight. Together, these 
form the foundation forsafe and secure research on microbes, including the modifications of known 
microbes, the recreation of extinct pathogens, orthe de novo construction of a completely novel 

microbe. These tools have evolved and been improved to meet ourchanging demands, and they are 
essential resources as we adapt to the changing landscape heralded by synthetic biology. As we 
considerthe security challenges that may be associated with this rapidly advancingfield, we should not 
ignore these proven tools. Any attempt to mitigate against new risks associated with microbiological 
research will rely on this foundation; however, thesetools may need additional refinennentto 
successfully address al l the potential biosecurity chal lenges associated with synthetic biology. 

Biosafety: Ensuring that those working in the microbiology are wel l prepared and knowledgeable to 
work safely with microbes is essential. Such training is not glamorous and it may be easily overlooked 
when preparing budgets orscheduling projects, yet the risks of human errorare arguably the greatest 
threat to the investigators themselves, their parent program or laboratory and indeed to the community 

at large. A skilled workforce (to include single individual investigators)that understands and appreciates 
the need forsafe techniques when handling potentially dangerous microbes is critical to mitigating risks. 
Ideal ly, such individuals receiveformal training through academic coursework. This may be augmented 
by faci lity-specific safety orientation and perhaps fol lowed by a pe riod of nnentorship provide by an 
experienced individual working side-by-sidewith the trainee. Unfortunately, such training may be a 
luxury in many programs and novel approaches are needed to adapt and make available core biosafety 
trainingto everyone involved in synthetic biology. 

Biosecurity: Similarly, ensuringthat the research enterprise operates in a secure environment and that 
a trusted workforce is innplementingthe studies is essential. In recent years there has been a global 
proliferation of biocontainment laboratories designed to safely allow research and product 

development to be conducted in a secure environment. These facilities often have controlled access 
that limits admittance to only vetted persons. This ensures that only known individuals enterthe facility 
and limits access to pathogens to only those who are wel l prepared, thereby mitigatingthe risks of 
nefarious use of technology or pathogens. Programs may also attempt to inventory quantities of 
pathogens; however, given that they are easily replicated this may have limited value in terms of 
security. 

Leadership: Physical security is relatively easy; personnel reliability is more chal lenging and requires 
that leaders know theirteam wel l and that they ensure that a culture of safety and security is a key part 

of their institutional character. Leadership is a shared responsibility that involves anyone with 
supervisory responsibility, be it a team leader, a principal investigatororthe institution's director. 
Everyone needs to be engaged in ensuringthatthe tremendous capacity of synthetic biology is not 
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diverted for nefarious purposes. Leadership extends beyond the laboratory itself and ideally includes a 
second level, engagement by the biotech industry. Commercial partners provide technical support and 

products such as oligonucleotides that may encode potentially pathogenic attributes or be used to 
modify or construct a dangerous or extinct pathogen. Many commercial providers are part of the 
International Gene Synthesis Consortium, a group of gene synthesis companies that routinely screen 

requests and vet customers to ensure that requests for potential ly dangersequences are careful ly 
reviewed. They make it a practice to know theircustonners and their research needs. As this 
commercial sector expands globally, competition for market share and a desire to reduce costs may lead 
to less rigorous screeni ng of requests, possibly ending in greateravailability of potentially dangerous 
sequences and a decrease in the industry's ability to maintain a familiarity between the gene synthesis 
providerand theircustonners. It will be important to sustain the best practices established by the gene 
synthesis industries to mitigate against the misuse of synthetic biology. 

Oversight: While laboratory directors, principal investigators and independent scientists may provide 
direct oversight and leadership to their immediate staff, many organizations have a formal review 
process that provides institutional oversight of research activities. This may come from the Institutional 
Biosafety Committee (IBC)oranotherconnnnittee with equivalent responsibilities. IBCs are a 

requirement for institutions receiving NIH funding and they provide local review and oversight of 
research involving recombinant DNA studies. Theirjob is to ensure that work conducted within the 
facility is safe, secure, and conducted in a responsible manner. Historical ly, this model has been 

instrumental in providing local institutional oversight of research activities and a national framework for 
consistent conduct of nearly al l forms of research involving recombinant studies orsynthetic biology. 

However, globally, not al l institutions have an IBC, and those that do may face challenges in ensuring 
that theirconnmittee members represent a sufficiently broad array of technical skil ls necessary to 
provide effective oversight and perform an adequate risk assessment that is needed forsynthetic 
biology projects. As technology evolves, especiallyin the case of synthetic biology where many different 
technical fields might playa role, membership of the IBC needs to adapt to ensure that sufficient 
knowledge orexperience is available to recognize potentially dangerous experiments. 

One area of research that gained considerable attention is gain of function studies, especial ly those 
investigations attennptingto identify key molecularchanges that might lead to efficient person-to-
person transmission of avian influenza viruses. In the USA, the National Science Advisory Board for 

Biosecurity (NSABB) considered the risks associated with gain of function studies, focusing especially on 
those studies that may hold potential to increase the virulence ortransnnissibility of a pathogen. After 
more than a year of careful consideration, the NSABB proposed the following points to be considered 
when reviewing the risk of planned gain-of-function experiments. Such research would be of special 
concern and warrant additional review if: 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly transmissible and likely capable of wideand 
uncontrollablespread in human populations. 

• The pathogen generated is likely highly virulent and likely to cause significant morbidity and/or 
mortality in humans. 

In addition, the NSABB recommends that the following principles be considered priorto initiatingthe 
study: 
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• The proposed research has been reviewed and is scientifically meritorious 
• The pathogen generated is likely able to arise natural ly 

• The potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to society are justified 
• There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same scientific 

question. 

• The investigatorand institution have demonstrated capacity and commitment to conduct the 
study safely and securely. 

• The results will be broadly shared to realize ful l potential benefits. 

• Management of risks and ongoi ng oversight will be in place throughout the course of the study. 
• The propose research is ethically justified. 

These NSABB principles may serve as a guide as IBCs evolve to meet the challenges of synthetic biology. 
Expertise that may be required includes a complete understanding of biohazardous agents; biological 
containment structure and operations; care and use of laboratory animals (or plants, if appropriate); the 
conduct of a comprehensive risk assessment; ethics; legal concerns as reflected in local, state and 
national laws; ecological aspects; and potential public health impact. Establishing an IBC that is 
competent in these many fields may represent a significant challengeto program leadership. 

Many countries rely on regulations targeting Genetical ly Modified Organisms to regulate synthetic 
biology. As synthetic biology advances, these regulations may be insufficient to meet future oversight 
needs, given theirfocus on known organisms. 

A path forward for countries and institutions engaged in research i nvolving synthetic biology but lacking 

a framework foroversight might include ensuringthat a solid foundation fortraining in biosafety is 
available, coupled with appropriate laboratory facilities with biosecurity precautions is in place. Leaders 
at al l levels should be expected to ensure that best safety and security practices are used, and 
commercial suppliers of syntheticgenes should screen requests and know theircustonners and their 
research. These attributes are already in place in many organizations and may be easily refined to 
address the unique challenges of synthetic biology. The greatest unmet need may be in having an 

institutional oversight capability such as the IBC. If absent, one should be established. If present, it may 
be appropriate to review the committee's mandate and composition so that the diversity of technical 
skil ls and experience is available to help institutions ensure that their research in synthetic biology is 
done in a safe and secure nnannerthat will ultimately benefit society. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 7/30/2019 4:34:01 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Re: follow up 
RIID Consultants Report Final.pdf 
RIID CoC Jul2019.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Great! Thanks Jim, Dale might remember me. We served on something together. DTRA TRAC? Early NSABB? I can't 
remember, but I know I enjoyed working with him. The 2014 report is attached. Last page lists the consultants involved. 
I've also attached part of the change of command brochure welcoming Col Cox from last week. 

Thanks to both of you for your support to RIID. . .or whatever it becomes, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jul 30, 2019, at 3:14 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Just FYI on Fort Detrick. I like your idea about utilization of the new USAMRIID. 

From: Klein, Dale < 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 1:45 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <,wleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: follow up 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim -- I met with the AFC yesterday. There is a new medical commander, Mike Talley. He is at Ft. D "as we speak." 
When he arrives in Austin soon, I am supposed to meet him. Would be good to leverage UTS capabilities to make 

USAMRIID great again (to use a famous tag line A) Dale 

From: LeDuc, James W. < 1> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 1:56 PM 
To: Klein, Dale E <Jale.klein@mail.utexas.edu>
Subject: follow up 

*External Mail* 
Hi Dale, 

It was nice to see you last week in DC and to catch up a bit. I hope your weekend harvest went well—my back is sore 
just thinking of all the work that must have been involved! 

I wanted to follow up briefly on the Futures Command discussion. I had a chance to chat with a friend and former 
commander of USAMRIID and it sounds like the situation there is deteriorating rapidly. When I served there from 
1981-1992, it was a scientific powerhouse and very well respected around the world. For the past 20 years or so it has 
steadily declined and is now facing very serious challenges. In addition, construction is about done on the new >$1B 
laboratory and how that will be managed/staffed going forward will require new thinking and innovation. I'm 
wondering if there is an opportunity for UTS to help get the lab back on track? I'd love to help out. 
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Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

This message is from an external sender. Learn more about why this matte s. 
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USAMRIID Consultancy on Strategic Challenges 
11-12 June 2014 

Executive Summary: After a brief look at USAMRIID, a group of individuals 
dedicated to the wellbeing of the nation recommend the following: 
That the commander: 

1) Rework the Mission and Vision of the institute: USAMRIID is uniquely 
focused on the warfighter. The mission statement should reflect the 21st century 
threat and the research program must align with the mission. Furthermore, the 
mission statement must appear relevant at the highest levels of the DoD. The 
concept that USAMRIID is more an "insurance policy" to deal with the unknown 
and unexpected than a "factory" to produce medical "things" for the soldier 
should be understood by all. 

2) Make USAMRIID a place people want to work: Like an almost-perfect storm, 
several factors have contributed to cultural changes at the institute over the past 
10 to 15 years. "The new facility will be a magnet for researchers but it will be the 
program that attracts and secures top talent to USAMRIID." 

3) Streamline the business model and administrative support to science: 
"Science needs to be nimble. Discoveries today can influence the experiments that 
need to be carried out tomorrow. If procurement takes weeks to months or late-in-
the-year funding drives execution the program will always be behind." 

4) Develop and execute a 'Campaign Plan' to revitalize the institute: Craft a 
message that the highest level leaders can understand; 'market' the program; 
educate and foster advocacy and collaboration across DoD, the interagency, 
academe and industry. 

That the Department of Defense/Army (EA): 
1) Decide what the DoD should expect of USAMRIID: As the threat has become 

more diffuse and other departments and agencies have become involved, 
USAMRIID must focus on what it can do best and collaborate across the 
interagency. A test and evaluation (T&E) focus is easy to understand and 
articulate, but it requires different types of personnel than those needed to 
rebuild the subject matter expert (SME) base needed to respond to the unknown. 

2) Carefully evaluate the medical products needed for today's threat: Today's 
biological threat lends itself poorly to a procurement model and it's complexities 
make traditional end-user driven requirements unrealistic. Furthermore, the 
intelligence community is limited in its ability to identify specific threats. 

3) Realign chain of command and research program management: The dual 
chain of command model instituted in ca. 2003 is not working; neither 
MRMC/OTSG nor DTRA/ATL are true advocates for the institute. Furthermore, 
there has been a lack of management continuity above USAMRIID. 

4) Reevaluate the OTSG Leadership model: The current Command Select List 
model results in 1) a commander with limited technical and historical 
background to advocate for the laboratory and the program and 2) a second 
order negative impact on junior officer-scientists, knowing that the likelihood of 
their being the USAMRIID commander one day is vanishingly small. 
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Introduction 

On 11 and 12 June 2014, individual consultants with broad experience in life sciences 
or the military (see p. 10) met at USAMRIID to consider the state of the institute. A 
read-ahead package mailed out two weeks before helped provide a common frame of 
reference. Key USAMRIID staff presented short briefs and engaged in subsequent 
discussions; the group also toured the new building under construction. COL (Ret) 
David Franz and COL Andrea Stahl coordinated the meeting. [Several direct quotes 
from individuals in the group are italicized; they may or may not represent the views of 
other members.] 

Background 

The consultants were not compensated, other than for travel and lodging costs in the 
case of those from outside the Frederick, Baltimore, DC area. The Chatham House rule 
was followed and the meeting was not organized under FACA guidelines [not 
technically a consensus report]. Read-aheads, onsite presentations and group 
discussion during the meeting were generally aligned around a series of strategic 
challenges facing the institute today. Key assumptions throughout the meeting 
included: 1) the nature of the biological threat has changed post-cold war, 2) there is an 
expanded network of high containment labs and scientists working with select agents 
post 2002, 3) the new USAMRIID building scheduled for completion in 2017 will have 
new capabilities and new costs and 4) DoD- and national life-sciences budgets will 
likely shrink in real dollars in the out-years. 

A long and proud heritage: USAMRIID has been there for the nation for almost fifty 
years. When threat calculations were simpler and organizational structures and 
leadership followed traditional military principles, it was a sought-after assignment 
with a vibrant laboratory and---almost family---culture. That legacy lives on through 
highly qualified and experienced scientists and clinicians in other organizations 
throughout the national enterprise, many of whom trained and worked at USAMRIID. 

The post-cold war threat to our military force and the nation has changed significantly. 
The old model under which USAMRIID thrived and served the nation so well appears to 
no longer be appropriate in the face of 21st century threats. The assembled individuals 
considered today's threat as well as both internal and external variables and stressors 
in developing a list of recommendations for consideration by the Commander and by 
the Department of Defense. 

Recommendations for the Commander USAMRIID 

Recommendation 1: Rework the Mission and Vision. 
The stated mission of USARMIID is unique among all of the laboratories working on 
biological agents: To protect the warfighter from biological threats. Be prepared to 
investigate disease outbreaks or threats to public health. This mission statement 
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generally parallels that of program-parent organization DTRA. USAMRIID mission sub-
bullet statements are 1) Emphasis on getting products to the warfighter, 2) Surge to a 
contingency and 3) Train and educate. Of these, the 'emphasis on products to the 
warfighter' bullet is less relevant than it was in the past. 

To a great extent, USARMIID and the management above it have not transitioned 
mission and focus with the changing threat landscape. While senior leadership at AT&L 
has recently endorsed the 'capabilities' model, there are inertial forces throughout the 
system, including within USAMRIID, which make the transition from products to 
capabilities difficult. The Emphasis on getting 'products to the warfighter' 1) dominates 
the thinking of both DTRA managers and USAMRIID Pls, 2) flies in the face of 
preparation for unknown vs. the better known threats of the past and 3) states a 
responsibility (products to the warfighter) over which the institute has little or no 
authority or control. If the DoD needs to respond quickly to an unknown threat it needs 
SMEs; if developing products for the force is a means to that end, it may be helpful. If 
'products to the warfighter' is the 'end', and they are developed in the context of the 
way USAMRIID programs are currently managed by DTRA, the SME base at USAMRIID 
will continue to erode. The focus on "products to the warfighter" is likely a function of 
the Joint Requirements Office (WO) as well as legacy threats, legacy programs and 
legacy expertise. The commander, USAMRIID must help refocus resources and thinking 
on the 21st century. 

The mission statement should reflect the 21st century threat and the research program 
must align with the mission. Furthermore, "...the mission statement must be relevant at 
the highest levels of the DoD." For example, one might consider a statement more like, 
"Respond to the biological defense needs of the warfighter and help prevent the Nation 
from being surprised by new biological agents and threats". The concept that USAMRIID 
is more an "insurance policy" to deal with the unknown and unexpected than a "factory" 
to produce medical "things" for the soldier should be understood by all. There should 
be a clear understanding that USAMRIID is 1) working to clarify and support the needs 
of the combatant commands and 2) collaborating technically across government, 
industry and academia. Decision makers MUST understand what USARMIID does, and 
USAMRIID must do it well. 

It is critical to recognize that the current command and control system does not work 
for a research organization where science is the primary mission. Scientific 
organizations are based on scientific talent. USAMRIID has a handful of senior 
researchers who are world-class experts in their fields. Rejuvenation of the scientific 
talent pipeline is critical to ensure that a scientific organization remains current and is 
practicing the best science. USAMRIID has not been able to attract and retain quality 
scientific talent for some time. "With the new laboratories opening in 2017, the 
investment in these facilities will be wasted if there is not a comparable investment in 
talent. The new facility will be a magnet for researchers but it will be the program that 
attracts and secures top talent to USAMRIID." The program should be based on a focused 
mission. 
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Equally important, particularly internally, is the vision statement for the organization. 
Where does the institute want to be in 10-20 years? A vision statement might read 
something like: "The premier organization in the world for research and support to 
warfighter needs in biological defense. A cost efficient organization staffed by the highest 
level, globally known experts and dedicated to ensuring that we protect today, tomorrow 
and in the future against biological agent threats." Without this kind of focus---'on the 
wall' and in the hearts and minds of the leadership---it will be difficult to recruit and 
retain the next generation of scientists and staff. 

Under the mission and vision should be a functional, living strategic plan [reflecting and 
linked to higher level DoD strategic plans], reviewed every couple of years, updated and 
resourced. This document would be internal to the organization, but shared with those 
commands and entities that influence USARMIID's mission guidance and resources. 

Recommendation 2: Make USAMRIID a place people want to work. 
The consultants were briefed on workforce challenges, the Workforce Survey of 2009 
and Exit Surveys from 2009-present. Like an almost-perfect storm, several factors 
appear to have contributed to cultural changes at the institute over the past 10 to 15 
years: 1) The move from a traditional laboratory model toward a contract research 
organization (CRO) model has reduced unit cohesiveness and teamwork within the 
institute. 2) The institute's association with the 'anthrax letters' of 2001 and the suicide 
death of Dr. Bruce Ivins have probably altered the public's perception of USAMRIID and 
the way the people of USAMRIID perceive themselves. 3) The heavy regulatory burden 
(e.g. AR 50-1) and oversight following the 9-11 attacks and the anthrax letters has 
diverted both funding and human resources from the research mission. (There are 
inspectors in the building 90-120 days per year; 31 inspectors from the CDC and the 
DAIG were in the building for two weeks at the time the consultants visited) 4) The dual 
chain of command and separation of responsibility and authority have degraded 
leadership and unit cohesiveness. 5) A dramatic increase in personnel and funding for 
biological defense research across the national enterprise beginning in 2002, followed 
by more recent reductions in funding, may have lead to a feeling among the staff that 
they are entering a period of austerity. 

The dual chain of command model instituted in ca. 2003 had another important result. 
Under this structure, the highest-level advocate for the institute is the commander. "It 
appears that this dilemma is either not understood in the Army personnel system or 
USAMRIID is not seen as a priority command in the grand scale of leadership positions for 
the future. USAMRIID must do the things they can control to foster their identity and 
prove their relevance in the future". 

The institute's leadership must have the tools and the desire to influence the health of 
the culture. It is clear from the surveys that there is work to be done by 'leaders' at all 
levels within the institute. Leadership can improve 'trust' between individuals and 
throughout the organization; a community of trust is a more efficient and effective 
community. A research institute, with its necessary long-view is much different than a 
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hospital or even a clinical lab where trained individuals are much more easily and 
effectively interchanged within a network of entities. 

"Leading" the institute out of its current cultural doldrums is more easily said than 
done. The current method of selecting USAMR1ID commanders almost assures that the 
commander will have exceptional military leadership characteristics and broad 
experience. It also almost assures that the commander will have very little experience 
in running a scientific organization, limited credibility with scientists and not enough 
time between the time he or she 'understands' the complex organization and the 
science well enough to be an ambassador for the institute and the time he or she is 
reassigned. If this system of selecting and utilizing commanders remains in place, the 
consultants believe many of the cultural difficulties will remain. 

Recommendation 3: Streamline the business model and 
administrative support to science. 
Total funding for USARMIID currently comes from 5-6 sources within DoD (83%) or 
'work for others'l (17%). Core2 DoD research funding comes from DTRA for 
biodefense (33%) and MRMC for the infectious disease research program (1%). 
Current DTRA biodefense funding is ca. $52M, of which 46% is dedicated to G&A. There 
appear to be several major inefficiencies in the business model: 1) funding is often 
received late in the FY, 2) indirect costs (G&A) appear to be excessive, 3) procurement 
of equipment and even some reagents for research is so slow that it probably 
significantly inhibits progress and clearly frustrates and even demoralizes scientists, 
and 4) program management lacks human and technical continuity. While the group 
was not able to evaluate the organization in great depth it quickly became clear that 
there might be an issue with overall organizational balance ('tooth to tail') partially 
because of the safety/security/ surety/quality personnel overhead required, but also as 
a result of incremental creep in staffing by legacy management of personnel to budget. 
Specific recommendations in this broader category include: 

1) Focus the mission and make hard choices to align the enterprise with mission 
and vision. Remember; USAMRIID can't do it all. 

2) The institute is required to use the complex GFEBS accounting system, like the 
rest of the Army, for funds management and purchasing. That system is not 
designed for an RDTE organization. Consider communicating with other RDTE 
organizations which are using the GFEBS operating system to compare notes and 
possibly even build a case for relief from the most poorly fitting parts. 

3) Look for novel ways to reduce procurement time delays and the ability to 
expend funding---which is received late in the FY---as efficiently as possible. 
"Science needs to be nimble. Discoveries today can influence the experiments that 

I Contract or grant funds won when Pis write proposals to the National Institutes of 
Health or other life sciences funding agencies. 
2 Technically, only part of this funding is 'core' in the sense that the commander 
controls it. 
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need to be carried out tomorrow. If procurement takes weeks or months, the 
program will always be behind." A 'Henry M Jackson Foundation' model or 
something similar should be considered; ideally one that would allow the 
command to maintain control over the logistics, the personnel hired and the 
research. 

4) Take a serious look at G&A. This is an area where a DoD biological defense 
laboratory would seem to hold an advantage over others; uniformed personnel 
salaries, for example, are not included. However, it is likely that the additional 
burdens of surety and security systems imposed on USARMIID have made costs 
higher in many cases than other CRO laboratories. Are there efficiencies to be 
found? Working hard to reduce the G&A costs, particularly with the new 
agreement with DTRA authorizing the up front payment of 46% of DTRA funding 
(for G&A), may free up funds for research. 

5) The new building, scheduled to open in 2017, will be an extraordinary 
opportunity to advance the nation's biodefense capabilities. The facility will only 
be able to realize its full potential if there exists a culture of collaboration 
between all stakeholders interested in protecting the warfighter and the 
American people from biological threats. 

Recommendation 4: Develop and execute a 'Campaign Plan'. 
At this critical time for USAMRIID, the command team, led by the commander, must 
develop a strategy to assure the survival of the institute. The focus of the plan is 
outreach, both within DoD and to others in the biodefense and life sciences community. 

Begin with an "Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield" 

1) Who can influence mission or resources? MEDCOM/OTSG, MRMC, the Combatant 
Commands (particularly SOCOM and PACOM), TRADOC Futures Center, The Joint 
Requirements Office, Department of Army, OSD (Policy, AT&L and P&R), DARPA, 
Congress (Maryland Senators and representatives), the IC, particularly DIA and 
NCMI. Is there an individual in these offices who understands the importance of 
the institute or is interested in the complexities of biological defense for the 
force or the nation? 

2) With whom can USAMRIID set up synergistic collaborations...particularly thinking 
about the unfunded portion of the new facility? The National Interagency 
Confederation for Biological Research (NICBR), Maryland Life Sciences, 
Maryland universities, Maryland biotech companies, pharma, other life sciences 
industry, H HS, CDC, USDA, USAID, WHO, FAO, OIE are possible collaborators. 
Positive working relationships with outside organizations will help spread the 
word, rebuild USARMIID's credibility and offer career development 
opportunities for its scientists. 

3) Who is the messenger? USAMRIID will need a strong and vocal advocate to lead 
the campaign. It will also need a system that ensures Institute level advocacy 
will continue despite frequently changing commanders. The most likely 
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candidate to lead the campaign may be the yet-to-be hired Science Director...a 
DB-5 employee who may or may not face a significant learning curve. 

4) What is USAMRIID's message? Recommendation 1 above, the mission and vision 
should be the foundation of the message. The specific S&T needs and 
capabilities to support the warfighter and the nation must be carefully layered in 
a way that can be understood and appreciated at ALL levels. Saying we "make 
products [particularly vaccines] for the soldier" is neither helpful nor strategic in 
today's environment. Marketing the new building and capabilities will be 
necessary, but not sufficient. It might be worth reading the history of Southwest 
Airlines, or of Starbucks, after they initially overextended the company with too 
many stores and then successfully regrouped. Throughout the campaign, 
USAMR1ID must be responsive to the core funder, PTO, but it can't afford to be 
dependent on one source of funding, particularly one that is not an advocate. 
Institute leadership must communicate and team with JRO, JSTO and JPEO and 
the regional command surgeons. Finally, consider looking to other DoD labs like 
the Naval Research Lab (NRL), which has been successful in maintaining quality 
and attracting both funding and expertise through both rich and lean times 
within the DoD. 

Recommendations for Department of Defense Leadership 

Recommendation 1: Decide what the DoD should expect of USAMRIID. 
Twenty years ago, the focus of USAMRIID's mission was to conduct basic and preclinical 
research in support of the development of a relatively small number (10-12) vaccines 
for the force, to be used prophylactically before a conflict thought likely to occur with 
the Soviet Union in Europe. The institute's organizational structure was based on 
research divisions aligned to agent class (bacteria, virus and toxin) plus a medical 
diagnostics group and a clinical medical group (for education and clinical trials). Today, 
the threat is more diffuse and less well understood. 

The industrial scale weapons agent production facilities of the former Soviet Union and 
even the more modest capabilities found by UNSCOM in Iraq appear to have been 
replaced by small footprint, dual-use offensive capabilities that might be found in a few 
large and medium nation states. Threat agents that might be used by states or their 
surrogates today, or more crudely developed by subnational actors, might include 
anything from traditional ones to those that blur the line between chemistry and 
biology or even those modified through 'gain of function' techniques. Targets may be 
American citizens or the force, at home or on a distant battlefield. Special operations 
forces or sub-national groups or individuals may deliver them. Unlike the case of 
chemical agents, current environmental warning systems will not support "detect to 
warn" for the use of physical protective measures. Finally, the specific 'threat list' may 
have increased several fold. Because prophylaxis for 'biological agents' (traditional 
vaccines) requires great specificity and a period of at least weeks before protection is 
achieved, the era of vaccines for the force, one of USARMIID's greatest historic 
strengths, is essentially over. 
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The institute "can no longer do everything well' with regard to medical biological 
defense. As the threat has become more diffuse and other departments and agencies 
have become involved, "USAMRIID must focus" on what it can do best and collaborate 
across the interagency. The DoD has assigned USAMRIID a T&E mission; this mission 
alone will not support rebuilding the SME base needed to prepare for the unknown. 
Simply stated, a T&E mission may draw a strong support staff and build expertise in 
advanced development, commercialization and procurement, while an S&T mission---
and taking every opportunity to participate with public health agencies on outbreak 
response globally for example--- will build expertise and human networks that are 
needed to deal with the unknown biological attack on the force or the nation. 

Recommendation 2: Carefully evaluate the medical products needed 
for today's threat. 
DoD is a procurement culture. Traditionally, the end-users have the greatest influence 
on establishing requirements. Service labs, academia and industry conduct the 
research and development; DoD conducts most of the T&E and the services procure the 
materiel needed for the force. Today's biological threat lends itself poorly to a 
procurement model and it's complexities make end-user driven requirements 
unrealistic. Furthermore, the intelligence task is difficult. What vaccines should we 
produce [at a cost of $500M - $700M and 10 - 15 years in RDT&q ...and whom should 
we immunize...when? Antiviral and antibacterial drugs might be of significant value in 
protecting the force, but antivirals are dribbling from even the greater global 
antimicrobial pipeline slowly, and we are actually losing ground globally in the battle 
against bacterial drug resistance. The bright spot technically is diagnostics, where the 
advent of molecular biology and genomics has essentially taken the challenge of 'agent 
identification and characterization' off the table. In the past, USAMRIID was the first of 
two go-to places in the nation for agent identification and characterization. Today it can 
be done in hundreds of places; furthermore USAMRIID is no longer the national leader 
in supporting microbial forensics3. 

USAMRIID's SME pool, arguably the most valuable resource in the face of unknown 
biological threats, is being dispersed and diluted. The ability of USAMRIID to maintain a 
cadre of core competencies in a variety of areas is key to ensuring that there are SMEs 
who will be available for any perceived or real threat to the warfighter as well as 
threats to the public. 

Recommendation 3: Realign chain of command and research 
program management. 

3 The Department of Homeland Security's National Biological Analysis and 
Countermeasures Center (NBACC) includes an impressive microbial forensics center, 
National Biological Forensics and Analysis Center (NBFAC) approximately 50 meters 
from USAMRIID's new building. 
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The USAMRIID commander reports to Commander, USAMRMC, but the largest portion 
of the research program is managed by DTRA/JSTO staff, which engages self-assembled 
scientist teams at the national labs, DoD labs, industry and academia through an annual 
solicitation process. The DTRA program managers are relatively junior and the 
management has an acquisition focus. Programs and projects may or may not be 
sustained across the several years needed for R&D to come to any sort of fruition, 
depending upon the decisions made by JSTO annually. The dual chain of command 
greatly reduces the ability of USAMRIID's leadership to shape its scientific program. 
The outcome for the institute has been what appears to be a CRO model, which has 
replaced what was an organizational or mission-focused approach to medical biological 
defense. This model appears to have had a negative impact on efficiencies within the 
institute. The rigid government Civilian Personnel System gives the USAMRIID 
leadership little flexibility to mold the most effective workforce, which now competes 
with much more flexible academic centers. 

Two options come to mind: 1) to return to the model that was used pre-2003, in which 
MRMC would once again be responsible for the entire medical biodefense mission 
including USAMRIID and the extramural research or 2) USAMRIID would become a 
"DTRA laboratory" with all fiscal and personnel assets transferred to AT&L. There is 
little evidence to suggest the second option could be successful. Whatever is decided by 
DoD, it is in the best interest of the nation to bring together responsibility and authority 
for medical biological defense under one entity that controls all of the resources. 

Recommendation 4: Reevaluate the OTSG Leadership model. 
A policy by OTSG to utilize the Command Select List (CSL) for selection of the past two 
USARMIID commanders has also contributed to cultural change. As currently 
configured, it appears that scientist-officers who have been within the MRMC 
laboratories for much of their careers will not be competitive in this new process. Many 
will, by definition, not have had Tier I commands, for example, a prerequisite for being 
considered for a Tier II command like USAMRIID. It appears that two negative outcomes 
of selecting excellent military medical leaders, lacking technical credentials and a 
research background, to serve as commanders of USMRIID are 1) loss of a commander 
capable of effectively advocating for the laboratory and the program and 2) a second 
order negative impact on junior officer-scientists, knowing that the likelihood of their 
being the USAMRIID commander one day is vanishingly small. A potential positive 
result of this model is that those selected may be well suited from a standpoint of 
professional relationships to advocate for the Institute to the line force. 

Traditionally, the institute deputy commander was the 'science director' of the institute, 
and a strong contender for command. It remains to be seen how not being competitive 
for command will impact the development of military deputies in the future. 

Making the "8Z" skill identifier mandatory for this command is a reasonable fix. It 
would assure that the commander has the S&T experience and skill level necessary to 
understand the organization and its mission. The selection board's focus could then be 
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on the officer holding this skill identifier who has the best leadership characteristics 
and experience. Extending the command tour from two to three years would also help. 

An outstanding civilian 'Director", replacing the military commander model, while not 
ideal in a military laboratory, would provide technical continuity and expertise at a 
level high enough to represent the institute. It would not solve the scientist-officer 
career management dilemma. The ultimate value of current hiring action for a "Science 
Director" will depend on the individual selected and successfully hired, but a DB-5 will 
need to be very good to make a strategic difference in positioning the Institute. 

"The current laboratory model is critically flawed and will not allow the institute, 
thus the DoD, to adequately protect the warfighter and to meet the challenges of the 
dangerous, complex and unpredictable world in which we now live." Without 
serious measures taken at several levels now, futures might well include continual slow 
decay or even catastrophic failure following an attack on the force or the nation. We 
have an opportunity, but little time to delay. 4

Consultants who contributed to this report: 
Dr Judy Britz, Executive Director, Maryland Biotechnology Center 

Dr. Seth Carus, Distinguished Research Fellow, National Defense University 

Dr. Rita Colwell, University of Maryland, Former Director National Science Foundation 

Secretary Richard Danzig, Former Secretary of the Navy 

COL (Ret) David Franz, Former Deputy Commander & Commander USAMRIID 

LTG (Ret) Robert Hinson, U. Neb, Former Deputy Commander-in-Chief USSRATCOM 

Dr. Carol Linden, Principal Director, Biomedical Advanced Research Authority, H HS 

GEN (Ret) Dennis J. Reimer, Former Chief of Staff, US Army 

Dr. David Walt, Tufts University, Scientific founder of Illumina 

Dr. Richard Whitley, U. of Alabama at Birmingham, Chair NIAID Antiviral Study Group 

4 Previous reports which have highlighted some of the same issues include in 2009 
"Core Capabilities for the Chemical-Biological Defense Program", chaired by Dr. Anna 
Johnson-Winegar for the DASD-CBD/AT&L, in which the committee clearly warned of 
the dysfunctional dual chain of command. More recently in 2012, the National 
Academy of Sciences study, Determining Core Capabilities in Chemical and Biological 
Defense Science and Technology, chaired by Dr. Mim John warned of the ever changing 
threat space, the too broadly stated mission and the challenges of the current dual chain 
of command model. 
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Abstract: Since the eradication of smallpox, there have been increases in poxvirus infections and the 
emergence of several novel poxviruses that can infect humans and domestic animals. In 2015, a 
novel poxvirus was isolated from a resident of Alaska. Diagnostic testing and limited sequence 
analysis suggested this isolate was a member of the Orthopoxvirus (OPXV) genus but was highly 
diverged from currently known species, including Akhmeta virus. Here, we present the complete 
210,797 bp genome sequence of the Alaska poxvirus isolate, containing 206 predicted open reading 
frames. Phylogenetic analysis of the conserved central region of the genome suggested the Alaska 
isolate shares a common ancestor with Old World OPXVs and is diverged from New World OPXVs. 
We propose this isolate as a member of a new OPXV species, Alaskapox virus (AKPV). The AKPV 
genome contained host range and virulence genes typical of OPXVs but lacked homologs of C4L 
and B7R, and the hemagglutinin gene contained a unique 120 amino acid insertion. Seven predicted 
AKPV proteins were most similar to proteins in non-OPXV Murmansk or NY_014 poxviruses. 
Genomic analysis revealed evidence suggestive of recombination with Ectromelia virus in two 
putative regions that contain seven predicted coding sequences, including the A-type inclusion 
protein. 

Keywords: orthopox; alaskapox; poxvirus; orthopoxvirus; Alaska; phylogenetics; recombination 

1. Introduction 

Poxviridae is a family of large, double-stranded DNA viruses that infect a broad range of animal 
hosts, from insects to vertebrates. The Orthopoxvirus genus contains some of the best-characterized 
poxviruses, including Variola virus (VARY, the causative agent of smallpox) and Vaccinia virus 
(VACV, the principal source of the smallpox vaccine). Orthopoxviruses (OPXVs) differ greatly in 
their host range and virulence 11-31. Some OPXVs are specialists and only infect a single host species, 
such as VARV, which only infects humans 131. Other OPXVs such as Cowpox virus (CPXV), VACV 
and Monkeypox virus (MPXV) have broad host ranges that include many species of mammals 131. 
These zoonotic poxviruses can cause infections in humans and livestock 131 and represent potential 
threats to public health and substantial economic losses. Despite a wealth of information on a few 
OPXV species, little is known about the natural reservoir, host range and geographic distribution of 
the majority of OPXVs 121. 

Cases of human infection by OPXVs have been increasing in recent years, with increases in cases 
of cowpox in Europe 14,51, outbreaks of monkeypox in African countries and North America 16-111, 
VACV infections in South America [12-151 and recent importations of monkeypox to the United 

Viruses 2019, 11, 708; doi:10.3390/v11080708 www.mdpi.com/joumal/viruses 
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Kingdom, Israel, and Singapore [16-18]. This increase in OPXV infections is thought to be due, at 
least in part, to waning population immunity caused by discontinuation of routine smallpox 
vaccination after the eradication of smallpox [7]. Smallpox vaccination provides protection against 
other OPXV species [19,20], and the increasing worldwide population who have never been 
vaccinated could provide the opportunity for emergence or reemergence of OPXV infections in 
humans [211 

Recently, several novel poxviruses have been discovered after infecting humans and/or domestic 
animals 122-311, including three newly proposed OPXV species: two isolated in Europe and one 
isolated in North America. Orthopoxvirus Abatino (OPVA) was isolated in Italy during an outbreak 
in captive macaques in 2015 and from a fatal infection in a cat in 2017 [28,29,31]. Another novel 
proposed OPXV, Ahkmeta virus (AKMV), was identified in three humans in the country of Georgia 
in 2010 and 2013 [22,27]. In 2015, a novel poxvirus was isolated from a resident of Alaska [30]. 
Phylogenetic analysis of several highly conserved genes suggested that the Alaska isolate was a 
member of the OPXV genus but was highly diverged from known OPXV species [301. 

The OPXV genus contains two distinct dades of viruses in which genomic sequence similarity 
correlates to their historic geographic distribution in either the Old World or New World. Old World 
OPXVs contain seven currently recognized species, induding VARV, VACV, MPXV, CPXV, Camelpox 
virus, Ectromelia virus (ECTV), and Taterapox virus [32], although the diversity of CPXV isolates 
suggests that CPXV may encompass several species [33, 34]. There are currently three known species 
of New World or North American OPXVs: Raccoonpox virus (RCNV), Volepox virus (VPXV) and 
Skunkpox virus (SKPV) [32,351. Newly described OPVA [291 and AKMV [271 cluster with Old World 
OPXVs in phylogenetic analyses, in agreement with their isolation in Europe, although AKMV is 
divergent [27]. The novel poxvirus isolated from Alaska in 2015 clustered with OPXVs, but formed a 
distinct dade, apart from Old World and New World OPXVs, based on preliminary analysis of nine 
conserved genes [30]. The nine genes of the Alaska isolate exhibited notable divergence from both 
New World and Old World OPXVs, with higher sequence similarity to Old World OPXVs [301, which 
was unexpected given its isolation in the New World. 

The divergence of the Alaska isolate and the seeming disagreement between its isolation in the 
New World and sequence similarity to Old World OPXVs highlighted a need for further 
investigation. Here, we present the whole genome sequence of the poxvirus isolated from an Alaska 
resident [30] and propose this isolate as a member of a new OPXV species, Alaskapox virus (AKPV). 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Genome sequences used for analysis 

Accession numbers for reference OPXV genomes used in this study are listed in Table 51. The 
genome sequence of the Alaskapox virus isolate described here was deposited with the GenBank 
accession number MN240300. 

2.2. NGS sequencing, de novo assembly and gap filling 

Sample details and collection information was described previously [30]. The AKPV isolate was 
sequenced and assembled as previously described [27]. NGS sequencing was performed on an 
Illumina Hiseq 2000 at Otogeneitcs (Norcross, GA, USA). Reads were assembled using CLC 
Genomics Workbench 8.0 (Qiagen, Aarhus, Denmark). Output contigs were screened for poxvirus 
matches using BLAST. A draft genome was constructed that contained three gaps in the central 
region and incomplete ITR regions. Three central gaps were located around 174K, 163K, and 150K. 
Primer sets used for filling these gaps were, N1F (5'-CAT CTA CCA GAG AAA AAT GCG-3') and 
G1R (5'- GGT GAT GCC GAA TAT TTC TAC -3'); G2F (5'-GAA AAG GAG ATA GTG AU GTC-3') 
and G2R (5'-CTA TCT TTG ACG TCG ATG TGG-3'); G3F (5'-CGA TCA GCG TCC TIT TTG3') and 
G3R (5'-TGT TAA TA AGTA ATA ACT GCG C-3'). Terminal tandem repeat sequences were 
determined using ER1F ( 5'-AGT GTC TAG AAA AAA ATG TGT GAC CGC-3') and ER1R (5'-GGA 
TAC TGC TCA CGT TIT TT-3'). Sequencing reaction was performed using the BigDye® Terminator 
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v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (ABL Cat 4337035) on an ABI 3130XL Genetic Analyzer. Called sequences 
were analyzed using Seqman in the Lasergene Package (DNASTAR, Madison, WI, USA). Consensus 
sequences were used to dose gaps in the draft genome. Raw reads were mapped back to the gap-
filled genome to inspect assembly accuracy. 

2.3. Gene prediction and annotation 

Gene prediction was conducted using both an ab initio approach 1361 and similarity search using 
GeneMarkS 1371 and Geneious version 9.1.6 (Biomatters, Inc., Newark, NJ, USA). First, ORFs longer 
than 120nt with ATG as the start codon were found in Geneious using the ORFfinder tool. Regions 
with >60% similarity to genes in any of seven Cowpox virus genomes were identified in the Alaska 
genome using the similarity-transfer functionality in Geneious. ORFs longer than 500 nt and ORFs 
with 20% in-frame overlap with the transferred regions were combined using a customized script. 
This set of ORFs was further combined with ORFs predicted by GeneMarkS as potential genes. 
Functional annotation of the genes was conducted in Geneious with the Blast2Go plugin using a 
customized poxviridac database. Annotations were then manually inspected, corrected and 
confirmed. 

2.4. Alignment of poxvirus genomes 

All alignments presented were generated using mafft v7.308 138,391 in Geneious version 9.1.4 
(Biomatters, Inc., Newark, NJ, USA) using the FFT-NS-ix1000 algorithm, 200 PAM/k = 2 scoring 
matrix with default gap penalties. Percent identity graphs were generated by calculating the average 
percent identity across 100 columns of the alignment and graphed using ggplot2 1401. 

2.5. Phylogenetic analysis of the conserved central region 

The region from VACV-COP-E9L (DNA polymerase) to A24R (DNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase subunit rpol32) was extracted from AKPV, reference OPXV genomes, and NY_014, 
Murmansk, and Yoka poxvirus genomes (Table 51) and aligned. Phylogenetic trees were generated 
in BEAST v.2.5.1 1411 in two runs with the following parameters: GTR+G+I nucleotide substitution 
model (4 gamma categories, 35% invariant, based on model test performed in MEGA 7.0.26), relaxed 
lognormal dock (exponential distribution of ucldStdev prior with mean = 0.333), and Yule model 
prior until all parameters exhibited ESS > 200 after 10% burn-in. Default parameters were used unless 
specified. Run log and tree files were combined using LogCombiner after 10% burn in. Maximum 
dade credibility tree was estimated in TreeAnnotator based on sampling frequency of 1000 and 10% 
burn-in; tree was visualized in FigTree v1.4.3 (https://github.com/rambaut/figtree/) and edited in 
Inkscape (https://inkscape.org/). Percent nudeotide identities were reported from Geneious version 
9.1.4 (Biomatters, Inc., Newark, NJ, USA) based on alignment where all columns containing gaps 
were stripped. 

2.6. Gene content comparison 

A reciprocal blast approach was used to compare the AKPV genome with CPXV-BR and AKMV-
2013. All predicted CDS were extracted from the AKPV, CPXV-BR, and AKMV-2013 genomes. CPXV-
BR or AKMV-2013 CDS were queried against AKPV CDS, and AKPV CDS were queried against the 
CPXV-BR or AKMV-2013 CDS using blastn (ncbi-blast+ v2.4.0). Hits were determined using a cutoff 
Evalue of 0.01. To identify the closest annotated proteins for each predicted AKPV protein, all 206 
predicted ORFs were extracted from the AKPV genome and translated into predicted amino add 
sequences. The 206 predicted proteins were queried against the 'ne database using blastp (ncbi-blast+ 
v2.4.0). Data reflects BLAST search performed on 12 February 2019. Top hit for each query sequence 
was determined based on bit score using default blastp parameters. 

2.7. dN/dS analysis 
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To investigate if poxvirus homologs of T4 and B5R were under positive selection in AKPV, 
dN/dS was examined using PAML 1421. T4 sequences from CPXV-A, CPXV-B, CPXV-C, CPXV-D, 
CPXV-El, CPXV-E2, CPXV-E3, CPXV-E5, CPXV-E6, CMLV, MPXV-DRC, TATV, AKMV-2013, SKPV, 
and VPXV were used. The same genomes used for the T4 analysis plus ECTV-Moscow, MPXV-USA, 
HSPV, OPVA, VARV-IND, VARV-BRA, AKMV-2010, and RCNV-Herman were used for the B5R 
analysis. DNA polymerase, B5R or T4 CDS from AKPV and reference genomes were aligned using 
mafft v7.308 138,391 in geneious version 9.1.4 using the FFT-NS-ix1000 algorithm, 200 PAM/k = 2 
scoring matrix with default gap penalties. DNA polymerase CDS alignments were used to estimate 
phylogenetic trees by Maximum Likelihood in Mega 7.0.26 1431 using the GTR+G+I model and 1000 
bootstrap replicates; substitution model was chosen based on a Model Test performed in Mega 7.0.26. 

B5R and T4 alignments were analyzed for evidence of selection in AKPV using branch-site 
models in the CODEML package in PAML 4.5142]. Log likelihood tests were performed to determine 
if a model that included codons under positive selection in AKPV (foreground) fit the alignment for 
a given gene better than a model that did not allow positive selection (comparison of model A to Al). 
Model A was specified by NSsites = 2, model = 2, fixomega = 0. Model Al was specified by NSsites = 
2, model = 2, fixomega = 1. Analyses were performed using a user tree (DNA polymerase), CodonFreq 
= 2, and all ambiguous sites were removed. Sites where dN/dS > 1 were identified based on Bayes 
Empirical Bayes (BEB) analysis 1441 using Pr(co > 1) > 0.95 as a cutoff. 

2.8. Investigation of potential recombination events 

A region from AKPV143 (DNA helicase) to AKPV175 (hypothetical protein) (corresponding to 
position 138,271 to 166,556 of the AKPV genome) was aligned to corresponding regions from AKMV-
2010, VARV-BRA, HSPV, CPXV-A, CPXV-C, CPXV-E3, TATV, CMLV, ECTV-Moscow, ECTV-
Hamptead, ECTV-Naval, OPVA, VPXV, SKPV, and RCNV-85A reference genomes using MAFFT 
v7.308 138,391 (algorithm: FFT-NS-I x1000, scoring matrix: 200PAM, k=2, gap open: 3, offset: 0.123) 
implemented in Geneious 9.1.4. Gaps were not removed from the alignment prior to recombination 
analysis. An exploratory search for potential recombination events was performed using bootscan 
and distance plot implemented in the RDP4 software using a window size of 1000, step size of 50, 
under Felsenstein 1984145] model using bootstrap value as P value. Data for bootscan and similarity 
plots were generated using RDP4; plots were generated from raw data using tidyr 1461 and ggplot2 
1401 in RStudio v.1.0.44(R version 3.3.3) 147,481. Percent identity of aligned regions was calculated in 
Geneious 9.1.4. Phylogenetic analysis by Maximum Likelihood was performed in MEGA71431 based 
on the GTR+G+I model. 

3. Results 

3./. Genome Characteristics. 

The complete genome of the AKPV isolate was 210,797 bp, with inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) 
of 2.4 kb. The genomic terminal loop was not sequenced, so the leftmost nucleotide was arbitrarily 
assigned to be the first nucleotide. The A+T content was 67.2%, lower than the A+T content of New 
World OPXVs such as VPXV (68.7%), SKPV (68.5%) and RCNV (67.7-67.9%), but higher than that of 
most Old World OPXVs (66.3-67.3%) 11,491. In the right terminal region of the genome, a long stretch 
of homopolymer G could not be resolved by Sanger sequencing and is represented by 22 Ns (position 
200,082 to 200,103). 

The AKPV ITR was 2.4 kb, which is shorter than most OPXVs except VARV, where ITRs range 
from 0.1 to 1.2 kb PT Outside of VARV, ITRs in Old World OPXVs vary from 3.4 (VACV) to 16.4 kb 
(VACV) PI New World OPXVs ITRs also vary greatly in size from 2.5-3.9 kb for SKPV, VPXV, and 
RCNV-85A 1351 to 19 kb in RCNV-Herman 1501. The AKPV ITR region contained tandem repeats and 
non-repetitive elements that were characteristic of OPXVs. The AKPV genome contained the 
concatemer resolution sequence 5'-ATTTA-N79-A67-3', identical to that in VACV Copenhagen, at 
positions 61-80bp in the AKPV genome. A tandem repeat region from position 151-1525 contained 
16 copies of an 86bp repetitive motif (98.3% identical). The 86bp repeat motif was 94% identical to the 
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86bp repeat sequence in AKMV tandem repeat region 1 (TR1), which is repeated 6.3 times in the 
AKMV ITR1271. This tandem repeat region in AKPV is followed by a non-repetitive region (positions 
1550-1703 bp) that is similar to NR2. The NR2-like sequence was 94% identical to positions 1704 to 
1850 in CPXV-BR. 

3.2. Phylogenetic Analysis of the Central Core Region 

The central region of OPXV genomes is highly conserved and contains genes involved in 
essential processes such as transcription, DNA repair and replication [49,51,54 This central region 
is flanked by variable terminal regions that contain host range, virulence, and immunomodulatory 
genes [49,51,54 Gene content and synteny are highly conserved in the central region but can vary 
between species and strains in the terminal regions, presumably due to selection and recombination 
[49, 53-551. Phylogenetic analysis was performed using the central region (corresponding to VACV-
COP-E9L (DNA polymerase) to A24R (DNA-dependent RNA polymerase subunit rpol32)) of AKPV, 
representative OPXVs and NY_014, Murmansk, and Yoka poxviruses (Table Si). AKPV formed a 
distinct branch located between Old World and New World OPXVs, but closer to Old World OPXVs 
(Figure 1). The central region of the AKPV genome was more similar to Old World OPXVs than to 
New World OPXVs, with the highest nudeotide identity with AKMV (93.5%) (Tablel). The AKPV 
central region was, on average, 92.9% identical to the Old World OPXVs examined (ranging from 
92.4-93.5%), compared to 87.1% average identity to New World OPXVs (range: 86.9-87.4%)(Table 1), 
reflecting its position as a sister branch in the phylogeny (Figure 1). However, the average identity 
within Old World OPXVs examined was 97.52% (95.1-99. n), much higher than the identity of AKPV 
to Old World OPXVs. 

AKMV-2010 
AKMV-2013 
CML19 
TAW 
VA:IV-BRA 
. t. VARV-H4D 

CPXV-D 
•  CPXV-A 

HSPV 
CPXV-C. 

  CPXV-0 

010 

0.03 

MPXV-DC 
MPXV-USA 
CPXV•El 
CPril-E2 
CPXV.E3 
CPXV-E5 
CPXV-E6 
ECTV-Mos4:ow 
OPVA 
Alaskapox virus 
RCNV-Herman 
SKPV 
VPXV 
Murmansk poxvirus 
NY_014 poxvirus 
YPV 

Figure 1. Phylogenetic analysis of the conserved central region of the Alaskapox virus (AKPV) 
genome with representative OPXVs, Murmansk poxvirus, NY_014 poxvirus, and Yoka poxvirus 
(YPV). Twenty-seven poxvirus sequences (Table S1) were aligned using MAFFT. Old World OPXVs 
are highlighted in blue; New World OPXVs are highlighted in green; AKPV is highlighted in pink. 
Phylogenetic tree was estimated using BEAST v. 2.5.1 using the GTR+G+I model under a relaxed 
lognormal molecular clock. Posterior probability is shown next to each node. 

Table 1. Average percent nucleotide identity of the conserved core region of the Alaskapox virus 
isolate (AKPV), representative Cowpox virus (CPXV), Akhmeta virus (AKMV), Old World OPXV 
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(Old World), New World OPXV (New World) and Yoka poxvirus (YPV) genomes (Table S1). Gaps 
were not included in this analysis. 

CPXV AKMV Old World New World YPV 
AKPV 92.93 93.52 92.87 87.10 74.88 
CPXV 98.44 95.62 97.52 87.38 74.78 
AKMV 99.39 95.48 87.27 74.72 

Old World 97.32 87.29 74.79 
New World 92.02 75.58 

3.3. Comparison of Gene Content 

Gene annotation using both ab inito gene prediction and similarity search revealed 206 predicted 
genes (Table S2). The AKPV genome was compared to the CPXV Brighton Red (CPXV-BR) genome, 
which is 224,499 bp and contains 229 predicted coding sequences (Table S2). Overall, gene content 
and organization was similar between the AKPV and CPXV-BR genomes, induding at the genomic 
termini (Figure S1). Twenty-three CPXV-BR genes were not found in the AKPV genome, and six 
predicted AKPV genes did not correspond to any annotated CPXV-BR genes, not induding truncated 
or fragmented genes. Of the six unique AKPV genes, two (AKPV204 and 205) did not have homologs 
in any currently known OPXV. Five terminal genes were duplicated in the CPXV-BR genome but 
were found in single copies in the AKPV genome. For the 23 genes not found in the AKPV genome, 
fifteen are not annotated in the CPXV_El genome (CPXV004, 007, 047, 058, 096, 116, 130, 160, 170, 
192, 214, 216, 224, 228, and 229). The 206 predicted AKPV coding sequences were then compared to 
annotated genes from CPXV-BR and AKMV-2013 (220 predicted coding sequences). 114 AKPV genes 
exhibited higher nucleotide identity to AKMV genes based on BLAST search; 82 were more similar 
to CPXV-BR genes (Table S2). The average nucleotide identity of AKPV genes found in AKMV and 
CPXV-BR was 90.0% and 89.8%, respectively (Table S2). 

Each of the 206 AKPV predicted proteins were then used to query the non-redundant database 
to identify novel genes and compare AKPV proteins to those of other well-studied OPXV genomes. 
All 206 predicted proteins in the AKPV isolate genome exhibited >50% amino acid identity with an 
annotated poxvirus protein, with an average amino add identity of 89.6% with the dosest BLAST hit. 
191 predicted proteins (92.7%) were most closely related to an Old World OPXV sequence, including 
AKMV and OPVA (Table S3). 

Eight predicted AKPV proteins returned top hits to New World OPXV proteins, induding 
AKPV011 (TNF alpha receptor-like protein), AKPV013 (ankyrin repeat-containing protein), 
AKPV100 (Poly(A) polymerase small subunit), AKPV102 (late 16 kDa membrane protein), AKPV112 
(virion core protein), AKPV123 (trimeric virion coat protein), AKPV126 (S-S bond formation pathway 
protein) and AKPV191 (kelch-like protein) (Table S3). AKPV011 was most similar to SKPV TNF 
receptor CrmB (gene 203 in the SKPV genome), while AKPV013 was most similar to RCNV (gene 011 
in the RCNV Herman strain genome) (Table 2). However, SKPV and RCNV Herman strain genomes 
lack an intervening coding sequence, while Old World OPXV genomes contain homologs of 
AKPV011, 012, and 013 in order (Figure S2). AKPV011 and AKPV013 did not share high similarity 
with predicted proteins from VPXV or RNCV strain 85A (<50% and 60% amino add identity, 
respectively, for the closest sequences in VPXV genome and 50% coverage and <50% identity with 
the dosest sequences in RCNV stain 85A). The AKPV genome did not contain homologs of 
SKPV174/VPXV174/RCNV159 or RCNV160/SKPV175, genes that are thought to be unique to New 
World OPXVs. 

Table 2. Percent amino acid identity of TNFa receptor-like AKPV011 and ankyrin repeat-containing 
AKPV013 with corresponding proteins from representative OPXV genomes, including SKPV, RCNV-
Herman, CPXV-E6, EC IV-Moscow, and AKMV-2013. 

Amino Acid Identity 
AKPV011 AKPV013 

SKPV 93.00 90.74 
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RCNV 92.50 
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92.42 
CPXV 90.00 88.50 
ECTV 87.13 89.40 

AKMV 86.57 80.05 
The majority of the 206 predicted proteins (97%) were most similar to annotated OPXV proteins; 

however, seven predicted AKPV proteins were most similar to proposed proteins in the newly 
described Murmansk or NY_014 poxvirus genomes: AKPV009, 010, 024, 025, 203, 204, and 205 (Table 
S3). Murmansk and NY_014 isolates represent poxviruses that are sister to the OPXV genus but are 
currently not assigned to a genus 1241, similar to Yoka poxvirus 1561. AKPV009/010 are most likely 
the products of fragmentation of the C-type lectin protein CDS. AKPV009 is similar to the C-terminus 
of the Murmansk C-type lectin-like protein, while AKPV010 is similar to the N-terminus (Figure 2). 
Several OPXVs, including CPXV, SKPV, and AKMV encode full length C-type lectin genes, though 
many OPXV genomes encode shorter C-type lectin genes. For instance, ECTV C-type lectin is also 
fragmented into two CDS (EVM006 and 007, Figure 2). Interestingly, even though the sequence of 
AKPV C-type lectin protein is more similar to Murmansk, the start and end points of the predicted 
genes are more similar to OPXV counterparts (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Alignment of C-type lectin genes from AKPV and reference OPXVs. Nucleotide identity to 
AKPV is shown by black or gray shading: identities are shown in gray, differences in black. Black or 
gray bars indicate sequence, whereas black or gray horizontal lines indicate gaps. Blue arrows indicate 
the locations of annotated CDS. Alignment position is shown above the graph. 

AKPV024 was most similar to CKM51_gp196 (Ankyrin) in the NY_014 genome, with 92.5% 
nucleotide identity. AKPV025 was most similar to NY_014 CKM51_gp195 (hypothetical protein), but 
AKPV025 is much shorter, at 132 nt compared to 552 nt for NY_014 CKM5l_gp195. The 38 nt at the 
AKPV025 N-terminus exhibited 92.1% nucleotide identity with position 30-67 in NY_014 
CKM51_gp195, and the AKPV025 C-terminus was 91.5% identical to 393-486, producing an 
alignment with a 325 bp gap in AKPV025. 

AKPV203, 204, and 205 were most similar to annotated genes in the Murmansk genome. 
AKPV203 was most similar to poxvirus protein B22R (surface glycoprotein). AKPV204 and 205 were 
most similar to Murmansk-186 and ankyrin-like protein Murmansk-194 (90.8% and 71.9% amino acid 
identity), respectively. Murmansk-194 has no known or predicted function, and there is no known 
homolog to Murmansk-194 or 186 in any poxvirus or other genome. The next best BLAST hit for 
AKPV205 had <50% amino acid identity and was a truncated ankyrin-like protein in the Yoka 
poxvirus genome. The next best BLAST hit for AKPV204 also had <50% amino acid identity and was 
IL-1 beta receptor from AKMV-2013. Interestingly, while AKPV203, 204, and 205 are consecutive in 
the AKPV genome, the homologs Murmansk-186, 194, and 007 (B22R) are not syntenic and are 
dispersed in the Murmansk genome. 

Only three of the predicted proteins in the AKPV genome exhibited less than 60% amino acid 
identity with known poxvirus proteins: AKPV182, 187, and 190. All three genes shared similarity and 
synteny with poxvirus genes encoding proteins with predicted functions in immune modulation, 
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virulence, and/or host range, induding hemagglutinin (AKPV182), EEV type-I membrane 
glycoprotein VACV-COP-B5R (AKPV187), and poxvirus T4 protein (AKPV190). 

Alignment of AKPV182 (hemagglutinin) with OPXV hemagglutinin homologs revealed an 
insertion in AKPV192 (Figure 3). Further investigation revealed this insertion contained 11 repeats of 
"GAAACTCCTGAATCAGTTACTACTCTAGCA". The reading frame was not disrupted by the 
insertion, and a predicted transmembrane domain was unaffected. The predicted translated peptide 
contained 11 repeats of the amino acid sequence "VTTLAETPES", generating a 120 amino acid 
insertion. BLAST search of just the 120 amino acid insertion using blastp revealed low level similarity 
between the repeat region and a portion of adhesive plaque matrix protein-like gene from 
Mizuhopecten yessoensis (Yesso scallop), with 55% amino acid identity across 117 amino acids of the 
repeat. BLAST analysis of the nucleotide sequence of the repeat region revealed the highest similarity 
(72% nucleotide identity, e-value 9e-31) with a region of the cyanobacterium Geminocystis sp. strain 
NIES-3708 genome corresponding to GM3708_3008 flagelliform silk protein (BAQ62602.1). No 
putative protein domains were identified in the repeat region based on queries made using the 
Conserved Domain Database (NCBI), SMART-Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool (EMBL, 
Universitat Heidelberg), Pfam (EMBL-EBI), Motif Scan, InterPro, ScanProsite - (ExPASy) using a cut-
off e-value of 0.01. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of predicted hemagglutinin protein from Alaskapox virus (AKPV) and 
reference OPXVs. Amino acid sequence of AKPV hemagglutinin is shown in RasMol color scheme. 
For others, amino acid sequence is colored compared to AKPV protein: identities are shown in gray; 
differences are colored according to RasMol scheme. Gaps not shared with AKPV are shown by black 
horizontal lines. Sequences from OPVA, CPXV-B, CPXV-El, ECTV-Moscow, AKMV-2013, SKPV, and 
RCNV-85A are shown. 

Alignments of AKPV187 (B5R) and AKPV190 (T4) with OPXV homologs did not reveal any large 
insertions or deletions. These genes were analyzed for evidence of selection using PAML. Analysis 
using the two-ratio branch model revealed that AKPV187 (B5R) was significantly more likely to 
contain a different dN/dS than reference OPXV B5R homologs. Further investigation using branch-
site models (model A and Al) revealed that AKPV187 was more likely to contain sites exhibiting 
positive selection than the reference B5R homologs (Table S4). Bayes empirical bayes analysis 1441 
revealed ten sites that were under positive selection in AKPV187 (probability dN/dS > 1 was greater 
than 95%)(Table S4). AKPV190 (T4) was not more likely to contain a different dN/dS than other OPXV 
homologs, and examination by site-branch model did not reveal any sites indicative of adaptive 
evolution in AKPV. Across all T4 homologs examined, four sites were identified where probability 
dN/dS > 1 was greater than 95%. We examined these sites in AKPV and compared which reference 
sequences shared similar amino acids at those sites. AKPV190 residue 39(L) was shared with RCNV 
and similar to I in OPVA, MPXV, CPXVA, and CPXVB; residue 174(1) was shared with VPXV and 
similar to AKMV (L); residue 176(Y) was shared with SKPV; and residue 187(R) was similar to K in 
CPXV, CMLV, and TATV. 

3.4. Comparison of Putative Host Range/Virulence Factors 

The AKPV genome contained host range/virulence genes typical of the OPXV genus, including 
homologs of VACV-COP-E3L, K3L, K1L, P28/N1R, B5R, C7L, T4, C3L, CrmB, and serpins SPI-1, 2 
and 3 (Table S5). The AKPV genome, however, did not contain several OPXV genes that have been 
identified as host factors or virulence genes in other OPXVs. The AKPV isolate genome does not 
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encode a homolog of virulence factor VACV-COP-B7R (bifunctional membrane protein 21 kDA 
precursor/processed to 18 kDA), a known virulence gene in VACV, where its deletion reduced lesions 
in a mouse skin model 1571. A frame shift mutation in AKPV results in a premature stop codon after 
21 amino acids. Among OPXVs, VARY does not encode a B7R homolog (VARV_SLE_1969, 
VARV_GNQ_1969, VARV_BRA_1966, VARV_BRA2_1966, VARV_IND_1964, VARV_DRC_1970), 
and the homolog in CMLV-KAZ-1966 is truncated. The AKPV isolate genome also did not contain a 
homolog of interleukin-1 receptor antagonist VACV-COP-C4L. A large deletion would result in a 
protein of only 12 amino acids in length before a stop codon. Among OPXVs examined, the ECTV-
Moscow genome also contained a deletion and did not encode a VACV-COP-C4L homolog, and C4L 
was fragmented in Horsepox virus (HSPV). C4L is not encoded in VARY, MPXV, Rabbitpox virus or 
VACV Western Reserve strain 1581. Lastly, the AKPV genome did not contain homologs of Type 2 
tumor necrosis factor receptor-like (TNFR-II) genes CrmC, CrmD, and CrmE, which are found in 
CPXV genomes but not most other OPXVs. Similar to other OPXVs, the AKPV genome did not encode 
an Ml3L homolog, which is found in "clade II" poxviruses, which are sister to OPXVs, induding 
Tanapox virus, Myxoma virus, Deerpox virus, Swinepox virus and Lumpy skin disease virus 1581. 

3.5. Possible Recombination with Ectromelia Virus (ECTV) 

The AKPV genome contained an intact predicted A-type inclusion protein gene (AKPV150) of 
3324 nucleotides (1107 amino adds). The A-type inclusion protein was shorter than that from CPXV-
B (1279 amino acids), AKMV-2013 (1213 amino acids), and RCNV-Herman (1221 amino adds) due to 
deletions in the middle of the predicted protein (Figure S3). AKPV150 was most similar to the A-type 
indusion protein gene from ECTV, with 94.14% amino add similarity (BLOSUM62, threshold 1). 
AKPV150 and ECTV ATI also shared many of the same deletions relative to other OPXV ATI proteins. 
The ATI gene and neighboring sequence in the AKPV genome exhibited very high similarity to ECTV 
genome, which led to an investigation into potential recombination between ECTV and AKPV in this 
region of the genome. 

Comparison of proposed AKPV coding regions with annotated genes from other OPXVs 
revealed AKPV168, 169, and 170 had high similarity to ECTV 140, 141, and 142, with AKPV 169 and 
ECTV 141 sharing >99% amino add identity. Due to the high similarity across several sequential 
genes, a region from AKPV143 (DNA helicase) to AKPV175 (hypothetical protein) of the AKPV 
genome (corresponding to position 138,271 to 166,556) was examined for recombination. Potential 
recombination events were investigated using an alignment of this region of the AKPV genome with 
corresponding regions from AKMV-2010, VARY-BRA, HSPV-MNG, CPXV-A, CPXV-C, CPXV-E3, 
TATV, CMLV, ECTV-Moscow, ECTV-Hamptead, ECTV-Naval, OPVA, VPXV, SKPV, and RCNV-
85A reference genomes. 

Recombination analysis using distance plot and bootscan in RDP4 software identified two 
potential recombinant regions between AKPV and ECTV (Figure 4, Figure S4). The first region 
spanned almost 4 kb and corresponded to position 146,066 to 149,930 in the AKPV genome (142,812 
to 146,694 in ECTV Moscow), containing the full coding sequence of the A-type inclusion protein 
(Figure S3) and the C terminus of the DNA-dependent RNA polymerase subunit RP0132 coding 
sequence. The second potential recombinant region spanned almost 2 kb, from position 161,820 to 
163,874 in the AKPV genome (158,512 to 160,458 in ECTV Moscow). This potential recombinant 
region contained the N terminus of AKPV168 (secreted glycoprotein), AKPV169 (profilin-like 
protein), AKPV170 (type-I membrane glycoprotein), AKPV171 (hypothetical protein), and the C-
terminus of AKPV 172 (hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase). 
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Figure 4. Potential recombination between Ectromelia virus (ECTV) and the Alaskapox virus (AKPV) 

isolate. Similarity plot displaying the sequence identity of AKPV, Orthopoxvirus Abatino (OPVA) 

and Cowpox virus (CPXV-C) to ECTV (Moscow strain) in the putative recombination region. Across 

most positions examined, OPVA and CPXV-C have higher similarity to ECTV than AKPV. However, 

the AKPV sequence has higher sequence identity than ECTV in two regions that can be seen as the 

pink AKPV line crossing the blue OPVA and CPXV lines. Above the graph, there is a schematic 

showing locations of annotated coding sequences (CDS), putative recombinant regions 2 and 4, and 

control regions 1 and 3. 

Based on the results of the recombination analysis using RDP4, AKPV143 to AKPV175 was split 
into four regions: two predicted recombinant regions, an intermediate region, and a flanking region 
(Figure 4). Each region was aligned to corresponding sequences from OPXV reference genomes. 
Nucleotide identity between ECTV and Old World OPXV sequences was very high in control regions 
1 and 3, but much lower in putative recombinant regions 2 and 4 (Table 3). Within the putative 
recombinant regions, AKPV and ECTV sequences were >90% identical. 

Table 3. Size and nucleotide identity of putative recombination sites in Ectromelia virus (ECTV) 

genome. Percent nucleotide identity to ECTV-Moscow is shown for Alaskapox virus isolate (AKPV), 

AKMV-2010, OPVA, and RCNV-85A. Regions 2 and 4 refer to suspect recombination sites; regions 1 

and 3 are neighboring genomic regions, as shown in Figure 4. Gaps were not removed for this 

analysis. 

Length AKPV AKNIV OPVA RCNV 
Region 1 7794 92.99 95.41 97.95 87.21 
Region 2 3882 94.50 76.11 67.55 64.35 
Region 3 11,816 86.50 91.34 95.59 75.15 
Region 4 1946 91.93 82.59 75.66 63.35 

Phylogenetic analysis of the potential recombinant regions revealed significant rearrangement 
compared to phylogenies produced from other areas of the genome. When comparing either the core 
region of the genome (Figure 1) or a region flanking the putative recombinant sites (Figure S5), ECTV 
clusters with other Old World OPXVs and AKPV forms its own sister branch separated from Old 
World OPXVs. Phylogenetic trees generated using only the putative recombinant regions place ECTV 
next to AKPV, and it is no longer part of the tight Old World OPXV clade (Figure S5). This 
phenomenon is not specific to the ECTV-Moscow strain, and was observed in ECTV-Naval and 
Haptead strains, which are 100% identical to ECTV Moscow in the suspect recombinant regions. 
Together, the sequence similarity and phylogenetic trees suggest that ECTV contains an AKPV-like 
sequence rather than the other way around (Table 3, Figure S5). 

4. Discussion 
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The isolation and original characterization of the pox virus isolated from a patient in Alaska 
suggested that this isolate represents a novel, divergent OPXV capable of infecting humans. The 
complete genome sequence of the AKPV isolate provided unique observations when compared with 
other OPXVs. The large genome and broad host range of Cowpox virus has led to the hypothesis that 
extant OPXVs evolved from a CPXV-like ancestor through gene loss and modification 155,591. 
Compared to CPXV-BR, the AKPV genome exhibited loss of 23 genes and gain of six genes, including 
two genes found in Murmansk poxvirus but not in currently known species of the OPXV lineage. 

Phylogenetic analyses and sequence similarity of conserved core genes indicated that AKPV is 
more closely related to Old World OPXVs than to North American OPXVs, in agreement with 
previous findings using nine conserved genes 134 Additionally, most of the predicted proteins in 
the AKPV genome were more similar to Old World OPXV proteins; however, AKPV was isolated in 
Alaska. The uncertain geographical range of AKPV along with its significant divergence predudes 
its inclusion in either the Old World or New World OPXV groups. A few predicted AKPV proteins 
were more similar to New World OPXVs, induding several known virulence proteins. Interestingly, 
seven predicted proteins were most similar to proteins found in novel poxvirus isolates NY_014 and 
Murmansk, including a homolog of Murmansk-194, a gene that was previously thought to be unique 
to the Murmansk genome 1241. Of the seven genes that shared similarity with Murmansk and 
NY_014, three were consecutive in the AKPV genome; however, these three genes were most similar 
to genes that were dispersed throughout the Murmansk genome. This suggests that the introduction 
of genes to/from Murmansk or NY_014 was not likely from a simple recombination event. It is 
difficult to construct the evolutionary history that could have generated the current state of these 
genomes, but future isolates may provide insight. The presence of genes in AKPV that were more 
similar to New World OPXVs, NY_014, or Murmansk poxviruses could represent insight into 
ancestral forms of shared poxvirus genes. Alternatively, these genes may have been acquired 
independently or through recombination events followed by selection, especially if they have had an 
extensive amount of time to diverge. The origin, geographic location and natural reservoir of NY_014 
and Murmansk remain a mystery, much like that of AKPV. Future investigation, possibly induding 
as yet undiscovered isolates or new poxvirus species may shed light on the relationship between 
these viruses. 

The success of a pox virus infection depends on the virus's ability to evade the host immune 
response. Several genes in the poxvirus genome are known to play a role in modulating the host 
antiviral response. It has been hypothesized that the presence or absence of such genes as well as 
sequence differences may underlie the host range and virulence of a given poxvirus. In general, these 
genes are located at the terminal regions of the genome and often exhibit lower sequence identity and 
lineage-specific distribution 11,581. The host range/virulence gene repertoire of AKPV was typical of 
OPXVs. Three host range/virulence genes exhibited notably low sequence identity with other OPXV 
counterparts: T4, B5R and hemagglutinin. Examination of B5R revealed evidence of possible selection 
in the AKPV lineage based on dN/dS analysis. Investigation of the hemagglutinin gene revealed a 
novel 120 amino acid insertion. The insertion did not create a frame shift or affect the predicted 
transmembrane domain; however, it is possible that it could lead to functional differences. A study 
in VACV and ECTV identified hemagglutinin may pay a role in the activation of Natural Killer Cells 
during poxvirus infection NO]. Investigation of the novel hemagglutinin gene from AKPV may reveal 
whether the insertion affects protein folding, stability or function during infection. Lastly, the AKIN 
genome did not contain several OPXV host range/virulence genes, induding C4L, B7R, CrmC, CrmD, 
or CrmE. These changes in gene sequence and gene repertoire may influence the host range and 
virulence of AKPV, but host range and virulence cannot be predicted by gene content or sequence 
similarity. Future studies are required to better understand this novel virus, for which very little is 
known. 

Careful analysis of the AKPV isolate genome revealed unexpected recombination with ECTV. 
ECTV was first identified in 1930 in a laboratory mouse and is the causative agent of mousepox, a 
disease found in mouse colonies in Europe, Asia, and the Americas 161,62]. Although the distribution 
and natural reservoir of ECTV remains unknown, it is suspected to circulate among wild rodents in 
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Europe 1621. The geographic distribution of AKPV is also unclear and the source of exposure to the 

Alaska resident has not yet been resolved PO]. While concrete data about the distribution of either 

species is largely lacking, AKPV was isolated in the Americas and ECTV is thought to circulate in 

Europe. Given the current estimates of when Old and New World OPXVs separated, the high 

sequence similarity in suspect recombinant regions between AKPV and ECTV suggests either a short 

time since recombination or very low rate of evolution for this region of the genome. 

Taken together, this study highlights the need for future studies of natural poxvirus circulation 

in wildlife to generate a better understanding of OPXV ecology and better preparedness for zoonotic 

infections in humans. The discovery of new, divergent OPXVs introduces the opportunity to re-

evaluate the Orthopoxvirus genus. The discovery of new diverse species can strengthen existing 

understanding, and provide further insight or improve the resolution of previous analyses. It is very 

likely that the wealth of sequencing information reflecting OPXV diversity will continue to increase. 

This information can be used to inform diagnostics and may provide increasingly more accurate 

information about OPXV evolution and origins. 

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.cornixxxisl. Figure Sl. Alignment 

of the Alaskapox virus isolate genomic termini with genomic termini of Cowpox virus Brighton Red. Figure S2. 
Comparison of AKPV011, 012, and 013 with reference Orthopoxvirus sequences. Figure S3. Comparison of 

predicted A-type inclusion (ATI) protein from AKPV and reference Orthopoxvirusess. Figure S4. Potential 

recombination between Ectromelia virus and the Alaskapox virus isolate. Figure S5. Phylogenetic analysis of 

two suspect recombination regions in Alaskapox virus, Ectromelia virus, and reference Orthopoxviruses. Table 

St Reference genomes used in this study. Table S2. AKPV annotation table. Table S3. Blastp analysis to identify 

the most similar homolog to AKPV predicted proteins. Table S4. Sites under positive selection in AKPV187 (B5R 

homolog) as identified by codeml in PAML by Bayes Empirical Bayes analysis. Table S5. Alaskapox virus 

homologs of Orthopoxvirus host range and virulence genes. 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 11/23/2020 11:47:11 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Another article 

Thanks. The story continues to unfold. 

Hope all is well with you. I spoke to Phil over the weekend and he mentioned that he got your email and was very happy to hear 
from you. He seemed to be doing OK given the circumstances. 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 7:31 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Another article 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

e!hina's 'Bat Woman' Has N w Ev dence Her Lab Isn't Virus Source 
Bloomberg News 
November 21, 2020, 8:32 AM EST 
for the latest news and analysis. 
Shi Zhengli, a Chinese virologist renowned for her work on viruses in bats, provided new evidence that her laboratory wasn't the 
source of the global pandemic in research published in a scientific journal. 
The deputy director of the Wuhan Institute of Virology said the latest blood tests on miners, who became sick with a mysterious 
respiratory disease eight years ago after clearing bat feces, showed they didn't have the virus that caused Covid-19, according to the 
South China Morning Post. The paper cited Shi's findings that were published in the Nature journal this week. 
The serum samples were from four people who caught the disease after working in a copper mine in Yunnan province. In a February 
paper, Shi suggested bats could have been the initial hosts of Sars-CoV-2, the virus causing Covid-19, prompting theories that the 
pandemic was linked to a bat virus her team was studying. 
Shi, known as China's "bat woman," has said the genetic characteristics of the viruses she's worked on didn't match those of the 
coronavirus spreading in humans. The outbreak has infected more than 57.6 million people worldwide and killed over 1.37 million. 
— With assistance by Charlie Zhu, and Evelyn Yu 
https://www.bloomberg.cominews/articles/2o2o-11-21/china-s-bat-woman-has-new-evidence-her-lab-isn-t-virus-source 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 11/23/2020 12:04:13 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Another article 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Oh, thanks for letting me know. I'm glad he got my email and appreciated it. I didn't know how he would take it. While I 
have a great deal of respect for him and he's been a real role model, we didn't ever really work together. I'm glad he seems to 
be handling what must be very difficult times. Be well, Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 23, 2020, at 12:47 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. The story continues to unfold. 

Hope all is well with you. I spoke to Phil over the weekend and he mentioned that he got your email and was very 
happy to hear from you. He seemed to be doing OK given the circumstances. 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 7:31 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 

Subject: Another article 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

elhina's 'Bat Woman' Has New Ev dence He] ,,ab Isn't Vir is Source 
Bloomberg News 
November 21, 2020, 8:32 AM EST 
for the latest news and analysis. 
Shi Zhengli, a Chinese virologist renowned for her work on viruses in bats, provided new evidence that her laboratory 
wasn't the source of the global pandemic in research published in a scientific journal. 
The deputy director of the Wuhan Institute of Virology said the latest blood tests on miners, who became sick with a 
mysterious respiratory disease eight years ago after clearing bat feces, showed they didn't have the virus that caused 
Covid-19, according to the South China Morning Post. The paper cited Shi's findings that were published in the Nature 
journal this week. 
The serum samples were from four people who caught the disease after working in a copper mine in Yunnan province. 
In a February paper, Shi suggested bats could have been the initial hosts of Sars-CoV-2, the virus causing Covid-19, 
prompting theories that the pandemic was linked to a bat virus her team was studying. 
Shi, known as China's "bat woman," has said the genetic characteristics of the viruses she's worked on didn't match 
those of the coronavirus spreading in humans. The outbreak has infected more than 57.6 million people worldwide 
and killed over 1.37 million. 
— With assistance by Charlie Zhu, and Evelyn Yu 
https://www.bloomberg.cominews/articles/2o2o-11-21/china-s-bat-woman-has-new-evidence-her-lab-isn-t-virus-
source 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDU[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Sun 7/26/2020 12:55:08 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist at the center of COVID-19 origin theories speaks out 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Date: July 26, 2020 at 12:03:35 PM CDT 
To: "Boyd, Nancy (NIH/NIAID) [E]" <nboyd@niaid.nih.gov> 
Subject: Re: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist at the center of COVID-19 origin 
theories speaks out 

Thanks for sharing. I had not seen this but it seems comprehensive and accurate from my perspective. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 25, 2020, at 6:26 PM, Boyd, Nancy (NIH/NIAID) [E] <nboyd@niaid.nih.gov> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm sure you have seen this. Good for her! 

From: "Folkers, Greg (NIH/NIAID) [E]" <gfolkers niaid.nih.goy> 
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2020 at 2:57:53 PM 
Subject: Science: 'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist at the center of COVID-19 
origin theories speaks out 

<image001.jpg> 

Shi Zhengli, one of the world's leading bat coronavirus researchers, trains staff at the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology on how to safely work in their new biosafety level 4 laboratory in 2017. 
JOHANNES EISELE/AFP via Getty Images 

'Trump owes us an apology.' Chinese scientist 
at the center of COVID-19 origin theories 
speaks out 
By  Jon Cohen Jul. 24, 2020, 3:45 PM 
Science's COVID-19 reporting is supported by the Pulitzer Center and the Heising-Simons Foundation. 
The coronavirus pandemic has thrust virologist Shi Zhengli into a fierce spotlight. Shi, who's been 
nicknamed "Bat Woman," heads a group that studies bat coronaviruses at the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology (WIV), in the city in China where the pandemic began, and many have speculated that the virus 
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that causes COVID-19 accidentally escaped from her lab—a theory promoted by U.S. President Donald 
Trump. Some have even suggested it could have been engineered there. 
China has forcefully rejected such claims, but Shi (pronounced SHIH) herself has said very little publicly. 
Now, Shi has broken her silence about the details of her work. On 15 July, she emailed Science answers 
to a series of written questions about the virus' origin and the research at her institute. In them, Shi hit 
back at speculation that the virus leaked from WIV. She and her colleagues discovered the virus in late 
2019, she says, in samples from patients who had a pneumonia of unknown origin. "Before that, we had 
never been in contact with or studied this virus, nor did we know of its existence," Shi wrote. 
"U.S. President Trump's claim that SARS-CoV-2 was leaked from our institute totally contradicts the 
facts," she added. "It jeopardizes and affects our academic work and personal life. He owes us an 
apology." 
Shi stressed that over the past 15 years, her lab has isolated and grown in culture only three bat 
coronaviruses related to one that infected humans: the agent that causes severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS), which erupted in 2003. The more than 2000 other bat coronaviruses the lab has 
detected, including one that is 96.2% identical to SARS-CoV-2—which means they shared a common 
ancestor decades ago—are simply genetic sequences that her team has extracted from fecal samples 
and oral and anal swabs of the animals. She also noted that all of the staff and students in her lab were 
recently tested for SARS-CoV-2 and everyone was negative, challenging the notion that an infected 
person in her group triggered the pandemic. 
Shi was particularly chagrined about the 24 April decision by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), 
made at the White House's behest, to ax a grant to the Ecoldealth Alliance in New York City that included 
bat virus research at WIV. "We don't understand [it] and feel it is absolutely absurd," she said. 
Science shared Shi's responses—available here in full (PDF)—with several leading researchers in other 
countries. "It's a big contribution," says Daniel Lucey of Georgetown University, an outbreak specialist 
who  bogs about SARS-CoV-2 origin issues. "There are a lot of new facts that I wasn't aware of. It's very 
exciting to hear this directly from her." 
Shi's answers were coordinated with public information staffers at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, of 
which WIV is part, and it took her 2 months to prepare them. Evolutionary biologist Kristian Andersen of 
Scripps Research says he suspects Shi's answers were "carefully vetted" by the Chinese government. 
"But they're all logical, genuine, and stick to the science as one would have expected from a world-class 
scientist and one of the leading experts on coronaviruses," Andersen says. 
However, Richard Ebright, a molecular biologist at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, who from the 
early days of the pandemic has urged that an investigation look into the possibility that SARS-CoV-2 
entered humans through a laboratory accident, was decidedly unimpressed. "Most of these answers are 
formulaic, almost robotic, reiterations of statements previously made by Chinese authorities and state 
media," Ebright says. 
Shi's responses come at a time when questions about how the pandemic began are increasingly causing 
international tensions. Trump frequently calls SARS-CoV-2 "the China virus" and has said China could 
have stopped the pandemic in its tracks. China, for its part, has added an extra layer of review for any 
researchers who want to publish papers on the pandemic's origins and has asserted without evidence 
that SARS-CoV-2 may have originated in the United States.Calls for an independent, international 

probe into the origin questions are mounting, and China has invited two researchers from the World 
Health Organization to visit the country to discuss the scope and scale of a future mission. They are now 
in China working through those details. Lucey says Shi's answers to Science's questions could help guide 
the investigation team. (Here are related questions Science has suggested the mission should address.) 

A virus hunter 
Peter Daszak of the EcoHealth Alliance has worked with Shi for more than 15 years. He describes her as 
social, open, and something of a goodwill ambassador for China at international meetings, where she 
converses in both French and English. (She's also a renowned singer of Mandarin folk songs.) "What I 
really like about Zhengli is that she is frank and honest and that just makes it easier to solve problems," 
he says. 
<image002jpg> 

After taking a blood sample, Shi Zhengli releases a fruit bat outside a cave in Guangxi province in 2004. 
The work resulted in a Science paper that would become a turning point in her career. 
Zhang Shuyi 
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Born in Henan province in central China, Shi studied at Wuhan University and WIV, then earned a Ph.D. 
in France at the University of Montpellier II. She returned to WIV in 2000. Initially,  the vast majority of 
her research focused on viruses in shrimp and crabs, and her papers all appeared in specialty 
publications such as Virologica Sinica and the Journal of Fish Diseases. 
But in 2005, a study she published in Science with Daszak and other researchers from China, Australia, 
and the United States became a turning point in her career. The paper reported the  first evidence that 
bats harbored coronaviruses closely related to the lethal virus that jumped from civets to humans and 
caused the worldwide outbreak of SARS in 2003. 
With NIH funding, Daszak has continued to work with Shi and her WIV team to trap wild animals and 
take samples to hunt for more coronaviruses. They have published 18 more papers together about 
viruses discovered in bats and rodents. Shi is "is extremely driven to produce high-quality work," Daszak 
says. "She will go out in the field, and gets involved in the work, but her real skills are in the lab, and 
she's one of the best I've worked with in China, probably globally." 
Shi told Science her lab was thrust into the pandemic on 30 December 2019, the day her team first 
received patient samples. "Subsequently, we rapidly conducted research in parallel with other domestic 
institutions, and quickly identified the pathogen," she wrote. 
It didn't long take for suspicions and rumors to arise. They spread on China's sodal media sites and then 
in the  United Kingdom's Daily Mail and The Washington Times in the  United States. On 2 February, Shi 
posted a note on her  own social media site that said SARS-CoV-2 was "nature punishing the uncivilized 
habits and customs of humans," and she was willing to "bet my life that [the outbreak] has nothing to do 
with the lab." Partly as a show of support for Shi, Daszak and 26 other scientists from eight countries 
outside of China published a  statement of solidarity with Chinese scientists and health professionals in 
The Lancet in February. In a 17 March Nature Medicine paper that  analyzed SARS-CoV-2's genetic 
mak _  , Andersen and other evolutionary biologists argued against it being engineered in a lab. 
Yet the possibility that her lab had played a role worried Shi, she revealed in a March  Scientific American 
profit ?, that briefly touched on origin questions. "She frantically went through her own laboratory's 
records from the past few years to check for any mishandling of experimental materials, especially 
during disposal," the story said. None of the sequences of bat viruses her lab had found closely matched 
SARS-CoV-2, the article noted. "That really took a load off my mind," she told Scientific American. "I had 
not slept a wink for days." 

No accident 
In her written answers to Science, Shi explained in great detail why she thinks her lab is blameless. WIV 
has identified hundreds of bat viruses over the years, but never anything close to SARS-CoV-2, she says. 
Although much speculation has centered on RaTG13, the bat virus that most closely resembles SARS-CoV-
2, differences in the sequences of the two viruses suggest they diverged from a common ancestor 
somewhere between 20 and 70 years ago. Shi notes that her lab never cultured the bat virus, making an 
accident far less likely. 
Some suspicions have focused on a naming inconsistency. In 2016, Shi described a partial sequence of a 
bat coronavirus that she dubbed 4991. That small part of the genome exactly matches RaTG13, leading 
some to speculate that Shi never revealed the full sequence of 4991 because it actually is SARS-CoV-2. In 
her replies, Shi explained that 4991 and RaTG13 are one and the same. The original name, she says, was 
for the bat itself, and her team switched to RaTG13 when they sequenced the entire virus. "We changed 
the name as we wanted it to reflect the time and location for the sample collection," she said, adding 
that TG stands for Tongguan (the town in Yunnan province where they trapped that bat) and 13 is short 
for the year, 2013. 
That's "a very logical explanation," says Edward Holmes, an evolutionary biologist at the University of 
Sydney who co-authored the  Nature Medicine paper with Andersen. Shi's reply also clarified to him why 
4991 held such little interest to her team that they didn't even bother to sequence it fully until recently: 
That short genetic sequence was very different from SARS-CoV, the virus that caused the 2003 SARS 
outbreak. "In reading this the penny dropped: Of course, they would have been mainly interested in bat 
viruses closely related to SARS-CoV, because this virus emerged and caused a human epidemic ... not 
some random bat virus that is more distant," Holmes says. 
<image003.jpg> 

With help from France's Merieux Institute, the Wuhan Institute of Virology built a biosafety level 4 
laboratory, which is used to study highly dangerous pathogens—and isn't needed for most coronavirus 
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experiments. 
HECTOR RETAMAL/AFP via Getty Images 
Shi mentioned several other factors that she says exonerate her lab. Their research meets strict 
biosafety rules, she said, and the lab is subject to periodic inspections "by a third-party institution 
authorized by the government." Antibody tests have shown there is "zero infection" among institute 
staff or students with SARS-CoV-2 or SARS-related viruses. Shi said WIV has never been ordered to 
destroy any samples after the pandemic erupted and she was sure the virus didn't come from the 
Wuhan Center for Disease Control and Prevention—or another lab in the city—either: "Based on daily 
academic exchanges and discussion, I can rule out such a possibility." 
Labs that presumably had strict biosafety rules have had accidents: The SARS virus escaped from several 
labs after the global outbreak was contained in 2003. And even if everyone in the institute tested 
negative for the virus today, an infected person could have left WIV months ago. Still, Holmes says, the 
answers are "a clear, comprehensive, and believable account" of what occurred at WIV. 

Mysterious origins 
But then where did the virus come from? Shi is unsure but concurs with the scientific consensus that it 
originated in bats and jumped to humans either directly or, more likely, via an intermediate host. 
When the outbreak surfaced, Wuhan health officials believed the jump occurred at the Huanan Seafood 
Wholesale Market because many of the first known COVI D-19 patients had links to it. Shi's lab tested 
samples from the market and found RNA fragments from the virus in "door handles, the ground and 
sewage," she wrote—but not in "frozen animal samples." 
However, two papers published in late January revealed that up to 45% of the first confirmed 
patients—including four of the five earliest cases—did not have  any ties to the market, casting doubt on 
the theory that it was the origin. Shi agrees: "The Huanan seafood market may just be a crowded 
location where a cluster of early novel coronavirus patients were found." 
Researchers from WIV and Huazhong Agricultural University didn't find the virus in samples from 
farmed animals and livestock taken around Wuhan and in other places in Hubei province, she wrote. Shi 
added that many years of surveillance in Hubei have never turned up bat coronaviruses close to SARS-
CoV-2, which leads her to believe the jump from animals to humans happened elsewhere. 
<image004 jpg> 

Shi Zhengli's team takes samples from bats trapped in the wild. The team never found SARS-CoV-2, the 
pandemic virus, in bats, Shi says. 
ECOHEALTH ALLIANCE 
Andersen would like more specifics. Limiting the search at the market to "frozen" animal samples is an 
"obvious gap," he says: "What were these? Did they look at any live animals? I'm still a bit puzzled by the 
statement that the only role of the market was that it was a crowded location, yet so many of the 
environmental samples were positive so early on." 
Shi provided few details on China's efforts to pin down the origin. "Many groups in China are carrying 
out such studies," she wrote. "We are publishing papers and data, including those about the virus's 
origins. We are tracing the origin of the virus in different directions and through multiple approaches." 
Daszak supports the push for an international research effort—which he cautions could take years—and 
says Shi's group should play a prominent role in it. "I hope and believe that she will be able to help WIV 
and China show the world that there is nothing to these lab escape theories, and help us all to find the 
true origins of this viral strain," he says. 
Shi ended her answers to Science on a similar note. "Over the past 20 years, coronaviruses have been 
disrupting and impacting human lives and economies," she said. "Here, I would like to make an appeal 
to the international community to strengthen international cooperation on research into the origins of 
emerging viruses. I hope scientists around the world can stand together and work together." 
Red  1 Shi Zhengli's answers to Science's questions in full here. 
Posted in: 

• Asia/Pacific
• Health 
• People & Events 
• Scientific Community 
• Coronavirus
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doi:10.1126/science.abd9835 
<image005.jpg> 

Jon Cohen 
Jon is a staff writer for Science. 

• Email Jon 
• Twitter 

Disclaimer: Any third-party material in this email has been shared for internal use under fair use 
provisions of U.S. copyright law, without further verification of its accuracy/veracity. It does not necessarily 
represent my views nor those of NIAID, NIH, HHS, or the U.S. government. 
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From: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

telecon 

Normal 

Hold for US NAS-CAS dialogue 

Tue 6/9/2020 8:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Tue 6/9/2020 10:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

LeDuc, James W. 

RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Immunity topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue v2.docx 

RE: ZOOM link 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting, Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 
COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection (Le Duc) 
o How is immune response being measured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

icctin linkT 

552.136 

Meeting Topic: 

Meeting Time: 

Add to Calendar 

Required Attendees: LeDuc, James W. 

552.136 

Third Virtual U.S. China Bio Dialogue Meeting 

Jun 9, 2020 9:00 - 11:00 PM Eastern Time 

Add to Google Calendar Add to Yahoo Calendar 
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If the above button is not clickable, try copying and pasting the following link into the 
address bar of your web browser 

https://nasem.zoom.us/s/95921551654 

Or join meeting with the following methods 

Phone one-tap 

Phone one-tap: US: +14702509358„95921551654# or +16465189805„95921551654#

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: 

Meeting ID: 

Password' 

US: +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 

651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 602 753 

0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or 

+1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or 877 853 

5257 (Toll Free) or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

111 2155 1654 

• 

552.136 L_ 

International numbers 

Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

H.323: 162.255.37.11 (US West) 

162.255.36.11 (US East) 

221.122.88.195 (China) 

115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai) 

115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 

213.19.144.110 (EMEA) 

103.122.166.55 (Australia) 

209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong SAR) 

64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 

69.174.57.160 (Canada) 

207.226.132.110 (Japan) 

Meeting ID: 

Password: 

959 2155 1654 

552.136 
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SIP: 95921551654@zoorncrc.com 

Password: 552.136 

Skype for Business (Lync) 

https://nasem.zoom.us/skype/95921551654 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please go to the URL below. 
https://nasem.zoom.usitest 
Thank you for choosing Zoom. 
-The Zoom Team 

Cop} ght 120 Zoorr ,deo elmmur cation r All right reserved. 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net'[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orflennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZ'peanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Nancy Connell'[NancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 6/4/2020 12:24:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

J.  nitv topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue v2.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <Peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDUI <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDLY <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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3rd U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-I9 immunity, including the relationship lbetween previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection (Le 

Duc) 
o How is immune response being rreasured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

• What is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? (Fineberg) 
• What can be said about the characterization of the (Perlman) 

o Innate immune responses? 
o humoral immure response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies 
for COVID- 19 patients and for prevention of infection? (Hamburg) 

o Is the use of immune plasma effective? 
o Have there been any complications? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? (Hamburg) 

o Do a majority of the monoclonal antibodies isolated from patient B cells produce 
neutralizing antibodies? 

• What immunopathologies are evident in the patients with COVID- 19? (Rehnan) 
o Are there any biomarkers in patients who develop systemic inflammation? 
o What is the most effective treatrrent for patients who develop a cytokine storm? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, what types of antiviral immure responses are present? (Saif) 

o Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and longevity of 

protective immunity? 
Did recovery from SARS provide any protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

• Progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. especially mRNA vaccine? 
(Bark) 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients/Fall resurgence 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? (Shi) 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern with respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

(Fineberg) 
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• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half 
of this year? When do you expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the U.S.? 
(Fine berg) 
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3rd U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-I9 immunity, including the relationship lbetween previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection (Le 

Duc) 
o How is immune response being rreasured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

• What is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? (Fineberg) 
• What can be said about the characterization of the (Perlman) 

o Innate immune responses? 
o humoral immure response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies 
for COVID- 19 patients and for prevention of infection? (Hamburg) 

o Is the use of immune plasma effective? 
o Have there been any complications? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? (Hamburg) 

o Do a majority of the monoclonal antibodies isolated from patient B cells produce 
neutralizing antibodies? 

• What immunopathologies are evident in the patients with COVID- 19? (Rehnan) 
o Are there any biomarkers in patients who develop systemic inflammation? 
o What is the most effective treatrrent for patients who develop a cytokine storm? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, what types of antiviral immure responses are present? (Saif) 

o Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and longevity of 

protective immunity? 
Did recovery from SARS provide any protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

• Progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. especially mRNA vaccine? 
(Bark) 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients/Fall resurgence 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? (Shi) 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern with respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

(Fineberg) 
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• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half 
of this year? When do you expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the U.S.? 
(Fine berg) 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net'[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifenryan@moore.orflennifenryan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZ'peanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Nancy Connell'[NancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 6/8/2020 11:02:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: ZOOM link 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting, Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Immunity topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue v2.docx 
Chinese Participants-0610.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I have attached the list of Chinese participants for the meeting tomorrow (that I just received). There will be fewer people on their 
side this time (at our request). Please let me know if you are not panning to participate. 

I have also attached the American version of the agenda / list of questions. Recall that their version lists Harvey Fineberg and Ralph 
Baric as discussants to answer Dr. Gao's questions but not the other names. 

FYI '- Z7OM 1171" fr -

552.136 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks again for taking the time to participate in these meetings. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:28 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Subject: ZOOM link 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting, Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
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i 552.136 
552.136 

Meeting Topic: Third Virtual U.S. China Bio Diaape Meetind 

Meeting Vtie: Jun 9, 2020 9:00 - 11:00 PM Eastern Time 

If the above button is not clickable, try copying and pasting the following link into 111 
address bar of your web browser 

Or join meeting with the following methods 

Phone one-tap 

11141one one-tap: US:  +i 25O9358 - 21551654# or  6465189805„95921551654#

Join by Teleglipne 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: US : +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 

651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 602 753 

0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or 

+1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or 877 853 

5257 (Toll Free) or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

WM" 959 2155 1654 

r552.136_i 

International numbers 
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Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

H.323: 162.255.37.11 (US West) 

162.255.36.11 (US East) 

221.122.88.195 (China) 

115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai) 

115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 

213.19.144.110 (EMEA) 

103.122.166.55 (Australia) 

209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong SAR) 

64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 

69.174.57.160 (Canada) 

207.226.132.110 (Japan) 

Meeting ID: 

Password: 

SIP: 

Password: 

959 2155 1654 

552.136 
t._ 

95921551654@zoomerc.com 

552.136 

Skype for Business (Lync) 

https://nasem.zoom.us/skype/9592 1551654 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please go to the URL below. 
https:Ilnasem.zoom.us/test 
Thank you for choosing Zoom. 
-The Zoom Team 

• • • 

Copyright ©2020 Zoom Video Communications, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>, 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@h13fam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>, Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.or >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@mc ..-..org>, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavidrfranz@gmail.co >; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTIV1B.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@mc ....org>, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHarePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.co > 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <Peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDUI <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDLY <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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3rd U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-I9 immunity, including the relationship lbetween previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection (Le 

Duc) 
o How is immune response being rreasured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

• What is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? (Fineberg) 
• What can be said about the characterization of the (Perlman) 

o Innate immune responses? 
o humoral immure response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies 
for COVID- 19 patients and for prevention of infection? (Hamburg) 

o Is the use of immune plasma effective? 
o Have there been any complications? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? (Hamburg) 

o Do a majority of the monoclonal antibodies isolated from patient B cells produce 
neutralizing antibodies? 

• What immunopathologies are evident in the patients with COVID- 19? (Rehnan) 
o Are there any biomarkers in patients who develop systemic inflammation? 
o What is the most effective treatrrent for patients who develop a cytokine storm? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, what types of antiviral immure responses are present? (Saif) 

o Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and longevity of 

protective immunity? 
Did recovery from SARS provide any protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

• Progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. especially mRNA vaccine? 
(Bark) 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients/Fall resurgence 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? (Shi) 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern with respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

(Fineberg) 
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• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half 
of this year? When do you expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the U.S.? 
(Fine berg) 
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Chinese Participants 

Ling Chen: Dr. Ling Chen is a professor and founding director of CAS Guangzhou 
Institute of Bionrdicine and Health, former deputy director of State Key Lab of 
Respiratory Disease. 

Chen Dong: Dr. Chen Dong is Director and a professor of the Institute for 
Immunology, Dean of the School of Medicine at Tsinghua University, CAS member. 

George F. Gao: Dr. George F. Gao is Director-General of CCDC, a prokssor at the 
CAS Institute of Microbiology, CAS member. 

Qihan Li: Dr. Qihan Li is a prokssor of the Institute of Medical Biology Chinese 
Academy of Medical Science, Peking Union Medical College. His research focuses 
on viral vaccine and viral immunology. 

Wenjie Tan: Dr. Wenjie Tan is Chief and a professor of the Biotech Center for Viral 

Disease Emergency, National Institute for Viral Disease Control and Prevention, 

CCDC. 

Jianqing Xu: Dr. Jianqing Xu is a professor of the Institutes of Biomedical Sciences, 
Fudan University. 

Zhiming Yuan: Dr. Zhiming Yuan is a professor of CAS Wuhan Institute of Virology, 
Director of Wuhan P4 lab. 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

CISAC[CISAC@nas.edu] 

Lowenthal, Micah; leanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 'linton.brooks@cox.net'; 'budi11@llnl.gov'; 
'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu'; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 
'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com'; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu'; Hamburg, Margaret; JohnHildebrand; 
lillhruby@gmail.com'; lohnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, James W.; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; Thiesrw@verizon.nef; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu'; Iptimbie@gmail.com' 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/95138643383?pw0 552.136 
Normal 

CISAC Meeting Session 2 

Fri 7/24/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Fri 7/24/2020 4:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

CISAC; Lowenthal, Micah; leanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 'linton.brooks@cox.net'; 
'budi11@llnl.gov'; 'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu'; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com'; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu'; Hamburg, 
Margaret; JohnHildebrand; lillhruby@gmail.com'; lohnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, 
James W.; 'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; 'rniesrw@verizon.net'; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu'; 
'jptimbie@gmail.com' 

CISAC Bio Conference Call Auqust2019 c.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC members, 
This is the invitation for the second session of our meeting. You have already been sent the invitation for the first session. 

Required Attendees: CISAC; Lowenthal, Micah; jeanloz@berkeley.edul; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 
linton.brooks@cox.nef; 'budill@llnl.gov'; 'matthew bunn@hks.harvard.edul; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 

'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com1; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edul; Hamburg, Margaret; 
JohnHildebrand; jillhruby@gmail.com'; johnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, James W.; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edul; 'Iniesrw@verizon.nef; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu'; 'jptimbie@gmail.com' 

Join Zoom Meeting 

Password: 552.136 
!.- -.. 

Meeting URL: https://nasem.zoom.us/1/95138643383?DwO 552.136 i i i 
1 552.136 1 . 

L. i 
i : 

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: US: +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 

558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 213 338 8477 or 

+1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 

6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 
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Meeting ID: 

951 

Password: 

Best wishes, 

3864 3383 

552.136 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 
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CISAC Bio Past and New Directions 17 September 2019 

These are (1) notes from the August 26, 2019 CISAC Bio Conference Call, (2)A bullet list by Franz of 
CISAC bio engagements since 2007, and (3) A draft SWOT analysis by Le Duc and Franz. 

CISAC Bio Conference Call Notes 
Monday August 26, 2019, 11am-1pm EDT 

Partici pants: Nancy Connell, Dave Franz, Diane Griffin, Raymond Jeanloz, Ji m Le Duc, Peter Palese, David 
Reiman; Staff: Nicole Cervenka, Rita Guenther, Micah Lowenthal, Ben Rusek. 

A. Introduction 

• Franz and Lowenthal opened the discussion by noting that we are at the point 
where it's important to regroup and think about what we're trying to accomplish. 
There have been changes in countries with which we have been engaging, as well as 
changes in sources of funding as of late, so it is a good strategic time to us to discuss 
them in greater detail. We plan for this to be the start of a longer discussion on 
where we're going with CISAC. 

• The focus of the current administration has shifted to worrying about state -level or 
state-based bio-related threats, as opposed to the focus on counter-terrorism that 
has dominated since 9/11. The government has moved to be more focused on the 
near-term, 2-year horizon, compared to a 10-year horizon. This new landscape is 
complicated for bio, because there are no declared state bioweapon programs. 

B. Banner 

• The group agreed to conduct CISAC bio activities under the "International Networks 
& Cooperation" section of the NASEM Policy and Global Affairs Division. This is just a 
banner, not an organizational change. The change is being taken because the banner of 
international security and arms control has been a handicap in some countries because of 
the association with bioweapons. 

C. Updates on bilateral dialogues and projects 
• By way of overview or framing, Franz said that CISAC's engagements have been about 

people, culture, and healthy leadership in laboratories. The only country we haven't been 
able to work with in recent years is Russia. In India, our contacts are in transition. In China, 
Pei Yong and Jim LeDuc's lab contacts have made this work possible. 

1. China 
• Lowenthal noted that Franz and Le Duc's relationships set us up for success, starting with a 

meeting in 2007, but really taking off in the last five years. The question now is how do we 
continue engagement in China building on what has been accomplished. 

• Palese pointed out that George Gao was just elected to US NAS, and can help a great deal, 
and Rusek agreed, explaining that Gao has been the key to our recent work. CI SAC has 
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CISAC Bio Past and New Directions 17 September 2019 

partnered with the China CDC and the Chinese Academy of Sciences, working with George 
Gao and Mei Fong, engaging at Chinese high containment laboratories. Together Cl SAC and 
these counterparts convened a meeting in Wuhan in 2017, in Galveston in 2018, and in 
Harbin at the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences BSL-4 laboratory in early 2019. A 
fourth meeting was to be held in Kunming but the Kunming leadership is not ready to hold 
a high-level meeting with us yet. The politics have made for a more difficult relationship. 
The next meeting will be in Wuhan and will be the last meeting in this series of grants. 

• Le Duc said that Pei Yong from the Galveston National Laboratory is planning to go to 
Kunming in October, supported by CISAC funds. Hopefully we'll have some in-depth 
discussion with Kunming in the future. The lab in Wuhan generated a funding source 
allowing collaborative scientific research and there have been a move from talking to actual 
joint research being undertaken. This is a model we should explore further, as an 
opportunity for sustained funding on the Chinese side. 

• Rusek said that many on the call considered, Is now the right time to formalize the China 
dialogue with NAS and CAS? Participants said yes, in part because now would be a good idea 
so that we can push through anticipated future difficulties based on U.S.-China relations and 
the lack of future U.S. grants. The plan is to design this formalization in a way that will not 
commit us to work on anything that is too far down in the weeds. A letter was sent from 
Diane Griffin and Peggy Hamburg that proposed to address specifically biosecurity issues, 
disease surveillance, not human health or human gene editing (Guenther noted that Cl SAC 
is one of multiple partners at NASEM and these topics are covered in other relationships 
with the Chinese). 

• Franz noted that this is a growing field and concern in China. China has two new Elsevier 
journals on Biosafety and Biosecurity and have projects that involved Pakistan 
collaboration as well. 
Consider: what would you like to see us do in China following the great successes we have 
had? 

2. Pakistan 
• Guenther described the Pakistan work, which has been a series of three projects on clinical 

labs in Pakistan for human and animal health. The second of these resulted creation of a 
Pakistan Academy of Sciences handbook on biosafety practices in these lab. At the 
upcoming Doha meeting we will strategize how Pakistanis can implement the ideas of the 
handbook. Anwar Nasim and Amer I kram have enabled our work in Pakistan. A goal is to 
strengthen relationships, building upon work going forward, and we need to consider 
funding, conception, how to fit into the larger landscape that includes USAID and others. 
Inflection point on this dialogue. Franz has been helpful in maintaining relationships from 
afar and in person on the ground in Islamabad 

• Lowenthal observed that this work is further afield from the topics CISAC usually engages 
in: historically, CISAC has addressed issues related to bioweapons, biosafety, and biorisk 
management. We also do work in bio where we can open doors others can't. Clinical labs in 
this context, potentially opened door to work on other things. If the work on human and 
animal health topics can continue, then we have to decide if that's a good use of our time, or 
if we can instead we can build on this work in areas we are more interested in, or we hand it 
off to another group. Maybe we facilitate military medical-to military-medical contacts 
(Franz noted that lkram would be a good partner for that). 
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• Franz said that the Fogarty Center has done work there on leadership, but this has come to 
an end. We have to be cautious about new activities, because of the backdrop of corruption 
and insecurity (especially job security for young people). When we talk about Pakistan, we 
think of nuclear weapons and terrorism, but Pakistan has a lot of good programs and 
training available. 

• Rusek said that working in Pakistan is a challenge, for many reasons. With State 
Department funding, we have to get permission from State to travel there, and when we 
meet with people, they have to be approved by State. There is also a limit to the number of 
Americans traveling to Pakistan on each project to just 2. This is why we've had meetings 
outside of Pakistan, however, we are only getting the people who travel. This has included 
meetings in Thailand, Seychelles, and next we will meet in Doha. What kind of strategies can 
we employ to keep up our relationship with Pakistan contacts? The PAS home base is in 
Islamabad, but they are a shell for us to work with. Previously collaboration was great: they 
were willing to host at their building, but there are no life scientists there now. Part of the 
goal was to build the capacity of PAS, putting their name on a few projects, and we achieved 
this to some extent. 

• Guenther asked How tactically do we engage, especially with I kram, who is now at a 
government agency? This is something to consider going forward. 

• Franz noted that Pakistan was building a BL 4 lab, but last time he spoke to Ikram it seemed 
a little more uncertain that they were doing this. This whole area of working around high 
containment labs, although it is a small part of each country's infectious disease enterprise, 
is a place where we can find good people. 

3. India 
• Guenther described the recent history of CISAC's bio work in India. We began series of 

meetings through the Indian National Science Academy (1NSA). The first meeting was held 
in 2014 and focused on biosafety and biosecurity issues. It was clear that the capacity for 
BSL-3/4 research was strong in India and there has been growing concern about the desire 
to establish these sorts of labs in the region. This led to a regional workshop in Seychelles 
sponsored by the State Department and co-convened by NAS and I NSA. The goal was to 
position India as a regional leader and open the possibility that other countries could forgo 
the development of their own high-containment labs if they could work in Indian labs. We 
sought to: encourage countries to work together, prevent accidents, discuss exchanging 
strains, promote biosurveillance, and encourage cooperative research. We sought out young 
people to attend. Experts from fourteen countries in South and Southease Asia participated. 

• In the next phase of our work, we are undertaking a project that will support two smaller 
meetings of experts in India. The topics are: synthetic biology and biorisk management. The 
second project arose from a workshop in Germany on gene editing, and the Indians are 
interested in pursuing a larger conference looking at emerging biotechnology with a focus 
on research investments and governance of these new technologies. The workshop will be 
held in the first quarter of 2020. The State (BE P) funders were interested in how they can 
also keep abreast of the technologies emerging in India and how they can be ahead of these 
things. S.R. Rao, who served as the head of the government of India's Department of 
Biotechnology, requested the workshop, but he and other Indian experts and leaders have 
not communicated much and have not identified whom to work with. Capacity is thin. 
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• State has not given us further funding for work with India. Other groups have been given 
grants. Franz noted that other groups, including Johns Hopkins, have also started working 
in India after CI SAC did its workshops. No end of work to be done, relationships with 
colleagues there; it's a place where you have to stay engaged, because if we are not able to 
continue then the people will have changed positions. The uptake is quite long. 

• Lowenthal said that there is a challenge in that the I NSA has not been very functional; NAS 
has done the work It can even sometimes be a hindrance to the work Rao no longer head of 
the Department of Biotechnology. Challenges there. 

What issues we should address? Partners to engage? 

• Griffin said that India was planning on building several BSL-4 facilities, they have at least 
two and were building another in the South of India. Franz said that Pune is the main one 
we have been engaged with. 

• Guenther elaborated that in 2007/08 the Indian Government published a plan for building 
new labs, updating existing labs, and getting things up to speed. The U.S. CDC helped them 
to upgrade their labs and reviewed the government's plans. This was very successful, and 
CDC was well-received, unlike some other organizations in US. Working in India concerned 
with disease and animal diseases. We're not sure about the status of current plans. 

4. Russia 
• Guenther said that we have had no engagement on bio in Russia for many years. There has 

been an agreement in principle with our Russian partners to initiate two joint projects, we 
just need the funding. Project 1 would be to look at lessons learned from 2014 Ebola 
outbreak. Project 2 would be to build on work done many years ago under Glenn 
Schweitzer. We have a contact at an influenza lab in St. Petersburg who is also a professor 
at the university there. Universities could be a good forum for these discussions. The door is 
still open for U.S. scientists to go talk to the Russians about these issues. Perhaps we could 
find funding through US Embassy? 

• Le Duc said that he and Rita attended the UNESCO meeting in Moscow in November 2018, 
and he was struck by the tone of some of the official comments there. It impressed on him 
the need to extend dialogue and renew contacts we've developed over the past decade. He 
met director of influenza lab last fall, and think there is potential for collaborative work 
there. 

• Griffin had a discussion with John Boright about a young scientist frontiers program. 
Guenther also spoke with him about this. 

• Connell said that she asked a young woman at the University of St. Petersburg to forward 
an invitation to Guenther for a September meeting, Anastasia Malagina (heads program on 
international security / arms control there). 

5. Update on study on international biological and health security engagement 
• Guenther described this study which is to advise the Bio Cooperative Threat Reduction wing 

of the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, providing consensus report on a 5-year revision 
for them to improve international bioengagement programs. The report will be out at the 
end of this year or beginning of next year. 

• Franz is co-chair of the study committee and said that it's been challenging in a number of 
different ways, but we're moving forward and are close to a near-final draft of the report. 
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6. Update on workshop on norms for provision oflaboratories to developing countries 
• Lowenthal explained that there was a workshop in June 2018 in Amsterdam. It went pretty 

well, and we produced a summary. It involved a collaboration with the Board on Life 
Sciences at NAS. Ann Arvin chaired the planning committee and Connell and Franz served 
on it. This was envisioned as the first of multiple meetings, but State has changed its focus 
and will no longer will support this kind of work. 

• Connell said that the plan was to have next meeting with recipients. State was interested in 
the donors, but we were trying to persuade them that the recipients were an important 
component. 

7. Discussion ofglobal network of BSL-4 lab leaders 
• Le Duc said that he produced an op-ed with a Chinese counterpart recently and received 

some nice comments, but nothing has happened beyond that. We aren't going to get this 
going without some serious funding. The Global Virus Network has discussed this and was 
interested in pursuing it. 

• Franz mentioned the WHO meeting on this topic and Le Duc said 
• Jim: Fellow from WHO arranged the meeting, his work is focused on biosafety, produced 

biosafety videos and shared them online. 
• Ben: Applied for funding to continue this work, but it didn't go through. Would have been of 

interest to Chinese, prohibited by DOS. Open Philanthropy or others could bring together 
funding on this. 

D. Goals, Topics, and Strategy 
• Franz started discussion about where we'd like to go and what we'd like to accomplish. 

There's a lot more competition than when we started this a few years ago. He went to a 
CRDF conference, and they have 140 staff now and are supporting the CDC, NI H, Fogarty, 
and JHU (Inglesby's group - staff support and senior scientists and clinicians). We are 
working with a pretty small bench. 

• Lowenthal said that Open Philanthropy is a new funder that gave the JHU Center for Health 
Security $16M over three years and gave NTI $12M (at the time the first grant there was 
just one person, and with the first $2M in grants she built up a staff to carry out projects). 
Jaime Yassif was the program officer at Open Philanthropy and we had conversations with 
her about funding CISAC, but she left Open Phil joined NTI and now there is a new contact, 
Andrew Snyder-Beattie from Oxford who said they are trying to figure out what the next 
move will be. 

• Le Duc said that it would be wise to speak to Mark Smolinski. He was talking about Open 
Philanthropy and implied that he was coordinator of some kind. Could coordinate 
something that would be appropriate for Open Philanthropy. 

• Lowenthal said that we need access to funders, and we also need to articulate what our 
vision, goals, and strategy are, and how we will carry out activities on the ground. 

• Griffin asked What can our unique contributions be? Credibility is one of our assets, but I 
think we need to figure out what we can contribute uniquely or better than what others can 
do in this area. 

• Franz said that high-containment labs are an area where we're uniquely equipped and 
knowledgeable. Griffin agreed, saying that the BSL-4 expertise is a wedge. 
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• Le Duc said that the NAS is unique - a very powerful tool that we should be using as a 
foundation for all of our collaborations. We've been successful because we've augmented 
dialogues with cutting-edge science. No one else has this to offer. 

• Franz said that it makes a big difference if Peggy, others are involved and present at our 
activities. 

• Palese asked if we should ask what the other academies (other countries) would like to 
accomplish and the contact that they would like to have? 

• Connell underscored the value of the long-term relationships with established people in all 
of these countries. High-level discussions, scientist-to-scientist are beneficial. Open Phil is 
deeply affected by the perspectives of new millionaires who are flooding the field. They are 
young and inexperienced. If there's a way that that can be addressed without pointing it 
out...they think they're going to shake things up and make the changes we have all failed to 
make. 

• Lowenthal said the NAS has done biosecurity engagements through other parts of NAS - Jo 
Husbands has led work through the I nterAcademy Partnership (IAP), and there's a 
biosecurity working group through that. There is now a discussion about having a scientific 
advisory mechanism for the BWC, a formal mechanism rather than ad hoc. This is a different 
kind of engagement, and it may not continue if a formal mechanism is created and we may 
no longer be involved. Jo won't continue this work forever, maybe CISAC wants to pick this 
up? 

• Connell said that at the last meeting of experts of the Biological Weapons Convention, the 
Pakistanis and Chinese drafted a code of conduct and the Germans and others have 
proposed a science advisory mechanism. IAP has a strong focus on science diplomacy and 
young people. It provides important points of contact for what IAP does. 

• Relman joined the call after technical difficulties with NAS Zoom. 
• Lowenthal asked What kinds of topics should we be addressing? 
• Palese said This is out of left field, but the Chinese are developing some kind of ointment 

that can switch the ratio of male versus female births. They are experimenting on chickens 
and mice. This is not the same sort of threat we usually think about, but it is a serious 
concern. 

• Lowenthal said that he and Jeanloz had a conversation with Jerry Joyce, and Joyce suggested 
the topic of securing the manufacturing of biological therapeutics and gene therapies: how 
to ensure that this is safe and secure. We've previously spoken about disease surveillance—
that's moving counter to fashion in terms of what funders want to focus on. Part of what we 
need to do is to look at goals then chase funders after that, not the other way around. 

• Griffin said that surveillance is important, but it's not our area of expertise. Lots of people 
have spent a lot of money with schemes that haven't worked. That's not where our focus 
should be. 

• Lowenthal said that without disagreeing regarding surveillance, if we think that a topic is 
otherwise appropriate and valuable then if we don't have the right people on CI SAC, we can 
add more people, engage those who are interested. 

• Jeanloz said that intertwining several themes - the interest within the USG has shifted and 
now some of our previous funding sources has gone towards state-sponsored programs. 
The focus on terrorism has diminished. For many years, it has been difficult to have 
conversations with states about state-sponsored programs. CISAC can maintain focus even 
when the government wants to shift focus. We should find the means to continue ongoing 
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emphasis on biosafety and biosecurity as a way of maintaining people-to-people contacts 
and address terrorism, but it's more broad than that. There are states with a bioweapons 
capability without a program; this focus on state-sponsored bioweapons programs is 
antiquated and not in line with current threats. Sensitive diagnostics is an emerging theme 
that we've heard about. Emerging threats should include both intentional and accidental. 

• Relman said that we easily get trapped by terminology and definitions, things of the past. 
One way around that would be to appeal to the scientist-to-scientist technical approach - 
look at developing or evolving technologies and talk about them as scientists and then their 
broader relevance to global security. 

o A topic of personal interest for Relman is the microbiome, major liability involved 
and malevolent actors. 

o Another example: George Church has a new piece coming out on exploitation of 
machine learning neural network mechanism, people who design genetic sequences, 
can identify a person based on their previous experience genetic engineering 
designs. Where does this leave us in regards to the potential benefits to security 
applications? 

• Franz said our method of engagement is effective against large state threats as much as it is 
against terrorism. 

• Rusek said of the State Department Bio CTR program that he is not sure how they're going 
to address this or will be reconstituted to do something else. The countries they are most 
concerned about are the same ones they are prohibited from engaging with. 

• Lowenthal said we should question the underlying thought that this is how we should 
package these kinds of threats. 

Final thoughts 
• Palese asked if we want to engaging in contexts in which we are not supposed to engage - 

can we circumvent by using Open Phil money or other sources of financing? 
• Connell replied that perhaps we could. She also suggested some new directions consider: 

Engagement with Iran? Utilize Pugwash? Regarding the focus of USG programs right now, 
they seem to be more interested in insider threat training. 

• Rusek said that Bob Mikulak might be able to discuss with us how we might interface with 
DOS, see where state is going. 

• Lowenthal said that we would like to continue this conversation over email and hear your 
ideas. In addition, a special request: think about CISAC membership and participants, send 
us names of people we should engage with on these issues. 

• Franz closed by saying that we should consider technical gaps when we look at 
membership. 

NOTE: This is a list of experts who have been suggested for CISAC activities. Some have already 
been involved. To identify them, we have listed their affiliation, Academy membership (if any), and 
their age in 2019. Please suggest additions and provide Micah with endorsements. 

Ann Arvin (Stanford, NAM, 74), Jill Banfield (UC Berkeley, NAS, 60), Ralph Baric (U NC Chapel Hill, 
65), Kavita Berger (Gryphon Scientific, 43), Jennifer Doudna (UC Berkeley, NAS/NAM, 55), Paul 
Keim (N.Ariz.U., 64), Tom Ksiazek (UTMB, 73), Megan Palmer (Stanford, 37), David Relman 
(Stanford, NAM, 63), Linda Saif (Ohio State, NAS, 72), Sara Sawyer (U Colorado, 44), Pei-Yong Shi 
(UTMB, —50?), Andrea Stahl (Henry M. Jackson Foundation, 52), Tim Stearns (Stanford, 58) 
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CISAC Bio Past and New Directions 17 September 2019 

CISAC Bio Engagements since 2007 

Multi-national 
Pivotal 2011 Istanbul Meeting. 32 Countries. High Containment Lab Focus 

China. (Ben Lead)----High-Containment Lab and Science (Virology) focus 
2007. Peggy and Dave Beijing Began discussions with CBSG underCPCFP&D 

AMMS, Inst of Biophysics, Inst of Micro & Innmuno 
Dave and Jim stayed in touch and conducted 'busy-work' for 4-5 years 

Ca. 2012-2013. Jim and Dave attended meeting in Wuhan 
Met Zhiming and post-docwho trained in Galveston 
Jim and Dave visit Kunming 'new' CAMS BSL-4 Lab 

Sep 2015—Organized meeting in Beijing...included science 
May 2017—Organized meeting in Wuhan new CAS BSL-4--science and high-containment 

(Jim and Dave on Editorial Board of two new Chinese/English Journals) 
Wuhan:BS and BS. China CDC: BS and Health 

Jan 2018----Organized meeting in Galveston at UTMB 
Three BSL-4 directors & China CDC directorattended 

Oct 2018---Jim and ZhinningScience OpEd on Containment Lab Networking 
Jan 2019---Organized meeti ng at Harbin new CAAS BSL-4 Lab 

India (Rita & Ben Lead)---Regulatory support and BS/BS focus 
2012-2014---Several scopingtrips and with NAS other USG parties (Ben, Rita or Dave) 
Nov 2014---Indo-US workshop on Chal lenges EID and GH Security in Delhi 
May 2016----Indo-US Regional Meeting in Seychelles. 15 countries 
[Funding stopped; Indo-US dialogue begun byJHU Centerfor Health Security] 

Pakistan (Rita & Ben Lead)---Clinical Lab upgrades and education focus 
Sep 2016---Islamabad Mtg, Strengthening PH Clinical Labs in Pakistan 
Apr 2017 ---Rita, Ben & Dave visit Islamabad to organize Clinical Manual preparation 
Jan 2018---Bangkok nneetingto bring Pak and US authors together 
Mar 2019---Meeting in Islamabad forofficial release of 240p Clinical manual 

[Pak first authors and US co-authors] 

Russia 
No organized meetings after March 2014 
Rita visits regularly and staying in touch with US Embassy and RAS key personnel 
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CISAC Bio Past and New Directions 17 September 2019 

NAS CISAC next steps—draft SWOT analysis, 29 Aug 2019. 

1. Strengths 
a. The prestige of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
b. Natural linkage to otherAcadernies of Science around the world 
c. Unparalleled access to outstanding US scientists across the 'biological' space 
d. In-depth expertise in technical fields 
e. Unique expertise at interface between biological sciences and security 
f. Deep expertise in biocontainnnent research and lab operations 

i. Proven track record of effective engagement with Chinese biocontainment labs 
ii. Long-term open and frank relationships with seniorChinese professionals 

2. Weaknesses 
a. Lack of sustained funding 
b. Erosion of political/financial support amongtraditional partners/sponsors 
c. Political chal lenges independent of focus, i.e. China trade war 
d. Aging cadre of leaders in CISAC; contacts/partners aging as wel l —ourcontacts are 

becoming less relevant as they age out of leadership positions 
e. Limitations on areas where USG can invest 
f. Overextended support staff at NAS 

3. Opportunities 
a. Global proliferation of biocontainnnent laboratories, challengingto operate/maintain 

i. Leaders of these complex facilities easily form professional bonds 
b. Rapidly changingtechnical advances (i.e. CRISPR) with security implications 
c. Entry of new donors into the space, i.e. Open Philanthropy, Gates 

4. Threats 
a. Biological threats a low priority of current USA national leadership 
b. Failure of potential funders to understand the benefits of such engagement 
c. Erosion of NAS progress made to date due to lack of sustained engagement 
d. Unintended consequences of political turmoil, i.e. inability to get visas 
e. Competition in this space from others, i.e. J HU center, NTI 
f. Lack of high-level USG support or interest in global engagement/cooperation 

i. Belief by some in governnnentthat al l relationships with China pose undue risk 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/17/2020 11:30:32 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: You may have seen 

Thanks. Not sure what the full story is. 

Hope you're doing well. Texas is heating up both in cases and temperature. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 17, 2020, at 8:35 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Hope you guys are well, dave 

>>> 

>>> 

https://nam03.safel n ks. protection .outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbc.ca%2Fnews%2Fcanada 
°/02Fmanitobe/02Fcanadian-scientist-sent-deadly-viruses-to-wuhan-lab-months-before-rcmp-asked-to-
investigate-
1.5609582&amp;data=02°/07C01°/07Cjwledue/040utmb.edu°/07C6bee67c2026f4899ff4d08d812c340013°/07 
C7bef256d85db4526a72d31aea2546852°/07C0°/07C0°/07C637279977086663988&amp;sdata=W88rp8gcp 
8XDbw3te/02ByzVQ8yPJyQop600nwkzTEpGlo°/03D&amp;reserved=0 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin©jhsph.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 6/19/2020 2:59:07 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: White Paper: Preparing for the next pandemic 
preparing-for-the-next-pandemic-2.pdf 

Please see attached draft white paper just out. I haven't read carefully but did skim through and it looks like it is balanced and on 
the right track, although weak on international engagement. They are seeking comments by 28 June. It might be useful to have 
NASEM comment on our international engagement initiatives. Pasted below from yesterday's weekly update from 
Research!America. The link below on "comments" has the email address for submission of comments. 

Last week, Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions (HELP) Committee Chairman Lamar Alexander (R-TN) circulated a 
white paper entitled "Preparing for the Next Pandemic" identifying five priority focus areas for preparedness that the 
coronavirus pandemic has laid bare. The Committee invites your comments on steps Congress should take to address these 
areas. The deadline is 5 p.m. on June 26, 2020. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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A WHITE PAPER 

By: Senator Lamar Alexander of Tennessee 
Chairman 
U.S. Senate Committee on Health, 
Education, Labor and Pensions 

What the United States has learned from 
the past twenty years of public health preparedness 
and response and how it can better prepare for future 
pandemics 

Foreword by former U.S. Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist 
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PREPARING FOR THE NEXT PANDEMIC 

Foreword (Bill Frist, M.D.): On December 8, 2005, at the National Press Club, I said that a 
viral pandemic was no longer a question of if, but a question of when. I recommended a 
simple 6 point public health prescription to minimize the blow — communication, 
surveillance, antivirals, vaccines, research, stockpile/surge capacity. 

Over the past twenty years, the U.S. has faced outbreaks of H1N1, Ebola, Zika, and Sudden 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and responded to the threat of bioterrorism, including 
during the 2001 anthrax attacks. Several steps were taken after each of these events to 
better prepare us for future threats. Project BioShield, the Biomedical Advanced Research 
and Development Authority (BARDA), the Centers for Innovation in Advanced 
Development and Manufacturing, improvements to our public health systems, and the 
position of Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response were all created based on 
lessons learned from previous events. As a result of these steps and the hard work of public 
health officials, the majority of outbreaks we experienced over the past 20 years did not 
become pandemics. However, COVID-19 has tested our current preparedness and response 
capabilities in ways they had never been tested before. 

We now have an obligation to learn from this experience and take decisive steps to better 
prepare for the future. My duty as a former elected official, and as a doctor, is to ensure we 
begin today to take specific actions to prepare for the next pandemic. Because — like all 
previous pandemics — COVID-19 too will shift from center stage. The public will have had 
their fill. The danger will seem removed. 

Senator William Frist, M.D. is a cardiothoracic surgeon and former Majority Leader of the 
United States Senate. Senator Frist represented Tennessee in the Senate from 1994-2006 and 

holds the distinction of becoming the first practicing physician to serve in the Senate since 
1928. While in the Senate, Senator Frist was heavily involved in passing landmark legislation, 
including the 2003 Medicare Modernization Act and the President's Emergency Plan for AIDS 

Relief (PEPFAR). He began serving as Majority Leader in 2003. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

According to the New York Times on March 1, "Much about the coronavirus remains unclear 
and it is far from certain that the outbreak will reach severe proportions in the United 
States or affect many regions at once. With its top-notch scientists, modern hospitals and 
sprawling public health infrastructure, most experts agree, the United States is among the 
countries best prepared to prevent or manage such an epidemic."1

Even the experts underestimated the ease of transmission and the ability of this novel 
coronavirus to spread without symptoms. We continue to learn more about the science and 
trajectory of this disease that is changing the response on a daily basis. In the midst of 
responding to COVID-19, the United States Congress should take stock now of what parts of 
the local, state, and federal response worked, what could work better and how, and be 
prepared to pass legislation this year to better prepare for the next pandemic, which will 
surely come. 

During the past 20 years, four Presidents and several Congresses enacted nine significant 
laws to help local, state, and federal governments, as well as hospitals and health care 
providers, to prepare for a public health emergency, including a pandemic. Congress 
received many reports from presidential administrations, Offices of Inspectors General, the 
Government Accountability Office, and outside experts throughout those 20 years warning 
that the U.S. needed to address the following issues: better methods to quickly develop 
tests, treatments, and vaccines and scale up manufacturing capacity; better systems to 
quickly identify emerging infectious diseases; more training for health care and public 
health workforce; better distribution of medical supplies; and better systems to share 
information within and among states, and between states and the federal government. 

Many reports also warned that while states play the lead role in a public health response, 
many faced workforce shortages and training needs, inadequate stockpiles, and funding 
challenges. In some instances, overreliance on inflexible federal funding contributed to 
these problems. 

Looking at lessons learned from the COVID-19 crisis, many of the challenges Congress has 
worked to address during the last 20 years still remain. Additionally, COVID-19 has 
exposed some gaps that had not been previously identified. These include unanticipated 
shortages of testing supplies and sedative drugs, which are necessary to use ventilators for 
COVID-19 patients. 

I https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/29/healthicoronavirus-preparation-united-states.html 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Congress should work with federal departments and agencies, states, and the private sector 
to address these specific issues and newly identified gaps: 

1. Tests, Treatments, and Vaccines - Accelerate Research and Development 
2. Disease Surveillance - Expand Ability to Detect, Identify, Model, and Track 

Emerging Infectious Diseases 
3. Stockpiles, Distribution, and Surges - Rebuild and Maintain Federal and State 

Stockpiles and Improve Medical Supply Surge Capacity and Distribution 
4. Public Health Capabilities - Improve State and Local Capacity to Respond 
5. Who Is on the Flagpole? - Improve Coordination of Federal Agencies During a 

Public Health Emergency 

REQUEST FOR INPUT: 

The five recommendations outlined above, along with a series of questions at the end of 
this white paper, are intended to elicit recommendations that Congress can consider and 
act on this year. I am inviting comments, responses, and any additional recommendations 
for the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions to consider. This 
feedback will be shared with my colleagues, both Democrat and Republicans. 

In this internet age, attention spans are short. Even with an event as significant as COVID-
19, memories fade and attention moves quickly to the next crisis. That makes it imperative 
that Congress act on needed changes this year in order to better prepare for the next 
pandemic. 

Please submit responses to PANDEMICPREPAREDNESS@HELP.SENATE.GOV by 5PM ET on 
June 26. 
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INTRODUCTION 

After each public health emergency over the past two decades, the country has identified 
lessons learned and taken steps to be better prepared for the next one. During the past 15 
years, the Department of Health and Human Services has distributed $18 billion to state 
and hospital preparedness systems, and has awarded an additional $3 billion to states and 
hospitals to respond to specific disease threats.2 To be well prepared for the next 
pandemic, Congress should do even more to strengthen and support public health 
preparedness at all levels of government - local, state, tribal, territorial, and federal. 

In the United States, state and local governments lead the public health system. The spread 
of infectious disease and effective methods to prevent the spread vary by community. State 
and local officials know what works best in their communities - what works best in New 
York City may be much different than what works in rural Tennessee. 

Still, the federal government plays an important role. 

Only the federal government can fund research at the scale necessary to create tests, 
treatments, and vaccines for a pandemic, coordinate the distribution of supplies and 
information at the national level, and provide states with the level of funding they need to 
respond to an unforeseen crisis. The federal government is also responsible for helping to 
stabilize the economy and work with foreign countries associated with a global event. 

2 https://www.gao.gov/products/GA0-18-362 
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SUMMARY OF PAST FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EFFORTS 
TO PREPARE FOR A PANDEMIC 

1995 - The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) established the 
Epidemiology and Laboratory Capacity program to help improve the ability of states to 
detect and track infectious diseases. The program provides funding through cooperative 
agreements to states, certain localities, and territories to support surveillance systems, 
modernize laboratories, and improve information networks at local and state levels. This 
program was later codified in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PL 111-148). 

1996 - Congress authorized the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to 
establish and maintain a list of pathogens of concern and required registration of facilities 
in the U.S. shipping those pathogens (PL 104-132). 

"...we have got to have in place the systems to 
detect as early as possible the presence of these 
agents, and we have tried to continue to 
strengthen our technology for doing that and to 
also be prepared to respond with appropriate 
reagents and agents to combat—whether we 
are dealing with biological or chemical agents, 
we have to be prepared with the resources or 
agents, if you will, the counter-agents, to deal 
with them." 

- Dr. David Satcher, US. Surgeon General, Senate 
Subcommittee on Public Health and Safety of the 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources, 
"Global Health: United States Response to 
Infectious Diseases" March 2, 1998 

1998 - Congress began appropriating 
funding to CDC to stockpile 
pharmaceuticals using general authorities 
in the Public Health Service Act (PL 105-
277). 

1999 - A Government Accountability 
Office report found, "Surveillance and 
testing for important emerging infectious 
diseases are not comprehensive in all 
states, leaving gaps in the nation's 
infectious diseases surveillance network."3
The report cited the need to better 
integrate data systems and help states 
build systems that link with local and 
private surveillance partners, and noted 

that while state surveillance and laboratory testing programs are extensive, they did not all 
identify every significant emerging infectious disease. 

In response, CDC established the Laboratory Response Network, which has expanded since 
1999. The Laboratory Response Network is a network of laboratories now comprised of 
CDC, Department of Agriculture, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Department of 
Defense, Department of Homeland Security, Department of Energy, and other federal 
partners, as well as state and local public health labs. Starting in FY1999, the CDC also 
awarded grants to states and some metropolitan health departments to enhance state and 
local laboratory capacity and develop and maintain the Health Alert Network, which is an 
electronic communications network connecting public health stakeholders. 

3 https://www.gao.gov/products/HEHS-99-26 
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2000 - The Public Health Improvement Act (PL 106-505) was signed into law amid 
growing concerns about bioterror attacks and the continued threat of emerging infectious 
diseases, like West Nile Virus and hantavirus. The law improved federal, state, and local 
public health capacity to detect and respond to significant public health threats by: 

o authorizing CDC to award state and local public health department core capacity 
grants, creating a new demonstration program to improve detection of pathogens 
likely to be used in a bioterrorist attack, and supporting the development of plans 
and measures to respond to the attacks and the training of personnel; 

o requiring CDC to provide support to state health departments on infectious diseases 
upon request; 

o authorizing the improvement of laboratories and other CDC infrastructure to 
enhance capacity to detect and respond effectively to public health threats, 
including major outbreaks of an infectious disease. 

The Public Health Improvement Act provided 
key HHS authorities, including the Secretary's 
authority to declare a public health emergency 
and ability to support response activities 
through the Public Health Emergency Fund. 

2002 - After the 9/11 terrorist attacks and the 
anthrax attacks in 2001, Congress took several 
steps and appropriated significant funding to 
HHS to strengthen state and local preparedness. 
CDC distributed funding to states through a 
Public Health Preparedness and Response for 
Bioterrorism cooperative agreement, and the 
Health Resources and Services Administration 
distributed funds to hospitals through the 
National Bioterrorism Hospital Preparedness 
Program.4

"...we identified more than 20 federal 
departments and agencies as having a 
role in preparing for or responding to 
the public health and medical 
consequences of a bioterrorist attack. 
These agencies are participating in a 
variety of activities, from improving the 
detection of biological agents to 
developing a national stockpile of 
pharmaceuticals to treat victims of 
disasters." 

-Janet Heinrich, Director for Health 
Financing and Public Health in the 
Government Accountability Office, 
testimony before Senate Committee on 
Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions, 
October 2001 

Later that year, in June 2002, Congress passed the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism 
Preparedness and Response Act of 2002 (often referred to as the "Bioterrorism Act," PL 
107-188). This law laid the foundation for the current U.S. preparedness and response 
structure, authorizing state preparedness grants to help states prepare for and respond to 
public health emergencies, and also established community and hospital preparedness 
partnerships. 

The Bioterrorism Act codified the National Disaster Medical System to enhance medical 
surge capacity. Originally established in 1984, this partnership between multiple federal 

4 Department of Defense and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations for Recovery from and Response to Terrorist 
Attacks on the United States Act, Pub. L. No. 107-117, 115 Stat. 2230, 2314 (2002), and the Departments of Labor, Health 
and Human Services and Education, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of Fiscal Year 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-116, 
115 Stat. 2186, 2198. 
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agencies, state and local governments, and the private sector supplements local surge 
capacity to provide medical assistance for mass casualties in disasters or public health 
emergencies at the request of states.s 

The Bioterrorism Act also codified the Strategic National Stockpile "to provide for the 
emergency health security of the United States...in the event of a bioterrorist attack or 
other public health emergency."6

In addition, the Bioterrorism Act: 
o pushed regulatory science forward by facilitating the use of animal models to 

support countermeasure development 
o required HHS to establish what is now called the "Emergency System for Advance 

Registration of Volunteer Health Professionals" to verify licenses and credentials of 
doctors and nurses who volunteer in advance to provide health care in a public 
health emergency, with the goal of expediting the verification process, and the 
number of health professionals available to help during a public health emergency 

o authorized grants for training and education of health professionals 
o supported education of health care personnel on recognizing and responding to 

potential bioweapons and other public health threats 
o gave HHS the authority to waive certain Medicare or Medicaid requirements during 

national emergencies to provide flexibility for hospitals and states to respond to a 
public health emergency 

o authorized improvements to public health surveillance and reporting capabilities, 
which led to the creation of the National Syndromic Surveillance Program7, and CDC 
laboratory facilities related detecting potential public health emergency 

o required HHS to periodically review new and emerging technologies designed to 
improve or enhance the ability to conduct public health surveillance 

o improved federal government coordination 

The Bioterrorism Act improved federal coordination by creating the Assistant Secretary of 
Public Health Emergency Preparedness. The conference report for the law stated, "...there 
is a need to increase coordination of the Department of Health and Human Services' efforts 
in responding to bioterrorism and other public health emergencies, and thus has provided 
for the creation of an Assistant Secretary for Public Health Emergency Preparedness."8 This 
Assistant Secretary position was tasked with coordinating between HHS and other 
departments, states, and local governments on bioterrorism and public health emergencies, 
as well as managing the National Disaster Medical System. 

The balance of roles and responsibilities within the federal government shifted with the 
passage of the Homeland Security Act (PL 107-296) in November 2002, which transferred 
key public health emergency programs, including the Strategic National Stockpile and the 

5 https://www.crs.gov/Reports/pdf/RL31263?source=search&guid=02693bdc7608440091a61e684f04ef03&index=3 
6 Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002, Pub. L No. 107-188. 
7 https: //www.cd c.govinsspiovervi ew.h trn I 
8 Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002, Conference Report 107-481 to 
accompany HR 3448, May 21, 2002. 
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National Disaster Medical System, from HHS to the newly formed Department of Homeland 
Security. CDC continued to manage the day-to-
day operations of the stockpile while it was at 
the Department of Homeland Security.9

While many of these functions were later moved 
back to HHS, the Metropolitan Medical Response 
System remained at the Department of 
Homeland Security and is no longer federally 
funded. The Department of Homeland Security 
continues to have authority to deploy assets in 
the Strategic National Stockpile. 

2003 - The Department of Homeland Security 
established the BioWatch program to provide 
early warning of a bioterrorist attack in major 
metropolitan areas in the United States to help 
officials plan a rapid response. 

Major Congressional Actions in 
Response to Public Health Emergencies 

over the last 20 years 

• 8 laws to accelerate research and 
development of tests, treatments, and 
vaccines 

• 5 laws to strengthen public health 
capabilities 

• 6 laws to improve the ability to detect, 
identify, model, and track emerging 
infectious diseases 

• 7 laws to rebuild and improve 
stockpiles and federal coordination of 
distribution 

• 7 laws to clarify federal coordination 

The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases was assigned lead responsibility 
for civilian biodefense research, with a focus on basic research, genomics research, 
expansion of research infrastructure, and development of diagnostics, therapies, and 
vaccines to protect Americans against potential bioterror attacks. However, challenges 
remained engaging private industry because the economics of creating products for such 
threats are unattractive—they are expensive to develop and get approved by FDA and, 
once they are approved, will hopefully be rarely needed, if ever. 

To incentivize private industry to partner with the federal government, Congress advance 
appropriated $5.593 billion in the Department of Homeland Security Appropriations Act 
for Fiscal Year 2004 (PL 108-90) for the Project BioShield Special Reserve Fund for medical 
countermeasures against bioterror attacks, to remain available through 2013. 

2004 - Congress passed the Project BioShield Act of 2004 (PL 108-276) to support the 
development of medical countermeasures. The Project BioShield Act transferred the 
Strategic National Stockpile back to HHS and supported the stockpile by authorizing the 
Special Reserve Fund to facilitate the procurement of medical countermeasures for specific 
health threats. The new law also gave HHS the authority to issue emergency use 
authorizations and required coordination between HHS, Department of Homeland Security, 
and Department of Defense and elimination of unnecessary duplication of effort. 

Also, in 2004, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) expanded Regional Centers of 
Excellence for Biodefense and Emerging Infectious Disease Research to advance research 
on biodefense and emerging infectious diseases, improve training for researchers and 

9 Congressional Record of Senate Hearing 108-126, "Federal Biodefense Readiness," held by the Health, Education, Labor 
and Pensions Committee on July 24, 2003, p. 35. 
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other personnel, and further capacity for testing and validating vaccine, therapeutic, and 
diagnostic concepts.10

2005 - Congress enacted the Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act ("PREP 
Act," PL 109-148). The PREP Act further incentivized coordination with the private sector 
by allowing the Secretary of HHS to provide liability protection for companies, health care 
providers, and others involved in the distribution and administration of medical 
countermeasures in a public health emergency, except in cases of willful misconduct. 

In 2005, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita devastated the Gulf Coast, destroying hospitals and 
public health infrastructure. Several hospitals were entirely destroyed, others could not 
operate, and most health clinics and facilities were closed.0 The Strategic National 
Stockpile responded to requests from Louisiana and Mississippi for medical supplies—
deploying 3,500 beds, more than 275,000 vaccines for tetanus, hepatitis, and childhood 
vaccines, such as measles, mumps, and rubella, and chicken pox.12

Additionally, H5N1 avian influenza emerged as a potential novel infectious disease threat. 

2006 - In December 2006, following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, Congress passed the 
Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act ("PAHPA," PL 109-417), which recognized the 
need for public health preparedness to address naturally occurring public health 
emergencies in addition to deliberate bioterror attacks. 

The Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act: 
o required drills and exercises be conducted to ensure operational readiness for a 

public health emergencies 
o updated the Hospital Preparedness Program, including provisions to improve 

hospital preparedness and medical surge capacity to meet increased health care 
demands during a public health emergency 

o required the Secretary of HHS, in consultation with the Federal Communications 
Commission, to inventory telehealth initiatives and identify ways to enhance 
telehealth for emergency responses 

o authorized loan repayment programs to encourage service by medical professionals 
in areas at risk for a public health emergency 

o established the Medical Reserve Corps, a network of community-based volunteer 
units that train to respond in a public health emergency 

o transferred the National Disaster Medical System back to HHS 
o gave the Secretary of HHS the authority to purchase mobile hospitals 
o directed the Secretary of HHS to enter into agreements with other departments to 

use federal medical facilities to supplement civilian capacity as necessary 
o established a training program for all-hazards public health and medical care 
o expanded the Epidemic Intelligence Service 

10 https://grants.nih.gov/grantsiguide/rfa-files/RFA-A1-04-018.html 
11 https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/reports/katrina-lessons-learned/chapter5.html 
12 https://www.phe.gov/about/sns/Pages/responses.aspx 
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o established Centers for Public Health Preparedness to assist with training and 
technical assistance 

o required HHS, in collaboration with state, local, and tribal public health officials, to 
establish a near real-time electronic nationwide public health situational awareness 
capability 

o authorized grants for states to work with hospitals, clinical laboratories, 
universities, or a poison control center to improve disease detection 

o codified the National Health Security Strategy as a responsibility of the Secretary of 
HHS to advance specific goals related to the integration of public health and medical 
capabilities, improving public health security, medical system preparedness, 
meeting the needs of at-risk individuals, coordination between federal, state, local, 
and tribal planning, preparedness, and response activities, and continuity of 
operations during an emergency. 

Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response 

The Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act 
lead federal agency for the public health and 
medical components of responses to 
emergencies under the National Response Plan 
(now called the National Response Framework). 
The law required the Secretary of HHS to 
establish interagency agreements with the 
Secretaries of Veterans Affairs, Transportation, 
Defense, and Homeland Security. Those 
agreements sought to outline roles and 
relationships of the departments, and clarified 
that the Secretary of HHS shall assume 
operational control of emergency public health 
and medical response, as necessary, in the event 
of an emergency. 

also codified the Secretary of HHS as the 

"...this section [102 of PAHPA] 
consolidates public health and 
medical authorities, responsibilities 
and resources under the Assistant 
Secretary for Preparedness and 
Response (ASPR). It is the 
committee's view that aligning 
these functions under a single 
individual achieves unity of 
command and control under a 
clearly identified authority." 

Senate Report 109-319 

The position of Assistant Secretary of Public Health Emergency Preparedness was also 
renamed the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response and given additional 
authorities. The role was expanded from the coordinator position to also assuming specific 
medical preparedness and response capabilities and responsibilities and standing up the 
Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority. 

Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) 

The Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act established BARDA to support the 
advanced research and development of diagnostics, drugs, and medical devices to address 
public health threats. Congress gave BARDA relatively broad latitude to support advanced 
research and development activities, including "activities to facilitate manufacture of the 
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product at a commercial scale."13 Additionally, the new law allowed BARDA to help 
companies work with the FDA and provide technical advice. Since its inception in 2006, 
BARDA has helped more than 50 tests, treatments, and vaccines receive either initial FDA 
approval or a new indication." 

2007 - The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases created the Centers of 
Excellence for Influenza Research and Surveillance. The centers played a key role in testing 
the vaccine for the 2009 H1N1 pandemic. 

2009 - CDC and the Department of Defense detected H1N1 in 2009, and CDC used a pre-
existing system of public health surveillance platforms to report illness, hospitalizations, 
and deaths related to H1N1. In response to the H1N1 pandemic, the Strategic National 
Stockpile and BARDA deployed and distributed over 2,100 regimens of Peramivir, more 
than 85 million N95 respirators, and over 19 million units of personal protective 
equipment. According to the Congressional Research Service, states had, at one point, a 
stockpile of medical reserves, many of which were created or funded as part of the H1N1 
flu pandemic response in 2009. While the pandemic did not fully stress the nation's surge 
capacity, there were many important lessons learned. 

2013 - Many of the lessons learned from the 2009 H1N1 pandemic response were 
included in the bipartisan Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Reauthorization Act (PL 
113-5), which was signed into law on March 13, 2013. 

The Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Reauthorization Act: 
o improved several federal, state, and local biosurveillance and situational awareness 

networking and capacity programs 
o reauthorized the vaccine tracking and distribution program used to track vaccines 

and improve distribution in a pandemic 
o reauthorized programs to support medical surge capacity, including the Emergency 

System for Advance Registration of Health Professional Volunteers and the Medical 
Reserve Corps 

o directed HHS to coordinate, as appropriate, with the Office of the National 
Coordinator for Health Information Technology 

o updated and reauthorized the Public Health Emergency Program and Hospital 
Preparedness Programs, emphasizing partnerships between public and private 
sectors and the need for national collaboration 

o called on the National Biodefense Science Board to provide guidance regarding 
biosurveillance modernization and enhancement. 

The 2013 law also further clarified that the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and 
Response is the lead for medical and public health responses in emergencies, is required to 
coordinate with the Department of Homeland Security to minimize duplication of efforts, 
and work with the Departments of Homeland Security and Defense and others to conduct 

13 Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act, Section 401. 
14 https://www.phe.gov/ASPRBlogpages/BlogArticlePage.aspx?PostID=362 
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drills and exercises to identify, inform, and address gaps in preparedness. The law required 
Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response to submit an annual Public Health 
Emergency Medical Countermeasures Enterprise Strategy and Implementation plan to 
Congress to coordinate federal efforts to support the research and development of 
diagnostics, treatments, and vaccines for biological and other threats. 

The 2013 law also continued to encourage research, development, and manufacturing of 
medical countermeasures by: 

o reauthorizing the Special Reserve Fund at $2.8 billion 
o providing more flexibility for BARDA to support later stage research 
o coordination of research, development, procurement, and planning across the 

federal government 
o expanding the FDA's ability to consider special protocols, such as relying on efficacy 

data derived from animal models 
o required the Secretary of HHS to issue final guidance related to the Animal Rule 
o established a formal process for communications between FDA and developers of 

medical countermeasures, including written regulatory management plans. 

2014 - An outbreak of Ebola virus disease in West Africa required a concerted response by 
the international community, with the CDC providing a leadership role in the response 
after receiving requests for assistance from affected countries, in coordination with the 
State Department and Department of Defense. Despite exit screening efforts from those 
countries, an individual with Ebola traveled to the U.S. from Liberia, triggering intensive 
contact tracing efforts to determine those who were potentially exposed.15 This incident 
emphasized the need for preparedness at the hospital, local, and state level, as the case was 
initially missed by hospital staff in Texas. 

Unanticipated challenges emerged during the response to Ebola, such as the need to 
address biological waste disposal, improve coordination with different sectors, such as the 
transportation sector, and establish specialized treatment facilities and provider training, 
including on the appropriate use of personal protective equipment. 

In response to some of these challenges, H HS established through supplemental 
appropriations, the National Ebola Training and Education Center16, which provides 
enhanced training for providers and hospitals in recognizing and handling patients 
exposed to Ebola and other special pathogens, and the Regional Ebola Treatment 
Network,17 a tiered system that enables hospitals around the country to triage and treat 
patients with Ebola and other special pathogens. These are now called the National 
Emerging Special Pathogens Training and Education Center and Regional Treatment 
Network for Ebola and Other Special Pathogens, respectively. 

15 https://www.cdcgov/mediaireleases/2014/s930-ebola-confirmed-
case.html#:—:text=The%20Centers%20for%20Disease%20Controlto%20Dallas%2C%20Texas%20from%20Liberia. 
16 https://netec.org/ 
17 https://www.phe.gov/Preparedness/planninghpp/Pages/hpp-pathogens.aspx 
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2015 - Outbreaks of Zika virus disease, a mosquito-borne illness, occurred with 
widespread transmission in Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands, with limited local 
transmission in Florida and Texas. With no vaccines or treatments for Zika virus disease, 
CDC worked with state and local officials to launch a mosquito control program to contain 
the virus in an effort to stop further spread and prevent it from becoming endemic, while 
also trying to learn more about the virus and risks associated with it, including birth 
defects and adverse neurological outcomes. In addition, the Strategic National Stockpile, in 
response to a botulism outbreak, deployed 50 doses of botulism antitoxin to treat patients 
confirmed to have botulism, a severe and potentially fatal neuroparalytic illness.18

2016 - The 21st Century Cures Act (PL 114-255) took steps to further incentivize research 
and development of diagnostics, drugs, and medical devices. It established a priority review 
voucher program for security countermeasures and clarified certain BARDA authorities. 
21st Century Cures also authorized a Medical Countermeasure Innovation Partner, which is 
intended to be a non-federal entity to foster and accelerate the development and 
innovation of medical countermeasures. 

2019 - The most recent reauthorization of federal public health and medical preparedness 
and response authorities, the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness and Advancing 
Innovation Act (PL 116-22), built on lessons learned from Ebola, Zika, and other public 
health emergencies. 

Signed into law in 2019, the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness and Advancing 
Innovation Act: 

o updated programs to improve planning and flexibility for states, territories, and 
local governments, and hospitals 

o prioritized grants to enhance regional coordination among health care facilities 
o improved medical surge capacity by: 

• encouraging states to allow for licensure of medical professionals to enable 
them to provide care across states lines during a public health emergency 
more easily 

• directing the Secretary of HHS to improve the use of Emergency System for 
Advance Registration of Volunteer Health Professionals 

• clarifying that members of the Emergency System for Advance Registration 
of Volunteer Health Professionals and the Medical Reserve Corps are covered 
under the liability laws of the state where the public health emergency is 

• improving the ability to preposition National Disaster Medical System teams 
• providing hiring authorities needed to improve recruitment of health care 

emergency responders 
o required HHS to improve CDC's biosurveillance capabilities to advance public health 

situational awareness, including by authorizing the Secretary of HHS to appoint up 
to 30 specialists at the CDC with expertise in capabilities related to biosurveillance, 
such as experts in informatics and data analytics 

o reauthorized Epidemiology and Laboratory Capacity cooperative agreements 

18 https://www.cdcgov/mmwripreview/mmwrhtml/mm6429a6.htm 
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o required an annual threat-based report to ensure appropriate oversight of the 
decisions made by the Strategic National Stockpile 

o clarified that the Strategic National Stockpile should consider using private health 
care infrastructure and manufacturing capacity for necessary products. 

The new law also gave the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response new roles 
and responsibilities, including direction to develop guidelines to inform regional systems of 
hospitals and health care facilities regarding treatment of patients in public health 
emergencies and improve surge capacity. 

Other Emergency Response Authorities 

Historically, public health emergencies tend to be limited either by their duration or to a 
particular region of the country, whereas a pandemic is widespread and typically spreads 
through communities and states concurrently. While the Secretary of HHS does have some 
tools to coordinate larger responses like that required in a pandemic, Congress has enacted 
additional laws to address several types of national emergencies. In addition to the 
National Emergencies Act of 1976, which provides general procedures for presidential 
emergency declarations, the most relevant authority is the Robert T. Stafford Disaster 
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act of 1988 ("Stafford Act," PL 100-707). 

The Stafford Act allows the president to declare both major disasters and emergencies and 
provides broad authority to coordinate federal activities, provide financial assistance, and 
provide support at the state and local levels. While the term "major disaster" is strictly 
defined in statute, the definition of an "emergency" provides the president with latitude to 
declare an emergency either because the situation is the primary responsibility of the 
federal government, or upon the request of a governor in a situation where federal support 
is needed to supplement state and local response capabilities. Although the Stafford Act 
primarily addresses presidential authorities and actions, certain authorities are specifically 
tied to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Administrator, and the Post-
Katrina Emergency Management Reform Act of 2006 (PL 109-295) required the 
Administrator to assist the president in executing the responsibilities of the Stafford Act. 

Distinct from the Stafford Act, FEMA is required by statute to lead national response 
planning efforts, which are currently known collectively as the National Response 
Framework.19 The National Response Framework establishes the overarching strategy and 
structure for disaster and emergency responses. 

The current National Response Framework, published in 2019, includes 15 distinct 
emergency support functions, which represent core functions that must be carried out to 
stabilize communities after an emergency. The emergency support functions are associated 
with essential sectors such as transportation, energy, and health care. For federally 
supported responses, the National Response Framework relies on a lead federal agency to 
coordinate all response activities and other federal agencies designated in the National 

19 6 U.S.C. 314(a)(6). 
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Response Framework to serve as individual emergency support function coordinators. 
Emergency Support Function #8 is the public health and medical response support 
function, which is led by HHS. 

While FEMA typically serves as the lead federal agency under the National Response 
Framework, President Obama in 2016 issued Presidential Policy Directive 44: Enhancing 
Domestic Incident Response (PPD-44), which allows other agencies to serve as the lead 
agency for certain responses that may be outside the scope of FEMA's usual mission, such 
as a pandemic.20 The lead agency may receive support from FEMA in executing its 
responsibilities. Existing federal pandemic planning documents rely on the PPD-44 policy, 
including FEMA's "Biological Incident Annex" to the National Response Framework's 
interagency operational plans.21

FUNDING FOR PUBLIC HEALTH PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE 

Over the past two decades funding for state, local, and hospital preparedness programs has 
had ups and downs, with surges as a result of major public health emergencies or threats, 
such as H1N1, Ebola, Zika, and COVID-19, but declines in some programs, such as the 
Hospital Preparedness Program. 

According to the Government Accountability Office, from 2002 through 2017, HHS 
distributed $21.2 billion to states and other jurisdictions to carry out public health 
preparedness and response activities through three primary programs.22 $18 billion was 
made available through annual appropriations, and $3 billion was provided by 
supplemental appropriations to respond to infectious disease threats, including the H1N1 
influenza pandemic and Ebola and Zika outbreaks. 

According to an Association of State and Territorial Health Officials report of 2016 survey 
results, states vary widely in their reliance on federal funding, though "80 percent of states 
receive more than 40 percent of their funds from federal sources. In 2015, [state health 
agencies] received an average of $280 million in federal funding. States ranged from a 
minimum of $26 million, to receiving a maximum of $1.8 billion in federal funding."23
The Public Health Emergency Preparedness cooperative agreements and the Hospital 
Preparedness Program both require grant recipients to maintain expenditures for 
preparedness at levels equal to their average expenditures over the preceding two year 
period. 

2°"Biological Incident Annex to the Response and Recovery Federal Interagency Operational Plans," Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, U.S. Department of Homeland Security, January 2017. 
21 [bid 
22 https://www.gao.goviproducts/GA0-18-362 
23 https://www.astho.org/Profile/Volume-Four/2016-ASTHO-Profile-of-State-and-Territorial-Public-Health/ 
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Funding History for Public Health Emergency Preparedness 
Cooperative Agreement 
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Note: Amounts do not include supplemental appropriations for specific public health emergency responses. 

States have also looked at ways to better leverage existing resources. The Association of 
State and Territorial Health Officials report also indicated that about 25 percent of state 
health departments share resources, generally for preparedness and response (67%) and 
epidemiology and surveillance (52%), which have been increasing since the Association of 
State and Territorial Health Officials began collecting this data. The report indicated this 
"may reflect growing recognition of the importance of mutual aid agreements between 
states and incentives inserted in cooperative agreement objectives."24 However, despite 
increased resource sharing, the report also indicated that infectious disease and all-hazards 
preparedness and response decreased as agency priorities between the 2010 and 2016 
surveys.25

With regard to research and development funding, National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases, the lead for early stage and applied biodefense research, approximately 
$3.7 billion in funding for fiscal year (FY) 2003 and $5.9 billion for FY2020.26,27 In FY2018, 
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases distributed 38.9 percent of its 
funds to support biodefense and emerging infectious diseases research, a slight increase 
over the 37.6 percent allocated to such research in FY2017.28,29

24 https://www.astho.org/Profile/Volume-Four/2016-ASTHO-Profile-of-State-and-Territorial-Public-Health/ 
25 https://www.astho.org/Profile/Volume-Four/2016-ASTHO-Profile-of-State-and-Territorial-Public-Health/ 
26 https://officeofbudgekod.nih.gov/pdfs/FY19/Approp%20History%20by%201C%2OFY%2020000/020-
%2OFY%202019%20(V3).pdf 
27 https://www.appropriations.senate.goviimoimedia/dociLaborHHS%202020.pdf 
28 https://www.niaid.nih.govisitesidefaultifiles/FY2018FactRook.pdf 
29 https://www.niaid.nih.govisitesidefaultifiles/FY2017FactBook.pdf 
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Funding History for Hospital Preparedness Program 
Cooperative Agreement 
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Aside from early spikes in funding for research and development of medical 
countermeasures, funding has largely remained level since the expiration of the $5.6 
billion, 10-year advanced appropriation for the Project BioShield Special Reserve Fund in 
2013. Although some of the funds from the advanced appropriation were redirected to 
support specific advanced research and development activities through subsequent 
appropriations laws, the existence of the advanced appropriation provided certainty to 
private sector stakeholders, and some have advocated for another advanced appropriation 
or other mechanism to provide reliable and consistent funding. 

Following concerns over avian influenza in 2006, Congress began providing specific 
funding for pandemic influenza preparedness. With this funding, BARDA has supported the 
development of new treatments and next-generation platforms for pandemic flu vaccines 
that can also be used for seasonal flu. Additionally, as concern grew over a lack of domestic 
manufacturing capacity for vaccines, a large portion of the funding for flu vaccines has gone 
to support the Centers for Innovation in Advanced Development and Manufacturing. 

After years of work, in 2012, three federal contracts were awarded totaling nearly $400 
million to Emergent Biosolutions, Novartis, and Texas A&M University System to establish 
advanced development and manufacturing centers in Maryland, North Carolina, and Texas, 
respectively." In 2016, the Department of Defense also opened its own facility in Florida in 
partnership with a company called Nanotherapeutics, now known as Ology Bioservices.31
The concept behind the advanced development and manufacturing centers is that the 

30https://www.medicalcountermeasures.govimedia/8862/aspa 0420 20120615 aspr pr countermeasures fact sheet c 
ombined508.pdf 
31 https://www.ipeocbrnd.osd.mil/news/news-story/2016/12/20/us-dod-expand-medical-countermeasure 
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federal government will support the construction of new facilities that can be quickly 
repurposed to serve as additional manufacturing capacity for biological products in the 
event of a pandemic. 

In some cases, the private partners involved in the advanced development and 
manufacturing program have changed, which may be a reflection of the business challenges 
associated with operating an advanced development and manufacturing facility. In 2015, 
Novartis sold the Holly Springs, North Carolina facility to Seqirus, a flu vaccine 
manufacturer who uses cell culture technology. Seqirus dramatically expanded the facility 
to produce its seasonal flu vaccine.32 Texas A&M created Kalon Biotherapeutics to carry out 
some of the functions of its advanced development and manufacturing facility, and in 2015, 
Kalon was acquired by Fujifllm Diosynth Biotechnologies Texas, which operates the facility 
as part of its contract manufacturing business.33

Funding for Critical Pubic Health and Preparedness Programs and Agencies 

o Public Health Emergency Preparedness Cooperative Agreements: The Public Health 
Emergency Preparedness cooperative agreement program received $940 million 
funding in FY2002. Funding for the program dropped below $900 million for the 
first time in FY2006. Public Health Emergency Preparedness cooperative agreement 
received $683 million in annual appropriations for FY2020. 

o Hospital Preparedness Program Cooperative Agreements: The Hospital 
Preparedness Program cooperative agreement was initially funded at $135 million 
for FY2002 and was increased to $515 million in FY2003. Hospital Preparedness 
Program cooperative agreement received $276 million in annual appropriations for 
FY2020. 

o Epidemiology and Laboratory Capacity Cooperative Agreements: CDC awarded 
approximately $78 million to states and other jurisdictions for the Epidemiology 
and Laboratory cooperative agreements in FY2002.34 In FY2019, CDC awarded 
approximately $231 million to states and other jurisdictions.35 The program is 
currently funded using both annual appropriations and mandatory funding from the 
Prevention and Public Health Fund. 

o BARDA: Following its creation in 2006, BARDA received $113.9 million in annual 
appropriations for FY2007. BARDA received $561.7 million in annual 
appropriations for FY2020. 

o Project BioShield: In FY2004, Project BioShield received a 10-year advanced 
appropriation of $5.593 billion. Since the expiration of the advanced appropriation 
in 2013, Project BioShield has been funded through annual appropriations. Project 
BioShield received $735 million in annual appropriations for FY2020. 

o Strategic National Stockpile: Initially funded with $51 million through 
appropriations for FY1999, the stockpile currently received $705 million in annual 
appropriations for FY2020. 

32 https://www.fiercepharma.com/vaccines/seqirus-to-spend-140m-add-120-iobs-nc-flu-vaccine-plant-expansion 
33 https://brazosvalleyedc.org/mitbv-fujifilm-diosynth 
34 https://www.gao.goviassets/700/691976.pdf 
35 https://www.cdcgov/budget/documentsgy2021/FY-2021-CDC-congressional-iustification.pdf 
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REVIEWING LEGISLATION AND FUNDING 

Over the past two decades, the Government Accountability Office, private sector experts, 
and multiple presidential administrations have repeatedly warned that gaps remain in 
United States preparedness and that states and the federal government are not fully 
equipped to respond to a major public health threat or emergency. 

Specific Public Health Emergency Responses 

After the outbreak of SARS in 2003, the Government Accountability Office reported in 
February 2004 that, "Although states have further developed many important aspects of 
public health preparedness, since April 2003, no state is fully prepared to respond to a 
major public health threat. States have improved their disease surveillance systems, 
laboratory capacity, communication capacity, and workforce needed to respond to public 
health threats, but gaps in each remain. Moreover, regional planning between states is 
lacking, and many states lack surge capacity—the capacity to evaluate, diagnose, and treat 
large numbers of patients that would present during a public health emergency. Although 
states are developing plans for receiving and distributing medical supplies and material for 
mass vaccinations from the Strategic National Stockpile in the event of a public health 
emergency, most of these plans are not yet finalized."36

The White House's report on lessons learned after Hurricane Katrina in 2005 included 
many recommendations, including that "HHS should lead a unified and strengthened public 
health and medical command for Federal disaster response."37 The report also 
recommended that "HHS should ensure coordination and oversight of emergency, 
bioterrorism, and ongoing public health preparedness needs. In a public health emergency, 
the Secretary of HHS should have the integrated support of the public health and public 
health emergency preparedness programs. Within HHS, two Staff Division and seven 
Operating Division Assistant Secretary level positions oversee some aspect of public health 
programs, many of which have overlapping functions in an emergency response. The 
Secretary of HHS should review this issue and determine how best to ensure the 
integration of all relevant HHS information and functions during a public health 
emergency." 

In February of 2009, the Government Accountability Office released a report, "Influenza 
Pandemic: Sustaining Focus on the Nation's Planning and Preparedness Efforts." The report 
found that, although plans had been made and exercises had occurred, gaps remained on 
both the federal and state levels. GAO determined that additional action was needed to 
address capacity needs to respond to and recover from an influenza pandemic, such as 
identifying additional treatment space, and acquiring and distributing medical 
countermeasures, such as antivirals and vaccines, and other necessary supplies.38

36https://www.gao.gov/products/GA0-04-458T 
37 https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.govireports/katrina-lessons-learned/appendix-a.html 
38 https://www.gao.gov/products/GA0-09-334 
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The Government Accountability Office also noted the challenges in preparing for a medical 
surge in a mass casualty event like a pandemic versus a discrete event, like a hurricane, 
given the widespread nature of it. The report cited a National Governors Association report 
that "states would likely be unwilling to share scarce resources or deploy personnel into a 
location where the disease is active and thus expose individuals to a high-risk 
environment."39

The 2009 H1N1 pandemic illustrated many of the same issues seen with the COVID-19 
response today. An after-action report reflected that the high volume of and increased 
demand for surveillance data created difficulties in communicating about the data.40 Data 
was also reported across seven different time zones for the U.S. states and territories, 
which affected timeliness. HHS found that national-level surveillance information was not 
specific enough to keep pace with changes in the illness or hospitalizations at the 
community level or to meet the needs of local responders. The after action report noted the 
need to increase state and local capacity.41

The response to Zika in 2018 provides insight into gaps in testing capability. The 
Government Accountability Office reported in 2019 that the 16 tests for Zika that were 
authorized by the FDA during the outbreak "varied in their ability to detect the virus and 
provide accurate results."42 The report also concluded that manufacturers faced challenges 
in accessing clinical samples, and users of the novel tests encountered challenges in 
determining the most accurate test to use and obtaining the equipment required to run the 
tests. The report determined that CDC and FDA did not follow some of their communication 
guidance about providing information to more easily compare performance across tests. 

Bipartisan Commission on Biodefense 

One of the largest recent efforts to assess the nation's biodefense posture has been the 
Bipartisan Commission on Biodefense, formerly known as the Blue Ribbon Panel. In 2015, 
the Commission published its first report, A National Blueprint for Biodefense: Leadership 
and Major Reform Needed to Optimize Efforts. The report addresses a wide range of areas in 
which to improve biodefense, including fundamental observations on the need to support 
intragovernmental coordination through institutional structures, priority setting, and 
budgeting. 

The Commission also noted that despite a large number of federal policies addressing 
issues related to biodefense, the federal government lacked clear direction because these 
policies had not been consolidated and distilled to identify a comprehensive set of 
priorities. The report states, "The lack of a comprehensive, cohesive, and regularly updated 
strategy has resulted in disorganization and confusion, particularly as Administrations 
change and the institutional knowledge associated with them is lost. Biodefense planning 

39 https://www.gao.gov/assets/290/286548.pdf 
40 h ttps://www.phe.gov/Prepa red ness/mcm/hlnl-retrospective/Docu ments/hlnl-retrospective.pdf 
41 https://www.phe.gov/Prepa red ness/mcm/h1 n1-retrospective/Docu ments/hi n1-retrospective.pdf 
42 https://www.gao.gov/products/GA0-17-445 
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has become driven by agencies with requirements that may or may not meaningfully 
contribute to national biodefense. A single, comprehensive, and harmonized strategy to 
pull these myriad documents together is lacking."43

In response to the Commission's 
recommendation, in 2016, Congress 
required the Secretaries of Defense, 
Health and Human Services, Homeland 
Security, and Agriculture to jointly 
develop a national biodefense strategy 
and implementation plan as part of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 2017 (PL 114-328). 

In September 2018, President Trump 
issued the National Biodefense Strategy 
and National Security Presidential 
Memorandum 14, which outlines the 
process or implementing the Strategy 
and complying with the Congressional 
mandate. Day-to-day coordination of 
development and implementation was 
assigned to the Secretary of HHS, acting 
through the Assistant Secretary for 
Preparedness and Response, with 
oversight from the National Security Counci1.44 Departments and agencies experienced 
significant difficulties in meeting the deadlines established and capturing a government-
wide picture of capabilities, gaps, and future needs. 

"The President should retain flexibility to 
address biodefense at the White House in 
whatever way he or she chooses. However, such 
flexibility should not continue to result in the 
absence of a concentrated and continuous effort 
across Administrations. Further, if the White 
House takes charge or is expected to take charge 
of every significant biological event, then this 
responsibility should be institutionalized...The 
primary goal of centralization is to place the 
coordination and oversight responsibility in a 
location that will have sufficient authority 
regardless of personalities or party in power, 
and in a position with the ability to make 
executive decisions. The Vice President 
possesses these attributes." 

A National Blueprint for Biodefense: Leadership 
and Major Reform Needed to Optimize Efforts, 
Bipartisan Commission on Biodefense, October 
2015 

In a February 2020 report assessing implementation of the strategy, the Government 
Accountability Office found multiple challenges to the development and implementation of 
a federal government wide National Biodefense Strategy, including: 

o a lack of planning and guidance to support a whole of federal government approach; 
o a need for guidance and methods to meaningfully analyze the data regarding 

existing federal biodefense programs and activities; and 
o a need to clarify the decision-making processes, roles, and responsibilities.45

The experience to date with the National Biodefense Strategy illustrates that creating a 
holistic strategy faces significant challenges related to leadership, coordination, and 
prioritization of these efforts. 

43 A National Blueprint for Biodefense: Leadership and Major Reform Needed to Optimize Efforts, Bipartisan Commission on 
Biodefense, October 2015, P. 13. 
44 Presidential Memorandum on the Support for Biodefense, September 18, 2018. 
45 National Biodefense Strategy: Additional Efforts Would Enhance Likelihood of Effective Implementation, U.S. Government 
Accountability Office, February 19, 2020, pp. 19-20. 
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Crimson Contagion 

The Crimson Contagion Functional Exercise Series was led by HHS over the past two years 
and culminated in a national, full-scale exercise in August 2019. 

The scenario for Crimson Contagion envisioned a highly transmissible strain of H7N9 avian 
influenza that spilled over into humans and was first detected in people around the world 
who had recently been to China with a tour group. The outbreak developed into a 
pandemic, and HHS served as the lead federal agency, with support from FEMA to 
coordinate non-public health and medical activities in the U.S. 

The Crimson Contagion After-Action Report notes several challenges that have also become 
evident during the COVID-19 response: 

o First, the report notes that the global supply chain for necessary medical supplies 
would not be sufficient to meet global demand during a pandemic. 

o Second, the report highlights that HHS did not have the mechanisms in place to 
direct other departments and agencies during a nationwide response without the 
support of FEMA and does not have sufficient resources to finance such a response 
without supplemental appropriations from Congress, despite the existence of 
potential tools like the Public Health Emergency Fund. 

o Third, the report notes that existing executive branch policies do not sufficiently 
articulate and differentiate the roles and responsibilities of both the Assistant 
Secretary for Preparedness and Response and FEMA as co-leads of the federal 
response and other agencies, such as CDC. This resulted in duplication of effort and, 
in some cases, conflicting information.46

COVID-19 also exposes key differences and challenges that were unanticipated, for 
example, Crimson Contagion did not contemplate a scenario in which a Stafford Act 
declaration would be made for a pandemic because there was no precedent for doing so, 
and issues like supply of sedative drugs to intubate patients were not foreseen. 

State Readiness 

The Ready or Not 2020 report issued by the Trust for America's Health on February 5, 
2020, placed 25 states and the District of Columbia in the high preparedness performance 
category, stating that they had met ten indicators. These indicators include areas such as 
incident management, cross-sector collaboration, health security surveillance like six to 
eight weeks of testing capacity, and public health funding goals:" However, it is clear that 
many states were not ready for an event like COVID-19. 

46 "Crimson Contagion Functional Exercise After-Action Report," Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and 
Response, US. Department of Health and Human Services, January 2020. 
47 https://www.tfah.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/2020ReadyOrNotFINAL.pdf 
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COVID-19: LESSONS LEARNED SO FAR & INITIAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

For decades, public health officials have warned that the next infectious disease that could 
start a pandemic is just an airplane ride away. With COVID-19, that fear was realized, and 
the widespread, simultaneous wave of a new virus created a strain on resources as public 
health officials at all levels of government sought to learn more about the virus while also 
trying to contain it. Federal and state officials initially implemented screenings at airports, 
halted travel, and implemented social distancing to slow the spread of the virus and 
prevent the health care system from getting overwhelmed. A number of issues have been 
identified in the response that should be addressed by Congress this year. 

1. Tests. Treatments. and Vaccines - Accelerate Research and Development 

ISSUE 1.1: COVID-19 has continued to demonstrate the need for domestic manufacturing 
capacity of medical countermeasures. In the case of a high-value medical countermeasure 
such as a vaccine, it is imperative that the U.S. maintain access to that product, which is 
most easily achieved by encouraging manufacturers of such products to operate in the U.S. 
While the advanced development and manufacturing program is one model for addressing 
this issue, the program has faced some challenges. Additionally, the current facilities can 
only be used to manufacture biological products and not small molecule drugs. Questions 
remain around how to most effectively achieve and maintain domestic vaccine 
manufacturing capacity. 

RECOMMENDATION 1.1: Congress and the administration should identify 
and implement public-private manufacturing models to improve and 
maintain sustainable domestic vaccine manufacturing capacity and 
capabilities. One approach has been the advanced development 
manufacturing program. 

ISSUE 1.2: NIH has leveraged existing research infrastructure and also created new public-
private partnerships, in coordination with BARDA, FDA, and other agencies. The Infectious 
Diseases Clinical Research Consortium, established in 2019 by the National Institute of 
Allergy and Infectious Diseases to conduct Phase 1-4 vaccine and treatment trials, has been 
used to rapidly enroll volunteers for COVID-19 vaccine and treatment trials. 

RECOMMENDATION 1.2: Congress and the administration should 
continue to support NIH research and its academic partnerships, which 
have provided key infrastructure to rapidly pivot to COVID-19 research 
and clinical trials. 
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ISSUE 1.3: The emergence of COVID-19 has triggered an unprecedented level of private 
sector engagement in medical countermeasure development. The NIH's ACTIV partnership 
to coordinate and prioritize vaccine and therapeutic development for COVID-19, its RADx 
initiative to fast track and rapidly scale up new diagnostic test to detect COVID-19, and the 
administration's Operation Warp Speed to rapidly accelerate development and 
manufacture of products that show promise prior to knowing whether they are effective in 
humans, underscore the federal role in the development of medical countermeasures. As 
part of the 21st Century Cures Act, Congress authorized BARDA to establish a Medical 
Countermeasure Innovation Partner to carry out such partnerships and activities; however 
there have been challenges in leveraging this authority to develop this partnership. 

RECOMMENDATION 1.3: Congress and the administration must work 
together to implement the Medical Countermeasure Innovation Partner 
program so tests, treatments, and vaccines can quickly be identified, 
researched, and developed for the next pandemic. 

ISSUE 1.4: New infectious diseases present challenges for public health officials, as they are 
learning about the disease while also managing the response. Having systems and 
procedures in place to quickly adapt to the situation provides an advantage. When COVID-
19 emerged, CDC worked with the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists to 
develop a case definition and begin tracking cases in the U.S. CDC adapted its existing 
surveillance systems and networks to track cases and hospitalizations due to the virus. 

But, as with H1N1, the initial response to COVID-19 was hindered by limited testing 
capacity. An HHS retrospective review of the H1N1 pandemic response found that, 
"...diagnostic tests for accurately detecting influenza, especially for confirming 2009 H1N1, 
were not accessible and led to frustration within the clinical community due to their lack of 
availability. The low sensitivity of commercially available rapid antigen detection tests led 
to misdiagnosis and under-treatment of people with 2009 H1N1 influenza."48

It is the responsibility of the CDC will quickly identify or develop a reliable test to diagnose 
a new virus. Instead of using the diagnostic test offered by the World Health Organization 
for COVID-19, CDC developed its own diagnostic test for SARS-CoV-2 that states could use 
to identify cases of COVID-19, for which FDA issued an emergency use authorization on 
February 4. On February 6, CDC began shipping test kits to state public health laboratories, 
but problems with contamination in and manufacturing of CDC's initial diagnostic test kits 
distributed to states delayed implementation of more widespread testing. On February 18, 
CDC reminded hospitals that any tests for SARS-COV-2, including laboratory developed 
tests, are required to be cleared or authorized by the FDA for emergency use." At that time, 
CDC's test was the only diagnostic test that had been issued an emergency use 
authorization. On February 26, CDC announced it was continuing to work to resolve the 

48 https://www.phe.gov/P repa red ness/mcm/h1 n 1 -retrospective/ Docu ments/h1 n 1 -retrospective.pdf 
49 https://www.cdc.govicsels/dis/locs/ 2020/reminder covid-19 diagnostic testing.html 
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initial issues with its diagnostic test kits that it distributed to states, and that only 12 states 
were able to run the CDC tests° These early missteps resulted in important time lost to 
develop adequate testing capacity in the early phase of the pandemic. 

Diagnostic tests need to be as accurate as possible. It is the responsibility of FDA to ensure 
the reliability of such tests during a public health emergency. As demand for diagnostic 
testing capacity continued to mount, on February 29, FDA issued guidance granting more 
flexibility in issuing emergency use authorizations for diagnostic tests, which allowed the 
private sector to step in and commercial and academic labs to develop such tests and ramp 
up testing capacity. On March 16, FDA updated their guidance to allow states to take 
responsibility for COVID-19 test developed by laboratories in their respective states.51

Global and nationwide demand for reagents and testing supplies limited testing capacity as 
well, as did a requirement that positive tests performed by state labs be sent back and 
verified by CDC. These factors, as well as the types of tests that have been available, 
resulted in limited testing supplies initially and delays in patients receiving test results. 

RECOMMENDATION 1.4: Engage and partner with the private sector 
early to develop diagnostic tests, ensure flexibility to develop and use 
laboratory-developed tests in a public health emergency, and ensure 
that the stockpile is better prepared to address diagnostic needs. 

2. Disease Surveillance - Expand Ability to Detect. Identify. Model. and Track 
Emerging Infectious Diseases 

ISSUE 2.1: Another key lesson reaffirmed in this pandemic is that infectious diseases can 
affect certain populations differently and responses must be adjusted accordingly. Certain 
groups at higher risk for serious illness from COV1D-19 have emerged, including those 65 
and older and people with certain underlying medical conditions, including diabetes, liver 
disease, chronic lung disease or moderate to severe asthma, heart conditions, etc. Data has 
also shown that COVID-19 has had a disproportionate impact on minority populations.52•53
It is important to study the underlying reasons for this disproportionate impact in order to 
inform interventions at the state and local levels. CDC has cited factors such as densely 
populated areas, multigenerational households, neighborhoods further from grocery stores 
and medical facilities, employment in essential industries, lack of paid sick leave, and 
underlying health conditions and access to care as likely contributing to disproportionate 
impact on minority populations.54

511 https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/t0225-cdc-telebriefing-covid-19.html 
51 https://www.fda.govimedia/135659/download 
52 https://www.cdc.govicoronavirus/2019-ncovineed-extra-precautionsiracial-ethnic-minorities.html 
53 https://www.cdc.gov/mmwrivolumes/69/wrimm6915e3.htm?s cid=mm6915e3 w 
54 https://www.cdcgovicoronavirus/2019-ncovineed-extra-precautions/racial-ethnic-minorities.html 
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Additionally, on May 4, New York City issued a health notice, as cases of a multisystem 
inflammatory syndrome were identified in New York, for which some tested positive for 
the presence of COVID-19 antibodies.55 On May 14, CDC issued an advisory through the 
Health Alert Network with a case definition for multisystem inflammatory syndrome in 
children, which is believed to be associated with COVID-19, and a recommendation that 
health professionals report cases to their state and local health departments.56 This 
development illustrates the need to maintain flexibility and adapt at all levels of the 
response as our knowledge of this emerging threat continues to evolve. 

RECOMMENDATION 2.1: Ensure timely communication between health 
professionals, states, the CDC, and the public, as appropriate, of case data 
and information regarding how emerging infectious diseases affect 
populations, including who is at higher risk for severe disease and death, 
to help inform state and local response and address any potential 
disproportionate impact on minority populations. 

ISSUE 2.2: Initially, the case definition and testing for COV1D-19 was focused on travel 
history. As with the 2009 H1N1 virus, the case definition was adjusted as knowledge of 
COV1D-19 increased. However, as a recent New York Times article pointed out, "After an 
initial round of tests, the agency imposed restrictive testing standards. When doctors in 
Washington State and elsewhere forwarded the names of about 650 people in January who 
might have been infected -- they had contact with a confirmed patient, had been admitted 
to a hospital, or had other risk factors - the CDC agreed to test only 256. That group 
consisted primarily of people traveling from Wuhan and their contacts."57

An important question to consider for future pandemics is how the use of case definitions 
for surveillance impacts clinical care. For example, would cases without a travel history 
have been caught sooner and care altered if that criteria was removed earlier? 

RECOMMENDATION 2.2: CDC, states, and health professionals should 
work together to identify barriers to earlier identification of cases, 
including whether case definitions and testing recommendations were 
overly narrow for too long. 

ISSUE 2.3: The ability of CDC officials to provide accurate contact information to state and 
local health officials on American passengers to follow-up with them on self-quarantine 
and monitor whether anyone became ill was hampered by incomplete contact information 

55 https://wwwl.nyc.goviassets/doh/downloads/pdf/hanialert/2020/covid-19-pediatric-multi-system-inflammatory-
syndrome.pdf 
56 https://emergency.cdc.govihan/2020/han00432.asp 
57 https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/03/us/cdc-
coronavirus.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgrme=Homepage 
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on passengers and communications systems issues. According to the New York Times, 
"...the effort was frustrated as the CDC's decades-old notification system delivered 
information collected at the airports that was riddled with duplicative records, bad phone 
numbers and incomplete addresses."58 Starting in 2005 after SARS, and several times 
thereafter, CDC attempted rulemaking to update quarantine regulations to access airline 
passenger manifests so CDC could follow up with state and local health departments in the 
event of exposure to a certain infectious diseases.59 In 2017, a final rule went into effect 
requiring airlines to report passenger contact information to CDC to the extent the data 
was available when requested by the Director in order to respond to a possible exposure to 
an infectious disease." On February 12, 2020, HHS published an interim final rule allowing 
contact information on passengers and crew arriving from other countries to be collected. 
This rule will remain in effect until two incubation periods after the last known case of 
COVID-19 or the Secretary of HHS determines the rule can be lifted.61

RECOMMENDATION 2.3: The Departments of Health and Human Services, 
Homeland Security, and Transportation should coordinate to improve 
access to passenger contact information by appropriate public health 
officials to inform public health responses to infectious diseases, like 
measles and COVID-19, with necessary privacy protections in place. CDC 
should, in coordination with state health officials, review and improve 
the systems used to communicate such information to states. 

ISSUE 2.4: Reporting delays and incomplete data challenged state health departments and 
CDC alike. The delays and incomplete reporting of COVID-19 cases led many news outlets 
and policy makers to use alternative sources, such as the Johns Hopkins University's Center 
for Systems Science and Engineering COVID-19 Dashboard to get information about the 
number of reported cases, deaths, and recovered individuals, as well as those tested. 

In FY2020, Congress provided $50 million to CDC in annual appropriations to support 
internal improvements as part of its public health data systems modernization initiative.62
Congress appropriated an additional $500 million to support improved public health data 
systems as part of the CARES Act (PL 116-136). However, Congress also enacted new 
reporting mandates contrary to existing reporting practices and laws in the middle of the 
crisis. These new conflicting reporting requirements created confusion and duplicative 
reporting among laboratories and states at a critical time in the response. Given states 
primary responsibility for public health, states should improve the timeliness, 

58 https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/03/us/cdc-
coronavirus.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage 
59 https://www.cdc.gov/washington/testimony/2007/t20070606.htm 
60 https://www.federalregistengovidocuments/2017/01/19/2017-00615/control-of-communicable-diseases 
61 https://www.federalregistengovidocuments/2020/02/12/2020-02731/control-of-communicable-diseases-foreign-
quarantine 
62 https://www.cdcgov/budget/documentsgy2021/FY-2021-CDC-congressional-iustification.pdf 
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completeness, and capacity for infectious diseases case reporting, and voluntarily share 
appropriate information with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

Outdated technology at the local, state, and federal levels is a barrier to implementing the 
near-real time biosurveillance system that is necessary to detect, identify, and model 
emerging infectious diseases. Improving public health data systems at the state and local 
levels, as well as at CDC, is needed to support an effective biosurveillance system in the 
future. The Public Health Data Systems Modernization Act, which is included in Lower 
Health Care Costs Act, is one way to ensure the foundation required to modernize our 
nation's biosurveillance systems is in place. 

RECOMMENDATION 2.4: Congress should pass the Public Health Data 
Systems Modernization Act, included in the Lower Health Care Costs Act, 
to modernize our nation's biosurveillance systems. 

3. Stockpiles, Distribution, and Surges - Rebuild and Maintain Federal and State 
Stockpiles and Improve Medical Supply Surge Capacity and Distribution 

ISSUE 3.1: It is critical that the United States better leverage the private and commercial 
sectors to get the right supplies, at the right time, to the right place. Manufacturers and 
distributors have expertise in supplying demand and getting products where they are 
needed in a timely way. To further improve our preparedness, several laws have 
encouraged public-private partnerships for the research, development, and manufacturing 
of medical countermeasures. Most recently, the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness 
and Advancing Innovation Act modified provisions to clarify that the Strategic National 
Stockpile should consider leveraging private health care infrastructure and manufacturing 
capacity for products and supplies needed for the stockpile. 

This type of public-private partnership would improve our readiness capabilities by 
providing excess medical supplies quickly and as needed during the next pandemic or 
public health emergency, and reduce our reliance on foreign manufacturers or "just in 
time" manufacturing supply chain practices. 

RECOMMENDATION 3.1: Utilize existing authorities to build public-
private partnerships, such as vendor managed inventory contracts with 
manufacturers and distributors, to create excess medical supplies 
managed by private sector partners that could be needed for the next 
pandemic or public health emergency. Additionally, the Strategic 
National Stockpile could contract with manufacturers to maintain 
manufacturing capability for certain products, such as N95 masks or 
other personal protective equipment, to rapidly manufacture supplies 
needed for a future pandemic. 
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ISSUE 3.2: During the COVID-19 response, many states relied on the federal Strategic 
National Stockpile to provide the needed medical supplies, such as ventilators, masks, 
gowns, and other personal protective equipment. Some of these medical supplies are 
commonly used in medical settings such as hospitals and doctors' offices, and are supplied 
through commercial contracts using a "just in time" manufacturing and distribution system, 

As a result, manufacturers and distributors of medical supplies had little to no excess 
capacity to meet increased demand, and existing supply chains could not provide sufficient 
levels of personal protective equipment or testing supplies. When the demand for these 
commonly used ancillary medical products increased sharply, manufacturers did not have 
the capacity to convert existing production lines or ramp up new production quickly 
enough to meet the demand. Some manufacturers also relied on foreign sources of material 
or foreign manufacturing, which increased the amount of time to produce and transport 
products to the U.S. Additionally, the global demand for these medical supplies increased 
sharply, further straining the supply chain. 

Many health care providers and states experienced confusing and inconsistent direction 
about how to access the federal reserve of medical supplies. Procuring personal protective 
equipment became a crisis of its own. A breakdown in federal, state and local public health 
and hospital partnerships hampered mass distribution and administration of medical 
supplies and tests. In the early stages of the COVID-19 response, many states and local 
public health departments and hospitals were simply unable to purchase personal 
protective equipment and testing supplies.63

RECOMMENDATION 3.2: States should establish distribution plans and 
procedures to better inform and communicate with health care 
providers that request supplies. The Strategic National Stockpile should 
provide states, territories, and tribes with guidance on best practices to 
coordinate and distribute medical supplies, including procedures to 
request resources from the federal stockpile. 

ISSUE 3.3: At the beginning of 2020, as COVID-19 was becoming a global threat, the 
Strategic National Stockpile had 42 million masks, including 12 million N95 masks, and 
17,000 ventilators. While the Strategic National Stockpile was not intended to stockpile the 
full amount needed to respond to a pandemic, the health care supply needs for the initial 
phases of the COVID-19 response far exceeded the federal reserve of medical supplies in 
the Strategic National Stockpile." 

63 https://wwwfda.govimedical-devicesipersonal-protective-equipment-infection-controlgaqs-shortages-surgical-
masks-and-gowns-during-covid-19-pandemic 
64 https://www.newsweek.com/alex-azar-coronavirus-masks-30-million-have-need-30-million-fight-america-senate-
committee-1489058 
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To prepare for an expected wave in the fall and the next pandemic, the country will need 
more appropriate supplies of products such as masks, gloves, and other PPE, ventilators, 
and ancillary medical supplies, such as needles, testing supplies, and bandages. Congress 
provided the Strategic National Stockpile with new authorities as part of the CARES Act to 
specifically ensure the federal stockpile is able to purchase personal protective equipment 
and ancillary medical supplies. 

Congress must also exercise more oversight of the Strategic National Stockpile. The 
Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness and Advancing Innovation Act, signed into law in 
2019, required an annual threat-based report to ensure appropriate oversight of the 
procurement decisions made by the Strategic National Stockpile, including decisions 
informed by the Public Health Emergency Medical Countermeasure Enterprise. This report 
will be an important oversight tool to ensure that the decisions made to purchase certain 
products will strengthen the Strategic National Stockpile and the nation's ability to respond 
to the needs of states during a public health emergency. 

RECOMMENDATION 3.3: Require appropriate levels of personal 
protective equipment and ancillary medical supplies to be stockpiled 
and replenished, both at the federal and state level. Additionally, 
stockpiled supplies and countermeasures should more frequently and 
consistently utilize the shelf-life extension program to extend the life of a 
product in reserve or better identify the expiration of such products and 
plan to use those products before expiration. 

ISSUE 3.4: The RADx, ACTIV, and Operation Warp Speed initiatives are intended to 
produce medical countermeasures, or a combination of countermeasures, to address the 
spread of COVID-19. It is critical that as soon as a test, treatment, or vaccine is available, it 
is distributed it to the right place as quickly as possible. This requires a plan for 
appropriate distribution based on existing and projected need. 

Early attempts at distributing novel medical countermeasures during COVID-19 have 
demonstrated a need for further improvement, including advanced planning. On April 29, 
the NIH announced positive clinical trial results for remdesivir improving patient recovery 
from advanced COVID-19 infection.65 On May 1, FDA issued an emergency use 
authorization for the use of remdesivir, an investigational drug, in hospitalized COVID-19 
patients.66 Gilead Sciences, the drug's manufacturer, made an initial donation of 607,000 
vials of the drug to HHS to distribute for use around the country under the EUA.67 However, 
initial shipments of remdesivir did not begin until May 5, and there was confusion among 
many states and health care facilities regarding the distribution strategy and expected 

65 https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-ch nical-trial-shows-remdesivi r-accelerates-recovery-advanced-
covid-19 

https://wwwida.gov/media/137564/download 
67 https://www.hhs.goviaboutinews/2020/05/09/hhs-ships-first-doses-of-donated-remdesivir-for-hospitalized-
patients-with-covid-19.html 
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receipt of product.68 On May 9, HHS announced a new distribution strategy under which 
HHS would distribute vials of remdesivir to each state and territory based on the number of 
hospitalized patients, however the allotments also included states and territories that do 
not have COVID-19 cases and have limited trave1.69 States and territories were responsible 
for allocating the drug within their jurisdiction. 

RECOMMENDATION 3.4: The federal government, states, and the private 
sector must work more effectively together to distribute tests, 
treatments, and vaccines. Plans should be established in advance for how 
the federal government, states, and the private sector will coordinate to 
assess needs and distribute newly developed tests, treatments, or 
vaccines. 

ISSUE 3.5: As widespread social distancing measures were put in place so that hospitals 
would not be overwhelmed with the surge of patients and to preserve supplies, state 
supplies quickly dwindled, and federal supplies of personal protective equipment and 
ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile became smaller and smaller as states looked 
to the federal government to provide much needed supplies. The unprecedented spread of 
the virus to every corner of the country exhausted the federal stockpile, state resources, 
and exposed supply chain issues. 

These supply chain challenges created shortages of needed supplies, including ventilators, 
masks and other personal protective equipment, swabs, reagents, and other material 
needed to perform diagnostic tests. Manufacturers outside the medical industry, such as 
Ford," stepped in to manufacture personal protective equipment and testing supplies and 
ventilators. Small businesses also began producing medical supplies or component parts 
for medical devices, such as masks and face shields. The FDA also took steps to authorize or 
recommend alternative types of testing supplies, such as swabs and reagents.71 The FDA 
also provided guidance for 3D printing medical devices and products.72

The federal government took a number of steps to increase necessary supplies, at the same 
time states were also acquiring supplies. On March 21, HI-IS announced a contract with five 
manufacturers to produce 600 million N95 respirators over the next year and a half for 
approximately $440 million.73,74

68 https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/05/14/855663819/remdesivir-distribution-causes-confusion-
leaves-some-hospitals-empty-handed 
69 https://www.phe.gov/emergency/events/COVID19/investigation-MCM/Pages/remdesiviraspx 
78 https://media.ford.com/content/fordmedialleu/en/news/2020/04/30/ford-is-making-face-masks-and-face-shields-
to-enable-employees-a.html 
71 https://www.statnews.com/2020/04/16/fda-changes-coronavirus-testing-swabs/ 
72 https://www.fda.govimedical-devices/products-and-medical-procedures/3d-printing-medical-devices 
73 https://www.phe.goviemergency/events/COVID19/SNS/Pages/procurementaspx 
74 https://news.bloomberglaw.com/health-law-and-business/honeywell-draeger-among-manufacturers-in-line-to-
produce-masks 
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On April 2, 2020, President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act (DPA) to expand 
the U.S.'s health care surge capacity and capability to respond to COVID-19.75 The DPA 
allows the U.S. federal government to enter into contracts with manufacturers that have the 
capacity and ability to produce medical resources, such as personal protective equipment 
and ventilators, needed to combat and defend against the spread of COVID-19. 

In April, HHS announced partnerships with nine manufacturing companies, including 
General Motors, Philips, and General Electric to produce almost 30,000 ventilators by June 
2020, and 130,000 ventilators by the end of 2020. 

Congress provided the Strategic National Stockpile with $16 billion in the CARES Act (PL 
116-136) to purchase and distribute personal protective equipment, testing supplies, 
treatments, and vaccines to diagnose, treat, or prevent COVID-19. Additionally, Congress 
provided $25 billion as part of the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care 
Enhancement Act (P.L. 116-139) for response activities and testing capacity, including for 
active infection and prior exposure, testing equipment and supplies, personnel to conduct 
testing, contact tracing, and personal protective equipment to protect such personnel. 

RECOMMENDATION 3.5: Moving forward, state and health system 
stockpiles must be developed and maintained, with some federal 
support, to ensure the United States is ready for the next public health 
emergency. The federal Strategic National Stockpile must also be 
replenished and expanded to include certain supplies we now know are 
needed to respond to a pandemic and maintained with more oversight 
and accountability. 

ISSUE 3.6: While HHS is the lead federal agency during a public health emergency 
response, on March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a national emergency under the 
Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act. This action allowed FEMA 
to provide support to HHS, including supporting the acquisition and distribution of 
supplies to states, territories, local governments, tribal governments, and private non-
profit organizations. 

RECOMMENDATION 3.6: Better leverage the support provided by FEMA 
and their emergency management experience and assets by improving a 
coordinated process between HHS and FEMA to more rapidly distribute 
supplies to states, health care providers, and other entities on the front 
lines, while utilizing HHS expertise with respect to public health and 
medical care and medical supplies. 

75 https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actionspnemorandum-order-defonse-production-act-regarding-3m-
company/ 
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4. Public Health Capabilities - Improve State and Local Capacity to Respond 

ISSUE 4.1: In preparing for and managing the surge of COVID-19 patients, many states 
issued stay-at-home or safer-at-home orders. Health care seeking behavior changed, as did 
recommendations on seeking routine health care services. Many doctors implemented or 
expanded telehealth opportunities for their patients or opportunities for vaccination, but 
recent findings from an analysis of vaccination rates in Michigan found that vaccinations 
have declined in most children two and under.76 This phenomenon has also occurred in 
other states. 

RECOMMENDATION 4.1: Get Americans back to their routine health care 
safely, and develop better plans for the future so that doctors and 
hospitals can continue to provide health care services and outpatient 
treatment during a pandemic. 

ISSUE 4.2: Many state health professional licensing boards moved to quickly allow health 
care providers in good standing in another state to practice in their state. The Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services waived regulations so that hospitals, doctors, and nurses 
could focus on providing care to those who need it and not worry about paperwork. 
Telehealth became an option for many patients and health care providers alike where it 
was not before, reducing the number of patients in clinics and emergency departments. 

RECOMMENDATION 4.2: Ensure that the United States does not lose the 
gains made in telehealth. 

ISSUE 4.3: Contact tracing is a critical public health tool that has been used in measles 
outbreaks, the Ebola outbreaks, and others. The Council for State and Territorial 
Epidemiologists 2017 Epidemiology Capacity Assessment workforce report indicated that 
the number of epidemiologists increased 22% between 2013 and 2017 to 3,370, but that 
an additional 1,200 epidemiologists were needed to reach full capacity.77 Further, the 
report notes, "In 2017, more than three quarters of health department epidemiology funds 
were provided by the federal government, with an average of 20% provided by the states. 
Heavy reliance on federal funds reduces flexibility, adds to insecurity in the workplace, and 
may affect the ability to cover core functions."78

States are beginning to scale up their contact tracing capacity, with a goal of interrupting 
chains of transmission by tracking down the contacts of people found to have COVID-19. 
Congress has provided $13.5 billion to states and territories in response to COVID-19 
which can be used to expand contact tracing. 

76 https://www.cdc.govimmwrivolumes/69/wrimm6920el.htm 
77 https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.orgiresource/resmgrjeca/2017 ECA Report Web final.pdf 
78 https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.orgiresource/resmgrieca/2017 ECA Report Web final.pdf 
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RECOMMENDATION 4.3: States need to maintain the capacity to trace 
contacts for emerging infectious diseases, and have programs in place to 
surge that capacity if necessary. 

ISSUE 4.4: HHS quickly distributed funding to states through existing cooperative 
agreements. Congress appropriated emergency supplemental funding in the Coronavirus 
Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act (PL 116-123) on March 6, 
and on March 11, HHS distributed more than $560 million to states, localities, territories, 
and tribes.78 On March 23, $100 million was distributed to health care systems, including to 
Hospital Preparedness cooperative agreement recipients, and on April 23, $631 million 
was distributed through the Epidemiology and Laboratory Capacity Grants to states." 
Prior to this, the public health response for COVID-19 was primarily supported by $105 
million from the CDC Infectious Diseases Rapid Response Reserve Fund and transfers 
among HHS programs of $136 million.81 The ability to get funding to states quickly was an 
improvement over the H1N1 response, where an after action report found that, "Federal 
and state mechanisms for obtaining and distributing public health emergency funds to 
state and local governments were burdensome. In particular, the requirement of multiple 
separate applications with separate guidelines for each state to obtain Public Health 
Emergency Response grants, and the time required for federal approval of the applications, 
affected states' capacity to respond effectively."82

RECOMMENDATION 4.4: Remove red tape and allow states to use Public 
Health Emergency Preparedness and Hospital Preparedness Program 
funds to respond to a public health emergency and report back to HHS on 
how they were used, rather than having to wait for written approval 
from Washington. 

5. Who Is on the Flagpole? - Improve Coordination of Federal Agencies During a 
Public Health Emergency 

ISSUE 5.1: Various laws over the past two decades have attempted to provide clear lines of 
responsibility for federal officials in dealing with public health emergencies. The Assistant 
Secretary for Preparedness and Response, who has the responsibility for coordinating the 

79 https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/03/11/cdc-to-award-over-560-million-to-state-local-iurisdictions-in-
support-of-covid-19-response.html 
88 https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/03/24/hhs-provides-100-million-to-help-us-healthcare-systems-prepare-
for-covid-19-patients.htm I https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/23/hhs-a nnou nces-cares-act-funding-
di stribution-to-states-and-localities-in-support-of-covid-19-response.html 
81 https://www.crs.gov/Reports/IN11253?source=search&guid=adf4fc6105c2473fa4f6562739e65ced&i ndex=4 
82 h ttps://www.phe.gov/Pre pa red ness/mcm/h1 n1-retrospective/Documents/h1 n1-retrospective.pdf 
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public health response, has not taken on the role intended by Congress in the response to 
COVID-19. 

The federal response to COVID-19 was elevated to the White House with the creation of the 
Coronavirus Task Force, which is now overseen by the Vice President, on January 29.83 The 
Task Force provides strategic direction and coordination, as well as, in some cases, 
operational decision-making.84

In addition, following President Trump's March 13 emergency declaration under the 
Stafford Act, the White House enlisted FEMA to lead tactical response efforts in 
coordination with HHS. Following this shift in leadership, FEMA stood up a whole-of-
government coordination structure within the context of the National Response 
Framework.88 The structure includes operational task forces on testing, the medical supply 
chain, countermeasures, and health care resilience, which are each led by senior staff from 
across FEMA, HHS, and the Defense Logistics Agency. The structure also relies on support 
from FEMA's National Response Coordination Center and HHS counterparts to conduct 
modeling and data analysis, policy and planning, and asset deployment. 

Through the FEMA structure and in addition to it, agencies across the federal government 
contributed to the COVID-19 response and supplemented HHS and FEMA capabilities. For 
example, leadership from the Department of Defense was enlisted in March to lead the 
Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, which has been responsible for purchasing medical 
supplies and working with commercial distributors to allocate and distribute those 
resources to the states. The Supply Chain Task Force and its member agencies have also 
been coordinating efforts to implement President Trump's orders to utilize authorities 
under Title I of the Defense Production Act." 

Additionally, supercomputing and other capabilities of the Department of Energy's national 
laboratories are being leveraged to support scientific discovery for COVID-19.87 Early in the 
response, the Department of State led efforts to repatriate Americans from China and other 
areas abroad, which was supported by the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and 
Response and CDC to manage patient care and quarantine throughout the process. 

While every president is going to manage a crisis differently based on the personnel they 
bring with them into government, it is Congress' responsibility to provide a foundational 
structure that administration after administration can build on instead of creating a new 
structure with each new emergency. The laws that Congress passed do not seem to have 
anticipated fully the scope of a pandemic such as COVID-19 and the need for a whole-of-
government approach. Presidents have acted where necessary. President Bush established 
the Homeland Security Council, which facilitated much of the public health preparedness 

83 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-regarding-presidents-coronavirus-
task-force/ 
84 https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/05/us/jared-kushner-fema-coronavirus.html 
85 Unified Coordination Group at the National Response Coordination Center Organizational Chart, April 3, 2020. 
86 https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/14/applying-defense-production-act 
87 https://www.ornl.gov/news/ornl-fight-against-covid-19 
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policy development during his administration. President Obama appointed Ron Klain to 
serve as the White House Ebola Response Coordinator. President Trump has relied heavily 
on Vice President Pence and Ambassador Deborah Birx. 

RECOMMENDATION 5.1: Congress must clarify who is in charge and has 
the ability and authority to keep a continued focus on preparedness for 
pandemics and other major public health threats when other priorities 
may seem more pressing, and improve how federal agencies will 
coordinate during a pandemic. These roles and responsibilities must 
also be clearly communicated to states and local governments so they 
can include this information in their own preparedness planning. 

ISSUE 5.2: Crimson Contagion was the first national exercise of its kind for a pandemic 
scenario since the passage of many of the preparedness laws that Congress has enacted 
since 2000. In contrast, the federal government routinely exercises its natural disaster 
response processes through both simulated exercises and real-world responses. 

RECOMMENDATION 5.2: A key lesson from Crimson Contagion and 
COVID-19 is that plans and systems cannot be improved upon if they are 
not practiced. More training is needed, as well as more opportunities to 
exercise plans and processes nationwide. 
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QUESTIONS 

In addition to these recommendations, there may be other steps Congress should take to 
help federal, state and local officials be better prepared for the next pandemic. To achieve 
these goals, please send any comments on the recommendations above, any responses to 
questions below, or additional recommendations to 
PANDEMICPREPAREDNESSOHELP.SENATE.GOV no later than 5PM ET on June 26, 2020. 

Tests Treatments and Vaccines - Accelerate Research and Develo ment 

1. What incentives can the federal government offer to the private sector to 
encourage development of more medical countermeasures with no commercial 
market? 

2. Should the federal government create government-owned-contractor-operated 
facilities to solve supply chain and manufacturing challenges? 

3. What could the federal government have done to be better positioned with 
diagnostics, vaccines, and treatments for COVID-19? 

4. How can the federal, state, and private sector work together to more effectively 
distribute and administer treatments and vaccines? 

5. How can the United States build manufacturing systems that can rapidly respond to 
new threats, whether naturally occurring or manmade? 

6. What is the appropriate federal role in supporting the manufacturing of medical 
countermeasures, especially vaccines? 

7. How can Congress and HHS make sure CDC and FDA are working more closely with 
the private sector on diagnostic tests to detect emerging diseases? 

8. How can the United States better leverage public-private partnerships, industry, 
and academic institutions? 

9. What the lessons learned from the current fast tracking of tests, treatments, and 
vaccines to make them available even more rapidly? 

10. Are additional or more predictable liability protections needed to incentivize 
manufacturers of medical products that are not approved or cleared by the FDA for 
use during a certain emergency to scale up manufacturing capacity? 

Disease Surveillance - Expand Ability to Detect, Identify, Model, and Track Emerging 
Infectious Diseases 

1. What other barriers, in addition to limited testing capacity, and insufficient and 
outdated technology, make it difficult to detect and conduct public health 
surveillance of emerging infectious diseases? 

2. What appropriate role can innovative technologies play to improve public health 
surveillance? 

3. What privacy protections should accompany new technology? Would these 
technologies be utilized and maintained by HIPAA-covered entities or others? 

4. Has our focus in medical countermeasure development been too much on the 
known threats, such as anthrax and smallpox, to the detriment of emerging threats 
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like coronaviruses, including COVID-19, SARS and Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome? 

5. How can emerging infectious disease modeling be improved? 
6. How can the private sector innovations to support and modernize federal and state 

surveillance be better leveraged? 

Stockpiles. Distribution. and Surges - Rebuild and Maintain State and Federal 
Stockpiles and Improve Medical Supply Surge Capacity and Distribution 

1. How can the Strategic National Stockpile be better managed and how can Congress 
increase oversight and accountability? 

2. How can states and hospitals improve their ability to maintain a reserve of supplies 
in the future to ensure the Strategic National Stockpile is the backup and not the 
first source of supplies during emergencies? 

3. What steps should be taken to ensure that health care providers and first 
responders have the supplies they need, such as personal protective equipment? 

4. As states and hospitals establish or build their own stockpiles, how will they know 
what supplies to stockpile? What guidance should the federal government provide 
on what medical supplies are appropriate? 

5. Could states and hospital systems establish their own vendor managed inventory 
programs with manufacturers and distributors? Should the federal government or 
states contribute to such hospital stockpiles? 

Public Health Capabilities - Improve State and Local Capacity to Respond 

1. What specific changes to our public health infrastructure (hospitals, health 
departments, laboratories, etc.) are needed at the federal, state, and local levels? 

2. What changes can be made to Public Health Emergency Preparedness and Hospital 
Preparedness Program to help states prepare and respond more quickly? 

3. How can the federal government ensure all states are adequately prepared without 
infringing on states' rights and recognizing states have primary responsibility for 
response? 

4. How should the federal government ensure agencies like CDC maintain an 
appropriate mission focus on infectious diseases in the periods between 
emergencies to strengthen readiness to respond when a new threat arises? 

Who Is on the Flagpole? - Improve Coordination of Federal Agencies During a Public 
Health Emergency 

1. Is the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response the right position to 
coordinate a whole-of-government response to a pandemic? 

2. What is the appropriate role for HHS and how can FEMA be better integrated into a 
nationwide pandemic response? 

3. Whose job is it to coordinate supply lines so that personal protective equipment, 
ancillary supplies, and medicines are available and delivered to where they are 
needed when they are needed? 
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4. What is the right balance between specific and limited statutory authority and more 
flexibility for federal preparedness and response programs? 

5. Have well-intended requirements and directives created too much bureaucracy and 
slowed federal response? 

6. How can federal departments and agencies more effectively work together to 
respond to public health emergencies? 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu)[dgriffi6©jhu.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 8/10/2020 2:46:49 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: NBC News query- following our April conversations 

FYI—from our internal media affairs group. 

Subject: Fwd: NBC News query- following our April conversations 

The Today Show interview/tour of the Wuhan lab mentions that some people were trained in Texas. UTMB and GNL not 
specifically and a photo cut line on the web story mentions Galveston but not UTMB or GNL. 

Interestingly, the State Department cables were sent in January 2018 but American officials didn't enter the Wuhan facility until 
March 2018 and that was for a seminar.  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/inside-wuhan-lab-center-coronavirus-storm-
n 1236254 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/1/2020 1:35:34 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Interesting 

Thanks for sharing. I had not seen this, but it's not surprising. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2020 1:26 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU> 
Subject: Interesting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Not all new, but I wasn't aware of their difficulty with diagnostics early on or a overlay of flu cases. Dave 

The Wuhan files 
Le:Z. locuments reveal China's mishandling of the ea ly stag !s of Co id-19 
Exclusive by   , CNN 
Updated 3:39 AM ET, Tue December 1, 2020 
London — A group of frontline medical workers, likely exhausted, stand huddled together on a video-conference call as China's 
most powerful man raises his hand in greeting. It is February to in Beijing and President Xi Jinping, who for weeks has been absent 
from public view, is addressing hospital staff in the city of Wuhan as they battle to contain the spread of a still officially unnamed 
novel coronavirus. 
From a secure room about 1,200 kilometers (745 miles) from the epicenter, Xi expressed his condolences to those who have died in 
the outbreak. He urged greater public communication, as around the world concerns mounted about the potential threat posed by 
the new disease. 
That same day, Chinese authorities reported 2,478 new confirmed cases -- raising the total global number to more than 40,000, 
with fewer than 400 cases occurring outside of mainland China. Yet CNN can now reveal how official documents circulated 
internally show that this was only part of the picture. 
CNN's key findings 

• Chinese officials gave the world more optimistic data than they had access to internally 

• China's system took on average 23 days to diagnose confirmed patients, and testing failures meant most received negative 
results until January to 
• A history of underfunding, understaffing, poor morale and bureaucratic models of governance hampered China's early 
warning system, internal audits found 
• A large and previously undisclosed outbreak of influenza happened in early December in Hubei province. 

In a report marked "internal document, please keep confidential," local health authorities in the province of Hubei, where the virus 
was first detected, list a total of 5,918 newly detected cases on February to, more than double the official public number of 
confirmed cases, breaking down the total into a variety of subcategories. This larger figure was never fully revealed at that time, as 
China's accounting system seemed, in the tumult of the early weeks of the pandemic, to downplay the severity of the outbreak. 
The previously undisclosed figure is among a string of revelations contained within 117 pages of leaked documents from the Hubei 
Provincial Center for Disease Control and Prevention, shared with and verified by CNN. 
Taken together, the documents amount to the most significant leak from inside China since the beginning of the pandemic and 
provide the first clear window into what local authorities knew internally and when. 
The Chinese government has steadfastly rejected accusations made by the United States and other Western governments that it 
deliberately concealed information relating to the virus, maintaining that it has been upfront since the beginning of the outbreak. 
However, though the documents provide no evidence of a deliberate attempt to obfuscate findings, they do reveal numerous 
inconsistencies in what authorities believed to be happening and what was revealed to the public. 
The documents, which cover an incomplete period between October 2019 and April this year, reveal what appears to be an inflexible 
health care system constrained by top-down bureaucracy and rigid procedures that were ill-equipped to deal with the emerging 
crisis. At several critical moments in the early phase of the pandemic, the documents show evidence of clear missteps and point to a 
pattern of institutional failings. 
The files were presented to CNN by a whistleblower who requested anonymity. They said they worked inside the Chinese healthcare 
system, and were a patriot motivated to expose a truth that had been censored, and honor colleagues who had also spoken out. It is 
unclear how the documents were obtained or why specific papers were selected. 
The documents have been verified by six independent experts who examined the veracity of their content on behalf of CNN. One 
expert with close ties to China reported seeing some of the reports during confidential research earlier this year. A European security 
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official with knowledge of Chinese internal documents and procedures also confirmed to CNN that the files were genuine. 
https://www.pozle.corniurl?rct =Asa= t& u rl= https://www.cnn.comf2o201/3o/asiahvulian-ch na-cox i d-
int' ' iiidex.h t ml&ct = ga&cd=CAEYACoTODLT21\ 1Tc 2NTUwMDg4NDcwMTU5MTIaMjNhYTA2NDdmMWRmZDgxMzpjb2o6ZW46V 
VM&usg=AFQjCNETea-wo2upGyZsFEDSniooNESJoA 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 1/16/2021 11:08:31 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Fact Sheet: Activity at the Wuhan Institute of Virology - United States Department of State 

Sad assessment. I hope that we can help in resolving some of these lingering questions. I wonder if there might be a role for 
NAS going forward with the new administration 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 15, 2021, at 11:53 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at-the-wuhan-institute-of-virology/ 

Jan 20th can't get here soon enough. 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.corn] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 2/15/2021 10:54:15 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: NYT interviews Daszak 

Thanks Dave. Interesting interview and trip. 
From beautiful ice covered Galveston where there is no power and temp today is 27 and low tonight in the teens. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 15, 2021, at 9:02 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Ben, Do we have any more Zoom calls on the calendar, with our Chinese colleagues? Hope you, and 
especially Kish, are doing well. Best, dave 

A W.H.O. Researcher on 
His Trip to China 
Seeking Origins of the 
Virus 
By James Gorman 

Feb. 14, 2021 

An interview with Peter Daszak, an animal disease 

specialist, just after his return from an investigative 

research mission to Wuhan, the site of the original 

Covid outbreak, and surrounding areas. 

Peter Daszak in Wuhan, China, this month.Credit...Aly 
Song/Reuters 
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• Feb. 14, 2021 

A team of experts selected by the World Health 

Organization to investigate the origins of the virus that 

caused the Covid-19 pandemic returned last week from 

Wuhan, site of the world's first outbreak. The team, 

having broken the ice with Chinese scientists, plans to 
produce a joint report on the possible origins of the 

virus. 

The two groups of scientists, from China and the 

W.H.O., agreed to pursue some ideas that the Chinese 

government has been promoting, like the possibility 

that the virus was transported on frozen food. But 

the W.H.O. team also became frustrated by China's 

refusal to turn over raw data for analysis. 
Peter Daszak, a member of the W.H.O. team and the 

president of EcoHealth Alliance in New York, is 

primarily concerned with the animal origins of the 

virus. A specialist in animal diseases and their spread 

to humans, Dr. Daszak has worked with the Wuhan 

Virology Institute, a collaboration that last year 

prompted the Trump administration to cancel a grant to 

his organization. 

In an interview after his return to New York, he said 
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that the visit had provided some new clues, which all of 
the scientists, Chinese and international, agreed most 
likely pointed to an animal origin within China or 
Southeast Asia. The scientists have largely discounted 
claims that the virus originated in a lab, saying that 
possibility was so unlikely that it was not worth further 
investigation. 
He reflected on the atmosphere in Wuhan and his first 

glimpse of the seafood market where the initial 
outbreak occurred last year, although it was not the site 
of the first cases. He also said the path ahead would be 
straightforward scientifically, but not politically. 
A transcript of the conversation, condensed and edited 
for length, follows: 
You've been to China and to Wuhan many times 

before. How was this different? 

Well, this was weird. There's certain things when you 
go into China that you're supposed to do. The first 
thing you do is have a meeting and then have a meal. 
And if you don't have a meal, it's considered 
extremely rude. This time we spent two weeks in Zoom 
calls from our quarantine hotel. Then we went to meet 
in person and still didn't have meals with our host. We 
had meals in a separate room. 
So it was just a very difficult, very intense, very 
emotional trip. In Wuhan, there's this feeling of post-
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traumatic shock. 
The city went on lockdown, I think, 76 days. They 
were locked in their apartments — people died, and 
they didn't know about it. And from then on, they've 
been accused of starting a pandemic, and it's been 

called the Wuhan virus, the China virus, and there was 

just a sense of outrage and sadness. 
Did that make it difficult in terms of the scientific 

purpose of the trip? 

No. You've got a task to do. You've volunteered. You 
know what it's going to be like. You get caught up in 
the historical importance. I don't know if we were the 
first foreigners to walk around the Huanan seafood 
market, which is blocked off even to Chinese citizens. 
The only people that have been in there have been the 
Chinese disease investigators. We met with the doctors 

that treated the first known Covid patients. 
These people have been through harrowing conditions, 
and they're now lauded as heroes in China, and then 
the rest of the world now is fighting that war. And 

China, of course, is absolutely petrified of this virus 
catching hold again. 
When you arrive at the airport, they come on the plane 
in full P.P.E.; you're escorted down a separate 
quarantine pathway; you get tested. You're driven to 
the hotel, you go in your room, and you're locked in 
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for two weeks. It's just severe. The people who come 
to your door are in full P.P.E. The waste from your 
trash, from the hotel room, goes into a yellow bag with 
a biohazard sign on it. 
It was a totally different experience when I returned 
home, where I didn't even get a notification that I've 
got to quarantine. I signed on to the New York state 
app, but no one is going to knock on my door and tell 

me, "Stay indoors." 
Did you learn anything from this trip that you 
didn't know before? 
From Day 1, the data we were seeing were new that 
had never been seen outside China. Who were the 
vendors in the Huanan seafood market? Where did 

they get their supply chains? And what were the 

contacts of the first cases? How real were the first 
cases? What other clusters were there? 
When you asked for more, the Chinese scientists would 
go off, and a couple of days later, they've done the 
analysis, and we've got new information. It was 
extremely useful. At the time, you couldn't really say 
much. We were trying to not undermine the process by 
revealing anything while we were on the trip. 
Image 

The Huanan seafood market in Wuhan.Credit...Getty 
Images/Getty Images 
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What can you say now about the market and what 

you saw? 
The market closed on the 31st of December or the 1st 
of January, and China C.D.C. sent a team in of 

scientists to try and find out what was going on. It was 
a very extensive study, swabbing every surface of this 
place. We knew early on that there were 500 samples 
collected, and there were many positives, and in that 
sampling were some animal carcasses, or meat. But 
there was not really much information publicly about 
what had been done. So we got all that information. 
And that, to me, was a real eye-opener. 
They'd actually done over 900 swabs in the end, a 
huge amount of work. They had been through the 
sewage system. They'd been into the air ventilation 

shaft to look for bats. They'd caught animals around 
the market. They'd caught cats, stray cats, rats, they 
even caught one weasel. They'd sampled snakes. 
People had live snakes at the market, live turtles, live 
frogs. 
Rabbits were there, rabbit carcasses. A farm with 

rabbits could have been really critical. There was talk 
about badgers, and in China, when they say badger, 
that means ferret badger. It's a mustelid, related to 
weasels. Animals were coming into that market that 
could have carried the coronavirus. They could have 
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been infected by bats somewhere else in China and 

brought it in. So that's clue No. 1. 
There were 10 stalls that sold wildlife. There were 
vendors from South China, including Yunnan 
Province, Guangxi Province and Guangdong Province. 
Yunnan Province is where the closest relative to SARS-
CoV-2 is found in bats. Guangxi and Guangdong are 
where the pangolins were captured. They had close 
viruses. 

You've got animals coming in to the market which are 
susceptible. Some of these are coming from places 
where we know the nearest relatives of the virus are 
found. So there's the real red flag. 
Now the Chinese group did swab those animals, and 

they were all negative, but it's just one small group of 
animals in the freezer that were left behind. We don't 
know what else was for sale there. So these two clues 
are really important. 
When we got to actually visit the market, to me it was 
quite striking. The pictures you see of that market 
closed now are of quite orderly buildings with shutters, 
and you think, This a very efficient, typical city market. 
It doesn't really look like a live animal market. Once 
you get there on the ground, it's different. It's pretty 

ramshackle. 
It looks like a place that would sell live animals. 
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There's plenty of evidence of live aquatic animals, the 
turtle tanks, the fish tanks, the snakes, which we know 
were available. What we now have are a clear link and 
a potential pathway. 
What about the cases that appeared before the 
outbreak in the seafood market? 
There was other spread going on outside of Huanan 
market. There are other patients who have no links to 
the market, quite a few in December. There were other 
markets. And we do know that some of the patients had 
links to other markets. We need to do some further 
work, and then the Chinese colleagues need to do some 
further work. 

When we sat down as a group, the China team and the 

W.H.O. team on the last full day of work, and said, 
"Let's go through the hypotheses," the one that 
received the most enthusiastic support was this 
pathway — wildlife, through a domesticated wildlife 
link, into Wuhan. 
What is the next step? 
For the animals chain, it's straightforward. The 
suppliers are known. They know the farm name; they 

know the owner of the farm. You've got to go down to 

the farm and interview the farmer and the family. 

You've got to test them. You've got to test the 
community. You've got to go and look and see if there 
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are any animals left at any farms nearby and see if 
they've got evidence of infection, and see if there is 

any cross-border movement. If the virus is in those 
southern border states, it's possible that there's been 

some movement across neighboring countries like 
Vietnam, Laos or Myanmar. We're finding more and 
more related viruses now. There's one in Japan and 
one in Cambodia, one in Thailand. 
For the human side, look for earlier cases, for clusters; 
look in blood banks for serum, if possible. Anything 
like this is going to be sensitive in China, and it's going 
to take some persuasion and diplomacy and energy for 

them to do that because, to be honest, looking for the 
source of this virus within China is not a great, high 
priority I think for the Chinese government. Anywhere 
this virus is shown to emerge is a political issue. That's 
one of the problems, and that is clear and obvious to 
anyone who has been looking at this. 
Do you have a particular animal that you suspect 

right now as an intermediate link, more strongly 

than others? 

It's too up in the air. We don't know if civets were on 
sale. We know they are very easily infected. We don't 
know what the situation is with the mink farms in 
China or the other fur farms, like raccoon dogs, even 
though they're normally farmed in a different part of 
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China. That needs to be followed up on, too. 
But if you were to say which pathway would you put 
the most weight on, I think the virus emerging either in 
Southeast Asia or Southern China from bats, getting 

into a domesticated wildlife farm. I've been to many of 

these, and they often have mixed species — civets, 
ferret badgers, raccoon dogs. Those animals would be 

able to get infected from bats. 
Either the people that work there get infected and bring 
it in, or animals are shipped in, live or recently killed, 
that bring the virus into a market. Once it's in a market 

either Huanan or another one in Wuhan — you've 
got a dense population of people moving through those 
markets. And it's going to be a real potential for an 
amplification. 
The new data that you saw, for instance, on the 
vendors and their supply chains, will that be in 
your full report? 
I hope so. There'll be some things that are going to be 
confidential, without a doubt. Patient records are kept 
highly confidential in China. We have an image in the 

West of China being authoritarian and they are 
videoing everyone. They can have access to anything. 
But patient records are very private, and some are not 
accessible. 
We wanted to meet with certain patients. They didn't 
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want to meet, so they weren't pushed to meet with us. 

There's no reason to believe that was shenanigans. I'm 

hoping all the information about vendors, vendor 
chains will be there. But if not, we've seen it. We've 

got it. And we will be following up. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, James W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLED UC] 

Sent: 3/28/2021 12:15:13 AM 
To: Dave Franz [davidrfranz@gmail.com] 

Subject: Re: If you haven't seen 

Thanks. I had not seen this so thanks for sharing. It was probably a mistake to have Peter on the WHO 
committee to begin with. Too much baggage. 

I just completed my rehire process and will be back up to half time at UTMB working on some special 
projects. Still no Director for the GNL but I guess they'll manage without me. Heinz Feldmann was offered 
the job but turned it down. 

Hope all is well with you and Pat. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 27, 2021, at 3:09 PM, Dave Franz <davidifianz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, I hope you guys are ok. Although I've seen related articles, I hadn't seen this one. Seems the tension 
continues to mount. Best, dave 

https://www.nationalrev ew.c rnicorner/the-drowinq-scrutiny-of-peter-daszaks-ch nese-research-collaboration/ 

The Growing Scrutiny of Peter Daszak's Chinese -Research Collaboration 
PHOTO WHO member Peter Daszak speaks on the phone at a hotel in Wuhan, China, February 3, 
2021. (Thomas Peter/Reuters) 

On the homepage, Jack Crowe has an explosive report on Peter Daszak's conflicts of interests as a 
WHO investigator into the origins of the coronavirus. 
The article details how Daszak, who is president of the EcoHealth Alliance, led a months-long 
campaign against the lab leak hypothesis of COVID's origins, even though his organization had used 
an NI Ii grant to fund research at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, from which the disease is thought 
to have escaped. (As Crowe explains, the grant was first issued in 2015. It was revoked by the Trump 
administration when officials worried about EcoHealth's lack of transparency, and later reinstated). 
It's worth reading in conjunction with new reporting  by the National Pulse's Natalie Winters that 
lists all the studies that Daszak coauthored involving either co-authors with ties to Chinese party-state 
entities, or funding by such institutions. 
The organizations implicated in Daszak's research include the Chinese Academy of Science, the 
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, and programs operated by the Ministry of Science and 
Technology. Like every other sector of society in China today, scientific research simply cannot exist 
independently of the Chinese Communist Party's aims, as Winters points out: 
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The National Natural Science Foundation of China (NNSFC) has also funded Daszak's studies on Bat 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome and novel astroviruses from small mammals in China;
and Serological Evidence of Bat SARS-Related Coronavirus. 

The NNSFC "implements works entrusted by the State Council and relevant governmental 
administrations: lists itself as a state-owned institution formed "under the loving care of comrade 
Deng Xiaoping. The NNSFC also describes itself as "guided by President Xi Jinping's Socialist 
Thoughts with Chinese Characteristics for the new era." 
One 2015  paper noted by Winters — co-authored by Daszak and a team of Chinese researchers, 
including some with People's Liberation Army affiliations — attempted to sketch out the future of 
cooperation on combating infectious diseases between U.S. and Chinese scientists. All of this is all the 
more relevant in light of the State Department's claims that "The Wuhan Institute of Virology has 
engaged in classified research, including laboratory animal experiments, on behalf of the Chinese 
military since at least 2017." 
The authors of the paper had gathered for a meeting in China, and the document summarized the 
findings of their discussions: 
These leading nations have the opportunity to set an example for best practices in science by 
combining intellectual, technological, and financial resources to help reduce the impacts from 
emerging infectious diseases at every level, from families to global economies. Working more closely 
together, the v.orld can head off the threat of pandemics through an improved understanding of the 
underlying drivers of disease emergence, Wth benefits for science, health, ecological integrity, and 
economic Kell-being. 

Back then — the first year of Daszak's NM grant — such cooperation on global public-health issues 
was a no-brainer, which is why U.S. funding offered to Daszak was used to support WIV research. In 
the intervening years, clearly, and following the outset of the pandemic, much has changed in this 
reflexive sort of engagement with Beijing. 
But it seems, though, that Daszak's interactions with Chinese institutions have convinced him of an 
obstinate need to placate an authoritarian regime with no true interest in fighting infectious diseases, 
to the point that he's been one of its loudest defenders in the scientific community. And up until now, 
Daszak, who was lauded as a credible expert and rewarded with favorable media coverage, was 
massively successful in discrediting the lab-leak theory, despite his many, obvious conflicts of interest. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, Ja mes W. [/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLED UC] 

Sent: 4/25/2021 1:51:19 AM 
To: Dave Franz [davidrfranz@gma i Lcom] 
Subject: RE: Touching Base 

Hi Dave, 

We're fine and fullyvaccinated. We are planningto go to Hawaii next weekend for 2 weeks forthe trip that was 
cancelled due to COVID. Should be nice, We have a friend that has a couple of condos on the big island and had 
graciously allowed us to use one. It will be nice to disconnect and just relax fora while. 

I received the same extension on CISACthrough December 2022. I told Hope that I would be happy to accept. My 
personal opinion is that we need to engage with China and Russia aggressively now given the difficult politics. Science 
has always been neutral territory and as you like to say, it doesn't matter if we are exchanging baseball cards, as long as 
we are talking. I've been tal king with Pei Yong about the possibility of UTMB having a joint academic program with 
Wuhan Institute of Virology. Whilethe likelihood of this happening is remote, especial ly given Texas attitudes, it 
nonetheless has merit, especially if we focus on biosafety training. Given the article you shared recently about the 
expansion of Chinese biocontainment labs, it seems like this is a real opportunity to establish a tangible 
partnership. Would be nice to get Gates Foundation orsome other phi lanthropic support to get it off the ground. 

On a separate issue, have you heard anything about Ben and Kisha's baby? We are goingto try to give them a baby gift, 
but haven't been engaged in that discussion with anyoneyet. Ben has always been our "go to" guy and it would be nice 
to get them something meaningful. If you are interested and haven't done so al ready, maybe we could go in together 
on a major gift (within reason!). Let me know. 

I hope you're signi ng on foranotherCISACtour. I like to think that we're making a difference... 

Best wishes, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <daviddranz@gmai Lcom> 
Sent: Saturday, April 24, 2021 3:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Touching Base 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Hope you guys are ok. Just wonder if you are planningto stay involved with CISAC. Yesterday, I got a COI package from 
Hope signing me up again until Dec 2002. I had recalled that Micah asked me to stay on 'for anotheryear' in Dec 2020 
when I fi rst thought I was getting off. I find it just not quite as much fun as it used to be... 

Best, dave 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 5/27/2021 4:12:14 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: article in THE AUSTRALIAN 

Dave, I'm continue to be concerned that we have lost control of the narrative of our US-China dialogue and that it will continue to 
be used by others as done here. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 11:34 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffin@jhsph.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: article in THE AUSTRALIAN 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Don't know if you've seen this article from The Australian. Looks like they interviewed David and Sina. I was 
not interviewed but what they say about the unnamed 'former commander of RIID' is all pretty accurate. It looks like 
they got some of our (CISAC) info; maybe from the web. Even some detail about the talk I gave on safety and security 
at our 2017 meeting in Wuhan. Caree Vanderlinden, PR at RIID, says there has recently been an increase in these 
articles trying to associate the institute and DoD with the source of the virus. 

In this context, I just finished an interesting book called Active Measures: the secret history of disinformation and political 
warfare by Thomas Rid. The first part is mostly USSR and East Germany, but I found, particularly interesting, the last 1/3 of the 
book which is fairly current, and in the digital age. 

Best, Dave 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Benjamin 
Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 6/8/2021 11:55:04 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: China dialogue 
267 full.pdf 

Dave, Raymond, Ben 

In thinking about how CISAC might contribute to addressing the COVID crisis and realizing the frenzy about the possibility of the 
virus originating from a lab leak, I wonder if we might revisit the editorial that Zhiming and I wrote for Science in 2018 (attached) 
and use this as a starting point for discussions of how such a network might be created. The politics are probably too intense now 
to really do anything, but the editorial is tangible evidence of our work together and would perhaps offer China an opportunity to 
engage in an activity that may have wide global support. Just a thought... 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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EDITORIAL 

Network for safe and secure labs 

I
he current outbreak of Ebola virus in the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo is a reminder that 
dangerous diseases exist in many corners of the 
world and that they can cause substantial human 
suffering and financial devastation locally and 
internationally. In response, institutions and na-
tions are constructing maximum biocontaininent 

laboratories (MCLs) to address these threats. MCI„s oper-
ate at the highest level of biological containment to di-
agnose, perform research on, and validate cures for life-
threatening diseases like Ebola. There are more than 50 
MCLs that are operational, under construction, or in ad-
vanced planning around the world. The global prolifera-
tion of these facilities raises 
questions about how to en-
sure their safe and secure 
operations while enhancing 
their contributions to sci-
ence and global health. One 
solution is to establish an 
MCL network that enables 
the sharing of best practices, 
collaboration, transparency, 
and exchange of specimens 
and technology. 

A multitude of challenges 
are associated with MCIs. 
Even at the idea stage, a se-
rious issue is the objection 
of local communities to the 
construction of an MCI. in 
their neighborhood. Several 
MCL operations were delayed 
or never realized because of 
public concern. Gaining com-
munity trust and support is 
therefore vital to planning and operating MC1s, so a net-
work of such labs would be valuable for sharing experi-
ences and providing guidance in these situations. 

Besides the millions of dollars that it costs to build 
a modern MCI„ there are annual operations—mainte-
nance, utility, and security—that can amount to 5 to 10% 
of the construction costs. Moreover, there is a need for 
experienced guidance and qualified oversight to ensure 
that an MCL is built and operated safely and securely. Yet, 
few such resources exist, and available training opportu-
nities are inconsistent and often costly. An MCL network 
could fill the personnel pipeline more efficiently by con-
necting experienced personnel and professional societies 
to develop standards for globally accepted training and 
create mentoring opportunities. 

"These labs handle the world's 
most dangerous pathogens..." 

Importantly, MCLs must share a culture of respon-
sibility. These labs handle the world's most dangerous 
pathogens known, and there must be safeguards to pre-
vent theft or misuse. At the same time, security must be 
balanced against mechanisms that support collaboration, 
including specimen sharing. Again, by working together 
through an MCL network to develop standards and 
guidelines, a culture of responsibility could be fortified. 

We direct a newly constructed MCL in Wuhan, China 
(Z.Y.), and an established MCL in the United States 
(J.W.L), in Galveston, Texas. In preparation for the open-
ing of the new China MCL, we engaged in short- and 
long-term personnel exchanges focused on biosafety 

training, building operations 
and maintenance, and col-
laborative scientific investi-
gations in biocontaininent 
We succeeded in transfer-
ring proven best practices 
to the new Wuhan facility. 
Both labs recently signed 
formal cooperative agree-
ments that will streamline 
future scientific and opera-
tional collaborations on dan-
gerous pathogens, although 
funding for research and the 
logistics of exchanging sped-
inens are challenges that 
we have yet to solve. Ours 
is a promising first step in 

MCL partnerships; however, 
wider national, regional, and 
international cooperation is 
needed. We benefited from 
meetings jointly sponsored by 

the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese 
National Academy of Sciences, and from World Health Or-
ganization initiatives, but stakeholders are not limited to 
human and animal health. Our partnership still requires 
input from foundations and governmental agencies that 
are involved in security, commerce, and transportation, as 
well as from the commercial sector. 

Not every country requires an MCL, but every country 
can benefit from the collaborative operation of these labs. 
We encourage existing MCLs to convene a forum that 
brings together all stakeholders to conceive of an MCL 
network so that these critical labs can tackle urgent global 
health needs safely, secureN and productively. 

-James W. Le Due and Miming Yuan 

James W. Le Duc 
is the director of the 
Galveston National 
Laboratory and 
a professor in the 
Department of 
Microbiology and 
Immunology at the 
University of Taus 
Medical Branch, 
Galveston, Texas, 
USA. jwleduc@ 
utrnb.edu 

Zhiming Yuan 
is the director 
of the Wuhan 
National Biosafety 
Laboratory of the 
Chinese Academy 
of Sciences and a 
professor at the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Wuhan, 
china. yzm@ 
whiov.cn 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 6/17/2020 8:35:03 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: You may have seen 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hope you guys are well, dave 

>> 

>> 

https://nam03.safel n ks. protection .outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbc.ca%2Fnews%2Fcanada 
°/02Fmanitobe/o2Fcanadian-scientist-sent-deadly-viruses-to-wuhan-lab-months-before-rcmp-asked-to-
investigate-
1.5609582&amp;data=02°/07C01°/07Cjwledue/040utmb.edu°/07C6bee67c2026f4899ff4d08d812c340013°/07 
C7bef256d85db4526a72d31aea2546852°/07C0°/07C0°/07C637279977086663988&amp;sdata=W88rp8gcp 
8XDbw3te/02ByzVQ8yPJyQop600nwkzTEpGlo°/03D&amp;reserved=0 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

Subject: 

Raymond JEANLOZ [jeariloz@berkeley.edu] 
5/22/2020 3:00:10 PM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU] 
Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.eduj; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) [davidrfranz@gma il.comj; Lowenthal, 
Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu] 
Re: dialoguefollowup 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim: Thanks so much for all your help and insights throughout this process... 

Raymond 

On Fri, May 22, 2020 at 6:45 AM LeDuc, Janes W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Good news on the dialogue. Their request to postpone a couple of weeks is very reasonable given their political 
responsibilities. 

Enjoy the long weekend! 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2020 10:55 PM 
To: Le Duc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; leanloz@berkeley.edui 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: dialogue follow up 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Also Peter Daszak has (many!) friends in high places: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/21/health/wuhan-
coronavirus-laboratory.html 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/preposterous-77-nobel-laureates-blast-nih-decision-cancel-
coronavirus-grant-demand 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2020 11:48 PM 
To: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
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Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: FW: dialogue fol low up 

FYI Looks like Diane's intervention worked and we are back on track. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2020 10:20 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfann.net>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 014A <gaof@irn.ac.cn>; liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn>
Subject: Re: dialogue follow up 

Dear Diane, 

Thanks for further explanation of your concern, which is understandable to us. We agree with your 
idea that both sides may publish a joint editorial at a later date. We may discuss this further later on. 

I have forwarded your proposed topics to Dr. George Gao for his advice. Since Dr. Gao and some 
of potential participants will be involved in the conference of National People's Congress next week, it 
is hard for us to find a good time to have the 3rd session next week, as you suggested. Could you 
please propose another time good for you, maybe in in the week of early June? We look forward to 
continuing our dialogue sessions. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

+Rf: '` 11 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
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http://english.cas.c n/ 
http://international-talent.cas.c n 

A if  AI Diane Griffin 

at WM 2020-05-21 08:23:40 

ttff A: 1?/1, /4 ' 
tJ : Peggy Hamburg; Rusek, Benjamin 

Ins dialogue follow up 

Dear Hui, 

We are sorry for the confusion, Peggy and I agree with Ben (and worked with him to draft the note to you). Since we 
just started convening joint virtual dialogue sessions it is not the right time to issue a press release, we are worried 
that any unnecessary attention to our interaction during this ti me of heightened political tension between ourtwo 
countries will impair ourabi lity to continue to hold these valuable sessions. We would like to move forward and 
hold a third session as Ben proposed. 

If it is CAS's desire to more widely publicize our dialogue interaction, we wonder if that publicity can wait until a 
later date and be presented in a slightly different form. Perhaps the NAS-NAM and CAS presidents and the head of 
CCDC could do what they did so effectively with the human genomeediting summit and publish a joint editorial 
(that notes the dialogue sessions) in Science urgi ng scientific cooperation to address the COVID-19 pandemic? We 
would need to discuss this proposal further with these parties before we move forward with this. 

In the meantime we would like to continue the current dialogue next week. I have attached a draft list of discussion 
topics that are more narrowly focused for consideration.Input from CAS and CCDC is welcome. If this basic plan is 
agreeable, let us know and Ben will be in touch with more definitive plans. 

Diane and Peggy 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 
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To: NancyConnell@jhu.edu[NancyConnell@jhu.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
dgriffi6©jhu.edu[dgriffi6©jhu.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; jeanloz@berkeley.edupeanloz@berkeley.edu]; LeDuc, 
James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; peter.palese©mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Hare, 
Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 7/23/2020 2:51:30 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Notes from last year's CISAC Bio Conf Call 
CISAC Bio Conference Call Auaust2019  c.docx 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC Bio Gang, 
Last August we had a conference call on bio topics. Attached are notes from the call, Dave's list of CISAC bio engagements, and Jim 
and Dave's SWOT analysis for that call, all combined into one document. I'm sharing this so that we can build on rather than 
reinvent during the CISAC meeting tomorrow. 
We look forward to talking with you tomorrow. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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CISAC Bio Past and New Directions 17 September 2019 

These are (1) notes from the August 26, 2019 CISAC Bio Conference Call, (2)A bullet list by Franz of 
CISAC bio engagements since 2007, and (3) A draft SWOT analysis by Le Duc and Franz. 

CISAC Bio Conference Call Notes 
Monday August 26, 2019, 11am-1pm EDT 

Partici pants: Nancy Connell, Dave Franz, Diane Griffin, Raymond Jeanloz, Ji m Le Duc, Peter Palese, David 
Reiman; Staff: Nicole Cervenka, Rita Guenther, Micah Lowenthal, Ben Rusek. 

A. Introduction 

• Franz and Lowenthal opened the discussion by noting that we are at the point 
where it's important to regroup and think about what we're trying to accomplish. 
There have been changes in countries with which we have been engaging, as well as 
changes in sources of funding as of late, so it is a good strategic time to us to discuss 
them in greater detail. We plan for this to be the start of a longer discussion on 
where we're going with CISAC. 

• The focus of the current administration has shifted to worrying about state -level or 
state-based bio-related threats, as opposed to the focus on counter-terrorism that 
has dominated since 9/11. The government has moved to be more focused on the 
near-term, 2-year horizon, compared to a 10-year horizon. This new landscape is 
complicated for bio, because there are no declared state bioweapon programs. 

B. Banner 

• The group agreed to conduct CISAC bio activities under the "International Networks 
& Cooperation" section of the NASEM Policy and Global Affairs Division. This is just a 
banner, not an organizational change. The change is being taken because the banner of 
international security and arms control has been a handicap in some countries because of 
the association with bioweapons. 

C. Updates on bilateral dialogues and projects 
• By way of overview or framing, Franz said that CISAC's engagements have been about 

people, culture, and healthy leadership in laboratories. The only country we haven't been 
able to work with in recent years is Russia. In India, our contacts are in transition. In China, 
Pei Yong and Jim LeDuc's lab contacts have made this work possible. 

1. China 
• Lowenthal noted that Franz and Le Duc's relationships set us up for success, starting with a 

meeting in 2007, but really taking off in the last five years. The question now is how do we 
continue engagement in China building on what has been accomplished. 

• Palese pointed out that George Gao was just elected to US NAS, and can help a great deal, 
and Rusek agreed, explaining that Gao has been the key to our recent work. CI SAC has 
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partnered with the China CDC and the Chinese Academy of Sciences, working with George 
Gao and Mei Fong, engaging at Chinese high containment laboratories. Together Cl SAC and 
these counterparts convened a meeting in Wuhan in 2017, in Galveston in 2018, and in 
Harbin at the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences BSL-4 laboratory in early 2019. A 
fourth meeting was to be held in Kunming, but the Kunming leadership is not ready to hold 
a high-level meeting with us yet. The politics have made for a more difficult relationship. 
The next meeting will be in Wuhan and will be the last meeting in this series of grants. 

• Le Duc said that Pei Yong from the Galveston National Laboratory is planning to go to 
Kunming in October, supported by CISAC funds. Hopefully we'll have some in-depth 
discussion with Kunming in the future. The lab in Wuhan generated a funding source 
allowing collaborative scientific research and there have been a move from talking to actual 
joint research being undertaken. This is a model we should explore further, as an 
opportunity for sustained funding on the Chinese side. 

• Rusek said that many on the call considered, Is now the right time to formalize the China 
dialogue with NAS and CAS? Participants said yes, in part because now would be a good idea 
so that we can push through anticipated future difficulties based on U.S.-China relations and 
the lack of future U.S. grants. The plan is to design this formalization in a way that will not 
commit us to work on anything that is too far down in the weeds. A letter was sent from 
Diane Griffin and Peggy Hamburg that proposed to address specifically biosecurity issues, 
disease surveillance, not human health or human gene editing (Guenther noted that Cl SAC 
is one of multiple partners at NASEM and these topics are covered in other relationships 
with the Chinese). 

• Franz noted that this is a growing field and concern in China. China has two new Elsevier 
journals on Biosafety and Biosecurity and have projects that involved Pakistan 
collaboration as well. 
Consider: what would you like to see us do in China following the great successes we have 
had? 

2. Pakistan 
• Guenther described the Pakistan work, which has been a series of three projects on clinical 

labs in Pakistan for human and animal health. The second of these resulted creation of a 
Pakistan Academy of Sciences handbook on biosafety practices in these lab. At the 
upcoming Doha meeting we will strategize how Pakistanis can implement the ideas of the 
handbook. Anwar Nasim and Amer I kram have enabled our work in Pakistan. A goal is to 
strengthen relationships, building upon work going forward, and we need to consider 
funding, conception, how to fit into the larger landscape that includes USAID and others. 
Inflection point on this dialogue. Franz has been helpful in maintaining relationships from 
afar and in person on the ground in Islamabad 

• Lowenthal observed that this work is further afield from the topics CISAC usually engages 
in: historically, CISAC has addressed issues related to bioweapons, biosafety, and biorisk 
management. We also do work in bio where we can open doors others can't. Clinical labs in 
this context, potentially opened door to work on other things. If the work on human and 
animal health topics can continue, then we have to decide if that's a good use of our time, or 
if we can instead we can build on this work in areas we are more interested in, or we hand it 
off to another group. Maybe we facilitate military medical-to military-medical contacts 
(Franz noted that lkram would be a good partner for that). 
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• Franz said that the Fogarty Center has done work there on leadership, but this has come to 
an end. We have to be cautious about new activities, because of the backdrop of corruption 
and insecurity (especially job security for young people). When we talk about Pakistan, we 
think of nuclear weapons and terrorism, but Pakistan has a lot of good programs and 
training available. 

• Rusek said that working in Pakistan is a challenge, for many reasons. With State 
Department funding, we have to get permission from State to travel there, and when we 
meet with people, they have to be approved by State. There is also a limit to the number of 
Americans traveling to Pakistan on each project to just 2. This is why we've had meetings 
outside of Pakistan, however, we are only getting the people who travel. This has included 
meetings in Thailand, Seychelles, and next we will meet in Doha. What kind of strategies can 
we employ to keep up our relationship with Pakistan contacts? The PAS home base is in 
Islamabad, but they are a shell for us to work with. Previously collaboration was great: they 
were willing to host at their building, but there are no life scientists there now. Part of the 
goal was to build the capacity of PAS, putting their name on a few projects, and we achieved 
this to some extent. 

• Guenther asked How tactically do we engage, especially with I kram, who is now at a 
government agency? This is something to consider going forward. 

• Franz noted that Pakistan was building a BL 4 lab, but last time he spoke to Ikram it seemed 
a little more uncertain that they were doing this. This whole area of working around high 
containment labs, although it is a small part of each country's infectious disease enterprise, 
is a place where we can find good people. 

3. India 
• Guenther described the recent history of CISAC's bio work in India. We began series of 

meetings through the Indian National Science Academy (1NSA). The first meeting was held 
in 2014 and focused on biosafety and biosecurity issues. It was clear that the capacity for 
BSL-3/4 research was strong in India and there has been growing concern about the desire 
to establish these sorts of labs in the region. This led to a regional workshop in Seychelles 
sponsored by the State Department and co-convened by NAS and I NSA. The goal was to 
position India as a regional leader and open the possibility that other countries could forgo 
the development of their own high-containment labs if they could work in Indian labs. We 
sought to: encourage countries to work together, prevent accidents, discuss exchanging 
strains, promote biosurveillance, and encourage cooperative research. We sought out young 
people to attend. Experts from fourteen countries in South and Southease Asia participated. 

• In the next phase of our work, we are undertaking a project that will support two smaller 
meetings of experts in India. The topics are: synthetic biology and biorisk management. The 
second project arose from a workshop in Germany on gene editing, and the Indians are 
interested in pursuing a larger conference looking at emerging biotechnology with a focus 
on research investments and governance of these new technologies. The workshop will be 
held in the first quarter of 2020. The State (BE P) funders were interested in how they can 
also keep abreast of the technologies emerging in India and how they can be ahead of these 
things. S.R. Rao, who served as the head of the government of India's Department of 
Biotechnology, requested the workshop, but he and other Indian experts and leaders have 
not communicated much and have not identified whom to work with. Capacity is thin. 
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• State has not given us further funding for work with India. Other groups have been given 
grants. Franz noted that other groups, including Johns Hopkins, have also started working in 
India after CISAC did its workshops. No end of work to be done, relationships with 
colleagues there; it's a place where you have to stay engaged, because if we are not able to 
continue then the people will have changed positions. The uptake is quite long. 

• Lowenthal said that there is a challenge in that the I NSA has not been very functional; NAS 
has done the work It can even sometimes be a hindrance to the work Rao no longer head of 
the Department of Biotechnology. Challenges there. 

What issues we should address? Partners to engage? 

• Griffin said that India was planning on building several BSL-4 facilities, they have at least 
two and were building another in the South of India. Franz said that Pune is the main one 
we have been engaged with. 

• Guenther elaborated that in 2007/08 the Indian Government published a plan for building 
new labs, updating existing labs, and getting things up to speed. The U.S. CDC helped them 
to upgrade their labs and reviewed the government's plans. This was very successful, and 
CDC was well-received, unlike some other organizations in US. Working in India concerned 
with disease and animal diseases. We're not sure about the status of current plans. 

4. Russia 
• Guenther said that we have had no engagement on bio in Russia for many years. There has 

been an agreement in principle with our Russian partners to initiate two joint projects, we 
just need the funding. Project 1 would be to look at lessons learned from 2014 Ebola 
outbreak. Project 2 would be to build on work done many years ago under Glenn 
Schweitzer. We have a contact at an influenza lab in St. Petersburg who is also a professor 
at the university there. Universities could be a good forum for these discussions. The door is 
still open for U.S. scientists to go talk to the Russians about these issues. Perhaps we could 
find funding through US Embassy? 

• Le Duc said that he and Rita attended the UNESCO meeting in Moscow in November 2018, 
and he was struck by the tone of some of the official comments there. It impressed on him 
the need to extend dialogue and renew contacts we've developed over the past decade. He 
met director of influenza lab last fall, and think there is potential for collaborative work 
there. 

• Griffin had a discussion with John Boright about a young scientist frontiers program. 
Guenther also spoke with him about this. 

• Connell said that she asked a young woman at the University of St. Petersburg to forward 
an invitation to Guenther for a September meeting, Anastasia Malagina (heads program on 
international security / arms control there). 

5. Update on study on international biological and health security engagement 
• Guenther described this study which is to advise the Bio Cooperative Threat Reduction wing 

of the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, providing consensus report on a 5-year revision 
for them to improve international bioengagement programs. The report will be out at the 
end of this year or beginning of next year. 

• Franz is co-chair of the study committee and said that it's been challenging in a number of 
different ways, but we're moving forward and are close to a near-final draft of the report. 
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6. Update on workshop on norms for provision oflaboratories to developing countries 
• Lowenthal explained that there was a workshop in June 2018 in Amsterdam. It went pretty 

well, and we produced a summary. It involved a collaboration with the Board on Life 
Sciences at NAS. Ann Arvin chaired the planning committee and Connell and Franz served 
on it. This was envisioned as the first of multiple meetings, but State has changed its focus 
and will no longer will support this kind of work. 

• Connell said that the plan was to have next meeting with recipients. State was interested in 
the donors, but we were trying to persuade them that the recipients were an important 
component. 

7. Discussion ofglobal network of BSL-4 lab leaders 
• Le Duc said that he produced an op-ed with a Chinese counterpart recently and received 

some nice comments, but nothing has happened beyond that. We aren't going to get this 
going without some serious funding. The Global Virus Network has discussed this and was 
interested in pursuing it. 

• Franz mentioned the WHO meeting on this topic and Le Duc said 
• Jim: Fellow from WHO arranged the meeting, his work is focused on biosafety, produced 

biosafety videos and shared them online. 
• Ben: Applied for funding to continue this work, but it didn't go through. Would have been of 

interest to Chinese, prohibited by DOS. Open Philanthropy or others could bring together 
funding on this. 

D. Goals, Topics, and Strategy 
• Franz started discussion about where we'd like to go and what we'd like to accomplish. 

There's a lot more competition than when we started this a few years ago. He went to a 
CRDF conference, and they have 140 staff now and are supporting the CDC, NI H, Fogarty, 
and JHU (Inglesby's group - staff support and senior scientists and clinicians). We are 
working with a pretty small bench. 

• Lowenthal said that Open Philanthropy is a new funder that gave the JHU Center for Health 
Security $16M over three years and gave NTI $12M (at the time the first grant there was 
just one person, and with the first $2M in grants she built up a staff to carry out projects). 
Jaime Yassif was the program officer at Open Philanthropy and we had conversations with 
her about funding CISAC, but she left Open Phil joined NTI and now there is a new contact, 
Andrew Snyder-Beattie from Oxford who said they are trying to figure out what the next 
move will be. 

• Le Duc said that it would be wise to speak to Mark Smolinski. He was talking about Open 
Philanthropy and implied that he was coordinator of some kind. Could coordinate 
something that would be appropriate for Open Philanthropy. 

• Lowenthal said that we need access to funders, and we also need to articulate what our 
vision, goals, and strategy are, and how we will carry out activities on the ground. 

• Griffin asked What can our unique contributions be? Credibility is one of our assets, but I 
think we need to figure out what we can contribute uniquely or better than what others can 
do in this area. 

• Franz said that high-containment labs are an area where we're uniquely equipped and 
knowledgeable. Griffin agreed, saying that the BSL-4 expertise is a wedge. 
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• Le Duc said that the NAS is unique - a very powerful tool that we should be using as a 
foundation for all of our collaborations. We've been successful because we've augmented 
dialogues with cutting-edge science. No one else has this to offer. 

• Franz said that it makes a big difference if Peggy, others are involved and present at our 
activities. 

• Palese asked if we should ask what the other academies (other countries) would like to 
accomplish and the contact that they would like to have? 

• Connell underscored the value of the long-term relationships with established people in all 
of these countries. High-level discussions, scientist-to-scientist are beneficial. Open Phil is 
deeply affected by the perspectives of new millionaires who are flooding the field. They are 
young and inexperienced. If there's a way that that can be addressed without pointing it 
out...they think they're going to shake things up and make the changes we have all failed to 
make. 

• Lowenthal said the NAS has done biosecurity engagements through other parts of NAS - Jo 
Husbands has led work through the I nterAcademy Partnership (IAP), and there's a 
biosecurity working group through that. There is now a discussion about having a scientific 
advisory mechanism for the BWC, a formal mechanism rather than ad hoc. This is a different 
kind of engagement, and it may not continue if a formal mechanism is created and we may 
no longer be involved. Jo won't continue this work forever, maybe CISAC wants to pick this 
up? 

• Connell said that at the last meeting of experts of the Biological Weapons Convention, the 
Pakistanis and Chinese drafted a code of conduct and the Germans and others have 
proposed a science advisory mechanism. IAP has a strong focus on science diplomacy and 
young people. It provides important points of contact for what IAP does. 

• Relman joined the call after technical difficulties with NAS Zoom. 
• Lowenthal asked What kinds of topics should we be addressing? 
• Palese said This is out of left field, but the Chinese are developing some kind of ointment 

that can switch the ratio of male versus female births. They are experimenting on chickens 
and mice. This is not the same sort of threat we usually think about, but it is a serious 
concern. 

• Lowenthal said that he and Jeanloz had a conversation with Jerry Joyce, and Joyce suggested 
the topic of securing the manufacturing of biological therapeutics and gene therapies: how 
to ensure that this is safe and secure. We've previously spoken about disease surveillance—
that's moving counter to fashion in terms of what funders want to focus on. Part of what we 
need to do is to look at goals then chase funders after that, not the other way around. 

• Griffin said that surveillance is important, but it's not our area of expertise. Lots of people 
have spent a lot of money with schemes that haven't worked. That's not where our focus 
should be. 

• Lowenthal said that without disagreeing regarding surveillance, if we think that a topic is 
otherwise appropriate and valuable then if we don't have the right people on CI SAC, we can 
add more people, engage those who are interested. 

• Jeanloz said that intertwining several themes - the interest within the USG has shifted and 
now some of our previous funding sources has gone towards state-sponsored programs. 
The focus on terrorism has diminished. For many years, it has been difficult to have 
conversations with states about state-sponsored programs. CISAC can maintain focus even 
when the government wants to shift focus. We should find the means to continue ongoing 
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emphasis on biosafety and biosecurity as a way of maintaining people-to-people contacts 
and address terrorism, but it's more broad than that. There are states with a bioweapons 
capability without a program; this focus on state-sponsored bioweapons programs is 
antiquated and not in line with current threats. Sensitive diagnostics is an emerging theme 
that we've heard about. Emerging threats should include both intentional and accidental. 

• Relman said that we easily get trapped by terminology and definitions, things of the past. 
One way around that would be to appeal to the scientist-to-scientist technical approach - 
look at developing or evolving technologies and talk about them as scientists and then their 
broader relevance to global security. 

o A topic of personal interest for Relman is the microbiome, major liability involved 
and malevolent actors. 

o Another example: George Church has a new piece coming out on exploitation of 
machine learning neural network mechanism, people who design genetic sequences, 
can identify a person based on their previous experience genetic engineering 
designs. Where does this leave us in regards to the potential benefits to security 
applications? 

• Franz said our method of engagement is effective against large state threats as much as it is 
against terrorism. 

• Rusek said of the State Department Bio CTR program that he is not sure how they're going 
to address this or will be reconstituted to do something else. The countries they are most 
concerned about are the same ones they are prohibited from engaging with. 

• Lowenthal said we should question the underlying thought that this is how we should 
package these kinds of threats. 

Final thoughts 
• Palese asked if we want to engaging in contexts in which we are not supposed to engage - 

can we circumvent by using Open Phil money or other sources of financing? 
• Connell replied that perhaps we could. She also suggested some new directions consider: 

Engagement with Iran? Utilize Pugwash? Regarding the focus of USG programs right now, 
they seem to be more interested in insider threat training. 

• Rusek said that Bob Mikulak might be able to discuss with us how we might interface with 
DOS, see where state is going. 

• Lowenthal said that we would like to continue this conversation over email and hear your 
ideas. In addition, a special request: think about CISAC membership and participants, send 
us names of people we should engage with on these issues. 

• Franz closed by saying that we should consider technical gaps when we look at 
membership. 

NOTE: This is a list of experts who have been suggested for CISAC activities. Some have already 
been involved. To identify them, we have listed their affiliation, Academy membership (if any), and 
their age in 2019. Please suggest additions and provide Micah with endorsements. 

Ann Arvin (Stanford, NAM, 74), Jill Banfield (UC Berkeley, NAS, 60), Ralph Baric (U NC Chapel Hill, 
65), Kavita Berger (Gryphon Scientific, 43), Jennifer Doudna (UC Berkeley, NAS/NAM, 55), Paul 
Keim (N.Ariz.U., 64), Tom Ksiazek (UTMB, 73), Megan Palmer (Stanford, 37), David Relman 
(Stanford, NAM, 63), Linda Saif (Ohio State, NAS, 72), Sara Sawyer (U Colorado, 44), Pei-Yong Shi 
(UTMB, —50?), Andrea Stahl (Henry M. Jackson Foundation, 52), Tim Stearns (Stanford, 58) 
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CISAC Bio Engagements since 2007 

Multi-national 
Pivotal 2011 Istanbul Meeting. 32 Countries. High Containment Lab Focus 

China. (Ben Lead)----High-Containment Lab and Science (Virology) focus 
2007. Peggy and Dave Beijing Began discussions with CBSG underCPCFP&D 

AMMS, Inst of Biophysics, Inst of Micro & Innmuno 
Dave and Jim stayed in touch and conducted 'busy-work' for 4-5 years 

Ca. 2012-2013. Jim and Dave attended meeting in Wuhan 
Met Zhiming and post-docwho trained in Galveston 
Jim and Dave visit Kunming 'new' CAMS BSL-4 Lab 

Sep 2015—Organized meeting in Beijing...included science 
May 2017—Organized meeting in Wuhan new CAS BSL-4--science and high-containment 

(Jim and Dave on Editorial Board of two new Chinese/English Journals) 
Wuhan: BS and BS. China CDC: BS and Health 

Jan 2018----Organized meeting in Galveston at UTMB 
Three BSL-4 directors & China CDC directorattended 

Oct 2018---Jim and ZhinningScience OpEd on Containment Lab Networking 
Jan 2019---Organized meeti ng at Harbin new CAAS BSL-4 Lab 

India (Rita & Ben Lead)---Regulatory support and BS/BS focus 
2012-2014---Several scopingtrips and with NAS other USG parties (Ben, Rita or Dave) 
Nov 2014---Indo-US workshop on Chal lenges EID and GH Security in Delhi 
May 2016----Indo-US Regional Meeting in Seychelles. 15 countries 
[Funding stopped; Indo-US dialogue begun byJHU Centerfor Health Security] 

Pakistan (Rita & Ben Lead)---Clinical Lab upgrades and education focus 
Sep 2016---Islamabad Mtg, Strengthening PH Clinical Labs in Pakistan 
Apr 2017 ---Rita, Ben & Dave visit Islamabad to organize Clinical Manual preparation 
Jan 2018---Bangkok nneetingto bring Pak and US authors together 
Mar 2019---Meeting in Islamabad forofficial release of 240p Clinical manual 

[Pak first authors and US co-authors] 

Russia 
No organized meetings after March 2014 
Rita visits regularly and staying in touch with US Embassy and RAS key personnel 
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CISAC Bio Past and New Directions 17 September 2019 

NAS CISAC next steps—draft SWOT analysis, 29 Aug 2019. 

1. Strengths 
a. The prestige of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
b. Natural linkage to otherAcadernies of Science around the world 
c. Unparalleled access to outstanding US scientists across the 'biological' space 
d. In-depth expertise in technical fields 
e. Unique expertise at interface between biological sciences and security 
f. Deep expertise in biocontainnnent research and lab operations 

i. Proven track record of effective engagement with Chinese biocontainment labs 
ii. Long-term open and frank relationships with seniorChinese professionals 

2. Weaknesses 
a. Lack of sustained funding 
b. Erosion of political/financial support amongtraditional partners/sponsors 
c. Political chal lenges independent of focus, i.e. China trade war 
d. Aging cadre of leaders in CISAC; contacts/partners aging as wel l —ourcontacts are 

becoming less relevant as they age out of leadership positions 
e. Limitations on areas where USG can invest 
f. Overextended support staff at NAS 

3. Opportunities 
a. Global proliferation of biocontainnnent laboratories, challengingto operate/maintain 

i. Leaders of these complex facilities easily form professional bonds 
b. Rapidly changingtechnical advances (i.e. CRISPR) with security implications 
c. Entry of new donors into the space, i.e. Open Philanthropy, Gates 

4. Threats 
a. Biological threats a low priority of current USA national leadership 
b. Failure of potential funders to understand the benefits of such engagement 
c. Erosion of NAS progress made to date due to lack of sustained engagement 
d. Unintended consequences of political turmoil, i.e. inability to get visas 
e. Competition in this space from others, i.e. J HU center, NTI 
f. Lack of high-level USG support or interest in global engagement/cooperation 

i. Belief by some in governnnentthat al l relationships with China pose undue risk 

[ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT ] 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sat 1/16/2021 2:18:55 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Fact Sheet: Activity at the Wuhan Institute of Virology - United States Department of State 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Gertz claims are another part of the effort to claim that SARS-CoV-2 was created by China. 
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/jan/6/dany-shoham-virus-likely-unnatural/ 
Micah 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 12:53 AM 
To: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Fact Sheet: Activity at the Wuhan Institute of Virology - United States Department of State 

https://www.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at-the-wuhan-institute-of-virology/ 

Jan 20th can't get here soon enough. 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 'Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)'[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'Peggy 
HamburgTheggy©hbfam.net]; 'David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Nancy ConnellThlancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Palese, Peterlpeter.palese@mssm.edu]; 'Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sun 2/7/2021 10:43:50 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

In his final days in office, then-Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, who had been harshly critical of China, issued a fact sheet and 
statement claiming: "The U.S. government has reason to believe that several researchers inside the WIV became sick in autumn 
2019, before the first identified case of the outbreak, with symptoms consistent with both covid-19 and common seasonal 
illnesses." If the U.S. government possesses information to corroborate that statement, it should release it, including declassifying 
any intelligence. https://www.washingtonpost.com opinions/2021/02/05/coronavirus-origins-mystery-china 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 11:25 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

FYI when this article was released it received a lot of criticism as speculative Internet compilation by a novelist with no scientific 
background 
For example: https://twitter.com/angie rasmussen/status/1346232195430510592 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 10:52 PM 
To: Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <i_wieducPUTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnellgjhu.edu>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekOnas.edu>
Subject: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

Bio Gang, 
Another article that is making the rounds arguing that SARS-CoV-2 is likely from a lab accident. 
https://nymag.corniinteiliszencer/article/c—navirus-lab-escape-theory.html 
This is by writer Nicholson Baker who quotes many different sources. Although it is readable, it is quite long and I have only 
skimmed it. I doubt that it will provide new insights, but I thought that you should know about it. 
Best, 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 2/15/2021 11:11:44 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: NYT interviews Daszak 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Wow! You guys are getting hammered. My sister from central Kansas said it was -9 F there this morning. Tough storm, 
dave 

On Feb 15, 2021, at 11:54 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Dave. Interesting interview and trip. 
From beautiful ice covered Galveston where there is no power and temp today is 27 and low tonight in the 
teens. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 15, 2021, at 9:02 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz a umail.com> wrote: 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Ben, Do we have any more Zoom calls on the calendar, with our Chinese colleagues? Hope 
you, and especially Kish, are doing well. Best, dave 

A W.H.O. Researcher 
on His Trip to China 
Seeking Origins of the 
Virus 
By James Gorman 

Feb. 14, 2021 

An interview with Peter Daszak, an animal 

disease specialist, just after his return from an 
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investigative research mission to Wuhan, the 

site of the original Covid outbreak, and 

surrounding areas. 

Peter Daszak in Wuhan, China, this 
month.Credit...Aly Song/Reuters 

• Feb. 14, 2021 

A team of experts selected by the World Health 

Organization to investigate the origins of the 

virus that caused the Covid-19 pandemic 

returned last week from Wuhan, site of the 

world's first outbreak. The team, having broken 

the ice with Chinese scientists, plans to produce 

a joint report on the possible origins of the 

virus. 

The two groups of scientists, from China and 

the W.H.O., agreed to pursue some ideas that 

the Chinese government has been promoting, 

like the possibility that the virus was transported 

on frozen food. But the W.H.O. team also 

became frustrated by China's refusal to turn 

over raw data for analysis. 

Peter Daszak, a member of the W.H.O. team 

and the president of EcoHealth Alliance in New 
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York, is primarily concerned with the animal 

origins of the virus. A specialist in animal 

diseases and their spread to humans, Dr. Daszak 
has worked with the Wuhan Virology Institute, 
a collaboration that last year prompted the 
Trump administration to cancel a grant to his 
organization. 
In an interview after his return to New York, he 
said that the visit had provided some new clues, 
which all of the scientists, Chinese and 
international, agreed most likely pointed to an 
animal origin within China or Southeast Asia. 
The scientists have largely discounted claims 
that the virus originated in a lab, saying that 

possibility was so unlikely that it was not worth 

further investigation. 
He reflected on the atmosphere in Wuhan and 
his first glimpse of the seafood market where 
the initial outbreak occurred last year, although 
it was not the site of the first cases. He also said 
the path ahead would be straightforward 
scientifically, but not politically. 

A transcript of the conversation, condensed and 
edited for length, follows: 
You've been to China and to Wuhan many 

times before. How was this different? 
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Well, this was weird. There's certain things 
when you go into China that you're supposed to 
do. The first thing you do is have a meeting and 
then have a meal. And if you don't have a meal, 

it's considered extremely rude. This time we 

spent two weeks in Zoom calls from our 

quarantine hotel. Then we went to meet in 
person and still didn't have meals with our host. 
We had meals in a separate room. 
So it was just a very difficult, very intense, very 
emotional trip. In Wuhan, there's this feeling of 

post-traumatic shock. 

The city went on lockdown, I think, 76 days. 
They were locked in their apartments — people 

died, and they didn't know about it. And from 

then on, they've been accused of starting a 
pandemic, and it's been called the Wuhan virus, 

the China virus, and there was just a sense of 
outrage and sadness. 
Did that make it difficult in terms of the 
scientific purpose of the trip? 
No. You've got a task to do. You've 
volunteered. You know what it's going to be 
like. You get caught up in the historical 
importance. I don't know if we were the first 

foreigners to walk around the Huanan seafood 
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market, which is blocked off even to Chinese 

citizens. The only people that have been in there 

have been the Chinese disease investigators. We 
met with the doctors that treated the first known 

Covid patients. 

These people have been through harrowing 

conditions, and they're now lauded as heroes in 

China, and then the rest of the world now is 

fighting that war. And China, of course, is 

absolutely petrified of this virus catching hold 

again. 

When you arrive at the airport, they come on the 

plane in full P.P.E.; you're escorted down a 

separate quarantine pathway; you get tested. 

You're driven to the hotel, you go in your room, 

and you're locked in for two weeks. It's just 

severe. The people who come to your door are 

in full P.P.E. The waste from your trash, from 

the hotel room, goes into a yellow bag with a 
biohazard sign on it. 

It was a totally different experience when I 

returned home, where I didn't even get a 

notification that I've got to quarantine. I signed 

on to the New York state app, but no one is 

going to knock on my door and tell me, "Stay 

indoors." 
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Did you learn anything from this trip that 

you didn't know before? 

From Day 1, the data we were seeing were new 

that had never been seen outside China. Who 

were the vendors in the Huanan seafood 

market? Where did they get their supply chains? 

And what were the contacts of the first cases? 

How real were the first cases? What other 

clusters were there? 

When you asked for more, the Chinese 

scientists would go off, and a couple of days 

later, they've done the analysis, and we've got 

new information. It was extremely useful. At the 

time, you couldn't really say much. We were 

trying to not undermine the process by revealing 

anything while we were on the trip. 

Image 

The Huanan seafood market in 
Wuhan.Credit...Getty Images/Getty Images 
What can you say now about the market and 

what you saw? 

The market closed on the 31st of December or 

the 1st of January, and China C.D.C. sent a 

team in of scientists to try and find out what was 

going on. It was a very extensive study, 

swabbing every surface of this place. We knew 
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early on that there were 500 samples collected, 
and there were many positives, and in that 
sampling were some animal carcasses, or meat. 
But there was not really much information 

publicly about what had been done. So we got 
all that information. And that, to me, was a real 
eye-opener. 

They'd actually done over 900 swabs in the end, 
a huge amount of work. They had been through 
the sewage system. They'd been into the air 

ventilation shaft to look for bats. They'd caught 
animals around the market. They'd caught cats, 
stray cats, rats, they even caught one weasel. 
They'd sampled snakes. People had live snakes 
at the market, live turtles, live frogs. 
Rabbits were there, rabbit carcasses. A farm 
with rabbits could have been really critical. 

There was talk about badgers, and in China, 
when they say badger, that means ferret badger. 
It's a mustelid, related to weasels. Animals were 
coming into that market that could have carried 
the coronavirus. They could have been infected 
by bats somewhere else in China and brought it 

in. So that's clue No. 1. 
There were 10 stalls that sold wildlife. There 

were vendors from South China, including 
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Yunnan Province, Guangxi Province and 
Guangdong Province. Yunnan Province is 

where the closest relative to SARS-CoV-2 is 
found in bats. Guangxi and Guangdong are 

where the pangolins were captured. They had 

close viruses. 
You've got animals coming in to the market 

which are susceptible. Some of these are 
coming from places where we know the nearest 
relatives of the virus are found. So there's the 
real red flag. 
Now the Chinese group did swab those animals, 

and they were all negative, but it's just one 
small group of animals in the freezer that were 

left behind. We don't know what else was for 
sale there. So these two clues are really 

important. 
When we got to actually visit the market, to me 
it was quite striking. The pictures you see of 
that market closed now are of quite orderly 
buildings with shutters, and you think, This a 
very efficient, typical city market. It doesn't 
really look like a live animal market. Once you 
get there on the ground, it's different. It's pretty 

ramshackle. 
It looks like a place that would sell live animals. 
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There's plenty of evidence of live aquatic 
animals, the turtle tanks, the fish tanks, the 
snakes, which we know were available. What 
we now have are a clear link and a potential 
pathway. 
What about the cases that appeared before 
the outbreak in the seafood market? 
There was other spread going on outside of 
Huanan market. There are other patients who 
have no links to the market, quite a few in 
December. There were other markets. And we 
do know that some of the patients had links to 
other markets. We need to do some further 

work, and then the Chinese colleagues need to 

do some further work. 

When we sat down as a group, the China team 

and the W.H.O. team on the last full day of 

work, and said, "Let's go through the 
hypotheses," the one that received the most 
enthusiastic support was this pathway 
wildlife, through a domesticated wildlife link, 
into Wuhan. 
What is the next step? 
For the animals chain, it's straightforward. The 
suppliers are known. They know the farm name; 

they know the owner of the farm. You've got to 
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go down to the farm and interview the farmer 

and the family. You've got to test them. You've 
got to test the community. You've got to go and 
look and see if there are any animals left at any 

farms nearby and see if they've got evidence of 
infection, and see if there is any cross-border 
movement. If the virus is in those southern 

border states, it's possible that there's been 
some movement across neighboring countries 
like Vietnam, Laos or Myanmar. We're finding 
more and more related viruses now. There's one 
in Japan and one in Cambodia, one in Thailand. 
For the human side, look for earlier cases, for 
clusters; look in blood banks for serum, if 
possible. Anything like this is going to be 
sensitive in China, and it's going to take some 
persuasion and diplomacy and energy for them 

to do that because, to be honest, looking for the 

source of this virus within China is not a great, 
high priority I think for the Chinese 
government. Anywhere this virus is shown to 
emerge is a political issue. That's one of the 
problems, and that is clear and obvious to 
anyone who has been looking at this. 
Do you have a particular animal that you 

suspect right now as an intermediate link, 
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more strongly than others? 
It's too up in the air. We don't know if civets 
were on sale. We know they are very easily 
infected. We don't know what the situation is 
with the mink farms in China or the other fur 
farms, like raccoon dogs, even though they're 
normally farmed in a different part of China. 
That needs to be followed up on, too. 
But if you were to say which pathway would 
you put the most weight on, I think the virus 
emerging either in Southeast Asia or Southern 
China from bats, getting into a domesticated 
wildlife farm. I've been to many of these, and 
they often have mixed species — civets, ferret 
badgers, raccoon dogs. Those animals would be 
able to get infected from bats. 
Either the people that work there get infected 
and bring it in, or animals are shipped in, live or 
recently killed, that bring the virus into a 
market. Once it's in a market — either Huanan 
or another one in Wuhan — you've got a dense 
population of people moving through those 
markets. And it's going to be a real potential for 
an amplification. 
The new data that you saw, for instance, on 

the vendors and their supply chains, will that 
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be in your full report? 
I hope so. There'll be some things that are going 
to be confidential, without a doubt. Patient 
records are kept highly confidential in China. 

We have an image in the West of China being 

authoritarian and they are videoing everyone. 
They can have access to anything. But patient 
records are very private, and some are not 
accessible. 

We wanted to meet with certain patients. They 

didn't want to meet, so they weren't pushed to 
meet with us. There's no reason to believe that 
was shenanigans. I'm hoping all the information 
about vendors, vendor chains will be there. But 

if not, we've seen it. We've got it. And we will 

be following up. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Yuan Zhiming [yzm@wh.iov.crij 
2/20/2021 1:16:08 AM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU] 
ID :Happy New Year 

WARNING: This email originated from outsi de of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim, 

Nice to have heard you again. During the last year, we all experienced the hardest time, fighting against 

the virus, fighting against the rumors. The lab. operated smoothly he efficiently, providing a crucial 

platform for pathogen identifiication, animal modeling, antiviral drug screening and vaccine development, 

and we are very proud of the role and achievements of the laboratory. Here, I would like to express my 

sincere thanks to you and your colleagues for your assitance for the safety and secure operation of the 

lab. 

I really hope you could come back here after the epidemic and we could share our understanding on lab 

management and infectious disease control. 

Best regards and looking forward to seeing you in near future. 

Zhiming 

Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: LeDUC. 3arnes W. 
Date: 2021-02-12 10:05 
To: Yuan Zhimina 
Subject: Happy New Year 
Dear Zhi mi ng, 

I hope that yourare well and healthy! Maryellen and I take this opportunity to wish you and yourfamily a very happy 
new year, filled with good health and happiness. We are all happy to see the past yearcome to an end and are looking 
forward to a COVID-19 free new year, filled with good friends and great joy. 

With my very best wishes, 

Jim 
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JannesW. Le Duc 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 'Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)'[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'Peggy 
HamburgTheggy©hbfam.net]; 'David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Nancy ConnellThiancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Palese, Peterlpeter. palese©mssm.edu]; 'Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sun 2/21/2021 9:41:26 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FRONTLINE I China's COVID Secret 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Well produced PBS Frontline piece on the early days of covid-19 in China 
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/chinas-covid-secrets/ 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 11:44 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; 'Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu)' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W.' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

In his final days in office, then-Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, who had been harshly critical of China, issued a fact sheet and 
statement claiming: "The U.S. government has reason to believe that several researchers inside the WIV became sick in autumn 
2019, before the first identified case of the outbreak, with symptoms consistent with both covid-19 and common seasonal 
illnesses." If the U.S. government possesses information to corroborate that statement, it should release it, including declassifying 
any intelligence. https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/02/05/coronavirus-origins-mystery-china/ 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 11:25 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranzggmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

FYI when this article was released it received a lot of criticism as speculative internet compilation by a novelist with no scientific 
background 
For example: https://twitter.com/angie rasmussen/status/1346232195430510592 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@ 
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 10:52 PM 
To: Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edv5; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davicirfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <i_wleclucPUTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
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Subject: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

Bio Gang, 
Another article that is making the rounds arguing that SARS-CoV-2 is likely from a lab accident. 
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/c77_ .avirus-lab-escape-theory.html 

This is by writer Nicholson Baker who quotes many different sources. Although it is readable, it is quite long and I have only 
skimmed it. I doubt that it will provide new insights, but I thought that you should know about it. 
Best, 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; jeanloz@berkeley.edupeanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 2/25/2021 11:43:13 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: China's Reckless Labs Put the World at Risk - WSJ 

ipart Article on WIV P4.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

A copy of the 2020 Mediapart article on the history of French involvement in the WIV highlighted in the WSJ op/ed (it's behind a 
pay wall) is attached for your information. Helps explain the long construction period. 

Kind regards 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 1:34 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: FW: China's Reckless Labs Put the World at Risk - WSJ 

FYI 

From: Robert Tesh <rbtesh22@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:49 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; Charles H 
Calisher <calisher@cybersafe.net>; Chris Johnsen <seawal152pcomcast.net>; Ken Tesh <kenmaven@comcast.net>; Mark Vlahakis 
<mvlahakis@d.com>; Carolyn O'Doherty <carolyn.tesh.odoherty@gmail.com>
Subject: China's Reckless Labs Put the World at Risk - WSJ 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-reckless-labs-put-the-world-at-risk-
11614102828?st=ddoti3ky1dec432&reflink=article email share 

Tom 
This article is largely BS. First, Pompeo is one of the authors; and you know his politics. Second, while the Chinese may have 
discovered 200 new viruses, many of these novel viruses are viruses of invertebrates or plants and not potential human pathogens. 
The Chinese have invested heavily in next generation sequencing, and may well have the best facilities in the world. Chinese 
scientists are sequencing anything that walks, flies, crawls, swims or grows, including the parasites (nematodes, helminths, 
protozoa) within them. So they are finding sequences of lots of viruses never recognized before, because no one had culture 
systems or reagents to detect them. 
Regarding biosecurity in Chinese labs. It may be inadequate by our Patriot Act rules; but you and I have both visited and worked in 
overseas virus labs that are even less secure. 
Finally, a comment on the Wall Street Journal. I receive the print edition of the WSJ, because I like their coverage of financial and 
economic news; but much of their coverage of other news reflects their Republican and Murdock family biases. This article is an 
example. It purports to give information on coronaviruses, their spread and loose biosafety, but it also carries a Trump-like 
message. 
Bob 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002805 



To: 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'Peggy 
HamburgTheggy©hbfam.net]; David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Palese, Peterlpeter.palese©mssm.edu]; 'Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston@fas.harvard.edu)Uohnston©fas.harvard.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 3/8/2021 8:42:04 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

FYI, 
JOSH ROGIN is the author of Chaos Under Heaven: Trump, Xi, and the Battle for the Twenty-First Century, from which this is 
adapted. 
https://www.politico.cominews/magazine/2021/03/08/josh-rogin-chaos-under-heaven-wuhan-lab-book-excerpt-474322 

From: Lowenthal, Micah 
Sent: Friday, March 5, 2021 9:38 AM 
To: 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston@fas.harvard.edu) <johnston@fas.harvard.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: NYT: Some Scientists Question W.H.O. Inquiry Into the Coronavirus Pandemic's Origins 

FYI 
This article mentions both Peter Daszak and David Relman, who is quoted https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/04Thealth/covid-
virus-origins.html 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002806 



To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'Peggy Hamburgipeggy©hbfam.net]; David Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Palese, 
PeterTheter.palese@mssm.edu]; 'Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston@fas.harvard.edu)Uohnston@fas.harvard.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 3/9/2021 12:38:54 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Micah, Josh Rogan's book excerpt adds a few more details about the WIV cables, my two cents and a point Dave made in 
August) are below. (Rogan quotes in italics.) 

Like in the August Washington Post piece, Josh Rogan's book excerpt continues to omit a key point about the WIV BSL-4 lab. The 
BSL-4 suites were not yet "hot" when these U.S. official visited, this seems to be a deliberate omission to support Rogan's thesis as 
it makes WIV sound reckless. From the artickr To some inside the government, the name of the laboratory was familiar. Its 
research on bat viruses had already drawn the attention of U.S. diplomats and officials at the Beijing Embassy in late 2017, 
prompting them to alert Washington that the lab's own scientists had reported "a serious shortage of appropriately trained 
technicians and investigators needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory." One source notes Jan 4, 2018 as the day 
the IdU opened http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-01/04/c 136872077.htm but in may have been later than that. 

Knowing the significance of the Wuhan virologists' discovery, and knowing that the WIV's top-level biosafety laboratory (BSL-4) 
was relatively new, the U.S. Embassy health and science officials in Beijing decided to go to Wuhan and check it out. iney just 
"decidea to go? They were invited, just ince we were in ividy 2 er partnership 
lnd more research collaboration, Rogan even says so latPr• When they sat down with the scientists at the WIV, the American 
diplomats were shocked by what they heard. The Chinese researchers told them they didn't have enough properly trained 
technicians to safely operate their BSL-4 lab. The Wuhan scientists were asking for more support to get the lab up to top standards. 
We were told (including in Jan 2018 in Galveston) that WIV was going to be me national biosafety training center for China. Am., 
back in August Dave said: "I've never believed that the two Americans from the embassy were capable of identifying safety or 
security issues by 'touring' a BSL-4. In Jan 2018, it was my belief that our colleagues "just" went hot and I recall Zhiming saying that 
they would train with 2/3 pathogens at first." 

The diplomats wrote two cables to Washington reporting on their visits to the Wuhan lab. More should be done to help the lab 
meet top safety standards, they said, and they urged Washington to get on it. They also warned that the WIV researchers had 
found new bat coronaviruses could easily infect human cells, and which used the same cellular route that had been used by the 
original SARS coronavirus. Taken together, those two points—a particularly dangerous groups of viruses being studied in a lab 
with real safety problems—were intended as a warning about a potential public-health crisis, one of the cable writers told me. 
write all mis to say mat I hope someone 1-01A's the cables or DOS releases them soon. Rogan does not have the expertise to make 
any serious judgment about the "dangerousness" of WIV's bat corona virus research or even the research cited in the cables (the 
cable authors may not have either) or if the lab had any real safety problems. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 9:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston@fas.harvard.edu) <johnston@fas.harvard.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002807 



FYI, 
JOSH ROGIN is the author of Chaos Under Heaven: Trump, Xi, and the Battle for the Twenty-First Century, from which this is 
adapted. 
https://www.politico.cominews/magazine/2021/03/08/josh-rogin-chaos-under-heaven-wuhan-lab-book-excerpt-474322 

From: Lowenthal, Micah 
Sent: Friday, March 5, 2021 9:38 AM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranz@grnail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston@fas.harvard.edu) <johnston@fas.harvard.ed >; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: NYT: Some Scientists Question W.H.O. Inquiry Into the Coronavirus Pandemic's Origins 

FYI 
This article mentions both Peter Daszak and David Reiman, who is quoted https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/04Thealth/covid-
virus-origins.html 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002808 



To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)'[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'Peggy Hamburglpeggy©hbfam.net]; 'David Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Palese, 
PeterTheter.palese@mssm.edu]; 'Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; 'Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston@fas.harvard.edu)'[johnston@fas.harvard.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 3/9/2021 3:47:38 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

More from Rogan today: https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/03/09/biden-administration-confirms-some-trump-
wuhan-lab-claims/?itid=ap_joshrogin 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 1:39 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; 
Alastair lain Johnston (johnston@fas.harvard.edu) <johnston@fas.harvard.edu> 
Subject: RE: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

Thanks Micah, Josh Rogan's book excerpt adds a few more details about the WIV cables, my two cents and a point Dave made in 
August) are below. (Rogan quotes in italics.) 

Like in the August Washington Post piece, Josh Rogan's book excerpt continues to omit a key point about the WIV BSL-4 lab. The 
BSL-4 suites were not yet "hot" when these U.S. official visited, this seems to be a deliberate omission to support Rogan's thesis as 
it makes WIV sound reckless From the article! To some inside the government, the name of the laboratory was familiar. Its 
research on bat viruses had already drawn the attention of U.S. diplomats and officials at the Beijing Embassy in late 2017, 
prompting them to alert Washington that the lab's own scientists had reported "a serious shortage of appropriately trained 
technicians and investigators needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory." une source notes Jan 4, 2018 as the day 
triL opened http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-01/04/c 136872077.htm but in may have been later than that 

Knowing the significance of the Wuhan virologists' discovery, and knowing that the WIV's top-level biosafety laboratory (BSL-4) 
was relatively new, the U.S. Embassy health and science officials in Beijing decided to go to Wuhan and check it out. hey just 
"decided" to go? They were invited, just like we were in ft/1.y 2017, likely e WIV !eat': partnership 
and more research collaboration, Rogan even says so later When they sat down with the scientists at the WIV, the American 
diplomats were shocked by what they heard. The Chinese researchers told them they didn't have enough properly trained 
technicians to safely operate their BSL-4 lab. The Wuhan scientists were asking for more support to get the lab up to top standards. 
We were told (including in Jan 2018 in Galveston) that WIV was going to be the national biosafety training center tor China. An,: 
back in August Dave said: "I've never believed that the two Americans from the embassy were capable of identifying safety or 
security issues by 'touring' a BSL-4. In Jan 2018, it was my belief that our colleagues "just" went hot and I recall Zhiming saying that 
they would train with 2/3 pathogens at first." 

The diplomats wrote two cables to Washington reporting on their visits to the Wuhan lab. More should be done to help the lab 
meet top safety standards, they said, and they urged Washington to get on it. They also warned that the WIV researchers had 
found new bat coronaviruses could easily infect human cells, and which used the same cellular route that had been used by the 
original SARS coronavirus. Taken together, those two points—a particularly dangerous groups of viruses being studied in a lab 
with real safety problems—were intended as a warning about a potential public-health crisis, one of the cable writers told me. I 
write all this to say tnat I hope someone FOIA's the cables or DOS releases tnem soon. Rogan does not nave tne expertise to make 
any serious judgment about the "dangerousness" of WIV's bat corona virus research or even the research cited in the cables (the 
cable authors may not have either) or if the lab had any real safety problems. 

Kind regards, 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002809 



Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 9:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranz@grnail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <jeanloz gberkeley.edu>; Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnstongfas.harvr-d.edu) <johnston@fas.harvard.ed.  >; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

FYI, 
JOSH ROGIN is the author of Chaos Under Heaven: Trump, Xi, and the Battle for the Twenty-First Century, from which this is 
adapted. 
https://www.politico.cominews/magazine/2021/03/08/josh-rogin-chaos-under-heaven-wuhan-lab-book-excerpt-474322 

From: Lowenthal, Micah 
Sent: Friday, March 5, 2021 9:38 AM 
To: 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<pc zgy@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranzfgmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Alastair lain Johnston 
 nstongfas.harvard.e'l <johnston@fas.harvard.ed  >; Rusek, Benjamin <trusek@nas. _du> 

Subject: NYT: Some Scientists Question W.H.O. Inquiry Into the Coronavirus Pandemic's Origins 

FYI 
This article mentions both Peter Daszak and David Reiman, who is quoted https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/04Thealth/covid-
virus-origins.html 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002810 



To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'Peggy HamburgTheggy@hbfam.net]; 'David Franz 
(davidrfranz©gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Palese, 
Peter[peter.palese©mssm.edu]; 'Raymond Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu]; 'Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston©fas.harvard.edu)'[johnston©fas.harvard.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 3/26/2021 10:49:02 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

House republicans are asking questions about NIH funding to the WIV as part of their call for an "independent, scientific 
investigation" into the origins of the covid-19 pandemic: https://republicans-energycommerce.house.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2021/03/N1H-Investigation-COVID-origins.pdf 

Also I missed that part of one of the 2018 DOS cables detailing visit to the WIV was released last summer: 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/state-department-releases-cable-that-launched-claims-that-coronavirus-
escaped-from-chinese-lab/2020/07/17/63deae58-c861-11ea-a9d3-74640f25b953 story.html 
Cable text here: https://www.washingtonpost.com/context/read-the-state-department-cable-that-launched-claims-that-
coronavirus-escaped-from-chinese-labj2b80aef24728-4c36-8875-3bf6aae1d272flitid=lk readmore manual 12 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 4:48 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu)' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; 
'Alastair lain Johnston (johnston@fas.harvard.edu)' <johnston@fas.harvard.edu> 
Subject: RE: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

More from Rogan today: https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021103/09/biden-administration-confirms-some-trump-
wuhan-lab-claimsnitid=ap ioshrogin 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 1:39 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
'LeDuc, James W.' <iwleduc@ UTM B.EDU>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>;
Alastair lain Johnston (johnston@fas.harvard.eclu) <lohnston@fas.harvarci.eclu> 
Subject: RE: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

Thanks Micah, Josh Rogan's book excerpt adds a few more details about the WIV cables, my two cents (and a point Dave made in 
August) are below. (Rogan quotes in italics.) 

Like in the August Washington Post piece, Josh Rogan's book excerpt continues to omit a key point about the WIV BSL-4 lab. The 
BSL-4 suites were not yet "hot" when these U.S. official visited, this seems to be a deliberate omission to support Rogan's thesis as 
it makes WIV sound reckless. From the article: To some inside the government, the name of the laboratory was familiar. Its 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002811 



research on bat viruses had already drawn the attention of U.S. diplomats and officials at the Beijing Embassy in late 2017, 
prompting them to alert Washington that the lab's own scientists had reported "a serious shortage of appropriately trained 
technicians and investigators needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory." une source notes Jan 4, 2018 as the day 
tne opened http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-01/04/c 136872077.htm out in may have been later than that. 

Knowing the significance of the Wuhan virologists' discovery, and knowing that the WIV's top-level biosafety laboratory (BSL-4) 
was relatively new, the U.S. Embassy health and science officials in Beijing decided to go to Wuhan and check it out. They just 
"decided" to go? They were invited, just like we were in May 2017, likely hartnership 
3nd more research collaboration, Rogan even says so later: When they sat down with the scientists at the WIV, the American 
diplomats were shocked by what they heard. The Chinese researchers told them they didn't have enough properly trained 
technicians to safely operate their BSL-4 lab. The Wuhan scientists were asking for more support to get the lab up to top standards. 
We were told (including in Jan 2018 in Galveston) that WIV was going to be the national biosafety training center for China. Mimi 

back in August Dave said: "I've never believed that the two Americans from the embassy were capable of identifying safety or 
security issues by 'touring' a BSL-4. In Jan 2018, it was my belief that our colleagues "just" went hot and I recall Zhiming saying that 
they would train with 2/3 pathogens at first." 

The diplomats wrote two cables to Washington reporting on their visits to the Wuhan lab. More should be done to help the lab 
meet top safety standards, they said, and they urged Washington to get on it. They also warned that the WIV researchers had 
found new bat coronaviruses could easily infect human cells, and which used the same cellular route that had been used by the 
original SARS coronavirus. Taken together, those two points—a particularly dangerous groups of viruses being studied in a lab 
with real safety problems—were intended as a warning about a potential public-health crisis, one of the cable writers told me. I 
write an this to say that I hope someone FOIA's the cables or DOS releases them soon. Rogan does not have the expertise to make 
any serious judgment about the "dangerousness" of WIV's bat corona virus research or even the research cited in the cables (the 
cable authors may not have either) or if the lab had any real safety problems. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah < 
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 9:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<pe_ggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranzfgrnail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston@fas.harvard.edu) <johnst---1@fas.harvard.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <trusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Politico: Diplomats Warned of Risky Coronavirus Experiments in a Wuhan Lab 

FYI, 
JOSH ROGIN is the author of Chaos Under Heaven: Trump, Xi, and the Battle for the Twenty-First Century, from which this is 
adapted. 
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2021/03/08/josh-rogin-chaos-under-heaven-wuhan-lab-book-excerpt-474322 

From: Lowenthal, Micah 
Sent: Friday, March 5, 2021 9:38 AM 
To: 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Raymond Jeanloz' <lea nloz@berkeley.edu>; Alastair lain Johnston 
(johnston@fas.harvard.edu)<Iohnston@fas.harvard.ee >; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: NYT: Some Scientists Question W.H.O. Inquiry Into the Coronavirus Pandemic's Origins 

FYI 
This article mentions both Peter Daszak and David Reiman, who is quoted https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/04Thealth/covid-
virus-origins.html 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dave Franz [davi drfra nz@gma 1.corn] 
4/25/2021 6:24:39 AM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU] 
Re: Touching Base 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Morning Jim, 

Thanks for the note. Good for you guys getting away for a couple of weeks. Well deserved. We are vaccinated 
as well; also our adult kids. 

Had an interesting incident with Victoria's son, who is now back in Israel Victoria—Leslie Lobel's wife--- is 
living in our Frederik house, has her green card and looking for a job. She's emigrating from Israel. She and 
son, Alex, got both doses of Pfizer in Dec and early Jan, in Israel. Alex went back to Kiev in Jan where he was 
in rred schooL Then he came back to Israel a couple of weeks ago. Serology positive and PCR negative in 
Kiev before he returned to Israel. PCR positive when he arrived Tel Aviv the next day. I thought probably a 
&Ise positive, but then he started showing all the clinical signs. I talked to him last night and he still has bouts 
of fever, headaches, dizziness, and even hallucinations. I mentioned it to Manfred, thinking the govt might 
want to sequence an isolate. Manfred has been very responsive and comforting to Alex on the phone. I don't 
know if they sequenced.... 

With your encouraging note, I will extend for another CISAC tour as well. I've been staying in touch with 
colleagues in India and Pakistan—we plan a Zoom meeting with Pat in June—as well as Sergey in 
Novosibirsk. Haven't heard much from CISAC staff 

Great idea on going together on a gift for Ben and Kisha. Maryellen is probably the best qualified to select 
something. Anything you decide on is good with us. Agree on something 'meaningful' and will happily split 
the cost with you. Thanks for the idea. 

Best, dave 

On Apr 24, 2021, at 9:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleducUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Dave, 

We're fine and fullyvaccinated. We are planningto go to Hawaii next weekend for 2 weeks forthe tri p that was 
cancelled due to COVID. Should be nice, We have a friend that has a couple of condos on the big island and had 
graciously allowed us to use one. It will be nice to disconnect and just relax fora while. 

I received the same extension on CISAC through December 2022. I told Hope that I would be happy to accept. My 
personal opinion is that we need to engage with China and Russia aggressively now given the difficult politics. Science 
has always been neutral territory and as you like to say, it doesn't matter if we are exchanging baseball cards, as long as 
we are talking. I've been talking with Pei Yong about the possibility of UTMB having a joint academic program with 
Wuhan Institute of Virology. Whi le the likelihood of this happening is remote, especially given Texas attitudes, it 
nonetheless has merit, especially if we focus on biosafetytraining. Given the article you shared recently about the 
expansion of Chinese biocontainment labs, it seems like this is a real opportunity to establ ish a tangible 
partnership. Would be nice to get Gates Foundation or some other phi lanthropic support to get it off the ground. 
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On a separate issue, have you heard anything about Ben and Kisha's baby? We are goingto try to give them a baby gift, 
but haven't been engaged in that discussion with anyoneyet. Ben has always been our "go to" guy and it would be nice 
to get them something meaningful. If you are interested and haven't done so al ready, maybe we could go in together 
on a major gift (within reason!). Let me know. 

I hope you're signi ng on foranother . CISAC tour. I like to think that we're making a difference... 

Best wishes, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranzegmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 24, 2021 3:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwiecitic@UTMO.EDU>
Subject: Touching Base 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Hope you guys are ok. Just wonder if you are planningto stay involved with CISAC. Yesterday, I got a COI package from 
Hope signing me up again until Dec 2002. I had recalled that Micah asked me to stay on 'for anotheryear' in Dec 2020 
when I fi rst thought I was getting off. I find it just not quite as much fun as it used to be... 

Best, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

C: 
Subject: 

Su Yadana [yada na@ecohea ltha Ili ance.org] 
5/24/2021 9:41:41 PM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU] 
Daniel le Anderson [da niel le.e.a nderson78@gmai I.com]; Keusch, Gerald T [keusch@bu.edu] 
Re: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dr. LeDuc, 
Here's the link to the task force members and their short bios FYI. 
https://co vidl9co m miss ion. o rgio r igins-o f- the-pandemic 

Best, 
Su 

On Fri, May 21, 2021 at 501 PM Keusch, Gerald T <keusch@bu.edu> wrote: 

We are looking forward to saying hello and hearing your thoughts about what's been 
happening, the accusations about WIV, Zengli Shi's laboratory, the relative likelihood of the 
spillover vs the accidental lab leak of the virus, and how we can move forward in a manner that 
results in more light and less heat. 

Talk to you soon. Jerry 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducUTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 4:43 PM 
To: Su Yadana <yadana®ecohealthalliance.org>; Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com>
Cc: Keusch, Gerald T <keusch@bu.edu>
Subject: RE: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

Thank you all! 

Jim 

From: Su Yadana <yadana@ecohealthalliance.org>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 1:11 PM 
To: Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com>
Cc: Keusch, Gerald T <keusch@bu.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc(&,UTIVIB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UJIMB's erreil system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the senderand know the content is safe. 

I have updated the calendar invite to an hour later than originally planned. 
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On Fri, May 21, 2021 at 2:08 PM Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78®gmaiLcom> wrote: 

OK for me too. 

On Sat, 22 May 2021, 3:23 am Keusch, Gerald T, <keuschabu.edu> wrote: 

Not a problem for me. 

Jerry 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducAU'TMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 103 PM 
To: Su Yadana <yadana@ecohealthalliance.org>
Cc: Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78(&,gmailcom>; Keusch, Gerald T <keusch@bu.edu>
Subject: RE: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

Su, Jerry and Dani, 

I wonder if we could push this meeting back an hour to 5 pm CT? Or even 30 minutes later if time is tight. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Su Yadana <vadana@ecohealthalliance.org>
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 10:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, Janes W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78Agmailcom>; Keusch, Gerald T <keuschAbu.edu>
Subject: Re: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. LeDuc, 

May 24th 4pm Galveston time works for both Dani and Jerry. If that works for you too, I'll send everyone a 
calendar invite with Zoom detail Please let me know. 

Best, 

Su 

On Tue, May 18, 2021 at 9:14 PM LeDuc, Janes W. <iwleducAutmb.edu> wrote: 

Happy to meet you Dani and looking forward to our conversation. I'll pass along your greetings to 
Mariano who is, not surprising, a star on campus. 
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Evening call is fine with ire. 

Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 422 PM, Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the senderand know the content is sate. 

Hi Jim, 

Thanks for agreeing to take the time to talk to us. Before formalities and as a quick introduction, I was 
previously working at Duke-NUS in Singapore and Duke in Durham with Mariano Garcia-Blanco. I have 
just moved back to Australia to join the University of Melbourne. 

A zoom call will be perfect and I have copied Su in here who will help coordinate the timing. Any time 
after 4pm Galveston time works for me as I am 15h ahead. I am also fine with very late in the evening AU 
time if you prefer your morning. 

I look forward to speaking soon. 

Best regards, 

Dani 

On Wed, 19 May 2021, 329 am LeDuc, James W., <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jerry, 

I'm pleased to see the initiation of serious discussion on the background of COVID-19 origins and I would 
be pleased to chat with you both at your convenience. I will be traveling on 25 May, but otherwise should 
be able to talk whenever it is good for you two. Evenings my time are fine. I have easy access to Zoom 
and Microsoft Teams platforms if you prefer these rather than a conference call, and my cell is listed 
below. It might be most efficient for our discussions if you could share some general topics to be 
considered, beyond those listed below. 

I look forward to talking with you both and my sincere thanks for taking on this important challenge. 
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With best wishes, 

Jim 

Professor, Microbiology and Immunology 

Former Director, Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Cell: 409-789-2012 

From: Keusch, Gerakl T <keusch@bu.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 1121 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com 
Subject: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the senderand know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Dani Anderson and I are members of a Task Force reporting to the Lance COVID 
Commission, with the charge to provide a background assessment of the origins, early 
spread, and the One Health implications of the outbreak. We are beginning a series of 
interviews with experts like yourself to explore these issues in order to gain insight and 
better understand background issues and what relevant information we should be looking 
for and how that might be accomplished. It's a big agenda and the 12 of us are casting a 
wide net to talk to people we know and respect. 

Would you have some time next week to chat? Dani is in Melbourne, so early evening for 
us is likely to be better for her. For example 8, 9 or 10 pm my time would be 6, 7, or 8 pm 
your time and morning in Melbourne. 

Many thanks for considering this request 

With my personal best regards, 

Jerry 
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Gerald T. Keusch, M.D. 

Professor ofMedicine and International Health 

Boston University School of Medicine 

Associate Director, National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories 

620 Albany Street 

Boston, MA 02118 

Su Yadana, MPH 
Research Scientist 

EcoHealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1201 
New York, NY 10018 

1.212.380.4483 (direct) 
1.347.583.8307 (mobile) 
1.212.380.4465 (Ex) 
www.ecohealthall iance.orli 

Ecelictdih Alleanct. derel,ps science-basal solutions to prevent pand4mics and promote COnS4nution. 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and 
others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or 
taking action in relation of the content of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast, a leader in email 
security and cyber resilience. Mimecast integrates email defenses with brand protection, security awareness training, web 
security, compliance and other essential capabilities. Mimecast helps protect large and small organizations from malicious 
activity, human error and technology failure; and to lead the movement toward building a more resilient world. To find out more, 
visit our website. 

Su Yadana, MPH 
Research Scientist 

Ecollealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1201 
New York, NY 10018 

1.212.380.4483 (direct) 
1.347.583.8307 (mobile) 
1.212.380.4465 (fix) 
www.ecohealthalliance.om 

.Ifeelfealth Ai....'.. ficveic,es wienee-based solutions to prevent pandemics- and promote (wise:It/lion. 
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Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and 
others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or 
taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful 

This email has been scanned for viruses and rnaiware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast, a leader in email 
security and cyber resilience. Mimecast integrates email defenses with brand protection, security awareness training, web security, 
compliance and other essential capabilities. Mimecast helps proterct large and small orgarizations from malicious activity, human 
error and technology failure; and to lead the movement toward building a more resilient world. To find out more, visit our we bsite. 

Su Yadana, MPH 
Research Scientist 

Ecollealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1201 
New York, NY 10018 

1.212.380.4483 (direct) 
1.347.583.8307 (mobile) 
1.212.380.4465 (fix) 
www.ecohealthallianoz.onz 

Ecr.:Heatii AllitAnCe SCiiI/CC•baSCd 8.2114/if.:1/S 10 prFTent pantienge.!: tAndprOnnite COMS'erViVir.%?; 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and 
others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or 
taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast, a leader in email 
security and cyber resilience. Mimecast integrates email defenses with brand protection, security awareness training, web security, 
compliance and other essential capabilities. Mimecast helps protect large and small organizations from malicious activity, human 
error and technology failure; and to lead the movement toward building a more resilient world. To find out more, visit our werAsite. 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
Raymond Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 5/24/2021 11:44:12 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: COVID-19 origins 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Sorry those PDF files were huge and may not have gone through, here are the links: 
https://www.wsi.com/a rticles/intelligence-on-sick-staff-at-wuhan-lab-fuels-debate-on-covid-19-origin-11621796228 
https://www.wsi.com/a rticles/wuhan-lab-leak-question-chinese-mine-covid-pandemic-11621871125 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 10:34 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 
Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: COVID-19 origins 

I attach two recent, relevant WSJ journal articles you may not have seen due to the WSJ paywall. Jim is quoted. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas 
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 11:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <beggv@hbfam.net>
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 origins 

Hi Jim, 

Can you clarify what goal you have in mind? Is it to have NASEM provide what we learned from the meetings to teams that are 
investigating the origins? Doing that would be out of the ordinary, but we could talk about whether there are conditions under 
which we could do it. 

As for something public, NASEM would likely stay away from this, but if they did weigh in then my guess is that they would 
probably agree with Baric and Reiman who now say publicly that "more investigation is still needed to determine the origin of the 
pandemic. Theories of accidental release from a lab and zoonotic spillover both remain viable." 

We generally do not publicize or publish out of the dialogues. We have, in some cases, conducted projects that are joint workshops 
or studies intended and agreed from the beginning to have a public product. 

We have provided and can provide again summaries of all our discussions to people within the U.S. government. As Peggy noted, 
the people and institutions involved did not agree to make the contents of the discussions public as an outcome when we 
developed agendas and held the discussions. 

As for what we have made public...we were concerned last year that the lack of any public description of the China bio dialogue 
was creating problems, suggesting that we were not forthright about our work in the context of a witch hunt and leaving UTMB and 
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you in particular in an awkward position, having nothing on our website to which you could refer reporters. We developed a 
description of the engagements, we posted that description on the web here https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/us-
china-bilateral-dialogue-, 3-the-challenges-of-emerging-infections-laboratory-safety-and-plobal-health-security, and we gave short 
briefings to OSTP and the S&T Advisor to the Secretary of State, so that they would not be surprised. 

I think that it is important to revisit our practices and policies when a departure can provide a valuable public service and wouldn't 
compromise our other goals and values. Let's think through our goals, the value that achieving them would provide, how we can 
achieve those goals, and whether the actions needed are compatible with our principles. 

Thanks. 

Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwlecluc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 9:29 PM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <Peggv@hbfam.net>
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas., du>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Subject: Re: COVID-19 origins 

Maybe we can capture the essence of the discussions in a joint paper or editorial coauthored be NAS and CAS??? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 1:00 PM, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello. An interesting proposal but my "proceed with caution" antennae go up! Not sure that I would encourage this, 
especially as this was not an agreed on outcome when we developed agendas or pursued our discussions 

Happy to talk further. 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 1:55 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Friends, 
As you know, the origin of the COVID-19 pandemic is of increasing interest to many, including our 
Congress and professional organizations such as the Lancet COVID Commission. The NAS-CAS dialogue 
meetings on emerging infectious diseases and biosafety are directly relevant to this topic and previously 
Ben prepared an excellent summary of our past meetings and our discussions, including the sessions on 
coronaviruses. At the start of the pandemic we discussed the need to make this summary or a similar 
encapsulation of our discussions publicly available, but I don't recall if that was ever done. If so, can you 
please share the link. If not, I would strongly suggest that we make such a summary available to the 
public as soon as possible, ideally as a joint publication of NAS and CAS. Our dialogue provided a forum 
where we captured the evolution of studies on coronaviruses that demonstrated robust scientific 
collaboration, transparency, and raised common concern about the potential risk of human to human 
transmission of bat coronaviruses long before the current pandemic. Having this information generally 
accessible will provide important context as investigations on the origin of the pandemic continue. Do 
we need a call to discuss? 
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Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
Raymond Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 5/24/2021 9:34:06 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: COVID-19 origins 
The Wuhan Lab Leak Question A Disused Chinese Mine Takes Center Stage - WSJ.pdf 
Intelligence on Sick Staff at Wuhan Lab Fuels Debate on Covid-19 Origin - WSJ.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

I attach two recent, relevant WSJ journal articles you may not have seen due to the WSJ paywall. Jim is quoted. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 11:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: COVID-19 origins 

Hi Jim, 

Can you clarify what goal you have in mind? Is it to have NASEM provide what we learned from the meetings to teams that are 
investigating the origins? Doing that would be out of the ordinary, but we could talk about whether there are conditions under 
which we could do it. 

As for something public, NASEM would likely stay away from this, but if they did weigh in then my guess is that they would 
probably agree with Baric and Relman who now say publicly that "more investigation is still needed to determine the origin of the 
pandemic. Theories of accidental release from a lab and zoonotic spillover both remain viable." 

We generally do not publicize or publish out of the dialogues. We have, in some cases, conducted projects that are joint workshops 
or studies intended and agreed from the beginning to have a public product. 

We have provided and can provide again summaries of all our discussions to people within the U.S. government. As Peggy noted, 
the people and institutions involved did not agree to make the contents of the discussions public as an outcome when we 
developed agendas and held the discussions. 

As for what we have made public...we were concerned last year that the lack of any public description of the China bio dialogue 
was creating problems, suggesting that we were not forthright about our work in the context of a witch hunt and leaving UTMB and 
you in particular in an awkward position, having nothing on our website to which you could refer reporters. We developed a 
description of the engagements, we posted that description on the web here https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/us-
china-bilateral-dialo ue-on-the-challen es-of-emer in -infections-laborator -safet -and- lobal-health-securit and we gave short 
briefings to OSTP and the S&T Advisor to the Secretary of State, so that they would not be surprised. 

I think that it is important to revisit our practices and policies when a departure can provide a valuable public service and wouldn't 
compromise our other goals and values. Let's think through our goals, the value that achieving them would provide, how we can 
achieve those goals, and whether the actions needed are compatible with our principles. 

Thanks. 

Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
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Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 9:29 PM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas. -111>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu> 
Subject: Re: COVID-19 origins 

Maybe we can capture the essence of the discussions in a joint paper or editorial coauthored be NAS and CAS??? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 1:00 PM, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello. An interesting proposal but my "proceed with caution" antennae go up! Not sure that I would encourage this, 
especially as this was not an agreed on outcome when we developed agendas or pursued our discussions 

Happy to talk further. 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 1:55 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Friends, 
As you know, the origin of the COVID-19 pandemic is of increasing interest to many, including our 
Congress and professional organizations such as the Lancet COVID Commission. The NAS-CAS dialogue 
meetings on emerging infectious diseases and biosafety are directly relevant to this topic and previously 
Ben prepared an excellent summary of our past meetings and our discussions, including the sessions on 
coronaviruses. At the start of the pandemic we discussed the need to make this summary or a similar 
encapsulation of our discussions publicly available, but I don't recall if that was ever done. If so, can you 
please share the link. If not, I would strongly suggest that we make such a summary available to the 
public as soon as possible, ideally as a joint publication of NAS and CAS. Our dialogue provided a forum 
where we captured the evolution of studies on coronaviruses that demonstrated robust scientific 
collaboration, transparency, and raised common concern about the potential risk of human to human 
transmission of bat coronaviruses long before the current pandemic. Having this information generally 
accessible will provide important context as investigations on the origin of the pandemic continue. Do 
we need a call to discuss? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

C: 
Subject: 

Rusek, Benjamin [BRusek@nas.edu] 
6/14/20217:42:06 PM 
LeDuc, James W. Owl educ@UTMB.EDU]; 'Dave Franz' [davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
'Raymond Jeanloz' peanloz@berkeley.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah [mlowenth@nas.edu] 
RE: China dialogue 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Zhengli in the NYTtoday 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/14/world/asia/china-coyid-wuhan-lab-leak.html 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 9, 2021 12:44 AM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <daviddranz@gmai I.com> 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: China dialogue 

Thanks Jim, all good thoughts that we can continue to discuss on Thursday. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 4:21 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmai I.com> 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: China dialogue 

Thanks Ben, this is very helpful. My goal would be to identify a topicto re-engage in the Zoom dialogue we used last 
year. Not sure what the appropriate topic might be, but I think it's important that we continue to communicate. That 
was the basis for my suggestingthe lab biosafetytopic where we already have some history, although that is probably 
not viable in the current political atmosphere. If we re-engage the Zoom dialogue, we may wish to be a bit discrete 
regardi ng who is included from ourside. 

As mentioned before, it would be nice to have a joint publication that summarizes the essence of the dialogue, jointly 
authored by NAS and CAS. This too may not be possible under existing conditions, but these have been very valuable 
discussions of which we should be proud. 

A discussion of the SARS CoV2 origin would be interesting and could lead to some contributions to our national strategy, 
but not likely to go far as a topicfor joint US-China work. 
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Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 2:49 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: China dialogue 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outsi de of UTMB's email system. Do not cl ick links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim and Raymond, 

I have put together an agenda and some background infoforthe session on Thursday (I plan to includeJim's editorial 
and a grant report detail i ngthe recent China bio dialogue meetings with the email). Agenda is below foryour review. 
Please let me know if you have edits or anything to add by this evening so I can get it out to CISAC in advance of our 
discussion on Thursday. 

*** 

Greetings, 

Below you will find an agenda for the Covid origin meeti ng (scheduled forThursday at 1 PM ET) along with some 
background information. The purpose of the meeting is to inform you of relevant CISAC and NASEM activities, ad dress 
the ongoing debate over SARS-CoV-2 origin and think about what if anything CISAC and NASEM might do and say on 
origin issues going forward. I have also attached the 2018 Science editorial coauthored by Ji m LeDuc and a grant report 
(from mid-2020) as additional background. 

Covid origin meeting agenda 

Introduction 
-Brief overview of the CISAC bio group structure* 
-Discussion of the CISAC bio group's relationship and interactions with Chinese counterparts** 
SARS-CoV-2 origin discussion 
-Thoughts on what NASEM and CISAC's bio group should do (what if anything would be helpful) and options for next 
steps with Chinese bio counterparts 
Additional questions and discussion 

The public information a boutthe CI SAC bio group and the bio dialogue with China is posted here: 
https://www.nati ona I a ca demi es.org/our-work/us-chi na-bilateral-dialogue-on-the-challenges-of-emerging-i nfecti ons-I aboratory-
safety-a nd-global-hea Ith-security 
** Can be divided into three phases 1) Esta bli shment of the China bio dialogue partnership (set up - 2007 by CISAC's nuclear 
dialogue partner in China, structure never worked, exchanged ideas and info over email but Chi nese counterpart was 
una ble/unwi II ing to meet formally 2)- 2014 transition to partnership with the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and Chinese 
Centers for Disease Control (CCDC) under supervision of George Gao. [The groups held four formal meetings, in Beijing in 2015, in 
Wuhan in 2017, in Galveston in 2018 and in Harbin in 2019. Also scoping trips to Beijing and Kunming.] 3) Virtual (over Zoom) 
sessions in 2020 focused on the Covid-19 pa ndemic. The sessions, built up on the established relationship with CAS and CCDC and 
approved by NASEM leadership, were designed to al low Chi nese scienti sts to pass Covid knowledge and experience with mitigation 
to key America scientists and officials. U.S. participants included NASEM leadership, CISAC bio group members, corona virologists 
Ral ph Baric, Lynda Sal f, and Stanley Perlman and David Reiman and Peter Dank. Virtual meetings did not focus on SARS-CoV-2 origin 
but later meetings included a special session on gene editing that touched on research safety. 

*** 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 1:56 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: China dialogue 

It would be a nice reset, if possible. It's probably not going to be straight forward reestablishing the dialogue 
right now in the frenzy. [I don't have any idea if we're all painted with the same brush in their minds.] I think 
Jim, your communications with them around science and safety have been as 'neutral and positive' as those of 
any of us. I don't know how much you (Jim and Ben) have been in touch with our colleagues. My last 
communication, with answers, from Zhiming and George was last Chinese NY; purely personal and not related 
to our past work together. I wrote Zhiming again about six weeks ago, regarding a potential activity/article, 
hoping to connect someone with his Editor of BS&BS journal and he did not respond this tin . Dave 

On Jun 8, 2021, at 12:55 PM, LeDuc, Jams W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dave, Raymond, Ben 

In thinki ng about how CISAC might contribute to addressingthe COVID crisis and realizing the frenzy about the 
possibility of the virus origi nating from a lab leak, I wonder if we might revisit the editorial that Zhiming and I wrote for 
Science in 2018 (attached) and use this as a starting point for discussions of how such a network might be created. The 
politics are probably too intense now to really do anything, but the editorial is tangible evidence of our work together 
and would perhaps offer China an opportunity to engage in an activity that may have wide global support. Just a 
thought... 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<267.fulLpd 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 1/15/2021 11:53:13 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Fact Sheet: Activity at the Wuhan Institute of Virology - United States Department of State 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

https://www.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at-the-wuhan-institute-of-virology/ 

Jan 20th can't get here soon enough. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDUOwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Wed 6/17/2020 11:30:31 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: You may have seen 

Thanks. Not sure what the full story is. 

Hope you're doing well. Texas is heating up both in cases and temperature. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 17, 2020, at 8:35 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Hope you guys are well, dave 

>>> 

>>> 

https://nam03.safel n ks. protection .outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbc.ca%2Fnews%2Fcanada 
°/02Fmanitobe/02Fcanadian-scientist-sent-deadly-viruses-to-wuhan-lab-months-before-rcmp-asked-to-
investigate-
1.5609582&amp;data=02°/07C01°/07Cjwledue/040utmb.edu°/07C6bee67c2026f4899ff4d08d812c340013°/07 
C7bef256d85db4526a72d31aea2546852°/07C0°/07C0°/07C637279977086663988&amp;sdata=W88rp8gcp 
8XDbw3te/02ByzVQ8yPJyQop600nwkzTEpGlo°/03D&amp;reserved=0 
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From: jwleduc@utmb.edu [jwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: 11/24/2020 9:29:48 PM 
To: fjt Z h en g [d.zheng@wh.iov.cn) 

CC: Gri ma Ida, Miguel A. [ma gri ma I @UTMB.EDUj 
Subject: Re: Happy Thanksgivi ng! 

Thank you Dasheng. I hope you are well. 

Best wishes, Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 24, 2020, at 9:05 PM, gtlltZheng <d.zheng@wh.iov.cn> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outsideof UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear James, 
Dear Miguel, 

Thanks for giving me the opportunities of staying in Galveston and being trained at GNL. I am so grateful to you all 
and your kind assistance. 

Wish you happier and healthier than ever! 

Kind Regards, 

Dasheng 

ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 
Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 
Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

31 2018-09-05 03:41:45, "LeDuc, James W." <iwleducOUTMB.EDU> V-3.1 : 

Dear Dasheng, 

I am sorry to learn that you will not be continuing at the Wuhan laboratory and I certainly wish you well as you seek 
another position. Unfortunately, we have no vacancies here at the GNL, but I am copying Miguel on this message in 
case he is aware of other jobs elsewhere. 

I would be pleased to offer a letter of recommendation limited to yourtrai ning here at the GNL. 
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With all good wishes for yourfuture success. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

From: gtfriZheng<d.zheng@whiov.cn>
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2018 3:24 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re:RE: Re:Re: Happy New Year! 

therWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Prof LeDuc, 

I am deeply impressed by you and your laboratory so that may I ask for work opportunity directly with you at your 
laboratory. 

Before this June the director of the Wuhan P4 lab loses his word to promote me as a quality manager, although 
Prof. Rene Courcol proposes, who is the French quality inspector to the Wuhan P4 lab. I have to look for new "la 
vie" by 2019 New Year, the end of current work contract. 

Your consideration or recommendation would be appreciated greatly as I am confident in fruitful collaborations with 
you and your laboratory on biosafety and other relevant topics. 

Best Wishes, 

Dasheng 

ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 
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Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 

Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

At 2018-01-10 00:56:48, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Dasheng, 

It is good to hear from you and to learn that you remain interested in collaborations on biosafety and other relevant 
topics. We look forward to working with you, Yuan Zhiming and your other colleagues as you bring your beautiful 
new facility to full operational status. Please let us know if we can be of help to you during these exciting times. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

From: -gtftZheng [mailto:d.zheng@wiliov.cni 
Se nt: Tuesday, January 09, 2018 1:26 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleducOUTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re:Re: Happy New Year! 

Dear James, 

Surely I am eager at stronger collaborations with GNL while proposing cooperations to the Wuhan P4 director, 
Prof. Yuan Zhiming, as soon as my back to Wuhan from Galveston. However, the leader has special arrangements 
on me although am not suitable for. Update now I am ready for indulging myself into biosafety other than notion of 
disguise. 

Please let me know if any chance I am of help in collaborations. 

Dasheng 
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ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 

Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 

Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

a 2017-12-22 22:17:02, "LeDuc, James W." <jwieducOUTMB.EDU> : 

Thank you very much for your kind note and good holiday wishes. I am very pleased that you were able to spend 
time with us and that the experiences at UTMB were valuable. Hook forward to many years of fruitful 
collaborations. 

With all good wishes for a Merry Christmas and a healthy and prosperous New Year 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 22, 2017, at 1:55 AM, gtfrilheng <d.zhengewh.iov.cn> wrote: 

Dear Prof. LeDuc, 

Hope this email give you more health and happiness. I really appreciate your instruction and supervision in my 
stay at GNL, which is my ideal model of biocontainment as you and your colleagues taught me what and how the 
biocontainments provide protection to people working on pathogenic microorganisms. Your invitation plays 
important role in my life. I shall look for more opportunities for fruitful cooperation with GNL. 

Wish you a merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 

Best Regards, 

Dasheng 

Zheng, Dasheng PhD 
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National Biosafety Laboratory 

Institute of Virology 

Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 

Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 

Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

At 2017-01-27 22:31:18, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Dasheng, 

I wish you and your team good health and lasting prosperity as you begin the Chinese New Year. May the 
coming year bring you much success and fruitful collaborations. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc@utmb.edu[jwleduc©utmb.edu] 
Sent: Mon 2/15/2021 10:54:13 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: NYT interviews Daszak 

Thanks Dave. Interesting interview and trip. 
From beautiful ice covered Galveston where there is no power and temp today is 27 and low tonight in the teens. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 15, 2021, at 9:02 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz®gmail.com> wrote: 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Ben, Do we have any more Zoom calls on the calendar, with our Chinese colleagues? Hope you, and 
especially Kish, are doing well. Best, dave 

A W.H.O. Researcher on 
His Trip to China 
Seeking Origins of the 
Virus 
By James Gorman 

Feb. 14, 2021 

An interview with Peter Daszak, an animal disease 

specialist, just after his return from an investigative 

research mission to Wuhan, the site of the original 

Covid outbreak, and surrounding areas. 

Peter Daszak in Wuhan, China, this month.Credit...Aly 
Song/Reuters 
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• Feb. 14, 2021 

A team of experts selected by the World Health 

Organization to investigate the origins of the virus that 

caused the Covid-19 pandemic returned last week from 

Wuhan, site of the world's first outbreak. The team, 

having broken the ice with Chinese scientists, plans to 
produce a joint report on the possible origins of the 

virus. 

The two groups of scientists, from China and the 

W.H.O., agreed to pursue some ideas that the Chinese 

government has been promoting, like the possibility 

that the virus was transported on frozen food. But 

the W.H.O. team also became frustrated by China's 

refusal to turn over raw data for analysis. 
Peter Daszak, a member of the W.H.O. team and the 

president of EcoHealth Alliance in New York, is 

primarily concerned with the animal origins of the 

virus. A specialist in animal diseases and their spread 

to humans, Dr. Daszak has worked with the Wuhan 

Virology Institute, a collaboration that last year 

prompted the Trump administration to cancel a grant to 

his organization. 

In an interview after his return to New York, he said 
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that the visit had provided some new clues, which all of 
the scientists, Chinese and international, agreed most 
likely pointed to an animal origin within China or 
Southeast Asia. The scientists have largely discounted 
claims that the virus originated in a lab, saying that 
possibility was so unlikely that it was not worth further 
investigation. 
He reflected on the atmosphere in Wuhan and his first 

glimpse of the seafood market where the initial 
outbreak occurred last year, although it was not the site 
of the first cases. He also said the path ahead would be 
straightforward scientifically, but not politically. 
A transcript of the conversation, condensed and edited 
for length, follows: 
You've been to China and to Wuhan many times 

before. How was this different? 

Well, this was weird. There's certain things when you 
go into China that you're supposed to do. The first 
thing you do is have a meeting and then have a meal. 
And if you don't have a meal, it's considered 
extremely rude. This time we spent two weeks in Zoom 
calls from our quarantine hotel. Then we went to meet 
in person and still didn't have meals with our host. We 
had meals in a separate room. 
So it was just a very difficult, very intense, very 
emotional trip. In Wuhan, there's this feeling of post-
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traumatic shock. 
The city went on lockdown, I think, 76 days. They 
were locked in their apartments — people died, and 
they didn't know about it. And from then on, they've 
been accused of starting a pandemic, and it's been 

called the Wuhan virus, the China virus, and there was 

just a sense of outrage and sadness. 
Did that make it difficult in terms of the scientific 

purpose of the trip? 

No. You've got a task to do. You've volunteered. You 
know what it's going to be like. You get caught up in 
the historical importance. I don't know if we were the 
first foreigners to walk around the Huanan seafood 
market, which is blocked off even to Chinese citizens. 
The only people that have been in there have been the 
Chinese disease investigators. We met with the doctors 

that treated the first known Covid patients. 
These people have been through harrowing conditions, 
and they're now lauded as heroes in China, and then 
the rest of the world now is fighting that war. And 

China, of course, is absolutely petrified of this virus 
catching hold again. 
When you arrive at the airport, they come on the plane 
in full P.P.E.; you're escorted down a separate 
quarantine pathway; you get tested. You're driven to 
the hotel, you go in your room, and you're locked in 
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for two weeks. It's just severe. The people who come 
to your door are in full P.P.E. The waste from your 
trash, from the hotel room, goes into a yellow bag with 
a biohazard sign on it. 
It was a totally different experience when I returned 
home, where I didn't even get a notification that I've 
got to quarantine. I signed on to the New York state 
app, but no one is going to knock on my door and tell 

me, "Stay indoors." 
Did you learn anything from this trip that you 
didn't know before? 
From Day 1, the data we were seeing were new that 
had never been seen outside China. Who were the 
vendors in the Huanan seafood market? Where did 

they get their supply chains? And what were the 

contacts of the first cases? How real were the first 
cases? What other clusters were there? 
When you asked for more, the Chinese scientists would 
go off, and a couple of days later, they've done the 
analysis, and we've got new information. It was 
extremely useful. At the time, you couldn't really say 
much. We were trying to not undermine the process by 
revealing anything while we were on the trip. 
Image 

The Huanan seafood market in Wuhan.Credit...Getty 
Images/Getty Images 
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What can you say now about the market and what 

you saw? 
The market closed on the 31st of December or the 1st 
of January, and China C.D.C. sent a team in of 

scientists to try and find out what was going on. It was 
a very extensive study, swabbing every surface of this 
place. We knew early on that there were 500 samples 
collected, and there were many positives, and in that 
sampling were some animal carcasses, or meat. But 
there was not really much information publicly about 
what had been done. So we got all that information. 
And that, to me, was a real eye-opener. 
They'd actually done over 900 swabs in the end, a 
huge amount of work. They had been through the 
sewage system. They'd been into the air ventilation 

shaft to look for bats. They'd caught animals around 
the market. They'd caught cats, stray cats, rats, they 
even caught one weasel. They'd sampled snakes. 
People had live snakes at the market, live turtles, live 
frogs. 
Rabbits were there, rabbit carcasses. A farm with 

rabbits could have been really critical. There was talk 
about badgers, and in China, when they say badger, 
that means ferret badger. It's a mustelid, related to 
weasels. Animals were coming into that market that 
could have carried the coronavirus. They could have 
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been infected by bats somewhere else in China and 

brought it in. So that's clue No. 1. 
There were 10 stalls that sold wildlife. There were 
vendors from South China, including Yunnan 
Province, Guangxi Province and Guangdong Province. 
Yunnan Province is where the closest relative to SARS-
CoV-2 is found in bats. Guangxi and Guangdong are 
where the pangolins were captured. They had close 
viruses. 

You've got animals coming in to the market which are 
susceptible. Some of these are coming from places 
where we know the nearest relatives of the virus are 
found. So there's the real red flag. 
Now the Chinese group did swab those animals, and 

they were all negative, but it's just one small group of 
animals in the freezer that were left behind. We don't 
know what else was for sale there. So these two clues 
are really important. 
When we got to actually visit the market, to me it was 
quite striking. The pictures you see of that market 
closed now are of quite orderly buildings with shutters, 
and you think, This a very efficient, typical city market. 
It doesn't really look like a live animal market. Once 
you get there on the ground, it's different. It's pretty 

ramshackle. 
It looks like a place that would sell live animals. 
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There's plenty of evidence of live aquatic animals, the 
turtle tanks, the fish tanks, the snakes, which we know 
were available. What we now have are a clear link and 
a potential pathway. 
What about the cases that appeared before the 
outbreak in the seafood market? 
There was other spread going on outside of Huanan 
market. There are other patients who have no links to 
the market, quite a few in December. There were other 
markets. And we do know that some of the patients had 
links to other markets. We need to do some further 
work, and then the Chinese colleagues need to do some 
further work. 

When we sat down as a group, the China team and the 

W.H.O. team on the last full day of work, and said, 
"Let's go through the hypotheses," the one that 
received the most enthusiastic support was this 
pathway — wildlife, through a domesticated wildlife 
link, into Wuhan. 
What is the next step? 
For the animals chain, it's straightforward. The 
suppliers are known. They know the farm name; they 

know the owner of the farm. You've got to go down to 

the farm and interview the farmer and the family. 

You've got to test them. You've got to test the 
community. You've got to go and look and see if there 
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are any animals left at any farms nearby and see if 
they've got evidence of infection, and see if there is 

any cross-border movement. If the virus is in those 
southern border states, it's possible that there's been 

some movement across neighboring countries like 
Vietnam, Laos or Myanmar. We're finding more and 
more related viruses now. There's one in Japan and 
one in Cambodia, one in Thailand. 
For the human side, look for earlier cases, for clusters; 
look in blood banks for serum, if possible. Anything 
like this is going to be sensitive in China, and it's going 
to take some persuasion and diplomacy and energy for 

them to do that because, to be honest, looking for the 
source of this virus within China is not a great, high 
priority I think for the Chinese government. Anywhere 
this virus is shown to emerge is a political issue. That's 
one of the problems, and that is clear and obvious to 
anyone who has been looking at this. 
Do you have a particular animal that you suspect 

right now as an intermediate link, more strongly 

than others? 

It's too up in the air. We don't know if civets were on 
sale. We know they are very easily infected. We don't 
know what the situation is with the mink farms in 
China or the other fur farms, like raccoon dogs, even 
though they're normally farmed in a different part of 
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China. That needs to be followed up on, too. 
But if you were to say which pathway would you put 
the most weight on, I think the virus emerging either in 
Southeast Asia or Southern China from bats, getting 

into a domesticated wildlife farm. I've been to many of 

these, and they often have mixed species — civets, 
ferret badgers, raccoon dogs. Those animals would be 

able to get infected from bats. 
Either the people that work there get infected and bring 
it in, or animals are shipped in, live or recently killed, 
that bring the virus into a market. Once it's in a market 

either Huanan or another one in Wuhan — you've 
got a dense population of people moving through those 
markets. And it's going to be a real potential for an 
amplification. 
The new data that you saw, for instance, on the 
vendors and their supply chains, will that be in 
your full report? 
I hope so. There'll be some things that are going to be 
confidential, without a doubt. Patient records are kept 
highly confidential in China. We have an image in the 

West of China being authoritarian and they are 
videoing everyone. They can have access to anything. 
But patient records are very private, and some are not 
accessible. 
We wanted to meet with certain patients. They didn't 
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want to meet, so they weren't pushed to meet with us. 

There's no reason to believe that was shenanigans. I'm 

hoping all the information about vendors, vendor 
chains will be there. But if not, we've seen it. We've 

got it. And we will be following up. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edupwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Sat 1/16/2021 11:08:29 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Fact Sheet: Activity at the Wuhan Institute of Virology - United States Department of State 

Sad assessment. I hope that we can help in resolving some of these lingering questions. I wonder if there might be a role for 
NAS going forward with the new administration 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 15, 2021, at 11:53 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at-the-wuhan-institute-of-virology/ 

Jan 20th can't get here soon enough. 
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From: LeDuc, Ja mes W. U0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162ADAWLED UCI 

Sent: 4/26/2021 2:47:12 PM 
To: Ti ng YUAN SO [yuanti ng@westl a ke.edu.cn] 
BCC: Shi, Pei yong [pes hi @UTMB.EDU]; Yuan Zhimi ng [yzm@wh.iov.cn) 
Subject: RE: Invitation for Biosafety Advisory Committee of Westlake University 

Dear Ting Yuan, 

GROUP 

Thank you for the kind offer to join the Biosafety Advisory Committee of Westlake University in Hangzhou, China. It 
would be my pleasure to join Professor Yigong Shi and my colleagues Professor Pei -Yong Shi and Professor Zhi ming Yuan 
in this very important activity. I look forward to learning more about the new laboratory and how I might best 
contribute to your success. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Cell 409-789-2012 

From: Ting YUAN t 4. <yuanting@westlake.edu.cn> 
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 4:40 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Invitation for Biosafety Advisory Committee of Westlake University 

WARNING: This email origi nated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click I inks or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Professor LeDuc, 

This is Ting Yuan, the Director Assistant of Center for Infectious Disease Research (CIDR), Westlake 
University (Hangzhou, China). We are writing to you because we wish that we have the honor to invite you as a 
member of Biosafety Advisory Committee of Westlake University. 

Westlake University is a new type of private non-profit university led by Professor Yigong Shi, who is an 
outstanding structural biologist. CIDR was established by Westlake University in response to the emerging 
global infectious disease COVID- 19. It aims to make transformative scientific advances that lead to an 
understanding of a broad spectrum of infectious diseases. Thus, BSL-3 laboratories will be the most needed 
facility right now. 

You are an extraordinary microbiologist excel on infectious disease and biosafety so that we can get invaluable 
suggestions from you while we are building our BSL-3 labs at CIDR. The Westlake University Biosafety 
Advisory Committee will recruit experts domestically and abroad like Professor Peiyong Shi from UTMB, 
Professor Zhiming Yuan from Wuhan Institute of Virology, etc. It will guide our Biosafety Committee in terms 
of lab design and biosafety management during the first few years of lab operation You are highly 
recommended by Professor Shi when we asked him for advice on the member list. 

We would greatly appreciate that if you take the invitation. The invitation letter will be sent to you later. Thank 
you for your time. 
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Best! 
Ting Yuan 

#-</-4 Ting Yuan 

1IFINT Director Assistant 

Center for Infectious Disease Research, CIDR 

Tel: +86 571 87089772 

Cell: 15927246429 

Email: yuanting@westlake,edu.cn 

Illt. :03MMTWAMITIEAERM/i\MEtWW18-'i 

18 Shilongshan Rd, Cloud Town, Xihu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: [lizhenjun©icdc.cn]; 431111 [xujianguo@icdc.cn]; [yzm@whiov.cn]; [wei.yan©keaipublishing.com] 
From: IfIA-r[wangxiaoning©icdc.cn] 
Sent: Thur 1/14/2021 12:08:14 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Invitation to Editorial Board Members of JOBB to Contribute Articles 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. James W. Le Duc, 

My name is Xiaoning Wang from the Office of State Key Laboratories for Infectious Diseases Prevention and 

Control, China CDC, and I'm responsible for the work related to Journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity (JOBB), a 

journal edited by Academician Jianguo Xu and Researcher Zhiming Yuan. 

First of all, thank you very much for your great support and contribution to the journal. I will report the main 

progress of the journal in the past two years in the following aspects. 

1. 54 articles have been published online since the inception of JOBB journal in 2019. Twelve 

articles related COVID-19 have been included in PubMed Central and 10 articles have received 15 citations in SCI 

databases. 

2. The top five most downloaded articles of JOBB journal in 2020 are as follows. 

Downloat rticle Titlt ithors Publicatio 
Year 

ocument Type 

9,263 Current status and future challenges of high- 
level biosafety laboratories in China 

Yuan Zhiming 2019 Review article 

9,952 Synthetic biology: Recent progress, biosafety 
and biosecurity concerns, and possible solutions 

Fangzhong Wang, 
Weiwen Zhang 

2019 Review article 

5,095 A brief history of the development of infectious 
disease prevention, control, and biosafety 
programs in China 

Liang Huigang, 
Xiang Xiaowei, 
Huang Cui, Ma 
Haixia, Yuan 
Zhiming 

2020 Research article 

5,992 Biosafety laboratory risk assessment Na Li, Lingfei Hu, 
AijunJin, Jinsong 
Li 

2019 Research article 

5,467 Biosafety and biosecurity Dongsheng Zhou, 
Hongbin Song, 

2019 Short 
communication 
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Jianwei Wang, 
Zhenjun Li, 
Shuai Xu, 
Xingzhao Ji, 
Xuexin Hou, 
Jianguo Xu 

3. In 2019 we has applied for the WeChat Official Accounts to promote the articles in each online issue. 

4. In 2021, we will submit an application for inclusion in SCI databases. In order to ensure a smooth application, we 

sincerely invite you, as a top expert in this field and an editorial board member of the journal, to contribute a review 

or research article during 2021. Please send me the type of article and your tentative title by March 1, 2021. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

E-mail: wangxiaoning@icdc.cn 

Best regards for you. 

Xiaoning Wang 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 2/2/2021 4:26:25 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Good news and thanks 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! Good for Han...and all sides! Best, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Feb 2, 2021, at 4:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See below--One of our GNL BSL4 post-docs now in Wuhan. 

Jim 

From: Mgi < 
Sent: Monday, February 1, 2021 11:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. < vieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Good news and thanks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. Leduc and Dennis, 

I am very glad to tell you that I has been selected as the expert member of the National Biosafety 
Review Committee of the Microbiology and Biomedical Laboratories for Human Infectious Diseases in 
2021. The same as the Dr. Qing Dai from Kunming, who visited the GNL for the biocontainment 
engneering training in 2015. 

I would like to thank you and UTMB for providing me the opportunities to participate the valuable and 
extensive biosafety training in aspect of theoretical, hands-on, and facilities, and learn the biological 
containment laboratory knowledge! These excellent experiences in UTMB will help me to better serve 
the public health, safety, research and development in my country. 

My scientific research is more on mosquito-borne viruses now and already get some progress, and I will 
help the institute to develop the ACL facilities and equipments to ensure the arthropods biosafety. 
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Best wishes, 

Han 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: lamesleduc2021@gmail.comljamesleduc2021@gmail.com] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 2/2/2021 9:58:33 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Good news and thanks 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Congratulations on retiring from UTMB! I am glad that you will keep an affiliation and look forward to continuing to work with you 
on CISAC projects. 

And thanks for the kind words about our new family member, we are thrilled as well and are hoping the last 13 weeks go smoothly. 
Please tell: 552.117 h Kish and I say hi and that we hope she is doing well. 

PS Looks like Peter and the WHO team went to the Wuhan Institute of Virology today 
https://twitter.com/janisfrayer/status/1356806887077859328 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 6:30 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Good news and thanks 

Ben, I'm so happy for you an Kish! : 552.117:with be thrilled! She has asked often if I've heard anything about you starting a 
family—way back to since the Seychelles, so this is indeed wonderful news! An unexpected blessing of the COVID lock-
down—having you both in the same time zone has lots of benefits! 

I think you know, I stepped down as GNL director at the end of January and retired from UTMB. I hope to return in some capacity, • 
but we're still working out details. After _ 552.117 ihealth scare, I figured it was time and coincidentally, the university had a buy-
out program that I qualified for, so it made setting the date easy. I do need to figure out a way to remain sufficiently engaged to 
keep up with the many exciting projects underway and the training center. 

My UTMB email remains active for now, but in case it's shut down, my personal email is: jamesleduc2021@gmail.com My cell 
remains the same: 409-789-2012. 

Wonderful news—big hugs to you both! 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 4:42 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Good news and thanks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for sharing, this is good news. 

Jim I mentioned this to Dave but I also wanted to let you know that Kish and I are expecting our first child (a boy) in early May. We 
are thrilled and Kish is healthy and doing well. Also I will be on paternity leave in late April and May, will try and set up at least one, 
maybe two virtual bio sessions with the Chinese before then. 
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Ben 

On Feb 2, 2021, at 5:26 PM, David Franz <dayidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Jim! Good for Han...and all sides! Best, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Feb 2, 2021, at 4:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

See below--One of our GNL BSL4 post-docs now in Wuhan. 

Jim 

From: Mgi <___ > 
Sent: Monday, February 1, 2021 11:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. < yleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Good news and thanks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. Leduc and Dennis, 

I am very glad to tell you that I has been selected as the expert member of the National 
Biosafety Review Committee of the Microbiology and Biomedical Laboratories for Human 
Infectious Diseases in 2021. The same as the Dr. Qing Dai from Kunming, who visited the 
GNL for the biocontainment engneering training in 2015. 

I would like to thank you and UTMB for providing me the opportunities to participate the 
valuable and extensive biosafety training in aspect of theoretical, hands-on, and facilities, 
and learn the biological containment laboratory knowledge! These excellent experiences in 
UTMB will help me to better serve the public health, safety, research and development in my 
country. 

My scientific research is more on mosquito-borne viruses now and already get some 
progress, and I will help the institute to develop the ACL facilities and equipments to ensure 
the arthropods biosafety. 

Best wishes, 
Han 
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To: KM[hanxia©wh.iov.cn] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 12/21/2020 9:32:57 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Christmas Wishes 

Dear Han, 

552.117 

Thank you for the kind Christmas Wishes! We are fine and remain COVID-19 free, although the situation all across the USA is very 
challenging. and I normally visit in New England for the Holidays, but this year we are staying home and 
avoiding airports and holiday crowds. Very sad, but unfortunately necessary. 

As you can imagine, the lab has been very busy helping in the response to the pandemic—exciting times but stressful. 

I'm sure that it is fun in your household with your daughter growing up and developing her own personality and interests. Give her 
a big hug for us! 

With all good wishes for a very Merry Christmas and a joyous, COVID-free New Year! 

Jim 

From: Xffl <hanxia@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Saturday, December 19, 2020 8:45 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Christmas Wishes 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. Leduc, 

I hope all is well with you 

COVID vaccination is started in US hope the bad situation gets under control soon. 

Here is to wishing you good health, a warm and happy Christmas and a wounderful 
New Year! 

All the Best, 

Han 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; KM[hanxia@whiov.cn] 
From: Bente, Dennis A.Vo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=a19d476d0e5246529096cdf20701b763-Bente, Denn] 
Sent: Tue 2/2/2021 11:13:13 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Good news and thanks 

Dear Han, 

I also would like to congratulate you on your selection! 
The biocontainment guidelines for ticks are currently changing because people have been able to genetically modify ticks. That 
more stringent rules have to be implemented. I'll keep you posted. 

I am very proud of you as well, Han! Please let me know what I can do for you. 

Best wishes to you and your family, 

Dennis 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 16:32 
To: Miff! <hanxia@wh.iov.cn>; Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Good news and thanks 

Dear Han, 

Congratulations on your selection to the expert committee! This is wonderful news and a tribute to your leadership skills and 
scientific excellence. I am so proud of you! Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can help in any way. You will recall that we 
developed guidelines on arthropod biocontainment and I suspect that we can share these with you if you don't have them already. 

Please give my best regards to your husband and daughter, who must be a big girl by now! 

On a personal note, I stepped down as director of the GNL at the end of January and retired from UTMB. I hope to remain affiliated 
with UTMB in some role following a 30 day hiatus, but it's not yet clear what role that will be. The university is still interviewing 
candidates for director and I hope that they will make a selection soon, since both Joan Nichols and I are now gone. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

Cell- 409-789-2012 
My UTMB email remains active; however, my personal email is iamesleduc2021@gmail.com in case of problems. 

From: Xffi J.cn>
Sent: Monday, February 1, 2021 11:48 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Bente, Dennis A. <dabente@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Good news and thanks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. Leduc and Dennis, 

I am very glad to tell you that I has been selected as the expert member of the National Biosafety Review Committee 
of the Microbiology and Biomedical Laboratories for Human Infectious Diseases in 2021. The same as the Dr. Qing 
Dai from Kunming, who visited the GNL for the biocontainment engneering training in 2015. 
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I would like to thank you and UTMB for providing me the opportunities to participate the valuable and extensive 
biosafety training in aspect of theoretical, hands-on, and facilities, and learn the biological containment laboratory 
knowledge! These excellent experiences in UTMB will help me to better serve the public health, safety, research and 
development in my country. 

My scientific research is more on mosquito-borne viruses now and already get some progress, and I will help the 
institute to develop the ACL facilities and equipments to ensure the arthropods biosafety. 

Best wishes, 

Han 
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To: zengli Shi[zIshi@whiov.cn]; Yuan Zhiming[yzrn©whiov.cn]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Fri 7/24/2020 8:22:39 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 

You May find the first two papers of special interest. 
Best wishes. Jim 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASTMH <info@astmh.org> 
Date: July 24, 2020 at 4:04:55 PM CDT 
To: "LeDuc, James W." lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Weekly Roundup of AJTMH COVID-19 Articles, 7/24 
Reply-To: info@astmh.org 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Weekly Roundup of COVID-19 Articles 

Journal Editor-in-Chief Philip Rosenthal, Managing Editor Cathi Siegel, and Editorial Assistant 
Alison Jaeb are giving high priority to all COVID-19 manuscripts. Accepted manuscripts are 
posted to the  Journal website almost immediately and are open to all. To keep you apprised of 
the latest research, we are sending a weekly roundup of the newly published articles on 
Friday. 

We extend our deep thanks to the Journal's  Editors and staff who are working together to 
review and publish all accepted articles as quickly as possible. 

Keep Politics out of Funding Decisions for Medical Research and Public Health 

Philip J. Rosenthal, Daniel G. Bausch, Karen A. Goraleski, David R. Hill, Julie A. Jacobson, 
Chandy C. John and Joel G. Breman 
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▪ The Origin of COVID-19 and Why It Matters 

David M. Morens, Joel G. Breman, Charles H. Calisher, Peter C. Doherty, Beatrice H. Hahn, 
Gerald T. Keusch, Laura D. Kramer, James W. LeDuc, Thomas P. Monath and Jeffery K. 
Taubenberger 

▪ More Stu, :7s are Needed on the Link between Metformin and Decreased Mortality 
in Diabetic COVIL-1.9 Patients 

Marinos Fysekidis, Regis Cohen and Abdallah Al-Salameh 

▪ Artemisia Spp. Derivatives for COVID 1.0 Tr tment: Anecdotal Use, Political Hype, 
Treatment Potential, Challepas, anc] L' oad to Randomized Clinical Trials 

Paulin M. Kapepula, Jimmy K. Kabengele, Micheline Kingombe, Frangoise Van Bambeke, Paul 
M. Tulkens, Antoine Sadiki Kishabongo, Eric Decloedt, Adam Zumla, Simon Tiberi, Fatima 
Suleman, Leon Tshilolo, Jean-Jacques Muyembe-TamFum, Alimuddin Zumla and Jean B. 
Nachega 

Case Report: 137.1 ,,nrnthorax and Pnet!rInmedfnntinum  as Uncommon 
Com lications of COVID-19 Pneumo&z.%—re llZ• 

Alvaro Quincho-Lopez, Dania L. Quincho-Lopez and Fernando D. Hurtado-Medina 

▪ Predictino the Impact of COVID-19 and the Potential Impact of the Public Health 
Response on Disease Burden in Uganda 

David Bell, Kristian Schultz Hansen, Agnes N. Kiragga, Andrew Kambugu, John Kissa and 
Anthony K. Mbonye 

▪ Incident SARS-CoV-2 Infection and a Shared Latrine 

Oscar H. Del Brutto, Aldo F. Costa and Hector H. Garcia 

▪ A University-Wide Preparedness Fffnrt ;n the .Alert Ph,nee of rovm-19 
Incornoratino Cornnwnitv Mental a -0 Experien( 
ft zBornean 

Mohamad Hafiz Mukhsam, Mohammad Saffree Jeffree, Nicholas Tze Ping Pang, Syed 
Sharizman Syed Abdul Rahim, Azizan Omar, Muhammad Syafiq Abdullah, Khamisah Awang 
Lukman, Nelbon Giloi, Loganathan Salvaraji, Mohd Rahimie Abd Karim, Sahipudin Saupin, 
Yeap Boon Tat, Mohd Firdaus Mohd Hayati, Mohd Yusof Ibrahim, Assikin Muhamad and Syaza 
Putri Zainudin 

All COVID-19 articles are being made freely available on the Journal website.  Click here for the 
most up-to-date list of what's been published. 
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Support the Work of ASTMH 

Every donation helps us continue to work towards our mission of reducing the worldwide 
burden of tropical infectious diseases and improving global health. 

American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 

241 18th Street South, Suite 501 • Arlington, VA 22202 USA 

+1-571-351-5409 • Fax +1-571-351-5422 

If you prefer not to receive any future e-mail from ASTMH, you can  unsubscribe here. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 10/30/2020 2:56:29 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks for sharing the draft. Some good positive messages that perhaps we can use if we decide to go forward with a joint 
publication. Depending upon the election results, we could have a big impact. Alternatively, we could be visited even more 
frequently by the folks from the three-letter agencies... 

Enjoy the weekend. I hope you're voting in PA. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 12:22 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Fran Sharples 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

I thought the meeting went very well. Your idea about a Policy Forum piece reminded me of what we were planning to do 
with our original group of Chinese colleagues (CBSG circa 2007-2012) which sort of ground to a halt after a few years. 
[Fortunately, we linked up with George via Mifang, added relevant science and what you see today is the result of focusing 
on the science rather than a more 'security heavy' approach we were on. 

We had originally sought and reached agreement on writing some kind of policy piece. . .but at the last minute our Chinese 
colleagues said they couldn't be involved. We're in a much different place today and focused on a different and much 
more mutually-comfortable topic. 

I attach a primitive draft of a joint paper we were working on in 2014, just FWIW. It does sound pretty simple today. . .. 
but maybe some of the 'spirit' in the last couple of paragraphs may trigger some thoughts as we go forward. 
Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 12:34 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeting with a lot of positive comments. Ben, 
I hope you were able to capture the names of all the Chinese participants. 

I like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appear around the inauguration of the next 
administration. If folks agree, we should start outlining content now and perhaps discuss with Science editors. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Nancy Connell 
<NancvConnell@Ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi -  —MB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCeryenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
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1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

Agenda for the call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions so far 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December (possible topics: vaccines efficacy, 
durability of immunity, the evaluation and use of different types of tests, studies of COV1D-19 survivors) 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topic areas 
5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late 2021 
6) other issues, date for the next session 

Maybe Diane could moderate from our side? Jim could you do your usual recap at the end? Talk to you all tomorrow 
morning. 

Zoom link should be on your calendars but he,r_elt.is.metm _ _ ------------------
https//nasemzo 552.136 
Alissword. 552.136: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

<image001.jpg> 

Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immunization Program of 

China CDC, a position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team 

lead for the Expanded Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country 

Office. For the 17 previous years, Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention's Immunization Services Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. 

immunization program - initially as Associate Director for Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as 
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Director. His long-time research interest has been on improving children's access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine and trained in 

pediatrics at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and 

Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Horne Award in 1999, the 

Association of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 

2005, the Southern Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 

2012 Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal, and received the Quancheng Friendship 

Award from the government of Jinan, China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is 

special senior advisor to the Chinese Preventive Medicine Association's First Vaccination and 

Immunization Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call--Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now employed by the 
China CDC and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COVID-19 survivors—"Long Haulers". This is a growing 
problem and likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we do, but it could lead to an 
interesting dialogue that could engage a number of different clinical specialties—cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steer clear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bring it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza trans mission 
during the winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of 
the next year's vaccine? (see slides set attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut mabys for 
treatment of influenza that looks quite promising (attached). Similar products are in development for COVID-19. 

There is merit in continuing to engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we might reach out 
to Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to wait until 
after the elections, but I would place this as a high priority aspirational goal. Doesn't really matter what the topic is, 
although COVID-19 is an obvious choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming that involves their NHP colony would 
be especially promising, but Kunming may be too far removed from George Gao's area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
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Importance: High 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). Should we include 
anything else? Please let me know so I can send a revised version (portion in brackets [1 would NOT go to CAS) and 
Zoom reminder to CAS tonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions [curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at the last 
meeting]-
-topic focus for the planned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines 
efficacy, durability of immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up origin or 
"natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, even after 
COVID. We would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These 
virtual visits have gone very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues 
(obvious for right now) as we go back to face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts with 
Kunming and Harbin...or others? After COVID dies down? We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is 
that where we continue to engage? ASF could well come to the US in the future...and there's flu. There are 
a lot of activities/meetings in the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also talking 
more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that which might provide 
some common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis and 
PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going forward if, for 
example, we are attempting to position ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, 
biosafety and biosecurity have been the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to continue to 
include this? If we are only going to do virtual conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't 
need funding. 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net;
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn) <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will 
also send this out as a calendar invitation. 

552.136 
L. Password 552.136 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

IF UTh1I DriiPal I  UWE:111U 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions 
last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting 
over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
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Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think 
we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time 
works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<NAS-CAS dialogue summary 300ct20.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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. . i 552.002; 552.117 i i To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] ii i i 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCFIAN-GEADIVIINTSTRATIVEGROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 10/30/2020 3:24:49 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin 

I plan to retire in January or as soon thereafter as possible. The university has identified a short list of 5 candidates (3 external and 
2 internal) and will be bringing them in during the next week or two. My guess is that negotiations and determining a start date 
will run the process into the spring, 2021 and I'll probably help out for a while since traveling is going to be problematic anyway. 
We'll see, but lots of changes underway here in addition to the GNL director. 

Best wishes, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 3:13 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, I wasn't aware that we had stopped this particular activity on our side, but wasn't going to say anything. I'm 
getting to be a short-timer anyway. I've had an amazingly busy Oct, for some reason, but going into a very slow Nov. 
Sounds kind of good, for a change. Looks like we might be in this mode for awhile; experts sound less positive about 

vaccines in the last couple of days. Are you still planning to 'retire', whatever that means, at the end of the calendar year? 
Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 3:56 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks for sharing the draft. Some good positive messages that perhaps we can use if we decide to go forward with a 
joint publication. Depending upon the election results, we could have a big impact. Alternatively, we could be visited 
even more frequently by the folks from the three-letter agencies... 

Enjoy the weekend. I hope you're voting in PA. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 12:22 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <clgriffi6_@ihmi.edu>;
Peggy Hamburg <peggy@ hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshipUTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
Fran Sharpies <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;
Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

I thought the meeting went very well. Your idea about a Policy Forum piece reminded me of what we were 
planning to do with our original group of Chinese colleagues (CBSG circa 2007-2012) which sort of ground 
to a halt after a few years. [Fortunately, we linked up with George via Mifang, added relevant science and 
what you see today is the result of focusing on the science rather than a more 'security heavy' approach we 
were on. 
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We had originally sought and reached agreement on writing some kind of policy piece...but at the last minute 
our Chinese colleagues said they couldn't be involved. We're in a much different place today and focused on 
a different and much more mutually-comfortable topic. 

I attach a primitive draft of a joint paper we were working on in 2014, just FWIW. It does sound pretty 
simple today.... but maybe some of the 'spirit' in the last couple of paragraphs may trigger some thoughts as 
we go forward. 
Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 12:34 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeting with a lot of positive 
comments. Ben, I hope you were able to capture the names of all the Chinese participants. 

I like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appear around the inauguration of the 
next administration. If folks agree, we should start outlining content now and perhaps discuss 
with Science editors. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>;
Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

Agenda for the call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions so far 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December (possible topics: vaccines 
efficacy, durability of immunity, the evaluation and use of different types of tests, studies of 
COVID-19 survivors) 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topic areas 
5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late 2021 
6) other issues, date for the next session 

Maybe Diane could moderate from our side? Jim could you do your usual recap at the end? Talk to you 
all tomorrow morning. 

Zoom link should be on your calendars but here it is aLain: 
552.136 

552.1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

! 
! 
! 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <1eanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National Immunization 

Program of China CDC, a position he has held since 2018. From 2012 through 2017 he 

served as the team lead for the Expanded Program on Immunization in the World 

Health Organization China Country Office. For the 17 previous years, Dr. Rodewald 

served with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Immunization 

Services Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. immunization program - 

initially as Associate Director for Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as Director. His long-

time research interest has been on improving children's access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of Medicine 

and trained in pediatrics at the University of Virginia and the Robert Wood Johnson 

School of Medicine and Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil Horne Award in 

1999, the Association of State and Territorial Health Official's National Excellence in 

Public Health Award in 2005, the Southern Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus 

Award in 2012, was a finalist for the 2012 Samuel J. Heyman Service to America 

Medal, and received the Quancheng Friendship Award from the government of Jinan, 

China for strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is special senior advisor to the 

Chinese Preventive Medicine Association's First Vaccination and Immunization 

Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call—Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he was now 
employed by the China CDC and this is consistent with the information pasted above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COV1D-19 survivors—"Long Haulers". This 
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is a growing problem and likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have more information than we 
do, but it could lead to an interesting dialogue that could engage a number of different clinical 
specialties—cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steer clear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bring it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no influenza 
trans mission during the winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the N hemisphere, how do 
we decide the content of the next year's vaccine? (see slides set attached) Also recent publication of 
aerosol administration of neut mabys for treatment of influenza that looks quite promising (attached). 
Similar products are in development for COVID-19. 

There is merit in continuing to engage the major biocontainment labs and we should explore how we 
might reach out to Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will likely need to 
wait until after the elections, but I would place this as a high priority aspirational goal. Doesn't really 
matter what the topic is, although COVID-19 is an obvious choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming 
that involves their NHP colony would be especially promising, but Kunming may be too far removed 
from George Gao's area of influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 am CT). 
Should we include anything else? Please let me know so I can send a revised version (portion in brackets 
[1 would NOT go to CAS) and Zoom reminder to CAS tonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions [curious about U.S. CDC presence on Zoom call at 
the last meeting]-MIIIIIII 
-topic focus for the planned next session in late November/December (possible topics: vaccines 
efficacy, durability of immunity and the evaluation and uses of different types of tests [bring up 
origin or "natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in late in 2021 
-other issues 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@lhmLedu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>;
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our engagement, 
even after COVID. We would have been visiting China, thus face-to-face in April, were it not for 
the pandemic. These virtual visits have gone very well, from my perspective. Do we stay with 
our current group of colleagues (obvious for right now) as we go back to face-to-face, and when 
do we try to reestablish contacts with Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies 
down? We were on a 'high-containment lab' track; is that where we continue to engage? ASF 
could well come to the US in the future. . .and there's flu. There are a lot of activities/meetings in 
the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also talking more about this 
in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like that which might provide some 
common ground? We have been very usefully boring down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis 
and PH. When/if do we start widening the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the discussions going 
forward if, for example, we are attempting to position ourselves for future funding 
opportunities. In the past, biosafety and biosecurity have been the topics of most interest 
to funders—do we need to continue to include this? If we are only going to do virtual 
conferences for the foreseeable future, maybe we don't need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>;
Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenkapnas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<1F are@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday Oct 30 at 9-10 
am ET. I will also send this out as a calendar invitation. 

552.136 
Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002873 



a  Password:1552.136 I 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong 
(peshipUTMB.EDU) <peshi@utmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
Sharples, Fran <FSharplesPnas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>;ieanlozPberkelev.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21, 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
wrote: 

• 
WANi1111110110:1111 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio 
dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group 
planning meeting over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM 
CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and 
may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email 
unless you think we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS 
know the time works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<NAS-CAS dialogue summary 300ct20.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 10/30/2020 3:28:14 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin 

552.002; 552.117 L_ 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 4:24 PM, LeDuc, James W. <j.‘ leducgUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I plan to retire in January or as soon thereafter as possible. The university has identified a short list of 5 candidates (3 
external and 2 internal) and will be bringing them in during the next week or two. My guess is that negotiations and 
determining a start date will run the process into the spring, 2021 and I'll probably help out for a while since traveling 
is going to be problematic anyway. We'll see, but lots of changes underway here in addition to the GNL director. 

Best wishes, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 3:13 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, I wasn't aware that we had stopped this particular activity on our side, but wasn't going to say 
anything. I'm getting to be a short-timer anyway. I've had an amazingly busy Oct, for some reason, but going 
into a very slow Nov. Sounds kind of good, for a change. Looks like we might be in this mode for awhile; 
experts sound less positive about vaccines in the last couple of days. Are you still planning to 'retire', 
whatever that means, at the end of the calendar year? Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 3:56 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks for sharing the draft. Some good positive messages that perhaps we can use if we decide to go 
forward with a joint publication. Depending upon the election results, we could have a big impact. 
Alternatively, we could be visited even more frequently by the folks from the three-letter agencies... 

Enjoy the weekend. I hope you're voting in PA. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 12:22 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusekPnas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<dg_riffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Micah 
Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Fran Sharpies <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Thanks Jim, 

I thought the meeting went very well. Your idea about a Policy Forum piece reminded me of 
what we were planning to do with our original group of Chinese colleagues (CBSG circa 2007-
2012) which sort of ground to a halt after a few years. [Fortunately, we linked up with George via 
Mifang, added relevant science and what you see today is the result of focusing on the science 
rather than a more 'security heavy' approach we were on. 

We had originally sought and reached agreement on writing some kind of policy piece. . .but at the 
last minute our Chinese colleagues said they couldn't be involved. We're in a much different 
place today and focused on a different and much more mutually-comfortable topic. 

I attach a primitive draft of a joint paper we were working on in 2014, just FWIW. It does sound 
pretty simple today. . .. but maybe some of the 'spirit' in the last couple of paragraphs may trigger 
some thoughts as we go forward. 
Best, dave 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 12:34 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached please find draft notes from today's CAS-NAS dialogue. Good meeting with a lot 
of positive comments. Ben, I hope you were able to capture the names of all the Chinese 
participants. 

I like the idea of a Science Policy Forum publication that might appear around the 
inauguration of the next administration. If folks agree, we should start outlining content 
now and perhaps discuss with Science editors. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:55 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshigUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>;
Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond 
Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

Agenda for the call: 
1) introduction 
2) brief recall/recap of the 2020 virtual sessions so far 
3) focus for the planned next session in late November or December possible 
topics: vaccines efficacy, durability of immunity, the evaluation and use of different 
types of tests, studies of COVID-19 survivors) 
4) general scope of the bio dialogue going forward, general topic areas 
5) meetings in 2021, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person 
in late 2021 
6) other issues, date for the next session 
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Maybe Diane could moderate from our side? Jim could you do your usual recap at the end? 
Talk to you all tomorrow morning. 

Zoom link should be on your calendars but 

552.136 
552.136 L. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 2:53 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <pesh pUTMB EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCeryenka@nas.edu>, Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

<image001.jpg> 

Lance E RODEWALD, M.D. 

Senior Advisor, National Immunization Program 

Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (China CDC). 

Dr. Rodewald is Medical Officer and Senior Advisor with the National 

Immunization Program of China CDC, a position he has held since 2018. 

From 2012 through 2017 he served as the team lead for the Expanded 

Program on Immunization in the World Health Organization China Country 

Office. For the 17 previous years, Dr. Rodewald served with the U.S. 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Immunization Services 

Division, which administers the public-sector U.S. immunization program - 

initially as Associate Director for Science, and from 2000 to 2012 as 

Director. His long-time research interest has been on improving children's 

access to vaccines. 

He received his medical degree from Southern Illinois University School of 

Medicine and trained in pediatrics at the University of Virginia and the 

Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine and Dentistry. 

He is a recipient of the U.S. CDC National Immunization Program's Phil 
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Horne Award in 1999, the Association of State and Territorial Health 

Official's National Excellence in Public Health Award in 2005, the Southern 

Illinois University Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2012, was a finalist for 

the 2012 Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal, and received the 

Quancheng Friendship Award from the government of Jinan, China for 

strengthening public health in Jinan, 2015. He is special senior advisor to 

the Chinese Preventive Medicine Association's First Vaccination and 

Immunization Professional Branch. 

http://www.cnvac.org 

RE: comment on CDC person on last call—Lance used to work at CDC but it sounded like he 
was now employed by the China CDC and this is consistent with the information pasted 
above from their website. 

RE: the agenda, we may wish to suggest follow up studies of COVID-19 survivors—"Long 
Haulers". This is a growing problem and likely to get worse. Not sure the Chinese will have 
more information than we do, but it could lead to an interesting dialogue that could 
engage a number of different clinical specialties—cardiology, neurology, psych, etc. 

I would steer clear of any discussion of origin of the virus unless they bring it up. 

I agree with Dave that ASF virus is an important topic likely to impact the USA soon. 

Influenza is also always relevant. Data from the Southern Hemisphere indicates almost no 
influenza trans mission during the winter season just concluding. If the same occurs in the 
N hemisphere, how do we decide the content of the next year's vaccine? (see slides set 
attached) Also recent publication of aerosol administration of neut mabys for treatment of 
influenza that looks quite promising (attached). Similar products are in development for 
COVID-19. 

There is merit in continuing to engage the major biocontainment labs and we should 
explore how we might reach out to Kunming. 

It would be nice to explore real jointly funded and implemented collaborative studies; will 
likely need to wait until after the elections, but I would place this as a high priority 
aspirational goal. Doesn't really matter what the topic is, although COVID-19 is an obvious 
choice. Doing something jointly with Kunming that involves their NHP colony would be 
especially promising, but Kunming may be too far removed from George Gao's area of 
influence. 

Just some thoughts going forward. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020 12:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
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<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is a brief agenda that we can use to guide the call on tomorrow morning (9 am ET / 8 
am CT). Should we include anything else? Please let me know so I can send a revised 
version (portion in brackets [] would NOT go to CAS) and Zoom reminder to CAS tonight. 

-introduction 
-brief recall/recap of the 2020 vi"-•• s curious about U.S. CDC presence on 
Zoom call at the last meeting-
-topic focus for the planned .ate November/December (possible 
topics: vaccines efficacy, durability of immunity and the evaluation and uses of 
different types of tests [bring up origin or "natural history" of Covid-19?]) 
-general scope of the dialogue going forward [see Franz email below and other 
comments] 
-meeting in 2020, virtual sessions and discussion of resuming meeting in person in 
late in 2021 
-other issues 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 2:49 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <Mleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane 
Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@LJTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenkaPnas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

Agree with Jim, We should probably share our thoughts about the future of our 
engagement, even after COVID. We would have been visiting China, thus face-to-
face in April, were it not for the pandemic. These virtual visits have gone very well, 
from my perspective. Do we stay with our current group of colleagues (obvious for 
right now) as we go back to face-to-face, and when do we try to reestablish contacts 
with Kunming and Harbin. . .or others? After COVID dies down? We were on a 
'high-containment lab' track; is that where we continue to engage? ASF could well 
come to the US in the future. . .and there's flu. There are a lot of activities/meetings 
in the US that could lead to more regulation of the enterprise. China is also talking 
more about this in the context of 'biosecurity', I think. Are there policy issues like 
that which might provide some common ground? We have been very usefully boring 
down on COVID pathogenesis, prophylaxis and PH. When/if do we start widening 
the aperture again? Agree, we should discuss. dave 
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On Oct 23, 2020, at 1:51 PM, LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

We may wish to chat/email among ourselves about direction of the 
discussions going forward if, for example, we are attempting to position 
ourselves for future funding opportunities. In the past, biosafety and 
biosecurity have been the topics of most interest to funders—do we need to 
continue to include this? If we are only going to do virtual conferences for 
the foreseeable future, maybe we don't need funding. 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:42 PM 
To: 'Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin 
<clgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth_@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkelev.edu 
Subject: RE: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of 
October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is 
safe. 

Greetings, 

Here is the link for our discussion about the bio dialogue with CAS on Friday 
Oct 30 at 9-10 am ET. I will also send this out as a calendar invitation. 

Arr 
552.136 

L11,15assworE-552.1361 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 10:22 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwieduc@UTMB.EDU; 
Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshiputmb.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, 
Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>;jeanloz@berkelev.edu 
Subject: Re: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of 
October 30th? 
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Thanks Ben, that time is fine with me. 
Nancy 

On Oct 21 2020, at 15:32, Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

It 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the 
China bio dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue 
core group planning meeting over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 
AM ET / 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the 
Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, 
CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on 
this email unless you think we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I 
will let CAS know the time works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<NAS-CAS dialogue summary 300ct20.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Zoom call 

Normal 

Hold for possible NAS-CAS conf call on future of dialogue 

Fri 10/30/2020 8:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Fri 10/30/2020 9:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

LeDuc, James W. 

U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 
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To: Diane Griffin (dgriffi6©jhu.edu)[dgriffi6©jhu.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy@hbfam.net]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 
'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; 
Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu]; jeanioz©berkeley.edupeanioz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 10/21/2020 2:32:07 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: U.S, and Chin small bio dialogue planning meeting morning of October 30th? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Thanks again for leading the excellent discussions during the China bio dialogue sessions last week. 

Hui Sun has proposed that we hold a U.S.-China bio dialogue core group planning meeting over Zoom on October 30 at 9:00 AM ET 
/ 8:00 AM CT (at 9:00 PM on the 30th in Beijing). 

Meeting would be a smaller group of participates from the Chinese side and may include: 
Dr. George Gao, CDC Director, Institute of Microbiology, CAS 
Dr. Zhiming Yuan, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 
Dr. Xinwen Chen, Director, Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine, CAS 
Dr. Hong Tang, Director, Institute Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS 

Would also be a smaller group on the U.S. side (just the folks on this email unless you think we need to expand). 

Does 9 AM ET / 8 AM CT on October 30th work for you? If so I will let CAS know the time works and send out Zoom links. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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To: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it[umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it]; gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; 
william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; 
Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au[Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au]; Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; 
oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine 
Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; mstevenson@miami.edu[mstevenson@miami.edu]; 
anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr] 
From: Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk] 
Sent: Tue 1/12/2021 7:47:50 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Rising Stars-promising early career investigators 

Stars-promisino early career investicators.xlsx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear all 
Thank you for this invitation. I am circulating our nomination to all as it might be easier if we insert candidates in the same sheet. 
All the best, 
Christine 

From: Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org> 
Sent: 11. januar 2021 23:59 
To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu; emorse@buffalo.edu; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu; Schinazi, 
Raymond F <rschina@emory.edu>; rfgarry@tulane.edu; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; John Lindo <john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm>; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be; peter.palese@mssm.edu; Mark Kaplan <mhkaplan@umich.edu>; jwleduc@utmb.edu; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu; jglass@jcvi.org; erica@scripps.edu; dgriffin@jhsph.edu; Massimo Palmerini 
<massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk>; Brian Charleston <bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk>; andres.merits@utee; 
edomingo@cbm.csic.es; joaquim.segales@irta.cat; jerome.kim@ivi.int; januszp@nicd.ac.za; mazus@yandex.ru; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1; hasegawa@nih.go.jp; umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it; gershoni@bu.edu; william.hall@ucd.ie; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in; md@aims.amrita.edu; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de; becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de; Wieler, Lothar <WielerLH@rki.de>; Ulrike Protzer <protzer@tum.de>; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr; 
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arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au; vromanowski51@gmail.com; bhangombe@unza.zm; Topham, 
David <David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu>; Yiming Shao <yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>; Yiming Shao <yshao510@163.com>; 
hegendel@unmc.edu; jeey62@gmail.com; Young Mae Jee <jeej62@korea.kr>; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au; Kottilil, Shyamasundaran <SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Adebamowo, Clement 
<CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu; vasin@influenza.spb.ru; 
poli.guido@hsr.it; Franco Maria Buonaguro <f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it>; Kratochvil, Christopher J <ckratoch@unmc.edu>; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; Abimiku, Alash'le (IHV) <aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu>; fbuonaguro@gmail.com; Scott 
Weaver <sweaver@utmb.edu>; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.acdp; aishmukhametov@gmail.com; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm; silverr@ccf.org; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg; eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe; -IE liN 
<zIshi@wh.iov.cn>; pardis@broadinstitute.org; mbaobo@scripps.edu; Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au; Maponga, 
Charles <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>; oquaye@ug.edu.gh; s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au; gawandare@ug.edu.gh; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com; Christine Carrington <christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu>; Christine Stabell Benn 
<cbenn@health.sdu.dk>; mstevenson@miami.edu; anders.vahlne@ki.se; GUY VERNET <guy.vernet@hotmail.com>; 
guy.vernet@pasteur.fr 
Subject: Rising Stars-promising early career investigators 

Dear Center Directors, 

I need to complete this on excel file format: Institution 1 Country 1 Center Director 1 Rising Star 1 Brief summary of 
their research 
I'll shoot for tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Centers Manager 

Global Virus Network 

725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

(410) 706-5609 

mgallo@gvn.org 
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Institution Country Center Director Rising Star

Bandim Health Project, University of Southern Denmark Denmark Christine S. Benn Ane B. Fisker



Brief Summary 
Ane B. Fisker is a doctor and senior researcher and associate professor at the University of Southern 
Denmark. 
Her aim is to revolutionise medical science’s view on the effect of vaccines given to children in low-
income countries. 
Many health policies are based on assumptions about effects rather than actual data. Ane's research 
shows that this is inadequate. By testing these assumptions in the real world, Ane could show that 
children’s vaccines had a greater impact on general health than we’d suspected; the vaccines also 
affect the risk of many other diseases. Besides this, she observed that their effect depends on many 
other factors, such as the child’s gender and whether it receives other interventions at the same time, 
for instance vitamin A. This has provided new knowledge about vaccines, vitamins and the immune 
system which could have far-reaching consequences. 

One of the focal points of Ane’s research is the implementation and effect of vaccines in low income 
countries, and she is investigating their effect on mortality and morbidity. 
Ane began her research career while studying, and she spent a research year with the Bandim Health 
Project in Guinea-Bissau.Since then, she has coordinated a major study of early measles vaccine in 
Guinea-Bissau and Burkina Faso, and she has collaborated with prestigious institutions such as the 
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and Johns Hopkins University. In the meantime, Ane 
gained a PhD in Health Sciences from Aarhus University.

Ane’s experience, talent and ambition put her in a unique position to assess the effect of new vaccine 
initiatives:Ane has the ability to challenge established dogma – and not least the will and courage to 
explore whether vaccines and health recommendations actually have the presumed effect. Ane’s 
research makes a distinct difference because it shows how we can get things fundamentally wrong and 
how we need to view our health interventions from a completely new angle. 

Ane has published 116 articles in peer-reviewed journals. 
In 2018 Ane was awarded the Lundbeck Foundation Research Prize for Young Scientists for her work 
(https://www.lundbeckfonden.com/en/challenging-vaccine-dogma-young-doctor-receives-the-
lundbeck-foundation-research-prize-for-young-scientists/).



To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; 
guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr]; mstevenson@med.miami.ed[mstevenson@med.miami.ed] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Thur 1/14/2021 4:42:18 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Rising Stars purpose 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Center Directors, 

A form was provided for listing GVN Rising Stars, Post-docs through Ast. Professors. 

The purpose defined: to enhance one of our core missions: youth, or early career investigators(Post-doc to Ast. Professors) 

with 

education, training and mentoring. We must first seek to identify these groups; afterwards, provide these resources. 

Hope that is helpful. 

Thank you, 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Centers Manager 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002889 



Global Virus Network 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgallo@gvn.org 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002890 



To: cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it[umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it]; gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; 
william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; 
Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au[Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au]; Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; 
oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine 
Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; mstevenson@miami.edu[mstevenson@miami.edu]; 
anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Tue 1/12/2021 7:54:31 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Rising Stars-promising early career investigators 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Christine, 

Thank you, for your contribution. I'm working this out later, today in Google Forms. 

Thus far, the system does not recognize or accepts my Excel file format? 

Thanks, 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Centers Manager 

Global Virus 'ivork 

725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002891 



(410) 706-5609 

mgalio@gvn.org 

From: Christine Stabell Benn <cbenn@health.sdu.dk> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:47 AM 
To: Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org>; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu <ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu>; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu 
<wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu>; emorse@buffalo.edu <emorse@buffalo.edu>; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu 
<rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Schinazi, Raymond F <rschina@emory.edu>; rfgarry@tulane.edu <rfgarry@tulane.edu>; 
cmacpherson@sgu.edu <cmacpherson@sgu.edu>; John Lindo <john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm>; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be 
<johan.neyts@kuleuven.be>; peter.palese@mssm.edu <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Mark Kaplan <mhkaplan@umich.edu>; 
jwleduc@utmb.edu <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu <john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu>; jglass@jcvi.org 
<jglass@jcvi.org>; erica@scripps.edu <erica@scripps.edu>; dgriffin@jhsph.edu <dgriffin@jhsph.edu>; Massimo Palmerini 
<massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk>; Brian Charleston <bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk>; andres.merits@ut.ee 
<andres.merits@utee>; edomingo@cbm.csic.es <edomingo@cbm.csic.es>; joaquim.segales@irta.cat <joaquim.segales@irta.cat>; 
jerome.kim@ivi.int <jerome.kim@ivi.int>; januszp@nicd.ac.za <januszp@nicd.ac.za>; mazus@yandex.ru <mazus@yandex.ru>; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1<m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nk hasegawa@nih.go.jp <hasegawa@nih.go.jp>; 
umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it <umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it>; gershoni@bu.edu <gershoni@bu.edu>; william.hall@ucd.ie 
<william.hall@ucd.ie>; lananh_2003@yahoo.com <lananh_2003@yahoo.com>; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in <esreekumar@rgcb.res.in>; 
md@aims.amrita.edu <md@aims.amrita.edu>; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de <albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de>; 
becker@staff.uni-marburg.de <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>; Wieler, Lothar <WielerLH@rki.de>; Ulrike Protzer <protzer@tum.de>; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr <marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be <arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be>; 
sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au <sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au>; vromanowski51@gmail.com <vromanowski51@gmail.com>; 
bhangombe@unza.zm <bhangombe@unza.zm>; Topham, David <David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu>; Yiming Shao 
<yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>; Yiming Shao <yshao510@163.com>; hegendel@unmc.edu <hegendel@unmc.edu>; jeey62@gmail.com 
<jeey62@gmail.com>; Young Mae Jee <jeej62@korea.kr>; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au <alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au>; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au <andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au>; Kottilil, Shyamasundaran 
<SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Adebamowo, Clement <CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov 
<konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov>; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu <tony.goldberg@wisc.edu>; vasin@influenza.spb.ru 
<vasin@influenza.spb.ru>; poli.guido@hsr.it <poli.guido@hsr.it>; Franco Maria Buonaguro <f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it>; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J <ckratoch@unmc.edu>; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org <pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>; Abimiku, 
Alash'le (IHV) <aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu>; fbuonaguro@gmail.com <fbuonaguro@gmail.com>; Scott Weaver 
<sweaver@utmb.edu>; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu <jorge.osorio@wisc.edu>; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp <h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp>; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com <aishmukhametov@gmail.com>; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm 
<joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm>; silverr@ccf.org <silverr@ccf.org>; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg <linfa.wang@duke-
nus.edu.sg>; eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe <eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe>; E1113 <zIshi@wh.iov.cn>; pardis@broadinstitute.org 
<pardis@broadinstitute.org>; mbaobo@scripps.edu <mbaobo@scripps.edu>; Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au 
<Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au>; Maponga, Charles <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>; oquaye@ug.edu.gh 
<oquaye@ug.edu.gh>; s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au <s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au>; gawandare@ug.edu.gh 
<gawandare@ug.edu.gh>; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com <drmusabaev1956@gmail.com>; Christine Carrington 
<christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu>; mstevenson@miami.edu <mstevenson@miami.edu>; anders.vahlne@ki.se 
<anders.vahlne@ki.se>; GUY VERNET <guy.vernet@hotmail.com>; guy.vernet@pasteur.fr <guy.vernet@pasteur.fr> 
Subject: RE: Rising Stars-promising early career investigators 

Dear all 
Thank you for this invitation. I am circulating our nomination to all as it might be easier if we insert candidates in the same sheet. 
All the best, 
Christine 

From: Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org> 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002892 



Sent: 11. januar 2021 23:59 
To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu; emorse@buffalo.edu; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu; Schinazi, 
Raymond F <rschina@emory.edu>; rfgarry@tulane.edu; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; John Lindo <john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm>; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be; peter.palese@mssm.edu; Mark Kaplan <mhkaplan@umich.edu>; jwleduc@utmb.edu; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu; jglass@jcvi.org; erica@scripps.edu; dgriffin@jhsph.edu; Massimo Palmerini 
<massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk>; Brian Charleston <bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk>; andres.merits@utee; 
edomingo@cbm.csic.es; joaquim.segales@irta.cat; jerome.kim@ivi.int; januszp@nicd.ac.za; mazus@yandex.ru; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1; hasegawa@nih.go.jp; umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it; gershoni@bu.edu; william.hall@ucd.ie; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in; md@aims.amrita.edu; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de; becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de; Wieler, Lothar <WielerLH@rki.de>; Ulrike Protzer <protzer@tum.de>; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au; vromanowski51@gmail.com; bhangombe@unza.zm; Topham, 
David <David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu>; Yiming Shao <yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>; Yiming Shao <yshao510@163.com>; 
hegendel@unmc.edu; jeey62@gmail.com; Young Mae Jee <jeej62@korea.kr>; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au; Kottilil, Shyamasundaran <SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Adebamowo, Clement 
<CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu; vasin@influenza.spb.ru; 
poli.guido@hsr.it; Franco Maria Buonaguro <f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it>; Kratochvil, Christopher J <ckratoch@unmc.edu>; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; Abimiku, Alash'le (IHV) <aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu>; fbuonaguro@gmail.com; Scott 
Weaver <sweaver@utmb.edu>; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.acdp; aishmukhametov@gmail.com; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm; silverr@ccf.org; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg; eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe; -IE liN 
<zIshi@wh.iov.cn>; pardis@broadinstitute.org; mbaobo@scripps.edu; Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au; Maponga, 
Charles <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>; oquaye@ug.edu.gh; s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au; gawandare@ug.edu.gh; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com; Christine Carrington <christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu>; Christine Stabell Benn 
<cbenn@health.sdu.dk>; mstevenson@miami.edu; anders.vahlne@ki.se; GUY VERNET <guy.vernet@hotmail.com>; 
guy.vernet@pasteur.fr 
Subject: Rising Stars-promising early career investigators 

Dear Center Directors, 

I need to complete this on excel file format: Institution 1 Country 1 Center Director 1 Rising Star 1 Brief summary of 
their research 
I'll shoot for tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Centers Manager 

Global Virus Network 

725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

(410) 706-5609 

mgallo@gvn.org 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002893 
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To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.edu[jorge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; mstevenson@miami.edu[mstevenson@miami.edu]; 
anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Thur 1/14/2021 6:17:43 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Rising Stars-from Post-docs to Assistant Professors 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center Directors, 

Thus, far several responses for 'Rising Stars' have been received from four of our GVN Center Directors. 

I'm sure others have more recommendations to offer. 

Please, submit any promising, early research investigators provided from the link: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/eAFAIKILSc7ISKOgRtWko9j5BWA5kupT-

E' .1112 nz :Neviewform?usp=sf link 
• • 'Rising Stars 
ist-docs to Assistant Professor level 
cs.googie.corn 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002895 



Thank you, 
Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Centers Manager 
Global Virus rvork 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgallo@gvn.org 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002896 



To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; 
becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.del; Wieler, Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510©163.com]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jeepeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; 
guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; Penny 
Moore[pennym@nicd.ac.za]; mihai.netea@radboudumc.nl[mihai.netea@radboudumc.n1]; Akhil:Faculty NI l[akhil@nii.ac.in]; 
chiranjay.m@manipal.edu[chiranjay.m@manipal.edu]; prem@aims.amrita.edu[prem@aims.amrita.edu]; ykawagu@ims.u-
tokyo.ac.jp[ykawagu@ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp]; virus@pathohotmail.com[virus@pathohotmail.com] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Tue 3/30/2021 12:45:26 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: GVN Rising Star Mentorship Program 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center Directors, 

As promised, pleases see the attached Google Form to submit any additional, Rising Star candidates. 

Rising Stars 

ng Stars 
ist-docs to Assistant F )fessor level 
cs.google.com 

Thank you, 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002897 



Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Centers Manager 
Global Virus Network 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgalio@gvn.org 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002898 



To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; mstevenson@miami.edu[mstevenson@miami.edu]; 
anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Thur 1/14/2021 1:53:56 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Rising Stars-promising early career investigators; Post-docs to Ast. Professors 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Ceneter Directors, 

Thank you, again to those who completed the Google spreadsheets for The GVN Rising Stars. 

We intend to focus, and provide greater support via training, education and mentoring with this information. 

Also, some Breakthrough awards may be bestowed in the event of an scientific advancement. 

Please, see the link form below. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/lFAIpQLSc7ISKOgRtWko9j5BWA5kupT-

gU4ZOODsSU ih2 nz2sW5cNgiviewform?usp=sf link 

Rising Stars 
Post-docs to Assistant Professor level 
does.g mgle.corn 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002899 



Thank you, 
Macus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Centers Manager 
Global Virus Network 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgallo@gvn.org 

GvN
VIRUS NETWORK 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002900 



To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; 
becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.del; Wieler, Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510©163.com]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jeepeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; 
guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Tue 1/19/2021 7:20:16 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Rising Stars or promising early career investigators 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center Directors, 

The Rising Stars project seeks to support upwardly mobile and aspiring, talented, young scientists 

in education and training, and to provide them with further visibility on our web. 

Earlier, in my previous email, some of you may have been missed due to the time difference. 

Thus, far the USA is mainly represented with only one entry from Europe, and none for other parts of the world. 

Please, select a (post-doc/Ast. Professor) candidate who may be suitable as a Rising Star at your Center/Affiliate. 

T ; - Googic 

Rising Stars 
Post-docs to Assistant Professor level 
docs.g gle.com 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002901 



Thank you, 
Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Centers Manager 
Global Virus Network 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgallo@gvn.org 

GUN 
GLOBAL VIRUS NETWORK 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002902 



To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; 
becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.del; Wieler, Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510©163.com]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jeepeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; 
guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; Penny 
Moore[pennym@nicd.ac.za]; mihai.netea@radboudumc.nl[mihai.netea@radboudumc.n1]; Akhil:Faculty NI l[akhil@nii.ac.in]; 
chiranjay.m@manipal.edu[chiranjay.m@manipal.edu]; prem@aims.amrita.edu[prem@aims.amrita.edu]; ykawagu@ims.u-
tokyo.ac.jp[ykawagu@ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp]; virus@pathohotmail.com[virus@pathohotmail.com] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Wed 3/31/2021 11:15:15 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: GVN Academy & The Rising Stars Mentorship Program 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center Directors, 

For all those who have already submitted candidates for the Rising Stars and 

those prospectively interested, please see the program link: 

https://gvn.org/programs/gvn-drs-vang-liu-pan-zheng-academv-program/ 

Thank you, 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Centers Manager 

Global Virus Network 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002903 



725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgalio@gvn.org 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002904 



To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; mstevenson@miami.edu[mstevenson@miami.edu]; 
anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr] 
Cc: Kevin Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Wed 1/13/2021 11:53:15 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: GVN Rising Stars-Post-docs to Assitant Professor level 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Center Directors, 

Please, see the link, and fill in the information. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/I.FAIKILSc7ISKOgRtWko9j5BWA5kupT-

gU4ZOODsSU Jh2 nz2sW5cNg/viewform?usp=sf link 

Thank you, 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Centers Manager 

Global Virus !Network 
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725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgalio@gvn.org 
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To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; 
becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.del; Wieler, Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510©163.com]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jeepeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; 
guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; Penny 
Moore[pennym@nicd.ac.za]; mihai.netea@radboudumc.nl[mihai.netea@radboudumc.n1]; Akhil:Faculty NII[akhil@nii.ac.in]; 
chiranjay.m@manipal.edu[chiranjay.m@manipal.edu]; prem@aims.amrita.edu[prem@aims.amrita.edu]; ykawagu@ims.u-
tokyo.ac.jp[ykawagu@ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp]; virus@pathohotmail.com[virus@pathohotmail.com] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Linman 
Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org]; Nora Samaranayake[nsamaranayake@gvn.org]; Kevin 
Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Tue 3/30/2021 12:18:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: GVN Rising Star Mentorship Program 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center Directors, 

Thank you all for those who have already responded to the Rising Stars Mentorship Program. 

Your candidates will be for consideration several weeks prior to the program's deadline. 

This email also serves as a friendly reminder to all additional interested persons and their prospective candidates. 

GVN Rising Star Mentorship Program: This program will mentor 15 bright, junior scientists over the course of two years and connect each 
mentee with a GVN senior virologist to provide one-on-one research and career guidance. Participants of the program will also participate in the 
elite GVN meetings and other related meetings. 

• We are currently recruiting 5 upcoming rising stars for 2021-2022 term. 
• Deadline for the application is June 18, 2021. 
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The information is available on our GVN website. 

Best regards, 
Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Centers Manager 
Global Virus vork 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgallo@gvn.org 
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To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; 
guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr]; mstevenson@miami.edu[mstevenson@miami.edu] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Thur 1/14/2021 3:30:02 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: 2021 Criterion Revised 
G"'" Criterion 1.12.21 (3).pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Center Directors, 

I have worked to revise the initial GVN Criterion to include: 

Center Directors to make an effort to reference the GVN in publications/article, as well 

our Regional commitment, youth support via training, education and mentoring and maintaining 

gender-balance. 

Citing the GVN in pubs/articles where possible is an effective and affordable means to heighten visibility. 

Please, see the attached, and please do your part to advocate for the GVN. 

Thank you, 

Marcus 
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Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Centers Manager 
Global Virus 'tvork 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgalio@gvn.org 
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GVN Center of Excellence & Affiliate Proposal Criterion 

GVN Centers: 
1) The Director is a basic, medical or veterinary virologist, or has demonstrated 

• technological or conceptual impact in virology 2) the center is currently productive, 
has deep expertise in 2-3 viral areas, and creates synergy, building formal linkages 
within and outside the network; 3) the center is interested when feasible to 
capacity-building in weaker institutes; especially, in resource-poor nations; 4) 
There is commitment to work to support GVN's central operation through inclusion 
on grant and contract applications, fundraising events, direct donations or other 
means; 5) Must receive a majority of votes from the Rotating Evaluation Committee 
for GVN membership acceptance; 6) As appropriate, the GVN Director will use 
his/her title publicly. 7) The Center seeks regional development, to maintain 
gender-balance and to foster early career investigators 8) Center members will 
make an effort to reference the GVN in publications and articles. 

GVN Affiliates: 
1) The Director is well-versed in at least one virus area; 2) The affiliate is currently 
productive and has deep ties or will conduct collaborations with another Center of high—
resource capacity; 3) Affiliates will be 'twinned' or supported to a well-endowed 
Center(s), sharing the same mission, values and responsibilities and engage in cross-
collaborations; 4) The affiliate is committed to capacity-building in weaker institutes; 
especially, in resource-scarce nations; 5) There is commitment to work to support 
GVN's central operation through inclusion on grant and contract applications, 
fundraising, direct donations or other means when possible; 6) Must receive a majority 
of votes by the Rotating Evaluation Committee for GVN membership acceptance. 

All GVN Center an Affiliate Directors agree to the founding Declaration of Support 
included below: 

Research Member 
1) The scientist has expertise in at least one virus area; 2) The Research Member is 
currently productive, but without formal collaborative linkages; although, has the vision 
to develop synergy with other organizations; 3) There is commitment to work to support 
GVN's central operation through grant applications and fundraising where possible; 4) 
Must receive approval from the GVN President and Scientific Director for GVN 
membership acceptance. 

Declaration of Support for the Global Virus Network 
We represent centers of excellence for research in medical virology from across the 
globe. Our work is dedicated to understanding, preventing and eradicating viral disease 
threats to mankind. Today, we affirm the need for new programs to coordinate, support 
and promote research that bridges the gap between virus surveillance and public health 
implementation. We gather in Washington, 0. C. to support goals and ideals of the 
Global Virus, a new approach to fostering true collaboration among all regions and 
peoples of the world. Seeking to improve the immediate responses to emerging viral 
threats, train future generations of medical virologists, and advise governments or non-
governmental organizations on viral disease threats and their control, the Global Virus 
Network fills a critical need in international health for today and into the future. Signed 
this day: March 3, 2011, Washington, D.C. 
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Additional Information 
All proposals should contain the following elements: 
A. A brief overview of what you propose for the Center: 
a) Who will serve as the director(s) and his/her background? 
b) What other investigators will be involved, their roles and area(s) of viral expertise; 
c) Where people are physically located; 
d) Information about those institutions. 
B. A brief summary of the proposed center's general area(s) of virus expertise 
C. (Centers) a description of international projects and outreach efforts to the 
developing world 
D. Specifics on what you hope to gain from a GVN membership (fellows, training, 
exchanges) 
E. (Centers) Highlights of some recent publications relating to item #2 above 
How your center will support GVN should be included as part of your proposal. 
There is no formal application for GVN Center of Excellence (COE)membership. 
Completed proposals are sent to members of the GVN Scientific Leadership Group, a 
subset of all center directors, for review and voting. If a proposed center is not 
considered fully-formed and stand-alone, it may be considered as a GVN Affiliate 
Center linked to one or more existing COEs. Also, some centers represent only one 
institute location while others are a consortium. Please send your materials addressed 
to Dr. Christian Brechot, President of the Global Virus Network; cbrechot@gvn.org 
Thank you 
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To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; Maponga, 
Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; 
guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Mon 1/18/2021 12:33:35 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: GVN Rising Stars 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Center Directors, 

The purpose of the Rising Stars project, (promising early career investigators-from Post-doc to Assistant Professors), 

is to identify, and afterwards provide education, training and mentoring support resources, to our gifted young, aspiring 

researchers. 

It is not time-consuming, requiring basic information inputted into a form. 

Thus, far 9 Centers are represented, and I know the GVN has many more rising stars out there. 

Please, complete as soon as possible. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/eAFAIKILSc7ISKOgRtWko9j5BWA5kupT-

gLAZOODsSU ih2 nz2sW5cNg/viewform?usp=sf link 

Rising Stars 
Post-docs to Assistant Professor level 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002913 



docs.google.com 

Thank you, 
Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Centers Manager 
Global Virus Network 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgallo@gvn.org 

AL VIRUS WORK 
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To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it[umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it]; gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; 
william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; 
Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au[Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au]; Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; 
oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine 
Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; 
mstevenson@miami.edu[mstevenson@miami.edu]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY 
VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Mon 1/11/2021 4:59:25 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Rising Stars-promising early career investigators 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Center Directors, 

I need to complete this on excel file format: Institution I Country I Center Director I Rising Star I Brief summary of their 

research 
I'll shoot for tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Centers Manager 

Global Virus Network 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002915 



725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgalio@gvn.org 
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To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark 
Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it[umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it]; gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; 
william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, 
David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510@163.com]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jee[jeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; EFF[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; 
Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au[Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au]; Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; 
oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine 
Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; 
mstevenson@miami.edu[mstevenson@miami.edu]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; GUY 
VERNET[guy.vernet@hotmail.com]; guy.vernet@pasteur.fr[guy.vernet@pasteur.fr] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Mon 1/11/2021 4:03:42 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: List of Rising Stars-promising early career investigators 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center Directors, 

Please, list your Rising Star investigators, and a brief summary of their work. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/eAFAIpOLSdXHEpllcUmoKz vWgR51JSEbMA4wh6XeKwU818B841hVYsigiviewform?us 

p=sf 

Rising Stars 
1st of early career investigators 

cs.google.com 

Best regards, 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002917 



Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Centers Manager 
Global Virus Network 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgalio@gvn.org 
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To: ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucstedu[wgreene@gladstone.ucstedu]; mstevenson@med.miami.ed[mstevenson@med.miami.ed]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond 
F[rschina@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; John 
Lindo[john.lindo@uwimona.edu.jm]; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; Mark Kaplan[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; LeDuc, James W.pwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu[john_Treanor@urmc.rochester.edu]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; 
erica@scripps.edu[erica@scripps.edu]; dgriffin@jhsph.edu[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Massimo 
Palmerini[massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; Brian Charleston[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; Anders Vahlne Anders Vahlne[anders.vahlne@labmed.ki.se]; 
edomingo@cbm.csic.es[edomingo@cbm.csic.es]; joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; 
jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it[umberto.bertazzoni@univr.it]; gershoni@bu.edu[gershoni@bu.edu]; 
william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Wieler, 
Lothar[WielerLH@rki.de]; Ulrike Protzer[protzer@tum.de]; guy.vernet@fondation-merieuxusa.org[guy.vernet@fondation-
merieuxusa.org]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Topham, David[David_Topham@URMC.Rochester.edu]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Yiming Shao[yshao510©163.com]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; Young Mae Jeepeej62@korea.kr]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; Kottilil, 
Shyamasundaran[SKottilil@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
vasin@influenza.spb.ru[vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; poli.guido@hsr.it[poli.guido@hsr.it]; Franco Maria 
Buonaguro[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Abimiku, Alashle (IHV)[aabimiku@som.umaryland.edu]; 
fbuonaguro@gmail.com[fbuonaguro@gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp[h-sawa@czc.hokudai.ac.jp]; 
aishmukhametov@gmail.com[aishmukhametov@gmail.com]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jorgeosorio@wisc.eduporgeosorio@wisc.edu]; EFT3[zIshi@wh.iov.cn]; 
pardis@broadinstitute.org[pardis@broadinstitute.org]; mbaobo@scripps.edu[mbaobo@scripps.edu]; 
Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au[Andreas.Suhrbier@quimrberghofer.edu.au]; Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; 
oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingam@griffith.edu.au]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; Christine 
Carrington[christine.carrington@sta.uwi.edu]; cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Thur 12/17/2020 8:49:26 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Basic Research & Clinical Trials 
integrated Basic Research & Clinical  Divisions (2).pptx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center & Affiliate members, 

Please, would you provide information for our database 

as to whether your institution conducts both Basic Research 

and Clinical care, as well as Clinical Trials. 

Some have been noted as testing/evaluating treatments for Clinical Trials, 

but may be inaccurate. 

Please, see the attached Ppt, and create (highlighted) additions or changes. 

Thank you 

Marcus 
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Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Centers Manager 
Global Virus 'tvork 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S-416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgalio@gvn.org 
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Integrated Basic Research & Clinical Divisions 
USA 

• Tulane University SOM-clinical lab research 

• UB-Clinical Pharmacology & CTs 

• University of Michigan-patient care & CTs 

• UNMC-CTs Division 

• IHV/SOM-Clinic & CTs 

• FDR/OVRR-CT's 

• JCVI-CTs 

• Emory-CTs 

• University of Rochester Medical Center-CTs 

• University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute-research and clinical faculty 

• Mt. Sinai-CT vaccine testing 

• Cleveland Clinic-Clinical Research 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0002921 



Basic Research & Clinical Division, ctd 

• IVI-CTS 
Europe 

• IP-Clinical care & CTs 
• FM-Clinical lab; Resaolab 
• USD-CTs 
• Moscow Center for HIV/AIDS Prevention & Treatment-CTs 
• USD-CTs 
• San Raffaele University and Research Hospital 
• Institut° Naziona le Tumori "Fondazione Pascale" National Cancer Institute, 

Naples-Hospital 
• University of Padua 
• National Institute for Infectious Diseases, L. Spa Ila nza ni Rome-Hospital 
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South America, Caribbean & Africa 
• Columbia, CWOHC-Basic research and hospitals and clinics 

• Peru-CTs 

• UVRI-Basic Research & Clinic 

• I HV-N-CTs 

• Zimba bwe-CTs 

• Jamaica-Basic Research and clinical diagnostics 

• Grenada, St. Georges-Clinical and Basic Science 

• UWI, St. Augustine-Clinical Department 
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To: Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Randall J. Urban (rurban©UTMB.EDU)Vo=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange 
Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=be16270069a3475ab27b4916b315abc9-Urban, Rand]; LeDuc,J 
awleduc@utmb.edulljamesleduc2021©gmail.com]; Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 6/24/2021 4:19:57 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Hotez 2021 reference from my EndNote library 
Hotez-2021-The Unique Terror of Being a COVID.pdf 

Hotez PJ. (2021, 20210621). The Unique Terror of Being a COVID Scientist After Jan. 6. The Daily Beast 
Retrieved 0624, 2021, 

https://wvvw.thedailybeast.com/the-unique-terror-of-being-a-covid-scientist-after-january-6 
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he Unique Terror of Being a t OVID 
Scientist After Jan. 6 
I THE NEXT WAR I 

it's no conddence that one of the first gui pleas in connection with the Capitol riot was of an anti-vayocer. 

Peter J. Hotez 

Updated Jun. 21, 2021 4:43AM ET Published Jun. 21, 2021 3:35AM ET 

Ax :)ng,Gettv 

Being a scientist was not exactly fun during the height of the coronavirus  pandemic in America. But somehow, even as cases 

and deaths are way down in the United States, the attacks on us are worse than ever. 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0002925 



Take Anthony Fauci, a punching bag for the far right since the earliest days of the outbreak. The "Fire Fauci Act," a twisted 

piece of legislation first introduced by Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene in April, gained additional Republican support this past 

week, now reaching at least a dozen House members. 

' 

That leaders of the GOP would go out of their way to reduce Dr. Fauci's salary to zero and ultimately force his retirement 

must be examined for what it really is. This is no simple beef with someone who was frequently targeted by the 

administration and its allies under Donald Trump. It is, instead, a piece of a much larger and systematic anti-science project 

on the far right, one that is increasingly hard to separate from the Stop the Steal myth powering the right-wing fringe. 

Fauci Fires Back at GOP Attacks: 'Just Painfully Ridiculous' 
HAD ENOUGH 

Justin Biragonz 

The attacks accelerated in the first half of 2020, when the Trump White House embarked on a deliberate anti-science 

disinformation campaign. The explicit language both from the president and his staff members: COVID-19 was a hoax, or 

else the death toll was a result of causes other than the virus. Hospital admissions reflected a catch-up in elective surgeries, 

and social distancing was discouraged in favor of promoting ridiculously low benchmarks for herd immunity. In response, 

many red-state governors prematurely relaxed social distancing and mask measures, stoking terrible waves of COVID-19 

across southern states in the summer and the Midwest in the fall of 2020. Thousands lost their lives. 

Also in the mix was the outrageous White House conspiracy that the Chinese Communist Party ignited the epidemic in the 

U.S, possibly by sending infected people into our country. Trump suggested he would fire Fauci—who he said disagreed with 

his Chinese travel ban—after the election, unleashing a steady stream of similar calls. 

But it did not stop there. Dr. Peter Daszak, just to take one example—the head of the non-profit EcoHealth Alliance—has 

been routinely hounded by right-wing media as part of their fixation on the (still unresolved) Wuhan Lab Leak hypothesis. 

GOP Rep. Mike Gallagher has outrageously gone so far as to suggest Daszak may have conspired to block a fair probe of what 

happened. Scripps Research Institute virologist Kristian Andersen has had to deactivate his Twitter account due to similar 

aggression. 

I'm also personally threatened by emails, phone calls, and on social media for my views on vaccines, including COVID-19 

vaccinations. They mostly have far-right and even white nationalist leanings, telling me about impending attacks from 

"patriots," some imbued with Nazi imagery. As one colleague eloquently said to me recently in a text: "It's like a slow moving 

train coming right for us. We have more lethally armed extremists in the U.S. than anywhere, and GOP members of 
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Congress are whipping them up right now." 

I agree with Dr. Fauci when he says that these personal attacks represent an assault on American science. But this targeting 

has even greater implications. 

In the early 20th century, the Russian writer Maxim Gorky once commented that "without science, democracy has no 

future." Josef Stalin understood this well and banished scientists to die or face execution in gulags during the time of the 

Great Purge of the 1930s,.  and in years afterwards. Stalin saw scientists as a threat to his ability to maintain the U.S.S.R. as a 

totalitarian state. Purging scientists was on his critical path to total control. It's why also similar authoritarian government-

led attacks on scientists are now happening in Brazil, Nicaragua, and Venezuela.

In their quest to reassert political dominance in the aftermath of the disaster that was Jan. 6, ranking members of the GOP, 

including House Republicans, feel a need to target us. They are almost certainly aware that their public statements represent 

dog whistles to thousands of armed individuals linked to far-right extremism. It's no coincidence that one of the first guilty 

pleas in connection with the Capitol riot involved someone carrying an anti-vmer propaganda sign. Ultimately, the far-

right hunt for biomedical scientists represents an essential element for totalitarian control that goes back almost Itoo years. 

In this context, moral courage and standing up for democratic values demands that the American people throw their full 

support behind scientists and scientific institutions. To do otherwise is to capitulate to the forces of insurrection. 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL 
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/23/2021 11:30:33 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject FW: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Draft Agenda of Second China-U.S. Workshop v2 NAS.docx 

Do you have concerns about sharing the attached draft agenda (not the string below) from the Wuhan 2017 meeting? Or the final 
agenda, if available. Ksiazek also has photos from most of the sessions. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:08 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'David A Reiman <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Saif, Linda (saif.2@osu.edu)' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Swayne, David 
(David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV)' <David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Morgan, LaTasha <LMorgan@nas.edu>; Mendoza, Imelda <imendoza@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

The China bio workshop conference call is at 1:30 ET tomorrow. The call in number is 1-888-537-7715 enter pass code 12223052# 
when prompted 

I have attached the workshop agenda for your information. If you have not already please email us a revised title of your talk, a 
brief talk abstract, a digital photograph for the program materials and a short bio. 

Draft conference call agenda (1:30 PM ET, Friday, 4/21/17) 
-Group introduction 
-Introduction and brief history of the NAS China bio dialogue, partner organizations in China and key people 
-Discussion of May workshop, format and length of presentations, logistics, etc. 
-Work plan in advance of the workshop 
-Goals of the workshop and next steps after the workshop 
-Other issues and questions 

Thank you again for your time and attention, we look forward to speaking with you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 5:17 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshinUTMB.EDU)'; 'David A Relman'; 'Saif, Linda 
(saif.2@osu.edu)'; 'Swayne, David (David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV)'; tgksiaze@utmb.edul 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha; Mendoza, Imelda (imendoza@UTMB.EDU)
Subject: RE: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

FYI It looks like the least worst time to hold a group conference call is at 1:30 PM ET on Friday April 21st. Please hold that day and 
time on your calendar. We will send the call-in number and agenda later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 12:28 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); iwleducOUTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshiOUTMB.EDU); 'David A Relman'; Saif, Linda 
(saif.2©osu.edu); Swayne, David (David.Swavne(thARS.USDA.GOV); tgksiazeautmb.edu 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha 
Subject: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to speak at the second joint workshop between Chinese and American experts on the challenges of 
emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security organized by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and other Chinese institutions. As you know the meeting will take place on May 17-19, 2017 
at the Wanda Realm Hotel Wuhan and will include a visit to the BSL-4 laboratory at the CAS National Institute of Virology. Thank 
you for working with La Tasha Morgan to arrange your air travel to China. She is working on a detailed travel memo with specific 
flight arrival and departure information and hotel room confirmation numbers along with information on your transfers from the 
airport in Wuhan to the hotel. We need a few things from you at this point: 

1. I have attached a DRAFT agenda for the workshop. Please check your talk title on the agenda (correct/modify) and provide 
a brief abstract for your talk so the CAS organizers can produce the formal program for the workshop. They have also 
requested a digital photograph for the program materials (Minimum 300 DPI for printing) and a short bio. Please send these 
to me or La Tasha. 

2. Visa processing will be performed by NAS staff members with invitation letters provided by our Chinese partners. We now 
have visa invitation letters from NIV leadership and La Tasha will follow this email with instructions on how to provide the 
necessary information and material so we can apply for your visa. Please check and make sure that your passport is valid for 
at least six months from the date of the meeting and has two or more blank pages for the visa. 

3. Group conference call to discuss the substance of the workshop and answer logistical questions or concerns. Please 
provide La Tasha with your availability to participate in an approximately one hour conference call during eastern time 
business hours next week (April 17-21, 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM ET). When we identify a good time we will send the group call-in 
information and a conference call agenda. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts regarding the organization, content, and substance of this joint workshop. Thanks again 
for your time and willingness to participate in this project. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
Senior Program Officer 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
Phone: 001-202-334-3975 
Cell: 001-202-839-0075 
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Fax: 001-202-334-1730 
Skype: ben.rusek 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/23/2021 4:10:14 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
NASEM-CAS Dig on Emrgng Infctns Lab Sfty and Global Health Security May 2017 Wuhan.gclf 
NASEM-CAS Dig on Emrana Infctns Lab Sfty and Global Health Security May 2017 Wuhan.docx

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
Thanks. Attached is a PDF that could be shared. Please look it over and see if it fits the bill (and that it only contains what we 
planned to share). I have attached an msword version of the document in case you want to revise something, but it's usually best to 
create a PDF after editing and to share the PDF. 
Thanks again. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 2:48 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

Thanks Micah for your thoughtful comments. Unfortunately, we live in a time when, as you say, innocuous documents are twisted 
for perverse ends. Your suggestion to just highlight the preamble and topics/talks would be quite helpful, if it's not too much 
trouble. I will volunteer the summary to the committee and also ask if documents shared with the committee are part of the public 
record. Given the size of the full HELP committee and the diverse composition, anything given will need to be considered from 
various perspectives. Our next meeting is scheduled for tomorrow, Thursday, at 3 pm EDT. 

Thanks again, Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 1:12 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
I agree that through the preamble and the topics, the agenda gives a nice description of the meeting and highlights the balance 
between hard science and biosafety. If you are going to share something with the HELP committee study group then perhaps we 
can create a document that just has those elements. 
My reasoning is (1) we still don't know whether documents provided to the study group become part of a public record. Please ask. 
(2) The agenda lists names associated with topics. (3) We have to be mindful of the political and, in some cases, malicious 
environment that we're in, where innocuous documents are twisted for perverse ends. As you know, experts doing benign and 
even heroic work are being targeted with everything from trolling to hacks to death threats. (4) I'd prefer that if we provide names 
only if asked, and if we do then also provide notice to those listed people that we are sharing the information. 
Does this make sense to you? Can we put together a document for you this afternoon that includes the goals of the meeting and 
the topics of the sessions (and talks)? 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 1:20 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
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No problem. No one has asked yet, but I meet with the HELP committee study group tomorrow, Thursday. It might be nice to 
share the agenda with them proactively. 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:18 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Gents, 
I've been tied up and I have a few more time-sensitive tasks. I'll take a look a get back to you this afternoon. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTIVIB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:57 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidriranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

Thanks Ben. I think the agenda gives a nice description of the meeting and highlights the balance between hard science and 
biosafety. It would be nice if we could somehow sustain such a dialogue. 

wait to hear from Micah. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 11:54 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, this version is more final. From the NAS perspective, as a participant I suppose it's up to you to decide if you want to share 
this. Micah do you have thoughts? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@ .EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: FW: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Importance: High 
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Do you have concerns about sharing the attached draft agenda (not the string below) from the Wuhan 2017 meeting? Or the final 
agenda, if available. Ksiazek also has photos from most of the sessions. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:08 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'David A Reiman' <relmanPstanford.edu>; 'Saif, Linda (saif.2@osu.edu)' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Swayne, David 

(David.Swavne@ARS.USDA.GOV)' <David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiazePUTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Morgan, LaTasha <LMorgan@nas.edu>; Mendoza, Imelda <imendoza@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

The China bio workshop conference call is at 1:30 ET tomorrow. The call in number is 1-888-537-7715 enter pass code 12223052# 
when prompted 

I have attached the workshop agenda for your information. If you have not already please email us a revised title of your talk, a 
brief talk abstract, a digital photograph for the program materials and a short bio. 

Draft conference call agenda (1:30 PM ET, Friday, 4/21/17) 
-Group introduction 
-Introduction and brief history of the NAS China bio dialogue, partner organizations in China and key people 
-Discussion of May workshop, format and length of presentations, logistics, etc. 
-Work plan in advance of the workshop 
-Goals of the workshop and next steps after the workshop 
-Other issues and questions 

Thank you again for your time and attention, we look forward to speaking with you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 5:17 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 'Shi, Pei yong (- Pchi(aUTMB.EDU)'; 'David A Relman'; 'Saif, Linda 
(saif.2@osu.edu)'; 'Swayne, David (David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV)'; tgksiaze@utmb.edul 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha; Mendoza, Imelda (imendoza@UTMB.EDU)
Subject: RE: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

FYI It looks like the least worst time to hold a group conference call is at 1:30 PM ET on Friday April 1 . Please hold that day and 
time on your calendar. We will send the call-in number and agenda later in the week. 

Kind regards, 
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Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 12:28 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); iwleduc(aUTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshiftUTMB.EDU); 'David A Relman'; Saif, Linda 
(saif.2©osu.edu); Swayne, David (David.Swavne(thARS.USDA.GOV); tgksiazeautmb.edu 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha 
Subject: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to speak at the second joint workshop between Chinese and American experts on the challenges of 
emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security organized by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and other Chinese institutions. As you know the meeting will take place on May 17-19, 2017 
at the Wanda Realm Hotel Wuhan and will include a visit to the BSL-4 laboratory at the CAS National Institute of Virology. Thank 
you for working with La Tasha Morgan to arrange your air travel to China. She is working on a detailed travel memo with specific 
flight arrival and departure information and hotel room confirmation numbers along with information on your transfers from the 
airport in Wuhan to the hotel. We need a few things from you at this point: 

1) I have attached a DRAFT agenda for the workshop. Please check your talk title on the agenda (correct/modify) and provide 
a brief abstract for your talk so the CAS organizers can produce the formal program for the workshop. They have also 
requested a digital photograph for the program materials (Minimum 300 DPI for printing) and a short bio. Please send 
these to me or La Tasha. 

2) Visa processing will be performed by NAS staff members with invitation letters provided by our Chinese partners. We now 
have visa invitation letters from NIV leadership and La Tasha will follow this email with instructions on how to provide the 
necessary information and material so we can apply for your visa. Please check and make sure that your passport is valid 
for at least six months from the date of the meeting and has two or more blank pages for the visa. 

3) Group conference call to discuss the substance of the workshop and answer logistical questions or concerns. Please provide 
La Tasha with your availability to participate in an approximately one hour conference call during eastern time business 
hours next week (April 17-21, 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM ET). When we identify a good time we will send the group call-in 
information and a conference call agenda. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts regarding the organization, content, and substance of this joint workshop. Thanks again 
for your time and willingness to participate in this project. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
Senior Program Officer 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
Phone: 001-202-334-3975 
Cell: 001-202-839-0075 
Fax: 001-202-334-1730 
Skype: ben.rusek 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 6/21/2021 10:42:06 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: call? 
COVID ASM Forum-What would Jim do Jun21.docx 

Attached is the list of questions I mentioned about the ASM session with Diane Griffin and Marcia McNutt. My comments followed 
these questions closely. I'll share a link to the video when available. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 10:24 AM 
To: 'David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: call? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

https://republicans-energycommerce.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NIH-Investigation-COVID-origins.pdf 

Would be useful to understand how the Kadlec effort will interface with this 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 10:03 AM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@utmb.edu>
Subject: RE: call? 

https://www.washingtonpost com/health/coronavirus-lab-leak-theory/2021/06/20/30b1Obe2-c3d9-11eb-8c18-
fd53a628b992 story.html 

Stanley Perlman and David Reiman quoted in an article that highlights the NASEM letter from the presidents. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek 
Sent: Sunday, June 20, 2021 10:08 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>
Subject: Re: call? 

Yes, I will send out a zoom link with call in numbers that you can use. 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 10:06 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 
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Ben, can you just give us an 800 number to call? It looks like 11 Eastern tomorrow works for everyone. Thanks, they 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 9:17 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jim and Dave, 

Yes, just back in town. 11 am tomorrow would work for me, but the other times Micah suggests also 
work. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 8:23 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

Jim, Dave, 
Please let me know if Monday sometime in the 10:30-1:30 EDT works for you and I'll send 
an invitation. 
I apologize for the delayed reply. I think that both Ben and I have been away from e-mail 
this weekend. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: David Franz < 
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 6:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: call? 

Monday works for me. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2021, at 5:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Can we schedule a brief conference call for early next week? I'd like to 
discuss an emerging Congressional study relevant to our past work. I'm 
available any time on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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What would Jim do? 

1. No evidencethat the virus was in any lab prior to the start of the pandemic. 
2. How could SARS CoV2 reach a lab? 

a. Field material ordiagnosticspecinnen containing virus without knowledge 
b. Engineered in a laboratory 

i. As part of ongoing research activities 

ii. Intentionally created 
3. Where was coronavirus research being conducted and by whom? 

a. Survey al l possible sitewherework on coronaviruses was in progress 
i. Wuhan Institute of Virology 

1. New BSL4 lab outskirts of Wuhan 
2. BSL2 and BSL3 labs in town 

ii. China CDC labs in Wuhan 
iii. Others?? Agriculture labs? 

b. What levels of biocontainment were being used? 
c. What about laboratory safety infrastructure 

i. Which coronaviruses are present in the labs that can replicate in culture? 
ii. Biological safety cabinets certified and used? 
iii. Air handling systems well maintained and functioning properly (Sverdlovsk, 

1979 anthrax release) 
iv. Waste stream adequately decontaminated? Autoclaves in place and working 

well? (FMDoutbreak in UK, 2001) 
v. Laboratory security profi le and control led access to pathogens 

vi. History of disgruntled employees? 
d. Who was working on coronaviruses? 

i. Were staff appropriately trained in biosafety? In use of instruments and 
equipment (i.e., autoclaves). 

ii. Any record of needle sticks oraccidental exposures? 
iii. Were they sick in the months priorto the start of the pandemic? 
iv. Real izing asymptomatic infections, were family members orclose contacts il l? 
v. If serum banks exist, could examineforserological conversion (priorto 

vaccination) 
vi. Is there an occupational health program or special clinicthat serves staff from 

each institute where coronavirus research was underway, and if so, did they see 
an uptick in cases consistent with COVID? 

e. At each facility, Detailed examination of work underway with coronaviruses 
i. Processing field specimens (bat collections) 

ii. Attempts to adapt to growth in cel l culture 
iii. Gain of function research 
iv. Labs using humanized mouse lines expressing lungACE-2 receptors? 

If nothing significant found, it would help reassure the world that it is unlikely t hat SARSCoV2 originated 
from a laboratory. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 6/21/2021 12:43:06 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: FYI 

Yep, a little fact and a little extrapolation, some of which not fully justified. 
Thanks for sharing. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 21, 2021, at 12:18 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Some rather loose thinking in here at places. d 
https://thebulletin.org/2021/06/essential-reading-on-lab-leaks-and-gain-of-function-
research/?utm source=Newsletter&utm medium=Email&utm cam ai n=Monda Newsletter06212021&utm 
content=DisruptiveTechnologies_EssentialReadingonGainofFunctionResearch%26LabLeaks_061 72021 
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To: Keusch, Gerald T[keusch©bu.edu] 
Cc: Danielle Anderson[danielle.e.anderson78©gmail.com]; Su Yadana[yadana©ecohealthalliance.org] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 6/28/2021 10:26:44 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 
COVID ASM Forum-What would Jim do Jun21.docx 

Jerry and Dani, 

Attached is a laundry list of things I would consider doing were there an incident at the GNL. These points were the basis for my 
comments during a recent ASM Global Microbe Forum in which Diane Griffin, Marsh McNutt and I spoke about things to consider 
regarding the origin of the COVID pandemic. 

I hope your report is progressing nicely. If it's already released, please share the link. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Keusch, Gerald T <keusch@bu.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com>; Su Yadana <yadana@ecohealthalliance.org> 
Subject: RE: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

WARNING: This mail originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

We are looking forward to saying hello and hearing your thoughts about what's been happening, the 
accusations about WIV, Zengli Shi's laboratory, the relative likelihood of the spillover vs the accidental 
lab leak of the virus, and how we can move forward in a manner that results in more light and less heat. 

Talk to you soon. Jerry 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 4:43 PM 
To: Su Yadana <pdana@ecohealthalliance.org>; Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com>
Cc: Keusch, Gerald T <keusch@bu.edu>
Subject: RE: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

Thank you all! 

Jim 

From: Su Yadana <yadana ecohealthalliance.org> 
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2023. 1:13. PM 
To: Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com>
Cc: Keusch, Gerald T <keusch@bu.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 
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I have updated the calendar invite to an hour later than originally planned. 

On Fri, May 21, 2021 at 2:08 PM Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com> wrote: 
OK for me too. 

On Sat, 22 May 2021, 3:23 am Keusch, Gerald T, <keusch@bu.edu> wrote: 

Not a problem for me. 

Jerry 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 1:03 PM 
To: Su Yadana <vadana@ecohealthalliance.org>
Cc: Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com>; Keusch, Gerald T<keusch@bu.edu>
Subject: RE: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

Su, Jerry and Dani, 

I wonder if we could push this meeting back an hour to 5 pm CT? Or even 30 minutes later if time is tight. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Su Yadana <yadana ecohealthalliance.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 10:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com>; Keusch, Gerald T<keusch@bu.edu>
Subject: Re: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. LeDuc, 
May 24th 4pm Galveston time works for both Dani and Jerry. If that works for you too, I'll send everyone a calendar invite with 
Zoom detail. Please let me know. 

Best, 
Su 

On Tue, May 18, 2021 at 9:14 PM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 
Happy to meet you Dani and looking forward to our conversation. I'll pass along your greetings to Mariano who is, not 
surprising, a star on campus. 

Evening call is fine with me. 

Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 4:22 PM, Danielle Anderson <danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
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Thanks for agreeing to take the time to talk to us. Before formalities and as a quick introduction, I was previously 
working at Duke-NUS in Singapore and Duke in Durham with Mariano Garcia-Blanco. I have just moved back to 
Australia to join the University of Melbourne. 

A zoom call will be perfect and I have copied Su in here who will help coordinate the timing. Any time after 4pm 
Galveston time works for me as I am 15h ahead. I am also fine with very late in the evening AU time if you prefer 
your morning. 

I look forward to speaking soon. 

Best regards, 
Dani 

On Wed, 19 May 2021, 3:29 am LeDuc, James W., <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 
Hi Jerry, 

I'm pleased to see the initiation of serious discussion on the background of COVID-19 origins and I would be 
pleased to chat with you both at your convenience. I will be traveling on 25 May, but otherwise should be able to 
talk whenever it is good for you two. Evenings my time are fine. I have easy access to Zoom and Microsoft Teams 
platforms if you prefer these rather than a conference call, and my cell is listed below. It might be most efficient 
for our discussions if you could share some general topics to be considered, beyond those listed below. 

I look forward to talking with you both and my sincere thanks for taking on this important challenge. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

Professor, Microbiology and Immunology 
Former Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Cell: 409-789-2012 

From: Keusch, Gerald T <keusch bu.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 11:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: danielle.e.anderson78@gmail.com 
Subject: Lancet COVID Commission Task Force 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Dani Anderson and I are members of a Task Force reporting to the Lance COVID 
Commission, with the charge to provide a background assessment of the origins, early 
spread, and the One Health implications of the outbreak. We are beginning a series of 
interviews with experts like yourself to explore these issues in order to gain insight and 
better understand background issues and what relevant information we should be looking 
for and how that might be accomplished. It's a big agenda and the 12 of us are casting a 
wide net to talk to people we know and respect. 
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Would you have some time next week to chat? Dani is in Melbourne, so early evening for 
us is likely to be better for her. For example 8, 9 or 10 pm my time would be 6, 7, or 8 pm 
your time and morning in Melbourne. 

Many thanks for considering this request. 

With my personal best regards, 
Jerry 

Gerald T. Keusch, M.D. 
Professor of Medicine and International Health 
Boston University School of Medicine 
Associate Director, National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories 
620 Albany Street 
Boston, MA 02118 

Su Yadana, MPH 
Research Scientist 

EcoHealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1201 
New York, NY 10018 

1.212.380.4483 (direct) 
1.347.583.8307 (mobile) 
1.212.380.4465 (fax) 
www.ecohealthalliance.org 
EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation. 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and others 
authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in 
relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast, a leader in email security and 
cyber resilience. Mimecast integrates email defenses with brand protection, security awareness training, web security, compliance and other 
essential capabilities. Mimecast helps protect large and small organizations from malicious activity, human error and technology failure; and to 
lead the movement toward building a more resilient world. To find out more, visit our website. 

Su Yadana, MPH 
Research Scientist 

EcoHealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1201 
New York, NY 10018 

1.212.380.4483 (direct) 
1.347.583.8307 (mobile) 
1.212.380.4465 (fax) 
www.ecohealthalliance.org 
EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation. 
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Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and others 
authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation 
of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast, a leader in email security and 
cyber resilience. Mimecast integrates email defenses with brand protection, security awareness training, web security, compliance and other 
essential capabilities. Mimecast helps protect large and small organizations from malicious activity, human error and technology failure; and to 
lead the movement toward building a more resilient world. To find out more, visit our website. 
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What would Jim do? 

1. No evidencethat the virus was in any lab prior to the start of the pandemic. 
2. How could SARS CoV2 reach a lab? 

a. Field material ordiagnosticspecinnen containing virus without knowledge 
b. Engineered in a laboratory 

i. As part of ongoing research activities 

ii. Intentionally created 
3. Where was coronavirus research being conducted and by whom? 

a. Survey al l possible sites where work on coronaviruses was in progress 
i. Wuhan Institute of Virology 

1. New BSL4 lab outskirts of Wuhan 
2. BSL2 and BSL3 labs in town 

ii. China CDC labs in Wuhan 
iii. Others?? Agriculture labs? 

b. What levels of biocontainment were being used? 
c. What about laboratory safety infrastructure 

i. Which coronaviruses are present in the labs that can replicate in culture? 
ii. Biological safety cabinets certified and used? 
iii. Air handling systems well maintained and functioning properly (Sverdlovsk, 

1979 anthrax release) 
iv. Waste stream adequately decontaminated? Autoclaves in place and working 

well? (FMDoutbreak in UK, 2001) 
v. Laboratory security profi le and controlled access to pathogens 

vi. History of disgruntled employees? 
d. Who was working on coronaviruses? 

i. Were staff appropriately trained in biosafety? In use of instruments and 
equipment (i.e., autoclaves). 

ii. Any record of needle sticks oraccidental exposures? 
iii. Were they sick in the months priorto the start of the pandemic? 
iv. Real izing asymptomatic infections, were family members orclose contacts il l? 
v. If serum banks exist, could examineforserological conversion (priorto 

vaccination) 
vi. Is there an occupational health program or special clinicthat serves staff from 

each institute where coronavirus research was underway, and if so, did they see 
an uptick in cases consistent with COVID? 

e. At each facility, Detailed examination of work underway with coronaviruses 
i. Processing field specimens (bat collections) 

ii. Attempts to adapt to growth in cel l culture 
iii. Gain of function research 
iv. Labs using humanized mouse lines expressing lungACE-2 receptors? 

If nothing significant found, it would help reassure the world that it is unlikely t hat SARSCoV2 originated 
from a laboratory. 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/21/2021 12:18:29 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FYI 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Some rather loose thinking in here at places. d 
https://thebulletin.org/2021/06/essential-reading-on-lab-leaks-and-gain-of-function-
research/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaiLm=MondayNewsletter06212021&utm_content=Disru 
ptivacchnolo.6es_EssentialReadinuonGainofFunctionResearch%26LabLeaks_06172021 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/30/2021 1:53:13 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Is this the one you like? 
Framework for P3 research HHS.pdf 

Yes, that's the full report. Attached is the summary prepared after it was accepted by DHHS and OSTP. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 12:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Is this the one you like? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

https://osp.od.nih.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2015/06/NSABB Final Report Recommendations Evaluation Oversight Proposed Gain of Function Research. 
pdf 
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U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

Framework for 
Guiding Funding Decisions 
about Proposed Research 

Involving Enhanced Potential 
Pandemic Pathogens 

2017 
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Department of Health and Human Services Framework for Guiding Funding 
Decisions about Proposed Research Involving Enhanced Potential Pandemic 

Pathogens 

Section I. Purpose and Principles 

Research involving potential pandemic pathogens (PPPs) is essential to protecting global health and 
security. However, there are biosafety and biosecurity risks associated with undertaking such research 
that must be adequately considered and appropriately mitigated in order to help safely realize the 
potential benefits. The HHS Framework for Guiding Funding Decisions about Proposed Research 
Involving Enhanced Potential Pandemic Pathogens (HHS P3C0 Framework) is intended to guide HHS 
funding decisions on individual proposed research that is reasonably anticipated to create, transfer, or 
use enhanced PPPs. This HHS P3C0 Framework is responsive to and in accordance with the 
Recommended Policy Guidance for Departmental Development of Review Mechanisms for Potential 
Pandemic Pathogen Care and Oversight issued by OSTP on January 9, 20171 and supersedes the previous 
Framework for Guiding Department of Health and Human Services Funding Decisions about Research 
Proposals with the Potential for Generating Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza H5N1 Viruses that are 
Transmissible among Mammals by Respiratory Droplets2. The HHS P3C0 Framework ensures a 
multidisciplinary, department-level pre-funding review and evaluation of proposed research meeting 
the scope outlined herein to help inform funding agency decisions. In so doing, the HHS P3C0 
Framework seeks to preserve the benefits of life sciences research involving enhanced PPPs while 
minimizing potential biosafety and biosecurity risks. 

Section II. Scope and Definitions 

For the purposes of this HHS P3C0 Framework: 

A. A potential pandemic pathogen (PPP) is a pathogen that satisfies both of the following: 

1. It is likely highly transmissible and likely capable of wide and uncontrollable spread in 
human populations; and 

2. It is likely highly virulent and likely to cause significant morbidity and/or mortality in 
humans. 

B. An enhanced PPP is defined as a PPP resulting from the enhancement of the transmissibility 
and/or virulence of a pathogen. Enhanced PPPs do not include naturally occurring pathogens 
that are circulating in or have been recovered from nature, regardless of their pandemic 
potential. 

Recommended Policy Guidance for Departmental Development of Review Mechanisms for Potential Pandemic 
Pathogen Care and Oversight. U.S. Government, January 2017. 
'Framework for Guiding Department of Health and Human Services Funding Decisions about Research Proposals 
with the Potential for Generating Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza H5N1 Viruses that are Transmissible among 
Mammals by Respiratory Droplets. U.S. Government, February 2013. 
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C. To the extent that transmissibility and/or virulence of PPPs are modified in the following 
categories of studies, the resulting pathogens are not considered to be enhanced PPPs for the 
purposes of this Framework3: 

1. Surveillance activities, including sampling and sequencing; and 

2. Activities associated with developing and producing vaccines, such as generation of high 
growth strains. 

D. Proposed intramural and extramural life sciences research that is being considered for funding 
and that has been determined by the funding agency as reasonably anticipated to create, 
transfer, or use enhanced PPPs is subject to additional HHS department-level review as outlined 
herein. 

E. A pathogen previously considered by an agency to be an enhanced PPP should no longer be so 
considered if the HHS and the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, in 
consultation with the Departments of Defense, Homeland Security, Agriculture, and Justice, 
generally acting through the Federal Bureau of Investigation, jointly determine, on the basis of 
additional information that has been developed about the risks or the benefits of that 
pathogen's creation, transfer, or use, that the department-level review processes outlined in 
this framework are no longer appropriate. 

3 For additional guidance and examples of activities that would and would not be considered to involve enhanced 
PPP see Recommendationsfor the Evaluation and Oversight of Proposed Gain-of-Function Research. National 
Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity, May 2016. 

2 
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Box 1. Criteria for guiding HHS funding decisions on proposed research that involves, or is 
reasonably anticipated to involve, creation, transfer, or use of enhanced PPPs. 

Department-level review of proposed research reasonably anticipated to create, transfer, or use 
enhanced PPPs will be based on the following criteria: 

1) The research has been evaluated by an independent expert review process (whether 
internal or external) and has been determined to be scientifically sound; 

2) The pathogen that is anticipated to be created, transferred, or used by the research must 
be reasonably judged to be a credible source of a potential future human pandemic; 

3) An assessment of the overall potential risks and benefits associated with the research 
determines that the potential risks as compared to the potential benefits to society are 
justified; 

4) There are no feasible, equally efficacious alternative methods to address the same 
question in a manner that poses less risk than does the proposed approach; 

5) The investigator and the institution where the research would be carried out have the 
demonstrated capacity and commitment to conduct it safely and securely, and have the 
ability to respond rapidly, mitigate potential risks and take corrective actions in response 
to laboratory accidents, lapses in protocol and procedures, and potential security 
breaches; 

6) The research's results are anticipated to be responsibly communicated, in compliance 
with applicable laws, regulations, and policies, and any terms and conditions of funding, 
in order to realize their potential benefit; 

7) The research will be supported through funding mechanisms that allow for appropriate 
management of risks and ongoing Federal and institutional oversight of all aspects of the 
research throughout the course of the research; and 

8) The research is ethically justifiable. Non-maleficence, beneficence, justice, respect for 
persons, scientific freedom, and responsible stewardship are among the ethical values 
that should be considered by a multidisciplinary review process in making decisions about 
whether to fund research involving PPPs. 

Section III. Review and Oversight Framework 

A. The identification, review, and oversight of research subject to department-level review will 
require responsibilities (Figure 1) of the: 

• Funding agency considering funding the proposed research; and 

• HHS. 

3 
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Figure 1: Overview of Responsibilities under the HHS P3C0 Framework 

Entity Responsibilities 
Funding 
agency 

• Conduct standard scientific merit review; 

• Refer proposed research that is reasonably anticipated to create, transfer, or use 
enhanced PPPs for departmental-level review; 

• Provide relevant information necessary for departmental-level review; 

• Participate in departmental-level review process, as requested; 

• Consider the recommendations resulting from the departmental-level review; 

• Make a funding decision, stipulating terms and conditions of award including 
additional risk mitigation measures if appropriate; 

• Report relevant information on funding decisions to HHS and OSTP; 

• Ensure implementation of and adherence to required risk mitigation procedures and 
other terms/conditions of award, if funded. 

HHS 
• Convene a multidisciplinary group to review proposed research that has been 

determined by the funding agency as being reasonably anticipated to create, 
transfer, or use enhanced PPPs; 

• Critically evaluate the proposed research including the risk/benefit assessment and 
proposed risk mitigation plan; 

• Consider the eight criteria for guiding HHS funding decisions (Box 1) and additional 
relevant factors and information; 

• Develop recommendations on acceptability for HHS funding, including suggestions 
for additional risk mitigation measures and/or terms and conditions of award, if 
funded. 

B. The HHS department-level review will evaluate proposed research referred by the funding 
agency that meets the scope outlined in Section II. This review and evaluation will be guided by 
the criteria listed in Box 1. The evaluation will include consideration of a: 

• Risk/benefit analysis of the proposed research; 

• Risk mitigation plan; and 

• Additional relevant factors. 

C. A department-level review will result in recommendations to the funding agency on whether 
the proposed research is acceptable for HHS funding and what, if any, additional risk mitigation 
measures should be incorporated into the terms and conditions of award, if funded. 

D. If funded, research that is reasonably anticipated to create, transfer, or use an enhanced PPP 
may require additional risk mitigation strategies which may include, but are not limited to: 

• Modification of the design or conduct of the research; 

• Application of specific or enhanced biosecurity or biosafety and biocontainment measures; 
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• Evaluation of existing evidence of medical countermeasures (MCM) efficacy, or experiments 
conducted to determine MCM efficacy against agents or toxins resulting from the research; 
and 

• Methodologies for responsible communication of results. 

Section IV HHS Department-level Review 

A. Proposed research that is being considered for funding by the HHS funding agency, is deemed to 
be scientifically meritorious by an independent internal or external review process, and has 
been determined by the funding agency to be reasonably anticipated to create, transfer, or use 
enhanced PPPs must be referred for HHS department-level review. 

B. The purpose of the department-level review is to provide a multidisciplinary, pre-funding review 
and evaluation of proposed research that meets the scope outlined in Section II to recommend 
whether HHS funding is appropriate, and if so, to help identify the appropriate risk mitigation 
strategies. The following disciplines should be represented during the department-level review: 
scientific research, biosafety, biosecurity, MCM development and availability, law, ethics, public 
health preparedness and response, biodefense, select agent regulations, and public health 
policy, as well as the funding agency perspectives and other relevant areas. The HHS 
department-level review group may include non-voting ex officio and/or ad hoc members from 
HHS and other federal departments and agencies as deemed appropriate by the Review Group 
Chair. 

C. Extra care in the department-level review should be given to proposed research that is 
reasonably anticipated to: 

• Enhance the harmful consequences of the pathogen; 

• Disrupt immunity or the effectiveness of an immunization against the pathogen without 
clinical or agricultural justification; 

• Confer to the pathogen resistance to clinically or agriculturally useful prophylactic or 
therapeutic interventions against that pathogen or facilitate the pathogen's ability to evade 
detection methodologies; 

• Increase the stability, transmissibility, or the ability to disseminate the pathogen; 

• Alter the host range or tropism of the pathogen; 

• Enhance the susceptibility of a host population to the pathogen; or 

• Generate or reconstitute an eradicated or extinct pathogen. 

D. The HHS department-level review may result in the following recommendations: 

• Research is acceptable for HHS funding; 

• Research is not acceptable for HHS funding; 

• Research is acceptable for HHS funding on the condition that certain experiments are 
modified; 
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• Research is acceptable for HHS funding on the condition that certain risk mitigation 
measures are employed at the federal and/or institutional level; or 

• Other recommendations, as deemed appropriate. 

For research determined to be not in accordance with all of the criteria for guiding HHS funding 
decisions on proposed research reasonably anticipated to create, transfer, or use enhanced PPPs, a 
recommendation will be that the research is not acceptable for HHS funding. 

Section V. Evaluation of the HHS P3C0 Review Process 

HHS will periodically re-evaluate and modify this review process, as necessary, to reflect scientific 
advances and changes to the regulatory landscape. To help inform such evaluations, and to enhance 
transparency and public engagement in the review and oversight process for enhanced PPP research, 
HHS will periodically ask the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity to review the process 
described herein. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.corn] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edu[jwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Mon 6/21/2021 12:43:04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: FYI 

Yep, a little fact and a little extrapolation, some of which not fully justified. 
Thanks for sharing. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 21, 2021, at 12:18 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Some rather loose thinking in here at places. d 
https://thcbulIctin.nrg/2021106/essential-reading-on-lab-leaks-and-gain-of-func tion-
research '?wm. . . .,sQurcc. New..51etter&utm. ..medium=Email&utm. ..cativai.gn=MondayNew5letter06212021&utm 
content=DisruptiveTechnologies_EssentialReadingonCiainotfunctionResearch%26LabLeaks_06172021
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 6/25/2021 11:21:20 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

Happy to help in writing something. The overall theme in Frieden's comments is correct, but we need to suggest a solution or 
elements of a potential solution that will address public concern while ensuring that research can continue safely and securely. 

You may wish to watch John Stewart's interview on the Stephen Colbert show recently. I'm afraid a lot of the general public share 
his concern. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSfejgwbDQ8 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 25, 2021 10:56 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

See the last sentence in red. I'm really concerned that the government will pile on and 'overdo it' to the detriment of science and 
progress. We 'scientists' are seen to have failed. I don't disagree that society needs to be part of the discussion, but I really 
question whether government can be nuanced in it's approach. Wonder if we need to try to write something? d 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Milton Leitenberg <mleitenbero cs.corn> 
Subject: Fwd: Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 
Date: June 25, 2021 at 11:44:23 AM EDT 
To: "a.w.m.hay©leeds.ac.uk" <a.w.m.hay@leeds.ac.uk>, "al.mauroni ornail.corn" 
<al.mauroniAqmail.com>, "ampearson2Aqmail.com" <ampearson2a,qmail.com>, 
"andrew.d.shuttleworthAqmail.com" <andrew.d.shuttleworthAqmail.com>, "anna-karin.tunemalm@foi.se" 
<anna-karin.tunemalm@foi.se>, "bobmathews17@hotmail.com" <bobmathews17@hotmail.com>, 
"bobmikl Avahoo.com" <bobmikl Ayahoo.com>, "caitriona.mcleishAgmail.com" 
<caitriona.mcleishAqmail.com>, "carus.wmdcenterAqmail.com" <carus.wmdcenter ,qmail.corn>, 
"carussAqmail.com" <carussAomail.com>, "davidrfranzAqmail.com" <davidrfranzAgmail.com>, 
"ebrightAwaksmansutoers.edu" <ebright@waksmansutgers.edu>, "ejfAvodafonemail.de" 
<ejf@vociafonemail.de>, "filippa.lentzos@kcl.ac.uk" <filippa.lentzosAkcl.ac.uk>, "gepstein@alum.mit.ed" 
<pepsteinAalum.mit.edu>, "okoblentzAcimail.com" <okoblentzAcimail.com>, 
"gkraatzwadsackAyahoo.com" <okraatzwadsackPNahoo.com>, "ounnar.jeremias uni-hambunde" 
<punnar.jeremiasAuni-hamburq.de>, "harriseAumd.edu" <harriseAumd.edu>, 
"hoffmandAwashpostcom" <hoffmandP,washpost.com>, "irishunger@t-online.de" <irishunber@t-
online.de>, "jackelsbergAverizon.ner <jackelsbergAverizon.net>, "jarvis waldieghotrnail.co.uk" 
<iarvis waldieAhotmail.co.uk>, "jlittlewoodAqmail.com" <jlittlewoodAqmail.com>, 
"iohn parachiniArand.orq" <iohn parachiniArand.orcp, "joseph.p.dudleyAleidos.com" 
<joseph.p.dudley@leidos.com>, "kathleen.vociel@aswedu" <kathleen.vogelAaswedu>, 
"IkahnAalumni.princeton.edu" <IkahnAalumni.princeton.edu>, "lowconcentrationsAyahoo.com" 
<lowconcentrationsAyahoo.com>, "macmus.normark@foi.se" <macmus.normarkajoi.se>, 
"margaretkosal@inta.gatech.edu" <margaret.kosal@inta.gatech.edu>, "margaretsloane@gmail.com" 
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<margaret.sloane@cimail.com>, "martinfurmanski aol.com" <martinfurmanski aol.com>, 
"moleishcaitriona@qmail.corn" <moleishcaitrionaasimail.com>, "mjpalmer stanford.edu" 
<mjpalmerAstanford.edu>, Milton Leitenberg <mleitenberg@os.com>, "nixdorff@bio.tu-darmstadt.de" 
<nixdorffAbio.tu-darmstadt.de>, "pod flul asAbtinternet.com" <pod flul as@btinternet.com>, 
"renepitaAtelefonica.net" <renepita@telefonica.net>, "nbeedham@dstl.cov.uk" <rjbeedham@dstl.gov.0 
"rkirby eximdyne.com" <rkirbya,eximdyne.com>, "roccoAcryphonscientific.com" 
<roccoAciryphonscientific.com>, "rod bartonAhotmail.com" <rod bartonAhotmail.com>, 
"roffey.roderPsimail.com" <roffey.rocierAgmail.com>, "ropeAssi.dk" <ropeP,ssi.dk>, "s-
amano@nims.ac.jp" <s-amanoAnims.ac.jp>, "sbenouagasimu.edu" <sbenouag@qmu.edu>, 
"stefanfreyasimx.de" <stefanfreya,qmx.de>, "suoiAalice.asani-u.acjp" <sucia,alice.asani-u.ac.ip>, 
"susan.b.martinAkcl.ac.uk" <susan.b.martinAkol.ac.uk>, "svn15@hotmail.corn" <svn15@hotmail.com>, 
"weberandrewoaAmail.com" <weberandrewoAcimail.com> 
Reply-To: Milton Leitenberg <mieitenberg@cs.com>

Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS PUBLISHED JUNE 23, 2021 

Laboratories that handle potentially deadly viruses should be subject to international 
regulation and inspection much like chemical weapons, says the former head of the U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

In the midst of speculation about a lab leak unleashing COVID-19, Tom Frieden said 
research is being done around the world on dangerous pathogens but a lack of global 
oversight is putting people at risk. 

"Right now there is essentially zero global collaboration or global oversight on work with 
dangerous pathogens," said Dr. Frieden, who was the director of the CDC from 2009 to 
2017. "I think we can look at the nuclear world, we can look at chemical weapons, and think 
of a kind of regulatory inspectional scheme that, even if not perfect, can greatly reduce the 
risks. Because we have more and more powerful biological tools that can make dangerous 
organisms." 

Dr. Frieden made the comments during a panel discussion on Wednesday sponsored by 
Project Syndicate, a Prague-based media organization that is partly-funded by charities 
including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 

He was asked about speculation that the COVID-19 pandemic could have been caused by a 
leak of SARS-CoV-2 from China's Wuhan Institute of Virology, where scientists had been 
studying bat-borne viruses since the SARS-CoV-1 outbreak in 2002. 

The lab-leak theory has gained traction in recent weeks after U.S. President Joe 
Biden called on the country's intelligence agencies to investigate whether the virus 
emerged "from human contact with an infected animal or from a laboratory accident." 

Leaders of the G7 countries and the European Union have also demanded an investigation. 
China has rejected the hypothesis and an initial investigation by the World Health 
Organization called the theory "extremely unlikely" and said the pandemic was probably 
caused by the virus jumping from a bat to a human. 

"What we're seeing globally now is a focus on the lab-leak hypothesis," Dr. Frieden said. 
"From a public-health standpoint, how it started in China is of intellectual importance. But 
whatever the answer, we know that we need to plug two gaps in our global preparedness." 

Dr. Frieden said there must be better prevention of transmission from animal sources, and 
more risk reduction around laboratories, "because in countries all over the world too much 
research is being done on too many dangerous pathogens, by too many people, in too 
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many laboratories," he said. "And that puts all of us at risk." 

Dr. Frieden noted that laboratory accidents have not been uncommon. He pointed out that 
there had been three serious lab accidents in Britain, including one in 1978 at a facility in 
Birmingham which stored a virulent version of smallpox. A worker at the lab, Janet Parker, 
contracted the disease and later died. Ms. Parker's diagnosis triggered a public-health 
emergency and hundreds of people were quarantined to prevent an outbreak. 

An anthrax leak from a lab in the Soviet Union in 1979 killed at least 60 people, and between 
2003 and 2004, the SARS virus was accidentally released from labs in Singapore, Taiwan 
and Beijing. In 2015, the U.S. Department of Defence shipped live anthrax spores to labs in 
nine U.S. states and a military base in South Korea. 

"So, laboratory errors occur," Dr. Frieden said. "Laboratory work is very important but we 
have to do much more to make it safer all around the world." 

Laboratories that handle viruses and bacteria are supposed to follow a system known as 
Biosafety Levels. The BSL has four levels and each specifies how to contain biological 
agents depending on their severity. The WHO has also published a biosafety manual but 
there is no international treaty to enforce the guidelines or the BSL. 

Sally Davies, Britain's special envoy on antimicrobial resistance, agreed with Dr. Frieden it 
was time to consider something like the chemical weapons convention to regulate 
laboratories that work with dangerous viruses. The convention, which dates back to 1997, 
prohibits the development of chemical weapons and includes a verification regime for 
certain toxic materials that's managed by the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons. 

"I don't mind where COVID came from because the end result is horrible," Dr. Davies told 
the panel discussion. "But I do think, like [Dr. Frieden], that we need a structure going 
forward that protects us much better ... Whether it is through a system like the chemical 
warfare system or another governmental structure, I don't know. But I'm not sure we can 
leave it to scientists, I think society needs to be part of that discussion." 

Subject: Former CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/world/article-former-cdc-head-urges-stricter-checks-on-
labs-studying-viruses/ 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 6/28/2021 10:03:17 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: BLOOMBERG: The Last—And Only—Foreign Scientist in the Wuhan Lab Speaks Out 

Thanks Micah. Very interesting. 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2021 6:05 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: BLOOMBERG: The Last—And Only—Foreign Scientist in the Wuhan Lab Speaks Out 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

The Last—And Only—Foreign Scientist in the Wuhan Lab Speaks Out 

Read in Bloomberg: https://apple.news/AVPpeb2CdQ_WMwmBIsIg3LQ 

Shared from Apple News 

Micah 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/23/2021 5:05:42 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

Micah, 
I think the PDF is perfect and would not change anything. Thank you very much! As the committee is just getting started, I think I'll 
hold off on volunteering the document. If they ask, it might be best to have them request the information directly from Ben as the 
POC for the dialogue. What do you think? I'm a little conflicted in my role as potentially both a witness and senior advisor. 

Thanks again, Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 4:10 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
Thanks. Attached is a PDF that could be shared. Please look it over and see if it fits the bill (and that it only contains what we 
planned to share). I have attached an msword version of the document in case you want to revise something, but it's usually best to 
create a PDF after editing and to share the PDF. 
Thanks again. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 2:48 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

Thanks Micah for your thoughtful comments. Unfortunately, we live in a time when, as you say, innocuous documents are twisted 
for perverse ends. Your suggestion to just highlight the preamble and topics/talks would be quite helpful, if it's not too much 
trouble. I will volunteer the summary to the committee and also ask if documents shared with the committee are part of the public 
record. Given the size of the full HELP committee and the diverse composition, anything given will need to be considered from 
various perspectives. Our next meeting is scheduled for tomorrow, Thursday, at 3 pm EDT. 

Thanks again, Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 1:12 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
I agree that through the preamble and the topics, the agenda gives a nice description of the meeting and highlights the balance 
between hard science and biosafety. If you are going to share something with the HELP committee study group then perhaps we 
can create a document that just has those elements. 
My reasoning is (1) we still don't know whether documents provided to the study group become part of a public record. Please ask. 
(2) The agenda lists names associated with topics. (3) We have to be mindful of the political and, in some cases, malicious 
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environment that we're in, where innocuous documents are twisted for perverse ends. As you know, experts doing benign and 
even heroic work are being targeted with everything from trolling to hacks to death threats. (4) I'd prefer that if we provide names 
only if asked, and if we do then also provide notice to those listed people that we are sharing the information. 
Does this make sense to you? Can we put together a document for you this afternoon that includes the goals of the meeting and 
the topics of the sessions (and talks)? 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <hAtleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 1:20 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranzPgmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

No problem. No one has asked yet, but I meet with the HELP committee study group tomorrow, Thursday. It might be nice to 
share the agenda with them proactively. 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:18 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Gents, 
I've been tied up and I have a few more time-sensitive tasks. I'll take a look a get back to you this afternoon. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:57 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

Thanks Ben. I think the agenda gives a nice description of the meeting and highlights the balance between hard science and 
biosafety. It would be nice if we could somehow sustain such a dialogue. 

I'll wait to hear from Micah. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 11:54 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, this version is more final. From the NAS perspective, as a participant I suppose it's up to you to decide if you want to share 
this. Micah do you h e thoughts? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: FW: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Importance: High 

Do you have concerns about sharing the attached draft agenda (not the string below) from the Wuhan 2017 meeting? Or the final 
agenda, if available. Ksiazek also has photos from most of the sessions. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:08 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@grnail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'David A Relman' <relmanPstanford.edu>; 'Saif, Linda (saif.2@osu.edu)' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Swayne, David 
(David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV)' <David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Morgan, LaTasha <LMorgan@nas.edu>; Mendoza, Imelda <imendoza@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

The China bio workshop conference call is at 1:30 ET tomorrow. The call in number is 1-888-537-7715 enter pass code 12223052# 
when prompted 

I have attached the workshop agenda for your information. If you have not already please email us a revised title of your talk, a 
brief talk abstract, a digital photograph for the program materials and a short bio. 

Draft conference call agenda (1:30 PM ET, Friday, 4/21/17) 
-Group introduction 
-Introduction and brief history of the NAS China bio dialogue, partner organizations in China and key people 
-Discussion of May workshop, format and length of presentations, logistics, etc. 
-Work plan in advance of the workshop 
-Goals of the workshop and next steps after the workshop 
-Other issues and questions 

Thank you again for your time and attention, we look forward to speaking with you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 5:17 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'; lwleduc@UTMB.EDUT; 'Shi, Pei yong (Deshi@UTMB.EDU)'; 'David A Relman'; 'Saif, Linda 
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(saif.2©oaLeduY; 'Swayne, David (David.Swayne(aARS_ DA.GOV)'; 'tgksiaze@utmb.edu' 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha; Mendoza, Imelda (imendoza(aUTMB.EDU)
Subject: RE: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

FYI It looks like the least worst time to hold a group conference call is at 1:30 PM ET on Friday April 21st. Please hold that day and 
time on your calendar. We will send the call-in number and agenda later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 12:28 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); iwieducOUTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU); 'David A Relman'; Saif, Linda 
(saif.20oaLedu); Swayne, David (David.SwavneCaARS.USDA.GOV); tgksiaze©utmb.edu 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha 
Subject: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to speak at the second joint workshop between Chinese and American experts on the challenges of 
emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security organized by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and other Chinese institutions. As you know the meeting will take place on May 17-19, 2017 
at the Wanda Realm Hotel Wuhan and will include a visit to the BSL-4 laboratory at the CAS National Institute of Virology. Thank 
you for working with La Tasha Morgan to arrange your air travel to China. She is working on a detailed travel memo with specific 
flight arrival and departure information and hotel room confirmation numbers along with information on your transfers from the 
airport in Wuhan to the hotel. We need a few things from you at this point: 

1. I have attached a DRAFT agenda for the workshop. Please check your talk title on the agenda (correct/modify) and provide 
a brief abstract for your talk so the CAS organizers can produce the formal program for the workshop. They have also 
requested a digital photograph for the program materials (Minimum 300 DPI for printing) and a short bio. Please send these 
to me or La Tasha. 

2. Visa processing will be performed by NAS staff members with invitation letters provided by our Chinese partners. We now 
have visa invitation letters from NIV leadership and La Tasha will follow this email with instructions on how to provide the 
necessary information and material so we can apply for your visa. Please check and make sure that your passport is valid for 
at least six months from the date of the meeting and has two or more blank pages for the visa. 

3. Group conference call to discuss the substance of the workshop and answer logistical questions or concerns. Please 
provide La Tasha with your availability to participate in an approximately one hour conference call during eastern time 
business hours next week (April 17-21, 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM ET). When we identify a good time we will send the group call-in 
information and a conference call agenda. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts regarding the organization, content, and substance of this joint workshop. Thanks again 
for your time and willingness to participate in this project. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
Senior Program Officer 
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Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
Phone: 001-202-334-3975 
Cell: 001-202-839-0075 
Fax: 001-202-334-1730 
Skype: ben.rusek 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 6/25/2021 11:27:32 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Tom did send that clip out. Agree. Let me think about an outline. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 25, 2021, at 11:21 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Happy to help in writing something. The overall theme in Frieden's comments is correct, but we need to suggest a 
solution or elements of a potential solution that will address public concern while ensuring that research can continue 
safely and securely. 

You may wish to watch John Stewart's interview on the Stephen Colbert show recently. I'm afraid a lot of the general 
public share his concern. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSfeigwbDQ8 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 25, 2021 10:56 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

See the last sentence in red. I'm really concerned that the government will pile on and 'overdo it' to the detriment of 
science and progress. We 'scientists' are seen to have failed. I don't disagree that society needs to be part of the 
discussion, but I really question whether government can be nuanced in it's approach. Wonder if we need to try to 
write something? d 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Milton Leitenberg <rnieitenbergRcs.com>
Subject: Fwd: Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 
Date: June 25, 2021 at 11:44:23 AM EDT 
To: "a.w.m.hay leeds.ac.uk" <a.w.m.hay@leeds.ac.uk>, "al.mauront _qmail.com" 
<al.mauroniAcimail.com>, "ampearson2Agmail.com" <ampearson2 qmail.com>, 
"andrew.d.shuttleworthaAmail.com" <andrew.d.shuttleworth qmail.com>, "anna-
karin.tunemairn@foi.se" <anna-karin.tunemaim@foi.se>, "bobrnathews17@hotmail.com" 
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<bobmathews17Ahotmail.com>, "bobmikl corn" <bobmikl@yahoo.corn>, 
"caitriona.mcleish(gmail.com" <caitriona.mcleishAqmail.com>, 
"carus.wmdcenterAornail.com" <carus.wmdcenterAcimail.com>, "caruss@ornail.com" 
<caruss qmail.com>, "davidrfranzAqmail.com" <davidrfranzPsimail.com>, 
"ebright waksman.rutgers.edu" <ebright@waksman.rutciers.edu>, "ejfAvodafonemail.de" 
<ejf@vodafonemail.de>, "filippa.lentzosAkcl.ac.uk" <filippa.lentzosAkcl.ac.uk>, 
"gepsteinAalum.mit.edu" <gepsteinAalum.mit.edu>, "gkoblentzAcimail.com" 
<cikoblentz ornail.com>, "cikraatzwadsack yahoo.com" <okraatzwadsackaNahoo.com>, 
"gunnar.jeremias@uni-hamburg.de" <ounnar.jeremiasAuni-hamburq.de>, "harriseAumd.edu" 
<harriseAumd.edu>, "hoffmand@washpost.com" <hoffmand@washpost.com>, "irishungergt-
online.de" <irishungerAt-online.de>, "jackelsbercaverizon.ner <jackelsbercaverizon.net>, 
"jarvis waldieAhotmail.co.uk" <jarvis waldieAhotmail.co.uk>, "jlittlewoodAqmail.com" 
littlewoodAomail.com>, "iohn parachini@rand.orq" <john parachiniArand.orq>, 
"joseph.p.dudley©leidos.com" <joseph.p.dudleyAleidos.com>, "kathleen.vocielAasu.edu" 
<kathleen.vocielAasu.edu>, "IkahnAalumni.princeton.edu" <Ikahn@alumni.princeton.edu>, 
"lowconcentrationsAvahoo.com" <lowconcentrationsAyahoo.com>, 
"magnus.normark@foi.se" <rnaqnus.normarkAfoi.se>, "mardaretkosal@inta.oatech.edu" 
<marciaretkosal inta.qatech.edu>, "marciaret.sloanegornail.com" 
<maroaret.sloaneAcimail.com>, "martinfurmanskiAaol.com" <rnartinfurmanskinaol.com>, 
"mcleishcaitrionaAqmail.com" <mcleishcaitrionaAqmail.com>, "mjpalmerAstanford.edu" 
<mipalmer@stanford.edu>, Milton Leitenberg <mleitenbercacs.com>, "nixdorfigbio.tu-
darmstadt.de" <nixdorffAbio.tu-darmstadt.de>, "pod flul asAbtinternet.com" 
<pod flul as btinternet.com>, "renepitaAtelefonica.net" <renepitaAtelefonica.ne  >, 
"ribeedhamAdstl.clov.uk" <rjbeedhamdstl.qov.uk>, "rkirbv eximdyne.com" 
<rkirbyAeximdyne.com>, "roccoAqrvphonscientific.com" <roccoAdryphonscientific.com>, 
"rod bartonAhotmail.com" <rod barton@hotmail.corn>, "roffey.rocierAqmail.com" 
<roffey.rocjerPsimail.com>, "rope@ssi.dk" <ropeAssi.dk>, "s-amanoAnims.ac.jb" <s-
amanoAnims.acjp>, "sbenouagAornwedu" <sbenouagAcimu.edu>, "stefanfrev@ornx.de" 
<stefanfrevAqmx.de>, "suoiAalice.asahi-u.ac.jp" <sucjiAalice.asahi-u.ac.jp>, 
"susan.b.martinAkcl.ac.uk" <susan.b.martin@kcl.ac.uk>, "svnl 5 hotmail.com" 
<svnl5Ahotmail.com>, "weberandrewcAornail.com" <weberandrewc gmail.com> 
Reply-To: Milton Leitenberg <rnleitenberg@cs.com>

Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS PUBLISHED JUNE 23, 2021 

Laboratories that handle potentially deadly viruses should be subject to 
international regulation and inspection much like chemical weapons, says the 
former head of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

In the midst of speculation about a lab leak unleashing COVID-19, Tom Frieden 
said research is being done around the world on dangerous pathogens but a lack 
of global oversight is putting people at risk. 

"Right now there is essentially zero global collaboration or global oversight on 
work with dangerous pathogens," said Dr. Frieden, who was the director of the 
CDC from 2009 to 2017. "I think we can look at the nuclear world, we can look at 
chemical weapons, and think of a kind of regulatory inspectional scheme that, 
even if not perfect, can greatly reduce the risks. Because we have more and more 
powerful biological tools that can make dangerous organisms." 

Dr. Frieden made the comments during a panel discussion on Wednesday 
sponsored by Project Syndicate, a Prague-based media organization that is partly-
funded by charities including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 

He was asked about speculation that the COVID-19 pandemic could have been 
caused by a leak of SARS-CoV-2 from China's Wuhan Institute of Virology, where 
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scientists had been studying bat-borne viruses since the SARS-CoV-1 outbreak in 
2002. 

The lab-leak theory has gained traction in recent weeks after U.S. President Joe 
Biden called on the country's intelligence agencies to investigate whether the 
virus emerged "from human contact with an infected animal or from a laboratory 
accident." 

Leaders of the G7 countries and the European Union have also demanded an 
investigation. China has rejected the hypothesis and an initial investigation by 
the World Health Organization called the theory "extremely unlikely" and said the 
pandemic was probably caused by the virus jumping from a bat to a human. 

"What we're seeing globally now is a focus on the lab-leak hypothesis," Dr. 
Frieden said. "From a public-health standpoint, how it started in China is of 
intellectual importance. But whatever the answer, we know that we need to plug 
two gaps in our global preparedness." 

Dr. Frieden said there must be better prevention of transmission from animal 
sources, and more risk reduction around laboratories, "because in countries all 
over the world too much research is being done on too many dangerous 
pathogens, by too many people, in too many laboratories," he said. "And that 
puts all of us at risk." 

Dr. Frieden noted that laboratory accidents have not been uncommon. He pointed 
out that there had been three serious lab accidents in Britain, including one in 
1978 at a facility in Birmingham which stored a virulent version of smallpox. A 
worker at the lab, Janet Parker, contracted the disease and later died. Ms. 
Parker's diagnosis triggered a public-health emergency and hundreds of people 
were quarantined to prevent an outbreak. 

An anthrax leak from a lab in the Soviet Union in 1979 killed at least 60 people, 
and between 2003 and 2004, the SARS virus was accidentally released from labs 
in Singapore, Taiwan and Beijing. In 2015, the U.S. Department of Defence 
shipped live anthrax spores to labs in nine U.S. states and a military base in 
South Korea. 

"So, laboratory errors occur," Dr. Frieden said. "Laboratory work is very 
important but we have to do much more to make it safer all around the world." 

Laboratories that handle viruses and bacteria are supposed to follow a system 
known as Biosafety Levels. The BSL has four levels and each specifies how to 
contain biological agents depending on their severity. The WHO has also 
published a biosafety manual but there is no international treaty to enforce the 
guidelines or the BSL. 

Sally Davies, Britain's special envoy on antimicrobial resistance, agreed with Dr. 
Frieden it was time to consider something like the chemical weapons convention 
to regulate laboratories that work with dangerous viruses. The convention, which 
dates back to 1997, prohibits the development of chemical weapons and includes 
a verification regime for certain toxic materials that's managed by the 
Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. 

"I don't mind where COVID came from because the end result is horrible," Dr. 
Davies told the panel discussion. "But I do think, like [Dr. Frieden], that we need a 
structure going forward that protects us much better ... Whether it is through a 
system like the chemical warfare system or another governmental structure, I 
don't know. But I'm not sure we can leave it to scientists, I think society needs to 
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be part of that discussion." 

Subject: Former CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

https://www thPrirthPandmall.com/world/article-former-cdc-head-urges-stricter-
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 6/25/2021 10:55:30 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

See the last sentence in red. I'm really concerned that the government will pile on and 'overdo it' to the detriment of science 
and progress. We 'scientists' are seen to have failed. I don't disagree that society needs to be part of the discussion, but I 
really question whether government can be nuanced in it's approach. Wonder if we need to try to write something? d 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Milton Leitenberg <mleitenberq cs com> 
Subject: Fwd: Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 
Date: June 25, 2021 at 11:44:23 AM EDT 
To: "a.w.m.hay@leeds.ac.uk" <a.w.m.hay@leeds.ac.uk>, "al.mauroni@qmail com" 
<al.mauroni@dmail.com>, "ampearson2@gmail.com" <ampearson2Lcj,,,Amia, uum>, 
"andrew.d.shuttlewortha,dmail.com" <andrew.d.shuttleworth@dmail.com>, "anna-
karin.tunemalm@foi.se" <anna-karin.tunemalm@foi.se>, "bobmathews17@hotmail.com" 
<bobmathews17 hotmail.com>, "bobmik1@yahoo.com" <bobmik1 yahoo.com>, 
"caitriona.mcleish@gmail.com" <caitriona.mcleish@gmail.com>, "carus.wmdcenter@gmail.com" 
<carus.wmdcenter@gmail.com>, "caruss@dmail.com" <caruss dmail.com>, 
"davidrfranza,dmail.com" <davidrfranz@gmail.com>, "ebright@waksmansutgers.edu" 
<ebright@waksmansutgers.edu>, "ejf@vodafonemail.de" <ejf@vodafonemail.de>, 
"filippa.lentzos@kcl.ac.uk" <filippa.lentzos@kcl.ac.uk>, "gepstein@alum.mit.edu" 
<gepstein alum.mit.edu>, "gkoblentz@gmail.com" <gkoblentz@dmail.com>, 
"gkraatzwadsacka,yahoo.com" <dkraatzwadsack yahoo.com>, "gunnar.jeremias@uni-
hamburq.de" <gunnar.jeremias@uni-hamburd.de>, "harrise@umd.edu" <harrise umd.edu>, 
"hoffmand@washpost.com" <hoffmand@washpost.com>, "irishuncier t-online.de" <irishunder t-
online.de>, "jackelsberg@verizon.net" <jackelsberg@verizon.net>, "jarvis waldie@hotmail.co.uk" 
<jarvis waldie hotmail.co.uk>, "jlittlewood@dmail.com" <jlittlewood@qmail.com>, 
"john parachinia,rand.org" <john parachinia,rand.org>, "joseph.p.dudley@leidos.com" 
<joseph.p.dudley@leidos.com>, "kathleen.vodel@asu.edu" <kathleen.vodel@asu.edu>, 
"Ikahn@alumni.princeton.edu" <Ikahn alumni.princeton.edu>, "lowconcentrations@yahoo.com" 
<lowconcentrations@vahoo.com>, "madnus.normark@foi.se" <magnus.normark@foi.se>, 
"mardaret.kosala,inta.gatech.edu" <margaret.kosal@inta.gatech.edu>, 
"mardaret.sloane@gmail.com" <mardaret.sloane dmail.com>, "martinfurmanski@aol.com" 
<martinfurmanski@aol.com>, "mcleishcaitrionaa,dmail.com" <mcleishcaitriona gmail.com>, 
"mjpalmer@stanford.edu" <mjpalmerAstanford.edu>, Milton Leitenberg <mleitenberg@cs.com>, 
"nixdorff@bio.tu-darmstadt.de" <nixdorff@bio.tu-darmstadt.de>, "pod flu1 as@btinternet.com" 
<pod flu1 as@btinternet.com>, "renepita@telefonica.net" <renepita telefonica.net>, 
"rjbeedham@dstl.gov.uk" <rjbeedham@dstl.dov.uk>, "rkirby@eximdyne.com" 
<rkirby@eximdyne.com>, "rocco dryphonscientific.com" <rocco dryphonscientific.com>, 
"rod barton@hotmail.com" <rod barton@hotmail.com>, "roffey.roder@gmail.com" 
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<roffey.roder spail.corn>, "rope@ssi.dk" <rope ssi.dk>, "s-amano nims.acip" <s-
amano nirns.ac.ip>, "sbenouacacimu.edu" <sbenouaaqmu.edu>, "stefanfrey@gmx.de" 
<stefanfrey cimx.de>, "sucliAalice.asahi-u.ac.jp" <sugi alice.asahi-u.ac.jp>, 
"susan.b.martinAkcl.ac.uk" <susan.b.rnartin(&)<cl.ac.uk>, "svni 5Ahotrnail.com" 
<svni 5Ahotmail.com>, "weberandrewc(&simail.com" <weberandrewc gmail.com> 
Reply-To: Milton Leitenberg <mleitenbergAcs.com>

Former U.S. CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS PUBLISHED JUNE 23, 2021 

Laboratories that handle potentially deadly viruses should be subject to international 
regulation and inspection much like chemical weapons, says the former head of the U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

In the midst of speculation about a lab leak unleashing COVID-19, Tom Frieden said 
research is being done around the world on dangerous pathogens but a lack of global 
oversight is putting people at risk. 

"Right now there is essentially zero global collaboration or global oversight on work with 
dangerous pathogens," said Dr. Frieden, who was the director of the CDC from 2009 to 
2017. "I think we can look at the nuclear world, we can look at chemical weapons, and think 
of a kind of regulatory inspectional scheme that, even if not perfect, can greatly reduce the 
risks. Because we have more and more powerful biological tools that can make dangerous 
organisms." 

Dr. Frieden made the comments during a panel discussion on Wednesday sponsored by 
Project Syndicate, a Prague-based media organization that is partly-funded by charities 
including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 

He was asked about speculation that the COVID-19 pandemic could have been caused by a 
leak of SARS-CoV-2 from China's Wuhan Institute of Virology, where scientists had been 
studying bat-borne viruses since the SARS-CoV-1 outbreak in 2002. 

The lab-leak theory has gained traction in recent weeks after U.S. President Joe 
Biden called on the country's intelligence agencies to investigate whether the virus 
emerged "from human contact with an infected animal or from a laboratory accident." 

Leaders of the G7 countries and the European Union have also demanded an investigation. 
China has rejected the hypothesis and an initial investigation by the World Health 
Organization called the theory "extremely unlikely" and said the pandemic was probably 
caused by the virus jumping from a bat to a human. 

"What we're seeing globally now is a focus on the lab-leak hypothesis," Dr. Frieden said. 
"From a public-health standpoint, how it started in China is of intellectual importance. But 
whatever the answer, we know that we need to plug two gaps in our global preparedness." 

Dr. Frieden said there must be better prevention of transmission from animal sources, and 
more risk reduction around laboratories, "because in countries all over the world too much 
research is being done on too many dangerous pathogens, by too many people, in too 
many laboratories," he said. "And that puts all of us at risk." 

Dr. Frieden noted that laboratory accidents have not been uncommon. He pointed out that 
there had been three serious lab accidents in Britain, including one in 1978 at a facility in 
Birmingham which stored a virulent version of smallpox. A worker at the lab, Janet Parker, 
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contracted the disease and later died. Ms. Parker's diagnosis triggered a public-health 
emergency and hundreds of people were quarantined to prevent an outbreak. 

An anthrax leak from a lab in the Soviet Union in 1979 killed at least 60 people, and between 
2003 and 2004, the SARS virus was accidentally released from labs in Singapore, Taiwan 
and Beijing. In 2015, the U.S. Department of Defence shipped live anthrax spores to labs in 
nine U.S. states and a military base in South Korea. 

"So, laboratory errors occur," Dr. Frieden said. "Laboratory work is very important but we 
have to do much more to make it safer all around the world." 

Laboratories that handle viruses and bacteria are supposed to follow a system known as 
Biosafety Levels. The BSL has four levels and each specifies how to contain biological 
agents depending on their severity. The WHO has also published a biosafety manual but 
there is no international treaty to enforce the guidelines or the BSL. 

Sally Davies, Britain's special envoy on antimicrobial resistance, agreed with Dr. Frieden it 
was time to consider something like the chemical weapons convention to regulate 
laboratories that work with dangerous viruses. The convention, which dates back to 1997, 
prohibits the development of chemical weapons and includes a verification regime for 
certain toxic materials that's managed by the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons. 

"I don't mind where COVID came from because the end result is horrible," Dr. Davies told 
the panel discussion. "But I do think, like [Dr. Frieden], that we need a structure going 
forward that protects us much better ... Whether it is through a system like the chemical 
warfare system or another governmental structure, I don't know. But I'm not sure we can 
leave it to scientists, I think society needs to be part of that discussion." 

Subject: Former CDC head urges stricter checks on labs studying viruses 

httns://www.thppinbeandmail.comiworldiarticle-former-cdc-head-urges-stricter-checks-on-
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
David R. Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Urban, Joanna[jurban©asmusa.org]; Ort-Mabry, Catherine[cort-mabry@asmusa.org]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org]; 
Stevens-Garcia, Jonathan[JStevens-Garcia@asmusa.org]; Mike Imperiale (UMICH)[imperial©umich.edu]; Filani, 
Grace[GFilani©asmusa.org]; Conley, Katrina[galla134©msu.edu]; Arturo Casadevall[acasade1©jhu.edu] 
From: DiRita, Victor[diritavi@msu.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/30/2021 4:12:36 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Help in issuing an ASM Statement on the origin of the pandemic 
DRAFT ASM Statement on the  Orloins of the SARS CoV.docx 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Stefano and I look forward to our discussion tomorrow. 

Since we have a limited time with you to gather input for an ASM statement on Covid origins, we thought it would be good 
to have a straw-man proposal as a staring point for discussion. And then work with that to consider as group what is key 
to include (or not). 
Attached is a draft statement that we developed. It derives its themes from our Leaders' Forum at the World Microbe 
Forum last week that some of you participated in. Essentially this is an attempt to distill a succinct, meaningful 
statement from that excellent discussion. 

Please review this and be prepared to discuss it tomorrow when we meet. Thank you all for your time and insights. 
We would be grateful if you did not distribute this draft to others. 

Thank you, Vic 

Victor DiRita 

Rudolph Hugh Endowed Chair in Microbial Pathogenesis 
Chair, Dept. of Microbiology & Molecular Genetics 
Michigan State University 

President, American Society for Microbiology 

Assisted by Katie Conley 
aalla134@msu.edu 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/23/2021 5:56:33 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
That sounds just right. Thanks. 
Micah 

On Jun 23, 2021, at 6:06 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jw1educ@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Micah, 
I think the PDF is perfect and would not change anything. Thank you very much! As the committee is just getting started, I think I'll 
hold off on volunteering the document. If they ask, it might be best to have them request the information directly from Ben as the 
POC for the dialogue. What do you think? I'm a little conflicted in my role as potentially both a witness and senior advisor. 

Thanks again, Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 4:10 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
Thanks. Attached is a PDF that could be shared. Please look it over and see if it fits the bill (and that it only contains what we 
planned to share). I have attached an msword version of the document in case you want to revise something, but it's usually best to 
create a PDF after editing and to share the PDF. 
Thanks again. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 2:48 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

Thanks Micah for your thoughtful comments. Unfortunately, we live in a time when, as you say, innocuous documents are twisted 
for perverse ends. Your suggestion to just highlight the preamble and topics/talks would be quite helpful, if it's not too much 
trouble. I will volunteer the summary to the committee and also ask if documents shared with the committee are part of the public 
record. Given the size of the full HELP committee and the diverse composition, anything given will need to be considered from 
various perspectives. Our next meeting is scheduled for tomorrow, Thursday, at 3 pm EDT. 

Thanks again, Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 1:12 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
I agree that through the preamble and the topics, the agenda gives a nice description of the meeting and highlights the balance 
between hard science and biosafety. If you are going to share something with the HELP committee study group then perhaps we 
can create a document that just has those elements. 
My reasoning is (1) we still don't know whether documents provided to the study group become part of a public record. Please ask. 
(2) The agenda lists names associated with topics. (3) We have to be mindful of the political and, in some cases, malicious 
environment that we're in, where innocuous documents are twisted for perverse ends. As you know, experts doing benign and 
even heroic work are being targeted with everything from trolling to hacks to death threats. (4) I'd prefer that if we provide names 
only if asked, and if we do then also provide notice to those listed people that we are sharing the information. 
Does this make sense to you? Can we put together a document for you this afternoon that includes the goals of the meeting and 
the topics of the sessions (and talks)? 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 1:20 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

No problem. No one has asked yet, but I meet with the HELP committee study group tomorrow, Thursday. It might be nice to 
share the agenda with them proactively. 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:18 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Gents, 
I've been tied up and I have a few more time-sensitive tasks. I'll take a look a get back to you this afternoon. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:57 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

Thanks Ben. I think the agenda gives a nice description of the meeting and highlights the balance between hard science and 
biosafety. It would be nice if we could somehow sustain such a dialogue. 

I'll wait to hear from Micah. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 11:54 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, this version is more final. From the NAS perspective, as a participant I suppose it's up to you to decide if you want to share 
this. Micah do you have thoughts? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) 
< -idvIcirtranz(Dgmal l .com>
Subject: FW: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Importance: High 

Do you have concerns about sharing the attached draft agenda (not the string below) from the Wuhan 2017 meeting? Or the final 
agenda, if available. Ksiazek also has photos from most of the sessions. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:08 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com)' <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Saif, Linda (saif.2@osu.edu)' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Swayne, David 
(Dayid.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV)' <Dayid.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Morgan, LaTasha <LMorgan@nas.edu>; Mendoza, Imelda <imendoza@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

The China bio workshop conference call is at 1:30 ET tomorrow. The call in number is 1-888-537-7715 enter pass code 12223052# 
when prompted 

I have attached the workshop agenda for your information. If you have not already please email us a revised title of your talk, a 
brief talk abstract, a digital photograph for the program materials and a short bio. 

Draft conference call agenda (1:30 PM ET, Friday, 4/21/17) 
-Group introduction 
-Introduction and brief history of the NAS China bio dialogue, partner organizations in China and key people 
-Discussion of May workshop, format and length of presentations, logistics, etc. 
-Work plan in advance of the workshop 
-Goals of the workshop and next steps after the workshop 
-Other issues and questions 

Thank you again for your time and attention, we look forward to speaking with you tomorrow. 
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Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 5:17 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU'; 'Shi, Pei yong (peshi(aUTMB.EDU)'; 'David A Relman'; 'Saif, Linda 
(saif.2@osu.edu)'; 'Swayne, David (David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV)'; tgksiaze@utmb.edul 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha; Mendoza, Imelda (imendoza@UTMB.EDU)
Subject: RE: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

FYI It looks like the least worst time to hold a group conference call is at 1:30 PM ET on Friday April r t. Please hold that day and 
time on your calendar. We will send the call-in number and agenda later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 12:28 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); iwleducOUTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshiOUTMB.EDU); 'David A Relman'; Saif, Linda 
(saif.2@osu.edu); Swayne, David (David.Swavne@ARS.USDA.GOV); tigksiaze@utmb.edu 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha 
Subject: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to speak at the second joint workshop between Chinese and American experts on the challenges of 
emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security organized by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and other Chinese institutions. As you know the meeting will take place on May 17-19, 2017 
at the Wanda Realm Hotel Wuhan and will include a visit to the BSL-4 laboratory at the CAS National Institute of Virology. Thank 
you for working with La Tasha Morgan to arrange your air travel to China. She is working on a detailed travel memo with specific 
flight arrival and departure information and hotel room confirmation numbers along with information on your transfers from the 
airport in Wuhan to the hotel. We need a few things from you at this point: 

1. I have attached a DRAFT agenda for the workshop. Please check your talk title on the agenda (correct/modify) and provide 
a brief abstract for your talk so the CAS organizers can produce the formal program for the workshop. They have also 
requested a digital photograph for the program materials (Minimum 300 DPI for printing) and a short bio. Please send these 
to me or La Tasha. 

2. Visa processing will be performed by NAS staff members with invitation letters provided by our Chinese partners. We now 
have visa invitation letters from NIV leadership and La Tasha will follow this email with instructions on how to provide the 
necessary information and material so we can apply for your visa. Please check and make sure that your passport is valid for 
at least six months from the date of the meeting and has two or more blank pages for the visa. 

3. Group conference call to discuss the substance of the workshop and answer logistical questions or concerns. Please 
provide La Tasha with your availability to participate in an approximately one hour conference call during eastern time 
business hours next week (April 17-21, 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM ET). When we identify a good time we will send the group call-in 
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information and a conference call agenda. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts regarding the organization, content, and substance of this joint workshop. Thanks again 
for your time and willingness to participate in this project. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
Senior Program Officer 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
Phone: 001-202-334-3975 
Cell: 001-202-839-0075 
Fax: 001-202-334-1730 
Skype: ben.rusek 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 6/28/2021 6:04:30 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BLOOMBERG: The Last—And Only—Foreign Scientist in the Wuhan Lab Speaks Out 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

The Last—And Only—Foreign Scientist in the Wuhan Lab Speaks Out 

Read in Bloomberg: https://apple.news/AVPpeb2CdQ_WMwmBIsIg3LQ 

Shared from Apple News 

Micah 
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To: 'David Franziclavidrfranz©gmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 6/21/2021 10:42:39 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: call? 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

The second DOS cable about the WIV is called "China Virus Institute Welcomes More U.S. Cooperation on Global Health Security." 
https://foia.state.gov/Search/Results.aspx?searchText=&beginDate=&endDate=&publishedBeginDate=20200716&publishedEndDa 
te=20200716&caseNumber= 

Here is the (long) take down on Rogin's reporting about the cables: 
https://pekingnology.substack.com/p/josh-rogins-washpo-column-and-
book?r=64jye&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web&utm_source=twitter 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 11:24 AM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Subject: RE: call? 

https://republicans-energycommerce.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NIH-Investigation-COVID-origins.pdf 

Would be useful to understand how the Kadlec effort will interface with this 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 10:03 AM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>
Subject: RE: call? 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/coronavirus-lab-leak-theory/2021/06/20/30b1OL ,
fd53a628b992 storv.html 

Stanley Perlman and David Reiman quoted in an article that highlights the NASEM letter from the presidents. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
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Sent: Sunday, June 20, 2021 10:08 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>
Subject: Re: call? 

Yes, I will send out a zoom link with call in numbers that you can use. 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 10:06 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

Ben, can you just give us an 800 number to call? It looks like 11 Eastern tomorrow works for everyone. Thanks, they 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 9:17 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jim and Dave, 

Yes, just back in town. 11 am tomorrow would work for me, but the other times Micah suggests also 
work. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 8:23 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

Jim, Dave, 
Please let me know if Monday sometime in the 10:30-1:30 EDT works for you and I'll send 
an invitation. 
I apologize for the delayed reply. I think that both Ben and I have been away from e-mail 
this weekend. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: David Franz < Ivicirfranz mall.cot > 
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 6:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: call? 

Monday works for me. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2021, at 5:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Can we schedule a brief conference call for early next week? I'd like to 
discuss an emerging Congressional study relevant to our past work. I'm 
available any time on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 
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James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/23/2021 11:53:58 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 

Aaenda of Second China-U.S. Workshoo.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, this version is more final. From the NAS perspective, as a participant I suppose it's up to you to decide if you want to share 
this. Micah do you have thoughts? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 12:31 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: FW: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Importance: High 

Do you have concerns about sharing the attached draft agenda (not the string below) from the Wuhan 2017 meeting? Or the final 
agenda, if available. Ksiazek also has photos from most of the sessions. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 2:08 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'David A Relman' <relmanPstanford.edu>; 'Saif, Linda (saif.2@osu.edu)' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Swayne, David 

(David.Swavne@ARS.USDA.GOV)' <David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiazePUTME3.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Morgan, LaTasha <LMorgan@nas.edu>; Mendoza, Imelda <imendoza@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Reminder China meeting conference call 1:30 PM ET tomorrow 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

The China bio workshop conference call is at 1:30 ET tomorrow. The call in number is 1-888-537-7715 enter pass code 12223052# 
when prompted 

I have attached the workshop agenda for your information. If you have not already please email us a revised title of your talk, a 
brief talk abstract, a digital photograph for the program materials and a short bio. 

Draft conference call agenda (1:30 PM ET, Friday, 4/21/17) 
-Group introduction 
-Introduction and brief history of the NAS China bio dialogue, partner organizations in China and key people 
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-Discussion of May workshop, format and length of presentations, logistics, etc. 
-Work plan in advance of the workshop 
-Goals of the workshop and next steps after the workshop 
-Other issues and questions 

Thank you again for your time and attention, we look forward to speaking with you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 5:17 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz(agmail.com)'; lwleduc@UTMB.EDUT; 'Shi, Pei yong (7?.shi@UTMB.EDU)'; 'David A Relman'; 'Saif, Linda 
(saif.2©osu.edu)'; 'Swayne, David (David.SwaynePARS.USDA.GOV)'; tgksiaze@utmb.edui 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha; Mendoza, Imelda (imendoza©UTMB.EDU)
Subject: RE: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

FYI It looks like the least worst time to hold a group conference call is at 1:30 PM ET on Friday April 1. Please hold that day and 
time on your calendar. We will send the call-in number and agenda later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 12:28 PM 
To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com); iwleducOUTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU); 'David A Relman'; Saif, Linda 
(saif.2©osu.edu); Swayne, David (David Swavne(thARS.USDA.GOV); tgksiaze@utmb.edu 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Morgan, LaTasha 
Subject: Agenda, visa processing and con call for NAS CAS meeting in Wuhan, China 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to speak at the second joint workshop between Chinese and American experts on the challenges of 
emerging infections, laboratory safety, and global health security organized by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and other Chinese institutions. As you know the meeting will take place on May 17-19, 2017 
at the Wanda Realm Hotel Wuhan and will include a visit to the BSL-4 laboratory at the CAS National Institute of Virology. Thank 
you for working with La Tasha Morgan to arrange your air travel to China. She is working on a detailed travel memo with specific 
flight arrival and departure information and hotel room confirmation numbers along with information on your transfers from the 
airport in Wuhan to the hotel. We need a few things from you at this point: 

1) I have attached a DRAFT agenda for the workshop. Please check your talk title on the agenda (correct/modify) and provide 
a brief abstract for your talk so the CAS organizers can produce the formal program for the workshop. They have also 
requested a digital photograph for the program materials (Minimum 300 DPI for printing) and a short bio. Please send 
these to me or La Tasha. 

2) Visa processing will be performed by NAS staff members with invitation letters provided by our Chinese partners. We now 
have visa invitation letters from NIV leadership and La Tasha will follow this email with instructions on how to provide the 
necessary information and material so we can apply for your visa. Please check and make sure that your passport is valid 
for at least six months from the date of the meeting and has two or more blank pages for the visa. 
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3) Group conference call to discuss the substance of the workshop and answer logistical questions or concerns. Please provide 
La Tasha with your availability to participate in an approximately one hour conference call during eastern time business 
hours next week (April 17-21, 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM ET). When we identify a good time we will send the group call-in 
information and a conference call agenda. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts regarding the organization, content, and substance of this joint workshop. Thanks again 
for your time and willingness to participate in this project. 

Kind regards, 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
Senior Program Officer 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
Phone: 001-202-334-3975 
Cell: 001-202-839-0075 
Fax: 001-202-334-1730 
Skype: ben.rusek 
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2nd China-U.S. Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 

Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 

May 17-19 2017, Wuhan, China 

In order to further enhance academic exchanges and cooperation between China and the United 

States, the Second China-U.S. Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety 

and Global Health Security will be held on May 17-19, 2017 in Wuhan, China. This workshop will 

mainly focus on safe laboratory construction and operation, innovative biotechnology, prevention of 

emerging infectious diseases, biosafety and bioethics. By gathering extraordinary reports on scientific 

and technological achievements, and discussing the current development on related studies, the 

participants from China and the United States can communicate and get further understanding regarding 

new issues that occur in field of global health biosafety. Under this condition, this workshop aims at 

utilizing the advantages of China-U.S. cooperation and collaboration for responding to emerging 

infectious diseases more positively and guarantee laboratory and global health biosafety, so as to make 

more contributions to the rredical industry and human health. 

Sponsors U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Organizers Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Hubei Society for Microbiology 

Co-organizers Key Laboratory of Special Pathogens and Biosafety 

National Biosafety Laboratory, Wuhan (NBL) 

Chairs Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

David R. Franz (Prokssor, Kansas State University) 

Committee George F. Gao (Academician, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

Xinwen Chen (Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

Yanyi Wang (Deputy Director General/Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

Zhengli Sin (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Jarres LeDuc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

Peiyong Sin (Prokssor, University of Texas) 
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Benjamin Rusek (Senior Program Officer, National Academy of Sciences) 

Venue Wanda Realm Hotel Wuhan 

Format Workshop reports and round table discussions 

Language English 

Sessions 1. Gain of function research, gene editing, targeting and delivery and other 

novel biotechnology 

2. Public health response to outbreaks and issues 

3. Emerging infectious diseases and global health security 

4. High-level biosafety laboratory: construction, commissioning, and 

sustainment 

5. Biosafety, biosecurity and bioethics 

Invited Linda Saif (Academician, Ohio State University) 

participants David Reiman (Academician, Stanford University) 

(U.S.) James W. Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

Thomas Ksiazek (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

David R. Franz (Professor, Kansas State University ) 

Benjamin J. Rusek (Senior Program Officer, National Academy of Sciences) 

Peiyong Shi (Professor, University of Texas) 

David Swayne (Director, USDA Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory) 

Invited Zhigao Bu (Director General/Principle Investigator, Harbin Veterinary Research 

participants Institute, the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences) 

(China) Donglai Wu (Principle Investigator, Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, the 

Chinese Academy ofAgricultural Sciences) 

Yunzhang Hu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese 

Academy of Medical Sciences) 

Peijun Zhai (Division Director, China National Accreditation Service for 

Conformity Assessment) 

Zhiong Hu ( Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 
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Wensheng Wei (Professor, Peking University) 

George F. Gao (Academician, Institute of Microbiology, CAS) 

Zhengli Shi (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Mifang Liang (Principle Investigator, National Institute for Viral Disease Control 

and Prevention) 

Xia Jin (Principle Investigator, Institut Pasteur of Shanghai, CAS) 

Jianping Zuo (Principle Investigator, Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica, CAS) 

Rui Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

Jiahai Lu (Professor, Zhongshan School of Medicine, Sun Yat-Sen University) 

Gong Cheng (Principle Investigator, Tsinghua University) 

Chengfeng Qin (Professor, The Academy of Military Medical Sciences) 

Longding Liu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese 

Academy of Medical Sciences) 

Qingquan Zhang (Program Officer, Division of American and Oceanian Affairs, 

Bureau of International Co-operation, CAS) 

Meeting Program 

Note: Each report will take 25 minutes including a 5-minute Q&A. 

Date Time Agenda 

Tuesday 
16th may

14:00-21:00 
Registration 
Address: Wanda Realm Hotel Wuhan 
No.105 Donghu Road, Wuchang District, Wuhan 

19:00-21:00 Dinner 

Wednesday 
17th may 09:00-101)0 

Welcome and opening remarks 
Chair - Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator; Wuhan Institute of 

Viivlogy, CAS) 

China: Xinwen Chen (Director General/Principle Investigator, 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

U.S.: Linda Saif (Academician, Ohio State University) 
David Reiman (Academician, Stanford University) 
James LeDuc (Professor, Galveston National 

Laboratory) - Technical aspects of high-containment lab 
sustainability: challenges of maintaining a maximum 
containment laboratory 
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1000-10:30 Tea break and group photo 

Session 1 : Gain of function research, gene editing, targeting and delivery and other 
novel biotechnology 
-Thoughts on Gain of function research, gene editing, targeting and delivery and other 

novel biotechnology 
-The recent advances in technology and their applications 

Chair -Yanyi Wang (Deputy Director General/Principle Investigatot; Wuhan Institute of Virology, 

CAS) 

1030-10:55 
Genome engineering and other life sciences technologies: 
challenges and opportunities 
David Relman (Academician, Stanford University) 

1055-1120 
Construction and rescue of a functional synthetic baculovirus 
Zhihong Hu (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, CAS) 

11:20-11:45 
High-thmughput functional genomics: coding, non-coding and 
beyond 
Wensheng Wei (Prokssor, Peking University) 

11:45-14:00 Lunch 

Session 2: Public health response to outbreaks and issues 
-Collaborating on influenza, including avian influenza 
-Host-pathogen interaction (pathogenesis) 

Chair - Jam es Le Duc (Pmfessog Galveston National Laboratory) 

1 -1 4:00 425 

Dengue Immune Sera Enhance Zika Virus Infection in Human 
Peripheral Blood Monocytes 
Xia Jin (Principle Investigator, Institut Pasteur of Shanghai, 
CAS) 

1425-14:50 
Anti-viral drug discovery in SIMM 
Jianping Zuo (Principle Investigator, Shanghai Institute of 
Materia Medica, CAS) 

- 1450 15:15 

Engineered human antibody constant domain as candidate 
against Ebola virus 
Rui Gong (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 
Virology CAS) 

15:15-1535 Tea break 

1535-1690 
Antiviral drug discovery and development 
Peiyong Shi (Professor, University of Texas) 

16:00-16:25 

Improving the laboratory's role in emeigency health response, 
Communications during crisis 
James Le Duc (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

1625-1725 
Round Table Discussion 
Chair -Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigatog Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 
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-James Le Duc (Plofessor; Galveston National Laboratory) 

- Review of day one and plan for day two 

1725-20:00 Dinner 

Thuis day 
18th m ay 

Session 3: Emerging infectious diseases and global health security 
-Anti-viral counterrreasures (strategy and R&D) 
-Improving the laboratory's role in emergency health response (Discussion of issues like 
dedicated high-containment hospital room' in the lab vs. working with local hospital for 
care of a LAI patient outside the lab) 

Chair -Peiyong Ski (Pmfesson University of Texas) 

0830-08:55 

Biosafety, Biorisk and Biosecurity - Pathogen spill-over and 
human behavior 
George F. Gao (Academician, Institute of Microbiology, 
CAS) 

08:55-0920 

A One Health Strategy for Responding to Emerging Infectious 
Diseases 
Jiahai Lu (Professor, Zhongshan School of Medicine, Sun 
Yat-Sen University) 

0920-09:45 
Evolution and pathogenesis of bat SAPS like comnavirus 
Zhengli Shi (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, CAS) 

09:45-10:10 

Epidemiological characteristics of Severe fever with 
thrombocytopenia syndrome (SFTS) in China from first 
discovery 
Mifang Liang (Principle Investigator, National Institute for 
Viral Disease Control and Prevention) 

10:10-1020 Tea break 

1020-10:45 
Animal Corvnaviruses: Global Threats to Humans and 
Animals 
Linda Saif (Academician, Ohio State University) 

10:45-11:10 
Existing weapons against the emerging Zika virus 
Chengfeng Qin (Professor, The Academy of Military Medical 
Sciences) 

11:10-11-35 

Avian Influenza at the Animal-Human Interface: Global 
Challenges for Scientffic Contributions to Control 
David Swayne (Director, USDA Southeast Poultry Research 
Laboratory) 

11:35-12:00 
Non-structural Protein 1: A Key for Flavivirus Transfer from 
Host to Vector 
Gong Cheng (Professor, Tsinghua University) 

1200-12:25 
Rapid response to Zika virus emergence: Diagnostics and 
vaccine development 

 Peiyong Shi (Professor, University of Texas) 
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1225-1400 Lunch 

Session 4: High-level biosafety Laboratory: construction, commissioning, and 
sustainment 
-Requirements for high containment labs in China and the U.S and discussion of recent 
projects 
-Community relations and public communication 
-Should biocontainment labs have clinical facilities? 
-Biocontainment maintenance and operations / Outbreak response / Importance of' 
reference collections and reagents 

Chair - Zhim ing Yuan (Principle Investigator; Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS) 

1400-1425 

Brief and Status Quo on China Accreditation for Biosafety 
Laboratories 
Peijun Zhai (Division Director, China National Accreditation 
Service for Conformity Assessment) 

1425-14:50 

. 
Biocontainment operations and maintenance and UTMB 
training for other containment facilities 
Thomas Ksiazek (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

14:50-15:15 

National High Containment Facilities for Animal Diseases 
Contivl and Prevention in Harbin, China 
Zhigao Bu (Director General/Principle Investigator, Harbin 
Veterinary Research Institute, the Chinese Academy of 
Agricukural Sciences) 

15:15-15:40 

Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-level 
Biosafety: Future Perspective 
Yunzhang Hu (Principle Investigator, Institute of Medical 
Biology Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences) 

15:40-16:00 Tea break 

Session 5: Biosafety, biosectuity and bioethics 
- New technology for laboratory biological risk management 
- Improving response to incidents at the lab (fire, police, environment release and 
paramedic) 
- Improving biosafety and biosecurity training 
- Laboratory leadership, culture and ethics 

Chair -David R. Franz (Professor; US Army Medical Research Institute of hifectious Diseases) 

16:00- 16:25 

Biosafety and bioethics consideration for emerging disease 
contivl research 
Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator, Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, CAS) 

- 1625 16:50 

Regulatory issues affecting the operation of a functional high 
containment lab: Obtaining, shipping, maintaining and 
exchanging high hazairl pathogens in today.'s regulatory 
envin9nment. Does the science matter? 
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Thomas Ksiazek (Professor, Galveston National Laboratory) 

16-50-17:15 
Leadership, Responsibility and Progress
David R. Franz (Professor, Kansas State University) 

17:15-18:00 

Conclusions 
Chair - Zhiming Yuan (Principle Investigator; Wuhan Institute of 

Virology, CAS) 

-David R Franz (Professor; Kansas State University) 

- Conclusions from the meting and discussion on possible 
roles of CAS and NAS to enhance cooperation between the 
U.S. and China on Efferging Infections, Laboratory Safety and 
Global Health Security 
- Concluding remarks by Zhiming Yuan and David Franz 
Co-chairs 

1800-2000 Dinner 

Friday 
19th may

0900-10:00 Leave for Zhengdian Park, Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

1000 A visit to Wuhan P4 Lab and discussions 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; 
Spiropoulou Christina[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison©vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Keiser, 
Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; 
Folks Thomas[virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Vu, Michelle[mivu©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 6/10/2021 9:25:50 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Uncovering the origins of the virus that sparked a pandemic 

Uncovering the origins of the virus that sparked a pandemic 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/10/health/coronavirus-origin-natural-spillover-lab-leak-gupta/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.Famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDUL Folks 
Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 10:46:06 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Coronavirus: Is there any evidence for lab release theory? 

Coronavirus: Is there any evidence for lab release theory? 
BBC News examines allegations that the coronavirus was accidentally released from a lab. 

Read in BBC News: https://apple.news/AJqQKsP6sRFewstED92C4dg

Shared from Apple News 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Wed 4/22/2020 10:37:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: China's Coronavirus Culpability - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

China's Coronavirus Culpability 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
'Erdman DeanIderdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Denison 
Marklmark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 'Rollin 
Pierrelpierrerollin2019@gmail.com]; 'Tesh Robert[rbtesh22@gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; 'Folks Thomaspfirusdoctom©aol.com]; 'Nichol 
Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; 'Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)'[ccs8@cdc.gov]; 'Franz 
Davididavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: calisher©cybersafe.net[calisher@cybersafe.net] 
Sent: Sun 4/26/2020 12:22:38 PM (OTC-05:0O) 
Subject: RE: Dr. Anthony Fauci Cold Open - SNL 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Another marvelous take-off. Thanks for this. 

Charlie 

 Original Message 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, April 26, 2020 8:35 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<cjholuba©UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean <derdman05©gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. 
<famurphy©UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, 
Mariano A. <maragarc©UTMB.EDU>; Denison Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi©UTMB.EDU>; Rollin Pierre <pierrerollin2019©gmail.com>; 
Tesh Robert <rbtesh22©gmail.com>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver©UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, 
Chien-Te K. <sktseng©UTMB.EDU>; Menachery, Vineet <vimenach©UTMB.EDU>; Folks 
Thomas <Virusdoctom©aol.com>; Calisher Charles <calisher©cybersafe.net>; 
Nichol Stuart <stn1©CDC.GOV>; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED) 
<ccs8@cdc.gov>; Franz David <davidrfranz©gmail.com> 
Subject: Dr. Anthony Fauci Cold Open - SNL 

I missed the open of SNL last night 

https://nam03.safel n ks. protection .outlook.com/?url=https°/03M/02F/02Fyoutu .be/02FuW56CLOpkOg&am 
p;data=02°/07C01°/07Cpeshi°/040utmb.edu°/07C33214389b3d0441f173708d7ea06aaf0°/07C7bef256d85db 
4526a72d31aea2546852°/07C0°/07C0°/07C637235186679132601&amp;sdata=cZEuDgCRJNx1Pks6BUQZ 
Kyv5°/02BIBOEg9BFVUqoHEFzpW/03D&amp;reserved=0 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Fisher, Bryan 
S.[bsfisher©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/30/2020 10:52:39 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Coronavirus: Cyber-spies seek coronavirus vaccine secrets 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Coronavirus: Cyber-spies seek coronavirus vaccine secrets. 
An eLit-ert there is "ne ri_ore v table" in the world today than a way to prevent the disease. 
Disclaimer The BBC is not responsible for the cnntent of this email, and anything writte does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please no that ri,.._dier the en il address ine of dn. ...:nder h.—

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Fri 5/1/2020 6:41:46 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: White House blocks Fauci from testifying before Congress I TheHill 

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/495752-white-house-blocks-fauci-from-testifying-before-
congress 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; 
Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Tue 5/5/2020 10:15:45 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NPR: White House Coronavirus Task Force To Wind Down 

We're all gonna die... 

I found the following story on the NPR iPad App 

White House Coronavirus Task Force To Wind Down 
by Brian Naylor 

NPR - May 5, 2020 

Vice President Mike Pence said the task force has begun to talk about a transition plan with the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. 

https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/05/05/850959187/white-house-cornoavirus-task-force-to-wind-
down?sc=ipad&1001 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net'[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orflennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZ'peanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 5/22/2020 2:54:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting ne night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 11:44 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

As we discussed during our meeting on Monday we hope to hold a third virtual dialogue meeting with CAS and CCDC experts to 
discuss what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, antibody response, 
reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 resurgence of the virus. 
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We have proposed to CAS that this meeting take place evening, May 26 from 9:00
morning of Wednesday, May 27 for the Chinese). I have attached the list of questions on these topics we sent to CAS for your 

information. Please let me know if you are interested and available to participate in the 3 rd virtual dialogue meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <' rvey.fineberg@moore.org>;
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6pihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwiecluc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <ciavidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, 
Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotn- -" >; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowmanPnas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today). 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda (American version) for reference along with Jim's summaries of future collaboration ideas 
from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

I ' fon/ 

t oom link: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

If 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <111-iare@nas > 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@ulowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
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>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <hen,  'dgriffi6@jhmi.edif 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net <peggy@i — net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <ciavicirfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;
'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mIowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANIOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May at 11:30 
AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: 1 552.136 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday at 11:30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there was not a time 
that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting between 9AM - 6PM ET, 
Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 5/22/2020 12:40:24 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thank you! 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 12:53 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: FW: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

FYI 

From: Rodecap, Valerie <var :cPUTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 11:44 AM 
To: BMB - Faculty <HBCG-Faculty@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

From: Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. < agarc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 11:37 AM 
To: Rodecap, Valerie < arodeca@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

Dear Valerie 

Please pass to all BMB faculty members — thanks 

Mariano 

Mariano A. Garcia-Blanco MD PhD 

Professor and Chair 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
Professor 
Internal Medicine 
Mildred H Vacek and John R Vacek Distinguished Chair in Honor of President Truman G. Blocker, Jr. 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston TX USA 
maragarc@utmb.edu 
https://bmb.utmb.edu/faculty/garcia-blanco.asp 
https://bmb.utmb.edu/MGB-Bradrick/ 

Adjunct Professor 
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Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Duke-NUS Medical School 
Singapore 
ma..ano.garciablanco duke-nus.edu.sg 
https://www.duke-nus.edu.sg/content/garcia-blanco-mariano 

From: "Roberts, Rich" <roberts neb.com> 
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 at 11:30 AM 
To: "Raimer, Ben G." <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: "Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A." <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear President Raimer: 

I believe you will be interested in the attached letter, which was sent to Secretary of Health and Human Services Alex 
Azar and NIH Director Francis Collins by 77 US Nobel Laureates in science. It draws attention to a very serious 
discontinuation of an NIH grant to Dr. Peter Daszak at the EcoHealth Alliance in New York. This story was well covered by 
60 Minutes on May 10th

https://www.cbsnews.cominews/nih-cancelled-coronavirus-research-grant-60-minutes-2020-05-10/ 

This incident illustrates a growing problem in the research community where funding is increasingly being jeopardized by 
political considerations and a lack of understanding of science. Scientists and the values they hold could be used much 
more effectively if politics stays away. 

Please feel free to share this letter as widely as possible. 

Rich Roberts 

Sir Richard J. Roberts Ph.D. F.R.S. 
1993 Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine 
Chief Scientific Officer 
New England Biolabs 
240 County Road 
Ipswich, MA 01938-2723 USA 

Tel: (978) 380-7405 
Fax: (978) 412 9910 
email:  roberts@neb.com 

Executive Assistant: Karen Otto 
Tel: (978) 380-7206 
Fax: (978) 412 9910 
email:  otto@neb.com 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 5/22/2020 3:00:36 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/house-was-fire-top-chinese-virologist-how-china-and-us-have-met-pandemic 

Asking some hard questions... 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 1:40 PM 
To: 'Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

Thank you! 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 12:53 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.eclu>
Subject: FW: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

FYI 

Pe -yo v1,0 

From: Rodecap, Valerie < >ca@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 11:44 AM 
To: BMB - Faculty <HBCG-Faculty@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

From: Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. < agarc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 11:37 AM 
To: Rodecap, Valerie < arodeca@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

Dear Valerie 

Please pass to all BMB faculty members — thanks 
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Mariano 

Mariano A. Garcia-Blanco MD PhD 

Professor and Chair 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
Professor 
Internal Medicine 
Mildred H Vacek and John R Vacek Distinguished Chair in Honor of President Truman G. Blocker, Jr. 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston TX USA 
maragarc@utmb.edu 
https://bmb.utmb.edu/faculty/garcia-blanco.asp 
https://bmb.utmb.edu/MGB-Bradrick/ 

Adjunct Professor 
Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Duke-NUS Medical School 
Singapore 
ma..ano.garciablanco duke-nus.edu.sg 
https://www.duke-nus.edu.sg/content/garcm-blanco-mariano 

From: "Roberts, Rich" <roberts neb.com> 
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 at 11:30 AM 
To: "Raimer, Ben G." <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: "Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A." <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Nobel campaign re Dr. Peter's Daszak's cancelled funding by NIH 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear President Raimer: 

!believe you will be interested in the attached letter, which was sent to Secretary of Health and Human Services Alex 
Azar and NIH Director Francis Collins by 77 US Nobel Laureates in science. It draws attention to a very serious 
discontinuation of an NIH grant to Dr. Peter Daszak at the EcoHealth Alliance in New York. This story was well covered by 
60 Minutes on May 10th

https://www.cbsnews.cominews/nih-cancelled-coronavirus-research-grant-60-minutes-2020-05-10/ 

This incident illustrates a growing problem in the research community where funding is increasingly being jeopardized by 
political considerations and a lack of understanding of science. Scientists and the values they hold could be used much 
more effectively if politics stays away. 

Please feel free to share this letter as widely as possible. 

Rich Roberts 

Sir Richard J. Roberts Ph.D. F.R.S. 
1993 Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine 
Chief Scientific Officer 
New England Biolabs 
240 County Road 
Ipswich, MA 01938-2723 USA 
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Tel: (978) 380-7405 
Fax: (978) 412 9910 
email:  roberts@neb.com 

Executive Assistant: Karen Otto 
Tel: (978) 380-7206 
Fax: (978) 412 9910 
email:  otto@neb.com 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Fri 5/22/2020 9:20:17 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject The Lessons of the Pandemic, Science 1919.pdf 
The Lessons of the Pandemic, Science 1919.odf 
ATT00001.bd 

Sent to me a former post doc now at CDC, Sergio Rodriguez 
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THE LESSONS OF THE PANDEMIC 
THE pandemic which has just swept round 

the earth has been without precedent. There 
have been more deadly epidemics, but they 
have been more circumscribed; there have 
been epidemics almost as widespread, but they 
have been less deadly. Floods, famines, earth-
quakes and volcanic eruptions have all written 
their stories in terms of human destruction 
almost too terrible for comprehension, yet 
never before has there been a catastrophe at 
once so sudden, so devastating and so uni-
versal. 

The most astonishing thing about the pan-
demic was the complete mystery which sur-
rounded it. Nobody seemed to know what 
the disease was, where it came from or how to 
step it. Anxious minds are inquiring to-day 
whether another wave of it will come again. 

The fact is that although influenza is one 
of the oldest known of the epidemic diseases, 
it is the least understood. Science, which by 
patient and painstaking labor has done so 
much to drive other plagues to the point of 
extinction has thus far stood powerless before 
it. There is doubt about the causative agent 
and the predisposing and aggravating factors. 
There has been a good deal of theorizing about 
these matters, and some good research, but no 
common agreement has been reached with re-
spect to them. 

The measures which were introduced for 
the control of the pandemic were based upon 
the slenderest of theories. It was assumed 
that the influenza could be stopped by the 
employment of methods which it was assumed 
would stop the other respiratory diseases. 
This double assumption proved to be a weak 
reed to lean upon. The respiratory diseases 
as a class are not under control. They con-
stitute the most frequent cause of death, yet 
it is not known how they can be prevented. 

Three main factors stand in the way of pre-
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502 SCIENCE 

vention: First, public indifference. People do 
not appreciate the risks they run. The great 
complexity and range in severity of the re-
spiratory infections confuse and hide the 
danger. The infections vary from the com-
mon cold to pneumonia. They are not all 
separate entities by any means. An attack 
which begins as a coryza or rhinitis may 
develop into a pharyngitis, tonsilitis, laryn-
gitis, bronchitis or pneumonia. The gravity 
increases with the progress toward the lungs. 
The infection sometimes seems to begin in the 
chest, sometimes in the throat, sometimes in 
the head. It may stop where it started or 
pass through several phases. This is the story 
of the common cold. It is generally more 
discomforting than dangerous. Most people 
get well without skillful treatment, or indeed 
any great interference with business. No 
specific virus is known to produce it 

There is another group of diseases, a more 
unusual one, which is often at first confused 
with the foregoing. This includes the specific 
infections such as diphtheria, measles and 
scarlet fever. Influenza is in this class. The 
symptoms at the beginning may be identical 
with those of the common cold and the true 
nature of the disease escape notice until the 
patient shows unmistakable and alarming 
symptoms. By that time other persons may 
be infected. 

The second factor which stands in the way 
of prevention is the personal character of the 
measures which must be employed. The 
enteric infections can be controlled by pro-
cedures of a general sort which impose no 
great restriction upon the conduct of the in-
dividual, but this is not true of the respir-
atory infections. The waste products of in-
fluenza containing the infective virus are not 
deposited in a vessel or sewerage system where 
they can be properly dealt with as in typhoid. 
The excreta of the nose and throat are 
projected into the air and allowed to pollute 
the hands, the food, the clothing and, in fact, 
the entire environment of the infected person. 
This is done unconsciously, invisibly, unsus-
pectingly. General methods directed against 

[N. S. VoL. XLIX. No. 1274 

this kind of germ distribution must neces-
sarily be of limited value. 

It is an epidemiological point of great in-
terest that the kind of preventive measures 
which must be taken in order to control the 
respiratory infections devolve upon the per-
sons who are already infected, while those 
who are liable to contract the disease can do 
little to protect themselves. The burden is 
placed where it is not likely to be well carried. 
It does not lie in human nature for a man 
who thinks he has only a slight cold to shut 
himself up in rigid isolation as a means of 
protecting others on the bare chance that his 
cold may turn out to be a really dangerous 
infection. 

Third, the highly infectious nature of the 
respiratory infections adds to the difficulty of 
their control. The period of incubation varies 
considerably; in some infections it may be as 
short as a day or two. And the disease may 
be transmissible before the patient himself is 
aware that he is attacked. 

This list of the obstacles which stand in the 
way of controlling the respiratory diseases 
may fittingly be closed by remarking that 
healthy persons often carry about in their 
persons the germs of disease, thereby uncon-
sciously acting as a continuing danger to 
themselves and a menace to others. It is not 
to be wondered at, therefore, that of all the 
things which were done to stop the spread of 
influenza, nothing seems to have had any 
material effect upon it. 

This may all seem very discouraging but it 
need not depress anybody. The control of 
typhoid once seemed an impossible task. To 
rightly measure a difficulty is often the first 
step toward overcoming it. 

What is said here of the influenza pandemic 
is put forward only as the writer's view at 
the present time. Nobody can now speak 
authoritatively upon this subject. When all 
the facts are brought together some of the 
ideas which are held to-day may be found to 
require modification. We are still too close 
to the event to fully measure it. Individual 
researches and the efforts of innumerable 
workers, must be reported and evaluated. The 
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mass of statistical data which has accumulated 
in cities, towns, camps and hospitals must be 
assorted, tabulated and studied before it will 
be possible to speak with anything like finality 
as to the efficacy of the measures of control 
employed. 

Until this is done, it will be impossible to 
give the number of persons attacked, their 
age, sex, condition and race, the complications 
and sequelis of the disease, much less the 
relations which these facts bear to the pre-
ventive measures. This work is now engaging 
the attention of many experts. Public health 
officers, skillful workers in bacteriology and 
pathology and able clinicians who have had op-
portunity to study the disease intensively are 
making their reports. It will be months and 
perhaps years before the records of all the 
scientific study connected with the pandemic 
are brought to a conclusion. 

A good deal may confidently be expected 
of the work which has been done from so 
many angles and in so many places. How 
far the mysteries which have obscured the 
true nature of influenza for so many years 
will be cleared up must be left for time to 
show. 

No disease is more difficult to study than 
pandemic influenza. It comes, it spreads, it 
vanishes with unexampled suddenness. It 
possesses such terrific energy that little time 
is afforded during its visitations in which to 
study it in a careful and painstaking manner. 
Both its total absence and its great prevalence 
stand in the way of its study. 

But, it will be asked, is influenza entirely 
absent in the intervals between epidemics? 
Opinion is divided on this point. Some hold 
that pandemic influenza is a separate infec-
tion. Others think it is always with us. It 
does not ordinarily manifest such a fatal 
aspect as that recently seen, but many of the 
symptoms of the usual epidemic and the ex-
traordinary pandemic influenza are the same. 
Perhaps the recent pandemic is best explained 
on the assumption that a particularly virulent 
type of the common infection was to blame. 

All attempts at excluding influenza from a 
community seem to have failed. There is 

one and only one way to absolutely prevent 
it and that is by establishing absolute isola-
tion. It is necessary to shut off those who 
are capable of giving off the virus from those 
who are capable of being infected, or vice 
versa. This is a very difficult procedure. 
First, it is difficult because it is impossible 
to discover all the virus producers. Second, 
it is difficult because it is impossible to know 
who are and who are not immune. Complete 
isolation is not feasible for entire cities nor 
for parts of cities, nor for individuals in 
cities. It is feasible for some small towns 
and villages, and some have tried it with 
success. The fact that in many instances the 
attack has been merely postponed by no means 
invalidates the principle. 

It is natural to suppose that a phenomenon 
of such general nature as the influenza pan-
demic has had an equally general cause and 
the only cause which most people can think 
of as general enough to give rise to a world 
pandemic is one which possesses an atmos-
pheric or terrestrial character. This is a very 
old conception and one which has survived 
all others so far as the general public is con-
cerned. In one of its forms it is known as 
Sydenham's theory of epidemic constitution. 
In spite of the repeated statement that this 
theory has been discredited, there are many 
well-informed persons who believe as Syden-
ham did that there are general conditions be-
yond our knowledge which help to cause dis-
ease to assume a different aspect and pre-
valence in some years and at some seasons 
than at others. 

As lath as the pandemic of 1889-90 it was 
thought by many that the cause of the in-
fluenza outbreak was in some way connected 
with world conditions and quite independent 
of human intercourse. To-day there are some 
who think that the extraordinarily cold winter 
of 1917-18 followed by the hot summer was 
largely responsible for the recent pandemic. 
Others believe that the great war precipitated 
the plague. Not a few think that the in-
fection was spontaneously developed in many 
places at about the same time. The argu-
ments which have been made in support of 
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these suppositions are often ingenuous if not 
convincing. Unfortunately, they seldom stand 
the test of scientific analysis. 

The weight of evidence now available in-
dicates that the immediate cause of the great 
pandemic of 1918 was an infective virus which 
passed from person to person until it had 
spread all over the world. The method of 
spread is believed to have been the same as in 
other respiratory infections. The reasons for 
the belief that it was transmitted in this 
manner lies chiefly in the fact that the pan-
demic spread rapidly, and no more so, than 
people traveled from point to point. 

Nobody so far has positively shown what 
the virus is, nor how it leaves or enters the 
body, nor at what period in the disease it may 
be transmitted to others. Some hold that the 
Pfeiffer bacillus is the causative agent, others 
believe that there is a filterable virus which 
acts independently or in conjunction with the 
Pfeiffer bacillus. Nearly all agree that the 
influenza and pneumonia were independent 
diseases and that the high fatality was due 
to a very remarkable reduction of resistance 
to the pneumonia brought about by the in-
fluenza. Being of the respiratory type, it is 
believed that the virus leaves the body by way 
of the nose and mouth. It is supposed to 
enter the body by way of the nose, mouth 
or eyes. 

But, it may be asked, if the influenza and 
the Pfeiffer bacillus are always with us, why 
should the disease suddenly become so differ-
ent from its ordinary type in respect to sever-
ity, infectivity and complications? Nobody 
has answered these questions. 

There are various ways of replying to them. 
One is to assume that the infective poison 
was brought into civilized countries from 
some distant point where it originated. An-
other is to suppose that it develeped locally. 
It is not possible to follow these theories 
through all their details here. The arguments 
are not convincing by any means. Certainly 
a complete explanation of the pandemic re-
quires a demonstration of how the disease 
developed wherever that development took 
place. 

The development of the disease was un-
doubtedly a complicated biological phenom-
enon. A virus was produced which was 
capable of overcoming the resistance of a 
large proportion of those who were exposed 
to it. Reductions in virulence are familiar 
occurrences in connection with infective poi-
sons. Controlled attenuations have been at 
the foundation of a great deal of the best 
work in immunology since the time of Pas-
teur. Increases are less often observed, but 
it is a well established fact that a virus which 
has practically lost its pathogenic properties 
can be exalted to a high state of virulence by 
inoculating it into susceptible animals. The 
spontaneous recrudescences of virulent dis-
ease in epidemics which sometimes appear to 
have originated in mild epidemic infections 
suggest the same process. 

Reasoning by analogy it would appear not 
unlikely that an influenza virus which existed 
somewhere, perhaps among persons who had 
become accustomed to it and had consequently 
gained a toleration to it, was introduced 
among others to whom it was a stranger and 
who were consequently particularly suscep-
tible to it. This would naturally result in an 
outburst which might attain pandemic pro-
portions. 

The pandemic has shown among other 
things how widely and how quickly respir-
atory infections may travel. It has shown 
what an enormous interchange of germs takes 
place in the respiratory apparatus of those 
who live in cities and towns and villages. It 
is disquieting to find how readily and fre-
quently the bacterial products of the sick gain 
entrance into the noses and mouths of other 
persons, but the facts must not be hidden if 
to acknowledge them will do any good. 

The pandemic calls attention not only to 
the fact that there is an interchange of mouth 
germs wherever people meet, but it illustrates 
how frequently respiratory infections may 
occur to which little or no attention is given. 
Some people think that pandemics of colds 
occur from time to time which are almost as 
universal as was the recent influenza. Their 
pandemic character is not suspected because 
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they are so mild. A pandemic of influenza 

swept over the United States five months be-
fore the fatal wave but it attracted notice 
only in a few places. 

The frequent presence of epidemics of colds 
affords the groundwork upon which other re-
spiratory diseases should be studied. It has 
been well said by Sir Arthur Newsholme, 
Medical Officer of Health to the Local Gov-
ernment Board of England, that until the 
common respiratory infections are studied and 
controlled, it will be impossible to understand 
and manage influenza. With this opinion the 
present writer heartily agrees. The way to 
study influenza is to study the common cold. 
The place to study the common cold is a 
village or other circumscribed environment. 
The time to study it is now. 

The great lesson of the pandemic is to call 
attention to the prevalence of respiratory dis-
eases in ordinary times, to the indifference 
with which they are ordinarily regarded and 
to our present inability to protect ourselves 
against them. They are not amenable to con-
trol through sanitary works as are typhoid, 
malaria and so many other diseases. They 
must be controlled by administrative pro-
cedures, and by the exercise of appropriate 
measures of self protection. 

Will there be another visitation? Nobody 
can positively answer this question. Influenza 
commonly sweeps in more than one wave over 
a country. America experienced an unmis-
takable, but mild, wave before the great one 
of September and October and since then 
there have been local disturbances correspond-
ing to fresh outbreaks in many places. In 
England a new and alarming prevalence has 
been reported. It would not be surprising if 
there should be another pandemic in the 
United States. 

The steps which should be taken to suppress 
the disease if it breaks out afresh are such 
as seem best for the maintenance of general 
health and protection from respiratory infec-
tions as a class. If doubt arises as to the 
probable efficacy of measures which seem so 
lacking in specificity it must be remembered 
that it is better for the public morale to be 

doing something than nothing and the general 

health will not suffer for the additional care 

which is given it. 
First as to the things which it is desirable 

not to do. It is not desirable to close theaters, 
churches and schools unless public opinion 
emphatically demands it. It is not desirable 
to make the general wearing of masks com-
pulsory. Patients should not be masked ex-
cept when traveling from one point to another 
—they need air. Suspects should wear masks 
until their cases are positively diagnosed. In-
fluenza patients should be kept separate from 
other patients. A case of influenza should be 
dealt with as though it was as contagious as 
a case of small-pox: there is danger in the 
presence of the sick, in his eating utensils, in 
his clothes and in the air into which he coughs 
and sneezes, if indeed these respiratory symp-
toms are present. He is to be regarded as 
much more seriously ill than his visible symp-
toms perhaps indicate. 

It is worth while to give more attention to 
the avoidance of unnecessary personal risks 
and to the promotion of better personal health. 
Books have been written on the subject. The 
writer's idea of the most essential things to 
remember are embodied in the following 
twelve condensed rules which were prepared in 
September, recommended by the Surgeon-
General of the Army and published by order 
of the Secretary of War to be given all 
possible publicity: 

1. Avoid needless crowding—influenza is a 
crowd disease. 

2. Smother your coughs and sneezes—others 
do not want the germs which you would throw 
away. 

3. Your nose, not your mouth was made to 
breathe through—get the habit. 

4. Remember the three C's—a clean mouth, 
clean skin, and clean clothes. 

5. Try to keep cool when you walk and 
warm when you ride and sleep. 

Q. Open the windows—always at home at 
night; at the office when practicable. 

7. Food will win the war if you give it a 
chance—help by choosing and chewing your 
food well. 
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8. Your fate may be in your own hands—
wash your hands before eating. 

9. Don't let the waste products of digestion 
accumulate—drink a glass or two of water on 
getting up. 

10 Don't use a napkin, towel, spoon, fork, 
glass or cup which has been used by another 
person and not washed. 

11. Avoid tight clothes, tight shoes, tight 
gloves—seek to make nature your ally not 
your prisoner. 

12. When the air is pure breathe all of it 
you can—breathe deeply. 

GEORaE A. SOPER 
SANITARY CORPS, 

U. S. A. 

THE FREAS SYSTEM 
PROFESSOR THOMAS B. FREAS„ of the depart-

ment of chemistry of Columbia University, 
has devised a scheme for the handling of ap-
paratus and supplies that is not only novel 
and capable of indefinite expansion and adapt-
ability to any chemical laboratory, but takes 
out of the hands of the instructional staff all 
handling of students' apparatus and chemicals. 

The object of the Press system is fourfold. 
First, to save the student's time by giving 
him all the chemicala and apparatus he needs 
at his bench, second, to insure pure and clean 
chemicals, third, to save of chemicals by 
giving the student just the amount needed, 
and doing away with the wasteful and sloppy 
side shelf reagents bottle, and fourth, to re-
lieve the instructor of those details, and thus 
to enable him to devote his entire time to 
teaching and research. 

Professor Frees has been too busy to pub-
lish an account of his scheme, and his extreme 
modesty prevents him undertaking the task, 
had he the time. As an interested outsider 
who has watched very closely how it works, at 
Columbia, I am perhaps better qualified than 
even he to speak of what seems to me the 
best scheme in America to handle this difficult 
problem. This scheme has been in operation 
in all divisions of chemistry at Columbia for 
the past seven years, and has given an ever 
increasing satisfaction to all concerned. 

[N. S. Vol,. XLIX. No. 1274 

Many instructors spend most of their time 
handling supplies, although they are hired to 
teach, but they are not allowed to do so by the 
short-sighted and expensive policy of many 
institutions, which compel them to do work 
which a moderately paid employee could do 
just as well. One full professor of industrial 
chemistry of my acquaintance spends a greater 
part of his time supplying his students with 
chemicals, when an organized system could do 
it immensely better, leaving him free to de-
vote his time to instruction. 

In a modern chemical laboratory, and espe-
cially so in a large. one, the problems are so 
numerous and so complex, that modern busi-
ness methods require a sharp line to be drawn 
between the pedagogic and administrative 
affairs from those of up-keep maintenance, 
purchase, and handling of supplies. This 
eventually demands that the head of the de-
partment divest himself of all duties pertain-
ing to the physical side of the laboratory, and 
turn that work over to the carefully selected 
and specially trained curator of supplies. If 
the administrative head has chosen wisely, he 
is not only relieved of an enormous burden, 
thus freeing himself for the instructional side 
of his profession, but the laboratory students 
and instructional staff gain by having this 
work done by an expert. 

The success of the Frees system depends 
upon having some one man in the department, 
who is interested, selected to be the curator of 
supplies. He must have recognition, both in 
rank and salary, to attract a man of character, 
ability and training in laboratory needs. His 
time should be free for general guidance of 
others, by having several competent assistants, 
one in the office, one to handle chemicals and 
superintend the bottling, and one to handle 
all apparatus. In a small chemical depart-
ment some of these divisions could be com-
bined. The man or preferably a woman, in 
charge of the office, attends to all student ac-
counts, keeps the books, takes dictation, and 
if the work is excessive has enough help to 
properly handle the work. The salary is about 
$75 to $100 a month, with two weeks' vacation, 
and one week sick leave during the year. This 
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Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'Peggy HamburgTheggy©hbfam.net]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Sharpies, 
Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 5/27/2020 9:30:59 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Date for Immunity meeting with Chinese 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

FYI Looks like the night of June 4, 8 OR 9 work for the American group. I will send those options to CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net'[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orflennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZ'peanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 6/1/2020 9:03:07 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 trom 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3" virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 
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We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 6-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (GI* maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[1-lhaidepnas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 11:44 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stE nley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.orgi 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <hr rey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.eclu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baricPmed.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.c.  >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersyan@mc _ .;.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-larePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

As we discussed during our meeting on Monday we hope to hold a third virtual dialogue meeting with CAS and CCDC experts to 
discuss what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, antibody response, 
reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 resurgence of the virus. 

We have proposed to CAS that this meeting take place evening, May 26 from 9:00
morning of Wednesday, May 27 for the Chinese). I have attached the list of questions on these topics we sent to CAS for your 

information. Please let me know if you are interested and available to participate in the 3rd virtual dialogue meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul 
<rbaric@ernail.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <,tanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.orgi <daszak@ecohealthalliz-nce.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>;
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dei iffi6@jhrni.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peeey@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<'wuuc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, 
Victor J. <VDzati@nas.edu>; 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
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„aalthall:„„--)rg>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org'  .org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MI  ' 1- las.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <je-a- !, z@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today). 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda (American version) for reference along with Jim's summaries of future collaboration ideas 
from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

fonA,

l oom link: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <HIlar edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@ulowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak ecohealthalliance. >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'<he-vey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6gihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <daviarfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;
'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.1  >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersvan@mc ....org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkelev.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 18t1, at 11:30 
AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: 552.136 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday at 11:30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there was not a time 
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that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting between 9AM - 6PM ET, 
Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

•*‘.4 i 
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To: 'dgriffi6Qhmi.eduldgriffi6@jhmledu]; 'peggy@hbfam.netTheggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Uwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.comlfsharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; Bowman, 
Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIclavidrfranz@gmail.com]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/3/2020 11:50:52 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Immunity topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialooue.docx 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Diane, Peggy, Jim and Dave, 

We should assign responsibilities to the American participants again to ensure we address each question during the Immunity 
discussion next week. Could you assign a name or names to each question? The immunity agenda with George's additional 
questions is attached and the names of participants are highlighted below. Maybe Diane could take the first cut... 

Also we would like Nancy Connell, who we have asked to help organize (with some Chinese participation) an early July virtual 
session on opportunities to use gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogens to join the virtual workshop 
next week if that's ok with you. I will send more info to you about that workshop before the end of the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; isaif.2@osu.edui 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'claszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edut 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; ijwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDLP <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COV1D-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@Ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3 rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 11:44 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
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Importance: High 

Greetings, 

As we discussed during our meeting on Monday we hope to hold a third virtual dialogue meeting with CAS and CCDC experts to 
discuss what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, antibody response, 
reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 resurgence of the virus. 

We have proposed to CAS that this meeting take place evening, May 26 from
morning of Wednesday, May 27 for the Chinese). I have attached the list of questions on these topics we sent to CAS for your 

information. Please let me know if you are interested and available to participate in the 3 rd virtual dialogue meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <,tanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fmeberg@moore.org>;
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6Pihrni.eclu>; 'peggy@hbfam.nef <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<  w.,-.auc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, 
Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@h - 0 cc >; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orf >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersvan@moorc,org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowmanfznas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <-  ....arek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <teanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today). 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda (American version) for reference along with Jim's summaries of future collaboration ideas 
from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

I I" 1- fory 

l oom link: 

-el

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

552.136 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@ 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'<haryey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6gihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDIr <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davicirfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;
Lfsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.ed >; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@ med.unc.edu>, 'andre@ecohealtha11iance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBow m a n@ nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.eciu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 18`h, at 11:30 
AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: I 552.136 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday at 11:30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there was not a time 
that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting between 9AM - 6PM ET, 
Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

rite National Academies of 

• ENC! --.:!.:`  RING • MEDIC1 \ 
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3rd U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship lbetween previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection 

o How is immune response being rreasured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

• What can be said about the characterization of the 
o Innate immune responses? 
o humoral immune response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies 
for COVID-19 patients and for prevention of infection? 

o Is the use of immune plasma effective? 
o Have there been any complications? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? 

o Do a majority of the monoclonal antibodies isolated from patient B cells produce 
neutralizing antibodies? 

• What irrnnunopathologies are evident in the patients with COVID-19? 
o Are there any biomarkers in patients who develop systemic inflammation? 
o What is the most effective treatment for patients who develop a cytokine storm? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, what types of antiviral immune responses are present? 
• Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and longevity of protective 

immunity? 
Did recovery from SARS provide any protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern with respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

Additional questions 
• Progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of 

this year? When do you expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the U.S.? 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net'[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orflennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZ'peanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Nancy Connell'[NancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 6/4/2020 12:24:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

J.  nitv topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue v2.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <Peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDUI <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDLY <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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3rd U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship lbetween previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection (Le 

Duc) 
o How is immune response being measured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

• What is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? (Fineberg) 
• What can be said about the characterization of the (Perlman) 

o Innate immune responses? 
o humoral immure response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies 
for COVID-19 patients and for prevention of infection? (Hamburg) 

o Is the use of immune plasma effective? 
o Have there been any complications? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? (Hamburg) 

o Do a majority of the monoclonal antibodies isolated from patient B cells produce 
neutralizing antibodies? 

• What immunopathologies are evident in the patients with COVID-19? (Rehnan) 
o Are there any biomarkers in patients who develop systemic inflammation? 
o What is the most effective treatment for patients who develop a cytokine storm? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, what types of antiviral immure responses are present? (Saif) 

o Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and longevity of 

protective immunity? 
Did recovery from SARS provide any protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

• Progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. especially mRNA vaccine? 
(Bark) 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients/Fall resurgence 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? (Shi) 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern with respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

(Fineberg) 
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• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half 
of this year? When do you expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the U.S.? 
(Fine berg) 
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To: 'Peggy HamburgTheggy@hbfam.net]; dgriffi6Qhmi.edu[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, 
Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; fsharples_3@hotmail.com[fsharples_3©hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/3/2020 3:38:04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
  oitv tODICS DIUS Gao for 3rd China U.a. Dialo ie v2.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Here are Diane's suggestions. Questions in bold are George's questions incorporated into the agenda. If you have mods please let 
me know. I plan to send this doc out to the wider American group tonight so the group is aware of their responsibilities new week. 
Like before I will take the names of the Americans off the agenda (except for those in bold that we are asking to address George's 
questions) before I send final version to CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 1:36 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; peshi@UTMB.EDU; fsharples_3@hotmail.com; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; davidrfranz@gmail.com; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Sounds great to me. 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 3, 2020, at 12:51 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Diane, Peggy, Jim and Dave, 

We should assign responsibilities to the American participants again to ensure we address each question during the 
Immunity discussion next week. Could you assign a name or names to each question? The immunity agenda with 
George's additional questions is attached and the names of participants are highlighted below. Maybe Diane could 
take the first cut... 

Also we would like Nancy Connell, who we have asked to help organize (with some Chinese participation) an early 
July virtual session on opportunities to use gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogens to join 
the virtual workshop next week if that's ok with you. I will send more info to you about that workshop before the end 
of the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edul <rclm n(i[ i>; irbaric@email.unc.edui <1 ', 0 
isaif.2@osu.edui < istanley-perlman@uiowa.edui < \, I 1. OPLH 
idaszak@ecohealthalliance.org' < ( 07,), li .0 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<11 I0 r n>; 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edui < 01>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <, 
ljwleduc@UTMB.EDLY < MP, k >; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU < ',Ai H1>; Dzau, Vi 
<Vif ILI H., o_> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.corre <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <1ennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Vir r. 1.001(r E'r11 1>; 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics 
on Tuesday, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your 
calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA 

vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 

• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you 
expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: irelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edut <saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.orgs 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edui <dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <1ennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity 
topics we proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of 
June (so no Zoom meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's 
National People's Congress taking place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for 
the Chinese group.) 

Please send your avpHowlity to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) 
to Hope Hare [HHarL ads.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long 
weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 11:44 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@sranford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edu' <.=!"@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlm nPlilowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <dasza _healthalliance.org>; iharvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fi ne be rg@moore.ore; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <clgr iffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>;
lwleduc@UTMB.EDU1 <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@Ul iV113.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.e( > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette "ric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <*ennifer.r. an @ mc or >; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <  V1,._narek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <I11-12rePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmaitcom' <davicirfranz@gmail.con.>
Subject: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

As we discussed during our meeting on Monday we hope to hold a third virtual dialogue meeting with CAS and CCDC 
experts to discuss what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, 
antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 resurgence of the 
virus. 

We have proposed to CAS that this meeting take place onT-uesday-eveningr May-26-fropn-940-4-1400-PM-E-T-for-the-
Americans(and the morning of Wednesday, May 27 for the Chinese). I have attached the list of questions on these 
topics we sent to CAS for your information. Please let me know if you are interested and available to participate in 
the 3 rd virtual dialogue meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.eclu>; 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-
perlmanPuiown.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@i heanalliance.org>;
'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>;
'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggyCZI 'bra m.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <Ivvieduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<clavidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;
'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.or >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.rvan@meore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <  (anarekgnas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <teanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda American version for reference along with Jim's summaries of future 
collaboration ideas from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

!,-- CL r 07 

LOOM link: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <HI-lare@ 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stantey-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman iowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; lharvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<ha rvey.fineberg@moore.org>; ldgriffi6@jhmi.edui <dgr iffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <Peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfra nzag,mail.com>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' 
<anteinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@m ..org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, 
Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <13Rusek@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
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It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 
18th, at 11:30 AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: 

552.136 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday atT17.3TTaTif. 

Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there 
was not a time that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting 
between 9AM - 6PM ET, Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

<image001.png> 

<Immunity topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue.docx> 
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3rd U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-I9 immunity, including the relationship lbetween previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection (Le 

Duc) 
o How is immune response being rreasured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

• What is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? (Fineberg) 
• What can be said about the characterization of the (Perlman) 

o Innate immune responses? 
o humoral immure response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies 
for COVID- 19 patients and for prevention of infection? (Hamburg) 

o Is the use of immune plasma effective? 
o Have there been any complications? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? (Hamburg) 

o Do a majority of the monoclonal antibodies isolated from patient B cells produce 
neutralizing antibodies? 

• What immunopathologies are evident in the patients with COVID- 19? (Rehnan) 
o Are there any biomarkers in patients who develop systemic inflammation? 
o What is the most effective treatrrent for patients who develop a cytokine storm? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, what types of antiviral immure responses are present? (Saif) 

o Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and longevity of 

protective immunity? 
Did recovery from SARS provide any protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

• Progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. especially mRNA vaccine? 
(Bark) 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients/Fall resurgence 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? (Shi) 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern with respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 

(Fineberg) 
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• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half 
of this year? When do you expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the U.S.? 
(Fine berg) 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net'[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orflennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZ'peanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Nancy Connell'[NancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 6/4/2020 10:27:47 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: ZOOM link 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting, Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Mectimi, 
552.136 

I 552.1361 

Meeting Topic: Third Virtual U.S. C: Ana Bio DialAue Meeting 

Meeting Time: „Lin 9, 2020 9:00 - 11:00 PM Eastern Time 

Add to Calendar Add to Google Calendar Add to Yahoo Calendar 

-9 

.61 

If the above button is not clickable, try copying and pasting the following link into the 
address bar of your web browser 

https://nasem.zoom.us/s/95921551654 

Or join meeting with the following methods 

Phone one-tap 

Phone one-tap: US: +14702509358„ 95921551654# or +16465189805„95921551654#
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Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: 

Meeting ID: 

Password 

US : +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 

651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 602 753 

0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or 

+1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or 877 853 

5257 (Toll Free) or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

959 2155 1654 

552.136 

International numbers 

Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

H.323: 162.255.37.11 (US West) 

162.255.36.11 (US East) 

221.122.88.195 (China) 

115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai) 

115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 

213.19.144.110 (EMEA) 

103.122.166.55 (Australia) 

209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong SAR) 

64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 

69.174.57.160 (Canada) 

207.226.132.110 (Japan) 

Meeting ID: 

Password: 

SIP: 

Password: 

959 2155 1654 

; 552.136 

95921551654@zoomcrc.com 

552.136 

Skype for Business (Lync) 

https://nasem.zoom.us/skype/95921 551654 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please go to the URL below. 
haps://nasem.zoom.ushest 
Thank you for choosing Zoom. 
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-The Zoom Team 

Copy ght 02 20 Zoom \ deo Communication: All right rE >er 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
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Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COV1D-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-penman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 
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We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Peters C.[cj.cj.peters©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Mon 6/8/2020 10:55:57 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Former Army medical research commander: It would be 'terrible' if political pressure rushed 
Covid-19 vaccine— Phil Russell 

Former Army medical research commander: It would be 'terrible' if political pressure rushed Covid-19 
vaccine 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/08/health/political-pressure-covid-19-vaccine/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: 'Peggy HamburgTheggy@hbfam.net]; 'dgriffi6©jhmi.eduldgriffi6©jhmi.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, 
Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 'davidrfranz©gmail.cornIdavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3©hotmail.comlfsharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, 
Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; jeanloz©berkeley.edu[jeanloz©berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/9/2020 2:59:45 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I think we are all set for the call tonight. Diane can you moderate again? Also does this group have thoughts about next steps? 
Might be useful to have a pre discussion in this email thread. 

FYI Nancy Connell is working with staff (Katie, Fran and me) to plan and hold an invitation only virtual workshop on opportunities 
and best practices for using using gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogens, this is tentatively scheduled 
for two nights during the week of July 6. We hope to invite a few Chinese scientists associated with the dialogue. Happy to talk with 
you all about this more later in the week. 

PS Simple list of unanswered scientific question re COV1D-19: 
https://www.nvtimes.com/2020/06/01/healthicoronavirus-
mvsteries.html?algo=identitv&fellback=false&imp id=517118098&action=click&module=Science%20%20Technologv&pgtvpe=Ho 
mepage 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>, dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; peshi@UTMB.EDU; 
fsharples_3@hotmail.com; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>, 
davidrfranz@gmail.com; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Here are Diane's suggestions. Questions in bold are George's questions incorporated into the agenda. If you have mods please let 
me know. I plan to send this doc out to the wider American group tonight so the group is aware of their responsibilities new week. 
Like before I will take the names of the Americans off the agenda (except for those in bold that we are asking to address George's 
questions) before I send final version to CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 1:36 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <PM 1 1)1 ' > 
CC I r Effi6 hrnl ecli ,; ; I ' 11 I DU; peshi@UTMB.EDU; fsharples 3@hotmail.corn; Lowenthal, Micah 
<11 ti H I - u›;  Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; davidrfranz@gmail.com; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
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Sounds great to me. 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 3, 2020, at 12:51 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Diane, Peggy, Jim and Dave, 

We should assign responsibilities to the American participants again to ensure we address each question during the 
Immunity discussion next week. Could you assign a name or names to each question? The immunity agenda with 
George's additional questions is attached and the names of participants are highlighted below. Maybe Diane could 
take the first cut... 

Also we would like Nancy Connell, who we have asked to help organize (with some Chinese participation) an early 
July virtual session on opportunities to use gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogens to join 
the virtual workshop next week if that's ok with you. I will send more info to you about that workshop before the end 
of the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <1 , 11rdr E'd[1>; irbaric@email.unc.edui <rbancj H tH, 
isaif.2@osu.edui < r çou >; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edul < taniey-perimaneun 
'claszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <ci foi , Hi t I f c) , 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<1  , i {11 , 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edui <r tit)(,_4111H >; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <r L / (-1 ,n1  >; 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDLY < '>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU'ept "Hyoi I P., ,(,>; Dzau, Victor J. 

Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmati.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <11 r 
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; tandre@ecohealthalliance.orgi 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics 
on Tuesday, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your 
calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 

• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA 
vaccine? 

• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 

• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you 
expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 
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We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edut <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity 
topics we proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of 
June (so no Zoom meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's 
National People's Congress taking place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for 
the Chinese group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) 
to Hope Hare (HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long 
weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 11:44 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edut <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggv@hbfam.net>; 
lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>
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Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' ' —.0m>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowent„,7 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette banc@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.c. >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.orgl <iennifersyan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <Mr narek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANIOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HI-lare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davicirfranz@gmail.corn>
Subject: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

As we discussed during our meeting on Monday we hope to hold a third virtual dialogue meeting with CAS and CCDC 
experts to discuss what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, 
antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 resurgence of the 
virus. 

We have proposed to CAS that this meeting take place evening, May 26 from
the morning of Wednesday, May 27 for the Chinese). I have attached the list of questions on these 

topics we sent to CAS for your information. Please let me know if you are interested and available to participate in 
the 3 rd virtual dialogue meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.eciu>; 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-
perlman@thowa.eclu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moor-2.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edit>;
'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfarn.n0->; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <jwiecluc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<davicirfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.eci.>;
Ifsharples_3@hotmaitcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.or >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.orgl <iennifersyan@rnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBovvinan(nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda American version for reference along with Jim's summaries of future 
collaboration ideas from the sessions. 
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I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

loo' r)r-

Loom link: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlmanPuiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<  ;.fineberg@moore.org>; ldgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <clgr iffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.nef <Peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersyan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, 
Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edil>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 
18th, at 11:30 AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: 

552.136 6 

We look forward to seeing you on Monday at 113-0 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there 
was not a time that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting 
between 9AM - 6PM ET, Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

<image001.png> 

<Immunity topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue.docx> 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'Peggy HamburgTheggy©hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Uwieduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, 
Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3©hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, 
Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; jeanioz@berkeley.edupeanioz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/9/2020 3:11:29 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Ben - I'm glad to moderate again, but happy for someone else to take the lead - maybe Peggy or Jim? In addition, I have a 
dinner with friends tonight (outside, first dinner out since March) with plans to be done in time to be home for this, but a 
contingency or alternative plan for moderating might be wise in case there are any problems. . . 

I also think that, even though there remain many questions, a hiatus might be appropriate unless CAS, rather than 
NAS, requests a follow-on. I'm also open to more meetings, but I think that we have hit the most urgent points and China 
has few cases. . . . 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 9, 2020 3:59 PM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@utmb.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Greetings, 

I think we are all set for the call tonight. Diane can you moderate again? Also does this group have thoughts about next steps? 
Might be useful to have a pre discussion in this email thread. 

FYI Nancy Connell is working with staff (Katie, Fran and me) to plan and hold an invitation only virtual workshop on opportunities 
and best practices for using using gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogens, this is tentatively scheduled 
for two nights during the week of July 6. We hope to invite a few Chinese scientists associated with the dialogue. Happy to talk with 
you all about this more later in the week. 

PS Simple list of unanswered scientific question re COVID-19: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/01/health/coronavirus-
mysteries.html?algo=identity&fellback=false&imp id=517118098&action=click&module=Science%20%20Technology&pgtype=Ho 
mepage 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; peshi@UTMB.EDU; 
fsharples_3@hotmail.com; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 
davidrfranz@gmail.com; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Here are Diane's suggestions. Questions in bold are George's questions incorporated into the agenda. If you have mods please let 
me know. I plan to send this doc out to the wider American group tonight so the group is aware of their responsibilities new week. 
Like before I will take the names of the Americans off the agenda (except for those in bold that we are asking to address George's 
questions) before I send final version to CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 1:36 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: clgriffi6@ihmi.edu; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; peshi@UTMB.EDU; fsharples 3@hotmail.com; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; davidrfranz@gmail.com; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas eciu> 
Subject: Re: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Sounds great to me. 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 3, 2020, at 12:51 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRuseka,nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Diane, Peggy, Jim and Dave, 

We should assign responsibilities to the American participants again to ensure we address each question during the 
Immunity discussion next week. Could you assign a name or names to each question? The immunity agenda with 
George's additional questions is attached and the names of participants are highlighted below. Maybe Diane could 
take the first cut... 

Also we would like Nancy Connell, who we have asked to help organize (with some Chinese participation) an early 
July virtual session on opportunities to use gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogens to join 
the virtual workshop next week if that's ok with you. I will send more info to you about that workshop before the end 
of the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <  'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@emaii.unc 
isaif.2@osu.edit < uoclu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <,tanley-perlman@uidwa 1>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' < L h,ithance.ol >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
< ' 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <drfi i>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' < 
'iwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <1],, iu 1 I RIC; JL >: toeshi@UTMB.EDLY < esh wU tMb±Lu> Dzau, Victor J. 
< 
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <Hharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; tandre@ecohealthalliance.org1
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <1ennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics 
on Tuesday, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your 
calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 

• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA 
vaccine? 

• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 

• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you 
expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edut <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'claszak@ecohealthalliance.orgs <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; iharvey.fineberg@moore.orgs 
<harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edut <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; tandre@ecohealthalliance.org1
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <1ennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity 
topics we proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of 
June (so no Zoom meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's 
National People's Congress taking place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for 
the Chinese group.) 

Please send your avOzhilitv to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) 
to Hope Hare [HHarL ids.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long 
weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 11:44 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@s:anford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric email.unc.edu>; 
'saif.2@osu.edu' <Jar 1@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlmanPuiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ _healthalliance.org>; iharvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.ore; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <clgr iffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>;
lwleduc@UTMB.EDU1 <1wleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDza uPnas.e. > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthaniance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.or >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <*ennifers an moore.or >; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <  V1, ._narek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <111-larePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmaitcom' <daviclrfranz@gmail.con.>
Subject: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

As we discussed during our meeting on Monday we hope to hold a third virtual dialogue meeting with CAS and CCDC 
experts to discuss what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, 
antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 resurgence of the 
virus. 

We have proposed to CAS that this meeting take place onT-uesclay-eveningr  lillay-2.64r-opn-940-4-1400-PM-E-T-for-the-
Americans(and the morning of Wednesday, May 27 for the Chinese). I have attached the list of questions on these 
topics we sent to CAS for your information. Please let me know if you are interested and available to participate in 
the 3 rd virtual dialogue meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.eclu>; 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-
perlmanPuiown.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@i healthalliance.org>;
'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvev.fineberg@moore -~g>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>;
'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU1 <Ivvieduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<clavidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;
'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.or >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan < - (anarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <j_eanloz@berkelev.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda American version for reference along with Jim's summaries of future 
collaboration ideas from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

!,-- c 

Loom link: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

1 552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <HIlare@ 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman iowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; lharvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; ldgriffi6@jhmi.edui <dgr iffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <Peggv@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <cla. 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' 
<ant lette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>;
'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@m .z.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, 
Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
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Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 
18th, at 11:30 AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: • 

552.136 6 

We look forward to seeing you on Monday at 11:30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there 
was not a time that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting 
between 9AM - 6PM ET, Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

<image001.png> 

<Immunity topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue.docx> 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net'[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orflennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZ'peanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 
'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Nancy Connell'[NancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/9/2020 7:37:27 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: ZOOM link 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting, Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
  .;an Participants-0610.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

When we do intros please introduce yourselves in alphabet1cJ.Q.cdrjs . ttchd. tlisiL.Ais.Q.he.reis the Zoom link again: 
Veeting link: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/95921551654?pwq 

Talk to you soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:02 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Subject: RE: ZOOM link 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting, Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the list of Chinese participants for the meeting tomorrow (that I just received). There will be fewer people on their 
side this time (at our request). Please let me know if you are not planning to participate. 

I have also attached the American version of the agenda / list of questions. Recall that their version lists Harvey Fineberg and Ralph 
Baric as discussants to answer Dr. Gao's questions but not the other names. 

FY' 7orrn 1-^ c-- -ti 

552.136 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks again for taking the time to participate in these meetings. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:28 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'haryey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'dayidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: ZOOM link 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting, Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

552.136 

Meeting Topic: Third Virtual U.S. China Bio Dialogue Meeting 

Meeting Time: Jun 9, 2020 9:00 - 11:00 PM Eastern Time 

Add to Calendar Add to Google Calendar Add to Yahoo Calendar 

Start Meetina 

If the above button is not clickable, try copying and pasting the following link into the 
address bar of your web browser 

https://nasem.zoom.us/s/95921551654 
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Or join meeting with the following methods 

Phone one-tap 

Phone one-tap: US: +14702509358„95921551654# or +16465189805„95921551654#

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: 

Password: 

US: +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 

651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 602 753 

0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or 

+1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or 877 853 

5257 (Toll Free) or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

552.136 

International numbers 

Join from an H.323/SIP room system 

H.323: 162.255.37.11 (US West) 

162.255.36.11 (US East) 

221.122.88.195 (China) 

115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai) 

115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 

213.19.144.110 (EMEA) 

103.122.166.55 (Australia) 

209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong SAR) 

64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 

69.174.57.160 (Canada) 

207.226.132.110 (Japan) 

Meeting ID: 

Password: 

SIP: 

Password: 

959 2155 1654 

552.136 

95921551654@zoomcrc.corn 

552.136 
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Skype for Business (Lync) 

https://nasem.zoom.us/skype/95921551654 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please go to the URL below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 
Thank you for choosing Zoom. 
-The Zoom Team 

Copy ght 02 20 Zoom \ deo Commur cation: Inc. All right! rE >er 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@emaii.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <he-vey.finebergg moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggyp. nufam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifenryan@moore.org' <jennifenryan@rnoorE..org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HIlare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.co >; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
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without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <-elman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszakPecohealthalliar >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.a.  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baricPmed.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-lare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davicirfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, lust heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from :00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; Irbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stinley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <he-vey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshl@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
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'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.eciu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarekgnas.eclu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'dayidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavicirfranz@gmall.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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Ralph Baric: Dr. Ralph Bark, PhD, is a Professor in the Department of Epidemiology at the 
University of North Carolina's School of Public Health. 

Nancy Connell: Nancy Connell, PhD, is a Senior Scholar at the Johns Hopkins Center for 
Health Security and a Professor in the Department of Environmental Health and Engineering at 
the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. 

Peter Daszak: Dr. Peter Daszak, PhD, is president of EcoHeakh Alliance, a nonprofit non-
governmental organization that supports various programs on global health. 

Victor Dzau: Dr. Victor Dzau, MD, is currently president of the U.S. National Academy of 
Medicine of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine. He was 
previously the president and CEO of Duke University Medical Center. 

David Franz: Dr. David R. Franz, DVM, PhD, is currently retired, but served in the U.S. Army 
Medical Research and Materiel Command for 23 of 27 years on active duty and as Commander 
of the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID). 

Harvey Fineberg: Dr. Harvey Fineberg, MD, is currently president of the [ HYPERLINK 
"https://www.moore.orgi" \t "...blank" ], immediately prior to which he was President of the [ 
HYPERLINK"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Academy_of Medicine" \o "National Academy of 
Medicine" 1. 

Diane Griffin: Dr. Diane Griffin, MD, PhD, is University Distinguished Service Professor in the 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology at Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health and the current vice-president of the U.S. National Academy 
of Sciences. 

Peggy Hamburg: Dr. Margaret (Peggy) Hamburg, MD, is an I HYPERLINK 
"https://enwildpedia.orgiwild/Americans" \o "Americans" ] physician and public health 
administrator. She served as the 21st Commissioner of the [ HYPERLINK 
"https://enwicipedia.org/wilci/Food and Drug Administration" \o "Food and Drug 
Administration" ] from May 2009 to April 2015 and is currently foreign secretary for the U.S. 
National Academy of Medicine. 

James Le Duc: Dr. James Le Duc, PhD, is the director of the [ HYPERLINK 
"https://www.utmb.edu/gnI" \t"_blank" ], professor, Microbiology and Immunology and the John 
Sealy Distinguished Chair in Tropical and Emerging Virology, University of Texas Medical 
Branch, Galveston Texas. 

Stanley Penman: Dr. Stanley Perlman, MD, PhD, is Professor of Microbiology and 
Immunology and of Pediatrics at the University of Iowa Health Care. 

David Reiman: Dr. David Relman, MD, PhD is a [ HYPERLINK 
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microbiologist" \o "Microbiologist" ] and the Thomas C. and Joan M. 
Merigm Professor in Medicine and in Microbiology & Immunology at the [ HYPERLINK 
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_University School_of_Medicine" \o "Stanford University School 
of Medicine" ]. 
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Linda Sail': Dr. Linda J. Saif, PhD,[ HYPERLINK "https-J/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linda_Saif' \l 
"cite note-:0-3" ] is Distinguished University Professor, [ HYPERLINK 
"http-J/vet.osu.edu/preventive-medicine" \o 'Preventive Medicine" ], [ HYPERLINK 
"http://www.oardc.ohio-state.edu/fahrp/" \t " blank" ], Ohio Agricultural Research and 
Development Center of the Ohio State University. 

Pei-Yong Shi: Dr. Pei-Yong Shi, PhD, is I.H. Kempner Professor of Human Genetics, 
University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston Texas. 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-periman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-periman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org'[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan@moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 'Nancy 
Connell'[NancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Sat 7/4/2020 6:27:59 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: U.S. China Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral Pathogens - workshop - July 14 and July 16 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I wanted to let you all know that as a follow on to our bio dialogue discussions NASEM is holding a small invitation only 
virtual workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to 
Viral Pathogens. The virtual workshop will take place over Zoom on the evenings on Tuesday, July 14 and Thursday, July 
16 for U.S. participants (6-8 PM U.S. PT / 9-11 PM U.S. ET on both evenings) and the mornings of Wednesday July 15 
and Friday July 17 for Chinese participants (9-11 AM Beijing time). 

The workshop will explore the use of genome editing technologies, such as those based on CRISPR-Cas systems, to 
understand and combat viral pathogens. Issues to be discussed include the use of genome editing as a research tool to 
better understand the basic biology of viral infection and interactions with the immune system; the development of 
rapid CRISPR-based diagnostic systems to detect viral pathogens; and the potential to use genome editing as an 
innovative anti-viral strategy as well as best practices for biosafety and biosecurity. Diane Griffin and George Gao will co-
chair and Nancy Connell is organizing with help from Katie Bowman, Fran Sharples and Hui Sun from CAS. We expect that 
the workshop will include approximately 6 or 7 invited speakers with about 30 total participants split between the U.S. 
and China. The preliminary agenda is below. The first day will focus on the development of CRISPR-based diagnostic 
systems to detect viral pathogens such as SARS-CoV2. The second day will focus on the potential to use genome editing 
as an innovative anti-viral strategy, as well as best practices for biosafety and biosecurity. 

We hope that you can participate in some or all of the workshop. If you plan to participate please RSVP, and we will 
send the Zoom link to you before the call. 

Happy to answer any questions that you have. Hope you have a great July 4th. 

PS as we discussed at the end of the 3' bio dialogue Zoom meeting last month we plan to hold another bio dialogue 
meeting in August. I will be back in touch to start planning that meeting after the gene editing workshop. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Virtual Workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral 
Pathogens 
Agenda 
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Day 1: Evening of July 14 in US (Tuesday) and Morning of July 15 in Beijing (Wednesday) 

— Welcome 
o US welcome and focus of the 2 sessions and how they extend the topics of the 3 bio dialogue meetings held in 

May/June [5min] — Diane Griffin, NASEM 
o China welcome [5 min] — George Gao, China CDC 

— Opening Presentation: Introduction to how CRISPR-based technologies can be applied to diagnosis and treatment of 
disease [10 min] 
Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 

— Detecting Viral Pathogens  [75 min] — 3 presentations x 15 min each followed by panel discussion 
Session moderator: David Walt, Harvard University 
o Feng Zhang [invited], Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Development of CRISPR/Cas-based systems to detect viral 

pathogens) 
o Chunbo Lou [invited], Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Paired Design of 

dCas9 as a Systematic Platform for the Detection of Featured Nucleic Acid Sequences in Pathogenic Strains 
o Charles Chiu [invited], university of California San Francisco: Detection of SARS-CoV-2 using CRISPR/Cas-based systems) 
o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Looking ahead to session 2 — Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5 min] 
— Adjourn until second session 

Day 2: Evening of July 16 in US (Thursday) and Morning of July 17 in Beijing (Friday) 

— Welcome — Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University [5min] 

— Responding to viral pathogens [60 min] - 3 presentations x 15 min each followed by panel discussion. 
Session moderator: Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 
o Deyin Guo [invited], School of Medicine (Shenzhen), Sun Yat-sen University: CRISPR-Cas Targeting of Host Genes as an 

Antiviral Strategy 
o Xin Zhao [invited], Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Receptor hunting of Enterovirus B by 

CRISPR screening 
o Stanley Qi [invited, recommended colleague], Stanford University: Development of CRISPR as an Antiviral Strategy to 

Combat SARS-CoV-2 and Influenza") 
o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Capturing the opportunities through responsible development  [30 min] 
o Weiwen Zhang [invited], Tianjin University: The importance of promoting responsible development around technologies 

such as gene editing, including following good biosafety/biosecurity practices) [15 min] 
o Discussion among all participants [20 min] 

— Thanks to all speakers and participants and adjourn virtual workshop 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6@jhu.edu)[dgriffi6@jhu.edu]; 'peggy©hbfam.netlpeggy@hbfam.net] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; jeanioz@berkeley.edupeanioz@berkeley.edu]; 
Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 7/30/2020 4:33:27 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: topics /agenda for next round of china bio dialogue? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Hui Sun responded positively to my email about organize another U.S. China bio dialogue on vaccine development and 
delivery (for COVI D-19 as well as ASF as we discussed 

Please send me your thoughts on topics /questions we could use to create an agenda related to this topic. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:00 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: RE: Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 

Dear Ben, 

I am checking with Dr. Gao about the possible dates and will get back to you soon. FYI, CAS 
institutes ususally have StiMmer.  break during August.

c..16 

Best regards, 

Hui 

ihui@cashq.ac.cn 
ntto://endlish.cas.ch/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

&ftA : Rusek, Benjamin 
2020-07-28 00:50:36 

iik4 A : isunhui@cashq.ac.cni 
#'1•1 : 

: RE: Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 
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Hi Hui, 

Thanks again for helping us organize the virtual Gene Editing workshop, the U.S. participants thought that the event was 
interesting and very useful. 

I wanted to make sure you know that the Zoom audio files from the Gene Editing workshop are up on the DropBox page here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x8ii81d6Akmb30/AABREPcdlij1U5iz 03777-Xa?d1=0 
The password is the sam4 552.136 i i L. , 

I hope that we can work together to organize another virtual China U.S. bio dialogue meeting in August, perhaps on vaccine 
development and delivery. Could you suggest some dates in August that would be good for George Gao and your group? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 'peggy©hbfam.netTheggy@hbfam.net] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; jeanioz@berkeley.edupeanioz@berkeley.edu]; 
Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 7/31/2020 8:44:12 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: topics /agenda for next round of china bio dialogue? 

Adding to Diane's list, 
• we could learn from their diagnostic testing strategies in general, and specifically how they managed the 11M testing done 

in Wuhan. I know they did pooled testing, but when you look into the processing, and the need to be able to go back and 
retest individuals in a positive pool, the specimen handling becomes cumbersome. May be too specific, but it's an issue we 
are facing currently. This links in with a possible discussion of opening schools. 

• In Harbin and subsequently, we learned about the new coronavirus causing disease in pigs. An update on that would be 
interesting; is this virus a risk for human infection? 

• Also in Harbin, there was a robust discussion about the vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic 
poultry. It seems that the vaccination program went forward and was successful, at least in the short term. Is there any 
evidence of this driving genetic changes in the virus? Is the same strategy being used for other influenza A viruses? 

• Erica Saphire has done some elegant work on monocloncal antibodies targeting various sites on the spike protein of 
SARS2. She gave a nice overview to the GVN a few weeks ago and could share her work—everything she discussed had 
been published previously I suspect. There is also emerging data on efficacy of the maby in treatment of NHP. 

• It would be interesting to learn about their vaccination of military personnel. 

I agree that it may be wise to hold off until September or so for our next meeting. Happy to discuss off-line. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 6:45 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peggy@hbfam.net <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu; Sharples, Fran 
<FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: topics /agenda for next round of china bio dialogue? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - Sounds like they would rather not meet in August. Potential topics: 

1. Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development definitely important. we need to identify someone who can 
address this from the US side. 

2. Also, status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc - Linda Saif 
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from US side. 
3. Peter Palese could definitely update on universal influenza vaccines. Because of avian influenza and the new 
G4 strain in China, this seems like a good topic. What are the Chinese doing? 
4. I think they may also have a vaccine for enterovirus D68 that would be of current interest. 

I'm sure others will have suggestions. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:33 PM 
To: Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong (peshi(ZDUTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; leanloz@berkeley.edu 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: topics /agenda for next round of china bio dialogue? 

ag e r i,4•1111n1RWIT IM ilitiMil

Greetings, 

Hui Sun responded positively to my email about organize another U.S. China bio dialogue on vaccine development and 
delivery (for COVID-19 as well as ASF as we discussed 

Please send me your thoughts on topics /questions we could use to create an agenda related to this topic. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui cashq.ac.cn <sunhui cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 5:00 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusekPnas.edu>
Subject: Re: RE: Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 

Dear Ben, 

I am checking with Dr. Gao about the possible dates and iH get 
institutes ususally have summer break during August. 
LL 

k to vou soon. FYI 
s 

CAS 

Best regards, 
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Hui 

2020-07-30 

SUN Hui (Mr.) 
Director 
Division of American and Oceanian Affairs 
Bureau of International Cooperation 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
52 Sanlihe Rd, Beijing, China 100864 
Tel:+86-10-68597282 
Fax: 
EmT sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.cn/ 
httu://international-talent.cas.cn 

MtA : Rusek, Benjamin 
: 2020-07-28 00:50:36 

: 'sunhui@cashq.ac.cn' 

: RE: Final information for Gene Editing Workshop 
Hi Hui, 

Thanks again for helping us organize the virtual Gene Editing workshop, the U.S. participants thought that the event was 
interesting and very useful. 

I wanted to make sure you know that the Zoom audio files from the Gene Editing workshop are up on the DropBox page here: 
hus://www.drobox.corn/sh/x8ii8V86 
The password is the same: 1 552.136 

I hope that we can work together to organize another virtual China U.S. bio dialogue meeting in August, perhaps on vaccine 
development and delivery. Could you suggest some dates in August that would be good for George Gao and your group? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Cc: Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu)[dgriffi6©jhu.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 
Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Fran Sharples[FSharples©nas.edu]; Katherine 
Bowman[KBowman©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 8/5/2020 9:08:14 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Possible phase 3 site 

This is the inactivated vaccine, according to the Sinovac website. It will be interesting to see how efficacious this might be. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2020 8:01 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhu.edu) <dgriffi6@jhu.edu>; Peggy Hamburg 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Fran Sharpies <FSharples@nas.edu>; Katherine Bowman <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: Possible phase 3 site 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

http://unb.com.bd/category/Bangladesh/chinese-covid-vaccine-to-be-used-on-bangladeshi-health-workers-secretary/55537 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 8/5/2020 3:03:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Addressing Foreign Interference and Associated Risks to the Integrity of Biomedical Research, and How You Can Help 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Wow! A little like the Select Agent program, in that impropriety by a few will impact the entire enterprise negatively. dave 

On Aug 5, 2020, at 3:38 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

<Enhancing-the-Security-and-Integrity-of-Americas-Research-Enterprise-June-2020.pdf> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 8/5/2020 2:38:13 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject FW: Addressing Foreign Interference and Associated Risks to the integrity of Biomedical Research, and How You Can Help 
En—, .eing-the-Secaity-and-Integrity-of-rsmericas-ResearLi-EILerprise-June-2020.pdf 

Sobering slide set relevant to our international collaborations, just FYI. 

Jim 

The 39 slide presentation is attached. 
Addressing Foreign Interference and Associated Risks to the Integrity of 
Biomedical Research, and How You Can Help 
Posted on July 8, 2020 by Mike Lauer 

On Tuesday, June 23, Dr. Kelvin Drogemeier, the Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy 
(OSTP), gave a presentation to the Federal Demonstration Partnership (FDP) on "Enhancing the Security and 
Integrity of America's Research Enterprise." Dr. Drogemeier articulated five "key takeaway" messages: 

• The integrity of our research enterprise rests upon core principles and values, including transparency, honesty, 
accountability, objectivity, respect, freedom of inquiry, reciprocity, and merit-based competition; 

• Principled international collaboration and foreign contributions are critical to our success; 
• Some individuals and foreign governments violate core principles of integrity and pose risks to research 

security; 
• Hidden diversions of intellectual property weaken our innovation base and threaten our security and economic 

competitiveness; and 
• The U.S. government is taking deliberate steps to address risks to research integrity and security while 

maintaining an open and collaborative enterprise. 

I'd like to take this opportunity to summarize Dr. Drogemeier's presentation and how it fits within the context of NIH 
extramural research. 

Dr. Drogemeier reviewed a number of case examples of scientists who engaged in unethical behaviors in the 
course of their undisclosed work for foreign institutions or governments. One scientist whose work was funded by 
NIH signed a full-time employment contract through the Chinese "Thousand Talents Program." He had not 
informed his American employer, who thought he was working full-time here in the United States and represented 
that belief on grant documents submitted to the NIH. The Talents contract stipulated that one of his job objectives 
was for "the laboratory in the United States [to be] gradually moved back to China." In this case an American 
scientist whose work had been supported by U.S. taxpayers became party to an undisclosed contract with a foreign 
government. The foreign institution dictated that the U.S. laboratory be moved to China. The U.S. institution was 
unaware of this commitment. 

Over the past few years, we have learned much about the "Thousand Talents Program" and other problematic 
foreign talent recruitment programs. Reports about these programs have been issued by the U.S. Senate (a 
bipartisan report of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations), by the JASON group (a report commissioned 
by the National Science Foundation), and by scholars (e.g. a report for the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies). These programs' interactions with American scientists do not reflect typical recruitments — that is a 
scientist openly leaves one institution to work for a different institution. Instead, in secret or without proper 
disclosure, scientists continue to work for American institutions while at the same time working in "shadow 
laboratories" elsewhere. Without the knowledge or approval or their American employers, they have signed 
contracts or engaged in relationships that pose numerous problems: 

• undisclosed foreign employment, 
• undisclosed obligations to generate foreign patents that may be related to NIH-funded work, 
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• undisclosed preferential treatment in American laboratories for certain students or visiting scientists, 
• undisclosed research support — often for similar if not identical research being supported by the NIH, 
• undisclosed compensation deposited into secret foreign bank accounts, 
• undisclosed obligations to assign credit to foreign institutions for work done largely in the United States, 
• undisclosed obligations to keep foreign arrangements and scientific work secret, 
• undisclosed obligations to transfer propriety information and technologies to foreign institutions, 
• stringent restrictions on termination of contract, 
• undisclosed significant financial conflicts of interest, and 
• egregious violations of peer review confidentiality rules. 

How widespread are these behaviors? We don't know. The absolute number of scientists appears to be small 
compared to the total universe of scientists supported through NIH funding to their institutions. Nonetheless, the 
data suggest widespread and systemic activity across geographic location and scientific disciplines. The incidents 
we have seen — so far involving 87 institutions with confirmed violations of NIH rules by over 150 scientists — are 
not unique to any one background, ethnicity, or nationality. A few incidents involving NIH funding have become 
public. These include resignations or terminations from prominent institutions (e.g. MD Anderson Cancer 
Center, Moffitt Cancer Center, and the University of California at San Diego); a guilty plea for filing false tax returns; 
and a false-claims settlement involving failure to disclose foreign grant support. The National Science Foundation 
(NSF) Inspector General has reported a 20% increase in case load. One NSF-supported scientist was convicted of 
grant fraud after he secured U.S. funding for research that was already supported by the Chinese government. 

We are grateful to the many experts we have worked with in our efforts to learn more about and to address integrity 
breaches linked to foreign interference. In late 2018, a Working Group of the NIH Advisory Committee to the 
Director (ACD) issued, in short order, a thoughtful report with recommendations that we continue to implement. 
Since then, the OSTP, through its Joint Committee on Research Environments (JCORE), has taken a key 
leadership role in developing a whole-of-government response to problems that clearly are not limited to biomedical 
science. Alongside OSTP, our partners include federal government colleagues in the Department of Health and 
Human Services (DHHS), in the Department of Justice, in the Department of State, in law enforcement agencies, 
and in other federal funding agencies. We note the work led by professional societies, including but not limited to 
efforts by the American Association of Universities (AAU) and the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities 
(APLU) to gather and disseminate best practices. And we are extraordinarily grateful to dozens of institutional 
leaders (including Presidents, Deans, Vice-Presidents for Research, and Compliance and Integrity Officers) for 
their work as they have tried to learn about the possible problems occurring within their institutions. 

Besides our interactions with individual institutions, our outreach has included Dr. Francis Collins' 2018 statement 
and letter; NIH presentations (including updates to the ACD in December 2019 and June 2020); NIH Guide Notice 
clarifications on conflict of interest, other support, and foreign components; and numerous presentations to and 
meetings with stakeholders all over the United States. After Dr. Drogemeier's FDP presentation, OSTP released 
a slide deck describing the nature of the problem and the government's interest to balance openness with security. 

We stress that our concerns are with foreign interference that lead to serious noncompliance and ethical breaches. 
The serious cases we have seen are not linked to problems with, using Dr. Drogemeier's words, "principled 
international collaborations." Principled collaborations do not entail secret employment contracts, undisclosed (and 
sometimes duplicative) foreign grants, undisclosed conflicts of interest or commitment, failure to submit truthful tax 
returns, secret foreign bank accounts, or peer review breaches. Those behaviors do not make for collaborations 
that reflect core values of integrity, transparency, reciprocity, accountability, objectivity, and fair merit-based 
competition. But those behaviors often do constitute serious grants non-compliance that require our attention as 
responsible partners and stewards of limited Federal research funds. 

It is critical to keep in mind that U.S. scientists routinely collaborate productively with investigators in foreign 
countries. We must rely on productive research collaborations with foreign entities. Individuals violating laws and 
policies represent a small proportion of scientists working in and with U.S. institutions. We must not reject brilliant 
minds working honestly and collaboratively to provide hope and healing. 

How can you help? We encourage you to read and discuss with your colleagues and institutional leaders the 
thoughtful recommendations and perspectives conveyed in ACD Working Group Report, the bipartisan Senate 
Report, the JASON Report, and the AAU-APLU Report. We note the centrality of transparency. One university 
web site stated it well: "While most international collaborations are perfectly acceptable and encouraged, we urge 
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researchers to err on the side of transparency ... It protects everyone's interests — the Federal government, [our 
university], individual researchers, and their international collaborators — to have international relationships 
disclosed and vetted to determine if there are any potential conflicts of commitment, duplications of research, 
and/or diversion of intellectual property in the performance of federally funded research." 

In this spirit, we look forward to continuing to work with you to strengthen values underpinning research integrity and 
protecting the Nation's biomedical innovations. 

More information can be found on our new webpage, Protecting U.S. Biomedical Intellectual Innovation. 
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Enhancing the Security and Integrity 
of America's Research Enterprise 

The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy 

www.whitehouse.goviostp 
www.ostp.gov 
@WHOSTP 
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Key takeaways 

• The integrity of the research enterprise rests upon core principles and values. 

• Principled international collaboration and foreign contributions are critical to the 
success of the U.S. research enterprise. 

• Some individuals and foreign governments violate core principles of integrity and pose 
risks to research security. 

• Hidden diversions of intellectual property weaken the U.S. innovation base and 
threaten our security and economic competitiveness. 

• The U.S. Government is taking deliberate steps to address risks to research security 
and integrity while maintaining an open and collaborative enterprise. 
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INTEGRITY OF THE RESEARCH 
ENTERPRISE RESTS UPON CORE 

PRINCIPLES AND VALUES 
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Integrity of the research enterprise rests upon core 
principles and values 

• Openness and transparency enable productive collaboration and help ensure appropriate 
disclosure of potential conflicts of interest and commitment. 

• Accountability and honesty help acknowledge errors and correct behaviors that can hamper 
progress. 

• Impartiality and objectivity protect against improper influence and distortion of scientific 
knowledge. 

• Respect helps create an environment where all can be heard and contribute. 

• Freedom of inquiry allows individual curiosity to guide scientific discovery. 

• Reciprocity ensures scientists and institutions exchange materials, knowledge, data, access to 
facilities and natural sites, and training in a way that benefits collaborating partners proportionally. 

• Merit-based competition helps ensure a level playing field where the best ideas and innovations 
can advance. 
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Individuals, institutions, and governments share 
responsibility for integrity in the research enterprise 

Principles of integrity for responsible 
individuals and institutions: 

Openness and Transparency 

Accountability 

Impartiality and Objectivity 

Honesty 

Respect 
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Principles of integrity for responsible 
governments, reflected in U.S. government 
policy: 
Openness and Transparency 

Accountability 

Freedom of inquiry 

Reciprocity 

Merit-Based Competition 

Behaviors that violate these shared principles jeopardize the 
integrity of the research enterprise. 
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PRINCIPLED INTERNATIONAL 
COLLABORATION IS CRITICAL TO SUCCESS 
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International science is frontier science 

• Enables cutting-edge research that no 
nation can achieve atone 

• Strengthens scientific and diplomatic 
relations 

• Leverages resources, including funding, 
expertise, and facilities 

• Trains a robust S&T workforce capable of 
solving global problems 

• International students and scholars 
contribute significantly to the U.S. research 
enterprise 

Elizabeth E. Lyons, E. William Colglazier, Caroline S. Wagner, Katy &timer, David M. Dooley, C. D. Mote 
Jr., and Mihail C. Roco, "How Collaborating in International Science Helps America "Science& 
Diplomacy, Vol. 5, No. 2 (June 2016). 

In April 2019, a global collaboration of scientists at 60 institutions 
operating in 20 countries and regions captured the first ever 
image of a black hole. 

Photo credit: NSF, The Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration. (https://eventhorizontelescope.org/) 
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RISKS TO RESEARCH SECURITY AND 
INTEGRITY 
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Some individuals and foreign governments violate core 
principles of integrity and pose risks to the research enterprise 

Risks to the Integrity of the Research Enterprise 

• Violations of responsible and ethical conduct of research 

• Actions that undermine peer review and grant award processes 

Risk to National Security 

• Hidden diversions of research and/or resources that threaten U.S. leadership in 
emerging science and technology 

Risk to Economic Security 

• Hidden diversions of research and/or resources that weaken the innovation base and 
threaten economic competitiveness 
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Transparency and full disclosure are needed to properly 
assess risks. 

For the purposes of this presentation: 

A conflict of interest is a situation in which an individual, or the individual's spouse or dependent 
children, has a financial interest or financial relationship that could directly and significantly affect the 
design, conduct, reporting, or funding of research. 

A conflict of commitment  is a situation in which an individual accepts or incurs conflicting obligations 
between or among multiple employers or other entities. Many institutional policies define conflicts of 
commitment as conflicting commitments of time and effort, including obligations to dedicate time in 
excess of institutional or funding agency policies or commitments. Other types of conflicting obligations, 
including obligations to improperly share information with, or withhold information from, an employer 
or funding agency, can also threaten research security and integrity, and are an element of a broader 
concept of conflicts of commitment. 
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Examples of behaviors that increase risk and can harm 
the research enterprise 

Irresponsible Conduct that Violates Funding Agency 
and Institutional Policies: 

• Failures to disclose: 
• Financial conflicts of interest 
• Conflicts of commitment 
• External employment arrangements 
• Financial support that overlaps with U.S. funding 
• Shadow laboratories or other parallel research 

activities 

• Diversion of intellectual property 

• Peer review violations 

Examples of Behaviors that May Violate Laws: 

• Theft or diversion of materials and intellectual capital 
4 OtES(Oedpi.

4, 

\ • Grant Fraud 
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Potential Impacts: 
• Distorted decisions about appropriate use of 

taxpayer funds 
• Hidden transfers of information, know-how, 

data, and time 
• Diversion of proprietary information and 

pre-publication data to foreign entities 
• Loss of Federal research funding, or need to 

replace key personnel 
• Damage to the reputation of research 

institutions and researchers 
• Reputational, career, and financial 

detriment to individuals 
• Loss of public trust in the research enterprise 
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Case study 1: Undisclosed conflicts of interest and commitment 

Former chief of eye genetics at the Shiley Eye Institute at University of 
California San Diego Health: 
• Received $10 million in NIH grants during 11 years at UCSD 
• Founded U.S. pharmaceutical R&D company Calcyte Therapeutics 
• Undisclosed founder and primary shareholder of a Unreported Conflict 

publicly traded Chinese biotech company that 
specialized in the same work he performed at UCSD 3

of Interest 

• Multiple undisclosed subsidiaries and additional 
companies in the U.S., China, and the Cayman 
Islands 

• Undisclosed member of a foreign government 
sponsored talent recruitment program. 

1 Unreported Conflict 
of Interest 

1 Unreported Conflict 
of Commitment 

Researcher resigned from U.S. institution. 

Source: haps,;(iirw soloreora,20.1.9/07,;(i6ithousond-tuifygs-plogram-chiou-liii-kong-ilian 

Impacts: 
• Distorts decisions 

about appropriate use 
of taxpayer funds 

• Hidden transfers of 
information, know-
how, data, person-
time 
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Case study 2: Leadership failures to disclose conflicts 
of interest and commitment 

Six scientists at the Moffitt Cancer Center, including the President and CEO 
and the Center Director, resigned due to violations of conflict of interest 
rules through their work with China. 

ES(ot
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• Did not report personal payments or foreign bank 
accounts totaling hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
research subsidies and annual salaries. 

• Undisclosed members of a foreign government 
sponsored talent recruitment program. 1 

Unreported Conflict 
of Interest 

Unreported Conflict 
of Commitment 

Researchers resigned from U.S. institution. 
The Center returned more than $1 million in state money. 

Impacts: 
• Distorts decisions 

about appropriate use of 
taxpayer funds 

• Hidden transfers of 
information, know-how, 
data, person-time 
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Case study 3: Distortion of the peer review process 

Researcher served as a designated peer reviewer for 
funding agency grants. 

• Undisclosed participant in a foreign-government 
sponsored Talent Recruitment Program 

• Diverted proprietary information: Emailed grant 
applications to scientists in China and to some 
U.S.-based persons 

OtE,Sfot ,. 

z-, 

• Researcher instructed one recipient of the 
information to "keep it to yourself' 

• Stated in another note, "Here is the bone and 
meet [sic) you need." 

• [mailed a grant application to a Chinese 
academic institution offering: "Some methods 
you may learn from this proposal. Keep this 
confidential." 

Unreported Conflict 
of Commitment 

Violation of Peer 
Review Process 

Researcher was let go from MD Anderson. 
Case as reported by the Cancer Letter, April 26, 2019 

Impacts: 
• Loss of public trust in the 

research enterprise 
• Distorts decisions about 

appropriate use of 
taxpayer funds 

• Diversion of proprietary 
information and pre-
publication data to foreign 
entities 

8V.
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Case study 4: Cyber theft of data 

Nine hackers working for the IVIabna Institute, an Iranian 
government-sponsored entity, were indicted in 2018 for 
allegedly hacking into at least 144 U.S. universities and 176 
universities in 21 foreign countries. 

vitE,SfotA

• Hackers allegedly stole 31.5 terabytes - about 15 billion 
pages - of academic data. Collectively, the victim 
universities spent an estimated $3.4 billion to acquire 
the data. 

• Hackers waged a phishing campaign that successfully 
compromised the accounts of some 8,000 accounts to 
steal research and other academic data, such as 
journals, theses, dissertations and electronic books. 

Theft or 
diversion of 
materials and 
intellectual 
capital 

Impacts: 
• Diversion of 

proprietary 
information and pre-
publication data to 
foreign entities 

Charged by DOJ on March 23, 2018 for conspiracy to commit computer intrusions, conspiracy 
to commit wire fraud, unauthorized access to a computer, wire fraud, and aggravated 

identity theft. Defendant(s) are presumed innocent until proven guilty. 
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Case study 5: Criminal grant fraud 

Researcher found guilty of conspiring to commit federal 
grant fraud, making false statements, and obstruction by 
falsification 

vitE,Sfot , 

• Founded a U.S. company and applied for DOE and NSF 
grants to fund his U.S. company to conduct research 
between 2014-2016; at least some research had already 
been completed in China, including by researcher's own 
"Satellite Lab" 

Signed undisclosed five-year employment agreement 
with Chinese University in 2014 to serve as Director of 
Research Institute 

Grant Fraud 
"Shadow Lab" 

Unreported 
Conflict of 
Commitment 

Researcher was found guilty on February 21, 2019. 
Case # 7:17-cr-00073 (Western District of Virginia) 

Impacts: 
• Distorts decisions 

about appropriate use 
of taxpayer funds 

• 8V.
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RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH FOREIGN 
GOVERNMENT SPONSORED TALENT 

RECRUITMENT PROGRAMS 
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Some government sponsored talent recruitment 
programs are problematic 

A foreign government sponsored talent recruitment program is an effort directly or indirectly organized, 
managed, or funded by a foreign government to recruit science and technology professionals or students 
(regardless of citizenship or national origin). 

• Many countries sponsor talent recruitment programs for legitimate purposes of attracting researchers in targeted fields 

• Many programs utilize legitimate means of attracting talent, including offering research fellowships and grants to 
incentivize researchers to physically relocate 

• However, some programs encourage or direct unethical and criminal behaviors 

• Contracts for participation in some programs, including some sponsored by the Chinese government, include language 
that creates conflicts of commitment and/or conflicts of interest for researchers 

• Requirements to attribute awards, patents, and projects to the foreign institution, even if conducted under U.S. 
funding 

• Requirements to recruit or train other talent recruitment plan members, circumventing merit-based processes 
• Requirements to replicate or transfer U.S.-funded work in another country 

Transparency and full disclosure are essential to properly assess risks. 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Undisclosed employment 

'43 di )\:*rk EMI AAA 
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT FOR 

HIGH-LEVEL TALENTS 

f 

Empio:,./cr 

Department ( 

: 

Employee! u.s.
researcher 

Foreign 
institution 

W.J1 

I. Term of Employment 

rp -104,40174 -h-y/i.int01, 
(Foreign 
institution) is pleasure to offis U.S.-funded i appointinent as a Ftd11-Tinte 

researcher 

Professor Foreign Mkt will delegate us.- o. institution funded 
researcher 

work I. (Foreign 
" institution) 

fkii 1'1 Z HiVitOWE jitiOf (E1/1

H. 

Foreign 
institution (U.S -funded researcher) 

(U.S. -funded researcher) 

shall work full tune for 
Foreign shall work 

at institution 
since the date of signing: 

least nine (9) months annually. 

The eniployment will couttrience on 

terminate on 0 . 

and 

• U.S.-funded 
researcher 
working full 
time at a U.S. 
institution 

• Undisclosed 
employment 
in another 
country for 9 
months out of 
the year 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Directed output 

(Foreign 
W. institution) shall provide 

(U.S.-fu nded 
researcher) with a basic start-up research fund 

with a cumulative amount of RMB 8,000,000. The aforementioned basic 

start-up research fund shall be used within five (5) year, with the fund for 

hardware construction being used within three (3) years. The start-up 

fund shall mainly cover the following expenditures for (retfrcuhriedre)d and his 

team, such as lab construction, equipments purchase, scientific research, 

academic exchanges, and salary for research assistants (A minimum of 

Within 3 years of project 
implementation (i.e. during 
interim review) 

Patent ou ut: 

o nestic patents wi e app me 
d 2-3 

U.S.-funded researcher is party 
to an undisclosed contract 
with a foreign institution 

U.S. researcher is obligated to 
file 2-3 foreign patents within 3 
years. 

The nondisclosure of this 
contract does not give the 
university or the Federal 
funding agency knowledge of 
its patent rights. 

In some cases U.S.- funded 
researchers have secured 
foreign patents based at least 
in part on their U.S.-funded 
work. 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Other support 

5. International cooperation and exchange 

(I) Actively invite foreign outstanding young scholars to the school to 
(U.S.-funded participate in academic exchange activities, amplify researcher) opportunities to

attract foreign talent, enhance (Foreign teaching resource strengths. institution) 

(2) Serve an important bridging role betweer (Foreign 
institution) 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 

and the National 

2. Provide good work conditions for Party B. 

(1) (Foreign 
institution) researcher) supports forming a research team with 4-5 

instructors as the backbone. This team, when introducing members meeting 

the conditions for selection under the Ocean University of China's "Peak 

Building Talent -Program" or "Young Talents Program" may apply for 

'kr3 S 

• U.S. Government employee 
signed an undisclosed talent 
program contract with a 
Foreign institution. 

• Contract raises concerns of 
preferential treatment to 
certain potential students 

• Undisclosed commitment of 
the U.S. institution to a 
foreign institution 

• Researcher received 
undisclosed support from 
foreign research team 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Attribution and liabilities 

5. During the appointment period, the teaching and research achievements 

o (U.S.-funded obtained by researcher) while working for (Foreign 
institution) ire all considered outcomes of 

(U.S.-funded 
the work assignment. researcher) 's published research papers, authored works, 

and reported awards, patents and research projects and expenses must all be 

credited to both e,(
reti. SeLunedri d and ir1FS°trietuigtrilon) when it is necessary to simultaneously 

report the author and the author's affiliation, Party A Must be listed as the first 

affiliation). . 
,̂F,a 

2) If (U.S.-funded within the appointment period due to special circumstances researcher) 

(Foreign 
submits his resignation, he must submit his notice tc institution) three months in

advance. With the agreement of (Foreign 
institution) after application and approval 

from the Central Committee Organization Department, r(ljel i.fg edre)d may resign. 
(U.S.-funded 
researcher) may be liable for breach of contact depending on the particular 

circumstances. 

These conditions are problematic for 
the U.S. Government and the 
Research Institution. 

This contract cedes credit from the 
work conducted by a federally 
funded researcher and employee of 
a U.S. institution to a foreign 
institution. 

 •100000. 

These conditions may be 
problematic for the researcher- both 
the foreign institution and foreign 
government need to approve the 
application for termination of the 
contract. Penalty for breach of 
contract is not clearly defined. 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Intellectual property 

(7) Intellectual Property Rights 
Since the Institute is primarily subsidized by the Chinese government, the intellectual property rights of 
scientific research results belong to the Chinese scientific research unit that completes this project (you do not 
report intellectual property rights to us niversity). If there is any commercial value in the scientific 
research, the Chinese scientific research unit and the scientific researcher shall own at least 75% of its value. If 

University wishes to share in the scientific results u s niversity will not share in more than 25% 
of the commercial value. 
U.S 

Problematic for the Researcher, Research Institution, and U.S. Government: 
• U.S.-funded researcher is party to an undisclosed contract with a foreign government 
• Foreign government dictates that any IP the U.S.-funded researcher develops should not be reported  to 

the U.S. institution 
• Foreign government dictates the portion of IP owned by the foreign institution 
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Example talent recruitment contract: Intellectual 
property 

3. Responsible for patent applications and technology industry transformations for the 

research institute's in vitro synthetic biolo gy results and achieve transformation 

science and technolo2v achievements in 3-4 years. 

and transfer o '2-3 

Problematic for the Research Institution, and U.S. Government: 
• U.S.-funded researcher is party to an undisclosed contract with a foreign government 
• Researcher is contracted to transfer 2-3 science and technology achievements to the foreign 

institution in 3-4 years. 

Contract language from Case # 7:17-cr-00073 (Western District of Virginia) 
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Example talent recruitment contract: Objectives 

Chinese 
Academy of Sciences 

Employment Contract of "Recruiting 
Overseas Professionals" 

Employer (Party NE 

mployee (Party 13): 

Article 1 Position and Tenn of Employment 
(Foreign U.S.-funded 
institution) employs Researcher a rofessor in "Thousand Talents Proirram" for a period of live years. The 

employment period is from 2010 U.S.-funded shall work full time at (Foreign 
 1 ' Researcher institution) 

premise as a professor effective im t e commencement date u.tuusCVlitraCt. 

2.Job Objectives during the Employment Period: 
A. Scientific Research Objectives: 
a. The laboratory in the United States will be gradually moved back to Chinz to re uild, 

the international cutting-edge translational medicine will continue to be carried out. 

• U.S.-funded researcher is party to an undisclosed contract with a foreign 
government 

• Foreign institution dictates that the U.S.-based laboratory be moved to China; U.S. 
institution unaware of this commitment 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Problematic for researcher and institution 

(4) U.S.-funded annot disclose or transfer Foreign 
Researcher institution 

information 

ethnical achievements or technical 

(6. U.S. -funded cannot unilaterally terminate the employment contract should one of the 
Researcher 

following situations occur: 

I. During employment with national major scientific research project; 

2. Has access to key technology and information of major scientific achievements and in the 

confidentiality time period; 

Imposed secrecy 

Stringent 
restrictions on 
termination of 
Contract -the U.S. 
researcher cannot 
unilaterally 
terminate the 
contract. 
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How widespread are behaviors that threaten research 
security and integrity? 

• Data are incomplete but suggest widespread and 
systemic activity across geographic location and research 
discipline 

• Incidents of concern are not unique to any one 
background, ethnicity, or nationality 

• Other countries have identified similar behaviors in their 
research enterprises, and we are engaging with them to 
reach common awareness and share best practices 

,..., 111,ES(Oi.; 
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Inquiries from the National Institutes of Health are 
currently the most public. As of June 2020: 

• Sent notices to over 87 academic and research 
institutions 

• Identified concerns regarding more than 189 
scientists 

• Nearly all in pre-clinical research, across many fields 
of biomedicine, all across the United States 

The National Science Foundation's inspector general 
has reported a 20% increase in caseload in the last year 

Many cases of concern have involved individuals with undisclosed participation in 
government sponsored talent recruitment programs 

°reign 
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Criminal prosecutions provide an important but 
incomplete measure of research security risk 

In many instances, institutions have taken 
administrative action to address 
inappropriate behaviors. 

Moffitt Cancer Center CEO, Center Director Resign after 
Compliance Review 
December 18, 2019 

Emory Researchers Removed After Failing to Disclose 
Chinese Funding 

••••4, . 

z 

r',20

4-4.11' •

MD Anderson ousts 3 scientists over 
concerns about Chinese conflicts of 
interest 

Prosecutions are consequential, but are not 
a substitute for an effective internal 
compliance program. 

May 2oxy 

FBI opens 

investigation 

February .2°16 

NSF Investigation 

Se.girrs 

November li t xia7 

Initial irvAktment 

tar", .  ̀ST1 ft Caver4 241 

f*Cousvedicexg 4..44 

September wail 

Trial Conducted 

September 20, jarniatY la, 2018 
2o1.7 indictment 

Arrer,t 8, searches usu.*. c
kW: t7 r"0•154, 3.14S t12 Querst14,1510 

0/Croarl 

February arid 

Convicted 

s-t• 
%ewe 

Timeline of Case # 7:17-er-00073 (Western District of Virginia) 

Comprehensive risk assessment and risk mitigation require a range of measures and 
response mechanisms. 

.,SeriMnidriga,"" 
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Some government sponsored talent programs are adapting in 
response to growing awareness of the risks they pose 

2 of 3 
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Translated from a 2018 local talents program contract, 
sponsored by the Chinese National Natural Science Fund 
Commission: 

 T

III: Items to Pay Attention To 

In order to further do a better job in ensuring the 
safety/security of overseas talents, fwel ask the 
organizations not use e-mails in sending out notifications 
for interview/defense. Instead, they should use telephone 
calls or faxes in giving notifications in the name of inviting 
[the candidates/ to come back to China to attend academic 
conferences and forums, the words "1000 Persons Plan" 
shall not appear in the written notifications. 
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U.S. GOVERNMENT ACTION 
Balancing Openness with Security 
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U.S. government coordination to address key areas that 
impact the American research enterprise 

On May 6, 2019 The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy established the 
Joint Committee on the Research Environment (JCORE) through the National Science 
Technology Council to address four critical issues related to the research enterprise. 

Four subcommittees focus efforts on: 

1. Research Security: Balancing openness with strengthening the security of our research enterprise 

2. Reducing Research Administrative Workload: Reducing the administrative burdens that impede 
critical scientific research while ensuring we have appropriate accountability and oversight 

3. Rigor and Integrity in Research: Fostering a research enterprise that upholds freedom of inquiry, 
reciprocity, and promotes positive incentives that underscore sound research practices 

4. Safe and Inclusive Research Environments: Ensuring that the research environment is an 
environment that is merit-based, safe, inclusive, equitable, and welcoming to all 
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Strengthening the security of the U.S. research enterprise 

The JCORE Research Security Subcommittee aims to protect America's research enterprise without compromising 

our values or our ability to maintain the innovation ecosystem that has underpinned our leadership in science and 

technology. 

The Subcommittee is comprised of over 20 science and security Federal agencies, and co-chaired by White House 

Office of Science and Technology Policy, the National Institutes of Health, National Science Foundation, and the 
Department of Energy. 

Research Security Subcommittee Focus Areas: 

1. Appropriate and effective risk management 

2. Consistent, coordinated, and effective outreach to and engagement with academic and research institutions 

3. Coordinated guidance for Federal agencies 

4. Recommendations for academic and research institutions 

`kr3. S 
3") 
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JCORE research security subcommittee actions 

• Developing guidance for Federal departments and agencies 

• Developing best practices for universities and other research institutions 

• Letter to the United States Research Community 

• Developing education and outreach materials that highlight examples of 

risks to research 

• Engagement with Congress 

• Coordinating with the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 

Medicine on the Science and Security Roundtable as directed by the 

2019 National Defense Authorization Act 

• Individual agencies are also taking policy actions in line with their 

mission 

FMK:Lan/E. OFFiCEo INEltSlLiW 

CdtPla tICtINCE! MOD ittilt4OLOGY POUCV 

WanitittAteg, D.C. 2' 0E42 

Seputsuher 16, 2010

Letter to the United States Research Community 

Dear 

As 4 kW:4c resents-hes-end ferrne.,  neistemity we president f,•3- resetstrh,I know hesthand that the 

npen and inter:lath:nail,/ collabotative nature 011ie United Stats m research otiMrini..,0 has heed 

radical ro our t.,SeCe.sa in research, anti chat this success hat untiwpmard rn:r hattea's pr:Isperity 

and secnttiy. Ow values we awrish Anwsicane art thr ethos ot teseveb Emil; naniety, 

the freeciva,  to eAriere neVII f liers, the ciatunitroent b., opt niit: ss• awl fral13911'ttle.): thrCUS:b Cite 
aharmg of utetitods and risks, dm ability to doitamdiffsadt issuus tneughtfl4flY cud with ..ziVititY. 

and the paY4ii615 to work rotth and err, the iiws of ethess. ny becitsgtf.. these valuet and 

:swans* with due rrgami to principles nt itnew ity including mins osity,opennest; and 

transparency - eratf woriasitSrasdleAssarica the world ici,P.r in science and technology. The 

Nation is indebted to you, 

Vet we rnest not rake our research enterpris..1 3ts global leadership piAtlen fer emote- cover the 
past t.weral yrtati, some nations hareestitsWO tilcistEANiftgiy tophisticated effnrts expi4;, 

induence. and its:demise,  our rgseerch, ilithntitS and environments. As reseamhers, 

acknowledge Ow ‹haagiset geopnlimal and international scientific its flue. Unized States policana 

and psarticuo met evolve thousrbtfuily :stel alga oprialely to :nett t :went ant..i forune challenges. 

the success ef our reseanth eriterpnse is eti•t.nidest no everions upholding the prSwiples of 

researer. 

Sumevttlse,wre t.silosistu espied ties - s sevudsrusttqurivr lswersuuse tis ne1 inreigh 

ivenstmettbspenteregeoleat re.rii:nnx.r.1 program:, tlisthricatv. rotar,:::::rs at tin:tad Stato 
innitintiansgauld in many cases particip:de si c,  talent wograrr, ti sinnaltaneously wrests both 

foreip and United Stattsbovernment support. 1,'ntler i.terrie ctramisrances. this *nay arid be 

deceptabln ilaWaNttithtlit4COMVAIr Hut teatinvi. Or 10211P ,.;.; lent 10,41.2 frK are userenni..: le 

and huoasintent with mur research y,siints 4134 restardi nrincipios. Brearzesef research ethic& 

both within talent pftlgral11% Mkt wee genera;..y. trglude the fathsre in disclose revg:ited 

inimmation Fetch as foreign funding. unapproved parallel fore*rt laherataries .stadow 

lab;;„ affiliations zttl :WpaltstW.Iiis, and conflicting financial tete; escs. Other inapprefa late 

WOO,  =nein(ti ,T foreii,ti governments fe (I:Otp=4,3 

Uni.,101SiAteS agency tiutucee wsh jhct State; agen,:y luuuuSuu f.:1VV.:f.::.n2 inta5,0,1,4 fleOprM 

be other k..gai ,igbis. mud hre,36.,.;$ of0_,ntr.:x3 s df...,4nreisffit.',..tty in fir Air1111?itif:ItA t r45hc 

peer.review prth:esa. 

thrimatrig.11.:(1, InnilptninIOtt, Is:saviors, whetter or nni they arise thr:ngt: patki Oaf= its a 

fur op taient program. interfere with tile allocatioo of re,ierai fending in a fair manner i-aced 'us 
In.,111. As a remlit thew, brnartto: usC mkearch witaaity and Inttoity inwinon mtwrs 
benetIts of your ;s4re! work without hearing the :os.ociated risks of making the investments borne 

by American taxpayers:unladen. Anitter. The,tiffat:iViti utRimmitse the 011tgrity Of 

the rewarch or:tern:iv: and. thus, our ercatointe and natianal seeatrity. 

Letter to the United States esearci Cornr unity
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Engagement and outreach 

White House Summit on November 5th, 2019 

• Convened more than 150 people from industry, academia, 
and the Federal government 

• Provided and collected insights on the work of Joint 
Committee on the Research Environment (JCORE) 

Request for information  on the American Research 
Environment on November 26, 2019, inviting the research 
community to provide input on all four JCORE focus areas 

Extensive interagency outreach to hundreds of institutions, 
faculty, and students across the country. 

Deep engagement with associations and societies, and with 
international partners. 

White House National JCORE Summit 5 Nov 2019 
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Additional Administration Action Highlights 

• Presidential proclamation  to block certain graduate level and above Chinese nationals associated with entities in 

China that implement or support China's Ivlilitary-Civil Fusion strategy from using F and J visas to enter the 

United States. 

• The National Institutes of Health issued a StatemenL, sent letters to grantee institutions requesting information 

about undisclosed foreign ties, and since 2018 has identified concerns regarding more than 189 scientists. 

• The National Science Foundation issued a Dear Colleague letter, made policy changes to mitigate risks through 

changes to proposal submission requirements, and is acting on the recommendations of a  Lic y by the 

independent JASON group on research security. The JASON study identifies the threat of foreign influence as a 

complex issue that 'can be addressed within the framework of research integrity'. 

• The Department of Energy issued a directive prohibiting participation by DOE laboratory personnel in talent 

recruitment programs sponsored by certain foreign governments of risk and established an S&T risk matrix to 

help protect identified emerging research and technology areas. 
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Additional Administration Action Highlights 
• The Department of State is engaging with partners to raise awareness of the risks of foreign interference on 

research integrity and security. 

• As part of its China initiative  , the Department of Justice developed an enforcement strategy that combines 
outreach and enforcement to address threats posed by non-traditional collectors, including in academia. Recent 
criminal prosecutions alleging fraud and false statements by academics have highlighted concerning patterns of 
behavior, many of which involve Chinese talent plans. 

• The Federal Bureau of Investigation's Office of the Private Sector  partnered with academic associations, hosted 
national level Academia Summits, and strengthened engagement with private industry and academia throughout 
the FBI's 56 field offices. 

• The Office of the Director of National Intelligence and the National Counterintelligence and Security Center 

strengthened partnerships with academia to raise awareness and provide context to better understand and 
recognize foreign influence activities. 
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Additional Administration Action Highlights 
• The Department of Agriculture issued guidance on the inclusion of U.S. bilateral Science and Technology 

Agreements in S&T agreements with foreign governments to ensure consistent application of provisions, such as 

intellectual property rights and benefit sharing. USDA is conducting enhanced training and awareness for its 

workforce on promoting and protecting American research and development. 

• The Department of Defense established a Research Protection Initiative to establish consistent standards for the 

reporting of conflicts, detect incidents of problematic behavior, and work with academic institutions  to limit 

undue foreign influence in research awards. 

• The Department of Education has established new information collection requirements  and systems to improve 

the transparency of foreign funding of institutions of higher education, opened ten civil compliance 

investigations of U.S. universities for failing to disclose their financial relationship with foreign sources, and 

identified previously undisclosed foreign funding totaling approximately $6.5 billion and over $1 billion in 

funding for unknown objectives from anonymous sources in China, Russia, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia. 
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For further information 

• White House Joint Committee on the Research Environment: JCOREPos p,eop,gov 

• Email ac demiaC ov  or contact your local FBI field office 

• Contact your Federal funding agency 

?VtEStot 

CZ' 
o 
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To: 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; peggy@hbfam.net[peggy@hbfam.net]; Diane 
Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlfsharples_3@hotmail.com]; Bowman, 
Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 9/8/2020 2:59:21 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: topics /agenda for next round of china bio dialogue? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I hope you had a great labor day weekend. The consolidated list of topics for the next U.S. China bio dialogue session focusing on 1) 
vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and diagnostics is below for any final comment before I send it to CAS. 
Comments are in brackets, I will send the list to CAS WITHOUT the text in brackets 

As I was putting this list together and during discussion with Katie and Fran we thought that at this stage (last agreed virtual session, 
no more dedicated funding) we should think more deeply about what drives the bio dialogue. For example is the purpose to: 

• share bilateral information on a BSL 3 or 4 disease currently being researched in either country? 
• build bilateral knowledge to detect and respond to diseases that could cause devastating human health or economic damage to 
either country. 
• advance US and Chinese national security by sharing how to detect and respond to biothreats.... 
• All of the above? 

Of course Covid is the hot topic right now but H5N1, ASF etc. are important diseases that people also worry about. I plan to propose 
a dedicated session at the end of dialogue meeting to discussion the future of the interaction. To support that everyone please 
send me one or two sentence with your thoughts about the future and purpose of the dialogue. 

In addition, re structure of the first part of the upcoming dialogue session, maybe we could get one Chinese and one American 
scientist to summarize what is generally known about the technical approaches being used to develop vaccines to begin the 
dialogue? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 

1. Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. (Key topic but hope that we can drill down a bit more 
that just updates on how many candidates being developed and where they are in phases of study. Would be important to really 
try to examine/align what we are learning about 

human immune response to infection and what we are learning about the immune responses being generated in these trials. May 
be bad to get much clinical trial data transparency from either of our countries but would be valuable to try. I think China's vaccine 
program is focused on 4 main categories of vaccine. We have a few more. Would be interesting to talk about how these different 
strategies appear to be working, what kind of differences may be emerging etc. May be premature to get much data but maybe not 
if meeting is in Fall. Access may be more challenging.) 

2. Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations (Interesting to explore how they are thinking about 
prioritizing subgroups for distribution and global distribution ) 
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3. Vaccination of pediatric populations (I think there is a pressing need to see what more we can learn here. So important as we 
struggle with school Re-opening and scientifically important as we seek to learn more about transmission, a symptomatic spread, 
immune response etc) 
4. Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events ("Phase IV") 
5. Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies (self-replicating RNAs? Oral or patch administration?) and 
other mass vaccination strategic issues (cold chain maintenance, shortage of fill&finish supplies (glass vials and syringes...)) 
6. Progress on a universal influenza vaccines (Palese present update on U.S. progress, discussion of G4 strain in China) 
7. Vaccine for enterovirus D68 

Animal 

1. Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc (Ask Linda Saif to present) 
2. ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3. New swine coronavirus (In Harbin and subsequently, we learned about the a new coronavirus causing disease in pigs. An update 
on that would be interesting; is this virus a risk for human infection?) 
4. Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry. (Also in Harbin, there was a robust discussion about the 
vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry. It seems that the vaccination program went forward and was 
successful, at least in the short term. Is there any evidence of this driving genetic changes in the virus? Is the same strategy being 
used for other influenza A viruses?) 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 

1. The possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses (this has been well established: DOI: 
10.1126/science.abd3871) 
2. Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly (specifically how they managed the 11M testing done 
in Wuhan. I know they did pooled testing, but when you look into the processing, and the need to be able to go back and retest 
individuals in a positive pool, the specimen handling becomes cumbersome...) 
3. Antibody and antibody testing topics Importance of T-cell responses (instead of antibodies, which appear to decay over a 
matter of months) (Ask Erica Saphire to present? She has done some elegant work on monocloncal antibodies targeting various 
sites on the spike protein of SARS2. She gave a nice overview to the GVN a few weeks ago and could share her work—everything 
she discussed had been published previously I suspect. There is also emerging data on efficacy of the treatment of NHP.) 
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To: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; 
Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; fsharples_3@hotmail.com[fsharples_3@hotmail.com]; Bowman, 
Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 9/10/2020 9:10:44 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: topics /agenda for next round of china bio dialogue? 

Thanks Ben and friends. Many of my original comments are already included below, but some additional notes in blue. I agree 
with Diane's suggestions below. In addition, we may wish to begin a discussion of the long-term sequela following COVID-19 
infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others. Science had a nice article on the delayed recovery of patients that could serve 
as a model to organize discussions (by Jennifer Couzin-Frankel, Science, 7Aug2020, vol369, pg 614-617). 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 6:33 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy 
Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; fsharples_3@hotmail.com; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: topics /agenda for next round of china bio dialogue? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - Thanks everyone for putting all of this together. - a couple of thoughts: 

Topics are good. 
For #1 (or 4) adverse events being observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) is becoming more important 

with recent neurologic complications during phase 3 testing (MS and transverse myelitis - remember we had GBS after 

pandemic flu immunization). This really is not understood and may or may not be associated with a particular vaccine 

platform (or could be unrelated to vaccine, but I'm suspicious). 

All this may be a lot for one 2h session - ? 2 sessions again? 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 12:05 AM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnellgjhu.edu>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; James W. LeDuc 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenth_@nas.edu›; fsharples 3@hotmail.com <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>;
Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: topics /agenda for next round of china bio dialogue? 
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External Email - Use Caution 

Thanks Dave (and Peggy) for your comments, note that I will only send the agenda bits in bold to CAS, I retained the comments in 
brackets simply for everyone's information. 

Re the future of the dialogue, it's not that CISAC/PGAMASEM can't sponsor additional dialogue sessions, virtual sessions especially 
don't require much staff time, it's just that for the first time since 2015 we do not have dedicated funding for the dialogue. I of 
course would like to find additional funding to support the dialogue (and a sponsor who feels that the dialogue is important enough 
to support) so any thoughts you have on that are welcome. 

Anyone have additional thoughts before I send out the (bold) topic list tomorrow? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Wednesday, September 9, 2020 5:50 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@jhu.edu>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; James W. LeDuc 
<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<mlowenthPnas.edu>; fsharples 3@hotmail.com; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran 
<FSharpies@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: topics /agenda for next round of china bio dialogue? 
Importance: High 

Thanks Ben, 

I've made a very few minor comments in red in the proposed agenda text below. Regarding the way ahead, are you saying 
that the NASEM can't sponsor future dialogues? Are we unable to get govt funding? It seems to me someone—NGO or 
similar----might be interested in our continuing what seem to be relatively unique and very important open lines of 
communication during these politically and pandemic(ly) burdened times. . . .and the cost can't be great. Maybe we have to 
reduce our overhead, like Southwest Airlines, to keep things going. 

Thanks to you, Katie and Fran for your work on this, dave 
On Sep 8, 2020, at 3:59 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Greetings, 

I hope you had a great labor day weekend. The consolidated list of topics for the next U.S. China bio dialoguesession 
focusing on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and diagnostics is below for any final 
comment before I send it to CAS. Comments are in brackets, I will send the list to CAS WITHOUT the text in brackets 

As I was putting this list together and during discussion with Katie and Fran we thought that at this stage (last agreed 
virtual session, no more dedicated funding) we should think more deeply about what drives the bio dialogue. For 
example is the purpose to: I think it is very important to k--  the bro dia 10{711P in place And viable, at least until the 
nfs- 11-1—"-"ctration takes shapr RP 'ardless of 2 will be r -omrr .nication with 
C.. t alre ce. he topics are less 
important wan i. fact thci_ .n - ..._ommuni 

• share bilateral information on a BSL 3 or 4 disease currently being researched in either country? iNhile not sexy, we 
need to include operations and safety/training addition to the ai.,cu.,siun of specific pathogens. 
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• build bilateral knowledge to detect and respond to diseases that could cause devastating human health or economic 
damage to either country. 

• advance US and Chinese national security by sharing how to detect and respond to biothreats.... Yes, I t need to lo( 
this is respn c,, 

• All of the above? Yep, and r jr 
Of course Covid is the hot topic right now but H5N1, ASF etc. are important diseases that people also worry about. I 
plan to propose a dedicated session at the end of dialogue meeting to discussion the future of the 
interaction. To support that everyone please send me one or two sentence with your thoughts about the 
future and purpose of the dialogue. 

In addition, re structure of the first part of the upcoming dialogue session, maybe we could get one Chinese and one 
American scientist to summarize what is generally known about the technical approaches being used to develop 
vaccines to begin the dialogue? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 

1. Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. (Key topic but hope that we can drill down a 
bit more that just updates on how many candidates being developed and where they are in phases of study. Would be 
important to really try to examine/align what we are learning about 
human immune response to infection and what we are learning about the immune responses being generated in 
these trials. May be difficult to get much clinical trial data transparency from either of our countries but would be 
valuable to try. I think China's vaccine program is focused on 4 main categories of vaccine. We have a few more. 
Would be interesting to talk about how these different strategies appear to be working, what kind of differences may 
be emerging etc. May be premature (probably, now) to get much data but maybe not if meeting is in Fall. Access may 
be more challenging.) 

2. Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations (Interesting to explore how they are 
thinking about prioritizing subgroups for distribution and global distribution ) 

3. Vaccination of pediatric populations (I think there is a pressing need to see what more we can learn here. So 
important as we struggle with school Re-opening and scientifically important as we seek to learn more about 
transmission, a symptomatic spread, immune response etc) 

4. Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events ("Phase IV") 
5. Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies (self-replicating RNAs? Oral or patch 

administration?) and other mass vaccination strategic issues (cold chain maintenance, shortage of fill&finish supplies 
(glass vials and syringes...)) 

6. Progress on a universal influenza vaccines (Palese present update on U.S. progress, discussion of G4 strain in China) 
7. Vaccine for enterovirus D68 

(it has seemed to take a call or two to get people to feel comfortable with our discussions. May need to think 
about this if we are only planning ONE MORE CALL with NEW TOPirsi 

1. Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc (Ask Linda Saif to 
present) 

2. ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3. New swine coronavirus (In Harbin and subsequently, we learned about the a new coronavirus causing disease in pigs. 

An update on that would be interesting; is this virus a risk for human infection?) 
4. Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry. (Also in Harbin, there was a robust discussion 

about the vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry. It seems that the vaccination program 
went forward and was successful, at least in the short term. Is there any evidence of this driving genetic changes in 
the virus? Is the same strategy being used for other influenza A viruses?) 
Immunity, testing and diagnostics 

1. The possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses (this has been well 
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established: DOI: 10.1126/science.abd3871) 
2. Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly (specifically how they managed the 11M 

testing done in Wuhan. I know they did pooled testing, but when you look into the processing, and the need to be 
able to go back and retest individuals in a positive pool, the specimen handling becomes cumbersome...) 

3. Antibody and antibody testing topics Importance of T-cell responses (Agree: Probably important...and Memory B, 
which I've not heard much about) (instead of antibodies, which appear to decay over a matter of months) (Ask Erica 
Saphire to present? She has done some elegant work on monocloncal antibodies targeting various sites on the spike 
protein of SARS2. She gave a nice overview to the GVN a few weeks ago and could share her work—everything she 
discussed had been published previously I suspect. There is also emerging data on efficacy of the treatment of NHP.) 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edu'[relman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu'[rbaric@email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edu'[saif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu'[stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org'[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.orgTharvey.fineberg@moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu'[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net'[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James WWwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlfsharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org'[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
'jennifer. ryan@moore.ornennifer. ryan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZ[jeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 9/21/2020 8:00:55 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(41 virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
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Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>, 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@h13fam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifenryan@moore.org>, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavidrfranz@gmail.co >; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@emaii.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>, 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <hz-vey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifenryan@rnoore.org>, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHarePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <dnvidrfranz@gmail.co > 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good .--c!ws, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on :uesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time. Please hold that time on your calendar. 
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CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: irelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-penman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'haryey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'dayidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'relman©stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; 
rbaric_email.unc[rbaric©email.unc.edu]; 'saif.2@osu.edulsaif.2©osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman©uiowa.edulstanley-
perlman@uiowa.edu]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.orgTharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, 
James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; Nancy 
Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.comlisharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
antoinette_baric.med[antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; Alison Andre[andre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan©moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
From: Peter Daszak[daszak©ecohealthalliance.org] 
Sent: Wed 9/23/2020 11:45:12 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Happy to take part and look forward to the discussions. I know that the WHO team are planning their deeper dive into the animal 
reservoir question for COVID-19 origins, and it might be good to ask a couple of questions on animal infections that are not 
controversial, e.g.: 

1. We have heard that there are policy measures under review to significantly reduce the wildlife trade, including closing 
down wildlife farms. Are there plans to test animals before they are killed, e.g. civets, raccoon dogs, bamboo rats, to see if 
they have had exposure to SARS-CoV-2? 

2. We realize that the bat coronaviruses with the closest relationship to SARS-CoV-2 are not the parental strain, but more like 
fairly distant relatives. Are there plans to do more bat sampling, and try to identify viruses that are closer to SARS-CoV-2 
than those nearest viruses (RaTG13 and RmYN02)? 

Cheers, 

Peter 

Peter Daszak 
President 

EcoHealth Alliance 
520 Eighth Avenue, Suite 1200 
New York, NY 10018-6507 
USA 

Tel.: +1-212-380-4474 
Website: www.ecohealthalliance.org
Twitter: @PeterDaszak

EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 22, 2020 7:20 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; rbaric_email.unc 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; Peter 
Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; antoinette_baric.med 
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<antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' 
<jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond 
JEANLOZ <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

Ben - I can participate. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
jc griffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:00 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; Diane Griffin 
<clE -iffi6 . . , i.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <-eggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU1 <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIV1B.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <'ennifer.r. an or >; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <iV1Kanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

External Email - Use Caution 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine developrr.int ane.7 " ay and 2) imrr wity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have res..; Jed T6— ..y, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM E / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

* * * 

Wm. te develo ment and delive 
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Human 
1) Current status of CoV1D-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Ch-. jimei and other Chinese populations 
3) Va, ‘.ns 
4) Ac' !: !nonitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) AC , ...ovel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Pr:. vaccines 
7) Vact.ine for enterovirus 068 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) M.. " vaccine progress 
3) Ne. ,' US 

4) Va r H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 
Immuif'

1) C: Fr the possibility of backeround immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) 07 

3) An 3: klY
4) Long-term sequeid luliuwirig Cutii0-19 inieLtion—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <st iley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.finebergg ...Jore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<cjr -iff16@i - du>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshl@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzauPnas.ec.  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.c.  >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersyan0 rg>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <V1Kanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANIOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <thvidrfranz@gmail.co >; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: irelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <Peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDIr <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COV1D-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COV1D-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: irelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-penman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <Peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 
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Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'relman@stanford.edulrelman©stanford.edu]; 
'rbaric@email.unc.edulrbaric@email.unc.edu]; 'saif.2©osu.edulsaif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edulstanley-
perlman@uiowa.edu]; 'daszak©ecohealthalliance.ory[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
'harvey.fineberg©moore.orgTharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 'peggy@hbfam.netTheggy©hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; Nancy 
Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3©hotmail.cornifsharples_3©hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric©med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.orglandre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan©moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek©nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Tue 9/22/2020 6:19:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Ben - I can participate. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:00 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 
'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan 
<MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

iiiKt(WillE:110111U111 lisTILW1:111.111.114 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine.' velopment and d "- lry and 2) imrr ity 2, end 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. WE reserved Tue October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 

1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Ch anti other Chinese populations 
3) Va ns 
4) Ac- nonitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Ac' ,vel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Pr .nza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus 068 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) AS:.. 7 • 
3) 
4) Va. • 

Immw.„ 
1) 
2) Chi• 
3) An
4) Long-term sequela ivauvvirig iniection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

vaccine progress 
us 

l 'Iri -151‘11 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

ina. the poscihilitv of bprkprrigind immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 

es 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@emaii.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance. >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16 put li.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hufam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTIV1B.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette haric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHarePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.co ›; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 
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We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance. >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <h;- rey.fineberg(5 ...Jore.org>, 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.ec..  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baricPmed.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-larePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <claviclrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, lust heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on "uesday, 
June 9 from :00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@ hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
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Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edui <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <Iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3 d̀ virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[1-1Hare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: 'dgriffi6@jhrni.eduldgriffi6@jhmledu]; 'peggy@hbfam.net[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Uwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
'Nancy Connell'[NancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.corn] 
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.corre[fsharples_3@hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, 
Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZTjeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples@nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 10/2/2020 5:36:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

!WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

The next round of the virtual U.S. China bio dialogue is scheduled for the nights of Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT). I have a few questions for you all as we develop the final version of the 
agenda to send to CAS. 

Just about everyone who received the invitation email below can participate. (In addition to the CISAC group on this email, David 
Reiman, Linda Saif, Ralph Baric, Stanley Perlman, Peter Daszak and Harvey Fineberg can participate on both nights. I did not hear 
from Pei-yong Shi or Victor Dzau but we hope that they will also join.) Do we want to invite any additional U.S. participants? 

Re the agenda (below) Hui Sun suggested that the we split up the sessions so that group discusses Vaccine Development and 
Delivery during session 1 and Immunity, Testing and Diagnostics during session 2. Diane could you serve as the overall moderator 
again? 

As an introduction for the first session Dr. Gao will summarize what is generally known about the technical approaches being used 
to develop CoVID-19 vaccines in China so someone on the U.S. side should give a similar talk from the U.S. perspective. I thought 
Harvey Fineberg could do this for the U.S. group maybe in partnership with Nancy Connell. 

As in past virtual sessions we hope that CAS speakers will lead the discussion as we want to primarily hear/discuss the Chinese 
perspective on each of these topics. I have two questions 1) Do we want to ask/assign U.S. participants to serve as discussants to 
ensure that each topic is covered? 2) do you think we need to hold a brief U.S. group planning/coordination call late next week 
or next Monday before the dialogue. 

Also CAS has agreed to hold a 1 hour post dialogue call (among a smaller group) on Monday evening October 19th from 9-10 PM ET 
to discuss the future of the dialogue interaction. We hope that you can also join that call. 

Fran (cced) is helping me sort out the next version of the agenda so please let us know your thoughts on these questions and if you 
have any additional comments or concerns. Stay safe and healthy and have a great weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Vaccine development and delivery (first session) 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. (Goo and Fineberg/Connell?) 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus 068 
Animal (discussion submoderated by Soil and Franz?) 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 
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Immunity, testing and diagnostics (second session) 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine develonment and &huffy and 2) immunity, testir.„, and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have ...4erved Tue 4, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

* * * 

Vaccine development and delivery 
h“ 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) CE Jane' and other Chinese populations 
3) Va ns 
4) At ionitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Ac' mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Pr aza vaccines 
7) Vat....ine for enterovirus U68 
Animal 
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1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, e kacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in ChinF vaccine progress 
3) Ne us 
4) Va... .cfrr H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

  ' 
1) :1;ne. the possibility of background immunity from cir :ulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) f,Tir testing large populatic 
3) Ary. •  !lo rta n ce of T-cell 
4) Long-term sequeid roliowing Cuiri0-19 intection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <-elman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak(ecohealthalliar >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.a,  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baricPmed.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-lare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <daviclrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.oiN>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
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<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <1ennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <1ennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3 d̀ virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 
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Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'peggy©hbfam.nef[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3©hotmail.comlisharples_3©hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, 
Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Sat 10/3/2020 12:17:39 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Ben - I can be the moderator, but on Tues I have a dinner at 6:30, so may need a backup plan (?Peggy) in case I don't get 
back in time - shouldn't be a problem, but just in case. . .. 

I think that the agenda looks good and will be available for the call on 10/19 

I'm not sure that we need a planning call, but it wouldn't hurt if there are details to be worked out. It's now a pretty 
experienced participant group. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 6:36 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

• WI rrffiliti 

Greetings, 

The next round of the virtual U.S. China bio dialogue is scheduled for the nights of Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT). I have a few questions for you all as we develop the final version of the 
agenda to send to CAS. 

Just about everyone who received the invitation email below can participate. (In addition to the CISAC group on this email, David 
Reiman, Linda Sail, Ralph Baric, Stanley Perlman, Peter Daszak and Harvey Fineberg can participate on both nights. I did not hear 
from Pei-yong Shi or Victor Dzau but we hope that they will also join.) Do we want to invite any aduitimal U.S. participants? 

Re the agenda (below) Hui Sun suggested that the we split up the sessions so that group discusses Vaccine Development and 
Delivery during session 1 and Immunity, Testing and Diagnostics during session 2. Diane could you serve as the overall moderator 
again? 
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As an introduction for the first session Dr. Gao will summarize what is generally known about the technical approaches being used 
to develop CoV1D-19 vaccines in China so someone on the U.S. side should give a similar talk from the U.S. perspective. I thought 
Harvey Fineberg could do this for the U.S. group maybe in partnership with Nancy Connell. 

As in past virtual sessions we hope that CAS speakers will lead the discussion as we want to primarily hear/discuss the Chinese 
perspective on each of these topics. I have two questions 1) Do we want to ask/assign U.S. participants to serve as discussants to 
ensure that each topic is covered? 2) do you think we need to hold a brief U.S. group planning/coordination call late next week 
or next Monday before the dialogue. 

Also CAS has agreed to hold a 1 hour post dialogue call (among a smaller group) on Monday evening October 19th from 9-10 PM ET 
to discuss the future of the dialogue interaction. We hope that you can also join that call. 

Fran (cced) is helping me sort out the next version of the agenda so please let us know your thoughts on these questions and if you 
have any additional comments or concerns. Stay safe and healthy and have a great weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Vaccine development and delivery (first session) 
Human 
1) Current status of CoV1D-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. (Goo and Fineberg/Connell?) 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal (discussion submoderated by Sail and Franz?) 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics (second session) 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
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<HHare@nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; irbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@emaii.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-berlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@ hbfarn.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <Iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshiC(DUTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.eclu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.eclu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric @ med. unceciu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHaregnas.eclu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.corre <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
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Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <reln-ran@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.finebe—moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.LDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.ec.. > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orig>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@meerc.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANILOZ' <ieanloz@berkelev.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'haryey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'dayidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3 d̀ virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: 'Diane GriffinIdgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy©hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Nancy 
Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3©hotmail.comlisharples_3©hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, 
Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanloz@berkeley.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 10/5/2020 2:40:40 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Diane, I will send the next update out to the broader group. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, October 3, 2020 1:18 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 

Ben - I can be the moderator, but on Tues I have a dinner at 6:30, so may need a backup plan (?Peggy) in case I don't get 

back in time - shouldn't be a problem, but just in case. . .. 

I think that the agenda looks good and will be available for the call on 10/19 

I'm not sure that we need a planning call, but it wouldn't hurt if there are details to be worked out. It's now a pretty 

experienced participant group. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 6:36 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkelev.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
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External Email - Use Caution 

Greetings, 

The next round of the virtual U.S. China bio dialogue is scheduled for the nights of Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT). I have a few questions for you all as we develop the final version of the 
agenda to send to CAS. 

Just about everyone who received the invitation email below can participate. (In addition to the CISAC group on this email, David 
Reiman, Linda Saif, Ralph Baric, Stanley Perlman, Peter Daszak and Harvey Fineberg can participate on both nights. I did not hear 
from Pei-yong Shi or Victor Dzau but we hope that they will also join.) Do we want to invite any additional U.S. participants? 

Re the agenda (below) Hui Sun suggested that the we split up the sessions so that group discusses Vaccine Development and 
Delivery during session 1 and Immunity, Testing and Diagnostics during session 2. Diane could you serve as the overall moderator 
again? 

As an introduction for the first session Dr. Gao will summarize what is generally known about the technical approaches being used 
to develop CoVID-19 vaccines in China so someone on the U.S. side should give a similar talk from the U.S. perspective. I thought 
Harvey Fineberg could do this for the U.S. group maybe in partnership with Nancy Connell. 

As in past virtual sessions we hope that CAS speakers will lead the discussion as we want to primarily hear/discuss the Chinese 
perspective on each of these topics. I have two questions 1) Do we want to ask/assign U.S. participants to serve as discussants to 
ensure that each topic is covered? 2) do you think we need to hold a brief U.S. group planning/coordination call late next week 
or next Monday before the dialogue. 

Also CAS has agreed to hold a 1 hour post dialogue call (among a smaller group) on Monday evening October 19' from 9-10 PM ET 
to discuss the future of the dialogue interaction. We hope that you can also join that call. 

Fran (cced) is helping me sort out the next version of the agenda so please let us know your thoughts on these questions and if you 
have any additional comments or concerns. Stay safe and healthy and have a great weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Vaccine development and delivery (first session) 
Human 
1) Current status of CoV1D-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. (Goo and Fineberg/Connell?) 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal (discussion submoderated by Soil and Franz?) 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics (second session) 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbanc@email.unc.edu>; isaif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>, istanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; idgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<, Imp r i [ >; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfarn net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleducADUTMB EDt)>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>, Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas eclu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu eclu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas eclu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antomette banc@med unc..eciu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennIfer ryan@moore org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas eclu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
< > 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(41 virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
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4) Long-term sequela ivaowing ;action—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; Irbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliar >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberggrnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDLY <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmaitcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moorE..org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-lare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliar >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@ hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmailcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersyan@rnoorc.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
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Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanlev-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvev.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkelev.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: 'relman@stanford.edulrelman@stanford.edu]; 'rbaric©email.unc.edulrbaric©email.unc.edu]; 
'saif.2@osu.edulsaif.2@osu.edu]; 'stanley-periman@uiowa.edulstanley-periman©uiowa.edu]; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.ory[daszak@ecohealthalliance.org]; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.orgTharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6Qhmi.eduldgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor J.[VDzau@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: 'fsharples_3©hotmail.comlisharples_3©hotmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
'antoinette_baric©med.unc.edulantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu]; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.orglandre@ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan©moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek©nas.edu]; 'Raymond JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Cervenka, 
Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 10/9/2020 4:42:45 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
— ir 2020 U.S.-China Bio Diaiuuut v3.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine 7!7,.:7, 777:mst..nt ane 7!77..,lry and 2) immunity, testing and 
dir7r...:7".ics. The agreed topics for the session are below. WE kj tved October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
WeUnesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 
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We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for HSN1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<salf.2@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; tdaszak@ecohealthalliance.orgi 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@ hbfarn.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshiC(DUTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.eclu>
CC: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fshar les 3 a hotmail.cem>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jenniferryan@moore.org' <jenniferrvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.eclu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
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3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu < elman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu1 <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu1 <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orf >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moorc,org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-larePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <d-Ividrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good nnws, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from d:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
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<saif.2@osu.edu>., istanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>, 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@ hbfarn.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <1wleduc@ LJTM B.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.eclu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.eclu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersyan@moore.org>, Bowman, Katherine 
<v7 I - r ›; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>, Hare, Hope 

[ ,>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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10/9/20 v3 

October Bio Dialogue Virtual Sessions 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET/ 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Wednesday, October 14, 9-11 AM in China 

Session 1 Meeting Link: [ HYPERLINK 
"https://Raerp,z.ogrn.us/j/92754903815?pwc1,---: 552.136 i i i , i  ; 
Password: 552.136 : 

Welcome and Introduction — Diane Griffin and George Gao 

Overview of current status of CoVI D-19 vaccine development in China — George Gao 
Overview of current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in the U.S.— Nancy Connell 

Topic 1: Human vaccine development and delivery 
Moderator: Diane Griffin 

• Vaccination programs in China: How are vaccine programs for particularsubpopulations being 
implemented? 

o Pediatric populations 
o First responders 
o Military personnel 
o Elderly population 

• Post-vaccination surveillance and monitoring strategies 
o Imnnunogenicity 
o Monitoring Immunity 
o Vaccine-associated adverse events 

• Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vaccination: strategies and issues 

• Progress on othervacci nes 
o Universal influenza vaccines 
o Enterovirus D68 

Topic 2: Animal vaccine development and delivery 
Moderator: Linda Saif 

• Status of corona virus vaccination foranimals 
o Vaccine types 
o Efficacy 
o Complications and other issues? 

• African Swine Fever:vaccine progress in China 

• New "swine flu" (G4) in China 

• H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 
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10/9/20 v3 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET/ 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Thursday, October 15, 9-11 AM in China 

Session 2 Meeting Link: [ HYPERLINK 
"https://nasem.zoonn.us/j/98420889232?pwc 552.136 
Password: 552.136 

Topic 1: Immunity 
Moderator: Diane Griffin 

• Correlates of immunity —bionnarkers predicting susceptibility or progression to severe disease 

• Background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronavi ruses 

• How longwill immunity last? 

Topic 2: Testing and diagnostics 
Moderator: Peggy Hamburg 

• Chinese testing strategies for rapid, frequent population-level testing 

• Antibody testing 

• Importance of T-cell responses 

• Long-term sequelaefollowingCOVID-19 infection —lung function, neurologic issues, other issues 
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10/9/20 v3 

NASEM Participants 

Dr. Ralph Baric, PhD, is a Professor in the Department of Epidemiology at the University of North 
Carolina's School of Public Health. 

Dr. Nancy Connell, PhD, is a ProfessorattheJohns Hopkins Centerfor Health Security in Baltimore, MD 

Dr. Peter Daszak, PhD, is currently president of EcoHealth Alliance, a nonprofit non-governmental 
organization that supports various programs on global health. 

Dr. Victor Dzau, is the current President of the U.S. National Academy of Medici ne in Washington, D.C. 

Dr. David R. Franz, DVM, PhD, is currently retired, but served in the U.S. Army Medical Research and 
Materiel Command for 23 of 27 years on active duty and as Commander of the U.S. Army Medical 
Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID). 

Dr. Harvey Fineberg, MD, is currently president of the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, 

immediately priorto which he was President of the Institute of Medicine (now the National Academy of 

Medicine). 

Dr. Diane Griffin, PhD, is University Distinguished Service Professorand Alfred and Jil I SonnnnerChairof 
the W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology atJohns Hopkins 
BloonnbergSchool of Public Health and the current vice-president of the U.S. National Academy of 
Sciences. 

Dr. Margaret (Peggy) Hamburg, MD, is an American physician and public health administrator. She 
served as the 21st Connmissionerof the U.S. Food and Drug Administration from May 2009 to April 2015 
and is currently Foreign Secretary for the U.S. National Academy of Medicine. 

Dr. James Le Duc, PhD, is the directorof the Galveston National Laboratory, one of the largest active 
biocontainment facilities on a U.S. academic campus. 

Dr. Stanley Perlman, MD, PhD, is Professorof Microbiology and Immunology and of Pediatrics at the 
University of Iowa Health Care. 

Dr. David Reiman is a microbiologist and the Thomas C. and Joan M. Merigan Professor in Medicine and 
in Microbiology &Immunology atthe Stanford University School of Medicine. 

Dr. Linda J. Saif, PhD,[ HYPERLINK "https://en wikipedia.org/wfici/Linda Saif' \1 "cite note- :0-
3" ] is Distinguished University Professor, [ HYF'ERLINK "http://vet.osu.edu/preventive- medicine" 
\o "Preventive Medicine" ], [ HYPERLINK "http://www.oardc.ohio-state.edu/fahrp/" \t " blank" 
], Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Centerof the Ohio State University. 

Dr. Pei Yong Shi, PhD, is I.H. Kempner Professorof Human Genetics, University of Texas Medical Branch, 
Galveston Texas. 
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To: 'dgriffi6Qhmi.eduldgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy©hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; 'Raymond 
JEANLOZIjeanioz©berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 

Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Tue 10/13/2020 7:54:11 PM (UTC-05:00) 

From: 
Sent: 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

No major updates before we get started. 

FYI Bu Zhigao from CAAS will not make it tonight and since Zhiming can't make the scheduled planning session next week we need 
to reschedule. I let CAS know that we would like at least Zhiming, George Gao, Zhengli Shi and maybe Mifang Liang as well as 
others who value and are interested in the dialogue and possible future topics to join the now to be scheduled planning call. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlock@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

-hould be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions on 
A It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. Links to join the Zooms 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

* * * 
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Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Meeting Link: ' —1 552.136 i 

i 
_i

Password:: 552.136 I i 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Meeting Link: 552.136 
Password: I 552.136 : 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <he-vey.fineberg@rfloore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@l Jfam.net>;  'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-lareOryas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@ryas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.eciu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.eciu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; istanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@ hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.eciu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric @ med. unceciu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.eciu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <(eanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <clavicirfranz@grnail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'claszak@ecohealthalliance.orgi 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.finebergg ,..00re.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<dgriffi6@inrni.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hufam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmaitcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ba'- med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <'ennifer.r. an or >, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.co: > 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, lust heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <Peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDLY <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.netTheggy©hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Saif, Linda[saif.2©osu.edu]; Baric, Ralph S[rbaric©email.unc.edu]; "Harvey V. Fineberg" <harvey. fineberg@moore. org> 
(harvey.fineberg©moore.org)[harvey.fineberg@moore.org]; David A Relman[relman©stanford.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; 'Raymond 
JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 10/14/2020 12:28:50 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
COVID-19 Summary of Discussions between NASEM and CAS on vaccines 130ct2020.docx 

Attached please find my notes from last night's discussion. Please edit and correct as needed 'm sure I missed some things. 

Excellent discussions. These are very valuable. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 6:53 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net <peggy@hbfam.net>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, 
Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Ben - ok, thanks. I think that last night's session went well - clearly value in having these sessions relatively small and 

with people who now "know" each other. 

See you tonight. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

Agriffi6@jhu.edu 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 8:54 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDIr <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)t 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

External Email - Use Caution 

No major updates before we get started. 

FYI Bu Zhigao from CAAS will not make it tonight and since Zhiming can't make the scheduled planning session next week we need 
to reschedule. I let CAS know that we would like at least Zhiming, George Gao, Zhengli Shi and maybe Mifang Liang as well as 
others who value and are interested in the dialogue and possible future topics to join the now to be scheduled planning call. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: trelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; tstanley-perlman@uiowa.edut <stanley-penman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)t <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached what should be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions on 
It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. Links to join the Zooms are also below. 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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*** 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S. 
Meeting Ljnk:___ 552.136 
Password?! 552.136 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT 
Meeting L,in_k;_t _ _ _ 552.136 
Password1552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance. >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <hr -vey.finebergg moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggvonufam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU1 <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshiL,. MB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@rfloorc.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-lare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenkaftnas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszakPecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmailcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersvan@rfloorc.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
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Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbanc@emall unc eclu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<salf.2@osu.edu>, istanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>, 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; idgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
< rH H 11 r i  'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>, 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <1_ 1 1 , ' 1 1 11-  LL  >, Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas eclu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <r ,harples 3@hotmall com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas eclu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer ryan@moore org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HEiare@nas eciu>; idavidrfranz@gmail.corni <davidrfranz@gmail com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnel l@ihu eclu> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 
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Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edie <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edul <stE nley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.fi neberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baricPmed.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersvan@rnoore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-lare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <d-lvidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, lust heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from :00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: irelman@stanford.edut <relman@stanford.edu>; trbaric@email.unc.edut <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edut 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; tpeggy@hbfam.nett <Peggv@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDLY <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
iantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3 d̀ meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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Summary of Discussions between NASEM and CAS on COVID-19, 130ct 2020 

1. CAS (George Gao) provided an overview of the COVID-19 vaccine efforts underway in 
China. Key points were as follows: 

a. 7 different vaccine approaches are underway (list was shared) 
b. Range from classic inactivated vaccines to live, attenuated candidates 
c. Vaccine underdeveloped based on modified "cold adapted" influenza vaccine as 

a live, attenuated vaccine for COVID-19 following nasal administration. 
d. Several candidates are in Phase 3 clinical trials (Brazil, Argentina and UAE 

mentioned, but perhaps other locations as well) 
2. Human monoclonal antibody candidates are being developed for clinical use 

a. Multiple candidates are under study 
b. Collaborations with Lilly to create a 2 monoclonal antibody cocktail was 

mentioned. This product is in clinical trials (now on hold) in the USA. 
c. Several questions were raised: 

i. Protective efficacy of candidates 
ii. Impact on/activity in lungs 
iii. Duration of maby protection 
iv. Possibility of antibody dependent enhancement 
v. Possible impact on vaccination 

3. A general discussion of the value and challenges associated with the creation of a 
universal coronavirus vaccine similar to ongoing discussions about a possible universal 
vaccine for influenza. 

a. Comment (Stanley Perlman) about the possibility of including T cell epitopes as a 
component of a universal coronavirus vaccine given demonstrated cross-
reactivity among recognized coronaviruses. 

4. NAS (Nancy Connell) shared an overview of the USA "Warp Speed" vaccine 
development efforts underway. 

a. 4 vaccine platforms are being developed with 2 candidates supported in each 
platform technology (list shared) 

b. Most candidates will require a prime/boost administration 
c. mRNA candidates will require an ultralow temperature cold chain that will be 

demanding to implement 
d. Many are in Phase 3 clinical trials with the mRNA candidates most advanced 
e. Selection of technologies was based in part on ease of production 
f. Results of clinical studies may be available incrementally with the mRNA 

candidates farthest along; results known perhaps by Nov-Dec 2020; others at 
roughly 2 month intervals with the replicating live vaccine results available in late 
2021. 

g. Vaccine production is underway concurrent with clinical trials, with approximately 
100 M doses of mRNA vaccine available around the end of 2020. Manufacturing 
costs provided by USG (BARDA). 

5. Discussion of challenges associated with USA vaccine development and roll-out 
strategy. 

a. Key questions: is the candidate safe, is it effective in preventing 
infection/disease, and what is the duration of protection (Harvey's comments) 
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b. How to manage multiple "successful" candidates with differing vaccination 
schedules and other requirements 

c. How to detect adverse events 
d. If EUA is granted early, those receiving placebo with receive the vaccine, leading 

to challenges in interpretation late onset adverse events (Ralph's comment) 
e. For all candidate vaccines (USA and China), what is the strategy for select 

segments of the population—children, elderly, high risk occupations, others—still 
being addressed in China; Just released NASEM report on equitable distribution 
of vaccine discussed by Nancy and slide of 4 tiers of those to be vaccinated 
shared. 

6. Review of vaccination efforts for animal diseases caused by coronaviruses (Linda Saif) 
a. Linda gave a comprehensive review of several vaccine development efforts, 

especially those associated with swine (list provided) 
b. Challenges encountered in producing protective vaccines for piglets 
c. Difficulties in generating mucosal immunity/IgA 

7. Discussion of lessons learned from animal coronaviruses and how they might foretell 
problems with COVID-19 vaccination 

a. Relevance of past infection versus naive populations on response to vaccines 
b. Mention of evidence of naturally occurring recombination of coronaviruses 

infecting swine in Europe. 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Diane GriffinIdgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.netTheggy©hbfam.net]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman©nas.edu]; 'Raymond 
JEANLOZIjeanioz@berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 10/14/2020 10:11:56 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Ok for me. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 6:37 PM 
To: 'Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, 
Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

Are you available for a brief call to discuss the sessions this week and the future of the dialogue on Friday, October 16 at 5:30 PM 
ET? If that time works for most then I will send a Zoom link and invite the rest of the American dialogue group. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin < i i ,uul onmedu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 7:53 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas  >; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz 

(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentl-Znas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHarePnas.od. >; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Ben - ok, thanks. I think that last night's session went well - clearly value in having these sessions relatively small and 

with people who now "know" each other. 

See you tonight. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
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Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 8:54 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwieduc@UTMB.EDLY <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfra nz@c2mail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<Jeanioz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHarefnas.ed• >; Sharpies, Fran <FSharblespnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

I la:Wad-WM in111111 vial to wig 

No major updates before we get started. 

FYI Bu Zhigao from CAAS will not make it tonight and since Zhiming can't make the scheduled planning session next week we need 
to reschedule. I let CAS know that we would like at least Zhiming, George Gao, Zhengli Shi and maybe Mifang Liang as well as 
others who value and are interested in the dialogue and possible future topics to join the now to be scheduled planning call. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relmangstanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'staniey-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberggrnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@ hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkelev.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BB!  nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

hould be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions on r 
It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. Links to join the Zooms ale Js below. 
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Looking forward to seeing talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in U.S.,. , 
Meeting Link;___ 552.136 

i i i , i 
Password i 552.136 i 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT IP-US-

552.136 Meeting Link: ._ _ 
Password: I 552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@LIIMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@Ihu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (ciavidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.orf >; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifersyanomoorc,org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCerve --1-?@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharplesfnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
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<daszak@ecohealthailiance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'clgriffi6@jhmi.edui 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; tjwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwieduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU1 <peshi(r.,D UTM B.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@lhu eciu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <clavicirfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.eciu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jenniferryan@moore.org' <jenniferryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>
Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
2) Chinese diagnostic testing strategies for testing large populations quickly 
3) Antibody and antibody testing topics, importance of T-cell responses 
4) Long-term sequela following COVID-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; irbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edui <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
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<t..„„„,„ thalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org  „Aerg@mc---, g>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edif 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifenryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <N1Kanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<H1-iare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshl@UT1V1B.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHarePnas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <thvidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on "uesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
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• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; ijwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edut <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.edu) so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.nef[peggy©hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; 'Raymond 
JEANLOZIjeanloz©berkeley.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 

Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Wed 10/14/2020 7:44:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 

From: 
Sent: 
Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

I think that should be fine for me. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 7:37 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

ralliftWillUIN0111,111 12.141LWILItit.I.J1‘ 

Greetings, 

Are you available for a brief call to discuss the sessions this week and the future of the dialogue on Friday, October 16 at 5:30 PM 
ET? If that time works for most then I will send a Zoom link and invite the rest of the American dialogue group. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 7:53 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
<jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
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Subject: Re: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

Ben - ok, thanks. I think that last night's session went well - clearly value in having these sessions relatively small and 

with people who now "know" each other. 

See you tonight. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

clgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 8:54 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancvConnell@ihu.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)' 
<davidrfra nz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' 
< nloz@berkelev.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edq>; Sharples, Fran <FSharoles@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 

No major updates before we get started. 

FYI Bu Zhigao from CAAS will not make it tonight and since Zhiming can't make the scheduled planning session next week we need 
to reschedule. I let CAS know that we would like at least Zhiming, George Gao, Zhengli Shi and maybe Mifang Liang as well as 
others who value and are interested in the dialogue and possible future topics to join the now to be scheduled planning call. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020 12:36 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edul <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.fi nebergPmoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggv@ hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@lhu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (ciavidrfranz@,gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baricPmed.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <Iennifersvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
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<KBowmar -edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <- „ ,,, ,„-edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ <jea .-du>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; Block, Bruce 
<BBlock@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

chould be the final agenda for the U.S. China dialogue meeting sessions on 
a It includes the Chinese participant list at the end. Links to join the Zooms aie also 

Looking forward to seeing/talking to you all on Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Session 1: Tuesday, October 13, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT in
Meeting Link: 552.136 
Password! 552.136 i 

Session 2: Wednesday October 14, 9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT 
Meeting _ _ 
Passwordi 552.136 I 

552.136 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:43 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <  elma n@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<sarf.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliar--  >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz (davidrfranzagmail.corq <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersvan@moore.org>, Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Sharples, Fran <  SliarplesOnas.edu>
Subject: RE: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 - agenda with zoom links 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

We are looking forward to the two virtual bio dialogue sessions set to take place on Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) 
and Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) next week. Like in previous sessions we expect that the Chinese expert 
participants will lead the discussion on the majority of the topics and that the format will be more of a discussion among the 
participants instead of a series of formal presentations. I have attached an agenda that includes the Zoom connection links for both 
days along with the U.S. participant list. If I get the Chinese participant list before the session I will send that out to you all. 

Feel free to respond to this email with any thoughts, points of emphasis or issues that you would like to discuss among the U.S. 
group before the sessions. Also let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 9:01 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>

Subject: Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting October 13 and 14 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I hope you all had a good summer and are staying safe and healthy. The Chinese Academy of Sciences has agreed to hold another 
(4th) virtual bio dialogue meeting with NASEM on 1) vaccine development and delivery and 2) immunity, testing and 
diagnostics. The agreed topics for the session are below. We have reserved Tuesday, October 13 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) and 
Wednesday, October 14 (9-11 PM ET / 6-8 PM PT) to discuss the topics on the agenda. 

We hope you are able to participate. Please let me know if you are available and if so save the dates and times on your calendar. 
We will get back to you with more information and a detailed agenda for the sessions soon. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

*** 

Vaccine development and delivery 
Human 
1) Current status of CoVID-19 vaccine development in China and the U.S. 
2) Chinse vaccination of military personnel and other Chinese populations 
3) Vaccination of pediatric populations 
4) Active surveillance strategies for monitoring adverse events observed after vaccination (as well as immunogenicity) 
5) Adapting current vaccine platforms to novel mass vax strategies and other mass vaccination strategic issues 
6) Progress on a universal influenza vaccines 
7) Vaccine for enterovirus D68 
Animal 
1) Status of corona virus vaccination for animals - kinds of vaccine, efficacy, complications, etc 
2) ASF in China and ASF vaccine progress 
3) New swine coronavirus 
4) Vaccination strategy for H5N1 avian influenza and domestic poultry 

Immunity, testing and diagnostics 
1) Correlates of immunity including the possibility of background immunity from circulating "common cold" coronaviruses 
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2) Chin er rPler,,,stir testinp stret.77.i,n for testinp. lerge popt tlins quickly 
3) AntiL.T.. 
4) Long-term sequela following C.'Civi0-19 infection—lung function, neurologic issues, others 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:25 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@emaii.unc.edui <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <hz—vey.fineberggrnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@ hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwteduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HI-lare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.co >; 'Nancy Connell' <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

I have attached the American version of the agenda for the 3rd U.S. China virtual dialogue meeting on immunity and related topics 
set to take place on Tuesday night, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). 

As you can see we have incorporated George Gao's questions into the agenda, we hope that Harvey Fineberg can provide 
information on and lead the discussion of 1) serologic investigation in the U.S. 2) strategy in the U.S. for the second half of this year 
3) vaccine availability in the U.S. and that Ralph Baric can do the same re progress in the development of vaccine in the U.S. 
(especially mRNA vaccine). 

We have also listed delegation member names after the other Immunity questions. Like previously, folks are listed simply so 
someone is responsible for getting an answer from the Chinese to each question during the discussion. I will send a version to CAS 
without those names listed but will let them know who we have asked to answer George's questions. 

Please let us know if you have any thoughts or comments on the agenda or this plan. I will send you the Zoom link later tonight or 
tomorrow morning. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@emaii.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha-vey.fineberg@rnoore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriff16@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@ hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e(  > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifersyan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <N1Kanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
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<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics on Tuesday, 
June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA vaccine? 
• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you expect 

COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
tantoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3 rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3rd meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
(HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 

'Nancy Connell'; Diane Griffin; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); LeDuc, James W.; 
Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah; Cervenka, Nicole 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/91768119712?pwdl 

Normal 
552.136 

CAS - NASEM Zoom meeting to discuss bio dialogue 

Fri 10/30/2020 8:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Fri 10/30/2020 9:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

'Nancy Connell'; Diane Griffin; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); LeDuc, James W.; 
Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah; Cervenka, Nicole 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there, 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: i
https://nasem.zoom.us/i/91768119712?pwd=1 

Password: 552.136 

552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +13017158592 91768119712# or +16465588656 91768119712# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 301 715 8592 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 
or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 
253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 

Meeting 917_681:1 9712 
Password: L552.136 
International numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/acaE6s4eia 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasern.Loom.us/tust 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 

Code of Conduct: The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) follows the 
NASEM guidelines in preventing discrimination, harassment, and bullying of participants at NASEM events, 
including conferences. http://www.nationalacademies.org/about/NA 186023.html 
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To: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[Peggy@hbfam.net]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Nancy 
Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 11/16/2020 7:51:26 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: A potential impact of our global dialogues 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Colleagues, Do we need to discuss Zoom Dysmorphia? dave 

Is zoom increasing the demand for plastic surgery 

MARY ANN LIEBERT, INC./GENETIC ENGINEERING NEWS 

New Rochelle, NY, November 13, 2020—Patients are seeking plastic surgery in record numbers, 
citing their appearance on Zoom as a cause. Of particular concern are noses and wrinkles, according 
to Facial Plastic Surgery & Aesthetic Medicine. Click here to read the article now. 

"A life disproportionately spent on Zoom may trigger a self-critical comparative response that leads 
people to rush to their physicians for treatments they may not have considered before months 
confronting a video screen, a new phenomenon of 'Zoom Dysmorphia," state Arianne Shadi Kourosh, 
MD, Massachusetts General Hospital, and coauthors. 

https:// .eurekalert.org/pub releases/2o2o-ii 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 12/3/2020 9:08:19 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: MMR Vaccine 

Was aware, don't understand how it could be specific... 

Tom 

From: Dave Franz [mailto:davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: 3 December, 2020 08:50 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: MMR Vaccine 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I missed this article when it came out on 20 Nov. I had seen something earlier this summer, and assumed it was non-
specific T-cell related. Am I correct in thinking it must be more specific in some way? Best, dave 

https://mbio.asm.org/content/11/6/e02628-20 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 8/28/2019 11:14:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Kunming photo 
IMG 1322.JPG 
ATT00001.txt 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 8/28/2019 11:23:55 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Kunming photo 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Nice! I'd forgotten about the beautiful place they took us for lunch. Thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Aug 28, 2019, at 12:14 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMREDU> wrote: 

<IMG 1322.JPG> 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 10/4/2019 1:59:34 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Did you see this? RE: Chinese collaboration 

Nice editorial—signed by Peggy among many others. 

From: Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2019 1:13 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Did you see this? RE: Chinese collaboration 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-019-0285-x 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 11/6/2019 3:20:16 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: CSU and Swine Flu 

See link below, just FYI. 

From: Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 3:08 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: CSU and Swine Flu 

https://www.thedenverchannel.cominews/front-rangegort-collinsicsu-ground-zero-this-week-for-biodefense-meeting-on-threats-
to-livestock-crops-and-human-life 
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To: Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 
Maryellen Leduc[melleduc©gmail.com]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 12/13/2019 2:40:46 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Jeanne Guillemin, pioneering researcher who uncovered a Cold War secret, dies at 76 from The Washington Post 

Very sad news. You may recall her visit to the GNL a few years ago when she spoke about her then new book on the anthrax 
mailing. 

Pei-Yong, this is the person I mentioned during lunch when we were discussing the Japanese BW laboratory in Harbin. Her book is 
"Hidden Atrocities: Japanese Germ Warfare and American Obstruction of Justice at the Tokyo Trial." 

https://www.washi ngtonpost.com/loca l/obitua ries/jeanne-gu I lemin-pioneering-resea rcher-who-uncoyered-a-cold-wa r-secret-
dies-at- 76/2019/12/11/dfbc407e-1b66-11ea-87f742e91143c60d story. html 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 12/16/2019 4:04:51 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: ASF in China 

Below is the note I mentioned. This should be a link to the story. 

Chinese criminal gangs spreading African swine fever to force farmers to sell pigs cheaply so they can profit (South 
criminals have been exp!citng the country's African swine fever crisis by intentionally spreading 

the diseatyL: to r,)rce farmers to sell their pigs for a low price before smuggling the meat and selling it on as healthy stock, state 
media has reported. 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg©nas.edu] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 2/19/2020 11:45:57 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: China biosecurity 

You probably already saw this, but just in case. Perhaps our past dialogues will be helpful going forward. 

OW to fast 4--* biosecurity law in r—rnnavi--- -"ermath (South China Morning Post via Yahoo! News) China plans to 
fast-track biosecurity legislation and elevate it to a national security issue in the wake of a coronavirus epidemic that has killed 
more than 1,700 and sickened over 70,000. 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Nicole Cervenka[NCervenka@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 6/5/2019 1:39:41 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Maybe even invite Ali... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 5, 2019, at 9:47 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Good idea on the occupational safety. Nationally, we have developed the NETEC (national Ebola training and 
education centers) that have clinical capacity. We could have a session summarizing those investments and discuss 
some of the challenges we've faced. Our clinical rooms just opened, and Nebraska (Ali Khan) has a big facility under 
construction as well as experience in managing a few patients from the West African outbreak. 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 5:49 PM 
To: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Nicole Cervenka 
<NCervenkaPnas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Ben, 

Jim, remember when we were there, Dr. Bo (??), Longdings boss, was very interested in what might be called 
'occupational safety'. I think we sort of talked him out of putting a 'stammer' in his facility. Do you have 
thoughts on something in that area as a topic as well? dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jun 4, 2019, at 2:17 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

<Draft Kunming plan vl.docx> 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Sat 3/14/2020 2:10:55 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Herd Immunity 

I have not seen any definitive studies on this topic. I would speculate that these recurring individuals have never 100% cleared their 
viruses, leading to relapse and the second round of detectable virus. 

• Pei,-yowg 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 1:18 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Herd Immunity 

I heard yesterday about recrudescence or reinfection in some survivors but have not seen any data yet. It will be important to 
know. If neut antibody is not the basis for protection then we need to know early in vaccine design. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 14, 2020, at 1:09 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Have either of you seen any good data on protective immunity in survivors? I've seen anecdotal cases where 
clinicians believe someone recovered has again become ill. I have assumed it was probably a 'diagnostic' problem 
rather than re-infection...but don't know. 

Take care, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 

'Nancy Connell'; Diane Griffin; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); LeDuc, James W.; 
Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah; Cervenka, Nicole 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/91768119712?pw& 552.136 
Normal 

CAS - NASEM Zoom meeting to discuss bio dialogue 

Fri 10/30/2020 8:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Fri 10/30/2020 9:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Rusek, Benjamin; 'Nancy Connell'; Diane Griffin; peggy@hbfam.net; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com); 
LeDuc, James W.; Shi, Pei yong; Lowenthal, Micah; Cervenka, Nicole 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there, 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasenzoom.us/j/91768119712?pwd 552.136 

Password: I 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +13017158592 91768119712# or +16465588656 91768119712# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 301 715 8592 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 
or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 
253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 

Meeting ID: 917 6811 9712 
Password 552.136 
International numbers available: https://nasem.zoom.us/u/acaE6s4eia 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasern.Loom.us/tust 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 

Code of Conduct: The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) follows the 
NASEM guidelines in preventing discrimination, harassment, and bullying of participants at NASEM events, 
including conferences. http://www.nationalacademies.org/about/NA 186023.html 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Peggy HamburgTheggy©hbfam.net]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Sharpies, 
Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Wed 5/27/2020 10:58:56 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Date for Immunity meeting with Chinese 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

ok 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 10:30 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 
Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Date for Immunity meeting with Chinese 

FYI Looks like the night of June 4, 8 OR 9 work for the American group. I will send those options to CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison©vanderbilt.edu]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; 
Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol 
Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8©cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Sun 4/26/2020 9:38:27 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Dr. Anthony Fauci Cold Open - SNL 

Did you like it? 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, April 26, 2020 9:34:57 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean 
<derdman05@gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, 
Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Denison Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rollin 
Pierre <pierrerollin2019@gmail.com>; Tesh Robert <rbtesh22@gmail.com>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K. <sktseng@UTMB.EDU>; Menachery, Vineet <vimenach@UTMB.EDU>; Folks Thomas <Virusdoctom@aol.com>; Calisher Charles 
<calisher@cybersafe.net>; Nichol Stuart <stn1@CDC.GOV>; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED) <ccs8@cdc.gov>; Franz 
David <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Dr. Anthony Fauci Cold Open - SNL 

I missed the open of SNL last night 

https://youtu.be/uW56CLODkOg 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 5/31/2019 9:37:36 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Bio topics.docl 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Jim and Dave, 

Here are the topics from Galveston and Harbin. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 

Sent: Friday, May 31, 2019 10:26 AM 

To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 

Subject: Topic lists for Galveston & Harbin 

Galveston 2018 
Opening Remarks and Keynote Addresses 

• Host jump of emerging viruses: Flu, MERS-CoV and Ebola 
• "Going digital:" Opportunities and challenges for safety and security when life and advances in life sciences are 

expressed as O's and l's 
Clinical Care and Product Development in Biocontainment 

• The care and management of Ebola patients 
• Challenges of medical product development in biocontainment 
• Ensuring data quality and integrity on studies supporting the advancement of medical countermeasures 

Vector-borne Diseases 
• Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 
• Vaccines for Alphaviruses 
• Story of Arbovira I Lifecycle: Acquisition Mechanism from Hosts to Mosquitoes 
• Imported Yellow Fever and other important viral pathogens in China 
• Zika vaccine development 
• Flaviviral RNAs and host proteins: a love-hate relationship 

Agricultural Research in Biocontainment 
• Research and operations at the Biosecurity Research Institute: an agriculture biocontainment laboratory 
• Development of candidate vaccines against MERS-CoV for camel and human 
• Rift Valley fever virus 
• Nipah virus 
• Ecology and Epidemiology of Recent Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza Outbreaks 

Recent Advances in Research on High Hazard Pathogens 
• Coronaviruses 
• Coronavirus from bats 
• Interplay between coronaviruses and nonsense-mediated mRNA decay pathway 
• Mammalian RNAi antiviral and host-virus interaction 

Biosafety, Biosecurity and Biocontainment Facilities Operation 
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• Training in biosafety and biosecurity 
• Training program for facilities operations 
• National biosafety laboratory in China 
• Next Steps: Building on the workshop for future cooperation and collaboration 

Har Di n 2019 
During the discussion the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the leadership of the Chinese institutes that 
operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a 
network and have started planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take place later in 2019. 

Keynote addresses 
• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the Perspective from China 
• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their Interspecies Transmission 
• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in China 

Influenza 
• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 
• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 
• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular Factors 

African swine fever 
• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 
• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 
• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live Attenuated Vaccines 
• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 
• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 
• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 
• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 
• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen Research and Approaches for Assessing 

Potential Risks and Benefits of Research 
• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - China's Efforts and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 
• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 
• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that Serve as Pathogen Vectors, Including 

Responsible Research with Gene Drive Modified Vectors 
• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 
• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 
• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential - a U.S. Perspective 
• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer toward behavior changes 
• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 
• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to Understand and Address Viral Pathogens in 

China 
Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 

• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 
• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 
• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 
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• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot and Mouth Disease 
Vaccine 

• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and Pathogenic Study of EV71 Infection in Rhesus 
Macaques 

• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 
Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 

• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic Natural Product Clusters in 
Streotomvces 

• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 
China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 
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Galveston 2018 
Opening Remarks and Keynote Addresses 

• Host jump of emerging viruses: Flu, MERS-CoV and Ebola 
• "Going digital:" Opportunities and challenges for safety and security when life and 

advances in life sciences are expressed as O's and l's 
Clinical Care and Product Development in Biocontainment 

• The care and management of Ebola patients 
• Challenges of medical product development in biocontainment 
• Ensuring data quality and integrity on studies supporting the advancement of medical 

countermeasures 
Vector-borne Diseases 

• Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 
• Vaccines for Alphaviruses 
• Story of Arbovira I Lifecycle: Acquisition Mechanism from Hosts to Mosquitoes 
• Imported Yellow Fever and other important viral pathogens in China 
• Zika vaccine development 
• Flaviviral RNAs and host proteins: a love-hate relationship 

Agricultural Research in Biocontainment 
• Research and operations at the Biosecurity Research Institute: an agriculture 

biocontainment laboratory 
• Development of candidate vaccines against MERS-CoV for camel and human 
• Rift Valley fever virus 
• Ni pa h virus 
• Ecology and Epidemiology of Recent Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza Outbreaks 

Recent Advances in Research on High Hazard Pathogens 
• Coronaviruses 
• Coronavirus from bats 
• Interplay between coronaviruses and nonsense-mediated mRNA decay pathway 
• Mammalian RNAi antiviral and host-virus interaction 

Biosafety, Biosecurity and Biocontainment Facilities Operation 
• Training in biosafety and biosecurity 
• Training program for facilities operations 
• National biosafety laboratory in China 
• Next Steps: Building on the workshop for future cooperation and collaboration 

I...larbin 2019 
During the discussion the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the leadership of 
the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated that they support the idea 
and will work with NAS to develop and create a network and have started planning an 
international meeting of laboratory leaders to take place later in 2019. 
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Keynote addresses 
• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the Perspective 

from China 

• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their Interspecies Transmission 

• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in China 

Influenza 
• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 

• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 

• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host Cellular Factors 

African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 

• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 

• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live Attenuated 

Vaccines 

• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 

• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 

• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 
• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 

• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen Research and 

Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - China's Efforts 

and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 

• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 

• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that Serve as 

Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 

• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 

• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic 

Potential - a U.S. Perspective 

• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer towa rd 

behavior changes 

• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 
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• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to Understand and 

Address Viral Pathogens in China 

Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 

• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 

• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral Infection 

• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 

• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and Effectiveness of Foot 

and Mouth Disease Vaccine 

• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and Pathogenic Study of 

EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 

• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 

Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 
• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic Natural 

Product Clusters in Streotomvces 

• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 
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To: Peters, CJ (cj.cj.peters@gmail.com)[cj.cj.peters@gmail.com]; 'Susan Peters'[peterssusa@gmail.com]; Franz, D 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Alter, Miriam J.'[mjalter@UTMB.EDU]; 
'comerjames@bellsouth.net'[comerjames@bellsouth.net]; calisher, C (calisher@cybersafe.net)[calisher@cybersafe.net]; Erdman,D 
(derdman05@gmail.com)[derdman05@gmail.com]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba@UTMB.EDU]; Plante, Kenneth 
S.[ksplante@UTMB.EDU]; Laposata, Michael[milaposa@UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, 
Mariano A.[maragarc@UTMB.EDU]; Mark R. Denison[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy@UTMB.EDU]; 
Rollin,P (pierrerollin2019@gmail.com)[pierrerollin2019@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; McLellan, 
Susan[sumclell@UTMB.EDU]; Tesh,R(Home)[rbtesh22@gmail.com][rbtesh22@gmail.com]; Tesh, Robert B.[rtesh@UTMB.EDU]; 
tpmonath@gmail.com[tpmonath@gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng@UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; Cajimat, Maria N.[nbcajirm@UTMB.EDU]; Judy, Barbara 
M.[bmjudy@utmb.edu]; Milazzo, Marylou[mamilazz@UTMB.EDU]; Newman, Patrick C.[pcnewman@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 3/26/2020 11:12:31 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Rollin 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
Roiiiin-2020-A CDC veteran asks Why is the ag.pdf 

Another questioning CDC's recent silence. This one by Pierre Rollin. Once again, it's not you're your 
father's CDC (or even mine). 

Rollin PE. (2020, 20200326). A CDC veteran asks: Why is the agency 'sitting on the sidelines' in the 
fight against Covid-19? STAT Retrieved 0326, 2020, 

https://vvvvw.statnews.com/2020/03/26/cdc-veteran-asks-why-is-cdc-sitting-on-the-sidelines-covid-19-fight/ 
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3/26/2020 Why is the CDC 'sitting on the sidelines' in the Covid-19 fight? - STAT 

S TAT 
A CDC veteran asks: Why is the agency 'sitting on the sidelines' in the fight against 
Covid-19? 

By Pierre E. Rollin 

March 26, 2020 

https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/26/cdc-veteran-asks-why-is-cdc-sitting-on-the-sidelines-covid-19-fight/ 1/7 
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3/26/2020 Why is the CDC 'sitting on the sidelines' in the Covid-19 fight? - STAT 

In Monrovia, Liberia, virologist Heinrich Feldman handles blood samples while testing them for the Ebola virus in a lab the CDC opened in 
2014. CDC staffers can't do that kind of work from home. John Moore/Getty Images 

The public health challenge of our generation is right in front of us. SARS-CoV-2 appears to be the 
Andromeda strain that public health workers fear to see emerging. After many years of working at 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention2, I'm perplexed, and saddened, that the agency 
seems to be sitting on the sidelines for this pandemic and is not building on the accumulated skills 
and experience from its past. 

Nobody dismisses the worsening crisis or its ability to deal a potentially deadly blow to health 
systems and economies around the world. Health care providers throughout the U.S., emulating 

those in other countries, are improvising protective equipment. Bandanas3 are the new N95 face 
masks. Clinicians and other providers wait days or weeks to get the results of nasal swabs collected 
at great risk from patients suspected to have Covid-19. From nurseries to universities, from small 
businesses to large corporations, nearly everybody is, or likely will soon be, quarantined, locked 
down, and rightfully scared. 

For decades, the CDC has been at the forefront of responding quickly to new and emerging disease 
threats. During previous outbreaks, teams of responders have been quickly deployed in the U.S., at 
the request of one or more states, as well as in remote and sometimes socially unstable places at the 
request of foreign governments. The mission of these teams is to guide and support local, national 
and international public health response efforts. 

https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/26/cdc-veteran-asks-why-is-cdc-sitting-on-the-sidelines-covid-19-fight/ 2/7 
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3/26/2020 Why is the CDC 'sitting on the sidelines' in the Covid-19 fight? - STAT 

In the spring of 1993, an unknown disease was detected in the Four Corners region of Colorado, 
Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico. A CDC team was dispatched to the area. In just a few weeks, 
CDC scientists had not only identified and described a new hantavirus, but they also created a 
diagnostic test for laboratories. By the end of 1993, patients were found in multiple states and tens 
of thousands of blood samples had been run in one of CDC's laboratories. 

Related: 4

The virus hunter: In a bygone era,  C.J. Peters learned how to bend the rules  4

During the 2014-2016 Ebola outbreak, the CDC enlisted thousands of responders from the U.S. and 
various affected African countries, and staffed a laboratory first in Kenema, and then in Bo, Sierra 
Leone that conducted more than 16,000 Ebola tests under difficult local conditions. 

Over the decades, CDC workers developed many new diagnostic assays during emergencies to 
respond promptly to new or orphan diseases. 

Annual funding cycles and conflicting priorities have challenged the CDC's ability to maintain 
expertise and replenish human resources. New layers of bureaucracy, created in the late 2000s, 
fostered increased top-down regulation, slowing or blocking initiative and innovation. Productivity 
declined as research and clinical laboratories were saddled with strict and complicated Clinical 
Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) rules and an insistence on FDA-approved tests — 
even for tests developed and run only in CDC reference laboratories. 

https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/26/cdc-veteran-asks-why-is-cdc-sitting-on-the-sidelines-covid-1 9-fight/ 3/7 
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3/26/2020 Why is the CDC 'sitting on the sidelines' in the Covid-19 fight? - STAT 

Each year supervisors must take mandatory leadership training courses regardless of their 
demonstrated skills and experience. Instead of mentoring younger generations at the bench, 
laboratory managers and leaders spend much of their time in the office to working on time-
consuming lab-related paperwork and seeking clearer explanations of new regulations. 

The CDC's inability to respond quickly to a pandemic like Covid-19 shouldn't come as a surprise. 
It was ill-prepared to develop and distribute laboratory tests, not only to state laboratories — which 
the CDC had done previously, albeit for rare and infrequent diseases — but also to commercial 
laboratories, a completely different and uncharted task. 

Related: 5

We need smart coronavirus testing,  not  just more testing 5

The use of other diagnostic assays for SARS-CoV-2, including one recommended by the World 
Health Organization, were blocked in the U.S. by the Food and Drug Administration, pending the 

Emergency Use Authorization6. The belated recognition by the Department of Health and Human 
Services and the U.S. government of the gravity of the Covid-19 outbreak resulted in new requests 
and rules for the Atlanta-based CDC. The inevitable politicization of the response added further 
challenges. The CDC is, after all, a governmental agency. 

Despite these and many other challenges, numerous CDC scientists, young and old, seasoned and 
newly hired, have responded to the Covid-19 call. Hundreds of civil servants, Commissioned Corps 

officers7, and contactors are staffing 24/7 the CDC's Emergency Operations Center8 or are 

https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/26/cdc-veteran-asks-why-is-cdc-sitting-on-the-sidelines-covid-1 9-fight/ 4/7 
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3/26/2020 Why is the CDC 'sitting on the sidelines' in the Covid-19 fight? - STAT 

deployed in the field. The center's coronavirus laboratory is working long hours to keep up with 
testing samples, reporting results, and fielding requests from everybody. 

Starting this week, all "nonessential" CDC staff and those not already involved in the response were 
asked to prepare for an extended period of telework. This also covers a large number of laboratory 
personnel, most of whom can't do the daily bench work from home. The potential impact of this on 
the CDC and the CDC Covid-19 response could be tremendous. 

Inexplicably, offers by CDC laboratorians to volunteer for the Covid-19 response and support the 
coronavirus laboratory with added manpower were refused by CDC administrators, who seem 
incapable of understanding the dire situation occurring outside the organization's gates, hiding 
behind cumbersome regulations developed for peacetime settings. 

One might argue that all CDC staff are essential staff. Although many of them could or would 
prefer to work from home for personal reasons, laboratorians should be in the lab. Most want to 
help fight this pandemic, from running the current coronavirus assays to developing and testing new 
ones, testing virus inactivation methods, evaluating much-needed safety protocols, and adding their 
expertise in outbreaks and laboratory work to the response. 

Trending  Now:  9

A fiasco in the making? As the coronavirus  pandemic takes hold,  we are making 
decisions without reliable data  10

https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/26/cdc-yeteran-asks-why-is-cdc-sitting-on-the-sidelines-coyid-19-fight/ 5/7 
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3/26/2020 Why is the CDC 'sitting on the sidelines' in the Covid-19 fight? - STAT 

In a rapidly changing situation like Covid-19, scientific questions arise frequently, and only synergy 
between researchers will keep up with the demands. 

Peace time rules and regulations are not well-adapted to an actual "war" situation, which is how 
many see Covid-19. These rules and regulations must be adapted by leaders who understand the 
reality of rapidly evolving outbreaks and the need to act expediently. 

With its considerable laboratory resources, the CDC should be able to test thousands of samples 
every day. Confirmation from CDC labs lets clinicians and health institutions better manage the 
situation, instead of being forced to remain in the dark. Early detection of infection in a patient will 
expedite correct management, diminish the risk of transmission, allow enrollment in therapeutic 
clinical trials, and increase chances of survival. 

This CDC surge laboratory capacity could be reduced later on when hospital and commercial 
laboratories will be able to take up the slack in diagnostic testing. 

In these difficult times, many CDC workers are looking for leaders such as Walter Dowdle 11, a 

CDC scientist and key visionary leader. He pledged to the American  people12 that CDC will base 
all of its public health decision on the highest quality scientific data, openly and objectively derived, 
and to place the benefits of society above the benefits of the institution. 

We need — today not tomorrow — the emergence of many more such leaders within the CDC. 

https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/26/cdc-veteran-asks-why-is-cdc-sitting-on-the-sidelines-covid-19-fight/ 6/7 
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3/26/2020 Why is the CDC 'sitting on the sidelines' in the Covid-19 fight? - STAT 

Pierre E. Rollin, M.D., worked for the CDC for 27 years, retiring in 2019 as epidemiology team 
lead of the Viral Special Pathogens branch. 

About the Author 

Pierre E. Rollin 

pierrerollin2019@gmaitcom  13
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Tue 4/14/2020 7:17:10 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: The Washington Post: Why the Trump-Fauci tension matters 

I thought you might like this story from The Washington Post. 

Why the Trump-Fauci tension matters 
The two men have downplayed tensions for weeks, and Trump allies have dismissed it as overhyped 
palace intrigue. But it's real, and it matters. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/04/13/why-trump-fauci-tension-matters/ 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks 
Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Sat 4/18/2020 9:56:50 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NPR: Trump Warns Of 'Consequences' If China Was 'Knowingly Responsible' For Outbreak 

I found the following story on the NPR iPad App 

Trump Warns Of 'Consequences' If China Was 'Knowingly Responsible' For Outbreak 
by Matthew S. Schwartz 

NPR - April 18, 2020 

The president has offered no evidence that the Chinese were responsible for the pandemic, and conceded, "If it was a 
mistake, a mistake is a mistake." 

https://www.npr.org/2020/04/18/837545140/trump-to-hold-briefing-on-coronavirus-developments?sc7ipad&1001 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 10:55:51 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NYTimes: Home Alone at the White House: A Sour President, With TV His Constant 
Companion 

Home Alone at the White House: A Sour President, With TV His Constant Companion 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/23/us/politics/coronavirus-trump.html?referringSource=articleShare 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 11:46:14 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Health Chief's Missteps Set Back Virus Response - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

Health Chiefs Missteps Set Back Virus Response 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; 
Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Fri 4/24/2020 11:57:39 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Article for you 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 

OU 
W ENGLAND 
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Get Outlook for Android 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8©cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Keiser, 
Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 11:27:10 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NYTimes: 'Sadness' and Disbelief From a World Missing American Leadership 

'Sadness' and Disbelief From a World Missing American Leadership 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/23/world/europe/coronavirus-american-
exceptionalism.html?referringSource=articleShare 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Sat 4/25/2020 11:48:42 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NPR: Praised For Curbing COVID-19, New Zealand's Leader Eases Country's Strict Lockdown 

I found the following story on the NPR iPad App 

Praised For Curbing COVID-19, New Zealand's Leader Eases Country's Strict Lockdown 
by Julie McCarthy 

NPR - April 25, 2020 

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has applied her trademark empathy in rallying her country to not just flatten the coronavirus 
curve — but crush it. 

https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/04/25/844720581/praised-for-curbing-covid-19-new-zealands-
leader-eases-country-s-strict-lockdown?sc=ipad&1001 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8©cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Keiser, 
Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Sat 4/25/2020 11:10:45 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NYTimes: Trump Suggests Daily Briefings No Longer Worth His Time as White House 
Considers Replacing Health Secretary 

Trump Suggests Daily Briefings No Longer Worth His Time as White House Considers Replacing Health 
Secretary 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/25/us/coronavirus-news.html?referringSource=articleShare 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Tue 4/28/2020 5:52:02 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Coronavirus: Argentina bans commercial flight sales until 1 September 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Coronavirus: Argentina bans commercial flight sales until 1 September. 
Aviatto__ incla __, groups waim tilt_ me move putt, at ri_it more i _ J jobs in the country. 
Disclaimer The BBC is not responsible for the cnntent of this email, and anything writte does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please no that r1Lher the en il address ine of dn. ...:nder h.—

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
'Erdman DeanIderdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Denison 
Marklmark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 'Rollin 
Pierrelpierrerollin2019@gmail.com]; 'Tesh Robert[rbtesh22@gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; 'Folks Thomaspfirusdoctom©aol.com]; 'Nichol 
Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; 'Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)'[ccs8@cdc.gov]; 'Franz 
Davididavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: calisher©cybersafe.net[calisher@cybersafe.net] 
Sent: Sun 4/26/2020 12:22:38 PM (OTC-05:0O) 
Subject: RE: Dr. Anthony Fauci Cold Open - SNL 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Another marvelous take-off. Thanks for this. 

Charlie 

 Original Message 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, April 26, 2020 8:35 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<cjholuba©UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean <derdman05©gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. 
<famurphy©UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, 
Mariano A. <maragarc©UTMB.EDU>; Denison Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi©UTMB.EDU>; Rollin Pierre <pierrerollin2019©gmail.com>; 
Tesh Robert <rbtesh22©gmail.com>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver©UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, 
Chien-Te K. <sktseng©UTMB.EDU>; Menachery, Vineet <vimenach©UTMB.EDU>; Folks 
Thomas <Virusdoctom©aol.com>; Calisher Charles <calisher©cybersafe.net>; 
Nichol Stuart <stn1©CDC.GOV>; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED) 
<ccs8@cdc.gov>; Franz David <davidrfranz©gmail.com> 
Subject: Dr. Anthony Fauci Cold Open - SNL 

I missed the open of SNL last night 

https://nam03.safel n ks. protection .outlook.com/?url=https°/03M/02F/02Fyoutu .be/02FuW56CLOpkOg&am 
p;data=02°/07C01°/07Cvimenach°/040utmb.educY07C7eab492a346946c9549d08d7ea06aaef°/07C7bef256d8 
5db4526a72d31aea2546852°/07C0°/07C0°/07C637235186690432740&amp;sdata=fr4n1W/02BzTYNGtcSo 
XnxExECHEMH46Q8wAXCzrCynM4°/03D&amp;reserved=0 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0003221 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Tue 4/28/2020 11:54:53 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Reuters: U.S. coronavirus deaths surpass Vietnam War toll as Florida readies reopening plan 

From Reuters News: 

The Vietnam lasted —10000 days. This has been going on for — 120 days ... 

U.S. coronavirus deaths surpass Vietnam War toll as Florida readies reopening plan 

The U.S. coronavirus death toll climbed above 58,000 on Tuesday, surpassing the loss of American life from the Vietnam 
War, as Florida's governor met with President Donald Trump to discuss an easing of economic restraints. 

This service is not intended to encourage spam. The details provided have been used for the sole purpose of facilitating 
this email communication and have not been retained by Thomson Reuters. 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003222 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Folks 
Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/30/2020 10:48:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Coronavirus: Trump seems to undercut US spies on virus origins 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Coronavirus: Trump seems to undercut US spies on virus origins. 
sald 7as not , clear how _ue atLereL: but Mr Trump suggests it came from a lab. 

Disclaimer The BBC is not responsible for the cnntent of this email, and anything writte does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please no that r1Lher the en il address ine of dn. ...:nder h.—

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003223 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Sat 5/2/2020 10:58:33 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NYTimes: She Predicted the Coronavirus. What Does She Foresee Next? 

She Predicted the Coronavirus. What Does She Foresee Next? 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/02/opinion/sunday/coronavirus-prediction-laurie-
garrett.html?referringSource=articleShare 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003224 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Sat 5/2/2020 11:12:15 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: The Washington Post: Can Dr. Birx and Dr. Fauci serve President Trump in good conscience? 

I thought you might like this story from The Washington Post. 

Can Dr. Birx and Dr. Fauci serve President Trump in good conscience? 
With lives at stake, public health professionals must stay as long as they can. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/can-birx-and-fauci-serve-the-president-in-good-
conscience/2020/05/01/83734730-8b0b-11ea-ac8a-fe968088e101_story.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003225 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/30/2020 10:42:15 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Coronavirus Disrupts Illegal Wildlife Trafficking, for Now - The New York Times 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/29/science/coronavirus-disrupts-illegal-wildlife-trafficking-for-now.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003226 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick Affamurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Mon 5/4/2020 9:47:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fauci says calls for his dismissal are 'part of the game' 

Fauci says calls for his dismissal are 'part of the game' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/04/politics/fauci-coronavirus-cnntv/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003227 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Mon 5/4/2020 10:11:56 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Coronavirus: US to borrow record $3tn as spending soars 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Coronavirus: US to borrow record $3tn as spending soars. 
The sum is more _hail five _Lis me rrel, ious qua_ resord, in the 2008 financial crisis. 
Disclaimer. The BBC is not responsible for the cnntent of this email, and anything writte does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please no that ri,.._dier the en il address ine of ilk. ...:nder h.—

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003228 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8©cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Bob Swanepoel[bob.swanepoel©up.ac.za]; Towner Jonathan (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)pit8@cdc.gov]; 
Amman Brian[cxx1©cdc.gov] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Wed 5/6/2020 11:24:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NPR: Former CDC Official Warns Of 2nd COVID-19 Wave: Most Americans Are Still Susceptible 

I found the following story on the NPR iPad App 

Former CDC Official Warns Of 2nd COVID-19 Wave: Most Americans Are Still Susceptible 
by David Greene 

NPR - May 6, 2020 

Dr. Ali Khan, former director of the Office of Public Health Preparedness and Response at the CDC, discusses what the 
U.S. needs to do to soften the impact of a second wave of COVID-19. 

https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/05/06/851190730/a-majority-of-americans-are-still-susceptible-
to-coronavirus-khan-says?sc=ipad& 1001 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003229 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; 
Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Fri 5/8/2020 10:43:41 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Coronavirus: What did China do about early outbreak? 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Coronavirus: What did China do about early outbreak?. 
Chin: a__d ___e US are in ter___ war c1 words but wk.__ :_cmally happened during the early outbreak? 
Disclaimer. The BBC is not responsible for the cnntent of this email, and anything writte does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please no that ri,.._dier the en il address ine of ilk. ...:nder h.— A.ed 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003230 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Sun 5/10/2020 12:57:15 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NYTimes: Virus Conspiracists Elevate a New Champion 

Virus Conspiracists Elevate a New Champion 
https://www. nyti mes.com/2020/05/09/technology/plandemic-j udy-mi kovitz-coronavi rus-
disinformation .html?referringSource=articleShare 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0003231 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 'Erdman 
DeanIderdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Denison Marklmark.denison©vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 'Rollin 
Pierrelpierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; 'Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; 'Folks Thomaspfirusdoctom@aol.com]; 'Nichol 
Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; 'Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)'[ccs8@cdc.gov]; 'Franz Davididavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: calisher@cybersafe.net[calisher@cybersafe.net] 
Sent: Tue 5/12/2020 1:07:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: U.S. to Accuse China of Attempts to Hack Virus Research - The Wall Street Journal. 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

So, we sue them and they sell our bonds. Then what? 

Charlie 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2020 10:09 PM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean 
<derdman05@gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Denison Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Rollin Pierre <pierrerollin2019@gmail.com>; Tesh Robert <rbtesh22@gmail.com>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, 
Chien-Te K. <sktseng@UTMB.EDU>; Menachery, Vineet <vimenach@UTMB.EDU>; Folks Thomas <Virusdoctom@aol.com>; Calisher 
Charles <calisher@cybersafe.net>; Nichol Stuart <stn1@CDC.GOV>; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED) <ccs8@cdc.gov>; 
Franz David <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: U.S. to Accuse China of Attempts to Hack Virus Research - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

U.S to Acr,use China of Attempts to Hack Virus Research 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003232 



To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Mon 5/11/2020 10:27:55 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: The Washington Post: White House implements stringent mask policy — but not for Trump 

I thought you might like this story from The Washington Post. 

White House implements stringent mask policy — but not for Trump 
A new directive reflected the latest attempt at mitigation by an administration that has struggled to 
manage the deadly pandemic, including within the 18-acre White House compound. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/white-house-implements-stringent-mask-policy--but-not-for-
trump/2020/05/11/6fe9ccbc-93a2-11ea-82b4-c8db161ff6e5_story.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0003233 



To: Barrett, Alan[abarrett©UTMB.EDU]; Bente, Dennis A.[dabente©UTMB.EDU]; Brining, Douglas14dIbrinin©UTMB.EDUL 
Bukreyev, Alexander[abukreye©UTMB.EDUL calisher, C (calisher@cybersafe.net)[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Corner, Jason 
E.[jscomer©UTMB.EDU]; Cross, Robert W.[rwcross©UTMB.EDU]; Dacso, Matthew M.[mmdacso©UTMB.EDU]; 
dswayne©seprl.usda.gov[dswayne©seprl.usda.gov]; Erdman,D (derdman05@gmail.com)[derdman05@gmail.corn]; 
feldmann,H(feldmannh@mail.nih.gov)[feldmannh@mail.nih.gov]; Folks, Thomas (Virusdoctom@aol.com)[Virusdoctom@aol.corn]; 
Franz, D (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.corn]; Geisbert, Thomas W.[twgeisbe©UTMB.EDU]; Gentsch,J 
(genjg50@gmail.com)[genjg50@gmail.corn]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; James Burans 
(jamesburans1©hotmail.com)jjamesburans1@hotmail.com]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Plante, Kenneth 
S.[ksplante©UTMB.EDU]; Laposata, Michael[milaposa©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, 
Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Mark R. Denison[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Melby, Peter C.[pcmelby©UTMB.EDU]; 
Murphy, Frederick Affamurphy©UTMB.EDU]; Nichol, S(stn1@cdc.gov)[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Paessler, 
Slobodan[SLPAESSL©utmb.edu]; Pyles, Richard B.[rbpyles©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin,P 
(pierrerollin2019@gmail.com)[pierrerollin2019@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Spiropoulou, Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED) (ccs8©cdc.gov)[ccs8©cdc.gov]; McLellan, Susan[sumclell©UTMB.EDU]; Swanepoel,R 
(bob.swanepoel@up.ac.za)[bob.swanepoel@up.ac.za]; Tesh,R(Home)[rbtesh22@gmail.comlirbtesh22©gmail.corn]; Tesh, Robert 
B.[rtesh©UTMB.EDU]; tpmonath©gmail.com[tpmonath@gmail.com]; Trumble, Julie M.[jtrumble©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Watts, Doug (dwatts2@utep.edu)[dwatts2©utep.edu]; 
Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Cajimat, Maria N.[nbcajirm©UTMB.EDU]; Judy, Barbara M.[bmjudy@utmb.edu]; Milazzo, 
Marylou[mamilazz©UTMB.EDU]; Newman, Patrick C.[pcnewman©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Tue 5/12/2020 2:11:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Blake 2020 reference from my EndNote library--6 takeaways from Anthony Fauci's and health officials' testimony 
Blake-2020-6 takeaways from Anthony Fauci's an.pdf 

Blake A. (2020, 20200512). 6 takeaways from Anthony Fauci's and health officials' testimony. 
Washington Post Retrieved 0512, 2020, 

https://wvvw.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/05/12/3-early-takeaways-anthony-faucis-health-officials-testimony/ 

Suryanarayanan1_TPIA_0003234 



The FixAnalysis 

6 takeaways from Anthony Fame s and 
health officials' testimony 

Arthony Pai.Ki, -he d ase 4-% the. Uhi: 13:ates, c.)n May 12 said the cere.)ndwirus death to is "likely higher' thah :he r,4 ntirhber Retit 

By Aaron Blake 

May 12, 2020 at 1.59 p.m. CDT 

Add to list 

White House coronavirus task force medical expert Anthony S. Fauci delivered his long-awaited coronavirus testimony Tuesday to a Senate health 

committee. 

The appearance came after the White House blocked Fauci from testifying in the Democratic-controlled House but allowed him to testify in the 

GOP-controlled Senate. Fauci and the committee's chairman, Sen. Lamar Alexander (R-Tenn.), appeared via video after being exposed to those who 
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had come down with the novel virus. 

Also appearing at Tuesday's hearing were Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Director Robert Redfield, Food and Drug Administration 

Commissioner Stephen Hahn and President Trump's coronavirus testing czar, .Adm. Brett Giroir. 

Live updates: Fauci, other health officials testify be ore the Senate 

Below are some takeaways from the hearing. 

i. Fauci warns strongly against reopening quickly 

Faucfs relationship with Trump has been an uneasy one, with Fauci often contradicting Trump and Trump often contradicting  Fauci. The medical 

expert has clearly desired a more aggressive approach to combating the virus, and has lamented at various times that his advice hasn't always been 

heeded. 

AD 

Leading into Tuesday's hearing, Fauci seemed to have a pointed message intended for the president and other advocates of a faster reopening. Fauci 

(tellingly) previewed his testimony late Monday night, cautioning strongly against an overly aggressive reopening plan and saying it could lead to 

"needless suffering  and death." 

Sign up for our Coronavirus Updates newsletter to track the outbreak. All stories linked in the newsletter are free to access. 

"The major message that I wish to convey to the Senate HLP committee tomorrow is the danger of trying to open the country prematurely," he told 

the New York Times's Sheryl Gay Stolberg. "If we skip over the checkpoints in the guidelines to: 'Open America Again,' then we risk the danger of 
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multiple outbreaks throughout the country. This will not only result in needless suffering and death, but would actually set us back on our quest to 

return to normal." 

The use of the White House's own slogan for reopening seemed conspicuous, and Fauci struck a very different tone than Trump has in recent days. 

The president said Monday that "We have met the moment, and we have prevailed," and he said last week that we've entered "the next stage" in the 

fight: a reopening. 

AD 

Trump aomtnistration touts o 

The Trump administration has praised its tesponse the pandemic despite the
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Several states have flouted CDC  guidelines for reopening. The White House has also reportedly buried farther  proposed CDC  guidelines for 

reopening that were due out 1.i days ago. 

Fauci rebuked those decisions in his later testimony, saying, What I've expressed then and again is my concern that if some areas, cities, states or 

what have you jump over those various checkpoints and prematurely open up without having the capability of being able to respond effectively and 

efficiently — my concern is that we will start to see little spikes that might turn into outbreaks." 

Fauci says death toll is 'almost certainly' higher than known 

There has been an undercurrent of theories — occasionally stoked by Trump but more often by his allies — that the current death toll of more than 

80,000 is exaggerated. 

AD 

But Fauci said that the death toll is actually "likely higher" than that. 

"I'm not sure, Sen. Sanders, if it's going to be 50 percent higher, Fauci said in response to Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) asking about that number. 

"But most of us feel that the number of deaths are likely higher th an that number, because given the situation, particularly in New York City, when 

they were really strapped with a very serious challenge to their health-care system, that there may have been people who died at home ... who are 

not counted as it because they never really got to the hospital." 

Fauci added: "So in direct answer to your question, I think you are correct that the number is likely higher. I don't know exactly what percent 

higher, but almost certainly it's higher." 

Certain Fox News hosts and other Trump allies have suggested other causes of deaths could be counted as coron.avirus deaths. Trump at one point 
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retweeted a suggestion that the mortality rate was exaggerated — even as he has assured the federal data are "accurate." 

AD 

The evidence, though — including comparing the number of total deaths now with comparable periods in the past — strongly suggests an 

undercount. 

:3. CDC head noncommittal on when delayed guidelines will be out 

Sen. Chris Murphy (D-Conn.) pressed Redfield on when we might see the past-due guidelines for reopening that have been held up — noting that 

many states are pressing forward with reopening even without having them. 

"The guidances that you've talked about have gone through that interagency review. Their comments that have come back to CDC," Redfield said. 

"And I anticipate they'll go back up into the task force for final review." 

Pressed on a timeline, Redfield responded, "I do anticipate this broader guidance, though, to be posted on the CDC website soon." 

"'Soon' isn't terribly helpful," Murphy responded. 

AD 
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4. IA auci clashes with Rand Paul on children 

Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) during his questioning period gave voice to concerns about an overly aggressive lockdown of American society. And at one 

point, he engaged in a  particularly pointed exchange with Panel. 

Paul, who came down with coron.avirus himself early in the outbreak, argued that Fauci wasn't the "en.d-all" when it came to the federal response to 

the coronavirus. Paul also said it made little sense to keep schools locked down given the much lower fatality rate for children. 

"So I think we ought to have a little bit of humility in our belief that we know what's best for the economy," Paul said. "And as much as I respect you, 

Dr. Fauci, I don't think you're the end-all. I don't think you're the one person that gets to make a decision. We can listen to your advice, but there 

are people on the other side saying there's not going to be a surge and that we can safely open the economy and the facts will bear this out." 

AD 

In response, Fauci chose his words carefully, repeatedly alluding to the line about "humility" and saying he was just providing medical advice. 

"I have never made myself out to be the end-all and only voice in this, Fauci said, adding later: "We don't know everything about this virus. And we 

really better be very careful, particularly when it comes to children." 

Fauci added "that you use the word we should be humble about what we don't know. And I think that falls under the fact that we don't know 

everything about this virus. And we really better be very careful, particularly when it comes to children, because the more and more we learn we're 
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seeing things about with this virus can do that. We didn't see from the studies in China or in Europe, for example, right now children presenting 

with covid-19 who actually have a very strange inflammatory syndrome, very similar to Kawasaki syndrome. I think we've got to be careful if we are 

not cavalier in thinking that children are completely immune to the deleterious effects." 

AD 

5. Republicans acknowledge testing shortcomings 

Also providing a slightly different tone than Trump's on Tuesday was the committee's GOP chairman, Alexander, in his opening statement, the 

senator played up many of the White House's talking points about the success of the federal response. 

But he also made a point of saying that testing is still far from sufficient 

"What our country has done so far on testing is impressive, but not nearly enough," Alexander said, adding that places such as the University of 

Tennessee need to have vastly expanded testing to be able to reopen when the school year begins in August. 

He repeated later: "What our county has done so far in testing is impressive, but not nearly enough." 

Alexander also said that while Americans can't stay at home indefinitely, "such widespread screening of entire campuses, schools or places of work 

will help identify those who are sick, trace down those who are exposed. And that, in turn, should help persuade the rest of us to go back to school 

and back to work." 
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Sen. Mitt Romney (R-Utah) also called the testing in the United States nothing to celebrate whatsoever" He also rebuked Giroir and the White 

House for favorably comparing U.S. testing to that of South Korea, which ramped up testing much more quickly and has dealt with a much smaller 

outbreak as a result. 

"Yesterday, you celebrated that we had done more tests and more tests per capita even than South Korea," Romney told Giroir. "But you ignored the 

fact that they accomplished theirs at the beginning of the outbreak while we treaded water during February and March." 

A day before, Trump had offered something of a mission accomplished message about the coronavirus response, saying, "We have met the moment, 

and we have prevailed." The president has also played up the success of the testing regime — as Alexander did Tuesday — while downplaying its 

importance when it comes to getting past the outbreak. 

6. Fauci skeptical about treatments allowing colleges to reopen in the fall 

Alexander picked up on his opening statement and asked Fauci directly whether there will be the kinds of treatments or even a vaccine available to 

help reopen universities in the fall term. 

The senator posed the question by citing a college chancellor in his state. 

Fauci responded: "Well, I would be very realistic with the chancellor and tell ... her that in this case that the idea of having treatments available or a 

vaccine to facilitate the reentry of students into the fall term would be something that would be a bit of a bridge too far." 

He didn't necessarily say schools couldn't reopen — as he clarified later on — but his skepticism is notable and suggests a long timetable for 

successful treatments. 

333 Comments 
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Aaron Bake 
Aaron Blake is senior political reporter, writing for The Ax. A Minnesota native, he has also written about politics for the Minneapolis Star Tribune and The Hill newspaper. Follow 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Tue 5/12/2020 10:47:24 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: How Trump and the CDC Failed the COVID-19 Test - Rolling Stone 

Tom Folks sent a link to this piece 

I don't follow Rolling Stone usually, but this article hits hard and rings true 

https://www.roll i ngstone.com/pol itics/pol itics-features/covid-19-test-tru mp-admi n-fai led-disaster-995930/ 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Sat 5/16/2020 5:48:30 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Pandemic and a weakened hollowed out government 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/politics/government-hollowed-out-
weaknesses/?no_nav=true&tid=a_classic-iphone 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.Famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDUL Folks 
Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Wed 5/13/2020 10:16:53 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Coronavirus: US accuses China of hacking coronavirus research 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Coronavirus: US accuses China of hacking coronavirus research. 
Tl_e I said 1 Lad seen 1ar ir e__ c__ g_ w.iccines, treatments and testing. 
Disclaimer. The BBC is not responsible for the cnntent of this email, and anything writte does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please no that r1Lher the en il address ine of dn. ...:nder h.—

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Wed 5/13/2020 10:10:46 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Coronavirus: Trump says Dr Fauci's warning 'not acceptable' 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Coronavirus: Trump says Dr Fauci's warning 'not acceptable'. 
lie pres,der_t cr_t_cises Li tstsk force expert's cztutip__ about rec-pening the US too quickly. 
Disclaimer. The BBC is not responsible for the cnntent of this email, and anything writte does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please no that r1Lher the en il address ine of dn. ...:nder h.—

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; 
Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Sun 5/17/2020 11:41:52 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: How WHO Lost Its Way - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

How WHO Lost Its Way 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 6/4/2020 9:22:56 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: CDC woes bring Director Redfield's troubled past as an AIDS researcher to light 

CDC woes bring Director Redfield's troubled past as an AIDS researcher to light 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/04/politics/cdc-redfield-aids-walter-reed-army-investigation/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Spiropoulou 
Christina[ccs8©cdc.gov]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick 
A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Nichol 
Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Folks Thomas[virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Fri 7/10/2020 12:19:50 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Emergency Preparedness Agency Eyed Warfare Threats, Not Pandemic - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

Emergency Preparedness Agency Eyed Warfare Threats, lvoi Pandemic 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; 
Spiropoulou Christina[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison 
Mark[mark.denison©vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Keiser, 
Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; 
Folks Thomas[virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Bob 
Swanepoel[bob.swanepoel©up.ac.za] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Sat 7/18/2020 5:19:34 AM (OTC-05:00) 
Subject: Dr. Fauci built a truce. Trump is destroying it. - The Washington Post 

Bob Tesh sent a link to this earlier 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/07/16/anthony-fauci-built-truce-trump-is-destroying-it/ 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick Affamurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano 
A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Wed 3/18/2020 9:21:46 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Reps. Mario Diaz-Balart and Ben McAdams become first members of Congress to test 
positive for coronavirus 

I'd predict this will increase the memory of Congress— in the same manner that anthrax seemed to 
persist 

Reps. Mario Diaz-Balart and Ben McAdams become first members of Congress to test positive for 
coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/18/politics/mario-diaz-balart-coronavirus/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Trumble, Julie M.[jtrumble@UTMB.EDU]; Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; calisher, C 
(calisher@cybersafe.net)[calisher@cybersafe.net]; Erdman,D (derdman05@gmail.com)[derdman05@gmail.com]; Holubar, Connie 
J.[cjholuba@UTMB.EDU]; Plante, Kenneth S.[ksplante@UTMB.EDU]; Laposata, Michael[milaposa@UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc@UTMB.EDU]; Mark R. Denison[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; 
Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy@UTMB.EDU]; Rollin,P (pierrerollin2019@gmail.com)[pierrerollin2019@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; McLellan, Susan[sumclell@UTMB.EDU]; Tesh,R(Home)[rbtesh22@gmail.com][rbtesh22@gmail.com]; 
Tesh, Robert B.[rtesh@UTMB.EDU]; tpmonath@gmail.com[tpmonath@gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng@UTMB.EDU]; 
Menachery, Vineet[vimenach@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; Cajimat, Maria N.[nbcajirm@UTMB.EDU]; Judy, 
Barbara M.[bmjudy@utmb.edu]; Milazzo, Marylou[mamilazz@UTMB.EDU]; Newman, Patrick C.[pcnewman@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Wed 3/25/2020 4:56:12 PM (OTC-05:00) 
Subject: Sanger 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
Sanger-2020-Before Virus Outbreak, a Cascade o.pdf 

Sanger DE, Lipton E, Sullivan E and Crowley M. (2020, 20200322). Before Virus Outbreak, a Cascade of 
Warnings Went Unheeded. NYTimes Retrieved 0325, 2020, 

https://wvvw.nytimes.com/2020/03/19/us/politics/trump-coronavirus-outbreak.html 
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Before Virus Outbreak, a 
Cascade of Warnings 
Went Unheeded 

Government exercises, including one last year, made clear 
that the U.S. was not ready for a pandemic like the 
coronavirus. But little was done. 

....... 

i dook, had HUMOR Sot' too C.,v;.119 opetatcne center at Waal/B.00M The depel:  t c . 

Fig,t sailulating a pandemic Ad Dr,sr, fer Nevi Time: 

If 4 
By David E. Sanger, Eric Lipton, Eileen Sullivan and Michael Crowley 

Puteished March:9, 2020 Updated March 22, 2020 

WASHINGTON --- The outbreak of the respira tot), virus began in 

China and was quickly spread around the world by air travelers, 

who ran high fevers. In the United States, it was first detected in 
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Chicago, and 47 days later, the World Health Organization declared 
a pandemic. By then it was too late: no million Americans were 
expected to become ill, leading to 7.7 million hospitalized and 
586,000 dead. 

That scenario, code-named "Crimson Contagion" and imagining an 
influenza pandemic, was simulated by the Trump administration's 
Department of Health and Human Services in a series of exercises 
that ran from last January to August. 

The simulation's sobering results — camaIncilla.kgraft.r.05.,Fri 
da.uaiLIKIQh.u.29.19 that has not previously been reported — drove 
home just how underfunded, underprepared and uncoordinated the 
federal government would be for a life-or-death battle with a virus 
for which no treatment existed. 

The draft report, marked "not to be disclosed," laid out in stark 
detail repeated cases of "confusion" in the exercise. Federal 
agencies jockeyed over who was in charge. State officials and 
hospitals struggled to figure out what kind of equipment was 
stockpiled or available. Cities and states went their own ways on 
school closings. 

Many of the potentially deadly consequences of a failure to address 
the shortcomings are now playing out in all-too-real fashion across 
the country. And it was hardly the first warning for the nation's 
leaders. Three times over the past four years the U.S. government, 
across two administrations, had grappled in depth with what a 
pandemic would look like, identifying likely shortcomings and in 
some cases recommending specific action. 

In 2016, the Obama administration produced a primpzchtnalm 
report on the lessons learned by the government from battling 
Bbola. In January 2017, outgoing Obama administration officials 
ran an extensive exercise on responding to a pandemic for incoming 
senior officials of the Trump administration. 

The full story of the Trump administration's response to the 
coronavirus is still playing out. Government officials, health 
professionals, journalists and historians will spend years looking 
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back on the muddled messages and missed opportunities of the past 
three months, as President Trump moved from dismissing the 
coronavirus as a few cases that would soon be "under control" to hia 

mvikl akomounc,cumaton.hignday. that he had known all along 
that a pandemic was on the way. 

President Trifillp hIld members Gf thq ef.,mnavints thsk for,x briang ri:WriAt'S f.,11 Monday 

HQUSe. NPV: 

What the scenario makes clear, however, is that his own 
administration had already modeled a similar pandemic and 
understood its potential trajectory. 
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The White House defended its record, saying it responded to the 
2019 exercise with an executive order to improve the availability 
and quality of flu vaccines, and that it moved early this year 
to increase fundinf for the Department of Health and Human 
Services' program that focuses on global pandemic threats. 

"Any suggestion that President Trump did not take the threat of 
COVID-19 seriously is false," said Judd Deere, a White House 
spokesman. 

But officials have declined to say why the administration was so 
slow to roll out broad testing or to move faster, as the simulations 
all indicated it should, to urge social distancing and school closings. 

Asked at his news briefing on Thursday about the govertunent's 
preparedness, Mr. Trump responded: "Nobody knew there would 
be a pandemic or epidemic of this proportion. Nobody has ever seen 
anything like this before." 

The work done over the past five years, however, demonstrates that 
the govertunent had considerable knowledge about the risks of a 
pandemic and accurately predicted the very types of problems Mr. 
Trump is now scrambling belatedly to address. 

Crimson Contagion, the exercise conducted last year in Washington 
and 12 states including New York and Illinois, showed that federal 
agencies under Mr. Trump continued the Obama-era effort to think 
ahead about a pandemic. 

Latest Updates: Coronavirus Outbreak 

Republican opposition to jobless aid delays final action on S2 trillion 
stimulus plan. 

New York sees early signs that social distancing could be working. 

States shun visitors to limit the spread of the virus 

See more updates 

More live coverage: Markets U.S. New York 

But the planning and thinking happened many layers down in the 
bureaucracy. The knowledge and sense of urgency about the peril 
appear never to have gotten sufficient attention at the highest level 
of the executive branch or from Congress, leaving the nation with 
funding shortfalls, equipment shortages and disorganization within 
and among various branches and levels of government. 
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The October 2019 report in particular documents that officials at 
the Departments of Homeland Security and Health and Human 
Services, and even at the White House's National Security Council, 
were aware of the potential for a respiratory virus outbreak 
originating in China to spread quickly to the United States and 
overwhelm the nation. 

"Nobody ever thought of numbers like this," Mr. Trump said on 
Wednesday, at a news conference. 

In fact, they had. 

From Ebola, Lessons Learned 

<,:d.ering c: 1. , ••/.• • • •'•• •• •••,r .. • . 

katibmak ithi the ObhIllit 1.a1:1;:mauess A'as i wia'a 
Va:1:1,•••••••$ 
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As early as the George W. Bush administration, homeland security 
and health officials focused on big gaps in the American response to 
a biological attacks and the growing risk of pandemics. The first test 
came in April 2009, just a few months after the start of President 
Barack Obama's first term. A to-year-old California girl was 
diagnosed with a contagious disease that would he called swine flu 

or HIM, the fualiu.pfuldtmisLiumairt.then.4anam 

The i.'&ram...k.kr..1).mie.Corktalotiuld..P.ttientiontatiniate. that 
ultimately there were about 60.8 million cases in the United States, 
along with 274,304 hospitalizations and 12,469 deaths associated 
with 

The virus tumsyloutict.bkloti.diadbAhanfliaexperled. But it was 
a warning shot that officials in the °barna administration said they 
took seriously, kicking off a planning effort that escalated in early 
2014, with the outbreak of Ebola in West Africa and ensuing fear 
that it could spread to the United States. 

Ebola was less contagious than the flu, but far more deadly. It killed 
il,000 people in Africa. But it could have been far worse. The 
United States sent nearly 3,000 troops to Africa to help keep the 
disease from spreading. While the containment effort was 
considered a success, inside the White House, officials sensed that 
the United States had gotten lucky — and that the response had 
revealed gaps in preparedness. 

Christopher Kirchhoff, a national security aide who moved from the 
Pentagon to the White House to deal with the Ebola crisis, was 
given the job of putting together a "lessons learned" report, with 
input from across the government. 

The weaknesses Mr. Kirchhoff identified were early warning signals 
of what has unfolded in the past three months. 

Its.r.e.p.0.rt concluded that the United States assumed more ability 
on the part of the World Health Organization than the agency 
actually had. 
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The United States had its own issues. There was no airplane in the 
U.S. fleet capable of evacuating an American doctor who was 
infected while treating patients in Liberia. The Pentagon was largely 
unprepared for the intervention that Mr. Obama ordered. 

While the United States rapidly developed a way to screen air 
passengers coming into the country — borrowing from intelligence 
tools developed after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks to track possible 
terrorists — Mr. Kirchhoff found deficiencies in even measuring 
how fast the virus was spreading. 

11n, Unit:a 1."Lites ft,int. nearly 3,otxt Arno, to 14 ktvp EltAa from spokitlitig 10201.,S. 

On the plus side, the Obama White House had created an Ebola 
Task Force, run by Ron Klain, Vice President Joseph It. Biden Jr.'s 
former chief of staff, before a single case emerged in the United 
States. Congress allocated $5.4 billion in emergency funding to pay 
for Ebola treatment and prevention efforts in the United States and 
West Africa. 
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The money helped fund a little-known agency inside the 
Department of Health and Human Services in charge of preparing 
for future contagious disease outbreaks, the same office that in 2019 
ran the Crimson Contagion exercise and other similar events in the 
years since. 

After a man named Thomas Duncan, a Liberian citizen, became the 
first person given a diagnosis of Ebola on American territory in 
September 2014, arprA resulted in the infection or two nurses and 
fear of a wider spread in the United States. (Mr_Dungenslied, but 
the two nurses recovered.) 

What is striking in reading Mr. Kirchhoff's account today, however, 
is how few of the major faults he found in the American response 
resulted in action — even though the report was tilled with 
department-by-department recommendations. 

There were deficiencies "in personal protective equipment use, 
disinfection" and "social services for those placed under 
quarantine." 

There was confusion over travel restrictions, and the need "for a 
smoother sliding scale of escalation of government response, from 
local authorities acting on their own to local authorities acting with 
some federal assistance" to the full activation or the federal 
government. 

The report concluded that "a minimum planning benchmark might 
be an epidemic an order of magnitude or two more difficult than 
that presented by the outbreak of Ebola in West Africa, with much 
more significant domestic spread." 

But one big change did come out of the study: The creation of a 
dedicated office at the National Security Council to coordinate 
responses and raise the alarm early. 
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"What I learned most is that we had to stand up a global biosecurity 
and health directorate, and get it enshrined for the next 
administration," said Lisa Monaco, Mr. Obama's homeland security 
adviser. 

Getting the Trump Team's Attention 

Ki:Dy :rad iti:x W. Itikvon t•ore ymrt Qco high-level 'oath:nate exerciw, but both ow:a iott 
.antmistratioo before the Coold-19 ouibreak PA The  • 

Nastttttttttttttttt:::::••• 

After Mr. Trump's election, Ms. Monaco arranged an extensive 
exercise for high-level incoming officials — including Rex W. 
Tillerson, the nominee for secretary of state; John F. Kelly, 
designated to become homeland security secretary; and Rick Perry, 
who would become energy secretary — gaming out the response to a 
deadly flu outbreak. 

She asked Tom Bossert, who was preparing to come in as Mr. 
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Trump's homeland security adviser, to run the event alongside her. 

"We modeled a new strain of flu in the exercise precisely because 
it's so communicable," Ms. Monaco said. "there is no vaccine, and 
you would get issues like nursing homes being particularly 
vulnerable, shortages of ventilators." 

Ms. Monaco was impressed by how seriously Mr. Bossert, her 
successor, appeared to take the threat, as did many of the 30 or so 
Trump team members who participated in the exercise, details of 
which were r.c.re,ir.tigl by Politico. 

But by the time the current crisis hit, almost all of the leaders at the 
table — Mr. Tillerson, Mr. Kelly and Mr. Perry among them — had 
been fired or moved on. 

In 2018, Mr. Trump's national security adviser at the time, John R. 
Bolton, ousted Mr. Bossert and eliminated the National Security 
Council directorate, folding it into an office dedicated to weapons of 
mass destruction in what Trump officials called a logical 
consolidation. 

Asked about that shift on March 13, Mr. Trump told a reporter that 
it was "2,114,11,Mucaim," before adding: "I don't know anything 
about it." Writing on Twitter the next day, Mr. Bolton lashed out at 
critics who said the shift had reflected disregard for pandemic 
threats. 

"Claims that streamlining NBC structures impaired our nation's bio 
defense are false," Bir,..11s.A02.1.meted. "Global health remained a 
top NSC priority." 

In a statement, the National Security Council said it "has directors 
and staff whose full-time job it is to monitor, plan for, and respond 
to pandemics, including an infectious disease epidemiologist and a 
virologist." 

But in testimony to Congress last week, Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, the 
director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, 
suggested that ending the stand-alone directorate was ill-advised. 
"It would be nice if the office was still there," he said. 
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On Feb. 10, nearly three weeks after the first coronavirus case was 

diagnosed in the United States, Mr. Trump submitted a 2021 

budget proposal that called for a $693.3 million reduction in 

funding for the C.D.C., or about 9 percent, although there was a 

modest increase for the division that combats global pandemics. 

'Crimson Contagion' 

7stmvp.7.• 

Sol:elf:Mr York Timm 

, 
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The Crimson Contagion planning exercise run last year by the 
Department of Health and Human Services involved officials from 
12 states and at least a dozen federal agencies. They included the 
Pentagon, the Department of Veterans Affairs and the National 
Security Council. Groups like the American Red Cross and 
American Nurses Association were invited to join, as were health 
insurance companies and major hospitals like the Mayo Clinic. 

The war game-like exercise was overseen by Robert P. Kadlec, a 
former Air Force physician who has spent decades focused on 
biodefense issues. After stints on the Bush administration's 
Homeland Security Council and the staff of the Senate Intelligence 
Committee, he was appointed assistant secretary of Health and 
Human Services for Preparedness and Response. 

"He recognized early that we have a big problem and we needed 
much bigger budgets to prepare," said Richard Danzig, the 
secretary of the Navy in the Clinton administration, who had 
worked with Mr. Kadlec. 

The exercise played out in four separate stages, starting in January 
2019. 

The events were supposedly =spooling in real time — with the 
worst-case scenario underway as of Aug. 13, 2019 — when, 
according to the script, 12,100 cases had already been reported in 
the United States, with the largest number in Chicago, which had 
1,400. 

The fictional outbreak involved a pandemic flu, which the 
Department of Health and Human Services says was "very different 
than the novel coronavirus." The staged outbreak had started when 
a group of 35 tourists visiting China were infected and then flew 
home to Australia, Kuwait, Malaysia, Thailand, Britain and Spain, 
as well as to the United States, with some developing respiratory 
symptoms and fevers en route. 

A 52-year-old man from Chicago, who was on the tour, had "low 
energy and a dry cough" upon his return home. Ills 17-year-old son 
on that same day went out to a large public event in Chicago, and 
the chain of illnesses in the United States started. 

Many of the moments during the tabletop exercise are now 
chillingly familiar. 

In the fictional pandemic, as the virus spread quickly across the 
United States, the C.D.C. issued guidelines for social distancing, 
and many employees were told to work from home. 
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But federal and state officials struggled to identify which employees 
were essential and what equipment was needed to effectively work 
from home. 

There also was confusion over how to handle school children. The 
C.D.C. recommended that states delay school openings — the 
exercise took place toward the end of the summer. But some school 
districts decided to go ahead with the start of school while others 
followed the federal advice, causing the aumillyms.d.gerthx..simand 

diacteponci.Q.:thataminticke.d.themipiakitialhessaLimmeintz 

The exercise from last year then went on to predict how the 
situation on the ground in the United States would worsen as the 
weeks passed. 

Confusion emerged as state governments began to turn in large 
numbers to Washington for help to address shortages of antiviral 

medications, peraonaiptotecible.equiplocotand.ventilltiont. Then 
states started to submit requests to different branches of the federal 
government, leading to bureaucratic chaos. 

Friction also emerged between the Fetivral  Etntrgemoy 

reaimitsc.,.an.d.lbg..D.c.p&titucat.DLLimithlutd.kimittan.liermicQ, 
another scenario playing out now. 

But the problems were larger than bureaucratic snags. The United 
States, the organizers realized, did not have the means to quickly 
manufacture more essential medical equipment, supplies or 
medicines, including antiviral medications, needles, syringes, N95 
respirators and ventilators, the agency concluded. 

Congress was hrialdhi.D.ecenthcr. on some of these findings, 
including the inability to quickly replenish certain medical supplies, 
given that much of the product comes from overseas. 
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These concerns turned more urgent at a bearing last Thursday on 

Capitol Hill, as lawmakers peppered officials with the Department 

of Health and Human Services with questions that sounded almost 

as if they had read the script from the fictional exercise, reflecting 

the shortage of respirators and protective gear. 

Senator Mitt Romney, Republican of Utah, said last week that he 

blamed Congress and prior administrations for not increasing 

stockpiles of this type of equipment. 

'Mat is an area we ought to consider making an investment in," he 

added, making a point, apparently unknown to him, that the 

administration's own simulation had made clear five months 

earlier. 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
Erdman Dean[derdman05©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick Affamurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina 
(CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Sun 4/12/2020 8:30:01 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NYTimes: I Used to Run the C.D.C. Here's What It Can Do to Slow This Pandemic. 

I Used to Run the C.D.C. Here's What It Can Do to Slow This Pandemic. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/12/opinion/cdc-coronavirus.html?referringSource=articleShare 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin 
Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te 
K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Folks Thomas[Virusdoctom©aol.com]; Calisher 
Charles[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Nichol Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)[ccs8@cdc.gov]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Keiser, Philip[phkeiser©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/23/2020 11:48:24 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: How Far Can the Coronavirus Travel in the Air? - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

How Far Can the Coronavirus Travel in the Air? 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Susan Peters[peterssusa©gmail.com]; Peters, C. J. 
(cj.cjpeters@gmail.com)[cj.cjpeters©gmail.com]; Russell, Phil (pkrussell©aol.com)[pkrussell@aol.com]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Lonnie Dalrymple (lonnie.dalrymple@gmail.com)[lonnie.dalrymple@gmail.com]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Parker - TAMU (gparker©cvm.tamu.edu)[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; James M. 
Meegan - OFFICE GLOBAL RESEARCH (meeganjm1©gmail.com)[meeganjm1@gmail.com]; Charles Bailey 
(cbailey2@gmu.edu)[cbailey2©gmu.edu]; Karl M. Johnson (microcaddis@gmail.com)[microcaddis@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/15/2021 4:53:06 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: The funeral for Gerald A. Eddy 

Very sad news. 

From: waiter brandt <walt2035@icloud.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 4:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: The funeral for Gerald A. Eddy 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim - I think that you knew Gerry Eddy - his Arlington funeral was impressive - movie cite below 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Carolyn McKenzie <tocamckenzie dmail.com>
Subject: Re: The funeral for Gerald A. Eddy 
Date: January 14, 2021 at 12:14:46 PM EST 
To: waiter brandt <walt2035@icloud.com>

Walt, 

Please feel free to share with anyone you think would like to see it. 

It was such an amazing day to see my father honored that way. 

He was a special man and I am grateful to have had the life I did because of him. 

I miss him every day. 

Keep healthy! 
Carolyn 

On Tue, Jan 12, 2021, 8:53 PM waiter brandt <walt2035@icloud.com> wrote: 

Your Dad was also well-liked and respected by many others of us serving in the U. S. Army Medical 
Research and Development Command. 

I would need your permission to share this memorial video of the funeral with a fellow U.S. Army 
veterinarian, Colonel Michael Langford. 

Please let me know if ok or not ok. I totally respect your opinion and feelings on this request. 

Many Best Wishes for you as you bring your family through their years to independent adulthood. (Parents 
will always be needed.) 

Walt and Jane 
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On Jan 12, 2021, at 5:55 PM, Carolyn McKenzie <tocamckenzie@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hope this works, let me know if it doesn't come through. Unfortunately I am not the best at this 
stuff 

https://my.anc.media/32Puxbe 

Carolyn 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Erdman 
Dean[derdman05@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Denison Mark[mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre[pierrerollin2019©gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Bopp, Nathen E.[nebopp©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Fri 3/6/2020 12:10:31 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Epidemic Sparks Scrutiny of Labs Handling Pathogens - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

Epidemic Sparks Scrutiny of Labs Handling PathoP- Its 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edupwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Tue 11/17/2020 2:41:06 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Re!man opinion piece 

Thanks very much, Dave. Coincidentally zimF1 her follow up visit with the surgeon today and got a clean bill of health. 
All systems go and incision healing nicely,[5_52:1,11., [ : .fl walking every day and generally doing very well although we are 
disappointed to have to cancel travel to 552.117 _ihouse for Thanksgiving and Christmas. Given the surge in cases we 
felt the risk was too great. 
Very sad news about Phil. 

Thanks for the good wishes. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 17, 2020, at 2:22 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Dave. He is always very thoughtful. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 10:48 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Reiman opinion piece 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom, If you haven't seen... a PNAS opinion piece from David Reiman. Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

David Relman's PNAS article (To stop the next pandemic, we need to unravel the origins of COVID-19) is 
here: https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2020/11/03/2021133117 
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From: goarn[goarn@who.int] 

Attendees: SURI, Sameera; Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); 
eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan; Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); pfillon@immap.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Bente, Dennis A.; WILLET, Victoria; HUO, Xiang; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); Paul Spiegel; Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); GPHIN Duty Officer 
(phac.gphin-rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; CORPUZ, Aura; NABETH, Pierre; SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; 
LEWIS, Rosamund; Ruby Siddiqui; Chantal Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); 
trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); FALERO 
CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); BULIVA, 
Evans; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Dr A. 
Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); axelle.ronsse; AZE, Jean-christophe; khan azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); 
Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, 
Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; Djoudalbaye Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); Bonbon, 
Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; McCloskey Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); CASTILLA 
ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; chikwe.ihekweazu (chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); 
CHRISTENSEN, Renee; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; 
mmccusker@savechildren.org; Carlos Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); 
cohuabunwo@afenet.net; creddy@tephinet.org; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); MERIANOS, Angela; 
munavvarov@un.org; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; 
DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN 
KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); emergencypmo; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Ezzeddine Mohsni 
(emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); AINsour 
Mohannad (executive.director@emphnet.net); f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; 
FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); Inho Kim 
(globalepikim@gmail.com); goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute 
(grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; Ms G. Eamer 
(gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre 
Louis; Hugues.ROBERT (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; Ms H. West 
(hwest@iom.int); Ida Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; 
ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; jansena (jansena@rki.de); januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS (jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); Jia Lee 
(jlee106@korea.kr); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jerome Pfaffmann (jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Dr J. Lynn Hall 
(Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); 
Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; Louisa Baxter (I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; 
LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); Lina Moses 
(Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lucia Mullen 
(Imullen3@jhu.edu); m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina 
(mainaa@unhcr.org); marii@unicef.org; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-union.org); MINELLI, 
Elisabetta; morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia 
Watera; namusisiolivia (namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson 
(neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); 
ADERINOLA OLAOLU (olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); 
MORGAN, Oliver; outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); 
paolo tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; Effler Paul 
(paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); g.pavade@oie.int; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; 
PESIGAN, Arturo; Peter Horby (peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Lim Poh Lian 
(poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); QUEYRAS, Guillaume; rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell (scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; Medcalf, Sharon J; Sibylle BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-
STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC 
Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Endericks Tina 
(tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); Trish 
NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

imacie001.jpg

vicarian@paho.org; Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi 
(nnaqvi@unicef.org); DonateIla Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen 
(benjamin.syme@wfp.org); jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
Flavien; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes 
(David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); Jordan Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); Leonidas 
Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); thiago.xavier@wfp.org; BroedelS@rki.de; James Coltheart 
(coltheart@un.org); creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); Gail Carson 
(gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); renoldner@un.org; SALMON, Sharon; Sara Ferraz (saraferrazz@Outlook.com); 
DEL RIO VI LAS, Victor; PAVLIN, Boris; sara.sarno@wfp.org; Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; 
DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, 
Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross (schuemer@un.org); 
McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, 
April; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); sreshamwalla@gmail.com; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher 
(cdaher@unicef.org); HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; s.muset@oie.int; santara@afenet.net; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; KHormez@samaritan.org; MSFOCB-Covid19-
CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) (Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); 
jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); 
giulia.ferraro@un.org; emarti92@jhmi.edu; Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); EspelageW 
(EspelageW@rki.de); DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; 
Tbetz@ofda.gov; Ann Mathews; kattel@unhcr.org; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; 
Elliott Tenpenny (etenpenny@samaritan.org); NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; 
AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; Clementine Fu_DFID; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter 
Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); MOON, Madison Taylor; 
'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; Mija Versers; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); PATEL, Minal; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; PERON, Emilie; 
Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; HAMBLION, Esther; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; NACION, 
Kristine May Vida; GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE 
(Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); FrankC 
(FrankC@rki.de); ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; alice.chen@wfp.org; 
BEJTULLAHU, Armand; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); BULIVA, Evans; CHREKI, 
Hanane; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; fadzilah@moh.gov.my; Farah Massoud; Heidi Giesbrecht 
(heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); James Mcdowell; Maria Jasen; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; MORGAN, Oliver; Naouar LABIDI; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sven Guesmann; 
TAYYAB, Muhammad; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; NAMARA, Geoffrey; HANNA, Peggy 
Edmond; Benjamin NOBLE 

Tue 2/2/2021 1:53:13 PM (UTC-06:00) 

GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
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Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Feb 04 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 2/4/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 2/4/2021 2:00:00 PM (UTC) 

goarn; SURI, Sameera; Chantal Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-
urgence.org); Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); CASEY, Sean; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Celine Gurry 
(Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); 
eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan; Ombretta BAGGIO 
(ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Medcalf, Sharon J; Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); paolo tizzani 
(p.tizzani@oie.int); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); pfillon@immap.org; Eve °Connor 
(eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); Amanda.HARVEY-DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; 
Bente, Dennis A.; WILLET, Victoria; HUO, Xiang; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); Paul Spiegel; Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); 
GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); florence.tanguay 
(florence.tanguay@canada.ca); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; ALEXANDROVA 
EZERSKA, Lidia; CORPUZ, Aura; NABETH, Pierre; SELENIC MINET, 
Dubravka; LEWIS, Rosamund; Ruby Siddiqui; trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, 
Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); 
FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; 
ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; Allison Prather (allison.prather@care.org); AL-
SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); BULIVA, 
Evans; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Dr A. Wimmer 
(awimmer@iom.int); axelle.ronsse; AZE, Jean-christophe; khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); BALDE, Thierno; 
BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN 
EMBAREK, Peter Karim; Djoudalbaye Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); 
Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; McCloskey Brian 
(Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, 
Ramoncito; chikwe.ihekweazu (chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); 
CHRISTENSEN, Renee; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CLARAVALL 
LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; mmccusker@savechildren.org; Carlos Navarro 
Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); cohuabunwo@afenet.net; 
creddy@tephinet.org; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); MERIANOS, Angela; 
munavvarov@un.org; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); 
Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA 
ROCQUE, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; DIAZ, 
Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); 
DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-
Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Dr E. 
Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); emergencypmo; Emina Becirovic 
(Emina@necsi-global.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE 
(Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; 
farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, 
Pierre B.h.; gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); Inho Kim 
(globalepikim@gmail.com); goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); g.torres@oie.int; 
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GREIN, Thomas; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); HOLDEN, Robert 
Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 
Hugues.ROBERT (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; Ms 
H. West (hwest@iom.int); Ida Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; jansena 
(jansena@rki.de); januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS (jean-
louissomette@univ-amu.fr); Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); LeDuc, James 
W.; Keith Hamilton; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); Kashef 
ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); kola.jinadu 
(kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); KRETSINGER, Katrina; Louisa Baxter 
(l.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, 
Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); Lina 
Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); ltorre 
(Itorre@taskforce.org); m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Allen 
Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); marii@unicef.org; Merawi Aragaw 
Tegegne (merawia@africa-union.org); MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; msff-nord-kivu-
coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Dr M. Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 
namusisiolivia (namusisiolivia@afenet.net); Neil Ferguson 
(neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Nina Gobat 
(nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); 
MORGAN, Oliver; outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); Mr P. 
Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; Effler 
Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); g.pavade@oie.int; PENDERGAST, Scott 
Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Lim Poh Lian 
(poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); QUEYRAS, Guillaume; rapid.deployments 
(rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); 
Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; 
SALIO, Flavio; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; Sibylle BERNARD-STOECKLIN 
(Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); STOROZHENKO, 
Oleg Nikolayevich; Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty 
(support@ecdc.europa.eu); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Endericks Tina 
(tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; Trina Helderman 
(trina.helderman@medair.org); Trish NEWPORT 
(Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; vicarian@paho.org; Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; VON 
EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick 
Anthony; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique 
(frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi 
(nnaqvi@unicef.org); DonateIla Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); Mr B. Syme Van 
Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes 
(David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); Jordan Tappero 
(Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); Leonidas Alexakis 
(leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); thiago.xavier@wfp.org; BroedelS@rki.de; 
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James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed 
(mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
renoldner@un.org; SALMON, Sharon; Sara Ferraz (saraferrazz@Outlook.com); 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PAVLIN, Boris; sara.sarno@wfp.org; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck 
(Namseon.Beck@medair.org); SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, 
Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-
Cross (schuemer@un.org); McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); 
CARTER, Lisa; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah 
Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); sreshamwalla@gmail.com; BRENNAN, Richard 
John; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); HAN, Mansuk Daniel; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; s.muset@oie.int; santara@afenet.net; 
anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) (Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); 
jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); giulia.ferraro@un.org; emarti92@jhmi.edu; 
Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; Daphne 
Moffett; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Ann Mathews; kattel@unhcr.org; FORTIN, Ann; 
MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; 
Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; Clementine 
Fu_DFID; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; 
Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); MOON, Madison Taylor; 
'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; Mija Versers; mija ververs 
(mververs@jhu.edu); PATEL, Minal; Moresky, Rachel T.; O'CONNOR, Eve 
Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; PERON, Emilie; Sarah 
SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; HAMBLION, Esther; 
Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; NACION, Kristine May Vida; GREENE-
CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE 
(Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; alice.chen@wfp.org; Brice.de.le.Vingne 
(Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); CHREKI, Hanane; Cristina BENVENUTI 
(cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; Farah Massoud; Heidi Giesbrecht 
(heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); James Mcdowell; Maria Jasen; 'MerawiA@africa-
union.org'; Micaela SERAFINI; Naouar LABIDI; Sven Guesmann; TAYYAB, 
Muhammad 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 2/11/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 2/11/2021 2:00:00 PM (UTC) 

mmccusker@savechildren.org; Daphne Moffett; CHREKI, Hanane; goarn; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); MERIANOS, Angela; ALLAIN 100S, 
Sophie; RYAN, Michael J.; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Lim Poh Lian 
(poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); PATEL, Minal; creddy@taskforce.org; 
Sarah SHEHADE; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; BALLER, April; SIMNICEANU, 
Alice; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); Ann Mathews ; SURI, Sameera; Celine Gurry 
(Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan; 
Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Chantal Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-
urgence.org); Alexandre Jully (alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Medcalf, Sharon J; Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sylvain (WDC); paolo tizzani 
(p.tizzani@oie.int); jonas.brant@outlook.com; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); Paul Spiegel; Jordan Tappero 
(Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); ARCHER, Brett; Lina 
Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); CASEY, Sean; Bente, Dennis 
A.; Neil Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Florian 
Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; 
LOI, Gianluca; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; s.muset@oie.int; CARTER, 
Lisa; kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); m.marrana@oie.int; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen 
(benjamin.syme@wfp.org); ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; KRETSINGER, Katrina; 
Dr M. Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); boneil@samaritan.org; Djoudalbaye Benjamin 
(benjamind@africa-union.org); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); TISDALL, Brian; LINDMEIER, Christian; mija 
ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Elliott Tenpenny (etenpenny@samaritan.org); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; 
Tbetz@ofda.gov; ILIC, Maja; Moresky, Rachel T.; David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); Scott 
Dowell (scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); WILLET, Victoria; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); PLUUT, 
Elisabeth; jwright@medicalteams.org; Marie Hallissey (mhallissey@goal.ie); pfillon@immap.org; Eve 
°Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); HUO, Xiang; Dale Fisher (mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); GPHIN Duty Officer 
(phac.gphin-rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; CORPUZ, Aura; NABETH, Pierre; SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; LEWIS, Rosamund; Ruby Siddiqui; 
trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); FALERO 
CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); BULIVA, 
Evans; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); axelle.ronsse; 
AZE, Jean-christophe; khan azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); BALDE, Thierno; 
BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 
Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); McCloskey Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
chikwe.ihekweazu (chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Carlos Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); cohuabunwo@afenet.net; 
creddy@tephinet.org; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); munavvarov@un.org; daniel.bausch 
(daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); DOULL, Linda; Emma 
Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN (Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Ms M.-E. Ingres 
(Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Dr E. Capobianco 
(emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); emergencypmo; Emina Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FORMENTY, 
Pierre B.h.; gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); 
goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Grazina Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); 
g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; 
htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); Ida Marie Ameda 
(iameda@unicef.org); ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; jansena 
(jansena@rki.de); januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; ROMETTE JEAN-
LOUIS (jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton; KATO, 
Masaya; Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); 
Louisa Baxter (I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); marii@unicef.org; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne 
(merawia@africa-union.org); MINELLI, Elisabetta; morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; msff-nord-kivu-
coepidemio@paris.msf.org; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 
namusisiolivia (namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Nina 
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Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU (olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Olivier le Polain 
(olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); MORGAN, Oliver; outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); Mr P. 
Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; Effler Paul 
(paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); g.pavade@oie.int; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; 
PESIGAN, Arturo; Peter Horby (peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); Rene Ehounou 
Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; SALIO, 
Flavio; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); Tom Drake (t-
drake@dfid.gov.uk); Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; Trina Helderman 
(trina.helderman@medair.org); Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); UMALI DALANGIN, 
Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; vicarian@paho.org; Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, 
N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick 
Anthony; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); FROST, Melinda; DonateIla 
Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
Flavien; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); 
thiago.xavier@wfp.org; BroedelS@rki.de; Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); 
renoldner@un.org; SALMON, Sharon; Sara Ferraz (saraferrazz@Outlook.com); DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; 
PAVLIN, Boris; sara.sarno@wfp.org; Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck 
(Namseon.Beck@medair.org); SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross (schuemer@un.org); McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); KOLMER, Jessica; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; BRENNAN, Richard John; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; 
Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; santara@afenet.net; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; KHormez@samaritan.org; MSFOCB-Covid19-
CoordoMed@brussels.msf.org; jcarver@immap.org; giulia.ferraro@un.org; emarti92@jhmi.edu; Jolene Nakao 
(jnakao@ofda.gov); EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; kattel@unhcr.org; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; 
NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 
Clementine Fu_DFID; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; Louise Logre 
(Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; Mija Versers; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; PERON, Emilie; Sheila Austria; 
HAMBLION, Esther; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; NACION, Kristine May Vida; GREENE-CRAMER, 
Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); FrankC 
(FrankC@rki.de); ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; alice.chen@wfp.org; Brice.de.le.Vingne 
(Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; fadzilah@moh.gov.my; Farah Massoud; Heidi Giesbrecht 
(heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); James Mcdowell; Maria Jasen; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; Naouar LABIDI; Sven Guesmann; TAYYAB, Muhammad 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• Undiagnosed disease in Tanzania 
• EVD DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 

• Vaccine 
• Epi 
• RCCE 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092
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Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Feb 04 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 2/18/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 2/18/2021 2:00:00 PM (UTC) 

CHREKI, Hanane; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; PATEL, Minal; Daphne Moffett; Tuna Helderman 
(trina.helderman@medair.org); Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-union.org); marii@unicef.org; Dr E. 
Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; HUO, Xiang; goarn; Gail 
Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); CROSS, Caroline Marie; Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); 
vicarian@paho.org; ABOK, Patrick; Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); Thomas 
Mollet (thomas.mollet@ecdc.europa.eu); GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) (Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); SURI, 
Sameera; Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); 
eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan; Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Chantal Autotte 
Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Alexandre Jully (alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); 
Medcalf, Sharon J; Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Aldighieri, Dr. 
Sylvain (WDC); paolo tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); jonas.brant@outlook.com; James Coltheart 
(coltheart@un.org); Amanda.HARVEY-DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); Sarah 
SHEHADE; Paul Spiegel; Jordan Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); Arthur, Ray 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); ARCHER, Brett; Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); CASEY, Sean; Bente, Dennis A.; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Neil Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Florian 
Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); LOI, Gianluca; DEGAIL CHABRAT, 
Marie-amelie; desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; s.muset@oie.int; CARTER, Lisa; BALLER, April; kerriganm 
(kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); m.marrana@oie.int; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); 
ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; KRETSINGER, Katrina; Dr M. Henkens 
(Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); boneil@samaritan.org; Djoudalbaye Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); 
Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); TISDALL, Brian; LINDMEIER, Christian; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); 
Elliott Tenpenny (etenpenny@samaritan.org); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; WILLET, Victoria; ABUBAKAR, 
Abdinasir; acicero@jhu.edu; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed 
Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); ALBERTI, Kathryn; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE 
(Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); ALI AHMED, Yahaya; alice.chen@wfp.org; ALLAIN 100S, 
Sophie; Allison Prather (allison.prather@care.org); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL 
(Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Ann Mathews; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; axelle.ronsse; AZE, Jean-christophe; khan azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); Antoine Ziao 
(aziao@unicef.org); BAGUMAHO, Simon; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; BRENNAN, Richard John; McCloskey Brian 
(Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); BroedelS@rki.de; 
BULIVA, Evans; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); Carlos Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); 
CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; 
Clementine Fu_DFID; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; CORPUZ, Aura; creddy@taskforce.org; 
creddy@tephinet.org; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); 
daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; David Blazes 
(David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; 
delbreuve@un.org; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Donatella Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); 
Dominic Dwyer; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); DOULL, Linda; 
DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; Emma Diggle 
(e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emarti92@jhmi.edu; 
emergencypmo; Emina Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE 
(Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); AINsour Mohannad (executive.director@emphnet.net); 
f.diaz@oie.int; fadzilah@moh.gov.my; FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; 
farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; 
Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); Farah Massoud; 
FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FORTIN, Ann; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); FROST, Melinda; g.pavade@oie.int; 
g.torres@oie.int; gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); giulia.ferraro@un.org; Inho Kim 
(globalepikim@gmail.com); goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Grazina Mirinaviciute 
(grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; GREIN, Thomas; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); HAMBLION, Esther; Heidi Giesbrecht 
(heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; HOLLIS, Sara; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, 
Stephane Alexandre Louis; Hugues.ROBERT (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; ILIC, Maja; INIG@rki.de; 
ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; James Mcdowell; jansena (jansena@rki.de); januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
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jcarver@immap.org; jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS (jean-louis.romette@univ-
amu.fr); Jerome Pfaffmann (jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); Jolene Nakao 
(jnakao@ofda.gov); jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); LeDuc, James W.; 
McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); lwright@medicalteams.org'; Keith Hamilton; KAASIK-
AASLAV, Kaja; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; KATO, Masaya; kattel@unhcr.org; KHormez@samaritan.org; Kashef 
ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); KOLMER, Jessica; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Louisa Baxter (l.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); 
LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); 
LEWIS, Rosamund; liming@ips.ac.cn; Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); 
Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Allen Gidraf Kahindo 
Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); Marc.PONCIN (Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Maria Jasen; Ms M.-E. Ingres 
(Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MERIANOS, Angela; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Micaela SERAFINI; Michelle Groome; Mija Versers; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Mahmoud 
Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); MOON, Madison Taylor; morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; 
MORAN, Thomas; Moresky, Rachel T.; MORGAN, Oliver; MORRIS, Naomi; msff-nord-kivu-
coepidemio@paris.msf.org; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msf.org; munavvarov@un.org; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NABETH, Pierre; NACION, Kristine May Vida; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia 
Watera; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); namusisiolivia (namusisiolivia@afenet.net); Naouar 
LABIDI; nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Nina Gobat 
(nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); NSENGA, Ngoy; ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; 
outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; 
Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); PAVLIN, Boris; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; 
PESIGAN, Arturo; Peter Horby (peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); pfillon@immap.org; GPHIN Duty Officer 
(phac.gphin-rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); PLUUT, Elisabeth; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; Ruby Siddiqui; rapid.deployments 
(rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini 
(rekpini@unicef.org); renoldner@un.org; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, 
Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; SALMON, Sharon; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; santara@afenet.net; 
sara.sarno@wfp.org; Sara Ferraz (saraferrazz@Outlook.com); Tanja Schuemer-Cross (schuemer@un.org); 
Scott Dowell (scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; Sheila Austria; SHOC; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
SIMONIAN, Guillaume; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); SLATTERY, Raphael James; SMALLWOOD, 
Catherine; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); sreshamwalla@gmail.com; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; 
Sven Guesmann; TAYYAB, Muhammad; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); 
thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; Trish NEWPORT 
(Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); trezvani@taskforce.org; Trina Helderman; UMALI DALANGIN, 
Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; ZITOUN, Flavien; PERON, Emilie 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD in Guinea 
• EVD DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092
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Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Feb 18 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 2/25/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 2/25/2021 2:00:00 PM (UTC) 

CHREKI, Hanane; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; PATEL, Minal; Daphne Moffett; Tuna Helderman 
(trina.helderman@medair.org); Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-union.org); marii@unicef.org; Dr E. 
Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; HUO, Xiang; goarn; 
creddy@taskforce.org; SURI, Sameera; Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Chantal Autotte 
Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Alexandre Jully (alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); 
Medcalf, Sharon J; Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Aldighieri, Dr. 
Sy!vain (WDC); paolo tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); jonas.brant@outlook.com; James Coltheart 
(coltheart@un.org); Amanda.HARVEY-DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); Sarah 
SHEHADE; Paul Spiegel; Jordan Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); Arthur, Ray 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Bente, Dennis A.; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Neil Ferguson 
(neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; s.muset@oie.int; kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); m.marrana@oie.int; Mr B. 
Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Dr M. Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); 
boneil@samaritan.org; Djoudalbaye Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); ltorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); 
mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Elliott Tenpenny (etenpenny@samaritan.org); PERON, Emilie; Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); Thomas Mollet (thomas.mollet@ecdc.europa.eu); 
EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique 
(frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa 
(Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan; ABOK, Patrick; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
acicero@jhu.edu; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul 
(Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); ALBERTI, Kathryn; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Alexandra SICOTTE 
LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; ALI AHMED, 
Yahaya; alice.chen@wfp.org; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; Allison Prather (allison.prather@care.org); AL-
SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Ann Mathews; 
anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; ARCHER, Brett; Ashley Sharp; Dr A. Wimmer 
(awimmer@iom.int); AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; axelle.ronsse; AZE, Jean-christophe; khan 
azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); BAGUMAHO, Simon; BALDE, Thierno; 
BALLER, April; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
McCloskey Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; BULIVA, Evans; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); Carlos Navarro Colorado 
(cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); CARTER, Lisa; CASEY, Sean; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, 
Ramoncito; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) (Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; 
Clementine Fu_DFID; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; CORPUZ, Aura; creddy@tephinet.org; Cristina BENVENUTI 
(cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); CROSS, Caroline Marie; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); daniel.bausch 
(daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; David Blazes 
(David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DEL 
RIO VILAS, Victor; delbreuve@un.org; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Dominic Dwyer; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN 
KERKHOVE, Maria; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; DRURY, Patrick 
Anthony; Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; 'Elizabeth Higgs'; elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emarti92@jhmi.edu; emergencypmo; Emina Becirovic (Emina@necsi-
global.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); 
Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE 
(Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); AINsour Mohannad (executive.director@emphnet.net); 
f.diaz@oie.int; Leendertz, Fabian; fadzilah@moh.gov.my; FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; FALL, 
Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; 
Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); Farah Massoud; 
FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FORTIN, Ann; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); 
FROST, Melinda; g.pavade@oie.int; g.torres@oie.int; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); gfontana 
(gfontana@unicef.org); giulia.ferraro@un.org; Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); 
goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute 
(grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; GREIN, Thomas; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); HAMBLION, Esther; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Heidi Giesbrecht 
(heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; HOLLIS, Sara; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, 
Stephane Alexandre Louis; Hugues.ROBERT (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; ILIC, Maja; INIG@rki.de; 
ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; James Mcdowell; jansena (jansena@rki.de); januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jcarver@immap.org; jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS (jean-louis.romette@univ-
amu.fr); Jerome Pfaffmann (jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); Jolene Nakao 
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(jnakao@ofda.gov); jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); LeDuc, James W.; 
McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); lwright@medicalteams.org'; Keith Hamilton; KAASIK-
AASLAV, Kaja; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; karob (karob@rki.de); KATO, Masaya; kattel@unhcr.org; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); kola.jinadu 
(kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); KOLMER, Jessica; KRETSINGER, Katrina; Fuller, James 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Louisa Baxter (l.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, 
Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); LEWIS, Rosamund; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LOI, Gianluca; Louise Logre 
(Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; MAHAMUD, Abdi 
Rahman; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); Marc.PONCIN (Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); 
Maria Jasen; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston 
Barbara; Dale Fisher (mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MERIANOS, Angela; Marie 
Hallissey (mhallissey@goal.ie); Micaela SERAFINI; 'Michelle Groome'; Mija Versers; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); MOON, Madison Taylor; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MORAN, Thomas; Moresky, Rachel T.; MORGAN, Oliver; MORRIS, 
Naomi; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msf.org; 
munavvarov@un.org; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NABETH, Pierre; NACION, Kristine May Vida; 
NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); Naouar LABIDI; CROWCROFT, Natasha; nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; NGUYEN, 
Jeannette; Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Naureen Naqvi 
(nnaqvi@unicef.org); NSENGA, Ngoy; ADERINOLA OLAOLU (olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Olivier le 
Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto 
(p.caceres@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 
pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; Effler Paul 
(paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); PAVLIN, Boris; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, 
Arturo; Peter Horby (peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); pfillon@immap.org; GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); PLUUT, Elisabeth; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); POLONSKY, 
Jonathan Aaron; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; Ruby Siddiqui; rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); renoldner@un.org; 
Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
SALMON, Sharon; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; santara@afenet.net; sara.sarno@wfp.org; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); Tanja Schuemer-Cross (schuemer@un.org); Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; Sheila Austria; SHOC; Sibylle BERNARD-
STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); SIMNICEANU, Alice; SIMONIAN, 
Guillaume; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); SLATTERY, Raphael James; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; 
VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); sreshamwalla@gmail.com; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sven 
Guesmann; TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; TAYYAB, Muhammad; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Tom Drake (t-
drake@dfid.gov.uk); thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; 
TISDALL, Brian; Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); trezvani@taskforce.org; 'Trina 
Helderman'; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; vicarian@paho.org; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; VON EIJE, Karin; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; WILLET, Victoria; YAO, N'da 
Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
ZITOUN, Flavien; KASSAMALI, Zyleen Alnashir 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• Measles update 
• EVD update 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 
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Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Feb 25 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 3/4/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 3/4/2021 2:00:00 PM (UTC) 

CHREKI, Hanane; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; PATEL, Minal; Daphne Moffett; Tuna Helderman 
(trina.helderman@medair.org); Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-union.org); marii@unicef.org; Dr E. 
Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; HUO, Xiang; goarn; GIUSTO 
Chiara (ECHO) (Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); SURI, Sameera; Ombretta BAGGIO 
(ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Chantal Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Alexandre 
Jully (alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Medcalf, Sharon J; Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Lucia 
Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); paolo tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); 
jonas.brant@outlook.com; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); Sarah SHEHADE ; Paul Spiegel; Jordan Tappero 
(Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Lina Moses 
(Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Bente, Dennis A.; amrish.baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Neil Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; 
s.muset@oie.int; kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); m.marrana@oie.int; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen 
(benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Dr M. Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); boneil@samaritan.org; Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); Itone (Itorre@taskforce.org); mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); 
Elliott Tenpenny (etenpenny@samaritan.org); Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty 
(support@ecdc.europa.eu); Thomas Mollet (thomas.mollet@ecdc.europa.eu); EspelageW 
(EspelageW@rki.de); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa 
(Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan; ABOK, Patrick; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
acicero@jhu.edu; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; Aftab Jasir; AHLUWALIA, Indu; 
Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); ALBERTI, Kathryn; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; ALI 
AHMED, Yahaya; alice.chen@wfp.org; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; Allison Prather (allison.prather@care.org); AL-
SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Ann Mathews; 
anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; ARCHER, Brett; Ashley Sharp; Dr A. Wimmer 
(awimmer@iom.int); AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; axelle.ronsse; AZE, Jean-christophe; khan 
azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); BAGUMAHO, Simon; BALDE, Thierno; 
BALLER, April; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
McCloskey Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; BULIVA, Evans; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); Carlos Navarro Colorado 
(cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); CARTER, Lisa; CASEY, Sean; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, 
Ramoncito; chikwe.ihekweazu (chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; CLARAVALL 
LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; Clementine Fu_DFID; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; CORPUZ, Aura; 
creddy@taskforce.org; creddy@tephinet.org; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); CROSS, 
Caroline Marie; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); 
Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; 
DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; delbreuve@un.org; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
DJORDJEVIC, Irene; Donatella Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); Dominic Dwyer; Coggeshall, Kira 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); 
eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; Elizabeth Higgs; elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; 
ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emarti92@jhmi.edu; emergencypmo; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Ezzeddine Mohsni 
(emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); f.diaz@oie.int; Leendertz, Fabian; fadzilah@moh.gov.my; FALERO 
CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; 
Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; florence.tanguay 
(florence.tanguay@canada.ca); Farah Massoud; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre 
B.h.; FORTIN, Ann; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique 
(frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); FROST, Melinda; g.pavade@oie.int; g.torres@oie.int; Gail Carson 
(gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); giulia.ferraro@un.org; Inho Kim 
(globalepikim@gmail.com); goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute 
(grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; GREIN, Thomas; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); HAMBLION, Esther; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Heidi Giesbrecht 
(heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); HO, Lee Lee; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; HOLLIS, Sara; htang@ips.ac.cn; 
HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; Hugues.ROBERT (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); 
huox@foxmail.com; Ida Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; ILIC, Maja; 
INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; James Mcdowell; jansena (jansena@rki.de); januszp 
(januszp@nicd.ac.za); jcarver@immap.org; jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); Jerome Pfaffmann (jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); 
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Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); LeDuc, 
James W.; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); jwright@medicalteams.org; Keith Hamilton; 
KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; karob (karob@rki.de); KATO, Masaya; kattel@unhcr.org; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); kola.jinadu 
(kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); KOLMER, Jessica; KRETSINGER, Katrina; Fuller, James 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Louisa Baxter (l.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, 
Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); LEWIS, Rosamund; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LOI, Gianluca; Louise Logre 
(Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; MAHAMUD, Abdi 
Rahman; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); Marc.PONCIN (Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); 
Maria Jasen; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston 
Barbara; Martel, Lise CDC; Dale Fisher (mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MERIANOS, 
Angela; Marie Hallissey (mhallissey@goal.ie); Micaela SERAFINI; Michelle Groome ; Mija Versers; MINELLI, 
Elisabetta; Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); Monica Oberle; MOON, Madison Taylor; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MORAN, Thomas; Moresky, Rachel T.; MORGAN, Oliver; MORRIS, 
Naomi; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msf.org; 
munavvarov@un.org; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NABETH, Pierre; NACION, Kristine May Vida; 
NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); Naouar LABIDI; CROWCROFT, Natasha; nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; NGUYEN, 
Jeannette; Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Naureen Naqvi 
(nnaqvi@unicef.org); NSENGA, Ngoy; ADERINOLA OLAOLU (olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Olivier le 
Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto 
(p.caceres@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 
pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; Effler Paul 
(paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); PAVLIN, Boris; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PERON, 
Emilie; PESIGAN, Arturo; Peter Horby (peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); pfillon@immap.org; GPHIN Duty Officer 
(phac.gphin-rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); PLUUT, Elisabeth; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; Ruby Siddiqui; rapid.deployments 
(rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini 
(rekpini@unicef.org); renoldner@un.org; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, 
Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; SALMON, Sharon; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; santara@afenet.net; 
sara.sarno@wfp.org; Sara Ferraz (saraferrazz@Outlook.com); Tanja Schuemer-Cross (schuemer@un.org); 
Scott Dowell (scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; Sheila Austria; SHOC; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
SIMONIAN, Guillaume; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); SLATTERY, Raphael James; SMALLWOOD, 
Catherine; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); sreshamwalla@gmail.com; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; 
Sven Guesmann; TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; TAYYAB, Muhammad; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Tom Drake (t-
drake@dfid.gov.uk); thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; 
TISDALL, Brian; Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); trezvani@taskforce.org; Trina 
Helderman; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; vicarian@paho.org; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; VON EIJE, Karin; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; WILLET, Victoria; YAO, N'da 
Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
ZITOUN, Flavien; KASSAMALI, Zyleen Alnashir 
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and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea and DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 
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Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: March 04 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 3/11/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 3/11/2021 2:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Farah Massoud; CHREKI, Hanane; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; PATEL, Minal; Daphne Moffett; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; Leonidas Alexakis 
(leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); DonateIla Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; 
VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; Tuna Helderman 
(trina.helderman@medair.org); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne 
(merawia@africa-union.org); marii@unicef.org; Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS (jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
mmccusker@savechildren.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); HUO, Xiang; goarn; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; creddy@taskforce.org; SURI, Sameera; Ombretta BAGGIO 
(ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Chantal Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Alexandre 
Jully (alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Medcalf, Sharon J; Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Aldighieri, 
Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); paolo tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); jonas.brant@outlook.com; James Coltheart 
(coltheart@un.org); Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); Sarah SHEHADE ; Paul Spiegel; Jordan Tappero 
(Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Lina Moses 
(Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Bente, Dennis A.; amrish.baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Neil Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; 
s.muset@oie.int; kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); m.marrana@oie.int; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen 
(benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Dr M. Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); boneil@samaritan.org; Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); ltorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); 
Elliott Tenpenny (etenpenny@samaritan.org); EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Ms H. West 
(hwest@iom.int); ABOK, Patrick; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; acicero@jhu.edu; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); ALBERTI, 
Kathryn; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE 
(Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; 
alice.chen@wfp.org; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; Allison Prather (allison.prather@care.org); AL-SHORBAJI, 
Farah; Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Ann Mathews; 
anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; ARCHER, Brett; Ashley Sharp; Dr A. Wimmer 
(awimmer@iom.int); AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; axelle.ronsse; AZE, Jean-christophe; khan 
azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); BAGUMAHO, Simon; BALDE, Thierno; 
BALLER, April; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BRENNAN, Richard John; McCloskey Brian 
(Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); BroedelS@rki.de; 
BULIVA, Evans; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); Carlos Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); 
CARTER, Lisa; CASEY, Sean; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; GIUSTO Chiara 
(ECHO) (Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); chikwe.ihekweazu (chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); 
CHRISTENSEN, Renee; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; Clementine Fu_DFID; 
cohuabunwo@afenet.net; CORPUZ, Aura; creddy@tephinet.org; Cristina BENVENUTI 
(cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); CROSS, Caroline Marie; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); daniel.bausch 
(daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; David Blazes 
(David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DEL 
RIO VILAS, Victor; delbreuve@un.org; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Dominic Dwyer; 
Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; 
DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; Emma Diggle 
(e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emarti92@jhmi.edu; 
emergencypmo; Emina Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); f.diaz@oie.int; Leendertz, Fabian; fadzilah@moh.gov.my; FALERO 
CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; 
Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; florence.tanguay 
(florence.tanguay@canada.ca); FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FORTIN, 
Ann; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); 
FROST, Melinda; g.pavade@oie.int; g.torres@oie.int; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); gfontana 
(gfontana@unicef.org); giulia.ferraro@un.org; Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); 
goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; GREIN, Thomas; 
GRIFFIN, Michael; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); HAMBLION, Esther; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Heidi 
Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); HO, Lee Lee; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; HOLLIS, Sara; 
htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; Ida Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; ILIC, Maja; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; James Mcdowell; jansena 
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(jansena@rki.de); januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); jcarver@immap.org; jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
Jerome Pfaffmann (jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); LeDuc, James W.; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); jwright@medicalteams.org; Keith Hamilton; KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; karob 
(karob@rki.de); KATO, Masaya; kattel@unhcr.org; KHormez@samaritan.org; Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); 
LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); KOLMER, Jessica; KRETSINGER, 
Katrina; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
LEWIS, Rosamund; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; LOI, Gianluca; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-
urgence.org); Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina 
(mainaa@unhcr.org); Marc.PONCIN (Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Maria Jasen; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-
Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; Martel, Lise CDC; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MERIANOS, Angela; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Micaela SERAFINI; Michelle Groome; Mija Versers; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Mahmoud 
Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); Monica Oberle; MOON, Madison Taylor; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MORAN, Thomas; Moresky, Rachel T.; MORGAN, Oliver; MORRIS, 
Naomi; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msf.org; 
munavvarov@un.org; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NABETH, Pierre; NACION, Kristine May Vida; 
NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); Naouar LABIDI; CROWCROFT, Natasha; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Ni Daxin 
(nidx@chinacdc.cn); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); NSENGA, 
Ngoy; ADERINOLA OLAOLU (olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Olivier le Polain 
(olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres oie.int); 
Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; pauleffler 
(pauleffler@gmail.com); Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); 
PAVLIN, Boris; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PERON, Emilie; PESIGAN, Arturo; Peter 
Horby (peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); pfillon@immap.org; GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); PLUUT, Elisabeth; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); POLONSKY, 
Jonathan Aaron; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; Ruby Siddiqui; rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); renoldner@un.org; 
Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
SALMON, Sharon; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; santara@afenet.net; sara.sarno@wfp.org; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); Tanja Schuemer-Cross (schuemer@un.org); Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; Sheila Austria; SHOC; Sibylle BERNARD-
STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); SIMNICEANU, Alice; SIMONIAN, 
Guillaume; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); SLATTERY, Raphael James; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sven Guesmann; TAPPERO, Jordan 
Williams; TAYYAB, Muhammad; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); thiago.xavier@wfp.org; 
Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; TISDALL, Brian; Trish NEWPORT 
(Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); trezvani@taskforce.org; Trina Helderman; UMALI DALANGIN, 
Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; vicarian@paho.org; VON EIJE, Karin; WILLET, Victoria; YAO, N'da 
Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
ZITOUN, Flavien; KASSAMALI, Zyleen Alnashir; Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa 
(Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD DRC and Guinea 
• COVID-19 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
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Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Mar 11 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 3/18/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 3/18/2021 2:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD Guinea and DRC 

- sitreps 

• COVID-19 

- vaccine 
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- Epi 
- RCCE 

• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: March 18 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who. int/script s/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3 ODk 1 I Gp 3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5FRFUgRO9BUk5 fVOVF S OxZXO 

9QU1 9DQUxMIAVJY1%2BMF7%2Fy&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 3/25/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 3/25/2021 2:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 

image001.ipq 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea and DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 
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Time: 25 March 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http://listserv.who.int/scripts/wa.exe?TICKET=NzM3OTAyIGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5FRFUgRO9BUk5fVOVFS0xZXO 

9QU1 9DQUxMIHohNDH9F 45 o&c=S IGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 4/1/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/1/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea and DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 
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Time: April 01 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http://listserv.who.int/scripts/wa.exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TA5 IGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk 5 fVOVF SOxZXO 

9QU 1 9DQL xMIHxwhCgfZFwf&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 4/8/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/8/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD Guinea and DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 
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Time: 08 April 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://listserv.who . int/s cript s/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TE2IGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRF UgRO9BUk 5 fVOVF S OxZX 0 

9QU19DQUxMIJytyo%2B .c0j&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 4/15/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/15/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea and DRC 

• Sitrep & health ops 
• Security update in DRC 

• COVID-19 pandemic 

• Epi update 
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• * Vaccine (TBC) 
• * RCCE (TBC) 

• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: April 15 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list s erv. who . Int/s cript s/w a. exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TIzIGp 3b GVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk 5 fVOVF SOxZX 0 9 

QU1 9DQUxMIBOMtsWKsdhC&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Updated agenda GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 4/22/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/22/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda 

• EVD Guinea and DRC 
o Sitrep and Health ops 
O RCCE 

• COVID-19 
O Epi update 
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PAHO update (brazil) 
o RCCE 

• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: April 22 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who . int/script s/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TMyI Gp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgR 09BUk 5 fVOVF S OxZXO 

9QU1 9DQUxMIJ4 SVZSZGEB 8 &c=S IGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Update agenda GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 4/29/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/29/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• SEARO ( India COVID-19 Situation ) 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
O Epi update 
O RCCE (TBC) 
O Vaccine 
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• EVD Guinea and DRC 
o Sitrep and Health Ops 
o RCCE (TBC) 
o Vaccine 

• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: April 29 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list s erv. who . int/s cript s/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TM4IGp3b GVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BLI5 fVOVF S OxZXO 

9QU1 9DQUxMILFIcbAdhROI&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 5/6/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 5/6/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea and DRC 
o Sitrep and Health Ops 
o RCCE (TBC) 
o Vaccine 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 
o RCCE (TBC) 
o Vaccine 
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• AOB 
o Measle update (TBC) 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: May 06 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list s ery . who . int/s cript s/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TQ OIGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk 5 fVOVF S OxZX 0 

9QU 1 9DQUxMIEMvQRIx%2FYoN&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 5/13/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 5/13/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
'GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT' 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea and DRC 
o Sitrep and Health Ops 
o RCCE 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 
o ProEpi update in brazil 
o RCCE 
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• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: May 13 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http://listserv.who.int/scripts/wa.exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TUxIGp 3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk 5 fVOVF SOxZXO 

9QU1 9DQUxMIHURFpcJUeo 8 &c=S IGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 5/20/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 5/20/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 

image001.ipq 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea 
O Sitrep and Health Ops 
O EVD vaccination update on Guinea surrounding countries (TBC) 
o RCCE 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 
O RCCE (TBC) 
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• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: May 20 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list s ery . who . int/s cript s/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TU4IGp 3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk 5 fVOVF S OxZX 0 

9QU 1 9DOUxMIHOKoD2pg2eg&c=SIGNOFF 
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Enter your name a 
meeting password 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 5/27/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 5/27/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey Brian 
(Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye Benjamin 
(benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea 
o Sitrep and Health Ops 
o RCCE 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 
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o India Black fungus 

• AOB 
o Measles Outbreak 
o Madagascar Rift Valley Fever 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: May 27, 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list s ery . who . int/ scripts/wa.exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TY 3 IGp 3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk 5 fVOVF S OxZX 0 

9QU 1 9DQUxMIAKTVe%2FPlykF&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

UPDATE I GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 6/3/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 6/3/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey Brian 
(Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye Benjamin 
(benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; goarn; GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea 
O Sitrep and Health Ops 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
O Epi Update 
O Vaccine update 
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• AOB 
o China H1ON3 (Bird flu) 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: June 03, 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who . int/scripts/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3 OTczI Gp 3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk5 fVOVF S OxZX09 

QU1 9DQUxMIHq6kazDfgpF&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 6/10/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 6/10/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea 

• Sitreps and health ops 

• COVID-19 pandemic 

• Epi update 
• RCCE 
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• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: June 10 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who . int/scripts/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3 0 TgxIGp 3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk5 fVOVF S OxZXO 

9QU 19DQUxMIMTnecx9M/02,FSK&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 6/17/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 6/17/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD Guinea 
O Sitrep and Health Ops 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 
O RCCE update 
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• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Feb 04 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://listserv.who .int/scripts/wa.exe?TICKET=NzM30Tg4IGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5FRFUgRO9BUk5fVOVF SOxZXO 

9QU1 9DQUxMIOZD 1 8xop4nG&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 6/24/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 6/24/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey Brian 
(Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye Benjamin 
(benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; goarn; GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
O Epi update 
O Vaccine update (TBC) 

• Cholera in Nigeria update (NCDC) 
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• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: June 24, 2021 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://listserv.who int/scripts/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM3 OTk 1 IGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5FRFUgRO9BUk5fVOVF SOxZXO 

9QU1 9DQUxMINR4v3X1x1%2FAp&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Reminder I GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 7/1/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/1/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
O Epi update 
O Vaccine update 

• AOB 
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Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Feb 04 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@who.int 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who . int/scripts/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM4MDAyIGp 3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk5 fVOVF S OxZXO 

9QL19DQUxMICzgiE%2BW218z&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 7/8/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/8/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 

• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 
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Time: July 07 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who . int/scripts/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM4IVIDA4IGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNOi5FRFUgRO9BUk5fVOVF S OxZX 

09QU19DQUxMIJ35p1BGk772&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

UPDATE' GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 7/15/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/15/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• IHR update 

• COVID-19 pandemic 

O Epi update 
O RCCE 
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• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: July 15 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who . int/scripts/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM4MDE 2IGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk5 fVOVF S OxZXO 

9QU1 9DQUxMIllbOnP3RhPW&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

UPDATED AGENDA I GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 7/22/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/22/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
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Dear Colleagues, 

Please see updated agenda. 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

• COVID-19 pandemic 

O Tokyo Olympics Sitrep 
O Epi update 
O Vaccine update 
O RCCE update 
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• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: July 22 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who . int/script s/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM4MDIzI Gp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5FRFUgR 09BUk 5 fVOVF SOxZXO 

9QU1 9DQUxMIDVvZYKruJr%2B&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

UPDATE I GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 7/29/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/29/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
O Epi update 
O IPC update 
O RCCE 
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*•AOB 
o Tigray Humanitarian crisis update 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: July 29 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@who.int 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http://listserv.who.int/scripts/wa.exe?TICKET=NzM4MDMwIGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5FRFUgRO9BUk5 fVOVF S OxZX 

09QU1 9DQUxMIGGqZwNJYFYL&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

FW: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 8/5/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 8/5/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
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(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
O Epi update 
O Vaccine update (TBC) 
O RCCE update 
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• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Aug 05 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who . int/scripts/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM4MDM2I Gp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk5 fVOVF S OxZX 

09QU1 9DQUxMICXRn34fX64T&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 8/12/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 8/12/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• MVD Guinea update 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 
O RCCE (TBC) 

• AOB 
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Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Aug 12, 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPSSALL list, click the following link: 
http://list s erv. who . intis cript s/wa. exe?TICKET=NzMzilVIDQ yI Gp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgR0913Uk 5 fVOVF S OxZX 

09QU1 9DQUxMIPSbPkw4dJpM&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 8/19/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 8/19/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

TAYYAB, Muhammad; Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Maria Jasen; James Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 
CHREKI, Hanane; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Florian Vogt (fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
NACION, Kristine May Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; 
Sarah SHEHADE; PERON, Emilie; ABOK, Patrick; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Mija Versers; Marston Barbara; 
'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); HOLLIS, Sara; 
FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin 
Abiola; Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; Elliott Tenpenny 
(etenpenny@samaritan.org); NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; FORTIN, Ann; kattel@unhcr.org; Ann 
Mathews ; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); 
emarti92@jhmi.edu; giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) 
(Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); TISDALL, Brian; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; s.muset@oie.int; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; Joel Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); 
Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); LOI, Gianluca; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); BALLER, April; KOLMER, Jessica; 
ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross 
(schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; Sara Ferraz 
(saraferrazz@Outlook.com); SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); 
Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); Jordan 
Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); 
TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, 
Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); Donatella Massai 
(dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); CASEY, Sean; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); Medcalf, Sharon J; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; paolo 
tizzani (p.tizzani@oie.int); Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); 
outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU 
(olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); Neil 
Ferguson (neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Dr M. 
Henkens (Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-
union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 
m.marrana@oie.int; Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Itorre (Itorre@taskforce.org); Lauren Sauer 
(Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); LINDMEIER, Christian; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter 
(I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); KRETSINGER, Katrina; kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit 
(kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); kerriganm (kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); KATO, Masaya; Keith 
Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
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(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); jonas.brant@outlook.com; Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS 
(jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); 
jansena (jansena@rki.de); ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida 
Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); Ms H. West (hwest@iom.int); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; Ms G. Earner (gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); 
Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina 
Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, 
Maria; DOULL, Linda; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
desk.urgence@paris.msf.org; delbreuve@un.org; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); munavvarov@un.org; 
MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; chikwe.ihekweazu 
(chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; McCloskey 
Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); boneil@samaritan.org; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Djoudalbaye 
Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul 
(azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, 
Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.corn); BULIVA, Evans; 
Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Alexandre Jully 
(alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; CROSS, Caroline Marie; trezvani@taskforce.org; Chantal 
Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org); Ruby Siddiqui; LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-
rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Paul Spiegel; Dale Fisher 
(mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; WILLET, Victoria; Bente, Dennis A.; Amanda.HARVEY-
DEHAYE@geneva.msf.org; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); pfillon@immap.org; Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Nicholas Tan; eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; 
Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); Celine Gurry (Celine.gurry@cepi.net); SURI, Sameera; goarn; 
GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INT 
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Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• EVD cote d'Ivoire & MVD Guinea update 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 
O Vaccine update 
O RCCE update (TBC) 

• AOB 
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Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Aug 19 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPSSALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv.who . int/ scripts/wa.exe?TICKET=NzM4MDUwIGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5FRFUgRO9BUk5 fVOVF SOxZX 

09QU1 9DQUxMIGq8 1 naa5NIe&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 8/26/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 8/26/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Maria Jasen; James 
Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); CHREKI, Hanane; 
Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE 
(Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; NACION, Kristine May 
Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; ABOK, Patrick; 
OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; Mija Versers; 
Marston Barbara; 'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); 
HOLLIS, Sara; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 
Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; 
kattel@unhcr.org; Ann Mathews; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); emarti92@jhmi.edu; 
giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO 
Chiara (ECHO) (Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; Carla Daher 
(cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin 
(skarmin@unicef.org); KOLMER, Jessica; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-
Cross (schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VI LAS, Victor; SALMON, 
Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); Mahmoud Kayed 
(mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas 
Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); eha9 
(eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; 
Donatella Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ 
BAUSCH Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); 
STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-
STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott 
Dowell (scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; Mr P. 
Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; 
Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU (olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina 
Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; msff-
nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi 
Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina 
(mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel 
(NSAH); liming@ips.ac.cn; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter (I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); 
kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); KATO, 
Masaya; Keith Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS (jean-louis.romette@univ-
amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); jansena (jansena@rki.de); 
ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida Marie Ameda 
(iameda@unicef.org); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); 
HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer 
(gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina Mirinaviciute 
(grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Inho Kim 
(globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; 
FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad (executive.director@emphnet.net); 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); Ezzeddine Mohsni 
(emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina Becirovic (Emina@necsi-
global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
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elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); DOULL, Linda; 
Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; delbreuve@un.org; DE 
LA ROCQUE, Stephane; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); 
munavvarov@un.org; MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; 
cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); 
mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
chikwe.ihekweazu (chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, 
Jorge; McCloskey Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao 
(aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer 
(awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; BULIVA, Evans; Amadou.SALL 
(Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather (allison.prather@care.org); ALI AHMED, 
Yahaya; FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; Ruby Siddiqui; 
LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); 
Dale Fisher (mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); goarn; GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INTCeline Gurry 
(Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 
o Vaccine update (TBC) 
o RCCE (TBC) 

• PAHO Haiti updates 

• MVD & EVD Guinea update (TBC) 

• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Aug 26 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 
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We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http ://list serv. who . Int/scripts/wa. exe?TICKET=NzM4MDU2IGp 3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5 FRFUgRO9BUk5 fVOVF S OxZX 

09QU1 9DQUxMIAtKgL6w069U&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 9/2/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 9/2/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Maria Jasen; James 
Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); CHREKI, Hanane; 
Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE 
(Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; NACION, Kristine May 
Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; ABOK, Patrick; 
OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; Mija Versers; 
Marston Barbara; 'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); 
HOLLIS, Sara; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 
Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; 
kattel@unhcr.org; Ann Mathews; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); emarti92@jhmi.edu; 
giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; jcarver@immap.org; MSFOCB-
Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; 
anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; santara@afenet.net; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); KOLMER, Jessica; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-Cross (schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck 
(Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; 
PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; SALMON, Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson 
(gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; 
BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); David 
Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; 
GRIFFIN, Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; Donatella Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi 
(nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique 
(frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); 
STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-
STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott 
Dowell (scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; Mr P. 
Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; 
Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU (olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina 
Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; msff-
nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi 
Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina 
(mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel 
(NSAH); liming@ips.ac.cn; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter (I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); 
kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); KATO, 
Masaya; Keith Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS (jean-louis.romette@univ-
amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); jansena (jansena@rki.de); 
ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida Marie Ameda 
(iameda@unicef.org); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); 
HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer 
(gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina Mirinaviciute 
(grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Inho Kim 
(globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; 
FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad (executive.director@emphnet.net); 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); Ezzeddine Mohsni 
(emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina Becirovic (Emina@necsi-
global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
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elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); DOULL, Linda; 
Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; delbreuve@un.org; DE 
LA ROCQUE, Stephane; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); 
munavvarov@un.org; MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; 
cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); 
mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
chikwe.ihekweazu (chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, 
Jorge; McCloskey Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao 
(aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer 
(awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; BULIVA, Evans; Amadou.SALL 
(Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather (allison.prather@care.org); ALI AHMED, 
Yahaya; FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; Ruby Siddiqui; 
LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); 
Dale Fisher (mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); goarn; GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INTCeline Gurry 
(Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operation Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• COVID-19 pandemic 
o Epi update 
o Vaccine update (TBC) 

• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Sep 02, 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 
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E-mail: goarnawhoint 

To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http://listserv.who.int/scripts/wa.exe?TICKET=NzM4MDYzIGp3bGVkdWNAVVRN0i5FRFUgRO9BUk5fVOVFS0xZXO 

90U19DOUxMIOR2A0h5hF3U&c=SIGNOFF 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

CANCELLED I GOARN Weekly Ops Call 09092021 

Thur 9/9/2021 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 9/9/2021 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Sven Guesmann; Naouar LABIDI; Micaela SERAFINI; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Maria Jasen; James 
Mcdowell; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); Farah Massoud; fadzilah@moh.gov.my; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); CHREKI, Hanane; 
Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); alice.chen@wfp.org; 
ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; FrankC (FrankC@rki.de); Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE 
(Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; NACION, Kristine May 
Vida; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; HAMBLION, Esther; Sheila Austria; ABOK, Patrick; 
OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; Moresky, Rachel T.; PATEL, Minal; Mija Versers; 
Marston Barbara; 'marii@unicef.org'; MOON, Madison Taylor; Louise Logre (Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); 
HOLLIS, Sara; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; Clementine Fu_DFID; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 
Ashley Sharp; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; NSENGA, Ngoy; NGUYEN, Jeannette; MORRIS, Naomi; 
kattel@unhcr.org; Ann Mathews; Tbetz@ofda.gov; Daphne Moffett; DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; Jolene Nakao (jnakao@ofda.gov); emarti92@jhmi.edu; 
giulia.ferraro@un.org; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); SIMNICEANU, Alice; jcarver@immap.org; GIUSTO 
Chiara (ECHO) (Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed@brussels.msforg; 
KHormez@samaritan.org; Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
santara@afenet.net; Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; Carla Daher 
(cdaher@unicef.org); BRENNAN, Richard John; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Sarah Karmin 
(skarmin@unicef.org); KOLMER, Jessica; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); Tanja Schuemer-
Cross (schuemer@un.org); Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; Namseon Beck (Namseon.Beck@medair.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; 
Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; sara.sarno@wfp.org; PAVLIN, Boris; DEL RIO VI LAS, Victor; SALMON, 
Sharon; renoldner@un.org; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); Mahmoud Kayed 
(mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); creddy@taskforce.org; BroedelS@rki.de; thiago.xavier@wfp.org; Leonidas 
Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); eha9 
(eha9@cdc.gov); ZITOUN, Flavien; BAGUMAHO, Simon; GRIFFIN, Michael; jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; 
Donatella Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); FROST, Melinda; JACQUERIOZ 
BAUSCH Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); DRURY, Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; 
Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; vicarian@paho.org; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); Trina Helderman (trina.helderman@medair.org); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); Tom Drake (t-drake@dfid.gov.uk); 
STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-
STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott 
Dowell (scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); Rene Ehounou Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); 
Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; Lim Poh Lian (poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; Peter Horby 
(peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
g.pavade@oie.int; Effler Paul (paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; Mr P. 
Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres@oie.int); outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; 
Olivier le Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU (olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Nina 
Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; namusisiolivia 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; msff-
nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; MINELLI, Elisabetta; Merawi 
Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-union.org); marii@unicef.org; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina 
(mainaa@unhcr.org); MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); Gbaguidi, Lionel 
(NSAH); liming@ips.ac.cn; LEE, Chin-kei; LaskeJ@rki.de; Louisa Baxter (I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); 
kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); KATO, 
Masaya; Keith Hamilton; LeDuc, James W.; Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); Jerome Pfaffmann 
(jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Jia Lee (jlee106@korea.kr); ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS (jean-louis.romette@univ-
amu.fr); jean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); jansena (jansena@rki.de); 
ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; INIG@rki.de; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; Ida Marie Ameda 
(iameda@unicef.org); huox@foxmail.com; Hugues.ROBERT (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); 
HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; htang@ips.ac.cn; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; Ms G. Eamer 
(gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); GREIN, Thomas; g.torres@oie.int; Grazina Mirinaviciute 
(grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Inho Kim 
(globalepikim@gmail.com); gfontana (gfontana@unicef.org); FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; 
FALL, Ibrahima Soce; f.diaz@oie.int; AINsour Mohannad (executive.director@emphnet.net); 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); Ezzeddine Mohsni 
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(emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Emina Becirovic (Emina@necsi-
global.org); emergencypmo; Dr E. Capobianco (emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); 
elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Ms M.-E. Ingres (Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); Marc.PONCIN 
(Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Emma Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); DOULL, Linda; 
Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Dominic Dwyer; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; delbreuve@un.org; DE 
LA ROCQUE, Stephane; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; daniel.bausch (daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); 
munavvarov@un.org; MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); creddy@tephinet.org; 
cohuabunwo@afenet.net; Carlos Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); 
mmccusker@savechildren.org; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
chikwe.ihekweazu (chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, 
Jorge; McCloskey Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, Thierno; Antoine Ziao 
(aziao@unicef.org); khan azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; axelle.ronsse; Dr A. Wimmer 
(awimmer@iom.int); MORAN, Thomas; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; BULIVA, Evans; Amadou.SALL 
(Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Allison Prather (allison.prather@care.org); ALI AHMED, 
Yahaya; FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); acicero@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; Ruby Siddiqui; 
LEWIS, Rosamund; SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; NABETH, Pierre; CORPUZ, Aura; KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); GPHIN Duty Officer (phac.gphin-rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); 
Dale Fisher (mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); HUO, Xiang; Eve °Connor (eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); Marie Hallissey 
(mhallissey@goal.ie); goarn; GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL@LISTSERV.WHO.INTCeline Gurry 
(Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan 

imacie001.1pq 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, Partners, 

We would like to inform you that this week's GOARN ops call is cancelled due to Geneva, National Holiday. We will be posting 
updates on GOARN knowledge platform. 

Thank you and have a good weekend. 

Regards, 

Ramoncito 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operation Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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To unsubscribe from the GOARN_WEEKLY_OPS_CALL list, click the following link: 
http://listserv.who.int/scripts/wa.exe?TICK ET-NzM4MDcwiGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNQi5FRFUgRO9B Jk5fVOVFS0xZXO 

9QUI9DQUx1\411.7\16W47641.1&c-SIGNOFF 
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Enter your name a 
meeting password 
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******** 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 

Lowenthal, Micah; LeDuc, James W.; 'Dave Franz' 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/98655525754?pwd=L. 1 552.136 
_ 

Normal 

Benjamin Rusek's Zoom Meeting to discuss bio study 

Mon 6/21/2021 10:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Mon 6/21/2021 11:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Rusek, Benjamin; Lowenthal, Micah; LeDuc, James W.; 'Dave Franz' 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there, 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: 
https://nasen:i.zoom.us/j/9865504u754?pwd 

Password:, 552.136 
552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +14702509358 98655525754# or +16465189805 98655525754# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 
or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 
602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 

Meeting ID: 986 5552 5754 
Password 552.136 
Internation1 umbers available: htt s://nasem.zoom.us/u/aczxCHNKF1 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 

Code of Conduct: The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) follows the 
NASEM guidelines in preventing discrimination, harassment, and bullying of participants at NASEM events, 
including conferences. http://www.nationalacademies.org/abouimiA 186023. html 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Segal, Allen[asegal@asmusa.org] 

Charles W. Rice (cwrice@ksu.edu); davidrfranz@gmail.com; dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu; Goldman, 
William Evan; LeDuc, James W.; 'Miller, Melissa'; Mormile, Melanie R.; Bertuzzi, Stefano; Schultz-Cherry, 
Stacey; Watts, Mary Lee; Walker, Kimberly; Gabel, Lauren 

719-457-6456, 720584# 

Normal 

ASM Call to Discuss Hill Briefing on Animal Issues 

Thur 12/12/2019 11:00:00 AM (UTC-06:00) 

Thur 12/12/2019 11:30:00 AM (UTC-06:00) 

Segal, Allen; Charles W. Rice (cwrice@ksu.edu); davidrfranz@gmail.com; dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu; 
Goldman, William Evan; LeDuc, James W.; 'Miller, Melissa'; Mormile, Melanie R.; Bertuzzi, Stefano; Schultz-
Cherry, Stacey; Watts, Mary Lee; Walker, Kimberly; Gabel, Lauren 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Kadlec, Robert (0S/ASPR/10)[Robert.Kadlec@hhs.gov] 

'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; 
'David Franz'; Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 

Conference call number 866-713-2976 - Participant code 1587894 

Normal 

Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

Thur 1/23/2020 4:30:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 

Thur 1/23/2020 5:00:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 

Kadlec, Robert (0S/ASPR/10); Parker Jr, Gerald W; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin 
(OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; David Franz; Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 

WARNING: This email 
and know the content 

originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
is safe. 

Arwenthia - Bob wants to do call at 1700 EST 

Conference call number 866-713-2976 
Participant code 1587894 

Participants 

• Jim LeDuc 
• Dave Franz 
• Gerry Parker 
• 

ASPR Support to Dr. Kadlec: 

• Bryan Shuy 
• Sally Phillips 

• Kristin DeBord 
• 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

kerry.garner@ag.tamu.edu[kerry.garner@ag.tamu.edu] 

michael.johnson@pirbright.ac.uk; krista.versteeg@erinha.eu; alfonso.clavijo@usda.gov; 
gary.vandomselaar@canada.ca; volker.gerdts@usask.ca; k_zuelke_2019@tamu.edu; gparker; LeDuc, James 
W.; Charlie D. Johnson; john.neilan@st.dhs.gov; elizabeth.a.lautner@usda.gov; roxann.motroni@usda.gov; 
roger.w.barrette@usda.gov; scott.farris@usda.gov; ehyou@fbi.gov; liu@cse.tamu.edu; George Korch; 
fms2@cdc.gov; gegolovk@utmb.edu; kakhanip@utmb.edu; davidrfranz@gmail.com; 
kimberly.a.dodd@usda.gov; a-ficht@tamu.edu; steven.kappes@ars.usda.gov; kevin.anderson@hq.dhs.gov; 
Matt H. Cochran; Carrie L. Hunt; Rachel A. Whisenant; Kappes, Steven - ARS; Korch, George W. (CTR); Dee 
B. Ellis; Carter, Cassandra P. (WMD) (FBI); Hunt, Sonia Y. (WMD) (FBI); Chouhdry, Tariq M. (HO) (FBI); 
Holmes, Joel (HO) (FBI); Joseph, Debbie 

MicroSoft Teams Meeting 

Normal 

"High-Containment Laboratories: A North American Approach for Network Opportunities" workshop 

Wed 6/10/2020 8:30:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Wed 6/10/2020 5:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Melissa L. Berquist; michael.johnson@pirbright.ac.uk; krista.versteeg@erinha.eu; alfonso.clavijo@usda.gov; 
gary.vandomselaar@canada.ca; volker.gerdts@usask.ca; k_zuelke_2019@tamu.edu; gparker; LeDuc, James 
W.; Charlie D. Johnson; john.neilan@st.dhs.gov; elizabeth.a.lautner@usda.gov; roxann.motroni@usda.gov; 
roger.w.barrette@usda.gov; scott.farris@usda.gov; ehyou@fbi.gov; liu@cse.tamu.edu; George Korch 
(George.korch@nbacc.dhs.gov); fms2@cdc.gov; gegolovk@utmb.edu; kakhanip@utmb.edu; 
davidrfranz@gmail.com; kimberly.a.dodd@usda.gov; a-ficht@tamu.edu; steven.kappes@ars.usda.gov; 
kevin.anderson@hq.dhs.gov; Matt H. Cochran; Carrie L. Hunt; Rachel A. Whisenant 

Optional Attendees: Kappes, Steven - ARS; Korch, George W. (CTR); Dee B. Ellis; Carter, Cassandra P. (WMD) (FBI); Hunt, 
Sonia Y. (WMD) (FBI); Chouhdry, Tariq M. (HO) (FBI); Holmes, Joel (HO) (FBI); Joseph, Debbie 

High-Containment Laboratories Agenda 6.10.20 Final.pdf 

TAMU  Jun2020 Networking of Laboratories Capabilities.pptx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Join Microsoft Teams Meeting 
-ting options 

Texas A&M Ag ri Life 
Help 
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YOU ARE 

INVITED 
TO "HIGH-CONTAINMENT LABORATORIES 

A NORTH AMERICAN APPROACH FOR 

NETWORK OPPORTUNITIES" 

JUNE 10 i 2020 

8:30-5:00 PM. CENTRAL TIME 

AG$A1111 

The Institute for Infectious Animal Diseases, IIAD, invites you to the "High-Containment Laboratories: A North American Approach 
for Network Opportunities" workshop 
on June 10, 2020 from 8:30-5:00 p.m. Central time. To protect the health and safety of our stakeholders, we have made the difficult 
decision to move this meeting to a virtual platform. 

The emphasis of this 1-day meeting will be to reconvene on topics introduced at the pilot workshop in Washington, D.C. last April, 
including networking science and resources across the high-containment laboratory community and incorporating emergent 
information and operational technologies (IT/OT). We anticipate participation from laboratories across the U.S. as well as several 
international colleagues. The Department of Homeland Security is a sponsor of the workshop. 

Agenda, read-aheads and webinar details will be sent out prior to the workshop. If you have any questions in the meantime, please 
contact the institute at 
iiad@ag.tamu.edu or 979-845-2855. 

Warm regards, 

Melissa Hefferin Berquist, Ph.D. 
Director 

Institute for Infectious Animal Diseases (IIAD) 
A Member of the Texas A&M University System 
1500 Research Parkway, Suite B270 
College Station, TX 77843-2129 

Office 979.845.2855 I Fax 979.845.6574 
iiad.tamu.edu I @IIADnews 

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY I FEARLESS on Every Front 

Join Microsoft Teams Meeting 
Learn more about Teams I Meeting options 
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Meeting Agenda 

June 10, 2020 [All times shown are Central Daylight Time] 

FC. 511
£11t$ A 

8:30 AM Welcome and Project Background (Matt Cochran — TAM U IIAD) 
Self-introductions by attendees 

8:55 AM Lab Activities Updates 
• The Pirbright Institute, UK (Mike Johnson) 
• VIDO-Intervac, Canada (Volker Gerdts) 

• TAMU Global Health Research Complex, US (Kurt Zuelke) 

9:55 AM NBAF Overview and Update (Alfonso Clavijo — USDA ARS) 

10:25 AM  Break 

10:35 AM NBAF Technical Update (Scott Farris — USDA APHIS) 

11:05 AM Securing the Bioeconomy— What has COVID changed? (Ed You and Bryan Cannon, DOJ 
FBI) 

12:00 PM Break for Lunch 

1:00 PM Project Case Studies 
• European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents (ERINHA), France — 

(Krista Versteeg) 
• Blockchain technology for laboratory data sharing and management (Steve Liu — 

TAM U Computer Science) 

• Genomics workflow optimization (Matt Cochran) 

2:00 PM Supporting Open Pathogen Genomic Analysis in Public Health and the Public Health 
Alliance for Genomic Epidemiology (Duncan MacCannell — HHS CDC) 

2:45 PM  Break 

3:00 PM Multi-Omics-based Decision Support Approaches for Public Health (Kamil Khanipov and 
George Golovko — UTMB, Galveston) 

1 I Page 
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3:40 PM 

FC. 511
£11t$ A 

Networking of Laboratories, Science, and Capacities Discussion 
• COVID, Labs, and International Engagement (Jim LeDuc — Galveston National Lab) 

• Continuity of USDA ARS, USDA APHIS Programs and Science 
• Reflection of some Z-Net functions to a wider lab community — Group 

5:00 PM Final Comments and Adjourn — Group 

2 I Page 
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Networking of Laboratories, Science, Capabilities 

NBL-RBL Network sponsored by NIAID 

BSL4 Directors 

WHO/Strengthening International Health Regulations (2005) 

• GOARN 

• EDPLN (Pierre Formenty; Renu Drager-Dayal) 
• GLAD-HP (Global Laboratory Alliance for Detection of High-threat Pathogens--Mark 

Perkins) 

• WHO mtg on BSL4 laboratories networking (Dec 2017) 
httos://www.who.intlihr/publications/WHO-WHE-CP1-2018.40/en/ 

Health. 
Nativnal 1...,hvrntvry 
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Networking of Laboratories, Science, Capabilities 

NAS Initiative on Biosafety and Biosecurity 

• China 
• Periodic joint meetings (Wuhan, Harbin, Beijing, Galveston) 

• Science editorial on "network on safe and secure lab" 
• India 

• Periodic joint meetings (greater support now to Johns Hopkins Center) 

• Regional meeting in Seychelles, 2016 
• Pakistan (Dave Franz) 

• Periodic joint meetings 

• Publication of Strengthening PH Clinical Labs 
• Russia (no activity since March 2014 

Health. 
GalVcraisval Nativnal 1..nhvrntvry 
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Networking of Laboratories, Science, Capabilities—
Overarching Themes 

Number of biocontainment labs is expanding globally 

There is general concern regarding biosafety and biosecurity in new labs 

There is a need to share best practices in safety and security as well as lab operations 

There is generally an openness to collaborate; however, 

• Significant challenges in international politics 
• Regulatory challenges in specimen transport and sharing 
• National sovereignty concerns 
• Reluctance to isolate and retain pathogens; move to sequence-based only 

Health. 
GalVcraisval Nativnal 1..nhvrntvry 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

CISAC[CISAC@nas.edu] 

leanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 'linton.brooks@cox.net'; 'budi11@lIntgov'; 
'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu'; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 
'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com'; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu'; Hamburg, Margaret; JohnHildebrand; 
lillhruby@gmail.com'; lohnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, James W.; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; 'rniesrw@verizon.net'; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu'; Iptimbie@gmail.com' 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/99144495939?pwd4. 552.136 L. 
Normal 

CISAC Meeting, First Session 

Mon 7/20/2020 10:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Mon 7/20/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: CISAC; leanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 'linton.brooks@cox.net'; 'budi11@llnl.gov'; 
'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu'; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 
'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com'; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu'; Hamburg, Margaret; JohnHildebrand; 
lillhruby@gmail.com'; lohnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, James W.; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; 'rniesrw@verizon.net'; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu'; Iptimbie@gmail.com' 

CISAC Mtng July 2020 Agenda v2.docx 

CISAC Mtnd July 2020 Read Ahead  v2.docx

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC members, 
This is the calendar invitation for the first session of the CISAC Zoom meeting—I am sending the invitation for the second session 
separately. Material for the meetings is attached. 
*********************************** 

Topic: CISAC Meeting-First Session 
Link: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/99144495939?pwcH 552.136 L._ 

Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 
US: +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or 
+1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 
213 338 8477 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting 1 991.4449 5939 
Password i 552.136 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

The

• ENG INFFRI 
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Agenda, July 20 and 24, 2020 a SAC Mtn g 

CISAC Meeting Agenda 
July 20 and 24, 2020 

July16, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Below is the schedule of discussions as planned. Please read the background document prior to the 
meeting, as we do not plan to give recaps or updates in the meeting. Please note that the order of 
topics in the agenda is different from the order in the background document. The order in the agenda 
has been arranged based on reported availability of CISAC members for different portions of the 
meeting. That said, the times a re approximate and depending on the content of the discussion, the chair 
may dedde to adjust the start and end times of particular discussions. 

Monday 
June 20 
11 DO am EDT Welcome and Overview of the MeetingRaymond Jeanloz, Chair Micah 

Lowenthal, Director 

11:10 am 

11:35 am 

a. Should CISAC continue its focus in the four areas that have been 
pursued to date (nuclear, bio, space and cyber security), or should it 
broaden its membership to include experts in emerging technologies or 
other areas that are relevant to international security? If so, what areas? 

b. Are there specific activities that CISAC should undertake on its own or 
in partnership with another group or organization, beyond what we are 
already doing, to anticipate upcoming needs in this COVID-19 
environment, the post-election period, and the run-up to various 
postponed events, such as the NPT REVCON? 

I 1:55 am c. What should we do to better connect to US policy/decision makers this 
Fall and into the post-election period? 

12:10 pm d. CISAC operates the dialogues to inform the US government. What if 
any interactions should we have with NATO, and with allies more 
generally? 

12:30 pm e. The Russia dialogue meetings have required a large amount of work 
from a core set of members complemented on an ad hoc basis for cyber 
and space security. Can we tag-team to carry on the valuable discussions, 
while relieving some of the burden from the squad that has led these 
discussions for us this far? If so, how? 

1255 pm Wrap-up remarks for first session of the CISAC meeting and the plan for 
part 2 

Adjourn 
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Friday 
June 24 
2:00 pm EDT Welcome and Overview of the afternoonRaymond Jeanloz 

July16, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

2:05 pm k. Are there other topics, projects, relationships that CISAC should 
develop? How should we do so? 

235 pm g. Are there revised goals that CISAC should pursue in India—bio, 
nuclear, cyber, space, other? How should we pursue those goals? 

3:00 pm 

3:30 pm 

4:00 pm 

4:15 pm 

K Is there more to be done with high-containment labs as the focal point 
of our bio dialogues? How can we build on that work? Are there other 
areas of biosafety/biosecurity that we should be pursuing? Are there 
useful ways to re-engage with the BWC activities? 

The CISAC Bio work has been funded by grants mostly from the State 
Department's Cooperative Threat Reduction Program, which has changed 
this year, and, for the China work, a now-terminated DOD-grant program. 
With a better articulated vision for the figure, CISAC could partner with 
the Board on Life Sciences, and possibly another part of NAS to seek a 
major grant. Building off of question (a), what directions, participants and 
finders should we pursue? 

The premise of the China Bio discussions in May was that China is 
ahead of the US in experience with the pandemic. We found that because 
the US reportedly has orders of magnitude more cases, China's 
experience is of limited value. What should our next goals be and what 
steps should we take toward those goals? 

j. Through a series of workshops, CISAC has established good 
relationships and knowledge of the human and animal health community 
in Pakistan. The workshops were always topically marginal for CISAC, 
but it was important to connect with the clinical and research laboratory 
community in Pakistan. Those grants are over. Does CISAC have more of 
an agenda to pursue in Pakistan on health matters? Should we try to hand 
off the relationships? 

425 pm Summary of key takeaways, any final discussion, and closing remarks 

Adjourn 
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CISAC Committee 

Raymond Jeanloz (NAS) Chair 
Professor Earth & Planetary Science and 
Astronomy, Senior Fellow Miller Institute for 
Basic Research in Science 
University of California, Berkeley 

Members 

Marvin Adams 
HTRI Professor Nuclear Engineering 
Director, Institute National Security Education 
& Research 
Texas A&M University 

Ambassador Linton Brooks 
Former Administrator, NNSA 
Senior Advisor, Center for Strategic & 
International Studies 
Distinguished Research Fellow, National 
Defense University 

Nancy D. Connell 
Senior Scholar 
Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security 

Matthew Bunn 
Professor of Practice 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 

Steven Fetter 
Professor, School of Public Policy 
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
University of Maryland 

David Franz 
Indep Consultant on International Engagement 
in the Life Sciences 
Adjunct Professor, Dept. of Diagnosis Medicine 
& Pathobiology 
College of Veterinary Medicine 
Kansas State University 

Richard Garvvin (NAS,NAE, NAM) 
IBM Fellow Emeritus 
Thomas J. Watson Research Center of the IBM 
Corporation 

July16, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Diane Griffin (NAS, NAM) 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
Alfred & Jill Sommer Chair, Dept. Molecular 
Microbiology & Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 
Health 

Margaret Hamburg (NAM) 
Foreign Secretary 
National Academy of Medicine 

John Hildebrand 
Regents Professor, Dept. of Neurosciences 
Colleges of Sciences 
University of Arizona 

Jill M. Hruby 
Former Director, Sandia National Laboratories 
Member, Defense Science Board 

Alastair lain Johns ton 
Governor James Albert Noe & Linda Noe Larne 
Professor of China in World Affairs 
Department of Government 
Harvard University 

Major General Robert Latiff (USAF, Ret. ) 
Private Consultant on Advanced Technology 
Adjunct Faculty, John F. Reilly Center for 
Science, Technology, and Values 
University of Notre Dame 
Research Professor, George Mason University 

James LeDuc 
Professor, Dept. Microbiology & Immunology 
John Sealy Distinguished University Chair in 
Tropical Emerging Virology for National 
Biocontainment Training Center 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 

Richard Meserve (NAE) 
President Emeritus, Carnegie Institution for 
Science 
Senior Of Council, Covington & Burling, LLP 
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Admiral Richard Mies (USN, Ret.) 
Independent Consultant on U.S. and Foreign 
Nuclear Forces 
President and CEO, The Mies Group 

Peter Pale se (NA S, NAM) 
Professor and Chair, Dept. of Microbiology 
Mount Sinai School of Medicine 

James Timbie 
Independent Consultant on Arms Control, 
International Security and Non-proliferation 

July16, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Staff 
M icah Lowe nthal, Director, 1-202-334-3074, [ 
HYPERLINK "mai Ito:mlowenthal @nas.edu" I 
Nicole Cervenka, Research Associate, 1-202-
334-2615, [ HYPERLINK 
"mai Ito:ncervenka@nas.edu" I 
Rita Guenther, Senior Program Officer, 1-202-
334-2359, [ HYPERLINK 
"mai Ito:rguenther@nas.edu" I 
Hope Hare, Administrative Assistant, 1-202-
334-3435, [ HYPERLINK 
"mai Ito:hhare@nas.edu" 
Marie Kirkegaard, Program Officer, [ 
HYPERLINK "mat lto:mki rkegaarde@nas.edu" 
Benjamin Rusek, Senior Program Officer, 1-
202-334-3975, [ HYPERLINK 
"mai Ito:brusek@nas.edu" ] 
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Recent and Upcoming CISAC Activities 
July 16, 2020 

In June I gave a two-page update to CISAC members on recent and upcoming CISAC and related 
activities. This is a somewhat more fulsome description of our activities, with the aim that you 
will read this in in advance of the meeting on July 20 and 24, 2020 in lieu of having CISAC 
members and staff give verbal updates during the meeting. As you read, please pay particular 
attention to the key questions for discussion at the meeting. 

Focus and Membership 

1) We have been taking advantage of virtual meetings to engage new experts who have 
been too busy to join us in the past, or are earlier-career or less-known experts, both to 
benefit from their insights and to establish a more robust and diverse pipeline. We need 
your help in identifying and inculcating new members who will carry on CISAC's 
important work into the future. Our bottom line is that we want excellent members, 
and to build that membership we want to look at and beyond the usual suspects. New 
members could have similar expertise to that already on the committee, different 
expertise, or lost expertise. For example, CISAC has been without a South Asia expert for 
a while. Staff have begun talking with experts who might fill that role, but we welcome 
suggestions. Please provide suggestions in any category to Micah via e-mail ([ HYPERLINK 
"mailto:mlowenthal@nas.edu" ]). 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting: 

a. Should CISAC continue its focus in the four areas that have been pursued to date 
(nuclear, bio, space and cyber security), or should it broaden its membership to 
include experts in emerging technologies or other areas that are relevant to 
international security? If so, what areas? 

Additional Timely Activities 

b. Are there specific activities that C1SAC should undertake on its own or in partnership 
with another group or organization, beyond what we are already doing, to anticipate 
upcoming needs in this COV1D-19 environment, the post-election period, and the run-
up to various postponed events, such as the NPT REVCON? 

ACTIVITIES 

Russia Dialogues 

2) We are continuing to conduct a series of video conferences with Russian counterparts 
on nuclear arms control (extension of New START, the next arms control treaty regime, 
engaging China, packages to include other stability issues), nuclear arms monitoring and 
verification, strategic stability, cyber security, and space security. This set of meetings 
has been extraordinarily active, with weekly meetings with Russian counterparts and 
preparatory and post-mortem calls on the same cycle. Findings have been briefed to 
State, OSD/Policy, the Joint Staff, and NNSA. We also held a discussion with a US 
detailee to NATO to understand current thinking in NATO on arms control, monitoring 
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and verification, and related issues. Both US and Russian participants have produced 
white papers, and provided them ahead of time to facilitate discussion during the 
meetings. It has been remarkably informative to exchange questions either in follow-up 
or in anticipation of discussions. Several opportunities have arisen for offshoots to our 
work. 

i. Virtual Joint Data Exchange Center (JDEC): Russian retired military 
participants revived the idea of establishing a JDEC for exchange of 
information on missile launches and early warning data. The United 
States and Russia agreed to establish a physical JDEC in Moscow in 2000, 
but the effort stalled, in part over inability to reach agreement about the 
facility and liability issues. A virtual JDEC might enable the parties to 
accomplish the stabilizing steps without the sovereignty-related issues, 
but it may introduce new cybersecurity concerns. CISAC and other 
experts will hold discussions, and write up an outline of features and 
questions to discuss with Russian counterparts. 

ii. Monitoring and online verification experiment (MOVE?): Russian 
participants expressed intent to include non-strategic nuclear weapons in 
the follow-on to New START, and acknowledged the need for some kind 
of monitoring and verification, particularly the establishment of a 
baseline (starting inventory) of the nuclear weapons, even as they 
maintained that non-Russians should not access the storage and serial 
production facilities. CISAC is exploring the possibility of conducting an 
experiment to establish whether it is feasible to conduct reciprocal 
inspections by having Russians walk through Russian facilities and 
American or NATO personnel walk through US or NATO facilities with 
their counterparts tied in virtually. Verification is one of three working 
groups stood up under the current US-Russian government-to-
government nuclear talks. Another is said to be focused on nuclear 
warheads and doctrines. 

iii. Measures to prevent nuclear war 
iv. Measures to engage China in arms control discussions 
v. Cyber dialogue: Picking up threads from the December 2018 cyber 

discussions, and adding some interesting connections to nuclear 
command and control, there are tantalizing topics to pursue in future 
discussions, if the Russians can pull in more experts who are connected 
to the cyber-military parts of the Russian government. 

vi. Space dialogue: Space is simultaneously a domain of US-Russian 
cooperation (consider the ISS, US use of Russian launch capabilities, 
Apollo-Soyuz) and increasing importance, reliance, vulnerability, and 
contestation. The most recent indicator of the importance of space to the 
CISAC dialogue is the fact that space security is the topic of one of the 
three working groups established in current US-Russian government-to-
government nuclear talks. The CISAC Russia dialogue has had several 
space sessions in recent years, including two meetings with Russian 
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technical and policy experts from RosCos mos, the RAS space institute, 
and other relevant organizations. The virtual meeting on space security 
held just weeks ago had good discussions, but not the same level of 
technical expertise as in past meetings in Moscow. 

vii. Bio dialogue: During the first virtual dialogue meeting back in April, the 
two sides agreed that it would be appropriate to resume discussions of 
infectious diseases, now especially including COVI D-19. The RAS wished 
to include this explicitly in an InterAcademy agreement, and the NASEM 
presidents agreed to sign a protocol to the existing agreement. This 
should happen in the coming weeks, enabling a bio dialogue meeting in 
August or September. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting: 

c. What should we do to better connect to US policy/decision makers this Fall and into 
the post-election period? 

d. CISAC operates the dialogues to inform the US government. What if any interactions 
should we have with NATO, and with allies more generally? 

e. These meetings have required a large amount of work from a core set of members 
complemented on an ad hoc basis for cyber and space security. Can we tag-team to 
carry on the valuable discussions, while relieving some of the burden from the squad 
that has led these discussions for us this far? If so, how? 

China Dialogues 

3) We have shared a set of brief white papers/think pieces with our Chinese counterparts 
in the nuclear and cyber areas to initiate a virtual dialogue with them (we hope it will 
become as productive as the Russia dialogue seems to be). A virtual planning meeting 
will occur on the evening of July 20, during which we hope to agree on the path forward. 

4) Operating under the banner of NASEM International Networks and Cooperation, CISAC 
members and staff have convened four two-hour meetings with Chinese experts 
focused on COVID-19 clinical issues, limiting the spread of the virus, immunity, and use 
of gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogen. The meetings 
leverage 4.5 years of dialogue between CISAC-bio members and counterparts in China, 
including the Director of the Chinese CDC and heads of China's BSL-4 labs. The meetings 
have been progressively more informative, and another meeting is planned but has not 
been scheduled; August is most likely. Notifications and briefings about these meetings 
have been provided to the President's Science Advisor, the S&T Advisor the Secretary of 
State, OSD Policy (HD&GS), and the T-family staff at State. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting. 

f. The premise of the China Bio discussions in May was that China is ahead of the US in 
experience with the pandemic. We found that because the US reportedly has orders 
of magnitude more cases, China's experience is of limited value. What should our 
next goals be and what steps should we take toward those goals? 
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India Dialogues 

5) To jump start long-delayed bio meetings with experts in India, some discussions on 
synthetic biology were held in recent months. Plans are in place to continue these and 
similar discussions on biorisk management, hopefully with greater engagement from the 
government of India and key institutions across India. The Principal Science Advisor to 
the government of India is now involved (which has been the plan since last fall), but the 
next steps have not yet been agreed or scheduled. These meetings build on several 
previous biosafety/biosecurity projects with Indian counterparts that started in 2012. 

6) We will seek to set up a set of virtual meetings on Indian nuclear issues, building on the 
January 2020 meeting in Bangalore, which opened a number of possible U.S.-India 
exchanges, including gov-to-gov activities. That Ja nua ry meeting has been briefed to 
NNSA (people within NA-20), DTRA (Global Nuclear Security), and OSD Policy (CWMD). 
Historically, it has been a challenge to get insight and clarity rega rding US goals and 
priorities in the U.S.-India relationship broadly, even when we tried to help the US-India 
Homeland Security Dialog. There is better cooperation and information sharing now on 
nuclear issues, and we will work further with NNSA, DTRA, and State to select some 
topics, goals, and work plans. Also, in an October 2019 planning trip to India, Raymond, 
Jill, Ben, and Micah met with experts in think tanks and academia, and Rita has done 
similar meetings previously to broaden our contacts and potential partners beyond the 
National Institute of Advanced Studies and the Indian National Science Academy. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting. 

g. Are there revised goals that CISAC should pursue in India—bio, nuclear, cyber, space, 
other? How should we pursue those goals? 

Biosecurity Engagement 

7) Following a vision developed and steered by Dave Franz and Jim Le Duc, and supported 
by our other infectious disease experts, CISAC established a unique set of engagements 
in China, India, and elsewhere built around high-containment biological laboratory 
research and management, and their connections to biosafety, biosecurity, responsible 
conduct, biosurveillance, and infectious disease response. This work has opened doors 
and established relationships that would not have been possible in other ways. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting. 

h. Is there more to be done with high-containment labs as the focal point? How can we 
build on that work? Are there other areas of biosafety/biosecurity that we should be 
pursuing? Are there useful ways to re-engage with the BWC activities? 

i. The CISAC Bio work has been funded by grants mostly from the State Department's 
Cooperative Threat Reduction Program, which has changed this year, and, for the 
China work, a now-terminated DOD-grant program. With a better articulated vision 
for the future, CISAC could partner with the Board on Life Sciences, and possibly 
another part of NAS to seek a major grant. Building off of question (a), what 
directions, participants and funders should we pursue? 
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Through a series of workshops, C1SAC has established good relationships and 
knowledge of the human and animal health community in Pakistan. The workshops 
were always topically marginal for C1SAC, but it was important to connect with the 
clinical and research laboratory community in Pakistan. Those grants are over. Does 
C1SAC have more of an agenda to pursue in Pakistan? Should we try to hand off the 
relationships? 

UPDATES ON OTHER, CISAC-RELATED ACTIVITIES 

8) A congressionally mandated study on nuclear forensics has slowed because of the 
difficulty of conducting classified work under pandemic conditions, but staff have 
resumed work on the draft report to prepare it for (hopefully) one more round of 
committee refinement before NAS review. We anticipate that this project will have to 
be extended beyond the December 2020 end date. 

9) The ad hoc committee for a congressionally mandated study for NNSA on detection, 
monitoring, and verification of nuclear material and devices has been appointed. The 
work plan for this study has been revised and will require an unclassified interim report 
by February or March and a classified final report with an abbreviated summary. 

10) Two draft reports of meetings on human and animal health laboratories in Pakistan and 
one on the biosafety/biosecurity workshop in Seychelles are in various stages of review. 

11) A congressionally mandated study examining the risks of nuclear war and nuclear 
terrorism, which will be a joint project of the Board on Mathematics and Statistical 
Applications, the Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board, and CISAC, is in the contracting 
stage, and we will soon be starting committee nomination. 

12) A plan for a new Amaldi-Panofsky Lecture, which was to be organized cooperatively with 
the Lincei Academy (the Italian academy of sciences), and held in New York at the 
margins of the UN General Assembly, has been postponed by CISAC for lack of audience. 

Other Ideas 

k. Are there other topics, projects, relationships that C1SAC should develop? How should 
we do so? 

Thank you for your continued participation. We look forward to talking with you next week. 
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Anthony; CASEY, Sean; frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella 
Massai; IGO WFP; Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; 
Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
Flavien; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; 
Jordan Tappero; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; 
Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; 
Ferraz Sara; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; 
Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, 
Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk 
Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; External Partner - Autotte Bouchard Chantal 
(CAB@ads.intra.who.int); Anna Kuehne; Itorre; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge 
Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); 
jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena 
Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, 
Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, 
Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AF RGO/WHE EMO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); ALBERTI, 
Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 
100S, Sophie; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; ARCHER, Brett; Ashley Sharp; 
AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; AZE, Jean-christophe; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 
BAGUMAHO, Simon; BALDE, Thierno; BALLER, April; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, 
Neale Spencer; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; 
Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); BRENNAN, Richard John; BULIVA, Evans; Carlos Navarro Colorado; CARTER, 
Lisa Louise; CASEY, Sean; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; CHREKI, Hanane; 
CHRISTENSEN, Renee; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata 
Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; CROSS, Caroline Marie; C-Watts; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; MOFFETT, Daphne; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; DOULL, 
Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; FROST, Melinda; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; GRAAFF, 
Peter Jan; GREIN, Thomas; GRIFFIN, Michael; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; HOLLIS, 
Sara; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; Jerome Pfaffmann; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 0 RED; KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; KATO, Masaya; KIFF, Jeremy; KIM, Sooyoung; 'kleung@iom.int'; KOLMER, Jessica; KRETSINGER, 
Katrina; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; LINDMEIER, Christian; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; LOI, Gianluca; Louise 
Logre; Lucia Mullen; MOON, Madison Taylor; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston 
Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MERIANOS, Angela; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija 
ververs; PATEL, Minal; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
MORGAN, Oliver; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; Neil Ferguson; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 
'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto; paolo tizzani; 
ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PAVLIN, Boris; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERERA, 
Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PERKINS, Mark; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 
PESIGAN, Arturo; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; Rawan Araj; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, Alexander; 
ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; SALMON, Sharon; Sarah SHEHADE ; Scott 
Dowell; Sheila Austria; SHOC; Sibylle BERNARD-STOECKLIN; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael 
James; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; IGO 10M; (SPmig) Allison Prather; Claire Beck; 
(SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina; IGO 
10M; (SPmig) Inho Kim; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; (SPmig) Peter Horby; (SPmig) 
Trina Helderman; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; SURI, Sameera; TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; 
TAYYAB, Muhammad; TISDALL, Brian; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; VON EIJE, Karin; VonDobschuetz, 
Sophie (AGAH); YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; ZITOUN, Flavien 

Tue 3/31/2020 5:41:43 AM (UTC-05:00) 

GOARN Weekly Ops Meeting 

WARNING: This ennail originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please see modified zoom link below for the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 
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Time: July 9, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 

Enter your name and 
meeting password 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-e.zoom.usimeetinetlirc-
2vrDOsE9v9mPFQvsN ke8L7xmhiXUQ/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCuqD8uHdaTthCPRowABI-gl_03zpiFdj pExRLn.IRFKcS3JPecaHuVnHdDZ 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/96644726698 

Meeting Iii);_9Q0 4472 6698 
Password! 552.136 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 4/2/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/2/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

goarn; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); kiI6@cdc.gov; Neil Ferguson; James Coltheart; 
DonateIla Massai; tinglesby@jhu.edu; acicero@jhu.edu; DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); Sara Ferraz; Itorre; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); trezvani@taskforce.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; BEN EMBAREK, 
Peter Karim; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; creddy@taskforce.org; Jordan.Tappero; 
DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; rca8@cdc.gov; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; Micaela SERAFINI; RYAN, Michael J.; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) 
(acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul 
(Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; 
ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, 
Evans; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle 
Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 
'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; MINELLI, Elisabetta; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; 
Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; 
celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; McCusker, Michael; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; 
MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 
Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; DIAZ, Janet 
Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN 
KERKHOVE, Maria; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima 
Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, 
Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; 
(SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; 
gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane 
Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) 
Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; 
Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-
amu.fr'; jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; 
Julie.HALL; LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; 'kleung@iom.int'; 
kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, 
Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; (SPmig) 
Lauren Sauer; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 
'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 
'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade (g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, 
Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; (SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; 
poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); 
Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; SALIO, Flavio; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; 
Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, 
Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 
24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks (Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); VON EIJE, 
Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsensu; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-
Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; 
DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen 
Naqvi; Benjamin SYME; Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold 
Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; 
ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); David Blazes; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon 
Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage 
Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, 
Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); 
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CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; 
BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA©ifrc.org; sreshamwalla©gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; 
BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet©unige.ch; SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
Marc.PONCIN©geneva.msforg; Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES©geneva.msforg 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Draft agenda: 
1. EVD, DRC 
2. Covid 19 

a. Epi update and current priorities 
b. Operations update: Regions and partner feedback 
c. Technical update: Networks and Go.data 

3. AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.zc, 'Thus/I/748731036 

Meeting ID: 748 731 036 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 
+1 213 338 8477 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

Meeting ID: 748 731 036 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
748731036@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/748731036 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 5/28/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 5/28/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; SURI, Sameera; goarn; Itorre; 
Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; TISDALL, Brian; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; 
SIMNICEANU, Alice; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; 
cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; MSFOCB-
Covid19-CoordoMed; Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu; jcarver@immap.org; MOFFETT, Daphne; Ann 
Mathews; CASEY, Sean; FROST, Melinda; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; Amrish Baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); (SPmig) Allison Prather; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; acicero@jhu.edu; 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; CARTER, Lisa 
Louise; Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; Tanja Schuemer-Cross; trezvani@taskforce.org; 'Brice de le Vingne'; 
AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); 
outbreak; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; 
Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; ALI 
AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; Ombretta BAGGIO; 
AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, 
Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-
union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA 
ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; 
Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; 
MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 
Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; 
delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer 
(dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); N MSF International; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) 
(elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; htang@ips.ac.cn; 
HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); 
huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; 
ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 'jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; Lucia Mullen; 
m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, 
Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie 
(AGAH); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; JACQUERIOZ 
BAUSCH Frederique; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar 
LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, 
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Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; 
DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); TAYYAB, Muhammad; 
Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 
'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina 
BENVENUTI; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, 
Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; Hollis, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 'jean-
louissomette@univ-amu.fr'; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) 
Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 
'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 
'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; 
MORAN, Thomas 
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Dear Colleagues, 

Please see updated agenda for today's call. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• Suspected VHF, Angola 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 

Time: May 28, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.zoom.us/j/96644726698 
Meeting I P2_96E44_72 6698 
Passwordj 552.136 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

+33 1 7095 0350 France 
+33 7 5678 4048 France 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
+44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 
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+1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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meeting password 
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Ramon Cayabyab GOARN OST 
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******** 

Remember my name for future meeti nqs 

Cancel 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

GOARN Weekly Ops Meeting 

Thur 4/9/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/9/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; goarn; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; 
cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; Itorre; Patrick Keating; LOI, Gianluca; Annick 
Lenglet; Hormez, Kelly M; Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu; Ida.COSENTIN01@ec.europa.eu; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); kiI6@cdc.gov; Neil Ferguson; James Coltheart; DonateIla 
Massai; tinglesby@jhu.edu; acicero@jhu.edu; DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); 
BAYUGO, Yolanda; chofmann@unicef.org; Engel@unfpa.org; Sara Ferraz; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; Emma 
Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); trezvani@taskforce.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; BEN 
EMBAREK, Peter Karim; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; creddy@taskforce.org; Jordan.Tappero; 
DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; rca8@cdc.gov; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; Micaela SERAFINI; RYAN, Michael J.; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) 
(acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul 
(Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; 
ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, 
Evans; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle 
Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 
'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; MINELLI, Elisabetta; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; 
Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; 
celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; McCusker, Michael; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; 
MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 
Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; DIAZ, Janet 
Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN 
KERKHOVE, Maria; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima 
Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-
william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; 
goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; 
gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane 
Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) 
Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; 
Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-
amu.fr'; jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; 
Julie.HALL; LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; 'kleung@iom.int'; 
kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, 
Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; (SPmig) 
Lauren Sauer; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 
'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 
'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade (g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, 
Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; (SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; 
poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); 
Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; SALIO, Flavio; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; 
Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, 
Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 
24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks (Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); VON EIJE, 
Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsensu; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-
Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; 
DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen 
Naqvi; Benjamin SYME; Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold 
Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; 
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ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); David Blazes; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon 
Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage 
Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, 
Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); 
CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; 
BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA©ifrc.org; sreshamwalla©gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; 
BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet©unige.ch; SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
Marc.PONCIN©geneva.msforg; Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES©geneva.msforg; EL AMINE, Zahra; MARTIN, 
Coraline; Chipo Takawira; MOON, Madison Taylor; ANCIA, Anne; kattel.umesh©gmail.com; Serge Blaise 
Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; Cristina BENVENUTI; Sean PRICE; POLONSKY, 
Jonathan Aaron; PERON, Emilie; HAMBLION, Esther; SHAMSELDIN, Khaled 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Resending the invite to make sure that everyone is award that this call will take place today. 

Agenda: 
1. EVD 
2. COVID-19 
3. AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.zo, m.us/i/748731036 
Meeting ID: 748 731 036 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 
+1 213 338 8477 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

Meeting ID: 748 731 036 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
748731036@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/748731036 

Thank you, 

GOARN OST 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 4/16/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/16/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

goarn; tinglesby@jhu.edu; Julie.HALL; Maria Jasen; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) 
(acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul 
(Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; 
ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse 
(Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 
'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 
BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); 
boneil@samaritan.org; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; Marie-
Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FAZEKAS, 
Kathleen Marie; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-
william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; 
goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; 
gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane 
Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) 
Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; 
Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-
amu.fr'; jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; 
LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; 
LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; 
Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; 
m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; rca8@cdc.gov; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; 
Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Tuna Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI 
DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae Voicu; 
GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOdel, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
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DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Bertrand Sudre; 
DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Tanja Schuemer-
Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice 
de le Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA©ifrc.org; sreshamwalla©gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet©unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Agenda: 
1. EVD 
2. COVID-19 
3. AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.n,, m.us/i/748731036 
Meeting ID: 748 731 036 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 
+1 213 338 8477 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

Meeting ID: 748 731 036 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
748731036@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/748731036 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Thur 4/23/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/23/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Rene Ehounou Ekpini; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 'marii@unicef.org'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; goarn; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; acicero@jhu.edu; Aeschylus 
Arnold Silva; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AF RGO/WHE EMO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); 
ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA 
EZERSKA, Lidia; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALICE CHEN; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anna 
Kuehne; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; Antara, Simon; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 
ARCHER, Brett; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); BAGUMAHO, 
Simon; BALDE, Thierno; BALLER, April; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale 
Spencer; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; Benjamin SYME; 'BenjaminD@africa-
union.org'; Bertrand Sudre; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; BRENNAN, Richard John; Brian 
McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); 'Brice de le Vingne'; Brodel, Sophie; BULIVA, Evans; Carla 
Daher; Carlos Navarro Colorado; CARTER, Lisa Louise; CASEY, Sean; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; 
Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; Chima Ohuabunwo 
(cohuabunwo@afenet.net); Chipo Takawira; CHREKI, Hanane; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; CLARAVALL 
LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; creddy@taskforce.org; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; CROSS, 
Caroline Marie; C-Watts; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; David Blazes; DE LA 
ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; 
delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
DonateIla Massai; dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; EL 
AMINE, Zahra; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 
'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; 
executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALERO 
CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; Farah Massoud; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; Flavio FINGER; 
Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-
william.tremblay@canada.ca; FROST, Melinda; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR; 
g.torres@oie.int; Gail Carson; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Gooding, Elizabeth 
(PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); Gounalan Pavade (g.pavade@oie.int); GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; GREIN, Thomas; GRIFFIN, Michael; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; 
hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; Hormez, Kelly M; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane 
Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; James Coltheart; LeDuc, James W.; Jansen, Andreas; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za; jcarver@immap.org; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-
amu.fr'; Jerome Pfaffmann; jlee106@korea.kr; Jonas GUTSCHKE; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 
Jordan.Tappero; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Julie. HALL; KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; 
KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; KIM, Sooyoung; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KOLMER, Jessica; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; 
LEGAND, Anais; Leonidas Alexakis; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 
'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; LOI, Gianluca; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; m.marrana@oie.int; 
MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Mahmoud Kayed; Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; Maria Jasen; Marie-
Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org; 'marii@unicef.org'; MARTIN, Coraline; McCusker, Michael; 
MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 
'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MERIANOS, Angela; Micaela SERAFINI; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; MORGAN, Oliver; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; 
MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; Myriam.Henkens; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda 
Lydia Watera; Namseon Beck; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' (namusisiolivia@afenet.net); Naouar LABIDI; 
nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Naureen Naqvi; Neil Ferguson; Nicolae Voicu; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; Ombretta BAGGIO; outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 
'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 
Patrick Keating; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PAVLIN, Boris; pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott 
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Douglas; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PERKINS, Mark; PERON, Emilie; 
PERROCHEAU, Anne; PESIGAN, Arturo; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; 
QUEYRAS, Guillaume; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); rapid deployments 
(rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; rca8@cdc.gov; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; SALMON, Sharon; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Sara Ferraz; Sara SARNO; Scott Dowell; Sena Dzakuma; Serge Blaise Kakdeu 
EMALEU; SHOC; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; Simeon Renoldner; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; Sarah Karmin; 
SLATTERY, Raphael James; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; Sophie Muset; (SPmig) Alice 
Wimmer; (SPmig) Allison Prather; (SPmig) Claire Beck; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; (SPmig) 
Emina Becirovic; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; (SPmig) Haley West; (SPmig) Inho Kim; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; 
(SPmig) Olivier le Polain; (SPmig) Peter Horby; (SPmig) Tuna Helderman; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; 
STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; SURI, Sameera; Tanja Schuemer-Cross; TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; 
TAYYAB, Muhammad; Tom Drake; Thiago XAVIER; Tina Endericks (Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; TISDALL, Brian; trezvani@taskforce.org; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, 
Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); VON EIJE, Karin; VonDobschuetz, Sophie 
(AGAH); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; 'pauleffler@gmail.com ' 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleague, 

Good afternoon, we are updating the meeting invites for the GOARN Weekly Ops call for Cyber security purposes. 

Please see updated zoom meeting invites below. 

Thank you for your understanding. 

GOARN OST 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 
Agenda: 

1. EVD 
2. COVID-19 
3. AOB 

Time: Apr 23, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.a  i.us/i/96644726698 
Meeting I p.:.R6.6_44112 6698 
Password i 552.136 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFvc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
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0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

+33 1 7095 0350 France 
+33 7 5678 4048 France 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

+44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
+44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 

+1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 4/30/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 4/30/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

LOI, Gianluca; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; BRENNAN, Richard John; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BALLER, April; 
KOLMER, Jessica; ARCHER, Brett; CARTER, Lisa Louise; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; 
DJORDJEVIC, Irena; PAVLIN, Boris; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; CHREKI, Hanane; 
SALMON, Sharon; TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; BAGUMAHO, Simon; 
CROSS, Caroline Marie; GRIFFIN, Michael; Naureen Naqvi; FROST, Melinda; CASEY, Sean; DRURY, 
Patrick Anthony; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); YOTI, Zabulon; YAO, N'da Konan 
Michel; VON EIJE, Karin; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; (SPmig) Tuna Helderman; (SPmig) Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; KIM, 
Sooyoung; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; SLATTERY, Raphael James; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SHOC; Scott Dowell; 
SALIO, Flavio; RYAN, Michael J.; ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Rawan Araj; 
QUEYRAS, Guillaume; (SPmig) Peter Horby; PESIGAN, Arturo; PERKINS, Mark; PENDERGAST, Scott 
Douglas; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; paolo tizzani; p.caceres@oie.int; outbreak; MORGAN, Oliver; 
(SPmig) Olivier le Polain; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; Neil Ferguson; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
'marii@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Lucia Mullen; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; 
'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; LINDMEIER, Christian; LEGAND, Anais; LEE, Chin-kei; KRETSINGER, Katrina; 
'kleung@iom.int'; KIFF, Jeremy; KATO, Masaya; KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; Julie.HALL; Jerome Pfaffmann; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Haley West; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; HOLDEN, Robert 
Andrew; GREIN, Thomas; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; (SPmig) Inho Kim; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; FORMENTY, 
Pierre B.h.; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; 
'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; emergencypmo; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; DOULL, Linda; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; MERIANOS, Angela; C-Watts; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; (SPmig) Claire Beck; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; CAYABYAB, 
Ramoncito; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; BEN 
EMBAREK, Peter Karim; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BARBOZA, Philippe; BALDE, 
Thierno; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; AZE, Jean-christophe; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; BULIVA, 
Evans; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; (SPmig) Allison Prather; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; SURI, 
Sameera; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALBERTI, 
Kathryn; FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); AHLUWALIA, Indu; AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AF RGO/WHE EMO; goarn; Ombretta BAGGIO; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; 
rca8@cdc.gov; TAYYAB, Muhammad; Carla Daher; acicero@jhu.edu; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALICE CHEN; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; Amrish Baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anna Kuehne; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; 
Antara, Simon; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); 
Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); Benjamin SYME; Bertrand Sudre; 
boneil@samaritan.org; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); 'Brice de le Vingne'; Brodel, Sophie; 
cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; celine.gurry@cepi.net; Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu; 
chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); Chipo Takawira; 
creddy@taskforce.org; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; David Blazes; delbreuve@un.org; DiStefano, Vittoria 
(TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); DonateIla Massai; 
dot9@cdc.gov; Emma Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); Farah Massoud; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; Flavio FINGER; 
Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Fuller, James 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR; g.torres@oie.int; Gail Carson; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Gooding, 
Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); Gounalan Pavade (g.pavade@oie.int); Grazina 
Mirinaviciute; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; Hormez, Kelly M; htang@ips.ac.cn; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; 
ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; James Coltheart; LeDuc, James W.; 
Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; jcarver@immap.org; jlee106@korea.kr; Jonas GUTSCHKE; 
Jordan.Tappero; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; Keith 
Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; kiI6@cdc.gov; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; Kortepeter, 
Mark G; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; Leonidas Alexakis; liming@ips.ac.cn; 
Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; Itorre; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; m.marrana@oie.int; Mahmoud Kayed; 
Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; Maria Jasen; Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org; McCusker, 
Michael; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; Micaela SERAFINI; msff-nord-
kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; Namseon Beck; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' (namusisiolivia@afenet.net); 
Naouar LABIDI; nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Nicolae Voicu; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); 
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Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; Patrick Keating; pbspiegel@jhu.edu; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; 
POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); rapid.deployments 
(rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Romano, Maria (AGAH); salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Sara Ferraz; Sara 
SARNO; Sena Dzakuma; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; Simeon Renoldner; SIMNICEANU, Alice; Sarah 
Karmin; Sophie Muset; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; Tanja Schuemer-Cross; Tom Drake; Thiago XAVIER; Tina 
Endericks (Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; Trish NEWPORT; 
vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; Watson, John 
(CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; zenkevich_es@gsensu; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Resending this invitation to inform everyone that the ops call tomorrow is NOT canceled. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 
Agenda: 

1. EVD 
2. COVID-19 
3. AOB 

Time: Apr 30, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 

Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.zoom.us/I/96644726698 
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Meeting 1p: 965 4472,6698 
Passwordl 552.136 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: rrttps://who.zoom.us/u/aehPUGFyc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
??????? +41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
??????? +41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
222222? 0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
222222? 0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

??????? +33 1 7095 0350 France 
??????? +33 7 5678 4048 France 
222222? 0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
222222? 0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

222222? 0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
7222777 0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
7222777 0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

????? ??+44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
7777777 +44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
222222? 0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
222222? 0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
222222? 0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

222222? 0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
222222? 0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 

222222? +1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
222222? +1 253 215 8782 US 
222222? 877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
222222? 888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

222222? 855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@who.int 
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Enter your name a 
meeting password 
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Ramon Cayabyab GOARN OST 

he 

******** 

Remember my name for future meeti nqs 

Cancel 
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meeting password 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 5/7/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 5/7/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); goarn; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; 
CROSS, Caroline Marie; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; 
Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; Itorre; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly 
M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; 
Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu; jcarver@immap.org; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) 
(acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul 
(Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; 
ALI AHMED, Yahaya; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, 
Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anne-
Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); 
Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, 
Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - 
McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; 
chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA 
ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; 
Emma Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; Marie-
Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria 
(AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
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Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk 
Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; Ann 
Mathews ; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL 
AMINE, Zahra; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Hollis, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 'jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 
'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; 
Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; PATEL, Minal; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, 
Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; TISDALL, Brian 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 
Agenda: 

1. EVD 
2. COVID-19 
3. AOB 

Time: May 07, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.zoom.us/j/96644726698 
Meeting I p.-9.6a.4‘17:2; 6698 
Passwordi 552.136 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

+33 1 7095 0350 France 
+33 7 5678 4048 France 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
+44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 
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+1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Enter your name a 
meeting password 
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Ramon Cayabyab GOARN OST 
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Remember my name for future meeti nqs 

Cancel 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 5/14/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 5/14/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); goarn; CROSS, Caroline Marie; 
DIAZ, Janet Victoria; BALLER, April; rca8@cdc.gov; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, 
Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; Itorre; Patrick 
Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; 
Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu; jcarver@immap.org; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) 
(acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul 
(Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; 
ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse 
(Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 
'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 
BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); 
boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; 
CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo 
(cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov 
(munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; 
Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; 
Emma Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; Marie-
Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria 
(AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
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Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
James Fuller; Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; 
TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; Sarah 
Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard 
John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; POLONSKY, Jonathan 
Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; Ann Mathews ; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-
union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 
MOFFETT, Daphne; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Hollis, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 'jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 
'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; 
Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; PATEL, Minal; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef. org'; ROSEWELL, 
Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; TISDALL, Brian 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 
Agenda: 

1. EVD 
2. COVID-19 
3. AOB 

Time: May 14, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.zoom.us/j/96644726698 
Meeting IP.:.90. _4.47? 6698 
Password: 552.136 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

+33 1 7095 0350 France 
+33 7 5678 4048 France 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
+44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 
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+1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Enter your name a 
meeting password 
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Ramon Cayabyab GOARN OST 

he 

******** 

Remember my name for future meeti nqs 

Cancel 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 5/21/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 5/21/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); goarn; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; 
Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; ltorre; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly 
M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; 
Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu; jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; 
Ombretta BAGGIO; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE 
EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; 
ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 
100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; 
Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; 
(SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); AZE, Jean-christophe; 
rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, 
Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; N MSF International; Gooding, 
Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; 
(SPmig) Emina Becirovic; Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 
'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; 
f.diaz@oie.int; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; 
FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-
william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; 
goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; 
gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane 
Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) 
Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; 
Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-
amu.fr'; jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; 
Julie.HALL; LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; 
LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; 
Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana oie.int; 
MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; 
mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; 
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David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; 
creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; 
CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; 
PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, 
Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-
Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice 
de le Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; Ann Mathews ; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; MOFFETT, Daphne; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 
'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Hollis, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 'jean-
louissomette@univ-amu.fr'; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) 
Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 
'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 
'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; 
TISDALL, Brian 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• EVD, DRC 
• Suspected VHF, Angola 
• Tropical Cyclone Amphan 

Time: May 21, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.zoom.us/j/96644726698 
Meeting ID:..966. 4472 6698 
Password: i 552.136 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

+33 1 7095 0350 France 
+33 7 5678 4048 France 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
+44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 
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+1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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meeting password 
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Ramon Cayabyab GOARN OST 
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Remember my name for future meeti nqs 

Cancel 
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meeting password 

Rarnon Cayabyab GOARN OST 
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meeting password 

Rarnon Cayabyab GOARN OST 

******** 

Remember my name to ure ee irt 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 6/4/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 6/4/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); goarn; CROSS, Caroline Marie; 
acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; 
ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA 
EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; 
(SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice 
Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; 
rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, 
Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, 
Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOdel, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
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Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk 
Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); MORAN, Thomas; Joel Myhre; Flavio 
FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna 
Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-
Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu; jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, 
Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; 
EspelageW; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; 
Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; 
Clementine Fu_DFID; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 
'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; Hollis, Sara; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Louise Logre; MOON, Madison 
Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; PATEL, Minal; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, 
Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu' 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please see updated agenda for today's call. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• VHF, Angola 
• COVID-19 pandemic 

Time: June 04, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who.zoom.us/j/96644726698 
Meeting I p:. 9664472 6698 

Password1552.136 I 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

+33 1 7095 0350 France 
+33 7 5678 4048 France 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
+44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 
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+1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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meeting password 
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Ramon Cayabyab GOARN OST 
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******** 

Remember my name for future meeti nqs 

Cancel 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 6/18/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 6/18/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); goarn; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; 
Itorre; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-
CoordoMed; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John 
(CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; 
Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sylvain 
(WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, 
Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; Axelle Ronsse 
(Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria 
(AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; 
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David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; 
creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; 
CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; 
PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, 
Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-
Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice 
de le Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; 
SIMNICEANU, Alice; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Ann Mathews; MORAN, Thomas; Joel Myhre; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 
'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina 
BENVENUTI; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; MOFFETT, Daphne; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, 
Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 
'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; Hollis, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 'jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 
'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston 
Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 
OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, 
Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; TISDALL, Brian 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• VHF, Angola 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 

Time: June 18, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

Join Zoom Meeting 
htts: who.zoon 3 
Meeting I p9.66_4477 6698 
Password 552.136 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

+33 1 7095 0350 France 
+33 7 5678 4048 France 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
+44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 
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+1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 6/25/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 6/25/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); goarn; YAO, N'da Konan 
Michel; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-
urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; ltorre; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu 
EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, 
Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; Ann Mathews; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) 
(acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul 
(Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; 
ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; 
AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria 
(AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; 
zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
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Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; 
David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; 
creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; 
CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; 
PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, 
Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-
Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice 
de le Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, 
Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine 
Fu_DFID; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; MOFFETT, Daphne; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 
'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; Hollis, Sara; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 
'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) 
mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; 
PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE; 
Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; TISDALL, Brian; VAN ENGELGEM Ian 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• VHF, Angola 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 

Time: June 25, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

Join Zoom Meeting 
htts: who.zoor 3 
Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Password 552.136 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

+33 1 7095 0350 France 
+33 7 5678 4048 France 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
+44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 
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+1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 7/2/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/2/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); goarn; Gail Carson; 
acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; 
ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA 
EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; 
(SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-
Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); 
Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, 
Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - 
McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; 
chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA 
ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; 
Emma Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - 
INGRES Marie Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; 
David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; 
creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, 
Hanane; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, 
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Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; 
ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; 
McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le 
Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, 
Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; POLONSKY, 
Jonathan Aaron; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; 
cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; 
Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); 
jcarver@immap.org; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; 
EspelageW; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; 
Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Ashley Sharp; Eve °Connor; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL 
AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 
'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 'jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 
'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston 
Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 
OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, 
Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; VAN ENGELGEM Ian; LAISECA GARCIA Amparo; REY-BIGOT Stephanie; Hamilton, 
Plummer; DZELAMONYUY, Chem; mijaververs@ads.intra.who.int 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 

Time: July 2, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

Join Zoom Meeting 
htts: who.zoor 3 
Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Password: 662.1361 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Find your local number: https://who.zoom.us/u/aehPXdGFyc 

Join by SIP 
96644726698@zoomcrc.com 

Join by Skype for Business 
https://who.zoom.us/skype/96644726698 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
0 800 002 622 Switzerland Toll-free 
0 800 561 252 Switzerland Toll-free 

+33 1 7095 0350 France 
+33 7 5678 4048 France 
0 800 940 415 France Toll-free 
0 800 944 049 France Toll-free 

0 800 1800 150 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 1590 Germany Toll-free 
0 800 000 6954 Germany Toll-free 

44 208 080 6592 United Kingdom 
+44 330 088 5830 United Kingdom 
0 800 358 2817 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 031 5717 United Kingdom Toll-free 
0 800 260 5801 United Kingdom Toll-free 

0 800 008 728 South Africa Toll-free 
0 800 064 584 South Africa Toll-free 
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+1 213 338 8477 US (Los Angeles) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
877 853 5257 US Toll-free 
888 475 4499 US Toll-free 

855 703 8985 Canada Toll-free 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 7/30/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/30/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); BATRA, Neale Spencer; 
MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; goarn; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); (SPmig) mija ververs; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; 
DOULL, Linda; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; Maria Jasen; acicero@jhu.edu; 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; 
'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; Patrick Keating; Tanja Schuemer-Cross; Gail Carson; 
ARCHER, Brett; Jordan.Tappero; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; pbspiegel@jhu.edu; Lucia Mullen; EspelageW; 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; Amrish Baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Naureen Naqvi; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF 
RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO 
CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, 
Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison 
Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; 
MORAN, Thomas; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta 
BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; 
BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 
'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - 
McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; 
chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; (SPmig) Claire Beck; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima 
Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DE LA 
ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert 
Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley 
West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; 
Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-
amu.fr'; jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; 
Julie.HALL; LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; 
kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, 
Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; (SPmig) 
Lauren Sauer; ltorre; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria 
(AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; (SPmig) Peter 
Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; rapid.deployments 
(rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); 
VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; 
ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; 
Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Aeschylus Arnold 
Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; 
ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan 
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Williams; David Blazes; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; 
creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, 
Hanane; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, 
Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; 
ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk 
Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; 
Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); 
jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena 
Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, 
Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve 
°Connor; (SPmig) Elliott Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; 
AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-
union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 'jean-
louissomette@univ-amu.fr'; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise 
Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-
union.org'; Mija Versers; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, 
Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; HAMBLION, Esther; LOT Florence; 
PLOTOGEA, Amalia; SULLIVAN, Kathleen; NACION, Kristine May; GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
ALIAGA PEREZ, Jessica Paola; JOSEPH, Arcturus; Hilde.De.Clerck@brussels.msf.org; WIJEKOON 
KANNANGARAGE, Niluka; WILLET, Victoria; mijaververs@ads.intra.who.int; BAYUGO, Yolanda 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

To join WHO zoom meeting please use the link below 

https://who-e.zoom.us/ 

Meeting 1p; _9_65_44_7_2 6698 
Password i 552.136 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• EVD, DRC 
• AOB 

Time: July 30, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-e.zoom.us/meeting/thrc-
2vrDOsE9y9mbFQysN ke8L7xmhiXUWics?icsToken=98tyKuCuqD8uHdaTthCPRowABI-gL03zpiFdi pExRLrLIFIFKcS3.1PecaHuVnHdDZ 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/I/96644726698 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Password Li 552.136 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarngwho int 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 7/9/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/9/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); goarn; 
CASEY, Sean; 'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John 
(CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; 
Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain 
(WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, 
Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; 
AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) 
Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; 
Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-
amu.fr'; jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; 
Julie.HALL; LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; 
LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; 
Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; 
m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH 
Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; Jonas GUTSCHKE; 
Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae Voicu; 
GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOdel, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
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DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk 
Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; 
Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-
CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; 
SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 'BenjaminD@africa-
union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; FIRMINO, Walter 
Manuel; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise 
Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-
union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
Moresky, Rachel T. ; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; 
ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu' 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please see modified zoom link below for the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Time: July 9, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-e.zoom.us/rneetinatlIrc-
2vrDOsE9y9mbFQysN ke8L7xmhiXUWics?icsToken=98tyKuCuqD8uHdaTthCPRowABI-gL03zpiFdi pExRLrLIFIFKcS3.1PecaHuVnHdDZ 

Join Zoom Meeting 

https://who-e.zoom.us/I/96644726698 

Meeting 1p-9F'6 .42 6698 

Password 552.136 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarngwho int 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 7/23/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/23/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

FAZEKAS, Kathleen Marie; Brian McCloskey (Brian.McCloskey@phe.gov.uk); goarn; Gail Carson; 
rca8@cdc.gov; CHREKI, Hanane; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; Maria Jasen; 
acicero@jhu.edu; tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; 
Patrick Keating; Tanja Schuemer-Cross; ARCHER, Brett; Jordan.Tappero; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; Naureen 
Naqvi; boneil@samaritan.org; Itorre; pbspiegel@jhu.edu; Lucia Mullen; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; EspelageW; 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; Amrish Baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; 
ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; 
SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, 
Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; (SPmig) 
Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; 
celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; 
CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo 
(cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov 
(munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, 
Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN 
KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; 
External Partner - INGRES Marie Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) 
(elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert 
Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; 
m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; (SPmig) Peter 
Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; rapid.deployments 
(rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; 
vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); 
VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; 
ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, 
Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; 
Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Aeschylus Arnold 
Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; 
ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan 
Williams; David Blazes; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOdel, Sophie; James Coltheart; 
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creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, 
Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, 
April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; 
BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; 
Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio 
FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna 
Kuehne; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara 
(ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; 
Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; 
Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve 
°Connor; (SPmig) Elliott Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; 
AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-
union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 'jean-
louissomette@univ-amu.fr'; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise 
Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-
union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
Moresky, Rachel T. ; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; 
ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; SULLIVAN, Kathleen; 
HAMBLION, Esther; LOT Florence; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; NACION, Kristine May; GREENE-CRAMER, 
Blanche Johanna; ALIAGA PEREZ, Jessica Paola; BATRA, Neale Spencer; JOSEPH, Arcturus; 
MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Hilde.De.Clerck@brussels.msf.org; WIJEKOON 
KANNANGARAGE, Niluka; WILLET, Victoria; mijaververs@ads.intra.who.int 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

To join WHO zoom meeting please use the link below 

https://who-e.zoom.us/ 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Password 552.136 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• EVD, DRC 
• AOB 

Time: July 9, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-e.zoom.us/meeting/thrc-
2vrDOsE9y9mbFQysN ke8L7xmhiXUWics?icsToken=98tyKuCuqD8uHdaTthCPRowABI-gL03zpiFdi pExRLrLIFIFKcS3.1PecaHuVnHdDZ 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/I/96644726698 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Password i 552.136 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarngwho int 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 7/16/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 7/16/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

BATRA, Neale Spencer; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; goarn; Gail Carson; CHREKI, 
Hanane; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; acicero@jhu.edu; Maria Jasen; 
tinglesby@jhu.edu; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; ARAMBURU 
GUARDA, Javier; Mahmoud Kayed; Tanja Schuemer-Cross; Jordan.Tappero; Moresky, Rachel T. ; Naureen 
Naqvi; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; boneil@samaritan.org; ltorre; pbspiegel@jhu.edu; Lucia Mullen; PESIGAN, 
Arturo; (SPmig) Claire Beck; Neil Ferguson; Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; Anne-
Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; Micaela SERAFINI; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Watson, John 
(CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; 
Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sylvain 
(WDC); ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; 
ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, 
Evans; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Axelle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); 
Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, 
Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); External Partner - McCloskey Brian; 
CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; 
chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; 
MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 
Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; 
delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer 
(dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert 
Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Im05es2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 
'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 
'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade (g.pavade@oie.int); PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; 
PERKINS, Mark; (SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, 
Guillaume; rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul 
Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; 
vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, 
N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick 
Anthony; CASEY, Sean; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Donatella Massai; Benjamin 
SYME; Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae 
Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; 
Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Leonidas 
Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Farah Massoud; Simeon 
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Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage 
Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; 
SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); 
McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le 
Vingne'; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk 
Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; 
Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO 
Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia 
Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; 
MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; 
NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-
OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; 
Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 'jean-
louissomette@univ-amu.fr'; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise 
Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-
union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, 
Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; Hilde.De.Clerck@brussels.msf.org; 
WIJEKOON KANNANGARAGE, Niluka; WILLET, Victoria 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

To join WHO zoom meeting please use the link below 

https://who-e.zoom.us/ 

Meeting Ip:3_664472 6698 
Password i 552.136 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 

• Plague, ituri DRC 
• VHS, Angola 
• EVD, DRC 
• Kazakhstan: Undiagnosed pneumonia 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Time: July 16, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Please download and import the following iCalendar (jcs) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-e.zoom.us/rneetinatlIrc-
2vrDOsE9y9mbFQysN ke8L7xmhiXUWics?icsToken=98tyKuCuqD8uHdaTthCPRowABI-gL03zpiFdi pExRLrLIFIFKcS3.1PecaHuVnHdDZ 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.ush/96644726698 

Meeting ID: 966 4472 6698 
Password 552.136 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarngwho int 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 8/6/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 8/6/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

BATRA, Neale Spencer; goarn; Gail Carson; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; outbreak; 
acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; 
ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA 
EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; 
(SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-
Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); 
Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, 
Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - 
McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; 
chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA 
ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; 
htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; 
David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; 
creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, 
Hanane; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, 
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Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; 
ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; 
McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le 
Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, 
Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; 
Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-
CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; 
SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine 
Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; FIRMINO, Walter 
Manuel; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise 
Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-
union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
Moresky, Rachel T. ; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; 
ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; 
BAYUGO, Yolanda; DEMBA, Lubambo 

meeting-95712402092.ics 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please note that we are shifting to another zoom online meeting, please refer below the new zoom link below. 

Kindly, do share this link to GOARN Partners and institutions. 

Thanks, 

GOARN OST 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/t1EqduusrikqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtqTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4i4a-
iziHpfi pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKM-tIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 
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Time: August 06, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 

Enter your name and 
meeting password 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: nttps://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/tJEqduusrikqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtqTooHtSXsBCFRowMB414a-
jziHpfj pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKMAIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Subject: GOARN Weekly ops cal l 

Location: https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Start: 
End: 

8/13/2020 12:00:00 PM 
8/13/2020 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

CAYABYAB, Ramoncito is inviting you to a scheduled zoom meeting. 

Join Zoom meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&zbe 
one tap mobile 
+41432107108„95712402092#,„„,0#„87646197# Switzerland 
+41445299272„95712402092#„„„0#„87646197# Switzerland 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
+41 44 529 92 72 Switzerland 
+41 22 591 00 05 Switzerland 
+41 22 591 01 56 Switzerland 
+41 31 528 09 88 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+1 669 900 6833 us (San Jose) 
+1 929 205 6099 us (New York) 
+1 253 215 8782 us (Tacoma) 
+1 301 715 8592 us (Germantown) 
+1 312 626 6799 us (Chicago) 
+1 346 248 7799 us (Houston) 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: 87646197 
Find your local number: https://who-e.zoom.us/u/acg8tkjcsD 

Join by SIP 
95712402092@zoomcrc.com 

Join by H.323 
162.255.37.11 (us West) 
162.255.36.11 (us East) 
221.122.88.195 (china) 
115.114.131.7 (India mumbai) 
115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 
213.19.144.110 (EmEA) 
103.122.166.55 (Australia) 
209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong SAP) 
64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 
69.174.57.160 (Canada) 
207.226.132.110 (Japan) 
Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: 87646197 

Join by skype for Business 
https://who-e.zoom.us/skype/95712402092 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 8/13/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 8/13/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

goarn; Gail Carson; Moresky, Rachel T. ; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John 
(CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; 
Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sylvain 
(WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, 
Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; 
Axelle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOdel, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO 
VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand 
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Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, 
James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk 
Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; 
Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-
CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; 
SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine 
Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; FIRMINO, Walter 
Manuel; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise 
Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-
union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, 
Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; BATRA, Neale 
Spencer 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please note that we are shifting to another zoom online meeting, please refer below the new zoom link below. 

Kindly, do share this link to GOARN Partners and institutions. 

Thanks, 

GOARN OST 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/t1EqduusrjkqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtoTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4j4a-
jziHpfj pckzrhWnIDewrBYeBKM-tIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Time: August 13, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 
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IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 

Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/t1EqduusrjkqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtqTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4j4a-
jziHpfj pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKM-tIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 8/20/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 8/20/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

BATRA, Neale Spencer; goarn; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Sarah SHEHADE ; CROSS, 
Caroline Marie; Moresky, Rachel T. ; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF 
RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO 
CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; 
ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; 
AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOdel, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
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DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk 
Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo 
Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara 
(ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; 
Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, 
Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, 
Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley 
Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 
'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; 
Cristina BENVENUTI; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; 
ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 
'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 
'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston 
Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 
OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, 
Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; HAMBLION, 
Esther; LOT Florence; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; 
Ehabiddin Jayyousi; WILLET, Victoria; DZELAMONYUY, Chem; BAYUGO, Yolanda; WEKESA, Julius; 
pfillon@immap.org; jpendarvis@ads.intra.who.int; DEMBA, Lubambo 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please note that we are shifting to another zoom online meeting, please refer below the new zoom link below. 

Kindly, do share this link to GOARN Partners and institutions. 

Thanks, 

GOARN OST 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/t3EqduusrikqE9aoEd99pviW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtoTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4i4a-
iziHpfi pckzrhWnIDewrBYeBKM-tiRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 
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Time: August 20, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 

Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/t3EqduusrjkqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtqTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4j4a-
jziHpfj pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKMAIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 8/27/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 8/27/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

ARTHUR, Ray Richard; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; Namseon Beck; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 'marii@unicef.org'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 
'aziao@unicef.org'; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; goarn; cautottebouchard@premiere-
urgence.org; trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John 
(CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; 
Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain 
(WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; Ali Khan; SURI, Sameera; ALI 
AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; 
AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima 
Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-
william.tremblay@canada.ca; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; 
hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 
'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, 
Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; 
jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; 
LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; 
LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; 
Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; 
m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI 
DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
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Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; DonateIla Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk 
Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo 
Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara 
(ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; 
Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, 
Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, 
Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley 
Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 
Cristina BENVENUTI; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; 
Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija 
ververs; PATEL, Minal; Moresky, Rachel T. ; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, 
Patrick; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 
HAMBLION, Esther; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; NACION, Kristine May; 
GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; Ehabiddin 
Jayyousi; WILLET, Victoria; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); Heidi Giesbrecht; James 
Mcdowell; Sven Guesmann 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please note that we are shifting to another zoom online meeting, please refer below the new zoom link below. 

Thanks, 

GOARN OST 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/t1EqduusrjkqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtoTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4j4a-
jziHpfj pckzrhWnIDewrBYeBKM-tIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 
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Time: August 27, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 

Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/t3EqduusrjkqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtqTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4j4a-
jziHpfj pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKMAIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 9/3/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 9/3/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

ARTHUR, Ray Richard; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; Namseon Beck; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 'marii@unicef.org'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 
'aziao@unicef.org'; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; goarn; cautottebouchard@premiere-
urgence.org; trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John 
(CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; 
Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain 
(WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, 
Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; 
BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, 
Thomas; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse 
(Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima 
Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-
william.tremblay@canada.ca; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; 
hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 
'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, 
Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; 
jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; 
LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; 
LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; 
Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; 
m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI 
DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
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Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; DonateIla Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; 
Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-
Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan 
Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; Cristina BENVENUTI; EL AMINE, Zahra; 
ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 
Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; HAMBLION, Esther; 
Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; NACION, Kristine May; GREENE-CRAMER, 
Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; Ehabiddin Jayyousi; WILLET, 
Victoria; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); Heidi Giesbrecht; James Mcdowell; Sven 
Guesmann 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/tJEqduusrikqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtqTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4i4a-
jziHpfj pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKM-tIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: September 03, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 
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If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 

Enter your name and 
meeting password 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 9/17/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 9/17/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

ARTHUR, Ray Richard; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; Namseon Beck; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 'marii@unicef.org'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 
'aziao@unicef.org'; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; goarn; LEWIS, Rosamund; Nicholas Tan; 
cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; 
Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; 
AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; 
Aldighieri, Dr. Sylvain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; Ali Khan; 
SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, 
Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; 
Axelle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima 
Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-
william.tremblay@canada.ca; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; 
hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 
'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, 
Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; 
jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; 
LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; 
LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; 
Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; 
m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI 
DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
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Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; DonateIla Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; 
Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-
Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan 
Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; Cristina BENVENUTI; EL AMINE, Zahra; 
ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 
Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; HAMBLION, Esther; 
Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; NACION, Kristine May Vida; GREENE-
CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; Ehabiddin Jayyousi; 
WILLET, Victoria; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); Heidi Giesbrecht; James Mcdowell; Sven 
Guesmann 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: September 17, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 9/24/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 9/24/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

ARTHUR, Ray Richard; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 'marii@unicef.org'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'jean-
louissomette@univ-amu.fr'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; AF RGO/WHE EMO; goarn; LEWIS, Rosamund; Nicholas Tan; 
cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; 
Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/EPR EMR; Simone Carter; AF RGO/OUTBREAK 
AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; 
Aldighieri, Dr. SyIvain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; SURI, 
Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; 
AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; 
(SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; 
Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar 
Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL 
CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle 
(E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - INGRES Marie 
Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima 
Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-
william.tremblay@canada.ca; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; 
hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 
'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, 
Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; 
jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; 
LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; 
kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; 
LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; 
Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; 
m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI 
DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
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Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; DonateIla Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; 
Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-
Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan 
Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; Cristina BENVENUTI; EL AMINE, Zahra; 
ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 
Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; HAMBLION, Esther; 
Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; NACION, Kristine May Vida; GREENE-
CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; Ehabiddin Jayyousi; 
WILLET, Victoria; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); Heidi Giesbrecht; James Mcdowell; Sven 
Guesmann; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; Namseon Beck; 'kleung@iom.int' 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: September 17, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

Thur 10/1/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 10/1/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

ARTHUR, Ray Richard; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; Namseon Beck; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 'marii@unicef.org'; 'kleung@iom.int'; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; 'jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr'; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 
'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-
union.org'; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; goarn; 
KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; CORPUZ, Aura; NABETH, Pierre; SELENIC 
MINET, Dubravka; LEWIS, Rosamund; R.Siddiqui@savethechildren.org.uk; Nicholas Tan; 
cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; 
Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; 
AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; 
Aldighieri, Dr. Sylvain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; 
ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, 
Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-
Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; Axelle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); 
Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, 
Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - 
McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; 
chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA 
ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; 
Emma Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - 
INGRES Marie Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima 
Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-
william.tremblay@canada.ca; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; 
GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; 
hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 
'Hugues ROBERT' (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, 
Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; 
jlee106@korea.kr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; 
LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI 
DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
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JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; DonateIla Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; 
Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-
Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan 
Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; Cristina BENVENUTI; EL AMINE, Zahra; 
ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 
Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; HAMBLION, Esther; 
Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; NACION, Kristine May Vida; GREENE-
CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; Ehabiddin Jayyousi; 
WILLET, Victoria; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); Heidi Giesbrecht; James Mcdowell; Sven 
Guesmann 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Updated Agenda for GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• EVD, DRC 
• AOB (Hep-E in Burkina and Suspected VHF in Sudan) 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: September 17, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

GOARN Weekly Ops Meeting I 2020-10-08 

Thur 10/8/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 10/8/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

ARTHUR, Ray Richard; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; Namseon Beck; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; 
'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 'marii@unicef.org'; 'kleung@iom.int'; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; 'jean-
louissomette@univ-amu.fr'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; 
'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-
union.org'; BATRA, Neale Spencer; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; goarn; 
(SPmig) GPHIN Duty Officer; florence.tanguay; KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 
CORPUZ, Aura; NABETH, Pierre; SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; LEWIS, Rosamund; 
R.Siddiqui@savethechildren.org.uk; Nicholas Tan; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; 
trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) 
(acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul 
(Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sylvain (WDC); 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) 
Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe 
(amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-
Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; Axelle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); 
Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, 
Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - 
McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; 
chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA 
ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; 
Emma Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - 
INGRES Marie Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima 
Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert 
Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KATO, Masaya; kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; 
LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; 
Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; 
m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); 
'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI 
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DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; DonateIla Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-
Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; 
Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; BrOde!, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud 
Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; 
DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; 
Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; 
Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela 
SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; BRENNAN, Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; 
karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; 
Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-
Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan 
Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; Cristina BENVENUTI; EL AMINE, Zahra; 
ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; Louise Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 
Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; Moresky, Rachel T. ; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; HAMBLION, Esther; 
Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; NACION, Kristine May Vida; GREENE-
CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; Ehabiddin Jayyousi; 
WILLET, Victoria; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); Heidi Giesbrecht; James Mcdowell; Sven 
Guesmann 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB (South Sudan suspected VHF) 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: October 08, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

GOARN Weekly Ops Meeting I 2020-10-15 

Thur 10/15/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 10/15/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

ARTHUR, Ray Richard; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; Namseon Beck; BATRA, Neale Spencer; goarn; Gail Carson; 
trezvani@taskforce.org; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/EPR 
EMR; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria 
Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; 
ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 
100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; 
Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-
Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); 
Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, 
Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - 
McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; celine.gurry@cepi.net; 
chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA 
ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; 
Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; 
Emma Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; External Partner - 
INGRES Marie Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) (elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; UMALI 
DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
Flavien,christian,severin; Azziz-Baumgartner, Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; 
David Blazes; Jordan.Tappero; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; 
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creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, 
Hanane; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, 
Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; 
ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross; 
McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le 
Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, 
Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; Anna Kuehne; 
Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-
CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; 
SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine 
Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; FIRMINO, Walter 
Manuel; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise 
Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-
union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
Moresky, Rachel T. ; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; 
ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; HAMBLION, Esther; LOT 
Florence; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; NACION, Kristine May Vida; GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; 
Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; Ehabiddin Jayyousi; WILLET, Victoria; 
BOMPANGUE NKOKO, Didier; FISCHER, Natalie; (SPmig) GPHIN Duty Officer; florence.tanguay; CORPUZ, 
Aura; NABETH, Pierre; SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; LEWIS, Rosamund; R.Siddiqui@savethechildren.org.uk; 
Nicholas Tan; AF RGO/WHE EMO; Heidi Giesbrecht; James Mcdowell; Sven Guesmann 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: October 15, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Normal 

GOARN Weekly Ops Meeting I 2020-10-22 

Thur 10/22/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC) 

Thur 10/22/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC) 

ARTHUR, Ray Richard; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BATRA, Neale Spencer; goarn; Gail Carson; ZITOUN, 
Flavien,christian,severin; Jordan.Tappero; celine.gurry@cepi.net; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John 
(CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/EPR EMR; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; 
Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain 
(WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; 'Ali.khan@unmc.edu'; SURI, 
Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn; BULIVA, Evans; Amrish Baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); 
Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-Marie.pegg@paris.msf.org; (SPmig) Alice Wimmer; 
AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-christophe; rca8@cdc.gov; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; 
BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; (SPmig) Claire Beck; 
CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo 
(cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov 
(munavvarov@un.org); 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-
amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, 
Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); dot9@cdc.gov; DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN 
KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle (E.Diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org; 
External Partner - INGRES Marie Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) 
(elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu; executive.director@emphnet.net; f.diaz@oie.int; 
'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' (fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK 
TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@itg.be); 'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; 
Grazina Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; gwen.eamer@ifrc.org; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, 
Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; 'Hugues ROBERT' 
(Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; (SPmig) Haley West; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; Jansen, Andreas; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; jlee106@korea.kr; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu'; Jerome Pfaffmann; Julie. HALL; LeDuc, James W.; 
Keith Hamilton (k.hamilton@oie.int); KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; 
kerriganm@nicd.ac.za; KIFF, Jeremy; kiI6@cdc.gov; 'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng; 
KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; 
liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; (SPmig) Lauren 
Sauer; Itorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; (SPmig) Gidraf Maina; Romano, 
Maria (AGAH); 'marii@unicef.org'; mdcfda@nus.edu.sg; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; MINELLI, Elisabetta; 
'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; Myriam.Henkens; 
n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; 'namusisiolivia@afenet.net' 
(namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; nidx (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; 
outbreak; p.caceres@oie.int; 'panu.saaristo@ifrc.org' (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; Gounalan Pavade 
(g.pavade@oie.int); pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid.deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj; Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu 
(rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; 
salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; 
'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; Tina Endericks 
(Tina.Endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish 
NEWPORT; UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, 
Vittoria (TCE) (Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; Donatella Massai; Benjamin SYME; 
Jonas GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; 
Nicolae Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; Azziz-Baumgartner, 
Eduardo (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago 
XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Simeon 
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Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; CHREKI, Hanane; Sara Ferraz; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta 
Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon 
Beck; SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); 
Tanja Schuemer-Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa Louise; TAYYAB, 
Muhammad; 'Brice de le Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; 
Sarah Karmin; WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, 
Richard John; Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray 
Richard; Nichol, Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; 
Flavio FINGER; Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; cautottebouchard@premiere-urgence.org; 
Anna Kuehne; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-
Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan 
Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; 
DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh 
Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott 
Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Clementine 
Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina BENVENUTI; 
'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 
'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; FIRMINO, Walter 
Manuel; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; 
lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise 
Logre; MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-
union.org'; Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; 
Moresky, Rachel T. ; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; 
ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; 
ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Sheila Austria; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; BOMPANGUE NKOKO, 
Didier; (SPmig) GPHIN Duty Officer; florence.tanguay; CORPUZ, Aura; NABETH, Pierre; SELENIC MINET, 
Dubravka; LEWIS, Rosamund; R.Siddiqui@savethechildren.org.uk; nicholas.tan@un.org; AF RGO/WHE 
EMO; HAMBLION, Esther; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; NACION, Kristine 
May Vida; GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; 
Ehabiddin Jayyousi; WILLET, Victoria; Heidi Giesbrecht; James Mcdowell; Namseon Beck; Sven Guesmann 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: October 22, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 
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Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

OST 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 6/30/2021 2:36:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Is this the one you like? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Excellent! Thanks! 

> On Jun 30, 2021, at 2:53 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

> <Framework for P3 research_HHS.pdf> 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 6/25/2021 9:32:20 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BK 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

He's calling me in 30 min. Are you still involved? Anything more fro Micah on conflicts etc? Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; 
'Erdman DeanIderdman05@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A.[maragarc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Denison 
Marklmark.denison@vanderbilt.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 'Rollin 
Pierrelpierrerollin2019@gmail.com]; 'Tesh Robert[rbtesh22@gmail.com]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K.[sktseng©UTMB.EDU]; Menachery, 
Vineet[vimenach©UTMB.EDU]; 'Folks Thomaspfirusdoctom©aol.com]; 'Nichol 
Stuart[stn1©CDC.GOV]; 'Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED)'[ccs8@cdc.gov]; 'Franz 
Davididavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: calisher©cybersafe.net[calisher@cybersafe.net] 
Sent: Sun 4/26/2020 12:22:38 PM (OTC-05:0O) 
Subject: RE: Dr. Anthony Fauci Cold Open - SNL 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Another marvelous take-off. Thanks for this. 

Charlie 

 Original Message 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, April 26, 2020 8:35 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. 
<cjholuba©UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean <derdman05©gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. 
<famurphy©UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, 
Mariano A. <maragarc©UTMB.EDU>; Denison Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; 
Shi, Pei yong <peshi©UTMB.EDU>; Rollin Pierre <pierrerollin2019©gmail.com>; 
Tesh Robert <rbtesh22©gmail.com>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver©UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, 
Chien-Te K. <sktseng©UTMB.EDU>; Menachery, Vineet <vimenach©UTMB.EDU>; Folks 
Thomas <Virusdoctom©aol.com>; Calisher Charles <calisher©cybersafe.net>; 
Nichol Stuart <stn1©CDC.GOV>; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED) 
<ccs8@cdc.gov>; Franz David <davidrfranz©gmail.com> 
Subject: Dr. Anthony Fauci Cold Open - SNL 

I missed the open of SNL last night 

https://nam03.safel n ks. protection .outlook.com/?url=https°/03M/02F/02Fyoutu .be/02FuW56CLOpkOg&am 
p;data=02°/07C01°/07Cjwledue/040utmb.edu°/07C7ef26ef74889400de90008d7ea06aaf4°/07C7bef256d85d 
b4526a72d31aea2546852°/07C0°/07C0°/07C637235186668519538&amp;sdata=FlwsCtwIdCtql%2F37VX 
CAM6A3dX69i2V/02FmWF64Dq6FV0/03D&amp;reserved=0 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Tue 4/28/2020 6:33:11 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: The Century of Bioweapons - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

The Centuzy of Bioweapons 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Tue 4/28/2020 11:41:05 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Ebeling 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
Ebeling-2020-it is Time to Close All BSL4 (bio.pdf 

I don't think I've ever heard of this guy... 

Ebeling P. (2020, 20200426). It is Time to Close All BSL4 (bio-warfare) Laboratories. LiveTradingNews 
Retrieved 0428, 2020, 
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It is Time to Close All B.  (bio-
warfare) Laboratories 
By Paul Ebeling on April 26. 2020No Comment 

Apar 

Leading scientists are adamant that all BSL3 and BSL4 laboratories must be closed down and all bio-warfare 
work with lethal pathogens ceased. 

"They are all existentially dangerous, and a catastrophe waiting to happen. And it is now happened. Here 
we are. It is staring us in the face," says Francis Boyle, a former advisory board member for the Council for 

Responsible Genetics, is a professor of international law at the University of Illinois College of Law. 

COVID-19 coronavirus is nowhere near as devastating as the Black Death or the Spanish flu of Y 1918, both of 
which exacted a shocking death toll, all without the aid of synthetic molecules and nanotechnology. 

The very idea that any of these horrific illnesses might be brought back in turbo-charged form should be 
terrifying enough for the world to unite in saying "No thanks; we don't want or need that kind of research 
going on." 

The Big Q: What value have these dangerous laboratories provided to date compared to the risk they are 
exposing all of us to? 

While Professor Boyle believes the CON/ID-19 coronavinis has the ability to become a serious pandemic killer, 
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I disagree. 

Based on all the data I have seen so far, I believe he is wrong on this point, and suspect the death toll due to 
economic hardship and emotional stress will be far worse than the disease itself. 

Have a healthy weekend, Keep the Faith! 

bio-weapons, BSL4, coronavirus, data, death, economic, hardship, labs, risk, stress 

It is Time to Close Ali R91.4 (bio-waq'are) Laboratories added by Paul Ebeling on. April 26, 2o2o 

View all posts by Paul Ebeling ---- , 

Latest Posts 

Paul Ebeling 

Paul A. Ebeling, polymath, excels in diverse fields of knowledge. Pattern Recognition 
Analyst in Equities, Commodities and Foreign Exchange and author of "The Red 
Roa.dmaster's Technical Report" on the US Major Market Indices', a highly regarded, 
weekly financial market letter, he is also a philosopher, issuing insights on a wide range of 

subjects to a following of over 250,000 cohorts. An international audience of opinion 

makers, business leaders, and global organizations recognizes Ebeling as an expert. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Kenneth Bernard[bernardkw©icloud.com] 
From: Judith Miller[judymillerfreespeech©yahoo.com] 
Sent: Mon 3/30/2020 12:56:02 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: flash from the past... 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

That is all too relevant today. 
Hope you guys are all well. Florida is becoming a hot spot, as you know. So much for the virus hating 
the sun. 
Stay well, and in touch. 

https:/ /www. nysun. corn national united-states-failed-on-many-fronts-in-corona/ 91072/ 

c/o Manhattan Institute 
52 Vanderbilt Avenue 
NY, NY, 10017 

JudyMillerFreeSpeech@yahoo.com 
jmiller@manhattan-institute.org 
JudithMillerorg@gmail.com 
Judith.Miller@FoxNews.com 

Tel: 646-839-3316 
Fax: 212-599-3494 
Cell: 347-417-4519 

www.JudithMiller.com 
Twitter: @jmfreespeech 

Fox News contributor 
City Journal, Contributing editor 
Tablet Magazine, Theater Critic 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Fri 4/10/2020 7:17:48 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Science Magazine - April 10, 2020 - page 138 

https://www.sciencemagazinedigital.org/sciencemagazine/10_april_2020_Main/MobilePagedReplica.acti 
on?u1=02110822&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=TXSC12200409004&pm 
=2&folio=138#pg38 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 4/16/2020 4:17:24 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: IDSA Journal 

I just read through this, hadn't heard anything other than occasional mention in news articles referring back to the ignominious 
removal of Dr. Qiu and her husband from the Winnipeg lab. 

Have you heard anything outside of this article? 

Tom 

From: Dave Franz [mailto:davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: 16 April, 2020 15:27 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: IDSA Journal 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I have a friend at the Indian Institute for Defense Studies and Analysis, who I've known for years. He wrote asking if I 
would write a short piece for this journal. 

I looked up the journal and ran across this interesting article written by an Israeli named Dany Shoham. Former Israeli 
Intel guy who apparently now writes for the Wash Post. 

https://idsa.in/cbwmagazine/chinas-biological-warfare-programme 

An older one generally on the same topic, also by Dany Shoham from 2015; also an Indian journal 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10)[arwenthia.fordbarnes@hhs.gov]; Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: 'David FranzIdavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu] 
Sent: Mon 1/27/2020 1:43:54 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Roger that. No call today! Thanks!! 

Someone from ASPR did mention that Bob or others may want another call this week. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (OS/ASPR/10) <arwenthia.fordbarnes@hhs.gov> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 1:35 PM 
To: Parker Jr, Gerald W; LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: 'David Franz' 
Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

No Sir — this call happened last week...I was looking at last weeks calendar — so sorry 

Arwenthia Ford-Barnes 
Executive Assistant to the ASPR Dr. Robert Kadlec 

Office: (202) 205-8905 Mobile: (202) 868-0044 Email. Arwenthia.FordBarnesghhs.gov 

riblk 

I only surround my self with love 

From: Parker Jr, Gerald W <gparker@cvm.tamu.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 2:32 PM 
To: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Parker Jr, Gerald W <gparker@cvm.tamu.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

Arwenthia - acknowledge receipt. 1700 on Monday, 27 Jan. Thanks 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (OS/ASPR/10) <arwenthia.fordbarnes@hhs.goy>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 10:52 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 

Cc: 'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; 'David Franz' 
Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

So sorry Sir — I was on the wrong date..DISREGARD 
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Arwenthia Ford-Barnes 
Executive Assistant to the ASPR I Dr. Robert Kadlec 

Office: (202) 205-8905 Mobile: (202) 868-0044 Email. Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov 

only surround my self with love 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 11:30 AM 
To: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.goy>
Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

Is this call for today (27 Jan) or just documenting the call we had last week (23 Jan)? 

Thanks, Jim 

 Original Appointment 
From: Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.goy> On Behalf Of Kadlec, Robert (0S/ASPR/10) 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 10:26 AM 
To: 'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; 'David Franz'; Ford-Barnes, 
Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 
Subject: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 
When: Thursday, January 23, 2020 5:30 PM-6:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Conference call number 866-713-2976 - Participant code 1587894 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Arwenthia - Bob wants to do call at 1700 EST 
Conference call number 866-713-2976 
Participant code 1587894 

Participants 
Jim LeDuc 
Dave Franz 
Gerry Parker 

ASPR Support to Dr. Kadlec: 
Bryan Shuy 
Sally Phillips 
Kristin DeBord 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/1/2020 2:45:43 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: PKR 

I'm glad to know that he's at least responding to emails. 

Thanks for the update. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2020 2:09 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: PKR 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Just to let you know that I had a very nice note from Gen Russell this weekend, in response to to my earlier email. 
He mentioned your recent visit with him and you guys' experience in the mountains of Pakistan. I really hate that he's 

having to go through this...d 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 5/15/2021 2:33:13 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: SCIENCE [letter] Investigate the origins of COVID-19 

Thanks for sharing Dave. Nice paper making valid points. I'm afraid that it may be way too late to find much out but it 
should be attempted, including the bs12 and bs13 labs where I suspect the risk for accidental release is greater. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2021, at 9:30 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, if you haven't seen, dave 

SCIENCE [letter] Investigate the origins of COVID-
19 httr /science.sci( laq.orq/content/372/6- _ 
Jesse D. Bloom1,2, Yujia Alina Chan3, Ralph S. Baric4, Pamela J. Bjorkman5, Sarah 
Cobey6, Benjamin E. Deverman3, David N. Fisman7, Ravindra Gupta8, Akiko 
lwasaki9,2, Marc Lipsitch10, Ruslan Medzhitovq,Z, Richard A. Neher11, Rasmus 
Nielsen12, Nick Patterson13, Tim Stearns14, Erik van Nimwegen11, Michael 
Worobey15, David A. Relman16 17 * 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
To: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 5/10/2021 11:09:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: TIME SENSITIVE REQUEST: US-Pakistan Virtual Workshop Participants 

Rita, sorry I just saw your message as I rarely check the gmail account since my UTMB email remains active and is used 
daily. Please use jwleduc@utmb.edu in the future. 
We have active research and good contacts in Nigeria if you remain interested. 

Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 7, 2021, at 8:27 AM, Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> wrote: 

Dear Diane, Peggy, Peter, Nancy, and Jim, 

I hope this message finds you very well and healthy! 

As you may recall from our recent CISAC committee meetings, we are completing this phase of our cooperation with our 
Pakistani colleagues with a joint virtual workshop that builds upon many years of cooperation on strengthening animal 
and human health clinical laboratories, which resulted in the  -7- of Good Clinical Practices in Pakistan and a 
subsequent Roadmap for Implementation (see virtual workshop description below). 

We had initially planned this workshop to focus on participants from the MENA region. However, we just learned that 
our sponsors have changed the list of countries from which we may include participants to be: Afgilanistan, ladokiesia, 

Nigeria, IT Tdpines, and 

Since we have not worked with a large number of partners from these countries, and we have very little time to invite 

participants from these countries, w. out v if have 

contactF, frws-. these eol)ntr ri bro, ii 

Specifically, we are seeking governmental and 
non-governmental experts working in or with animal and human health clinical labs, in areas such as: developing and 
implementing good laboratory practices; developing laboratory management; using laboratory equipment properly; 
establishing quality operations; training and promoting implementation of biosecurity/biosafety in laboratories; 
immunology; epidemiology; vaccine development; diagnostics, etc. Likewise, if you know of any other colleagues who 
work with partners in these fields from these countries, PLEASE forward this request to them. 

We understand that you all have other work on your desks and we apologize for such a short-timeline request. To make 
it easier for you, if you have any lists of partners in any form or links to contacts, please feel free to send them to us in 
any raw, unedited form and we will sort through the information on our side, and keep it confidential. 

If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to let me, Nicole, and/or Hope know. We really appreciate any and all 
leads and contacts you may have! THANK YOU VERY MUCH IN ADVANCE!!! 

Gratefully, 

Rita 
Cell: 202-430-2828 

Workshop Description 
PAS, NIH, and NASEM, are convening a virtual workshop of key leaders from a variety of countries to communicate 
recent Pakistani experiences with the im atiLa of prinry :s outlined in the Handbook of Good a. ical 
Laboratory Practices in Pakistan. Governmental and non-governmental experts gathered at the workshop will all have 
experience working in or with animal and human health clinical labs in areas such as: developing and implementing 
good laboratory practices; developing laboratory management; using laboratory equipment properly; establishing quality 
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operations; training and promoting implementation of biosecurity/biosafety in laboratories; immunology; epidemiology; 
vaccine development; diagnostics, etc. All animal and human health clinical laboratories around the world can be 
strengthened in one or more areas to, in turn, improve the health and wellbeing of people and animals and societies 
overall. It is the hope of the workshop organizers that the information shared over the course of the event will be of 
benefit to all participants as they consider how they might strengthen clinical laboratories in their own countries and 
contexts. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©GMAIL.COM]; CISAC-COMMITTEE@LSW.NAS.EDU[CISAC-COMMITTEE@LSW.NAS.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 5/19/2021 3:12:35 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Announcing new CISAC members 

Let me add my welcome to the distinguished group joining CISAC. We in the bio-subgroup look forward to working with you! 

Jim 
Cell: 409-789-2012 

From: This is the CISAC-Committee list <CISAC-COMMITTEE@LSW.NAS.EDU> On Behalf Of Dave Franz 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 5:36 PM 
To: CISAC-COMMITTEE@LSW.NAS.EDU 
Subject: Re: Announcing new CISAC members 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Welcome to the new members from one of the "bio" subgroup. I look forward to working with you all, dave 

240-674-0797 
Gettysburg, PA 

On May 16, 2021, at 5:02 PM, Raymond JEANLOZ <ieanloz@BERKELEY.EDU> wrote: 

Dear CISAC Colleagues: 

I am pleased to say that National Academy of Sciences President Marcia McNutt has asked Chris Inglis, Moriba Jah, 
Herb Lin, Doug Loverro, Lora Saalman, and Victoria Samson to serve on CISAC, and they have all accepted. They have 
all participated in CISAC dialogue activities and provided unique value. Each of them is an expert in topics 
of CISAC interest—Chris and Herb foremost on cyber, Doug, Moriba, and Victoria foremost on space, and Lora 
foremost on China. Like all of our members, their interests and expertise extend beyond the areas listed. Brief bios 
are below my signature line. 

Please join me in welcoming them. 

Raymond 

Chris Inglis 
Chris Inglis is the Looker Professor in Cyber Studies at the U. S. Naval Academy. He retired from the Department of 
Defense in January 2014 after 41 years of federal service, including 28 years at NSA and seven and a half years as its 
Deputy Director. He is a managing director at Paladin Capital, a member of the U.S. Defense Science Board, a member 
of the Boards of Directors of FedEx and Huntington Bank, and a Commissioner on the U.S. Cyberspace Solarium 
Commission. His military career includes 30 years of service in the US Air Force and Air National Guard -- from which 
he retired as a Brigadier General. He holds the rating of Command Pilot. 

Moriba Jah 
Moriba Jah is Associate Professor of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics at the University of Texas at 
Austin where he holds the Mrs. Pearlie Dashiell Henderson Centennial Fellowship in Engineering. He is the director 
for Computational Astronautical Sciences and Technologies, a group within the Oden Institute for Computational 
Engineering and Sciences, as well as the Lead for the Space Security and Safety Program at the Robert Strauss Center 
for International Security and Law. Moriba is a fellow of TED, the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 
the American Astronautical Society, the International Association for the Advancement of Space Safety, the Royal 
Astronomical Society, and the Air Force Research Laboratory. He has served on the U.S. delegation to the United 
Nations Committee On Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, and has testified to Congress on his work in Space Situational 
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Awareness and Space Traffic Management. He earned his Ph.D. in Aerospace Engineering Sciences from the 
University of Colorado at Boulder, in 2005. 

Herb Lin 
Since December 2014, Herb Lin is senior research scholar for cyber policy and security at the Center for International 
Security and Cooperation and Hank J. Holland Fellow in Cyber Policy and Security at the Hoover Institution, both at 
Stanford University. His research interests relate broadly to policy-related dimensions of cybersecurity and 
cyberspace, and he is particularly interested in the use of offensive operations in cyberspace as instruments of 
national policy, and in the security dimensions of information warfare and influence operations on national security. 
He is an elected fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and a member of the Science and 
Security Board of the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists. In 2016, he served on President Obama's Commission on 
Enhancing National Cybersecurity. He was also Chief Scientist for the Computer Science and Telecommunications 
Board of the National Academies before moving to Stanford, and before that he was a professional staff member and 
staff scientist for the House Armed Services Committee (1986-1990), where his portfolio included defense policy and 
arms control issues. He received his doctorate in physics from MIT. 

Doug Loverro 
Doug Loverro, President, Loverro Consulting, LLC, has over 45 years of policy, science, technology, and acquisition 
leadership in support of US national security, both as an active-duty member and civil servant in the US Air Force, the 
NRO, NASA and the DoD, including 30 years of uniformed service. He served in Senior Executive roles as the Associate 
Administrator for Human Exploration & Operations at NASA, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Space 
Policy in DoD, the Executive Director at the Air Force Space & Missile Systems Center, and the Deputy for Systems 
Engineering at the NRO. He has a Masters degree in Political Science from Auburn University, an MS in Physics from 
the University of New Mexico, an MBA from the University of West Florida (1979) and a BS in Chemistry from the US 
Air Force Academy. Since leaving government he has been an active leader in national and international space policy 
and security as a member of the US delegation to UNIDIR in Geneva, advisor to the NATO ministerial on Space Policy, 
key presenter at the Biennial Prague Space security Institute, amongst many other space policy and security 
activities. He was one of the key intellectual voices in the debate to form the US Space Force. 

Lora Saalman 
Lora Saalman is Associate Senior Fellow at the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute's (SIPRI) Armament 
and Disarmament Program. Her research focuses on China's cyber, nuclear and advanced conventional weapon 
developments in relation to India, Russia, and the United States. Formerly she served as Vice President of the Asia-
Pacific Program and a Senior Fellow with the Global Cooperation in Cyberspace Program at the EastWest Institute, 
and as Director of the China and Global Security Program at SIPRI. She has also worked at the Daniel K. Inouye Asia-
Pacific Center for Security Studies, Carnegie-Tsinghua Center for Global Policy, Tsinghua University, Wisconsin Project 
on Nuclear Arms Control, Observer Research Foundation, and Center for Nonproliferation Studies from which she 
earned a one-year fellowship at the IAEA. She earned her Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Chicago, her 
Master's degree from the Monterey Institute of International Studies, and her doctorate from Tsinghua University in 
Beijing, where she was the first American to earn a Ph.D. from its Department of International Relations. She has 
organized and presented at 275 Chinese- and English-language events. She has published 58 Chinese- and English-
language articles, book chapters, and op-eds. 

Victoria Samson 
Victoria Samson is the Washington Office Director for Secure World Foundation (SWF), and has twenty years of 
experience in military space and security issues. Before joining SWF, she served as a Senior Analyst for the Center for 
Defense Information (CDI), where she leveraged her expertise in missile defense, nuclear reductions, and space 
security issues to conduct in-depth analysis and media commentary. Prior to her time at CDI, Ms. Samson was the 
Senior Policy Associate at the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers, a consortium of arms control groups in the 
Washington, D.C. area, where she worked on national missile defense and nuclear weapons reductions. Before that, 
she was a researcher at Riverside Research Institute, where she worked on war-gaming scenarios for the Missile 
Defense Agency's Directorate of Intelligence. She is also a prolific author of numerous op-eds, analytical pieces, 
journal articles, and updates on missile defense and space security matters. Ms. Samson holds a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in political science with a specialization in international relations from UCLA, and a Master of Arts in 
international relations from the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies. 
############################ 

To unsubscribe from the CISAC-COMMITTEE list, click the following link: 
htt : forums.nas.ecluscri tswa.exe?TICI_p_j <ET=NzM3ORZ L_p_j thclmll<cmZYW56 EcINUIMLMPTSBDSVNB 1DTO1N1 
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SVRURUURIMPDzhP3r95C&c=SIGNOFF 

############################ 

To unsubscribe from the CISAC-COMMITTEE list, click the following link: 
t t p forumsnas cclu Iscriptsiwa.exc?TiCK FT=NzM3OTU3IGp3bGVkdWNAVVRNOi5FRFUgQ01TOUMt009NTUIUV 

I I A%2FcvjywNec2&c=SIGNOFF 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 5/18/2021 9:38:07 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Invitation to the launch of GlobalBioLabs.org 

Interesting. I'll look into it and maybe check with Kaz. 
Just back from Hawaii and had a great time. Very relaxing and beautiful place to be. Hard to come home! 

Got your check for Ben's gift—thank you. Were you copied on his note and photos of the baby? Sounds like everyone is 
doing well and it seemed that they really appreciated the gift. 

Hope you're doing well. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 6:49 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lentzos, Filippa" <filippa.lentzos@kcl.ac.uk>
Subject: Invitation to the launch of GlobalBioLabs.org 
Date: May 18, 2021 at 7:14:19 AM EDT 
To: "Lentzos, Filippa" <filippalentzos@kel.ac.uk>

Dear colleagues 
It is our pleasure to invite you to a public webinar, held on the side lines of the seventy-fourth World Health 
Assembly, to launch www.globalbiolabs.org, an interactive web-based map of global Biosafety Level-4 
facilities and biorisk management policies. An accompanying policy brief, entitled Mapping Maximum 
Biological Containment Labs Globally, will also be released. 

The webinar is scheduled for 27 May 2021 at 16:30 CET I 15:30 BST I 10:30 EDT. 

Click here to register. After registering, you will receive a confirmation email with joining details. 

Best wishes 
Filippa Lentzos (King's College London) & Greg Koblentz (George Mason University) 

<Global Biolabs Launch Invite.pdf> 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 5/27/2021 1:43:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Maximum containment labs around the world 

Thanks Dave. I didn't join the call either. We're in RI watching 552.117 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 27, 2021, at 1:35 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

You may have seen. I did not connect on the session they had this morning. Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: CSSS <CSSSMccl.ac.uk>
Subject: Maximum containment labs around the world 
Date: May 27, 2021 at 1:30:20 PM EDT 

— Message sent on behalf of Filippa Lentzos & Greg Koblentz — 

Thank you for registering for the launch of GlobnlBioLabs.org. The website and map of BSL4 
labs are now accessible, and the accompanying policy brief can be downloaded from the site. 

A recording of the webinar will be made available over the coming week, and posted to the 
website. 

Please get in touch with suggested amendments or updates to the websites and 
map: Globalbiolabsproject mail.com 

Thank you for your interest in our work. 

With best wishes, Filippa Lentzos & Greg Koblentz 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 12/7/2020 12:45:56 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Related to T-cell questions discussed with Chinese colleagues 

Thanks for sharing, Dave 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 07, 2020 11:01 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Related to T-cell questions discussed with Chinese colleagues 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

BIDMC researchers define immune system's requirements for protection against COVID-19 
Findings are important for vaccines, therapeutics and public health strategies to combat the COVID-1g pandemic 
BETH ISRAEL DEACONESS MEDICAL CENTER 
4-DEC-2020 
In a new paper in the journal Nature, Barouch, Director of BIDMC's Center for Virology and Vaccine Research, and colleagues shed 
light on the role of antibodies and immune cells in protection against SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, in rhesus 
macaques. "In this study, we define the role of antibodies versus T cells in protection against COVID-19 in monkeys. We report 
that a relatively low antibody titer (the milk oui ition of antibodies in the blood) is needed for protection," said Barouch. "Such 
knowledge will be important in the development of next generation vaccines, antibody-based therapeutics, and public health 
strategies for COVID-19." 
Building on previous findings that SARS-CoV-2 infection protects rhesus monkeys from re-exposure, Barouch and colleagues 
purified and collected antibodies from animals that had recovered from infection. They administered the antibodies at various 
concentrations to 12 uninfected macaques and observed that protection against SARS-CoV-2 challenge was dose dependent. 
Animals that received higher amounts of antibodies were protected more completely, while animals that received lower amounts of 
antibodies were protected less well. Similarly, when the researchers administered various concentrations of the purified antibodies 
to 6 macaques with active SARS-CoV-2 infection, those given higher doses demonstrated more rapid viral control. 
In a second set of experiments, Barouch and colleagues evaluated the role of specific immune cells -- CD8+ T cells -- in contributing 
to protection against the virus by removing these cells from animals that had recovered from SARS-CoV-2 infection. ,lemoval of., 
these immune cells left the animals vulnerable to infection after re-exposure to SARS-CoV-2. 
"Our data define the role of antibodies and T cells in protection against COVID-19 in monkeys. Antibodies alone can protect, 
including at relatively low levels, but T cells are also helpful if antibody levels are insufficient," said Barouch, who is also Professor of 
Medicine at Harvard Medical School, and a member of the Ragon Institute of MGH, MIT, and Harvard. 
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub releases/2o2o-i2/bidm-bri2o42o.php 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 6/14/2021 10:26:07 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Beijing Protests a Lab Leak Too Much - The Wall Street Journal. 

Interesting read—

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 12:32 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTM13.EDU>; Tseng, Chien-Te K. <sktseng@UTM13.EDU>; Spiropoulou Christina <ccs8@cdc.gov>; 
Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean <derdman05@gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. 
<famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Denison 
Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Keiser, Philip <phkeiser@UTMB.EDU>; Rollin Pierre 
<pierrerollin2019@gmail.com>; Tesh Robert <rbtesh22@gmail.com>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Nichol Stuart 
<stn1@CDC.GOV>; Folks Thomas <virusdoctom@aol.com>; Calisher Charles <calisher@cybersafe.net>; Menachery, Vineet 
<vimenach@UTMB.EDU>; Vu, Michelle <mivu@UTMB.EDU>; Vu, Michelle <mivu@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Beijing Protests a Lab Leak Too Much - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

Beijing Protests a Lab Leak Too Much 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL 
Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 6/18/2021 4:52:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: call? 

Can we schedule a brief conference call for early next week? I'd like to discuss an emerging Congressional study relevant to our 
past work. I'm available any time on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 6/10/2021 2:37:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Invitation to Serve as Breakout Group Leader at Pakistan-US Workshop 

Hi Rita, 

Thank you for the invitation to co-chair a breakout group for the upcoming US-Pakistan workshop. I think I better decline this offer 
since I haven't even seen the Handbook and really don't work in a hospital clinical lab setting. That, plus an enormous amount 
ongoing on the COVID front already has me fully occupied. Sorry, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2021 10:42 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Invitation to Serve as Breakout Group Leader at Pakistan-US Workshop 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I hope this note finds you very well as the first part of summer seems to be dashing before our eyes at a remarkable clip — don't blink, 
we'll miss it. 

We were all so grateful that you will be able to join our Pakistan-U.S. workshop, which extends the work of the last three U.S.-
Pakistan workshops we have discussed at our CISAC meetings. Given your extensive experience with these types of projects, your 
significant and substantive contributions during all of our meetings, and your commitment to these types of joint efforts, I would like 
to ask if you would be willing to serve as a co-breakout group leader of the Pakistan IV group (Clinical Laboratories in 
Hospital Settings) with Dr. Umar Khurshid from Pakistan. In addition to Pakistani participants, an American will also join this 
group. The dates, times, and questions for each session are listed below, but leaders can of course steer the conversation in a helpful 
direction beyond the specific questions. The near-final assignment of country groups is at the end of the attached agenda; participants 
will be given a choice via poll of which topic group they would like to join on the second day (6/16). 

Putting the concept behind the breakout groups in context, we hope to first share the experience of the Pakistani effort with others from 
Afghanistan, Indonesia, Morocco, Nigeria, and Philippines, and second allow participants to develop their own initial thinking about 
how they might develop their own type of handbook and implementation plan based on their own needs and opportunities. The 
primary means of accomplishing the first goal is through short overviews of parts of the handbook experience on Day One. The 
primary means of accomplishing the second goal on Days Two and Three is through a series of breakout groups by country, by topical 
area of work, then again by country, with one final country-level group time to finalize presentations (just a few slides) that will be 
presented sharing whatever they want to highlight. 

If you would be willing and able to co-lead a breakout group, we would be very, very grateful. Please let me know if you are able to 
accept this mission, and/or if you have any comments, questions, suggestions, improvements, etc. on the agenda or questions. 
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Thank you very much for all you have done for so many years to make us all safer, 

Rita 
Cell: 202-430-2828 

JUNE 14 (11:35 AM — 12:05 PM ET) BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION A: DISCUSSION OF APPLICATIONS OF LABORATORY PRACTICES 
(Organized by Country) 

Questions for Breakout Group Discussions 
• Initial considerations about which principles in the Handbook and/or from the presentations have potential applications for your country? 
• Initial considerations about which principles/ideas in the Handbook and/or from the presentations need to be modified to fit the context for 

your country? 
• What framework(s) are relevant to implementing good laboratory practices in your country? Are they primarily formal/legal mechanisms or 

normative/informal mechanisms? 
• What are the key challenges in the development/implementation of good clinical practices in your country? 

JUNE 16 (10:45 — 11:15 AM ET) BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION B: BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION B: TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS OF KEY 
PRINCIPLES (Organized by Area of Expertise/Interest) 

Questions for Breakout Group Discussions 
• Which principles in the Handbook and/or from the presentations are universally applicable, and which principles need to be modified to the 

country context in which you work? 
• What are some common challenges to the development/implementation of good laboratory practices in your sector? How might they be 

overcome? 
• How might actors coordinate regionally or internationally to improve laboratory practices in your sector? 
• What are some success stories from your country in developing/implementing good laboratory practices? 
• Identify some practices, which are especially relevant to your sector, that should be included in your respective country's strategy for 

developing/implementing good laboratory practices. 

JUNE 16 (11:35 AM — 12:05 PM ET) BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION C: DISCUSSION AND DRAFTING OF PRESENTATIONS/SLIDES 
(Organized by Country) 

Questions for Breakout Group Discussions 
• Which principles in the Handbook and/or from the presentations have potential applications in your country? 
• Which principles/ideas in the Handbook and/or from the presentations need to be modified to fit the context for your country? 
• What are the current national policies relevant to ensuring good laboratory practices? What are the strengths and gaps in these national 

policies? 
• Who are the key stakeholders in the implementation of good clinical laboratory practices in your country? 
• How can those stakeholders be included in efforts to further implement good clinical practices? 
• What are the current national policies relevant to ensuring good laboratory practices? What are the strengths and gaps in these national 

policies? 
• What are some immediate, concrete, actionable steps that can be taken in your sector to develop and/or implement good clinical laboratory 

practices? 
• What are some medium- to long-term actionable steps that can be taken in your sector to develop/implement good clinical laboratory 

practices? 
• How might potential obstacles to the development/implementation of good clinical practices be overcome? 

JUNE 18 (10:10 — 10:30 AM ET) BREAKOUT GROUP SESSION D: FINALIZE PRESENTATIONS (Organized by Country) 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwlecluc@UTMO.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 10:42 AM 
To: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Invitation to Participate in a U.S.-Pakistani Virtual Workshop 

Hi Rita 

Thank you for the invitation which I am pleased at accept. 
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Best wishes 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 25, 2021, at 9:31 AM, Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, J 

We are writing to invite you to participate in an upcoming virtual workshop, Sharing Pakistani Experiences in 
Developing and Implementing Good Clinical Laboratory Practices for Human and Animal Health. This 
workshop is co-hosted by the National Institute of Health of Pakistan, the Pakistan Academy of Sciences and 
the U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. The virtual workshop will scheduled for 
June 14, 16, and 18, (10:00 am — 12:30 pm ET). Please find attached here a draft agenda of the workshop; a 
final agenda will be sent to all participants in advance. 

We are convening this workshop of key national and provincial leaders from several countries to communicate 
recent Pakistani experiences with the implementation of principles outlined in the Handbook of Good Clinical 
Laboratory Practices in Pakistan. The goals of the workshop are to share Pakistani experiences developing 
and implementing good laboratory practices; promote implementation of these practices best practices in 
Pakistan and beyond; share successes and identify common areas for development of country-specific plans to 
strengthen clinical laboratories; and develop ideas for cooperative projects and activities. 

We hope that you will be able to join us. Please feel free to contact Rita Guenther (rguentheranas.edu) with 
any questions and to RSVP. Thank you in advance for your interest and participation! 

Best regards, 

Dr. Rita S. Guenther 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of 
Sciences, 

Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW (Keck 527) 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Cell: 202-430-2828 

Dr. Aamer Ikram 
Workshop Co-Chair 
Executive Director 
National Institute of Health (NIH) 
Park Road, Chak Shahzad 
Islamabad, Pakistan 

<US US Virtual Wokshop Invitation LeDuc.pdf> 

Dr. David Franz 
Workshop Co-Chair 
Independent Consultant 
Gettysburg, PA 
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Cc: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sun 6/20/2021 8:55:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: call? 

11 am ET/10 am CT is fine for me or any other time before noon ET. Should not take long just a heads up. Hope everyone 
had a nice Father's Day. 
Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 7:23 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Dave, 
Please let me know if Monday sometime in the 10:30-1:30 EDT works for you and I'll send an invitation. 
I apologize for the delayed reply. I think that both Ben and I have been away from e-mail this weekend. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 6:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: call? 

Monday works for me. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2021, at 5:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Can we schedule a brief conference call for early next week? I'd like to discuss an emerging 
Congressional study relevant to our past work. I'm available any time on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 12/10/2020 10:31:27 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Do you understand how this works? 

Impressive! I don't really understand how this works other than the explanation provided. I note in the figure that there remains 
an RNA extraction step that requires a centrifuge, and that the current configuration of the "black box" is 3 kg, so it's still a ways 
from an easy home POC test, but clearly very impressive work. I suspect that they will have it further miniaturized quickly. 

The larger problem is how to interpret PCR positives long after infection. I'm starting to think that the antigen assays are probably 
a better reflection of an individual being able to transmit infection, but more data is needed since these antigen assays are 
substantially less sensitive as compared to RT-PCR. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2020 8:35 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Do you understand how this works? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I recall a KSU professor 10-15 years ago who started a small company based on the fact that metal salts take on 
completely different chemical characteristics when at nano scale. . .but I don' know that might be a part of the explanation. 

Dave 

https://www.eurekalert.org/pub releases/2020-12/ifbs-doh120720.php 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 12/10/2020 11:47:51 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Do you understand how this works? 

I had not seen Peter's paper, so thanks for sharing. I'm glad he's into clinical trials and these initial results look promising. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2020 10:50 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Do you understand how this works? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks, I missed the centrifuge on the figure. I guess the major trick is reduced thermocycle time. . .as Tom suggests 
through the plasmonic particle use, which I had never heard of I guess, strategically, it might be a race now between 
ramping up more effective 'testing' and building an immune population with vaccines. 

Don't know if you saw the piece in Nature this morning from Peter P's lab. Looks like they are making some progress 
with the universal flu vaccine; Phase 1 in 65 subjects. 

sal ati Laza virus vaccine: Strong and durable results in ea r-stage clinical trials in human 
by --- QQ r_:-,EAsE 
December 9, 2020 
A vaccine that induces immune responses to a wide spectrum of influenza virus strains and subtypes has produced strong and 
durable results in early-stage clinical trials in humans, Mount Sinai researchers have found. The universal influenza virus vaccine, 
which produces antibodies that target the part of the surface protein of the influenza virus known to neutralize diverse influenza 
strains, was described in a study published today in the journal Nature Itledieine. This chimeric hemagglutinin (HA)-based vaccine 
has the potential to provide long-lived protection with two or three immunizations, eliminating the need for revaccination. 
Seasonal influenza is a major public health concern, triggering as many as 650,000 deaths every year globally, according to the 
World Health Organization. In addition, influenza pandemics, similar to the current COVID-19 outbreak, occur at irregular intervals 
and can claim millions of lives. The most devastating example is the HiNi pandemic of 1918, which caused approximately 40 million 
deaths. 
http://outbreaknewstoday.com universal-influenza-virus-vaccine-strong-and-durable-results-in-early-stage-clinical-trials-in-
humans-79272/ 

Dave 
On Dec 10, 2020, at 11:31 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Impressive! I don't really understand how this works other than the explanation provided. I note in the figure that 
there remains an RNA extraction step that requires a centrifuge, and that the current configuration of the "black box" 
is 3 kg, so it's still a ways from an easy home POC test, but clearly very impressive work. I suspect that they will have 
it further miniaturized quickly. 

The larger problem is how to interpret PCR positives long after infection. I'm starting to think that the antigen assays 
are probably a better reflection of an individual being able to transmit infection, but more data is needed since these 
antigen assays are substantially less sensitive as compared to RT-PCR. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2020 8:35 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTIVIB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Do you understand how this works? 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I recall a KSU professor 10-15 years ago who started a small company based on the fact that metal salts take 
on completely different chemical characteristics when at nano scale. . .but I don' know that might be a part of 
the explanation. Dave 

https://www.eurekalert.org/pub releases/2020-12/ifbs-doh120720.php 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 6/28/2021 12:17:03 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: BK 

Glad you're on board. I spoke to him earlier today and he mentioned that you had talked. He's looking 
at some experimental work to help validate observations on differences among variants seen early in the 
pandemic. 

Hope you had fun during your visit. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 28, 2021, at 11:51 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Jim, Bob called last night and I agreed to help as I could. Hope you are still on board. He's talking 
about travel now as well. Don't know how helpful... .but maybe political. About to leave Hobby for BWI. d 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 6/26/2021 3:51:33 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Example of the arguments by rational political scientists 

Yes, interesting. The closing paragraphs are the most significant in that the greatest risk is from the lower levels of biocontainment, 
but we don't want to suggest that everything be moved to BSL4 either. 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 25, 2021 5:52 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Example of the arguments by rational political scientists 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.popsci.corn/health/biosecurity-labs/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/23/2021 8:34:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: DR 

Good to know. Had an interesting conversation today with UT lawyers about my role. Strange times 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 23, 2021, at 7:24 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> David is aware of Bob's efforts and talking. d 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; McNees, Andrew G.[amcnees©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 4/24/2020 12:02:36 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject lessons in leadership 
Screen Shot 2020-04-24 at 9.34.56 AM.jpeg 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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.1.1& 
WHATEVER YOU ARE, IF NOT US WHO? 

BE A GOOD ONE. IF NOT NOW, WHEN? 

YOUR  VOiCE CM
CHANGE THE WOR 

NJECr YOURSELVES 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/1/2020 9:03:10 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Letter 

I haven't actually seen the letter but the entire UT system is in major damage control. As far as I know 
we have done nothing wrong but there are those who want to make a story of our good work. oh and by 
the way I am under a targeted cyber hack. I'm told it's sophisticated state sponsored. The fun never 
ends. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On May 1, 2020, at 6:00 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Jim , I didn't see the letter from the department of education until just after our phone call this 
afternoon. So sorry about that. It looks like a lot of work and politics. I hope it doesn't make your life any 
more difficult, but that's probably only a wish. dave 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU]; Margaret Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 12/31/2020 3:46:39 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: My CISAC ETS 

Dave, Nice try, but if I get a vote you won't be signing off CISAC. 
With best wishes for the New Year. I'm optimistic that we are heading into better times with rational leadership and a real 
need for insights into what worked and what didn't. We can help I'm sure. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 31, 2020, at 3:38 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Friends, 

I see that my CISAC ID card expires at COB tonight. Just a note to THANK YOU for all the learning 
opportunities, challenges, good times and new friends I've enjoyed with you over the years. I don't know 
when I joined CISAC, but it was during or before 2007 when Peggy, Ben and I first met with our Chinese 
colleagues and they formed the CBSG. Your work is ever more important in today's world and I hope it will 
receive the support it deserves going forward. 

It was a pleasure and an distinct honor to serve with you! 

Wishing us all a healthy and more active 2021, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 5/13/2020 10:05:07 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Tonight 

Sure, I'm fine with it. I was very pleased by the comments of George and Zhiming. Maintaining the dialogue at some level will be 
useful. Maybe monthly updates or something just to provide a conduit for informal and technical conversations, especially as the 
political rhetoric heats up. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Tonight 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Are you ok with taking the lead on wrap-up again tonight. I'm not trying to get out of anything, but just think you 
are better positioned. Wanted to make sure you saw my email suggesting that. Hope all is well with you guys, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 1/5/2021 11:46:39 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: NYTimes.com: Pharmacist Accused of Tampering With Vaccine Was Conspiracy Theorist, Police Say 

Thanks for reminding me! BTW, I forgot to congratulate you on turning s/4 of a century old! We should celebrate, if I can remember 
where the cork screw is... 

Happy 2021 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2021 11:19 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Ntiforo, Corrie <contifor@UTMB.EDU>; Brocard, Anne-Sophie 
<anbrocar@utmb.edu>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: NYTimes.com: Pharmacist Accused of Tampering With Vaccine Was Conspiracy Theorist, Police Say 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, These two genius authors have more than 150 years of experience between them, but they may be too old to 
remember... dave 

On Jan 5, 2021, at 10:38 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Insider threat example that may be relevant to our biocontainment staffing challenges. Do we have a system in place 
to recognize a troubled individual such as this? 

Thanks, Jim 

From The New York Times: 

Pharmacist Accused of Tampering With Vaccine Was Conspiracy Theorist, Police Say 

The police say a Wisconsin pharmacist believed the Moderna vaccine would harm people and tried to sabotage the 
effort to vaccinate frontline workers. 

https://www.nvtimes.com/2021/01/04/us/pharmacist-accused-of-tampering-with-vaccine-was-conspiracy-theorist-
police-say.html?smid=em-share 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 5/21/2020 9:06:18 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: New Virus Outbreak in China Prompts Limited Lockdown - The Wall Street Journal. 

See link below--Another topic for discussion during our next video dialogue. 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2020 8:56 PM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean 
<derdman05@gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-
Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Denison Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 
Rollin Pierre <pierrerollin2019@gmail.com>; Tesh Robert <rbtesh22@gmail.com>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, 
Chien-Te K. <sktseng@UTMB.EDU>; Menachery, Vineet <vimenach@UTMB.EDU>; Folks Thomas <Virusdoctom@aol.com>; Calisher 
Charles <calisher@cybersafe.net>; Nichol Stuart <stn1@CDC.GOV>; Spiropoulou Christina (CDC/CCID/NCZVED) <ccs8@cdc.gov>; 
Keiser, Philip <phkeiser@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: New Virus Outbreak in China Prompts Limited Lockdown - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

New Virus OutbreaT in China Prompts Limited Luckdlwa 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/22/2020 9:47:05 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Bioeconomy bill introduced 

(From Research America newsletter, 21 May 2020) 
First, Senators Kirsten Giiiibrand (D-NY), Marco Rubio (R-FL), Ed Markey (D-MA), and Cory Gardner (R-CO) have introduced 
the Bioeconomv Research and Development Act (S.3734) to create an initiative at OSTP to advance R&D and 
biomanufacturing, as well as develop the future bioeconomy workforce. 

Nicely written bill with several nods to safety and security and a call for NASEM review early. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Corby,Amalia[ACorby©asmusa.org] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/22/2020 10:09:16 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Bioeconomy bill introducted 

Great job! I hope this gets some traction. 

From: Watts, Mary Lee <mwatts@asmusa.org> 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 9:53 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Corby,Amalia <ACorby@asmusa.org> 
Subject: RE: Bioeconomy bill introducted 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Thank you for your note. I am pleased to tell you that we worked behind the scenes with Markey and Gil librand's offices on this and 
not only supported the bill, but were quoted in Sen. Markey's press release! Amalia Corby on our team has been the point person 
for us on this. 

See attached letter and also the link below to Markey's release. (quote is in the past paragraph) 
https://www. ma rkey.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senator-ma rkey-applauds-senate-com m ittee-passage-of-his-a i r-travel-task-
force-bioeconomy-resea rch-legislation 

I hope you have a nice weekend as well. 
Best, 
Mary Lee 

Mary Lee Watts, MPH, RD 
Director, Federal Affairs 
Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N St., NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Cell: 571-228-8345 
mwatts@asmusa.org

From: LeDuc, James W.  „AB.EDU]
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 10:49 AM 
To: Watts, Mary Lee <mwatts@asmusa.org>; Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org>
Cc: Dave Franz ( Jvidrfranz@gn <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Bioeconomy bill introducted 

(From Research America newletter, 21 May 2020) 
First, Senators Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY), Marco Rubio (R-FL), Ed Markey (D-MA), and Cory Gardner (R-CO) have introduced 
the Bioeconomv Research and Development Act (S.3734) to create an initiative at OSTP to advance R&D and 
biomanufacturing, as well as develop the future bioeconomy workforce. 

Nicely written with several nods to safety and security. ASM should track and support this one. 

Enjoy the long weekend, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
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Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 5/26/2020 6:44:58 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Heard anything about this? 

First I've heard about this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 26, 2020, at 6:37 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Top-grade biosafety lab building spree planned in southern China 

Phoebe Zhang 

South China Morning Post 

25 May 2020 

The southern Chinese province of Guangdong plans to build dozens of high-grade biosafety laboratories to handle 
some of the most infectious diseases in the next five years. 

Wang Ruijun, director general of Guangdong's Department of Science and Technology, said there was a shortage of 
such facilities in the province, and the plan was to build up to 30 biosafety level-3 (BSL-3) labs and at least one BSL-4 
centre within five years, news site ThePaper.cn reported on Monday. 

https://sg.news.yahoo.comitop-grade-biosafety-lab-building-104534007.html 

dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 5/27/2020 2:17:36 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: NYTimes reporter 

Hi Dave, 

Thanks for the news. Sounds like someone worth talking to. I can't promise that my university will allow me to talk to her given all 
the nonsense with the Department of Education investigation, but feel free to give her my contact information and if she emails a 
request, I can run it up the line. 

BTW, I submitted a proposal to ASPR to re-establish our international training center, which clearly aligns well with the reporter's 
concerns. We'll see if there's interest/resources available for this kind of work. 

Hope all is well with you, 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 2:07 PM 
To: Stephen Higgs <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: NYTimes reporter 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Steve, I hope all is well with you both and your families. . .and your labs. I had a call last night with Cora 
Engelbrecht a video journalist at the NYTimes. 
https://www.nytimes.com/by/cora-engelbrecht. Cora found me via Filippa Lentoz, who gave her my contacts. 

She is new to our world and suddenly become aware and is very concerned that we have overbuilt and will build more high-
containment labs. . .both here and globally. . .and believes we need to 'regulate' them more carefully or we're all gona die. 

I spent 45 min with her and was able to discuss both harm and cost to the enterprise of over-regulating and 
micromanagement of out high-containment labs, the importance of the work we do and the value of sound leadership. 
Today, I've sent her some OpEds and papers on this topic. I thought of you two as I was talking with her and am 

wondering if you might be willing to visit with her?? I think she listened to me but am afraid, left to her own devices, she 
will contribute negatively to the conversation. If you're willing I will give Cora your contacts. 

Thanks for considering and be well, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 5/21/2020 10:16:48 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: More detail on the ROC data on 're-positives' 

Thanks Dave. Hope all is well with you. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2020 8:06 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: More detail on the ROC data on 're-positives' 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

htt sl/www cdc o kr/board/board es?mid=a30402000000&bid=0030 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 5/28/2020 8:44:02 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: U.S. to Expel Chinese Graduate Students With Ties to China's Military Schools - The New York Times 

In case you haven't seen today's saga. 

From: Robert Tesh <rbtesh22@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 8:22 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Nikos Vasilakis <vasilan@hotmail.com>; Plante, Kenneth S. 
<ksplante@UTMB.EDU>; Diana Tesh Vasilakis <vlahakistesh@gmail.com>; McBride, Jere W. <jemcbrid@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: U.S. to Expel Chinese Graduate Students With Ties to China's Military Schools - The New York Times 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/28/us/politics/china-hong-kong-trump-student-visas.html 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 5/27/2020 2:43:45 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: NYTimes reporter 

Yes, I watched it also. I thought it was pretty good; I enjoyed Summers' comments although I don't think I'd want to work for him... 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 2:25 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: NYTimes reporter 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim and good news on the training center possibility. I hope they will fund it; a lot of good has come from previous 
funding. All well here. Watched the U Minn/Federal Reserve zoom seminar yesterday, narrated by Tom Brokaw with 
Peggy, Julie G, Mike 0 and Larry Sommers on the panel. Interesting the difference in thinking between economists and 
scientists. Dave 

https://www.minneapolisfed.org/events/2020/living-in-a-covid-19-world 

On May 27, 2020, at 3:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Dave, 

Thanks for the news. Sounds like someone worth talking to. I can't promise that my university will allow me to talk to 
her given all the nonsense with the Department of Education investigation, but feel free to give her my contact 
information and if she emails a request, I can run it up the line. 

BTW, I submitted a proposal to ASPR to re-establish our international training center, which clearly aligns well with 
the reporter's concerns. We'll see if there's interest resources available for this kind of work. 

Hope all is well with you, 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 2:07 PM 
To: Stephen Higgs <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: NYTimes reporter 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Steve, I hope all is well with you both and your families. . .and your labs. I had a call last night 
with Cora Engelbrecht a video journalist at the NYTimes. 
https://www.nytimes.com/by/cora-engelbrecht. Cora found me via Filippa Lentoz, who gave her my contacts. 

She is new to our world and suddenly become aware and is very concerned that we have overbuilt and will 
build more high-containment labs. . .both here and globally. . .and believes we need to 'regulate' them more 
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carefully or we're all gona die. 

I spent 45 min with her and was able to discuss both harm and cost to the enterprise of over-regulating and 
micromanagement of out high-containment labs, the importance of the work we do and the value of sound 
leadership. Today, I've sent her some OpEds and papers on this topic. I thought of you two as I was talking 
with her and am wondering if you might be willing to visit with her?? I think she listened to me but am afraid, 
left to her own devices, she will contribute negatively to the conversation. If you're willing I will give Cora 
your contacts. 

Thanks for considering and be well, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/3/2020 8:52:49 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: James Miller: A letter of resignation to Defense Secretary Mark Esper - The Washington Post 

From: Robert Tesh <rbtesh22@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2020 8:25 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Murphy, Frederick A. 
<famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; Charles H Calisher <calisher@cybersafe.net>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Mick Sullivan 
<micksullivan2001@yahoo.com>; Mark Vlahakis <mvlahakis@q.com>; Nikos Vasilakis <vasilan@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Fwd: James Miller: A letter of resignation to Defense Secretary Mark Esper - The Washington Post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 Forwarded message 
From: Kenmaven <kcnmaven@comcast.net>
Date: Wed, Jun 3, 2020, 6:05 AM 
Subject: James Miller: A letter of resignation to Defense Secretary Mark Esper - The Washington Post 
To: Bob <rbtesh22@gmail.com> 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/06/02/secretary-esper-you-violated-your-oath-aiding-trumps-photo-op-
thats-why-im-resigning/ 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sun 6/7/2020 11:18:16 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Corrected CISAC summary 

Impressive list of accomplishments and engagement. I didn't see the earlier draft but this looks good. Would make a good 
outline for a paper. We need to be thinking of the overall accomplishments and impact that have resulted from the 
investments. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 7, 2020, at 10:37 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

All, I found an error in this one-page summary between ca. 2012 and 2015. I think this is now correct. . .or at 
least closer. 

For what it's worth, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<CISAC Bio Engagements since 2007 corrected.docx> 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 6/11/2020 8:52:53 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Eli Lilly Covid-19 treatment could be authorized for use as soon as September, chief scientist says 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/10/eli-lilly-covid-19-treatment-could-be-authorized-for-use-as-soon-as-september-chief-scientist-
says.html? source=sharebar I email&par=sharebar 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Cc: Diane Griffin (dgriffin©jhsph.edu)[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; David A 
Relman[relman©stanford.edu]; Baric, Ralph S[rbaric©email.unc.edu]; "Harvey V. Fineberg" <harvey. fineberg@moore. org> 
(harvey.fineberg©moore.org)[harvey.fineberg©moore.org]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 6/10/2020 11:34:53 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
NAS-CAS dialogue 3 summary 9Jun2020.docx 

Just finished. Lots of good discussion on relevant issues. Please correct any errors I may have made. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 11:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Thanks for summarizing at the end of the call. If you have an outline of the summary could you email it? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 9, 2020 8:16 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi(a, LJTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; j anloz@berkelev.edu 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Yes, I'll do a summary. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek
Sent: Tuesday, June 9, 2020 4:22 PM 
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To: 'Diane Griffin <dgriff,,,„.„.-du>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.ne >; LeDuc, James W. < uc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBdwman@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharplesPnas.edu>; jpanlez@berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Diane, 

Thanks for your note. Yes, maybe Peggy can fill in for you at the beginning. Jim could you do the live summary again? That was very 
helpful last time. 

I agree re the pause after this call. Maybe we can take some time to solicit ideas for future discussion and joint work towards the 
end of the call and let George and CAS know that we will follow up after the call with some more thoughts. George (and Victor) 
may want to revisit the idea of publishing a joint op/ed in Science so we should be prepared for that as well. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin < lmi.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, June 9, 2020 4:11 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; ljwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@utmb.edu>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@utmb.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBdwman@nas.edu>; Sharpies, Fran <FSharplesPnas.edu>; Leanloz@berkeley.edu 
Subject: Re: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Ben - I'm glad to moderate again, but happy for someone else to take the lead - maybe Peggy or Jim? In addition, I have 
a dinner with friends tonight (outside, first dinner out since March) with plans to be done in time to be home for this, but 
a contingency or alternative plan for moderating might be wise in case there are any problems. . . 

I also think that, even though there remain many questions, a hiatus might be appropriate unless CAS, rather than 
NAS, requests a follow-on. I'm also open to more meetings, but I think that we have hit the most urgent points 
and China has few cases. . . . 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 

ffi6@j.J.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, June 9, 2020 3:59 PM 
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To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@utmb.edu>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@utmb.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas eclu>; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu>; jeanloz@berkeley.edu <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Greetings, 

I think we are all set for the call tonight. Diane can you moderate again? Also does this group have thoughts about next steps? 
Might be useful to have a pre discussion in this email thread. 

FYI Nancy Connell is working with staff (Katie, Fran and me) to plan and hold an invitation only virtual workshop on opportunities 
and best practices for using using gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogens, this is tentatively scheduled 
for two nights during the week of July 6. We hope to invite a few Chinese scientists associated with the dialogue. Happy to talk with 
you all about this more later in the week. 

PS Simple list of unanswered scientific question re COV1D-19: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/01/health/coronavirus-
mysteries.html?algo=identity&fellback=false&imp id=517118098&action=click&module=Science%20%20Technology&pgtype=Ho 
mepage 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 4:38 PM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>; dgriffi6@ihmi.edu; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; peshi@UTMB.EDU; 
fsharples 3@hotmail.com; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; 
davicirfranz@gmail.com; Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.eclu>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Here are Diane's suggestions. Questions in bold are George's questions incorporated into the agenda. If you have mods please let 
me know. I plan to send this doc out to the wider American group tonight so the group is aware of their responsibilities new week. 
Like before I will take the names of the Americans off the agenda (except for those in bold that we are asking to address George's 
questions) before I send final version to CAS. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 1:36 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: dgriffi6@ihmi.edu; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; peshi@UTMB.EDU; fsharples 3@hotmail.com; Lowenthal, Micah 
< [_>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; davidrfranz@gmail.com; Sharples, Fran <r -,  I 
Subject: Re: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 

Sounds great to me. 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 
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On Jun 3, 2020, at 12:51 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Diane, Peggy, Jim and Dave, 

We should assign responsibilities to the American participants again to ensure we address each question during the 
Immunity discussion next week. Could you assign a name or names to each question? The immunity agenda with 
George's additional questions is attached and the names of participants are highlighted below. Maybe Diane could 
take the first cut... 

Also we would like Nancy Connell, who we have asked to help organize (with some Chinese participation) an early 
July virtual session on opportunities to use gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogens to join 
the virtual workshop next week if that's ok with you. I will send more info to you about that workshop before the end 
of the week. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: irelman@stanford.edui ‹i (i irbaric@email.unc.edui <
'saif.2@osu.edui < [Li LL I L >; 'stanley-perlman@ulowa.edui < u
idaszak@ecohealthalhance.org' < , „i l p ,)( o at 1 1 1 1 1 ir ,r>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
< >; Idgriffi6@jhmi.edui < r It H i- (i [ 1>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <, 
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' > UTMB.EDLY < 
<  

Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.corni <1,harples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; lennifer.ryan@moore.org' <lennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 

Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <ieanloz@berkelev.edu>; Hare, 
Hope < i , r ' 1 ,>; 'clavidrfranz@gmail.corn' <davidrfranz@grnail.corn>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 Tuesday, June 9, 9-11PM ET 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

to 

Good news, just heard back from CAS. They agreed to hold the 3rd dialogue meeting on the proposed immunity topics 
on Tuesday, June 9 from 9:00-11:00 PM ET (9-11 AM the next morning, Beijing time). Please hold that time on your 
calendar. 

CAS let us know that George Gao wants to add the following questions to the discussion: 
• Could any US participant introduce the progress in the development of vaccine in the US, especially mRNA 

vaccine? 

• How is the overall situation of serologic investigation in the US? 
• What is the COVID-19 prevention and control strategy in the US for the second half of this year? When do you 

expect COVID-19 vaccine to be available in the US ? 

We will send out a new agenda and Zoom link for the meeting later in the week. 

Kind regards, 
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Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edut <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Isharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3``' virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity 
topics we proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3``' meeting back to the first or second week of 
June (so no Zoom meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's 
National People's Congress taking place next week. 

We are targeting one night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for 
the Chinese group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) 
to Hope Hare (HHare@nas.edu] so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long 
weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 11:44 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edut <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 
lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu>
Cc: Ifsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, 
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Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com <-„
Subject: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

As we discussed during our meeting on Monday we hope to hold a third virtual dialogue meeting with CAS and CCDC 
experts to discuss what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, 
antibody response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 resurgence of the 
virus. 

We have proposed to CAS that this meeting take place onT-weaday-eveningr  May-2.64r-am-940-4-1400-PM-E-T--for--tbe-
Americans(and the morning of Wednesday, May 27 for the Chinese). I have attached the list of questions on these 
topics we sent to CAS for your information. Please let me know if you are interested and available to participate in 
the 3 rd virtual dialogue meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <FIHare@nas.ert >; 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' <salf.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-
perlm-  1@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@i IthalIiance.org>; 
'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.finebergPmoorc  ->; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <cleriffi6@ihmi.edi,>;
'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.ni lwleduc@UTMB.EDLY <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<ciavidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@li 1-MB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.e0.>;
Ifsharples_3@hotmaitcorn' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowentli@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifersyan@mc _..org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowmanPnas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@has.edu>; 'Raymond JEANIOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda American version for reference along with Jim's summaries of future 
collaboration ideas from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

I ' 

Loom link: 
'-"- son-. 

552.136 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Hare, Hope <HHar 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>;
'saif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; istanley-periman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlm a n iowa.edu>; 
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecollealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' 
<fra rvey.fl ne be rg@moore.ore; Idgriffi6@jhmi.edui <dgr iffi6@ihrni.edu>, 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@hbfam.net>;
'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfra nz@gmail.com>; 
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTIVIB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' 
<fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <rnlowenth@nas.edu>; 'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' 
<antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>, 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' <andre@ecohealthalliance.ore;
'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@m z.urg>, Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, 
Morgan <MKanarekpnas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.eclu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 
18th, at 11:30 AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: 

552.136 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday at 11:30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there 
was not a time that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting 
between 9AM - 6PM ET, Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

<image001.png> 

<Immunity topics plus Gao for 3rd China U.S. Dialogue.docx> 
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Summary of CAS-NAS discussions on COVID-19, 9 June 2020 

Focus on Immune response and lmmunotherapy 

1. Discussion of serological assays and measurement of immune response 
a. Discussion of antigens investigated 
b. Assays and measurement of neutralizing antibody following infection 

i. Neutralizing antibodies appear to increase in titer when assayed at 
discharge and again a few weeks after discharge 

ii. Not all patients have detectable circulating neutralizing antibodies when 
discharged or titers may be low 

iii. Binding assays, especially using RBD antigens, seem to correlate well 
with neutralizing antibody 

iv. Further discussion of various antigens used in binding assays 
v. Mention by Zhiming Yuan about the lack of standards for comparison 

between serological assays and need for these to interpret results from 
various studies being published. 

c. Discussion of population based serosurveys 
i. Binding (ELISA) assays for general seroprevalence studies 

ii. Neutralization assays to assess population level of protection 
d. Questions remain on the durability of protective antibody post-infection 
e. Several commercial serological assays rushed to market have now been shown 

to be inaccurate. Peggy's quote: "Don't compromise quality for speed." 
f. Harvey's suggestion of monitoring sewage as population based assay to detect 

transmission in a geographic area. 
g. Mention of sample collection bias in population-based surveys. 
h. Nancy's mention of report recently released from the Hopkins Center for 

Biosecurity on assessment of commercially available serological assays (get link 
from Nancy) 

2. Brief discussion of innate immune response 
a. Still a lot of work to be done 

3. Discussion of immunotherapy 
a. Discussion of use of immune plasma from recovered patients 

i. Concern over scalability 
ii. Concern over characterization of units used (i.e. neutralization titer) 
iii. Lack of evidence of efficacy 
iv. Questions about optimum time for administration (too late to impact 

outcome in seriously ill patients?) 
b. Discussion of human monoclonal antibodies as potential treatment/prophylaxis 

i. Comment of several commercial firms engage in development 
ii. Promising results from animal model studies (NHP) 
iii. Some groups have identified monoclonal antibodies that target non-

overlapping epitopes on spike protein 
iv. Some groups developing monoclonal antibody cocktails 
v. Some products are in Phase 1 safety trials with promising results; 

anticipate rapid transition to Phase 2 (if not already there) 
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vi. Lack of acute cases in China limits ability for efficacy testing, leading 
Chen Ling to suggest that CAS and NAS collaborate on the design of 
Phase 3 efficacy tests to most efficiently assess efficacy of promising 
vaccines and therapeutics. 

vii. Discussion of application of monoclonal antibodies for treatment or 
prophylaxis. 

viii. Discussion of when is the optimum time for therapeutic use 
ix. Discussion if there are biomarkers that may indicate patients that will 

likely progress to more severe illness and thus benefit from early 
intervention 

c. Discussion of the importance of mucosal immunity in protection against infection 
i. Need to better assess mucosal immunity, specifically IgA 

ii. Discussion of intranasal vaccination similar to influenza vaccine 
iii. Discussion of immune response that prevents infection versus prevents 

shedding. 
4. Discussion of Vaccines 

a. Several candidate vaccines are in early clinical trials (Phase 1 and in some cases 
Phase 2)—Ralph summarized briefly; Chinese added 

i. m RNA 
ii. Recombinant protein 

Adenovirus vectored 
iv. Classic inactivated vaccine with adjuvant 
v. others 

b. Concern in US about the ability to conduct validated assays to measure immune 
response as part of formal vaccine trials (GLP standards, complete SOPs, etc.) 
that will be required for FDA approval and licensure 

c. Chinese raised concern about production capacity at scale for inactivated 
vaccines given the requirement for BSL3 containment during growth of virus prior 
to inactivation. 

5. Harvey provided a comprehensive vision of future response to the COVID-19 pandemic 
from a USA perspective. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 6/19/2020 2:50:08 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Biological Threat Reduction report mentioned in CQ News article (In this morning's CQ Alert) 

Nice coverage. I hope someone is listening. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 1:24 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: Biological Threat Reduction report mentioned in CQ News article (In this morning's CQ Alert) 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kavita Berger <kberger gryphonscientific.com>
Subject: RE: Biological Threat Reduction report mentioned in CQ News article (In this 
morning's CQ Alert) 
Date: June 19, 2020 at 1:28:19 PM EDT 
To: "Guenther, Rita" <RGuenther nas.edu>, "David Franz (davidrfranz(omail.com)" 
<davidrfranz qmail.com>, "keusch bu.edu" <keusch(bu.edu>, 'Nisreen AL-Hmoud' 
<nisreen22278 hotmail.com>, "dodubanjo nas.oro.nci" <dodubanjo nas.oro.no>, 
"ilancie unfoundation.orct" <jlancle unfoundation.orq>, "Kenneth Bernard 
(kkbernard comcast.net)" <kkbernard comcast.net>, "preciory.oray duke.edu" 
<oregory.oray@duke.edu>, "David.Barash oe.com" <David.Barash oe.com>
Cc: "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>, "Cervenka, Nicole" <NCervenka@nas.edu>

Hi Rita, 

Thank you for sending this! What a great article. Resulted in a few eye rolls (by me), but overall good for highlighting 
the needs for the BTRP mission. I hope you have a great weekend! 

Take care, 
Kavita 

From: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 12:56 PM 
To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; keusch@bu.edu; Kavita Berger 
<kberger@grvphonscientific.com>; 'Nisreen AL-Hmoud' <nisreen22278Photmail.com>; dodubanio@nas.org.ng; 
ilange@unfoundation.org; Kenneth Bernard (kkbernard@comcastnet) <kkbernard@comcast.net>; 
gregory.gray@duke.edu; David.Barash@ge.com 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Biological Threat Reduction report mentioned in CQ News article (In this morning's CQ Alert) 

Dear Committee Members, 

I hope this message finds you, your colleagues, and your loved ones very well. 

I wanted to share this article that I just received from our Congressional Affairs Office since it mentions the BTRP 
report. Thank you for your hard work in producing the report, it has been well received! 
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Take care, 

Rita 

CO NEWS 
Jun. 19, 2020 

Hill recoils at proposed cut to Pentagon anti-
pandemic effort 
June 19, 2020 — 5:00 a.m. B John M. Donnell , CO 

Esper testifies in March L),. )re the Senate Armed vices Committee on the Pentagon's fiscal 
2021 budget request. (Caroline Brehman/CQ Roll Call file photo) 

In February, as the coronavirus pandemic gathered steam worldwide, the Trump administration 

asked Congress to slash by more than a third the Pentagon's spending on a program that helps 
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other countries — and ultimately, America — prevent, detect and respond to disease outbreaks. 

The Biological Threat Reduction Program, funded at $203 million in the current fiscal year, is 

buried inside the Pentagon budget, which tops $700 billion. But it is the costliest U.S. program — 

and one of the largest in the world — focused on finding and fighting emerging global diseases as 

early as possible, experts said. 

In fact, on Jan. 13, just a few weeks before the budget request for next year went to Capitol Hill, a 

lab in Thailand supported by the Pentagon program had discovered the first case of the new 

coronavirus outside of China. 

Yet Defense Department officials have said the money they want to subtract from the biological 

threats program is needed instead for what the officials called more pressing defense initiatives. 

These include upgrading the nuclear arsenal and developing the hypersonic weapons that 

President Donald Trump calls "super duper missiles." 

The biological program and related efforts were comparatively less important, the Pentagon said 

in a report to Congress made public in early February, because they addressed "low-to-near zero 

probability threats" — even though new coronavirus cases were already occurring at that point 

and the general threat of pandemics had been the urgent subject of numerous internal and public 

warnings for years. 

The cut proposed in the president's February budget submission — from $203 million this year 

down to $127 million in fiscal 2021 — attracted little attention at the time. But experts call the 

proposal indefensible. And lawmakers and staff on most of the panels that oversee Pentagon 

spending told CQ Roll Call this week they agree. 
Bipartisan pushback 

The Senate Armed Services Committee's new defense authorization bill, or NDAA, would restore 

$50 million of the proposed $76 million cut. The House Armed Services Committee, which starts 

writing its bill (HR 6395) on June 22, and the House Appropriations Committee appear quite 

likely to approve at least that much funding, if not more, with Senate appropriators' views not yet 

clear. 

Rhode Island Democrat Jim Langevin, chairman of the House Armed Services Subcommittee on 

Intelligence and Emerging Threats and Capabilities, which oversees the program, called it 

"absolutely vital." 

"The committee urges the Department to reconsider this misguided decision and focus on this 

essential mission," Langevin told CQ Roll Call in a statement. 
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Likewise, the top Republicans on the House Armed Services Committee and the emerging-threats 

panel — Mac Thornberry of Texas and Elise Stefanik of New York, respectively — told CQ Roll 

Call in a joint statement they are concerned about the administration's proposed cut to the 

biological program. 

"As we continue to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is clear that programs like these are 

vital to our national security," Thornberry and Stefanik said. 

Evan Hollander, a spokesman for the House Appropriations Committee, said: "This cut to a 

highly effective program is short sighted and will ultimately make the American people less safe." 

A Republican aide on the Senate Armed Services Committee told CQ Roll Call: "The COVID-19 

pandemic has demonstrated the importance of biosafety and biosurveillance programs around the 

world, and therefore the Committee felt it would not be wise to cut this program by so much at 

this time." 

Sen. Gary Peters, D-Mich., an Armed Services Committee member, said efforts like the biological 

threats program are "critical." 
Question of priorities 

The Trump administration had sought to scale back the Pentagon's biological threat program in 

its fiscal 2020 request, too, by about 10 percent. But Congress pushed back last year and provided 

more funds than Trump requested, as it probably will again this year. 

The cutback proposed for fiscal 2021 was a small part of $5.7 billion in funding changes that 

emerged from a budgetary assessment that Defense Secretary Mark T. Esper called the Defense 

Wide Review. Esper proposed moving this money from lower-priority programs to not only 

nuclear and hypersonic weapons but also to missile defenses, artificial intelligence, space, 

communications technologies and exercises for crisis-response units. 

"Unfortunately, Secretary Esper is focused like a laser on preparing for a kinetic or even nuclear 

war with Russia and China, and he apparently has little use for Defense Department programs to 

prevent weapons of mass destruction attacks," said Andrew Weber, a former Pentagon assistant 

secretary for nuclear, chemical and biological defense programs who is now a senior fellow at the 

Council on Strategic Risks. 
Threat debate 

Congressional aides said the Pentagon has provided few details about these budget moves, 

especially about what exactly would be dispensed with — for example, which biological 

preparedness efforts would be jettisoned. 

The Pentagon did not immediately answer such questions from CQ Roll Call this week. 
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This year's proposal was one of several examples of the Trump administration's attempts reduce 

federal spending on public health. The administration also dismantled in 2018 a National Security 

Council team focused on pandemic response. The president issued a congressionally mandated 

National Biodefense Strategy in 2018. But prior to March, he did not act in any major way on 

government agencies' warnings about biological threats, and he publicly minimized the 

coronavirus after its emergence had become clear. 

The argument over funding the Pentagon biological threats program is a microcosm of a larger 

debate over security spending priorities. A growing chorus, mainly among Democrats, is arguing 

that natural perils such as pandemics and climate change are greater threats than any military or 

terrorist force. U.S. government spending should still account for traditional threats but should be 

rebalanced, they say. 

Whether or not less money should be spent on weapons, top experts on public health say more 

money, not less, should be spent at the Pentagon and beyond on preventing or fighting pandemics. 

"COVID-19 demonstrates the havoc that can be caused by biological threats," said Beth 

Cameron, vice president for global biological policy and programs at the Nuclear Threat Initiative 

think tank. "The DoD Biological Threat Reduction program is a critical piece of America's first 

line of defense against biological threats, with partnerships around the world aimed at detecting 

outbreaks and preventing bioterrorism." 

Kingston Reif, an expert on threat reduction programs at the Arms Control Association, said the 

proposed cut to the biological initiative was "the wrong move at the time of the budget build and 

even more so now given what we know about the spread of the coronavirus. It's simply outlandish 

to claim that R&D on hypersonic weapons should be a higher priority at this time than the 

department's flagship international counter-pandemic program." 

Gregory Koblentz, an associate professor at George Mason University and director of the 

Biodefense Graduate Program at the university's Schar School of Policy and Government, said 

the Pentagon's biological threats program increases America's warning time. 

"It's incredibly short-sighted for the Pentagon to move funds from global health security to great 

power competition in the middle of a pandemic," Koblentz said. "The Pentagon needs to realize 

that, in the pandemic era, global health security is national security." 
'Highly effective' 

The Biological Threat Reduction Program is part of a larger Cooperative Threat Reduction 

Program, which was launched in the early 1990s to dismantle or safeguard Soviet nuclear, 

chemical and biological weapons. 
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The threat reduction program's mission later morphed into an effort to mitigate these threats 

worldwide, whether natural or man-made. 

The Pentagon is seeking $239 million for the overall CTR program in fiscal 2021, a decrease of 

$135 million, or 36 percent, below the fiscal 2020 level. 

The $76 million cut to the biological threats program falls within that total and represents just 

over half the overall reduction. 

Despite the proposed budget cut, the Defense Department has touted the biological program's 

effectiveness. An official Pentagon news story about the program published this month was titled 

"DoD Supports Partner Nations With COVID 19 Assistance." 

The story noted that the Pentagon's biological program has helped some 30 countries since 2004 

to improve safety and security at labs to prevent the accidental or unauthorized release of 

pathogens. 

And the ational At Ien4 of Sciences, in a two-year study culminating in a 203-page April 

report on the program, called it "highly effective" and said the program office should actually 

expand its role and help lead all U.S. government efforts at addressing biological dangers. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin©jhsph.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 6/11/2020 1:07:17 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject sewage surveillance 
Sewage Epidemiology gerba slides [1].pptx 

This attachment was just shared by one of the groups I follow.. Consistent with Harvey's suggestion and probably worth looking 
into for public health departments. I suspect that the technology is accessible given the surveillance for polio that takes place 
around the world. 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Why Sewage Monitoring? 
• Been around for 50 years — poliovirus sureillance 

• Disease causing organisms are excreted in the feces and urine during 
infection 

• One clinical case can be detected in 
• 1:10,000 polio 
• 2-3:100,000 CoV-19 

• Less closely than individual clinical specimen tests (also need 
permission/induvidial cost) 

• Detects asymptomatic cases 

• Can detect infections 1-2 weeks before first clinical cases 
• Pathogen surveillance through monitoring sewage systems. Sinclair et al 2008; Advance in Appl. 

Microbiol. 65:249-270. 
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Applications of Sewage Monitoring and Needs 

• Identification of introduction of pathogens in a community 

• Trends in number of cases 

• Impact of interventions (i.e. social distancing; vaccines) 

• Identification of cases in a building facility, university, dorms 

• What's needed: 
• Standardization of testing methods 
• Data interpretation 
• Training of professionals to understand and potential uses 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 6/26/2020 3:51:11 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Taylor 2020 reference from my EndNote library 

I overlapped with Linda Quick when she was assigned to WHO. She's an MD who speaks fluent Chinese as I recall. I think she was a 
missionary someplace earlier in her career. A good person and would have been a real asset had hey left her in place. 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, June 26, 2020 3:17 PM 
To: Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Taylor 2020 reference from my EndNote library 

Taylor M. (2020, 20200322). Exclusive: U.S. axed CDC expert job in China months before virus 
outbreak. Reuters Retrieved 0322, 2020, 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-china-cdc-exclusive-idUSKBN21910S 

I think I've seen mention of this, in other articles, I searched only on the title for this. 

I think there were additional folks at one time. A guy who joined SPB a couple of years ago was stationed in 
China, don't know if they did away with the position. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 6/30/2020 10:40:52 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Moving forward 

Thanks Dave. Hope all is well with you and Pat. We're fine, although in a sea of COVID. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 8:03 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Micah 
Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Moving forward 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Morning all, It looks like our colleagues have found a way to do phase III (+?). Be well, dave 

https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Pharmaceuticals/CanSino-s-COVID-19-vaccine-approved-for-military-use-in-China 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Susan Peters[peterssusa©gmail.com]; Peters, C. J. 
(cj.cjpeters@gmail.com)[cj.cjpeters@gmail.com]; Russell, Phil (pkrussell©aol.com)[pkrussell@aol.com]; Menachery, Vineet 
(vimenach©UTMB.EDU)[vimenach©UTMB.EDUL Lonnie Dalrymple (lonnie.dalrymple©gmail.com)[lonnie.dalrymple@gmail.com]; 
Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Parker - TAMU (gparker©cvm.tamu.edu)[gparker©cvm.tamu.edu]; 
James M. Meegan - OFFICE GLOBAL RESEARCH (meeganjm1@gmail.com)[meeganjm1@gmail.com]; Charles Bailey 
(cbailey2@gmu.edu)[cbailey2©gmu.edu]; Karl M. Johnson (microcaddis@gmail.com)[microcaddis@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/15/2021 4:53:07 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: The funeral for Gerald A. Eddy 

Very sad news. 

From: waiter brandt <walt2035@icloud.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 4:41 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: The funeral for Gerald A. Eddy 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim - I think that you knew Gerry Eddy - his Arlington funeral was impressive - movie cite below 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Carolyn McKenzie <tocamckenzie dmail.com>
Subject: Re: The funeral for Gerald A. Eddy 
Date: January 14, 2021 at 12:14:46 PM EST 
To: waiter brandt <walt2035@icloud.com>

Walt, 

Please feel free to share with anyone you think would like to see it. 

It was such an amazing day to see my father honored that way. 

He was a special man and I am grateful to have had the life I did because of him. 

I miss him every day. 

Keep healthy! 
Carolyn 

On Tue, Jan 12, 2021, 8:53 PM waiter brandt <walt2035@icloud.com> wrote: 

Your Dad was also well-liked and respected by many others of us serving in the U. S. Army Medical 
Research and Development Command. 

I would need your permission to share this memorial video of the funeral with a fellow U.S. Army 
veterinarian, Colonel Michael Langford. 

Please let me know if ok or not ok. I totally respect your opinion and feelings on this request. 

Many Best Wishes for you as you bring your family through their years to independent adulthood. (Parents 
will always be needed.) 

Walt and Jane 
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On Jan 12, 2021, at 5:55 PM, Carolyn McKenzie <tocamckenzie@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hope this works, let me know if it doesn't come through. Unfortunately I am not the best at this 
stuff 

https://my.anc.media/32Puxbe 

Carolyn 
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To: mlarussa@stanford.edu[mlarussa©stanford.edu] 
Cc: David A Relman[relman©stanford.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 7/17/2020 9:16:59 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Nice Job! 

Dear Marie, 

I just wanted to congratulate you on your presentation last evening for the NAS-CAS dialogue. Excellent work! 

During your presentation, you mentioned not having access to BSL3 biocontainment, but that you were working on it. If you have 
problems, please let me know. The GNL is a complete biocontainment facility with in vitro lab space and laboratory animal 
facilities at all levels of biocontainment, up to and including BSL4. I am confident that we could identify a collaborator to work with 
you, or should longer studies be envisioned, we could host a visiting scientist. Unfortunately, we are not resourced to support such 
activities, but I'm sure we could work things out if needed. 

Please feel free to contact me directly if we can help. With best wishes for your continued success. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 7/17/2020 11:43:53 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: The Troll: A fake flag burning at Gettysburg was only his latest hoax from the Washington Post 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/2020/07/17/gettvsburg-antifa-flag-burning-troll/

this is the episode I mentioned earlier 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 7/18/2020 9:30:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Talk 

It would be good to talk before the CISAC meeting. I'm free al day on Sunday so how about. 10 am 
CT/11 am your time? 

I look forward to talking with you. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 18, 2020, at 6:39 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Hey Jim, would you have time to get on the phone for 15 minutes either Sunday anytime or Monday 
morning before our 11 o'clock meeting? Since I missed that last discussion with our Chinese colleagues I 
don't have a sense of how that actually went. I am free all day on Sunday and then of course Monday 
morning.I've looked through Micah's notes once and plan to do so again in the morning. Hope all is well 
with you guys. Dave 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Brining, Douglas 14dIbrinin©UTMB.EDU]; Geisbert, Thomas W.[twgeisbe©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas 
G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 8/11/2020 9:04:42 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: News article 

FYI 

From: Zackowitz, Gary (NIH/NIAID) [E] <zackowig@niaid.nih.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 8:56 AM 
To: 'rbcorley@bu.edu <rbcorley@bu.edu>; 'Karen.dobos@colostate.edu' <Karen.dobos@colostate.edu>; 
'greg.sempowski@duke.edu' <greg.sempowski@duke.edu>; David Alland <allandda@njms.rutgers.edu>; 'Sam.Telford@tufts.edu' 
<Sam.Telford@tufts.edu>; 'jblanch1@tulane.edu' <jblanch1@tulane.edu>; Chad Roy <croy@tulane.edu>; 'scartner@uab.edu' 
<scartner@uab.edu>; Missiakas, Dominique <dmissiak@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'kenneth.palmer@louisville.edu' 
<kenneth.palmer@louisville.edu>; 'adamoviczj@missouri.edu' <adamoviczj@missouri.edu>; 'pduprex@cvr.pitt.edu' 
<pduprex@cvr.pitt.edu>; 'cjonsson@uthsc.edu' <cjonsson@uthsc.edu>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James 
W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Charles L Bailey <cbailey2@gmu.edu> 
Subject: FW: News article 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Interesting Work from GMU....Thanks for sharing Charlie! 

From: Charles L Bailey <cballey2@gmL  > 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 10:45 AM 
To: Boyd, Nancy (NIH/NIAID) [E] <nbovd@niaid.nih.gov>
Cc: Zackowitz, Gary (NIH/NIAID) [E] <zackowig@niaid.nih.gov>
Subject: News article 

https://science.gmu.edu/news/masons-ncbid-and-university-costa-rica-develop-equine-antibody-based-therapeutic-neutralize

Nancy and Gary: 
I hope you are able to open the link. I am told that another version will be released later with a link to the horses. 
Best Regards, 
Charlie 

Charles L. Bailey, PhD 
Executive Director, National Center for Biodefense 
and Infectious Diseases Distinguished Professor 
Colonel US Army (Ret) 
George Mason University 
Biomedical Research Laboratory 
(office) 703.993.4271 
(cell) 571.205.9335 
email cbailev2@gmu.edu 
web http://ncbid.gmu.edu 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 8/19/2020 1:31:01 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Coronavirus Lab Accidents; Super-Spreader Vegas Casinos; Dangerous Oleandrin Not COVID-19 Cure 

See first link on lab accidents with coronaviruses at UNC—Ralph's lab I presume. 

From: MedPage Today, InvestigativeMD <daily.headlines@broadcaster3.medpagetoday.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2020 1:01 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Coronavirus Lab Accidents; Super-Spreader Vegas Casinos; Dangerous Oleandrin Not COVID-19 Cure 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

This past week in healthcare investigations 

InvergativerlD 
The Latest in Healthcare Invest Dns 

asday, Augu t 19, 20 
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Coronavirus Lab Accidents; Super-Spreader 
Vegas Casinos; Slow Cash Flow to Public Health 

Dangerous Oleander Extract Not a COVID-19 
Cure 

Recommended For You 

Unfriendly Skies: COVID-19 Transmission on a 
Plane 
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More Evidence Heartburn Drug May Help 
COVID-19 Patients 

Legal Experts Blast U.S. Response to COVID-19 

2020 MedPage Today, LLC. MedPage Today is among the federally registered trademarks of MedPage Today, LL.0 
and may not be used by third parties without explicit permission. 

You have received this email because you have registered to receive emails at www medpagetoday.com,with the e al 
address: jwleduc@utmb.edu 

Manage Emad Preferences Unsubscribe Terms of Use I Privacy Po cy 

Technical Questions: feedback©rnecipagetoday.com 
5 Hudson Street 16th Floor New York, NY 10014 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 8/20/2020 3:17:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: EchoHealth Funding 

Terrible move by the Administration and impossible conditions for Peter to meet. Places NIH in an untenable position no matter 
what they do. Hopefully NIH leadership will hold on until the elections. It would be more chaotic if Collins and/or Fauci resigned in 
protest. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020 10:05 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU>; 
Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: EchoHealth Funding 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

You may have seen; a high bar for Peter, dave 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/08/nih-imposes-outrageous-conditions-resuming-coronavirus-grant-targeted-
trump 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 8/20/2020 3:36:01 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: EchoHealth Funding 

I'm about 2/3s through a first draft of the manuscript (2800 words and typing. I'll send you what I have sometime tomorrow so 
that you can flesh it out, revise/edit, etc. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020 3:25 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: EchoHealth Funding 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Totally agree. I"m sure they have felt like resigning, but have just gritted their teeth and hung on. Sad, dave 
On Aug 20, 2020, at 4:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Terrible move by the Administration and impossible conditions for Peter to meet. Places NIH in an untenable position 
no matter what they do. Hopefully NIH leadership will hold on until the elections. It would be more chaotic if Collins 
and/or Fauci resigned in protest. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmaiLcorn>
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020 10:05 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleducPUTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth@NAS.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: EchoHealth Funding 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

You may have seen; a high bar for Peter, dave 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/08/nih-imposes-outrageous-conditions-resuming-coronavirus-grant-
targeted-trump 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 1/23/2021 10:57:59 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: On web 

Thanks for sharing. Strange posting but I guess it's a sign of the times. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2021, at 9:29 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, I've only heard from you and haven't talked to anyone else, but saw this one the web this morning. 
Apparently it is a search engine that scans the web and social medial. Dave 

https://insideeko.com/major-general-philip-k-russell-death-obituary-dead-passed-away/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sun 8/23/2020 10:44:49 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Bike ride thinking 

I like it. Now I just need to finish the draft. So far only stage-setting. 
Incident command meeting at noon to review plans and hopefully we'll miss these. Still a long time to go. 

Enjoy the ride. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 23, 2020, at 10:31 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Morning. It looks like you've dodged the most sever weather for now. Foreign Affairs often uses sort of odd 
or at least not immediately descriptive titles. Here a few candidates I thought of on my bike ride this morning; 
maybe too subtle. For what they're worth, dave 

A High-containment Insurance Policy 

Laboratories for Special Times 

No Ordinary Laboratory 

There When You Need Them 

Until We Need Them 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 8/24/2020 4:00:22 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: FYI: Houston Chronicle: Texas A&M professor accused of lying about Chinese affiliation while working with NASA 

Another example... 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2020 3:32 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; 
Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Mouton, Charles P. <cpmouton@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. <rurban@UTMB.EDU>; Nichols, Joan 
<jnichols@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Havard, Mary G. 
<mghavard@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, Donna R. <dlramire@UTMB.EDU>; Reyes, Raul 
<rareyes@UTMB.EDU>; Smith, Christopher A. <chrissmi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FYI: Houston Chronicle: Texas A&M professor accused of lying about Chinese affiliation while working with NASA 

FYI 

Texas A&M professor accused of lying about Chinese 
affiliation while working with NASA 

Sama ha K1 tererAug. 24, 2020 Updated: Aug. 24, 2020 1:52 p.m. 

Federal authorities have lodged multiple charges against a Texas A&M University professor who is accused of 
lying about his connections to China while conducting research for NASA. 

Investigators say Zhengdong Cheng, 53, led a research team where "he willfully took steps to obscure his 
affiliations and collaboration with a Chinese University and at least one Chinese-owned company," according 
to the Department of Justice. 

Cheng and Texas A&M University received funds for a grant — which prohibited any participation with China, 
Chinese owned companies or Chinese universities — based on the false information provided to the 
university and to NASA, the charges allege. He then had increased access to NASA resources such as the 
International Space Station, also furthering his standing in China at Guangdong University of Technology, 
authorities said. 

Unknown to Texas A&M and NASA, Cheng held senior research positions at Guangdong and served in the 
People's Republic of China Talents Program, according to the charges. 

The Talents Program centers around recruiting and fostering scientific talent for scientific development, 
economic gains and national security in China. 

U.S. Attorney Ryan K. Patrick and other federal leaders on Monday said that the Talents Program has, not for 
the first time, taken advantage of United States resources. 
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"China is building an economy and academic institutions with bricks stolen from others all around the world," 
Patrick said in a news release. "While 1 A million foreign researchers and academics are here in the U.S. for 
the right reasons, the Chinese Talents Program exploits our open and free universities. These conflicts must 
be disclosed, and we will hold those accountable when such conflict violates the law." 

Texas A&M University Chancellor John Sharp said the institution cooperated with federal authorities in the 
investigation. 

"We worked closely with the FBI on this case, and we gladly will work with them again as needed," Sharp 
said. "No one in higher education takes security as seriously as we do at The Texas A&M University System. 
In fact, we have received several awards from the Department of Defense's Defense Counterintelligence and 
Security Agency, including one just last month." 

Cheng faces charges of conspiracy, making false statements and wire fraud. He was taken into custody 
Sunday and is expected to make an initial appearance at 2 p.m. Monday before U.S. Magistrate Judge Sam 
Sheldon. 

Those charges are just the latest allegations of Chinese exploitation of U.S.-funded research in the Houston 
area. In April 2019, MD Anderson Cancer Center announced it was firing three scientists over concerns China 
was trying to steal scientific research. 

MD Anderson ousted the scientists after receiving emails from the National Institutes of Health, the nation's 
largest public funder of biomedical research, which described conflicts of interest or unreported foreign 
income by five faculty members. 

samantha.ketterer@chron.com 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Tesh, Robert 
B.Rtesh©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 9/10/2020 10:29:13 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Masks 

Interesting comments on current events...note date of his first email. 

From: Mark Keim, MD MBA <mark@disasterdoc.org> 
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 10:22 AM 

Subject: RE: Masks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

ALCON, 

I think that this week's news revelations may have now answered my question to you below regarding "How we got in the situation 
of reversing such a fundamental recommendation as personal protective equipment for the American public." 

If true, this has been a scale of malpractice unrivaled in human history. No clinician's decision has ever killed more Americans. 

Mark 

From: Mark Keim, MD MBA 

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7:32 PM 
Subject: RE: Masks 

ALCON, 

I think we have to seriously ask ourselves how we got in the situation of reversing such a fundamental 
recommenaarion as venom,' orotective equipment for the American public. I'm looking forward to seeing 
the new data and the logical framework from CDC and the SG. 

Honestly, like many of you, I can't describe how surprised I am to hear of such fundamental deficiencies as PPE and ventilators after 
the post-911 bioterrorism decade that we spent from 2002-2011. And like many of you who had similar experiences, I also recall 
working on HHS white papers that dealt directly with the subject of looming ICU bed and ventilator shortages —the copies are still 
written in WordPerfect, for goodness sake! Our first worries about a stockpile at CDC began in 1996 when Pres Clinton signed 
PDD#39 and concerns became heightened over the Atlanta Olympic Games- it was then that the US stockpile was born — nearly 25 
years ago — and where are we now? 

Of course, none of us have to ask what happened. We all know that disasters are always out of sight and out of mind - quickly 
fleeting of political will when the need for a sustained effort again becomes painfully obvious after every major US catastrophe. 
And then when they do occur, they become the political football of the day —blaming and spending money at an incredible rate. 
Which then feeds the cycle, does it not? 

We have to disconnect risk perception and public funding of disaster risk management. Risk management should be a percentage 
allocation of the national budget just like it is for the budget of major corporations. I can't believe that our current scenario was the 
most favorable option on a cost-effectiveness study for the return on investment for low probability/extremely high impact events 
like this one. 

I also can't help but be reminded when I think back (before PAHPA I and II) to the Nunn-Lugar-Domenici WMD Act, that these are 
the kinds of decisions that either win or lose a BW conflict, where the flattest epi curve could decide the victor. Perhaps in the 
future, we should consider develop a more standardized process for advance directives regarding public respiratory protection 
logic related to the following 3 categories (and for both natural and anthropogenic sources): 
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1) Contact exposures; 
2) Droplet exposures; and 
3) Airborne (aerosol) exposures 

These recommendations could be developed according to an integrated approach (from DoD/USAMRIID, CDC/NIOSH and other 
BSL4s like UNMC) including bench exposure and population-based epi studies and potential "off-label" applications. 

Waking to find another "Groundhog Day", 

Mark 

Mark Keim, MD, MBA 
CEO, DisasterDoc, LLC 
www.disasterdoc.org 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 9/10/2020 11:53:49 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Masks 

I read this as referring to the comments captured in the new Woodward book where Trump downplays the risk of COVID-19. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 11:22 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Tesh, Robert B. <rtesh@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Masks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

Is Mark blaming "clinicians' decision(s)" and "malpractice" on failure of the masses to wear masks. . .or just drawing an 
historical comparison? I would have thought it was my well-right-of-center friends and colleagues who argue, for 
example, that they are in compliance by wearing a mask on their arm going into a restaurant in Wichita, KS. Agree that our 
post 9/11 'planning' for flu and bioterrorism wasn't taken taken very seriously once the smoke and 'anthrax letters' cleared 
and Bruce took his life. The one thing we did do re. bio is turn inward and regulate the heck out of our labs, as you know 
better than I. 

dave 

On Sep 10, 2020, at 11:29 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Interesting comments on current events...note date of his first email. 

From: Mark Keim, MD MBA <mark disasterdoc.org> 
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 10:22 AM 

Subject: RE: Masks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

ALCON, 

I think that this week's news revelations may have now answered my question to you below regarding "How we got in 
the situation of reversing such a fundamental recommendation as personal protective equipment for the American 
public." 

If true, this has been a scale of malpractice unrivaled in human history. No clinician's decision has ever killed more 
Americans. 

Mark 

From: Mark Kelm, MD MBA 

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7:32 PM 

Subject: RE: Masks 

ALCON, 
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I think we have to seriously ask ourselves how we got in the situation of reversing such a 
fundamental recommendation as personal protective equipment for the American 
public. I'm looking forward to seeing the new data and the logical framework from CDC and the SG. 

Honestly, like many of you, I can't describe how surprised I am to hear of such fundamental deficiencies as PPE and 
ventilators after the post-911 bioterrorism decade that we spent from 2002-2011. And like many of you who had 
similar experiences, I also recall working on HHS white papers that dealt directly with the subject of looming ICU bed 
and ventilator shortages —the copies are still written in WordPerfect, for goodness sake! Our first worries about a 
stockpile at CDC began in 1996 when Pres Clinton signed PDD#39 and concerns became heightened over the Atlanta 
Olympic Games- it was then that the US stockpile was born — nearly 25 years ago — and where are we now? 

Of course, none of us have to ask what happened. We all know that disasters are always out of sight and out of mind - 
quickly fleeting of political will when the need for a sustained effort again becomes painfully obvious after every 
major US catastrophe. And then when they do occur, they become the political football of the day —blaming and 
spending money at an incredible rate. Which then feeds the cycle, does it not? 

We have to disconnect risk perception and public funding of disaster risk management. Risk management should be a 
percentage allocation of the national budget just like it is for the budget of major corporations. I can't believe that our 
current scenario was the most favorable option on a cost-effectiveness study for the return on investment for low 
probability/extremely high impact events like this one. 

I also can't help but be reminded when I think back (before PAHPA I and II) to the Nunn-Lugar-Domenici WMD Act, 
that these are the kinds of decisions that either win or lose a BW conflict,where the flattest epi curve could decide the 
victor. Perhaps in the future, we should consider develop a more standardized process for advance directives 
regarding public respiratory protection logic related to the following 3 categories (and for both natural and 
anthropogenic sources): 
1) Contact exposures; 
2) Droplet exposures; and 
3) Airborne (aerosol) exposures 

These recommendations could be developed according to an integrated approach (from DoD/USAMRIID, CDC/NIOSH 
and other BSL4s like UNMC) including bench exposure and population-based epi studies and potential "off-label" 
applications. 

Waking to find another "Groundhog Day", 

Mark 

Mark Keim, MD, MBA 
CEO, DisasterDoc, LLC 
www.disasterdoc.org 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 9/10/2020 1:46:21 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Topic for next China dialogue? 

Just saw this on the Hopkins site. 

FA0101E/WHO Trirlrtite. Ct717711,,nt on the Dlnr!,7..relic Risk of S‘a!ine, (0/E) A recent A recent 
report on the circulation of A(H1N1) subtype influenza viruses in the swine population in China with evidence 
of zoonotic potential has alerted the world to the pandemic risk associated with swine influenza viruses. This 
particular genetic clade (1C.2.3) of swine influenza A (H1N1) viruses had previously been reported by the 
Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, China in 2016, and from 2016-2018 remained the most commonly 
detected genotype of influenza viruses in surveillance undertaken in swine populations in China. "Although 
there is limited data assessing human infections and circulation of these viruses in pigs, awareness and 
vigilance is strongly advised for a number of reasons" says Keith Sumption, Chief Veterinary Officer of the 
FAO. "The viruses analysed in the recent report from China show characteristics associated with increased 
ability for zoonotic transmission — the potential ability to infect humans. The viruses have some genetic 
markers to suggest human infection is possible; they can replicate in human airway cells, and viruses can be 
spread via respiratory droplets passed between ferrets." 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 9/10/2020 4:05:17 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Masks 

Maybe I missed the message... 

Folks at DHHS ASPR and BARDA are racing to get removed from this list-serve... 

Mark, very well said. Our current situation and the response effort has given our global adversaries lots of ideas on where 
we stand and what vulnerabilities they can exploit, and worse, how to exploit them effectively. 

On Thu, Sep 10, 2020 at 4:27 PM Mark Keim, MD MBA <mark disasterdoc.org> wrote: 
I apologize for not being clear. Please don't confuse my comments as reflective of politics or the media. 

Breakdowns in C3, countermeasures, intel/testing/tracing, community mitigation and force protection are also signs of a 
nation incapable of defending against a biological attack using recombinant smallpox — one of our current "National 
Planning Scenarios". 

I view these as existential security concerns, not political or administration-specific issues. 

Is our intended strategic message to our global adversaries that we are somehow better at sustaining and treating "bio-
casualties", than preventing or mitigating their spread? A notable vulnerability. 

Tomorrow is 9-11, my friends. 

Mark 

Subject: Re: Masks 

Mark, this group argued passionately that the public should use face masks back in March (and I have modeled it with 
results showing the benefit of infection reduction of 15%-20%). So the usage remains important. Back in 2018 June at an 
NBSB meeting (that I served for 3 years), we're talking passionately too about the supply-chain of facemasks and PPE 
and how critical they are and how we must be able to mass produce them right at the start of an emergency crisis and 
what disruption we may have to deal with because of the emergency crisis. Knowing all the steps are essential. But when 
to act remains very critical Also, hospitals/leaders need to know what their normal utilization is so they can project 
what they need for surge. As we can see, most hospitals have no idea what their daily utilization is, so it adds another 
layer of challenge and delay in the response. Every delay means life-and-death, and every piece counts in order for the 
system to function properly. Best, Eva 

On Thu, Sep 10, 2020 at 12:30 PM Caneva, Duane <duane.caneva@hq.dhs.gov> wrote: 
Thanks, Mark. 
Even moreso than with medical literature published today, I would handle "news" with a very heavy dose of skepticism. 
SOC with questions or concerns 

ALCON, 

I think that this week's news revelations may have now answered my question to you below regarding "How we got in 
the situation of reversing such a fundamental recommendation as personal protective equipment for the American 
public." 

If true, this has been a scale of malpractice unrivaled in human history. No clinician's decision has ever killed more 
Americans. 
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Mark 

Subject: RE: Masks 

ALCON, 

I think we have to seriously ask ourselves how we got in the situation of reversing such a fundamental 
recommendation as personal protective equipment for the American public. I'm looking forward to 
seeing the new data and the logical framework from CDC and the SG. 

Honestly, like many of you, I can't describe how surprised I am to hear of such fundamental deficiencies as PPE and 
ventilators after the post-911 bioterrorism decade that we spent from 2002-2011. And like many of you who had similar 
experiences, I also recall working on HHS white papers that dealt directly with the subject of looming ICU bed and 
ventilator shortages — the copies are still written in WordPerfect, for goodness sake! Our first worries about a stockpile 
at CDC began in 1996 when Pres Clinton signed PDD#39 and concerns became heightened over the Atlanta Olympic 
Games- it was then that the US stockpile was born — nearly 25 years ago — and where are we now? 

Of course, none of us have to ask what happened. We all know that disasters are always out of sight and out of mind - 
quickly fleeting of political will when the need for a sustained effort again becomes painfully obvious after every major 
US catastrophe. And then when they do occur, they become the political football of the day —blaming and spending 
money at an incredible rate. Which then feeds the cycle, does it not? 

We have to disconnect risk perception and public funding of disaster risk management. Risk management should be a 
percentage allocation of the national budget just like it is for the budget of major corporations. I can't believe that our 
current scenario was the most favorable option on a cost-effectiveness study for the return on investment for low 
probability/extremely high impact events like this one. 

I also can't help but be reminded when I think back (before PAHPA I and II) to the Nunn-Lugar-Domenici WMD Act, 
that these are the kinds of decisions that either win or lose a BW conflict, where the flattest epi curve could decide the 
victor. Perhaps in the future, we should consider develop a more standardized process for advance directives regarding 
public respiratory protection logic related to the following 3 categories (and for both natural and anthropogenic 
sources): 
1) Contact exposures; 
2) Droplet exposures; and 
3) Airborne (aerosol) exposures 

These recommendations could be developed according to an integrated approach (from DoD/USAMRIID, 
CDC/NIOSH and other BSL4s like UNMC) including bench exposure and population-based epi studies and potential 
"off-label" applications. 

Waking to find another "Groundhog Day", 

Mark 

Mark Keim, MD, MBA 
CEO, DisasterDoc, LLC 
www.disasterdoc.org 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy 
Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Nancy 
Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Palese, Peterlpeter.palese@mssm.edu]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 1/27/2021 10:11:43 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

Thanks Micah. An interesting read. We need to be cognizant of this ongoing discussion and stick to facts. 

Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 9:52 PM 
To: Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Palese, Peter <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Bio Gang, 
Another article that is making the rounds arguing that SARS-CoV-2 is likely from a lab accident. 
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/coronavirus-lab-escape-theory.html 
This is by writer Nicholson Baker who quotes many different sources. Although it is readable, it is quite long and I have only 
skimmed it. I doubt that it will provide new insights, but I thought that you should know about it. 
Best, 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 8/5/2020 2:38:13 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject FW: Addressing Foreign Interference and Associated Risks to the integrity of Biomedical Research, and How You Can Help 
En—, .eing-the-Secaity-and-Integrity-of-rsmericas-ResearLi-EILerprise-June-2020.pdf 

Sobering slide set relevant to our international collaborations, just FYI. 

Jim 

The 39 slide presentation is attached. 
Addressing Foreign Interference and Associated Risks to the Integrity of 
Biomedical Research, and How You Can Help 
Posted on July 8, 2020 by Mike Lauer 

On Tuesday, June 23, Dr. Kelvin Drogemeier, the Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy 
(OSTP), gave a presentation to the Federal Demonstration Partnership (FDP) on "Enhancing the Security and 
Integrity of America's Research Enterprise." Dr. Drogemeier articulated five "key takeaway" messages: 

• The integrity of our research enterprise rests upon core principles and values, including transparency, honesty, 
accountability, objectivity, respect, freedom of inquiry, reciprocity, and merit-based competition; 

• Principled international collaboration and foreign contributions are critical to our success; 
• Some individuals and foreign governments violate core principles of integrity and pose risks to research 

security; 
• Hidden diversions of intellectual property weaken our innovation base and threaten our security and economic 

competitiveness; and 
• The U.S. government is taking deliberate steps to address risks to research integrity and security while 

maintaining an open and collaborative enterprise. 

I'd like to take this opportunity to summarize Dr. Drogemeier's presentation and how it fits within the context of NIH 
extramural research. 

Dr. Drogemeier reviewed a number of case examples of scientists who engaged in unethical behaviors in the 
course of their undisclosed work for foreign institutions or governments. One scientist whose work was funded by 
NIH signed a full-time employment contract through the Chinese "Thousand Talents Program." He had not 
informed his American employer, who thought he was working full-time here in the United States and represented 
that belief on grant documents submitted to the NIH. The Talents contract stipulated that one of his job objectives 
was for "the laboratory in the United States [to be] gradually moved back to China." In this case an American 
scientist whose work had been supported by U.S. taxpayers became party to an undisclosed contract with a foreign 
government. The foreign institution dictated that the U.S. laboratory be moved to China. The U.S. institution was 
unaware of this commitment. 

Over the past few years, we have learned much about the "Thousand Talents Program" and other problematic 
foreign talent recruitment programs. Reports about these programs have been issued by the U.S. Senate (a 
bipartisan report of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations), by the JASON group (a report commissioned 
by the National Science Foundation), and by scholars (e.g. a report for the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies). These programs' interactions with American scientists do not reflect typical recruitments — that is a 
scientist openly leaves one institution to work for a different institution. Instead, in secret or without proper 
disclosure, scientists continue to work for American institutions while at the same time working in "shadow 
laboratories" elsewhere. Without the knowledge or approval or their American employers, they have signed 
contracts or engaged in relationships that pose numerous problems: 

• undisclosed foreign employment, 
• undisclosed obligations to generate foreign patents that may be related to NIH-funded work, 
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• undisclosed preferential treatment in American laboratories for certain students or visiting scientists, 
• undisclosed research support — often for similar if not identical research being supported by the NIH, 
• undisclosed compensation deposited into secret foreign bank accounts, 
• undisclosed obligations to assign credit to foreign institutions for work done largely in the United States, 
• undisclosed obligations to keep foreign arrangements and scientific work secret, 
• undisclosed obligations to transfer propriety information and technologies to foreign institutions, 
• stringent restrictions on termination of contract, 
• undisclosed significant financial conflicts of interest, and 
• egregious violations of peer review confidentiality rules. 

How widespread are these behaviors? We don't know. The absolute number of scientists appears to be small 
compared to the total universe of scientists supported through NIH funding to their institutions. Nonetheless, the 
data suggest widespread and systemic activity across geographic location and scientific disciplines. The incidents 
we have seen — so far involving 87 institutions with confirmed violations of NIH rules by over 150 scientists — are 
not unique to any one background, ethnicity, or nationality. A few incidents involving NIH funding have become 
public. These include resignations or terminations from prominent institutions (e.g. MD Anderson Cancer 
Center, Moffitt Cancer Center, and the University of California at San Diego); a guilty plea for filing false tax returns; 
and a false-claims settlement involving failure to disclose foreign grant support. The National Science Foundation 
(NSF) Inspector General has reported a 20% increase in case load. One NSF-supported scientist was convicted of 
grant fraud after he secured U.S. funding for research that was already supported by the Chinese government. 

We are grateful to the many experts we have worked with in our efforts to learn more about and to address integrity 
breaches linked to foreign interference. In late 2018, a Working Group of the NIH Advisory Committee to the 
Director (ACD) issued, in short order, a thoughtful report with recommendations that we continue to implement. 
Since then, the OSTP, through its Joint Committee on Research Environments (JCORE), has taken a key 
leadership role in developing a whole-of-government response to problems that clearly are not limited to biomedical 
science. Alongside OSTP, our partners include federal government colleagues in the Department of Health and 
Human Services (DHHS), in the Department of Justice, in the Department of State, in law enforcement agencies, 
and in other federal funding agencies. We note the work led by professional societies, including but not limited to 
efforts by the American Association of Universities (AAU) and the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities 
(APLU) to gather and disseminate best practices. And we are extraordinarily grateful to dozens of institutional 
leaders (including Presidents, Deans, Vice-Presidents for Research, and Compliance and Integrity Officers) for 
their work as they have tried to learn about the possible problems occurring within their institutions. 

Besides our interactions with individual institutions, our outreach has included Dr. Francis Collins' 2018 statement 
and letter; NIH presentations (including updates to the ACD in December 2019 and June 2020); NIH Guide Notice 
clarifications on conflict of interest, other support, and foreign components; and numerous presentations to and 
meetings with stakeholders all over the United States. After Dr. Drogemeier's FDP presentation, OSTP released 
a slide deck describing the nature of the problem and the government's interest to balance openness with security. 

We stress that our concerns are with foreign interference that lead to serious noncompliance and ethical breaches. 
The serious cases we have seen are not linked to problems with, using Dr. Drogemeier's words, "principled 
international collaborations." Principled collaborations do not entail secret employment contracts, undisclosed (and 
sometimes duplicative) foreign grants, undisclosed conflicts of interest or commitment, failure to submit truthful tax 
returns, secret foreign bank accounts, or peer review breaches. Those behaviors do not make for collaborations 
that reflect core values of integrity, transparency, reciprocity, accountability, objectivity, and fair merit-based 
competition. But those behaviors often do constitute serious grants non-compliance that require our attention as 
responsible partners and stewards of limited Federal research funds. 

It is critical to keep in mind that U.S. scientists routinely collaborate productively with investigators in foreign 
countries. We must rely on productive research collaborations with foreign entities. Individuals violating laws and 
policies represent a small proportion of scientists working in and with U.S. institutions. We must not reject brilliant 
minds working honestly and collaboratively to provide hope and healing. 

How can you help? We encourage you to read and discuss with your colleagues and institutional leaders the 
thoughtful recommendations and perspectives conveyed in ACD Working Group Report, the bipartisan Senate 
Report, the JASON Report, and the AAU-APLU Report. We note the centrality of transparency. One university 
web site stated it well: "While most international collaborations are perfectly acceptable and encouraged, we urge 
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researchers to err on the side of transparency ... It protects everyone's interests — the Federal government, [our 
university], individual researchers, and their international collaborators — to have international relationships 
disclosed and vetted to determine if there are any potential conflicts of commitment, duplications of research, 
and/or diversion of intellectual property in the performance of federally funded research." 

In this spirit, we look forward to continuing to work with you to strengthen values underpinning research integrity and 
protecting the Nation's biomedical innovations. 

More information can be found on our new webpage, Protecting U.S. Biomedical Intellectual Innovation. 
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Enhancing the Security and Integrity 
of America's Research Enterprise 

The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy 

www.whitehouse.goviostp 
www.ostp.gov 
@WHOSTP 
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Key takeaways 

• The integrity of the research enterprise rests upon core principles and values. 

• Principled international collaboration and foreign contributions are critical to the 
success of the U.S. research enterprise. 

• Some individuals and foreign governments violate core principles of integrity and pose 
risks to research security. 

• Hidden diversions of intellectual property weaken the U.S. innovation base and 
threaten our security and economic competitiveness. 

• The U.S. Government is taking deliberate steps to address risks to research security 
and integrity while maintaining an open and collaborative enterprise. 
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INTEGRITY OF THE RESEARCH 
ENTERPRISE RESTS UPON CORE 

PRINCIPLES AND VALUES 
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Integrity of the research enterprise rests upon core 
principles and values 

• Openness and transparency enable productive collaboration and help ensure appropriate 
disclosure of potential conflicts of interest and commitment. 

• Accountability and honesty help acknowledge errors and correct behaviors that can hamper 
progress. 

• Impartiality and objectivity protect against improper influence and distortion of scientific 
knowledge. 

• Respect helps create an environment where all can be heard and contribute. 

• Freedom of inquiry allows individual curiosity to guide scientific discovery. 

• Reciprocity ensures scientists and institutions exchange materials, knowledge, data, access to 
facilities and natural sites, and training in a way that benefits collaborating partners proportionally. 

• Merit-based competition helps ensure a level playing field where the best ideas and innovations 
can advance. 
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Individuals, institutions, and governments share 
responsibility for integrity in the research enterprise 

Principles of integrity for responsible 
individuals and institutions: 

Openness and Transparency 

Accountability 

Impartiality and Objectivity 

Honesty 

Respect 

Principles of integrity for responsible 
governments, reflected in U.S. government 
policy: 
Openness and Transparency 

Accountability 

Freedom of inquiry 

Reciprocity 

Merit-Based Competition 

Behaviors that violate these shared principles jeopardize the 
integrity of the research enterprise. 
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PRINCIPLED INTERNATIONAL 
COLLABORATION IS CRITICAL TO SUCCESS 
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International science is frontier science 

• Enables cutting-edge research that no 
nation can achieve atone 

• Strengthens scientific and diplomatic 
relations 

• Leverages resources, including funding, 
expertise, and facilities 

• Trains a robust S&T workforce capable of 
solving global problems 

• International students and scholars 
contribute significantly to the U.S. research 
enterprise 

Elizabeth E. Lyons, E. William Colglazier, Caroline S. Wagner, Katy &timer, David M. Dooley, C. D. Mote 
Jr., and Mihail C. Roco, "How Collaborating in International Science Helps America "Science& 
Diplomacy, Vol. 5, No. 2 (June 2016). 

In April 2019, a global collaboration of scientists at 60 institutions 
operating in 20 countries and regions captured the first ever 
image of a black hole. 

Photo credit: NSF, The Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration. (https://eventhorizontelescope.org/) 

1 
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RISKS TO RESEARCH SECURITY AND 
INTEGRITY 
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Some individuals and foreign governments violate core 
principles of integrity and pose risks to the research enterprise 

Risks to the Integrity of the Research Enterprise 

• Violations of responsible and ethical conduct of research 

• Actions that undermine peer review and grant award processes 

Risk to National Security 

• Hidden diversions of research and/or resources that threaten U.S. leadership in 
emerging science and technology 

Risk to Economic Security 

• Hidden diversions of research and/or resources that weaken the innovation base and 
threaten economic competitiveness 
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Transparency and full disclosure are needed to properly 
assess risks. 

For the purposes of this presentation: 

A conflict of interest is a situation in which an individual, or the individual's spouse or dependent 
children, has a financial interest or financial relationship that could directly and significantly affect the 
design, conduct, reporting, or funding of research. 

A conflict of commitment  is a situation in which an individual accepts or incurs conflicting obligations 
between or among multiple employers or other entities. Many institutional policies define conflicts of 
commitment as conflicting commitments of time and effort, including obligations to dedicate time in 
excess of institutional or funding agency policies or commitments. Other types of conflicting obligations, 
including obligations to improperly share information with, or withhold information from, an employer 
or funding agency, can also threaten research security and integrity, and are an element of a broader 
concept of conflicts of commitment. 
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Examples of behaviors that increase risk and can harm 
the research enterprise 

Irresponsible Conduct that Violates Funding Agency 
and Institutional Policies: 

• Failures to disclose: 
• Financial conflicts of interest 
• Conflicts of commitment 
• External employment arrangements 
• Financial support that overlaps with U.S. funding 
• Shadow laboratories or other parallel research 

activities 

• Diversion of intellectual property 

• Peer review violations 

Examples of Behaviors that May Violate Laws: 

• Theft or diversion of materials and intellectual capital 
4 OtES(Oedpi.

4, 

\ • Grant Fraud 

'kr3 S 

Potential Impacts: 
• Distorted decisions about appropriate use of 

taxpayer funds 
• Hidden transfers of information, know-how, 

data, and time 
• Diversion of proprietary information and 

pre-publication data to foreign entities 
• Loss of Federal research funding, or need to 

replace key personnel 
• Damage to the reputation of research 

institutions and researchers 
• Reputational, career, and financial 

detriment to individuals 
• Loss of public trust in the research enterprise 
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Case study 1: Undisclosed conflicts of interest and commitment 

Former chief of eye genetics at the Shiley Eye Institute at University of 
California San Diego Health: 
• Received $10 million in NIH grants during 11 years at UCSD 
• Founded U.S. pharmaceutical R&D company Calcyte Therapeutics 
• Undisclosed founder and primary shareholder of a Unreported Conflict 

publicly traded Chinese biotech company that 
specialized in the same work he performed at UCSD 3

of Interest 

• Multiple undisclosed subsidiaries and additional 
companies in the U.S., China, and the Cayman 
Islands 

• Undisclosed member of a foreign government 
sponsored talent recruitment program. 

1 Unreported Conflict 
of Interest 

1 Unreported Conflict 
of Commitment 

Researcher resigned from U.S. institution. 

Source: haps,;(iirw soloreora,20.1.9/07,;(i6ithousond-tuifygs-plogram-chiou-liii-kong-ilian 

Impacts: 
• Distorts decisions 

about appropriate use 
of taxpayer funds 

• Hidden transfers of 
information, know-
how, data, person-
time 

12 
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Case study 2: Leadership failures to disclose conflicts 
of interest and commitment 

Six scientists at the Moffitt Cancer Center, including the President and CEO 
and the Center Director, resigned due to violations of conflict of interest 
rules through their work with China. 

• Did not report personal payments or foreign bank 
accounts totaling hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
research subsidies and annual salaries. 

• Undisclosed members of a foreign government 
sponsored talent recruitment program. 1 

Unreported Conflict 
of Interest 

Unreported Conflict 
of Commitment 

Researchers resigned from U.S. institution. 
The Center returned more than $1 million in state money. 

Impacts: 
• Distorts decisions 

about appropriate use of 
taxpayer funds 

• Hidden transfers of 
information, know-how, 
data, person-time 
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Case study 3: Distortion of the peer review process 

OtE,Sfot ,. 

Researcher served as a designated peer reviewer for 
funding agency grants. 

• Undisclosed participant in a foreign-government 
sponsored Talent Recruitment Program 

• Diverted proprietary information: Emailed grant 
applications to scientists in China and to some 
U.S.-based persons 

• Researcher instructed one recipient of the 
information to "keep it to yourself' 

• Stated in another note, "Here is the bone and 
meet [sic) you need." 

• [mailed a grant application to a Chinese 
academic institution offering: "Some methods 
you may learn from this proposal. Keep this 
confidential." 

Unreported Conflict 
of Commitment 

Violation of Peer 
Review Process 

Researcher was let go from MD Anderson. 
Case as reported by the Cancer Letter, April 26, 2019 

Impacts: 
• Loss of public trust in the 

research enterprise 
• Distorts decisions about 

appropriate use of 
taxpayer funds 

• Diversion of proprietary 
information and pre-
publication data to foreign 
entities 
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Case study 4: Cyber theft of data 

Nine hackers working for the IVIabna Institute, an Iranian 
government-sponsored entity, were indicted in 2018 for 
allegedly hacking into at least 144 U.S. universities and 176 
universities in 21 foreign countries. 

vitE,SfotA

• Hackers allegedly stole 31.5 terabytes - about 15 billion 
pages - of academic data. Collectively, the victim 
universities spent an estimated $3.4 billion to acquire 
the data. 

• Hackers waged a phishing campaign that successfully 
compromised the accounts of some 8,000 accounts to 
steal research and other academic data, such as 
journals, theses, dissertations and electronic books. 

Theft or 
diversion of 
materials and 
intellectual 
capital 

Impacts: 
• Diversion of 

proprietary 
information and pre-
publication data to 
foreign entities 

Charged by DOJ on March 23, 2018 for conspiracy to commit computer intrusions, conspiracy 
to commit wire fraud, unauthorized access to a computer, wire fraud, and aggravated 

identity theft. Defendant(s) are presumed innocent until proven guilty. 
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Case study 5: Criminal grant fraud 

Researcher found guilty of conspiring to commit federal 
grant fraud, making false statements, and obstruction by 
falsification 

vitE,Sfot , 

• Founded a U.S. company and applied for DOE and NSF 
grants to fund his U.S. company to conduct research 
between 2014-2016; at least some research had already 
been completed in China, including by researcher's own 
"Satellite Lab" 

Signed undisclosed five-year employment agreement 
with Chinese University in 2014 to serve as Director of 
Research Institute 

Grant Fraud 
"Shadow Lab" 

Unreported 
Conflict of 
Commitment 

Researcher was found guilty on February 21, 2019. 
Case # 7:17-cr-00073 (Western District of Virginia) 

Impacts: 
• Distorts decisions 

about appropriate use 
of taxpayer funds 

• 8V.
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RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH FOREIGN 
GOVERNMENT SPONSORED TALENT 

RECRUITMENT PROGRAMS 
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Some government sponsored talent recruitment 
programs are problematic 

A foreign government sponsored talent recruitment program is an effort directly or indirectly organized, 
managed, or funded by a foreign government to recruit science and technology professionals or students 
(regardless of citizenship or national origin). 

• Many countries sponsor talent recruitment programs for legitimate purposes of attracting researchers in targeted fields 

• Many programs utilize legitimate means of attracting talent, including offering research fellowships and grants to 
incentivize researchers to physically relocate 

• However, some programs encourage or direct unethical and criminal behaviors 

• Contracts for participation in some programs, including some sponsored by the Chinese government, include language 
that creates conflicts of commitment and/or conflicts of interest for researchers 

• Requirements to attribute awards, patents, and projects to the foreign institution, even if conducted under U.S. 
funding 

• Requirements to recruit or train other talent recruitment plan members, circumventing merit-based processes 
• Requirements to replicate or transfer U.S.-funded work in another country 

Transparency and full disclosure are essential to properly assess risks. 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Undisclosed employment 

'43 di )\:*rk EMI AAA 
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT FOR 

HIGH-LEVEL TALENTS 

f 

Empio:,./cr 

Department ( 

: 

Employee! u.s.
researcher 

Foreign 
institution 

W.J1 

I. Term of Employment 

rp -104,40174 -h-y/i.int01, 
(Foreign 
institution) is pleasure to offis U.S.-funded i appointinent as a Ftd11-Tinte 

researcher 

Foreign Mkt will delegate us.- Professor o. institution funded 
researcher 

work I. (Foreign 
" institution) 

fkiin HiVitOWE jitiOf (E1/1

H. 

Foreign 
institution (U.S -funded researcher) 

(U.S. -funded researcher) 

shall work full tune for 
Foreign shall work 

at institution 

since the date of signing: 

least nine (9) months annually. 

The eniployment will couttrience on 

terminate on 0 . 

and 

• U.S.-funded 
researcher 
working full 
time at a U.S. 
institution 

• Undisclosed 
employment 
in another 
country for 9 
months out of 
the year 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Directed output 

(Foreign 
W. institution) shall provide 

(U.S.-fu nded 
researcher) with a basic start-up research fund 

with a cumulative amount of RMB 8,000,000. The aforementioned basic 

start-up research fund shall be used within five (5) year, with the fund for 

hardware construction being used within three (3) years. The start-up 

fund shall mainly cover the following expenditures for (retfrcuhriedre)d and his 

team, such as lab construction, equipments purchase, scientific research, 

academic exchanges, and salary for research assistants (A minimum of 

Within 3 years of project 
implementation (i.e. during 
interim review) 

Patent ou ut: 

o nestic patents wi e app me 
d 2-3 

U.S.-funded researcher is party 
to an undisclosed contract 
with a foreign institution 

U.S. researcher is obligated to 
file 2-3 foreign patents within 3 
years. 

The nondisclosure of this 
contract does not give the 
university or the Federal 
funding agency knowledge of 
its patent rights. 

In some cases U.S.- funded 
researchers have secured 
foreign patents based at least 
in part on their U.S.-funded 
work. 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Other support 

5. International cooperation and exchange 

(I) Actively invite foreign outstanding young scholars to the school to 
(U.S.-funded participate in academic exchange activities, amplify researcher) opportunities to

attract foreign talent, enhance (Foreign teaching resource strengths. institution) 

(2) Serve an important bridging role betweer (Foreign 
institution) 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 

and the National 

2. Provide good work conditions for Party B. 

(1) (Foreign 
institution) researcher) supports forming a research team with 4-5 

instructors as the backbone. This team, when introducing members meeting 

the conditions for selection under the Ocean University of China's "Peak 

Building Talent -Program" or "Young Talents Program" may apply for 

'kr3 S 

• U.S. Government employee 
signed an undisclosed talent 
program contract with a 
Foreign institution. 

• Contract raises concerns of 
preferential treatment to 
certain potential students 

• Undisclosed commitment of 
the U.S. institution to a 
foreign institution 

• Researcher received 
undisclosed support from 
foreign research team 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Attribution and liabilities 

5. During the appointment period, the teaching and research achievements 

o (U.S.-funded obtained by researcher) while working for (Foreign 
institution) ire all considered outcomes of 

(U.S.-funded 
the work assignment. researcher) 's published research papers, authored works, 

and reported awards, patents and research projects and expenses must all be 

credited to both e,(
reti. SeLunedri d and ir1FS°trietuigtrilon) when it is necessary to simultaneously 

report the author and the author's affiliation, Party A Must be listed as the first 

affiliation). . 
,̂F,a 

2) If (U.S.-funded within the appointment period due to special circumstances researcher) 

(Foreign 
submits his resignation, he must submit his notice tc institution) three months in

advance. With the agreement of (Foreign 
institution) after application and approval 

from the Central Committee Organization Department, r(ljel i.fg edre)d may resign. 
(U.S.-funded 
researcher) may be liable for breach of contact depending on the particular 

circumstances. 

These conditions are problematic for 
the U.S. Government and the 
Research Institution. 

This contract cedes credit from the 
work conducted by a federally 
funded researcher and employee of 
a U.S. institution to a foreign 
institution. 

 •100000. 

These conditions may be 
problematic for the researcher- both 
the foreign institution and foreign 
government need to approve the 
application for termination of the 
contract. Penalty for breach of 
contract is not clearly defined. 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Intellectual property 

(7) Intellectual Property Rights 
Since the Institute is primarily subsidized by the Chinese government, the intellectual property rights of 
scientific research results belong to the Chinese scientific research unit that completes this project (you do not 
report intellectual property rights to us niversity). If there is any commercial value in the scientific 
research, the Chinese scientific research unit and the scientific researcher shall own at least 75% of its value. If 

University wishes to share in the scientific results u s niversity will not share in more than 25% 
of the commercial value. 
U.S 

Problematic for the Researcher, Research Institution, and U.S. Government: 
• U.S.-funded researcher is party to an undisclosed contract with a foreign government 
• Foreign government dictates that any IP the U.S.-funded researcher develops should not be reported  to 

the U.S. institution 
• Foreign government dictates the portion of IP owned by the foreign institution 
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Example talent recruitment contract: Intellectual 
property 

3. Responsible for patent applications and technology industry transformations for the 

research institute's in vitro synthetic biolo gy results and achieve transformation 

science and technolo2v achievements in 3-4 years. 

and transfer o '2-3 

Problematic for the Research Institution, and U.S. Government: 
• U.S.-funded researcher is party to an undisclosed contract with a foreign government 
• Researcher is contracted to transfer 2-3 science and technology achievements to the foreign 

institution in 3-4 years. 

Contract language from Case # 7:17-cr-00073 (Western District of Virginia) 
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Example talent recruitment contract: Objectives 

Chinese 
Academy of Sciences 

Employment Contract of "Recruiting 
Overseas Professionals" 

Employer (Party NE 

mployee (Party 13): 

Article 1 Position and Tenn of Employment 
(Foreign U.S.-funded 
institution) employs Researcher a rofessor in "Thousand Talents Proirram" for a period of live years. The 

employment period is from 2010 U.S.-funded shall work full time at (Foreign 
 1 ' Researcher institution) 

premise as a professor effective im t e commencement date u.tuusCVlitraCt. 

2.Job Objectives during the Employment Period: 
A. Scientific Research Objectives: 
a. The laboratory in the United States will be gradually moved back to Chinz to re uild, 

the international cutting-edge translational medicine will continue to be carried out. 

• U.S.-funded researcher is party to an undisclosed contract with a foreign 
government 

• Foreign institution dictates that the U.S.-based laboratory be moved to China; U.S. 
institution unaware of this commitment 
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Example talent recruitment contract: 
Problematic for researcher and institution 

(4) U.S.-funded annot disclose or transfer Foreign 
Researcher institution 

information 

ethnical achievements or technical 

(6. U.S. -funded cannot unilaterally terminate the employment contract should one of the 
Researcher 

following situations occur: 

I. During employment with national major scientific research project; 

2. Has access to key technology and information of major scientific achievements and in the 

confidentiality time period; 

Imposed secrecy 

Stringent 
restrictions on 
termination of 
Contract -the U.S. 
researcher cannot 
unilaterally 
terminate the 
contract. 
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How widespread are behaviors that threaten research 
security and integrity? 

• Data are incomplete but suggest widespread and 
systemic activity across geographic location and research 
discipline 

• Incidents of concern are not unique to any one 
background, ethnicity, or nationality 

• Other countries have identified similar behaviors in their 
research enterprises, and we are engaging with them to 
reach common awareness and share best practices 

,..., 111,ES(Oi.; 

I..' 4, I.". 

...C.-'‘.4.
11: z 

Inquiries from the National Institutes of Health are 
currently the most public. As of June 2020: 

• Sent notices to over 87 academic and research 
institutions 

• Identified concerns regarding more than 189 
scientists 

• Nearly all in pre-clinical research, across many fields 
of biomedicine, all across the United States 

The National Science Foundation's inspector general 
has reported a 20% increase in caseload in the last year 

Many cases of concern have involved individuals with undisclosed participation in 
government sponsored talent recruitment programs 

°reign 
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Criminal prosecutions provide an important but 
incomplete measure of research security risk 

In many instances, institutions have taken 
administrative action to address 
inappropriate behaviors. 

Moffitt Cancer Center CEO, Center Director Resign after 
Compliance Review 
December 18, 2019 

Emory Researchers Removed After Failing to Disclose 
Chinese Funding 

••••4, . 

z 

r',20

4-4.11' •

MD Anderson ousts 3 scientists over 
iconcerns about Chinese conflicts of 
interest 

Prosecutions are consequential, but are not 
a substitute for an effective internal 
compliance program. 

May 2oxy 

FBI opens 

investigation 

February .2°16 

NSF Investigation 

Se.girrs 

November li t xia7 

Initial irvAktment 

tar", .  ̀ST1 ft Caver4 241 

f*Cousvedicexg 4..44 

September wail 

Trial Conducted 

September 20, jarniatY la, 2018 
2o1.7 indictment 

Arrer,t 8, searches usu.*. c
kW: t7 r"0•154, 3.14S t12 Querst14,1510 

0/Croarl 

February arid 

Convicted 

s-t• 
%ewe 

Timeline of Case # 7:17-er-00073 (Western District of Virginia) 

Comprehensive risk assessment and risk mitigation require a range of measures and 
response mechanisms. 

.,SeriMnidriga,"" 
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Some government sponsored talent programs are adapting in 
response to growing awareness of the risks they pose 

2 of 3 
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Translated from a 2018 local talents program contract, 
sponsored by the Chinese National Natural Science Fund 
Commission: 

 T

III: Items to Pay Attention To 

In order to further do a better job in ensuring the 
safety/security of overseas talents, fwel ask the 
organizations not use e-mails in sending out notifications 
for interview/defense. Instead, they should use telephone 
calls or faxes in giving notifications in the name of inviting 
[the candidates/ to come back to China to attend academic 
conferences and forums, the words "1000 Persons Plan" 
shall not appear in the written notifications. 
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U.S. GOVERNMENT ACTION 
Balancing Openness with Security 
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U.S. government coordination to address key areas that 
impact the American research enterprise 

On May 6, 2019 The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy established the 
Joint Committee on the Research Environment (JCORE) through the National Science 
Technology Council to address four critical issues related to the research enterprise. 

Four subcommittees focus efforts on: 

1. Research Security: Balancing openness with strengthening the security of our research enterprise 

2. Reducing Research Administrative Workload: Reducing the administrative burdens that impede 
critical scientific research while ensuring we have appropriate accountability and oversight 

3. Rigor and Integrity in Research: Fostering a research enterprise that upholds freedom of inquiry, 
reciprocity, and promotes positive incentives that underscore sound research practices 

4. Safe and Inclusive Research Environments: Ensuring that the research environment is an 
environment that is merit-based, safe, inclusive, equitable, and welcoming to all 
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Strengthening the security of the U.S. research enterprise 

The JCORE Research Security Subcommittee aims to protect America's research enterprise without compromising 

our values or our ability to maintain the innovation ecosystem that has underpinned our leadership in science and 

technology. 

The Subcommittee is comprised of over 20 science and security Federal agencies, and co-chaired by White House 

Office of Science and Technology Policy, the National Institutes of Health, National Science Foundation, and the 
Department of Energy. 

Research Security Subcommittee Focus Areas: 

1. Appropriate and effective risk management 

2. Consistent, coordinated, and effective outreach to and engagement with academic and research institutions 

3. Coordinated guidance for Federal agencies 

4. Recommendations for academic and research institutions 

`kr3. S 
3") 
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JCORE research security subcommittee actions 

• Developing guidance for Federal departments and agencies 

• Developing best practices for universities and other research institutions 

• Letter to the United States Research Community 

• Developing education and outreach materials that highlight examples of 

risks to research 

• Engagement with Congress 

• Coordinating with the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 

Medicine on the Science and Security Roundtable as directed by the 

2019 National Defense Authorization Act 

• Individual agencies are also taking policy actions in line with their 

mission 

FMK:Lan/E. OFFiCEo INEltSlLiW 

CdtPla tICtINCE! MOD ittilt4OLOGY POUCV 

WanitittAteg, D.C. 2' 0E42 

Seputsuher 16, 2010

Letter to the United States Research Community 

Dear 

As 4 kW:4c resents-hes-end ferrne.,  neistemity we president f,•3- resetstrh,I know hesthand that the 

npen and inter:lath:nail,/ collabotative nature 011ie United Stats m research otiMrini..,0 has heed 
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ivenstmettbspenteregeoleat re.rii:nnx.r.1 program:, tlisthricatv. rotar,:::::rs at tin:tad Stato 
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Letter to the United States esearci Cornr unity
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Engagement and outreach 

White House Summit on November 5th, 2019 

• Convened more than 150 people from industry, academia, 
and the Federal government 

• Provided and collected insights on the work of Joint 
Committee on the Research Environment (JCORE) 

Request for information  on the American Research 
Environment on November 26, 2019, inviting the research 
community to provide input on all four JCORE focus areas 

Extensive interagency outreach to hundreds of institutions, 
faculty, and students across the country. 

Deep engagement with associations and societies, and with 
international partners. 

White House National JCORE Summit 5 Nov 2019 
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Additional Administration Action Highlights 

• Presidential proclamation  to block certain graduate level and above Chinese nationals associated with entities in 

China that implement or support China's Ivlilitary-Civil Fusion strategy from using F and J visas to enter the 

United States. 

• The National Institutes of Health issued a StatemenL, sent letters to grantee institutions requesting information 

about undisclosed foreign ties, and since 2018 has identified concerns regarding more than 189 scientists. 

• The National Science Foundation issued a Dear Colleague letter, made policy changes to mitigate risks through 

changes to proposal submission requirements, and is acting on the recommendations of a  Lic y by the 

independent JASON group on research security. The JASON study identifies the threat of foreign influence as a 

complex issue that 'can be addressed within the framework of research integrity'. 

• The Department of Energy issued a directive prohibiting participation by DOE laboratory personnel in talent 

recruitment programs sponsored by certain foreign governments of risk and established an S&T risk matrix to 

help protect identified emerging research and technology areas. 
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Additional Administration Action Highlights 
• The Department of State is engaging with partners to raise awareness of the risks of foreign interference on 

research integrity and security. 

• As part of its China initiative  , the Department of Justice developed an enforcement strategy that combines 
outreach and enforcement to address threats posed by non-traditional collectors, including in academia. Recent 
criminal prosecutions alleging fraud and false statements by academics have highlighted concerning patterns of 
behavior, many of which involve Chinese talent plans. 

• The Federal Bureau of Investigation's Office of the Private Sector  partnered with academic associations, hosted 
national level Academia Summits, and strengthened engagement with private industry and academia throughout 
the FBI's 56 field offices. 

• The Office of the Director of National Intelligence and the National Counterintelligence and Security Center 

strengthened partnerships with academia to raise awareness and provide context to better understand and 
recognize foreign influence activities. 
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Additional Administration Action Highlights 
• The Department of Agriculture issued guidance on the inclusion of U.S. bilateral Science and Technology 

Agreements in S&T agreements with foreign governments to ensure consistent application of provisions, such as 

intellectual property rights and benefit sharing. USDA is conducting enhanced training and awareness for its 

workforce on promoting and protecting American research and development. 

• The Department of Defense established a Research Protection Initiative to establish consistent standards for the 

reporting of conflicts, detect incidents of problematic behavior, and work with academic institutions  to limit 

undue foreign influence in research awards. 

• The Department of Education has established new information collection requirements  and systems to improve 

the transparency of foreign funding of institutions of higher education, opened ten civil compliance 

investigations of U.S. universities for failing to disclose their financial relationship with foreign sources, and 

identified previously undisclosed foreign funding totaling approximately $6.5 billion and over $1 billion in 

funding for unknown objectives from anonymous sources in China, Russia, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia. 
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For further information 

• White House Joint Committee on the Research Environment: JCOREPos p,eop,gov 

• Email ac demiaC ov  or contact your local FBI field office 

• Contact your Federal funding agency 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 9/11/2020 9:43:39 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Fwd: Science Editorial -- good 
winmail.dat 
ATT00001.htm 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Robert Tesh <rbtesh22@gmail.com> 
Date: September 11, 2020 at 6:51:56 PM CDT 
To: "Murphy, Frederick A." <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>, "Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A." 
<maragarc@UTMB.EDU>, "Weaver, Scott" <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>, "Dacso, Matthew M." 
<mmdacso@UTMB.EDU>, Ken Tesh <kenmaven@comcast.net>, "LeDuc, James W." 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, Nikos Vasilakis <vasilan@hotmail.com>, Mark Vlahakis <mvlahakis@q.com>, 
Mick Sullivan <micksullivan2001@yahoo.com>, Carolyn O'Doherty <carolyn.tesh.odoherty@gmail.com>, 
Chris Johnsen <seawal152@comcast.net> 
Subject: Fwd: Science Editorial -- good 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 Forwarded message 
From: Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@utmb.edu>
Date: Fri, Sep 11, 2020, 5:22 PM 
Subject: Science Editorial -- good 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze utmb.edu>, Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com) 
<rbtesh22@gmail.com>, Calisher, Charles H. calisher@cybersafe.net) <calisher@cybersafe.net> 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/09/11/science.abe7391 

Trump lied about science 

Editorial / Science 

Frederick A. Murphy 
8300 Burdette Road Unit B661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409 739 3332<te1:409%20739%203332> 
(Tel) 301 968 4798<te1:301%20968%204798> 
(Email) famurphy@utmb.edu<mailto:famurphy@utmb.edu>
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From: Murphy, Frederick A. [famurphy@UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: 9/11/2020 10:22:21 PM 
Subject: Science Editorial --good 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/09/11/science.abe7391 

Trump lied about science 

Editorial / Science 

F rederisk A. M utphy 
8300 Burdette Road U nit B661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409 7393332 
(Tel) 301 9684798 
(E m ail) famurohyOutrnb.edu 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth©NAS.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 9/14/2020 2:35:51 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new 
distinguished chair 

Well-deserved recognition of our friend and colleague. 

Jim 

From: UTMB Broadcast Account <UTMBbroad@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:14 PM 
Subject: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new 
distinguished chair 

Dr. Pei-Yong Shi named inaugural holder of the John Sealy Distinguished Chair in 
Innovations in Molecular Biology 

We are very pleased to announce that Dr. Pei-Yong Shi, professor in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and vice chair for 
Innovation and Commercialization, has been named the inaugural holder of the John Sealy Distinguished Chair in Innovations 
in Molecular Biology at UTMB. 

This new endowed position, made possible through a $1 million contribution from The Sealy & Smith 
Foundation, will promote and advance UTMB's outstanding and innovative programs in infectious diseases research. We are 
deeply grateful to the foundation and its Board of Directors for investing in the future health and well-being of Galveston, our 
region and beyond through this generous gift. 

Dr. Shi joined UTMB in 2015 and is internationally recognized for his research accomplishments in virology, drug discovery, 
vaccine development, pathogen diagnosis and cancer therapy. 

When the Zika virus spread across the globe in 2015 and 2016, Dr. Shi and his lab were on the cutting edge of research 
related to the virus. His lab immediately pushed our knowledge of the virus forward by developing the first genetically 
engineered clone of it early in that epidemic. This month, he published new work detailing a mutation in the virus that likely led 
to its sudden spread and its serious consequences for babies born to mothers infected with Zika. 

Now, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Dr. Shi and his team have once again worked quickly to adapt their research 
techniques and collaborate to meet this new global challenge. They were the first to engineer a reverse genetic system of the 
novel coronavirus that causes COVID-19, allowing scientists to safely make the virus in the lab and manipulate it in a petri 
dish. 

Shi and his team also have developed tools to streamline the COVID-19 vaccine development process as research teams 
around the world work to create life-saving preventives. His team just recently made headlines for using an enzyme produced 
by fireflies, or fluorescent tag, to develop better tests for COVID-19 and to better understand this new virus. 

With this latest support from The Sealy & Smith Foundation, we are confident Dr. Shi and his lab will continue to make 
groundbreaking discoveries that will make our world a healthier place. 

Please join us in congratulating Dr. Shi on this tremendous honor and in thanking The Sealy & Smith Foundation for its 
ongoing, visionary support of UTMB's mission. 

Thank you. 

Ben G. Raimer, MD, MA, FAAP 
President ad interim 
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Charles P. Mouton, MD, MS, MBA 
Executive Vice President and Provost, and 
Dean, School of Medicine 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 9/17/2020 11:34:53 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Keep collaboration going when doors are closing 

Nice, thanks for sharing. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 9:15 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Shi, Pei 
yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Katherine Bowman <KBowman@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth@nas.edu>; Fran Sharples <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Keep collaboration going when doors are closing 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, dave 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02621-w 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 9/25/2020 8:57:16 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Thinking about meeting we discussed 

I did speak to him and he indicated that he would be interested. I think he appreciates the leadership aspects and can probably 
contribute in that area as well. It's an especially timely topic around here as the university considers who should be the next GNL 
leader. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 7:02 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Thinking about meeting we discussed 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, The reason I hoped to get you was for the 'leadership' and organizational culture piece. Tom is an expert in the 
technical piece. If you haven't talked to him, maybe don't at this point. . .. If you have, I can deal with it. Thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 10/5/2020 4:47:03 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: interesting article 
The Imperial Overreach of China's Belt and Road Initiative - WSJ.pdf 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers visit 
https://www.djreprints.corn. 

https://www.wsj.com/articiesithe-imperial-overreach-of-chinas-belt-and-road-initiative-11601558851 

ESSAY 

The Imperial verreach of China's elt and 
'oas Initiative 

Xi Jinpingis signature foreign project s poorly defined, badly mismanaged and visibly failing 

Workers from China Railway No.2 Engineering Group fix the welded seamless rails of the China-
Laos railway, a project of China's Belt and Road Initiative, Vientiane, Laos, June 18, 2020. 

PHOTO: KAIKEO SAIYASANE/XINHUNZUMA PRESS 

By Jonathan E. Hillman 

Oct. 1, 2020 9:27 am ET 

Listen to this article 
8 minutes 

Pundits often describe today's China as uber-strategic, seeing its every move as carefully 

coordinated, guided by history and focused on the long run. But Chinese leader Xi 

Jinping's signature foreign-policy vision, the Belt and Road Initiative, is actually poorly 

defined and horribly mismanaged. As China pushes ahead with this colossal 

infrastructure-building spree, it is following in the footsteps of past empires and 

seri.ously overreaching. 

The Belt and Road "is neither a Marshall Plan nor a geostrategic concept," China's top 

diplomat, Wang Yi, said in 2018. In fact, it is even more ambitious. The Marshall Plan 
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harnessed the equivalent of $130 billion to rebuild Western Europe after World War IL 

Since the Belt and Road's announcement in 2013, China has signed $460 billion in 

construction contracts across more than 140 countries, according to the American 

Enterprise Institute. The initiative now reaches into Africa, Latin America, cyberspace 

and even outer space. And as China is learning in place after place, it is much harder to 

develop economies than to rebuild them. 

In the first place, Chinese officials will likely come to regret making Pakistan, in their 

words, the "flagship" of the Belt and Road Initiative, with some 40 projects, valued at an 

estimated $25 billion, under way there. Beijing believes that it can succeed in. 

transforming the country after Washington has struggled for decades there. But it 

shouldn't count on it. 

In the 1950s, Western economists arrived in Pakistan and tried to help the newly 

independent country fashion a long-term, development plan. But as poorly coordinated 

aid poured in, Pakistani officials resisted setting priorities and making difficult reforms. 

"When I went to Pakistan, I had the $60 million to spend and no plan, no program, 

nothing," recalled John Bell, who oversaw U.S. foreign aid to Pakistan in the mid-1950s. 

Asked for a list of priorities, the head of Pakistan's Economic Planning Ministry replied, 

"No, we need everything, we need everything." 

Pakistani Prime Minister lmran Khan (left) meets with Chinese President Xi Jinping, Beijing, Oct. 9, 
2019. 

PHOTO: LIU WEIBING/XINHUA/ZUMA PRESS 
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Intended to last 18 months, the foreign advisory mission launched more than a half-

century ago essentially never ended. Eventually, the World Bank stepped in as well, and 

over the years, the U.S. has provided Pakistan with more than $80 billion in aid. Last year, 

the International Monetary Fund bailed out Pakistan for the 22nd time, If neighboring 

Afghanistan is the graveyard of empires, Pakistan is the black hole of foreign assistance. 

Hubris partly explains why Chinese officials have bet big on Pakistan and other risky 

markets. China's own rise, after all, has been fueled by dramatic infrastructure spending. 

Its top leaders have all ascended in a system that rewards GDP growth, which they have 

learned to boost through building infrastructure. After weathering the 2008 financial 

crisis, during which Western institutions struggled so visibly, Chinese leaders concluded 

that their playbook was superior and would work abroad. 

In its zeal to build, China has backed projects that the LS. 
wisely avoided long ago. 

In its zeal to build, China has backed projects that the U.S. wisely avoided long ago. In 

1973, Pakistan asked the U.S. to build a port in Baluchistan, its largest and least-populated 

region, and offered to provide the U.S. Navy with access to it. "This would probably cost 

some hundreds of millions of dollars, and the political impact of the project will depend in 

part on its not being a white elephant," Henry Kissinger cautioned in a memo that year to 

President Nixon. 

Decades later, China granted Pakistan's wish and built the port, but very little has arrived 

at its clocks, which remain largely disconnected from urban areas inland. Meanwhile, 

China's activities have angered India, which rejects the Belt and Road's path through 

territory in the north that Pakistan and India both claim. 

China faces even more checks on its power abroad than its imperial predecessors. In June, 

a Kenyan court ruled that China's contract for a $3 billion railway between Nairobi and 

Mombasa was illegal because it violated public procurement practices. When Britain built 

the first railway between those cities more than a century ago, it didn't have to contend 

with international standards, local courts, investigative reporters or cellphone cameras. 
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The Belt and Road Initiative suffers from a gross lack of 
transparency and accountability. 

Belt and Road also suffers from a gross lack of transparency and accountability. China has 

no firm criteria for what qualifies as a project and keeps lending details secret. This allows 

Beijing to make friends in high places abroad, but it also raises the likelihood that 

commercially dubious projects will get the green light. And once Belt and Road projects 

are approved, China often struggles to monitor them. 

On the ground, China's massive state-owned enterprises, which include seven of the 

world's 10 largest construction companies, run the show. These bloated giants often have 

more personnel, technical expertise and local relationships than the government officials 

charged with supervising them. Desperate to find new work, these firms want to build 

projects as soon as possible, regardless of their commercial viability or strategic value. 

China's loans extend its influence into foreign capitals, and critics warn that Beijing is 

using "debt trap" diplomacy, lending so that it can seize the recipient countries' strategic 

assets. They point to a Sri Lankan port that China financed and built, for which it now has 

a 99-year lease—the same length that Britain once secured for its control of Hong Kong. 

No one needs to draw this connection for Sri Lankans, who won their independence from 

British colonial rule seven decades ago. 

But the "debt trap" accusation is actually too generous to Chinese officials, casting 

Beijing's embarrassing mismanagement as a strategic masterstroke. In Sri Lanka's case, 

like other hot spots along the Belt and Road, Chinese officials lent recklessly to projects 

that other lenders avoided and are now scrambling to salvage what they can. When 

projects fail, Beijing suffers in both its finances and its reputation. 

Indeed, China is walking into a trap of its own design. Globally, most large infrastructure 

projects cost more than expected, take longer than expected and deliver fewer benefits 

than expected, according to Oxford University researchers. To further raise the likelihood 

of failure, China has picked dangerous partners: Most countries participating in the Belt 

and Road have sovereign-debt ratings that are either junk or not rated. 
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MORE IN IDEAS 

Solzhenitsyn's Journey From Oppression to Independence Octoberl, 2020 

Fighting  Wildfires With Fire September 30,2020 

.The Forgotten Front Porch Is Making  a Comeback September 26,2020 

What Americans Really Think About Abortion September 25, 2020 

The Covid-19 pandemic is exposing the difficulties that Chinese officials face in changing 

course. In June, China estimated that 20% of Belt and Road projects were "seriously 

affected" by the pandemic, while another 30% to 40% were "somewhat affected." 

Bangladesh, Egypt and Tanzania had recently canceled or indefinitely postponed big-

ticket projects. But incredibly, the Chinese official making the announcement was careful 

to note that China wasn't aware of any major projects being canceled. 

As in so many earlier imperial adventures, China is struggling to cut its losses, even as 

fewer new projects are announced. A debt crisis in emerging markets is looming, and 

historically, most infrastructure booms go bust. But the Belt and Road is enshrined in the 

Chinese Communist Party constitution like a tattoo gotten during a drunken binge. It 

cannot be removed or even called ugly. It is Mr. Xi's vision, and until he leaves power or 

says stop, Chinese offi.cials will march forward with it. 

—Mr. Hillman is the director of the Reconnecting Asia Project at the Center for Strategic 

and International Studies and the author of "The Emperor's New Road: China and the 

Project of the Century," recently published by Yale University Press. 

Appeared in the October 3, 2020, print edition as 'China's Imperial Overreach.' 

Copyright © 2020 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved 

Th is copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers visit 
h ttps://www.d jrep r in ts.corn. 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 10/8/2020 10:15:16 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Lilly Boasts Success for COVID-19 Antibody Combo, But... I MedPage Today 

I thought you would like to read the attached article: Note second maby was produced in partnership with CAS. 

Lilly Boasts Success for COVID-19 Antibody Combo, But... I MedPage Today 

Click https://www.medpagetoday.com/infectiousdisease/covid19/89007 for the full story: 

Sign up at https://www.medpagetoday.com for your FREE, once-daily, Medical News Daily Headlines Email. 

MedPage Today(R) provides physicians and other healthcare professionals real-time coverage of breaking medical news, the top 
stories in health and medicine, and interesting and illuminating opinion pieces from those working all over the medical map. 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek©nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 10/12/2020 4:36:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Cheung 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
Cheung-2020-China to test 9 million people as.pdf 

Interesting news attached—maybe we'll learn more in our next call with CAS. 

Jim 

Cheung E. (2020, 20201012). China to test 9 million people as coronavirus cluster detected in city of 
Qingdao. CNN Retrieved 1012, 2020, 

htt s://edition.cnn.com/2020/10/12/asia/china- in dao-coronavirus- olden-week-intl-hnk/index.html 
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China to test 9 million people as coronavirus cluster detected 
in city of Qingdao 
By Eric Cheung, CNN 

0 Updated 0814 GMT (1614 HKT) October 12, 2020 

CNN 

Source: CNN 

See tourists swarm China during Golden Week 02:35 

Hong Kong (CNN) — The Chinese port city of Qingdao plans to test some nine million people in the coming five 
days, after 12 locally-transmitted coronavirus cases were reported sparking concerns of a wider outbreak. 

China has been largely coronavirus free since mid-August, with all cases reported by the country imported from 
elsewhere. But as of October 11, Qingdao has reported a dozen locally transmitted cases, all of which have been 
linked to a hospital treating imported infections, the city's Municipal Health Commission said in a statement 
Monday. 

Mass testing has already been carried out at the Qingdao Chest Hospital, which has been placed on lockdown, 
with 114,862 people, staff and patients, having tested negative as of Monday. 

Testing will now be rolled out citywide for the entire population of nine million, repeating the type of mass response 
previously seen in Beijing and other cities across China where clusters of infections have been detected. 

Those responses have been successful in keeping China's overall infection rate low since the country's initial 
outbreak was suppressed in March. That has enabled life to return to relative normality, with more than 600 million 
tourists traveling this month for Golden Week, a national holiday around the Mid-Autumn Festival. 

The cluster in Qingdao, a city on the eastern coast home to numerous beaches and popular with tourists, will raise 
fears of a potential spike in cases related to the holiday. 
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Authorities in the port city said the specific source of infection was still under investigation. 

As of this week, China has recorded 85,578 confirmed cases and 4,634 deaths from the coronavirus, according to 
the country's National Health Commission. 

CNN's Beijing Bureau and James Griffiths contributed reporting. 

Search CNN... 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 10/15/2020 4:59:07 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: DoS slide 

I'm not familiar with GOHLD. WHO had had a network of Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory that Pierre Formenty has 
run for some time—pasted below. Interestingly, it does not appear among the lab networks listed on the WHO website. 

Here's the link for Kaz' meeting report from the Dec 2017 meeting of lab directors in Lyon. 
https://www.who.int/ihr/publications/WHO-WHE-CPI-2018.40/en/ 

WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory 
Network (EDPLN) 
Emerging dangerous pathogens: a major challenge to global health security 

Ebola Haemorrhagic Fever outbreak response, Mweka, DR Congo, Spet 2007 
The continuing emergence and re-emergence of novel and dangerous pathogens of epidemic potential (eg. Ebola, Marburg, 
Rift Valley fever, Plague, Monkeypox, Lassa Fever, SARS, Tularaemia, MERS-CoV, Nipah, Legionellosis, Borreliosis, 
Melioidosis, etc) is a permanent threat to the health of populations around the world and a major challenge to global health 
security. The WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory Network (EDPLN), is made up of global and regional 
EDPLN networks of high security human and veterinary diagnostic laboratories. EDPLN contributes to outbreak response 
and preparedness as well as rapid development of diagnostic assays for emerging and infectious pathogens globally. 

Shipments of emerging and dangerous pathogen specimens 

In order to expedite the shipment of specimens from suspected, probable or confirmed Ebola cases from countries to WHO 
Collaborating Centres on Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers and Arboviruses or selected Reference Laboratory for Viral 
Haemorrhagic Fevers, WHO has established the Ebola shipping fund to provide shipping services to Member States. 

• Shipment of specimens from suspected, probable or confirmed Ebola cases under the WHO Ebola Shipment Funds 
Project 

Ebola Proficiency Panel 

To strengthen preparedness for the detection of Ebola Virus Disease in response to the West African Ebola outbreak in 
2014, a proficiency panel for the molecular detection of EBOV virus was developed in collaboration with the Robert Koch 
Institute in Germany. With the anticipated wider distribution of the panel outside the African region, the project is expected 
to strengthen laboratory capacity for the detection of Ebola Virus Disease. 
Disease outbreaks 

• Disease Outbreak News (DONs) 

One-pager 
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• Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory Network (EDPLN) 

Highlights 
Selection and use of Ebola in vitro diagnostic assays 
Ebola and Marburg virus disease epidemics: preparedness, alert, control, and evaluation 
Ebola publications: surveillance, contact tracing, laboratory 
Ebola Diagnostics 
Publications on Ebola: Safe and dignified 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 3:58 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 

Subject: DoS slide 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Do you think bullet 1 and bullet 4 on this slide are two different things? Another way of asking, "Did GOHLD start 
at Katz's 2017 meeting or was it started by someone else before?" Thanks, Dave 
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In e nation-

• GOHLD: Group of High Con1 

• BSL4Znet: Biosafety Level 4 

• VetBioNet: Veterinary biocontaim 
Animal Infectious Disease R 

• WHO Consultative Meeting a 
Laboratories N 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 10/20/2020 2:43:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: ZODIAC 

Never heard of them...a lot of future tense in their video. I couldn't find a list of members/collaborators other than the big 
organizations—WHO, FAO, OIE 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 1:56 PM 
To: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: ZODIAC 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Micah, Ben, 

Are we involved in this through any of our nuclear connections? 
https://www.iaea.org/services/zodiac 

Best, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 10/27/2020 3:28:13 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: BBC News: Covid-19: China tests entire city of Kashgar in Xinjiang 

FYI 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2020 9:47 PM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, Chien-Te K. <sktseng@UTMB.EDU>; Spiropoulou Christina <ccs8@cdc.gov>; 
Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean <derdman05@gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. 
<famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Denison 
Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Keiser, Philip <phkeiser@UTMB.EDU>; Rollin Pierre 
<pierrerollin2019@gmail.com>; Tesh Robert <rbtesh22@gmail.com>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Nichol Stuart 
<stn1@CDC.GOV>; Folks Thomas <virusdoctom@aol.com>; Calisher Charles <calisher@cybersafe.net>; Menachery, Vineet 
<vimenach@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: BBC News: Covid-19: China tests entire city of Kashgar in Xinjiang 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Covid-19: China tests entire city of Kashgar in Xinjiang 
city cITH 4.7m pecr w be 2 over a few days. 

Disclaimer' The BBC is not responsible for the cortent of this etr.il and anything writt-- *hi. .mail does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please note that ne,.dier the eni—i address nor Le of the sender h.v, ,ed, 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 11/10/2020 8:28:37 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: COVID Transition Team 

Yes, lots of familiar names. I wish them well. It's a very difficult challenge. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 10, 2020, at 7:47 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Looks like Beth and Rebecca are heading up the transition to the new advisory board. d 

Joe Biden announces 'ransition COVID-1( Ivisory Board, responds to Pfi2 

by NEWS DESK 

November 9, 2020 

ccine new! 

The Biden-Harris Transition announced today the formation of the Transition COVID-19 Advisory Board, a team of 
leading public health experts who will advise President-elect Biden, Vice President-elect Harris, and the Transition's 
COVID-19 staff. The Transition COVID-19 Advisory Board will be led by co-chairs Dr. David Kessler, Dr. Vivek Murthy, 
and Dr. Marcella Nunez-Smith. Dr. Beth Cameron and Dr. Rebecca Katz are serving as advisors to the Transition on 
COVID-19 and will work closely with the Advisory Board. 

http://outbreaknewstoday.com/joe-biden-announces-transition-covid-19-advisory-board-responds-to-pfizers-
vaccine-news-21696/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 11/17/2020 2:23:45 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Re!man opinion piece 

Thanks Dave. He is always very thoughtful. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 10:48 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Relman opinion piece 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom, If you haven't seen... a PNAS opinion piece from David Reiman. Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

David Relman's PNAS article (To stop the next pandemic, we need to unravel the origins of COVID-19) is 
here: https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2020/11/03/2021133117 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 11/17/2020 2:52:44 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Relman opinion piece 

Very sad indeed. We visited him and Connie a couple of summers ago and I'm so glad we did. Had a chance to share stories and 
tell them how important they have been in helping guide my career. He's been a significant part of the lives of so many of us; 
indeed, his leadership helped to create the "golden era" that we enjoyed at USAMRIID (and even before at WRAIR). 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 2:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Relman opinion piece 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Yep. He sure is. Sad to hear about Phil, isn't it? d 

On Nov 17, 2020, at 3:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Dave. He is always very thoughtful. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 10:48 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Relman opinion piece 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom, If you haven't seen... a PNAS opinion piece from David Reiman. Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

David Relman's PNAS article (To stop the next pandemic, we need to unravel the origins of COVID-19) is 
here: https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2020/11/03/2021133117 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[toksiaze@UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 11/13/2020 4:35:35 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Sound like a replay of early 2000s? 

Would be interesting to update this to include COV1D-19. May need to wait awhile as the money seems to still be flowing. 

Enjoy the weekend! 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 4:32 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Sound like a replay of early 2000s? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Ran across this slide from a talk a couple of years ago. Part of the problem. d 

Responsibility Musical Chairs 

• 1980s---The Soviet Threat...to the military 

— Vaccines, drugs, diagnostics, sensors, education 

• 1996---Atlanta Olympics...`thinking about' terrorism 

• 1997---Entire BD budget = $137M...all in DoD 

• 2001-911 and 'anthrax letters' 

• 2002---BD budget = $6B+...much to NIH/NIAID 

All Do 

HSPD-10 DHS 
HHS 

Etc... 
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Defen 
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• Ca. 2007—Informal' shifting BD $ to EID 
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2014--Ebola West Africa...and imported to US• 
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WH/DOS Lead 
• 20 National Biodefense Strategy HHS All B o-1-

lead 

• Last 5-6 Yrs---Concern about EID, technology and DURC \\STrt of... 
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On Nov 13, 2020, at 4:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTIV113.EDU> wrote: 

NIH is missing a wonderful opportunity to stress their wisdom in creating the network of regional and national 
biocontainment labs. They invested nearly a billion dollars to create the network but have not used it in a systematic, 
coordinated manner. 

Thanks for sharing the article. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>

Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 1:43 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Sound like a replay of early 2000s? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

The Evolving Role of Biocontainment Facilities in Response to COVID-19 
How Funding and Urgency Are Changing the Research Landscape in a Post-Pandemic World 
Published 11-11-2020 

Tradeline 
The unprecedented health and economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is driving many institutions to increase 
investment in new biocontainment facilities or rapidly pivot to upgrade and repurpose existing containment spaces in 
an urgent attempt to respond to the crisis. Hundreds of organizations nationwide began applying for grants after the 
National Institutes for Health (NIH) received $3.6 billion in funding dedicated to COVID-19 research as part of an 
emergency stimulus bill passed earlier this year. The NIH now has until 2024 to release the funds. Additionally, 
private donors, non-governmental organizations, and other entities worldwide are providing billions in funding for 
development of testing and vaccine programs. This surge of financing is expected to fuel a growth in the creation of 
new biocontainment spaces in the near future and long term. 
In addition to public health labs and regional biocontainment labs funded by the NIH, academic research institutes, 
pharmaceutical labs, healthcare centers, clinical diagnostic testing centers, and other organizations are restructuring 
and/or expanding their containment capabilities to be able to work with infectious agents like COVID-19, and create 
BSL-2 spaces that can be used for doing lower risk work like high-volume diagnostics. 
https://www.tradelineinc.comireports/2o2o-ii/evolving-role-biocontainment-facilities-response-covid-19 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 11/13/2020 3:52:17 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Sound like a replay of early 2000s? 

NIH is missing a wonderful opportunity to stress their wisdom in creating the network of regional and national biocontainment 
labs. They invested nearly a billion dollars to create the network but have not used it in a systematic, coordinated manner. 

Thanks for sharing the article. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 1:43 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Sound like a replay of early 2000s? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know the content is safe. 

The Evolving Role of Biocontainment Facilities in Response to COVID-ir 
How Funding and Urgency Are Changing the Research Landscape in a Post-Pandemic World 
Published 11-11-2020 

Tradeline 
The unprecedented health and economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is driving many institutions to increase investment in 
new biocontainment facilities or rapidly pivot to upgrade and repurpose existing containment spaces in an urgent attempt to 
respond to the crisis. Hundreds of organizations nationwide began applying for grants after the National Institutes for Health (NIH) 
received $3.6 billion in funding dedicated to COVID-19 research as part of an emergency stimulus bill passed earlier this year. The 
NIH now has until 2024 to release the funds. Additionally, private donors, non-governmental organizations, and other entities 
worldwide are providing billions in funding for development of testing and vaccine programs. This surge of financing is expected to 
fuel a growth in the creation of new biocontainment spaces in the near future and long term. 
In addition to public health labs and regional biocontainment labs funded by the NIH, academic research institutes, pharmaceutical 
labs, healthcare centers, clinical diagnostic testing centers, and other organizations are restructuring and/or expanding their 
containment capabilities to be able to work with infectious agents like COVID-19, and create BSL-2 spaces that can be used for 
doing lower risk work like high-volume diagnostics. 
https://www.tradelineinc.com/reports/2o2o-ii/evolving-role-biocontainment-facilities-response-covid-ig 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 3/3/2020 10:25:13 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Science: Promoting biosecurity by professionalizing biosecurity 

Thanks for sharing Dave. I agree with your concerns. Seeing firsthand how each of these new hurdles are collectively creating an 
environment that absolutely prevents any rapid response is today's frustration. No one wants to argue against safety or security; 
however, we still need to be able to get the job done. I'll read this more carefully when the dust settles. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 03, 2020 10:00 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fwd: Science: Promoting biosecurity by professionalizing biosecurity 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Below (bottom) in this email is that article on "Professionalizing Biosecurity" that I think I mentioned when we were 
on the phone. Mike 0 sent it to me for my thoughts. Here's what I said; I was probably a little harsh, but I just think 
some these people—who don't work in a lab are looking for something to publish, without a lot of thought re. the 
impacts. 

Thanks Mike. Kavita had mentioned this to me, but I hadn't seen it. Sigh. . .. 

1) It looks like a slippery slope. Look what happened with the Select Agents. Larry Wayne Harris and the anthrax 
letters—SECURITY incidents—were the impetus, but when they ran out of security incidents the program became a high 
level, box checking, micromanagement system for laboratory SAFETY. . .implemented in many cases by people short on 
technical knowledge to really evaluate risk and 'approve' rational, experience-based solutions. I gave a keynote at ABSA 
in Birmingham a few months ago entitled Laboratory Biosafety: The Leader's Role. I'd be happy to present a version 
of that to your class in 45 min sometime, should you get caught with a speaker cancelation. 

2) I can give you metrics of success for laboratory SAFETY; I don't know how to do that for SECURITY. Security 
incidents are rare, and even with all the new technologies and the erosion of integrity and trust in so many places (often as 
leadership is undermined by government) here and around the world. So, a call for more security is likely not based on a 
strong data set. There will always be more safety incidents than security ones. I hate to see us take more FTE's out of 
hide and convert them from science 'tooth' to 'tail'. [Having said that, I acknowledge that the article—and I know Kavita 
understands—that we need to be careful not to undermine the productivity of the science enterprise. I just don't trust the 
bureaucracy even if it is responding to well-meaning scientists, however.] 

3) I have long felt that the leadership in any organization should take responsibility for both safety and security. The more 
we micromanage from the beltway, the more we unload from 'the boss' what should be his/her responsibilities. And as 
responsibilities are taken from leadership, loss of authorities often follow. 

I know this all sounds a little harsh, but: 

4a) I'm particularly frustrated just now to see that USAMRIID is in a near-failure mode, after terrible mismanagement by 
both DTRA JSTO, the DASD/CB and OTSG(army) over the last 15-20 years. . ...so it's a bad time to ask me if we need 
more micromanagement. 

4b) I may be getting too old :-) 

All the best Mike and thanks for what you continue to do to keep us all informed. I think of you every time someone talks 
about our dependence on China for medical materiel. You were explaining that to us back when USAMRIID was still a 
national treasure. 
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Begin forwarded message: 

From: Michael Osterholm <mtonumn.edu>
Subject: FW: Science: Promoting biosecurity by professionalizing biosecurity 
Date: February 21, 2020 at 6:47:44 AM EST 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> 

Interesting. . ...Hope all is well. 
Looking forward to your lecture coming soon! 
Crazy time with COVID-19. 
With warm regards, 
Mike 

From: Folkers, Greg (NIH/NIAID) [E] < 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 10:30 PM 
Subject: Science: Promoting biosecurity by professionalizing biosecurity 

Promoting biosecurity by professionalizing 
biosecurity 

1. Rebecca L. Moritz , 
2. Kavita M. Berger , 
3. Barbara R. Owen, 
4. David R. Gillum4 

See all authors and affiliations 
Science 21 Feb 2020: 
Vol. 367, Issue 6480, pp. 856-858 
DOI: 10.1126/science.aba0376 

A biosecurity credential will create a well-trained, responsible workforce with a core set of skills necessary to secure 
the life sciences of the future. 
PHOTO: ANNA SCHROLL/FOTOGLORINNEWSCOM 
New biotechnologies have the power to transform medicine, provide new sources of energy, and fill an expanding 
need for renewable, biologically derived products (the "bioeconomy"). But many of these powerful technologies and 
their products have the potential to be exploited for malevolent purposes or subverted to cause harm. Although many 
natural, accidental, and deliberate biological threats are governed by laws, agency- and national-level strategies, 
international instruments, guidance documents, and best risk management practices (1, 2), these policies and 
practices are often based on a defined list of pathogens and toxins (1, 3 4), do not necessarily mitigate the risks of the 
hazards, are not flexible to address new discoveries, may be political in nature, and may not keep pace with 
technological and workforce advances (5, 6). We suggest that such limitations and variability in biosecurity policy and 
practice internationally could be addressed in part by enhancing and growing a workforce able to identify, assess, 
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mitigate, and communicate security risks and solutions. We outline core competencies that such professionals should 
demonstrate and key steps needed to grow the profession by establishing a biosecurity credential. 
Biosecurity is a multidisciplinary concept focused on keeping the researcher, public, and environment secure from the 
malicious exploitation of biological knowledge technologies and products (7). Biosecurity is distinct from securing 
other materials and technologies because biological organisms are found in nature, replicate, and can evolve through 
mutation, and much of the science and technology advances are developed in academia and industry throughout the 
world. Although biosecurity traditionally has focused on prevention, deterrence, and dissuasion of the development, 
production, and malicious use of microbes and toxins as weapons, it has expanded to include preventing the 
exploitation of knowledge, skills, technologies, and equipment to harm animals, plants, humans, and the 
environment. Life sciences researchers in academic and government institutions and bio-related industries are facing 
unprecedented security risks, including pathogens and toxins known to be harmful to public health and safety; 
unauthorized access to infectious materials in use, storage, and during transfer; culturing of pathogens from ancient 
reservoirs; synthesis of pathogens from published sequence data; and theft of data from and disruption of operations 
at biological facilities from cyber attacks. Adding to these concerns is the rapid progress of synthetic biology (for 
example, gene drives, synthesis of extinct viruses, creation of new pathogenic viruses, and production of chemicals in 
microbial systems), which presents new challenges to promote advancement while preventing malicious use. 
Several positions at research, industry, health, law enforcement, security, and emergency response organizations are 
being asked to address different issues related to biosecurity. Yet although an individual may be delegated as the 
"responsible official" on paper, often requirements for a baseline level of biosecurity expertise do not exist. At the 
same time, many diverse professionals within an organization may have biosecurity as a component of their job yet 
may not be clearly designated as go-to biosecurity experts. Moreover, work in biosecurity has become, whether they 
fully realize it, the responsibility of every scientist and engineer working in the life sciences and with biological 
materials and/or data; every businessperson, entrepreneur, and venture capitalist working with life science products 
and information; and every life science explorer—including those in do-it-yourself biology (DIYBio) laboratories (8). 
In our experience, we see a need for greater clarity and consistency in how to deal with biosecurity issues at many 
institutions (such as who to call, what to do, and what is considered dual use) and in different countries. For example, 
private and public institutions have documented incidents involving biosecurity breaches and/or lack of internal 
biosecurity controls that have resulted in use of pathogenic bacteria to deliberately harm co-workers; unauthorized 
importation of viral samples; and theft of scientific data, results, and technologies. We suggest that many policy 
efforts suffer from being too focused on mere compliance with policies ("checking the box") rather than on an 
enterprise- or system-wide approach to addressing biosecurity risks and threats. Biosecurity needs to become integral 
in many different professions and countries, highlighting the need for consistent and common understanding of 
capabilities for the prevention of such risks and threats. 
Layered on top of this is a catch-22: Risk and threat management measures must recognize that our best defense to 
counter the malicious application of life science research relies in part on continued research, knowledge gain, and 
scientific and technology advancement. The solution can become the problem and the problem can become the 
solution—for example, the fundamental research to understand mechanisms behind transmission of influenza and 
coronavirus. Efforts to prevent malicious application of life science knowledge, skills, and technologies thus must be 
developed in a manner that does not unduly impede scientific progress to advance health, defense, agriculture, 
environmental health, science, and energy (.1). Having individuals who are well versed in biosecurity and collaborate 
directly with researchers on a regular basis is critical. 

Pathway to Professionalization 
We suggest that a biosecurity credential based on core competencies could help ensure that professionals can 
address biosecurity gaps regardless of their home institution and collaborate with the life science community to 
mediate biosecurity risks in a manner that ensures continued advancement of life sciences research for the benefit of 
all. Such a credential must go beyond the governance of microbes and toxins and must consider the risks associated 
with the malicious use of synthetic biology, genome editing, genomics and health care data, neuroscience, and other 
enabling biotechnologies. Risks associated with digitization of biological information and networked systems also is 
included within the broader scope of biosecurity. 
As the scope of biosecurity expands, the creation of a biosecurity credential would allow individuals from different 
disciplines, professions, backgrounds, and countries to be recognized by scientists, administrators, funders, and policy-
makers as go-to resources for knowledge and expertise in the reduction of deliberate biological risks. 
Establishing a biosecurity credential could provide individuals who are responsible for implementation and oversight 
of biosecurity practices at institutions with baseline knowledge about how to assess and address existing and new 
risks in their facilities, which promotes consistency in countering global biosecurity issues. A biosecurity credential 
should include, at a minimum, competencies that focus on biosafety, program management, physical security, 
personal security, personnel suitability, material control and accountability, transport security, cyber security, and 
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information security (see the box) (9). These core competencies were identified by an exploratory task force led by 
the American Biological Safety Association (ABSA) International to cultivate a well-prepared biosecurity workforce. 
The task force had representation from academia, agriculture, government, private industry, public health, and 
security sectors. These core competencies were formulated on the basis of biosecurity lessons learned and shared 
experiences from this cross-functional task force. 
Individuals who obtain a biosecurity credential may be subject-matter experts in one or more of these core 
competencies (some of which, such as biosafety and cyber security, have credentialing programs of their own). 
Obtaining a biosecurity credential would not require that an individual achieve expertise equivalent to a separate 
credential in each of the individual core competencies, but a credential would mean that an individual has substantial 
knowledge in all of the core competencies to be able to identify and remediate risks and to know whom to engage for 
deeper disciplinary expertise. 
For a credential to be successful, the diverse international biosecurity community involved in biothreat reduction in 
high-, middle-, and low-income countries must be engaged to help identify specific areas relevant to their scientific, 
policy, infrastructure, and threat environments. Developing an assessment of core biosecurity competencies based on 
skills and knowledge that is not specific to one country is necessary for a successful and meaningful credential. 
Implementation may be as comprehensive as offering degrees from accredited institutions or as light as incorporating 
common norms and industry standards. For example, the implementation of the credential could be modeled after 
work being done within the DlYbio community, which involves obtaining widespread adoption of safety practices 
among distributed communities from around the world (10). This is an example of what can be achieved through 
engagement, communication, and partnership. 
One possible first step could be to document current approaches for addressing each of the competencies at various 
institutions internationally. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been done systematically, and even within the 
United States there is a lack of clear and rigorous processes by which an individual develops knowledge and skills for 
practicing biosecurity. This step is critical for understanding current comprehension of each area, challenges in 
implementing long-term solutions, and lessons learned from past efforts. Together, this information helps to identify 
misconceptions about the core competencies, which would need to be addressed during development of the 
biosecurity credential. For example, the biosafety and biosecurity action package of the Global Health Security 
Agenda—an international effort to help countries develop capabilities for prevention of, detection of, and response to 
infectious disease threats such as Ebola virus and new coronavirus 2019 outbreaks—could provide an opportunity to 
compile a list of biosecurity practices that countries are developing and or implementing (11).
Another key step would be for stakeholders from different sectors, disciplines, and industries to come together to 
identify their needs and interest level for a biosecurity credential and to gain buy-in for assistance with the 
development and long-term implementation of the credential. There are multiple opportunities for international 
engagement. For example, the cooperative threat-reduction programs, international scientific organizations, and the 
Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention could support multisectoral discussions on the development of an 
international biosecurity credential and associated core competencies. This step is important for including that 
representatives from a variety of stakeholders are engaged, which ensures that the credential does not meet the 
needs of a subset of stakeholders at the expense (or even exclusion) of others. This step also promotes better 
understanding of biosecurity needs and resources among institutions, sectors, and countries, which is critical for 
sustainability and durability of the credential. 
Documentation of risks and threats presented by different biological science and technology sectors and fields could 
help to ensure that the core competencies are relevant and applicable to past, current, and future risks and threats. 
For example, funding agencies, scientific journals, and the scientific and security communities could interact with 
governments of all countries to compile anonymized biosecurity lessons learned. 
The concept of biosecurity has been a focus of several global initiatives, and many countries have supported efforts to 
build institutional, national, and regional capacity for biosafety and biosecurity and, to some extent, cyber and data 
security for biological facilities and information systems. We now see a credential system as a potential way to help 
strengthen and standardize ongoing international initiatives in biosecurity and incorporate emerging risks and 
cultivate a well-trained cadre of biosecurity professionals in a dynamic biotechnology landscape. 

Biosecurity credential core competencies and examples of necessary knowledge and skills 
Cyber security 
Knowledge of protecting unauthorized access to computer networks involved in facility operation; equipment uses; 
and data generation, analysis, and storage 

• Frameworks, methods, and technologies for protecting computers and facility control systems from cyber 
attacks and espionage 
• Methods for encrypting documents for protecting information 
• Methods for detecting, quarantining, and addressing malicious code 
• Cybersecurity Framework of the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology 
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Information security 
Knowledge about the methods to protect data and information associated with biological materials from 
unauthorized or accidental disclosure 

• Different means of protecting data 
• Identification and mitigation of vulnerabilities associated with data in transit and storage, including through 
access to software and cloud computing and storage 

Program management 
Ability to oversee the implementation of a comprehensive biosecurity program 

• Risk assessment and risk management 
• Knowledge of how to write and implement a biosecurity plan that addresses personnel management, 
physical security, material control and accountability, transport controls (such as locks, key card access, and/or 
biometric features), and cyber and data security 

Personnel suitability 
Knowledge regarding the actions and behaviors that lead to unauthorized access to materials and information 
resulting in theft, use, or release 

• Best practices in personnel security 
• Institutional and community entities involved in initial and ongoing vetting and evaluation of personnel for 
reliability and trustworthiness 
• Awareness of elicitation techniques used to collect information without raising suspicion that certain facts are 
being sought 
• Protections and processes for reporting insider incidents 

Biosafety 
Knowledge regarding containment principles and practices implemented to prevent accidental exposures and 
releases of biological materials 

• Perform risk assessments, assign risk groups and containment levels, and design facilities to ensure safe work 
with biological materials 

Physical security 
Knowledge regarding the physical measures designed to prevent unauthorized access to facilities and equipment and 
theft of biological materials 

• Various means of securing facilities and equipment 
• Defining security zones with increasingly strict controls as you move toward an area where a high-risk agent is 
handled 
• Using physical structures or barriers such as a gated property or access controls (such as locks, key card 
access, and/or biometric features) 

Personal security 
Knowledge regarding the risks to people with access to biological materials or associated information 

• Guidance on how to train individuals on understanding their vulnerabilities to coercion or elicitation 
• Knowledge of how to train individuals to be aware of threats to themselves, co-workers, workplace, and/or 
their families 
• Processes and authorities to contact if an incident or suspected incident occurs 
• Methods for protecting one's personal information and policies governing personally identifiable information 
or personal health information 

Material control and accountability 
Knowledge regarding the methods for inventorying and tracking high-consequence biological agents and toxins 

• Various inventory and tracking systems 
• Awareness of what materials exist, where they are located, and who is accountable for them 
• Laboratory notebook accountability and archive programs, signature logs, inventories, and chain of custody 
policies 

Transport security 
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Knowledge regarding systems in place to reduce the risk of theft during the transportation of materials from one area 
to another, between facilities within the same country, or from one country to another 

• Chain of custody forms, package tracking, shipping regulations, permitting requirements, and surveillance 
options 

http://www.sciencemag.org/about/science-licenses-journal-article-reuse 
This is an article distributed under the terms of the Science Journals Default License. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 3/5/2020 11:58:26 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Nice paper 

Thanks. We'll see if anyone reads it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 5, 2020, at 4:36 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Finally got my Health Security in the mail today and read your paper. Very nice. . .and important. Dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 3/6/2020 8:48:03 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Nice paper 

The more I think about the professional biosecurity track, the less I like it. This is a core competency that should be part of all 
biocontainment leadership skills, not a staff member to whom the task is relegated. Part of the thinking that has gotten USAMRIID 
into the fix they are now. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, March 06, 2020 8:44 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Nice paper 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I had been talking with Kavita after I sent her some comments of concern about her proposed "Professional Biosecurity" 
track in our labs. I know her well and she was very open to my thoughts and possibly working together to get the view of 
lab scientists included in future discussions. I told her about and she will read your paper. 

On Mar 6, 2020, at 12:58 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks. We'll see if anyone reads it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 5, 2020, at 4:36 PM, Dave Franz <daviddranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Finally got my Health Security in the mail today and read your paper. Very nice...and 
important. Dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 2/3/2021 2:33:41 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Use of bio defense funds. 

Thanks for sharing—I hadn't seen this and agree that while AMR is important, it's a big field with lots of potential players, while 
USAMRIID is unique and their primary responsibility. Very sad situation. Kent Kester was here earlier this week as one of the 
shortlisted candidates for next GNL director. We had dinner with him on Sunday evening and he mentioned the dire situation at 
USAMRIID and general lack of support from DOD leadership. Very difficult situation, especially with the new building setting 
unused. 

Kent did well. Not sure when a final decision will be made. 

Nice job in leading the CISAC bio discussions. I think we have a good record and our accomplishments seemed to be appreciated. 
It was good to hear what Rita has in mind; perhaps we need to schedule periodic meetings with her to keep abreast of initiatives 
and coordinate deliverables. 

Day 3 of retirement going well! 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 3, 2021 1:40 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Use of bio defense funds. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm surprised to see Dtra bio defense funding go to this kind of contract. I think that's almost twice ($40 million) what I heard DTRA 
is saying is going to be USAMRIID's yearly. The DASD for Chem-bio in the Pentagon is saying they don't want to give RIID anymore 
sustainment dollars. Only direct contracts like academe an industry. 

Defense Threat Reduction ,ency Ai yards $75M fo Antibiotic Drug Development 
by _ ' al Biodefens_ 
January 26, 2021, 3:39 pm 
In the medical and military fields, antibiotic-resistant bacteria can be formidable foes. Now, University of Florida Health researchers 
and their collaborators have a $75 million grant to identify a new, unique antibiotic that will protect public health. 
Funding from the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) will be used to study 28 compounds, eventually narrowing them down 
to one drug and a backup candidate that can destroy bacterial pathogens that would otherwise evade current antibiotics. The 
benefits should be twofold: Creating a compound that could be used to address a bioterrorism event while also treating stubborn 
infections among the public or hospitalized patients. 
https://globalbiodefense.com/2o2i/o1/26/defense-threat-reduction-agency-awards-75m-for-antibiotic-drug-development/ 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 2/5/2021 4:35:17 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Interesting commentary from CSIS 

Interesting read, and unfortunately, true. We need to hit the reset button in a number of areas. I'm cautiously optimistic that 
Biden is on the right track and will be more aggressive in addressing some of these challenges. 

Thanks for sharing, 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 1:11 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Peggy 
Hamburg <Peggy@hbfam.net>; Rita Guenther <RGuenther@nas.edu>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth@NAS.EDU> 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Subject: Interesting commentary from CSIS 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

The Future of Competition....irregular warfare 

https://www.csis.org/analysis/future-competition-us-adversaries-and-growth-irregular-warfare

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 2/5/2021 4:46:51 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: THE PULITZER COLONOSCOPY 

A little light reading... 

Subject: FW: THE PULITZER COLONOSCOPY 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 3/13/2020 4:53:03 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: sharing with you what is circulating in social media 

Frustrating to see such trash 

From: Torres, Alfredo G. <altorres@utmb.edu> 
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 4:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: sharing with you what is circulating in social media 

I decided to share with you the following information circulating in twitter: 
Please read both pictures 
AT 
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Thread 

Irish Devil Fish ( realirishDevil 3d 
Guys this is the fucking smoking gun. 

The initial articles from universities in 
Taiwan and India suggesting the 
sars-cov-2 virus was genetically 
engineered said the spike protein was 
the giveaway. 

Here is an open admission they added 
the spike protein in the US. 

Irish Devil Fish ZreallrishD... 3d 

A bioweapon facility in Maryland, 
shut down by the CDC for violations 
of biosafety protocols was involved 
in the creation of a chimera virus 
combining SARS-COV with a ACE2 

Fort Detrick lab shut down after 
failed safety inspection; all research 
halted indefinitely 
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46.11 112:29 

Thread 

Irish Devil Fish 

preallrishDevil 

Haha check this out. 

The University of Texas Medical 
Branch was involved in the 
creation of the chimera sars-cov 
virus with the spike protein. 

Dr. Tseng a professor at 
UT Medical Branch was the 
responsible party at UTMB 

25 Vero E6 cells 

from USAMRIIE 

Orb Health 

Department of Microbiology an 
Immunology 

The University of Texas Medical Branch
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Alfredo G. Torres, PhD., M.S. 
The Herman Barnett Distinguished Professor in Microbiology and Immunology. 
Associate Dean of Faculty Affairs and Professional Development 
Chief Diversity Officer 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
301 University Blvd MRB 4.142G, Galveston, Tx 77555-1070 
(409) 747 0189; Fax (409)747 6869 
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To: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Cc: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy 
Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; Peter Palese[peter.palese©mssm.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 2/9/2021 8:38:27 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

Thanks—very good news. 

From: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 4:51 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu> 
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks, Ben. 

Just a few moments ago, I received a note from our counterparts in Moscow that they are moving ahead with forming their COVID/ID 
group, and we should be moving forward with our first meeting at the beginning of March. They apologized for the delay; virtual 
learning is very challenging in the Russia. 

More just as soon as possible! 

Take care, 

Rita 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 10:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <ivvleduc@UTM13.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Guenther, Rita 
<RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

More in the NYer https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/02/08/the-sputnik-y-yaccine-and-russias-race-to-immunity 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 12:37 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwleducPUTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <pegRyghbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Guenther, Rita 
<RGuenther@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

Thanks Micah, Interesting the RAS is not mentioned; would have been in the old days, I would think. I can't remember 
for sure if the Gamaleya was part of RAS, but think it was Min of Health when we used to visit. Rita will know. Last time 
we were there it seemed quiet and dark with not much going on. I remember I was surprised however that, at the time, 
they were ahead of us on a recombinant Botulinum vaccine. Assume Putin has plussed up their budget in the last 15 years. 
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Dave 

On Feb 8, 2021, at 11:21 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth nas.edu> wrote: 

How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/worldieuropekussia-vaccine-sputnik-coronavirus-lancet/2021/02/08/18d8d55c-
6571.11eb-bab8-707f8769d785 storv.html 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) and 
International Networks & Cooperation Theme 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: George F GAO[gaof©im.ac.cri] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 2/11/2021 8:52:38 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Happy New Year 

Dear George, 

May the New Year bring you good health and much happiness! The past year has been most challenging for all of us, but you have 
turned a difficult situation into success through your strong leadership and scientific excellence. Thank you for your dedication and 
perseverance during what has been a trying time for all of us. Going forward, I trust that the New Year will bring you continued 
success and prosperity in the company of good friends and family. 

With all good wishes for the New Year, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(p) 409-266-6500 
(p) 409-266-6516 direct 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 3/21/2020 8:15:07 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: OpEd tonight 

Nicely done. Very sad but unfortunately true. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 21, 2020, at 6:27 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom and Jim, Just couldn't sit by and watch it anymore. Just out today, dave 

A Biosecuri Failure 

A Biosecurity Failure 

America's key lab for fighting infectious disease has become a 
Pentagon backwater 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 4/13/2020 11:38:26 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

You probably received this as well, but just in case. 

From: William Broad <wjb@nytimes.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 6:40 AM 
Subject: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

WARNING: This ennail originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/13/science/putin-russia-disinformation-health-coronavirus.html 

William J. Broad 

Science Department 

620 8th Avenue 
New York, NY, 10018 

My phone: 212-556-7144 

My articles: 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/b/wilham_j_broad/index.html 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 4/13/2020 12:02:41 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

Not sure I saw the documentary, unless it was the Epoch YouTube video about the origin of the virus. 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, I got it but I haven't had a chance to read it yet. We had our briefing of the HASC and the SASC this morning 
on the BTRP Academy report. I assume you also got that one hour documentary that included Zhiming and Zhengli in it. 
Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 13, 2020, at 12:38 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

You probably received this as well, but just in case. 

From: William Broad <wilo@nytimes.com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 6:40 AM 
Subject: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/13/science/putin-russia-disinformation-health-coronavirus.html 

William J. Broad 

<image001.jpg> 

Science Department 

620 8th Avenue 
New York, NY, 10018 

My phone: 212-556-7144 

My articles: 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/peopleib/william_j_broadindex.html 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 4/13/2020 12:07:45 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

Yes, I saw that. Disconcerting, but influenced Phil R and others. We need to find out more about the work underway there when 
this all took off. I doubt that our friends are going to be able to discuss openly. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 12:05 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

It was epoch, but 1 hour long which had a section on our two friends, discussed a lot of scientific pubs and had some fairly 
wild speculation about the BSL-4 lab. 

On Apr 13, 2020, at 1:02 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduo@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Not sure I saw the documentary, unless it was the Epoch YouTube video about the origin of the virus. 

From: David Franz <dayidrfranz@gmaiLcom>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, I got it but I haven't had a chance to read it yet. We had our briefing of the HASC and the SASC 
this morning on the BTRP Academy report. I assume you also got that one hour documentary that included 
Zhiming and Zhengli in it. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 13, 2020, at 12:38 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

You probably received this as well, but just in case. 

From: William Broad <wilo@nytimes.corn>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 6:40 AM 
Subject: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/13/science/putin-russia-disinformation-health-
coronavirus.html 

William J. Broad 
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Science Department 

620 8th Avenue 
New York, NY, 10018 
My phone: 212-556-7144 
My articles: 
http://topics.nytimes.comhop/reference/timestopics/peopleib/williamj_broad/index.html 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy@UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: 'Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com)'[rbtesh22@gmail.com]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 4/15/2020 1:25:45 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Wuhan 

Hi Fred, 

I agree with Tom's assessments (of course!) and would add that through the US National Academy of Science working in partnership 
with the Chinese Academy of Sciences, we have maintained a dialogue on emerging infectious diseases, biosafety and biosecurity. 
Dave Franz and I are very active in the group, as has been Diane Griffin. We have held joint meetings about annually since 2015 in 
both China (Wuhan, Harbin, Beijing) and in the US, including here at the GNL. During these discussions we have always had a session 
on coronaviruses and Zheng-Li Shi has participated in each meeting during which she has shared her most recent findings. The US 
side has been represented by Ralph Baric and Linda Saif, both solid, serious scientists. Even during the first meeting in 2015, Dr Shi 
was discussing bat-associated coronaviruses that likely held the ability to infect humans. I have no information on the lab conditions 
under which she conducted her experiments, although it was not at BSL4 since that lab only opened officially in 2017 or so. 

Second, you may recall the training center that we established at UTMB with earmark funding from Kay Bailey Hutchinson that ran 
until 2016. Using funds from that program and later my funding, we offered training in both biosafety and biocontainment lab 
operations to participants from around the world, including from the new lab in Wuhan. In addition, we supported two Chinese post-
docs who went through the complete training program and gained independent access to work in our BSL4. Both have returned to 
Wuhan and have been involved in standing up the new lab and designing their biosafety training program. We continue to maintain 
contact with these scientist and are implementing joint research projects. 

The first I learned about the State Department reports of safety concerns from the Wuhan lab was in the Washington Post article. 
While we usually had some level of dialogue with folks in the embassy as we arranged our joint meetings, I do not recall the 
individuals mentioned in the article and I don't recall anyone from the embassy expressing concern about the safety of the lab in 
Wuhan. The comments that they discovered bat coronaviruses likely capable of infecting humans has been known for quite some 
time. 

Stay safe! 

Jim 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12:33 PM 
To: Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: 'Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com)' <rbtesh22@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Wuhan 

Fred, 

As you know there have been no end to the stories on the origin of the virus. The paper by Andersen et al pretty much puts an end to 
the stories that the virus was cooked up in the lab. Other scenarios are that they had the virus and that it escaped from the lab, 
another I have not seen mentioned is that someone got infected in the field and they were patient 0. I don't know, but don't think 
they were working with live bats, don't think they would have been doing this in the BRA. From Pei-Yong's discussions with the "bat 
lady", Dr. Shi, I don't believe that they had this virus in the lab before this started. One thing that a lot of people don't appreciate is 
that most of the viruses identified in bats have not been able to be grown...there are a few exceptions; but most that you see in 
publications are done by PCR and NGS sequencing. 

The Chinese central government has clamped down on investigations and work on the origin of the virus, some might interpret that as 
part of a cover up. However, after SARS and the small lab escape they had, they pretty much shut down SARS work in China, maybe 
that was part of a cover up, but most folks don't believe it was. 

I'm a lot more worried about the US status as a leader in world public health and science than Chinamen hiding behind every tree. 
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Not that there isn't some level of industrial espionage occurring, but we're killing ourselves in terms of how we're seen by others. 

Andersen KG, Rambaut A, Lipkin WI, Holmes EC and Garry RF. 2020. The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2. Nat Med 26(4): 450-452. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32284615 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0820-9.pdf 

From: Murphy, Frederick A. 
Sent: 15 April, 2020 11:03 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>
Cc: 'Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com)' <rbtesh22@gmail.com>

Subject: Wuhan 

Tom, Jim, 

I know you are very busy, but I could use your advice re the WP article that the CoV came from the 
Wuhan lab. Although I am in lockdown, of course, emails from good friends here are asking about the WP 
article and the conspiracy theory website that has carried the same/similar article. 

These friends are Jon and Emily Reynolds - Jon F-105 pilot shot down over Hanoi, 7 years in the Hilton 
with John McCain, later PhD (Duke), rose to 07, he and his wife spent years in US Embassy in Beijing, Air 
Attaché, having spent two years in Taipei learning Chinese (! Emily still takes advanced Chinese lessons) - 
Jon also served in Secretary of the Air Force as #2. Reasonable folk, Republicans, but we don't talk 
politics. They really know and care about China, but I think they are easily led toward some of the 
conspiracy theory stuff. Led by Emily, they are really into this story and ready to believe the stuff about 
the source of the virus. I need some advice / fodder to deal with this, as the stuff spreads around here - 
several retired ambassadors live here (stuffy, arrogant types). Does GNL / UTMB have public statements 
on all this? Counterpoints? 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/04/14/state-department-cables-warned-safety-issues-
wuhan-lab-studying-bat-coronaviruses/ 

Here is my annotation on the WP Opinion Piece: 
« File: State Dept problems China containment labs WP 14Apr highlight annotate.docx >> 

\Fred 

Frederick A. Murphy 
8300 Burdette Road Unit B661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409739 3332 
(Tel) 801 968.4798 
(Email) famurphy@utmb.edu 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 2/24/2021 12:33:47 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: China's Reckless Labs Put the World at Risk - WSJ 

FYI 

From: Robert Tesh <rbtesh22@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:49 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott 
<sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; Charles H 
Calisher <calisher@cybersafe.net>; Chris Johnsen <seawal152@comcast.net>; Ken Tesh <kenmaven@comcast.net>; Mark Vlahakis 
<mvlahakis@q.com>; Carolyn O'Doherty <carolyn.tesh.odoherty@gmail.com> 
Subject: China's Reckless Labs Put the World at Risk - WSJ 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.wsi.com/articles/chinas-reckless-labs-put-the-world-at-risk-
11614102828?st=ddoti3kyldec432&reflink=article email share 

Tom 
This article is largely BS. First, Pompeo is one of the authors; and you know his politics. Second, while the Chinese may have 
discovered 200 new viruses, many of these novel viruses are viruses of invertebrates or plants and not potential human pathogens. 
The Chinese have invested heavily in next generation sequencing, and may well have the best facilities in the world. Chinese 
scientists are sequencing anything that walks, flies, crawls, swims or grows, including the parasites (nematodes, helminths, 
protozoa) within them. So they are finding sequences of lots of viruses never recognized before, because no one had culture 
systems or reagents to detect them. 
Regarding biosecurity in Chinese labs. It may be inadequate by our Patriot Act rules; but you and I have both visited and worked in 
overseas virus labs that are even less secure. 
Finally, a comment on the Wall Street Journal. I receive the print edition of the WSJ, because I like their coverage of financial and 
economic news; but much of their coverage of other news reflects their Republican and Murdock family biases. This article is an 
example. It purports to give information on coronaviruses, their spread and loose biosafety, but it also carries a Trump-like 
message. 
Bob 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 2/25/2021 7:03:30 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: NSABB meeting 

Small world, isn't it. I don't recall exactly when I first met Zhiming but it was around 2014. I wasn't part of the NSABB at that time 
and I don't think I met him then although he did visit the GNL early on—don't recall the date. 

Did you see the opinion piece below? How true.. 

Can You Believe This Is Happening in America? https://nyti.ms/3pPeJOw 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 4:30 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: NSABB meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Look at this slide #8 in the pdf attached at this link. Zhiming was at this 2011 NSABB regional meeting that Stuart Levy and I co-
chaired. You and I started working with Zhiming through CISAC in what? 2014? I don't think I knew that we had already met when 
you and I started working with him in Wuhan.... 

Am I losing it? Interesting anyway, dave 

Hi Dave, 
Thanks again for your time this morning. Here's that slide deck I mentioned: 
https://osp.od.nih.gov/wp-content/uploads/Franz-International Engagement WG Update.pdf 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US)[lance.r.brooks6.civ©mail.mil] 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carl.newman©dtra.mil]; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR DTRA COOP 
THRT REDUCT (USA)[jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mail.mil]; Kelley, Emily S CIV DTRA COOP THRT 
REDUCT (US)[emily.s.kelley2.civ@mail.mil]; Analilia Guerra 
(anaguerr©UTMB.EDU)[anaguerr©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 5/20/2019 10:26:10 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

Lance, 
Thanks very much for your note in reply. Ana Guerra, copied here, helps keep my calendar and can 
work with your team to schedule a convenient time to chat. I look forward to talking with you. I think we 
have a good opportunity to create a novel approach to international collaborations in biocontainment. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

 Original Message 
From: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) <lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil> 
Sent: Sunday, May 19, 2019 3:58 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV <carl.newman©dtra.mil>; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR DTRA COOP THRT 
REDUCT (USA) <jhonda.m.campbell.ctr©mail.mil>; Kelley, Emily S CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT 
(US) <emily.s.kelley2.civ©mail.mil> 
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 6/14/2019 3:15:46 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Any relation? 

I wish. Maybe I should investigate. Where's this? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2019 3:03 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Any relation? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 7/31/2019 8:53:49 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: follow up 

I spoke to Scott Weaver about our colleague looking for a change and he recalled their discussions several years ago. It looks like 
he won't have anything this year, but perhaps next. You might have him call Scott directly. 

Thanks for the additional material on USAMRIID. I'll let you know if anything comes of the reach to Futures Command. 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 4:34 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: follow up 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Great! Thanks Jim, Dale might remember me. We served on something together. DTRA TRAC? Early NSABB? I 
can't remember, but I know I enjoyed working with him. The 2014 report is attached. Last page lists the consultants 
involved. I've also attached part of the change of command brochure welcoming Col Cox from last week. 

Thanks to both of you for your support to RIID...or whatever it becomes, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jul 30, 2019, at 3:14 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Just FYI on Fort Detrick. I like your idea about utilization of the new USAMRIID. 

From: Klein, Dale < 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 1:45 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <  wleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: follow up 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim -- I met with the AFC yesterday. There is a new medical commander, Mike Talley. He is at Ft. D "as we speak." 
When he arrives in Austin soon, I am supposed to meet him. Would be good to leverage UTS capabilities to make 

USAMRIID great again (to use a famous tag line* ) Dale 

From: LeDuc, James W. < 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 1:56 PM 
To: Klein, Dale E <  Jale.klein@mail.utexas.edu>
Subject: follow up 

*External Mail* 
Hi Dale, 
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It was nice to see you last week in DC and to catch up a bit. I hope your weekend harvest went well—my back is sore 
just thinking of all the work that must have been involved! 

I wanted to follow up briefly on the Futures Command discussion. I had a chance to chat with a friend and former 
commander of USAMRIID and it sounds like the situation there is deteriorating rapidly. When I served there from 
1981-1992, it was a scientific powerhouse and very well respected around the world. For the past 20 years or so it has 
steadily declined and is now facing very serious challenges. In addition, construction is about done on the new >$113 
laboratory and how that will be managed/staffed going forward will require new thinking and innovation. I'm 
wondering if there is an opportunity for UTS to help get the lab back on track? I'd love to help out. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

This message is from an external sender. Learn more aDout wriy trits matters. 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 8/3/2019 3:23:42 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: [The Frederick News-Post] Fort Detrick lab shut down after failed safety inspection; all research halted indefinitely 

Terrible. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 3, 2019, at 2:57 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom and Jim, Just saw this. What a mess, now layered on all the other personnel and SSP issues. dave 

Subject: [The Frederick News-Post] Fort Detrick lab shut down after failed 
safety inspection; all research halted indefinitely 

https ://www. fredericknewspo st. cominews/health/fort-detrick-lab-shut-down-after-
failed-safety-inspection-all/article_767f3459-59c2-510f-9067-
bb215db4396d.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=email&utm_campaign=user-
share 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMEEDU] 
Cc: Brining, Douglas 14dIbrinin©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 8/29/2019 10:59:03 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Kunming trip 

Pei-Yong, 

I spoke to Doug Brining yesterday about tree shrews as a possible laboratory animal model for filoviruses and other high-risk 
pathogens. I recall speaking to Dr Hu and Longding about tree shrews when Dave Franz and I visited a couple of years ago and I'm 
wondering if this might not be a good area for collaboration between our labs. This might be a good topic for discussion during 
your visit in October. We can discuss further if you like. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 3/4/2021 3:59:24 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Blaine 2021 reference from my EndNote library 

Thanks for sharing. Seems to be a popular theme. 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 4, 2021 12:30 PM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Blaine 2021 reference from my EndNote library 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is sale. 

Saw last night Tom. Sound like someone who regulates first and asks questions later. Thanks, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 4, 2021, at 11:24 AM, Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiazeautmb.edu> wrote: 

I had sent this night before last...Jim hadn't seen it. Here it is with a PDF 

Blaine J. (2021, 20210302). Better World Biohazard Programs Are a Must. WSJ Retrieved 
0302, 2021, 

https://www.wsi.com/articles/better-world-biohazard-procirams-are-a-must-
11614726331?st=d83y1f853487f8d&reflink=article email share 

<Blaine-2021-Better World Biohazard Programs Ar.pdf> 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 10/2/2019 12:58:13 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: New director for NBAF, current status of lab 

I don't know him. I saw the announcement and was a little surprised that they selected a Canadian as head. 
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To: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 10/23/2019 4:59:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Bioeconomy RFI 

Thanks Mary for highlighting many of our points! Maybe something good will come of this! 

Jim 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 2/13/2020 9:08:53 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: "Despite Coronavirus Alarm Bells, Global Health Security Remains Underfunded" 

Frustration on many fronts. Hope you are doing well. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 8:47 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Parker Jr, Gerald W 
<gparker@cvm.tamu.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: "Despite Coronavirus Alarm Bells, Global Health Security Remains Underfunded" 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Don't know if you've seen these numbers (in red) re. BTRP. John also wrote this OpEd. Dave 

https://unfoundation.org/blog/post/despite-coronavirus-alarm-bells-global-health-security-remains-underfunded/ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "John E. Lange" <1,1_?7-,n1fm—,nfoundation  ̂ rn> 
Subject: Re: "Despite Coronavirus Alarm Bells, Global Health Security Remains 
Underfunded" 
Date: February 12, 2020 at 4:15:27 PM EST 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz drnail.com> 

Dave 

Thanks. Good to know we're getting closer and closer to the 
finish line. 

Yesterday I saw the item below in an analysis of the President's 
Budget Request done by a fellow at PATH. Maybe you've heard 
something more about how BTRP fared. 

John 

Ambassador John E. Lange (Ret.) 
Senior Fellow, Global Health Diplomacy 

DOD Cooperative Threat Reduction 
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What's included: $238 million for the entire program, of which a 
portion goes to Biological Threat Reduction. 

What it means: It's a significant cut to that account. FY20 PBR 
was $338 million, FY20 enacted was $373 million, and now FY21 
request is $238 million. We think this is due to the overall request 
being lower. It's definitely something to watch, and something 
we'll want to weigh in on during the NDAA and Defense 
Appropriations windows. 

Where to find it: Breakdown: htfns://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2020/02/mil_fy21.pdf 

Ambassador John E. Lange (Ret.) 
Senior Fellow, Global Health Diplomacy 
United Nations Foundation 
1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20006 
Tel. +1-202-739-2781 (Direct) I Fax +1-202-887-9021 
jlangePunfoundation.org 
www.unfoundation.org 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 2/22/2020 11:38:18 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: BBC MONITORING Russian expert says 'US bioterrorism' behind coronavirus 

MONITORING Russian expert says US bioterrorism behind spread of coronavirus.pdf 

See note below. Disconcerting.. 

From: Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2020 10:21 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; 'Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com)' 
<rbtesh22@gmail.com>; Vasilakis, Nikolaos <nivasila@utmb.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret (Peggy@hbfam.net) <Peggy@hbfam.net>; 
Schweitzer, Glenn (gschweitzer@nas.edu) <gschweitzer@nas.edu> 
Subject: BBC MONITORING Russian expert says 'US bioterrorism behind coronavirus 

I suppose you'all see this kind of stuff all the time, but this one was sent to me by an retired high-ranking 
State Dept officer with the rejoinder that this may be the beginning of a big pitch by the Russians... 
\Fred 

Frederick A. Murphy 
8300 Burdette Road Unit B661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409 739 3332 
(Tel) 301 968 4798 
(Email) famurphy@utrnb.edu 
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MONITORING 

Report 
ivIOSKOVSKY KOMSOMOLETS I MOSCOW 
REPORTED 27 JAN 2020 00:00 GMT I PUBLISHED 29 JAN 2020 07:11 GMT 

Russian expert says 'US bioterrorism' behind 
spread of coronavirus 

TExT OF REPORT BY MASS-CIRCULATION RUSSIAN NEWSPAPER MOSKOVSKY KOMSOMOLETS ON 27 ,IANUAFRY 

[Interview by Sergey Valchenko with Igor Nikulin, former member of the UN Commission on 
Biological and Chemical Weapons (1998-2003): "Expert sees signs of US bioterrorism in 
spread of coronavirus: 400 laboratories under suspicion"] 

The scale of the spread of coronavirus infection in China is increasing. The count of infected 
people nears thousands. Beijing is undertaking extraordinary steps to mitigate the disaster. 
Meanwhile, a number of experts note the strange coincidences in the circumstances of the 
appearance of the new virus, against which we have no vaccine for the time being and will not 
exclude its manmade origin. MK requested that Igor Nikulin, a former member of the UN 
Commission on Biological and Chemical Weapons (1998-2003), comment on the situation. 

[Valchenko] Igor Viktorovich, coronaviruses that are dangerous to man have been appearing 
more frequently in recent years. With what can this be associated? 

[Nikulin] The situation with these coronaviruses is actually very strange. Prior to 2000, none of 
them had "jumped" to man. They have been living alongside man for millions of years, but 
were always only parasites on some animals. For example, on camels, as in the case with the 
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome. Or on bats, birds, or whatever else, but this virus did not 
transfer to man. And suddenly eight lethally dangerous viruses in the last 20 years. There is 
clearly overkill. 

[Valchenko] In other words, is it impossible to exclude the human induced origin of these 
infections? 

[Nikulin] You understand, if this would be the first outbreak, then one could also think that this 
is a natural mutation. But this is unlikely to be natural, because these incidents repeat every 
several years. That atypical pneumonia, the bird flu, swine flu, and whatever else. 

[Valchenko] Some experts point out that it was as if the time of the outbreak of the infection in 
China was specially selected in order to inflict maximum harm. Precisely on the eve of the New 
Year based upon the Eastern Calendar, when there are massive internal migration for the 
holidays and also events with the involvement of a large number of people in China. 

[Nikulin] And it is as if they specially picked out the location. 
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[Valchenko] Do you have in mind Wuhan with a population of 12 million people and the 
densely populated province? 

[Nikulin] Not only. All roads in China historically and geographically lead to this Wuhan. This is 
the largest transportation hub and a major international airport. They fly to the United States, 
Australia, Japan, to the Middle East, to Paris, London, and Moscow via this airport. 

[Valchenko] Besides these coincidences, what can prove the manmade origin of the virus? 

[Nikulin] The breakdown of the genome alone. Its results can show that this is a virus with a 
natural origin or a laboratory origin, when some sort of recombinant "piece" has been 
integrated into a gene. Right now, there are state-of-the-art computer programmes and 
automated research methods. They can do in two weeks what took researchers a year to do 
30 years ago. The software programmes permit them to calculate all of this, to decipher and 
compare with the models that are in the databases. 

[Valchenko] Is that possible that the new coronavirus only affects individuals of the Chinese 
nationality? In other words, is it assigned to certain characteristics of a human gene? 

[Nikulin] If it is determined that this is actually so, it precisely cannot be of that natural mutation. 
There is mathematical proof that this is an artificially created virus. 

[Valchenko] In which laboratories can it appear? 

[Nikulin] I, of course, can only guess. But, well, look: China just like Russia is surrounded by 
US bio research laboratories. They exist in various countries along the perimeter of China's 
borders - in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Taiwan, the Philippines, South 
Korea and Japan. They were in Indonesia, but they have been closed there. 

And, outbreaks of new diseases, frequently unknown diseases, are occurring everywhere 
where there are these US bio laboratories, or in close proximity to them. Americans simply 
ignore the threats to the local population. The main thing is so that they would be a bit farther 
from US territory. 

[Valchenko] How many of those foreign bio laboratories does the US have? 

[Nikulin] Already 400. 

[Valchenko] Does the Pentagon oversee them? 

[Nikulin] Of course. This is all being financed from the Pentagon's budget. Therefore, you can't 
say that peaceful humanitarian research is being conducted there. Do you think that the 
Pentagon spends money on peaceful research? 

[Valchenko] For example, can a simple scientist from Russia familiarise himself with the results 
of the research, which is being conducted in these US laboratories? 
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[Nikulin] They don't permit anyone there. These are military laboratories. When more than 100 
people died over the course of one month near that laboratory in Georgia, do you think that 
they let some outsider in there? They didn't permit anyone. They showed journalists only the 
pharmacies, which are subordinate to the Georgian Ministry of Public Health. In general, no-
one was permitted into the US laboratory. There is differential access there. 

[Valchenko] What does Russia need to do, while having in mind that this threat exists? 

[Nikulin] We need to investigate what kind of virus this is. How to treat it. Develop a vaccine. 
There is no other solution. And, in general, we need to strengthen the country's biosecurity. So 
that it would in general be no lower than it was in the Soviet Union. 

[Valchenko] There is an international agreement on the prohibition of biological weapons. Did 
the United States sign it? 

[Nikulin] The US signed it. But they categorically oppose the creation of that same international 
agency as the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons - the OPCW - to monitor 
the work in the biological weapons sphere. 

We need to do something because many people are already suffering from this. 

Since 2000, they have blocked all initiatives on the creation of that organisation. 

I think that we need to create some sort of international organisation on preventing a biological 
threat. Perhaps, an agency. For example, within the CSTO (Collective Security Treaty 
Organisation), perhaps within Brics [Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa]. 

Those countries, which consider themselves to be victims of bioterrorism, must investigate all 
of these cases and submit them for international discussion. For example, at the UN Security 
Council. Raise the issue about the activity of US biolaboratories outside the US. 

SOURCE: MOSKOVSKY KOMSOMOLETS IN RUSSIAN 27 JAN 20 

0 British Broadcasting Corporation 2020 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 4/3/2021 8:32:20 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: NTI exercise 

Interesting group although I don't know most. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 3, 2021, at 6:30 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good list for recent exercise. Dave 

https://media.nti.org/documents/2021_NTI-MSCTTX_Participant_List_Final.pdf 

Sent from my iPhone 
<2021 NTI-MSCTTX Participant List Final.pdf> 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 4/3/2021 8:34:05 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: NTI exercise 

Seems a bit risky to name your child "Talkmore"... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 3, 2021, at 8:32 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Interesting group although I don't know most. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 3, 2021, at 6:30 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good list for recent exercise. Dave 

https://media.nti.org/documents/2021_NTI-MSCTTX_Participant_List_Final.pdf 

Sent from my iPhone 
<2021 NTI-MSCTTX Participant List Final.pdf> 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 4/27/2021 2:21:36 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Nice note! Absolutely, I would be happy to be involved. One of my friends in Kazan tells me that Vector has been very 
helpful to them as well, a couple of thousand Km away. Lev would be proud. Has Rinat mentioned Sergey? If they are 
colleagues, we could certainly loop him in. I've been talking with Sergey every few months during all this. I actually like this 
approach better than the one Rita has been pursuing. It seems to me to be much closer to the expertise. Thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Apr 27, 2021, at 1 1:40 AM, LeDuc, James W. <j\A cc.  uc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dave, please see string below. Rinat is the current director of Vector and was on the sub-committee I chaired for the 
review committee for the International Health Regulations study on response to COVID-19. I'm wondering if we 
should try to follow up and perhaps schedule a group zoom conference similar to what we did with the Chinese. 
Might give us an opening for further dialogue. Let's discuss when you have a minute. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Maksyutov Rinat E(; ) mit r 

Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 11:34 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@I JTMI3 EDU> 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim, 

Thank you for your letter with the recognition of my contribution to the work of the Response subgroup of the IHR 
Review Committee. I wish I could have been more productive in my comments and suggestions but I still tried to do 
my best to help you and the other colleagues of the Response subgroup in our deliberations. I also wish to reciprocate 
with my words of recognition of your patience and true leadership as the leader of the Response subgroup and the 
excellent work of the other members of this subgroup. 

From my colleagues at VECTOR, I am aware of your involvement in the US-Russia collaborations in late 1990-ies — 
early 2000s, and I hope Russia and US can find ways to renew their productive collaborations to protect the human 
health, which is especially important now, in the time of COVID-19 pandemic. 

It is amazing that if you look at what Russia has been doing to respond to COVID-19 since its early beginning in 2020, 
you would see that it perfectly suits almost al l of the IHR Review Committee's recommendations found in their Final 
Report. Specifically, it includes the use by Russia of the whole-of-government and whole-of-society approach to 
combating the COVID-19 pandemic, with the provision of massive support to risk groups of the society and 
entrepreneurs in Russia; the legislative and regulatory activities of VECTOR's governing authority (Rospotrebnadzor), 
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those of the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Industry and Trade, and the entire Russian Government and the 
President of Russia in the field of responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. It also includes government support for 
Russian research facilities towards development and licensure of tools and countermeasures against COVID-19 (i.e. 
vaccines, diagnostics, and therapeutics), with the broad involvement of the Russian industry in the production and 
distribution of these countermeasures. In addition, it includes the disease control and prevention activities in Russia 
and the provision of the Russian population with adequate ICU and in-patient and outpatient care capacities free of 
charge as well as Russia's provision of scientific, methodological, and practical assistance to countries of the near and 
far abroad in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. As you may know, massive voluntary vaccination (free of charge) 
is now ongoing in Russia using its three licensed COVID-19 vaccines, including the one (EpiVacCorona) that has been 
developed by VECTOR. 

I hope that Russia and the US can eventually explore the possible avenues of collaboration along these lines for the 
benefit of our peoples and the entire world. 

Best regards, 

Rinat 

19:22, 26 anperm 2021 r., "LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu>:

Dear Rinat, 

I wanted to just take a moment to thank you personally for all the support you provided to our response 
subgroup of the IHR-RC and for contributing your knowledge of the IHR to help guide us. I realize that 
your other important duties often kept you from joining our routine meetings; however, you did provide 
excellent comments and suggestions that helped to keep us centered on key issues. Your early 
observations regarding the overlap in challenges in facilitating laboratory-based responses between the 
current COVID-19 pandemic in the global influenza program were especially valuable. I think that our 
subgroup's work contributed substantially to the overall effort of the committee and that the final report 
does an excellent job of capturing these important findings. I am hopeful that our efforts will lead to 
meaningful changes that improve the IHR and set the stage for the new treaty now being discussed. 

Thanks again for your leadership and support, I hope that we have the opportunity to meet in person at 
some time in the future! (I have had the pleasure of working with several of your Vector colleagues over 
the years going back to the time of Lev Sandakhchiev, and indeed Alex Bukreyev, formerly of Vector, is 
now on our faculty working in the Galveston National Laboratory. It would be nice to explore ways that 
our two laboratories might collaborate on scientific exchanges and research in the future. While I 
recently stepped down as GNL director, I still remain very much involved in the research activities of the 
lab.) 

With sincere thanks, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

OmpaBrieHo 143 M061411bH010 npfrinoweHl4F1 A Hp,ekc.nOLITb1 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 12/3/2020 1:15:18 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: IF you haven't seen...WHO team 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

I am missing or can't find) the link that lists the names of the 10 team members. Is it on the WHO site somewhere? 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2020 11:50 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: IF you haven't seen...WHO team 

Thanks Dave. I knew of the team but not the specific members. Tom and I talked about volunteering, but we elected to set this 
one out. Lots of diplomacy and frustration on the horizon I suspect. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2020 8:42 AM 
To: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Micah 
Lowenthal <rnlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: IF you haven't seen...WHO team 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-03402-1 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 5/13/2021 2:30:32 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: SCIENCE [letter] Investigate the origins of COVID-19 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

FYI, if you haven't seen, dave 

SCIENCE [letter] Investigate the origins of COVID-
19 httbs://science.sciencemad.ord/content/372/6543/694.1 
Jesse D. Bloom1,2, Yujia Alina Chan3, Ralph S. Baric4, Pamela J. Bjorkman5, Sarah 
Cobey6, Benjamin E. Deverman3, David N. Fisman7, Ravindra Gupta8, Akiko lwasaki9,2, Marc 
Lipsitch10, Ruslan Medzhitov9,2, Richard A. Neher11, Rasmus Nielsen12, Nick Patterson13, Tim 
Stearns14, Erik van Nimwegen11, Michael Worobey15, David A. Relman16,17,* 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 5/15/2021 6:05:44 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: SCIENCE [letter] Investigate the origins of COVID-19 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
Ja nd know the content is safe. 

Agree with you on both points, Jim. I just hate that our friends are going through all this. I just drafted a little manuscript for 
a special journal on the 30th anniversary of UNSCOM. Filippa Lentzos is managing it and we had a Zoom meeting attended 
by about 150 people. I made my manuscript about "people" and my closing paragraph of the current draft goes like this. 

The numerous acts of contravening international law, including the BWC, were not difficult for Saddam and his lieutenants. 
They just had to make the decision to do it. The hard part was left to a talented and dedicated---and maybe, in some cases 
frightened--- cadre of biological and physical scientists. It fell upon them to acquire, grow, purify and process bacteria and 
biological toxins, test their products and then hide or disguise facilities, equipment, agents and waste materials, including very 
stable nucleic acids left behind...from us. They had to do all that without 'catching their experiment' and becoming ill or 
dying. We in BW3 and BW5, while pretty naïve regarding weaponization in those early days, were also a diverse group of 
serious scientists with very good access to experts back home, state-of-art equipment, analysts patching together our findings 
on the 13' floor of the Sheraton, more analysts and experts at UNSCOM HQ in New York, and enlightened and highly 
accessible senior leadership in the form of Charles Duelfer and Ambasador Ekeus. It's fascinating to think that the repressive 
dictator who made the decisions to break international law, set all these activities in motion with a word, taking advantage of 
and redirecting capable Iraqi scientists from 'good' to 'evil', and eventually contributing significantly to the enormous harm 
that befell his own people. 

It's different in that Iraq was intentional BW, but similar in that it's the scientist that get caught in the middle. Sad... 

Looks like you will be heading back home soon. Hope you both had a nice and restful time. Dave 

On May 15, 2021, at 3:33 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks for sharing Dave. Nice paper making valid points. I'm afraid that it may be way too late to find much 
out but it should be attempted, including the bs12 and bs13 labs where I suspect the risk for accidental release is 
greater. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2021, at 9:30 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz umail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, if you haven't seen, (lave 

SCIENCE [letter] Investigate the origins of COVID-
19 https://science.sciencemaq.org/content/372/6543/694.1 
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Jesse D. Bloom1,2, Yujia Alina Chan3, Ralph S. Baric4, Pamela J. 
Bjorkman5, Sarah Cobey6, Benjamin E. Deverman3, David N. 
Fisman7, Ravindra Gupta8, Akiko 1wasaki9,2, Marc Lipsitch10, Ruslan 
Medzhitov9,2, Richard A. Neher11, Rasmus Nielsen12, Nick Patterson13 Tim 
Stearns Erik van Nimwegen11, Michael Worobey15, David A. 
Relmarn 7 * 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 5/18/2021 6:49:01 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Invitation to the launch of GlobalBioLabs.org 
Global Biolabs Launch Invite.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
nd know the content is safe. 

FYI, Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lentzos, Filippa" <filippa.lentzos(cikcl.ac.uk>
Subject: Invitation to the launch of GlobalBioLabs.org 
Date: May 18, 2021 at 7:14:19 AM EDT 
To: "Lentzos, Filippa" <filippalentzosakcl.ac.uk>

Dear colleagues 
It is our pleasure to invite you to a public webinar, held on the side lines of the seventy-fourth World Health Assembly, to 
launch www.globalbiolabs.org, an interactive web-based map of global Biosafety Level-4 facilities and biorisk management 
policies. An accompanying policy brief, entitled Mapping Maximum Biological Containment Labs Globally, will also be 
released. 

The webinar is scheduled for 27 May 2021 at 16:30 CET I 15:30 BST I 10:30 EDT. 

Click here to register. After registering, you will receive a confirmation email with joining details. 

Best wishes 
Filippa Lentzos (King's College London) & Greg Koblentz (George Mason University) 
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A public webinar to launch 

an interactive web-based map of Biosafety Level 4 labs around the world 
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LONDON 

Join 
Dr Filippa Lentzos & Dr Gregory D. Koblentz 
for a briefing on a new resource on global Hill 
labs and biorisk management policies. 
Q&A will follow. 

Register here: h .tps://bitlyt3ylairy 

27 May 2021 
16:30 CETI15:30 BSTI10:30 EDT 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Uwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmailcom] 
Sent: Tue 5/18/2021 9:42:19 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Invitation to the launch of GlobalBioLabs.org 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Ah, welcome back. Glad the trip went well. I've been communicating with Kaz a bit in the last week. He's preparing for the 
big UN meeting, where biosafety apparently as a slot on the agenda. 
Was just thinking about Ben yesterday. No; we haven't heard anything. Best, Dave 

On May 18, 2021, at 10:38 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Interesting. I'll look into it and maybe check with Kaz. 
Just back from Hawaii and had a great time. Very relaxing and beautiful place to be. Hard to come home! 

Got your check for Ben's gift—thank you. Were you copied on his note and photos of the baby? Sounds like 
everyone is doing well and it seemed that they really appreciated the gift. 

Hope you're doing well. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 6:49 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

1141 
ARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lentzos, Filippa" <filippa.lentzos(cikcl.ac.uk>
Subject: Invitation to the launch of GlobalBioLabs.org 
Date: May 18, 2021 at 7:14:19 AM EDT 
To: "Lentzos, Filippa" <filippa.lentzosakcl.ac.uk>

Dear colleagues 
It is our pleasure to invite you to a public webinar, held on the side lines of the seventy-fourth 
World Health Assembly, to launch www.globalbiolabs.org, an interactive web-based map of 
global Biosafety Level-4 facilities and biorisk management policies. An accompanying policy 
brief, entitled Mapping Maximum Biological Containment Labs Globally, will also be released. 

The webinar is scheduled for 27 May 2021 at 16:30 CET I 15:30 BST I 10:30 EDT. 

Click here to register. After registering, you will receive a confirmation email with joining 
details. 

Best wishes 
Filippa Lentzos (King's College London) & Greg Koblentz (George Mason University) 
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<Global Biolabs Launch Invite.pdf> 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 5/18/2021 10:45:48 PM (OTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: COVID-19 origins 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Can you clarify what goal you have in mind? Is it to have NASEM provide what we learned from the meetings to teams that are 
investigating the origins? Doing that would be out of the ordinary, but we could talk about whether there are conditions under 
which we could do it. 

As for something public, NASEM would likely stay away from this, but if they did weigh in then my guess is that they would 
probably agree with Baric and Relman who now say publicly that "more investigation is still needed to determine the origin of the 
pandemic. Theories of accidental release from a lab and zoonotic spillover both remain viable." 

We generally do not publicize or publish out of the dialogues. We have, in some cases, conducted projects that are joint workshops 
or studies intended and agreed from the beginning to have a public product. 

We have provided and can provide again summaries of all our discussions to people within the U.S. government. As Peggy noted, 
the people and institutions involved did not agree to make the contents of the discussions public as an outcome when we 
developed agendas and held the discussions. 

As for what we have made public...we were concerned last year that the lack of any public description of the China bio dialogue 
was creating problems, suggesting that we were not forthright about our work in the context of a witch hunt and leaving UTMB and 
you in particular in an awkward position, having nothing on our website to which you could refer reporters. We developed a 
description of the engagements, we posted that description on the web here https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/us-
china-bilateral-dialogue-, 3-the-challenges-of-emerging-infections-laboratory-safety-and-plobal-health-security, and we gave short 
briefings to OSTP and the S&T Advisor to the Secretary of State, so that they would not be surprised. 

I think that it is important to revisit our practices and policies when a departure can provide a valuable public service and wouldn't 
compromise our other goals and values. Let's think through our goals, the value that achieving them would provide, how we can 
achieve those goals, and whether the actions needed are compatible with our principles. 

Thanks. 

Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 9:29 PM 
To: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin 
<BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Subject: Re: COVID-19 origins 

Maybe we can capture the essence of the discussions in a joint paper or editorial coauthored be NAS and CAS??? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 1:00 PM, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello. An interesting proposal but my "proceed with caution" antennae go up! Not sure that I would encourage this, 
especially as this was not an agreed on outcome when we developed agendas or pursued our discussions 
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Happy to talk further. 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 18, 2021, at 1:55 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Friends, 
As you know, the origin of the COVID-19 pandemic is of increasing interest to many, including our 
Congress and professional organizations such as the Lancet COVID Commission. The NAS-CAS dialogue 
meetings on emerging infectious diseases and biosafety are directly relevant to this topic and previously 
Ben prepared an excellent summary of our past meetings and our discussions, including the sessions on 
coronaviruses. At the start of the pandemic we discussed the need to make this summary or a similar 
encapsulation of our discussions publicly available, but I don't recall if that was ever done. If so, can you 
please share the link. If not, I would strongly suggest that we make such a summary available to the 
public as soon as possible, ideally as a joint publication of NAS and CAS. Our dialogue provided a forum 
where we captured the evolution of studies on coronaviruses that demonstrated robust scientific 
collaboration, transparency, and raised common concern about the potential risk of human to human 
transmission of bat coronaviruses long before the current pandemic. Having this information generally 
accessible will provide important context as investigations on the origin of the pandemic continue. Do 
we need a call to discuss? 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 5/19/2021 3:17:12 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: nice article 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Sure is; thanks. Fairly balanced. Dave 
P.S. He uses the term "responsible American press". I struggle to find it other than in writing. When we canceled cable 
some years ago, I started listening to BBC World Service in the morning during PT and breakfast. Pretty good world news, 
but got tired of some of their BS. . .so now I listen to Bloomberg radio. Some really interesting personalities and politics is in 
second place to business. :-) 

On May 19, 2021, at 1:44 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

very good opinion piece by David Frum - https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/05/chinese-lab-
coronavirus-leak-origin-theory/618911/ 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; 
leanloz@berkeley.eduljeanloz@berkeley.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
Palese, Peter[peter.palese©mssm.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/1/2021 3:00:50 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Requesting your availability for brief CISAC meeting on SARS-CoV-2 origin issues 

1 J21 Sche ' .ie To  Send.xlsx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC member: 

Raymond has asked that we convene a brief CISAC meeting to discuss how to be most helpful in addressing the SARS-CoV-2 origin 
issues. Please help us by placing an x in the times you are NOT available in the attached spreadsheet. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

The National Acadenn, 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Raymond JEANLOZ[jeanloz©berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Thur 6/3/2021 11:55:50 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: important article on lab leak theory 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thank you!! 

Raymond 

On Jun 3, 2021, at 10:56 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

https://www.vanityfair.cominews/2021/06/the-lab-leak-theory-inside-the-fight-to-uncover-covid-19s-origins

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 6/3/2021 1:35:21 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: important article on lab leak theory 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Yeah. Good summary of what's happened. Thanks, Dave 

On Jun 3, 2021, at 10:56 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

https://www.vanityfaircominews/2021/06/the-lab-leak-theory-inside-the-fight-to-uncover-covid-19s-origins

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Cc: Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 6/8/2021 12:56:26 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: China dialogue 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

It would be a nice reset, if possible. It's probably not going to be straight forward reestablishing the dialogue right now in the 
frenzy. [I don't have any idea if we're all painted with the same brush in their minds.] I think Jim, your communications with 
them around science and safety have been as 'neutral and positive' as those of any of us. I don't know how much you (Jim 
and Ben) have been in touch with our colleagues. My last communication, with answers, from Zhiming and George was last 
Chinese NY; purely personal and not related to our past work together. I wrote Zhiming again about six weeks ago, 
regarding a potential activity/article, hoping to connect someone with his Editor of BS&BS journal and he did not respond 
this time. Dave 

On Jun 8, 2021, at 12:55 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dave, Raymond, Ben 

In thinking about how CISAC might contribute to addressing the COVID crisis and realizing the frenzy about the 
possibility of the virus originating from a lab leak, I wonder if we might revisit the editorial that Zhiming and I wrote 
for Science in 2018 (attached) and use this as a starting point for discussions of how such a network might be created. 
The politics are probably too intense now to really do anything, but the editorial is tangible evidence of our work 
together and would perhaps offer China an opportunity to engage in an activity that may have wide global support. 
Just a thought... 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<267.full.pdf> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/8/2021 11:44:29 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: China dialogue 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, all good thoughts that we can continue to discuss on Thursday. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 4:21 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: China dialogue 

Thanks Ben, this is very helpful. My goal would be to identify a topic to re-engage in the Zoom dialogue we used last year. Not 
sure what the appropriate topic might be, but I think it's important that we continue to communicate. That was the basis for my 
suggesting the lab biosafety topic where we already have some history, although that is probably not viable in the current political 
atmosphere. If we re-engage the Zoom dialogue, we may wish to be a bit discrete regarding who is included from our side. 

As mentioned before, it would be nice to have a joint publication that summarizes the essence of the dialogue, jointly authored by 
NAS and CAS. This too may not be possible under existing conditions, but these have been very valuable discussions of which we 
should be proud. 

A discussion of the SARS CoV2 origin would be interesting and could lead to some contributions to our national strategy, but not 
likely to go far as a topic for joint US-China work. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 2:49 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gniail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <Ieanloz@berkeley.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: China dialogue 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim and Raymond, 

I have put together an agenda and some background info for the session on Thursday (I plan to include Jim's editorial and a grant 
report detailing the recent China bio dialogue meetings with the email). Age -.da ' k '—v for your rewlw. Pk 1- 1. me know if 
you have edits or anything to add by this evening so I can get it out to CISAC in advance of our discussion on Thursday. 

*** 

Greetings, 
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Below you will find an agenda for the Covid origin meeting (scheduled for Thursday at 1 PM ET) along with some background 
information. The purpose of the meeting is to inform you of relevant CISAC and NASEM activities, address the ongoing debate over 
SARS-CoV-2 origin and think about what if anything CISAC and NASEM might do and say on origin issues going forward. I have also 
attached the 2018 Science editorial coauthored by Jim LeDuc and a grant report (from mid-2020) as additional background. 

Covid origin meeting agenda 

Introduction 
-Brief overview of the CISAC bio group structure* 
-Discussion of the CISAC bio group's relationship and interactions with Chinese counterparts** 
SARS-CoV-2 origin discussion 
-Thoughts on what NASEM and CISAC's bio group should do (what if anything would be helpful) and options for next steps with 
Chinese bio counterparts 
Additional questions and discussion 

*The public information about the CISAC bio group and the bio dialogue with China is posted here: https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-

** Can be divided into three phases 1) Establishment of the China bio dialogue partnership (set up - 2007 by CISAC's nuclear dialogue partner 
in China, structure never worked, exchanged ideas and info over email but Chinese counterpart was unable/unwilling to meet formally 2) 
—2014 transition to partnership with the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and Chinese Centers for Disease Control (CCDC) under supervision 
of George Gao. [The groups held four formal meetings, in Beijing in 2015, in Wuhan in 2017, in Galveston in 2018 and in Harbin in 2019. Also 
scoping trips to Beijing and Kunming.] 3) Virtual (over Zoom) sessions in 2020 focused on the Covid-19 pandemic. The sessions, built up on the 
established relationship with CAS and CCDC and approved by NASEM leadership, were designed to allow Chinese scientists to pass Covid 
knowledge and experience with mitigation to key America scientists and officials. U.S. participants included NASEM leadership, CISAC bio 
group members, corona virologists Ralph Baric, Lynda Saif, and Stanley Perlman and David Reiman and Peter Dazak. Virtual meetings did not 
focus on SARS-CoV-2 origin but later meetings included a special session on gene editing that touched on research safety. 

*** 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 1:56 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <1wleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: China dialogue 

It would be a nice reset, if possible. It's probably not going to be straight forward reestablishing the dialogue right now in 
the frenzy. [I don't have any idea if we're all painted with the same brush in their minds.] I think Jim, your 
communications with them around science and safety have been as 'neutral and positive' as those of any of us. I don't 
know how much you (Jim and Ben) have been in touch with our colleagues. My last communication, with answers, from 
Zhiming and George was last Chinese NY; purely personal and not related to our past work together. I wrote Zhiming 
again about six weeks ago, regarding a potential activity/article, hoping to connect someone with his Editor of BS&BS 
journal and he did not respond this time. Dave 

On Jun 8, 2021, at 12:55 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleducaUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dave, Raymond, Ben 

In thinking about how CISAC might contribute to addressing the COVID crisis and realizing the frenzy about the 
possibility of the virus originating from a lab leak, I wonder if we might revisit the editorial that Zhiming and I wrote 
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for Science in 2018 (attached) and use this as a starting point for discussions of how such a network might be created. 
The politics are probably too intense now to really do anything, but the editorial is tangible evidence of our work 
together and would perhaps offer China an opportunity to engage in an activity that may have wide global support. 
Just a thought... 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<267.full.pdf> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 6/10/2021 3:12:58 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Invitation to Serve 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

No problem Jim. I know you have more important things to do. I've got to get up to speed on what's expected of a 
breakout group leader myself :-). We are supposed to get instruction from Rita Friday morning. Best, dave 

On Jun 10, 2021, at 3:37 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Rita, 

Thank you for the invitation to co-chair a breakout group for the upcoming US-Pakistan workshop. I think I better 
decline this offer since I haven't even seen the Handbook and really don't work in a hospital clinical lab setting. That, 
plus an enormous amount ongoing on the COVID front already has me fully occupied. Sorry, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Guenther, Rita < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2021 10:42 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <„ •leduc@UTMB.EDI a> 
Subject: Invitation to Serve as Breakout Group Leader at Pakistan-US Workshop 
Importance: High 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I hope this note finds you very well as the first part of summer seems to be dashing before our eyes at a remarkable clip 
— don't blink, we'll miss it. 

We were all so grateful that you will be able to join our Pakistan-U.S. workshop, which extends the work of the last 
three U.S.-Pakistan workshops we have discussed at our CISAC meetings. Given your extensive experience with these 
types of projects, your significant and substantive contributions during all of our meetings, and your commitment to 
these types of joint efforts, I would like to ask if you would be willing to serve as a co-breakout group leader of the 
Pakistan IV group (Clinical Laboratories in Hospital Settings) with Dr. Umar Khurshid from Pakistan. In addition 
to Pakistani participants, an American will also join this group. The dates, times, and questions for each session are 
listed below, but leaders can of course steer the conversation in a helpful direction beyond the specific questions. The 
near-final assignment of country groups is at the end of the attached agenda; participants will be given a choice via poll 
of which topic group they would like to join on the second day (6/16). 

Putting the concept behind the breakout groups in context, we hope to first share the experience of the Pakistani effort 
with others from Afghanistan, Indonesia, Morocco, Nigeria, and Philippines, and second allow participants to develop 
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their own initial thinking about how they might develop their own type of handbook and implementation plan based on 
their own needs and opportunities. The primary means of accomplishing the first goal is through short overviews of 
parts of the handbook experience on Day One. The primary means of accomplishing the second goal on Days Two and 
Three is through a series of breakout groups by country, by topical area of work, then again by country, with one final 
country-level group time to finalize presentations (just a few slides) that will be presented sharing whatever they want to 
highlight. 

If you would be willing and able to co-lead a breakout group, we would be very, very grateful. Please let me know if 
you are able to accept this mission, and/or if you have any comments, questions, suggestions, improvements, etc. 
on the agenda or questions. 

Thank you very much for all you have done for so many years to make us all safer, 

Rita 
Cell: 202-430-2828 

June 14 (11:35 am — 12:05 pm ET) Breakout Group Session A: Discussion of Applications of Laboratory 
Practices (Organized by Country) 

Questions for Breakout Group Discussions 
• Initial considerations about which principles in the Handbook and/or from the presentations have potential applications for 

your country? 
• Initial considerations about which principles/ideas in the Handbook and/or from the presentations need to be modified to fit 

the context for your country? 
• What framework(s) are relevant to implementing good laboratory practices in your country? Are they primarily formal/legal 

mechanisms or normative/informal mechanisms? 
• What are the key challenges in the development/implementation of good clinical practices in your country? 

June 16 (10:45 — 11:15 am ET) Breakout Group Session B: Breakout Group Session B: Topical Discussions of 
Key Principles (Organized by Area of Expertise/Interest) 

Questions for Breakout Group Discussions 
• Which principles in the Handbook and/or from the presentations are universally applicable, and which principles need to be 

modified to the country context in which you work? 
• What are some common challenges to the development/implementation of good laboratory practices in your sector? How 

might they be overcome? 
• How might actors coordinate regionally or internationally to improve laboratory practices in your sector? 
• What are some success stories from your country in developing/implementing good laboratory practices? 
• Identify some practices, which are especially relevant to your sector, that should be included in your respective country's 

strategy for developing/implementing good laboratory practices. 

June 16 (11:35 am — 12:05 pm ET) Breakout Group Session C: Discussion and Drafting of 
Presentations/Slides (Organized by Country) 

Questions for Breakout Group Discussions 
• Which principles in the Handbook and/or from the presentations have potential applications in your country? 
• Which principles/ideas in the Handbook and/or from the presentations need to be modified to fit the context for your 

country? 
• What are the current national policies relevant to ensuring good laboratory practices? What are the strengths and gaps in 

these national policies? 
• Who are the key stakeholders in the implementation of good clinical laboratory practices in your country? 
• How can those stakeholders be included in efforts to further implement good clinical practices? 
• What are the current national policies relevant to ensuring good laboratory practices? What are the strengths and gaps in 

these national policies? 
• What are some immediate, concrete, actionable steps that can be taken in your sector to develop and/or implement good 

clinical laboratory practices? 
• What are some medium- to long-term actionable steps that can be taken in your sector to develop/implement good clinical 

laboratory practices? 
• How might potential obstacles to the development/implementation of good clinical practices be overcome? 

June 18 (10:10 — 10:30 am ET) Breakout Group Session D: Finalize Presentations (Organized by Country) 

From: LeDuc, James W. < " > 
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Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 10:42 AM 
To: Guenther, Rita < Guenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Invitation to Participate in a U.S.-Pakistani Virtual Workshop 

Hi Rita 

Thank you for the invitation which I am pleased at accept. 

Best wishes 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 25, 2021, at 9:31 AM, Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, J.

We are writing to invite you to participate in an upcoming virtual workshop, Sharing Pakistani 
Experiences in Developing and Implementing Good Clinical Laboratory Practices for Human 
and Animal Health. This workshop is co-hosted by the National Institute of Health of Pakistan, 
the Pakistan Academy of Sciences and the U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine. The virtual workshop will scheduled for June 14, 16, and 18, (10:00 am — 12:30 pm 
ET). Please find attached here a draft agenda of the workshop; a final agenda will be sent to all 
participants in advance. 

We are convening this workshop of key national and provincial leaders from several countries to 
communicate recent Pakistani experiences with the implementation of principles outlined in 
the Handbook of Good Clinical Laboratory Practices in Pakistan. The goals of the workshop are 
to share Pakistani experiences developing and implementing good laboratory practices; promote 
implementation of these practices best practices in Pakistan and beyond; share successes and 
identify common areas for development of country-specific plans to strengthen clinical 
laboratories; and develop ideas for cooperative projects and activities. 

We hope that you will be able to join us. Please feel free to contact Rita Guenther 
(rguenthcr@nas.edu) with any questions and to RSVP. Thank you in advance for your interest 
and participation! 

Best regards, 

Dr. Rita S. Guenther 
Senior Program Officer 
The U.S. National Academies of 
Sciences, 

Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW (Keck 527) 
Washington, D.C. 20001 

Dr. Aamer Ikram 
Workshop Co-Chair 
Executive Director 
National Institute of Health 
(NIH) 
Park Road, Chak Shahzad 
Islamabad, Pakistan 

Dr. David Franz 
Workshop Co-Chair 
Independent Consultant 
Gettysburg, PA 
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Cell: 202-430-2828 

<US US Virtual Wokshop Invitation LeDuc.pdf> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 6/15/2021 10:30:47 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Beijing Protests a Lab Leak Too Much - The Wall Street Journal. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim. Sure is. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 14, 2021, at 11:26 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Interesting read—

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 12:32 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, Chien-Te K. <sktseng@UTMB.EDU>; Spiropoulou Christina 
<ccs8@cdc.gov>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean <derdman05@gmail.com>; Murphy, 
Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. 
<maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Denison Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Keiser, 
Philip <phkeiser@UTMB.EDU>; Rollin Pierre <pierrerollin2019@gmail.com>; Tesh Robert <rbtesh22@gmail.com>; 
Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Nichol Stuart <stn1@CDC.GOV>; Folks Thomas <virusdoctom@aol.com>; 
Calisher Charles <calisher@cybersafe.net>; Menachery, Vineet <vimenach@UTMB.EDU>; Vu, Michelle 
<mivu@UTMB.EDU>; Vu, Michelle <mivu@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Beijing Protests a Lab Leak Too Much - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interested in the following story from The Wall Street Journal. 

I ,eijing Protests a Lab Leak Too Much 

Download the Wall Street Journal app here: WSJ. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal (mlowenth©NAS.EDU)[mlowenth@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 6/18/2021 5:44:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: call? 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Monday works for me. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2021, at 5:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jw1educ@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Can we schedule a brief conference call for early next week? I'd like to discuss an emerging Congressional study 
relevant to our past work. I'm available any time on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sun 6/20/2021 7:23:41 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: call? 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Jim, Dave, 
Please let me know if Monday sometime in the 10:30-1:30 EDT works for you and I'll send an invitation. 
I apologize for the delayed reply. I think that both Ben and I have been away from e-mail this weekend. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 6:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: call? 

Monday works for me. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2021, at 5:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Can we schedule a brief conference call for early next week? I'd like to discuss an emerging Congressional study 
relevant to our past work. I'm available any time on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 

Lowenthal, Micah; LeDuc, James W.; 'Dave Franz' 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/98655525754?pwdl 552.136 

Normal 

Benjamin Rusek's Zoom Meeting to discuss bio study 

Mon 6/21/2021 10:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Mon 6/21/2021 11:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Lowenthal, Micah; LeDuc, James W.; 'Dave Franz' 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there, 

Benjamin Rusek is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: r
https://naserp_z_aomu.sli/9865504u754?0w0 552.136 

Password:I 552.136 

Or iPhone one-tap: 
US: +14702509358 98655525754# or +16465189805 98655525754# 

Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 

US: +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 
or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 213 338 8477 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 
602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 

Meeting ID: 986 5552 5754 
Password:i_ 552.136 
International numbers available: httos://nasem.zoom.us/u/aczxCHNKF1 

Would you like to test your Zoom connection? Please click on the link below. 
https://nasem.zoom.us/test 

NOTICE: The Zoom service allows audio and any materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be 
recorded and shared. Please be aware that by participating in this activity, you consent to your voice, 
likeness, and any materials you provide, being recorded for use and dissemination, without payment of any 
compensation for such use, in any language, format, or media now known or later devised, and you release 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine from any and all claims, liability, or damages 
arising from any such use. The Academies will proceed in reliance upon such consent and release. If you do 
not consent to the foregoing, please do not join the session. 

Code of Conduct: The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) follows the 
NASEM guidelines in preventing discrimination, harassment, and bullying of participants at NASEM events, 
including conferences. http://www.nationalacademies.org/abouimiA 186023. html 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/21/2021 11:43:52 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: The Bob Foster I know 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Imps: www.linkcdin.com in robert-c-loster-pli-d-3457126 

...as do Bob and Jerry, d 
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Cc: Raymond Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu] 
To: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/21/2021 3:04:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: I hadn't seen this... 
I hadn't seen this... 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Cc: Raymond Jeanloneanloz©berkeley.edu] 
To: Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/21/2021 3:04:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: I hadn't seen this... 
Screen Shot 2021-06-21 at 4.02.55 PM.png 
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Vayl Oxford's job update 

Vayl Oxford 1st 
Strategic Advisor and Director for Global Security Strategy at Savannah River National Laboratory 
4d 

Congratulate Vayl for starting a new position as Strategic Advisor and Director for Global Security Strategy at 
Savannah River Nationa Laboratory 

0 0 * 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc@UTMBEDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmaitcom] 
Sent: Mon 6/21/2021 4:16:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: call? 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Well done on the list Jim. Thanks, d 

On Jun 21, 2021, at 11:42 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc((i:LJTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Attached is the list of questions I mentioned about the ASM session with Diane Griffin and Marcia McNutt. My 
comments followed these questions closely. I'll share a link to the video when available. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 10:24 AM 
To: 'David Franz' <ci,,v1dift,,tizur.);7,111,,11 ( rim> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <InlowHnI llOno Pd u>; LeDuc, James \A/. <iyv h-Liuc L OL JTMB r n[ i> 
Subject: RE: call? 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://iepubi lLuns trIttgycommutLe.houst.guv/wp Lonttn iliplodck/2()21/n-i/NIH )cif 

Would be useful to understand how the Kadlec effort will interface with this 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 10:03 AM 
To: David Franz <ci,,vIcilft,,tiznElii,,11 ( cm> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <In ((2'n,, equ>; LeDuc, James W. <iyvleduc@utmb.edu>
Subject: RE: call? 

httpsliwww.washingtonpost.comThealth/coronavirus-lab-leak-theory/2021/06/20/30b1Obe2-c3d9-11eb-8c18-

Stanley Perlman and David Reiman quoted in an article that highlights the NASEM letter from the presidents. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Sunday, June 20, 2021 10:08 PM 
To: David Franz <ci,,vIcirfrPnz gm,7111 rnm> 
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Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <rn ›; LeDuc, James W. 
Subject: Re: call? 

Yes, I will send out a zoom link with call in numbers that you can use. 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 10:06 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

Ben, can you just give us an 800 number to call? It looks like 11 Eastern tomorrow works for everyone. 
Thanks, they 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 9:17 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jim and Dave, 

Yes, just back in town. 11 am tomorrow would work for me, but the other times Micah 
suggests also work. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 8:23 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

Jim, Dave, 
Please let me know if Monday sometime in the 10:30-1:30 EDT works for you 
and I'll send an invitation. 
I apologize for the delayed reply. I think that both Ben and I have been away 
from e-mail this weekend. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: David Franz < II

Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 6:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@utmb.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah 
<H- th@nas.edu>

Subject: Re: call? 

Monday works for me. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2021, at 5:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. 
<iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Can we schedule a brief conference call for early next week? I'd 
like to discuss an emerging Congressional study relevant to our 
past work. I'm available any time on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 
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James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<COVID ASM Forum-What would Jim do Jun21.docx> 
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To: Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; David R. Franz 
(davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Urban, Joanna[jurban©asmusa.org]; Ort-Mabry, Catherine[cort-mabry@asmusa.org]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org]; 
Stevens-Garcia, Jonathan[JStevens-Garcia©asmusa.org]; Mike Imperiale (UMICH)[imperial@umich.edu]; Victor DiRita 
(diritavi@msu.edu)[diritavi©msu.edu]; Filani, Grace[GFilani©asmusa.org] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/22/2021 12:28:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Help in issuing an ASM Statement on the origin of the pandemic 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Sure - next week (except for M-W when I have all day HHMI reviews) will be fine. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Bertuzzi, Stefano <sbertuzzi@asmusa.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2021 1:25 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; jwleduc (jwleduc@utmb.edu) <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; David R. Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Urban, Joanna <jurban@asmusa.org>; Ort-Mabry, Catherine <cort-mabry@asmusa.org>; Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org>; 
Stevens-Garcia, Jonathan <JStevens-Garcia@asmusa.org>; Mike Imperiale (UMICH) <imperial@umich.edu>; Victor DiRita 
(diritavi@msu.edu) <diritavi@msu.edu>; Filani, Grace <GFilani@asmusa.org> 
Subject: Help in issuing an ASM Statement on the origin of the pandemic 

External Email - Use Caution 

Dear Diane, Jim and Dave - 

Following up on the great panel discussion we recorded on the origin of the pandemic (it will air this evening 
at World Microbe Forum), Vic and I had a good email exchange with Mike lmperiale, both copied here, on 
the need to issue a statement as ASM. Mike brought this to our attention and he would be glad to lead this 
effort from the subject matter expert side of things, with our communication and policy offices in support—
everyone copied above. 

I think that a statement from ASM along the lines of what I took as the core elements of the panel discussion 
could be a good start for a draft statement: (1) what are the key principles, what we know, what we don't 
know, what we would like to know, (2) what is the spectrum of possibilities for the origin, and (3) the need for 
granting scientists the freedom to investigate, regardless of where the hypotheses formulated may lead. 
Obviously, we will not aim at a statement with a position on what is THE origin of the pandemic. 

I hope you will be willing to gather for a zoom call to discuss this, so that Mike and Vic can take your thoughts 
and advice; we can then draft the statement and carry our review via email to minimize the use of your time. 
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I hope this makes sense to you and that you are available. We are in the midst of WMF, so maybe next week 
would be best for the zoom call, if possible. 

Thank you in advance, 
Stefano 

Stefano Bertuzzi, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
Chief Executive Officer 
American Society for Microbiology (ASM) 
1752 N St., NW 
Washington, DC 20036-2904 
Phone +1 202 737 3600 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
David R. Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Urban, Joanna[jurban©asmusa.org]; Ort-Mabry, Catherine[cort-mabry@asmusa.org]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org]; 
Stevens-Garcia, Jonathan[JStevens-Garcia@asmusa.org]; Mike Imperiale (UMICH)[imperial@umich.edu]; Filani, 
Grace[GFilani©asmusa.org]; Conley, Katrina[galla134©msu.edu] 
From: DiRita, Victor[diritavi©msu.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/22/2021 12:46:12 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Help in issuing an ASM Statement on the origin of the pandemic 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thank you all for considering this - we think its important to have your expert input for an ASM statement. 

Thanks Mike for joining in with your expertise and insights. 

Generally good next week with some blocks, but i can be flexible through a lot of them. 

All best, 
Vic 

Victor DiRita 

Rudolph Hugh Endowed Chair in Microbial Pathogenesis 
Chair, Dept. of Microbiology & Molecular Genetics 
Michigan State University 

President, American Society for Microbiology 

Assisted by Katie Conley 
cialla134©msu.edu 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2021 1:35 PM 
To: Bertuzzi, Stefano <sbertuzzi@asmusa.org>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; David R. Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Urban, Joanna <jurban@asmusa.org>; Ort-Mabry, Catherine <cort-mabry@asmusa.org>; Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org>; 
Stevens-Garcia, Jonathan <JStevens-Garcia@asmusa.org>; Mike Imperiale (UMICH) <imperial@umich.edu>; DiRita, Victor 
<diritavi@msu.edu>; Filani, Grace <GFilani@asmusa.org> 
Subject: RE: Help in issuing an ASM Statement on the origin of the pandemic 

Good idea. I'm happy to help out. We'll need to be cautious in our wording. 

Jim 

From: Bertuzzi, Stefano <sbertuzzi@asmusa.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2021 12:26 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David R. Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Urban, Joanna <jurban@asmusa.org>; Ort-Mabry, Catherine <cort-mabry@asmusa.org>; Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org>; 
Stevens-Garcia, Jonathan <JStevens-Garcia@asmusa.org>; Mike Imperiale (UMICH) <imperial@umich.edu>; Victor DiRita 
(diritavi@msu.edu) <diritavi@msu.edu>; Filani, Grace <GFilani@asmusa.org> 
Subject: Help in issuing an ASM Statement on the origin of the pandemic 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 
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Dear Diane, Jim and Dave - 

Following up on the great panel discussion we recorded on the origin of the pandemic (it will air this evening 
at World Microbe Forum), Vic and I had a good email exchange with Mike lmperiale, both copied here, on 
the need to issue a statement as ASM. Mike brought this to our attention and he would be glad to lead this 
effort from the subject matter expert side of things, with our communication and policy offices in support—
everyone copied above. 

I think that a statement from ASM along the lines of what I took as the core elements of the panel discussion 
could be a good start for a draft statement: (1) what are the key principles, what we know, what we don't 
know, what we would like to know, (2) what is the spectrum of possibilities for the origin, and (3) the need for 
granting scientists the freedom to investigate, regardless of where the hypotheses formulated may lead. 
Obviously, we will not aim at a statement with a position on what is THE origin of the pandemic. 

I hope you will be willing to gather for a zoom call to discuss this, so that Mike and Vic can take your thoughts 
and advice; we can then draft the statement and carry our review via email to minimize the use of your time. 

I hope this makes sense to you and that you are available. We are in the midst of WMF, so maybe next week 
would be best for the zoom call, if possible. 

Thank you in advance, 
Stefano 

Stefano Bertuzzi, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
Chief Executive Officer 
American Society for Microbiology (ASM) 
1752 N St., NW 
Washington, DC 20036-2904 
Phone +1 202 737 3600 

asae 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 6/23/2021 7:24:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: DR 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

David is aware of Bob's efforts and talking. d 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/28/2021 11:51:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BK 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Bob called last night and I agreed to help as I could. Hope you are still on board. He's talking about 
travel now as well. Don't know how helpful... .but maybe political. About to leave Hobby for BWI. d 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/28/2021 12:41:11 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: BK 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sounds good. Great time with friends in Houston. Thanks, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 28, 2021, at 12:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

> Glad you're on board. I spoke to him earlier today and he mentioned that you had talked. He's looking 
at some experimental work to help validate observations on differences among variants seen early in the 
pandemic. 

> Hope you had fun during your visit. 

> Jim 

> Sent from my iPhone 

>> On Jun 28, 2021, at 11:51 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

>> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
>> 

>> Jim, Bob called last night and I agreed to help as I could. Hope you are still on board. He's talking 
about travel now as well. Don't know how helpful... .but maybe political. About to leave Hobby for BWI. d 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
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Cc: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee)[Bob_Kadlec©help.senate.gov]; Parker - TAMU 
(gparker@cvm.tamu.edu)[gparker©cvm.tamu.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 6/29/2021 7:42:09 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

I have a commitment 0900 to 1000, away from home but was goi to try to connect on my phone right after 1000. . .and see if 
I can shorten the other meeting. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 29, 2021, at 8:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jw1educ@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Bob, I have a conflict, 9-11:00 CT am on Friday morning, 2 July. Any chance of moving to later in the day? Otherwise, 
I'll touch base with Gerry and Dave to catch up. 

Thanks, Jim 

 Original Appointment 
From: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee) <Bob_Kadlec@help.senate.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 5:20 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz; Parker - TAMU (gparker@cvm.tamu.edu); Strom, John (HELP Committee); Foster, 
Robert (HELP Committee); Lair, Matthew (HELP Committee); Monroe, Kathryn (HELP Committee); Ace Burch (HELP 
Committee); Bell, Kathryn (HELP Committee); Wiles, Angela (HELP Committee); Portman, Rachel (HELP Committee); 
Reid, Toy (Rubio) 
Subject: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 
When: Friday, July 2, 2021 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: ZOOM TBD 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 6/29/2021 10:44:21 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BS&H 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good to see George Gap's journal is back up and running. Just got a review request. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee)[Bob_Kadlec©help.senate.gov]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/30/2021 10:11:04 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

I am flexible. Gerry 

From: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee) <Bob_Kadlec@help.senate.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 10:07 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Parker Jr, Gerald W <gparker@cvm.tamu.edu> 
Subject: RE: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 

Could we do it 12-1Pm then 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwledu UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 8:18 PM 
To: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee) <Bob Kadlec@help.senate.goy> 
Cc: Dave Franz (dayidrfranz@gmail.com) <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; Parker - TAMU (gparker@cym.tamu.edu) 
<gparker@cvm.tamu.edu> 
Subject: RE: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 

Bob, I have a conflict, 9-11:00 CT am on Friday morning, 2 July. Any chance of moving to later in the day? Otherwise, I'll touch base 
with Gerry and Dave to catch up. 

Thanks, Jim 

 Original Appointment 
From: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee) <Bob Kadlec@help.senate.goy> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 5:20 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz; Parker - TAMU (gparker@cym.tamu.edu); Strom, John (HELP Committee); Foster, Robert (HELP 
Committee); Lair, Matthew (HELP Committee); Monroe, Kathryn (HELP Committee); Ace Burch (HELP Committee); Bell, Kathryn 
(HELP Committee); Wiles, Angela (HELP Committee); Portman, Rachel (HELP Committee); Reid, Toy (Rubio) 
Subject: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 
When: Friday, July 2, 2021 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: ZOOM TBD 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 
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Cc: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee)[Bob_Kadlec©help.senate.gov]; Parker - TAMU 
(gparker@cvm.tamu.edu)[gparker©cvm.tamu.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 6/30/2021 10:39:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

1200 good for me too. dave 

On Jun 30, 2021, at 11:12 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

That would be good for me, thanks! 

Jim 

From: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee) < 
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 10:07 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Dave Franz (uavidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Parker - TAMU (gparker@cvm.tamu.edu)
< .@cvm.tamu.edu>
Subject: RE: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Could we do it 12-1Pm then 

From: LeDuc, James W. < 
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 8:18 PM 
To: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee) <Bob Kadlec@help.senate.gov> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Parker - TAMU (gparker@cvm.tamu.edu)
< .@cvm.tamu.edu>
Subject: RE: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 

Bob, I have a conflict, 9-11:00 CT am on Friday morning, 2 July. Any chance of moving to later in the day? Otherwise, 
I'll touch base with Gerry and Dave to catch up. 

Thanks, Jim 

 Original Appointment 
From: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee) <Bob Kadlec@help.senate.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 5:20 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz; Parker - TAMU (gparker@cvm.tamu.edv); Strom, John (HELP Committee); Foster, 
Robert (HELP Committee); Lair, Matthew (HELP Committee); Monroe, Kathryn (HELP Committee); Ace Burch (HELP 
Committee); Bell, Kathryn (HELP Committee); Wiles, Angela (HELP Committee); Portman, Rachel (HELP Committee); 
Reid, Toy (Rubio) 
Subject: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 
When: Friday, July 2, 2021 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: ZOOM TBD 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
David R. Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; DiRita, Victor[diritavi@msu.edu] 
Cc: Urban, Joanna[jurban@asmusa.org]; Ort-Mabry, Catherine[cort-mabry@asmusa.org]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org]; 
Stevens-Garcia, Jonathan[JStevens-Garcia©asmusa.org]; Mike Imperiale (UMICH)[imperial@umich.edu]; Filani, 
Grace[GFilani©asmusa.org]; Conley, Katrina[galla134©msu.edu] 
From: Arturo Casadevall[acasade1©jhu.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/30/2021 4:30:04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Help in issuing an ASM Statement on the origin of the pandemic 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Arturo Casadevall MD, PhD 

Chair, Molecular Microbiology & Immunology 

Alfred & Jill Sommer Professor and Chair 

Bloomberg Distinguished Professor 

Professor, Department of Molecular Microbiology 

Professor, Department of Medicine 

Johns Hopkins School of Public Health and School of Medicine 

Baltimore, MD 

From: DiRita, Victor <diritavi@msu.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 5:12:36 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Bertuzzi, Stefano <sbertuzzi@asmusa.org>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; David R. 
Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Urban, Joanna <jurban@asmusa.org>; Ort-Mabry, Catherine <cort-mabry@asmusa.org>; Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org>; 
Stevens-Garcia, Jonathan <JStevens-Garcia@asmusa.org>; Mike Imperiale (UMICH) <imperial@umich.edu>; Filani, Grace 
<GFilani@asmusa.org>; Conley, Katrina <galla134@msu.edu>; Arturo Casadevall <acasadel@jhu.edu> 
Subject: Help in issuing an ASM Statement on the origin of the pandemic 

Dear Colleagues, 

Stefano and I look forward to our discussion tomorrow. 

Since we have a limited time with you to gather input for an ASM statement on Covid origins, we thought it would be 
good to have a straw-man proposal as a staring point for discussion. And then work with that to consider as group what 
is key to include (or not). 
Attached is a draft statement that we developed. It derives its themes from our Leaders' Forum at the World Microbe 
Forum last week that some of you participated in. Essentially this is an attempt to distill a succinct, meaningful 
statement from that excellent discussion. 

Please review this and be prepared to discuss it tomorrow when we meet. Thank you all for your time and insights. 
We would be grateful if you did not distribute this draft to others. 

Thank you, Vic 
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Victor DiRita 

Rudolph Hugh Endowed Chair in Microbial Pathogenesis 
Chair, Dept. of Microbiology & Molecular Genetics 
Michigan State University 

President, American Society for Microbiology 

Assisted by Katie Conley 
galla134@msu.edu 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Parker - TAMU (gparker©cvm.tamu.edu)[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu] 
From: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee)[Bob_Kadlec©help.senate.gov] 
Sent: Wed 6/30/2021 10:40:57 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dave I am working to reschedule this for noon to 1 pm EST to accommodate you and Jim L. 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 8:42 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee) <Bob_Kadlec@help.senate.gov>; Parker - TAMU (gparker@cvm.tamu.edu) 
<gparker@cvm.tamu.edu> 
Subject: Re: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 

I have a commitment 0900 to 1000, away from home but was goi to try to connect on my phone right after 1000...and see if I can 
shorten the other meeting. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 29, 2021, at 8:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Bob, I have a conflict, 9-11:00 CT am on Friday morning, 2 July. Any chance of moving to later in the day? Otherwise, 
I'll touch base with Gerry and Dave to catch up. 

Thanks, Jim 

 Original Appointment 
From: Kadlec, Bob (HELP Committee) <Bob Kadlec@help.senate.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 5:20 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W.; Dave Franz; Parker - TAMU (gparker@cvm.tamu.edu); Strom, John (HELP Committee); Foster, 
Robert (HELP Committee); Lair, Matthew (HELP Committee); Monroe, Kathryn (HELP Committee); Ace Burch (HELP 
Committee); Bell, Kathryn (HELP Committee); Wiles, Angela (HELP Committee); Portman, Rachel (HELP Committee); 
Reid, Toy (Rubio) 
Subject: Senior Technical Consultants Muddy Water Update 
When: Friday, July 2, 2021 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: ZOOM TBD 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 5/1/2020 6:00:52 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Letter 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim , I didn't see the letter from the department of education until just after our phone call this afternoon. 
So sorry about that. It looks like a lot of work and politics. I hope it doesn't make your life any more 
difficult, but that's probably only a wish. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sun 5/3/2020 8:45:18 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Letter 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hope you guys are ok. Just heard Peter D and Linda S on BBC this morning. Doubt there' s any way I can help, but let me 
know if there is. Thinking of you, dave 

On May I, 2020, at 10:03 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I haven't actually seen the letter but the entire UT system is in major damage control. As far as I know we 
have done nothing wrong but there are those who want to make a story of our good work. oh and by the way 
I am under a targeted cyber hack. I'm told it's sophisticated state sponsored. The fun never ends. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May I, 2020, at 6:00 PM, David Franz <daviddranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, I didn't see the letter from the department of education until just after our phone call this 
afternoon. So sorry about that. It looks like a lot of work and politics. I hope it doesn't make 
your life any more difficult, but that's probably only a wish. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu] 
From: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Sent: Sat 12/19/2020 1:13:35 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: BEP proposals 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear Micah, Dave, Jim and Rita, 

Thanks for circulating. I agree with Dave's comments about the value of regional engagement and Jim's concern about focusing on 
bio. 
An important point here is that there is plenty of ways the conversations can go if we remain in the bio realm: there is much recent 
increased concern over the impact of artificial intelligence/machine learning, and the fact that while both communities (Al vs life 
sciences) are doing its own work trying to keep abreast of emerging/advancing issues, the two groups have not converged, are not 
even talking to each other. This, despite the very deep inroads of Al and machine learning into medicine specifically and the life 
sciences generally. I might stress these developments as overriding concerns in both proposals. 

Thanks, 
nancy 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 at 1:10 PM 
To: "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>, "Guenther, Rita" <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 

External Email - Use Caution 

Hi Micah and group, 

Thanks for preparing the draft proposals and for the opportunity to comment. These are both good starts and hopefully will lead to 
productive engagements. I made some additional comments on Dave's version in blue. For SE Asia, I think we should at least 
explore a regional model similar to what was done in the Seychelles meeting. This was really quite successful in my opinion, 
although budget restrictions may rule it out. 

On the former Soviet Union states, I question including chem weapon issues in that this is out of our expertise in the bio group and 
could be dominated by discussions of novichok. 

Best wishes for the holidays and a peaceful, joyous new year. 

Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:08 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; NancyConnell@jhu.edu; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Dave, 
Many thanks. I'll check out your comments. 
Micah 

From: Dave Franz < ivicirfranz@gn > 
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 12:04 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; NancvConnell@jhu.edu; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: BEP proposals 

Hi Micah, 

I don't know how helpful, but a few early thoughts on your drafts. I've also attached the resent report from the DoS/G-7 
webinar on 'risk'. If you haven't seen, it might provide some additional thoughts. 
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To: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sat 12/19/2020 2:17:02 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thank you, Nancy. Great additions. I'll shift the Thailand proposal to a regional one. Do you have any comment on the regions 
selected? Would it make any sense to propose the threat-aware-networks in two different regions? 
Best, 
Micah 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, December 19, 2020 2:14 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 
Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: BEP proposals 

Dear Micah, Dave, Jim and Rita, 

Thanks for circulating. I agree with Dave's comments about the value of regional engagement and Jim's concern about focusing on 
bio. 
An important point here is that there is plenty of ways the conversations can go if we remain in the bio realm: there is much recent 
increased concern over the impact of artificial intelligence/machine learning, and the fact that while both communities (Al vs life 
sciences) are doing its own work trying to keep abreast of emerging/advancing issues, the two groups have not converged, are not 
even talking to each other. This, despite the very deep inroads of Al and machine learning into medicine specifically and the life 
sciences generally. I might stress these developments as overriding concerns in both proposals. 

Thanks, 
nancy 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <, 13.F DU> 
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 at 1:10 PM 
To: "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> 
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>, "Guenther, Rita" <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 

I WANillE:110111U111 lisTILW1:111.111.114 

Hi Micah and group, 

Thanks for preparing the draft proposals and for the opportunity to comment. These are both good starts and hopefully will lead to 
productive engagements. I made some additional comments on Dave's version in blue For SE Asia, I think we should at least 
explore a regional model similar to what was done in the Seychelles meeting. This was really quite successful in my opinion, 
although budget restrictions may rule it out. 

On the former Soviet Union states, I question including chem weapon issues in that this is out of our expertise in the bio group and 
could be dominated by discussions of novichok. 

Best wishes for the holidays and a peaceful, joyous new year. 
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Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah < lowenth@ 
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:08 AM 
To: Dave Franz <ciavidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; NancyConnell@jhu.edu; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, 
Many thanks. I'll check out your comments. 
Micah 

From: Dave Franz < wicirfranz@gn > 
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 12:04 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; NancvConnell@jhu.edu; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: BEP proposals 

Hi Micah, 

I don't know how helpful, but a few early thoughts on your drafts. I've also attached the resent report from the DoS/G-7 
webinar on 'risk'. If you haven't seen, it might provide some additional thoughts. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 12/24/2020 1:26:10 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Mifang email 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! 

On Dec 24, 2020, at 1:45 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Dave 
Merry Christmas to you and Pat and thank you for the nice card with all the family. Beautiful indeed. 

I think the best email for Mifang is: mifangl@hotmail.com. She also has a lab email at the institute. 

With best wishes for a joyful holiday season. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 24, 2020, at 12:07 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Merry Christmas. Did you ever find an email that works for Mifang? Best, dave 
<FRANZ HOLIDAYS 2020, jpg.png> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<FRANZ HOLIDAYS 2020, jpg.png> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Raymond Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Peggy Hamburg[margaretahamburg@aol.com]; Peter 
Palese[peter.palese©mssm.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; Micah 
Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Rita Guenther[RGuenther@nas.edu]; Hare, 
Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 12/31/2020 3:38:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: My CISAC ETS 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Friends, 

I see that my CISAC ID card expires at COB tonight. Just a note to THANK YOU for all the learning opportunities, 
challenges, good times and new friends I've enjoyed with you over the years. I don't know when I joined CISAC, but it was 
during or before 2007 when Peggy, Ben and I first met with our Chinese colleagues and they formed the CBSG. Your work 
is ever more important in today's world and I hope it will receive the support it deserves going forward. 

It was a pleasure and an distinct honor to serve with you! 

Wishing us all a healthy and more active 2021, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 12/31/2020 5:12:33 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: My CISAC ETS 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! [I hope I can keep working with you from time to time.] Happy and Healthy New Year to you guys as well. 
Would love to see us ramp up the distribution of vaccines. We've done the 'unheard of with the rapid RDT&E. Now lets 

do the part that we did successfully 50-60 years ago with polio. Best, dave 

On Dec 31, 2020, at 4:46 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dave, Nice try, but if I get a vote you won't be signing off CISAC. 
With best wishes for the New Year. I'm optimistic that we are heading into better times with rational 
leadership and a real need for insights into what worked and what didn't. We can help I'm sure. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 31, 2020, at 3:38 PM, Dave Franz <daviddranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Friends, 

I see that my CISAC ID card expires at COB tonight. Just a note to THANK YOU for all the 
learning opportunities, challenges, good times and new friends I've enjoyed with you over the 
years. I don't know when I joined CISAC, but it was during or before 2007 when Peggy, Ben 
and I first met with our Chinese colleagues and they formed the CBSG. Your work is ever more 
important in today's world and I hope it will receive the support it deserves going forward. 

It was a pleasure and an distinct honor to serve with you! 

Wishing us all a healthy and more active 2021, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Peggy Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net] 
Sent: Thur 12/31/2020 9:22:22 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: My CISAC ETS 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dave, I am with Jim....no way can you sign off or be signed off. We will stage a protest if needs be! 
Happy new year! Look forward to our work TOGETHER on CISAC and elsewhere. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 31, 2020, at 4:46 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dave, Nice try, but if I get a vote you won't be signing off CISAC. 
With best wishes for the New Year. I'm optimistic that we are heading into better times with rational 
leadership and a real need for insights into what worked and what didn't. We can help I'm sure. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 31, 2020, at 3:38 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Friends, 

I see that my CISAC ID card expires at COB tonight. Just a note to THANK YOU for all the 
learning opportunities, challenges, good times and new friends I've enjoyed with you over the 
years. I don't know when I joined CISAC, but it was during or before 2007 when Peggy, Ben 
and I first met with our Chinese colleagues and they formed the CBSG. Your work is ever more 
important in today's world and I hope it will receive the support it deserves going forward. 

It was a pleasure and an distinct honor to serve with you! 

Wishing us all a healthy and more active 2021, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 1/2/2021 5:40:53 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: NSABB colleagues 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good thought Jim. Crazy! When I heard about it, I assumed either mental illness or partisan overload. . .or both. Now that 
you mention it, I agree it's a good example of an 'insider threat'. Worth consideration by NSABB, and discussion. What a 
country?. . ..and we're thankfully still free. Happy New Year! Dave 

On Jan 2, 2021, at 4:43 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Jessica and NSABB colleagues, 

First, let me wish you all good health, happiness and a COVID-free New Year. We're all ready, I'm sure. 

I wanted to comment on a recent story running in the news. I suspect that many of you were shocked and saddened 
when hearing the story of the pharmacist that is accused of deliberately leaving 500 doses of COVID vaccine out such 
that they were no longer able to be administered to patients. Obviously, there must be more to the story and the 
person is clearly innocent until proven guilty, but if this was in fact an intentional action, it may represent an 
interesting case study of "insider threat," very much analogous to the risk we attempt to mitigate in laboratories 
working on dangerous pathogens. Guns, guards and gates will not easily prevent such actions and I'm hopeful that 
the investigations underway are sufficiently complete to explore the motivations of the individual and perhaps give us 
ideas as to how to prevent future similar actions. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(p) 409-266-6500 
(p) 409-266-6516 direct 
(m) 409-789-2012 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'Adams, Marvinlmladams@tamu.edu]; 'Brooks, Lintonllinton.brooks©cox.net]; 'Bunn, 
Matthewlmatthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu]; 'Connell, Nancy[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Fetter, StevenIsfetter@umd.edu]; 'Fetter-
Assistant_Amanda Strausserlastraus3©umd.edu]; 'Franz, Davidldavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Garwin, RichardIrIg2©usibm.com]; 
'Gottemoeller, Roselrgottemoeller©gmail.com]; 'Gottemoeller-Assistant_George Masonlgbmason@stanford.edu]; 'Griffin, 
Dianeldgriffi6@jhu.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; JohnHildebrand[jhildebr@email.arizona.edu]; 'Hruby, 
Jillijillhruby@gmail.com]; 'Jeanloz, Raymonneanloz@berkeley.edu]; 'Johnston, Alastairljohnston©fas.harvard.edu]; 'Latiff, 
RobertIrlatiff@msn.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ortega, Analilia[anaorteg©UTMB.EDU]; 'Meserve, 
Richardirmeserve@carnegiescience.edu]; 'Mies, Richardimiesrw@verizon.net]; 'Palese, PeterTheter.palese@mssm.edu]; 'Timbie, 
James'Optimbie@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 1/4/2021 3:22:07 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Scheduling CISAC meeting Jan 25--April 1 
! I 'ule Jan-March-2021 To Send.xlsx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Hello CISAC Members! We would like to schedule a CISAC meeting in the new year, and are asking for your help. Please enter the 
days you are unavailable on the attached spread sheet. If you'd like to include available times on a particular date, the spreadsheet has 
a place to do so. And of course, if you would prefer to just tell me the days or times you are busy, please feel free to do that. 

Also, Micah is considering a 2 part meeting on February 1 and 3, so if you are busy during these days, please give me the times you 
will be available, if there are any such times. If not, please mark the days as unavailable. . 

Thank you for taking the time to do this—we appreciate it! 
Best wishes and happy New Year! 
Hope 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

The National Acaderni, 

•ENGINEERING. . 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 5/13/2020 10:40:16 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Tonight 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks. And I agree on trying to set up—maybe more focused--- semi-regular communications as all of us work through 
technical and political hurdles together. Dave 

On May 13, 2020, at 11:05 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Sure, I'm fine with it. I was very pleased by the comments of George and Zhiming. Maintaining the dialogue at some 
level will be useful. Maybe monthly updates or something just to provide a conduit for informal and technical 
conversations, especially as the political rhetoric heats up. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz < 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>

Subject: Tonight 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Are you ok with taking the lead on wrap-up again tonight. I'm not trying to get out of anything, but just 
think you are better positioned. Wanted to make sure you saw my email suggesting that. Hope all is well with 
you guys, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Peters C.[cj.cj.peters©gmail.com]; Peters Susan[peterssusa©gmail.com]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Milazzo, Marylou[mamilazz©UTMB.EDU]; Tesh 
Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Koop, 
Douglas[dkoop©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: T.G. Ksiazek[ksiazektgm@att.net] 
Sent: Wed 5/13/2020 10:00:13 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: NBC doctor, expert recovering in hospital from COVID-19: 'I can barely breathe' :: 
WRAL.com—Joseph Fair 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://nam03.safel i n ks. protection .outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wral .com°/02Fcoronavi rus°/02 
Fnbc-doctor-expert-recoveri ng-i n-hospital-from-covid-19-i-can-barely-
breathe/02F19096817/02F&amp;data=02°/07C01°/07Cjwledue/04OUTM B. EDU°/07C3c15c5e728e54f3136b 
108d7f7b2ef5V/07C7bef256d85db4526a72d31aea2546852°/07C0°/07C0°/07C637250220205967018&amp; 
sdata=°/02FH44u FMzYSX64YI Sld I °/02Bqr/02F/02BKq6KeNW°/02FQZ7XJ9Wur8U°/03D&amp; reserved=0 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 1/5/2021 12:34:52 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: NYTimes.com: Pharmacist Accused of Tampering With Vaccine Was Conspiracy Theorist, Police Say 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Yes, we should have had a glass of Zoom wine. Congrats to you as well! Pat put together a Zoom birthday party for me, 
mostly for family, with about 140 photos from birth to present that took about 40 minutes. She went to a lot of work, but it 
was fun. Now I guess I'm on the hook to do one for her in two years. Take care, dave 
BTW, after discussions with Micah and Raymond this weekend, I'm back on CISAC for a while. . .. Rita wrote me this 
morning and mentioned all kinds of plans she's working on for Russia, India and Pakistan. We'll see... 

On Jan 5, 2021, at 12:46 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks for reminding me! BTW, I forgot to congratulate you on turning % of a century old! We should celebrate, if I 
can remember where the cork screw is... 

Happy 2021 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2021 11:19 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTM13.EDU>; Ntiforo, Corrie <contifor@UTMB.EDU>; Brocard, Anne-Sophie 
<anbrocar@utmb.edu>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: NYTimes.com: Pharmacist Accused of Tampering With Vaccine Was Conspiracy Theorist, Police Say 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, These two genius authors have more than 150 years of experience between them, but they may be too old 
to remember... dave 

On Jan 5, 2021, at 10:38 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Insider threat example that may be relevant to our biocontainment staffing challenges. Do we have a 
system in place to recognize a troubled individual such as this? 

Thanks, Jim 

From The New York Times: 

Pharmacist Accused of Tampering With Vaccine Was Conspiracy Theorist, Police Say 

The police say a Wisconsin pharmacist believed the Moderna vaccine would harm people and tried to 
sabotage the effort to vaccinate frontline workers. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/04/us/pharmacist-accused-of-tampering-with-vaccine-was-
conspiracy-theorist-police-say.htmRsmid=em-share 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Sat 5/16/2020 3:58:03 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Covid-19: Inside the UK's top-secret military lab 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Covid-19: Inside the UK's top-secret military lab. 
Porteia De7.-ri have ehown BBC the work they are doing investigating coronavirus. 

Disclaimer The BBC is not responsible for the cnment of this email, and anything writte does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please no that r1Lher the en il address ine of dn. ...:nder h.—

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E][afauci©niaid.nih.gov] 
Sent: Sun 1/10/2021 10:52:47 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Nice article in Houston Chronicle 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

My work with the Coronavirus Task Force and the large volume of incoming emails precludes me or my 
staff from answering each individual message. I would encourage you to visit www.coronavirus.gov for 
the latest information and guidance related to COVID-19. 

Thank you, and best regards. 

Anthony S. Fauci, M.D. 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'harvey.fineberg©moore.orglharvey.fineberg©moore.org]; 
'dgriffi6Qhmi.eduldgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 'peggy@hbfam.netTheggy@hbfam.net]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dzau, Victor 
J.[VDzau@nas.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Alison Andre[andre©ecohealthalliance.org]; 
lennifersyan©moore.orgljennifersyan@moore.org]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Kanarek, 
Morgan[MKanarek@nas.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Peter Daszak[daszak©ecohealthalliance.org] 
Sent: Sun 5/24/2020 3:45:27 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Hi Ben — I think all of those dates work for me. In any case, I suspect Alison Andre will already have written in to you with that 
information. 

By the way — these dialogues are absolutely critical right now, with growing drumbeat on the Right about our relationship with 
China. Because of the election, the Democrats will also likely be highlighting a tougher stance on US-China relationships. Add to 
that the conspiracy theorists, and we're heading into dark times for at least the next 6 months, maybe longer. 

I've always been passionate about the work that science can do for diplomacy under this sort of pressure, and I am extremely 
supportive of everything you can do to keep those channels open. Simply to have Zhengli, the head of Wuhan Inst. Virol, and 
people as important as Chen Zhu on a video conference is remarkable. No US journalist has been able to contact them in the last 4 
months, despite significant efforts to do so, and I want to congratulate you, Victor, Peggy, Harvey and the team on your efforts to 
make this happen. 

Cheers, 

Peter 

Peter Daszak 
President 

EcoHealth Alliance 
460 West 34th Street 
New York, NY 10001 
USA 

Tel.: +1-212-380-4474 
Website: www.ecohealthalliance.org
Twitter: @PeterDaszak

EcoHealth Alliance develops science-based solutions to prevent pandemics and promote conservation 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:55 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; Peter Daszak <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner 
<peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU'<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. 
<VDzau@nas.edu> 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples_3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Alison Andre <andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 
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'jennifer.ryan@moore.org <jennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan 
<MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Good news: Last night CAS leadership agreed to hold the 3rd virtual dialogue (Zoom meeting) on the list of Immunity topics we 
proposed. However they would like to push the dates for the 3"d meeting back to the first or second week of June (so no Zoom 
meeting on Tuesday night next week). Some of our Chinese counterparts are involved in China's National People's Congress taking 
place next week. 

We are targeting me night on June 1-4 or on June 8-11 (at 9-11 PM ET for the Americans, the following morning for the Chinese 
group.) 

Please send your availability to participate on those nights (or maybe simply send the nights you can't participate) to Hope Hare 
[HHare@nas.eduj so we can propose a date or dates to CAS that works best for the American group. 

Thanks again for your availability and willingness to participate in this initiative and I hope you have a good long weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 11:44 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<sarf.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <peggy@i.Jfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>;
'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.ec.. > 
Cc: 'fsharples_3@hotmaitcom' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <-nlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu›; Hare, Hope 
<HHare@nas.edu>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: 3rd Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

As we discussed during our meeting on Monday we hope to hold a third virtual dialogue meeting with CAS and CCDC experts to 
discuss what is known about COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship between previous infection, antibody response, 
reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 resurgence of the virus. 

We have proposed to CAS that this meeting take place evening, May 26 from
morning of Wednesday, May 27 for the Chinese). I have attached the list of questions on these topics we sent to CAS for your 

information. Please let me know if you are interested and available to participate in the 3 rd virtual dialogue meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 10:18 AM 
To: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; 'relman@stanford.edu <relman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edul 
<rbaric@email.unc.edu>; isaif.2@osu.edu' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <.tanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>;
'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' <daszak@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <ha rvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 
'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' <dgriffi6gihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.net' <peggy@hbfam.net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' 
<*w.educ@UTMB.EDU>; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, 
Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>; 'fsharples 3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.cc >; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>;
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette ban c@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <jennifer.rvan@moore.org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBowman@nas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek( nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <Leanloz@berkeley.edu>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thought it would be helpful to send you a basic outline for the follow up call (at 11:30 ET today). 

1) Intro 
2) Comments on the Day 1 and Day 2 discussion 
3) Ideas for topics (and additional American experts) for future virtual dialogue sessions 
4) Discussion of George Gao's joint statement idea 
5) CAS idea to post a blurb about the meetings on the CAS website 
6) Other issues, concerns 

I have attached the dialogue agenda (American version) for reference along with Jim's summaries of future collaboration ideas 
from the sessions. 

I know a few people can't make it but I would be happy to follow up with you individually over the phone or email. 

L 

t oom link: 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

("1 

552.136 

From: Hare, Hope <HI-lare@nas 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: 'relman@stanford.edu' <  alman@stanford.edu>; 'rbaric@email.unc.edu' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>; 'saif.2@osu.edu' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu' <stanley-perlman@uiowa.edu>; 'daszak@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<daszak@ecohealthalliar >; 'harvey.fineberg@moore.org' <harvey.fineberg@moore.org>; 'dgriffi6@jhmi.edu' 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'peggy@hbfam.ner <Peggv@hbfar net>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <iwleduc@UTIVIB.EDU>;
'davidrfranz@gmail.com' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'peshi@UTMB.EDU' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Dzau, Victor J. <VDzau@nas.edu>;
'fsharples_3@hotmail.com' <fsharples 3@hotmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.ed >; 
'antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu' <antoinette beric@med.unc.edu>; 'andre@ecohealthalliance.org' 
<andre@ecohealthalliance.org>; 'jennifer.ryan@moore.org' <iennifer.ryan@moorc,org>; Bowman, Katherine 
<KBr—manPnas.edu>; Kanarek, Morgan <MKanarek@nas.edu>; 'Raymond JEANLOZ' <leanloz@berkeley.edu>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.e...._>
Subject: RE: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 
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It is very difficult to find a time suitable for all—we apologize, but the one time that seemed to work is Monday, May 18th, at 11:30 
AM. We understand that not all of you will be able to participate. 
Here is the Zoom link for this meeting: 1 552.136 
We look forward to seeing you on Monday at II:30 am. 
Best wishes, 
Hope 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:16 PM 
Subject: Follow up Meeting to Discuss Results of the Virtual U.S. China dialogue meeting on COVID-19 

Ben has asked me to contact you to schedule a time for the follow up call. We need to do this early next week, as there was not a time 
that worked well for everyone this week. Please send me your availability for a one hour Zoom meeting between 9AM - 6PM ET, 
Monday - Wednesday next week. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

he i'vutionui ticatirmies 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 5/26/2020 6:37:49 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Heard anything about this? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Top-grade biosafety lab building spree planned in southern China 

Phoebe Zhang 

South China Morning Post 

25 May 2020 

The southern Chinese province of Guangdong plans to build dozens of high-grade biosafety laboratories to handle some of the most 
infectious diseases in the next five years. 

Wang Ruijun, director general of Guangdong's Department of Science and Technology, said there was a shortage of such facilities in 
the province, and the plan was to build up to 30 biosafety level-3 (BSL-3) labs and at least one BSL-4 centre within five years, news 
site ThePaper.cn reported on Monday. 

https://sg.news.vahoo.com/top-grade-biosafetv-lab-building-io4smoo7.html 

dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 5/26/2020 6:50:03 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Heard anything about this? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Only think I remember is that George talked about building CDC 4 in the south someplace, but this looks like something 
different. Not the most reputable source, however. d 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On May 26, 2020, at 7:37 PM, David Franz <daviddranz gmail.com> wrote: 

Top-grade biosafety lab building spree planned in southern China 

Phoebe Zhang 

South China Morning Post 

25 May 2020 

The southern Chinese province of Guangdong plans to build dozens of high-grade biosafety laboratories to handle 
some of the most infectious diseases in the next five years. 

Wang Ruijun, director general of Guangdong's Department of Science and Technology, said there was a shortage of 
such facilities in the province, and the plan was to build up to 30 biosafety level-3 (BSL-3) labs and at least one BSL-4 
centre within five years, news site ThePaper.cn reported on Monday. 

https://sg.news.yahoo.comitop-grade-biosafety-lab-building-104534ow.html 

dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E][afauci©niaid.nih.gov] 
Sent: Sun 1/10/2021 10:59:36 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Nice article in Houston Chronicle 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks, Jim. Hope that all is well with you. 
Best regards, 
Tony 

 Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 11:53 AM 
To: Auchincloss, Hugh (NIH/NIAID) [E] <auchinclossh©niaid.nih.gov>; Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E] 
<AFAUCI©niaid.nih.gov> 
Subject: Nice article in Houston Chronicle 

Sunday's paper had a nice article "Fauci talks shots with Houston-area pastor" by Robert Downen. Good 
job! 

Stay safe, Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 5/28/2020 9:23:21 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: U.S. to Expel Chinese Graduate Students With Ties to China's Military Schools - The New York Times 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Huh! Apart from all the political and diplomatic issues, this is going hit our universities hard in the pocket book. Dave 

On May 28, 2020, at 9:44 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

In case you haven't seen today's saga. 

From: Robert Tesh <rbtesh22@gmail.corn>
Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2020 8:22 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Garda-Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James 
W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Nikos Vasilakis <vasilan@hotmail.corn>; Plante, 
Kenneth S. <ksplante@UTMB.EDU>; Diana Tesh Vasilakis <vlahakistesh@gmail.com>; McBride, Jere W. 
<jemcbrid@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: U.S. to Expel Chinese Graduate Students With Ties to China's Military Schools - The New York Times 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/28/us/politics/china-hong-kong-trump-student-visas.html 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDUL Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Rita Guenther[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sun 5/31/2020 10:03:56 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Wrote this for Ajey Lele 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Some of you may have been with me when I visited Ajey at IDSA in Delhi. (It's an MoD think tank much like our IDA, I 
believe. I have never worked closely with him, but usually stop to say Hi when in town. He has a little CBW journal and 
asked me to write something. This is is. d 

https://idsa.in/cbwmagazine/biological-security-n-health-in-post-pandemic-world 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sun 5/31/2020 8:45:56 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Wrote this for Ajey Lele 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dave, 
Thanks for sharing. Ajey's a good guy. I've gone to his office a few times, most recently with Ben, Raymond, and Jill. I can't tell if 
he's personally influential, but he does know some key policy makers and advisors and he's done a nice job of writing up some 
technical issues in fairly brief form for the policy community. And, of course, he has this journal, and IDSA products are definitely 
read in the policy community. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, May 31, 2020 11:04 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 
Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Subject: Wrote this for Ajey Lele 

Some of you may have been with me when I visited Ajey at IDSA in Delhi. (It's an MoD think tank much like our IDA, I 
believe. I have never worked closely with him, but usually stop to say Hi when in town. He has a little CBW journal and 
asked me to write something. This is is. d 

https://idsa.in/cbwmagazine/biological-security-n-health-in-post-pandemic-world 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 6/3/2020 9:32:10 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: James Miller: A letter of resignation to Defense Secretary Mark Esper - The Washington Post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Wow! Jim is solid. I've enjoyed working with him in the past. From him, it sends a message. Thanks, dave 

On Jun 3, 2020, at 9:52 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

From: Robert Tesh <rbtesh22@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2020 8:25 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Murphy, 
Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; Charles H Calisher <calisher@cybersafe.net>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Mick Sullivan <micksullivan2001@yahoo.com>; Mark Vlahakis <mvlahakis@o.com>; Nikos 
Vasilakis <vasilan@hotmail.corn>
Subject: Fwd: James Miller: A letter of resignation to Defense Secretary Mark Esper - The Washington Post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 Forwarded message 
From: Kenmaven <kenmaven comcast.net> 
Date: Wed, Jun 3, 2020, 6:05 AM 
Subject: James Miller: A letter of resignation to Defense Secretary Mark Esper - The Washington Post 
To: Bob <rbtesh22@gmail.com> 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/06/02/secretary-esper-you-violated-your-oath-aiding-trumps-
photo-op-thats-why-im-resigning/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sun 6/7/2020 11:49:37 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Corrected CISAC summary 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Good idea re paper. On another topic, I had a nice Skype visit with Linda Lew yesterday morning, from Hong Kong. 
I've never really been positively impressed with the South China Post, but I liked her. She's working, broadly, on regulation 
of ID science and I think I was able to help her understand why just more regulation isn't the answer. She mentioned that she 
had contacted you and that you had sent her something to read. She also read about 4 of my (including one we did together) 
papers before the call. Had obviously read them in detail and asked good questions. She started by sending me this paper 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/piitS2405805X2' DO193#! which I actually find quite interesting, 

particularly coming from China. I'm actually thinking about getting in touch with this senior author. . .but want to read it 
carefully one more time before I do. 
Hope all is well. A quiet weekend here; hope you dodged the storms. Had a Dartmouth lecture and a 40 mm interview this 
past week (not re. China) Getting ready today for another talk this week and two meetings Micah and Ben are having re 
CISAC work. I see you are speaking at the TAMU meeting; wanted to catch that, but have a conflict. Hope things are 
settling down a bit for you, dave 

<CISAC Bio Engagements since 2007 corrected.docx> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/15/2020 6:14:46 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Wow 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

https://www.sciencemag.orginews/2o2o/o6/fifty-four-scientists-have-lost-their-jobs-result-nih-probe-foreign-ties 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Murphy, 
Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; Tesh Robert[rbtesh22©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Wed 6/17/2020 11:46:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: The Washington Post: Before the pandemic, top contractor received billions from government 
to help prepare the nation for biowarfare 

I thought you might like this story from The Washington Post. 

Before the pandemic, top contractor received billions from government to help prepare the nation for 
biowarfare 
Emergent BioSolutions is the only maker of multiple drugs the government deems crucial for the 
Strategic National Stockpile, and the government is the company's primary customer, accounting for 
most of its revenue. 

https://www.wash ington post.com/i nvestigations/before-the-pandem ic-top-contractor-received-bi II ions-
from-govern ment-to-hel p-prepare-the-nation-for-biowarfare/2020/06/17/38d9ad3a-a4 1 b-11ea-8681-
7d471bf20207_story.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: 'Peggy HamburgTheggy@hbfam.net]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Diane 
GriffinIdgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; 'Nancy ConnellThiancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 
Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/23/2020 10:08:44 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Virtual Workshop: Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral 
Pathogens 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Greetings Diane, Peggy, Dave, and Jim, 

As (I think) you are aware CISAC in partnership with BLS has some funding associated with an expiring grant we are planning to use 
to hold an invitation only virtual workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and 
Respond to Viral Pathogens. The workshop would explores the use of genome editing technologies such as those based on CRISPR-
Cas systems to understand and combat viral pathogens. Areas to be explored include the use of genome editing as a research tool 
to better understand the basic biology of viral infection and interactions with the immune system, the development of rapid CRISPR-
based diagnostic systems to detect viral pathogens, and the potential to use genome editing as an innovative anti-viral strategy as 
well as best practices for biosafety and biosecurity. 

Originally we were planned to hold an international (primarily bilateral with China) session on norms and practices for the use of 
gene editing technology in research on especially dangerous pathogens as part of NASEM/PGA/CISAC's ongoing U.S. China bio 
dialogue during the Wuhan meeting this spring but as you know that meeting was replaced with the virtual sessions we held in May 
and earlier this month. 

Nancy Connell is leading this effort and has worked with Katie Bowman and Fran Sharples to design the agenda below. 

Logistics: invitation only workshop would take place over two nights on Zoom (probably from —9-11 PM ET / 9-11 AM Beijing time) 
on the nights of either July 7 and 9 OR July 14 and 16 in the U.S.  (the mornings after in Asia.) Diane, we hope you can help kick off 
the meeting on the first day and that everyone can participate (and recommend other participants). Please let us know your 
thoughts on which set of dates works better for you and if you have other issues or concerns. 

Preliminary Agenda: 
Day 1: (Detect) e% , ing of July 7 or July 14 in the U.S. (morning of July 8 or July 15 in Asia) 

— Welcome  1..ep these remarks brief] 
o US welcome and focus of the 2 sessions and how they extend the topics of the 3 bio dialogue meetings held in 

May/June [5min] — Proposed speaker: Diane Griffin 
o China welcome [5 min] — Proposed speaker: George Gao, China CDC 

Opening Presentation 115 mini: Introduction to how CRISPR-based technologies can be applied to diagnosis and treatment 
of disease 

o Proposed speaker #1: (China —author from a recent paper: Yunzi Luo; Department of Gastroenterology, State Key 

Laboratory of Biotherapy, West China Hospital, Sichuan University and Collaborative Innovation Center of 
Biotherapy, Chengdu, PR China ("Blossom of CRISPR technologies and applications in disease treatment" — this is 
actually on disease treatment more broadly; would ask if they can focus particularly on infectious diseases) 

Detecting viral pathogens [60 min] — 2 presentations x 15 min each followed by panel discussion. Proposed speakers 
below (to invite) 

o Proposed session moderator: — David Walt, Harvard University (& member of the Academies coronavirus 
committee) 

o Proposed Speaker #2 (US) — Feng Zhang, MIT or Pardis Sabeti, Harvard University (development of CRSIPR/Cas-
based systems to detect viral pat' Jens) [15 min] 

o Proposed Speaker #3 (US) — Charles Chiu, University of California San Francisco (detection of SARS-CoV-2 using 
CRISPR/Cas-based systems) [15 min] 
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o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Looking ahead to session 2 (5 min) — Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 

— Adjourn until second session 

Day 2: (Respond) evening of July 9 or July 16 in the U.S. (morning of July 10 or July 17 in Asia) 
— Welcome to session 2 [5 min] — Nancy Connell 

— Responding to viral pathogens 160 min) - 2 presentations x /5 min each followed by panel discussion. Proposed speakers 
below (to invite) 

o Session moderator — Nancy Connell 
o Proposed Speaker #1: (non-US) 

• Chinese speaker (China): author from a recent paper — Deyin Guo, School of Medicine (Shenzhen), Sun Vat-
sen University, Guangzhou, China ("CRISPR-Cas Targeting of Host Genes as an 
Antiviral Strategy") (15 min) 

• Option B: (Korea): author from a recent paper- Choongho Lee, College of Pharmacy, Dongguk University, 
Korea ("CRISPR/Cas9-Based Antiviral Strategy: Current status and the Potential Challenge") (15 min) 

o Proposed Speaker #2: (US) author from a recent paper: Stanley Qi, Stanford university ("Development of CRISPR as 
an Antiviral Strategy to Combat SARS-CoV-2 and Influenza") (15 min) 

o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Capturing the opportunities through responsible development [30 min] 
o Proposed Speaker #3: (China): Weiwen Zhang, Tianjin University (the importance of promoting responsible 

practices and development around technologies such as gene editing, including following good 
biosafety/biosecurity practices) (10 min) 

o Discussion among all participants (20 min) 

— Thanks to all speakers and participants and adjourn workshop 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Peggy HamburgTheggy©hbfam.net]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 
Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/23/2020 10:27:19 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Virtual Workshop: Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to 
Viral Pathogens 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Ben - Good idea. I can do either set of dates, but 7/14 and 16 is slightly better for my schedule. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 

Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 

University Distinguished Service Professor 

W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 

Baltimore, MD 21205 

410-955-3459 

dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 11:08 AM 
To: 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Diane Griffin 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 
Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Subject: Virtual Workshop: Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and Respond to Viral 
Pathogens 

External Email - Use Caution 

Greetings Diane, Peggy, Dave, and Jim, 

As (I think) you are aware CISAC in partnership with BLS has some funding associated with an expiring grant we are planning to use 
to hold an invitation only virtual workshop on Opportunities and Best Practices for Using Gene Editing Technologies to Detect and 
Respond to Viral Pathogens. The workshop would explores the use of genome editing technologies such as those based on CRISPR-
Cas systems to understand and combat viral pathogens. Areas to be explored include the use of genome editing as a research tool 
to better understand the basic biology of viral infection and interactions with the immune system, the development of rapid CRISPR-
based diagnostic systems to detect viral pathogens, and the potential to use genome editing as an innovative anti-viral strategy as 
well as best practices for biosafety and biosecurity. 

Originally we were planned to hold an international (primarily bilateral with China) session on norms and practices for the use of 
gene editing technology in research on especially dangerous pathogens as part of NASEM/PGA/CISAC's ongoing U.S. China bio 
dialogue during the Wuhan meeting this spring but as you know that meeting was replaced with the virtual sessions we held in May 
and earlier this month. 

Nancy Connell is leading this effort and has worked with Katie Bowman and Fran Sharples to design the agenda below. 
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Logistics: invitation only workshop would take place over two nights on Zoom (probably from —9-11 PM ET / 9-11 AM Beijing time) 
on the nights of either July 7 and 9 OR July 14 and 16 in the U.S.  (the mornings after in Asia.) Diane, we hope you can help kick off 
the meeting on the first day and that everyone can participate (and recommend other participants). Please let us know your 
thoughts on which set of dates works better for you and if you have other issues or concerns. 

Preliminary Agenda: 
Day 1: (Detect) evening of July 7 or July 14 in the U.S. (morning of July 8 or July 15 in Asia) 

— Welcome  [keep these remarks brief] 
o US welcome and focus of the 2 sessions and how they extend the topics of the 3 bio dialogue meetings held in 

May/June [5min] — Proposed speaker: Diane Griffin 
o China welcome (5 min)— Proposed speaker: George Gao, China CDC 

— Opening Presentation 115 mini: Introduction to how CRISPR-based technologies can be applied to diagnosis and treatment 
of disease 

o Proposed speaker #1: (China) —author from a recent paper: Yunzi Luo; Department of Gastroenterology, State Key 

Laboratory of Biotherapy, West China Hospital, Sichuan University and Collaborative Innovation Center of 
Biotherapy, Chengdu, PR China ("Blossom of CRISPR technologies and applications in disease treatment" — this is 
actually on disease treatment more broadly; would ask if they can focus particularly on infectious diseases) 

— Detecting viral pathogens [60 min] — 2 presentations x /5 min each followed by panel discussion. Proposed speakers 
below (to invite) 

o Proposed session moderator: — David Walt, Harvard University (& member of the Academies coronavirus 
committee) 

o Proposed Speaker #2 (US) — Feng Zhang, MIT or Pardis Sabeti, Harvard University (development of CRSIPR/Cas-
based systems to detect viral pathogens) [15 min] 

o Proposed Speaker #3 (US) — Charles Chiu, University of California San Francisco (detection of SARS-CoV-2 using 
CRISPR/Cas-based systems) (15 min] 

o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Looking ahead to session 2 (5 min) — Nancy Connell, Johns Hopkins University 

— Adjourn until second session 

Day 2: (Respond) evening of July 9 or July 16 in the U.S. (morning of July 10 or July 17 in Asia) 
— Welcome to session 2 [5 min] — Nancy Connell 

— Responding to viral pathogens 160 mini - 2 presentations x /5 min each followed by panel discussion. Proposed speakers 
below (to invite) 

o Session moderator — Nancy Connell 
o Proposed Speaker #1: (non-US) 

• Chinese speaker (China): author from a recent paper — Deyin Guo, School of Medicine (Shenzhen), Sun Vat-
sen University, Guangzhou, China ("CRISPR-Cas Targeting of Host Genes as an 
Antiviral Strategy") (15 min) 

• Option B: (Korea): author from a recent paper- Choongho Lee, College of Pharmacy, Dongguk University, 
Korea ("CRISPR/Cas9-Based Antiviral Strategy: Current status and the Potential Challenge") (15 min) 

o Proposed Speaker #2: (US) author from a recent paper: Stanley Qi, Stanford university ("Development of CRISPR as 
an Antiviral Strategy to Combat SARS-CoV-2 and Influenza") (15 min) 

o Moderated Discussion [30 min] 

— Capturing the opportunities through responsible development [30 min] 
o Proposed Speaker #3: (China): Weiwen Zhang, Tianjin University (the importance of promoting responsible 

practices and development around technologies such as gene editing, including following good 
biosafety/biosecurity practices) (10 min) 
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o Discussion among all participants (20 m n 

Thanks to all speakers and participants and adjourn workshop 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
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To: 'Adams, Marvinlmladams@tamu.edu]; 'Brooks, Lintonllinton.brooks©cox.net]; 'Bunn, 
Matthewlmatthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu]; 'Connell, Nancy[NancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Fetter, StevenIsfetter©umd.edu]; 'Franz, 
Davididavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Garwin, RichardirIg2@usibm.com]; 'Gottemoeller, Roselrgottemoeller@gmail.com]; 'Griffin, 
Dianeldgriffi6©jhu.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; 'Hruby, Jillijillhruby@gmail.com]; 'Jeanloz, 
Raymondljeanloz©berkeley.edu]; JohnHildebrandUhildebr@email.arizona.edu]; 'Johnston, Alastairljohnston©fas.harvard.edu]; Latiff, 
Robert[rlatiff@msn.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Meserve, Richard[rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu]; 'Mies, 
Richardimiesrw©verizon.net]; 'Palese, PeterTheter.palese@mssm.edu]; 'Timbie, James'Uptimbie@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 6/23/2020 11:34:24 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Planning for a CISAC meeting 
Ph uIe Jun-July-2020.xlsx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC members, 
We would like to set up a meeting of the committee in the next 4 weeks. We are looking for 2 or 3 two hour windows on consecutive 
days (or nearly consecutive). Please let me know your availability for the period starting Thursday, July2, and ending on Friday, July 
24'. Times are from 10 AM to 5 pm ET. 
I have attached a spread sheet which might make it easier for you to fill in your available times, though if you prefer just to write them 
down, that is fine also. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 6/26/2020 3:19:06 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Fact Check 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks. Re Texas, maybe we've finally found a situation in which authoritarianism trumps freedom. :-(. 
We are in Frederick this weekend and I just went to Lowe's. There is a lot of traffic out there on the streets in the stores. 
Almost everyone in stores however is wearing a mask. 

Be safe, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 26, 2020, at 3:56 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I am not aware of any, but there may have been personnel exchanges, especially with the Influenza program. I know 
we had a steady stream of visitors from China coming for collaborative work at CDC. 

Time to hunker down around here. Texans obsession with personal freedoms (i.e., don't make me wear a mask) is 
coming back to haunt all of us. 

Hope you're well and enjoying the summer. 

Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 26, 2020 2:51 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Fact Check 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMEI's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim/Tom, Thinking of you guys and fellow Texans; it sounds like cases are still popping up at a good pace. 

Are you aware that we ever had a US CDC person stationed INSIDE either Beijing or Wuhan ChinaCDC, 
sort of like—I think I'm correct—Ken Earhart did in India CDC for awhile? I have only known of US CDC 
personnel stationed within our embassy in Beijing. 

Take care and thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 1/13/2021 10:43:03 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Chinese Covid-19 vaccine far less effective than initially claimed in Brazil 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I would have guessed that a killed viral vaccine might be better than that. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 13, 2021, at 11:31 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

> fyi 

>  Original Message 
> From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU> 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 7:38 AM 
> To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, Chien-Te K. <sktseng©UTMB.EDU>; 
Spiropoulou Christina <ccs8©cdc.gov>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba©UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean 
<derdman05©gmail.com>; Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy©UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc©UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. <maragarc©UTMB.EDU>; Denison Mark 
<mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi©UTMB.EDU>; Keiser, Philip 
<phkeiser©UTMB.EDU>; Rollin Pierre <pierrerollin2019©gmail.com>; Tesh Robert 
<rbtesh22©gmail.com>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver©UTMB.EDU>; Nichol Stuart <stn1©CDC.GOV>; 
Folks Thomas <virusdoctom©aol.com>; Calisher Charles <calisher©cybersafe.net>; Menachery, Vineet 
<vimenach©UTMB.EDU> 
> Subject: Chinese Covid-19 vaccine far less effective than initially claimed in Brazil 

> Chinese Covid-19 vaccine far less effective than initially claimed in Brazil 
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https°/03M/02F/02Fwww.cnn.com°/02F2021%2F01%2 
F13°/02Fasie/02Fsinovac-covid-vaccine-efficacy-intl-
hnk°/02Findex.html&amp;data=04°/07C01°/07Cjwledue/040utmb.ed0/07C1a9547a475564e4fe62b08d8b7e 
24d1d°/07C7bef256d85db4526a72d31aea2546852°/07C0°/07C0°/07C637461529870784742°/07CUn known 
%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2IuMzliLCJBTi161k1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0°/03D 
°/07C1000&amp;sdata=02qUgQIJGHTtnyOscICX2HSirCVH4LORAvM1cFCMovE°/03D&amp;reserved=0 

> Tom Ksiazek 

> Sent from a portable device 
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To: 'Adams, Marvinlmladams@tamu.edu]; 'Brooks, Lintonllinton.brooks©cox.net]; 'Bunn, 
Matthewlmatthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu]; 'Connell, Nancy[NancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 'Fetter, StevenIsfetter©umd.edu]; 'Franz, 
Davididavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Garwin, RichardirIg2@usibm.com]; 'Gottemoeller, Roselrgottemoeller@gmail.com]; 'Griffin, 
Dianeldgriffi6©jhu.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; 'Hruby, Jillijillhruby@gmail.com]; 'Jeanloz, 
Raymondljeanloz@berkeley.edu]; JohnHildebrand[jhildebr©email.arizona.edu]; 'Johnston, Alastairljohnston@fas.harvard.edu]; 'Latiff, 
RobertIrlatiff@msn.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Meserve, Richardirmeserve@carnegiescience.edu]; 'Mies, 
Richardimiesrw©verizon.net]; 'Palese, PeterTheter.palese@mssm.edu]; 'Timbie, James'[jptimbie@gmail.com]; 'George B. 
Masonlgbmason©stanford.edu] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 7/14/2020 10:45:26 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Planning for a CISAC meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hello everyone! The CISAC meeting is scheduled for 11-1 pm on Monday 7/20, and 2-5 pm on Friday 7/24. We will be sending out 
materials shortly, but we just wanted to be sure the dates are on your calendars. 

Thank you, and best wishes, 
Hope 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

rite National Academies o 
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From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 12:34 PM 
To: 'Adams, Marvin' <mladams@tamu.edu>; 'Brooks, Linton' <linton.brooks@cox.net>; 'Bunn, Matthew' 
<matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu>; 'Connell, Nancy' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Fetter, Steven' <sfetter@umd.edu>; 'Franz, 
David' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Garwin, Richard' <rIg2@us.ibm.com>; 'Gottemoeller, Rose' <rgottemoeller@gmail.com>; 
'Griffin, Diane' <dgriffi6@jhu.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 'Hruby, Jill' <jillhruby@gmail.com>; 'Jeanloz, 
Raymond' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; JohnHildebrand <jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; 'Johnston, Alastair' 
<johnston@fas.harvard.edu>; Latiff, Robert <rlatiff@msn.com>; 'Leduc, James' <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Meserve, Richard 
<rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu>; 'Mies, Richard' <miesrw@verizon.net>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Timbie, 
James' <jptimbie@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Planning for a CISAC meeting 

Dear CISAC members, 
We would like to set up a meeting of the committee in the next 4 weeks. We are looking for 2 or 3 two hour windows on consecutive 
days (or nearly consecutive). Please let me know your availability for the period starting Thursday, July2, and ending on Friday, July 
24th. Times are from 10 AM to 5 pm ET. 
I have attached a spread sheet which might make it easier for you to fill in your available times, though if you prefer just to write them 
down, that is fine also. 

Thank you and best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
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From: CISAC[CISAC@nas.edu] 

Attendees: leanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 'linton.brooks@cox.net'; 'budi11@lIntgov'; 
'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu'; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 
'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com'; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu'; Hamburg, Margaret; JohnHildebrand; 
lillhruby@gmail.com'; lohnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, James W.; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; 'rniesrw@v•erizon.net'L'ppter,.pplese@mssm.edgl Iptimbie@gmail.com' 

Location: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/99144495939?pwd=1 552.136 
Importance: Normal 

Subject: CISAC Meeting, First Session 

Start Time: Mon 7/20/2020 10:00:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

End Time: Mon 7/20/2020 12:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Required Attendees: leanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 'linton.brooks@cox.net'; 'budi11@lIntgov'; 
'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu'; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 
'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com'; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu'; Hamburg, Margaret; JohnHildebrand; 
lillhruby@gmail.com'; lohnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, James W.; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; 'rniesrw@verizon.net'; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu'; Iptimbie@gmail.com' 

CISAC Mtng July 2020 Agenda v2.docx 

CISAC Mtnd July 2020 Read Ahead  v2.docx

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC members, 
This is the calendar invitation for the first session of the CISAC Zoom meeting—I am sending the invitation for the second session 
separately. Material for the meetings is attached. 
*********************************** 

Topic: CISAC Meeting-First Session 
Link: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/99144495939?pwcil 552.136 

Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location) : 
US: +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or 
+1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or +1 
213 338 8477 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting IPL.9m._444,9 5939 
Password1552.136 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

The
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Agenda, July 20 and 24, 2020 CISAC Mtng 

CISAC Meeting Agenda 
July 20 and 24, 2020 

July 16, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Below is the schedule of discussions as planned. Please read the background document prior to the 
meeting, as we do not plan to give recaps or updates in the meeting. Please note that the orderof 
topics in the agenda is different from the order in the background document. The order i n the agenda 
has been arranged based on reported availability of CISAC members for different portions of the 
meeting. That said, the times are approximate and depending on the content of the discussion, the chair 
may decide to adjust the start and end times of particular discussions. 

Monday 
June 20 
11 DO am EDT Welcome and Overview of the MeetingRaymond Jeanloz, Chair Micah 

Lowenthal, Director 

11:10 am 

11:35 am 

a. Should CISAC continue its focus in the four areas that have been 
pursued to date (nuclear, bio, space and cyber security), or should it 
broaden its membership to include experts in emerging technologies or 
other areas that are relevant to international security? If so, what areas? 

b. Are there specific activities that CISAC should undertake on its own or 
in partnership with another group or organization, beyond what we are 
already doing, to anticipate upcoming needs in this COVID-19 
environment, the post-election period, and the run-up to various 
postponed events, such as the NPT REVCON? 

I 1:55 am c. What should we do to better connect to US policy/decision makers this 
Fall and into the post-election period? 

12:10 pm d. CISAC operates the dialogues to inform the US government. What if 
any interactions should we have with NATO, and with allies more 
generally? 

12:30 pm e. The Russia dialogue meetings have required a large amount of work 
from a core set of members complemented on an ad hoc basis for cyber 
and space security. Can we tag-team to carry on the valuable discussions, 
while relieving some of the burden from the squad that has led these 
discussions for us this far? If so, how? 

1255 pm Wrap-up remarks for first session of the CISAC meeting and the plan for 
part 2 

Adjourn 
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Friday 
June 24 
2:00 pm EDT Welcome and Overview of the aftemoonRaymond Jeanloz 

July 16, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

2:05 pm k. Are there other topics, projects, relationships that CISAC should 
develop? How should we do so? 

235 pm g. Are there revised goals that CISAC should pursue in India—bio, 
nuclear, cyber, space, other? How should we pursue those goals? 

3:00 pm 

3:30 pm 

4:00 pm 

4:15 pm 

K Is there more to be done with high-containment labs as the focal point 
of our bio dialogues? How can we build on that work? Are there other 
areas of biosafety/biosecurity that we should be pursuing? Are there 
useful ways to re-engage with the BWC activities? 

The CISAC Bio work has been funded by grants mostly from the State 
Department's Cooperative Threat Reduction Program, which has changed 
this year, and, for the China work, a now-terminated DOD-grant program. 
With a better articulated vision for the future, CISAC could partner with 
the Board on Life Sciences, and possibly another part of NAS to seek a 
major grant. Building off of question (a), what directions, participants and 
fi nders should we pursue? 

The premise of the China Bio discussions in May was that China is 
ahead of the US in experience with the pandemic. We found that because 
the US reportedly has orders of magnitude more cases, China's 
experience is of limited value. What should our next goals be and what 
steps should we take toward those goals? 

j. Through a series of workshops, CISAC has established good 
relationships and knowledge of the human and animal health community 
in Pakistan. The workshops were always topically marginal for CISAC, 
but it was important to connect with the clinical and research laboratory 
community in Pakistan. Those grants are over. Does CISAC have more of 
an agenda to pursue in Pakistan on health matters? Should we try to hand 
off the relationships? 

425 pm Summary of key takeaways, any final discussion, and closing remarks 

Adjourn 
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July 15, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Recent and Upcoming CISAC Activities 
July 16, 2020 

In June I gave a two-page update to CISAC members on recent and upcoming CISAC and related 
activities. This is a somewhat more fulsome description of our activities, with the aim that you 
will read this in in advance of the meeting on July 20 and 24, 2020 in lieu of having CISAC 
members and staff give verbal updates during the meeting. As you read, please pay particular 
attention to the key questions for discussion at the meeting. 

Focus and Membership 

1) We have been taking advantage of virtual meetings to engage new experts who have 
been too busy to join us in the past, or are earlier-career or less-known experts, both to 
benefit from their insights and to establish a more robust and diverse pipeline. We need 
your help in identifying and inculcating new members who will carry on CISAC's 
important work into the future. Our bottom line is that we want excellent members, 
and to build that membership we want to look at and beyond the usual suspects. New 
members could have similar expertise to that already on the committee, different 
expertise, or lost expertise. For example, CISAC has been without a South Asia expert for 
a while. Staff have begun talking with experts who might fill that role, but we welcome 
suggestions. Please provide suggestions in any category to Micah via e-mail ([ HYPERLINK 
"mailto:mlowenthal@nas.edu" ]). 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting: 

a. Should CISAC continue its focus in the four areas that have been pursued to date 
(nuclear, bio, space and cyber security), or should it broaden its membership to 
include experts in emerging technologies or other areas that are relevant to 
international security? If so, what areas? 

Additional Timely Activities 

b. Are there specific activities that C1SAC should undertake on its own or in partnership 
with another group or organization, beyond what we are already doing, to anticipate 
upcoming needs in this COV1D-19 environment, the post-election period, and the run-
up to various postponed events, such as the NPT REVCON? 

ACTIVITIES 

Russia Dialogues 

2) We are continuing to conduct a series of video conferences with Russian counterparts 
on nuclear arms control (extension of New START, the next arms control treaty regime, 
engaging China, packages to include other stability issues), nuclear arms monitoring and 
verification, strategic stability, cyber security, and space security. This set of meetings 
has been extraordinarily active, with weekly meetings with Russian counterparts and 
preparatory and post-mortem calls on the same cycle. Findings have been briefed to 
State, OSD/Policy, the Joint Staff, and NNSA. We also held a discussion with a US 
detailee to NATO to understand current thinking in NATO on arms control, monitoring 
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and verification, and related issues. Both US and Russian participants have produced 
white papers, and provided them ahead of time to facilitate discussion during the 
meetings. It has been remarkably informative to exchange questions either in follow-up 
or in anticipation of discussions. Several opportunities have arisen for offshoots to our 
work. 

i. Virtual Joint Data Exchange Center (JDEC): Russian retired military 
participants revived the idea of establishing a JDEC for exchange of 
information on missile launches and early warning data. The United 
States and Russia agreed to establish a physical JDEC in Moscow in 2000, 
but the effort stalled, in part over inability to reach agreement about the 
facility and liability issues. A virtual JDEC might enable the parties to 
accomplish the stabilizing steps without the sovereignty-related issues, 
but it may introduce new cybersecurity concerns. CISAC and other 
experts will hold discussions, and write up an outline of features and 
questions to discuss with Russian counterparts. 

ii. Monitoring and online verification experiment (MOVE?): Russian 
participants expressed intent to include non-strategic nuclear weapons in 
the follow-on to New START, and acknowledged the need for some kind 
of monitoring and verification, particularly the establishment of a 
baseline (starting inventory) of the nuclear weapons, even as they 
maintained that non-Russians should not access the storage and serial 
production facilities. CISAC is exploring the possibility of conducting an 
experiment to establish whether it is feasible to conduct reciprocal 
inspections by having Russians walk through Russian facilities and 
American or NATO personnel walk through US or NATO facilities with 
their counterparts tied in virtually. Verification is one of three working 
groups stood up under the current US-Russian government-to-
government nuclear talks. Another is said to be focused on nuclear 
warheads and doctrines. 

iii. Measures to prevent nuclear war 
iv. Measures to engage China in arms control discussions 
v. Cyber dialogue: Picking up threads from the December 2018 cyber 

discussions, and adding some interesting connections to nuclear 
command and control, there are tantalizing topics to pursue in future 
discussions, if the Russians can pull in more experts who are connected 
to the cyber-military parts of the Russian government. 

vi. Space dialogue: Space is simultaneously a domain of US-Russian 
cooperation (consider the ISS, US use of Russian launch capabilities, 
Apollo-Soyuz) and increasing importance, reliance, vulnerability, and 
contestation. The most recent indicator of the importance of space to the 
CISAC dialogue is the fact that space security is the topic of one of the 
three working groups established in current US-Russian government-to-
government nuclear talks. The CISAC Russia dialogue has had several 
space sessions in recent years, including two meetings with Russian 
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technical and policy experts from RosCos mos, the RAS space institute, 
and other relevant organizations. The virtual meeting on space security 
held just weeks ago had good discussions, but not the same level of 
technical expertise as in past meetings in Moscow. 

vii. Bio dialogue: During the first virtual dialogue meeting back in April, the 
two sides agreed that it would be appropriate to resume discussions of 
infectious diseases, now especially including COVI D-19. The RAS wished 
to include this explicitly in an InterAcademy agreement, and the NASEM 
presidents agreed to sign a protocol to the existing agreement. This 
should happen in the coming weeks, enabling a bio dialogue meeting in 
August or September. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting: 

c. What should we do to better connect to US policy/decision makers this Fall and into 
the post-election period? 

d. CISAC operates the dialogues to inform the US government. What if any interactions 
should we have with NATO, and with allies more generally? 

e. These meetings have required a large amount of work from a core set of members 
complemented on an ad hoc basis for cyber and space security. Can we tag-team to 
carry on the valuable discussions, while relieving some of the burden from the squad 
that has led these discussions for us this far? If so, how? 

China Dialogues 

3) We have shared a set of brief white papers/think pieces with our Chinese counterparts 
in the nuclear and cyber areas to initiate a virtual dialogue with them (we hope it will 
become as productive as the Russia dialogue seems to be). A virtual planning meeting 
will occur on the evening of July 20, during which we hope to agree on the path forward. 

4) Operating under the banner of NASEM International Networks and Cooperation, CISAC 
members and staff have convened four two-hour meetings with Chinese experts 
focused on COVID-19 clinical issues, limiting the spread of the virus, immunity, and use 
of gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogen. The meetings 
leverage 4.5 years of dialogue between CISAC-bio members and counterparts in China, 
including the Director of the Chinese CDC and heads of China's BSL-4 labs. The meetings 
have been progressively more informative, and another meeting is planned but has not 
been scheduled; August is most likely. Notifications and briefings about these meetings 
have been provided to the President's Science Advisor, the S&T Advisor the Secretary of 
State, OSD Policy (HD&GS), and the T-family staff at State. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting. 

f. The premise of the China Bio discussions in May was that China is ahead of the US in 
experience with the pandemic. We found that because the US reportedly has orders 
of magnitude more cases, China's experience is of limited value. What should our 
next goals be and what steps should we take toward those goals? 
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India Dialogues 

5) To jump start long-delayed bio meetings with experts in India, some discussions on 
synthetic biology were held in recent months. Plans are in place to continue these and 
similar discussions on biorisk management, hopefully with greater engagement from the 
government of India and key institutions across India. The Principal Science Advisor to 
the government of India is now involved (which has been the plan since last fall), but the 
next steps have not yet been agreed or scheduled. These meetings build on several 
previous biosafety/biosecurity projects with Indian counterparts that started in 2012. 

6) We will seek to set up a set of virtual meetings on Indian nuclear issues, building on the 
January 2020 meeting in Bangalore, which opened a number of possible U.S.-India 
exchanges, including gov-to-gov activities. That Ja nua ry meeting has been briefed to 
NNSA (people within NA-20), DTRA (Global Nuclear Security), and OSD Policy (CWMD). 
Historically, it has been a challenge to get insight and clarity rega rding US goals and 
priorities in the U.S.-India relationship broadly, even when we tried to help the US-India 
Homeland Security Dialog. There is better cooperation and information sharing now on 
nuclear issues, and we will work further with NNSA, DTRA, and State to select some 
topics, goals, and work plans. Also, in an October 2019 planning trip to India, Raymond, 
Jill, Ben, and Micah met with experts in think tanks and academia, and Rita has done 
similar meetings previously to broaden our contacts and potential partners beyond the 
National Institute of Advanced Studies and the Indian National Science Academy. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting. 

g. Are there revised goals that CISAC should pursue in India—bio, nuclear, cyber, space, 
other? How should we pursue those goals? 

Biosecurity Engagement 

7) Following a vision developed and steered by Dave Franz and Jim Le Duc, and supported 
by our other infectious disease experts, CISAC established a unique set of engagements 
in China, India, and elsewhere built around high-containment biological laboratory 
research and management, and their connections to biosafety, biosecurity, responsible 
conduct, biosurveillance, and infectious disease response. This work has opened doors 
and established relationships that would not have been possible in other ways. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting. 

h. Is there more to be done with high-containment labs as the focal point? How can we 
build on that work? Are there other areas of biosafety/biosecurity that we should be 
pursuing? Are there useful ways to re-engage with the BWC activities? 

i. The CISAC Bio work has been funded by grants mostly from the State Department's 
Cooperative Threat Reduction Program, which has changed this year, and, for the 
China work, a now-terminated DOD-grant program. With a better articulated vision 
for the future, CISAC could partner with the Board on Life Sciences, and possibly 
another part of NAS to seek a major grant. Building off of question (a), what 
directions, participants and funders should we pursue? 
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Through a series of workshops, C1SAC has established good relationships and 
knowledge of the human and animal health community in Pakistan. The workshops 
were always topically marginal for C1SAC, but it was important to connect with the 
clinical and research laboratory community in Pakistan. Those grants are over. Does 
C1SAC have more of an agenda to pursue in Pakistan? Should we try to hand off the 
relationships? 

UPDATES ON OTHER, CISAC-RELATED ACTIVITIES 

8) A congressionally mandated study on nuclear forensics has slowed because of the 
difficulty of conducting classified work under pandemic conditions, but staff have 
resumed work on the draft report to prepare it for (hopefully) one more round of 
committee refinement before NAS review. We anticipate that this project will have to 
be extended beyond the December 2020 end date. 

9) The ad hoc committee for a congressionally mandated study for NNSA on detection, 
monitoring, and verification of nuclear material and devices has been appointed. The 
work plan for this study has been revised and will require an unclassified interim report 
by February or March and a classified final report with an abbreviated summary. 

10) Two draft reports of meetings on human and animal health laboratories in Pakistan and 
one on the biosafety/biosecurity workshop in Seychelles are in various stages of review. 

11) A congressionally mandated study examining the risks of nuclear war and nuclear 
terrorism, which will be a joint project of the Board on Mathematics and Statistical 
Applications, the Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board, and CISAC, is in the contracting 
stage, and we will soon be starting committee nomination. 

12) A plan for a new Amaldi-Panofsky Lecture, which was to be organized cooperatively with 
the Lincei Academy (the Italian academy of sciences), and held in New York at the 
margins of the UN General Assembly, has been postponed by CISAC for lack of audience. 

Other Ideas 

k. Are there other topics, projects, relationships that C1SAC should develop? How should 
we do so? 

Thank you for your continued participation. We look forward to talking with you next week. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 7/17/2020 9:18:37 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Nice Job! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Nice Jim! I just caught the end of her talk but she seemed quite good. Dave 

On Jul 17, 2020, at 10:16 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Marie, 

I just wanted to congratulate you on your presentation last evening for the NAS-CAS dialogue. Excellent work! 

During your presentation, you mentioned not having access to BSL3 biocontainment, but that you were working on it. 
If you have problems, please let me know. The GNL is a complete biocontainment facility with in vitro lab space and 
laboratory animal facilities at all levels of biocontainment, up to and including BSL4. I am confident that we could 
identify a collaborator to work with you, or should longer studies be envisioned, we could host a visiting scientist. 
Unfortunately, we are not resourced to support such activities, but I'm sure we could work things out if needed. 

Please feel free to contact me directly if we can help. With best wishes for your continued success. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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CISAC[CISAC@nas.edu] 

Lowenthal, Micah; leanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 'linton.brooks@cox.net'; 'budi11@llnl.gov'; 
'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu'; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 
'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com'; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu'; Hamburg, Margaret; JohnHildebrand; 
lillhruby@gmail.com'; lohnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, James W.; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; Thiesrw@verizon.nef; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu'; Iptimbie@gmail.com' 

https://nasem.zoom.us/j/95138643383?pwd=t 552.136 

Normal 

CISAC Meeting Session 2 

Fri 7/24/2020 1:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Fri 7/24/2020 4:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Lowenthal, Micah; leanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 'linton.brooks@cox.net'; 'budi11@llnl.gov'; 
'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu'; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 
'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com'; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu'; Hamburg, Margaret; JohnHildebrand; 
lillhruby@gmail.com'; lohnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, James W.; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; Thiesrw@verizon.nef; 'peter.palese@mssm.edu'; Iptimbie@gmail.com' 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC members, 
This is the invitation for the second session of our meeting. You have already been sent the invitation for the first session. 

Required Attendees: Lowenthal, Micah; 'jeanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; linton.brooks@cox.nef; 
'budil 1 @llnl. gov'; 'matthew bunn@hks .harvard. edul; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edul; 

'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 'r1g2@us.ibm.com'; 'rgottemoeller@gmail.com1; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edul; Hamburg, Margaret; 
JohnHildebrand; jillhruby@gmail.com'; johnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; LeDuc, James W.; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; 'Iniesrw@verizon.nef; 'peter.palese@mssm.edul; 'jptimbie@gmail.com' 

Join Zoom Meeting 

Password: 552.136 

Meeting URL: https://nasem.zoom.us/i/95138643383?Dwdl 552.136 
552.136 

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: US: +1 312 626 6799 or +1470250935801+1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 

558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 213 338 8477 or 

+1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 

6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 3864 3383 
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Password: 552.136 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

National Acaderni, 

A\IGINEERING. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 7/18/2020 6:39:20 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Talk 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hey Jim, would you have time to get on the phone for 15 minutes either Sunday anytime or Monday 
morning before our 11 o'clock meeting? Since I missed that last discussion with our Chinese colleagues I 
don't have a sense of how that actually went. I am free all day on Sunday and then of course Monday 
morning.I've looked through Micah's notes once and plan to do so again in the morning. Hope all is well 
with you guys. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sun 7/19/2020 6:07:13 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Talk 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sounds good. Talk then. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 18, 2020, at 10:30 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

> It would be good to talk before the CISAC meeting. I'm free al day on Sunday so how about. 10 am 
CT/11 am your time? 

> I look forward to talking with you. 

> Jim 

> Sent from my iPhone 

>> On Jul 18, 2020, at 6:39 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

>> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
>> 

>> 

>> Hey Jim, would you have time to get on the phone for 15 minutes either Sunday anytime or Monday 
morning before our 11 o'clock meeting? Since I missed that last discussion with our Chinese colleagues I 
don't have a sense of how that actually went. I am free all day on Sunday and then of course Monday 
morning.I've looked through Micah's notes once and plan to do so again in the morning. Hope all is well 
with you guys. Dave 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
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lohnston@fas.harvard.eduljohnston©fas.harvard.edu]; 'rlatiff@msn.comIrlatiff@msn.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.eduIrmeserve@carnegiescience.edu]; Thiesrw@verizon.nef[miesrw©verizon.net]; 
'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese@mssm.edu]; Iptimbie@gmail.com'Optimbie@gmail.com] 
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu]; Hare, Hope[HHare@nas.edu]; Kirkegaard, 
Marie[MKirkegaard@nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 7/23/2020 2:22:44 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Reminder: CISAC Meeting, Session 2-Friday, July 24 © 2 pm 
CISAC Mtng July 2020 Agenda v3.docx 
CISAC Mtnd July 2020 Read Ahead v2.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear CISAC members and staff, 

We look forward to seeing you at the second session of the CISAC meeting tomorrow! Please find attached a revised agenda and read-
ahead meeting material. 
Meeting link: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/95138643383?pw 552.136 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

The National Acaderni, 

I ENCES • ENGINEERING 

 Original Appointment 
From: CISAC 
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 9:46 AM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah; 'jeanloz@berkeley.edu'; 'mladams@tamu.edu'; 'linton.brooks@cox.net'; 'budill@llnl.gov'; 
'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu'; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edu'; 'sfetter@umd.edu'; 'davidrfranz@gmail.com'; 'rIg2@us.ibm.com'; 
'rgottemoeller@gmail.com'; 'dgriffi6@jhu.edu'; Hamburg, Margaret; JohnHildebrand; 'jillhruby@gmail.com'; 
ijohnston@fas.harvard.edu'; 'rlatiff@msn.com'; 'jwleduc@utmb.edu'; 'rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu'; 'miesrw@verizon.net'; 
'peter.palese@mssm.edu'; 'jptimbie@gmail.com' 
Subject: CISAC Meeting Session 2 
When: Friday, July 24, 2020 2:00 PM-5:00 PM (UTC-05:0Ql_Eastern Time EJS & Canadaj, 
Where: https://nasem.zoom.us/j/95138643383?pwth, 552.136 

Dear CISAC members, 
This is the invitation for the second session of our meeting. You have already been sent the invitation for the first session. 
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Join Zoom Meeting 

Password: 552.1361 

Meeting URL: httbs://nasem.zoom.us/i/95138643383?Dwd=i 552.136 
552.136 

Join by Telephone 

For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location. 

Dial: US: +1 312 626 6799 or +1 470 250 9358 or +1 646 518 9805 or +1 646 
558 8656 or +1 651 372 8299 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 213 338 8477 or 

+1 253 215 8782 or +1 602 753 0140 or +1 669 219 2599 or +1 669 900 
6833 or +1 720 928 9299 or +1 971 247 1195 or 888 475 4499 (Toll Free) 

or 877 853 5257 (Toll Free) 

Meeting ID: 

951 

3864 3383 

Password: 552.136 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

rite National Acadenn, 
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Agenda, July 20 and 24, 2020 CISAC Mtng 

CISAC Meeting Agenda 
July 24, 2020 

(July 20 agenda is included after July 24 for reference) 

July 23, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Below is the schedule of discussions as planned. Please read the background document prior to the 
meeting, as we do not plan to give recaps or updates in the meeting. Please note that the order of 
topics in the agenda is different from the order in the background document. The order in the agenda 
has been arranged based on reported availability of CISAC members for different portio ns of the 
meeting. That said, the times are approximate and depending on the content of the discussion, the chair 
may decide to adjust the start and end times of particular discussions. 

Friday 
June 24 
2:00 pm EDT Welcome and Overview of the afternoon Raymond Jeanloz 

2:05 pm k. Are there other topics, projects, relationships that CISAC should 
develop? How should we do so? 

235 pm g. Are there revised goals that CISAC should pursue in India—bio, 
nuclear, cyber, space, other? How should we pursue those goals? 

3:00 pm K Is there more to be done with high-containment labs as the focal point 
of our bio dialogues? How can we build on that work? Are there other 
areas of biosafety/biosecurity that we should be pursuing? Are there 
useful ways to re-engage with the BWC activities? 

330 pm BREAK 

335 pm 

4:05 pm 

420 pm 

i The CISAC Bio work has been fimded by grants mostly from the State 
Department's Cooperative Threat Reduction Program, which has changed 
this year, and, for the China work, a now-terminated DOD-grant program. 
With a better articulated vision for the figure, CISAC could partner with 
the Board on Life Sciences, and possibly another part of NAS to seek a 
major grant. Building off of question (a), what directions, participants and 
finders should we pursue? 

f The premise of the China Bio discussions in May was that China is 
ahead of the US in experience with the pandemic. We found that because 
the US reportedly has orders of magnitude more cases, China's 
experience is of limited value. What should our next goals be and what 
steps should we take toward those goals? 

j. Through a series of workshops, CISAC has established good 
relationships and knowledge of the human and animal health community 
in Pakistan. The workshops were always topically marginal for CISAC, 
but it was important to connect with the clinical and research laboratory 
community in Pakistan. Those grants are over. Does CISAC have more of 
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Agenda, July 20 and 24, 2020 CISAC Mtng July 23, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

an agenda to pursue in Pakistan on health matters? Should we try to hand 
off the relationships? 

430 pm Summary of key takeaways, any final discussion, and closing remarks 

Adjourn 

Monday 
June 20 
11 DO am EDT Welcome and Overview of the Meeting Raymond Jeanloz, Chair 

Micah Lowenthal, Director 

11:10 am 

11:35 am 

a. Should CISAC continue its focus in the four areas that have been 
pursued to date (nuclear, bio, space and cyber security), or should it 
broaden its membership to include experts in emerging technologies or 
other areas that are relevant to international security? If so, what areas? 

b. Are there specific activities that CISAC should undertake on its own or 
in partnership with another group or organization, beyond what we are 
already doing, to anticipate upcoming needs in this COVID-19 
environment, the post-election period, and the run-up to various 
postponed events, such as the NPT REVCON? 

I 1:55 am c. What should we do to better connect to US policy/decision makers this 
Fall and into the post-election period? 

12:10 pm 

1230 pm 

d. CISAC operates the dialogues to inform the US government. What if 
any interactions should we have with NATO, and with allies more 
generally? 

e. The Russia dialogue meetings have required a large amount of work 
from a core set of members complemented on an ad hoc basis for cyber 
and space security. Can we tag-team to carry on the valuable discussions, 
while relieving some of the burden from the squad that has led these 
discussions for us this far? If so, how? 

1255 pm Wrap-up remarks for first session of the CISAC meeting and the plan for 
part 2 

Adjourn 
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Agenda, July 20 and 24, 2020 CISAC Mtng 

CISAC Committee 

Raymond Jeanloz (NAS) Chair 
Professor Earth & Planetary Science and 
Astronomy, Senior Fellow Miller Institute for 
Basic Research in Science 
University of California, Berkeley 

Members 

Marvin Adams 
HTRI Professor Nuclear Engineering 
Director, Institute National Security Education 
& Research 
Texas A&M University 

Ambassador Linton Brooks 
Former Administrator, NNSA 
Senior Advisor, Center for Strategic & 
International Studies 
Distinguished Research Fellow, National 
Defense University 

Nancy D. Connell 
Senior Scholar 
Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security 

Matthew Bunn 
Professor of Practice 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 

Steven Fetter 
Professor, School of Public Policy 
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
University of Maryland 

David Franz 
Indep Consultant on International Engagement 
in the Life Sciences 
Adjunct Professor, Dept. of Diagnosis Medicine 
& Pathobiology 
College of Veterinary Medicine 
Kansas State University 

Richard Garvvin (NAS,NAE, NAM) 
IBM Fellow Emeritus 
Thomas J. Watson Research Center of the IBM 
Corporation 

July 23, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Diane Griffin (NAS, NAM) 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
Alfred & Jill Sommer Chair, Dept. Molecular 
Microbiology & Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 
Health 

Margaret Hamburg (NAM) 
Foreign Secretary 
National Academy of Medicine 

John Hildebrand 
Regents Professor, Dept. of Neurosciences 
Colleges of Sciences 
University of Arizona 

Jill M. Hruby 
Former Director, Sandia National Laboratories 
Member, Defense Science Board 

Alastair lain Johnston 
Governor James Albert Noe & Linda Noe Larne 
Professor of China in World Affairs 
Department of Government 
Harvard University 

Major General Robert Latiff (USAF, Ret. ) 
Private Consultant on Advanced Technology 
Adjunct Faculty, John F. Reilly Center for 
Science, Technology, and Values 
University of Notre Dame 
Research Professor, George Mason University 

James LeDuc 
Professor, Dept. Microbiology & Immunology 
John Sealy Distinguished University Chair in 
Tropical Emerging Virology for National 
Biocontainment Training Center 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 

Richard Meserve (NAE) 
President Emeritus, Carnegie Institution for 
Science 
Senior Of Council, Covington & Burling, LLP 
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Agenda, July 20 and 24, 2020 CISAC Mtng 

Admiral Richard Mies (USN, Ret.) 
Independent Consultant on U.S. and Foreign 
Nuclear Forces 
President and CEO, The Mies Group 

Peter Pale se (NA S, NAM) 
Professor and Chair, Dept. of Microbiology 
Mount Sinai School of Medicine 

James Timbie 
Independent Consultant on Arms Control, 
International Security and Non-proliferation 

July 23, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Staff 
Nicole Cervenka, Research Associate, 1-202-
334-2615, [ HYPERLINK 
"mai Ito:ncervenka@nas.edu" ] 
Rita Guenther, Senior Program Officer, 1-202-
334-2359, [ HYPERLINK 
"mai Ito:rguenther@nas.edu" 
Hope Hare, Administrative Assistant, 1-202-
334-3435, [ HYPERLINK 
"mai Ito:hhare@nas.edu" I 
Marie Kirke gaard, Program Officer, [ 
HYPERLINK "mai lto:mki rkegaarde@nas.edu" ] 
Micah Lowenthal, Director, 1-202-334-3074, [ 
HYPERLINK "mai lto:mlowenthal @nas.edu" ] 
Benjamin Ruse k, Senior Program Officer, 1-
202-334-3975, [ HYPERLINK 
"mai Ito:brusek@nas.edu" ] 
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Recent and Upcoming CISAC Activities 
Read Ahead forJuly 20 and 24 CISAC Mtng 

July 15, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Recent and Upcoming CISAC Activities 
July 16, 2020 

In June I gave a two-page update to CISAC members on recent and upcoming CISAC and related 
activities. This is a somewhat more fulsome description of our activities, with the aim that you 
will read this in in advance of the meeting on July 20 and 24, 2020 in lieu of having CISAC 
members and staff give verbal updates during the meeting. As you read, please pay particular 
attention to the key questions for discussion at the meeting. 

Focus and Membership 

1) We have been taking advantage of virtual meetings to engage new experts who have 
been too busy to join us in the past, or are earlier-career or less-known experts, both to 
benefit from their insights and to establish a more robust and diverse pipeline. We need 
your help in identifying and inculcating new members who will carry on CISAC's 
important work into the future. Our bottom line is that we want excellent members, 
and to build that membership we want to look at and beyond the usual suspects. New 
members could have similar expertise to that already on the committee, different 
expertise, or lost expertise. For example, CISAC has been without a South Asia expert for 
a while. Staff have begun talking with experts who might fill that role, but we welcome 
suggestions. Please provide suggestions in any category to Micah via e-mail ([ HYPERLINK 
"mailto:mlowenthal@nas.edu" ]). 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting: 

a. Should CISAC continue its focus in the four areas that have been pursued to date 
(nuclear, bio, space and cyber security), or should it broaden its membership to 
include experts in emerging technologies or other areas that are relevant to 
international security? If so, what areas? 

Additional Timely Activities 

b. Are there specific activities that C1SAC should undertake on its own or in partnership 
with another group or organization, beyond what we are already doing, to anticipate 
upcoming needs in this COV1D-19 environment, the post-election period, and the run-
up to various postponed events, such as the NPT REVCON? 

ACTIVITIES 

Russia Dialogues 

2) We are continuing to conduct a series of video conferences with Russian counterparts 
on nuclear arms control (extension of New START, the next arms control treaty regime, 
engaging China, packages to include other stability issues), nuclear arms monitoring and 
verification, strategic stability, cyber security, and space security. This set of meetings 
has been extraordinarily active, with weekly meetings with Russian counterparts and 
preparatory and post-mortem calls on the same cycle. Findings have been briefed to 
State, OSD/Policy, the Joint Staff, and NNSA. We also held a discussion with a US 
detailee to NATO to understand current thinking in NATO on arms control, monitoring 
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Recent and Upcoming CISAC Activities 
Read Ahead forJuly 20 and 24 CISAC Mtng 

July 15, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

and verification, and related issues. Both US and Russian participants have produced 
white papers, and provided them ahead of time to facilitate discussion during the 
meetings. It has been remarkably informative to exchange questions either in follow-up 
or in anticipation of discussions. Several opportunities have arisen for offshoots to our 
work. 

i. Virtual Joint Data Exchange Center (JDEC): Russian retired military 
participants revived the idea of establishing a JDEC for exchange of 
information on missile launches and early warning data. The United 
States and Russia agreed to establish a physical JDEC in Moscow in 2000, 
but the effort stalled, in part over inability to reach agreement about the 
facility and liability issues. A virtual JDEC might enable the parties to 
accomplish the stabilizing steps without the sovereignty-related issues, 
but it may introduce new cybersecurity concerns. CISAC and other 
experts will hold discussions, and write up an outline of features and 
questions to discuss with Russian counterparts. 

ii. Monitoring and online verification experiment (MOVE?): Russian 
participants expressed intent to include non-strategic nuclear weapons in 
the follow-on to New START, and acknowledged the need for some kind 
of monitoring and verification, particularly the establishment of a 
baseline (starting inventory) of the nuclear weapons, even as they 
maintained that non-Russians should not access the storage and serial 
production facilities. CISAC is exploring the possibility of conducting an 
experiment to establish whether it is feasible to conduct reciprocal 
inspections by having Russians walk through Russian facilities and 
American or NATO personnel walk through US or NATO facilities with 
their counterparts tied in virtually. Verification is one of three working 
groups stood up under the current US-Russian government-to-
government nuclear talks. Another is said to be focused on nuclear 
warheads and doctrines. 

iii. Measures to prevent nuclear war 
iv. Measures to engage China in arms control discussions 
v. Cyber dialogue: Picking up threads from the December 2018 cyber 

discussions, and adding some interesting connections to nuclear 
command and control, there are tantalizing topics to pursue in future 
discussions, if the Russians can pull in more experts who are connected 
to the cyber-military parts of the Russian government. 

vi. Space dialogue: Space is simultaneously a domain of US-Russian 
cooperation (consider the ISS, US use of Russian launch capabilities, 
Apollo-Soyuz) and increasing importance, reliance, vulnerability, and 
contestation. The most recent indicator of the importance of space to the 
CISAC dialogue is the fact that space security is the topic of one of the 
three working groups established in current US-Russian government-to-
government nuclear talks. The CISAC Russia dialogue has had several 
space sessions in recent years, including two meetings with Russian 
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Recent and Upcoming CISAC Activities 
Read Ahead forJuly 20 and 24 CISAC Mtng 

July 15, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

technical and policy experts from RosCos mos, the RAS space institute, 
and other relevant organizations. The virtual meeting on space security 
held just weeks ago had good discussions, but not the same level of 
technical expertise as in past meetings in Moscow. 

vii. Bio dialogue: During the first virtual dialogue meeting back in April, the 
two sides agreed that it would be appropriate to resume discussions of 
infectious diseases, now especially including COVI D-19. The RAS wished 
to include this explicitly in an InterAcademy agreement, and the NASEM 
presidents agreed to sign a protocol to the existing agreement. This 
should happen in the coming weeks, enabling a bio dialogue meeting in 
August or September. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting: 

c. What should we do to better connect to US policy/decision makers this Fall and into 
the post-election period? 

d. CISAC operates the dialogues to inform the US government. What if any interactions 
should we have with NATO, and with allies more generally? 

e. These meetings have required a large amount of work from a core set of members 
complemented on an ad hoc basis for cyber and space security. Can we tag-team to 
carry on the valuable discussions, while relieving some of the burden from the squad 
that has led these discussions for us this far? If so, how? 

China Dialogues 

3) We have shared a set of brief white papers/think pieces with our Chinese counterparts 
in the nuclear and cyber areas to initiate a virtual dialogue with them (we hope it will 
become as productive as the Russia dialogue seems to be). A virtual planning meeting 
will occur on the evening of July 20, during which we hope to agree on the path forward. 

4) Operating under the banner of NASEM International Networks and Cooperation, CISAC 
members and staff have convened four two-hour meetings with Chinese experts 
focused on COVID-19 clinical issues, limiting the spread of the virus, immunity, and use 
of gene editing technologies to detect and respond to viral pathogen. The meetings 
leverage 4.5 years of dialogue between CISAC-bio members and counterparts in China, 
including the Director of the Chinese CDC and heads of China's BSL-4 labs. The meetings 
have been progressively more informative, and another meeting is planned but has not 
been scheduled; August is most likely. Notifications and briefings about these meetings 
have been provided to the President's Science Advisor, the S&T Advisor the Secretary of 
State, OSD Policy (HD&GS), and the T-family staff at State. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting. 

f. The premise of the China Bio discussions in May was that China is ahead of the US in 
experience with the pandemic. We found that because the US reportedly has orders 
of magnitude more cases, China's experience is of limited value. What should our 
next goals be and what steps should we take toward those goals? 
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Recent and Upcoming CISAC Activities 
Read Ahead forJuly 20 and 24 CISAC Mtng 

July 15, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

India Dialogues 

5) To jump start long-delayed bio meetings with experts in India, some discussions on 
synthetic biology were held in recent months. Plans are in place to continue these and 
similar discussions on biorisk management, hopefully with greater engagement from the 
government of India and key institutions across India. The Principal Science Advisor to 
the government of India is now involved (which has been the plan since last fall), but the 
next steps have not yet been agreed or scheduled. These meetings build on several 
previous biosafety/biosecurity projects with Indian counterparts that started in 2012. 

6) We will seek to set up a set of virtual meetings on Indian nuclear issues, building on the 
January 2020 meeting in Bangalore, which opened a number of possible U.S.-India 
exchanges, including gov-to-gov activities. That Ja nua ry meeting has been briefed to 
NNSA (people within NA-20), DTRA (Global Nuclear Security), and OSD Policy (CWMD). 
Historically, it has been a challenge to get insight and clarity rega rding US goals and 
priorities in the U.S.-India relationship broadly, even when we tried to help the US-India 
Homeland Security Dialog. There is better cooperation and information sharing now on 
nuclear issues, and we will work further with NNSA, DTRA, and State to select some 
topics, goals, and work plans. Also, in an October 2019 planning trip to India, Raymond, 
Jill, Ben, and Micah met with experts in think tanks and academia, and Rita has done 
similar meetings previously to broaden our contacts and potential partners beyond the 
National Institute of Advanced Studies and the Indian National Science Academy. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting. 

g. Are there revised goals that CISAC should pursue in India—bio, nuclear, cyber, space, 
other? How should we pursue those goals? 

Biosecurity Engagement 

7) Following a vision developed and steered by Dave Franz and Jim Le Duc, and supported 
by our other infectious disease experts, CISAC established a unique set of engagements 
in China, India, and elsewhere built around high-containment biological laboratory 
research and management, and their connections to biosafety, biosecurity, responsible 
conduct, biosurveillance, and infectious disease response. This work has opened doors 
and established relationships that would not have been possible in other ways. 

Questions for discussion in the CISAC meeting. 

h. Is there more to be done with high-containment labs as the focal point? How can we 
build on that work? Are there other areas of biosafety/biosecurity that we should be 
pursuing? Are there useful ways to re-engage with the BWC activities? 

i. The CISAC Bio work has been funded by grants mostly from the State Department's 
Cooperative Threat Reduction Program, which has changed this year, and, for the 
China work, a now-terminated DOD-grant program. With a better articulated vision 
for the future, CISAC could partner with the Board on Life Sciences, and possibly 
another part of NAS to seek a major grant. Building off of question (a), what 
directions, participants and funders should we pursue? 
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J. 

July 15, 2020 
M.D. Lowenthal 

Through a series of workshops, C1SAC has established good relationships and 
knowledge of the human and animal health community in Pakistan. The workshops 
were always topically marginal for C1SAC, but it was important to connect with the 
clinical and research laboratory community in Pakistan. Those grants are over. Does 
C1SAC have more of an agenda to pursue in Pakistan? Should we try to hand off the 
relationships? 

UPDATES ON OTHER, CISAC-RELATED ACTIVITIES 

8) A congressionally mandated study on nuclear forensics has slowed because of the 
difficulty of conducting classified work under pandemic conditions, but staff have 
resumed work on the draft report to prepare it for (hopefully) one more round of 
committee refinement before NAS review. We anticipate that this project will have to 
be extended beyond the December 2020 end date. 

9) The ad hoc committee for a congressionally mandated study for NNSA on detection, 
monitoring, and verification of nuclear material and devices has been appointed. The 
work plan for this study has been revised and will require an unclassified interim report 
by February or March and a classified final report with an abbreviated summary. 

10) Two draft reports of meetings on human and animal health laboratories in Pakistan and 
one on the biosafety/biosecurity workshop in Seychelles are in various stages of review. 

11) A congressionally mandated study examining the risks of nuclear war and nuclear 
terrorism, which will be a joint project of the Board on Mathematics and Statistical 
Applications, the Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board, and CISAC, is in the contracting 
stage, and we will soon be starting committee nomination. 

12) A plan for a new Amaldi-Panofsky Lecture, which was to be organized cooperatively with 
the Lincei Academy (the Italian academy of sciences), and held in New York at the 
margins of the UN General Assembly, has been postponed by CISAC for lack of audience. 

Other Ideas 

k. Are there other topics, projects, relationships that C1SAC should develop? How should 
we do so? 

Thank you for your continued participation. We look forward to talking with you next week. 
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To: vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; 
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merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
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hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
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lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; natalia.majo@irta.cat[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucstedu[wgreene@gladstone.ucstedu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
rschina@emory.edu[rschina@emory.edu]; cdelrio@emory.edu[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Kevin Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org] 
From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Fri 8/14/2020 6:36:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Follow-Up: Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership 

X Gallo Award Nomination Guideline.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors: 

The GVN wishes to announce the 2020 call for the nominations for the Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and 
Leadership. Please find attached for nomination criteria and selection process. Nominations will be open until September 8th. I 
would like to request your letter for the nomination. If you have any question, please feel free to contact me. Thank you for your 
support. 

Best regards, 

Shin-Hee Kim 

Program Director 

Global Virus Network 

725 West Lombard St 

Room S413 
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Baltimore, MD 20212 
(410) 706-1966 
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725 W Lombard St. I Baltimore, MD 21201-1009 410.706.1966 
ww.gvnorg 

The CNN Robert C 'a o Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership 

Criteria 

1) The candidate has published important scientific information on virology in the 
areas of interest to the GVN, including but not limited to: basic science, clinical 
aspects, pathogenesis, epidemiology, diagnostics, antivirals, and vaccine 
development. 

2) The candidate has made a consequential and meaningful contribution to the GVN 
and has furthered the mission of the GVN, including but not limited to 
development of the network of Centers of Excellence, participation in training 
programs, contributions to meetings and other GVN activities, and contributions 
to advocacy and public communication activities. 

Nomination 

1) The Directors of GVN Centers of Excellence and Affiliates may nominate one or 
more scientists. 

2) Nominations of women, young scientists, minorities, and scientists from 
developing countries is encouraged should they meet the above selection criteria. 

3) Nominations must be supported by a one-page summary describing how the 
candidate meets the selection criteria with references and testimonials. 

Selection 

Members of the GVN Scientific Advisory Board and Leadership Committee will select 
the 

Awardee and prepare a short description justifying the selection. 

Award 

A plaque will be awarded at least once per year. The honoree will be presented with the 
award at the 2020 GVN Special Annual Meeting. 
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725 W Lombard St. I Baltimore, MD 21201-1009 410.706.1966 
ww.gvn.org 

Timeline 

1) August 10, 2020: Call for nominations 
2) August 10 - September 8, 2020: Nomination process by GVN Center and Affiliate 

Directors. Please send your nomination letters to Shin-Hee Kim (skim@gvn.org) 
3) September 9 - September 16, 2020: Selection process by the SAB and Leadership 

Committee 
4) September 17, 2019: Notification of Awardee 

Past Awardees 

• Scott Weaver, MS, PhD, Galveston National Laboratory, Galveston, Texas, United 
States of America (May, 2016) 

• Ab Osterhaus, DVM, PhD, University of Veterinary Medicine, Hanover, Germany 
(October, 2016) 

• Diane Griffin, MD, PhD, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, 
Baltimore, Maryland, United States of America (September, 2017) 

• Erica 011mann Saphire, PhD and Michael Oldstone, MD, Scripps Research 
Institute, California, United States of America (November, 2018) 

• William Hall, BSc, PhD, MD, DTMH, Centre for Research in Infectious Diseases, 
University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland (June, 2019). 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 8/19/2020 9:04:43 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Coronavirus Lab Accidents; Super-Spreader Vegas Casinos; Dangerous Oleandrin Not COVID-19 Cure 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Interesting! I've never heard anything about it. d 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 19, 2020, at 2:31 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

See first link on lab accidents with coronaviruses at UNC—Ralph's lab I presume. 

From: MedPage Today, InvestigativeMD <daily.headlines@broadcaster3.medpagetoday.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2020 1:01 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Coronavirus Lab Accidents; Super-Spreader Vegas Casinos; Dangerous Oleandrin Not COVID-19 Cure 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

<—WRD000.jpu> 

This past week in healthcare investigations 

<imagc00 1 jpg> 

<image002.jpg> Investigative MD 
The Latest in Healthcare Investigations 

Wednesday, August 19, 2020 

Coronavirus Lab Accidents; Super-Spreader 
Vegas Casinos; Slow Cash Flow to Public Health 
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Dangerous Oleander Extract Not a COVID-19 
Cure 

<image004jpg> 
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Recommended For You 

Unfriendly Skies: COVID-19 Transmission on a 
Plane 

<image004jpg> 

More Evidence Heartburn Drug May Help 
COVID-19 Patients 

<image004jpg> 

Legal Experts Blast U.S. Response to COVID-19 
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To: vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; 
Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond 
F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; Adebamowo, 
Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Kevin Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org]; Marcus 
Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org]; Emma Wilkins[EWilkins@gvn.org]; Nora Samaranayake[nsamaranayake@gvn.org] 
From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Wed 8/19/2020 3:36:40 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: GVN: Requesting for a Survey 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors: 

Thank you so much for your commitment to GVN. As we are all aware of, fostering the interactions between the various GVN 
centers is at the heart of our activity. 

With this view, GVN is establishing a database system to facilitate our collaboration effort with GVN centers, research members 
and industrial partners. As an initial step, the GVN is conducting online survey to gather the information for the centers' resources, 
facility, and research members' expertise. The survey form can be found at: https://forms.gle/gSQxLVv6DpUk}38U4A. This survey 
form is designed for the Center's director and research members. I would like to request you to share this survey link with your 
scientists in the center. This will also enable our GVN team to update the list of new researchers in the centers. 

I expect that this will make it efficient in communicating with our centers. The shared information with the GVN will be used for 
conducting Task Force and Biobank projects, launching a new initiative, organizing annual meetings, online courses, and webinar 
and coordinating intradisciplinary projects between the GVN centers and industrial partners. If you have any questions or 
assistance, please feel free to contact me and our GVN team. 

Dear Friends, 
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We know how overwhelmed with paperwork you are; yet this is important and should only require a limited time. 

I do appreciate your time and support for this important project. 

Best regards, 

Christian Brechot 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 1/23/2021 9:29:40 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: On web 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Jim, I've only heard from you and haven't talked to anyone else, but saw this one the web this morning. Apparently it is a 
search engine that scans the web and social medial. Dave 

https://insideeko.com/major-general-philip-k-russell-death-obituary-dead-passed-away/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Uwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 8/20/2020 4:13:57 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: EchoHealth Funding 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Great! Thanks, dave 

On Aug 20, 2020, at 4:36 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleducaUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I'm about 2/3s through a first draft of the manuscript (2800 words and typing). I'll send you what I have sometime 
tomorrow so that you can flesh it out, revise/edit, etc. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020 3:25 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: EchoHealth Funding 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Totally agree. 1"m sure they have felt like resigning, but have just gritted their teeth and hung on. Sad, dave 

On Aug 20, 2020, at 4:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Terrible move by the Administration and impossible conditions for Peter to meet. Places NIH in an 
untenable position no matter what they do. Hopefully NIH leadership will hold on until the elections. It 
would be more chaotic if Collins and/or Fauci resigned in protest. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020 10:05 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal 
<mlowenth@NAS.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: EchoHealth Funding 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

You may have seen; a high bar for Peter, dave 

https://www.sciencemag.orgincws/2020/08/nih-imposes-outraaeous-conditions-resumine-
coronavirus-erant-targeted-trul--

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
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240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Thur 8/20/2020 10:09:35 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: EchoHealth Funding 

Had seen press articles but not this piece... 

Tom 

From: Dave Franz [mailto:davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: 20 August, 2020 10:05 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu>; Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU>; 
Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: EchoHealth Funding 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

You may have seen; a high bar for Peter, dave 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/08/nih-imposes-outrageous-conditions-resuming-coronavirus-grant-targeted-
trump 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 8/21/2020 5:34:27 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Ms 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks. Hope storms miss you. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Aug 21, 2020, at 5:57 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

> • I'm still focused on getting a first draft done and had not thought much about word count. There are 
still some additional sections I wanted to include in addition to risks, the most important being teeing up 
the problem and discussing potential solutions--what's needed and what's not helpful. 

> No hurry at all--I just wanted to share what I'd done so far. 

> Have a good weekend--We'll be watching the weather map as 2 storms head our way! 

> Jim 

> Original Message 
> From: David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> 
> Sent: Friday, August 21, 2020 4:32 PM 
> To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
> Subject: Ms 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Jim, I've been through it a couple of times. I'll plan to send it back to you by close of business 
tomorrow, Saturday. I think it's looking good, but want to think about a couple of pieces tomorrow. Are we 
sticking with under 3000 words? Dave 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 8/22/2020 12:07:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Ms 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Jim, I will hold off until you get the first draft completed. I think it looks good to this point in the process, but agree we 
need some punch and solid take-home message in the ending. Regarding word count, it looks like, for Foreign Affairs, we 
have one choice, if we are over 3,000: the Essay. See below. 
Print magazine: 
Comments 2,000 to 3,000. "make a single provocative point" 
Essay--- 4,000 to 5,000 "analysis or reportage" 

Web magazine: 
Looks like 1,500 is the longest. 

Foreign Affairs covers a broad range of topics related to American foreign policy and global affairs. It strives to 
present clear thinking by knowledgeable observers on important issues, written in English that can be read with 
ease and pleasure by both professionals and a broad general audience. 

We publish several categories of material. In the print magazine, Comments are 2,000-3,000-word front-of-the-
book pieces that make a single, provocative point. Essays are more extensive 4,000-5,000-word pieces of 
analysis or reportage that comprise the body of the magazine. Review Essays are 2,000-3,000-word discussions 
of new books. Responses offer 1,000-1,500-word commentaries on material that has been published in previous 
issues. Letters to the Editor should be no more than 500 words. Due to the high volume of submissions, we are 
unable to notify writers about whether their letter will be published. Letters may be edited for clarity, style, and 
length. 

As for Web-only features, Snapshots are 750-1,500-word analyses of important current events and policy 
issues. Letters From are 750-1,500-word firsthand reports from abroad. Postscripts are 750-1,500-word 
commentaries by past authors on how well their earlier articles for us have held up. Reading Lists highlight 
leading works on a particular subject and explain what makes them special. And Roundtables bring experts 
together to hash out major issues in free-flowing discussions. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Aug 21, 2020, at 5:57 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I'm still focused on getting a first draft done and had not thought much about word count. There are still some 
additional sections I wanted to include in addition to risks, the most important being teeing up the problem and 
discussing potential solutions--what's needed and what's not helpful. 

No hurry at all--I just wanted to share what I'd done so far. 

Have a good weekend--We'll be watching the weather map as 2 storms head our way! 

Jim 
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 Original Message 
From: David Franz <daviddranz gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2020 4:32 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Ms 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, I've been through it a couple of times. I'll plan to send it back to you by close of business tomorrow, 
Saturday. I think it's looking good, but want to think about a couple of pieces tomorrow. Are we sticking with 
under 3000 words? Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sun 8/23/2020 10:31:10 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Bike ride thinking 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Morning. It looks like you've dodged the most sever weather for now. Foreign Affairs often uses sort of odd or at least not 
immediately descriptive titles. Here a few candidates I thought of on my bike ride this morning; maybe too subtle . For what 
they're worth, dave 

A High-containment Insurance Policy 

Laboratories for Special Times 

No Ordinary Laboratory 

There When You Need Them 

Until We Need Them 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
peggy@hbfam.net[peggy©hbfam.net]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave 
Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 8/24/2020 2:39:24 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: COVID saliva tests 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world asia_pacific/china-coronayirus-yaccine-bypass-clinical-trials/2020/08/24/1813779a-e5be-
11ea-bf44-0d31c85838a5_story.html 

FYI I plan to reach out to CAS re holding another bio dialogue session on Vaccines. Hopefully we will be able to schedule a session in 
mid-September. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, August 22, 2020 1:55 PM 
To: Sharples, Fran <FSharples@nas.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; sunhui@cashq.ac.cn; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; peggy@hbfam.net; —Dm]
<gaof@im.ac.cn>; tongting <tongting@cashq.ac.cn>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: COVID saliva tests 

Ea 

Yes, this is a positive step forward. It is a PCR test, so it still requires a CLIA-certified lab and equipment, and practically, 
will take 24 hrs. 
The real game-changer would be a rapid (15 min) 
frequent (daily or more) 
accessible (home/schooUwork-based) 
cheap (free-$3) 
antigen-based 
wide-spread across the population. 

Kristian Andersen (SCRIPPS) was talking about this at the CISAC CRISPR panel discussions. Michael Mina is another 
proponent (Harvard SPH). 

Here is a recent description of how this approach would work: 

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/08/how-to-test-every-american-for-covid-19-every-day/615217/ 

On Aug 22, 2020, at 12:38, Sharpies, Fran <FSharples nas.edu> wrote: 

xternal Email - Use Caution 
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Here is an article that just came out on a saliva test developed at Yale. It has just received emergency use 
authorization. It reminded me of the conversation we had about the need for a saliva test. Apparently there are 
now 5 saliva tests available for use here in the US. 

https ://homelandprepnews. com/stories/54080-fda-grants-emergency-use-authorization-to-yales-salivadirect-
covid- 1 9-test/?utm_source=mailpoet&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=homeland-preparedness-news-top-
5-articles-of-the-week_1495 

Fran Sharpies, PhD 
Advisor 
Board on Life Sciences 
National Academy of Sciences 
500 Fifth St. NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
202-334-2187 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 8/24/2020 5:19:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Marco and Laura 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hope you don't have to leave. I'll mention you when I talk with Bob. A really nice guy who I've know since the Tralaterals 
in Russia. Just don't think they are on quite the right track. Take care, dave 

On Aug 24, 2020, at 6:15 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

<MarcoLaura 24Aug 4pm.pdf> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 8/24/2020 4:17:34 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: FYI: Houston Chronicle: Texas A&M professor accused of lying about Chinese affiliation while working with NASA 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Huh! Thanks, dave 

On Aug 24, 2020, at 5:00 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Another example... 

From: Reyes, Raul < 
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2020 3:32 PM 
To: Raimer, Ben G. <bgraimer@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDI '>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. 
<tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. < _Atha 'UTMB.EDU>; Mouton, Charles P. < )mouton@UTMB.EDU>;
LeDuc, James W. <iwleduceUTMB.EDU>, Niesel, David W. <dniesel@UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
< rbe. @UTMB.EDU>; Nichols, Joan <inichols@UT!' "7.EDU> 
Cc: Holubar, Connie J. <clholub -PUTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Havard, Mary G. 
<mghavard@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>: Ramirez, Donna R. 
<d" '  e@UTMB.EDU>; Reyes, Raul < reves@UTMB.EDU>: Smith, Christopher A. <  trissmi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FYI: Houston Chronicle: Texas A&M professor accused of lying about Chinese affiliation while working with 
NASA 

FYI 

Texas A&M professor accused of lying about 
Chinese affiliation while working with NASA 

; am a Ketterer_Aug. 24, 2020 Updated: Aug. 24, 2020 1:52 p.m. 

Federal authorities have lodged multiple charges against a Texas A&M University professor who is 
accused of lying about his connections to China while conducting research for NASA. 

Investigators say Zhengdong Cheng, 53, led a research team 
where "he willfully took steps to obscure his affiliations and 
collaboration with a Chinese University and at least one Chinese-
owned company," according to the Department of Justice. 

Cheng and Texas A&M University received funds for a grant 
which prohibited any participation with China, Chinese owned 
companies or Chinese universities — based on the false 
information provided to the university and to NASA, the charges 
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allege. He then had increased access to NASA resources such 
as the International Space Station, also furthering his standing in 
China at Guangdong University of Technology, authorities said. 

Unknown to Texas A&M and NASA, Cheng held senior research 
positions at Guangdong and served in the People's Republic of 
China Talents Program, according to the charges. 

The Talents Program centers around recruiting and fostering 
scientific talent for scientific development, economic gains and 
national security in China. 

U.S. Attorney Ryan K. Patrick and other federal leaders on 
Monday said that the Talents Program has, not for the first time, 
taken advantage of United States resources. 

"China is building an economy and academic institutions with 
bricks stolen from others all around the world," Patrick said in a 
news release. "While 1.4 million foreign researchers and 
academics are here in the U.S. for the right reasons, the Chinese 
Talents Program exploits our open and free universities. These 
conflicts must be disclosed, and we will hold those accountable 
when such conflict violates the law." 

Texas A&M University Chancellor John Sharp said the institution 
cooperated with federal authorities in the investigation. 

"We worked closely with the FBI on this case, and we gladly will work with them again as needed," 
Sharp said. "No one in higher education takes security as seriously as we do at The Texas A&M 
University System. In fact, we have received several awards from the Department of Defense's 
Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency, including one just last month." 

Cheng faces charges of conspiracy, making false statements and 
wire fraud. He was taken into custody Sunday and is expected to 
make an initial appearance at 2 p.m. Monday before U.S. 
Magistrate Judge Sam Sheldon. 

Those charges are just the latest allegations of Chinese 
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exploitation of U.S.-funded research in the Houston area. In April 
2019, MD Anderson Cancer Center announced it was firing three 
scientists over concerns China was trying to steal scientific 
research. 

MD Anderson ousted the scientists after receiving emails from 
the National Institutes of Health, the nation's largest public funder 
of biomedical research, which described conflicts of interest or 
unreported foreign income by five faculty members. 

samantha.ketterer@chron.com 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; 
Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond 
F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Kevin Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org] 
From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Thur 8/27/2020 7:32:27 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Reminder: GVN Survey 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors: 

Thank you so much for your commitment to GVN. As we are all aware of, fostering the interactions between the various GVN 
centers is at the heart of our activity. 

With this view, GVN is establishing a database system to facilitate our collaboration effort with GVN centers, research members 
and industrial partners. As an initial step, the GVN is conducting online survey to gather the information for the centers' resources, 
facility, and research members' expertise. The survey form can be found at: https://forms.gle/gSQxLVv6DpUkB8U4A.
This survey form is designed for the Center's director and research members. I would like to request you to share this survey link 
with your scientists in the center. This will also enable our GVN team to update the list of new researchers in the centers. 

I expect that this will make it efficient in communicating with our centers. The shared information with the GVN will be used for 
conducting Task Force and Biobank projects, launching a new initiative, organizing annual meetings, online courses, and webinar 
and coordinating intradisciplinary projects between the GVN centers and industrial partners. If you have any questions or 
assistance, please feel free to contact me and our GVN team. 

Dear Friends, 
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We know how overwhelmed with paperwork you are; yet this is important and should only require a limited time. 

I do appreciate your time and support for this important project. 

Best regards, 

Christian Brechot 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 8/27/2020 1:07:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: compilation of papers retrieved from the NLM and selected popular press articles -- 20200827 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good news, Tom! I've been thinking about you guys and hoping all would be well. Thanks for the report, dave 

On Aug 27, 2020, at 1:31 PM, Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMREDU> wrote: 

Crew on ride-out watch fared well as did the lab. Galveston was not affected in a major way, we had no power loss, 
only moderate winds, and no rain during the night. Back to it until the next one. 

Another moderate haul from NLM (645 downloaded, 330 non-dupes remaining) and CDC (860 downloaded 614 non-
dupes remaining) today with an aggregate of 1505 downloaded and944 remaining after dupes were removed. A few 
additional from contributions of individuals and a few picked up from press articles. 

A few notable press articles of interest captured. 

We have 74,224 citations in the database as of this afternoon. 

This is a digest of a compilation of papers retrieved from the NLM and selected popular press articles as well as 
individual items sent to me by others. I apologize for any duplication. 

Tom Ksiazek 

<Wuhan nCoV-5-20200827 Press.pdf><Wuhan nCoV-5-20200827 Journal.pdf> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; 
Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond 
F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Kevin Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org] 
From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Thur 9/3/2020 10:28:29 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Reminder: GVN Survey 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors: 

Thank you so much for your commitment to GVN. As we are all aware of, fostering the interactions between the 
various GVN centers is at the heart of our activity. 

With this view, GVN is establishing a database system to facilitate our collaboration effort with GVN centers, research members 
and industrial partners. As an initial step, the GVN is conducting online survey to gather the information for the centers' resources, 
facility, and research members' expertise. The survey form can be found at: https://forms.gle/gSQxLVv6DpUkB8U4A.
This survey form is designed for the Center's director and research members. I would like to request you to share this survey link 
with your scientists in the center. This will also enable our GVN team to update the list of new researchers in the centers. 

I expect that this will make it efficient in communicating with our centers. The shared information with the GVN will be used for 
conducting Task Force and Biobank projects, launching a new initiative, organizing annual meetings, online courses, and webinar 
and coordinating intradisciplinary projects between the GVN centers and industrial partners. If you have any questions or 
assistance, please feel free to contact me and our GVN team. 

Dear Friends, 
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We know how overwhelmed with paperwork you are; yet this is important and should only require a limited time. 

I do appreciate your time and support for this important project. 

Best regards, 

Christian Brechot 
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To: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; erica©Iji.org[erica©Iji.org]; 
f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
verfle@gmx.de[verfle@gmx.de]; anders.vahlne©ki.se[anders.vahlne©ki.se]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
januszp©nicd.ac.za[januszp©nicd.ac.za]; massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[massimo.palmarini©glasgow.ac.uk]; 
peter.palese©mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; mazus©yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
hasegawa©nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; william.hall©ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; dgriffi6Qhmi.edu[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
jglass@jcvi.org[jglass©jcvi.org]; rgallo©ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
dongxp238©sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; linfa.wang@duke-
nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu©mrcuganda.org]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au]; 
cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu[dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.del; mevins@evins.com[mevins©evins.com]; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be] 
Cc: Linman Li[Linmanli©gvn.org]; Kevin Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org] 
From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim©gvn.org] 
Sent: Tue 9/8/2020 5:14:05 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: GVN: Voting for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Voting Members for the Robert C. Gallo Award: 

The GVN has received the three nominees from the Directors of Centers of Excellence. Please find the listed names in alphabetical 
order. 

• Dr. Sharon Lewin (The Dougherty Institute in Melbourne) 

• Dr. Johan Neyts (The Rega Institute for Medical Research, University of Leuven) 
• Dr. Raymond Schinazi (Emory University) 

I would like to request to send me your vote by Friday, September 11. The GVN is planning to announce the name of 2020 awardee 
on Monday, September 14. Thank you for your invaluable time and support. 

Sincerely, 

Shin-Hee Kim 

Program Director 

Global Virus Network 

725 West Lombard St 

Room S413 

Baltimore, MD 20212 

(410) 706-1966 
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To: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; erica©Iji.org[erica©Iji.org]; 
f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it[f.buonaguro@istitutotumori.na.it]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
verfle@gmx.de[verfle@gmx.de]; anders.vahlne©ki.se[anders.vahlne©ki.se]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
januszp©nicd.ac.za[januszp©nicd.ac.za]; Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini©glasgow.ac.uk]; 
peter.palese©mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; mazus©yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
hasegawa©nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; william.hall©ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; 
jglass@jcvi.org[jglass©jcvi.org]; rgallo©ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
dongxp238©sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; linfa.wang@duke-
nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu©mrcuganda.org]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; albert.osterhaus©tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus©tiho-hannover.de]; sharon.lewin@unimelb.edu.au[sharon.lewin©unimelb.edu.au]; 
cmacpherson©sgu.edu[cmacpherson©sgu.edu]; Wilkins, Dave[dwilkins©ihv.umaryland.edu]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
Mathew Evins[mevins©evins.com]; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be] 
Cc: Linman Li[Linmanli©gvn.org]; Kevin Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org] 
From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Tue 9/8/2020 8:10:20 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: GVN_Revision: Voting for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Voting Members for the Robert C. Gallo Award, 

I contacted you with voting for the Robert C Gallo Award. After sending the e-mail, I have received another nomination email. I am 
including the fourth name in this email. 

Some of you already finished your voting. If you consider this fourth nominee, please send me your vote again. I apologize for the 
confusion. 

The GVN has received the four nominees from the Directors of Centers of Excellence. Please find the listed names in alphabetical 
order. 

• Dr. Howard Gendelman (University of Nebraska Medical Center) 
• Dr. Sharon Lewin (The Dougherty Institute in Melbourne) 

• Dr. Johan Neyts (The Rega Institute for Medical Research, University of Leuven) 
• Dr. Raymond Schinazi (Emory University) 

I would like to request to send me your vote by Friday, September 11. The GVN is planning to announce the name of 2020 awardee 
on Monday, September 14. Thank you for your invaluable time and support. 

Best regards, 

Shin-Hee Kim 

Program Director 

Global Virus Network 

725 West Lombard St 

Room S413 

Baltimore, MD 20212 

(410) 706-1966 
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To: Franz, D (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; ksiazeksrk@gmail.com[ksiazeksrk@gmail.com]; LeDuc, 
James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Tue 9/8/2020 7:12:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject McCrum 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
McCrum-2020-A `tyrant-clown' has destroyed my.pdf 

Someone sent this to Charlie Calisher, I would day sums up the attitude of our overseas allies, maybe some 
on this continent as well. 

Tom Ksiazek 

McCrum R. (2020, 20200906). A tyrant-clown' has destroyed my love affair with America. The Guardian 
Retrieved 0908, 2020, 

https://wvvw.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/sep/06/a-tyrant-clown-has-destroyed-my-love-affair-with-
america?CMP=Share_i0SApp_Other 
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' has destroyed my love affair with America 

-if the body politic, the Trump 
'Mated the well of US 

: 

nce upon a time, at the start of the last century, PG Wodehouse declared, with the fervour of the convert, that to live in America was "like being 
in heaven ... without the bother and expense of dying". 

America used to do that to a certain kind of Brit, and to those who saw themselves as Greeks to the Americans' Romans: we'd fall hopelessly in 
love, however much they abused the relationship. 

My own long affair with America, as an idea as much as a reality, began in the bicentennial year, 1976, with a graduate scholarship to the University of 
Pennsylvania. Among the lovely red brick of old Philadelphia, I maxed out on the promise and possibilities of the American revolution, its majesty, 
optimism and rhetoric. Those pioneers of radical political self-expression, Jefferson, Franklin, et al, became idols of deep faith. For instance, years later, on 
a return visit to the Constitution Center, I was brought to tears by a video devoted to that love letter to democratic principles, the US constitution, and the 
eternal magic of"We, the people". 

Today, after the pre-election convention season, it's almost impossible to imagine such emotions. Like many Europeans who once looked across the 
Atlantic at a great democratic experiment, I've quit. Somehow, I must cultivate indifference to disguise the end of a long love affair. It's become an agony to 
express this disillusion, but I have to try. 

klverti5e.ment 
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The first intimations of this crisis probably occurred when, visiting New York in 2017, I attended a famous Public Theater production of 
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar in Central Park. From the moment a strawberry blond Caesar (Gregg Henry in a Maga baseball cap) bounded on stage in a 
white shirt and a long red tie, this was a polemical interpretation that set cultivated New Yorkers at odds with the culture warriors of Fox News. Now, it 
seems eerily prescient of America's nightmare: the disintegration of a great society under the leadership of an orange monster, half-clown, half-tyrant. 

Like many US admirers, I've made allowances for a necessary disruption. I've argued with sceptical friends that America is not "broken", the federal system 
remains resilient, and the grip of the constitution still sure. But once my admiration for the United States choked and died this year, bludgeoned by the 
racism, cruelty, corruption and outright stupidity of the current administration, this loss of faith became desolating. 

I have always loved America for its language, the snap of Twain or Lincoln and the sonorities of Douglass and Melville. First and last, it's a society built of 
words and ideas, those uplifting expressions of reason and the pursuit of happiness, that quest for "a more perfect union", the new world's dream. The ideas 
of the founding fathers, reiterated by Americans from FDR and LI).1, to MLK and even Ronald Reagan, were fierce and idealistic but always humane. 

Part of the US's appeal, as a democratic experiment, is its Anglo-Saxon pragmatism, its willingness always to frame its radicalism as 
provisional, a work-in-progress. As former president Obama said at John Lewis's memorial, any ordinary person could take up the 
unfinished work of the society, and remake it with new words. To many Britons, imprisoned by ancient, arteriosclerotic continuities, 
such drive is exhilarating. The audacity of a country constructing itself, from generation to generation, in the language and ideas of 
the moment, remains the age of reason's most breathtaking assertion of human ambition. 

The genius of the Declaration of Independence as a mission statement is the way in which it conscripts the American vernacular to 
serve a flag. Language makes unfinished humanity human. Without words, there can be no expressions of thought or sympathy; and 
thought nourishes the inward mind. This was the faculty the founders recognised as the republic's best guarantee. 

None of this is plain sailing. An exuberant process, full of life and optimism, the ferment of ideas is noisy, messy and occasionally 
violent. Yes, the tree of liberty was watered by the blood of patriots. But America's fundamental humanity would always be an 
inspiration to writers and poets, performers, lawyers and politicians. 

Now it feels as if the well of US independence has been poisoned, and the air contaminated with noxious gas from half-baked conspiracy theories. Where 
language once provided a narrative line, now we find hate-filled presidential tweets. Ideas used to be a basis for community, now they only sponsor a 
raucous shouting match. Once, this experiment was arbitrated by trial and error, the interplay of trust and truth in the free traffic of well-founded opinion. 
This has now devolved into visceral internecine vendettas. 

What's died in the process are two fine American monosyllables: good faith. For the whole world, this is a democratic emergency. America was always a 
country where — with the usual caveats surrounding power politics — we could witness a society engaged in moral choices about improving the way people 
live. This was the shining city of the American ideal. Today, for millions across the "good Earth" of the astronaut Frank Borman's inspired description, that 
light has gone out. 

We, once faithful supporters, no longer have any appetite for a noble experiment consumed with rage, ever more vulnerable to the manipulation of 
untrammelled power, and tormented by habitual untruths. It's these lies that are most lethal. Whatever treasury of words and judgments was stored up in 
Philadelphia during the mos, that bank is bust. This infamous 45th president will be remembered for many things, but the worst is the blizzard of his 
more than 20,000 outrdgeokk; faisehoodt3, the cynical disabling of the body politic. 

When we contemplate the imminent battle between Democrats and Republicans, the former so eager for government but so incompetent at elections, the 
latter so ready for the fight but so deficient in sympathetic political capital, it's hard not to become dismayed and fearful. How to preserve this democracy? 
Whence a new chapter of American revival? And is it too late for the voters to renew their lease on paradise? 

Democracy is in peril... 

... ahead of this year's US election. Donald Trump is busy running the largest misinformation campaign in history as he questions the legitimacy of voting 
by mail, a method that will be crucial to Americans casting their vote in a pandemic. Meanwhile, the president has also appointed a new head of the US 
Postal Service who has stripped it of resources, undermining its ability to fulfill a crucial role in processing votes. 

Advertisement 
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This is one of a number of attempts to suppress the votes of Americans — something that has been a stain on US democracy for decades. The Voting Rights 
Act was passed 55 years ago to undo a web of restrictions designed to block Black Americans from the ballot box. Now, seven years after that law was 
gutted by the supreme court, the president is actively threatening a free and fair election. 

Through our Fight to vote project, the Guardian has pledged to put voter suppression at the center of our 2020 coverage. This election will impact every 
facet of American life. But it will not be a genuine exercise in democracy if American voters are stopped from participating in it. 

At a time like this, an independent news organisation that fights for truth and holds power to account is not just optional. It is essential. Like many other 
news organisations, the Guardian has been significantly impacted by the pandemic. We rely to an ever greater extent on our readers, both for the moral 
force to continue doing journalism at a time like this and for the financial strength to facilitate that reporting. 

We believe every one of us deserves equal access to fact-based news and analysis. We've decided to keep Guardian journalism free for all readers, 
regardless of where they live or what they can afford to pay. This is made possible thanks to the support we receive from readers across America in all 50 
states. 

As our business model comes under even greater pressure, we'd love your help so that we can carry on our essential work. If you can, support the 
Guardian front as little as $1 — and it only takes a minute. Thank you.:

Support The Guardian 
(Remind me in October 

VISA p ZAVAIN 

.ropkri 
US politics 'Me Observer 

Donald Thum; US elections 2020 comment 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 9/10/2020 1:50:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Topic for next China dialogue? 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

There are a couple of, now fairly senior, Harbin alumni at K-State Vet college, working for/with Juergen Richt, should we 
need to add someone. . . .if we chose to follow this story. dave 

On Sep 10, 2020, at 2:46 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Just saw this on the Hopkins site. 

FAO/01E/WHO Trin?rtite q.tpterni?ot on the Pand.7..mic Risk of guifiine Infi.1.7,.ow.:; (0/E) A recent A 
recent report on the circulation of A(H1N1) subtype influenza viruses in the swine population in 
China with evidence of zoonotic potential has alerted the world to the pandemic risk associated 
with swine influenza viruses. This particular genetic clade (1C.2.3) of swine influenza A (H1N1) 
viruses had previously been reported by the Harbin Veterinary Research Institute, China in 2016, 
and from 2016-2018 remained the most commonly detected genotype of influenza viruses in 
surveillance undertaken in swine populations in China. "Although there is limited data assessing 
human infections and circulation of these viruses in pigs, awareness and vigilance is strongly 
advised for a number of reasons" says Keith Sumption, Chief Veterinary Officer of the FAO. "The 
viruses analysed in the recent report from China show characteristics associated with increased 
ability for zoonotic transmission — the potential ability to infect humans. The viruses have some 
genetic markers to suggest human infection is possible; they can replicate in human airway cells, 
and viruses can be spread via respiratory droplets passed between ferrets." 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 11/21/2020 1:31:12 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: More on source of virus 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

You too. No kids over this year. Thinking of Maryellen. Best, dave 

On Nov 21, 2020, at 2:01 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

The plot thickens. 
Hope you have a nice thanksgiving. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21, 2020, at 8:59 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://bgr.com/2020/1 1 /1 9/coronavirus-origin-italian-antibody-study-questions/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian 
Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Protzer, Ulrike[protzer@tum.de]; wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; 
md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; 
william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; 
hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; 
mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond 
F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; 
tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au]; verfle@gmx.de[verfle@gmx.de]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; 
cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; Wilkins, Dave[dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Mathew Evins[mevins@evins.com] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org]; Kevin 
Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org]; Nora Samaranayake[nsamaranayake@gvn.org] 
From: Wang Linfa[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg] 
Sent: Mon 9/14/2020 4:53:43 AM (OTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Congrats Sharon, well deserved! 

Linfa fLin-Fa) WANG, PhD FTSE 
Pr or 
Pr. —e in Emerging Infectious Disease 
DL 31, 
8 pore 169857 
Tel: -robu.1b 6397 

From: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org> 
Sent: Monday, 14 September 2020 5:48 PM 
To: vromanowski51@gmail.com; lewins@unimelb.edu.au; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au; Damian Purcell <dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org; dongxp238@sina.com; Yiming Shao <yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>; 
Protzer, Ulrike <protzer@tum.de>; wielerlh@rki.de; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de; 
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md@aims.amrita.edu; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in; william.hall@ucd.ie; lananh_2003@yahoo.com; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; hasegawa@nih.go.jp; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1; mazus@yandex.ru; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
jerome.kim@ivi.int; joaquim.segales@irta.cat; Majo, Natalia <natalia.majo@irta.cat>; edomingo@cbm.uam.es; 
anders.vahlne@ki.se; andres.merits@utee; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk; Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk; 
dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; erica@lji.org; jglass@jcvi.org; rscheuermann@jcvi.org; david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu; 
jwleduc@utmb.edu; sweaver@utmb.edu; mhkaplan@umich.edu; psm9@pitt.edu; peter.palese@mssm.edu; 
ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu; mstevenson@med.miami.edu; emorse@buffalo.edu; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu; Schinazi, Raymond F <rschina@emory.edu>; Del Rio, Carlos <cdelrio@emory.edu>; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu; cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm; 
bhangombe@unza.zm; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; Wang Linfa <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>; Kratochvil, Christopher J 
<ckratoch@unmc.edu>; hegendel@unmc.edu; gawandare@ug.edu.gh; oquaye@ug.edu.gh; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu; 
tony.goldberg@wisc.edu; kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov; andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru; 
arun.kumar@manipal.edu; eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe; jeey62@gmail.com; jeey62@korea.kr; don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com; Maponga, Charles <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au; gmnair51@gmail.com; Christine Stabell Benn <cbenn@health.sdu.dk>; silverr@ccf.org; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au; verfle@gmx.de; januszp@nicd.ac.za; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; 
Wilkins, Dave <dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Mathew Evins <mevins@evins.com> 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>; Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org>; Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org>; Kevin Kishpaugh 
<ktkishpaugh@gvn.org>; Nora Samaranayake <nsamaranayake@gvn.org> 
Subject: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

j- External Email - 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors and Voting Members: 

The GVN wishes to announce the 2020 awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership. 

Dr. Sharon Lewin (Director of the Dougherty Institute in Melbourne) has been selected for her outstanding clinical virology research 
and clinical trials, her outstanding leadership in Australian medical science as Director of the Dougherty Institute, and her 
leadership in the GVN. 

Many congratulations to Dr. Lewin! 

The award will be presented to her during the GVN Special Annual Meeting (Tuesday, September 22, 8:10 -8:20 am, EST). Please 
join us in congratulating Dr. Lewin. 

The GVN also would like to thank the directors and voting members for their invaluable time and support. 

Sincerely, 

Christian Brechot 

President of Global Virus Network 

Important: This email is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify us immediately; you should not copy or use it for any 
purpose, nor disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you. 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©NAS.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 9/14/2020 2:43:07 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new 
distinguished chair 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Excellent!! So well deserved and good for UTMB, dave 

On Sep 14, 2020, at 3:35 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Well-deserved recognition of our friend and colleague. 

Jim 

From: UTMB Broadcast Account 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:14 PM 
Subject: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious 
new distinguished chair 

Dr. Pei-Yong Shi named inaugural holder of the John Sealy Distinguished Chair 
in Innovations in Molecular Biology 

We are very pleased to announce that Dr. Pei-Yong Shi, professor in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and 
vice chair for Innovation and Commercialization, has been named the inaugural holder of the John Sealy 
Distinguished Chair in Innovations in Molecular Biology at UTMB. 

<image002.jpg>This new endowed position, made possible through a $1 million contribution from The Sealy & 
Smith Foundation, will promote and advance UTMB's outstanding and innovative programs in infectious diseases 
research. We are deeply grateful to the foundation and its Board of Directors for investing in the future health and 
well-being of Galveston, our region and beyond through this generous gift. 

Dr. Shi joined UTMB in 2015 and is internationally recognized for his research accomplishments in virology, drug 
discovery, vaccine development, pathogen diagnosis and cancer therapy. 

When the Zika virus spread across the globe in 2015 and 2016, Dr. Shi and his lab were on the cutting edge of 
research related to the virus. His lab immediately pushed our knowledge of the virus forward by developing the 
first genetically engineered clone of it early in that epidemic. This month, he published new work detailing a 
mutation in the virus that likely led to its sudden spread and its serious consequences for babies born to mothers 
infected with Zika. 

Now, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Dr. Shi and his team have once again worked quickly to adapt their 
research techniques and collaborate to meet this new global challenge. They were the first to engineer a reverse 
genetic system of the novel coronavirus that causes COVID-19, allowing scientists to safely make the virus in the 
lab and manipulate it in a petri dish. 

Shi and his team also have developed tools to streamline the COVID-19 vaccine development process as 
research teams around the world work to create life-saving preventives. His team just recently made headlines 
for using an enzyme produced by fireflies, or fluorescent tag, to develop better tests for COVID-19 and to better 
understand this new virus. 

With this latest support from The Sealy & Smith Foundation, we are confident Dr. Shi and his lab will continue to 
make groundbreaking discoveries that will make our world a healthier place. 

Please join us in congratulating Dr. Shi on this tremendous honor and in thanking The Sealy & Smith Foundation 
for its ongoing, visionary support of UTMB's mission. 

Thank you. 
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Ben G. Raimer, MD, MA, FAAP 
President ad interim 

Charles P. Mouton, MD, MS, MBA 
Executive Vice President and Provost, and 
Dean, School of Medicine 

<image003.jpg> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 9/14/2020 3:00:01 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new 
distinguished chair 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Wonderful news! Thanks for letting us know. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:43 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new 
distinguished chair 

Excellent!! So well deserved and good for UTMB, dave 
On Sep 14, 2020, at 3:35 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Well-deserved recognition of our friend and colleague. 

Jim 

From: UTMB Broadcast Account <, 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:14 PM 
Subject: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious 
new distinguished chair 

Dr. Pei-Yong Shi named inaugural holder of the John Sealy Distinguished Chair 
in Innovations in Molecular Biology 

We are very pleased to announce that Dr. Pei-Yong Shi, professor in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and 
vice chair for Innovation and Commercialization, has been named the inaugural holder of the John Sealy 
Distinguished Chair in Innovations in Molecular Biology at UTMB. 

<image002.jpg>This new endowed position, made possible through a $1 million contribution from The Sealy & 
Smith Foundation, will promote and advance UTMB's outstanding and innovative programs in infectious diseases 
research. We are deeply grateful to the foundation and its Board of Directors for investing in the future health and 
well-being of Galveston, our region and beyond through this generous gift. 

Dr. Shi joined UTMB in 2015 and is internationally recognized for his research accomplishments in virology, drug 
discovery, vaccine development, pathogen diagnosis and cancer therapy. 

When the Zika virus spread across the globe in 2015 and 2016, Dr. Shi and his lab were on the cutting edge of 
research related to the virus. His lab immediately pushed our knowledge of the virus forward by developing the 
first genetically engineered clone of it early in that epidemic. This month, he published new work detailing a 
mutation in the virus that likely led to its sudden spread and its serious consequences for babies born to mothers 
infected with Zika. 
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Now, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Dr. Shi and his team have once again worked quickly to adapt their 
research techniques and collaborate to meet this new global challenge. They were the first to engineer a reverse 
genetic system of the novel coronavirus that causes COVID-19, allowing scientists to safely make the virus in the 
lab and manipulate it in a petri dish. 

Shi and his team also have developed tools to streamline the COVID-19 vaccine development process as 
research teams around the world work to create life-saving preventives. His team just recently made headlines 
for using an enzyme produced by fireflies, or fluorescent tag, to develop better tests for COVID-19 and to better 
understand this new virus. 

With this latest support from The Sealy & Smith Foundation, we are confident Dr. Shi and his lab will continue to 
make groundbreaking discoveries that will make our world a healthier place. 

Please join us in congratulating Dr. Shi on this tremendous honor and in thanking The Sealy & Smith Foundation 
for its ongoing, visionary support of UTMB's mission. 

Thank you. 

Ben G. Raimer, MD, MA, FAAP 
President ad interim 

Charles P. Mouton, MD, MS, MBA 
Executive Vice President and Provost, and 
Dean, School of Medicine 

<image003.jpg> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian 
Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Protzer, Ulrike[protzer@tum.de]; wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; 
md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; 
william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; 
hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; 
mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; 
mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, 
Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au]; verfle@gmx.de[verfle@gmx.de]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; 
cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; Wilkins, Dave[dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Mathew Evins[mevins@evins.com] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org]; Kevin 
Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org]; Nora Samaranayake[nsamaranayake@gvn.org] 
From: Akkina,Ramesh[Ramesh.Akkina@ColoState.EDU] 
Sent: Mon 9/21/2020 9:31:00 PM (OTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Congratulations Sharon! 

Looking forward to the GVN event tomorrow where you will preside 
and hope to see you in the virtual meeting. 

We need to celebrate in person next year! 

Ramesh 

Ramesh Akkina, DVM, PhD 
Professor 
Department of Microbiology, Immunology and Pathology 
1619 Campus Delivery 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, CO 80523 
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Tel: (970) 491 1009 
Fax: (970) 491 0603 
Email: Ramesh.Akkina@colostate.edu 

From: Shin-Hee Kim [mailto:skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:48 AM 
To: vromanowski51@gmail.com; lewins@unimelb.edu.au; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au; Damian Purcell <dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org; dongxp238@sina.com; Yiming Shao <yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>; 
Protzer, Ulrike <protzer@tum.de>; wielerlh@rki.de; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de; 
md@aims.amrita.edu; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in; william.hall@ucd.ie; lananh_2003@yahoo.com; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; hasegawa@nih.go.jp; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1; mazus@yandex.ru; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
jerome.kim@ivi.int; joaquim.segales@irta.cat; Majo, Natalia <natalia.majo@irta.cat>; edomingo@cbm.uam.es; 
anders.vahlne@ki.se; andres.merits@utee; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk; Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk; 
dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; erica@lji.org; jglass@jcvi.org; rscheuermann@jcvi.org; david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu; 
jwleduc@utmb.edu; sweaver@utmb.edu; mhkaplan@umich.edu; psm9@pitt.edu; peter.palese@mssm.edu; Akkina,Ramesh 
<Ramesh.Akkina@ColoState.EDU>; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu; mstevenson@med.miami.edu; emorse@buffalo.edu; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu; Schinazi, Raymond F <rschina@emory.edu>; Del Rio, Carlos <cdelrio@emory.edu>; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu; cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm; 
bhangombe@unza.zm; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg; Kratochvil, Christopher J 
<ckratoch@unmc.edu>; hegendel@unmc.edu; gawandare@ug.edu.gh; oquaye@ug.edu.gh; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu; 
tony.goldberg@wisc.edu; kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov; andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru; 
arun.kumar@manipal.edu; eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe; jeey62@gmail.com; jeey62@korea.kr; don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com; Maponga, Charles <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au; gmnair51@gmail.com; Christine Stabell Benn <cbenn@health.sdu.dk>; silverr@ccf.org; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au; verfle@gmx.de; januszp@nicd.ac.za; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; 
Wilkins, Dave <dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Mathew Evins <mevins@evins.com> 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>; Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org>; Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org>; Kevin Kishpaugh 
<ktkishpaugh@gvn.org>; Nora Samaranayake <nsamaranayake@gvn.org> 
Subject: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors and Voting Members: 

The GVN wishes to announce the 2020 awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership. 

Dr. Sharon Lewin (Director of the Dougherty Institute in Melbourne) has been selected for her outstanding clinical virology research 
and clinical trials, her outstanding leadership in Australian medical science as Director of the Dougherty Institute, and her 
leadership in the GVN. 

Many congratulations to Dr. Lewin! 

The award will be presented to her during the GVN Special Annual Meeting (Tuesday, September 22, 8:10 -8:20 am, EST). Please 
join us in congratulating Dr. Lewin. 

The GVN also would like to thank the directors and voting members for their invaluable time and support. 

Sincerely, 

Christian Brechot 

President of Global Virus Network 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Chopra, Ashok[achopra©UTMB.EDUL LeDuc, 
James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Peterson, Johnny W.Opeterso©UTMB.EDU]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Motin, Vladimir[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=28958A863B9B4D048CD64A1AFA25A7B3-MOTIN, 
VLAD] 
Sent: Mon 9/21/2020 7:31:23 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Bacterial outbreak infects thousands after factory leak in China 

Thanks. At least it was a vaccine strain. 

 Original Message 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 4:58 AM 
To: Motin, Vladimir <vImotin©utmb.edu>; Chopra, Ashok <achopra©UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc©UTMB.EDU>; Peterson, Johnny W. <jpeterso©UTMB.EDU>; Franz David 
<davidrfranz©gmail.com> 
Subject: Bacterial outbreak infects thousands after factory leak in China 

Bacterial outbreak infects thousands after factory leak in China 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/17/asia/china-brucellosis-outbreak-intl-hnk/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian 
Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Protzer, Ulrike[protzer@tum.de]; wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; 
md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; 
william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; 
hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; 
mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond 
F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[Andreas.Suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; 
gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au]; verfle@gmx.de[verfle@gmx.de]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; 
cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; Wilkins, Dave[dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Mathew Evins[mevins@evins.com] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org]; Kevin 
Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org]; Nora Samaranayake[nsamaranayake@gvn.org] 
From: Alexander Khromykh[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au] 
Sent: Sun 9/20/2020 9:22:40 PM (OTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Congratulations, Sharon! It's great to see all your hard work recognised by this award. 
Alex Khromykh 
AIDRC, UQ 

From: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org> 

Date: Monday, 14 September 2020 at 7:48 pm 

To: "vromanowski51@gmail.com" <vromanowski51@gmail.com>, "Iewins@unimelb.edu.au" 

<lewins@unimelb.edu.au>, "Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au" <Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au>, Damian Purcell 

<dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>, "arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be" <arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be>, "luc.willems@ulg.ac.be" 

<luc.willems@ulg.ac.be>, "johan.neyts@kuleuven.be" <johan.neyts@kuleuven.be>, "marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr" 

<marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>, "antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr" <antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr>, "benoit.miribel@fondation-

merieux.org" <benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org>, "dongxp238@sina.com" <dongxp238@sina.com>, Yiming Shao 

<yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>, "Protzer, Ulrike" <protzer@tum.de>, "wielerlh@rki.de" <wielerlh@rki.de>, "becker@staff.uni-

marburg.de" <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>, "albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de" <albert.osterhaus@tiho-
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Il hannover.de>, "md@aims.amrita.eduII <md@aims.amrita.edu>, esreekumar@rgcb.res.inIl  <esreekumar@rgcb.res.in>, 
"william.hall@ucd.ie" <william.hall@ucd.ie>, "lananh_2003@yahoo.com" <lananh_2003@yahoo.com>, 
"gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il" <gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il>, "giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it" <giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it>, 
"hasegawa@nih.go.jp" <hasegawa@nih.go.jp>, "m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1" <m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl>, 
"mazus@yandex.ru" <mazus@yandex.ru>, "januszp@nicd.ac.za" <januszp@nicd.ac.za>, "jerome.kim@ivi.int" 
<jerome.kim@ivi.int>, "joaquim.segales@irta.cat" <joaquim.segales@irta.cat>, "Majo, Natalia" <natalia.majo@irta.cat>, 
"edomingo@cbm.uam.es" <edomingo@cbm.uam.es>, "anders.vahlne@ki.se" <anders.vahlne@ki.se>, Andres Merits 
<andres.merits@utee>, "bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk" <bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk>, 
"Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk" <Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk>, "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, 
"erica@lji.org" <erica@lji.org>, "jglass@jcvi.org" <jglass@jcvi.org>, "rscheuermann@jcvi.org" 
<rscheuermann@jcvi.org>, "david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu" <david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu>, 
"jwleduc@utmb.edu" <jwleduc@utmb.edu>, "sweaver@utmb.edu" <sweaver@utmb.edu>, "mhkaplan@umich.edu" 
<mhkaplan@umich.edu>, "psm9@pitt.edu" <psm9@pitt.edu>, "peter.palese@mssm.edu" <peter.palese@mssm.edu>, 
"ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu" <ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu>, "wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu" 
<wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu>, "mstevenson@med.miami.edu" <mstevenson@med.miami.edu>, 
"emorse@buffalo.edu" <emorse@buffalo.edu>, "rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu" <rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, "Schinazi, 
Raymond F" <rschina@emory.edu>, "Del Rio, Carlos" <cdelrio@emory.edu>, "rfgarry@tulane.edu" 
<rfgarry@tulane.edu>, "cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu" <cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, 
"cmacpherson@sgu.edu" <cmacpherson@sgu.edu>, "joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm" 
<joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm>, "bhangombe@unza.zm" <bhangombe@unza.zm>, 
"pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org" <pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>, "linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg" 
<linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>, "Kratochvil, Christopher.i' <ckratoch@unmc.edu>, "hegendel@unmc.edu" 
<hegendel@unmc.edu>, "gawandare@ug.edu.gh" <gawandare@ug.edu.gh>, "oquaye@ug.edu.gh" 
<oquaye@ug.edu.gh>, "jorge.osorio@wisc.edu" <jorge.osorio@wisc.edu>, "tony.goldberg@wisc.edu" 
<tony.goldberg@wisc.edu>, "kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu" <kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu>, 
"konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov" <konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov>, "andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru" 
<andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru>, "arun.kumar@manipal.edu" <arun.kumar@manipal.edu>, 
"eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe" <eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe>, "jeey62@gmail.com" <jeey62@gmail.com>, 
"jeey62@korea.kr" <jeey62@korea.kr>, "don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu" <don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu>, 
"drmusabaev1956@gmail.com" <drmusabaev1956@gmail.com>, "Maponga, Charles" <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>, 
"alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au" <alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au>, Andreas Suhrbier 
<Andreas.Suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au>, "gmnair51@gmail.com" <gmnair51@gmail.com>, Christine Stabell Benn 
<cbenn@health.sdu.dk>, Robert Silverman <silverr@ccf.org>, "s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au" 
<s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au>, "verfle@gmx.de" <verfle@gmx.de>, "januszp@nicd.ac.za" <januszp@nicd.ac.za>, 
"pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org" <pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>, "cmacpherson@sgu.edu" 
<cmacpherson@sgu.edu>, "Wilkins, Dave" <dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu>, Mathew Evins <mevins@evins.com> 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>, Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org>, Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org>, Kevin 
Kishpaugh <ktkishpaugh@gvn.org>, Nora Samaranayake <nsamaranayake@gvn.org> 
Subject: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors and Voting Members: 

The GVN wishes to announce the 2020 awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership. 

Dr. Sharon Lewin (Director of the Dougherty Institute in Melbourne) has been selected for her outstanding clinical virology research 
and clinical trials, her outstanding leadership in Australian medical science as Director of the Dougherty Institute, and her 
leadership in the GVN. 

Many congratulations to Dr. Lewin! 

The award will be presented to her during the GVN Special Annual Meeting (Tuesday, September 22, 8:10 -8:20 am, EST). Please 
join us in congratulating Dr. Lewin. 

The GVN also would like to thank the directors and voting members for their invaluable time and support. 
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Sincerely, 

Christian Brechot 

President of Global Virus Network 
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To: Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Murphy, Frederick A.[famurphy©UTMB.EDU]; 
Tesh,R(Home)[rbtesh22©gmail.comlirbtesh22©gmail.com]; Nichol, S(stn1@cdc.gov)[stn1©CDC.GOV]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ellithorpe,J (eliksu@gmail.com)[eliksu@gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Tue 9/22/2020 3:45:55 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Hess 2020 reference from my EndNote library 
Hess-2020-FAD research moves west to new facil.pdf 

Connie Holubar sent this article over earlier. Some of you may have already received it, I apologize for any duplication. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Hess A. (2020, 20200922). FAD research moves west to new facility. National Hog Farmer Retrieved 0922, 
2020, 

https://wvvw.nationalhogfarmer.com/business/fad-research-moves-west-new-facility 
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FAD research moves 
west to new facility 
Q&A with Alfonso Clavijo, National Bio and Agro-Defense

Facility director on security, purpose. 

Ann Hess I Sep 22, 2020 

Since 1954, the Plum Island Animal Disease Center 

has served as the nation's premier defense against 

accidental or intentional introduction of foreign 

animal diseases. Based in Orient, N.Y., the PIADC 

is the only laboratory in the nation that can work 

with live foot-and-mouth disease virus. However, in 

2023, that will all change as the USDA's research in 

high-consequence zoonotic diseases — not only 

FMD but also African swine fever — will move west. 

The USDA National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility will be the first laboratory in the United 

States with maximum biocontainment (BSL-4) space to study high-consequence foreign 

animal diseases in livestock. Located in Manhattan, Kan., the NBAF will also feature a 

Biologics Development Module for the pilot scale development of vaccines and other 

countermeasures that will prepare and protect U.S. animal agriculture by augmenting 

laboratory research and accelerating technology transfer to the livestock industry. 
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Construction activities are underway, facility commissioning is currently scheduled to be 
completed in 2021, and the facility is scheduled to be fully operational in December 2022. 

Current operations at the PIADC will continue until the mission is transitioned to the NBAF 
in 2023. 

While animal disease prevention and preparedness programs are key components to help 
safeguard the nation's economy, food supply and the public, the new location does raise 
some questions. Alfonso Clavijo, Ph.D. and the NBAF director, tackled some of those 
questions during a recent National Coalition for Food and Agricultural Research 
Lunch—N— Learn webinar. 

For example, in 2007 a small FMD outbreak in the 
United Kingdom was linked to a security breach at 
the Pirbright Institute. Coming from an isolated 
facility off the coast of New York to the heartland 
of America surrounded by intensive livestock 
production, how will the NBAF ensure safety when 
working with these highly pathogenic organisms? 

"The Pirbright lab was an old facility in 2007. There 
are many things we didn't know 6o years ago 
regarding biocontainment engineering," says Clavijo. "Today the technology has exploded, 
including airflow and engineering controls, biosecurity and in biocontainment. This facility 

is one of a kind and has the highest level of engineering to ensure biocontainment." 

Clavijo says managing potential risks associated with the NBAF is important for safely 
handling and containing infectious agents. There are three components to the high-
containment facility that will ensure the pathogens will stay contained: 1) the facility itself, 
2) the personal protection and equipment used to prevent unintentional exposure and 3) 
processes for preventing loss and intentional misuse of biohazardous materials. These 
elements plus the facility's employees and workplace culture are critical components 
considered as we move forward. 

"The understanding of all aspects of biorisk within the building is important to ensure we 
maintain the highest standards of operations," Clavijo says. 

Historically, high-containment labs across the globe were built in remote areas, but now 
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with advances in biocontainment technology this is not the case and more recently, high-

containment laboratories are built in highly populated areas. Clavijo says it is now more 
common to see facilities with these new biosafety technologies in city limits. 

Now located in "tornado alley," what backup measures will be in place at the NBAF to 
keep air systems working — should a severe weather event take out a power grid for 
example? 

"There were no shortcomings in how this facility 
was designed," Clavijo says. "We have all the 
testing, all the engineering to maintain 

containment if we have an F5." 

In the case of a tornado, the facility's 
biocontainment areas are designed to a standard, 
like that applied in the nuclear industry for 
structural and containment integrity. All 
recommendations identified in prior risk 

assessments were incorporated into the NBAF 
design. 

"We should be able to maintain the pressure 
differential inside the facility in order to ensure 
containment. All the labs are a box within a box, so 
the highest containment is on the inside of the 
facility," Clavijo says. "You might lose some of the 
office spaces and might potentially have some 
broken windows, but it will still contain the airflow 
inside the containment area." 

If there were any sort of directives where the facility may be asked to work on new 
emerging diseases, would the NBAF be able to pivot quickly to address situations, such as 
COVID-19 that we're facing right now? 

"As a nation, we need to work more closely with public health organizations and develop a 
'One Health' approach to address health issues," Clavijo says. "We need to understand the 
importance of the animal, human interface. We need to work very closely with the public 
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health laboratories, like the CDC, in order to fully address public health. NBAF will have a 

very important role to play there, because we understand that 75% of emerging diseases 
might come from animals. We will need to rapidly identify many of the emerging diseases 
and study how they develop. We need to develop animal models that can be used in the 
future for the development of diagnostics and vaccines that can be put into use very 
quickly." 

The Department of Homeland Security, which is responsible for completing construction 

and commissioning of the $1.25 billion facility before transferring operations to the USDA, 

estimates construction of the NBAF has been delayed by at least 2 1/2 months because of the 
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMBEDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 9/25/2020 9:12:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Thinking about meeting we discussed 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Ok, Thanks. Let me see what I can do. Agree on what you say. State is apparently only allowing 3 people beyond Gerry, 
Bob and me, who are leading the discussion. They have invited Inger already and maybe another. Let me check back with 
State. Thanks, dave 

On Sep 25, 2020, at 9:57 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I did speak to him and he indicated that he would be interested. I think he appreciates the leadership aspects and can 
probably contribute in that area as well. It's an especially timely topic around here as the university considers who 
should be the next GNL leader. 

From: Dave Franz < > 

Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 7:02 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. < .leduc@UTMB.ED">
Subject: Thinking about meeting we discussed 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, The reason I hoped to get you was for the 'leadership' and organizational culture piece. Tom is an expert 
in the technical piece. If you haven't talked to him, maybe don't at this point. . .. If you have, I can deal with it. 
Thanks, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Nancy 
Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; jamesleduc2021©gmail.compamesleduc2021@gmail.com] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 1/28/2021 1:24:05 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Xie 2021 reference from my EndNote library 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Yes; we needed that. Good for Pei-Yong's team! Thanks for the new address. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 2021, at 11:38 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jw1educ@utmb.edu> wrote: 

FYI in case you haven't seen. Really nice work to address a very serious concern. 

FYI, I retire at the end of the month. Not sure if my email will continue to work, but my personal email is: 
jamesleduc2021@gmail.com 

Jim 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2021 9:56 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Xie 2021 reference from my EndNote library 

Xie X, Liu Y, Liu J, Zhang X, Zou J, Fontes-Garfias CR, Xia H, Swanson KA, Cutler M, Cooper D, 
Menachery VD, Weaver S, Dormitzer P and Shi P-Y. 2021. Neutralization of spike 69/70 
deletion, E484K, and N501Y SARS-CoV-2 by BNT162b2 vaccine-elicited sera. bioRxiv: 
2021.2001.2027.427998. 

We engineered three SARS-CoV-2 viruses containing key spike mutations from the newly 
emerged United Kingdom (UK) and South African (SA) variants: N501Y from UK and SA; 
69/70-deletion+N501Y+D614G from UK; and E484K+N501Y+D614G from SA. 
Neutralization geometric mean titers (GMTs) of twenty BTN162b2 vaccine-elicited human 
sera against the three mutant viruses were 0.81- to 1.46-fold of the GMTs against parental 
virus, indicating small effects of these mutations on neutralization by sera elicited by two 
BNT162b2 doses.Competing Interest StatementX.X., V.D.M., and P.-Y.S. have filed a patent 
on the reverse genetic system. K.A.S., M.C., D.C., and P.R.D. are employees of Pfizer and 
may hold stock options. X.X., J.Z., C.R.F.G., H.X., and P.-Y.S. received compensation from 
Pfizer to perform the neutralization assay. Other authors declare no competing interests. 

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/eady/2021/01/27/2021.01.27.427998.full.pdf 

<Xie-2021-Neutralization of spike 69 70 deletio.pdf> 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 10/12/2020 8:15:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Cheung 2020 reference from my EndNote library 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

They know how to do it. Thanks, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 12, 2020, at 5:36 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Interesting news attached—maybe we'll learn more in our next call with CAS. 

Jim 

Cheung E. (2020, 20201012). China to test 9 million people as coronavirus cluster detected in 
city of Qingdao. CNN Retrieved 1012, 2020, 

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/1 0/1 2/asia/china-qingdao-coronavirus-golden-week-intl-hnk/index.html 

<Cheung-2020-China to test 9 million people as.pdf> 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 10/15/2020 5:24:53 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: DoS slide 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim! I'll work through this tomorrow morning. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 15, 2020, at 5:59 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

I'm not familiar with GOHLD. WHO had had a network of Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory that Pierre 
Formenty has run for some time—pasted below. Interestingly, it does not appear among the lab networks listed on 
the WHO website. 

Here's the link for Kaz' meeting report from the Dec 2017 meeting of lab directors in Lyon. 
https://www.who.int/ihr/publications/WHO-WHE-CPI-2018.40/en/ 

WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens 
Laboratory Network (EDPLN) 
Emerging dangerous pathogens: a major challenge to global health security 
<image002.jpg> 

Ebola Haemorrhagic Fever outbreak response, Mweka, DR Congo, Spet 2007 
The continuing emergence and re-emergence of novel and dangerous pathogens of epidemic potential (eg. 
Ebola, Marburg, Rift Valley fever, Plague, Monkeypox, Lassa Fever, SARS, Tularaemia, MERS-CoV, Nipah, 
Legionellosis, Borreliosis, Melioidosis, etc) is a permanent threat to the health of populations around the 
world and a major challenge to global health security. The WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens 
Laboratory Network (EDPLN), is made up of global and regional EDPLN networks of high security human 
and veterinary diagnostic laboratories. EDPLN contributes to outbreak response and preparedness as well as 
rapid development of diagnostic assays for emerging and infectious pathogens globally. 

Shipments of emerging and dangerous pathogen specimens 

In order to expedite the shipment of specimens from suspected, probable or confirmed Ebola cases from 
countries to WHO Collaborating Centres on Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers and Arboviruses or selected 
Reference Laboratory for Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers, WHO has established the Ebola shipping fund to 
provide shipping services to Member States. 

• Shipment of specimens from suspected, probable or confirmed Ebola cases under the WHO Ebola 
Shipment Funds Project 

Ebola Proficiency Panel 

To strengthen preparedness for the detection of Ebola Virus Disease in response to the West African Ebola 
outbreak in 2014, a proficiency panel for the molecular detection of EBOV virus was developed in 
collaboration with the Robert Koch Institute in Germany. With the anticipated wider distribution of the panel 
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outside the African region, the project is expected to strengthen laboratory capacity for the detection of Ebola 
Virus Disease. 
Disease outbreaks 

• Disease Outbreak News (DONS) 

One-pager 
<image003.jpg> 

• Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory Network (EDPLN) 

Highlights 
• and use of Ebola in vitro diagnostic assays 
• Ebola and Marburg virus disease epidemics preparedness, alert, control, and evaluation 
• Ebola publications: surveillance, contact tracing, laboratory 
• Ebola Diagnostics 
• Publications on Ebola: Safe and dignified 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 3:58 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: DoS slide 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Do you think bullet 1 and bullet 4 on this slide are two different things? Another way of asking, "Did 
GOHLD start at Katz's 2017 meeting or was it started by someone else before?" Thanks, Dave 
<image001.png> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.corn] 
Sent: Fri 10/30/2020 9:14:10 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Process and Product 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Pretty amazing to see how powerful the process. . . .built on a science base. dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 11/10/2020 7:47:55 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: COVID Transition Team 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Looks like Beth and Rebecca are heading up the transition to the new advisory board. d 

Joe Biden announces "ransition COVID-19 1visory Board, Responds to Pfizer's v Lcci Le nev 

by NEWS DESK 

November 9, 2020 

The Biden-Harris Transition announced today the formation of the Transition COVID-19 Advisory Board, a team of leading public 
health experts who will advise President-elect Biden, Vice President-elect Harris, and the Transition's COVID-19 staff. The Transition 
COVID-19 Advisory Board will be led by co-chairs Dr. David Kessler, Dr. Vivek Murthy, and Dr. Marcella Nunez-Smith. Dr. Beth 
Cameron and Dr. Rebecca Katz are serving as advisors to the Transition on COVID-19 and will work closely with the Advisory Board. 

http://outbreaknewstoday.com/joe-biden-announces-transition-covid-19-advisory-board-responds-to-pfizers-vaccine-news-21696/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 11/17/2020 8:48:46 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Relman opinion piece 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

You're exactly right with regard to that golden era. I drafted a note to him just before dinner and decided decided I would 
sleep on it and send it tomorrow morning. I've always said he's the last general officer physician scientist of the army will 
ever produce. It was pretty amazing that we got to work with him. You obviously much more closely than I, but he clearly 
had an impact on my career as well. The micromanagement started shortly after he left. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 17, 2020, at 3:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Very sad indeed. We visited him and Connie a couple of summers ago and I'm so glad we did. Had a chance to share 
stories and tell them how important they have been in helping guide my career. He's been a significant part of the 
lives of so many of us; indeed, his leadership helped to create the "golden era" that we enjoyed at USAMRIID (and 
even before at WRAIR). 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 2:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Relman opinion piece 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Yep. He sure is. Sad to hear about Phil, isn't it? d 

On Nov 17, 2020, at 3:23 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jA1ccitic/ft )t > wrote: 

Thanks Dave. He is always very thoughtful. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 10:48 AM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Relman opinion piece 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom, If you haven't seen... a PNAS opinion piece from David Reiman. Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

David Relman's PNAS article (To stop the next pandemic, we need to unravel the origins of 
COV1D-19) is here: https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2020/11/03/2021133117 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 3/5/2020 4:36:05 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Nice paper 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Finally got my Health Security in the mail today and read your paper. Very nice. . .and important. Dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 2/3/2021 2:45:30 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Use of bio defense funds. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hah! You shouldn't get too cocky about your retirement skills yet! It's too early to know if you have the right stuff. . . :-) 
Sickening re. RIID. I talk with Gus Palacios once or twice a month. It doesn't seem to be improving. On that note, I spent 
2 hours on the phone with a GAO team this morning looking into the whole CB program. They had a lot of good questions; 
we'll see. Traditionally GAO reports don't make much of a dent. 

I really like Kent. Didn't know him on active duty, but have connected 2-3 times a year since. Seems like a great guy. 

I too felt like to nuc and cyber et al. guys sort of appreciated some of out work. Haven't often had that feeling. Glad they 
stuck around. I was thinking this morning about writing Micah, copying you, and asking to have us get together in some way 
more often. I would really like to know what funds we have promised for what countries and what we are seeking to get. 
While it doesn't cost much to Zoom, it's value may go down some once we're back in the air. I think we've got to plan for 

travel in our future. 

Best. dave 

On Feb 3, 2021, at 3:33 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks for sharing—I hadn't seen this and agree that while AMR is important, it's a big field with lots of potential 
players, while USAMRIID is unique and their primary responsibility. Very sad situation. Kent Kester was here earlier 
this week as one of the shortlisted candidates for next GNL director. We had dinner with him on Sunday evening and 
he mentioned the dire situation at USAMRIID and general lack of support from DOD leadership. Very difficult 
situation, especially with the new building setting unused. 

Kent did well. Not sure when a final decision will be made. 

Nice job in leading the CISAC bio discussions. I think we have a good record and our accomplishments seemed to be 
appreciated. It was good to hear what Rita has in mind; perhaps we need to schedule periodic meetings with her to 
keep abreast of initiatives and coordinate deliverables. 

Day 3 of retirement going well! 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmaiLcom>
Sent: Wednesday, February 3, 2021 1:40 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Use of bio defense funds. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm surprised to see Dtra bio defense funding go to this kind of contract. I think that's almost twice ($40 million) what 
I heard DTRA is saying is going to be USAMRIID's yearly. The DASD for Chem-bio in the Pentagon is saying they don't 
want to give RIID anymore sustainment dollars. Only direct contracts like academe an industry. 

Defense Threat Reduction / ency lards $75M for Antibiotic Drug Development 
by  al Biodefense aff 
January 26, 2021, 3:39 pm 
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In the medical and military fields, antibiotic-resistant bacteria can be formidable foes. Now, University of Florida 
Health researchers and their collaborators have a $75 million grant to identify a new, unique antibiotic that will 
protect public health. 
Funding from the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) will be used to study 28 compounds, eventually 
narrowing them down to one drug and a backup candidate that can destroy bacterial pathogens that would otherwise 
evade current antibiotics. The benefits should be twofold: Creating a compound that could be used to address a 
bioterrorism event while also treating stubborn infections among the public or hospitalized patients. 
https://globalbiodefense.comi2o2i/o1/26/defense-threat-reduction-agencv-awards-mm-for-antibiotic-drug-
development/ 

Sent from my iPhone 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 2/3/2021 4:19:17 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Talk sometime 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good. We'll let you tell us when/whether to switch. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 3, 2021 5:08 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Talk sometime 

Let's stick with the UTMB email address for now. It looks like it will remain active for a few months at least, and it's much easier for 
me and more frequently checked. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah < ent 
Sent: Wednesday, February 3, 2021 4:00 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Dave Franz <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Talk sometime 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dave, Jim, 
Thanks for the suggestions. It would be a great help to meet and discuss. Let's try zoom in the next few weeks. Re face-to-face, 
inshallah. 
I'll ask Hope to try to schedule a time for the zoom. 
And Jim, do you prefer to keep using your UTMB e-mail or do you want us to switch to your personal email? 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwledu VIB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, February 3, 2021 4:27 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.coni>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Talk sometime 

Good idea, Dave. Thanks for suggestions. 

Yes, I'm flexible! 

Thanks Micah for organizing the past two days. I was pleased with the turnout and the comments offered. As far as new members, 
Megan Palmer at Stanford is making a name for herself in the field. She's relatively junior and I have not had interactions with her 
for some time, but I've always been impressed with her energy and intellect. Just a thought. 

Thanks again, Jim 

From: Dave Franz <ciavidrfranz@gn .com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 3, 2021 2:52 PM 
To: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@NAS.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Talk sometime 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
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sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for organizing and leading a good meeting Micah! Following that, Jim and I were just thinking it would be useful to get 
together with you (and probably Ben and Rita) in a small group once in a while to help us 'keep up' with planning and also offer our 
help as appropriate. It would be nice, for example, to know what funds we have now for what country engagements and also what 
we anticipate getting or what are out priorities. We might also be help with some more detailed brainstorming than we could to 
with the larger group. I realize it doesn't take much for Zoom meetings, but think we should be hopeful to set up some old 
fashioned face-to-face ones out there sometime as well. 

Will be interested to see if you and the team think something like that might be useful for CISAC. We're flexible. 

Thanks again and best, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 3/13/2020 6:01:44 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: sharing with you what is circulating in social media 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Pfhew... unbelievable. Thanks, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 13, 2020, at 5:53 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Frustrating to see such trash 

From: Torres, Alfredo G. <altorres@utmb.edu> 
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 4:46 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: sharing with you what is circulating in social media 

I decided to share with you the following information circulating in twitter: 
Please read both pictures 
AT 

<image001 .jpg> 

<image002.jpg> 

Alfredo G. Torres, PhD., M.S. 
The Herman Barnett Distinguished Professor in Microbiology and Immunology. 
Associate Dean of Faculty Affairs and Professional Development 
Chief Diversity Officer 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
301 University Blvd MRB 4.142G, Galveston, Tx 77555-1070 
(409) 747 0189; Fax (409)747 6869 
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To: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.corn] 
Sent: Sat 3/14/2020 1:09:43 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Herd Immunity 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Have either of you seen any good data on protective immunity in survivors? I've seen anecdotal cases where clinicians 
believe someone recovered has again become ill. I have assumed it was probably a 'diagnostic' problem rather than re-
infection. . .but don't know. 

Take care, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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From: goarn[goarn@who.int] 

Attendees: GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO) (Chiara.GIUST0@ec.europa.eu); Carla Daher (cdaher@unicef.org); MERIANOS, 
Angela; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; RYAN, Michael J.; amrish.baidjoe (amrish.baidjoe@gmail.com); Lim Poh Lian 
(poh_lian_lim@ttsh.com.sg); Naureen Naqvi (nnaqvi@unicef.org); PATEL, Minal; creddy@taskforce.org; 
Sarah SHEHADE; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; BALLER, April; SIMNICEANU, 
Alice; Gail Carson (gail.carson@ndm.ox.ac.uk); Ann Mathews; SURI, Sameera; Celine Gurry 
(Celine.gurry@cepi.net); Josep Jansa (Josep.jansa@ecdc.europa.eu); eoc@ecdc.europa.eu; Nicholas Tan; 
Ombretta BAGGIO (ombretta.baggio@ifrc.org); Chantal Autotte Bouchard (cautottebouchard@premiere-
urgence.org); Alexandre Jully (alexandre.jully@ec.europa.eu); Medcalf, Sharon J; Helfand, Rita 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Lucia Mullen (Imullen3@jhu.edu); Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); paolo tizzani 
(p.tizzani@oie.int); Jonas Brant; James Coltheart (coltheart@un.org); Amanda HARVEY-DEHAYE; Joel 
Myhre (jmyhre@pdc.org); Paul Spiegel; Jordan Tappero (Jordan.Tappero@gatesfoundation.org); Arthur, Ray 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); ARCHER, Brett; Lina Moses (Lmoses2@tulane.edu); Nichol, Stuart T. 
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); CASEY, Sean; Bente, Dennis A.; Neil Ferguson 
(neil.ferguson@imperial.ac.uk); TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; Florian Vogt 
(fvogt@kirby.unsw.edu.au); Claire Beck (claire_beck@wvi.org); FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; LOI, 
Gianluca; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; Paris Desk Urgence; Sophie Muset; CARTER, Lisa; kerriganm 
(kerriganm@nicd.ac.za); Mariana Marrana; Mr B. Syme Van Ameringen (benjamin.syme@wfp.org); 
ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; KRETSINGER, Katrina; Dr M. Henkens 
(Myriam.Henkens@msf.org); O'Neil, Benjamin; Djoudalbaye Benjamin (benjamind@africa-union.org); Itorre 
(Itorre@taskforce.org); TISDALL, Brian; LINDMEIER, Christian; mija ververs (mververs@jhu.edu); Elliott 
Tenpenny (etenpenny@samaritan.org); Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Betz, Travis; ILIC, Maja; Moresky, 
Rachel T.; David Blazes (David.Blazes@gatesfoundation.org); Scott Dowell 
(scott.dowell@gatesfoundation.org); WILLET, Victoria; pauleffler (pauleffler@gmail.com); PLUUT, Elisabeth; 
jwright@medicalteams.org; Marie Hallissey (mhallissey@goal.ie); pfillon@immap.org; Eve °Connor 
(eve.oconnor@phe.gov.uk); HUO, Xiang; Dale Fisher (mdcfda@nus.edu.sg); GPHIN Duty Officer 
(phac.gphin-rmisp.aspc@canada.ca); florence.tanguay (florence.tanguay@canada.ca); KAASIK-AASLAV, 
Kaja; CORPUZ, Aura; NABETH, Pierre; SELENIC MINET, Dubravka; LEWIS, Rosamund; Ruby Siddiqui; 
trezvani@taskforce.org; CROSS, Caroline Marie; acicero@jhu.edu; acq4 (acq4@cdc.gov); AF 
RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.) (ahmedz@africa-union.org); FALERO 
CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; Allison Prather 
(allison.prather@care.org); AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; Amadou.SALL (Amadou.SALL@pasteur.sn); BULIVA, 
Evans; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Dr A. Wimmer (awimmer@iom.int); axelle.ronsse; 
AZE, Jean-christophe; khan azharul (azharul@icddrb.org); Antoine Ziao (aziao@unicef.org); BALDE, Thierno; 
BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 
Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); McCloskey Brian (Brian.McCloskey@hpa.org.uk); CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; 
chikwe.ihekweazu (chikwe.ihekweazu@ncdc.gov.ng); CHRISTENSEN, Renee; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, 
Marie Chantal; Carlos Navarro Colorado (cnavarrocolorado@unicef.org); cohuabunwo@afenet.net; 
creddy@tephinet.org; C-Watts (C-Watts@dfid.gov.uk); munavvarov@un.org; daniel.bausch 
(daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk); Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DE LA ROCQUE, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer; Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); DOULL, Linda; Emma 
Diggle (e.diggle@savethechildren.org.uk); Marc.PONCIN (Marc.PONCIN@geneva.msf.org); Ms M.-E. Ingres 
(Marie-Elisabeth.INGRES@geneva.msf.org); elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca; Dr E. Capobianco 
(emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org); emergencypmo; Emina Becirovic (Emina@necsi-global.org); 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Ezzeddine Mohsni (emohsni@globalhealthdev.org); 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE (Evelyn.DEPOORTERE@ec.europa.eu); AINsour Mohannad 
(executive.director@emphnet.net); f.diaz@oie.int; FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FORMENTY, 
Pierre B. h.; Gabriele Fontana; Inho Kim (globalepikim@gmail.com); goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute (grazina.mirinaviciute@ecdc.europa.eu); g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; Ms G. Eamer 
(gwen.eamer@ifrc.org); HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre 
Louis; Hugues.ROBERT (Hugues.ROBERT@geneva.msf.org); huox@foxmail.com; Ms H. West 
(hwest@iom.int); Ida Marie Ameda (iameda@unicef.org); ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; 
ioannis.karagiannis@phe.gov.uk; jansena (jansena@rki.de); januszp (januszp@nicd.ac.za); jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS (jean-louis.romette@univ-amu.fr); Jia Lee 
(jlee106@korea.kr); Jerome Pfaffmann (jpfaffmann@unicef.org); Dr J. Lynn Hall (Julie.HALL@ifrc.org); 
LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton; KATO, Masaya; Kashef ljaz (kiI6@cdc.gov); LEUNG Kit (kleung@iom.int); 
kola.jinadu (kola.jinadu@ncdc.gov.ng); Louisa Baxter (I.baxter@savethechildren.org.uk); LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, 
Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; Gbaguidi, Lionel (NSAH); Lauren Sauer (Isauer2@jhmi.edu); 
MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina (mainaa@unhcr.org); marii@unicef.org; Merawi 
Aragaw Tegegne (merawia@africa-union.org); MINELLI, Elisabetta; morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar; 
msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia 
Watera; namusisiolivia (namusisiolivia@afenet.net); nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Ni Daxin (nidx@chinacdc.cn); 
Nina Gobat (nina.gobat@phc.ox.ac.uk); ADERINOLA OLAOLU (olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng); Olivier le 
Polain (olivier.lepolain@phe.gov.uk); MORGAN, Oliver; outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto (p.caceres oie.int); 
Mr P. Saaristo (panu.saaristo@ifrc.org); Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; Effler Paul 
(paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au); g.pavade@oie.int; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

image001.ing

PESIGAN, Arturo; Peter Horby (peter.horby@ndm.ox.ac.uk); Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; 
rapid deployments (rapid.deployments@phe.gov.uk); Rawan Araj (raraj@globalhealthdev.org); Rene Ehounou 
Ekpini (rekpini@unicef.org); Raoul Kamadjeu (rkamadjeu@unicef.org); ROVIRA VILAPLANA, Jose; SALIO, 
Flavio; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; SHOC; SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; Sibylle 
BERNARD-STOECKLIN (Sibylle.BERNARD-STOECKLIN@santepubliquefrance.fr); STOROZHENKO, Oleg 
Nikolayevich; Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty (support@ecdc.europa.eu); Tom Drake (t-
drake@dfid.gov.uk); Endericks Tina (tina.endericks@phe.gov.uk); tinglesby@jhu.edu; Trina Helderman 
(trina.helderman@medair.org); Trish NEWPORT (Trish.NEWPORT@geneva.msf.org); UMALI DALANGIN, 
Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; vicarian@paho.org; Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org; VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, 
N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; 
VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick 
Anthony; JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique (frederique.jacquerioz@hcuge.ch); FROST, Melinda; DonateIla 
Massai (dmassai2@jhu.edu); jonas.gutschke@wfp.org; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, 
Flavien; eha9 (eha9@cdc.gov); Leonidas Alexakis (leonidas.alexakis@ecdc.europa.eu); 
thiago.xavier@wfp.org; BroedelS@rki.de; Mahmoud Kayed (mkayed@globalhealthdev.org); 
renoldner@un.org; SALMON, Sharon; Sara Ferraz (saraferrazz@Outlook.com); DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; 
PAVLIN, Boris; sara.sarno@wfp.org; Bertrand.Sudre@ecdc.europa.eu; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck 
(Namseon.Beck@medair.org); SMALLWOOD, Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-Cross (schuemer@un.org); McFarland, Jeffrey 
(CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); KOLMER, Jessica; Sarah Karmin (skarmin@unicef.org); 
sreshamwalla@gmail.com; BRENNAN, Richard John; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; 
Flavio.FINGER@epicentre.msf.org; santara@afenet.net; anna.kuehne@london.msf.org; 
Patrick.Keating@london.msf.org; KHormez@samaritan.org; MSFOCB-Covid19-
CoordoMed@brussels.msf.org; jcarver@immap.org; giulia.ferraro@un.org; emarti92@jhmi.edu; Jolene Nakao 
(jnakao@ofda.gov); EspelageW (EspelageW@rki.de); DRCEBOLARMT_HA@ofda.gov; 
DRCEBOLADART_HA@ofda.gov; kattel@unhcr.org; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, Jeannette; 
NSENGA, Ngoy; ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 
Clementine Fu_DFID; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; HOLLIS, Sara; Louise Logre 
(Ilogre@premiere-urgence.org); MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; Mija Versers; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; ABOK, Patrick; PERON, Emilie; Sheila Austria; 
HAMBLION, Esther; Florence.LOT@santepubliquefrance.fr; NACION, Kristine May Vida; GREENE-CRAMER, 
Blanche Johanna; Alexandra SICOTTE LEVESQUE (Alexandra.SICOTTELEVESQUE@ifrc.org); FrankC 
(FrankC@rki.de); ejayyousi@globalhealthdev.org; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; alice.chen@wfp.org; 
BEJTULLAHU, Armand; Brice.de.le.Vingne (Brice.de.le.Vingne@brussels.msf.org); BULIVA, Evans; 
CHRISTENSEN, Renee; Cristina BENVENUTI (cristina.benvenuti@wfp.org); 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 
fadzilah@moh.gov.my; Farah Massoud; Heidi Giesbrecht (heidi.giesbrecht@medair.org); James Mcdowell; 
Maria Jasen; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; Micaela SERAFINI; MORGAN, Oliver; Naouar LABIDI; 
STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; Sven Guesmann; TAYYAB, Muhammad; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; 
YOTI, Zabulon; tbetz@usaid.gov; NAMARA, Geoffrey; HANNA, Peggy; Benjamin NOBLE; Leen Daoud; 
Gwendolen EAMER; Namseon Beck; Abdesselam, Kahina (PHAC/ASPC); loannis Karagiannis 

Wed 2/10/2021 2:22:41 PM (UTC-06:00) 

GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to join zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• Undiagnosed disease in Tanzania 
• EVD DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 

• Vaccine 
• Epi 
• RCCE 
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Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

Time: Feb 04 2021, 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

We will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay your entry into the meeting. 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Enter your name a 
meeting password 

nd 

R?rnQn cyb GOARN OST 

******** 

the 

member njname for futhre meetinQS 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 3/21/2020 6:26:59 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: OpEd tonight 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Tom and Jim, Just couldn't sit by and watch it anymore. Just out today, dave 

A Biosecurity Failure 

A Biosecurity Failure 

America's key lab for fighting infectious disease has become a 
Pentagon backwater 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: George Gao[gaof©im.ac.cri] 
Sent: Fri 2/12/2021 12:13:24 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Happy New Year 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim 
Many thanks for your kind words ! 
Lets work together to promote the US-China friendship and get the COVID-19 down ! 
All the best 
George 

1 flniPhone 

2021*2A 121E1 , _E 10:52 , LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> : 

Dear George, 

May the New Year bring you good health and much happiness! The past year has been most challenging for all of us, 
but you have turned a difficult situation into success through your strong leadership and scientific excellence. Thank 
you for your dedication and perseverance during what has been a trying time for all of us. Going forward, I trust that 
the New Year will bring you continued success and prosperity in the company of good friends and family. 

With all good wishes for the New Year, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(p) 409-266-6500 
(p) 409-266-6516 direct 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 3/25/2020 11:54:34 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Origin of SARS CoV-2 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, I'v been looking for a summary like this. Have you seen anything that summarizes the earlier cases. . .before the 
Lancet paper that began with the fist case on 1 Dec? Best,dave 

On Mar 25, 2020, at 12:50 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Nice paper on the origin of the new coronavirus, just FYI in case you haven't seen already. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0820-9 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: 'Nancy ConnelliNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Cc: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Peter Palese[peter.palese©mssm.edu] 
From: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 2/16/2021 9:51:33 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thank you, Nancy, for sending this article. 

From: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 2:05 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave 
Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu> 
Subject: Re: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

Dear all, 

Gigi Kwik Gronvall and Britany Bland's article on "Life-science research and biosecurity concerns in the Russian 
Federation" in the Non-Proliferation Review: 

http s ://www. tandfonline. com/doi/pdf/ 1 0.1080/10736700.2020.1866323 ?needAcces s=true 

nancy 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <i\Aks ui  MIIEDU>
Date: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 at 9:39 AM 
To: "Guenther, Rita" <RGuenther@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>, 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranz@gpail.com>, "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfamnet>,
Peter Palese <peter.paleseqmssm.edu>
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V 
vaccine 

Thanks—very good news. 

From: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 4:51 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks, Ben. 

Just a few moments ago, I received a note from our counterparts in Moscow that they are moving ahead with forming their COVID/ID 
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group, and we should be moving forward with our first meeting at the beginning of March. They apologized for the delay; virtual 
learning is very challenging in the Russia. 

More just as soon as possible! 

Take care, 

Rita 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 10:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz' <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6Ahmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Guenther, Rita 
<RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

More in the NYer https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/02/08/the-sputnik-y-yaccine-and-russias-race-to-immunity 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 12:37 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwleducPUTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Guenther, Rita 
<RGuenther@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

Thanks Micah, Interesting the RAS is not mentioned; would have been in the old days, I would think. I can't remember 
for sure if the Gamaleya was part of RAS, but think it was Min of Health when we used to visit. Rita will know. Last time 
we were there it seemed quiet and dark with not much going on. I remember I was surprised however that, at the time, 
they were ahead of us on a recombinant Botulinum vaccine. Assume Putin has plussed up their budget in the last 15 years. 
Dave 

On Feb 8, 2021, at 11:21 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/russia-yaccine-sputnik-coronayi rus-lancet/2021/02/08/18d8d55c-
6571-11eb-bab8- 707f8769d785 story.html 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) and 
International Networks & Cooperation Theme 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; 
Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; dfjp@unimelb.edu.au[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org]; gisele.michon@fondation-merieux.org[gisele.michon@fondation-merieux.org]; 
zengyicdc@sina.com[zengyicdc@sina.com]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
WielerH@rki.de[WielerH@rki.de]; TesfayohannesS@rki.de[TesfayohannesS@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; s.slabbekoorn@erasmusmc.nl[s.slabbekoorn@erasmusmc.n1]; 
mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; Jerome.Kim@IVIJNT[Jerome.Kim@IVIJNT]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; fernando.rodriguez@irta.cat[fernando.rodriguez@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; RScheuermann@jcvi.org[RScheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; 
ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; 
MStevenson@med.miami.edu[MStevenson@med.miami.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
cdelrio@emory.edu[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rschina@emory.edu[rschina@emory.edu]; cdelrio@emory.edu[cdelrio@emory.edu]; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; pdakum@ihvnigeria.org[pdakum@ihvnigeria.org]; 
cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; 
bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; Pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[Pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; 
linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; ckratoch@unmc.edu[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu[jorge.osorio@wisc.edu]; 
tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; Arun.kumar@manipal.edu[Arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
Eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[Eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; Jeey62@gmail.com[Jeey62@gmail.com]; 
jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; cmaponga@buffalo.edu[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au] 
Cc: Gallo, Robert[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu] 
From: Gallo, Robert[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu] 
Sent: Mon 4/6/2020 10:11:26 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Supply request 

I ette r.pd f 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Center Directors, 

I am sharing a personal letter of gratitude, which I recently received from Secretary Robert R. Neall, Maryland Department 
of Health, thanking me for the donation of 1000 BGI 2019-nCov Real-Time PCR tests. In his letter, Secretary Neall 
addresses supplies that are in "dire need" to run tests that they already have. I have listed the supplies needed. If you are 
aware of any additional resources that might fulfill these needs, please let me know. 

• Viral transport media (VTM) 
• Qiagen viral RNA kits 

• Roche external Lysis Buffer 
• Biomerieux silica (rxn) 
• TaqPath Master Mix 

Sincerely, 
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Maryland 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
Larry Hogan, Governor 'Bqw1K Rutherfort4 L. Governor Robert R. Na( Seentteny 

Robert C. Gallo, MD 
Director, Institute for Human Virology 
Medical Biotechnology Center 
University of Maryland, School of Medicine 
9100 Aldershot Drive 
Bethesda, MD, 20817 

Dear Dr. Gallo: 

I wanted to reach out to you personally to express my thanks for your incredibly generous 
donation of 1000 BGI 2019-nCov Real-time PCR tests to the State of Maryland. Thank you for 
helping to save the lives of Marylanders. We also thank Delegate Lierman and Senator Ferguson 
for making the connection. 

Offers such as yours are incredibly important and we are exploring every avenue to increase 
capacity to test for COVID-19. However, we wanted to share some of the challenges we are 
facing. In order for our State laboratory to use your tests, Clinical Laboratories Improvement 
Act (CLIA) rules require certification of the tests, which is a two to three week process. Also, per 
BM, the samples would have to be processed manually. The current testing system being used 
by the State is automated. 

As you know, laboratories across the country are facing shortages, not only of the CO'V1D-19 
tests themselves, but of the necessary viral transport media (VTM) and reagents necessary to run 
the tests. Our State laboratory is in dire need of supplies to run the tests we have, in particular 
viral transport media (VTM), Qiagen viral IOTA kits, Roche external Lysis Buffer, Biomerieux 
silica (rxn), and TaqPath Master Mix. Without these elements, our testing capacity is resource-
constrained. 

We hope your actions will be a model for all Marylanders and that others will follow your lead 
and share essential resources. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert R. Nealf(5 ) 4"1-4.
Secretary 

Cc: Senator Bill Ferguson 
Delegate Brooke Lierman 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 4/13/2020 12:08:47 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Agree. d 

On Apr 13, 2020, at 1:07 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleducaUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Yes, I saw that. Disconcerting, but influenced Phil R and others. We need to find out more about the work underway 
there when this all took off. I doubt that our friends are going to be able to discuss openly. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 12:05 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

It was epoch, but 1 hour long which had a section on our two friends, discussed a lot of scientific pubs and 
had some fairly wild speculation about the BSL-4 lab. 

On Apr 13, 2020, at 1:02 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc gUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Not sure I saw the documentary, unless it was the Epoch YouTube video about the origin of the virus. 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, I got it but I haven't had a chance to read it yet. We had our briefing of the HASC 
and the SASC this morning on the BTRP Academy report. I assume you also got that one hour 
documentary that included Zhiming and Zhengli in it. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 13, 2020, at 12:38 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleducgutmb.edu> wrote: 

You probably received this as well, but just in case. 

From: William Broad <wib@nytimes.com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 6:40 AM 
Subject: Putin's Long War Against American Science 

!WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open I 
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attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/13/science/putin-russia-disinformation-health-
coronavirus.html 

William J. Broad 

<image001.jpg> 

Science Department 

620 8th Avenue 
New York, NY, 10018 
My phone: 212-556-7144 
My articles: 
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/b/williamj_broad/index. 

html 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 4/21/2020 3:52:40 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Rick Bright 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Director of U.S. agency key to vaccine development leaves 
role suddenly amid coronavirus pandemic 
By NICHOLAS FLORKO 43),Nl icholasFlorKo 

APRIL 21, 2020 

WASHINGTON — Rick Bright, one of the nation's leading vaccine development experts and the 
director of the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority, is no longer leading 
the organization, officials told STAT. 

The shakeup at the agency, known as BARDA, couldn't come at a more inopportune time for the 
office, which invests in drugs, devices, and other technologies that help address infectious disease 
outbreaks and which has ueen at tne center or tne governments coronavirus panaemic respoi Ise. 

Bright, whose departure was confirmed by three industry sources and two current Trump 
administration sources, will instead move into a narrower role at the National Institutes of Health 
overseeing a similar but 'I' et, , qate o rtnersnio air io at le oi inf. Gary 
Disbrow, Bright's former deputy at BARDA, will serve as the acting director of the office, an HHS 
spokesperson confirmed to STAT. expected to play an even larger role in the coming months; 
Congress more than tripled BARDA's budget in the most recent coronavirus stimulus package. 
Already, the office has a role in some of the splashiest Covid-19 projects, including partnerships 
with Johnson & Johnson and Moderna Therapeutics, both of which are developing potential Covid-
19 treatments. 

None of the sources articulated the reason for Bright's departure, though several mentioned recent 
chafing between Bright and Bob Kadlec, the HHS Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and 
Response, which has oversight over BARDA. 

An HHS spokesperson confirmed that Bright will work on a recently announced NIH public-private 
partnership with 16 drug makers aimed at developing vaccines and treatments for Covid-19. 

"Dr. Rick Bright will transfer the skills he has applied as Director of the [BARDA] to the [NIH]. 
... Dr. Bright brings extensive experience and expertise in facilitating powerful public-private 
partnerships that advance the health and well-being of the American people," the spokesperson 
said. 

Bright did not immediately respond to requests for comment. 

Bright's career has largely centered around vaccine and drug development. His work at the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention focused on influenza viruses, antiviral drugs and 
tests. He has also worked in the biotechnology industry and served as an advisor to the World 
Health Organization. Before becoming BARDA director, he led the agency's Influenza and 
Emerging Infectious Diseases Division. 

Lev Facher contributed reporting. 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 4/21/2020 4:02:27 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: A movie for this weekend. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

https://en.wilupedia.org/wiki/A_Day_Without_a_Mexican 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 3/8/2019 8:40:33 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Checking in 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

552.002 
L. 

552.002 I will be prepared to contribute to Gerry's meeting in DC with some CISAC activity background, but hope you 
--can-I5e- on the- phone for at least part of it. The work we are trying to do sort of pales when a critical health issue like this 
occurs. We'll be thinking of you both, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

552.002 
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To: Bob Hawley[bobhawley226©gmail.com]; Dave Franz, DVM, Ph.D[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Danner, Denise K CIV 
USARMY MEDCOM USAMRIID (US)[denise.k.danner.civ©mail.mil]; Peter Jahrling[PBJahrling©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Gene Garrard Olinger, (NIAID)[golinger©mriglobal.org] 
From: Bressler, David (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHT)[dpb8@cdc.gov] 
Sent: Mon 4/15/2019 8:46:35 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Obituary - Gene Johnson 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for sending this, Bob. I have a hard time believing that Gene is gone. 
I was hoping that they might have something in Frederick as well. 

Time marches on whether we regard it or not... 

Dave 

David S. Bressler, MS, CBSP, SM(NRCM) 
International Laboratory Branch 
CDC-Center for Global Health 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
1600 Clifton Rd., NE Mailstop G-19 
Atlanta, GA 30333 
Phone: 404-639-0130 

From: Bob Hawley <bobhawley226@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 14, 2019 1:50 PM 
To: Bressler, David (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHT) <dpb8@cdc.gov>; Dave Franz, DVM, Ph.D <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Danner, 
Denise K CIV USARMY MEDCOM USAMRIID (US) <denise.k.danner.civ@mail.mik Peter Jahrling <PBJahrling@gmail.com>; LeDuc, 
James (CDC utmb.edu) <jwleduc@UTMB.edu>; Gene Garrard Olinger, (NIAID) <golinger@mriglobal.org> 
Subject: Obituary - Gene Johnson 

Colleagues: See the link below for sad news of our friend and colleague, Dr. Gene Johnson. Best regards, Bob 

Obituary - Dr. Gene Johnson 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 2/26/2021 11:21:37 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: NSABB meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Agree. Sad but true. I nice comparison with the a-political Mars expedition. Thanks, dave 

On Feb 25, 2021, at 8:03 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Small world, isn't it. I don't recall exactly when I first met Zhiming but it was around 2014. I wasn't part of the NSABB 
at that time and I don't think I met him then although he did visit the GNL early on—don't recall the date. 

Did you see the opinion piece below? How true.. 

Can You Believe This Is Happening in America? https://nyti.ms/3pPeJOw 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 4:30 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 4wleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: NSABB meeting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Look at this slide #8 in the pdf attached at this link. Zhiming was at this 2011 NSABB regional meeting that Stuart 
Levy and I co-chaired. You and I started working with Zhiming through CISAC in what? 2014? I don't think I knew that 
we had already met when you and I started working with him in Wuhan.... 

Am I losing it? Interesting anyway, dave 

Hi Dave, 
Thanks again for your time this morning. Here's that slide deck I mentioned: 
https://osp.od.nih.gov/wp-content/uploads/Franz-International Engagement WG Update.pdf 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Marcus Gallo[mgallo©gvn.org]; Wang Linfa[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; Mony PiHair drmvpillai©gmail.com]; Benhur 
Lee[benhur.lee©mssm.edu]; Stephan Becker[becker@staffuni-marburg.del; Pontiano Kaleebu[Pontiano.Kaleebu©mrcuganda.org]; 
Professor Aaron, PhD Mweene[asmweene04©yahoo.com]; Marc Lecuit[marciecuit@pasteur.fr]; Albert 
Osterhaus[albert.osterhaus©tiho-hannover.de]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; 
Rodriguez, Fernando[fernando.rodriguez@irta.cat] 
From: Segales, Joaquim[joaquim.segales©irta.cat] 
Sent: Thur 5/2/2019 12:38:34 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Good News - CEPI/Nipah & RVF 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Marcus 
Surely we will keep this issue as confidential. IRTA-CReSA has already experience with RVF, so, we would be enchanted to 
participate. We do not have experience with Nipah, but we may consider the possibility to work with it in a potential porcine model 
if of interest. 
Very best regards, 

Quim 

De: Marcus Gallo [mailto:mgallo@gvn.org] 
Enviado el: miercoles, 01 de mayo de 2019 16:23 
Para: Wang Linfa <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>; Mony Pillai <LI drmvpillai@gmail.com>; Benhur Lee <benhur.lee@mssm.edu>; 
Stephan Becker <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>; Pontiano Kaleebu <Pontiano.Kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>; Professor Aaron, PhD 
Mweene <asmweene04@yahoo.com>; Marc Lecuit <marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>; Albert Osterhaus <albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de>; Segales, Joaquim <joaquim.segales@irta.cat>; James Leduc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; januszp@nicd.ac.za 
Asunto: Fw: Good News - CEPI/Nipah & RVF 

fyi, 

Please, see the below. 

Dear Center Directors, 

An opportunity has arrived to work with CEPI in a $100K 1-year pilot program, exploring basic science on RVF and Nipah. 

You have been identified as a group that has a level of experience with either RVF or Nipah. 

Please, respond whether you can make a contribution to either of these areas. 

More information is forthcoming with critical dates and more. 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Center Outreach Coordinator 

Global Virus Network 

725 W. Lombard St. Rm S416 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

(410) 706-5609 

mgallo@gvn.org 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Center Outreach Coordinator 

Global Virus Network 

725 W. Lombard St. Rm S416 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

(410) 706-5609 

mgallo@gvn.org 
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From: Mathew Evins <rnevins@evins.com>
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019 12:12 PM 
To: Dave Wilkins; Robert C. Gallo, MD; Christian Brechot; Kevin Kishpaugh; Marcus Gallo; Natalia Mercer 
Cc: Shaundri Saint-Louis 
Subject: Re: Good News - CEPI 

Dear Dave and Christian: 

This is fantastic news; while the money is meaningful the partnership with CEPI is far more consequential and 
significant! Heartfelt congratulations on a very successful and triumphant effort and a great win for the GVN! 

Warmedt Regards - M 

Sent via BlackBerry Hub+ nbox for Android 
From: dwilkins(aihv.umaryland.edu 
Sent: April 26, 2019 9:54 AM 
To: malloPihv.umarylancLedu; cbrechotOgyn.ord; mevins@evins.com; ktkishpaughagyn.ord; mgalloOgyn.ord; nmercer@gyn.ord 
Cc: shaundriPhssepa.com 
Subject: Good News - CEPI 

Christian and I had a great meeting yesterday with CEPI in Washington DC. We met with their CEO Richard Hatchett (for 
the 3 rd or 4th time now) and the Director of Programs. We have asked them for $300K for 3 years each time we have met 
and they have consistently told us that won't work because we are too far upstream from their mission of vaccine 
development and dissemination. Christian's flight got cancelled but he was able to join by videoconference from Tampa; 
I drove to the meeting in DC. 

This time though — we got them to verbally agree to a one year pilot program for $100K (actually, they suggested it) 
where we would explore some basic science work on Rift and Nipah, entertain several "vaccine science" questions for 
them, and be a force multiplier for their Scientific Advisory Committee. Then after we can demonstrate success working 
together for a year, GVN and CEPI would go together to other organizations like WHO, Gates, EU and GLOPPI-R for joint 
funding. Christian did a fantastic job representing what GVN could do and his points of contacts in other global agencies. 

Next Steps: Dave to work with Natalia et al in drafting scopes of work and deliverables for those things as content for an 
MOU, in coordination with Nicole Lurie of CEPI. 

A formal partnership with CEPI is huge in that it puts an official stamp on GVN as a global player — there will likely be a 
CEPI press release when the MOU is signed, etc. 

We need to get the Virus Working Groups functional. 

Dave 

Dave Wilkins 
Chief Operating Officer 
Institute of Human Virology 
University of Maryland School of Medicine 
725 W. Lombard St. 
Baltimore MD 21201 
410-706-1973 (w) 410-935-1058 (c) 
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dwilkins@ihv.umarvland.edu 
www.ihv.org 
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To: Wang Linfa[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; Mony PiHair drmvpillai©gmail.com]; Benhur Lee[benhur.lee©mssm.edu]; 
Stephan Becker[becker@staff.uni-marburg.del; Pontiano Kaleebu[Pontiano.Kaleebu©mrcuganda.org]; Professor Aaron, PhD 
Mweene[asmweene04©yahoo.com]; Marc Lecuit[marc.lecuit©pasteur.fr]; Albert Osterhaus[albert.osterhaus©tiho-hannover.de]; 
Segales, Joaquim[joaquim.segales©irta.cat]; LeDuc, James W.Uwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo©gvn.org] 
Sent: Wed 5/1/2019 9:23:08 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fw: Good News - CEPI/Nipah & RVF 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

fyi, 
Please, see the below. 

Dear Center Directors, 

An opportunity has arrived to work with CEPI in a $100K 1-year pilot program, exploring basic science on RVF and Nipah. 
You have been identified as a group that has a level of experience with either RVF or Nipah. 

Please, respond whether you can make a contribution to either of these areas. 
More information is forthcoming with critical dates and more. 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Center Outreach Coordinator 
Global Virus Network 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgalio@_ogvn.org 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Center Outreach Coordinator 

Global Virus Network 

725 W. Lombard St. Rm S416 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

(410) 706-5609 

mgallo@gvn.org 
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From: Mathew Evins <rnevins@evins.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019 12:12 PM 
To: Dave Wilkins; Robert C. Gallo, MD; Christian Brechot; Kevin Kishpaugh; Marcus Gallo; Natalia Mercer 
Cc: Shaundri Saint-Louis 
Subject: Re: Good News - CEPI 

Dear Dave and Christian: 

This is fantastic news; while the money is meaningful the partnership with CEPI is far more consequential and 
significant! Heartfelt congratulations on a very successful and triumphant effort and a great win for the GVN! 

Warmedt Regards - M 

Sent via BlackBerry Hub+ nbox for Android 
From: dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu 
Sent: April 26, 2019 9:54 AM 
To: rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu; cbrechot@gvn.org; mevins@evins.com; ktkishpaugh@gvn.org; mgallo@gvn.org; nmercer@gvn.org 
Cc: shaundri@hsscpa.com 
Subject: Good News - CEPI 

Christian and I had a great meeting yesterday with CEPI in Washington DC. We met with their CEO Richard Hatchett (for 
the 3 rd or 4th time now) and the Director of Programs. We have asked them for $300K for 3 years each time we have met 
and they have consistently told us that won't work because we are too far upstream from their mission of vaccine 
development and dissemination. Christian's flight got cancelled but he was able to join by videoconference from Tampa; I 
drove to the meeting in DC. 

This time though — we got them to verbally agree to a one year pilot program for $100K (actually, they suggested it) where 
we would explore some basic science work on Rift and Nipah, entertain several "vaccine science" questions for them, and 
be a force multiplier for their Scientific Advisory Committee. Then after we can demonstrate success working together for 
a year, GVN and CEPI would go together to other organizations like WHO, Gates, EU and GLOPPI-R for joint funding. 
Christian did a fantastic job representing what GVN could do and his points of contacts in other global agencies. 

Next Steps: Dave to work with Natalia et al in drafting scopes of work and deliverables for those things as content for an 
MOU, in coordination with Nicole Lurie of CEPI. 

A formal partnership with CEPI is huge in that it puts an official stamp on GVN as a global player — there will likely be a CEPI 
press release when the MOU is signed, etc. 

We need to get the Virus Working Groups functional. 

Dave 
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Dave Wilkins 

Chief Operating Officer 

Institute of Human Virology 

University of Maryland School of Medicine 

725 W. Lombard St. 

Baltimore MD 21201 

410-706-1973 (w) 410-935-1058 (c) 

dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu 

www.ihv.org 
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To: Segales, Joaquim[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Marcus Gallo[mgallo©gvn.org]; Wang Linfa[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Benhur Lee[benhur.lee©mssm.edu]; Stephan Becker[becker@staff.uni-marburg.del; Pontiano 
Kaleebu[Pontiano.Kaleebu©mrcuganda.org]; Professor Aaron, PhD Mweene[asmweene04©yahoo.com]; Marc 
Lecuit[marciecuit@pasteur.fr]; Albert Osterhaus[albert.osterhaus©tiho-hannover.de]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za] 
From: Rodriguez, Fernando[fernando.rodriguez@irta.cat] 
Sent: Thur 5/2/2019 1:36:02 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Good News - CEPI/Nipah & RVF 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Sony ahora lo veo. 
Me parece estupendo 
Fer 

Enviado desde mi smartphone Samsung Galaxy. 

 Mensaje original 
De: "Segales, Joaquim" <joaquim.segales@irta.cat> 
Fecha: 2/5/19 6:38 (GMT+00:00) 
Para: Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gyn.org>, Wang Linfa <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>, Benhur Lee <benhur.lee@mssm.edu>, 
Stephan Becker <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>, Pontiano Kaleebu <Pontiano.Kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>, "Professor Aaron, 
PhD Mweene" <asmweene04@yahoo.com>, Marc Lecuit <marc.lecuit@pasteurfr>, Albert Osterhaus 
<albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de>, James Leduc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>, januszp@nicd.ac.za, "Rodriguez, Fernando" 
<fernando.rodriguez@irta.cat> 
Asunto: RE: Good News - CEPI/Nipah & RVF 

Dear Marcus 
Surely we will keep this issue as confidential. IRTA-CReSA has already experience with RVF, so, we would be enchanted to 
participate. We do not have experience with Nipah, but we may consider the possibility to work with it in a potential porcine model 
if of interest. 
Very best regards, 

Quim 

De: Marcus Gallo [mailto:mgallo@gvn.org] 
Enviado el: miercoles, 01 de mayo de 2019 16:23 
Para: Wang Linfa <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>; Mony Pillai <LI drmvpillai@gmail.com>; Benhur Lee <benhur.lee@mssm.edu>; 
Stephan Becker <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>; Pontiano Kaleebu <Pontiano.Kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>; Professor Aaron, PhD 
Mweene <asmweene04@yahoo.com>; Marc Lecuit <marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>; Albert Osterhaus <albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de>; Segales, Joaquim <joaquim.segales@irta.cat>; James Leduc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; januszp@nicd.ac.za 
Asunto: Fw: Good News - CEPI/Nipah & RVF 

fyi, 
Please, see the below. 

Dear Center Directors, 

An opportunity has arrived to work with CEPI in a $100K 1-year pilot program, exploring basic science on RVF and Nipah. 
You have been identified as a group that has a level of experience with either RVF or Nipah. 

Please, respond whether you can make a contribution to either of these areas. 
More information is forthcoming with critical dates and more. 
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Marcus 
Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Center Outreach Coordinator 
Global Virus Network 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgallo@gvn.org 

Marcus Gallo, MS 
Research Analyst & Center Outreach Coordinator 
Global Virus Network 
725 W. Lombard St. Rm S416 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
(410) 706-5609 
mgallo@gvn.org 

From: Mathew Evins <rnevins@evins.com>
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019 12:12 PM 
To: Dave Wilkins; Robert C. Gallo, MD; Christian Brechot; Kevin Kishpaugh; Marcus Gallo; Natalia Mercer 
Cc: Shaundri Saint-Louis 
Subject: Re: Good News - CEPI 

Dear Dave and Christian: 

This is fantastic news; while the money is meaningful the partnership with CEPI is far more consequential and 
significant! Heartfelt congratulations on a very successful and triumphant effort and a great win for the GVN! 

Warmedt Regards - M 

Sent via BlackBerry Hub+ nbox for Android 
From: dwilkins(aihv.umaryland.edu 
Sent: April 26, 2019 9:54 AM 
To: malloPihv.umaryland.edu; cbrechot@gvn.orcr, mevins@evins.com; ktkishpaugh@gvn.orcu mgallo@gvn.orcu nmercer@gvn.orq 
Cc: shaundriPhsscpa.com 
Subject: Good News - CEPI 

Christian and I had a great meeting yesterday with CEPI in Washington DC. We met with their CEO Richard Hatchett (for 
the 3 rd or 4th time now) and the Director of Programs. We have asked them for $300K for 3 years each time we have met 
and they have consistently told us that won't work because we are too far upstream from their mission of vaccine 
development and dissemination. Christian's flight got cancelled but he was able to join by videoconference from Tampa; 
I drove to the meeting in DC. 

This time though — we got them to verbally agree to a one year pilot program for $100K (actually, they suggested it) 
where we would explore some basic science work on Rift and Nipah, entertain several "vaccine science" questions for 
them, and be a force multiplier for their Scientific Advisory Committee. Then after we can demonstrate success working 
together for a year, GVN and CEPI would go together to other organizations like WHO, Gates, EU and GLOPPI-R for joint 
funding. Christian did a fantastic job representing what GVN could do and his points of contacts in other global agencies. 

Next Steps: Dave to work with Natalia et al in drafting scopes of work and deliverables for those things as content for an 
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MOU, in coordination with Nicole Lurie of CEPI. 

A formal partnership with CEPI is huge in that it puts an official stamp on GVN as a global player — there will likely be a 
CEPI press release when the MOU is signed, etc. 

We need to get the Virus Working Groups functional. 

Dave 

Dave Wilkins 
Chief Operating Officer 
Institute of Human Virology 
University of Maryland School of Medicine 
725 W. Lombard St. 
Baltimore MD 21201 
410-706-1973 (w) 410-935-1058 (c) 
dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu 
www.ihy.org 
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To: Wang Linfa[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; Benhur Lee[benhur.lee@mssm.edu]; Pontiano 
Kaleebu[Pontiano.Kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Professor Aaron, PhD Mweene[asmweene04@yahoo.com]; Gene 
Morse[emorse@buffalo.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Marc Lecuit[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; Stephan 
Becker[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Albert Osterhaus[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; Joaquim Segales 
Coma[Joaquim.Segales@uab.cat]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; Drmvpillai 
(drmvpillai@gmail.com)[drmvpillai@gmail.com] 
Cc: Gallo, Robert[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Wilkins, 
Dave[dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu] 
From: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org] 
Sent: Wed 5/1/2019 4:35:59 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: CEPI NiV/RVF Gant CONFIDENTIAL 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Dear Center Directors, 

Please, keep the information concerning the CEPI NiV/RVF Grant in Confidence. 

Thank you, 

Marcus 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Center Outreach Coordinator 

Global Virus Network 

725 W. Lombard St. Rm S416 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

(410) 706-5609 

mgallo@gvn.org 
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To: Atlas, Ronald M.Ronald.atlas@louisville.edu]; bartonh@uakron.edu[bartonh@uakron.edu]; Charles W. Rice 
(cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice@ksu.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman@med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Bertuzzi, 
Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry@STJUDE.ORG]; Susan Brockmeier 
(susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov)[susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov] 
Cc: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Gabel, Lauren[LGabel@asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker@asmusa.org]; 
Watson, Jennifer[JWatson@asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal@asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 5/24/2019 12:38:12 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 5/24/2019 
Congress has adjourned for a week-long Memorial Day recess and will return on June 3. Prior to recess, the House Appropriations 
Committee continued to move a number of fiscal year (FY) 2020 spending bills through the Committee, including (more details 
below): 

• the bills that fund the National Science Foundation (NSF) 

• Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science, 

• Research at the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). 

Overshadowing the progress in the House was a collapse in budget deal talks between Congress and the White House. On Tuesday, 
Washington had high hopes that an agreement to lift strict budgets caps in place for discretionary spending was imminent. 
Unfortunately, the camaraderie between the leaders was short-lived, it now appears Congress and the White House are back to 
"square one" on negotiations. 

ASM Activities: 

Congressional Briefing on Outbreak Detection on May 17 

Last week, ASM co-hosted a Congressional briefing, "The Essential Role of Diagnostics in Outbreak Detection and Response," 
with our partners at AdvaMedDx, the Infectious Diseases Society of America, and the Association of Public Health 
Laboratories. Dr. Greg Armstrong, CDC's Director of the Advanced Molecular Detection program, and other expert panelists 
spoke to a packed room of Congressional staff and other stakeholders to discuss the importance of using next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) and other cutting edge technologies to detect and address outbreaks more rapidly and more effectively. 
See the joint press release for the event here. 

ASM to host microbiome stakeholder meeting next week 

Next week ASM will host a stakeholder meeting with more than 20 scientific and health organizations to consider a path 
forward for advocacy activities in support of the microbiome. Building on the work of the Interagency Strategic Plan for 
Microblome Research, ASM hopes to identify areas of common interest in the study of the microbiome across a diverse array 
of scientific disciplines. 

FY 2020 Appropriations 
Despite the impasse in budget negotiations, the House Appropriations Committee continues to move forward with consideration of 
FY 2020 spending bills to caps agreed to earlier this year in that chamber. As of this week, the House Appropriations Committee has 
considered all but two of the FY 2020 spending bills, and House leaders hope to have the bills on the floor for consideration in June. 

Among the bills advanced this week are those that fund the NSF, DOE Office of Science, and USDA research programs. 

The House has proposed the following for these programs: 
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• $8.65 billion (a $561.14 million increase? for NSF. According to the bill summary, "these funds will foster innovation and U.S. 
economic competitiveness, including funding for research on advanced manufacturing, physics, mathematics, cybersecurity, 
neuroscience, and STEM education." 

• Under NASA, the bill includes $123 million for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Engagement, $13 
million above current levels, and, "rejecting the Administration's request to eliminate funding for these programs, which help 
inspire and train the country's future STEM workforce." 

• $6.87 billion (a $285 million increase) for the DOE Office of Science. This also includes $10 million for the microbiome data 
initiative. More complete report language on the microbiome data initiative is as follows: 

"The Committee supports the Department's efforts to build programmatic bridges and leverage its resources among biological, 
earth, and environmental science programs to facilitate the seamless quantification and prediction of biological-environmental 
interactions from molecular to ecosystem scales. The Committee encourages the Department to expand its growing focus on the 
science of biology-based products to advance critical mission needs and to maintain international leadership. The Committee 
continues to support the Department's establishment of a national microbiome database collaborative and provides $10,000,000 
for microbiome research initiatives, including development and operation of the microbiome database." 

• The House proposes $3.26 billion for agriculture research programs, including the Agricultural Research Service (ARS) and 
the National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA). While we are still awaiting further details on this bill, it appears that 
NIFA would receive a $90 million increase, and rumor has it that the bill funds the Agriculture and Food Research Initiative at 
$445 million (a $30 million increase and equal to the community's request). We will know more details the first week of June 
when the full House Appropriations Committee takes up the bill. 

• The House proposes a total of $3.26 billion in discretionary funding for the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (a $184 
million increase). Total funding for the FDA, including revenue from user fees, is $5.86 billion. Food safety activities and 
development of new medical products are cited as two key areas of focus. 

Although originally expected to begin markups the first week of June, the Senate Appropriations Committee is now looking at a 
later start to its process. The Senate has yet to agree on topline budget numbers and therefore cannot proceed with writing 
individual spending bills until these levels are determined. 

Vaccine Education bills introduced in House and Senate 
In light of the recent measles outbreaks around the country, Congress continues to show a strong interest in this area, and as such, 
a bipartisan group of members in both the House and Senate this week introduced bills to address the need for better vaccination 
rates and better public education. ASM has been engaged with coalition partners involved with advocating for better vaccine 
education and other public outreach efforts. 

In the House, Rep. Kim Schrier (D-WA) and Rep. Michael Burgess (R-TX), both physicians, introduced the "Vaccine Awareness 
Campaign to Champion Immunization-. Na 'onally and Enhance Safety (VACCINES) Act" of 2019. The bill authorizes funding for 
vaccine hesitancy surveillance activities by the CDC to be followed by a national public messaging campaign, informed by the 
research, to help improve vaccination rates. In the Senate, Sen. Gary Peters (D-MI), Sen. Pat Roberts (R-KS) and Sen. Tammy 
Duckworth (D-IL) introduced a similar biii that would provide grants to entities to carry out a national awareness campaign about 
the importance of vaccination. 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 
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have you oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2019? 

Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 

Join ASM: http://www.asm.orghoin 
Renew with ASM: http://www.asm.orgirenew 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 
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To: Atlas, Ronald M.[ronald.atlas@louisville.edu]; bartonh@uakron.edu[bartonh@uakron.edu]; Charles W. Rice 
(cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice@ksu.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman@med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, Melissa'[Melissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Mormile, Melanie 
R.[mmormile@mst.edu]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry@STJUDE.ORG] 
Cc: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Gabel, Lauren[LGabel@asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker@asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal@asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 6/7/2019 1:15:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 7/7/2019 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

FYI....I'm not channeling the future. This update is for 6/7/19. Thanks! 

ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 7/7/2019 

There's been a lot of activity since the last Policy and Advocacy Update, including: 

• Appropriations bills are moving (See the ASM post on the Coalition for Health Funding's "What the Funding" blog about the 
CDC AMD program) 

• ASM organized a microbiome stakeholders meeting with more than 20 organizations to discuss opportunities to collaborate 
on microbiome policies and funding 

• ASM hosted a tour of the Smithsonian's Outbreak Exhibit for Capitol Hill staff 

• PAHPA has passed both house of Congress and is headed to the President 

FY 2020 Appropriations 
The House continues to move ahead, with the first set of bills (a "minibus il  slated to hit the House floor for a vote sometime next 
week. The bills that fund CDC, the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Department of Energy (DOE), and Department of Defense 
are part of the package that is up for consideration. 

As a reminder, these bills fund agencies that support the microbial sciences and public health programs at the following levels: 

CDC: $8.3 billion (a $938 million increase over current levels) 
• The bill includes $140 million for the President's HIV Initiative to reduce infections by 90% in 10 years. 
• The bill includes a $2.5 million boost for the CDC Advanced Molecular Detection Program, which the ASM has supported. 
• The bill also includes $123.4 million for global disease detection efforts 

NIH: $41.1 billion (a $2 billion increase over current levels) 

DOE Office of Science: $6.87 billion (a $285 million increase over current levels) 
• The bill includes $10 million for the National Microbiome Data Collaborative. This is the second year this effort has been 

funded. 

In the Senate, sources now tell us that Appropriations Subcommittees will start marking up bills toward the end of this month, with 
the Labor, Health and Human Services (HHS), Education bill being considered on or around June 25. However, in order to proceed 
with mark ups, the Senate will have to "deem" discretionary spending targets, and it is not clear when that will happen or how 
these spending levels will compare with what was agreed to in the House. 

Ultimately, none of the spending levels in House or Senate bills are "real" until a larger budget agreement is reached between the 
House, Senate, and the White House that lifts the statutory budget caps currently in place for FY 2020 and FY 2021. 

ASM Hosts Microbiome Stakeholders Meeting 
On May 29, 22 organizations representing a variety of scientific interests and disciplines gathered at ASM's invitation to discuss 
opportunities for collaboration around microbiome policy and advocacy. After hearing from scientific experts representing a variety 
of microbiome disciplines, there was a moderated discussion about policy needs and opportunities, identifying a broad set areas 
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for governmental engagement and investment in the microbiome. A copy of the meeting agenda is attached. 

Outbreak! Exhibit Tour for Congressional Staff 
ASM hosted a special, expert-led tour of the Smithsonian Natural History Museum's Outbreak!: Epidemics in a Connected World 
exhibit yesterday afternoon. Staff representing a bipartisan group of House and Senate offices and Congressional committees 
joined ASM and Dr. Jay Butler and Trevor Shoemaker from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for a tour of this 
informative exhibit supported by ASM. A more detailed summary of this special event, including pictures, will be sent soon under 
separate cover. 

PAHPA heads to the President's desk with key language championed by ASM 
On June 4 the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness and Advancing Innovation Act passed the House, clearing the way for it to 
be enacted into law. ASM issued a statemet applauding passage of this important legislation, which reauthorizes federal programs 
that help the U.S. prepare the healthcare and public health systems for disasters and strengthens the medical countermeasures 
enterprise. 

We are pleased that the language codifying the President's Advisory Council for Combatting Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria 
(PACCARB) and for which ASM strongly advocated over the past year, was included the final bill. PACCARB's work is central to 
efforts to prevent and prepare for pandemics or biological attacks, and acknowledging its existence in law ensures it can continue 
its mission to produce reports and recommendations that provide critical information on antimicrobial resistance. 

Senate Finance Committee holds a hearing on foreign influence on taxpayer-funded research 
In response to recent report and investigations of NIH-funded researchers who have been accused of spying, stealing intellectual 
property, and disclosing confidential information to foreign entities, the Senate Finance Committee, under the leadership of 
Chairman Chuck Grassley (R-IA) and Ranking Member Ron Wyden (D-OR) held a hearing, "Foreign Threats to Taxpayer-Funded 
Research: Oversight Opportunities and Policy Solutions." 

NIH Principal Deputy Director Lawrence Tabak was among those who testified before the Senate panel. In his testimony, Tabak 
highlighted the collaborative efforts ongoing to identify and investigate cases of foreign influences in NIH-funded research. Of note 
is that Finance Committee member Sen. John Cornyn (R-TX) noted in his remarks that he plans to introduce legislation next week 
that would strengthen interagency coordination to protect federally-funded research from foreign interference. 

House Science, Space and Technology Committee to hold a hearing on sexual harassment in science next week 
On Wednesday, June 12, the House Science, Space and Technology Committee will hold a hearing, "Combatting Sexual Harassment 
in Science." The Committee has introduced bipartisan legislation, H.R. 36, to address this issue and is likely to mark up the bill 
following next week's hearing. Earlier this spring, ASM issued a 'etter of support to Chairwoman Eddie Bernice Johnson (D-TX) and 
Ranking Member Frank Lucas (R-OK) for H.R. 36 and we will monitor next week's hearing. 

On another note, Chairwoman Johnson and Ranking Member have Lucas have introduced H.R. 2528, the STEM Opportunities Act, 
which seeks to boost diversity in STEM careers. Like with H.R. 36, the Committee is seeking ASM's input on and support for this bill. 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 

Y 

Have you "oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2019? 

Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 
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Join ASM: http://www.asm.oraioin 
Re. with ASM: http://www.asm.org/renew 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz (via Google Docs)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/17/2019 2:42:14 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019 - Invitation to edit 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

davidrfranz@gmail.com has invited you to edit the following document: 

Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019 
Jim, I'm working on a Chromebook and have never tried editing a doc and sending it. It looks like you might get this as a google document, 
whatever taht means. I marked it up with highlights and comments. Please let me know if you get it. Good idea! dave 

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online. 

Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA 

You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 6/17/2019 1:31:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good idea. Will do, dave 

On Mon, Jun 17, 2019 at 5:05 PM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Dave, Ben 

Please see the attached draft editorial that I prepared. When I spoke to Beth and Jaime, they suggested that a joint 
editorial with Zhiming published in their journal of Biosafety and Biosecurity might be useful in demonstrating our 
partnership to potential funders. The theme of the commentary is consistent with the upcoming workshop that Tom 
Inglesby is organizing for next month and I was going to base my comments there on the ideas mentioned here, 
specifically focusing on the need for an IBC-like organization. I have not sent to Zhiming yet, and given that he is the 
editor of their journal, he may not want to co-author this piece. Pei-Yong reviewed already and added valuable 
comments. Please take a look and let me know what you think. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 6/15/2019 2:07:11 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Any relation? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Delft. Been here for 4 days. To Amsterdam for Monday and Tuesday and then home. Nice little town I used to visit when I 
was at ICD. Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 14, 2019, at 10:15 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

I wish. Maybe I should investigate. Where's this? 

Thanks, Jim 

From: David Franz <ri 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2019 3:03 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Any relation? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

<image00 1 .jpg> 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Charles W. Rice (cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice©ksu.edu]; davidrfranz©gmail.com[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@guinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@guinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman©med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Mormile, Melanie 
R.[mmormile@mst.edu]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry©STJUDE.ORG] 
Cc: Walker, Kimberly[kwalker©asmusa.org]; Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Gabel, Lauren[LGabel©asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 6/28/2019 9:52:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: 6/28 ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Mark your calendars: the ASM Public and Scientific Affairs Committee will meet on September 11-12 in Washington, DC. Details 
on making travel arrangements will be sent in a separate email. 

6/28 ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 

It has been a busy few weeks both here at ASM as we wrapped up Microbe 2019 this week and Congress continued its efforts 
toward a budget agreement and its work on the fiscal year (FY) 2020 appropriations bills. Work continued on non-funding related 
bills as well, with the House Science Committee marking up two bills for which ASM has expressed support. 

Policy and Advocacy at Microbe 
The Public Policy and Advocacy team organized several sessions in San Francisco at Microbe 2019, and we also had a presence at 
the ASM information booth and on the ASM Studio stage. Sessions covered range of policy-related topics such as diagnostics and 
testing, the Potential Pandemic Pathogen Care and Oversight (P3C0) process, an update on microbiome efforts and how 
microbiologists can get involved in policy and advocacy. Our team looks forward to building on this year's meeting and connections 
made in San Francisco to continue to grow our grassroots advocacy network and bring a policy perspective to the scientific 
meeting. 

House passes two packages of FY 2020 appropriations bills 
Last week the House passed the first fiscal year (FY) 2020 spending bills in a "minibus" package that included the bills that fund the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Centers for Disease and Control Prevention (CDC), the Department of Defense (DoD) 
medical research programs, and the Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science. The minibus passed mostly along party lines, 
with seven Democrats joining all House Republicans in voting against the measure. 

The combined bill includes the following funding levels for research and programs of importance to the microbial sciences: 
• $41.1 billion for the NIH (a $2 billion increase) 
• $8.3 billion for the CDC (a $938 million increase) 
• $6.87 billion for the DOE Office of Science (a $285 million increase) 

The Energy bill also included a specific provision of $10 million for the National Microbiome Data Collective, which ASM has 
supported, along with report language in support of continued research in this area. ASM is circulating a letter to House 
appropriators from the microbiome stakeholder group thanking them for their support of this important provision. 

The second FY 2020 appropriations minibus passed the House this week, and included the bills that fund the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) and the research programs at the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). The bill included the following: 

• $8.65 billion for the NSF (a $561.14 million increase) 
• $3.3 billion for agriculture research programs, including the Agricultural Research Service (ARS) and the National Institute of 

Food and Agriculture (NIFA). The bill included $460 million for the Agriculture and Food Research Initiative is funded at $460 
million (a $45 million increase). 

Meanwhile, in the Senate.... 

In the absence of a FY 2020 budget agreement, the Senate has yet to set its own target spending levels. As a result, the Senate 
Appropriations Committee has been unable to begin marking up its bills. Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Richard 
Shelby (R-AL) has said on a couple of occasions that, if an overall budget agreement is not reached between Congress and the 
White House by the July 4 recess, he would like the Senate to proceed with "deeming" FY 20 spending levels as the House did 
earlier this year. By doing so, the Shelby and his colleagues could begin crafting the Senate version of the spending bills. The Senate 
is not expected to set levels as high as those we have seen in the House., but ASM and our peers in the community continue to 
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advocate for strong funding for research and public health programs. In contrast to Shelby's remarks, Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell (R-KY) has asserted that the Senate will hold off on any mark ups until a budget agreement is reached. We will keep you 
posted. 

Efforts Continue to Lift the Budget Caps 

Although little tangible progress has been made in recent weeks, Congressional leaders have met on a few occasions with White 
House acting Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney and Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin to discuss a path forward for budget deal. 
A budget deal is required to lift the restrictive caps in place for both Defense and Non-defense for FY 20 and FY 21 mandated by the 
Budget Control Act of 2011. None of the favorable FY 2020 funding levels for research and public health programs that have passed 
the House can become reality unless there is an agreement that lifts the caps and avoids automatic, across-the-board budgets cuts, 
known as sequestration. 

While there is general agreement that something must be done, the White House and Congressional leaders remain far apart on a 
solution that all parties can support. It is increasingly unlikely that an agreement will be reached before the end of the fiscal year 
(September 30, 2019) which means a Continuing resolution of some length will need to be passed to avoid a shutdown. 

House Science Committee focuses on sexual harassment 
On June 20, the House Science, Space and Technology Committee marked up and approved two bills that ASM has supported—the 
Combatting Sexual Harassment in Science Act (H.R. 36) and the STEM Opportunities Act (H.R. 2528). A couple of amendments were 
made to the bills that were bipartisan and unanimously accepted. The amendments reflected additional input from federal 
agencies and from higher education associations. Rep. Lizzie Fletcher (D-TX) also offered an amendment, which was accepted, that 
included provisions to assist the victims of sexual harassment with reintegration into the science workforce. 

The bills are now cleared for consideration on the House floor. It is unclear what the strategy is to move the bills beyond this point, 
and there is little momentum on these issues in the Senate at the moment. Regardless, the Committee's actions are an important 
step forward. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 

Have you oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2019? 

Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 

Join ASM: http://www.asm.orghoin 
RC__ with ASM: http://www.asm.org/renev. 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Robert P Mikulak[MikulakRP©state.gov]; Ntiforo, Corrie[contifor©UTMB.EDU]; Newton, Je t'aime 
M.[jmnewton@utmb.edu]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Robert Mikulak[mikulakrp©state.gov] 
From: Robert Mikulak[bobmik1©yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sat 6/29/2019 1:58:14 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: E-Intro to Amb Bob Mikulak 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim, 

As we try to develop an international lab network for the UN for investigating an alleged BW attack, at this stage 
I'm trying to map the process of transfer of a sample from an outbreak site to a lab in another country. When 
I've asked about possible difficulties, I tend to get a "don't worry, it shouldn't be a problem. We know how to do 
this." And at the same time, I hear from others (in Europe) that they can't ship infectious material out of the 
country for proficiency tests because of export control regulations and that "sample sovereignty" is now a big 
issue. That makes me pretty nervous. The last thing we need in the potential high-pressure political 
environment of an alleged BW attack is to find a hang-up at some stage of the sample transfer process that we 
hadn't anticipated. 

At this stage I'm particularly interested in talking informally with folks who have recent experience with transfer of 
infectious material across borders. Did it go smoothly? What regulatory, technical and political problems were 
encountered? How were they dealt with? Later on, we'll have to understand and address the details of various 
sets of regulations, but now I'm just trying to map out what regulations might be relevant. 

I'd greatly appreciate a chance to talk with someone on your team - or someone else that you can suggest - 
about this. 

Best regards, 

Bob 

On Saturday, June 29, 2019, 2:25:20 PM EDT, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Dave and happy to have the introduction, Bob. I'm happy to contribute any way possible. There is clear guidance on the packing and 
shipping of infectious material that we can provide if you like. TATA (International Airline Transportation Assoc???) has regulations as well. Let 
me get with our team (copied here) to try to get details if you like. We are heading out to a wedding in Colorado next week but I'll have email 
connections. 
Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 29, 2019, at 9:38 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
I've just been visiting by email and phone this weekend with Bob Mikulak, an old friend from the 90s and most recently US 
Ambassador (Permanent Representative) to the OPCW in The Hague. Bob is retired, but still very active with the UN, 
primarily on Chem issues I think, but now also involved in bio. https://www.nonproliferation.org/experts/robert-mikulak/ 

Part of a note from Bob yesterday: One of my projects is to work on developing an operational 
capability for a potential future UN investigation of an alleged BW attack. The UN Secretary-
General has the authority to launch an investigation, but not the means to actually carry out a 
credible investigation. A number of interested countries, including the U.S., are trying to assist 
the UN is building that capability. 
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One of the tasks is to develop a network of laboratories that can analyze samples. And in that 
connection we're looking at what it would take to get samples, potentially containing infectious 
material, from the investigation site to the laboratory. I'm trying to educate myself on al l the 
steps that would have to be addressed, including not only international transport regulations for 
infectious material, but also such things as domestic restrictions at both ends, material transfer 
agreements, lab permits, etc. I'm also trying to think about the political dimension of shipment 
of infectious materials. 

I've sent him a couple of things on the LRN and forensic work at NBAC/FBI (and recommended he talk with George Korch), 
and a couple of links related to transport of specimens. As you know, my understanding of all of this is superficial and dated, 
but particularly with regard to sample transport issues, I think it would be great if Bob could get a sense of today's challenges 
from you. I'll let Bob expand on what I've said and I hope the two of you can connect. 

Thanks for anything you can do to help, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org]; Charles W. Rice (cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice@ksu.edu]; 
davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; dwayne.boucaud©quinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, 
William Evan[william_goldman©med.unc.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, 
MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Mormile, Melanie R.[mmormile©mst.edu]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi©asmusa.org] 
Cc: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts©asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker©asmusa.org]; Gabel, Lauren[LGabel©asmusa.org] 
From: Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry©STJUDE.ORG] 
Sent: Sun 7/14/2019 5:43:24 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 7/12/19 ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for the update Allen 

Stacey SchultirChorry, PhD 
Member, Department of Infectious Diseases 
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital 
Memphis, TN 38105 
Phone: 901-595-6629 
Fax: 901-595-3099 
Cell: 901-216-2627 

CL Jude Children's 
esearch Hospital 

From: Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2019 2:41 PM 
To: Charles W. Rice (cwrice@ksu.edu) <cwrice@ksu.edu>; davidrfranz@gmail.com; dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu; Goldman, 
William Evan <william_goldman@med.unc.edu>; jwleduc@utmb.edu; 'Miller, Melissa' <Melissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu>; 
Mormile, Melanie R. <mmormile@mst.edu>; Bertuzzi, Stefano <sbertuzzi@asmusa.org>; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey <Stacey.Schultz-
Cherry@STJUDE.ORG> 
Cc: Watts, Mary Lee <mwatts@asmusa.org>; Walker, Kimberly <kwalker@asmusa.org>; Gabel, Lauren <LGabel@asmusa.org> 
Subject: 7/12/19 ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 

Caution tuna! Sender 

7/12 ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 

Raising the Caps 
As you know, looming over Congress and the White House all year has been the need to reach a budget agreement of some sort 
that lifts restrictive caps on discretionary spending in fiscal year 2020 and 2021 imposed by the Budget Control Act. This week 
there has been a renewed focus among Congressional leaders and the Executive Branch to try and reach an agreement on both the 
debt ceiling and the discretionary spending caps. Leaders on all sides are communicating, which is a positive sign. However, no 
agreement has been reached. There is a growing consensus in Congress that both the debt ceiling limit and the spending levels 
should be addressed at the same time and as part of the same overall agreement. 

ASM continues to communicate to Congress the importance of raising the budget caps, so that research in the microbial sciences 
can continue to receive robust, sustained and predictable funding across multiple federal agencies. 

Appropriations process stalled pending budget cap agreement 
While Congressional leaders and the White House continue to focus on reaching a budget agreement, the FY 20 appropriations 
process is stalled. The House has passed 10 of the 12 bill, but is not planning to move forward on bills funding the Legislative Branch 
and Homeland Security at the present time. The Senate has been unable to mark up any bills given its leaders have not a "deemed" 
spending levels as was done in the House. Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Richard Shelby (R-AL) has thus far deferred 
to Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY), who has called for a budget agreement to be reached before spending bill mark 
ups proceed. 

ASM leads stakeholder letter to Senate appropriators in support of microbiome data 
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When the House passed the first set of FY 2020 spending bills last month, one of the bills included in the "minibus" package was the 
Energy and Water Appropriations bill. This bill provides $10 million to continue work on the National Microbiome Data 
Collaborative, a project that was launched with funding appropriated in FY 2019, and which was a key recommendation from the 
Microbiome Inter-agency Working Group. The House bill report also includes supportive language about microbiome research and 
the development and operation of the microbiome database. 

With appropriations bill markups on hold in the Senate, ASM took the opportunity to bring microbiome stakeholders together and 
lead a letter to Senate appropriators urging them to adopt the microbiome provision passed by the House in their forthcoming, FY 
20 Energy & Water appropriations bill. Sixteen national organizations and institutions joined ASM in signing the letter (attached). 
This is but one small step in our continued efforts to build a strong advocacy platform around microbiome research. 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 

Have you oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2019? 

Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 

Join ASM:  httP://www.asm.org/join 
Pe with ASM:  httcl/www.asm.orgirenew 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 

Email Disclaimer www.stjude.org/emaildisclaimer 
Consultation Disclaimer: www.stjude.org/consultationdisclaimer 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 7/23/2019 4:41:51 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: The book "Bitten" 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

I saw mosquito 'tank' at Pine Bluff when the Russians visited in '91, but I don't recall hearing about tick work in the old 
program. 
Another book I read recently "Lab 257" tells about tick and lyme work at Plum. . .but the book, I believe, is filled with 
misleading information. Mentioned a lot of people, including Bob Shope, Dave Huxsoll, Roger Breeze and others. That one 
claims that Plum researchers 'gave us' lyme, some kind of duck fever virus that wiped out duck farms in Connecticut and 
Rift. That author then claims that it is entirely fiction. He's a lawyer and probably did that so as not to get sued?? 
This "bitten" book is more credibly written but she's still trying to prove it lyme was introduced or maybe a product of human 
manipulation. 

Had the change of command at RIID today. New CO is a cardiothoracic surgeon. It goes on... 

Best, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jul 23, 2019, at 5:31 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I haven't seen the book, but I was following the Congressional request. Interesting that the period of inquiry is to 
1975, the year that Lyme disease was described. I thought I saw specific mention of Fort Detrick as the site where the 
work was purported to have been done. 

We should be so talented... 

The amendment, by New Jersey Republican Christopher H. Smith, says the inspector general "shall conduct a 
review of whether the Department of Defense experimented with ticks and other insects regarding use as a 
biological weapon between the years of 1950 and 1975. (co-sponsored by Maryland Republican Andy Harris) 
The amendment is an attempt to confirm or deny reports that Pentagon researchers — at places such as Fort 
Detrick in Maryland and Plum Island in New York — implanted diseases into insects to learn about the effects of 
biological weapons and also looked into using such insects to disseminate biological agents. 

1975 
Lyme disease was diagnosed as a separate condition for the first time in 1975 in Old Lyme, 
Connecticut. It was originally mistaken for juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. The bacterium involved 
was first described in 1981 by Willy Burgdorfer 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.corn>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2019 4:15 PM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: The book "Bitten" 
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WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I think that's the case. Thus far in the book, she's laying a lot of groundwork to make that assertion. It's a 
quick read so should finish it tomorrow. Best, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jul 23, 2019, at 5:09 PM, Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Have seen news pieces about the congressional move to have DoD swear they did no BW development 
with Lyme. No nothing on background. I assumed this was just some group of folks suggesting that DoD 
developed the pathogen and it blew back on the population, similarly to HIV or a few other claims out 
there. 

Tom 

From: David Franz [mai lto:davidrfranz gmail.com] 
Sent: 23 July, 2019 15:48 
To: LeDuc, James W. <1wleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: The book "Bitten" 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Are you guys following this Lyme story? Book by Kris Newby and a few days ago a NJ 
congressman submitted a bill to set up a national committee. (see below link). Newby claims the 
lyme pathogen(s) were a result of Willy Burgdorfer's USG-funded BW research, much of it in 
Hamilton RML. I'm about 2/3 into the Newby book. Probably worth reading when you have 
time; she writes pretty and speaks to the masses. Someone put me on to it, suggesting that she's 
trying to get congress to provide compensation to lyme sufferers. I haven' t seen 
that compensation piece mentioned in print. dave 

This bill seems reasonable: 
https://chrissmith.house.gov/uploadedfiles/lyme_disease_adv_comm_intro Jr2557.pdf 

Also, from Jim Kvach's morning notes; don't know where it could go: 
wear ed then-

The order requires the agency to say if it experimented with insects for use as a biological weapon 
between 1950 and 1975 
Posted Jul 15, 2019 2:46 PM 
Roll Call 
John M. Donnelly 
The House quietly voted last week to require the Pentagon inspector general to tell Congress whether the 
department experimented with weaponizing disease-carrying insects and whether they were released into 
the public realm — either accidentally or on purpose. 
The unusual proposal took the form of an amendment that was adopted by voice vote July it during 
House debate on the fiscal 2020 defense authorization bill, which lawmakers passed the following day. 
https://www.rollcall.cominews/congress/house-orders-pentagon-report-whether-weaponized-ticks 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 7/29/2019 11:15:19 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Time for a call sometime? 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Will call Thanks. d 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 29, 2019, at 12:01 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

> Sure, how about later this afternoon. A couple of fires to tap out now. Say after 3 pm CT/4 pm ET? 

> Thanks, Jim 

> Original Message 
> From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> 
> Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 10:59 AM 
> To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
> Subject: Time for a call sometime? 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Jim, Might you have timer a short visit sometime in the next few days? A very brief update on Rita's 
BTRP committee and someone looking for a job who doesn't want to advertise it yet. d 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Guerra, Analilia[anaguerr@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Rhea Kapadia[rkapadia©usaid.goy] 
Sent: Tue 7/30/2019 10:26:08 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Bill Steiger 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Sounds good! Thanks! 

Rhea Kapadia 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff Office of the Administrator 
US Agency for International Development 
Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 
Desk phone: 202-216-3201 

On Tue, Jul 30, 2019 at 11:25 AM LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc utrnb.cdu> wrote: 

Fine with me. I will call to 202-216-3201 at 3:45 CT. Let me know if I should call a different number. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rhea Kapadia <rkapad a&usald gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 10:22 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Meeting with Bill Steiger 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Jim, 

Any way we could move to 4:45 EST on Thursday? Let me know - thanks! 

Best, 

Rhea 

Rhea Kapadia 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff, Office of the Administrator 

US Agency for International Development 

Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 

Desk phone: 202-216-3201 

On Tue, Jul 23, 2019 at 10:01 AM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Good Morning Rhea, 

Sounds perfect: Thursday, 1 Aug at 4 pm ET/3 pm CT. I've added to my calendar. I can call you if you like or my direct office line 
is 409-266-6516. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(1) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: Rhea Kapadia <rkapadia@usaid.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2019 8:15 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Meeting with Bill Steiger 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Does 4 p.m EST next Thursday work? Let me know - thanks! 

Best, 

Rhea 

Rhea Kapadia 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff Office of the Administrator 

US Agency for International Development 

Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 

Desk phone: 202-216-3201 

On Mon, Jul 22, 2019 at 11:59 AM LeDuc, James W. <jwleducautmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Rhea, 

Thanks for the prompt response. I'm free most of next week with the exception of Tuesday, 30 July, so whatever time is best for 
him should work for me. As I mentioned, unfortunately I don't have any bright ideas on how to control the DRC outbreak, but 
I'm happy to chat with Bill if he would like. 

Best wishes, 
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Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rhea Kapadia <rkapadia@usaid.gov>
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2019 10:45 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Meeting with Bill Steiger 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I hope this email finds you well. I am writing in regards to the email you sent Bill asking to meet later this week. 
Unfortunately Bill will be on vacation from July 25-29. However, I'm happy to set up a call next week so that you both 
can discuss the Ebola response. Let me know what would be best. Thanks! 

Best, 

Rhea 

Rhea Kapadia 

Executive Assistant to the chief of Staff, Office of the Administrator 

US Agency for International Development 
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Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 

Desk phone: 202-216-3201 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Rhea Kapadia[rkapadia@usaid.gov] 
Sent: Thur 8/1/2019 5:22:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: FW: Introductions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Alright, thanks! 
Rhea Kapadia 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff, Office of the Administrator 
US Agency for International Development 
Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 
Desk phone: 202-216-3201 

On Thu, Aug 1, 2019 at 6:22 PM LeDuc, James W. lwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 

Looks like Ian's on the road—please see below. He may still respond, but it might take a while. 

Jim 

From: Crozier, Ian (NIH) [C] <ian.crozier nih.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2019 5:20 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@LJTMB.EDU>
Subject: Automatic reply: Introductions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I am currently out of office internationally. I will have intermittent email access, please contact me directly by email as 
needed. I am available by work cell phone (+1-240-825-5032) for any specific urgent needs. 

Thanks, 

Ian 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; cwrice@ksu.edu[cwrice@ksu.edu] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 9/11/2019 7:40:08 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: NYTimes - Worth reading 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kenneth Bernard <kkbernard comcast.net> 
Date: September 10, 2019 at 4:34:57. 

https ://www.nytimes. com/20 1 9/09/1 0/opinion/nsa-privacy .html?smid=nytcore-ios-share 

-Ken 
831-920-7138 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc@UTMBEDU]; 'ASM Communicationslcommunications©asmusa.org] 
Cc: 'Dave Franziclavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Gail Cassell[gail.h.cassell©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 9/13/2019 12:18:06 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: reporter's query 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Yes, I would be glad to comment. Stu was President of ASM as was I so I knew him fairly well and of his work in the field of 
antimicrobial resistance. 

****************************** 

Gail H. Cassell, Ph.D., D.Sc.(hon) 
Phone: 317-332-7374 
E-mail: gail.h.cassell@gmail.com 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2019 1:12 PM 
To: ASM Communications <communications@asmusa.org> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Gail Cassell (gail.h.cassell@gmail.com) 
<gail.h.cassell@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: reporter's query 

Hi Joanna, 

I did not know Stuart well enough to comment on his passing. You might check with Gail Cassell or Dave Franz, both copied here. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: ASM Communications <communications@asmusa.org>
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2019 10:48 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: FW: reporter's query 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dr. DeLuc, 

I hope you are well! I work on the communications team at ASM and we received a request from a reporter to speak to a colleague 
of Dr. Levy for his obituary in The Lancet. Would you be available to speak with this reporter sometime this week or early next? 

Best, 

Joanna Urban 
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Public Relations Coordinator 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9389 direct I 202.737.3600 main 

From: Adam Marcus [mailto:adam.marcuslegmail.com 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2019 3:55 PM 
To: ASM Communications 
Subject: reporter's query 

I'm writing an obituary for The Lancet about Dr. Stuart Levy and was hoping to speak with someone at ASM. Can this be 
arranged? 

Thanks, 

Adam 

Adam Marcus 
co-founder, 
Retraction Watch (retractionwatch.com) and the Center for Scientific Integrity 
Managing Editor, 
Gastroenterology & Endoscopy News (gastroendonews.com)
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 9/13/2019 2:56:26 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Korea 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

It was sort of fun, but like I told my southern PA congressman, I would rather have been in Gettysburg. He took it well. I 
couldn't take working in those buildings every day, however. 
Didn't know about eh ROC plans to build a BSL-4. Kind of surprising in a way. When I was an IPA for Andy, we had four 
years of exercises with them. Called "Able Response". I haven't stayed in close touch with anyone from that time, 
unfortunately. 

Good on the the interest by Gail. . .and your renewed contacts. I think that relationship would likely not be criticized too 
heavily by our old friend Dep Min Onischenko. I guess Rita could facilitate; don' t know about funding. . . 

dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Sep 13, 2019, at 3:26 PM, LeDuc, James W. wieduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dave, it was good to see you in DC and to share the adventures of our Hill visits. Not sure we made an impact, but it's 
always good to share our issues. 

We had a visitor this week from Korea, a contractor that is bidding on a new contract to build a BSL4 laboratory "near 
the Korea CDC" but managed by the Korean armed services. As you know, Korea CDC already has a BSL4 facility up 
and operational. I was not aware that ROK military was building one also... Growth industry. 

I had an email exchange earlier today with Gail Cassell about possible future work with Russia. As I think I mentioned, 
I had a good talk with Evgeniy Tkachenko who is now the director of the Chumakov Institute of Poliomyelitis in 
Moscow. Maybe we can find a way to renew our dialogue. 

Enjoy the weekend, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: 'Watts, Dougldwatts2©utep.edu]; Tesh, Robert B.[rtesh©UTMB.EDU]; Walker, David H.[dwalker©UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Plante, Kenneth S.[ksplante©UTMB.EDU]; Plante, Jessica 
A.[japlante©UTMB.EDU]; 'Handal, Gilbert[Gilbert.Handal©ttuhsc.edu]; 'Kathryn Hanleylkhanley@nmsu.edu]; 'Michael 
Turellimturell@erols.com]; 'Grogl, Max CIV USN NAMRU SIX LIMA PE (USA)'[max.grog11.civ@mail.mil]; 'Brian 
Gowenlbrian.gowen@usu.edu]; 'Greenstone, Heather (NIH/NIAID) [E]'[HGREENSTONE©niaid.nih.gov]; 'Scott 
HalsteadThalsteads©erols.com]; 'Dupuis, Alan P (HEALTH)'[alan.dupuis©health.ny.gov]; 'Kirken, RobertIrkirken@utep.edu]; 'Kramer, 
Laura D (HEALTH)'[laura.kramer@health.ny.gov]; 'Gonzalez, Fernando J. (Health)'[GonzalezFJ2©elpasotexas.gov]; 'Tom 
MonathItom.monath@crozetbiopharma.com]; 'Klein, Terry A CIV USARMY MEDCOM KOR (USA)'[terry.a.klein2.civ@mail.mill; 
'Guevara, Carolina L LN (PER)'[carolinalguevara2.1n©mail.mill; susan.wong©health.ny.gov[susan.wong@health.ny.gov]; 
'Christopher Viteklchristopher.vitek©utrgv.edu]; 'Crews, Celinda RIccrews@utep.edu]; 'Vera, Adamlavera3@miners.utep.edu]; 
'Antonio De la Mora Covarrubiasladelamor©uacj.mx]; 'Barrera, Roberto (CDC/01D/NCEZID)'[amz9@cdc.gov]; Barrett, 
Alan[abarrett©UTMB.EDU]; 'Lindsay ParishlIparish©usaid.gov]; 'Hotez, Peter JayThotez@bcm.edu]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Schuenke, Kimberly[kischuen©UTMB.EDU]; Vasilakis, Nikolaos[nivasila©utmb.edu]; 
aravinda_desilva©med.unc.edu[aravinda_desilva@med.unc.edu]; 'Spencer, Charles TIctspencer@utep.edu]; 
fjimenez@uacj.mx[fjimenez@uacj.mx] 
From: calisher@cybersafe.net[calisher@cybersafe.net] 
Sent: Fri 9/20/2019 2:07:02 PM (OTC-05:00) 
Subject: Bad news, indeed 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

No sweat for me. I already avoid eating GM mosquitoes. Where are the GM bats when we need them? 

Charlie 

From: Watts, Doug <dwatts2@utep.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2019 7:48 AM 
To: Tesh, Robert B. <rtesh@UTMB.EDU>; Walker, David H. <dwalker@UTMB.EDU>; Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; 
Ksiazek, Thomas G. (tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU) <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Plante, Kenneth S. <ksplante@UTMB.EDU>; Plante, Jessica A. 
<japlante@UTMB.EDU>; Handal, Gilbert (Gilbert.Handal@ttuhsc.edu) <Gilbert.Handal@ttuhsc.edu>; Kathryn Hanley 
<khanley@nmsu.edu>; Michael Turell <mturell@erols.com>; Grogl, Max CIV USN NAMRU SIX LIMA PE (USA) 
<max.grog11.civ@mail.mik Brian Gowen <brian.gowen@usu.edu>; Greenstone, Heather (NIH/NIAID) [E] 
<HGREENSTONE@niaid.nih.gov>; 'Scott Halstead' <halsteads@erols.com>; Dupuis, Alan P (HEALTH) <alan.dupuis@health.ny.gov>; 
Kirken, Robert <rkirken@utep.edu>; Kramer, Laura D (HEALTH) <laura.kramer@health.ny.gov>; Gonzalez, Fernando J. (Health) 
<GonzalezFJ2@elpasotexas.gov>; Tom Monath <tom.monath@crozetbiopharma.com>; Klein, Terry A CIV USARMY MEDCOM KOR 
(USA) <terry.a.klein2.civ@mail.mik Guevara, Carolina L LN (PER) <carolinalguevara2.1n@mail.mik susan.wong@health.ny.gov; 
Christopher Vitek <christopher.vitek@utrgv.edu>; Charles H Calisher (calisher@cybersafe.net) <calisher@cybersafe.net>; Crews, 
Celinda R <ccrews@utep.edu>; Vera, Adam <avera3@miners.utep.edu>; Antonio De la Mora Covarrubias (adelamor@uacj.mx) 
<adelamor@uacj.mx>; Barrera, Roberto (CDC/OID/NCEZID) (amz9@cdc.gov) <amz9@cdc.gov>; Barrett, Alan 
<abarrett@UTMB.EDU>; Lindsay Parish (Iparish@usaid.gov) <Iparish@usaid.gov>; Hotez, Peter Jay <hotez@bcm.edu>; LeDuc, 
James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Schuenke, Kimberly <kischuen@UTMB.EDU>; Vasilakis, Nikolaos <nivasila@utmb.edu>; 
aravinda_desilva@med.unc.edu; Spencer, Charles T <ctspencer@utep.edu>; fjimenez@uacj.mx 
Subject: FW: TWN Biosafety Info: GM Mosquito Gene Spreads into Wild Populations in Brazil 

Dear All, 

Am sharing the below news In case you have not had a chance to see. 

Warm regards, 

Doug 

From: Hector Ochoa [makto:hochoadl@gmail.corn]
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2019 7:02 AM 
To: Watts, Doug <dwatts2@utep.edu>; beto.perezdeleon@ars.usda.gov; ghamer@tamu.edu 
Cc: hochoaPecosur.mx 
Subject: Fwd: TWN Biosafety Info: GM Mosquito Gene Spreads into Wild Populations in Brazil 

Hi to All, 
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Oxitec creats a little Frankenstein, terrifying isn'it? 

Saludos, 
Hector 

Enviado desde mi iPad 

Third World Network Information Service 

THIRD WORLD NETWORK BIOSAFETY INFORMATION SERVICE 

Dear Friends and Colleagues 

GM Mosquito Gene Spreads into Wild Populations in Brazil 

Scientists from Yale University have found evidence that genetically modified (GM) mosquitoes 

released by British biotech firm Oxitec have successfully interbred with natural populations in Brazil. 

This is not supposed to happen as the GM OX513A mosquitoes were designed to be 'self limiting' 

i.e., their offspring should die before reaching adulthood. 

The Yale research team sampled the mosquito population in the target area in Brazil six, 12 and 27-

30 months after releases commenced and concluded there was "clear evidence" that portions of the 

Oxitec genome had been incorporated into the natural population. According to the research paper, 

hybrid offspring of the GM mosquitoes and the natural population were able to reproduce in nature, 

meaning the modified genome persisted even after the releases had stopped. Three to four percent 

of the offspring from matings of OX513A with wild mosquitoes survived to adulthood. As a result, 

between 10-60 percent of the mosquitoes in the region inherited parts of the genome of the GM 

mosquitoes released in the trials. 

In addition, the effectiveness of the GM mosquito releases, which claim to suppress mosquito 

populations, began to break down after about 18 months, i.e., the population which had been 

suppressed rebounded to nearly pre-release levels. The researchers suggest that female 

mosquitoes may have learned and begun avoiding mating with the GM males. Worse still, the 

release may have had the opposite effect and made mosquitoes even more resilient. The 

mosquitoes in the area are now made up of three strains mixed together: the original Brazilian 

locals, plus strains from Cuba and Mexico — the two strains crossed to make the GM insects. This 

wider gene pool may very likely make the mosquito population more robust. 

"The degree of introgression is not trivial," the scientists concluded, adding that it is not known what 

impacts this might have on disease control and transmission. They warned that introgression of GM 

genes into the next generation could introduce other relevant genes such as insecticide resistance. 

"These results highlight the importance of having in place a genetic monitoring program during such 
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releases to detect unanticipated outcomes," they stressed. 

With best wishes, 

Third World Network 

131 Jalan Macalister 

10400 Penang 

Malaysia 

Email:  twn@twnetwork.org 

Websites:  http://www.twn.my/and  http://www.biosafety-info.net/ 

To subscribe to other TWN information services:  www.twnnews.net 

Item 1 

TRANSGENIC AEDES AEGYPTI MOSQUITOES TRANSFER GENES INTO A NATURAL 

POPULATION 

Benjamin R. Evans, Panayiota Kotsakiozi, Andre Luis Costa-da-Silva, Rafaella Sayuri loshino, Luiza 

Garziera, Michele C. Pedrosa, Aldo Malavasi, Jair F. Virginio, Margareth L. Capurro & Jeffrey R. 

Powell 

Scientific Reports volume 9, Article number: 13047 (2019) 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-49660-6 

Abstract 

In an attempt to control the mosquito-borne diseases yellow fever, dengue, chikungunya, and Zika 

fevers, a strain of transgenically modified Aedes aegypti mosquitoes containing a dominant lethal 

gene has been developed by a commercial company, Oxitec Ltd. If lethality is complete, releasing 

this strain should only reduce population size and not affect the genetics of the target populations. 

Approximately 450 thousand males of this strain were released each week for 27 months in 

Jacobina, Bahia, Brazil. We genotyped the release strain and the target Jacobina population before 

releases began for >21,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Genetic sampling from the 

target population six, 12, and 27-30 months after releases commenced provides clear evidence 

that portions of the transgenic strain genome have been incorporated into the target population. 

Evidently, rare viable hybrid offspring between the release strain and the Jacobina population are 

sufficiently robust to be able to reproduce in nature. The release strain was developed using a strain 

originally from Cuba, then outcrossed to a Mexican population. Thus, Jacobina Ae. aegypti are now 

a mix of three populations. It is unclear how this may affect disease transmission or affect other 

efforts to control these dangerous vectors. These results highlight the importance of having in place 

a genetic monitoring program during such releases to detect un-anticipated outcomes. 

Item 2 

GENETICALLY ENGINEERED MOSQUITOES OUT OF CONTROL 

GE insects are spreading in Brazil 

Wednesday, 11 September 2019 

https://www.testbiotech.orq/en/press-release/qenetically-enqineered-mosquitoes-out-of-control 

According to a new scientific publication, genetically engineered mosquitoes produced by Oxitec 

(Intrexon) have escaped human control after trials in Brazil. They are now spreading in the 

environment. The yellow fever mosquitos (Aedes aegypti) are genetically engineered to make it 

impossible for their offspring to survive. After release they were supposed to mate with female 

mosquitos of the species which are transmitting infectious diseases, such as Dengue fever, to 
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diminish the natural populations. However, the now published research shows that many offspring 

of the genetically engineered mosquitos actually survived and are spreading and propagating 

further. According to the scientists, between 10-60 percent of the mosquitoes in the region 

concerned are inheriting parts of the genome of the mosquitoes released in the trials. These 

findings are also confirmed in neighboring regions where no such trials were conducted. 

The long-term consequences for the transmission of diseases, the number of insects and the 

interactions with the environment cannot be predicted. The mosquitoes used for the genetic 

manipulation are originally from Cuba and Mexico. These insects used in the laboratory have now 

mixed with the Brazilian insects to become a robust population which can persist in the environment 

over a longer period of time. They might replace the original insects on the long term and even 

enhance the problems associated with the mosquitoes. 

"The Oxitec trials have led to a situation that is largely out of control. The company has released its 

patented insects although it was known before that some insects could survive in the environment. 

The expectations of their investors was more important than the protection of health and the 

environment. There is no insurance and no fast-track mechanism to prevent severe damage in a 

worst-case scenario," says Christoph Then for Testbiotech. "This incident must have consequences 

for further applications of genetic engineering. Preventing the spread of genetically engineered 

organisms within natural populations has to become a priority." 

Several research institutions players are planning to create genetically engineered trees, bees, 

corals, several insect species and other organisms that can spread in natural populations. The long-

term impacts of such trials are generally unpredictable. Unintended effects can disturb or disrupt 

ecosystems and lead to the extinction of species. Therefore, Testbiotech is proposing to introduce 

new criteria for the risk assessment of genetically engineered organisms to make sure they can be 

prevented from spreading uncontrolled into the environment. 

Contact: 

Christoph Then, info@testbiotech.org, Tel + 49 15154638040 

Item 3 

FAILED GM MOSQUITO CONTROL EXPERIMENT MAY HAVE STRENGTHENED WILD BUGS 

By Michael Irving 

September 12, 2019 

https://newatlas.com/science/genetic-engineerincfrmosquito-experiment-goes-wrong/ 

Mosquitoes are more than just a pest — they can be downright dangerous carriers of disease. One of 

the most innovative ideas to control populations of the bugs has been to release genetically 

modified male mosquitoes that produce unviable offspring. But unfortunately a test of this in Brazil 

appears to have failed, with genes from the mutant mosquitoes now mixing with the native 

population. 

The idea sounded solid. Male Aedes aegypti mosquitoes were genetically engineered to have a 

dominant lethal gene. When they mated with wild female mozzies, this gene would drastically cut 

down the number of offspring they produced, and the few that were born should be too weak to 

survive long. 

Ultimately, this program should cut down the population of mosquitoes in an area — up to 85 

percent, in some early tests. This of course means fewer bug-borne diseases, such as dengue, 

yellow fever, zika, and malaria, in humans. And since the offspring don't live long enough to breed 

themselves, genes from the engineered bugs should stay neatly out of the gene pool of the wild 
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population. The only visible effect should be the reduction of mosquito populations. 

Unfortunately, that hasn't been the case. Researchers from Yale University have now examined 

mosquitoes around the city of Jacobina, Brazil, where the largest test of this technique has taken 

place over the last few years. Not only did numbers bounce back up in the months after the test, but 

some of the native bugs, they found, had retained genes from the engineered mosquitoes. 

"The claim was that genes from the release strain would not get into the general population because 

offspring would die," says Jeffrey Powell, senior author of a study describing the discovery. "That 

obviously was not what happened." 

The GM mosquito strain was developed by a company called Oxitec, and it had previously been 

given FDA approval for these kinds of tests. In the Brazilian case, around 450,000 modified males 

were released in Jacobina every week for 27 months, totaling tens of millions of bugs. To keep tabs 

on them, the Yale team studied the genomes of both the GM strain and the wild species before the 

release, then again six, 12 and 27 to 30 months after the release began. 

Sure enough, by the end of the test there was clear evidence that genes from the transgenic insects 

had been incorporated into the wild population. Although the GM mosquitoes only produce offspring 

about three to four percent of the time, it seems that those that are born aren't as weak as 

expected. Some appear to make it to adulthood and breed themselves. 

While populations did drop initially, numbers did bounce back after about 18 months. The 

researchers suggest that female mosquitoes may have learned and begun avoiding mating with the 

modified males. 

Worse still, the genetic experiment may have had the opposite effect and made mosquitoes even 

more resilient. The bugs in the area are now made up of three strains mixed together: the original 

Brazilian locals, plus strains from Cuba and Mexico — the two strains crossed to make the GM 

insects. This wider gene pool could make the mozzies more robust as a whole. 

The scientists assure the public that the mixed mosquitoes pose no extra health risk, but there is 

still cause for concern. It's unclear exactly what effect this will have on disease transmission or 

other control methods. 

"It is the unanticipated outcome that is concerning," says Powell. "Based largely on laboratory 

studies, one can predict what the likely outcome of the release of transgenic mosquitoes will be, but 

genetic studies of the sort we did should be done during and after such releases to determine if 

something different from the predicted occurred." 

The research was published in the journal Scientific Reports. 

Item 4 

GM MOZZIES PASS ON ALTERED GENE 

Cayman News 

9 Sept 2019 

https://caymannewsservice.com/2019/09/qm-mozzies-altered-gene/ 

The genetically modified Aedes aegypti mosquitoes developed by Oxitec may have impacted the 

actual genetics of the natural mosquito populations where these bio engineered bugs were released, 

scientists have found. Following a release in Brazil, similar to the one in the Cayman Islands, 

researchers who monitored the release said that up to 30 months after the releases started there 

was clear evidence that portions of the altered gene have shown up in the target population. 

In other words, the bio-bugs were reproducing and passing on the scientifically altered gene to their 
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offspring, which were surviving. According to the theory of GM mosquitoes, this was not supposed 

to happen; the offspring of females that mated with the genetically modified males should not have 

survived, thereby cutting the population. 

In the research paper published in the Scientific Reports section of Nature, the authors said rare 

viable hybrid offspring between the release strain and the local population were sufficiently robust to 

be able to reproduce. 

"It is unclear how this may affect disease transmission or affect other efforts to control these 

dangerous vectors. These results highlight the importance of having in place a genetic monitoring 

program during such releases to detect un-anticipated outcomes," the scientists said. 

With traditional insecticides becoming less and less effective against the Aedes aegypti, the 

Cayman Islands was one of several countries which partnered with Oxitec to release their 

genetically manipulated male mosquitoes, which carried a fluorescent protein gene to allow 

detection of the offspring. Millions of mosquitoes were released in West Bay during the pilot project, 

which was terminated last year, but the largest such release so far was in Jacobina in Brazil. 

The researchers monitored the release to determine if it impacted the genetics of the natural 

population. They set out from the position that if the bio-bugs were working as intended, the result 

would simply be a drop in mosquito numbers and the genetics of the target population would not be 

affected. 

However, it appears that 3-4% of the offspring from matings of OX513A with wild mosquitoes have 

survived to adulthood, and although they are weak, scientists do not yet know if they are fertile. 

"The degree of introgression is not trivial," the scientists concluded, adding that it is not known what 

impacts this might have on disease control and transmission. They warned that introgression of 

genetically modified genes into the next generation could introduce other relevant genes such as 

insecticide resistance. 

You are receiving this email because you are subscribed to one or more of the TWN 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 9/28/2019 9:46:23 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: OSTP RFI & draft response 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks and well done! I didn't see the reference to 'DHS' or 'unfunded mandate'. Maybe that was your speculation. I didn't 
read the RFI in detail, but your draft looks good. If it didn't highlight so many strategic vulnerabilities, it would be the start 
of a great oped. It needs to go to the NSC RFI. I wish we could do something that would trigger a serious retook at the 
select agent program. They need to understand the real cost:benifit of it and the micromanagement that has resulted—I think 
because it started (LWH '96) as a security program. . .and there were not enough security incidents to justify it. . .thus, it 
became a safety program that had always been done successfully by making it the responsibility of the laboratory director. 
Thus the enormous bureaucracy, only part of which is necessary, which has sprung up. A self-licking ice cream cone. For 

what it's worth, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Sep 27, 2019, at 3:32 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dave, please see attached and below WRT the bioeconomy discussions we had at ASM and the OSTP RFI. Please do 
not share, but I wanted to loop you in on my thinking and discussions with NIH. I'm concerned about the unintended 
consequences—network taken over by Homeland Security?? Unfunded mandate to NIH?? 

Happy weekend! 

Jim 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2019 2:29 PM 
To: Auchincloss, Hugh (NIH/NIAID) [E] (auchinclossh@niaid.nih.gov) <auchinclossh@niaid.nih.gr—>
Cc: Nancy (NIH/NIAID) Boyd (piBoyd@niaid.nih.gov) <NBoyd@niaid.nih.gov>; Kimberly (NIH/NIAID) [E] Taylor 
(.,' ..k ) <kimberly.taylor3@nih.gov>

Subject: OSTP RFI & draft response 

Hugh, thanks for making time to talk today. As discussed, please see attached copy of the OSTP RFI on the 
bioeconomy and a draft response that I wrote. If we agree that this or something similar should be sent, I would 
probably seek the support of all the RBL directors and Boston NBL prior to submission, but I want to make sure that 
you all are supportive before sharing further. I am not convinced that this is a good idea and I am concerned about 
the possible unintended consequences if the topic gains traction, but it may offer an opportunity to address a 
longstanding problem and worthy of our consideration. I would really appreciate your thoughts. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
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Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<OSTP Bioeconomy fed reg 2019.pdf><bioeconomy RFI 09-2019-3.docx> 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sun 10/13/2019 11:05:38 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Mefang 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Have you communicated with Mefang recently? I wrote her a short note congratulating them on the release of the 
journal when it came out a couple of weeks ago (hotmail). When she didn't answer, I tried 2 other email addresses and she 
still hasn't responded. Just hope all is well with her an Dexin. dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sun 10/13/2019 11:36:25 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Mefang 

i Emir% 
001.11 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks! Enjoy! dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Oct 13, 2019, at 12:32 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I haven't heard from her recently but will check next week. We're in RI watching our 
Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 13, 2019, at 12:05 PM, David Franz <daviddranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, Have you communicated with Mefang recently? I wrote her a short note congratulating 
them on the release of the journal when it came out a couple of weeks ago (hotmail). When she 
didn't answer, I tried 2 other email addresses and she still hasn't responded. Just hope all is well 
with her an Dexin. dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 10/28/2019 7:55:19 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: USAMRIID 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

I'm happy to be involved. The recent commanders haven't wanted help. Wonder if we could put a one-pager proposal to 
USD Ellen Lord...or my friend Gen Reimer (ret 4 star chief of staff army) knows futures command CG.... 
I had lunch with Sina 3-4 weeks ago and he thinks it will take decades. He would be a source of info, probably off line. 
Thanks, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 28, 2019, at 6:04 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

We just concluded a site visit by a group from USAMIID including Charlie Bailey's daughter, Shelley Jorgensen, who is 
the Responsible Official for USAMRIID. The entire situation is horrible and heartbreaking. Not sure what we can do to 
help, but it seems like the new Army Futures Command is heavily involved and may be a good point for follow up. I'm 
thinking we should volunteer to create a "Blue Ribbon Panel" of experts to help salvage the place. It also sounds like 
no one is in much of a hurry to get into the new USAMRIID, and that the systems and equipment installed during 
construction are already outdated in some cases. Their biggest challenge is their infectious waste management 
system. It sounds like they are getting bad advice from contractors that really do not understand biocontainment. 
Something to bemoan the next time we share some wine. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dr. Tesh Robert B.Rbtesh22@gmail.com]; Dr. 
Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Grimaldo, Miguel A.[magrimal©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Tue 11/19/2019 8:05:10 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Seattle Children's Hospital CEO announces five more mold-related deaths since 2001 

Seattle Children's Hospital CEO announces five more mold-related deaths since 2001 
https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/19/health/seattle-childrens-hospital-five-mold-deaths-trnd/index.html 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 11/25/2019 11:57:35 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Question 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

That sounds right Jim. This from Jerry Keusch at BU. dave 

We are in process to becoming GLP certified. As you know well it is a long road, but we nay^ two recently 
appointed faculty who have been involved in these studie- before t Pad the way. I can and will) ask 
about the anticipated timelines. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Nov 25, 2019, at 12:18 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

To the best of my knowledge, the only BSL4 GLP work has been done here at the GNL, at Texas Biomed in San Antonio, 
and at USAMRIID. 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmaiLcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 23, 2019 3:39 PM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Question 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Tom! dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Nov 23, 2019, at 3:20 PM, Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

That was fed labs 
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Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

On Nov 23, 2019, at 14:20, Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I think that the other FDA labs (than RIID) don't. 

Boston is just getting started, and I can't say what their plans are. 

Texas Biomed I think does, but it's very small. 

Jim may have more of a perspective than I. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 

On Nov 23, 2019, at 13:27, David Franz <dayidrfr ,gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This ennail originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is 
safe. 

Hi Tom, 

I hope you are doing well. I had a good visit with the new CO at RIID 
yesterday. I like him. He was asking me who does GLP BSL-4 work. 
Am I correct that you guys have been doing that at GNL? Anyone else? 

Thanks, dave 

P.S. I am going to join Ralph for a quail hunt in Georgia the first week in 
Dec. He's become a very serious hunter; drives his dogs all over the 
country to hunt various upland game birds. Should be fun. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 12/17/2019 3:32:22 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: interesting 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

I briefed the JASON in June as they were doing this study. Strangest audience ever. . .and they still haven't paid me for my 
short notice travel to California. :-) d 

On Dec 17, 2019, at 3:22 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<Fundamental Research Security--Jason rpt 12-2019.pdf> 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Morrill JohnOcmorril@utmb.edu]; Franz 
David[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Mon 12/30/2019 2:17:56 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: NYTimes: Pentagon Warns Military Personnel Against At-Home DNA Tests 

Pentagon Warns Military Personnel Against At-Home DNA Tests 
https://www.nyti mes.com/2019/12/24/us/mi I itary-dna-tests.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Zeba Rasmussen[zeba.rasmussen@nih.gov] 
From: Sean G. Kaufman I Safer Behaviors[sean.kaufman@saferbehaviors.com] 
Sent: Fri 1/10/2020 10:43:22 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Quick Question 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Not a problem Jim. I think Dave can get us rolling in the right direction — and remain hopeful once we are heading that way we can 
include you in the overall process as well. Thanks Jim. 

sk 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwieduc@UTIV1B.EDU>
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2020 11:42 AM 
To: Sean G. Kaufman I Safer Behaviors <sean.kaufman@saferbehaviors.com>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Zeba Rasmussen <zeba.rasmussen@nih.gov>
Subject: RE: Quick Question 

Sean, I certainly agree with Dave's comments and the need to focus on leadership development, beyond just BS/BS. Unfortunately, 
I have a conflict a noon CT so will not be able to join your conference call. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Sean G. Kaufman I Safer Behaviors <sean.kaufman@saferbehaviors.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2020 3:30 PM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Zeba Rasmussen <zeba.rasmussen@nih.gov>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Quick Question 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Great — sending a meeting invite now for 1:00 PM....thanks Dave! 

sk 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2020 4:26 PM 
To: Sean G. Kaufman <sean.kaufman@saferbehaviors.com>
Cc: Zeba Rasmussen <zeba.rasmussen@nih.gov>; James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@utmb.edu>
Subject: Re: Quick Question 

I do; essentially anytime after 1000. dave 

On Jan 9, 2020, at 4:20 PM, Sean G. Kaufman I Safer Behaviors <sean.kaufman@saferbehaviors.com> wrote: 
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I am always up for chatting with you Dave. Do you have some time tomorrow? Zeba? 

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020, 16:18 Dave Franz <dayidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 
Sounds good Sean. Jim is a lot busier than I, but maybe we could get on the phone and discuss...or look at your next 
version of the proposal...or both. Dave 

> On Jan 9, 2020, at 4:16 PM, Sean G. Kaufman I Safer Behaviors <sean.kaufman@saferbehayiors.com> wrote: 

> Hi Dave - 

> Dr. Zeba and I had a discussion with others today on the phone. The 
> proposal which was provided - is so very rough - because if we had the minds 
> of those we are hoping to include - you -Jim - and Julie - among others - 
> we could shape this leadership program into something very much like you are 
> describing below. I truly believe you are very correct in all you have said 
> below and share the same sentiment. I am not sure how to move forward - but 
> I think if you and Jim remain interested in participating - I could really 
> pick your brains and shape something which could be exactly what doctor 
> ordered! 

> Thoughts? 

> sk 

 Original Message-----
> From: Dave Franz <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>
> Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2020 4:06 PM 
> To: Sean G. Kaufman <sean.kaufman@saferbehayiors.com>; Sean G. Kaufman 
> <sean@seankaufman.com>
> Cc: Zeba Rasmussen <zeba.rasmussen@nih.goy>; James W. LeDuc 
> <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
> Subject: Quick Question 

> Hi Sean, 

> This may not be helpful, but electrons can be recycled. :-). First I hope 
> you and family had a nice Christmas and wishing you a healthy and happy New 
> Year. 

> I just visited with Jim LeDuc about your proposal. He shared a copy of the 
> working document which you sent him...and I hadn't seen in connection with my 
> visit with Zeba yesterday. This gives me a much better sense of where you 
> are headed. When she described what you are thinking at this point in 
> proposal preparation, I suggested that what I believe Pakistan needs—based 
> on recent visits with the troika there—are not so much leaders in BS/BS but 
> leaders at a higher level who understand the importance of and support BS/BS 
> within their organizations. I still believe that. 

> The reason there has been a lot of success in BS/BS in Pakistan in the last 
> 15 years, and it's been the easiest place to work I know, is three people 
> who were/are leaders and NOT biosafety professionals made biosafety a 
> priority, let us in' and supported our helping their more junior folks. 
> [Now, Nasim is gone, Zabta is busy and away a lot and Aamer it totally 
> over-worked...and I suspect will be moving to higher levels of leadership in 
> the next couple of years.] What I believe would help Pakistan most, and make 
> all your excellent work and results sustainable, is 'junior replacements' 
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> for those three...in the context of BS/BS. That's why I mentioned Jim and 
> Julie as the kind of leaders who could get that message across. I believe 
> what Pakistan needs now is not more help from BS professionals like our 
> friend Bob Hawley or in-the-weeds regulatory understanding and boxes to 
> check; you and Zeba have done a fantastic job at that working level. I 
> think what they need is that their next generation of leaders—who will never 
> do BS/BS themselves...like Jim and I never have as a 'direct responsibility'—
> but who develop a serious appreciation for it, and reward those under them 
> who do things right. Those would be a group of bright, dedicated young 
> people (Aamer and Zabta could name them) of the Dr. Uzma or slightly junior 
> phenotype. People with no intention of becoming BS professionals. 
> 
> I understand that American govt staffers who evaluate these proposals have 
> to see a lot of BS/BS and may not be thinking as long-term as we are, so I 
> understand that can influence proposal content. What I read in this 
> proposal draft looks sort of like more of the same than I would expect, with 
> a leadership spin. I'm happy to visit with you by phone, if you believe any 
> of this kind of thinking might be helpful. 
> 
> For what it's worth, dave 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 1/22/2020 9:31:36 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Good note 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Your note to Zhiming. 
Just off the phone with Gerry Parker. Sounds like a good group making up the new NSABB. Hope that goes well. 
Remember, "No more regulations!" :-) 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, 
TH] 
Sent: Thur 1/23/2020 12:01:26 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Bioterrorism: Using Foods and Beverages As Deadly Weapons 

https://inhomelandsecurity.com/bioterrorism-foods-beverages/ 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 2/3/2020 4:28:45 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: ASPR Call 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Excellent! That would be great! Who else would they trust? Wonde if they are working with French, 
Lyon? 

I emailed with Indira this morning she says they have three cases in Kerala which were reported and 
actually on BBC as well. She says another thousand being watched and little over 600 evacuated back to 
India today. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 3, 2020, at 4:10 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 
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To: 'Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry©STJUDE.ORG]; 'Charles Ricelcwrice©ksu.edu]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.ED1.1]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz©gmail.com]; 'Boucaud, Dwayne W. Pror[Dwayne.Boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; 
'Mormile, Melanie RImmormile©mst.edu]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; 'Goldman, William 
Evanlwilliam_goldman@med.unc.edu] 
Cc: Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker©asmusa.org]; 
Gabel, Lauren[LGabel©asmusa.org]; Corby,Amalia[ACorby©asmusa.org]; Ort-Mabry, Catherine[cort-mabry@asmusa.org]; Khan, 
Aleea[akhan©asmusa.org] 
From: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org] 
Sent: Wed 2/26/2020 7:47:00 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: A faulty CDC coronavirus test delays monitoring of disease's spread from The Washington Post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Here is the article in the WaPo that talks about the test. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/02/25/cdc-coronavirus-test/ 

Mary Lee Watts, MPH, RD 
Director, Federal Affairs 
Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N St., NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Direct: 202-942-9203 
mwatts@asmusa.org 
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To: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; 'Charles Ricelcwrice@ksu.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Dave 
FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Boucaud, Dwayne W. Pror[Dwayne.Boucaud©quinnipiac.edu]; 'Mormile, Melanie 
RImmormile@mst.edu]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; 'Goldman, William 
Evanlwilliam_goldman@med.unc.edu] 
Cc: Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker©asmusa.org]; 
Gabel, Lauren[LGabel©asmusa.org]; Corby,Amalia[ACorby©asmusa.org]; Ort-Mabry, Catherine[cort-mabry@asmusa.org]; Khan, 
Aleea[akhan©asmusa.org] 
From: Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry©STJUDE.ORG] 
Sent: Wed 2/26/2020 9:11:08 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: A faulty CDC coronavirus test delays monitoring of disease's spread from The Washington Post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thank you Mary Lee 

Stacey SchultirChorry, PhD 
Member, Department of Infectious Diseases 
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital 
Memphis, TN 38105 
Phone: 901-595-6629 
Fax: 901-595-3099 
Cell: 901-216-2627 

idle Children 

From: Watts, Mary Lee <mwatts@asmusa.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 7:47 AM 
To: Schultz-Cherry, Stacey <Stacey.Schultz-Cherry@STJUDE.ORG>; 'Charles Rice' <cwrice@ksu.edu>; 'LeDuc, James W.' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Boucaud, Dwayne W. Prof.' <Dwayne.Boucaud@quinnipiac.edu>; 
'Mormile, Melanie R.' <mmormile@mst.edu>; 'Miller, Melissa' <Melissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu>; 'Goldman, William Evan' 
<william_goldman@med.unc.edu> 
Cc: Bertuzzi, Stefano <sbertuzzi@asmusa.org>; Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org>; Walker, Kimberly <kwalker@asmusa.org>; 
Gabel, Lauren <LGabel@asmusa.org>; Corby,Amalia <ACorby@asmusa.org>; Ort-Mabry, Catherine <cort-mabry@asmusa.org>; 
Khan, Aleea <akhan@asmusa.org> 
Subject: A faulty CDC coronavirus test delays monitoring of disease's spread from The Washington Post 

Caution: External Sender 

Dear Colleagues, 

Here is the article in the WaPo that talks about the test. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/02/25/cdc-coronavirus-test/ 

Mary Lee Watts, MPH, RD 
Director, Federal Affairs 
Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N St., NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Direct: 202-942-9203 
mwatts@asmusa.org 
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Email Disclaimer: www.stjude.org/emaildisclaimer 
Consultation Disclaimer: www.stjude.org/consultationdisclaimer 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sat 4/3/2021 10:56:39 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: NTI exercise 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Saw that. First time for me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 3, 2021, at 9:34 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Seems a bit risky to name your child "Talkmore"... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 3, 2021, at 8:32 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Interesting group although I don't know most. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 3, 2021, at 6:30 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links 
or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good list for recent exercise. Dave 

https://media.nti.org/documents/2021_NTI-MSCTTX_Participant_List_Final.pdf 

Sent from my iPhone 
<2021 NTI-MSCTTX Participant List Final.pdf> 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/10/2019 2:41:04 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject Interesting report 
Reagan Institute—the contest for innovation report2019.pdf 

Attached report focuses primarily on competition with China and does not address bio or nuc issues, but is rather sobering. Good 
discussion on "winning the war for talent." See figures 3 and 4. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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RONALD REAGAN 

INSTITUTE 

07. 

The Contest 
A.for Innovation: 
Strengthening Anzerica:s-
National Security Innovation Base 
in an Era of Strategic Competition 

Report °Otte Titsk lime on 21st-Century.Nittional Security Technology and Workforce 
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As sui ely as America's pioneer spirit made 

us the industrial giant of the 20th century, 
the same pioneer spirit today is opening up 

on another vast front of opportunities 
the ontier of high technology. 
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RONALD   REAGAN 

INSTITUTE 

The Ronald Reagan Institute, the Washington. DC, office 
of the Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation and Institute, 
promotes our 40th President's ideals, vision, and leadership 

example through substantive, issue-driven forums, academic 
and young professional programming, and scholarly work. 
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The Honorable Jim Talent 
Senior Fellow, Bipartisan Policy Center 

Former U.S. Senator (R-M0) 

Ms. Lisa Atherton 
President and CEO, Textron Systems 

Congresswoman Stephanie Murphy (B-FL) 

Former National Security Specialist, 

Department of Defense 

Congressman Jim Banks (R-IN) 

Lieutenant, U.S. Navy Reserve 

Mr. Christian Brose 
Head of Strategy, Anduril Industries 

Former Staff Director, U.S. Senate Committee on 
Armed Services 

Ambassador Eric S. Edelman 
Counselor, Center for Strategic and Budgetary 

Assessments 
Former Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

Congressman Mike Gallagher (R-WD 

Former Captain, U.S. Marine Corps 

Congressman Andy Kim (D-NJ) 

Former National Security Official 

The Honorable Robert 0. Work 
Distinguished Senior Fellow, Center 

for a New American Security 

Former Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Mr. Donald J. Rosenberg 
Executive Vice President, General Counsel 

and Corporate Secretary, Qualcomm Incorporated 

Dr. Nadia Schadlow 
Senior Fellow, Hudson Institute 

Former Deputy National Security Advisor for Strategy 
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The United States has entered an era of long-term competition with revisionist powers. A key aspect of 
this competition will revolve around a contest for technological superiority waged. between the national 
innovation bases of the respective competitors. The outcome of this competition will determine not 
just American national security but also how the nations of the world interact—and whether a free 
and open political and economic system will remain the foundation of those interactions. 

After a long post-Cold War focus on rogue regional powers and nearly two decades of continuous 
warfare in the Middle East and a focus on rogue regional powers, the United States now faces a new 
defining national security challenge: a long-term strategic competition with a resurgent Russia and a 
rising China. 

Russia seeks to reestablish itself as a global power. While Russia is able to compete with the United 
States militarily in certain domains, its economic outlook and long-term demographic prospects are 
grim. Accordingly, it is unlikely to develop and nurture a true national innovation ecosystem. Given 
these disadvantages, Russia is limited to acting as a geostrategic spoiler seeking to undermine and 
weaken the United States, its alliances, and its global interests. 

China, on the other hand, is already challenging the United States economically, militarily, and 
politically. China's economy has surpassed that of the United States in terms of purchasing power 
parity and could, under some scenarios, pass the U.S. GDP in absolute terms in the mid- to late 2020s. 
Under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, China defines its vital national interests in ways 
that are irreconcilable with both the interests of the United States and the values of self-determination 
and individual freedom to which we and our allies are committed. China's global expansion, from 
both a trade and military perspective, is challenging the United States in virtually every region of the 
world. 

In pursuit of its goal of reshaping the world order, China aims to supplant the United States as 
the world's leading technological power by 2030. China has articulated a distinct strategy of state-
driven innovation, defined by its concept of "military-civil fusion," to lead the world in cutting-edge 
technologies that might allow it to leapfrog the United States both economically and militarily. 

That strategy presents a two-fold challenge for the United States. Economically, the challenge is to 
sustain American prosperity and access to markets on equal terms with other nations against China's 
ambition to control the economic sectors that will determine national primacy in the decades ahead. 

Militarily, the fundamental mission of the U.S. government (USG) is to deter a great-power war and, if 
deterrence fails, to prevent escalation of the conflict and end the war on terms favorable to the United 
States and its allies. An important key to this mission is achieving and maintaining military-technical 
superiority. However, over the last several decades, China—and, to a lesser extent, Russia—has 
invested heavily in advanced military capabilities specifically aimed at overcoming the technological 
lead of America's armed forces. 
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As a result, the conventional overmatch that the United States has relied upon to undergird its 
deterrence posture since the end of the Cold War is eroding. The balance of power in East Asia has 
already shifted substantially in China's direction. If this trend continues, effective deterrence in that 
region will likely fail, leaving the United States to face the unattractive alternatives of accepting 
aggression against its interests or its allies or triggering armed conflict with the People's Liberation 
Army (PLA), with all the attendant risks of escalation. 

The National Security Strategy recognized the importance of technological innovation to every domain 
of the competition with China. Consistent with that, a key theme of the 2018 National Defense Strategy 
is that the U.S. military must move rapidly to arrest further erosion of its technical advantage and 
then restore and maintain a comfortable conventional overmatch. 

Unfortunately, the technological development relevant to national security is no longer exclusively or 
even primarily in the control of the Department of Defense (DOD) and its prime contractors. 

In the past, cutting-edge technology was usually developed by the government sector for military use 
and then migrated into the civilian sector. Today, the direction of innovation has reversed. Many of 
the technologies most important to national security are being developed and produced for civilian 
purposes by civilian actors who have no history with or connection to the national security community. 
China is aware of this new reality. Its policy of military—civil fusion seeks to better exploit dual-use 
technologies originating from the commercial sector. To avoid a crippling competitive disadvantage, 
the United States must adopt means to accomplish the same end. 

Accordingly, the most important question this Task Force grappled with was the following: How 
do we transform, organize, sustain, and leverage our national security technology and innovation 
community to prevail in a long-term competition against an authoritarian regime that has centralized, 
long-range national plans to dominate the critical dual-use technologies central to future economic 
and military competitiveness? 
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Our findings and recommendations offer some answers to the questions who, what, when, and how. 
As we address those points, however, we pause to explain why. Why did the Task Force take on this 
project, and why should the United States consider the policy options outlined in this report? 

To answer those questions, we adopted an approach that several of us learned and applied as military 
officers, diplomats, and planners: orient on the competitor. What would the world look like if China, 
and not the United States, was allowed to define the ways that countries and people interact, both with 
each other and with new technology? 

Imagine that the Chinese Communist Party, through its control of China's economy, is allowed to set 
the global ground rules for the next generation of technology. Imagine phones, tablets, and computers 
that do not function unless they conform to Chinese standards and censorship requirements or that 
contain materials that can transmit to Beijing a record of everything that is written, stored, and 
shared online. Imagine further that authoritarian leaders, armed with class-leading technologies 
like artificial intelligence, facial recognition, and quantum computing, turn that awesome computing 
power against people and their data. Imagine finally how autocrats might be able to coerce citizens 
by leveraging this power. 

A real-life example is before us today. Witness the treatment of the million men, women, and children 
in Xinjiang that Chinese officials identified and targeted with the help of facial recognition technology 
and data-scraping tools. Innocent people have been rounded up into concentration camps for 
"reeducation" in Communist Party dogma. That is Beijing's policy toward its own citizens. How much 
restraint would China show toward those it deems "outsiders"? 

We offer this narrative to explain why the subject of this report is so important. Competition with China 
need not lead to warfare or even to a policy of containment like the framework that characterized 
the U.S.—Soviet relationship during the Cold War. Nevertheless, it is a competition, and the side that 
innovates more effectively over time is likely to win. The result will determine whether nations relate 
to each other freely, equally, and peacefully, with a recognition of the human rights of their citizens, 
or if they devolve into a system that legitimizes authoritarianism and rewards power and coercion. 
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Defining the National Security Innovation Base 

The United States is experiencing a technological tsunami. Major technological innovations are 
combining to disrupt the future of the global economy, warfare, and competition by means short 
of war. Many of these innovations and the technologies that support them will have direct political, 
military, and economic impacts on the United States and other free and open societies. And these 
innovations are dual-use technologies being developed in the commercial sector rather than the 
traditional defense industrial base. In addition, important innovation is occurring outside of the 
United States, and even domestic innovation often occurs with foreign investment and supply chains 
or is subject to foreign influence. 

As a result, these technologies are largely accessible to nation-state competitors as well as non-state 
actors. It is vital for the U.S. government to leverage and protect those technologies. We must also 
understand and hedge against the extent to which they cannot be protected. 

It is also vital that the United States maintain or where necessary regain its advantage across these 
technologies. Doing so will require common purpose and coordinated effort among a large group 
of stakeholders, from the traditional defense and national security community to private-sector 
companies and academia—what the National Security and National Defense Strategies referred to as 
the National Security Innovation Base (NSIB).' 

NSIB Definition 

The NSIB comprises the ecosystem of capital, research, knowledge, capabilities, policies, incentives, 
and people that turns ideas into innovations and transforms discoveries into useful technology and 
products to protect our national security. 

The NSIB includes a diverse set of segments, including national security agencies and organizations, 
the National Laboratories, Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDes) and 
University-Affiliated Research Centers MARCO, the higher academy, traditional defense "primes," the 
commercial sector, venture capital, and the innovative systems of American allies and partners. 

These segments are often cooperative, but they are loosely federated and largely uncoordinated by 
the government. 

America's ability to prevail in a long-term strategic competition with China depends on a strong and 
growing NSIB. That in turn depends on more effectively aligning government policy and resources 
and public-private partnerships to strengthen U.S. national security and its strategic position with 
respect to China. 

The U.S. NSIB has formidable strengths. 

• Most segments of the NSIB are world leaders in their respective domains. 

• The U.S. economy remains the wealthiest and most dynamic in the world. 

• There is strong bipartisan support for national efforts to outpace China, enhancing the 
likelihood of government prioritization of the problem. 

• The private sector is often effective at achieving breakthrough technologies. The free flow 
of capital and talent has historically made the United States the premier place to launch 
new companies. 

Moreover, there is precedent for successful cooperation among various segments of the 
NSIB ecosystem. The space program continues to be a prominent example. 
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However, the NSIB also has considerable weaknesses. 

• The federal government has yet to prioritize effectively the most important efforts or to 
align political capital and resources against those priorities. 

While the traditional prime contractors are experts in applying innovation to defense 
systems, they are not necessarily the best agents of innovation themselves. 

• The private sector is not yet collectively conscious of the importance and nature of the 
U.S.-China competition. 

• There is insufficient coordination among NSIB segments toward common goals. 

• Private-sector research and development (R&D), while substantial in absolute terms, is 
heavily weighted to development and commercialization and is an inadequate replacement 
for basic and applied research historically funded by the U.S. government. 

• The private sector is competing and often losing against the resources of the Chinese state. 

• NSIB security and counterintelligence efforts remain inadequate. 

• NSIB stakeholders must work through regulations and processes that prioritize goals other 
than speed and innovation. 

• The NSIB human capital base is aging and struggling to recruit technical talent in key areas. 

Without question, China is the chief pacing technological competitor to the United States. It explicitly 
seeks to supplant the United States as the world's top innovation power. Toward this end, China has 
embarked on an aggressive plan of military-civil fusion focused on critical and emerging technologies. 
This plan has the potential to disrupt global stability and ultimately undermine the security and 
prosperity of the United States and its allies. 

China's military-civil fusion concept draws from the U.S. model of the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) and federally funded laboratories but represents an attempt to leverage all 
aspects of the civilian economy on behalf of national defense.2 It is characterized by comprehensive 
government direction, support, and funding for "national champion" companies and mandated 
coordination among the academic, private sector, and military spheres. This military-civil fusion 
concept appears especially well-suited to exploit the dual-use technologies central to the 21st-century 
military-technical competition.3 Thus, the U.S. NSIB must compete against a Chinese innovation base 
that uses top-down, long-term planning to exploit innovation wherever it might occur—be it in the 
business, academic, or government sectors. 

Under its authoritarian leaders, the Chinese innovation system leverages forced tech transfer, 
industrial espionage, and outright theft to access foreign breakthrough technologies and strengthen 
its own innovation base. China can therefore focus on innovating incrementally and commercializing 
quickly:, Additionally, China's exploitation and theft of U.S. intellectual property (IP) continue to rob 
the United States of substantial economic value and technological leadership in numerous fields. The 
United States is losing between $400 billion to $600 billion per year in IT' theft as a matter of provable 
losses—and that figure does not account for second-order losses, such as jobs and infrastructure.5
Chinese theft has robbed certain companies of game-changing innovations, taking them out of 
the marketplace or destroying them entirely, with Chinese companies adopting and selling those 
innovations.6

China uses American patents without paying licensing fees and exploits outdated U.S. patent laws 
to appropriate and scale American innovations before they are even subject to review by our own 
government. Further, China is leveraging its growing trade power and attractive consumer market 
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to force legal tech transfer as a condition of doing business with China.7 Joint ventures with highly 
unfavorable tech-transfer provisions are being forced upon companies and countries seeking to trade 
with or sell to China's fast-growing markets, both consumer and enterprise. Finally China influences 
other nations both large and small by conditioning trade on the purchase and use of Chinese technology. 
This type of coercive behavior has spurred a debate over whether engagement with China costs more 
than separation or "de-coupling" from China. 

China aims to leapfrog the United States by adopting new, transitional technologies, in some cases 
produced cheaply and at scale, while the United States remains attached to legacy systems that will 
be of value in the near future but will not be sufficient to support U.S. strategy in the medium- or 
long-term.3 China seeks to equal or surpass the United States in strategic, frontier technology—such 
as Al, SG, biotech, advanced autonomous systems, and quantum computing while neutralizing the 
U.S. capabilities that pose the greatest threat to its regional supremacy.9 China has recognized that 
global adoption of rules and standards often dictates the pace of innovation, so it strives to establish 
its technology beyond its borders. This raises issues with Chinese control of that technology and 
threatens U.S. leadership in R&D investment and innovation. 

American universities are key links in developing new technologies, and China deliberately targets 
them by exploiting the vulnerabilities inherent in the open educational and research environment.10
Beijing has a focused and resourced effort to do so through a sustained strategy of technology transfer 
at universities. This campaign includes both Chinese nationals (witting and coerced) and non-Chinese 
nationals:Li The USG, academia, and industry must work closely together to increase transparency and 
accountability for defense and dual-use research at universities and understand Chinese government 
efforts to benefit from it. 

For all its strengths, the Chinese system of innovation also has its own key weaknesses. China is 
beginning its drive for military-civil fusion from a position of disadvantage compared with the United 
States, with potential seams between its industry, academia, and the defense establishment. In the 
past, China's state-owned enterprises were almost entirely responsible for military research and 
procurement. Now the regime is trying to incorporate other sectors of the economy with little past 
experience in defense pursuits. China faces other challenges across several areas of technology—
including semiconductor manufacturing, Al, and 5G—due to lack of human capital, supply-chain 
threats, and the difficulties in operationalizing its concept of military-civil fusion. 

In addition, notwithstanding certain pockets of success with innovations such as facial recognition 
technology, China has not yet demonstrated the ability to innovate organically from inception to 
implementation as comprehensively or consistently as the United States. However, the United States 
can ill afford to assume this will always be the case. 

Ultimately, the Chinese system may have the seeds for its own downfall: corruption remains a 
major problem; the private sector is becoming increasingly politicized; and the culture of state-
owned enterprises, which dominate its defense sector, is vastly different from the culture of its more 
entrepreneurial companies. 

The U.S. NSIB retains fundamental advantages if U.S. policymakers, industry leaders, investors, and 
technologists can better harness and exploit them. While it will be important to better protect the 
NSIB from Chinese theft and exploitation, a defensive posture alone will not be sufficient to prevail 
in the contest for innovation. The United States must adopt policies that better coordinate the various 
elements of the NSIB ecosystem, encourage rapid development and adoption of the most important 
technologies, and ensure that national security technology is developed even where it does not have 
a profitable commercial application. All of this must be done without inhibiting the freedom and 
dynamism that are the greatest strengths of the U.S. NSIB. 
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evelopmg a Proactive Strategy to Gam a Competitive Advantage 
in National Technological Innovation 

Despite the weaknesses in China's innovation system, the USG should assume China's determined 
military—civil fusion efforts will pay substantial dividends over time. Whether or not these dividends 
will allow the Chinese to pass the United States as the world's technological leader will depend less on 
Chinese actions and more on those of the United States. 

The United States needs a strategy that goes beyond simply protecting its NSIB. It must also seek 
opportunities and build upon strengths in order to maintain a competitive advantage in innovation, 
development, and application. This strategy must have several lines of effort in order to cover the full 
scope of the NSIB. It must protect intellectual property joint ventures, capital migration, including 
venture capital and private equity investment, investments in human capital, and university R&D 
programs. 

There are four major challenges: 

I. The NSIB needs to be directed, coordinated, and incentivized to win the contest for innovation. 

II. The United States government has yet to fully embrace and exploit innovation in the private 
sector and academia. 

III. The country as a whole, and the government in particular, lacks a comprehensive talent 
management strategy to win the technological "war for talent." 

IV. The United States needs to improve its collaboration with allies and partners in order to 
strengthen its NSIB and the innovation capacity of those nations. 

A strategy to achieve a long-lasting competitive advantage in technology and innovation must address 
each of these problems. 

The technologies central to the 21st-century national security landscape are changing the future of 
competition and conflict. These technologies include advanced computing, quantum technology, ar-
tificial intelligence (Al), autonomous capabilities, cyber, advanced wireless communications (5G and 
beyond), hypersonic weapons, and microelectronics, among others. In this dynamic technological 
environment, to achieve competitive advantage, the United States must strive to be a "first mover" 
whenever possible and a "fast second mover" if surprised by an opportunistic competitor. The United 
States must also try to protect crucial technologies by fostering their development in the United States 
or allied nations and providing safeguards to ensure they are secure and reliable. Given the nature 
of this open competition, however, the United States must also hedge against those technologies that 
cannot be fully protected. We should, in essence, build higher fences around fewer things. 
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Findings: 

1. The U.S. government lacks a formal structure that provides for more information sharing and 
collaboration among the disparate segments of the NSIB. This is the least developed and perhaps 
the most critical function the government can carry out. 

2. The federal share of total R&D—at its lowest in over 60 years in 2018—has decreased, giving way to 
commercially driven R8cD.1-2 This trend has created both positive and negative consequences for the 
NSIB. On one hand, this shift has increased the total level of R&D funding in the U.S. marketplace. On 
the other hand, motivated by short-term performance and commercial relevance, U.S. companies 
have moved away from the basic research often necessary to drive generational technological 
advances and instead focused on shorter-term strategies tied to quarterly earnings. 

One manifestation of this trend is that today's biggest American technology companies focus 
more on optimizing their current products and services rather than investing in follow-on basic 
research—the kind that earned American companies Nobel Prizes in the past." 
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3. Universities are a critical node of the NSIB. Their research in sensitive areas, including government-
supported work on sensitive technologies, is vulnerable to foreign spying and TP theft. At the same 
time, the openness and attractiveness of American universities help promote scientific innovation 
and expand the American knowledge base. 

USG outreach to academia should be coordinated across all agencies supporting the NSIB. It should 
include better communication of both the threats and the opportunities for those working within 
the NSIB. The partnership needs to be integrated between law enforcement, counterintelligence, 
government labs, and policy officials. 

4. USG engagement with companies and universities has helped raise awareness of the challenge but 
faces limitations in information-sharing and messaging. 

• Inconsistencies across USG agencies with regard to declassifying information about Chinese 
activity hamper the ability to bring charges against intellectual property thieves and 
decrease the effectiveness of warnings about the scale and effectiveness of China's efforts. 

• Even when information is declassified, the government lacks the tools and resources to 
disseminate the information effectively. 
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Recommendations: 

1. Congress should authorize an interagency coordination body—the "National Security Innovation 
Committee"—that is responsible for enabling, developing, guiding, and safeguarding the NSIB. This 
entity would consolidate and elevate the existing agency lines of authority rather than create a new 
layer of bureaucracy. Its work should be strategic and not reactive. 

The committee's goals would be to foster innovation in the United States or among our 
close allies, protect cutting-edge innovation from theft and exploitation by our strategic 
competitors, and establish safeguards to ensure national security applications are secure 
and reliable. 

• The committee would aim to facilitate common purpose and coordinated effort among the 
federated NSIB ecosystem, from the traditional defense and national security community 
to private-sector innovation centers and academia. This effort should aim to focus the NSIB 
ecosystem on the innovations most important to the national competition, but not in a 
way that dampens its greatest strength—dynamism—or introduces bureaucratic obstacles, 
which are the enemy of innovation. 

• The committee would clarify what the U.S. government expects of the NSIB, as the private 
sector elements of the ecosystem often struggle to identify sustainable technological 
investments in potentially vulnerable funding streams over time. 

The committee would formally designate the critical areas in national technological 
competition and maintain an understanding of the dual-use technologies being developed 
in the NSIB. 

• Once identified, these technologies must be prioritized with long-term budgeting 
commitments. As such, the committee should be responsible for coordinating and 
submitting a unified budget analysis to Congress each year to evaluate all of the activities 
across the USG related to the NSIB. This analysis will bring clarity to the scope and breadth 
of investments in NSIB priorities and help policymakers rationalize and prioritize strategic 
investments. 

• The committee would have the responsibility to manage information sharing across the 
government and the authority to task relevant government agencies with developing and 
executing policies relevant to the NSIB. 

• The committee would provide a pathway for the private sector to provide input on its work. 

• Congress would include an annual reporting requirement from the committee, assessing 
the state of the U.S. NSIB and the government's efforts to protect it. 

• The committee should be chaired by the DOD and include representatives from other 
government agencies with equities related to national security innovation. Members 
should include the Departments of Commerce, State, and Treasury along with White House 
stakeholders such as the National Security Council, the Office of Science and Technology 
Policy, the Office of American Innovation, as well as other agencies as Congress deems 
appropriate. Representatives from the various agencies should be designated by the 
secretaries or agency heads but not below the under-secretary level. 

2. The USG should expand funding for R&D and proposals for non-DOD arms of the government—e.g., 
the Departments of Homeland Security, Energy, and Commerce—to ensure a strong U.S.-owned and 
U.S.-based manufacturing center in key sectors, such as semiconductors. 

Congress should authorize a new competitive grant program to fund basic research in areas 
important to 21st-century competition, such as Al, autonomy, quantum technology, or advanced 
computing. The grant program should be administered in coordination with the DOD to fill gaps in 
DOD funding. 
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3. While not sufficient to prevail in this competition, protecting American technology and intellectual 
property is a critical part of the U.S. approach. Efforts to secure the supply chain, such as the 
recent Executive Order securing the information and telecommunications supply chain, and rules 
establishing cyber protection standards will be an important part of arresting Chinese IP theft and 
countering one of their greatest strengths. Necessary, but not sufficient, steps include the following: 

• The U.S. government should establish, maintain, and publicly release a list of academic 
institutions and other organizations that have a history of improper technology transfer, 
IP theft, or cyber espionage, or that operate under the direction of the PIA or Chinese 
intelligence services. The government should ban individuals who are either members of 
the PLA or affiliated with one or more of the organizations on this list from obtaining an F 
visa or J visa to the United States. 

• The State Department should strengthen Security Advisory Opinions (SA0s) for visas where 
there is potential for the illegal transfer of sensitive or dual-use technology. These SA0s, 
commonly known as Visas Mantis, should include a presumption of denial for visa applicants 
flagged by the State Department as potentially problematic. 

The State Department should inform companies in critical technology areas when they are 
recruiting or hiring individuals whose visa applications are flagged as such. 

• The USG needs new tools to combat economic and industrial espionage. One such tool could 
be a new interagency committee and process to allow victims of IP theft to confidentially 
report and provide evidence to federal agencies to consider adverse action against foreign 
individuals and entities the government determines have unlawfully acquired IP from a U.S. 
person. 

4. The USG and universities should work together to protect the integrity of sensitive research 
projects—especially those funded by the DOD, the intelligence agencies, and the Department 
of Energy—including sharing best practices, bolstering university security protocols, and 
improving compliance. Cooperation and communication between the intelligence community, 
law enforcement, and universities on these issues also needs to be improved. This should include 
nonclassified projects that have security implications. 

• The DOD and the Intelligence Community fund unclassified but sensitive research projects 
at U.S. universities; however, they do not have good visibility on foreign participation in those 
projects. The USG should increase the required transparency of participants of this research, 
maintain a database of sensitive research projects, and develop a better understanding of 
foreign efforts to penetrate federally funded research projects. 

Universities should strongly consider policies that limit and ultimately reject funding from 
companies, such as Huawei and ZTE, that are closely linked to adversarial governments 
seeking to gain access to sensitive research. 

• Technology produced by companies banned from the Federal Entities List should not generally 
be used in university research, especially research funded by the federal government. 

5. The USG should pursue research partnerships with universities, similar to the existing programs 
with Purdue, MIT, and Georgia Tech, as a way to consolidate talent. By ensuring collaboration 
throughout the innovation process, sponsoring agencies can ensure efficient allocation of 
resources by preventing repetitive research while maximizing academic expertise. As part of these 
partnerships, the USG must clearly communicate the risk of espionage to universities. 

6. Major defense industry associations should create new mechanisms to engage technology companies 
that fall outside traditional defense industry but are critical to the NSIB in their membership 
structure 
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During the Cold War, the U.S. government often spearheaded innovation in advanced technology—
technology that, at least initially, lacked commercial application. That paradigm has reversed. Now, 
the private sector generates much of the innovation in sectors critical to the NSIB, especially given 
the dual-use applications of many commercial technologies. As the U.S. innovation system evolved, 
a gulf opened between the USG and the technology industries working in areas critical to economic 
and national security This divide is further exacerbated by cultural friction and the Pentagon's 
idiosyncratic, bureaucratic barriers to entry. Despite some success, the government has largely failed 
to develop a coherent innovation strategy to not only leverage high-tech developments but also 
stimulate them. 
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1. Washington has not yet fully adjusted to the new reality that national-security-relevant technologies 
are largely being driven by the commercial sector—not the USG, the DOD, or even the Aerospace 
and Defense (A&D) sector, as was true in the past. 

2. There is cultural dissonance between the tech-innovation community and the DOD-----but the divide 
is not as great as some believe, and it is reversible. Silicon Valley's most persistent concerns about 
working with the DOD relate to transparency and business practices. Commercial companies want 
to know how the government intends to use their technologies. As for business practices, if there is 
a viable and predictable government market for the technology with a relevant timeline, and the 
DOD has responsive contracting processes, capital and innovation will flow. 
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3. Although the federal government has made strides in bridging divides between the hubs of 
American innovation and Washington, DC, it has not been able fully to adapt its practices to promote 
or harness private-sector innovation. 

• Through programs such as the Defense Innovation Unit (DIU), the DOD has steered increased 
venture funding to dual-use companies. However, the DOD tends to focus on early-stage 
investment at the expense of mid- and late-stage investment that can enable start-ups to scale 
and become significant market players. 

• Beyond initial strides in narrow circumstances, the government has not shown a willingness 
to provide major contracts to nontraditional players. DIU remains a small element of the 
ecosystem, and the DOD lacks experience in integrating commercial products into its 
programs of record. The coin of the realm for integrating dual-use companies into the DOD 
ecosystem is a large program of record. 

• The DOD does not yet possess a sufficiently stable presence in Silicon Valley or approach to 
technology transition from strong venture and private capital-backed innovation ecosystems. 

• The USG needs to better understand how commercial technology companies are funded 
and incentivized, then create a structure that will motivate them to innovate and adapt 
technology to national security needs. That will require the DOD and other agencies to 
adapt to a culture that is vastly different from the traditional prime defense contractors. 
The primes will continue to play an important role, but commercial technology companies 
will be essential—and they have vastly different expectations in terms of speed, return on 
investment, and markets. 

4. Private-sector companies are eager for government assistance in securing the building blocks 
of innovation, such as ensuring access to an adequate semiconductor supply chain, as well as 
in identifying and combatting internal and external foreign espionage. However, they are often 
unwilling to accept the associated government oversight that the law and regulations impose on 
government contractors. They would likely be more willing if the law and regulations were more 
transparent and easier to understand and follow. 

S. With the rest of the world now gaining access to critical technologies at the same time as the United 
States, a key factor in technological competition is the speed with which a country can integrate 
path-breaking technologies into its defense systems, as well as the creativity with which it applies 
those systems. 

6. USG policies and investment priorities cannot rely on private-sector innovation to deliver basic 
and applied research and early-stage development projects. Commercial development of Al is the 
exception and not the rule. Military-relevant technologies will continue to require R&D funding to 
advance needs that commercial markets will not address. 
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7. The private sector's decision to fund large, long-horizon investments in R&D requires a strong 
intellectual property system—not just to protect IP but also to attract early-stage capital, ensure 
return on investment, and encourage follow-on innovation. A stronger patent system, along with 
the willingness to enforce licensing, will allow U.S. companies to continue to lead on innovation. 
That approach also plays to the competitive strengths of our system vis-à-vis China's. In recent 
years, efforts to weaken the U.S. patent system have diminished the ability of companies to gain 
and protect patents for their technologies, undercutting incentives for R&D investments and 
undermining innovation efforts. 

8. Congress should adopt a more risk-tolerant mind-set regarding investments in national-security 
innovation. If political leaders want breakthrough innovation, they must show a willingness to 
accept failures. An NSIB that never fails is an NSIB that is not experimenting enough. 

9. The congressional budget cycle is too long, and that can hamper development of critical technologies 
in a heated competition. New program starts are generally not allowed "out of budget cycle" to 
give Congress time to exercise its oversight responsibilities—but awaiting the completion of a full 
budget cycle might take 18 months or more, depending on when a new idea emerges. 

10. Policymakers can encourage sought-after innovation by establishing clear criteria, signaling it 
to the commercial sector, and demonstrating the existence of a marketplace through adequate 
purchasing levels. Additionally, necessary trust must he built where promised procurements and 
timelines can withstand leadership and administration transitions. 

Recommendations: 

1. The DOD should implement a variety of reforms to the way it does business, with the goal of 
acculturating its technology acquisition to the more risk-positive nature of the NSIB and driving 
incentives for private-sector actors to participate more purposefully and robustly in the NSIB. 

The DOD should make use of its alternative acquisition pathways to award contracts as part 
of programs of record to companies to ensure a sustainable funding profile. Although one-
off R&D funding has a role to play in the innovation ecosystem, it alone will not adequately 
integrate new technologies into military platforms, nor will it give investors confidence that 
there is a real market to justify later-stage venture investment. 

• The DOD should measure progress in contracts awarded, total dollars awarded, and speed of 
procurement, focusing on writing fewer, larger checks both as a way to leverage key emerging 
technologies and as a signal to investors. 

• The DOD should overhaul software acquisitions to move away from requirements lists to 
iterative capabilities and maximize the use of commercial standards for interoperability. 

• The A&D sector should be incentivized to increase its investment in dual-use companies. Unlike 
other large industries, the A&D sector has traditionally not been a leader in corporate venture 
investing. A&D companies can benefit from placing "bets" on innovative start-ups, deliver 
much-needed capital during later-stage venture rounds, and help companies overcome the 
USC harriers to entry—but they need to be encouraged by the government to do so. The DOD 
should open up fast-track and other preferred acquisition programs to A&D companies with 
strong venture programs. 

• Dual-use start-up and venture capital sectors should be more open to investment from 
"strategics." Waiting for the DOD to place big bets on new entrants should not be the only 
path toward integrating start-ups. 
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• Programs such as DIU, Defense Digital Service (DDS), and Hacking for Defense (H4D) should 
serve as models for ways to remove obstacles to collaboration between the USG and business 
and academic components of the NSIB. 

2. Congress should redefine a "new start," with innovation in mind to "fast track" exciting new 
technological opportunities within the congressional budget cycle. The authorizing committees 
should make a special effort to identify projects that must start on an expedited basis and flag the 
appropriations committees about the importance of permitting such programs out of cycle. 

3. DIU rotations in innovation centers should be longer, allowing DOD representatives in Silicon 
Valley and other technology innovation hubs more time to establish the relationships and social 
networks that are necessary for long-term success. The DIU should also continue to hire from those 
ecosystems with rapid hiring authorities. 

4. Congress should provide sustained, predictable, increased funding for the DIU, including fully 
funding its National Security Innovation Capital fund. 

5. The USG should reverse recent efforts to diminish the strength of the U.S. intellectual property 
system, providing companies with clear pathways to obtain patents and offering the predictability, 
certainty, and enforceability necessary to inventive endeavors. 

Changes in federal law could also better enable the private sector to recoup financial losses resulting 
from IP theft. Congress should consider amending the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act to include 
a long-arm statute establishing U.S. jurisdiction over Chinese firms operating in the United States. 

6. Congress should establish a more generous R&D tax credit, increasing the "Alternative Simplified 
Credit" above the current 14 percent, to incentivize investment in the crucial, early-stage basic and 
applied research likely to drive innovations key to the NSIB. 

The current U.S. R&D tax credit is much more limited than those of U.S. competitors and ranks only 
25th among the 35 member-states of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD). 

7. The USG must ensure that companies under the direction of the Chinese Communist Party do not 
obtain a near-monopoly on SG wireless technology. Congress should codify the Executive Order 
on domestic telecommunication supply chain security and consider enshrining Huawei's position 
on the Commerce Department's entity list. Ensuring American technological leadership should 
be the guidepost of any actions in this regard. The administration should, therefore, clarify that 
interaction with listed entities in international standard-setting bodies is permissible. 

Winning the race for 5G means doing more than playing defense. The United States must help 
support non-Huawei 5G bids abroad in concert with like-minded allies. One option could be 
a SG Development Fund that would extend lines of credit, similar to the BUILD Act, to strategic 
partners seeking to develop SG wireless networks. The United States does not have to block Huawei 
everywhere abroad, but it must ensure there is a large-enough market for non-Huawei equipment 
to keep Western-aligned competitors in business. 
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Two Success Stories: DDS and H4D 

The Task Force was particularly impressed with two programs working to harness tech innovation—
and innovators—to solve problems: the Defense Digital Service and Hacking for Defense. The former 
approaches the problem from the inside out; the latter from the outside in. Both programs are shaking 
up the DOD enterprise by: 

• Reinterpreting and reimagining mission challenges in useful ways; 

• Bringing the best civilian tech talent to bear on behalf of national security; 

• Breaking down cultural barriers, pulling the tech and defense worlds together, and creating a 
recruitment pool of tech talent for the future; 

• Leveraging the knowledge of private tech leaders to seek out the best problem solvers for 
particular challenges; 

• Introducing the DOD to other parts of the NSIB ecosystem (e.g., the academy, tech entrepreneurs); 

• Acclimating our warfighters to thinking from a tech point of view about solving problems; and 

• Blazing the trail in navigating existing DOD processes to bring new innovation and energy to 
the department. 

While scaling such programs will prove difficult it is important to acknowledge the successes of 
programs already tackling the problems we want the NSIB to solve. Programs like these, which operate 
at the grassroots level, are the best way to coordinate the NSIB ecosystem without straitjacketing its 
independence and dynamism. 

MEW' 

....... 
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As much as emerging technologies will define future conflict, the war for talent will likely play the 
central role in the outcome of long-term technological competition. The NSIB struggles to attract, 
recruit, and retain a workforce willing and able to tackle tough challenges and find innovative 
solutions. Universities are confronting a dearth in American talent generation and retention, and 
much of that shortfall is filled with foreign students, a large share of them from China. 

The ability of American universities to attract foreign students and scholars has many benefits, 
including spurring innovation, but the United States must do more to develop and retain the human 
capital it produces. Currently, the majority of foreign students who obtain masters and doctorate 
degrees from U.S. universities return home instead of entering the U.S. workforce. Private-sector 
companies working with the USG face a lack of workforce talent eligible for government clearances 
to work on national security projects. The government, meanwhile, struggles to attract and retain 
computer engineering and software talent, as well as to develop such talent internally. The effect is a 
brain drain that is working against our national interest—the opposite of the one we benefited from 
in the 20th century. 
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Figure 3 

1. Unlike its reaction after the "Sputnik moment," the USG now seems content to let market forces 
determine the pull for national technical talent. These forces are unlikely to be sufficient in the 
face of a Chinese national plan to grow the talent pool necessary for a concerted technological 
competition. 

2. Universities are struggling to build and maintain the talent pipeline critical to sustaining the NSIB. 
Universities rely on foreign students, a large fraction of which are Chinese, to field graduate-level 
engineering programs. Some 80 percent of graduate students in technical fields like engineering 
and computer science are foreign nationals.14
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Computer Science Enrollment in LS. Universities, 1995-2015 
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This talent gap is partially due to the fact that private-sector companies attract American students 
graduating from bachelor's programs with lucrative salaries and immediate offers of employment 
following graduation, causing them to forgo graduate degrees. 

3. There is a huge diversity gap in STEM—and, even more significantly, among patent holders. This 
is also an opportunity to focus on leveraging presently untapped talent into technical fields for 
advanced degrees and R&D. 

4. U.S. immigration policies further impede the war for talent, often requiring foreign students 
graduating with high-demand technical degrees to return to their home countries rather than 
providing pathways for them to stay and contribute to the U.S. NSIB. 

S. Chinese students, in particular, are pursuing technical degrees in far greater numbers than 
American students, both at home and abroad—and most of those who earn degrees abroad are 
returning to China afterward for employrnent.15

6. Although some national-security-related research and development does require doctoral-level 
education, much does not. Targeted investments and incentives that are aligned with desired 
educational end-states can all contribute to improvements in the NSIB workforce. 

7. Initiatives such as the Defense Digital Service succeed by providing flexible pathways for government 
service doing meaningful work, and they offer an opportunity for augmenting the government 
NSIB workforce. 

8. The DOD does not sufficiently value the potential contributions of software engineers, with few, 
if any, software engineers having authority to act and maneuver on critical issues within the 
department. Outside of DDS, there are limited opportunities for software engineers to perform 
meaningful work. They are often relegated to Cyber Command, where they cannot develop software 
and often face long wait times for security clearances. 
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Recommendations: 

1. Congress should authorize the creation of a new national civilian "STEM Corps" modeled after the 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps and the National Guard. Students would he selected through a 
competitive process to receive full tuition to attend public universities and study specified disciplines 
related to national security technology. In return for accepting the scholarship, graduates would 
commit to spending several years serving in either the "active" or "reserve" STEM Corps, working 
within a component of the NSIB ecosystem. 

The "active" component of the STEM Corps would include graduates working full-time in designated 
government and DOD billets. The "reserve" component would work two days each month and 14 
days each summer with government agencies or DOD offices. The reserves would provide flexible, 
short-term pathways of service for those working in the private sector. 

2. Congress should create a "National Security Innovation Base Visa" that would encourage 
appropriately vetted, highly skilled workers to come to the United States or foreign national students 
graduating with relevant degrees to stay in the United States. This approach would incentivize 
them to contribute their education and talents to the long-term benefit of the NSIB. 

The NSIB Visa should target relevant fields, such as Al, automation, cybersecurity, and various dual-
use technologies. It could be used to draw global talent to work across the sectors of the NSIB 
ecosystem—from private companies and university faculties to the Departments of Defense and 
Energy—with appropriate but expedited vetting of applicants pursuant to the level of clearance 
needed for particular positions. 

3. Congress and the Executive Branch should pursue incentives for introducing computer literacy 
and coding training at early stages of education. Congress should increase financial incentives for 
industry to champion early STEM education programs. 

Military bases should increase community outreach programs to students in cybersecurity, 
computer science, and STEM to encourage participation in internship opportunities with the 
services, exposing talented students to the mission of the DOD. Currently, outreach programs at 
bases vary, and additional outreach would be mutually beneficial for the military and students. 

4. In addition to expanding programs such as DDS and the DOD public-private talent exchange 
program, which promote relatively brief rotations in and out of government, the USG and the 
private sector should create longer-term, flexible-pathway programs allowing participants to move 
between public service and the private sector. Over time, rotating people through meaningful 
assignments will create the kind of personal relationships and cultural awareness that draws the 
whole ecosystem together without the kind of top-down coercion that inhibits creativity. 

The DDS should provide an annual briefing to Congress to provide recommendations for navigating 
the system of hiring computer scientists, as well as mitigating educational and structural IT 
challenges within the DOD. 

S. The USG should maintain security clearances for cleared individuals transitioning from government 
to the innovation sector to help ease their return to government service, either full-time or part-
time, later in their careers. 

6. The USG should evaluate whether security clearance holders should, upon leaving government 
service, be able to work at companies like Huawei or Kaspersky, which are financially backed by 
adversarial governments. 
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7. The military services and Cyber Command should be given authority to structure special 
recruitment packages with maximum flexibility on length of service, training requirements, rank, 
and compensation for personnel with high-value technical skills. While the DOD may never be 
able to compete with the private sector on compensation alone, flexibility to waive employment 
requirements, including clearances, will help—along with creating more awareness of the value of 
meaningful public service. 

8. The DOD should prioritize developing career paths for active-duty military computer scientists and 
software engineers to ensure they are able to continue advancing in rank throughout their military 
service. 

The ongoing global technological competition is largely between democratic and authoritarian 
states, whose exploitation of technology reflects their own values. The United States does not possess 
a monopoly on ideas, technology, or talent. The United States needs to partner with its allies on 
innovation just as it does on collective security; those pannerships will be force-multipliers for the 
NSIB. The value chain for the technologies critical to the NSIB is inherently global—and strengthening 
the U.S. NSIB will require incentivizing and leveraging commercial technology not just in the United 
States but also among its trusted allies and partners. One way to offset China's increasing military-
civil fusion is to access and exploit global commercial research and development. The United States 
already possesses a legal and regulatory structure to facilitate cooperation on innovation among 
its closest allies. The National Technology and Industrial Base (NTIB), which includes Canada, the 
United Kingdom, and Australia, mandates that the DOD seek to integrate the industrial bases among 
these nations.16 Expanding the functionality of the NTIB and exploring supplementary policies and 
regulations are critical steps in strengthening the NSIB. 

The Cost of Compliance 

The Task Force learned that businesses in the United Kingdom—one of our closest allies—spend more 
than MO million each year just to navigate the compliance obligations of doing business with the 
United States, particularly with trade controls. That equates to roughly 1 percent of the UK's annual 
defense budget. 

Although we recognize the importance of responsible acquisition and trade policy, this imbalance 
can harm U.S. and allied readiness. Our allies' spending on compliance should shift to spending on 
capa.city and capability. 

Findings: 

1. Shifting from a mind-set of U.S. technological dominance—in which America generates breakthrough 
innovation and parcels it out carefully as needed to a mind-set of U.S.-led cooperation with its allies 
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on leveraging commercial innovation will require a cultural shift. That shift will depend on 
recognizing the nature of the competition. It will also depend on viewing technology and capability 
transfers not just as security risks but also as potential assets. 

2. As China continues to grow and implement its fusion strategy, the United States will need to leverage 
alliances and partnerships to compete over the long term. Allied contributions have been brought 
to bear in the military arena (e.g., through NATO and Major Non-NATO Allies), and policymakers 
must determine how to utilize it in the broader NSIB context, as well. 

Washington and its close allies and partners collectively boast one of the strongest and most 
innovative markets in the world. Greater integration will expand access to friendly nations' 
contributions, and thereby empower the NSIB. 

3. Any reform initiatives, whether in the United States or abroad, will face significant bureaucratic 
challenges. Countries have strong reasons to support their domestic industries and to protect their 
sensitive innovations. 

4. The USG has also rightly raised concerns about sources of trusted foreign capital and controlling 
investments in critical technologies. The USG recently enacted the Foreign Investment Risk Review 
Modernization Act (FIRRMA), which transformed the jurisdiction, authority, and operation of the 
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) to address these and related concerns. 

5. The NTIB model has inherent potential strengths, and an expanded NTIB can strengthen the U.S. 
innovation base. 

• According to a recent analysis, the NTIB "offers the opportunity to immediately add 40 
percent in capacity to the U.S. industrial base" by providing "additional scale and [tilling] 
some of the manufacturing holes that currently exist."" 

• The countries within the NTIB are close allies. All are part of the Five Eyes intelligence-sharing 
alliance, and all but Australia are members of NATO. They boast dynamic economies and 
robust commercial innovation bases. Existing efforts to integrate their innovation bases, 
such as NTIB and the International Traffic in Arms (ITAR) exemptions granted to Canada, 
have streamlined some areas of cooperation and technology sharing. NTIB countries are 
pursuing further means of collaboration. Further exemptions beyond the current limited 
Canadian exemption would allow for collaboration without the fear that ITAR will be 
attached to each instance of U.S. participation. 

6. Much of the technological development critical to the NSIB is occurring within but also beyond 
NTIB nations. U.S. allies are pursuing significant R&D in specialized areas, from Al and cyber to 
space and anti-access area denial. The principle of comparative advantage offers a road map to 
thoughtful and effective collaboration. 

• NATO remains a foundational military alliance and represents an important forum for NSIB 
cooperation as well. 

• Key partners both inside and outside NATO, including Norway, Israel, Sweden, South 
Korea, and Japan, have all made substantial gains in specialized technologies. However, in 
some cases, they hesitate or struggle to cooperate with the United States due to its onerous 
regulatory and licensing system that leaves them feeling unwelcome as partners in our 
defense ecosystem. 

7. The U.S. export-control system, a legacy of the Cold War, limits the industrial and commercial base 
available to the USG, discourages allied governments and commercial entities from accessing the 
American marketplace, and hinders cross-border collaboration among scientists and engineers. 
In effect, U.S. export controls impose burdensome restrictions on technologies widely available to 
American adversaries while dis-incentivizing R&D and commercial-market cooperation with allies. 
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Recommendations: 

1. Congress should authorize a new international framework—the "Partnership for a Strong Innovation 
Base"—to allow the NSIB to capitalize on the capabilities of the United States' most trusted allies. 
The framework should be designed to give the United States access to cutting-edge technology from 
close allies and to encourage those countries to make robust investments in military capabilities to 
enhance the common defense. 

The partnership should allow trusted allies and partners to benefit from a regulatory fast 
track for their key investments. The regulatory approach for these investments and partners 
should be one of presumptive openness. Burdensome acquisition rules and trade controls 
should apply only when specifically required. 

Congress should shape priorities for areas of cooperation based on the needs of U.S. national 
security where international cooperation has some precedent and offers key advantages. 

• Eligibility for accession to the partnership should be based on key criteria, including 

• the record of commitment to investment in national defense as defined by the level 
of spending on national defense and defense-related infrastructure; 

• the level of investment and cooperation with the United States, particularly within the 
U.S. defense industrial base; 

• the value to military interoperability; 

• the country's degree of defense and security cooperation with the United States; and 

• the existence and extent of existing security agreements and reciprocal defense 
agreements. 

• Consistent with the need to safeguard U.S. national security, certain laws—including foreign 
investment and industrial security—could be applied in a more discerning way, rather 
than being waived altogether. For example, partnership benefits could include favorable 
presumptions or prioritized reviews, building on provisions of law that grant favorable 
treatment to NTIB members. 

2. The United States should sharpen and focus existing authorities to enable U.S. companies and the 
USG to leverage opportunities generated by companies in allied nations. 

• As an initial matter, Congress should consider applying the Canadian ITAR exemption to 
Australia and the United Kingdom as part of the NTIB integration process. 

• It should also broaden that exemption to apply to a greater range of technologies, since 
the current exemption excludes certain critical technologies, such as cybersecurity. Such 
measures would allow innovative technologies and defense materials to move across NTIB 
borders without licenses, creating a zone of enhanced collaboration for key technologies. 

3. Congress should streamline technological exchange by making program-wide licenses available, 
such that companies and governments need not seek individual licenses for each component part of 
a particular technology or at each stage of project development. A coordinated, strategic framework 
for R&D cooperation would allow U.S. allies to drive innovation toward common goals. 

4. As it considers how to strengthen the NTIB and expand partnerships with other nations, the USG 
must also consider the kinds of technologies to prioritize, and with whom. 
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• High-priority technologies could include Al; space; cyber; quantum; integrated intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISM; autonomous systems; and hypersonic technologies. 
By focusing on particular areas of cooperation, policymakers should identify the specific 
expertise allies and partners have to offer and create special mechanisms to facilitate 
cooperation in those areas while avoiding a costly and time-consuming attempt to engage in 
wholesale export control and acquisition reform. 

The United States and its allies can also consider how to pool their resources to incentivize 
NSIB innovation. The Five Eyes nations could launch a "Five Eyes Grand Challenge," modeled 
after DARPA's highly successful series. The challenge would be open to engineering teams and 
entrepreneurs from all five countries and focus on developing solutions to a common military 
operational problem.,8

5. The U.S. intelligence community should work toward more transparency with allies, such as the 
Five Eyes—particularly when it comes to creating standards and norms. Not only would this reduce 
the barriers on sharing technology and working on projects as a coalition, it would also strengthen 
offensive deterrence capabilities. Instead of hoping our allies continue to trust our method of 
attribution of cyberattacks, working in conjunction with them will provide greater gravity in an 

An ascendant, technologically advanced China poses a threat not just to U.S. security but also to the 
values of freedom and democracy that have shaped the world for more than a half century. 

The contest for innovation between the United States and China will turn largely on which system 
innovates more effectively over time. If it is the Chinese system, then China may unseat America as 
the primary global power, supplant the technological dominance of the United States and its allies, 
and reshape the world in its authoritarian image. That need not and should not be the result—but 
preventing it will require swift and decisive action to strengthen the National Security Innovation 
Base. 

Rolling back Chinese high-tech authoritarian ambitions will require a strong, dynamic, cohesive, and 
secure NSIB. Though the American private sector has delivered transformational technologies in the 
past, today's NSIB will be incapable, in its current state, of producing the national security innovations 
needed for the United States to outcompete China. To respond to China's technological challenge, 
enhance the American way of life, and protect the national security, the NSIB ecosystem must produce 
cutting-edge technologies more often and more reliably than China's centralized, government-led 
innovation system. 

Our strategy should be confident, opportunistic, and entrepreneurial—but also clear-eyed and 
pragmatic. Closer collaboration and coordination among the groups that comprise the NSIB is vital, as 
is building the pipeline of talented minds dedicated to sharpening America's innovative edge. Leaders 
must work to eliminate the cultural disconnect and distrust between the public and private sectors. 
The recommendations in this report provide a path to countering China and its existential threat to 
U.S. national interests, global stability, and our way of life. 

The Task Force calls on all Americans and allies of freedom to take from this report a sense of urgency. 
The United States, and its partners around the world, have huge reservoirs of strength and invention 
that, taken together, are more than sufficient to decide the outcome---if the leaders of our innovation 
ecosystem will work together to harness the power of technology in the service of a free and peaceful 
world. 
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To: ZhengnicNi[d.zheng@wh.iov.cn] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Grimaldo, Miguel A.[magrimal©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 6/10/2019 4:07:49 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Re:RE: Re:Chinese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

Dear Dasheng, 

It's nice to hear from you again and to learn of your continued interest in working with us here at the GNL. I am happy to prepare a 
letter of invitation for your proposed visit, but it would be useful to understand a bit more as to the purpose of your stay here. Do 
you envision conducting a research study, and if so, what is the topic? If you are only seeking additional training in biosafety, 
biosecurity and building operations, that would be easier to accomplish, although the support we enjoyed previously that allowed 
us to provide biosafety training at no cost to users is no longer available and we now have a fee for the training. It would also be 
useful to learn the most convenient dates from your perspective for a visit. 

I look forward to hearing back from you will additional details. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: ZhenggMt <d.zheng@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 05, 2019 8:43 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Mendoza, Imelda <imendoza@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re:RE: Re:Chinese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Prof LeDuc, 

May I ask for a favor from you to write an invitation letter with the same purpose as previous one so that I could seek another 
funding for longer stay at your academia? 

You have always been appreciated greatly to provide opportunities for academic exchanges. Hopefully I could do something in 
return. 

Best Wishes, 

Dasheng 

ZHENG Dasheng, PhD 

National Biosafety Laboratory 
Institute of Virology 
Wuhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Hubei 430071, P.R.China. 
Tel: +86-27-5186-1004 Fax: +86-27-5186-1006 
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Mob: +86-135 1729 0969 

At 2015-04-01 21:43:13, "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Dr Zheng, 

Thank you for the update, and best of luck as you continue to seek funding for your scholarship. 

With best regards, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
jwleduc@utmb.edu 

From: dsn.zheng(a163.com [mailto:dsn.zheng0163.com] On Behalf Of d.zheng©whjov.cn 
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2015 9:36 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: Mendoza, Imelda; Bente, Dennis A.; Xia, Han 
Subject: Re:Chinese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

Dear Dr. James LeDuc, 

Thank you for inviting me to the GNL in writing the invitation letter which provides opportunity of visit and study at your 

honored laboratory. Unfortunately I havenot gotten any acceptance news from the Chinese Scholarship Committee after the 

scheduled admission deadline. I am afraid I have to look for other funding resources. 

Best Wishes, 

Dasheng 

Zheng, Dasheng PhD 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Wuhan, P.R.China. 

Tel: 86-27-5186 1004 

Mobile: 86-135 1729 0969 

Email: d.zhengawhiov.cn
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At 2014-11-26 10:44:53, "Bente, Dennis A." <dabente@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 
- 0,4UIPIL4_ 
Dear Dasheng, 

Han translated the requirements for me and we are happy to write an invitation letter for you. I talked to Dr. Le Due, director of 

the Galveston National Laboratory, and he agreed to write a letter for you. I copied him on this email. Dr. Le Duc will also involve 

our building engineer, Miguel Grimaldo, in the process of planning your visit. 

Best wishes, 

Dennis 

From: dsn.zheng0163.com [mailto:dsn.zheng0163.com] On Behalf Of d.zheng©wh.iov.cn 

Sent: Saturday, November 22, 2014 1:46 AM 

To: Bente, Dennis A. 

Cc: Xia, Han 

Subject: Re:RE: Nice to meet you at Wuhan 

Hi Den, 

At this moment I have a chance to apply for some fund to support my idea to UTMB from the China Scholarship Committee. 

May I ask for your help in writing an invitation letter as a prerequisite for this fund? The webpage (in Chinese only) of this fund 

is as follow: 

http://www.csc.edu.cn/Chuguo/43988dd354584badbeb2faf380d99859.shtml 

Could Han do a little interpretation so as to make sure what we need to do? According to the Item 14 of the fund bidding 

approach shown in the webpage, the applicant should have an invitation from abroad in advance. 

In my proposal of visit to your lab, I shall accept trainings in high BSL laboratories at first; then, conduct experiments for 

some time, which is the solid work of this visit; and, last but the most important part, have lessons in biosafety management 

of GNL, playing as one reason for the fund. You might have better plans. Anyway I will follow your steps since I'm a trainee. 

Your assistance would be appreciated greatly. 

Best Regards, 

Dasheng 

Zheng, Dasheng 
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Wuhan Institute of Virology 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Mid 44, Wuchang Xiaohongshan 

Wuhan 430071, P.R.China. 

Mobile: 86-13517290969 

Email: dsn.zhencia,163.com
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To: ZhengniCtt[d.zheng©wh.iov.cn] 
Cc: Yuan Zhiming[yzm@wh.iov.cn] 
Bcc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 10/2/2019 10:26:25 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Re:RE: Re:RE: Re:Chinese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

Dear Dasheng, 

Thank you for your recent note. At present, we have very limited opportunities for training of international partners due to budget 
restrictions. If you can give me some additional information regarding the training you are requesting and how that will contribute 
to your position at the National Biosafety Laboratory in Wuhan, perhaps we can find a way forward. It will be important for your 
training to be seen as part of the overall collaborations we have in place between the GNL and the National Biosafety Laboratory, 
so the endorsement of your proposed training by Zhiming Yuan will be essential. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Zhengnictt[d.zheng©wh.iov.cn] 
Cc: Yuan Zhiming[yzm©whiov.cn]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Wed 10/16/2019 11:49:35 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Re:RE: Re:RE: Re:RE: Re:Chinese Scholarship to Visit UTMB 

Dear Dasheng, 

As I tried to explain in my earlier message of 2 Oct 2019, I need additional information on the objective of your training and how it 
will contribute to your position in Wuhan and our ongoing collaborations. I cannot commit to a one year visit without knowing 
what the expectations will be for your fellowship. Pei-Yong Shi will be in Wuhan soon and I suggest that you meet with him and 
Zhiming Yuan to discuss how your fellowship will build on our ongoing work together. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Yuan Zhiming[yzm@wh.iov.cn] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDue, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 3/20/2020 2:40:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: 1=IM: Vox article 

Dear Zhiming, 

Thank you for your kinds words and your heroic efforts to control the epidemic in Wuhan. Your success is an inspiration to all of us 
as we work to halt transmission here in the USA and in other countries. We are just at the start of the explosion of cases in our 
region and we expect that over the next few weeks we will see very high numbers of cases requiring hospitalization and ICU 
support. We are preparing as best we can, but as you know well the challenges will be substantial. 

Pei Yong and his team continue to make remarkable progress on different aspects of study and it would be excellent if we could 
identify areas for collaborations. 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Yuan Zhiming <yzm@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 1:33 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: El : Vox article 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim 
I am sincerely hope everything goes well with you and your family! 
The 2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) outbreak is a major challenge for global public health security. Infection with 
SARS-CoV-2 has been associated with serious acute respiratory distress syndrome with large number of patients' 
hospitalization and relatively high mortality. We had a very hard time in combating the infection in Wuhan, the epicenter of 
the COVID-19 in China, and now we can see the situation goes in good direction, with no reported confirmed case, no 
reported suspected case in last two days here. 
My colleagues and I, have been working on characterization of pathogens, antiviral screen, vaccine development, animal 
modeling since the early January this year, and some progresses have been made. I hope our understanding of the virus and 
the technology could be valuable in the global fighting to the virus. 
As I can see from the media, the virus is spreading in your country, and more people are infected during the last days, and 
the situation worries me a lot. I am confident that we could finally curb the spreading of the virus with our joint effort, and 
our life will return back to the normal soon. I do not know what I can do in the special moment and I hope you could 
protect you and your family. 
Best regards 

Zhiming 
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Yuan Zhiming, Ph. D. 
Professor of Wuhan Institute of Virology 
President of Wuhan Branch 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Wuhan 430071, China 
Tel: 86-27-87198195(0) 
86-27-87197242(L) 
Fax: 86-27-87199480 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Date: 2020-03-05 22:50 
To: Yuan Zhiminq; zlshi 
CC: Shi, Pei yonq 
Subject: Vox article 
Dear Zhiming and Zhengli, 

I hope you are both well during this very difficult time. 

The link below is to an article just published that may be of interest to you. 

With all good wishes for your personal health and safety as we all work together to control the new virus. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2020 8:49 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
The story went up today. Thanks so much for your help with it, and let me know if you see any inaccuracies to 
fix or updates I should make. 
Very best, and hope to stay in touch, 
Eliza 
https ://www.vox. com/2020/3/4/2 11 5 660 7/how-did-the-coronavirus-get-started-china-wuhan-lab 

On Fri, Feb 28, 2020 at 3:06 PM Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.com> wrote: 
Sure, will do. 

On Feb 28, 2020, at 12:16 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 
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Better to call after about 4 pm CT. We're kinda busy... 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.cam>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:07 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Keusch, Gerald T<keusch@bu.edu>
Subject: Re: Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for the connection, Jerry. 
And thanks so much for the quick response, Jim. I will give you a call in about an hour. 
Best, 
Eliza 

On Fri, Feb 28, 2020 at 10:50 AM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 
Hi Jerry, 

Thanks for the introduction and happy to meet you, Eliza. I'm happy to chat about this 
issue at your convenience. My direct office line is 409-266-6516. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Keusch, Gerald T <1<ctisch ui> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:48 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Eliza Barclay <eliza.barclay@vox.com>
Subject: Wuhan 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you reconi/e the sender and know the content is sale. 

Hi Jim, 

I was talking to Eliza Barclay from Vox (copied above) who was referred to me by our 
friend Peter Daszak. Eliza is working on a story to address the various conspiracy 
theories being bandied about on the origin of the Covid19 virus. One of the issues, of 
course, was the Wuhan laboratory as a source — whether accidental or deliberate — and the 
questions being raised about it biosecurity and biosafety protocols. I said that I was 
absolutely confident that they had proper protocols and trained people in place, in part 
because I am was aware that GNL had connections with that lab, had trained many of 
their staff, and that you have been there. 
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Eliza will follow up and if you have the time she would like to talk with you. She is trying 
to gather the scientific argument and be able to translate it for a general audience to be 
able to distinguish between evidence and conspiracy. 

Hope all is well. 

Jerry 

Gerald T. Keusch, M.D. 
Professor of Medicine and International Health 
Boston University School of Medicine 
Associate Director, National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories 
620 Albany Street 
Boston, MA 02118 

Eliza Barclay • Science Editor 

<—WRD363.jpg> 

Follow Vox on Twitter • Instagram • Facebook 
- 

Eliza Barclay • Science Editor 

Follow Vox on Twitter • Instagram • Facebook 
- 
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To: Yuan Zhiming[yzm@wh.iov.cn] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 11/25/2019 3:42:54 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject draft manuscript 
BSL4 Wuhan Manuscript-20191107 track-jwl comments Nov19.docx 

Hi Zhiming, 

Sorry for the delay in responding to your request for comments on your draft manuscript. I finally had a chance to review it and my 
comments are attached. I think the paper is nicely written and will be of interest to readers following the development of 
biocontainment labs in China. You have done a good job in recording capabilities, and you may wish to expand a bit more by 
mentioning the maximum number of small or large (non-human primates) you are able to manage at a single time in the facility. 
We are frequently asked these questions, and most product developers want sufficiently large single studies to have statistical 
significance, so many of our larger studies involve about 20 NHP. There may be good reasons not to quantify your capabilities as 
well, which I fully understand. 

You rightly credit the collaborations with the French in building the laboratory; however, if your goal is to have a truly international 
impact, you may wish to broaden comments on potential collaboration/collaborators as mentioned in one comment. 

If I understand you correctly, you will be publishing the paper in your biosafety journal. If so, you may wish to expand your 
comments on your training efforts to prepare your staff to safely and securely work in the new facility. You may also wish to 
mention something about your security profile. As I recall, the entire campus has limited access with guards at entrances. You may 
wish to comment on other mechanisms in place to limit access to high-risk pathogens—card-key access to labs, security personnel, 
etc. You will not want to go into too much detail, but it might be appropriate, especially given the focus of your journal, to let 
readers know that security is an important aspect of your program. 

Very nicely done! Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 5/6/2019 11:42:19 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: Call Announcement - Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences 
Call Announcement.pdf.pdf 
Application Form.doc 

FYI—Looking for possible funders. Any suggestions would be very welcome! I spoke to NIH and sent them a similar note, but they 
do not have a relevant program in place at this time. 

Jim 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2019 11:41 AM 
To: Chris Park (parkch2@state.gov) <parkch2@state.gov> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FW: Call Announcement - Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences 

Hi Chris, 

As you know, we have been working closely with the Chinese maximum biocontainment laboratories to help instill best practices 
and ensure safe and secure operations in their newly build facilities. Much of our outreach has been facilitated by the U.S. National 
Academy of Sciences and through this we have organized a series of joint NAS-Chinese Academy of Sciences meetings, the most 
recent being in Harbin in January of this year. 

The BSL4 lab in Wuhan is now open and operational and they recently announced a funding opportunity sponsored by the CAS as 
summarized in the attached announcement, application form and note below. We have responded to this opportunity proposing 
joint studies to be conducted by a Chinese post-doctoral fellow who trained with us and will be returning to Wuhan later this year. 
He has worked in our BSL4 facilities on projects jointly developed and implemented, and we propose to continue this work under 
the new CAS initiative. 

Funding for the CAS project is limited to the Chinese side and we would like to identify a comparable opportunity to allow US-side 
support. Our ultimate goal is to have an arrangement where full collaborations are in place with each side funding their own 
expenses but working in true partnership with shared IP, publications and technical exchanges. Such an arrangement would clearly 
help ensure best biosafety and biosecurity practices, transparency and establish a model for future engagement. 

Is there a program in your shop that might entertain such a proposal for US-side funding? Any suggestions on other possible 
funding sources? We are not talking about a large dollar amount, but we feel strongly that this could be a very successful model for 
future engagement with China. 

Thanks, and best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: 3LUA <zhanghan@wh.iov.cn>
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Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 9:40 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <j_wleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Call Announcement - Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy 
of Sciences 

Dear Prof. LeDuc, 

Wuhan National Biosafety (P4) Laboratory of Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) has been put into operation 
recently. Relying on the major science and technology infrastructure, the Advanced Customer Cultivation Project initiated by 
Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS aims to cultivate national high-level biosafety talents, to output significant scientific and 
technological breakthroughs and achievements, and to promote the scientific and technological support capabilities for biosafety 
and public health. 

Now this project is open for application globally. Here we are writing to request your consideration to help to promote this 
project. If available, could you please review the call announcement and help to forward this notice to the relevant research 
fellows in your side? 

We welcome your potential application and thank you very much for your great support. 

project website : http://english.whiov.cas.m/Notice2016/201805420180518_192593.html 

With best wishes, 

ZHANG Han 
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Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

Call Announcement 

Relying on the major science and technology infrastructure, this project aims to 

cultivate national high-level biosafety talents, to output significant scientific and 

technological breakthroughs and achievements, and to promote the scientific and 

technological support capabilities for biosafety and public health. According to the 

scientific and technological development programs of China, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences (CAS) and Wuhan Institute of Virology (Wry), CAS, the Call 

Announcement of Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National 

Biosafety Laboratory, CAS is released. Please apply for the project accordingly. The 

specific contents are as below: 

I. Background 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS (hereinafter referred to as Wuhan 

P4 laboratory) mainly includes protective facilities and experimental equipments for 

researches on highly pathogenic pathogens. It is incorporated into the management of 

national major science and technology infrastructure. The project is guided by the 

principle of "P4 scientific and technological innovation" which means to conduct 

scientific experimental activities by utilizing Wuhan P4 laboratory or to conduct 

scientific researches on the biosafety level 4 (P4) pathogens. 

II. Management 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project is funded by CAS. The application, 

review, management and budget implementation are conducted according to 
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Measures of Academy-Level Scientific Research Projects of CAS and according to 

relevant measures of WIV, CAS. 

III. Qualification 

1. The project leader shall be professor or principal investigator with the doctoral 

degree. 

2. The project leader and team members shall be equipped with high-level 

research capability, solid research foundation and reliable time commitment. Team 

application is encouraged. 

3. To better cooperate and utilize resources of the sharing research platform, 

research team at home and abroad is encouraged to jointly apply with the research 

group from WIV, CAS. 

IV. Budget 

1. Funding 

The project application is globally oriented. The categories of the projects 

include general project and key project with the budget of RMB 250,000/project/year 

and RMB 500,000/project/year respectively while dynamic adjustment shall be made 

according to the total budget appropriated by CAS. 

2. Period 

(1) The implementation period of the project can be 1 to 3 years while the 

assessment period is 1 year. The project with excellence in the annual assessment can 

be further funded preferentially. 

(2) The budget will be implemented in WIV, CAS. The budget implementation 

period is 1 year. During the project execution, the project team shall accept the review 

and examination on task and budget implementation organized by WIV, CAS, and 

complies with the relevant measures of project prescribed by our institute. 

V. Guideline 
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1. Application 

(1) The applicant's organization should provide the opinions and agreement to 

the application while providing support for the project implementation. 

(2) The experimental activities on high-level pathogenic microorganism must be 

complied with relevant Chinese requirements on biosafety laboratory. At the 

meanwhile, the project members shall be experienced and the participating 

organization shall provide guarantee conditions. 

2. Approval 

(1) Under the guidance of Academic Committee of WIV, CAS, a review 

committee consisting of 7 to 9 experts shall be organized for Advanced Customer 

Project, which will include experts on microbiology, biosafety, ethics, animal 

experiments and P4 laboratory management. The review committee shall obey the 

avoidance principle. 

(2) The committee will conduct the proposal selection and after the opinion 

passed the review by WIV, CAS, results of project approval will be released publicly. 

3. Implementation and Assessment 

(1) The project leader assumes full responsibility for the Advanced Customer 

Cultivation Project. The project leader shall fulfill the responsibility as an organizer 

and shall take charge of the preparation of research plan and implementation scheme 

for this project and be responsible for the timely accomplishment of the project tasks. 

(2) Within 2 months before the end of budget implementation period/project 

conclusion, the project leader shall submit to WIV, CAS the annual assessment 

report/summary report for project conclusion and assessment. The review committee 

will organize the project conclusion and assessment, and submit the assessment 

opinions to WIV, CAS. A general report will be submitted to CAS. 

(3) The research achievements attained during the project implementation, 

including theses, monographs, patents, software and database etc. shall be marked 

with "Funded by Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of Wuhan National 

Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences". Any achievements unmarked 

will not be counted in the assessment. 
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V. Submission 

The applicant shall download the Application Form of Advanced Customer 

Cultivation Project of Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS, fill in the form 

according to the instruction, submit the paper version (including signature and 

organization seal) of the application form, the approval certificate of animal welfare 

and ethics, the guarantee certificate of research condition for high-level pathogens and 

the electronic version of the corresponding materials before June 18th, 2018 (subject 

to the posting time). The paper version of the materials shall be submitted in duplicate. 

The foreign applicant shall send the electronic version of the materials to 

zhanghan@wh.iov.cn, while the Chinese applicant shall sent the electronic materials 

to chendd@wh.iov.cn.

Address: 

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Room 105, No.3 Building 

No.44, Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan, Hubei, China 

Postcode: 430071 

Contact: +86-27-87197115 

Attachment: Application Form of Advanced Customer Cultivation Project of 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, CAS 

Wuhan Institute of Virology 

Chinese Academy of Sciences 

May 18th, 2018 
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Confidentiality level 

Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Advanced Customer Cultivation Project 

Application Form 

Project name: 

Project leader (Signature): 

Organizatio n: 

Phone numbe r: 

E-mail: 

Made by Scientific Research Office of Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Filled in on (dimly) 

[PAGE ] 
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Instruction for Form Filling 

I= 1 \* ROMAN I. Instruction for form filling 

1. The main body of the project application form consists of seven parts: "research background", "research 

contents", "technical route", "expected outcomes", "basic information of organization", "introduction of 

the leader and participants" and "budget". 

2. The content of application form will be taken as important basis for project review and the signing of 

assignment, therefore, each item of the application form must be true, complete, accurate and clarified. 

3. The application content of this project must obey the application requirements of the Advanced Customer 

Cultivation Project of Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS. 

4. The text of the application form shall be filled in by the 'Times New Roma" typeface in 12pt fonts. The 

text (includes the title) shall be written with a 1.5 times spacing. For all the items without any content to 

be filled in, please fill in "none". 

5. For name of organization, please fill in the full name which shall be consistent with that on the official 

seal of the organization. The paper print of application form shall be consistent with the electronic 

version filled in online. The paper print shall be signed by the project leader and the date of form filling 

shall be truthfully indicated. 

6. After the form is filled in completely, the applicant's organization shall review the truthfulness, 

completeness and effectiveness of the information filled in. 

1= 2 Ve ROMAN J. Instruction for application 

1. The applicant shall be responsible for the truthfulness and completeness of the application materials. 

2. All the application materials shall be submitted in duplicate in A4 book size in print (double page) or in 

regular script. 
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Basic Information 

Project name 

Type of project 
E Frontline of the fundamental E Major common key technology E Application 

demonstration research E Others 

Budget Total estimate: (RMB 10,000 yuan) 

Implementation period From (d/m/y) to (d/m/y) 

Assessment period From (dimly) to (dimly) 

Organization 

Name Nature 

Correspondence 

Address 
Code 

Project 

leader 

Name Sex Birthday 

Type of certificate Certificate No. 

Highest degree 

Title Duty 

Research 

group in 

WIV, CAS 

Principal Investigator 

(Signature) 

Person to 

contact 

(Signature) 

Project team 

Total 

number 
Senior Intermediate Junior 

Assistant 

personnel 
Post-doctor 

Doctor 

candidate 

Master 

candidate 

Leader and 

participants 

of the project 

Name Age Title 
Degree of 

educ ation 

Time 

Commitment 

(Months) 

Task Assignment Signature 

[PAGE ] 
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Text 

[ = 1 \* ROMAN ]. Research Background 

(within 300 characters) 

[ = 2 \* ROMAN ]. Research Contents 

(within 500 characters) 

[ = 3 \* ROMAN ]. Technical Route 

(within 500 characters) 

[ = 4 \* ROMAN ]. Expected Outcomes 

(within 200 characters) 

[ = 5 \* ROMAN ]. Basic Information of the Organization 

(within 200 characters) 

[ = 6 \* ROMAN ]. Introduction of Leader and Participants 

(within 300 characters) 

[PAGE ] 
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[ = 7 \* ROMAN 1. Budget 

Unit: RMB 10,000 yuan 

Budget Form of Project Expenditure 

Item Amount 
Detailed 

calculation 

I. Equipment 

(1) Equipment purchase 

(2) Trial-manufacture purchase 

(3) Equipment modification and rent 

2. Reagents and consumables 

3. Analysis 

4. Fuel and power 

5. Travel/meeting/international cooperation and exchanges 

6. Publication/literature/information dissemination/intellectual property 

7. Labor costs 

8. Expert consultation 

9. Other expenditure 

Total 

Note: Budget preparation and expenditure execution are conducted according to Measures of Academy-Level 

Scientific Research Projects of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

[PAGE ] 
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= 8 \* ROMAN ]. Review opinions of applicant's organization 

Organization (official seal) Principal (Signature) 

(dimly) 

= 9 \* ROMAN I. Opinions of the Review Committee 

Chairman of Committee (Signature) 

(dimly) 

= 10 \le ROMAN ]. Opinions of Wuhan Institute of Virology, CAS 

Director General (official seal) 

(dimly) 

[PAGE ] 
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To: George F GAO[gaof©im.ac.cn] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMEEDU]; Tseng, Chien-Te K[sktseng©UTMBEDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 1/16/2020 1:55:36 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject new Coronavirus 
Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise Le Duc-14Jan20.docx 
Lethal and nonlethal ACE2 transgenic mouse lineages 2009.pdf 

Hi George, 

Congratulations on China's response to the emergence of another new coronavirus. Under your strong leadership, you and your 
colleagues have prepared China well for this new threat and I think that it is important that your efforts are recognized. The link 
below is to an article published earlier this week in WIRED magazine where I am quoted on the stark differences in response 
between SARS and now. In addition, I just submitted the attached essay to the Houston Chronicle as an Op Ed. I haven't heard yet 
if it has been accepted, but if they don't take it, I'll try elsewhere. This is a good story at a time when we need one. 

As you might expect, we are following the evolving story on nCoV from Wuhan very closely and we are eager to get an isolate for 
antiviral testing. Dr Tseng's lab here in the GNL has developed a transgenic mouse model for SARS that is very useful and we are 
anxious to see if it can be used for the nCoV as well. Any suggestions on how we might obtain an isolate would be most 
appreciated, and if you would like to send an investigator here to the GNL to work with Dr Tseng on the antiviral screening and 
further development of the animal model, we would welcome the collaborations. A copy of his publication is attached. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

Here's a link to the story, which published this morning. 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Chinese Responseto New Virus Shows Promise 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from another 

devastating infectious disease outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in the spring of 2003 

when Asia and the world were threatened by the appearance of a new virus disease, Severe 

Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which first appeared in southern China and quickly 

spread to other countries around the world, ultimately causing over 8000 cases with nearly 10% 

of those ending in death. SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical 

science. There was no known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of where it 

came from or how it was spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious as health 

care workers treating the first cases were themselves among the early victims. Initially, China 

was reluctant to share information or alert the international community of the magnitude of the 

epidemic, leading to international criticism and a dangerous global health situation. Fortunately, 

under pressure, China reversed its position, opened its borders to collaborations with the WHO, 

U.S. and others, and the epidemic was eventually controlled. 

Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, this time, less 

than two decades later, things are very different. Chinese health officials recognized that a new 

disease had emerged, quickly isolated the patients, and instituted an impressive set of 

interventions to limit the spread of disease and characterize the new pathogen. Importantly, 

they have been very transparent in sharing their findings with the world, thus allowing other 

nations to be on the lookout for the new disease. The outbreak is still in the early stages and 

fortunately, preliminary results suggest that the new virus is not easily transmitted from person-

to-person. While only about 40 patients have been identified, there has been at least one 

death, and a patient is now hospitalized in Thailand, having traveled from the outbreak site in 

Wuhan, China. The genome of the new virus was completely sequenced and posted for easy 

access by experts around the world, allowing rapid exploration of possible treatments, 

development of diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 

China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of nearly two 

decades of investments and collaborations to improve public health in China. The Chinese 

Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the strengths of our own CDC, but is 

designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. In addition, China has invested in 

building a robust scientific capacity and partnered with containment laboratories such as ours to 

incorporate best practices when studying dangerous pathogens. 
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The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information sharing with 

the global community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute healthcare providers able 

to recognize when something new or unusual is occurring; however, clinical recognition alone is 

meaningless if there is no capacity to investigate the cases or characterize the disease-causing 

agent. 

For the last few years, the 0.0.-based National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine 

has worked with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information 

on emerging diseases and advancements in the development of vaccines and treatments. In 

Galveston, we have welcomed leading Chinese health officials to learn about biocontainment 

facility design and construction, biosafety training and laboratory operations. These 

collaborations, along with U.S.-based educational opportunities for Chinese students, benefit us 

all. 

China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments both in 

physical laboratories and scientific diplomacy over the past decade are paying dividends, not 

only to China, but the entire world. Since infectious diseases do not recognize international 

borders, much must still be done with this current and quickly evolving situation, including the 

sharing of clinical material, information on containment and treatment options. The international 

community can assist with studies to determine the original source of infection, assumed to be 

zoonotic. 

At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that relations within 

the public health and scientific research arenas remain positive, which is a success story worth 

sharing. 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of 

Texas Medical Branch and a professor in UTMB's Department of Microbiology and Immunology. 

684 words 
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Copyright 0 2009, American Society for Microbiology. All Rights Reserved. 
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Differential Virological and Immunological Outcome of Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus Infection in Susceptible and 

Resistant Transgenic Mice Expressing Human 
Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme 

Naoko Yoshikawa,' Tomoki Yoshikawa,' Terence Hill,' Cheng Huang," Douglas M. Watts,2
Shinji Makino," Gregg Milligan,3 Tehsheng Chan,' Clarence J. Peters,1'2.4

and Chien-Te K. Tseng1'4* 
Deparunents of Microbiology and Immunology,' Pathology,2 and Pediatrics3 and Center for Biodefewe and 

Emerging Infectious Disease,' University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas 77555-0609 

Received 29 October 2008/Accepted 10 March 2009 

We previously reported that transgenic (Tg) mice expressing human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 
(hACE2), the receptor for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV), were highly susceptible 
to SARS-CoV infection, which resulted in the development of disease of various severity and even death in some 
lineages. In this study, we further characterized and compared the pathogeneses of SARS-CoV infection in two 
of the most stable Tg lineages, AC70 and AC22, representing those susceptible and resistant to the lethal 
SARS-CoV infection, respectively. The kinetics of virus replication and the inflammatory responses within the 
lungs and brains, as well as the clinical and pathological outcomes, were assessed in each lineage. In addition, 
we generated information on lymphocyte subsets and mitogen-mediated proliferation of splenocytes. We found 
that while both lineages were permissive to SARS-CoV infection, causing elevated secretion of many inflam-
matory mediators within the lungs and brains, viral infection appeared to be more intense in AC70 than in 
AC22 mice, especially in the brain. Moreover, such infection was accompanied by a more profound immune 
suppression in the former, as evidenced by the extensive loss of T cells, compromised responses to concanavalin 
A stimulation, and absence of inflammatory infiltrates within the brain. We also found that CD8+ T cells were 
partially effective in attenuating the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection in lethality-resistant AC22 mice. 
Collectively, our data revealed a more intense viral infection and inummosuppression in AC70 mice than in 
AC22 mice, thereby providing us with an immunopathogenic basis for the fatal outcome of SARS-CoV infection 
in the AC70 mice. 

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-
CoV) emerged as a public health threat in November 2002, 
and by July 2003 this previously unknown virus had spread to 
29 countries in five continents. This outbreak resulted in more 
than 8,000 cases and 774 deaths and was accompanied by a 
devastating social, economic, and medical impact worldwide 
(15). It is generally believed that the reservoirs of SARS-CoV 
are the Chinese horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus sinicus), palm 
civet cat, and other exotic animal species. These species are 
sold in markets as sources of food for human consumption and 
are believed to be responsible for the first cases in southern 
China (16, 20). Currently, it is a matter of debate as to whether 
SARS-CoV will make the transition from animals to humans 
or if such a transition will again result in a global pandemic. 
However, SARS-CoV and the conditions that fostered the first 
outbreak continue to exist in southern China, posing a threat 
for its reemergence. Thus, effective prophylactic or therapeutic 
strategies against SARS beyond supportive care are needed 
should reemergence of the virus occur in the future. 

* Corresponding author. Mailing address: Department of Microbiology 
and Immunology, University of Texas Medical Branch, 301 University 
Boulevard, G.150 Keiller Building, Galveston, TX 77555-0609. Phone: 
(409) 747-0789. Fax: (409) 747-0762. E-mail: sktseng@tutinb.edu. 

Published ahead of print on 18 March 2009. 
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The exact mechanism of SARS pathogenesis remains un-
known. Evidence has shown that SARS-CoV is transmitted by 
large droplets, likely via aerosol or fecal-oral routes, with the 
lungs being the main pathological target. SARS patients ex-
hibited a wide-ranging clinical course, characterized mainly by 
fever, dry cough, dyspnea, lymphopenia, various degrees of 
pancytopenia, arterial hypoxemia, and rapidly progressing 
changes in chest radiography (15). Studies with postmortem 
lung tissues revealed diffuse alveolar damages, with prominent 
hyperplasia of pneumocytes, and an increased accumulation of 
activated macrophages. Strikingly, these pulmonary manifesta-
tions usually occurred after the clearance of viremia and in the 
absence of infections by other opportunistic agents. The pul-
monary damage in SARS patients could be caused directly by 
viral destruction of permissive alveolar and bronchial epithelial 
cells. Such a delay in revealing reactive hemophagocytosis and 
other pathological manifestations within the lungs of patients 
severely affected by SARS strongly suggested that overly in-
tense host inflammatory responses to the infection may play a 
major role in the pathogenesis of SARS. The likelihood of 
SARS being an immune-mediated disease was further sup-
ported by the highly elevated expression of various innate 
inflammatory cytokines in the circulation of SARS patients, a 
state commonly referred to as a "cytokine storm" (1, 3, 24, 30). 
However, in the absence of recurring SARS epidemics, an 
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animal model that mimics human disease is critical for defining 
the exact cellular and molecular basis of SARS pathogenesis, 
in order to develop effective preventive and therapeutic strat-
egies against SARS. 

The animal species permissive for SARS-CoV infection in-
clude mice (young and aged) and some of their derivatives, 
e.g., "knockout" and transgenic (Tg) mice, hamsters, ferrets, 
and various nonhuman primates. Unfortunately, infection in 
these animal models does not result in clinical diseases resem-
bling those reported for human SARS cases (26, 29), and in the 
case of primates, the costs of studying them are quite high. We 
have focused our studies on characterizing the pathogenesis of 
SARS-CoV infection in Tg mice expressing human angioten-
sin-converting enzyme 2 (hACE2), the functional receptor of 
SARS-CoV (19), established in our laboratories. Our initial 
characterization from two different lineages of hACE2 Tg mice 
(AC70 and AC63) clearly demonstrated that the Tg expression 
of hACE2 makes the otherwise resistant mice highly suscepti-
ble to SARS-CoV infection, resulting in an overwhelming in-
fection, especially in the lungs and brains of both lineages, 
accompanied by a clinical illness of varying severity (32). Spe-
cifically, mice of the AC70 lineage developed an acute wasting 
syndrome that resulted in 100% mortality within a week fol-
lowing the infection, whereas AC63 mice eventually recovered 
from the diseases without suffering any mortality, despite pro-
gressive weight loss and other signs of illness. Although SARS 
likely stems from an unregulated and often excessive inflam-
matory response, the exact nature of the host responses and 
their correlation with the severity of the diseases associated 
with SARS-CoV infection are not entirely clear. The exhibition 
of such a strikingly different final outcome to SARS-CoV in-
fection, i.e., lethal versus nonlethal, among lineages of hACE2 
Tg mice makes it useful for establishing the correlates between 
host responses and SARS pathogenesis. The small litter size 
and the inconsistent hACE2 expression in AC63 mice led us 
choose the other lethality-resistant hACE2 Tg lineage, AC22, 
for the subsequent characterization of host responses to 
SARS-CoV infection. 

In this study, we infected hACE2 Tg AC70 and AC22 mice 
with an equal amount of SARS-CoV (i.e., 106 50% tissue 
culture infective doses [TCID501) to compare the correlates 
between various aspects of host immune responses (e.g., proin-
flammatory cytokines, modulation of lymphocyte subsets, and 
mitogen-induced proliferation of lymphocytes) and the 
pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection. The data presented in 
this study extend our previously reported observations con-
cerning the differential pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infec-
tion in hACE2 Tg mouse lineages that are either highly 
susceptible or resistant to lethality following SARS-CoV 
infection. We believe that our results provide insight into 
the cellular and molecular basis of host immune responses 
relevant to the final outcome of murine SARS-CoV infec-
tion. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Mice. Tg mice expressing human AC1:•:2 were generated as previously de-
scribed (32). Among the five established Tg lineages. three (i.e., AC12, AC50, 
and AC70) and two (i.e., A(22 and M763) were susceptible and resistant to 
lethality in response to SARS-CoV, respectively (Table 11. The tissue expression 
profiles of hACE2 in AC22 and AC70 mice were developed following semiquan-

TABLE 1. Differential outcome of hACE2 Tg mouse lineage to 
SARS-CoV infection 

Trnnsgenic TaD50 (log10) Morbidity Mortality Mean survivnl of SARS-CoV 
lineage (Urbani strain) (weight loss, etc.) (%) time (days pa.) 

AC70 
AC50 
.AC12 
AC22 
AC63 

3 
3 
3 
6 
6 

100 
100 
100 

6.2 
6.9 
4.5 

_a 

° not applicable. 

titative reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) by using hACE2-specific primers 
(forward, 5'-AGGATGTGCGAGTGGCTA-3'; reverse, 5'-AGGGCCATCAG 
GATGTCC-3'). as we previously described (35). For this study, we chose the 
AC70 and AC22 lineages, which are two of the most stable lines with regard to 
hACE2 expression, breeding efficiency. and litter size. 

In some experiments, CDS T-cell-depleted Tg AC22 mice were used for 
assessing the role of this T-tell subset in the host responses against SARS-CoV 
infection. To deplete CD8'' T cells, we injected (intraperitoneally two 
doses (50 i.g/per dose. 3 days apart) of anti-mouse CD8 monoclonal antibody 
(clone 2.43) or an isotype-matched rat immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody (clone 
SFR8) as controls. The extent of depletion was assessed at day 2 after the last 
antibody treatment by obtaining splenocytes and analyzing them for the presence 
of CD3* CDS' T cells by flow cytometry. To ensure a persistent state of cell 
depletion during the course of SARS-CoV infection, we treated Tg AC22 mice 
with either anti-CD8 antibody or control antibody at days —4, —1, +2, +5, and 
+8, where day 0 was defined as the time of SARS-CoV challenge. 

SARS-CoV and cells. The Urbani strain of SARS-CoV, kindly provided to us 
by T. G. ICsiazek. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Atlanta, GA), was 
used throughout this study. Vero E6 cells (AlY2C) were used for virus infectivity 
assays. The original stock of SARS-CoV, designated passage 1. received two 
additional passages in Vero E6 cells. The titer of this last passage 3 was deter-
mined and expressed as TCID50/ml, and the virus was stored at —80'C. and used 
throughout this study. All experiments involving infectious virus were conducted 
at the University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX, under an animal use 
and care protocol approved by the University of Texas Medical Branch IACUC 
in AALAC-accredited animal biosafety level 3 and biosafety level 3 laboratories. 

Infection of mice, body weight, illness score, and mortality. Anesthetized Tg 
mice, their non-Tg littermates, and CD8'' T-cell-depleted Tg mice, ranging from 
8 to 20 weeks of age, were infected intranasally (i.n.) with 60 µI of SARS-CoV 
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) that contained the indicated doses of infec-
tious virus. Control mite were inoculated with the same volume of PBS. Infected 
mice were weighed daily to allow us to monitor disease progression. In addition, 
the severity of illness in infected mice was scored independently by two investi-
gators who used a previously described (9), standardized 1-to-5 grading system as 
follows: 0, healthy; 1, barely ruffled fur; 2, ruffled fur but active: 3. ruffled fur and 
inactive; 4, ruffled fur, inactive, and hunched; and 5, dead. In some experiments, 
infected mice were sacrificed at indicated time intervals to obtain lungs and 
brains for determining viral infectivity titers, staining for viral antigen by immu-
nohistochemistry (RIC), profiling the inflammatory responses, and analyzing the 
histopathology. We also harvested the spleens of uninfected and SARS-CoV-
infected 'Tg mice at days 2 and 4 in separate experiments to determine CD4 
T-cell, CD8 T-cell, B-cell, and non-T- non-B-cell subsets and their response to 
ooncanavalin A (ConA) stimulation as described below. 

Virus titers in the lungs and brains of infected mice. The lungs and brain 
specimens obtained from mice at the indicated time points after infection were 
weighed and homogenized in a PBS-10% fetal calf serum solution using the 
'FissueLyser-Qiagen (Retsch, Haan, Germany) to yield 10% tissue suspensions. 
After clarification by centrifugation, serial 10-fold dilutions of the tissue suspen-
sions were prepared and assayed in Vero E6 cells to determine viral titers (32). 
The titers of individual samples were expressed as TCIDR, per gram of tissues. 

IOC and histopatholov. Lung and brain tissues, obtained as described above. 
were fixed in 10% neutral buffered forrnalin, embedded in paraffin, and pro-
cessed for the subsequent 1I1C and histopathology studies. as described previ-
ously (32). Briefly, 5-pm sections were used to detect the expression of SARS-
CoV nucleocapsid (N) protein by using standard 111C by sequential incubation 
with rabbit-specific anti-SARS-CoV N protein antibody, phosphatase-conjugated 
secondary antibodies, and naphthol-fast red (as a substrate). Slides were coun-
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terstained with hematox,ylin, and antigen expression was examined under differ-
ent magnifications. The hematoxylin-eosin-stained paraffin sections were used 
for routine histopathological studies. 

Cytokine and chemoldne profiling. Gamma-irradiated lung and brain homog-
enates were subjected to inflammatory profiling by using the 23-plex C'ytometric 
Bead Array (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), as described previously (32). 

How cylometry and ConA-induced proliferation of splenocyles. Splenocytes 
were stained for fluorescein isothiocyanate- or phycomythrin-ixinjugated anti-
CD3, -CD4, -CD8, -13220, and -CD14 and their corresponding isotype-matched 
control antibodies (all from CalTag Laboratories). These samples were then 
analyzed with FACScan and CelQuest software (BD Biosciences), as described 
previously (33). For determining the capacity of splenocytes to proliferate in 
response to mitogen stimulation, we cultured 2 x 105 cells/2001d in triplicate in 
96-well, U-bottomed microtiter plates in the presence or absence of ConA (2.5 
ttelml; Sigma-Aldrich) for 3 days. The cultures were pulsed with 1 p.Ci/well 
[3H]thyrnidine (New England Nuclear) for the last 12 to 16 h in the culture. The 
total incorporation of [3H]thymicline was determined by liquid scintillation 
counting and expressed as counts per minute (cpm) or stimulation index, which 
was calculated as total cpm of ConA-stimulated mils/total cpm of unstimulated 
cells. 

Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were performed by using a two-tailed, 
unpaired Student t test. Unless otherwise indicated, means ± standard errors of 
the means are shown. 

RESULTS 

Differential susceptibility of hACE2 Tg mice of different 
lineages to SARS-CoV infection. Our observations on the 
pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection in two different lineages 
of hACE2 Tg mice, i.e., the AC70 and AC63 lineages, were 
reported previously (32). We continued to characterize the 
remaining three lineages with regard to their susceptibility, 
clinical manifestations (i.e., ruffled fur, lethargy, rapid and 
shallow breathing, and weight loss), and mortality, if any. As 
summarized in Table 1, all Tg lineages established were highly 
susceptible to infection compared to their non-Tg littermates. 
Like that of AC70 mice, infection of AC50 and AC12 mice 
with 103 TCID50 of SARS-CoV resulted in the mice develop-
ing an acute wasting syndrome and eventually succumbing to 
the infection with a 100% mortality rate, with a mean survival 
time of less than 1 week postinfection (p.i.). While the 50% 
lethal dose of SARS-CoV for AC70 mice was approximately 
1.7 log units, the prospective 50% lethal doses for AC.50 and 
AC12 mice were not determined, largely due to the scarcity of 
the available animals. In contrast to the lethality-susceptible 
lineages, AC22 mice, following infection with up to 106 TCID50
of SARS-CoV, survived despite exhibiting weight loss and 
other signs of clinical illness. Importantly, the transcriptional 
levels of hACE2 expression in various tissues of AC22 mice, 
especially those of the lungs and brain, were lower than those 
in Tg AC70 mice (Fig. 1). This observation was consistent with 
our earlier observation that Tg mice for which SARS-CoV 
infection was lethal (e.g., AC70 mice) had much higher levels 
of hACE2 expression than Tg mice for which infection was not 
lethal (e.g., AC63 mice) (32). 

Differential SARS-CoV-induced morbidity and mortality be-
tween AC70 and AC22 mice. To further establish the possible 
correlates between host responses and such a strikingly differ-
ent outcome of the infection, groups of 21 and 31 age-matched 
AC70 and AC22 mice, respectively, were inoculated (i.n.) with 
the same dose of SARS-CoV, i.e., 108 TCID50/60 pi of SARS-
CoV. Infected mice were monitored daily for morbidity and 
cumulative mortality, if any. In addition, three mice of each 
lineage were sacrificed at daily intervals until day 5 and three 

A 
„44` „90 4° 

41/4„- 41,7 

FIG. 1. Tissue expression profile of hACE2 in the Tg mouse lin-
eages .AC70 (A) and AC22 (B). DNA-free RNAs extracted from dif-
ferent organs of Tg mice at 6 to 8 weeks of age were subjected to 
RT-PCR analysis to evaluate the expression of ILACE2 mRNA. The 
RT-PCR products were analyzed on 2% agarose gels. The data shown 
are representative of two independently conducted experiments. 

AC22 mice were also sacrificed at days 6, 8, 10, and 12, thereby 
allowing us to assess the infectivity titers of SARS-CoV in the 
lungs and brains, two of the most prominent tissues shown to 
support viral replication in our hACE2 Tg mice (32). As shown 
in Fig. 2, infected AC70 mice started to manifest various signs 
of illness, including ruffled fur, lethargy, rapid and shallow 
breathing, trembling, and immobility, accompanied by a relent-
less weight loss, starting at day 3 p.i. The weight loss of infected 
AC70 mice at day 3 was approximately 15%, and it reached up 
to 20% of the animals' total body weight before death by day 
6 p.i. Despite their susceptibility to the infection, as evidenced 
by the progressive weight loss, which could reach an average of 
about 30%, infected AC22 mice gradually regained the lost 
weight, starting at day 9 p.i. In addition, infected AC22 mice 
exhibited a much milder disease than the infected AC70 mice 
and eventually recovered without suffering any mortality, 
which suggested to us that this lineage was indeed resistant to 
lethal infection by SARS-CoV. 

Kinetics of viral replication in the lungs and brain. Based 
on the striking differences in the clinical symptoms as well as 
the mortality after SARS-CoV infection in AC70 and AC22 
mice, we compared the kinetics and distribution of SARS-CoV 
replication in the lungs and brains between these two lineages. 
Viral replication in the lungs reached a maximum at day 1 p.i., 
in which averages of 108.3 and 108.7 TCID50 SARS-CoV/gram 
were recovered from AC70 and AC22 mice, respectively, and 
gradually declined thereafter (Fig. 3). However, at day 5 p.i. a 
significantly higher level of viral replication was sustained in 
the lungs of a single surviving AC70 mouse than in any AC22 
mice. A low-grade viral replication in the lungs of some in-
fected AC22 mice continued until day 8 p.i. In contrast to the 
subtle dissimilarity of the viral replication in the lungs, the 
magnitudes and kinetics of viral infection within the brains of 
these two lineages were remarkably different. Specifically, a 
low level of infectious virus (-10") was first detected in the 
brains of infected AC70 mice at day 2. Viral replication within 
this tissue proceeded rapidly thereafter, reached a maximum of 
—108 TCID50/g at day 3, and remained prominent through day 
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FIG. 2. Differential outcomes of SARS-CoV infection in AC70 and 
AC22 Tg mice. Groups of hACE2 Tg and age-matched non-Tg mice 
(control) (n = 14 to 31 mice/group) were infected intranasally with 106
TCID50 of SARS-CoV (Urbani strain). The severity of clinical illness, 
i.e., weight loss (A), average illness score (B), and cumulative mortality 
(C), of infected mice was recorded daily as described in Materials and 
Methods. Error bars indicate standard deviations. 

5, at which time a titer of —107 TCID50/g was routinely recov-
ered. In contrast, SARS-CoV replication in the brains of in-
fected AC22 mice was relatively benign, in that a modest level 
of infectious virus (-104) was initially demonstrated on day 4 
and gradually declined to a barely detectable level at both days 
8 and 10 p.i. 

IHC and histopathology. The differential kinetics of viral 
replication and the final outcomes of SARS-CoV infection 
exhibited by AC70 and AC22 mice prompted us to investigate 
the temporal and spatial patterns of viral distribution and the 
pathological changes within the lungs and brains of infected 
animals. IHC staining for the SARS-CoV N protein clearly 
indicated that bronchiolar and alveolar epithelial cells and the 
neuronal cells were the primary targets of SARS-CoV infec-

A 11
10 
9

-6 5

0 

- Lungs 
- CI-- Brain 

Days after infection 

• Lungs 
- CI-- Brain 

0 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Days after infection 
FIG. 3. Kinetics of viral replication in the lungs and brains of 

SARS-CoV-infected AC70 and AC22 mice. AC70 (A) and AC22 
(B) mice were infected with SARS-CoV as described for Fig. 1. Three 
mice from each group were sacrificed at the indicated days after in-
fection for determining infectious virus titers in the lungs and brains by 
the standard infectivity assay in Vero E6 cells. The viral titers were 
expressed as log10 TCID50 virus per gram of tissue. Data are shown as 
means ± standard deviations for three animals at each time point, 
except for AC70 mice at day 5, where only one mouse survived the 
infection. 

tion in both Tg lineages. As shown in Fig. 4, an intense expres-
sion of viral antigen was first detected in the cytoplasm of 
bronchial epithelial cells, and occasionally in alveolar epithelial 
cells, at day 1. This viral antigen subsequently spread to the 
alveolar epithelial cells at day 2 but was undetectable within 
the lungs at day 3 and day 4 p.i. for the AC70 and AC22 mice, 
respectively. In contrast to its early expression within the lungs, 
SARS-CoV N protein in the brain was not detected until day 
3 and day 4 in infected AC70 and AC22 mice, respectively (Fig. 
5). Sustained expression of viral antigen was demonstrated 
until days 5 and 10 in the brains of AC70 and AC22 mice, 
respectively. This temporal expression of viral protein in the 
brain, as detected by IHC, was largely consistent with that 
revealed by the viral infectivity titers (Fig. 3). 

Histopathological studies of the lungs did not reveal any 
obvious difference in the pulmonary pathologies between these 
two lineages, even though the infection-associated pathological 
process was faster in the AC70 than in the AC22 mice. Patho-
logical changes in the lungs of both lineages started on day 1 
and were characterized by a minimal-to-mild perivascular and 
peribronchiolar inflammatory infiltration, accompanied by the 
swelling and blebbing of epithelial cells lining bronchi and 
bronchioles (Fig. 6). Such a pathological process was followed 
by the accumulation of cell debris, necrotic epithelial cells, and 
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FIG. 4. SARS-CoV antigen expression in the lungs of AC70 and AC22 mice. Paraffin-embedded lung sections of SARS-CoV-infected AC70 

mice (A to C) and AC22 mice (1.1 to F) were analyzed for the expression of SARS-CoV nucleocapsid protein by IHC, as described in Materials 
and Methods. Profound viral infection, as indicated by the intense staining of viral antigen (red), was first detected in the cytoplasm of bronchial 
epithelial cells (A and Di at day 1, subsequently spread to the alveolar epithelial cells at day 2 (B and E), and subsided to either an undetectable 
level (C) or a lower level (F) in AC70 and AC22 mice at day 3, respectively. Original magnifications, x40. 

inflammatory cells within the bronchiolar lumen, along with 
interstitial thickening on day 2 p.i. As a consequence of re-
duced cellular infiltration, the interstitial thickening gradually 
subsided on day 3 in infected AC70 mice. In contrast, intersti-
tial thickening intensified in infected AC22 mice until day 4 p.i. 
and was accompanied by infiltrating macrophages, pyknotic 
cells, and necrotic cells within the alveolar spaces. Mild inflam-
matory responses remained detectable in some areas of the 
lungs until day 4 and day 6 p.i for AC70 and AC22 mice, 
respectively. 

Compared to the relatively indistinguishable pulmonary pa-
thologies, a substantial difference in the pathologies of the brain 
was apparent between these two Tg lineages. Specifically, perivas-
cular cuffing in the meninge and brain in the absence of other 
signs of inflammation was demonstrated infrequently in some 
AC70 mice at day 3 or day 4 p.i. (Fig. 7). In contrast, prominent 
perivascular lymphocytic cuffing in the meninge was consistently 
observed in AC22 mice on day 4 and spread to the brain paren-
chyma by day 5. where it was accompanied by a time-dependent 
infiltration of mononuclear cells within the central nervous system 
(CNS) until day 21 p.i., at which point the experiment was termi-
nated. These results suggested that AC22 mice were superior to 
AC70 mice in mounting a full spectrum of inflammatory re-
sponses upon challenge by SARS-CoV. 

Cytokine profiling of SARS-CoV-infected AC70 versus AC22 
mice. SARS pathogenesis likely stems from exuberant acute 
inflammatory responses within the lungs (23). Our results that 

revealed the differential clinical and pathological outcomes 
between AC70 and AC22 mice in response to SARS-CoV 
infection led us to profile SARS-CoV-induced cytokine re-
sponses in these two Tg lineages by using BioPlex analysis. The 
results showed that AC70 mice were capable of secreting ele-
vated levels of interleukin-12 p40 (IL-12p40), KC, RANTES, 
and monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1) in the lungs 
at at least one time point during the course of a 5-day infection, 
However, AC22 mice appeared to be more immunologically 
competent in mounting inflammatory responses, resulting in 
the production not only of the aforementioned cytokines at 
higher levels but also of three additional cytokines (IL-la, 
IL-113, and IL-6) that were not detected in infected AC70 mice 
(Fig. 8). Other cytokines, including IL-2, IL-3, IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, 
IL-10, IL-13, IL-17, gamma interferon, and tumor necrosis 
factor alpha, were not detected. 

cytokine responses were also measured in the brains of 
infected animals. The production of a total of 13 out of 23 
cytokines that can be measured simultaneously, including 
1L-la, IL-1B, IL-6, IL-8 (KC), 1L-9, IL-10, 1L-12p40, MIP-
la, MIP-1B, MCP-1, eotaxin, granulocyte colony-stimulat-
ing factor, and RANTES, was significantly induced in the 
brains of both Tg lineages at at least one time point during 
the entire course of infection (Fig. 9). Additionally, the 
kinetics and the magnitudes of the cytokine responses within 
each lineage appeared to positively correlate with the extent 
of virus replication (Fig. 3). However, there was no direct 
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FIG. 5. SARS-CoV antigen expression in the brains of AC70 and AC22 mice. The brains of infected AC70 (A to C) and AC22 (ll to F) mice 

were fixed, sectioned, and processed for the staining of SARS-CoV N protein as for Fig. 3. Viral antigen could be consistently detected in many 
neuronal cells of AC70 mice from day 3 (A) and remained readily detectable at days 4 and 5 (B and C). The earliest time for detecting viral antigen 
in the neuronal cells of infected AC22 mice was day 4 (D), and it remained detectable at days 6 and 10 after infection (E and F. Original 
magnifications, x40. 

correlation between the extent of viral replication and the 
magnitude of inflammatory responses when these two Tg 
lineages were compared. Specifically, despite much higher 
viral titers (-4 log units) detected in the brains of AC70 
mice than in those of AC22 mice, such an overwhelming 
viral infection in AC70 mice failed to induce inflammatory 
cell infiltrates, a finding which was readily demonstrable in 
AC22 mice, in this organ (Fig. 7). 

Alteration of the lymphocyte subsets and ConA-induced 
proliferation of splenocytes of infected mice. Many viruses are 
capable of immunoevasion to establish their infection. The 
compromised ability of infected AC70 mice to elicit a full-
blown inflammatory response in the brain led us to question 
whether SARS-CoV could induce a generalized immunosup-
pression in the infected hosts. To evaluate the impact of 
SARS-CoV infection on the host immune response, both un-
infected and infected AC22 and AC70 mice were sacrificed at 
days 2 and 4 p.i. for assessing the lymphocyte subsets and 
ConA-induced proliferation of splenocytes. While SARS-CoV 
infection did not result in any noticeable change in the total 
number of cells recovered and their constituents of the lym-
phocyte subsets at day 2 p.i. (data not shown), it caused a 
significant reduction in the total number of splenocytes, espe-
cially those of selected lymphocyte subsets, in these two lin-
eages of Tg mice at day 4 p.i. compared to equivalent findings 
in uninfected mice (Table 2). Specifically, while SARS-CoV 
infection significantly reduced the number of recovered CD4 T 
cells (P = 0.005) in AC22 mice, it spared any profound impact 

on the total numbers of splenocytes, CD8 T cells, B cells, and 
non-T non-B cells. In contrast, SARS-CoV infection exerted a 
more profound impact in AC70 mice beyond significantly re-
ducing the number of CD4 T cells in the spleen (P = 0.025). In 
fact, it also caused significant reductions in the total spleno-
cytes (P = 0.032) and the CD8 T cells (P = 0.001). This 
marked reduction in the total numbers of T cells, especially the 
CD8 * subset, in infected AC70 mice was further underlined by 
the significantly increased CD4/CD8 ratio (P < 0.018) com-
pared to that in uninfected mice. Interestingly, similar to the 
case for AC22 mice, the populations of B cells and non-T 
non-B cells in the spleens of AC70 mice were not significantly 
altered upon challenge by SARS-CoV. 

In addition to causing a striking reduction in the numbers of 
selected T-cell subsets, SARS-CoV infection significantly im-
paired ConA-mediated proliferation of splenocytes of both 
AC22 and AC70 mice (P < 0.01) compared to that in unin-
fected mice (Table 3; Fig. 10). Importantly, such a compro-
mised ConA-mediated proliferative response observed in in-
fected mice appeared to be more severe in AC70 than in AC22 
mice (P < 0.01). Because ConA is a T-cell-specific mitogen, 
the more intense defect of infected AC70 than AC22 mice in 
responding to this mitogen was consistent with the more pro-
found loss of splenic T cells in infected AC70 than in AC22 
mice, i.e., 53% and 29%, respectively, compared to their un-
infected controls. 

Protective role of CD8' T cells against SARS-CoV Infection 
in AC22 mice. While SARS-CoV infection drastically reduced 
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FIG. 6. Lung pathology of SARS-CoV-infected AC70 and AC22 mice. We examined paraffin-embedded, hematoxylin- and eosin-stained lung 
sections obtained from mock-infected (A) and SARS-CoV-infected AC70 (B to F) and AC22 (G to K) mice at the indicated time points after 
infection. Lung pathology in both lineages started at 1 day p.i. (dpi) (with mild mononuclear cell infiltration around blood vessels and bronchioles, 
accompanied by swelling and blebbing of epithelial cells of bronchi and bronchioles (B and G). Accumulation of cell debris within the lumen 
(arrow), interstitial thickening, and inflammatory cellular infiltrates were observed at day 2 (C and H). Peribronchial inflammation continued, as 
the damaged pneumocytes and disrupted epithelial lining were readily detectable through days 3 and 4 (B, 1, E, and J) and gradually subsided 
thereafter, with a minimal-to-mild cellular infiltration observed at day 5 (F and K). Original magnifications, x20. 

the total numbers of CD4+ and CD8 + T-cell subsets in lethal-
ity-susceptible Tg AC70 mice, it significantly reduced only 
CD4+, and not CD8 . T cells in Tg AC22 mice (Table 2). To 
determine whether this largely intact CD8+ T-cell subset might 
contribute to the relatively benign clinical and/or pathological 
phenotypes of infected AC22 mice, we infected CD8-depleted 
AC22 mice with SARS-CoV and monitored weight loss and 
the titers of infectious virus and pathology in the lungs and 
brain. As shown in Fig. 11A, treating Tg AC22 mice with only 
two doses of anti-mouse CD8 antibody, as described in Mate-
rials and Methods, was sufficient to deplete the great majority 
of CD8 T cells, compared to the numbers of these cells in 
control antibody-treated mice. Interestingly, depletion of CD8 
T cells appeared to exacerbate pulmonary infection, as evi-
denced by the —2-log-unit increase in the yields of infectious 
SARS-CoV within the lungs, but not the brain, at both days 2 
and 4 p.i. (Fig. 11B), accompanied by the more prominent 
weight loss (Fig. 11C) and profound lung pathology (Fig. 11D) 
than those elicited in control antibody-treated mice. Taken 
together, these results suggest that this CD8 + subset of T cells 
play a positive role in the host defense against SARS-CoV 
infection. 

DISCUSSION 

The data presented in this study greatly extend in at least 
seven ways our previous report concerning the differential 
pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection in hACE2 Tg mouse 
lineages established in our laboratories (32). First, we demon-
strated that among five lineages of hACE2 Tg mice, all of 
which exhibited clinical manifestations of various severity fol-
lowing SARS-CoV infection, mice three lineages (AC70, 
AC50, and AC12) inevitably died within a week after infection, 
whereas mice of the other two (AC63 and AC22) eventually 
recovered from the illness without suffering any mortality (Ta-
ble 1). Such a strikingly different disease outcome elicited in 
these Tg mice in response to SARS-CoV infection provides an 
ample opportunity for studying the likely impact of the com-
plex virus-host interactions on the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV 
in an animal model. Second, by using hACE2 Tg AC70 and 
AC22 mice as the lethal and nonlethal models of SARS-CoV 
infection, respectively, we established the kinetics of the dis-
ease course (i.e., illness score and weigh loss) and/or the rate of 
mortality (Fig. 2). These results clearly indicated that despite 
the similar onset and progression of clinical manifestations, 
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FIG. 7. Brain pathology of SARS-CoV-infected AC70 and AC22 mice. Brains harvested from infected mice daily from day 1 to 5 for both 
hACE2 lineages and every 3 to 4 days thereafter were paraffin embedded, sectioned, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. No obvious brain 
pathology was observed prior to days 3 and 4 in infected AC70 and AC22 mice, respectively. Perivascular cuffing in the meninge was observed only 
in a single infected AC70 mouse at day 3 (A). Very little pathology, if any, could be detected in the brains of infected AC70 mice thereafter (B 
[day 4] and C [day 5]). In contrast, perivacular cuffing was consistently detected in all infected AC22 mice, starting at day 4 (D). A time-dependent 
and prominent inflammatory infiltration was observed at day 6 (E). Perivascular cuffing persisted through day 21 (F), when the study was 
terminated. Original magnifications, x20. 

infected AC22 mice exhibited much milder disease than did 
infected AC70 mice and completely recovered around day 
17 p.i. Third, we showed the kinetics of replication and the 
cellular distribution of SARS-CoV within the lungs and brains, 
two of the most severely affected tissues, and identified bron-
chial epithelial cells, alveolar epithelial cells, and neuronal cells 
as the main target cells of SARS-CoV infection in both lin-
eages (Fig. 3 to 5). Additionally, the significant delay in de-
tecting brain infection in both lineages, compared to the early 
and intense viral replication within the lungs, clearly indicated 
that SARS-CoV infection was first established in the respira-
tory system before spreading to the CNS, an observation con-
sistent with our previous finding and an earlier report by Mc-
Cray and colleagues on hACE2 Tg mice (21, 32). However, 
after the same group presented a more thorough examination, 
they concluded that SARS-CoV enters the brains of K18-
hACE2 Tg mice primarily via the olfactory bulb, resulting in 
extensive brain infection (22); whether this olfactory route of 
SARS-CoV entry could also be responsible for the subsequent 
intense brain infection in our Tg mice requires additional stud-
ies. Fourth, while the overall lung pathologies presented the 
two lineages were largely indistinguishable (Fig. 6), the patho-
logical features within the brains were markedly different with 
regard to the cellular responses, in that infected AC22 but not 
AC70 mice consistently exhibited a time-dependent infiltration 
of inflammatory cells in the brains, as revealed by the promi-

nent accumulation of mononuclear cells and activation of mi-
croglial cells within the CNS (Fig. 7). Fifth, despite the mini-
mal cellular responses to SARS-CoV infection within the 
brains, AC70 mice were as capable as AC22 mice in producing 
elevated levels of proinflammatory cytokines and chemolcines 
there in response to SARS-CoV infection (Fig. 9). However, 
AC22 mice appeared to be superior to AC70 mice in inducing 
inflammatory responses within the lungs, where there was a 
more intense secretion of an array of soluble inflammatory 
mediators, some of which were not detected in infected AC70 
mice (Fig. 8). Sixth, our results clearly demonstrated that 
SARS-CoV infection in hACE2 Tg mice can cause a general-
ized suppression of host immunity, at least in part through the 
depletion of T cells (Tables 2 and 3; Fig. 10). Interestingly, the 
extent of T-cell loss, especially loss of the CD8 subset, ap-
peared to positively correlate with the susceptibility of mice to 
the lethal SARS-CoV infection. Specifically, in contrast to the 
drastically reduced number of CD8 T cells in the lethality-
sensitive AC70 mice, the number of this CD8 T-cell subset was 
basically not affected in the resistant AC22 mice. Finally, our 
study also identifies the positive role of CD8 T cells in pro-
tecting AC22 mice against excessive respiratory infection and 
pathology and the onset of illness (e.g., weight loss) (Fig. 11). 

SARS has been generally recognized as an acute viral pneu-
monia, with the lungs as its main pathological target. However, 
we found that SARS-CoV, like other animal and human coro-
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FIG. 8. Kinetics of the cytokine responses in the lungs of SARS-CoV-infected AC70 and AC22 mice. Lung homogenates derived from AC70 
and AC22 mice at the indicated time points after infection were used to assess the levels of chemokines and cytokines by Bio-Plex analysis. 
Duplicate samples of individual specimens were assayed. Results are shown as means ± standard deviations for three animals at the indicated time 
points, except for day 5, at which only two AC-70 mice that survived the infection were used. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01 (Student's t test, compared 
to mock-infected mice). 

naviruses, could infect the CNS in our Tg models. In fact, 
studies of brain sections obtained from SARS patients who 
died as a result of this disease have clearly demonstrated, by 
IHC, real-time PCR, in situ hybridization, and electron micros-

copy, the expression of SARS-CoV exclusively within the neu-
ronal cells (5, 10, 40). The susceptibility of neuronal cells to 
SARS-CoV infection has been underscored by recent studies 
using both wild-type and hACE2 Tg mice infected with either 
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FIG. 9. Kinetics of the cytokine responses in the brains of SARS-CoV-infected AC70 and AC22 mice. Homogenates of the brains harvested 
from AC-70 and AC22 mice at the indicated time points after SARS-CoV infection were used to measure the expression of various cytokines and 
chemokines by Bio-Plex analysis. Duplicate samples of individual specimens were assayed. Results are shown as means ± standard deviations for 
three animals at the indicated time points, except for day 5, at which only two AC70 mice that survived the infection were used. *, P < 0.05; **, 
P < 0.01 (Student's t test, compared to mock-infected mice). 

the clinical isolates or mouse-adapted SARS-CoV (11, 26, 29, 
35; C.-T. K. Tseng et al., unpublished data). In addition, two of 
the four human glioma cell lines tested in our laboratories 
appeared to be permissive to productive SARS-CoV infection 
(Tseng et al., unpublished data). Thus, identification of the 
neuronal cells as the major target of SARS-CoV infection in 

the brains of both lineages of Tg mice further confirmed their 
permissiveness to this CoV infection. 

Early pathological studies with lung specimens obtained 
from the patients who died of SARS and in whom the disease 
progressed slowly identified type I and II alveolar pneumocytes 
and, possibly, pulmonary macrophages as the primary targets 
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FIG. 9-Continued. 

of SARS-CoV infection (2, 24, 31). However, the possibility 
that the pathogenesis might initiate within the respiratory 
bronchioles came about due to the revelation of prominent 
bronchitis with a marked necrosis of epithelial cells, loss of 

AC22 AC70 

cilia, squamous metaplasia, and fibrin deposition within the 
bronchi in the lungs of patients who died following a more 
rapid clinical course of SARS (7, 24). Furthermore, human 
primary bronchial and other ciliated airway epithelial cells 

TABLE 2. Total cell counts and lymphocyte subsets in the spleens of SARS-CoA-infected AC- 70 and AC22 mice and mock-infected 
control mice 

Cells 

AC22 mice 

No. of cells (106) or ratio" 

AC70 mice 

No. of cells (106 ) or ratio 

Mock infection SARS infection Mock infection SA RS infection 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Splenocytes 130.0 10.0 130.0 10.0 0.698 166.7 11.5 100.0 28.3 0.032 
CD4 cells 41.4 2.5 25.4 /.7 0.005 52.3 3.9 32.1 7.5 0.025 
CD8 cells 19.9 0.7 18.1 4.2 0.652 31.0 1.9 7.0 0.1 0.001 
CD4/CD8 ratio 2.1 0.0 1.4 0.3 0.095 1.7 0.2 4.6 1./ 0.018 
B cells 49.4 2.9 58.7 9.4 0.278 58.1 1.0 43.5 9.6 0.060 
Non-T non-B cells 24.3 1.0 27.9 7.5 0.599 25.2 8.7 17.4 11.4 0.414 

° Means and standard deviations are for three or four mice. 
b Student's t test for mock-infected versus infected mice. 
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TABLE 3. ConA-stimulated proliferation of splenic T cells in uninfected and SARS-CoV-infected AC70 and AC22 mice 

Mice 

Mock infection 

[3I-l]thymidine uptake (cpm) 

Stimulated cultures 

Mean 

Unstimulated 
cultures 

sr 

SD Mean SD Mean 

SARS-CoV infection 

[3H]thymidine uptake (cpm) 

Stimulated 
cultures 

SD Mean SD 

Unstimulated 
cultures 

SI 

Mean SD Mean SD 

AC70 4,370 1,790 86 39 54 27 552 246 138 138 6.0 3 
AC22 4,700 725 68 14 70 15 1,845 841 83 19 24 13 

°SI, stimulation index (cpm of ConA-stimulated cultures/cpm of unstimulated cultures). 

have also been demonstrated, in vitro, to be permissive to 
productive SARS-CoV infection (14, 27, 34). Thus, our IHC 
study results, which revealed epithelial cells lining the respira-
tory tract, especially the bronchi and bronchioles, and alveolar 
epithelial cells as the prime cells harboring SARS-CoV, led us 
to suggest that SARS-CoV infection in hACE2 Tg mice may 
induce a faster course of clinical illness, perhaps similar to that 
in SARS patients having a rapidly progressing form of the 
disease. 

SARS has been proposed to stem from exuberant innate 
inflammatory responses with diffuse alveolar damages as the 
most characteristic pathological feature (6, 7, 24). Specifically, 
SARS-CoV infection has been reported to minimally induce 
the expression of antiviral cytokines (e.g., interferons and IL-
12p40), moderately upregulate the expression of proinflamma-
tory cytokines (e.g., tumor necrosis factor alpha and IL-6), and 
significantly promote the production of proinflammatory che-
mokines (e.g., MIP-la. IP-10, RANTES, and MCP-1) in pa-
tients (17, 28). Elevated and prolonged expressions of chemo-
lanes (i.e., MIP-1, IP-10, CXCL8, and CXCL9) have been 

100-

c 75-

50-

6" 25 

N.S. 

p<0.01 

p'cO.O1 p<0.01 

Mock 
111 

SARS Mock SARS 

PC22 PC70 
FIG. 10. SARS-CoV significantly inhibits ConA-mediated prolifer-

ation of T cells in infected .AC70 and .AC22 mice. AC70 and AC22 
mice were either uninfected or infected (i.n.) with 106 TC11)50 SARS-
CoV. Splenocytes were prepared from individual mice and tested for 
their proliferation in response to ConA (2.5 p.gtml) stimulation, as 
described in Materials and Methods. Student's t test was used to 
determine the P values between the indicated groups for statistical 
significance. N.S., not significant. Error bars indicate standard devia-
tions. 

detected not only in SARS patients but also in experimentally 
infected wild-type and lethality-sensitive hACE2 Tg mice (8, 
10. 13, 32, 35. 36, 38). In this study, we extended this observa-
tion to hACE2 Tg mice that were resistant to the lethal SARS-
CoV infection. Interestingly, while the kinetics and magnitude 
of the cytokine responses within each lineage appeared to 
positively correlate with the extent of viral replication in each 
tissue, no such correlation in the brain could be observed when 
findings for these two Tg lineages were compared. 

The cellular sources and the overall impact of these virally 
induced inflammatory mediators (Fig. 8 and 9) on the patho-
genesis and/or clearance of SARS-CoV remain to be deter-
mined. Neuronal cells have recently been shown to release 
abundant IL-6 in SARS-CoV-infected K18-hACE2 mice that 
rapidly succumbed to infection with minimal cellular infiltra-
tion within the brain (22). Thus, the overwhelming viral infec-
tion in the absence of readily detectable cellular infiltrates 
within the brains of infected AC70 mice makes neuronal cells 
and, possibly, other brain cells the likely producers of these 
inflammatory mediators within the brain. Despite the less pro-
found brain infection, SARS-CoV-infected AC22 mice consis-
tently showed a time-dependent infiltration of inflammatory 
cells. Thus, it is likely that infiltrating cells might effectively 
make up the shortfall of cytokine responses elicited by mod-
erately infected brain cells in this Tg lineage. The ability to 
elicit an optimal acute inflammatory response is essential, not 
only to limit early microbial infections but also to ensure the 
onset of adaptive responses to effectively resolve the infections. 
However, an excess inflammatory response often leads to im-
mune-mediated pathology and diseases. Thus, it is tempting to 
hypothesize that the highly elevated levels of inflammatory 
mediators detected in our study might contribute to exacer-
bated clinical and pathological outcomes of SARS-CoV-in-
fected Tg mice. While it is highly desirable to determine which 
cytokine(s), alone or in combination, is likely to be responsible 
for the onset of clinical illness and even death in infected Tg 
mice, choosing which cytokine(s) from minimums of 7 and 13 
potential candidates within the lungs and brain, respectively, is 
a major undertaking and is beyond the scope of this study. 

It has been shown that SARS-CoV infection in clinical pa-
tients was accompanied by a transient, but extensive, lym-
phopenia with a preferential reduction in the number of CD4 
and CD8 T cells (4, 12. 18, 39). Importantly. the severity of 
T-cell loss has been positively correlated with an adverse out-
come in SARS patients. Thus, a much more pronounced T-cell 
loss in the lethality-susceptible AC70 mice than in the lethality-
resistant AC22 mice extends this correlation to the mouse 
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FIG. 11. Exacerbated pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection in CD8-depleted Tg AC22 mice. Two groups of Tg AC22 mice (12 mice per group) were 
subjected to multiple doses (i.p.) of rat anti-mouse CD8 monoclonal antibody and an isotype-matched irrelevant rat monoclonal antibody (as control), 
respectively, as described in Materials and Methods. They were then infected in. with 10' TCID50 SARS-CoV. Two mice/group were sacrificed after two 
doses of antibody treatment for assessing by flow cytometty the efficacy of antibody-mediated CD8 depletion in the spleens, whereas the effect of CD8 
depletion on the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection was evaluated by virologic, clinical, and pathological parameters, as described in the text. Briefly, 
two additional mice were sacrificed at days 2 and 4 p.i. to allow assessment of virus infectivity and pathology in the lungs and brains, and the remaining 
mice were monitored for the onset of illness (i.e., weight loss). It appeared that a two-dose specific-antibody treatment regimen effectively depleted most 
of the CD8.  T cells from the spleens (A). SARS-CoV infection of CD8-depleted mice resulted in increased infection in the lungs, but not in the brains, 
at both days 2 and 4 p.i. (B). This was accompanied by an increased weight loss (C), as well as more pronounced histopatholog and the retention of viral 
NC antigen at day 4 p.i., as revealed by hematoxylin and eosin staining and 11.IC, respectively (D). 

model for SARS-CoV infection. Although the underlying 
mechanism of SARS-CoV-associated lymphopenia in patients, 
as well as in the Tg mice described in this study, remains 
unclear, the absence of ACE2 expression in lymphocytes (11) 

makes the direct lysis of lymphocytes by this virus unlikely. 
Sequestration of lymphocytes in affected tissues also seems 
unlikely, at least in our AC70 mice, in which SARS-CoV in-
fection failed to elicit a persistent infiltration of mononuclear 
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cells within the brain. Rather, cytokine-mediated apoptosis of 
uninfected lymphocytes may be the cause of acute lymphope-
nia, as suggested by others (12, 37). In this regard, further 
investigation is needed to discern whether some of the cyto-
kines that were produced by SARS-CoV-infected Tg mice 
could cause apoptosis of T cells. 

While a profound T-cell loss was readily detectable in our Tg 
mouse lineages, especially the lethality-susceptible AC70 mice, 
neither B cells nor non-T non-B lymphocytes were noticeably 
affected (Table 2), which led to the possibility that T cells were 
the preferred targets for manipulation by SARS-CoV in our Tg 
mouse model. More strikingly, in contrast to the grossly dimin-
ished number of CD8 T cells in AC70 mice which rapidly 
succumbed to lethal infection, this T-cell subset was largely 
unaffected by SARS-CoV in the lethality-resistant AC22 mice, 
a finding which implied that this CD8 subset of T cells might 
have a protective role in AC22 mice against SARS-CoV infec-
tion. We employed a depletion technique using rat anti-mouse 
CD8 antibody to investigate the role that CD8 + T cells might 
have. 

Elimination of most of the CD8 T cells in the spleens of 
AC22 mice resulted in an increased respiratory infection, ac-
companied by more intense lung pathology, compared to that 
in control mice (Fig. 11B and D). Although CD8*- T cells were 
also effective in attenuating weight loss (Fig. 11C), we noted 
that the extent of weigh loss in infected AC22 mice treated 
with control rat IgG antibody was much less than that in un-
treated mice (10 to 15% versus 35% weight loss). High-dose 
intravenous IgG has been widely used as a potent immune 
modulator for the treatment of autoimmune diseases and 
many infectious diseases. This modulation occurs most likely, 
in part, through the Fc portion of the IgG molecule (25). Thus, 
multiple i.p. injections with 50 g/injection of irrelevant rat 
IgG into AC22 mice might provide a yet-to-be identified im-
mune regulatory mechanism in protecting against excess infec-
tion and weight loss. While CD8* T cells have a protective role 
against SARS-CoV infection, the exact mechanisms underlying 
this CD8-mediated protection in AC22 mice remain unde-
fined. Because the clearance of many viral infections requires 
antigen-specific T cells, it is tempting to hypothesize that these 
protective CD8+ T cells were likely SARS-CoV specific. The 
development of primary T-cell responses in an immunocorn-
petent host usually takes about 4 days after an initial encounter 

with invading pathogens. Thus, the observation that a notice-
able difference in the virally induced weight loss between CD8-
depleted and control AC22 mice could not be detected until 
day 5 and continued through day 8 p.i. (Fig. 11C) might argue 
for the SARS-CoV-specific nature of these protective CD8*- T 
cells. While CD8 + T cells could attenuate the pathogenesis of 
SARS-CoV, other cellular elements of the immune system, 
especially CD4 T cells, are likely needed to provide more 
complete protection against SARS-CoV in our Tg mouse 
model. Additional studies are warranted to identify epitope-
specific CD8* T cells and determine the contribution of CD4* 
T cells in the host defense against SARS-CoV in our Tg mouse 
model. 

In summary, our studies have provided cellular and molec-
ular insights into the differential regulation of host immune 
responses against SARS-CoV infection in two lineages of 
hACE2 Tg mice that were either susceptible or resistant to 

lethal SARS-CoV infection. Importantly, the less severe loss of 
T cells, accompanied by the ability to recover from SARS-
CoV-associated acute clinical illness, makes our lethality-resis-
tant lineage, i.e., AC22, particularly useful for dissecting both 
the innate and adaptive arms of the host immunity against the 
SARS-CoV infection. In addition, the fatal outcome of the 
disease in AC70 mice make this lineage attractive as a stringent 
model for adoptive transfer studies aimed at evaluation of the 
molecular and cellular bases responsible for the protection 
against SARS-CoV infection. 
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To: Mifang Liang[mifangl©hotmail.com] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/17/2020 3:23:06 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Op Ed to Houston Chronicle 

Mifang, please see Op Ed pasted below that was sent today to the Houston Chronicle. I don't know if they will accept it, but I hope 
they do. I tried to stress the positive impact of the Chinese investments in public health and laboratory capacity that har
made since SARS. Please let me know if you see anything in the article that is in error. I am a little concerned about thi 
sentence below since I don't have specific examples to note if asked. Can you provide any? Closing the market is one I presu.e. 

We obviously would like to receive a reference strain for study here. Please let me know if there is a way to get an isolate. We 
would welcome someone from China CDC to collaborate with our folks here on testing if you like. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 
By James W. Le Due 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from another devastating infectious disease 

outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in the spring of 2003 when Asia and the world were threatened by the appearance 

of a new virus disease, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which first appeared in southern China and quickly 

spread to other countries around the world, ultimately causing over 8000 cases with nearly 10% of those ending in death. 

SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical science. There was no known cure, no diagnostic tests 

and little understanding of where it came from or how it was spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious 

as health care workers treating the first cases were themselves among the early victims. Initially, China was reluctant to 

share information or alert the international community of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to international criticism 

and a dangerous global health situation. Fortunately, under pressure, China reversed its position, opened its borders to 

collaborations with the WHO, U.S. and others, and the epidemic was eventually controlled. 

Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, this time, less than two decades later, 

things are very different. Chinese health officials recognized that a new disease had emerged, quickly isolated the patient 

and instituted an impressive set of inter\ entions to limit the spread of disease and characterize the new pathogeq. 

Importantly, they have been transparent in sharing their findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to be on the 

lookout for the new disease. The genome of the new virus was completely sequenced and posted for easy access by 

international experts, allowing rapid exploration of possible treatments, development of diagnostics and epidemiological 

investigations. 

The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary results suggest that the new virus may not be easily 

transmitted from person-to-person. While only about 40 patients have been identified, there has been at least two deaths 

and spread of infected persons from the epicenter in Wuhan to Thailand and Japan. Our CDC is initiating screening at 

select U.S. airports of travelers arriving from Wuhan. 

China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of nearly two decades of investments and 

collaborations to improve public health in China. The Chinese Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the 

strengths of our own CDC, but is designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. In addition, China has 

invested in building a robust scientific capacity and partnered with containment laboratories such as ours to incorporate 

best practices when studying dangerous pathogens. 

The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information sharing with the global community. To 
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diagnose an outbreak early requires astute healthcare providers able to recognize when something new or unusual is 

occurring; however, clinical recognition alone is meaningless if there is no capacity to investigate the cases or characterize 

the disease-causing agent. 

For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine has worked with the 

Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information on emerging diseases and advancements in the 

development of vaccines and treatments. In Galveston, we have welcomed leading Chinese health officials to learn about 

biocontainment facility design and construction, biosafety training and laboratory operations. These collaborations, along 

with U.S.-based educational opportunities for Chinese students, benefit us all. 

China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments both in physical laboratories and 

scientific diplomacy over the past decade are paying dividends, not only to China, but the entire world. Since infectious 

diseases do not recognize international borders, much must still be done with this current and quickly evolving situation, 

including the sharing of clinical material, information on containment and treatment options. The international community 

can assist with studies to determine the original source of infection, assumed to be zoonotic. 

At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that relations within the public health and 

scientific research arenas remain positive, which is a success story worth sharing. 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch and 

a professor in UTMB 's Department of Microbiology and Immunology. 

686 words in body 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 2:51 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <ciholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: U.S. to screen passengers arriving from China 

https://apnews.com/5e42ddf6414d214a8d86a8ba153d82a1 

From: Reyes, Raul 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 1:57 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Japan and Thailand Confirm New Cases of Chinese Coronavirus - The New York Times 

Please update as per your previous email. 

Thank you. 

Chinese Response to New Virus Shows Promise 

By James LeDuc 

Fast action and open communications by China may be saving the world from another devastating 
infectious disease outbreak. Many will recall the dark days in the spring of 2003 when Asia and the 
world were threatened by the appearance of a new virus disease, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or 
SARS, which first appeared in southern China and quickly spread to other countries around the world, 
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ultimately causing over 8,000 cases with nearly 10 percent of those ending in death. 
SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown to medical science. There was no known cure, 
no diagnostic tests and little understanding of where it came from or how it was spread, although person-
to-person transmission was obvious as health care workers treating the first cases were themselves among 
the early victims. Initially, China was reluctant to share information or alert the international community 
of the magnitude of the epidemic, leading to international criticism and a dangerous global health 
situation. Fortunately, under pressure, China reversed its position, opened its borders to collaborations 
with the WHO, U.S. and others, and the epidemic was eventually controlled. 
Today, another novel coronavirus has been discovered, again in China; however, this time, less than two 
decades later, things are very different. Chinese health officials recognized that a new disease had 
emerged, quickly isolated the patients, and instituted an impressive set of interventions to limit the spread 
of disease and characterize the new pathogen. Importantly, they have been very transparent in sharing 
their findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to be on the lookout for the new disease. 
The outbreak is still in the early stages and fortunately, preliminary results suggest that the new virus is 
not easily transmitted from person-to-person. While only about 40 patients have been identified, there has 
been at least one death, and a patient is now hospitalized in Thailand, having traveled from the outbreak 
site in Wuhan, China. The genome of the new virus was completely sequenced and posted for easy 
access by experts around the world, allowing rapid exploration of possible treatments, development of 
diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 
China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of nearly two decades of 
investments and collaborations to improve public health in China. The Chinese Centers for Disease 
Control incorporates many of the strengths of our own CDC, but is designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 
billion plus population. In addition, China has invested in building a robust scientific capacity and 
partnered with containment laboratories such as ours to incorporate best practices when studying 
dangerous pathogens. 
The current outbreak clearly demonstrates a new openness to health information sharing with the global 
community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute healthcare providers able to recognize when 
something new or unusual is occurring; however, clinical recognition alone is meaningless if there is no 
capacity to investigate the cases or characterize the disease-causing agent. 
For the last few years, the D.C.-based National Academy of Sciences has worked with the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information on emerging diseases and 
advancements in the development of vaccines and treatments. In Galveston, we have welcomed leading 
Chinese health officials to learn about biocontainment facility design and construction, biosafety training 
and laboratory operations. These collaborations, along with U.S.-based educational opportunities for 
Chinese students, benefit us all. 
China's response to the new coronavirus clearly demonstrates that their investments both in physical 
laboratories and scientific diplomacy over the past decade are paying dividends, not only to China, but the 
entire world. Since infectious diseases do not recognize international borders, much must still be done 
with this current and quickly evolving situation, including the sharing of clinical material, information on 
containment and treatment options. The international community can assist with studies to determine the 
original source of infection, assumed to be zoonotic. 
At a time when US-China relations are being tested, it is important to note that relations within the public 
health and scientific research arenas remain positive, which is a success story worth sharing. 
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James LeDuc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of Texas Medical Branch and 

a professor in UTMB 's Department of Microbiology and Immunology. 

681 words 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Yuan Zhiming[yzm@whiov.cn]; George F GAO[gaof©im.ac.cn]; Mifang Liang[mifangl©hotmail.com]; Shi, Pei 
yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 1/21/2020 4:33:54 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject Op Ed in Houston Chronicle 
Chinese Response to New Virus Le Due 21Jan revised.docx 

Ben, Dave, Zhiming, George, Mifang and Pei-Yong 

The attached, slightly modified to include mention of the new case in Washington State, is scheduled to appear in Wednesday 22 
Jan's Houston Chronicle. Note mention of the NASEM/CAS collaborations. 

Just FYI, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Chinese Response to New Virus: Good News/Bad News 

By James W. Le Duo 

Fast action and open communications by China is helping the world prepare for another 

potentially devastating infectious disease outbreak. While the situation is rapidly evolving, there 

is good news that may not make the headlines. Many will recall the dark days in the spring of 

2003 when Asia and the world were threatened by the appearance of a new virus disease, 

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, which first appeared in southern China and 

quickly spread to other countries around the world, ultimately causing over 8000 cases with 

nearly 10% of those ending in death. SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus then unknown 

to medical science. There was no known cure, no diagnostic tests and little understanding of 

where it came from or how it was spread, although person-to-person transmission was obvious 

as health care workers treating the first cases were themselves among the early victims. 

Initially, China was reluctant to share information or alert the international community of the 

magnitude of the epidemic, leading to international criticism and a dangerous global health 

situation. Fortunately, China reversed its position, opened to collaborations with the WHO, U.S. 

and others, and the epidemic was eventually controlled. 

Today, with another novel coronavirus discovered in China, the start is very different. In quick 

measure, Chinese health officials recognized that a new disease had emerged, quickly isolated 

patients, and instituted an impressive set of interventions in attempts to limit disease spread and 

characterize the new pathogen. Importantly, they have been transparent in sharing their 

findings with the world, thus allowing other nations to take precautions and be on the lookout for 

the new disease. Already, the genome of the new virus was sequenced and posted for easy 

access by international experts, allowing rapid exploration of possible treatments, development 

of diagnostics and epidemiological investigations. 

China's ability to respond quickly and efficiently to this new threat is the result of nearly two 

decades of investments and collaborations to improve public health in China. The Chinese 

Centers for Disease Control incorporates many of the strengths of our own CDC, but is 

designed to meet the needs of a 1.4 billion plus population. In addition, China has invested in 

building a robust scientific capacity and partnered with containment laboratories such as ours to 

incorporate best practices when studying dangerous pathogens. 
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The current outbreak demonstrates a welcome openness to health information sharing with the 

global community. To diagnose an outbreak early requires astute healthcare providers able to 

recognize when something new or unusual is occurring; however, clinical recognition alone is 

meaningless if there is no capacity to investigate cases or characterize the disease-causing 

agent. 

For the last few years, our National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine has worked 

with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to build relationships and share information on emerging 

diseases and advancements in vaccines and treatments. In Galveston, we welcomed leading 

Chinese health officials to collaborate on biocontainment facility design, biosafety training and 

laboratory operations. This dialogue, along with U.S.-based educational opportunities for 

Chinese students, benefit us all. 

China's response to the new coronavirus demonstrates their investments in physical 

laboratories and scientific collaborations over the past decade are paying dividends, not only to 

China, but the entire world. Control of a new disease efficiently transmitted person-to-person is 

nearly impossible as we witnessed during the 2009 novel influenza pandemic and much must 

still be done together during this quickly evolving situation. 

The outbreak is still in the early stages, but it is now clear that the new virus may be transmitted 

person-to-person, although the efficiency of such transmission remains in question. A few 

hundred patients have been identified, deaths occurred and the disease has spread from the 

epicenter in Wuhan to major cities in China and other Asian countries. Our CDC is now 

screening travelers arriving from Wuhan at U.S. airports, and the WHO is set to consider a 

global emergency response. With millions about to travel for the Chinese New Year, avoiding a 

global catastrophe must be the current goal. 

The good news is that, at a time when US-China relations are being tested on many fronts, 

relations within the public health and scientific research arenas remain open and positive, which 

lays a solid foundation for curtailing this latest threat. 

James Le Duc, PhD, is the Director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of 

Texas Medical Branch and a professor in UTMB's Department of Microbiology and Immunology. 

705 words in body 
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To: [zhangdong196802©hotmail.com] 
Cc: Yuan Zhiming[yzm©whiov.cn]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 2/11/2020 12:36:49 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: cooperation 

Dear Dr Dong Zhang, 

We have worked for many years in collaboration with our colleagues at the Institute of Virology in Wuhan and at other Chinese 
laboratories. Much of our work has been jointly coordinated by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese Academy 
of Science and included joint meetings held annually for the past several years in both China and the US, including our hosting a 
joint meeting here at the Galveston National Laboratory in January, 2018. We have also hosted Chinese post-doctoral fellows and 
visiting scientists for training in biosafety and biosecurity operations of high biocontainment laboratories and to conduct 
collaborative research, some of which is continuing. 

Our primary point of contact in Wuhan has been Dr Zhiming Yuan, copied here. Through these linkages, we continue to share 
information and conduct basic and applied research into the nCoV. 

Thank you for your interest in our program. Please let me know if there are specific areas where we might be of assistance to you 
and your colleagues. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: <zhangdong196802@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2020 12:27 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: <wangxiaobj@hotmail.com> 
Subject: cooperation 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. James Le Duc, 

I am consul Zhang working at the consulate general of china in Houston. After I read the news 
about you and your lab from the public media, I know that you and your colleagues are doing the 
research on vaccine against the 2019-n-Coy based on SARS vaccine experiences and knowledge. 
Currently there are some scientists engaged in epidemiological studies are racing to conduct 
collaboration with Chinese partners and I am glad that we might play a small part in helping them 
reaching out their chinese counterparts. 

So I'm writing here to know more about your research and development and to see whether you 
are having the same idea on building partnership with Chinese scientists in order to facilitate the 
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process of the vaccine on both research and clinical trials for the sake of people from China and 
the whole world. 

Besides, any advice and suggestions from you on China's prevention and treatment of the 
coronavirus will be very much appreciated. 

I will be looking forward to your reply. 

gl Windows 10 adip#&-)EIEJ
Best. 

Dong Zhang, Ph.D/Consul 

Science & Technology Division, Consulate General of The People's Republic of China in Houston 

3417 Montrose Blvd. Houston, TX 77006 U.S.A 

Tel : +1 (713) 520-1462 ext 319 Fax: +1(713)-521-0786 

Mobile : +1 (713)-306-5862 

E-mail: 

zhangdong196802@hotmail.com; zhangdong@most.cn 
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To: Boright, John[JBoright@nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Uwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Rusek, 
Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
From: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Sent: Tue 1/28/2020 1:06:50 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Fine with me. I've been out of town - back now. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 1:58 PM 
To: 'jwleduc@utmb.edu' <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: davidrfranz@gmail.com <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Boright, John <JBoright@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 
Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Subject: FW: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

Jim, 

I sent this at the request of Micah, when Dianne had not been online for a couple days. I got a "undeliverable" message re your 
address. 

And Dave, I did not see you on it. 

Dianne, I hope this is ok with you. 

Best, 
John 

From: Boright, John 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 1:50 PM 
To: 'jh-cao@cashq.ac.cn'; clbai@cas.cn; 'gaof@im.ac.cn'; sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah; Boright, John; 'Peggy Hamburg'; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu); 'jwleduc@nas.edu'; JohnHildebrand; 
Rusek, Benjamin; Hamburg, Margaret 
Subject: Letter to President Bai with regard to nCov isolate sharing 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find a letter to President Bai Chunli and Dr. Gao Fu, with regard to an urgent request. 

John Boright 
On behalf of Diane Griffin and Margaret Hamburg 
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To: KM[hanxia@wh.iov.cn] 
Cc: Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU] 
Bcc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/17/2019 1:44:14 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Greetings from Han 

Dear Han, 

Thank you so much for the update and good wishes for the Holidays. It's wonderful to hear from you and to learn that your baby is 
growing up to be a joy to you and your family. 

I'm pleased to hear about your work on the mosquito virome and I would love to learn more about your discoveries! Very cutting-
edge work! 

As you probably know, Shan Chao just returned to China earlier this week after working here at UTMB for several years in Dr Shi's 
laboratory. While here, Chao also worked with Dennis on CCHF and he was able to complete all his training for 135L4 entrance. 
Hopefully his experiences here will help as he begins his independent research in Wuhan. We have outlined a joint project that we 
will be doing, hopefully both here in the GNL and also in Wuhan. Ideally, we will be able to have students and investigators rotate 
between both labs as they do the study. 

With all good wishes to you and your family for a joyous Holiday Season and a very prosperous New Year. I look forward to seeing 
you soon, perhaps in spring, 2020, when we have another joint meeting in or near Wuhan. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Xffl <hanxia@wh.iov.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2019 9:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Greetings from Han 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dr. Leduc, 
I hope everything is going well with you ! Just want to let you know my recent progress and say greetings in Wuhan to you. 

Over the past year, my work are most related to the mosquito virome and the characterization of the newly identified viruses from 
mosquito, and have several publications. My little baby grows up to a big kid bringing my family a lot of fun and happiness ! 
Christmas is coming soon, wishing you and your family good health and happiness in the holiday season and the coming New Year ! 

Hope to see you again soon ! (Dr.Yuan and Dr. Mifang Liang told me you will visit China for the US-China biosafety meeting next year.) 

all the best, 
Han 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 6/4/2019 10:36:28 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 
Draft Kunming plan v2-jwl.docx 

Some edits and comments on Ben's draft for your consideration. 

We have a draft MOU that has been circulated between UTMB and Kunming, but it has yet to be signed by the Kunming side. 

Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 1:17 AM 
To: 'David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim. 

Sorry for the delay sending this. Attached a doc for comment/editing that includes a possible topics list, please refine 

Of Dave's dates, I probably can't do the week before Thanksgiving week (will likely be in India). 

PS I am at the labs all week so will have limited email access until Friday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2019 7:56 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Great Pei-yong! Good that's moving forward. The following are my conflicts in Oct and first half of Nov: 

Oct 22-23—A committee meeting in DC (I could skip if I had to, but prefer not) 
Nov 7-8—Lecture at Dartmouth that is locked in 
Nov 18-19 or 20 (not sure which day)—Keynote at ABSA national meeting (also locked in) 

Thanks again for all you do, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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On Jun 3, 2019, at 7:17 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshiaUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I had a good discussion with longding this morning. He will talk to his institute leadership team and get back to us. 

Meanwhile, I think we should narrow down the meeting dates, at least from our side. At our last week's IC, Ben 
proposed October or the first two weeks of November. Is this good for all of us? 

I will let you know as soon as I hear back from longding. 

Best, 
Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu]
Sent: Sunday, June 02, 2019 4:32 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, 

Good call. I am putting together a one page document that details the plan for Kunming (should be done with 
it in a few hours). I will add these topics to the list. 

Ben 
On Jun 2, 2019, at 11:29 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Ben, Did you come up with a tentative list for Kunming on the call? I'm sure you will 
have talked about advanced development of MCMs. Also NHP models of disease. Sorry I 
missed it, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On May 31, 2019, at 10:37 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Pei-yong, Jim and Dave, 

Here are the topics from Galveston and Harbin. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 
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Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Cervenka, Nicole < 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2019 10:26 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin < '4usek@nas.edu>
Subject: Topic lists for Galveston & Harbin 

Galveston 2018 
Opening Remarks and Keynote Addresses 

• Host jump of emerging viruses: Flu, MERS-CoV and Ebola 
• "Going digital:" Opportunities and challenges for safety and security when 

life and advances in life sciences are expressed as O's and 1's 
Clinical Care and Product Development in Biocontainment 

• The care and management of Ebola patients 
• Challenges of medical product development in biocontainment 
• Ensuring data quality and integrity on studies supporting the advancement 

of medical countermeasures 
Vector-borne Diseases 

• Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 
• Vaccines for Alphaviruses 
• Story of Arboviral Lifecycle: Acquisition Mechanism from Hosts to 

Mosquitoes 
• Imported Yellow Fever and other important viral pathogens in China 
• Zika vaccine development 
• Flaviviral RNAs and host proteins: a love-hate relationship 

Agricultural Research in Biocontainment 
• Research and operations at the Biosecurity Research Institute: an 

agriculture biocontainment laboratory 
• Development of candidate vaccines against MERS-CoV for camel and 

human 
• Rift Valley fever virus 
• Nipah virus 
• Ecology and Epidemiology of Recent Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 

Outbreaks 
Recent Advances in Research on High Hazard Pathogens 

• Coronaviruses 
• Coronavirus from bats 
• Interplay between coronaviruses and nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 

pathway 
• Mammalian RNAi antiviral and host-virus interaction 

Biosafety, Biosecurity and Biocontainment Facilities Operation 
• Training in biosafety and biosecurity 
• Training program for facilities operations 
• National biosafety laboratory in China 
• Next Steps: Building on the workshop for future cooperation and 

collaboration 

Harhin 2019 
During the discussion the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the 
leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated 
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that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a network 
and have started planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take 
place later in 2019. 

Keynote addresses 
• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the 

Perspective from China 
• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their Interspecies Transmission 
• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in 

China 
Influenza 

• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 
• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 
• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host 

Cellular Factors 
African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 
• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 
• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live 

Attenuated Vaccines 
• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 
• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 
• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 
• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 
• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen 

Research and Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of 
Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - 
China's Efforts and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 
• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 
• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that 

Serve as Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive 
Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 
• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 
• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with 

Pandemic Potential - a U.S. Perspective 
• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer 

toward behavior changes 
• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 
• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to 

Understand and Address Viral Pathogens in China 
Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 

• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 
• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 
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Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral 

Infection 
• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 
• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and 

Effectiveness of Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccine 
• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and 

Pathogenic Study of EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 
• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 

Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 
• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic 

Natural Product Clusters in Streotomvces 
• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

<China Bio topics.docx> 
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DRAFT v1 5/31/19 

U.S. China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 
Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 

[October or November 2019] 
Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 

Kunming, China 

To a ddress the interconnected life science challenges associated with infectious diseases a nd further 
enhance cooperation between China and the United States in the areas of global health, biosafety, 
and biosecurity, the U.S. Na tional Academy of Sciences (NAS), and the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences (CAMS) in partnership with representatives from other Chinese institutions are organizing a 
U.S.-China dialogue meeting on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, La boratory Safety and Global 

Health Security to be held at the i(unming Institute of Medical Sciences,l )n Kunming, China (in 
October or November) 2019. 

The NAS and rAMSjorganizations recognize the benefits of dialogue to increase understanding, 
improving scientific and tec hnical cooperation in areas of mutual interest to China a nd the United 

States and to build bridges between Chinese and American scientists. At the meeti ng, experts will 
share both scientific research to address public health threats and lessons learned to ensure the safe 
and secure operation of high containment biological laboratories, with a special focus on rapid 
va ccine development and non-human primate research under BSL-4 containment. 

The most recent dialogue meeting, held in Harbin, China had a special focus on the use of gene-
editing technology in pathogen research and participants discussed wa ys to create norms and reduce 
risks when using these new tools for research. Topics that may be covered at the Kunming meeting 
include: medical countermeasure development, especially advanced development of vaccines, 

thera peutics and diagnostics; development and use of animal models of high-consequence diseases 
in bi °containment; host-pathogen interactions; the special challenges of conduct of regulated studies 
(i.e. GLP for FDA review) in biocontainment; response to disease outbreaks; risk assessment of gene 
editing and other advanced biotechnology in pathogen research; biosafety and biosecurity training; 
vector borne disease research (e.g. Zika and Dengue); and the One Health approach. 

This dialogue has led to new collaborations and relationships between Chinese and American 
scientists as well as American and Chinese institutions. Following a dialogue meeting held in the U.S. 
in January 2018, the directors of the Galveston National La boratory and the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology (of the Chinese Academy of Sciences) signed a formal Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) to streamline future collaboration between their laboratories. In October 2018, the directors 
of the la boratories jointly published an editorial in [ HYPERUNK 

1 The Kunming Institute of Mecical Sciences, National High-level Biosafety Research Center, CAMS, operates the newest of 
China's three 851-4 labcratori es. Its Kunming Primate Research Centre was established in 2005 and can accommodate 500 
primates. It is the first institute in both the Chinese Academy of Sdences and Yunnan province to gain AAALAC 
certification. http://www. imbca ms.ac. cn/ Cat egory _ 2143/1 nd e x. as px 

Comment [11Blk Or is this the correct 
name? 

Comment [UW2j: Our draft MOU (never 
signed) used Kunming institute of Medical 
Sciences, CAMS. Need to modify footnote? 
Not sure that the focus is on the primate 
center. 

Comment [UW3]: have we met with 
anyone from CAMS? do we have an 
agreement between NAS and CAMS that can 
cover these joint activities? Probably need to 
invite someone from CAMS leadership to 
speak in opening session. 
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DRAFT y1 5/31/19 

"http://science.sciencemag.org/oontent/362/6412/267" ] that calls for the creation of a global high 

containment laboratory network.2

2 During the most recent dialogue meeting in Harbin the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the leadership 
of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated that they support the idea and will work with NAS 
to develop and create a network. The groups have started planning an international meeting to take place later in 2019. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: George GAO[gaof©im.ac.cn] 
Sent: Thur 5/2/2019 8:48:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Congratulations! 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Jim 
Many thanks for your email. I am delighted to be elected and grateful for all your supports in the past. Hope to work closely 
with on numerous subjects. 
All the best 
George 

loun iPhone 

2019*5A 31EI , 00:20 , LeDuc, James W. wleduc utmb.edu> : 

Dear George, 

I read with great pleasure that you were elected as a foreign associate of the U.S. National Academy of Science. This 
is absolutely fantastic news! Congratulations!! The international recognition of your outstanding contributions and 
strong leadership is very well deserved. You have been a valued ambassador for excellence in science for many years 
and it is gratifying to see your accomplishments and dedication appropriately recognized. This is wonderful news and 
I am genuinely pleased for you! 

With all good wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Holubar, Connie J.Vo=UTMB/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Holubar, 
Connie J.5af]; Ntiforo, Corrie[contifor©UTMB.EDU]; Brocard, Anne-Sophie[anbrocar©utmb.edu]; Ksiazek, Thomas 
G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 1/5/2021 9:38:28 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: NYTimes.com: Pharmacist Accused of Tampering With Vaccine Was Conspiracy Theorist, Police Say 

Insider threat example that may be relevant to our biocontainment staffing challenges. Do we have a system in place to recognize 
a troubled individual such as this? 

Thanks, Jim 

From The New York Times: 

Pharmacist Accused of Tampering With Vaccine Was Conspiracy Theorist, Police Say 

The police say a Wisconsin pharmacist believed the Moderna vaccine would harm people and tried to sabotage the effort to 
vaccinate frontline workers. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/04/us/pharmacist-accused-of-tampering-with-vaccine-was-conspiracv-theorist-police-
say.html?smid=em-share 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Auchincloss, Hugh (NIH/NIAID) [E][auchinclossh©niaid.nih.gov] 
Cc: Boyd, Nancy (NIH/NIAID) [Elinboyd©niaid.nih.gov] 
From: Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E][afauci@niaid.nih.gov] 
Sent: Fri 5/31/2019 2:59:21 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Confidential 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Jim: 
Thank you for your note and congratulations on a terrific run at GNL. We certainly will miss you. You 

be very proud of your many accomplishments over these years. I will give your request about names 
some consideration and get back to you. 
Best regards, 
Tony 
Anthony S. Fauci, MD 
Director 
National Institute of Allergy and Infer tic as Diseases 
Buildinn 
31 Cen1 

lth 
0 

Pno 
FAX 
E-m ih.gov 
11: 'l and any of its attachments is confidential and may contain sensitive information. It should 
nc le original intended recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error please inf. .: .n 
th other storage devices. The National Institute of Allergy and Infect jS 
D' statements made that are the sender's own and not expressly made on 
behalf of the ^iv by one of its reph sentatives. 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2019 12:48 PM 
To: Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E] <afauci@niaid.nih.gov>; Auchincloss, Hugh (NIH/NIAID) [E] <auchinclossh@niaid.nih.gov> 
Cc: Boyd, Nancy (NIH/NIAID) [E] <nboyd@niaid.nih.gov> 
Subject: Confidential 

Dear Tony and Hugh, 

I wanted to share with you both that I have begun discussions with UTMB leadership for me to start a glide path towards 
retirement. We are currently preparing a job description for the Director, GNL, and it will be posted in the next month or two with 
the goal of having a candidate selected by the end of this calendar year or early next year. This would allow a period of overlap 
during which the person could gain a complete understanding of the program. My target date for stepping down is August 2020. 

We plan to conduct a national search and we would welcome your suggestions of highly qualified candidates. Before a final 
decision is made, I know that our university leadership would like to have your input. 

I hope to remain associated with UTMB, and I will continue to be involved in emerging infectious diseases and high-risk pathogens. 

Let me take this opportunity to sincerely thank you both for your unwavering support as we have developed this new model of 
partnership between NI H and academia. I am extremely proud of the work we have done together to bring the GNL to full 
operational status and of the many scientific contributions that were made possible by having access to the unique resource that 
we have created. Together, we have made your vision of nearly two decades ago a reality; together, we have built one of the 
premier biocontainment laboratories in the world. Thank you for allowing me to be a part of this exciting initiative. 

I look forward to working with you through this transition. 

With my very best wishes, 
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Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Fri 8/7/2020 8:34:47 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership 
2C  C Gallo Award Nomination Guideline.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors: 

The GVN wishes to announce the 2020 call for the nominations for the Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and 
Leadership. Please find attached for nomination criteria and selection process. Nominations will be open until September 8th. I 
would like to request your letter for the nomination. If you have any question, please feel free to contact me. Thank you for your 
support. 

Best regards, 

Shin-Hee Kim 

Program Director 

Global Virus Network 

725 West Lombard St 

Room S413 

Baltimore, MD 20212 

(410) 706-1966 

1 
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725 W Lombard St. I Baltimore, MD 21201-1009 410.706.1966 
ww.gvnorg 

The CNN Robert C 'a o Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership 

Criteria 

1) The candidate has published important scientific information on virology in the 
areas of interest to the GVN, including but not limited to: basic science, clinical 
aspects, pathogenesis, epidemiology, diagnostics, antivirals, and vaccine 
development. 

2) The candidate has made a consequential and meaningful contribution to the GVN 
and has furthered the mission of the GVN, including but not limited to 
development of the network of Centers of Excellence, participation in training 
programs, contributions to meetings and other GVN activities, and contributions 
to advocacy and public communication activities. 

Nomination 

1) The Directors of GVN Centers of Excellence and Affiliates may nominate one or 
more scientists. 

2) Nominations of women, young scientists, minorities, and scientists from 
developing countries is encouraged should they meet the above selection criteria. 

3) Nominations must be supported by a one-page summary describing how the 
candidate meets the selection criteria with references and testimonials. 

Selection 

Members of the GVN Scientific Advisory Board and Leadership Committee will select 
the 

Awardee and prepare a short description justifying the selection. 

Award 

A plaque will be awarded at least once per year. The honoree will be presented with the 
award at the 2020 GVN Special Annual Meeting. 
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ww.gvn.org 

Timeline 

1) August 10, 2020: Call for nominations 
2) August 10 - September 8, 2020: Nomination process by GVN Center and Affiliate 

Directors. Please send your nomination letters to Shin-Hee Kim (skim@gvn.org) 
3) September 9 - September 16, 2020: Selection process by the SAB and Leadership 

Committee 
4) September 17, 2019: Notification of Awardee 

Past Awardees 

• Scott Weaver, MS, PhD, Galveston National Laboratory, Galveston, Texas, United 
States of America (May, 2016) 

• Ab Osterhaus, DVM, PhD, University of Veterinary Medicine, Hanover, Germany 
(October, 2016) 

• Diane Griffin, MD, PhD, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, 
Baltimore, Maryland, United States of America (September, 2017) 

• Erica 011mann Saphire, PhD and Michael Oldstone, MD, Scripps Research 
Institute, California, United States of America (November, 2018) 

• William Hall, BSc, PhD, MD, DTMH, Centre for Research in Infectious Diseases, 
University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland (June, 2019). 
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From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim©gvn.org] 
Sent: Mon 9/14/2020 4:48:02 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors and Voting Members: 

The GVN wishes to announce the 2020 awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership. 

Dr. Sharon Lewin (Director of the Dougherty Institute in Melbourne) has been selected for her outstanding clinical virology research 
and clinical trials, her outstanding leadership in Australian medical science as Director of the Dougherty Institute, and her 
leadership in the GVN. 

Many congratulations to Dr. Lewin! 

The award will be presented to her during the GVN Special Annual Meeting (Tuesday, September 22, 8:10 -8:20 am, EST). Please 
join us in congratulating Dr. Lewin. 

The GVN also would like to thank the directors and voting members for their invaluable time and support. 

Sincerely, 

Christian Brechot 

President of Global Virus Network 
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From: Topham, David[David_Topham©URMC.Rochester.edu] 
Sent: Thur 11/19/2020 9:30:43 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: GVN: Microbiomes 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Shin-Hee and Christian, 

We recently published two papers on how the microbiome affects outcomes inn RSV infection of infants. Work continues in the labs 
of Dr. Steven Gill and Dr. Tom Mariani here in Rochester. 

1. Grier A, Gill AL, Kessler HA, Corbett A, Bandyopadhyay S, Java J, Holden-Wiltse J, Falsey AR, Topham DJ, Mariani TJ, Caserta 
MT, Walsh EE, Gill SR. Temporal Dysbiosis of Infant Nasal Microbiota Relative to Respiratory Syncytial Virus Infection. J Infect Dis. 
2020. Epub 2020/09/15. doi: 10.1093/infdis/jiaa577. PubMed PMID: 32926147. 
2. Chu CY, Qiu X, McCall MN, Wang L, Corbett A, Holden-Wiltse J, Slaunwhite C, Grier A, Gill SR, Pryhuber GS, Falsey AR, 
Topham DJ, Caserta MT, Walsh EE, Mariani TJ. Airway gene expression correlates of RSV disease severity and microbiome 
composition in infants. J Infect Dis. 2020. Epub 2020/09/15. doi: 10.1093/infdis/jiaa576. PubMed PMID: 32926149. 

Dave 

David J. Topham MS, PhD 
Marie Curran Wilson and Joseph Chamberlain Wilson Professor 
Founding Director, UR Translational Immunology & Infectious Disease Institute 
Vice Provost and Executive Director, The Health Sciences Center for Computational Innovation 
Director, New York Influenza Center of Excellence 
Department of Microbiology & Immunology 
David H. Smith Center for Vaccine Biology and Immunology 
University of Rochester Medical Center 
601 Elmwood Avenue, Box 609 
Rochester, NY 14642 
Tel. 585 273 1400 
email: david topham@urmcsochesteredu 

From: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org> 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 6:26 AM 
To: vromanowski51@gmail.com; lewins@unimelb.edu.au; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au; Damian Purcell; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be; marc.lecuit@pasteurfr; 
antoine.gessain@pasteurfr; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org; dongxp238@sina.com; Yiming Shao; protzer@tum.de; 
wielerlh@rki.de; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannovercle; md@aims.amrita.edu; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in; william.hall@ucd.ie; lananh_2003@yahoo.com; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il; giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; 
hasegawa@nih.go.jp; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1; mazus@yandex.ru; januszp@nicd.ac.za; jerome.kim@ivi.int; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat; Majo, Natalia; edomingo@cbm.uam.es; anders.vahlne@ki.se; andres.merits@utee; 
bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk; Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; erica@lji.org; jglass@jcvi.org; 
rscheuermann@jcvi.org; Topham, David; jwleduc@utmb.edu; sweaver@utmb.edu; mhkaplan@umich.edu; psm9@pitt.edu; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu; mstevenson@med.miami.edu; 
emorse@buffalo.edu; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu; rschina@emory.edu; cdelrio@emory.edu; rfgarry@tulane.edu; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm; bhangombe@unza.zm; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg; Kratochvil, Christopher J; hegendel@unmc.edu; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh; oquaye@ug.edu.gh; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu; kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov; andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru; arun.kumar@manipal.edu; eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe; 
jeey62@gmail.com; jeey62@korea.kr; don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com; Maponga, Charles; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au; andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au; gmnair51@gmail.com; cbenn@health.sdu.dk; 
silverr@ccf.org; s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au 
Cc: Christian Brechot; Linman Li 
Subject: [EXT] GVN: Microbiomes 
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Dear Friends, 

As we are all of us aware of, the impact of microbiomes on the susceptibility to and the severity of viral infections has 
now been emerging as a very important topic. 
Clearly there is evidence that gut microbiome impacts on respiratory viral infections, in particular COVID19. 
IN this context can you answer the very simple questions: 

1. Are you or your center's scientists working on the microbiomes? 
2. Have you or your center's scientists received governmental funding for such activities? 

Best regards, 

Christian 

President, GVN 

1 

.itt. 
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From: Gallo, Robert[rgallo©ihv.umaryland.edu] 
Sent: Thur 11/19/2020 9:12:00 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: GVN: Microbiomes 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

IHV sits near The Institute of Genome Science of the University of Marylano. It is headeci by Claire Fraiser, who with her 
former husband Craig Venter, did much of the early human genome work. The focus of the entire institute is the 
microbiome. 

At IHV itself Davide Zella and I have an interest in some bacterial proteins which can be taken up by cells and influence 
our capacity to avoid gene mutations and early transformed cells. Otherwise we have little interest in the microbiome. 

Bob Gallo 

From: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org> 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 6:26 AM 
To: vromanowski51@gmail.com; lewins@unimelb.edu.au; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au; Damian Purcell <dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org; dongxp238@sina.com; Yiming Shao <yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>; 
protzer@tum.de; wielerlh@rki.de; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de; md@aims.amrita.edu; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in; william.hall@ucd.ie; lananh_2003@yahoo.com; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il; giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; 
hasegawa@nih.go.jp; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1; mazus@yandex.ru; januszp@nicd.ac.za; jerome.kim@ivi.int; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat; Majo, Natalia <natalia.majo@irta.cat>; edomingo@cbm.uam.es; anders.vahlne@ki.se; 
andres.merits@utee; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk; Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; erica@lji.org; 
jglass@jcvi.org; rscheuermann@jcvi.org; david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu; jwleduc@utmb.edu; sweaver@utmb.edu; 
mhkaplan@umich.edu; psm9@pitt.edu; Palese, Peter <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu; mstevenson@med.miami.edu; emorse@buffalo.edu; Gallo, Robert <rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; 
rschina@emory.edu; Del Rio, Carlos <cdelrio@emory.edu>; rfgarry@tulane.edu; Adebamowo, Clement 
<CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm; bhangombe@unza.zm; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg; Kratochvil, Christopher J <ckratoch@unmc.edu>; 
hegendel@unmc.edu; gawandare@ug.edu.gh; oquaye@ug.edu.gh; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov; andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru; arun.kumar@manipal.edu; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe; jeey62@gmail.com; jeey62@korea.kr; don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com; 
Maponga, Charles <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au; andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au; 
gmnair51@gmail.com; cbenn@health.sdu.dk; silverr@ccf.org; s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>; Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org> 
Subject: GVN: Microbiomes 

rION: This message originated from a non UMB, UMSOM, FPI, or UMMS email system. Whether the sender is known or not known, hover over any links 
before clicking and use caution opening attachments. 

Dear Friends, 

As we are all of us aware of, the impact of microbiomes on the susceptibility to and the severity of viral infections has 
now been emerging as a very important topic. 
Clearly there is evidence that gut microbiome impacts on respiratory viral infections, in particular COVID19. 
IN this context can you answer the very simple questions: 

1. Are you or your center's scientists working on the microbiomes? 
2. Have you or your center's scientists received governmental funding for such activities? 
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Best regards, 

Christian 

President, GVN 
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From: Ingber, Donald Elliot[doningber©wyss.harvard.edu] 
Sent: Thur 11/19/2020 9:49:36 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Microbiomes 

NatBiomedEnd.19.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

We grow healthy and disease microbiome, as well as potential therapeutic probiotic species, in our 
human intestine chips, and we also are starting to do this in cervix and vagina chips. We also have 
grown P. aeruginosa in our Lung Airway Chips. 

I attach our first Intestine chip paper here. 
Best, 
Don 

Donald E. Ingber, MD,PhD 
Founding Director, Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering at Harvard University 
Judah Folkman Professor of Vascular Biology, Harvard Medical School & Vascular Biology Program, Boston Children's Hospital 
Professor of Bioengineering, Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied 
Sciences 
Wyss Institute at Harvard 
3 Blackfan Circle, CLSB 5th Floor 
Boston MA 02115 
ph: 617-432-7044 fax: 617-432-7828 
email: ...... erPwyss.harvard.edu 
twitter: @Donlngber 
websites: :Ittps://wvss.harvard.edu/ 

From: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org> 
Date: Thursday, November 19, 2020 at 6:26 AM 
To: "vromanowski51@gmail.com" <vromanowski51@gmail.com>, "Iewins@unimelb.edu.au" 
<lewins@unimelb.edu.au>, "Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au" <Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au>, Damian Purcell 
<dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>, "arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be" <arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be>, "luc.willems@ulg.ac.be" 
<luc.willems@ulg.ac.be>, "johan.neyts@kuleuven.be" <johan.neyts@kuleuven.be>, "marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr" 
<marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>, "antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr" <antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr>, "benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org" <benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org>, "dongxp238@sina.com" <dongxp238@sina.com>, Yiming Shao 
<yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>, "protzer@tum.de" <protzer@tum.de>, "wielerlh@rki.de" <wielerlh@rki.de>, "becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de" <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>, "albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de" <albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de>, "md@aims.amrita.edu" <md@aims.amrita.edu>, "esreekumar@rgcb.res.in" <esreekumar@rgcb.res.in>, 
"william.hall@ucd.ie" "lananh_2003@yahoo.com" <lananh_2003@yahoo.com>, 
"gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il" <gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il>, "giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it" <giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it>, 
"hasegawa@nih.go.jp" <hasegawa@nih.go.jp>, "m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1" <m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl>, 
"mazus@yandex.ru" <mazus@yandex.ru>, "januszp@nicd.ac.za" <januszp@nicd.ac.za>, "jerome.kim@ivi.int" 
<jerome.kim@ivi.int>, "joaquim.segales@irta.cat" <joaquim.segales@irta.cat>, "Majo, Natalia" <natalia.majo@irta.cat>, 
"edomingo@cbm.uam.es" <edomingo@cbm.uam.es>, "anders.vahlne@ki.se" <anders.vahlne@ki.se>, 
"andres.merits@utee" <andres.merits@utee>, "bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk" 
<bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk>, "Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk" <Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk>, 
"dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "erica@lji.org" <erica@lji.org>, "jglass@jcvi.org" <jglass@jcvi.org>, 
"rscheuermann@jcvi.org" <rscheuermann@jcvi.org>, "david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu" 
<david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu>, "jwleduc@utmb.edu" <jwleduc@utmb.edu>, "sweaver@utmb.edu" 
<sweaver@utmb.edu>, "mhkaplan@umich.edu" <mhkaplan@umich.edu>, "psm9@pitt.edu" <psm9@pitt.edu>, 
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"peter.palese@mssm.edu" <peter.palese@mssm.edu>, "ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu" 
<ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu>, "wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu" <wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu>, 
"mstevenson@med.miami.edu" <mstevenson@med.miami.edu>, "emorse@buffalo.edu" <emorse@buffalo.edu>, 
"rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu" <rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, Raymond Schinazi <rschina@emory.edu>, 
"cdelrio@emory.edu" <cdelrio@emory.edu>, "rfgarry@tulane.edu" <rfgarry@tulane.edu>, 
"cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu" <cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, "cmacpherson@sgu.edu" 
<cmacpherson@sgu.edu>, "joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm" <joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm>, 
"bhangombe@unza.zm" <bhangombe@unza.zm>, "pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org" 
<pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>, "linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg" <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>, "Kratochvil, 
Christopher.i' <ckratoch@unmc.edu>, "hegendel@unmc.edu" <hegendel@unmc.edu>, "gawandare@ug.edu.gh" 
<gawandare@ug.edu.gh>, "oquaye@ug.edu.gh" <oquaye@ug.edu.gh>, "jorge.osorio@wisc.edu" 
<jorge.osorio@wisc.edu>, "tony.goldberg@wisc.edu" <tony.goldberg@wisc.edu>, "kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu" 
<kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu>, "konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov" <konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov>, 
"andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru" <andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru>, "arun.kumar@manipal.edu" 
<arun.kumar@manipal.edu>, "eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe" <eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe>, "jeey62@gmail.com" 
<jeey62@gmail.com>, "jeey62@korea.kr" <jeey62@korea.kr>, Don Ingber <don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu>, 
"drmusabaev1956@gmail.com" <drmusabaev1956@gmail.com>, "Maponga, Charles" <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>, 
"alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au" <alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au>, "andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au" 
<andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au>, "gmnair51@gmail.com" <gmnair51@gmail.com>, "cbenn@health.sdu.dk" 
<cbenn@health.sdu.dk>, "silverr@ccf.org" <silverr@ccf.org>, "s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au" 
<s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au> 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>, Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org> 
Subject: GVN: Microbiomes 

Dear Friends, 

As we are all of us aware of, the impact of microbiomes on the susceptibility to and the severity of viral infections has 
now been emerging as a very important topic. 
Clearly there is evidence that gut microbiome impacts on respiratory viral infections, in particular COVID19. 
IN this context can you answer the very simple questions: 

1. Are you or your center's scientists working on the microbiomes? 
2. Have you or your center's scientists received governmental funding for such activities? 

Best regards, 

Christian 

President, GVN 
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From: Adebamowo, Clement[CAdebamowo©ihv.umaryland.edu] 
Sent: Thur 11/19/2020 10:07:16 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Microbiomes 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

At IHV, my lab does cervical and gut microbiome research. Our 2020 publications include: 
1. Dareng EO, Ma B, Adebamowo SN, Famooto A, Ravel J, Pharoah PP, Adebamowo CA. Vaginal microbiota diversity and 
paucity of Lactobacillus species are associated with persistent hrHPV infection in HIV negative but not in HIV positive women. 
Sci Rep. 2020 Nov 5;10(1):19095. doi: 10.1038/s41598-020-76003-7. PMID: 33154533; PMCID: PMC7644686. 
2. Doumatey AP, Adeyemo A, Zhou J, Lei L, Adebamowo SN, Adebamowo C, Rotimi CN. Gut Microbiome Profiles Are 
Associated With Type 2 Diabetes in Urban Africans. Front Cell Infect Microbiol. 2020 Feb 25;10:63. doi: 
10.3389/fcimb.2020.00063. PMID: 32158702; PMCID: PMC7052266. 

We are interested in cervical organoids. Dr. Ingber and will like to collaborate. 

Clement Adebamowo 

From: "Ingber, Donald Elliot" <don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu> 
Date: Thursday, November 19, 2020 at 10:51 AM 
To: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org>, "vromanowski51@gmail.com" <vromanowski51@gmail.com>, 
"Iewins@unimelb.edu.au" <lewins@unimelb.edu.au>, "Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au" <Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au>, Damian 
Purcell <dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>, "arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be" <arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be>, 
"luc.willems@ulg.ac.be" <luc.willems@ulg.ac.be>, "johan.neyts@kuleuven.be" <johan.neyts@kuleuven.be>, 
"marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr" <marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>, "antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr" <antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr>, 
"benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org" <benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org>, "dongxp238@sina.com" 
<dongxp238@sina.com>, Yiming Shao <yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>, "protzer@tum.de" <protzer@tum.de>, "wielerlh@rki.de" 
<wielerlh@rki.de>, "becker@staff.uni-marburg.de" <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>, "albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de" <albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de>, "md@aims.amrita.edu" <md@aims.amrita.edu>, 
"esreekumar@rgcb.res.in" <esreekumar@rgcb.res.in>, "william.hall@ucd.ie" 
"lananh_2003@yahoo.com" <lananh_2003@yahoo.com>, "gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il" <gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il>, 
"giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it" <giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it>, "hasegawa@nih.go.jp" <hasegawa@nih.go.jp>, 
"m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1" <m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl>, "mazus@yandex.ru" <mazus@yandex.ru>, 
"januszp@nicd.ac.za" <januszp@nicd.ac.za>, "jerome.kim@ivi.int" <jerome.kim@ivi.int>, "joaquim.segales@irta.cat" 
<joaquim.segales@irta.cat>, "Majo, Natalia" <natalia.majo@irta.cat>, "edomingo@cbm.uam.es" 
<edomingo@cbm.uam.es>, "anders.vahlne@ki.se" <anders.vahlne@ki.se>, "andres.merits@utee" 
<andres.merits@utee>, "bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk" <bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk>, 
"Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk" <Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk>, "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, 
"erica@lji.org" <erica@lji.org>, "jglass@jcvi.org" <jglass@jcvi.org>, "rscheuermann@jcvi.org" 
<rscheuermann@jcvi.org>, "david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu" <david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu>, 
"jwleduc@utmb.edu" <jwleduc@utmb.edu>, "sweaver@utmb.edu" <sweaver@utmb.edu>, Mark Kaplan 
<mhkaplan@umich.edu>, "psm9@pitt.edu" <psm9@pitt.edu>, "Palese, Peter" <peter.palese@mssm.edu>, 
"ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu" <ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu>, "wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu" 
<wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu>, "mstevenson@med.miami.edu" <mstevenson@med.miami.edu>, 
"emorse@buffalo.edu" <emorse@buffalo.edu>, Dr Gallo <rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, "rschina@emory.edu" 
<rschina@emory.edu>, "Del Rio, Carlos" <cdelrio@emory.edu>, "rfgarry@tulane.edu" <rfgarry@tulane.edu>, 
"Adebamowo, Clement" <CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, "cmacpherson@sgu.edu" <cmacpherson@sgu.edu>, 
"joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm" <joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm>, "bhangombe@unza.zm" 
<bhangombe@unza.zm>, Pontiano Kaleebu <pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>, "linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg" 
<linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>, "Kratochvil, Christopher.i' <ckratoch@unmc.edu>, "hegendel@unmc.edu" 
<hegendel@unmc.edu>, "gawandare@ug.edu.gh" <gawandare@ug.edu.gh>, "oquaye@ug.edu.gh" 
<oquaye@ug.edu.gh>, "jorge.osorio@wisc.edu" <jorge.osorio@wisc.edu>, "tony.goldberg@wisc.edu" 
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<tony.goldberg@wisc.edu>, "kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu" <kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu>, 
"konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov" <konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov>, "andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru" 
<andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru>, "arun.kumar@manipal.edu" <arun.kumar@manipal.edu>, 
"eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe" <eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe>, "jeey62@gmail.com" <jeey62@gmail.com>, 
"jeey62@korea.kr" <jeey62@korea.kr>, "drmusabaev1956@gmail.com" <drmusabaev1956@gmail.com>, "Maponga, 
Charles" <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>, "alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au" <alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au>, 
"andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au" <andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au>, "gmnair51@gmail.com" 
<gmnair51@gmail.com>, "cbenn@health.sdu.dk" <cbenn@health.sdu.dk>, "silverr@ccf.org" <silverr@ccf.org>, 
"s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au" <s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au> 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>, Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org> 
Subject: Re: Microbiomes 

We grow healthy and disease microbiome, as well as potential therapeutic probiotic species, in our 
human intestine chips, and we also are starting to do this in cervix and vagina chips. We also have 
grown P. aeruginosa in our Lung Airway Chips. 

I attach our first Intestine chip paper here. 
Best, 
Don 

Donald E. Ingber, MD,PhD 
Founding Director, Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering at Harvard University 
Judah Folkman Professor of Vascular Biology, Harvard Medical School & Vascular Biology Program, Boston Children's Hospital 
Professor of Bioengineering, Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied 
Sciences 
Wyss Institute at Harvard 
3 Blackfan Circle, CLSB 5th Floor 
Boston MA 02115 
ph: 617-432-7044 fax: 617-432-7828 
email:  er@wyss.harvard.edu 
twitter: @Donlngber 
websites: Attps://wyss.harvard.edu/ 

From: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org> 
Date: Thursday, November 19, 2020 at 6:26 AM 
To: "vromanowski51@gmail.com" <vromanowski51@gmail.com>, "Iewins@unimelb.edu.au" 
<lewins@unimelb.edu.au>, "Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au" <Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au>, Damian Purcell 
<dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>, "arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be" <arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be>, "luc.willems@ulg.ac.be" 
<luc.willems@ulg.ac.be>, "johan.neyts@kuleuven.be" <johan.neyts@kuleuven.be>, "marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr" 
<marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>, "antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr" <antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr>, "benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org" <benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org>, "dongxp238@sina.com" <dongxp238@sina.com>, Yiming Shao 
<yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>, "protzer@tum.de" <protzer@tum.de>, "wielerlh@rki.de" <wielerlh@rki.de>, "becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de" <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>, "albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de" <albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de>, "md@aims.amrita.edu" <md@aims.amrita.edu>, "esreekumar@rgcb.res.in" <esreekumar@rgcb.res.in>, 
"william.hall@ucd.ie" "lananh_2003@yahoo.com" <lananh_2003@yahoo.com>, 
"gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il" <gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il>, "giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it" <giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it>, 
"hasegawa@nih.go.jp" <hasegawa@nih.go.jp>, "m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1" <m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl>, 
"mazus@yandex.ru" <mazus@yandex.ru>, "januszp@nicd.ac.za" <januszp@nicd.ac.za>, "jerome.kim@ivi.int" 
<jerome.kim@ivi.int>, "joaquim.segales@irta.cat" <joaquim.segales@irta.cat>, "Majo, Natalia" <natalia.majo@irta.cat>, 
"edomingo@cbm.uam.es" <edomingo@cbm.uam.es>, "anders.vahlne@ki.se" <anders.vahlne@ki.se>, 
"andres.merits@utee" <andres.merits@utee>, "bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk" 
<bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk>, "Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk" <Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk>, 
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"dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "erica@lji.org" <erica@lji.org>, "jglass@jcvi.org" <jglass@jcvi.org>, 
"rscheuermann@jcvi.org" <rscheuermann@jcvi.org>, "david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu" 
<david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu>, "jwleduc@utmb.edu" <jwleduc@utmb.edu>, "sweaver@utmb.edu" 
<sweaver@utmb.edu>, "mhkaplan@umich.edu" <mhkaplan@umich.edu>, "psm9@pitt.edu" <psm9@pitt.edu>, 
"peter.palese@mssm.edu" <peter.palese@mssm.edu>, "ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu" 
<ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu>, "wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu" <wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu>, 
"mstevenson@med.miami.edu" <mstevenson@med.miami.edu>, "emorse@buffalo.edu" <emorse@buffalo.edu>, 
"rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu" <rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, Raymond Schinazi <rschina@emory.edu>, 
"cdelrio@emory.edu" <cdelrio@emory.edu>, "rfgarry@tulane.edu" <rfgarry@tulane.edu>, 
"cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu" <cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, "cmacpherson@sgu.edu" 
<cmacpherson@sgu.edu>, "joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm" <joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm>, 
"bhangombe@unza.zm" <bhangombe@unza.zm>, "pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org" 
<pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>, "linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg" <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>, "Kratochvil, 
Christopher.i' <ckratoch@unmc.edu>, "hegendel@unmc.edu" <hegendel@unmc.edu>, "gawandare@ug.edu.gh" 
<gawandare@ug.edu.gh>, "oquaye@ug.edu.gh" <oquaye@ug.edu.gh>, "jorge.osorio@wisc.edu" 
<jorge.osorio@wisc.edu>, "tony.goldberg@wisc.edu" <tony.goldberg@wisc.edu>, "kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu" 
<kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu>, "konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov" <konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov>, 
"andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru" <andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru>, "arun.kumar@manipal.edu" 
<arun.kumar@manipal.edu>, "eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe" <eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe>, "jeey62@gmail.com" 
<jeey62@gmail.com>, "jeey62@korea.kr" <jeey62@korea.kr>, Don Ingber <don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu>, 
"drmusabaev1956@gmail.com" <drmusabaev1956@gmail.com>, "Maponga, Charles" <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>, 
"alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au" <alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au>, "andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au" 
<andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au>, "gmnair51@gmail.com" <gmnair51@gmail.com>, "cbenn@health.sdu.dk" 
<cbenn@health.sdu.dk>, "silverr@ccf.org" <silverr@ccf.org>, "s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au" 
<s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au> 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>, Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org> 
Subject: GVN: Microbiomes 

Dear Friends, 

As we are all of us aware of, the impact of microbiomes on the susceptibility to and the severity of viral infections has 
now been emerging as a very important topic. 
Clearly there is evidence that gut microbiome impacts on respiratory viral infections, in particular COVID19. 
IN this context can you answer the very simple questions: 

1. Are you or your center's scientists working on the microbiomes? 
2. Have you or your center's scientists received governmental funding for such activities? 

Best regards, 

Christian 

President, GVN 
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To: 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Lowenthal, 
Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 3/23/2020 11:16:28 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Nice comprehensive article on what needs to be done: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/22/health/coronavirus-restrictions-
us.html (President Obama agrees: https://twitter.com/BarackObama/status/1242114805588267008)

Glad to see your quote in it Jim. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 1:32 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; James W. 
LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

I'm on another call and don't think you need me anyway. I'll touch base with Jim or Ben after. Best, dave 

On Mar 12, 2020, at 1:30 PM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, we are on the line 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 1:15 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

OK. will call in.... 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 12:25 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggv@hbfam.net>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

ok 
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Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 12:24 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' 
<jwIeduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

Hi Diane and Jim (and Peggy), 

Let's talk at 1:30 PM ET. At that time please call 1-888-537-7715 and enter code 12223052# when prompted. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhrni.edu>
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 10:34 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

sure - either 1 or 2 is ok. 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 10:22 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' 
<jwIeduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 
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Hi Diane and Peggy, 

Jim's lab has developed some technology that would be very useful for studying the virus and combating the outbreak 
and Dr. Shi would like to use it. He is curious about the politics around sharing it. 

Do you have time to briefly talk on the phone early this afternoon? If so would 1 PM ET or 2 PM ET work for you? 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgr1ffi6@ihmi.edu>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:46 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth_@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

Ben - Thanks - good idea and nice summary! 

I just returned from the US-Japan CMSP Emerging Viral Diseases meeting in Bangkok - lots of masks and 
thermal screening and a few talks by Skype, but no real problems. Apparently, we were the only meeting 
that wasn't cancelled, but considering the topic, we thought that it was important to carry on and added 
several talks on CoV19. 

The Thais seem to be handling it well so far and I'm back without infection or quarantine. 

Diane 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:22 AM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6Pihmi.edu>; 'Peggy Hamburg' <peggv@hbfam.net>
Cc: 'Shi, Pei yong' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'James W. LeDuc' <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>;
Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>
Subject: COVID-19 and Zhengli Shi's contributions to the China bio dialogue 

Hi Diane and Peggy, 

When I was preparing to brief a group at State three weeks ago on the NASEM China bio dialogue and NASEM efforts to get 
isolates to UTMB (your letter) I noticed Dr. Zhengli Shi's extraordinary predictions re the ongoing COVID-19 epidemic. I thought 
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it would be useful to highlight her contributions to the dialogue meetings so with Nicole Cervenka's help we pulled a memo 
together detailing what she said. 

No plans for distribution (and due to the political sensitivity of the ongoing epidemic it should probably not be distributed 
beyond NASEM) but we thought it would be useful to have for future reference. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6Qhmi.edu)[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy 
Hamburg[peggy©hbfam.net]; David Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Palese, Peterlpeter.palese@mssm.edu]; Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Tue 1/26/2021 10:24:55 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

FYI when this article was released it received a lot of criticism as speculative Internet compilation by a novelist with no scientific 
background 
For example: https://twitter.com angie_rasmussen status/1346232195430510592 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 10:52 PM 
To: Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; David Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell 
<NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Raymond Jeanloz <jeanloz@berkeley.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: NYMag: The Lab-Leak Hypothesis 

Bio Gang, 
Another article that is making the rounds arguing that SARS-CoV-2 is likely from a lab accident. 
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/c__._ navirusdab-escape-theory.html 
This is by writer Nicholson Baker who quotes many different sources. Although it is readable, it is quite long and I have only 
skimmed it. I doubt that it will provide new insights, but I thought that you should know about it. 
Best, 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) 
The National Academy of Sciences I 500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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From: vinu arumugham[vaccine.safety@aol.com] 
Sent: Thur 6/11/2020 8:04:54 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Confirmation of my predictions on the role of mast cells, histamine in COVID-19 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

COVID-19 severity is caused by an allergic reaction to the coronavirus involving mast cell degranulation and histamine 
release (elicitation). The development of this allergy (sensitization) was caused by vaccine components that are similar to 
coronavirus proteins. 

Sharing with permission. 

Forwarded Message 
Subject:Re: Confirmation of my predictions on the role of mast cells, histamine in COVID-19 

Date:Sun, 7 Jun 2020 04:07:28 +0000 
From:Lawrence Steinman <steiny@stanford.edu> 

To :vinu arumugham <vaccine.safety aol.com> 

Dear Vinu, 

All very interesting. 
Congratulations to you for being correct, on point and prescient! 
Thanks for sharing 
Larry 

Prof. Lawrence Steinman 
Zimmermann Professor of Pediatrics, Neurology and Neurological Sciences 
Beckman Center for Molecular Medicine 
279 Campus Drive 
Stanford, CA 94305-5316 

From: vinu arumugham <yaccine.safety@aol.com> 
Sent: Saturday, June 6, 2020 5:44 PM 
To: Lawrence Steinman <steiny@stanford.edu> 
Subject: Confirmation of my predictions on the role of mast cells, histamine in COVID-19 

Prof Steinman, 

Thought this may be of interest: 

I have been predicting for 4 months now that mast cell stabilizers and antihistamines (like Hl/H2 blockers) can help in 
COVID-19. 

I described the details, connecting mast cells, histamine, COVID-19 and dengue in my article below (uploaded Apr 1120): 
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Immunological mechanisms explaining the role of IgE, mast cells, histamine, elevating ferritin, IL-6, D-dimer, VEGF levels 
in COVID-19 and dengue, potential treatments such as mast cell stabilizers, antihistamines, Vitamin C, hydroxychloroquine, 

ivermectin and azithromycin 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3748303 

As you may have read, famotidine (an antihistamine, H2 blocker) has been found to help in COVID-19, just like I predicted. 

A large group of experts with expertise covering drug discovery, vaccines, pathology etc. recently (May 2420 report) 
hypothesized and investigated numerous potential mechanisms involved in famotidine's beneficial effect in COVID-19. The 

study was funded by the "Department of Defense (DoD), Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA), and the Joint Science 
and Technology Office (JSTO) of the Chemical and Biological Defense Program (CBDP) for funding under the Discovery 

of Medical countermeasures Against Novel Entities (DOMANE) initiative." 

COVID-19: Famotidine, Histamine, Mast Cells, and Mechanisms 
www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-30934/v1 

They conclude: "We propose that the principal famotidine mechanism of action for COVID-19 involves on-target histamine 
receptor H2 activity, and that development of clinical COVID-19 involves dysfunctional mast cell activation and histamine 

release." 

They write: " ... COVID-19 disease progression could share an immunologic basis with Dengue hemorrhagic fever" and 

"This model is also supported by the significant overlap in the clinical signs and symptoms of the initial phase of COVID-19 
disease and those of mast cell activation syndrome (MCAS) 89-92 as well similarities to Dengue hemorrhagic fever and 

shock syndrome (including T cell depletion) during the later phase of COVID-19" 

"If COVID-19 is partially driven by dysfunctional mast cell degranulation, then a variety of medical interventions employing 
marketed drugs useful for treating mast cell-related disorders may help to reduce death and disease associated with SARS-

CoV-2 infection. Examples include drugs with mast cell stabilizing activity, other histamine antagonists (for example H1 and 
H4 types), leukotriene antagonists and leukotriene receptor antagonists" 

In other words, their findings are in perfect agreement with my prediction and analysis. 

Thanks, 

Vinu 
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To: Atlas, Ronald M.Ronald.atlas©Iouisville.edu]; bartonh@uakron.edu[bartonh©uakron.edu]; Charles W. Rice 
(cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice@ksu.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman©med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Bertuzzi, 
Stefano[sbertuzzi©asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry©STJUDE.ORG]; Susan Brockmeier 
(susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov)[susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org] 
Sent: Thur 1/3/2019 9:39:45 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: ASM Health and Public Policy Update 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

OSTP Director Confirmed by the Senate — Last night (January 2), the Senate confirmed Dr. Kelvin Droegemeier as 
the director of the White House Office of Scientific and Technology Policy. Details here. 

Appropriations Update — As being widely reported by the press, President Trump did not sign a continuing resolution 
(CR) passed by the Senate on December 19, triggering a partial government shutdown. Affected departments include: 
State, Homeland Security, Commerce, Agriculture, Transportation, Interior, Justice and HUD, as well as science 
programs, foreign operations and agencies like the Internal Revenue Service and Environmental Protection Agency. 
Included in the Senate and House-passed CR were two recently expired provisions — the Biomedical Advanced 
Research and Development Authority Freedom of Information Act and antitrust exemptions — which were pulled from 
the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA) reauthorization legislation. But because a new CR was not 
sent to the President for his signature, these two provisions remain expired. Rep. Susan Brooks (R-IN), the lead 
Republican for PAHPA reauthorization in the House, issued the following statement on December 19: 

"I am pleased to see two important provisions of the Pandemics and All-Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA) extended 
through the duration of the continuing resolution. These provisions are important to our national security. They provide 
exemptions for BARDA to negotiate contracts for the development of medical countermeasures that would not 
otherwise be possible because of FOIA and antitrust limitations. These exemptions give BARDA the contracting 
authority needed to develop medical countermeasures to protect Americans against biological and naturally occurring 
threats. I remain committed to ensuring PAHPA, in its entirety, is reauthorized before the end of the year and will 
continue to work with my colleagues in both the House and the Senate to get this done." 

PAHPA Reauthorization — Reauthorization of PAHPA will continue into the next Congress after the Senate failed to 
act before adjournment of the 115th Congress on a compromise reauthorization bill that passed the House on 
December 20, H.R. 7328. 

The compromise bill will serve as the starting point for reauthorization discussions early this year. The current draft, 
which will need to be reintroduced in the new Congress, puts the Presidential Advisory Council on Combating Antibiotic-
Resistant Bacteria (PACCARB) into law as advocated by ASM. However, as currently drafted the legislation gives some 
leeway to the Secretary of Health and Human Services as to the Council's continuance and requires the Secretary to 
submit to Congress by Oct. 1, 2022 recommendations on whether the council should be extended and whether there 
are other committees, councils or task forces that have overlapping or similar duties and, if there are, whether they 
should be combined. 

CB0 Recommends Global Heath Funding Decreases — On December 13, the Congressional Budget Office (CB0) 
released its  annual report of options for reducing the deficit. Among its recommendations is to reduce global health 
appropriations to about $1 billion annually, which would create a savings of save $57 billion over 10 years. See page 
160 of the report. In defending the reduction in global health funding, CB0 states that the goals of the program may 
have nearly been met — the U.S. government has been able to achieve the goal of controlling the HIV/AIDS epidemic 
by 2020 in a selected group of countries with high rates of infection. The report also states that a reduction in global 
health appropriations could spur other organizations or governments to increase their investments in such initiatives. 
CB0 added that not funding global health could make it more difficult to combat certain diseases if other funding 
sources did not emerge. 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
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202.942.9294 direct 202.737.3600 main 

Have you oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2018? 

MKRO OGY 

Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 

Join ASM: http://www.asm.org/join 
Renew with ASM: http://www.asm.orarenew 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Segal, Allen[asegal@asmusa.org] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Corby,Amalia[ACorby©asmusa.org] 
From: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts©asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 5/22/2020 9:53:22 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Bioeconomy bill introducted 
ASM Bioeconomy Research and Development Act Support Letterddf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Thank you for your note. I am pleased to tell you that we worked behind the scenes with Markey and Gillibrand's offices on this and 
not only supported the bill, but were quoted in Sen. Markey's press release! Amalia Corby on our team has been the point person 
for us on this. 

See attached letter and also the link below to Markey's release. (quote is in the past paragraph) 
https://www.markey.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senator-markey-applauds-senate-committee-passage-of-his-air-travel-task-
force-bioeconomy-research-legislation 

I hope you have a nice weekend as well. 
Best, 
Mary Lee 

Mary Lee Watts, MPH, RD 
Director, Federal Affairs 
Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N St., NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Cell: 571-228-8345 
mwatts@asmusa.org 

From: LeDuc, James W. [mailto:jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 10:49 AM 
To: Watts, Mary Lee <mwatts@asmusa.org>; Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Bioeconomy bill introducted 

(From Research America newletter, 21 May 2020) 
First, Senators Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY), Marco Rubio (R-FL), Ed Markey (D-MA), and Cory Gardner (R-CO) have introduced 
the Bioeconomy Research and Development Act (S.3734) to create an initiative at OSTP to advance R&D and 
biomanufacturing, as well as develop the future bioeconomy workforce. 

Nicely written with several nods to safety and security. ASM should track and support this one. 

Enjoy the long weekend, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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May 20, 2020 

Senator Kirsten Gillibrand 
478 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Senator Edward Markey 
255 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington DC 20510 

Senator Cory Gardner 
354 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Senator Marco Rubio 
284 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington DC 20510 

Dear Senators Gillibrand, Gardner, Markey, and Rubio: 

On behalf of the American Society for Microbiology (ASM), one of the largest life science societies 
composed of more than 30,000 scientists and health professionals, thank you for introducing the 
"Bioeconomy Research and Development Act of 2020." We support the goals of this legislation, 
including the creation of a national initiative to advance engineering biology, as well as provisions to 
strengthen the ability to translate scientific discoveries into tools, technologies, and therapies that benefit 
society, our economy, and the world at large. 

The central importance of the microbial sciences to understanding the world around us and solving major 
problems of our time cannot be overstated. Thanks to past investments in basic research, we now 
understand that microbial communities exist on, in, and around people, plants, animals, soil, oceans, and 
the atmosphere, thus making microbiology and concepts like the microbiome relevant to almost 
everything. The rapid pace of discovery has demonstrated a need for better cross-agency coordination, 
greater technology needs and data sharing infrastructure. 

This legislation is particularly timely as microbiologists are racing to develop diagnostic testing, vaccines, 
and treatments for COVID-19. Microbiology is a highly interdisciplinary field, made stronger when 
federal agencies and stakeholders work in a coordinated manner to advance research, technology 
development, and infrastructure. As a diverse Society that represents scientists and health professionals 
working across the spectrum of the microbial sciences and in multiple sectors of society, we appreciate 
the bill's efforts to facilitate collaboration, cross-agency funding, database curation, and the development 
of novel tools to accelerate translational research. 

We also appreciate the bill's recognition that the success in engineering biology, like other disciplines, 
depends on an inclusive and diverse workforce and a strong pipeline. ASM is committed to the 
development of the next generation of researchers who will carry the torch in to the future. 

Thank you again for your leadership. Should you have questions or require additional information, please 
contact ASM's Director of Public Policy Allen Segal at (202) 942-9294 or asegal@asmusa.org. 

Sincerely, 

Ch 
Stacey Schultz-Cherry, Ph.D. 
Chair, Public and Scientific Affairs Committee 
American Society for Microbiology 

Stefano Bertuzzi, Ph.D., MPH 
CEO 
American Society for Microbiology 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 5/22/2020 10:14:35 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Bioeconomy bill introduced 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, I hadn't seen. Good to see the value placed on `SMEs' and thinking long-term' up front. dave 

On May 22, 2020, at 10:47 AM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

(From Research America newsletter, 21 May 2020) 
First, Senators Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY), Marco Rubio (R-FL), Ed Markey (D-MA), and Cory Gardner (R-CO) 
have introduced the Bioeconomv Research and Development Act (S.3734) to create an initiative at OSTP to 
advance R&D and biomanufacturing, as well as develop the future bioeconomy workforce. 

Nicely written bill with several nods to safety and security and a call for NASEM review early. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Watts, Mary Lee (mwatts©asmusa.org)[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Allen Segal[asegal©asmusa.org] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Sun 10/27/2019 4:45:35 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Bioeconomy RFI 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Excellent Jim! Very well done! Thank you from the community, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Oct 23, 2019, at 3:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. wleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

<RFI Response Bioeconomy.pdf> 
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To: Beth Cameron[cameron@nti.org] 
Cc: Jake Jordan[jordan@nti.org] 
Bcc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/3/2019 10:11:01 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Quick question 
LeDuc - CV 2018-Octdocx 

Hi Beth, 

Thanks for thinking of me for this initiative. Your summary sounds like it is consistent with the longstanding work that I've been 
doing with the NAS (Dave Franz and Ben Rusek) and I would be pleased to be associated with your new project. Please feel free to 
use me as an illustrative participant. I'll place a tentative hold on my calendar for travel 5-6 September. Let me know if you need 
any additional information. A copy of my cv is attached, if needed. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Beth Cameron <cameron@nti.org> 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2019 7:25 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Jake Jordan <jordan@nti.org> 
Subject: Quick question 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I hope you're doing well! As you know, we have been working toward a Track 2 with China on biosecurity — similar to what we 
have done with nuclear security for several years — and we now have agreement for a small delegation to travel to China this fall 
(roughly September 5-6). We are planning a few topics with them and want to share specific names of people who we would 
endeavor to bring on our side, in order to spur specific thinking on their side. I have two questions: 

1) Would you be comfortable with us putting forward your name as an illustrative participant? 
2) If so, would you be interested in attending the first, small track 2 on September 5-6 in Beijing, with travel supported by NTI? 

Many thanks for your thoughts! 
Beth 

Elizabeth E. (Beth) Cameron, PhD 
Vice President for Global Biological Policy and Programs 

1776 Eye Street NW 
Suite 600 

Washington, D.C. 20006 
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www.nti.org 
202-296-4810 

202-454-7757 (d) 
202-999-5979 (m) 
cameron@nti.org 

Sign-up for NTI News 
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Date: March 2019 
CURRICULUM VITAE [PRIVATE 

NAME: James Wayne Le Due (aka: J.W. LeDue) 

PRESENT POSITION AND ADDRESS: 

Home Address: 

Citizenship: 
Marital Status: 
Children: 

EDUCATION: 

17 June 1977 

8 Dec 1972 

8 Sept 1967 

552.117 

Professor, Microbiology and Immunology 
John Sealy Distinguished University Chair in Tropical and 
Emerging Virology 
Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, Texas 77555-0610 

111111America 

Ph.D. Epidemiology 
School of Public Health 
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 

M.S.P.H. Infectious and Tropical Diseases 
School of Public Health 
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 

PROFESSIONAL WORK HISTORY: 

B.S. Zoology 
California State University, Long Beach, CA 

3/2010-present Director, Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 

10/2013 — present Professor, Microbiology and Immunology 
John Sealy Distinguished Chair in Tropical Emerging Virology 
University of Texas Medical Branch 

12/2006 — 10/2013 Professor, Microbiology and Immunology 
Robert E. Shope MD and John S. Dunn Distinguished Chair in 
Global Health 

11/2005-12/2006 Coordinator for Influenza 
Coordinating Center for Infectious Diseases 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
Atlanta, GA 
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James Wayne LEDUC, PhD. 

2/2000-11/2005 

1996-2000 

1992-1996 

Director 
Division of Viral and Rickettsial Diseases 
National Center for Infectious Diseases 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
Atlanta, GA 

Associate Director for Global Health 
National Center for Infectious Diseases 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
Atlanta, Georgia, USA 

Epidemiologist (CDC) and Medical Officer (WHO) 
World Health Organization 
Geneva, Switzerland 
(Seconded from CDC) 

1969-1992 Officer, US Army Medical Research and Development 
Command, Medical Service Corps 

1987-1992 Scientific Adviser 
Gorgas Memorial Institute of Tropical and Preventive Medicine 

1987-1992 Associate 
Department of Immunology and Infectious Diseases 
The Johns Hopkins University 
School of Hygiene and Public Health 
Baltimore, Maryland 

1984-1992 

1984-1992 

Adjunct Associate Professor 
Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences 
Bethesda, Maryland 

Adjunct Faculty 
Hood College 
Frederick, Maryland 

1982-1992 Postdoctoral Research Advisor 
National Research Council, National Academy of Science 

1980 Adjunct Faculty 
The University of Texas, School of Public Health 
Health Science Center at Houston 
Houston, Texas 

1976 Associate Instructor 
Division of Community and Environmental Medicine 
College of Medicine, University of California 
Irvine, CA 

1975 Teaching Assistant 
Epidemiology Division, School of Public Health 
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 
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James Wayne LEDUC, PhD. 

1967-1969 Smithsonian Institution 
African Mammal Project 
Medical Entomologist and Team Leader 
IVORY COAST, TOGO and DAHOMEY (now Benin) 

MILITARY EXPERIENCE (Active Duty U.S. Army Officer, 1969-1992, Regular Army): 

1992 

1981-1991 

Director, Disease Assessment Division 
United States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious 
Disease 
Fort Detrick, Frederick MD 
Bethesda, Maryland 

Chief, Department of Epidemiology 
United States Army Medical Research Institute 
of Infectious Diseases 
Fort Detrick, Frederick, MD 

1979-1981 Chief, Arbovinis Section, Virology Department 
Gorgas Memorial Laboratory, Panama 

1977-1979 Commander, United States Army Medical Research 
Unit, Belem, Brazil 

1975-1977 Civilian Education Program-Doctorate 
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 

1975 Medical Department Officer Advanced Course 
Fort Sam Houston, TX 

1973-1975 Principal Investigator, Ecology of Arboviruses Program 
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research 
Washington, DC 

1971-1972 Civilian Education Program-Masters 
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 

1969-1971 Research Entomologist, Principal Investigator 
Department of Entomology 
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research 
Washington, DC 

1969 Medical Entomologist, Medical Service Corps, U.S. Army 
Officer Basic Course and Environmental Engineering 
Fort Sam Houston, TX 

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: 

Area of Research 

Epidemiology of infectious diseases; global health; biodefense and biosecurity; medical countcmicasurc 
development. 
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James Wayne LEDUC, PhD. 

GRANT SUPPORT: 

Current:

1. 2UC7AI094660-09, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations" 05/01/2018-04/30/2019. Budget 
Period $11,500,000 (yr 3 of 5) (LeDuc PI). Project Period 05/01/2016-04/30/2021. This award provides 
support for the BSL4 operations of the NBL. NIH/NIAID 

2. 2UC7AI094660-09, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations" 05/01/2018-04/30/2019. 
Supplemental funding $1,747,004. Project period 05/01/2018-04/30/2019. This award provides support 
for the BSL4 operations of the NBL. NIH/NIAID. 

3. NIH/NIAID Award Number HHSN2722012000031, 08/20/2012-08/19/2022. "Evaluation and Testing 
Services (ETS) for vaccines and other biologics for infectious diseases" (Battelle PI; UTMB sub-
contract; LeDuc 3.1% effort) $2,900,000 (Task order driven). Evaluation and Testing Services for 
Vaccines and Other Biologics for Infectious Diseases. Provide vaccine efficacy testing in nonhuman 
primates at BSL4. 

4. HHS01002001500008C Award to Charles River Laboratories, subcontract 20121663 to UTMB. Trevor 

Brasel Study PI; Le Duc award PI for UTMB. 

Pe nding: 

None currently 

Past: 

S-LMAQM-05-GR-114 (LeDuc PI), 8/11/07-3/31/09 U.S. Civilian Res. & DeveL Foundation, $56,938. The 
award provided support for international collaborations on biodefense. 

C76HF10652-01-00 (LeDuc PI), 8/1/08-12/31/09. HRSA, $189,677. The award provided support for the 

purchase of equipment. 

UC7AI70083-01 to -05 (Lemon, PI to Mar 2010; LeDuc, JW onward) 05/03/06-04/30/11 $15,000,000/year. 
NIH/NIAID. This award supported the Galveston National Laboratory Operations. 

5UC7AI070083-05 Revised, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations," 05/01/2010-04/30/2012, 
$2,003,602 (LeDuc PI). This award provided core support for the non-BSL4 operations of the NBL. 

UC7AI094660-01, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations" 05/01/2011-04/30/2012, $11.665,848 (yr 1 
of 5) (LeDuc PI). This award provided support for the BSL4 operations of the NBL. NIH/NIAID. 

UC7AI094660-02, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations" 05/01/2012-04/30/2013 Budget Period 
$14,100,000 (yr 2 of 5) (LeDuc PI). Project Period 05/31/2011-04/30/2016. This award provides support for 
the BSL4 operations of the NBL. NIH/NIAID. 

UC7AI094660-03, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations" 05/01/2013-04/30/2014. Budget Period 
$13,500,000 (yr 3 of 5) (LeDuc PI). Project Period 05/31/2011-04/30/2016. This award provides support for 
the BSL4 operations of the NBL. NIH/NIAID 

UC7AI094660-04, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations" 05/01/2014-04/30/2015. Budget Period 
$14,000,000 (yr 4 of 5) (LeDuc PI). Project Period 05/31/2011-04/30/2016. This award provides support for 
the BSL4 operations of the NBL. 
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James Wayne LEDUC, PhD. 

UC7AI094660-05, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations" 05/01/2015-04/30/2016. Budget Period 
$14,856,806 (yr 5 of 5) (LeDuc PI). Project Period 05/31/2011-04/30/2016. This award provides support for 
the BSL4 operations of the NBL. NIH/NIAID 

2UC7AI094660-06, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations" 05/01/2016-04/30/2017. Budget Period 
$11,500,000 (yr 1 of 5) (LeDuc PI). Project Period 05/31/2016-04/30/2021. This award provides support for 
the BSL4 operations of the NBL. NIH/NIAID 

2UC7AI094660-07, "Galveston National Laboratory Operations" 05/01/2017-04/30/2018. Budget Period 
$11,500,000 (yr 2 of 5) (LeDuc PI). Project Period 05/31/2016-04/30/2021. This award provides support for 
the BSL4 operations of the NBL. NIH/NIAID 

USAMRMC Award Number W81XWH-09-2-0053 entitled, "National Biocontainmcnt Training Center 
(LeDuc PI) 22 May 2009 - 21 June 2014, $5,740,000. This award supported the operations of the National 
Biocontaimnent Training Center at UTMB. 

U SA MRMC Award Number W81XWH1120148, 07/15/2011-07/15/2016, $4,371,000 (LeDuc, PI). This 
award supports the expanded operations of the National Biocontainment Training Center at UTMB. 

HHS0100201100015, 05/24/2012-04/27/2013 "Development of Anthrax viability assay" (LeDuc P1,2% 
effort; Peterson Project Leader) $384,738.00, DHHS/BARDA 

HHS0100201100015I/HHS010033002T, 09/01/2012-06/01/2013, 'Development of animal model for 
Burkholderia" (LeDuc PI, 2% effort; Tones Project Leader) $713,271, DHHS/BARDA 

DTRA 01-03-D-0009, Subaward 798172-87M5 05/01/2013-09/30/2013. DoD/ Defense Threat Reduction 
Agency (LeDuc, subaward from University of New Mexico) $54,961. Joint University Partnership 
Collaboration with the Biological Threat Reduction Program. Development and implementation of a science 
program for the CPHR in Tbilisi, Georgia in the newly constructed laboratory. 

HDTRA1-11-1-0032 (Motin- PI, LeDuc-Co-I) 06/15/11- 06/14/14. Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
(DTRA), "Insights into HtunoraI Immunity to Plague" $138,399. The goal of this project is to unravel human 
immune responses to a live plague vaccine. (award terminated early due to State Department freeze on 
collaborations with Russia) 

Academic Engagement Partnership 10/01/2013-09/30/2017. DoD/ Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
(LeDuc, subaward PI from Metabiota) $1,790,000 (task order driven). Academic Engagement Partnership 
(AEP). Deliver custom-tailored, specialized training modules to develop scientific leaders. 

COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES: 

International: 

2018-present Member, International Advisory Committee, Wuhan, China, National Bio-safety 
Laboratory of the Chinese Academy of Sciences 

2014-2016 Member, WHO International Health Regulations Emergency Committee for Ebola. 

2013-2019 Member, Global Alert and Response Operations (GOARN) Steering Committee, 
World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland 
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James Wayne LEDUC, PhD. 

2016 Co-chair, India-U.S. Workshop on Building Regional Capacity to Tackle Challenges 
of Emerging Infections and Global Health Security, Seychelles, 2016. NAS 

2014 Co-chair, India-U.S. Biosafety and Biological Risk Management Workshop, New 
Delhi, India, November 2014. NAS 

2014 Member, International Panel for the review of Life Sciences, Greece, Ministry of 
Education and Religious Affairs, General Secretariat for Research & 
Technology (GSRT) 

2013-2017 

2012 

2012 

2005-2006 

2006 

2006 

2003 

1997 

1997 

Member, International Health Regulations Roster of Experts, World Health 
Organization, Geneva, Switzerland 

Chair, Search Committee for Director General, Hellenic Pasteur Institute, Athens, 
Greece 

Member, G-8 Global Partnership International Working Group 

G-8 Summit, Russia, Member of pre-meeting USA delegation on health 

World Bank sponsored Pledging Conference for Pandemic Influenza Preparedness, 
member USA delegation, Beijing, China, January 2006 

Regional Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Summit, member USA delegation, 
Tokyo, Japan, January 2006 

WHO Consultation on "Needs and Opportunities for SARS Vaccine Research and 
Developmenr —Rapporteur 

External Reviewer for Government of Argentina and the World Bank Review 
$70 million VIGIA program 

External Reviewer for Government of Brazil and the World Bank Review 
$300 million VIGISUS program 

National: 

2018-2019 Member, Search Committee, Director, Integrated Research Facility, NIAID/NIH 

2018 Member, NIH Institute Director Leadership Review, NIH 

2016-present Member, Board of Scientific Counselors, Infectious Disease National Center, 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

2018-present 

2016 

2014-present 

Co-Chair for Vector-borne Diseases joint working group Office of Infectious 
Diseases and National Center for Environmental Health, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention 

Member, Search Committee, Director, Division of Microbiology and Infectious 
Diseases, NIAID/NIH 

Member, Texas State Task Force on Preparedness for Infectious Diseases, State of 
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James Wayne LEDUC, PhD. 

Texas 

2014-present Member, National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB), National 
Institutes of Health 

2014-2015 Member, Team B, Advisors to the Director on Ebola epidemic, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention 

2013, 2017 Chair/Member, Scientific Advisory Board, Military Infectious Diseases Research 
Program Strategic Review, Lethal Viruses Program, (Chair 2013; member 2017) 

2013 Chair, DOD Medical Research Program Peer Review, DNA Vaccine Technology 
for Post Exposure Prophylaxis-Hantavinis 

2013 Member, Review Panel, Division of Intramural Research Director, National Institute 
for Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health 

2010-present Member, Committee on International Security and Arms Control (CISAC), 
National Academy of Sciences. 

2010-2013 Member, National Biosurveillance Advisory Subcommittee, 
Global and Regional Biosurveillance Collaborations Task Force 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

2010-2012 Member, National Advisory Board Southwest Foundation for Biomedical Research 

2008-2011 Member, Board of Scientific Counselors 
Vaccine Research Center 
National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases 
National Institutes of Health 

2009 Ad Hoc Member, Board of Scientific Counselors 
Division of Intramural Research 
National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases 
National Institutes of Health 

2007-2015 

2009-2010 

Vice Chair, Science and Technology Advisory Board 
National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center 
Fort Detrick, Frederick, MD 

Chair, Committee on Scientific Milestones for the Development of a 
Gene-Sequence-Based Classification System for Oversight of Select Agents 
National Academy of Sciences 

2009 Chair, West Nile virus Program Review Panel 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Fort Collins, CO 

2008-2009 Member, Committee on Strengthening and Expanding the Department of Defense 
Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Program, 
National Academy of Science 

2008-present Editorial Board, Control of Communicable Diseases Manual, 19th, 20th , 21' Eds. 

2008 Member, External Review Panel, Epidemiology and Laboratory Capacity for 
Infectious Diseases Cooperative Agreement program, Centers for Disease Control 
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James Wayne LEDUC, PhD. 

and Prevention, Atlanta, GA 

2008 Chair, Secondary Review Panel, Preparedness and Emergency Response Centers 
grants review, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA 

2005-2006 Numerous activities at CDC, national and international level involving preparedness 
for Pandemic Influenza 

2006-9; 2012-present Chair, (2015-June 2018) Committee on Public Health, Public and Scientific Affairs 
Board, American Society of Microbiology 

2004-2008 Steering Committee, NIH/National Institute of General Medical Sciences, MIDAS 
(Model of Infectious Disease Agent Study) 

2002 NIH/NIAID Blue Ribbon Panel member of bioterrorism threat agents 

2002-2004 Working Group on Biological Weapons Control 
National Academy of Sciences 

1996-2000 Task Force Member 
Task Force on Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Pan American Health Organization 

1996-2000 Committee Member, U.S.-Russian Collaborative Program for Research and 
Monitoring of Pathogens of Global Importance 
National Academy of Sciences 

1991-1993 Young Investigator Award Committee and 
1991-2010 Travel Awards Subcommittee (Chairman) 

American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene Program Committee 

1988-1990 American Committee on Arthropod-borne Viruses 
(Executive Council, 1986-1990; Chairman) 

UTMB: 

2018 

2013-14 

2013-14 

2013 — present 

2012 

2009 —2012 

Departmental: 

Member, Search Committee for Chief of Police, UTMB 

Member, Search Committee for Professor and Chair, Department of Pathology 

Member, Search Committee for Vice President and Dean, Graduate School of Biomedical 
Sciences 

Member, Institutional Office of Regulated Nonclinical Studies, UTMB/FDA 
development of Assuring Data Integrity through Quality Systems in Maximum 
Containment Laboratories Pilot Course 

Member, Search Committee, Animal Resource Center Director 

UTMB Faculty Senate 
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2007- Present Member, Executive Committee, Institute for Human Infections and Immunity 

2007-2010; 2012-2014 Member, Appointments, Promotion and Tenure (APT) committee, Department of 
Microbiology and Immunology 

TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES: 

Ad hoc lecturer in epidemiology of infectious diseases, global health. 

HONORS: 

2016 National Associate, National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences (lifetime 
award) 

2016 Ho Wang Lee Award for lifetime achievement; International Society for Hantaviruses 

2013-Present John Sealy Distinguished Chair in Tropical and Emerging Virology UTMB 

2006-2013 Robert E. Shope, MD and John S. Dunn Distinguished Chair in Global Health, UTMB 

2010 Honorary Life Member, American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 

2007 Ambassador, Paul G. Rogers Society for Global Health Research 

2006 STAR recruitment award, University of Texas System 

2005 UCLA School of Public Health Hall of Fame 

2005-Present Fellow, Infectious Diseases Society of America 

2004 CDC Charles C. Shepard Science Award 

2004 The P fuer Guide to Careers in Public Health: "Tropical Disease Specialist" in 
Advancing Healthy Populations: pp165-170. 

2002, 2004 CDC Nakano Citations 

2002 Advanced to Senior Biomedical Research Service, CDC 

1992 C. J. Peters Award (Honorary award from United States Army Medical Research 
Institute of Infectious Diseases) 

1990 Nathaniel Young Award (Honorary award from American Committee on Arthropod-
borne Viruses) 

1989 "A" Proficiency Designator Award, United States Army 

1989 Order of Military Medical Merit 

1985 U.S. Army Research and Development Achievement Award 

1975 Recipient of US Army Scholarship for 
Graduate Education (Doctoral Degree) 
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1974 

1971 

1969-1992 

The Paul A. Siple Award for the outstanding contribution to the 
1974 Army Science Conference 

Recipient of US Army Scholarship for Graduate Education (Masters Degree) 

Various Military awards and decorations 

CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY: 

"Emerging Infections: A Significant Threat to the Nation's Health" Hearing before the U.S. Senate. Statement of 
James W. LeDuc, Ph.D., Medical Officer, World Health Organization, 18 October 1995. 

"Combating Terrorism: Federal Response to a Biological Weapons Attack" Hearing before the U.S. House 
of Representatives. Statement of James M. Hughes, M.D, accompanied by James W. LeDuc, Ph.D., Acting 
Director, Division of Viral and Rickettsial Diseases, National Center for Infectious Diseases, Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, July 23, 2001. 

"Smallpox" Hearing before the U.S. Senate. Statement of James W. LeDuc, Ph,D., Director, Division of 
Viral and Rickettsial Diseases, National Center for Infectious Diseases, CDC, 2 Nov 2001. 

"Pandemic Planning and Preparedness" Statement of James W. LeDuc, PhD., Director, Division of Viral 
and Rickettsial Diseases, National Center for Infectious Diseases, CDC, 30 June 2005, testimony before the 
Government Reform Committee, U.S. House of Representatives. 

"Avian Influenza A (H5N1): Update and Preparedness Actions Related to Tourism and Trade" Statement of 
James W. LeDuc, Ph.D. Coordinator for Influenza, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Hearing 
before the U.S. Senate, 22 June 2006. 

STATE LEGISLATURE TESTIMONY: 

Texas Senate Bill SB2556. Statement of James W. LeDuc, PhD, Professor, University of Texas Medical 
Branch, Galveston, TX Hearing before the State Senate, 28 April 2009. 

Texas Senate Committee on Health and Human Services hearing on public health preparedness for infectious 
diseases. Testimony of James W. Le Due, Director, Galveston National Laboratory, University of Texas 
Medical Branch, 7 October 2014. 

Texas House Committee on Public Health hearing on Preparedness for Public Health Threats. Testimony of 
James W. Le Due, Director, Galveston National Laboratory, University of Texas Medical Branch, 10 
February 2016. 

WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY RESOLUTIONS (authorship not attributed) 

WHA46.31 Dengue Fever and Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever Prevention and Control (secondary author with 
A.B. Knudsen) 

WHA48.7 Revision of the International Health Regulations (primary author with R. Henderson) 

WHA48.13 New, Emerging and Re-Emerging Infectious Diseases (sole author) 

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL/NATIONAL 
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ACADEMY OF MEDICINE (IOM) REPORTS: 

Epidemiology in Military and Veteran Populations: proceedings ofthe Second Biennial Conference March 
7, 1990. LeDuc, JW, Childs, JE, Glass, GE, Watson, AJ. (1991) Hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome: 
Past accomplishments and future challenges. Institute of Medicine, pp 35-48. (Speaker and contributor) 

Learning from SARS, preparing for the next disease outbreak. LeDucJW, Pflieger A, (2004) The Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention's role in international coordination and collaboration in response to the 
SARS outbreak. Institute of Medicine, pp 50-56. (Speaker and contributor) 

Biological Science and Biotechnology in Russia: Enhancing Public Health and Security, National 
Academy of Sciences, 2005. (Committee member) 

The Biological Threat Reduction Program of the Department of Defense; from foreign assistance to 
sustained partnerships, National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences, 2007. 
(Committee member) 

Ethical and Legal Considerations in Mitigating Pandemic Disease. LeDucJW, Barrett DH, Moulton AD, 
Goodman RA, Kinlaw K, Levine R J (2007) Ethical and Legal Considerations in Preparing for pandemic 
influenza. Institute of Medicine, pp 90-98. (Panelist and contributor) 

Global Security Engagement: A new model for Cooperative Threat Reduction, National Academy of 
Sciences, 2009. (Committee member) 

Sequence-Based Classification of Select Agents: A Brighter Line, National Research Council of the 
National Academy of Sciences, 2010. (Chair) 

Biosecurity challenges of the global expansion of high-containment biological laboratories. (Member of 
briefing team to BWC, Geneva, December 2011) National Academy of Sciences and National Research 
Council, 2012. (Committee member) 

Evaluation of the l'pdated Site-Specific Risk Assessment for the National Bio- and Agro-defense Facility 
.11anhattan, Kansas, National Research Council, 2012. (Reviewer) 

In -inalysis of the Requirements and Alternatives for Foreign Animal and Zoonotic Disease Research and 
Diagnostic Laboratory Capabilities , National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences, 2012. 
(Committee member) 

The Unique U.S.-Russian Relationship in Biological Science and Biotechnology: Recent Experience and 
Future Directions. US-Russian Cooperation in Biological Sciences, 2010-2012. National Research Council 
of the National Academy of Sciences in cooperation with the Russian Academy of Sciences, 2013. 
(Committee member) 

Research Priorities to Inform Public Health and Medical Pradice for Ebola Virus Diseases—Workshop in 
Brief Presentation: "Existing knowledge of Ebola and the 2014 EVD Outbreak." November, 2014. Institute 
of Medicine and National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences, 2014. (Speaker and 
Discussant) 

Challenges of Emerging Infections and Global Health Safety. Indian National Academy of Sciences and 
U.S. National Academy of Sciences Workshop Report, 2014, National Academy of Sciences. (U.S. Chair) 

National Academy ofSciences Second Regional Meeting of the Committee on Federal Regulations and 
Reporting Requirements: A New Frameworkfor Research Universities in the 21" Century. Le Due, 
James. "Select Agents." Rice University, 29-30 October 2015. (Speaker and panelist) 
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Indo-U.S. Workshop on Building Regional Capacity to Tackle Challenges of Emerging Infectious and 
Global Health Safety, Seychelles, 9-12 May 2016. Joint National Academy of Sciences-India National 
Science Academy workshop, (U.S. Chair) 

Dual Use Research of Concern in the Life Sciences: Current Issues and Controversies. National 
Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 2017. (Committee member) 

Second China-U.S. Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infectious, Laboratory Safety and Global 
Health Security, Wuhan, China, 17-19 May 2917. Chinese Academy of Sciences and the U.S. National 
Academy of Sciences. (Co-organizer for U.S. and Speaker) 

Symposium on Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) for the next ten years and beyond. National Academy 
of Sciences Committee on International Security and Arms Control, 18-19 September 2017. "The 
proliferation of technical expertise in biological sciences" (Speaker) 

Third China-U.S. Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, Laboratory Safety and Global 
Health Security, Galveston, Texas, U.S.A., 16-18 January 2018. Chinese Academy of Sciences and the U.S. 
National Academy of Sciences. (Co-Organizer for U.S. and local host, Speaker) 

PUBLICATIONS: 

A. ARTICLES IN PEER-REVIEWED JOURNALS: 

1. LeDuc JW, Suyemoto W, Eldridge BF, Saugstad ES (1972) Ecology of arbovinises in a Maryland 
freshwater swamp. II. Blood feeding patterns of potential mosquito vectors. Am. J. EpidemioL 96 (2): 123-
128. 

2. LeDuc JW (1973) Distribution of potential mosquito vectors in the Imperial Valley of California. 
1971-72. Mosquito News, 33 (4):594-599. 

3. LeDuc JW, Suyemoto W, Eldridge BF, Russell PK (1975) Transovarial transmission of California 
encephalitis virus by floodwater mosquitoes. Proc. 1974 Army Sci Conf., Vol. 2., pp 193-200. 

4. LeDuc JW, Suyemoto W, Keefe TJ, Burger JF, Eldridge BF, Russell PK (1975) Ecology of California 
encephalitis viruses on the DelMarVa Peninsula. I. Virus isolations from mosquitoes. Am. J. Trop. Med. 
Hyg. 24 (1):118-123. 

5. LeDuc JW, Suyemoto W, Eldridge BF, Russell PK, Barr AR (1975) Ecology of California 
encephalitis viruses on the DelMarVa Peninsula. II. Demonstration of transovarial transmission. Am. J. 
Trop. Med. Hyg. 24 (1):124-126. 

6. LeDuc JW, Burger JF, Eldridge BF, Russell PK (1975) Ecology of Keystone virus, a transovarially 
maintained arbovinis. Annals of New York Academy of Sciences, 266:144-151. 

7. Fine PEM,LeDuc JW (1978) Towards a quantitative understanding of the epidemiology of Keystone 
virus in the Eastern United States. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 27-322-338. 

8. LeDuc JW (1978) Natural transmission of Keystone virus to sentinel rabbits on the DelMarVa 
Peninsula. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 27:1041-1044. 

9. Pinheiro FP, Travassos da Rosa APA, Travassos da Rosa JF, Freitas RB, Mello WA, LeDuc JW 
(1978) Epidemias simultancas de Mayaro e Febre Amarela em Belterra, Para. Bolteim Epidemiologico do 
Fundacao Servicos de Saude Publica.16:145-152. (in Portuguese) 
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10. LeDuc JW (1979) The ecology of California group viruses. J. Med. Entomol 16:1-17. 

11. Pinheiro FP, Travassos da Rosa APA, Travassos da Rosa JFS, Ishak R, Freitas RB, Gomes MLC, 
LeDuc JW, Oliva OFP (1981) Oropouche Virus. I. A review of clinical, epidemiological and ecological 
findings. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 30:149-160. 

12. Pinheiro FP, Le Duc JW, Travassos da Rosa APA, Leite OF (1981) Isolation of St. Louis Encephalitis 
virus from a patient in Belem, Brazil. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 30:145-148. 

13. Dutary BE, LeDuc JW (1981) Transovarial transmission of Yellow Fever virus by a sylvatic vector, 
Hciemagogus equinus. Trans. R. Soc. Trop. Med. Hyg. 75:128. 

14. Pinheiro FP, Freitas RB, Travassos da Rosa APA, Gabbay YB, Mello WA, LeDuc JW (1981) An 
outbreak of Mayaro virus disease in Belterra, Brazil. I. Clinical and virologic findings. Am. J. Trop. Med. 
Hyg. 30:674-681. 

15. LeDuc JW, Pinheiro FP, Travassos da Rosa APA (1981) An outbreak of Mayaro virus disease in 
Belterra, Brazil. II. Epidemiology. Am. J. Trop. Med Hyg. 30:682-688. 

16. Hoch AL, Peterson NE, LeDuc JW, Pinheiro FP (1981) An outbreak of Mayaro virus disease in 
Belterra, Brazil. III. Entomological and ecological studies. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 30:689-698. 

17. LeDuc JW, Hoch AL, Pinheiro FP, Travassos da Rosa APA (1981) Epidemic Oropouc he virus 
disease in northern Brazil. Bull. Pan. Am. Health Organ. 1597-103. 

18. LeDuc JW, Hoch AL, Pinheiro FP, Travassos da Rosa APA (1982) Enfermedades epidemicas 
causadas por el virus Oropouche en el norte de Brasil. Boletin Organizacion Panamericana dc la Salud. 
92:143-152. 

19. LeDuc JW, Escajadillo A, Lemon SM (1982) Hepatitis A virus among captive Panamanian Owl 
Monkeys. Lancet 2:1427-1428. 

20. Pinheiro FP, LeDuc JW, Rosa APAT, Gomes MLC, Hoch AL (1982) Transmission of Oropouche 
virus from man to hamsters by the midge Culicoides paraensis. Science 215:1251-1253. 

21. LeDuc JW, Smith GA, Bagley LR, Hasty SE, Johnson KM (1982) Preliminary evidence that Hantaan 
or a closely related virus is enzootic in domestic rodents. N. EngL J. of Med. 307:624. 

22. Lemon SM, LeDuc JW, Binn LN (1982) Isolation of hepatitis A virus from the New World Owl 
Monkey: A new model for Hepatitis A infections. Army Sci Conf. Proc., 15-18 June 1982, Volume 2, p. 
249-262. 

23. Lemon SM, LeDuc JW, Binn LN, Escajadillo A, Ishak KG (1982) Transmission of Hepatitis A virus 
among recently capture Panamanian Owl Monkeys. J. Med. ViroL 10:25-36. 

24. LeDuc JW, Smith GA, Bagley LR, Hasty SE, Johnson KM (1982) Antigen and antibody to Hantaan 
virus, causative agent of Korean hemorrhagic fever, found in domestic rodents in the USA. Proc. Conf. Viral 
Dis., US-Japan Coop. Med. Sci Prog., 31-32. 

25. Watts DM, LeDuc JW, Bailey CL, Dalrymple JM, Gargan TP (1983) Serologic evidence of 
Jamestown Canyon and Keystone virus infection in vertebrates of the DelMarVa Peninsula. Am. J. Trop. 
Med. Hyg. 31:1245-1251. 

26. LeDuc JW, Lemon SM, Keenan CM, Graham RR, Marchwicki RH, Bum LN (1983) Experimental 
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infection of the New World Owl Monkey (Aotus trivirgatus) with Hepatitis A virus. Infection and Immunity 
40:766-772. 

27. Turell MJ, LeDuc JW (1983) The role of mosquitoes in the natural history of California serogroup 
viruses. In California Serogroup Viruses, C.H. Calisher and W.H. Thompson, Eds. Prog. Clin. BioL Res. 
123:43-56. 

28. Keenan CM, Lemon SM, LeDuc JW, McNamee GA, Binn LN (1983) Pathology of Hepatitis A 
infection in the Owl Monkey (Aotus trivirgatus). Am. J. PathoL 115:1-8. 

29. Desmyter J, LeDuc JW, Johnson KM, Brasseur F, Deckers C, van Ypersele de Strtiou (1983) 
Laboratory rat associated outbreak of haemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome due to Hantaan-like virus in 
Belgium. Lancet 2:1445-1448. 

30. Maiztegui JI, Becker JL, LeDuc JW (1983) Actividad del virus de la fiebre hemorragica de Corea o 
virus muroide en ratas del puerto de la ciudad de Buenos Aires. Medicina (Buenos Aires) 43:871. 

31. LeDuc JW, Smith GA, Johnson KM (1984) Hantaan-like viruses from domestic rats captured in the 
United States. Am. J. Trop. Med Hyg. 33:992-998 

32. Nildasson B, Espmark A, LeDuc JW, Gargan TP, Ennis WA, Tesh RB, Main AJ (1984) Association 
of a Sindbis-like virus with Ockelbo disease in Sweden. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 33:1212-1217. 

33. Nildasson B, LeDuc JW (1984) Nephropathia epidemica in Sweden. Isolation of the etiologic agent 
and propagation in cell culture. Lancet 1:1012-1013. 

34. Sanchez JL, Talcafuji ET, Lednar WM, LeDuc JW, Macasaet FF, Mangiafico JA, Rosato RR, Driggcrs 
DP, Haecker JC (1984) Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis. Report of an outbreak associated with jungle 
exposure. Mil. Med. 149:618-621. 

35. Childs JE, Korch GW, Smith GA, Terry AD, LeDuc JW (1985) Geographic distribution and age 
related prevalence of antibody to Hantaan-ae virus in rat populations of Baltimore. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 
34385-387. 

36. Antoniadis A, LeDuc JW (1985) Hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome. Hellen Iatr 51309-313. 
(In Greek) 

37. Schmaljohn CS, Hasty SE, Dalrymple JM, LeDuc JW, Lee HW, von Bonsdorff CH, Bnunmer-
Korvenkontio M, Vaheri A, Tsai TF, Regnery HL, Goldgaber D, Lee PW (1985) Antigenic and genetic 
properties of viruses linked to hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome. Science 227:1041-1044. 

38. LeDuc JW, Smith GA, Pinheiro FP, Vasconcelos PFC, Rosa EST, Maiztegui JI 1985. Isolation of a 
Hantaan-like virus from Brazilian rats and serologic evidence of its widespread distribution in South America. 
Am. J. Trop Med & Hyg. 34:810-815. 

39. LeDuc JW, Smith GA, Macy M, Hay RJ (1985) Certified cell lines of rat origin appear free of 
Hantavinis infection. J. Infect. Dis. 152:1082-1083. 

40. Elwell MR, Ward GS, Tingpalapong M, Le Due JW (1985) Serologic evidence of Hantaan-like virus 
in rodents and man in Thailand. Southeast Asian J. Trop. Med Pub. Hlth. 16349-354. 

41. McKee KT, MacDonald C, LeDuc JW, Peters CJ (1985) Hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome. 
Mil. Med. 150:640-647. 

42. Binn LN, Bancroft WH, Lemon SM, Marchwicld R,H LeDuc JW, Trahan C,J Staley EC, Keenan CM 
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(1986) Preparation of a prototype inactivated Hepatitis A virus vaccine from infected cell cultures. J. Infect. 
Dis. 153:749-756. 

43. Le Duc JW, Antoniadis A, Siampoulus K (1986) Epidemiological investigations following an outbreak 
of hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome in Greece. Am. J. Trop. Med Hyg. 35:654-659. 

44. Le Duc JW, Smith GA, Childs JE, Pinheiro FP, Maiztegui JI, Niclasson B, Antoniadis A, Robinson 
DM, Khin M, Shortridge KF, Wooster MT, Elwell MR, Ilbery PLT ,Koech D, Rosa E, Salbe T, Rosen L 
(1986) Global survey of antibody to Hantaan related viruses among peridomestic rodents. Bull. WHO 
64:139-144. 

45. Nildasson B, LeDuc JW (1987) Epidemiology of nephropathia epidemica in Sweden. J. Inf. Dis. 
155269-276. 

46. Trahan CJ, LeDuc JW, Staley E, Binn LN, Marchwicki RH, Lemon SM, Keenan CM, Bancroft WH 
(1987) Induced oral infection of the owl monkey (Aotus trivirgatus) with Hepatitis A virus. Lab. Anim. Sci 
37:45-50. 

47. LeDuc JW (1987) Epidemiology of Hantaan and related viruses. Lab. Anim. Sci 37:413-418. 

48. Keenan CM, Lemon SM, Binn LN, LeDuc JW (1987) Hepatitis A infection. Animal model of human 
disease. Comparative Pathology Bull. 19:3-5. 

49. Shortridge KF, Lee HW, LeDuc JW, Wong TW, Chau GW, Rosen L (1987) Serological evidence of 
Hantaan-related viruses in Hong Kong. Trans. R. Soc. Trop. Med. Hyg. 81:400-402. 

50. Childs JE, Korch GW, Glass GE, LeDuc JW, Shah KV (1987) Epizootiology of Hantavirus infections 
in Baltimore: Isolation of a virus from Norway rats and characteristics of infected rat populations. Am. J. 
Epidemiol 126:55-68. 

51. Antoniadis A, LeDuc JW, Daniel-Alexiou S (1987) Clinical and epidemiological aspects of 
hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome (HFRS) in Greece. Eur. J. EpidennoL 3295-301. 

52. Lemon SM, Chao S-F, Jansen RW, Binn LN, LeDuc JW (1987) Genomic heterogeneity among 
human and nonhuman strains of hepatitis A virus. J. Viol 61:735-742. 

53. Nildasson B, LeDuc J, Nystrom K, Nyman L (1987) Nephropathia epidcmia: incidence of clinical 
cases and antibody prevalence in an endemic area of Sweden. Epidem. Inf. 99:559-562. 

54. Childs JE, Glass GE, Korch GW, LeDuc JW (1987) Prospective seroepidemiology of hantaviruses and 
population dynamics of small mammal communities of Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 
37:648-662. 

55. Antoniadis A, Grelcas D, Rossi CA, LeDuc JW (1987) Isolation of a hantavirus from a severely ill 
patient with hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome in Greece. J. Infect. Dis. 156:1010-1013. 

56. LeDuc JW (1987) Epidemiology and ecology of the California serogroup viruses. Am. J. Trop. Med. 
Hyg. 37 SuppL:60S-685. 

57. Xiao S-Y, Thu B-L, Zhang Z, Hsiang C-M, Meegan JM ,LeDuc JW, Huggins JW, Cosgriff TM, Smith 
JI (1987) Effect of ribavirin on the specific humoral immune responses of patients with hemorrhagic fever 
with renal syndrome. Chin J Virol 3:243-247. 

58. Xiao S-Y, Thu B-L, Zhang M, Meegan JM ,Le Duc JW, Hsiang C-M (1988) Influence of ribavirin on 
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the circular immune complex of HFRS patients. Chin J Inununol 4219-221. 

59. Zhang T-M, Huggins JW, Yang Z-Q, Cosgriff TM, Zhang M-Y, Smith JI, Hu Z-J, Zheng Z-M, LeDuc 
JW, Ziang J-M, Meegan JM, Xiao S-Y (1988) Analysis of antigenic variation among 4() isolates of 
hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome viruses in Hubei, by monoclonal antibodies. Acta Academiae 
Medicine Hubei 9:307-309. 

60. Childs JE, Glass GE, Korch GW, Arthur RR, Shah KV, Glasser D, Rossi C, LeDuc JW (1988) 
Evidence of human infection with a rat-associated Hantavinis in Baltimore, Maryland. Am. J. EpidennoL 
127:875-878. 

61. Nurtun EO, Rossi CA, Stephenson EH, LeDuc JW (1988) Aerosol transmission of Hantaan and 
related viruses to laboratory rats. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 38:636-640. 

62. Childs JE, Glass GE, Korch GW, LeDuc JW (1988) The ecology and epizootiology of hantaviral 
infections in small mammal communities of Baltimore: A review and synthesis. Bull. Soc. Vector Ecol. 
13:113-122. 

63. Xiang CM, Guan MY, Zhcng ZM, Wu ZA, Ge XQ, Zhang TM ,Yuan GH, Gui XA, Huggins JW, 
Cosgriff TM, Smith J, LeDuc JW, MeeganJM (1988) Study of antiviral specific therapy of epidemic 
hemorrhagic fever with ribavirin. Journal of Experimental and Clinical Virology (China) 2:47-51. 

64. Glass GE, Childs JE, Korch GW, LeDuc JW (1988) Association of intraspecific wounding with 
hantaviral infection in wild rats (Rattus norvegicus). Epidem. Inf. 101:459-472. 

65. Mangiafico JA, Sanchez JL, Figueiredo LT, LeDuc JW, Peters CJ (1988) Isolation of a newly 
recognized Bunyamwera serogroup virus from a febrile human in Panama. Am. J. Trop. Med. Hyg. 39:593-
596. 

66. Huggins JW, Hsiang CM, Cosgriff TM, Guang MY, Smith JI, Wu ZO, LeDuc JW, Zheng ZM, 
MeeganJM, Wang CN, Gui XE, Yuan GH, Zhang TM, Gibbs PH, Oland DD (1988) Intravenous ribavirin 
therapy for hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome. Antiviral Res. 9:132. 

67. Glass GE, Childs JE, Korch GW, LeDuc JW (1989) Comparative ecology and social interactions of 
Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus)populations in Baltimore, Maryland. Occasional Papers of the Museum of 
Natural History, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 130:1-33. 

68. LeDuc JW (1989) Epidemiology of hemorrhagic fever viruses. Rev. Infect. Dis. 1 1(4):5730-5735. 

69. Antoniadis A, LeDuc JW, Acritidis N, Alexiou-Daniel A, Kyparissi A, Saviolakis GA (1989) 
Hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome in Greece: clinical and laboratory characteristics of the disease. 
Rev. Infect. Dis. 11(4):5891-5896. 

70. Korch GW, Childs JE, Glass GE, Rossi CA, LeDuc JW (1989) Spatial and temporal analyses and host 
range of hantaviral infections within small mammal communities of Baltimore, Maryland, USA. Am. J. 
Trop. Med. Hyg. 41(2)230-240. 

71. Childs JE, Glass GE, Korch GW, LeDuc JW (1989) Effects of hantaviral infection on survival, 
growth and fertility in wild rat (Rattus norvegicus) populations of Baltimore, Maryland. J. Wildl. Dis. 
25(4):469-476. 

72. Lemon SM, Binn LN, Marchwicici R, Murphy PC, Ping LH, Jansen RW, Asher LVS, Stapleton JT, 
Taylor DG, LeDuc JW (1990) In vivo replication and reversion to wild type of a neutralization-resistant 
antigenic variant of hepatitis A virus. J. Infect. Dis. 161:7-13. 
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73. Glass GE, Childs JE, LeDuc JW, Cassard SD, Donnenberg AD (1990) Determining matrilincs by 
antibody response to exotic antigens. J. Mamm. 71:129-138. 

74. LeDuc JW (1990) Hantaviruses model for emerging agent. U.S. Medicine 26:(15&16)41-42. 

75. LeDuc JW, Ksiazek TG, Rossi CA, Dalrymple JM (1990) A retrospective analysis of sera collected 
by the Hemorrhagic Fever Commission during the Korean Conflict. J. Infect. Dis. 162:1182-1184. 

76. Avsic-Zupanc T Likar M Novakovic S Cizman B Kraigher A van der Groen G Stojanovic R Obradovic 
M Gligic A LeDuc JW (1990) Evidence of the presence of two hantaviruses in Slovenia, Yugoslavia. Arch. 
Viol Supplement= 1:87-94. 

77. Rossi CA, Schmatjohn CS, MeeganJM, LeDuc JW (1990) Diagnostic potential of a baculovirus-
expressed nucleocapsid protein for hantaviruses. Arch Viol Supplementum 1:19-28. 

78. Antoniadis A, Alexiou-Daniel S, Malissiovas N, Doutsos J, Polyzoni T, LeDuc JW, Peters CJ, 
Saviolalcis G (1990) Seroepidemiological survey for antibodies to arboviruses in Greece. Arch. Viol 
Supplementum 1:277-285. 

79. Nildasson B, Tkachenko E, Ivanov AP, van der Groen G, Wiger D, Andersen HK, LeDuc J, Kjelsson 
T, Nystrom K (1990) Haemonhagic fever with renal syndrome: evaluation of ELISA for detection of 
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To: Gigi Gronvall[ggronvall©jhu.edu] 
Bcc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 1/28/2020 4:58:48 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: bioeconomy 

Hi Gigi, 

Thanks for the follow up on the synthesis issues. We have ordered from a Chinese supplier, I think because of costs, but I don't 
have details. 

Regarding Russia, I did a fair amount over the years on these general topics through the NASEM engagement, and in fact I was in 
Moscow a little over a year ago for a brief meeting on these general issues. I still have some contacts, but like everything, the 
players and organizations are changing all the time. We also have two excellent Russian scientists on faculty (probably US citizens 
by now) who maintain contact with collaborators in Russia and some of the former Soviet republics. I'm happy to help out if you 
think I could add value. Dave Franz and I have been encouraging the NASEM to re-engage in this area, but so far without success, I 
think due to challenges in getting funding. You guys have a more robust program as compared to NASEM, which has a couple of 
staffers for the entire world and a small cadre of dedicated volunteers (Dave and me!). 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Gigi Gronvall <ggronvall@jhu.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 10:58 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: bioeconomy 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

I can contact Twist and IDT, but a quick search indicates that they have facilities in the US. Which ones were your colleagues 
ordering from? 

I wanted to get your insights on a totally different topic, when you get the chance. I'm funded through the department of defense 
to examine the status of Russian life science research, and to better understand their investments in synthetic biology and high 
consequence pathogens research and potential dual-use concerns. This project is open-source. The hope is that through this 
process, we will identify potential areas where scientific engagement could be productive between the US and Russia. 

As part of this research, we are going to conduct a Delphi study to elicit expert opinions about life science research currently being 
conducted in the Russian Federation. We are looking for people in the US who would have good insights on these 
issues—scientists who may have insights on the quality and conduct of Russian science, due to their collaborations. Are you that 
person? Would you have any other suggestions for people with those kinds of insights? Happy to talk on the phone about the 
questions we will be asking for the Delphi. I really appreciate your help. (And, we are able to pay $275 for their time!). 

Take care, 
Gigi 

From: LeDuc, James W.  UTMEIEDU>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 10:28 AM 
To: Gigi Gronvall <1.gronvall@jhu.edu>
Subject: bioeconomy 

Hi Gigi, 

It was nice to see you at the NSABB meeting. As you can imagine, we are anxiously working to obtain an isolate of the current 
nCoV, including attempting to re-create the virus from the published sequence. We have placed orders to synthesize components, 
but I learned yesterday that "all" the commercial synthesis companies are located in China and that they are shut down for the 
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extended Lunar New Year celebrations, so work is halted on our orders. This is not my field and I have not attempted to determine 
the accuracy of the statement, but if in fact the US has lost its commercial capabilities in this area, this seems to me to be a big deal 
and indeed a national vulnerability. Given your upcoming issue on the bioeconomy, I wanted to share this unconfirmed 
observation. 

Interesting times... 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: William Steiger[wsteiger©usaid.gov] 
Cc: STEWART SIMONSON[stewart.simonson©icloud.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 7/22/2019 9:26:12 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Connection 

Hi Bill, 

Great to make contact with you after all these years. I hope you're enjoying work at USAID. 

Stew, Thanks for the introduction. 

Bill, I will be in DC later this week for a meeting Tom Inglesby has organized, Biosafety and Biosecurity in the Era of Synthetic 
Biology: Perspectives from the United States and China, co-hosted by the Johns Hopkins Center for Health 
Security and the Tianjin University Center for Biosafety Research and Strategy. The meeting will be held on Friday, 26 
July at the St. Regis Hotel in DC and I will arrive in the early afternoon on 25 July and should have some free time that afternoon, 
assuming no flight delays. I'm not sure that I have a solution to the current Ebola outbreak in the DRC, but I'd be happy to chat with 
you about it. My contact information is below, including cell number, and I usually have email access. 

Just FYI, we have been doing a lot of work with the Chinese under a partnership between our US National Academy of Sciences and 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences, specifically engaging with their new B5L4 maximum containment labs. I'd be happy to bring you 
up to date on this work as well. 

Best regards, 

Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: STEWART SIMONSON <stewart.simonson@icloud.com> 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2019 1:13 AM 
To: William Steiger <wsteiger@usaid.gov> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Connection 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Bill: 

Copied on this note is Jim Leduc. I spoke with Jim yesterday and I brought him up-to-date on things, including a bit about Ebola. I have 
encouraged Jim to let you know next time he is in DC. As I mentioned the other day, Jim is now director of the Galveston National 
Laboratory (https://www. .utmb.cdu/gn1), the big Level 4 Laboratory funded by NIH. You will recall that when we were all at HHS, Jim 
was director of the CDC Division of Viral and Rickettsial Diseases, so he knows Ebola, Marburg and all the other usual suspects. Below 
are Jim's full coordinates: 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
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Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) (409) 789-2012 
iwleduc@utmb.edu 

Finally, you will understand my respect and affection for Jim when you recall that he was the project director of the only thing I was involved 
in at HHS that was a magnificent success: the development of the 2nd generation, fully licensed smallpox vaccine.... And unlike some who 
call themselves Ebola experts, Jim has experience looking for ebola's reservoir (chasing all manner of bats around Africa) so he can be an 
excellent resource for you and your colleagues at USAID. 

With best regards, 

Stew Simonson 
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To: Rhea Kapadia[rkapadia@usaid.goy] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 8/1/2019 5:12:15 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bill Steiger 
Ian Crozier MD.vcf 

Ian Crozier, MD 

(301) 631-7203 Work 
(615) 720-7922 Home 
icroziererne.corn 
ian.crozierOnik goy 

Rhea, 

Thanks for facilitating the call with Bill. It was nice to catch up with him and brainstorm a bit on the current Ebola vaccine. Pasted 
here is the contact information for Dr Ian Crozier, someone working on the front lines of the DRC outbreak that I mentioned to Bill. 
I will follow up with an email introduction between Ian and Bill, using you as the conduit. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rhea Kapadia <rkapadia@usaid.goy> 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2019 8:47 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Guerra, Analilia <anaguerr@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Bill Steiger 

rARN1NG: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
ender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I so appreciate your flexibility!! Thank you!! 

Best, 
Rhea 

Rhea Kapadia 
Executive Assistant to the chief of Staff, Office of the Administrator 
US Agency for International Development 
Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 
Desk phone: 202-216-3201 
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On Thu, Aug 1, 2019 at 9:47 AM LeDuc, James W. lwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 
Hi Rhea, 

I can switch to 4:30 CT. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Due, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rhea Kapadia <rkapadia@usaid.gov>
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2019 7:29 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Guerra, Analilia <anaguerr@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Meeting with Bill Steiger 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

So sorry for all the switching around! Is there any way we could push to 5:30 p.m EST? I want to make sure you and Bill 
have enough time to talk. Let me know - thanks! 

Best, 
Rhea 

Rhea Kapadia 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff, Office of the Administrator 
US Agency for International Development 
Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 
Desk phone: 202-216-3201 

On Tue, Jul 30, 2019 at 11:26 AM Rhea Kapadia <rkapadia@usaid.gov> wrote: 
Sounds good! Thanks! 

Rhea Kapadia 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff, Office of the Administrator 
US Agency for International Development 
Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 
Desk phone: 202-216-3201 

On Tue, Jul 30, 2019 at 11:25 AM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 
Fine with me. I will call to 202-216-3201 at 3:45 CT. Let me know if I should call a different number. 

Thanks, Jim 
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James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rhea Kapadia <rkapadia@usaid.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 10:22 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Meeting with Bill Steiger 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Any way we could move to 4:45 EST on Thursday? Let me know - thanks! 

Best, 
Rhea 

Rhea Kapadia 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff, Office of the Administrator 
US Agency for International Development 
Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 
Desk phone: 202-216-3201 

On Tue, Jul 23, 2019 at 10:01 AM LeDuc, James W. wleduc utmb.edu> wrote: 
Good Morning Rhea, 

Sounds perfect: Thursday, 1 Aug at 4 pm ET/3 pm CT. I've added to my calendar. I can call you if you like or my direct office 
line is 409-266-6516. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(0 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rhea Kapadia <rkapadia@usaid.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2019 8:15 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Meeting with Bill Steiger 
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1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Does 4 p.m EST next Thursday work? Let me know - thanks! 

Best, 
Rhea 

Rhea Kapadia 
Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff Office of the Administrator 
US Agency for International Development 
Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 
Desk phone: 202-216-3201 

On Mon, Jul 22, 2019 at 11:59 AM LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc(ciutmb.edu> wrote: 
Hi Rhea, 

Thanks for the prompt response. I'm free most of next week with the exception of Tuesday, 30 July, so whatever time is best 
for him should work for me. As I mentioned, unfortunately I don't have any bright ideas on how to control the DRC outbreak, 
but I'm happy to chat with Bill if he would like. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Rhea Kapadia <rkapadia@usaid.gov>
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2019 10:45 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Meeting with Bill Steiger 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

I hope this email finds you well. I am writing in regards to the email you sent Bill asking to meet later this week. 
Unfortunately Bill will be on vacation from July 25-29. However, I'm happy to set up a call next week so that you 
both can discuss the Ebola response. Let me know what would be best. Thanks! 

Best, 
Rhea 

Rhea Kapadia 
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Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff, Office of the Administrator 
US Agency for International Development 
Email: rkapadia@usaid.gov 
Desk phone: 202-216-3201 
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Full Name: Ian Crozier, MD 
Last Name: Crozier 

First Name: Ian 

Business (301)631-7203 
Phone: 
Home Phone: (615)720-7922 

E-mail: icrozier@me.com 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Ian Crozier MD (icrozier@me.com)[icrozier@me.com]; Rhea Kapadia[rkapadia@usaid.gov]; William Steiger 
(wsteiger@usaid.gov)[wsteiger@usaid.gov] 
From: Crozier, Ian (NI H) [C]pan.crozier©nih.gov] 
Sent: Fri 8/2/2019 12:25:32 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Introductions 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Jim, 
This finds me well, though not in country. Am back on ground in Nord Kivu, based in Beni this stint for two months but 
pivoting to both CTEs in Beni and Mangina to support the clinical care and trial. Actually got scrambled to Goma two days 
ago, initially to bring and deliver investigational product for the second Goma patient who, as you probably know, died 
before we arrived. Remaining in Goma before Beni return while we nervously wait to see what plays out here. As you 
probably also know, not-unexpected familial cases have emerged; in fact, spent most of my day yesterday at the bedside in the 
Goma CTE with them and local teams. A challenge on ground here at all levels, of most import to me of course zoomed into 
the clinical bedside. 

Bill, please to (virtually) meet you. Consider me a resource if I can be of help. I will likely be Congolese for the next month or 
so? 

Best, 
Ian 

Ian Crozier, MD 
Medical Affairs Scientist II 
Clinical Monitoring Research Program 
Leidos Biomedical Research, Inc. 
Support to: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)/Integrated Research Facility (IRF) 
Post Office Box B 
Fort Detrick, Frederick, MD 21704 
Phone: +1-301-631-7203 
Cell: +1-240-825-5032 
Fax: +1-301-631-7387 
Email: ian.crozier@nih.gov 

This e-mail and any attachments to it are intended for the identified recipient. It may contain proprietary or otherwise 
legally protected information for Leidos Biomedical Research, Inc. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this 
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete 
or otherwise destroy the e-mail and all attachments immediately. 
On Aug 2, 2019, at 00:20, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc utrnb.edu> wrote: 

Ian, 

I hope this finds you well and in the country. I'm writing to make virtual introductions between you and Dr Bill 
Steiger, a longtime friend from DHHS days and currently the chief of staff at USAID. Bill is very interested in the DRC 
Ebola outbreak and how USAID might best contribute to its control. I mentioned your extensive experience on the 
ground there and suggested that Bill would benefit greatly in learning your firsthand experiences and perspective. 
Hopefully you two can get together sometime soon. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
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Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 9/16/2019 4:16:58 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: explosion 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

First thing I thought of was, it sounds a little bit like what happened at the new RIID a few years ago. :-( 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Sep 16, 2019, at 5:07 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Thanks Dave. It will be interesting to hear the rest of the story.. 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@grnail.corn>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 3:42 PM 
To: Rita Guenther <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Cc: Micah Lowenthal <mlowenth@nas.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Glenn Schweitzer 
<gschweitzerPnas.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Vector explosion 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

Begin forwarded message: 

Amy Mackinnon. ((&,ak ma cl) 

9/16/10 2:37  PM 
Meanwhile in Russia... There was an exnlosion at a research center which stores one of the 
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world's largest collections of viruses including small pox & ebola. All glass in the building 
was shattered per RFE/RL, but Russian gov't says no biohazards 
released svoboda.org/a/30167061.html 

Download the Twitter app 
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To: Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; 
Maryellen Leduc[melleduc©gmail.com]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 12/13/2019 2:40:47 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Jeanne Guillemin, pioneering researcher who uncovered a Cold War secret, dies at 76 from The Washington Post 

Very sad news. You may recall her visit to the GNL a few years ago when she spoke about her then new book on the anthrax 
mailing. 

Pei-Yong, this is the person I mentioned during lunch when we were discussing the Japanese BW laboratory in Harbin. Her book is 
"Hidden Atrocities: Japanese Germ Warfare and American Obstruction of Justice at the Tokyo Trial." 

https://www.washi ngtonpost.com/loca l/obitua ries/jeanne-gu I lemin-pioneering-resea rcher-who-uncoyered-a-cold-wa r-secret-
dies-at- 76/2019/12/11/dfbc407e-1b66-11ea-87f742e91143c60d story. html 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 10/28/2019 5:04:41 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: USAMRIID 

We just concluded a site visit by a group from USAMIID including Charlie Bailey's daughter, Shelley Jorgensen, who is the 
Responsible Official for USAMRIID. The entire situation is horrible and heartbreaking. Not sure what we can do to help, but it 
seems like the new Army Futures Command is heavily involved and may be a good point for follow up. I'm thinking we should 
volunteer to create a "Blue Ribbon Panel" of experts to help salvage the place. It also sounds like no one is in much of a hurry to 
get into the new USAMRIID, and that the systems and equipment installed during construction are already outdated in some cases. 
Their biggest challenge is their infectious waste management system. It sounds like they are getting bad advice from contractors 
that really do not understand biocontainment. Something to bemoan the next time we share some wine. 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carl.newman©dtra.mil] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/17/2019 9:56:25 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Global biocontainment labs 
Science editorial 2018.pdf 

Hi Carl, 

It's been a while; I hope this finds you well. I'm looking for a point of contact in DTRA to discuss a growing concern of mine 
regarding the global proliferation of biocontainment labs. There are now over 50 BSL4 labs either built, under construction or 
planned and there is a distinct need for sharing of best practices and safe and transparent conduct of research. I've been working 
with our US National Academy of Sciences to engage with the 3 new BSL4 labs in China and elsewhere, and I recently published an 
editorial in Science (attached) with the director of the lab in Wuhan calling for greater communications among the leadership of 
these facilities. Is this an area of interest to DTRA? We are attempting to implement a strategy that will productively engage 
international BSL4 scientists and enhance transparency of activities while helping to ensure best practices in biosafety and 
biosecurity. If you are not the appropriate POC, could you refer me to that person? 

Thanks and best regards, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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EDITORIAL 

Network for safe and secure labs 

I
he current outbreak of Ebola virus in the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo is a reminder that 
dangerous diseases exist in many corners of the 
world and that they can cause substantial human 
suffering and financial devastation locally and 
internationally. In response, institutions and na-
tions are constructing maximum biocontaininent 

laboratories (MCLs) to address these threats. MCI„s oper-
ate at the highest level of biological containment to di-
agnose, perform research on, and validate cures for life-
threatening diseases like Ebola. There are more than 50 
MCLs that are operational, under construction, or in ad-
vanced planning around the world. The global prolifera-
tion of these facilities raises 
questions about how to en-
sure their safe and secure 
operations while enhancing 
their contributions to sci-
ence and global health. One 
solution is to establish an 
MCL network that enables 
the sharing of best practices, 
collaboration, transparency, 
and exchange of specimens 
and technology. 

A multitude of challenges 
are associated with MCIs. 
Even at the idea stage, a se-
rious issue is the objection 
of local communities to the 
construction of an MCI. in 
their neighborhood. Several 
MCL operations were delayed 
or never realized because of 
public concern. Gaining com-
munity trust and support is 
therefore vital to planning and operating MC1s, so a net-
work of such labs would be valuable for sharing experi-
ences and providing guidance in these situations. 

Besides the millions of dollars that it costs to build 
a modern MCI„ there are annual operations—mainte-
nance, utility, and security—that can amount to 5 to 10% 
of the construction costs. Moreover, there is a need for 
experienced guidance and qualified oversight to ensure 
that an MCL is built and operated safely and securely. Yet, 
few such resources exist, and available training opportu-
nities are inconsistent and often costly. An MCL network 
could fill the personnel pipeline more efficiently by con-
necting experienced personnel and professional societies 
to develop standards for globally accepted training and 
create mentoring opportunities. 

"These labs handle the world's 
most dangerous pathogens..." 

Importantly, MCLs must share a culture of respon-
sibility. These labs handle the world's most dangerous 
pathogens known, and there must be safeguards to pre-
vent theft or misuse. At the same time, security must be 
balanced against mechanisms that support collaboration, 
including specimen sharing. Again, by working together 
through an MCL network to develop standards and 
guidelines, a culture of responsibility could be fortified. 

We direct a newly constructed MCL in Wuhan, China 
(Z.Y.), and an established MCL in the United States 
(J.W.L), in Galveston, Texas. In preparation for the open-
ing of the new China MCL, we engaged in short- and 
long-term personnel exchanges focused on biosafety 

training, building operations 
and maintenance, and col-
laborative scientific investi-
gations in biocontaininent 
We succeeded in transfer-
ring proven best practices 
to the new Wuhan facility. 
Both labs recently signed 
formal cooperative agree-
ments that will streamline 
future scientific and opera-
tional collaborations on dan-
gerous pathogens, although 
funding for research and the 
logistics of exchanging sped-
inens are challenges that 
we have yet to solve. Ours 
is a promising first step in 

MCL partnerships; however, 
wider national, regional, and 
international cooperation is 
needed. We benefited from 
meetings jointly sponsored by 

the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese 
National Academy of Sciences, and from World Health Or-
ganization initiatives, but stakeholders are not limited to 
human and animal health. Our partnership still requires 
input from foundations and governmental agencies that 
are involved in security, commerce, and transportation, as 
well as from the commercial sector. 

Not every country requires an MCL, but every country 
can benefit from the collaborative operation of these labs. 
We encourage existing MCLs to convene a forum that 
brings together all stakeholders to conceive of an MCL 
network so that these critical labs can tackle urgent global 
health needs safely, secureN and productively. 

-James W. Le Due and Miming Yuan 

James W. Le Duc 
is the director of the 
Galveston National 
Laboratory and 
a professor in the 
Department of 
Microbiology and 
Immunology at the 
University of Taus 
Medical Branch, 
Galveston, Texas, 
USA. jwleduc@ 
utrnb.edu 

Zhiming Yuan 
is the director 
of the Wuhan 
National Biosafety 
Laboratory of the 
Chinese Academy 
of Sciences and a 
professor at the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Wuhan, 
china. yzm@ 
whiov.cn 
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To: LeDuc, James W. 
From: Microsoft Outlook[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MICROSOFTEXCHANGE329E71EC88AE4615BBC36AB6CE41109E1F8FAAA8] 
Sent: Sat 5/18/2019 10:16:48 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Undeliverable: Global Biocontainment Labs 
Global Biocontainment Labs 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

Newman, Carl I. D. CIV (carL ne, ,'n rrà dna [1111) 
Your message couldn't be delivered. Despite repeated attempts to deliver your message, querying the Domain 
Name System (DNS) for the recipient's domain location information failed. 

For more information and tips to fix this issue see this article: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?Linkld=389361. 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 

Generating server: BYAPRO2MB5861.namprd02.prod.outlook.corn 
Receiving server: BYAPRO2MB5861.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 

carl.newman@dtra.mil 
5/18/2019 3:16:48 PM - Server at BYAPRO2MB5861.namprd02.prod.outlook.com returned '550 5.4.312 Message expired, DNS query 
failed(InfoNoRecords)' 
5/18/2019 3:06:48 PM - Server at dtra.mil (0.0.0.0) returned '450 4.4.312 DNS query failed [Message-InfoNoRecords] 
[LastAttemptedServerName—dtra.mil] [CY1NAMO2FT015.eop-nam02.prod.protection.outlook.corni(InfoNoRecords)' 

Original message headers: 

DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; 
d=liveutmb.onmicrosoft.com; s=selector2-liveutmb-onmicrosoft-com; 
h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-SenderADCheck; 
bh=SB1bNYcAJLkXngpYxHg9DntJXMTrXakwNxE++Zf+zZc=; 

b=g8vz+jmv1R6hAaWs4XUPW+BtC2rfnRlav13ycBg/xhjOwqHQ8m11+4LL69436n0faN1H11E+WPLs4XdFHPq79gPr3GIYfyftpleeU 
U2t88gsT9Z3LHIM3bP71WqdQWUTi8intnp4XsX+vrfihhT4PkhqVAJxfX64Gf3j4gIOPx8= 
Received: from BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com (52.135.237.26) by 
BYAPRO2MB5861.namprd02.prod.outlook.com (20.179.63.142) with Microsoft SMTP 
Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 
15.20.1900.18; Fri, 17 May 2019 15:11:45 +0000 

Received: from BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 
((fe80::44b0:3b01:9049:1e6c]) by BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 
([fe80::44b0:3b01:9049:1e6c%7]) with mapi id 15.20.1900.010; Fri, 17 May 2019 
15:11:45 +0000 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
To: "Lance Brooks (lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil)" 

<lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil> 
CC: "Newman, Carl I. D. CIV" <carl.newman@dtra.mil> 
Subject: Global Biocontainment Labs 
Thread-Topic: Global Biocontainment Labs 
Thread-Index: AdUMwSkx6eQWjT56QuuHgtATICcK6Q== 
Date: Fri, 17 May 2019 15:11:44 +0000 
Message-ID: <BYAPRO2MB43258990FA96138813690CD322C80130@BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com> 
Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
authentication-results: spf=none (sender IP is ) 
smtp.mailfrom=jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; 
x-originating-ip: [129.109.36.62] 
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x-ms-publictraffictype: Email 
x-ms-office365-filtering-correlation-id: 6884664f-b244-4c30-f418-08d6dad9f9ae 
x-microsoft-antispam: 
BCL: 0; PCL: 0;RULEID: (2390118) (7020095) (4652040) (8989299) (4534185) (4627221) (201703031133081) (201702281549 
075) (8990200) (5600141) (711020) (4605104) (2017052603328) (49563074) (7193020) ;SRVR:BYAPRO2MB5861; 
x-ms-traffictypediagnostic: BYAPRO2MB5861: 
x-ms-exchange-purlcount: 2 
x-microsoft-antispam-prvs: 
<BYAPRO2MB5861E1081DCOBC28E3B63909C8OBO@BYAPRO2MB5861.namprd02.prod.outlook.com> 
x-m-oob-t1c-oobclassifiers: OLM:10000; 
x-torefront-prvs: 0040126723 
x-torefront-antispam-report: 
SFV:NSPM; SFS: (10019020) (346002) (366004) (136003) (376002) (396003) (39860400002) (199004) (189003) (99936001) ( 
478600001) (476003) (102836004) (25786009) (81156014) (66066001) (8676002) (26005) (81166006) (71200400001) (1860 
03) (6436002) (71190400001) (74316002) (8936002) (68736007) (14454004) (6916009) (88552002) (2906002) (7736002) (4 
86006) (9326002) (66446008) (6116002) (64756008) (66556008) (790700001) (66476007) (66616009) (3846002) (33656002 
) (4326008) (66946007) (73956011) (76116006) (256004) (53936002) (6506007) (75432002) (5660300002) (86362001) (525 
36014) (6306002) (3480700005) (9686003) (54896002) (316002) (99286004) (55016002) (7116003) (786003) (7696005) (50 
24004) ; DIR: OUT ; SFP : 1102 ; SCL : 1 ; SRVR:BYAPRO2MB5861; H: BYAPRO2MB4325 namprd02 .prod. outlook . com; FPR: ; SPF :Non 
e; LANG: en; PTR: InfoNoRecords ; A : 0 ; MX : 1; 
received-spf: None (protection.outlook.com: UTMB.EDU does not designate 
permitted sender hosts) 
x-ms-exchange-senderadcheck: 1 
x-microsoft-antispam-message-info: 
laECfwP9ep9Ku3G50kRxpoqN4chUgDX90v5nkU3dLEFnLt7xQ8JsE5zpgx1j7RJF/ESYXiYxeq5hYv1LuOcgwh2ZxAETRs6jI11QEap 
qf78w5C5SfjiN15zBBaXQY9nzKsWK0a7bNSTrMoectbhB6VcJ/gK+vaQ3mQAUmdggyfgv7qk5iSq8OpyliQg/169ao5W8UwsmD9fjTH 
bceG/4z9yZ7eVgu8SuSvd9rUjWrkCvNu8+A41e0RDwkukgRqcBvA4AOXPMdaCIX8wSPEPjGxL19kepuhPaAvvOU8XUElxBtKdb6Zw9x 
90FSL7kZ6mF1t4oHIcanUNBg3DHiXu3G7oHFCdonsPoO/nrD2g0wOwcBhi7ahOKaBy3IWnndCix2KueDu91JCaL6jol5cb/lOppoNRw 
tkpARLP5LDOnPEc= 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 

boundary="_004_BYAPRO2MB43258990FA96B8BB690CD322C8OBOBYAPRO2MB4325namp2 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-OriginatorOrg: utmb.edu 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-Network-Message-Id: 6884664f-b244-4c30-f418-08d6dad9f9ae 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-originalarrivaltime: 17 May 2019 15:11:44.9645 
(UTC) 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-fromentityheader: Hosted 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-id: 7bef256d-85db-4526-a72d-31aea2546852 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-mailboxtype: HOSTED 
X-MS-Exchange-Transport-CrossTenantHeadersStamped: BYAPRO2MB5861 
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To: Lance Brooks (lance.r.brooks6.civ©mail.mil)[lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil] 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carl.newman©dtra.mil] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/17/2019 10:11:44 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Global Biocontainment Labs 
Science editorial 2018.pdf 

Hi Lance, 

It's been a while; I hope this finds you well. I just sent this same note to Carl Newman and he is copied here—sorry for the 
duplicate messages, but I'm trying to find the correct POC at DTRA for further discussions. I'm concerned regarding the global 
proliferation of biocontainment labs. There are now over 50 BSL4 labs either built, under construction or planned and there is a 
distinct need for sharing of best practices and safe and transparent conduct of research. As you know, I've been working with our 
US National Academy of Sciences to engage with the 3 new BSL4 labs in China and elsewhere, and I recently published an editorial 
in Science (attached) with the director of the BSL4 lab in Wuhan calling for greater communications among the leadership of these 
biocontainment facilities. Is this an area of interest to DTRA? We are attempting to implement a strategy that will productively 
engage international BSL4 scientists and enhance transparency of activities while helping to ensure best practices in biosafety and 
biosecurity. If you are not the appropriate POC, could you refer me to that person? 

Thanks, and best regards, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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EDITORIAL 

Network for safe and secure labs 

I
he current outbreak of Ebola virus in the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo is a reminder that 
dangerous diseases exist in many corners of the 
world and that they can cause substantial human 
suffering and financial devastation locally and 
internationally. In response, institutions and na-
tions are constructing maximum biocontaininent 

laboratories (MCLs) to address these threats. MCI„s oper-
ate at the highest level of biological containment to di-
agnose, perform research on, and validate cures for life-
threatening diseases like Ebola. There are more than 50 
MCLs that are operational, under construction, or in ad-
vanced planning around the world. The global prolifera-
tion of these facilities raises 
questions about how to en-
sure their safe and secure 
operations while enhancing 
their contributions to sci-
ence and global health. One 
solution is to establish an 
MCL network that enables 
the sharing of best practices, 
collaboration, transparency, 
and exchange of specimens 
and technology. 

A multitude of challenges 
are associated with MCIs. 
Even at the idea stage, a se-
rious issue is the objection 
of local communities to the 
construction of an MCI. in 
their neighborhood. Several 
MCL operations were delayed 
or never realized because of 
public concern. Gaining com-
munity trust and support is 
therefore vital to planning and operating MC1s, so a net-
work of such labs would be valuable for sharing experi-
ences and providing guidance in these situations. 

Besides the millions of dollars that it costs to build 
a modern MCI„ there are annual operations—mainte-
nance, utility, and security—that can amount to 5 to 10% 
of the construction costs. Moreover, there is a need for 
experienced guidance and qualified oversight to ensure 
that an MCL is built and operated safely and securely. Yet, 
few such resources exist, and available training opportu-
nities are inconsistent and often costly. An MCL network 
could fill the personnel pipeline more efficiently by con-
necting experienced personnel and professional societies 
to develop standards for globally accepted training and 
create mentoring opportunities. 

"These labs handle the world's 
most dangerous pathogens..." 

Importantly, MCLs must share a culture of respon-
sibility. These labs handle the world's most dangerous 
pathogens known, and there must be safeguards to pre-
vent theft or misuse. At the same time, security must be 
balanced against mechanisms that support collaboration, 
including specimen sharing. Again, by working together 
through an MCL network to develop standards and 
guidelines, a culture of responsibility could be fortified. 

We direct a newly constructed MCL in Wuhan, China 
(Z.Y.), and an established MCL in the United States 
(J.W.L), in Galveston, Texas. In preparation for the open-
ing of the new China MCL, we engaged in short- and 
long-term personnel exchanges focused on biosafety 

training, building operations 
and maintenance, and col-
laborative scientific investi-
gations in biocontaininent 
We succeeded in transfer-
ring proven best practices 
to the new Wuhan facility. 
Both labs recently signed 
formal cooperative agree-
ments that will streamline 
future scientific and opera-
tional collaborations on dan-
gerous pathogens, although 
funding for research and the 
logistics of exchanging sped-
inens are challenges that 
we have yet to solve. Ours 
is a promising first step in 

MCL partnerships; however, 
wider national, regional, and 
international cooperation is 
needed. We benefited from 
meetings jointly sponsored by 

the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese 
National Academy of Sciences, and from World Health Or-
ganization initiatives, but stakeholders are not limited to 
human and animal health. Our partnership still requires 
input from foundations and governmental agencies that 
are involved in security, commerce, and transportation, as 
well as from the commercial sector. 

Not every country requires an MCL, but every country 
can benefit from the collaborative operation of these labs. 
We encourage existing MCLs to convene a forum that 
brings together all stakeholders to conceive of an MCL 
network so that these critical labs can tackle urgent global 
health needs safely, secureN and productively. 

-James W. Le Due and Miming Yuan 

James W. Le Duc 
is the director of the 
Galveston National 
Laboratory and 
a professor in the 
Department of 
Microbiology and 
Immunology at the 
University of Taus 
Medical Branch, 
Galveston, Texas, 
USA. jwleduc@ 
utrnb.edu 

Zhiming Yuan 
is the director 
of the Wuhan 
National Biosafety 
Laboratory of the 
Chinese Academy 
of Sciences and a 
professor at the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Wuhan, 
china. yzm@ 
whiov.cn 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carl.newman©dtra.mil]; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR DTRA COOP 
THRT REDUCT (USA)[jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mail.mil]; Kelley, Emily S CIV DTRA COOP THRT 
REDUCT (US)[emily.s.kelley2.civ©mail.mil] 
From: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US)[lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil] 
Sent: Sun 5/19/2019 3:57:35 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: [Non-DOD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 
RE: [Non-DOD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carrnewman@dtra.mil]; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR DTRA COOP 
THRT REDUCT (USA)[jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mail.mil]; Kelley, Emily S CIV DTRA COOP THRT 
REDUCT (US)[emily.s.kelley2.civ©mail.mil] 
From: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US)[lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil] 
Sent: Sun 5/19/2019 3:57:35 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: [Non-DOD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 
srnime.p7s 

Hi Jim, 

All is well as I hope it is with you. 

We would be the correct folks in DTRA to speak to about this. We do very 
limited work with BSL4 labs. We have primarily steered our country partners 
away from building these labs where possible. Encourage them to work with 
already existing labs if needed. 

I am interested in hearing your thoughts on working with existing labs. I 
am out of country this week and be back the latter part of next week. 
Hopefully, we can find some time to discuss further. 

Regards, 
Lance 

Lance R. Brooks 
Chief, BT 
Cooperative Threat Reduction 

Office: 571-616-5980 
Mobile: 571-329-5698 

 Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. [mailto:jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2019 11:12 
To: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) 
<lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil> 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV <carl.newman©dtra.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DOD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

All active links contained in this email were disabled. Please verify the 
identity of the sender, and confirm the authenticity of all links contained 
within the message prior to copying and pasting the address to a Web 
browser. 

Hi Lance, 

It's been a while; I hope this finds you well. I just sent this same note 
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to Carl Newman and he is copied here-sorry for the duplicate messages, but 
I'm trying to find the correct POC at DTRA for further discussions. I'm 
concerned regarding the global proliferation of biocontainment labs. There 
are now over 50 BSL4 labs either built, under construction or planned and 
there is a distinct need for sharing of best practices and safe and 
transparent conduct of research. As you know, I've been working with our US 
National Academy of Sciences to engage with the 3 new BSL4 labs in China and 
elsewhere, and I recently published an editorial inScience (attached) with 
the director of the BSL4 lab in Wuhan calling for greater communications 
among the leadership of these biocontainment facilities. Is this an area of 
interest to DTRA? We are attempting to implement a strategy that will 
productively engage international BSL4 scientists and enhance transparency 
of activities while helping to ensure best practices in biosafety and 
biosecurity. If you are not the appropriate POC, could you refer me to that 
person? 

Thanks, and best regards, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 
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Content-Type: multipart/signed; protocol="application/x-pkcs7-signature"; 

micalg=SHAl; boundary="----= NextPart 000 000E 01D50E63.F081B080" 

= NextPart 000 000E 01D50E63.F081B080 

Content-Type: text/plain; 

charset= -ascii" 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

Hi Jim, 

All is well as I hope it is with you. 

We would be the correct folks in DTRA to speak to about this. We do very 

limited work with BSL4 labs. We have primarily steered our country partners 

away from building these labs where possible. Encourage them to work with 

already existing labs if needed. 

I am interested in hearing your thoughts on working with existing labs. 

am out of country this week and be back the latter part of next week. 

Hopefully, we can find some time to discuss further. 

Regards, 

Lance 

Lance R. Brooks 

Chief, BT 

Cooperative Threat Reduction 

Office: 571-616-5980 

Mobile: 571-329-5698 

 Original Message 

From: LeDuc, James W. [mailto:jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 

Sent: Friday, May 17, 2019 11:12 

To: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) 

<lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil> 

Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV <carl.newman@dtra.mil> 

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

All active links contained in this email were disabled. Please verify the 

identity of the sender, and confirm the authenticity of all links contained 

within the message prior to copying and pasting the address to a Web 

browser. 
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Hi Lance, 

It's been a while; I hope this finds you well. I just sent this same note 

to Carl Newman and he is copied here-sorry for the duplicate messages, but 

I'm trying to find the correct POC at DTRA for further discussions. I'm 

concerned regarding the global proliferation of biocontainment labs. There 

are now over 50 BSL4 labs either built, under construction or planned and 

there is a distinct need for sharing of best practices and safe and 

transparent conduct of research. As you know, been working with our US 

National Academy of Sciences to engage with the 3 new BSL4 labs in China and 

elsewhere, and I recently published an editorial inScience (attached) with 

the director of the B5L4 lab in Wuhan calling for greater communications 

among the leadership of these biocontainment facilities. Is this an area of 

interest to DTRA? We are attempting to implement a strategy that will 

productively engage international B5L4 scientists and enhance transparency 

of activities while helping to ensure best practices in biosafety and 

biosecurity. If you are not the appropriate POC, could you refer me to that 

person? 

Thanks, and best regards, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

= NextPart 000 000E 01D50E63.F081B080 _ _ 

Content-Type: application/pkcs7-signature name="smime.p7s" 
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Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 

Content-Disposition attachment; filename="smime.p7s" 

MIAGCSqGSIb3DQEHAqCAMIACAQExCzAJEgUrDgMCGgUAMIAGCSqGSIb3DQEHAQAAoIIRzjCCA3Mw 

ggJboAMCAQICAQEwDQYJKoZIhvoNAQELBQAwWzELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxGDAWBgNVBAoTD1UuUy4g 

R2 92ZXJubWVudDEMMAoGAiUECxMDRG9EMQwwCgYDVQQLEwNQS0kxFjAUBgNVBAMTDURvRCBSb2 90 

IENBIDMwHhoNMTIwMzIwMTgONjQxWhoNMjkxMjMwMTgONjQxWjBbMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYG 

AlUEChMPVS5TLiBHb3Z1cm5tZW50MQwwCgYDVQQLEwNEb0QxDDAKBgNVBAsTA1BLSTEWMBQGA1UE 

AxMNRG9EIFJvb3QgQ0EgMzCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvoNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAKnsFHKK6Etw 

o9oQA4Sm+6c2DSo6Uha/MBVShgVHIM+qps11xGRu7/FgI8sKZkCutMhoKgBRaEk36VkyTZW8Qyfp 

QI06EM4UvEMYofnez0eFdnNeGBojW70/H/LtjRnMA9FApI+nIAJMJ1p5NvajNyGOAFoGFsrTVZZv 

MSm7cg7L4khR8tQ3pDXWb+4Xs7EGqwsZhugjbTEbKHhlxd5iUrzBfevuoFlUBPuyyyuyIlSRgkzw 

v7pOQDsMBEWAZ1zE66JXwxp/Ci29f7ncwZmwyAfkDIY21DolL/J95pc8G5S011kGyTrkC9nq6fw7 

czRv/eeY5P0hwpBfHPU/LtcZ038CAwEAAaNCMEAwHQYDVROOBBYEFGyK1KJ3sYByHYF6Fqry3M5m 

7kXAMA4GAlUdDwEB/wQEAwiBhjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MAOGCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQCf 

caTAtpbSgEOgSOkfdgT5xTytZhhYY5vDtuhoioVaQmYStNLmi4h/h/SY9ajGCckf8Cwf7IK49KVH 

OMEzK99Mfpq+Cwuxyw98UCgQz4gNoum6rIbX1LGTXyKPlgW0Tgx1kX3T8ueUwpQUdk+PDKsQhlgy 

hQd1hhILXupTtArITISSH+voQYY8uvROQUrRbEhHQcOGWvLu6fKYJ4LqLjbW+AZegvGgUpNECbrS 

qRlaWK0oXSBtT2T4MIcbkBNIgc3KkMcNwdSYP47yDldoMxKOmQmx80T2EPQ28km96qM4yEZBI40a 

36EbNXzrPOGz9W9L016ub5N2mNLxmZ1FxI5yMIIEoDCCA4igAwIBAgIBFDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsF 

ADBbMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYGA1UEChMPVS5TLiBHb3Z1cm5tZW50MQwwCgYDVQQLEwNEb0Qx 

DDAKBgNVBAsTA1BLSTEWMBQGAlUEAxMNRG9EIFJvb3QgQ0EgMzAeFw0xNTExMDkxNjAlMjdaFw0y 

MTExMDkxNjAlMjdaMFOxCzAJBgNVBAYTA1VTMRgwEgYDVQQKEw9VL1MuIEdvdmVybm1lbnQxDDAK 

BgNVBAsTAORvRDEMMAoGAlUECxMDUEtJMRgwEgYDVQQDEw9ETOQgRUlBSUwgQ0EtNDEwggEiMAOG 

CSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCUuycRDCMw4iPGIbecilYuw/9S+tkQnTdtDE1RSp/Ah 

VU+siILIHOAy5GiJYuZiL4NdUGnJrsAeRJIFUZae/eMfzARtUtnHyPteXJB1DYh8eK5b5E7RFUz5 

lae4AdhuUtPSRDmOYdH8nXJ8FgmOw+pMC1tZJLIGhfgphXbcZieyFJrRk/k3OPIfNdZSoxIOdn8t 

JRui8H5OcXpDbCd5Ksi+jEsdYR3Mcza6VTZRmvepwAiF9fpEglyVqltg2OWLg8ky628V0DeDZ188 

HSx8rgpZfOxHQJpMnIyOKHH35WeXEMGC7spvrRP+d/BZsIRGmVx25FTijbCFfTQeD91cb6ifAgMB 

AAGjggFrMIIBZzAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBRsipSid7GAch2Behaq8tz0Zu5FwDAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUOSmo 

CGTij40qgWEHEZEz+Fo3puQwDgYDVROPAQH/BAQDAgGGMEwGAlUdIAREMEMwCwYJYIZIAWUCAQsk 

MAsGCWCGSAF1AgELJzALBgighkgBZQIBCyowDAYKYIZIAWUDAgEDDTAMBgpghkgBZQMCAQMRMBIG 

AlUdEwEB/wQIMAYBAf8CAQAwDAYDVROkBAUwA4ABADA3BgNVHR8EMDAuMCygKqAohiZodHRw0i8v 

Y3JsLmRpc2EubW1sL2NybC9ETORSTO9UQCEzLmNybDBsBggrBgEFBQcBAQRgMF4w0gYIKwYBBQUH 

MAKGLmhOdHA6Ly9jcmwuZGlzYS5taWwvaXNzdWVkdG8vRE9EUk9PVENBM19JVC5wN2MwIAYIKwYB 

BQUHMAGGFGhOdHA6Ly9vY3NwLmRpc2EubW1sMAOGCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQAhEvHTWyebz050 

x9hW+neUMYI1686yzQA3er3T1mapTCnxNyNeGPOdcLuFgHZu7wiw6n362ygHDB4e2GQm/IFHsdPX 

BEQiDBtB0e24E0xXMEp4KuOzn0FgZEV/kng/ST4rsoyb4MVCzhCR/51fzkOzWD5oUgnJ5YwWIITN 

zCO1OfxQYiCBEDGPcMGJ/biBdcXFtzvPrarzIHDgit1191kI4Rtg5Z8K7988yqqsMDm/Ec1t7aL+A 

+PH9CSLMLNYfliANDvpS2qGV9vh4RGjO4d8P8WAejNozrcuQ4GEAlaInA29sNdhLFOKAt3BDKvSj 
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xJM/b3J3jkg6CDzmccXolN/yMIIEsDCCA5igAwIBAgIDIpXAMAOGCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAMFOxCzAJ 

BgNVBAYTA1VTMRgwFgYDVQQKEw9VL1MuIEdvdmVybm1lbnQxDDAKBgNVBAsTAORvRDEMMAoGAlUE 

CxMDUEtJMRgwEgYDVQQDEw9ETOQgRU1BSUwgQ0EtNDEwHhoNMTcxMjIwMDAwMDAwWhcNMjAxMjE5 

MjM1OTU5WjB8MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYGAlUEChMPVS5TLiBHb3Z1cm5tZW50MQwwCgYDVQQL 

EwNEb0QxDDAKBgNVBAsTA1BLSTENMAsGAlUECxMERFRSQTEoMCYGA1UEAxMfQ1JPTOtTLkxBTkNF 

LiJJOhBUkQuMTIwMjgwODA4MTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAMREO3p7 

W4OuLePuLfahKkvOinvQTE6N68SnCtLE3oIs1CGK3trz3yHJRoURADYPbs+yyHZTyngRbKefTREy 

AsubFpY9M2U20y3whTC67P+oUdWzPCz9JRqG9+1AWd0R9vAumyJErMY7UgnOlwXZPqh2OAKeS/PF 

sUQkJSvITKil+TDNRAx+Di7iNwJg6INkjUyxHaCnbi48i9kzzAwHanBD1IxRi5NJgmHm3pUPnFWa 

TsU0m8XeItrgOVfcNDovg0LWRIVv7II1YQyUagzaG56u9/30n+TA+9D3C6ivmpFZu42XFc598yA4 

UXgANr5ymmJABno3f3Kc61/LYLwMfwkCAwEAAa0CAVgwggFUMB8GAlUdIwQYMBaAFDkpqAhk4o+D 

qoFhRxGRM/haN6bkMDoGAlUdHwQzMDEwL6AtoCuGKWhOdHA6Ly9jcmwuZGlzYS5taWwvY3JsLORP 

REVNQU1MQOFfNDEuY3JsMA4GAiUdDwEB/wQEAwIFIDAWBgNVHSAEDzANMAsGCWCGSAF1AgELJzAd 

BgNVHQ4EFgQUhU6Y73KzZzthzXyHR7CiGtmNoNkwaAYIKwYBBQUHAQEEXDBaMDYGCCsGAQUFBzAC 

hipodHRw0i8vY3JsLmRpc2EubW1sL3NpZ24vRE9ERU1BSUxDQV8OMS5jZXIwIAYIKwYBBQUHMAGG 

FGhOdHA6Ly9vY3NwLmRpc2EubW1sMCcGAlUdEQQgMB6BHGxhbmN1LnIuYnJvb2tzNi5jaXZAbWFp 

bC5taWwwGwYDVROJBBQwEjAQBggrBgEFBQcJBDEEEwJVUzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEASOte 

e4JgD22iBeaD74rNpGfDt7tTzNkVr7UPWM9OCYiVKartuOZVCVzAXmwjWQZcyU1tR5gL8VTqXY3Z 

r/q+IyaGy8NKr1T5qmxXnespw5D6UMGW7YsbBuX/LM6gOOkRxaiP8R3QOYFD+HeRuTkNANiZ307X 

UsVtd55c2498132fjhoYLxFTRz2BiAy4bj+aExwImv1CTEuZ2eE0NeRjtCn0/66sNV3mbzVaAyS1 

PnfyKVpAymODOnjPcxt2WpaneBdtzk2t5JqxD7GkgnDN7ty+4cF37QeTFiBVxrYuyZ2JXsHL13xu 

uUefFbw1K0G3LQ5dpTNYjFCB/32zwFOlpTCCBPswggPjoAMCAQICAyKVuDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsF 

ADBdMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYGAlUEChMPVS5TLiBHb3Z1cm5tZW50MQwwCgYDVQQLEwNEb0Qx 

DDAKBgNVBAsTA1BLSTEYMBYGAlUEAxMPRE9EIEVNQU1MIENBLTQxMB4XDTE3MTIyMDAwMDAwMFoX 

DTIwMTIxOTIzNTklOVowfDELMAkGAlUEBhMCVVMxGDAWBgNVBAoTD1UuUy4gR292ZXJubWVudDEM 

MAoGAlUECxMDRG9EMQwwCgYDVQQLEwNQS0kxDTALBgNVBAsTBERUUkExKDAmBgNVBAMTHOJSTO9L 

Uy5MQU5DRS5SSUNIQVJELjEyMDI4MDgwODEwggEiMAOGCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIB 

AQCQrfGe4Yj2+9LHgJ7twTdvhQj58hIWq81f6raKD8jY5FiOYYmhT9RG3mRwkUmhx0Sh5T49zwVj 

4XHoK2WkyEXR5JiHgAZz7Ui3NhEOSGJ7+Tes3r+uRcV0tCy7A3YCFyoWayxBr39ZAibkOXYST6YF 

LDMkUC5TGSx9jEkh9orSaT/YrwqErZd+xJpdP14IKiI0vzTK1doI6RDNZ2o7/2UeZ9U8hSCdsnUf 

HmV+/oa3pWybvp7binW4bDz2ltzeuYzixCcn2E3fhT5YyA2nVh3JUc9TEM7SqDY6mjqDAIAg6vsp 

sC3z+zAvKnXemlKSD8FTom7ihUjKROn/aliMqJeZAgMBAAGjggGjMIIBnzAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBQ5 

KagIZOKPg6qBYUcRkTP4Wjem5DA6BgNVHR8EMzAxMC+gLaArhilodHRw0i8vY3JsLmRpc2EubWls 

L2NybC9ETORFTUFJTENBXzQxLmNybDA0BgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCBsAwEgYDVROgBA8wDTALBgighkgB 

ZQIBCyowHQYDVROOBBYEFC4Vi3739YQWTuqWQdFQ0r7406oyMGgGCCsGAQUFBwEBBFwwWjA2Bggr 

BgEFBQcwAoYqaHROcDovL2NybC5kaXNhLmlpbC9zaWduLORPREVNQU1MQOFfNDEuY2VyMCAGCCsG 

AQUFBzABhhRodHRw0i8vb2NzcC5kaXNhLmipbDEHBgNVHREEQDA+gRxsYW5jZS5yLmJyb29rczYu 

Y212QGlhaWwubWlsoB4GCisGAQQBgjcUAgOgEAwOMTIwMjgwODA4MUBtaWwwGwYDVROJBBQwEjAQ 

BggrBgEFBQcJBDEEEwJVUzApBgNVHSUEIjAgBgorBgEEAYI3FAICBggrBgEFBQcDAgYIKwYBBQUH 
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AwQwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggEBAHXqTEZwXdqX9BU2T7or+HKDJLG7fqb8ThkOrQP5ZS1Vi2/s 

9dfAHvXz7ZAMjRlyJriWHQcZRKcxIAAFp4r2ajqYytGbM8v+PgGKCPo7k8Io9CF/j/1R27hSLeOZ 

4sGrW9NmNEJOUtj40v141TH/wolPQ2ZrIHti6pC1fQIIjy/+mPY6M65HLOTfblE+FVZ8T9g1PX3J 

2LDM6Q92sUDVNIRev410EMXsAsaYBFijWUr0Fd+p0Su4VG7wEn15ZQfkY4rgvbV8WEpU7NN1bP9g 

ZGRPIxlxvS3XAdxQJiup8HYn4p0cBiqeqSGdQn4LNk7QB13Hvc/6nD+a191jfGnF7K4xggL/MIIC 

+wIBATBkMFOxCzAJBgNVBAYTA1VTMRgwEgYDVQQKEw9VL1MuIEdvdmVybmllbnQxDDAKBgNVBAsT 

AORvRDEMMAoGAlUECxMDUEtJMRgwFgYDVQQDEw9ETOQgRUlBSUwgQ0EtNDECAyKVuDAJBgUrDgMC 

GgUAoIIBcDAYBgkqhkiG9w0BCQMxCwYJKoZIhvcNAQcBMBwGCSqGSIb3DQEJBTEPFw0x0TA1MTky 

MDU3MjdaMCMGCSqGSIb3DQEJBDEWBBRRhhiZj3rXbbcNOatcUlP758JASjAlBgkqhkiG9w0BCQ8x 

GDCBFTAHBgUrDgMCGjAKBggqhkiG9w0DBzBzBgkrBgEEAYI3EAQxZjBkMFOxCzAJBgNVBAYTA1VT 

MRgwEgYDVQQKEw9VL1MuIEdvdmVybmllbnQxDDAKBgNVBAsTAORvRDEMMAoGAlUECxMDUEtJMRgw 

EgYDVQQDEw9ETOQgRUlBSUwgQ0EtNDECAyKVwDB1BgsqhkiG9w0BCRACCzEmoGQwXTELMAkGAiUE 

BhMCVVMxGDAWBgNVBAoTD1Uuliy4gR292ZXJubWVudDEMMAoGAiUECxMDRG9EMQwwCgYDVQQLEwNQ 

SOkxGDAWBgNVBAMTDORPRCBETUFJTCBDQSOOKIDIpXAMAOGCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUABIIBABdRtwiz 

oncSg0f19JuHpJrpdFEie+SpnquOqaFdjq/fJUDvvUMiqCkZ5d+HGSLD1wWMr0eLydDHQSkXrn2K 

iSxKa+RjmOTXgbHIo+AF8MYw2K5mgrQTeZf7d2pp05IeiYtTIQMQnVz/jszNg5GkntYGJEzLuNMs 

bAXDxneEATV8rTr97bvR68K0hBkmD+czgWc1ctL8nwP1PG64E3W4+QfWI/a7dN7bZPAtMBXTXJk4 

ajU0s0N+8woGBhLvK/9tS2perw2zzWDW+nuq5sHtNjcELP2o591IZr+ihTambvqRt5RuWdtZuAmc 

RmCVxX8D7rJN+fu0c7eRhuVcAN10h5wAAAAAAAA= 

= NextPart 000 000E 01D50E63.F081B080--
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To: Lance Brooks (lance.r.brooks6.civ©mail.mil)[lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil] 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carl.newman©dtra.mil] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 5/17/2019 10:11:45 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject Global Biocontainment Labs 
Science editorial 2018.pdf 

Hi Lance, 

It's been a while; I hope this finds you well. I just sent this same note to Carl Newman and he is copied here—sorry for the 
duplicate messages, but I'm trying to find the correct POC at DTRA for further discussions. I'm concerned regarding the global 
proliferation of biocontainment labs. There are now over 50 BSL4 labs either built, under construction or planned and there is a 
distinct need for sharing of best practices and safe and transparent conduct of research. As you know, I've been working with our 
US National Academy of Sciences to engage with the 3 new BSL4 labs in China and elsewhere, and I recently published an editorial 
in Science (attached) with the director of the BSL4 lab in Wuhan calling for greater communications among the leadership of these 
biocontainment facilities. Is this an area of interest to DTRA? We are attempting to implement a strategy that will productively 
engage international BSL4 scientists and enhance transparency of activities while helping to ensure best practices in biosafety and 
biosecurity. If you are not the appropriate POC, could you refer me to that person? 

Thanks, and best regards, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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EDITORIAL 

Network for safe and secure labs 

I
he current outbreak of Ebola virus in the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo is a reminder that 
dangerous diseases exist in many corners of the 
world and that they can cause substantial human 
suffering and financial devastation locally and 
internationally. In response, institutions and na-
tions are constructing maximum biocontaininent 

laboratories (MCLs) to address these threats. MCI„s oper-
ate at the highest level of biological containment to di-
agnose, perform research on, and validate cures for life-
threatening diseases like Ebola. There are more than 50 
MCLs that are operational, under construction, or in ad-
vanced planning around the world. The global prolifera-
tion of these facilities raises 
questions about how to en-
sure their safe and secure 
operations while enhancing 
their contributions to sci-
ence and global health. One 
solution is to establish an 
MCL network that enables 
the sharing of best practices, 
collaboration, transparency, 
and exchange of specimens 
and technology. 

A multitude of challenges 
are associated with MCIs. 
Even at the idea stage, a se-
rious issue is the objection 
of local communities to the 
construction of an MCI. in 
their neighborhood. Several 
MCL operations were delayed 
or never realized because of 
public concern. Gaining com-
munity trust and support is 
therefore vital to planning and operating MC1s, so a net-
work of such labs would be valuable for sharing experi-
ences and providing guidance in these situations. 

Besides the millions of dollars that it costs to build 
a modern MCI„ there are annual operations—mainte-
nance, utility, and security—that can amount to 5 to 10% 
of the construction costs. Moreover, there is a need for 
experienced guidance and qualified oversight to ensure 
that an MCL is built and operated safely and securely. Yet, 
few such resources exist, and available training opportu-
nities are inconsistent and often costly. An MCL network 
could fill the personnel pipeline more efficiently by con-
necting experienced personnel and professional societies 
to develop standards for globally accepted training and 
create mentoring opportunities. 

"These labs handle the world's 
most dangerous pathogens..." 

Importantly, MCLs must share a culture of respon-
sibility. These labs handle the world's most dangerous 
pathogens known, and there must be safeguards to pre-
vent theft or misuse. At the same time, security must be 
balanced against mechanisms that support collaboration, 
including specimen sharing. Again, by working together 
through an MCL network to develop standards and 
guidelines, a culture of responsibility could be fortified. 

We direct a newly constructed MCL in Wuhan, China 
(Z.Y.), and an established MCL in the United States 
(J.W.L), in Galveston, Texas. In preparation for the open-
ing of the new China MCL, we engaged in short- and 
long-term personnel exchanges focused on biosafety 

training, building operations 
and maintenance, and col-
laborative scientific investi-
gations in biocontaininent 
We succeeded in transfer-
ring proven best practices 
to the new Wuhan facility. 
Both labs recently signed 
formal cooperative agree-
ments that will streamline 
future scientific and opera-
tional collaborations on dan-
gerous pathogens, although 
funding for research and the 
logistics of exchanging sped-
inens are challenges that 
we have yet to solve. Ours 
is a promising first step in 

MCL partnerships; however, 
wider national, regional, and 
international cooperation is 
needed. We benefited from 
meetings jointly sponsored by 

the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Chinese 
National Academy of Sciences, and from World Health Or-
ganization initiatives, but stakeholders are not limited to 
human and animal health. Our partnership still requires 
input from foundations and governmental agencies that 
are involved in security, commerce, and transportation, as 
well as from the commercial sector. 

Not every country requires an MCL, but every country 
can benefit from the collaborative operation of these labs. 
We encourage existing MCLs to convene a forum that 
brings together all stakeholders to conceive of an MCL 
network so that these critical labs can tackle urgent global 
health needs safely, secureN and productively. 

-James W. Le Due and Miming Yuan 

James W. Le Duc 
is the director of the 
Galveston National 
Laboratory and 
a professor in the 
Department of 
Microbiology and 
Immunology at the 
University of Taus 
Medical Branch, 
Galveston, Texas, 
USA. jwleduc@ 
utrnb.edu 

Zhiming Yuan 
is the director 
of the Wuhan 
National Biosafety 
Laboratory of the 
Chinese Academy 
of Sciences and a 
professor at the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Wuhan, 
china. yzm@ 
whiov.cn 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT 
(US)[lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mill 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carl.newman©dtra.mil]; Kelley, Emily S CIV DTRA COOP THRT 
REDUCT (US)[emily.s.kelley2.civ@mail.mil]; Guerra, Analilia[anaguerr©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Campbell, Jhonda M CTR DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT 
(USA)[jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mail.mill 
Sent: Tue 5/21/2019 8:02:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: [Non-DOD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 
RE: [Non-DOD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT 
(US)[lance.r.brooks6.civ@mairmill 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carrnewman@dtra.mil]; Kelley, Emily S CIV DTRA COOP THRT 
REDUCT (US)[emily.s.kelley2.civ@mail.mil]; Guerra, Analilia[anaguerr©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Campbell, Jhonda M CTR DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT 
(USA)[jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mairmil] 
Sent: Tue 5/21/2019 8:02:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: [Non-DOD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 
srnime.p7s 

Good Morning Mr LeDuc! 

I will work directly with Ana for scheduling. 

Thanks! 
Have a Blessed day! 

Jhonda M. Campbell 
Program Assistant / Senior Consultant 
Booz Allen Hamilton 
CTR A&AS Support Contractor 
571-616-6703 
Email: Jhonda.m.campbell.ctr©mail.mil 

 Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. [mailto:jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2019 11:26 AM 
To: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) 
<lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil> 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV <carl.newman©dtra.mil>; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR 
DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (USA) <jhonda.m.campbell.ctr©mail.mil>; Kelley, Emily 
S CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) <emily.s.kelley2.civ©mail.mil>; Guerra, 
Analilia <anaguerr©UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

Lance, 
Thanks very much for your note in reply. Ana Guerra, copied here, helps 
keep my calendar and can work with your team to schedule a convenient time 
to chat. I look forward to talking with you. I think we have a good 
opportunity to create a novel approach to international collaborations in 
biocontainment. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
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(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

 Original Message 
From: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) 
<lance.r.brooks6.civ©mail.mil> 
Sent: Sunday, May 19, 2019 3:58 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV <carl.newman©dtra.mil>; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR 
DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (USA) <jhonda.m.campbell.ctr©mail.mil>; Kelley, Emily 
S CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) <emily.s.kelley2.civ©mail.mil> 
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not 
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the 
content is safe. 
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Content-Type: multipart/signed; protocol="application/x-pkcs7-signature"; 

micalg=SHAl; boundary=" ----= NextPart 000 0083 01D5OFB3.D79BC410" 

= NextPart 000 0083 01D5OFB3.D79BC410 _ 

Content-Type: text/plain; 

charset= -ascii" 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

Good Morning Mr LeDuc! 

I will work directly with Ana for scheduling. 

Thanks! 

Have a Blessed day! 

Jhonda M. Campbell 

Program Assistant / Senior Consultant 

Booz Allen Hamilton 

CTR A&AS Support Contractor 

571-616-6703 

Email: Jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mail.mil 

Original Message 

From: LeDuc, James W. [mailto:jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 

Sent: Monday, May 20, 2019 11:26 AM 

To: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) 

<lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil> 

Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV <cari.newman@dtra.mil>; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR 

DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (USA) <jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mail.mil>; Kelley, Emily 

S CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) <emily.s.kelley2.civ@mail.mil›; Guerra, 

Analilia <anaguerr@UTMB.EDU> 

Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

Lance, 

Thanks very much for your note in reply. Ana Guerra, copied here, helps 

keep my calendar and can work with your team to schedule a convenient time 

to chat. I look forward to talking with you. I think we have a good 

opportunity to create a novel approach to international collaborations in 

biocontainment. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

Suryanarayananl_TPIA_0004232 



James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

 Original Message 

From: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) 

<lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil> 

Sent: Sunday, May 19, 2019 3:58 PM 

To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 

Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV <carl.newman@dtra.mil>; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR 

DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (USA) <jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mail.mil>; Kelley, Emily 

S CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) <emily.s.kelley2.civ@mail.mil> 

Subject: RE: [Non-DOD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not 

click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the 

content is safe. 

 = NextPart 000 0083 01D5OFB3.D79BC410 

Content-Type: application/pkcs7-signature name="smime.p7 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 

Content-Disposition attachment; filename="smime.p7s" 

MIAGCSqGSIb3DQEHAqCAMIACAQExCzAJBgUrDgMCGgUAMIAGCSqGSIb3DQEHAQAAoIIR9DCCA3Mw 

ggJboAMCAQICAQEwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwWzELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxGDAWBgNVBAoTD1UuUy4g 

R2 92ZXJubWVudDEMMAoGAlUECxMDRG9EMQwwCgYDVQQLEwNQS0kxFjAUBgNVBAMTDURvRCBSb2 90 

IENBIDMwHhcNMTIwMzIwMTgONjQxWhcNMjkxMjMwMTgONjQxWjBbMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYG 

AlUEChMPVS5TLiBHb3Z1cm5tZW50MQwwCgYDVQQLEwNEb0QxDDAKBgNVBAsTA1BLSTEWMBQGAlUE 

AxMNRG9EIFJvb3QgQ0EgMzCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAKnsFHKK6Etw 

o9oQA4Sm+6c2DSo6Uha/MBVShgVHIM+cipsllxGRu7/FgI8sKZkCutMhoKgBRaEk36VkyTZW8Qyfp 

QI06EM4UvEMYofnez0eFdnNeGBojW70/H/LtjRnMA9FApI+nIAJMJ1p5NvajNyGOAFoGFsrTVZZv 

MSm7cg7L4khR8tQ3pDXWb+4Xs7EGqwsZhugjloTEbKHhixd5iUrzBfevuoFlUBPuyyyuyI1SRgkzw 

v7pOQDsMBEWAZ1zE66JXwxp/Ci29f7ncwZmwyAfkDIY21DolL/J95pc8G5S011kGyTrkC9ncl6fw7 

czRv/eeY5P0hwpBfHPU/LtcZ038CAwEAAaNCMEAwHQYDVROOBBYEEGyK1KJ3sYByHYF6Fciry3M5m 

7kXAMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBhjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MAOGCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQCf 
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caTAtpbSgEOgSOkfdgT5xTytZhhYY5vDtuhoioVaQmYStNLmi4h/h/SY9ajGCckf8Cwf7IK49KVH 

OMEzK99Mfpq+Cwuxyw98UCgQz4qNoum6rIbX1LGTXyKPlgWOTgx1kX3T8ueUwpQUdk+PDKsQhlgy 

hQd1hhILXupTtArITISSH+voQYY8uvROQUrRbFhHQcOGWvLu6fKYJ4LgLjbW+AZegvGgUpNECbrS 

qRlaWK0oXSBtT2T4MIcbkBNIgc3KkMcNwdSYP47yDldoMxKOmQmx80T2EPQ28km96qM4yEZBI40a 

36EbNXzrPOGz9W9L016ub5N2mNLxmZlExI5yMIIEtTCCA52gAwIBAgIDBU+cMAOGCSqGSIb3DQEB 

CwUAMFOxCzAJBgNVBAYTA1VTMRgwFgYDVQQKDA9VL1MuIEdvdmVybmllbnQxDDAKBgNVBAsMAORv 

RDEMMAoGAlUECwwDUEtJMRgwEgYDVQQDDA9ETOQgRUlBSUwgQ0EtNTIwHhoNMTgxMTEzMDAwMDAw 

WhcNMjEwNTI2MjM1OTU5WjB/MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYGA1UEChMPVS5TLiBHb3Z1cm5tZW50 

MQwwCgYDVQQLEwNEb0QxDDAKBgNVBAsTA1BLSTETMBEGA1UECxMKQ090VFJBQiRPUjElMCMGAiUE 

AxMcQOFNUEJFTEwuSkhPTkRBLkOuMTI2MDc4MTAzNzCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCC 

AQoCggEBAN9n9buzuzV9SfNtWZah07cdxs6W2Ja4LkduwB8JvZ91Zs4zcFQkbidM9GKnC51S9Gzi 

6EOrkAMbDU9cTgFvQIQAkwCYpc2A6APEgvQu3xbHZEpY26/+WiGVsGue05izV405Rjx0zxpq3Edc 

WgrjTZP5gYMMcM9QsGGZ9ANryfVRkJjSXfiXB1R4AKBDNbcZ/72VbSj1E4/2iiEySj8JpYNgQKLQ 

Q9sacipEG0y4EtHKWETNtps3DmPWeA9AjcIeUsJaF6dxuGxY0L4BYhKnNqgF1Bo4H9WpmBaxzGcR 

mGvW8iBoD3U8jnupjTB7j/FY+vZK8xCbZ10c071fQ013IcUCAwEAAa0CAVowggFWMB8GA1UdIwQY 

MBaAF01mDFyb41pKsgM2NP18yab4qwc5MDoGAlUdHwQzMDEwL6AtoCuGKWhOdHA6Ly9jcmwuZGlz 

YS5taWwvY3JsLORPREVNQU1MQOFfNTIuY3JsMA4GAlUdDwEB/wQEAwIFIDAWBgNVHSAEDzANMAsG 

CWCGSAF1AgELJzAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUsI30jdlgWsOfSrJNODeXEzw5ugYwaAYIKwYBBQUHAQEEXDBa 

MDYGCCsGAQUFBzAChipodHRw0i8vY3JsLmRpc2EubW1sL3NpZ24vRE9ERUlBSUxDQV81Mi5jZXIw 

IAYIKwYBBQUHMAGGFGhOdHA6Ly9vY3NwLmRpc2EubW1sMCkGAlUdEQQiMCCBHmpob25kYS5tLmNh 

bXBiZWxsLmNOckBtYW1sLmipbDAbBgNVHQkEFDASMBAGCCsGAQUFBwkEMQQTA1VTMAOGCSqGSIb3 

DQEBCwUAA4IBAQATHp7FLhkr9AiltsMOU0z9+4MYGO4e9orIMEuiAH72J1yOlno26VE4XAyxnwia 

qtjaBZzog6ye670sHKWW3tsRga91RYUHQC1zUnnqS0fSdDp0P4RKKpSLN3asbX0iwrqFOUBSRIf7 

9qX2v8XdEFR2YkvmKxgUjv74nkycbHzFwaiRHePebIRat4/IL6Z0P200APWj7fN3CIVEgn9Z4Wep 

Fp7o+NsT0hw+xEUBK6nvOWRVXmZJbulYJU2K04Km3Y/o9WlyygA7MH7pzrxsqQ1KihVRHt9p3LXx 

Ts3ZrVP+tc24ou3HPuBXS+s/Zcrx6xrxHMZZuGuTbyYeihHDc/fXMIIEvDCCA6SgAwIBAgICASYw 

DQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwWzELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxGDAWBgNVBAoTD1UuUy4gR292ZXJubWVudDEM 

MAoGAlUECxMDRG9EMQwwCgYDVQQLEwNQS0kxFjAUBgNVBAMTDURvRCBSb290IENBIDMwHheNMTYx 

MTIyMTMONzI4WhcNMjIxMTIzMTMONzI4WjBdMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYGAlUECgwPVS5TLiBH 

b3Z1cm5tZW50MQwwCgYDVQQLDANEb0QxDDAKBgNVBAsMA1BLSTEYMBYGA1UEAwwPRE9EIEVNQU1M 

IENBLTUyMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAw4pbciEZ5LPm9gcWT241Cj8yL 

QHYdzntTWgMqPVyveG88rA+bXiAW06zWUsjP1YQHfxiNgTZemKgK8OUkVQA4oiQ59EzcNiRsZpih 

y7nvDpFcW/OWJzHY5M84Thi57zRH20AciNwiDB7XmR5yJEKTFusipWgsqwWRTtpJ1LGJXhTHyG6a 

NxP6HEXbTLAM4x/OLM9ZQ2yYihUufgtJYGeLapNblpPLsPVchhJOQjLEyp3Kx9W1xfjUFftE9FQA 

wCBJHyC7tFMk6D1ITy4s7ptst1nNbPYdzGmiix/P7+1702Yn8H3YbmhED3d+fkhCXqsjio0y0wWF 

Daa6vmm3RgF1GQIDAQABo4IBhjCCAYIwHwYDVROjBBgwFoAUbTqUonexgHidgXoWqvLczmbuRcAw 

HQYDVROOBBYEFOlmDFyb41pKsgM2NP18yab4qwc5MA4GAlUdDwEB/wQEAwiBhjBnBgNVHSAEYDBe 

MAsGCWCGSAF1AgELJDALBgighkgBZQIBCycwCwYJYIZIAWUCAQsqMAsGCWCGSAF1AgELOzAMBgpg 

hkgBZQMCAQMNMAwGCmCGSAFlAwIBAxEwDAYKYIZIAWUDAgEDJzASBgNVHRMBAf8ECDAGAQH/AgEA 
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MAwGAlUdJAQFMAOAAQAwNwYDVROfBDAwLjAsoCqgKIYmaHROcDovL2NybC5kaXNhLm1pbC9jcmwv 

RE9EUk9PVENBMy5jcmwwbAYIKwYBBQUHAQEEYDBeMDoGCCsGAQUFBzAChi5odHRw0i8vY3JsLmRp 

c2EubW1sL21zc3V1ZHR-vLORPRFJPT1RDQTNfSVQucDdjMCAGCCsGAQUFBzABhhRodHRw0i8vb2Nz 

cC5kaXNhLmlpbDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEAdYEfuTkBoJLwzyIZ/lrx133ECCes2zWMLe1Rs 

RrQ3QUhkeLcqxxwG1z+UbbmWkrSSJS0Q1XeLRiT7Plx+ycs1Gvoy5V4CFOryb5eNaDpOclJdX0iR 

jOGvSOwSeSLGnT/d1RPrQZcoEm+DFvtSMasu/zR8DnaepKpWLvyFXwvoimvsQVvz4t0S2o4u4OOK 

LPBoMQbTwpDmk39wxf4Aq4m8hznf2BhAy20YH6jY08gXgOpNDVh4CZIxyF2gmEOTDXPvsx771xYK 

W3Bx0ZxHIcfBKifjSiTrG1LeEP9LfEQdpCjJqhG/313Fy6flzwJDEHqHHswhN9DCJn+3xTeq25PUX 

PjCCBQAwggPooAMCAQICAwVPmDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADMMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYGAlUE 

CgwPVS5TLiBHb3Z1cm5tZW50MQwwCgYDVQQLDANEb0QxDDAKBgNVBAsMA1BLSTEYMBYGA1UEAwwP 

RE9EIEVNQU1MIENBLTUyMB4XDTE4MTExMzAwMDAwMFoXDTIxMDUyNjIzNTklOVowfzELMAkGAiUE 

BhMCVVMxGDAWBgNVBAoTD1Uutly4gR292ZXJubWVudDEMMAoGAlUECxMDRG9EMQwwCgYDVQQLEwNQ 

SOkxEzARBgNVBAsTCkNPT1RSQUNUT1IxJTAjBgNVBAMTHENBTVBCRUxMLkpITO5EQS5NLjEyNjA3 

ODEwMzcwggEiMAOGCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQC5EV5nwmaH8X1P2F+mmGSLNJf1 

zBNdntDJeGw8OfNvg34kVDDmIOuyWInUtAwrzgnOW1vbcosP5R42R3cOSBzWMdxYpUI/18N1+hiJ 

lnUqjKh4R6xXadBtg/pprw55+AOBU15dKHcBWtx0jpFeLGVk7t3M+dj7Bq6lo57nKAHPbMU4wbnf 

55Bbwrnq56Nm2pOzNKeYJxV1YXUB5psaElgIC7dqsnviNDil5z6rLozAdoDRNk4UPxBQfW2XNxYR 

ukTubChr7/PJxd59nSas5tifV47pwzTKwN5zL3MGJHBSX1xooVdBiMeuyG83fNkLDqwYzUHkLhaN 

tHJGnT550wR3AgMBAAGjggG1MIIBoTAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBTpZgxcm+JaSrIDNjT9fMmm+KsHOTA6 

BgNVHR8EMzAxMC+gLaArhilodHRw0i8vY3JsLmRpc2EubWisL2NybC9ETORFTUFJTENBXzUyLmNy 

bDA0BgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCBsAwFgYDVROgBA8wDTALBglghkgBZQIBCyowHQYDVROOBBYEF0J9sF9U 

73hP8iyk0J7aqioZgqD0MGgGCCsGAQUFBwEBBFwwWjA2BggrBgEFBQcwAoYqaHROcDovL2NybC5k 

aXNhLmlpbC9zaWduLORPREVNQU1MQOFfNTIuY2VyMCAGCCsGAQUFBzABhhRodHRwOi8vb2NzcC5k 

aXNhLm1pbDBJBgNVHREEQjBAgR5qaG9uZGEubS5jYW1wYmVsbC5jdHJAbWFpbC5taWygHgYKKwYB 

BAGCNxQCA6AQDA4xMjYwNzgxMDM3QG1pbDAbBgNVHQkEFDASMBAGCCsGAQUFBwkEMQQTA1VTMCkG 

AlUdJQQiMCAGCisGAQQBgjcUAgIGCCsGAQUFBwMCBggrBgEFBQcDBDANEgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOC 

AQEA1670KMEu2G41DOTWDJPjKH-E/4euFvG3/PfN3LpEhkVySXHMWspLIEKXs8NZM+8aYLzBgzxab 

xziErODG90kJNRWZ45bH370scfYoXxHoibkUClo9L3nwewlOgzjrCfj2HicbjDXTGtkSUcloOwNoD 

Z5AGfAXwz/k/EBRUqcDEnoQGTUNz51j+5pfnhGrat8ReclCbhBf1G/iFLnbyeIBuxZPLfQf/u/7c 

8nzHAsJiEKcQudRRA4xXyfQbHaCeH2jAnFMEk+zL2IpXdJtWR2yHozUYKExWBmWJEyPDTWgiMbxz 

5KVXxqJo/IrZvpBMcl+mOUq6o6CryN2hzJGrcA/lujGCAv8wggL7AgEBMGQwXTELMAkGA1UEBhMC 

VVMxGDAWBgNVBAoMD1UuUy4gR292ZXJubWVudDEMMAoGA1UECwwDRG9EMQwwCgYDVQQLDANQS0kx 

GDAWBgNVBAMMDORPRCBFTUFJTCBDQS01MgIDBU+YMAkGBSs0AwIaBQCgggFwMBgGCSqGSIb3DQEJ 

AzELBgkqhkiG9wOBBwEwHAYJKoZIhvcNAQkFMQ8XDTE5MDUyMTEzMDEiNlowIwYJKoZIhvcNAQkE 

MRYEFCHEjS48HX20NxIO2kvLgx1H8vvkMCUGCSqGSIb3DQEJDzEYMIEVMAcGBSsOAwIaMAoGCCqG 

SIb3DQMHMHMGCSsGAQQBgjcQBDFmMGQwXTELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxGDAWBgNVBAoMD1UuUy4gR292 

ZXJubWVudDEMMAoGAlUECwwDRG9EMQwwCgYDVQQLDANQS0kxGDAWBgNVBAMMDORPRCBFTUFJTCBD 

QS01MgIDBU+cMHUGCT4GSIb3DQEJEAILMWagZDBdMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYGAlUECgwPVS5T 

LiBHb3Z1cm5tZW50MQwwCgYDVQQLDANEb0QxDDAKBgNVBAsMA1BLSTEYMBYGAlUEAwwPRE9EIEVN 
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QU1MIENBLTUyAgMFT5wwDQYJKoZIhvoNAQEBBQAEggEAWOEB7shrKsCEnlAavk5hmxdhJKQIT47aM 

wCsYDzEm0WevPloeuoNxLpPyxTjBuqSj3kZ/r/R3wX10qcD27q8q8Lm5KCotqDMc2msBPzz/n5zg 

fwpC1h2g/pZJXdghMBIcxK+7W4jfyqte3xEUnf2vEPD1Oxzz+703RiKTWqrQCHiwG5e6m6w1H58N 

UzEWttDG3orPAoH3WIzK7mI3Qhr+q2cKizhtlkpCtHM1BSrobDTblwuJJS8F0j2y7WUB83raPU6y 

ZBR30IFOuOGFuPfyjJ1VGEdkzUwDJHfuC2QDAnIGVCI4RFVmS5USy64M2kBo3A848agJAHyheP8h 

wteF5gAAAAAAAA== 

= NextPart 000 0083 01D5OFB3.D79BC410--___ 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 8/8/2019 1:59:07 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject FW: [Non-DOD Source] Follow up 
BTRP Research TrrfoId Oct2017 PAO approved Updated 20180904.pdf 
BTRP SCIENCE STRATEGY May 2018 201809 Update.pdf 

See attached and below, just FYI. Their strategy seems to be evolving in the right direction. Ben, do we 
have any activities underway/planned with them? 

Jim 

 Original Message 
From: Lancaster, Mary J CIV (USA) <mary.j.lancaster5.civ©mail.mil> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2019 1:47 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Brooks, Bradford R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (USA) <bradford.r.brooks.civ©mail.mil>; 
Newman, Carl I CIV DTRA J3-7 (US) <carl.i.newman.civ@mail.mil>; Lancaster, Mary J CIV (USA) 
<mary.j.lancaster5.civ©mail.mil> 
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Follow up 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 
It was likewise a pleasure to meet you. Thank you for sharing the information about UTMB and the 
Galveston Lab. As I mentioned, our program is always looking for new collaboration opportunities, 
particularly with partners who already are involved in international engagement and research. BTRP also 
encourages the use of research projects to help reinforce and exercise the knowledge and skills gained 
during training events. We firmly believe that this practice help improve retention of the knowledge, 
skills, and abilities as well as the personnel themselves. 

It looks like October might be the soonest our team could visit your facility. Would a visit the week of Oct 
21st work for your team? The travelers will be BTRP Chief Scientist, Dr. Carl Newman; BTRP Training 
Program Lead, Dr. Brad Brooks; and myself. We can easily give a seminar on an overview of BTRP and 
potential collaboration/funding opportunities. 

As background information, I am attaching a brochure about the current Broad Agency Announcement 
(BAA) funding opportunity and the most recent Science Program Strategy. A book of abstracts from the 
2019 Science Program Review will soon become available and I can send it on as well. It is essentially a 
catalog of the currently funded research projects, so is a good indicator of the kind of projects BTRP 
funds and with whom. 

Cheers, 
Mary 

Mary Lancaster, PhD 
Biological Threat Reduction Program 
Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
Ft. Belvoir, VA 
Phone: +1-571-616-6760 
Mobile: +1-571-289-2777 
mary.j.lancaster5.civ©mail.mil 
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 Original Message 
From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 2:43 PM 
To: Lancaster, Mary J CIV (USA) <mary.j.lancaster5.civ©mail.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Follow up 

All active links contained in this email were disabled. Please verify the identity of the sender, and confirm 
the authenticity of all links contained within the message prior to copying and pasting the address to a 
Web browser. 

Dear Mary, 

It was a pleasure to meet you during the recent US-China meeting in DC on biosafety and biosecurity in 
synthetic biology. I hope you enjoyed the meeting and discussions as much as I did. 

In follow up to our brief chat, first, we would love to welcome you for a visit to UTMB and the Galveston 
National Laboratory. We are one of the largest biocontainment laboratories in the world, and one of only 
two on an academic campus in the USA. We operate at all levels of biocontainment (BSL-2, -3 and -4) 
and have full capabilities to handle all species of typical laboratory animals, including non-human 
primates. We have an active educational program (graduate studies only) and every year we produce 
newly minted PhDs and MD/PhDs with hands-on experience working in biocontainment with select 
agents. We maintain an active research agenda that involves both basic and applied research, and we 
have pre-clinical testing capabilities that are undertaken on products under development for the 
treatment and prevention of high risk pathogens such as Ebola and many others. 

We maintain a robust training program in biosafety and biosecurity, as well as in biocontainment 
laboratory operations. For many years we enjoyed DOD support to sustain the National Biocontainment 
Training Center during which we provided over 10,000 in depth training opportunities for students and 
guests from across the nation and around the world. Pasted below is a summary of the courses offered 
and number of participants by year. Some of the training was offered on site in developing countries, 
including Jordan, Tanzania, China and many others. Unfortunately, the funding for this program ended 
in 2016 and today we are limited to providing in-house training only or fee for service training. We would 
love to discuss with you how we might restore this important training opportunity. 

One of the benefits of our international training activities has been the establishment of follow on 
collaborative research projects that can be undertaken in a true partnership, with some work done at 
UTMB/GNL and other portions at the partner organization. We have such collaborations underway with 
partners in both China and Turkey now. I feel that this is an especially useful approach to sustain best 
practices in biosafety and biosecurity while also increasing bidirectional program transparency. I'd love 
to hear your ideas on how we could work together to expand such efforts. 

As you probably know, there are over 50 BSL4 laboratories built, under construction or in the advanced 
planning stages around the world. There is a valid need to greater engagement with these new facilities 
to ensure that they are aware of current best practices. Attached is a copy of an editorial on this subject 
that Zhiming Yuan and I wrote forScience late last year. It would be great to hear your thoughts on how 
we as a nation might help contribute to this space. 

These are a few of the areas where we could work together, but I'm sure that there are many others 
equally important and interesting. I look forward to the opportunity to talking in more detail on these and 
other topics. 

With best wishes, 
Jim 
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James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 
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CURRENT ENGAGEMENTS 

Africa (AFRICOM) 

• Cameroon 

• Ethiopia 

• Guinea 

• Kenya 

• Liberia 

• Senegal 

• Sierra Leone 

• South Africa 

• Tanzania 

• Uganda 

Europe (EUCOM) 

• Armenia 

• Azerbaijan 

Middle East South 
Asia (CENTCOM) 

• Jordan 

• Kazakhstan 

• Iraq 

• Pakistan 

• Uzbekistan 

Southeast Asia 
(INDOPACOM) 

Canabq 

• India 

• Laos 

• Malaysia 

• Philippines 

Thailand 

Vietnam 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Dr. Carl Newman 

Chief Scientist 

carl.i.newman.civ@mail.mil 

Dr. Gavin Braunstein 
Europe, Middle East, South Asia Science Manager 

gavin.m.braunstein.civ@mail, mil 

Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
8725 John J. Kingman Road, MSC 6201 

Fort Belyoir, VA 22060 

Dr. Jarrad Manes 
Africa Science Manager 

jarrad.m.marles.civ@mail.rnil 

Pr. Marty Stokes 
Manager \ t Asia Science 

martha.m.stokes.ci 

Dr. Emerson Tuttle 
Southeast Asia Science fvlapapr 
robert.e.tuttiOntiv@rdat ticf 

Last updated September 2018 

Applying for 
Research 

Funding from the 
Biological 

Threat 
Reduction 
Program 
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RESEARCH PROGRAM MISSION AND VISION: 
The Biological Threat Reduction Program (BTRP) seeks to 
use cooperative international research partnerships to 
support its mission to reduce the threat to the U.S. and to 
global health security from the spread of pathogens of 
security concern, which includes U.S. Biological Select 
Agents and pathogens of pandemic potential, emerging, 
and reemerging infectious diseases. BTRP aims to 
establish and maintain these partnerships to inform and 
enhance operational biosurveillance systems, enhance 
global health security, and foster safe, secure, and 
sustainable bioscience capability with partner countries. 

COOPERATIVE BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
BTRP uses Cooperative Biological Research (CBR) projects 
to support, enhance, and inform biosurveillance (BSV) and 
biosafety and biosecurity (BS&S) capabilities that reduce 
the threat of pathogens of security concern, while 
sustainably addressing infectious disease priorities of the 
program and its partner countries. 

RESEARCH FIELDS AND PRIORITIES 
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CBR supports and informs operational biosurveillance 
through an improved understanding of pathogens and 
their risk to global health security. In order to remain 
relevant, agile, and sustainable, the scope of BTRP's 
research priorities include: 
1. Understanding the ecology and epidemiology of 

pathogens of security concern 
2. Differentiating pathogens of security concern 

RESEARCH GOALS 
BTRP is committed to fair and open competition of 
research topics that enhance biosurveillance, mutually 
benefit the U.S. and global partner institutes, and achieve 
the goals outlined below: 
1. Support biosurveillance and biosafety and security 

(BS&S) capability building efforts 
2. Engage partner country scientists in ethical 

hypothesis-driven research resulting in high-quality 
data and active participation in professional societies 

3. Foster sustainable partnerships with key national 
and international stakeholders, as well as advance 
partner country sustainment of global health security 
and one-health initiatives. 

PROJECT SCOPE 
BTRP is most likely to fund projects demonstrating: 
• Clear relationships to pathogens of security concern 
• Links to BTRP's threat reduction mission 
• Support of BS&S and BSV capabilities 
• Alignment with program and partner country 

priorities 
• Use of sustainable techniques for partner countries 

in appropriate facilities 
• Ethical, hypothesis-driven research aims 

Projects focusing on or likely to result in Dual Use 
Research of Concern (DURC) will not be supported. 
Additionally, BTRP research objectives do not include 
diagnostic assay development, medical 
countermeasures, or research focused on non-
infectious diseases. 

APPLYING FOR FUNDING 
Research projects supported by BTRP must align with the 
program's mission and vision and are expected to 
produce results suitable for scientific publication. BTRP 
welcomes research funding applications from the 
following domestic and foreign entities: 
• Academic institutions, NG0s, industry, foreign 

laboratories, and private sector members through 
the Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) 

• U.S. government partners and federally funded 
Research and Development Centers through the 
Government Service Call (Call). 

ROADMAP FOR APPLICATIONS 
Submitting your proposal to the BAA or the Call involves 
three key steps: Pre-coordination, Phase I, and Phase II. 
Note, each step has its own rules and requirements. A 
summary of each step is provided as follows: 
1. Pre-coordination: This phase involves discussion and 

coordination between proposal offerors and the 
BTRP Country/Regional Manager and/or Science 
Manager to ensure the proposed work is within 
BTRP's scope and meets BTRP priorities. Abstracts 
are to be emailed to the appropriate administrative 
email listed below. The abstract must be reviewed 
favorably by BTRP prior to continuing on to a Phase I 
white paper. Prior to the official white paper request 
from BTRP, direct contact and communication is 
allowed. Following an invitation to submit a Phase 1 
white paper, all communications must be conducted 
through the appropriate administrative email 
address listed below. 

2. Phase I: Upload the Phase 1 submission with 
application package to www.grants.gov (BAA) or 
www.dtrasubmission.net (Call). Following favorable 
review by BTRP, a Phase II full proposal may be 
requested. 

3. Phase II: If invited to submit a full proposal, develop 
the proposal incorporating any comments from the 
Phase I debrief summary. Submit completed Phase II 
information and attachments to www.grants.gov or 
www.dtrasubmission.net as appropriate. Applicants 
must complete additional appropriate documents for 
BS&S review, as well as documentation if research 
involves human or animal use. 

More detailed instructions and requirements can be 
found through the solicitation links at www.grants.gov. 

WHERE TO APPLY 
For abstract submission to the BAA (HDTRA1-14-24-
FRCWMD-BAA) or Service Call (HDTRA1-12-17-FRCWMD-
Call) please use: HDTRA1-FRCWMD-TA6@mail.mil 

For administrative questions for the BAA, please use: 
HDTRA1-FRCWMD-A@mail.mil 

For administrative questions for the Service Call , please 
use: HDTRA1-FRCWMD-C@mail.mil 
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Science engagements are a critical component to executing the Defense Threat Reduction 
Agency (DTRA) Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Biological Threat Reduction Program 
(BTRP) mission to improve biosecurity, biosafety, and biosurveillance capacities and capabilities 
of partner countries. However, the disparity in partner country endemic and transboundary 
disease threats, security environments, technical capabilities, and research priorities necessitate 
flexibility, innovation, diplomacy, and persistence to ensure success. Most countries where 
BTRP is engaged have enjoyed long-standing partnerships with other U.S. agencies. These 
partnerships can be beneficial to identify initial science engagement opportunities, as well as to 
identify potential transitions to follow-on activities and programs. 

As BTRP has evolved geographically and technically, so too must the approaches and 
expectations mature for how the program plans, prioritizes, and implements science 
engagements. The model of the BTRP science program has matured from one of engagement for 
the sake of engagement itself, to one where research and scientific activities with partner 
countries translate into threat reduction value characterized by demonstrable improvements in 
their abilities to minimize health security threats posed by deliberate, accidental, and natural 
infectious disease outbreaks. Success is no longer measured by the number of scientists or 
laboratories involved in research projects for a particular country. Rather, it is determined by the 
impact of science engagements on improvements in the quality of operational disease 
surveillance and disease outbreak mitigation, on partner country adoption of a biosafety and 
biosecurity (BS&S) culture that reflects international best practices, and on partner effectiveness 
in competing for and implementing meaningful and responsible biological research. 

The ability to execute this new approach relies on having the right tools and business processes. 
As much as BTRP is no longer limited to research projects and conference attendance as the only 
avenues for science engagements, Biological Threat Reduction Integrating Contractors (BTRICs) 
and fundamental research-focused open solicitations are no longer the only vehicles available to 
implement the spectrum of activities necessary for effective science diplomacy. The program 
must instead rely on a suite of resources to enable more flexible, tailored approaches to working 
with partner countries and myriad collaborators to address specific gaps in capacity, capability, 
knowledge, and/or policy, with demonstrable and enduring outcomes. 

This strategy reflects the evolution of how BTRP will approach, develop, and execute 
engagements with the scientific community' to accomplish the threat reduction mission, with a 
renewed sense of purpose, empowerment, and flexibility. This strategy also emphasizes a 
renewed sense of urgency and importance for coordinating with international and non-
governmental organizations, as well as the U.S. Government interagency, including other 
Department of Defense partners, to enable sustainability of BTRP investments. 

i DTRA BTRP promotes scientific and technical collaboration among partner nations and the international 
community in [the disciplines of] biological safety, security, and surveillance to build constructive and sustainable 
international partnerships that address threats posed to health security from deliberate, accidental, and natural 
infectious diseases. 
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INTRO DU CT tON 

The Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Biological 
Threat Reduction Program (BTRP) is the U.S. Department of Defense's (DoD's) premier 
biological nonproliferation division protecting the United States and its allies from especially 
dangerous pathogens'. BTRP achieves this mission through collaboration with partner countries 
and the international community to minimize the threat of deliberate, accidental, and natural 
infectious disease outbreaks through enhanced biosafety, biosecurity, and biosurveillance 
measures. Effective execution of the BTRP mission requires deliberate integration of scientific 
efforts with complementary activities managed by BTRP Country Managers, as well as other 
DoD, U.S. Government interagency, and international partners. 

Biological threats are a unique challenge to national and 
international security. Natural outbreaks of infectious diseases 
happen constantly and new pathogens are emerging with increasing 
frequency. In addition, technological developments have made it 
possible for hostile actors to acquire, develop, and disseminate 
biological material for criminal, terrorist, political, or military 
purposes. Disease outbreaks—whether intentional or not—can have 
massive security consequences. The countries and regions where 
BTRP pursues engagements each present unique threat reduction 
challenges due to disease burden, past or on-going conflicts, political 
or economic instability, resource constraints, variations in research 
capabilities, and/or scientific norms and practices. Congested living 
conditions and struggling economies, along with political instability 
have, in some countries, provided fertile ground for violent extremist 
organizations that aspire to acquire and use weapons of mass 
destruction. The threat posed by these agents varies in each country 
or region based on a number of factors, including: access to high-
consequence biological agents; rapid advances in life science 
technologies and associated expertise; the continued occurrence and 
spread of disease-causing agents in humans, animals, and plants; 
expanding human-animal interfaces, which increase the probability 
of pathogenic spillover; and the potential risk of accidental release of biological agents from 
laboratories. In this context, tailored, flexible approaches and an in-depth understanding of the 
local and regional contexts in which partners live, work, and operate, will shape the foundation 
for effective science engagements. 

The countries and 
regions where BTRP 
pursues engagements 
each present unique 
threat reduction 
challenges due to disease 
burden, past or ongoing 
conflicts, political or 
economic instability, 
resource constraints, 
variations in research 
capabilities, and/or 
scientific norms and 
practices. 

Generally, scientists are eager to engage and work together to address scientific and technical 
challenges with local, regional, international, and global impacts. However, some scientific 
engagements are easier to establish and maintain than others. The politics of particular countries 
combined with the status of individual scientists directly impacts the success of particular 

2 Especially dangerous pathogens (also referred to elsewhere as pathogens and toxins of security concern) include 
U.S. Biological Select Agents, pathogens of pandemic potential, emerging, and reemerging infectious diseases. 
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activities and projects. The CTR program no longer has direct engagement with Russia, despite 
significant historical investments in the country. However, efforts in the Former Soviet Union 
(FSU) provide important examples of successful CTR engagement. Future work in the FSU and 
in non-FSU countries adjacent to Russia becomes more critical in the vacuum of direct 
engagement with Russia. 

More recent engagements in Africa, the Middle East, and South/Southeast Asia (and potentially 
South America, Central America, and the Caribbean in the near future) represent an expansion of 
BTRP's historically FSU-focused mission. The shift from a FSU-centric program comes with 
the knowledge of lessons learned through substantial legacy engagements, but these lessons are, 
at best, only partially applicable. Combatting violent extremist organizations and supporting 
U.S.-friendly infrastructure is now a strategic driver of BTRP activities, in addition to 
establishing a bulwark against Russian expansion, aggression, and subterfuge. BTRP must learn 
to be effective in countries that are politically and/or economically unstable, that are not friendly 
to U.S. interests, where cooperation with the U.S. (and particularly the DoD) is undesirable, and 
where generations-old political sensitivities jeopardize regional activities — or make them all but 
impossible. In this context, region-specific considerations and leveraging existing relevant 
partnerships and networks (e.g. ASEAN, GCC, EU, WHO and OIE reference laboratory 
networks, etc. )3 are critical to success. 

This strategy describes the framework through which BTRP will plan, coordinate, and execute 
engagements with the scientific community and leverage DoD, U.S. interagency, and 
international partners to develop integrated research initiatives, training opportunities, and 
technical networks that support the operational threat reduction mission to improve biosecurity, 
biosafety, and biosurveillance capacities and capabilities of partner countries. A broad range of 
science activities support the BTRP mission within partner countries that differ in their security 
environments, technical capabilities, and research priorities. These factors necessitate flexibility, 
innovation, diplomacy, and persistence to ensure success. 

The mission of the BTRP Science Program is to promote science and technical collaborations 
with partner nations, regional and international organizations, and the global scientific 
community to foster and maintain ethical, constructive, and sustainable partnerships that 
address health security by reducing the threat of and impacts from, especially dangerous 
pathogens. 

3 ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations), GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council), EU (European Union), 
WHO (World Health Organization), OIE (World Organization for Animal Health) 
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GOALS & OBJECT VES 

BTRP science engagements are purposely tailored to support the goals and objectives described 
in BTRP Regional Strategies and Country Project Plans, by informing, enhancing, and 
institutionalizing activities along the programmatic lines of effort (Figure 1). 
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The goals and objectives for BTRP science engagements, outlined below, support Department of 
Defense and DTRA strategic objectives that strengthen and build alliances within the U.S. 
Government and with international partnere-5 with flexible and tailored approaches to detect and 
contain biological threats at their source by working with partner countries as well as DoD and 
other key stakeholders to prevent proliferation and reinforce global health security'. 

'United States. Summary of the 2018 National Defense Strategy of the United States of America. Sharpening the 
American Military's Competitive Edge. Web. 2018. 
5 Department of Defense. Defense Threat Reduction Agency Strategic Plan, FY2018-2022 — Goal 2: Leverage and 
expand our collaboration with the interagency and international partners. Web. 2018. 
6 United States. National Security Strategy of the United States of America, December 2017 — Pillar 1: Protect the 
American People, the Homeland, and the American Way of Life. Web. 2018. 
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• Goal 1: Strengthen Sustainability of Biosecurity, Biosafety, and Biosurveillance Lines of 
Effort Activities 

o Objective 1: Inform and enhance operational biosurveillance strategies and 
implementation through improved understanding of endemic diseases (e.g. 
burden, incidence, prevalence, distribution, etc.), host and pathogen biology, and 
disease transmission risk factors (e.g. cultural practices, infection prevention and 
control, migratory and grazing pathways, etc.). 

o Objective 2: Reinforce biorisk management best practices across the spectrum of 
biosurveillance and BS&S activities. 

o Objective 3: Develop, select, and execute projects through close coordination with 
BTRP regional/country teams that support BTRP regional/country plans. 

• Goal 2: Enhance Transparency, Accountability, and Competitiveness of Partner Country 
Scientists Engaged in Biological Research 

o Objective 1: Institutionalize a culture of responsible and ethical scientific conduct 
through thoughtful experimental design and appropriate laboratory approaches 
that result in meaningful data and adequately protect human and animal research 
subjects (e.g. institutional review boards, institutional animal care and use 
committees, etc.). 

o Objective 2: Foster meaningful and enduring scientific and technical partnerships 
(locally, regionally, and internationally) that strengthen partner country disease 
surveillance, detection, characterization, diagnosis, and reporting capabilities. 

o Objective 3: Strengthen ability of partner country scientists to identify and secure 
competitive research funding to address human and animal disease surveillance 
knowledge gaps through mentoring, workshops, and scientific collaborations. 

o Objective 4 Support active participation of partner country scientists in scientific 
and technical conferences, professional societies, and the peer-review publication 
process. 

• Goal 3: Translate Science Engagements to Impactful and Enduring Outcomes 
o Objective 1: Stimulate integration and interoperability of disease surveillance 

systems by advancing implementation and sustainment of Global Health Security 
and One Health initiatives, and emphasizing the nexus of disease surveillance, 
biorisk management, and health security. 

o Objective 2: Facilitate the translation of research outcomes and disease 
surveillance knowledge into effective intervention strategies, plans, and activities. 

o Objective 3: Enable the development of evidence-based policy, implementation, 
and oversight frameworks informed by science. 

RITI 

Within BTRP, geographic regions are aligned to the U.S. Combatant Command structure of 
AFRICOM (Africa Command), CENTCOM (Central Command), EUCOM (European 
Command), and INDOPACOM (Indo-Pacific Command). Science engagements with partner 
countries in each geographical area of responsibility (AOR) are prioritized on identifying, 
developing, planning, and implementing activities and projects that are at the nexus of local 
priorities, regional priorities, and U.S. priorities, and designed to be relevant, cooperative, 
impactful, and enduring. Priority is also placed on science engagements that are multi-
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sectoral/multi-institutional and facilitate cooperation and 
transparency with local, national, regional, and/or international 
partners. Although not explicitly stated in each regional section 
below, there is a general emphasis within BTRP for science 
engagements to be coordinated with activities from other programs 
(e.g. DoD, other U.S. agencies, international organizations, etc.). 

Figure 2. BTRP Science engagements are the nexus of priorities 

Science engagements with 
partner countries in each 
geographical area of 
responsibility (A OR) are 
prioritized on identifting, 
developing, planning, and 
implementing activities and 
projects that are at the 
nexus of local priorities, 
regional priorities, and US. 
priorities, and designed to 
be relevant, cooperative, 
impact/id, and enduring. 

In AFRICOM, the approach for science engagements focuses on activities that leverage 
scientific research to improve or provide where lacking, the capacities and capabilities to detect, 
diagnose, and report biological threat outbreaks, as well as exercise existing capabilities where 
possible. BTRP focuses on projects likely to result in the transfer of knowledge, technologies, 
and/or capabilities for improved biosurveillance efforts. Preference is for projects and activities 
that are regionally scoped, demonstrate robust collaborations with appropriate government 
entities, and utilize sustainable technologies and methods tailored to support national detection, 
prevention, and control efforts. Consequently, priority is placed on multi-sectoral activities that 
improve pathogen identification and characterization at the regional, national level, and sub-
national levels, and focus on strengthening surveillance, communication, data sharing, 
differential diagnosis, and early detection activities. 

In EUCOM, the priority for science engagements is on supporting partner nation capabilities to 
develop, secure funding for, and manage collaborative research projects to establish and inform 
endemic disease baselines that strengthen threat reduction efforts. In the past, BTRICs in each 
country assisted BTRP in addressing primary routes of science engagement, conference 
attendance, and research appropriate to each country. As the BTRP BTRICs demobilize from the 
EUCOM region, BTRP must identify an appropriate, sustainable, and effective path forward for 
each of these engagements to maximize return on legacy threat-reduction investments. The 
focus is on establishing and strengthening regional linkages, such that countries with greater 
capabilities serve as "Centers of Excellence" that provide mentorship and sustainable 
partnerships with other countries in the region. Partner nations participate in research activities 
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that enhance and inform biorisk management and disease detection and reporting, instill best 
practices for safe and ethical conduct of research, and strengthen regional collaborations. 

In CENTCOM, scientific research is a long-term mechanism for low-cost engagement that 
expands cooperation at both the country level and across the region. Science engagements 
support the diagnosis, detection, and reporting of endemic and emerging diseases, and in turn 
directly reduce the impact of outbreaks and non-state actor access to pathogens. Science 
engagement priorities in this region focus on the human and animal health spectrum addressing 
important questions and critical capabilities that can directly reduce the threat of infectious 
diseases. These projects improve the understanding of endemic disease baselines and utilize the 
diagnostic facilities, equipment, and expertise of BTRP and its partners without enhancing 
capabilities that could be used to produce biological weapons and/or infrastructure. 

In INDOPACOM, the approach for science engagements prioritizes leveraging regional 
scientific "Centers of Excellence" and Research Coordination Networks (RCNs) to address the 
risks present due to factors including porous borders, cultural practices and rapidly changing land 
use patterns, all of which create a high risk of emerging and re-emerging disease. RCNs will 
foster scientific collaborations, create mechanisms to share resources and expertise and identify 
multi-disciplinary science engagement opportunities that cross technical, institutional, national 
and regional boundaries. They will address specific pathogens or diseases of concern as well as 
broader disease problems and will be broadly inclusive, within and between geographic regions, 
to facilitate data sharing to enable scientific sustainability. These collaborative relationships will 
endure and become foundational for regional surveillance networks and long-term research 
efforts that provide evidence-based information to partner country policymakers. Regional 
science engagements focus on collaboration and alignment with other DTRA, DoD, U.S. 
Government, and international and non-governmental organizations to leverage resources and 
efforts, as well as to present a unified approach to supporting partners in the region. 

5 

BTRP science engagements often have similar objectives; however, 
the unique contexts of each country must be accounted for when 
identifying appropriate avenues for implementation. Consequently, 
individual projects must be tailored to the priorities, capabilities, and 
capacities of individual countries along with recognition that each 
country differs in its ability to absorb and sustain such capabilities 
and capacities beyond BTRP's initial engagement. 

Rather than focusing on projects of a particular size, duration, or 
funding vehicle, individual science engagements will be designed to 
address specific gaps in capacity, capability, knowledge, and/or 
policy. They should also produce demonstrable and enduring 
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outcomes. BTRP measures outcome success using program-wide metrics7 that take into account 
the respective engagement gaps and priorities. 

Figure 3 (below) provides categorical examples of science engagements and outcomes; however, 
this figure is intended to be more illustrative of the spectrum of possibility than exclusive or to 
restrain creativity. 

Scientific Community 
Engagement 

* Conferentes 
• Laboratory Twinning 
a Research Partnership 

kf-04tM0 1.1 

te" OMM£e-Nwr.€ 04p.:: vi4,3110 

Research Preparedness 
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a Writing workshops 
a Project development activities 

Figure 3. Examples of science engagements and outcomes. 
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BTRP will actively pursue collaborations and partnerships with other U.S. agencies (e.g. CDC, 
USAID, USDA) 8 , other DoD partners (e.g. AFHSB-GEIS, CBDP, etc.)8, non-governmental 
organizations, and international partners to identify opportunities to leverage existing networks, 
projects, and activities as well as potential transition opportunities that capitalize on BTRP 
investments and sustain momentum for science engagements. BTRP is committed to fair and 
open competition of research topics that inform and enhance partner country biosurveillance 
knowledge and capabilities, and the program utilizes open DTRA solicitations as the primary 
mechanisms to identify and select research projects. 

Cooperative Biological Research (CBR) projects have historically been the mainstay of BTRP 
science engagements; however, this limited approach has largely been a product of available 

Metrics serve to measure the impact and effectiveness of BTRP's in-country activities, these being implemented to 
address threats arising from biological weapons and weapons related materials, technologies, and expertise. BTRP 
scores engagements on a 1-5 scale. Scoring is performed against each relevant capability and is performed on an 
annual basis. 

CDC (U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention), USAID (U.S. Agency for International Development), 
USDA (U.S. Department of Agriculture), AFHSB-GEIS (Armed Forced Health Surveillance Branch — Global 
Emerging Infections Surveillance), CBDP (U.S. Department of Defense Chemical and Biological Defense Program) 
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funding and solicitation vehicles — specifically, BTRICs9, as well as the DTRA-managed BAA1°
and CALL". Whereas, CBR projects will continue to be a core component of the BTRP science 
program, they are but one of many approaches for the execution of science engagement 
portfolios. 

In addition to the CBR vehicles described above, BTRP has a suite of available resources to 
implement the spectrum of science engagements in each region, including (but not limited to): 

• Logistics and travel support for partner-country scientists to attend and present their work 
at local and international scientific conferences; 

• Scientific and Technical Engagement Partnership Program (STEP) to provide the needed 
subject matter expertise and materials to implement a broad array of scientific activities; 

• "Science Centers" (ISTC12 and STCU13) to provide project development grants; 
• Other available contract vehicles, as applicable; 

Regardless of the implementation vehicle, the success of BTRP science engagements will be 
predicated upon the necessary coordination both within the program to ensure alignment with 
Regional/Country goals, and with external stakeholders to ensure alignment with other U.S. 
programs (e.g. CDC, AFHSB-GEIS, USAID) and initiatives (e.g. Global Health Security 
Agenda14, One Health15, etc.). 

9 BTRIC: Biological Threat Reduction Integrating Contractors. These unique contracts are available to support CTR 
activities in some, but not all, BTRP countries. The scope of each BTRIC varies, but many include the ability to 
fluid research and other science engagement activities. 
I° BAA: DTRA Fundamental Research for Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (FRC-WMD) Broad Agency 
Announcement (BAA). The BAA is available to all interested applicants from academic institutions, NG0s, 
industry, foreign laboratories, and private sector members. More information available at: wv,w.dtrasubmissionmet 
" CALL: DTRA Fundamental Research for Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (FRC-WMD) Service Call 
(CALL). The CALL is available to all interested applicants from U.S. Government agencies, institutions, and 
laboratories. More information available at: www.dtrasubmission.net 
12 International Science & Technology Center (www.istc.int) is an intergovermnental organization connecting 
scientists from Kazakhstan, Armenia, Tajildstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Georgia with their peers and research 
organizations in the EU, Japan, Republic of Korea, Norway and the United States. 
13 Science & Technology Center of Ukraine (www.stcu.int) is an intergovernmental organization connecting 
scientists from Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, and Uzbekistan with their peers and research organizations 
in the EU and the United States. 
14 Global Health Security Agenda (www.ghsagenda.org) was launched in February 2014 and is a growing 
partnership of over 64 nations, international organizations, and non-governmental stakeholders to help build 
countries' capacity to help create a world safe and secure from infectious disease threats and elevate global health 
security as a national and global priority. 
15 The One Health concept (www.cdc.govionehealtb) recognizes that the health of people is connected to the health 
of animals and the environment. One Health is defined as a collaborative, multisectoral, and trans-disciplinary 
approach — working at the local, regional, national, and global levels — with the goal of achieving optimal health 
outcomes recognizing the interconnection between people, animals, plants, and their shared environment. 
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ADD TIO NAL FE ENCES 

The following USG documents inform the BTRP (formerly the Cooperative Biological 
Engagement Program) Science Strategy: 

A) Memorandum for Assistant Secretary of Defense for Nuclear, Chemical and Biological 
Defense Programs, Department of Defense (DoD) Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) 
Strategic Guidance (April 18, 2013) 

B) Memorandum for the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Nuclear, Chemical and 
Biological Defense Programs, Department of Defense Strategic Policy Guidance for the 
Cooperative Biological Engagement Program (August 21, 2013) 

C) Memorandum for Director, Cooperative Threat Reduction, Defense Threat Reduction 
Agency, through Director, Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Strategic Implementation 
Guidance for the Cooperative Biological Engagement Program (August 21, 2013) 

D) U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Select Agents and Toxins (amended September 16, 2016) 

E) Memorandum for Assistant Secretary of Defense for Nuclear, Chemical, and Biological 
Defense Programs, Cooperative Threat Reduction Policy Priorities for Fiscal Years 2018-
2022 (August 10, 2015) 

F) Memorandum for Director, Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Guidance for the Program 
Objective Memorandum (POM) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 to FY 2022 for the 
Department of Defense Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Program (August 11, 2015) 

G) Memorandum for Assistant Secretary of Defense for Nuclear, Chemical and Biological 
Defense Programs, Cooperative Threat Reduction Program Policy Priorities and 
Guidance for Fiscal Year 2019 through Fiscal Year 2023 (July 27, 2016) 

H) Memorandum for Director, Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Program Objective 
Memorandum Guidance for Fiscal Year 2019 to 2023 for the Defense Threat Reduction 
Agency Non-Proliferation Programs (October 7, 2016) 

I) Memorandum for Distribution A, Director's Planning Guidance for the Fiscal Year 2019-
2023 Program and Budget Review (October 21, 2016) 

J) Cooperative Biological Engagement Program Division Guidance (October 27, 2016) 
K) Department of Defense, Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Cooperative Biological 

Engagement Program Africa Regional Implementation Strategy Fiscal Year 2018-2022 
(November 01, 2017) 

L) Department of Defense, Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Cooperative Biological 
Engagement Program CENTCOM Regional Strategy (September 2017) 

M) Department of Defense, Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Cooperative Biological 
Engagement Program U.S. Europe Command Regional Strategy (September 1, 2017) 

N) Department of Defense, Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Cooperative Biological 
Engagement Program Indo-Asia Pacific Regional Strategy (Revised October 2017) 
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To: Tesh, Robert B.[rtesh@UTMB.EDU]; Walker, David H.[dwalker©UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; 
Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Plante, Kenneth S.[ksplante©UTMB.EDU]; Plante, Jessica Ajjaplante@UTMB.EDU]; 
Handal, Gilbert (Gilbert.Handal©ttuhsc.edu)[Gilbert.Handal@ttuhsc.edu]; Kathryn Hanley[khanley©nmsu.edu]; Michael 
Turell[mturell©erols.com]; Grogl, Max CIV USN NAMRU SIX LIMA PE (USA)[max.grog11.civ©mail.mil]; Brian 
Gowen[brian.gowen©usu.edu]; Greenstone, Heather (NIH/NIAID) [E][HGREENSTONE©niaid.nih.gov]; 'Scott 
HalsteadThalsteads@erols.com]; Dupuis, Alan P (HEALTH)[alan.dupuis@health.ny.gov]; Kirken, Robert[rkirken©utep.edu]; Kramer, 
Laura D (HEALTH)[laura.kramer©health.ny.gov]; Gonzalez, Fernando J. (Health)[GonzalezFJ2©elpasotexas.gov]; Tom 
Monath[tom.monath©crozetbiopharma.com]; Klein, Terry A CIV USARMY MEDCOM KOR (USA)[terry.a.klein2.civ©mail.mil]; 
Guevara, Carolina L LN (PER)[carolinalguevara2.1n©mail.mil]; susan.wong@health.ny.gov[susan.wong@health.ny.gov]; Christopher 
Vitek[christopher.vitek©utrgv.edu]; Charles H Calisher (calisher@cybersafe.net)[calisher©cybersafe.net]; Crews, Celinda 
R[ccrews©utep.edu]; Vera, Adam[avera3@miners.utep.edu]; Antonio De la Mora Covarrubias 
(adelamor©uacj.mx)[adelamor©uacj.mx]; Barrera, Roberto (CDC/OID/NCEZID) (amz9©cdc.gov)[amz9©cdc.gov]; Barrett, 
Alan[abarrett©UTMB.EDU]; Lindsay Parish (Iparish©usaid.gov)[lparish@usaid.gov]; Hotez, Peter Jay[hotez©bcm.edu]; LeDuc, 
James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Schuenke, Kimberly[kischuen@UTMB.EDU]; Vasilakis, Nikolaos[nivasila@utmb.edu]; 
aravinda_desilva@med.unc.edu[aravinda_desilva©med.unc.edu]; Spencer, Charles T[ctspencer©utep.edu]; 
fjimenez©uacj.mx[fjimenez©uacj.mx] 
From: Watts, Doug[dwatts2©utep.edu] 
Sent: Sun 9/15/2019 8:47:51 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: TWN Biosafety Info: GM Mosquito Gene Spreads into Wild Populations in Brazil 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear All, 

Am sharing the below news In case you have not had a chance to see. 

Warm regards, 

Doug 

From: Hector Ochoa [mailto:hochoadl@gmail.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2019 7:02 AM 
To: Watts, Doug <dwatts2@utep.edu>; beto.perezdeleon@ars.usda.gov; ghamer@tamu.edu 
Cc: hochoa@ecosur.mx 
Subject: Fwd: TWN Biosafety Info: GM Mosquito Gene Spreads into Wild Populations in Brazil 

Hi to All, 

Oxitec creats a little Frankenstein, terrifying isn'it? 

Saludos, 
Hector 

Enviado desde mi iPad 

Third World Network Information Service 
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THIRD WORLD NETWORK BIOSAFETY INFORMATION SERVICE 

Dear Friends and Colleagues 

GM Mosquito Gene Spreads into Wild Populations in Brazil 

Scientists from Yale University have found evidence that genetically modified (GM) mosquitoes 

released by British biotech firm Oxitec have successfully interbred with natural populations in Brazil. 

This is not supposed to happen as the GM OX513A mosquitoes were designed to be 'self limiting' 

i.e., their offspring should die before reaching adulthood. 

The Yale research team sampled the mosquito population in the target area in Brazil six, 12 and 27-

30 months after releases commenced and concluded there was "clear evidence" that portions of the 

Oxitec genome had been incorporated into the natural population. According to the research paper, 

hybrid offspring of the GM mosquitoes and the natural population were able to reproduce in nature, 

meaning the modified genome persisted even after the releases had stopped. Three to four percent 

of the offspring from matings of OX513A with wild mosquitoes survived to adulthood. As a result, 

between 10-60 percent of the mosquitoes in the region inherited parts of the genome of the GM 

mosquitoes released in the trials. 

In addition, the effectiveness of the GM mosquito releases, which claim to suppress mosquito 

populations, began to break down after about 18 months, i.e., the population which had been 

suppressed rebounded to nearly pre-release levels. The researchers suggest that female 

mosquitoes may have learned and begun avoiding mating with the GM males. Worse still, the 

release may have had the opposite effect and made mosquitoes even more resilient. The 

mosquitoes in the area are now made up of three strains mixed together: the original Brazilian 

locals, plus strains from Cuba and Mexico — the two strains crossed to make the GM insects. This 

wider gene pool may very likely make the mosquito population more robust. 

"The degree of introgression is not trivial," the scientists concluded, adding that it is not known what 

impacts this might have on disease control and transmission. They warned that introgression of GM 

genes into the next generation could introduce other relevant genes such as insecticide resistance. 

"These results highlight the importance of having in place a genetic monitoring program during such 

releases to detect unanticipated outcomes," they stressed. 

With best wishes, 

Third World Network 

131 Jalan Macalister 

10400 Penang 

Malaysia 

Email:  twn@twnetwork.orq 

Websites:  http://www.twn.my/and  http://www.biosafety-info.net/ 

To subscribe to other TWN information services:  www.twnnews.net 

Item 1 

TRANSGENIC AEDES AEGYPTI MOSQUITOES TRANSFER GENES INTO A NATURAL 

POPULATION 

Benjamin R. Evans, Panayiota Kotsakiozi, Andre Luis Costa-da-Silva, Rafaella Sayuri loshino, Luiza 

Garziera, Michele C. Pedrosa, Aldo Malavasi, Jair F. Virginio, Margareth L. Capurro & Jeffrey R. 

Powell 

Scientific Reports volume 9, Article number: 13047 (2019) 
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-49660-6 

Abstract 

In an attempt to control the mosquito-borne diseases yellow fever, dengue, chikungunya, and Zika 

fevers, a strain of transgenically modified Aedes aegypti mosquitoes containing a dominant lethal 

gene has been developed by a commercial company, Oxitec Ltd. If lethality is complete, releasing 

this strain should only reduce population size and not affect the genetics of the target populations. 

Approximately 450 thousand males of this strain were released each week for 27 months in 

Jacobina, Bahia, Brazil. We genotyped the release strain and the target Jacobina population before 

releases began for >21,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Genetic sampling from the 

target population six, 12, and 27-30 months after releases commenced provides clear evidence 

that portions of the transgenic strain genome have been incorporated into the target population. 

Evidently, rare viable hybrid offspring between the release strain and the Jacobina population are 

sufficiently robust to be able to reproduce in nature. The release strain was developed using a strain 

originally from Cuba, then outcrossed to a Mexican population. Thus, Jacobina Ae. aegypti are now 

a mix of three populations. It is unclear how this may affect disease transmission or affect other 

efforts to control these dangerous vectors. These results highlight the importance of having in place 

a genetic monitoring program during such releases to detect un-anticipated outcomes. 

Item 2 

GENETICALLY ENGINEERED MOSQUITOES OUT OF CONTROL 

GE insects are spreading in Brazil 

Wednesday, 11 September 2019 

https://www.testbiotech.orq/en/press-release/qenetically-enqineered-mosquitoes-out-of-control 

According to a new scientific publication, genetically engineered mosquitoes produced by Oxitec 

(Intrexon) have escaped human control after trials in Brazil. They are now spreading in the 

environment. The yellow fever mosquitos (Aedes aegypti) are genetically engineered to make it 

impossible for their offspring to survive. After release they were supposed to mate with female 

mosquitos of the species which are transmitting infectious diseases, such as Dengue fever, to 

diminish the natural populations. However, the now published research shows that many offspring 

of the genetically engineered mosquitos actually survived and are spreading and propagating 

further. According to the scientists, between 10-60 percent of the mosquitoes in the region 

concerned are inheriting parts of the genome of the mosquitoes released in the trials. These 

findings are also confirmed in neighboring regions where no such trials were conducted. 

The long-term consequences for the transmission of diseases, the number of insects and the 

interactions with the environment cannot be predicted. The mosquitoes used for the genetic 

manipulation are originally from Cuba and Mexico. These insects used in the laboratory have now 

mixed with the Brazilian insects to become a robust population which can persist in the environment 

over a longer period of time. They might replace the original insects on the long term and even 

enhance the problems associated with the mosquitoes. 

"The Oxitec trials have led to a situation that is largely out of control. The company has released its 

patented insects although it was known before that some insects could survive in the environment. 

The expectations of their investors was more important than the protection of health and the 

environment. There is no insurance and no fast-track mechanism to prevent severe damage in a 

worst-case scenario," says Christoph Then for Testbiotech. "This incident must have consequences 

for further applications of genetic engineering. Preventing the spread of genetically engineered 

organisms within natural populations has to become a priority." 
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Several research institutions players are planning to create genetically engineered trees, bees, 

corals, several insect species and other organisms that can spread in natural populations. The long-

term impacts of such trials are generally unpredictable. Unintended effects can disturb or disrupt 

ecosystems and lead to the extinction of species. Therefore, Testbiotech is proposing to introduce 

new criteria for the risk assessment of genetically engineered organisms to make sure they can be 

prevented from spreading uncontrolled into the environment. 

Contact: 

Christoph Then, info@testbiotech.org, Tel + 49 15154638040 

Item 3 

FAILED GM MOSQUITO CONTROL EXPERIMENT MAY HAVE STRENGTHENED WILD BUGS 

By Michael Irving 

September 12, 2019 

https://newatlas.com/science/qenetic-engineerincfrmosquito-experiment-goes-wrong/ 

Mosquitoes are more than just a pest — they can be downright dangerous carriers of disease. One of 

the most innovative ideas to control populations of the bugs has been to release genetically 

modified male mosquitoes that produce unviable offspring. But unfortunately a test of this in Brazil 

appears to have failed, with genes from the mutant mosquitoes now mixing with the native 

population. 

The idea sounded solid. Male Aedes aegypti mosquitoes were genetically engineered to have a 

dominant lethal gene. When they mated with wild female mozzies, this gene would drastically cut 

down the number of offspring they produced, and the few that were born should be too weak to 

survive long. 

Ultimately, this program should cut down the population of mosquitoes in an area — up to 85 

percent, in some early tests. This of course means fewer bug-borne diseases, such as dengue, 

yellow fever, zika, and malaria, in humans. And since the offspring don't live long enough to breed 

themselves, genes from the engineered bugs should stay neatly out of the gene pool of the wild 

population. The only visible effect should be the reduction of mosquito populations. 

Unfortunately, that hasn't been the case. Researchers from Yale University have now examined 

mosquitoes around the city of Jacobina, Brazil, where the largest test of this technique has taken 

place over the last few years. Not only did numbers bounce back up in the months after the test, but 

some of the native bugs, they found, had retained genes from the engineered mosquitoes. 

"The claim was that genes from the release strain would not get into the general population because 

offspring would die," says Jeffrey Powell, senior author of a study describing the discovery. "That 

obviously was not what happened." 

The GM mosquito strain was developed by a company called Oxitec, and it had previously been 

given FDA approval for these kinds of tests. In the Brazilian case, around 450,000 modified males 

were released in Jacobina every week for 27 months, totaling tens of millions of bugs. To keep tabs 

on them, the Yale team studied the genomes of both the GM strain and the wild species before the 

release, then again six, 12 and 27 to 30 months after the release began. 

Sure enough, by the end of the test there was clear evidence that genes from the transgenic insects 

had been incorporated into the wild population. Although the GM mosquitoes only produce offspring 

about three to four percent of the time, it seems that those that are born aren't as weak as 

expected. Some appear to make it to adulthood and breed themselves. 
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While populations did drop initially, numbers did bounce back after about 18 months. The 

researchers suggest that female mosquitoes may have learned and begun avoiding mating with the 

modified males. 

Worse still, the genetic experiment may have had the opposite effect and made mosquitoes even 

more resilient. The bugs in the area are now made up of three strains mixed together: the original 

Brazilian locals, plus strains from Cuba and Mexico — the two strains crossed to make the GM 

insects. This wider gene pool could make the mozzies more robust as a whole. 

The scientists assure the public that the mixed mosquitoes pose no extra health risk, but there is 

still cause for concern. It's unclear exactly what effect this will have on disease transmission or 

other control methods. 

"It is the unanticipated outcome that is concerning," says Powell. "Based largely on laboratory 

studies, one can predict what the likely outcome of the release of transgenic mosquitoes will be, but 

genetic studies of the sort we did should be done during and after such releases to determine if 

something different from the predicted occurred." 

The research was published in the journal Scientific Reports. 

Item 4 

GM MOZZIES PASS ON ALTERED GENE 

Cayman News 

9 Sept 2019 

https://caymannewsservice.com/2019/09/qm-mozzies-altered-gene/ 

The genetically modified Aedes aegypti mosquitoes developed by Oxitec may have impacted the 

actual genetics of the natural mosquito populations where these bio engineered bugs were released, 

scientists have found. Following a release in Brazil, similar to the one in the Cayman Islands, 

researchers who monitored the release said that up to 30 months after the releases started there 

was clear evidence that portions of the altered gene have shown up in the target population. 

In other words, the bio-bugs were reproducing and passing on the scientifically altered gene to their 

offspring, which were surviving. According to the theory of GM mosquitoes, this was not supposed 

to happen; the offspring of females that mated with the genetically modified males should not have 

survived, thereby cutting the population. 

In the research paper published in the Scientific Reports section of Nature, the authors said rare 

viable hybrid offspring between the release strain and the local population were sufficiently robust to 

be able to reproduce. 

"It is unclear how this may affect disease transmission or affect other efforts to control these 

dangerous vectors. These results highlight the importance of having in place a genetic monitoring 

program during such releases to detect un-anticipated outcomes," the scientists said. 

With traditional insecticides becoming less and less effective against the Aedes aegypti, the 

Cayman Islands was one of several countries which partnered with Oxitec to release their 

genetically manipulated male mosquitoes, which carried a fluorescent protein gene to allow 

detection of the offspring. Millions of mosquitoes were released in West Bay during the pilot project, 

which was terminated last year, but the largest such release so far was in Jacobina in Brazil. 

The researchers monitored the release to determine if it impacted the genetics of the natural 

population. They set out from the position that if the bio-bugs were working as intended, the result 

would simply be a drop in mosquito numbers and the genetics of the target population would not be 
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affected. 

However, it appears that 3-4% of the offspring from matings of OX513A with wild mosquitoes have 

survived to adulthood, and although they are weak, scientists do not yet know if they are fertile. 

"The degree of introgression is not trivial," the scientists concluded, adding that it is not known what 

impacts this might have on disease control and transmission. They warned that introgression of 

genetically modified genes into the next generation could introduce other relevant genes such as 

insecticide resistance. 

You are receiving this email because you are subscribed to one or more of the TWN 
Information Service lists. 

If this email is not displaying correctly?  View it in your browser Unsubscribe from 
this list. {sp-unsubscribe-url} 

Copyright 2019 Third World Network. All rights reserved. 

Third World Network, 131 Jalan Macalister, 10400, Penang, Malaysia. 

tel: +60 4 2266728 / 2266159 email: 0,vn aitwnetwork.org web: www.twn.my
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: NancyConnell@jhu.edu[NancyConnell@jhu.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Sat 12/19/2020 12:54:24 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dave, Jim, 
Thanks for your comments and suggestions. Very helpful. Yes, we can put more safety/accident components in these. We can try to 
regionalize the risk-frameworks proposal. 
I agree that we don't want to get into novichok, although it's a problematic example for this REP. They want to counter state-level 
procurement of WMD, including CW, but I suspect that Russia is vertically integrated; I doubt that Russia relies on anyone or 
anything outside its borders for CW. I will say that I don't worry that we don't have the expertise currently on CISAC because we 
would just need to find the right person/people to include. 
What I had in mind in referencing chem was chemical retrosynthesis that could be linked to bio and pharmaceutical chemicals. 
Many of the tools have been around for a while, but they have matured and it seems like we're approaching a tipping or 
convergence point where working with COTS software, a bad actor could design production processes for increasingly complex 
pharmaceutical molecules that we don't want them to do. 
Concerning cybersecurity for the life sciences, I think that we can weave that in some more. Kavita will probably have a proposal 
along those lines and we can work with her cooperatively. 
Thanks again. 
Micah 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 1:10 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: NancyConnell@jhu.edu; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 

Hi Micah and group, 

Thanks for preparing the draft proposals and for the opportunity to comment. These are both good starts and hopefully will lead to 
productive engagements. I made some additional comments on Dave's version in blue. For SE Asia, I think we should at least 
explore a regional model similar to what was done in the Seychelles meeting. This was really quite successful in my opinion, 
although budget restrictions may rule it out. 

On the former Soviet Union states, I question including chem weapon issues in that this is out of our expertise in the bio group and 
could be dominated by discussions of novichok. 

Best wishes for the holidays and a peaceful, joyous new year. 

Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah < ent nas.eciu> 
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:08 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; NancyConnell@Ihu.edu; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, 
Many thanks. I'll check out your comments. 
Micah 

From: Dave Franz < 
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Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 12:04 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; NancvConnell@jhu.edu; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: BEP proposals 

Hi Micah, 

I don't know how helpful, but a few early thoughts on your drafts. I've also attached the resent report from the DoS/G-7 
webinar on 'risk'. If you haven't seen, it might provide some additional thoughts. 
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To: David Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 
NancyConnell@jhu.edu[NancyConnell@jhu.edu] 
Cc: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 12/17/2020 9:48:29 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: BEP proposals 
FY21 CTR NASEM Threat-Aware Networks proposal vl.docx 
FY21  CTR NASEM Risk Frameworks proposal v1a.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, Jim, Nancy, 
I hope that this e-mail finds you well. We're putting together proposals for State's CTR FY21 grants. We'd really welcome your 
thoughts on these proposals. You have much better knowledge and insight about both the issues and the players. 
I selected the partners by pulling them out of...well, thin air would be the polite thing to say. At least that's almost accurate. The 
threat-aware networks piece can target Europe, South & Central Asia, and East Asia & the Pacific. It's an interesting topic and I 
could even imagine proposing twice for different regions. I chose the Baltic States and Poland as a set, which could be a good idea 
or not, so please share your thoughts. The Risk Frameworks could target Africa, Southeast Asia, South America (!), or South Asia. I 
chose Thailand. Again, better ideas are welcome. 
Thanks for any help you can provide. 
Micah 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director, International Networks & Cooperation 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: NancyConnell@jhu.edu[NancyConnell@jhu.edu]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 12/18/2020 12:10:07 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 
CTR NASEM Threat-Aware Networks proposal vl-DRF-iwl.docx 
CTR NASEM Risk Frameworks proposal FY21-vla-DRF-jwl.docx 

Hi Micah and group, 

Thanks for preparing the draft proposals and for the opportunity to comment. These are both good starts and hopefully will lead to 
productive engagements. I made some additional comments on Dave's version in blue For SE Asia, I think we should at least 
explore a regional model similar to what was done in the Seychelles meeting. This was really quite successful in my opinion, 
although budget restrictions may rule it out. 

On the former Soviet Union states, I question including chem weapon issues in that this is out of our expertise in the bio group and 
could be dominated by discussions of novichok. 

Best wishes for the holidays and a peaceful, joyous new year. 

Jim 

From: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:08 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; NancyConnell@jhu.edu; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: BEP proposals 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, 
Many thanks. I'll check out your comments. 
Micah 

From: Dave Franz < rfranz@gn 
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2020 12:04 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; NancyConnell@ihu.edu; Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: BEP proposals 

Hi Micah, 

I don't know how helpful, but a few early thoughts on your drafts. I've also attached the resent report from the DoS/G-7 
webinar on 'risk'. If you haven't seen, it might provide some additional thoughts. 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Peter Palese 
(peter.palese@mssm.edu)[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; David A Relman[relman©stanford.edu]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffin©jhsph.edu)[dgriffin@jhsph.edu]; Rita Guenther (RGuenther@nas.edu)[RGuenther@nas.edu]; Raymond 
Jeanloneanloz@berkeley.edu]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 8/29/2019 9:47:54 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: CISAC SWOT analysis draft 
NAS CISAC SWOT analysis-2019-drftl.docx 

Dave and I devekoped the draft SWOT analysis attached and pasted below following our CISAC conference call earlier this week. 
Please feel free to add/delete/modify as appropriate. This might help us focus our thoughts for future engagement. Please share 
with Nancy; I don't have her new email address. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

NAS CISAC next steps—draft SWOT analysis, 29 Aug 2019. 

1. Strengths 
a. The prestige of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
b. Natural linkage to other Academies of Science around the world 
c. Unparalleled access to outstanding US scientists across the 'biological' space 
d. In-depth expertise in technical fields 
e. Unique expertise at interface between biological sciences and security 
f. Deep expertise in biocontainment research and lab operations 

i. Proven track record of effective engagement with Chinese biocontainment labs 
ii. Long-term open and frank relationships with senior Chinese professionals 

2. Weaknesses 
a. Lack of sustained funding 
b. Erosion of political/financial support among traditional partners/sponsors 
c. Political challenges independent of focus, i.e. China trade war 
d. Aging cadre of leaders in CISAC; contacts/partners aging as well—our contacts are becoming less relevant as they 

age out of leadership positions 
e. Limitations on areas where USG can invest 
f. Overextended support staff at NAS 

3. Opportunities 
a. Global proliferation of biocontainment laboratories, challenging to operate/maintain 

i. Leaders of these complex facilities easily form professional bonds 
b. Rapidly changing technical advances (i.e. CRISPR) with security implications 
c. Entry of new donors into the space, i.e. Open Philanthropy, Gates 

4. Threats 
a. Biological threats a low priority of current USA national leadership 
b. Failure of potential funders to understand the benefits of such engagement 
c. Erosion of NAS progress made to date due to lack of sustained engagement 
d. Unintended consequences of political turmoil, i.e. inability to get visas 
e. Competition in this space from others, i.e. JHU center, NTI 
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Lack of high-level USG support or interest in global engagement/cooperation 
i. Belief by some in government that all relationships with China pose undue risk 
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NAS CISAC next steps—draft SWOT analysis, 29 Aug 2019. 

1. Strengths 
a. The prestige of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
b. Natural linkage to otherAcademies of Science around the world 
c. Unparalleled access to outstanding US scientists across the 'biological' space 

d. In-depth expertise in technical fields 
e. Unique expertise at interface between biological sciences and security 
f. Deep expertise in biocontainnnent research and lab operations 

i. Proven track record of effective engagement with Chinese biocontainnnent labs 

ii. Long-term open and frank relationships with seniorChinese professionals 

2. Weaknesses 
a. Lack of sustained funding 
b. Erosion of political/financial support annongtraditional partners/sponsors 
c. Political chal lenges independent of focus, i.e. China trade war 

d. Aging cadre of leaders in CISAC; contacts/partners aging as wel l —ourcontacts are 
becoming less relevant as they age out of leadership positions 

e. Limitations on areas where USG can invest 

f. Overextended support staff at NAS 

3. Opportunities 
a. Global proliferation of biocontainnnent laboratories, chal lengingto operate/maintain 

i. Leaders of these complex facilities easily form professional bonds 
b. Rapidly changingtechnical advances (i.e. CRISPR) with security implications 

c. Entry of new donors into the space, i.e. Open Philanthropy, Gates 

4. Threats 
a. Biological threats a low priority of current USA national leadership 
b. Failure of potential funders to understand the benefits of such engagement 
c. Erosion of NAS progress made to date due to lack of sustained engagement 

d. Unintended consequences of political turmoil, i.e. inability to get visas 
e. Competition in this space from others, i.e. J HU center, NTI 
f. Lack of high-level USG support or interest in global engagement/cooperation 

i. Belief by some in governnnentthat al l relationships with China pose undue risk 
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To: leanloz@berkeley.eduljeanloz©berkeley.edu]; 'mladams©tamu.edulmladams@tamu.edu]; 
linton.brooks©cox.netTlinton.brooks@cox.net]; 'budi11©11nl.govlbudi11©11n1.gov]; 
'matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edulmatthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu]; 'NancyConnell@jhu.edulNancyConnell@jhu.edu]; 
'sfetter@umd.edulsfetter©umd.edu]; 'davidrfranz@gmail.comIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'r1g2@us.ibm.comIrIg2@us.ibm.com]; 
'rgottemoeller@gmail.comIrgottemoeller@gmail.com]; 'dgriffi6©jhu.eduldgriffi6©jhu.edu]; Hamburg, 
Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; JohnHildebrand[jhildebr@email.arizona.edu]; lillhruby@gmail.com'[jillhruby©gmail.corn]; 
lohnston@fas.harvard.eduljohnston©fas.harvard.edu]; 'rlatiff@msn.cornIrlatiff@msn.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
'rmeserve@carnegiescience.eduirmeserve@carnegiescience.edu]; 'rniesrw@verizon.nef[miesrw©verizon.net]; 
'peter.palese@mssm.edulpeter.palese@mssm.edu]; Iptimbie@gmail.com'[jptimbie@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; Kirkegaard, Marie[MKirkegaard@nas.edu]; 
Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Guenther, Rita[RGuenther©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 8/21/2020 8:51:29 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Possible Next Steps to Engage Pakistan on Nuclear Issues 

 ary of Discussion with Robert LZ.d0Ci 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

After conversations with Feroz Khan (NPS), Robert Swartz and his team (NNSA), Matthew Brechwald (State), and a chat with Ben 
and Rita, here are my thoughts on possible next steps to engage Pakistan on nuclear issues: 

In general, I think that now is a good time to engage if we have the money and the bandwidth. Bob, Matt, and Feroz are all supportive 
of the idea of more technically focused engagement. Moreover, the atmosphere in Pakistan may be conducive to success (or is at least 
low risk). Chief of Staff General Zubair Mahmood Hayat has recently retired, and General Qamar Javed Bajwa may be more 
amenable to Track 2 engagement with Americans. Pakistan has been active in the CEND ("Creating the Environment for Nuclear 
Disarmament") initiative, and is working on nuclear-radiological safety training with the IAEA. Any substance that we would 
consider drawing on those activities is probably "safe water." Initial exploratory topics could focus on fissile material security/safety, 
MPC&A, etc., presented as a way to highlight Pakistan's voluntary commitments and work to establish a COE after the 2010-16 
nuclear security summits. Possible mechanisms of cooperation (virtual for now, later in Pakistan or in a third country such as UAE, 
Qatar or Thailand) could be to: 

• Identify and then engage a small core group of Pakistani experts and arrange a virtual meeting between them and a subset 
of CISAC members (and one or two outside Pakistan miUpol experts). 

• Undertake a small joint project with a joint American and Pakistani committee. 

Action items: 

• Research what other groups are doing in Pakistan (NTI, Carnegie, others?) 
• Continue to have one-on-one exploratory discussions with knowledgeable experts or small group discussions via Zoom to 

identify possible interlocutors in Pakistan, possible topics, and means of moving forward. 

We plan to reach out to: 
• Feroz Khan (NPS) [follow-up call] 
• Moeed Yusuf (National Security Advisor, Pakistan) 
• DOE Rep at Embassy Islamabad 
• George Perkovich (Carnegie) 

Thanks. 

Rose 
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Summary of Discussion with Robert Swartz' 
South Asian Voices (SAV) Project and Prior mrli Funded by NNSA through the 

Stimson Center 
August 12, 2020 

• [ HYPERLINK "https://southasianvo ices. ore ] is a deep-reach programs aimed at younger, 
up-and-coming experts. The assumption is that the heirs of sprawling weapons programs in India 
and Pakistan will have less in common (in the sense of prioritizing and managing nuclear risk) with 
us than their elders did so it is important to engage a new generation (Bob: Indians and Pakistanis 
often say that nuclear weapons are safe and are nothing to worry about) 

• There have been many young people involved through the online platforms and MOOCs that they 
have developed; with universities in SA fmding alternative curricula that is highly credible on both 
sides 

• SVA is a US controlled web site so has been able to eliminate negative and nationalistic content 
that often appears in Indian and Pakistani publications that report on these issues. 

• Less danger of imposing view, because the SAV programs have been successful; some minds 
changing after students are presented with new perspectives 

• Activities have focused on regional analysis and engagement 

O Tabletop war games exercise planned for mid-2021 

O Reward contributors by provide opportunities (presenting research in Washington, D.C. for 
example) 

• Started a CBM exercise (Colombo) to explore arms control between India and Palcistan2

O Dialogue arranged around a discussion of verifiably eliminating SRBMs that had been 
replaced by more modem systems and had become a safety concern 

O Although the governments did not undertake an arms control process re this missiles, the 
project successfully brought Pakistani and Indian experts together to discuss the possibility of 
arms control without major pol. repercussions. 

Bob noted that NAS CISAC has a contribution to make, and he is happy to continue to discuss next steps. 
The CISAC engagement as described would be mutually reinforcing, but a lot will depend on how willing 
Pakistan is to engage. 

I In addition to Robert Swartz, Brian Abeyta,Jason Fortner, Matthew Brechwald, Gillian Gaynrr, Rose 
Gottemoeller, Nicole Cervenka, Rita Guenther, Marie Kirlcegaard, and Ben Rusek participated. Nicole Cervenka 
prepared this summary. 
2 For more infomration, see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9onjR1_d2pA&feature=youtu.be and 
https://www.facebook.com/missileCBMs/. See also: MansoorAhnrd and Abhijit Iyer Mitra, South Asian Voices: 
https://southasianvoices.org/the-colombo-confidence-building-process-new-missile-cbms-for-south-asid; Monica 
Chansoria, the Sunday Guardian, httpi/www.sunday-guardian.com/analysis/india-pak-nuelear-cbm-liked-by-people 
and http://www.sunday-guardian.com/analysis/elininate-old-n-missiles; Abhijit Iyer Mitra, Daily Pioneer, 
https://www.dailypioneer.com/2013/columnists/long-temi-gain-must-be-the-aim.html; Sannia Abdullah and Abhijit 
Iyer Mitra, Arms Control Wonk, https ://www.armscontrolwonk.comlarchive/403986/dis mant I ing -obs olete-mis s iles - 
in-south-asid; and Feroz Khan and Gumret Kanwal, Times of India, 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.comt ome/sunday-t ime s /all-t h a t-matters/Lets-stop-being-MAD-move-to-
CBMs/articleshow/9939854.c ms 
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To: Dave Franz (davidrfranz©gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 4/19/2019 12:21:07 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: FYI : HOUSTON CHRONICLE: MD Anderson fires 3 scientists over concerns about Chinese data theft 

See article below just FYI. Elements of this are a bit disconcerting. 

From: Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, April 19, 2019 11:41 AM 
To: Callender, David L. <dlc@UTMB.EDU>; King, Carolee A. (Legal) <caaking@UTMB.EDU>; Urban, Randall J. 
<rurban@UTMB.EDU>; D'Agostino, Toni <todagost@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Niesel, David W. 
<dniesel@UTMB.EDU>; Sadro, Cheryl A. <csadro@UTMB.EDU>; Mouton, Charles P. <cpmouton@UTMB.EDU>; Bhardwaj, Anish 
<anbhardw@UTMB.EDU>; Sollenberger, Donna K. <dksoll@UTMB.EDU>; Sharma, Gulshan <gusharma@UTMB.EDU>; Lambrecht, 
Katrina <kmlambre@UTMB.EDU>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Lidstone, Sheila <shlidsto@UTMB.EDU>; Bethea, 
David C. <dcbethea@UTMB.EDU>; Campbell, Stephen <stepcamp@UTMB.EDU>; Cooper, Michael G. <mgcooper@UTMB.EDU>; 
Deming, Mary <mademing@UTMB.EDU>; Hadley, Stephen D. <sdhadley@UTMB.EDU>; Harman, Melissa S. 
<msharman@UTMB.EDU>; Havard, Mary G. <mghavard@UTMB.EDU>; Koopmann, Kurt E. <kekoopma@UTMB.EDU>; Navarro, 
Mark <mnavarro@UTMB.EDU>; Phillips, Teresa E. <teephill@UTMB.EDU>; Porter, Shannon L. <slporter@UTMB.EDU>; Ramirez, 
Donna R. <d1ramire@UTMB.EDU>; Reyes, Raul <rareyes@UTMB.EDU>; Skaggs, Bob <bskaggs@UTMB.EDU>; Smith, Christopher A. 
<chrissmi@UTMB.EDU>; Tillmon, Eva S. <estillmo@UTMB.EDU>; Valdes, Pep <pvaldes@UTMB.EDU>; Visor, Tonya F. 
<tfvisor@UTMB.EDU>; Von eschenbach, Christian <cfvonesc@UTMB.EDU>; Wyble, Jessica F. <jfwyble@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: FYI : HOUSTON CHRONICLE: MD Anderson fires 3 scientists over concerns about Chinese data theft 

FYI: 

MD Anderson fires 3 scientists over concerns about 
Chinese data theft 

Todd Ackermar April 19, 2019 Updated: April 19, 2019 11:27 a.m. 
Comments 

MD Anderson Cancer Center is ousting three scientists in connection with concerns China is trying to steal 
U.S. scientific research, the first such publicly disclosed punishments since federal officials directed some 
institutions to investigate specific professors in violation of granting agency policies. 

MD Anderson took the actions after receiving e-mails last year from the National Institutes of Health, the 
nation's largest public funder of biomedical research, describing conflicts of interest or unreported foreign 
income by five faculty members. The agency, which has been assisted by the FBI, gave the cancer center 30 
days to respond. 

"As stewards of taxpayer dollars invested in biomedical research, we have an obligation to follow up" when 
asked to investigate grant recipients, Dr. Peter Pisters, president of MD Anderson, told the Chronicle. "This is 
part of a much larger issue the country is facing — trying to balance an open collaborative environment and at 
the same time protect proprietary information and commercial interests." 

Pisters said the NIH could withhold MD Anderson funding if it didn't take action and if information provided in 
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its grant materials is inaccurate or incomplete. The cancer center received $148 million in NIH grant money in 
2018. 

MD Anderson's action comes amid heightened concern in Washington, D.C., and around the country that 
China and other foreign governments are exploiting U.S.-funded research for their own benefit, enlisting 
students and visiting scholars to pilfer intellectual property from confidential grant applications, and luring 
scientists to run "shadow laboratories" in their countries. 

Pisters said MD Anderson's reputation as the world's No. 1 cancer center has made it an obvious target. 

Academic espionage 

The cancer center invoked the termination process for three of the NIH-identified professors, two of whom 
resigned ahead of proceedings and one of whom is just beginning due process requirements, said Pisters. 
Officials determined termination was not warranted for one of the other professors and are still investigating a 
fifth. 

The cancer center gave the Chronicle copies of internal documents regarding the five cases. The names of 
the scientists were redacted, but Pisters said all are Asian. The Chronicle and Science magazine have 
confirmed at least three are ethnically Chinese. 

The departures are the first to become known since Dr. Francis Collins, director of the NIH, told a Senate 
panel earlier this month to expect related firings at institutions across the country soon. The panel and others 
in Congress have raised concerns about foreign theft of intellectual property at academic institutions. 

The departures also follow an unprecedented Houston gathering last summer at which FBI officials warned 
Texas academic and medical institution leaders of the threat, particularly by insiders, and called on them to 
share with the agency any and all suspicious behavior and information. The meeting, closed but reported on 
by the Chronicle, was one of the first events to call attention to a new federal effort nationally to thwart 
economic foreign espionage occurring at the academic level. 

But Pisters noted the FBI first notified MD Anderson about such concerns in 2015 during the Barack Obama 
administration. The cancer center consented to give the FBI access to the computer network accounts of 
several of its staff members in December 2017, some eight months before Collins sent academic institutions 
across the nation a letter alerting them to the threat and requesting help curbing "unacceptable breaches of 
trust and confidentiality." 

Collins told reporters after a Senate hearing last week that the FBI has played "a major part in providing us 
information." 

Soon after Collins' letter was sent to more than 10,000 U.S. institutions, the NIH began emailing MD Anderson 
and dozens of agency grant recipients outlining its concerns about specific individuals. 

Racial profiling accusations 

The crackdown has roiled Chinese and Chinese-American communities in the United States and particularly 
at MD Anderson and the Texas Medical Center. They contend the investigations involve racial profiling and 
targeting and claim the probes are driving out some researchers for relatively minor offenses, sometimes 
based on a misreading of science. 

"Scientific research depends on the free flow of ideas," said Frank H. Wu, president of the New York-based 
Committee of 100, a group of influential Chinese-Americans. "Our national interest is best advanced by 
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welcoming people, not by racial stereotyping based on where a person comes from." 

The Committee of 100 was among attendees at a meeting in Washington, D.C., in December at which several 
representatives of Houston's Asian community expressed concerns to the FBI about the fear and suspicions 
created by the agency's investigations and actions. And in March, a group of Chinese-American scientists 
voiced concern in a strongly worded letter in Science that recent rhetoric and proposals by the NIH and FBI 
could lead to unjust targeting of Chinese scientists. 

One of the co-authors was Mien-Chie Hung, a Taiwanese-born researcher who retired as MD Anderson's vice 
president for basic research to take a job as president of China Medical University in Taichung, Taiwan. (His 
move wasn't connected to any investigation, he says.) 

Sources close to the MD Anderson researchers who were investigated expressed concern that the five cases 
don't represent the total number of employees affected by investigations conducted by the FBI and the 
Houston cancer center. The sources say the number is probably more than 20, given documents they've 
reviewed that say MD Anderson gave the FBI access to 23 network accounts. 

In the past 18 months, they also note, 10 MD Anderson senior researchers or administrators of Chinese 
descent have retired, resigned or been placed on administrative leave. Some purportedly left of their own 
accord, but supporters say a toxic climate and perception of racial profiling hastened their departures. Two of 
the researchers subsequently took positions at Chinese institutions. 

Talent drain 

"These are the top talents foreign countries have been trying to recruit unsuccessfully," said Steven Pei, a 
University of Houston professor critical of the actions by MD Anderson. "We are now pushing them out of the 
Texas Medical Center, out of Houston, out of Texas and out of the U.S. It seems we're helping foreign 
countries to accomplish what they could not do by themselves. We are hurting the American competitiveness." 

Pisters downplayed the loss of talent, arguing that those affected involve "just a handful out of MD Anderson's 
1,700 faculty." Citing the cancer center's demographic breakdown — 30 percent white, 29 percent Asian, 23 
percent black and 17 percent Hispanic — Pisters argued "MD Anderson faculty and employees know the 
institution doesn't discriminate on the basis of gender, ethnicity, race or sexual orientation." 

Still, Pei wants to know why MD Anderson has become such an epicenter of the crackdown. 

The NIH contacted Baylor College of Medicine about issues involving four of its faculty, for instance, but the 
Houston medical school didn't fire any, said Adam Kuspa, Baylor's senior vice president for research. He said 
the institution instead worked to educate the faculty members, all ethnic Chinese, to make sure they disclose 
and fully describe foreign collaborations in the future. 

Pisters said he has no way to know if MD Anderson has been harsher than other institutions. He said "it's 
unfortunate a small group of individuals feel we have not been consistent with our core values." 

"In situations where individuals, small in number, have undergone investigations like this, I can understand 
why groups might feel that they're being singled out," said Pisters. "That's not our intent. We're simply acting 
on NIH letters we've received and our obligation as recipients of NIH funds." 

$600B in thefts 

There is no disputing the threat is real. After a 2017 report that found intellectual-property theft by China costs 
the U.S. as much as $600 billion annually, FBI Director Christopher Wray called China "the broadest, most 
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significant" threat to the nation and said its espionage is active in all 50 states. 

In recent years, much media coverage focused on Liu Ruopeng, a billionaire Chinese inventor who came to 
the U.S. 13 years ago to study in a Duke University researcher's lab and later was accused of stealing 
information there used to develop a so-called "invisibility cloak" on behalf of the Chinese government. 

U.S. government agencies, including the NIH, considerChina's "Thousands Talents" program as a key vehicle 
for transferring U.S. technology, intellectual property and know-how to China. A recruitment effort launched by 
the Chinese Communist Party's powerful Organization Department, the program aimed at luring back leading 
researchers of Chinese descent generally has been unsuccessful. But some U.S.-based scientists have used 
Thousands Talents grants as a way to fund trips to China and maintain access to research teams there. 

The FBI's Counterintelligence Division's Strategic Partnership Program argued in a 2015 handout that the 
program allows China to "benefit from years of scientific research conducted in the United States and 
"severely impacts the U.S. economy." The Chinese government censored the term Thousand Talents last fall 
after a General Electric engineer who had been a grant recipient was charged with trade secrets theft in New 
York state. 

MD Anderson's investigations mentioned that three of the five professors likely were involved in the Thousand 
Talents program, none of whom had disclosed the affiliation. (By contrast, none of the investigated Baylor 
faculty were affiliated with the program.) 

Pisters said MD Anderson permits researchers to accept such foreign funding as long as they disclose it and 
no single institution's payment exceeds 25 percent of their salary and the total doesn't exceed 50 percent. But 
Pisters added that the cancer center wants faculty to be aware of how Thousand Talents is designed to 
operate and called it "predatory." 

'Serious violations' 

MD Anderson's involvement with the FBI dates to a November 
2015 letter from Perrye K. Turner, special agent in charge of the 
FBI's Houston field office, to Less Stoltenberg, MD Anderson's 
chief information security officer. The letter requested assistance 
in a "national security investigation" Turner described as 
"pursuant to an authorized foreign counterintelligence 
investigation." 

In July 2017, chief legal officer Steven Haydon received a letter 
from Turner about "an investigation pertaining to the possible 
theft of MD Anderson resJarch and proprietary information." A 
month later, Haydon was summoned to testify before a grand 
jury in Houston. The content of his testimony is unknown, but the 
inquiry came as concerns mounted nationally over intellectual 
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property theft and influence operations linked to the Chinese 
government. 

A third letter from the FBI was sent to Haydon in November 
2017. The next month Pisters consented to provide the bureau 
with access to a number of staff accounts. 

In August 2017, MD Anderson received its first NIH email about 
a specific researcher. It noted the researcher had violated 
several NIH policies — specifically, confidentiality of peer review, 
failure to disclose other research resources and possibly failing 
to disclose a financial conflict of interest. In the weeks that 
followed, NIH sent four more letters to MD Anderson, each 
asking for more information regarding what were described as 
"serious violations" by cancer center professors. 

Max Weber, MD Anderson's compliance and ethics officer, 
looked into the cases and responded with lengthy reports 
detailing email correspondences the accused researchers had 
with people in China and the titles that they held at Chinese 
institutions. He also found examples of professors sharing 
confidential grant application materials with unauthorized third 
parties; undisclosed payments by institutions in China; and the 
leadership of a shadow laboratory in China. 

The investigations were questioned by a source familiar with one 
of the cases because of Weber's lack of expertise in matters of 
scientific collaboration. Pisters responded that "you don't need a 
scientific background to understand these ethical issues." 

In response to the foreign threat, MD Anderson in 2018 
developed a plan to reduce risks. In an email, Pisters warned 
employees of the "accelerating risks" of intellectual theft and 
cyberattacks and announced staff traveling internationally will 
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need to use loaner laptops and phones. Later, the center 
restricted the use of USB devices. 

A few blocks away in the medical center, Baylor is revising policy 
to prohibit researchers from having laboratories at two locations, 
domestic or foreign. 

The only other local academic institution to be contacted by the 
NIH about possible violations by a researcher was the University 
of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, which received one 
such letter, still under review. Neither Rice University nor the 
University of Houston received one. 

In the meantime, Baylor and MD Anderson are still waiting to 
hear back from the NIH about the actions they took. 

"If the NIH makes a determination the individual we determined 
didn't warrant termination should have been sanctioned, we'd 
have to revisit employment status," said Pisters. 

This story was produced in collaboration with Science Magazine, 
with reporting by Mara Hvistendahl. 
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To: 'George F GACY[gaof@im.ac.cn] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi@UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Yuan Zhiming[yzm@whiov.cn] 
From: LeDuc, James W.[/O=UTMB/OU=EMAIUCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Thur 1/3/2019 4:07:07 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Harbin meeting 
Editorial MCLs 2018 Final pdf 

Dear George, 

We are excited to see you again at the upcoming meeting in Harbin next week. It looks like we have a great group of speakers and 
very timely topics to discuss. 

I'm wondering if we might be able to set aside 30 minutes or so to meet with you to discuss next steps towards creating the global 
network of BRA laboratories as suggested in the recent Science editorial (attached) that Zhiming Yuan and I published. We could 
meet during lunch or at a coffee break as convenient for you. I just want to ensure that we are well coordinated before suggesting 
next steps. 

With best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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D1TORIAL 

Network* safe and secure labs 

I
he current outbreak of Ebola virus in the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo is a reminder that 
dangerous diseases exist in many corners of the 
world and that they can cause substantial human 
suffering and financial devastation locally and 
internationally in response, institutions and na-
tions are constructing maximum biocontainment 

laboratories (MCLs) to address these threats. MCLs oper-
ate at the highest level of biological containment to di-
agnose, perform research on, and validate cures for life-
threatening diseases like Ebola. There are more than 50 
MCLs that are operational, under construction, or in ad-
vanced planning around the world. The global prolifera-
tion of these facilities raises 
questions about how to ensure 
their safe and secure opera-
tions while enhancing their 
contributions to science and 
global health. One solution is 
to establish an MCL network 
that enables the sharing of 
best practices, collaboration, 
transparency, and exchange of 
specimens and technology 

A multitude of challenges 
are associated with MCIs. 
Even at the idea stage, a se-
rious issue is the objection 
of local communities to the 
construction of an MCL in 
their neighborhood. Several 
MCL operations were delayed 
or never realized because of 
public concern. Gaining com-
munity trust and support is 
therefore vital to planning and 
operating MCLs, so a network of such labs would be valu-
able for sharing experiences and providing guidance in 
these situations. 

Besides the millions of dollars that it costs to build 
a modern MCI, there are annual operations—mainte-
nance, utility, and security—that can amount to 5 to 10% 
of the construction costs. Moreover, there is a need for 
experienced guidance and qualified oversight to ensure 
that an MCI. is built and operated safely and securely. Yet, 
few such resources exist, and available training opportu-
nities are inconsistent and often wstly. An MCL network 
could fill the personnel pipeline more efficiently by con-
necting experienced personnel and professional societies 
to develop standards for globally accepted training and 
create mentoring opportunities. 

"These labs handle the world's 
most dangerous pathogens..." 

Importantly, MCLs must share a culture of respon-
sibility. These labs handle the world's most dangerous 
pathogens known, and there must be safeguards to pre-
vent theft or misuse. At the same time, security must be 
balanced against mechanisms that support collaboration. 
including specimen sharing. Again, by working together 
through an MCL network to develop standards and 
guidelines, a culture of responsibility could be fortified. 

We direct a newly constructed MCI, in Wuhan, China 
(Z.Y.), and an established MCL in the United States 
(J.W.L.), in Galveston, Texas. In preparation for the open-
ing of the new China MCI., we engaged in short- and 
long-term personnel exchanges focused on biosafety 

training, building operations 
and maintenance, and col-
laborative scientific investi-
gations in biocontainment 
We succeeded in transferring 
proven best practices to the 
new Wuhan facility Both labs 
recently signed formal coop-
erative agreements that will 
streamline future scientific 
and operational collabora-
tkms on dangerous pathogens, 
although funding for research 
and the logistics of exchang-
ing specimens are challenges 
that we have yet to solve. 
Ours is a promising first step 
in MCI. partnerships; how-
ever, wider national, regional, 
and international cooperation 
is needed. We benefited from 
meetings jointly sponsored 
by the U.S. National Academy 

of Sciences and the Chinese National Academy of Sci-
ences, and from World Health Organization initiatives, 
but stakeholders are not limited to human and animal 
health. Our partnership still requires input from foun-
dations and governmental agencies that are involved in 
security, commerce, and transportation, as well as from 
the commercial sector. 

Not every country requires an MCI, but every country 
can benefit from the collaborative operation of these labs. 
We encourage existing MCLs to convene a forum that 
brings together all stakeholders to conceive of an MCI. 
network so that these critical labs can tackle urgent global 
health needs safely, securely, and productively. 

-James W. Le Due and Miming Yuan 

James W. Le Duc 
is the director of the 
Galveston National 
Laboratory and 
a professor in the 
Department of 
Microbiology and 
Immunology at the 
University of 2exas 
Medical Branch, 
Galveston, Texas, 
USA. jwledu,c@ 
utmb.edu 

Zhiming Yuan 
is the director 
of the Wuhan 
National Biosafety 
Laboratory of the 
Chinese Academy 
of Sciences and a 
professor at the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, Wuhan, 
China. yznt@ 
wh.iov.cn 

10.1126/science.aav7120 
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To: 'Swayne, David[David.Swayne©ARS.USDA.GOV]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; 
Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.VO=UTMB/OU=EMAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/4/2019 8:36:06 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - travel memo and final agenda 

Dear David, 

Thanks very much for sharing your slides. It's a shame that you will not be able to join us, but all of us that have worked in the 
government clearly understand and sympathize with your situation. 

With best wishes for the New Year, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(1) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

From: Swayne, David <David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2019 8:30 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; 
Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - travel memo and final agenda 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dave and Jim: 

My sincerest apologies as with the US government shutdown, I will not be able to travel to the meeting in Harbin. 

I have attached my short presentation which I have also made a change in the title to "US-Sino Collaboration to Improve 
Understanding of Avian Influenza Epidemiology and Control." I placed some notes under each slide to help in the thought process 
and flow. 

Let me know if you need more information. 

Best wishes 

David E. Swayne, DVM, PhD 
Laboratory Director 
Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory, U.S. National Poultry Research Center, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, 934 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605 
Tel: 706-546-3433, Fax: 706-546-3161 
David.Swayne@ars.usda.gov 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [ BRusek 
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Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 6:32 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph [midi' <ikanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; lwleduc@UTMB.EDU'<iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@emaikunc.edu>
Cc: "Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Swayne, David <David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>;
Gladue, Douglas <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Doris R. Merrill' 
<dmerrill@bri.ksu.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - travel memo and final agenda 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Happy new year! The (hopefully) final version of the Harbin meeting agenda (2019-1-03) is attached for your information, sorry for 
the delay. The agenda includes a visit to the 731 museum and a group tour of the Harbin International Ice and Snow Sculpture 
Festival on the last day of the meeting. 

Due to the ongoing U.S. Government shutdown it is unlikely that Doug Gladue and David Swayne will be able to travel to the 
meeting. This is unfortunate and we will miss them. However they have provided their slides and other members of the delegation 
have volunteered to give their presentations on their behalf. 

I have attached the latest version of the travel memo for your information. When you arrive in Harbin you will be met at the airport 
and driven to the Aoluguya Hotel (I do not have hotel room confirmation numbers yet, if I get those before Saturday I will send 
them in a second email.) Please print out the memo and bring it with you. It includes additional information that you may need 
before you leave. 

FYI All travelers funded by NAS have been placed in the International SOS Global Assistance Program 
http://www.internationalsos.com/en/, (member number 11BMMS000238) while in Harbin (see attached card). Please also enroll in 
the U.S. Department of State Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) https://step.state.gov/step/ before you travel. 

I will be in the office all day tomorrow if you have any final questions. Thanks again for agreeing to patriciate and I look forward to 
seeing you in China! 

PS Some early photos of the festival: 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2019/jan/01/preparations-for-the-harbin-ice-and-snow-festival-in-pictures 
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/harbin-ice-and-snow-festival-2019-china/index.html 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/kidspost/ice-becomes-works-of-art-at-annual-festival-in-harbin-
china/2018/12/31/d53b2c18-0326-11e9-9122-82e98f9lee6f story.html?utm term=.f5f170cf1c21 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
Cell 1-202-839-0075 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 9:04 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph [MIC]' <ikanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Swayne, David' 
<David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Gladue, Douglas' <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
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Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - conference call on 12/18 at 2 PM ET docs 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Just a reminder that we are having a conference call to discuss the Harbin trip tomorrow Tuesday, December 18th at 2:00 PM ET. 

At 2:00 PM ET please call 1-888-537-7715 and when prompted, enter passcode 12223052#. 

Conference call agenda: 
-Introduction 
-Discussion of meeting and workshop goals (see attached one pager) 
-Discussion of 12-11-18 agenda (attached) 
-Discussion of DRAFT travel memo and logistics questions (attached) 
-Other issues 

We have attached a DRAFT travel memo for your initial review. We are missing a bit of information /detail so plan to send you the 
final memo (with more information about evening activities) the week before the meeting. 

We look forward to talking to you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Cervenka, Nicole 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 5:04 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph EM IC] <ikanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Reiman <relman@stanford.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.coi . ,) <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Swayne, David' 
<D;wid.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Gladue, Douglas' <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowrrran@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - conference call on 12/18 at 2 PM ET 

Good Afternoon, 

We will hold a 1-hour conference call for the Harbin trip on Tuesday, December 18th at 2 PM ET. 

At 2:00 PM ET please call 1-888-537-7715 and when prompted, enter passcode 12223052#. 

We will also be sending out a conference call agenda and draft travel memo before the conference call. 

Best regards, 

Nicole 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas. !> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 5:41 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph EM IC] <ikanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)<davidrfranz@gmail.com>; jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU)
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<peshi@UTMB.EDLJ>; 'Stephen Higgs <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <, „ „,ihmi .edu>; 'Swayne, David' 
<David.Swavne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Gladue, Douglas' <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, 
Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - update and conference call 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) and the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS) U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 
Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research. 

As you know the meetings will take place on January 8-9-10, 2019 on the campus of CAAS's Harbin Veterinary Research Institute in 
Harbin, China. The U.S. group will stay at the Aoluguya Hotel (No. 800, the 3rd Road of Chuangxin, Harbin) during the meeting. 

I have attached the latest DRAFT of the agenda for your review and information. It includes the names of confirmed Chinese 
speakers and possible session goals and discussion questions. Please review (and propose modifications to) the talk titles we 
proposed. 

We would like to hold a conference call next week to discuss the agenda and other issues associated with the meeting. Please send 
Nicole Cervenka (cced) your availability to participate in a one hour call from 9 AM to 6 PM ET, Monday Dec 17 to Thursday 
December 20th. We will provide conference call in information when we send you the time for the call. 

Thank you for working with Hope Hare (also cced) to make your flight arrangements and submit your visa application. We are 
working on the applications and will get passports back to you as soon as possible. We will also send you a travel memo with full 
logistical details before the conference call. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
Senior Program Officer 
Policy and Global Affairs 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
Room 526 
500 5th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone 1.202.334.3975 
Fax 1.202.334.1730 
Cell 1.202.839.0075 

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended recipients. Any unauthorized 
interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and subject the 
violator to civil or criminal penalties. If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete the email immediately. 
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To: Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Benjamin Rusek (BRusek©nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin 
(dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin@jhsph.edu] 
From: LeDuc, James W.VO=UTMB/OU=EMAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 1/4/2019 8:39:50 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Recent Chinese comments on human gene editing--Lancet 5 Jan 19 
SKM C36819010409170.pdf 

From today's Lancet, just FYI 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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Chinese Academy of 
Engineering calls for 
actions on the birth of 
gene-edited infants 
At the Second International Summit 
on Human Genome Editing held in 
Hong Kong, China, on Nov 27-29, 2018, 
jiankul He, the leading researcher 
involved in the birth of what he claims 
are gene-edited infants, described their 
work using CRISPR-Cas9 mediated 
genome editing of the (CRS gene 
in human germ cells and embryos.' 
This claim has caused outrage among 
the scientific community and society 
worldwide. 

The Chinese Academy of Engineering 
((AE) is a national organisation 
composed of elected members in 
engineering science and technology. 
The Division of Medicine and Health of 
CAE provides national and international 
advice on issues relating to health, 
medicine, health policy, and biomedical 
sciences. The Division and the Scientific 
Ethics Committee of CAE issue the 
following response to this event: 

Academically and technically, 
the presented work by jiankui He 
and colleagues does not provide 
a new advance in the science, and 
the application of genome editing 
technology in human embryos for 
reproductive purposes is inappropriate. 

Ethically and morally, without 
solid scientific validation and full 
consideration of the unpredictable 
safety risks, these researchers have 
not adhered to scientific integrity and 
ethical norms in this clinical operation 
of human germ cell genome editing 
for reproductive purposes. 

In terms of laws and regulations, 
the work He and colleagues claim to 
have done has violated China's policies 
and regulations on gene-related 
research,'' and their clinical operations 
are explicitly prohibited. 

We are concerned about the 
wellbeing of the infant twins involved 
in this case. We urge the scientific 
community and society to work 

together to develop a comprehensive 
strategy to ensure the twin babies' 
privacy and to provide preventive 
measurement for potential health and 
social issues related to the genome 
editing. 

We call an all science and technology 
professionals to strengthen self-
discipline of research ethics and strictly 
comply with all ethical norms, laws, and 
regulations in their research activities. 
When new situations emerge in the 
process of scientific and technological 
development, we should undertake 
solid, ethical research, strengthen 
education in related areas, and 
anticipate possible risks and challenges. 
The related ethical guidelines should 
also be improved to ensure responsible 
research. The relevant authorities 
should improve related laws and 
regulations, scrutinise regulatory and 
supervisory processes, advance the 
relevant legislative work, and prevent 
ethical misconduct. 

We will pay close attention to the 
ensuing investigation and its outcome, 
and will provide necessary scientific and 
technical advice and support. 

We believe the above statement 
represents the main voice of our 
scientific community. With the rapid 
development of increasingly powerful 
genome editing technologies that 
could potentially alter human genetic 
make-up, we must act now and face 
the challenges. It is time to formulate 
relevant legislation, laws, regulations, 
and guidelines, and make adaptive 
amendments as necessary to establish 
focused supervisory systems to avoid 
any inappropriate technical uses of this 
technology. 
We declaie no <of npeti ng interests 

Bob Zhang, Zuoning Chen, flan Yi, 
Hoiying Tong, *Chen Wong, an behalf 
of Chinese Academy of Engineering 
wangchen@cae.cn 

Chinese Academy of En9ineef mg. Beijing 100088. 
China 

China News. He Jiankui appeared in Hong Kong: 
results disdosing and question answer 
Chine News. Nov 28,2018. istnciinews.sina 
comxion018.11.28/dx•ihmutirec4407821. 
shtml (arxessed Nov 29,2018, in Chinese). 

2 Chinese Academy of Engineering. Chinese 
Academy of Engineering staternent on the 
birth of gene-edited infants. Nov 28. 2018. 
fittp://www.cae.cnicaeihtrnlitnainicolli2018-
11/28/20181128193924990854695_1.html 
(accessed Nov 29, 2018; in Chinese). 

3 Ministry of Science and Technology and 
Ministry of Health Guiding prim ipies of ethics 
for burnen embryonic stem cell research. 
Beijing: Ministry of Science and Technology 
and Ministry of Health. 2003 (in Chinese). 

4 MiniStry Of H6iih. Ethics principles c0 r human 
assisted reproductive technology and human 
sperm bank Beijing. Ministry of Health, 2016 
(in Chinese). 

5 National Health and Family Planning 
Commission Ethical review measuies for 
biomedical research involving human beings. 
Beijing. National Health and ramify Planning 
Commission, 2016 (in Chinese). 

Gene-edited babies: 
Chinese Academy of 
Medical Sciences' 
response and action 
CRiSPR-Cas9, a powerful tool for 
genome editing, has provided novel 
strategies and potential for treating 
human diseases. However, the ethical 
challenges remain unsolved for many 
clinical applications. As researchers 
from the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences, the national biomedical 
research institution in China, we and 
our colleagues are deeply concerned 
about media reports of the claim of the 
first gene-edited twin babies *immune 
to HIV" by jiankui He and colleagues,' 
At the Second International Summit 
on Human Genorne Editing in Hong 
Kong, China, jiankui He disclosed 
their work on CRISPR-Cas9 mediated 
genome editing of the (CRS gene in 
human germ cells and embryos! If their 
claims are verified, we feel compelled 
to state our position and concerns for 
the potential scientific ramifications 
and ethical impacts to our scientific 
community.' 

We are opposed to any clinical 
operation of human embryo genome 
editing for reproductive purposes in 
violation of laws, regulations, and 
ethical norms in the absence of full 
scientific evaluation. In the rapidly 
developing area of genome editing 
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technology, our scientific community 
should uphold the highest standards 
of bioethics in undertaking responsible 
biomedical research and applications 
and uphold our scientific reputation, 
the basic dignity of human life, and 
the collective integrity of our scientific 
community. 

The genome editing of germ cells or 
early embryos is still in the stage of basic 
research, and its safety and validity 
need to be fully evaluated. Therefore, 
scientific research institutions and 
researchers should not undertake 
clinical operations of genome editing 
of human germ cells for reproductive 
purposes, nor should they fund such 
research. 

Preclinical research on genome 
editing of human reproductive cell 
lines must follow technical standards 
and ethical norms. Sufficient evidence 
for the safety and effectiveness of this 
technology should be obtained through 
in-vitro studies of human tissues and 
embryonic genome editing studies 
of non-human animals, including 
primates. 

The Chinese Government prohibits 
the genetic manipulation of human 
gametes, zygotes, and embryos for 
reproductive purposes. The relevant 
government regulations and guide-
lines are clearly stated in the Guiding 
Principles of Ethics for Human 
Embryonic Stem Cell Research (2003V 
the Ethics Principles for Human 
Assisted Reproductive Technology 
and Human Sperm Bank (2003), the 
Ethical Review Measures for Biomedical 
Research Involving Human Beings 
(2016),' and the Safety Management 
Measures for Biotechnology Research 
and Development (2017)? jiankui He's 
operations violated these regulations. 

Scientists must place social 
responsibility before their research and 
evaluate and prevent any potential 
risks to human health before the 
implementation of high,risk research. 
Clearly, more practical guidelines are 
necessary for emerging technologies. 
In view of the technological progress 
of genome editing and new challenges 

to medical ethics, we will develop and 
issue further operational technical and 
ethical guidelines as soon as possible 
to guide and standardise relevant 
research and applications to prevent 
any potential ethical misconduct and 
to provide authoritative guidance for 
the development of research according 
to the highest scientific and ethical 
standards. 

We advocate that all research 
and medical institutions should 
strengthen the organisation of ethical 
committees and supervision of the 
ethical review and research processes, 
provide ethical education and training 
programmes for researchers and 
medical practitioners, and promote 
public education programmes of 
scientific knowledge and ethical 
awareness. Comprehensive education 
and training programmes are essential 
for responsible medical research. 

Medical researchers and practitioners 
are guardians of human health. We 
call for the protection of the personal 
privacy of the twin babies and for 
proper care to ensure their healthy 
development, psychologically and 
physiologically. We must abide by 
the laws and follow the highest 
scientific and ethical standards to 
ensure the safe translation of scientific 
advances to human health benefit. 
New technologies, such as CRISPR, 
potentially revolutionise medicine and 
we are confident—with the collective 
wisdom of scientific community and 
government support—that we can 
reach common ground and policies 
to guide the rapid development and 
applications in health sciences. 
Wm declere ni) competing interests. 

(hen Wang, Xiaornei ThOL 
Xinging Zhang, Limit) Li, 
*jianwei Wang, De-pei Liu, on behalf of 
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 
jianwei.wang@ipbcams.ac.tn 

Chinese Acadeiny of Medical Si:ienr es, Beijing 
100730, China 

1 SinaTech. Binh o1 5m gene-edited babies in 
China. Sino Ter.h. Nov 26, 2011.1ittps.ilterh. 
sina.com trifeigt2018-11-26/tioc-
ihmutuet3749997shtml (accessed 
Nov 29, 2018: in Chinese). 

2 China News. He jiankui apoeated in Song aorig: 
iesirttsdisdosing and quest ion answer 
Chineiliews. Nov28, 2012 http.firiews.sir,a 
rom.colof2012-11-281doc-ilimutu4407821. 
shtml (accessed Nov 29.2018: in Chinese). 

3 Chinese Academy of Merkal Sciences. 
Statement on first gene-edited babies. 
Nov 22, 2018. intpliwww•carnsIniblog 
(accessed Nov 29,2018; in Chinese). 

4 Ministry of Science andlechnolagy and Ministry 
!sio 

llefoiing 
tii:s:h 

w 
i 

isvy 
for ihurna: 

d 
f

2003k e n c(ema TedCN,nc, oin oiogy and Mil listry of Health, 

5 mini:a iy of Health. Ethics prin.:01es for human 
assisted peprodoctive technoiogy and human 
sperm hank. Beijing. Miniegy of Health, 2016 
(in Chinese). 

6 National Health and Family Planning 
Coffin lission. Ethical review measures for 
botn 3caIser,esch involving human beings. 
Beijing: National Health and Family Planning 
Commis.ion, 2016 (in Chinese). 
Ministry of Science and Technology. Safety 
management measures for biotechnology 
reseaich and development. Beijing: Ministry of 
Science and Technology, 2017 Chinese). 

Open letter from Chinese 
HIV professionals on 
human genome editing 

On Nov 28, 2018, during the Second 
International Summit on Human 
Genome Editing in Hong Kong, 
jiankui He and colleagues from 
China claimed that they have edited 
the human embryonic genome to 
disable the CCRS gene in work that 
resulted in the birth of twin sisters.' 
The announcement generated serious 
concerns relating to scientific this. 
As Chinese professionals engaged 
in HIV research and prevention, we 
strongly oppose genome editing on 
healthy human germline cells and 
embryos for reproductive purposes 
and HIV prevention. We call for.
policies and regulatory authorities to 
thoroughly investigate this incident 
and to fully protect the privacy and 
rights of the babies and associated 
family members. We commend the 
Chinese Government agencies in 
swiftly halting such experiments 
and initiating a series of nationwide 
efforts to safeguard the highest 
scientific and ethical standards in 
genome editing research. Rules and 
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regulations roust be implemented for 
the proper evaluation and oversight 
of genome editing technology for 

human use. In support of stable and 
sustained scientific development in 
China and other countries, we make 
the following statements. 

First, from a scientific ethical 
perspective, we oppose genome 
editing of healthy human germline 
cells and embryos for reproductive 
use. Rigorous scientific and ethical 
assessments are also required for 
genome editing of germline cells 
and embryos with the intention of 
treating severe genetic diseases." 
All research should be balanced 
against the severity of the disease to 
ensure that a safe risk-benefit ratio to 
study volunteers and highest ethical 
standards are achieved. China and 
international regulatory agencies 
should make renewed and enhanced 
efforts to ensure the proper regulation 
and implementation of genome 
editing technology to take account of 
all appropriate scientific, ethical, and 
societal contexts." Those individuals 
and associated institutions that violate 
these principles and regulations should 
be held accountable. 

Second, there are dear and 
strict regulations and institutional 
review processes in Europe and the 
USA on human genome editing 
technology.'" China has introduced 
scientific and bioethical regulations 
and recommendations on safety and 
applications of biotechnologies to 
human reproduction since 2003.4
However, government policies and 
regulatory authorities worldwide must 
keep pace with developments in this 
technology and formulate effective 
regulatory measures in a timely way. 
Researchers and their institutions 
worldwide must safeguard the highest 
scientific ethical standards in scientific 
research and improve their legal, 
scientific, and ethical awareness. The 
safety and effectiveness of human 
genome editing technology must be 
evaluated in a regulated environment 
with appropriate oversight. 

Third, human genome editing 
technology still requires improvement 
and refinement. There are likely to 
be unintended consequences of this 
technology, largely involving off. 
target and unintended side-effects' 
that, mean extreme caution is needed 
if this technology is to be used in 
clinical trials and practice. 

Fourth, the CCRS gene has a key role 
in maintaining proper physiological 
and immunological functions of the 
cell.' Genetically knocking out CCR5 
in healthy human embryos has no 
scientific basis, could have severe 
adverse effects, and is likely to have 
unpredictable consequences. 

Fifth, HIV is highly mutable and 
CCR5 is only one of the co-receptors 
for HIV entry. Therefore, disabling 
the CCR5 gene would not completely 
prevent HIV infection. 

Finally, proven effective and 
affordable strategies already exist 
for the prevention of perinatal 
transmission of Hiv, including 
antiretroviral drugs, safe delivery, 
and alternative feeding.' Embryonic 
knockout CCR5 provides no benefit but 
is likely to have uncontrollable risks to 
the babies and their future health. 

Chinese scientists are committed 
to scientific advancement and social 
development. In exploring new 
areas and driving innovation we 
must always safeguard the highest 
ethical standards in our research. 
The proper balance between risks 
and benefits must be evaluated and 
managed to ensure the innovative 
human genome editing technology 
can be safely and effectively applied 
for future human use. We have an 
obligation and responsibility to 
provide the best quality of care to 
our community while pushing the 
boundary of innovation to fight 
against human diseases. 
We declare no competing interests. 

*LingiZhang, Ping Zhong, 
Xiaomei Zhai, Yiming Shoo, and 
Shan Lir, on behalf 0149 signatories f 
thangiinqi@maiLtsinghua.Othz.cr1 

Comprehensive All:15 Research (ea $ter, Global Heal: h 
and Infect:ow Diseases: Scboul of Medi( Ts:nghua 
Univetsity, Beng, 100084.041a (12)i Shanghai 
Municipal untitutes for Preventive Medicine, 

glan3luii China (P21 Center for Oioethics, Chinese 
Academy of Medical Sciences and Peking Union 
Medical College. Beijing, Chins (KZ); State Key 
laboratoryof Infectious Disease Prevention and 
Control, National Center for AiDSISTO Control and 
Prevention, Chinese Centerfor Disease Control and 
Pievention, Beijing. China (YS); and DeparnrIent of 
Medicine. Irniversity of Massachusetts Medical 
School. Worcester; MA, USA (St) 

1 China News. He Ii3nkui appeared in Hong Kong: 
results disclosing and question anNwer. 
Chino News. Nov 2L 2018. fittp(inews.sina 
cern.coloi2D18.11.28/doc- ihmutuec4407821, 
shtrnt tacoassed Nov 29: 2018; in Chinese). 

2 Nufheid Council on Sloe; hics. Genome editing 
and human reproduction. Li:with:in: Nuffrekt 
Council on itioethics, 2013. 

3 National Academies of Sciences. Engineering, 
and Medk:iner litonan genome editing: science. 
ethics, and governance. Washington, OC: 
The National Academies Press, 2017. 

4 Chinese Ministry of Health and Ministry of 
Science andlechriology. Ethical guidance on 
human embryonic cell research. regulations on 
biomedical research related to human studies. 
safety regulations on biotechnology resealch. 
Beijing: Chinese Ministry of Health and Minim ry 
of Science and Technoiogy, 2003. 

S Cong 1. Zhang F. Genome engineering using 
CeISPR-Cas9 system. Methods Mai Mai 2015: 
1239297-227. 

6 Lusso HIV and the thernokine system,
10 yeass later. EMBO) 2006: 25: 447-56. 

7 WHO. Global guidance cm criteria and process 
for validation: elimination of mother4o-child 
transmission of HIV and syphilis Geneva. World 
Health Organization. 2014. 

Screening for abdominal 
aortic aneurysm 
Minna johansson and colleagues 
(June 16, p 2441)  claim no effect on 
aneurysm mortality during 6 years of 
follow-up among men participating in 
the Swedish abdominal aortic aneurysm 
(AAA) screening programme, and we 
question the justification of such claims. 

The authors chose not to commen t on 
nor cite the results of a study that was 
ten times larger than theirs and included 
253 896 Swedish men, aged 65 years, 
who participated in the programme in 
2006-14.' Counties having screened 
for more than 6 years showed a more 
prominent mortality decline during the 
last 4 years. Johanson and colleagues 
followed a cohort one tenth the size 
and up to 6 years only, the timepoint 

tSee Citi4rae tors list of 
signatoneS in the appendix 

www ilielare et <on; Vol 313 January 5, 2019 27 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)'[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu]; Bowman, Katherine[KBowman@nas.edu]; Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu]; 
Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Swayne, David[David.Swayne©ARS.USDA.GOV] 
Sent: Fri 1/4/2019 8:29:33 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - travel memo and final agenda 

NAS China -2019.pptx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Dave and Jim: 

My sincerest apologies as with the US government shutdown, I will not be able to travel to the meeting in Harbin. 

I have attached my short presentation which I have also made a change in the title to "US-Sino Collaboration to Improve 
Understanding of Avian Influenza Epidemiology and Control." I placed some notes under each slide to help in the thought process 
and flow. 

Let me know if you need more information. 

Best wishes 

David E. Swayne, DVM, PhD 
Laboratory Director 
Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory, U.S. National Poultry Research Center, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, 934 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605 
Tel: 706-546-3433, Fax: 706-546-3161 
David.Swayne@ars.usda.gov 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 6:32 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph [MIC]' <jkanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Relman' <relman@stanford.edu>; 'Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'jwleduc@UTMB.EDU' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'Shi, Pei yong 
(peshi@UTMB.EDU)' <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; 'Saif, Linda' 
<saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Baric, Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Baric, Toni C' (antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu)' <antoinette_baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowman@nas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Swayne, David <David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 
Gladue, Douglas <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>; 'Doris R. Merrill' 
<dmerrill@bri.ksu.edu> 
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - travel memo and final agenda 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Happy new year! The (hopefully) final version of the Harbin meeting agenda (2019-1-03) is attached for your information, sorry for 
the delay. The agenda includes a visit to the 731 museum and a group tour of the Harbin International Ice and Snow Sculpture 
Festival on the last day of the meeting. 

Due to the ongoing U.S. Government shutdown it is unlikely that Doug Gladue and David Swayne will be able to travel to the 
meeting. This is unfortunate and we will miss them. However they have provided their slides and other members of the delegation 
have volunteered to give their presentations on their behalf. 

I have attached the latest version of the travel memo for your information. When you arrive in Harbin you will be met at the airport 
and driven to the Aoluguya Hotel (I do not have hotel room confirmation numbers yet, if I get those before Saturday I will send 
them in a second email.) Please print out the memo and bring it with you. It includes additional information that you may need 
before you leave. 
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FY, All travelers funded by NJ-6 have been placed in the International SOS Global Assistance Program 
http://www.internationalsos.com/en/, (member number 11BMMS000238) while in Harbin (see attached card). Please also enroll in 
the U.S. Department of State Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) https://step.state.gov/step/ before you travel. 

I will be in the office all day tomorrow if you have any final questions. Thanks again for agreeing to patriciate and I look forward to 
seeing you in China! 

PS Some early photos of the festival: 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2019/jan/01/preparations-for-the-harbin-ice-and-snow-festival-in-pictures 
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/harbin-ice-and-snow-festival-2019-china/index.html 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/kidspost/ice-becomes-works-of-art-at-annual-festival-in-harbin-
china 2018 12 31 d53b2c18-0326-11e9-9122-82e98f91ee6f stor .html?utm term=.f5f170cf1c21 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 
Cell 1-202-839-0075 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 9:04 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph EM IC] <ikanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.col  ) <  lavidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwleduc@UTME.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMFLEDU) 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@lhmi.edu>; 'Swayne, David' 
<David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Gladue, Douglas' <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowm a npnas.edu>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@r  
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - conference call on 12/18 at 2 PM ET docs 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Just a reminder that we are having a conference call to discuss the Harbin trip tomorrow Tuesday, December 18th at 2:00 PM ET. 

At 2:00 PM ET please call 1-888-537-7715 and when prompted, enter passcode 12223052#. 

Conference call agenda: 
-Introduction 
-Discussion of meeting and workshop goals (see attached one pager) 
-Discussion of 12-11-18 agenda (attached) 
-Discussion of DRAFT travel memo and logistics questions (attached) 
-Other issues 

We have attached a DRAFT travel memo for your initial review. We are missing a bit of information /detail so plan to send you the 
final memo (with more information about evening activities) the week before the meeting. 

We look forward to talking to you tomorrow. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
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1-202-334-3975 

From: Cervenka, Nicole 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 5:04 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph EM IC] <ikanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Reiman <relman@stanford.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.co. ) < 'avidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwleduc@UTM8.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTM8.EDU) 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Swayne, David' 
<David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Gladue, Douglas' <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Bowman, 
Katherine <KBowmangnas.erlu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - conference call on 12/18 at 2 PM ET 

Good Afternoon, 

We will hold a 1-hour conference call for the Harbin trip on Tuesday, December 18th at 2 PM ET. 

At 2:00 PM ET please call 1-888-537-7715 and when prompted, enter passcode 12223052#. 

We will also be sending out a conference call agenda and draft travel memo before the conference call. 

Best regards, 

Nicole 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek !>
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 5:41 PM 
To: 'Kanabrocki, Joseph EM IC] <ikanabro@bsd.uchicago.edu>; 'David A Reiman' <relman@stanford.edu>; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.co[ ) < lavidrfranz@gmail.com>; iwleduc@UTM8.EDU; Shi, Pei yong (peshi@UTMB.EDU) 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>; 'Stephen Higgs' <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; 'Diane Griffin' <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; 'Swayne, David' 
<David.Swayne@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Gladue, Douglas' <Douglas.Gladue@ARS.USDA.GOV>; 'Saif, Linda' <saif.2@osu.edu>; 'Baric, 
Ralph S' <rbaric@email.unc.edu>
Cc: 'Baric, Toni C' (antoinette baric@med.unc.edu) <antoinette baric@med.unc.edu>; Hare, Hope <HHare@nas.edu>; Cervenka, 
Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>; Bowman, Katherine <KBowmanPnas.edu>
Subject: NASEM bio meetings in Harbin, China in Jan 2019 - update and conference call 
Importance: High 

Greetings, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) and the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS) U.S. China Dialogue and Workshop on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 
Laboratory Safety, Global Health Security and Responsible Conduct in the Use of Gene Editing in Viral Infectious Disease Research. 

As you know the meetings will take place on January 8-9-10, 2019 on the campus of CAAS's Harbin Veterinary Research Institute in 
Harbin, China. The U.S. group will stay at the Aoluguya Hotel (No. 800, the 3rd Road of Chuangxin, Harbin) during the meeting. 

I have attached the latest DRAFT of the agenda for your review and information. It includes the names of confirmed Chinese 
speakers and possible session goals and discussion questions. Please review (and propose modifications to) the talk titles we 
proposed. 

We would like to hold a conference call next week to discuss the agenda and other issues associated with the meeting. Please send 
Nicole Cervenka (cced) your availability to participate in a one hour call from 9 AM to 6 PM ET, Monday Dec 17 to Thursday 
December 20th. We will provide conference call in information when we send you the time for the call. 

Thank you for working with Hope Hare (also cced) to make your flight arrangements and submit your visa application. We are 
working on the applications and will get passports back to you as soon as possible. We will also send you a travel memo with full 
logistical details before the conference call. 
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Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin J. Rusek 
Senior Program Officer 
Policy and Global Affairs 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
Room 526 
500 5th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone 1.202.334.3975 
Fax 1.202.334.1730 
Cell 1.202.839.0075 

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended recipients. Any unauthorized 
interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and subject the 
violator to civil or criminal penalties. If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and 
delete the email immediately. 
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10 minutes total: 

US-Sino Collaboration to 
Improve Understanding of 

Avian Influenza Epidemiology 
and Control 

David E Swayne 

Exotic and Emerging Avian Viral Diseases Research Unit 
Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory 
U.S. National Poultry Research Center 

Agricultural Research Service 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Athens, Georgia 

4  

ANIMAL 
INFLUENZA 

USDA Av'otwm: 
Research 
Service 
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Complex Avian Influenza Virus Ecology/Epidemiology 

• Outdoor rearing 
• Outdoor access 
• Wild bird access to 
buildings 
•Environmental exposure 

Exp 
A 

LPAIV 
(111-13) 

LPAIV 
(H1-16) 
Primordial 
Reservoir 

H5/7 HA 
Mutation 

Domestic Ducks 

115 CsIG 
Extiosure NA_A

*(\fi
HPAIV 

Wild 
Waterfowl 

1. China and USA both host the major wild waterfowl migratory routes within their 
respective continents 

2. China and USA are the two largest poultry producers in the World 

Wild waterfowl and shorebirds are directly involved in the ecology/epidemiology of AIV 
Primordial reservoir of all LPAIV virus gene segments 
Transfer of such LPAIV to domestic poultry through exposure and adaptation process 

Some H5 and H7 LPAIV mutate to HPAIV after circulate in terrestrial poultry: 
Most of these HPAIV do not go back into wild bird reservoir but are eradicated in domestic poultry by stamping out strategy 
However the H5 Goose/Guangdong HPAIV, which emerged in 1996, at specific periods of time has gone back into the wild bird 
reservoir and been spread along migratory routes. 
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Key Issues 

Historical "Stamping-out" Program 
is a Late Response to an Agricultural 
High Pathogenicity Avian Influenza 

(HPAI) Outbreak: 
• Enhanced biosecurity prevent HPAI 

introduction onto naïve farms or from 
leaving affected farms; movement control 
essential 

• Diagnostics and surveillance —> quickly 
find HPAI 

• Elimination of infected poultry (culling) 
stamp-out HPAI action plan with 

compensation 

• Education your individual 
responsibility and high compliance rate 

Questions: 
1. How do low pathogenicity avian 

influenza (LPAI) viruses move from 
wild waterfowl reservoir to domestic 
agricultural systems? 

2. Can we "predict", based on 
environmental/management 
conditions at wild bird-agricultural 
interface and surveillance data, and 
intervene to prevent such LPAI virus 
transfers? 

3. Can we better understand & 
intervene to prevent LP HP viruses 
in terrestrial poultry? 

4. How do we improve Al eradication 
within agricultural systems? 

Historically, most outbreaks of H5/H7 HPAIV in agricultural systems have been eradicated by "stamping-our programs using 4 
components as listed on slide 

We (China, USA and other countries of the world) have common issues that require science to answer in order to develop 
solutions (listed above) 
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Naïve 
C OM merei 

Poultry 

Periurba 
birds 

Clothing, shoes 
& equipment 
(Mechanical) 

Spora die 
transbotnidary 
introductions 

A ivc

Backyard Poulay „ 
&LPM E Swrqne 

There are multiple connections between wild waterfowl and poultry at the interface of wild bird ecosystems and agriculture. 
There connections have different frequencies of interactions and have specific risks that should be addressed in prevention and 
eradication programs. 

Two examples of transfer of AIV across wild bird to poultry are included in the following 5 slides: 
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USDA 
WINN UMW asks Okektment Aerkullum 2017 HPAI Detection 

• 4 March 2017, H7N9 HPAI in broiler breeder flock, Lincoln 
County, Tennessee 

• 15 March 2017, second II7N9 HPAI in broiler breeder flock, 
Lincoln County, Tennessee in 10Iun Control Zone 

• Both HPAI infected flocks were depopulated 
• H7N9 LPAI virus and/or antibody detections in Tennessee 

(Giles), Alabama, Georgia and Kentucky broiler breeder and 
backyard poultry, indicating prior introduction of H7N9 
LPAI before mutation to HPAI virus 

• Virus elimination activities (C&D) completed 13 May 2017 

Deng-Hun Lee, Mk K Torcheth. 
Maly Lee Kibet, Yobsenes Berhaae. 
Mee] F. Sayee. Finersia8 In lee, ioue 
Dem,. 23( 1 I): I 060.1863, 2017 

First for consideration - example of transfer of LPAIV from wild birds to commercial poultry in multiple locations and a single 
HPAIV mutation followed by eradication by stamping-out. 
The first evidence of infection in commercial poultry was detection of HPAIV in Broiler Breeder facility of 74,000; in 1 of 6 houses 
in Lincoln County, TN on March 4, 2017 with signs of respiratory distress and increased death. A second case was detected 10 
days later in a flock of 55,000 Br Breeder within Control zone. 
Surveillance in Southeast states detected virus or antibodies to H7 LPAI in 4 States (AL, KY, GA, & TN) in broiler breeders and 
backyard poultry flocks 
H7 LPAI or HPAI was detected in 12 Infected Premises (confirmed or presumptive; 6 commercial flocks, 6 backyard flocks) with 
nearly 253,000 birds were depopulated as part of the HPAI and LPAI response or had succumbed to the HPAI virus 
2017 Direct Al financial cost estimate: $2.8 M 
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USDA 
MAME tinned States Department of Afriouthm, 2017 HPAI and LPAI Detections 

• North American wild bird lineage and not related to Asian 1-17N9 HPAI viruses 

• <99.2-99.7% nucleotide identity across all 8 gene segments (except cleavage site) 

• Elongate cleavage site: PENPKTDRKSRHRRIR/G, insert 27 nucleotides of chicken 
28S rRNA 

• Reassortment of wild bird LPAIV genes and transmission to poultry 

• Progenitor - A/blue-winged teal/Wyoming/ 
AH0099021/2016 (117N9): 7 Sep 16, 99.1-
99.8% nucleotide identity all 8 gene segs. 

• Similar virus from BWT/SK/2016 (5 gene 
segs. (PB2, PA, HA, NA, NS) 

Dous•Fiuu Lee. M. K. Tore.hetIL Mary Lea Kum 
Yoheases Seaate. Dev id E Svieyee. 
Dnergcs lafeo San Diseea. Z3(1 1)1860-1 863, 2017 6 

The H7N9 virus was N. American Wild Bird lineage and not Eurasian 
High sequence similarity across all 8 gene segments for all outbreak AIVs 
27 nucleotide insert from 285 RNA chicken in HPAN - Suggests mutation during virus replication 
Progenitor Blue winged teal/Wyoming - 7/SEP/2017 (6 months prior) - 99.8% nucleotide identity all 8 gene segments 
Predecessor (5 genes - Blue winged teal/Saskatchewan, Aug 2017); PB1, NP, M gene segments from other North American 
LPAIV in Central/Mississippi flyways 
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USDA 
United States Depatmesd of Atplaalunt 

2017 HPAI and LPAI Detections 

• Based on Network analysis, there was separate 
introductions from a common source into Tennessee 
and Alabama poultry operations 

• Potential for > 3 separate introductions 

• Time to Most Recent Common Ancestor (tMRCA) of 
each of these 3 clusters was December 2016—January 
2017 — suggesting LPAIV circulated in poultry 2-3 
months before mutation and detection as HPAIV 

• Single LPAIV to HPAIV mutational event on first 
farm and spread to second farm 

Dong.11. Lee, Mho K. Torchrtd, Mar, Les 10111an. Wohonnes Bedlam, David E. Sworn.. Emerging Infectious Mess. 23(10: 1840.1863.2E7 

s 

Purchwo 1Infeded bird 
---+ Secondery spread 

Median-joining phylogenetic network of influenza A(H7N9) viruses - constructed from concatenated H7N9 virus genomes 
containing all 8 segments suggests separate introductions AL and TN from common source 
Time for Most Recent Common Ancestor (tMRCA) 5 Oct 2016 for HA gene 
Potential for 3-5 separate introductions of H7N9 LPAIV that were not detected until mutation to HPAIV on one farm 
tMRCA for 3 clusters Dec 2016 -Jan 2017 
The distribution of cases across 4 states and discovery of antibody-positive flocks with low or no viral RNA identified during 
routine and zone surveillance during March 2017 together with the phylogenetic analysis indicating a theoretical poultry 
precursor and variability in viruses from the same farm suggest that the H7N9 LPAIV virus circulated in the area undetected in 
poultry before the initial HPAI virus detection (single mutation event and spread to second farm). 
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Global spread of H5 D 2.14r 
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• The H5N8 viruses likely moved to parts of Siberia and Beringia 
• Evolved into subgroups during the breeding season 
• Subsequently spread along different flyways (luring autumn into Europe, East Asia and North 

America 
• Reassortment events with LPAIV lead to the divergence of H5 viruses into distinct subtypes, including 

reassortant H5N1, H5N2 and H5N8 in North America Do'g-Hun Lee et al., 2015..IVirol 898521-6524. trinA 
Doug-Him Lee et al., 2016. E() 22(7)1283. 

INK:11 5..evai • 

The second case is the intercontinental spread of 2.3.4.4 H5N8 HPAN from Asia to North America in 2014 
Use the 4 bullet points above 
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• USA outbreak Gs/GD 2.3.4.4 HPAIV: 311 

detections; 21 states affected, — 50.4 million 

commercial birds 

• Phylogeographic-viral migration for Asia: 

and North American well-supported by Europe 
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The circumpolar region of the artic is home to the summer breeding grounds of the majority of migratory waterfowl with some 
sharing of breeding grounds between continents 
The continued reassortment of H5 clade 2.3.4.4 HPAIV with co-circulating, high and low pathogenic viruses have created a 
diverse genetic pool with intra and intercontinential spread of 2.3.4.4 Gs/GS viruses. 
China and USA are in flight pathways for wild waterfowl in 7 major flyways covering North America and Eurasia with geographic 
proximity and ecological systems for exchange of AN between continents 
- Coming back to our data, we used a Bayesian statistical analysis to test hypotheses of viral migration and calculated Bayes 
factor 
The migrations with Bayes factors that were greater than six were summarized as well-supported by Bayes Factor and revealed 
that Group icA migrated first from China to Korea and Japan, it then moved to North America 
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Future Collaboration 

- Expansion of support for OFFLU (World Organization for Animal Health and 
Food and Agricultural Organization Animal Influenza Network) through 
enhanced surveillance of the seven major waterfowl flyways and agricultural 
systems for poultry production to identify novel and emerging LPAIV and 
HPAIV genotypes 

- Exchange of information and scientists between countries on avian influenza: 

• Use of surveillance data to identify emergence of genetic and antigenic chift mutants 
that impact poultry and human prepandemic vaccine efficacy 

• Improving selection of vaccine seed strain candidates and improved efficacy testing 
for poultry vaccines 

• Reducing time for regulatmy process for licensing new vaccine technologies and 
updating licensed avian influenza vaccines for poultry 
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Merci Beaucoup! 
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BWT/SK/2016(H7N9) 

LPAI 

\ 

Wild bird-origin 
Central/Mississippi flyway 

LPAI 

LPAI 
BWINVY/2016(H7N9) 

L PAI 
CK/TN/2017(H7N9) 

HPAI 
CK/TN/2017(H7N9) 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole[NCervenka©nas.edu] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SHI, PEI YO] 
Sent: Wed 6/12/2019 11:47:59 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 
Draft Kunming plan June 12 2019.docx 

I have made very minor suggestions. 
Thanks. 
Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 11:16 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Please see attached draft incorporating some edits. Please check footnote (1) on AAALAC certification—Is it CAS or CAMS? I 
deleted specific reference to BSL4 and just used "biocontainment" given their response to Pei-Yong. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTIMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 9:40 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Thanks, Jim 

If possible, let's aim to send the final meeting proposal to Longding by the end of today so that he could initiate the approval 
process. This is because their summer break will start in three weeks. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 8:50 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Excellent job, Pei-Yong! Thank you. I suggest we not make an issue of the BSL4 visit. This may resolve itself with time (or get 
worse...). Let's review Ben's draft again with the goal of sending a final out by the end of this week. I'd be interested in the 
thoughts of others, but my personal opinion is that it still might be of value to have a face-to-face conversation with their 
leadership in Kunming. 

Thanks again for taking the lead in this dialogue. 

Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 7:25 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 
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Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

Finally, Longding got back to me. We talked over phone this morning. Here are the updates. 

1. Their institute leadership team is fully supportive for the joint meeting in Kunming 
2. Due to the current US-China situation, they will not be able to show us the P4 facility 
3. We need to send them the one-page summary/proposal for the joint meeting for approval 
4. They will cover the expenses for all Chinese participants and meeting facility 

Please let me know if we want to move forward. If so, we should send Longing our one-page summary/proposal that Ben has 
already prepared. 

Given the current condition, it is not critical for me to visit Kunming in July. I will cancel my trip to the other conference in Kunming. 

Please advise the next steps. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 1:17 AM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Pei-yong, Dave and Jim. 

Sorry for the delay sending this. Attached a doc for comment/editing that includes a possible topics list, please refine 

Of Dave's dates, I probably can't do the week before Thanksgiving week (will likely be in India). 

PS I am at the labs all week so will have limited email access until Friday evening. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@grna corn> 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2019 7:56 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole <NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

Great Pei-yong! Good that's moving forward. The following arc my conflicts in Oct and first half of Nov: 

Oct 22-23—A committee meeting in DC (I could skip if I had to, but prefer not) 
Nov 7-8—Lecture at Dartmouth that is locked in 
Nov 18-19 or 20 (not sure which day)—Keynote at ABSA national meeting (also locked in) 

Thanks again for all you do, dave 

David R. Franz 
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Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Jun 3, 2019, at 7:17 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I had a good discussion with Longding this morning. He will talk to his institute leadership team and get back to us. 

Meanwhile, I think we should narrow down the meeting dates, at least from our side. At our last week's TC, Ben 
proposed October or the first two weeks of November. Is this good for all of us? 

I will let you know as soon as I hear back from Longding. 

Best, 
Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek nas.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, June 02, 2019 4:32 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Cervenka, Nicole 
<NCervenka@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Topic lists from Galveston & Harbin 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Dave, 

Good call. I am putting together a one page document that details the plan for Kunming (should be done with 
it in a few hours). I will add these topics to the list. 

Ben 
On Jun 2, 2019, at 11:29 AM, David Franz <daviddranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Ben, Did you come up with a tentative list for Kunming on the call? I'm sure you will 
have talked about advanced development of MCMs. Also NHP models of disease. Sorry I 
missed it, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On May 31, 2019, at 10:37 AM, Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek nas.edu> wrote: 

Hi Pei-yong, Jim and Dave, 
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Here are the topics from Galveston and Harbin. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Cervenka, Nicole < 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2019 10:26 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin < Rusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Topic lists for Galveston & Harbin 

Galveston 2018 
Opening Remarks and Keynote Addresses 

• Host jump of emerging viruses: Flu, MERS-CoV and Ebola 
• "Going digital:" Opportunities and challenges for safety and security when 

life and advances in life sciences are expressed as O's and 1's 
Clinical Care and Product Development in Biocontainment 

• The care and management of Ebola patients 
• Challenges of medical product development in biocontainment 
• Ensuring data quality and integrity on studies supporting the advancement 

of medical countermeasures 
Vector-borne Diseases 

• Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus 
• Vaccines for Alphaviruses 
• Story of Arboviral Lifecycle: Acquisition Mechanism from Hosts to 

Mosquitoes 
• Imported Yellow Fever and other important viral pathogens in China 
• Zika vaccine development 
• Flaviviral RNAs and host proteins: a love-hate relationship 

Agricultural Research in Biocontainment 
• Research and operations at the Biosecurity Research Institute: an 

agriculture biocontainment laboratory 
• Development of candidate vaccines against MERS-CoV for camel and 

human 
• Rift Valley fever virus 
• Nipah virus 
• Ecology and Epidemiology of Recent Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 

Outbreaks 
Recent Advances in Research on High Hazard Pathogens 

• Coronaviruses 
• Coronavirus from bats 
• Interplay between coronaviruses and nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 

pathway 
• Mammalian RNAi antiviral and host-virus interaction 

Biosafety, Biosecurity and Biocontainment Facilities Operation 
• Training in biosafety and biosecurity 
• Training program for facilities operations 
• National biosafety laboratory in China 
• Next Steps: Building on the workshop for future cooperation and 
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collaboration 

Harbin 2019 
During the discussion the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the 
leadership of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated 
that they support the idea and will work with NAS to develop and create a network 
and have started planning an international meeting of laboratory leaders to take 
place later in 2019. 

Keynote addresses 
• Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with Pandemic Potential — the 

Perspective from China 
• Emerging Swine Coronaviruses and their I nterspecies Transmission 
• Vaccination in Poultry Eliminated Human Infections with H7N9 Virus in 

China 
Influenza 

• Collaborating on Influenza Research from the U.S. perspective 
• Human Infection with Zoonotic Influenza 
• Interactions between Influenza Viral RNP Complex Proteins and Host 

Cellular Factors 
African swine fever 

• Current Situation and Control Strategy of African Swine Fever in China 
• Characterization of African Swine Fever Virus Isolated from China 
• ASFV Vaccine Status: Rapid Production of Recombinant ASFV for Live 

Attenuated Vaccines 
• Genome-edited Pigs Protected From Classical Swine Fever Virus 

Understanding and engineering viral pathogens with pandemic potential 
• Advances in Understanding and Altering Pathogen Properties 
• Cutting Edging New Biotechnology: Strategies and Tools for Engineering 

Bioethics and responsible planning for pathogen research 
• Biosafety and Bioethics in Medical Research 
• Bioethical Considerations for the Conception and Design of pathogen 

Research and Approaches for Assessing Potential Risks and Benefits of 
Research 

• Biosafety and Bioethics Considerations in Dual-Use Risks Management - 
China's Efforts and Future Works 

Vector and host engineering: safety and security 
• Biochemical Pathway of a Mosquito Innate Immunity, Melanization 
• Best Practices in Safety and Security for Working with Arthropods that 

Serve as Pathogen Vectors, Including Responsible Research with Gene Drive 
Modified Vectors 

• Vector Competence of Emerging Mosquito Borne Virus in China 
• A Gut Commensal Bacterium Promotes Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis 
• Review of what is currently known about the cause of Acute Flaccid Myelitis 

Best practices in laboratory safety and security for pathogen research 
• Institutional Review and Oversight for Research on Viral Pathogens with 

Pandemic Potential - a U.S. Perspective 
• The Role of Leaders in Laboratory Safety: Culture and governance to steer 

toward behavior changes 
• Overview of Laboratory Biosafety Management System in China 

One Health in China 
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• Understanding how a One Health Approach is Shaping Research to 
Understand and Address Viral Pathogens in China 

Chinese biosafety, biosecurity, and bioethics 
• Development and Application of Laboratory Biosafety Equipment in China 
• Kunming National Primate Research Center of High-Level Biosafety 

Chinese perspectives on emerging infectious diseases 
• DDX19, A novel Viral RNA Sensor, Regulates IFN Signaling upon Viral 

Infection 
• Risks of MERS-cluster Coronaviruses in China 
• Rational Design of Master Seed Virus to Improve the Safety and 

Effectiveness of Foot and Mouth Disease Vaccine 
• Development of Inactivated EV71 Vaccine (Human Diploid Cell) and 

Pathogenic Study of EV71 Infection in Rhesus Macaques 
• Zika Virus Neurotropism: the Bad and the Good 

Special session (gene editing and synthetic biology) 
• Large Gene Cluster and Regulatory Manipulation for Activating the Cryptic 

Natural Product Clusters in Streotomvces 
• Creating a Functional Single-chromosome Yeast 

China-U.S. Collaboration: Opportunities to Prevent Future Pandemics 

<China Bio topics.docx> 
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The most recent dialogue meeting, held in Harbin, China had a special focus on the use of gene-
editi ng technology in pathogen research and participants discussed wa ys to create norms and reduce 
risks when using these new tools for research. Topics that may be covered at the Kunming meeting 
include: medical countermeasure development, especially advanced development of vaccines, 
therapeutics and diagnostics; development and use of animal models of high-consequence diseases 
in biocontainment; host-pathogen interactions; the special challenges on the conduct of regulated 
studies (i.e. GLP for FDA review) in biocontainment; responseto disease outbreaks; risk assessment 
of gene editing a nd other advanced biotechnology in pathogen research; institutional oversight of 
biosafety and biosecurity training and facilities operations; and vector borne disease research. 

This dialogue has led to new collaborations and relationships between Chinese and American 
scientists as well as American and Chinese institutions. Following a dialogue meeting held in the U.S. 
in January 2018, the directors of the Galveston National La boratory and the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology (of the Chinese Academy of Sciences) signed a formal Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) to streamline future collaboration between their laboratories. In October 2018, the directors 
of the la boratories jointly published an editorial in [ HYPERLINK 

The Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences, National High-level Biosafety Research Center, CAMS, operates the newest of 
China's biocontainment laboratories. Its National Medical Primate Research Centre was established in 2005 and -is the 
first institute in both the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Yunnan province to gain AAALAC certification. 
http://www. im bca ms. a c. cn/ Ca tegory_2143/I ndexaspx 

DRAFT v1 5/31/19 

U.S. China Dialogue on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, 
Laboratory Safety and Global Health Security 

[October or November 2019] 
Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences 

Kunming, China 

To address the interconnected life science challenges associated with infectious diseases and further 
enhance cooperation between China and the United States in the areas of global health, biosafety, 
and biosecurity, the U.S. Na tional Academy of Sciences (NAS)7 and the Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences (CAMS) in partnership with representatives from other Chinese institutions are organizing a 
U.S.-China dialogue meeting on the Challenges of Emerging Infections, La boratory Safety and Global 

Health Security to be held at the Kunming Institute of Medical Sciences,1 in Kunming, China (in 
October or November) 2019. 

The NAS and CAMS organizations recognize the benefits of dialogue to increase understanding, 
improving scientific and technical cooperation in areas of mutual interest to China a nd the United 

States and to build bridges between Chinese and American scientists. At the meeting, experts will 
share both scientific research to address public health threats of common interest a nd lessons 
lea rned to ensure the safe and secure operation of high containment biological laboratories. A special 
focus will be on rapid vaccinetalara.pau.1.1.;,-.;.41evelopment and on non-human primate research in [sPyi jMaybewecouid aka 

bi °containment. include therapeutics development. will be 
happy to suggest key opifil0f1 leaciei(s) from 
ilpacling pharmaceutical companies 
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DRAFT y1 5/31/19 

"http://science.sciencemag.org/oontent/362/6412/267" ] that calls for the creation of a global high 

containment laboratory network.2

2 During the most recent dialogue meeting in Harbin the director of China's Centers for Disease Control and the leadership 
of the Chinese institutes that operate China's three BSL-4 labs indicated that they support the idea and will work with NAS 
to develop and create a network. The groups have started planning an international meeting to take place soon. 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'David Franzidavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 6/21/2019 12:17:01 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Here he is: https://biography.omicsonline.orechina/chinese-academy-of-medical-sciences-peking-union-medical-
college/yunzhang--hu-1972427 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Rusek, Benjamin 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2019 1:13 PM 
To: 'LeDuc, James W.' <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Is this him? 
http://sourcedb.kiz.cas.cnivw/zirdsc/200908/t20090813 2394219. html 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2019 10:12 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas,edu>

Subject: Re: Kungmin update 

Thanks Pei Yong. Good to know that Zhiming is still willing to work with us. 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jun 20, 2019, at 6:31 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sounds good Pei-Yong. Thanks! Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jun 20, 2019, at 6:41 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@unnb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I talked with longding and Zhiming. Here is the summary. 

longding was reluctant to go back to Kunming's leadership team for another trial. This is because their 
new Party Secretary (who makes the decision) is newly appointed from Beijing. So, I was not able to get 
the name from longding whom the NAS letter should address to. We will discuss this further at our TC 
tomorrow. 

Zhiming was very supportive to host the next meeting under CAS. The location could be Wuhan or any 
other cities in China. If we decide to work with Zhiming for the next meeting, NAS needs to send a letter 
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to President of CAS (Dr. Chunli Bai), as we did for the Wuhan meeting in 2016. 

I have not talked with George Gao yet and am planning to do so after our TC tomorrow. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu]
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2019 4:38 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 
Importance: High 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I have attached a draft letter for Diane and Peggy for your review, Pei-yong, we will need to know who 
to send it to... 

Re the call tomorrow, please call 1-888-537-7715 and enter participant code 12223052# at 1:00 PM ET. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 2:45 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<pesht@UTMB,EDU>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

OK—added to my calendar. Please share call in information when available. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 12:52 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Pei-yong and I spoke on the phone, he is on vacation until Thursday. Lets plan to talk on Friday. How 
about 1 PM ET? 

In the interim, I wil l write a draft letter and contact Peggy and Diane. 
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And yes I will leave the funding support offer out of the letter. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 1:49 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <hAtleduc@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Kungmin update 

If I don't make it on the call, the only thing I'm not comfortable with is offering them funding 
support. Whatever you guys decide is fine. I like Pei-Yong talking to Zhiming or George. Home 
tomorrow afternoon, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jun 18, 2019, at 4:18 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi all, 

Longding's institution is very conservative. This has limited their growth. I'll be back to 
office on Thursday. We could have a TC on Thursday or Friday. 

One suggestion is to talk to Zhiming and George for options. We could decide after our TC. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 9:11 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong; Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks for the update Pei-Yong. This is very sad and frustrating, but certainly 
understandable from their perspective. We should probably have a brief teleconference to 
discuss options. I'm available all day. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 7:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Kungmin update 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I just received a negative response from Longding that, due to the current China-US 
relationship, their institute has decided not to host our next meeting. I personally 
understand why they are changing their position. Let's talk about it through a TC or 
email. 

Sorry about the negative development. Since Longding wrote to me in Chinese 
through WeChat. I am not forwarding it to you. However, I have asked him to email 
us about it in English. 
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Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

On Jun 17, 2019 5:27 PM, "Rusek, Benjamin" <131ZuseLp mh cdu> wrote: 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Here are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie Bowman 
(Bowman, Katherine KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the adjustments. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not 
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the 
content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. 
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Let me know if a marked up version comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 

Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

<Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019.docx> 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
Sent: Fri 6/21/2019 12:12:40 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Is this him? 
http://sourcedb.kiz.cas.cn/ywhjrasc/200908/t20090813_2394219.html 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2019 10:12 PM 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Cc: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: Kungmin update 

Thanks Pei Yong. Good to know that Zhiming is still willing to work with us. 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jun 20, 2019, at 6:31 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sounds good Pei-Yong. Thanks! Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jun 20, 2019, at 6:41 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I talked with Longding and Zhiming. Here is the summary. 

Longding was reluctant to go back to Kunming's leadership team for another trial. This is because their 
new Party Secretary (who makes the decision) is newly appointed from Beijing. So, I was not able to get 
the name from Longding whom the NAS letter should address to. We will discuss this further at our TC 
tomorrow. 

Zhiming was very supportive to host the next meeting under CAS. The location could be Wuhan or any 
other cities in China. If we decide to work with Zhiming for the next meeting, NAS needs to send a letter 
to President of CAS (Dr. Chunli Bai), as we did for the Wuhan meeting in 2016. 

I have not talked with George Gao yet and am planning to do so after our IC tomorrow. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: Rusek, Benjamin [mailto:BRusek@nas.edu]
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2019 4:38 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
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Subject: RE: Kungmin update 
Importance: High 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Greetings, 

I have attached a draft letter for Diane and Peggy for your review, Pei-yong, we will need to know who 
to send it to... 

Re the call tomorrow, please call 1-888-537-7715 and enter participant code 12223052# at 1:00 PM ET. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 2:45 PM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong 
<peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

OK—added to my calendar. Please share call in information when available. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 12:52 PM 
To: 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Shi, Pei yong <neshi@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Pei-yong and I spoke on the phone, he is on vacation until Thursday. Lets plan to talk on Friday. How 
about 1 PM ET? 

In the interim, I will write a draft letter and contact Peggy and Diane. 

And yes I will leave the funding support offer out of the letter. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 1:49 PM 
To: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@utmb.edu>
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: Kungmin update 
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If I don't make it on the call, the only thing I'm not comfortable with is offering them funding 
support. Whatever you guys decide is fine. I like Pei-Yong talking to Zhiming or George. Home 
tomorrow afternoon, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
On Jun 18, 2019, at 4:18 PM, Shi, Pei yong <peshi utmb.edu> wrote: 

Hi all, 

Longding's institution is very conservative. This has limited their growth. I'll be back to 
office on Thursday. We could have a TC on Thursday or Friday. 

One suggestion is to talk to Zhiming and George for options. We could decide after our TC. 

Best, Pei-Yong 

From: LeDuc, James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 9:11 AM 
To: Shi, Pei yong; Rusek, Benjamin 
Cc: Dave Franz 
Subject: RE: Kungmin update 

Thanks for the update Pei-Yong. This is very sad and frustrating, but certainly 
understandable from their perspective. We should probably have a brief teleconference to 
discuss options. I'm available all day. 

Thanks, Jim 

From: Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 7:04 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Cc: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <Iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Kungmin update 

Hi Ben, Dave, and Jim, 

I just received a negative response from Longding that, due to the current China-US 
relationship, their institute has decided not to host our next meeting. I personally 
understand why they are changing their position. Let's talk about it through a TC or 
email. 

Sorry about the negative development. Since Longding wrote to me in Chinese 
through WeChat. I am not forwarding it to you. However, I have asked him to email 
us about it in English. 

Best regards, 
Pei-Yong 

On Jun 17, 2019 5:27 PM, "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusekriinas.cdu> wrote: 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim, 

Here are my two cents. You might want to send the next draft to Katie Bowman 
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(Bowman, Katherine KBowman@nas.edu)

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 

1-202-334-3975 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 6:10 PM 
To: Dave Franz <dayidrfranz@gmail.com>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Draft editorial 

Thanks very much Dave. Received just fine and I will make the adjustments. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2019, at 2:48 PM, Dave Franz <daviddranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not 
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the 
content is safe. 

Trying t send from Chromebook, with which I'm still a little unsure. 
Let me know if a marked up version comes through. d 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 

Director 

Galveston National Laboratory 

University of Texas Medical Branch 
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Galveston, TX 77555-0610 

(t) 409-266-6500 

(f) 409-266-6810 

(m) 409-789-2012 

<Biosecurity in the age to synthetic biology June 16 2019.docx> 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Shi, Pei yong[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=8906C46397AE48488FCC55537DC5D6D3-SH I, PEI YO] 
Sent: Mon 7/1/2019 7:15:32 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Kunming update 

Dear all, 

Sorry for the slow update. Here is the current status. 

1. After two emails to Dr. Qihan Li, General Director of the Kunming Institute, I have not heard anything back from him. I also 
consulted with Zhiming about the Kunming situation. The feedback is to move onto the next plan. 

2. I spoke to Zhiming this weekend. He remains very interested in hosting the next joint meeting in Hubei province. The 
location could be in a city nearby Wuhan (so that we could discuss science and collaborations in a more relaxed place). If so, 
we need to act on the following. 

a. Send a request letter to Dr. Chunlin Bai, President of CAS, for the US NAS and China CAS joint meeting. 
b. Emphasize the next meeting on collaboration and partnership on biosafety and biosecurity between the two 

academies and scientists. Avoid BSL-4 facility as this would be viewed a sensitive topic. 
3. For the manuscript from Jim, I explained the rationale to Zhiming. Zhiming is interested in adding the 

information/viewpoints from the Chinese side to the manuscript. He will respond to Jim shortly. 

Let's discuss how we want to move. 

Best, Pei-Yong 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/17/2019 2:38:16 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: More on Brucellosis in China, including in Harbin 

See linked summary below 

Chinese institutes investirlate pathogen outbreaks in lab workers (Nature) Two Chinese agriculture research institutions 
are inveEA:gating how more . hL,n 100 students and ,t3:ff became infected v 1 the bac. 3iium BruceIla, strains of which are 
typically found in farm animals but can also trigger potentially fatal complications in people 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Shi, Pei yong[peshi©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Tue 12/17/2019 2:22:35 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject interesting report relevant to China closed-door mtg 
Fundamental Research Security--Jason rpt 12-2019.pdf 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The National Science Foundation (NSF) celebrates its 70th anniversary this year (2019). Over 
seven decades it has transformed U.S. fundamental research and enabled a world-leading 
scientific enterprise built upon open intellectual exchange, collaboration, and sharing. Several 
incidents in recent years have led to concern that the openness of our academic fundamental 
research ecosystem is being taken advantage of by other countries. This sense of unfair 
competition is entwined with concerns about U.S. economic and national security in a rapidly 
changing world. The NSF wishes to assess these concerns and respond to them where 
appropriate, while also adhering to core values of excellence, openness, and fairness. 

NSF has charged JASON to produce an unclassified report that can be widely disseminated and 
discussed in the academic community, providing technical or other data about specific security 
concerns in a classified appendix. 

JASON was asked: 

1. What is the value and what are the risks of openness generally associated with 
fundamental research? 

2. How should the principles of scientific openness be affirmed or modified? 

3. Are there areas of fundamental research that should be more controlled rather than openly 
available? What are those areas? 

4. What controls, if any, could be placed on particular types of information, and how can 
this be managed in a way that maintains the maximum benefit of the open research 
environment for fundamental research? 

5. What good practices could be put into place by academic researchers to balance the open 
environment of fundamental research with the needs for national (and economic) 
security? 

6. What good practices could be put into place by funding agencies such as NSF to balance 
the open environment of fundamental research with the needs for national (and 
economic) security? 

To address these questions, JASON engaged with NSF leadership, senior university 
administrators, the intelligence community, and others. This report details the results from the 
ensuing inquiry, discussions, and debates engaged with NSF, senior university administrators, 
the intelligence community, law enforcement, and others. 
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Four main themes emerged from the study: 

• The value of, and need for, foreign scientific talent in the United States, 

• The significant negative impacts of placing new restrictions on access to fundamental 
research, 

• The need to extend our notion of research integrity to include disclosures of 
commitments and potential conflicts of interest, 

• The need for a common understanding between academia and U.S. government agencies 
about how to best protect U.S. interests in fundamental research while maintaining 
openness and successfully competing in the global marketplace for science talent. 

Our Findings and Recommendations amplify these themes and propose steps the NSF can take to 
improve the security of fundamental research. 

1.1 Findings 

1. There is a long and illustrious history of foreign-born scientists and engineers training 
and working in the United States, and they make essential contributions to our 
preeminence in science, engineering and technology today. Maintaining that leading 
position will require that the United States continues to attract and retain the best science 
talent globally. 

2. The United States upholds values of ethics in science, including objectivity, honesty, 
accountability, fairness and stewardship (NAS 2017 Fostering Integrity in Research). 
These values protect research integrity, upon which credibility of the fundamental 
research enterprise, and the entire academic system, is based. 

3. Actions of the Chinese government and its institutions that are not in accord with U.S. 
values of science ethics have raised concerns about foreign influence in the U.S. 
academic sector. JASON reviewed classified and open-source evidence suggesting that 
there are problems with respect to research transparency, lack of reciprocity in 
collaborations and consortia, and reporting of commitments and potential conflicts of 
interest, related to these actions. 

4. The scale and scope of the problem remain poorly defined, and academic leadership, 
faculty, and front-line government agencies lack a common understanding of foreign 
influence in U.S. fundamental research, the possible risks derived from it, and the 
possible detrimental effects of restrictions on it that might be enacted in response. 

5. Conflicts of interest and commitment in the research enterprise can be broader than those 
that are strictly financial, including those that might occur in foreign research 
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collaborations or result from required reporting obligations for scholarships or grants. 

6. There are many stakeholders with responsibility for the integrity of fundamental research, 
from U.S. government agencies to individual scholars, each with particular perspectives, 
roles and responsibilities. Universities and research funding agencies have policies and 
guidelines regarding some of these responsibilities, but these are often insufficient for 
individuals to assess risk and take appropriate actions. 

7. National Security Decision Directive (NSDD) 189, established in 1985 a clear distinction 
between fundamental research and classified research. This remains a cornerstone to the 
fundamental-research enterprise, as officially reaffirmed in 2001 and 2010 and it 
continues to inform policy today. 

8. Universities have mechanisms to handle Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) 
under existing categories, such as HIPAA, FERPA, Export control, and Title XIII. CUI 
protection is difficult, but suited to these tasks, however it is ill-suited to the protection of 
fundamental research areas. 

9. International researchers in the United States are partners in our research enterprise, and, 
consequently, in the effort to strengthen research integrity nationally and globally. 

1.2 Recommendations 

1. The scope of expectations under the umbrella of research integrity should be expanded to 
include full disclosure of commitments and actual or potential conflicts of interest. 

2. Failures to disclose commitments and actual or potential conflicts of interest should be 
investigated and adjudicated by the relevant office of the NSF and by universities as 
presumptive violations of research integrity, with consequences similar to those currently 
in place for scientific misconduct. 

3. NSF should take a lead in working with NSF-funded universities and other entities, as 
well as professional societies and publishers to ensure that the responsibilities of all 
stakeholders in maintaining research integrity are clearly stated, acknowledged, and 
adopted. Harmonization of these responsibilities with those of other federal research-
funding agencies is encouraged. 

4. NSF should adopt, and promulgate to all stakeholders, project assessment tools that 
facilitate an evaluation of risks to research integrity for research collaborations, and for 
all non-federal grants and research agreements. 

5. Education and training in scientific ethics at universities and other institutions performing 
fundamental research should be expanded beyond traditional research integrity issues to 
include information and examples covering conflicts of interest and commitment. 
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6. NSF should support reaffirmation of the principles of NSDD-189, which make clear that 
fundamental research should remain unrestricted to the fullest extent possible, and should 
discourage the use of new CUI definitions as a mechanism to erect intermediate-level 
boundaries around fundamental research areas. 

7. NSF should engage with intelligence agencies and law enforcement to communicate to 
academic leadership and faculty an evidence-based description of the scale and scope of 
problems posed by foreign influence in fundamental research, as well as to communicate 
to other government agencies the critical importance of foreign researchers and 
collaborations to U.S. fundamental research. 

8. NSF should further engage with the community of foreign researchers in the United 
States to enlist them in the effort to foster openness and transparency in fundamental 
research, nationally and globally, as well as to benefit from their connections to identify, 
recruit and retain the best scientific talent to the United States 

9. NSF and other relevant U.S. government agencies should develop and implement a 
strategic plan for maintaining our competitiveness for the top science and engineering 
talent globally, taking advantage of new opportunities for engagement that might arise, 
even as others become more challenging. 

1.3 Conclusion 

JASON concludes that many of the problems of foreign influence that have been identified are 
ones that can be addressed within the framework of research integrity, and that the benefits of 
openness in research and of the inclusion of talented foreign researchers dictate against measures 
that would wall off particular areas of fundamental research. We expect that a reinvigorated 
commitment to U.S. standards of research integrity and the tradition of open science by all 
stakeholders will drive continued preeminence of the United States in science, engineering, and 
technology by attracting and retaining the world's best talent. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

The National Science Foundation (NSF) celebrates its 70th anniversary this year (2019). Over 
seven decades it has transformed U.S. fundamental research and enabled a world-leading 
scientific enterprise built upon open intellectual exchange, collaboration, and sharing. Several 
incidents in recent years have led to concern that the openness of our academic fundamental 
research ecosystem is being taken advantage of by other countries. This sense of unfair 
competition is entwined with concerns about U.S. economic and national security in a rapidly 
changing world. NSF wishes to assess these concerns and respond to them where appropriate, 
while also adhering to core values of excellence, openness, and fairness. 

NSF has charged JASON to produce an unclassified report that can be widely disseminated and 
discussed in the academic community, providing technical or other data about specific security 
concerns in a classified appendix. Although much of the recent concern has focused on the 
actions of China, JASON has largely taken a nation-agnostic approach to potential solutions and 
has sought to provide recommendations that would broadly strengthen the U.S. fundamental 
research enterprise against foreign influence. 

In this report we review the recent history of U.S. fundamental research and the important role 
that foreign-born researchers have played in it, the basis for open science in U.S. fundamental 
research and current mechanisms controlling access to that research, and address U.S. values of 
science ethics and specific features of foreign programs that transgress those values. We then 
consider these transgressions in the context of the current understanding of research integrity and 
of the expectations of collaborative agreements, and provide advice concerning maintaining 
openness, tools for stakeholders in research integrity, and the means to increase awareness of the 
scale and scope of the problem. We conclude with detailed Findings and Recommendations. 
Appendices include the charge to JASON from NSF, the text of National Security Decision 
Directive 189, and a brief classified section. 

In performing this study, JASON was briefed by the following individuals: 
Rebecca Keiser, NSF; James Ulvestad, NSF; Arthur Bienenstock, National Science Board 
(NSB); Steven Binkley, Department of Energy; Suresh Garimella, University of Vermont; 
Michael Lauer, National Institutes of Health; Michael McQuade, Carnegie Mellon; Sethuraman 
Panchanathan, Arizona State University; Emilda Rivers, National Center for Science and 
Engineering Statistics; Tobin Smith, Association of American Universities; Maria Zuber, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and representatives of the intelligence community and 
law enforcement. 
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3 HISTORY AND CONTEXT 

3.1 Post-WW11 Rise of U.S. Science and Technology 

Science and technology are international enterprises, characterized by global collaboration, as 
well as by global competition. No nation better epitomizes the international character of these 
enterprises than the United States. Technological progress in the United States at the start of the 
20th century was closely associated with foreign-born inventors who emigrated here from abroad, 
with familiar names including Alexander Graham Bell (Scotland), Nicola Tesla (Croatia), Chien-
Shiung Wu (China) and Guglielmo Marconi (Italy). The rise of Fascism and National Socialism 
prior to the Second World War resulted in a further efflux of human capital to the United States, 
bringing to our shores an entire generation of European refugees that included world-class 
scientists and mathematicians, such as Albert Einstein and Hans Bethc, Maria Goeppert-Mayer 
(Germany), Enrico Fermi and Emilio Segre (Italy), Rita Levi-Montalcini (Italy), John von 
Neuman, Leo Szilard, Eugene Wigner and Edward Teller (Hungary)—and many others. A 
number of these scientific refugees subsequently contributed in vital ways to the Allied war 
effort, including critical work on the Manhattan Project that led to the development of the atomic 
bomb. 

Buoyed by the economic climate that prevailed at the end of the war, and by the influx of so 
many top scientists, the United States ascended to a preeminent world role in science and 
technology during the immediate postwar era. The report by Vannevar Bush (Director of the 
Office of Scientific Research and Development) in 1945, entitled "Science, The Endless 
Frontier' made the case for an increased emphasis on basic research. It expounded a series of 
fundamental principles and recommendations that were to guide U.S. science for many years to 
come, including concepts of openness, dissemination of information via publication, and 
freedom of inquiry. It called on government to support scientific research in the name of public 
welfare, and for lowering the barriers to advanced education for U.S. citizens. Importantly, it 
also called for lifting of many of the restrictions implemented during the war years, which were 
assessed to hamper the overall cause of national security. Although written nearly 75 years ago, 
Science, The Endless Frontier still carries impressive currency today. Not long thereafter, in 
1950, Congress established the National Science Foundation, "lb promote the progress of 
science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; and to secure the national 
defense."' 

The 1950s and 60s continued to attract intellectual capital to the United States from abroad, 
further boosting the strength of American science and technology. During this time, prominent 
scientists arrived on our shores from a growing pool of countries, including war-ravaged 
European countries3, war-time allies, particularly the United Kingdom and British 
Commonwealth countries, as well as from Asia, including Japan, China, and Korea. The flight of 
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human capital from Great Britain to North America during the Cold War era, in particular, led to 
the coining of the term "brain drain4". There can be little doubt that the United States has 
benefitted enormously from brain drain right up to the present day, attracting some of the best 
talent in the world. It's notable that, as of the start of 2019, 16 Nobel Prizes garnered by U.S. 
scientists, post-WWII, have been won by ethnic Asians: five by Japanese-Americans', eight by 
Chinese-Americans6 (in addition to two Fields Medalists), and three by Indian-Americans7. As 
of 2018, fully 30% of U.S. Nobel laureates in the hard sciences were won by individuals born on 
foreign soi18. In 2019, eight Americans were awarded Nobel Prizes — half were foreign born. 

3.2 Advanced Education in the United States 

In parallel with the continued influx of world-class scientists from abroad, domestic research was 
boosted after WWII by significantly increased funding, available from federal granting agencies, 
most of which were created postwar, including the NSF, DOE, and several new institutes of the 
NIH. For example, the NIH budget soared from $52.7 million in 1950 to $388 million by 1960, 
and it is approximately $39.2 billion today. In 1950, in its first full year of operations, the NSF's 
budget was a mere $3.5 million. The launch of Sputnik in Oct. 1957 by the U.S.S.R. stimulated 
the U.S. Congress to increase the NSF budget to $40 million in 1958, and it is approximately 
$8.1 billion today9. The national response to Sputnik also led to the creation in 1957 of the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency in the Department of Defense (ARPA, now DARPA), 
which funds research on the frontiers of technology and science for national security purposes. 
As the U.S. research establishment blossomed, so too did our attractiveness as a global center for 
higher education. Among the top-20 universities in the world in 2019, U.S. universities routinely 
occupy the overwhelming majority of the highest rankings (from 11 to 16 out of 20, depending 
on the rating source)1°. 

By 2017, in excess of 800,000 foreign students were here in the United States pursuing an 
advanced degree or postdoctoral training. Of that number, roughly 272,000 came from the 
People's Republic of China". Foreign students are critical to our domestic research enterprise, 
filling an otherwise unmet demand for high-level talent. To cite one striking example, in 
computer science in 1995, there were nearly equal numbers of U.S. and international full-time 
graduate students. Between 1995 and 2015, the number of U.S students increased by 45% (8,627 
to 12,539), while the number of international students soared by 480% (7,883 to 45,970)12. 
During the same period, the number of U.S. graduate students in electrical engineering (EE) 
actually decreased by 17%, while the number of foreign students rose 270%'3. These numbers 
reflect the dramatic change in size and scope of technology programs in the United States, 
necessary to maintain our national competitiveness and to keep up with global demand. Our 
domestic production of well-qualified students, however, has not managed to keep up with this 
growth, and that is a source of ongoing concern. Today, foreign nationals account for the 
majority of graduate students in many technology fields, including electrical, civil, mechanical, 
industrial, chemical, and petroleum engineering. They also dominate in fields including 
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computer science and economics, and some universities graduate programs likely could not 
maintain their high level of excellence without foreign students14. 

A similar situation obtains for many branches of science. As of 2017, foreign students 
represented 35% of graduate students throughout the science, health, and engineering fields. In 
the physical sciences, over 30% of master's and over 40% of Ph.D. students were foreign15. The 
top three countries earning doctorates in the United States were China, India, and South Korea, 
respectively, and these account for 54% of the total foreign doctorates, with China alone 
accounting for 34% of this total'. 

It is important to realize that foreign students receiving post-graduate training in the United 
States often choose to stay once they receive their degree is complete, thereby adding to our 
expert workforce. The retention rates are impressive. Overall, —80% of all science and 
engineering doctoral students coming from abroad report a definite postgraduate commitment to 
remain in the United States for employment or further training (89% for India; 83% for China)17. 
The long-term stay rates, defined as remaining 10 years or more in the United States, stood 
around 70% in computer science and mathematical sciences, life sciences, and physical sciences 
in 2015, and long-term stay rates exceeded 75% in engineering18. 

In the case of China, there are indications that this imbalance in favor of the United States may 
be shifting. The drivers of this change include large increases in pay packages offered by China 
at all levels (for example, postdoctoral salaries now reach 600,000 yuan, or $87,827, topping the 
U.S. average of $47,000), stricter visa restrictions on students, and perception of "increasing 
hostility against Chinese researchers"19. Whether the Chinese brain drain has actually been 
reversed is still unclear, but the numbers of science and technology (S&T) trainees coming from 
China, as well as the numbers staying, have recently dropped in response to a greater "pull" by 
China and a greater "push" from the United States2°. 

3.3 The Vulnerability of U.S. Science and Technology Primacy 

The global preeminence achieved by U.S. science and technology in the postwar era, through the 
end of the Cold War in 1991, has not gone unchallenged. The first decade of the 21' century, in 
particular, saw a major shift in the global landscape, and the apparent loss of U.S. primacy in 
S&T areas. Many factors are responsible for this shift, and these have been well described in 
various reports'. There are no easy metrics by which to measure success in science or 
technology, but multiple indicators suggest that China, in particular, may now be gaining an 
upper hand. Although we continue to spend more on research and development (R&D) than any 
other nation, the United States is currently being outspent by China in certain areas. Battelle 
reported in 2012 that "China's march to prominence in the global R&D arena remains constant 
and strong, accounting for $23 billion on the coming year's projected growth"22. By 2013, 
China had surpassed the United States in the number of scientific publications in Physics and 
Astronomy, considered as fraction of world production23. China also took the publication lead in 
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many other S&T fields, including chemistry, renewable energy, computer science, quantum 
computation, artificial intelligence, electrical engineering, nanotechnology, nuclear engineering, 
materials science, and biotechnology, among others. Of course, quantity does not imply quality, 
and it might be argued that China's apparent lead is illusory in certain ways. 

Chinese growth in S&T has continued more-or-less unabated, but there is some question about 
whether the recent rate of growth is sustainable. By 2017, Battelle noted: 

"The shifting of R&D investments to Asia is a trend that started several years ago, and 
it has continued with 44% of all R&D monies in 2018 being spent in that region—a 
significant trend expected to continue into the future. As noted over the past ten years in 
these forecasts, the overall growth in global R&D investments is being driven by the 
substantial increases in Asian countries and especially in China, which for many years 
increased its R&D investments by more than 10% per year. Over that many years, the 
Chinese rate increases are basically unsustainable—and its current R&D growth rate is 
now in the 6.7% growth rate range, which is still more than twice that of the United 
States and most European countries. Asia accounts for nearly 44% of all global R&D 
investments. Its share rate continues to increase each year at the expense of all the other 
countries investing in R&D. The United States continues to be the country with the 
largest investments in R&D, a title it has held for the past 50 years. The U.S. share of 
the global R&D pie continues to shrink due to the higher growth rates in Asia, however, 
at a slowing rate over the past five years."24

However, there is little doubt that China is a world leader in fields that are increasingly important 
to U.S. national security, including artificial intelligence and hypersonics. Furthermore, PRC 
leadership has been quite open about its desire to become a global leader in S&T, and the 13th 
Five-Year Plan now in effect places a strong emphasis on innovation in S&T25. 

3.4 Intellectual Capital as a Global Commodity 

Given the international character today's science and technology enterprise, top-tier talent, or 
"intellectual capital," has become something of a global commodity. Both developed and 
developing nations compete to attract the brightest academic minds, particularly high-profile 
investigators who can nucleate domestic research programs or offer specialized knowledge. 
These developments correspond to what a report from the National Science Board has termed 
"brain circulation," as opposed to brain drain26. As global competition in science and technology 
increases, the desire to repatriate citizens while simultaneously attracting additional foreign-
national talent has led to a proliferation of recruitment programs. 

Science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)-focused recruitment programs are 
not new and come in many forms. Scholarships, established by governments or private 
foundations, that fund academics for sabbaticals and longer-term visits have long existed. In 
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Germany the Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship brings internationally renowned researchers 
to Germany for up to 18 months. In the United States, the Fulbright Scholar Program sponsors 
the largest international exchange program for students. The John Simon Guggenheim 
Foundation awards competitive fellowships for study abroad to young faculty in both the arts and 
sciences. The United Kingdom recently established the Rutherford Fund, with a $130 million 
initial allocation, to attract the best foreign researchers, for stays ranging from a few months to 
10 years. Canada has budgeted $94 million to fund international researchers to take up research 
chairs that it has established at top universities. France has committed $50 million to attract 
climate scientists to work in France, citing current U.S. climate policies as a motivation27. 

In general, STEM-focused recruitment programs target one or more of four classes of individual: 
(1) domestic students sent to study abroad, with the goal of repatriating them after their 
education (these are essentially scholarship programs); (2) foreign students imported to study in 
the homeland of the program, with the goal of capitalizing on their research efforts and possibly 
retaining a fraction of them after their studies are completed; (3) established foreign scientists 
with common cultural or familial ties to the country offering the recruitment program, with the 
goal of bringing them back to the homeland (recruited individuals may be nationals, citizens of 
the foreign country, or dual citizens); and (4) established foreign scientists with no particular ties 
to the homeland, but who nevertheless might be persuaded to immigrate by professional and 
personal enticements. 

Brain circulation is a two-way street. Several foreign countries have successfully wooed some 
top American academics: over the past decade, a number of researchers based in the United 
States have moved overseas (or split their research programs between here and abroad), lured by 
the promise of prestigious positions, increased laboratory space, new equipment, improved 
funding, a ready supply of students, job security, etc. The number of such American expatriates 
is comparatively small, for the time being. 

It is important to note that many of the recent concerns about foreign influence in the U.S. 
fundamental research enterprise derive from features of Chinese recruitment programs. China 
has many such programs, but the Thousand Talents Plan in particular has been the focus of 
recent scrutiny. This program was established in 2008 with the goal of recruiting "strategic 
scientists or leading talents who can make breakthroughs in key technologies or can enhance 
China's high-tech industries and emerging disciplines28." The ways in which execution of this 
plan has, in some cases, resulted in transgressions against U.S. values of science are covered in 
Section 5 of this report. In addition, the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations released on November 19, 2019 a staff report 
Threats to the U.S. Research Enterprise: China's Talent Recruitment Plans29. This report 
provides substantial details of the workings of the Thousand Talents Plan, including recruitment 
contracts and case studies of the actions of individuals engaged in talent program activities. 
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4 OPEN SCIENCE IN FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH 

Open science relies on the free exchange of information between scientists around the world. 
Since the start of the Second World War, open science has come into tension with the need for 
secrecy for technology surrounding the military uses of technology. Following the Second World 
War, the classification system was created to restrict access to sensitive information, including 
scientific information deemed sensitive, to those with the need-to-know. As time passed, the 
prevailing view was that fundamental research would remain unclassified whereas specific, 
usually national security related, applications of fundamental research could be classified. This 
section describes two government actions — NSDD-189 from 1985 and CUI from 2008 — that 
attempted to codify aspects of the openness of fundamental research. 

4.1 National Security Decision Directive 189 (NSDD-189) 

On September 21, 1985, President Ronald Reagan issued National Security Decision Directive 
189 (NSDD-189)(included as Appendix B), with the explicit aim to "establish a national policy 
for controlling the flow of science, technology, and engineering information produced in 
federally funded research at colleges, universities, and laboratories3°." 

NSDD-189 was intended to specifically address "the acquisition of advanced technology by 
Eastern Bloc nations for the purpose of enhancing their military capabilities [which poses] a 
significant threat to our national security." The overarching goal was to safeguard "our 
leadership position in science and technology," which was deemed to be "an essential element in 
our economic and physical and security." NSDD-189 recognized that "The strength of 
American science requires a research environment conducive to creativity, an environment in 
which the free exchange of ideas is a vital component." 

NSDD-189 established a national policy of openness, by default, for the conduct of 
"fundamental research," which it defined by contrast with proprietary research, as follows: 

"Fundamental research' means basic and applied research in science and engineering, the 
results of which ordinarily are published and shared broadly within the scientific community, 
as distinguished from proprietary research and from industrial development, design, 
production, and product utilization, the results of which ordinarily are restricted for 
proprietary or national security reasons." 

The controlling words of the policy are as follows: 

"It is the policy of this Administration that, to the maximum extent possible, the products of 
fundamental research remain unrestricted. It is also the policy of this Administration that, 
where the national security requires control, the mechanism for control of information 
generated during federally-funded fundamental research in science, technology and 
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engineering at colleges, universities and laboratories is classification. ... No restrictions 
may be placed upon the conduct or reporting offederally-funded fundamental research 
that has not received national security classification, except as provided in applicable U.S. 
Statutes." 

Some 34 years on, NSDD-189 is still operative as our national policy. It was reaffirmed post 
9/11 by the Bush Administration, in a letter dated November 1, 2001, from Secretary of State 
Condoleezza Rice to Harold Brown, Co-Chair of the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies', who noted that "The key to maintaining U.S. technological preeminence is to 
encourage open and collaborative basic research. The linkage between the free exchange of 
ideas and scientific innovation, prosperity, and U.S. national security is undeniable." It was 
reaffirmed again in 2010 by Undersecretary of Defense Ashton Carter32, who wrote that "NSDD-
189 makes clear that the products offundamental research are to remain unrestricted to the 
maximum extent possible. When control is necessary for national security reasons, class ffication 
is the only appropriate mechanism." 

NSDD-189 indicates that when it comes to government-sponsored research of the type 
conducted by universities, a policy of openness should prevail, with the smallest possible number 
of exceptions to be carved out for those cases where security concerns dominate. Furthermore, 
the exceptions are to be handled by our existing classification mechanisms, and not by some 
other protection schemes. 

The fundamental principles embraced by NSDD-189, along with much of its original wording, 
were subsequently incorporated into the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) and are 
therefore the law of the land. This has created some issues, because there have been instances of 
the inclusion of publication and access restrictions in various grants and cooperative agreements 
in universities33, and because federal granting agencies sometimes impose restrictions on foreign 
nationals in their research contracts to universities when the research complies with NSDD-189. 
Furthermore, other federal regulations, such as the Export Administrations Regulations (EAR) 
and International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), seem to be at odds with the principles of 
NSDD-189. A previous NRC report has addressed many of these issues and offered 
recommendations34. 

4.2 Controlled Unclassified Information 

In the study charge, JASON was asked to consider whether there are areas of fundamental 
research that should be controlled rather than openly available, what types of control might be 
used, and how they would be managed. Particularly relevant to addressing these questions is the 
establishment of the category of "Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI)" in a memorandum 
issued by the Bush administration on May 9, 2008, seven years after the Rice letter reaffirming 
NSDD-189. CUI was intended to replace a hodge-podge of earlier, informal categories of 
protected information, with names like "For Official Use Only (FUOU)," "Sensitive But 
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Unclassified (SBU)," and "Law Enforcement Sensitive (LES)." This attempt at consolidation 
emerged from a proposal initiated by the Department of Homeland Security in 2004, and was 
placed under the auspices of the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), which 
was responsible for overseeing the CUI framework35. The original Bush memorandum was later 
rescinded on Nov. 4, 2010, and replaced under the Obama administration by Executive Order 
13556, which decried the proliferation of federal agency policies and regulations that had come 
to be associated with controlled information: 

"This inefficient, confusing patchwork has resulted in inconsistent marking and 
safeguarding of documents, led to unclear or unnecessarily restrictive dissemination 
policies, and created impediments to authorized information sharing. The fact that these 
agency-specific policies are often hidden .from public view has only aggravated these 
issues36." 

Executive Order 13556 maintained the designation "Controlled Unclassified Information" for 
federal use, but imposed further restrictions on its use, and required all agencies to review the 
categories, subcategories, and markings of CUI, with an eye towards removing CUI designations 
wherever feasible. It also reminded parties that CUI designations need to maintain consistency 
with existing laws and policies: 

"The CUI categories and subcategories shall serve as exclusive designations for 
identifring unclassified information throughout the executive branch that requires 
safeguarding or dissemination controls, pursuant to and consistent with applicable law, 
regulations, and Government-wide policies37." 

Executive Order 13556 also attempted to contain, and to harmonize, the ever-increasing number 
of CUI categories, by designating that the Executive Agent shall: 

"...approve categories and subcategories of CUI and associated markings to be applied 
uniformly throughout the executive branch and to become effective upon publication in the 
registry established." 

In addition, Order 13556 called for interagency meetings to discuss matters pertaining to the CUI 
program, and to maintain a public CUI registry of categories. Despite the good intentions, the 
number of CUI categories has continued to proliferate, and now stands at 12538, grouped into 20 
divisions. These include such diverse category names as "Pesticide Producer Survey," 
"Taxpayer Advocate Information," "Consumer Complaints," and "Campaign Funds." The CUI 
Registry also subsumes a large number of categories of traditionally protected, personal 
information that are already covered by applicable federal statutes, such as medical records 
(HIPAA regulations), genetic information (GINA regulations), taxpayer information (Title 26), 
census data (Title 13), electronic funds transfers and personal finances (Federal banking 
regulations), student records (FERPA regulations). Also included are some categories with 
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comparatively less well-defined scope, such as "Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information," 
"Sensitive Personally Identifiable Information," and "Railroad Safety Analysis Records." 

It seems fair to say that despite the attempt of Executive Order 13566 to regularize the concept of 
Controlled Unclassified Information, confusion reigns with respect to many of the categories that 
have been established, particularly those that are not otherwise covered by dedicated federal 
statutes. 

Importantly, there is no division or category within the CUI Registry directly concerned with the 
conduct of academic research, and this appears to be broadly consistent with the principles laid 
out in NSDD-189. However, two categories of export controls, namely, "Export Controls" and 
"Export Controlled Research," come into play for novel technologies and software that could be 
considered dual use, or which might adversely affect U.S. national security or nonproliferation 
objectives. Restrictions associated with these categories can — and do — affect foreign researchers 
carrying out advanced work at U.S. universities. Among the CUI categories, the official 
definition of "Export Controlled Research" seems especially vague, being only described as: 

"Related to the systematic investigation into and study of materials and sources in order to 
establish facts and reach new conclusions (sic)39." 

Unfortunately, this type of description provides little in the way of guidance and seems destined 
to lead to precisely the type of "unnecessarily restrictive dissemination policies and created 
impediments to authorized information sharing" criticized by Executive Order 13556. 

For the time being, the handling practices associated with the categories of CUI are many, and in 
a state of flux. For the most part, these remain to be fully reconciled with NSDD-189. Given the 
current state of affairs, JASON cannot recommend adoption of a CUI mechanism to secure 
additional categories of information generated by U.S. universities, beyond those currently 
covered by applicable laws designed to protect personal information (e.g., HIPAA, GINA, 
FERPA, Title 13, etc.). Rather, the general principle of creating high walls, i.e., classification, 
around narrowly defined areas should be adhered to, minimizing conflicts that might adversely 
affect U.S. open science practices. 
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5 RESEARCH INTEGRITY AND FOREIGN INFLUENCE 

This Section considers how specific methods of exerting foreign influence impact the research 
integrity of the U.S. fundamental research enterprise. Subsection 5.1 describes the U.S. core 
values of research integrity, subsections 5.2-5.6 present a taxonomy of different means of 
foreign influence and how they compromise research integrity, subsection 5.7 discusses specific 
aspects of China's influence with a focus on potentially relevant cultural differences, and 
subsection 5.8 addresses the nature of the information provided to JASON by the intelligence 
community and law enforcement. 

5.1 Research Integrity 

Research integrity is a set of ethical standards that undergirds the U.S. research enterprise. 
Historically the primary focus of research integrity concerns has been on scientific misconduct. 
In 1992, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) stated "Misconduct in science is defined as 
fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism, in proposing, performing, or reporting researce." This 
definition specifically excluded research errors, differences of opinion, and misconduct unrelated 
to research. In addition, the NAS definition excluded questionable research practices defined as 
"...actions that violate traditional values of the research enterprise and that may be detrimental 
to the research process." The NAS concluded that, at that time, there was not agreement or 
consensus on the seriousness of such actions. 

In 2000, a unified federal policy on research misconduct was promulgated, largely drawing from 
the 1992 NAS report, and concerned with fabrication, falsification and plagiarism41. The 
reporting policies of the National Science Foundation and Department of Health and Human 
Services (including NIH) on research integrity have focused on these same topics42. In 2017, 
NAS returned to these issues in the report Fostering Integrity in Research43. After reaffirming 
the 1992 recommendations on scientific misconduct, this report noted that research integrity 
depends on a much broader set of practices by individuals and institutions, including dishonesty 
and avarice, both pertinent to the topic of this JASON study. The report concluded by urging 
research institutions, publishers, professional societies, and public and private funding agencies 
to support a broader landscape of research integrity. 

The 2017 Fostering Integrity in Research report defined six core values that underlie research 
integrity: objectivity, honesty, openness, accountability, fairness and stewardship. It also stated 
that "practicing integrity in research means planning, proposing, performing, reporting, and 
reviewing research in accordance with the [core] values ..." These core values are the foundation 
of what is referred to as the "responsible conduct of research." We note that many training tools 
are available to help practitioners adhere to these values in the conduct of their research44. 
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5.2 Modes of Influence 

JASON reviewed evidence from the intelligence community for foreign influence in the U.S. 
research enterprise that might run counter to U.S. values of science ethics. We have divided the 
types of influence into four types: reward, deception, coercion and theft. Reward is the offering 
of material or social goods in exchange for desired behavior; deception is providing incomplete, 
incorrect information on an application, proposal, or publication for the purpose of hiding or 
directing attention away from some activity; coercion is the threat of harm or disadvantage for 
the purpose of enforcing compliance with a demand; and theft is the taking of a physical object 
or protected idea without permission of the owner. Different engagements, recruitment programs 
(e.g. the Thousand Talents Plan), scholarships, etc., may make use of some or all of the influence 
types. 

5.3 Rewards 

Rewards as a means of influence can come in many forms. Recruitment programs may entice a 
foreign researcher working in the United States with cash, a high salary, living accommodations, 
prominent title, or research funds or facilities to encourage them to return to their home country 
or to apply their skills towards improving the research enterprise there. A prominent U.S. 
researcher may receive the same kinds of offers from a foreign country, without a requirement 
for full-time residence in that country. Recruitment programs are well-documented; many 
countries have made use of them and there is nothing intrinsically wrong with recruiting talent in 
this way (see Section 3). U.S. academic institutions have been highly successful in attracting the 
best science and engineering faculty, including many foreign researchers, using a combination of 
named chairs, substantial startup funds, housing assistance programs and attractive compensation 
and benefits packages. 

Scholarships that provide tuition and stipend support for graduate students attending U.S. 
universities, and fellowships that provide salary and research allowances for postdoctoral 
scholars to work at U.S. universities are also common forms of rewards. In the United States, 
NSF and DOE have Graduate Research Fellowships, NIH and NASA offer postdoctoral 
fellowships and several foundations have research fellowships for early career faculty. These 
scholarships and fellowships carry both prestige and the expectation that the awardees will 
continue to do excellent work in their fields and acknowledge the support of the awarding 
organization. In some cases, the granting agency requires the recipient to submit an annual report 
of their activities supported by the scholarship or fellowship. These requirements are publicly 
stated as a condition of the reward. 

Rewards may also be used to encourage activities that compromise research integrity, such as 
unauthorized sharing of information, theft of material goods (e.g. samples or prototypes), 
placement of foreign students into a U.S. research group, or other deceptive practices. Some 
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rewards carry the requirement that the receipt of the reward not be disclosed to the recipient's 
home institution, a practice that may violate the rules of host institution. 

5.4 Deceptive Practices 

Deceptive practices in the research context include deliberate concealing or omission of 
information to gain advantage and constitutes the most widespread type of influence. Many parts 
of the U.S. fundamental research enterprise rely on accurate and complete self-reporting of 
information to fulfill their responsibilities. These include graduate admission committees, faculty 
assessing post-doctoral scholars, committees considering hiring and promotion of faculty, 
officials granting visas, and program officers awarding grants. Deception by omission refers to 
failure to report rewards or gifts, institutional affiliation, courses completed, or other pertinent 
information. Deception by falsification refers to communication of false information. Both types 
of deception appear to occur relatively frequently in graduate and undergraduate applications45. 
JASON was not able to assess the prevalence of the problem for postdoctoral and more senior 
positions for lack of relevant data. 

For foreign scholars seeking a position in the U.S., deception by omission can take the form of 
not reporting an affiliation with an institution operated by the military or state security in the 
home country46 or not reporting courses taken that a visa official may deem sensitive (e.g. 
hypersonics, acoustics)47. Some universities have chosen not to accept students through 
scholarship programs that require that the student return to the home country after completing 
their studies. This likely creates an incentive not to report those terms and others that are 
perceived by foreign scholars as being detrimental to their chances of admission. 

Failure to disclose foreign or domestic affiliations, rewards in the form of cash, lodging, or 
material goods, or time commitments are examples of deception by omission. Some of these are 
potentially conflicts of interest which also must be disclosed. Use of a second name for an 
affiliation to mask its true purpose — for example a military university with a non-military 
name48 — verges on deception by omission. Deception by falsification can occur in applications, 
proposals, and other reporting when a scholar or U.S.-based researcher purposely provides 
incorrect information. 

The frequency of deceptive practices in the fundamental research enterprise is difficult to 
determine — federal agencies, universities, and other institutions have only occasional auditing 
and usually find deceptive information when alerted by others or as part of a broader 
investigation. Importantly, the NIH reports their caseload of unreported conflicts is rising as a 
result of greater attention to foreign engagements'. With respect to unreported affiliations and 
reporting obligations by foreign scholars, a study of co-authorship to identify scholars in the 
United States with undisclosed military connections found 188 scholars in the U.S. affiliated 
with foreign military institutions". Anecdotal evidence from several JASON members at 
different institutions suggests that foreign student networks have advised foreign scholars 
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desiring entry into the U.S. against mentioning coursework or an intent to study topics such as 
hypersonics, acoustics, or artificial intelligence (Al) on their visa applications to increase their 
chances of getting a visa. 

5.5 Coercive Practices 

Coercion is the practice of forcing an individual to do something by force or threat. The threat 
may be implicit or explicit and can range from social condemnation to physical harm. Implicit 
coercion has a significant cultural dimension — an individual "knows what can happen" if they do 
not comply, based on cultural experience. For a foreign scholar, coercion may take the form of 
withholding scholarship or fellowship funds if the scholar does not report on their activities, 
gather requested information, or agree to return to their home country after completing their 
studies. A U.S.-based researcher may be coerced by the threat of loss of resources, prestige, or 
privileges in the foreign country. For scholars and U.S.-based researchers who have engaged in 
deception, exposure of their failure to report may be used to coerce certain behaviors. Loss of 
privileges or social standing for families of scholars in the United States may also provide a 
coercive element. Finally, laws requiring citizens of a foreign country to cooperate with the 
intelligence and security services of that country when asked are a legal form of coercion. 

JASON heard accounts of the use of coercion from the intelligence community and examined 
examples of coercive talent contracts (also see the HSGAC report referred to in Section 3"). 
Although the frequency of such events is not well-established, there clearly are potentially 
coercive mechanisms in place. For example, a recruitment program contract that contains the 
requirement that affiliation with a recruitment program not be disclosed, facilitates coercion by 
threat of exposure to the U.S.-based scholar for failure to disclose that affiliation. 

5.6 Theft 

In this context, theft is the taking of intellectual property (IP) without permission of the principal 
investigator or host institution. Samples', prototypes, software, written documents, and ideas all 
constitute IP and, in fundamental research, these are the currency of academic achievement and 
their loss can effect promotions, tenure and grant decisions. In contrast with private sector IP 
loss, financial considerations are usually secondary, but can be substantial to the university and 
investigator if an invention to be patented is compromised. 

Inadvertent IP theft can occur when a scholar communicates the research group's activities 
outside the group. Most U.S. scholars have an intuitive sense of what they should and should not 
discuss outside their group and how they should react when they hear something that could be 
confidential from another group, but a foreign scholar may not have the same sense. Research 
group leaders should develop a culture in which sharing information is explicitly discussed — a 
culture that is best developed by individual principal investigators and their collaborators, as 
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norms vary by subfield. Professional societies could play a role in developing and promulgating 
the norms for different subfields. 

A scholar can be coerced into intentional theft through a reporting condition attached to their 
support, or the promise of a reward, or out of loyalty to a former colleague or supervisor. The 
U.S. research enterprise relies on peer review for selection of papers for publication and grants 
for support. A peer reviewer will have access to confidential information in advance of 
publication or grant award and can, from loyalty, coercion, or the promise of a reward, transmit 
IP to others; doing so is intentional theft. Violations of common peer review practices appear to 
happen regularly, causing concern at the NIH and other agencies". Most publications and 
granting agencies give clear instructions forbidding the sharing of materials for peer review'. 

Many research groups provide samples, prototypes, or software to other groups either 
individually or to the community at large. Typically, the principal investigator, with the guidance 
or instruction of their home institution, sets the conditions for sharing and a group member 
providing materials outside this guidance is engaged in theft. A researcher running a lab or group 
in a foreign country who provides materials from their home institution to their foreign lab 
outside the rules or guidance of both institutions is also committing theft — the researcher may 
have developed the IP, but the institution where the work was carried out owns the IP and must 
agree to share with another lab or group, even if the lab or group is run by the researcher. 

There are reports of journals that solicit articles from researchers, especially early career 
researchers, primarily to harvest and share the content prior to publication". 

Anecdotes abound of foreign scholars in research groups passing on sensitive information, and 
some JASON members had experienced this in their own research groups. Usually it is not 
known what rules were in place in these groups. In addition, we note that some examples of what 
has been interpreted by the intelligence community and law enforcement as theft by foreign 
researchers actually appears to be the collegial sharing of academic work that occurs between, 
for example, investigators and the postdoctoral scholars they mentor and assist in starting their 
own research groups, which might be in another country. 

The NSF" and NIH' have reported and acted upon cases of the violation of the confidentiality 
of the peer review of proposals, but the nature of the theft makes gathering statistics on its 
prevalence difficult. 

5.7 China and Foreign Influence in Fundamental Research 

The efforts of the Chinese government and its institutions to acquire U.S. science and technology 
information have been cause for concern in the intelligence community for some years. These 
efforts, particularly in the context of industrial technology, are covered in detail in Chinese 
Industrial Espionage, a 2013 monograph by U.S. government analysts with expertise in this 
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area58. With respect to fundamental research, JASON assesses that some of these efforts violate 
the U.S. values of science ethics that contribute to research integrity, through the use of unethical 
modes of influence described in Section 5. The Chinese government is not unique in engaging in 
information collection and influence in the U.S. academic research enterprise, but they are 
probably the largest and best organized and their efforts are well documented (see reference 59 
for related material). 

China's society differs from that of the United States in many ways. Particularly relevant is the 
relationship between Chinese academic institutions, the government of the PRC and the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP). In China these are intertwined in a way that is entirely different from 
the United States, where higher education institutions are largely independent of the 
govertunent6°. In 2018, Chen Baosheng, China's Minister of Education, described plans for 
restructuring the curriculum of universities to bring it into line with current ideological thought61. 
It is common for CCP officials to be represented in university administration62 and in granting 
agencies. Anecdotally, many academic scientists in China report that they do not typically 
experience interference in their work from the party or government, but that it is an ever-present 
concern. 

As a totalitarian nation, the PRC government requires a degree of cooperation from its citizens 
in ways the United States does not. For example, the National Intelligence Law63, most recently 
updated in 2017, requires citizens and organizations to render assistance to the security and 
intelligence services when asked. Further, the phrasing of the National Intelligence Law implies 
that citizens should not disclose that they have assisted intelligence and security services. Many 
U.S. citizens would view this law as particularly vexatious and some, perhaps many, would 
refuse to comply. However, China has a different history and different imperatives and its 
citizens may view the National Intelligence Law as a fact of life and find a U.S. citizen's view of 
the law strange. When a Chinese scholar comes to an American graduate school to study, the 
scholar may not be aware that the norm in our research community is that information regarding 
the research group's activities might not be routinely shared with government or university 
officials — this is something left up to the head of the research group (except for required 
reporting associated with grants). 

A third important consideration is the CCP and Chinese government view that China, after 
centuries of outside oppression, is seeking to assume its rightful place in the world as a major 
power. Chinese citizens who are proud of their country and its achievements may agree with the 
CCP and Chinese government's ambitions, but may not agree with its methods or policies, just 
as a U.S. citizen may not agree with aspects of U.S. foreign policy. However, in China, the 
means of dissent are typically different, perhaps making a Chinese scholar reluctant to express 
any view at all, which may be taken as agreement when discussing cultural norms of science 
ethics. 
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Finally, many Chinese scholars study in the United States and choose to remain and become U.S. 
residents. However, that does not mean they have given up strong feelings for their home 
country or have adopted U.S. views or cultural norms. Those who have emigrated from China to 
the United States frequently continue to be closely tied to China and may actively seek to help 
their home country's progress in legal ways. It is important to note that the many scholars in the 
United States who are Chinese citizens or U.S. citizens originally from China are typically not 
acting as representatives of the CCP or the Chinese government and are not necessarily in 
agreement with the aims, methods, or policies of those institutions. Like any émigrés, such 
individuals must be treated as fellow residents or citizens of our country and should be judged on 
their personal actions and not by profiling based on the actions of the government and political 
institutions of their home country. 

5.8 The Nature and Limitations of Intelligence Information 

Intelligence agencies gather information, both open and classified, in an attempt to inform 
decision makers. In general, their imperative is to provide a picture of the situation at hand 
sufficiently early that decision makers can begin formulating a response. In a multi-faceted 
situation such as foreign influence of the U.S. fundamental research ecosystem, a detailed picture 
and meaningful statistics are seldom available — what the intelligence community (IC) is able to 
provide is a partial picture with some assessment of confidence and extrapolations across areas 
with sparse data, along with some assessment of the confidence of the accuracy of the parts and 
the whole of the picture. Decision makers must then craft their response based on the that picture 
and assessment of its accuracy. The strength of the response should be proportional to the degree 
of the threat and to the IC's assessment of the accuracy of their assessment. 

Finally, the IC provides information and assessment of its accuracy, not policy suggestions. The 
IC has not provided us with any specific suggestions for possible responses during any of our 
discussions. The IC typically provides information only to U.S. government policy makers and is 
not prepared to present open source documentation of problematic issues of foreign influence to 
the broad academic research community. Similarly, law enforcement agencies typically only 
make detailed information public once cases have been prosecuted. This lack of effective 
engagement with the academic community by the IC and law enforcement, combined with a 
corresponding lack of understanding of the IC and law enforcement agencies on the part of the 
academic community, has resulted in a lack of effective communication of the problem of 
foreign influence in fundamental research to academic leadership and faculty. 

5.9 Summary 

JASON's assessment of the landscape of foreign influences through rewards, deception, 
coercion, and theft indicates that all occur to some degree. How frequently they occur is not 
clear, but the mechanisms for such actions are in place and there are enough verified instances to 
warrant concern and action. The IC and law enforcement continue to collect information on 
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activities in foreign countries and in the U.S. and the information JASON received has allowed 
us to connect this information with the activities we have described. The picture of foreign 
influence in fundamental research is far from complete, but JASON does see a developing 
situation that appears to be worsening and that represents a threat to our fundamental research 
enterprise and, in the longer run, our economic security and national security. 
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6 INTERESTS, COMMITMENTS AND COLLABORATIONS 

The modes of influence discussed in Section 5 point to a need to expand the concept of research 
integrity, beyond fabrication, falsification, and plagiarism. This need is amplified by the highly 
collaborative nature of research today. In subsection 6.1 we discuss conflicts of interest and 
commitment and consider in subsection 6.2 issues that arise with respect to collaborations. 

6.1 Conflicts of Interest and Commitment 

Guidance on the definitions and management of conflict of interest (C01) and conflict of 
commitment (COC) can be found in the writings of professional societies'. The publication 
Recommended Principles to Guide Academy-Industry Relationships from the American 
Association of University Professors' offers concise definitions of these conflicts: 

"A conflict of interest is a set of circumstances that creates a risk that professional 
judgment or actions regarding a primary interest will be unduly influenced by a 
secondary interest." 

A Financial COI "... may be broadly defined as a situation in which an individual or a 
corporate financial interest has a tendency to interfere with the proper exercise of 
judgment." 

"A 'conflict of commitment' arises whenever a faculty member's or administrator's 
outside consulting and other activities have the potential to interfere with their primary 
duties, including teaching, research, time with students, or other service and 
administrative obligations to the university." 

Institutions receiving federal funding are required to develop written policies to govern such 
conflicts66'67. The University of Texas at Austin provides a comprehensive example of such 
policy statements68. 

"Conflict of Interest — A significant outside interest of a university employee or one of 
the employee's immediate family members that could directly or significantly affect the 
employee's performance of the employee's institutional responsibilities. The proper 
discharge of an employee's university responsibilities could be directly or significantly 
affected if the employment, service, activity or interest: (1) might tend to influence the 
way the employee performs his or her university responsibilities, or the employee knows 
or should know the interest is or has been offered with the intent to influence the 
employee's conduct or decisions; (2) could reasonably be expected to impair the 
employee's judgment in performing his or her university responsibilities; or (3) might 
require or induce the employee to disclose confidential or proprietary information 
acquired through the performance of university responsibilities." 

"Conflict of Commitment — A state in which the time or effort that a university employee 
devotes to an outside activity directly or significantly interferes with the employee's 
fulfillment of university responsibilities, or when the employee uses state property 
without authority in connection with the employee's outside employment, board service 
or other activity. Exceeding the amount of total time permitted by UT System or 
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university policy for outside activities creates the appearance of a conflict of 
commitment." 

In summary, a conflict of interest or commitment (COI/COC) can arise when one simultaneously 
serves two or more interests that do not align. A COI/COC can arise when a person fills two 
different roles: for example, that of a principal investigator for a university and an outside 
consultant for another university or company, a student that is also reporting on their activities to 
a foreign government, or a regulator with a financial stake in that which they are regulating. 

Of specific concern are COI's that arise in the U.S research enterprise when a principal 
investigator operates a laboratory at their own institution supported by federal or foundation 
funds while also operating a laboratory in another country supported by that country's funds that 
carries out related research, unknown to the principal investigator's home institution. In this case, 
the conflict is not financial, but academic — information generated in one laboratory may find its 
way to the other laboratory in order to secure funding. In this case, the first laboratory does not 
benefit from its own work while the second laboratory benefits from work it did not do. A 
second example of a CO! not related to financial matters occurs when a foreign student divulges 
information about work being done at their U.S. institution to their former mentor in their home 
country as part of an obligatory report. Here, the former mentor gains access to information they 
did not play a role in developing. 

Existing laws and regulations are in place to address many of the issues associated with full and 
transparent disclosure of any COI obligations. For example, the federal False Claims Act (FCA), 
states, in an example specifically provided on the NSF's web site regarding a training grant, that 
"material statements that are made or omitted, where the Term 'material,' within the meaning of 
the FCA, means having a natural tendency to influence, or be capable of influencing, the 
payment or receipt of money or property" by the government, constitutes a violation of the law°. 
Civil FCA violations can involve substantial financial penalties including treble damages for the 
full amount of the federal award as well as penalties for each paid false invoice. FCA violations 
can also be prosecuted in conjunction with wire fraud and mail fraud. Hence, full disclosure 
requirements for perceived and/or actual conflict of interest, as well as any other contractually 
binding non-financial obligations associated with federal financial assistance, fall under existing 
laws and regulations, and involve both institutional and individual exposure in instances of 
material non-compliance. 

Universities should promote increased awareness of the institutional and individual obligations 
for compliance and insure full disclosure of all material statements in all federal financial 
assistance applications, (e.g., grants and contracts). As noted above, U.S. research institutions 
have requirements to develop policies on COI reporting°. Similar to the FCA case described 
above, these policies tend to be linked to reporting on what would be a financial conflict of 
interest. Today, clear financial conflicts are not always obvious and new guidance recommends 
reporting all conflicts, hence the language potential conflicts of interest. 
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Assessment of conflicts of commitment (COC) is based on the notion that the sum of one's 
commitments of time and effort must not exceed the allowable work hours. The Department of 
Health and Human Services defines COC as follows: 

"Conflicts of commitment are generally situations in which a researcher is dedicating 
time to personal [professional, ed.] activities in excess of the time permitted by 
institutional policy, or to other activities that may detract from his or her primary 
responsibility to the institution. The issue here is not necessarily financial or bias in one's 
judgment, but rather whether one's commitment of time and effort are inconsistent with 
one's commitment to the institution and its interests.n)" 

Another aspect of COC can arise from a researcher exercising asymmetric authority over a 
subordinate (e.g., student, or postdoc). This can happen by giving extra work or exerting undue 
pressure for various work to be completed related to the researchers external consulting or 
activities. Even if these junior colleagues have interest in the external work, the conflict of 
commitment arises when these activities are delaying the junior colleague's own research or 
degree requirements. This can frequently be subtle and the monitoring non-existent. But, as with 
reporting potential COI, such situations should be reported and evaluated. 

Required reporting with respect to fellowships and awards is also an important area. Responsible 
conduct of research training highlights the importance of sharing with the principal investigator 
and research team all materials related to the research that is to be transmitted outside of the 
research team. This ensures proper attribution of results and proper protection of intellectual 
property. As noted in the discussion of talent programs, students (both undergraduate and 
graduate) and postdoctoral fellows often are required to report on their progress to sponsors of 
their scholarships/fellowships. Sometimes these reports constitute public disclosures that would 
affect securing intellectual property rights to the research results, and other times they might 
constitute release of information prior to publication, vetting by co-workers in the laboratory, 
peer-review, and/or review for accuracy by the principal investigator. 

COI and COC can be addressed and managed if the potential conflicts are first disclosed to all 
interested parties. In the case of a principal investigator running two labs, disclosure 
requirements would ensure that the individual made clear to both laboratories the scope of their 
respective projects and that these projects did not substantially overlap. In the case of the foreign 
student obligated to report on their activities, the expectations should include disclosure to the 
principal investigator of the reporting requirement and direction from the principal investigator 
on what may be reported from the research group. 

Most universities and laboratories require annual disclosure of COI and commitments, as well as 
updating the information when submitting new grant applications. Senior administrators 
typically then review the disclosures and consult with Department chairs. What should be 
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reported is not always clear: JASON heard from academic leaders that some faculty are under 
the mistaken impression that money paid as consulting fees does not need to be reported, as the 
work often takes place outside of academic business hours. It is evident that the requirements for 
disclosure of COI and commitments must be clearly communicated to all stakeholders in 
maintaining research integrity. 

6.2 Challenges Posed by Collaborative Agreements 

Within the broad range of activities and policies of U.S. research institutions are 
collaborations between individual U.S. and foreign researchers, large international science 
and engineering collaborations, large facilities involving international participation, and 
open data access policies. Upholding the tenets of research integrity can be particularly 
challenging in the context of such collaborative arrangements. Broadly considered, participants 
in collaborations should practice transparency, reciprocity, and adherence to norms of 
research integrity, and should expect the same from other participants. 

Transparency. An open science environment requires transparency between all partners. 
Although the meaning of "transparency" is likely to be context-dependent, at a minimum, it 
should include openly declaring all funding sources, individuals, and organizations involved 
in the collaboration as well as agreed upon requirements for flow of information and 
documents within the collaboration and between participants and their governments. 

Reciprocity. Trustful and respectful collaboration is central to the responsible conduct of 
research. This includes equitable exchange of ideas, information, and data and ensuring that the 
research environment encourages a shared commitment to values and practices that support the 
integrity of the research. The expected degree of reciprocity with respect to data sharing in 
collaborative projects will also be context-dependent 

Adherence to Norms of Research Integrity. Most collaborations, national or international, 
are based on widely accepted principles of research integrity and openness. Adherence to 
these principles should be required of all partners in a collaboration. 

Research integrity within collaborations is compromised when researchers withhold information 
from the rest of the research team or collaboration and/or research findings are disseminated 
externally without discussion and concurrence with the team. Asymmetry in data sharing or 
access to collaborative facilities degrades reciprocity and the ability to maintain open and trustful 
relationships. Differences in scientific field and social cultural norms can add to the challenge of 
maintaining respectful communication within and across teams. 

Often the agreements for international collaborations are made by individual U.S. 
universities without significant input from the NSF or other U.S. funding agency. The 
definition of what constitutes an acceptable reciprocal arrangement may be very different for 
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an individual U.S. university than it may be for the NSF, particularly if the NSF has invested 
heavily over years to develop a particular research capability in the United States. This can 
be particularly problematic if the reciprocity involves a monetary contribution in return for 
technical expertise. Some guidelines for reciprocity might include: 

• Access to data should be comparable between a foreign partner and a U.S. 
partner. 

• Transparency should be reciprocal. 

• To the extent possible, contributions should be "in kind," in addition to 
monetary contributions. 

These principles, coupled with the core values discussed in Section 5, provide an unambiguous 
set of ethical standards for defining research integrity. It should not be taken for granted that 
every researcher from every country interprets these standards the same way. Research teams, 
collaborators, and educators should be proactive in having frequent discussion and review of 
what it means to conduct research responsibly, sharing the responsibility for maintaining 
research integrity. 
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7 SECURING THE U.S. FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH 
ENTERPRISE 

Because of the integral nature of foreign research talent to our fundamental research enterprise, 
JASON assesses that retaliatory responses such as restricting the number of foreign students in 
the United States would likely do more harm to the United States than good. Diplomatic 
solutions, such as reciprocal agreements concerning foreign students in the United States could 
be negotiated, but still leave the U.S. research enterprise vulnerable to many of the practices we 
have described, and such treaties would be difficult to negotiate. Some academics believe that 
foreign students, educated in U.S. values, and other engagement will bring adversarial nations 
around to the U.S. way of thinking. This could be true, but there are few signs of progress. 

JASON concludes that the most effective U.S. responses that could be put into place in the near 
term are: requirement of rigorous disclosure of affiliations and commitments, continued 
adherence to NSDD-189 as a framework for control of information, development and 
deployment of project assessment tools to assist stakeholders in securing fundamental research, 
and education of both the U.S. academic and research community as to the nature of the threat 
and the intelligence and law enforcement communities about the norms of fundamental research. 

7.1 Disclosure 

Disclosure of activities presents our main defense against foreign influence, especially that 
involving rewards, deception, and coercion. JASON recommends that applications for foreign 
scholars require disclosure of all affiliation, academic degrees, and courses completed. 
Applications are usually considered to be confidential, which will encourage accurate 
disclosures. Once at the U.S. host institution, foreign scholars should disclose any reporting 
requirements required by their fellowships or other conditions their home country attaches to 
their permission to study or work abroad. Income or rewards a foreign scholar receives should 
also be disclosed annually. Foreign scholars coming to work or study at U.S. universities or 
research institutions should be required to disclose the all the terms of the contract or fellowship 
supporting them, including any reporting or non-disclosure requirements. 

U.S. faculty and research staff usually disclose their outside professional activities (OPA) to their 
employer annually. This is for the assessment of potential conflicts of interest and commitment 
at the institutional level. Requirements of OPA disclosure policies vary by institution but should 
include, at a minimum, listing and describing all positions and affiliations, including foreign 
positions and affiliations, each year. Foreign compensation and research support should also be 
reported. Most federal grant applications require disclosure of all current and pending research 
support and what is being supported by other agencies and foundations. NSF should continue to 
insist on reporting of foreign research support as part of the grant application process, making it 
clear that all support must be disclosed as part of the award process. 
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In the case of foreign research support or participation in a talent program, the full contract of the 
program should be disclosed to the granting agency or university. JASON finds that failing to 
disclose any aspect of a foreign engagement, either a foreign scholar coming to the United States 
or a U.S. researcher conducting funded research in a foreign country, compromises the integrity 
of the U.S. research enterprise. A failure to make the proper disclosure must then be treated as a 
violation of research integrity and should be investigated and adjudicated in the same way as, for 
example, falsification of data or plagiarism (i.e., research misconduct). In most U.S. research 
institutions, punishments for research misconduct can include demotion, loss of privileges, or 
dismissal. Granting agencies, such as NSF, can bar an individual from receiving further grant 
support, typically for a defined period. It is important to note that some forms of failure to make 
proper disclosure can also involve legal punishments, for example, willfully supplying incorrect 
information as part of a disclosure. 

7.2 Adherence to NSDD-189 

National Security Decisional Directive 189 (NSDD-189) is included in Appendix B and 
described in Section 3. NSDD-189 sets out the definition of fundamental research and specifies 
that research should be open unless it is deemed to be sensitive from a national security point of 
view, in which case it could be classified in the manner described in Executive Order 12356 and 
subsequent orders. 

In the study charge, JASON was asked: 

• Are there areas of fundamental research that should be more controlled rather than openly 
available? 

• What controls, if any, could be placed on particular types of information and how can 
they be managed in a way that maintains the maximum benefit of the research of the open 
research environment for fundamental research? 

In response, JASON concludes that it is neither feasible nor desirable to control areas of 
fundamental research beyond the mechanisms put in place by NSDD-189. Responding to the 
first question, it is not possible to draw boundaries around broad fields of fundamental research 
and define what is included and what is excluded (government controlled) in that discipline of 
inquiry. Artificial intelligence, for example, permeates broadly entire disciplines, including 
biology, chemistry, physics, materials science, mechanical engineering, and social science. 
Robotics similarly broadly impacts a wide swath of research endeavors, from biomedical 
engineering and drug discovery to advanced manufacturing and space exploration. Novel battery 
technologies involve fundamental studies of electrochemistry, surface science, materials science, 
physical chemistry, applied physics, and theory. The work in these broad areas is furthermore 
interconnected, making it even more difficult to define where one aspect of research stops, and 
another starts. 
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Fields of research change with time and can be fluid as technology evolves. In a time of 
extremely rapid discovery and technological change, it is difficult to make useful predictions of 
the future from past research. Students trained and performing research in one area, for example 
fundamental materials chemistry, today may take jobs in another field, for example an AI-based 
field that can make use of their broad problem-solving skills and analytical training and the 
ability to code. Vigorous investment and attractive opportunities in the private sector in many 
fields of research are blurring the boundaries of what defines a professional career in a particular 
field of endeavor. 

Even if it were possible to crisply define specific fields of fundamental research that might be 
restricted, the costs of imposing restrictions on researchers that can work in those areas will 
deleteriously affect the available talent pool required to advance that strategic field of interest. 
For example, in the Department of Energy (DOE) laboratories primarily supported by the DOE 
Office of Science, the work that is being performed frequently exploits unique capabilities and/or 
infrastructure that is available at the laboratories. This infrastructure has been developed to serve 
the entire research community through collaboration, both national and international. Joint 
projects include Energy Frontier Research Centers, Energy Innovation Hubs, and Energy 
Materials Networks. A fluid exchange of people routinely occurs involving, for example, 
graduate students who are jointly supervised by national laboratory personnel and students who 
continue their work as post-doctoral fellows either formally appointed under the supervision of 
the national laboratory personnel or jointly supervised by them with non-laboratory personnel. 
These collaborations greatly leverage the limited personnel expertise and resources associated 
with the national laboratory and thus benefit the entire research ecosystem. Restrictions on 
personnel that can work with the national laboratories would impact the strength of the 
laboratories themselves. 

The established, implemented categorization of research involves differentiation between 
fundamental research, classified research, or imposition of export control regulations (on certain 
types of advanced engineering-related applications of research). The fundamental research 
exemption is based on the idea that the general nature of the knowledge produced in fundamental 
research cannot be controlled. The main impetus for the control of information is usually 
considered to be prevention of the transmission of information that might be economically 
valuable from U.S. research labs to competitor nations. The uncertainty about the value of any 
fundamental research information stems from its fundamental nature. Making the case, for 
classification reasons, that a new technology might be of national security value is far simpler 
than assessing its potential economic impact, even if economic security is equated in some way 
with national security. 

An intermediate layer of control already exists called controlled unclassified information (CUD 
that might seem useful in fundamental research situations. However, new CUI categories for 
particular research areas will not solve this problem unless broad areas of fundamental research 
are deemed "born controlled" — subject to control until review removes the control. Such control 
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would run counter to the notion that fundamental research is intended for open publication and 
would severely hinder the U.S. research enterprise. Universities and the U.S. government already 
have the means of protecting intellectual property through the patent process and non-disclosure 
agreements. They should be used as needed to protect information and modified if more 
protection is needed. 

JASON concludes that the framework set forth in NSDD-189 continues to be relevant, creating a 
clear definition for fundamental research, declaring that most such research should be open and 
specifying when a specific application of knowledge from fundamental research should be 
classified. 

7.3 Assessment Tools 

The fundamental research ecosystem has a wide range of participants and stakeholders, each 
responsible for their own actions. The stakeholders include: 

• The public 
• Political leadership, e.g. members of U.S. Congress and the Executive Branch 
• Federal funding agencies (e.g., NSF, NIH, DOD) 
• Research Institutions (e.g., Universities, National Laboratories, Think Tanks) 
• Research group leaders (e.g., department heads, institute and center directors 
• Professional societies 
• Publishers 
• Principal investigators 
• Scholars (e.g., research collaborators, staff, students, postdoctoral fellows) 

JASON assesses that a powerful countermeasure against foreign influence would be the careful 
consideration of foreign engagements by stakeholders before they are initiated. This could be 
facilitated by a set of assessment tools in the form of a series of questions, tailored to the level of 
the stakeholder in question. These can be thought of as a catechism for fundamental research, a 
series of instructive questions upon which one is to reflect when making decisions about research 
engagements. Within the U.S. government the Heilmeier Catechism for assessing DARPA 
projects is well known'. For a principal investigator (PI) considering engaging with a foreign 
research entity, such a series of questions might be: 

• Describe the engagement succinctly and without jargon. Is it fundamental 
research? If not, what are the institution's policies around creating the 
engagement? 

• Are the terms of the engagement made clear in writing? Have all the participants 
been identified? Are all participants known to the PI and the PI's institution? 
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• Are all the participants conflicts of interest and commitment documented? Are 
there any aspects of the engagement that are not to be disclosed to any of the 
participants? If so, what is the reason? 

• Is there any aspect of the engagement that seems unusual, unnecessary or poorly 
specified? 

• Where does the funding and other resources needed for the activity come from? Is 
it clear what each party is providing? 

• Are all of the tangible assets of the engagement, existing or to be generated (e.g., 
data, metadata, profits, equipment, etc.), known? How will they be shared? Who 
decides how they are allocated? 

• How does a participant end their engagement? 

• Are scholars expected to reside away from their home institutions as a part of the 
engagement? If so, how are they chosen for participation in the engagement? 

• What are the reporting requirements back to home institutions or organizations? 

• Who will control the dissemination of the resulting fundamental research? 

These questions can be thought of as an assessment tool, meant to develop a fuller understanding 
of the engagement before a decision is made. A representative of a university or laboratory may 
consider a similar set of questions, modified to reflect the risks such institutions face. An 
example, based on that developed by the MIT Office of the Vice President for Research72: 

• Is there a risk to U.S. national security? 

• What are the political, civil and human rights risks? 

• Is there a risk to U.S. national competitiveness? 

• Will export control compliance be assured? 

• What are the intellectual property risks? 

• Are there clear data and publication policies? 

• What is the early termination risk? 

• What is misrepresentation risk? 
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• Is there a risk to the institution's community and core values? 

• What is the risk to institution of no! engaging? 

Each stakeholder would have their own set of questions or guidelines based on 
relevance to a decision they are likely to be making — for scholars or institutions to 
engage or not to engage, for a journal, to publish or not to publish, for a funding agency, 
to fund or not to fund. The NSF and professional societies, both central to the U.S. 
research enterprise, could lead the development and promulgation of these tools. Table 1 
presents examples of perceived rewards, perceived risks and obligations for the 
stakeholders in the U.S. research enterprise. 

Table 1. U.S. researcher enterprise stakeholder rewards, risks and obligations in assessing 
engagements. 

, StketoWes 
!While 

Perceived t'eward 
Improved quality of life 
Advancement of science and the economic 
competitiveness through attracting top talent 

Perceived 00* 
Misinformation 

Loss of economic advantage, IP 
loss, and infiltration 

......... ANNOOSESSEMBE 
Expect valid communication of science 
Top level guidance to agencies and 
national labs balancing risks and rewards 

Pefititel 
Leadership  :., 

.Federallundiref 
agencies 

Advance science through collaboration and 
ability to attract top talent 

Compromise of research integrity 
Develop clear policies and guidelines that 
enables responsible conduct of research 

Research 
Institutions 

Research 
group leaders 

Advancing their institutions' reputation through 
scholarship and attracting top talent 

Advancing careers of faculty and students 
through opportunities and attracting top talent 

Reputational risks, IP loss, loss of 
talent, and loss of opportunity 

Reputational risks, loss of access to 
talent and facilities 

Develop clear policies and guidelines that 
enables responsible conduct of research 

Foster a culture of reseach integrity and 
adherence to new policies 

Professional 
societies 

Advancing their field and attracting top talent 
Developing workable guidelines specific 

Being left behind 
to their field, statistics on activities 

 Publishers  

Principal 
Invesitgators 

Enhancing reputation 

Access to research support, facilities, data 
and top talent 

Good science published elsewhere Fair and safe rigoruous review process 
Ensure and educate about research 

Loss of access to unique data, 
integrity, insist on workable agreements 

research funds, and talent 
in collaborations 

Scholars 
Access to facilities, data, mentors, and 
collaborators 

Loss of jobs, degrees, and careers Responsible conduct of research 
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7.4 Education and Outreach 

Foreign influence of the U.S. research enterprise is an emerging threat and the research 
community must understand the nature of the threat and our responses to it. The typical academic 
researcher in a U.S. university has little contact with the U.S. intelligence community (IC) or law 
enforcement, but does have daily contact with foreign scholars, particularly graduate students 
and postdocs, and frequent contact with faculty peers in other nations. Academics value these 
contacts — even though nations may be at odds over substantial issues, broad-based scientific 
discourse brings academics together over the common desire to develop scientific knowledge. 

The IC, law enforcement, and university administrations have the complex task of 
communicating an emerging threat that is relatively diffuse and vague to a largely unreceptive 
audience. Part of the problem has been the cultural differences between academics and those 
with the deepest knowledge of the threat. Representatives of the IC are used to briefing 
audiences that understand that the IC cannot openly share much of the information it holds. 
Academic audiences often do not understand the IC's function as providing early warning to 
policy makers, rather than provers of fact. Similarly, the IC and law enforcement agencies lack 
an understanding of how academic research labs operate, and the advising and mentoring 
relationships that exist between faculty members and the range of researchers who work with 
them. Consequently, briefings from the IC, law enforcement, and university administrations have 
been met with disbelief and derision by their academic audiences. Requests from academics for 
further supporting information are often met with the refrain "I can't tell you; it's classified.", 
frustrating those used to having full access to information and data in their research. The IC and 
law enforcement briefers may feel distrusted and dismissed by those they believe they are trying 
to help. 

In the course of many interactions on a range of topics, JASON has found that IC and law 
enforcement members are receptive to these concerns; a concerted effort to improve 
communication is likely to have both short-term benefit for the current situation, and long-term 
benefit for future challenges. JASON concludes that NSF should be the facilitator of more 
effective communication between the academic community and IC and law enforcement. This 
might take several forms, including encouraging the declassification of information related to 
foreign influence in fundamental research, and convening meetings between interested parties 
from all sides. 

The IC and law enforcement have given a partial picture of foreign influences on the U.S. 
fundamental research enterprise. JASON has assessed that there is indeed a threat that appears to 
be growing in scale, requiring a response. In this section, we have recommended a response that 
is proportional to our assessment of the threat. A useful question to ask at this point is, "What 
risk to research do the recommended solutions pose if the picture assessment from the IC is not 
correct, and there is in fact no substantial threat?" JASON believes our recommended course 
presents little threat to the functioning of the U.S. fundamental research enterprise. We have 
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suggested that the problem of foreign influence can be met by a combination of more robust 
research integrity measures, careful consideration of risks before entering into foreign 
engagements and better information exchange between the IC, law enforcement, and academia — 
all of which are good in any circumstance. We note in particular that expanded expectations with 
respect to reporting conflicts and commitments would have the strong benefit of making the 
academic system fairer for all. 
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8 SUMMARY 

Foreign scholars are a boon to the U.S. research enterprise and economy, and the United States 
need to continue to recruit and cultivate the best international talent to maintain the preeminent 
position of the United States in science and technology. Many foreign scholars stay in the United 
States and contribute to our scientific enterprise and those that return remain colleagues and help 
to build trust between nations engaged in what is increasingly an international scientific 
enterprise. However, it cannot be ignored that some foreign scholars in the United States 
participate in programs of the governments and institutions of their home countries that violate 
U.S. norms of science ethics and research integrity. These actions pose a threat to the U.S. 
fundamental research enterprise. 

JASON concludes that many of the problems of foreign influence that have been identified are 
ones that can be addressed within the framework of research integrity, and that the benefits of 
openness in research and of the inclusion of talented foreign researchers dictate against measures 
that would wall off particular areas of fundamental research. We expect that a reinvigorated 
commitment to U.S. standards of research integrity and the tradition of open science by all 
stakeholders will drive continued preeminence of the United States in science, engineering, and 
technology by attracting and retaining the world's best talent. 

JASON presents the following Findings and Recommendations in response to the study charge 
from NSF. 

8.1 Findings 

1. There is a long and illustrious history of foreign-born scientists and engineers training 
and working in the United States, and they make essential contributions to our 
preeminence in science, engineering and technology today. Maintaining that leading 
position will require that the United States continues to attract and retain the best science 
talent globally. 

2. The United States upholds values of ethics in science, including objectivity, honesty, 
accountability, fairness and stewardship (NAS 2017 Fostering Integrity in Research). 
These values protect research integrity, upon which credibility of the fundamental 
research enterprise, and the entire academic system, is based. 

3. Actions of the Chinese government and its institutions that are not in accord with U.S. 
values of science ethics have raised concerns about foreign influence in the U.S. 
academic sector. JASON reviewed classified and open-source evidence suggesting that 
there are problems with respect to research transparency, lack of reciprocity in 
collaborations and consortia, and reporting of commitments and potential conflicts of 
interest, related to these actions. 
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4. The scale and scope of the problem remain poorly defined, and academic leadership, 
faculty, and front-line government agencies lack a common understanding of foreign 
influence in U.S. fundamental research, the possible risks derived from it, and the 
possible detrimental effects of restrictions on it that might be enacted in response. 

5. Conflicts of interest and commitment in the research enterprise can be broader than those 
that are strictly financial, including those that might occur in foreign research 
collaborations or result from required reporting obligations for scholarships or grants. 

6. There are many stakeholders with responsibility for the integrity of fundamental research, 
from U.S. government agencies to individual scholars, each with particular perspectives, 
roles and responsibilities. Universities and research funding agencies have policies and 
guidelines regarding some of these responsibilities, but these are often insufficient for 
individuals to assess risk and take appropriate actions. 

7. National Security Decision Directive (NSDD) 189, established in 1985 a clear distinction 
between fundamental research and classified research. This remains a cornerstone to the 
fundamental-research enterprise, as officially reaffirmed in 2001 and 2010, and it 
continues to inform policy today. 

8. Universities have mechanisms to handle Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) 
under existing categories, such as HIPAA, FERPA, Export control, and Title XIII. CUI 
protection is difficult, but suited to these tasks, however it is ill-suited to the protection of 
fundamental research areas. 

9. International researchers in the United States are partners in our research enterprise, and, 
consequently, in the effort to strengthen research integrity nationally and globally. 

8.2 Recommendations 

1. The scope of expectations under the umbrella of research integrity should be expanded to 
include full disclosure of commitments and actual or potential conflicts of interest. 

2. Failures to disclose commitments and actual or potential conflicts of interest should be 
investigated and adjudicated by the relevant office of the NSF and by universities as 
presumptive violations of research integrity, with consequences similar to those currently 
in place for scientific misconduct. 

3. NSF should take a lead in working with NSF-funded universities and other entities, as 
well as professional societies and publishers to ensure that the responsibilities of all 
stakeholders in maintaining research integrity are clearly stated, acknowledged, and 
adopted. Harmonization of these responsibilities with those of other federal research-
funding agencies is encouraged. 
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4. NSF should adopt, and promulgate to all stakeholders, project assessment tools that 
facilitate an evaluation of risks to research integrity for research collaborations, and for 
all non-federal grants and research agreements. 

5. Education and training in scientific ethics at universities and other institutions performing 
fundamental research should be expanded beyond traditional research integrity issues to 
include information and examples covering conflicts of interest and commitment. 

6. NSF should support reaffirmation of the principles of NSDD-189, which make clear that 
fundamental research should remain unrestricted to the fullest extent possible, and should 
discourage the use of new CUI definitions as a mechanism to erect intermediate-level 
boundaries around fundamental research areas. 

7. NSF should engage with intelligence agencies and law enforcement to communicate to 
academic leadership and faculty an evidence-based description of the scale and scope of 
problems posed by foreign influence in fundamental research, as well as to communicate 
to other government agencies the critical importance of foreign researchers and 
collaborations to U.S. fundamental research. 

8. NSF should further engage with the community of foreign researchers in the United 
States to enlist them in the effort to foster openness and transparency in fundamental 
research, nationally and globally, as well as to benefit from their connections to identify, 
recruit and retain the best scientific talent to the United States 

9. NSF and other relevant U.S. government agencies should develop and implement a 
strategic plan for maintaining our competitiveness for the top science and engineering 
talent globally, taking advantage of new opportunities for engagement that might arise, 
even as others become more challenging. 
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APPENDIX A: Statement of Work 

Fundamental Research and National Security 
National Science Foundation (Jim Ulvestad, Rebecca Keiser) 

28 February 2019 

Statement of the Problem: Historically, the national security and economic well-being of the 
United States have benefited from an open scientific ecosystem, as laid out in Science, the 
Endless Frontier (Vannevar Bush) and in numerous National Academies efforts such as the 2009 
National Research Council Committee on Science, Security and Prosperity's "Beyond Fortress 
America" consensus study. 

NSF seeks an exploration by JASON of the approach reflected in the documents cited above and 
whether to recommend any policy changes in the current international environment. 

What has Changed? The wide variety of communication methods, mobility of people and 
investments in science in today's world have made it challenging to understand all the uses for 
that information. Government security organizations say that the "paradigm has shifted" and that 
our open system is being used by others in detrimental ways. White House documents about 
economic aggression from China, proposed legislation, and communications to/from university 
groups and government agencies focus on security concerns of fundamental research, much of it 
at our nation's universities, colleges, and research institutions (see Works Cited). Recent reports 
from the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission and the Hoover Institution 
have described security issues relating to students from China, and student associations, at U.S. 
universities. Research funding agencies and the academic community are trying to assess and 
evaluate this paradigm shift and whether it should motivate policy changes in the traditional U.S. 
ecosystem. 

What Expertise is Needed? JASON is uniquely qualified to explore the issues related to the 
U.S. science ecosystem because of its connection to that ecosystem and its background in 
national security issues. Individuals with the following expertise should be involved in the 
assessment: 

• Historical understanding of the benefits and risks of the U.S. science ecosystem with 
regard to economic development and national security. 

• Understanding of the definitions of fundamental and applied research, how they are 
distinguishable, and how they overlap. 

• Understanding of the U.S. research ecosystem and its dependence on non-U.S. talent. 
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• Knowledge in key areas of particular interest for national security, such as artificial 
intelligence, quantum information science, genomics, synthetic biology, and space 
situational awareness. 

• Awareness of methods used by other nations to exploit the U.S. fundamental research 
ecosystem, as well as specific threats, and U.S. efforts to counter that exploitation. 

Objectives and Deliverables: NSF seeks an assessment of the topics listed below. 

• Fundamental Research: What is the value and what are the risks of openness generally 
associated with fundamental research? How should the principles of scientific openness 
on which the NSF was founded in 1950 be affirmed or modified? 

• Fundamental and Applied Research: Where do the boundaries lie between 
fundamental research that should remain open and more applied research whose 
distribution may be restricted? How should NSF assist the academic community in 
understanding those boundaries? 

• Risk Areas: Are there particular areas of fundamental research for which information 
should be controlled rather than openly available? What are those areas, what controls 
should be placed on information, and how can this be managed in a way that maintains 
the maximum benefit of the traditional open environment for fundamental research? 

• Good Practices: What good practices should be followed by academic researchers in all 
disciplinary areas, and perhaps institutionalized by NSF, to balance the open environment 
of fundamental research with the needs for national (and economic?) security? 

Key Questions: NSF would like an unclassified report that can be widely disseminated and 
discussed in the academic community, possibly with a classified version or appendix that 
provides technical or other data about specific security concerns. 

This report should address, at minimum, the following questions. These questions may be 
revised or modified as the study is undertaken: 

1. What is the value and what are the risks of openness generally associated with 
fundamental research? 

2. How should the principles of scientific openness be affirmed or modified? 
3. Are there areas of fundamental research that should be more controlled rather than openly 

available? What are those areas? 

4. What controls, if any, could be placed on particular types of information, and how can 
this be managed in a way that maintains the maximum benefit of the open research 
environment for fundamental research? 
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5. What good practices could be put into place by academic researchers to balance the open 
environment of fundamental research with the needs for national (and economic) 
security? 

6. What good practices could be put into place by funding agencies such as NSF to balance 
the open environment of fundamental research with the needs for national (and 
economic) security? 
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APPENDIX B: Text of NSDD-189 

(stamped :I URCLASSIFIEL 

September 21, 1945 

NATIONAL POLICY ON TRE TRANSFER OF 
SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING INFORMATION 

X PURPOSE 

This directive establishes national policy for controlling 
the flow of science, technology, and engineering- information 
produced in federally-funded fundamental research at 
colleges, universities, and laboratories. Fundamental 
research is defined as follows: 

Fundamental research' an basic and applied 
research in science and engineering, the results of 
which ordinarily- are published and shared broadly 
within the scientific community, as distinguished 
from proprietary research and from industrial 
development, design, production, and product 
utilization, the results of which ordinarily are 
restricted for proprietary or national security 
reasons," 

XI a&CKGROUHM 

The acquisition of advanced technology from the United States 
by Eastern Bloc nations for the purpose of enhancing their 
military capabilities poses a significant threat to our 
national security. Intelligence studies indicate a small but 
significant target of the Eastern Bloc intelligence gathering 
effort is science and enginearirm research performed at 
universities and federal Laboratories, At the same time, our 
leadership position in science and technology is an essential 
element in our economic and physical security, The strength 
of American science requires a research environment conducive 
to creativity, an environment in which the free exchange of 
ideas is a vital component. 
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v-zino NSW,  Mi.: tO1 &file ati Naomi to 41 Volvileat miod fiotoMesioso lioloftWitgo 

In 1982, the Department of Defense and National Science 
Foundation sponsored a National Academy of Sciences study of 
the need for controls on scientific information. This study 
was chaired by Dr. Dale Corson, President Emeritus of Cornell 
University. It concluded that, while there has been a 
significant transfer of U.S. technology to the Soviet Union, 
the transfer has occurred through many routes with 
universities and open scientific communication of fundamental 
research being a minor contributor. Yet as the emerging 
government-university-industry partnership in research 
activities continues to grow, a more significant problem may 
well develop. 

It is the policy of this administration that, to the maximum 
extent possible, the products of fundamental research remain 
unrestricted. It is also the policy of this Administration 
that, where the national security requires control, the 
mechanism for control of information generated during 
federally-funded fundamental research in science, technology 
and engineering- at colleges, universities and laboratories is 
classification. Each federal government agency is responsible 
for: a) determining whether classification is appropriate 
prior to the award of a research grant, contract, or 
cooperative agreement and, if so, controlling the research 
results through standard classification procedures; b) 
periodically reviewing all research grants, contracts, or 
cooperative agreements for potential classification. No 
restrictions may be placed upon the conduct or reporting of 
federally-funded fundamental research that has not received 
national security classification, except as provided in 
applicable U.S. statutes. 

stamped:f UNCLASSIFIED 
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Notes 

1 Full report, "Science, The Endless Frontier," available at https://www.nsfgov/about/history/nsf50/vbush1945.jsp.

2 Full act, "National Science Foundation Act," available at https://legcounsel.house.gov/Comps/81-507.pdf. 

3 Examples include Nobel laureates George Palade (Romania), Albert Szent-Gyorgyi (Hungary), and Joachim Frank 
(Germany), who spent the war years in Europe. Nobel laureate Yoichiro Nambu (Japan) worked in Tokyo on radar 
research, but later emigrated to the U.S. The American space program famously benefitted from the assimilation of 
former Nazi rocketeer Wernher von Braun. Source: "List of Nobel laureates by country." 

4 See: Cervantes, M. and D. Guellec. "The brain drain: Old myths, new realities," 
https://oecdobserver.org/news/archivestory.php/aid/673/The brain drain: Old myths, new realities.html. 

5 Japanese-American Nobel laureates include Yoichiro Nambu and Shuji Nakamura (Physics), who are Japanese-
born U.S. citizens, along with Susumu Tonegawa (Physiology or Medicine), Osamu Shimomura and Ei-ichi Negishi 
(Chemistry), who are permanent U.S. residents. Source: "List of Nobel laureates by country." 

6 Chinese-American Nobel laureates include Chen Ning Yang, Tsung-Dao Lee, Samuel C.C. Ting, Steven Chu, 
Daniel Chee Tsui, and Charles K. Kao (Physics), and Yuan T. Lee and Roger Tsien (Chemistry). All hold (or held) 
U.S. citizenship. C.N. Yang, T.-D. Lee, D.C. Tsui, and C. Kao were born in China; Y.T. Lee was born in Taiwan. R. 
Tsien, S. Chu, and S. Ting were born in the U.S. to Chinese émigré parents. Fields Medals were won by Terence 
Chi-Shen Tao and Shing-Tung Yau. Tao was born in Australia to Chinese émigrés from Hong Kong and is now a 
U.S. citizen; Yau was born in China and is now a U.S. citizen. Source: "List of Nobel laureates by country." 

7 Indian-American Nobel laureates include Har Gobind Khorana and Venkatraman "Venld" Ramalcrishnan for 
Physiology or Medicine; and Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar in Physics. All three were born in India and 
subsequently became U.S. citizens. Ramalcrishnan holds dual U.S. and U.K. citizenship. Source: "List of Nobel 
laureates by country." 

8 'The hard science categories are Chemistry, Physics, and Physiology or Medicine. There have been 288 Nobel 
laurates in science since the first U.S. recipient in 1914 (Theodore Richards, Chemistry), 85 of whom were born 
outside this country. In addition, one U.S. dual national (Michael Levitt, Chemistry, 2013) chose to accept the Nobel 
Prize as an Israeli. Source: "List of Nobel laureates by country." 

9 See: NIH, "Appropriations History by Institute/Center (1938 to Present)," at 
https://officeofbudget.od.nih.gov/approp hist.html and NSF "NSF Funding by Account" 
https://dellweb.bfa.nsf. gov/NSFFundingbyAccount.pdf 

1° QS World University Rankings places 11 U.S. universities among the top 20; see 
https://www.topuniversities.com/university-ranIcings/world-university-ranIcings/2019. U.S. News & World Report 
Best Global University Rankings places 16 U.S. universities among the top 20; see: 
https://www.usnews.com/education/best-global-universities/rankings. The Best Schools places 16 U.S. universities 
among the top 20; see: https://thebestschools.org/rankings/best-universities-world-today. The Times Higher 
Education World University Rankings survey places 15 U.S. universities among the top 20; see: 
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world-university-rankings/2019/world-
ranking#Upage/O/length/25/sort by/rank/sort order/asc/cols/stats. 

11 National Science Board, National Science Foundation. Higher Education in Science and Engineering. Science and 
Engineering Indicators 2020. Available at https://ncses.nsfgov/pubs/nsb20197/.

12 National Foundation for American Policy. The Importance of International Students to American Science and 
Engineering. NFAP Policy Brief, available at https://nfap.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/The-Importance-of-
International-Students.NFAP-Policy-BriefOctober-20171.pdf 

13 Ibid. 

14 Ibid. 
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15 Source: National Science Board, National Science Foundation. Higher Education in Science and Engineering. 
Science and Engineering Indicators 2020. NSB-2019-7. Available at: https://ncses.nsfgov/pubs/nsb20197/.

16 Source: National Science Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics. Doctorate 
Recipients from U.S. Universities: 2017. NSF 19-301. Available at: https://ncses.nsfgov/pubs/nsf19301/data.

17 Ibid. 

18 Source: National Science Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics. "Survey of 
Doctorate Recipients, 2015." Available at: https://ncsesdata.nsfgov/doctoratework/2015/.

19 Source: Chen, Stephen. "China's Brain Drain to the U.S. is Ending, Thanks to Higher Salaries and Donald 
Trump." Available at: https://www.scmp.com/news/china/sciencc/article/2163001/chinas-brain-drain-us-ending-
thanks-higher-salaries-and-donald.

28 Source: Thou, Youyou. "Chinese students increasingly return home after studying abroad." Available at: 
https://cp.com/1342525/chinese-students-increasingly-return-home-after-studying-abroad/. 

21 For example: "International Science and Engineering Partnerships: A Priority for U.S. Foreign Policy and Our 
Nation's Innovation Enterprise"; "2012 Global R&D Funding Forecast"; "2018 Global R&D Funding Forecast"; 
SCImago Journal & Country Rank. 

22 Source: Battelle. "Battelle-R&D Magazine Release Newest Global Research Funding Forecast." Available at: 
https://www.battelle.org/newsroom/press-relcases/press-releases-detail/battclIc-r-d-magazine-rclease-newest-global-
research-funding-forecast.
23 Ibid.

24 Source: R&D Magazine. 2018 Global R&D Funding Forecast. Available at: 
https://www.rdworldonline.com/2018-global-rd-funding-forecast-snapshot/. 

25 Full text of, "The 13th Five-Year Plan For Economic And Social Development Of The People's Republic Of 
China (2016-2020)," available at: http://en.ndrc.gov.cn/newsrelease/201612/P020161207645765233498.pdf 

26 Source: National Science Board, National Science Foundation. International Science and Engineering 
Partnerships: A Priority for U.S. Foreign Policy and our Nation's Innovation Enterprise. NSB-08-4. Available at: 
https://www.nsfgov/pubs/2008/nsb084/nsb084.pdf. 

27 See: Redden, Elizabeth. "Ready to Go Expat?" Available at: 
https://wvvw.i ns ideh i ghered.com/news/2017/07/26/several-countries-launc h-campa igns-recruit-research-talent-us-
and-elsewhere. 

28 See: The Thousand Talents Plan. Available at: http://www.1000plan.org.cn/en/plan.html.

29 Full text of, Portman, Rob. Threats to the U.S. Research Enterprise: China's Talent Recruitment Plans, available 
at: https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2019-11-18%2OPSI%20Staff%20Report%20-
%20China's%20Talent%20Recruitment%20Plans%20Updated2.pdf. 

NSDD-189. Full text available at: https://fas.org/irp/offdocs/nsdd/nsdd-189.htm. Original text at: 
https://catalog.archivcs.gov/id/6879779.

31 Full letter available at: https://fas.org/sgp/bush/cr110101.html.

32 Full memorandum available at: https://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/dars/pgi/docs/2012-
D054%20Tab%20D%200USD%20(ATL)%20memorandum%20dated%20May°/02024%202010.pdf. 

33 See: National Research Council, Science and Security in the Post 9/11 World: A Report Based on Regional 
Discussions Between Science and Security Communities, available at: https://www.nap.edu/catalog/12013/science-
and-security-in-a-post-911-world-a-report. 

34 Ibid. 

35 See: "Controlled Unclassified Information." Available at: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Controlled Unclassified Information. 
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36 Executive Order 13556, available at: https:iiobamawhitehouse.archivcs.govithe-press-
office/20 10/11/04/executive-order- 13556-controlled-unclassified-information. 

37 Ibid. 

38 CUI Registry list available at: https://www.archives.gov/cui/registry/category-list. Each category has an 
associated marking name for documents. See also: https://www.archives.gov/cui for additional information. 

39 Source: National Archives and Records Administration. "CUI Category: Export Controlled Research." Available 
at: https://www.archives.gov/cui/registry/category-detail/export-controlled-research.

4° Source: NAS, Responsible Science: Ensuring the Integrity of the Research Process: Volume I. Available at: 
https://doi.org/10.17226/1864.

41 See: US OSTP, Federal Policy on Research Misconduct; Preamble for Research Misconduct Policy. Available at: 
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2000/12/06/00-30852/executive-office-of-the-president-federal-policy-
on-research-misconduct-preamble-for-research. 

42 For NSF polices see https://www.nsfgov/oig/regulations/ and https://www.nsf.gov/oig/_pdf/cfr/45-CFR-689.pdf;
for HHS policies see https://ori.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/42 cfr_parts 50 and 93 2005.pdf 

Full text of NAS, Fostering Integrity in Research, available at: https://doi.org/10.17226/21896.

See: Citi Program, "Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR)." Available at: 
https://about.citiprogram.org/en/series/responsible-conduct-of-research-rce.

Source: Wilhelm, Ian. "Falsified Applications Are Common Among Chinese Students Seeking to Go Abroad, 
Consultant Says." Available at: https://www.chronicle.com/article/Falsification-Is-Common-Among/65946.

46 Source: Joske, Alex. "Picking Flowers, Making Honey — The Chinese military's collaboration with foreign 
universities." Available at: https://www.aspi.org.au/report/picicing-flowers-making-honey. 

47 Ibid. p. 3. Anectdotally, several JASON members reported hearing for this form of omission from our students. 

48 Ibid. p. 11 

49 See: Lauer, Michael. "Responding to Undue Foreign Influence and Security Concerns: Perspectives of the 
National Institutes of Health." 

5° Joske, A. op cit., p. 8 

51 Portman, R. op cit. https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2019-11-18%2OPSI%20StaffY020Report%20- 
%20China's%20Talent%20Recruitment%20Plans%20Updated2.pdf. 

52 For example: Reisch, M. "Scientist gets 10 years for theft of gene-modified rice," available at 
https://cen.acs.org/policy/intellectual-property/Scientist-10-years-theft-gene/96/web/2018/04.

53 See: Collins, Francis. "Statement on Protecting the Integrity of U.S. Biomedical Research." Available at: 
https://www.nih.gov/about-nih/who-we-are/nih-director/statements/statement-protecting-integrity-us-biomedical-
research. 

54 For example: American Physical Society, "19.1 Guidelines on Ethics (Full Statement)," available at 
https://www.aps.org/policy/statements/guidlinesethics.cfin.

55 See: Gu, Mini. "The Economy of Fraud in Academic Publishing in China." Available at: 
https://wenr.wes.org/2018/04/the-economy-of-fraud-in-academic-publishing-in-china.

56 See: National Science Foundation, "Search Case Closeout Memoranda." Available at: 
https://www.nsf. gov/oigicase-closeout/results.jsp?&page=101. 

57 See: Lauer, Mike and Sally Amero. "Breaches of Peer Review Integrity." Available at: 
https://nexus.od.nih.gov/a11/2019/06/25/breaches-of-peer-review-integrity/.

58 Source: Hannas, William et al. Chinese Industrial Espionage: Technology Acquisition and Military 
Modernization. London ; New York: Routledge, 2013. 
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59 See also: Diamond, L. and 0. Scheel, "Chinese Influence and American Interests: Promoting Constructive 
Vigilance"; National Research Council, "Beyond Fortress America: National Security Controls on Science and 
Technology in a Globafized World"; Lloyd-Damnjanovic, A., "A Preliminary Study of PRC Political Influence and 
Interference Activities in American Higher Education". 

6° See: Taber, Nick. "How Xi Jinping is Shaping China's Universities." Available at: 
https://thediplomat.com/2018/08/how-xi-jinping-is-shaping-chinas-universities/.

61 Source: Dong Hongliang, Zhao. "Chen Baosheng: "New Ideas" Should Enter Academic Courses." Available at: 
http://news.china.com.cn/2018-01/25/content 50298395. htm. 

62 See: Jiang, Hua and Xiaobin Li. "Party Secretaries in Chinese Higher Education Institutions: What Roles Do They 
Play?" Available at: https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ 1135210.pdf. 

63 See: Tanner, Murray Scot. "Beijing's New National Intelligence Law: From Defense to Offense." Available at: 
https://www.lawfareblog.com/beij ings-new-national-intelli gence-law-defense-offense. 

64 For examples see: AAUP/ACE, "Preventing Conflicts of Interest in Government-Sponsored Research at 
Universities, a Joint Statement of the Council of the American Association of University Professors and the 
American Council on Education (1964)"; AAUP, Recommended Principles to Guide Academy-Industry 
Relationships; Association of American Universities, "Framework Document on Managing Financial Conflicts of 
Interest"; NSF, Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (PAPPG); and, UT at Austin, "Conflict of 
Interest, Conflict of Commitment, & Outside Activities". 

65 Source: American Association of University Professors. Recommended Principles to Guide Academy-Industry 
Relationships. Available at: https://www.aaup.org/sites/default/files/Academy-Industry%20Relationships 0.pdf. 

66 For example, Association of American Universities', "Framework Document on Managing Financial Conflicts of 
Interest." Available at: 
https://www.aau.edu/sites/default/files/AAU%20Files/Key%20Issues/Intellectual"/020Property/Fmk-
COI May1993.pdf. 

67 For example, NSF's, Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (PAPPG). NSF 19-1. Available at: 
https://www.nsf. gov/pubs/pol cydocs/pappg19 1/nsfl 9 1.pdf. 

68 Source: The University of Texas at Austin, "Conflict of Interest, Conflict of Commitment, & Outside Activities." 
Available at: https://provostutexas.edu/policies-and-compliance/conflict-of-interest 
69 Source: USA ex. Rel. Daniel Feldman v. Wilfred van Gorp. 697 F.3d 78. Available at: 
https://www.nsf.gov/oig/outreach/sbirworkshop/US%20ex%2Orel%20Feldman%20v.%20Van%20Gorp.pdf. 

70 Source: Erickson, Stephen and Karen Muskavitch. "Administrators and the Responsible Conduct of Research: 
Conflicts of Commitment." Available at: https://ori.hhs.gov/education/products/rcradmin/topics/coi/tutorial 4.shtml. 

21 See: "The Heilmeier Catechism." Available at: https://www.darpa.mil/work-with-us/heilmeier-catechism.

22 See: Zuber, Maria. "Science and Security: Perspective from MIT." Briefing. 
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To: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; 
jeanioz@berkeley.edupeanioz@berkeley.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Wed 5/20/2020 10:01:27 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: dialogue follow up 
  oitv topics for ..,rd China U.S. Dialoque.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

FYI 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 8:24 PM 
To: <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: dialogue follow up 

Dear Hui, 

We are sorry for the confusion, Peggy and I agree with Ben (and worked with him to draft the note to you). Since we just started 
convening joint virtual dialogue sessions it is not the right time to issue a press release, we are worried that any unnecessary 
attention to our interaction during this time of heightened political tension between our two countries will impair our ability to 
continue to hold these valuable sessions. We would like to move forward and hold a third session as Ben proposed. 

If it is CAS's desire to more widely publicize our dialogue interaction, we wonder if that publicity can wait until a later date and be 
presented in a slightly different form. Perhaps the NAS-NAM and CAS presidents and the head of CCDC could do what they did so 
effectively with the human genome editing summit and publish a joint editorial (that notes the dialogue sessions) in Science urging 
scientific cooperation to address the COVID-19 pandemic? We would need to discuss this proposal further with these parties before 
we move forward with this. 

In the meantime we would like to continue the current dialogue next week. I have attached a draft list of discussion topics that are 
more narrowly focused for consideration.Input from CAS and CCDC is welcome. If this basic plan is agreeable, let us know and Ben 
will be in touch with more definitive plans. 

Diane and Peggy 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgrifti6@jhu.edu 
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3rd U.S.-China Virtual Dialogue Conference Call 

COVID-19 immunity, including the relationship lbetween previous infection, antibody 
response, reinfection and convalescent plasma and preparing for a possible Fall 2020 
resurgence of the virus. 

Questions: 

Immune Response and Immunotherapy 
• Use of antibody assays in diagnosis of acute disease and as an indicator of protection 

o How is immune response being rreasured? 
o Was there standardization of testing tools? 

• What can be said about the characterization of the 
o Innate immune responses? 
o humoral immune response? 
o cellular immune response? 

• What is China's experience in using immune plasma or other antibody-based therapies 
for COVID-19 patients and for prevention of infection? 

o Is the use of immune plasma effective? 
o Have there been any complications? 

• What has been China's experience with human monoclonal antibodies for treatment and 
prevention? 

o Do a majority of the monoclonal antibodies isolated from patient B cells produce 
neutralizing antibodies? 

• What irrnnunopathologies are evident in the patients with COVID-19? 
o Are there any biomarkers in patients who develop systemic inflammation? 
o What is the most effective treatment for patients who develop a cytokine storm? 

Immunity 
• After recovery, what types of antiviral immune responses are present? 
• Do these immune responses protect from re-infection? 
• What is known about the durability of neutralizing antibody and longevity of protective 

immunity? 
Did recovery from SARS provide any protection from infection with SARS-CoV-2? 

Reactivation or Reinfection of Recovered Patients 
• Has reactivation of latent virus or re-infection been seen among survivors? 
• Is reactivation/reinfection a concern with respect to a fall resurgence? 
• What steps should be taken in anticipation of a fall resurgence in transmission? 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 4/12/2019 1:02:48 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Bits: We Might Be Regulating the Web Too Fast 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks! Here's the Genome Valle shoto. dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Apr 12, 2019, at 1:53 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jAleducir -T\ 1-3 F wrote: 

From: NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nvtimes.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2019 8:01 AM 
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To: LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>

Subject: Bits: We Might Be Regulating the Web Too Fast 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

View in Browser Add nytdirectanytimes.com to your address book. 

View in I Add 11\ c; 'Ili to your address book. 

Thursday, April 11, 2019 For the latest updates, go to nytimes.com/bits » 

We Might Be Regulating the Web Too Fast 

A Facebook advertisement in London. Britain is proposing sweeping new government powers to 
combat the spread of violent and extremist content, false information and harmful material aimed at 
children.1 tenry Nieholls/Reittors 

Each week, we review the week's news, offering analysis about the most important 
developments in the tech industry. 
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Hi, I'm Jamie Condliffe. Greetings from London. Here's a look at the week's tech 
news: 

Web regulators are getting into their groove. But are they going too quickly? 

This past week, the British government proposed new powers to issue fines and 
make individual executives legally liable for harmful content on their platforms. My 
colleague Adam Satariano said it "would be one of the world's most aggressive 
actions to rein in the most corrosive online content." 

Days earlier, Australia passed legislation that threatens fines for social media 
companies that fail to rapidly remove violent material. And there's a growing 
pipeline of other internet regulation, along with existing laws like the 
European Union's sweeping General Data Protection Regulation. 

"We're entering a new phase of hyper regulation," said Paul Fehlinger, the deputy 
executive director of the Internet and Jurisdiction Policy Network, an organization 
established to understand how national laws affect the internet. 

This flurry of content rules is understandable. Much of the material they would 
police is abhorrent, and social media's rapid rise has caught lawmakers off guard; 
now the public wants something done. 

But the regulations could have unintended consequences. 

Difficulties in defining "harmful" mean governments will develop different 
standards. In turn, the web could easily look different depending on your location — 
a big shift from its founding principles. (This is already happening: The Chicago 
Tribune's website, for example, doesn't comply with 
General Data Protection Regulation, so there's no access to it from Europe.) 

There may be less visible effects. If regulation required differences at a hardware 
level, that could fragment the infrastructure, said Konstantinos Komaitis, a senior 
director at the nonprofit Internet Society, which promotes the open development 
and use of the internet. That could make the internet less resilient to outages and 
attacks. 

And bigger, richer companies will find it easier to comply with sprawling regulation, 
which could reinforce the power of Big Tech. 
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"There is a major risk that we end up in a situation where short-term political 
pressure trumps long-term vision," Mr. Fehlinger said. 

Mr. Komaitis said avoiding unintended consequences was "very simple, yet very 
difficult." 

"It is all about collaboration," he added. The idea: lawmakers work together across 
borders to ensure rules are more consistent. 

The challenge is that collaboration could slow the pace of regulation that lawmakers 
desire. But Mr. Komaitis said many proposed regulations lack clear plans for 
implementation, and envisions snags when governments come to apply them. If they 
struggle, he said, collaboration and sharing of expertise may be the only way to make 
their plans work. 

[How is technology blurring the lines between public and private? Sign up to 
Charlie Warzel's new limited-run newsletter to find out more — and what you can 
do stop it.] 

A.I. ethics: Work in progress 

Artificial intelligence could make our lives easier and more efficient. But, like any 
powerful technology, it's more complicated than that. A.I. can be used for 
surveillance. To control autonomous weapons. It can be biased. It could erode jobs. 
The list goes on. 

None of those are reasons to reject A.I. outright. But they underscore how its 
development must be approached with care. 

Big Tech has struggled to publicly demonstrate that care. Amazon, Google and 
Microsoft have all drawn criticism for their A.I. work with military and government 
agencies. Just this month, Google's plan to create an A.I. ethics board ended 
disastrously when backlash about board members led to its dissolution. 

Missteps should be called out, especially when they're made by such powerful 
corporations. But in an emergent field, mistakes also serve as lessons. And a new set 
of A.I. ethics guidelines from the European Commission is a good example of how 
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trial and error will be a fundamental part of ethical A.I. development. 

The guidelines, developed by 52 experts, contain seven requirements that A.I. 
systems should meet to be deemed trustworthy. What stands out about them for 
Charlotte Stix, a policy officer at the Leverhulme Center for the Future of Intelligence 
at Cambridge University, is that they're designed to be carried out. 

Unlike other A.I. ethics guidelines, they attempt to join ethical principles to firm 
recommendations — something that has divided opinions among some people 
working in the field. That's why the European Commission hopes companies will 
adopt and test them between now and 2020, so that they can beimproved. 

Frank Buytendijk, a vice president in Gartner's data and analytics group, said the 
guidelines sent a message to big tech companies that may have struggled with A.I. 
ethics in the past: "Here's your chance to do the right thing." 

Why Big Tech loves satellites 

Amazon joined the ranks of tech companies wanting to blanket the world 
with the interne. 

Its Project Kuiper plan, which came to light in filings made by the Federal 
Communications Commission, would put 3,236 satellites into low Earth orbit to 
deliver the interne to "underserved communities around the world." It has been 
likened to a network under development by SpaceX. Facebook has plans for a similar 
system, and Google has teamed up with the satellite operator Telesat along the same 
lines. 

These initiatives seek to provide affordable interne connections to people who 
currently lack it — from Alaska to sub-Saharan Africa. Satellites appear to be a front-
runner: Christopher Mims of The Wall Street Journal noted that, according to the 
satellite industry veteran Shayn Hawthorne, "some kind of affordable satellite 
interne now appears inevitable." 

For big tech companies, this is not selfless. A good example of why is the Free Basics 
program offered by Facebook's nonprofit Internet.org: a zero-cost data service that 
provides access in some developing countries to a curated group of websites, 
including Facebook. In locations that are essentially untapped markets, its provision 
of the web can help it secure new users. 
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Other Big Tech players are unlikely to want to miss out. 

And some stories you shouldn't miss 

• Does privacy matter? What do companies know, and how do they know it? And 
what can we do about it? The New York Times is trying to answer those questions 
for you. 

• What you've heard about Chinese Al. may be bluster. Jeff Ding from 
Oxford University says the West has overhyped China's abilities. 

• China might ban Bitcoin mining. A government agency added it to a list of 
industries that it proposes to eliminate. 

• It's all I.P.O.s. Uber and Pinterest are the next big tech unicorns to go public, in 
the coming month. 

• Amazon's cloud might be a potent spy tool for the United States. That's 
why it's unsuitable for storing German police data, Germany's top data protection 
officer told Politico. 

• Big Tech's data tricks are under scrutiny. Facebook will change its terms of 
service to explain its use of data in response to pressure from the European 
Commission. And Senators Mark Warner and Deb Fischer introduced a bill aimed at 
clamping down on user-interface tricks that encourage data sharing. 

• Amazon or Microsoft will build the Pentagon's cloud. They were the 
only bidders to meet the "minimum requirements" to win the $10 billion contract. 
One will be chosen. 

• YouTube had to shut down comments on a House hearing about social 
media. The live stream of the event, focused on white nationalism, was overrun by 
racist comments. 

• The House passed a bill to revive net neutrality. But the legislation 
faces  ig odds in the Republican-led Senate. 
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• Amazon workers are listening to our Alexa commands. They even share 
some amusing ones in an internal chat room. 

Jamie Gondliffe is editor of the DealBook newsletter. He also writes the weekly Bits 
newsletter. Follow him on Twitter here: @jme c. 

HOW ARE WE DOING? 
We'd love your feedback on this newsletter. Please email thoughts and suggestions 
tobits newsletter nytimes.com  . 

ADVERT EMEN 

LIKE THIS EMAIL? 
Forward it to your friends, and let them know they can sign up here.

In Case You Missed It 

Uber, Losing $1.8 Billion a Year, Reveals I.P.O. Filing 
The world's largest ride-hailing service unveiled its prospectus for what is likely to be the biggest 
initial public offering for years. 
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Over 4,200 Amazon Workers Push for Climate Change 
Action, Including Cutting Some Ties to Big Oil 

Thy say Amazon should stop offering custom cloud computing services that help the oil and gas 
industry explore for and extract more fossil fuels. 

Disney Prepares to Unveil Its Streaming Service 
In a lavish pi eseatation, the company is expected to offer long-awaited details about its counter to 
the tech giants that have moved into entertainment. 

DEALBOOK 

To Purge Some of Social Media's Ugliness, an Unlikely 
Lesson From Wall St. 

A simple rule that bolsters the banking system — "know your customer" — could help combat fake 
news and hate speech online if companies like Facebook and Twitter embraced it. 
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TIMES INSIDER 

When Trash Is a Journalist's Treasure 

Jake Orta was not aware he was searching the bins of Mark Zuckerberg's house until we told him 
who owned the place. 

China, a Major Bitcoin Source, Considers Moving_ 
Against It 

v) LI 

China, whose initial enthusiasm about cryptocurrencies has waned, may order its local governments 
not to support the industry. 

vvv.7)1 V 
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Pinterest Dials Down Expectations as I.P.O. Nears 
By ERIN (JR I HMI AND MICHAEL.). DE IA MERCED 

The digital pin board company set a price range for its I.P.O. that would value the business below its 
last private market valuation of $1.2 billion. 
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The Hottest App in China Teaches Citizens About Their 
Leader — and, Yes, There's a Test 
Millions of Chinese are using the app as part of President Xi's efforts to strengthen ideological 
control in the digital age. Critics say it fuels a personality cult. 

The Privacy Project 
The New York Times is launching an ongoing examination of privacy. We'll dig into the ideas, history 
and future of how our information navigates the digital ecosystem and what's at stake. 

NEED HELP? 
Review our newsletter help page or contact us for assistance. 

ADVERT 3EMENT 
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FOLLOW BITS 
ftnvtimesbits 

Get more NYTimes.com newsletters » Get unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our 
NYTimes apps. Subscribe » 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL 
You received this message because you signed up for NYTinnes.conn's Bits newsletter. 

Unsubscribe Manage Subscriptions Chanae Your Email Privacy Policy Contact Advertise 

Copyright 2019 The New York Times Company 
620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 
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To: Clavijo, Alfonso (CFIA/ACIA)[alfonso.clavijo@canada.ca]; Van Domselaar, Gary 
(PHAC/ASPC)[gary.vandomselaar@canada.ca]; Gerdts, Volker[volker.gerdts@usask.ca]; Hodgson, Paul[paul.hodgson@usask.ca]; 
Michael Johnson[michael.johnson@pirbright.ac.uk]; Krista Versteeg[krista.versteeg@erinha.eu]; Kurt Zuelke[kurtzuelke@gmail.com]; 
Kevin Nowka[kjnowka@tamu.edu]; P Novotny[P.Novotny@ibm.com]; Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; a-
ficht@tamu.edu[a-ficht@tamu.edu]; Barrette, Roger W - APHIS[roger.w.barrette@usda.gov]; Lautner, Elizabeth A - 
APHIS[elizabeth.a.lautner@usda.gov]; Farris, Scott A - APHIS[scott.farris@usda.gov]; Pitt, Margaret L CIV USARMY MEDCOM 
USAMRIID (US)[margaret.l.pitt.civ@mail.mil]; Korch, George[korchg@nbacc.net]; David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; You, Edward 
H. (WMD) (FBI)[ehyou@fbi.gov]; Motroni, Roxann - ARS[Roxann.Motroni@ARS.USDA.GOV]; LeDuc, James 
W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Olinger, Gene[golinger@MRIGLOBAL.ORG]; Russell, Joseph[jrussell@MRIGLOBALORG] 
Cc: Melissa L. Berquist[MLBerquist@ag.tamu.edu]; Matt H. Cochran[Matt.Cochran@ag.tamu.edu]; Sarah 
Caffey[Sarah.Caffey@ag.tamu.edu]; Anderson, Kevin[Kevin.Anderson@HQ.DHS.GOV]; Neilan, John[John.Neilan@ST.DHS.GOV] 
From: Carrie L. Hunt[Carrie.Hunt@ag.tamu.edu] 
Sent: Mon 4/8/2019 12:39:05 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Lab Workflow Meeting PowerPoint Presentations 

oantList Lab xkflowN Final„pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Good Afternoon, 

We hope everyone had a safe trip home from Washington, D.C. Thank you all for the excellent presentations and thoughtful 
discussion- we are very pleased with the meeting outcomes and will be in touch with further communication and steps moving 
forward. 

The final meeting participant list is attached, which includes our late-addition presenters from MRI Global. 

We have had a number of requests to distribute the PowerPoint presentations. If you presented slides at the meeting, please 
email me to let me know whether 1) We have permission to distribute your PowerPoint presentation to this working group, 2) 
You will provide a modified version of your slides for distribution, or 3) You do not wish to share your slides. Any presentations 
that are shared will be strictly for informative and networking purposes within this working group, and are not to be used or 
distributed in any other manner. 

Thank you and have a great week! 
Carrie 

Carrie L. Hunt PhD, PMP 
Program Manager 
Institute for Infectious Animal Diseases (IIAD) 
Texas A&M AgriLife Research 
1500 Research Parkway, Suite B270 
College Station, TX 77843-2129 
cur Intga_g.tamu.edu 
Office 979.458.8684 
Cell 608.347.8329 
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High-Containment Laboratories: A North American Approach for Network Opportunities 
Working-Group Meeting Participant List 

April 3-4, 2019 I I Texas A&M University System Office of Federal Relations- Washington, D.C. 

Name and Email Title and Organization Location 
1 Alfonso Clavijo 

alfonso.clavijo@canada.ca 
Laboratory Executive Director, National Centres for Animal Disease, Science Branch 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency / Government of Canada 

Winnipeg, Canada 

2 Gary Van Domselaar 
gary.vandomselaar@canada.ca 

Chief of Bioinformatics, National Microbiology Laboratory 
Public Health Agency of Canada 

Winnipeg, Canada 

3 Volker Gerdts 
volker.gerdts@usask.ca 

Director and CEO, Vaccine and Infectious Disease Organization- International Vaccine 
Centre (VIDO-InterVac) 

Saskatoon, Canada 

4 Paul Hodgson 
paul.hodgson@usask.ca 

Associate Director of Business Development, VIDO-InterVac Saskatoon, Canada 

5 Mike Johnson 
michael.johnson@pirbright.ac.uk 

Director of Capability, Pirbright Institute Surrey, England 

6 Krista Versteeg 
krista.versteeg@erinha.eu 

Scientific Project Manager, European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic 
Agents (ERINHA) 

Paris, France 

7 Kurt Zuelke 
kurtzuelke@gmail.com 

Founder and Principal, Kurt Zuelke Consulting Kansas City, MO 

8 Kevin Nowka 
kjnowka@tamu.edu 

Professor of Practice- Texas A&M University, former IBM Research Director College Station, TX 

9 Petr Novotny 
P.Novotny@ibm.com 

Research Staff Member, IBM Research Yorktown Heights, New 
York 

10 Gerry Parker 
gparker@cvm.tamu.edu 

Associate Dean for Global One Health, Texas A&M College of Veterinary Medicine College Station, TX 

11 Allison Ficht 
a-ficht@tamu.edu 

Director, Global Health Research Complex- Texas A&M University College Station, TX 

12 Roger Barrette 
Roger.W.Barrette@aphis.usda.gov 

Computational Molecular Biologist and Pathogen Discovery Team Lead for Foreign 
Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratory, USDA-APHIS 

PIADC- NY 

13 Beth Lautner 
Elizabeth.A.Lautner@aphis.usda.gov 

Associate Deputy Administrator, Veterinary Services- Diagnostics and Biologics USDA- 
APHIS 

Ames, Iowa 

14 Scott Farris 
Scott.Farris@aphis.usda.gov 

Director of IT, NBAF- Dept of Homeland Security, Science and Technology Directorate PIADC- NY 
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15 Louise Pitt 
margaret.l.pitt.civ@mail.mil 

Deputy Science Director, USAMRIID Frederick, MD 

16 George Korth 
korchg@nbacc.net 

Director, National Biodefense Analysis & Countermeasures Center Greater DC area 

17 Dave Franz 
davidrfranz@gmail.com 

US Army, Retired. Former USAMRIID commander Greater DC area 

18 Ed You 
ehyou@fbi.gov 

Supervisory Special Agent, Countermeasures Operations Section 
FBI Weapons of Mass Destruction Directorate 

Greater DC area 

19 Roxann Motroni 
Roxann.Motroni@ARS.USDA.GOV 

National Program Leader for Animal Health, USDA-ARS Greater DC area 

20 John Neilan 
John.Neilan@st.dhs.gov 

Director of Science- Dept of Homeland Security, Science and Technology Directorate PIADC- NY 

21 Kevin Anderson 
Kevin.Anderson@HQ.DHS.GOV 

Senior Project Manager- Dept of Homeland Security, Science and Technology 
Directorate 

Greater DC area 

22 Melissa Berquist 
MLBerquist@ag.tamu.edu 

Director, Institute for Infectious Animal Diseases (IIAD)- Texas A&M AgriLife College Station, TX 

23 Matt Cochran 
Matt.Cochran@ag.tamu.edu 

Program Director, IIAD- Texas A&M Agri Life College Station, TX 

24 Carrie Hunt 
Carrie.Hunt@ag.tamu.edu 

Program Manager, IIAD- Texas A&M AgriLife College Station, TX 

25 Sarah Caffey 
Sarah.Caffey@ag.tamu.edu 

Program Manager, IIAD- Texas A&M AgriLife College Station, TX 

26 Jim LeDuc- Participating remotely 
jwleduc@UTMB.EDU 

Director, Galveston National Laboratory- UTMB Galveston, TX 

27 Gene Olinger 
golinger@MRIGLOBALorg 

Associate Director for Maximum Containment Training, National Emerging Infectious 
Diseases Laboratory (NEIDL), Boston University 
Principal Science Advisor, MRIGlobal 

Greater DC area 

28 Joe Russell 
jrussell@MRIGLOBALorg 

Senior Scientist- Bioinformatics group within Global Health Surveillance and 
Diagnostics division, MRIGlobal 

Greater DC area 
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To: Dr. Tesh Robert B.[rbtesh22@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; 
Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU]; Rollin Pierre .[pierrerollin2019@gmail.com]; Nichol Stuart T.[stn1©CDC.GOV]; Dr. Bob 
Swanepoel[bob.swanepoel©up.ac.za]; Dr. Franz David[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Barrett, Alan[abarrett©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TH] 
Sent: Fri 6/7/2019 6:43:20 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: BBC News: Large Ebola outbreaks new normal, says WHO 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Large Ebola outbreaks new normal, says WHO. 
lie outbreak._ ci te se e have been in the past five years. 
Disclaimer. The BBC is not responsible for the cnntent of this email, and anything writte does not necessarily reflect the BBC's 
views or opinions. Please no that ri,.._dier the en il address ine of dn. ...:nder h.—

Tom Ksiazek 
Sent from a portable device 
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To: 'Scott Halsteadlhalsteads@erols.com]; 'C. J. Peters' (cj.cj.peters©gmail.com)[cj.cj.peters©gmail.com]; 'Kichuki 
Mirendelmirende@sua.ac.tz]; Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver©UTMB.EDU]; Swanepoel,Bob 
(u02430045©up.ac.za)[u02430045@up.ac.za]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 
Tesh,R(Home)[rbtesh22©gmail.comlirbtesh22©gmail.com]; 'Tom Monathltom.monath@crozetbiopharma.com]; Pittman, Phillip R 
CIV USARMY MEDCOM USAMRIID (US)[phillip.r.pittman.civ©mail.mil]; Bettinger, George E[gebettinger@utep.edu]; Ikegami, 
Tetsuro[teikegam@utmb.edu]; 'Korch, George (0S/ASPR/10)'[George.Korch@hhs.gov]; Palermo Infante, Pedro 
M[ppalermo©utep.edu]; mirende©suanet.ac.tz[mirende@suanet.ac.tz]; pwambura@suanet.ac.tz[pwambura©suanet.ac.tz]; 'Michael 
Turellimturell©erols.com]; linda salekwa (lisasalekwa2015@gmail.com)[lisasalekwa2015@gmail.com]; 'Salama 
YtIsalamayt40©gmail.com]; 'Ester Adamsonlesterkasisi2@gmail.com]; Lindsay Parish (Iparish@usaid.gov)[lparish@usaid.gov]; 
Walker, David H.[dwalker©UTMB.EDU]; Dr. Kenneth Waldrup (Waldrup); Alfonso Gozalo 
(alfonso.gozalo©nih.hhs.gov)[alfonso.gozalo@nih.hhs.gov]; 'Gonzales, Raour[Raoul.Gonzales@fda.hhs.gov]; Watts, 
Doug[dwatts2@utep.edu] 
From: Watts, Doug[dwatts2©utep.edu] 
Sent: Thur 1/10/2019 11:16:59 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: FW: A Virus Even More Dangerous Than Zika to Pregnant Women - The New York Times 
r3'." '!illey Fever in Rats.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

FYI — Doug Watts 

A Virus Even More Dangerous Than Zika to 
Pregnant Women 
The Zika virus must take the "side roads" into the placenta to infect a 
fetus, one researcher said — but the Rift Valley fever virus takes the 
"expressway." 

Jan. 7, 2019 
Global health 

A blood sample taken by a veterinary worker from a sheep in Naivasha, Kenya. Rift Valley fever can 
pass from livestock to humans.Simon Maina/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images 

A blood sample taken by a veterinary worker from a sheep in Naivasha, Kenya. Rift Valley fever can 
pass from livestock to humans.Simon Maina/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images 
The mosquito-borne virus that causes Rift Valley fever may severely injure human fetuses if contracted 
by mothers during pregnancy, according to new research. 

In a study published last month in the journal Science Advances, researchers used infected rats and 
human fetal tissue to discover how the virus targets the placenta. Results showed that the virus may 
b, even mcre aamaoino to  fetuses than the Zika virc, which set off a global crisis in 2015 and left 
thousands of babies in Central America and South America with severe birth defects. 

"Zika caught everybody by surprise, said Amy Hartman, an infectious disease specialist at the 
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University of Pittsburgh, who led the research. "If doctors had known about Zika's birth effects, they 
could have done a lot more to protect pregnant women and babies. With Rift Valley fever, we're trying 
to get ahead of the curve." 

Rift Valley fever primarily occurs in livestock in sub-Saharan Africa, where outbreaks cause 90 to 100 
percent of pregnant cows in a herd to miscarry or deliver stillborn calves, often a significant economic 
loss. 

But hundreds of cases also occur in humans each year, causing flulike symptoms and severe liver 
problems. The outbreaks have moved beyond Africa: In late 2000, an outbreak in Saudi Arabia 
infected more than 100,000 people and led to at least 700 deaths, according to Dr. Hartman. The 
mosquito that carries the disease is also found in Europe and the Americas. 

"Climate change can alter how emerging infectious diseases will spread," Dr. Harman said. "As 
mosquito populations move and change, we have a potential for this to spread far beyond its normal 
boundaries." 

There are no vaccines or treatments for Rift Valley fever. The World Health Organization has called 
the disease a potential public health emergency. 

Two cases of infected fetuses have been documented. One infant was born with an enlarged liver and 
spleen, among other symptoms; the other died within a week. Because the disease can be 
asymptomatic in pregnant women, many more cases of abnormalities and stillbirths may have been 
misidentified. 

Among rats used in the study, 65 percent of the pups born to infected mothers died, compared to 25 
percent of pups born from uninfected controls. Each infected mother lost at least one pup, and all of 
the infected mothers' offspring contracted the virus. 

Pregnant rats were also more susceptible to death from Rift Valley fever than nonpregnant rats. 

Most surprising to researchers, the infected mothers' placentas harbored more virus than any other 
tissue in the body — more than even the liver, where the virus's damage is typically observed. 

"No one in the field recognized this before, said Cynthia McMillen, a postdoctoral researcher in Dr. 
Hartman's lab, and one of the study's lead authors. 

[Like the Science Times page on Facebook. I Sign up for the Science Times newsletter.] 

Testing on human placental tissue revealed that, unlike the Zika virus, Rift Valley fever virus has a 
unique ability to infect a specialized layer of cells that supports the region of the placenta where 
nutrients flow in. 

Zika must take the "side roads" into the placenta to infect a fetus, while the Rift Valley fever virus can 
take the "expressway," Dr. Hartman said. 

"The fetus is protected from hundreds of thousands of dangers that could affect it," she added. "Only a 
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few microbes can get past, and this is one of them." 

Last week, the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations launched a call for proposals to 
develop human vaccines against Rift Valley fever. About $48 million will finance up to eight projects on 
Rift Valley fever and Chikungunya viruses, according to an announcement. 

"We need more research into the epidemiology — how it causes disease, and how to prevent it," Dr. 
McMillen said. "This could spread beyond where it is found in the Middle East, so awareness is sorely 
needed." 

Follow Emily Baumgaertner on Twitter: @Emily Baum 

Sign up for Science Times 

We'll bring you stories that capture the wonders of the human body, nature and the cosmos. 

GI hql H tth 
A column by Donald G. McNeil Jr. about global health news. 

More in Health 

J ilia Rendleman for The New' ork T mes 

You have 4 free articles remaining. 

Richard Yanagihara 
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SCIENCE ADVANCES I RESEARCH ARTICLE 

VIROLOGY 

Rift Valley fever virus induces fetal demise in 
Sprague-Dawley rats through direct placental infection 
Cynthia M. McMillenL2, Nitin Arora3, Devin A. Boyles1'2, Joseph R. AlbeL2, Michael R. Kujawa L2, 
Jeffrey F. Bonadio4, Carolyn B. Coynes'6, Amy L. Hartmant2* 

Rift Valley fever virus (RVFV) infections in pregnant livestock cause high rates of fetal demise; miscarriage in preg-
nant women has also been associated with RVFV infection. To address how RVFV infection during pregnancy 
causes detrimental effects on the fetus, we developed a pregnant rodent model of RVFV infection. We found that 
pregnant rats were more susceptible to RVFV-induced death than their nonpregnant counterparts and that RVFV 
infection resulted in intrauterine fetal death and severe congenital abnormalities, even in pups from infected asymp-
tomatic pregnant rats. Virus distribution in infected dams was widespread, with a previously unrecognized pref-
erence for infection, replication, and tissue damage in the placenta. In human mid-gestation placental tissue, 
RVFV directly infected placental chorionic villi, with replication detected in the outermost syncytial layer. Our work 
identifies direct placental infection by RVFV as a mechanism for vertical transmission. This is the first study to 
show vertical transmission of RVFV with a lethal outcome in a species other than livestock. This study highlights 
the potential impact of a future epidemic of this emerging mosquito-borne virus. 

INTRODUCTION 
Rift Valley fever (RVF) is a disease of domesticated livestock that is 
frequently transmitted to humans. RVF virus (RVFV; of the Phenuiviridae 
family, formerly Bunyaviridae) is currently endemic in many regions 
of Africa and is transmitted by a range of mosquito species (/). 
Prominent instances of emergence of RVFV in new areas (such as 
Egypt in 1977-1978 and Saudi Arabia in 2000-2001) have caused con-
cern for further spread given that mosquito species found in Europe 
and the Americas could potentially harbor and transmit RVFV (2, 3). 
The World Health Organization warns of a pending public health 
emergency caused by RVFV, which would be exacerbated by the 
lack of U.S. Food and Drug Administration-approved human vac-
cines and therapeutics and insufficient agricultural vaccines (4). 

Epizootic outbreaks of RVF predominantly affect young ruminants 
such as sheep, goats, cattle, and camels. Within a given outbreak, 
infected animals succumb to disease characterized by fulminant he-
patic necrosis (5). The most notable and economically devastating 
outcome of RVF is the "abortion storm" that sweeps through herds 
of pregnant livestock, with abortogenic rates reaching as high as 90 
to 100% in pregnant ewes (6,7). Even live-attenuated veterinary vac-
cines induce abortions in pregnant animals and cause physical ab-
normalities in fetuses (8-10). 

In humans, RVF disease is primarily an acute febrile illness ac-
companied by body aches, joint pain, dizziness, and headaches with 
occasional progression to hemorrhagic fever with major hepatic in-
volvement, ocular damage, and/or encephalitis. Data from human 
outbreaks, while limited, suggest that vertical transmission of RVFV 
to the developing human fetus can occur with detrimental outcomes. 
Two published cases of vertical transmission resulted in infection and 
pathological outcomes in the fetuses. In one instance, a pregnant 
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woman became infected with RVFV, resulting in delivery of an infant 
with rash, enlarged liver and spleen, and jaundice (1 1). In another 
family where nine members recently contracted RVF (one of whom 
died), a pregnant woman showed clinical signs of RVF a few days 
before labor and delivered an infant who subsequently died of RVF 
within a week (12). In a recent study in Sudan, pregnant women with 
confirmed RVF illness during pregnancy had higher rates of second-
and third-trimester miscarriages or stillbirths (odds ratio of 7.4) (13). 

Given the high incidence of fetal abortions in livestock and the 
increased risk for miscarriage in RVFV-infected pregnant women, 
this study addressed vertical transmission of RVFV in non-livestock 
species and the susceptibility of human placental tissue to RVFV in-
fection. Using immunocompetent Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats infected 
with a wild-type pathogenic strain of RVFV, we demonstrate direct 
vertical transmission and intrauterine fetal death similar to that ob-
served in livestock Vertical transmission occurred in dams that suc-
cumbed to disease; notably, vertical transmission also occurred in 
pregnant dams with no clinical signs of disease, even after infection 
during late gestation when the placenta is fully formed. Antenatal 
infection resulted in delivery of stillborn pups with stunted develop-
ment and gross anatomical changes. It was remarkable that the pla-
centa had a higher viral burden than the liver and other maternal 
organs, given that the liver typically has the highest titer of RVFV 
compared to other organs. Ex vivo inoculation of second-trimester 
human fetal tissue explants with RVFV resulted in active replication 
in the syncytiotrophoblast layer of the placenta, a structure typically 
resistant to viral infections (14, 15). This study recapitulates the tera-
togenic effects of RVFV infection in livestock and is the first rodent 
model of congenital RVFV to result in fetal demise. In addition, this 
is the first time RVFV has been shown to directly infect human pla-
cental tissue. This study also highlights the previously unrecognized 
and potentially severe effects of RVFV infection in pregnant women. 

METHODS 
Biosafety information 
All work with live RVFV was conducted at biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) in the 
University of Pittsburgh Regional Biocontainment Laboratory (RBL). 
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For respiratory protection, personnel wore powered air-purifying 
respirators (Versaflo TR-300, 3M) and used a class III biological safety 
cabinet. All animals were housed in individually ventilated micro-
isolator caging (Allentown Inc.). Vesphene IIse (1:128 dilution; Steris 
Corporation) was used to disinfect all liquid wastes and surfaces at 
risk of contact with the infectious agent. The RBL is a shower-out 
facility that requires a full clothing change into scrubs before entry 
and a personal shower and new scrubs upon exit. All solid wastes, 
used caging, and animal wastes were steam sterilized. Animal car-
casses were incinerated or digested via alkaline hydrolysis (Peerless 
Waste Solutions). All tissues or samples destined for removal from 
BSL-3 were inactivated using methods described below; all inactivation 
methods have been verified and approved by a University of Pittsburgh 
biosafety oversight committee. The University of Pittsburgh RBL is 
a registered entity with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture for work with RVFV. 

Virus and cell culture 
Virulent RVFV strain ZH501, generated from reverse genetics plasmids 
(16), was provided by B. Miller (CDC, Ft. Collins, CO) and S. Nichol 
(CDC, Atlanta). Virus was propagated on Vero E6 (CRL-1586, American 
Type Culture Collection) cells using standard methods. Viral titer 
was determined by standard viral plaque assay (VPA). Briefly, 200 µI 
of tissue homogenates or supernatant serially diluted in D2 medium 
[Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM), 2% fetal bovine 
serum (FBS), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin] was plated on six-well 
plates (Corning) containing Vero E6 cells at 90 to 95% confluency. 
Plates were incubated (37°C, 5% CO2) for 1 hour for viral adsorp-
tion and rocked every 15 min. Following incubation, the virus inocu-
lum was removed and replaced with 3 ml of agarose overlay [minimum 
essential medium, 2% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 1.5% (1 M) 
Hepes buffer, and 0.8% SeaKem agarose]. Plates were incubated for 
3 days at 37°C, 5% CO2 to allow plaque formation. Plates were treated 
with 2 ml of 10% formaldehyde for 4 hours for cell fixation and virus 
inactivation. Plaques were visualized after crystal violet (CV) staining 
(0.1% CV solution in 20% Et0H) and quantitated using the follow-
ing equation: Average no. of plaques x 5 (dilution factor) x dilution = 
plaque forming unit (PFU)/ml. 

Animals 
Age-matched nonpregnant and time-mated SD rats (6 to 8 weeks) were 
obtained from Envigo Laboratories. A positive copulation plug veri-
fied pregnancy for early-gestation [embryonic day 5 (ES)] and late-
gestation (E14) females. All pregnant rats were delivered to individual 
cages, and nonpregnant rats were housed three to a cage in temperature-
controlled rooms with a 12-hour day/12-hour night light schedule. 
Food (IsoPro Rodent 3000) and water were provided ad libitum. Rats 
were implanted with programmable temperature transponders (IPTT-
300, Bio Medic Data Systems) subcutaneously between the shoulder 
blades. For infection, all rats were anesthetized by inhalation of isoflu-
rane vapors (IsoThesia, Henry Schein) and inoculated subcutaneously 
in the hind flank with 500 pl of RVFV diluted in D2 medium. Weight and 
body temperature were recorded daily starting the day of infection. In 
addition, each animal was closely monitored twice daily for the develop-
ment of clinical signs. Endpoint criteria, which prompt immediate 
euthanasia, were defined on the basis of weight, temperature, appear-
ance, and behavioral scoring parameters. Once euthanasia criteria were 
met, rats were anesthetized by inhalation of isoflurane vapors, followed 
by an immediate blood draw and euthanasia by cardiac puncture. 

Rats were inoculated on E14 with the following doses of RVFV 
strain ZH501: 7.5 x 101 PFU (n = 5), 1.8 x 102 PFU (n = 6), 1.5 x 103
PFU (n = 11), and 2.6 x 104 PFU (n = 6). Unless dams met euthanasia 
criteria, they progressed to full-term and delivered pups on E22 
[8 days postinfection (dpi)]. After delivery, dams and pups were not 
disturbed until 5 days postdelivery (13 dpi) to reduce stress. Added 
stress on the dams can lead to consumption of newborn pups by dam 
(17). Weight monitoring of pups began on neonatal day 5 (13 dpi) 
until 18 dpi when both dam and pups were euthanized at the prede-
termined end of the study (Fig. 1A). 

One rat at E5 was infected with 1.5 x 105 PFU of RVFV. A non-
infected dam at E5 gestation was observed in parallel. Dams were 
euthanized at a predetermined date of 7 dpi, corresponding to E13. 

Age-matched nonpregnant rats were inoculated with the follow-
ing doses of RVFV strain ZH501: 3.1 x 103 PFU (n = 11), 3.5 x 104
PFU (n = 5), and 1.3 x 105 PFU (n = 6). Unless the nonpregnant rats 
met euthanasia criteria and were euthanized, the rats were euthanized 
at a predetermined end date of the study at 16 dpi. 

Upon necropsy, tissues were harvested and suspended in 2x 
weight/volume D2 media and homogenized using an Omni tissue 
homogenizer (Omni International). Tissue homogenates were used 
to quantitate infectious virus by VPA inside the BSL-3 facility. For 
quantitation of RVFV-specific viral RNA (vRNA) by quantitative 
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) analy-
sis, 100 µI of each tissue homogenate was inactivated in 900 µI of 
Tr -Reagent (Invitrogen) for 10 min before removal from the BSL-3 
facility. Subsequent storage at —80°C or RNA isolation and qRT-PCR 
analyses occurred in a BSL-2 setting. 

RNA isolation and qRT-PCR 
RNA isolation was performed using a modified Invitrogen PureLink 
Viral RNA/DNA kit protocol. Briefly, 200 pl of chloroform was added 
to the tissue homogenate/Tr-Reagent, mixed, and then centrifuged 
at 4°C at 12,000g for 15 min to separate the organic phase from the 
aqueous phase (contains RNA). The aqueous phase of the cell ly-
sates was collected and then mixed with an equal volume of 70% etha-
nol, and then the sample was applied to the PureLink spin column. The 
PureLink Viral RNA/DNA kit protocol, including deoxyribonudease 
treatment, was followed for the remainder of RNA isolation procedure. 
qRT-PCR was performed using the SuperScript III Platinum One-Step 
qRT-PCR Kit (Invitrogen), following the manufacturer's guidelines. 
Primers targeting the RVFV L segment include 5'-TGAAAATTCCT-
GAGACACATGG-3' (RVFV-2912Fwd) and 5'-ACTTCC1TGCAT-
CATCTGATG-3' (RVFV-2912Rev). Taqman probe (RVFV-2950 Probe 
5'-CAATGTAA GGGGCCTGTGTGGACTTGTG-3') was labeled at 
the 5' end with the reporter molecule 6-carboxyfluorescein (6-FAM) 
and quenched internally at a modified "T" residue with BHQ1 (Black 
Hole Quencher), with a modified 3' end to prevent probe extension by 
Taq polymerase. Thermocycling parameters include the following: 
reverse transcription, 50°C for 30 min; Taq polymerase inhibitor acti-
vation, 95°C for 2 min; PCR amplification, 95°C for 15 s; and 55°C 
for 30 s (40 cycles). Semiquantitation of virus was determined by 
comparing cycle threshold (CT) values from unknown samples to CT 
values from the in-house developed ZH501 RVFV RNA standards 
based on PFU equivalents "PFU/ml eq". 

In situ infection of human tissue 
Human placental tissue isolated within the second trimester (14 to 23 
weeks) from elective terminations of normal (nongenetically abnormal) 
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Fig. 1. Pregnant rats are more susceptible to death after RVFV infection, with virus homing to the liver and placenta. (A) Experimental design for E14 SD rats in-
fected with RVFV. After delivery at E22, dams and pups were not disturbed until 5 days postdelivery (13 dpi). Euthanasia of surviving dams and pups occurred 18 dpi 
(10 days postdelivery). (B) Survival of RVFV-infected pregnant dams and nonpregnant SD rats (n = 3 to 6 per dose). The shaded area represents the 2- to 6-day clinical window 
when lethally infected pregnant rats were euthanized owing to severe disease. (C) vRNA (qRT-PCR; left) and infectious virus (VPA; right) in tissues from pregnant rats that 
succumbed (red squares; n = 17) between 2 and 6 dpi. (D) vRNA in tissue samples from pregnant rats that survived infection (blue circles; n = 11) and were euthanized 18 dpi. 
Placenta samples (open bluecircles) wereobtained atdayof delivery (8 dpi). (E) Infectious virus measured byVPA in placental samples obtained from lethally infected (red squares) 
and surviving (blue circles) rats at the indicated dpi. CLN, cervical lymph node. Dotted horizontal lines represent the limits of detection (LOD) of the qRT-PCR (0.1 PFU/ml eq) 
and VPA (50 PFU). ND, not detected (below the LOD); PFU, plaque-forming unit; PFU/ml eq, PFU per milliliter equivalents; VPA, viral plaque assay; vRNA, viral RNA. 
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pregnancies was obtained from the University of Pittsburgh Health 
Sciences Tissue Bank through an honest broker system after ap-
proval from the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board 
and in accordance with the University of Pittsburgh anatomical tis-
sue procurement guidelines. 

Amnion (fetal membrane), decidua (maternal tissue), and chori-
onic villi were separated from whole placental tissue and cut to 1 cm 
by 1 cm sections. Each tissue section was placed in a well of a 
24-well plate (Corning) and inoculated with the following doses of 
RVFV strain ZH501, in duplicate: 1.6 x 107 PFU (n = 2_per donor), 
3.0 x 10 6 PFU, 3.0 x 10 5 PFU, 3.0 x 10 4 PFU, or 3.0 x 10 5 PFU (n = 4 
per donor unless otherwise stated). Five hundred microliters of 
virus diluted in D2 media was added to each tissue and incubated in 
a 37°C incubator for 1 hour for viral adsorption. The inoculum was 
removed, washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and 
then replaced with 1 ml of complete growth medium (DMEM/F12, 
10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and amphotericin B). To gen-
erate a viral growth curve, 50 µI was collected from each tissue every 
12 hours for 48 hours and analyzed by qRT-PCR Forty-eight hours 
after infection, all supernatant was collected, and tissues were washed 
two times with PBS and then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) 
for 24 hours for fluorescent microscopy imaging. Tissues or super-
natant was analyzed in quadruplicate; two of these tissues were pro-
cessed for fluorescent microscopy. 

Fluorescent microscopy 
Human tissue was fixed in 4% PFA for 24 hours at 4°C, washed in 
lx PBS, and then permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 in lx PBS 
for 30 min at room temperature with gentle agitation. Tissue was 
washed and then incubated with antibodies to double-stranded RNA 
[dsRNA; recombinant J2, as described previously (14)] and rabbit 
anti—cytokeratin-19 (Abcam) and counterstained with actin (using 
Alexa Fluor—conjugated phalloidin) for 1 hour at room temperature. 
Following washing with 1 x PBS, tissue was incubated with Alexa 
Fluor—conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen), washed, and 
then mounted with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) containing 
4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Images were captured using 
a Zeiss LSM 710 inverted laser scanning confocal microscope and 
contrast adjusted in Photoshop. Quantification of the extent of RVFV 
infection was performed using Fiji (National Institutes of Health). 
Regions of interest of the syncytium from four different donors were 
defined using Fiji, and the extent of RVFV infection (as assessed by 
the relative fluorescent units) was quantified. In total, 11 villi were 
quantified from uninfected controls and 16 villi were quantified from 
RVFV infected tissue. 

Histology 
For fixation of tissues and inactivation of virus, tissues were sub-
merged for 24 hours in 4% PFA at 4°C. Before removal from the 
BSL-3 laboratory, 4% PFA was replaced with fresh 4% PFA. In the 
BSL-2 laboratory, 4% PFA was removed and washed from tissue 
with lx PBS, submerged in PBS, and stored at 4°C until processed 
further. Tissues were paraffin embedded, and sections were cut onto 
slides following standard histological processes by the University of 
Pittsburgh McGowan Institute Histology Core. 

Whole pups were submerged in 4% PFA for 24 hours. To ensure 
complete inactivation, pups were cut in half laterally and then ex-
posed to 4% PFA for another 24 hours before removal from the 
BSL-3 laboratory. Half pups were further cut into whole head and 

abdomen sections in the BSL-2 laboratory before embedding in 
paraffin and cut onto slides. 

Slides were deparaffinized using an alcohol rehydration series 
and then stained following standard hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 
staining procedures. For immunohistochemistry, fixed slides were 
deparaffinized using an alcohol rehydration series and boiled in 
10 mM citric acid buffer (pH 6.0) to unmask antigen-binding epitopes. 
Primary antibody was IBT Bioservices Rift Valley fever MP12 anti-
body (catalog no. 04-001); secondary antibody was Vector Labora-
tories biotinylated horse anti-rabbit (H+L) (catalog no. BA-1000). 
Chromogen staining for visualization was carried out using a Vector 
Laboratories Vector Blue Alkaline Phosphatase Substrate kit accord-
ing to the manufacturer's instructions. Slides were imaged using the 
Nikon 90i Eclipse epifluorescent microscope provided by the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh Center for Biologic Imaging. 

Statistics 
Statistical analysis was performed using Graphpad Prism 7.0. Sur-
vival of pup and dams was compared using Mann-Whitney U test. 
Growth curve of pups 7 and 8 from dam 4 was calculated using 
linear regression modeling. Intensity of RVFV immunostaining in 
uninfected and infected human placental tissue was compared using 
a t test. 

RESULTS 
Susceptibility of late-gestation pregnant SD rats to RVFV 
disease and death 
Rats develop severe disease after RVFV infection, similar to the se-
vere liver pathology often observed in domesticated livestock and 
occasionally in humans (18, 19). We have previously used rats to 
study different disease outcomes resulting from RVFV infection 
(18, 20). Although there are notable morphologic differences be-
tween the placentas of humans and rodents, rats are often used to 
study placental development, embryogenesis, embryotoxicity, and 
vaccine teratogenicity during pregnancy (21-23). The fully intact 
placenta forms a physical barrier between the mother and fetus, fa-
cilitates nutrient exchange, and protects the developing fetus from 
microbial invasion. The gestational period for rats is 22 days, and by 
E14, the placenta is fully formed with deep trophoblast invasion 
within the uterine wall (21). 

For these studies, time-mated SD rats at E14 were infected with 
the pathogenic ZH501 strain of RVFV by subcutaneous injection in 
the hind flank (Fig. 1A). As controls, age-matched, nonpregnant 
rats were similarly infected. Some rats developed severe disease as a 
result of infection, and in these cases, euthanasia endpoint criteria 
were met within 2 to 6 dpi in both pregnant and nonpregnant groups 
(Fig. 1B). Rats that survived infection had few signs of disease and 
delivered pups on E22. Surviving pups were not handled until 5 days 
postdelivery, after which they were weighed daily. Surviving dams 
and pups were euthanized at the end of the study (neonatal age of 
10 days; 18 dpi) (Fig. 1A). 

The pregnant rats were more susceptible to death after infection 
than their nonpregnant counterparts (Fig. 1B). Nonpregnant rats 
survived infection despite exposure to high doses of RVFV (only 2 
of 22 died; 9%), whereas 57% of pregnant rats died (16 of 28) when 
exposed to even low doses of RVFV (P = 0.0008). Within the preg-
nant rat cohort, there was no association between death after infec-
tion and the administered dose (P = 0.321). 
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Reproductive tissues are targets of RVFV infection in 
pregnant and nonpregnant rats 
The distribution of virus throughout the tissues was measured by 
qRT-PCR and/or VPA in pregnant rats that succumbed to lethal 
disease (2 to 6 dpi; Fig. IC), pregnant rats that survived (18 dpi; 
Fig. ID), and their nonpregnant counterparts (16 dpi for survivors; 
fig. Si, A and B). Infectious virus was widely distributed throughout 
the animals that succumbed, regardless of pregnancy status. In sur-
viving animals at 18 dpi, infectious viral burden was not detected in 
both pregnant and nonpregnant rats. vRNA, however, remained wide-
ly distributed in the survivors at the end of the study, 18 dpi (Fig. ID). 
As expected, because RVFV is a hepatotropic virus, the liver con-
tained large amounts of infectious virus in lethally infected rats (preg-
nant and nonpregnant; Fig. IC and fig. SIB), and large amounts of 
vRNA remained in the liver of survivors at 18 and 16 dpi, respectively 
(Fig. ID and fig. SlA). 

Placental samples were available from the pregnant rats that suc-
cumbed to disease and a few that survived (most surviving rats con-
sumed the placenta at the time of delivery and were not available for 
analysis; Fig. 1E). The placenta contained high levels of infectious 
virus measured by plaque assay regardless of the time after infec-
tion. Even the placentas obtained from the surviving rats on the day 
of delivery contained extraordinary amounts of infectious virus, 
with one animal having over 109 PFU/ml. 

In addition to the placenta, the uterus, ovary, and amniotic sac 
contained infectious virus in the lethally infected rats (Fig. IC), and 
vRNA persisted in these tissues in survivors (Fig. 1D). Virus was 
also found in the mammary glands (four of five rats had detectable 
vRNA and one had infectious virus), indicating that vertical trans-
mission of RVFV from dam to pup could possibly occur through 
lactation. There is a concern that consumption of raw milk from 
goats and cattle may be a risk for human infection with RVFV (24). 

Compared to controls, histology sections of livers from lethally 
infected pregnant (Fig. 2) and nonpregnant (fig. SIC) rats displayed 
a reproducible pattern of tissue injury that included widespread sinus-
oidal congestion, multifocal recent hemorrhage, massive hepato-
cyte necrosis, and acute inflammation. These are dassic histological 
findings in animals infected with RVFV (25). In addition, the livers 
of infected rats had high levels of RVFV antigen (fig. Si, D and E). 
Together, our data suggest that both pregnant and nonpregnant rats 
succumb to infection following massive liver necrosis, although preg-
nant rats are more susceptible to developing disease after exposure 
to low levels of virus compared to nonpregnant rats (Fig. 1B). 

The placentas from lethally and sublethally infected dams dis-
played a reproducible pattern of tissue injury that included multifocal 
necrosis and recent hemorrhage in the decidua and trophospongiosum, 
vascular congestion and massive necrosis of parenchymal cells within 
the labyrinth, and an acute intravascular and perivascular inflam-
matory infiltrate associated with intraplacental arteries (Fig. 2, A 
and B). A discernible increase in circulating nucleated red blood cells 
was also seen. 

Within lethally infected dams, necrotic lesions were found within 
the uterus (Fig. 2A). Several pregnant dams that survived infec-
tion had subserosal nodules within the myometrium of the uterus 
that showed evidence of liquefactive necrosis, acute inflammation, 
and calcification. Despite the presence of vRNA and infectious 
RVFV within the ovaries of both nonpregnant (fig. Si, A and B) and 
pregnant (Fig. I, C and D) RVFV-infected rats, reproducible histo-
pathological changes were not observed. 

RVFV vRNA was also found in the testes of infected male Lewis 
rats (fig. S2). The levels of RVFV vRNA and infectious particles 
found here in the uterus, ovary, placenta, amniotic sac, mammary 
glands, and testes, as well as the histological damage in certain tis-
sues, demonstrate that RVFV has a previously unappreciated pref-
erence for targeting the reproductive tissues. 

Direct vertical transmission of RVFV to pups during late 
gestation results in pup deformity and demise 
Within the pregnant dams that succumbed to RVFV infection at 
2 to 6 dpi, virus was widespread throughout various tissues, corrobo-
rating the pantropic nature of RVFV (Fig. 1C). Within the correspond-
ing pups from these dams that died, qRT-PCR of the peritoneal 
cavity or brains also detected high levels of vRNA (Fig. 3A). Vertical 
transmission occurred while the pups were in utero, as the dams 
were euthanized before delivery. 

Because most humans develop nonlethal febrile illness when in-
fected with RVFV, we were interested in the outcome of the pups 
from dams that survived infection with few to no clinical signs. 
Many of the pups born from these surviving, clinically normal dams 
were dead at delivery or shortly thereafter (Fig. 3B). Of 10 pregnant 
dams that survived infection and reached full-term (E22), all gave 
birth to at least one pup that died either due to infection or con-
sumption on the days following delivery. An additional dam sur-
vived to full-term; however, all pups were consumed by this dam 
and were unable to be recorded for analysis. 

The 11 infected dams gave birth to a total of 111 pups, 39 of 
which survived (35.1%). In comparison, of the eight uninfected 
control dams, 66 of 88 (75.0%) pups survived to the end of the study 
(P < 0.0001). Dams are known to eat their young owing to stress 
(such as the laboratorian disturbing the pups to weigh them after 
delivery) or if they notice abnormalities (17). Some of the uninfected 
dams consumed their pups during this study; thus, the survival rate 
of the pups from uninfected dams can be considered the baseline 
for these experimental conditions. The average survival rate of pups 
per litter delivered by infected dams was 27.2%, whereas uninfected 
rats were 2.45 times more likely to survive (66.8%, P = 0.02). Out-
comes from four specific dam cases are presented and discussed in 
the following section. 

Overall, we detected very high levels of vRNA (106 to 107 PFU/ml eq) 
in the peritoneal cavity of stillborn pups birthed by dams that had 
no apparent clinical disease (Fig. 3B). It is quite notable that the 
virus was vertically transmitted and replicated to high levels in the 
pups while causing no clinical disease in the dam herself. vRNA was 
also detected in the brains of pups from both surviving and lethally 
infected dams (Fig. 3, A and B). Fetal resorption is characteristic of 
vertical transmission in animals infected with viruses such as Zika 
virus (26) and vesicular stomatitis virus (27). Evidence of fetal 
resorption occurred in three lethally infected dams exposed to RVFV 
during late-stage gestation (Fig. 3C and fig. S3). 

H&E sections of whole pups from lethally infected dams showed 
significant liver damage (massive parenchymal necrosis, vascular 
congestion, and areas of recent hemorrhage; Fig. 3D). Pups also 
displayed altered intestinal structure compared to pups from un-
infected dams. 

During the late stages of pregnancy, RVFV is directly transmit-
ted to the developing pups, resulting in increased rates of death 
and tissue damage. This is not an all-or-nothing phenomenon 
within individual litters, as we found that physical changes and 
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Fig. 2. RVFV causes pathology within the liver, uterus, and placenta of pregnant dams. H&E staining within the indicated tissues. (A) Images (20x) of liver, uterus, 
and placenta. (B) Images (60x) of placenta. Blue, white, yellow, orange, and green arrowheads highlight evidence of hemorrhaging, necrosis, vascular/perivascular con-
gestion, calcification, and nucleated red blood cells, respectively. 

survival varied within the same litter. To illustrate this, four selected 
cases are described below. 
Description of individual dam cases 
Dam 1 reached full-term gestation with no apparent clinical signs or 
significant liver damage, yet she still died giving birth (8 dpi). Dam 1 
delivered 11 pups that were all dead upon delivery, with 2 pups remain-
ing within the uterus at the time of her demise (Fig. 4A). Like other 

RVFV-infected dams, vRNA was widespread throughout the dam's tis-
sues (Fig. 4B). Because this dam died during delivery, the placenta was 
available to directly compare the virus burden of the placenta to other 
maternal tissues harvested at the same time. In the other cases dis-
cussed below, the dams ate placentas after birth, so they were un-
available to sample. Notably, at the time of death, dam 1 had 10' FFU/m1 
of virus in the placenta, which is 4 logs more vRNA than the liver and 
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Fig. 3. Infection of pregnant dams results in direct transmission of RVFV to the peritoneum and brain of pups. Pups delivered from (A) lethally infected and 
(B) surviving pregnant rats were tested for vRNA within the peritoneal cavity (left) and brain (right). In (A), the x axis represents the day the dams were euthanized owing to 
severe disease. In (B), the x axis represents the day after delivery, with day 10 representing surviving pups euthanized at the end of the study. For both graphs, red square 
data points indicate pup demise and blue circle data points indicate pup survival. Open data points are pup brain tissues; all closed data points are pup peritoneal cavity. 
(C) Photographic evidence of fetal resorption within the uterus of one of three dams that succumbed to RVFV infection. (D) Images (10x) of whole pups were examined 
for histological changes. H&E staining of a whole pup from a dam that succumbed to infection (right) or a corresponding uninfected control rat (left) euthanized at the 
same day of gestation. Blue, white, and black arrowheads highlight evidence of hemorrhaging, necrosis, and altered intestinal structure, respectively. 

spleen, the primary targets of the virus (Fig. 4B). In addition, the uterus The stillborn pups from dam 1 had apparent gross abnormalities 
and ovary had about 1 log more vRNA than the liver and spleen, demon- (small, rounded head and gray discoloration) and variable size (1.5 to 
strating a preference for RVFV to replicate within reproductive tissues. 3 cm) compared to uninfected pups (5 cm; Fig. 4A). Nine of the 
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Fig. 4. Vertical transmission of RVFV in two dams resulted in stillborn pups with physical abnormalities and high viral titers. (A to D) Dam 1 was inoculated with 
175 PFU and died giving birth at 8 dpi. Dam 1 delivered 13 stillborn pups, with 2 remaining in the uterus. (A) Pictures of individual pups are shown as numbered. Uterus 
with pups 13 and 14 within birth canal after demise. (B) vRNA within maternal tissue. (C) vRNA and (D) infectious virus within peritoneal cavity of indicated pups. The three 
pups not included in the graphs were used for other analyses. (E to H) Dam 2 was inoculated with 175 PFU and survived with no clinical signs of disease. Dam 2 delivered 
seven pups to full-term; five were dead and two were alive but subsequently consumed by the dam (data not available). (E) Pictures of individual pups as labeled. A nor-
mal pup from an uninfected dam is shown for comparison. (F) vRNA within maternal tissue. (G) vRNA and (H) infectious virus within peritoneal cavity of indicated pups. 
For all graphs, red square data points indicate either dam or pup demise. Blue circle data points indicate dam or pup survival. 

11 pups (82%) had abnormally shaped heads compared to unin-
fected pups. Pups 6 and 7 likely died earlier in utero, as indicated by 
their small size and apparent decomposition; both of their heads 
were disproportionately large owing to early gestational demise. 
While the other pups were larger than pups 6 and 7, none of them 
were normal in size, and they were all born deceased. The pups 
had very high levels of vRNA (106 to 10' PFU/ml eq, irrespective 

of pup size; Fig. 4C). Less infectious virus was recovered from 
the pups compared to vRNA (Fig. 4, C and D), likely due to the 
inability to preserve tissue immediately after death because pups 
succumb to infection in utero or shortly after delivery. This trend 
is observed for all representative dams (Figs. 4 and 5); otherwise, 
RVFV infectivity correlates very closely with qRT-PCR results as 
seen in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 5. Evidence of variable survival and developmental outcome of pups resulting from vertical transmission. (A to E) Dam 3 was inoculated with 175 PFU and 
survived with no clinical signs of disease. Dam 3 delivered 10 pups to full-term; 6 were dead and 4 were alive. Two living pups were consumed by the dam within 2 days 
of birth (data not available). Two remaining pups survived to the end of the study (pups 7 and 8). (B) vRNA within maternal tissue. (C) vRNA and (D) infectious virus within 
peritoneal cavity of indicated pups. (E) Weight of surviving pups from dam 3 from days 5 to 10 neonate. The black line and the gray line represent growth curve calculated 
by linear regression modeling of pups 7 and 8, respectively. (F to J) Dam 4 was inoculated with 1300 PFU and survived with no clinical signs of disease. Dam 4 delivered 
nine stillborn pups. (F) Pictures of individual pups as labeled. (G) vRNA within maternal tissue. (H) vRNA and (I) infectious virus within peritoneal cavity of indicated pups. 
(J) Cage of dam 4 as it was found on day of pup delivery (E22; 8 dpi). 
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Dam 2 survived infection with no apparent clinical signs. vRNA 
was still detected throughout the dam at 18 dpi, with the highest 
burden in reproductive tissues and the brain (Fig. 4F). At E22, she 
delivered seven pups; five were born dead and two were alive. Both 
living pups were consumed by the dam within a day of birth. Dams 
periodically eat their young because of stress or if they notice abnor-
malities in their pups (17). The pups shown in Fig. 4E are around 5 cm 
in length, which is normal for full-gestation pups. Several have dark-
colored bodies, likely signifying decomposing tissue and/or blood 
congealment. Smaller, rounded heads without a pointed snout were 
observed in three of the seven pups (pups 2, 3, and 5). Despite pup 
1 having physical features and length similar to those of a normal pup 
delivered from an uninfected mother (Fig. 4E), vRNA and infec-
tious virus were highest in this pup compared to its littermates that 
had more severe gross anatomical abnormalities (Fig. 4, G and H). 
This may be due to more advanced decomposition setting in pups 
2, 3, and 5 that affected virus infectivity. 

In another case, dam 3 also survived infection with no clinical signs 
of disease and had widespread vRNA in tissues at 18 dpi (Fig. 5B). She 
delivered 10 pups at full-term (E22); 6 pups were born deceased and 
4 were alive. Two of the living pups survived until the scheduled eutha-
nasia date (18 dpi; 10 days neonate), whereas the other two were con-
sumed by the dam within 2 days postdelivery. Pups 1 and 2 from dam 
3 were relatively normal in appearance; however, they were born de-
ceased and displayed the highest vRNA (Fig. 5C) and infectious virus 
(Fig. 5D) burden compared to littermates with physical abnormali-
ties; this could be due to the more recent demise of pups 1 and 2, which 
preserved infectious virus until tissue was collected. The pups that die 
earlier in utero likely have less infectious virus due to decomposition, 
which affects virus viability. Despite pups 7 and 8 surviving until 
planned euthanasia at neonatal age of 10 days with no signs of dis-
ease or gross abnormalities, vRNA was still detected in the peritone-
al cavity of these pups, although infectious virus was not found 
(Fig. 5, C and D). Pup 7 weighed significantly less than its littermate, 
and both had similar growth rates (slope = 1.88 for pup 7 and slope = 
2.26 for pup 8; P= 0.14) after birth (Fig. 5E). It is unclear whether this 
is natural variation in pup size or an effect of viral infection in utero. 

Last, dam 4 had no signs of clinical disease and delivered a total 
of nine deceased pups at full-term (Fig. 5F). Multiple pups were found 
encapsulated in an amniotic sac and/or still connected to a placenta 
(Fig. 51). Placenta collected the day of delivery had high levels of 
vRNA (105 PFU/ml eq); the vRNA levels in the placenta were simi-
lar to that found in the pups, regardless of pup size (Fig. 4, H and I). 
Seven of nine pups (78%) had abnormally shaped heads compared 
to uninfected pups. The pups had gross abnormalities and varied in 
color from pink to gray to black. Infectious virus was detected in 
five of nine pups (Fig. 41). The smallest pup (pup 11) measured at 
about 2.2 cm, while the largest pup from the litter was about 4.1 cm 
in length; all pups from this litter were still smaller than pups deliv-
ered from uninfected dams (typically 5 cm). 

The four dams highlighted above, despite being asymptomatic, 
had liquefactive myonecrosis within the uterus (Fig. 2). The placenta 
also had notable abnormalities, including inflammation, cell necrosis, 
and hemorrhage in the decidua and vinous structures (Fig 2, A and B). 

Vertical transmission of RVFV in an early-gestation 
pregnant rat 
To examine the potential for vertical transmission of RVFV before 
the development of a fully formed placenta, an early-gestation (E5) 

SD dam was infected with 1.5 x 105 PFU of RVFV. An uninfected, 
age-matched, pregnant dam served as a control. At 7 dpi, correspond-
ing to E13, neither dam had clinical signs of disease, and both dams 
underwent planned euthanasia (fig. S4A). The observed virus distri-
bution in the early-gestation pregnant rat resembled that of the late-
gestation pregnant rats (fig. S4B and Fig. 1). Infectious virus was 
detected in the cervical lymph node, spleen, liver, and placenta, with 
the placenta containing 3 logs more infectious virus than the spleen 
(10° PFU/ml versus 103 PFU/ml, respectively; fig S4B). Because of 
the small size of each embryo at this gestational age, embryonic tis-
sue from the entire litter was pooled and analyzed for the presence 
of vRNA and infectious particles (fig. S4C). Pooled embryos had 
2 logs more vRNA and infectious virus than the spleen of the dam 
(10°3 PFU/ml versus 103 PFU/ml, respectively). 

At the time of euthanasia, the uninfected dam had a healthy 
uterus containing 14 embryos, all with similar sizes, shapes, and a 
translucent pale yellow coloring Of the 16 embryos of the infected 
dam, 4 (25%) were red in color (fig. S4D) instead of the pale yellow 
coloring observed in the remaining 12 embryos and embryos of the 
uninfected control (fig. S4D, left). Three embryos were smaller than 
the embryos from the rest of the litter. They lacked amniotic fluid 
and were palpably dense and hard in appearance (fig. S4D, embryos 
4 to 6); embryos 4 and 5 were two of the four red in color. The red 
coloring and rigid appearance and structure of embryos from in-
fected dams suggest early hemorrhaging and/or resorption of the 
embryos. These results show that RVFV is vertically transmitted to 
embryos of dams infected during early gestation, with a preferential 
niche within the placental tissue. 

Replication of RVFV in human placental tissue 
Although two isolated cases of vertical transmission have been re-
ported in humans from Africa and the Middle East (11, 12) and a 
single study highlighted the potential of RVFV-infected women to 
be four times more likely to have a late miscarriage or stillbirth (13), 
the effect of RVFV infection on the developing human fetus is not 
known. To evaluate whether human fetal tissue is permissive to 
RVFV infection and replication, placental chorionic villi were ob-
tained from healthy human donors undergoing elective termina-
tion at 16 to 23 weeks of gestation (second trimester). Tissues were 
inoculated in vitro with RVFV, and explant supernatant was col-
lected every 12 hours for measurement of viral replication. Similar 
viral growth kinetics was seen in chorionic villi from two different 
donors (Fig. 6A); 2 to 3 log increase in virus production was detected 
between 12 and 36 hours after infection. 

To identify the cell type(s) targeted by RVFV in placental villi, we 
performed immunostaining for dsRNA as previously described (14). 
Viral replication, as assessed by the production dsRNA, was evident 
in the villi, with replication observed in both the syncytial layer and the 
subsyncytial layers within mononudear cytotrophoblasts (Fig. 6B). 
Significantly higher levels of dsRNA signal were detected in infected 
villi from four different donors compared to uninfected villi from the 
same donors (Fig 6C). These data suggest that RVFV exhibits tropism 
for human placental tissue and can replicate to some degree in syncy-
tiotrophoblasts, which are known to resist many viruses (28). 

DISCUSSION 
Viral infections in pregnant women can have adverse effects on both 
the mother and the developing fetus. Pregnant women are likely to 
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Fig. 6. RVFV replicates in human placental tissue, even the highly resistant syncytiotrophoblasts within placenta villi. Human chorionic villous tissue explants 
from donors 1 and 2 (A) were infected in vitro with RVFV at the indicated doses and then the supernatant was harvested at 0, 12, 24, 36, and 48 hours after infection for 
measurement of vRNA by qRT-PCR. (B)Immunofluorescent microscopy images of villi infected with 3 x 106 PFU RVFV for 48 hours. Uninfected control is shown on the left. 
DAPI (blue) stains DNA, J2 antibody (green) stains dsRNA of RVFV, cytokeratin 19 (red) stains epithelial cells, and actin (purple) stains all cells. (C) Fluorescent dsRNA signal 
was quantified from four human donors. Data from uninfected (n = 11) and infected (n = 16) villi are shown with symbols stratified by donor (closed circles, donor 1; open 
circles, donor 2; closed squares, donor 3; open squares, donor 4). "P <0.01, 

have more severe pathology, more serious complications, and an 
increased risk of death compared to nonpregnant women (29). For 
both seasonal and pandemic influenza, pregnant women are more 
susceptible to developing severe complications requiring hospital-
ization (30, 31). Other emerging viruses, such as Ebola and Lassa, 
are also more severe or deadly in pregnant women (32, 33). Here, 
we found pregnant rats to be more susceptible to severe disease and 
death after RVFV infection than their nonpregnant counterparts. 
Necrosis of the liver was characteristic of disease in both pregnant 
and nonpregnant rats, indicating that pregnancy did not alter the 
disease presentation but rather made the pregnant animals more sus-
ceptible to severe disease overall. 

A 1987 study of pregnant women in Mozambique showed that 
women with miscarriage or stillbirth had the same prevalence of 
RVFV-specific immunoglobul in G (IgG) antibodies as women with 
normal deliveries (34). However, detection of IgG antibodies is in-
dicative of past exposure to RVFV and not necessarily acute infec-
tion during pregnancy. In a more recent cross-sectional study in 
Sudan, there was a significant association between RVFV infection 
during pregnancy and miscarriage (13). Of the women with con-
firmed RVFV infections and disease during pregnancy, 54% had 
miscarriage compared to 12% in uninfected women. RVFV infection 

was an independent predictor of miscarriage (odds ratio of 7.4); 
all of these miscarriages occurred in the second and third trimes-
ters (13). While this is only one study, it strongly implicates RVFV 
infection as a causative agent of miscarriage in late gestation. Mis-
carriage earlier in pregnancy due to RVF may also occur but remain 
underreported. 

Two cases of vertical transmission of RVFV were documented in 
Saudi Arabia (2000) and Sudan (2007) (11, 12). In both cases, onset 
of RVF-like illness in the mothers occurred around 37 to 38 weeks of 
gestation. In the 2 weeks before illness in the Saudi woman, six fam-
ily members developed RVF-like illness and one died of confirmed 
RVF. The woman developed RVF-like symptoms 4 days before de-
livery of a full-term infant at home. On the second day of life, the 
infant was hospitalized with respiratory distress, jaundice, and leth-
argy. He died 6 days after admission with hemorrhagic signs and an 
enlarged liver. In the Sudanese patient, labor commenced within 
10 days of illness onset, and an infant was born with skin rash, palpable 
liver and spleen, and an Apgar score of 5. Samples from the mother 
and cord blood tested positive for RVFV IgM. The outcome of this 
infant is not known. Together, these data suggest that RVFV infec-
tion is associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes during the sec-
ond and third trimesters. Vertical transmission and miscarriage due 
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to RVFV infection early in pregnancy may be easily overlooked; 
therefore, vertical transmission during the first trimester should not 
be disregarded. 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to discover the degree to 
which RVFV targets reproductive tissues and causes catastrophic 
pathology. The ovaries, uterus, and placenta are previously unrec-
ognized sites of virus replication in both pregnant and nonpregnant 
animals. A previous study in mice found virus-infected macro-
phages within the stroma of ovaries from immunodeficient animals 
infected with an attenuated strain of RVFV (35). Here, we found 
high levels of infectious virus and vRNA in the reproductive tissues, 
and the placenta and uterus displayed histological changes associat-
ed with viral infection. Liquefactive necrosis within the uterus of the 
four dams profiled was notable. Uterine cell death may be a contrib-
uting factor to premature placental detachment and intrauterine 
fetal death within RVFV-infected dams. In addition, the tissues 
with the highest viral burden were the liver and placenta of both 
lethally and sublethally infected pregnant dams. Further studies 
should be performed to understand the onset and progression to 
fetal demise and elucidate commonalities between the liver and pla-
cental structure that accommodates comparable pathology after 
RVFV infection. 

The most alarming and arresting finding from our study was the 
delivery of dead pups from dams that survived RVFV infection, 
appeared otherwise clinically normal, and gave birth at normal gesta-
tion length. The pups displayed physical abnormalities that resem-
bled hydrops fetalis, which is an abnormal accumulation of fluid in 
the fetus. Hydrops fetalis is seen in RVFV-infected livestock (36) 
and has been noted as a prominent occurrence in pregnant women 
infected with parvovirus and Zika (37, 38). Most humans infected 
with RVFV develop mild febrile disease, and our study suggests that 
mild infection of pregnant women may still have devastating im-
pacts on the developing fetus. 

A previous study in mice inoculated pregnant dams 3 to 4 days 
before term with a mouse-passaged strain similar to the Smithburn 
live vaccine strain (39). Variable levels of virus were detected in em-
bryos taken from sick dams, and the authors state that no abortions 
were observed. It is not dear whether all of the dams died as a result 
of infection and whether any delivered live pups. 

In contrast, we observed heterogeneous survival and developmental 
outcomes of pups delivered by RVFV-infected dams. Some dams 
gave birth to both live and dead pups, and within the dams that 
delivered only dead pups, there was variation with the size and gross 
abnormalities seen within pups from the same litter, indicating that 
infection, growth restriction, developmental abnormalities, and/or 
death did not occur simultaneously or with the same outcome. Fur-
ther studies will determine the specific developmental effects that 
RVFV infection in utero has on the developing fetus. 

Our work demonstrates the lethal effects of RVFV in pregnant 
rats. However, given that the human and rodent placenta differ at 
both the morphologic and cellular levels, which may influence ver-
tical transmission, we also performed studies in human tissue iso-
lated from mid-gestation. This gestational age represents a stage in 
which RVF-induced fetal death has been observed in humans (13). 
Our studies revealed that RVFV can replicate to a high degree in 
human chorionic villi, which resist infection by other viruses, in-
cluding Zika virus (14, 15). Immunofluorescence analysis showed 
that viral replication occurred in both the outermost syncytial layer 
and subsyncytial layers such as cytotrophoblasts. Of note, we have 

shown previously that human placental syncytiotrophoblasts are 
highly resistant to viral infections through their constitutive release 
of antiviral molecules including type III interferons (IFNs) (15). 
We have also shown that the syncytium expresses high levels of 
IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs) under basal states, suggesting that 
these IFNs protect the syncytium from viral infections in an auto-
crine manner. Our data thus suggest that RVFV may be insensitive 
to placenta-derived type III IFNs, perhaps through mechanisms 
that suppress the activity of ISGs or the response of the syncytium 
to type III IFNs. 

Ruminants have multicotyledonary, epitheliochorial placentas, 
while both humans and rodents have discoid hemochorial placentas 
(21, 40). Despite some similarities, the placental structure differs 
between rats and humans in many ways. Humans have a placental-
fetal interface consisting of villous trophoblasts with extravillous 
trophoblastic cells, while rats have a labyrinth zone with invasive 
trophoblasts (21). Although livestock have placental structures dif-
ferent from those of rodents and humans, our data suggest that the 
mechanism by which RVFV is vertically transmitted can be shared 
among eutherian mammals, with specific tropism for fetal-derived 
placental cells. Our study thus provides a framework for under-
standing vertical transmission of RVFV that is applicable to both 
veterinary and human context. Comparison of these models could 
also explain the potentially disparate rate of miscarriages between 
livestock and humans. 

While the abortogenic effect of RVFV in pregnant livestock is 
historically well known, the mechanisms underlying these observa-
tions are not. The teratogenic potential of live-attenuated vaccine 
candidates is assessed in pregnant sheep, despite the lack of data on 
the basic mechanism of vertical transmission of wild-type virus (8-10). 
Our findings here are noteworthy because this is the first time direct 
vertical transmission through the placenta resulting in fetal death 
has been demonstrated in a species other than livestock. Because 
the ability to test vaccines in livestock is expensive and limited to 
only a few facilities able to perform these types of experiments, evalua-
tion of vertical transmission in rats would be very useful. Vaccine 
candidates could be screened for adverse effects in pregnant rats be-
fore evaluation in pregnant ewes. 

This study provides insights into the vertical transmission po-
tential of RVF in humans and highlights the need for more epide-
miological data from human outbreaks to understand the effect of 
RVFV infection in pregnant women. The existing data, combined 
with what is known to occur in livestock and our work presented 
here, point to the high likelihood that RVFV can have damaging 
effects on fetuses in humans. Emergence of RVFV beyond its cur-
rent locations due to changing climate, altered mosquito habitats, 
and/or accidental introduction would present a significant risk to 
pregnant women. Future work aimed at defining teratogenic poten-
tial of RVF in humans is critical to design strategies to reduce the 
potential for fetal disease in pregnant women, who may themselves 
display few clinical symptoms. 

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/ 
content/fulV4/12/eaau9812/DC1 
Fig. Si. RVFV is present in the ovary and uterus of nonpregnant female rats. 
Fig. 52. Detection of RVFV in the testes of male rats. 
Fig. 53. RVFV infection leads to fetal resorption. 
Fig. 54. Evidence of vertical transmission of RVFV in an RVFV-infected early-gestation (ES) 
pregnant dam, with high viral titers in the placenta. 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 1/17/2019 3:28:52 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Interesting story on Antarctic lake, if you are still in touch 

1 
WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

haps://www.livescience.com/64500-antarctica-buried-lakc-photos.htmPutm_source=lst-
newsletter&utm_medium=cmail&utm_campaign=201 90 1 1 6-1st 
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To: Atlas, Ronald M.Ronald.atlas@louisville.edu]; bartonh@uakron.edu[bartonh@uakron.edu]; Charles W. Rice 
(cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice@ksu.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman@med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Bertuzzi, 
Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry@STJUDE.ORG]; Susan Brockmeier 
(susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov)[susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov] 
Cc: Staff Directors Dist[StaffDirectorsDist@asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker@asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal@asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 1/25/2019 3:36:25 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: ASM Health and Public Policy Update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

ASM Health and Public Policy Update 
January 25, 2019 

ASM Weighs-in on Partial Shutdown — This week, ASM, as a member of the Coalition for National Science 
Funding (CNSF), signed a letter to President Trump and House and Senate leaders expressing concern with 
the impact of the government shutdown on America's research enterprise. 

ASM Response to PACCARB RFI — On January 7, ASM issued a response to a request for information 
(RFI) from the Presidential Advisory Council on Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria. The RFI was a 
solicitation from the public on new priorities for the National Action Plan for Combatting Antibiotic Resistant 
Bacteria for 2020-2025. The RFI requested that commenters identify priorities under the objectives identified 
with the 2015 National Action Plan. In its comments, ASM emphasized the importance of incorporating an 
environmental component to the OneHealth surveillance efforts, as well as the identification of research 
priorities in the environmental sector. 

CLIA Fees to Increase by 20 Percent — In December, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(CMS)   it is increasing effective immediately all currently assessed Clinical Laboratory Improvement 
Amendments (CLIA) fees by 20 percent to close the gap between current obligations and current collections. 
In the notice, CMS states it intends for the increase to be a one-time adjustment to address a projected $9.3 
million shortfall to ensure the program can remain self-sustaining into Fiscal Year 2022. The Agency, 
however, will continue to review its obligations and collections and may make future adjustments as needed to 
avoid shortfalls. 

The fee increase applies to Certificate Fees (except fees for the issuance of a Certificate of Registration) and 
Compliance Fees for non-accredited labs. The increase also applies to Additional Fees that cover the cost of 
validation inspections for labs with a Certificate of Accreditation. 

CMS will accept public comment on the fee increase through March 1, 2019. Comments can be submitted 
through .equiations.qov.

CDC Coalition's FY2020 Request — The Washington, DC-based CDC Coalition has announced the 
Coalition will request $7.8 billion for CDC's program level for Fiscal Year (FY) 2020. This represents about a 
$500 million increase over CDC's FY 2019 final program level number of $7.3 billion. The $500 million 
increase request mirrors the request for CDC supported by organizations that have endorsed the 22 by 22 
campaign to increase CDC's budget by 22 percent (or $1.5 billion over 3 years) by 2022. The CDC Coalition 
only advocates for an overall CDC funding level and not for specific CDC programs. 

NHSS Released — The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response has released 
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the 2019-2022 National Health Security Strategy (NHSS). The NHSS "provides a vision to strengthen our 
nation's ability to prevent, detect, assess, prepare for, mitigate, respond to, and recover from disasters and 
emergencies." The NHSS is updated every four years. 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 

have you oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2018? 

Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 

Join ASM: http://www.asm.orajoin 
Re .. with ASM: http://www.asm.orghenew 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edupwleduc©utmb.edu] 
Sent: Sat 4/3/2021 8:34:04 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: NTI exercise 

Seems a bit risky to name your child "Talkmore"... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 3, 2021, at 8:32 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Interesting group although I don't know most. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 3, 2021, at 6:30 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good list for recent exercise. Dave 

https://media.nti.org/documents/2021_NTI-MSCTTX_Participant_List_Final.pdf 

Sent from my iPhone 
<2021 NTI-MSCTTX Participant List Final.pdf> 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edurjwleduc©utmb.edu] 
Sent: Sat 4/3/2021 8:32:18 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: NTI exercise 

Interesting group although I don't know most. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 3, 2021, at 6:30 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good list for recent exercise. Dave 

https://media.nti.org/documents/2021_NTI-MSCTTX_Participant_List_Final.pdf 

Sent from my iPhone 
<2021 NTI-MSCTTX Participant List Final.pdf> 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@grnail.com] 
From: jwleduc@utrnb.edupwleduc@utrnb.edu] 
Sent: Sat 5/15/2021 2:33:10 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: SCIENCE [letter] Investigate the origins of COVID-19 

Thanks for sharing Dave. Nice paper making valid points. I'm afraid that it may be way too late to find much out but it 
should be attempted, including the bs12 and bs13 labs where I suspect the risk for accidental release is greater. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2021, at 9:30 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI, if you haven't seen, dave 

SCIENCE [letter] Investigate the origins of COVID-
19 https://sa ce.! ernaci.orq/cont(  94.1 
Jesse D. Bloom1,2, Yujia Alina Chan3, Ralph S. Baric4, Pamela J. Bjorkman5, Sarah 
Cobey6, Benjamin E. Deverman3, David N. Fisman7, Ravindra Gupta8, Akiko 
lwasaki9,2, Marc Lipsitchl 0, Ruslan Medzhitov9,2, Richard A. Neher11, Rasmus 
Nielsen12, Nick Patterson13, Tim Stearns14, Erik van Nimwegen11, Michael 
Worobey15, David A. Relman16 17 * 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; 
Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@ut.ee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond 
F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; Adebamowo, 
Clement[CAdebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Kevin Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org] 
From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Fri 8/21/2020 5:21:59 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Reminder: Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership 

X Gallo Award Nomination Guideline.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors: 

The GVN wishes to announce the 2020 call for the nominations for the Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and 
Leadership. Please find attached for nomination criteria and selection process. Nominations will be open until September 8th. I 
would like to request your letter for the nomination. If you have any question, please feel free to contact me. Thank you for your 
support. 

Best regards, 

Shin-Hee Kim 

Program Director 

Global Virus Network 

725 West Lombard St 

Room S413 

Baltimore, MD 20212 
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725 W Lombard St. I Baltimore, MD 21201-1009 410.706.1966 
ww.gvnorg 

The CNN Robert C 'a o Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership 

Criteria 

1) The candidate has published important scientific information on virology in the 
areas of interest to the GVN, including but not limited to: basic science, clinical 
aspects, pathogenesis, epidemiology, diagnostics, antivirals, and vaccine 
development. 

2) The candidate has made a consequential and meaningful contribution to the GVN 
and has furthered the mission of the GVN, including but not limited to 
development of the network of Centers of Excellence, participation in training 
programs, contributions to meetings and other GVN activities, and contributions 
to advocacy and public communication activities. 

Nomination 

1) The Directors of GVN Centers of Excellence and Affiliates may nominate one or 
more scientists. 

2) Nominations of women, young scientists, minorities, and scientists from 
developing countries is encouraged should they meet the above selection criteria. 

3) Nominations must be supported by a one-page summary describing how the 
candidate meets the selection criteria with references and testimonials. 

Selection 

Members of the GVN Scientific Advisory Board and Leadership Committee will select 
the 

Awardee and prepare a short description justifying the selection. 

Award 

A plaque will be awarded at least once per year. The honoree will be presented with the 
award at the 2020 GVN Special Annual Meeting. 
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725 W Lombard St. I Baltimore, MD 21201-1009 410.706.1966 
ww.gvn.org 

Timeline 

1) August 10, 2020: Call for nominations 
2) August 10 - September 8, 2020: Nomination process by GVN Center and Affiliate 

Directors. Please send your nomination letters to Shin-Hee Kim (skim@gvn.org) 
3) September 9 - September 16, 2020: Selection process by the SAB and Leadership 

Committee 
4) September 17, 2019: Notification of Awardee 

Past Awardees 

• Scott Weaver, MS, PhD, Galveston National Laboratory, Galveston, Texas, United 
States of America (May, 2016) 

• Ab Osterhaus, DVM, PhD, University of Veterinary Medicine, Hanover, Germany 
(October, 2016) 

• Diane Griffin, MD, PhD, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, 
Baltimore, Maryland, United States of America (September, 2017) 

• Erica 011mann Saphire, PhD and Michael Oldstone, MD, Scripps Research 
Institute, California, United States of America (November, 2018) 

• William Hall, BSc, PhD, MD, DTMH, Centre for Research in Infectious Diseases, 
University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland (June, 2019). 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[iwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 2/8/2021 1:35:39 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: THE PULITZER COLONOSCOPY 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Amen. Missed this the first time around. I think they told me last time that I wouldn't need any more. The other good news 
is that, I think, the stool assay is getting to be trusted more than it was. dave 

On Feb 5, 2021, at 5:46 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleducaUTMB.EDU> wrote: 

A little light reading... 

Subject: FW: THE PULITZER COLONOSCOPY 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E][afauci@niaid.nih.gov] 
Sent: Thur 1/28/2021 1:37:34 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: transitions and thanks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

My work with the Coronavirus Task Force and the large volume of incoming emails precludes me or my 
staff from answering each individual message. I would encourage you to visit www.coronavirus.gov for 
the latest information and guidance related to COVID-19. 

Thank you, and best regards. 

Anthony S. Fauci, M.D. 
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To: 'Adams, Marvinlmladams@tamu.edu]; 'Brooks, Lintonllinton.brooks©cox.net]; 'Bunn, 
Matthewlmatthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu]; 'Connell, Nancy[NancyConnell©jhu.edu]; 'Fetter, StevenIsfetter@umd.edu]; 'Fetter-
Assistant_Amanda Strausserlastraus3©umd.edu]; 'Franz, Davidldavidrfranz@gmail.com]; 'Garwin, RichardIrIg2©usibm.com]; 
'Gottemoeller, Roselrgottemoeller©gmail.com]; 'Gottemoeller-Assistant_George Masonlgbmason@stanford.edu]; 'Griffin, 
Dianeldgriffi6@jhu.edu]; Hamburg, Margaret[MHamburg@nas.edu]; JohnHildebrand[jhildebr@email.arizona.edu]; 'Hruby, 
Jillijillhruby@gmail.com]; 'Jeanloz, Raymonneanloz@berkeley.edu]; 'Johnston, Alastairljohnston©fas.harvard.edu]; 'Latiff, 
RobertIrlatiff@msn.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ortega, Analilia[anaorteg©UTMB.EDU]; 'Meserve, 
Richardirmeserve@carnegiescience.edu]; 'Mies, Richardimiesrw@verizon.net]; 'Palese, PeterTheter.palese@mssm.edu]; 'Timbie, 
James'Optimbie@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
From: Hare, Hope[HHare©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 1/11/2021 7:49:59 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Scheduling CISAC meeting Jan 25--April 1 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thank you, everyone! 
You are a busy group, and it is difficult to find times that suit. We have determined that Feb 1 and 2 are the best days. Please reserve 
the following times on your calendars for the CISAC meeting: 

• Monday 2/1, from 2pm-5pm ET 
• Tuesday 2/2 from 3pm-5:30pm ET. 

Micah will be sending supporting documents soon. 

Best wishes, 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

National Acaderni, 

From: Hare, Hope 
Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 4:22 PM 
To: 'Adams, Marvin' <mladams@tamu.edu>; 'Brooks, Linton' <linton.brooks@cox.net>; 'Bunn, Matthew' 
<matthew_bunn@hks.harvard.edu>; 'Connell, Nancy' <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; 'Fetter, Steven' <sfetter@umd.edu>; 'Fetter-
Assistant_Amanda Strausser' <astraus3@umd.edu>; 'Franz, David' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; 'Garwin, Richard' 
<rIg2@us.ibm.com>; 'Gottemoeller, Rose' <rgottemoeller@gmail.com>; 'Gottemoeller-Assistant_George Mason' 
<gbmason@stanford.edu>; 'Griffin, Diane' <dgriffi6@jhu.edu>; Hamburg, Margaret <MHamburg@nas.edu>; 'Hildebrand, John' 
<jhildebr@email.arizona.edu>; 'Hruby, Jill' <jillhruby@gmail.com>; 'Jeanloz, Raymond' <jeanloz@berkeley.edu>; 'Johnston, 
Alastair' <johnston@fas.harvard.edu>; 'Latiff, Robert' <rlatiff@msn.com>; 'Leduc, James' <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; 'Leduc-
Assistant_Ana Ortega' <anaorteg@UTMB.EDU>; 'Meserve, Richard' <rmeserve@carnegiescience.edu>; 'Mies, Richard' 
<miesrw@verizon.net>; 'Palese, Peter' <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; 'Timbie, James' <jptimbie@gmail.com> 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenthal@nas.edu> 
Subject: Scheduling CISAC meeting Jan 25--April 1 

Hello CISAC Members! We would like to schedule a CISAC meeting in the new year, and are asking for your help. Please enter the 
days you are unavailable on the attached spread sheet. If you'd like to include available times on a particular date, the spreadsheet has 
a place to do so. And of course, if you would prefer to just tell me the days or times you are busy, please feel free to do that. 

Also, Micah is considering a 2 part meeting on February 1 and 3, so if you are busy during these days, please give me the times you 
will be available, if there are any such times. If not, please mark the days as unavailable. . 

Thank you for taking the time to do this—we appreciate it! 
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Best wishes and happy New Year! 
Hope 

Hope Hare 
Administrative Assistant 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202-334-3435 

The National Academies o 

7:NGINEERING. • 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 9/10/2020 12:38:27 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Masks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Ah. Got it. d 

On Sep 10, 2020, at 12:53 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I read this as referring to the comments captured in the new Woodward book where Trump downplays the risk of 
COVID-19. 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 11:22 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Tesh, Robert B. <rtesh@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Re: Masks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim, 

Is Mark blaming "clinicians' decision(s)" and "malpractice" on failure of the masses to wear masks. . .or just 
drawing an historical comparison? I would have thought it was my well-right-of-center friends and 
colleagues who argue, for example, that they are in compliance by wearing a mask on their arm going into a 
restaurant in Wichita, KS. Agree that our post 9/11 'planning' for flu and bioterrorism wasn't taken taken very 
seriously once the smoke and 'anthrax letters' cleared and Bruce took his life. The one thing we did do re. bio 
is turn inward and regulate the heck out of our labs, as you know better than I. 

dave 

On Sep 10, 2020, at 11:29 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Interesting comments on current events...note date of his first email. 

From: Mark Keim, MD MBA <mark disasterdoc.org> 
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 10:22 AM 

Subject: RE: Masks 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

ALCON, 

I think that this week's news revelations may have now answered my question to you below regarding 
"How we got in the situation of reversing such a fundamental recommendation as personal protective 
equipment for the American public." 

If true, this has been a scale of malpractice unrivaled in human history. No clinician's decision has ever 
killed more Americans. 
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Mark 

From: Mark Keim, MD MBA 

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7:32 PM 
Subject: RE: Masks 

ALCON, 

I think we have to seriously ask ourselves how we clot in the situation of reversing such a 
funaamental recommenaarion as personal protective equipment for the 
American public. I'm looking forward to seeing the new data and the logical framework from CDC 
and the SG. 

Honestly, like many of you, I can't describe how surprised I am to hear of such fundamental deficiencies 
as PPE and ventilators after the post-911 bioterrorism decade that we spent from 2002-2011. And like 
many of you who had similar experiences, I also recall working on HHS white papers that dealt directly 
with the subject of looming ICU bed and ventilator shortages — the copies are still written in 
WordPerfect, for goodness sake! Our first worries about a stockpile at CDC began in 1996 when Pres 
Clinton signed PDD#39 and concerns became heightened over the Atlanta Olympic Games- it was then 
that the US stockpile was born — nearly 25 years ago — and where are we now? 

Of course, none of us have to ask what happened. We all know that disasters are always out of sight and 
out of mind - quickly fleeting of political will when the need for a sustained effort again becomes 
painfully obvious after every major US catastrophe. And then when they do occur, they become 
the political football of the day —blaming and spending money at an incredible rate. Which then feeds 
the cycle, does it not? 

We have to disconnect risk perception and public funding of disaster risk management. Risk 
management should be a percentage allocation of the national budget just like it is for the budget of 
major corporations. I can't believe that our current scenario was the most favorable option on a cost-
effectiveness study for the return on investment for low probability/extremely high impact events like 
this one. 

I also can't help but be reminded when I think back (before PAHPA I and II) to the Nunn-Lugar-Domenici 
WMD Act, that these are the kinds of decisions that either win or lose a BW conflict,where the flattest 
epi curve could decide the victor. Perhaps in the future, we should consider develop a more 
standardized process for advance directives regarding public respiratory protection logic related to the 
following 3 categories (and for both natural and anthropogenic sources): 
1) Contact exposures; 
2) Droplet exposures; and 
3) Airborne (aerosol) exposures 

These recommendations could be developed according to an integrated approach (from DoD/USAMRIID, 
CDC/NIOSH and other BSL4s like UNMC) including bench exposure and population-based epi studies and 
potential "off-label" applications. 

Waking to find another "Groundhog Day", 

Mark 

Mark Keim, MD, MBA 
CEO, DisasterDoc, LLC 
www.disasterdoc.org 
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David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek©nas.edu]; 'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
From: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Sent: Mon 9/14/2020 5:09:18 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new 
distinguished chair 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Yes, indeed. Great to see good work recognized. 
Micah 

From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 4:00 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: RE: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new 
distinguished chair 

Wonderful news! Thanks for letting us know. 

Kind regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:43 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious new 
distinguished chair 

Excellent!! So well deserved and good for UTMB, dave 
On Sep 14, 2020, at 3:35 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Well-deserved recognition of our friend and colleague. 

Jim 

From: UTMB Broadcast Account < 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:14 PM 
Subject: From the President ad interim and the Executive Vice President and Provost: Dr. Shi named to prestigious 
new distinguished chair 

Dr. Pei-Yong Shi named inaugural holder of the John Sealy Distinguished Chair 
in Innovations in Molecular Biology 

We are very pleased to announce that Dr. Pei-Yong Shi, professor in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and 
vice chair for Innovation and Commercialization, has been named the inaugural holder of the John Sealy 
Distinguished Chair in Innovations in Molecular Biology at UTMB. 

<image002.jpg>This new endowed position, made possible through a $1 million contribution from The Sealy & 
Smith Foundation, will promote and advance UTMB's outstanding and innovative programs in infectious diseases 
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research. We are deeply grateful to the foundation and its Board of Directors for investing in the future health and 
well-being of Galveston, our region and beyond through this generous gift. 

Dr. Shi joined UTMB in 2015 and is internationally recognized for his research accomplishments in virology, drug 
discovery, vaccine development, pathogen diagnosis and cancer therapy. 

When the Zika virus spread across the globe in 2015 and 2016, Dr. Shi and his lab were on the cutting edge of 
research related to the virus. His lab immediately pushed our knowledge of the virus forward by developing the 
first genetically engineered clone of it early in that epidemic. This month, he published new work detailing a 
mutation in the virus that likely led to its sudden spread and its serious consequences for babies born to mothers 
infected with Zika. 

Now, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Dr. Shi and his team have once again worked quickly to adapt their 
research techniques and collaborate to meet this new global challenge. They were the first to engineer a reverse 
genetic system of the novel coronavirus that causes COVID-19, allowing scientists to safely make the virus in the 
lab and manipulate it in a petri dish. 

Shi and his team also have developed tools to streamline the COVID-19 vaccine development process as 
research teams around the world work to create life-saving preventives. His team just recently made headlines 
for using an enzyme produced by fireflies, or fluorescent tag, to develop better tests for COVID-19 and to better 
understand this new virus. 

With this latest support from The Sealy & Smith Foundation, we are confident Dr. Shi and his lab will continue to 
make groundbreaking discoveries that will make our world a healthier place. 

Please join us in congratulating Dr. Shi on this tremendous honor and in thanking The Sealy & Smith Foundation 
for its ongoing, visionary support of UTMB's mission. 

Thank you. 

Ben G. Raimer, MD, MA, FAAP 
President ad interim 

Charles P. Mouton, MD, MS, MBA 
Executive Vice President and Provost, and 
Dean, School of Medicine 

<image003.jpg> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Wang Linfa[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org]; 
vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; 
Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Protzer, Ulrike[protzer@tum.de]; 
wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucstedu[wgreene@gladstone.ucstedu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, 
Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; 
hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; 
oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; 
tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au]; verfle@gmx.de[verfle@gmx.de]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; 
cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; Wilkins, Dave[dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Mathew Evins[mevins@evins.com] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org]; Kevin 
Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org]; Nora Samaranayake[nsamaranayake@gvn.org] 
From: Morse, Gene[emorse@buffalo.edu] 
Sent: Tue 9/15/2020 2:36:10 PM (OTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Congrats! Well deserved. 

From: Wang Linfa <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:54 AM 
To: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org>; vromanowski51@gmail.com; lewins@unimelb.edu.au; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au; Damian 
Purcell <dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr; antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org; dongxp238@sina.com; Yiming Shao 
<yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>; Protzer, Ulrike <protzer@tum.de>; wielerlh@rki.de; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de; md@aims.amrita.edu; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in; william.hall@ucd.ie; lananh_2003@yahoo.com; 
gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il; giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; hasegawa@nih.go.jp; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1; mazus@yandex.ru; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za; jerome.kim@ivi.int; joaquim.segales@irta.cat; Majo, Natalia <natalia.majo@irta.cat>; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es; anders.vahlne@ki.se; andres.merits@utee; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; erica@lji.org; jglass@jcvi.org; rscheuermann@jcvi.org; 
david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu; jwleduc@utmb.edu; sweaver@utmb.edu; mhkaplan@umich.edu; psm9@pitt.edu; 
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peter.palese@mssm.edu; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu; mstevenson@med.miami.edu; Morse, 
Gene <emorse@buffalo.edu>; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu; Schinazi, Raymond F <rschina@emory.edu>; Del Rio, Carlos 
<cdelrio@emory.edu>; rfgarry@tulane.edu; cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm; bhangombe@unza.zm; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; Kratochvil, Christopher J 
<ckratoch@unmc.edu>; hegendel@unmc.edu; gawandare@ug.edu.gh; oquaye@ug.edu.gh; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu; 
tony.goldberg@wisc.edu; kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov; andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru; 
arun.kumar@manipal.edu; eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe; jeey62@gmail.com; jeey62@korea.kr; don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com; Maponga, Charles <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au; gmnair51@gmail.com; Christine Stabell Benn <cbenn@health.sdu.dk>; silverr@ccf.org; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au; verfle@gmx.de; januszp@nicd.ac.za; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; 
Wilkins, Dave <dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Mathew Evins <mevins@evins.com> 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>; Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org>; Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org>; Kevin Kishpaugh 
<ktkishpaugh@gvn.org>; Nora Samaranayake <nsamaranayake@gvn.org> 
Subject: RE: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

Congrats Sharon, well deserved! 

Litgn (Lin-Fa) WANG, PhD FTSE 
Pr 'or 
Pr  -le in Fmaraing Infectious Disease 
Duk )I, 
8 C 1,apore 169857 
Tel: +t1J wio 0397 

From: Shin-Hee Kim  
Sent: Monday, 14 September 2020 5:48 PM 
To: vromanowski51@gmail.com; lewins@unimelb.edu.au; Peter.Revill@vidrLorg.au; Damian Purcell <dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>; 
arsene.burnv@guestulg.ac.be; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be; marc.lecuit@pasteurfr; 
antoine.gessain@pasteurfr; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org; dongxp238@sina.com; Yiming Shao <yshao@bjrnu.edu.cn>;
Protzer, Ulrike <protzer@tum.de>; wielerlh@rki.de; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de; albertosterhaus@tiho-hannoverde; 
md@aims.amrita.edu; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in; william.hall@ucd.ie; lananh 2003@vahoo.com; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; hasegawa@nih.go.jp; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1; mazus@yandex.ru; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
jerome.kim@ivLint; ioaquim.segales@irta.cat; Majo, Natalia <natalia.majo@irta.cat>; edomingo@cbm.uam.es; 
anders.vahlne@ki.se; andres.merits@utee; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk; Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk; 
dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; erica@lji.org; jglass@jcvi.org; rscheuermann@jcvi.org; david topham@urmcsochesteredu; 
jwleduc@utmb.edu; sweaver@utmb.edu; mhkaplan@umich.edu; psm9@pittedu; peter.palese@mssm.edu; 
ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu; mstevensonpmed.miami.edu; emorse@buffalo.edu; 
rgallo@ihv.umarvland.edu; Schinazi, Raymond F <rschina@emory.edu>; Del Rio, Carlos <cdelrio@emory.edu>; 
rfgarrv@tulane.edu; cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm; 
bhangombe@unza.zm; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; Wang Linfa <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>; Kratochvil, Christopher J 
<ckratoch@unmc.edu>; hegendel@unmc.edu; gawandare@ug.edu.gh; oquave@ug.edu.gh; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu; 
tonv.goldberg@wisc.edu; kawaokav@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov; andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru; 
arun.kumar@manipaLedu; eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe; jeey62@gmail.com; jeey62@korea.kr; don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu; 
drmusabaev1956Pgmail.com; Maponga, Charles <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>; alexancler.khromvkh@uq.edu.au; 
andreas.suhrbierPcjimrberghoferedu.au; gmnair51@gmail.com; Christine Stabell Benn <cbenn@health.sdu.dk>; silverr@ccf.org; 
s.r t-lalingham@griffith.edu.au; verfle@gmx.de; januszp@nicd.ac.za; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; 
Wilkins, Dave <dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Mathew Evins <mevins@evins.com>
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>; Unman U <Unmanli@gvn.org>; Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org>; Kevin Kishpaugh 
<ktkishpaugh@gvn.org>; Nora Samaranayake <nsamaranayake@gvn.org>
Subject: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

il- External Email - 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors and Voting Members: 
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The GVN wishes to announce the 2020 awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership. 

Dr. Sharon Lewin (Director of the Dougherty Institute in Melbourne) has been selected for her outstanding clinical virology research 
and clinical trials, her outstanding leadership in Australian medical science as Director of the Dougherty Institute, and her 
leadership in the GVN. 

Many congratulations to Dr. Lewin! 

The award will be presented to her during the GVN Special Annual Meeting (Tuesday, September 22, 8:10 -8:20 am, EST). Please 
join us in congratulating Dr. Lewin. 

The GVN also would like to thank the directors and voting members for their invaluable time and support. 

Sincerely, 

Christian Brechot 

President of Global Virus Network 

Important: This email is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify us immediately; you should not copy or use it for any 
purpose, nor disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you. 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

kerry.garner@ag.tamu.edu[kerry.garner@ag.tamu.edu] 

michael.johnson@pirbright.ac.uk; krista.versteeg@erinha.eu; alfonso.clavijo@usda.gov; 
gary.vandomselaar@canada.ca; volker.gerdts@usask.ca; k_zuelke_2019@tamu.edu; gparker; LeDuc, James 
W.; Charlie D. Johnson; john.neilan@st.dhs.gov; elizabeth.a.lautner@usda.gov; roxann.motroni@usda.gov; 
roger.w.barrette@usda.gov; scott.farris@usda.gov; ehyou@fbi.gov; liu@cse.tamu.edu; George Korch 
(George.korch@nbacc.dhs.gov); fms2@cdc.gov; Golovko, Georgiy; Khanipov, Kamil; 
davidrfranz@gmail.com; kimberly.a.dodd@usda.gov; a-ficht@tamu.edu; steven.kappes@ars.usda.gov; 
kevin.anderson@hq.dhs.gov; Matt H. Cochran; Carrie L. Hunt; Rachel A. Whisenant; Kappes, Steven - ARS 

MicroSoft Teams Meeting 

Normal 

"High-Containment Laboratories: A North American Approach for Network Opportunities" workshop 

Wed 6/10/2020 8:30:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Wed 6/10/2020 5:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

michael.johnson@pirbright.ac.uk; krista.versteeg@erinha.eu; alfonso.clavijo@usda.gov; 
gary.vandomselaar@canada.ca; volker.gerdts@usask.ca; k_zuelke_2019@tamu.edu; gparker; LeDuc, James 
W.; Charlie D. Johnson; john.neilan@st.dhs.gov; elizabeth.a.lautner@usda.gov; roxann.motroni@usda.gov; 
roger.w.barrette@usda.gov; scott.farris@usda.gov; ehyou@fbi.gov; liu@cse.tamu.edu; George Korch 
(George.korch@nbacc.dhs.gov); fms2@cdc.gov; Golovko, Georgiy; Khanipov, Kamil; 
davidrfranz@gmail.com; kimberly.a.dodd@usda.gov; a-ficht@tamu.edu; steven.kappes@ars.usda.gov; 
kevin.anderson@hq.dhs.gov; Matt H. Cochran; Carrie L. Hunt; Rachel A. Whisenant 

Optional Attendees: Kappes, Steven - ARS 

Hiah-Containment Laboratories Aaenda 6.10.20  Final.bdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Join Microsoft Teams Meeting 
ting options 

Texas A&M Ag ri Life 
Help 
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YOU ARE 

INVITED 
TO "HIGH-CONTAINMENT LABORATORIES 

A NORTH AMERICAN APPROACH FOR 

NETWORK OPPORTUNITIES" 

JUNE 10 i 2020 

8:30-5:00 P.M. CENTRAL TIME 

AG$A1111 

The Institute for Infectious Animal Diseases, IIAD, invites you to the "High-Containment Laboratories: A North American Approach 
for Network Opportunities" workshop 
on June 10, 2020 from 8:30-5:00 p.m. Central time. To protect the health and safety of our stakeholders, we have made the difficult 
decision to move this meeting to a virtual platform. 

The emphasis of this 1-day meeting will be to reconvene on topics introduced at the pilot workshop in Washington, D.C. last April, 
including networking science and resources across the high-containment laboratory community and incorporating emergent 
information and operational technologies (IT/OT). We anticipate participation from laboratories across the U.S. as well as several 
international colleagues. The Department of Homeland Security is a sponsor of the workshop. 

Agenda, read-aheads and webinar details will be sent out prior to the workshop. If you have any questions in the meantime, please 
contact the institute at 
iiad@ag.tamu.edu or 979-845-2855. 

Warm regards, 

Melissa Hefferin Berquist, Ph.D. 
Director 

Institute for Infectious Animal Diseases (IIAD) 
A Member of the Texas A&M University System 
1500 Research Parkway, Suite B270 
College Station, TX 77843-2129 

Office 979.845.2855 I Fax 979.845.6574 
iiad.tamu.edu I @IIADnews 

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY I FEARLESS on Every Front 

Join Microsoft Teams Meeting 
Learn more about Teams I_Meeting options 
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Meeting Agenda 

June 10, 2020 [All times shown are Central Daylight Time] 

FC. 511
£11t$ A 

8:30 AM Welcome and Project Background (Matt Cochran — TAM U IIAD) 
Self-introductions by attendees 

8:55 AM Lab Activities Updates 
• The Pirbright Institute, UK (Mike Johnson) 
• VIDO-Intervac, Canada (Volker Gerdts) 

• TAMU Global Health Research Complex, US (Kurt Zuelke) 

9:55 AM NBAF Overview and Update (Alfonso Clavijo — USDA ARS) 

10:25 AM  Break 

10:35 AM NBAF Technical Update (Scott Farris — USDA APHIS) 

11:05 AM Securing the Bioeconomy— What has COVID changed? (Ed You and Bryan Cannon, DOJ 
FBI) 

12:00 PM Break for Lunch 

1:00 PM Project Case Studies 
• European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents (ERINHA), France — 

(Krista Versteeg) 
• Blockchain technology for laboratory data sharing and management (Steve Liu — 

TAM U Computer Science) 

• Genomics workflow optimization (Matt Cochran) 

2:00 PM Supporting Open Pathogen Genomic Analysis in Public Health and the Public Health 
Alliance for Genomic Epidemiology (Duncan MacCannell — HHS CDC) 

2:45 PM  Break 

3:00 PM Multi-Omics-based Decision Support Approaches for Public Health (Kamil Khanipov and 
George Golovko — UTMB, Galveston) 

1 I Page 
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3:40 PM 

FC. 511
£11t$ A 

Networking of Laboratories, Science, and Capacities Discussion 
• COVID, Labs, and International Engagement (Jim LeDuc — Galveston National Lab) 

• Continuity of USDA ARS, USDA APHIS Programs and Science 
• Reflection of some Z-Net functions to a wider lab community — Group 

5:00 PM Final Comments and Adjourn — Group 

2 I Page 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu] 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek©nas.edu] 
From: Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
Sent: Mon 12/7/2020 11:16:58 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Related to T-cell questions discussed with Chinese colleagues 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks. Interesting and important information 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 7, 2020 12:00 PM 
To: James W. LeDuc <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Cc: Benjamin Rusek <BRusek@nas.edu> 
Subject: Related to T-cell questions discussed with Chinese colleagues 

BIDMC _archers _efi.le immune syE em's requirements for protection against COVID-19 

Findings are important for vaccines, therapeutics and public health strategies to combat the COVID-1g pandemic 

BETH ISRAEL DEACONESS MEDICAL CENTER 

4-DEC-2020 

In a new paper in the journal Nature, Barouch, Director of BIDMC's Center for Virology and Vaccine Research, and colleagues shed 
light on the role of antibodies and immune cells in protection against SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, in rhesus 
macaques. "In this study, we define the role of antibodies versus T cells in protection against COVID-19 in monkeys. We report that 
relatiN ely low antibody titer (the concentration of antibodies in the blood) is needed for protection," said Barouch. "Such knowledge 
will be important in the development of next generation vaccines, antibody-based therapeutics, and public health strategies for COVID-

Building on previous findings that SARS-CoV-2 infection protects rhesus monkeys from re-exposure, Barouch and colleagues purified 
and collected antibodies from animals that had recovered from infection. They administered the antibodies at various concentrations 
to 12 uninfected macaques and observed that protection against SARS-CoV-2 challenge was dose dependent. Animals that received 
higher amounts of antibodies were protected more completely, while animals that received lower amounts of antibodies were protected 
less well. Similarly, when the researchers administered various concentrations of the purified antibodies to 6 macaques with active 
SARS-CoV-2 infection, those given higher doses demonstrated more rapid viral control. 

In a second set of experiments, Barouch and colleagues evaluated the role of specific immune cells -- CD8+ T cells -- in contributing to 
protection against the virus by removing these cells from animals that had recovered from SARS-CoV-2 infection. j_z emcn, al of theseji
immune cells left the animals vulnerable to infection after re-exposure to SARS-CoV-2. 

"Our data define the role of antibodies and T cells in protection against COVID-19 in monkeys. Antibodies alone can protect, including 
at relatively low levels, but T cells are also helpful if antibody levels are insufficient," said Barouch, who is also Professor of Medicine at 
Harvard Medical School, and a member of the Ragon Institute of MGH, MIT, and Harvard. 

https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2o2o-12/bidm-bri2o42o.php 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Diane 
Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu]; Micah Lowenthal[mlowenth©nas.edu]; 
Fsharple@nas.edu[Fsharple@nas.edu] 
From: Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
Sent: Mon 11/2/2020 3:32:49 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Doctors keep discovering new ways the coronavirus attacks the body from the Washington 
Post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks, Jim, for thinking about follow-up etc We may learn more in our planned discussions, but a few 
areas of interest for me: 

1) Pretty stunning how we keep learning more about the manifestations of disease, which is important for 
patient management and how we think about developing treatment strategies. I would really like to learn 
more about the spectrum of disease that they have seen 

https://nam11.safel n ks. protection .outlook. com/?url=https°/03M/02F/02Fwww.wash ngton post.com°/02Fhe 
alth°/02F2020°/02F0Y/02F10°/02Fcoronavirus-attacks-body-
symptoms°/02F&amp;data=04°/07C01°/07Cjwledue/040utmb.ed0/07C4d95e0e065e8419c4bd608d87f76d9 
eP/07C7bef256d85db4526a72d31aea2546852°/07C0°/07C1°/07C637399495743257437/07CUnknown°/07C 
TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2IuMzliLCJBTi161k1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0°/03D°/07C3 
000&amp;sdata=xeNyPD91s0Wv5AmkRBn°/02ByMKgnvasNXrItFCaM1xG°/02BSP/03D&amp;reserved=0 

2) I am very interested in learning more about what they know about immune protection> do they have 
any evidence of re-infection? Have they done any additional animal or human studies to evaluate? Have 
they done convalescence serum therapy with success (and with any rigor about what the antibody 
profiles look like)? 

3) What can be learned about asymptomatic spread? Role of kids in household transmission or 
community spread 

40 Vaccines 

Peggy 
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To: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian 
Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; Protzer, Ulrike[protzer@tum.de]; wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond 
F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
Christine Stabell Benn[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au]; verfle@gmx.de[verfle@gmx.de]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; 
cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; Wilkins, Dave[dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Mathew Evins[mevins@evins.com] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org]; Kevin 
Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org]; Nora Samaranayake[nsamaranayake@gvn.org] 
From: Osterhaus, Albert[Albert.Osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de] 
Sent: Wed 9/23/2020 4:44:14 AM (OTC-05:00) 
Subject: AW: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear colleagues, 

Herewith I also congratulate Sharon. 

Absolutely deserved!! 

Ab Osterhaus 

Von: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org> 
Gesendet: Montag, 14. September 2020 11:48:02 
An: vromanowski51@gmail.com; lewins@unimelb.edu.au; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au; Damian Purcell; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be; 
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luc.willems@ulg.ac.be; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr; antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr; benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org; dongxp238@sina.com; Yiming Shao; Protzer, Ulrike; wielerlh@rki.de; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de; Osterhaus, Albert; 
md@aims.amrita.edu; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in; william.hall@ucd.ie; lananh_2003@yahoo.com; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it; hasegawa@nih.go.jp; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1; mazus@yandex.ru; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
jerome.kim@ivi.int; joaquim.segales@irta.cat; Majo, Natalia; edomingo@cbm.uam.es; anders.vahlne@ki.se; andres.merits@utee; 
bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk; Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu; erica@lji.org; jglass@jcvi.org; 
rscheuermann@jcvi.org; david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu; jwleduc@utmb.edu; sweaver@utmb.edu; mhkaplan@umich.edu; 
psm9@pitt.edu; peter.palese@mssm.edu; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu; 
mstevenson@med.miami.edu; emorse@buffalo.edu; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu; Schinazi, Raymond F; Del Rio, Carlos; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu; cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm; 
bhangombe@unza.zm; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg; Kratochvil, Christopher J; 
hegendel@unmc.edu; gawandare@ug.edu.gh; oquaye@ug.edu.gh; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov; andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru; arun.kumar@manipal.edu; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe; jeey62@gmail.com; jeey62@korea.kr; don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com; 
Maponga, Charles; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au; andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au; gmnair51@gmail.com; Christine 
Stabell Benn; silverr@ccf.org; s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au; verfle@gmx.de; januszp@nicd.ac.za; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org; cmacpherson@sgu.edu; Wilkins, Dave; Mathew Evins 
Cc: Christian Brechot; Linman Li; Marcus Gallo; Kevin Kishpaugh; Nora Samaranayake 
Betreff: GVN Announcement: 2020 Awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors and Voting Members: 

The GVN wishes to announce the 2020 awardee for the Robert C. Gallo Award for Scientific Excellence and Leadership. 

Dr. Sharon Lewin (Director of the Dougherty Institute in Melbourne) has been selected for her outstanding clinical virology research 
and clinical trials, her outstanding leadership in Australian medical science as Director of the Dougherty Institute, and her 
leadership in the GVN. 

Many congratulations to Dr. Lewin! 

The award will be presented to her during the GVN Special Annual Meeting (Tuesday, September 22, 8:10 -8:20 am, EST). Please 
join us in congratulating Dr. Lewin. 

The GVN also would like to thank the directors and voting members for their invaluable time and support. 

Sincerely, 

Christian Brechot 

President of Global Virus Network 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; Benjamin Rusek 
(BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu]; Diane Griffin (dgriffin@jhsph.edu)[dgriffin@jhsph.edu] 
From: Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net] 
Sent: Fri 6/19/2020 9:38:14 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: White Paper: Preparing for the next pandemic 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for paper. Will read with interest! 

All best, 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 19, 2020, at 3:59 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]
From: jwleduc@utmb.edupwleduc@utmb.edu] i 552.117 1 i 
Sent: Thur 5/27/2021 1:43:13 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Maximum containment labs around the world 

Thanks Dave. I didn't join the call either. We're in RI watching our 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 27, 2021, at 1:35 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

You may have seen. I did not connect on the session they had this morning. Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: CSSS <CSSSMccl.ac.uk>
Subject: Maximum containment labs around the world 
Date: May 27, 2021 at 1:30:20 PM EDT 

— Message sent on behalf of Filippa Lentzos & Greg Koblentz — 

Thank you for registering for the launch of GlobnlBioLabs.org. The website and map of BSL4 
labs are now accessible, and the accompanying policy brief can be downloaded from the site. 

A recording of the webinar will be made available over the coming week, and posted to the 
website. 

Please get in touch with suggested amendments or updates to the websites and 
map: Globalbiolabsproject mail.com 

Thank you for your interest in our work. 

With best wishes, Filippa Lentzos & Greg Koblentz 
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Cc: David Franz[davidrfranz@grnail.com]; Rusek, Benjarnin[BRusek©nas.edu] 
To: Lowenthal, Micah[rnlowenth@nas.edu] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edupwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Sun 6/20/2021 8:55:17 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: call? 

11 am ET/10 am CT is fine for me or any other time before noon ET. Should not take long just a heads up. Hope everyone 
had a nice Father's Day. 
Thanks. Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 20, 2021, at 7:23 PM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, Dave, 
Please let me know if Monday sometime in the 10:30-1:30 EDT works for you and I'll send an invitation. 
I apologize for the delayed reply. I think that both Ben and I have been away from e-mail this weekend. 
Best, 
Micah 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 6:44 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Subject: Re: call? 

Monday works for me. dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2021, at 5:52 PM, LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Can we schedule a brief conference call for early next week? I'd like to discuss an emerging 
Congressional study relevant to our past work. I'm available any time on Monday. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: margaretahamburg©gmail.com[margaretahamburg@gmail.com]; Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Fri 6/25/2021 11:02:20 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject RE: Guidelines_062221-FinaltolAP.docx 
Tianjin biosecurity Guidelines 062221-FinaltolAP-jwl.docx 

Peggy, Thanks for sharing. Attached are some comments. Personally, I find it difficult to separate biosecurity from biosafety, as 
reflected in my comments. The document is very superficial and while the points are valid, I don't see this having a significant 
impact on the global research enterprise. Mention of physical security and controlled access to pathogens seems to be relevant 
aspects of biosecurity that are not addressed. In fact, the document fails to specifically mention pathogens or research that might 
contribute to the creation of pathogenic outcomes. Appropriate biocontainment is not mentioned, but seems central to global 
standards of biosecurity. 

As Dave mentions, the role of leadership is overlooked, as is an emphasis on an individual's personal responsibility, aside from 
general comments in #1, Ethical standards. 

As you know, the NSABB has grappled with these issues for years and has produced good, practical guidance that has led to 
reasonable policy. Similarly, professional organizations such as ASM have explored codes of conduct for scientists. I'm not sure 
that the Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines adds much, although the overarching theme is good. (It reads as a little self-serving in their 
desire to establish a global standard to be referenced by the scientific community.) Such guidelines might be more impactful 
coming from an organization with international standing and broad engagement by global stakeholders. 

Best wishes, Jim 

From: margaretahamburg@gmail.com <margaretahamburg@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 25, 2021 7:48 AM 
To: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Guidelines_062221-FinaltolAP.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello. Interested in your views on this. Does it capture what you think is needed? Are there things missing? 

I just received this as a member of the InterAcademy Partnership(IAP) which is the umbrella organization for academies of science 
and medicine around the world. 

Welcome your thoughts 

Sent from my iPhone 
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The Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines for Codes of Conduct for Scientists 

Adva nces in the biological sdences bring about wellbeing for humanity, but the same advances could be 

misused, particularlyfor the development a nd proliferation of biological weapons. To promote a culture 
of responsibility and guard against such misuse, all scientists, research institutions, and governments are 
encouraged to incorporate elements from the Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines for Codes of Conduct for 
Scientists in their national and institutional practices, protocols, and regulations. The ultimate aim is to 
prevent misuse of bioscience research without hindering beneficial outcomes, in accordance with the 
a rticles and norms of the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC), and in advancement of 

progresstowards achieving the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

1. Ethica I Standards 

Scientists' should respect human life and relevant social ethics. They have a special responsibilityto use 
bi osdences for peaceful purposes that benefit humankind, to promote a culture of responsible conduct 
in biosciences and to guard against the misuse of science for ma lidous purposes, including harm to the 

environment. 

2. La ws and Norms 

Scientists should be aware of and observe applicable domestic laws and regulations, international legal 
instruments, and norms relating to biological research, including those on the prohibition of biological 

we a pons. Scientists and their professional bodies are encouraged to contribute to the establishment 
a nd further development and strengthening of relevant legislation. 

3. Responsible Conduct of Research 

Scientists should promote scientific i ntegrity a nd strive to prevent misconduct in research. They .Trom:,., 

be aware of the multiple applications of biological sciences, including their potential use for developing 
biological weapons. Measures should be  ken to prevent the misuse and- negative impacts of biological 
products, data, expertise, or equipment. 

1. For purposes of this document, "scientists" are practitioners engaged in work that includes bi ologica I science, 

includi ng those involved in funding, education,and training; research and development (in the publicand private 
sectors); project planning, management, dissemination, a nd oversight. 

[ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT] 
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4. Respect for Research Participants 

Scientists have a responsibility to protect the welfare of both human and non-human research 
pa rticipants and to applythe highest ethical standards in research conduct, with full respect for the 
subjects of research. 

5. Research Process Management 

Scientists should identify a nd manage potential risks when they pursue the benefits of biological 
research and processes. They s hould consider potential biosecurity concerns-at all stages of scientific 
research. Scientists and scientific-institutions should put in place oversight mechanisms and ipperationaL,--
ru les to prevent, mitigate, and respond to risks, and establish a culture of safety a nd security. 

6. Education and Training 

Scientists, along with theif professional associations in industry and academia-, should work to 
maintain a wel l-educated, fully tra i ned scientific co mmunity that is well versed in relevant taws; 
regulations, international obligations and norms. Education and training of staff at all levels should 
consider the input of experts from multiple fields, induding social and human sciences, to provide a 

more robust understanding of the implications of biological research. Scientists should receive ethical 
tra ining on a regular basis. 

7. Research Findings Dissemination 

Scientists should be aware of potential biosecurity risks that might result from deliberate misuse of theirj 
research. Scientists and scientific journals should strike a balance when disseminating research findings 

between maximizing benefits and minimizing harm and communicate widelythe beneficial aspects of 
research while minimizing potential risks that could result from such publication. 

8. Public Engagement on Science and Technology 

Scientists and scientific organizations should play a n active role in encouraging public understanding and 
interest in biological science and technology, including its potential benefits and risks. They should 

communicate scientific facts and address concerns, uncertainties and misunderstandings to maintain 
public trust. Scientists should advocate for peaceful and ethical a ppliaitions of the biosciences and work 
co I lectivelyto prevent misuse of biological knowledge, tools, and technologies. 

[ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT] 

Comment MD4: Mention of appropriate 
biocontainment and biosafety. 

Comment ULM]: Training in biosafety 
could be specifically mentioned 

Comment 1111)41: Perhaps these concerns 
are best addressed earher n the study design 
phase of research, in addition to raishg 
awareness in dissemination of findings. 
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9. Role of-Institutions 

Scientific institutions, including research, funding, and regulatory bodies, should be aware of the potential for 
misuse of bioscience research, and ensure that expertise, equipment, and facilities are not used for illegal, 
harmful, or malicious purposes at any stage of biosciencework. They should establish appropriate mechanisms 
and processes to monitor, assess, and mitigatepotential vulnerabilities and risks in scientific activities and 
dissemination, and establish a training system for t d entists) 

10. International Cooperation 

Scientists and- scientific- institutions are encouraged to cooperate intemationally a nd to collaborate nJ 

the pursuit of peaceful innovations in and applications of the biosciences. They s hould promote learning 
a nd exchange opportunities to share best practices in biosecurity. They are encouraged to actively 
provide relevant expertise and assistance in response to potential biosecuritythreats. 

The Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines for Codes of Conduct for Scientists focus on the prevention of 
intentional misuse of bioscience research, as per the articles and norms of the BWC, though the 
prevention of unintentional harm is equally importa nt and closely intertwined. With the indusion and 

implementation of elements from the Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines for Codes of Conduct for Scientists, 
institutions, professional organizations, and al l scientists can increase biosecurity a nd minimize risks of 
misuse and harm. 

[ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT] 

Comment [ADS]: Not clear what is 
envisioned in the training systemfor scientists. 

Comment [JLD6j: Might be nice to 
encourage transparency (confidence building 
measures) 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Uwieduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: margaretahamburg©gmail.com[margaretahamburg@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 6/25/2021 7:47:35 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Guidelines_062221-FinaltolAP.docx 
Guidelines 062221-FinaltolAP.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello. Interested in your views on this. Does it capture what you think is needed? Are there things missing? 

I just received this as a member of the InterAcademy Partnership(IAP) which is the umbrella organization for academies of science and 
medicine around the world. 

Welcome your thoughts 

Sent from my iPhone 
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The Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines for Codes of Conduct for Scientists 

Advances in the biological sciences bring about well beingfor humanity, but the same advances could be 

misused, particularly forthe development and proliferation of biological weapons. To promote a culture 
of responsibility and guard against such misuse, al l scientists, research institutions, and governments are 
encouraged to incorporate elements from the Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines forCodes of Conduct for 
Scientists in their national and institutional practices, protocols, and regulations. The ulti mate aim is to 
prevent misuse of bioscience research without hindering beneficial outcomes, in accordance with the 
articles and norms of the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC), and in advancement of 

progress towards achieving the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

1. Ethical Standards 

Scientistsl  should respect human lifeand relevant social ethics. They have a special responsibility to use 
biosciences for peaceful purposes that benefit humankind, to promote a culture of responsibleconduct 
in biosciences and toguard against the misuse of science for malicious purposes, including harm to the 
environment. 

2. Laws and Norms 

Scientists should be aware of and observe appl icable domestic laws and regulations, international legal 
instruments, and norms relating to biological research, includingthose on the prohibition of biological 

weapons. Scientists and their professional bodies are encouraged to contribute to the establishment 
and furtherdevelopment and strengthening of relevant legislation. 

3. ResponsibleConduct of Research 

Scientists should promote scientific integrity and strive to prevent misconduct in research. They should 

be aware of the multiple applications of biological sciences, includingtheir potential use for developing 
biological weapons. Measures should be taken to prevent the nnisuseand negative impacts of biological 
products, data, expertise, orequipment. 

. For purposes of this document, "scientists" are practitioners engaged in work that includes biological science, 
including those involved in funding, education, and tra ining; research and development (in the public and private 
sectors); project pla nning, ma nagement, dissemination, and oversight. 

[ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT 
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4. Respect for Research Participants 

Center for Biesafety Rearth d St tgy 

t.m.4ktoe.,4,..,xsoonv pollot:r0t0 

Scientists have a responsibility to protect the welfare of both human and non -human research 
participants and to apply the highest ethical standards in research conduct, with ful l respect forthe 
subjects of research. 

5. Research Process Management 

Scientists should identify and manage potential risks when they pursue the benefits of biological 
research and processes. They should consider potential biosecurity concerns at al l stages of scientific 
research. Scientists and scientific institutions should put in place oversight mechanisms and operational 
rules to prevent, mitigate, and respond to risks, and establish a culture of safety and security. 

6. Education and Training 

Scientists, alongwith their professional associations in industry and academia , should work to 

maintain a well-educated, fully trained scientific community that is wel l versed in relevant laws, 
regulations, international obligations and norms. Education and training of staff at al l levels should 
considerthe input of experts from multiple fields, including social and human sciences, to provide a 
more robust understanding of the implications of biological research. Scientists should receive ethical 
training on a regular basis. 

7. Research Findings Dissemination 

Scientists should be aware of potential biosecurity risks that might result from deliberate misuse of their 
research. Scientists and scientific journals should strike a balance when disseminating research findings 
between maximizing benefits and minimizing harm and communicate widely the beneficial aspects of 
research while minimizing potential risks that could result from such publication. 

8. Public Engagement on Science and Technology 

Scientists and scientific organizations should play an active role in encouraging public understanding and 
interest in biological scienceand technology, including its potential benefits and risks. They should 
communicate scientificfacts and address concerns, uncertainties and misunderstandings to maintain 
publictrust. Scientists should advocate for peaceful and ethical applications of the biosciences and work 
collectively to prevent misuse of biological knowledge, tools, and technologies. 
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9. Role of Institutions 

Center for Biesafety Rearth d St tgy 
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Scientific institutions, including resea rch, fundi ng, a nd regulatory bodies, should be aware of the potential for 
misuseof bioscienceresearch,and ensure that expertise, equipment, and facil ities are not used for i l legal, 
harmful, or mal icious purposes at anystage of bioscience work. They should establ ish appropriate mechanisms 
and processes to monitor, assess, a nd mitigate potentia I vulnerabi l ities and risks in scientificactivities a nd 
dissemination, and establ ish a trainingsystemfor scientists. 

10. International Cooperation 

Scientists and scientific institutions are encouraged to cooperate international ly and to collaborate in 

the pursuit of peaceful innovations in and applications of the biosciences. They should promote learning 
and exchange opportunities to share best practices in biosecurity. They are encouraged to actively 
provide relevant expertise and assistance in response to potential biosecurity threats. 

The Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines forCodes of Conduct forScientists focus on the prevention of 
intentional misuse of bioscience research, as perthe articles and norms of the BWC, though the 
prevention of unintentional harm is equally important and closely intertwined. With the inclusion and 
implementation of elements from the Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines forCodes of Conduct forScientists, 
institutions, professional organizations, and al l scientists can increase biosecurity and minimize risks of 
misuse and harm. 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc@utmb.edufjwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Wed 6/23/2021 8:34:46 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: DR 

Good to know. Had an interesting conversation today with UT lawyers about my role. Strange times 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 23, 2021, at 7:24 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> David is aware of Bob's efforts and talking. d 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edupwleduc©utmb.edu] 
Sent: Mon 6/28/2021 12:17:02 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: BK 

Glad you're on board. I spoke to him earlier today and he mentioned that you had talked. He's looking 
at some experimental work to help validate observations on differences among variants seen early in the 
pandemic. 

Hope you had fun during your visit. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jun 28, 2021, at 11:51 AM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Jim, Bob called last night and I agreed to help as I could. Hope you are still on board. He's talking 
about travel now as well. Don't know how helpful... .but maybe political. About to leave Hobby for BWI. d 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDU[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Sat 7/18/2020 9:30:52 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Talk 

It would be good to talk before the CISAC meeting. I'm free al day on Sunday so how about. 10 am 
CT/11 am your time? 

I look forward to talking with you. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 18, 2020, at 6:39 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Hey Jim, would you have time to get on the phone for 15 minutes either Sunday anytime or Monday 
morning before our 11 o'clock meeting? Since I missed that last discussion with our Chinese colleagues I 
don't have a sense of how that actually went. I am free all day on Sunday and then of course Monday 
morning.I've looked through Micah's notes once and plan to do so again in the morning. Hope all is well 
with you guys. Dave 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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From: goarn[goarn@who.int] 

Attendees: External Partner - Autotte Bouchard Chantal (CAB@ads.intra.who.int); Sarah SHEHADE ; CROSS, Caroline 
Marie; Moresky, Rachel T. ; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF 
RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO 
CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); 
Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; External Partner - Khan Ali; SURI, 
Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, Farah; 
Amadou.SALL; BULIVA, Evans; amrish.baidjoe; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; Anne-Marie 
Pegg; WIMMER Alice; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; AZE, Jean-
christophe; Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); External Partner - khan azharul; Antoine Ziao; BALDE, 
Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN EMBAREK, Peter 
Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; External Partner - 
McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; Celine Gurry; chikwe.ihekweazu; 
CHRISTENSEN, Renee; Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; McCusker, Michael; Carlos 
Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; 
MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); daniel.bausch; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; 
DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 
'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer (dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); 
Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); DOULL, Linda; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; Emma Diggle; 
Marc.PONCIN; External Partner - INGRES Marie Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) 
(elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 0 RED; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Ezzeddine Mohsni; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE; External Partner - AINsour Mohannad; f.diaz@oie.int; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' 
(fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; 
FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; 0 RED; hgk4@cdc.gov; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; 
htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, Stephane Alexandre Louis; Hugues.ROBERT; huox@foxmail.com; IGO 10M; 
'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; karagiannis@ads.intra.who.int; Jansen, 
Andreas; januszp; lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; External Partner - ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS; Jia Lee; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; Josep Jansa; Jerome Pfaffmann; 0 RED; LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton; 
KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm; KIFF, Jeremy; Kashef ljaz; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, 
Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; Lina Moses; 
(SPmig) Lauren Sauer; ltorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Allen Gidraf 
Kahindo Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); marii@ads.intra.who.int; Dale Fisher; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
MINELLI, Elisabetta; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; N 
MSF International; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; namusisiolivia; 
nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; Ni Daxin; Nina Gobat; ADERINOLA OLAOLU; (SPmig) Olivier le 
Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; outbreak; Paula Caceres-Soto; 0 RED; paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; External Partner - Effler Paul; Gounalan Pavade (g.pavade@oie.int); 
pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; (SPmig) Peter 
Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; External Partner - Lim Poh Lian; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; rapid.deployments; 
Rawan Araj; Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; 
SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; smedcalf; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle BERNARD-
STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; 
Endericks Tina; tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; 
UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; DonateIla Massai; IGO WFP; Jonas 
GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae 
Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien; eha9; TAPPERO, Jordan Williams; David 
Blazes; Jordan Tappero; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James Coltheart; 
creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Gail Carson; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; 
CHREKI, Hanane; Ferraz Sara; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; 
PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, 
Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-
Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 
Brice.de.le.Vingne; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, 
Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; Anna Kuehne; ltorre; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

Chipo Takawira; Serge Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO 
Chiara (ECHO); jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia 
Ferraro; Elena Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; 
MOFFETT, Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; 
NGUYEN, Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); 
Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain (WDC); ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, 
Adedoyin Abiola; 'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne 
(AGAH); Carlos Navarro Colorado; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; 
Cristina BENVENUTI; C-Watts; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, 
Zahra; ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 
'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; Jerome Pfaffmann; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 0 RED; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise Logre; Lucia Mullen; 
MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Neil Ferguson; 
O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; Paula Caceres-Soto; 
paolo tizzani; ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; PERROCHEAU, Anne; Rawan 
Araj; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Scott Dowell; Sheila Austria; Sibylle BERNARD-
STOECKLIN; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; WIMMER Alice; (SPmig) Allison Prather; Claire Beck; (SPmig) Denis 
Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; Allen Gidraf Kahindo Maina; IGO 10M; (SPmig) Inho 
Kim; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; (SPmig) Peter Horby; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; 
VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); HAMBLION, Esther; LOT Florence; PLOTOGEA, Amalia; Alexandra 
SICOTTE LEVESQUE; Florian Vogt; FrankC; Ehabiddin Jayyousi; WILLET, Victoria; DZELAMONYUY, Chem; 
BAYUGO, Yolanda; WEKESA, Julius; pfillon@immap.org; jpendarvis@ads.intra.who.int; DEMBA, Lubambo; 
NACION, Kristine May; GREENE-CRAMER, Blanche Johanna 

Wed 8/19/2020 8:11:44 AM (UTC-05:00) 

GOARN Weekly Ops Meeting 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please note that we are shifting to another zoom online meeting, please refer below the new zoom link below. 

Kindly, do share this link to GOARN Partners and institutions. 

Thanks, 

GOARN OST 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/rneeting/tiEbduusrikqE9abEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtpTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4i4a-
jziHpfi pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKM-tIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 
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Time: August 20, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 

Enter your name and the 
meeting password 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/t3EqduusrjkqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtqTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4j4a-
jziHpfj pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKMAIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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From: goarn[goarn@who.int] 

Attendees: Gail Carson; HOLDEN, Robert Andrew; Dr VAN KERKHOVE, Maria; outbreak; acicero@jhu.edu; Watson, 
John (CDC/OID/NCIRD) (acq4@cdc.gov); AF RGO/WHE EMO; AF RGO/OUTBREAK AFRO; AHLUWALIA, 
Indu; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); FALERO CUSANO, Maria Fernanda; ALBERTI, Kathryn; Aldighieri, Dr. Sy!vain 
(WDC); Alexandre.JULLY@ec.europa.eu; ALEXANDROVA EZERSKA, Lidia; External Partner - Khan Ali; 
SURI, Sameera; ALI AHMED, Yahaya; ALLAIN 100S, Sophie; (SPmig) Allison Prather; AL-SHORBAJI, 
Farah; Amadou.SALL; BULIVA, Evans; amrish.baidjoe; Anja.Wolz@brussels.msf.org; MORAN, Thomas; 
Anne-Marie Pegg; WIMMER Alice; AxeIle Ronsse (Axelle.Ronsse@brussels.msf.org); Ombretta BAGGIO; 
AZE, Jean-christophe; Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); External Partner - khan azharul; Antoine 
Ziao; BALDE, Thierno; BARBOZA, Philippe; BASHAR, Abdelmenem; BATRA, Neale Spencer; BEN 
EMBAREK, Peter Karim; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); boneil@samaritan.org; 
External Partner - McCloskey Brian; CASTILLA ECHENIQUE, Jorge; CAYABYAB, Ramoncito; Celine Gurry; 
chikwe.ihekweazu; CHRISTENSEN, Renee; Claire Beck; CLARAVALL LARRUCEA, Marie Chantal; 
McCusker, Michael; Carlos Navarro Colorado; Chima Ohuabunwo (cohuabunwo@afenet.net); 
'creddy@tephinet.org'; C-Watts; MERIANOS, Angela; Anvar Munavvarov (munavvarov@un.org); 
daniel.bausch; Daniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk; DEGAIL CHABRAT, Marie-amelie; DE LA ROCQUE DE 
SEVERAC, Stephane; delbreuve@un.org; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; DIAZ, Janet Victoria; Dominic Dwyer 
(dominic.dwyer@sydney.edu.au); Coggeshall, Kira (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); DOULL, Linda; Emma 
Diggle; Marc.PONCIN; External Partner - INGRES Marie Elisabeth; Gooding, Elizabeth (PHAC/ASPC) 
(elizabeth.gooding@canada.ca); 0 RED; emergencypmo; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; 
Emmanuel.GRELLETY@epicentre.msf.org; Ezzeddine Mohsni; 'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; 
Evelyn.DEPOORTERE; External Partner - AINsour Mohannad; f.diaz@oie.int; 'fadzilah@moh.gov.my' 
(fadzilah@moh.gov.my); FALL, Ibrahima Soce; farenzan@ips.ac.cn; FOLEFACK TENGOMO, Gervais Leon; 
FORMENTY, Pierre B.h.; francois-william.tremblay@canada.ca; Florian Vogt (fvogt@itg.be); 
'gfontana@unicef.org'; (SPmig) Inho Kim; goarn@santepubliquefrance.fr; GRAAFF, Peter Jan; Grazina 
Mirinaviciute; g.torres@oie.int; GREIN, Thomas; 0 RED; hgk4@cdc.gov; htang@ips.ac.cn; HUGONNET, 
Stephane Alexandre Louis; Hugues.ROBERT; huox@foxmail.com; IGO 10M; 'iameda@unicef.org'; ide-
kazuhiko@mhlw.go.jp; INIG@rki.de; karagiannis@ads.intra.who.int; Jansen, Andreas; januszp; 'jean-
claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; External Partner - ROMETTE JEAN-LOUIS; Jia Lee; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; Josep Jansa; Jerome Pfaffmann; 0 RED; LeDuc, James W.; Keith Hamilton; 
KAASIK-AASLAV, Kaja; kathleen.laberge@canada.ca; KATO, Masaya; kerriganm; KIFF, Jeremy; Kashef ljaz; 
'kleung@iom.int'; kola.jinadu; KRETSINGER, Katrina; L.Baxter@savethechildren.org.uk; LaskeJ@rki.de; LEE, 
Chin-kei; LEGAND, Anais; liming@ips.ac.cn; LINDMEIER, Christian; Lionel.Gbaguidi@fao.org; Lina Moses; 
(SPmig) Lauren Sauer; ltorre; Lucia Mullen; m.marrana@oie.int; MAHAMUD, Abdi Rahman; Allen Gidraf 
Kahindo Maina; Romano, Maria (AGAH); marii@ads.intra.who.int; Dale Fisher; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
MINELLI, Elisabetta; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; msff-nord-kivu-coepidemio@paris.msf.org; N 
MSF International; n.hellman@savethechildren.org.uk; NAHATABA, Brenda Lydia Watera; namusisiolivia; 
nathalie.imbault@cepi.net; Neil Ferguson; Ni Daxin; Nina Gobat; ADERINOLA OLAOLU; (SPmig) Olivier le 
Polain; MORGAN, Oliver; Paula Caceres-Soto; 0 RED; paolo tizzani; 
Pascale.LISSOUBA@epicentre.msf.org; External Partner - Effler Paul; Gounalan Pavade (g.pavade@oie.int); 
pbspiegel@jhu.edu; PENDERGAST, Scott Douglas; PERKINS, Mark; PESIGAN, Arturo; (SPmig) Peter 
Horby; Ludovic.Plee@fao.org; External Partner - Lim Poh Lian; QUEYRAS, Guillaume; rapid.deployments; 
Rawan Araj; Arthur, Ray (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP); Rene Ehounou Ekpini; Raoul Kamadjeu; ROVIRA 
VILAPLANA, Jose; RYAN, Michael J.; SALIO, Flavio; salmon_sh@yahoo.com.au; Scott Dowell; SHOC; 
SIMONIAN, Guillaume; SLATTERY, Raphael James; smedcalf; KIM, Sooyoung; Sibylle BERNARD-
STOECKLIN; STOROZHENKO, Oleg Nikolayevich; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; Tom Drake; 
Endericks Tina; tinglesby@jhu.edu; trezvani@taskforce.org; (SPmig) Trina Helderman; Trish NEWPORT; 
UMALI DALANGIN, Khristeen; vdelriovilas@yahoo.co.uk; Vicari, Dr. Andrea (WDC); DiStefano, Vittoria (TCE) 
(Vittoria.DiStefano@fao.org); VON EIJE, Karin; YAO, N'da Konan Michel; YOTI, Zabulon; 
zenkevich_es@gsen.ru; zhangyp@chinacdc.cn; ZIG-Assistenz@rki.de; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); 
Wantanee.Kalpravidh@fao.org; BEJTULLAHU, Armand; DRURY, Patrick Anthony; CASEY, Sean; 
JACQUERIOZ BAUSCH Frederique; FROST, Melinda; Naureen Naqvi; DonateIla Massai; IGO WFP; Jonas 
GUTSCHKE; Naouar LABIDI; ALICE CHEN; Maria Jasen; Aeschylus Arnold Silva; Sena Dzakuma; Nicolae 
Voicu; GRIFFIN, Michael; CROSS, Caroline Marie; BAGUMAHO, Simon; ZITOUN, Flavien; eha9; TAPPERO, 
Jordan Williams; David Blazes; Jordan Tappero; Leonidas Alexakis; Thiago XAVIER; Brodel, Sophie; James 
Coltheart; creddy@taskforce.org; Mahmoud Kayed; Farah Massoud; Simeon Renoldner; SALMON, Sharon; 
CHREKI, Hanane; Ferraz Sara; DEL RIO VILAS, Victor; PERERA, Wagawatta Liyanage Sugandhika Padmini; 
PAVLIN, Boris; Sara SARNO; Bertrand Sudre; DJORDJEVIC, Irena; Namseon Beck; SMALLWOOD, 
Catherine; ABUBAKAR, Abdinasir; Fuller, James (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHP) (CTR); Tanja Schuemer-
Cross; McFarland, Jeffrey (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/GID); CARTER, Lisa; TAYYAB, Muhammad; 'Brice de le 
Vingne'; Micaela SERAFINI; ARCHER, Brett; KOLMER, Jessica; BALLER, April; Sarah Karmin; 
WHOLiaison.GVA@ifrc.org; sreshamwalla@gmail.com; MCFARLAND, Jeffrey; BRENNAN, Richard John; 
Carla Daher; HAN, Mansuk Daniel; karl.blanchet@unige.ch; LOI, Gianluca; ARTHUR, Ray Richard; Nichol, 
Stuart T. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHCPP); Helfand, Rita (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD); Joel Myhre; Flavio FINGER; 
Kortepeter, Mark G; Sophie Muset; Antara, Simon; External Partner - Autotte Bouchard Chantal 
(CAB@ads.intra.who.int); Anna Kuehne; ltorre; Patrick Keating; Hormez, Kelly M; Chipo Takawira; Serge 
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Blaise Kakdeu EMALEU; MSFOCB-Covid19-CoordoMed; TISDALL, Brian; GIUSTO Chiara (ECHO); 
jcarver@immap.org; POLONSKY, Jonathan Aaron; SIMNICEANU, Alice; pauleffler; Giulia Ferraro; Elena 
Martin; (SPmig) Jolene Nakao; EspelageW; DRCEBOLARMT_HA; DRCEBOLADART_HA; MOFFETT, 
Daphne; Betz, Travis; Ann Mathews; Umesh Kumar Kattel; FORTIN, Ann; MORRIS, Naomi; NGUYEN, 
Jeannette; Eve °Connor; (SPmig) Elliott Tenpenny; NSENGA, Ngoy; Ahmed Zaghloul (Dr.); Aldighieri, Dr. 
Sy!vain (WDC); ARAMBURU GUARDA, Javier; Ashley Sharp; AWOFISAYO-OKUYELU, Adedoyin Abiola; 
'azharul@icddrb.org'; 'aziao@unicef.org'; 'BenjaminD@africa-union.org'; Bonbon, Etienne (AGAH); Carlos 
Navarro Colorado; Clementine Fu_DFID; CONTEH, Ishata Nannie M.; 'creddy@tephinet.org'; Cristina 
BENVENUTI; C-Watts; 'daniel.bausch@lshtm.ac.uk'; 'desk.urgence@paris.msf.org'; EL AMINE, Zahra; 
ELNOSSERY, Sherein; 'emanuele.capobianco@ifrc.org'; 'emohsni@globalhealthdev.org'; 
'eoc@ecdc.europa.eu'; FIRMINO, Walter Manuel; 'gfontana@unicef.org'; HOLLIS, Sara; 'iameda@unicef.org'; 
lean-claude.manuguerra@pasteur.fr; lean-louissomette@univ-amu.fr; Jerome Pfaffmann; 
lonas.brant@outlook.com'; 0 RED; 'kleung@iom.int'; 'Imoses2@tulane.edu'; Louise Logre; Lucia Mullen; 
MOON, Madison Taylor; 'marii@unicef.org'; Marston Barbara; MARTIN, Coraline; 'MerawiA@africa-union.org'; 
Mija Versers; (SPmig) mija ververs; PATEL, Minal; 'morales.mariaalejandra@yahoo.com.ar'; Moresky, Rachel 
T. ; Neil Ferguson; O'CONNOR, Eve Louise; 'olaolu.aderinola@ncdc.gov.ng'; OLOWOKURE, Babatunde; 
Paula Caceres-Soto; paolo tizzani; ABOK, Patrick; 'paul.effler@health.wa.gov.au'; PERON, Emilie; 
PERROCHEAU, Anne; Rawan Araj; 'rekpini@unicef.org'; ROSEWELL, Alexander; Sarah SHEHADE ; Scott 
Dowell; Sheila Austria; Sibylle BERNARD-STOECKLIN; 'smedcalf@unmc.edu'; WIMMER Alice; (SPmig) 
Allison Prather; Claire Beck; (SPmig) Denis Coulombier 24/7 ECDC Duty; (SPmig) Emina Becirovic; Allen 
Gidraf Kahindo Maina; IGO 10M; (SPmig) Inho Kim; (SPmig) Lauren Sauer; (SPmig) Olivier le Polain; 
(SPmig) Peter Horby; (SPmig) Tuna Helderman; VonDobschuetz, Sophie (AGAH); PLOTOGEA, Amalia; 
BAYUGO, Yolanda; DEMBA, Lubambo; DZELAMONYUY, Chem; HAMBLION, Esther; LOT Florence; 
WEKESA, Julius; pfillon@immap.org; jpendarvis@ads.intra.who.int; FrankC; Alexandra SICOTTE 
LEVESQUE 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tue 8/11/2020 9:25:09 AM (UTC-05:00) 

GOARN Weekly Ops Meeting 

meetina-95712402092.ics 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please note that we are shifting to another zoom online meeting, please refer below the new zoom link below. 

Kindly, do share this link to GOARN Partners and institutions. 

Thanks, 

GOARN OST 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: nttps://who-
e.zoom.usimeeting/tJEbduusrikqE9abEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtpTooHtSKsBCFRowMB4i4a-
iziHpfi pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKMAIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: GOARN Weekly Ops Call 

Agenda: 
• EVD, DRC 
• COVID-19 pandemic 
• AOB 
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Time: August 06, 2020 02:00 PM Amsterdam, Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Vienna 

IMPORTANT: All participants must enter full name and institution acronym when joining the zoom meeting. 

If you don't enter this information, we will keep you in the waiting room and ask you to identify yourself, and this might delay 
your entry into the meeting. 

Enter your name and 
meeting password 

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. 
Weekly: https://who-
e.zoom.us/meeting/t1EqduusrikqE9aoEd99pyiW7bha9W4rYGAD/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCtqTooHtSXsBCFRowMB4i4a-
jziHpfj pckzrhWn1DewrBYeBKM-tIRMrp 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/1/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&Zbe 

GOARN Operational Support Team 

Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) 
Division of Emergency Response (WRE) 
WHO Health Emergencies Programme (WHE) 
World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland 

E-mail: goarn@whoint 
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Subject: GOARN Weekly ops cal l 

Location: https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Start: 
End: 

8/13/2020 12:00:00 PM 
8/13/2020 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

CAYABYAB, Ramoncito is inviting you to a scheduled zoom meeting. 

Join Zoom meeting 
https://who-e.zoom.us/j/95712402092 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: pP52&zbe 
one tap mobile 
+41432107108„95712402092#,„„,0#„87646197# Switzerland 
+41445299272„95712402092#„„„0#„87646197# Switzerland 

Dial by your location 
+41 43 210 71 08 Switzerland 
+41 44 529 92 72 Switzerland 
+41 22 591 00 05 Switzerland 
+41 22 591 01 56 Switzerland 
+41 31 528 09 88 Switzerland 
+41 43 210 70 42 Switzerland 
+1 669 900 6833 us (San Jose) 
+1 929 205 6099 us (New York) 
+1 253 215 8782 us (Tacoma) 
+1 301 715 8592 us (Germantown) 
+1 312 626 6799 us (Chicago) 
+1 346 248 7799 us (Houston) 

Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: 87646197 
Find your local number: https://who-e.zoom.us/u/acg8tkjcsD 

Join by SIP 
95712402092@zoomcrc.com 

Join by H.323 
162.255.37.11 (us West) 
162.255.36.11 (us East) 
221.122.88.195 (china) 
115.114.131.7 (India mumbai) 
115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad) 
213.19.144.110 (EmEA) 
103.122.166.55 (Australia) 
209.9.211.110 (Hong Kong SAP) 
64.211.144.160 (Brazil) 
69.174.57.160 (Canada) 
207.226.132.110 (Japan) 
Meeting ID: 957 1240 2092 
Passcode: 87646197 

Join by skype for Business 
https://who-e.zoom.us/skype/95712402092 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.corn] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDUOwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Sun 8/23/2020 10:44:47 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Bike ride thinking 

I like it. Now I just need to finish the draft. So far only stage-setting. 
Incident command meeting at noon to review plans and hopefully we'll miss these. Still a long time to go. 

Enjoy the ride. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 23, 2020, at 10:31 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Morning. It looks like you've dodged the most sever weather for now. Foreign Affairs often uses sort of odd 
or at least not immediately descriptive titles. Here a few candidates I thought of on my bike ride this morning; 
maybe too subtle. For what they're worth, dave 

A High-containment Insurance Policy 

Laboratories for Special Times 

No Ordinary Laboratory 

There When You Need Them 

Until We Need Them 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDUOwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Fri 9/11/2020 9:43:37 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Fwd: Science Editorial -- good 
winmail.dat 
ATT00001.htm 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Robert Tesh <rbtesh22@gmail.com> 
Date: September 11, 2020 at 6:51:56 PM CDT 
To: "Murphy, Frederick A." <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>, "Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A." 
<maragarc@UTMB.EDU>, "Weaver, Scott" <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>, "Dacso, Matthew M." 
<mmdacso@UTMB.EDU>, Ken Tesh <kenmaven@comcast.net>, "LeDuc, James W." 
<jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>, Nikos Vasilakis <vasilan@hotmail.com>, Mark Vlahakis <mvlahakis@q.com>, 
Mick Sullivan <micksullivan2001@yahoo.com>, Carolyn O'Doherty <carolyn.tesh.odoherty@gmail.com>, 
Chris Johnsen <seawal152@comcast.net> 
Subject: Fwd: Science Editorial -- good 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 Forwarded message 
From: Murphy, Frederick A. <famurphy@utmb.edu>
Date: Fri, Sep 11, 2020, 5:22 PM 
Subject: Science Editorial -- good 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze utmb.edu>, Tesh, Robert (rbtesh22@gmail.com) 
<rbtesh22@gmail.com>, Calisher, Charles H. (calisher@cybersafe.net) <calisher@cybersafe.net> 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/09/11/science.abe7391 

Trump lied about science 

Editorial / Science 

Frederick A. Murphy 
8300 Burdette Road Unit B661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409 739 3332<te1:409%20739%203332> 
(Tel) 301 968 4798<te1:301%20968%204798> 
(Email) famurphy@utmb.edu<mailto:famurphy@utmb.edu>
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From: Murphy, Frederick A. [famurphy@UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: 9/11/2020 10:22:21 PM 
Subject: Science Editorial --good 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/09/11/science.abe7391 

Trump lied about science 

Editorial / Science 

F rederisk A. M utphy 
8300 Burdette Road U nit B661 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(Cell) 409 7393332 
(Tel) 301 9684798 
(E m ail) famurohyOutrnb.edu 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 10/8/2020 10:20:46 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Lilly Boasts Success for COVID-19 Antibody Combo, But... I MedPage Today 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Huh! I wonder what lab in CAS. d 

On Oct 8, 2020, at 11:15 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I thought you would like to read the attached article: Note second maby was produced in partnership with CAS. 

Lilly Boasts Success for COVID-19 Antibody Combo, But... I MedPage Today 

Click https://www.medpagetoday.com/infectiousdisease/covid19/89007 for the full story: 

Sign up at https://www.medpagetoday.com for your FREE, once-daily, Medical News Daily Headlines Email. 

MedPage Today(R) provides physicians and other healthcare professionals real-time coverage of breaking medical 
news, the top stories in health and medicine, and interesting and illuminating opinion pieces from those working all 
over the medical map. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James WWwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 5/27/2020 3:47:42 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: NYTimes reporter 

1 WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

:-). Smart guy, but I agree re working for him would be a challenge. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 27, 2020, at 3:43 PM, LeDuc, James W. lwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I watched it also. I thought it was pretty good; I enjoyed Summers' comments although I don't think I'd want to 
work for him... 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 2:25 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: Re: NYTimes reporter 

1WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Jim and good news on the training center possibility. I hope they will fund it; a lot of good has come 
from previous funding. All well here. Watched the U Minn/Federal Reserve zoom seminar yesterday, 
narrated by Tom Brokaw with Peggy, Julie G, Mike 0 and Larry Sommers on the panel. Interesting the 
difference in thinking between economists and scientists. Dave 

https://www.minncapolisfcd.orgicycnts/202011iving-in-a-covid-19-world 

On May 27, 2020, at 3:17 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Hi Dave, 

Thanks for the news. Sounds like someone worth talking to. I can't promise that my university will 
allow me to talk to her given all the nonsense with the Department of Education investigation, but feel 
free to give her my contact information and if she emails a request, I can run it up the line. 

BTW, I submitted a proposal to ASPR to re-establish our international training center, which clearly 
aligns well with the reporter's concerns. We'll see if there's interest/resources available for this kind of 
work. 

Hope all is well with you, 

Jim 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>
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Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 2:07 PM 
To: Stephen Higgs <shiggs@bri.ksu.edu>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: NYTimes reporter 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Steve, I hope all is well with you both and your families. . .and your labs. I had a call 
last night with Cora Engelbrecht a video journalist at the NYTimes. 
https://www.nytimes.com/by/cora-engelbrecht. Cora found me via Filippa Lentoz, who gave her 
my contacts. 

She is new to our world and suddenly become aware and is very concerned that we have overbuilt 
and will build more high-containment labs. . .both here and globally. . .and believes we need to 
'regulate' them more carefully or we're all gona die. 

I spent 45 min with her and was able to discuss both harm and cost to the enterprise of over-
regulating and micromanagement of out high-containment labs, the importance of the work we do 
and the value of sound leadership. Today, I've sent her some OpEds and papers on this topic. I 
thought of you two as I was talking with her and am wondering if you might be willing to visit 
with her?? I think she listened to me but am afraid, left to her own devices, she will contribute 
negatively to the conversation. If you're willing I will give Cora your contacts. 

Thanks for considering and be well, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Tue 10/27/2020 7:52:18 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: BBC News: Covid-19: China tests entire city of Kashgar in Xinjiang 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Amazing system. Thanks, dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 27, 2020, at 4:28 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

FYI 

From: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2020 9:47 PM 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; Tseng, Chien-Te K. <sktseng@UTMB.EDU>; Spiropoulou Christina 
<ccs8@cdc.gov>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU>; Erdman Dean <derdman05@gmail.com>; Murphy, 
Frederick A. <famurphy@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Garcia-Blanco, Mariano A. 
<maragarc@UTMB.EDU>; Denison Mark <mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu>; Shi, Pei yong <peshi@UTMB.EDU>; Keiser, 
Philip <phkeiser@UTMB.EDU>; Rollin Pierre <pierrerollin2019@gmail.com>; Tesh Robert <rbtesh22@gmail.com>; 
Weaver, Scott <sweaver@UTMB.EDU>; Nichol Stuart <stn1@CDC.GOV>; Folks Thomas <virusdoctom@aol.com>; 
Calisher Charles <calisher@cybersafe.net>; Menachery, Vineet <vimenach@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: BBC News: Covid-19: China tests entire city of Kashgar in Xinjiang 

I saw this on the BBC News App and thought you should see it: 

Covid-19: China tests entire city of Kashgar in Xinjiang 
say -a. 3111--:4.7r pec)le w e te ed over a few days. 

Disclaimer The BBC is not responsible for the cnntent of this. 'FTnAil, and anything written in this email does not necessarily 
refl,A the BBC's views or opinions. Please noteli. ither _ i1 addresL or nub, f th. se er have u,en 

Tom Ksiazek 

Sent from a portable device 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edupwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Tue 11/10/2020 8:28:36 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: COVID Transition Team 

Yes, lots of familiar names. I wish them well. It's a very difficult challenge. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 10, 2020, at 7:47 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Looks like Beth and Rebecca are heading up the transition to the new advisory board. d 

Joe Biden announces 'ransition COVID-1( Ivisory Board, responds to Pfi2 

by NEWS DESK 

November 9, 2020 

ccine new! 

The Biden-Harris Transition announced today the formation of the Transition COVID-19 Advisory Board, a team of 
leading public health experts who will advise President-elect Biden, Vice President-elect Harris, and the Transition's 
COVID-19 staff. The Transition COVID-19 Advisory Board will be led by co-chairs Dr. David Kessler, Dr. Vivek Murthy, 
and Dr. Marcella Nunez-Smith. Dr. Beth Cameron and Dr. Rebecca Katz are serving as advisors to the Transition on 
COVID-19 and will work closely with the Advisory Board. 

http://outbreaknewstoday.com/joe-biden-announces-transition-covid-19-advisory-board-responds-to-pfizers-
vaccine-news-21696/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@grnail.corn] 
From: jwieduc@utmb.edufjwieduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Sat 11/21/2020 1:01:03 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: More on source of virus 

The plot thickens. 
Hope you have a nice thanksgiving. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21, 2020, at 8:59 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

https ://bgr. com/2020/1 1 /1 9/coronavirus-origin-italian-antibody-study-questions/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; McNees, Andrew G.[amcnees©UTMB.EDU] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 4/24/2020 12:58:32 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: lessons in leadership 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Amazing. I heard a Brit on BBC this morning say, 'It's true you won't die of coronavirus." Dave 

On Apr 24, 2020, at 1:02 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

<Screen Shot 2020-04-24 at 9.34.56 AM.jpeg> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Cc: Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu]; Sharpies, Fran[FSharples©nas.edu]; jeanloz@berkeley.edupeanloz@berkeley.edu] 
From: Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu] 
Sent: Thur 5/21/2020 10:48:11 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: FW: dialogue follow up 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

FYI Looks like Diane's intervention worked and we are back on track. 

Ben 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: sunhui@cashq.ac.cn <sunhui@cashq.ac.cn> 
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2020 10:20 PM 
To: Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu> 
Cc: Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; <gaof@im.ac.cn>; liyin 
<liyin@cashq.ac.cn> 
Subject: Re: dialogue follow up 

Dear Diane, 

Thanks for further explanation of your concern, which is understandable to us. We agree with your idea that 
both sides may publish a joint editorial at a later date. We may discuss this further later on. 

I have forwarded your proposed topics to Dr. George Gao for his advice. Since Dr. Gao and some of potential 
participants will be involved in the conference of National People's Congress next week, it is hard for us to 
find a good time to have the 3rd session next week, as you suggested. Could you please propose another 
time good for you, maybe in in the week of early June? We look forward to continuing our dialogue sessions. 

Best wishes, 

Sun Hui 

el: -1-t3b-1U-bt3.5 /Zt3Z 

sunhui@cashq.ac.cn 
http://english.cas.on/ 
http://international-talent.cas.cn 

R*A: Diane Griffin 
KATI-41A: 2020-05-21 08:23:40 

1 /341
#A: Peggy Hamburg; Rusek, Benjamin 

dialogue follow up 
Dear Hui, 

We are sorry for the confusion, Peggy and I agree with Ben (and worked with him to draft the note to you). Since we just started 
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convening joint virtual dialogue sessions it is not the right time to issue a press release, we are worried that any unnecessary 
attention to our interaction during this time of heightened political tension between our two countries will impair our ability to 
continue to hold these valuable sessions. We would like to move forward and hold a third session as Ben proposed. 

If it is CAS's desire to more widely publicize our dialogue interaction, we wonder if that publicity can wait until a later date and 
be presented in a slightly different form. Perhaps the NAS-NAM and CAS presidents and the head of CCDC could do what they 
did so effectively with the human genome editing summit and publish a joint editorial (that notes the dialogue sessions) in 
Science urging scientific cooperation to address the COVID-19 pandemic? We would need to discuss this proposal further with 
these parties before we move forward with this. 

In the meantime we would like to continue the current dialogue next week. I have attached a draft list of discussion topics that 
are more narrowly focused for consideration.Input from CAS and CCDC is welcome. If this basic plan is agreeable, let us know 
and Ben will be in touch with more definitive plans. 

Diane and Peggy 

Diane E. Griffin, MD PhD 
Vice President, National Academy of Sciences 
University Distinguished Service Professor 
W. Harry Feinstone Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
615 N. Wolfe St, Rm E5636 
Baltimore, MD 21205 
410-955-3459 
dgriffi6@jhu.edu 
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To: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org]; vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; 
lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian 
Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; 
luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; 
marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming 
Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; 
md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; 
william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; 
gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; 
hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; 
mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; Glass, JohnUglass@jcvi.org]; david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; 
psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; 
ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; 
mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; 
rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; rschina@emory.edu[rschina@emory.edu]; 
cdelrio@emory.edu[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org] 
From: Scheuermann, Richard[RScheuermann@jcvi.org] 
Sent: Thur 11/19/2020 9:29:11 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Microbiomes 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Christian, 

JCVI is one of the world leaders in microbiome research. Our President, Karen Nelson, published one of the first 
human microbiome paper. We have received numerous federal grants to support microbiome research. 

Best regards, 

Richard 

Richard H. Scheuermann, Ph.D. 
Director, La Jolla Campus 
J. Craig Venter Institute 
4120 Capricorn Ln. 
La Jolla, CA 92037 
www.jcvi.org 

rscheuermann@jcvi.org 
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858-200-1876 

From: Shin-Hee Kim <skim@gvn.org> 
Date: Thursday, November 19, 2020 at 3:26 AM 
To: "vromanowski51@gmail.com" <vromanowski51@gmail.com>, "Iewins@unimelb.edu.au" 
<lewins@unimelb.edu.au>, "Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au" <Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au>, Damian Purcell 
<dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>, "arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be" <arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be>, 
"luc.willems@ulg.ac.be" <luc.willems@ulg.ac.be>, "johan.neyts@kuleuven.be" <johan.neyts@kuleuven.be>, 
"marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr" <marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>, "antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr" 
<antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr>, "benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org" <benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org>, "dongxp238@sina.com" <dongxp238@sina.com>, Yiming Shao <yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>, 
"protzer@tum.de" <protzer@tum.de>, "wielerlh@rki.de" <wielerlh@rki.de>, "becker@staff.uni-marburg.de" 
<becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>, "albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de" <albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de>, 
"md@aims.amrita.edu" <md@aims.amrita.edu>, "esreekumar@rgcb.res.in" <esreekumar@rgcb.res.in>, 
"william.hall@ucd.ie" <william.hall@ucd.ie>, "lananh_2003@yahoo.com" <lananh_2003@yahoo.com>, 
"gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il" <gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il>, "giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it" 
<giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it>, "hasegawa@nih.go.jp" <hasegawa@nih.go.jp>, "m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1" 
<m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl>, "mazus@yandex.ru" <mazus@yandex.ru>, "januszp@nicd.ac.za" 
<januszp@nicd.ac.za>, "jerome.kim@ivi.int" <jerome.kim@ivi.int>, "joaquim.segales@irta.cat" 
<joaquim.segales@irta.cat>, "Majo, Natalia" <natalia.majo@irta.cat>, "edomingo@cbm.uam.es" 
<edomingo@cbm.uam.es>, "anders.vahlne@ki.se" <anders.vahlne@ki.se>, "andres.merits@utee" 
<andres.merits@utee>, "bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk" <bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk>, 
"Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk" <Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk>, "dgriffi6@jhmi.edu" 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, "erica@lji.org" <erica@lji.org>, "Glass, John" <jglass@jcvi.org>, "Richard H. Scheuermann" 
<RScheuermann@jcvi.org>, "david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu" <david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu>, 
"jwleduc@utmb.edu" <jwleduc@utmb.edu>, "sweaver@utmb.edu" <sweaver@utmb.edu>, 
"mhkaplan@umich.edu" <mhkaplan@umich.edu>, "psm9@pitt.edu" <psm9@pitt.edu>, 
"peter.palese@mssm.edu" <peter.palese@mssm.edu>, "ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu" 
<ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu>, "wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu" <wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu>, 
"mstevenson@med.miami.edu" <mstevenson@med.miami.edu>, "emorse@buffalo.edu" 
<emorse@buffalo.edu>, "rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu" <rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, "rschina@emory.edu" 
<rschina@emory.edu>, "cdelrio@emory.edu" <cdelrio@emory.edu>, "rfgarry@tulane.edu" 
<rfgarry@tulane.edu>, "cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu" <cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, 
"cmacpherson@sgu.edu" <cmacpherson@sgu.edu>, "joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm" 
<joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm>, "bhangombe@unza.zm" <bhangombe@unza.zm>, 
"pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org" <pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>, "linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg" 
<linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>, "Kratochvil, Christopher J" <ckratoch@unmc.edu>, "hegendel@unmc.edu" 
<hegendel@unmc.edu>, "gawandare@ug.edu.gh" <gawandare@ug.edu.gh>, "oquaye@ug.edu.gh" 
<oquaye@ug.edu.gh>, "jorge.osorio@wisc.edu" <jorge.osorio@wisc.edu>, "tony.goldberg@wisc.edu" 
<tony.goldberg@wisc.edu>, "kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu" <kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu>, 
"konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov" <konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov>, "andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru" 
<andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru>, "arun.kumar@manipal.edu" <arun.kumar@manipal.edu>, 
"eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe" <eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe>, "jeey62@gmail.com" <jeey62@gmail.com>, 
"jeey62@korea.kr" <jeey62@korea.kr>, "don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu" <don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu>, 
"drmusabaev1956@gmail.com" <drmusabaev1956@gmail.com>, "Maponga, Charles" 
<cmaponga@buffalo.edu>, "alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au" <alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au>, 
"andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au" <andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au>, "gmnair51@gmail.com" 
<gmnair51@gmail.com>, "cbenn@health.sdu.dk" <cbenn@health.sdu.dk>, "silverr@ccf.org" <silverr@ccf.org>, 
"s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au" <s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au> 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>, Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org> 
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Subject: GVN: Microbiomes 

Dear Friends, 

As we are all of us aware of, the impact of microbiomes on the susceptibility to and the severity of viral infections 
has now been emerging as a very important topic. 
Clearly there is evidence that gut microbiome impacts on respiratory viral infections, in particular COVID19. 
IN this context can you answer the very simple questions: 

1. Are you or your center's scientists working on the microbiomes? 
2. Have you or your center's scientists received governmental funding for such activities? 

Best regards, 

Christian 

President, GVN 

1 

AU, 
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To: vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; 
Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucstedu[wgreene@gladstone.ucstedu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; 
rschina@emory.edu[rschina@emory.edu]; cdelrio@emory.edu[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org] 
From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Thur 11/19/2020 5:26:11 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: GVN: Microbiomes 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear Friends, 

As we are all of us aware of, the impact of microbiomes on the susceptibility to and the severity of viral infections has 

now been emerging as a very important topic. 

Clearly there is evidence that gut microbiome impacts on respiratory viral infections, in particular COVID19. 

IN this context can you answer the very simple questions: 

1. Are you or your center's scientists working on the microbiomes? 

2. Have you or your center's scientists received governmental funding for such activities? 

Best regards, 

Christian 

President, GVN 
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To: Atlas, Ronald M.Ronald.atlas@louisville.edu]; bartonh@uakron.edu[bartonh@uakron.edu]; Charles W. Rice 
(cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice@ksu.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman@med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Bertuzzi, 
Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry@STJUDE.ORG]; Susan Brockmeier 
(susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov)[susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov] 
Cc: Walker, Kimberly[kwalker@asmusa.org]; Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Gabel, Lauren[LGabel@asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal@asmusa.org] 
Sent: Mon 4/15/2019 3:54:31 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: ASM Public Policy Update 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

ASM Public Policy Update 
April 15, 2019 

Congressional leaders signal they will begin to discuss a budget deal 
Late this week, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) announced that he and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) have 
agreed to start discussing a budget agreement for fiscal years (FY) 2020 and 2021 that would lift the restrictive caps currently in 
place for both defense and non-defense spending. Acknowledging the challenges Republicans and Democrats face with the more 
extreme wings of their respective caucuses, Leader McConnell pointed out that decisions about the budget will be made "in the 
political center." At the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue, White House officials have not been as eager to start talks on a budget 
agreement, and it is unclear when and how the Administration will engage on this important issue. Both President Trump and his 
acting Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney have said publicly that they do not want a budget deal. The bottom line is that it likely will be 
fall before an agreement is close. An agreement must be reached to avoid devastating cuts across all areas of the federal budget 
that are mandated under current law in FY 2020, and despite the disagreements on specific levels for specific programs, most 
members of Congress agree that allowing deep cuts across both defense and nondefense is untenable. 

NIH officials testify before House and Senate Appropriations Committees 
NIH Director Dr. Francis Collins and other Institute directors, including NIAID Director Dr. Tony Fauci, testified before both the 
House and Senate Appropriations Subcommittees on Labor, Health and Human Services (HHS) and Education on the FY 2020 
budget request for the NI H. In a rare show of bipartisanship, members on both sides of the aisle and in both chambers expressed 
unequivocally that they will continue to provide increases for the NIH budget, citing its critical role in our nation's health, economy, 
and scientific leadership in the world. 

Some controversial issues were raised in the hearings, including NIH procurement of fetal tissue and concerns about foreign 
influence and interference in NIH-funded science. However, the hearings were overwhelmingly friendly and supportive in tone. Dr. 
Fauci fielded questions on topics ranging from the recent measles outbreaks and vaccine hesitancy, to antimicrobial resistance 
(citing recent news reports about candida auris), to progress on the development of a universal flu vaccine, to the President's 
proposal to eliminate HIV infections over ten years through a targeted approach in key counties and states. 

House Appropriations Committee to begin marking up spending bills after the recess 
Despite the uncertainty over a budget agreement, House and Senate appropriators are eager to move forward with crafting the FY 
2020 spending bills. In the absence of budget agreement or a budget resolution, the House this week "deemed" defense and non-
defense spending targets for next year that are significantly higher than current, FY 2019 levels. With these assumptions in place, 
the House Appropriations Subcommittees intend to begin marking up their FY 2020 bills when Congress returns from the Easter 
recess on April 29. It is likely that the Labor, HHS and Education spending bill will the first marked up on April 30. 

The Senate has not yet "deemed" spending targets for next year; therefore, it is unclear when the process of marking up bills in 
that chamber will begin. Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Richard Shelby (R-AL) has said he would like to have all bills 
ready for consideration in the full Senate by July 4. 

Senators introduce bill aimed at sexual harassment in STEM 
Last week, Sen. Kamala Harris (D-CA), Sen. Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) and Sen. Jacky Rosen (D-NV) introduced the Combatting 
Sexual Harassment in STEM Act, which is a companion bill to H.R. 36, introduced in the House by House Science, Space and 
Technology Committee Chair and Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson (D-TX) and Frank Lucas (R-OK), respectively. ASM has 
endorsed both bills, along with numerous other professional scientific organizations. More on the Harris bill can be found ;iere. 
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Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 
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Have you'oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2019? 

Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 

Join ASM: http://www.asm.org/join 
R . with ASM: http://www.asm.org/renew 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 
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To: Marcus Gallo[mgallo@gvn.org]; Benhur Lee[benhur.lee@mssm.edu]; Pontiano 
Kaleebu[Pontiano.Kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; Professor Aaron, PhD Mweene[asmweene04@yahoo.com]; Gene 
Morse[emorse@buffalo.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Marc Lecuit[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; Stephan 
Becker[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Albert Osterhaus[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; Joaquim Segales 
Coma[Joaquim.Segales@uab.cat]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; Drmvpillai 
(drmvpillai@gmail.com)[drmvpillai@gmail.com] 
Cc: Gallo, Robert[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Wilkins, 
Dave[dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu] 
From: Wang Linfa[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg] 
Sent: Thur 5/2/2019 9:34:07 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: CEPI NiV/RVF Gant CONFIDENTIAL 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

and know the content is safe. 

Dear Marcus, 

Noted for the confidentiality aspect. 

We are certainly interested in any way we can help in the Nipah virus area. 

LF 

Linfa (Lin-Fa) Wang, PhD FTSE 
Professor & Director 
Programme in Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Duke-NUS Medical School 
8 College Road, Singapore 169875 
Tel: +65 65168397 

From: Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org> 
Date: Thursday, 2 May 2019 at 5:36 AM 
To: Wang Linfa <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>, Benhur Lee <benhur.lee@mssm.edu>, Pontiano Kaleebu 
<Pontiano.Kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>, "Professor Aaron, PhD Mweene" <asmweene04@yahoo.com>, Gene Morse 
<emorse@buffalo.edu>, James LeDuc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>, Marc Lecuit <marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>, "Becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de" <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>, Ab Osterhaus <albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de>, Joaquim Segales 
Coma <Joaquim.Segales@uab.cat>, "Vet Janusz T. Paweska DVSc" <januszp@nicd.ac.za>, "Drmvpillai 
(drmvpillai@gmail.com)" <drmvpillai@gmail.com> 
Cc: Robert Gallo <rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>, Dave Wilkins 
<dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu> 
Subject: CEPI NiV/RVF Gant CONFIDENTIAL 

Dear Center Directors, 

Please, keep the information concerning the CEPI NiV/RVF Grant in Confidence. 

Thank you, 

Marcus 
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Error! Filename not specified. 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Center Outreach Coordinator 

Global Virus Network 

725 W. Lombard St. Rm S416 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

(410) 706-5609 

mgallo@gvn.org 

Important: This email is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify us immediately; you should not copy or use it for any 
purpose, nor disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you. 
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To: Wang Linfa[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; Marcus Gallo[mgallo©gvn.org]; Benhur Lee[benhur.lee©mssm.edu]; Professor 
Aaron, PhD Mweene[asmweene04@yahoo.com]; Gene Morse[emorse©buffalo.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Marc 
Lecuit[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; Stephan Becker[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; Albert Osterhaus[albert.osterhaus©tiho-hannover.de]; 
Joaquim Segales Coma[Joaquim.Segales©uab.cat]; januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; Drmvpillai 
(drmvpillai@gmail.com)[drmvpillai@gmail.com] 
Cc: Gallo, Robert[rgallo©ihv.umaryland.edu]; Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Wilkins, 
Dave[dwilkins©ihv.umaryland.edu] 
From: Pontiano Kaleebu[Pontiano.Kaleebu©mrcuganda.org] 
Sent: Sun 5/12/2019 10:55:08 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: CEPI NiV/RVF Gant CONFIDENTIAL 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

We would be interested in the RVF 
Thank you 
Pontiano 

From: Wang Linfa [mailto:linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg] 
Sent: 02 May 2019 17:34 
To: Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org>; Benhur Lee <benhur.lee@mssm.edu>; Pontiano Kaleebu 
<Pontiano.Kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>; Professor Aaron, PhD Mweene <asmweene04@yahoo.com>; Gene Morse 
<emorse@buffalo.edu>; James Leduc <jwleduc@utmb.edu>; Marc Lecuit <marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>; Stephan Becker 
<becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>; Albert Osterhaus <albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de>; Joaquim Segales Coma 
<Joaquim.Segales@uab.cat>; januszp@nicd.ac.za; Drmvpillai (drmvpillai@gmail.com) <drmvpillai@gmail.com> 
Cc: Gallo, Robert <rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>; Wilkins, Dave 
<dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu> 
Subject: Re: CEPI NiV/RVF Gant CONFIDENTIAL 

Dear Marcus, 

Noted for the confidentiality aspect. 

We are certainly interested in any way we can help in the Nipah virus area. 

LF 

Linfa (Lin-Fa) Wang, PhD FTSE 
Professor & Director 
Programme in Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Duke-NUS Medical School 
8 College Road, Singapore 169875 
Tel: +65 65168397 

From: Marcus Gallo <mgallo@gvn.org>
Date: Thursday, 2 May 2019 at 5:36 AM 
To: Wang Linfa <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>, Benhur Lee <benhur.lee@mssm.edu>, Pontiano Kaleebu 
<Pontiano.Kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>, "Professor Aaron, PhD Mweene" <asmweene04@yahoo.com>, Gene Morse 
<emorse@buffalo.edu>, James LeDuc <iwleduc@utmbedu>, Marc Lecuit <marc.lecuit pasteur.fr>, "Becker@staff.uni-
marburg.de" <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>, Ab Osterhaus <albertosterhaus@tiho-hannover.de>, Joaquim Segales 
Coma <Joaquim.Segales@uab.cat>, "Vet Janusz T. Paweska DVSc" <januszp@nicd.ac.za>, "Drmvpillai 
(drmvpillai@gmail.com)" <drmvpillai@gmaiLcorri> 
Cc: Robert Gallo <rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>, Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>, Dave Wilkins 
<dwilkins@ihv.umaryland.edu>
Subject: CEPI NiV/RVF Gant CONFIDENTIAL 
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Dear Center Directors, 

Please, keep the information concerning the CEPI NiV/RVF Grant in Confidence. 

Thank you, 

Marcus 

Error! Filename not specified. 

Marcus Gallo, MS 

Research Analyst & Center Outreach Coordinator 

Global Virus Network 

725 W. Lombard St. Rm S416 

Baltimore, MD 21201 

(410) 706-5609 

mgallo@gvn.org 

Important: This email is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify us immediately; you should not copy or use it for any 
purpose, nor disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you. 

This e-mail has been scanned for all viruses by Claranet. The 
service is powered by MessageLabs. For more information on a proactive 
anti-virus service working around the clock, around the globe, visit: 
http://www.claranet.co.uk 

This communication is confidential and may contain privileged information intended solely for the named recipient(s). It may 
not be used or disclosed except for the purpose for which it has been sent. If you are not the intended recipient, you must 
not copy, distribute, take any action or reliance on it. If you have received this communication in error, do not open any 
attachments but please notify the Help Desk by e-mailing IT-HelpDesk@mrcuganda.org quoting the sender details, and then 
delete this message along with any attached files. E-mail messages are not secure and attachments could contain software 
viruses which may damage your computer system. Whilst every reasonable precaution has been taken to minimise this risk, 
The MRC/UVRI and LSHTM Uganda Research Unit cannot accept any liability for any damage sustained as a result of 
these factors. You are advised to carry out your own virus checks before opening any attachments. Unless expressly stated, 
opinions in this message are those of the e-mail author and not of the MRC/UVRI and LSHTM Uganda Research Unit . 
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To: LeDuc, James W. 
From: Microsoft Outlook[/0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=MICROSOFTEXCHANGE329E71EC88AE4615BBC36AB6CE41109E1F8FAAA8] 
Sent: Tue 5/21/2019 10:33:43 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Undeliverable: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 
RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

Newman, Carl I. D. CIV (carL ne, ,'n rràdtra b111 ) 

Your message couldn't be delivered. Despite repeated attempts to deliver your message, querying the Domain 
Name System (DNS) for the recipient's domain location information failed. 

For more information and tips to fix this issue see this article: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?Linkld=389361. 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 

Generating server: BN7PRO2MB4163.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 
Receiving server: BN7PRO2MB4163.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 

carl.newman@dtra.mil 
5/21/2019 3:33:43 PM - Server at BN7PRO2MB4163.namprd02.prod.outlook.com returned '550 5.4.312 Message expired, DNS query 
failed(InfoNoRecords)' 
5/21/2019 3:23:43 PM - Server at dtra.mil (0.0.0.0) returned '450 4.4.312 DNS query failed [Message=InfoNoRecords] 
[LastAttemptedServerName=dtra.mil] [BY2NAMO5FT027.eop-nam05.prod.protection.outlook.comyInfoNoRecordsy 

Original message headers: 

Received: from BYAPRO2MB4165.namprd02.prod.outlook.com (20.176.249.138) by 
BN7PRO2MB4163.namprd02.prod.outlook.com (52.133.220.10) with Microsoft SMTP 
Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 
15.20.1900.17; Tue, 21 May 2019 03:49:08 +0000 
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; 
d=l Iveutmb.onmicrosoft.com; s=selector2-liveutmb-onmicrosoft-com; 
n=l2rom:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-SenderADCheck; 
bh=+UK9SiwRowtwbX2WxSm6Z7KJexJ4Ca7YUj31LxFgTN0=; 

b=gdbzegFPLQ3uRvMBgDiC/2tn82Na5ODBOhLsxiY6PBBOSYS52x8KYd3gPCPdOlgPs4jQYfwsaMggF8vNeHYH7KBPIjNmLBrjgDUgg 
Dm6GcuFy6pu+sWfete20t0r7tgkJMigCFMKgzN/3Hsg7WCRsdrvw1+8wLlep2gQiFPLjw= 
Received: from BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com (52.135.237.26) by 
BYAPRO2MB4165.namprd02.prod.outlook.com (20.176.249.138) with Microsoft SMTP 
Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 
15.20.1900.16; Mon, 20 May 2019 15:26:10 +0000 

Received: from BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 
([fe80::44b0:3b01:9049:1e6c]) by BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com 
([te80::44b0:3b01:9049:1e6c%7]) with mapi id 15.20.1900.020; Mon, 20 May 2019 
15:26:10 +0000 
From: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
To: "Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US)" 

<lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil> 
CC: "Newman, Carl I. D. CIV" <carl.newman@dtra.mil>, "Campbell, Jhonda M CTR 
DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (USA)" <jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mail.mil>, "Kelley, Emily 
S CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US)" <emily.s.kelley2.civ@mail.mil>, "Guerra, 
Analilia" <anaguerr@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 
Thread-Topic: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 
Thread-Index: AdUMwSkx6eQWjT56QuuHgtAgTCcK6QBwObpQACbWZMA= 
Date: Mon, 20 May 2019 15:26:10 +0000 
Message-ID: <BYAPRO2MB43250168560AD35E18E1A7FDC8060@BYAPRO2MB4325._ 
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References: <BYAPRO2MB43258990FA96B8BB690CD322C8OBO@BYAPRO2MB4325.namprd02.prod.outlook.com> 
<75FE5948AE13894B9FB549F71BE72274C0325C09@USATHU5D.easf.csd.disa.mil> 
In-Reply-To: <75FE5948AE13894B9FB549F71BE72274C0325C09@USATHU5D.easf.csd.disa.mil> 
Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
authentication-results: spf=none (sender IP is ) 
smtp.mailfrom=jwleduc@UTMB.EDU; 
x-originating-ip: [129.109.36.62] 
x-ms-publictraffictype: Email 
x-ms-office365-filtering-correlation-id: 55062c4c-186c-4f8e-ela6-08d6dd377cad 
x-microsoft-antispam: 
BCL: 0; PCL: 0;RULEID: (2390118) (7020095) (4652040) (8989299) (4534185) (4627221) (201703031133081) (201702281549 
075) (8990200) (5600141) (711020) (4605104) (2017052603328) (7193020) ;SRVR:BYAPRO2MB4165; 
X-MS-TrafficTypeDiagnostic: BYAPRO2MB4165:1BYAPRO2MB4165:IBN7PRO2MB4163: 
x-microsoft-antispam-prvs: 
<BYAPRO2MB4165A050A87876F08788F06BC8060@BYAPRO2MB4165.namprd02.prod.outlook.com> 
x-ms-oob-tic-oobclassifiers: OLM:7219; 
x-forefront-prvs: 004395A01C 
x-forefront-antispam-report: 
SFV:NSPM; SFS: (10019020) (376002) (136003) (39860400002) (366004) (346002) (396003) (189003) (199004) (13464003) ( 
25786009) (6916009) (9686003) (6246003) (88552002) (107886003) (53936002) (11346002) (476003) (14454004) (5253601 
4) (76176011) (6116002) (86362001) (4326008) (6506007) (53546011) (66946007) (102836004) (73956011) (76116006) (66 
476007) (64756008) (66556008) (66446008) (2906002) (75432002) (3846002) (71200400001) (71190400001) (7696005) (99 
286004) (74316002) (4744005) (33656002) (7736002) (5024004) (305945005) (14444005) (256004) (8676002) (8936002) (8 
1166006) (229853002) (81156014) (68736007) (186003) (26005) (478600001) (6436002) (55016002) (446003) (5660300002 
) (54906003) (486006) (66066001) (786003) (316002) ; DIR:OUT; SFP: 1102; SCL: 1; SRVR:BYAPRO2MB4165;H:BYAPRO2MB4325 
.namprd02.prod.outlook.com;FPR:;SPF:None;LANG:en;PTR:InfoNoRecords;MX:1;A:0; 
received-spf: None (protection.outlook.com: UTMB.EDU does not designate 
permitted sender hosts) 
x-ms-exchange-senderadcheck: 1 
x-microsoft-antispam-message-info: 
Mo8HV9TA9we3H4RibLhWD8ogOnf0V655Eq4gFLa0NzHReJvPHeCQu7WrsV+i7nrSAPZ7SABDQchpaK3o1mR6yDvUhsZ7D+c0M+IcrqY 
NtUhwJxmsF5x1TQSNCxihTpvf/3XWAK5G1JNYmZpu44eJZOqkm8tZOLgqVQG31hIXYWhhrCQnTK71pFJZqMFmWZvFLi1+7Da0B3wGpz 
61Vf31SPIzSPh+yx9UcVWHYH2d0x3sURGn7tq7+NQhzevcgFB+36t0cmZTfFsjFx4xdzmmVvTjUWM8rGCd3h7o/RerTHpnRcEhjEqwv 
PzkouJCfMyjjWqJeGCPhCmSs3NenmsUmIvjeBLPchCzFl/VLCBzOoD4F/4o221238f5nVs6Kw4rFI8SS85A8sm7oD1Smd/YMY8ZGUiiB 
CCfhLKWRoyiJZkM= 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-MS-Exchange CrossTenant-Network-Message-Id: 55062c4c-186c-4f8e-ela6-08d6dd377cad 
X-MS-Exchange CrossTenant-originalarrivaltime: 20 May 2019 15:26:10.1725 
(UTC) 
X-MS-Exchange CrossTenant-fromentityheader: Hosted 
X-MS-Exchange CrossTenant-id: 7bef256d-85db-4526-a72d-31aea2546852 
X-MS-Exchange CrossTenant-mailboxtype: HOSTED 
X-MS-Exchange-Transport-CrossTenantHeadersStamped: BYAPRO2MB4165 
Return-Path: jwleduc@UTMB.EDU 
X-OriginatorOrg: utmb.edu 
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To: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US)[lance.r.brooks6.civ©mail.mil] 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV[carl.newman©dtra.mil]; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR DTRA COOP 
THRT REDUCT (USA)[jhonda.m.campbell.ctr@mail.mil]; Kelley, Emily S CIV DTRA COOP THRT 
REDUCT (US)[emily.s.kelley2.civ©mail.mil]; Guerra, Analilia[anaguerr©UTMB.EDU] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Mon 5/20/2019 10:26:10 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

Lance, 
Thanks very much for your note in reply. Ana Guerra, copied here, helps keep my calendar and can 
work with your team to schedule a convenient time to chat. I look forward to talking with you. I think we 
have a good opportunity to create a novel approach to international collaborations in biocontainment. 

Best wishes, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 

 Original Message 
From: Brooks, Lance R CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT (US) <lance.r.brooks6.civ@mail.mil> 
Sent: Sunday, May 19, 2019 3:58 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc©UTMB.EDU> 
Cc: Newman, Carl I. D. CIV <carl.newman©dtra.mil>; Campbell, Jhonda M CTR DTRA COOP THRT 
REDUCT (USA) <jhonda.m.campbell.ctr©mail.mil>; Kelley, Emily S CIV DTRA COOP THRT REDUCT 
(US) <emily.s.kelley2.civ©mail.mil> 
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] Global Biocontainment Labs 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

kerry.garner@ag.tamu.edu[kerry.garner@ag.tamu.edu] 

michael.johnson@pirbright.ac.uk; krista.versteeg@erinha.eu; alfonso.clavijo@usda.gov; 
gary.vandomselaar@canada.ca; volker.gerdts@usask.ca; k_zuelke_2019@tamu.edu; gparker; LeDuc, James 
W.; Charlie D. Johnson; john.neilan@st.dhs.gov; elizabeth.a.lautner@usda.gov; roxann.motroni@usda.gov; 
roger.w.barrette@usda.gov; scott.farris@usda.gov; ehyou@fbi.gov; liu@cse.tamu.edu; George Korch 
(George.korch@nbacc.dhs.gov); fms2@cdc.gov; Golovko, Georgiy; Khanipov, Kamil; 
davidrfranz@gmail.com; kimberly.a.dodd@usda.gov; a-ficht@tamu.edu; steven.kappes@ars.usda.gov; 
kevin.anderson@hq.dhs.gov; Matt H. Cochran; Carrie L. Hunt; Rachel A. Whisenant 

Webinar details will be sent at a later date 

Normal 

"High-Containment Laboratories: A North American Approach for Network Opportunities" workshop 

Wed 6/10/2020 8:30:00 AM (UTC-05:00) 

Wed 6/10/2020 5:00:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

michael.johnson@pirbright.ac.uk; krista.versteeg@erinha.eu; alfonso.clavijo@usda.gov; 
gary.vandomselaar@canada.ca; volker.gerdts@usask.ca; k_zuelke_2019@tamu.edu; gparker; LeDuc, James 
W.; Charlie D. Johnson; john.neilan@st.dhs.gov; elizabeth.a.lautner@usda.gov; roxann.motroni@usda.gov; 
roger.w.barrette@usda.gov; scott.farris@usda.gov; ehyou@fbi.gov; liu@cse.tamu.edu; George Korch 
(George.korch@nbacc.dhs.gov); fms2@cdc.gov; Golovko, Georgiy; Khanipov, Kamil; 
davidrfranz@gmail.com; kimberly.a.dodd@usda.gov; a-ficht@tamu.edu; steven.kappes@ars.usda.gov; 
kevin.anderson@hq.dhs.gov; Matt H. Cochran; Carrie L. Hunt; Rachel A. Whisenant 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 
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YOU ARE 

INVITED 
TO "HIGH-CONTAINMENT LABORATORIES: 

A NORTH AMERICAN APPROACH FOR 
NETWORK OPPORTUNITIES" 

JUNE 1 10 1 2020 

8:30-5:00 P.M. CENTRAL TIME 

I MM 
RI LIFE 

RESEARCH ah INSTITUTE FOR 
INFECTIOUS ANIMAL ASis 

The Institute for Infectious Animal Diseases, IIAD, invites you to the "High-Containment Laboratories: A North American Approach 
for Network Opportunities" workshop 
on June 10, 2020 from 8:30-5:00 p.m. Central time. To protect the health and safety of our stakeholders, we have made the difficult 
decision to move this meeting to a virtual platform. 

The emphasis of this 1-day meeting will be to reconvene on topics introduced at the pilot workshop in Washington, D.C. last April, 
including networking science and resources across the high-containment laboratory community and incorporating emergent 
information and operational technologies (IT/OT). We anticipate participation from laboratories across the U.S. as well as several 
international colleagues. The Department of Homeland Security is a sponsor of the workshop. 

Agenda, read-aheads and webinar details will be sent out prior to the workshop. If you have any questions in the meantime, please 
contact the institute at 
iiad@ag.tamu.edu or 979-845-2855. 

Warm regards, 

Melissa Hefferin Berquist, Ph.D. 
Director 

Institute for Infectious Animal Diseases (IIAD) 
A Member of the Texas A&M University System 
1500 Research Parkway, Suite B270 
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College Station, TX 77843-2129 

Office 979.845.2855 I Fax 979.845.6574 
iiad.tamu.edu I @IIADnews 

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY I FEARLESS on Every Front 
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To: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Wed 10/2/2019 1:32:33 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: New director for NBAF, current status of lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Probably didn't have a large pool of US candidates. . .. I just looked up the Scientist article; interesting. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Oct 2, 2019, at 2:14 PM, Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

No, not that I recall... 

Did you see the piece about the Winnipeg lab yesterday? It was in "the Scientist" 
Tom 

From: David Franz [rnailto:davidrfranz grnail.corn] 
Sent: 2 October, 2019 12:47 
To: Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>; LeDuc, James W. <iwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Fwd: New director for NBAF, current status of lab 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Do you know Dr. Clivajo. Says he's worked at TAM and KSU in the past. dave 

Photo courtesy of Kansas State University 

USDA names director for animal 
disease lab under construction 

By Dan Flynn on October 2, 2019 
The USDA has named the executive director of Canada's National Centers for 
Animal Disease to head the new U.S. National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility 
(NBAF) in Manhattan, KS. 

Dr. Alfonso Clavijo's appointment as NBAF's first director is the latest 
indication that USDA's long transition from conducting its most dangerous 
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animal research on Plum Island in the waters off New York State to the 
Kansas State University campus is about over. 

Clavijo starts his new job in just two weeks, on Oct. 13. The $1.25 billion 
biosafety Level 4 laboratory remains under construction by Homeland 
Security. Level 4 biosafety facilities carry the highest risk with requirements for 
biocontainment precautions to isolate dangerous biological agents. 

USDA's Plum Island Animal Disease Center in New York has been the center 
of Level 4 animal disease work for the past 75 years. For the past decade, 
Homeland and USDA have been working on selecting a new level 4 lab 
location, getting it built, and preparing to abandon Plum Island. 

Clavijo will take over the 574,000 square foot facility once it becomes fully 
operational, likely to occur in 2023. Construction is supposed to be finishing in 
2021. After getting it built, Homeland Security will remain on site to 
commission the facility. 

"Dr. Clavijo brings with him a wealth of technical knowledge in the diagnosis of 
transboundary, emerging and zoonotic diseases," said Dr. Chavoda Jacobs-
Young, USDA's Agricultural Research Service (ARS) administrator. 

"As NBAF's first permanent director, his extensive leadership experience will 
be a great asset in helping NBAF achieve its vision of being a national asset 
that protects U.S. agriculture and consumers through cutting -edge research, 
diagnostics, training and development of vaccines and other 
countermeasures." 

ARS and USDA's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) are 
partners in operating NBAF. 

Clavijo steps down as the director of the Canadian Food Inspection Agency's 
(CFIA) National Centers for Animal Diseases where he also directed Biosafety 
Level (BSL) 2-4 facilities. The CFIA labs contained pathogens for the study of 
foreign animal diseases, including foot-and-mouth, African swine fever, 
classical swine fever, and avian influenza. 

The UN Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) named CFIA's National 
Center for Foreign Animal Diseases in Winnipeg under Clavijo's tenure as a 
reference center for emerging and zoonotic pathogens. 

Clavijo's leadership also earned him Canada's 2018 President's National 
Award in "Leadership in People Management." The prestigious honor cited 
Clavijo's exemplary people-management skills and his demonstration of 
excellence in advancing CFIA goals, values, and ethics as a human resources 
manager. 

Clavijo has held leadership or advisory positions at CFIA laboratories, as well 
as Kansas State University, Texas A&M University, the Pan American Health 
Organization, and National University in Bogota, Colombia. 
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Clavijo has a doctorate in veterinary microbiology/virology from the University 
of Guelph in Ontario, Canada, and a doctor of veterinary medicine from 
National University in Bogota, Columbia. 

Clavijo has published numerous scientific works and continues to serve as an 
adjunct professor or advisor at affiliate organizations. 

When USDA decided to leave Plum Island for a new location in 2008, it 
planned to sell the property to the highest bidder. Today Plum Island's future is 
likely to include conservation and wildlife tourism. 

(To sign up for a free subscription to Food Safety News, click here.) 

Tags: Dr. Alfonso Clavijo, National Bio and Agro-Defense 
Facility (NBAF), Plum Island 
Print 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org] 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts©asmusa.org] 
Sent: Mon 10/7/2019 10:40:26 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: RE: For Review: ASM Policy Principles Preamble 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thank you, Jim! 

Mary Lee Watts, MPH, RD 
Director, Federal Affairs 
Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N St., NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Direct: 202-942-9203 
mwatts@asmusa.org 

From: LeDuc, James W. [mailto:jwleduc@UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2019 11:34 AM 
To: Segal, Allen <asegal@asmusa.org>; Watts, Mary Lee <mwatts@asmusa.org> 
Cc: Dave Franz (davidrfranz@gmail.com) <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: For Review: ASM Policy Principles Preamble 

Allen, Mary Lee 

See attached suggested revision. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 10/7/2019 10:57:22 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Did you see this? RE: Chinese collaboration 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Didn't figure out how to download without a subscription. Do you have in electrons? dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Oct 4, 2019, at 2:59 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

Nice editorial—signed by Peggy among many others. 

From: Holubar, Connie J. < 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2019 1:13 PM 
To: LeDuc, James W. <  leduc@UTMB.EDI'>; Ksiazek, Thomas G. <tgksiaze@UTMB.EDU>
Subject: Did you see this? RE: Chinese collaboration 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-019-0285-x 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Franz, D (davidrfranz@gmail.com)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
Tesh,R(Home)[rbtesh22@gmail.comlirbtesh22©gmail.com] 
From: Ksiazek, Thomas G.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EFC03332BCF54BC6BA98C9B68558785A-KSIAZEK, TN] 
Sent: Sun 8/25/2019 6:18:28 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Baumgartner 2019 reference from my EndNote library 
Baumgartner-2019-it was sensitive data from a.pdf 

I never understood what the biowatch program was providing in terms of benefits.... 

Bob Tesh sent this article over earlier. Some of you may have already received it, I apologize for any duplication. 

Tom Ksiazek 

Baumgartner E. (2019). It was sensitive data from a U.S. anti-terror program — and terrorists could have 
gotten to it for years, records show. Los Angeles Times Retrieved 0825, 2019, 

https://wvvw.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-biowatch-20190402-story.html. 
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To: Charles W. Rice (cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice©ksu.edu]; davidrfranz©gmail.com[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@guinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@guinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman©med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Mormile, Melanie 
R.[mmormile@mst.edu]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry©STJUDE.ORG] 
Cc: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker©asmusa.org]; Gabel, Lauren[LGabel©asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal©asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 7/12/2019 2:41:26 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: 7/12/19 ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 
FY 20 DOE Senate  Letter final 071019.odf 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 

ad know the content is safe. 

7/12 ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 

Raising the Caps 
As you know, looming over Congress and the White House all year has been the need to reach a budget agreement of some sort 
that lifts restrictive caps on discretionary spending in fiscal year 2020 and 2021 imposed by the Budget Control Act. This week 
there has been a renewed focus among Congressional leaders and the Executive Branch to try and reach an agreement on both the 
debt ceiling and the discretionary spending caps. Leaders on all sides are communicating, which is a positive sign. However, no 
agreement has been reached. There is a growing consensus in Congress that both the debt ceiling limit and the spending levels 
should be addressed at the same time and as part of the same overall agreement. 

ASM continues to communicate to Congress the importance of raising the budget caps, so that research in the microbial sciences 
can continue to receive robust, sustained and predictable funding across multiple federal agencies. 

Appropriations process stalled pending budget cap agreement 
While Congressional leaders and the White House continue to focus on reaching a budget agreement, the FY 20 appropriations 
process is stalled. The House has passed 10 of the 12 bill, but is not planning to move forward on bills funding the Legislative Branch 
and Homeland Security at the present time. The Senate has been unable to mark up any bills given its leaders have not a "deemed" 
spending levels as was done in the House. Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Richard Shelby (R-AL) has thus far deferred 
to Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY), who has called for a budget agreement to be reached before spending bill mark 
ups proceed. 

ASM leads stakeholder letter to Senate appropriators in support of microbiome data 
When the House passed the first set of FY 2020 spending bills last month, one of the bills included in the "minibus" package was the 
Energy and Water Appropriations bill. This bill provides $10 million to continue work on the National Microbiome Data 
Collaborative, a project that was launched with funding appropriated in FY 2019, and which was a key recommendation from the 
Microbiome Inter-agency Working Group. The House bill report also includes supportive language about microbiome research and 
the development and operation of the microbiome database. 

With appropriations bill markups on hold in the Senate, ASM took the opportunity to bring microbiome stakeholders together and 
lead a letter to Senate appropriators urging them to adopt the microbiome provision passed by the House in their forthcoming, FY 
20 Energy & Water appropriations bill. Sixteen national organizations and institutions joined ASM in signing the letter (attached). 
This is but one small step in our continued efforts to build a strong advocacy platform around microbiome research. 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 

Have you oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2019? 
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Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 

Join ASM: http://www.asm.ore/ioin 
Re. with ASM: http://www.asm.org/renew 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 
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July 10, 2019 

The Honorable Richard Shelby 
Chair 
Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

The Honorable Lamar Alexander 
Chair 
Subcommittee on Energy and Water 
Development, and Related Agencies 
Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

The Honorable Patrick Leahy 
Vice Chairman 
Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
Ranking Member 
Subcommittee on Energy and Water 
Development, and Related Agencies 

Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Chairman Shelby, Vice Chairman Leahy, Chairman Alexander and Ranking Member 
Feinstein: 

On behalf of the undersigned organizations committed to advancing scientific research on the 
microbiome, we respectfully request that the Senate Appropriations Committee match the $10 
million provided for microbiome research initiatives in the fiscal year (FY) 2020 Energy and 
Water appropriations bill passed by the House as part of H.R. 2740. Specifically, these funds 
would support the continued development and operation of the National Microbiome Data 
Collective (NMDC), which was launched with an initial $10 million appropriation in FY 2019. 

Understanding of the microbiome has evolved significantly since the concept of the human 
microbiome emerged roughly two decades ago. Today it is understood that microbial 
communities exist on, in, and around people, plants, animals, soil, oceans, and the atmosphere, 
making the microbiome relevant to almost everything. The rapid pace of discovery has led to 
greater technology needs and data sharing infrastructure. 

The initiation of the community-centric NMDC is critical to advancing research on and 
understanding of the microbiome and its relationship to human and animal health, the food we 
produce and consume, the environment we live in, and our energy sources. The NMDC will 
enable data access, advanced analyses, and tool development for the larger scientific community, 
all with the aim of better, multi-disciplinary collaboration on microbiome research. Additional 
funding will sustain the NMDC and allow for the expansion of data providers and data types, as 
well as for the expansion of community engagement to include the biomedical, agricultural, built 
environment, and atmospheric sciences, and also national defense. 

Through its aims to improve broader access to data and computational tools, the NMDC is 
supporting the objectives of the Interagency Microbiome Strategic Plan released in April 2018. 
This plan, developed by the federal Microbiome Interagency Working Group, recognizes the 
need for better coordination of microbiome research among federal agencies, and between 
agencies and both non-federal domestic and international microbiome research efforts. 
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With the requisite federal support, the NMDC will further scientific understanding of the 
microbiome and its functions and lead to the diverse application of discovery. By continuing to 
appropriate funds for the NMDC in FY 2020, you will ensure that this important initiative can 
reach its full potential. If we can be of further assistance, please have your staff contact Allen 
Segal, Director of Public Policy and Advocacy at the American Society for Microbiology, at 
asegal@asmusa.org.

Sincerely, 

American Gastroenterological Association 

American Geophysical Union 

American Phytopathological Society 

American Society for Microbiology 

American Society for Nutrition 

American Society of Plant Biologists 

Coalition for the Life Sciences 

Crop Science Society of America 

Ecological Society of America 

Endocrine Society 

Infectious Diseases Society of America 

North American Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition 

Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society 

Soil Ecology Society 

Soil Science Society of America 

UC-San Diego 

University of California System 
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To: Atlas, Ronald M.[ronald.atlas@louisville.edu]; bartonh@uakron.edu[bartonh@uakron.edu]; Charles W. Rice 
(cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice@ksu.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman@med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, Melissa'[Melissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Mormile, Melanie 
R.[mmormile@mst.edu]; Bertuzzi, Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry@STJUDE.ORG] 
Cc: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Gabel, Lauren[LGabel@asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker@asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal@asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 6/7/2019 1:12:39 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 7/7/2019 

'a Microbiome Stakeholder Meetino.docx 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

ASM Policy and Advocacy Update 7/7/2019 

There's been a lot of activity since the last Policy and Advocacy Update, including: 

• Appropriations bills are moving (See the ASM post on the Coalition for Health Funding's "What the Funding" blog about the 
CDC AMD program) 

• ASM organized a microbiome stakeholders meeting with more than 20 organizations to discuss opportunities to collaborate 
on microbiome policies and funding 

• ASM hosted a tour of the Smithsonian's Outbreak Exhibit for Capitol Hill staff 

• PAHPA has passed both house of Congress and is headed to the President 

FY 2020 Appropriations 
The House continues to move ahead, with the first set of bills (a "minibus n  slated to hit the House floor for a vote sometime next 
week. The bills that fund CDC, the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Department of Energy (DOE), and Department of Defense 
are part of the package that is up for consideration. 

As a reminder, these bills fund agencies that support the microbial sciences and public health programs at the following levels: 

CDC: $8.3 billion (a $938 million increase over current levels) 
• The bill includes $140 million for the President's HIV Initiative to reduce infections by 90% in 10 years. 
• The bill includes a $2.5 million boost for the CDC Advanced Molecular Detection Program, which the ASM has supported. 
• The bill also includes $123.4 million for global disease detection efforts 

NIH: $41.1 billion (a $2 billion increase over current levels) 

DOE Office of Science: $6.87 billion (a $285 million increase over current levels) 
• The bill includes $10 million for the National Microbiome Data Collaborative. This is the second year this effort has been 

funded. 

In the Senate, sources now tell us that Appropriations Subcommittees will start marking up bills toward the end of this month, with 
the Labor, Health and Human Services (HHS), Education bill being considered on or around June 25. However, in order to proceed 
with mark ups, the Senate will have to "deem" discretionary spending targets, and it is not clear when that will happen or how 
these spending levels will compare with what was agreed to in the House. 

Ultimately, none of the spending levels in House or Senate bills are "real" until a larger budget agreement is reached between the 
House, Senate, and the White House that lifts the statutory budget caps currently in place for FY 2020 and FY 2021. 

ASM Hosts Microbiome Stakeholders Meeting 
On May 29, 22 organizations representing a variety of scientific interests and disciplines gathered at ASM's invitation to discuss 
opportunities for collaboration around microbiome policy and advocacy. After hearing from scientific experts representing a variety 
of microbiome disciplines, there was a moderated discussion about policy needs and opportunities, identifying a broad set areas 
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for governmental engagement and investment in the microbiome. A copy of the meeting agenda is attached. 

Outbreak! Exhibit Tour for Congressional Staff 
ASM hosted a special, expert-led tour of the Smithsonian Natural History Museum's Outbreak!: Epidemics in a Connected World 
exhibit yesterday afternoon. Staff representing a bipartisan group of House and Senate offices and Congressional committees 
joined ASM and Dr. Jay Butler and Trevor Shoemaker from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for a tour of this 
informative exhibit supported by ASM. A more detailed summary of this special event, including pictures, will be sent soon under 
separate cover. 

PAHPA heads to the President's desk with key language championed by ASM 
On June 4 the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness and Advancing Innovation Act passed the House, clearing the way for it to 
be enacted into law. ASM issued a statemet applauding passage of this important legislation, which reauthorizes federal programs 
that help the U.S. prepare the healthcare and public health systems for disasters and strengthens the medical countermeasures 
enterprise. 

We are pleased that the language codifying the President's Advisory Council for Combatting Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria 
(PACCARB) and for which ASM strongly advocated over the past year, was included the final bill. PACCARB's work is central to 
efforts to prevent and prepare for pandemics or biological attacks, and acknowledging its existence in law ensures it can continue 
its mission to produce reports and recommendations that provide critical information on antimicrobial resistance. 

Senate Finance Committee holds a hearing on foreign influence on taxpayer-funded research 
In response to recent report and investigations of NIH-funded researchers who have been accused of spying, stealing intellectual 
property, and disclosing confidential information to foreign entities, the Senate Finance Committee, under the leadership of 
Chairman Chuck Grassley (R-IA) and Ranking Member Ron Wyden (D-OR) held a hearing, "Foreign Threats to Taxpayer-Funded 
Research: Oversight Opportunities and Policy Solutions." 

NIH Principal Deputy Director Lawrence Tabak was among those who testified before the Senate panel. In his testimony, Tabak 
highlighted the collaborative efforts ongoing to identify and investigate cases of foreign influences in NIH-funded research. Of note 
is that Finance Committee member Sen. John Cornyn (R-TX) noted in his remarks that he plans to introduce legislation next week 
that would strengthen interagency coordination to protect federally-funded research from foreign interference. 

House Science, Space and Technology Committee to hold a hearing on sexual harassment in science next week 
On Wednesday, June 12, the House Science, Space and Technology Committee will hold a hearing, "Combatting Sexual Harassment 
in Science." The Committee has introduced bipartisan legislation, H.R. 36, to address this issue and is likely to mark up the bill 
following next week's hearing. Earlier this spring, ASM issued a 'etter of support to Chairwoman Eddie Bernice Johnson (D-TX) and 
Ranking Member Frank Lucas (R-OK) for H.R. 36 and we will monitor next week's hearing. 

On another note, Chairwoman Johnson and Ranking Member have Lucas have introduced H.R. 2528, the STEM Opportunities Act, 
which seeks to boost diversity in STEM careers. Like with H.R. 36, the Committee is seeking ASM's input on and support for this bill. 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 

Y 

Have you "oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2019? 

Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 
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Join ASM: http://www.asm.oraioin 
Re. with ASM: http://www.asm.org/renew 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 
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2019 Microbiome Stakeholder Meeting 
Washington, D.C. 
9:00 — 3:00 pm 
Draft Agenda 

I. Welcome 

II. Interagency Strategic Plan for Microbiome 
Research 
Overview and Discussion 

III. State of Microbiome Science 
a. The National Microbiome Data 

Collaborative 
• Q & A 

b. Mcrobiome and the Built Environment 
• Q & A 

c. !Vining Mcrobiome Metabolism for 
Biotechnology 
• Q & A 

d. Harnessing Mcrobiomes for 
Enhanced Agricultural Productivity 
• Q & A 

e. Mcrobiome and Infectious Disease 
• Q & A 

f. Mcrobiome and its 
Health 
• Q & A 

Impact on Human 

Stefano Bertuzzi, PhD, MPH 
Chief Executive Officer 
American Society for Mcrobiology 

Mary Maxon, PhD 
Associate Laboratory Director for Biosciences 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

Nigel Mouncey, PhD 
Director, DOE Joint Genome Institute 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

Erica Hartmann, PhD 
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental 

Engineering 
Northwestern University 

Tim Donohue, PhD 
Professor of Bacteriology 
University of Wisconsin 
Director, Great Lakes Bioenergy Research Center 

Gwyn Beattie, PhD 
Professor of Plant Pathology & Microbiology 
Iowa State University 

Alan Landay, PhD 
Professor of Medicine 
Professor of lVicrobial Pathogens and Immunity 
Assistant Provost for Team Science 
Rush University Medical Center 

Sean Gibbons, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Institute for Systems Biology 

IV. Facilitated Discussion: Identifying Policy Needs and Opportunities; Defining Next Steps 

At the conclusion of the meeting, stakeholder participants will have a clear understanding of next steps 
and the opportunities for their involvement. 
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To: 'Angela M Belcherlbelcher@mitedu]; 'camille.delebecque@gmail.comIcamille.delebecque@gmail.com]; 
list@kofo.mpg.deTlist@kofo.mpg.del; 'Christina Smolkelcsmolke@stanford.edu]; 'Milne, ChristopherIchristopher.milne@tufts.edu]; 
'Kubiak, Cliffordickubiak@ucsd.edu]; 'Daniel BauschlDaniel.Bausch@phe.gov.uk]; 'Nocera, Danielldnocera@fas.harvard.edu]; 
'Daniel ZajfmanIclaniel.zajfman@weizmann.acil]; 'solitd@MSKCC.ORGIsolitd@MSKCC.ORG]; 'Dean Radirqdradin@noetic.org]; 
'Deborah O'NeiliDeborah@novabiotics.co.uk]; 'Don Clevelandidcleveland@ucsd.edu]; 'Eileen FARNONleileen.farnon@pasteur.fr]; 
'schueth@kofo.mpg.delschueth@kofo.mpg.de]; 'harald.seifert@uni-koeln.delharald.seifert@uni-koeln.de]; Isha@new-
harvest.orglisha@new-harvest.org]; 'Jake Yestonyeston@aaas.org]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'Boeke, 
Jef[Jef.Boeke@nyumc.org]; 'Jean-Marie Lehnllehn@unistra.fr]; 'Nicholson, Jeremy Klj.nicholson@imperial.ac.uk]; 
1f2192@cumc.columbia.eduljf2192@cumc.columbia.edu]; 'Joao Monteiroljoao.monteiro@us.nature.com]; 
Igyapong@uhas.edu.ghljgyapong@uhas.edu.gh]; 'mary.voytek-1@nasa.gov'[mary.voytek-1@nasa.gov]; 
'spangles@us.ibm.comIspangles@us.ibm.com]; 'hotez@bcm.edulhotez@bcm.edu]; 
'Subhanu.Saxena@gatesfoundation.ory[Subhanu.Saxena@gatesfoundation.org]; 
'm.j.rosseinsky@liverpool.ac.uklm.j.rosseinsky@liverpool.ac.uk]; 'ubw1@cornell.edu'[ubw1@cornell.edu]; 
'akaike@nistep.go.jplakaike@nistep.go.jp]; 'nadia.tornieporth@cepi.netThadia.tornieporth@cepi.net]; 
'nancy.j.cox@vanderbilt.eduThancy.j.cox@vanderbilt.edu]; 'aebersold@imsb.biol.ethz.chlaebersold@imsb.biol.ethz.ch]; 
'shaohorn@mit.edulshaohorn@mit.edu]; 
'tk@ginkgobioworks.compk@ginkgobioworks.com]; 'rnichael.jacobs@ucl.ac.uklmichael.jacobs@ucl.ac.uk]; 
'p_yang@berkeley.edulp_yang@berkeley.edu]; 'ssankar@palantir.comIssankar@palantir.com]; 
'bren@chem.rochester.eduThren@chem.rochester.edu]; 'mjonikas@princeton.edulmjonikas@princeton.edu]; 
'stewart.cole@epfl.chlstewart.cole@epfl.ch]; 'R.A.M. Fouchier[r.fouchier@erasmusmc.n1]; 'Ken DrazanIken@grailbio.com]; 'Sijtsma, 
Lolkellolke.sijtsma@wur.n1]; 'elwinnacker@genzentrum.Imu.delelwinnacker@genzentrum.Imu.de]; 'Toby 
Bloompbloom@nygenome.org]; 'nmd@us.ibm.comInmd@us.ibm.com]; 
'carolyn.aldige@preventcancer.ory[carolyn.aldige@preventcancer.org]; 
'm.j.rosseinsky@liverpool.ac.ukTm.j.rosseinsky@liverpool.ac.uk]; 'Klenk Hans-Dieteriklenk@staff.uni-marburg.de]; 'Ahmed, 
Rafilrahmed@emory.edu]; 'Clayton, Marilynlmclayto@emory.edu]; 'Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [Elafauci@niaid.nih.gov]; 'Bloom, 
Davidldbloom@hsph.harvard.edu]; 'Connolly, Mairelmaire.connolly@nuigalwayie]; Bren, Kara[Kara.Bren@Rochester.edu]; 
'zeiler@creative-therapeutics.delzeiler@creative-therapeutics.de]; 'zeiler@creative-therapeutics.delzeiler@creative-
therapeutics.com]; 'kdrazan@gmail.comThdrazan@gmail.com]; 'Peter Piof[Peter.Piot@Ishtm.ac.uk]; 'Manfred 
WecklManfred.Weck@t-online.de]; 'Maclean, Rosslross.maclean@PrecisionHealthEconomics.com]; 'George P 
SmithIsmithg@cua.edu]; 'spath@acatech.delspath@acatech.de]; 'Hartmann, HenrikeThartmann@VolkswagenStiftung.de]; 
'Christopher Milnelsirenlim@gmail.com]; 'ken@arsenalbio.comIken@arsenalbio.com] 
From: Seline Wagner[seline.wagner@merckgroup.com] 
Sent: Thur 5/16/2019 6:58:44 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Merck Future Insight Prize Jury Meeting - STARTS NOW 

  lumbers -Skype Comarence Calls.pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear all, 

The Merck Future Insight Prize Jury Meeting starts now. Please dial in by using the link below or calling your local number — 
conference ID 94323262 

4 An Skype-Besprechung teilnehmen 
Falls Sie Schwierigkeiten bei der Teilnahme haben, bitte Skype Web App ausprobieren 

Per Telefon teilnehmen 
+498923129050 - toll„94323262# (Germany) 
08006270965 - toll free„94323262# (Germany) 

Lokaie Kumummer suchen 

Konferenzkennung: 94323262 
PIN fur Einwahl verpesbwir  IHilfe 

Deutsch (Deutschland) 
Deutsch (Deutschland) 

Best regards 

Seline Wagner 
Assistant to Dr. Ulrich Betz 
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Biopharma 

IIV IterWrI4 

Merck Healthcare KGaA I Frankfurter Str. 250 I Postcode F127/003 I D-64293 Darmstadt I Germany 
Phone: +49 6151 72 50125 I Mobile: +49151 1454 3095 
E-mail: seline.wagner@merckgroup.com I www.merckgroup.com 

Mandatory information can be found at: http://www.merckgroup.com/mandetories 
Pflichtangaben finden Sie unter: http://www.merckgroup.com/mandatories 

This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not 
copy this message or attachment or disclose the contents to any other person. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately 
and delete the message and any attachment from your system. Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany and any of its subsidiaries do not accept liability for any 
omissions or errors in this message which may arise as a result of E-Mail-transmission or for damages resulting from any unauthorized changes of the content of 
this message and any attachment thereto. Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany and any of its subsidiaries do not guarantee that this message is free of viruses and 
does not accept liability for any damages caused by any virus transmitted therewith. 

Click http://www.merckgroup.com/disclaimer to access the German, French, Spanish and Portuguese versions of this disclaimer. 
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Local numbers for Skype Conference Calls 

Argentina 

Australia 

Austria 

Bahrain 

Belgium 

Brazil 

Bulgaria 

Canada 

Chile 

China 

Colombia 

Czech Republic 

Denmark 

08004444664 - toll free 

+541152564199 - toll 

+61282784060 - toll 
01800726054 - toll free 

+4313602774920 - toll 
0800041050 - toll free 

+97316198591 - toll 
080006132 - toll free 

+3226200109 - toll 
080058062 - toll free 

+551138788162 - toll 
08007248137 - toll free 

+35929358216 - toll 
080014446 - toll free 

+14162165613 - toll 
18442994556 - toll free 

+5626188316 - toll 

012300203548 - toll free 

+864008181191 - toll 

108003300063 - Toll free Landline 
Only — Shanghai area 

108007330066 - Toll free Landline 
Only — Beijing area 

018005184337 - toll free 

+5715087014 - toll 

+420225439774 - toll 
0800720069 - toll free 

+4535158044 - toll 
080400131 - toll free 

Espanol (Espana, alfabetizaciOn internacional), 
English (United Stater.) 
Espanol (Espana, alfabetizaciOn internacional), 
English (United States) 

English (Australia) 
English (Australia) 

Deutsch (Deutschland), English (United States) 
Deutsch (Deutschland), English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

Portugues (Brasil), English (United States) 
Portugues (Brasil), English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States), franoais (Canada) 
English (United States), .franoais (Canada) 

Espanol (Espana, alfabetizacian internacional), 
EiinOsh (United States) 
Espanol (Espana, alfabetizacion internacional), 
English (United States) 

11:1 0:1:11PARANX), 4:EZ:t1#1), 
!English (United States) 

1:135C0:131PARi0111=1), 
English (United States), rP;A:(14•311) 

cri5COPIPARi0111=1), 
English (United States), *5( -6014') 

Espanol (Espana, alfabetizacian internacional), 
EnOish (United States) 
Espanol (Espana, alfabetizacian internacional), 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

dansk (Danmark), English (United States) 
dansk (Danmark), English (United States) 

1 of 4 
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emu 

Egypt 

Estonia 

Finland 

France 

Germany 

Greece 

Hong Kong 

Hungary 

India 

Indonesia 

Ireland 

Israel 

Italy 

Japan 

Latvia 

Lithuania 

Malaysia 

Mexico 

Netherlands 

08000009116 - toll free 

+3726868874 - toll 
08002084 - toll free 

+358981710023 - toll 
0800520001 - toll free 

+33185148097 - toll 
0805980323 - toll free 

+498923129050 - toll 
08006270965 - toll free 

+302111809459 - toll 
0080033154468 - toll free 

+85230579038 - toll 
030704924 - toll free 

+3614292220 - toll 
080200032 - toll free 

+912261014574 - toll 
18002003359 - toll free 

+622129704963 - toll 
0078033314472 - toll free 

+35315339825 - toll 
+35315339828 - toll 
01800832676 - toll free 
01800832677 - toll free 

01809343068 - toll free 
+97223760126 - toll 

+390238591185 - toll 
0800597498 - toll free 

+81344559798 - toll 
0120135018 - toll free 

+37166163824 - toll 
80205419 - toll free 

+37052051192 - toll 
080000169 - toll free 

+60320531864 - toll 
01800817810 - toll free 

+525550913065 - toll 
018002720336 - toll free 

+31782018002 - toll 
08002400524 - toll free 

English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

suomi (Suomi), English (United States) 
suomi (Suomi), English (United States) 

franaais (France), English (United States) 
francais (France), English (United States) 

Deutsch (Deutschland), English (United States) 
Deutsch (Deutschland), English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 
English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

italiano (Italia), English (United States) 
italiano (Italia), English (United States 

El*g, (E1*), English (United States) 
(19*), English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

Espanol (Mexico), English (United States) 
Espanol (Mexico), English (United States) 

Nederlands (Nederland), English (United States) 
Nederlands (Nederland), English (United States) 
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emu 

Norway 

Peru 

Philippines 

Poland 

Portugal 

Romania 

Russia 

Saudi Arabia 

Singapore 

Slovakia 

Slovenia 

South Africa 

South Korea 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

Taiwan 

Thailand 

+4723500123 - toll 
080062059 - toll free 

+5117070542 - toll 

080077756 - toll free 

+6322469077 - toll 
0180011101994 - toll free 

+48225123924 - toll 

08001215376 - toll free 

+351210608052 - toll 
0800600032 - toll free 

+40311305004 - toll 
0800672362 - toll free 

+74959167130 - toll 
08005009631 - toll free 

08008110456 - toll free 

+6563131554 - toll 
8001206697 - toll free 

+421250112122 - toll 
0800500024 - toll free 

+38618888911 - toll 
080080182 - toll free 

+27118446048 - toll 
0800067337 - toll free 

+82260221252 - toll 

007983314473 - toll free 

+34913754177 - toll 

0800000160 - toll free 

+46851993099 - toll 
0201203260 - toll free 

+41225675207 - toll 
0800566112 - toll free 

+886287231080 - toll 
0800231800 - toll free 

018008528090 - toll free 

norsk, bokmal (Norge), English United States) 
norsk, bokmal (Norge), English (United States) 

Espanol (Espana, alfabetizaciOn internacional), 
English (United States) 
Espanol (Espana, alfabetizacian internacional), 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 

English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

pycckvin (Poccvm), English (United States) 
pycckvin (Poccvm), English (United States) 

English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

English (United States) 
English (United States) 

td-q -0-1(EHtd-ri'iq-), English (United States) 

(Ejj ), English (United States) 

Espanol (Espana, alfabetizaciOn internacional), 
English (United States) 
Espanol (Espana, alfabetizacian internacional), 
English (United States) 

svenska (Sverige), English (United States) 
svenska (Sverige), English (United States) 

English (United States), Deutsch (Deutschland) 
English (United States), Deutsch (Deutschland) 

1=1:1 (-11=1111), English (United States) 
rti (-11=17ii), English (United States) 

English (United States) 
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emu 

Turkey +902123755743 - toll English (United States) 

008003390214445 - toll free English (United States) 
United Arab Emirates 80003304532 - toll free English (United States) 

United Kingdom +442076602295 - toll English (United States) 
08000260230 - toll free English (United States) 

Uruguay +59829002173 - toll English (United States) 
0004135984806 - toll free English (United States) 

USA +13106165564 - toll English (United States) 
8778177213 - toll free English (United States) 

Venezuela +582123358958 - toll English (United States) 

Vietnam +84444583183 - toll English (United States) 
12032282 - toll free English (United States) 
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To: Atlas, Ronald M.Ronald.atlas@louisville.edu]; bartonh@uakron.edu[bartonh@uakron.edu]; Charles W. Rice 
(cwrice@ksu.edu)[cwrice@ksu.edu]; davidrfranz@gmail.com[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; 
dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu[dwayne.boucaud@quinnipiac.edu]; Goldman, William Evan[william_goldman@med.unc.edu]; 
LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; 'Miller, MelissalMelissa.Miller@unchealth.unc.edu]; Bertuzzi, 
Stefano[sbertuzzi@asmusa.org]; Schultz-Cherry, Stacey[Stacey.Schultz-Cherry@STJUDE.ORG]; Susan Brockmeier 
(susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov)[susan.brockmeier@ars.usda.gov] 
Cc: Watts, Mary Lee[mwatts@asmusa.org]; Walker, Kimberly[kwalker@asmusa.org]; Gabel, Lauren[LGabel@asmusa.org]; 
Watson, Jennifer[JWatson@asmusa.org] 
From: Segal, Allen[asegal@asmusa.org] 
Sent: Fri 4/26/2019 10:37:18 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: ASM Public Policy Update 

ikResuuriseSaveTheDate (May 17 2019).pdf 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

ASM Public Policy Update 
April 26, 2019 

Congress returns from a two-week recess on Monday, and the fiscal year (FY) 2020 appropriations process will officially get 
underway in the House. Tuesday, the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services (HHS), Education 
and Related Agencies will mark up its bill, which funds the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH). We will share what we learn next week, and we expect to see more bill details when the full Committee 
considers it on May 8. Other marks up are expected to follow over the coming weeks. It is not clear yet when the first spending bills 
will be considered in the Senate. 

Once we see what the bill details, ASM will be issuing a statement and we will be continuing to look for opportunities to engage the 
broader membership in our efforts. It is important to keep in mind that no matter what comes out of the bill we see next week and 
in the weeks to follow, Congress and the White House must enact a budget agreement that lifts the caps on nondefense and 
defense spending in order for any of these proposals to become reality. Without an agreement, strict budget caps will remain in 
place in FY 2020 that will require spending levels that are billions below those currently in place. 

On May 17, ASM is joining with AdvaMedDx, the Infectious Diseases Society of America and the Association of Public Health 
Laboratories to host a congressional briefing on the use of cutting edge diagnostics in infectious disease outbreaks. Headlining the 
briefing will be Dr. Greg Armstrong, Director of the Advanced Molecular Diagnostics program at the CDC. Also joining the panel will 
be ASM member Kim Hansen from the University of Utah. 

Allen D. Segal I Director, Public Policy and Advocacy 
American Society for Microbiology 
1752 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20036 
202.942.9294 direct I 202.737.3600 main 

Have you "oined or renewed as an ASM Member for 2019? 

Your membership in the Society supports the science of microbiology, and provides you access to and discounts for the resources 
that will help you to advance your career, grow your professional network, and further your education. 

Join ASM: http://www.asm.ore/loin 
Re ew with ASM: http://www.asm.org/renew 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and is intended only for the proper recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not 
the proper recipient, please notify the sender at the e-mail address above and delete this e-mail from your computer. 
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AckaMeciDx 
bqmi li-ansfwnng Cafs 

AMERICAN 
SOCIETY FOR 
MICROBIOLOGY 

* *Save the Date* * 
AdvaMedDx, the American Society for Microbiology, the Association of 

Public Health Laboratories, and the Infectious Diseases Society of 
America 

Invite you to a congressional briefing on how health care stakeholders and 
political decisionmakers can collaboratively advance the essential role of 
diagnostics in pandemic preparedness in the United States and around 

the world. 

"The Essential Role of Diagnostics in Outbreak Detection and 
Response" 

Friday, May 17, 2019 

12:00pm - 1:00pm 

2044 Rayburn House Office Building 

Washington, DC 

Panelist list to follow 

Lunch will be provided 

Please RSVP by Tuesday, May 14 to 
cpaul@advamed.org 

:Vo,nrie 
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AdvaMedDx 
bqmi li-ansfwnng Cafs 

About AdvaMedDx 

AMERICAN 
SOCIETY FOR 
MICROBIOLOGY 

AdvaMedDx member companies produce innovative, safe and effective in vitro diagnostic tests 
that facilitate evidence-based medicine, improve quality of patient care, promote wellness, enable 
early detection of disease and can reduce overall health care costs. Functioning as an association 
within AdvaMed, AdvaMedDx is dedicated to the issues facing in vitro diagnostic companies in the 
United States and abroad. 

About the American Society for Microbiology (ASM) 

The American Society for Microbiology (ASM) is the largest single life science society, composed 
of more than 32,000 scientists and health professionals. ASM's mission is to promote and advance 
the microbial sciences through conferences, publications, certifications and educational 
opportunities. It enhances laboratory capacity around the globe through training and resources and 
provides a network for scientists in academia, industry and clinical settings. 

About the Association of Public Health Laboratories (APHL) 

The Association of Public Health Laboratories (API-IL) works to strengthen laboratory systems 
serving the public's health in the United States and globally. APHL represents state and local 
governmental health laboratories in the United States. Its members, known as "public health 
laboratories," monitor, detect and respond to health threats. 

About the Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) 

The Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) is a community of over 11,000 physicians, 
scientists and public health experts who specialize in infectious diseases. Its purpose is to improve 
the health of individuals, communities, and society by promoting excellence in patient care, 
education, research, public health, and prevention relating to infectious diseases. 

:Vo,nrie 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 1/17/2020 4:18:13 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: 'You're a bunch of dopes and babies': Inside Trump's stunning tirade against generals from The Washington Post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks. Good for Tillerson! Dave 

On Jan 17, 2020, at 2:25 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/youre-a-bunch-of-dopes-and-babies-inside-trumps-stunning-ti rade-
against-generals/2020/01/16/d6dbb8a6-387e-llea-bb7b-265f4554af6d story. html 

Unbelievably insulting to all of us who have sacrificed in service of our country. 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Gerald W Parker[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 1/27/2020 12:15:29 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Sorry. Just found other email. 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Gerald W Parker[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Mon 1/27/2020 12:13:30 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Call today 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim or Gerry. Traveling and the request for call wasn't quite clear for me. Is that at 1700 tonight? 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Ksiazek, Thomas 
G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU]; Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker©cvm.tamu.edu] 
From: Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu] 
Sent: Thur 2/13/2020 9:32:23 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: "Despite Coronavirus Alarm Bells, Global Health Security Remains Underfunded" 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Thanks for forwarding. Those are big cuts. I need to reach out to John. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 9:03 AM 
To: James W. LeDuc; Tom Ksiazek; Parker Jr, Gerald W 
Subject: Fwd: "Despite Coronavirus Alarm Bells, Global Health Security Remains Underfunded" 

Don't know if you've seen these numbers (in red) re. BTRP. John also wrote this OpEd. Dave 

https://unfoundation.org/blog/post/despite-coronavirus-alarm-bells-global-health-security-remains-underfunded/ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "John E. Lange" qange(iPunfoundation.org>
Subject: Re: "Despite Coronavirus Alarm Bells, Global Health Security Remains Underfunded" 
Date: February 12, 2020 at 4:15:27 PM EST 
To: David Franz <davidrfranz gmail.com> 

Dave 

Thanks. Good to know we're getting closer and closer to the 
finish line. 

Yesterday I saw the item below in an analysis of the President's 
Budget Request done by a fellow at PATH. Maybe you've heard 
something more about how BTRP fared. 

John 

Ambassador John E. Lange (Ret.) 
Senior Fellow, Global Health Diplomacy 

DOD Cooperative Threat Reduction 
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What's included: $238 million for the entire program, of which a 
portion goes to Biological Threat Reduction. 

What it means: It's a significant cut to that account. FY20 PBR 
was $338 million, FY20 enacted was $373 million, and now FY21 
request is $238 million. We think this is due to the overall request 
being lower. It's definitely something to watch, and something 
we'll want to weigh in on during the NDAA and Defense 
Appropriations windows. 

Where to find it: Breakdown: htfns://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2020/02/mil_fy21.pdf 

Ambassador John E. Lange (Ret.) 
Senior Fellow, Global Health Diplomacy 
United Nations Foundation 
1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20006 
Tel. +1-202-739-2781 (Direct) I Fax +1-202-887-9021 
jlange@unfoundation.org 
www.unfoundation.org 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 9/5/2019 11:20:21 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: TAM 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thanks. Someone just asked me about it and I couldn't remember. Wouldn't expect them to, with you there. I think I heard 
they are building or have a 3. . .. 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 

On Sep 5, 2019, at 12:13 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

I have not heard anything about them building a bs14 lab and I don't think they have one now. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 5, 2019, at 5:33 PM, David Franz <daviddranz gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tom/Jim, Is Tex A&M planning a BSL-4 or do they already have? dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
(240) 674-0797 
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To: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10)[arwenthia.fordbarnes@hhs.gov]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker©cvm.tamu.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu] 
Sent: Mon 1/27/2020 1:31:55 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Arwenthia - acknowledge receipt. 1700 on Monday, 27 Jan. Thanks 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (OS/ASPR/10) <arwenthia.fordbarnes@hhs.gov> 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 10:52 AM 

To: LeDuc, James W. 

Cc: 'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; 'David Franz' 

Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

So sorry Sir — I was on the wrong date..DISREGARD 

Arwenthia Ford-Barnes 
Executive Assistant to the ASPR I Dr. Robert Kadlec 

Office: (202) 205-8905 Mobile: (202) 868-0044 Email. Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov 

I only surround my self with love 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 11:30 AM 
To: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov> 
Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

Is this call for today (271 n) or just documenting the call we had last week (23 Jan)? 

Thanks, Jim 

 Original Appointment 
From: Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.goy <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov> On Behalf Of Kadlec, Robert (0S/ASPR/10) 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 10:26 AM 
To: 'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; 'David Franz'; Ford-Barnes, 
Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 
Subject: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 
When: Thursday, January 23, 2020 5:30 PM-6:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Conference call number 866-713-2976 - Participant code 1587894 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Arwenthia - Bob wants to do call at 1700 EST 
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Conference call number 866-713-2976 
Participant code 1587894 

Participants 
Jim LeDuc 
Dave Franz 
Gerry Parker 

ASPR Support to Dr. Kadlec: 
Bryan Shuy 
Sally Phillips 
Kristin DeBord 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: 'Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker©cvm.tamu.edu]; 'David FranzIdavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10)[Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Mon 1/27/2020 10:51:47 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

So sorry Sir — I was on the wrong date..DISREGARD 

Arwenthia Ford-Barnes 
Executive Assistant to the ASPR I Dr. Robert Kadlec 

Office: (202) 205-8905 Mobile. (202) 868-0044 Email. Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov 

I only surround my self with love 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 11:30 AM 
To: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov> 
Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

Is this call for today (27 Jan) or just documenting the call we had last week (23 Jan)? 

Thanks, Jim 

 Original Appointment 
From: Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.eoy> On Behalf Of Kadlec, Robert (0S/ASPR/10) 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 10:26 AM 
To: 'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; 'David Franz'; Ford-Barnes, 
Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 
Subject: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 
When: Thursday, January 23, 2020 5:30 PM-6:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Conference call number 866-713-2976 - Participant code 1587894 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Arwenthia - Bob wants to do call at 1700 EST 

Conference call number 866-713-2976 

Participant code 1587894 

Participants 
Jim LeDuc 

Dave Franz 

Gerry Parker 

ASPR Support to Dr. Kadlec: 

Bryan Shuy 
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Sally Phillips 
Kristin DeBord 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Parker Jr, Gerald 
W[gparker©cvm.tamu.edu] 
From: Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker©cvm.tamu.edu] 
Sent: Mon 1/27/2020 1:30:53 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Sorry. Just found other email. 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

1700 EST 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 12:23 PM 
To: James LeDuc; Gerald W Parker 
Subject: Sorry. Just found other email. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Parker Jr, Gerald W[gparker@cvm.tamu.edu]; LeDuc, James W.[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Cc: 'David FranzIdavidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10)[Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov] 
Sent: Mon 1/27/2020 1:34:59 PM (OTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

No Sir — this call happened last week...I was looking at last weeks calendar — so sorry 

Arwenthia Ford-Barnes 
Executive Assistant to the ASPR I Dr. Robert Kadlec 

Office: (202) 205-8905 Mobile. (202) 868-0044 Email. Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov 

I only surround my self with love 

From: Parker Jr, Gerald W <gparker@cvm.tamu.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 2:32 PM 
To: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (OS/ASPR/10) <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov>; LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> 
Cc: Parker Jr, Gerald W <gparker@cvm.tamu.edu>; 'David Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

Arwenthia - acknowledge receipt. 1700 on Monday, 27 Jan. Thanks 

Get Outlook for 10S 

From: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (OS/ASPR/10) <arwenthia.fordbarnes@hhs.goy>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 10:52 AM 
To: LeDuc, James W. 
Cc: 'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; 'David Franz' 
Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

So sorry Sir — I was on the wrong date..DISREGARD 

Arwenthia Ford-Barnes 
Executive Assistant to the ASPR I Dr. Robert Kadlec 

Office: (202) 205-8905 Mobile: (202) 868-0044 Email. Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov 

MIMI) 

I only surround my self with love 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 11:30 AM 
To: Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 
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Is this call for today (27 Jan) or just documenting the call we had last week (23 Jan)? 

Thanks, Jim 

 Original Appointment 
From: Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov <Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov> On Behalf Of Kadlec, Robert (0S/ASPR/10) 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 10:26 AM 
To: 'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; 'David Franz'; Ford-Barnes, 
Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 
Subject: Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 
When: Thursday, January 23, 2020 5:30 PM-6:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Conference call number 866-713-2976 - Participant code 1587894 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Arwenthia - Bob wants to do call at 1700 EST 
Conference call number 866-713-2976 
Participant code 1587894 

Participants 
Jim LeDuc 
Dave Franz 
Gerry Parker 

ASPR Support to Dr. Kadlec: 
Bryan Shuy 
Sally Phillips 
Kristin DeBord 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov[Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov] 

Parker Jr, Gerald W; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; 
David Franz; Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 

Conference call number 866-713-2976 - Participant code 1587894 

Normal 

Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

Thur 1/23/2020 4:00:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 

Thur 1/23/2020 4:30:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 

Parker Jr, Gerald W; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; 
David Franz; Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 

WARNING: This email 
and know the content 

originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
is safe. 

Arwenthia - Bob wants to do call at 1700 EST 

Conference call number 866-713-2976 
Participant code 1587894 

Participants 

• Jim LeDuc 
• Dave Franz 
• Gerry Parker 
• 

ASPR Support to Dr. Kadiec: 

• Bryan Shuy 
• Sally Phillips 

• Kristin DeBord 
• 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov[Arwenthia.FordBarnes@hhs.gov] 

'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; 
'David Franz'; Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 

Conference call number 866-713-2976 - Participant code 1587894 

Normal 

Call with Jim LeDuc and Dave Franz 

Thur 1/23/2020 4:30:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 

Thur 1/23/2020 5:00:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 

'Parker Jr, Gerald W'; Shuy, Bryan (0S/ASPR/10); DeBord, Kristin (OS/ASPR/SPPR); LeDuc, James W.; 
'David Franz'; Ford-Barnes, Arwenthia (0S/ASPR/10) 

WARNING: This email 
and know the content 

originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
is safe. 

Arwenthia - Bob wants to do call at 1700 EST 

Conference call number 866-713-2976 
Participant code 1587894 

Participants 

• Jim LeDuc 
• Dave Franz 
• Gerry Parker 
• 

ASPR Support to Dr. Kadiec: 

• Bryan Shuy 
• Sally Phillips 

• Kristin DeBord 
• 
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From: 

Attendees: 

Location: 

Importance: 

Subject: 

Start Time: 

End Time: 

Required Attendees: 

Caneva, Duane[duane.caneva@hq.dhs.gov] 

Robert.Kadlec©hhs.gov; Lawler, James V; Carter Mecher; David Marcozzi; Hepburn, Matthew J CIV 
USARMY (USA); Lisa Koonin; Richard Hatchett; Wargo Michael; Walters, William; HARVEY, MELISSA; 
WOLFE, HERBERT; Eastman, Alexander; Callahan, Michael V.,M.D.; LeDuc, James W.; 
rbaric©email.unc.edu 

855-852-7677, 9603574# 

Normal 

Wolverines 2019-nCoV Call 

Wed 1/29/2020 6:30:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 

Wed 1/29/2020 7:30:00 PM (UTC-06:00) 

Robert.Kadlec©hhs.gov; Lawler, James V; Carter Mecher; David Marcozzi; Hepburn, Matthew J CIV 
USARMY (USA); Lisa Koonin; Richard Hatchett; Wargo Michael; Walters, William; HARVEY, MELISSA; 
WOLFE, HERBERT; Eastman, Alexander; Callahan, Michael V.,M.D.; LeDuc, James W.; 
rbaric©email.unc.edu 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Informal call to discuss current, unfiltered thoughts and concerns on 2019-nCoV Outbreak. 
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To: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDUpwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Fri 5/1/2020 9:03:09 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Letter 

I haven't actually seen the letter but the entire UT system is in major damage control. As far as I know 
we have done nothing wrong but there are those who want to make a story of our good work. oh and by 
the way I am under a targeted cyber hack. I'm told it's sophisticated state sponsored. The fun never 
ends. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On May 1, 2020, at 6:00 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz©gmail.com> wrote: 

> WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

> Jim , I didn't see the letter from the department of education until just after our phone call this 
afternoon. So sorry about that. It looks like a lot of work and politics. I hope it doesn't make your life any 
more difficult, but that's probably only a wish. dave 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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Cc: Ksiazek, Thomas G.[tgksiaze©UTMB.EDU] 
To: David Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDU[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Tue 5/26/2020 6:44:57 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Heard anything about this? 

First I've heard about this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 26, 2020, at 6:37 PM, David Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Top-grade biosafety lab building spree planned in southern China 

Phoebe Zhang 

South China Morning Post 

25 May 2020 

The southern Chinese province of Guangdong plans to build dozens of high-grade biosafety laboratories to handle 
some of the most infectious diseases in the next five years. 

Wang Ruijun, director general of Guangdong's Department of Science and Technology, said there was a shortage of 
such facilities in the province, and the plan was to build up to 30 biosafety level-3 (BSL-3) labs and at least one BSL-4 
centre within five years, news site ThePaper.cn reported on Monday. 

https://sg.news.yahoo.comitop-grade-biosafety-lab-building-104534007.html 

dave 

Sent from my iPhone 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©UTMB.EDU[jwleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
Sent: Sun 6/7/2020 11:18:12 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Corrected CISAC summary 

Impressive list of accomplishments and engagement. I didn't see the earlier draft but this looks good. Would make a good 
outline for a paper. We need to be thinking of the overall accomplishments and impact that have resulted from the 
investments. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 7, 2020, at 10:37 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

All, I found an error in this one-page summary between ca. 2012 and 2015. I think this is now correct. . .or at 
least closer. 

For what it's worth, dave 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 

<CISAC Bio Engagements since 2007 corrected.docx> 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edupwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Thur 12/24/2020 12:45:39 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Mifang email 

Hi Dave 
Merry Christmas to you and Pat and thank you for the nice card with all the family. Beautiful indeed. 

I think the best email for Mifang is: mifangl@hotmail.com. She also has a lab email at the institute. 

With best wishes for a joyful holiday season. 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 24, 2020, at 12:07 PM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jim and Merry Christmas. Did you ever find an email that works for Mifang? Best, dave 
<FRANZ HOLIDAYS 2020, jpg.png> 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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Cc: Benjamin Rusek (BRusek@nas.edu)[BRusek@nas.edu] 
To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: David Franz[davidrfranz©gmail.com] 
Sent: Thur 6/11/2020 11:25:34 AM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: Eli Lilly Covid-19 treatment could be authorized for use as soon as September, chief scientist says 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Both of these articles are encouraging, and seem to parallel what we heard from Zhiming. These cocktails may be quite 
useful, although I'm sure pretty expensive. Thanks for the articles, Dave 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun I I, 2020, at 9:52 AM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@utmb.edu> wrote: 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/10/eli-lil ly-covid-19-treatment-cou 
chief-scientist-says. html? html? source=sharebar I email&par=sharebar 
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To: Tucker, Jessica (NIH/OD) [E][jessica.tucker©nih.gov] 
Cc: Ramkissoon, Kevin (NIH/OD) [Clikevinsamkissoon@nih.gov]; Harris, Kathryn (NIH/OD) [C][harriskath©mail.nih.gov]; 
Beckham, Shayla (NIH/OD) [Elishayla.beckham©nih.gov]; Ken Bernard (bernardkw@icloud.com)[bernardkw@icloud.com]; Mark R. 
Denison (mark.denison@vanderbilt.edu)[rnark.denison©vanderbilt.edu]; Dave Franz 
(davidrfranz@gmail.corn)[davidrfranz@gmail.com]; Edward You (Edward.You©ic.fbi.gov)[Edward.You@ic.fbi.gov] 
From: LeDuc, James W.V0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=937DFO8E29C4439E88A04BABFFB162AD-JWLEDUC] 
Sent: Sat 1/2/2021 3:43:56 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: NSABB colleagues 

Dear Jessica and NSABB colleagues, 

First, let me wish you all good health, happiness and a COVID-free New Year. We're all ready, I'm sure. 

I wanted to comment on a recent story running in the news. I suspect that many of you were shocked and saddened when hearing 
the story of the pharmacist that is accused of deliberately leaving 500 doses of COVID vaccine out such that they were no longer 
able to be administered to patients. Obviously, there must be more to the story and the person is clearly innocent until proven 
guilty, but if this was in fact an intentional action, it may represent an interesting case study of "insider threat," very much 
analogous to the risk we attempt to mitigate in laboratories working on dangerous pathogens. Guns, guards and gates will not 
easily prevent such actions and I'm hopeful that the investigations underway are sufficiently complete to explore the motivations 
of the individual and perhaps give us ideas as to how to prevent future similar actions. 

Thanks, Jim 

James W. Le Duc 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
(p) 409-266-6500 
(p) 409-266-6516 direct 
(m) 409-789-2012 
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To: vromanowski51@gmail.com[vromanowski51@gmail.com]; lewins@unimelb.edu.au[lewins@unimelb.edu.au]; 
Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au[Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au]; Damian Purcell[dfjp@unimelb.edu.au]; 
arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be[arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be]; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be[luc.willems@ulg.ac.be]; 
johan.neyts@kuleuven.be[johan.neyts@kuleuven.be]; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr[marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr]; 
antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr[antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr]; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org[benoit.miribel@fondation-
merieux.org]; dongxp238@sina.com[dongxp238@sina.com]; Yiming Shao[yshao@bjmu.edu.cn]; protzer@tum.de[protzer@tum.de]; 
wielerlh@rki.de[wielerlh@rki.de]; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de[becker@staff.uni-marburg.de]; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de[albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de]; md@aims.amrita.edu[md@aims.amrita.edu]; 
esreekumar@rgcb.res.in[esreekumar@rgcb.res.in]; william.hall@ucd.ie[william.hall@ucd.ie]; 
lananh_2003@yahoo.com[lananh_2003@yahoo.com]; gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il[gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il]; 
giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it[giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it]; hasegawa@nih.go.jp[hasegawa@nih.go.jp]; 
m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nl[m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1]; mazus@yandex.ru[mazus@yandex.ru]; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za[januszp@nicd.ac.za]; jerome.kim@ivi.int[jerome.kim@ivi.int]; 
joaquim.segales@irta.cat[joaquim.segales@irta.cat]; Majo, Natalia[natalia.majo@irta.cat]; 
edomingo@cbm.uam.es[edomingo@cbm.uam.es]; anders.vahlne@ki.se[anders.vahlne@ki.se]; 
andres.merits@utee[andres.merits@ut.ee]; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk[bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk]; 
Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk[Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk]; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu[dgriffi6@jhmi.edu]; 
erica@lji.org[erica@lji.org]; jglass@jcvi.org[jglass@jcvi.org]; rscheuermann@jcvi.org[rscheuermann@jcvi.org]; 
david_topham@urmcsochester.edu[david_topham@urmcsochester.edu]; LeDuc, James W.Owleduc@UTMB.EDU]; Weaver, 
Scott[sweaver@UTMB.EDU]; mhkaplan@umich.edu[mhkaplan@umich.edu]; psm9@pitt.edu[psm9@pitt.edu]; 
peter.palese@mssm.edu[peter.palese@mssm.edu]; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu[ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu]; 
wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu[wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu]; mstevenson@med.miami.edu[mstevenson@med.miami.edu]; 
emorse@buffalo.edu[emorse@buffalo.edu]; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu[rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; Schinazi, Raymond 
F[rschina@emory.edu]; Del Rio, Carlos[cdelrio@emory.edu]; rfgarry@tulane.edu[rfgarry@tulane.edu]; 
cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu[cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu]; cmacpherson@sgu.edu[cmacpherson@sgu.edu]; 
joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm[joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm]; bhangombe@unza.zm[bhangombe@unza.zm]; 
pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org[pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org]; linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg[linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg]; 
Kratochvil, Christopher J[ckratoch@unmc.edu]; hegendel@unmc.edu[hegendel@unmc.edu]; 
gawandare@ug.edu.gh[gawandare@ug.edu.gh]; oquaye@ug.edu.gh[oquaye@ug.edu.gh]; 
jorge.osorio@wisc.eduporge.osorio@wisc.edu]; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu[tony.goldberg@wisc.edu]; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu[kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu]; 
konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov[konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov]; 
andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru[andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru]; arun.kumar@manipal.edu[arun.kumar@manipal.edu]; 
eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe[eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe]; jeey62@gmail.com[jeey62@gmail.com]; jeey62@korea.kr[jeey62@korea.kr]; 
don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu[don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu]; drmusabaev1956@gmail.com[drmusabaev1956@gmail.com]; 
Maponga, Charles[cmaponga@buffalo.edu]; alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au[alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au]; 
andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au[andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au]; gmnair51@gmail.com[gmnair51@gmail.com]; 
cbenn@health.sdu.dk[cbenn@health.sdu.dk]; silverr@ccf.org[silverr@ccf.org]; 
s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au[s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au] 
Cc: Christian Brechot[cbrechot@gvn.org]; Linman Li[Linmanli@gvn.org]; Kevin Kishpaugh[ktkishpaugh@gvn.org] 
From: Shin-Hee Kim[skim@gvn.org] 
Sent: Thur 12/10/2020 6:37:25 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: Reminder: GVN Survey 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors: 

Upon the request, we are resending this email. If you already submit your response to the GVN, we thank your effort and time. 

Thank you so much for your commitment to GVN. As we are all aware of, fostering the interactions between the 
various GVN centers is at the heart of our activity. 

With this view, GVN is establishing a database system to facilitate our collaboration effort with GVN centers, research members 
and industrial partners. As an initial step, the GVN is conducting online survey to gather the information for the centers' resources, 
facility, and research members' expertise. The survey form can be found at: https://forms.gle/gSQxLVv6DpUkB8U4A 
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GVN C 
Affiliate 
The purpose of tt.. survey is 
to collect information regardin 
the expertise of individual 
scientists and center facilities 
within the Global Virus 
Network (GVN). The form 
should take around 5-10 
minutes, and requests you to 
select categories of scientific 
expertise. For Center 
Directors: if you have more 
than one Center Director, onl 
one needs to fill in the form. II 
you have any questions, 
please contact 
ktkishpaugh@gvn.org. Thank 
you for your participation. 
forms.gle 

. This survey form is designed for the Center's director and research members. I would like to request you to share 

this survey link with your scientists in the center. This will also enable our GVN team to update the list of new 

researchers in the centers. 
I expect that this will make it efficient in communicating with our centers. The shared information with the GVN will be used for 
conducting Task Force and Biobank projects, launching a new initiative, organizing annual meetings, online courses, and webinar 
and coordinating intradisciplinary projects between the GVN centers and industrial partners. If you have any questions or 
assistance, please feel free to contact me and our GVN team. 

Dear Friends, 

We know how overwhelmed with paperwork you are; yet this is important and should only require a limited time. 

I do appreciate your time and support for this important project. 

Best regards, 

Christian Brechot 

From: Shin-Hee Kim 
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2020 8:32 AM 
To: vromanowski51@gmail.com <vromanowski51@gmail.com>; lewins@unimelb.edu.au <lewins@unimelb.edu.au>; 
Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au <Peter.Revill@vidrl.org.au>; Damian Purcell <dfjp@unimelb.edu.au>; arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be 
<arsene.burny@guest.ulg.ac.be>; luc.willems@ulg.ac.be <luc.willems@ulg.ac.be>; johan.neyts@kuleuven.be 
<johan.neyts@kuleuven.be>; marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr <marc.lecuit@pasteur.fr>; antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr 
<antoine.gessain@pasteur.fr>; benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org <benoit.miribel@fondation-merieux.org>; 
dongxp238@sina.com <dongxp238@sina.com>; Yiming Shao <yshao@bjmu.edu.cn>; protzer@tum.de <protzer@tum.de>; 
wielerlh@rki.de <wielerlh@rki.de>; becker@staff.uni-marburg.de <becker@staff.uni-marburg.de>; albert.osterhaus@tiho-
hannover.de <albert.osterhaus@tiho-hannover.de>; md@aims.amrita.edu <md@aims.amrita.edu>; esreekumar@rgcb.res.in 
<esreekumar@rgcb.res.in>; william.hall@ucd.ie lananh_2003@yahoo.com <lananh_2003@yahoo.com>; 
gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.il <gershoni@tauex.tau.ac.ik giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it <giuseppe.ippolito@inmi.it>; hasegawa@nih.go.jp 
<hasegawa@nih.go.jp>; m.koopmans@erasmusmc.n1<m.koopmans@erasmusmc.nk mazus@yandex.ru <mazus@yandex.ru>; 
januszp@nicd.ac.za <januszp@nicd.ac.za>; jerome.kim@ivi.int <jerome.kim@ivi.int>; joaquim.segales@irta.cat 
<joaquim.segales@irta.cat>; Majo, Natalia <natalia.majo@irta.cat>; edomingo@cbm.uam.es <edomingo@cbm.uam.es>; 
anders.vahlne@ki.se <anders.vahlne@ki.se>; andres.merits@ut.ee <andres.merits@utee>; bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk 
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<bryan.charleston@pirbright.ac.uk>; Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk <Massimo.palmarini@glasgow.ac.uk>; dgriffi6@jhmi.edu 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; erica@lji.org <erica@lji.org>; jglass@jcvi.org <jglass@jcvi.org>; rscheuermann@jcvi.org 
<rscheuermann@jcvi.org>; david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu <david_topham@urmc.rochester.edu>; jwleduc@utmb.edu 
<jwleduc@utmb.edu>; sweaver@utmb.edu <sweaver@utmb.edu>; mhkaplan@umich.edu <mhkaplan@umich.edu>; 
psm9@pitt.edu <psm9@pitt.edu>; peter.palese@mssm.edu <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu 
<ramesh.akkina@colostate.edu>; wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu <wgreene@gladstone.ucsf.edu>; mstevenson@med.miami.edu 
<mstevenson@med.miami.edu>; emorse@buffalo.edu <emorse@buffalo.edu>; rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu 
<rgallo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; Schinazi, Raymond F <rschina@emory.edu>; Del Rio, Carlos <cdelrio@emory.edu>; 
rfgarry@tulane.edu <rfgarry@tulane.edu>; cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu <cadebamowo@ihv.umaryland.edu>; 
cmacpherson@sgu.edu <cmacpherson@sgu.edu>; joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm <joshua.anzinger@uwimona.edu.jm>; 
bhangombe@unza.zm <bhangombe@unza.zm>; pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org <pontiano.kaleebu@mrcuganda.org>; 
linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg <linfa.wang@duke-nus.edu.sg>; Kratochvil, Christopher J <ckratoch@unmc.edu>; 
hegendel@unmc.edu <hegendel@unmc.edu>; gawandare@ug.edu.gh <gawandare@ug.edu.gh>; oquaye@ug.edu.gh 
<oquaye@ug.edu.gh>; jorge.osorio@wisc.edu <jorge.osorio@wisc.edu>; tony.goldberg@wisc.edu <tony.goldberg@wisc.edu>; 
kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu <kawaokay@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu>; konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov 
<konstantin.chumakov@fda.hhs.gov>; andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru <andrey.vasin@influenza.spb.ru>; arun.kumar@manipal.edu 
<arun.kumar@manipal.edu>; eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe <eduardo.gotuzzo@upch.pe>; jeey62@gmail.com <jeey62@gmail.com>; 
jeey62@korea.kr <jeey62@korea.kr>; don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu <don.ingber@wyss.harvard.edu>; 
drmusabaev1956@gmail.com <drmusabaev1956@gmail.com>; Maponga, Charles <cmaponga@buffalo.edu>; 
alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au <alexander.khromykh@uq.edu.au>; andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au 
<andreas.suhrbier@qimrberghofer.edu.au>; gmnair51@gmail.com <gmnair51@gmail.com>; Christine Stabell Benn 
<cbenn@health.sdu.dk>; silverr@ccf.org <silverr@ccf.org>; s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au <s.mahalingham@griffith.edu.au> 
Cc: Christian Brechot <cbrechot@gvn.org>; Linman Li <Linmanli@gvn.org>; Kevin Kishpaugh <ktkishpaugh@gvn.org> 
Subject: Reminder: GVN Survey 

Dear GVN Center and Affiliate Directors: 

Thank you so much for your commitment to GVN. As we are all aware of, fostering the interactions between the various GVN 
centers is at the heart of our activity. 

With this view, GVN is establishing a database system to facilitate our collaboration effort with GVN centers, research members 
and industrial partners. As an initial step, the GVN is conducting online survey to gather the information for the centers' resources, 
facility, and research members' expertise. The survey form can be found at: https:fiforms.gle/gSQxLVv6DpUkB8U4A.
This survey form is designed for the Center's director and research members. I would like to request you to share this survey link 
with your scientists in the center. This will also enable our GVN team to update the list of new researchers in the centers. 

I expect that this will make it efficient in communicating with our centers. The shared information with the GVN will be used for 
conducting Task Force and Biobank projects, launching a new initiative, organizing annual meetings, online courses, and webinar 
and coordinating intradisciplinary projects between the GVN centers and industrial partners. If you have any questions or 
assistance, please feel free to contact me and our GVN team. 

Dear Friends, 

We know how overwhelmed with paperwork you are; yet this is important and should only require a limited time. 

I do appreciate your time and support for this important project. 

Best regards, 

Christian Brechot 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Auchincloss, Hugh (NIH/NIAID) [E][auchinclossh©niaid.nih.gov] 
Cc: Boyd, Nancy (NIH/NIAID) [Elinboyd@niaid.nih.gov]; Holubar, Connie J.[cjholuba©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E][afauci@niaid.nih.gov] 
Sent: Thur 1/28/2021 9:15:26 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: RE: transitions and thanks 

LnWARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
ad know the content is safe. 

Jim: 

Thanks for the note. You have had an outstanding career that you should be very proud of. You have been an 

invaluable asset to NIAID, and a wonderful colleague and friend. I wish you all the best in your next adventure. 

Best regards, 

Tony 

From: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2021 2:37 PM 
To: Fauci, Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E] <AFAUCl@niaid.nih.gov>; Auchincloss, Hugh (NIH/NIAID) [E] <auchinclossh@niaid.nih.gov> 
Cc: Boyd, Nancy (NIH/NIAID) [E] <NBoyd@niaid.nih.gov>; Holubar, Connie J. <cjholuba@UTMB.EDU> 
Subject: transitions and thanks 

Dear Tony and Hugh, 

Well, the day is almost here. I formally retire from UTMB on 31 Jan 2021; however, I hope to remain associated with the university 
as adjunct faculty after a mandatory 30 day hiatus. At that time, I hope to assist with the orientation of the new director (still not 
selected) and participate in special projects. 

I want to take this opportunity to thank you both for your unwavering support of the GNL over the years. I am extremely proud of 
the outstanding accomplishments that have come from the laboratory, including the education of an incredibly gifted cohort of 
students and post-docs and the outstanding scientific contributions made by our faculty and staff. These advances simply would 
have never been made were it not for the strong partnership that has developed between the GNL and NIAID. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has clearly demonstrated the need for biocontainment labs able to safely and securely address dangerous 
pathogens and validated the nearly $1B investment made by NIAID in building the network. Going forward, may I suggest that 
NIAID consider organizing a "Blue Ribbon Panel" to review the national response to the COVID-19 pandemic, with special attention 
to the RBUNBL network. Many network labs made substantial contributions, but I suspect that there are important lessons to be 
learned to maximize the future contributions of this unique national resource. And of course, I would be eager to participate in 
such a review. 

Finally, like so many across the nation, I want to thank you, Tony, for your steadfast leadership and guidance to our country 
throughout the pandemic. Working under the most difficult conditions imaginable, you have consistently been a beacon of truth 
and relevant, practical, science-based guidance that has served to reassure the country and keep us heading in the right direction. 
We are not done yet, but we are on the right track. 

In case my UTMB email account is closed, my cell is listed below and my personal email is: jamesleduc2021@gmail.com.

With all good wishes and very sincere thanks, 

Jim 

James W. Le Duc, Ph.D. 
Director 
Galveston National Laboratory 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, TX 77555-0610 
(t) 409-266-6500 
(f) 409-266-6810 
ihrn) 409-789-2014 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU]; Guenther, Rita[RGuenther@nas.edu]; Rusek, Benjamin[BRusek@nas.edu]; 
'Dave FranzIdavidrfranz@gmail.com]; Lowenthal, Micah[mlowenth©nas.edu] 
Cc: Diane Griffin[dgriffi6Qhmi.edu]; Peggy Hamburg[peggy@hbfam.net]; Peter Palese[peter.palese©mssm.edu] 
From: Nancy Connell[NancyConnell©jhu.edu] 
Sent: Tue 2/9/2021 1:05:21 PM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTM B's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Dear all, 

Gigi Kwik Gronvall and Britany Bland's article on "Life-science research and biosecurity concerns in the Russian 
Federation" in the Non-Proliferation Review: 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf 10.1080/10736700.2020.1866323?needAccess=true 

nancy 

From: "LeDuc, James W." <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> 
Date: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 at 9:39 AM 
To: "Guenther, Rita" <RGuenther@nas.edu>, "Rusek, Benjamin" <BRusek@nas.edu>, 'Dave Franz' 
<davidrfranz@gmail.com>, "Lowenthal, Micah" <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>, Diane Griffin <dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>, Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>, 
Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu> 
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V 
vaccine 

Thanks—very good news. 

From: Guenther, Rita <RGuenther@nas.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 4:51 AM 
To: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>; 'Dave Franz' <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> 
Cc: LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@jhmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@jhmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu> 
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks, Ben. 

Just a few moments ago, I received a note from our counterparts in Moscow that they are moving ahead with forming their COVID/ID 
group, and we should be moving forward with our first meeting at the beginning of March. They apologized for the delay; virtual 
learning is very challenging in the Russia. 

More just as soon as possible! 

Take care, 

Rita 
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From: Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 10:55 PM 
To: 'Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com>; Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <ivvieduc@UTTVIE.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@ihu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Guenther, Rita 
<RGuenther@nas.edu>
Subject: RE: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

More in the NYer https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/02/08/the-sputnik-v-vaccine-and-russias-race-to-immunity 

Benjamin Rusek 
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
1-202-334-3975 

From: Dave Franz <davidrfranz@grnail.corn>
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 12:37 PM 
To: Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu>
Cc: James W. LeDuc <jwieducPUTMB.EDU>; Nancy Connell <NancyConnell@jhu.edu>; Diane Griffin (dgriffi6@ihmi.edu) 
<dgriffi6@ihmi.edu>; Peggy Hamburg <peggy@hbfam.net>; Peter Palese <peter.palese@mssm.edu>; Guenther, Rita 
<RGuenther@nas.edu>; Rusek, Benjamin <BRusek@nas.edu>
Subject: Re: WaPo: How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 

Thanks Micah, Interesting the RAS is not mentioned; would have been in the old days, I would think. I can't remember 
for sure if the Gamaleya was part of RAS, but think it was Min of Health when we used to visit. Rita will know. Last time 
we were there it seemed quiet and dark with not much going on. I remember I was surprised however that, at the time, 
they were ahead of us on a recombinant Botulinum vaccine. Assume Putin has plussed up their budget in the last 15 years. 
Dave 

On Feb 8, 2021, at 11:21 AM, Lowenthal, Micah <mlowenth@nas.edu> wrote: 

How Russian biotech trampled protocols — and challenged the West — in race for Sputnik V vaccine 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/russia-vaccine-sputnik-coronavi rus-lancet/2021/02/08/18d8d55c-
6571-11eb-bab8-707f8769d785 story.html 

Micah Lowenthal, Ph.D. I Senior Director 
Committee on International Security & Arms Control (CISAC) and 
International Networks & Cooperation Theme 
Policy and Global Affairs Division 
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
500 Fifth Street NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA 
mlowenthal@nas.edu I +1.202.334.3074 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: LeDuc, James W.Owleduc©UTMB.EDU] 
From: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Fri 7/17/2020 12:08:39 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Subject: Re: The Troll: A fake flag burning at Gettysburg was only his latest hoax from the Washington Post 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Amazing; thanks for sharing. We need to get ready to support more people on both ends of the spectrum with food stamps 
and health care, like this guy. d 

On Jul 17, 2020, at 12:43 PM, LeDuc, James W. <jwleduc@UTMB.EDU> wrote: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/2020/07/17/gettysburg-antifa-flag-burning-trol I/ 

this is the episode I mentioned earlier 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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To: Dave Franz[davidrfranz@grnail.com] 
From: jwleduc©utmb.edupwleduc@utmb.edu] 
Sent: Sat 1/23/2021 10:57:56 AM (UTC-06:00) 
Subject: Re: On web 

Thanks for sharing. Strange posting but I guess it's a sign of the times. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2021, at 9:29 AM, Dave Franz <davidrfranz@gmail.com> wrote: 

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Jim, I've only heard from you and haven't talked to anyone else, but saw this one the web this morning. 
Apparently it is a search engine that scans the web and social medial. Dave 

https://insideeko.com/major-general-philip-k-russell-death-obituary-dead-passed-away/ 

David R. Franz 
Gettysburg, PA 
240-674-0797 
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